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TO

GEORGE PAUL, V.M.H., J. P., C.C

THE SEVENTY-FOURTH VOLUME OF "THE GARDEN

Is dedicated.

A MONG those who have devoted their lives to horticulture, Mr. George Paul occupies an honourable position, and

/ \ it is a pleasure to dedicate a volume of The Garden to one who has done so much for the advancement of

/ \ horticulture and Roses in particular. Born on December 8, 184 1, Mr. Paul was subsequently for two years a

pupil at the well-known firm of Mr. Charles Fisher of Handsworth, whence he joined his father at Cheshunt on

September 29, i860. In 1867 he succeeded his father as head of the business at Cheshunt, a position he has retained until

the present day. As a raiser of new Roses Mr. Paul has done good work, Duke of Edinburgh, Lord Clyde, Sultan of

Zanzibar, the first Hybrid Tea (Cheshunt Hybrid) and S. Reynolds Hole being a few that owe their existence to his efforts.

He was one of the founders of the National Rose Society, and has from its inception until the present time occupied a

position on the committee of that society. Mr, Paul also took a prominent part in the resuscitation of the Royal

Horticultural Society, joining the Council when it left South Kensington and secured a temporary home in the London

Scottish Drill Hall, and^e also assisted in organising the first Temple Show. As an exhibitor and judge he has from

i85i up till the present year taken a foremost place at the leading shows throughout the country and superintended the

magnificent groups shown by the firm at the Temple, Holland House, and National Rose Society's shows. During such

a long and distingtiished career Mr. Paul has known many famous men in the horticultural world, among them being Dr.

Lindley, Sir Joseph Paxton, Dean Hole, Mr. Marnock, the Rev. Joshua Dix, Mr. Gibson of Battersea Park, and most of

the leading nurserymen of two or three generations. The advance that has been made in horticulture during Mr. Paul's

life is very great indeed, and he has seen the development of the Hybrid Tea, Polyantha and wichuraiana Roses. He
remembers the growth of the florist's Begonias and Gladioli, having numbered among his friends M. Souchet, the

founder of the modern Gladiolus, and Mr. John Laing of Forest Hill, the developer of the first-named flower. Mr. Paul

acted as one of the jurors at the Universal Exlubition in Paris in 1889; at the Paris Quinquennial Exhibitions

of 1905 and 1910 ; and at the great Ghent Exhibition of 1908. Since The Garden was founded in 1871 Mr. Paul

has contributed articles from time to time, especially in his younger days. He was one of the first to have the

Victoria Medal of Honour in Horticulture bestowed upon him, an honour that was well deserved. In addition to

his work in the interests of horticulture. Mr. Paul has for many years taken an active part in civic affairs, has long

been a Justice of the Peace for Hertfordshire and senior member for Cheshunt on the Hertfordshire County Council,

and since its commencement he has been a member of the Educational Committee of that body. In the latter capacity

Mr. Paul's love of gardening has induced him to take a prominent part in the formation of school gardens throughout

the county. We dedicate this volume to one who has devoted his whole life to the noble art of gardening, and hope

that he may for many years be spared to continue the good and useful work that he has so willingly undertaken.
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INDEX.

Abelia florlbunda, 363
Abies ftrma, 26
Acacias, 243
Achilleas, 254
Actinotis Helianthii, 633
Adenostyles albida, 622
Agapanthuses, treatment of, 604
Ageratum, treatment of, 566
Allamanda y;randiflorn, 472
Allotment tiowera, 447
Alpine flowers under glass, 149, 174. 177,

181, 198, 223, 238 ;
plants in window-

boxes, 577
American blight or woolly aphis, 572, 584
Anchiisa italica Dropmore variety, 278
Anemone bianda, 186 ; nemorosa AUenii,

247
Anemones, alpine, 138
Angaloa Cliftonii, 70
Annual flowers, a border of. 114
Annuals, 211 ; climbing, 161 ; for autumn
h; sowmg, 457 ; sweet-scented, 121
Antholyza paniculata major, 597
Apple Ard-Caim Russet, 578. 585 ; Charles

Ross, 4 ; Chelmsford Wonder, 596
;

Flower of Kent. 266 ; Lane's Prince
Albert, 646 ; Mere du Manage, 646 ; Red
Victoria, 479 ; Rev. W. Wilks, 479

;

Round Winter Nonsuch, 497 ; scab
disease, 484 ; tree diseased, 12 ; trees

cankered, 491 ; twigs diseased, 108

;

Wagener, 210 ; William Crump, 46
Apples, gatheruig and keeping, 551 ; late

dessert and culinary, 152 ; spotted,

12 ; the Crab, 267
Apricot and its culture, 496, 524
Arabis albida in the rock garden, 621
Arctotis grandirtora, 459, 495
Arenaria balearica, 266 ; montana, 302
Arum Lilies, 417, 477
Ascot garden, plants in an, 450
Asparagus beds, 234, 338, 536 ; how to

prepare, 608
Aspidium angulare proliferum, 561
Association, Metropolitan Public Gardens,

161
Aster ericoides Perfection, 531 ; Xovelty,

555 ; Peggy Ballard, 505
Astilbe Arendsii Salmon Queen, 382

;

Venus, 382
Astilbes, 233
Auricula Canary Bird, 247 ; Dorothy

Cutts, 247 : Mai, 247 ; Phyllis Douglas,
194 ; revival of the, 237 ; Roxburgh,
218 ; Victor, 218

Australian plant, an interesting, 633
Azaleas. 211, 251, 477 ; hardy, 563

B.

Barr, Peter, Memorial, 410
Beans, Broad, 140 ; cultm-e of Runner,

190 ; Dwarf French, 240 ; French
Climbing, 270 ; staking Runner, 304

;

trials of Riinner, 614
Bedding plants, 542 ; suggestions for, 214
Beetroots, lifting and storing, 516
Begonia fuchsioides, 307 ; Gloire de

Lorraine, 103, 175 ; Mrs. W. L. Ainslie,

354; Rochfordii, 626 ; Rose Queen, 274
Begonias, transplanting seedling, 105

;

tuberous, 131. 269, 489 ; tuberous-
rooted, 126 ; winter-flowering, 561

Berberis coccinea, 574
Berried plants in the greenliouse, 609
Bifreuaria bicornaria, 274
Blackberries for bottling, 606
Blackthorn, double-flowered. 203
Blanching Leeks and Celery, 440
Blue border, plants for a, 531
Bog garden, 245 ; and its formation, 569
Boltonia asteroides, 438

590

94

' 34, 160

46

206

Books—
" Algeria, Flora of," 47
" Alpine Flowers and Rock Garden,'
Booklets, some dainty, 182
Catalogue, an instructive. 10
" Charm of Gardens," 590
" Chrysanthemums, The Culture of,
" Code School Garden and Nature-book

590
" Dalfodils," 554
" Fern Gazette. The British
" Garden Annual." 34
" Garden Fayre. The," 94
"Garden Planning," 626
" Gardens of Delight." 147
" Horticultural Directory for 1910
" House and Garden," 383
" Ideal Garden, The," 206
" Lawns," 84
" Notes for Teachers, Descriptive,'
" Orchids," 590
"Orchids for Everyone," 626
" Rock and Water Gardens," 283
" Root and Stem Vegetables," 554
" Rosa, Tlie Genus," 3S2
" Itoses, A Shillmg Book on," 206
" Roses of the Old and New Worlds,"

283
" Royal Horticultural Society's Classified

List of Daffodil Names. 1910," 590
" Sweet Pea Note-book," 590
" Sweet Peas, A Book About," 34
" Sweet Peas, All About," 34
'* Vegetables and Flowers from Seeds

and Roots," 170
" Wall Pictures, Longman's," 94
" Wood and Garden," 383

Border, blue flowers for, 134 ;
plants, 150

Bougainvfllca dropping foliage, 384
Bougain villeas and their culture, 17. 38
Bouvardias, 127, 215, 472
Box edging, how to plant, 576, 607
Brasso-Cattleya WellesleyEe, 94
Briars, Hybrid Sweet, 315
British Fern Society, 410 ; fruit show, 521
Broccoli, 187 ; a useful early, 128 ; in

spring, 270
Brussels Sprouts, 157 ; and Cauliflowers,

118; for winter and spring, 598;
planting, 289

Bryonia dioica. 129
BuddleLa variabilis gigantea, 454 ; pruning,

169
Bulbs in fibre, 514 ; In pots, 441 ; lifting,

342; planting, 517

Carnation (Jueen Mary. 306 ; Regina, Cotoneaster rotundifolia, 611
555; R. F. Felton, 182; Rex, 638 ; Couve Tronchuda or Portugal Cabbage, 543
Scarlet (How, 531 ; Shasta, 531 ; the Cowslip, the Jerusalem. 213

White

Mal-
183;

Perpetual-flowering, 581, 606
;

House, 531
Carnations, 217 ; border, 52, 625

maison. 388 ; seedlings lailing.

Tree, 257
Carnivorous plants, two interesting, 646
Carrots, how to thin, 304 ; protecting
autumn-sown, 599 ; winter and spring,
400

Catalpa and climbing Rose, 358 ; nearly
dead, 355

Catasetum flmbriatum aureum, 531
Cattleya Adula, 479 ; Vale Bridge variety,

454 ; Artemis. 382 ; Basil, 531
;

dietrichiana, 354 ; Duce magniflca,

Crab Apple John Downie, 482
Crab, the Siberian, 3
Cratajgus Pyracantha Lelandii, 98
Crinura purpurasceus, 94, 112, 514
Crinums. 112, 160
Crocus Sieberi versicolor, 174 ; the fasci-

nation of the, 113, 129, 141, 153, 165
177 189. 201, 213

Crocuses, garden. 496
Croton Golden Ring Lynwood variety, 555
Cucumbers, a flne crop of, 424 ; in a frame,

133 ; in winter, 577 ; Ridge, 244
Currants, big-bud in Black, 168
Custard Marrows. 220
Cyananthus lobatus, 562

505 ; Dusseldorfei Undine Westonbirt Cyanide of potassium, fumigating with, 86
variety, 247 ; hardyana Holford's

i
Cyclamen, 47 ; Coum album, 379 ; from

variety, 454 ; Iris King Edward VII., ' Epsom, 158
478 ; lawrenceana Mary Regina, 273 ; Cydonia japonica, pruning. 295
Lengae, 505 ; lucida, 602 ; Mendelii Cymbidium lowgrinum Rosslyn variety,
King George, 354 ; Pearl McBean, 247 ; i 146
Princess Victoria, 273 ; Queen Maud, ' Cypripedium Alabaster magnificura, 22 ;

273=; Stuart Low, 354; Miranda I Angela, 479 ; Atlas, 46 ; Bantam, 46

Winningstadt, 460
382 ; Savoy, 400

;

\iolacea,

Cabbage, spring. 429
Cabbages for spring

transplanting, 204
Cacti, 276

;
plague in Queensland, 197

Ccesalpinia Gilliesii, 435
Calandrinias, 113
Calanthe Cooksoniae giganteum, 578

crocata, 182 ; densiflora, 554
Calceolaria integrifolia, 50, 75 ;

102. 122
Calendula Sulphur (Jueen. 382
Callicarpa purpurea, 623
Camellia not flowering, 147
Campanula, a well-grown, 548

;

562
;

pyramidalis alba, 645 ;

402
Cannas. 99, 108 ; from seed, 157

greenhouse, 301
Capsicums, 127
Carnation Edith Waters, 306

;

Day, 293, 312 ; Forester, 406
Alington, 505, 638 ; Miss Tatton, 119
:\lrs. C. F. Raphael, 247 ; Mrs. C. W!
Ward, 578 ; Mrs. Crook, 638 ; Mrs.
Everard Martin-Smith, 306 ; Mrs. J. A.
Reynolds, 406 ; Mrs. Robert Berkeley,
382 : Mrs. T. E. Henwood, 402

Westonbirt variety, 70 ; MossIeb Magali
Sander, 274 ; o*brieniana alba, 382

;

peroivaliana Westonbirt variety, 94
;

Robert de Wavrin Westonbirt variety,
182 ; Schroder^ The Prince, 118

;

Trianae Magali Sander, 70 ; Warsce-
wiczii Low's variety, 382 ; Othello,
406

Cauliflowers, 232
Ceanothus divaricatus, 423 ; thyrsiflorus,

303 : veitchianus dying, 342
Celeriac, 223
Celery fafling, 135 ; how to grow, 109 ;

trenches, 180 '

Cestrums, 264
Cherries, Morello, 337 ; grafting, 35
Cherry, a beautiful flowering, 229 I

Chestnut shoot, an interesting, 181
Chestnuts, Spanish, decaying, 207
Chicory. 300
Clumonanthus fragrans, 66
Choisya ternata, 411
Christmas Roses. 453, 477, 637
Chrysanthemum Betty Spark, 505 ; Holli-

cot Golden, 505 ; Lady B'ume'is, 626
;

Mrs. Gilbert Drabble, 626; Pearl White,
505; White, 478 ; Yellow, 478; inodorum,
473 ; maximum, 364 ; plant groups,
582

Chrysanthemums, 43, 66, 88, 106, 353,
404, 459, 486, 542 ; failing, 566 ; feed-
ing, 417 ; new, 531, 542, 555, 578, 602

;

single, 582, 606, 619 ; potting, 263 ; stock
plants after flowering, 600 ; trial ot

I

single. 138
I

Cineraria Feltham Beauty, 194

I

Cinerarias, 215 ; at Farnham Royal, 210

I

Clarldas as greenhouse plants, 451

I

Clay banks, the planting of. 409
I
Clematis alpina, 338 ; indivisa, 276 ; in

I
New Zealand, 527 ; in open ground,

I 19 ; layering. 352 ; montana, new
varieties of, 119

I Clianthus Dampleri, 207
;
puniceus albus,

,
363

I Clitls. planting, by the sea, 487
: Cli\ia King George, 306

I

Ccelogyne cristata, 60
,
Colchicura speciosum album, 525

j

Coleus, propagating, 104
in the Coleworts. 349

I

Collinsia bicolor, 155
Colour descriptions of flowers, 310 ; in

the autumn garden, 533, 559
Columnca magniflca, 42
Cnlutea longialata, 527
Convolviflus mauretanirns, 549
Corn Salad in winter. 512

,

Corydalis bulbosa fialleri, 379 ; solida,

226 1

Cosmos Rose Queen, 332

Britannia, 554 ; Charlesworthii Teme-
raire, 602 ; Curtisii Sander's variety,
354'; Dante rotundiflorum, 650 ; Gaston
Bultel, 650 ; how to repot a, 648

;

lolanthe, 602, 609 ; King George V., 530
;

leeanum Excelsior, 94 ; Lord Wolmer,
71 ; Princess May, 554 ; Reginald
Young, 554 ; Shogun, 505 ; Waterloo, 629

Cytisus Dallimorei, 274, 291

Fire Dome,
notes, 89,

lanata
Vidam:

Empire
Lady

Daffodil and Tulip notes. 164 ;

190 ; in a tea-pot, 245
;

101, 114, 130. 154, 225, 258, 383, 412,
425, 449 ; from New South Wales, 406,
644 ; of the future, 252 ; one aspect
of the, 221 ; season, the, 193

Daffodils, 411 ; and Tulips at Vincent
Square, 142 ; at Birmingham show,
241 ; at Vincent Square, 195, 202 ; for

a border, 295 ; for rough grass, 330
;

Royal Horticultural Society's classifica-

tion of, 601, 606, 619
Dahlia Flagstaff, 505 ; Orange Fire King,
274 ; the development of the, 481

Dahlias, new, 454, 478 ; trials of, 490
Daisies, Barberton, 31
Daisy, Alice. 337
Daphne Mezereum and its culture, 7

Mezereum Paul's White, 255
Dean, Mr. Alexander, V.M.H., 264
Delphinium Belladona semi-plena, 354

;

Lamartinii, 354 ; Purple Velvet, 330 ;

Theodora, 330
Delphiniums, three good, 351
Dendrobium Duchess of Albany, 94 ;

-Mrs. Fenton Arnton, 118; Phaljenopsis
schroderiana album Sander's variety,

22
Dianthus petrseus. 155 ; graniticus, 399
Digging competitions, 211 ; and trenching,

635
Disa Lacera multiflda, 118
Disanthus cercidifolia, 574
Draba ciliata. 275
Dracaena australis, 358
Dry soils, plants for, 90 ; walls in winter,

610

Edgings, Box and other, 87
Endive, Batavian i-nd other, 617
Epi-Cattleya Ncbo. 146
Ererauri. bed of, 314
Erlangea tomentosa, 46
Escallonia langlcyensis. 351

;
philippiana.

377

345«7
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li^schscboltzia Mikado, 622
Eucalypti in Britain, 250
Eucalyptus Gunnii, 250, 2S6, 311 ;

piilvenilenta, 551 ; seedlings, 506
Eucharis-gTOWing, 342
Eupatoriums," 579
Euphorbia Characias, 87, 138 ; Wulfenii,

39. G2, 74, 87
Exhibition, the proposed International

Horticultural, 185; schedule of, 618

Fabiana irabricata, 363
Fence, plants for a rustic, 591
Fern spores, longevity of, 38, 63
Ferns, a group of, 258 ; Curly, 168

;

Filmv. 228 ; hardy, 254 ; Hart's-
tongue, 390

Figs, a word about, 403, 410 ; against
walls, 385

Finocchio or Florence Fennel, S3
Flower beds, 231 ; raising soil of, 558,

582 ; exhibitions, present-day. 173
Flowers, fruits and veaetables for ex-

hibition, 285 ; seasonable work among,
633 ; the Queen of, 493 ; winter colours,

13, 50
Forestry Museum at Kew, 286
Forget-me-nots, 392
Foxgloves, self-sown, 435
Frames, ventUating, 93 ; and greenhouses,

ventilating, 624
Francoa ramosa, 206
Freesias, culture of. 464
French gardening, 15, 74, 160
Fritillaria imperialis chitralensis. 146
Fruit, gathering, 465

;
planting, 1 ;

trees, gross growth in, 472 ; and bushes
for small gardens. 125; grafting, 115;
grease-banding, 488; lifting and planting,

81 ; on lawns, 620 ;
planting, 552

;

pruning and training, 44; root-pruning,
553 ; washing and spraying, 608

Fruits, some new, 426
Fuchsia Syhia, 382
Fuchsias as pillar plants, 206 ; in winter,

517
Fungi, edible and poisonous 286
Fungus, a remarkable, 447

Garden, a deserted, 327
Geraniums, scented-leaved, 392
Gerberas, growing. 368
Gesnera Orange King, 531
Gesneras and their culture, 389
Gladioli, planting, 143
Gladiolus Europa, 430 ; failing, 442

;

Grafin Degenfeld, 430 ; Karl Luz,
430 ; King Edward VII., 354 ; Le
I-rnia, 454 ; primulinus, 430 ; Kathlinc,
478 ; Safrano, 454

Glamis Castle, autumn garden at, 586
Gloxinias, 205 ; in a cool place, 14
Goldfish, disease in. 175
Gooseberries and Currants as cordons,

179, 560 ; on trellises, 28
; protecting,

70 ;
pruning, 595

Gourds, ornamental, 513
Grape Gros Guillaume, 530, 546, 571 ;

Vine, summer ailments of, 297
Grapes, berries scalding. 453 ; colouring,

341 ; how to grow in ordinary garden
soil, 4, 43, 62 ; thinning, 281

* ' Greek Lavender," 14, 26
Greenhouse shelves, plants for, 348
Grevillea alpina, 150
Grieve, Mr. James, 29
Gypsophila carminea, 382

H.

Hardy plants, interesting, 343
Heath garden in midwinter, 122
Heaths, propagating, 207 ; the hardv, 19
Hedychimn, the. 389
Heimia myrtifolia, 248
Helianthemums, 596
Heligan Gardens, Cornwall. 300
Heiiotropium Favourite, 306
Heracleum mantegazzianum. 526
Herbaceous border, 589 ; borders, 239,

578
;

plants, 405
Herbs, 244 ; planting, 256
Hidalgoa Wercklei, 334
Hillhouse, the late Professor, 99
Hippeastrum Calypso, 218 ; Cardinal

Wolsey, 218 ; Gereant, 218
Hippeastrums, potting, 194
" Holland in Ireland," 478
Hollies, 269
Hollyhocks at Shrewsbury, 458 ; fungus-

proof, 495, 535, 682
Horticulture in Scotland, 123, 223 ; in
1759 and now, 123

Horticultural societies, the value of, 445
Hot-beds, making, 92
Houlletia Sanderi. 182
Hmnea elegans, 42, 63
Hyacinth, revival oE the, 135
Hyacinths, how to pot, 528
Hydrangea Hortensia, 257 ; Mrae. Emilie

Mouilliere, 247 ; Ornament, 247
Hydrangeas, how to propagate, 340

;

taking cuttings of, 260
Hypericum patulum, 620

Ideal home exhibition, 208
Itnpatiens Holstii, 17
Indoor decoration, Uowering plants for, 290
Inoculation of garden crops, 174
Insect friends and foes, 84 ;

pests on
plants and trees, 637

'

Institution, Gardeners' lloyal Benevolent,
49

International Horticultural Exhibition,
545, 617

Iris alata,645 ; albo purpurea colchesterense.
330 ; Fulvala, 330 ; hybrida Isoline, 306 ;

Italia, 306 ; Ka;mpferi. 368 ; Pavonia,
473 ; Spanish, in a Highgate garden,
633 ; stylosa, 122 ; failing to flower,

110, 150, 174 ; the Japanese, on a liill-

top, 364 ; tingitana, 223, 350
IrisL'S. 321 ; a garden of, 363 ; about,
307 ; Bearded, 438 ; Flag, 257 ; in

bowls, 591 ; two new, 337
Ivy, planting and increasing, 20

Japan-British Exhibition, flowers at, 373
Japanese Wineberry, 207

K.

Kalanchoe kewense Excelsior, 330
Kalanchoes and their culture, 361
Kales, the newer, for winter and spring
Kerria japonica, 574
King Edward VII., the late, 237
Kirengeshoma palmata, 573, 601
Krelage, Mr. Ernest H., 212

Lachenalias, 442
Laelia de Gustcana Thompsonii, 505
Lselio-Cattleya Golden Oriole tia,rina, 454

;

Berthe Foumier magnifica, 478 ; Endora
Mark Hambourg, 273 ; Firminii, 22

;

Golden Oriole superba, 530 ; Goldfinch
Westonbirt variety, 146 ; kiminosa
magnifica, 274 ; Olivia, 578 ; Ortrude
magnifica, 531 ; Pauline, 650 : Trimyra,
1S2

Lapagerias, 141 ; not flowering, 419
Lawns, mowing. 257
Leaf-mining grub, fumigating for, 150.

175
Leeks, 217
LicoAL Points—

Gardener's notice, 420
Landlord and tenant, 2]S
Master and servant: Notice, 319
Trees, adjoining owners', 10
Valuation. 10

Leggy plants, treatment of, 56
Leptosiphon hybridus, 437
Lettuce Green's, Favoimte, 406 ; Heart-

well and Supreme, 406 ; Icehead, 406
;

Stag*s-hom, 449 ; Sutton's Favourite,
437 ; White Favourite, 406

Lettuces, 268 ; for summer use, 140

;

in hot weather, 279
Leucojum, 101
Ligustrura Henryii, 631
Lilac, a hedge of, 7
Lilies failing, 455 ; hardy, 23 ; in pots. 192

;

late*flowering, 466
Lilium auratura, 192 ; giganteum, 142,

605 ;
philadelphicum, 587 ; tigrinum,

bulblets of, 603
Liliums in pots, 316 ; under glass, 169
Lily of the Valley as a pot plant, 28
Lily, the Madonna, 329, 453, 474
Lime in the soil, 375
Linaria bipartita alba, 203
Linum alpinum, 474
Liverpool Botanic Gardens, 336
Lobelia cardinalis, 523 ; Gloire de St.

Anne's, 505 ; winter treatment of,

541 ; propagating, 132 ; Sam Barlow,
454

Loganberry, how to prune the, 452
London County Council Parks oflficer,

557, 570, 594
Lonicera hildebrandiana, 490 ; pileata,

194

Lowberry, treatment of the, 580
Luculia gratlssima, 361
Lupine failing. 330
Lycaste peruviana, 274 ; Skinneri arme-

niaca, 46 ; Helleraen's variety, 194
Lychnis, increasing and growing the, 144

Macleania insignis, 247
Magnolia fuscata, 303 ; Watsonii not

Howering, 369
Magnolias dying, 183
Marguerite, culture of the, 636
Manures, li(iuid, 441
Maples, Japanese, 100
Marguerite Mrs. F. Sander, 274
Mealy bug on Vines. 86
Melon Early Favourite, 430 ; Golden

Beauty, 454, 524
; growing, 89

Melons, how to grow early, 4 ; late, 439
Mendel's Law, 445
Mertensia echioides elongata, 306
Mice, field, destroying, 250, 322
Michaelmas Daisies and their culture, 538
Mill-race changed into a rock garden, 415
Miltonia bleuana Hessle variety, 247, 277 ;

Phalaenopsis McEean's variety. 218
;

vcxillaria lambeauiana, 354 ; Memorla
Baron Schroder, 273; SnowUake, 306;
Warscewiczij leucochlia, 650

Mint in boxes, 91
Moles, catching, 151
Montbretias. 529
Montanoa mollissima, 623
Morisia hypogoca, 379
Mushrooms, 296 ; how to grow clean, 601
Myosotis, 313

N.

Narcissi, forced, 163 ; forcing, 458 ; some
new, 475 ; three new, 379

Narcissus Apricot Queen, 226 ; Blackweli,
130 ; Colleen, 247 ; Cooksonias. 247 ;

Piretail, 462 ; Henry Irving, 174
;

Johnstonii King and Queen of Spain,
298 ; Poeticus going blind, 162

;

Poeticus Matthew Arnold. 213
;

Poeticus plenus, 275
Nasturtium. Peruvian, 55, 98
National Ctirysanthemum Society's con-

ference, 628
National Hardy Plant Society, 434, 470
National Rose Society's annual meeting,

617
National Sweet Pea Society's exhibition,

a criticism of, 374 ; trials, 357
National Vegetable Society, 436, 493, 507,

618
Nectarine Humboldt, 403, 446
Nemesias and their culture, 130
Ncmophila insignis, 367
Nepenthes nobilts, 555
Nepeta Mussinu, 413, 471, 534. 558
Nerine elegantissima Mansell's seedling,

555
Neviusia alabamensis, 203
New plants, 22. 46, 70, 94, 118, 146, 182,

194, 218, 247, 273, 306, 330, 354, 382,
406. 430, 454, 478, 505, 531, 554, 578,
602

Newnes, Sir George, Bart., death of, 298
Nitrate of soda, how to use, 529
Notospartium Carmichaelae, 143, 338
Nursery Notes—

G. Bunvard and Co.. 548
Ker and Sons, 638
Laxton Brothers, 573
Pennell and Sons, 566
R. Veitch and Sons, 530
Stuart Low and Co., 536

Oak, olil. in Kvre Park. 100
Odontioda Bradshawiae Westonbirt variety,

554 ; Cecilia, 479 ; Charlesworth ii

Theodora, 247 ;
gattonensLs, 306

;

Goodsonise, 194 ; keighleyensis Fowler's
varietv, 22 ; King George V., 273 ;

lloyal Gem, 273 ; St. Fuscien Im-
perator, 306 ; VuylstekesD Walton
Grange variety, 330

OdontoglossuM ardentissimum Norman
Cookson, 194 ; arnoidianum, 218 ; Black
Prince, 118; Ceras, IIS ; Ceres Goodson's
varietv, 194; magniflcum, 650 ; Plump-
ton Hall variety, 626 ; Circe, 554

;

crispum Magnum Bonuni, 247 ; St.

Fuscien, 218 ; eximium Emperor, 274 ;

eximium E. C. Uogerson, 118 ; Empress
of India, 273 ; Gladys H. W. Cheal, 182 ;

Memoria King Edward VII., 273;
Pronierens, 273 ; regale rosefleldiense,

218 ; Rossianis rubens. 218, 238 ;

Rouge Dragon, 626 ; splendens, 118,

141 ;
thompsonianum Gatton Park

variety, 1S2

Olearia macrodonta, 448
Oncidium Slantinii Lowii, 430; SamJcrac,

382
Onions, 429 ; bending down, 341 ; thin-

ning, 328 ; transplanting, 204, 4S9
Opuntias, Spineless, 88
Orchard liouse, 227
Orchards, care and management of, 52,

83, 125, 18S
Orchids, notes on : Cattleya, the labiata

section of, 277 ; Dendrobiums, 128 ;

Diaas, 572 ; Epidendrums, 487
Medusa's Head, 52 ; Miltonias, 348

;

Oncidiums, 400 ; soil for, 634 ; Zygo-
petalura .Mackayii, 6

Osmunda palustris crispato-congesta, 247

Pteonies, herbaceous, 509, 546 ; Tree,
position for, 23

Pceony, an old Tree, 398
Paint, use of green, 173
Palms failing, 543
Pansies, how to increase, 428 ; Tufted, io
the rock garden, 18

Pansy blossoms, removing spent, 317
Parkinson, John, 288, 300
Parks, spring lessons from the, 197
Parsley, early, 40
Parsnips for flavour, 191
Paths, how to make garden, 85 ; slirubs

for bordering, 134
Pea, Exhibition, 430 ; Hobday's Essex
Wonder, 279 ; Magnum Bonum, 430

;

Moneymaker, 406 ; Prestige, 406 ; Prince
of Peas, 406 ; Satisfaction, 430 ; Seed-
ling No. 223, 479 ; the Shamrock, 625

;

Windsor Castle, 430 ; Yorkshire ITero
430

Peach trees dropping buds, 184 ; spring
treatment of, 133

Peaches and Bananas, 427 ; and leaves
dropping, 394 ; and Nectarines, 68

;

autumn treatment of, 463 ; in an un-
heated greenhouse, 105

Pear tree, pruning, 32
Peas, Autocrat and Gladstone, 5S2 ;

1
early, for amateurs, 82 ; garden. 25 ;

j

late, 300 ; mildew on, 212 ; new varie-
ties, 599 ; some good, 449 ; some good
late, 620 ; Sugar, 83

! Pelargonium White Queen, 306
: Pelargoniums, 375 ; in winter, 517

; pot-

I

ting, 342 ; scented-leaved, 112

j

Pentstemon Hartwegii, 2 ; Myddleton
Gem, 55

I

Pentstemons, 217 ; propagating, 476
I Perennials, border of, 10 ; how to increase

hardy, 533
Perry, Mr. Amos, 224

I Pescatorea Camellosa, 382
! Petunias, 347
' Phaio-Calanthe Schroderae, 146
I Phaius Cooperi, 505
Phatfeuopsis casta superbissima, 194
Philesia buxifolia, 375
Phlox Canadian, Perry'-S variety, 231

;

Elizabeth Campbell, 454 ; Ellen Will-
mott, 505 ; Frau Antonin Buckner,

I 406 ; Phlox roemeriana, 2
Phloxes, herbaceous, 145

;
planting, 503

;

j

some white, 394
I

Pineapple Smooth Cayenne, 603
I
Pines, destruction of, 325
Pinks on a dry wall, 486

;
propagating,

329
Plane tree disease, 262, 287 ; as a danger

to health, 346
Planting North and South, 452, 495 ;

season, hints for, 448
Plants and flowers, seasonable, 632 ; for

carpet bedding. 11 ; interesting hardy
348 ;

propagating, 116
Plum, the Myrobalan, 179
Plums, 53
Plungiug pot plants, 312
Poinsettias after flowering, 103
Poisonous plants, 199, 239, 250, 274
Polyanthus Ladham's Brilliant, 247
Polyanthuses, 5 ; and Primroses, how to

increase, 380 ; from seed versus division,

18; late-sown, 253 ; Mr. J. Crook's, 262
Polypodium Schneideri, 17 ; vulgare, 46

;

carabricum, 71
Pot plants, soil for, 489
Potato and root crops of Great Britain,

618 ; Dalmeny Early, 479 ; degenera-
tion of the, 334, 359 ; Den's Favourite,
406 ; disease, a little-knowh, 660 ;

Faithlie, 406 ; is it degenerating ?

397 ; Selected Ashleaf, 406 ; Snowdrop,
16, 38 ; Walker's Seedling, 406 ; Webb's
First Crop, 449

Potatoes, 64 ; artificial manure for, 160 ;

earthing-up, 230, 262, 316 ; manures
for, 95 ; seed, 636 ; some wonderful, 512

Potentilla, how to grow, 156
Poterium obtusatum, 434
Potting plants too deep, 317
Primroses and Polyanthuses, 199 ; doubles,

reverting, 271, 293
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Primula I'orbosli, 361 ; ciliata General
Stcwarl, 218 ; obconica, 179, 223

;

grandiMora, 200 ;
pulvcrulcnta, 347,

386 ; sinensis, 124 ; Unique, 271
Primulas, Chinese, 19.i ; and Persian Cycla-

mens, 97 ; seedling Chinese, 135
Pruning, ?*nmmer, 360, 364
Pt'-ii> :i>|uilinii. 30'>

l'lihH<>n:u'i:i Dllinnalis, 213, 222, 250
Pyrithnnn Snuw White, 306

Qiu'en uf Autnnni. the, 557

tjuinee braneh for inspection, 143 ; tlie,

163
tjuinces, 186

KadisV.es (or winter, 461
Ramondia pyrenaica, 327
llununcvilus Evening Star, 306, 313

;

l.vallii, 379, 399, 435
Kaspberrics after fruiting, 412, 483 ; and

lllacUberries for bottling, 671
;

pruning
and planting, 8

ll-ispberry canea, thinning out, 523
Heading, "annual flowers at, 418
Ketinosporas, variation in, 331
Rhododendron Alice, 274 ; Juliana. 274 ;

primulinum, 182
Rhododendrons, hardy, 291 ; uncommon,

345
Rhus typhina laciniata, 274
Robinia Kelseyii, 325, 306
Rock Cress, double-flowered, 230
Hock garden, 28, 210 ; a pretty, 350
and dry walls, 188 ; at Crowborough,
227 ; dwarf trees and shrubs for

611 ; Iberis and Sempcrvivuins in the,

573
Rockery and pond, 214 ; a tangled, 201
making a small, 491

Rockfoils, 55
Fujmneya Coulteri in winter, 407
Roof gardens, 166
Room plants, 180
Knot crops, 484 ;

pruning, 463
Rosa bracteMa Maria Leonida, 315 ; Freda,

330 ; multiflora Flame, 382
;

pim-
pinelliiolia, 598 ; rugosa, rare varieties

of, 279
Rose armual, 209 ; Antoine Rivoire, 323 ;

Austrian Copper, 167 ; beds, filling up
gaps in, 176 ; Blush Rambler, 501 ;

Climbing Leuchtstern, 42 ; common
enemies of the, 502 ; Conrad F. Meyer,
5 ; DanfP, 497 ; Daphne, 454 ; Dorothy
Perkins, 54 ; as a standard, 575

;

J.)uchess of We8tminster,1274 ; Entente
Cordiale, 307 ; Excclsa, 274, 315

;

festival, a. 310 ; Frau Alfred Mauthner,
414 ; garden, 31, 64, 67, 90, 100, 116,

131, 146, 155, 167, 176, 194, 200, 214,

224, 229, 246, 255, 279, 289, 307, 316,
339, 349, 362, 378, 390, 401, 414, 426,
438, 451, 461, 485, 515, 524, 537, 650,
562, 675, 598, 609 ; a national, 494

;

by the sea, 485 ; plan of,'438 ; General
Gallieni, 272 ; General Macarthur, 546 ;

growing in West Indies, 609 ; near
London, 40 ; Harry Kirk, 353 ; hedge,
391, 401 ; hedges, 498, 516, 637 ; heps
on fruits, 353 ; Jessie, 155

;
jottings,

91 ; Juliet, 215, 354, 500 ; Lady
Hillingdon, 147 ; Lena, 302 ; >Tar6chal

Niel, 176 ; Mary Countess of Ilchester,

364 ; Minnehaha. 401 ; Mme. Edm6e
Metz as a standard, 583 ; Mme.Tlantier,
439: Mrs. A. R. Waddell,-635

Rose .Mrs. F(j1c> llobbs. 364 ; .Mrs. Her-
bert Stevens. 4S6. 506 ; Mrs. James
Ferguson, 524 ; names, the spelling of,

123 ; notes from .\mcriea, 497 ; pergola,

a, 391 ;
pergola at Stratllclrtsayc

Rectory, 662 ;
" Rambler Trier, 255 ;

R6n': Collctte, 451 ; show, the autumn,
469 ; sports, climbing, 272, 339 ; Tea
Rambler, 414; the Altai, 494; the
Lyon, 260 ; terms, explanation of,

159 ; wiehuraiana Diaboio, 391
;

Francois Foupard, 167 ; Leontine
Gervais, 382 ; Rose Delight, 414 ;

William -\llen Richardson, raiser of,

311 ;
yellow, for heated greenhouse, 12

;

yellow Rambler, 11

Rosemary, 281 ; a veteran, 620
Roses, a chat about. 501 ; a plea for

old, 500 ; after flowering, 316 ; an
amateur's, in Ireland, 647 ; and
caterpillars, 175 ; artiflcial manures
for. 111 ; as coat flowers, 31 ; as
pot plants, 622 ; at railway stations,

411 : .\ustralian analysis of, 194 ;

Banksian, 315 ; best six for general

use, 138 ; Boursault, 339 ; Christmas,

9, 23 ; crimson. 378 ; delicate, 1908-9,

299 ; disbudding, 292 ; fragrant, 71
;

for beds, 349 ; for market, 604 ; for

new beds, 105 ; for potting up, 11
;

for table decoration, 511 ; for unsightly
corners, 18 : Gardenia and Konigin
Carola, 522 ; Hybrid Tea, as half-

standards, 131 ; in cold greenhouse,
59 ; in pots, 246 ; mildew-proof, 167

;

Nabonnand's, 635 ; new, 505 ; new, for

forcing. 598 ; new, of the year, 426, 461,
461, 471, 475, 485, 499, 516, 526. 537,

550, 562, 675, 585 ; on banks, 362 ; on
walls, 229 : planting, 640

;
planting,

under glass, 17 ; popular market, 5
;

protecting standard, 54
;
pruning, 100,

195 ; rambling types of, 499 ; scent

of, 523, 533 ; single and semi-double,

623 ; selections of, 494 ; seven perfect,

401 ; single Irish, 117 ; some early, 294
;

some fragrant new, 622 ; standard, 215
;

standard, fi-om cuttings, 362 ; strong
msus weak, 610 ; suggested exhibition

of pot, 186 ; sweet-scented, 155. 470
;

Tea and Hybrid Tea, with erect blooms,
12 : m towns, 339 ; under glass, 647 ;

weeping, 414 ; winter, for .market, 535
Rubbish, how to dispose of,

Sagittaria japonica flore-pleno, 67
Saintpaulia ionantha, 103
Salads, summer, 240
Salsify, 177
Salvias, 453
Sand, uses of, 665
Sarracenia Willmottae, 274
Saunders, O. S.. the late, 208
Saxifraga Boydii and its varieties, 141 ;

Fortunei, 622 ; Milesii, 314
;

paradoxa,
462, 482, 510

;
pyramidalis, 266 ; scardiea

obtusa, 147
Saxifragas, sunmier-flowering, 325
Scarborough Lily, 432
Schizanthns grandiflorus Veitch's strain,

247 ; seedlings, 529
School gardening, 387
Seilla italica. 278
Seorzonera. 177
Seed drills, art. of jnaking, 180
Seedlings lost through frost, 625
Senecio gl.astifolius variety, 382
Shallots, lifting and storing, 381
Shortia uniflora granditlora, 147
Shrewsbury Show. 421
Shrubbery^ current work in the, 611

Shrubs and plants, how to protect, from

frost, 7 ; choice. 93 ;
evergreen, for

small gardens, 19 ; (or a north wall,

419 • for an island, 603 ; for forcmg,

593 ; for poaty soil, 395 ; for sandy

river bank, 603 ; late-flowering, 433 ;

planting evergreen, 661 ;
pruning, 11,

100 ;
summer-llowering, 309, 386 ;

with

colo\ired leaves, 376

Silver-leaf disease, 521, 559

Skinimia japonica, 229
Skinilnias, 95
Slugs, 444

. , ,,„
Smoke nuisance from bunimg leaves, 110

Snowdrop, Atkins's, 154

Snowdrops, raising from seed, 13i

Sobralia (;harlesworthii, 273 ; Chftouie,

218
Society, National Vegetable, 313

Soil fertility, increasing, 458 ;
productive-

ness, 494
Solanunicrispum, 65

Solldaco spectabilis, 505
,

Sophro-Cattleya Doris Cobb's variety, 5(8,

Sophro-Lslio-Cattleya Altliea, 602 ;
Hon.

Mrs. Barbara Wilson. 194

Sparmannia africana, 302

Spart.ium jmiceum, 415
Spinach, how to grow, 171 ;

summer, 281

;

winter, 584
Spirrca discolor, 40, 389
Spring flowers, 205
Stenahthium robustum. 513, 534

Stocks, a new race of, 293

Stokesia cyanea, 549
Stopping and repotting plants, 317

Stove plants, repottmg, 145

Strawberries, beds for, 353 ;
Countess and

Fillbasket, 483 ; in pots, 359 ; late, 439,

482 522 ; layering, 294, 312 ; watering,

265'
, . ^. „„,

Strawberrv. its culture ,"ind varieties, oi7 ;

Mark Twain, 330
Suburban garden, a, 412 ; a border in,

366 ; notes from a, 416

Succulents, a group of, 206
Summer-house, a gorgeous, 610

Surrey garden, notes and queries from a,

266', 276
Swede, the garden, 128

Sweet Pea chat, 6, 30, 54, 76, 102, 130,

154 178, 201, 226, 253, 277, 302, 326,

35l' 378, 401, 424, 450, 473, 496, 526,

648, 673, 697, 621, 644 ; Eari Spencer, 382

;

Elfrida Pearson, 382 ; Etta Dyke with

six flowers on a stem, 139 ; Evelyn

Hemus, 38, 62, 86 ; fertilisation, 27,

31 ; flower sprays, length of, 386

;

Geor»e Baxter, 151 ; IrLs, 382 ;
Ivanhoe,

330 •" Marjory Hemus, 306 ; Marion
Cuthbertson, 382 ; -Mrs. Charies Foster,

77 ; Mrs. F. A. Wellesley, 382

;

Mrs. Hugh Uickson, 379 ; .National,

Society's Annual, 73 ; a new, 103

;

Paradise Cerise, 300 ; Prince of Orange,

306 ; stem with six flowers, 162 ; Sun-

proof Crimson, 330

Sweet Peas, a criticism, 398. 410, 422, 434,

446 458 ; .at Kelvedon, 460 ; at Temple
Show, 278 ; at Wem, 82 ; best twelve,

107, 123, 151, 187 ; classification of,

518'; for garden decoration, 77 ; garden,

360 ;
gathering, packing and exhibit-

ing, 78 ; in the North, 63 ; germina-

tion of, 77 ; planting out, 216 ;
growing

on flsh-netting, 79 ; raising, in boxes,

80 ; in shady places, 157 ; selecting,

for exhibition, 367 ; Telemly, 251 ;
three

popular, 227
;
plants to use with, 201

Svdenham, Robert, a day with, 58

Symphoricarpus mollis, 531

Synthyris reniformis, 165

Syringa Bretschneideri, 314

Table decoration, a unique, 612
Tacsonias for the cool grcenhoufle, 685

Temple Show, new plants at the, 273

Thomson, David, the late, 174
Thuva gigantea, 65
Tomato Carter's Sunrise, 171 ; fruits in

spring, 689
Tomatoes, 405 ; feeding, 388 ; new, 455

Town or street trees, 334
Trees and shrubs in suburban gardens,

322 ;
planting, 11 ; lor towns, 286

Tropo!olum tuberosum, 55, 150 ;
planting,

193
Tulip, the May-Bowcring, 261
Tulipa kaufmanniana aurea, 241
Tulips at the Temple Show, 294 ; notes

on, 526, 642 ; storing, 383
Turnip Dobbie's Golden Ball, 212 ; flea

bi^etle, 300
Turniiis, 313 ; eariy, 83, 140 ; hints on

growing, 341 ; thinning, 329 ;
ycllow-

lleahed, 424

V4nda cicrulea Blue Beard, 626 ; San-

dera;, 602 ; \\ estonbirt variety, 430

Vegetable Marrows, 167, 280; good, •17+

Vegetables, preserved, 560 ; some good

winter, 16 ; the cooking of, 694

Veitch, Mr. P. C. M., 632
Ventilating greenhouses and frames, 613

Viburnum Henryii, 505
Vine rods, cleaning, 625 ; summer ailments

of the, 298, 324 ; the Kippen, 582

Vinery, the amateur's, 70

Vines, 429 ; making a border for, 567 •,.

mildew on, 417
;

planting young. 111,

160
Viola cornuta purpurea, 110
Violet La France, 181
Violets, 381 ; in frames, 613 ; not doing

well, 59 ; some beautiful, 255
Violettas, the, 303

W.

Walks, planting paved, 26

Wall trees and hardy climbers, 612

Wallflowers, 242
Walls, dry, in winter, 610
Wasps and Cotoneaster, 274, 311

Water, garden, a, 267 ; Lilies, 249 ;
plants

manuring, 462
Watering plants, 305
Weeds, some desirable, 374

Willow, a little-known, 621

Window-boxes, 269
Winter flowers, 601
Wireworm and Tomatoes, 296
Wistaria multijuga, 551

Wistarias, unusual methods of growmg,
574

Witsenia corymbosa, 2
Woburn experiments, 333
Woodl.and flowers in autumn, 469

Woodlice, 207

Y.

Yew, Holly and P.eech hedges, 7

Yucca recurvifolia, 18

/.ygo-Colax Charleswortliii rubida, 22.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

P.

Achillea argentea, 254 ; ageratifolia, 254
Actinotus Hplianthii, 634
Alpine house at Kew, 178
American blight on young Apple shoots,

572
Anchusa italica Dropmore variety, 278
Anemones from Parkinson's " Paradisus,"

301
Annuals, a border of, 114
Apple Ard-Cairn Russet, 585 ; attacked
by scab, 483 ; Chelmsford Wonder,
599 ; Lane's Prince Albert, 645

;

William Crump, 46
Apricot tree, 81
Arabis albida in the rock garden, 620
Arctotis grandiflora. 461
Arenaria montana, 302
Asperula hirta, 28
Aspidium angulare proliferum, 561
Aster D. B. Crane, 537 ; Delight, 539 ;

Mesa grandiflora, 539 ; Perfection, 538
Auricula Phyllis Douglas, 202

B.

Banana, the red, 426
Beans, how to stake Runner, 305
Beetroots, lifting and storing, 516
Begonia Gloire de Lorraine, 102
Boltonia asteroides, 438
Border in Chalkwell Park, 485
Box edging, how to plant, 576
Briar, Hybrid Sweet, Catherine Sejiion, 315
Bryonia dioica» 129

C.

Cabbage Winniugstadt Improved, 460
Cabbages and Onions, planting, 204
Cacti, Spineless, 88
Calandrinia grandiflora, 113
Calceolarias, herbaceous, at North Colling-

ham, 289
Campanula lanata, 563

;
pyramidalis

alba, 648, 645 ; Vidalii, 402
Candytuft, an edging of, 416
Cant, Mr. Frank. 570
Capsicums for the greenhouse, 127
Carnation Empire Day, 312 ; house, 536

;

Mrs. T. E. Henwood, 401
Carnations, Malmaison, 389
Carrots, how to thin, 304
Ceanothus divaricatus, 425 ; thyrsiflorus,

363
Chestnut shoot in water, 181
Chrysanthemum Caledonia, 66 ; Eureka,
89 ; inodorum Bridal Robe, 472

;

Mrs. W. Parker, 30
Chrysanthemums after flowering, 600

;

how to retain the buds of, 404
Clematis indivisa, 527
Colchicum speciosum album, 525
Coleus, increasing, 104
Collinsia bicolor, 155
Columnea magniflca, 42
Convolvulus mauritanicus. 549
Crinum purpuiascens, 112
Crocus aerius, 212 ; aureus lacteus, 126

;

chrysanthus, a feathered seedling of,

140 ; hyemalis Foxii. 188 ; Korolbowii
Dytiscus, 153 ; leevigatus Fontenayii,
176

Cucumbers in a small garden, 424
Currants, big-bud in Black, 188
Cypripedium lolanthe, 609
Cypripediums, how to pot, 648
Cytisus Dallimorei, 291

Daffodil, Killara, a new Australian, 644
Daffodils, a box for carrying, 125 ; at

Olton, 253
Daisy, a double-flowering, 339
Daphne Mezereum Paul's White, 255
Dean, Mr. Alexander, V.M.H., 263
Dionsea muscipula, an insectivorous plant,

646

K.

Eremuri at Manor House, Eastbourne, 314
Erica lusitanica, 279
Escallonia langleyensis, 351
Euphorbia Wulfenii and Yuccas, 40

Ferns, a group of. 258 ; Filmy, 228 ; Tree,
in the open, 300

Flax, alpine, 475
Foxgloves, self-grown, 435
Frames and greenhouses, ventilating, 624
Freesias and Fritillarias, culture of, 464
Fruit, collection of dessert, 531 ; trees,

grease-banding, 488 ; planting, 552 ;
I
Nymphaeas, 267

pruning and training, 44

National Sweet Pea Show, 361 ; Society's
outing, 376

Nectarine Humboldt, 403
Nemesias, a bed of, 131
Nemophila insignLs, 367
Nepenthes ventricosa, one of the Pitcher

Plants. 647
Nepeta Mussinii, 413
Notospartium CarmichaelaB, 143, 338

G.

Galanthus Atkinsii, 154
Geraniums, scented-leaved, 393
Gladiolus, planting, 193
Glamis Castle Gardens, 586, 587
Glory Pea in South Devon, 364
Gourds on pergola, 514
Grapes at British Fruit Show, 530 ; first-

prize exhibit, 43 ; prize, grown in

ordinary soil, 4

Grieve, Mr. James. 29
Gunnera manicata at Ascot, 451

H.

Haarlem Jubilee Show, 179
Heliantbemums, new and old, 596, 597
Heracleum mantegazzianum, 526
Herbs for the garden, 244
Hot-beds, 92
Hyacinth, a floriferous, 240
Hyacinths, potting, 528
Hydrangea Hortensia, 257 ; in an Ascot

garden, 450
Hydrangeas, how to propagate, 340

Iberis and Cobweb Houseleek in rock
garden, 574

Impatiens Holstii, 17
Iris albopurpurea colchesterense, 336, 363

;

Fulvala. 337 ; Kampferi, 365 ; the
Peacock, 473 ; tingitana, 349

Irises, a border of Spanish, 633 ; Bearded,
439

[vies, planting and propagating, 20

K.

Kirengeshoma palmata, 573
Krelage, Ernest H., 211

Leeks and Celery, how to blanch, 440
Leggy plants, treatment of. 56
Leptosiphon hybridus, 436
Lettuce, how to grow, 268 ; Sutton's

Favourite, 437
Lilac, a hedge of. 7 ; Californian, as a

wall plant, 303
Lilium auratum in pots. 192

;
giganteum,

142
Lily, the Madonna, 474
Linaria bipartita alba, 203
Lobelia, propagating, 132
Loganberry, how to prune the, 452
Lychnis, increasing and growing, 144

M.

Marguerites, how to grow, 636
Melon Golden Beauty, 524
Midland Dattodil Show, 246
Mill-race changed to a rock garden, 415
Miltonia bieuana Hessle variety, 277
Montanoa mollissima, 623
Myosotis in a pot, 392

N.

"Narcissus Anchorite. 242 ; Apricot Queen,
226 ; Blackwell, 124 ; Challenger, 242 ;

Fire Dome, 191 ; Firetail, 462 ; in a
teapot, 245 ; King Edward VII., 515 ;

Princess Juliana, 64 ; W. P. Milner,
152 ; White Star, 243

Oak, old, in Kyre Park, 100
Odontoglossum house at Craighead, Both-

well. 264 ; RossianisB rubens, 239 ;

splendens, 141
Olearia macrodonta, 448
Onions, thinning, 328 ; transplanting, 205
Orchid, Medusa's Head, 52

Pseony, an old Tree. 400 ; Tree, 325
Page-Roberts, Rev. F., 498
Pansies, how to increase, 428
Pansy blossoms, removing spent, 317
Parkinson's 'Theatrum Botanicum," 288
Paul, Arthur William. 324
Pea Carter's Daisy, 128
Peaches and Nectarines, pruning, 68

;

packed for market, 427
Pear tree, pruning, 32
Pelargoniums, scented, 112
Pemberton, Rev. J. H., 618
Penstemons, how to propagate, 476
Perennials, how to increase hardy, 588
Pergola, a Rose, after four years, 31
Perry, Mr. Amos, 225
Phlox, Canadian, Perry's variety, 231
Pineapple Smooth Cayenne, 608
Pinks on dry wall, 487
Planting herbs, 256
Plants, raising, 116
Plum Grand Duke. 53
Polyanthuses and Primroses, increasing,

380
Polypodium Schneideri, 17
Potato Snowdrop, a good crop of, 16

;

Webb's First Crop, 449
Potatoes, diseased, 560 ; earthing up, 316 ;

Provost and Admiral, 512
Potentilla, how to propagate, 156
Primula obconica gigantea, 200 ; Unique,

271
Pulmonaria officinalis, 213

R.

Ramondia pyrenaica, 327
Ranunculus Evening Star, 313 ; Lyallii,

379
Raspberries, pruning and planting, 8
Rock Cress, increasing, 230
Rock garden, a tangled, 201 ; at an ex

hibition, 177 ; at Crowborough, 229

;

exhibit, 219 ; in Scotland, 350
Rockery at Bishopstone liectory, 215
Roof garden, a, 166
Rosa pimpinellifoUa, 598
Rose Blush Rambler, 501 ; Caroline

Testout, a bed of, 391 ; Conrad F. Meyer,
5 ; Dauae, 497 ; Dorothy Perkins, 54,

500, 561 ; a weeping tree of, 575 ;

Francois Foulard, 167 ; garden in

Chalkwell Park, 484 ; Innocente Pirola,

499 ; Juliet, 214 ; Mrs. David McKee,
115 ; Mrs. Herbert Stevens, 486 ; Mrs.
James Ferguson, 524

;
pergola, 390

;

pergola in the Rev. P. Page-Roberts'
garden, 562 ; some enemies of the, 502

;

Tea Rambler, 414
Rosemary, a veteran, 621
Roses and Clematis, how to layer, 352 ;

Christmas, and hardy Ferns, 635 ; how
to disbud, 292 ; how to plant, 540

;

rambler, 91

S.

Sagittaria japonica tlore-pleno,

Saintpaulia ionantha, 103

Paxifraga and Schizanthus for house
decoration. 290 : burseriana, 55 ; coch-
learis, 326 ; Faldonside, 141 ; Fortiinei
at Kew, 622

;
paradoxa, 463

;
pyra-

midalis, 266
Schoul garden, 387
Seed drills, the art of making, 18n
Sempervivum Funckii. itO

Shortia uniflora grandiflora, 164
Shrubs, planting evergreen, 564
Snowfiake, the Summer, 101
Solanum crispum, 85
Sophro-Cattleya Doris Cobb's variety. 584
Spiraea discolor, 41
Stenanthium robustum, 513
Stock Admiration, 293
Stocks edged with Alyssum. 417
Stokesia cyanea, 550
Strawberry Laxton's Reward, 377
Suburban garden, a, 412
Succulents, a group of, 265
Sweet Pea Etta Dyke, a spray of, 139

;

Kathleen MacGowan, 76 ; Mrs. Charles
Foster, 77; Mrs. Hugh Dickson, 378;
spray, 367 ; two types of flowers, 82

Sweet Peas, an avenue of, 6 ; autumn-
sown, 78; 11 feet high, 74; growing
on fish-netting, 79 ;

planting, 216 ;

raisuag, 80 ; T61enily, 252
Synthyris reniformia, 165

Table decorated with Water Lilies and
Irises, 512

Thuya gigantea, 66
Todea superba, 227
Town garden border, 366
Tropreolum tuberosum, planting, 193

tubers, 52
Tulipa kaufmanniana aurea, 241
Tulips at "Holland in Ireland," 478

V.

Vegetable Marrows, 280
Vegetables, prize exhibits of, 506, 507
Veitch, Mr. P. C. M., 632
Violas in rock garden, 19
Violets, La France, 181

Wall climbers, how to plant, 612
Wall, dry, in November, 610, 611
Walls, dry, 189
Wistaria multijuga, 551

Yucca recurvifolia, 18

COLOURED PLATES.

Apple Rev. W. Wilks, 572
Clarkia Firefly, 451
Dahlia Orange Fire King, 274
Dahlias, single-flowered. 427
Damson Merryweather, 527
Delphiniums, 351
Eschscholtzia Mikado, 622
Gerberas, new hybrid, 31
Narcissi, four new, 402
Narcissi, some new, 474
Narcissi, three new, 379
Pansies, Violetta, 303
Pentstemon Myddleton Gem, 55
Polyanthuses, 5
Primula obconica, 179
Rose Juliet, 500
Rose Mrs. Edward J. Holland, 551
Rose Jessie, 155
Sweet Pea Paradise Apple Blossom, 597
Sweet Peas, 327
Sweet Peas, three new, 103
Sweet Peas, three popular, 227
Sweet Peas, some of the newer, 78
Rhododendron Dr. Stocker, 203
Violet Devoniana, 255
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EDITORIAL. NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to seTid in qtiestions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents" columiu a cmispictious

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the beiieJU of their assistance.

All communications tmist be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and iwtes,

but he will rwt he responsible for their sa,fe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and, where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It mjist be distinctly understood that only

the actual photographer or owner of the copyright will he

treated with,

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be ahU to use,

atui the receipt of a proof must twt he taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN
will jilone he recognised as acceptance.

Offices: SO, Tavistock Street^ CovevU Giirden, W.C

PLANTING FRUIT.
Selection ok Kinds.

A LTHOUGH it is usually said that the

/\ planting of all kinds of hardy fruits

/ % may be sueeessfuUy aooomplished

/ \ from the middle of October until the

end of the following March, and even

in May if it comes to the push, the grower who
spares no efforts to finish all the work before

Christmas is wise. Up to the last week of

November, at any rate, the soil still retains a

certain amount of warmth from the summer and

autumn sun, and this of itself is a material advan-

tage, since it encourages the roots to secure a start,

and thus the tree will become establiehed quicker

and make far better progress in the following

spring. Again, autumn planting is advantageous,

because we almost always get the worst weather

in the early months of the year, and trees not in

position when the commencement of January

arrives may have to remain heeled in for some

considerable time before the conditions are

suitable for planting. In all gardens I would

urge that the operation shall be pushed forward

with the utmost speed, as I am convinced that

this will tend to the benefit of the trees and

also, as a natural eonsequenee, of the planters.

Acting under the instructions of the Editor, I

am about to compile, for the assistance of those

readers of The Garden who require help in this

direction, lists of varieties of the most important
hardy fruits, and it may be well to preface them
by the remark that the selections are made of

those which are known to succeed in practically

all gardens and that can be readily procured
from any of the leading fruit nurserymen who
advertise trees in these pages. No attempt will

be made to push forward the newer and more
expensive sorts, which have not yet had time to

prove their capabilities in many gardens and
different soils.

It is assumed that proper care and attention

have been devoted to the preparation of the soil,

and that nothing remains to be done except the

actual planting. In all instances, the most
suitable soil is a sound loam ; but that for stone

fruits, including, of course, Cherries, Damsons
and Plums, must contain a fair percentage of

lime ; while for Black Currants one would, if one
were able to do so, give the preference to a

rather stronger soil than for their Red and White
relatives, or for Gooseberries. Provided, however,
that the soil is thoroughly cultivated and the trees

receive correct management at all periods of the

year, one need not worry one's self greatly as to

the precise constituents of the land at command.
There is just one point which may well

be particularly emphasised, and it is that

after the formation of the places in which
the trees are to go it is essential that a little

fresh soil shall be put in so that the lower

roots may not come in contact with the inferior

soil in the lower level. As it is always possible

to plant the small fruits earlier than the larger

ones, these will have attention first ; it is wise to

get them in quickly so that full power can be

put on the Apples and Pears when they come
along.

lfa.fpherries.—This is a fruit that invariably

meets with full appreciation, and it might
certainly be more extensively planted by
amateurs ; further than this, it ought to be
grown as though it were a plant of value, and
not neglected until the plantations become like

thickets, as is occasionally seen. No attempt
should be made to secure a crop in the season
after planting, as this will so weaken the plants

that they will not thrive for some time sub-

sequently ; far better cut them down to within
li inches or S inches of the surface so as to allow
abundance of time for perfect establishment
during the first year. In succeeding seasons

they will yield heavily and regularly, provided
that they are carefully cultivated and the weather
does not prove absolutely unfavourable to fruiting.

The finest variety for general purposes is Superla-

tive, but if two or three are desired, Norwich
Wonder and Baumforth's Seedling might be
added. Leaf mould is excellent for incorporation

in the soil in which it is intended to plant
Raspberries.

CurrrMitx.—During the past few years Black
Currants have fallen upon evil days, and there

are now many amateurs who hesitate to plant
them for fear that the plants will fall a prey to

the dreaded mite and be ruined. This, however,
should not be the case, for although there may,
and probably will, be losses, the bushes will bear
some crops, and it is not easy to secure an over-

abundant supply of this invaluable fruit. The
finest variety at the present time is, no doubt,
Boskoop Giant, but it will receive the attentions
of the big-bud mite as well as others if the

enemy is in the neighbourhood. Two others of

splendid quality are Lee's Prolific and Baldwin's.

Three satisfactory Reds are Red Dutch, Raby
Castle or Victoria and La Versaillaise. Of these,

the second-named will hang very late if the
plants are trained in cordon form on a north
wall. As a White, one might well give the

preference to the old White Dutch, but there is

a form of it with much out leaves which bears

more heavily and produces finer fruits. The
Red and White varieties are suitable for single

stem or cordon training, but not the Blacks.
Qoosibi^rriex.—Grown either in the form of

bushes or single or many-stemmed cordons, these

are among the most useful fruits of our gardens,

and are always worthy of the most intelligent

culture. Six excellent varieties for culinary

purposes are Crown Bob, which must have a deep
and thoroughly good soil if it is to show its full

qualities ; Keepsake, Lancashire Lad, VVhite-

smith, Whinham's Industry and Warrington

—

the last-named will hang very late on a north
wall or in a cool position provided, of course,

that the fruits are protected from the birds.

Crown Bob, Warrington and Whitesmith are of

fine flavour when ripe and may be used for

dessert. For the latter purpose, however, Early
Sulphur, Red Champagne, Snowdrop, Langley
Beauty, Langley Gage and Golden (!em are much
to be preferred. In all instances it is wise to

take half the crop green for use and leave the

remainder to finish.
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Cherries.—Those amateurs who have a rooted

objection to birds securing more than their fair

share of the fruit grown in the garden will

probably decide to forego the pleasure of growing
their own Cherries ; but the inclusion in the

general collection of one or two trees each of

Early Rivers', Black Eagle and Bigarreau

Napoleon will make most welcome additions to

the dessert if the birds are prevented from taking

all the fruits. For cooking the Morello is the

most generally satisfactory : it should be grown
on walls and trained in the same manner as

Peaches. If a form of Morello is required for

culture as a bush, then the Wyedale ought to be

chosen, but it is not quite so good.

Plums and Damsons.— One might very easily

make a wide selection of Plums, but I shall

assume that four varieties will suffice in the

culinary section and three in the dessert, leaving

those who require a greater number to write

specially to the Editor for further selections.

For cooking, then, choose Early Prolific, or, in

districts where it is known that this variety does

not succeed. Czar, Victoria (the finest general

purpose Plum in cultivation), Pond's Seedling
and Monarch. Excellent dessert varieties are

Rivere's Early Transparent (it is important to

get Rivers's as there are inferior forms), Jeffer-

son and Coe's Golden Drop. The last-named is

one of the most delicious of all fruits when it is

allowed to hang late on the tree and has become
a little wizened in the store. As a Damson,
Bradley's King is very fine, but the Prune
Damson is also well worth a place if two sorts

are wanted.
Apple''.—We now come to the most important

of all hardy fruits, and it may be well to say that
wider selections will readily be given if they are

asked for ; and further, that those named are not
necessarily the only ones that are worth growing
in gardens ; on the contrary, any grower could
make up an equally satisfactory list. Taking
the cooking varieties first, we might have for 3ul-

ture as bushes or half-standards Lord Grosvenor,
Stirling Castle (this must not be allowed to stunt
itself by excessive crops in the early stages),

New Hawthornden, Hormead Pearmain, Lane's
Prince Albert and Newton Wonder. For stan-

dards, Eeklinville, Grenadier, Warner's King,
Lord Derby (in the South, but not so good in the
North), New Northern Greening, Bramley's
Seedling and Newton Wonder. Wellington is,

of course, a grand Apple, but it is extremely
prone to canker in practically all soils. For
dessert, as bushes or half-standards, there are
Beauty of Bath, .Tames Grieve, King of the
Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, Cockle's Pippin
and Court Pendu Plat ; while as standards one can
recommend Devonshire 'Juarrenden, Worcester
Pearmain, Cox's Pomona, King of the Pippins,
Cox's Orange Pippin and Gascoynes Scarlet
Seedling. Allington Pippin is well entitled to a
place, especially where Cox's Orange does not
thrive, and those who do not fear the canker will

undoubtedly find a place for the old P.ibston,

which is ot excellent flavour.

Pears.—As culinary varieties have had the
preference in other kinds, we may retain the
order. As a rule, only one stewing Pear is

necessary, and this should be Catillac. Dessert
varieties are, however, more difficult to choose,
for there are many of superlative merit. For
bushes have Williams's Bon Chri^tien, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Comte de
Lamy, Emile d'Heyst and .Tosephine de Malines.
Neither Williams's nor Pitmaston Duchess is of
the finest quality, but one scarcely feels justified

in omitting them. For culture as trained trees
on walls there are Beurr^ Superfin, Doyenne du
Comice, Marie Louise, President Barab^, Le
Lectier and Marie Benoist. A variety of superb
flavour is Thompson's, but the tree is not the best
of growers and the fruits are decidedly ugly in

shape. Excellent varieties for standards are
Jargonelle, Williams's Bon Chretien, Beurr^
d'Amanlis, Pitmaston Duchess and Emile
d'Heyst. Fruit-geoweb.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FOKTHCOMING EVENTS.
January 11.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,
Westminster, 1—5 p.m.

"The Garden" Calendar for 1910.
With this issue we are presenting our usual
calendar, which we hope will be useful to gar-

deners and others who exhibit at the leading

shows, the dates of which, as far as possible, are
given. We take this opportunity of thanking all

those who have kindly forwarded the dates of

the shows for this purpose. Since the calendar
went to press we have received dates of several

other shows which, of course, could not be
included.

Societe Francaise d'HoFticulture
de Londres.—We are informed that the
annual dinner of this society will take place
at the Caf6 Royal, 68, Regent Street, on
.January '29, and that on this, the twenty-first
anniversary, the chair will be occupied by M.
Philippe de Vilmorin. Full information respect-

ing the said banquet may be obtained from the
president of the society, Mr. George Schneider,

17, Ifield Road, Fulham Road, S.W.

Glasg^owSeedand NupsepyTpade
Association. — The annual dinner of this

association was held in Fergusson and Forrester's,

Glasgow, on the evening of December IS. There
was a large attendance, presided over by Mr.
Alexander Cross of Ivnockdon. After the usual
loyal toasts, that of " The Glasgow Corporation "

was proposed by ex-Deacon Convener Macdonald,
and was coupled with the name of Mr. James
Whitton, Superintendent of Parks, who briefly

replied. The toist of the evening, that of " The
Seed and Nursery Trade," was proposed by Sir

J. Ure Primrose, who gave a capital speech, in

the course of which he referred to the enterprise
of the trade. The chairman replied. The
remainder of the evening was happily spent with
toast and song.

Presentation to IMp. T. Swift.—Mr.
Thomas Swift, the head book-keeper to Messrs.
Hurst and Son, 15'2, Houndsditch, is retiring at
the end of this year, after upwards of forty years'
service. On the 17th ult. , at the office, the
members of the staff and two gentlemen, Messrs.
-J. S. Johnson and D. Fairley, who were connected
with the firm for many years, presented him with
a silver centre-piece and two silver vases as a
mark of their esteem and goodwill. In the
evening some members of the staff, numbering
twenty-two, entertained him to dinner at the
London Tavern, Fenchureh Street. An excellent
repast was provided, and afterwards a capital

programme of music was contributed almost
entirely by members of the staff, including
Messrs. V. F. Cumraings, J. E. Dixon and
F. Wheeler, and a feature of the evening was a
selection from Dickens's "Christmas Carol,"
splendidly recited by Mr. R. C. Tucker, an old
member of the staff. The dinner was presided
over by Mr. T. N. Cox, who was supported by
Messrs. William and Edward Sherwood.

CORRESPONDENCE.
( The Editor is not responsible jor the opinions

expressed hy correspondents.)

Witsenia copymbosa.^Tbis beautiful
South African Irid, which was the subject of a
recent note in The Garden, used, as stated by
your correspondent, to be fairly common in green-
houses when hard-wooded plants were popular.
Bearing on this, I recently came across a note in

"The Florieultural Cabinet" for 1S45, in which—
speaking of the exhibition of the South London
Florieultural Society, held in the Surrey

Zoological Gardens on September 17—mention is

made of a specimen of Witsenia corymbosa,
shown by Mr. .J. Bruce of Merton, bearing a
multitude of its azure - coloured flowers, the
specimen being .3 feet high and 3 feet

across. At the same show Lisianthus rus-

sellianus is referred to in the following terms :

" A number of fine plants of Lissianthus rus-

sellianus was exhibited by Mr. James Cuthill
of Camberwell, each growing to a height of near
4 feet, and freely adorned with their superb purple
blossoms. The branches of the plants, to the
number of eight or ten, were spread out to the
sides of the pots and trained to sticks placed
around the margin, and the luxuriant appearance
of all the plants testified to their judicious treat-

ment, for which Mr. Cuthill has become so

renowned. " When the system of heating then
in vogue is taken into consideration, one is forced
to the conclusion that in those days cultivators

took more pride in the successful culture of

difficult subjects than they do now. Flowers to

out from in plenty, preferably large ones, seems
to be the principal consideration at the present
time. I venture to think that not a single

exhibit at the last Temple Show required such
unremitting care to bring it to perfection as did
these specimens of Lisianthus.—H. P.

Pentstemon Haptwegii.—For many
years gardeners throughout the country were
given to understand that P. gentianoides was the

parent of the many beautiful garden varieties of

Pentstemon. In 1838 Lindley published a

coloured plate of it in the Botanical Register for

that year, t. 3, under the name of P. gen-
tianoides, and other plates appeared soon after.

There was already a species of Pentstemon named
P. gentianoides, so that a new name for the plant

became necessary. Hartweg made a collection

of plants in Mexico, and among them were speci-

mens of this species, which Bentham named P.

Hartwegii in compliment to the collector. In
the original or unimproved form it is the most
handsome species I have seen, on account of the

bright colour of the flowers, their profusion, the

robust and freely branching habit of the plant,

and to this may be added its hardiness. Under
the name of Newbury (jera a plant is now widely
distributed in gardens which hardly, if at all,

differs from the first coloured illustrations of P.

Hartwegii. Those who grow it describe the

colour somewhat differently, as brilliant scarlet,

glowing scarlet, crimson scarlet, rich crimson, and
the Botanical Magazine, t. 3661, describes it

as dark red-purple. It was originally discovered

by the travellers Humboldt and Bonpland on
the sloping sides of Toluoo, Mexico, at an eleva-

tion of 11,500 feet, which accounts for its hardi-

ness in this country. The first specimens grown
in Scotland reached a height of 3 feet to 4 feet,

and freely branched. The White Newbury Gem
and the so-called P. oampanulatus albus are merely
albinos of P. Hartwegii.

Phlox POemePiana.—With the excep-

tion of p. Drummondii, all the species of Phlox
in cultivation are perennials. Annual species of

many plants, coming from countries with a
slightly warmer climate than ours, are valuable,

because we can grow them more or less entirely

in the open during the summer season, wheraas
perennials, including bulbs, coming from such

countries often prove troublesome and require

protection of some sort or other. P. l>rum-

mondii could be grown entirely in the open air,

but it is highly popular, and for that reason is

very often started in heat and later on trans-

ferred to a cold frame like Stocks and China
Asters, in order to hasten growth and give a

longer season of flowering. Taking these things

into consideration, it is surprising that P. rremeri-

aua has not been introduced to cultivation,

though described as long ago as 1848. It grows
on the prairies in light soils in Brown County, West
Texas, and forms a graceful plant, 3 inches to

6 inches high when in full bloom. Though dwarf,

it branches freely from the base, thus covering a
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oonsiderable amount of spate. Eaoh ramitioa-
tion ends in one to three or more flowers, 1 inch
in diameter and of a lilac purple, while the
spathulate or linear leaves are only 1 inch long,
indeed, often only half that length. Under culti-

vation, no doubt, all parts of the plant would be
larger, and in the hands of the florist it would
probably vary in colour like the other annual
Phlox.

The Siberian Crab.—There is a fair

wealth of trees and shrubs that would retain
their berries througli the autumn and winter if

it were not for the birds, which are very fond of

certain kinds and greedily devour them almost
as soon as they are ripe. This applies particu-
larly to the species of Cotoneaster and Barberry,
while the fruits of the common Hawthorn, the
Fire Thorn and Holly are passed over till the
last or till severe weather drives the thrushes to
forage for berries of any kind. The Siberian
Crab (Pyrus bacoata) is very little molested by
any of our birds, so that the small Apples usually
hang thickly upon the trees, as they do at
present, till severe frost softens the fruits, after

which they soon become discoloured and drop or
get blown down by the wind. At present they
are bright red and glossy, closely resembling
Cherries, on the leafless trees. This resemblance
is due to the calyx falling at an early period of

growth, thus leaving the top of the fruit smooth
and clean. Of the several synonyms with which
the species is encumbered, one is Malus cerasifera,

meaning the Cherry-bearing Apple, which would
have been a very appropriate name if Linn^us
had not previously described it as Pyrus baocata,
the berried Pyrus. In April and May the pro-
fusion of large white flowers suggest a Pear
ra^er than an Apple, but the red fruits com-
pensate for this when they colour in autumn.
They are over three-quarters of an inch in

diameter, and, therefore, much larger than the
fruits of several of the Japanese Crabs.

—

,1. F.

Sweet Pea feptilisatlon.—In reading
over your report of the papers and following
discussion on the subject of waved Sweet Pea
fertilisation, at the recent meeting of the National
Sweet Pea Society, I do not observe that anyone
raised the question as to the connexion, if any,
with the waved standard form and the elongated
style or pistil of the flower. Is there anything
in the formation of the standard that induces
this wavy structure and yet at the same time

"^»ffects the style also? Nothing seems ever to
have been shown as to the causes which led to
this, one may say, deformed floral formation.
Again, has anyone at any stage in the growth of

waved forms enveloped a few plants in a covering
of muslin, cutting out any rogues the moment
they are seen, and then testing the seed the
following year to note results ? Clearly, in such
case, if the product was mixed it could not be
the product of insect agency, and, if the muslin
was of very fine texture, hardly of pollen wafted
on the wind from other varieties. Were in such
case the product mixed, would it not be fair to

assume that lack of reproductive consistency was
due to heredity rather than to some external
causes '1 That Sweet Peas were, prior to the
introduction of the Spencer type, so true to

character as seedlings naturally leads to the
assumption that in creating the waved standard
there was a kind of dislocation of the natural
form and character of the plant, and that between
that dislocation and the lack of consistency there
must be some connexion. I shall be told that
some—a few. at least—of the named Spencers
now come true. I would like to have absolute
assurance of that. But if such be the case, is

the waved form in the flowers of those varieties

less marked than is the case with the flowers of

those which habitually come untrue ; It is odd
that no such irregularity affects edible Peas as a
rule. A few may produce rogues until by careful

selection absolutely fixed, but they do not seem
to go on producing criminals for ever. A very
interesting subject is here suggested.—D.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

A N^' Grapes that are still hanging should
/\ now be out to allow the Vines to be
/ % pruned, also to give them a rest.

/ ^ Cut the bunches with sufficient wood
/ ^ for bottling and place them in an

airy fruit room. When pruned,
rub oflf any loose bark that may be easily
removed by the hand and give the rods a
thorough washing with a fairly strong solu-
tion of Gishurst Compound. Well wash the house
with a soft soap emulsion. All ironwork and
wires should be painted with neat petroleum
and the walls whitewashed. When all cleansing
operations are completed, remove the top of the
border to the uppermost roots and give a top
dressing of good loam that has had a liberal

quantity of bone-meal or fertiliser mixed with it.

Should the roots be all inside, the border must
have a thorough watering.

Pot Vines.—Where these are grown they
should be started at once. Plunge the pots in

heating material of a temperature of 1)5° to 70°,
and bend the rods round to induce the buds to
break more regularly. A night atmospheric tem-
perature of .50° is quite sufficient to commence
with, and keep the Vines syringed on bright days.

Plants Under Glass.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations. — These will
now be flowering freely, and careful attention
must be given in the way of watering and airing.

A batch of cuttings should be got in, using short,
sturdy side shoots, obtained by pulling them off

the stems. A very simple and easy plan for
rooting these is to insert them in a .S-inch pot
filled with clean sand and place them in a
propagating or Cucumber house.

Primulas.—Careful watering is necessary to
grow Primulas successfully, giving them plenty
of air on bright days ; a buoyant atmosphere suits
them best. The stellata varieties are very useful
for conservatory decoration, also P. kewensis is

a good plant for winter flowering.

Hardy Fruit Garden.
Pruning.^With the exception of Peaches and

Nectarines, all pruning should be pushed on. In
cases of old wall trees, where the spurs have been
allowed to get crowded, it is best to reduce them
considerably, cutting them off close to the main
branches. Thin out the middles of orchard
standards to allow free access of sun and air.

Morello Cherries that had their summer pruning
properly attended to will only require to have
some of the old wood out out to make room for
the young fruiting wood. All fruit trees should
have a thorough washing of some good insecti-
cide. A knapsack sprayer is very useful for this
work, and where trees are infested with
American blight, soluble alkali is very effective.

Kitchen Garden.
The work in this department depends a great

deal on the weather. During frosty spells
manure can be wheeled on the ground, and when
the weather is open digging and trenching must be
proceeded with. All newly turned ground should
be left lying rough, to allow the air and frost to
penetrateit. Asowingof Peas maybe made in light
soils on warm borders, choosing the first oppor-
tunity when the ground is in working condition.
Sutton's Little Marvel and Chelsea Gem are two
excellent varieties for early use. (Jive a coating
of red lead before sowing, to protect the seed
from mice. Seed Potatoes that are required for
frame planting should be set up in boxes to
sprout, keeping them near the light to induce
sturdy growth. E. C. Pooley.

(Head gardener to C. Bowes, Ksq.)
Onaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDr,ANDS,

Indoor (i a u d k .n .

ToMATOKS.—Now is a good time for sowing the
main crop of this valuable vegetable, as plants
raised thus early will give ripe fruits by the end
of May, and with skilful handling will continue
to give a steady supply until well into October.
Of course, it must be made plain that it is onh
where a suitable temperature can be relied on
that early sowing is recommended. A steawly
temperature of (iO° to 6.')° is essential, for the
Tomato in its earlier stages quickly resents cold.
Sow thinly in pans of light soil, plunge in gentle
bottom-heat, and in a few days germination will
take place. As soon as through the soil, remove
to a shelf close to the glass, and see that the soil

is never allowed to become dry.
Ghrysantlirniuin Cutting.-^.—The bulk of the

cuttings that are to produce plants for large
blooms will by now have been secured, although
a few varieties are best if propagated during
January or February. For instance, Mrs. A. T.
Miller and Mrs. E, Beckett always give the finest
blooms on the early crown buds, and if these
varieties are rooted too early the first buds are
produced much too soon, and must be rubbed
out, or else the bloom expands long before
it is wanted.

The Vineries.—Houses that were started in
November or December should now have a little

more warmth, but too high a temperature is to
be avoided. Other houses that are to be started
now must be kept close, and a little warmth
given in the pipes, which can gradually be in-

creased as outside conditions improve. The later
houses must now be pruned and thoroughly
cleaned. It is very bad practice to prune Vines
just before starting them into growth, as I have
seen some growers do. Bleeding is almost cer-
tain under these conditions, whereas if the
pruning is done as soon as the wood has become
thoroughly ripe, the wounds get perfectly healed
before the sap rises. After cleaning a vinery the
borders should have a top-dressing of fresh loam
and some good artificial stimulant. First remove
a few inches of the exhausted surface soil, taking
care not to damage the roots. The new soil should
be beaten down with the back of a fork, and if

poor, a mulching of old rich manure spread over it.

Cold Frames.
Bulbs.— Remove these as required to keep up

supplies, and always give all the light possible to
those left in the frames. Give air also on all favour-
able occasions, but mat securely in frosty weather.

Other Ocrupanta.—Look over stocks of bedding
plants at frequent inters als, removing dead leaves
and weeds. Mice often attack Carnations, Violas
and other plants at this season ; so a careful look-
out should be kept for these little pests. Slugs,
too, are often troublesome, and must be hunted for
at night and destroyed.

Kitchen Garden.
Digginfi.—With the very inclement weather

most of us have experienced, work is very much
in arrears ; therefore no favourable opportunity
must be lost to get this important work pushed
forward. If the manure was wheeled on during
the hard frost, the digging will be got through
much more rapidly. Be sure to leave the surface
as rough as possible.

Trenchinri.—In numbers of gardens there is but
little time in which to thoroughly trench the soil

as it ought to be done. It is best to try and
trench part of the garden every season. Double
digging or bastard trenching is a very good sub-
stitute and, in many soils, is equal to actual
trenching. I strongly advise that the plot to be
sown with Peas be double dug or trenched, as
experience has shown me that this will increase
the yield by quite r>0 per cent., while the
quality is very greatly improved also.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.

)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN,
HOW TO GflOW FINE GRAPES IN

ORDINARY GARDEN SOIL.

1
WOULD like to say at once that I should
not prefer to plant Vines in ordinary
garden soil if I had the opportunity of

using good fibrous loam. In many
instances, however, amateurs in towns
are unable to procure nice fibrous loam,

except at a price which is quite prohibi-
tive. Let me say further, that those persons
so situated as to be able to command an
unlimited supply of the best fibrous turf without
going to any expense beyond that of the
necessary labour entailed in cutting it should
make very good use of such a valuable aid to the
successful cultivation of flowers, fruits and
vegetables.

Notwithstanding the fact that thousands of

amateurs are not in a position to obtain suitable
loam for growing Vines in, they must not be
disheartened, but make an attempt to grow them
in ordinary garden soil, as the writer has done,
the accompanying illustration of the bunches of

Grapes obtained proving how successfully the
Vines may be thus grown if proper cultural
attention is bestowed on them. The bunches are

Vines are planted inside the houses, and the roots
can ramble at will in the outside borders. In
order to build up the Vines I do not hesitate to
prune the young rods hard back each year.
Furthermore, plenty of air is admitted whenever
the weather is fine.

The bunches shown in the illustration are
nearly of the same size and shape, but one
shoulder of the bunch on the right does not
show. The berries also are of the same size and
bear a dense blue-black bloom. The stand on
which the bunches are placed measures nearly
"2 feet 6 inches in length.

BmirneTnouth. George Garner.
[We had the pleasure of seeing these Grapes

growing in September, and were surprised at such
results being obtained from Vines planted in

ordinary garden soil of medium quality only.

—

Ed.]

APPLE CHARLES ROSS.
Intending planters should make a note of this
variety. When first sent out the fruit was con-
sidered too large for dessert by some growers.
I find as the tree gets older the fruit does not
develop to such a large size as it does on quite
young trees. It is a splendid cropper both on
the espalier and in bush form, and the fruit colours
well on either. I have not tried it as a standard.

PRIZB GRAPES GROWN IN ORDINARY GARDEN SOIL.

prize ones, cut from Vines planted in light sandy
and gravelly soil. No attempt has been made
to grow the Vines specially for the purpose of
producing exhibition Grapes, as each rod, the
third year of cropping, bore about 151b. weight
of Grapes. They have been cropped according
to their strength. The wood is strong and well
matured, the young leading rods being as thick as
the average forefinger and bearing five or six
eyes or buds per foot run of rod, which fact
proves that the wood has been produced under
good cultural treatment.

There are twelve Vines in one span-roofed
house, namely, three Alicante, three Black
Hamburgh, two Muscat of Alexandria, two Gros
Maroc and one each of Lady Downe's and Madres-
field Court. All the varieties are as satisfactory
as these shown in the illustration, with the excep
tion of Muscat of Alexandria, which did not set
well enough to please me nor did it colour well ;

but the week that the Vines were in flower there
was no sunshine, and a Peach tree blocked out
the light and so interfered with the colouring.
I have planted sixteen Vines in another house,
namely, six of Black Hamburgh, eight of
Alicante and two of Muscat of Alexandria, and
these Vines are promising well. The first year
after planting I do not allow the Vines to bear,
and the second year they are cropped according to
their strength and fed moderately. All the

It is a much better grower with me than Cox's
Orange Pippin, one of its parents, and the flavour
is almost as good It is in season just before
Cox's Orange Pippin.
Sophy Park, Ohristchurck. J. Murray.

HOW TO GROW EARLY MELONS.
To have ripe fruit at the beginning of May,
seeds of a reliable sort should be sown at once.
Fill 3-inch pots with loamy soil, which should be
warm, with a little finely broken mortar rubble
mixed. Sow two seeds in each pot, so as to be
on the safe side in case one fails to germinate,
eventually removing the weaker one. Plunge
the pots in a bottom-heat of Sll* till the seedlings
are well through, then place them on a shelf near
the glass to encourage a sturdy growth. Some
people prefer fruiting their earliest Melons in
pots, but we find the ordinary bed most satis-
factory. As the earliest crops benefit by a hot-
bed, the material should be prepared at once of
well-fermented leaves and stable litter in equal
parts. In forming the bed the fermenting
material should be raised, so as to allow for a bed
of soil 18 inches wide by 9 inches deep, the latter
being brought within a few inches of the trellis.

It is important to make the soil firm ; a loose-
rooting medium is conducive to soft, pithy
growth, which is very liable to canker.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

THE NEWER KALES FOR WINTER
AND SPRING USE.

FROM October to May the Kales or
Borecoles are an important crop, and
the additions of late years have made
the task of securing a good supply an
easy one. We now have some very
fine Kales, and I will enumerate a

few of the best.

Hybrid Hearting Kale.—This is an entirely
new form of branching Kale, and a most valuable
addition to the winter vegetables. The plants
are large and produce a great number of shoots,
and after severe weather are most valuable, as
the shoots are delicate and produced in abund-
ance. This form differs from the older Scotch
forms or Green Curled, and in appearance some-
what resembles Couve Tronchuda, having a
prominent midrib, but this, though larger, is of
excellent quality.

Arctic Curled Kale.—These I referred to a
season or two back, and even now they are not
grown nearly so much as they deserve. They
are most valuable for amateurs or those who
have none too much space, as they are very
dwarf and produce large masses of curled green
leaves of splendid flavour. Like all the Bore-
coles, to get them at their best they should be
boiled slowly and with plenty of water, so that
they are not at all crowded. These are in season
from December to April, and grown on a north
border I have had them well into May, planting
the previous July.

SiUIoh's Al Kale.—This Kale is similar to the
Scotch, and, like the last-named, the leaves are
densely curled ; but the growth is different, and
in this respect somewhat resembles Brussels
Sprouts, having a strong stem with closely packed
small shoots emanating from it and a large head
at the top. It is very hardy, and I do not know\
of any winter vegetable that surpasses it in

quality.

Kale Favourite.—This Kale closely resembles
the Asparagus, and is much liked in the northern
parts of the kingdom for its hardiness. The
plant, when well grown, produces an enormous
quantity of sprouts, which are somewhat like

Asparagus when cooked and are later than the
ordinary Kales. Last season, after a severe
winter, this variety was one of our best spring
vegetables, and it yielded a great quantity of
material.

Drumhead Kale.—A distinct type of vege-
table, and very hardy indeed. I think this

an excellent introduction where variety in vege-
tables is valued, and there is a great gain in

having variety at this season. This Kale in

growth closely resembles a Drumhead Cabbage,
hence its name ; but this only concerns its shape,
as the leaf is large, having a broad midrib,
which can be cooked separately. The heads
cooked whole are excellent, and the plant
branches freely after they are cut.

Netv Sprouting Kale.—Here we have a distinct

type of Kale, in some particulars resembling the
older Scotch form, but with a denser growth and
more productive in the way of side growths. It

is not at all coarse, as when well grown the
plants only roach 15 inches to 18 inches in

height, but are broad and dense, therefore
requiring ample room. It is very hardy, and I

have never seen it injured by severe frost. It

remains good a long time in the spring before it

attempts to run to seed. When cooked the
flavour is excellent.

Carter's Driimhead Kale. — This valuable
winter vegetable is a recent addition to this

class of vegetables, and, unlike the other
Borecoles, has a solid head which, when
cooked, is equal in quality to an early spring
Cabbage. The plant is dwarf and of easy
culture, having broad, curled leaves, and every
part is usable. G. Wythes.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
POPULAR MARKET ROSES.

WE have many Roses which neither

the florist nor the public ever
tires of that possess the double
merit of being popular and pro-

fitable. Tolookata6eldof Koses
in bloom from .July onwards,or to

see the beautiful examples of the flowers that are

staged at the leading exhibitions, the uninitiated

might reasonably conclude that a dozen or score

might be taken haphazard from a stand that would
serve any purpose for which a Rose might be

required. Exactly the opposite, however, is the

fact. It may be that the Rose will not force

well or that it is wanting in freedom of flower

ing, it may be thinpetalled or lacking one of the

more popular shades of colour, it may be weak in

growth or a little worse than something else

already on the market ; but whatever its defects

may be, one thing is certain,

viz., that the market florist will

quickly find it out and just as

promptly discard it, even though
the stock may run into hundreds

or thousands. At the same time,

the market-man is ever sufficiently

alert to know a good thing when
he sees it, and instances such as

these, if not numerous or common-
place, occur from time to time.

Those lovely Roses Richmond and
Liberty are cases in point, while

the flowers are so delightful, both

in colour and form, wflfen the

plants have been well grown or

gently forced that they command
general attention. Not, indeed,

for many years has there appeared

a pair of novelties that so com-
pletely captivated the market-
men as these, while the subsequent

behaviour of the varieties has

fully borne out what was expected

of them. In short, the best

tribute that a market Rose,

Carnation, or Chrysanthemum can

possibly have is in the fact that

it is still grown, and to be this

the variety must be in demand.
With careful and steady forcing

the plants yield beautiful blooms,

and the trusses, being freely dis-

budded, provide flowers fully

large enough for any ordinary

uses at home. In the early

forcing of the Rose it is found
that those varieties having long,

tapering buds are most quickly
responsive, while those with full

flowers and where the petals may
to some extent overlap do not
so quickly answer to the call

made upon them. That delightfully fragrant

Rose La France, although a popular favourite

at one time, has the defect of great fulness,

coupled to which are flowers having tightly

placed petals that go to make up the some-
what cone-shaped flowers, and which require

sunlight to assist them to expand. From

well-known Mrs. .Tohn Laing, and when to the

foregoing good qualities is added its great charm
when seen under artificial light, there is no need
to ask questions concerning its popularity. Its

best flowers, however, are not obtained, as many
suppose, from maiden plants, but from older

examples, and not infrequently from such as are

planted out in beds under glass. If pot-grown
the variety should be treated most liberally, not

gorged with organic manures or poisoned by
strong overdoses of chemical manures, but
regarded rationally and accorded the requisite

assistance to perform its functions in due course.

Liberal pot-room with firm potting are most
essential, not only to this, but to all classes of

Roses grown in pots. Loose potting, care

less watering and overdoses of manure, with
much heat, are among the chief items that bring

failures where successes only sliould be found.

All early forced Roses are very tender and highly

susceptible to the changes of the weather,

though, perhaps, this applies most of all to the

exhibition board or in the garden, fall short,

in some way or another, of those attributes

which go to make a popular and profitable

market Rose.

and
H. .Jenkins.

ROSE CONRAD F. MEYER.
This is one of the most beautiful of Roses, the

first almost to greet the early summer. The
flowers are large, very sweetly scented, and
soft rose in colour. A correspondent writing

about it re<:ently says :
" The great silvery rose,

sweetly scented flowers are produced in wonder-
ful profusion. This Rose can be trained on a

pillar or over an arch, but is seen at its best

when allowed to form a free bush. If planted

as a hedge it must be given plenty of room ; to

try and keep it within bounds by interfering

with its great prickly shoots would take away
half its charm. A few old growths should be

removed each year ; beyond this little pruning is

necessary. The plant represented is in the

garden of the Rev. F. Page-

Roberts, rector of Stratfieldsaye,

and the photograph was taken by
Miss Dorothy Page Roberts.

COLOURED
PLATE.

FLATS

T
it has
Oxlip.

"pips'

KOSE tONKALi F. MEYER IN THE REV. F. PAIJE-ROBERTS 8 HARDEN.

Teas and the red-flowered class, of which Captain
Hayward and (ieneral .Jacqueminot maybe taken
as the long-stemmed and popular button-hole
varieties respectively. Mme. Abel Chatenay
still holds a high place, though the newer Joseph
Lowe, a shapely pale pink sport from Mrs. W. .J.

Grant, is making great headway, and by some is

the market-grower's point of view and for i expected to displace the older variety. In my
earliness in particular. La France, when hard

j

opinion there is room for both. It is worth
forced, produces its flowers upon a very long and

;
recalling, however, that, at the recent autumn

weak peduncle or footstalk, and the support Rose show of the National Rose Society, Joseph
necessary to keep the rather heavy flowers erect i Lowe, in a superb table arrangement, took first

has a disfiguring effect generally. At the same
|

place, though it must be recorded, in justice to

time, given much time to develop, the variety the other variety, that the blooms were by no
will appear in a greatly improved condition in means the finest coloured I have seen. As I have
several ways, and when well grown it commands said, there is room for both, but the two should
attention. not appear in any one arrangement. Such indis-

The large, if scentless, white-flowered Fiau I pensable and popular sorts as Niphetos, Perle
Karl Druschki is another that requires much ' des .Jardins, Bridesmaid, The Bride and others
time to develop its fulness. A type of flower are still with us, and likely to remain so, not
valuable alike for its clear pink colour, fragrance, because of any shortage of novelties, but
form, firm, long, strong and leafy stems, is the because the latter, delightful as they are on the

1390.

POLYANTHUSES.
HE origin of the garden
Polyanthus is some-
what uncertain, some
authorities claiming
that it is a form of

Primrose, others that

been evolved from the

•Judging from the erect

and strong stems of a

really good strain, one would be
inclined to favour the latter view,

even if there were not the evi-

dence of the sharply toothed calyx,

which is distinctly a characteristic

of the true Oxlip rather than of

the Primrose. Whatever their

origin may be, however, we can
all agree as to the beauty and
value of these delightfully fresh

spring flowers.

There are few flowers of which
we have not improved forms
largely due to the endeavours of

Messrs. Sutton, and the Polyan-
thus family is one that has been
most successfully taken in hand
by the Reading firm. In the

coloured plate we show one of

their fine strains being grown for

seed. The plants display great

vigour and a wealth of flowers,

hardly two plants being identical in colouring.

Coming into bloom so early in the year. Polyan-
thuses are all the more welcome, and in an
extensive garden one can hardly have too many
of them. They are charming for shaded walks
and the wild garden, as well as for the more
usual planting of beds and formal edgings. Even
in the smallest garden there are sure to be some
shaded spots in which Polyanthuses would
thrive.

The seed is usually sown too late. April and
May are none too early to ensure good strong

plants for putting into their flowering quarters

in the autumn. By such a sowing sometimes a
whole season is gained, and a little attention in

watering and stirring of the ground in the early

stages of growth is more thaa repaid by the larger

trusses of flowers the first spring. The plants

are liable to deteriorate the third year, and it is

well, therefore, alwajs to have some seedlings,

which give nmch finer and more numerous flowers

than old divided plants.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

T
SWEET PEA CHAT.
HE PAST YEAR.—I wonder whether

the year 1909 brought complete satis-

faction to any single individual who
swears allegiance to the queen of

annuals ? It is more than doubtful,

recommended to purchase early in the autumn, or

at least to place their orders so that the sorts

they particularly wished should be kept for them.
It is, however, practically certain that far fewer
seeds were distributed or ordered last autumn
than was the case in the preceding season, and
the natural result of this is that all the leading

specialists still hold fairly good stocks of most
varieties, though some of the very scarcest are

almost completely sold out. Sowing will be
general from the end of the present month

THE GREEN HOUSE.

for a more generally wretched year

could scarcely be imagined. From the time

that the seeds were sown in the spring until the ' onwards, and purchasers are strongly advised to

frosts came in the autumn there was something place their orders at the earliest possible moment
wrong, and only those who find their keenest so as to ensure prompt delivery. It must be

enjoyment in grumbling were genuinely happy, borne in mind by those who place Sweet Peas
However, the season of flowering brought its i first in importance that most seed merchants
compensations, for many rows and clumps were

|

deal also in general flower and vegetable seeds ;

really superb, and continued to blossom for an
j

that the orders for these come in by the thousand
exceptionally long period. Some of the most
favoured varieties failed to live

up to their reputations owing to

the almost persistent wet, but
with better climatic conditions

during the present year they may
possibly regain them.
The Opening Year.—We are

on the threshold of another year,

and the opportunity may be taken
of wishing all Sweet Pea lovers

all the good that they wish them-
selves. Doubtless many mistakes
were made last season, and the

wise ones who were industrious

enough to make careful note of

their errors will find it easy to

avoid them in their future opera-

tions. I have heard murmurs
against the plant because disease

has appeared in a few places, and
there are those who have expressed
their firm determination not to

grow Sweet Peas again ; but they
will never live up to such a New
Year's resolution for more than
one year (if they manage that),

for the very simple reason that
they cannot find another plant
to take its place. This annual is

unique ; there is no other plant
which even remotely resembles it,

and indisputably there is no other
that will bring such generous
returns for the outlay in labour
and money. There is a general
consensus of opinion in the minds
of those who are most competent
to judge that the Sweet Pea is not
yet on the flood tide of popularity
and prosperity, but that it will

continue to increase in universal
esteem for many years to come.
Let us all hope that this will be so.

The Nationa r. Society. —
Although it is barely ten years
since this society was instituted,

it has grown so vigorously that
it is now practically 1,(K 10 strong
and has no fewer than 100
societies in affiliation. This success can only be
explained by the fact that its officers and com-
mittees have ever kept steadfastly in front of
them their duty—the popularisation of the
flower by every legitimate means within their

in .January and February ; that they are executed the former

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
Zygopetalum Maikayi.

YGOPETALUM is a genus which con-

tains several examples of handsome
and free-growing Orchids, but the one
quoted above stands out above all

others, whether we look upon it from
the decorative standpoint, its vigorous

growth or its free-flowering qualities. The
pseudo-bulbs are round or ovoid, and the arching
leaves are from 1 foot to 2 feet long, while the
strong, erect flower-spikes usually attain a height
of 30 inches and stand well above the foliage.

Each flower measures about 3 inches from the
base of tlie lip to the top of the uppermost sepal.

z
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AN AVENUE OF SWEET PEAS IN MR. E. TESCHEMACHEl; S GARDEN

in the order in which they are received ; and as

most seedsmen manage to get two or three weeks
behind the orders, it follows that one may have
to wait some time before receiving one's seeds.

This always causes a feeling of irritation and may
power. The society's publications have always prejudice the prospects of success, and for these
been of real value as well as of interest,
and its exhibitions have been splendid examples
of what such gatherings should be. All
lovers of the flower who are not yet members
of the National Sweet Pea Society should join
at once.

Ordering Seeds.—The weather in the autumn

reasons buyers are urged to send off their orders

forthwith. Spencer.

A SWEET PEA AVENUE.
Sweet Peas look very pretty when grown on
either side of a walk. The accompanying illus-

was so extremely unfavourable for all cultural
|

tration shows the end of a Sweet Pea avenue, the
operations that many of the most ardent ' plants being over 10 feet high. From these rows
advocates of sowing at that season of the year

|

a bunchof 2,000 blooms was gathered oneday early
failed to do so, and also deferred the ordering of in August. Needless to say, the ground was very
their seeds. The crops of the majority of the deeply dug before rowing, but no water was
choicer varieties were so poor that everyone was given to the plants E. Teschemacher.

being broad, white, streaked and
marked with violet-purple. The
petals are light yellowish green
and spotted with purple-brown.

It is an autumn and winter
flowering plant, and immediately
the scapes are removed re-

potting can be taken in hand.
A suitable rooting medium con-

sists of good fibrous loam, one-

half, and the remainder made up
of fibrous peat or Osmunda fibre,

chopped sphagnum moss, partly

decayed Oak leaves and broken
charcoal in equal proportions.

Ordinary flower-pots are best

for all Orchids with fleshy roots,

and ought to be quite clean and
filled one-fourth of their depth
with potsherds for drainage ; over
this is laid a thin layer of loam,
when it is ready to receive the

plant. Where the cultural condiN
tioDS have been correct, very little'

disturbance at the base will be
necessary beyond removing the
drainage and any sour soil from
the surface. A pot about two
sizes larger should be chosen and
the soil pressed moderately firm,

and when the operation is

finished the roots must be half an
inch below the rim to allow suffi-

cient space for watering, as

Zygopetalum Mackayi enjoys
plenty of moisture when in a
state of activity. The tempera-
ture should fluctuate between
.'jO" Fahr. and CS" Fahr., the
former during the winter period
and the latter for the summer
months. Many growers place the
plants in the cool house among
the Odontoglossums, and I have
seen some good specimens culti-

vated with the Cattleyas ; but in

whatever house they are placed,
a shady spot is essential through-
out the hottest part of the year.

When the season's growth is com-
pleted, less water is needed, but the roots must
not be allowed to become dry so as to cause the
pseudo-bulbs to shrivel, or the flowers will suffer

later on in consequence.
The new shoots should be examined occasionally

for thrips, and if they make their appearance
the plants may be dipped in a weak solution of

XL All liquid insecticide or the house should be
vaporised. Annual repotting is not advisable ; in

fact, every third year will be ample if these direc-

tions are judiciously carried out, and the cultivator

will be rewarded with a display of bloom which
will remain in full beauty for several weeks if

the atmosphere is not excessively charged with
moisture. Sentinel.

CALCEOLARIA INTEGRIFOLIA.
Thls is a very beautiful and attractive plant
which, if given a warm position and a little
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protection till established, will stand the winter

outdoors in the Southern Counties, for as the

wood gets older it becomes hardier. It is not

grown as much as it deserves to be, for it is very

showy when in flower. In colour the flowers

are a rich yellow, and although the individual

blooms are not large, the size of the truss makes
up for that, and it remains in bloom till late

in the autumn. K. C. PooLEY.
Onalon Oardeiis, Plyinoulk.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
HOW TO PROTECT TENDER SHRUBS

AND PLANTS FROM FROST.

OWING to the excessive amount of

rain and the mildness of the

weather experienced in many parts

of the country, the growth of

many shrubs was very rampant
last season. This in some cases

iii.iy be regarded with satisfaction, but in

the tase of tender subjects the experienced

gardener knows the baneful effects that sharp

frost has upon the soft and imperfectly

ripened growth. The question then arises ;

How can these be protected during the winter V

I will endeavour to give a few simple hints on
methods which have proved successful.

Dealing first with Roses, standards of the

tender Tea varieties should have their heads
protected by tying them up closely, using soft

string for this purpose, and afterwards covering

them with neatly plaited straw, tiflfany or light

canvas. For the smaller heads the straw
coverings used on wine bottles may be used, and
for larger heads two of the coverings may often

be joined together, and thus form a neat and
most efficient protection. Bracken is often

recommended and may be used in some cases, but

it is apt to be blown off during rough winds and
should, therefore, be tied in position. Avoid the

use of any heavy material, such as old bags, as

these become sodden with water, and in this

state are mo=>t detrimental to the well-being of

the tree. Uwarf Roses may be protected by
having the soil drawn up around their base

This should be thoroughly done ; a mound 1 foot

in diameter at the base and !t inches deep is not
too much for a small bush, larger plants requiring

more. If there is any danger of exposing the

roots when drawing up the soilj this should be
avoided by adding fresh material for forming the

mounds.
Tender shrubs should have their roots covered

with a good layer of leaves or strawy manure,
and in open positions wire-netting may be pegged
around to prevent this being scattered by wind.
In addition to this, light sprays of Spruce or

other suitable evergreen should be placed among
the branches during a spell of severe frost.

Climbers on walls may easily be afforded the

necessary shelter by the use of mats. The Coir

Wind Screening, which is advertised in The
(Jarden, is excellent for protecting plants on
walls, also many subjects in the open ground. On
heavy clay soil and in cold districts the roots of

many choice herbaceous plants will need a layer

of some material as a protection. For covering

beds and borders containing herbaceous plants

and bulbs, the wild Heather, which can be

obtained in quantities in some parts of the

country, is excellent, especially after being
stacked for twelve months. Specimen plants of

Bays, Hydrangeas and other plants in pots or tubs

should be placed in a shed or other outhouse,
taking advantage of fine mild days to admit air

by opening the door^ or windows. C. Ruse.

A HEDGE OF LILAC.
Lilac makes a most effective hedge, and should
be more often planted for this purpose. Lilac

trees flowered splendidly last summer, owing to the
sunny autumn we experienced a year ago. The
hedge in the accompanying illustration is very

carefully attended to. Dead flowers, suckers

and useless growths near the base of the trees are

removed directly flowering is over, manure being

applied during the winter. E. Tbschbmachbr.

add the remainder of the water, mix well

together, and apply towards evening when rain

is not likely to occur.

YEW, HOLLY AND BEECH HEDGES.
[In Replj/ to O. D. Oldham.'^

liEKORE manuring your Yew hedge it will be

advisable to make deep holes at intervals

.'i feet or 4 feet from the hedge, and ascertain

whether the ground is dry or not. Sometimes,
when a hedge is planted on a bank such as you
describe, the groun<l becomes very dry at some
period, and does not become wet again for a very

long time. If you find that it is dry, give it a
good watering to thoroughly moisten the ground,
previously loosening the surface soil for a distance

of 4 feet or 5 feet on each side with a fork. You
ought also to out a deep trench 10 feet or 12 feet

away from the hedge and sever any tree roots

that are interfering with the hedge. Tree roots

and drought are probably the cause of your
hedge deteriorating. The basic slag may be

DAPHNE MEZEREUM AND ITS
CULTURE.

No flowering shrub in our gardens gives one
greater pleasure than the Mezereon. We have,
indeed, finer shrubs, but when the Me/.ereon
flowers other shrubs are as good as dead, because
there are no flowers upon them or even the sign

of a coming leaf. To speak of the Mezereon as a

ppring flower is a mistake. The hedgerows are
bare, and the birda for the most part are silent,

when the lovely Mezereon is in its full beauty,

and most delightful it is to see its branches
studded with pink or purplish flowers.

Hardy Daphnes are not numerous, and the best

of them are less hardy than they should be for

general usefulness. The commonest is the green-

flowered D. Laureola, a true native, flowering in

February, and a really interesting, though not a

showy, plant. All who love their gardens should

«^-

LILAC GROW.N TO FORM A HHDGE.

applied as you state, but a good surface dressing,

.3 feet to 4 feet on each side of the hedge,
of well - rotted farmyard manure would be

better. Next spring, in showery weather, a

light top-dressing of nitrate of soda will also do
good, say, '2oz. to the square yard. The top of

the hedge may be cut fairly hard to encourage
bottom growth. Your Holly hedge may be

treated in the same manner. If you cannot
obtain the farmyard manure, you may use basic

slag and the other manures you suggest. You
can convert your mixed hedge into a Holly hedge
by removing the Thorns as they can be spared
aud allowing the Hollies to fill the g*ps. The
Beech hedge may have a dressing ot farmyard
manure likewise. The blight you speak of was
very bad on Beeches generally last year. When
such an attack occurs, the best method of dealing

with it is to syringe with a mixture com-
posed of lib. of soft soap, six pints of paraffin and
sixteen gallons of soft or warm water. The
soft soap should be dissolved in a gallon of hot

water, after which the paraffin should be added
and stirred well in to form a creamy liquid ; then

make a point of having a few plants of this species

by them, in case they should at any time be afflicted

with a passion for I >aphnes in general. It is the

species ufeed for grafting the finer sorts upon.
Having indulged at some length in this in-

teresting pastime in my younger days, I can say

that to make the stocks and put on the grafts is

easy, and the great point is to have nice quarters

ready to promote the junctions and the growing.

The better Daphnes comprise D. alpina, a pretty
shrub for the rookery, with white or rosy flowers

;

D. collina, a smallish arboretum or rookery
shrub, with blush or pink-tinted flowers ; and
D. Cneorum, a half-trailing shrub, posseasiug the

finest qualities, and much to be desired in every

well-kept garden. It is a true evergreen, uf

neat growth, aud produces rosy flowers that are

deliciously fragrant early in spring. For the

formal grounds this is a foreground gem, per-

fectly hardy, and if left pretty much to itself will

grow and increase with great rapidity. It

requires peat to grow in. I'he Mezereon and
Daphne Laureola prefer loam.

Ashioelllliorpe, Xorwicli. T. B. FitLii.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

THE NEW YEAR.—With the com-
mencement of a new year the true

gardener's hopes always begin to

brighten, and his thoughts are turned
towards the spring, with its array of

bright flowers fresh from the soil that

was erstwhile frozen hard or covered with snow,

that will soon be with us. At this time resolu-

tions are made, perhaps to be broken within a

I.—A WELL-GROWN RASPBERRY PLANT BEFORE
PRONING AND THINNnSG. THE BRANOH-
INQ CANES ARE THOSE WHICH HAVE
BORNE FRDIT, AND SHOULD BE REMOVED,
TCXiETHER WITH ANY WEAK NEW ONES.

short period, and plans are drawn up for the

coming campaign in the garden. It is also a

good plan to take stock of all garden implements,
manures and other sundries, so that a fair start

is ensared. Seeds will soon have to be pur-

chased, and already several seedsmen have
favoured me with their catalogues, which,
judging by a casual glance, are well up to the

usual high standard. A word of advice that I

would offer to the beginner regarding seeds is

this : Do not be tempted to rely on last year's

seeds, for therein lies failure and disappointment.
There are a few, a very few, kinds that will give

good results when two years old ; but the
majority, even though they germinate, produce
seedlings of weak statuina, which are sure to
prove unsatisfactory.

Ornnhouae and Fra7nea.—As these notes are
being penned the delicate fragrance from a pot
of Roman Hyacinths is being enjoyed, and other
bulbs are pushing their green leaves towards the
light. It is well to remember that Hyacinths,
Daffodils and Tulips all delight in abundant
supplies of moisture, and, providing the drainage
of the pots is sound, it is difficult to over-water
them when they are in active growth. Those
grown in fibre with no drainage must be given
water very carefully, as it must be remembered
that none can run away, and consequently much

RASPBERRIES IN WINTER.

harm would be done were a great deal too much
given. To keep the fibre moist without being
sodden must be the aim with plants c;rown in

this way. As seed -sowing will soon have to be
done, it ia a good plan to see about mixing some
soil for the purpose. A good general mixture
may be composed of loam, two parts ; sand,
one part ; and well-decayed leaf-soil, one part.

This should first be well mixed and then sifted

through a quarter-inch sieve, placing it, if

possible, in a warm, dry place ready for use. If

it becomes too dry, it is an easy matter to damp
and turn the heap before using.

Kilclien Garden.— i{eaera,l\y speaking, there is

not much yet to be done in this department
beyond digging and trenching—work that must
be done whenever the weather will allow. In
country districts it is well to keep an eye on
young Cabbage plants during severe weather, as

several kinds of birds will greedily devour them
when there is little else to eat. In such oases

they must be protected with netting or black
cotton, but on no account should the plants be
actually touched while frozen stiff. A sowing of

Mustard and Cress may be made in shallow boxes
of sandy soil in a warm frame or greenhouse, as it

will be most useful at this season. Sow the
Cress a few days in advance of the Mustard if

both are required for use at the same time, as the
latter germinates and grows more quickly than
the Cress. It will suffice if the soil is well
watered and the seed scattered thickly on the
surface, just pressing it into the soil.

Frtiit Oardeii.—Although the planting of all

trees would have been better done in November,
there are doubtless many yet to be put in, in-

cluding some against walls. In planting in such
a position there are one or two points that should
be remembered if success is to be obtained.
Many beginners make the mistake of planting
the tree so that its stem is close to or even touch-
ing the wall, a position that is, to say the least,

unfavourable, as the stem will always be pushing
tightly against the wall in its endeavours to
swell. The main stem ought to be at least
ti inches from the wall at the base, sloping the
branches to the wall where they are eventually to
be nailed in position. Nailing or tying is another
point where beginners freijuently go astray.

It is quite a natural desire to wish to see the
branches neatly tied or nailed in position as soon
as the tree is planted, but it is a wish that ought
not to be carried into effect. The soil round a
newly planted tree always settles down more or
less, and if the branches are firmly secured in

position the tree cannot sink with the soil, and
the roots are consequently brought nearer the
surface than is desirable. It is best to loosely

secure the branches first, just to prevent them
being damaged by wind ; and after an interval of

two or three weeks they may be properly secured
and pruned. A. A.

PRUNING AND PLANTING
RASPBERRIES.

There are few hardy fruits more highly esteemed
than the Raspberry. Although the fruits are
seldom used for dessert, they are much ap-
preciated for culinary purposes, and as the
plants are so easily managed, there is no reason,

where space and opportunity permit, why a
plantation should not be made in the garden of

the beginner.

At the present period it is customary to prune
and thin out the old canes, so that good fruiting

shoots* may be developed on those that are

retained. Had this pruning been done some time

since, it would have been better, but growers
often put off this important work till winter.
The beginner at this stage may ask : How am I

to prune my Raspberries ? We must remember
that one of the objects of pruning the canes in

good time is to allow light and air free access to

the young canes which are to bear fruit in the
succeeding year. To prune the Raspberries it ia

necessary to cut away entirely all canes (growths)
that have borne fruit in the past season. The
old canes are absolutely useless, and so long as

they remain unpruned they are hindering the
aatiafactory progreas of the new ones.

That the beginner may thoroughly understand
how to proceed with the pruning, a typical plant
of one of the taller-growing varieties of the
Raspberry is shown in Fig. 1. This represents

the canes that have borne last season's crop of

fruit and the new ones that are to provide next
season's supplies. In Fig. 2 the same plant with
all the useless and superfluous canes pruned or

thinned out is shown. A close observation of

the two illustrations shows how drastic the

change is. It is usual to thin out the weak and
superfluous canes of recent development, retain-

ing four to six of the strongest for future
work. Some growers are content to retain only
three or four of the most promising ones. Tie
the selected canes to stakes or trellis inserted or

erected for their support, and as a finale just

remove the soft tips of the canes. To add to

their fruitfulness it is a good plan to apply
decayed manure to the plantation at this period,

forking this in to a depth of 3 inches only. Do
not use the fork too near the plants, or serious

damage may ensue.

The making of a new plantation of Rasp-
berries is a piece of work that will be of

considerable interest to many readers. It is

well, in the first instance, to remember that
Raspberries are not very fastidious as to soil ; as

a matter of fact, they will thrive in any fairly

good ground. However, poor soil should have
good lasting manure applied in abundance.
Raspberries delight in a moist situation, and if

-THE SAME PLANT AFTER PRUNING HAS
BEEN DONE.
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induoed to break from the base, and these must
be encouraged to grow away freely during the

suooeeding summer. In the subsequent autumn
the weak growths should be out out and those

retained staked and tied ; these will provide a

good crop of fruit in the following season.

Good varieties of Raspberries are : Red

—

Superlative, Baumforth's Seedling, Lord Beacons-
field and Prince of Wales : Noire d'Autonine,

large, almost black ; October
Orange d'Automne, a very
orange colour.

THE

Yellow, free ; and
large fruit of an

D. B. C.

3.—TWO EXAMPLES OF YOUNG, RASPl'.KRRY

CANES WITH WHICH TO MAKE NEW
PLANTATIONS. THAT ON THE LEFT IS

A DWARF VARIETY, AND THAT ON THE
RIGHT A TALL VARIETY.

the plantation be slightly shaded it will be no
disad^k'antage. When preparing the quarters,

de^jHy dig the soil. I prefer to trench the

ground two spits deep, digging in a heavy
dressing of manure as the work proceeds. Rasp-
berries are propagated by suckers, i. e. , sucker-

like growths. Some varieties are much stronger

in their growth than others, and for this reason

I have portrayed in Fig. 3 examples of both.

On the left of the illustration is a young cane of

a dwarf-growing variety, and on the right is a

good example of a tall-growing variety, which
reveals its strong oharaoter by the stoutness and
length of the young canes. These are sucker
growths that pushed their way through the soil

at some distance from the old plants. In a

plantation of Raspberries many such sucker
canes are developed as the plants get estab-

lished, and these should be removed with care,

so that as little injury to them and the

old plants shall be done as possible. The latter

should be severed at their roots by using a

sharp knife, taking good care to preserve the
dormant buds, which will be found immediately
below the surface. By these means fruit-bearing

oanes will be ensured during the succeeding
geaeon.

J
Planting may be done at any time between

dotober and March, although the earlier this is

done, when the weather is open and the ground
free from frost, the better. There are various

methods of planting ; in rows is, perhaps, the

most popular. The rows should be 5 feet apart,

and the plants singly 2 feet apart. A trellis

should be erected, and the canes secured with
care to this. Another method is to plant in

groups of three eanes each, arranging the
groups .3 feet apart, and in rows 5 feet asunder.

Stout stakes, three to each group, should be
inserted subsequently for the support of the
new canes ; the latter should be secured to the
former.
Immediately after the planting, the young

canes should be cut down to within 6 inches of

the ground, so that they resemble the appearance
of the specimens represented in Fig. 4. On the
left dwarf-growing canes are shown, and on the
right tall, strong-growing ones. By cutting back
the young canes in this way, strong growths are

BEST WAY TO DISPOSE OF
GARDEN RUBBISH.

The burning of garden rubbish is the best plan
both for the sake of tidiness and economy, the

ashes forming a valuable plant food. The
method of digging the rubbish into the ground
is not to be recommended unless trenching is

being carried out, when the rubbish may be
placed in the bottom of the trench. No wood or

prunings should be buried, as these are liable to

start the growth of an injurious fungus. Finely
sifted ashes from the smother fire are used with
advantage for covering the seed of Carrots, (Jnions,

and other plants. After sowing the seed cover with
a layer of the ashes before filling in the drills

with a rake. I iry ashes are best for this purpose,
and a quantity should be sifted and placed under
cover. Heavy soils which have been dug in the
autumn are much improved by the ashes

being forked into the surface when preparing
them for sowing or planting in spring. For the
fruit quarter these ashes may also be used with
most beneficial results. In all cases where a fire

can be made, burn the rubbish and return the
ashes to the soil. C. Ruse.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Christmas Roses.—There is no hardy garden
flower at this festive season of the year half so

precious as the Christmas Rose, of which the
typical form is known botanically as Helleborus
niger. In the half shaded places of the garden
the plants, when they have become established,

give but little trouble and yield an abundance of

their blossoms, when they are without a rival.

Perfectly hardy and enduring, lasting when well
planted for several years withjfbut little atten-

tion, these are surely the plants

to be favoured by all town and
suburban dwellers, who are
unable to indulge in many of

the things of which a country
garden might boast. It is,

however, somewhat late to be
planting these with success,

and for the time being I will

content myself by directing

attention to preserving their

flowers in those instances where
the plants are already in exist

ence. It may not be known to

all garden-lovers that there are

several distinct forms or varie-

ties of the Christmas Rose, and
that by growing a set of these
varieties flowers may be had
from November to February
inclusive. The varieties are

known distinctively as Helle-

borus niger maximus, November
flowering ; H. n. major, Decem-
ber and early January flowering

;

and H. n. angustifolius, .January and February
flowering. Where any or all of these exist at the
present time, spare frame-lights or cloches may
be placed over the clumps to prevent the flowers

being spoiled by rain or bespattered by soil. It is

equally important just now to carefully examine
the crowns to see if these are free from snails and
slugs, which nestle therein and devour the buds.

Border Carnations.—There is, so far as I

have at present observed, a more than average
crop of the Carnation maggot existing, and
where the older varieties, such as Gloire de
Nancy and Criniaon Clove, still remain on the
plants where they were layered, the pest
has already played havoc with the stock. The
presence of the maggot—a small grub of yellowish
colour and almut a quarter of an inch in length

—

may be detected by the whitening of the leaf

surfaces, the latter presenting a somewhat
blistered or scalded appearance, and which is

due to the fact that the maggot, on arriving at
the active stage of its existence, has made a
channel for itself within the cuticle of the leaf,

existing meanwhile on the tissue which oomea
in its way. By plucking off a leaf or two the
maggot may often be detected at its work, and
is then easily destroyed with finger and thumb.
To neglect this operation now and thus allow the
pest to obtain an entry into the heart of the
plant, which it certainly will do, is to risk its

flowering during the coming summer. A sharp
needle is an excellent instrument to pick out
the maggot, when it should be destroyed.
Early Ft.owerinc; Chrysanthemums.—Not a

few of those who indulge in the cultivation of

this most serviceable group of plants lose their

stocks entirely through leaving them in the
open ground exposed to all the chances and
changes of a characteristic English winter. By
lifting a few plants and heeling them in at the
base of a south or south-west wall, the stools

may be preserved for another year.

Bulbs in Beds.—One of the weak points of

the amateur or beginner in gardening is his fear

of planting his bulbs sufficiently deep in the soil,

in spite of the very clear instructions that may
have been tendered from time to time. Thedirec.
outcome of very shallow planting is that with root

activity the bulbs are lifted out of the soil, which
militates considerably against success. Daffodils

and Hyacinths more particularly, by reasonof their

strong-rooting characteristics, are prone to lift

themselves to the surface in this way, and where
the bulbs have been planted in shallow holes

made with a dibbler this lifting is likely to be
all the more prevalent. Should it be observed
that any bulbs are so exposed, they must be
pressed into the soil or be covered with other soil.

Bulbs in Window-boxes.—The town dweller
is often apt to overlook those bulbs he has so

carefully planted in his window-boxes during the

past weeks, and to quite ignore the fact that but

HOW YOUNG ra.sprkrrv canes
THEIR treatment AFTER
PLANTED CANES ARE CUT
INCHES OF THE GROUND.

SHOILD nE PLANTED AND
PLANTING. THE NEWLY
DOWN TO WITHIN A FEW

little or no rain can reach them in such positions.

Now, bulbs of all kinds, and Daffodils and Hya-
cinths in particular, are great drinkers, and must,
whether grown in pots or window-boxes, be given
ample supplies of root moisture. Of this there
must be no half measures, as a wet soil is much
more to their liking and more conducive to ulti-

mate sucoess than a dry one. Adam.
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BOOKS.
An instructive catalogue.—One of

the most interesting and instructive catalogues

that have been published of recent years is that

recently sent to us by Messrs. Heath and Son of

Cheltenham. It is aptly described as " A really

reliable complete catalogue of hardy plants for

rook gardens and herbaceous borders, containing

full details concerning height, time of flowering,

colour, origin, and how to grow them ; correct

nomenclature guaranteed." The catalogue is a

model of its kind, and may be thoroughly trusted.

It is freely illustrated, and no trouble has been

spared to provide a guide of the utmost utility

for those who are devoted to the plants of the

open air. The nomenclature adopted is that of the

revised edition of the " Index Kewensis," and a

list is given at the end of " Common and British

Names," which should be very helpful. Garland-

flower, for instance, is " Daphne Cneorum "
;

Spiderwort, " Trandescantia," and so forth. The
single column form has been adopted, enumerat-

ing the species and varieties, with description,

height and month of flowering. The following

quotation is in reference to the Japanese Iris and
indicates the character of the book, for such it

really is: "Iris laevigata (syn. Kjempferi). This

most beautiful.lapanese race requires rather special

treatment, but with a little ingenuity and trouble

it should not be difficult to give them the ideal

conditions. Their peculiarity is that they like to be

dry in winter and wet in summer, and obviously

this must be done artificially. In Japan they

are grown in the Rice fields, which are heavily

manured in winter when dry, and when summer
comes the fields are flooded by irrigation, and

here Irises are then about 2 inches under water.

If a pond be made (and made ao that it will hold

and retain water), and an outlet made level with

the bottom, the water will (if supplied by surface

drains or other natural means) run straight away.

In summer this opening can be raised, and where

there is no natural supply it can be filled from a

tap. Good rich poil should then be put into the

pit up to within 2 inches of the summer outlet

and the roots be planted on it, spreading the

roots flat and covering with soil. Each plant

will then be a sort of small mound, and will not

suffer from damp in winter. All this sounds

troublesome, but it is really quite simple.

Where there is a running stream, a back-water

subsidiary stream can be out, which can be kept

dry except in summer. It must, however, be

remembered that the dampness rendered by

shade is of no use whatever. The large flowers

are nearly flat, and occasionally measure a foot

across, and the colours are very rich and varied."

There are many illustrations which are pleasing

and instructive, especially that of Dianthus

arenarius, D. alpinus and iSedum hispanioum,

which are shown together.

LEGAL POINTS.
Adjoining: owners, trees (Afforesta-

trou).—An occupying owner in the suburbs

complains that his garden suffers through his

neighbour's trees excluding the light and air

which would otherwise reach it, and on account

of the impoverishment of the soil. He asks

what he can do " short of going to law." The
only thing he can do legally short of taking

judicial proceedings is to exercise the extra

judicial remedy of self-help. Operating on his

own premises he can, even without giving any
notice, lop off overhanging branches. This was

decided in the well-known case of Lemraon r.

Webb. The owner of a tree cannot acquire the

right for it to overhang his neighbour's land,

either by prescription or the Statute of Liniita

tions. But if no notice is given the aggrieved

occupier of the garden must take care to avoid

entering his neighbours grounds. After due

notice he could doubtlessly enter and abate the
nuisance, but should take care to do no more than
is absolutely necessary to abate it, and the King's
peace must not be broken. The remedy of self-

help therefore becomes inconvenient when the
branches are of considerable height and hia

neighbour comes forth armed with "a strong
hand," as the necessary felling operations con-

ducted on his own property might involve
expensive apparatus with divers little claims for

compensation to injured workmen. The only
appropriate remedy in such a case is an injunc-

tion, and Smith v. Giddy is a recent authority
on the point that for a nuisance of this kind an
aggrieved person is not bound to confine himself
to the remedy of abatement, but can seek the
assistance of the Courts. As regards the roots

of these obnoxious trees, there is a deficiency of

authority on the subject, but the general opinion
is that the owner of a tree cannot acquire by
length of time an easement for its roots to

ramify under his neighbour's land ; in fact, there
is a case to the elieot that if he planted the tree

himself and its roots broke his neighbour's drain-

pipee, he would be liable in damages. The
remedy of self-help, however, would certainly be
open as before. There is nothing to prevent
our reader digging straight down in his own
land and destroying the roots. On the whole,
we are glad that he wishes, as far as regards
this question, to stop short of "going to

law," whether his wish arises on account of the
congested state of the cause list or otherwise,
especially because a claim for general im-
poverishment of the soil in such a case is open
to much doubt. It is hard to conceive that an
occupier would be held liable, because he failed

to cut down two or three trees naturally growing
on the land before he acquired the property,
simply because they happened to sap away
nourishment from his neighbour's vegetables, for

he is not under any duty to cut down a crop of

Thistles, which are by no means conducive to

the amenity of the neighbourhood. On the
other hand, it is hardly likely that he could
indulge in a craze for afforestation in a

garden in the suburbs at the expense of his

neighbours.

Valuation (Market Oardener).—1he
general principle that an owner, whether a mort-
gagor or a landlord, must not be "improved"
out of his own property has no application when
statute enacts that for certain specified improve-
ments an occupier shall be entitled to compen-
sation. A tenant's privilege of running up a
lengthy bill against hia landlord, which in

Roman law was merely limited by a general

maxim, is confined to the matters mentioned in

the Schedules of the Agricultural Holdings
Act, 190S, which incorporates the Market
Gardeners' Compensation Act, 1895. One of our
readers enquires whether a landlord who has
paid a valuation of £200 to an outgoing tenant
and has allowed the incoming tenant to enter

free of valuation can be called upon to pay
again on the exit of the second tenant. He can
be compelled to pay again. These little charges
are continually recurring, but not so frequently
perhaps as the income tax. Of course, the second
tenant can only claim in such a case for the
improvements he has made himself. In all pro-

bability a landlord who has once been bitten

with a heavy valuation will keep a careful

record of the state of the property at the time of

the second agreement, so as to escape the risk of

having to pay twice for the same improvement.
Our reader seems to lay some stress on the fact

that he himself paid out the valuation on the

former tenant's departure. This does not affect

the question, as by Section 7, if the new tenant
had, with the consent in writing of his landlord,

paid out the compensation claimable by the out
going tenant, he could have added the amount
to his own improvements on quitting the hold-

ing ; so it is only a question of interest on the
money in the meantime to be taken into con-

sideration in fixing the rent.

—

Barrister.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Ansnreps.—T/u; Editor intendu

to make THE Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no ^natter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with tka.t object will make a special feature of the

*' Answers to Correspondents" column. All communica-
tions shmiM be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the EorroR of The
GAJiDEN, SO, Tairistock Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher.
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation tie may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Border of perennials (M. c. M. A.).

From your description it would appear that the
border itself requires some preparation, and, if

possible, a portion of the dry soil may be trans-

ferred to the central part where the heavy clay

soil exists, and vice rcraa. If you could do this

and thoroughly trench the border, digging in

plenty of decayed manure and leaf-soil if avail-

able, there should be no need for failure. It is

quite possible that the near vicinity of the Cypress
hedge will be found to be very dry and the soil

poor, and deeper trenching and heavy manuring
should be indulged in there. We hardly think
you would like the idea of arranging squares of

plants to produce effect, even though this were
possible, and which, considering the informal
characteristics of most plants, it is not. You
speak of English Irises flowering with the late

May Tulips. As this section of the Iris family

does not flower before mid-June, we are wonder-
ing whether you are confusing them with some
of the early flowering Flag Irises, which blossom
in May. What is generally found to be the best

way of treating a border of this kind is to first

arrange lines of groups throughout the entire

length of the border, the second line of groups
alternating with those in the first one. For
example, stretching a line throughout the border
lengthwise, the plants might be arranged in

groups of three, five or more, setting them in

equal proportions on each side of the line, so

that when in growth an informal colony or

group would result. In a border of the width
you describe, informal groups 4 feet or 6 feet

across when in flower might appear in the
second line of groups, and by arranging these at

good distances apart and filling in the interven-

ing spaces with the taller Lilies, also in groups, a

fine effect would be secured. Such a border might
contain three lines of groups, with a final margin
of Saxifraga cordifolia purpurea or something
akin at the margin. A background of Hollyhocks,
tall Larkspurs, Sunflowers, Michaelmas Daisies

in variety, Heleniums and other plants would be
most effective ; while in the second line of

groups white and red perennial Pea, Kniphofias,

Phloxes, Michaelmas Daisies, JapaneseAnemones,
Rudbeckia Autumn Glory and other things should
appear, finally arranging Aster Amellus, A. acris,

A. lievigatus, P;eonies, Clielone barbata. Iris aurea,

Heliopsis Isevis, Gaillardias, single and double
Pyrethrums, Globe Flowers, Columbines, a few of

the bestFlag Irises, Alstrii?meria8,Campanulasand

other plants near the front ; then by filling in

the intervening spaces with Galtonia candicans,

such Lilies as testaceum, candidum, pardalinum,
tigrinum of sorts, croceum, colchioum, Hansonii,
Martagon, canadense, umbellatum, pomponium
verum and others a really good and permanent
effect would be secured. As the border is

sufficiently large to admit of good treatment,

we would suggest that it be undertaken in a

systematic sort of way, planting it from some
prearranged plan where the colours could be

seen beforehand. By adopting this method all
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formality would be lost, while the effect of

well-arranged masses of things would give you
what you appear to require.

Stock falling' (/^. dv fianiier).—'l'he plant sent was
very fully rooted, ami apart from this appears to liave

Buttered from a funeoul attack of the stem near the Kround
level. Stocka at this season require to be almost dry at

the root, and if in conjunction with this tlioy are early

sown and have became liard and well rooted, not much
harm should follow if kept cool and well aired. If the
plants are grown in pots, very tlrni potting should be
indulged iu. Keeji the plants near the k'lass and give a

slight dusting of dry lime to the stems.

Hepbaceous plant border (/?"!/"). - Tlie

variety of plants suitable for use in any colour-scheme
arrangement is very considerable and might vary accord-
ing to individual tastes and reiiuirements, and from
experience we tUid that such details are best if left in the
hands of those responsible for the carrying out of the
work. We are precluded from giving you a plan or a
detailed list setting out the arrangement of the plants by
reason of the lack of space and other thin^is, and possibly

a generalised list would not prove of great service. More-
over, in a border of the kind you describe, the colour-
scheme would be broken by the angle and by the varying
width of the border; hence, in our opinion, the primary
effect would be lost. In our opinion, handsome groups of

perennials would suit your purpose better, and if you
agree with this, we will give you a suitable list on hearing
again from you.

Hepbaceous plants iJaim's Pafer^oH).— Scutel-
laria mociniana has certainly no pretensions to being
hardy so far as we know. It is a native of Mexico, and
we have grown it with much success in the stove and in

the warm intermediate house, where it constitutes a most
showy subject. It is really a sub-shrub. Occasionally,
however, certain Mexican plants are found to be far

hardier than could have been expected; but we have no
knowledge of this plant enduring an English winter, even
in favoured South Cnast gardens. We are not sure
whether the other plants named are in general cul-

tivation, but you miy;ht try Messrs. Veitch and Sons,
Limited, Chelsea, or Mr. T. Smith, Newry. Campanula
raddiaiia is a delightful plant, not yet in commerce, we
think. Write to Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston. Kent, for it and
the Lysimachia. We doubt whether L. Henryii, a dwarf-
growing and not very showy species, will satisfy you. The
Asters may be had from any of the hardy plant dealers near
London, A. Climax being a very fine novelty. Echium
Thompsonii at its best is not more than a biennial, and
with early sowing might even be treated as an annual.
It is more interesting than pretty.

Plants fop cappet bedding* (H. P. fi;.).—The
following are all goud : Alternantheras of sorts, the colour
of whose leaves varies from yellow to deep crimson ; An-
tennaria toiiientosa, silvery grey; Begonia scniperllorens,
dwarf varieties; rtfrastium tomentosum, whitish ; Eche-
verias of sorts, as dot plants ; Herniaria glabra, forms a
dense dark green carpet ; Mentha Pulegiumgibraltaricuro,
deep green ; Kteniga maritima variegata, white variegated
leaves ; Leucophyta (Calocephalus) Brownii, silvery white
foliage ; Lobelia pumila Ingramii, white llowers ; Lobelia
Emperor William, deep blue ; Pyrethrum aureura selagi-

noides, yellow ; Sedum glaucum, bluish green ; Semper-
vivums, as dot plants ; Spergula pilifera aurea, yellow ;

and Veronica repens, green. Of sub-tropical plants
suitable for tiedding there are many subjects that can
be readily raised from seed sown in heat early in the year,
and if grown on are very effective by bedding-out time. A
selection of the best would include Acacia lophantha,
prettily divided leaves ; Cannas of sorts, handsome foliage
and flowers ; Eucalyptus cordata and Eucalyptus globulus
(Blue Gum), bluish green foliage ; Ferdinaiidia eniinens, a
tall-'j,Towing plant with huge roundish leaves; Grevillea
robusta, pretty Kern-like foliage ; Kochia tricophylla, a
bushy plant like a I'ypress, whose feathery foliage is a
light green colour during the summer, changing to crimson
towards the end of the seastm ; Xicotiana Colossea and
Nicotiana macrophylla gigantea, both with large, handsome
leaves ; Nicotiana sylvestris, handsome leaves and white
flowers ; Hicinus (Castor Oil Plant) of sorts, some with
green and others with purple-tinted leaves ; Solanuras in
variety, particularly Balbisii, prettily cut foliage and red-
dish spines, height 2 feet; Solanum giganteum, large
leaves, purple Howers, heiglit i feet ; .Solanum laciniatiim,
elegantly cut leaves, height 4 feet ; Solanum marginatum,
downy foliage, edged white, height -'i feet ; Solanum pyra-
canthum, leaves covered with red spines, lieight 5 feet;
Solanum Warscewiczii, huge deep green leaves, feet;
Wigandia caracasana. of upright growth with very lari^e

leaves ; and Zea japonica variegata, the variegated leaved
Maize.

TREES AND SHRUB8.
Method of ppuningr for various

kinds of shrubs (Miss Whitehead). ~
The shrubs enquired about should be treated as
follows : Spartium junceum may be pruned
during January or February. Except when
young, it does not bear hard cutting back, and
ought not to be cut lower than the base of the
previous year's wood ; two or three buds of the
youngest wood at least ought to be left. If

pruning is commenced when the plants are very

young, they may be kept dwarf ; it is, however,
impossible to dwarf old bushes much, for if cut
back into old wood no young shoots appear.
Deutzia gracilis vars. venusta and rosea may be
pruned as soon as the flowers have fallen. Thin
the old flowering wood out well, and leave as

many young branches as possible. The old shoots

ought to be removed right to the base. The
(Jum Cistufl requires no pruning except when
very young, and then it ought to be done
with the finger and thumb by pinching out the

points of the shoots. It is no use cutting it back
into old wood, for plants so treated always fail

to give satisfactory results. Hydrangea arbo-

rescens may have the previous year's branches
cut back about halfway in February or March,
taking care to cut very weak wood clean away at

the same time.

Pianting: Lombapdy Poplars for
SOreen {(Jatalpa).—The distance apart to plant
Lombardy Poplars for a screen depends entirely

on the taste of the planter. The orthodox
distance is about 12 feet apart, but you can plant
them 6 feet apart if you like, and then cut out
every other one when they become too thick.

If you have room and prefer to do so, you could
plant a double row, letting the plants of the
second row stand between those of the first.

The trees in each case should be 12 feet apart.

Planting may be done at once, or any time
during open weather between now and the end
of February. In selecting your trees, choose
well-rooted examples. Fairly large trees may be

selected if you so wish, as this particular kind of

tree is not a dith3ult one to establish.

Planting^ trees and shrubs
{T. H. R.).— It you work your ground really

well and add good soil where it is poor, you may
safely purchase trees from a nurseryman, where
the soil is of better quality than your natural
soil. You will not stand much chance of

success if you transplant Scots Pine, Larch and
Hollies from the woods as you propose. It

would be far better to obtain plants 3 feet to

4 feet high for planting. Such trees will become
established better than the older ones, and will

grow more vigorously. It is probable that you
would lose 75 per cent, of trees transplanted
from a wood. Holly, Portugal Laurel and Yew
may be transplanted during the last week of

April and the first fortnight of May. Common
Laurel and Cupressus may be planted during
early April, while, if well rooted, the common
Laurel may be planted from February onwards.
Holly, Yew, common Laurel and the Thuya you
name may all be used for hedges, but they ought
to be planted closer than you mention ; 2^ feet

apart is usually plenty wide enough, but you
will have to be guided solely by the size of your
plants. Purchase good, well-rooted specimens,
and do not be content with self-sown seedlings

from woods, &C. We advise you to consult
some local expert with regard to the amount
of fresh soil required, and also about the trees in

the wood you mention, for by seeing the trees

you contemplate transplanting a better idea can
be gained of the possibilities of success.

White and red DlepvlUas {Mrs. H. Ford).—
There is a white Weigela, or Oiervilla as the genus is now
called, known as W. japonica var. horteusis. We do not
know of a scarlet variety, but there is a rich red one of
great merit, which is probably meant, called Eva Ilathke.
There are several rose or rose-pink varieties, one of the
best of which is called Abel Carriere. By selecting these
three varieties you will obtain first-rate shrubs and the
very best of the Weigelas, for while there are other white,
red and rose varieties, they are not better than those
named, and many are decidedly inferior.

Qulck-^powing' tpees and shpubs {Mrn.
J. W.).—There are many quick-growing trees and shrubs
which you niight plant in the ground you mention.
Poplars grow very rapidly if planted in damp ground,
while Cupressus lawsoniana. Thuya gigantea, Austrian,
Scots and Corsican Pines. Larch, Horse Chestnuts and
Limes all grow quickly. Pyrus floribunda quickly forms
a large bush, while Lilacs, Brooms. Laurels, Rhododendron
ponticum, Berberis stenophylla, Forsythia suspensa.
Purple Nuts and Mock Oranges all grow rapidly. The
Daffodils, Lilies of the Valley, ic, may be left iu the
ground for many years without replanting. Snowdrops,
Crocuses and Anemones would all prove useful.

THE GREENHOUSE
W^here to obtain Witsenia (Miaa

C. L. Plmnjitree).—The moat likely place to
obtain Witsenia corymbosa is from Messre.
Stuart Low and Co., nurserymen, Enfield. A
few years (i^d they had a reputation for Krowin^'
this plant, and doubtless that reputation exists
still. If, however, they happen to have ceased
stocking it, they will probably obtain a plant for
you. It is not really essential that Eucryphia
pinnatifolia should have peat, though it thrives
very much better in many gardens if peat is

provided. A rather light loamy soil with a little

peat added, such as Rhododendrons like, suits it

perfectly. The (Knothera you mention thrives
best in loamy soil rather on the light than heavy
side.

Pplmula obconlca dyingr (.Etiquirer).—We have
never before met with Primula ohconica behavJiiK in the
way descriheil hy you, and cannot learn of tlieir lieing
affected by any disease. A auccessful grower of tlieee
plants to whom we submitted your question suggests
that they may have lieen grown in rather too warm a
structure.

So-called spopt fpom Chpysanthemum
MPS. F. ^V. Vallls (£f. B.).—We have carefully read
your explanatory letter regarding your plants of Mrs.
F. W. Vallis, and, after carefully inspecting the two
blooms submitted to us, we are of the opinion that your
plants have uvl sported. We are also of the opinion that
the blooms iu question are so deeply coloured owin^r to
the late period at which the buds were retained and to
the cool, moist weather of the past season. So many
Chrysanthemums have varied in this manner during the
season now coming to a close. If you still thinls the
blooms are ditterent to those of the parent variety, we
advise you to ^.'low a few plants next season and submit
blooms to the Moral committee of the National Chrysan-
tliemum Society.

Twfelve new Japanese Chpysanthemums
fOP exhibition (/;. /'.).— In reply to your enquiry for
the best twelve .Japanese Chrysanthemums for exhibition
sent out by the raisers in r.ioT and THUS, we are pleased to
recommend the following varieties : Leslie Morrison (rosy
crimson), Mrs. Norman Davis (pure white), ilrs. G. F.
Coster (orange, shaded apricot), Mrs. L. Thorn (canary
yellow), ii-jecham Keeling (amber, shaded red), Master
David (richest crimson), Hon. Mrs. Lopes (rich golden
yellow), Gladys Blackburn (hutf). Purity (white), Wra.
Gee (pink), Mrs. W. Iggulden (rich yellow) and P'rank
Payne (blush, shaded mauve). To narrow down the selec-
tion to twelve varieties must necessarily exclude many
beautiful sorts from tliis list; we have, therefore, made
the selection with due regard to a proper proportion of the
ditferent colours. We have alscj assumed an autumn or
late winter distribution in the years litoT and lorw.

ROSE GARDEN.
YeUow pamblep Rose (/. H. W.

Thomas).—Undoubtedly the best yellow rambler
up to date is Goldfinch. Its buds are orange
yellow, the open flowers soft yellow, passing as
the blooms age to lemon and lemon white.
Claire .Tacquier is perhaps a Rose that maintains
the yellow colour more in its older blooms, but
this Rose is not hardy and, therefore, not so
suitable for arches, although in some gardens it

grows very freely. ( iardenia has a most delight-
ful golden yellow bud, but it does not make
quite the same show as Goldfinch. It is, how-
ever, a Rose you should possess. It is a most
prodigious grower and would ramble over an old
dead tree, or on an arbour or rustic bridge, with
great effect.

Roses for potting: up (IT. E. L.).—
Plants for this purpose need to be specially
selected. Not only should they be bushy, but
they should be budded very close to the root, so
that there is no long stem seen above the soil

when the plant is potted. Had the plants been
properly pinched back in the spring, they would
have been bushier. Frau Karl Drusehki is a
particularly bad Rose in this respect, and unless
carefully stopped quite early, it will make the
long, ungainly growths you allude to. Con-
sidering the future of the plants, we should at
the proper time cut back such plants to within
2 inches of the top of the soil, otherwise
you will have a gaunt-looking plant for some
time ; in fact, such plants rarely break away
at their base unless compelled to do so by hard
pruning.
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Yellow Rose for wall and roof
of heated greenhouse (C £).).—A good

substitute for Mar^chal Kiel is Climbing Perle

des Jardins. It is a rampant climber, and

when well established blooms freely. Duohesse

d'Auerstcedt is too shy-blooming for greenhouse

work. It is a grand Rose for a lofty south wall

outdoors. Bouquet d'Or is very fine, so also is

Mme. Hector Leuilliot, but none equals Mar^chal

Niel. Have you tried this latter Rose on a

standard ? If a good healthy young Briar is

planted and budded with Mar^ohal Niel, it may
be grown for years before canker destroys it

;

or if you have another climbing Rose in your

greenhouse, MarSohal Niel could be budded

thereon. It is such a glorious Rose that some

amount of trouble is well repaid if it succeeds.

There should be a thorough preparation of the

soil, that is, in deeply digging it and affording

artificial drainage if required ; then the tree

grows away unchecked. Often the want of such

preparation is a cause of failure. We think the

Rose is more likely to do well planted in an

inside border than one outdoors. In a greenhouse

of low dimensions, some of the grand yellow

Roses among the dwarfer growers are the best.

Souvenir de Pierre Notting wouldquicklycover an

8 feet to 10 feet wall, and you could have another

plant in a large pot or tub ou the staging for

covering the roof. Try this Rose or the dwarf

form of Perle des Jardins, and you will be

pleased with the result.

Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses with
erect blooms (L. M. £.).— Almost all

the Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses are good autumn
bloomers, the exception of your list being Gloire

Lyonnaise. If your desire is colour effect, you

are sadly out in the selection of some of the

varieties. We mention what we consider the best

sorts of your list, and give the names of others that

are better for purposes of bedding. Taking the

yellow Roses first, you cannot do better than

select Mme. Ravary. This is the best of the golden

yellow bedders until we have M Pernet-Ducher's

Rayon d'Or. Mme. C. Guinoisseau is good, so

also is Mme. Falcot. Mrs. D. McKee is nearer

white than yellow, and Souveoir de Pierre

Notting does not open well unless very hot

weather prevails. Harry Kirk, Mrs. Peter Blair,

Lady Roberts and Melanie Soupert are all first-

rate. Of the crimsons. Liberty is one we can

recommend ; Warrior is good in autumn, so also

is Corallina and General Sohablikine, but they

are hardly rich enough in colour to differentiate

them from the rose-pinks. Richmond is fine,

so also is General MoArthur, probably the best

of all red bedders. Eearlate is also good. Of the

pinks, we can readily select four of your list,

namely, Caroline Testout, Earl of Warwick,
Killarney and Mme. A. Chatenay. Among rose-

pinks Mme. Jules Grolez is pre-eminently the

best, and Lady Ashtown is also grand. Lady
Battersea and Farbenkiinigin would make up four

beautiful kinds. Among the white and blush

Augustine Guinoisseau and Viscountess Folke-

stone are excellent, and to make four you could

plant Pharisaer and La Tosca from your pink,

as they are nearer blush white than they are

pink, or Mrs. D. McKee.

Selection of Roses (£*. S. H.).—Your aelection is

a very good one, excepting Lyon Rose as a standard. This

we fear you will find expensive, even if it is obtainable in

this form. Vou would find i'ommandant Felix Faure a

more serviceable crimson Rose than Ben Cant. With these

exceptions we cannot improve your list.

Molly Shapman Crawford and Happy
KiPk (^^«" /-rt'crfjiH't').—The raisers of these two lovely

Roses, Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, class them both as

Teas. They are both good growers, but you may not think

8o if you purchase the tiny little plants the Continental

growers send out. It is much better to patronise our
home growers and thus encourage the production of

British-raised Roses. The grafted plants may do as well as

budded plants eventaally, but you really lose a season, and
it is better to pay a shilling or two more and have a good
budded plant of a new Rose. Any little scrap of growth is

used to graft ou to pieces of root about the size of a
quill, whereas the budded Briar has ten times the power
in its roots, and is thus able to develop a really good
sturdy growth. Moreover, we have seen thousands of

these tiny grafted plants succumb during a severe

winter, for they have not the stamina to enable them to

withstand the rigours of our climate.

Ppotectlon fop Rose-beds against stpong
^vlnds (ff. IT.).—You cannot do Ijetter than have some
hurdles placed ou the windy side of the beds. We do not

think they would be too much shaded, as, of course, the

hurdles would only be from 3 feet to 4 feet in height. You
can always keep the wichuraiana Roses that are planted in

the hurdles in bounds, and, if you preferred, you could

plant Roses of the type of Zepherin Drouhin, Alister Stella

Gray, Trier, Ac, intermingled with the wichuraianas,

which would afford yon a more perpetual blooming. It

would certainly be an advantage if you make the beds

1-2 inches wider.

Roses and othep ivall shrubs fop
Bepwiekshipe (D. M. H.).—The following Roses

ou^ht t" do well with you on your south wall : Gloire de

Dijon, Souvenir de la Malmaiaon, Tea Rambler, Griiss an

Teplitz, Dorothy Perkins and Gheshunt Hybrid (climbing).

Suitable flowering shrubs are: .T^sminum nudiflorum, J.

officinalis, Cratregus Pyraeantha, Clematis montana, C.

montana var. rubens, C. .Tackmanli superba, C. Ville de

Lyon, Hydrangea petiolaris, Lonicera japonica, Cydonia

japonica, Wistaria chinensis and Forsythia suspensa. For

the cottage walls you speak about with a northern

exposure, you may try common Ivy, Clematis Jackmauii

superba and Ootoneasters buxifoliaand microphylla. The
Forsythia will also most likely thrive in the same position.

Planting wlchupaiana Roses to oappet
Rose-beds (M.).— Yes; you could plant some of the

beautiful wichuraiana Roses for the purpose of pegging

down among the standard Roses, and the Tulips would

grow up among them and do n(^ harm. We should plant

varieties that bloom together. For early .Tune the follow-

ing would harmonise nicely: Alberic Barbier and Ruby
liueen alternately ; for end of .June, Gardenia and Rene
Aodri' alternately ; and for .July and August, Dorothy
Perkins, White Dorothy and Hiawatha alternately. We
should personally prefer to cover the ground with the ever-

blooming Polyantha Roses. They can be kept (|Uite low by

pruning to the gr lund every year. Aschenbrodel, pink ;

Eugiiiie Lamesch, orange ; Perle des Rouges, crimson; and
Schneewitchen, white, would make a line contrast. They
are really our best low-growing bedding Rosea.

Standapd Briaps fpom cuttings {P. G. S.).—

The rooting of long pieces of hedge Briars planted as

cuttings is nothing new, but we fear you wid lid sadly

disappointed at the puny lateral growths such Briars will

make the second year. There is not. in the specimen

received, suflicient root power : moreover, the Briar itself

is much too green to withstand a severe winter. No doubt

in three or tour years Briars might be obtained strong

enou"h to bud ; but is it wo'-th while taking this trouble .'

You would do much better by budding a strong-growing

liriar or Rugosa Rose on to Manetti stock, as is done in

Holland, and budding into the stem, or " barrel," the

second year. Such standards produce marvellous heads,

but the stems are very slender and must have the sup-

port of a good stake. Providing you can obtain hedge

Briars freely, there is no plan better than procuring these

for standard Rises. .Many years ago we planted out, some

thousands of seedling Briars, good strong ones, with the

object of obtaining stindard Briars. All growths were

cut away except the strongest, and we certainly obtained

some very good Briars, althinigh very slender.

Thlpty-six good gapden Roses V. Giij.^',ii).

Twelve Hybrid Parpetuals should include Alfred Colomb,

Charles Lefebvre, Louis van Houtte, Prince Camille de

Rohan, Duke of Edinburgh, Prince Arthur and Senateur

Vaisse, nearly all of which are fragrant and vigorous

growers and represent the best of the dark-colo>ired

Roses; I'lrich Brunner, Mrs. John Laing, Fan Karl

Druschki, .Mme. Eugene Verdier and E. V Teas.

Twelve Hybrid Teas should include Bessie Brown, Caroline

Testout, Duchess of P.irtlau'l. Kaiseriu Augusta Victoria,

La France, Jlrs. W. ,1. Grant, .loieph Lowe, .Marquise Litta,

Gladvs Harkness, Florence Pemberton, Mme. Wagram
and Mamie. Twelve Teas should include Maman Cochet,

White Maman Cochet, Souvenir dun Ami, The Queen,

.Mrs. Edward Mawley, Muriel Grahame, .Souvenir de Pierre

Notting, Marie van lloutte, Anna I ilivier, Lady Roberts,

Hon Edith Gilford and Cnmtesse de Nadaillac. To the

above you might like to add the new fragrant Hybrid

Tea Claudius, which, when shown by Messrs. B. R. Cant

and Co. of Colchester on October 12, gained an award of

merit. It is an exceptionally flue free-growing and power-

fully scented variety.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Manupe for Asparagus - beds

(Ardent).—Instead of giving your beds a dressing

of salt towards the end of March, as is the usual

custom, give a similar dressing of nitrate of soda.

Towards the second week in April give your beds

a further dressing of Peruvian Guano, washing it

in with a good soaking of water. About the

middle of May give another dressing of guano,

washing it in as before. This will greatly help

the roots to produce strong grass until the time

for cutting ceases, which should be not Uter than

the second week in June. A fair dressing of the

above manures will be two good handfuls to

a yard run of the beds.

Dead leaves and Tomato-gpowrlngcroftios).
Tomatuna do not succeed well when there is too much

leaf-mould in the soil. We think you will do much better
by planting jour rtrst crop, at any rate, in boxes as you
suggest, and trust to feeding your plants well after you
have obtained a good lot of fruit. Heavy crops are pro-
duced in this way. In any case, if you plant later where
the leaves are, you should add three parts of soil to one
part of leaves, and sprinkle a little bone-dust and quicklime
over the soil as the mixing goes on.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple shoots for inspection

(T. ir.).—There are no living woolly aphides on
the branches sent, and if they should reappear
it would be well to paint the affected spots with
methylated spirit. They are not likely to be
very evident before the spring. The tree is also

infested with mussel scale, an insect which pro-

tects its egg with a small mussel-shaped scale

about one-eighth of an inch in length. To reduce
the numbers of this pest the tree should be
sprayed with alkali wash some time about the

end of February, before the buds burst, using 2113.

of caustic soda and Jib of treacle to ten gallons

of water.

Apples spotted (Baroness V. R., Russia).

The Apples are badly attacked by the Apple
scab fungus, Fusicladium ilendritioum. This
fungus attacks fruit, leaves and shoots of the

Apple and forms scabby spots on the fruit, which
are frequently, subsequently, attacked by other

fungi, which cause decay, as they are in the present

case. On the leaves the spots are frequently not
very noticeable, and on the shoots they are less

so, but sometimes cause cracks in the bark and
subsequent death. It is important that all

dead and dying shoots should be removed as soon

as possible and burnt. All diseased fruit should

be burnt. Spraying the trees with Bjrdeiux
mixture of half the strength used for Po':a,to33 is

found to check the disease to a great extent.

The spraying should be done just beiore the

buds burst, and twice again at intervals of about
a month.

King: of the Pippin Apple tpee
diseased (0. B. W.).—We think your tree

has been attacked by what is called the Pear and
Apple tree blight. Micrococcus amylovorus. In

nearly all cases of attack by this blight it will

be found that some predisposing cause of weak-
ness to the tree has been in active work favouring

its attack for some time before. You say your

tree carried a very large crop—too heavy, we
surmise, for the power of its roots to properly

developand ripen—hence the tree by its weakened
condition has fallen a victim to this blight. We
also think you will find that dryness at the roots

has helped to bring about the collapse. We do
not think your Apples will sufl'er much damage,
as the small specks you speali of are only on the

surface. Each Apple before it is stored should

be carefully wiped over with a cloth to make
sure that no spores of the fungus are left on.

The leaves also as they fall should be burnt, also

the prucings. The tree should then be sprayed

with Bordeaux mixture. This will kill the

fungus. This attack you will find will consider-

ably weaken your tree. We advise you to at

once take off 4 inches of the surface soil as far as

you think the roots extend, and replace with

turfy loam chopped up into pieces the size of

one's fist, adding to each barrow-load of loam

half a gallon of bone-dust, the same of lime and
the same of fresh soot, treading it down as firmly

as possible and placing on the top of it a layer

3 inches deep of rotten farmyard or stable

manure. The winter rains will wash down the

goodness from this to the roots of the tree, and
next summer it will afford excellent material for

the new surface roots of the tree to feed on.

Almond fpult fop Inspection iMrg. E. J.

C//IIK ii.s(i//).—The Almond fruit you send is quite whole-

some, but it appears to be a very poor form or the fruit

was badly matured. The Almond of commerce is a thin-

shelled variety of the common Almond called dulcis.

Many of the Almonds grown in gardens produce excellent

nuts, but the shells are very thick and hard. Bitter

Almonds are recognised by their bitter taste, which is due
to the prussic acid in the fruit.
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Yellow Rose for wall a
of heated greenhouse (C D.
substitute for Mar^ohal Niel is Clim

des Jardins. It is a rampant olii

when well established blooms freely.

d'Auerstcedt is too shy-blooming for

work. It is a grand Rose for a lofty

outdoors. Bouquet d'Or is very fine.

Mme. Hector Leuilliot, but none equal

Niel. Have you tried this latter

standard t If a good healthy youn:

planted and budded with Mar^ohal N
be grown for years before canker d

or if you have another climbing Rt
greenhouse, Mar^ehal Niel could 1

thereon. It is such a glorious Rose

amount of trouble is well repaid if i

There should be a thorough prepara

soil, that is, in deeply digging it am
artificial drainage if required ; thei

grows away unchecked. Often the w
preparation is a cause of failure. Wi
Rose is more likely to do well plai

inside border than one outdoors. In a

of low dimensions, some of the gr£

Roses among the dwarfer growers ar

Souvenir de Pierre Nottingwould quid
8 feet to 10 feet wall, and you could hi

plant in a large pot or tub on the i

covering the roof. Try this Rose or

form of Perle des .Jardins, and yi

pleased with the result.

Tea and Hybrid Tea Roe
erect blooms (L. M. B.). — .

the Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses are go

bloomers, the exception of your list b

Lyonnaise. If your desire is colour

are sadly out in the selection of so

varieties. We mention what we oonsic

sorts of your list, and give the names of

are better for purposes of bedding,

yellow Roses first, you cannot do I

select Mme. Ravary. This is the best o'

yellow bedders until we have M Pern

Rayon d'Or. Mme. C. Guinoisseau i

also is Mme. Falcot. Mrs. D. McKt
white than yellow, and Souvenir

Notting does not open well unless

weather prevails. Harry Kirk, Mrs. 1

Lady Roberts and Melanie Soupert a)

rate. Of the crimsons. Liberty is o

recommend ; Warrior is good in autu

is Corallina and General Schablikin(

are hardly rich enough in colour to d

them from the rose-pinks. Richme
so also is General McArthur, probab

of all red bedders. Eearlate is also go

pinks, we oan readily select four ol

namely, Caroline Testout, Earl of

Killarney and Mme. A. Ohatenay. A

pinks Mme. Jules Grolez is pre-em

best, and Lady Ashtown is also gra

Battersea and Farbenkonigin would m
beautiful kinds. Among the white

Augustine Guinoisseau and Viscoun

stone are excellent, and to make fou

plant Pharisaer and La Tosca from

as they are nearer blush white the

pink, or Mrs. D. MoKee.

Selection of Roses (.D. S. H.).—Yoi

a very good one, excepting Lyon Rose as a at:

we fear you will find expensive, even if it is

this form. You would find Commandant B

more serviceable crimson Rose than Ben Cant
exceptions we cannot improve your list.

Molly Shapman Cpawfopd ai
Kipk {Alan Lawrenn').—The raisers of thf

Roses, Messrs. Ales. Dickson and Sons, class

Teas. They are both good growers, but you i

80 if you pnrcliase the tiny little plants th.

growers send out. It is much better to ]

home growers and thus encourage the t
British-raised Roses. The grafted plants ma;
budded plants eventually, but you really lose

it is better to pay a shilling or two more an'

budded plant of a new Rose. Any little sera

used to graft ou to pieces of root about
quill, wliereas the budded Briar has ten tin

in its roots, and is thus able to develop

sturdy growth. Moreover, we have seen

these tiny grafted plants succumb duri
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relating to mattes upon which they wish advice from
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the "Answers to Correspondents" column a conspicuous

feature^ a7Mi, when queries are printed^ he hopes readers

%o%U kindly give enquirers the benefit 0) their aseistarvse.

Ali communications must be laritten clea/rly on one side
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The Editor welcomes photographs, artieUs, and notes,

out he will not be responsible for their sn/r return. AU
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
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oontributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Sditor asks that the price required for reproduction be
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the actual photographer or owner of the copyright uriU be

treated with.

The Sditor %nU not be responsible j\>r the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use,
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wHl alone be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: SO, TamRiock. Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WINTER COLOURS AND
FLOWERS.

IT
iB generally supposed that nothing brings

interest to the garden in winter except

the browns of the leafless branches and

the evergreen leaves of a few oft-repeated

shrubs; but this is incorrect. Winter has

its flowers as well as other seasons of the

year ; but at this season it is the evergreen and

berried shrubs that impart richness to the shrub-

bery or wherever they are placed. Much may
be done towards giving colour to the garden at

this season by retaining the

Stems of Hardy Plants.

The writer advised years ago the retention of the

stems of the Kuotweeds (Polygonum cuepidatum

and P. eaohalinense) for the sake of their rich uut

brown colour when the leaf beauty had departed.

It was the custom to ruthlessly cut these down
at a time when the entire garden underwent its

autumn clearing up, but at last it was seen

that in the dead stems of the Polygonum there

was as much beauty of colouring as in

the full summer-time. No matter whether

it is grouped on the fringe of woodland, in the

border or by the lakeside, the Polygonum is a

plant that the writer would u^e for its effect

alone at this season of the year. Fortunately, in

the Royal < hardens, Kew, the plants are left

to ful&l their winter mission, and Fuchsia

Riooartoni—the best known, perhaps, of its

family—has a thicket of light brown stems, a

group of this in the dull light of a winter's

day giving almost as much pleasure as when
the shoots are bespangled with the crimson

flowers.

Writing of the winter colouring of the stems

of hardy plants reminds one of the deep greens

of the Sedums and Saxifrages in the rock

garden. The Mossy Rookfoils or Saxifrages in

particular form dense mats of verdure over the

rocks, their rich wealth of foliage falling over to

form thick curtains of dense green growth.

Crimson and brown shades are painted upon the

thick leathery leaves of the larger Rockfoils, the

Saxifrages or Megaseas as they are also called,

S. cordifolia. S. Straeheyii and others, and when
these are placed at the corners of the borders

or in some position where their bold growth is

desired, no plants are more interesting and

picturesque.
SlIRDBS.

It is among the shrubs that one finds winter

flowers of the greatest charm. In the Royal

Gardens, Kew, at the present time the Wych
Hazel (Hamamelis mollis) is clouded over with

its golden-coloured twisted petals, whioh make

a brave show in the weak sunshine. Groups of

this should be planted near the house to bring the

fresh charm of the blossom laden twigs under

closer observation. The Hamamelis that has been

mentioned seems destined to rival H. arborea,

the species that is the more common, in popularity,

but there is space for both in our gardens, the

latter having flowers of richer colouring with

sepals of a more pronounced purplish shade.

H. arborea may be associated with the little

dense green-leaved Partridge Berry (Gaultheria

procumbeiis), which is now covered with

crimson berries, a happy winter association

of two shrubs that have little in common.
Referring again to H. mollis, one of the best-

known authorities upon trees and shrubs

mentions ;
" H. mollis bids to be as good,

if not better, than H. arborea, whioh is the most

ornamental of the older species. It is a strong-

growing shrub, introduced from China by Messrs.

J. Veitch of Chelsea in 1898, and differs from all

the other species of Hamamelis by having large,

broadly ovate leaves, thickly covered with a felty

mass of stellate hairs. The flowers are bright

yellow and larger than those of H. arborea,

and instead of the petals being twisted, as in

that species, they are straight with hooked ends.

It also flowers earlier than H. arborea. Anyone

who grows Hamamelis should obtain this plant.

All the Wych Hazels are interesting, and H.

mollis is not the least important ; it will probably

soon be grown in all good gardens."

The Snowberries (Symphoricarpus) are a

welcome relief to the green shades of the

surrounding shrubs, and are worthy of a better

fate than some rough corner in the shubbery.

They should be brought—the large fruited

species, mollis, in particular—into the garden

proper, where they can be seen and the effective-

ness of their fruits enjoyed at this season of the

year ; Pernettyas, peat and shade loving, and

covered with berries that vary in colour accord-

ing to the variety, the Winter Sweet (Chiraonan-

thus). Winter .Jasmine (.Jasminum nudiflorum).

Daphne Mezereum,or the Mezereon, which flowers

early or late according to the season, the long-

catkined (iarrya elliptica and the Winter

Honeysuckles (Lonicera fragrantissima and L.

Standishii). A soft glow comes from the

Siberian Crab, its fruits still remaining in

abundance on the leafless branches ; Cotoneaster

rotundifolia, a mass of scarlet berries and a bright

spot in the woodland ; and the Heaths (Calluna

vulgaris albaSearlei, whioh isdense green in colour

and growth, and the purple-shaded C. vulgaris

Alportii). The Heaths fill large beds at Kew
near the greenhouse and are flowerless, but the

growth is pleasant to see during the winter ; they

are as welcome as any dwarf evergreen. The

golden-leaved Privet if grouped is rich in colour,
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but must not be dotted about the shrubbery,
otherwise the result is "spotty."
Nor must the Ivy be ignored. Many uses are

made of this evergreen climber at Kew ; it covers

tree stumps, chains, forms itself into dense
mounds and glistens with colour at this time.

The Ivy is one of the most valuable of evergreens
and, whether it is in the hedgerow or in the
garden, is always welcome. These are merely
notes, and we should be pleased if our readers

would supplement them with the names of shrubs,
evergreen or otherwise, that they have found
desirable for winter effect.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
January 11.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition, Vincent Square, Westminster. Hor-
tioaltural Club, Hotel Windsor, (> p.m.

Polyanthuses for seed.—In our last

issue we omitted to state on the coloured plate

of Polyanthuses that these were growing for seed
in Messrs. Sutton and Sons' trial grounds at

Southeote, Reading. The plate, which has
created considerable interest, was prepared from
a colour photograph kindly lent to us by
Messrs. Sutton.

National 'V^egretable Society.—
Preparations for the show to be held in September
next are being pushed forward with all possible

speed, and the committee hope to be able to

publish the schedule in the course of a few weeks.
In addition to the numerous prizes which have
already been mentioned in The Garden, Messrs.
Clay and Sons have placed ."i guineas at the
disposal of the committee, and this will probably
be offered for Potatoes. We hope all our readers
will make a point of joining the society. The
annual subscription is only 5i., and full particu-
lars can be obtained from the hon. secretary,
Mr. E. G. Qaick, Kelmsoott, Harrow View,
Wealdstone, Htrrow.
National Dahlia Society.—The

annual general meeting of the members of the
above society was held at the Hotel Windsor,
Victoria Street, Wrtstminster, on the 21st ult.,

Mr. E. Mawley, V. M.H., presiding. In the
annual report read by Mr. E. F. Hawes, the
committee stated that the early show held at the
Crystal Palace suffered severely owing to the
cold weather, but the later exhibition held at
the B itanic Gardens was very good indeed.
Two shows are to be held this year, one at the
Crystal Palace on September S and 9, and the
other at the Royal Botanic Girdens on (if

possible) September 20 and 21. A conference on
Dihlias has also been arranged at the Essex
Hall, Essex Street, Strand, in March. The
receipts during the year were £\dl 173. lid.,
and the expenditure £193 ISs. 8d. Mr. E.
Mawley, V. M.H. , was re-elected president,
and Messrs. W. Stephens and C. E. Wilklns
were added to the list of vice-presidents in place
of Mr. John Green and Mr. J. T. BennettPoi'

;

Mr. E. F. Hawes was elected secretary, Mr. H.
H. Thomas, who had been acting as joint secre-
tary, having resigned. Mr. G. Gordon, V. M.H.,
was elected chairman of the executive committee.
Royal Caledonian Hoptlcultural

Society,—The notices for the annual general
meeting of this society, which is to be held on
January 12, contain a recommendation that the
following otK'je-bearers be elected for the year
in lieu of the Right Hon. Lord Balfour, presi-

dent ; Mr. R. Brooman White, vice-president

;

and Messrs. George Wood, R. V. Mather and
G. P. Berry, councillors, who retire by rotation.
Those proposed for the offices are : President,
Mr. J. Stewart Clark of Dundas ; vice-president,
Sir A. Oliver Riddell ; councillors, Mr. John
Highgate, The Gardens, Yester ; Mr. David
King, Murrayfield ; and Mr. John Aitohison,
Monkwood, Kilgraston Road, Edinburgh. Lord
Balfour of Burleigh has been president for several

years, and has done the society yeoman service
since his appointment, having all along taken the
warmest interest in its welfare. The others
retiring have also been deeply interested in the
society, but it is gratifying to know that such
able and earnest successors have been found
willing to be nominated. An important notice
appears on the agenda, this being :

" That a
remit be made to the council, with powers, to
hold friendly conferences with the council or
members of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion as to the future of both societies and to
report." This question has been thought of for
some time, and, provided that several difficulties

in the way can be surmounted, the union fore-
shadowed would probably be beneficial to the
future of Scottish horticulture. From an abstract
of the accounts of the society annexed there
appears to have been a loss on the working for
the year of £97 6g. 5d. , but by various items on
the credit side, including the appreciation in
value of Metropolitan District Railway Stock,
amounting to £57 10s., the net loss is reduced
to £27 43. Id.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co.'s de-
parture from Rothesay. — At the
annual social evening of the employees of the
above firm, over which Mr. W. Cuthbertson, J. P.,
senior partner of the firm, presided, reference was
made to the departure of Messrs. Dobbie from
Rothesay to Edinburgh, a move that is to be
made during the present year owing to the
expansion of the business. As many of our
readers are aware, Messrs. Dobbie have extensive
seed grounds at Mark's Tey in Essex.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.

)

W^hat is "Greek Lavender" ?-I
am anxious to find the real name of a plant I saw
this summer in a Cornish garden, called by the
gardener " Greek Lavender. " It formed alow,
spreading bush with rough grey leaves and spikes
nf purple flowers, of much the same colouring as
Nepeta violacea, only much larger and more
shrubby. It was in full flower in Jane. Perhaps
you or your readers could kindly help me.

—

E. G. H.

A Chilian Rosegrarden: Frau Karl
DrUSOhki and others.-1 have read your
" Century B.jok of Gardening " and other books
with great pleasure, and thought perhaps you
would like to hear of my Chilian Rose garden.
We get nearly always the new sorts. Frau Karl
Drusohki in my garden is 10 feet high, but we
do not call it by such an awful name ; we call it

La Purissima, which is Spanish for the Feast of
the Purification of the Blessed Virgin. Do you
not think it a more appropriate name for this

lovely white flower ? I have a wall 20 feet long
and 12 feet high smothered in Mareehal Niel. I

suppose it would be quite unusual at home, but
here people object to yellow flowers, as in a gift

they are supposed to exercise some evil influence ;

not that exictly, but what they call disprecio,
which means that you do not appreciate very
much the person to whom the gift is made.
Most Roses grow splendidly, and there is a dear
little bird called the torito, which eats off all the
aphides, and so there is no need to syringe. Do
vou not wish you had that little bird at home?
Etoile de Lyon is the only unsatisfactory one ;

the buds refuse to open unless nearly all are
picked off. I wonder how it is ; perhaps it is

too warm. It only rains here three or four
times a year, and watering is done by irrigation,

which is rather troublesome, as the water hardens
the ground and brings weeds in frightful abund-
ance. This is my hete noir. I think there are
all the weeds one sees in England and a lot more
besides. I thought perhaps you would like to
know that your books and articles reach even

this out-of-the-way corner of South America and
are appreciated.—J. H. Payton, Chili.

Where to obtain wattled
hurdles.—In your issue of the 18th ult. a
correspondent is told that you do not know
where wattled hurdles can be obtained. Pre-
sumably they are for wind-screens, and the cane
fencing sold by R. Davies, sen.. Limited, Bruns-
wick Street, Liverpool, would, I think, be
suitable. Each piece would need to be held in
position by three stakes, but it is very cheap,
and it would probably be worth your corre-
spondent's while to get a small piece as a
sample.—H. I,

Climbing: Dlants and buildlngrs.—
In reference to the note on the above (page 627),
I agree with your correspondent S Smith in so
far that the Ivy, when properly attended to, is

not harmful to the walls. Sometimes the Ivy is

regarded as an unsatisfactory climber because it

harbours various birds or insects, but I have not
known a case of walls being rendered damp
through it. A few weeks ago I removed a
quantity of Ivy from the wall of a dwelling (the
occupier of which strongly objected to Ivy in
any form), and although rain was falling during
part of the time, and the weather had been any-
thing but settled for some weeks, the wall, also
the root-fibres of the Ivy, were perfectly dry, so
much so, in fact, that when pulling the matted
growths from the wall the dust rose thickly,
although the leaves were wet.

—

Colin Ruse.

The modern D jfTodil.-1 was glad to
see Mr. Jacob's letter referring to my notes on
the modern Daffodil ; but I must disclaim any
idea of even hinting at such comparisons as he
suggests, and I hardly think he has quite
caught the meaning of my notes when he holds
up Barri conspicuus as the very antithesis of my
modern Daffodil. My letter was not written in
condemnation of the modern Daffodil in general,
but of the tendency towards dishonesty in the
modern ways of exhibiting the flower and the
danger of encouraging the wrong sort. My
appeal was for the encouragement of the right
sort by enforcing the strictest rules against
faking. The modern Daffodil of the right sort
is a superb flower, improving steadily year by
year, and fast pushing out the older varieties.

Even Barri conspicuus will drop out of the
running when some of the fine new varieties
become more plentiful, and the same will happen
to Autocrat and Frank Miles. I have myself
been fortunate enough to raise more than one
seedling from the latter which surpass it in every
way. Queen Bess I have never found satis-

factory. Early it certainly is, but that I think
is its only merit. To give just a sample half-

dozen of what I call the right sort of modern
Diffodils, I would name Seagull, Albatross, Fire-
brand, Waterwitch, White Lady and Elvira

;

they are all first-rate and should soon be in

everybody's garden. There are, of course, many
varieties as good, and many perhaps better, but
these six are not expensive and will suffije by
way of example. Mr. Jacob, I can see, is in

sympathy with my object, and I feel sure that
he will use his influence in the right direction
when the time comes.—W. A. Watts.

Gloxinias in a cool place.—The
note on the culture of Gloxinias in The Garden
for the 23th ult. (page 629) leaves nothing
to be desired with regard to the raising of

these beautiful plants from seed and their

subsequent culture in a warm structure. They
may, however, be successfully grown under much
cooler treatment, and in this way they are
valuable to the amateur with limited glass

accommodation. In the first place, it is useless

under these conditions to attempt their culture
from seed, as the young plants will perish unless
they have a fair amount of heat, but given one
year old tubers about the size of a penny they
will succeed under quite cool treatment. These
tubers may be purchased cheaply when dormant
as mixed seedlings. Treated much as tub irons
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Begonias are—that is, given the protection of

a greenhouse where fire-heat is dispensed with

about the end of April—the Gloxinias, iu my oaee

at least, may be depended upon to give satis-

faction. True, the flowers are late in opening

compared with those in a warmer structure, but

they are none the less valuable on that account.

Some flowers open in July, but the finest display

ooours durine the month of August, and
frequently extends well into September. In the

summer the plants will thrive quite as well in a

cold frame as in a greenhouse. I prefer to pot

the tubers in the month of March, using a soil

made up of loam, leaf- mould and sand. Pots

3 inches to 4 inches in diameter are suitable for

starting the tubers. Cire must be taken not to

over-water till they start freely into growth. As
these pots get well furnished with roots the

plants must be shifted into larger ones, those

.5 inches in diameter being a suitable size for

most of them.—H. P.

Freneh gardening:.— Doubtless "^^y
readers of The Garden perused with the same
interest that I did the excellent report of Mr.

Chapman's lecture on " French Gardening " at

Bournemouth on the 7th ult. We have heard

and read such wild and inexact statements with

respect to the assumed profits derivable from that

form of intensive gardening that it was most
refreshing to learn from one engaged in that

special culture, and, therefore, having great

practical knowledge as to its real character, itg

necessities, cost and profits. Had not some
used this as a means to a personal end, no one

would have been so misled as some credulous

persons, and women especially, seem to have

been. Even when Mr. Chapman stated that a

profit of some £60 to £70 per annum might
be made, he qualified that remark by adding

that two or three years must elapse from the

start before that maximum profit can be made.
But when it is remembered how great must be

the iuitial outlay tor frames, cloches, manure,
boxes, biskets, tools and numerous other things,

reaching into per acre six times the outlay

needed for the working of an acre of ground in

the best English fashion, the sum annually set

apart to meet depreciation must be relatively

great, and, having regard to the original outlay,

the profit per acre named is by no means exces-

sive. Mr. ,Chapman quotes the price of manure
as being in this country 53. per ton ; that is, in

my experience, a low estimate. Twenty years

ago I used to pay lOj. per cartload fresh from
the London mews, the weight perhaps '25owt.

I cannot conceive, with the great shrinkage of

horses in the metropolis, that manure requisite to

furnish heat can be purchased at a smaller price

now. Certainly it may be delivered at suburban
railway stations at less cost ; but if it has to be

carted a mile or two, then the cost is greatly

increased. Another element in the production
of profit is sunshine, and, as Mr. Chapman told

his hearers, in France that element was much
more powerful early in the year than it is with
us. That fact enabled him to show that, although
he is gardening on the South Coast, yet the

French growers can beat ours by a fortnight in

our own markets. How much in the matter of

successful trading that means home growers can
testify. Looking at the initial outlay, the

amount of labour required, the risk and the com-
parative limitation in the crop variation con-

sequent on this French gardening, is it worth
adopting here ? Nothing that can be done in the

open can compensate for the absence of sunshine.

Had we that element as France has it, and with
our own ordinary appliances, how much more we
could accomplish now, and with less risk and
cost. If such a season as that of the past year
has been disastrous to many phases of gardening,
it is obvious that intensive culture, so-called,

must have suffered more ; but its promoters are

careful to tell us little on that head. To Mr.
Chapman great thanks are due. Would that he
would give more of his practical knowledge.
—A. D.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

PEACHES.— Early Peaches that are com-
mencing to open their flowers must
have less moisture in the house.

Overhead syringing must be stopped
and a more buoyant atmosphere kept
up. On bright days, when the pollen

is ripe, they will require to be brushed over lightly

with a rabbit's tail to ensure pollination.

Gucumhers.—Plants in bearing must not be
overcropped at this season of the year. Syringe
about midday to keep down red spider, but only
on bright days, or else in damp localities the

plants will probably get mildew. Should this

appear, dusting the leaves with flowers of sulphur
is very beneficial. No time must be lost in

making a fresh sowing. Improved Telegraph is

one of the best for an early supply.
MrJiiiis.—These should now be sown, choosing

a good early variety, such as Ringleader, for the

work. Beauty of Syon and Hero of Lockinge are

also excellent for this first crop.

S/rawbirries.—Get in batches of these to follow

as required. An early lot should be coming into

bloom now, and it will be necessary to pollinate

with a rabbit's tail, doing it very lightly so as not
to bruise them in any way.

The Herbaceods Borders.

During open weather the overhauling of the
borders may be carried on. It is not necessary

to dig up all the plants annually ; in fact, it is

very harmful to many choice subjects. The
coarser-growing plants, such as Asters, Helian-

tbuses and Phloxes, that have become crowded
should be lifted, divided and put back again.

In dividing the roots bear in mind that the out-

side growths make the best plants ; so it is best

to out off and plant the outside portions of the
clumps and throw the middles away, that is pro-

viding extra stock is not required.

Shrubisbry Borders and Beds.

Although autumn is by far the best time to

plant deciduous shrubs, it is not yet too late.

In making new beds or borders the great thing

is to have all the ground trenched and well

broken up. The difference in the growth of

shrubs planted in well-broken ground to those
planted in hard, unbroken ground is very
marked. Grouping the various subjects is the

best plan, for they are seen to much better

advantage than when planted singly. The
number of flowering shrubs is very large, and the
landscape gardener has such a selection to choose
from that there should be no monotony or same-
ness in the work. Top-dressing is very beneficial

to all shrubs, and old hot-bed material is very
suitable. After dressing the beds and borders
may be lightly forked over, care being taken
not to go too deep, or many roots will be broken
and exposed. In remodelling and transplanting,

to give more room where plants have become
overcrowded, great care is necessary in lifting.

Kitchen Garden.
(hiioiis.—To get good exhibition Onions, seed

may be sown now in gentle heat, either in pots

or boxes. Sow the seeds thinly and cover with
a sheet of glass. As soon as germination occurs

place the box or pot close to the glass to induce
sturdiness. This also applies to Leeks if good
roots are wanted.

Cauliflowers.—A small sowing of the earliest

varieties may be made under glass in a mild
temperature, an early Peach house or vinery
being a very suitable place. Early Forcing, Snow-
ball and Early Giant are excellent for an early
supply. E. C. PooLEY.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)
Onu/iiii Hall Gardens, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

KiTiUEN Garden.
0\viN(! to the long spell of unfavourable weather
from October till Christmas, work in this depart-

ment is in rather a congested state in most
gardens. In favourable weather push on dig-

ging and trenching, as the more time the soil can

have the benefit of the elements the better will

he crops grown on it during the coming season.

This is more important where the soil is of a

damp or heavy texture. Leave the surface in a

rough condition, so as to expose as much of it as

possible to sun, wind and frost. During hard
frost wheel on manure, as by so doing much
time is saved when the digging is in hand. Some
object to laying out the manure in barrow-loads
any length of time in advance of digging, but
this objection can be overcome to a certain

extent by making large heaps at greater intervals.

Fruit Garden.
Pruning is also somewhat behind in many

places, so on fairly mild days this should receive

attention. It is an excellent plan to dig in the

early part of the day, and prune during the time
the sun gives a little warmth to the fruit plots.

A return to the spade in the afternoon when it

gets cold is a very economical way of planning
the work. The staff under these conditions get

through much more work, as it is certain that

no one can stick closely to his work when
shivering with cold.

The Shrubberies.

Any pruning required in this department can
now be seen to. The best tool to use is a good
sharp knife. Hedge shears are only to be
employed on hedges or for trimming Ivy. In
most cases it will only be necessury to cut back
straggling growths that epoil the symmetry of

the bushes. If skilfully performed there will be

no wounds visible when the work is finished.

At the same time remove all dead wood, and any
bushes that have outgrown their space may bn

cut over or removed altogether. Planting of the

commoner evergreens can well be proceeded with ;

but Hollies and Rhododendrons are much more
successfully transplanted during the first half of

April. Deciduous trees and bushes of all kinds

may also be planted now.

Plants Under Glass.

Hippeastrums. ^Many of the bulbi will be

showing the points of the flower-spikes, and
should be placed in a light and rather warm
structure. Water must be given sparingly for a

time. If it is wished to have a fine display of these

flowers at any one time instead of allowing them
to bloom at random, as they come on of their

own accord, the more forward plants should be

retarded by keeping them in an ordinary green-

house temperature, while the more backward bulbs

are placed in the stove to hurry them a little.

Cyclamen.—These are very useful at thi.f

season, and if given a night temperature of about
45° they last a long time in beauty and remain
quite free from the troublesome mite, which often

attacks the leaves when a high temperature and
dry atmosphere are given. lied spider, too, is

to be feared under the latter conditions. The
house should be vaporised occasionally to keep
all safe. Seedlings raised last autumn must not
be over-watered, and a slight stirring of the

surface of the soil at times is very beneficial.

Begonia Qloirede Lorraine.—The most forward
batch will now be nearly finished blooming, and
should be cut over so as to induce the produc-
tion of good early cuttings. Place in a rather

moist and warm house, and growth will soon
start. Liter plants may now have a rather lower
temperature, so as to retain their freshness as long

as possible. Gentle feeding with liquid manure
is very beneficial, while soot-water, used in a

clear state, deepens the colour.

C. Blair
(Gardener to Setou Thomson, Esq.)

Preston fTouse, Linlithgow.
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THE KITCIHEN GARDEN
SOME GOOD WINTER VEGETABLES.

THE classes for vegetables at the early

Ueoember meeting of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society brought out some
splendid exhibits, and though the

competition was not large, those

staged were remarkable for their

quality. As a lover of good vegetables I am
pleased to note that mere size does not now
find so much favour as formerly. This is a

step in the right direction, and one which
The Gardkn has brought prominently before

its readers. With so many good vegetables

to select from, there is no need for coarseness
;

there is, indeed, a loss, as in their preparation

much waste occurs. I specially noted the splendid

roots of Beet ; here Cheltenham Green Top was
superb in the premier exhibit, and it demon-
strated how this root could be grown, as to get

it in such perfect condition requires care in

culture.

Brussels Sprouts were another object-lesson.

I was pleased to note the great advance from the

huge growths to those staged, which were of a

close, compact build, with small or medium,
bullet-like Sprouts of the best quality, and I

POTATO SNOWDROP.
Amoni: the many Potatoes that were great

favourites a decade or so ago was the second
early white kidney variety known as Snowdrop.
It was at that time a reliable cropper, and was
not generally so badly attacked by disease as

some others. With the introduction of many
new varieties Snowdrop has had to take a

second or third position, and probably in a few
years" time it will scarnely be grown at all. This
passing of favourite Potatoes manifests in an
unmistakable manner the survival of the fittest,

and is not to be wondered at seeing that the

method of reproduction adopted is a vegetative

and not a generative one. Sooner or later the

stamina must go, and this accounts for varieties

that could at one time be relied upon to give good
crops and resist disease gradually dying out.

I do not believe that many of the new varieties

now introduced are any better than some of

the older sorts were at the time they were put
into commerce, only the older ones have deterio-

rated and the new varieties are better than they

are at th" present time. Occasionally, as in the

case of Up-to-Date, we get a variety that is so

vigorous and coarse when first raised that it is

actually improved by cultivation for a few years,

its coarse vigour being reduced by deterioration.

#^^<^

A OOOU CROP OK POTATO SNOWDROP.

mJ^.

noted that the excellent Dwarf Gem was the
favourite Sprout, both in the plants as grown
and the gathered Sprouts shown on dishes. The
other variety of this vegetable staged was Exhibi-
tion, which is larger that Dwarf Gem, but by no
means coarse, and an ideal vegetable.

I expected to see much better competition in

the Celery class, as though the season has been a
trying one for growers, it has been good for Celery
as regards moisture, and the class should have
found more favour. At the Colchester Show
early in November there was enormous quantities
of this vegetable, whereas at Westminster there
was only one exhibitor, who staged Solid
White in splendid condition. In the pink or

red class Superb Pink and the old but excellent

Standard Bearer were shown.
We do not in this country appear to make

much headway with winter salads. I admit, as

regards frame culture in the spring, we have made
great progress, but there was only one exhibit
staged in the class for two varieties of Endive,
where there should have been good competition.
Endive is not ditiioult to grow by any means,
and now, with so much glass at command, there
should be a wealth of material at this season.
The other exhibits were Carrots and Savoys.
The roots staged were perfect and by no means
coarse, and the same remarks apply to the Savoy
Cabbages. G. Wythbs.

which in such an instance leads to refinement. I

think it would be interesting to hear from
readers who now grow such one-time favourites

as Early Rose, White Elephant and Magnum
Bonum, and to learn the success achieved. That
the variety Snowdrop has not yet lost all its

vitality is proved by the accompanying illustra-

tion, which represents a crop lifted last autumn.

PEA WEBB'S NEW MODEL.
Those who are looking for a first-class Pea of

the second early section will find it in the one
named above. Last year I grew in Essex a row
some 7 yards long, and it proved to be a
Pea of excellent quality and splendid cropping
properties. The large pods somewhat resemble
Gladstone in shape, and the texture is of a
similar smoothness, each being filled with from
eight to ten Peas of large size and good green
colour. The haulm grows from 3 feet 6 inches
to 4 feet high, and with me was covered with
pods from within a foot of the ground to the top,
these being mostly borne in pairs. A feature
of this Pea last summer was the long time
it continued to crop, pods being available
for picking for six weeks. If this variety
maintains the high standard of last season it

will become one of the most popular second
early sorts that we have. H.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT NOTES.

DIGGING BETWEEN TREES. —
1 Weeds are apt to become altogether
I too numerous beneath our fruit

^ trees, and it is imperative to
success that they shall be removed.
Opinions differ as to the best

method of procedure to this end, but there is

little doubt that the most expeditious manner is

to dig over the entire area, turning in the weeds
in the process. Some growers urge that this

practice must necessarily damage immense num-
bers of valuable fibrous roots, but there is at
least some doubt as to whether any serious injury
results. Many of the upper roots are annual in

character, and if they are not torn away in culti-

vation perish naturally, so that as far as they are
concerned no difference can accrue. Of course,
if the working were as deep as it would be if one
proposed to grow Onions, the permanent roots
would undoubtedly suffer and the prospect of

prolonged success with the trees would be mate-
rially reduced. Apart from this, shallow
digging tends to do good and can scarcely do
any harm.
American Blkjht.—This is one of the com-

monest of all the pests on our fruit trees, and no
efibrts must be spared to effect a perfect clearance,
as it does vast injury. During the summer it is

attacked by the aid of paraffin and other solu-

tions, or in limited areas by painting the clusters

of enemies with sweet oil, while in the winter
real good is done towards its extirpation by the
thorough washing with caustic soda which all

the best cultivators now give. It is, however,
absolutely necessary in cases of serious infesta-

tion that special attention shall be directed to

the roots during the time that the trees are at
rest in the winter, for the insects make them-
selves quite comfortable on the upper layers of

roots, and if they are permitted to remain in

undisputed possession they will appear plenti-

fully on the branches in the summer. There-
fore, the roots should be bared, and if the pests
are found, each one should be dressed with a
drop of methylated spirits or pure paratiin,

which will quickly destroy them. The operation
is a little tedious, but it has the merit of being
absolutely effectual.

Stored Fruit-'.—No opportunity must be lost

when there is a little time to spare to examine
all the fruit in the store. It is immaterial
whether it is in the most efficient of structures
or in a room of the dwelling-house ; the inspec-

tion must be done, and the greater the frequency
at this season of the year the better. When once
decay sets in and is allowed to proceed in one
fruit, the trouble will certainly spread quickly to

others, and large numbers may be lost in a com-
paratively short time. Look them over as often
as time can be found, and thus save worry and
disappointment.
Currants.—It is important that the pruning

of these, assuming that it was not all completed
in the autumn, shall be finished as quickly as
possible, or the results in the ensuing season will

not come up to expectations. Commence with
the Black varieties, cutting out old wood first

and then such young shoots as cannot be properly
accommodated. The object should be to leave
the branches so thinly disposed when the work
is done that every bud will have the full benefit

of light and air. With the Red and White
varieties the system is entirely different, since

these carry their crops on spurs on the old wood,
and the pruning must, therefore, be to the spurs,
the young wood being practically all removed.
In all cases the extremities of the new shoots will

be reduced in length according to the space
available for extension. When the amount of

room is fully occupied, only .3 inches or so of new
wood will be retained each season ; but where
there is plenty of room, inches, or even more
than that, will remain if it is well ripened.
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hands of the hybridiat it has proved
useful, for hybrids showing a great

range of colour have been raised.

Cuttings root readily at almost any
time if placed in a warm propagating-

case, and the plants may be grown
on rapidly in a compost made up of

two parts loam, one part leaf-mould

and half a part sand. K.

^^

A HVERID FERN : POLYPDDIDM SfHNEIDERI,

Plan'TINi:.— January is not a satisfactory

month for planting fruit trees as a general rule,

but when they have been heeled in and are waiting
for attention the opportunity of spells of suitable

weather when the soil is in favourable condition
should be seized for getting the work forward.

Later on the pressure of various operations
will become so great that there will be
danger of the planting being rushed through,
and this is a thing which never pays with fruit

trees. Fruit-orowbr.

THE GREENHOUSE.
POLYPODIUM SCHNEIDERL

THIS is an interesting Fern of hybrid
origin, a form ot Polypodium vulgare
and P. aureum being generally con-
sidered as its parents. The fronds are
curiously cut up into unequal-sized seg-

ments, and are crested at the ends. It

grows from 1 \ feet to 2 feet high, the fronds spring-

ing from underground rhizomes. A certain amount
of the glaucous colouring seen on P. aureum is

noticeable on the fronds, but nothing like so

bright as in that species. P. Schueideri grows
well in a cool house and forms an excellent room
plant. It thrives in the usual compost allotted

to Ferns and may be increased by division in

spring.

IMPATIENS HOLSTII.
This is one of a number of beautiful species of

Impatiens which have been introduced from
Africa within the last few years. This particular
one is found in the vicinity of the eastern shore
of Lake Victoria Nyanza, and has been in culti-

vation about ten years. In habit it is very
similar to the old, well-known I. Sultani, and
thrives under similar conditions. It, however,
differs from that plant by having striped red
stems and scarlet flowers. The flowers are also

rather larger than those of I. Sultani, the largest

ones being If inches across. It grows between
2 feet and .3 leet in height and forms a shapely
bush \\ feet to 2 feet or more through. In the

BOUGAINVILLEAS AN J)

THEIR CULTURE.
The amateur who is able to main-
tain a temperature of 48° to 5.')° in

his greenhouse during the winter
months can grow the Bougainvillea
to perfection ; indeed, I am quite
certain that many amateur gardeners
(and some professional gardeners,

too) entertain erroneous ideas as to

the right treatment of this most
beautiful and tropical-looking plant.

I have found many specimens
growing in plant stoves—houses in

which an average temperature of

about <)S° is maintained—that could
not be compared with those culti-

vated in a warm greenhouse for ex-

cellence of foliage and flower. In
the hot, close atmosphere of the

plant stove the leaves were small
and delicate, and the flowers equally
so and very pale in colour. In the
greenhouse the leaves are large, thick
and leathery, and the flowers are
also extra large and very richly

coloured. I have grown flowers of

B. glabra that have been ao highly coloured as

to be mistaken for those of that darker-coloured
variety B. apeciosa, often called apectabilis.

Both varieties, B. glabra and B. speotabilis,

should be grown in the greenhouse.

In the South of France the Bougainvillea
grows on the walls of some of the cottages, I am
told, and the colour of the flowers is very deep.
In Morocco the plants are also

grown in the open air ; a bloom
brought from Morocco and
given to me was of a most
beautiful colour. I carried it

in my pocket-book for about
eight years, and at the end of

that time the colour was
almost as rich as when I placed
the flower there. Of course,

plants can be grown in large

pots or tubs and used as sub-

tropical bedding plants in our
flower gardens in summer-time,
but both leaves and flowers are

very small. The same results

follow such a method of culti-

vation in a greenhouse. The
most satisfactory way of treat-

ing these plants in the green-

house is to make permanent
borders for them either at one
end of the structure or under
the stage. I have so grown
them and had the plants in

flower for nearly five months,
the average length of the
flower - sprays bting .3 feet

6 inches ; many of them
measured 5 feet in length.

The border should be 3 feet

wide and 20 inches deep. Use
fibrous loam and old mortar
rubble only, one bushel of the
latter to four of the former.

Surface dressings of manure
and feeding must be given
while the plants are growing
freely.

The plants must be trained
under the roof glass like a

Grape Vine. The present is a good time for

planting a strong specimen. When the flowers

have faded the side shoots must be out back
to within 1"> inches of the main rod. This
work will be done in November. In February
the remainder of the side shoots must be

cut hard back in the same way that a Grape
Vine is pruned. In due time new shoots will

grow strongly and flower freely. Lessen the

water supply to the roots in the autumn, and
only give one or two waterings in the winter.

When new shoots grow, water freely, and espe-

cially so in the summer. The shoots, depending
gracefully from the roof, have quite a tropical

appearance. B.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
PLANTING ROSES UNDER GLASS.

A
WELL-GROWN Rose tree in a green-

house or conservatory affords the
owner a vast amount of pleasure.

It is quite a mistake, made by many
^ lovers of the Rose, to apply a lot of

heat to a plant grown under glass.

Heat will cause rapid growth undoubtedly, but
the shoots do not bear flowers of a satisfactory

character freely.

Too often the Roses are grown under the
hottest portion of the roof, and then the only
time of the year when really good blooms are
obtained is in the early part of the spring. True,
fresh blooms are most welcome then, but they
can be grown equally well, if not better, at that
period on plants trained under a cooler part of

the roof glass. Those plants trained under the
hottest portion of the roof do not, as a rule, bear
many good flowers again until the early part of

the autumn ; but the plants growing in the
naturally cooler portion of the structure give
a good supply of flowers in the summer-time as

well as again in the autumn.
I have seen Rose trees that were trained under

glass roofs with a direct south aspect nearly
stripped of all their leaves at midsummer. They

A GOOD GKEBSHOrSE PLANT : IMPATHINS HOMTn.
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had been eaten away by red spider and thrips.

0£ course, there are many amateurs who are

obliged to train the branches under glass roofs

facing the south, on account of lack of other

positions. In such circumstances it is a wise

plan to train the shoots quite 2 feet away from

the glass if possible, as then the foliage can be

maintained in a healthier condition.

Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses are the most satis-

factory for growing under glass, and these thrive

best in a somewhat lighter soil mixture than that

suitable for Hybrid Perpetuals A good body

must be provided in such soil, however, and
sweet fibrous loam is the best for this purpose.

The border need not be a very deep one; indeed,

a somewhat shallow border is the most satis-

factory, on account of its cold position under the

stage, or beneath the floor of the house.

Thorough drainage is essential. Fibrous loam,

leaf-soil, road-drift and a small quantity of old

mortar rubble form the best compost. If road-

drift cannot be procured, substitute

sand. The present is a good time to

put in the plants, and they should not

be unduly subjected to artificial heat;

if frosts are kept out of the house the

plants will do well. The following are

grand varieties to grow : Climbing
Niphetos, pure white ; Climbing Perle ^,,

des Jaidius, pale yellow ; Marechal ^
Niel, golden yellow; Mme. Berard, f^
fawn, lovely leaves ; L'Ideal, metallic "V'';

red and yellow ; Belle Lyonnaise, canary •''

yellow, tinted salmon ; Cheshunt
Hybrid, cherry carmine; Climbing Belle

Siebreoht, imperial pink ; and Reine
Marie Henriette, red cerise. B.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

YUCCA RECURVIFOLIA.

YUCCAS are effective in all gardens on
account of their attractive habit,

either for their foliage alone or for the

handsome inflorescences of greenish

white flowers which they produce.

They are most striking when planted

in large groups, although they are usually seen

dotted about singly in all sorts of places. They
are seen at their best when planted so that they
have a natural background of foliage to show off

their graceful if rigid flower-spikes. The two
most generally grown Yuccas are Y. gloriosa and
Y'. reeurvifolia. The former has rigid leaves,

2 feet to 3 feet long, armed with a stiff, spiny

point, and bears large panicles of white flowers

tinged with purple. The latter is somewhat

3

^f.

ROSES FOR UNSIGHTLY
CORNERS.

Now that the time of felling trees is

here, I would recommend all who are

able to secure some of the root stumps
to place such in a mound in any corner

of the garden where one would desire

to have a pretty screen to any building

or other object. Before the root stumps
are set up the ground should be deeply
trenched and well manured ; then range
the loots in such a fashion as taste may
dictate. The larger the stumps are the

better, for they can then withstand any
gales that arise. In the spring of 1909
I arranged some roots that were so large

that it took three or four men to move
them. Four of these made a fine conical

block, and against these we planted four

Roses. Whether one plants all one
variety or a number of sorts to bloom
simultaneously or at different periods
is also a matter of individual taste.

Personally I prefer one sort. What
could be more lovely than a mound of

such Roses as Hiawatha, Dorothy
Perkins, Goldfinch, Coquina and Ren^
Andr6 V Obtain plants on their own
roots, and do not prune them at all for the first

two or three years. Even in one year they will

nearly cover the blocks, and in many cases long
growths push out from the base that will cover
many square feet of surface if allowed to do so.

I can imagine some such mounds in open spaces in

woods and game coverts, or in dells in the vicinity

of the rock garden. A few mounds even in the
park, surrounded by iron palings to protect them
from cattle, would be a charming feature of any
estate, and many of the varieties can display
themselves much better rambling upward like

they would do than when struggling through
grass and weeds. Wherever they are located

two details should be kept in mind. In the first

place, see that the plants have a good deep root-

run, and in a spot where they can receive a fair

amount of sunshine when we get it ; and in the
second, secure the plants on their own roots.

Then there will be no fear of suckers. P.

A ST.^TELY HARDY PLANT; VOCCA RK< UKVIFOLIA.

more elegant in habit, on account of the

arching or pendulous tips of the older leaves.

The leaves are often 3 feet or more in length,

while the stems reach to a height of 5 feet or

more.
The plants do not seem at all particular in

their requirements, as any loamy soil of a light

nature agrees with them, while they will grow
in heavier soil if it is well drained. They enjoy
a warm, sunny place in a sheltered position, and
while they are perfectly hardy, they are often

damaged by snow or excessive moisture settling

in the crowns in winter. This causes the

growing points to rot, and sometimes the whole
plant, if not strongly staked, will be broken
down by the weight of snow. They can be
readily propagated by cutting up the fleshy roots

into short pieces. These should be placed in a

mild bottom-heat, when they will soon make
nice plants. VV. Irving.

POLYANTHUSES FROM SEED
VERSUS DIVISION.

OpimoN.s differ considerably on this point, but
let anyone think for a moment of the way Nature
keeps up its stock, and they should be convinced
of the advantage that seed has over division.

Seldom does anything become more robust by
artificial treatment in any way, and this rule
holds good with these plants. In a natural state
there is no one to lift and divide them, and but
seldom does one meet with weak plants grown
thus.

In the West Country, where the common Cow-
slip and Primrose abound, I have freijuently
observed what vigour these have compared to
those which have been transplanted to gardens
and subjected to division and coddling.

l)uring my long experience in cultivating and
raising Polyanthuses, I have often met with
cultivators who believed in division, but I

have never seen plants obtained by
this method having the constitution
possessed by those raised from seed.

I am aware that under some special
circumstances it may be advisable to
divide, and I have often tried this
when having an extra good variety,
but I have always found that the
vigour could only be retained by
resorting to seed.

During the past autumn I have had
many thousands of plants of all ages
replanted, and what has impressed me
most is how they weaken after the
third yeir. Another thing noticeable
is how these aged plants have a ten-
dency to root up the stems of the
crowns. This is probably due to leaves,

sand and other soil getting into and
among them and rotting.

Some may say that they cannot be
relied on to come true from seed.

Strictly this is correct, but I have
proved that they reproduce with a very
small percentage not true to parentage
when proper care has been taken in

securing the seed. If wanted for beds
it is a simple matter to raise them from
seed, selecting them to colour the first

^ season. Personally I see no disadvan-
*™ tage to a variedness in height, provided

they are true to colour, unless the
grower is fastidious and requires them
on the carpet bedding lines. Naturally
they do not grow in this way.
Another advantage seedlings possess

is that one often obtains a new shade
of colour, and there is much interest in

watching a few hundred seedlings fqr
any new feature they may develop.
The raising of seedlings is a simple
matter. Sown in autumn the seed ger-

minates at once. Both autumn and
spring sowings have their own merits.
I have found that they may be sown
from September till the end of April and

bloom the next season. So many fail to obtain
good results by allowing the seed to get dry when
germination has begun, or by allowing it to float

on the water when first sown and thus remain
on the top of the soil. Others fail through
covering the seed too deeply. J. Crook.

TUFTED FANSIES IN THE ROCK
GARDEN.

For years the Tufted Pansies (Violas) have been
used extensively in the hardy flower garden, but
all too frequently simply as an edging to large
beds and borders. I am glad the practice is

falling into disuse of planting the Tufted
Pansies in the autumn with the object of lifting

them in the succeeding early summer after they
have provided a display of their beautiful blossoms
throughout the spring season. It is just at this

time, and for a few months longer, that these
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plants are at their beat, and I fail to see the

wisdom of lifting them in order to make room
for less interesting tender plants. For this

reason, too, I welcome the planting of these

Tufted Pausies in the rook garden. Here they
seem to luxuriate, the rocks and stones used in

the formation of these gardens affording shelter

from the extreme heat of the sun in the summer
and at the same time ensuring a cool and moist
root-run, two essentials in the successful cultiva-

tion of these Pansies. The rock garden, by the use

of Tutted Pansies, is made interesting for a much
longer period than is usual, and if the plants are

gone over periodically, and spent blossoms and
seed-pods removed, they will retain their fresh-

ness and beauty for a long time. D. B. Cr.\ns.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SMALLEVEKGREEN SHRUBS FOR

GARDENS.

THE effect produced by the judicious
planting of evergreen shrubs is at no
time more noticeable than dur-
ing the winter months. Many
owners of small gardens might
e.xtend the planting of such

shrubs, thereby adding interesting features

at this season. In many gardens there are
bare places where vain endeavours have
been made to establish flowering plants or

turf. In many of these places the planting

of a few evergreen shrubs would overcome
the ditHculty, by producing a permanent
and pleasing finish in place of what has
been an eyesore and a source of annoyance.

Space does not permit me giving a long
list of suitable plants, but the following
may generally be relied upon both for

hardiness and effect. Readers of The
Garden may frequently find many ever-

greens described therein suitable for

planting in various positions. Many natu-
rally tall-growing plants may be kept in

check by careful pruning where the space
at their command is inadequate for their

full development. Before planting the
ground should be prepared by deep digging
or trenching, and it the soil is clayey,
leaf-soil, road-sand, &c. , should be incor-

porated with it and some light soil placed
around the roots when planting.

Av.ruha.—The familiar mottled-leaved
variety, A. japonica, is well known, but
deserves mention here, as it is an accom-
modating plant, thriving in partial shade
under trees, &c. , and succeeds in town
gardens. There are also green-leaved sorts,

and where space permits and a collection

of the male and female forms are grouped
together, the latter will produce a quantity
of large scarlet, oblong berries.

Berbe.riit Aqu'Jo/iuiii and its dwarf form,
B. repens, are most useful ; the glossy
foliage of the latter turns to a reddish
purple colour in winter. This plant succeeds
well under the shade of trees. Several varieties
of Box (Buxus), including the gold and silver
striped forms, are very ornamental.
Euonymua japonirus is one of the most popular

plants for town gardens. There are numerous
variegated varieties, including white and yellow
variegations, also some tinted with red.

Gaultheria procuml>eiu and G. Shallon are
worthy of more extended cultivation. The
former is a diminutive plant 4 inches to 6 inches
high, producing red berries, which seldom drop
until the spring. G. Shallon grows from 2 feet
to S feet high, is suitable for planting in shady
positions and produces purple berries. These
plants succeed in a sandy loam or peaty soil.

Hollies rank among the most useful of ever-
greens. There are numerous varieties with deep
green or variegated leaves. The red berries of
the Holly are familiar to al), and there are also

varieties with bright yellow berries. Hollies

should be planted in April or May in well-pre-

pared soil. The golden form of Ligustrum
ovalifolium,

llohhn Privet, is very bright during the winter :

it is not fastidious as to soil, but should be given

a light position. The plant takes a vast amount
of food from the soil, and for this reason should

not be planted too near choicer shrubs or the

better-class herbaceous plants. The
Butrher'8 lironm (Ruscus aculeatus) is a suit-

able dwarf shrub for covering bare spaces

under trees, and grows well in town gardens.

Skimniia japonira is a pretty little shrub,

especially when covered with its bright scarlet

berries.

Vihwmum Tinus i>r Laurualinus is a most
valuable winter - flowering evergreen shrub,

flourishing in various soils, preferably those that

are rather sandy or otherwise well drained.

Vinran (Periwinkles) are low trailing plants of

a shrubby character for edging groups of larger

subjects ; they also thrive well in shady places.

There are white and yellow variegated forms,

which are excellent for growing in tubs with

sorts, and the cost would not run into more than

an average of 8d. or '.Id. each. To those who are

uninitiated in the culture of Heaths and who
desire to begin a collection, I would suggest the

following as likely to please and give satisfac-

tion : Krica arborea (Tree Heath), white-

flowered ; K. oodonodes, a Tree Heath covered

with white flowers, slightly tinged with pink ;

E. cirnea, pink flowers ; E. ciliaris, dwarf,

crimson, 1 foot ; E. cinerea (purple), E. c. alba,

E. c. atrosanguinea, E. c. pallida, E. e. rosea,

E. c. rubra, all !• inches ; E. c. spioata, 1 foot

;

E. mediterranea hybrida, E. m. alba, E. m.
larnea, E. m. rubra, E. miweana, E. vulgaris, E.

alba, E. .\lportii, E. argentea, E. aurea, E.

deoumbens, E. Hammondii, E pilosa, E. pygmea
and St. Dabeoc's Heath, white and purple

Mordands, Dmis. .loiiN McWatt.

ESTABLISHING THE CLEMATIS IN
THE OPEN GROUND.

The Clematis, whether grown as a pot plant or

in the open border, is very beautiful. But not a

few would-be growers find, I believe, as we have

TDFTED P.\NSIKS OR VIOLAS IN THE ROCK (iABDEN.

taller-growing evergreens for decoration during
the winter months. Colin Ruse.

THE HARDY HEATHS.
The Heaths are most beautiful small-growing
shrubs and may be had in bloom praotioally the

whole year ; yet how seldom one sees a Heath
border in any garden. Although peat-loving

plants, they will grow and do well in any good
common garden soil to which a little leaf-mould
has been added. They should be planted in

groups in autumn or early spring in an open
place exposed to the nun. The Heaths all flower

very freely, and the flowers remain a long time on
the plants. They are easily increased, either by
layering or pulling to pieces and planting
immediately. There are a great many varieties,

but a fairly representative collection might be

got together by selecting thirty or forty different

done, a difficulty in establishing the plants out
of doors, especially where the locality is ex-

cessively damp or unusually cold. The following
practical hint, which has been of service to us,

may, therefore, be helpful to readers of The
Garden who desire a more sure way of success.

Prepare the place in the usual way by making
the soil rich and incorporating mortar rubble ;

then make the hole for planting a little way (say,

H inches) to the left or right of the spot where
the plant is really required to grow up. Next
make a little trench and bend down into it the
stem of the Clematis, burying it several inches
under ground and causing it to rise again at the
required place. In burying the stem use sandy
soil, and make it tirm. A little patience, and in

due time a splendid lot of roots will be emitted
from the covered stem, thus giving the Clematis
an added source of vitality.

Hiyhgate. Q. T,
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
PLANTING AND INCREASING THE IVY.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—Those beginners

in gardening who invest in a frame
will naturally wish to make the

fullest use of it, and to do bo at this

season it is essential to form a good
hot-bed on which to place it. The

materials for making the hot-bed should now be

got together, the best undoubtedly being one-

half long strawy and fresh stable manure, and
the other half freshly gathered and unfermented
leaves. Many, however, cannot procure leaves

in this condition, and must, perforce, rely on
manure of the kind mentioned above. It will

be necessary to secure enough to form a solid

mass '2 feet thick at the top end and 1 foot

wider each way than the frame, and before being
111 ride up into the bed it should be thoroughly
turned and shaken up every other day for a

week or ten days. In making the bed form a

good slope towards the south, so as to catch as

much sun as possible, and tread the whole firm as

the work proceeds. After placing the frame in

position, a few inches of finely sifted soil may be
placed over the manure, and in a few days should
be fit for sowing or the standing in of seed-boxes.

Flower Garden.—Where Christmas Roses are

grown they will now be throwing up their

beautiful wax-like white flowers, and steps must
be taken, if not already done, to protect them
from bad weather and the ravages of slugs. A
hand-light or bell-glass placed over the plants

will keep off rain, fog and sooty matter, which
do so much to despoil the beauty of the flowers ;

but slugs are more difficult to deal with. I have
found that Kilogrub sprinkled round the bases

of the flower and leaf stems is a good deterrent
and. moreover, a simple one. Another hardy
plant that gives us its blossoms outdoors at this

season is the fragrant Iris stylosa. Sparrows
are very fond of plucking these blossoms ; hence
some means must be taken to stop the mischief.

A piece of fine fish or wire netting fi.xed over the

plant or plants answers very well, or some
strands of black cotton secured to sticks inserted

I.--AfiOLDKX VARIK6ATED TOKM OF THE TREE
IVY (HKDERA ARBOBllSCENS).

round the clumps will do. At this season flowers

of any kind are too scarce to lose. Where
young border Carnations are being left outdoors
all the winter, it is a good plan to protect them
slightly during very severe weather by sticking

sprays of evergreens among and around them,
there usually being some available from the

Christmas decorations at this season.

Frmt Oarden.—Many amateurs make a point

of growing a tree or two of Morello Cherries,

particularly where a north wall is available, as

this is one of the fruits which do well in such a
position. We must not, however, think that a
north wall is essential, as this fruit will do quite
well when grown in bush form in the open.
Where pruning has not been done, this should be
attended to at once. Before commencing the
work it will be well to remember that the fruits

are borne only on wood that was formed last

year ; hence it will be seen that these are the
shoots to retain as far as possible. Pruning,
therefore, will consist of cutting out sufficient

two years or more old shoots to make room for

the young ones. In the case of wall trees the
latter may be nailed into position as soon as

pruning is finished, 6 inches apart being a good
distance to allow for the shoots that are retained,

leaving these nearly or quite their full length.

Of course, it will be necessary to remove some
young ones, and the weakest and most unripe
ones should be taken away.

Plants in Rooms.—At this season we may
expect very severe frosts, and good specimen
plants used for decorating rooms are frequently
forgotten, with the result that they get frozen

and thereby killed. Where they are in rooms in

which fires are burning, every day, there is not
likely to be much injury from this cause ; but
many plants are kept in rooms or halls where
fires are seldom lighted. It is these latter plants

that the owner must remember on frosty nights

and take them to a warmer place. A little

thought and libour in this respect will save

many valuable and treasured specimens. It is

essential more now than perhaps at any time of

the year that the foliage of all plants in rooms
be kept in a perfectly clean condition, as the days
are dull and short, and all the sunlight possible

must be allowed free access to the leaves. The
importance of this cannot be over-estimated, and
to keep the plants in a healthy condition they
should be sponged or syringed with warm water
once a week and kept as near the light as

possible. Do not place them in dark corners and
there leave them for days together, as therein lies

failure. A. A.

PLANTIN(i AND PROPAGATIN(t
IVIES.

THE

The Ivy is probably better known to most be-

ginners in gardening matters than almost any
other subject, and yet comparatively little may
be underbtood regarding the method of dealing

with the plants and the wealth of material avail-

able in the many varieties that are catalogued by
nurserymen. The Ivy is known to botanists by
the name of Hedera, and is a popular genus of

evergreen shrubby or climbing plants ; it belongs

to the Aralia family (Araliace;e). In our British

climate the number of hardy evergreen climbing

plants is not large, and for this reason the Ivy
has an especial value. No other subject will

compare with it for covering bare walls ur fences

and many other unsightly erections. It is in the

winter season, when so many trees and shrubs

are leafless, that the Ivy asserts its real value.

The small-leaved Ivies, of which there are many
varieties, are very useful for growing among
rockwork ; and they are also especially well

adapted for training over the roots of large trees.

A northern aspect suits these small-leaved varie-

ties, where they look very pretty and harmonise
satisfactorily with Ferns and similar subjects.

Ivy as an edging is more frequently used now
than was the case jormerly. Coutrasied with the

glorious colours of masses of gay flowers in the

summer season the effect is beautiful, and is much
to be preferred to the many artificial creations,

such as tiles, frequently usfd for the same pur-
pose. A live margin of Ivy some 12 inches to
2 feet in width may be made into a dense fringe
if the plants are properly treated. They should
be arranged in rows, and the growths pegged
down in one direction only as soon as planted.
To keep the growths from getting overgrown and
unoontrolled, the young shoots should be pinched

2.—A i;keen-leaved form of the tree ivy.

nSEFUL FOR PLUNGING IS FLOWER-BEDS
DURING THE WlkTER MONTHS.

or cut back two or three times, according to the
vigour of the plants, every summer.

In addition to the many beautiful forms of the
evergreen climbing Ivies, there are varieties of
the Tree Ivies that are little known. The
Tree Ivies are known to the botanist by the
name of Hedera arborescens, and are of a non-
climbing habit. In Figs. 1 and 2 two examples
of the Tree Ivies are shown, and it will be noticed
that they are bushes or low standards. They
have a special value in the winter season, as they
can be lifted if grown in pots and replanted to
fill vacant flower-beds. If the plants are to
retain their bushy and compact form, they must
be grown continuously in pots. The soil for

these Tree Ivies should comprise two parts of

loam, one part of leaf-mould or decayed manure,
and coarse sand in sufficient quantity to make the
compost porous. See that the pots are well
drained. Potiing may be done at any time
between I )otober and March. In April the plants
should be pruned into shapely specimens. During
the growing period water freely, and in the
summer established plants in pots will derive
considerable benefit from periodical applications
of manure water.

With respect to the planting of the evergreen
climbing Ivies, the numerous forms of which have
originated from the one species, Hedera Helix,
a native plant of Britain and other parts of

Europe, objection is sometimes taken to the
growth of this subject on the walls of dwellings,
on the alleged ground that it makes them damp
and for oiner reasons. A moment's reflection

will refute such an idea. As a matter of fact it

has just the opposite efiect. Moisture is drawn
oflf Oy the aerial rootlets which adhere to the
wall, and the leaves throw ofi^ the rain. When
planting it is important to remember that the
Ivy does not take kindly to cemented walls, and
unless special measures can be adopted to erect
a trellis or something of this kind, it may be
oouiting failure to plant in such positions.

Ivy ma3' be planted at any time between
September and November and February to April
inclusive. When planting it is better to pur-
chase plants in pots, as the roots suffer less from
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disturbance. Should the soil in the pots be
rather dry on arrival of the plants, give them a

good watering belore planting. Fig. .'! represents

a small Ivy recently planted for covering a wall.

Where it is intended to plant Ivy against walls,

the ground should be trenched fully 2 feet to

:i feet sijuare, working in a plentiful supply of

well-rotted manure, and if a quantity of old

mortar rubbish can be incorporated so much the
better, as Ivy revels in soil of a limy nature. It

is well to remember, however, that rich soil

causes the variegation to lose much of its beauty
and the leaves ultimately to assume a green
colour. For this reason plant the variegated
sorts in poor soil.

The various forms of the hardy evergreen
climbing Ivies may he propagated by cuttings out-
doors, those made from firm shoots S inches to a
foot in lene;th answering very well. Fig. 4 shows
a shoot suitable for making into a cutting, and a
cutting Tiroperly prepared and ready for inser-

tion. Note how the lower half of the leaves
have been removed and the stem cut through
immediately below a joint. These cuttings
should be inserted in ordinary sandy soil, half

their length, in small trenches of sufficient depth,
and the soil made firm at their base before level-

ling off and finishing the operation. A border
under a north wall, or a similar position, should
be selected, and the propagation be done at any
time between September and November, a"d
later when the weather is not very frosty. By
these means plants may be raised with the
greatest ease.

Good sorts to grow are Hedera Helix oanari-
ensis (the Irish Ivy), a very reliable variety,
suitable for covering fences, walls and bare, un-
sightly places; H. digitata, dark green, varied
with white, equally good for walls, &c. ; H.
dentata ; H. purpurea, purplish ; H. riKgneriana
(the Giant Ivy), large heart-shaped leaves, suit

able for arches, pergolas, tree trunks and walls
;

"^-l^

3.—A RECENTLY PL.\NTE0 IVV FOK COVERING
A WALL. NOTE HOW THE OROWTHS ARK
SECURED TO THE WALL BY SHKEDS AND
NAILS.

H. canariensis aureo-maculata, green and gold ;

H. marginata, leaves green, edged creamy white ;

H. Sdver Queen, margined and splashed ivory
white ; H. tricolor, green leaves, margined and
splashed cream ; H. maderensis variegata, beau-
tifully variegated and suitable only for warm
positions, like most of the variegated varieties : the
extremely hardy and beautiful H. oaenwoodiana,
with deeply lobed leaves of medium size, dark
green ; and many others. D. B. C.

HOW TO PRUNE YOUNG AND OLD
VINES.

The actual work of pruning a Vine is a very
simple matter when the workman knows exactly
how to do it. Many Vines, otherwise well
treated, are partially ruined every year through

bad pruning. Now, I will take young Vines
first, those planted this winter. The canes may
be 7 feet or H feet long, but they must be out
back to within 2 feet of the soil level at least.

Then three new shoots must be retained for the
future growth, namely, one shoot on each side of
the cane and a leading shoot. If Vines planted
one year are to be pruned, the leading oane must be
out back to within IS inches of its base, that is,

of the current year's growth There will be side
shoots, or laterals, on these Vines, and every care
must be taken to avoid overcrowding. Cut back
the side shoots to two eyes, or buds. Each side
lateral should be about IS inches apart on both
sides of the main rod.

When dealing with old-established Vines, out
the side shoots back to a plump bud ; it is wise
to leave two buds to grow, and then, later on, to
disbud and only retain one new shoot—the
strongest. It is a mistake to leave more than
one lateral to a spur. If the Vines possess very
long spurs, the flow of sap will be obstructed ; so
it is a wise plan in such cases to train up
gradually a young cane from the base of the old
Vine and to remove the side shoots from the
old spurs upwards as the young cane grows.
Thus, the young oane will be 18 inches long
when pruned, and the two lower spurs on the
old cane must be wholly disbudded. The next
year the young cane will be 3 feet long, and more
old spurs must be disbudded, and so on until the
young cane takes the place of the old one, which
must be entirely cut back. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Bdlh Barcains.—The closing of the bulb season
each year affords a good opportunity to a large
number of securing many good and choice kinds
at greatly reduced prices—prices often enough
out of all proportion to those at which they were
offered a few months previously. That these
late-planted bulbs do not, and cannot be expected
to, equal those which were planted in due season
goes, I think, without saying. Yet they are of
a sufficiently good and meritorious character to
warrant their being planted with a free hand.
The cheap rates, too, at which such things are
offered by British firms should tempt many
to purchase who have not yet done so, or
even to encourage those who may have planted
earlier in the season to further indulge their
hobby or their tastes, and endeavour in. this
way to brighten the old corners of the garden,
the border or the shrubbery. To those who
would like to engage in wild gardening on a
small scale—that is, the planting in any free and
informal manner plants of a bulbous nature in
the forefront of the shrubbery border—these
cheap offers of bulbs permit of the work being
done at Bmall cost ; and many varieties of Nar-
cissi and Tulips may be thus introduced to pro-
vide a succession to others planted at an earlier
date. The mistake usually made is the planting
of these late batches much too near the surface,
and thereby exciting them to grow before they
are sufficiently rooted to warrant success. With-
out a doubt, one of the best possible of such in-

vestments would be a free planting of the
Darwin TnLipg, for not only do these

provide a late display of flowers of a unique
character, but they suffer considerably less
through having been kept so long in the dry
state. To those who require cjuantities of flowers
of the boldest description nothing can equal the
group of Tulips I have in mind, and, indeed, I
have been rewarded with blossoms as the out-
come of these late plantings but little inferior
to those planted at a more seasonable time. It
is important that the bulbs be planted quite
t) inches deep, and the soil given a soaking of
water at the planting level should it be at all dry.

Ane.mones.—Any of the tuberous-rooted Ane-
mones may now be planted with every hope of
success, and an even greater measure of success
than in those instances where the earliest-planted,

haying i|uickly produced top growth, have had
this out down by severe frosts. Brilliant patches
of Anemone fulgens in any of its forms have no
equal among the garden flowers of early spring,
and those who indulge in such are not likely to
overlook them in the years to come. The con-
dition of the tubers when in the dry state is apt

K

H

4^
4.—CUTTIN(;S OF THE BVERtiREEN IVY. THAT

ON THE LEFT IS THE KIND OF SHOOT FROM
WHICH CUTTINGS ARE MADE, AND THAT ON
THE RIGHT IS A CUTTING PROPERLY" PRE-
PARED AND READY FOR PLANTING.

to deceive, seeing that they are reduced to about
one half of their normal size. In planting, there-
fore, see that the tubers or dry roots are
kept at least 6 inches apart each way, and by
forming patches of IS inches or 24 inches across
a most brilliant effect will be secured. These
plants delight in rich, moist soils, and such as
these with drainage secure are calculated to give
the best results at flowering time. All the forms of
the Crown and Poppy Anemone may be similarly
treated, and will afford a rich display of blossoms.
Early Sweet Peas.—The earliest batches of

these intended for planting out later on, that are
now in pots in cold frames, should not be for-
gotten in the event of severe weather setting in.

A very liglit covering of mats will usually suffice

as a protection, and even this is not necessary
where the frame has been built against the south
side of the greenhouse. During hard weather
the soil should be kept moderately dry and every
advantage taken of milder weather to ventilate
the frames, in this way adding strength to the
plants. Occasionally, when hard pressed, mice
will attack the tops of the plants, eating them
off at the soil and carrying them away for nest-
building or for food. A few traps and a watch-
ful eye at such a time will often prevent a good
deal of loss and disappointment.
Currant Mite.—It is said, and not without

truth perhaps, that there is no cure for the
mite which is responsible for the big bud on the
Black Currants, and which of late has played
such terrible havoc with this most important
bush fruit crop of the garden. At the same time
there is a simple, if only a partial, remedy that
is within the reach of all, and for this reason is

worthy of trial. The remedy in question consists
of sulphur and lime, 21b. of the latter and lib.

of the former, well mixed together and dusted
over the branches of the trees at a time when these
are in a moist condition and capable of retaining
a fair proportion of the mixture. A few weeks
hence it may be advisable to repeat the opera-
tion with a view to reduce the pest if possible
and secure a fair harvest of fruit. That the
above dressing applied early in autumn and
again in winter and in early spring has consider-
ably improved matters I know full well, and on
the principle of half a loaf being better
than no bread the matter is worth pursuing yet
further. E. H .Jenkins.
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NEW PLANTS.

CYi'RirEDiuM Alabaster macnikicdm.—A large

flower of unusual colour. The dorsal sepal is

white, flaked rosy mauve, and the labellum and
petals are a sort of mixture of rosy mauve and
bronze, the margins having a dull golden tint.

Shown by Lieutenant-Colonel Holford, C.I.E.,

C.V. 0., Westonbirt, Tetbury, (Jlouoester.

Award of merit.

Gypripedium x Mrs. F. Sander.—A beautiful

flower with white and green dorsal sepal, golden

labellum and yellowish petals, the whole forming

a striking combination.
Deiidrohiiiiii Pha/n'iiopsix scli.riiieriana album

Sander's raruty.—A very beautiful flower, and
much more graceful than its ponderous and use-

less name suggests. The flowers are of splendid

substance and pure glistening white, being placed

well upon the stem. Both the above came from

Messrs. Sander and Son, St. Albans, and each

received a first-class certificate.

Odontioda keighliyensis Fowlers rariety.—

A

very well-coloured member of this bigeneric race,

the medium-sized flowers being very rich glowing

scarlet, a prominent blotch of bright gold on the

labellum contrasting well with the background.

Shown by .1. Gurney Fowler, Esq. First-class

certificate.

L<il'ui-Caltleya Firminii.—A large flower, the

principal colour of which may be described as a

mixture of fawn, orange and dull scarlet. The
larga labellum is beautifully waved, the most
prominent part being rich crimson streaked with

gold, the latter colour predominating in the

throat. Shown by M. Firmin Lambeau,
Brussels. First class certificate.

Zyyo-Go/axChirli aworthiirubida —The flowers

of this are the usual size and shape, the labellum

being a beautiful rich violet colour, the other

segments being green with deep brown bands.

Shown by Messr*. Charlesworth and Co., Hay-
ward's Heath. First-class certificate.

All the above were shown before the Orchid

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on

the 2l8t ult., when the awards were made.

THE EDITORS TABLE

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the
flower, so as to make a notice of it more instruc-

tive to those who may wish to grow it. We
welcome anything from the garden, whether fruit,

tree, shrub, Orchid, or hardy flower, and they
should be addressed to The Editor, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

are vigorous and very free. I showed them at

Essex Hall recently, but was not fortunate

enough to get an award. I was pleased to see

your report of the variety Kathleen May in a

recent issue of The Garden, as it is one of

my seedlings and is a beauty.

"

Mushrooms trom Ireland.

Mr. J. Laverty, Sion Navan, County Meath,

sends some Mushrooms of good, usable size and
splendid quality for the time of year. He writes

under date of December -28 :
" I am sending a few

Mushrooms as a sample of a bed I have at present

in full bearing. They are grown in a disused

cow-shed without any heat, and during the last

hard frost the thermometer registered as low as

42". The bed was spawned on November 11,

and the first dish was gathered on December l.").

I purchased the spawn from Messrs. Dickson

and Sons, Dawson Street, Dublin, the variety

being Baker's Milltrack. I have been growing
Mushrooms for a long time, sometimes paying a

very high price for the spawn ; but this I con-

sider the finest of any I have ever grown, being

very quick in action and a great cropper."

Begonia Patrie from Surrey.

Mr. Arthur Young, O.'cted Nursery, Oxted,

Surrey, sends two plants in .3-ineh pots of

the charming winter-flowering Begonia Patrie,

the pink blossoms of which are very pleasing

at this season. He writes: "I am sending you
two plants of Begonia Patrie. Vou will observe

what nice little plants they make for table

decoration.
"

Late Chrysanthemums from Ongar.

Mr. W. Hasler, The Gardens, Blake Hall, Ongar,
Essex, sends some good blooms of a bronze
single Chrysanthemum, which are most welcome
at this season. We think the variety is an
unnamed seedling. Mr. Hasler writes :

" I am
sending you a few single Chrysanthemums for

your table. I do not know the name, but
perhaps you can tell me what it is. I have
ten plants in full flower. They grow about
4 feet high and are free-flowering. The cuttings

were rooted in March."

Chrysanthemums from Swa.n'LIY.

Mr. F. Pestifield, «, Tyler's (ireen Cottages,

Crockenhill. Swanley, Kent, sends flowers of

two single Chrysanthemums. He writes :
" I

am sending a few side flowers of two single

Chrysanthemums. The terracotta one is Miss
Mabel Bath, and the white, Constance. They

WARE'S NURSERIES.
PROBABLY no nursery firm within easy

reach of London is to-day batter

known than that of T. S. Ware,
Limited, whose headquarters—apart
from important branches elsewhere—
areatFeltham, Middlesex, and where,

as the immediate product of some forty or fifty

acres and a reputation which is nothing if not
world-wide, an enormous business engages the
attention of the firm from .January to December.
Best known forty or more years ago as one of

the chief pioneers in the cultivation of hardy
plants, the best traditions of this department
have not merely been maintained through all the

intervening years, but to-day the business, with
its ever-increaeing ramifications, is obviously
abreast with the times, doing its best to grapple
with orders whose huge proportions a few years

ago the most sanguine of hardy plant specialists

had not then dared even to dream.
What is neither apparent nor obvious to the

casual visitor, or at first sight, is the important
fact that the first duty of an establishment of

this sort is the creation of stock. Thus it is that

plants of all sizes, from the seedling or the
cutting to the saleable article " that is bound to

give satisfaction," are seen on every hand ; and
by these same means a quarter may be cleared

to-day and filled again on the morrow, so far as

the available material would be concerned. We
have said that the hardy plant department has
ever been a leading feature, and to-day we
realise it the more as we meanderthrough the acres

of beds of these things that abound on every hand.
It is just this same endless variety, this over-

whelming body of material, that causes one to

shrink from an impossible task—giving particulars

of the plants in detail. We may, however, console

ourselves in this way, that a visit at any season
of the year will not be in vain, whether it be in

midwinter, when the Christmas Roses are in

bloom, or a little later, when their Lenten sisters

in quaint garb are in full beauty, or, still

later, when masses of things like the Tufted
Pansies, Aubrietias, alpine and creeping Phloxes
give welcome sheets of colour. The visitor may
drop in, too, at a time when, in their indefinable

beauty and charm, a large section of the Iris

family may be giving of its best and affording to

the landscape a picture quite unique, without a
parallel in garden or greenhouse throughout the
year.

Or it may be that the Poppy is holding sway,
and with its wonted Oriental splendour provid-
ing the most sumptuous feast of the garden year.

Those whose acquaintance of the Poppy family is

limited to the solitary examples of the garden, or
to the cut flowers which not infrequently afford

a bad time to others in the heterogeneous
mixtures seen at many an exhibition, should
make their acquaintance in the heyday of their
Deauty and as seen in the rather strong, loamj-
soil which obtains in the Feltham nurseries,

where they may be seen in orange, scarlet,

crimson and a variety of so-called " art shides "

too numerous to mention. In like manner the
Larkspurs, Pa-tJnies, Pyrethrums and Phloxes
all play their part in their seasons, and, being
grown by the acre, are invaluable from the edu-
cational standpoint when seen side by side in

beds, blocks or masses of colour. Then in turn
come the Kniphofias and the Sunflowers, till

presently the brilliant blues and fleecy or misty
clouds of the Michaelmas Daisies bring up the
rear of the great flowering groups of the year.
To say that these latter constitute an important
item or feature here is to give but a poor
idea of the wealth of beauty and variety that
is seen, one in particular. Beauty of Colwall,
so recently the subject of a coloured plate
in The Garden, commauding attention at once.
Beauty of Colwall is the first double blue
Michaelmas Daisy that has appeared, its sig-

nificance and merit being marked in 1907 by
the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society granting it the unusual award of a
first. class certificate.

Other notable groups in the hardy plant
section are the hardy Crinums, which include
C. capense, C. Powellii and others with their
varieties ; and the Eremuri, a plantation of these
latter creating one of the finest pictures we have
seen of these imposing flowering plants of e^rly
summer. Obviously intended for grouping with
a free hand, it is only when seen in this way,
amid suitable surroundings, that their great
value is realised. These are a few of the big
features to be seen here from time to time : the
little things— the myriads of plants that com-
plete the collection— we must of necessity
pass by.

The alpine plants of a surety merit notice, for

they are here in their thousands in plunging bed
and frame, and much might be written of these
alone ; Bellflowers, Primulas, Saxifrages galore
in all sections, Ramondias, Androsace?, a
magnificent if not unique batch of A. Chumbyi
in its hundreds being something to be proud of.

Cyclamen, and hosts of others appealing very
strongly to the lover of hardy plants, and afford-

ing interest for many months of the year. And
not only in the home nursery are these things
engaging the attention of the firm, as during
recent years a landscape department has sprung
up which, in conjunction with many important
contracts in border and colour-scheme planting,
with rock garden-building and the like, are
constituting to-day an important part of the
firm's work.

Other important departments are Roses and
Dahlias, the former being grown outside by the
acre together with some 2(1,(100 annually in pots,

while the imposing displays of the latter made in

London and the provinces will, we think, speak
for this particular speciality in no uncertain
manner. Bulbs are also a great feature, though
without doubt next in importance to the hardy
plants are the firm's famous strains of tuberous
Begonias. Not merely in form or brilliancy

with distinctness of colouring do these Bego-
nias merit the highest praise, but equally for

the erect growth and rare substance ot the
flowers are they in the favoured position they

I occupy to-day.
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TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Aasweps.— '/'/u; Editor intends

to iiiaW Thb Garden Jo'lpt'id to all readers who desire

asuistance, no matter what the branch of gardening matj

6e, and xoith that object will make a special feature of the

" Answer.-i to Correiponienta" cotttmn. All communica-

tions nhoali be clearlif and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of Thb
GARDBM, 50, Taoi-stock Street, Conent Garden, London,

WC Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher.

Th". nam"- aid address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used m the

paper. When tnore than one query is sent, each ahould

he on a separate pi^ce of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Christmas Roses [M. E. Johnson).—

If you possess really good plants of these there

is no need to purchase new stock, and, given
reasonable treatment with a good position in the

garden, you ought to succeed. From time to

time much has been written very definitely in

the pages of The Gardex on the cultivation of

these flowers, and we would refer you to past

numbers for the fullest information. The best

planting or replanting time is September, the

best position is one sheltered from north and
east—an evergreen screen as opposed to houses
or brick walls—while the best soil is a deep
sandy loam of not less than 2 feet, and better if

3 feet deep. Leaf-mould is neither desirable nor
gaod if used in quantity, while turfy loam, sand-

stone or old mortar if the soil is heavy, and
perfect drainage are the essentials to success.

In September the plants should be freely broken
up and replanted in well-prepared ground, and
we would rather wait another season than face

the risk of transplanting now. In all probability

the plants had deteriorated in the tubs, and
when you replanted them you should have broken
them up at the time we have stated. There are

some traces of the spot disease on the sample
you submit.

Plants for ditch (C. T. ilf.).—The fact

that you were piping the ditch, and that you
proposed ** simply to fill in rubbish and soil just

over the pipes,"' left us in very considerable
doubt as to the degree of moisture or the depth
of soil available for the plants ; hence our some-
what generalised reply. To the Spirai-is and
Saxifrage already noted, you might add the
Wood Anemone and its blue-flowered form. A,
robinsoniana, the Meadow Saxifrage {S. granulata),

the Meadow Forget-me-not (Myosotis palustris),

together with the King-cup (Caltha palustris) in

several varieties. Saxifraga peltata (handsome
in leaf and beautiful in flower), Rodgeraia pin-

nata (the Bronze Leaf), such moisture-loving
Primulas as rosea, cashmiriana, j aponica and
Sieboldii, of which latter there are quite a
number. Primula pulverulenta is also a hand-
some plant and of much value for the purpose.
In addition, you might embrace Chryaogonum
virginicum and the ever-graceful Gentiana ascle-

piadea and its white variety. Possibly, if you
do not care for the Flag Irises, the lovely

Japanese forms, with their waving Clematis-like
blossoms, would afford you satisfaction, and for

July, in such a place as yours, we know of nothing
to equal them.

Planting' distances fop hapdy plants
(/'. Day).—'Yi\e four Ijoldest-growing plants in your list

are Anclmsa, Cimiclfuga, Hemerocaliis and Anemone,
each of which would, when established, spread out to
3 feet or 4 feet acroaa. This would not prevent other plants
being placed near for the time being. Pyrethrums,
Heuchera, Iris, Centaurea and others form leat-tuft3 2 feet
across or tht'reabouts. For the remainder, i.e.. Gentian,
Veronica, Geranium and Achillea, we could give no idea
unless we knew what species was intended. The Achillea,
for example, might be either A. umbellata or A
eupatorium, one a giant, the other a pigmy. Xot many
herbaceous plants are good for cutting for their foljage

alone, the Epiniediuma, some of the Thalictrums (which
do not always stand well when cut), and the Galegaa being

amon;; the most serviceable.

Campanula penslclfolla and its treat-
ment (<»'. Walfoii). -This plant prefers a moist and
somewhat retentive soil, and frequently deteriorates when
planted in very light or sandy soils. As your plants are

but seedlinK3 of a year old, th^y ahould be allowed to

remain to llower next year. Kach rosette of leaves or

runner to which roots are attnched would make a plant if

properly treated. The rainfall having been heavy and
continuous last year, the Fire Thorn ni-iy possibly have
been injured by the drip, and should be removed to a drier

and more sunny place. Should you plant a freah specimen,
the month of February or March would be a good time.

Dividing Red-hot Poker Plants (A'. B.y-
The best time of the whole year is Man-b ami April, when
the plants are be;:innin;,' to start into growtli afresh. At
that time you may divide them as freely as yuu will, and
if replanted in good soil will not fail to become quickly
re-eatabliahed. In certain favoured localities the work
may be done in early autumn, tliou^ih tlie adoption of this

period 13 not to be ;;enerally recommended. Toofrequently
autunui-divided examples fall a prey to winter frosts,

from which the SDrin;i-planted examples are free. If the

plants are large, first shake or wash them free of all soQ, so

that their successful division may he rendered more
simple.

Hardy Lilies (B. A. /?.) —Of the Lilies suggested
by you, L. auratum is so capricious in its behaviour that
one hesitates in recommending it, though it is such a noble
Lily that it well repays any extra care and attention. As
a rule it does best associated with P^hododendrons ; still,

we think you might try it. When planting it is a good
plan to work some sand around the base of the bulbs. A
variety of L. auratum known as platyphyllum, that bears

exceedingly massive flowers, shallow in form, has a better

constitution than the ordinary kind. Liliuni longiflorum,

too, frequently deterioratesafter a couple of years, though
the rtrst season the bulbs may be depended upbn to

flower magnitiriently. It is, however, so handsome that it

cannot be omitted. We should not recommend you to

plant the recognised peat-lovers, such aa L. pardalicum,
but rather those speciea that will thrive in ordinary garden
soil. Apart from L. auratum and L. longiflorum, above
alluded to, you would do well to make a selection from
the following kinds, whose colour, season of blooming, and
approximate hei;<ht are herewith given : L. chalcedonicuni
(Scarlet Turk's-iiap), bright red, end of July and in August,
3 feet to 4 feet; L croceum, orange red, end of .Tune and
in July, 4 feet to 6 feet ; L. Hansonii, yellow, end of June
and in July, 4 feet to 5 feet ; L. Martagon, purple, end of

June and in July, 3 feet to 5 feet ;
L. speciosum

Krsetzeri, white, August, September and October, '^ feet

to 5 feet ; L. s. Melpomene, carmine crimson margined
white, August, September and October, 'A feet to r. feet

;

L. 8. rubrum, reddish rose, August, September and
October, 3 feet to 5 feet ; L. szovitzianum, yellow,

dotted purple, end of May and in June, 4 feet to 6 feet or
even more ; L. testaceum (Nankeen Lily), nankeen, end of

June and in July, .'i feet to 7 feet or even more; L.

tigrinum (Tiger Lily), orange red spotted with blackish

purple, July, August and September, 4 feet to feet

(good varieties of this species are Fortunei and splendens)

;

L. urabellatum, brick or orange red, end of May and during
June, 2 feet to 3 feet; L. elegans atrosanguineum, red,

June, U feet ; L. e. Prince of Orange, yellow, June, 1 foot

:

L e. Van Houttei, rich crimson, June, 1^ feet ; L.

pomponium verum, deep scarlet, June, 3 feet to 4 feet ; and
L. pyrenaicum, yellow, end of May, 2 feet. Though we
have given the approximate height and season of bloom-
ing of these different Lilies, no hard-and-fast line can be
drawn in the matter, as a good deal depends upon the
weather and the position the plants occupy.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Position for Tree Pseonies (Pau).—

It depends entirely on the strength of the Tree
Pseonies you plant as to whether they will flower

the first year or not. If you obtain newly
imported plants and put them in during spring,

it is improbable that they will blossom the same
year ; while if the same kind of plants are planted

in the preceding autumn, they will share no better

fate. If, however, you purchase well-established

plants, either growing in pots or from a border,

and plant them next spring, you will most probably
obtain flowers—that is if the roots are not
knocked about much. Plants that have been used

in a greenhouse could be put out next May. It is

usual to establish the plants in pots several months
before they are to be forced, while it is better

to rely solely on pot culture for those required

for forcing, as continual planting out and lifting

has a bad effect on Tree Pieonies used for that

work. The south border you speak about will

answer very well ; but if you have a west aspect

it is really better, for the sun does not strike the

plants so early in the day and young growths are

less likely to be injured after a frosty night.

P^ponia Moutan is the Tree Pa?ony, and the many

varieties in oorameroe are forms of that species.

There is little to choose between many of the

virioties except in colour. Vour best plan would
he to obtain a catalogue from some nurseryman
and select the colours you like best. If border
plants were lifted carefully it is likely that they
would blossom indoors in spring.

Planting^ trees and shrubs (R.

PJiilpol).—The arrangement of shrubs and trees

which you suggest ought to prove eflFective.

.Suitable evergreen shrubs are Olearia Haastii, 4
feet ; Berberis stenophylla, S feet ; B. Darwinii,

feet to H feet ; B. wallichiana, .'? feet ; B.

Aquifolium, 3 feet ; Rhododendron fragrans,

3 feet ; Laurustinus, 6 feet ; Phillyra'a decora,

4 feet : Veronica Traversii, 4 feet ; and Cistus

laurifolius, 4 feet. Deciduous shrubs to mix in

are Spiraea arguta, S. oanescens, Korsythia

suspensa, Ribes eanguineum atrorubens, R.
aureum. Magnolia stellata, Prunus japonica,

Diervilla Eva Rathke, D. Abel Carrit-re, Cytisus

prfeoox, C. albus, 0. seoparius andreanus, liosa

rugosa, R. rugosa Blanc Double de Coubert and
Philadelphus Lemoinei. The most suitable

flowering trees for the purpose are Prunus Avium
flore-pleno, P. Pseudo-cerasus var. James H.
Veitoh, Pyrus spectabilis flore-pleno, Paul's

Double Scarlet Thorn, double white Thorn,
Laburnum alpinum, L. alpinum var. Watereri
and Pyrus Aucuparia.

Conlfeps fop planting (S. B.).—Cupressus mac-
rocarpa is one of the most rapid growing of conifers, but
in many parts it is somewliat tender. However, it should
thrive in your neicrhbourhood, in which case it mieht be
intermingled in Row 3, or for Row 4 alternated witii

the Corsican Pine (Pinus Laricio). This last will be better
than the Austrian for such a purpone, and if you wish it

the fourth row may consist of Pinus Laricio alone.

Planting beneath a Yew tree (Man,,,- Bnuxe).

We think the Azaleas will do quite well, though a tlower-

hed in such a position will re<iuire a good deal of making.
.Such a bed should be well made to a depth of 2 feet with
loam, leaf -soil and peat, unless the local soil is favourable
to the growth of the plants. The Violas we very much
fear would feel the drought too much, and in their stead
we would suggest carpeting the ground beneath the
Azaleas with Crocus, .Snowdrop, Daffodil and hardy
Cyclamen, employing the late summer-flowering Lilies, as
tigrinum and speciosum, to give you a little colour effect at

that time. By this arrangement the earliest and the
latest flowering bulbs would play their part at a season
quite removed from the principal group in the arrange-

ment, which the Violas would hardly do. Moreover, if

you plant variously coloured varieties of the Azaleas, the
Violas would be almost sure to clash therewith at the
precise moment when the greatest harmony should
prevail. A few clumps of the pure white Madonna Lily

would be singularly effective against the sombre tone of

the Vew, and should be grown by all means.

ROSE GARDEN.
Grouping: Roses and herbaceous

plants together {L. Bel).—There could be

no object ion whatever to arranging some beds of

lierbaoeous plants among those of Roses, but it

would never do to have these subjects in the

same beds. Supposing one arranges a lot of beds
upon a lawn and they are of varying shape,

some of these that seem to require a good bold

growth could be planted with, say. Delphiniums,
otiiers with Peonies, Phloxes and so forth,

always providing the colours did not clash with
the Roses. For our part we prefer that Roses
be placed pretty well together, as the showy
herbaceous plants have a tendency to " kill" the

Roses from a colour point of view, but it is purely

a matter of taste. In large public gardens, such
as Kew, one may see fine beds of Roses, and near

to beds of some of the delightful flowering shrubs,

which seem even more happy among the Roses
than the showy herbaceous plants. In the long

border, for instance, one could plant, say, a

group of five Roses, then a group of Iris, another

group of a Rose, then Pseonies, etc. Standard
and pillar Roses, too, have a fine effect, arranged
with taste, at the back of a herbaceous border.

Do not plant other things among the Roses
unless it be Pansies. When the time comes to

cultivate the soil, bulbs and other subjects are a
nuisance ; but in the case of Pansies these can be

planted after the usual tillage has been carried
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out, aod, following this, the Violas can be made
tn act as a protection against drought.

LooDing* UD rustic arches fop Roses
E. W. Kemp).—We do not care for chains, for they are not
only cold, hut they are cumhereome in appearance.
Tflrrpd rope, such as ii used by fishermen, is a very pood
substitute, and if the Eoses are of the freest-growing kinds
the rope is quickly hidden from view.

Tiles for Rose-beds (P. .S'.).—The tiles you
mention arf excellent for Rose-heds. We think you
can obtain these from a firm of the name of Roeher, Kinj,'3-

land Road, London. But why not disnense with til^s and
plant as edging some of the lovely little Pnlyantha Rosea v

They can be kept down to 12 inches or \f> inches in height
and are always in bloom. Plant them about a foot apart
and cut down to the ground each year.

Qood all-round Roses (ir. A. 6'.V—It is most
ditticult to confine one's selection to six varieties of equal
merit to Mrae. Abel Chatenay and Killarney. There are
several that seem to approach to this standard of ex-
cellence, and their names are as follows : Earl of Warwick,
Lady Ashtown, Prince de Bulgarie, Joseph Hill, Dean Hole,
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Guatave Grunerwald, Betty,
Lyon Rose, Pharisaer and, of course, Melanie Soupert.

Cllmbine' Roses w^lth lapg-e blooms
(G. ^f'>o,e) —There are several Roses very suitable for your
5-feet fence. Hu(;h Dickson would be a fine variety, and
if you want another go^d criuiBOn. .T. B. Clark would be
one. Some other good and nnitable kinds are Johanna
SebuB, Mme. Isaac Pereire, Fran Karl Druschki, Mme.
Jules Gravereaux, Mme. Wacram, La France de '80,

Ulrich Brunner, Griiss an Teplitz, Gustave Regis and
Bou(iuet d'Or.

Roses Kuphposyne and Flora (Mrs. n F.).

We think tou would like Flora best. It produces quite a
nice-sized bloom of lovely shape and charming colouring,
reminding one of a small fiower of Captaio Christy.
Euphrosyne blooms in large clusters of dainty pink, the
individual flowers being verv small, but in the mass they
make a nice show. The difference in time of flowering is

but a few days, both appearing about the third week in

June. Euphrosyne is, perhaps, the best for rambling,
and Flora would be most suitable as a pillar.

Fpee autumn-flo^veping' cpimson Rose
(E. J. A'.).—Undoubtedly one of tlie best crimson Roses
for the autumn is General McArthur. It is very bright,
produces its blooms on good upright stems, and bears
clusters of good quality blooms that are very fragrant.
Ecarlate is another good brilliant colour, but its blooms
are rather thin and have no special merit in themselves,
although the ertect in the mass is very brilliant. Louis
van Houtte and Commandant Felix Faure are both grand
Rosei, hut are not quit« so free-flowering in autumn as
the varieties named. Of the Monthly Roses, Charlotte
Klemm gives a fine colouretfect, if that is what you desire.

Roses infested ivith thplps {A. H. Sanjund) —
These little pests are very troublesome and some Roses
seem to be their special favourites. Roses in somewhat
dry places, where they cannot be cleansed by the rains,
seem to suffer most. We have found copious syringlngs
with cold water as good as anything, but the foliage neetls
sprayin^c from beneath or the growths held over by an
assistant while the operator directs the syringe to the
under side of the fnliage. Should this not prove effectual,
try Tobacco wash, prepared as follows : Tobacco, half a
pound ; soft soap, lib. ; soft water, twelve gallons. Steep
the Tobacco iu water for some days and then allow it to
simmer over a fire for an liour, pour off the liquid, well
crush the leaves and proceed again as before, and add the
second extract to the first This extract may then be
mixed with the dissolved soft "oap.

THE GREENHOUSE
Plants fop unhealed g^peenhouse

(Tyrone).—In an unheated greenhouse you roust,

for the early months of the year, depend princi-
pally upon bulbs and such subjects as Spira-as,
Dielytra spectabilis. Lilies of the Valley and
Primroses of sorts. Hardy shrubs, too, with the
protection afforded bv the glass will anticipate
their usual season of blooming by some time, and
consequently are then much appreciated. For
summer you have a considerable choice of subjects,
the most persistent flowering of which, such as
Pelargoniums, tuberous-rooted Begonias, Fuch-
sias, Petunias, Heliotrope, Lantanas, &c., can be
purchased cheaply at the proper season from the
advertisers in The Garden. Liliums auratura,
longiflorum and speciosum in variety will, if potted
now, flower in the summer, and in the case of
L. speciosum well on into the autumn. You
speak of Chrysanthemums grown in the green-
bouse not turning out satisfactorily. These should
have been grown outside during the summer and
taken into the greenhouse when the flowers were
formed. Cannas are very ornamental objects in
the greenhouse during the summer and early
autumn, and they can be wintered anywhere safe
from frost. For Ferns we think you would get
the greatest amount of pleasure from a collection

of British Ferns, as they would give no trouble
on the score of being tender, and many of them
are very beautiful. In your favoured clime
Geraniums might possibly be wintered safely in

an unheated house ; but should the weather prove
severe they would probably perish. Some Fuch-
sias are quite hardy, but the recognised florist's

varieties need protection, though they are hardier
than the Geraniums. Fuchsias should, in the
winter, be kept dry or nearly so. Good single Chry-
oantheniums for the purpose desired are : Bronze
Pagram, reddish bronze ; Capella, golden yellow ;

Crimson King, crimson ; Crown Jewel, bronzy
yellow ; Cannell's White, pure white ; Dora
Godfrey, canary yellow : Edith Pagram, rich
pink ; Elsie Neville, terra-cotta ; Emily Wells,
clear pink ; Framfield Beauty, rich crimson ;

Kitty Bourne, deep yellow ; Mary Richardson,
reddish salmon ; Miss Mary Anderson, blush ;

Pink Perfection, pink ; Pride of Merstham, red-
dish purple ; Queenie Jordan, white ; Roupell
Beauty, dark plum ; Sir (;!eorge Bullough, clear
yellow ; Taurus, reddish orange ; Whitewings,
white ; Winnie Wells, deep yellow ; and W.
Rogers, bright red.

Calanthes gains' iVPonir( IT. -i-B ).- The foliage
of Calanthe sent is certaiuly much decayed, and judging
by the appearance of the spots on the leaf, too much
moisture has been used either at the roots or overhead.
As you are aware, the Calanthe should never be touched
with the syringe, and we have seen splendid plants ruined
by being housed in a damp, steamy stove just as the
flower-spikes were finishing their growth.
Calanthe bulbs Infested nrlth v«ropms

((r D. r.).—The '^Teater part, if not the entire trouble,
is doubtless caused by an excess of moisture at the roots
when the plants were finishing their growth. At that
time they should be thoroughly exposed to the light in
order to ripen the bulbs. No doubt the small worms are
present in consequence of the decay, and are not in any
way the cause thereof. If the one dose of artificial manure
was very strong it might play an important part in the
trouble.

Chrysanthemums fop cold gpeenhouse
(A'. E. Jf'/tiis'ini.—The cold greenhouse is certainly not a
good place for the above unless you only require their
flowers at niidseason or a little later. As you do not say
for what season you require the blooms, we ;;ive you a
general assortment covering some weeks. .Source d'Or,
Lizzie Adcnck, Caprice du Printemps, Kathleen Thomson,
Moneymaker, .Soleil dOctobre, Freda Wells, Foxhunter,
R. F. Felton, Market Red, Hortus Tolsames, M. W.
Holmes and Embleme Poiteviue. T'hese are of easy growth
and would provide flowers for a rather long period.

FRUIT GARDEN.
OPOhaPd house to he&t {Ernest Moon).

In a house of the dimensions you give there is a
considerable space to heat, and to spread the
heat evenly and efieotively all over the house
we think you would be well advised to fix a
small boiler at one end of the house, with flow
and return 4-inch pipes attached to it. You do
not say whether it is a span -roofed or lean-to house.
If the former, the pipes should be so arranged as
to go all round the house and one end, fixing
them about a foot from the wall and about the
same from the ground level. If the latter, both
pipes would be better fixed in front and one end,
the coldest, one above the other. We do not
think you would find an oil-stove satisfactory for
a house so large and lofty.

Cause of Apple tpee dpopping
Its fPUit (/. H. S.).— Evidently your Apple
tree has got into a too vigorous state as regards its

roots, and had the tree been younger we should
have advised lifting or replanting. Under the
circumstances you had better take out a good
workable trench at 3 feet to 4 feet from the main
stem ; work round the tree, cutting back all

gross roots and getting underneath the tree with
a fork. When all the large roots are out
through, fill in with compost of old mortar
rubble and burnt refuse, ramming this well
under the tree as the work proceeds, carefully
laying in the fibrous roots. At least three or
four barrow-loads of the above material should be
added to the old compost made firm, and some
coarse litter over the top soil at the finish.

Plums splitting {Wnl.inn).—L&at year great loss
and destruction was caused to the Plum crop as the fruit
was ripening by the weather being so wet and by a heat

wave setting in for a few days at that time. The lime is
not at all responsible : on the contrary, all stone fruit
trees delight in lime of any description. Seeing your trees
are healthy, we do not suppose you will be troubled with
the fruit splitting again.

/c.^^^f i®**' disease on a Plum tree
(iiidinii-ll). —Thi3 disease is of American origin, and is
fatal, as far as our experience goes, to any Peach or Plum
tree alfected by it. It is singular that this fatal disease
confines itself to the Plum and the Peach Its effect is so
virulent that it practically paralyses the vital forces of the
tree It attacks, and the sooner the tree and its foliage are
burnt out of the way the better. We have no direct proof
that the disease is contagious ; but it is betterto run norisks

SOCIETIES.
READING GAEllENBRS- A.S.SOCIATION.

At the final meeting of this session on Monday, the 20th
ult., there assembled one of the best gatherings of
members ever seen in the Abbey Hall, Sir. A. F. Bailey
(chairman) presiding, when, apart from the usual fort-
nightly lecture, there was the attraction of a magnificent
exhibit of (inions, put up by Messrs. .Sutton and Sons.
The lecturer for the evening was Mr. E. Hickey of The
Gardeu.s, Maiden Erleigh, one of the prizewinners at Mr.
Charles Foster's classes lor young gardeners held during
last winter. The subject was " How to Plant a Bush Fruit
Garden 44 yards square. " It was at once manifest that
Mr. Hickey was perfectly at home with his subject.
I'aking Gooseberries, Currants (Red. Black and White),
Raspberries and Loganberries as the subjects for his bush
fruit garden, the lecturer gave full instructions as to l he
preparation and planting of the ground, and all informa-
tion respecting the after-treatment of the trees. He also
gave a comprehensive list of the best varieties in each
class to grow, stating fully the qualities and chief
characteristics of the different trees, and concluded his
paper by excellent advice on the prevention and eradica-
tion of many of the pests to which bush fruit trees are
subject. On resuming his seat Mr. Hickey was most
heartily applauded, and in the debate which followed he
was repeatedly complimented liy the speakers on the really
able manner in which he had delivered his " maiden '

paper. Mr. Hickey answered readily all questions put to
him by the members, and at the close of the meeting
received a very hearty vote of thanks. Mr. D. Turner,
head gardener to A. E. Huggins, Esq., Wargrave Hill,
exhibited well-grown Ailsa Craig Onions. The annual
general meeting of the association is fixed for Monday,
January 10.

WARGRAVE AND DI.STRICT.
The last meeting of the year took place on Wednesday
evening, the 16th ulL, when Mr. William George, gardener
to Mrs. Tuckelt, Yeldhall Manor, read an interesting and
instructive paper on " I'seful ^'lowering Shrubs." Among
the sul>jects mentioned were Pyrus japouica, Forsythias,
Rlbes, Berberis, Magnolias, Prunus, Lilacs, Brooms, Azalea
mollis, Mock Oransie, Guelder Roses, Laurustinus, Spiraeas,
Weigelas, Deutzias, Kerrias, Veronicas, &c. 'the habits of
growth, cultivation and propagation were brought under
notice, and a good discussion followed. At the close a
hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. George. Officers
for the ensuing year were nominated in accordance with
the rules of the association. Mr. J. T. Blencowe was
awarded a cultural certificate for specimen plants of
Begonia Gloire de Lorraine,

Bpltish GapdenePB' Association
(London Bpanch).—The next meeting will
take place at Carr's Restaurant on Thursday,
January 13, at S p.m., when an address will be
given by Mr. A. W. Tidy of Kew Gardens on
' The Exhaustion and Restoration of Soils." The
chair will be taken by Mr. E. F. Hawes. All
professional gardeners are invited to attend.

"CountPy Life" for January 8 contains,
among other articles, an illustrated account of
the French chateau, Cheverny, by Theodore
Andrea Cook ;

" Tale of Country Life : Drusilla's
Duty," by V. H. Friedlaender ;

" Wild Country
Life" ;

'• The Southwold Hounds " (illustrated) :

" East African Game. '

Catalogues Received.
Messrs. T. Marsh and Co., Limited, 72, Bishopsgate Street
Within, London, E.C. : Seed Potatoes.

Alesgrs. .f. Veitch and Sons, Limitnd, King's Koad, Chelsea:
Seeds.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading : .Seeds.

The Agricultural and Horticultural Association, Limited,
92, Long Acre, London, W.C. : One and All Seeds.

Mr. T. Thorp, 4, Broad Street, Reading: New and Second-
hand Books.

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, West Norwood, London, S.B.

:

Seeds.
Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmoutb, Devon : Chrysanthemums.

•,' i'he Yearly Subscription to THE Oabdeh is: Imaim,
6s. fid. ; Foreign, 8s. 9d.
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BDITORIAL. NOTICBS.
Every departmerit of horticulture is represented in Thb

garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questums

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he wishes to make

the ** Answers to Correspondervts" cohmvns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

wiU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

AIX ccmvmunications must be written clearly on one side

<miy of the paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of THE
Garden, accompanied by rui/me and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and' rwtes.

but he itriU rwt be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and, where stamps

are enclosed, he vnll endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs^ if payment be desired, the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distinctly understood that only

the actual photographer or owner of the copyright loill be

treated with.

The Editor wUl not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in The Gardes
loiil alone be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: to, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C

GARDEN PEAS FOR THE
COMING SEASON.

WITHOUT a doubt the culinary

Pea of to - day holds the

premier position in kitchen

garden and on dining-table, and

rightly so, because all who
have grown and subsequently tasted a well-cooked

dish of a good, up-to-date Marrowfat variety

will readily support the statement that it cannot

be surpassed by any other vegetable grown in

our gardens.

During the last two decades garden Peas have

undergone what one might almost call a revolu-

tion, or perhaps evolution would be the better

word to use, and like their near allies, the Sweet

Peas, have been improved all round. Not only

have the newer varieties better flavour and

heavier cropping properties, but they are also

possessed of greater vigour, and consequently are

not so liable to be attacked by fungoid or insect

pests.

In briefly describing the culture of these Peas,

I do not intend to go into the elaborate details

considered necessary to grow extra good pods for

exhibition purposes, but rather to give a few

brief hints on their culture for an amateur who
wishes to grow good crops of high quality Peas

for his or her own consumption ; and in doing

this I cannot do better than describe the methods

adopted last year in my own garden, and which

proved highly satisfactory.

Towards the end of January the whole garden,

which is rather heavy but very stony soil, was

dug over two spits deep, the lower spit being kept

at the bottom and, at the same time, manured

with two good barrow-loads of strong cow-manure

and two of rotted horse-manure and decayed

leaves to each square rod. This was a general

manuring irrespective of the crop the soil was

intended to carry. Just before sowing the Peas,

which, by the way, I always grow in shallow

trenches some 2 inches to 3 inches deep, the soil,

1 foot wide, just where the row was to go, was

given a good dressing of soot and Wakeley's Hop
Manure, the former on account of the prevalence

of slugs, and the latter because I have proved

that, u.sed in this way, it is of considerable

benefit to the Peas. Both were well mixed with

the soil to a depth of fi inches.

Sowing was carried out, roughly, at fortnightly

intervals to provide a succession, and the earliest

sowings were made nearly twice as thick as usual

to allow for losses. In speaking of early sowings,

it may be well to warn readers against covering

the seeds of wrinkled varieties too deeply.

With the advent of April garden Peas may be

covered with from U inches to '2 inches of soil.

but previous to that half an inch is quite sufficient,

and in heavy soils a specially prepared sandy

mixture should be used for covering. Unless

these precautions are taken it is highly probable

that the seeds, good though they may be, will

rot in the soil instead of germinating. My first

sowing last year was made the second week in

February, and the last at the end of .July, but

owing tothe wet season the latter was onlyapartial

success. As soon as sown the rows should be

protected with Pea guards, fish-netting or strands

of black cotton fastened to short sticks, or as

soon as the young sprouts are visible birds will

nip them off. Where mice are troublesome the

Peas should be well shaken in a mixture of red

lead and paraffin.

In dealing with varieties one is confronted

with a most difficult task, as there are so many

excellent sorts to choose from, and many that

could be highly recommended must of necessity

be left out. Under the eiroumstanoes it may be

well to adhere to those which I have grown

during the last three years, and doubtless readers

will give their experiences with other high-

class sorts.

First Early Varie/ies.—Webb's Surprise is a new
Marrowfat Pea of dwarf habit, with me not more

than 1 foot high. A heavy cropper, and the Peas

are of splendid colour and flavour. Sutton's

Little Marvel.—Another very dwarf sort with

rather smaller pods than Surprise, but a very

heavy cropper and of first-class quality. Sutton's

May Queen.—A larger-podded and taller-growing

variety, reaching a height of nearly 3 feet. Pods

are blunt and filled with Peas of very high

(luality. Carter's Early Morn.—A very quick-

growing and large-podded variety, which may
well be sown with the second earlies, as its quick

growth brings it into bearing in a short period.

Second Early FaricCies.—Webb's New Model is

a handsome Pea that has a great future before it.

Last year was the first I had grown it, but it will

find a place again. The pods are slightly curved

and smooth, similar to Gladstone but larger.

Each contains from eight to ten Peas of large size

and first-class flavour. It grows about 4 feet high

and is a most prolific variety, which I regard as

one of the best introductions of recent years and

superb for exhibition. Carter's Daisy.—If I were

confined to one variety only for general purposes

this would be the one. For a small garden it is

ideal. It grows 18 inches high and is usually

covered from bottom to top with good-sized pods

filled with Peas of excellent flavour but rather

pale colour. Sown late this variety will give good

crops in the autumn. Webb's Par»gon.—A large-

podded Marrowfat that grows 3 feet high. It is

a very heavy cropper and has a vigorous consti-

tution. A good garden and exhibition variety.
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Sutton's Superlative.—A new Pea introduced by
the Reading firm in 1900. It grows from 3 feet

to 4 feet high and is exceedingly prolific, the

large pods being filled with handsome dark green
Peas of exquisite flavour. Centenary, also

raised by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, is a Pea that
no one can afibrd to be without. It is a noted
exhibition variety and is also first-class for the

kitchen. It grows 5 feet high.

Maincrop Varieties.—Sutton's Peerless Mar-
rowfat is a very robust variety that produces
an abundance of large pods, each filled with
beautifully coloured Peas. Height, 3 feet.

Sutton's Eureka.—An older but splendid crop-

ping variety of very high quality, and suitable

for garden and exhibition. Webb's Ltistinetion.

—This is a very high-class maincrop Pea that
deserves a place in every garden, very robust,

a heavy cropper, and the large pods are well

filled with deliciously flavoured Peas. Height,
4 feet. Carter's Buttercup.—A large-podded
variety of the Daisy type. One of the most
prolific Peas I have grown and the flavour is good.

It usually grows about "2 feet high. Carter's

Quite Content.—A 6-feet variety that bears very
large pods. Purely an exhibition variety, for

which purpose it is most valuable. Glory of

Devon.—A very heavy cropper of fine flavour.

Height, 3 feet 6 inches.

Lale Varieties.—Gladstone is an old variety

that grows from 3 feet *> inches to 4 feet high.

Pods very smooth and thin-shelled, each being
packed with from eight to ten dark green
Peas. Flavour extra good. Ne Plus Ultra.—Also
an old variety that should be grown where plenty
of room is available. Height, 6 feet. A prolific

Pea of exquisite flavour. As previously stated,

the above list might very easily be extended,
but all those named are worthy of inclusion

in any garden. H.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

January 20.—^The Gardeners' Royal Bene-
volent Institution, Annual Meeting, Simpson's,
3 p.m. Annual Supper, same place, 6 p.m.,
Mr. N. N. Sherwood in the chair.

January 25. — Royal Horticultural Society,
1—5 p.m., Mr. Harry J. Veitch, Exhibition of

Presentation Portrait.

Annual dinner of the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent institution.—The
Hon. Harry L. W. Lawson will preside on
June 22 at the seventy-first anniversary festival

dinner to be held at the Whitehall Rooms,
Hotel Metropole, in aid of the funds of the
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

Tlie CPOeUSeS.—Our readers will, we
feel sure, be pleased to know that Mr. E. A.
Bowles, who is perhaps the greatest living
authority on the Crocuses, will write a series of

popular articles, accompanied by original draw-
ings, on these beautiful bulbous flowers. Other
series of interesting and instructive articles have
been arranged for to appear during the present
year.

"Irish Gardenlngr;"— The first issue
of the new year is a bright, well-printed number,
and opens with an article by Mr. F. W. Moore,
M.A. , F.L.S., Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Glasnevin, on " The Present Position
of Horticulture in Ireland." Mr. Moore reviews
the progress of gardening during the past four
years, and mentions :

" One difficult subject may
not only be said to have held its own, but to have
made rapid and remarkable progress ; that is the
Carnation. It is more extensively grown than
was formerly the case, the varieties grown are
better, and the plaBts are better grown. In
outdoor gardening there are also changes. For-
mal bedding-out continues to disappear, and
has been replaced with a much higher class type

of gardening. Of old favourites the Rose still

reigns supreme, and continues to advance all

along the line. Outdoor Roses are at present
grown by more gardeners of all sorts than ever
before, and the type of Rose has improved, for-

tunately without attaining the huge dimensions
and loss of refinement which have been the fate

of many popular flowers, qualities which helped
to dethrone them from the proud positions they
occupied. . . . The great advances in outdoor
gardening are along correct and permanent lines.

Herbaceous plants, alpine plants, and rock
gardens, aquatics and bog gardens, and flowering
shrubs are the specialities one finds receiving
most attention in present-day gardening. The
advance in the eulti vation of these plants, perhaps
in one set only in any particular garden, is as

marked as it is gratifying, and brings us nearer
to Nature, to happiness, and to contentment
with our gardens. Where these plants have
been taken up, the owners of the gardens have
in many cases become, not only owners, but
growers, and they have acquired an accurate
and critical knowledge of the nature, habits, and
requirements of their pets, which add a zest

and interest to garden work and frequently
brings that commendation to the gardener which
he sighed for in vain under former conditions,
and gives also that same zest and interest to him
which stimulates to further exertion." There
are several other interesting articles and illus-

trations.

CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents. J

Planting: paved walks with
alpines.—Exception was taken recently by
"A. D. " to the planting of the paved walks
of the garden beneath pergolas and the like

with plants of alpine growth, on the ground
of tidiness. I think, however, that there are
two sides to the question, abuse rather than a
use having been made of a system of planting
intended formerly for the rock garden or its

approaches, or the rude steps or stepping-stones
not infrequently found therein. In such places
as these the planting of the more miniature-
growing alpine plants—as one might well call

these "creeping things of the earth"—has, to
my mind, a decidedly pleasing efifeot where in-

telligently done. That it is often carried to
excess, and that plants of a foot or more in height
at flowering-time are frequently seen in such
places, I know full well. These, however, can
only be regarded as errors of judgment. Plants
that at flowering-time appear appreciably above
the stepping-stones are in the way, and are a
great mistake, a chief idea of such planting being
the filling up of crack or crevice, or occupying
the spaces between any two stones, while taking
away the hard margins of the latter where such
protrude. To plant freely of the mossy Saxi-
frages, and equally freely of Arabis, Aubrietia,
garden and alpine Pink, Acantholimon, Thrift,

and other things of a like tufted character,
is not merely to obstruct the pathway and
rob it of its would-be characteristic beauty
and charm, but to render the place a sort of

dumping ground for all plants of dwarf habit, the
accidental idea of an outgrowing plant here and
there being entirely lost by the continuity of

a miscellaneous host of plants dropped down in

meaningless fashion. The dwarfest of the
Sedums, as S. hispanicum and its variety S. h.

glaucum, S. corsicum and others, with the most
miniature of the Harebell Campanulas, the
Arenarias and the Thymes, among others, may all

appear to advantage if strewn as it were by the
margins of the stones, a break or a rest being
afforded to the eye by the appearing of a totally

different subject in the near distance. For such
places as these it is the close carpeting,

rook-loving or stone-clinging subjects alone that
should be encouraged ; the more tufted and such as
require stepping over should not be tolerated for
a moment. In a rocky pathway it is the stones
or rocks that should appear, mossed over in part or
garnished here and there by only such miniatures
as can endure the feet of men and still hold their
own. And just as the furnishing of the stepping-
stones in the rock garden is overdone, so is the
planting of similar things in all sorts of places
where paved walks appear, not merely overdone,
but quite out of place. It is not the tolerant use of
suitable things, but the intolerant, excessive and
continuous use of unsuitable things that go to
make an incongruous whole. Indeed, any sort of
planting of this kind in given circumstances
may become incongruous by reason of the
environment alone, as, for example, the Rose,
Clematis or hardy Vine pergola, and to plant
tufted alpines of all classes in such places with-
out let or hindrance, and with no regard to their
more immediate progress or development, is not
gardening at all ; rather is it but an attempt at
playing the thing. To aim at the natural and
beautiful in such matters is worthy of general
commendation ; but to labour for incongruities
which savour of the ludicrous cannot be too
strongly condemned by all lovers of gardening.

—

E. H. Jenkins.
" Greelc Lavender."—I fancy what your

correspondent is anxious to find under the name
of Greek Lavender is a dwarf Lavender that I buy
from Messrs. Chilvers and Son, Hunstanton,
under the name of Dutch Lavender. This is far
more compact and dwarf in its habit than the
ordinary Lavender, the bloom is smaller, but the
colour is far deeper and the perfume much
stronger. The leaf, too, is more silvery. It
flowers here about the end of July ; of course, it

would flower fully six weeks earlier in Cornwall
than it does here.—B. S. Faodel-Phillips,
Balls Park, Hertftrd.

Singrle Chrysanthemum Arctu-
rUS.—Now that single varieties are having the
attention bestowed upon them that they deserve,
a word of praise for the above-named sort will not
be out of place. It was raised by Mr. Norman
Davis and distributed last spring. The flowers
are rich crimson, with a golden zone round the
disc. They are circular in form and slightly
recurving, with good stiff stems. The plant is

dwarf and sturdy in growth and carries bold
foliage. It is a variety that, when generally
known, will be in great demand. This and the
white Mensa (by the same raiser) make a pair
of the most beautiful single Chrysanthemums
yet introduced.—E. C. Pooley, Onaton Gardens,
Plymouth.
Abies flrma.—The introduction of this

Fir to English gardens dates from Mr. J. Gould
Veitch's visit to Japan in 1861. According to
" Hortus Veitchii," it was forwarded by him to

the Veitchian establishment during that year,
Maries sending it again some sixteen years later.

It is a most distinct Fir, and is easily recognised
by its large, flat, dark green leaves, which are
sometimes \\ inches in length, an eighth of an
inch wide, and with deeply cleft apex. It is said to
be fairly common in the southern parts of Japan,
attaining its maximum dimensions in good, deep
soil in moist valleys. Under the most favourable
conditions it attains a height of 140 feet or
150 feet, with a girth up to 16 feet. One of the
finest specimens in this country is to be seen in

the gardens at Carclew, near Falmouth. This
tree was noted by the writer about six years ago,

and it must have been quite .5.5 feet high, a fact

which suggests that it was probably one of the
first specimens planted in the country. From
its behaviour it is evidently a tree to be encour-

aged for the moist, equable climate of the South-
West Counties rather than for more exposed and
colder parts of the country, though there is no
reason why it should not be planted in those
gardens where the majority of Firs thrive. Like
other Abies, it dislikes a hot, dry soil and an
impure atmosphere.—D.
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Cleaning: ETPeenhouae grlass.—
When reading the timely reminder on the above

important matter in Tub (iARDEN (page &2'J), it

occurred to me that to some readers thia work
may be anything but agreeable. The thorough
cleaning of glass roofs, both inside and out, may,
however, be undertaken and accomplished with

ease if brushes which are specially made and
designed for the purpose are used. These
brushes are made to screw on shafts of varying

lengths, and are therefore suitable for high,

medium or low roofs, and ladders are not

required. By the use of these brushes the work
can be done more effectually, time is saved, and
much of the unpleasantness associated with the
u^e of the ordinary hand or scrubbing brush is

dispensed with. Greenhouse plants are never in

good health when the glass is allowed to become
clouded out with soot and other deposits. With-
out light they cannot succeed.

—

Colin Rdse.
Calceolapla integrflfolia. — I was

delighted to see Mr. K. C. Pooley drawing atten-

tion to the value of Calceolaria integritolia in

The Garden for January 1. We have several

plants growing here in our borders, some of

which have attained a height of nearly 4 feet

and as mmh through. During July and August
they are covered with a lovely sheet of yellow
flowers. Our plants have withstood 18° of

frost, and have suffered little injury other than
the leaves turning brown. It is easily pro-

pagated. Cuttings should be taken about the

first week in September, inserted in sandy soil

and placed in a oold frame. They should then
he ready for planting out early in April. This
Calceolaria does not show its true flowering

capabilities until it has been planted two or

three years.—F. W. Rich, Elfordleigh Gardens,
Plympton.
Sweet Pea fertUleatlon.—The inter-

esting letter by " 1)." in The Garden for

.January 1 recalls to my mind some correspond-

ence in your columns on the same subject during
the summer of 1908, in the course of which I

suggested that the protruding style or pistil and
open wings and keel might have some effect on
the fertilisation of the Spencer or waved type.

It certainly seems strange now that not one
writer agreed with me ; indeed, several of them
even doubted that such a thing as a protruding
stigma ever existed. I think it will be generally

admitted now (especially after Mr. Cuthbert
sons paper on this subject) that this—"malfor-
mation" shall we call itV—doe.-i aft'ect self-

fertilisation ; but the question whether it is

responsible for its liability to sport seems to be

open still. " D. 's" suggestion of testing this by
enveloping some plants of a sporting variety in

6ne muslin so as to preclude any entrance for

insects, I remember, was put forward in this

correspondence—perhaps it was by "U."; I

really forget. Anyway, I thought it a capital

idea, and intended carrying it through, until

it was pointed out by Mr. Aldersey, the

well-known raiser, that the plants would
certainly fall a prey to mildew or some other
disease, and, of course, that finished it. " D."
raises the question whether there is any
connexion between the waved form and the
elongated style. Personally, I have not noticed
that the style in the Spencers was longer in pro-

portion to the size of flower, my impression being
that it was the loose, open keel and wings which
allowed it to protrude. "U.'s" statement that ''no
such irregularity aCTects edible Peas " as the waved
Sweet Peas I hesitate to accept, as I have heard,
on very good authority, that the gardening public
has no idea what trouble the best seed-growers
give themselves to keep the stocks of Peas pure,
and I believe that anyone who can grow a row of

the (Gladstone Pea, which is far from being new,
without a fair percentage of sports, or deviations
from the type, is very fortunate. I hope that
"D." will not think that these few notes are
written in a captious spirit, for my idea is simply
to keep the subject open until we arrive at some-
thing definite.—J. F. BarWISE, Lancaster.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

FURNISHING the conservatory and
providing out flowers are not quite such
an easy matter as it was a month
earlier, and unless one has a good
supply of forced shrubs to fall back
on there is very often a shortage.

Sohizanthuses that were sown in August will now
be growing and must not be allowed to become
pot- bound. Another sowing may be made now
to keep up a succession, for they are some of the
most useful and beautiful plants for decoration.

Seeds should be sown of Glo.xinias, Begonias,
Primulas, Streptocarpus and Gesneras. These
seeds are very small, and great care must be taken
when sowing. Have the pots in readiness, so
that as soon as the packet is opened the seed
may be sown. A compost of loam, leaf-soil,

peat and sand in equal parts makes an excellent
mixture tor these seeds. When sown give a
gentle watering with a fine rose, and place a piece
of glass over the pot to prevent evaporation.

Kitchen Garden.
Hot-beda for Frames, that have been prepared

as advised earlier, may now have the frames put
on and the soil placed in them. The first sowing
of Lettuces, made early in December, ought now
to be ready for planting. Place the boxes in the
frame for a few days before disturbing the
plants. After planting keep the frame closed
lor a few days, and a slight damping overhead
with the syringe is very beneficial. A thin pro-
tection from the bright sun is necessary till

the plants are established, and guard against
frost. A frame of Potatoes may be started.
Veitoh's Ashleaf, Myatt's Ashleaf and Sutton's
May Queen are good varieties for frame culture.
A few Ridishes may be sown between the
Potatoes, choosing a quick-growing variety for
the purpose. Another frame should be filled with
Carrots and Turnips, Etirly Nantes and Early
Milan. This frame culture is important where
it can be carried out, for early vegetables and
salads are very acceptable, and a great deal can
be done with a little bottom-heat and frames.

Flower Garden.
All beds that are filled with spring-flowering

plants must be kept clean, all decayed leaves
picked out, and during dry weather the hoe
should be lightly run through the beds. Lawns
and walks should be regularly swept and rolled.

Potting Bedding Plants.—A start must now
be made with the potting of the various subjects
intended for the summer display, such as
Geraniums, Heliotrope, Calceolarias amplexi-
caulis and Barbidgei, and Fuchsias. Thrse-ineh
pots are the usual size for the majority in the first

potting. They should be placed in a warm
house to induce the promotion of fresh roots, a
vinery or Peach-house being very suitable.
Propagate Lobelias, Iresine, Alternanthera,
Ageratum and all other plants that will be
required. Seeds may be sown of Antirrhinum?.
These make very effective beds when planted
in their separate colours, but require to be sown
early. Salvias Pride of Zurich or Fireball may
also be sown at the present time. They are
both excellent for summer bedding, also for
filling up blanks in the herbaceous borders.
Roots of Lobelia cardinalis varieties should now
be placed in gentle heat to make a little growth
previous to propagating.

The Rock Oarden.—This is one of the most
interesting departments in the garden, and the
sharp weather in December with so much wet
will account for many losses. Alpines dislike
damp. E. C. Pooley.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, K<q )

Omtton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND
MIDLANDS.

Flower Gardbn.

NORTH

Spring Bedding Plants.—After the severe frosts

we ha/e had during the early part of the winter
it is very necessary that all beds of spring-flower-
ing plants be gone over c-irefully and each plant
made firm «t the root It is the loosening of such
plants as Wallflowers at the collar, and the sub-
sequent swaying about by the wind, that do
more harm than even very severe frosts. If the
ground is very sloppy, some fine, fairly dry soil

should be shaken into the holes round the ueckx
of these and simi'sr plants. Very often the old
double yellow Wallflower dies for want of this

little timely attention. All leaves and other
rubbish should be removed and the whole flower
garden made tidy. Spring bulbs will soon begin
to give of their welcome blooms, and much of

their beauty is spoiled if the surroundings are
littered with rubbish. If not yet done, climbing
Roses on walls, pillars and arches should bo
thinned out and tied or nailed in position.

Always remove as much as possible of the old,

spent wood and any weak shoots that cannot
possibly add to the beauty of the plants.

Plants U^•DER (Jlass.

Streptocarpusea.—These have been greatly im-
proved during recent years, and no one with a
little heat at command should fail to grow
them. In many ways they are superior to
Gloxinias. They bloom for a much longer period,
and the new, long-stemmed sorts are good for

cutting. Seed sown now and afforded the same
treatment as Gloxinias will give plants to flower
in the late summer and autumn, and they will

make fine specimens for next year. The seed is

very minute, and should be sown on a level,

smooth surface and covered with a slight dusting
of silver sand. A compost of equal parts of sweet
leaf-mould or peat, loam and sand is excellent.

Pass through a quarter-inch riddle. Well drain
the pans and fill to within an inch of the top with
this compost. Pass a little of it through a fine sieve
and add half an inch to the surface, making it

fairly firm and perfectly smooth. Stand the
pans for a few minutes to their rims in a bucket of

tepid water, let them remain for an hour to drain,
and then sow the seeds as thinly and evenly as
possible. Stand in a warm, moist place, covering
with glass and paper. They will germinate in

about three weeks.
Calceolarias.—Those plants which hive been

wintered in cool pits in small pots will now
be ready for a shift. Use good sound compost of

a fairly light character and pot only moderately
firmly. Plants in 3-inoh pots should be moved
into the 5 inch size, and any more forward ones
that are already in 5-inoh pots may have their
final shift. First-rate plants can be grown in

7-inch pots, and for all general purposes this size

is ample. Make the compost of good quality
and use in a rather rough state. Fibrous loam
three parts, leaf-mould one part, spent Mushroom
manure one part, and enough coarse sand to
keep all porous will make a good foundation.
The addition of a little soot and some good
fertiliser is also to be commended. Do not
pot too firmly, and set the plants in a per-
fectly cool but naturally damp pit or house.
Do not over-water, especially at first, and keep
cleir of green fly.

Kitchen Garden.
Onions and Leeks.—Where it is necessary to

have early supplies of these two useful vegetables,
or where large specimens are appreciated, now is

the time to sow the seed in boxes placed in a
warm house. In some gardens it is necessary to
raise the whole Onion crop in this way, as only by
this method can a crop be assured. If good soil

is employed aud thin sowing practised, the Onions
need not be transplanted until ready for their
permanent quarters. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)
Preston Ifouse, Linlilhjoiv.
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THE ROCK GARDEN.
ASPERULA (A WOODRUFF) HIRTA

AND ITS CULTURE.

ONE of the prettiest of our native

k woodland flowers is the sweet-

I scented Woodruflf (Asperula

I odorata). Its snowy flowers,

borne in terminal corymbs, are

carried well above the leaves, so

that when local conditions favour its develop-

ment it becomes a most conspicuous object during

May and June. The subject of this note shares

the family characteristics in a marked degree.

It is a dainty alpine of only half the height of

our native plant, being also more compact and

forming a close cushion-like mat of stems, which

attain to a height of about ti inches when in

flower. The leaves are deep green, hairy, and

encircle the stems in whorls, usually six leaves

forming a whorl. The flowers are tinted in the

bud, but open out pure white, changing again to

pink with age. Individual blossoms resemble

Jasmine flowers in miniature, being collected

THE GREENHOUSE.
LILY OF THE VALLEY AS A

POT PLANT.

IN

the open borders the Lily of the Valley

grows and flowers freely as a rule ; but the

plants often fail to give satisfaction when
cultivated in flower-pots in the greenhouse.

Amateurs generally take much pride in

growing a few pots of Lily of the Valley in

the greenhouse. Inexperienced cultivators should

grow them early in the new year. Both clumps and

crowns may be used, but I recommend the

former. The clumps may be purchased from

nurserymen, and they must be potted directly

they are received and never be allowed to get

very dry. The same remarks apply to crowns.

All Lilies of the Valley as seen in the florists'

windows at Christmas-time and during the

autumn or early winter months are the result of

hard forcing. Many owners of greenhouses do

not possess forcing pits or beds, and they are,

consequently, obliged to grow the Lilies solely

in the greenhouse. The following hints are

water is given carefully, strong spikes of flowers

and substantial leaves will result.

Another good way of starting the growth of

the crowns is that of putting the pots in a small

frame or box on a sunny stage and covering them
with slightly damp moss to a depth of .'i inches.

The heat from the sun will induce a regular and
strong growth in such circumstances. Avon.

A CHARMING ALI'INE PLANT : ASPERDLA HIRTA.

into light corymbs and produced in great pro-

fusion by well-grown plants. They begin to

open in June and are at their best during July

and August, while there are generally a good
sprinkling of flowers upon the plants as late as

October. In winter the plant is practically

deciduous.

Asperula hirta is an extremely easy plant to

grow and its usefulness soon becomes apparent,

while its beauty seems to become more enhanced
with wider acquaintance. It succeeds admirably

in soil well charged with lime and in a position

that is cool and never dries out. A south-west

or south-east aspect meets its requirements ; but

it is essential to provide some shade during the

hot midday sun of summer. An almost vertical

position, such as will frequently occur in some
parts of the rock garden or, better still, in a

dry wall, lends itself for the culture of this little

alpine, while its beauty is much more readily

appreciated when seen in a mass. It is a native of

the Pyrenees, and was introduced to this country

about 1817. It is easily propagated by division

of the crowns in spring. Thomas Smith.
Walmegate Gardens, Louth, Lines.

intended to be of use to all readers who are so

situatef'..

Having duly potted the crowns, or clumps, in

a compost of loam, leaf-soil and sand, plunge the

pots in ashes in the open air, or place them in a

cool frame. From the bed, or frame, take them
to the greenhouse in batches, so as to obtain a

succession of bloom. If the pots are simply

placed on the stage and watered from time to

time, only a few of the crowns will grow. It is

through giving them such treatment that many
amateurs fail to grow these Lilies successfully.

A regular state of moisture is essential and a

certain amount of heat to induce an even growth
of the crowns. This condition can be obtained by
turning a small box into a miniature forcing-pit.

Place the box on the het-water pipes, then put

the pots in the box and bury them in Cocoa-

nut fibre or moss. Loose squares of glass may
be laid on the box, but it is not absolutely neces-

sary to do this. When the new growth is about

.'{ inches high the pots should be taken from the

box and placed on the stage ; for several days

afterwards they must be covered with news-

papers. If cold draughts are excluded and tepid

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
GOOSEBERRIES ON TRELLISES AND

WALLS.

THE amateur with none too much space

at command would find it advan-
tageous to grow these fruits on a wall

or on a wire support, and by so doing
will save space and obtain better

quality over a longer season, and the

fruit is more readily protected from birds. The
culture, too, is much easier, as it is a simple
matter to shorten back the foreright shoots ;

indeed, on a north wall, when the wall has been
entirely covered with the trees, I have annually

pruned with the shears. Some readers may say that

this is a rough-and-ready procedure, but it is one
that, in such cases, answers and takes little time.

Often in gardens of any size there are north walls

not furnished, and the remark is frequently

made that they are not worth troubling about

;

but here the Gooseberry does well and gives little

trouble. Often, owing to their lateness and the

protection the wall aifbrds, the trees yield when
others fail in the open.

Of late years the caterpillar pest has been a

great scourge in many gardens with bush trees,

and they are by no means easy to get rid of, as

they reappear in a short time ; but on a wall or

fence the trees can be easily dealt with, as every
portion of the tree can be reached, and it is a

simple matter to rake over the soil and clear the

ground under the trees. We can now get trained

trees for the purpose at a small cost in the shape
of double and triple cordons, and these soon
cover a goodly space, and after the planting only
require the terminals or main shoots to be
secured as growth is made, shortening back the

others that are making their fruiting spurs.

Often a low wall is available that is of little

value for other stronger-growing fruits, and the

Gooseberry planted now will soon give a full

return. I have planted two year old Goose-

berries that have in three years from planting

grown 4 feet or 5 feet ; indeed, it is surprising

how well these trees thrive when given food and
a deep root-run.

Many may not possess walls, and here what
may be termed wire supports are most valuable,

but a costly fence is not required. In the

country I found that young Larch poles, with
the ends that are placed in the ground charred,

last many years, though I would advise having
the wires closer than for other fruits at the

lower part of the fence or trellis to assist the

small shoots at the start. With fruits grown
thus in the open one can obtain the best of the

varieties, as they get ample light, and if grown
a yard apart between the rows there is room
to work ; indeed, I have grown them closer, but

so much depends upon the space at command.
It may be thought somewhat out of place to

write on these fruits at this season, but now is the

time to plant. I advise incorporating a liberal

amount of burnt refuse, or old mortar rubble, with

a clay soil, and I have found basic slag a valuable

addition in poor soils. The well-known Lanca-
shire Gooseberries, which are favourites in the

Midland and Northern parts of tlie kingdom, are

mostly of a spreading nature, and they are much
more at home when grown on a trellis or north

wall. As the berries are large, the early fruits

or thinnings are moat valuable for tarts, and
what makes these large fruits most prized is that

when on a fence or wall and netted the fruits

hang longer and are of better quality. On the
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other hand, I do not recommend some of the

large varieties for preserving unless in a green

state, as some of them have tough skins.

As regards varieties, of late years some notable

additions have been added to these fruits, not so

much for their size as for their delicious flavour,

though the new l.vngley Beauty, a fine fruit,

should be in all collections for its size and flavour.

Some of the small fruits are much liked for

their splendid flavour, ihin skins and cropping ;

the new Golden tJem is one of the best in this

class, and for dessert purposes all the Champagnes

are good. Etirly Green Hairy, Green Gascoigne,

(4reon Walnut and Green Hedgehog are all of

splendid flavour ; but the small yellow form'! are

equally good. Of these mention

must be made of Langley Beauty,

Leader, Rumbullion, Yellow

smith. Broom (4irl and Yellow

Sulphur. Of white varieties

Bright Venus, Crystal, Langley

(iage and Snowball are reliable

lor flavour. For quantity, one

that never fails, and which is

of great value for early cooking,

IS the well-known Whinham's
Industry, a splendid grower, a

great bearer and one that matures

early. The well-known Warring-

ton, red, an old but splendid

cropper, is not a large berry, but

its excellence is well known.

This will grow on a north wall

with little sun and hang a long

time. For earlier supplies Keen's

Seedling is valuable to precede

Warrington, and there are equally

good sorts in the green and

yellow varieties. The old, well-

known Rough Red cannot be

beaten for preserving.

After the planting it is well to

mulch the surface soil with a

good covering of partly decayed

manure, and it will be found a

great help to give the trees

a mulch in May or June, as

this keeps the surface roots

moist, the trees produce finer

fruits, and are also much leas

subject to the attacks of red

spider. G. Wythes.

Dioksons and Co. in their Leith Walk nursery.

Here he soon proved his worth, and promotion

came, until at length, after about eleven years'

service, he reached the important position of

general manager to the firm. For the long term
of twenty-live years Mr. (Jrieve held that position,

and during that time did much good work. In

1895 he commenced business for himself as a

nurseryman, and step by step he has gone for-

ward, until, having taken his two sons as

partners, the firm of James Grieve and Sons has

became a well-known and important one in

Scottish horticultural circles.

The achievements of Mr. Grieve have been
many-sided, as befitted a man of his ability and

WORKERS AMONG
THE FLOWERS.

Mr. James Grieve.

THE recognition of the

services rendered to

hoftieulture by Mr.
.James Grieve of Edin-
burgh, and to mark
his jubilee as a mem

ber of the Edinburgh nursery

trade, recorded in our issue for

the '25th ult., renders this a

fitting time to present readers

with his portrait, and to add
a few notes regarding this great

Scottish gardener—for great he
undoubtedly is, although his native modesty
would not allow him to admit it.

Mr. Grieve is a Scotsman and was born in

Peebles some sixty eight years ago, and entered
upon his training as a gardener in the nurseries
of Messrs. Thomas Gentle and Son, in that town,
at the early age of twelve. Two years after-

wards he began his apprenticeship in the gardens
of Stobo Castle, then in the possession of Sir
George Montgomery, Bart., and under the charge
of Mr. .James Anderson, a good gardener in his

day. Private service does not seem to have
appealed to young .James Grieve, and in Novem-
ber, 1859, Mr. Grieve journeyed to Edinburgh,
where he entered the employment of Messrs.

Messrs. Dickson and since he has been in business

for himself. He yet tells with glee of the poor

regard in which his Violas were held at the

Crystal Palace in 1870. Undaunted, however,

he pursued the path of improvement of the Viola,

and we can never forget how much this flower

and its growers are indebted to this veteran

Scottish nurseryman.
In other flowers he also continued his efforts

for improvement, and in such varied subjects as

perennial Iberises, Pinks, Carnations, hybrid

Dianthuses, Rhododendrons and other hard-

wooded plants he did much in the way of im-

provement, and the productions of .James Grieve

in these fields hold their own in modern gardens.

In fruits, too, he has not been a

laggard. Most people know his

fine Apple .James Grieve, and we
are proud that his Apple Bailie

Neilson, good though it is, is no
better than the one which bears

the name of its raiser. When the

day comes (may it be far distant !)

when Mr. Grieve is no longer

with us, his Apple will keep his

memory green. Strawberries also

owe some of their best varieties to

Mr. Grieve.

Some of his most recent work in

raising new flowers has been with
the early Chrysanthemum, and
the Redbraes Nursery has a high
reputation for these useful flowers.

But a brief space must be de
voted to Mr. Grieve as a judge.

His long experience, his keen,

critical faculty of observation, and
his retentive memory, associated

with his sterling integrity, have
made him a judge of the first rank,

and often is he called upon to

adjudicate at the most important
shows.

MR. .lAMES ORIEVK.

tastes in the position he has occupied. He is a true
florist and plant-lover, and his liking for florists'

flowers led him early into the culture of the
Pansy. This, one of his early loves when with
Messrs. Dioksons, he has never neglected, and he
is universally acknowledged one of the best
judges of the show and fancy Pansy in Scotland
at the present time. Much as he has done for

the Pansy, however, his fame will largely rest on
his work in hybridising the fancy Pansy with
several of the species of Viola. As the result,

the gardens of the present day owe many of their

charms to his labours with the Viola ; and a
number of the best bedding and show Violas still

in cultivation were raised by him while with

As a member of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society
and the Scottish Horticultural
Association, Mr. Grieve is ever a
persona grata. In council he is

able ; in all matters involving
attention he is reliable : and his

assistance is ever welcomed in

connexion with these important
Scottish horticultural organisa-

tions. As a lecturer and a speaker
on horticultural subjects Mr.
Grieve is always popular. He
lectures admirably, and his

speeches abound with shrewdness
and humour. Only those who
have heard Mr. Grieve propose
or reply to a toast can imagine
the happy combination of serious-

ness and wit which makes these
speeches such a pleasure to his

auditors. They reveal the man
himself, earnest, witty, and of

wide experience of men and
things.

And what can we say of the

personality of Mr. .James Grieve?
The portrait itself gives only a

vague idea of the man. Like it

is, so far as the appearance goes, but there

is much wanting. The cheery greeting, the

genial expression, the shrewd look—all of these

are nearly absent from the presentment ; but

many who see it and know him will think of

his hearty handshake and his cheery greeting.

Many will recall, as they see it, his beaming
countenance as we meet him, say, at a good show
of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society.

We wish Mr. Grieve many long years of

usefulness and success in the grey capital of the

North, and an ever-increasing appreciation from

his many friends and from the horticultural

fraternity at large of his character and his

work.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEA CHAT.

BETWEEN the present date and the
middle of April it is safe to assume
that a lew odd tons of Sweet i'ea
seeds will be distributed by the
leading firms of the country, and one
cannot help wondering where all the

plants which come from these seeds go. Taking
one variety with another, there will be "^

average of 5,'X)0

seeds to each
pound weight, and
mult i pli cation
shows that this
means about
11,000,000 seeds to
a ton. It is cer-
tain that at least
three firms send
out upwards of a
ton each, and
many others run
high up in the
hundredweights,
so that the figures
become at once
stupendous and
amazing, and serve
to demonstrate to
what a degree of
popularity this
most beautiful of
annuals has at-
tained. However,
it is useless specu-
lating on where
the plants go ; the
seeds are sold and
the plants grow
somewhere, and it

is to be supposed,
in many instances,

somehow. The
spring lists are
now published,
and growers are
again therein
urged to order
early so as to pie-
vent disappoint
ment.
KoTFtESAY—Eni'TBUROH— MaRK'.S Tl!,Y. The

gardening public knows Dobbies of Kothesdy
as well as it knows its way down its own
garden paths, and it will soon become accus-
tomed to Dobbies of Edinburgh : but to the
Sweet Pea enthusiast Dobbies ol Mark's Tey
are infinitely more important, since it is at this
Essex farm that the Sweet Peas, which have
added so substantially to the splendid reputation
of the firm, are grown. To say that the seeds were
produced at Mark's Tey is to stamp them with
the hall-mark of excellence forthwith. The firm's
notes on the seed crop of 1000 are dismal reading,
both from its own and growers' points of view.
It records crops that weighed ounces instead
of pounds, rendering distribution quite out of
the question, and results in the loss this year
to growers of such grand varieties as Sunproof
Crimson, Ediom Beauty and Earl Spencer, from
this particular source at any rate. Some little
compensation may be gained from the fact that
Mrs. Hugh Dickson and Masterpiece are both
procurable, and the firm utters a wise word of
warning to the eflFect that true stocks cannot be
procured elsewhere. The former of these was
originally named Mrs. Henry Bell Improved,
and there is not the slightest question as to the
improvement ; but whether it would not have
been well to distinguish it as Bobbie's strain of
Mrs. Henry Bell rather than give it an entirely
new name is a matter of opinion. Masterpiece
is one of Mr. Alexander Malcolm's productions,

jand as seen at Mark's Tey last summer was I

easily the finest lavender. The strong, healthy
;

plants were simply smothered with blooms of
j

splendid size, substance, form and colour. In '

HoLDF.ST Seeds.—There is something in this
name. Those who have grown some of Miss
Hemus's varieties hold on to them just as fast as

they possibly can, for they are of superb
merit. Notwithstanding the fact that
Evelyn Hemus behaved very badly last

season—scarcely any flowers showed
their perfect character — it remains
one of the most beautiful varieties we
have, as will be abundantly demon-
strated again during the present year
provided that the weather is favourable.

A NEW SINGLE

CHRySANTHBMUM :

W. PARKER.

addition to such American novelties as Marie
Corelli, Senator Spencer, W. T. Hutohins,
Aurora Spencer and Othello Spencer, this firm
catalogues all the leading Sweet Peas in com-
merce, and the seeds are home-grown.

{Xatufal

Paradise Ivory, too, is a splendid Sweet
Pea which has the merit of being quite
distinct. Practically all the varieties
from this source carry the prefix or
suffix of Paradise, and they include
Helio, Bronze, Maroon, Crimson. Blue
Flake, Hed, Bicolor, Purple and Mauve,
80 that one has plenty of choice as to
shade apart from Charles Hemus, Zarina,
Zephyr, Holdfast Belle, Lucy Hemus,
Elaine and others. Then, too. Miss
Hemus offers her own strains of all the
leading sorts in general commerce.
Lincolnshire Seeds.—Lincolnshire

is celebrated tor its Potatoes, and Messrs.
Gilbert and Son of Dyke, Bourne, have

it an enviable reputation for Anemones,
they are now adding to its lustre by

the wide distribution of Sweet Peas. A
feature of their catalogue which strikes me as
unique is that they give the average of percentag

given
while
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of purity of every stock as proved in their trials

lasc season. The list of varieties is very com-
plete. SPKNflRK.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. W. PARKER.
This new variety is a remarkably free-flowering

one and should prove a good market flower. The
single blossoms are of good shape, and frequently
as many as ten are found on one spray. The
colour is white, faintly tinged with pink. It was
shown before the Royal Horticultural Society on
the Tch ult. by Mr. F. lirazier, Caterham, when
it received an award of merit.

COLOURED PLATE.
PLATK 1891.

BARBERTON DAISIES.
New Hybrid Gbkberas.

WHKN (Jerbera .lamesonii, popu-
larly known as the Barberton
I'aisy, was first introduced just

over twenty years ago, it was
regarded solely as a desirable

flowering plant for the green-
house or warm border outside. These anticipa-

tions have been'fully realised, and what is more,
it has, in conjunction with other species, given
rise to a delightful series of hybrids destined, no
doubt, to become exceedingly popular.

The credit of this wonderful creation (for such
it would be termed on the other side of the
Atlantic) is due to Mr. Lynch of Cambridge,
whose group of hybrids which was put up at the
Temple Show aroused an unusual amount of

interest, and a silver cup was awarded it.

We have before now been told by Mr. Lynch
that the first hybrid was made between Gerbera
viridifolia, a species with small white flowers,

and G. .Jamesonii, the result being various shades
of colour from white to deep pink. Gerbera Sir

Michael, a yellow form ot G. .Jamesonii, was
sent direct from Natal by Mr. W. R. Adlam, one
of the first crosses being between this yellow-
flowered variety and G. .Jamesonii itself, the
result being the variety Brilliant.

Mr. Lynch continued his work until, as above
stated, he was able, in 1904, to show a group of

these plants whose flowers varied in colour from
pure white to deep scarlet, through various inter-

mediate shades of bpff', pink, yellow, orange and
light scarlet.

This work once begun was continued on a
much larger scale than is possible in a botanic
garden by M. Adnet of Cap d'Antibes, who
commenced with a few ot Mr. Lynch's hybrids,
and by raising seedlings in a wholesale manner
his collection soon became a very extensive one.

Veritable sheaves of out flowers, all colours and
shades being represented, were exhibited at the
last Temple Show and admired by everyone. A
particularly striking feature was the extreme
vigour of the flower-stems, far surpassing in

stature anything I had ever met with in G.
Jamesonii, while M. Adnet has, I believe, found
that they are hardier than this species.

In his favoured clime M. Adnet obtains large
quantities of seeds, which he has placed in

Messrs. Veitch's hands for disposal. A surprising
feature about these seeds is the quickness with
which they germinate, for some that I sowed and
placed in an ordinary greenhouse were above
ground in less than a week.

How TO Grow the Barberton Daisies.

Sown early in the spring they will form neat
little plants by the autumn, and a few may show
flowers the second season, but they are, at least

in our climate, not at their best until the third

year. These Gerberas may be grown in pots in

a sunny, airy house, but they are decidedly
superior when planted out in some loamy soil

in a well-drained and warm border. In the
Royal Gardens, Kew, they are planted in a

narrow border on the sunny side of the Orchid
House, and are objects of great beauty for a long
time. At Cambridge the (ierbera thrives at the
foot of a wall protected during winter by glass

lights from rain and cold dews, while they get
free ventilation. H. P.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
HOW A ROSE PERGOLA WAS MADE.

LIKE
thi' majority of gardening operations,

the making of a Rose pergola is very
interesting work, and when well done
is a continual source of great

V pleasure, besides being a really

valuable asset to the general beauty
of the garden in which it is erected.

That shown in the illustration was made
between .January and March of 19(16, when the
ground was workable, neither too frost-bound nor
too wet. The end from which the photograph
was taken offers room for extending the length
of the pergola should occasion arise for so doing.

be done when the holes are quite clear. Previous
to filling in with soil a layer of partially decayed
manure was placed at the bottom of the holes,

and the Roses were planted on the outside of

each pole, so that the centre pathway would be
more free for walking. The following are a few
of the varieties that were planted : Blush
Rambler (first on the left), Leuohtstern (first on
the right), Dorothy Perkins, Una, Jersey Beauty,
Philadelphia Rambler and Psyche.
Ken View, llighnate, N. C. T.

ROSES AS COAT FLOWERS.
A few Roses are much more suited for

the coat than others, and a list of some of
the best may be welcome during the planting
season. The Crested Moss is always popular,
but, unfortunately, it is far from being a
continuous bloomer. Lady liattersea is in-

variably good for the coat in its earliest stages,
and ia also very sweet-scented. This is cherry
crimson and a very free bloomer all the season.
The Dandy gives a capital coat flower and is one
of the darkest we have ; perfect in shape, lasts

:^m:

^*^^'^^-n.

A ROSE PERGOLA FODR YEARS AFTER ITS FORMATION.

At present it is about Ho feet long, and stands
at the bottom of the fruit garden, separating
that from the croquet lawn. Its width is 5 feet
fi inches from pole to pole, the distance between
each arch 8 feet, and the top cross-piece also about
8 feet from the ground. Larch poles having
tarred ends, with the side branches trimmed in

to about 1 foot, were used for the Roses to be
fastened to, and the whole pergola was made
more secure by a piece ot wire being twisted
round the centre ot each top piece from end to

end. In addition to this each pole is supported
by a small rod of solid iron about 6 feet long,

2 feet or more of which is driven in the ground,
and the pole and rod wired together top and
bottom. Those who are making pergolas will

find this a most valuable hint, especially if they
reside in exposed localities. The iron rod will

add years to the lite of the pole, and it is safe in

the wildest weather. Each planting hole was
made 1 toot 9 inches square and the same deep,
but at the bottom a lurther cup-like hole was
scooped out 3 inches deep in which to rest the
pole, tor, of course, the fixing ot the poles must

well and is sweet-scented. Few can surpass
William Allen Richardson, and it is undoubtedly
the best deep orange yellow. A pretty clear

straw yellow is provided by Mme. Pol Varin-
Bernier ; this stands well and is especially sweet.
As a pink I do not think we can improve upon
Killaruey when not too closely thinned. Niphetos
is the best white, but apt to be too delicate in

the open ; while Frau Karl Druschki is generally
too large. Mme. .Jean Dupuy stands well, and 1

think it much better than the hardy old favourite
Homere. Crt'pusoule, a newer Noisette, is good

;

buff, yellow and copper. Edu Meyer, when not
thinned, supplies a pretty coppery flesh bud and
produces quantities through the summer and
autumn. Richmond and Liberty give clear crim-
sons and are always of good form. Two or three
buds of Elisa Robichon (wichuraiana) are very
showy and attractive. Papa Gontier and Warrior
are extra long in the bud and deep carmine in

colour. Corallina produces large quantities of

soft carmine flowers late in the season, and
this and Mme. Antoine Mari are the latest to

bloom. A. P.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS,
PRUNING THE PEAR TREE.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—Those beginners

in gardening who are possessed of the

praiseworthy desire to grow vege-

tables and to exhibit the same at

their local show must make a point
of growing Onions, and to get large,

solid bulbs of these a start may soon be made.
Where a hot-bed has been formed, as advised last

week, it should, in the course of a week or so from
now, be ready for seeds. In the meantime we
may prepare the soil and receptacles in which to

sow the early Onions, as to obtain extra large

specimens it is necessary to raise them under
glass. Where plenty of room is available the

best plan is to sow three or four seeds in a 2J-inoh
pot, and as soon as the seedlings are 1| inches high
thin them to one in each pot. Where space is

valuable the seeds may be sown thinly in shallow
boxes and the seedlings subsequently potted
singly into small pots. Drainage in all eases

must be first-class. Suitable soil is composed of

good loam two parts, clean sand and thoroughly
decayed manure or leaf-soil half a part each.

Although the seed may safely be germinated in a
temperature of 70° Fahr., the seedlings must not
stay in such warmth many days, and must
gradually be inured to the lower temperature of
.50° Fahr., taking care all through their growth
to give them plenty of fresh air and to keep them
near the glass.

Tree8 and Shrubs.—Among the many beautiful
hardy shrubs that flower during the spring
months none is more universally appreciated
than the Golden Bells, as the Forsythias are
commonly called. Attention is drawn to them
now as they are exceedingly easy to grow,
perfectly hardy and give large returns for a little

outlay ; hence they may be regarded as ideal

shrubs for the novice to try his or her hand on.
Planting may be done from now till the end of

I.—STANDARD PEAK TREE EASIER BEUKRE
BEFORE WINTER PRUNINC. THE TREE
IS ABODT TEN YEARS OLD, AND BORK A
GOOD CROP OF FRniT LAST YEAR.

February, whenever the ground is not frozen,

but the earlier they are put in the better. The
best of the family for general culture is F.

suspensa, which forms a rather loose-growing
shrub 10 feet to 12 feet high when allowed to

grow in a natural state, its pretty brown stems
being thickly clothed with golden bell-shaped

flowers in spring. Where space is limited it may
be cut hard back, say, to within 1 foot or 18 inches

of the ground, each year directly after flowering,

new shoots for blossoming the next year being
produced the ensuing summer. Although it will

do well in almost any good garden soil, heavy
manuring after pruning must be resorted to

where hard cutting back is practised.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Two of the most
highly prized plants of the greenhouse which
can be raised from seeds without a great deal of

trouble are Gloxinias and tuberous Begonias,
and the present is a good time to sow the seeds.

These are exceedingly minute and, needless to say,

should be procured from a firm of good reputa-
tion. Soil in which to sow the seeds should be
composed of equal parts of good loam, peat and
silver sand, the whole to be thoroughly mixed.
Shallow pans or boxes, specially well drained,
form the best receptacles, and the soil must be
made moderately firm in these, taking care to

make the surface level and smooth by gently
pressing it with the bottom of a clean pot.

Water the soil carefully, leave for an hour or two,
and then sow the seed very thinly on the surface,

subsequently giving the whole a mere dusting with
silver sand. Cover each pan with a pane of glass

and also brown paper, and stand in a temperature
of 0,') to 70° Fahr. to germinate. As soon as

this has taken place, remove the brown paper and
glass, and when the leaves are the size of very
small Peas the young plants must be' carefully

transplanted 2 inches apart to other boxes filled

with the same soil mixture and kept near the
glass, but shaded from bright sunshine. Sub-
sei]uently they are potted up singly into 3-inch

pots, and later given pots of larger dimensions.
Plants raised thus should flower early next
autumn.

Fruit Garden.—In country districts the Goose-
berry bushes and Plum trees must be cirefully

watched at this season, as it is just now
that bullfinches take their fullest toll of the

buds. We are often told that these beautiful

birds only remove those buds which contain

insects, and, personally, I very much wish that
I could endorse such a view. Unfortunately,
after some ten or twelve years' close observation,

I am bound to say that such is not the case.

They seem to find sustenance in the hearts of the
buds, which they remove in a systematic manner,
the result next summer being shoots devoid of

leafage and fruit. Gooseberry bushes and small
Plum trees may be netted over with old fish

netting without much difinculty ; but larger Plum
trees can only be protected by shooting the birds,

a drastic and lamentable, but nevertheless neces-

sary, course to take. Very small shot should
be used and the birds shot when on the wing,
otherwise the trees will be seriously damaged.
In case I may be criticised for recommending the
destruction of bullfinches, I can assure all lovers

of birds that no one appreciates their beauty
more than I do ; but drastic action must be taken
at times by those who garden. A. A.

the would-be cultivator is the luscious Pear.
Doubtless it has been the lot of the reader to
visit gardens where the intentions of the owner
have been of the very best, but who, through

PRUNING THE PEAR TREE.

To those who pessess a garden of fair dimensions
there is invariably bom a desire to plant fruit

trees, and one subject that never fails to attract

2. —SECTION OF THE PEAR TREE SHOWN IN

FIG. I. COMPARE THIS WVtn FIG. 4.

want of knowledge how to prune his Pears, has
done this important work in a very faulty
manner ; or he may have left his trees in the
hands of a so-called jobbing gardener who
possibly has had little or no experience in
pruning fruit trees. The result in such circum-
stanees can very well be imagined.
There is the greatest possible satisfaction to

be obtained when pruning is properly under-
stood and when the grower is able to show as a
consequence of his treatment of his trees a good
crop of fruits in the autumn months. The
question that arises at the inception of the work
is, W^hat is pruning '.' What is the meaning of

the word? Pruning means the shortening to
certain well-defined lengths the shoots or growths
of trees. The object of pruning is of a twofold
nature. (1) It is carried out for the purpose of

producing trees of a symmetrical character ; and
(2) in order to ensure or facilitate the develop-
ment of blossoms and, subsequently, fruit.

In the present instance I propose to deal only
with standard Pear trees and those that are usually

to be met with in gardens after growth of several

years. Most of us are familiar with such speci-

mens, and few of us know how to deal with
them. Fig. 1 represents a nicely grown ten

years old tree of Pear Easter Beurre. The tree

has been pruned regularly and summer-pruned
last season, when it bore an excellent crop of

fruit. Readers should make a careful scrutiny

of this shapely tree and its several branches,

from which it will be observed there are evolved
numerous shoots of the past season's growth.
Pruning is best done from November to

.January inclusive, although many growers prefer

the last-mentioned month to any other. This
will enable the beginner to enter into the work
forthwith, but care should be taken that the
frost is out of the wood before cutting. No hard-
and-fast line can be followed in regard to

pruning, as varieties differ so much in them-
selves. Generally speaking, the rule should be
observed of simply keeping the tree in shapely
proportions, thinning out the crowded branches
and keeping the centre open. Extra vigorous

shoots should be shortened back. Light and air

are two most important factors in successful

culture.

As summer pruning was done in this instance,

this leaves less to be done at the present period.

That the method of pruning may be better

understood by the reader, a section of the tree

shown in Fig. 1 before pruning is portrayed in
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Fig. •2. Fiequentlv where a Pear tree has been

neglected the shoots are developed in straggling

fashion ; these should be out back into shape, and

any branches crossing each other and growing

towards the centre of the tree must be removed.

The use of a sharp knife is most essential, as

this will enable the operator to make the outs

perfectly clean, and these will heal quickly in

consequence. It is quite possible that some of the

branches may be too big to be detached with a

kuife ; in such oases use a saw very carefully, and

as a precautionary measure neatly pare off the

edges of the damaged bark. Some successful

growers make a point of painting the damaged
surfaces of the larger branches with tar, as this

acts as a preventive against fungoid diseases and

also assists in the speedy healing of the wounds.

Those who have young standard trees in which

the shoots are taking an undue lead of others

should reduce them to about one-third of their

length. Dead wood should never, of course, be

tolerated, and long, unsightly spurs, as well as

those of a barren nature, should be out out.

Fig. .3 shows the same tree as represented in

Fig. 1. Here it will be noticed that a great deal

of wood has not been cut out, because the tree

has been systematically thinned out year by
year and superfluous shoots out back. Note
the open character of the head and how well

disposed the branches are. In Fig. 4 the reader

will notice the same section of the tree as was
portrayed in Fig. 2, with the necessary thinning

out and cutting back carried into effect. The
growths retained give a fair indication of the

probable symmetrical shape of the tree in the

next fruiting season. From this series of

illustrations it should not be a very difficult

matter for any reader who is a beginner to deal

with his own trees in like manner. D. B. C.

PLANTS COVERED WITH SNOW.
Whe.n' plants, such as vegetables, herbaceous

flowers and dwarf shrubs, are covered with

the North. In Yorkshire there was a heavy

snowfall, and the vegetables were thus protected

considerably. In the South there was not much
snow, but severe frost prevailed, and nearly all

winter green crops were killed. Wheat in a field

always thrives well after being buried with snow
during a frosty spell of weather. Inexperienced

cultivators should allow the snow to remain on

all plants except those that it would damage by
its weight. The covering of snow must be

allowed to melt in a natural way, too ; then the

buried plants will be gradually exposed to any
sunshine that may come.

HOW TO TREAT OLD ZONAL
PELARGONIUMS.

In greenhouses in which a higher temperature

than .')i)° cannot be maintained during the most
favourable weather in winter - time. Zonal
Pelargoniums will suffer to a certain extent. In

frosty periods the plants can only be kept just

safe, and, of course, when the thaw comes after

each frost there is a lot of moisture in the

structure. This excessive moisture must be got

rid of by the warming of the house and free

ventilation while the weather is favourable.

At the present time the plants must be closely

examined and every decayed leaf removed ; also

any stems that are turning black and decaying
should be cut off, as the decay will rapidly reach

the main stem and cause the total loss of the
plant. Directly the month of February comes
the sun's rays get stronger and of longer duration,

and the plants once more show signs of active

growth. This is the time to prune old specimens,

to insert the cuttings made from the prunings,

and to repot the plants for the first time in the

new year. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

3.—THE SAME TREK AS SHOWN IN FIG. I

AFTfcR WINTER PRUNING HAS BEEN DONE.

snow at the same time that there is a severe

frost, they will not suffer as much as others fully

exposed. During a very severe winter about
twelve years ago, plants, vegetables especially,

suffered more in the Southern Counties than in

years the plants become long-stemmed and bare
of leafage, the result being a good deal of un-

sightliness that is preventable. In some few
positions in the garden or the shrubbery the

common Laurel is still tolerated ; but for the

small garden it has but one rival among shrubs

Overhanging Trees.—That the jerry-builder

and contractor delight to complete their work

—

put on the finishing touches as it were—in their

own sweet ways there is no gainsaying, one of

their chief weaknesses being the crowding into

small villa gardens of a superabundance of large

growing trees that presently become a source
either of trouble or annoyance to the house-

holder. The trees are usually those of the quick-

growing type, as the Lombardy Poplar, or its

relative the Black Italian Poplar, the Lime and
other such things, whose roots, spreading far and
wide, rob the soil and render it quite unfit for

the cultivation of either fruits or flowers. A
favourite position for planting these things is

near the partition boundary fence, and in this

way both roots and branches are continually

trespassing on to the adjoining property. Now,
to those who delight in gardening there can be

no greater annoyance than that of having to

contend against such things, and the trouble and
annoyance are greatly aggravated when the trees

are planted on the adjoining property. It may
be that, having had a quiet chat with the people
next door, a mutual arrangement for lopping the

trees may be arrived at, and in any case this is

much the better way out of the difficulty. Fail-

ing any such amicable arrangement, however,
every householder should know that he has a

perfectly legitimate right to out away all the
overhanging branches that proceed from trees

planted in another garden. The branches may
be cut away in a vertical line with the party-

wall or fence, and he may also cut away the

roots below the ground level if he thinks fit.

The latter will be best done by opening out a

narrow trench and cutting away all roots that

appear in the excavation.
Cutting Laurels. — The cutting back or

pruning of overgrown bushes of common or other

Laurels should now receive attention ; indeed,

there is no better season than the winter for

doing euoh work. Frequently in the course of

4.

—

THE section shown IN FIG. 2 AFTER
PRUNING HAS BEEN DONE. NOTE THE
DIFFERENCE IN THE TWO.

of a voracious type, and that one is the Privet,

the latter the meanest thing in the shrub line,

and for its size the greatest robber of the soil

that any garden could contain. Where, how-
ever, the Laurels are in existence and cannot be

removed to give place to better things, the fact

that they will endure any amount of pruning
should be borne in mind. The best tools are the

saw and the pruning-knife, and the plants may
be out hard back with impunity. The hand-

shears should not be used, because of its disfigur-

ing effects upon the leafage, which remains
unsightly for a long time.

Protecting Roses.—Newly planted Roses, no
matter to what section they belong, should

receive a protection of light litter about their

stems where this has not already been done. It

is well, too, in the case of strong-growing maidens
of the Hybrid Perpetual class that the longest

shoots be shortened back, and thus minimise the

ill-effects of swaying to and fro during strong

winds. In heavy and moist clay soils not only

those freshly planted, but the more established

bushes are often swayed hither and thither by
the force of the wind till a complete funnel-

shaped cavity is formed in the soil by the stem.

Almost watertight in character, these cavities

are a source of danger in times of severe frost in

consequence of the stems being in direct contact

with the ice. Where the Rose garden is an
exposed one, the plants may be made secure by
fixing a stout wooden stake into the soil, allow-

ing it to cross among the stronger growing
branches.
Zonal Pelargoniums.—Quite a large number

of those who reside in the vicinity of large towns
are the possessors of a small greenhouse, and the

above—the " Geraniums " of the amateur—are

sure to be included therein, .lust now the old

plants will need attention—I mean those plants

lifted from the ground alter flowering last year,

and usually planted in boxes in garden soil. But
the common garden soil that suited them so well

during the summer-time is by no means an ideal

one for them in winter, and it is rendered worse
by being made constantly wet, blackened stems
and decay being the result. At the present time,

when the root-fibres of these plants are more or

less inactive, and where a temperature just

excluding frost is chiefly aimed at, all Pelar-

goniums, whether Ivy-leaved or the above, in-

tended for stock purposes should be kept in

almost dust-dry soil. By relegating such things

to the worst position the greenhouse affords,

viz. , beneath the stage, and keeping the roots in

uncongenial and often unduly wet soil, the best

results cannot be looked for. E. H Jenkins
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BOOKS.
The Garden Annual.*—This useful

volume is an absolute necessity for all nursery-

men, seedsmen and others engaged in horti-

cultural business, and evidently the publishers

have spared no pains to make it as correet and
up-to-date as possible. Even private gardeners

will find a lot of useful information among its

pages. It contains, among other things, a

calendar showing dates of various meetings

arranged by the Royal Horticultural Society, a

classified list of the leading firms in the horti-

cultural trade, revised list of nurserymen, seeds-

men and florists in the United Kingdom, the

principal gardens ef the United Kingdom with
the names of owners or occupiers, list of head-

gardeners, list of principal horticultural societies

with names and addresses of secretaries, and
certificated plants, fruits and vegetables in 1909.

All About Sweet Peas.t—This, the

fifth edition of Mr. Rr)bert Sydenham's useful

little book, is a decided advance on its prede-

cessors, and should be in the hands of all who
grow or love Sweet Peas. Evidently Mr.

Sydenham has been to a vast amount of trouble

to make its contents as complete and reliable as

possible. No less than 711 varieties are described

in alphabetical order, the respective merits of

these being denoted by one, two or three stars.

Another most useful feature is the lists of " too

muoh-alike" varieties. Here we find in some
instances as many as from twelve to twenty
different names given to practically the same
variety, and Mr. Sydenham has done yeoman
service in bringing these to notice. The cultural

notes and details about exhibiting are very

lucid, and altogether the little book is a most
praiseworthy one.

The British Fern Gazette. — The
second quarterly number of this journal, which is

edited by Mr. C. T. Druery , V. M. H. , F. L. S. , and
published by the British Pteridologioal Society,

Kendal, Westmorland, contains much interest-

ing information. The Editor says in his second

editorial note that " the Gazette is intended to

be the medium of communication between all

lovers of British Ferns, and cordially invites

contributions of any notes of mutual interest or

enquiries in that connexion. " It is to be hoped
that the members will do their best to increase

the membership of the society, already largely

augmented by the issue of the Gazette.

A Book About Sweet Peas.t—
Previous to reading this book, we thought tliat

the literature devoted to this charming flower

was sufficient for a few years at least ; yet, so

distinct is this from all its predecessors, and so

gracefully and interestingly is it written, that we
feel sure all lovers of the Sweet Pea will give it

a very hearty welcome. In its preparation Mr.
Wright has shown his usual talent for combining
an interesting style with many useful facts, and
it is difficult to imagine that anyone who has
this book for reference can fail in growing,
raising new varieties, or exhibiting Sweet Peas.
Lack of space will not permit us to enter into

details concerning the various chapters, and we
must perforce content ourselves with a brief

summary of its contents. The chapter on the
fertilisation of the flower is a most important
one, and Mr. Wright advances many hard facts

in support of self-fertilisation to the exclusion of

all other natural means. The work of artificial

crossing is fully yet lucidly described. Another
important chapter is devoted to soils and manures
for Sweet Peas, and this is pregnant with in-

formation of a valuable and reliable character.

* "The Garden AiiDual, Almanack aud Address Book
for 1910." Price Is. ; cloth covers, 28. The Publisher, 17,

Furuival .Street, London, E.G.

t " All About Sweet Peas." By Robert Sydenham.
Fifth edition. Price, in stout cloth covers, 6d. ; in leather
covers, Is. Robert Sydenham Limited, Tenby Street,
Birmingham.

:
" A Book About Sweet Peas," by Walter P. Wright.

Price 28. net. Messrs. Headley Brothers, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London, E.G.

Enemies of Sweet Peas, which are, unhappily,
on the increase, are fully dealt with and the
best means of combating them described. Other
interesting chapters deal with the Sweet Pea as

an exhibition flower ; a» a market flower ; Sweet
Peas under glass ; in English, Scottish, Welsh
and Irish gardens ; in the British Colonies and in

the United States. In the chanter on " Woman's
Influence on the Sweet Pea,'" the author pays
a fine tribute to the influence exercised by
ladies on this flower, an influence that we fear

is tflo often overlooked. The Sweet Pea grower's
A B C is by no means the least useful section of

the book. There, in alphabetical order and in

concise form, the Sweet Pea lover will find par-

ticulars of the leading Sweet Pea growers and
raisers as well as a mass of other information
likely to be needed. The numerous illustra-

tions are nearly all of exceptionally high
merit, and the practical diagrams we regard as of

much value. The photographic reproduction
facing page 80, depicting a good and a bad
spray of Sweet Peas, is very useful indeed, and
that of a pot of Sweet Peas grown from one
seed and facing page 97 proves the flowering

capabilities of a well-grown plant in a most
pronounced manner. A slight error occurs in

the description of the coloured plate facing

page 56, the name A. D. Cook being given where
it evidently should have been A. J. Cook. This
book we regard as a cheap, reliable, interesting

and well printed and bound guide to the culture,
exhibiting and marketing of the Sweet Pea.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOB CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and AnswePS.—!rA« Editor intenda

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, iio matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object will make a special feature of the

"Answers to Correspondents" column. All communica-
tions shovM be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the EorroR of THE
Garden, to, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
The name aTuJ address of the sender are required in

addition to any designatioyi he may desire to be v^ed in the

paper. When -more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Daffodils for profit {D. S.). — Your

question is more than a little vague, though, if

we dispense entirely with any qualifying obser.
vation, it might be answered wit,h an affirmative
" Yes !

" But whether a clear profit of £26 per
year could be obtained is another matter, and
would depend upon a variety of cirjumstances.
We presume the amount stated to be intended
as clear profit after deducting living and all other
expenses in connexion with the growth of the
above, and the correct answer would very much
depend upon the varieties grown, whether the
flowers would be forced or marketed as an open-
air crop, and the amount of ground at disposal.

That the ground would be rent free is a decidedly
favourable item ; but no person, single-handed,
could deal with a large crop of Daflfodil blooms
sufficiently quick during their season of flower-

ing. As an outdoor crop there is very little

margin for profit, even for the experienced man ;

while, if regarded from the forcing standpoint,
there would be the cost of greenhouse, boiler and
pipes and fuel. On an acre or more of land
assistance would be required for picking and
bunching, and the season of the outdoor
crop is at times very short. This naturally
means an over-glutted market, and the returns
so low as to barely pay the expenses. Then,
again, the question arises. Could the blooms be
marketed locally '; which is a most important

item. We think you had better give us some
further information, and particularly as to the

size of the garden and what stock, if any, is

available.

Lilies groins' vrfoag (Amuteur, Bicklfi/i. — The
grubs are those of flies and beetles, and are probably not
the cause of the trouble with the Lilies. From your de-

scription of the symptoms exhibited it appears probable
that the Lilies have been attacked by the fungus Botrytis,

which causes the well-known Lily disease. This disease

is most difficult to deal with, and although many remedies
have been suggested, none has proved thoroughly
satisfactory. It would seem best, perhaps, to remove the
whole of the surface soil to the depth of about 2 inches,

and replace with fresh containing as liftle decaying matter
as possible, mixing with it flowers of sulphur. It is by
no means certain that this would prove an effective
remedy, but it is certainly worth a trial.

Watep tank fop Lilies (6. B. fJ.V-We think with
you that it would be an improvement to have a tank for

some of the lovely coloured Water Lilies we now have in

place of the old pergola, especially as it hides the view from
tlie house. The disturbance of the water by dipping cans in

for watering purposes would not conduce to the success of

the growth of the Lilies. Could jou not have the rain-

water collected into a large tank placed in come incon-
spicuous corner V The water could be conveyed to the tank
b>' layiugdown a pipe, having a tap to regulate the supply.
A supply could also be clraWTi from the same source for

watering purposes by inserting another tap in the tank.
The water in the Lily tank would have to be kept sweet by
frequent replenishings ; so vt,u will have to consider
whether your supply from this source alone would be
adequate.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Deciduous shrub with coppep-

colouped leaves {H. fi.).—You will find

ttiat the Purple-leaved Nut (Corylus maxima
atropurpurea) will be suitable lor your purpose.

This grows more than 3 feet high when allowed
to grow unchecked, but it stands pruning well

and may with ease be kept within the desired

limits. You will find it more satisfactory to

plant your shrub in the border and prune it

regularly rather than starve it in a pot to keep
it dwarf. The only thing that can be urged
against the above plant is that it is rather heavy
in outline. Should a lighter-outlined plant be
desired, you can try Acer palmatum atropur-
pureum. Japanese dwarfed trees are produced
by a process of starvation. The roots are con-

fined in the smallest possible receptacles and
growth is retarded to the utmost limit. No re-

potting is done for very many years, and the plants

practically exist on weak stimulants given when
watering. The amount of available food material

contained in the soil in the pots is unworthy of

consideration.

VAhen to ppune a Gueldep Rose (T. B.i —
If you wish your Guelder Rose to grow into a large
specimen, it may be left to grow unpruned, and will flower
freely in this way. Should it, however, get too crowded,
the weaker shoots may be thinned out immediately the
flowering season is past. If your intention is to keep it

comparatively small, it may be pruned back directly the
blossoms are over. The shoots may be cut back to within
two or three eyes from the base, and any useless ones
removed altogether. The Guelder Rose must not on any
account be pruued now, for the flower-buds for next
season's display are already formed, aud some of them
might be cut away.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rooting: tall standard Briars

lAmateur Budder).—If you can obtain the tall

Briars with a portion uf the old root stump
attached, such Briars will emit roots if ' the
" knob '' or root stump is carefully cut over with
a billhook and sharp knife. But to cut oflf these
Briars without any rootstock at the base is

simply to court failure. The method advocated
by a correspondent some time ago was to take
such Briars and split up their ends, he contend-
ing that from these split parts roots would form,
as they did, but so very small and puny that
they were totally unable to support a long Briar
with the necessary sap to enable it to grow
properly. Perhaps in time roots enough would
form, but it would never pay anyone to make a
large plantation of such Briars with a view of

forming them into good large-headed standard
Roses, and unless a standard Rose possesses a
good vigorous head it is a most wretched -looking
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object. If you can saw or chop off a piece of

the rootstook, it only 2 inches or 3 inches long,

you will find such Briars will grow all right and
be available for budding next -fuly, providing

you plant them at once. Fruit stocks planted

could be budded in August next, but they would
not be in a fit condition to graft this coming
spring, as they must be established for some
time. You can obtain quite as good a plant by
budding aa by grafting. Should your buds fail,

then the stocks could be grafted in March, 1911.

Rose follagre blighted {Shu-lair).- The foliage

you aend ia baiHy attacked with black or sooty mildew.
It is oue of tlie most troublesome forma of fungoid pesta,

and Is not easily eradicated in a cold house. Vou could
not do better than give the plants ;l good drenrhing with
Cyllin Soft Moap made up into liquid form. This is pro-
curable from Jeyes or, doubtless, through any chemist.
The woodwork could he well scrubbed with paraffin
emulsion, as at this time of year, wht-n plants are dormant,
no harm would follow. You can make the emulsion as
follows : Dissolve one quart of soft soap in two quarts of
boiling soft water. Remove from tlie fire, and while still

boiling add one pint of paraftin oil and immediately
churn the mixture with a small liand syringe. This could
be diluted with about Hve times its volume of water for

the woodwork, and if diluted with ten times its volume of
water, the Roses could be syringed with this instead of
the Cyllin Soft Soap.

FRUIT GARDEN.
How to prune copdon Pears,

Apples ana Plums (P. G. //.).—The
above trees may be pruned at any convenient
time while growth is dormant, say, from
November to February. There is no actual
benefit accruing to the trees that we know of by
pruning at any particular time within this
specified period. The general practice among
experienced gardeners is to start pruning at the
end of November, in order to complete the work,
if possible, before hard weather sets in, which it

generally does soon after Christmas. We consider
this system a good one. As regards the cutting
back of the main shoots, the strength and length
of the shoots themselves must determine this.

For instance, if they are weak and spindling they
should be cut back to half their length, or less,

with the object of inducing these to produce a
stronger main shoot next year. If long and
strong, on the contrary, less in proportion should
be out ofiF. In the case of your 12-inch shoots,
which we take to be of moderate strength, we
should reduce them by 4 inches and the larger
one by 8 inches. From your description of the
mass of roots your tree possesses, we think they
would have to be out too severely in order to get
them into a lOinch pot, and fear the tree would
be crippled and weakened in consequence. We,
therefore, advise you to plant in the larger pot.
Never mind if some ot the roots have to be
twisted to get them in. The larger and longer
roots may be shortened in the same proportion as
the branches with advantage. Use good turfy
loam to pot with.

Mealy bug on Vines (G. U.).—It is
most difficult to completely rid Vines of this pest.
There are many methods recommended by
diflferent growers. We have tried them all, and
have come to the conclusion that there is not a
better way than the following : In the first place
rub ofiF with the hands all the roug^i outer bark
(but do not peel with a knife) ; then give the
Vines a good washing with soft soap and warm
water, making a strong lather—using, say, Jjlb.

of soft soap to a gallon of water. This should be
rubbed into the bark of the Vines with a fairly
hard brush, taking care not to touch the fruit-
buds. Having done this, prepare a dressing of
Gishurst Compound (directions for the strength
to use are supplied by the vendor). Apply care-
fully to every part of the Vine excepting the
buds. This will kill all the bug it comes iu con-
tact with. But do as you will, and be as careful
as you may, there will be sure to be some left
behind. These, as soon as heit is applied to the
Vines in spring, will immediately reappear on
the surface, and if not destroyed at onee will in-
crease at such a terrible rate that the condition

of the Vines will soon be as bad as it was before.
Now is the grower's opportunity, and should be
taken advantage of in grim earnest, or his labour
will be in vain. .\s soon as the Vines have been
started into growth in spring, let a keen look-out
be kept every other day for a month, or longer
if necessary, for the reappearance of the pest,
and let every one seen be touched (without
touching the Vine, if possible) with a camel-hair
pencil dipped in paraifin. This is instant death
tn the bug. If this destruction of the enemy
is religiously persevered in for the time stated,
you may completely rid your vinery of this
loathsome parasite. The surface soil of the
vinery (if it is an inside border) should be
removed to the depth of 3 inches and replaced
with new turfy loam with a slight sprinkling of
bone-dust. It is more than likely that the pest
in large numbers will be i^eoreted in the surface
soil.

Grafting Morello Cherriea on
wild Cherry trees (Wild Gherry).~We
think the best way to proceed in the case of your
vigorous wiH Cherry trees will be to well shorten
back the strongest of the branches and graft
these in preference to grafting the stem alone.
A more shapely and a larger tree will be formed
in this way in less time than the other. Cleft
grafting will answer the purpose as well as any
other. .Success in gratting depends on the
operator getting the two faces of the barks
together, the stock and scion or cutting, as
closely as possible, so that as soon as growth
commences they will easily unite. It will be
well to insert two scions to each branch, in case
one fails to unite. If found too crowded after-
wards, one can be cut away. In the ease of the
thinner trees which you wish to form into fan-
shaped ones, there is nothing else for it than to
cut the stems low down as you suggest and cleft
graft them. If the grafts take well and the
stocks are healthy it is wonderful how quickly a
new tree is formed in this way. The scions or
cuttings which you wish to graft should be out
from the trees as early as possible, tied together
in bundles and buried in soil to three-parts of their
depth, and kept there until wanted for use. The
middle of March is a good time for grafting.
The sap is then usually running freely.

Fig tree not plpenlng Its fpult ((V. Badder).
Evidoiitly the fruit which is produced by your tree grows
on the shoots of this year's growth, and is formed too late
in the season for it to ripen. The only thing we Itnow of
iiicely to help the fruit to ripen earlier in the future is for
you to cut out the weali^st of the shoots in order to admit
more light, air and warmth among the fruit. If this is

done soon after the fruit is formed, it should help the
fruit to ripen in the end materially. The best thing to do
would be to erect a glass frame over the tree. It need not
cost very much.

Old ovep-gpown fpult tpees («. B &'.).—We
thinli tlie best thing you can do witii your old Apple and
Pear trees is to well thin out the wood, especially out of
the middle of the trees, and to cut back all side shoots,
the growths of last year, to within three buds of their base.
The terminal or leading shoots of last year's growth (of

the main branches) should be shortened by one-third their
length only. A))Ove and beyond this a lot of the dead or
dying and weak growtiis on the old trees sliould be clean
cut out in order, to use a common term, to let light into

them ; never mind if one or more large limbs have to be
sacrificed. In prunin;^ old trees of this description it is an
e.vcellent rule to bear in mind that at least a distance of a
foot should separate each of the main branches of a
tree from the other. In the case of the old trees which are

strong and vigorous, as, for instance, the Pear trees near
the Plum wall, we advise that they be root-pruned halt-

way round only this year, reserving the other half for next
year. By tliis extension of time in root-pruning the

danger of too severe a check or permanent injury to the
trees is obviated, and the change to fruitfulness more
certain and better secured. The trench which has to be

cut in order to get at the roots to prune them should not
again be filled by the soil taken out, but by turfy loam cut
into pieces the size of one's Hit, adding a (luart of bone-meal
to every liirrow-load of soil, treading tlie whole firmly

down, and serving the other half the same next year. Tne
result of this root-pruninj; will be that immense masses of

new fibrous feeding rooti will be emitted into this new
soil, enabling the old trees to bear far better iiuality and
heavier crops of fruit. We do not think it would be wise

to cut back the old Pear trees surticiently hard to form
them into moderate-sized pyramid trees, but there is no
reason why they should not be removed and planted some-
where else at tlie end of two years after root-pruning. The
new re lots would help them to go through the ordeal safely

With regard to some of the old trees you have which are in
weak and indllferent health, you might give them another
chance, simply prnnlng them in the ordinary way and
ptacinu a layer, :i Inches deep, of rotten manure over the
roots (on the surface) as far as you think they extend.
With reference to the Plums on the wall, we should be
content, for anotiier year at least, to let them be as they
are, letting light into them by pruning as advised for ihe
Pear trees. Moat likely they will give you plenty of fruit
this year. The thinning out of the Pear trees in front
will admit more air and light to the wall, and so k'ive the
Plnnis a little better cliance. Probably the Ciierry trees
had too many flowers on, more than the trees had strength
to set. Thin them out well this winter and note the result
this year. As regards the Morello Cherry trees, once old
trees of this fruit show signs of decay they never do much
good afterwards. It is better to pull tiiem up and plant
young trees.

Apple trees diseased (Rlarkilmni). —'Vhe
branches received are practically dead, and if the majority
of those remaining on the trees are in the same condi-
tion as these, you would be well advised to uproot your
trees and burn them out of the way, as besides being so
sickly they are infested with two troublesome enemies
which are difficult to destroy, namely, woolly aphis and
scale. If you prefer to try and bring them round, the best
thing to do, as soon aa they are pruned, is to spray them
with caustic alkali wash, which may be had from seed
merchants and dealers in garden sundries who advertise
in our columns. This spray will destroy most of these
insects, especially if the trees are sprayed again in April
just before they begin to grow. If the trees are young

—

say, from five to ten years old—we should take them
up and replant in new turfy loam, adding half a gallon of
lime and a quart of bone-meal to every barrow-load of
loam. Cut away the loni.', stragiiling roots to within
''. feet of the stem of the tree, and be careful to press the
new soil firmly round the roots in replanting. If they are
above this age it would be better not to replant them, but
to spread the bone-meal on the surface of the ground and
lightly fork it in, adding afterwards a top-dressing of rich
farmyard manure round the roots, laying it on about
4 inches deep.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Violets fop Inspection (7,'/t').—No diaeaae is

present, but the crowns do not look very strong. They
are rooting well, and no doubt will throw some flowers.

The dead leaves should be removed and plenty of air

^'iven.

Pond in Oxfopdshlpe £rapden (</. iV.).—Unless
tite pond is a naturally fed one capable of retaining'

water, or is liberally fed from other sources, bo that a little

waste is not observable, some provision for retaining the
water in the pond should be made. You say nothing con-
cerntng the supply of water. In certain instances a
puddled clay bottom and sides are ample ; in others,

cement and concrete are requisite. Where the subsoil is

clay, the puddling usually sutticea ; but where gravel and
sand prevail, cement and concrete should be used for sides

and bottom. Some suitable plants for the pond would he
Sagittariae, Calla paluatris, and one or two Nymplueas.
For the margin you might extend the grass to tlie water's

edge almost, and with a little soil pocketed beneath, such
things as Water Forget-me-not, Clirysogonuni virginicum,

Primula rosea, Omphalodes verna, Ciltha paluatris in

variety, Mimulus luteus and Menyanthes trifoliata would
thrive quite well. We much regret that your letter has
been mislaid.

Qualifying fop a hopticultupal instpuetop
{A. //.).—It is too often imaj,'iued that a chief essential in

a gardening instructor ia a capacity to talk freely ; but
unless with that capacity there is also wide knowledge
and practical experience to back it up, all the talk in the
world will be valueless. You are probably young. If that
is so, one of your primary aims should be to get employ-
ment in a good ;-'arden under an able head, that you may
have practical knowledge of gardening in all its opera-

tions. Then you should study good practical books on
gardening also, because, with some experience in the work,
you could so much more readily aaaimilate the information
the hooka give. Mere book knowledge without practical

experience is of little value. It is what is called empirical
knowledge, and if your lectures were based on such know-
ledge your audience would soon find out your weakness.
A few smart questions would soon trip you up. \Vhile you
are thus seeking to obtain sound knowledge you should
also attend any k-etures or classes of a horticultural kind
that may be held in your locality; but do not trutt to

smatterings of science or to botany as being practical

gardening, as that would heagrave mistake. Horticulture
is a wonderfully wide subject, and to become a master of

it needs a long life devoted to work and constant study.

Even then, because it grows so rapidly, all that it includes

is never learnt- If you have not yet done ao, you may sit

for one of the Royal Horticultural Society's examinat'ons,
especially its general one. This will be held in April

next, and for particulars write to the secretary of the
Royal Horticultural Society, Yincent Square, Westminster,
which will be sent you. The examination is held in the
evening, lasts about two and a-balf hours and is all on paper.

Most C'lunty councils require from candidates for the

oflice of instructor Royal Horticultural Socitt>'s certifi-

cates now. Men are not born instructors or made so by
favour. They must have very practical knowledge to be

iiualilled for such positions.

Name of fpuit. — 3f. K. />'V»//s. — Apple Fearn
Pippin.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first meeting and exhibition of 1910 was held in the
Society's Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on the 11th
inst., when there was a good attendance of members and
visitors. Exhibits, too, were splendid for the time of
year, the fine group of fruit shown by Messrs. J. Veitch
and Sons, and described below, creating a great deal of

interest. Orchids were freely shown and several good
groups of Perpetual-flowering Carnations were to be seen.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : Mr. G. Bunyard (chairman), Messrs. J. Cheal,

W. Bates, Edwin Beckett, A. Dean. H. Parr. J. Vert, A. R.
Allan, G. Hobday, J. Davis, John Lyne, G. Reynolds, P. D.
Tuckett, J. Jaques, W. Crump, Charles Foster, G. Wythes
and Owen Thomas.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Kind's Road,
Chelsea, put up a wonderful exhibit of Apples and Pears,
this comprising; no less than 17'2 dishes, each containing a
distiutit variety. All had been grown in the open, and
proved beyond a doubt that Apples and Pears of lirst-class

ijuality and of good keeping character can be ^rown in this

country. Among the Pears such sorts as Winter Orange,
Vicar of Winkfleld, Blickling. Belle les Abres, Easter
Beurrc, Verulam, Marie Benoist and Beurrii Alexandre
Lucas were conspicuous. Among Apples we specially
noticed highly coloured fruits of Blenheim Orange, Annie
Elizabeth, Tyler's Kernel, Bramley's Seedling, Lord Hind-
lip, Dutch Mignonne, Gascoyues Seedling, Cornish Aro-
matic, Cox's (Grange Pippin (extra good), Reinette du
Canada, King of the Pippins, Ribston Pippin, Newton
Wonder, Altristou, Charles Ross, Bismarck and Lord
Derby. The whole exhibit was of an extra good quality,
and reflected great credit on those responsible for the
culture and staging of the fruits. Gold medal.
A small collection of Pears came from F. Bibby, Esq.,

Hardwicke Grange, Shrewsbury (gardener, Mr. J. Taylor),
these being of moderately good quality and comprising
such sorts as Easter IJeurre, President Barahe, Beurr^
Ranee and Glou Mor^eau. Silver Banksian medaL

Orohid Committee.
Present : Mr. J. Gurney Fowler (chairman), Messrs. J.

O'Brien, Harry J. Veitch, J. Wilson Potter, de B.
Crawshay. W. Boxall, J. Forster Acock, F. J. Hanbury,
F. Menteith Ogilvie, A. K. A. McBean, Walter Cobb,
C. H. Curtis, J. Charlesworth, J. Cypher. H. G. Alexander,
A. Dye, W. H. Hatcher, W. P. Bound, W. H. White.
H. A. Tracey, H. Ballantine, Gurney Wilson and Jeremiah
Colman.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, staged a small
group of well-grown Cypripediums, these being very freely
flowered and comprising such good kinds as C. Fascinator,
C. insigne Harefleld Hall, C. i. sanderiannm, C. Niobe
auperbum, C. aureum and C. Alcibiades. Silver Banksian
medal.
Mr. M. Mertens, Ghent, Belgium, exhibited a small

group of plants, in which we noticed a fine form of
Miltonia bleuana and some high-class Odontoglossum
hybrids.

Messrs. Stanley and Co., Southgate, London, N., exhibited
a few plants of extra good quality. Cypripedium Gisela
von Billow is a charming flower with a very distinct
labellum and large dorsal sepal with deep, pure white
margin. Odontoglossum duvivierianum, a natural hybrid,
was also very good and attracted much attention.

' Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate (gar-
dener, Mr. Collier) also had a small group of choice plants,
among which we specially noticed Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
Lady Mary, a rich scarlet-crimson flower, three forms of
Leelia anceps and a good specimen of Masdevaltia
schrbderiana.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, Sussex,
staged a large group of splendidly grown plants, all of
which were flowering very freely indeed. A beautiful
large-flowered form of Odontoglossum was very attractive,
and we also noticed Cypripedium Olga Bagshawe, C.
Enryades magniftcum New Hall Hey variety, C. Troliua
cravenianum, and a fine lot of hybrid Calanthes, Cattleyas
and Miltonias. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,
staged a fine group of well-grown and choice plants, these
being remarkably floriferous. Cirrhop^-talum Medusfe,
Cypripedium Orion Bella, C Euryades x niveum, Bulbn-
phyllum lemuiscatoides, Brassavola digbyana and many
others called for special mention in this interesting
group. Silver Banksian medal.
From Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limited, came a good

group of Cypripediums and Odontoglossums, C. insigne
SandersB, C. leeanum, C. Acteus langleyense, C. Simonii,
C. Little Gem and a large number of seedling Cypripediums
derived from C. villosum giganteuni x C. Euryades being
remarkably good and well fiowered.

Messrs. J. and A. A. McBean. Cooksbridge, Sussex, staged
a small group of very good Cypripediums, these possessing
excellent colours and good form, the plants evidently
being in first-class condition. Silver Banksian medal.

E. Rogerson, Esq., West Didsbury, Manchester, staged a
group of Cypripediums, these showing very good culture
indeed, the plants being young and clean and the flowers
very pure. C. lathamianura splendens, C Helen II., C.
Trolius varieties and C. hindeanura were a few among
many that called for special mention. Silver Banksian
medal.
H- 8. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawu, Putney (gardener, Mr.

G. E. Day), exhibited some beautiful dilontoglossum
hybrids and varieties, whinh were particularly well grown
and deserved the highest praise. The forms of O. crispum
were particularly good. Silver Flora medal.

Mr. E. V. Low, Hayward's Heath, wafl showing a nice
group of well-flowered Cyprippdiums and Cattleyas, these
comnrising some choice subjects. Cypripedium Olivia,

C. Ville de Paris and C. Minos Youngii were of exceptional
merit. Silver Banksian medal.

Floral Committee.

Present : Mr. W. Marshall (chairman), Messrs. C. T.

Drupry. H. B. Mav, A. E. Bowles, T. Green, W. J. Bean.
G. Reuthe, C. R. Fiolder, R. Hooper Pearson, J. F.

McLeod, C. Blick. J. W. Barr, T. Jennings, C Dixon, A.
Turner. F. Page-F»,obert.s, C. E. Sh^^a. Charles E, Pearson,
W. p Thomson. E. H Jenkins, W. J. James, G. Paul,
E T. Co,.k «nd H. J. Cutbu-h.

Messrs. H B. May and Sons, Limited, Edmonton,
l)rouuht a highlv interestine table of foliage and flowpring
nlants, tho former including misnellaneous and Filmy
Ferns, the last-named bftinir shown in excellent f^ondltion

and variety. A group of Azaleas in flower toeether with
nicely flowered examples of Danhne infiica. completed a
verv nice display of niants. SilveruUt Banksian medal.
Messrs. .Tames Ve'tch and Sons. Limited, Chelsea, filled

a full-length table with choice flowering plants in varietv,
together with a trroup of Citrus in fruit. The pot-grown
Pernetual-flowering Carnations were particularly good,
w«ll -flowered examples, and included Beacon (scarlet\

White Perfection (very fine) Winsor, Rose Enchantres<i,

Britannia and Mrt". Lawaon The plants displayed excel-

lent cultivation. Daphne indica rubra, Ahutilona G(^Iden
Fleece. Bnnle de Ne'ge and rosjcflorum, Lily of tho Vallev,
Rogonias Mrs. Bedford and Patrie, a lovelv lot of Freeoia
refraeta alba and Erlaneea tomentosa (a Eunatoriura-like
plant with mauve-coloured flowpr-beads, from British East
Africal were also shown. Mo8cho<iroa riparinm, with
creamv plumes, was also in rharmine condition, while
Tillandsia Lindenii give of its inimitable and lovelv deep
blue flowers. Chry^anthemiim Golden Aee was very flnt-.

and Acanthus montanus, from West Africa, displayed its

interesting inflorescence of white flowers. Silver Flora
medal.
Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, brought a delightful lot of

Carnations, good in size and of excellent colour. Ajax is

a very fine crimson ; Rose Dor^e, a capital light scarlet ;

Snow Queen, very flue white : Britannia. Pluto, very fine

maroon crimson ; Winsor, Mrs. Burnett, Marmion and
May Day were all of special merit. Mr. Burnett also

showed mnny good seedlings. Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, West Norwood, displayed a

very considerable variety of Cacti and succulents, together
with Sempervivums and the like. Primula florilmnda,

Skimraiaa and a few early Croci were displaved, also

Saxifraga bnrseriana major, S. (irisebachii and others.

Mr. Arthur Youn?, Oxted, Surrev, brought a very
charming group of Begonia Patrie, the plants profusely
flowered.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,

brought a capital exhibit, which included masses of

rhristmas Roses (the plants exceptionally well flowered'.

Iris liiatrioides major (lovely indeed in its intense deep
blue flowers). Primula malacoides, Lenten Roses, Schizo-

stylis coccinea, together with Daphne Mezereum album,
Pernettyas and other plants. The firm also displayed a
very large ollection of cut Peroetual Carnations in

the best varieties, the new pink-flowered Mrs. Leopold
de Rothschild Improved being a notable variety. The
colour is a deep JoUffe pink and the flower of good size.

Enchantress, White Enchantress, Mrs. Burnett, Lady
\orah Brassey (purple). Aurora (yellow and scarlet),

Countess of Onslow (heliotrope). May Day (pink), Carola
(deep maroon crimson, very large) and Afterglow were
among the best. Silver Flora medal.

<

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, brought a capital

lot of Cyclamen persicum in variety, the batch including
deep crimson, pure white, pink, salmon and other shades
(juite apart from those of a striped character, making a
most interesting display. Daphne indica was delightfully

shown, while the collection of Perpetual-flowering Carna-
tions was in every wav excellent, White Enchantress
being particularly fine. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, brought a good
lot of Zonal Pelirgoniuras, of which Leonus (crimson),

Taurus (salmon), Gemini and Jupiter were very fine, the
firm also exhibiting a large group of Begonia socotrana in

excellent flower, the plants being also large. Bronze
Flora medal
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton, brought a pretty

exhibit of Primroses and Christmas Roses, which was
much admired.

liees, Limited. Liverpool, showed a very nice group of
Primula malacoides, the plants delightful in the extreme
and most profusely fiowered.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keaton, Kent, brought a few interesting

hardy plants, as Hellebores, Galax aphylla. Iris bakeriana
(very charming), I. Danfordiee, Primroses, Snowdrops and
other plants.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C, showed a

nice collection of hardy flowers, which included Galanthus
Elwesii, G. Ikariee, Iris stylosa (unguicularis), Scilla

biflora and a variety of Christmas Roses, the latter

including Helleborus niger altifolius, H. n. angustifolius,

H. n. scoticus (a large-flowered form) and H. n. Mme.
Foui;ard. Rosmarinus officinalis prostrata ajid Erica
mediterranea hybrida were also shown.
The Mariiuess of Salisbury, Hatfield fgatdener, Mr. H.

Prince), showed a magnificent group of Euphorbia fulgens,

Saintpaulia ionantha. Gesnera fulgens and Begonia Gloire
de Sceaux. The plants of the Euphorbia were a revelation,
brilliant in colour and handsome in leaf. Silver-gilt

Banksian meda<.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed a fine group of

P^heagnns aurea maculata, Buddleia asiatica and Hama-
melis arborea with variegated Veronicas.

BOURNEMOUTH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
Mr. W. Reeves of Durrant Gardens, Bournemouth, read
an excellent paper on *' Culinary Peas " before the
members of this association on January 4. As Mr. Reeves
has had much experience in the cultivation of Peas in
both heavy and light soils, his remarks were of special
value to members who are engaged in the growing of Peas
in such varying soils. The lecturer gave some very interest-
ing details of experiments he had made with different varie-
ties as regards their early cropping qualities and the
weight obtained. The following were the principal points
of Mr. Reeves's lecture : Deep digging or trenching was
necessary. Where the soil was of a clayey or retentive
nature the manuring for previous crops was sutticient,
Peas doing well after Celery in such circumstances.
Surface mulching was preferred to continuous applications
of water in hot weather. All seeds sown where there was
danger from the depredations of mice should be soaked in
sweet oil, covered with red lead and, in the autumn and
winter time, with a thin layer of sifted coal-ashes in the
trenches in addition. In light land autumn sowings were
advocated, and January sowings to follow if there were
sheltered borders. Early sticking was advocated, small
Kir branches being useful where obtainable as a protec-
tion from cold, cutting winds. Earthing-up was advisable
too. The Pea plants were not checked so much by slight
frosts as they were by cutting winds. Successional
sowings should be made from March to June. All sowings
during this period must be made, if possible, in the open
([uartera in rows running north and south. The earlier
rows should run from south-east to north-west, so as to
obtain more morning sunshine for the plants. The
lecturer advised cultivators who had to deal with heavy
soils and who could command glass accommodation to
sow seeds in long boxes 4 inches deep and 4 inches wide in
good soil, and bring on the resultant plants gently in a
cool house or frame until they were about 3 inches high ;

then put out the plants and soil intact in rows by simply
unscrewing the bottom board in each box.
A general discussion followed the reading of the paper

and Mr. Reeves replied to many questions, after which a
hearty vote of thanks was accorded him, also Mr. Taylor,
the chairman.

TRADE NOTES.

"Carters Gardener's Companion for 19H)."

Li^NPER the above title Messrs. J. Carter and Co. of High
Holborn, London, have prepared a most useful pocket-
book and diary that should prove of considerable use to
all who work or otherwise take an interest in their
gardens. It contains a vast amount of useful information,
together with spaces for recording daily temperatures, rain-
fall, state of barometer, »&c., as well as blank pages for
memoranda. The whole is bound in soft red leatherand is a
convenient size for the pocket. We understand that this
has been prepared solely for Messrs. Carter's customers
and cannot be purchased.

Carter's "Gardens and Lawns."
Under the above title Messrs. J. Carter and Co., the well-
known seedsmen of High Holborn, London, are issuing
their beautiful and instructive seed catalogue for 1910.
We have just been looking through an advance copy and
find it of very considerable merit, many novelties of vege-
tables and flowers, as well as the best standard kinds and
varieties, being included. As usual, the illustrations are
of very high quality indeed, and this catalogue is worthy
of a place on any bookshelf. During the past year
" Carter's Tested Seeds " have gained many honours at the
leading shows throughout the country.

A "Unwce" Seed Catalogue.
It was a happy thought that led Mr. Robert Sydenham,
the founder of Robert Sydenham, Limited, Tenby Street,
Birmingham, to use the word " Unique " as an adjective
to his seed catalogue, and the issue for 191H that is now
before us fully maintains the firm's reputation for being
up-to-date in every respect. All the leading vegetables
and flowers are listed and described within its pages,
and the prices are such as should suit the pockets of
all. The collections of Sweet Peas offered are par-
ticularly good, and an excellent coloured plate of six

of the newer varieties Is included. The portrait of Mr.
Robert Sydenham is exceedingly good and characteristic.
The cataloL^ue is a suitable size for carrying in the
pocket, and we understand the firm will be pleased to
send a free copy to any of our readers who care to apply
for it.

" SEEDS That Grow."
Tuts is the motto of Messrs. Toogood and Sons, Royal Seed
Establishment, Southampton, whose catalogue of vege
table and flower seeds for 1910 we have just received.

This large list is packed from cover to cover with descrip-

tions of high-class vegetables and flowers, and should
prove most useful for reference. We understand that
Messrs. Toogood have posted a copy to each of their

customers, so if one has not yet been received, applica-

tion should be made for it without delay. The list will

also be sent post free to any gardener who cares to apply
for it.

Catalogues Received.
Messrs, Herd Brothers, Penrith : Seeds.

Messrs. R. fl. Bath, Limited, Floral Farms, Wisbech :

Seeds.
Messrs. James Carter and Co., High Holoorn, London:
General Seed Catalogue.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

*,* The dates given below are those supplied by the

respective Secretaries.

January 25.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fiuit, Vincent Square,
Westminster, 1— .5 p.m.
January 29.—Annual Dinner of the Sooiiti

Frangiise de Horticulture de Londres at the Caf^
Royal.

Kew Guild.—We are requested to state
that it has been decided by the committee that
the annual general meeting, to be followed by a
social gat luring, will be held at Kew this year
on the Monday preceding the Temple Show, and
not at the Holburn Restaurant as formerly. Old
Kewites are further asked to note that, in accord-
ance with the decision at the last annual meeting,
the next Journal will not be issued until June,
and will, in consequence, be a double number.
Mr. A. Garnett has undertaken the duties of hon.
secretary pro tern , and Mr. J. Coutts has been
appointed hon. treasurer.

National Vegetable Society.—
The schedule containing particulars of the classes

and prizes arranged for the exhibition to be held
under the auspices of the above society in Sep-
tember next is now in the hands of the printers,

and a copy will be sent to every member as soon
as ready, probably in about a week's time. We
learn that Lord Howard de Walden has kindly
offered to supplement the president's prize of
twelve guineas for a collection of twelve kinds of
vegetables with a second prize of seven guineas.
Anyone who is not a member, but who would like

a copy of the schedule, may obtain one by writ-
ing to the hon. secretary, Mr. E. G. Quick,
Kelmseott, Harrow View, Wealdstone, Harrow.
Proposed Scottisli Sweet Pea

Society.—A circuUr letter has been issued
over the names of Messrs. W. Cuthbertson, J. C.
Grieve, Alexander Malcolm and T. Mcllwrick,
suggesting the formation of a Scottish Sweet Pea
Society with its headquarters in Edinburgh, this
letter being the outcome of a meeting of a few
Sweet Pea enthusiasts recently. It is mentioned
that the proposed society is Dot to be in any way
antagonistic to the National Sweet Pea Society,
and that a show might be held annually in
Edinburgh in August. A fund of .€40 or £50 is

asked for, to begin with, for prize-money, and an
annual membership fee of 2s. 6d. is suggested

;

but it is considered that larger subscriptions
would also be required. Should the response to
the letter be sufficiently encouraging, it is intended
to have a public meeting to properly constitute
the society. Names of those favourable to the
project will be received by Mr. Cuthbertson,
5, Durham Road, Portobello ; Mr. J. C. Grieve,
Redbraes Nurseries, Edinburgh ; Mr. A. Malcolm,
Town House, Duns ; and Mr. T. Mcllwrick,
Downie Terrace, Murrajfield, Edinburgh.
LoDgrevlty of Fern-apores. — The

" Kew Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information,"
No. 10, contains an interesting note regarding
he longevity of Fern-spores. Some specimens
of Cheilanthes mysurensis were collected in
South China on October 28, 1899, and preserved
as herbarium specimens. Spores taken from
these and sown at Kew in March, 1908, have
produced healthy plants which now bear fully
developed fronds about 9 inches long. It is

stated that when the fronds of this Fern are
dried without much pressure, the margins
incurve greatly and serve as an additional pro-
tection to the spores.

Union of the Edinburgrh horti-
cultural societies—At a largely attended
meeting of the joint Councils of the Scottish
Horticultural Association and the Royal Cale-
donian Horticultural Association, Mr. J. W.
M'Hattie in the chair, the position of both
societies was fully discussed. On the motion of
Mr. W. H. Massie, it was unanimously agreed

to recommend to the members that, in the
interests of Scottish horticulture, it is highly de-
sirable that negotiations be entered into with
a view to their amalgamation. The complete
motion was :

" To report to the annual business
meetings of both societies that, at a joint meeting
of the Councils held on January 7, 1910, it was
agreed to recommend to the members that, in

the interests of Scottish horticulture, it is highly
desirable that negotiations be entered into with
a view to their amalgamation."

CORRESPONDENCE.
(T^e Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Sweet Pea Evelyn Hemus.—I can-
not agree with "Spencer," who writes, on page .30,

that "Evelyn Hemus behaved very badly last

season, and that scarcely any flowers showed
their perfect character. " It is not too much to

say that I grew waggon-loads of absolutely
perfect flowers of this variety, and not until the
end of the season, and when the plants were
exhausted with seed, did the colour show any
sign of running. I believe that those who failed

did so through an excessive use of manure. This
variety is so vigoroift that it does not need much
manure, and does best when it receives reason-
able and moderate treatment. I fully believe
that much of the trouble and disease that was so
prevalent among Sweet Peas last season was due
to the impression that growers seem to be
running away with, viz , that Sweet Peas are
rank, gross feeders ; whereas no plant appreciates
more a clean and sweet soil. That those grown
on light soils and pure sand did best last year
all points to this, because the sand would form
natural drainage and prevent the soil becoming
sour and stale, even if manure was used exces-
sively. I am becoming more and more convinced
that Evelyn Hemus is a variety which will not
stand an excess of manure. Of course, it never
does so well as when autumn sown, and I cannot
imagine a more vigorous and hardy variety
than E\elyn Hemus when sown at that
time.—H. Hemus.
Edible Pea fertilisation When Mr.

Barwise writes he has heard on good authority
that Pea-growers give themselves great trouble
to keep their stocks of these Peas pure by roguing
them, he must not rush to the conclusion that
rogues are plentiful ; indeed, that is very far
from being the case. As an old seed-grower I

have knowledge that the proportion of rogues in

established stocks of edible Peas is very small
indeed, although seedsmen do, all the same, go to
considerable expense to see that stocks are kept
quite true. But it is not correct to assume that
these few rogues in established stocks are the
result of some accidental cross-fertilisation.

Really, they are due to the tendency on the part
of all edible Pea stocks to slightly revert to
original forms or varieties, a tendency that it

usually takes several years from the seedling
stage to overcome, and in some oases never is

fully so. If anyone will embark in edible Pea-
crossing they will find any one pod the product of

the one cross to give, perhaps, seven or eight
seeds, and each one when grown will produce
a diverse character. If the seed from each
plant is grown separately, still will there be
diversity in the seedlings, and that diversity
will present itself through several generations.
There is no aspect of keel or pistil in the edible
Pea that resembles what is seen in the Spencer
type of Sweet Pea. Still further, it has always
been admitted that in edible Pea blooms, as

also in thos'^ of the original flat, standard forms
of Sweet Peas, the act of self-fertilisation was
complete even before the flowers were fully

expanded. Certainly to effect a cross the keel
of a flower had to be opened and the pollen
anthers removed at a very early stage, or other-

wise it would be too late, the fertilisation being

already completed. It was not wise to refrain
from enclosing Pea plants or, at least, blooms in

fine musKn to ward off other pollen from contact
with the enclosed flowers because someone spread
an alarm. What might have resulted in a damp
atmosphere might by no means have resulted in

a dry one. It is still worth trying —A. D.
MushPooms from Ipeland. — I

noticed in your issue of the Sth inst. a paragraph
anent the above. Permit me to point out that
yourcorrespondentstates that the variety ofspawn
he procured from Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons,
Limited, Seed Merchants, 61, Dawson Street,

Dublin, was Biker's Milltrack. I have never
heard of a maker of this name. I have for

many years past supplied Messrs. Dickson
with my speciality, Bjson's New Milltrack
Mushroom Spawn, at both their Irish establish-

ments, ie., 61, Diwson Street, Dublin, and
55, Royal Avenue, Belfast. Under the
circumstances I am of opinion your correspondent
used the name B iker's in error, and that it should
have been Bison's New Milltrack. If I am
right, may I ask you as a favour and in common
fairness to myself, as the actual maker of the
particular spawn in question, to kindly make the
ciirrection in your next issue.

—

William D.
Bason, Acock's Oreen, Worcester.

Bougralnvilleas and thelp cul-
ture. —I was much interested in the article by
" B." in The Garden of January 8, and shall be
glad if you will permit me to add my experience
—limited though it be at present—on their

culture. I was staying during part of February
in Algiers, and, charmed with the luxuriant
growth of this plant out of doors, where it trails

over sheds and the roofs of cottages after the
manner of Crimson Rambler and Dorothy
Perkins Roses in England, I resolved to try it

in my conservatory. I accordingly purchased a
plant from a florist in Algiers, took it from the
pot and wrapped It in moist moss and brown
paper. On reaching home I planted it in an
8-inch pot, and during August, September and
part of October had the satisfaction of seeing it

in full luxuriance. When it had ceased to flower
I cut it back, replanted it in a larger pot in

fibrous loam, and now (in January) it is apparently
so healthy and growing so rapidly that it will

probably attain to double its height before

blooming again. Of course, we cannot hope to
acclimatise this sub-tropical specimen in our
outdoor conditions, but it seems to do well in

the ordinary temperature of a conservatory.

—

A. A. Tindall, Hayward's Heath.

Potato Snowdrop and dete-
rioration.— I have read the note on this

subject in The Garden (page 16) with interest

and gratification, particularly so in view of

the fact that for the last six years I have
relied entirely on Snowdrop as a second early
Potato. My experience proves it to be " a good
doer," and that it surpasses in cropping and
cooking qualities some of the varieties recently

introduced, though I cannot say it is disease-

proof, especially in a season such as we
experienced in 1909. Curiously enough, for the
last two seasons I have grown one of the other
varieties mentioned— White Elephant. The
crop of 1908 left nothing to be desired, being
abundant and of good quality, though last year
it was a partial failure through disease, this

being attributable to the wet season, the over-

growth of haulm and a stiff, retentive soil.—T.

Hunter, Harrom Weald.
Whatever may be written with re-

spect to deterioration in Potatoes, it is abso-

lutely certain, assuming the varieties in question
are the produce of others fairly robust, that
they will endure many years if subject to

proper culture, to a suitable climate, good
selection and changes of soil, and to proper
winter storing. In the case of Snowdrop, for

instance, a variety that ranks among the
moderately robust only, that eminent gardener,
Mr. W. H. Divers of Belvoir, reports that he has

had a stock of it good for twenty-six years, and
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now shows no signs of deterioration. For how
many years have we grown Ashleaf Kidney, and
yetforalesser.butatillforalong, time Early Rose,

Beauty of Hebron and Magnum Bonuni, and
stocks of these can be had as good as ever they
were. Many varieties have been put into com-
merce bred from weak parents ; and that these

should have had brief existences was not only
natural, but desirable. We do not want such in

cultivation, especially as there are plenty of fine

varieties that have good constitutions and will

produce good crops of tubers. It is on light, dry
soils that Potatoes show evidences of weakening,
and the best way to secure good stocks from
them in continuity is to have some tubers grown
in diverse or stiff soil and under cooler condi-
tions. It is such soil and climate which enables
Irish and Scotch Potatoes to be so robust and so

wonderfully productive. Even in the 8outh of

England we shall this year hear far less of we.ak
growth on home-saved Potato breadths than in

some preceding years, simply because Southern
climatic conditions were so much damper and
cooler during the past year than in preceding
ones. It is when we get a return to hot, dry,
parching seasons that we shall find seed tubers
in the South losing vitality, and shall have to

send to Scotland or Ireland to obtain the same
varieties with vigour and robustness in them.
In past years, and before there dawned on the
Potato-growing mind the importance of keeping
seed tubers through the winter in a state of rest,

how common was the practice of heaping tubers
in pits or stores, covering them up close and
thickly, so that the bulk of tubers generated
heat. That heat soon generated premature
growth, and when these heaps or pits were over-
hauled at Christmas it was found the tubers had
sprouted several inches in length. Then all were
hand-picked, the shoots being pulled off, the
tubers restored to their heaps or pits and
re-covered, with the prospect of a second
sprouting resulting, as was commonly the case.

What wonder if such tubars when planted pro-

duced weak growths, many blanks and small
tuber crops. The demand now so universally
made for more intelligent methods of wintering
tubers in shallow boxes, keeping them in light

and air and properly sprouting them prior to
planting, has largely grown out of a revulsion
against the birbaroud way of treating seed
Potatoes I have described. If equal intelli-

gence is shown in selecting tubers for seed, in

getting them changes of soil and taking ordinary
care henceforth, we shall hear little about Potato
deterioration.—A. D.

Euphorbia Wulfenli. — Will any of

your correspondents give an account of their

experience With this fine plant '! My first

acquaintance with it was in or near the year
1902, when the late Rev. H. Ewbank wrote to

The (iARDEN from Bath, where a handsome
specimen was in bloom in the Botanic (iarden.

As soon as possible I obtained a plant, not with-
out difficulty, as it was then hardly known in

gardens. It grew rapidly and flowered finely

the following year. It seemed to be one of the
finest plants of recent introduction to horticul-

ture, with its immense heads of greenish yellow
flowers and its handsome foliage when out of

bloom. The next two years plants I had raised

flowered abundantly, but for the last three years,
on plants of all ages and in various positions, I

have not had a bloom. I send a photograph of a
three year old plant among some Yuccas (see p. 40).

The flower-heads are 1.") inches long by 8 inches
through, and are at their best in May. Possibly
the cool, rather wet summers we have had lately

are the cause of failure. It is evidently a plant
for the bolder promontories of rockwork on the
largest scale, though it looks fine anywhere. I

should say that plants of young maturity, or

from three to four years old, would always be
best, as these large Euphorbias, making their

yearly growth 'at the points of the branches,
grow into a leggy state that is rather unsightlj'.

—G. Jkkyll.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

EARLY VINES. —The stopping and
tying of these will now require atten-

tion. Care must be taken not to

draw the shoots too close at first, or

they will probably break off. Stop-

ping two joints above the bunch is the

general rule. The night temperature may now
be increased to 60°, allowing a slight fall during
very cold nights.

Peaches.—Close the second Peach -house and
pay strict attention to those trees that are in

flower by pollinating the blooms with a soft

brush or rabbit's tail. As soon as the fruits are

set continue the syringing overhead and keep the

floors well damped. The night temperature may
be increased about 5°.

Strawberries.—Plants that have their fruits

set may have a little stimulant either in a liquid

state or slight top-dressing of artificial fertiliser.

Thin out the fruits to six or eight, and tie the

bunches up to prevent any bruising from the

sides of the pot. House more plants in sufficient

numbers to meet the requirements.

Plants Under Glass.

Poinsettiaa.—When these begin to look finished

remove to a cooler temperature and reduce the

quantity of water. Allow the wood to ripen

before cutting them down. The Gloire de
Lorraine class of Begonias will require cutting

down as soon as the flowers are over, keeping

them on the dry side for a time before starting

them into growth again. Calla elliotiana may
be taken out and laid in boxes to start ready for

planting. Cuttings of Crotons, Draeainas, &c.,

that were rooted in the autumn should be potted

on, and another batch of cuttings put in the

propagating-case.

Oloriosa auperba tubers miy now be shaken
out of the old flowering pots and repotted, a

mixture of peat, fibrous loam and sand suiting

them well. A batch of Amaryllis can be started

by placing them in a warm house. Their
flowering season is extended considerably by
starling a few at intervals of about a fortnight

or three weeks. Preparations for the general

overhauling of all stove plants may now be made.
All soil and pots should be in readiness before

commencing the work. Propagate a good batch

of Panicum to replace any that have got untidy.

Hardy Fedits.

Small Fruits.—The pruning of these must now
be accomplished. When the work is completed

the ground should be dressed with some good
manure and lightly forked.

Gooseberries.—These will require shortening

back and some of the growths cut out where
overcrowded. Prune back to two or three buds,

which will form young wood to replace the old.

Where Gooseberries have been infested with
caterpillars it is advisable to take off 2 inches or

3 inches of the top soil and replace with fresh.

Black Currants.—As these fruit on the previous

year's growth it is only necessary to thin

sufficiently to allow free access of light and air.

Red and White Currants.—Spur back the side

growths, leaving the terminal ones 4 inches

to (i inches long tor extension.

Loganberries.—These require similar treat-

ment to Raspberries ; that is, as soon as the fruit

is picked the old wood should be cut out and the

new tied in its place. This very useful fruit is

not grown so much as it deserves to be. It is

excellent for preserving, both for bottling and for

jam. The Loganberryis an excellent fruit to clothe

a rough fence or trellis, and though perhaps not

so pleasant to the taste as the Raspberry, it

travels better. E. C. Pooley.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.

)

Onaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

I N D (J O R G A K D K N.

Sweet Peas —Not many growers in the North
find it of any advantage to sow these favourite

annuals in autumn, but many who grow them well

sow in pots or boxes abuut this time. A very
good plan, and one that economises space, is to

use small squares of turf instead of pots. Turf
that has been stacked for six months or so is best.

Make the little cubes about 3 inches square, and
into each press three seeds. Of course, the

exhibitor will place only one seed in each square.

Arrange the squares neatly in ordinary cutting-

boxes and shake a little fine soil into all joints,

covering over with half an inch of this material.

Give a slight watering to settle the soil, and
stand in a gentle warmth until the seeds

germinate, when they should be removed to a

cold frame. Those who can only afford cold

frame treatment for their Sweet Peas will have
quite as much success, but will eventually be a

week or two later in picking their first blooms,

If a frame is used, keep close and heavily matted
until germination has taken place.

Schizanthus.—Plants that have been wintered
in small pots will now be quite ready for a shift.

Very useful plants can be grown in S-inch pots, but
if large plants are in demand, plice three in each

7-inoh pot. Only moderately rich soil should be

used for potting on Schizanthus, or the odds are

that the plants will grow very tall and the flower-

ing period be retarded. This annual stands any
amount of pinching, and when the pots are well

filled with roots, weak liquid manure or liquid

made by stirring a tablespoonful of Ichthemic

Guano into a gallon of rain-water is excellent

for them. Give this twice a week. Stake neatly

and tie lightly as required. Rather a cool house

is best for this plant. Give plenty of air and as

much light as possible. Do not over-water.

Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers. — Many gardeners have quite

given up the old method of sowing Cauliflowers

in autumn. Nor can I blame them, as a sowing
made about this time will provide plants that

will "head" earlier than the autumn-raised

ones. Do not use very much heat, or the plants

will be drawn and weakly, while it is essential

that a suitable variety be selected. Personally,

I find nothing quite so good for this purpose as

Sutton's Magnum Bonum.
Other Vegetables to Sow.—A small sowing of

Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Lettuce and Parsley

should now be made in boxes. A good Lettuce

for this early work is Carter's Holborn Standard.

This is a high-class Lettuce that can be depended
on to heart early, and does not quickly run to seed.

Outdoor Garden.

The Rockery.—Very soon we shall be expecting

this interesting part of the garden to begin to

brighten up with the earlier bulbs and Saxifrages.

It is well, therefore, to go over it now, removing
any weeds, leaves or other rubbish that may have
accumulated during the winter. A neglected

rock garden is a depressing sight ; so any little

time spent in freshening it up is well repaid.

Any alterations necessary should now be pushed
forward, and the formation of new rockeries can

be taken in band at once. It is just early enough
to do much in the way of planting in this section,

but if the sites for new plants are got ready, the

actual planting a month hence will be much
more satisfactory.

MlSCKLL.4.NEOnS WoRK.
Laying in Stores.—During the month there is

often so much dampness that working on the

ground is out of the question. It is then easy

to lay in stocks of turf. Pea-sticks, &o., which,

although not required for some time, will, if

procured now, lighten labour later on.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq )

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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VEGETABLE NOTES,
HE SKED ORDER. - During the

present month all the seed catalogues

will reach growers, and those who
fail to receive one which they desire

should send for it at once. Imme-
diately such things are in readiness

the lists must be carefully studied, and as soon

as possible subsequently the order should be

compiled and despatched. It is, of course,

obvious that many of the seeds will not have to

be sown until March and April, but that is no
reason why they should not be secured and put

in a cupboard or other convenient place where
they will be at command the moment the proper

time arrives. It is folly to leave this task until

a day or two before the time of sowing. The
seedsman may then be extremely busy, and as

orders are executed in rotation there will be

some delay, which will inevitably cause irritation

and may prejudicially affect the crop. Apart
from that, there is always a possibility that the

choicer novelties may be sold out long before the

end of the season, and the pro-

orastinator may have to forego

the pleasure of growing some
plant that he was particularly

anxious to procure. Take good
advice : Order early.

Soil Working. — January is

commonly a month of exceedingly

bad w either as far as work in the

outdoor garden is concerned, but

it is most desirable that ad-

vantage should be taken of every

spell of favourable weather to

push on the preparation of the

ground. In no circumstances

M hatever ought a cultivator to be

satisfied with anything short of

bastard trenching, and if the

subsoil is suitable for bringing to

the top, by all means let this be

done. Two feet to 3 feet of

thoroughly cultivated friable soil

practically ensures satisfactory

progress in every crop in the

vegetable garden, and the grower
who keeps this steadily in front

of him and increases the depth
season after season will soon find

himself in far better case than
his neighbour whose mechanical
working has been shallow, and
possibly inferior at that. The
earlier all such operations can be
accomplished the better ; but it

is an error to touch the land
when it is sodden with wet or to

attempt to do anything when it

is frozen.

Vegetable Ref0SB. — When
all the vegetable refuse of the

garden is thrown direct into a

pit specially taken out for its

accommodation it accumulates
considerably, and by the spring

there is a substantial heap of

material that will be available

for incorporation into the second

no matter whether they are diseased or not—it

makes matters safe. During this month the

tubers for seed should be chosen and placed on end

in shallow boxes, in which, in a light frost-proof

place, they will have plenty of time to build up
the one or two strong, healthy sprouts which go
so far to ensure a satisfactory crop. Perfectly

sound tubers weighing about 3oz. should be

selected.

Parsnips.—It is desirable to lift these from

the ground in small quantities for use as

required, since they so quickly lose their flavour

even when stored under the best conditions ; but

if the quarter is wanted for another crop the

Parsnips must be removed. In frosty weather

some difficulty will be experienced in lifting the

roots unless the ground has been previously well

covered with protective material. Of course,

the frost will not do the least damage to the

crop ; but it will lock it safely up in the soil and
thus prevent the grower having the u.a" of it

until the frost has gone. H. J.

EARLY PARSLEY.
Owing to the excessive wet during the autumn
months this has kept badly in many gardens,

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SPIR^A DISCOLOR.

NEARLY a century has elapsed
since this ornamental shrubby
Spiraii was introduced into English
gardens, but, like many other
charming shrubs, it was neglected
or forgotten by many owners of

gardens until that period a few years ago when
the interest in beautiful trees and shrubs was
rekindled. Now it appears to be very popular,
if we are to judge from the number one sees
planted. S. discolor is a North American shrub
whose normal height is from 6 feet to S feet,

though under very favourable conditions it some-
times grows twice as high. Its habit is all that
could be desired, for it ualii rally forms a shapely
bush of graceful outline. The leaves are quite
distinct trom those of other Spiraeas. It belongs
to the simple-leived group. The leaves are more
or less elliptical, with prominent lobes and rather
deep serration, and they are pubescent beneath.
They have been considered to bear some
resemblance—which, it must be confessed, is

more or less a fancied one—to
those of Pyrus Aria, and on
account of this Loudon refers to
it as the " White -Beam tree

-

leaved Spir:ea." The flowers are
cream-coloured and borne in good-
sized terminal panicles in July, a
time when they are specially
welcome, as flowering shrubs are
then scarce. It grows in any
ordinary garden soil, and may be
increased by means of cuttings
in summer or by seeds. It has
been kiio«n by the name of S.

ariKfolia. and a variety of dwarf
habit is in cultivation under the
name of S. d. dumosa. W. D.

EUPHORBIA WCLFEMI AND YUCCAS IN MISS .IEKVLL's GARDKN. [Set page

spit of the various quarters.

tjuch stuff is valuable in the garden and is'always supplies being drawn entirely from plants in

available, whereas it is not invariably wise to frames. Should the stock be running short,

construct a smother and reduce the refuse to ash plants may be lifted and put thickly into

owing to the surroundings. boxes, and if placed in heat will soon start into

Stored Potatoes.—A task that is always growth. A sowing should also be made now
waiting to be done when the weather renders it and placed in a temperature of 60 . As soon
impossible to work in the garden is the looking as the plants can be handled they may be
over of stored Potatoes. When disease has pricked into a warm pit. A supply from this

developed since storing, as is commonly the case, sowing should also be available for planting out
this operation is not of the pleasantest ; but it in April on a warm border that has been deeply
has to be carried out, or the whole of the tubers dug and manured. Parsley is always welcome
will be lost. Any that show the slightest sign of in the early spring months, a time when it is

decay should be promptly removed for burning, usually scarce.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE-GROWING NEAR

LONDON.

YOU were kind enough
eaily in the past year
to advise me through
The Garden regard-
ing the manuring and
treatment of my Roses

"grown near London," and I now
wish to give you some idea of

what I have done during the past
season, together with the results.

I should like to say, first of all,

that I obtained a load of cow-
manure locally and applied a
dressing of the same over the
whole of the beds, lightly forking
it in after it had lain a week or
so. I also watered those plants
which had been planted previous
to March with Peruvian Guano
water, and syringed the whole of

the bushes well and frequently.

All this was in accordance with
your advice. The results, I

think, are fairly satisfactory

when taking into consideration soil, position,

my scanty experience of Rose-growing, etc. ;

moreover, as I gather from the remarks published
in your journal from time to time that last year
was far trom being a good Rose year.

Regarding the bushes, I will commence by.
saying that I lost four, owing primarily to the
severe winter. These were Mme. Abel Chatenay,
Papa Gontier, Lady (^'uartus Ewart and Mrs.
W. .J. Grant. The remainder of my trees met
with extremely varied success.

I will take tho Hybrid Perpetuals first. These
have made very fair growth, the best being
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Fisher Holmes and Ulrioh Brunner. Blooms,

however, have been rather scarce. One, M.
Bonoenne, I have had two years, but it has yet

to supply me with its first bloom. Horace Vernet

I hiive also had two seasons ; it wintered badly

and I was compelled to out it almost all away ;

in fact, all that was left after pruning was one

stem, and th<»t not more*than an inch out of the

ground. This hard cutting brought some reward,

the bush now consisting of four or five stems

between I'i inches and 18 inches long. One
flower was produced, but what a

beauty ! I class it as being among
the best six blooms I have had
during the year.

Regarding the Hybrid Teas.

These have done fairly well with

respect to production of bloom,

but growth in many instances,

notably Augustine Guinoisseau,

Mme. Ravary, Mme. Jules

Grolez, George Laing Paul,

Viscountess Folkestone, Captain

Christy and Dean Hole, 1 should

call only moderate with me.

There is certainly less growth

with these now than there was
before I pruned them in the

spring. In the case of Dean
Hole I did not get a single bloom

to open satisfactorily. La France

has only given me one flower in

two seasons, and that an in-

diflferent one. It has, however,

formed a very fair bush. The
remainder of my Hybrid Teas

have all flowered well, Lady
Ashtown, Countess of Gosford

and Betty being the best.

Countess of Gosford was not good

early in the season, hut got better

as the summer advanced, the

finest blooms appearing at the

end of October and early in

November. Betty did splendidly

with me ; 1 go so far as to say it

is the best I have, the blooms

from it in October and early

November being magnificent, and
undoubtedly included the best

bloom I had during the year.

Regarding the Teas. I am
rather disappointed at the show
mode by my few Teas. Mme.
Vermorel, Francisca Kruger,

Franijois Dubreuil and Mme.
Jean I'upuy did not supply one

good bloom among the lot. Buds
there were in plenty ; indeed,

Mme. Jean Dupuy produced
more buds than any other bush I

possess, but not a single one

opened satisfactorily, scores rot-

ting and falling off. This, I presume, was solely

owing to the weather. What a difference there

is in this respect between the Teas and Hybrid
Teas I Lady Roberts and Mme. Cuein gave a few
good blooms. Souvenir de Pierre Notting two or

three magnificent ones and a large number quite

indifferent. What a long time it takes this

latter Rose to open, but when it does finally

expand, what a splendid flower it is in every
respect !

I found green fly very troublesome, but I

managed to keep them under by going over the

bushes almost every evening and brushing them
off and killing them. This, of course, could not

be done if one had a large number of trees, but,

on the other hand, I never found solutions of

soft soap and quassia chips of any particular

value. Mildew proved rather troublesome on a
few plants, George Laing Paul being the worst ;

Lady Ashtown, Mme. Jules Grolez and a few
others were attacked, but not so badly. I

noticed that those bushes that were affected are

all close to an open fence, which possibly may
have had something to do with the cause.

I planted a few further bushes in November, top of it. Do you advise this, or would it be
as follows : Frau Karl Drusohki, Hugh I'icUii"', better to mix the manure with the soil'.' I could,

Gloire Lyonnaise, Gu^tave Gruuerwald, Charles of course, get some more cow-manure and give a

Jackson, M. Paul Lede, Dr. J. Cimpbell Hall, dressing of that afterwards, and finally fork that

J. B. Clark and Mme. Abel Chatenay. These I in, as I did the previous year. I should like you,

purchased from a grower at Leicester, and they however, to tell me what you really think would be

are very line bushes (if vou except M. Paul Lede best. Of course, the top soil at present on the

and Dr. .1. Campbell Hall). When I compare beds has cow manure incorporated with it. A
the growth of these bushes with even the friend set me against the use of the cow-manure
very beat of my own trees, my own growth

,
I purchased last year, as he said it was of no use,

seems such puny stuff, and I sometimes wonder ! as the cows being poorly fed, it had no goodness
in it and was in bad condition.

I certainly noticed when turning

it over in bulk, and also when
forking it into the beds, that it

was literally full of maggots ; this

was, of course, after it had stood

a few weeks.
I trust I am not asking too

much of you to read through this

long letter, but I can assure you,
on the other hand, that if you
are able to give the time to

answering it and to furnish me
with the list of sorts I have asked
for, together with any advice that

you consider necessary regarding

treatment and management, the

same will be greatly appreciated.

I should perhaps have men-
tioned earlier in my letter some-
thing regarding pruning. In
pruning my trees last spring I

cut them fairly hard, although
not BO hard as possibly I should
have done. What do you advise
regarding this year's pruning V

Do you think I should make a

point of cutting the Hybrid Teas
hard back, and exceptionally

hard in the case of those I have
mentioned as making no growth
at all? In the case of the Hybrid
Perpetuals, shall I cut them right

back, as I have not the room for

them to make large bushes, or

would this tend to lessen the
supply of bloom ? 1 noticed last

summer that some of the Hybrid
Perpetuals sent up growths 2 feet

to .) feet long from the base with
no sign of blossom. The growth
made by my Teas last year was
not so stout as it was when I

purchased them. Should I out

them fairly hard, or should I only
cut out weak growth and shorten
the remaining shoots '

May I say, in conclusion,
I hat if you consider any of

my remarks as to my difficul-

ties, &o. , likely to be of any
value to readers of The

Garden, you may make any use you like of

them. C. FoRnHAM.
[We think on the whole you have made a

capital start in P^ose-growing, and should certainly

advise you to continue. Last year was a very

trying one. In most gardens growth has been

remarkably good, especially that of the late

autumn, but the flowers suffered from the

wet. The losses you name were not heavy, and
even the best of growers lose some plants each

year. The scanty flowering of the Hybrid Per-

petuals is a very bad trait, and many growers
are discarding this group with a few exceptions.

Such vigorous growers as M. Boncenne should be
trained up to a 4feet to .">feet stake and very

sparingly pruned. You would then obtain more
bloom, and at the same time the plant would not
grow too wide. Ulrich Brunner should be

treated like this. When the plants reach the

top of the stake you can shorten back the

side or lateral growths, and every year cut

away entirely one of the oldest shoots. Horace
Vemet you unconsciously treated on the

name lines recommended by the champion

A iJOOri HARDY FLOWERINfl SHRUB: SPrR.f;A DIPCOLOR. (See pa^e !i'l.)

if it is worth while my continuing to try and
i
grow Roses under my conditions. I have, how
ever, made up my mind to plant a few more
bushes in the spring, and should be glad if you
would give me a list of, say, about a dozen
different, all Hybrid Teas and ones that you can

recommend as being good strong growers and
free-flowering varieties.

I have now earthed up the w hole of my trees

and covered the beds completely over with as

long stable litter as possible (of course, there is a
proportion of manure with it), which I have taken
from some -stable manure just obtained. Would
you have advised me to do this? I noticed

recently that the manure in the beds seemed very
cold and wet. We have, of course, had a lot of

rain recently, but I wondered if I had been wise
to put any litter on the beds at all, as my garden
is not much exposed.
The stable manure I have got will be well

rotted by the spring, and I thought that about
April or May I would take off the top 3 inches

or 4 inches of the beds, put on a good layer of

this manure, and then return some of the soil on
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amateur grower, Mr. E. B. Lindsell, who advises dressing the beds with short rotten manure in

Amateurs to out this Rose back hard annually,
i
April or May, it would not be advisable to

even to within an inoh of where budded. All disturb the surface roots at that season of the

Roses that flower freely would be the better if year. Rather give the beds a dressing in Feb-
pruned back fairly hard, seeing that your space ruary, and either lightly dig it beneath the soil

18 Eo limited, and you would certainly obtain or remove an inch or so of surface soil and replace

blooms of better quality

from the lower dormant
eyes. You can hardly
expect the growth the firat

year to equal that of the

plants when received, but
the second year you should
obtain good, strong
growth, especially if you
prune hard back. Do not
prune too early. The first

week in April would do for

most of the Roses ; then
subsequent growth will

probably escape the spring

frosts that wrought such
harm last spring to many
Rose plants From what
you sav regirding the

Hybrid Teas, your plants

were slow in making
growth, but towards
autumn they improved,
which leads us to suppose
that the cultural details

were not at fault. The
season was a very bad one
for the true Teas. Where
old-established plants
existed, such sorts as you
name opened fairly well.

We had some beautiful

flowers of Mme. Jean
Dupuy, but the thinner
Teas, such as Mme. Hoste,
Anna Olivier, Lady
Roberts, &c. , were the
best. If you have a sunny
wall available you should
plant against it the more
double sorts. Such varie-

ties as Souvenir de Pierre
Notting, Mme. Constant
Soupert, Boadicea and
Medea would grow well

in such a position. When
a wall is not available such
sorts are best grown upon
half-standards. We think
if you used Mo-Etiio and
Cyllin Soft Soap you would
overcome the trouble
caused by mildew and
green fly. Both these pests
should be taken in hand
in their very early stages.

The sorts you planted last

November should be
pruned back hard in
March. J. B Clark, Hugh
Dickson and Gloire
Lyonnaise would be best
grown as pillar Roses.
Prune hard this season,
then tie the new growths
to stakes about .5 feet high.

Subsequent pruning must
be very moderate. We
append a list of a few
good Hybrid Teas as re-

quested, but you did not
enclose your list or plan,

so we do not know
whether you have any of the kinds or not. We
think you have done wrong to cover your beds
with long stable litter, and should advise you to
remove it as soon as possible. It tends to keep
the roots cold and wet and is not at all necessary.
If sharp weather comes you should put in among
the branches some long, dry straw or Bracken
Fern, and remove it when necessary. As regards

to study " Rose Growing Made Easy," a work
just published. Those Hybrid Perpetuals that
did not bloom should be left long at pruning-
tinie. Retain the growths made last summer
from IJ inches to 18 inches long. The following
are all first-rate Hybrid Teas, and should grow

well with you : Laurent
(jlarle, Florence Pemberton,
Pharisaer, Mrs. T. Roose-
velt, Earl of Warwick,
Mme. Wagram, Mme.
Edmee Meiz, Mme. L.

Pain, Priucesse Mertcher-
sky, Mme. Maurice de
Luze, Countess of Derby,
Amateur Teyssier, Prince
de Bulgarie and Melanie
Soupert. ]

THE CLIMBING ROSE
LEUCHTSTERN.

Althouoh nine or ten
years have elapsed since
the above Rose was intro-

duced, I think it is still

one of the prettiest for

pillars. It flowers pro-
fusely and lasts a long time
in good condition. The
colour of its flowers is rosy
pink, with a large white
eye. It is a strong grower,
though with us It is not
(|uite so rampant as some
ot the climbing section.

For some reason or other
It is seldom commented on,
favourable or otherwise,
by writers on Roses. Any-
one making a choice of

Roses for pillars or arches
will be amply rewarded if

they include this in the
selection.

Biyhgate. C. Turner.

GREENHOUSE

(LOLDMN

T

A NEW STOVE PLANT : COLUMNEA MAONIETCA. (Slightly reduced.)

the latter on top of the manure. A dressing of

Tonk's manure at the same time would be bene-
ficial. You will find the recipe for this in some
of our back numbers. The cow-manure might
not have been the best, but it was certainly a

good fertilising medium. If you follow our Rose
notes from time to time you will gather some This
useful hints, and we would also recommend you houses

A NEW GREEN-
HOUSE PLANT.

(COLDMNEA MAGNiriCA.

)

HIS bright and
exceedingly at-

tractive green-
house plant is a
welcome addi-
tion to the

great family Gesneracese,

and will add much beauty
to the greenhouse during
the winter. The plant
would seem to attain a
height of l!j feet to 2 feet,

the tubular, Gesnera-like
flowers being loosely pro-

duced on an erect stem,
as shown in the illustra-

tion. The colour of the
blossoms is orange scarlet,

this passing to yellow in

the interior. The leaves

are ovate, pointed, and
covered with a dense
pubescence. The plant, of

which a portion is illus-

trated, was shown before

the Royal Horticultural Society by Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bart, Dorking, on the '28th ult.,

when it received an award of merit.

HUMEA
plant is not

ELEGANS.
DOW

as often as it

seen
was

our green-
generation
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ago. When well grown the plants look

oharming in groups, and from three to a dozen

are ([uito sufficient to place in groups of all sizes,

from the small one to the largest. The grass-

like plumes, with their lovely red colouring,

are so graceful and add a lightness to the general

arrangement of the group that no other kind

of plant will impart. As the plant is a

biennial it is necessary to sow seeds one spring

in order to secure flowering plants for the next.

The leaves, even while the plants are small, are

of a spreading habit and require considerable

apace ; so it is advisable to sow the seeds thinly

in shallow pans filled with a light, sandy com-

post. Sweet leaf-soil is one of the best ingre-

dients, as the roots cling to it tenaciously, and
when they are carefully transplanted or potted

singly the plants do not suffer a serious check.

Throughout the summer months the plants should

be kept in a cool frame and be finally repotted

in August in good loam, using (i-ineh pots for

the purpose. In September place the plants in

a warm greenhouse, and be sure to keep the

leaves free from red spider. Avon.

THE STOPPING AND TIMING OF
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

[In Reply to " Oray^holt."]

\Vk are pleased to advise you as to the period

when your Chrysanthemums should be stopped

and the character of the buds that should be

retained in each instance. As you are a grower
in the South of England, it is necessary to point

out to other readers who may be growers desir-

ing information on these same points that those

whose gardens are located in the Midlands should

commence the pinching of their plants about a

week earlier than the dates given below ; while

those in the North should, by steady progression

between the Midlands and the North, observe a

difference of from ten da3'8 to a fortnight earlier

for the same operations. In pinching a plant

all that is necessary is to just nip out the grow-

ing point. Subsequently new growths will

develop in the axils of the leaves, and these, of

course, must be grown on to the kind of buds
recommended in the subjoined list

:

^ When to Pinch or Which Buds
""""'•

Stop Plants. to Retain.
General Hutton .

.

Third week March Second crown
Murillo Natural break .

.

,,

Kiraberley End March .... ,,

Mi8B Milnred Ware .. Natural break .. ,,

Colonel Weatherall . . Third week May . . First crown
Queen Alexandra .. End March .. .. Second crown
Mme. Gabrielle Debrie Mid-April .... ,,

W. Duckham .. . ,, „
Eleanor Duchess o£lE.rivAnril
Northumberland }

tariy Aprn ....

George Terry .. .. First week April.. ,,

J. R. Pitcher, Eva Williams. 0. .T. Quintus,
White Quintus, Chas. Jolly, .Jules Mary, Am-
broise Thomas, Freedom, Fire Dragon, Lady-
smith and Piercy's Seedling are all early flowering
border kinds and should be grown on to terminal
buds. By these means bushy plants will be
evolved. Mary Anderson (single) and Kathleen
Thompson (Japanese) are tjoth semi early varie-

ties and should be grown on to their terminal
buds. The other varieties in your list are
old or obsolete. We advise you to pinch the
plants two or three times during the growing
period, the last pinching to take place at the end
of .June, and from this point to grow on the
plants to the terminal buds.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A FEW GOOD HARDY PLANTS.

DURING recent years no class of plants

^ has received greater attention than
I those for the hardy herbaceous
i border. As it is impossible to grow

one -half of the many beautiful

plants now offered in the borders
of ordinary-sized gardens, it is better to make a
selection of a few of the best plants rather than
have a large collection containing a great many
indifferent varieties.

The following are very beautiful and reliable

plants which are easily grown in any good garden
soil

:

Tritcima Maiowanii.—A beautiful dwarf Red-
hot I'oker, or Flame Flower, not more than
2 feet high, a free and continuous bloomer, the
colour being a beautiful coral red. It is almost
the smallest of the Tritomas, and so should be

planted in the front of the border, where its

beauty should be seen to perfection. It will

succeed in any good soil, but perhaps has a pre-

ference for loam. The individual flowers are

remarkably long-lived.

The Tkier Lily (Lilium tigrinum Fortunei).

—

A noble and easily grown Lily. Its handsome

PRUNING GREENHOUSE CLIMBERS.
Such plants as Plumbagos, Clematis, Swainsonias,
and .Jasminums may be pruned and kept dry at
the root until they break. Lapageria rosea and
its varieties should have their weak straggling
shoots removed, and have a thorough cleansing.
If any of these require potting it should be
undertaken forthwith. Use a compost of two
parts peat, one part turfy loam, lumps of sand-
stone, charcoal and sand, with a thorough
drainage, as they require plenty of water in

their growing season.

make a beautiful display in the mixed border ; it

grows from .S feet to 4 feet high and is of the

simplest cultivation. Its period of flowering

stretches over the greater part of the summer.
Buff Lii.v (Lilium testaceum).—A noble Lily

of easy culture, growing to a height of 4 feet and
bearing large showy flowers of a beautiful apricot

yellow with bright red anthers; the flowers are

very fragrant. It takes some time to become
established, and for this reason should not be
often disturbed, but when once established it

flowers freely and makes a great display in the

hardy border. It will flourish in any good .soil

and, unlike some Ijilies, will grow and thrive for

many years. .June and .July are the flowering

periods. Fortunately, it does not take the disease

like the Madonna Lily (L. oandiduro), which is

one of its parents. R. E. Arnold.
Till Gardens, Cirencester Hov8i\ Cirenn uler.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
PRIZE GRAPES GROWN IN
ORDINARY GARDEN SOIL.

As I happened to be an exhibitor in the same
class as Mr. Garner at the Bournemouth Show, I

was much interested in the facts stated by him

FIRST PRIZE JXHIBIT.S OF GRAPES.

orange red coloured flowers, beautifully spotted
with chocolate, are produced during September
and October, and this is the last Lily to flower.

It grows from .3 feet to 4 feet high, and succeeds
well in any good garden soil. It is very valuable
as a out flower, lasting when out from ten days
to a fortnight, while it has a pleasing perfume.
It may easily be increased from the bulbils which
are formed in the axils of the leaves.

Anemone .taponk a Queen Charlotte.—One
of the best of the new Japanese Anemones. The
beautiful soft pink flowers are carried on stout
stems .S feet or more in height, which makes it a
valuable plant for cutting. It is readily grown,
but when once established should not be dis-

turbed. The flowers are bolder than those of any
other variety and of a more pleasing colour.

September and October.
LupiNUs POLYPHYLLUS ROSEUS.—A great im-

provement on the old varieties in colour, growth
and period of flowering. It grows to a height of
.'! feet and produces compact flower-spikes of a
beautiful rose pink, which change to a deeper
tint with age. It flowers for practically the
whole of the summer months, a fact that con-
siderably increases its value as a border plant.

.June to September.
Anchusa Oi'AL.—A new form of the Dropmore

variety of the old Anchusa italica. It throws up
sturdy spikes of large pale blue flowers, which

in The Garden for .January 1. It is quite true

that the bunches shown were very fine and well

finished in every way, considering the soil in

which they had to be grown. I know perfectly

well the nature of the soil from here and through
Bournemouth and beyond, and it is void of any
good qualities ; yet with common sense it can be
made to produce good Grapes.

I am sending you a photograph of seven
bunt hes of Muscats which won three first prizes

at the Bournemouth Show and weighed together

'241b., although they were not quite finished.

These bunches were cut from Vines growing in an
inside border which has only been half made.
The Vines were planted in the half border that

was made for their reception, the loam used for

the purpose being very clayey and retentive of

moisture. They grew very fast, making rods

30 feet long in one season. In the autumn we
decided to finish making the border, but to our
amazement the roots had extended to the natural

soil that was left, and we decided to leave the

half border as it was, and so it remains to this

day. The crops annually cut from these rods

are astounding. I can produce photographs of

the Vines for the last three years carrying from
twelve to fifteen bunches each year.

BHEAiii
" W. D. Pope.
(Gardener to L. G. Pike, Esq.

)

King Barrmi; Wareham.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
PRUNING AND TRAINING FRUIT TREES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—Where not

already done, no time rauatbe lost in

preparing Potato sets for planting.

This is best done by laying them out

in shallow trays with the thiols end,

where the strongest eyes or buds are,

uppermost. They should then be stood in a cool

but frost-proof place fully exposed to the light

1.—A yOUNK TREE THAT (IIVES PROMtSK OK

MAKING A SHAPBLY SPECIMEN AS TIME

PROBRESSES. NOTE HOW THE GROWTHS
HAVE BEEN CUT BACK AND HOW THE

LEADING SHOOTS ARE GROWING IN AN
OUTWARD DIRECTION.

and air. Under such conditions they will soon

turn green, and when they do sprout the shoots

will also be green, short and sturdy. It has been

proved conclusively that sets treated in this way
give better returns than those planted without

any such preparation. Of course, care must be

taken at planting-time so that the shoots are not

injured. Some growers remove all except the

strongest shoot, and though this may be advis

able where a few only extra large tubers are

required from a plant, much heavier crops of

medium-sized tubers will be secured if the three

strongest shoots on each tuber are retained, the

others being rubbed out before planting. Whole

tubers the size of small hens' eggs are the best

for sets ; any larger should be cut just before

planting, so that at least one strong shoot is

secured with each portion. However, cutting

should be avoided where possible, selecting whole

tubers of the size named.

Flower Garden.—In many localities bulbs are

more forward than usual this year, and already

some of the early Tulips are well above the

soil. Where such is the case, much good will be

done by lightly stirring the soil between the

plants on a dry day with a Dutch hoe. Whether

the bulbs are up or not, advantage should be

taken of the first spell of dry weather to remove

any weeds and other rubbish from the beds, so

as to give them at least a tidy appearance. In

the event of severe frosts, see that the protection

provided earlier for all plants of a tender nature

is in its proper position. All relabelling must
be finished off as quickly as possible, as with the

advent of February work in this department will

increase at a great rate. Any gravel or other

walks that need repairing should have attention

without delay ; but where it is intended to give

paths an entirely new coating of gravel, this work
bhould be left until March or early April, as

it will then remain bright and clean for the

summer.

Lavms.—Where any bare places are present

these should be made good, and the sooner the

work is done now, providing the weather is not

frosty, the better. Cut all round the bare place

with a sharp spade or edging-iron, and then lift

the worn turf out to a depth of about '2 inches.

Next fork up the soil beneath, remove any large

stones encountered, and then level and tread the

whole moderately firm. New turves, which
should be cut 2 inches thick and in strips measur-

ing 1.5 inches b> 12 inches, must then be laid so

as to fit the space to be renewed, taking care

that all edges fit closely together. Before laying

the new turf it is very probable that the forked-

up soil will be nearly level with the old turf ; but

this does not matter, as when the new is laid it

must be well beaten down, and will by this means
hs made to sink level with its surroundings.

Where moss is present the grass is nearly certain

to be poor and thic, and the moss should be raked

off with a small iron-toothed rake, afterwards

giving the grass an inch or rather more thick

dressing of good sifted soil and thoroughly de-

cayed manure, or, failing the manure, add a

1 inch potful of steamed bone-meal to each bushel

of soil, thoroughly mixing the two previous to

using-

Oreenhoufie and Frames.—Where it is desired

to increase the stock of Fuchsias, a start must be

made with the old plants now, so that cuttings

can be secured early. A few of the old specimens,

according to the number of cuttings required,

should have their shoots pruned back to about

half their length, the soil in the pots be well soaked

with tepid water, and then plunged to their rims,

closely together, in Cocoanut fibre refuse where a

bottom temperature of from 7)5" to fiO" Fahr. can

be maintained. A slight syringing overhead once

or twice daily with tepid water will greatly

assist the formation of new shoots. When these

are about S inches long they may be slipped off

with a slight heel of the old wood at the base of

each, the lower leaves removed, and the cuttings

then inserted one-third their depth in rather

sandy soil, preferably one in a small pot. If

kept warm and in a close atmosphere, with the

pots plunged in Cocoanut fibre refuse, these

cuttings will quickly root, after which they

must be given more air, larger pots, richer

soil, and grown on as quickly as possible. By
early autumn they should have formed good

specimen plants capable of producing a fine

display ©t blossoms. A. A.

PRUNING AND TRAINING DWARF
FRUIT TREES,

Last week notes and illustrations dealing with

standard Pear trees were given ; but, in the

present instance, it is desired to call attention to

the pruning and training of bush trees, a form of

fruit tree that is most popular with owners of

small gardens, and deservedly so. It is not

everyone that has the necessary space to grow

many standard fruit trees satisfactorily ; but

most lovers of the garden who are interested

in fruit culture can find accommodation for a

fairly good number of trees of bush or pyramidal
form.

Readers should distinctly understand the

difference between trees of bush form and those

of a pyramidal character. The latter are most
attractive in appearance when properly pruned
and trained, but considerable care and attention

are necessary if really symmetrical trees are to

be brought into effect. Bush trees usually

produce a good yield of fruit without taking up
much space in the garden, and their chief

difference from trees of pyramidal form ie that

they do not have a central leading shoot, the

centre of the tree being kept open. By adopt-

ing this method of culture the side branches

become strong and erect. Apples take more
kindly to this method of pruning and training

than any of the other equally popular hardy
fruits, although they—Plums, Cherries and
Pears—not seldom succeed very well under
similar treatment.
There are simple rules of pruning which every

beginner should be most careful to observe. The
first is to cut back the weakest shoots the more
severely, as by so doing the new shoots that sub-

sequently develop will break away stronger and
larger as a consequence. Readers who are at

all observant may have noticed that when weak
shoots are only topped or cut back lightly, the

shoots that subsequently evolve are of a very

2.—YOUNG BUSH APPLE TREE WITH FOUR
LEADING SHOOTS. THE LATTER SHOULD
BE CUT BACK TO WITHIN 1 5 INCHES

OF THEIR BASE ; THIS WILL CONTINUE
THE METHOD OF TRAINING USUALLY
OBSERVED WITH THIS FORM OF TREE.

weak character, which means laying a bad

foundation for future work. In the second

place, remember, when pruning, to leave the

bud on the outside of the shoot, so that as it

develops its growth an outward turn may be

ensured.
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3.—A BDSH-TRAINEI) TKEE A FEW YEARS OLDER
THAN THOSE SHOWN IN FKiS. I AND 2.

THIS SHOWS THE METHOD OF TRAINING
BOSH APPLE TREES.

The trees portrayed in the present instance
were photographed in the garaen of an enthu-
.•-iastic amateur fruitgrower, whose trees in-

variably bear heavy crops of fruits. The garden
is within five miles of the metropolis. In Fig. 1

a young tree that is well established is shown.
It is growing in good soil, and gives promise of

making a shapely tree as time progresses. There
are not as many side branches as one would like

to see, but it serves the purpose of illustrating
the pruning and training of a bush fruit tree in

its earlier history. The great thing to remember
when pruning is to keep the centre of the tree
open ; cut back branches that cross one another
unduly or that turn inwards. Light, air and
sun can each then contribute its share towards
a successful issue. Always use a sharp knife
when pruning.

Fig. 2 is a good representation of a bush-trained
Apple tree. Varieties of Apples differ in their
character of growth, and should be pruned
accordingly. The four leading shoots in this

illustration will give the reader a very good idea
how a tree of bush form can be properly deve-
loped. The pruning-knife has to be used to
shorten back the leaders to within, say, 1.5 inche.i

of their base. If cut just above an outside bud
in each instance, the growths that will subse-
quently evolve will go to make a shapely tree
and also ensure the shoots being well ripened.
By observing this method of procedure there
should be a good number of main shoots in the
succeeding season, which, if treated in similar
fashion when winter pruning is again necessary,
should bring into being a bush tree of good form.

In order to illustrate the evolution of a tree
grown in bus^h form, a specimen a year or two
older than the one seen in Fig. 2 is shown in
Fig. :i. It will be observed that the method of
training advocated earlier in these notes has
been continued, and that, as a result of careful
pruning on the lines laid down, a really excellent
little tree has been brought into existence. The
leading shoots will be cut back almost imme-
diately, and a shapely specimen be thereby
Hnsured. It is from these leaders that the shape
of 1 he bush trees and their progress are made.

Fig. 4 gives a fairly good representation of a

bush Apple tree. This is a specimen of good
proportions, with numerous fruit-spurs indicated

freely along the matured branches, and with the

leaders not yet shortened back. From this

picture it is easy to see how, by a system
of progression, a large specimen tree may be
trained, and how easy it is to grow (|uite a lot of

fruit even in a small garden. D. B. t).

HINTS HOW TO RAISE BEGONIAS.
Now the season is at hand when lovers of

Begonias ought to be getting in their seeds, I give

my experience as to the way to raise the Begonia
Fairy (jiueon. Last year I had a packet of seed and
was successful enough to raise 3IW plants with
the following method, which I think was very
satisfactory : Make the sowing in a well-drained
seed-pan the second week in January, use very
light soil for doing so, and make it level by
pressing it down with the bottom of a flower-pot.

Do not cover the seed, but water with a very line

rosed can. Plane a sheet of glass over the seed-pan
to retain the moisture, then transfer to the green-

house with a temperature of 60" to 6.'>°, and
always keep the soil rather moist. When the
seedlings have two or three leaves prick out into

boxes or seed-pans, using a soil of about three
parts of good loam, one part of peat or leaf-mould
and a little sand. Great care must be taken of

the seedlings after they have been pricked out.

Keep them shaded from strong sunshine until

well established. Do not put them too thick
when pricking out, otherwise it will be necessary
to prick out the second time. From seeds sown
in .January good plants can be grown ready to go
in cold frames about the end of March and suitable

for planting out at the end of May. These plants
would make a splendid bed of flowers bv the end
of .Tune. W. Harris.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Garden Rubbish Heap. — This is too

often a rubbish heap in very truth, about
which there is always an element of untidi-

ness which reflects discredit all round. More-
over, it not infrequently occupies a space out
of all proportion to its needs, the materials

being scattered hither and thither by birds, by
the agency of wind and in other ways. Now,
there are two good ways of disposing of garden
rubbish, each with a value of its own so far as

the enrichment of the soil is concerned, and both
tend in the direction of tidiness. These are the

garden rubbish fire heap and the sunk-pit

system, and it is the latter which I mostly favour

for convenience and for utilitarian purposes. By
sinking a pit in one corner of the garden, say,

of 5 feet in length, 3 feet in width, and ol

any convenient depth, all weeds, lawu-mowings
and green vegetable refuse may be deposited

therein to decay. A thin covering of soil, with
the addition of a little lime occasionally, are all

that is needed for purposes of deodorisation and
to assist an early decay, when the whole mass
may be returned to the garden soil with benefit

to it and to the crops. Where manure is not

easily obtained, this decayed vegetable refube has

a value of its own for all the crops of the garden

,

and costs nothing more than tidiness to produce.

Plants in Cold Frames.—Such plants as

Pentstemons, Calceolarias and other things in the

cold frame intended for bedding-out in summer-
time should be freely ventilated at all times in

favourable weather to dispel damp, while the

removal of decaying foliage should be seen to at

the same time. The frame for these plants too

frequently occupies a damp and secluded spot in

the garden, the result being that, sun and air not

reaching the plants in suttioient quantity, the

soil quickly becomes sour and moss-covered.

Where this is so, a slight stirring of the soil and
the removal of the moss will be fouiid beneficial.

while the removal of the lights for an hour or
two will also assist matters.

Lobelia Sked-sowinc. — The dwarf-growing
Lobelia is still prized fur bedding purposes, and
to make sure of gouil pl-irit-s at the right time a
Bowing of the seeds should be nude at once. The
sowing should be made in slitfht heat, a green-
house temperature of 4-">° or .511' being suitable.

The essentials to a successful crop of seedlings

are good seeds and very saiuly and fine, perfectly

drained soils. Shallow boxes are both useful

and convenient for sowing the seeds in, and these
should be well drained, the soil made perfectly
level and the seeds scattered very thinly thereon,
just covering them in with a sprinkling of sand.

By preparing the seed-boxes a day in advance
and watering the soil, no further watering will

be needed at the time of sowing the seeds.

Loi'.ELiA from Cuttings.—Many amateurs who
save their old plants of Lobelia or a portion of

them may like to know that the time is ripe for

increasing these plants by means of cuttings, and
preparations should be made forthwith. Small
pieces of the fresh green growths are the most ser-

viceable when about three quarters of an inch in

length, and if taken from the old plants by the aid

of a sharp pair of scissors no further preparation
will be required. Such cuttings as these root per-

fectly well in saucers of moist sand placed in the

warmest part of the greenhouse, and when rooted

may be pricked ofi into boxes of sandy soil at

about 2 inches apart each way.
Roses in Pots —The plants of these in the

greenhouse should be pruned forthwith, taking
care that they are not over-wet at the time.

When pruning the plants, all thin and superfluous

wood should be removed, retaining only the best

shoots and shortening these back to the second
or third eye from the base, i.e., the point from
which the growth issued in the past season.

At the same time the drainage should be seen

to and made secure, while if the top soil

be at all sour this portion should be removed
and replaced by fresh turfy loam, old manure
and a little bone - meal. Freshly potted
maiden plants should be kept quite cool for

a time. E. H. Jenkins.

1

.V TYPICAL PYRAMID APPLE TREK WITH
NfMEROUS FKUIT-SPrKS ALONG THE
.MATIRED BRANCatS.
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NEW PLANTS.
Lycaste Skinneri armeniaca.—A very beauti-

ful and distinct flower of large size but good
proportions. The three large sepals are pure
glistening white, the petals being white, very
faintly tinged with pink. The labellum is a sort

of pale shrimp pink and, contrasted with the

white, creates a most beautiful effect. Shown
by F. M. Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrubbery, Oxford.

First-class certificate.

Cypripedium Atlas.—A very large-flowered

variety, with long, spreading petals and a broad,
slightly arching dorsal sepal, this being of the

usual green colour at the base, with a margin of

dull white tinged with carmine. The labellum

is rather large and projected well forward.

Cypripedium Bantam.—A rather small-flowered

but highly coloured variety, the flowers of which
are most attractive. The dorsal sepal is compara-
tively large and upright, the colour in the centre

and at the base resembling polished mahogany,
this colour being shown also, although in lesser

degree, on the petals and labellum. The dorsal

sepal has the usual margin of white, which in

this instance is very pure and intense. Bath

indeed, the yellow flesh being quite firm and
crisp. It was raised on the Madresfield Court
Estate, and promises to become one of the
leading dessert varieties of the future. When
shown before the committee on the 11th inst.

it received the higher award of a first-class

certificate. From Mr. William Crump, V.M.H.,
Madresfield Court Gardens, Malvern.

THE FERN GARDEN.
THE COMMON POLYPODY.

(POLTPODIDM VULGARB. )

HE following interesting notes are taken
from the second quarterly number of

the " British Fern Gazette," which has
just been published. The journal is

edited by Mr. C. T. Druery.
In many parts of the country, from

Lind's End to .John o' (iroats, the common
Polypody may be seen peeping out in the hedge-
rows and hedgebanks, from the crevices and
summits of old walls, in the forks and gnarled

T

A NEW DESSERT APPLE : WM. ORUMP. (Natural size.)

the above were shown by Lieutenant-Colonel
Holford, C.V.O., C.I.E., Westonbirt, Tetbury,
Gloucestershire, and each received an award of

merit.

Erlangea tomenlosa. — A delightful novelty

from British East Africa, which, in the branch-

ing character of its inflorescences and not a little

in its habit of growth, approximates to the sub-

shrubby Eupatoriums, the flower-heads, which
are of a fascinating deep mauve tone, being not
unlike those of Ageratum in general appearance.

The leaves are some 4 inches long, ovate-

acuminate, toothed and emit a very pleasant

aromatic odour. Under artificial light the plant

is most effective, and as a winter-flowering

subject of merit will, we imagine, be much
sought after. Shown by Messrs. James Veitch
and Sons, Limited, Chelsea. Award of merit.

NEW APPLE.
Apple Wm. Cromp.—This excellent variety,

the result of a cross between Worcester Pearmain
and Cox's Orange Pippin, received an award of

merit from the fruit and vegetable committee
when shown before it on December 22, 1908,

and at that time the flavour was very good

this being firmly anchored into the crevices or
soil by a number of roots proper.
No one, to see this simply constructed Fern,

could imagine into what wonderful forms it has
sported and what splendid evergreen ornamental
plants they constitute. In our own fernery
we have the cream of these, numbering about
forty distinct types, all but one of which was
found as a wild plant, some in old pollard
trees, some in walls, some in hedges and
some in rocky crevices. Let us walk round
and take them as they come. Here is a
beautiful group in a hanging basket, one of the
best ways to grow the plant. It is a basin-
shaped galvanised wire one, about 1.5 inches in
diameter and 8 inches deep, suspended by four
strong wires from a hook in one of the roof sup-
ports, for it is very heavy. This was lined with
living moss to retain the soil and was filled up
with a compost of loam and brown peat, half
and half, with a liberal dash of coarse silver

sand. In this we have six fine varieties : P. v.

grandiceps Forster, with heavy tassels on all tips

and fronds, 15 inches to 18 inches long ; P. v. bifi-

docristatum, a narrow form with smaller tassels ;

P. V. glomeratum MuUins, with curious bunchy
semi-crested fronds, no two of which
are ever alike ; P. v. pulcherrimum,
a giant form, with thrice-divided
broad fronds, a grand variety ; P. v.

grandiceps Parker, bearing heavy
crispy bunch crests at the top of

almost bare stalks ; and, finally,

P. V. longipinnatum, found by our-

selves at Killarney, with long,

slender side divisions about 3J inches
long and pointed. These were
originally planted on the surface,

burying the roots proper and peg-

ging down the rootstocks, and
now, after some five years, they
have taken full possession and push
their fronds from the sides as well,

forming a grand group. Each
spring we give them a mulch of

burnt Fern fronds, i.e., ashes mixed
with a little soil, and this seems to

benefit them greatly, as they rise

with increased vigour every season.

They also remain green and fresh

..hroughout the winter, and though
frozen in severe weather, the glass

being their only protection, they
quite recover themselves when the

thaw sets in and retain their verdure
until the new growth starts to

replace them.
Then follow other notes from

Mr. Druery on the Fern in a series

of pots and pans, the latter accom-

modating specimen plants standing on (not in)

redware saucers, which are kept filled with
bark crevices of old trees, and among the
rooky dihris of secluded glens. In exposed
situations it holds its own with short stunted water and are usually filled with roots as well

fronds of 1 inch or 2 inches in length, and The pans are shallow and about 15 inches across,

in congenial shade and moist situations we sufficient for a good plant to attain its maximum
have found it with fronds nearer 2 feet, development.
hanging in pendulous bunches. Normally, its ^^^_____^^_^_^_^^^^_____^
fronds are long and narrow, consisting first of a

|

—
somewhat long bare stalk, which, continuing p> /-» /^ ix o
through the frond, bears a row on each side of BOOKS.
long, smooth-edged, tongue-shaped side divisions

j

tapering to a bluntish point. At the back of I _, „ ^, ,, • ^, ^ * _
these fronds, if fertile, we may find each side The HortleultUPal DlPCCtory fOP
division to bear two rows of bright golden spore I910.*-Thi8 wel -known publication has, as

heaps, looking under a lens like symmetrical "'"*•• been brought as up-to-date as possible,

heaps of ripe Oranges, the seaming Oranges being ^""^

capsules full of golden spores, a beautiful sight
to see. Occasionally, especially in Wales, we
may find the side divisions saw-toothed and

contains a vast amount of information of

much use and interest to all who are connected

with the horticultural trade as well as to private

gardeners. Its contents are most compre-

poi'nted, and even more or lees sub-divided, and
I

hensive and it will suffice if we say that

in some localities the tips of the side divisions ' "'^ find this directory of use almost every day

are often divided into two or three (P. v.bifidum), I" addition to the various addresses much

though rarely all of them. Examining the plant gardening information of an unusual character

more narrowly we shall find that the fronds rise
j

'^ included.

singly from a thick, fleshy, creeping rootstook
, , .. i^e Horticultural Directory and Year Book for 1910."

covered with brownish scales, something on the p^j^e ^ xhe PnWiBher, 12, Mitre Court Chambers, Fleet
lines of theHare s-footFern(Davallia canariensis), street, Loudon, EC.
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The Flora of Algeria.*—This is a

work of muoh interest, espeoially to those who
know Algeria or are about to visit that country.

The author, in his introductory remarks, writes :

"Plant life in the subtropical climate of Algiers is

quite different from that of Central and Northern

Europe. Most of the trees are evergreens, and
their abundance confers a delightful luxuriance

on the landHuipe during the winter months.

Visitors naturally wish to know the names of the

principal forms of plant life, and as no simple,

illustrated work of the kind seem? to have been

published, I have arranged this series of photo-

graphs of the foliage and flowering shrubs, which,

aided by a few words of explanation, will enable

them to be readily identified." Dr. Gubb acknow-
ledges his indebtedness to the Director of

the Royal Gardens, Kew (Lieutenant-Colonel

Prain, F. R S. ), who has verified the nomencla-

ture ; to Professors Trabut and Hirail of

Algiers ; and especially to M. Ch. Riviere,

Director of the .T.irdin d'Kasai at Algiers. The
illustrations are of great merit. Strelilzia

Augusta, or the " Traveller's Palm," attains

remarkable growth, and other interesting

representations are those of the Dragon Tree
(Dracjeaa Draco), Musa Ensete, the Rubber or

Binyan Tree {Ficus macrnphylla), the Silver

Cedar {Cadrus atlantioa), Monstera deliciosa or

Philodendron pertusum, Citrons, Japanese Dite
Plum (Diospyros sinensis Kaki), Torch Thistle

(Cereus peruvianus), and the Indian Fig, or

Prickly Pear (Opuntia Fious indica).

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—TAe Editor intends

to make The Gardes helpful to all readers who desire

assistayice, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object will make a special feature of the

"Answers to Correspondents" column. All commit nica-

tions should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, 10, Taoistock Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used m the

paper. W?ien more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER G4RDEN.
Rosea fop Hampstead garden

(Mrs. Besant).—You would find the better

varieties of R. rugosa to grow well in such a

garden as you describe. There are now some
fine sorts in this very hirdy class, such as Conrad
F. Meyer, Mere6 ie^, Nova Zambia, Rose 4

Parfum da I'Hay, Blanc Double de Coubert, &o.

Then you should plant some of the splendid

Hybrid Teas, such as La Tosca, Grace Darling,

Viscountess Folkestone and that type, also

Monthly Roses of the choicest sorts. Herbaceous
plants such as Phloxes, Helianthuses, Coreopsis,

Delphiniums, Pyrethrums, Gaillardias, Geums,
Eohinops, Asters (Michaelmas Daisies), Chrysan-
themum maximum, early-flowering Chrysan-
themums, Lupines, Aohilleas, Aquilegias,

Campanulas, Doronicums, Iris germanica,
Poppies, Pseonies, Pinks, Rudbeokias and
Tritomas ; and annuals such as Sweet Peis,
Candyfuft, Godetias, Nasturtiums, Nemophilas,
Phlox Drummondii, Poppies, &o., should provide
you with a nice array of blossom. Bedding plants
such as Begonias, Geraniums, Cannas, Fuchsias,
Verbenas, and a number of the beautiful Tufted
Pangies (Violas) you should also plant. Instead
of the Rhododendrons in your front garden, why
not plant a row of well-shaped Box bushes ?

Thtsa would make the garden quaint in

« "The Flora of Algeria" By Alfred S. Gubb. M.D.
Published by Bailliere, Tiudal] and Cox, 8, Henrietta .Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

appearance. A few clipped common Yews
would be a nice addition, also one or two
Golden Yews, both the aurea variety and
the Golden Irish Yew. There are also some
very pretty erect-growing conifers, such as
Junipers, Cupressuses erecta, viridis and others,
which if dotted about would still further add to
the quaint appearance.

Christmas Roses diseased
(6. B. S. ).— Your plants are suffering from a
severe attack of the black Hellebore leaf-spot
fungus known as Phyllosticta helleborella, and
all you can do at the present time is to collect
the diseased portions and burn them to prevent,
as far as possible, any further spread of the dis-
ease. If you have many plants so affected you had
better at once remove the lights and give a syring-
ing with a sulphur solution, using half a pound of
the sulphur first stirred into a thick paste, and
then add two and ahalf gallons or three giUons
of soft water, preferably hot or nearly boiling,
stirring while it ia poured on to the sulphur.
When cooled spray the plants, the buds and the
surrounding soil freely. When new leaves appear
use a similar mixture repeatedly during the
season, or, if easily procurable, sulphide of
potassium, three-quarters of an ounce to two
gallons of water, taking care to wet the plants
above and below. In August or early September
lift the plants and, having washed away all

the soil, divide and replant in a well-prepared
bed of new soil, selecting, if possible, a south-
west aspect. Do not be afraid to divide the
plants, as this, when done at the right time,
greatly adds to their vigour.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Azalea leaves falling [Young

Oarden&r).— The reason of your Azalea leaves
going brown and falling is that they are badly
attacked by thrips. If the atmosphere is too
dry these pests soon lodge on the leaves, and if

the plants get too dry at the roots they increase
even more rapidly. It is more than probable
that these pests made their appearance last

summer when the plants were plunged out of

doors, and continued to increase, not only while
the Azaleas were outside, but after they had
been removed under glass. You speak of the
trouble not affecting their blooming ; but if the
thrips are allowed to go unchecke 1 they will soon
weaken the plants to such an extent that the
flowers will not open well. As drought of any
kind is conducive to the increase of thrips, these
conditions must be combated as much as possible.

When out of doors it is wise to give the plants a
good syringing on the evenings of hot days,
taking care to thoroughly wet the leaves on the
under sides. Syringing with the extract of

quassia chips will tend to keep these pests down.
Now your plants are under glass the thrips may
be destroyed by vaporising with the XL All
vaporiser. This will kill all the perfect insects,

but many of the eggs may escape ; hence vaporis-
ing may with advantage be done three times at
intervals of two or three weeks. The thrips
must be destroyed before the Vines put forth
their new leaves.

Treatment of Cyclamen (J. Patter-

son).—Cyclamen, both the ordinary and fringed
forms, can be successfully grown in a greenhouse,
but when they are raised from seeds the young
plants require a closer atmosphere than that of

a structure in which a miscellaneous collection

of plants is grown. The seed may be sown in

July, using for the purpose clean, well-drained
pans filled with a mixture of loam, leaf-mould
and sand. In an ordinary garden frame kept
close they will soon germinate, and must be
removed into the greenhouse in September. In
February they may be potted singly, using muoh
the same kind of compost. Daring hot weather
they are again better in the frame than in the
greenhouse, removing them to this latter struc-

ture in the autumn. In the meantime they may

be put into pots il inches or .5 inches in
diameter. Plants that are flowering now should
be kept in the greenhouse and regularly supplied
with water till it is safe to put them into a
frame outside. When the leaves die down the
soil may be allowed to get almost dry, and then
about midsummer they should be turned out of
their pots, shaken quite clear of the old soil, and
repotted in a compost made up of loam, leaf
mould and sand, with the addition, if possible,
of a little brick rubble broken fine. After this
the frame is the best place for them, the lights
being tilted to allow plenty of air ; but they
must be shaded from bright sunshine. If you
have no frame available, the plants may during
the summer be kept in the coolest part of the
greenhouse.

Temperature for Crotons (J. S.).~
Crotons are essentially stove plants, and as such
a minimum night temperature of 50" to .5.')'',

rising 10° to 1.5° during the day, is absolutely
essential to their well-doing. If the thermo-
meter falls below .50" it will, in all probability,
cause the more tender leaves to become dis-
coloured and ultimately drop.

Gpeenhouse Imvlntep fop ppoflt (A.M.D.).
A3 there is always a demand lor 11 jwers, you might make
your greenhouse remunerative by protecting the Chryaan-
theraum^ during the autumn and early winter.

Sowing: tuberous Begronlas [.Topper) —11 the
Begonia setd is sown early in February in a temperature
of .''..'')^ to tl.'i^, it will soon germiuate, and pricked off when
large enough to handle, the young plants may, when
sufficiently advanced, be potted singly into small pots, in
which they will become quite establiahed by bedding-out
time.

Cobsea scandens iA. M. D.).—We fall to see the
necessity of cutting down a Cobeea scandens because it ia

in a pot and you wieh to plant it in a greenhouse border.
At the same time, if you wish to shorten it back this may
be safely done, but it should be allowed to recover from
the operation and commence to push out new shoots
before you plant it out in the border.

Pplmula obconlca unsatlsfact:!Py (PuzzUd).
Too dry an atmosphere is undoubtedly the cauae of your
plants of Primula obconica bthaving in the way th y do.
This theory is borne out bv the fact that whiU in the cild
frame they are all right. If they can be placed on a moiat
bottom as far front the hot-water pipes as possible, you
will not, we think, have much further trouble.

Freeslas (IT. S.) — Of the Freesias we scarcely know
what to say, as some of the bulbs sent had no roots what-
ever. They look as if thty had almost perishtd before
they were potted ; but when the potting took place you do
not say. Again, were the points of the bulbs above the
surface of the soil? The upper part should have been at
least half an inch below. If we knew more of the treat-
ment we could advise further.

Lily of the Valley irolng wrong' (R. B.) —
You give us no particulars of the treatment given to your
Lily of the Valley, hence advice ia difficult. The appear-
ance of the spikes would suggest that they have been
allowed to got too dry at the roots or exposed to a cold
draught. In order to flower Cyclamen well during the
winter they need a light, buoyant atmosphere, with a free
circulation of air and a temperature of 60*' to 55*. It is

an advantage to stand the flowering plants on Inverted
pots in order to allow liie air to circulate.

Damp in irreenhouse (L. C). — In order to
counteract the damp, plen'y of air should be given during
mild weather. Voa will dnd this very beneficial, even to
the extent of leaving a little air on the ventilators
throughout the night when warm enough. An oil-stove
would certainly help to clear away the damp. If the
house still continues too damp, the floor may be cemented
but in a general way a floor of earth or ashes is, from the
manner In which the moisture is retained, more beneti>-ial

to plants than one of cement or glazed tiles. One
must, however, in such matters be guided by circum-
stances, as no hard-aud-faat line can be laid down in the
matter.

Pelargronlums for inspection (Worried).~Ii
all y.tnr /, jnal Pelargoniums are like the apecimen sent
tiiey are far too weak and debilitated to flower in a satis-

factory manner. The cultural directions followed by you
are <iuite correct up to the taking of the plants under
cover in September. Since that time they would appear
to have been kept much too far from the light and with
iuBUtlicient ventilation, the result being that the sh(K>ts

have lengthened considerably and are too weak to flower
well. Appearancea, too, suggest that they have been kept
too warm, and if the temperature stated tiy you represents
a minimum of w" during thu night, such ia certainly the
case. In order to flower Zonal PeUrgoniums suoceiafully
during the winter they need at that season aa light a
structure as possible with ample provision for ventilation,
thus ensuring a light, buoyant atmosphere. The h mae
should he aoaituated that it gets all the aun available at
the seae.Ki named, and a night temperature of 4^" to 6(1**,

rising 10" or ao during the day, should be maintained. It

is very essential that plants intended for wiuter blooming
should, during the summer, be stood on a hard bottom in
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a spot fully exposed to suu aod air, the object i)eing to

ensure sturdy, ehort-joioted growth, as upon this a great
deal of the future display depends. Vour selection of

varieties is a very good one.

Tpeatment of Bouvapdias (7. Patterson).—
Bouvardias may, generally speak ng, be given much the
same treatment as a Fuchaia ; that 1%, they can early in

the spring be readily propagated from cuttings of the
young growing shoots put in sandy soil in a close propa-
gating-case. Then, potted off in a mixture of loam, leaf-

mould or peat and sand, and stopped once or twice in

order to ensure a bushy habit, they will by midsummer be
ready to shift into flowering pots 5 inches in diameter.
Throughout the summer a frame is the best place for

them, or, failing this, they may be stood out of doors.

Given a temperature of 50° to 60° they will tlower through-
oiit the autumn and well on into the winter, at which
time their pretty, ueat flowers are much appreciated.
When the flowering season is over the plants must be
kept rather drier at the rets for a time; then early in

March they should be pruned into shape and encouraged
to grow by an increased amount of water and an occasional
syringing. As soon as the young shoots have started, the
plants should be repotted, taking off a good deal of the
old soil before doing so. Throughout the summer they
may be treated as advised for young plants, and will

Hower in the autumn.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose Rayon dOp [W. H. 5). —By

describing this beautiful novelty as " not too

full," the writer desired to convey the impression

that it was not a Rose of the Etoile de Lyon
type and some of the older golden Roses, which
growers in this country have found so difficult

to cultivate. Rayon d'Or is purely a garden
Rose whose merits lie mainly in its glorious

colour, which, seen in a mass, will be welcomed
by a large number of rosarians who plant Roses
for garden decoration and who do not examine
a bloom too closely. Rayon d'Or is not at all a

Rose of the Souvenir de Pierre Netting type,

but more after the style of Billiard et Barre,

but with a dwarf habit of growth, as my note
stated, somewhat resembling that of Le Progri'3.

I quite agree that many of our present-day
novelties are rather thin, but I have never heard
anyone say they would discard such a Rose as

Betty or Mme. Ravary on this account. My
opinion is that Rayon d'Or will be in great
demand, for I know how much we have been
wanting a good golden yellow bedding Rose.

Where there is one who grows Roses for the
beauty of their individual blooms, there are

a hundred who plant them as decorative
plants, which is evident from the large demand
for Bueh Roses as Mme. Ravary, Lady Battersea,
Melanie Soupert, &o.—-P.

Opang'e yellow Rose for button-holes
{Niw A'cffffc/).—Both Lady Roberts and Mme. Ravary
yield lovely buda very suitable to wear as button-holes.
Perhaps of the two we should prefer Lady Roberts.

TKEES AND SHRUBS.
Plants fop the seaside (Dolphin).—

You will experience a difficulty in establishing

any tree or shrub in ground which is permanently
covered with water. Even Willows fail to grow
satisfactorily in water-logged soil. Your best

plan will be to open trenches or ditches "2 feet or

3 feet wide and from i feet to 3 feet deep at in-

tervals of from 12 yards to 20 yards, to drain off

some of the superfluous water. You may then
plant strong cuttings of Willow a foot or so
long, burying three parts of each cutting below
the surface. Plant thickly, say, a oouple of feet

apart each way, for you will be sure to lose

a number. You ought, however, to have sufficient

take root to furnish your ground. If you can
get the ground dry enough to plant in you may
plant trees of the Alder (Alnus glutinosa).

Bapk faUing" fpom Beech tpees
(E. M. M.).— It is impossible to say from the
pieces of bark sent what is the reason for the
bark falling off your Beech tree. If this is general
all over the tree it points to its speedy death.
It may, however, be from a local cause, and a
section of bark only be dead. If that is so, the
tree may not suffer seriously. You can do no
harm by giving it a little more space, but do not
remove too much vegetation from about it at

once, or you may do more harm than good. The
tree may have suffered in health from the plant-

ing up you speak about. You can do little more
than you have already done, that is, top-dressing

and washing.

Seeds of Gopse (Vii'l'i Batl).—n is dirticult to
obtain stcda of French Gorae (Tiex (Jallii) from seedamen :

the best plan to adopt would be i't get aomeone in tlie

neighbourhood of Bournemouth t > collect seeds for you
next autumn, or young self-sown seedlings, which usually
grow ia abundance on an area th^t has been burnt over or
otherwise cleared at the present time. U. Gallii is a very
much better plant than r. nanus and intiuitely more
decorative.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Mealy bug on Vines [H. M. A.).—

We consider that you have done and are doing
all that is possible to exterminate the mealy bug
in your vineries beyond fumigating them with
cyanide of potassium and sulphuric acid. This,

however, is an exceedingly dangerous operation,

and one we do not care to recommend. Even
were it properly carried out it is possible, under
the circumstances, that some of the insects would
survive. Mealy bug is one of the worst
pests to contend with in vineries, and we think
you cannot do better than continue with the
measures you are taking for its suppression.

Ipish Peach Apple bush not satls-
faCtOPy (Francis). — From the symptoms
you describe, we are inclined to think that the
cause of the failure is due to something being
wrong with the roots. We advise you, if the
tree is not more than seven or eight years
old, to lift it carefully and replant, after the
strongest of the roots have beenslightlyshortened,
in new turfy loam, pressing it firmly round the
roots. The tree would soon make a mass of

new roots in this new soil, and would soon re-

cover. If the tree is older than this, it would
not be wise to lift it out of the ground, but
rather to dig a trench round it, ;i feet distant
from the stem of the tree and 21 feet deep, work-
ing the soil away from the tree until a good body
of roots is reached, then replanting these roots,

after slightly shortening their points with a
knife, in the same sort of soil as recommended
above, giving also a surface dressing over the
roots of the same soil, 4 inches deep, and treading
it down firmly.

Ppunlng Apples and Cheppies
{Scholastic).— Stone fruits of most description
will bear fruit freely on the young wood of the
previous year's growth, including some Cherries,

notably the Morello. If our correspondent's
Cherry trees are standard ones, and they have
ample space to grow in, his best system of

pruning will be to leave the shoots of the
previous year's growth their full length without
pruning at all, contenting himself by thinning
out the weakest of the shoots and any others
which he considers miy unduly overcrowd his

trees with foliage to the exclusion of adequate
light and air among the branches in summer. If

his trees, on the contrary, are of bush form, we
consider that the spur system of pruning is far

preferable. This consists in shortening the side

shoots on the main branches at the end of July
to within six buds of their base, and at the
winter pruning to further cut the same branches
back to within two buds. This compels
the formation of bottom fruit spurs and buds.
The terminal leading shoot at the end of each
main branch should be slightly shortened in

winter only, say, by one-third its length, in

order to compel many fruit spurs to form below
the cut. By this method of pruning spurs are
formed the whole length of the main branches.
All Cherry trees, even the Morello (when grown
as a bush), succeed well when pruned on this prin-

ciple. As regards the Apple, there are very few
indeed which can be relied on to bear good crops
of fruit on the young wood, and even these will

bear well when compelled to form spurs by
pruning in the same way as advised for the
Cherry. Among those which occasionally bear

on the young wood are the following : Golden
Noble, Gravenstein, Irish Peach, Lady Sudeley,
Red Juneating, Seaton House and Waltham
Abbey Seedling.

Fpuit tpees fop new garden (iT.).—We think
that your suiffrested arrangement and selection of the
various fruit trees for the different positions and aspects
of your garden are good. We would only suggest that
another Nectarine or a Gage Plum mi^iht be added against
the south wall ; we think room might be found for an
extritreein the 100 feet. South wall.—One Fig Brown
Turkey ; one Peach Duchess of York, early ; one Peach
Stirling Castle, medium to late; two Apricots Moorpark;
one Nectarine Sir Charles Napier, eirly; one Nectarine
Spencer, midseason, or Plum Denniston's Superb Gage.
East fence.—One Apple Mr. Gladstone, ripe July and
August : one Apple .Tames Grieve, September ; one Apple
Cox's Orange Pippin, October to Chriatmas

: one Apple
Christmas Pearmain, Christmas to February ; one Pear
Williams' Bon Chretien. September; one Pear D )yenn'i du
Comice, October and November; one Plum Green Gage;
one Plum Coe's Golden Drop. West fence.—One Apple
Margll, ( fctober ; one Apple King of the Pippins, November

;

one Apple Allington Pippin, Christmas ; one Pear Marie
Louise, September and October; one Cherry Frogmore
Early Bigarreau ; one Cherry trovernor Wood ; and one
Cherry Wate-loo, if room.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cpopping: a Nopthepn g'apden

{M. E. C., Melrose).—It is difficult to judge
accurately of the productive capacities of your
Northern garden without seeing it and noting
how much of the half an acre or a little over is

available for vegetable production when paths
and perhaps trees, bushes or borders are taken
out of it ; also the conditions of growth may
vary very much from those prevailing in the
South. Generally the soil seems good, although
it has been cultivated 100 years ; but it is

obvious that deep trenching every three or four
years is essential to enable the soil to be changed
occasionally. That, however, need not be done
all at once, but a portion left uneropped in the
winter should be so treated. It will also need
liberal dressings of manure and, of course,
frequent lime dressings, also now and then a
dressing of basic slag at the rate of 5Ib. per rod,

forked in about the month of .January. Where
ground is vacant, this would help to supply
phosphates, which such soil as yours greatly
needs. As you say you have an area of 3h acres
of other ground, flowers, a vinery and a green-
house, and but one gardener, with occasional
summer help, we can only wonder how he gets

through so much work, as to us there seems to

be ample for two men. You cannot go to better
seedsmen than the firm you name, as they
rank very high for stocks or quality. We do not
understand your reference to Peas in pounds,
but 21b. should be about 1 quart, or in all about

5j quarts of seed. That is a good deal, but so

much depends on whether sown thick or thin.

If a pint of any average Pea sows a row 80 feet

in length, it is amply thick then. But why
have so tall a Pea as (^'uite Content? You had
far better have a pint of Autocrat in place of

that, and from Autocrat and Gladstone sown in

June at intervals of two weeks you should have
a supply of first-class Peas late into the autumn.
Sow William the First, Gradus, Laxtonian,
.Stratagem, Prizewinner, Rearguard and The
Pilot in this order, the other two following.

You do not grow Scarlet Runners, but that is

characteristic of Scotch people
;
yet in the South

it is one of our most valuable summer and
autumn vegetables. Of other Potatoes than
Ashleaf Kidney try Midlothian Early, Sir .John

Llewelyn and Royal Kidney. These are early

and good, and should, if they do well, furnish

you with tubers for a long season. The best

Lettuces are Paris White (Cos) and All the Year
Round (Cabbage) ; you can hardly wish for better

if they do well with you. Taking your other

seeds generally, they seem to be all excellent

selections, and when well sown thinly, plants

raised and properly planted, the soil being well

prepared, they should give you good returns. How-
ever, gardening has many foes in weather, insects,

birds and diseases to contend with, and great

allowances have to be mide for all these troubles.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send vn questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice /rom
competent authorities. With that object he wishes to inake

the "Answers to Correspondents" colu7nns a coTispicuous

feature, arui, when queries are pririled, he hopes readers

wiU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications m>ust be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, aooom.panied by name aiui address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

bui he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and, where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contribxUions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired^ the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It m/ust be distinctly understood that only

the actual photographer or owner of the copyright vnll be

treated loith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof m/ust not be taken as evidence

that a/n article is accepted. Publication in Thb Garden
will alone be recognised as acceptance.

Offloes: to, Tainstook Street, CoverU Garden, W.C

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENE-
VOLENT INSTITUTION.

IT
is with the greatest pleasure that we
record a most suooesaful year in connexion

with the above praiseworthy institution.

At the annual general meeting of the

subscribers and friends held at Simpson's

Restaurant, Strand, W.C, on the '20th inst. , Mr.

Harry J. Veitoh, treasurer and chairman of

committee, in the chair, the committee were

able in their report to state that £200 more had
been distributed in pensions and other forms of

relief during 1909 than in any previous year of

the institution's existence. The grand total

dispensed in pensions and gratuities during the

year was £4,143 19s. 9d., a sum of which the

committee and the most energetic and courteous

secretary may well feel proud. The vast amount
of happiness which the distribution of such a

sum among old gardeners or the widows of

gardeners, who have fallen on evil times through

sickness and other causes over which they have no

control, gives is only known to those whose duty
it is to investigate the cases put forward for relief.

Nor are the benefits of the institution confined

to private gardeners—nurserymen, seedsmen and
market gardeners or their widows are all included

;

hence the institution may truly be regarded as

a national one.

The growth of the institution, and conse-

quently its increased capabilities for relieving

distress, must be a source of much gratification

to all who subscribe to and in other ways support

the funds. In the first year of its existence the

contributions amounted to £72, and the following

year two pensioners were put on the funds ; during

1909 subscriptions, including a balance in hand
of £1,011 8s. Id., amounting to £14,2.54 28. Id.,

this including two legacies, were received, and
at the annual meeting twenty-five pensioners

were put on the funds.

In addition to the pensions we must not forget

the Victorian Era and the Good Samaritan Funds,
which were founded for special purposes. From
the first-named fund the committee are em-
powered to render temporary assistance to those

who have subscribed to the institution, and who
are not successful in being elected for a pension ;

and from the latter the committee may render

temporaryassistance to any gardener or gardener's

widow, whether they have been subscribers or

not. During 1909 £199 lOs. was distributed in

connexion with the Victorian Era Fund, and
£183 43. from the Good Samaritan Fund.

Before giving more details concerning the

annual meeting and election of pensioners, we
appeal to all those who are interested in gardening,

directly or indirectly, to give the institution as

much support as they possibly can. The com-
mittee is an influential and hardworking one,
and each member gives his services gratuitously,

and in the secretary the institution has a real

friend who spares no trouble in his endeavour
to make it a success. Employers of gardeners
may rest assured that any contributions or

legacies to the institution will be distributed
with every care, and only to those who are really

in need of assistance.

We have already made brief reference to the
report of the committee and the financial condi-
tion of the institution, but a few details may not
be devoid of interest. In their report the com-
mittee state :

" The Victorian Era Fund and
Good Samaritan Fund have done a vast amount
of good. The former assists all those unsuccess-
ful candidates who have been subscribers by
grants of money whilst awaiting election, and
the latter gives assistance to those poor people,
whether they have been subscribers or not, who
are in temporary difficulty and trouble. Eighty-
two cases were assisted from these funds last

year. As the income only from these funds can
be dealt with, and as, unfortunately, the appli-

cants for assistance are increasingly numerous,
the committee earnestly solicit further support
to enable them to extend their beneficent work.
The auxiliaries still progress and continue to be
a source of much help and interest."

Referring to the balance-sheet, we find that in

addition to £4,143 19a. 9d. distributed in

pensions and gratuities, mentioned previously,

£3,180 was placed on deposit ; invested in Good
Samaritan Fund from Mrs. Ryland's legacy and
interest, £1,031 129. ; invested for Good
Samaritan Fund in Metropolitan three and a-half

per cent, debenture stock, £2,007 4s. 5d. ;

invested for Victorian Era Fund, £1,000 ; balance
with treasurer, £1,086 5s. 6d., and with the
secretary, £5 (is. 2d. It will thus be seen that
the institution is in a sound financial condition.

The report and balance-sheet were unanimously
adopted.

Mr. Harry J. Veitch was unanimously reelected
treasurer, Mr. Arthur Sutton, in seconding the
proposal for his re-election, paying a warm
tribute to the manner in which Mr. Veitoh has
always performed his duties and the whole-
hearted interest he takes in the welfare of the
institution. Mr. George .1. Ingram was unani-

mously re-elected secretary ; and Messrs. W.
Atkinson, N. F. Barnes, P. Rudolph Barr, .James

Douglas, George Monro, H. W. W. Nutting,
P. Blair, W. Denning and George Wythes, who
retire by rotation, were re-elected members of

the committee of management, Mr. R. G. Water-
man of Liverpool being elected a member of the

committee in place of Mr. J. H. Vallance,
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deceased. Mr. T. Manning, T. Swift, J. Willard

and B. J. Monro were re-elected auditors,

and the chairman stated that the committee had,

as an appreciation of their services, offered each

of these gentlemen a honorary life member-

ship of the institution. Mr. F. Cooper, Mr. B.

J. Munro and Mr. Percy White were elected

scrutineers of the poll, and the counting of votes

was then proceeded with. The results of the

election were as follows :

Votex.

William Bush 3,526

Louisa M. Elphinstone . 3,227

Samuel Gilbey 3,029

George J. Barnes ... 3,018

Henry Sawyer . . 2,973

.John S. Ball 2,932

Emma Barnard 2,873

William Chapman 2,786

William Ward 2,779

Henry Newman 2,717

.John Harding 2,708

Thomas Chapman . 2,691

Richard P. Sutton 2,599

J)ugald Cowan 2,585

Annie Hawkins 2,584

Henry West 2,568

Henry Webber 2,492

Edwin Rattue 2,401

James Brown . 2,390

William Rapley . . 2,345

George Clark .. 2,286

Alice Latimer 2,268

Owing to the death of two pensioners since the

voting papers were sent out, twenty-two instead of

twenty were elected. Alfred Hunking and Eliza

Cosnett were placed on the fund under Rule III.

,

Clause 10. Mr. William J. Williams was

also elected by the meeting, this making a

total of twenty-five elected and two placed on the

funds as described above. Through the kindness

of Mr. George Monro, who gave £10 for the

purpose, a widow named Fanny Berry was

provided with a pension for one year. Mr.

Arthur W. Sutton also kindly offered to give a

sum of ,f20, so that the most necessitous un-

successful candidate could be placed on the

funds, the selection to be made by the committee.

The chairman said he wished to draw special

attention to the fact that forty-four voting

papers, comprising 275 votes, were unsigned and

the votes thereby lost.

The annual friendly supper was afterwards held.

The pleasantest incident of the evening was
the rousing reception given to Mr. N. N.
Sherwood, who occupied the chair. Mr. Sher-

wood, as all the horticultural world knows or

should know, is ever thinking of gardeners in

distress, and has given abundantly to help them
in their old age. Once again we re-echo the

thoughts of others—may he continue to enjoy

good health for many years.

In proposing " The Continued Success of Our
Institution," Mr. Sherwood said they could

congratulate themselves on the success attained

during the past year. During the thirteen

years the institution had been in existence

it must have done a vast amount of good.

The annual dinner, held at the Hotel Metro-

pole last year, brought in over £2,000 and cost

the institution only a little over £40, so

he thought they worked on very economical

lines. The secretary they had was an ideal one.

He coupled with the toast the name of Mr.
Harry J. Veitch. Mr. Veitch, in replying, said

that Mr. Sherwood had very kindly offered to

assist another unsuccessful candidate, and he
(Mr. Veitch) would undertake to help another

for one year. They were all very pleased

indeed to see Mr. Sherwood back with them
again.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENT.
*,* The dates given below are those supplied by the

respective Secretaries.

January 29.—Annual Dinner of the Sooi^te

Fran5aiBe de Horticulture de Londres at the Cafi

Royal.

Royal Gapdeneps' Orphan Fund.
Sir .Jeremiah Colman, Bart., has kindly consented

to preside at the annual dinner of this fund,

which has been arranged to take place at the

Hotel Cecil on Thursday, May 19.

Hopticultupal Lecturer fop Nop-
folk.—The Norfolk County Council recently

appointed Mr. H. Goude of The (Jrange Gardens,

Old Catton, Norfolk, as their instructor. Besides

giving the usual evening lectures, Mr. Goude
will visit all the school gardens and, where
possible, private gardens in the district, keeping

a sharp eye on his travels for any traces of

injurious insects or pests.

Petep Bapp Memoplal Fund.—
Large numbers of Daffodil lovers having expressed

a desire to see a fund raised for the purpose of

commemorating the life and work of the late

Mr. Peter Barr, V.M.H., the members of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Narcissus Com-
mittee recently met to consider the matter.

Various proposals were put forward, but those

finding most favour were the institution

of a Peter Barr Memorial Medal, to be awarded
annually in connexion with work among
Daffodils ; and the provision of a fund for the

maintenance of an orphan through the medium
of the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. To carry

out these proposals a general committee, con-

sisting of the members of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Floral and Narcissus Committees,

was at once formed, with power to add to their

number, and five members of each body were
nominated to form an executive committee, as

follows: Mr. William Marshall, V.M.H., chair-

man ; Mr. Henry B. May, treasurer ; Mr. .J. T.

Bennett Pci-, M.A., V.M.H., Mr. W. Cuth-

bertson, J. P., Rev. J. Jacob, Mr. R. Hooper
Pearson, Mr. W. Poupart, Mr. Charles E. Shea,

Mr. Walter T. Ware, and Mr. Charles H, Curtis,

hon. secretary. Mr. Peter Barr's great work
was among Daffodils, and he may be said to have
created the British Daftbdil industry ; but he

also took an active part in the improvement and
introduction of Tulips, Hellebores, Michaelmas
Daisies, Lilies and other hardy flowers. He
was also one of the founders of the Royal
Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and served on the

committee of that charity for many years. In

these and many other ways Mr. Peter Barr did

so much to advance horticulture that the com-
mittee appeal confidently to the great flower-

loving public for a sufficient sum to carry out

the above proposals. Cheques and postal orders

crossed "London and Provincial Binking Co."

should be sent direct to the treasurer, Mr. H. B.

May, Stanmore, Chingford, Essex. Copies of this

appeal for distribution among members of Dafibdil

and other floricultural societies will be gladly

sent on application to the hon. secretary, Mr.
Charles H. Curtis, Adelaide Road, Brentford,

Middlesex.

OORRESPONDENOE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

txprvssed by corrcfipondrnts.

)

Calceolapia IntegrPifoIia. — in the

favoured parts of the South- West this Calceolaria,

referred to on page 27, is a delightful outdoor

shrub ; but even for those less favourably situated

it is of considerable value. Where a greenhouse

or conservatory has to be kept gay at all seasons,

large bushes of it may be grown, and will keep

up a display of flowers for months together.

Again, Calceolaria integrifolia can be used for

bedding, and in this way it will yield a display

of flowers throughout the latter part of the

summer and well on into the autumn. It is

indeed strange that such a fine Calceolaria,

though by no means a novelty, should only have

been rescued from neglect within the last few
years, for it seems quite proof against any

disease ; but it is, where possible, seen at its best

as an open bush.—H. P.

FoUagre for bulbs In pots.—I do
not know if many people use at this time of year

a very pretty foliage for their bowls of Hyacinths

and other bulbs, which, grown alone, look some-

what bare. I use the foliage of Cow's Parsley,

carefully pulling it up by the roots and putting it

in between the stones and fibre in bowls. The
smallest plant soon grows and throws out pretty

Fern-like leaves.

—

Jessie Godwin Austen.

Wintep colours and floweps. The
interesting notes on page 13, if worked out

in detail, would fill a fair-sized volume and,

when put in practice, invest a garden with

singular charm. To different natures the charac-

ter of a garden in winter appeals in diverse

ways, so that the garden in winter will still

reflect the mind of the owner, and where this

interest is spread over the various sections of

hardy plants it will never be really difBcult to

bridge the winter with beauty and interest.

In supplementing the notes already referred to,

I particularly offer suggestions to those having a

strong limestone soil. Under such conditions

four excellent evergreens are found in Arbutus
Unedo, Azara microphylla, Choisya ternata

(Mexican Orange Flower) and Viburnum Tinus

(Laurustinue) French White. Their leaves are

bright and glossy, and in each case different in

form. The first and last flower in winter, and
the Azara and Choisya in early spring. In

addition, I would commend Osmanthus ilicifolius

purpurea, which, though of a less deeply coloured

purple at this season, is still very distinct.

Further, in Thuya orientalis elegantissima we
have a spiky tree, dwarf and compact, and, like

all the foregoing, suitable for small gardens. In

winter it glows with a bronzy purple colour on

the leaves. Of fruiting shrubs for winter effect

I find none to equal the Sea Buckthorn
(Hippophac rhamnoides). Of this common shrub

there are beautiful examples to be met with in

the Royal Gardens, Kew, and in the gardens of

the Hon. Vicary (iibbs, Aldenham, Elstree,

where under systematic training it assumes tree-

like dimensions. Four years ago I planted a

colony of fifty one year old plants, placing them
4 feet apart. A single stem was earned up
perfectly straight, and by removing the lower

branches a clean standard was formed of each.

The second season from planting the most promi-

nent female plants were selected and their

number reduced to eighteen, the males likewise

being reduced to half-a-dozen. Last winter a

fair sprinkling of berries were produced, but this

winter the fruits have crowded the branches,

and in several instances have entirely covered

them for over 1 foot in length. Birds do not

appear to relish the fruit, as although visited

by them in the early season, at this date, when
the garden is almost destitute of other fruits,

they still neglect the Sea Buckthorn, and as

80 per cent, of the berries still remain, the

decorative effect obtained from this plant equals

anything among deciduous shrubs at this season.
—Thomas Smith, Walmsgate Gardens, Louth.

The writer of the article on the above sub-

ject, which appeared on page 13, omitted to mention
the extreme value of Bamboos in a winter garden ;

nor are they used nearly as much as might be
expected. They are much more graceful than any
evergreen shrub, possess a much brighter and
better colour, and in the South of England two
species appear to be thoroughly hardy—Phyllo-

stachys aurea and Bambusa M^take. The formeris

j
one of the most useful plants we have in this

I garden and the most easily increased. Some ten
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years ago we found one clump here : since then we
have nearly every year taken off large olumpa to

reduce its size, and we have now ten or twelve
flourishing Bamboos of this kind, some in the

open garden, on grass, or between two borders,

exposed to every wind, and some planted to hide
unsightly walls. They are always ornamental

;

but it is espeoially in winter that they are appre-

ciated, when the flowers near them have died
down and the leaves are off the deciduous trees.

The other kind mentioned, Bambusa Mi'bake,

appears to be equally hardy, but does not increase

so fast, and is of much denser, heavier growth
and not nearly so effective. I have tried several

other kinds, given me from the Abbotsbury
(iardens, but none has flourished, and I con-

clude the two I mentioned are the really hardy
ones— suitable for a cold situation and a chalk

soil. I am sure many gardens would be much
improved by a judicious use of Bstmboos.

—

E. M. Hill, Triuifi/ Rirlory, Dorchester.

The interesting article in The Garden
of January S {page \•^) calls to mind the great
wealth of material available for winter colour.

The garden is so often spoken of in the winter
as being "dull." There is certainly not the

flaming colour of summer, but a certain quiet

beauty that well fits the season. Even such a

prosaic thing as a Gooseberry bush, with the

ground forked beneath, gives a pleasing study
in contrast, or a Peach tree, with varying shades
of green and red, on an old grey wall. The
subjects mentioned below, although by no means
exh4ustive,;rall give a certain beauty to the
landscape—the Olearias, with their grey foliage,

which is specially noticeable when the wind
ruffles the leaves ; the winter-flowering Heaths
(Ericas), such as E. mediterranea hybrida and
E. carnea, also the white form of the latter ;

the common Furze (Ulex), with its yellow flowers,

looks very bright ; and tbe Fire Thorn (Crataegus)

must not be overlooked ; Lelandii is the best

form. The common Barberry (Berberis) is effective

with its purple foliage, but wants a light back-

ground to be seen to full advantage. Sea
Buekthorn (Hippophai) gives a fine piece of

colour with its orange berries, and even those

with no berries (the male plants) give variety to

the view by reason of the uncommon shade of

green and the grey under side. The winter-flower-

ing Clematises (C. balearica and C. cirrhosa), the

former with whitish flowers dotted with red and
the latter with white, are useful. Old trees of the

Arbutus (Strawberry Tree) when cut down send

out branches of beautiful red shades. Even
such a sombre thing as the Kvergreen Oak gives

a variety of colouring when several are grouped
together, by reason of the different shades varying

from a deep Prussian green to quite a light shade
of green. Roses must by no means be over-

looked, their bright scarlet heps giving a most
welcome touch of colour. The .Tapanese Roses
are excellent with their dull brown stems and
berries attached, also the Penzance Briars, while
that beautiful climbing Rose Una is indispensable,

keeping its fruit over a long season. - The
common Bay is interesting with its purplish black
fruits, while, of course, such subjects as the
(iuelder Rose (Viburnum), Aucuba and the host
of variegated shrubs need not be mentioned

;

they will be found in any good nurseryman's
catalogue. A rather despised plant is the
Honesty (Lunaria) ; if a few are allowed to

stand in sheltered spots from the wind, they give

a fine effect with their silvery whiteness under
trees and shrubs, besides ensuring a constant
succession each season. .\ Wallflower that
deserves special mention is known both as Early
Paris and Parisian Early. This when sown
during April or May will begin flowering in

November, and keep well on until the other
Wallflowers are over. Of course, during a
severe spell of weather it ceases, but with a few
mild days it makes a brave display again. It is

almost perpetual blooming, and varies in colour
from yellow to brown.—W. P. Wood, Si. Pettrs,

Kent.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

THE cleansing and tying of all Peaches
and Nectarines in late houses must be
attended to at once. In tying the
trees care must be taken not to get
the wood crowded. This is a fault
which often occurs, and there is no

gain to be obtained from the practice.
Earhj Vines.—Great care is re(|uired in airing

the early house. During bright days, when a
little air cm be admitted, it must be only from
the top, avoiding any draughts. High night
temperatures must not be allowed, 5.5° to 60°

being quite sufficient till the flowers open.
Grape Muscat oj Alexandria.—This is a very

good time for starting Vines of the above variety.
Give the rods and the house a thorough cleansing
and close the ventilators. Syringe the Vines on
bright days.

Plants Under Glass.
The propagation of all stock requiredfor bedding

purposes must be proceeded with in earnest now.
Roots of Salvia patens should be potted and
placed in a warm house to start them into growth
to obtain cuttings ; the same with S. splendens.
Cuttings of Chrysanthemums that are rooted
should be potted before becoming too pot-
bound. Cyclamens pricked off into boxes' may
be potted off singly into '2J-inch pots and kept in

a warm house. Seed should now be sown of
Browallia speciosa, Torenia Fourneri, Irapatiens,
Bilsams, Acacia dealbata, Eucalyptus, V^inca and
Exacum macranthum. These will all be found
useful for conservatory and greenhouse decora-
tion during the summer.
Malmaison Carnations.—Plants that were

rooted last July or August and which are still in

3-inch pots must be potted on without delay. A
mixture of one-third good fibrous loam, one-
third rotten manure and one-third sand (sea sand
for preference), adding to this a little soot and
old mortar rubble, will be found aj excellent soil

for them. If the plants are strong, ti-inch pots may
be used : if at all weak or small, 4i-inch pots will

be found large enough. Firm potting is advisable
and great care must be taken in watering. Estab-
lished plants should be looked over occasionally
for rust, which must be cut out and burned.

The Flower Garden.
Summer Chryaanthemum-i.—These may now be

propagated by dibbling the cuttings into boxes
and placing them in a warm vinery or Peach-
house, where they will root readily. They are
very useful for summer and autumn displays in
beds and borders, also for cutting. The following
varieties will be found to be very good : Horace
Martin, yellow ; Robbie Burns, pink : Pink
Marie Massi- ; Market White ; Marie Masse,
crimson ; Goaoher's Crimson ; Crimson Queen ;

Carrie and Mrs. W. Sydenham.
Sweet Peax.—These should now be sown in

pots. The up-to-date method is one seed in a
pot, and it is undoubtedly the best plan. Use
•2^-inch pots filled with a mixture of half loam
and half old hotbed material. When sown place
in a cool house till germination takes place ; then
remove them to a cold frame. Give plenty of air
at every opportunity to keep the plants sturdy.

The Kitchen Garden.
Parsley. --Thm is usually in constant demand,

and where sharp weather has stopped the growth
a few roots may be lifted and placed in a frame
with a little bottom-heat. A very good plan is

to sow a little seed now in heat, pricking off in
boxes the seedlings as soon as large enough to
handle. This will make an excellent early supply.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Oruil»n Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Indoor Garden.
Pot Roses.—The main batch of these should now
be pruned and introduced to a little warmth if this
has not already been done. In pruning remove
all weak shoots and shorten back slightly the
strong growths. If a good crop of useful flowers
is what is wanted, the pruning must be slight

;

but, of course, where very large blooms are
required, rather severe pruning is essential.
Atoer placing in heat great care is necessary not
to over-water, for at this season the roots are
almost dormant, and very slight moisture is all

that is required to induce activity.

Bulbs in Pols —These will for the most part
be in active growth, and gentle feeding with
weak liquid manure or Ichthemic Guano used in
a liquid state is very helpful. This not only
strengthens the flower-spikes, but adds greatly
to the depth of colour in the flowers. Daft jdils

especially seem to greatly appreciate this feeding.
The guano should be given about twice a week
and used at the rate of a tablespoonful to a
gallon of water. Kreesias should be neatly
staked in good time, or the effect will be entirely
spoiled. A good and easy method of staking
both these and Daffodils is to place slender green
stakes round the pots, looping with Raffiatape.
When this is done the staking is practically
invisible, and the plants present a neat and
natural appearance.

Antirrhinums.—The new varieties of these are
among our most useful and brilliant late summer
and autumn flowers. I shall never forget the
grand show of this plant in the Hopetoun House
Gardens in the autumn of 1908. Mr. Hay had
in one glorious mass some 2,000 plants, and
these comprised all the finest shades of colour
from deepest crimson to pure white, and from
the tallest to the dwarfest. It was a noble
sight, and proved that this simple plant if

properly used can make a display that cannot
be surpassed by any other flower. Seed should
be sown now if fine, sturdy plants are to be had
for planting in May. Shallow pans or boxes of
fine light soil should be used and the seed
scattered thinly and evenly. Press into the
surface with a smooth board and cover very
slightly with finely sifted compost. Strong heat
is not necessary to germinate this seed, but if a
temperature of about fiO" can be given, the young
plants will soon make their appearance. As soon as
through the soil get the boxes as close to the
glass as possible.

Kitchen Garden.
Kidney Bean.').—Unless a house or pit can be

given over to the culture of this fine vegetable,
it is almost useless to attempt forcing it, because
red spider almost invariably attacks it sooner or
later, and may ruin more valuable plants if

grown in the same structure. The finest lot of
dwarf Beans I ever saw were grown in old
Chrysanthemum pots. The Chrysanthemums
had been simply pulled out and the soil slightly
loosened on the surface. Six or seven Beans had
been planted in each 8-iiioh pot, the result
being everything that could be desired. The
variety was Ne Plus Ultra.

Peas.—The very first opportunity when the
soil is in a workable condition must be taken to
get in a sowing of early Peas. On heavy land
it is an advantage to have at hand some perfectly
dry old potting soil, and to place a layer in the
bottom of the drill before sowing the seeds.
Cover with a little more of the same, and then
return the natural soil. I always think that it

is an advantage not to sow these early Peas very
deep, but to leave a ridge of soil over the rows.
This gives all the protection necessary, and yet
allows more heat and less excessive moisture to
reach the seeds. A hardy variety like The Pilot
or Early Bountiful should be selected.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Setoa Thomson, Esq

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE GREENHOUSE
THE MEDUSA'S

/'—SINGAPORE
^^ phyllum

HEAD ORCHID,
the home of Bulbo-

Cirrhopetalum Medusae,

and though many of the flowers of the

Orchid family assume curious forms,

yet this stands out as one of the most
quaint and grotesque. The specific name

was suggested to Dr. Lindley by the spike of

flowers, which somewhat resembles a head with

long, untidy hair. The flowers are small but

very numerous, crowded into a compact head or

capitulum. The sepals are the showy part of the

flower, being cream coloured, spotted with red.

The two lateral sepals are lengthened out into

pendent, hair-like streamers about 5 inches long.

The superior sepal is comparatively short, while

the petals are small and insignificant. The
pseudo-bulbs are dark brown, ovate and four-

sided, and from each springs a solitary fleshy

.eaf about H ineh^ long. The scape rises from

the base of the pseudo-bulb and is clothed with

yellowish green bracts. Like other tropical

Bulbophyllums, the plant requires a warm and
moist atmosphere and should not be entirely

dried ofl'in the resting season.

Olasneriii, C. F. Ball.

BORDER CARNATIONS IN COLD
FRAMES.

Boeder Carnations which are being wintered in

cold frames will require attention, chiefly in the

matters of preserving cleanliness and admitting

abundance of air on all occasions when the

weather permits. Some of the plants will

require water occasionally, but it must be applied

early in the morning to ensure a dry atmosphere
at night when the frames are closed. Rearrange
the plants at intervals, lightly stir the surface of

the soil, remove all dead foliage, and if there are

any signs of slugs, these should be sought for and
destroyed. A rather heavy dressing of soot

applied to the beds on which the plants are

arranged will go a long way in keeping slugs and
also worms in check. If the lights are dirty,

choose a fine day and have them thoroughly

cleansed, as it is important that the plants

receive the full benefit of light, sun and air. By
the end of February the plants will begin to

root more freely, and should the weather be

mild they will require more water. The lights

at that time must be gradually dispensed

with, using them only in the event of frost

or heavy storms. Plants treated in this way
will be in good condition for planting out by the

end of March, or even earlier in some districts.

A GOOD GREEN-
HOUSE PLANT.
Althoooh almost
hardy, Trachelium
ca^ruleum is a subject

well worthy of cul-

ture in the green-

house. It is a plant

that can be easily

grown from seed or

from cuttings, and
the amateur who
appreciates blue-
flowering plants
should certainly give

it a trial. It grows
about 2 feet high, and
has large, loose,
corymbose heads of

small blue flowers.

Seed ought to be
sown in light soil

early in the year to

produce nice flower-

ing plants the follow-

ing summer. The
seed germinates
quickly, and the
young plants should
be pricked off and potted on as required, 4.^-inch

pots being suitable for the final shift. Loam,
well-decayed manure and sand thoroughly
mixed form a compost in which the plant will

grow vigorously. Arrange the pUnts in a light

position in the greenhouse. Afford water as

required, with occasional aid in the way of clear

THE MEDUSAS HEAD ORCHID IN IRELAND.

parts of the country, but also of conferrin

with their owners or managers as regard
the effective (or otherwise) management o
the same. On one large estate I was told

by the agent, who had to grow and provide
trees for planting orchards, that during the past
twenty-five years over •2ll,<)0l) trees had been

soot-water and well-diluted manure-water as the
I
provided, and when asked his opinion as to how

pots become filled with roots and the flower-

heads appear ; when the flowers open use
clear water only. They remain a long time in

flower when placed in a fairly dry atmosphere,
but must not be allowed to suffer though dryness
at the roots. Cuttings made from the young
shoots (which spring up from the base of plants
in the autumn) quickly root if inserted in pots

filled with sandy soil. A late batch of cuttings

can be grown into very pretty little plants for

flowering in 3-inoh pots. Plants of this size

always have a charm of their own and are
invaluable to the decorator. Colin Ruse.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
ON THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT

OF ORCHARDS.-I.
For some years past I have had opportunities

not only of inspecting many orchards in various

TUBtRS (edible) of THE PSRUVIAN NASTDRTIUM (TKOP.'KOLnM TUBEROSUM). (See page O'k)

many of these trees were now alive and doing well,

hesaid, '
' Certainly not more than seven thousand 1

"

A similar experience on a large estate in the
West of England was given by another gentle-

man who was responsible for supplying trees in

a similar way. Now, when we consider the
thousands of acres of orchards which have been
planted in this country during the last twenty
or thirty years, the loss to the owners, considered
in the light of the experience given above, would
be enormous. It has, 1 think, been conclusively
proved that the injury caused to the trees is

sustained while they are young through the

want of proper attention and care during the
first few years of their life. This, I think, is

proved beyond doubt by the fact that many
proprietors of orchards attached to farms and
other holdings on their estates have lately

resolved not only to plant the trees them-
selves, but also to take over the care and
responsibility of looking after them for the
first ten years. A wise resolve I If all owners
of newly planted orchards would do the same,
we should then hear much less about the
failure of our orchard fruit trees to bear good
crops in the future than has (justly) been the
complaint in the past. By reason of the
enormously increased consumption of fruit

(Apples especially) among the public of late

years, and with every prospect of a further great
expansion in the same direction, orchards,
whether of one acre or of ten, when the trees are
healthy, vigorous and fruitful, are an asset of

great and increasing value to any property to

which they may be attached. The testimony
above given, which will be confirmed by all prac-
tical growers of experience, goes to show that it is

in the early stages of their growth that the trees

of our orchards are crippled and often practically
rendered useless by bad management. This
evidence also discloses another fact, namely, that
from one cause or another those to whose care
the young trees have been entrusted in the past
have, generally speaking, signally failed to bring
about the success desired. It is in the hope of

being of service to all such as are desirous of

learning that these notes have been penned on the
care of fruit trees after planting. I propose, in

the first instance, to deal with some of the
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most fruitful causes which bring about these

failures.

PLANTINn IN UnSUITAULK SoIL.

Before the decision is taken of planting an
orchard on a certain piece of land, that man will

be badly advised if he has not beforehand made
sure by consulting those who know (if he does

not know himself) whether the land is suitable

for the growth of fruit trees or not. It not in-

frequently happens that the cause of failure is

entirely due to the nature and quality of the soil

being totally unfitted to their growth, sometimes
being a thin and naturally poor soil resting on
gravel. It is hopeless to expect success to

result under suoh conditions without incurring

enormous expense in preparing the land for

planting, in which ease the end would not

justify the means. Heavy clay land, inade-

quately drained, is again often the cause of

failure. Not that it follows that trees planted

in heavy land will not produce satisfactory

results; but ic goes without saying that it

must be effectively drained. Tlie result un-

questionably would be more satisfactory and
permanent by a judicious selection of varieties

of Apples, Pears and Plums which are

known to succeed better than others in

soil of this description. I will now take an
Apple orchard, as being the most important

of all our hardy fruits, and foUoT its course

from the time it is planted until it has

thoroughly established itself and is more or

less able to take care of itself. I must take it

for granted that the land in which the planting

takes place has been deeply trenched and a

moderate quantity of well-rolted manure added,
unless the soil happens to be a deep rich loam, in

which case no manure will be needed ; but a

moderate addition of fresh lime to such soil at

the time it is trenched preparatory to planting

would be found a great advantage. May I here

sound a note of warning against planting trees in

square or round holes dug out to receive them,
especially on land which has not previously been
deeply trenched. The walls or the sides ol

such holes are so hard, and the bottoms also,

generally, that in wet weather they form per-

fectly water-tight compartments, making it

impossible for water to escape from the roots of

the trees for weeks together, to their great

injury. Instead of digging holes, let the strip ol

land on which a row of trees is to be planted be

trenched 3 feet deep all its length for a width of

S feet and the bottom well broken up, when the

trees will flourish as well again as they would do
if planted in holes. Another strip by the side of

this one can be trenched, say, in the course of

three or four years' time, and so on until the

whole orchard has been trenched. The land so

trenched could be cropped between the trees

with Potatoes or some other vegetable for a few
years, until the trees by their increased growth
had appropriated the space to themselves,

bearing in mind always not to crop within 5 feet

of the stem of the tree.

Firm Planting.

There is plenty of time left yet for the success-

ful planting of orchards. It is important to

plant, if possible, when the soil is fairly dry ;

it is then in better condition for tightly pressing

round the roots as planting proceeds. The first

thing to do after a young tree is securely planted
is to be provided with a strong stake, pressing it

deeply into the soil to give it a proper grip

of the ground to hold the tree firm in stormy
weather. The tying of the tree to the stake is a

simple but an important process, only very few
amateurs knowing how it should be done. There
should be three ties to the stake—one 18 inches

from the bottom, one in the middle, and one
within about .'? inches of the top of the stake. A
strip of thin cloth or carpet about i inches wide
should be tied round the stem of the tree at the

points where the ties are to be. The best

material for securing the trees to the stakes

is strong tarred string. This must be coiled

twice round the stake before it is placed round
the stem of the tree, in order to prevent the tie

afterwards slipping up and down out of position

and often causing the bark of the tree to be

damaged. The tree must be securely fastened to

the stake, and the ties examined every year to see

that they do not out into the bark by reason
of the swelling of the stem by its annual
growth. Owen Thomas.

( To be continued. )

SOME GOOD PLUMS FOR POT
AND OUTDOOR CULTURE.

The Plum is now much more in favour as a
forced fruit than was formerly the case, and few
fruits give a better return when grown in

pots. In the northern part of the kingdom
the Plum -house is a feature of most gardens,

and in it the trees are planted out. The
variety illustrated, tJrand Uuke, is a great
favourite, being one of the latest of the dessert
Plums, and does well when planted out against
a trellis or back wall. I have alluded to pot
culture, and by this means the amateur can grow

bears well. In planting do not give rich manures,
as the growth is too robust. It is an excellent
plan with heavy soil to give a liberal addition of

burnt garden refuse. Ripens early .\ugU9t.
Jji nni-<t(iii'a Siiperh.—Also a Kage and one that

ripens after the last named. It is a round greenish
fruit, large, rich and juicy. It is about ten days
or a fortnight earlier than the well-known Green
• iage (or Reine Claude de Bavay of the I'rench).

It makes a good wall fruit, but may be grown in

any form in the South. I have had splendid
returns from pyramid trees. It ripens about the
middle of August grown thus.

Oreeii Oaije or Seine Claude di Bavay.—This
well-known variety is not a success in all soils,

but when it succeeds it is a delicious fruit. It

is round, of medium siza and has a rich juicy
flavour. It ripens at the end of August. One of

the reasons this variety fails is that it is a very
strong grower in rich soils, and the roots should
be pruned freely. I have seen closely cut wall
trees of this variety bear very scanty crops,
whereas when root-pruned it has been a great
success. In a hard winter the birds are very
fond of the fruit-buds.

A OOOD LATE DESSERT PLOM : GRAND DDKE.

the Plum under glass and thus secure an almost
certain crop. The trees do not occupy the house
the whole season, so that for a considerable
period it is available for other purposes. Many
years ago, when visiting the late Mr. Dunn at

Dalkeith, I saw some remarkably fine fruits of

the Plum on trees planted out in a large house,
and Mr. Dunn remarked that we do not grow
these fruits sufficiently, as they require simple
culture and give such luscious produce. The
following are excellent dessert varieties, ripening
in the order named. The Gages preponderate,
as they are equal in quality to the best Peach or
Nectarine when grown under glass :

Oullin^ Golden Oaye,—A distinct (iage and a
large, roundish oval fruit, very early. On a
south-west wall in a warm summer I have had
ripe fruits of this at the end of July. A fine

variety for pot culture and a good cropper.
Early Transpannt Oarit. — One of Messrs.

Rivers 8 seedlings and a very beautiful fruit

;

large, round and greenish yellow in colour, very
much blotched with crimson on the sunny side ;

flesh firm and one of the richest Plums we have.
It is a true Gage ; the tree is a free grower and

Jejjersmi.—We now come to the September
Plums, and here there are some delicious fruits.

The one noted is a fine Gage of American origin,

but equally as good as our own. .\n oval, large

fruit, spotted with red ; ripens early in Septem-
ber ; rich. This does well in any form.

Transparent Oage.—A large, roundish oval

Plum, a rich fruit, in season the middle of Sep-
tember, a very free grower, good bearer, and one
of the few that do well grown as cordons.

Kirke's Blue.—An old but good variety;
roundish oval and purple fruit, rich ; a great

cropper. This well repays root-pruning and is

one of the hardiest of this family ; ripe at the

middle of September.
Late Transparent Gayc.—Somewhat like the

earlier Transparents noted above, but much later,

though equal in quality. A large, oval fruit

with a yellow purplish skin, a dwarf grower
and a very fine amateur's variety.

ImIk Orange.—Valuable for its lateness, as

this fruit is at its best in October, and keeps
well. The skin is a bright orange covered with
dense bloom. A new and valuable addition ti

the late varieties. G. Wvthes.
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THE ROSE GARDEN Sharman Crawford, and that is they furnieh us

with some fine buds for budding. P.

STANDARD TEA ROSES UNDER
GLASS.

VISITORS to the Temple Shows during

recent years must have admired the

beautiful Tea Roses grown upon
standards that have been exhibited

in some of the Rose groups. There

is such an elegance in their semi-

drooping growths or the fine spreading heads,

and there is no reason why very large speci-

mens should not be developed, provided they

are placed in suitable pots or tubs. If these

standard Teas are desired one

must pot them up, for rarely are

they obtainable from the nursery-

man ; and although I advise doing

this work in November, yet it is

not too late even now. I see no
reason why good rooted standard

Briars should not be potted up
and budded in due course. If

this is done the pots should be
plunged in the soil outdoors and
the Briars budded at the same
time as ordinary standards. In

the November following they

could be brought under cover and
the Briar shoots cut back to

within 4 inches or 5 inches from
where budded, and in due
course the buds would start into

growth.
I would, however, prefer to put

up one year old standards, first

taking care that they have plenty

of good fibrous roots. This is one
of the secrets of success. A
standard Tea Rose does not
require repotting every year ; in

fact, such a course is not desir

able. They seem to flourish much
better if the roots are undis-

turbed for two or three years.

Of course, top-dressing is neces-

sary, and this is best done in

autumn. Remove .3 inches or

4 inches of the soil, then give a

good dressing of Clay's Fertilizer

or other good artificial manure,
and cover this with some good
compost consisting of equal parts

loam, well-decayed manure and
leaf-soil. In the spring they
receive once or twice a dressing

of artificial manure, which is well

watered in, and, of course, when
in full growth and buds are show-
ing, liquid manure will greatly

benefit them.
Standard Tea Roses of some

varieties succeed well in a very
moderate warmth indeed, and
produce finer blooms than when
forced in strong heat. I have had
enormous blooms from standards

of such sorts as Medea, White
Maman Cochet, Anna Olivier and Souvenir de
Pierre Notting. It is this large-flowered

exhibition type I would recommend to be grown.

One would obtain superb blooms equalling any
seen at the shows, for the plants are so perfectly

under control that by judicious thinning and
disbudding one should be able to surpass out-

door Roses in quality. Some may say. But why
have standard Roses '! Would not dwarf do as

well? I reply. No, for all who cultivate Tea Roses

know very well that the best blooms are obtained

from standards or half-standards. Do not have the

standards too tall. Two and a-half feet to 3 feet

would be best, as they can always be raised on
pots if desired. Another useful point is gained

irom growing these Teas in pots, especially the

newer sorts, such as W. R. Smith and Molly

ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS AS A
STANDARD.

The value of this beautiful Rose for use as a

weeping standard is now fully appreciated by all

Rose-lovers, and we have at various times

published illustrations of it grown in this way.
The plant now illustrated is growing in the

garden of Mrs. Malcolm Thompson, The Old
Malthouse, Worplesdon, Surrey, and is from a

photograph kindly sent by her. In writing, Mrs.
Malcolm Thompson mentioned that it is trained

over the " Coronal " Rose trainer, and, as will be

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS.

seen, this holds the shoots out well away from
the stem.

PROTECTING STANDARD ROSES.
Having got thus far favourably through the
season, it is only natural to expect that before long
severe weather will come. Perhaps when it does
the following suggestion may be welcome to some
readers of The Garden. It is a practice the

worth of which I cm vouch for. Procure some
straw cases, such as are used to pack bottles in,

cut them open top and bottom, and place round
the Rose tree heads. All small-headed trees

—

the Teas, for example—can usually be tied

together, so that one case will be sufficient.

Wyhgale. C. T.

SWEET PEA GHAT.

WEM SEEDS.—It does not seem
possible that anyone could
build up a name so essentially

associated with a particular
thing such as has been achieved
by Henry Eokford. Whenever

or wherever Sweet Peas are mentioned, the minds
of all present turn direct to Wem, for they
regard it, and justly so, as the birthplace of the
present marvellous popularity of the flower.

During the past three decades tons of Sweet
Peas have been distributed from this centre, and

for many years it was expected
that Henry Eckford would give
us each season at least some
novelties that were conspicuously
superior to those which emanated
from other sources. It is so at
the present time, but there are
so many others participating in

the industry that the Eckford
novelties cannot hope to attain

to such wonderful positions. How-
ever, they come and they will

come, and those who still continue
to accept Wem as the hall-mark
of excellence cannot go far astray.

This season the novelties form a
trio, and each is distinct from any
variety of its shade of colour.

Vicomte de Janzi> is bright, deep
rose, and the form of the flower
is perfect ; it is perhaps well to

note that it does not belong to

the waved group, and it may,
therefore, be accepted that Mr.
Eckford still considers there is

room fnr sorts of superlative

merit that belong to the old-

fashioned group, and it may be
added that there are many who
will agree with him in this.

Mary Vipan is also rose, but it

is exquisitely waved and is

altogether a most charming
variety. The third of the trio is

Mrs. E. Oilman, and of this the
ground colour is cream and the
suffusions brilliant rose. Apart
from its effectiveness in the
garden, this makes an especi-

ally delightful bunch and will

assuredly be welcomed by exhibi-

tors. It would be an endless
task to draw attention to the
splendid varieties which have
come from Wem in previous
seasons, and it must suffice to say
that Mr. Eckford catalogues
everything that is worth growing,
and is ready and willing to supply
separate packets at stated prices,

or to make up collections that
will suit the cottage or the castle,

and in which the selections are
most admirable.

Philadelphian Seeds. — If there is one
American above another who is most welcome in

the British Sweet Pea world it is W. Atlee

Burpee of Philadelphia. He is a man among
men in stature and geniality, and what he does

not know about Sweet Peas is not worth know-
ing. He has sent us many Spencer varieties of

conspicuous excellence, and some of them have
not come true to name ; but we are used to that

from home-grown as well as from imported seeds.

Mr. Burpee's novelties are here.

Bibmincjham Seeds.—The name of Sydenham
has become a household word with those who grow
bulbs and Sweet Peas, and Mr. Robert Sydenham
has steadily built up one of the largest businesses

in the country in the Queen of Annuals. He
may be best described as the "Collection" man.
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He makes up collections at different prices and
says plainly what each one contains. If you do
not care for the contents of one you are at liberty

to fihoose another ; but if you want to do just the

right thing you take the lot, and find that you
have all the leading standard varieties at your
command. Mr. Sydenham is quite honest in

that he does not claim that all his seeds are

grown in this country, and he will not go as

fai as to guarantee the trueness of any of

the waved standard varieties ; iu this latter he

is wise.

Wisbech Seeds.—The Kloral Farms of Messrs.

R. H. Bath, Limited, at Wisbech have long been

famous for the excellent seeds and plants which
they produce, and the reputation that is now being

made for the reliability of their Sweet Peas is an
enviable one. The system of stating whether a

variety is fixed, and, if not, of giving the

approximate percentage of purity, is a good one,

and will doubtless be copied. In addition to the

standard sorts and the American novelties,

Messrs. Bath offer four new ones. A/are Fairy

needs no description ; Distinction is described as

an improved Elise Herbert, and must, therefore,

be good ; Lilac (^>ueen, again, is blessed with an
understandable name, as also is Sweet Lavender,
of which the ground is white and the marbling
lavender. Siencer.

SOME SPRING - FLOWERING ROCK
FOILS.

Among the early flowering Rookfoils are to be

found some of the daintiest of alpines, and withal

the loveliest. These early Rockfoils belong to

the Kabschia section of Saxifraga, and are nearly

all characterised by having sharp, needle-like

leaves densely crowded on short, stiff stems
;

these latter, being also crowded, form mat-like

masses of low evergreen growth. When grown
in large masses, in which ease they are always
most effective, the diversity of colouring exhibited

by the leaves of the various kinds leads to a
gentle contrast which is altogether pleasing, so

that even when out of flower no awkward vacancy

occurs, as the evergreen stems remain to carpet

the ground with life.

One of the commonest of this section, an easy

plant to grow, and one that always yields a

generous harvest of flowers, is Saxifraga apiculata.

It forms a dense green carpet with its stems, and
soon spreads into 3-feet wide masses, producing
pale sulphur yellow flowers in clustered heads
upon 4-ineh stems during March and April

While admittedly one of the commonest, it is

also one of the most effective plants for garden
decoration. It calls for no particular culture,

growing freely on any gentle slope if provided
with good soil and planted in a position fully

exposed to sun,

S. sancta and S. juniperina resemble this

species in their habit, but the flowers are carried

on dwarfer stems and are of a bright buttercup
yellow in colour. The growth is very deep green
and exceedingly neat, but the flowers are not
equal in beauty to those of S. apiculata.

S. burseriana is a species of much beauty. In-

troduced from the Eastern European Alps in

1826, it is still one of the most prized of hardy
plants. It is a variable species in flower, though
always within well-defined limits. The type
forms a low, rounded cushion of stems only 1 inch

above the ground level ; the leaves are needle-

like, closely surrounding the stem, and so giving

an impression of Juniper points. The colour is

a deep brorzy green overlaid with the faintest

deposit of lime, thereby giving the leaves a
silvery appearance. The flower-buds appear in

February, and are borne singly upon bright red
stems about 3 inches high. The flowers unfold in

March and are about 1 inch across, being relatively

large for such a tiny plant. They are white,
relieved by the pale yellow centre. In the form
known as major the leaves are much more silvery

in appearance, while the habit is coarser and
less dense, the stems being also stiffer and

bolder. In general the flowers resemble the
type, though at times the petals exhibit a
distinct frilling that increases their beauty.

Thomas Smith.
Walmsgate Oarderm, Louth.

THE PERUVIAN NASTURTIUM.
(Trop.+:om!m tiberosu.m.)

Unk of the prettiest of our dwarf climbing plants
is 'Irop^Bolum tuberosum (the Peruvian Nastur-
tium), a graceful plant whose shapely foliage

and bright flowers of showy scarlet and yellow
afford us subjects of considerable value in the
garden. The long, slender stalks add to

the appearance of the blooms, and the whole
aspect of this Tropa^olum is pleasing in the
extreme.

It has but two defects, and these are not
existent in every garden. The first is that it is

only half-hardy save in the mildest parts of the
country, and the second that it is shy in pro-

ducing its flowers in many gardens. There is no
remedy for the first defect ; but the tubers
should be lifted in autumn before severe frost

has come and, when the foliage has withered,

COLOURED PLATE,
PLATB 1S92.

FENTSTEMON MYDDLETON (;EM.

A MONG the many beautiful varieties of

/% Pentstemon now in existence are to

/ % bo found some of our most valuable
f \ summer bedding plants, especially

y ^ where large beds requiring plants of

bold yet graceful character are to
be filled. An isolated bed on a well-kept lawn
may be regarded as an ideal position for these
plants, and their culture is by no means difficult,

a well-cultivated and moderately rich soil that is

well drained suiting them to perfection.

Propagation is usually effected by cuttings
made from young, non-flowering shoots, these
being detached with a slight heel about mid-
September, planted in a sandy soil in a cold
frame and given similar treatment to that
afforded the cuttings of bedding Calceolarias, all

that is needed being to keep out severe frosts.

They may be also raised from seed sown in

boxes of sandy soil under glass at the present

AS EAKLY-FLOWERlNc: ROl KFOIL (SAXIFRAGA BURSERIANA).

stored, preferably in dry sand in a frost-

proof place, until April, wh^n they should be
replanted about 4 inches to i< inches deep, the
latter being the more suitable depth. Its ehy
flowering is very pronounced in some gardens,
and it has been surmised, with some measure of

evidence, that there are two forms at least, one
being much freer in flower than the other.

Much may be done, however, to induce this

Tropajolum to flower, and it may be mentioned
that it should have a poor and dry soil, with
ample drainage, and that old mortar has been
added to the soil with advantage to reduce the

fertility and moisture it contained and to induce
greater freedom of flowering A sunny situation

should aleo be given, especially in the cold

districts.

It is best allowed to ramble over some rough
twiggy branches, but is sometimes trained to

pieces of twine running in a vertical position.

It may be mentioned that the tubers of this

Tropaolum, three of which are shown in the

illustration on page 52, are edible when
boiled. The plant was introduced from Peru in

1827.

Dumfries. S. Abnott.

time, a temperature ranging from 5o° to
611" Fahr. being suitable for germination.

When the seedlings are large enough they
must be pricked off, .3 inches apart, into other
boxes or pans containing soil composed of

good loam two parts, peat or leaf-soil one
part, and a good amount of coarse sand.

After due hardening off these seedlings will be
ready for planting out early in May, at about
the same time that those raised from cuttings

are put out.

During recent years the Pentstemon has been
very much improved, both in habit and colour
of the flowers, the charming varieties Newbury
(iem and Southgate Gem being instances of this.

The variety shown in the accompanying coloured
plate, and named Myddleton < !em, is the latest

addition to this compact yet free-branching
type, and will doubtless prove equally as

valuable for bedding. It was shown by
Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Kilnfield Gardens,
Colchester, before the floral committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society on September 28
last, when it received an award of merit. We
are indebted to Messrs. Wallace for the flowers

from which the plate was prepared.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—Where Mint is

required early—and as Easter falls on
an early date this year such is likely

to be the case in many gardens—some
roots may be lifted and placed in

shallow boxes for gentle forcing.

A rather light soil which contains a large

percentage of leaf-soil or Coooanut fibre refuse

is best, and only the strongest pieces of root
should be chosen for the purpose. Lay them
thinly on the soil in the boxes and cover with
more soil to a depth of 1 inch. If placed in a
moderately warm greenhouse these roots will

before long produce shoots that will be most
useful in the kitchen. The smaller roots may be
planted to form new beds, having previously well
dug the soil in a spot that is well drained. Mint
is an easy plant to grow, and needs little attention
beyond a thinning and replanting once in two or
three years. Other herbs of a perennial character,
such as Thyme, should also have attention at
this season, dividing and replanting those clumps
which have become overgrown. During wet or
severe frosty weather the trimming and sharpen-
ing of Pea-sticks should be proceeded with, as at
the time when these are required for use work is

generally very abundant. After they have been
prepared they should be tied into bundles accord-
ing to their respective lengths and kept, if

possible, in the dry.

Fruil Garden.—There is little, if anything, to
be gained by delaying the pruning of Currants
after this date, and therefore the work should he
done and the whole plot put tidy. Red and
White varieties are pruned in the same way, i.e

,

all laterals not required for filling gaps are cut
back to within \l inches of their bases, and
where the bushes have attained the required size

THE TREATMENT OF LEGGY PLANTS.

the leaders may also be out back hard. Where
summer pruning was properly carried out there
will not be many long growths to remove, all

that is necessary under such circumstances being
to shorten the stumps that were left at that
time. It is essential that every cut be made
close to a bud, otherwise the wood left will die
back to a bud, and a mining grub will in all

probability gain access. The pruning of Black
Currants consists of a general thinning out of old
wood, cutting it as far back as possible. This is

really best done as soon as the fruit has been
gathered, but in most gardens the work is left

until the winter. It is on the young wood that
was formed last summer that the best Black
Currants will be produced this, and it is the
retention of such wood that we must work for.

Where big-bud is present, all afl'eoted buds should
be picked off, dropped into petroleum, and
subsequently consigned to a fire.

Greenhouse and Frames.—All bulbous plants
as they go out of flower, with the exception of

Roman Hyacinths and any others which have
been grown in fibre, water or pebbles, should be
stood in a cool frame but be protected from severe
frosts. If kept there until March or early April
they may be planted outdoors in a vacant, out-of-

the-way spot, where they can be allowed to

remain undisturbed for several years. Treated
thus, most kinds will regain strength and produce
flowers of medium size, which come in useful for

cutting. The exceptions quoted above are not
worth keeping and should be thrown away. This
may seem to many to be a great waste, but we
must remember that the plants have been grown
under very unnatural conditions and have become
so weakened that their constitutions are irre-

trievably ruined. Look over the tuberous Begonia
roots, and any which show signs of growth should
be shaken free of the old soil and placed in Cocoa-
nut fibre refuse in a temperature of .50° Fahr.
and kept near the light. Under these con-
ditions plenty of fibrous roots and sturdy green
shoots will be formed, and when the latter are
about U inches long the tubers may be potted
singly into ."i inch pots, using soil composed of

loam two parts, peat or leaf-soil one part, and
coarse sand and well-decayed manure half a part
each. Place each tuber so that its upper surtaoe
is just covered with soil.

Rose Garden.—The mild weather experienced in

many places over Christmas and early in January
had its efifect on the Rose bushes, and these were
pushing forth their leaf-buds at a great pace.

With the advent of cold, frosty weather these
will certainly suffer ; but we may console our-
selves with the fact that, owing to the buds at
the tops of the shoots having commenced growth,
the basal buds have remained dormant and thereby
escaped injury. At pruning-time, i.e., the end
of March or early in April, the damaged buds
and wood will be cut away and the dormant buds
thus induced to break. When the weather is

open and the soil is in working order, planting
not yet done may be carried out ; but the sooner
it is done the better. It is permissible when
planting to remove a portion of long shoots to
prevent the plants being unduly blown about by
wind ; but at least a foot should be left for cutting
away at the proper pruning-time. A. A.

^ DBACJONA TLANT WHICH HAS BECOME
LEGGY ; THAT IS, THE BAKE STEM IS TOO
LONG.

WHAT TO DO WITH LEGGY PLANTS.
Often in the greenhouses of amateurs one finds
plants of Dracivna and other families of the plant
world which have, in the course of time, made
long stems which are devoid of leaves, and the
question frequently arises, What can we do

with such specimens .' In some cases these
leggy plants, as they are usually termed, are of
service, as, for example, when tall specimens are
needed for the centre of a stage or group ; but.
generally speaking, those plants whose bottom
leaves are close to the pot are the most serviceable.

Fortunately, the amateur with a greenhouse
can make his or her leggy plants into compact
specimens without much difficulty, and the
accompanying illustrations of a Draca-na will, it

is hoped, make the method of doing so plain to

every beginner and amateur.
In Fig. 1 a Drac:i?na with a long, bare stem is

shown. It will be noticed that the plant has a
splendid head of leaves, and our object is to get
the lower ones so that they nearly touch the pot.

It should also be observed that there is a young

2, —THE .SAME PLANT WITH A OUT MADE IN
THE STEM TO FOKM A TONGUE. A RING
or liAEK MAY BE TAlvEN AWAY INSTEAD,
IF TREFEBBED.

plant growing up from the base of the old one,
which will be referred to later. Turning to

Fig. 2, we find there the same plant shown on a
larger scale, and in its stem a cut, made in an
upward direction just below the lowest leaves, is

plainly shown. It should be carefully noted that
this cut is made about halfway through the stem
in a sharply sloping direction and then carried
upwards for about IJ inches. To keep the cut
open and thus form a tongue, a piece of a wooden
match was inserted at the top of the wound and
trimmed off level with the stem on each side.

This cut is made with the object of inducing the
plant to form roots from the tongue, just in the
same way that a Carnation layer is induced to
make roots.

Fig. 3 takes us another stage forward with the
work. Here it will be seen a 2J-inch pot has
been split lengthwise into half, and then bound
tightly round the stem and held in position by
three Bamboo canes, which are thrust firmly into

the soil of the pot shown in Fig. I. It should be
noticed that the stout string is bound outside the
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3.—A SMAJ.L I'OT SPLIT IN HALVES AND THEN
TIED ROOND THE WODND. THIS IS KILLED
WITH SDITAl'.LE SOIL.

Btakes, and treated thus the pot is made quite

firm. After being fixed in position some pieces

of broken pot are placed in the bottom of the

pot, which is then filled to within half an inch of

its rim with soil composed of rather rough
fibrous loam two parts, coarse peat one part, and
coarse sand one part, about six pieces of charcoal
about the size of Barcelona Nuts being added at

intervals as the work of tilling proceeds. The
soil should be tucked in firmly, but not made
hard. Subsequently it must be kept moist, but
not maintained in a sodden state, and the plant
should be kept in the warmest part of the green-
house. In the course of a month or two roots will

be formed, and when it is seen that these are push-
ing their way through the bottom of the small pot
the stem may be cut through with a sharp knife
or small saw immediately beneath the pot, and
the plant transferred to one of larger size.

Before proceeding further we will tarn our
attention to Fig. 4. Here we find the wound
has been covered with a good-sized mass of sweet
sphagnum moss, this being tied firmly in position.

If this is maintained in a moi.st condition and
the plant kept in a warm temperature, roots will
form in the moss, and when their white tips can
be seen outside the ball, the stem may be cut
through as advised above and the plant potted
into a small but well-drained pot, using the
same soil mixture as advised for filling the small
pot. After this repotting the plant, whether
rooted in moss or a pot, must be kept in a rather
close and moist atmosphere for about a fortnight
and very carefully watered in the meantime,
after which it may be gradually given more air
and will quickly become an established specimen
with leaves close to the soil. The best time for
doing this work is early in March, as at that
time growth is very active ; but where a tempera-
ture of .")5° can be maintained it may be carried
out at once.

Some gardeners, instead of making a out in
the stem as shown in the illustration, remove a
ring of bark, about an inch or rather more in
length, from the stem just below the leaves and
fix a pot or moss around it precisely as indicated

;

but, generally speaking, roots are longer in
forming than they are from a eut, and the method

illustrated is the best for the beginner to adopt.

After the top has been removed we must see

what can be done with the old stem. \Ve have

already noticed that a young plant is growing

from the base, and if the old plant is carefully

turned out of its pot this offset may be easily

out off with a few roots and potted into a small,

well drained pot, using soil as already advised.

In all probability we shall also find some roots

on the old plants which have become very much
thickened and which are termed by gardeners
" toes.'' These, too, may be removed, and if

laid in some Cocoanut fibre refuse in a warm spot

in the greenhouse and kept moist they will soon

form shoots and new roots, and may then be care-

fully potted up as young plants.

This still leaves us with the old plant, which
may be treated in two ways, viz., returned to its

pot and placed in a warm greenhouse, where it

will, during the course of the summer, most
likely produce a number of side shoots (especially

it kept rather dry at the roots and the stems
syringed daily), which may be taken off when
large enough, made into cuttings and rooted, or

the stem may be cut into pieces '2 inches long,

and these laid in Cocoanut fibre refuse in a close

nropagating-case where they can be kept moist.

Under such conditions some'of them will pro-

duce shoots and roots, when they can be

transferred to small pots. If preferred, these

pieces of stem may be split lengthwise and the

cut surface laid on the fibre, some gardeners
thinking that this induces roots and' shoots to

form more quickly. The beginner who wishes

to investigate the matter might try some treated

one way and some the other. It will be seen

that from one old plant nuite a number of new
ones can be secured without very much trouble.

In addition to the Draca?na, several other

plants, viz., Crotons, India-rubber Plant (Fieus

elastica) and Araucaria excelsa, may have their

tops rooted in the same way, but a warm, moist

atmosphere is essential. The old stems of all

these will, after the top has been removed,

produce side shoots, which may be used as cut-

tings, and the India-rubber Plant may be cut up
as advised for the Dracana if desired, taking

care, however, to secure one joint or leaf -scar to

each piece. F. W.

FORCING PLANTS IN WINTER AND
SPRING.

Before Christmas the work of forcing is more
ditficult than it is after. To be successful in the

forcing of fruits, flowers and vegetables we must
have heat and moisture in due proportions.

Now, during the darkest days of winter, it is

far more easy to obtain excessive moisture than

excessive heat in this country. Excess of moisture

chills, and so to counteract such an ill influence

on plant-life we must provide, artificially, more

heat. There is, therefore, more economy in

forcing after Christmas than before. We are

favoured at this time with more and more sun-

shine, and, therefore, we do not require as much
artificial heat to accomplish our purpose. 'The

production of artiBeial heat is costly ; the creation

of a suitably moist atmosphere at a time when

the sun is gaining in power costs a minimum
in labour only. Therefore, I strongly advise

beginners to make a start at forcing now, and

so learn the elementary part of the work.

Es'iinlial Points to Nole.—AW new shoots grow

from dormant buds or crowns, either from the

branch, bulb or root. When these buds and

crowns commence to grow naturally their pro-

gress IS gradual, especially so at first. When
the new shoots are induced to grow under partly

artificial conditions, they must not be unduly

forced. Few roots are, as a rule, made at first

;

it is the stored-up sap that is first used, and if

this is violently exhausted, the plant, root or

bulb is weakened considerably, and new roots

are not formed in time to keep up the steady

supply of sap and the produce is of poor

quality. As the forced produce approaches full

development it must be gradually hardened, so as

to withstand a cool greenhouse temperature. The
same conditions apply in the case of hard wooded
fruit trees ; the young shoots must be taken
care of. Shamrock.

GROWING PANSIES.

[Ill Reply to " Unsti/xesfijul E.rhihitor."]

We have grown the Viola with perfect sucoess in

the open ; but if we had to choose between the
two alternative sites you name we should prefer

that where the sun reaches the plants from
twelve o'clock till sunset. Heavy or close shade
would but elongate the growth, and with this

you will never grow these plants to perfection.

The ground should be well prepared for the

plants, that is, dug at least 2 feet deep, work-
ing in decayed manure rather deeply and a
sprinkling of bone-meal about !t inches deep.

There is no month in the year like October for

planting where an early display is desired,

while for late summer effects spring planting

will suffice. Cuttings well rooted and not
straggling divisions of old plants should alone be
planted. Such as these having had the point

removed would be giving evidence of basal

growth in October, and would continue to grow
and make fine tufts. Formerly when planting

beds of these, with the ground well prepared deep

and wide, i.e., <> inches wide, drills were drawn,

the young plants being placed in the centre.

The central growth was kept in check, and this

tended to promote an abundance of lateral

growth, which was so earthed up that only the

points of the shoots were visible from time to

time. This earthing up was continued — a

specially good soil mixture being used and made
moderately firm about the plants—till the ground

was levelled up. We attribute a good deal of our

success to the benefits accruing from this special

treatment, and the whole mass of new growth

being enabled to root therein afforded the plants

an exceptional opportunity for rooting. On a

very light soil this was the only treatment we
found of any service and proof against great

summer heat, while in more holding soils it

promoted a vigour of growth and freedom of

flowering rarely seen.

4.—SrilAGNUM MOSS BOaND FIKMLT ROUND
THE WOUND. IF KEPT MOIST ROOTS WILL
SOON lERMEATE THIS :\I0SS.
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THE TOWN GARDEN.
Garden Edgings.—There is nothing prettier in

the villa, cottage or wayside garden than informal
evergreen edgings to garden walks and beds, and
which, provided the right things are employed,
afford beautiful and interesting flowers for a
considerable period of the year. It is the living

evergreen edgings that appeal to one so strongly,
and such as these appear to constitute a sym-
pathetic link between the plants of the beds and
the worker. The more formal edgings of tiles or
bricks possess none of the above good attributes,

and, besides being decidedly more costly to start
with, are apt to be displaced by the subsequent
digging of the soil unless fixed in concrete or
exceptional care be taken in doing the work.
Unbeautiful and unremunerative at all times and
in all places, such things are seen to the worst
advantage when used around the beds on the
lawn, a position where no edging other than the
grass is needed. I therefore suggest that edgings
of Pinks, Thrift, Aubrietia, Arabis or one of the
many Mossy Saxifragas displace those of brick or
tile in every possible instance, so that interest

and beauty may be everywhere imparted to the
garden, even in such small matters as these.

Indeed, it is in this latter direction that the good
taste of the amateur gardener will be revealed,
for no flower border could possibly be in good
taste which has an outer edging of tile or brick.

Stone Eixjings.—Next to the edging of living

plants, the stone edging used in conjunction with
evergreen subjects makes a very pretty and suit

able variant, and where the stones are informally
laid and interspersed with the Mossy or Creeping
Phloxes, such as P. frondosa, P. setacea in variety
and others, the effect at flowering - time is

decidedly good. Of somewhat bolder character
is Saxifraga (Megasea) cordifolia, and, bolder
still, its variety purpurea, a plant whose leaf

beauty leaves nothing to be desired. Either of

the last-named may be used alone or in the
boldest arrangements in conjunction with stone.
The plants are the more valuable, too, because
perfectly hardy, while they are prone to succeed
in light or heavy soils. Box edgings I do
not greatly favour, preferring rather to use
plants of dual value and those in particular
which add to the beauty of the spot rather than
detract therefrom by their indifferent behaviour
or success.

UsBFCL Herbs.—Black and Lemon Thyme
and the common Sage are among the most ser-

viceable of herbs, and a small plot should be
devoted to these in every garden. It is now a
good time to plant, giving a place to the Sage,
if need be, apart from the rest.

Violets in Pots and Frames.—The Sweet
Violet deserves to be more extensively grown in

pots, so that the plants may be given a shelf
in the greenhouse, where they would flower in

advance of frame-grown plants. .Just now the
first-named are pushing flowers more freely in a
temperature of about 4(1°, and weak soot-water
or liquid manure should be given at each water-
ing. Those bedded out in a frame should be
freely ventilated to dispel damp, and all decaying
foliage removed. When this is done a sprinkling
of soot may be given about the plants ; it will

discourage the slug and also act as a useful and
safe fertiliser.

Other Plants in Frames.—Calceolarias in

the frame should be freely ventilated now to keep
the plants sturdy, while those of the herbaceous
section will be best if stood upon pots to permit of
a free current of air below. These latter are
more frequently spoiled by heat than by frost, and
heat is too often misapplied. A brick pit or sub-
stantial wooden frame covered with mats in
severe weather will not only keep these plants in
health, but encourage a vigour unknown where
much artificial heat has been given. Thus cir-

cumstanced, not only will a greater vigour be
noticeable, but a condition of health and freedom
from insect pests will be apparent rarely attained

elsewhere. Fumigation in the pit or frame is

also a simple matter.
Tuberous Bbooniab.—If the tubers of these

invaluable bedding plants have not been recently
examined, an inspection should be made at once
to ascertain their condition, removing any that
show signs of decay. Well-ventilated boxes
charged with sand or dry soil are excellent to
store them in, keeping them free from the hot-
water pipes meanwhile. K. H. Jenkins.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
TOMATOES IN THE GREENHOUSE.

A
GREAT many amateurs like to grow

Tomatoes in their greenhouses. In
the majority of lases it is quite out
of the question to attempt to grow

^^
the plants in borders because there
is no convenience, so pots must be

used and placed on the stage. The sunniest
position is the most suitable for the plants, from
their seedling to their ripening stage.

I know thac some amateurs are afraid to grow
Tomatoes in the greenhouse because they think
the other occupants will be injured by them. If
care be taken to avoid the undue shading of
other kinds of plants by the foliage of the
Tomatoes, there will be no other danger.

Sowing the Seeds.

Now if an average day temperature of 45" can be
maintained during January and February, seeds
may be sown. It is not absolutely necessary to
have a very high temperature to ensure germina-
tion ; I have abundantly proved this. I have
found seedlings growing on the border from an
old smashed truic in a cold house in March.
Sow the seeds thinly in large pots filled to

within 2 inches of the top with good friable loam,
a little leaf-soil and a small quantity of sand.
Put a sheet of glass on the pot, and a nice snug
little frame is made for the coming seedlings.
The seeds will take about sixteen days to ger-
minate in such cool conditions, but the seedlings
will be very sturdy specimens. Transplant the
seedlings in boxes 3 inches apart, and in due
course place them in lO-inch pots.

Training and Feeding
are henceforth matters of much importance. As
the plants become established in the large pots—
which should be three parts filled with fibrous
loam and a little old mortar rubble—they pro-
duce side shoots freely, and the latter must be
regularly removed while quite small. If allowed
to remain until they attain a fairly large size
they not only rob the plant and its fruits of much
strength, but also exclude light, and light and
sunshine must reach every leaf, stem and fruit,
if possible. The leading or main stem must be
fastened to the wires or stakes and not allowed
to get entangled together.

Fertilise the Flowers
every day about noon. This makes a great
difference between a poor and a full crop.
Even a gentle tap with a smooth stick will cause
the disTodgment of the pollen ; but I prefer
to shake some pollen on to my thumb nail and
then quickly touch the stigmas of other flowers
with ic. I have tried this way of artificial setting,
also non-setting, and I could see the difference
in the crop all along the row of plants.

Feeding
must commence when two or three trusses of
fruits are set and are swelling. First give two
soakings of clear, weak soot-water, and then
three waterings with weak liquid manure, alter-
nating with doses of clear water. Afterwards
put on a mulch of fibrous loam and rotted
manure. Then feed with superphosphate, scat-
tering a teaspoonful on the mulch in each pot and
water it in. When roots appear on the surface,
again mix the superphosphate with water and
give applications once each week. B.

A DAY WITH
MR. ROBERT SYDENHAM.

THE name of Mr. Robert Sydenham of
Tenby Street, Birmingham, will be a
familiar one to our readers in con-
nexion chiefly with Sweet Peas and
bulbs of various kinds.

It was in the year 1884 that Mr.
Sydenham first disposed of a few surplus bulbs
among his friends, little thinking at that time
that he was laying the foundation of a business
which is today one of the foremost in the
country, and which last season dealt with
nearly .'W.OOO bulb and seed orders. Reference
has been made above to bulbs and Sweet Peas,
but the latter are not the only seeds that are
dealt with, all kinds of flower and vegetable
seeds being supplied by the firm.

In 15)08 Mr. Sydenham conceived the idea of
converting the business into a private limited
company with the praiseworthy object of giving
a direct interest in the business to those
members of the staff who had worked hard for
him during the past years, and not for the
purpose of raising additional capital. Mr. Robert
Sydenham, who is a keen business man to his
finger-ends, still retains full control as governing
director of the new company and gives the
business the same personal attention as hitherto.
For the purpose of giving our readers an idea

as to how this remarkable business is conducted,
we recently visited Mr. Sydenham at Tenby
Street, just as the seed order season had com-
menced.

Mention has been made of Mr. Sydenham's
keen interest in Sweet Peas, and his little book,
" All About Sweet Peas, " may be regarded as a
reliable encyclopaedia of the flower. During the
summer months Mr. Sydenham travels to all

parts of the kingdom where Sweet Peas are
grown, and no gathering of Sweet Pea enthusiasts
will be found minus "Uncle Robert," as he is

affectionately termed by Sweet Pea lovers. Some
idea of the extent of the firm's business in Sweet
Pea seeds will be gathered from the fact that
between two and three tons of seeds are disposed
of annually. One pound of seeds will make from
100 to 150 packets, according to their size, and
a rough calculation will give the approximate
number of packets which are despatched to all
parts of the globe.

A feature of the Sweet Pea seeds supplied by
this firm is that they are all hand-picked, a
tedious operation that was being carried out at
the time of our visit. Then, again, the number
of seeds in a packet is stated. We had always
wondered how a firm with such an enormous
output could stop to count the seeds in each
packet ; but this trouble is got over by a very
clever contrivance with which a smart girl can
put up 6(X) packets an hour. This consists of a
hand-scoop with a flat false bottom in which
fifty-two holes are made. This is thrust into a
heap of hand-picked S weet Peas, given a quick and
dexterous shake, and one seed is retained in each
hole. The pressing of a little lever with the thumb
raises this false bottom and shoots the seeds
down the hollow handle of the scoop, the open
end of which is thrust into the packet. The
whole operation is done very rapidly indeed
and with machine-like regularity. The size of
the scoop can be altered so that twenty-six or
ten seeds can be put in a packet.
The collections of Sweet Pea seeds offered by

the firm must be very popular indeed, as last
year over 20,0(»0 of these were sold, and, of
course, many orders of numbers of packets
selected by the purchasers who do not like
collections (and we are told quite 5(t0,O00 packets
are wanted each season) were also dealt with.
Other flower and vegetable seeds were being

despatched in large quantities, and we had
the opportunity of opening and inspecting any
packets that we cared to select ; these we found
of first-class quality in every case. Doubtless
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many of our readers have seen the excellent

vegetables grown from the firm's seeds which

are shown at the leading exhibitions throughout

the country.

Of course, at the time of our visit the spring-

flowering bulb business was completed for the

year, yet we had an opportunity of seeing the

arrangements which have been made for keeping

the bulbs in tirstclasa condition. Gladioli and
tuberous Bagonias wore being despatched in large

quantities, and the quality of the stocks that we
saw was very high indeed.

That the firm's bulbs and seeds give general

satisfaction is manifested by the enormous and
rapid growth of the business. The catalogues

issued by the firm are concise and lucid, the best

only of the various kinds being listed. We had
every opportunity for inspecting the firm's books,

and any figures quoted were taken from
them. By close personal attention to every
detail Mr. Robert Sydenham has built up a bulb

and seed business of which any man might be

proud, and we left Tenby Street with the con-

viction that everything possible is done to supply

the best bulbs and seeds only at the lowest prices

consistent with good quality.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

SOLES FOS CORBESPONDBNTS.
QuGStloas and AnsweP3.—TAe Editor intends

to make THE Gardes helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object loill make a special feature of the

*' Answers to Correspondents" column. All communica-
tions should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, to, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
T'he name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
'Violets not doings well {Sco/ia).—The

brown-margined leafage of your Neapolitan
Violets is perhaps one of the best evidences of

root inactivity, much of which is brought into

being by the method so much in vogue of lifting

and replanting the clumps at the period you have
named. For such work October is late, and eo

much worse as the month is advanced. Early
September is a far better time and more reason-

able altogether, inasmuch as root action may at
that time be revived, to the benefit of the plants
and their subse(iaent flowering. As a matter of

fact, your plants since October last have been
e.xisting upon their own resources, without being
able to draw aay nourishment from the soil

whatsoever. This state of things must continue
till root activity returns, when the amount of

sunlight, now daily increasing, will assist the
plants to renewed growth. A far better plan
to adopt is either to grow your Violets in pots or
plant them in a raised bed the size of your frame,
80 that the latter could be placed over the plants
at the right time. In either case a greater amount
of attention would be required in the matter
of watering, or failure would ensue. By encom-
passing a bed of good soil by stout planks or by
bricks set in mortar a semi-perminent bed would
be formed at small coat. We realise that you
were precluded from doing any of these things
last season, but you may do so this year. The
best time to plant such a bed would be early in

April, and the best type of plant to put out is

the non-flowered, freshly rooted Uyer with single
crown, setting the plants a foot asunder each
way, or for the variety named a little less. You
are in error in supposing that winter sun would
harm the plants, and even summer sun does not

do this if the plants are in deep and good soil.

In this connexion we had a mild surprise only
some three weeks since, when a friend living

near Natal, where the thermometer had, at the

time of his writing, been ranging between 'JW and
KM)" in the shade, wrote : "My bed of Violets

is a mass of bloom, and only surpassed by the

lljsos, whose blossoms appear in their thou
sands." As a matter of fact, we should have
thought the great heat too much for the Violets

in any circumstances, but obviously this is not so.

Pepennials fop nopth bopdep (Perplexi-d.
Naitsra, .s'-'»n.).— Vou have omitteil la state the width of
the honler, which i^ of coiisideralile importance, so that a
proper selection of planta may be Liiven. We are con-
cluding', however, hy the height of the wall that the
border is a wide one and suitable for plants of more than
average hjight. We think the following plants will be of
service ; Any of the perennial Suutlowers, Kniphotlas,
.Sniricag, Michaelmas Daisies in variety, Achillea, Eupa-
turiuni. such Lilies as testaceum, pardaliiium, canadense,
Uansonii, chalcedonicum, umbeltatum and others,
Phloxes, Pieonies, both tree and herbaceous kinds if y(ju

will, Christmas and Lenten Roses, Aster Amellus, A. acris.

A. ItcviKatus, Trollius of sorts, Day Lilies, any of the
rtiizoniatous Irises, Galegas, Lupinus, such stroag-growing
Primulas as japoiiica, pulverulenta, rosea and Sieboldii,
8eduni spectabile and the like. If you require dowering
climbers, stdect Lupinus arboreui, Jasminum uudiflorum,
I'yrus japonica, Tropaeolum speciosum (given Ilsh-netting
to cliinl) upon), Corchorm japooicus fl.-pL, Azara niicrn-

ptiylla. with Clematises, Ivies and Ampelopsis.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
A new Bla,OlS.th.OPn (Mrs. S. Marshall).

The large-flowered Blackthorn which you have
found is unlikely to be successfully increased by
cuttings. If you have any Plum stocks or stocks
of the common Blackthorn established, you may
graft it on to them in March, using grafts of

two year old wood in preference to that a year
old. Budding in summer is not a satisfactory

way to adopt, the buds of the Blackthorn being
so small that they are difficult to manipulate.
A variety of the Blackthorn with doable flowers
is already in cultivation. It is an exceptionally
tree-flowering shrub and the flowers are very
pretty.

Hollies not fpultlngr [Mrs. M. A.
Pearson),—As a rule, male and temale flowers of

the Holly are borne on different trees, though
occasionally flowers of the two kinds are found
on the same tree. This means that trees which
bear male flowers only, or male flowers with a
sprinkling of female blossoms, bear no fruit at all

or a few only. The majority of the garden
varieties have originated as sports from one or
another, male or female, trees ; consequently those
which have originated from non-fruiting e.x-

amples never, or very rarely, bear fruit, while
those which have developed from female trees
do so. It occasionally happens that a variety
with similar leaves his originated in different
places from both male and female trees : there-
tore that variety may be found as a fruiting tree
in some gardens and a non-fruiting tree in

others. Tlie varieties you name are as follows,

in sex : Golden Queen, male ; laurifolia nova,
male ; maderensia nigrescens, male ; Hodginsii,
usually male, but fruiting forms are occasionally
observed ;

platyphylla, female as grown in

gardens, but male kinds are known—in fact, the
variety called nuderensis nigrescens is simply a
male form of platyphylla. Good female varieties

are argeutea marginata, argentea medio-picba,
aurea marginata, fructu-luteo, camelliitfolia,

Handsworth New Silver and Marnockii.

Pruning various shrubs (H. £?.).—
Cornus sibirica elegantissima may be grown for

many years without pruning. If, however, it is

getting unruly in growth, you may cut it back in

March, taking care to thin the branches out at
the same time. Weigelas rosea, Eva Rathke and
aurea may have some of the olil flowering wood
thinned out after flowering. The first and last

miy be pruned during .lune, and Eva Rathke
later, when the flowering is over. Philadelphus
(Mock Orange) grandiflora does not require
pruning. Tamarix gallioa may be cut well in

during l''ebruary or March. "The Golden Elder

may be cut hard back to within two or three
buds of the base of last year's shoots during
March. The Rose of Sharon may be out down to
the ground at the same time either annually or
biennially, whichever you like, and any pruning
required by the li olden Box may be done during
summer—.lune or July. You may be able to
root cuttings of most of the shrubs. Pieces
'> inches to 12 inches long should be out to a
joint and inserted to within 3 inches of the
apex in a shady border out of doors. The sooner
such cuttings are put in the better; so if you wish
to try your hand at propagation your cuttings
should be made now instead of waiting until
pruning - time. You may cover the ground
beneath them with double Arabis, providing you
do not place it close to the roots and remove it

again after the Arabis has done flowering.

ROSE GARDEN.
Roses planted in cold green-

house (GonstLinl Reader).—You appear to
have taken every care to make the plantation a
success, and we cannot understand your great
failure unless it was owing to the dry state of
the loam. As this loam was stacked under
cover for twelve months, it must have been very
dry when placed in the border, and as you say
you trod the soil well before watering, it is

just possible the soil did not get wetted very far
down. Nothing could be worse than this for the
roots. Much better have too much water to
newly planted Roses than not enough. It is

very probable a sort of dry rot was engendered
by the dry state of the loam. Then again, to
lift plants from the ground and place them in a
cold greenhouse without due attention to water-
ing their roots and spraying the shoots may
account for some failures, but pot plants should
most certainly have survived. However, as
your Mart;chal Niel has made such good growth,
the border now seems to be in a proper condition.
Unless you desire all the roof to be covered with
the Mariiohal Niel, it would have been best to
train its growths perpendicularly or nearly so.

In any case it would be well to remove 1 foot
to 3 feet from the end of the growths, as that
part is usually unripe. If you retain growths
horizontally you will find several eyes break
out into other growths, and some will bloom and
then go on to make a long growth. Reduce the
number of long growths so that they are at least

2 feet apart ; then you will not shade the other
Roses too much. As soon as the long growths
have flowered next year, cut back hard ; they
will then produce other long growths during the
summer, which will supply the bloom for the
following year. Do not attempt too many
climbers on the roof, or you will spoil those
dwarf varieties in the border. Such sorts as
Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Hugh Pickson, J. B.
Clark, Climbing La France and Ulrich Brunner
would be best grown as pillar Roses ; they would
then bloom better and at the same time would not
shade the other occupants too much. Train them
upon .Ifeet to 0-teet stakes and leave the
long growths their entire length ; any lateral
shoots cut back to one or two eyes. If this is

their first year you would do well to out all

shoots back to '2 feet, and the dwarf sorts, such
as Lady Roberts, to about 12 inches or 1.') inches.
Y'our list is a good one, and we cannot well
improve upon it unless it were to add Joseph
Hill, Pharisaer, William Shean, Lady Ashtown,
Mme. Segond Weber and Laurent Carle. If

you find any trouble in flowering Cloth of
Gold, bud it upon one of the other Roses, say,
on ./. B. Clark. This double budding induces
a free blooming of this fine old Rose.

Vaplous Rose queples (Wembrn-Lea).—VoT the
ordinaryamateur the Briar cutting stock is beat for Hybrid
Teas and the seedling Briar for Teas and liybrid Perpetuate.
For the latter tribe one may induce a good autumnal
bloom by budding on seedling Briar, as the plants continue
growing when those on Manetti or Briar cutting are
ripening oil'. (2) The only objection to planting standards
Briars around a lawn and Imdding them where planted is

that one deprives one's self of the beauty of the Koaes for
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one year, besides being uncertain whether all the Briars
will survive, which, if they failed, would leave some bad
gaps. (3) Aa you have so carefully prepared your soil, the
plants will not need artificial manure for some time, if at
all, this season. If you can obtain liquid manure from the
stables or make some yourself with cow-manure and aoot,

this would be all the plants needed the tlrst season. They
should be given this during the latter part of May and
throughout -Ume about once a week. (4) As you say the
buds appear green, they have evidently *' taken " all right.
Do not cover them up as you have done, for it will tend to
excite them into growth too soon. When the bark
'* gapes,"as you describe, it is because you untied the
buds too soon. If you untie to esamine, you should retie
them again, but not quite so tightly. (6) Fish or
Icbthemic Guano would oe better for you to use rather
than the crude fish offal, but we only recommend this
for established Roses, i.e., those that have been planted at
least twelve months. (0) Instead of cutting quite
back the tap roots of those plants on seedling Briar,
they should have been shortened to about *> inches or
.S inches. This induces fibrous roots to appear, and thus
keeps the roots nearer the surface. We are always
pleased t<> render assistance to amateurs who encounter
difficulties.

THE GREENHOUSE
How to grow Vepbenas well

(Blandford).—It you are depeoding entirely on
seedling plants, you are making a rather late

start by sowing in February and March, the last

mouth more particularly. If you have a warm
greenhouse or frame, sow the seeds as early as
possible ; at once, in fact. Transplant the seed-
lings as soon as they are large enough, or pot
them singly into small pots so that no definite
check will follow. The young plants should be
frequently stopped before being planted out, to

induce them to form bushy specimens. In all

probability the soil is a little too heavy, and by
lightening the mass by the free addition of burnt
ash from the rubbish fires, or this and grit com-
bined, you may achieve better success. You do
not tell us whether the plants attain to any size,

or whether the flowering is poor. Usually the
most reliable plants for flowering are those raised
from cuttings. Oeoasionally, however, in dry
and hot summers the seedling Verbena will
attain a large size on quite poor or stony soil and
flower profusely far into the late summer. We
think, however, by making an earlier start and
by securing good plants for putting out, you
may, with the more porous soil, achieve a far

greater success than hitherto.

Diseased Capnatlon (Smt).—The enclosed Car-
nation was in a sorry plight, the leaves being attacked by
what is commonly termed spot, a fungoid disease. Apart
from this, their condition is poor, and you cannot expect
much success from plants like that sent. Malmaison
Carnations need, especially during the winter, a good
light structure and a free circulation of air whenever
possible without, at the same time, subjecting them to
direct draughts. The dull, wet weather experienced will
have been all against the success of your Carnations. We
advise you to remove any badly infected leaves and
burn them, after which dust the plants lightly with
black sulphur. This, combined with free ventilation,
should, now the days are lengthening, effect an Improve-
ment in your plants.

Questions about Chpysanthemums (.F,.-c-

hi'lntor).—We will deal witn the questions xeriatlm. A
specimen Chrysanthemum plant is one that is very freely
flowered, in which, too, the plant and blooms are repre-
sented in proper character. Plants of this description
must be developed from single stems in the first instance,
and at least 1 inch of the stem should be clear above the
soil. Only one plant is allowed in each pot, otherwise
the exhibit may be disqualified. Briefly stated, large
specimen plants may be grown from old ones. These
should be shaken out of their present pots, the soil
removed with care, and the plants repotted in new soil
and in pots not more than C inches in diameter. All except
the strongest and most promising shoot should be cut
out, and this must be grown on in cool conditions hence-
forth. Subsequent repottings must be given as and when
reciuired. Specimen plants may also be grown from cut-
tings struck quite early in the season, these, when rooted,
being pinched, and the pinching repeated at intervals of
every successive inches of growth, the last pinching
being done at the end of June. The growths of the old
plant should be treated in precisely the same fashion. We
give the names of some of the more noteworthy varieties
that make excellent specimen plants in the diftarent
types : Japanese, Kathleen Thompson and its parent
Caprice du Printemps, F. S. Vallis, Merstham Yellow'
J. H. Silsbury and Vlviand Morel and its sports in-
curved, Mrs. Geo. Rundle, Mr. George Glenny and Mrs.
Dixon ; Pompon, Wm. Kennedy, Roslnante, President
and Wm. Westlake

; singles, almost any of them
Anemones, Mme. Robt. Owen, Gluck and Mrs. Sliimmins

ORCHIDS.
Names and cultupe of two

OPChldS (Constant Reader).— 1, Cypripedium
insigne ; 2, Ccelogyne oristata. Cypripedium
insigne is one of the easiest grown of all Orchids.
It will grow and flower year after year in an
ordinary greenhouse, yet at the same time it

responds readily to a little more heat. What is

known as an intermediate temperature suits it

best. In the intermediate house the thermometer
should not fall much below 50' at night, rising
10° or a little more during the day—that is

throughout the winter months, for as spring
advances a corresponding rise in the temperature
will be beneficial. Shading throughout the
summer will, ot course, be necessary ; indeed,
the treatment will be the same as that needed
by greenhouse plants in general. Should the
Cypripedium need repotting, it is best done soon
after the flowers are ever, say, about the end of
February. A suitable compost may be formed of

equal parts of loam and peat or leaf-mould, with
a sprinkling of silver sand and a little live

sphagnum. In potting, the pot should be ijuite

clean and well drained with broken crooks to
one-third of its depth. The soil must not be
mounded up as in the ease of many Orchids, but
this Cypripedium should be simply potted as any
ordinary plant ; that is to say, the compost must
be pressed down in such a manner that it is about
half an inch below the rim of the pot, thus allowing
space for water. Cypripedium insigne will need
to be regularly supplied with water throughout
the year. Of course, more will be required in

the summer when the plant is growing freely
than in the winter, but at no time must the
soil be allowed to become very dry.

CoelOgryne CPiStata (Constant Reader).
This beautiful white-flowered Orchid flowers as
a rule in Jaauary or February. The best time
for repotting, when it is needed, is soon after the
flowers are over, but if the plants are in good
condition annual repotting is not necessary, a
top-dressing being then all that is required.
Deep pans, rather than pots, are the best
receptacles for this C<t'logyne; but if only pots
are available, an extra amount of broken crocks
must be placed in the bottom. Even if pans are
used the drainage must be thorough. A suitable
soil is Oamunda fibre or good fibrous peat, with
some sphagnum and silver sand, well mixed
together. In potting, special care must be
taken not to bury the rhizomes or pseudo-bulbs
too deeply, and, if necessary, they may be held in
position by a peg or two. After potting, care
must be taken not to over-water, but when
growing freely a liberal amount of water must be
given and a moist, growing atmosphere main-
tained. At that time a structure with a
minimum temperature of 60" will be very suit-

able for the plants. When growth is completed
they may be kept somewhat cooler and drier in

order to ripen the pseudo- bulbs.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple tpeea diseased (F. A. L.).—

The disease is canker, and is all but impossible
to cure. As a rule, it only affects certain
varieties, such as Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston
Pippin, Lord Burghley, Wellington and a few
others. It does not spread to other trees, and
the trees affected by it will go on bearing
moderate crops of useful fruit for many years.
No one understands the cause of its origin, but
there is no doubt that trees are more liable to
its attack when grown in heavy, cold soil.

Ooosebeppies and Raspbeppies in pots
(fi. Wilbion )—Tne best compost yon can have (or the
growth of these trees in pots Is the following : To one
barrow-load of good fibrous loam add a bushel ot well-
decayed farmyard manure and halt a gallon of bone-meal.
Swelling in tPees (Jf. A'. H. .1.).—The swelling is

duo to a Iruit having been borne at the tip of the shoot
where It is said the bud is dead. The weight ot the fruit
bent the shoot down and prevented the food from passing
properly down the channels In the bark. It therefore
accumulated there and produced the swelling. No danger
is to be apprehended (rom the presence of the Bwellinga.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Camellia leaves diseased i.J. M.).—tio fungus

to which the olotchmg can be attributed can be found on
the Camellia leaves. There are traces of some insect. Is
mealy bug present?

Flies fOP insoection (Jlf^v K. ]>.).—the flies sent
are : 1. A hover tly too mutilated to recognise. These
visit flowers, but do no harm, and the larva of many teed
on green flies. -2. A beetle (.Strangaliaarmata), sometimes,
from its wasp-like markings, called the wasp beetle. This,
too, visits flowers, but does no damage. Its larva feeds in
decaying wood, and may often be found in worm-eaten
posts, &c.

Fopmin? a new gapden (Doubtful). — The
common Holly would be a good subject for your hedge,
but it has the same defect as the Yew, for it is of slow
growth when young. The Laurel, as you say, is a robber
of surrounding ground. If, however, you feel disposed to
try it in preference to the Holly, on account of quicker
growth, it will bear having its roots cut back each year to
the outside of the foliage, and that ought to be sufRcient
to keep your border fairly free from roots for the summer.
Each year when doing up your border chop the ground
down with a spade to the depth of 12 inches or 1.5 inches
just along the face of the hedge, which will be quite
sufiicient to sever the roots.

Rollins law^ns In ivlntep (/(. W. R.).—We are
yreatly obliged to our correspondent (or the pretty posy
of Snowdrops, Winter Aconite, Iris and Heather, safely
received. In a climate so balmy and warm as yours must
be to produce these beautiful flowers out of doors on the
turn of Christmas, .your lawn, although battered down
and the grasses tortured the winter through by heavy
rolling, ought not to sutler much. However, we believe
you would find that, if your lawn was spared this useless
infliction through ttie winter, a denser and softer
carpet of grass would be produced for the children the
following Christmas to work off the effects of eating too
much plum pudding. We liold that the rolling of lawns
during winter does more harm than good. Worms then
jireatly heljj to manure and aerate the soil by the amount
of humus toey bury in it. The middle of February is time
enough to begin rolling, just before grass growth com-
mences. It then presses and consolidates the soil to
the roots of the grasses (which have been more or less

loosened by winter frost), and helps them to form a larger
quantity of new roots and also to take a flrmer hold of
the soil.

Name of plant (J. E. J. i.).—Leycesteria formosa

SOCIETIES.
READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

Annual Meeting.
The annual i^eneral meeting of this popular society was
held in the Abbey Hall, Reading (by kind permiasion of
MeBsra. Sutton and 8ons). on Monday, January 10, wben
there was a good attendance of members. The president
(Mr. Alderman Partitt) occupied the chair at tho opening
of the meeting, but, being compelled to leave early, the
vice-president (Mr. Leonard Sutton) presided for the
remainder of the evening. The minutes of tlie last annual
meeting were read and cjnflrmed. The committee's report
for lOOy was read by the hon. secretary and adopted.
The balance-sheet was brought forward, and showed the
associatidD to be tlourishing financially. The hon. secre-

tary was instructed to have the report and balance-sheet
printed and circulated among the members. Messrs. W.
Pope, F. W. Macdonald, E. J. Dore, J. fl. Baker, G.
Durbidge, C. H. Cook, G. West and T. Hobbs having been
appointed scrutineers, the election of officers for 1910 was
proceeded with, the result being as follows ; Chairman,
Mr. T. Judd ; vice-chairman, Mr. F. Townsend ; librarian,

Mr. E. J. Dore ; assistant-librarian, Mr. F. W. Exler

;

treasurer, Mr. F. W. Macdonald, P\R.H.S. ; auditors,
Messrs. W. Badcock and A. Smith ; committee, Messrs.
F. Alexander, A. F. Bailey, G. Carter, fl. G. Cox, D. Dore,
F. G. Drew, C. Foster, F.R.H.S., H. Goodger, R. A.
Hatton, T. Ilatton, G. Hinton, F. Johnson, fl. 0. Loader,
T. Neve, W. G. Pigg, T. J. Powell, G. Stanton, F.R.H.S.,
W, J. Townsend. T. Tunbridge, P.O., F.R.H.S., and
H. Wilson ; hou, secretary, Mr. L. Castle. The following
were chosen to act as judges for certificates, 1910: Messrs.
T. Judd, F. Townsend, f. Tunbridge, A. F. Bailey, H.
Wilson and F. W. Esler. Subscriptions voted for 1910:
Royal Horticultural Society, ^'1 '1b. ; Gardeners' Orphan
Fund, £3 Ms. ; Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,
£'2 28. ; Reading Horticultural Society, £1 Is. ; Royal
Berkshire Hospital, .€1 Is.; University College, Reading,
i3. On the proposition of Mr. T. J. Powell, seconded by
Mr. T. Tunbridge, It was decided to hold the annual tea
and social gathering. Votes of thanks to the retiring
chairman (Mr. A. F. Bailey) and vice-chairman (Mr. H. C.

Loader) were carried with acclamation, and the meeting
terminated with a hear>y vote of thanks to the president
and vice-president, who had in turn acted as chairman for

the evening.

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETV.
Mr. J. PowLET, who has been president of this society
during the past eleven years, during which time great
progress has been made, was the recipient at the annual
dinner, a few days ago, of a splendid marble timepiece and
ornaments, also an enlargement of a photograph to hang
in the meeting-room. The members gave their donatiuud
willingly and liberally, and Mr. T. B. Field uttered some
very appropriate remarks In making the presentation.
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EDITORIAL. NOTICBS.
Bvery department of horticulture is represented in THB

Garden , and the Editor invites readers to send in questior^

rtlatinj to matters upon which they vrish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he unahes to make
the " Anstoera to Correspotidents" column a conspicuous

feature, and^ when queries are printed, he hopes readers

loiU kindly give enquirers the benefit oj their assistaiioe.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only oJ the paper, and addressed to the Bditor o/ Thb
Garden, accompanied by name and address oJ the seruier.

The ISditor welcomes photographs, articles, and notes,

out he loill not be responsible for their m(/V return. All

reasonable care, however, wiU be. taken, and where stamps

mre enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

coiUributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

ISditor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly atated. It must be distiTictly understood that only

the actucU photographer or owner of the copyright will be

treated itrith.

The Bditor will not be resp07is-U)le fur the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in TaB Gardbn
WiU alone be recognised as acceptance

Offices : SO. Taoistook StreM, Covent Garden, w c.

TRIBUTE TO A GREAT
HORTICULTURIST.

A S we announced last week at the moment

/% °^ goiog to press, a portrait painted

/ % by Mr. Hugh C. Riviere of Mr.

/ % Harry J. Veiteh, V.M.H. , was

presented to the council of the Royal

Horticultural Society, and also one of her

husband to Mrs. Veitoh as some token of the

great regard in which they are held by the

horticultural world. When it became known
that such a movement was started, the response

was remarkable, and at the dinner, presided over

by one of Mr. Veitch's greatest personal friends,

Mr. N. N. Sherwood, whose complete restora-

tion to health is a source of the keenest pleasure

to all who are acquainted with him, about I'lO of

the subscribers were present.

It was a memorable and pleasant gathering to

do honour to one who has accomplished a great

work for horticulture and helped forward the

charities by much personal labour and many rich

gifts. Mr. Veiteh is held in something more than

esteem. Horticulturists of all degrees have an

affectionate regard for one who has never spared

himself in working for the good of others.

The portraits are admirable, and the whole of

the proceedings, thanks to the hon. secretary and

treasurer of the testimonial fund, were marked

by great enthusiasm.

The fifty-ninth volume of The Garden was

dedicated to the guest of the evening of Tuesday

in last week, and there we mentioned that wher-

ever horticulture has gained the affections of the

people the name of Veiteh is honoured. Mr.

Harry Veiteh was born on .June "iSI, lS4(t, at

Exeter, and received his education at the Exeter

Grammar School and in Germany. He after-

wards attended the course of botanical lectures

given by Dr. Lindley at the University College

and gained an insight into the working of the

seed department of the business, which he was

soon to manage, in the establishment of Messrs.

Vilmorin at Paris.

Through the death of his father and elder

brother, whose health failed in 1807—the former

dying in September, lstj9, and the latter in

August, 1S7(1—Mr. Veiteh became head of the

firm of .James Veiteh and Sons, and during this

prosperous period of its history he published two
works that have obtained a world-wide popu-

larity as important contributions to the subjects

of Conifers and Orchids, namely, the " Manual

of Conifer;!- " and the " Manual of Orchids."

The Royal Horticultural Society has ever

received Mr. Veitch's strong and constant sup-

port, and it was fitting that the dinner was held

ill the beautiful hall of that society. It is almost

unnecessary to write of Mr. Veitch's perennial

interest in the (hardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution. He has filled the office of treasurer

since 1.S86 and tor many years the position of

chairman of committee. During that period the

institution has grown in influence and strength,

widening, too, its basis of operation through

the Victorian Era and Good Samaritan funds,

both inaugurated during recent years. In addi-

tion to this, Mr. Veitoh was active in forming

the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. The

chairman referred to Mr. Veitch's many good

works when proposing the toast of his health

and that of Mrs. Veiteh.

Many are the societies of which Mr. Veitoh is

a member, and in his beautiful home at East

Burnham he works unostentatiously to promote

the welfare of his fellow-men. Many, too, are the

tokens of the esteem in which Mr. and Mrs. Veitoh

are held by those with whom during a long and

happy life they have been brought into contact

;

and when their silver wedding was celebrated a

few years ago, friends at home and abroad

acknowledged by beautiful gifts their joy

that this great horticulturist and his wife had

been spared to celebrate so happy an event.

This esteem is intensified by the splendid portraits

that were presented on Tuesday week.

With regard to the proceedings, the chairman

said it was a regular Veiteh evening. The

company had assembled for one purpose—to do

honour to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Veiteh. The

following are condensed remarks of the chairman:

Mr. Veiteh had been in business fifty-three years ;

one of the first to bring to a successful issue the

Horticultural Hall ; a subscriber for fifty-two

years to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, which has always had his warmest support

;

t'.'iWt he presented to the institution as a

thank-offering for his silver wedding, and t"l,00()

to the Victorian Era Fund on the occasion of the

Diamond .Jubilee of Her late Majesty Queen

Victoria ; no fewer than .SOlt horticulturists sub-

scribed to the testimonial fund ; and, in his closing

remarks, said that they looked upon Mr. Veiteh

as a "true-hearted Englishman, and they all

admired and loved him."

It is unnecessary to say that Mr. Veiteh, in

replying to the toast of his health, was received

with enthusiasm. He spoke in grateful words of

Mr. Sherwood's remarks, and mentioned that it

was not unusual for a portrait to be presented

and for replicas to be painted, but he had never

before heard of two portraits being presented

under such circumstances. One was to be hung

in the Council Chamber, in the company of Sir

Joseph Banks, the founderand first president of the

society, and their present mostexcellent president,

Sir Trevor Lawrence. Mr. Veitoh then recalled
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many interesting reminisoenoes, referring in

warm terms of praise to that " glorious old fore-

man, John Dominy," and Mr. Manning.
Mr. J. Gurney Fowler proposed "The Trea-

surer and Secretary of the Portrait Fund," and
referred at length to the services rendered, not

only in bringing this fund tosuoh asuceessful issue,

but to their devotion to horticulture generally.

Mr. May first responded, and expressed a wish

that horticulture would be more recognised, and
paid a tribute to the artist and to Mr. Wilks,

who had entered heart and soul in this tribute to

Mr. Veitch.

Then Mr. Wilks replied, and mentioned that

when the suggestion was made that a portrait

of Mr. Veitoh would be welcome with the other

portraits they possessed , the idea was taken up with
great heartiness. Sir Trevor Lawrence proposed

"The Chairman," a toast which was received

with great enthusiasm. The evening was a

memorable one—an intensely friendly tribute to

one who has throughout a busy, honourable life

accomplished much by his own work for the

good of others.

The musical arrangements were in the hands
of Mr. Harry Stubbs of St. Paul's Cathedral.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
February 8.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Annual General Meeting and Exhibition of

Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square, Westminster,
1—6 p.m.
February 9. — East Anglian Horticultural

Society's Meeting.
February 22. — Horticultural Club. Annual

Meeting at 5 p. m. , Dinner at •) p. m. , at the Hotel
Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster.

Oup Sweet Pea Number.— Next
week we shall publish a special SweetPeaNumber,
which will contain articles and illustrations of

special interest to those who grow and exhibit

Sweet Peas. Mr. T. Stevenson, Mr. A. E. Usher
and several other well-known growers have
written special articles. A coloured plate of

six of the best newer varieties will also be
included.

The National Vegretable Society.
We have much pleasure in informing readers of

The Garden that the schedule of classes and
prizes offered for competition at the greatNational
Vegetable Exhibition, to be held in the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on September 28
next, are now ready, and can be had on appli-

cation to Mr. E. G. Quick, hon. secretary,

Kelmscott, Harrow View, Wealdstone, Harrow.
It is only necessary to send a post-card giving full

name and address, and a copy will be at once
sent. The schedule is a remarkable one, as it

includes several classes quite diverse from any
ever before provided. It also appeals to all

forms of vegetable growers, market men, gar-

deners, amateurs, cottagers, and even to small
holders of land. Many of the prizes offered are
quite generous, and all should help to bring
together the finest display of British-grown
vegetables ever seen. No lover of vegetables or
grower should be out of this great competition.

Liverpool Horticultural Asso-
ciation.—The annual general meeting of this

association was held on the 29 th ult. at Hackins
Hey, Mr. Thomas Foster presiding over a fair

attendance. The report submitted by the com-
mittee proved most satisfactory. Last year the
introduction of a Rose and Sweet Pea show
proved highly encouraging, so that the com-
mittee have arranged to include one in this

year's programme. The Chrysanthemum exhi-

bition proved worthy of this historical centre for

cut bloom», although the lateness of the season
was against the trained plants. Sir W. H.

Tate, Bart., has placed at the disposal of the

committee a handsome silver cup as a trophy for

cut blooms, to replace the one that he won out-

right in 1907-8. The Corn Exchange proved in

size, light and position so satisfactory that the
committee have decided to hold their three

shows, viz., spring. Rose and Sweet Pea, and
Chrysanthemum, in the same building again

this year. The statement of accounts was the

best recorded for some years, leaving a margin
of .£50 on the year's working, making a total

balance in favour of the society of £220 Ss. 64.

The subscriptions for the year amounted to £270
and the admission to shows £110. Mr. T.

Foster, who for many years has held the

position of chairman of committee, was cordially

thanked for his valuable and untiring services,

and general regret was expressed at the loss that

the society will sustain by his retirement. Mr.
H. Sadler was re-elected as secretary and Mr.
George Blaokmore as sub-treasurer. The date
of the spring show is fixed for April 6 and 7.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The. Editor is not responsible /or the opiniojis

expressed hy correspondents.

)

Sweet Pea Evelyn Hemus.—With
me last season this Sweet Pea was in every
respect a success and was much admired—so

much so that I shall certainly grow it again
this 3'ear. In growth the vine was sturdy, not
at all rank, with an abundance of bloom, true in

form and colour. No stable manure was used,
but superphosphates with deep working. It is

a fascinating variety, and lovers of these flowers

should not be deterred from including it in their

collections because of failures here and there, due
probably to errors in treatment.—W. Burbridge,
Purley, Surrey.

Prize Grapes grown in ordinary
garden soil.— I can fully bear out all that Mr.
W. 1). Pope says respecting his Grapes on page 43
of The Garden for January 22. His Muscats were
magnificent, despite a little lack of colour. Mr.
Pope's Vines are growing in a partly made border,
he states : mine are growing in ordinary garden
soil solely, and they have not been fed so far

except with a few ounces of artificial manure.
I had a very interesting chat with Mr. Pope on
the second day of the show, and judging from
what he told me regarding his experience as a
Grape-grower, which is very limited, I predict a
great future for him, and I hope he will still

go on and do great things, as he deserves to. I

am always pleased to give encouragement to a
fellow-gardener. Mr. Pope is a modest man.
He did not tell The Garden readers that he also

took first prize in the class for two bunches of

white Grapes at the Southampton Show last

autumn. This he did in good company. Some
years ago I knew a baker who exhibited splendid
Black Hamburgh bunches from Vines planted in

the open border, only in his case the soil was
first-class. Amateurs generally should take note
of this.—Georue G.iRNER.

Euphorbia Wulfenii,—I notice Miss
Jekyll's request for any experience of Euphorbia
Wulfenii. I first saw it as I have never seen it

since, in 1900, in full flower in the Botanic
Gardens at Bath. It was placed to the greatest
advantage, high on a rocky bank, and was a
glorious sight. The curator kindly gave a
cutting to my sister, who, in time, passed some
on to me in Lincolnshire. Till last winter the
plants lived, grew immensely and flowered
sparingly ; but last winter all in my walled and
protected garden succumbed. Those grown on
a limestone bank in my wild garden lived, but
did not flower. This winter they look very well
and promising. The lovely blue-green foliage

is always to be admired, and this Euphorbia is

worth growing for that alone. When it does
flower the enormous heads of greenish yellow

flowers contrast well with this foliage. I may
add that I have a fine young plant in my wild

garden which seeded itself three years ago.

—

(Mrs.) Portman Dalton, Fillingham Castle,

Lincoln.

I am much interested in Miss .Jekyll's

note. Her experience with E. Wulfenii is nearly

the same as mine. None of my plants (I have
four) has ever flowered, although I have had
them several years. I have never seen the flower

in other gardens, but have been almost resigned

to get on without one, as the foliage is so hand-
some. From Miss .Jekyll's note it appears that

all her flowers came from young plants, and I

think of cutting down one of mine, hoping that

the young growth may send up some flowering

stems. It is a very easy plant to strike. A
cutting planted outside seems never to fail. I

think that E. millifera is an even hand-
somer plant than E. Wulfenii. The foliage is

of a much lighter green, and there is a con-

spicuous white line in the centre of the leaf. A
good-sized plant is most attractive. E. millifera

also has never flowered in my garden. I see

that there are two other evergreen species

—

E. Characias and E. Sibthorpii. Are they as good
as E. millifera and E. Wulfenii? K. Myrsinites,

much dwarfer than either of the above, flowers

well here, and is a good rockery plant of small

size.—(Rev.) W. W. Flemyng, GooWit. Porllaw,

County Waterjoril.

In answer to your correspondent's enquiry
with regard to Euphorbia Wulfenii, perhaps an
account of my experience with this plant since

taking charge of the park and botanic garden
at Bath a little over four years ago may be of

interest. In the spring and early summer of

1907 this plant was a remarkably fine sight with
sixty or more of its immense greenish yellow
flower - heads, making it quite one of the
handsomest plants in the garden at that time.

A large number of the growths, however, after-

wards became very " leggy" and unsightly, and
in the autumn I cut these hard back to within a

few eyes of the base. The following year,

owing to this drastic treatment, there were very

few flowers, but plenty of strong young growths
came away from the base of the plant. Last
year it flowered fairly well ; but now I am glad

to find there are about sixty strong growths all

showing flower, and it will, no doubt, be again

a conspicuous object throughout the early

summer months. I am inclined to think that a

systematic thinning out of the older flower-shoots

after flowering would be beneficial to this plant,

as by so doing a succession of strong young
growths would be ensured from the base, and
these would reach the flowering stage about the

third season. I have adopted this system with
the smaller-growing E. Characias and find it

very suooesstul, and intend subjecting the much
more handsome E. Wulfenii to this treatment.

I may say my plant is growing in poor soil among
stones, and sows itself quite freely. I quite agrae

that this is a plant for the more prominent parts

of the large rock garden, and where it is desired

to emphasise a bold, projecting portion, I know
of no better plant than this.—J. D. Halliburton
(Superintendent), Victoria Park, Bath.

In The Garden for January 22 I saw a

letter from Miss Jekyll asking for the experience

of those who grow Euphorbia Wulfenii. I

procured a plant in 1902 under the name of

Euphorbia sikkimensis ; but the late Mr. George
Nicholson, when walking round the garden
shortly afterwards, pointed out that it was
Euphorbia Wulfenii. It is a Dalmatian plant,

according to the "Index Kewensis. " The
plant was placed in a warm position, but
has never flowered. A few cuttings were
struck, which proceeded to flower and then
refused to grow further, and the seed produced
was worthless. The original plant continues to

increase and yearly sends up a number of small

branches from the base, and when the older ones
become too leggy ihey are cut off and the younger
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ones take their place. The plant ia well worth
growing for the lovely winter colouring of the
terminal loaves— glaucous green with purple
tips. — 11. K. C. Cham BISKS, Oraiisicood Hilt,

Hiix/fmere.

Longevity of Fern - spopes. — A
parallel case to that mentioned on page 38
happened many years ago with me, namely, in

the year KS74. At that time I came into posses-

sion of some herbarium specimens of Ferns
gathered in 1.S52, being therefore twenty-two
years old. A portion of a frond of Dicksonia
antarotioa was laden with spores, which were
colletted and sown. They came up very soon and
produced a large number of healthy plants. That
such tiny portions of vegetation as the spores of

a Fern should retain vitality after all those years
interested me much, and I resolved to carry out
further experiments, but the opportunity to do
so was lost and has never occurred again.

Hutnea. ele^ans.—Your correspondent
"Avon" (page 4'2) refers to this exceedingly
graceful plant as being less grown now than it

was a generation ago. I'erhaps this is, to a
certain extent, owing to the unpleasant manner
in which it affects some of those who handle it.

From my boyhood days I used to dread the
potting and tying of Humea elegans, as the
handling of the leaves always brought on severe
irritation of the eyes, accompanied by a good
deal of inflammation, which took two or three
days to subside. Of late, however, it has not
fallen to my lot to handle it in any way, but the
scent of the leaves even now recalls unpleasant
memories. Strange to say. Primula oboonica
never a6feots me in any way, while the juice of
Rhus Toxicodendron is quite harmless to my
skin, yet some of my friends are terribly worried
by both of these and do not suffer any unpleasant-
ness from handling the Humea.—H. P.

Sweet Peas in the North.— The
announcement that it is proposed to establish in
Scotland, with its head-quaiters in Edinburgh,
a Sweet Pea society, although it may seem to
entrench somewhat on the scope of the National
society, evidently has no such aim, but rather
proposes to be an organisation more suited to the
needs of Northern growers than the National is.

But the suggested formation does seem to give
emphasis to the suggestion I threw out at the
recent meeting of the National Sweet Pea Society
—that a trial ground was needed for the Northern
and Midland districts as well as for the South.
iSurrey, in which the trials of the National Sweet
Pea Society will be held this year, is a rather
hot, dry county as a rule, and generally presents,
both in soil and climate, material differences from
what are found in Lancashire, Yorkshire or more
northwards. When the Scottish sooietv is estab-
lished, could not the two bodies of North and
South agree jointly to promote Sweet Pea trials
on exactly the same lines as those which Mr.
Foster has hitherto so admirably conducted in the
South .' What Miss Hemus tells us about the
conduct of Sweet Pea Evelyn Heraus at Wor
cester as compared with "Spencer's'' Southern
verdict on it shows how much soil and climate
may affect varieties. For that reason a trial on
exactly the same lines northwards, and under the
same high-class oare as has in the past been found
at Reading, and will be continued in Surrey,
should render joint trials in such widely diverse
districts of great interest and value. There
also may be tested the relative germinative or
growth merits of seed saved both in the South
and in the North. I have not yet seen any
tests of that nature, but some may have been
conducted. In any case, it would be very
interesting to learn the diversities seen, if any,
in Southern-grown seed and of Midland or
Northern. Probably ripening or maturing is

very difficult the further North we go ; but that
is for Northern growers to say. Everyone must
wish in the interests of the Sweet Pea, whether
any Northern trial ground be established or not,
that the Scottish society may meet with all

success.—A. 1).

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTU
MIDLANDS.

Plant j Under Glass.

BOUV'ARDIAS may now he pruned and
placed in a warm house to start them
into growth. As soon as the shoots

appear repot the plants and keep in

a temperature of 6(1" to 6r>", well

syringing them on bright days. To
obtain bushy specimens, stop all shoots when they
have made two or three joints. If cuttings are
required, take them off when about IJ inches

long with a heel of the old wood attached.
Insert them in pots filled with light soil and
place the pots in the propagating-case.
Caladiums may be shaken out of the old soil

and placed in boxes to start. When growth
commences pot them up, using a mixture of good
fibrous loam, sand and leaf-soil. The general
potting of the plants in the stove-house should
be proceeded with at once. In repotting use as

small a pot as is possible for a shift. Many
plants may have the soil shaken off a little and
potted back into the same size.

Allamandaa that have been resting may now
be pruned and repotted, affording them a good
watering afterwards.

Kitchen Garden.
Rhuharb.—New plantations may now be made

providing the weather is favourable. The ground
should be deeply trenched and heavily manured,
planting the crowns .3 feet apart.

OiiiwiK.—The ground shoiild be prepared at

any time now, so there may be no time lost when
an opportunity comes along to get the seed in.

Autumn-sown Onions may be planted in rows
1 foot apart, taking care that they are made firm.

Shallots and Qarlk.—These must be planted
without delay providing the soil is in a fair

working condition. Plant in rows 1 foot apart
and 6 inches from bulb to bulb.

Flower Garden.
Autumn-planted Carnations will greatly benefit

if the hoe is lightly run through the beds during
dry weather. Any plants that have been loosened
by frost should be made firm again. Those that
were potted and are being wintered in cold
frames require plenty of air, the lights being
taken off during the day-time in dry weather.
Give them an occasional look over and pick off

all diseased leaves.

Ranunculuses and Aneniojies that have not been
planted must be got in at once. Keep all beds
and borders tidy ; well roll all grass and paths.
This is an excellent time for dressing the lawns
with a little artificial manure. Canary Guano is

a first-rate manure for grass.

The Roilc Garden will demand attention now.
Heavy rains having washed the soil away from
plants growing in slanting crevices, top-dressing
will be necessary. Mix up a little gritty soil

with old mortar rubble and work it round the
plants. A few stones put in with it is very
beneficial, conserving the moisture during dry
weather and keeping the collars of the
plants dry during wet. Saxifraga burseriana is

throwing up its red flower-stems, and the buds
will soon open. S. Boydii and S. sancta are in

flower, also Narcissus cyclamineus. A close

watch must be kept for slugs, also birds, which
are very troublesome, picking out the buds as

soon as they appear. A little Slugicide dusted
round the plants will prevent damage by slugs,

and a few pieces of black thread stretched across

will stop the birds. The Androsaces are injured
by a lot of wet, and a very good plan is to cover
them with a sheet of glass, just to keep the
rosettes drier. E. 0. Pooley.

( Head -gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)
Oniiton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Rock iiAKi>KN.

Planting.—Generally those who take an interest
in their rock garden desire to add some new
or duplicate some old favourite plants each
season, and the present is a good time to make
these additions providing the plants have been
wintered outside, ^'oung stock that was raised
from cuttings inserted in frames during the
autumn had better be held over for at least a
month yet, and well hardened off before setting
out into their permanent quarters. Besides the
planting, there is abundance of work in this
department. Many of the stronger growers are
apt to encroach on their less robust neighbours,
and now is a good time to remedy this undesir-
able state of affairs. The shrubby plants will

require only a trimming of the shoots. The best
way to do this is to cut close back all offending
shoots, and not trim with shears as some growers
do. Plants like Campanulas, which increase by
underground stems, often wander far, and
require rigorous treatment to keep them from
overrunning their brethren. Thymes, Dianthuses,
Aubrietias, &e., should be pulled with the hands,
taking care that they are not loosened at the roots.

Herbaceous Borders.
Rearranging.—If the soil is in a diy enough

condition for free working, no better time can be
found for lifting and replanting the bulk of

herbaceous plants. Where at all possible, an
entirely new border should be chosen, as the
plants will not only thrive better, but the work
can be performed in a much shorter time and
with a great deal less trouble. It is not always
possible, howe\er, to follow this advice, and
where the same ground must be again used,

thorough working is essential. The first thing
to do is to lift every plant, and, to save a large

amount of heeling in, these can be packed closely

together at the north side of a wall and covered
with mats. The ground should then be well
manured and double dug, breaking it up well and
removing all roots.

Fruits Undbb Glass.
Vine-''.—Disbudding and tying down will now

demand constant attention in the earliest houses,
and a slight rise of temperature is beneficial.

Later houses are now started in a quiet way,
and the very latest cleaned ready for starting at

the usual time.
Peai'hes.—Partial disbudding at intervals of a

few days is a better method than leaving this

work to be performed all at once. The latter

plan is certain to give the trees a serious check,
and dropping of fruit later is more than likely to

occur. See that the borders receive the proper
amount of moisture. Late houses will be starting

away without any artificial aid, and if there is

no set time for having the fruit ripe, the less

heat employed the better. Frost must now, ot

course, be kept out, or much harm will be done.

Plants Under Glass.

Pelargoniums.—Young plants rooted in the
autumn should now be potted off singly. Old
plants that were cut back after flowering and
which require repotting should be attended to

before the busier time comes round. I find that
first-rate results may be had by merely top-dressing
these plants at this season. Remove an inch of

the surface-soil and replace with a like quantity
of rich, fresh compost ; also give a teaspoonful
of some good fertiliser like Thomson's to a plant
in a O-inch pot.

Srhizanthiis.—Plants raised last autumn and
wintered in small pots, if not already shifted,

should now be placed in their flowering pots. Too
rich compost must not be used, or the plants will

be soft and long-jointed. It does not appear to

be generally known that this beautiful annual
will stand any amount of pinching to make a nice

bushy plant. C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, F.sq.

)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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a failure, the crop being small and badly
diseased.

Second Earliex.—Webb's Guardian.—This is

oneof Messrs. E. Webband Sons' introductions, and
seed was obtained direct from them. A first-class

white-fleshed kidney that cropped splendidly,

two and a halt bushels being obtained from 71b.

(roughly, half a peck) of seed. It is a dwarf but
robust-growing variety, and the quality even
now (the end of .January) is excellent. An ideal

Potato for a small or large garden and suitable

for both exhibition and home use. No disease.

British Queen.—A well-known white kidney
variety that did well with me last year, the seed

being obtained from a private source in Surrny.

r-.X

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATOES FOR SMALL AND LARGE

GARDENS.

SEVERAL weeks ago I recorded the

success obtained last year with new
and old culinary Peas, and as my
notes created a certain amount of

interest, I am tempted to give a few
particulars concerning some of the

newer as well as a few standard varieties of

Potatoes which were grown in an Essex garden
last year. Where the sets, or tubers, are to be
placed in single layers in a light but cool position

to sprout, a system that I have proved
gives the best results and fully pays
for doing, no time should be lost in

procuring the tubers and placing them
in position.

That a change of soil is highly bene-
ficial is now fully recognised by most
gardeners, and if the sets can be grown
in the North and brought to the South
the benefits accruing trom the change
are considerably enhanced. Most seeds-

men now make a speciality of Scotch

-

grown tubers, and if these are stipu-

lated, they can generally be supplied.

It may, perhaps, be necessary to warn
the amateur that when planting care
must be taken not to break off the
shoots, which at that time should be,

providing the tubers have been properly
treated, Irom 1 inch to IJ inches long,

sturdy, and dark green in colour.

Where it is intended to grow for exhi-

bition, it is a good plan to remove all

but the strongest shoot from each set,

as the plant will then usually give a
few tubers of large size and good
quality. For ordinary purposes, how-
ever, I prefer to retain the three
strongest shoots, removing any others
that may be present. Such sets will

give heavy crops of medium-sized
tubers, which are more generally useful
than extra large ones. Whole sets,

the size of small hens' eggs, are pre-

ferable to cut ones, although the
latter will give good crops under most
conditions.

The system of planting sprouting
sets which I have found most suitable,

and the least likely to injure the
sprouts, is to take out a hole for each
set with a spade, 6 inches being a good
depth. Then, when the Potato is

placed in position, the soil taken from
the holes in the next row is used to fill

in those of the first row, this being
repeated until the work is completed.
With sprouted sets the end of March
or early in April is quite soon enough
to plant early varieties for all ordinary
purposes.
Early Varieties.—Midlothian Early

is one of Messrs. Dobbie's introductions,
from whom the seed was obtained last

year. This is remarkably quick in pro-
ducing its crop. Planted last year the
third week in April, there were new
tubers nearly as large as hens' eggs by the end of ; The quality is good and the height of the haulm
June. It is a short-topped, yellow-fleshed kidney

I
medium. Good for large and small gardens.

THE NEW NARCiaSnS PRINCESS .lULIANA. (See pa<je «,'.)

(Mitch n'dureil.)

of handsome appearance and first-class quality,
and undoubtedly one of the best early varieties
for home or exhibition. Specially suitable for
a small garden. Free from disease. Sutton's
May Queen.—A splendid white-fleshed kidney of
dwarf habit, and for this reason a good variety for
small gardens. It is a wonderful cropper, and the
tubers, even in a young state, are very floury.

small

No disease.

Maincrop Varietiis.—The Provost, introduced

by Messrs. Dobbie and Co. in 11107, is a white,

round variety of extraordinary vigour and crop-

ping qualities. Needs plenty of room to do itself

justice. With me last year many of the stems

were 6 feet long and thicker than one's thumb,
but doubtless this was due to the wet summer.

time. Flavour and keeping qualities good. Very
slight disease on one or two plants just before
lilting. Webb's Chieftain.—A white kidney
variety of handsome appearance and good crop-
ping qualities. It has a most distinct habit, the
rather dwarf haulm branching very freely about
6 inches from the ground. Seed was obtained
direct from Messrs. Webb. Slightly diseased just
before lifting, but crop is keeping well. A valu-

able maincrop variety for small and large gardens.
Duchess of Cornwall.—A variety I believe that
was originally derived from Ireland. A hand-
some, pebble-shaped, white variety of medium
height. Surrey seed. The tubers are beautifully

netted and the crop was heavy. No disease.

Good for small and large gardens and an ex-

cellent variety for exhibition or home use.

King Edward VII.—A well known kidney variety

with white skin, blotched with red. Haulm of

medium height. Lo3al seed was used and gave
a moderately good crop. Flavour good. No
disease. The Factor.—A well-known pebble-
shaped white variety introduced, I believe, by
Messrs. Uobbie and Co. It is a tall-growing but
heavy cropping variety that should be given
plenty of room. I have grown this for several

years, and it is one of the best-keeping varieties

I know of. Foliage resembles that of Up-to-Date ;

very little disease last year.

The foregoing list could, of course, be very
much extended, and doubtless growers in other
piirts of the country will give readers the benefit

of their experiences last year, a year that was
not one of the best for Potato culture. H.

Free from disease. Sir .John Llewelyn.—A well-
I From 71b. of seed nearly three bushels of Potatoes

known white kidney variety of medium height were obtained, and doubtless the crop would
and excellent quality. Seed obtained from a have been heavier still had not the plants been
friend in Surrey. Crop medium and free from rather crowded. Such vigour was not expected
disease. Snowdrop (Surrey si el) was almost I and, consequently, not allowed for at planting

GREEN PEAS IN POTS.
The thoughts of many gardeners and owners
of gardens will soon be directed towards the
production of early crops of vegetables. By good
management and a little forethought it is wonder-
ful how many useful and valuable crops it is

possible to grow where a little glass accommoda-
tion is available in spring. Among the moat
appreciated are undoubtedly green Peas. By
sowing now in pots and growing on in cold frames
or pits, or on available shelves in vineries. Peach-
houses or cold greenhouses, a good supply may be
obtained throughout the month of April and
early in May, especially if successional sowings
are made about every ten days. The young
plants, of course, must be protected in very cold

weather by having mats placed over the frames,

or a little heat applied where available.

A good-sized pot to grow them in is one of

s inches in diameter, or they may be grown in

boxes of a depth of about 7 inches. Let such a

pot be wiped clean (or, better still, be washed)
and three good-sized pieces of broken pots be
placed over the hole at the bottom of the pot to

ensure good drainage. On these place a layer,

2 inches deep, of rough leaf-mould, well pressed

down, or well-decayed manure in a dry state will

do. Fill the pots to within 1 1 inches of their brims
with ordinary good garden soil, not too heavy,

adding to each bushel of soil half a gallon of leaf-

mould and the same of well-rotted manure before

using. It is important to have the soil moderately
dry at the time of planting. Dibble into each

pot, 2 inches deep, ten Peas at regular distances.

After sowing, the pots may be placed in any
out-of-the-way corner, such as under greenhouse
shelves, if no better place is available, but they
must be protected from water falling upon them.

As soon as the young plants are above ground
they should be placed in some light position,

near the i^lass if possible, and never be exposed

to too much artificial heat. Fresh air should be

admitted freely whenever the weather is favour-

able. They must be c irefully watered and kept

on the dry side rather than the wet until a crop of

pods are termed, when they will take water much
more freely. Short sticks should be placed round
the sides of the pots as soon as the plants are

2 inches high. Sutton's Reading Wonder is a

splendid variety to grow fur ihis purpose ; height,

12 inches to 18 inches. Kitche.n Gardener.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
THUYA GIGANTEA.

THIS valuable ornamental evergreen tree

was long known as Thuya Lobbii,

named in honour of the celebrated

gardener and traveller, William
Lobb. It is a native of North
America, and was not introduced

to this country in any quantity till about 18<1(),

when a batch of seed was consigned to the

FINE SPECIMEN OF THITYA
LEONARDSLKE.

UGANTEA AT

Veitehian firm at Exeter and the plants

were distributed from that nursery. It is just

possible that some of the giants wnsee to-day were
obtained from that suuruo. During the last

twenty years it has been grown and distributed

in large quantities. There are now many fine

trees in this country, and these promise to

become very tall, as they seem to stand the wind,

the wood being tough and pliable. The tree is

quite hardy and well suited to the variable

climate of our islands. The one illustrated

is by no means the largest specimen here

(Leonardslee), but is, nevertheless, a fine one, and
bids fair to outrival all other trees in height, as

will be seen by the Oaks and Beech in the

vicinity. The tree does well on nearly any soil,

though an annual top-dressing does it good. It

looks well as a specimen or in clumps in parks or

woodlands, and affords excellent shelter from
winds and shade for cattle. It can be raised

quite easily from seed and good plants secured

in a few years, as it is quick-growing.

SOLANUM CRISPUM (POTATO TREE)
AT LEONARDSLEE.

Tins Solanum, commonly called the Potato Tree,

is an extremely interesting plant, especially when
grown against a wall or building, or even in the

open in favourable spots. It has blue flowers,

which are produced in abundance, and lemon-

coloured stamens. The plant is very easily

grown at the foot of a south or west wall in

moderately rich soil, which should be made firm,

so that the growth is more solid. Give plenty

of water in hot weather when the plant is

making vigorous growth. It flowers very early,

and, therefore, that is one advantage; but in cold

places it is apt to get somewhat damaged by
frost. This should be guarded against toe first

season after planting. The plant represented in

the illustration is only four years old, and it

grew so well and vigorous that another spot was
found for it in the open border, where it has

done equally well, and at the present time is

\'2 feet to 14 feet in height. We claim that it is

so far hardy, as it stood 24° of frost last winter

with only a barrowful of coal-ashes spread over
its roots and a little dry Bracken placed among
the branches during the frosty period.

It can be propagated from outlingi, which
rapidly make gootl-sized plants. It is very

necessary to have good strong creosoted poles, or

the wind would do damage. The growth is

dense and the poles are soon hidden from view.

Solanum jasminoides is a white-flowering

species which grows very freely in mild districts

all around London and the .Southern Counties.

It flowers late in summer and in great profusion,

and is very pretty and effective for covering
walls, buildings, unsightly fences and similar

structures, but should ue protected during frosty

weather, especially over the roots. This plant

makes a charming companion to Passiflora

ciMrulea, which does well in the same aspect and
soil. These climbers rec|uire constant attention

in tying, as they grow rapidly ; and when this is

done the grower can train them just where and
how he likes.

Trachelospi.rimvm (Rhyncoapermiim) jasmi-

noides.—This 18 better known as a greenhouse
plant, but it can be grown on a south wall out-

doors quite as well. It is an evergreen, with
white, waxy and deliiiously scented flowers,

which appear in July and August. It has stood,

with slight protection, the same amount of frost

as the Solanums The soil, however, should be

made somewhat lighter in character. The
proper mixture in order to be successful would
be one-third leaf soil, one-third peat and the

remainder loam or garden soil if it is not too

heavy. The plant should be kept neatly

tied in position, when it will

be attractive all the year
round.
Horsham. W. A. Cooiv.

succeeds in loam and peaty soil. The leaves are

distinct from those of any other conifer and, iri

fact, from any other tree, being peculiarly

flattened ' and bearing a strong refpin*>lance to

the leaflets of a Maidenhair Fern. Trees 70 feet

to .SO feet high, with good-sized trunks, are

met with occasionally in the British Isles.

Another ornamental tree is the
KKiilmky Collec Tree. ((;3'mnocladu8 canadensis)

Young trees which are growing vigorously

frequently produce very large leaves, and these

may be measured up to ."i feet in length and

IJ feet in width. They are doubly pinnate and
very handsome. The bark of the young wood
is white. Ordinary soil suits it, and it eventually

grows into a large tree. The larger-growing

Sycamores and Maples provide several trees

which might be planted more extensively.

Maples.—The Box Elder (Acer Negundo) is

not olten met with as a large tree, yet it is useful

for ornamental purposes and may be used where
the well-known variegated variety would be out
of place. The Montpelier Maple (Acer monspes-
suUnum), again, though not a large-growing

tree, is worth attention by reason of its small,

distinct leaves and pretty yellow flowers. A.
pennsylvanieum, on the other hand, grows into a

large tree, and is of service on account of its

large leaves, but more so by reason of its bark,

which is prettily striated with white. A.

obtusatum is remarkable for its showy flowers,

while A. plitanoides variety .Sohwedleri produces
rich reddish purple young leaves in spring.

A. Volxemii is noted for its large leaves, as

also is A. macrophyllum. The latter bears very

ornamental i-acemes of fruits, which are frequently

9 inches long. Among
Horse Cheslnufs, tne Indian Horse Chestnut

(.Esculus indici) ought to be planted more
frequently. Its flowers are not unlike those

of the better-known tree, but they are born<»

CHOICE TREES FOR
PRESENT PLANTING.
The rearrangement of a gar-

den or the alteration of any
particular portion provides a

good opportunity for getting

rid of worthless or worn-out
trees and of reducing the

number of those common in

the neighbourhood to make
room for choicer ones which
will give the garden a more
interesting effect. With the

idea that notes on out-of-the-

way trees may be of interest

to those who have garden
alterations in hand, the
following selection, has been
made.
As to whether the trees

should be planted singly or in

groups depends largely on the
available space. Given amjile

room in large gardens or parks,
groups can be made very
effective ; but for gardens of

less pretentious dimensions
single examples are often
desirable, for if several trees

of one kind are planted, the
available space is soon occu-
pied, whereas if single speci-

mens of each kind are taken,
a more varied collection may
be formed. A tree of grent

beauty and more than ordinary
interest is found in the
Maidenhair Tree (Ginkgo).

It grows rapidly in many
parts of the country, and SOLANDM r-RISITM IN THE GARDENS AT LEONARDSLEE.
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in July. It ought not to be planted in very

cold situations. A Chinese Chestnut (.^^culus

turbinata) should also be obtained, while a very
rich-coloured variety of the Red Horse Chestnut
is found in E. Briotii. The

Tulip Tree is always popular and it thrives

well, at any rate, as far North aa Cheshire ; strange

to say, it is not planted so frequently as one
might imagine. There is now another species

known, L. chinensis, a native of China. Judging
by the way it is growing so far, it will outgrow
the American kind.

Magnolias are near allies of the Tulip Tree, and
such large - growing sorts as M. acuminata,

M. tripetala, M. Kobus and M. hypoleuca well

merit attention. For mild counties M. macro-
phylla and M. Campbellii should not be
omitted, for though they do not
form such large trees as the fore-

going, their flowers are very
large and beautiful. Magnolias
in general like peaty soil, but will

grow well in good loam. A tree

very rarely met with outside

botanical gardens is

Glo'lrai'tis tincloria, a relative

of the False Acacias, remarkable
for its long racemes of white
flowers.

The Persimmon of the United
>Sto(e3 (Diospyros virginiana)
forms a good-sized tree, with
curiously corrugated bark which
is quite handsome in appearance.
At least two

Hazels may be reckoned among
timber trees ; these are the
Constantinople Hazel (Corylus
Col urn a) and C. thibetica. The

Deciduous Cypress (Taxodium
distichum) is useful for planting

about the margins of lakes or

streams where its roots can enter
the water : its columnar growth
in a young state gives it a dis-

tinct appearance, while the pale
green tint of the foliage in spring
and the rich brown of the decaying
leaves in autumn are wonderfully
effective. Another useful water-
side tree is

Plerocarya laucasica. — This
has handsome pinnate leaves and
long, drooping catkins of winged
fruits. It is remarkable for the
spread of branches rather than
height. Several of the Walnuts
might readily be given more
attention than at present, and
such ornamental kinds as .luglans
nigra, J. cinerea and J. cordi-

formis ought not to be ovei-
looked.

Hifkories or Caryas, the near
relatives of the Walnuts, grow
rapidly in poor ground and are
of decorative worth. Good ones
are C. alba, poroina, sulcata and
tomentosa.

Oaks.—These offer a number of ornamental
trees which are rarely met with outside scientific

establishments, Such sorts as Quercus oonferta,
Q. Mirbeokii, Q. velutina, Q. maoranthera and
Q. maorooarpa are all remarkable for fine foliage ;

while y. Libani, the Lebanon Oak, has smallish
leaves and very large acorns

; Q. Phellos has
Willow-like foliage ; and Q. coocinea is remark-
able for the rich red colour assumed by the
leaves previous to falling—the best form of this
is known as Knap Hill Scarlet. Among

Ashes, the flowering kinds, such as Fraxinus
Ornus, are of decorative value, while the
American White Ash (F. amerioana) is par-
ticularly vigorous in growth. The flaky, papery
bark of Betula papyrifera is attractive, while the
large foliage and silvery bark of B. Maximowiczii
make it a desirable'Biroh to cultivate.

Though these by no means exhaust the list

of large-growing ornamental trees, they are
sufficient to show what a number there is to
choose from. W. D.

THE WINTER SWEET (CHIMONAN-
THUS FRAGRANS).

Chimonanthits FRAGRANS, Or Calycanthus prajcox

(the Winter Sweet), is a deservedly popular shrub,
and is represented in many gardens. It comes
from China and Japan, was introduced in 177li,and

is perfectly hardy, but to encourage it to flower

freely, wherein its chief attraction lies, it must be
given a warm position where it can thoroughly
mature its growth, otherwise the display of

flowers will be poor. Therefore, except in more

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

NEW SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUM
CALEDONIA.

THE illustration of flowers of this beau-
tiful variety does not give one a
really good idea of the size and sub-
stance of the blooms. The average
width of the flowers is S inches, and
the florets are very firm and beauti-

fully arranged round the handsome yellow disc.

The colour is a very pleasing shade of rosy
lilac, this being palest nearest the centre of the
flower. This variety has been largely shown by
Messrs. G Williams and Sons, Manor House

Nurseries, Cardiff, and among
other honours has received an
award of merit from the Royal
Horticultural Society and a first-

claas certificate from the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society.
It promises to become one of the
leading exhibition varieties of the
future. The habit of the plant
is good and its constitution
vigorous.

A NKW SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUM : CALEDONIA. {Veril much, redueed.)

favourable localities, a portion of a wall, if

possible, should be devoted to it, to which
position it adapts itself most readily. It will

soon cover a space and attain a height of 10 feet

or 12 feet, whereas a bush specimen rarely
exceeds half that in growth. Chimonanthus
fragrans is one of those charming shrubs that
produces its flowers before leaf-growth begins
from November onwards, according to the position

it occupies. The delicious fragrance emitted is

soon detected upon approach to the plant. In
sheltered positions it is not uncommon for it

to perfect its fruits. To encourage a free and
young growth, upon which the flowers are pro-
duced, it is well, after the flowering season is

over, to prune back fairly hard. Of this shrub
there is a variety, C. fragrans grandiflorus, with
larger flowers than the type. E. B.

SOME OF THE BEST
SWEET PEAS FOR THE
GARDEN.

I DO not think enough attention
is given in seed lists and in the
books—great and small—on the
Sweet Pea as to the respective
merits of the multitudinous
varieties for garden decoration,
pure and simple. For example,
"stems" and "fours" have a
different value here from what
they have on the show table, and
the fascinating shrimpy orange
and the glowing orange red shades
that are so charming as we see

them at exhibitions are often the
most woebegone looking objects
in the border after a tew sunny
days. I have grown from 100 to
1'2() varieties every season lor the
past three or four years, and it

occurred to me last summer to try
and makeupmymindwhich twelve
or eighteen behaved best from a
purely garden point of view.
Three essentials to be noted for

this purpose appear to me to be :

(1) Freedom of flowering, (2) con-

tinuity of flowering, (3) bright-

ness and durability of colouring.
There are, of course, other things,

such as strength of growth, being
well feathered (leaved) down to

their roots like a Brahma hen,
scent, and the effect at a distance

or in a mass, that must also

be taken into consideration and
given their due weight.

In giving my present selection I have chosen
those varieties where the predominant partners of

the firm of "The Garden Pea" have been freedom,

continuity and colour as evidenced in their

visible influence. Here, then, is my list with a
few notes added by way of explanation or

illustration: (1) Bolton's Pink, a marvellous tree-

flowering sort, very bright, and one that always
caught my eye ; (2) Paradise Ivory, grand, never
tired of flowering ; (3) Maroon Paradise,

decidedly the dark variety in my garden ; (i)

Asta Ohn, a pleasant surprise from America. I

fancied it was better than my old favourite,

Frank Dolby ; (5) Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, more
robust in growth than Evelyn Hemus and, I

think, freer ;
(tl) Kitty Clive, the best of the

orange reds for not burning, and if not so bright

as St. George, it has not its horrid tendrils

;
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(7) Countess Spencer, still unbeaten. It will turn

uut to he a sort of " Marathon " goer among
the harder pinks ;

(S) Nora Unwin, the best ot

the waved whites. I think the slighter wave in

its standard makes it more eflfeotive than those

where the wave is greater ; (9) Dorothy Eokford,

still unbeaten for a real d. ad Arum Lily white ;

(10) -\pple Blossom Spencer, all right e.xcept

for its name, which, judging by its flower, should

not be Apple Klossom. Early iu the season Mrs.

A. Ireland, which is somewhat similar, took the

lead, but that variety runs not well but badly,

and Apple Blossom Spencer came in first at the

linish : (II) Flamingo (Robert Wright),— Is this

the same or different from Aldereey's Flamingo '!

A real good red that will not go blue like Scarlet

Gem, and that will be a freer flowerer than
(,>aeen Alexandra, is wanted. Wright's Flamingo
is getting on that way. If I were limited to

one of this shade, this would be the one I would
choose. Whether G. Stark will beat it remains

to be proved; (1'2) A. J. Cook, always there

when wanted, iintli sccuiidus with me of the

deeper mauves ; (13) John logman—My little

clump went wrong, and Paradise Carmine was
the brightest and beat in 1909 of the rosy

carmines, but' John Ingman has been so good in

the past—quite exceptional—that I used to

imagine every time I went round my Peas that it

was as in I'.tOS, and I feel I must put it down ;

(14) Olive Ruffell, to me the Pea of Peas. I

lorgive its not being fixed and it running some
what as it ages, but the true blooms were superb
and it made a glorious tangled mass of colour and
leaf. I cannot see itin any 1911'list, so thisyear I

will have to be content with its paler tiister,

Constance Oliver ; (15) Clark's Queen and Mrs.
A. Watkins, bracketed first among the blush

pinks. Sentiment comes in sometimes, try to

avoid it as one will, and the old-time style of

naming always appeals to me. It may be that

I see more in Clark's Queen than there really is,

but then I am writing of what / like ; (10) Mrs.
Henry Bell, a warm pink to conjure with, free,

well featherid and pretty; (17) Lord Nelson,

fairly free and continuous, but not so effective at

a distance—still, the uniqueness of its colour-

ing cannot be overlooked; (IS) Menie Christie,

free and very eflfeotive, a colour ot its own which
I leave to those who grow it to describe. I call

it a sort of bluey rose.

The foregoing list must be taken for what it is

worth. It records an individual's personal likes

and apprises the varieties by his own somewhat
nebulous standard. .Just, however, because of

this it may have an interest to my brethren of

the Sweet Pea cult.

DAFFODIL PRINCESS .lULlANA.
This is a new Daffodil which bloomed for

the first time last spring in the gardens of

Messrs. de Graaff Brothers at Leyden. I

chanced to be there with Mr. E. A. Bowles on
the day before the Princess was born, and saw
it among the collection of out blooms that the
firm always has in one of its shedsj during
Daffodil and Tulip time. Its size, symmetry and
balance were so striking that my friend made a
life-size sketch of it before we left. The illus-

tration on page 64 is a reduced reproduction of

this sketch, and gives a very good general
impression of what the flower is like. It is the
result of a cross between the celebrated King
Alfred and the not so well-known Sir Francis
Drake, a very similar variety, but with paler
yellow colouring and with the Maximus
characteristics less marked. Princess Juliana is

a deep yellow self with a large, handsome, boldly
and evenly recurving trumpet of the very size

the flower seems to require. It has a flat, even,

overlapping perianth with the three iimer and
the three outer segments differentiated by their

sharper or blunter points, the rather marked
difference of which gives lightness and grace to
what is undoubtedly a great " show " flower. If

time proves it to have a good constitution, I

anticipate that it will occupy among the yellow

trumpets an analogous position to that which
the same firm's famous Mme. de Graaff does

among the paler ones to-day. .Tosefh Jacob.

THE DOUBLE-FLOWERED ARROW-
HEAD.

One of the most striking and beautiful plants

suitable for growing at the margins of ponds,
lakes, or even slow-running streams in this

country is the double - flowered Arrow-head,
Sagittaria japonica flore pleno, or S. variabilis

flore pleno as it is now sometimes known. As
will be seen by the accompanying illustration,

this makes a bold group, the handsome foliage,

shaped roughly like an arrow-head, and the good-

sized whitish flowers rendering it a plant of con-

siderable interest. In common with the other

members of the family, this plant does best in

water from inches to 1 foot deep, the tuberous-

like roots being planted firmly in the mud. A
colony of six or more roots should be planted,

according to the area of the water, as by so

What is known as bastard trenching would
suffice. This is done as follows : Take out a

trench 3 feet wide. The first spit of soil all the

length of the trench is wheeled to the point

where the trenching will finish. Then shovel up
the loose soil and wheel that away also. Now
take a good fork and dig up the bottom soil.

This will result in moving the soil fully "2 feet

deep. Upon this forked-up base you should give

a dressing of basic slag and some ashes : then fork

it over again. Following this, spread over it

some well-decayed farmyard manure, not cold,

wet stuff, but really nice well-decomposed stable

manure This trench is now ready to receive

the top spit and loose soil of the second trench.

As this is turned over you might admix some
half-inch bones.

Having trenched all the soil, allow it to lay

about two weeks ; then replant your Roses,

discarding any unhealthy plants for new, well-

rooted specimens, for it never pays to try and
nurse up Rose bushes or standards, seeing that

good, healthy stuff is now obtainable so cheaply.

When replanting, trim over the roots, dip

THE DOOBLB BXOWERED ARKOW-HEAD (SAGITTARIA .lAPONICA FLORE-PLENo).

doing a more imposing effect is obtained than
would be the case if single roots were dotted
about at intervals.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE SOIL UNSATISFACTORY.

[In Reply to " Ambitions."'\

YOU have, indeed, a very heavy clay soil

to deal with, but it is one many
rosarians would be glad to possess. We
think the reason of your partial non-
success is owing to the fact that you
do not break it up sufficiently deep.

Eighteen inches is not a sufficient depth for the

roots. Then, again, the soil is much too close and
retentive of moisture. This could be altered by
giving your beds a good dressing of cinder

ashes or, what would be better, some burnt
garden refuse. Your best plan would be to lift

all your Roses at once, remove any foliage

and shorten growths to about 2 feet : then

lay them in by their heels in a shady spot. This
being done, proceed at once to trench the soil.

them in thin mud and place them about
inches below the surface. Each bush or

standard should receive about two shovelfuls of

good compost consisting of loam, well-rotted

manure, leaf-soil and sand in about equal parts,

with half a part of bone-meal added. This
seems a lot of trouble, but it will repay you
handsomely.

You will find your Tea Hoses will come a
good size by adopting this plan, especially if

you give them plenty of liquid manure when buds
begin to show and well suppress the growths
that appear on the stems that carry the blooms.

If you desire quality, you must prune hard and
grow the large-flowered Teas. Try and raise the

bed about 12 inches in which you plant your
Tea Roses, as by so doing the soil will be
naturally drained and the bushes much more
likely to stand severe frosts during the winter
months. The hardier Hybrid Teas and Hybrid
Perpetuals should do well on beds about level

with the surrounding soil, providing you treat

them as advised above. Do not carry out the
final pruning until the end of March, when
particulars concerning the work will appear in

The Garden.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
PRUNING PEACHES ANl- NECTARINKS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—With the advent
of February work in this depart-

ment will be on the increase and,

providing the weather is fine and
dry, there will be much to attend
to. Where Shallots are to be grown,

these may now be planted, provided the soil is

in working condition. They may be relied upon

vendors, it is an absolute safeguard to young
shoots, and when in operation the gardener may
rest assured that his choice plants will not be
destroyed. Providing the weather is not frosty

and the soil is not sodden, the present is an
excellent time to divide and replant nearly all

kinds of herbaceous plants where this work
could not be done in the autumn. Now that
new growth is commencing, the roots quickly

take hold of the new
soil, and the dis-

turbance is scarcely

felt. The ground
intended for Sweet
Peas ought to have
been dug and
manured some time
ago; but where the
work was neglected
Ht that lime it must
be done at once, as

it will not be long

before the time for

sowing is with us.

I;—A SECTION (il' A I'EACH TREE THAT HAS NOT BEEN FINALLY PRUNED.

to do well in almost any soil that is well drained
and cultivated, and which is moderately rich.

The bulbs or cloves should be divided and each
one planted separately, making the rows
10 inches apart and the bulbs 6 inches asunder in

the rows. Daep planting must be avoided, a

good and safe plan being to allow the tuft at the

top of each bulb to show above the soil. Where
a cold frame or a portion of one is available, a

bed of fine and rather sandy soil, several inches

deep, may be made and some Kidishes or

Carrots sown therein, scattering the seed thinly

and covering it very lightly with sandy soil,

making the bed in each case moderately firm

after sowing. Wood's Frame and French Break-
fast are good Radishes for this purpose, and
Sutton's Inimitable Forcing, Carter's Golden
Ball and Early Gem are all good Cirrots for

producing early roots in frames. Failing a

frame, a very warm spot outside may be selected

and sown with one of the varieties of Radish
named, as should the weather subsequently prove
favourable, some early roots will be secured.

Of course, the seed and seedlings outdoors must
be protected from birds, which are very fond
of them.

Flower Oarden.—The shoots of many herba-

ceous plants are now pushing their way through
the soil, and where slugs are prevalent, these

pests, which seem to rest not winter or summer,
are certain to take a heavy toll of them unless

steps are taken to stop their depredations. A
simple plan is to form a ring of sharp coal-ashes

around each plant, as slugs do not care to crawl
over these. Even better is Apterite, a proprietary
compound often advertised in The Garden and
which I have found is heartily detested by slugs.

Scattered around the plants as directed by the

Greenhouse and
Frames.—The mak-
ing and planting of

Chrysanthemum
cuttings will now be
in full swing, and as

they are formed on
the old stools, they
must be removed
and dealt with
promptly. Where
possible, only those

shoots which spring

direct from the
base of the old

plant should be used for cuttings, those which
term on the old stem above the soil rarely

proving satisfactory. An ideal cutting should

be about S inches long ami not quite so thick as

an ordinary lead pencil. After cutting it through

with a clean, sharp knifo immediately below a

joint, the lower leaves must be cut off, and the

cutting is then ready for planting. The best

system of planting is undoubtedly to place one

cutting in a ij-inch

pot, but where this

is not convenient,
three may be
planted around the

sides of a .'i inch

pot. Whatever size

is used, the drain-

age must be ren-

dered perfect by
placing pieces of

broken pot in the

bottom. Suitable
soil for the cuttings

should consist of

loam two parts, and
coarse sand and
well decayed leaf-

soil half a part
each, the whole to

be pissed through
a half-inch mesh
sieve, retaining
some of the rougher
portions to place

over the drainage.

Plant the cutting

an inch or rather

more deep and keep 2.—A section of a
in a rather warm subsk^

and fairly close but light place until routed,
alter which gradually inure to more air and
cooler conditions.

Fruit Oarden.—Undoubtedly the end of
October and the whole of November is the best
time of the year for planting all kinds of fruit
trees ; but where the work could not be done at
that time, the early part of February may be
regarded as the next most satisfactory period.
At this time the roots are beginning to get
active and quickly take possestion ot the new
soil. Providing the weather is not frosty and
the ground is suflieiently dry, the earlier in

February the planting is done the better, and no
time should now be lost in completing the work.
Strawberries may also be planted now with
good results. Of course, crops as good as those
that will be obtained from beds planted in

September last cannot be expected ; but a
few fruits of moderately good quality may be
secured. Rows 2 feet apart and the plants
l."> inches asunder in the rows is a good workable
distance to plant where fpace is limited ; but
where there is plenty of ground to spare, 3 inches
more each way may be allowed. Avoid planting
too deeply ; the bases of the leaves forming the
crown should be just level with the soil, and not
buried below the surface as is frequently done.
This is a small point, but one that may make a

success or failure of the crop. A. A.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
How THE Trees Should be Pruned and

Trained.

The present period is most opportune for con

sMering how and when trees of Peaches and
Nectarines should be pruned, nailed or tied, in

order that satisfactory fruiting results may be
obtained within the next six months. Peaches
and Nectarines can be cultivated quite satisfac-

torily by an amateur provided the grower will

give the necessary time and afford the trees the

position they require.

A three-quarter span-roofed glass structure is

excellent for the purpose, as this enables the

cultivator to train his trees to a trellis-work

erected 2 feet or less below the roof and to plant

peach tree THAT HAS BEEN PRUNED AND
juently tied in position.
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3.—A LAKGE SKCTION OF A PEACH TREE THAT HAS llEEN I'ROI'KRLY PRUNED,
BDT THE SHOOTS HAVE NOT YET BEEN TIED IN THEIR PI.ACI58.

and train other trees to the back wall, again

fixing a wire trellis, to which the growths are to

be secured and neatly trained. Where this

method of planting and training Peaches and
Nectarines is followed, both series of trees obtain

all the light and air that is necessary.

Ventilation is an all-important factor in

successful culture, and adequate provision should
be made for this. Horticultural builders of good
repute know so well what is best in this matter
that the question of ventilation is quite safe in

their bands. In winter and spring the tempera-
ture is generally regulated by the proper use of

the top ventilators, and in this connection it is

of the utmost importance to remember to avoid

draughts at all times. Adequate provision

should be made for an abundant supply of air

during the summer months. Glass houses of the

kind herein alluded to should have a position

facing south, but span-roofed houses, which are

so popular with amateurs, should have the ends
facing north and south respectively.

A good border is essential, and this should
be about J feet deep inside and outside the

house, and 8 feet to lU feet in width. A
good system of drainage should be effected, and
the soil for the border must comprise chiefly

good turfy loam out up into rather large pieces,

to which should be added old mortar rubble,

road sweepings and a good sprinkling of half-inch

bones. When planting these trees observe a

distance between them of about S feet to
1(1 feet, according to the size of the glass

structure, and be careful to take out sufficient

soil to spread out the roots to their full length.
Although it is a good plan to plant Peaches and
Nectarines in the autumn, planting may be done
quite safely at any lime between the autumn and
the end of February or early March. The
earlier this work is done the better, however.
Pruning may be said to begin as soon as the

fruits have been gathered. This is described as

summer pruning, and consists of cutting out sur
plus wood from the trees so that sun, light and
air may each contribute its share of beneficent
work in ripening the new growths. Beginners
should rememberthat the best fruits are developed
on growths that are well matured. At the
period just referred to there are two series of

shoots that are making growth, viz., shoots on
whish the fruits have developed, and others of
recent growth that have developed to supply
the succeeding season's quota of fruits. There-
fore, as soon as the fruits are gathered, cut out the
shoots that have borne the fruits, using a sharp
knife and making a clean cut in a sloping manner.
Make the cut at a point just above where the

shoots are
lateral

adopt
lie

the
I sap

is diverted into the

new shoots that are

retained.

This brings us to

the present period,

ihe early part of a

new year, when
trees that have not
been finally pruned
and tied should
receive this atten-

tion without fur-

ther delay. To sim-

plify matters for the
beginner, a section

of a tree that has
not yet been finally

pruned is shown in

Fig. 1. A number
of shoots that had
borne fruits in the
past summer were
cut out as soon as

the fruits had been
gathered, and, in the interval that has elapsed

fince, the new shoots have been growing
vigorously and ripening also. Our concern for

the moment is to complete the pruning of the
summer-pruned trees, and this will necessitate

cutting out superfluous growths and any of last

season's fruiting growths that have been over-

looked. Any naked branches that run from the

stem or centre of the trees to their extremities

must be cut back to a better disposed inner

branch. The centre of trees treated in this

fashion become better furnished with shoots that
will bear fruits, and this, after all, is the great
desideratum of the grower. If summer pruning
has not been done, proceed at once to cut out
last season's fruiting shoot?, so that sufficient

space may be available for the young that are to

bear fruits this summer. Should the young shoots

be somewhat crowded, they must be thinned out,

so that they may not hinder the proper develop-

ment of the more promising growths among
them. It is better
to retain the shoots
on the upper side of

the branches.

In Fig. 2 a section

of a Peach tree that
has been carefully

pruned and subse
quently trained is

shown. Weakly
shoots of young
wood may bo safely

shortened, as this

has the e fleet of

encouraging the
development of
stronger growths in

the following sea-

son. Not so, how-
ever, is this the case

with growths of an
extra st rong charac-

ter. When these

are cut back rather

hard, this treat-

ment has the effect

of developing
growths of an even
stronger and coarser

kind, and this latter

is unfruitful and
unsatisfactory. When cutting back the shoots
of a weak character, shorten or rather out back
to a wood-bud, which can be found in most cases.

Fig. 'A portrays a section of a large tree after

pruning, and before the growths have been

trained and tied. Readers will note the bare

spaces in which the growths may be tied out
into shape with comparative ease, and they will

also observe how impossible it is to leave the

growths as they are represented in the picture.

They may be secured by soft shreds and nails to

newly lime-washed walls, and the greatest care

should be taken that the hark does not get

damaged in the operation. lUmage to the bark
means that gumming ensues, which is a most
unsatisfactory state of affairs, as it may lead

to damaged branches, and the loss of many
fruits as a consequence. I prefer to fasten the

growths to the wire trellis already referred to.

In Fig. 4 a tree that has just received its final

tying is shown. It will be observed that the

main branches are first distributed evenly and
regularly, and that the young fruiting growths
are also distributed evenly, some 4 inches more
or less apart, all over the tree. D. B. C.

BROWN SCALE ON PEACH TREKS.

The novice may not have noticed a number of

brown lumps, almost resembling buds, on the

branches of Peach and Nectarine trees. The
brown scale has the appearance of raised bits of

bark on the shoots, and unless the cultivator

examines them closely they may be left to

increase at an enormous rate. If one single

scale be left on a tree in spring-time it will so

increase as to entirely spread over the whole
tree by the end of the summer. The excrescence

from these insects mars the leaves and spoils the

fruits. The moment the spring warmth com-
mences the pests breed rapidly. The young
scale is of a dirty white or whitish yellow
colour, and first appears near the base of the

youngest shoots. As time passes the scale

increases in size and in numbers, and gradually

turns to a brown colour.

For destroying these pests there is no better

opportunity than while the branches are leafless.

Four ounces of soft soap should be gently boiled

in two quarts of water for twenty minutes, and
then '2oz. of flowers of sulphur must be added and
the whole mixture boiled for ten minutes more.

Then put three quarts of clear water to the

boiled mixture and very thoroughly paint the

whole of the hard wood of the trees with it. All

the brown scale must be cleared off. Do not

PEACH TREE THAT
THE EVE

HAS BEEN PROPERLY FRDNKD AND TIED. NOTE
V DISTRIP.DTI0N OF THE SHOOTS.

touch the young wood, on which the fruit-buds

I
are borne, with any of the liquid. Syringe

I

the whole of the branches with clean water

j

directly the scrubbing with the insecticide is

finished. Shamrock.
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THE TOWN GARDEN.
SwBicT ViOLKTa —It ia doubtful whether any
hardy or popular fragrant flower of the garden
causes so much disappointment from one cause
or another as the Violet. Given to disease in

large degree, the result in not a iew instances of

too rich a soil, the plants frequently disappoint
when they should be yielding abundantly of

their fragrant flowers. Another source of trouble
and disappointment is the failing to flower of

tho'>e plants which were lifted and placed in frames
in Ootober, and which have not only failed to

develop the buds that have appeared from time
to time, but scorching or browning at the margins
of the leaves have given every indication of the
unhealthiness. The October lifting and framing
of the plants is much too late, with the result

that the plants exist upon their own resources
for weeks together, and, no new root fibres being
formed, the plants show their disapproval of the
treatment by the only means in their power.
To further discuss the proper time for lifting

and framing at this moment would be unseason-
able ; hence I direct attention to a means of

cultivating the Violet which, if rightly per-

formed, will bring forth more satisfactory

results. The idea is simple enough and within
the reach of all.

PLANTixii IN Permanent Beds.—Instead of

planting in the open beds or borders of the
garden, a bed should be made up in the position

usually givon to the plants in winter, the plants
to occupy a slightly raised bed of a size that will

permit of the garden frame usually employed
being placed thereon when the time arrives.

This arrangement will do away with the need for

lifting the plants at all ; hence there will be no
check to progress at a most critical period, but
rather that measure of protection and encourage-
ment will be afforded which is so desirable to
the plants at the period I have in mind. It

is possible that a little more attention in water-
ing during the summer will be required ; this
will be doubly repaid by the greater harvest of

flowers.

Seasonable Flowers.—Theseasonable flowers
of the garden at the present time are few and
far between, yet they are sufficiently precious to

be worthy of remark in the opening days of

February. From time to time the daily Press
provides many highly coloured examples, and
while ignoring the true flowering plants of the
time, is prone to go into ecstasies over a solitary

expanded blossom of the Chickweed. Just now,
however, the Christmas Roses are finer than
ever, the Winter Aconite is pushing forth its

golden oups from a collarette of emerald green,
the Winter .Jasmine is aglow with golden
flowers in many a garden, while the fragrance
of the Winter Sweet (Chimonanthus tragrans)
is wafted from the quaintest of blossoms on
leaflet's twigs—a precious flower indeed, and
a few sprays dropped in a saucer of water are
ample to make its presence known in quite a
large room.
Ane.mones and Ranunculi's.—The tubers of

these plants should now be obtained without
further delay and the planting done forthwith.

To a large number, perhaps, who have not
grown these hitherto the size of the roots will

mislead if they do not actually disappoint, and
just as small and cheap flower seeds are invari-

ably sown much too thickly, so will these small-
looking roots be planted too thickly if a timely
warning is not given. Size in these plants, how-
ever, must be disregarded and the tubers planted
not closer than :i inches, and better if 4 inches
asunder and much the same in depth.
Worms in Pot Plants.—There is nothing

more tiresome than the worm under these cir-

cumstances, and nothing calculated to bring a
plant into indifferent health more quickly if

neglected. Occasionally a worm may be trapped
by knocking the plant out of the pot, though more
frequently the pest knows all the subterranean

passages a ball of earth may contain and makes
good its escape. By standing the plant in a
pail of clear lime-water the pest is usually
killed outright. E. H. .Jenkins.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT NOTES.

PROTECTING GOOSEBERRIES.
Although by all good laws the food
for birds should become much more
abundant during the present month,
it is more than likely that they will

still turn their attention to the buds
on the Gooseberries if they have the opportunity.
It is desirable that the pruning, which is seldom
carried out in the autumn because of the loss of
buds caused by the feathered visitDrs, should
now be accomplished as soon as possible, and to
this end the shoots that have been tied up in

cone-shaped bundles must be released ; necessary
cutting is then done, and with all the buds exposed
the birds have their chance, and they will not be
slow to avail themselves of it. As a preventive
it is excellent practice to thread the plants
freely with very strong black thread, forming
such a perfect network that the birds will
avoid the bushes. If this is thoroughly done
the losses will never be serious ; but additional
security will be gained by following with a
dusting of lime whenever the stems and branches
are damp.

Raspberries.—The bulk of all planting work
should be completed in the early mouths of
winter, but it is practically certain that some
will remain to be done in the spring. February
is the best time for this, and it should be pushed
on with all possible speed whenever the weather
is favourable to such operations ; but it is bad
policy to attempt any planting when the soil is

either frozen or sodden with water. Raspberries
are commonly planted in the spring, and directly
this part of the work is finished, the stems should
be cut down to within tj inches or so of the
surface of the ground, with a view to giving
the plants an opportunity to become firmly
established at the roots before they are called
upon to bear the strain of fruiting. If there
is an abundance of short, sweet manure at
command, a 2-inch mulching may be spread
on the new plantation. Older beds that were not
properly mulched in the autumn must be seen to
forthwith. All vestiges of weeds should be
removed, digging them in in the middle of the
rows, provided that this can be done without
injury to the roots, loosen all the soil by
hoeing or pricking over lightly with a fork, and
apply a heavy dressing of manure or a mixture
in ecjual proportions ot manure and half-decayed
leaves.

Graftini:.—Old stocks upon which it is pur-
posed to work scions ot approved varieties

immediately the conditions are favourable should
have attention during the present month, and
the earlier the better. To head back and at once
insert the grafts on old stumps is not conducive
to success ; on the contrary, the failures may be
more serious than one cares to contemplate ; but
if the heading back is done a few weeks in

advance the prospects become very much brighter.
Therefore remove the strong branches as soon as
possible to within IS inches of the bole, and if

It is considered needful it will be easy to cut
back a little closer just when the work is to be
done. After the sawing has been finished, the
wounds should be pared smoothly over with a
very sharp chisel, or, if it is more convenient,
with a sharp knife. In the possible event of the
pruning not yet being finished, it should be done
at once, and clean, healthy pieces should be
chosen, tied in bundles and placed under a north
wall or hedge, where they will remain quite dor-
mant ; from these the scions will be cut when
the time for insertion arrives

Mdlching.—All work of this nature should be
pushed forward with the utmost speed, with a
view to completion as quickly as possible. It is

most desirable, but not absolutely necessary,
that the surface of the soil from within a few
inches of the bole of the tree to at least 2 feet
beyond the extreme spread of the branches shall
be lightly forked over before the covering of
manure is put on, but care must always be taken
in this that the roots are not seriously injured.
Preference should be given to comparatively
short manure, since there is not, with this
material, such a great liability of its settling
down into a loose, unsavoury mass, impenetrable
alike by water and air. When this state prevails,
the soil is made colder and the roots are driven
down from the surface. Fruit grower.

THE AMATEUR'S VINERY.
With few exceptions the success which attends
the efforts of the amateur who makes a hobby of
Grape-growing falls very short of expectations,
and one of the chief causes of failure is the treat-
ment which the Vines receive during the resting
season. Probably he does not realise how
important it is that the Vines must be given a
period of absolute rest during the winter months,
or perhaps it would be more correct to say that
he does not understand what is meant by giving
the Vines rest. Be that as it may, it is invariably
the case to find the amateur's Vines resting in
the midst of a house full of plants of all kinds.
Not only is this so, but one can see at a glance
by the appearance of the plants in question that
they are not receiving proper attention in regard
to ventilation. In fact, it is not unusual to hear
that the ventilators have not been opened at all

during the whole winter. Under such conditions
it is folly to expect the Vines to produce Grapes.
We used to have a large vinery here, which

had to be removed to make room for newer and
more up-to-date structures. The Vines were
planted outside, the roots also being restricted in

an outside border. Provision was made so that
the rods when pruned could be brought outside,
where they were tied in a horizontal position
along the front of the house and covered with
mats till the buds were on the move in the spring,
when they were again brought indoors. During
the time the Vines were outside the house was
used for the production of French Beans and
Strawberries in pots. Such a house as this I

would recommend to the amateur, as he would
then be able to grow his plants in the proper
temperature and, at the same time, give his Vine
that period of rest which is just as essential as
food and water.
Frogmore, Windsor. E. Harriss.

NEW ORCHIDS.
Anguloa Cliftonii.—This is a handsome new
species from Columbia of more than usual merit.
The three sepals are bright golden yellow in

colour, the dorsal one curving over to form a
sort of hood to the petals beneath, the other
two being clasped together to form a sort of

hook. The petals are yellow, mottled with
mahogany, the whole forming a very pleasing
combination. The pseudo - bulbs are long,

wrinkled, and dark green in colour. Shown by
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. , Hayward's Heath.
First class certificate.

Cattleya Miranda Westonhirt variety.—A rather
small -flowered variety of much beauty. The
sepals and petals are of a delightful rose colour,

with a silvery sheen, the comparatively large
labellum being rich brilliant carmine with a deep
yellow disc. Shown by Lieutenant-Colonel
Holford, C.I.E., C.V.O., Westonbirt, Tetbury,
Gloucestershire. Award of merit.

Cattleya Trianir Magali Sander.—This is a
very charming Cattleya indeed, both the colour
and form of the flowers being of a most pleasing
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character. The sepals are rather narrow and the

petals broad, both being a sort of glistening

white faintly tinged with rose pink. The rather

broad lahellum is bright magenta crimson in

colour and the Wise rich yellow. Shown by
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans. Award
of merit.

Cypripedium Lord Wolmer.—A bold and hand-
some flower that does not, however, differ very
considerably from some others already in exist-

ence. The large dorsal sepal is of the usual
green and white combination with purple spots,

and the petals and labellum have the usual
brownish gloss seen in these flowers. Shown by
Mr. H. .J. Bromilow, Rann Lea, Rainhill.

Award of merit.

All the foregoing were shown before the Orchid
committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
un the 'i.Hh ult. , when the awards were made.

FRAGRANT ROSES.
[In Reply to " Viator."^

The question as to whether certain Roses are

fragrant or not is one in which there may be
differences of opinion. In a capital little work
entitled " Rhodologia," or a discourse on Roses
and the odour of the Rose, by J. C. Sawyer,
F. L.S. , the author says that " the organs of the
sense of smell can be trained to the appreciation
of perfumes, especially by young persons, as
easily as the palate can be trained for business
purposes to the tasting of the flavours of wines,
Tea or Coffee. " So that if I say certain Roses are
to me devoid of fragrance, it does not follow that
they may be quite scentless to someone else. It

is often asserted that Caroline Testout is fragrant.

To me it has the perfume of Tea, nothing more.
Now I take it that when the average person

says he desires a fragrant Rose, he is thinking of

those varieties that possess the pure odour of

Roses, that which is represented in the Cabbage
Rose and La France. There are several Roses
that have a fruity smell, such as Mari^chal Niel
and Goubault, which have the perfume of Rasp-
berries. The Hybrid Briai Rose Soleil d'Or has
a distinct odour of fruit, which is even noticeable
in the foliage, and strangely this is found in the
new hybrid Juliet, which originated, on the
paternal side, from this beautiful production of

M. Pernet-Ducher.
The odour of Violets is very conspicuous in

the White Banksian Rose, and also in the dwarf
Polyantha sort Eugenie Lamesch. According to
the author of " Rhodologia,' at different times
in the day an individual flower will emit a
different perfume, and Roses cut and placed in a
vase diffuse their fragrance more powerfully than
on the plant. Roses growing under glass give
off more perfume than those in the open air ; but
why this is so has not been satisfactorily deter-
mined. When raisers announce a new Rose as
fragrant we must take the announcement
cautiously, as probably they have obtained their
information from forced specimens.
Now as to your list. Of the forty-six varieties

you name, I should group the following as very
fragrant : Mme. Abel Chatenay, Gladys Hark-
ness, Richmond. Liberty, Countess of Caledon,
Charles .J. Grahame, John Ruskin, General
McArthur, Pharisaer, Killarney, Gnias an
Teplitz and Viscountess Folkestone ; and the
following moderately so : Dean Hole, Mme.
Ravary, Betty, Mme. Berard, Countess of
Annesley, Bessie Brown and La Toaca. The
other twenty - seven varieties are practically
without perfume, although some have a Tea-like
fragrance. It may be admissible to give for
your benefit, and for other readers of The
Garden, a list of Roses that may be termed
very fragrant. They are as follows : A. K.
Williamc Alfred Colomb, Augustine Guinoisseau,
Avooa, Beauty Inconstante, Beauty of Waltham,
Boadicea, Caroline dArdea. Charles Lefebvre,
Cherry Ripe, Cheshunt Hybrid, Commandant
Felix Faure, Conrad F. Meyer, Danmark, Dr.

Andry, Dupuy Jamain, Fisher Holmes, General
Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Hector Mac-
kenzie, Hugh Dickson, J. &. Clark, Johanna
Sebus, La France, Laurent Carle, Louis van
Houtte, Mme. Isaac Pereire. Mamie, Mar^chal
Niel, Mme. de St. Joseph, Marie Baumann,
Mrs. Hirold Brooklebank, Mrs. John Laing,
Mrs. Anthony Waterer, Nova Zembla, Ojoar
Cordel, Papa Lambert, Petite Constante, Pierre
Notting, Prince Arthur, Princess Bonnie,
Provence (common), Rose a parfum de I'Hay,
Waltham Climber No. 2, Waltham Climber
No. .'S, W. E. Lippiatt, W. F. Bennett, White
Killarney, Zenobia and Zepherin Drouhin.
The following are distinctly fragrant : Anna

Olivier, Bouquet d'Or, Captain Hayward. Chateau
a Clos Vougeot, Comte de Raimbaud, Dorothy
Page- Roberts, Duchess of Bedford, Duke of
Connaught, Duke of Wellington, Exquisite,
Exposition de Brie, GustaveGrunerwald, Heinrich
Sehultheis, Horace Vernet, Joseph Hill, Lady
Battersea, La France de '.S9, Lyon Rose, Mme.
A. Carriire, Mme. Cusin, Mme. de Watteville,
Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Mme. Hoste, Mme. Jules
Grolez, Mme. Maurice de Luze, Mme. P. Euler,
Mme. Victor Verdier, Marie van Houtte, Mar-
quise Litta, Mrs. David Jardine, Mrs. E. Mawley,
Mrs. Stewart Clark, Noella Nabonnand, Paul
Led(', Paul Neyron, Prince Camille de Rohan,
Princesse Mertchersky, Senateur Vaisse, Soleil
d'Or, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Souvenir d'un
Ami, Ulrioh Brunner, Victor Hugo and Waltham
Bride. p.

THE FERN GARDEN.
THE WELSH POLYPODY.

(POLYPODICM VULGARK VAR. CAMERICC.M.)

A Fern for the Window and Greenhou-se.

A S a relief to the eternal Aspidistra, it

/% is a thousand pities that the 'overs

/ % of foliage plants practically entirely

/ % ignore so pretty a native evergreen

/ %_ Fern as the Welsh Polypody, since
it is not only absolutely hardy and

defiant of frost, but retains its verdure in
all its freshness right through the winter,
only discarding its old fronds late in the
following season when the new ones arise
to replace them. Like the Aspidistra, too,
its fronds, though thinner and more delicate-
looking, are very tough and not easily damaged

;

and another point of similarity is that it thrives
in a sunless window facing east or north, or in a
shady conservatory where flowers languish for
want of sun. All that is needed when a plant is

obtained is to instal it in a shallow pan, well
drained, in a compost mainly consisting of leaf-

mould or fibrous peat, kept open by a liberal
dash of coarse silver sand. The plant naturally

—

i.e., the species to which it belongs, and the
common form of which is seen in the hedge-
banks, old walls, and in the forks of old trees

—

only grows in well-drained situations ; often,
indeed, under such circumstances that in dry
seasons it may be seen quite shrivelled, a con
dition of affairs which is speedily rectified when
rain comes, the fronds then freshening up as if

nothing had happened. Since, however, under
culture it is absurd to subject a Fern to such
risks, the pan in question being well drained with
plenty of crocks or broken pot pieces may with
advantage be stood upon, not in, an earthenware
saucer containing water, robust growth being
thus induced and the risk of drought minimised.
The Welsh Polypody, like the common form,
sends up its fronds singly from a fleshy, creep-
ing rootstock, and as this is always near or even
on the surface, when installing the Fern its root-
stock should not be buried deeply or at all, the
thin, thready roots only being in the soil beneath.

The Welsh Polvpodv as a Basket Plant.
Another and a good way of obtaining a fine

specimen is to instal it in a suspended wire

basket, which should be well lined with living
moss to retain the soil, the Fern being then
planted as above. In this case the creeping root-
stock will eventually find its way laterally
through the moss and project its fronds in all

directions, making a very handsome object pro-
vided it is not neglected as regards watering.
The risk with suspended baskets, which admit
of free evaporation all round, is always a drying
out and a shrinkage of the contents, so that when
water is applied it simply runs away without
penetrating the ball or doing any good. In such an
event the basket should be taken down and sub-
merged in a bath or pail, according to its size, for
at least an hour to permit of a thorough soaking.
Such a need, however, must imply previous
neglect ; but, as I have said, this Fern is very
accommodating, and under such circumstances
will not irrecoverably shrivel and perish as many
other Ferns and plants will do. Like all plants
(Aspidistras excepted) grown in windows with
one sided lighting, the fronds will grow and dis-

play themselves to the best advantage towards
the light. As the fronds rise and unfold they
assume precisely that angle which enables
them to catch the maximum amount of light.

Give them a half turn during this development,
and the partly unrolled frond will twist about
and the balance of it follow the same rule, the
inevitable result being a distorted ugly growth
instead of a straight and natural one. The
moral of this is that the Fern, or, indeed, other
plant, should always be kept one way to the
light, and if turned round, say, in the evening,
to show its best face to visitors, it should be
restored to its former position when they have
gone. This seems to be a little thing, but it is

one of the secrets of success in growing really
pretty window plants. I use a label as a guide,
keeping that on the window side or vice i;rxii,

but always one way. In a top-lighted conserva-
tory such a precaution is not so necessary, but
even here I make it a rule, as far as possible,
not to turn the plants about. Nature has not
yet contrived a plant which revolves on its axis,
and nothing will persuade cultivated plants to
adapt themselves to constant revolutions such as
I have indicated.

Varieties ok the Welsh Polypody.
To return now to the Welsh Polypody in parti-

cular, I may mention that, beautiful as is the old
form found long ago in Wales, it has since been
surpassed by several other finds, on similar lines,

in the Lake District. Thus we have P. v. oam-
bricum Barrowii, a bolder and more erect form ;

P. v. c. Prestonii, with denser fronds ; and P. v. c.

Hadwinii, a fine feathery form, so that if space
is available an agreeable variety of this special
section may be grown. Finally, I may add that
our common Polypody of the hedges has sported
in a number of other ways, each variety lend-
ing itself to the same culture : so that quite a
collection may be made in this species alone.
Some have their fronds much divided. Such
are P. v. pulcherrimum, P. v. semilacerum and
the curiously pretty P. v. eornubiense or
elegantissimum, well named ; and some are
prettily tasselled, such as P. v. cristatum, P. v.

grandiceps Fox, P. v. g. Forster, P. v. g. Parker,
all different, and P. v. bifido-multifidum, each of
which forms a fine specimen with fair cultural
care and merits a place of honour either as a
window plant or for a cold conservatory, or even
on the rockery in the open.

Chas. T. Druery, V.M.H., F.L.S.

SOCIETIES.
READING (GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION,

1 HK first fortnightly meeting of the new year took place
iu the Abbey Hall on Monday, January 24, when the
recently elected chairman for IVHO, Mr. I'. Judd, presided
over a good attendance of members. The minutes of the
last meeting were rt-ad and confirmed, and several new
members elected. Mr. T. Xeve of The Gardens, Sindlesliam
House, was the lecturer for the evening, and his subject,
"The Best Course to Adopt with an Old, Neglected
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Orchard." Mr. Neve is oue of the fathers of the associa-

tion, and the benelit of his wide i-xperieiice is always at
the disposal of the members. *'n the present occasion he
was very much at home with his subject, and after

informing his audience that some of the trees under his

care must be getting on for 100 years old, he produced some
rods he had that day cut from one of these ancient trees

that would have done credit to a young tree of a few
years' standing. Mr. Neve gave the fullest information
with regard to the methods he adopts in the rejuvenation
of his trees, heading back, pruning, spurring and root-

pruning being all dealt with in a thorough manner. At
the conclusion of Mr. Neve's remarks a lengthy and most
instructive debate took place, and the lecturer readily
answered the many enquiries addressed to him. A hearty
vote of thanks to Mr. Neve concluded the evening. The
annual tea and entertainment for members and their
friends has been fixed for Wednesday, February l(i.

SALISBURY AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Thk usual fortnightly meeting was held on the 2Gth ult.,

Mr. T. Challis in the chair. The lecturer was Mr. F.

Eames, Floral Nursery, Frome, who chose for his subject
"Some Special Perennials.'" In the course of an interest-
ing and instructive lecture he treated more particularly
of the latest novelties in Phloxes, Heuchera, Del-
phiniums, Pieonies and Scabiosa, giving a list of the best
varieties in each section. A most animated discussion
followed, which was taken part in by a large number of
members. On the motion of Mr. W. F. Tucker, seconded
by Mr. C. G. Wyatt, a cordial vote of thanks was passed to
Mr. Eames.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—TAp Editor mtends
to make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire

asfi^istance, no matter what the branch of gardening inay

be, and with that object will inake a special feature of the

" Answers to Correspondents " column. All communica-
tions should be clearly and concisely 2Vritten on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, so, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C. Letters on business should be seiit to the PUBLISHER.
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used m the

paper. W^iien more than one qwry is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Plants for a tank {B. Gor</o«).—The

water in your tank is not deep enough for

Water Lilies, but you might do very well with
Japanese and Siberian Irises. Place from
4 inches to li inches of soil on the bottom of the
tank, and let it be covered with 2 inches or
3 inches of water. You may then plant Iris

K,fmpferi varieties and I. sibirica. If you wish
for a greater variety of plants, you can bring the
soil to the surface of the water here and there
and plant Primula japonica, Spir^iv palmata,
Seneoio Clivorum and various Rushes. The com-
mon Periwinkle may be planted outside the
edging, which will form a clothing in course of

time. It would probably be advisable to remove
the rookwork from the middle, if you can manage
it without much trouble. Roses such as Tea
Rambler, Dorothy Perkins or Kathleen would be
suitable subjects to cover your balustrades with.
Ivy would look very well, but it is doubtful
whether it would cling satisfactorily to the
cement, especially if the cement is new. If you
prefer a subject other than Roses, you can try
Jasminum nudiflorum. Turfing ought to be done
at once ; in fact, it would have been better done
last autumn. If, however, you can get it finished

by the middle of March, it will prove satisfactory.

Violet plants diseased in frame
{M., Suase.c).—The foliage of your plant is per-

fectly healthy, and there is no disease that we
can disco v^er on the roots. But the latter appear
as if they had had a check from some cause or
another. You say that a pipe runs through
the frame ; we presume a hot-water pipe. There
is nothing more inimical to the growth of the
Violet than hot- water pipes in the pit or frame
in which they may be growing. Therefore we

advise you to dispense with the use of this

another year. Far better protect from frost by
covering with litter or mats. Then again, we
are inclined to think that perhaps too much soot

has been added to the soil : we are led to this

conclusion by the very dark colour of the soil

and, we think, by a faint smell of soot. Soot
when used in a fresh condition has a certain

caustic (luality, which makes it dangerous when
too much is added to any soil. Our advice to

you now is to keep the plants as cool as possible

during the winter, protecting them only from
severe frost, and we think you will yet obtain a

fair supply of flowers in spring. We certainly

think that cuttings taken next March and grown
on through the summer should give excellent

results the following autumn and winter. You
will find that the plants will be hardier and give

better results if grown in the open during summer
than when grown in the shade.

Plants fop pougrh gapden soil (Hamld
C/'"''7/).—You caiinnt do better than plant the site with
Lilium tigrinura, L. specioaum in variety, together with
Michaelmas Daisies, perennial Sunflowers, Pliloxes, Sedum
spectabile and other plants. Indeed, the better way to
deal with the site would be to plant freely of Dattodils,

Fritillarias, Lilies, Galtonias and other thing's in the ensuing
autumn : and over tliese, or between them, Harpaliums,
Michaelmas Daisies, Phloxes, Heleniums and similar
plants, with Serlum spectabile and the Megaseas nearer the
margin. Vou might also make free use of the common
hardy British Kerns, Butcher's Broom, Foxgloves, Canter-
linry Bells and the Hollyhock, the majority of which
might remain permanent and would increase in beauty
from year to year.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Shrubs for hot soils [Perplexed,

liighgate).—Among the best shrubs for hot, dry
soils are the Bladder .Seona (Colutea arborescens)
and C. cruenta, Atriplex Halimus (Sea Purslane),
lierberis vulgaris (common ilarberry), Caragana
arborescens, Cytisus and Genistas of sorts, double-
flowered Furze, Spartium junceum (Spanish
Broom), Helianthemums (Sun Roses) in variety,

Rhus Cotinua (Venetian Sumach) and double pink
Uramble. Of creepers, or rather plants of a loose,

rambling habit, that will serve to clothe a bank
may be mentioned Lycium europjeum (Box
Thorn), Cotoneaster microphylla, C. horizontalis,

Celaatrus articulatus and Muehlenbeckia com
plexa.

Tpeatment of Yew hedgres
(
H. F. M. ). ^The Yew possesses considerable
recuperative power, and, provided your trees

were in a healthy state, they could be safely cut
back as soon as the worst of the winter is past,

say, the end of February or early in March. As,
however, we understand by your letter some of

the trees are dead and others in a poor state, it

appears to us that the planting of new ones is

likely to give the greatest amount of satisfac-

tion. Should you decide to retain any, they may
be cut back as suggested by you, and at the same
time a good mulch of loamy soil and manure will

prove very helpful, as it is more than probable
that the trees are suffering from lack of nourish-
ment. A few good soakings of water during the
summer are often of great assistance to old trees.

The wild Clematis is very destructive to weaker-
growing subjects if it is allowed to take entire

possession ot them ; but yours must have been
greatly neglected for the Clematis to get the
upper hand of them in such a way.

Cutting a Privet hedg-e (//- Brm,t<>s).—Vou
may cut your Privet liedge <lo\vii ahoiit halfway at the end
of March. The t^uiek hed;;e wnuld be better left alone
now and cut down well in twelve months' time. Asa rule,

a better <^uirk or Thorn hedge is formed by cuttinK the
plants well down after they have once become established
than if they are just clipped in the ordinary way. If,

however, your hedge appears to start well and 'j,tows well
during the summer, it may do if clipped in the ordinary
way, keeping the top aliortened.

Pruning' shpubs (Coit.^taut Riadrr). — Spirsea
arisefolia should have any necessary pruning done imme-
diately after Howering. At the same time, it does not
need much pruning or any kind unless the head gt-ts

unduly crowded or it has a tendency to form an unsym-
metrical specimen. In these cases the weak shoots may
be thinned out or the straggling branches shortened back.
3pira}as Anthony Waterer, Douglasii and nobleana all

require one kind of treatment. These should be pruned
in February, the old and weak shoots being thinned out
and the remaining branches shortened back. This
shortening of the branches should consist of reducing
them to within 1 foot or 2 feet of the base, thus throwing
the full energy of the plant into the production of stout
young shoots, which will flower well. Spirseas arguta and
prunifolia do not need much pruning, but what is

retjuired should be done immediately after flowering.
It should be limited to the thinning out of weak shoots if

too much crowded, and the shortening back of any
straggling ones. Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius.—This shrub
may suffer somewhat from the winter, and for this reason
wait till the cold weather Is past, when it will perhaps be
necessary to shorten back some of the shoots, as the tops
may be killed. Apart from this, we should not advise you
to prune the Ozothamnus the flrst season after planting;
indeed, all those concerning which you enquire sliould, the
first season, be pruned more sparingly than when estab-
lished. Cydonia Maulei does not need much pruning. If

too crowded, the shoots should be thinned out directly
after flowering. Philadelphus Rosace.—When established
the oldest wood of this Philadelphus may be cut away
altogether as soon as the flowers are past, but the first

year we should not advise you to prune much. Ceanothuaes
of the late-flowering section should be pruned in February.
In doing this the weak wood should be spurred back and
the strongest of the previous year's shoots reduced to
about half their length.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Chpysanthemum leaves fop In-

spection [W. E. D. 0.).—The whitish lines

in the leaves of the Chrysanthemum are the work
of the larvie of the Marguerite fly. This fly is a
small two-winged one, which lays its eggs on the
leaves of Chrysanthemums. Marguerites and
some wild plants belonging to the same family,

and does very considerable damage by greatly

reducing the efl'ective leaf area as well as

disflguring the leaves. If the leaf is held up to

the light, the pupa of the fly may now be seen in

the leaf as a small, rather hard, whitish swelling.

When the plants are not very numerous the best

method of dealing with the pest is to squeeze

the affected part of the leaf between finger and
thumb, and so destroy the grub. It is said that

some of the nicotine preparations penetrate the

epidermal cells and, reaching the larvit, kill

them. In any case, one of these or paraflin

emulsion will assist in keeping the flies away
from the plants.

Palms Injuped {Waiidircr).-We are afraid your
Palm has been frost-bitten. The best thing to d^ to bring
it round would be to give it to a nurseryman to nurse
under glass for a few montli^. If this is not possible, the
best position for it Is in the window of a warm room,
taking it from the window into the room when the nights
are cold. The gardener is liuite riglitin keeping the plant
on the dry side.

Infopmation about Cannas and Salvias
(B. E. A'.).— As you have no glass accommodation e.Kcept

a pit, it will be impossible to raise the Cannas and Salvias
from seed so that they will be large enough to be effective

at bedding-out time. Vour better plan will be to purchase
at the proper season from one of tlie several advertisers in

Thk G.\k1)Kn who make aspeciality of bedding-out plants.
They can at that time be bought cheaply and can be relied

upon to give satisfaction. The Maize can be sown out of

doors, but for bedding purposes we should prefer to
sow the seed in pots towards the end of March and place
in your pit. as then the plants will be in irood condition at

beuding-out time.

Cultupe of Daphne indlca ('A /;. /•).—By
cool greenhouse we presume that you mean a structure
with a minimum winter temperature of 4r>'^or thereabouts.
As your plant continues to ?nake wood I 'ut does not flower.

It may be that the growth it makes is too weak for the
production of blossoms. This may arise from two causes,
either that the roots are in a poor state or that the pot is

so full of roots that the plant is starved. In either case it

should be repotted in March, a very suitable compost being
equal partsof good loam and peat, with a lilieral sprinkling
ot silver sand, the whole being broken up and thoroughly
mixed together but not sifted. When the plant is turned
out of its pot you will be enabled to see the condition of

the roots, and upon this the size of the pot will depend.
If the roots are in a poor state, it is probable that a pot
of the same size will be large enougli : but If they are
numerous and liealthy, the pot selected should be
sutticiently wide to allow of about 1 inch of fresh soil

between the old ball of earth and the side of the pot.

The soil should be pressed down evenly and firmly. It is

very essential that the new pot be quite clean and
eftectually drained. Kept in the greenhouse and sliaded

from bright sunshine, the roots will soon take possession
of the new soil. Till this happens, especial care roust be
taken not to over-water at the roots, but an occasional
syringing will be helpful. About midsummer or a little

later this l>aphnemay be stood out of doors in order to

thoroughly ripen the wood. It must not be allowed to get
dry at any time. If you follow these instructions we feel

confident that your plant will flower another year.
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EDITORIAL. NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the " Ansioers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, fie hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistajice.

All communications imtst be zoritten clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accon^panied by name ai\d address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he loill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and, where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

Gontribtitions.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

'>r literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof must jio( be takei\ as emdence
tluxt an article is accepted. Publication in The Garden
will alone be recognised as acceptance

OAcAa: SO. T'lin^fnck str^^i. Cunf.nt Garden, W.C.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA
SOCIETY'S ANNUAL.

LIKE
the society whose oflScial organ this

Annual is, it grows larger and more

comprehensive every year, and, like

, the Sweet Pea itself, we have come to

regard it as a hardy annual of the

first order. This year it is a decided advance on

that issued by the society in any previous year,

and Sweet Pea lovers will find a vast amount of

interesting information within its pages. We
are pleased to see an excellent portrait of the

genial president, N. N. Sherwood, Esq., V.M.H.,
forming the frontispiece, and the society is

fortunate in securing such an enthusiastic horti

oulturist for its president during 1910. The
first article in the Annual is descriptive of a two
days' Sweet Pea Carnival held in Bozeman, the

county town of Gallatin County, Montana,

U.S.A. In this district the Sweet Pea is said to

flourish better than any other florist's flower. This

year no fewer than seventy-six rigs and floats,

profusely decorated with Sweet Peas, formed a

procession, and the illustrations in the Annual
give one some idea of the extent to which the

flower is grown in that part of the United States.

The two papers read respectively by Messrs.

W. Cuthbertson and W. J. Unwin at the con-

ference of members, held at the Hotel Windsor
on December 10 last, are printed in full, together

with the discussions that ensued, but we have

previously, at the time of the conference, referred

at length to these.

The notes by Mr. C. Foster on the Reading

trials during 190!» are full of interest and provide

much food for meditation. The total number of

stocks of Sweet Peas sent for trial was 350, and
of these no fewer than 'ilil were novelty stocks.

Only one variety failed to germinate, but the

lavender and miuve varieties showed the

weakest germinative power, a fact that many
growers will doubtless have noticed in their own
gardens. Speaking of the cold north-east winds

experienced about the middle of June, it is in-

teresting to note that Mr. Foster is " inclined

to think that what is so often termed ' streak '

in Sweet Peas is merely damaged protoplasm,

followed by parasitic growths.

"

In the audit prepared by the hon. secretary of

the London show, held in July Ust, we find that

in the thirty-five classes taken for the purpose of

the audit there were 307 exhibits comprising no
fewer than 2,746 bunches and 20ti varieties. In

1903 twenty-eight classes were taken for the

audit, there being at that exhibition 128 exhibits

comprising 991 bunches and 90 varieties. It will

be seen by these figures what an enormous
advance has been made in the raising of new

varieties and the growing and exhibiting of

Sweet Peas daring the last six years. At last

year's show the variety Helen Lewis headed the

list, this being shown no fewer than 148 times.

This is followed by PJtta Uyke, 138 ; Evelyn

Hemus, 114; Mrs. Hardeastle Sykes, 9.5 ; Frank

Uolby, 94 ; and Countess Spencer, 90. It will be

noticed that none of the first half-dozen in the

audit is what we may regard as a novelty. In

the first prize audit Helen Lewis was also first,

followed in the order given by Frank Dolby,

Mrs. Hardoistle Sykes, Etta Dyke, .John Ingman
and Evelyn Hemus, these being only the first

half-dozen. Helen Lewis has been considerably

improved by some growers since it was first put

on the market, and this doubtless acoounts for

its high position at last year's show.

In the election of varieties by members of the

society 156 election papers were sent in, and the

following were the first dozen given as the most
popular sorts : Helen Lewis, 105 votes ; Etta

Dyke, 101 ; Countess Spencer, 99 ; Mrs. Hard-

castle Sykes, 97 ; .John Ingman, 81 ; Evelyn

Hemus, 78 : The King, 69 ; Constance Oliver,

67 ; Mrs. Henry Bell, 67 ; Frank Dolby, 64 :

Mrs. A. Ireland, 60 ; and Clara Curtis, 53.

Several references are made by writers in the

Annual to that mysterious disease of Sweet Peas

known as " streak "
; but so far little seems to be

known about it beyond the fact that it has a most

disastrous effect on the plants. Last summer it

was undoubtedly much more prevalent than it

had been in any previous year, probably due to

the bad weather, but unfortunately, since its

appearance some five years ago, it has been

steadily increasing, and it is consoling to know
that the society has at last decided to fully in-

vestigate the matter. Mr. D. Reeves, Cefu Glas

House, Bridgend, suggests that " La Fruitier "

should be used as a top-dressing for Sweet Peas

instead of superphosphate. Last year in the

gardens at Bridgend seven rows of Sweet Peas

were grown, and six were very badly attacked

by streak. The seventh escaped, and it was this

row which had been treated with " Le Fruitier "

at the rate of 4oz. to the square yard instead of

the superphosphate which had been used for the

others. As Mr. Reeves states, the freedom from

disease may not have been due to the use of this

manure, but in any case the matter is worth

further investigation.

The society's Otiicial Catalogue of Sweet Peas

is included in the Annual, which can be obtained

by non-members, post free 2s., from the hon.

secretary, Mr. C. H. Curtis, Adelaide Road,

Brentford. The London exhibition this year is

to be held in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on July 12

and 13, and schedules cin be obtained from the

hon. secretary.
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FORTHCOMING EVENT.
*,* The dates given beloio are those supplied by the

respective Secretaries.

February 22. — Horticultural Club. Annual
Meeting at .5 p. m. , Dinner at 6 p. m. , at the Hotel
Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster.

South - Eastern Agri'icultupal
College.—At a meeting of the governors of

the South-Eastern Agricultural College (County
Councils of Kent and Surrey), Wye, held at

Caxton House, Westminster, on Monday,
January 31, the Right Hon. Lord Ashoombe
(chairman) presiding, it was unanimously resolved

that the college buildings should be con-

siderably extended. At the present

time, ovping to the number of students,

the existing buildings are inadequate.

The proposed extension, which will be

ready for the next session in October,

will provide extra rooms for incollege

students and, at the same time, largely

increase the teaching and research accom-
modation.
National Dahlia Society.—

I desire to inform you that the National

Dahlia Society has arranged to hold

a conference on Dahlias at Carr's

Restaurant, 2G4, Strand, on Friday,

March 4, at t> p.m. The following

papers will be read and discussion

invited :
" Dahlias for Garden Decora-

tion," by George Gordon, Esq., V.M.H.
;

" Growing Dahlias for Exhibition," by
J. Stredwiok, Es<i. ; "Methods of Ex-
hibiting Dahlias," by .1. B. Riding, Esq.

All members and their friends are invited

to attend. May I also inform you that

in future all subscriptions should be
made payable to the treasurer, National

Dahlia Society, and forwarded to me as

under, which is now the only official

address of the society.—E. F. Hawes,
Ho7i. Secretary, Royal Botanic Gardens,

Rec/ent's Park.
French gardening exhibi-

tion.—With the object of giving still

greater publicity to the advantages of

intensive cultivation, an exhibition of

French gardening is to be held at the

Royal Botanic Society's Gardens at

Regent's Park. Active preparations are

now in progress for exhibiting and
demonstrating every aspect of the close

and scientific cultivation of the soil.

The exhibition will take place in July,
though the exact date is not yet definitely

settled. Actual " French " gardens will

be shown in operation, and in them will

be demonstrated the possibility of making
every inch of soil fruitful. The ways in

which the soil is fertilised and impoverieh-

ment prevented under this system will

also be the subject of demonstration.
As well as actual gardens in working
order, with the gardeners at work, there

will be frequent lectures on the theory and
practice of intensive culture, and, of course,

exhibits of the straw mats, forcing frames,
cloches—the inventions and once the jealously

guarded secrets of the market gardeners of

Paris. It is hoped that a good many of the
proprietors of "French'' gardens already estab-

lished in England will be numbered among
the exhibitors. As a practical inducement for

them to do their best, a number of valuable prizes

will be offered for the best specimens of their

produce.

Soclete francaise d'hopticulture
de Londres.—On Saturday evening, the
29th ult. , the members and friends of the above
society met at the Cafe Royal, Regent Street, to

celebrate the twenty-first anniversary of the

foundation of the society. M. Philippe de
Vilmorin was to have presided, but, owing to

I
the floods in Paris, was unable to leave home,

!
and consequently M. de Lilande, the Consul-

I

General of France, occupied the chair in his

I

stead. The usual loyal toasts having been
honoured, Sir Albert K. Rollit, in a splendid
speech full of humour and kindly feeling,

expressed his pleasure at being present, and
wished the society continued success in its good
work of promoting goodwill between English and
Continental horticulturists. The chairman pro-

posed "The Socitte framjiift- d'horticulture de
Londres," and, while regretting the unavoidable
absence of M de Vilmorin, he was glad to be
able to render the society service in occupying
the chair, for it afforded him an opportunity of

publicly thanking Mr. Schneider tor all his good

behalf of the Lord Mayor's Fund for the
sufferers by the floods in France, and the sum of
£100 Is. 6d. was announced as the result.
Great enthusiasm was aroused when the chair-
man stated that the King had sent 1,000 guineas
to the fund and the Queen .£1,000. The whole of
the proceedings were most brilliant and enjoyable,
and constitute quite a record for the society.
There was a good vocal and instrumental pro-
gramme during the intervals between the
speeches, and, in concluding, the chairman thanked
M. Ripard for the elegant manner in which he
had carried out the floral decorations.
Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion.—The ordinary monthly meeting of the
Scottish Horticultural Association was held in
the Goold Hall, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh,
on the evening of February 1st. After the

usual preliminary business, Mr. James
Whytock, Dalkeith Palace Gardens, gave
his presidental address on assuming
office for the year. The subject he had
selected dealt mainly with the question
of the beneficial effects of frost on the
soil. Mr. Whytock is a strenuous advo-
cate ot the autumn cultivation of land, so
that the frost may have free access to
pulverise it and free it from pests, and
his address was a closely reasoned
advocacy of the good derived from the
access of frost to the soil. He strongly
advocated the practice he recommended,
and held that a gardener who did not
follow it was failing to take advantage
of what had proved to be a gain to horii-
oulture. An interesting discussion fol-

lowed, in which the different speakers
agreed sympathetically, as a whole, with
the position stated by Mr. Whytock,
who was heartily thanked for his address.

CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible Jor the
opinions t.xpressed by correspondents, j

SWEET PEAS I I FEET HIGH IN MR. E.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
VrPAN S GARDEN

work on behalf of his young fellow-countrymen.
Mr. George Schneider replied. After twenty-
one years' labour in the cause, he was sure every
one of those connected with the society would
rejoice at their large measure of success. They
were largely indebted to their English friends

who found places for the young men in their

nurseries, and who, he was sure, much appre-
ciated the opportunities. He would ask them to
drink to the success of "English Horticulture,"
and coupled the name of Mr. Harry .J. Veitch
with the toast. Mr. H. J. Veitch replied. Other
toasts were "Officers of the Society," proposed by
Mr. H. B. May, responded to by M. Guillond ;

" Past Presidents," to which Mr. Harman Payne
replied: "The Press"; and "The Chairman."
During the evening a collection was made on

Sweet Peas in Stiblington
Hall Gardens, Northamp-
tonshire.—The accompanying illus-

tration is from a photograph sent us by
Mr. E. Vipan, Stiblington Hall, Wans-
ford, Northamptonshire, and represents
Sweet Peas growing in the gardens there.

Mr. Vipan writes: "The seed was ob-
tained from Henry Eokford and was
sown the middle of .January under glass.

The plants were put out the first week
in April. They began to bloom the
second week in June and flowered until

the frost killed them on November 9.

The photograph was taken on August 16.

The sticks are 11 feet above the ground,
but the plants eventually grew over
12 feet high."

Euphorbia W^ulfenii. ~ Fine
though this plant undoubtedly is in cer-

tain positions, it has been considerably
over-rated, and when old and of large

size is Jnot so pleasing as one would expect.

I have seen it growing under various con-

ditions fand in different districts, and to me
it has seemed, in general, coarse. I agree with
the opinion ot those v, ho think it is best when
in a small state, say, about IS inches or 24 inches

high, and planted on rockwork. It is best as a
wild garden plant when it is of large size, and
in some of the woods where there are open spaces
would look well. It appears to be hardy through-
out the United Kingdom, and is a plant which
makes a better photograph than its appearance
would lead one to expect.—S. Arnott.
Practical gardening for women

in America.—The very interesting notes
that have been appearing recently in The
Garden regarding commercial gardening for
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women aod others have led me to give a little of

my experience of over fifteea years as a praotioal

grower. My home is near one of the great in-

dustrial cities of America, and yet with this

great market within easy reach I have only one

foot upon the great ladder of prosperity. Here
sales are not hard to make, bat men are hard to

keep, as the factories and mills offer higher wages
and the still greater inducement of shorter hours

than a commercial beginner can give. At least

five gardeners have left me without notice to hire

out at a factory near, so I have long since taken

up only what work I can personally oversee. I

am what people call a " hard worker," and have
what few women in America possess to such a

degree—an enduring constitution. I can with-

stand almost any hardship, and am often, in my
work of aoUeoting native plants, called upon to

walk many miles over rough mountains in the

soaking rain. Choice seedlings I always prick

out with my own hands, and am very proficient

in the use of the hoe. I often work in my pack-

ing-room a greater part of the night, and always
oversee my city selling-place. If great hard-

ships can be overcome, I believe there is no greater

joy on earth than a daily life spent in a garden,

but it can only reach its attainment by whole-

souled personal effort.—(Mrs.) Elsie MiTate,
Turtle Cretk, Pa., U.SA.
Calceolaria Integrrlfolla.—I was glad

to see a note on this handsome Calceolaria on
pige 27. Many writers, some of whom are horti-

cultural experts, express the opinion that it is

too tender for culture in the open air, but in the

South-West it is practically hardy. As Mr. Rich
states, numbers of plants grown at Elfordleigh

endured 1S° of frost without being killed. All

the foliage was browned, but in the spring green
buds were put forth all along the stems, and
by midsummer the plants were in full leaf again

and flowered well in July. This frost, which
was followed by a very sunny day, killed shrubby
Veronicas, Cytisus racemosus, Cordyline australis

and Olearia stellulata, which proves that Calceo-

laria integrifolia is far hardier than is supposed.

What the history of this Calceolaria is it is diffi-

cult to determine, but it has apparently been
growing at Kingswear, at the mouth of the
river Dart, for generations. It has slowly spread
through 1 )evon and Cornwall, but I believe that

all the new colonies were derived originally from
Kingswear. Some years ago I sent flowers to

Mr. Burbidge at Trinity College Botanic Gar-
dens, asking him if he could tell me the name,
but he declined to commit himself. I then
sent flowers to Kew, and was informed that it

was Calceolaria integrifolia. A few days later I

received a letter from Kew saying that they
found they had not got it in their collection,

and asking for cuttings, which I forwarded. It

is a very ornamental plant and is at its best in

July, when it is a sheet of gold, and after the
zenith of its beauty is past, it continues to bloom
more sparsely until November, so that its season
of attractiveness is a lengthened one. It will

grow to a height and diameter of 6 feet, and in

the South-West may be considered one of the
best of the summer - flowering slirubs. It is

absolutely indiff'erent to soil and will grow in

anything, retaining its health in the driest

and stoniest of sites. A line of this Calceo-
laria has been growing at Kingswear for many
years in stony soil, at the top of a retaining wall
over which Mesembryanthemums hang. Immedi-
ately behind the Calceolarias is a high hedge of

Laurustinus. How the Calceolarias manage to

exist it is difficult to imagine, for, as the wall
faces due south, the soil in summer is dust-dry
and must be full of the roots of the Laurustinus
and Mesembryanthemum. However, although
they make but little growth, the Calceolarias
endure bravely year after year and show no
signs of dying, and every July are covered
with flowers. In rich and deep compost this

Calceolaria makes vigorous growth and soon
forms a large and shapely bush.

—

Wyndham
FiTZHERBERT.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

CE
PKACHES.—All trees in the late

houses must be attended to at once.

The buds are swelling rapidly, and
the work must be got out of hand
without delay. Give the house and
trees a thorough cleansing and the

borders a liberal top-dressing.

Mu-tca/ Vines.—The Vines of these Grapes
that are to produce the main crop should now
be started. The rods must be well cleaned and
washed, the borders renovated and the house
closed. A night temperature of 50" is quite

sufficient to commence with.

Early Vine><.—Attend to the stopping and
tying of all early started Vines. Airing is a very
important point now ;

just a little air can be
admitted at the top. By no means allow any
draught. Plenty of moisture is required till the

flowers begin to open, when the house must be

kept drier to assist fertilisation.

Pot Figs that were started early and are

making good growth should have the shoots

stopped. Pinch out the point of the shoot at

the fourth or fifth leaf. This will keep the trees

within proper bounds and assist the fruits to

swell.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—This is an important crop in every
garden, and the first opportunity that presents

itself must be taken advantage of. Let the

ground be in good, dry, working condition before

attempting operations, for it is much better to

wait a little longer to have the ground fit than to

sow when at all wet and sticky. Well tread and
rake level, drawing the drills 12 inches apart,

and sow thinly.

Turnips and Carrots.—On a warm border sow
Early Milan Turnip and Early Nantes Carrot
12 inches apart in the rows.

Cahbagrs. —The autumn -planted beds will

greatly benefit if given a light hoeing when the
weather is dry. Plants that have been standing
in the nursery beds during the winter may now
be planted out in their permanent quarters.

Gaulifloirers and Lettuces sown in boxes in heat,

as advised earlier, will require to be transplanted

into other boxes, keeping them as close to the

glass as possible to obtain sturdy plants. This
applies also to Onions and Leeks. Artichokes,

both Jerusalem and Chinese, may be planted now.

Beddino Plants Under Glass.

Dahlias that have been stored may be placed
in boxes and put in a warm vinery or Peach-
house to produce cuttings. They will not
require much soil ; a little leaf-mould shaken in

among the roots is quite sufficient. It is un-

doubtedly the best plan to raise plants from
cuttings annually in preference to growing on
the old roots. As soon as the cuttings are

2 inches or 3 inches long they should be taken off

with a small portion of heel attached, dibbled into

pots or boxes and placed in heat. If the pots

can be plunged in a slight bottom-heat, so much
the better, as they root quicker.

B' gonias that are required for summer bedding
should now be started. Lay the roots out in

shallow boxes in leaf-soil, place them in a warm
fruit-house and keep moist. As soon as growth
commences pot them, using a mixture ol loam,
leaf-soil, rotten manure and a little sand. Seed
can now be sown of Dianthus, Gaillardias, Pent-
stemons, Pansies, Schizinthus, Coreopsis grandi-

flora and similar plants in pols or boxes under
glass.

Wall Gardenim;.

Much may be done in the way of beautifying
old and unsightly walls ; there is such an excel-

lent selection of plants to choose from suitable

for this work. Undoubtedly autumn is the best
time for planting, yet good results can be obtained
for the coming season by planting at the end of
February or the beginning of March. One finds
in many old walls that, after taking off the top,
the under part is hollow. When this occurs
so much the better, as it gives a better soil

capacity, and in all vacancies soil should be well
rammed in. A stiff loam, leaf-soil and mortar
rubble well mixed together makes a splendid
rooting material for the majority of plants. The
best plan is to take off the top, fill in the soil,

put the various plants in position, and put the
top back again as near as possible, so working
the whole thing as one goes along. Regarding
the sides of the wall, small places can be made
to get sufficient soil in. Put in the plants with
the stones to fill up the hole made. A selec-

tion of suitable plants will be given next
week. E. C. Pooley.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewea, Esq.)
Onaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS,

Plants Under Glass.

Lobelia.—It is quite easy to raise large numbers
of this useful edging plant from seed sown at the
present time ; and where entire uniformity of

height and colour is not demanded, no better
method could be found. Where, however, it is

essential to have the one shade, and especially

where any formal carpeting is carried out,

cuttings or division of the plants must be the
method pursued in raising the requisite stock.

The beautiful Waverley Blue, said to have been
raised in the city gardens at Edinburgh, is,

perhaps, one of the best varieties of dwarf
Lobelia ever sent out. It winters better than
any other sort that I am acquainted with, and if

the plants are divided just now into small pieces,

and these dibbled into boxes of fresh coil,

fine plants will be had for the end of May.
Where stock is limited, this variety can be kept
a little longer in heat than is usually considered
necessary, the plants again divided and trans-

planted to boxes of fresh soil. When dividing
the plants just now, some of the strongest should
be selected for pots, as few varieties can
approach Waverley Blue for pot culture. Pot
up into 3ineh pots, and pinch once or twice to

get nice bushy plants. Eventually transfer to

5-inoh pots, and when these are full of roots feed

gently with weak liquid manure. If kept in a
cool house or frame, these plants will bloom
splendidly for several months.

Miscellaneous Plants.—Cuttings of Verbenas,
Ageratums, Gazinias, Iresines, &o. , must be
inserted now whenever ready. The best results

are usually had by dibbling closely together into

4-inoh pots. When rooted transplant into boxes.

I always think this produces much finer plants

than if the cuttings are placed into boxes at first.

Of course, it is a little more trouble, but it

eventually pays. Sow Eiist Lothian Stocks,

Dianthus Heddewigii, Violas, Pansies, &e.

Might I say that the single-flowered Dianthus
Heddewigii is more suitable for Northern gardens
than the double form. The blooms are large

and brilliant, and are produced in great profusion.

Last autumn, in Dumfriesshire, I saw a bed of

Sutton's strain that was simply splendid.

Early Chrysanthemums will now be sending up
numerous cuttings, which should be secured

when 3 inches or i inches long. These, too, do
best if rooted in pots and then transplanted lo

boxes or frames.

Dahlias.—Stored roots of these should now be
placed in heat, so as to obtain good early cuttings.

Where only a few plants are wanted, and those

for garden decoration, I find that division, after

growth has started, is the easiest and most
satisfactory method of raising stock. When the

shoots are about 3 inches long is a good time to

divide and pot up the tubers. Use a sharp knife,
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and any portions of the tubers that threaten to

decay should be out clean away. Very good

single and decorative Dahlias can be raised from

seeds sown at this time in brisk heat. A good

strain should be obtained, as it is quite as easy

to grow good flowers as poor ones.

Late Chrysanthemums. — Pot off the later

batches of these and set in quite a cool house or

pit near the glass. It is too early as yet to trust

them in cold frames. Keep a sharp look-out for

SWEET PEA CHAT.
The Best Twelve Sweet Peas.

HAVE received an order from the Editor
to give the names and descriptions of the

best twelve varieties in cultivation for

exhibition, and I must candidly confess

that I am by no means enamoured of the

task. The laws of the Medes and the

Persians are supposed to have been terrible

1

greeti fly, which so often attacks the points of the ' things, but to me they

ONE PLANT 01 SWEET l-EA KATHLEEN MACGOWAN TWELVE MONTHS AFTER
THE SEED WAS SOWN.

young plants. Vaporising at intervals of three

weeks is the best method for keeping these and
other plants clean.

Tuberous Begonias.—Bulbs of these, if required

for early flowering, should now be started. Use , — j - -

very light compost and pots only large enough
!
abnormal, one cannot get away from Llara l^urtis,

to admit the bulbs freely. Pot very lightly ;
'

- " -" — "^ """'"' ^^"""" ° '° '""

indeed, two or three sharp taps on the bench is

all the firming that is necessary. Merely cover

the tubers with soil, set in a moist, genial atmo-

sphere, and shade from all sunshine.

Achimenes.—These beautiful stove plants are

somewhat neglected nowadays, which is rather a

pity, as they certainly lend themselves to a very

effective display in their season. The bulbs

should now be potted up, using a mixture of

sweet leaf-mould and sand. If placed in .")-inch

pots they can be transferred to larger ones and
more substantial compost after they are well

started. C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

have no significance

beside the order

of my Editor.
With him it is a

case of "He who
must be obeyed,"
if one may be
permitted to revise

a distinguished
novelist ; so here
goes for the
task. On second
thoughts, perhaps
I shall be safer

if I add a tittle

more to my pre-

face. There is no
such thing as a

best dozen ; a
second set equally

as good could be
compiled with the
utmost ease, and,
if necessary, a

third set too ; and
the three collec-

tions, grown by
such giants as
Stevenson, .Jones

and Malcolm,
would fight hard
for the premier
position on the
show board, and
harder still for the

unanimous appre-
ciation of the
Sweet Pea loving

and growing
public. It is clear,

therefore, that the

dozen that will be
selected here are

excellent, but I

am, naturally, far

too modest to
claim them as the

very best.

In view of the

fact that the
stocks of several of

the finest varieties

are running low, it

will be my en-

deavour to give an

alternative variety in each colour, so that

should one, unhappily, be unprocurable, the

grower may safely fall back upon another

that is similar. Starting with cream or prim-

rose, the yellow of those whose eyesight •"

inot get away froc

and no second can be suggested. Unwin's is in

disputably the finest strain, and the preference

should be given to it ; in the event of Unwin's

stock being exhausted, procure the same variety

from any other source of real repute, and it is

probable that there will be little at which to

cavil. As a white Etta Dyke stands so supreme

that one scarcely dare venture to add a

second name ; but, taking the dreadful risk,

let the reserve be Nora Unwin, which in

some strains is equal to Etta Dyke, and,

in the estimation of many excellent judges,

superior.

A sunproof crimson is an imperative necessity,

and it will not be difficult to procure, for nearly

all the leading specialists have a splendid strain

of King Edward Spencer, and therein is the sun-

proof flower that is desired. There is no need to

mention names, for what cannot be found among
the many advertisements in this issue can be

sought for in the catalogues. It is quite certain

that someone will grumble at the inclusion of

Nancy Perkin or Earl Spencer ; the names are

not associated to convey the impression that the

varieties are identical, for I do not consider that

they are, but as alternatives. The grumble will

be on the score of difiiculty in purchasing seeds,

but they can be got, and no trouble should be

spared in the endeavour to do so.

There are now so many beautiful lavenders

that this is one of the most worrying to decide

upon, but I will plump for Asta Ohn or Master-

piece, between which there is not a vast amount
of difference, and both are tip-top flowers for the

show arena. An indispensable variety is Mrs. A.

Ireland, and, fortunately, it is readily procurable

;

but in the event of trouble Apple Blossom
Spencer can be taken in its stead—the basal

colour is distinct, otherwise the plants are equally

vigorous, floriferous and persistent. Alas !

trouble has already been my lot because I said

that Evelyn Hemus had not lived up to its repu-

tation in 1909, but I still hang on to my opinion,

even though it compel me to be so ungallant as

to differ from a lady. Given favourable weather
I should put it in front of Mrs. C. W. Breadmore,
notwithstanding the fact that the latter is larger,

since it is the more refined of the two and has

not the wicked habit of throwing double
standards. For orange we will choose between
Helen Lewis and Maggie Stark, the latter being
undoubtedly the better in these days of

degenerated Helen Lewis, and especially so in

the form that Maggie Stark has been shown by
its raisers.

Necessity will compel us to have either Countess
Spencer or Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, choosing the

richer- coloured strain of the latter if it can be

had under this or other name. As a very deep-

hued variety decide upon Black Knight Spencer,

as it is so rich in appearance ; but failing this, take

Othello Spencer and be thankful that you have
got it. Also strong in shade, superb in form and
large in size are The Marquis and Prince of

Asturias, either of which will serve its grower a

good turn if staged in perfect condition. To
finish we must have a brilliant colour, and we
find it in Marjorie Willis or Marie Corelli ; both

are rich, glowing rose and most attractively

waved.
There are the dozen. I wait in fear and

trepidation for the alternative lists which
will pour in upon the Editor by a score of

posts immediately after publication. How-
ever, his is the fault and his must be the

vengeance. Spencer.

[We hope those who think they can compile a

better dozen than those named by Spencer will

send the list for publication.

—

Ed.]

SWEET PEAS FLOWERING
OVER A LONG PERIOD.

One feature about Sweet Peas which has assisted

in making them such universal favourites is their

long season of flowering. Under good conditions

and given careful attention in the way of cutting

off seed-pods, watering and feeding, plants may
be induced to flower for four months or even

longer. The accompanying illustration is from a

photograph kindly sent us by Mr. T. Stevenson,

Woburn Place Gardens, Addlestone, whose

excellent article on exhibiting Sweet Peas appears

on another page. The variety shown in the

illustration is Kathleen MacGowan. The seed

was sown on October 8, 1908, and the photograph

was taken on October 3, 1909, nearly a year

after the seed was sown. There is only one

plant in the clump, and the branching habit of

the Sweet Pea is clearly shown. The plant was

growing between fruit trees, so that it cannot be

regarded as having had any special attention.
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THE GERMINATION OF
SWEET PEAS.

Below is a return showing the germination of

the Sweet Peas sown by me on January '29, 19(l'.l.

The pots were not exactly the same size, and I

only put in seeds which seemed to me to be the

best in the packet, which accounts for the

variation in numbers sown. All the seeds were
in similar soil and at the same depth, namely,
1 inch, as my adjusted dibble was used in each

case. The pots were kept in the 4.5° (approxi-

mate) greenhouse till I thought all had germi-

nated, and then, on February 2(i, I removed
them to a cold frame. The return may interest

other readers, though the season was not favour-

able for Sweet Peas.

g « Fir^f ap- Xmnber of Plants
•§v «„«.. pearanre Showing on
E^ JVomf.

^,,^j,^ Februani
i-'"^- ijmind. 1' -'" 21 -'-' ;'•!

12 Helen Pierce Feb. l(i 11 11 11 11 11

12 Clara Curtis ,, W U 12 12 12 12

8 Evelyn Hemus ,, 11 4 G 6 6 I!

5 Mrs. Koutzabu Spencer ,.11 5 5 b .'> .^>

12 Frank Dolby 11 5 6 8 11 11

8 Phenomenal 12 5 7 8 8 8

8 Paradise ,, 12 5 7 8 8 8

10 George Herbert ... „ 12 2 4 8 9 10
12 King Edward VII. .. „ 12 3 C 8 11 11

8 Lord Nelson „ 12 4 6 7 7 8

12 Etta Dyke 12 6 9 9 9 11

8 Sutton's Queen .... „ 13 2 8 8 8 8
12 Queen Alexandra ... „ 13 2 3 10 11 11

12 Helen Lewis „ 15 1 1 4 8 12

9 Mrs. H. .Sykes ,, 16 — 3 6 6 »
12 Lady Grizel Hamilton . „ 19 — 2 3 4 12

12 Black Knight 20 — 1 2 7 12

9 Nora Unwin 21 — — 2 6 '.•

8 Mrs. Collier ,, 22 — — — 1 T

Ktder's Spbncebs.
l.s ;« IJ 3S !i:

2 Mrs. A. Spencer (S.) . . Feb. IS i _ — — —
2 Mrs. Sankey(S.) .... „ 20 — 1 2 2 2
2 Lovely (S.) ,, 20 — 1 2 2 2
2 Captain of the Blues (S.) „ 22 — — 1 2 2

2 Asta Ohn (S.) . . . . I , „ 26 — — — — 2

2 Beatrice (S.) .... I ., 26 — — — — 2

* I did not notice that these two Peas had come up
until February 26, when I removed the whole lot into a
cold frame.

A S.E. SuBtJBBAN Amateur AND F.R.H.S.

METHODS OF GROWING
SWEET PEAS FOR GARDEN
DECORATION.

THERE are many ways of growing Sweet
Peas for garden decoration. Many an
ugly building or fence can be hidden by
Sweet Peas and made to look like a
bank of flowers. One of the best

ways of making a display of Sweet
Peas in the flower garden is to have arches over
the walks. Those ofiTered by Robert Sydenham,
Limited, are splendid for the purpose. The
height of these arches should be not less than
(>h feet in the centre and, to get a good
effect, not less than 3 feet long and a little wider
than the walk. Supposing these arches to be
3 feet long, I would advise planting about three
plants each side of the arch, taking up about four
or five shoots to each plant. Keep most of the
side shoots picked out, leaving just enough to
cover the arch, so as to have bloom all the way
up. When these shoots are 3 feet or 4 feet high,
let three or four more go up from the bottom,
and again, when the first shoots reach the top of
the arch, run up three or four more to each plant,
but never allow them to become too crowded.
If the operation of running up fresh shoots is

continued as the earlier ones reach the top, and
seed is not allowed to form, these arches will

make a good display all through the summer and
autumn.

If early plants raised in pots can be planted
out, they will commence to bloom about the end
of May, and continue to do so until stopped by
frost or a very wet autumn. Of course, we must
select our colours very carefully to get the best

effect. I do not believe in mixing colours too

much. A lovely arch could be made with Clara
Curtis and Countess Spencer, planting one of

the former and two of the latter each side and
allowing the shoots to cross each other, so that the
two varieties get mixed. If an arch was planted
with Audrey Crier, we should be sure to get a
good efl'ect, as this variety always throws about
5M per cent, of true Audrey Crier, 20 or 3(1

per cent, of Mrs. H. Sykes and 20 per cent, of

Helen Lewis, with an occasional white or two.
Plant five or six plants instead of three and you
will be sure of variety. A lovely effect can
also be obtained by using Mrs. H. Sykes, Clara
Curtis and Frank Dolby. King Edward Spencer
and Etta Dyke would go well together.

Supposing we have an ugly wall or fence to

cover, a good support for the plants would be
some very large-mesh wire-netting. Hazel sticks

put in a tew inches from the wall would answer
the same purpose, or the wires recommended for

the arches would do. A few stakes driven into

the ground and a wire run along just above the
ground with strings tied to it, and run up and
tied to another wire at the top, would also answer,
but would want more looking after in the way of

tying than they would on the netting or sticks.

In many gardens
we see the fruit

bushes covered in

with wire - netting.

This we can make
to look beautiful

with Sweet Peas by
putting in a few
plants or seeds out-

side the netting and
giving them an occa-

aional tie.

Whichever way
we decide to use

Sweet Peas for gar-

den decoration we
must choose our
colours very care-

fully, especially if

they are to be grown
near other flowers.

Evelyn Hemus is a

lovely Sweet Pea
for garden decora-

tion, but should
only be used with
lavenders, pale
mauves or pale
pinks. Olive Ruffell

is a lovely colour,

but as this gives a
good many of John
Ingman, it should
be planted rather
thicker than the
others and the plants
of .lohn Ingman
pulled out. Zarina
is a beautiful
variety, and beside
a primrose would
make a lovely effect.

Menie Christie and
Clara Curtis would
also go well to-

gether. Self colours

generally produce
the best decorative
effect, but Helen
Pierce can be used
with pinks, whites
or creams. Many,
perhaps, would pre-

fer to grow their Sweet Peas in the herbaceous
borders. Where the borders are planted with
large groups of flowers of the same colour, Sweet
Peas make a lovely background. For instance,

suppose we have a large bed of Anchusa italica,

clumps of Countess Spencer and Zarina would look

splendid ; and if we had a bed of red Salvia, clumps
of cream or white varieties would produce a good

effect. Crowera must use their own judgment as
to what colours to use, as people differ so much
in taste.

I am not going to deal here with manures,
preparing ground, insects, diseases, watering and
other cultural details, as no doubt this will be
dealt with separately by other growers. But
whether Sweet Peas are grown for garden
decoration or for exhibition, the culture should
be the same, only allowing more shoots to remain
when grown for decoration, but do not plant any
thicker. One Sweet Pea will make a clump 4 feet

to fi feet round and produce hundreds of blossoms
;

therefore never plant thickly.

There are many other ways of growing Sweet
Peas for garden decoration, such as covering old
tree stumps, but the culture would be the same
as already advised ; therefore I leave growers to

decide where and how they will grow their Sweet
Peas to produce the best effect. A. E. Ushbb.

SWEET PEA MRS. CHARLES
FOSTER AS A POT PLANT.

The illustration is one of Sweet Pe» Mrs. Charles
Foster flowering in May in a 7-inoh pot at

SWEET PEA MRS. CHARLES FOSTER GROWING
CODSALL NURSERIES.

IN A rOT IN BAKERS

Baker's Codsall Nurseries. It was first sent out
by this firm in 1907, but was withdrawn on
account of its sportive nature. This, however,
has at last been mastered, and would have been

put on the market, quite fixed, by the firm this

year had not the crop failed on account of the

bad season. We are informed that they did

not have a single rogue last summer. It is
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undoubtedly the best of its colour, which is a

beautitul shade of lavender, slightly flushed very

pale rose. The flower has a large, bold, wavy
standard and perfectly formed wings, and three or

four blooms are generally produced on a stem. The
flowers are of the largest " Countess " type, and
will be indispensable to exhibitors. It received

an award of merit from the National Sweet Pea
Society in July, 1905, and a first-class certificate

at Wolverhampton the same year.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1393.

'\^''

SOME OF THE NEWER SWEET PEAS.

IT

is safe to assert that for every grower of

Sweet Peas who includes the latest novelties

in his or her collection,

there are at least a
dozen who do not, for

various reasons, pur-

chase these novelties, but
devote their energies to the

culture of those varieties

which have been on the

market long enough for

their good and varied charac-

teristics to become known,
and yet which cannot be in

any way regarded as obso-

lete sorts. For this reason

the coloured plate presented

with this issue of The
Gardek has been prepared,

and the varieties figured

thereon may be regarded as

an ideal half-dozen, suitable

alike for exhibition purposes

and for general use. Besides

growing these varieties in

my own garden last year,

and some of them in 1908, I

had the opportunity of see-

ing them growing in various

parts of the country and
under widely dififerent cir-

cumstances, and the follow-

ing remarks are a sort of

summary of the varieties as

seen under these varying
conditions. Taking them in

the order named, we come
first to Mrs. Ireland. This I

consider to be one of the
prettiest Sweet Peas in

existence ; but unfortunately
the illustration does not do
it full justice. In reality

the rose colour is softer. To
see this variety at its best
one should have a large
bunch of it in subdued light

;

by artificial light it is superb,
and for general indoor deco-
ration I know of no variety
to beat it. Then, again, it is

a remarkably pretty variety
when growing, and its

vigorous constitution and free- flowering proper-
ties render it an ideal sort for garden deco-
ration. It is not so large as some, but it

was freely exhibited last season at the leading
shows. I remember seeing a bunch of this at
Mark's Tey in 1908, before it was sent out by
Messrs. Dobbie, and at that time predicted a
brilliant future for it. I think it is one of those
varieties that should not have the soil very
heavily manured. It obtained a first-class cer-
tificate from the National Sweet Pea Society
in 1908.

The King is another of Messrs. Bobbie's intro-
ductions and made its diibue with Mrs. Ireland.
It has been described as a large-flowered waved
form of King Edward, but the colour is more
brilliant than that sort. It is a vigorous

growing variety, but unfortunately it burns

rather badly in bright sunshine. A valuable

sort for exhibition purposes providing the

flowers are shaded a little. It may be interest-

ing to note that when this variety and Mrs.

Ireland were shown together before the floral

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society in

1908, The King received an award of merit, while

Mrs. Ireland was passed over. At the time this

was considered an error of judgment by many,
and time has proved this to be correct.

Mrs. Henry Bell was introduced by Mr. W.
Bolton of Carnforth in 1907, and at once became
a great favourite. It is a strong growing variety,

and when the flowers are at their best they are

very beautiful indeed. It is good for exhibition

and also for house or garden decoration, and may
be regarded as one of the best standard varieties

of this shade. Unfortunately, the delicate pink

Evelyn Hemus, like Mrs. Ireland, seems to
object to very heavily manured soil. It was
raised and introduced by Miss Hemus in 1907,
and is undoubtedly one of the most refined
varieties that we have. It is equally good for
garden or house decoration, and also for exhibi-
tion, and no garden can afford to be without it.

In habit it is moderately vigorous. Last sum-
mer, probably owing to the excessive wet and, in

many oases, over-feeding, the flowers came
streaked with rose in many places ; but given a
favourable season I do not think this is likely to
occur again this year. The raiser states that
this variety does best when sown in autumn.
The last on the coloured plate is Hannah Dale.

This came from Messrs. Dobbie in 1907, and may
best be described as a glorified Black Knight. It

possesses all the good qualities of this old variety,

and, in addition, gives larger flowers, more stems
with three blooms, and the
flowers have a beautiful

bronzy sheen, especially
when seen in sunlight, which
those of Black Knight do not
possess. The standard, too,

ia somewhat different in

shape to that of Black
Knight.
How quickly a Sweet Pea

of merit gets distributed is

manifested by the fact that
all seedsmen who make a

speciality of these flowers

now have seeds of the varie-

ties described to offer,

although none of them was
sent out by the raisers before

1907. F. W. Harvey.

AUTUMN - SOWN
SWEET PEAS AT
RAMSEY ABBEY.

The illustration is from a
photograph of Sweet Peas
grown in the gardens at

Ramsey Abbey, Huntingdon.
These reached a height of

11 feet 6 inches. The varie-

ties are Bolton's Pink and
Lady Grizel Hamilton in

alternate groups, and were
sown outside during the first

week in October, 1908. We
cut the first blooms the last

week in May, 1909.

F. W. Seabrook.

ADTUMN-SOWN SWEET PEAS, II FEET 6 INCHES HIGH,
ABBEY, HDNTINODON.

IN THE GARDENS AT RAMSEY

colour fades a little as the flowers age, but a good
bunch of first-class flowers can always be gathered

from well-grown plants. Two novelties that are

likely to oust this variety in a few years, owing
to their intensified colours, are Mrs. Hugh Dickson

(shown last year as Mrs. Henry Bell Improved)
and Gladys Burt.

Mid Blue is another variety that emanated
from Messrs. Dobbie in 1908. The colour in the

plate is too dark, but the illustration gives a good
idea of the shape of the flowers, which are of the

grandiflora type. In reality the colour is deep
sky blue. The habit of the plant is only mode-
rately vigorous, but it is a pretty variety for

GATHERING,
PACKING AND
EXHIBITING.
SWEET PEAS.

Though very much has been
written during the last few
years on practically every
subject connected with the

culture, history and other phases of Sweet Peas,

very little information in proportion has been

given under the above heading. I consider it is

one of the most important points, for after

several months of pleasant work in sowing,

tending and training, manuring and watering,

this avails us nothing unless we are able to get

them to the exhibition in the very best condition.

That a few hints are necessary to many is

obvious by the manner in which many exhibitors

(these are possibly the beginners) take their

flowers to the shows and, even after they

get them there, the careless way in which

they are put up. Very often I have seen

garden decoration, and when well ejrown makes a really good flowers out of the prize-list simply

useful sort for a large group in an exhibition ; j

through the blooms not being staged to the best

well worth growing for the sake of its colour.
j

advantage.
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Gathering the Bloums. left to do it in. From eighteen to twenty well- vase appears full from whatever side it is looked

This is the first point under consideration, and, developed blooms will well fill a vase and gjve
;

at. Often the judges will take out a particular

to be quite sure of having fresh flowers only, the nice room to show each flower off ; so from twenty- vase to look at, and may not put it back in

best plan is to go over all the plants about five five to thirty should, under favourable weather quite the same position, and if it has not been

olear days before the date of the exhibition and
;
conditions, be quite sutiioient to take to the show,

,

arranged evenly the worst side may present

and this number can be lightly tied together ! itself and thus materially spoil the efl'eot when
without much fear of crushing, whereas if a much

|
the exhibit is looked at as a whole,

larger number is taken there is considerable

danger from this source.

Packing.

remove every flower-stem that has got even one
bloom fully developed on it. These five days
may be reduced to three if the weather has set

in hot after a spell of wet, as the flowers then
open very quickly. This may seem a bit drastic,

but it greatly facilitates matters when cutting.

After thus clearing oil" all the blooms that are This should never be done till the last possible

open, those varieties that need a little shading
|

moment before travelling,^ especially if the

should be attended to, but do not overdo this.
'"'

Very fine tiflany may be stretched over the row
or clumps, or two or three thicknesses of fish-

netting will suffice in most oases ; but be sure

that it is well away from the blooms, for if there

is not an abundance of air around the flowers

they will lose colour eijually as bad as if the

sun was allowed to shine on them.

Care must also be taken to arrange the various

colours so that they do not clash, but rather try

tor each vase to enhance the beauty and colour

of its neighbour, after which all vases should be
looked over to make sure no rogue has orept in ;

also see that they are correctly labelled. Do not
under any pretence whatever be late in arriving

at a show, as Sweet Peas take a long time to

arrange effectively, and if three or four dozen
vases have to be put up, it is just as well to have
time to spare so as to take a little rest about

weather is mild and damp. The best receptacles

are either shallow baskets or well-ventilated

boxes from 4 inches to (i inches deep. These
should be carefully lined with grease-proof

paper, or, if the flowers happen to be damp, then

ordinary white tissue paper should be used, as halfway through. By eo doing the others will

this absorbs much of the moisture. Never pack
;

go up very much easier. Also, do not try some
,
more than one layer in a box or basket, placing fresh scheme of arrangement just before judging

Should the show be some distance away, it ', a piece of paper over the stems as these are put commences, as more often than not the vases get

may be necessary to travel on the afternoon of
|

in, so that none of the flowers lays on the wet knocked about and there is not time left to put

the day before. This will necessitate cutting in I stems of the others. In this way, providing the ! them right again.

the morning ; but if possible it must be left till I flower-stems have had two or three hours in ; If the above hints are strictly acted upon,

the flowers have become dry, as cutting with ' water, they will travel almost any distance ' there is no reason why the beginner should not

heavy dew on them is, I believe,

even worse than rain. If the

show is near and there is no
need to travel till the moining,
then they may be left till the

sun has somewhat lost its power
in the afternoon ; but endeavour
to finish before the blooms get
damp again. After cutting, the

blooms should be loosely arranged
in vases in an open shed or room
where the air can get through
them freely, and be left there till

immediately before the time for

travelling. It often happens that
cutting has to be done while
the flowers are quite wet and even
while it is still raining. Should
this happen, great care must be

taken not to crush the blooms
when gathering. As each bunch
is gathered, carefully shake off as

much moisture as possible, and
then arrange the blooms loosely

in vases (or old jam jars will do)
and place in a greenhouse where a

current of air can pass through
them after passing over slightly

heated water pipes. Here they
will soon dry and not be much
the worse for their wetting. The
great thing is to get the flowers

(not the stems) perfectly dry
before packing, and by doing as

advised above I have carried

flowers close on 300 miles without
them spotting in any marked degree, and this

after three days' continuous rain.

Cutting the flowers too young is as great a

mistake as cutting them too far advanced.
Certainly young flowers will always grow in

water, but many of the varieties do not improve
in colour, and we cannot always tell what sort of

a day is to follow, for if dull and cold they will

open but very little. Generally speaking, three

out of the four blooms should be fully expanded
when cutting, and this is quite necessary with
varieties such as Mrs. Henry Bell, Asta Ohn,
Elsie Herbert, Rosie Adams and Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore. These are very robust sorts, and if

not fully developed, the top flower is apt to hang
down a little and thus spoil the appearance of

the bunch.
A fault with many growers is to take too many

blooms to the show and to rely on picking out
the best while staging. Now the proper place
to pick out the best flowers is while they are
still on the plants, and if a little time is expended
on this when gathering it will do away with a
great deal of sorting over at the show, where
there is often not much room and very little time

^ ^

SWEET PEAS OKOWINO ON FISH-NETTING USED FOR PKOTEOTINO
BERKHAMSTED.

FRUIT IN THE GARDENS, LITTLE GADDESDEN,

within reason. The longest time I have had
flowers out of water has been about twenty
hours, and these came up quite fresh again

after an hour in water.

At THE Snow.

On arriving at the show, no time should be lost

in securing the necessary vases so as to put the

stems in water at once, and if the proper planes

can be found so much the better, but if not, a

temporary position will be better than leaving

them out of water. After this the proper

arrangement of the flowers may be proceeded
with at leisure, and if the blooms have been
carefully gathered there will be very little

trouble in sorting them over. Just count out

the necessary twenty spikes and put the few
worst right away, so that no mistake can be

made in putting in too many sprays. A little

Heather, straw or Rushes may be put in the vases,

and this, with a few small pieces of haulm round
the outside edge of the vase, is all that is

necessary to keep the flowers in proper position.

Endeavour to arrange the flowers well apart

from one another, and in such a way that the

stand a good chance with the professional, pro-

viding always, of course, that his flowers are as

good to start with. Tuomas Stevenson.
Woburn Plnce. Oardeng.

SWEET PEAS GROWING ON
FISH -NETTING ROUND
FRUIT BUSHES.

The Sweet Peas shown in the illustration are

growing on fish-netting that covered in the bush
fruits. I have grown Sweet Peas in the same
place for six years now, right round the covered-

in space with the exception of the end on the

left of the illustration. I. plant them singly

about 1 foot apart, and at the same time put in

twigs from old Birch brooms that are past duty,

which give them a start. After that they cling

to the netting with no other support, and go
over the top (which is about 8 feet high) for as

much as 3 feet. I have picked Red Currants

grown under them as late as October.

A. G. Gentle.
The Gardens, Little Oaddesden, Berkhamiled.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
RAISING SWEET PEAS IN BOXES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—Providing the
eoil is in a suitable condition, a small
sowing of Broad Beans may be made
now, selecting one of the longpod
varieties for this early crop. A warm
position should be chosen, and if

mice are at all troublesome the seeds must be
jast dipped in paraffin and then shaken in red

I.—A CARDBOARD BOX DIVIDED INTO NINE
SECTIONS, EACH CONTAINING ONE PLANT.

lead, so that each one is coated with the powder.
The rows ought to be 2 feet apart and the seeds
sown 15 inches asunder in the rows, placing two
seeds at each station. At this early season it is

a good plan to cover the seeds with not more
than \l inches of soil, otherwise they will be
likely to rot instead of growing as desired.

Those who like the round-seeded Peas may also

sow a row or two of these now, as if the weather
proves favourable they will produce a crop a
week or two in advance of the first wrinkled
varieties. The seeds should be coated with red
lead, as advised for the Beans, if any damage by
mice is anticipated. Do not sow more than
1 inch deep, and, if possible, use a finely sifted

and rather sandy mixture of soil for covering the
seeds. These round-seeded Peas are not of such
good flavour as the worst of the wrinkled sorts,

and many growers prefer to wait until the end of

the month, when early wrinkled varieties may
be safely sown. Make more sewings of Mustard
and Cress under glass, as advised a few weeks ago,
as fresh crops of these are always welcome.

Flower Garden.—A few sunny days now will
induce the Crocuses to open their flowers, and as
sparrows are very fond of plucking these, appa-
rently for the pure mischief of the thing, steps
must be taken to prevent them ruining the dis-

play. Yellow varieties seem to be most fre-

quently attacked. Obviously fish-netting or wire
Pea-guards are out of the question here, because
they would effectually hide the beauty of the
flowers ; hence recourse must be had to black
cotton, which is almost invisible and not
difficult to fix over beds or clumps in borders.
Some stout sticks about a foot or 15 inches long
should be thrust firmly into the soil so as to

stand just above the flowers, and the cotton then

stretched from these in all directions so as to

form a sort of thin network over the plants.

This is a very effective form of protection and
well worth the little trouble entailed in carrying
it into effect. After the severe frosts which
were experienced at the end of January, it is

highly probable that many subjects planted just

previously will have been loosened and, in some
cases, lifted nearly out of the soil. Where this

has happened, no time should be lost in putting
the plants right again, well firming the soil about
their roots.

Greenhoiisi and Frames.—In many amateurs'
greenhouses Ferns rightly occupy a prominent
position, and providing the weather outside is

warm, a start may now be made with the re-

potting of these, from now until the middle of

March being the best time of the whole year for

doing this work. Before doing anything else,

however, all dead and decaying fronds should be

cut out right close to the crown of the plant, and
any retained carefully searched for insect pests.

It is not wise to give these plants pots of much
larger size than they now occupy, and, except in

the case of young specimens and those growing
in soil which has become sour, a top-dressing of

new soil will usually suffice. A good general
mixture for ordinary Ferns is fibrous loam two
parts, coarse peat or flaky leaf-soil one part,

and coarse sand half a part, the whole to be well

mixed and only the coarsest and most fibrous of

the loam and peat to be used. This should be
mixed and placed under cover several days before
required, so that it may become slightly warmed.
Moderately firm potting is essential. Where
top-dressing only is deemed sufficient, remove
about an inch of the old soil and replace it with
the mixture advised above. Newly potted plants
should be kept in a rather close and warm house
and be carefully watered until growth is active.

Fruit Garden.—Where a Vine or Vines are to

be planted under glass, the present is a good time
to do the work providing plants in pots are

obtained and these are in a perfectly dormant
state. The border will, of course, have been
previously prepared and allowed time to settle

down, so that planting may be proceeded with
at once. To get the Vine out of the pot it may
be necessary to break the latter, so as to avoid
injuring the roots. Next carefully pick and
shake away all the soil from the roots and make
a hole in the border large enough to lay them out
their full length, and see to it that the rod is not
planted deeper than it was in the pot. Tuck
fine soil firmly among the roots and let each one
occupy its natural level. Where hot-water pipes

are placed at the back of the border, the Vine
should be so placed that the rod is at least

1 foot away from them. After planting make
the border tidy, prune the rod back to a good
plump eye or bud about 3 feet from the base,

and after a week or two lightly syringe the rod
morning and afternoon with tepid water. Where
the Vines are to grow on the single rod system,
i.e., one main rod to each Vine, 4 feet apart

is a good distance to plant. Black Hamburgh
is undoubtedly the best all-round variety for an
amateur to grow. A. A.

A NOVEL METHOI> OF RAISING SWEET
PEAS.

Last year the very uncongenial weather made
the harvesting of Sweet Pea seed a critical

undertaking, and has resulted in a shortage of

the number of seeds per packet, particularly so

with the beautiful Spencer forms. For this

reason we must make the most of what seeds

we do get ; I for one shall not risk my
scarce and expensive varieties in an out-of-
doors sowing, where the ravages of slugs and
birds will almost be sure to deplete their ranks.
Last season, being an enthusiast of the first

water, and willing to go to any amount of

trouble, I interested myself in trying an unusual
plan of raising my exhibition batch of seedlings,

and as success crowned my efforts quite beyond
my anticipations, I will briefly relate it.

The method I employed was to collect a number
of old cardboard boxes of various sizes, not any
very large, and having cut them to a uniform
depth, I divided them into sections of about
3 inches. Anyone with a sharp knife can prepare
one of these in a few minutes, and I find no more
interesting employment during the long evenings
than to sit by the fire and get them ready.
Having prepared my boxes in advance, the main
sowing was made on February 14. The sections

were filled with good potting soil pressed in

moderately firm, and one seed was placed in each

;

when all was ready they were placed close

together in a cold frame, and any cavity remain-
ing was filled up with fine ashes to the top of the
boxes. When I mixed my soil I took care to see
that it was just nicely moist, and this did away
with any need for watering until germination
had taken place, and even then I only watered
them at long intervals, my object being to keep
all nice and moist without getting the soil at all

sour.

Fig. 1 represents a box of nine fine plants,

exactly as taken from the frame, and for sturdi-

ness they were hard to beat. Some will, no doubt,
argue that the cardboard will decay and fall to

pieces when moved, with disastrous results;

my experience was on the contrary, as this is

really one of the greatest advantages of the
system, for, getting somewhat decayed, the

sections easily came apart without a root getting

2.—THE SA.ME BOX, SHOWING THE METHOD OF
REMOVING THE PLANTS FOR TRANSPLANTING.
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broken. Fig. 2 speaks for itself on this point.

Here it will be observed the whole of the soil

has left the section with the roots intact, and
when planted immediately the advantage gained

can readily be understood, for the plants do not

receive the slightest check.

Another great advantage I found these boxes

possessed over pots was that the roots did not get

entangled together, and so present an almost
inseparable mass. Many a time, when pots have
been used, I have tapped out a splendid clump
of plants to find the roots all intermixed in such
a fashion that it has needed a considerable

amount of good judgment to determine the best

ways of dividing them in the most expeditious

manner with the least possible injury, and when
eventually I have done so it has not been without
a number of precious little roots being broken,
liy adopting the method previously described all

anxiety on this point was set at rest. I planted
out in flowering quarters the second week in

April, and felt well repaid for any little extra

trouble I had taken with them when seeing how
well and strong they grew and hearing the

admiring remarks passed by all who saw them.
George Boyd.

(Gardener to S. F. Jackson, Esq.)

Danehurst, Epsom.

LIFTING AND REPLANTING FRUIT
TREES.

To lift a young fruit tree and then replant it

almost immediately in the same position will

probably seem to the beginner a waste of time
and the operation an entirely senseless one. Yet
such work is frequently done by experts in fruit-

growing and, under certain circumstances, is

capable of producing excellent results. To put
the matter briefly, it is a modified form of root-

pruning and is usually adopted with stone fruits,

such as Peaches, Apricots, Plums and Cherries,

which are of a convenient size for lifting. The
object in lifting the trees is precisely the same
as that for which root-pruning is done, viz. , the
checking of too exuberant growth and to induce
the trees to form short spurs and eventually
flower-buds.

It often happens that when young trees of the
kind named get established, they grow away at a
great rate and the owner may think they are
doing well ; but when several years elapse and
few, if any, flowers appear, there is little

satisfaction to be derived from this display of

unchecked vigour. It is in such oases as these
that the lifting and replanting may be done with
advantage. Like root-pruning, the work is best
done in autumn, just when the leaves are com-
mencing to fall ; but it may also be done at the
present time, especially with trees outdoors.

It will be necessary to dig round the trees so as

to get all the roots out, and after the whole of

them have been shaken free of soil, all the large
ones that are practically devoid of fibres, and
especially any that are growing in a downward
direction, may be cut back to within a few inches
of their point of origination, using a sharp knife
and making the cut from below in an upward
and outward direction. After this is done, all

the branching, fibrous roots may be spread out
near the surface and the soil rammed moderately
firm between and around them, adding to it,

if possible, a good sprinkling of old mortar or
even chalk. The accompanying illustration

shows a young Apricot tree that was lifted last

autumn in the manner described above. It will

be seen that most of the roots retained are of a
fibrous character. These, when the soil is filled

in, will be kept towards the surface so that they
permeate the suitable soil provided there for
them. F. W.

HINTS ON LAYIN(; TURF.
There are one or two apparently small matters
which must be carefully attended to if a perfect
lawn is to be made by laying turf. First, remove
weeds ; this is easily done by placing each separate

turf on a temporary bench and cutting out the
weeds with an old knife. When laying the turf

do not walk on the prepared ground without the
uao of planks, otherwise the surface will be far

from even. After the first row of turf is in posi-

tion, place the plank on this to stand on and work
on in this way, thereby avoiding any disturbance
of the soil on which the turf is placed. When
many turves are in position make them firm by
using the turf-rammer ; the surface of this tool

must be perfectly smooth and clean, and care

taken that the operator works evenly over
the whole area. To secure a neat edge to walks
and flower borders, allow the turf to over-

lap slightly ; then cut off the portion not re-

quired with the edging-iron. After a few days
(weather permitting) roll the lawn thoroughly.
A moderately light roller should be used in

preference to a heavy one at first, as the latter

is liable to shift the turf out of its position.

When removing patches of weeds or bad turf

AN APRIIOT TKKE THAT WAS MAIvIMi TUi i

VIGOROUS GROWTH. IT HAS BEEN LIFTED,
THE MAIN ROOTS SHORTENED, AND THE
FIBROUS ROOTS SPREAD GHT READY FOR
REPLANTING.

from an existing lawn with the idea of replacing
with good turf, remember that it is much easier

to fill in with square-cut turves, and prepare for

the same. From various reasons divisions will

sometimes occur between the turf, and when
these are noticed fill in with finely sifted

rich soil, into which the grass will quickly
grow. C. Ruse.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Care of Room Plants.—Not least among
the trials and perplexities of the town dweller is

the problem of how to keep room plants in con-
tinued health and vigour ; and this, in all proba-
bility, will long remain a problem difficult, if

not impossible, of satisfactory solution. In his

dealings with plants in the greenhouse, the
gardener, be he amateur or professional, is

dealing with his subjects in a more or less
congenial environment, aided materially by light,
air and that degree of atmospheric moisture
which is so much to plant-life at all seasons. In
the dwelling-house these conditions are entirely
changed, while those existing are, for the moat
part, quite opposed to success. iJut just what
success may attend the cultivation of plants in
the dwelling-room will largely depend upon
circumstances, and particularly whether both
fires and gas are in daily use. Against these the
skill of the gardener cannot long prevail, and
the fact is mentioned here to aflord some satis-
faction—poor though it be—to those who struggle
bravely with their pot plants amid such sur-
roundings.
The Best Condition.s fok Plants.—Because

plants are grown chiefly in structures artificially
heated, it does not follow that they will not
endure with impunity a certain degree of cold.
As a matter of fact, cold, even to freezing point,
occasionally is less harmful than the conditions
to which reference has already been made. An
essential condition in times of extreme cold is
that the plants be dry, or comparatively dry, at
the roots. Indeed, comparative dryness may be
regarded as a sort of safety valve from November
to February inclusive

; and in a room where a fire
is only occasionally lighted, and where there is

no gas, such things as Aspidistras and those
graceful Palms known as Kentias would not
require water oftener than once a fortnight. For
about eight years a Kentia belmoreana has been
maintained in perfect condition by these means,
having occupied a position in a large bay window
the whole of that long time. This Kentia, grown
from a tiny plant, now has a spread of fronds of
nearly 6 feet, and has been twice repotted.
When water is needed, the pot is placed in a pail
of rain-water for some time, never less than
ten minutes, and when a new frond is appearing
a little guano is given directly the plant has had
its dip.

Plants for Dark Corners.-Given this
treatment, it issurprising how well the Aspidistra,
" Parlour Palm," and the India-rubber Plant will
thrive in quite dark corners, putting on a dark
green appearance out of all proportion to that
which the plant assumes when grown in the
greenhouse. For any of the plants mentioned
frequent root disturbance is not good, and pro-
vided the drainage is open and free, a little top-
dressing of soil mingled with bone-meal or guano
will be found of greater benefit than repotting.
A New Palm.—Not strictly new, perhaps, to

cultivators, but new to a very large number of
amateurs, is that charming and graceful Palm,
Phunix Roebelini, certainly one of the most
elegant plants for a room that I know. Quite
apart from its elegant grace and charm, this
ideal table and room plant promises much service-
ableness by reason of its hardy nature, and in
this respect it is likely to prove the equal of
any of those mentioned. In proof of this I have
but to mention the fact that in a sitting-room
where a fire is not of daily occurrence a new
frond has been making marked progress for weeks
past—weeks characterised by cold, by shortened
days and light at its lowest ebb.
A Good Room Fern.—Those who have never

tried to grow some of the good evergreen types
of Ferns would be surprised—not to say charmed
—at their distinctive beauty in the sitting-room
in summer-time : indeed, some of them are quite
unique. The one I have uppermost in mind at
the moment, however, has perhaps but one draw-
back, viz., its cumbrous title of Polystichum
angulare proliferum ; but where the amateur
does not know its name there should be nothing
to detract from its beauty or value. The variety
is evergreen and, for all practical purposes,
hardy. Its fronds are numerous, often IS inches
in length, at first erect, then horizontal, and
finally slightly drooping ; hence a good example
is most efl'ecti ve. For its cool-looking proclivities

in summer-time the plant is delightful in the
extreme. E. H. Jenkins.
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SWEET PEAS AT WEM,
SHROPSHIRE.

Ideals—Wats and Means.
" >^—^ REAT BRITAIN is the motherland
M 'of the Sweet Pea of to-day." So
fl ,^ wrote the Rev. W. T. Hutohings

1^ of Massachusetts, U.S.A., in an

V^ _^- article on the Sweet Pea in America
published in the Report of the

Bicentenary Celebration in IfKK). It was the work
of Henry Eekford that made such a statement
possible and true. If he was not the only one to

take the improvement of the Sweet Pea in hand,
he soon outdistanced all his competitors ; and so

its early history in the eighties of last century is

really the account of what was going on at Wem,
where the late Mr. Eekford finally settled and
where the greater part of his splendid work was
accomplished, enabling him (to quote our
American author again) to " give a perennial joy

to mankind." In contrast to these not very dis-

tant times we get to-day nearly fifty individuals

or firms sending stocks to be tested at Reading
(see Catalogue of Trials, 1909), by far the greater

"size"? Make "size" your idol and then
" form " is of no account, and " fragrance " just

worth mentioning and that is all. Since I wrote
the above I have seen the " scale of points to

govern judges ' issued by the National Sweet
Pea Society of America, and it is a striking com-
mentary on my remarks that out of 101 1 points

not a single one is given to form and only a

paltry five to

Fragrance.
In politics one side often says to the other

when it is criticised, " Well, show us what you
would do. ' So in answer to my supposed critics

I am glad to be able to point to the small illus-

trations that accompany this article. The
picture on the right is, in the opinion of Mr. .John

Kckford, that of an almost ideal grandiflora

standard, while the other one is thai of one in

which, in my opinion, quite enough waviness has

been introduced to make it a pleasing bloom.
Mr. Eekford is not at all averse to a moderate
amount of waving, but he is not in favour of

those varieties "which have their standards so

twisted and turned back that it is impossible,

from any point of view, to see the whole flower."

At the end of last July I visited Wem, and under

TWO TYPES OF SWEET PEA FLOWERS. THAT ON THE LEFT 13 SLIGHTLY WAVED,
OTHER A TRUE GRANDIFLORA BLOSSOM.

majority of whom are raisers themselves. Their
work is of the greatest interest, and some of its

results have been truly wonderful and quite
unexpected. The points that Mr. Walter P.

WrigHt laid down as essential factors in a perfect

Pea are quite superseded and outdistanced. The
"quite flat, well rounded," " free from notch or

serrature " standard has given place to some-
thing which is as unlike this as it can be. And
as the wings have followed suit, I am beginning
to wonder if what we get on a stem we should
still call a flower. But perhaps the flowers are
not so important after all, for I have been asked
by a very high authority if judges this year were
going to judge stems or flowers. It might help
more than the Irish lady who last year found to
her cost that it was the former and not the latter

that weighed with the judges, to know which it

is to be. I have said all this because I know
Mr. John Eekford feels very much as I do, and
thinks that "the give a yard and take an ell"

has been unfortunately exemplified in the wave
of the standard, with the result that his good old
father would turn in his grave were he to see the
latest development of flower and stem. Take
" form " away, and what is there to go for but

the guidance of the master himself I saw all that

was to be seen. One beautifully formed flower

I

with a standard of bright rose, which became a

I

distinct tone of orange scarlet towards the edge,

j

with wings of rosy crimson, was espeoiallj'

1 noticeable. It is now practically fixed, and as

I an example of the care taken at Wem to only
1 send out true stocks, I learnt that it would not
be on the market for a year or two yet and that,

when the public has it, it will be at least

eight years old. Another interesting flower

that will be introduced in two years' time is a

warm, rich, flesh-coloured self with a perfect

standard of the grandiflora type. When this is

cultivated like Mr. T. Jones cultivates at The
Bryn, Pen-y-lan, it will be extremely beautiful.

To ijuote a Limerick I once made:

There was a Sweet Pea at The Bryn,

Whose petals were first a bit thin ;

But cute Thomas Jones

Gave it plenty of bones,

And now ! What prize can't it win 1

The development of blues and reds occupy a good
deal of time and thought at Wem. I saw a

Lord NeUon Improved, a bluer Captain of the

Blues, and many very beautiful orange carmines
and crimsons and (^)aeen Alexandra reds. Other
"good things" were (1) a pale lavender grandi-
flora self ; (2) a deep red maroon waved

; (3) a
pale cold blush waved. What, now, are the ways
and means taken to attain the ends in view ?

Carefulness and work I Henry Eekford is now
no more, but the two men who more than any
others helped him in his labours are still at
Wem. Mr. .John S. Eekford, aided in no small
degree by his trusted lieutenant, Mr. John Jones,
carries on the old business on the old lines and
in the old spirit. At Wem and in Essex there
are no less than seventy acres under Sweet Pea
cultivation. The manufactory is at Wem. To
begin with, hundreds of crosses are made each
year. This part of the work Mr. Eekford does
himself. In an average year he will get about
'2oz. or 3oz. of seed. These are sown together
with some of that from the labelled plants.

These labels, to the number of about 5,000, are tied

on to the most promising seedlings and breaks.
Each of them has some little note or reference
number for guidance at harvest-time. The labour
must be immense, and I do not wonder that Mr.
Eekford seldom gets away from home in the
summer. Three acres are given up to these
selections and new Peas. Then there are two
acres entirely filled with trials of everything that
is on the market, and one acre where high culti-

vation is practised to provide good blooms for

sending to shows. There is plenty to see at
Wem and much to be learnt from a visit. Take
just two examples from the trials of market
varieties: (1) Among the whites Zero comes out
as an excellent early kind ; (2) Mid Blue and
Zoe are side by side. They are very nearly the
same in colour, but in vigour and floriferousness

the former easily leads. The respective merits of

Sweet Peas for garden decoration and also for

that of the show table are often lost sight of. If

I may, I will conclude these notes with one little

bit of very practical advice which my visit

strongly brought home to me, viz. , the wisdom
of trying to see gardens where a great many
different kinds are grown side by side under
ordinary conditions, and of trying to pay at least

two visits in the same year. One is then in a

position to judge the floriferousness and the con-

tinuity of blooming in the different varieties,

two all-important factors in selecting what is

best to grow. .Joseph Jacob.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

EARLY PEAS FOR AMATEURS.
ANY amateurs are unable to grow

such crops as Peas, Beans and
other vegetables under glass, but
much may be done to forward the

early crop, and this year I fear

growers who have a heavy, wet or

clay soil to deal with will be somewhat handi-

capped. The seeds of many vegetables grown in

this country had such unfavourable weather
during their ripening that to sow early in such

soils would be to court failure. Much better

results are secured as regards earliness by sowing
in pots or boxes under glass in cold frames. I

prefer pots to boxes or turves, and seed sown at

once and kept close for a short time will quickly

germinate and be ready to plant out in March.
There is no gain in sowing in the open in cold,

wet soil too early ; but, on the other hand, if

the crop can be started as advised there is a

considerable gain, as the seedlings go away
strongly when planted out, and there is no check

by severe weather.
As regards the sowing, so much depends upon

the grower's convenience for the work. As pre-

viously stated, I prefer pots and not too many
seeds in them ; but here again so much depends

upon the size of the pot. I used 4|-inoh largely,

as we required great quantities of early produce.
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ivnd some nine to twelve seeds were sown in each.

In 3-iDoh pots half the number would sutrice.

The soil should be rioh, and no drainage is

required other than some coarse manure or the

rougher portion of the soil. I prefer manure of a

tlry nature, as the roots take to this and at the
plantingout-time are a oorapaot ball.

Turves also may be used, and these are out in

l2inoh lengths, about '.i inches wide and the

same depth. The grass side is underneath and
the upper portion hollowed out slightly like a

drill. These are placed in frames oloae together
and the seeds sown in them, using some good
light compost for covering the seeds. The turves
are readily transferred to the border, drills

having been made previously to receive them.
In selecting the turves, those of a holding

nature and of good loam should be chosen. I do
not advise a sandy or gravelly material.

EARLY TURNIPS FOR AMATEURS.
This vegetable in a young state is always
appreciated, but the best results are not always
secured, as at times the amateur does not select

the best variety. I have seen many crops fail

owing to the plants running to seed. In a very
heavy clay soil much may be done by improving
the surface soil previous to sowing by adding
some burnt garden refuse or wood ashes. This
is of great benefit and much better than manure.
There are now some very early varieties, and
these differ from the old forms, as they are of

rapid growth, the roots are oblong, and some are
long like a large, thick Radish. The best are
Sutton's White Gem, which forces well on a
mild hotbed ; and Carter's Early Long Forcing, a

very fine early root which, if sown on a warm
border, matures very quickly. Another very
good early variety I grew last year which has
asmiU root, but is remarkably rapid in growth,
is Carter's Little Marvel. This is as early as

the long roots referred to, is globe-shaped and
a splendid forcing variety. For succession to
those named I do not know of any variety that
is superior to Sutton's Snowball, a beautiful root
for late spring and summer supplies and of

splendid table quality.

SUGAR PEAS AS A SUMMER
VEGETABLE.

At this time of year, when growers are busy
sowing their seeds, the Sugar Peas should be given
a trial. These are much liked on the Con-
tinent. In this country we are much too
conservative as regards vegetables, and do
not study variety sufficiently. The Sweet
Sugar Peas provide a distinct change from our
ordinary culinary Peas, and if gathered at the
right moment they are delicious. They are not
shelled, but the pods are cooked whole. Many
persons add sugar when boiling them, but this is

a matter of taste. There are not many varieties
offered for sale in this country, but there is no
difficulty whatever in getting a good form of
these from our leading seedsmen, as they are as
well known as the French Sugar or Kdible-
podded Pea. I usually make three sowings, one
early in March and the others in April and May.
The chief point in their culture is to grow them
in good land, not too closely together ; the
height averages from 4t feet to 5.^ feet The
plants continue to form fresh pods, but in an old
state these are valueless as a green vegetable.
The pods, when well grown, are thick, fleshy
and of a very delicate flavour indeed. They make
a handsome dish with poultry or white meats.

FINOCCHIO, OR FLORENCE FENNEL,
AS A VEGETABLE.

I NOTE for the first time that this vegetable
is illustrated in Messrs. Sutton's catalogue, and as
I have frequently advised its culture, I am
pleased to note its introduction. At the same
time, I should point out that it appears under
the heading of herbs ; but my note more concerns

its use as a vegetable. This plant is largely
grows in Italy, and it is strange that in France
gardeners do not grow this in quantity. There
is no ditlioulty whatever in its culture, as if

seeds are sown in April or early Mtiy in good
land in rows IS inches to 2 ft-et apart, and the
seedlings thinned from 9 inches to 12 inches
in the row, excellent produce will be secured
for the late summer and autumn supplies.

Those who like the taste of the ordinary Fennel,
the green tops of which are used for fish sauces,
will like the Florence variety, which is not so

strongly flavoured as the first-named and has a
much sweeter taste. The plant, when nearly full

grown, swells at the base, and the lower part
is not unlike a divided Shallot, but larger. This
is the edible portion, and should be earthed up
to blanch it. Treated thus it makes an excellent
vegetable. I have lifted large roots in the
autumn and kept them for a long time when
stored in sand in a cool shed. G. Wythes.

TOMATO MUIRTOWN SEEDLING.
This Scotch-raised variety is quite a good
winter-fruiting form, with medium-sized fruit of

a deep red colour. When I say that as many as

fifteen to twenty fruits in a cluster are frequently
seen, it will be readily understood that it is a
free-bearing sort and a desirable one for the
autumn and winter supplies. The fruit, too, is

shapely, with no tendency to crack, while the
flavour leaves little to be desired. Pots 9 inches
in diameter are quite large enough to carry
plants through the autumn and winter months
in a satisfactory condition. E. M.

THE FRU[T_ GARDEN.
ON THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT

OF ORCHARDS.-IL

BEFORE resuming my remarks on the
above subject, I wish to correct an
error which inadvertently appeared
in my notes recently, where it was
stated that not more than 7,000 trees

were now alive and doing well on an
estate on which 20 000 trees had been planted.
The number should have read -?",(W/ and not 7,< K H I.

Protecting Trees is the Orchard.
The orchards which I have more particularly

in mind at the moment are those associated with
farms and small holdings on country estates,

which, with few exceptions, are planted on
grass land, and in which sheep and lambs are
occasionally allowed to graze duriog the year.
Unprotected trees under such conditions are
bound to be permanently, and often irretrievably,

damaged by the bark of the stems being eaten off,

or by the stems of the trees being pressed down
by sheep rubbing against them, thereby tearing
many valuable surface fibrous roots by the
pressure, which can never be replaced, and,
moreover, the trees will scarcely ever after-

wards resume their perpendicular form or make
that satisfactory progress they otherwise would.
As a protection from sheep and rabbits there is

nothing better than stout galvanised wire-
netting, 1 inch mesh and :i leet deep, placed
round the stem of each tree and firmly secured
to three strong stakes made of iron or wood (if

of wood. Larch preferred) fixed at a distance
of 4 inches from the stem of the tree. Where
danger from rabbits is feared, the bottom of

the wire-netting should be buried in the ground
4 inches deep, otherwise the rabbits will burrow
under it. A better plan to protect orchard trees
from rabbits is to have fixed round the boundary
fence or hedge galvanized wire-netting of the
above description, thereby effectively preventing
them having access to the trees. Unfortunately,
of so little value and importance is the orchard
3onsidered by many of its owners that even
cattle and horses are sometimes allowed a free
run of it. No wonder at the high percentage of

failures among the trees when this is permitted,
as no ordinary protection is proof against
damage, whether the trees are young or old,
under such conditions. Another simple way of
protecting orchard trees against damage from
sheep is by tying firmly round the stems some
branches of Thorn trees ; against damage from
rabbits this method is not so effective.

Grass Over the Roots of Ori hard Trees.
Chiefly through the practical and scientific

experiments carried out by the Duke of Bedford
and Mr. Spencer Pickering, F.RS., at his Groce's
experimental fruit farm at Kidgmount, near
Woburn, has the disastrous effect of allowing
grass to grow over the roots of fruit trees, and
especially young ones, been so forcibly and con-
vincingly demonstrated. At any rate, there has
never before, to my knowledge, been so lurid a
light thrown on the subject as is to be seen here,
and those contemplating the planting of orchards
would do well to pay this interesting fruit farm
a visit of inspection, the same as I did a short
time since, if only to see for themselves the piti-

fully sterilising effect of allowing grass to grow
over the roots of fruit trees.

Prcning YouNii Orchard Trees.

Many growers of orchard fruit trees of high
repute, whose opinion and practice are deserving
of the utmost respect, hold that young standard
orchard trees should not be pruned at all at the
time of planting or immediately afterwards,
saying that better results are obtained by defer-
ring the pruning until the following winter.
There are others of equal standing and experience
who hold that better permanent results are
obtained by pruning the young trees the same
winter as they are planted, and I range myself
among these. The objection I have to deferring
the pruning is because the young growth which
emerges from the unpruned shoots in spring does
so from their upper part only, and, as a result,
that such shoots are left permanently bare at the
base of either shoots or fruit-spurs. Moreover,
the growth resulting from the point of the un-
pruned shoot will be less vigorous than will that
resulting from the base of the pruned shoot, and,
therefore, less able to give the young tree that
foundation of strong and robust branches so
essential to the tree's future success.

Taking, then, a newly planted standard tree of
an Apple, Pear, Plum or Cherry, it will be found
to consist of from five to six branches of the
previous year's growth. Each of these should
be pruned back to within nine or ten buds of
its base. The result of doing this will be that
at least three strong young shoots will spring
from these basal buds, adding, say, fifteen new
branches to the young tree the following year,
which will go a long way to form the foundation
of the number of branches required for the per-
manent furnishing of the trees, and in the case
of the buds left, which will probably only make
a partial offer to grow into shoots, some of them
no doubt will ultimately develop into fruit-spurs

;

therefore a double useful purpose is achieved by
pruning the shoots back. While on the subject
of pruning, I may as well follow on and give
details of the work of pruning the trees in future
years. In the case of such trees as we are con-
sidering, which have ample room for development
and which should be planted at least 20 feet apart,
there will be very little pruning to do ; certainly
no shortening back of the annual shoots made.
The yearly after-pruning of such trees should
consist only in cutting out those branches which
are inclined to grow inwards across the body of
the tree. These, if permitted to remain, would
so choke the middle of the tree with useless
growth as to make the development and ripening
of the fruitful branches in that part next to
impossible. Further than this, it would be
necessary to remove any weak or badly placed
branches likely to overcrowd the body of the
tree : but, as stated before, no shortening of the
branches of the previous year's growth phould
take place. Owen Thomas.
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INSECT FRIENDS AND
FOES.

ENTOMOLOGY is undoubtedly an im-

portant branch of garden craft, the

study of which gardeners can under-

take during the natural course of tlieir

duties. The gardener who has studied

the life-history of the various insects

that attack garden crops is more successful in

exterminating them than the gardener who relies

on the rule of thumb. Then, again, without

carelul observation and study the few insect

friends are liable to extermination.

Friends.

Bees are undoubtedly the most important

insect friends of the garden, either the familiar

humble bees or the common hive bees. These

insects have played an important part in the

evolution of fruits and flowers. Of the wasp
tribe the small solitary wasp, which is often

seen in the summer, is a useful friend in the

garden, as it collects caterpillars tor the food of

its own larv;»-. These small wasps generally

make their burrows in sandbanks, and are dis-

tinguishable from the common wasps by their

smaller size, large heads and broad stripes of

black on their sharply pointed abdomen. The
common wasps, although they wage war upon
various injurious flies, cannot be included in the

category of friends on account of their depreda-

tions upon ripening fruit ; in this case, to use an

old adage, the remedy is worse than the disease.

CoccinelUdtf (Ladybirds) should be by all

means protected. They feed voraciously upon
aphides, especially during their larval stage.

Foes.

Aphides or Plant Lire are probably the most

common of insect foes, as nearly all plants are

liable to their attacks. They damage plants in a

twofold manner—first, by sucking out the sap

and so weakening the vitality of the plant, and

secondly, by interfering with the functions of

the foliage by blocking up the breathing pores

with their excreta. The effect of weather on

aphides is great. Dry, hot and sultry weather

is favourable to them ; the same conditions

check the growth of the plant, and so the plant

lice soon overcome it. Aphides are easily

destroyed by spraying with a soft soap wash.

In the case of bean aphis, the best plan is to out

off the tops of the Beans immediately the pest is

noticed and burn or destroy in some way before

the aphides can leave them.

Red Spiders or Spinning Allies are serious pests

to get rid of when once they get a fair start.

Fruit trees and bushes are frequently seriously

damaged by their attacks, which are most

prevalent during hot, dry summers. When a

drought commences in .June and there is a

probability of it continuing, frequent syringings

with cold water will often prevent an attack.

When the webs are well established the most

drastic syringing is often unsuccessful. The
following wash is very effective when the pest

has made its appearance. Mix .Sib. of soft soap

and three gallons of paraffin with fifty gallons of

water. The soap is dissolved first in boiling

water and poured into the tub containing the

paraffin, the whole being churned up with a

syringe. The mixture is afterwards diluted to

its proper strength. It is important that soft

water should be used for this emulsion. Sulphide

of potassium is also added at the rate of lib. to

fifty gallons of wash. Apply two or three times

in succession at intervals of three days, always
with force.

The Cabbage Moth.—The caterpillar of this

moth is a great garden pest. It chiefly attacks

Cabbages and other greens. The moth appears

during the whole summer. The eggs are laid on
the leaves of plants and hatch in six or seven

days. The method of feeding of the caterpillars

varies according to the plant attacked. When
the larv* are on a Cabbage they eat their way

into the heart of the plant and foul it with moist
green excreta, which gives it a most disgusting
appearance. When attacking Turnips and other

plants it devours the leaves down to the mid-
ribs. When mature the caterpillar enters the

ground to pupate. The pupff give rise to

mature moths during the following summer.
Hand-picking is the best remedy, and should be
practised when the caterpillars first make their

appearance.
The Cabbage Root Fly —This little fly is a

perious pest on all plants of the Brassica tribe.

Attacked plants are checked in growth, their

leaves discolour and the plant falls away. The
females lay their eggs on the ground close to the

plant, and these are hatched in a week or so,

according to the weather conditions. The mag-
gots make their way to the roots, which they feed

upon. When full grown the maggots pass into

the soil a little away Irom the attacked plant,

and become pup;e. The first flies of the year
appear for their egg-laying about the end of

April, and there are probably three generations

in the year. A useful remedy is a cupful of

paraffin added to a pailful of sand, and the sand
sprinkled once a week round the stems of the

Cabbages.
The Celery Fly.—The larvaj of this fly cause

injury to Celery, tunnelling the tissues of the
leaves and feeding upon the soft juicy substance.

This causes the leaf to blister, and after a short

period it shrivels up and is utterly useless to the

plant. Sometimes the plant is killed, or the

Celery is small, green and bitter in flavour. The
fly lays its eggs singly upon the upper surface of

the leaves. The eggs are hatched in about six

days, and the larva' from them at once attack

the leaves. In about fourteen days the larv:f

change into pup;e, either remaining in the leaf

or falling to the ground. Finely powdered soot

or lime dusted over the plants while the dew is

on them prevents the flies from laying their eggs
upon the leaves. When the Celery crop has

been taken from the trenches, the earth should
be levelled and well dug, and the upper surface

buried deeply to prevent the flies from coming up.

The Onion Fly.—When the leaves of the
Onion plant become yellow and show signs of

drooping, it is evident that the maggot of the

Onion fly is at work. The flies commence to lay

their eggs in April and May upon the lower
part of the leaves of the Onion plant ; these hatch
into maggots in six or seven days, and burrow
down between the sheathing leaves into the

bulb, upon which they feed until it becomes
rotten. The insect continues in the larval stage

for fourteen or fifteen days, when it becomes a

pupa, and the fly appears in from ten to twenty
days later, according to the temperature. There
are several generations of this insect in the year,

the last batch passing the winter in the pupa
stage in the soil of the Onion-bed. Autumn-
sown Onions are not so liable to the attacks of

this fly, and those that are raised in heat early

in the year usually escape. Spraying the crop
with the mixture as recommended for red spider is

a deterrent to the fly laying eggs upon the plant,

and a mixture of sand and paraffin will prevent
the maggot from working down to the roots when
placed round the bulb as recommended for the

Cabbage root fly. Turning the ground over
deeply after the Onion crop is removed should be
done, as in the case of the Celery fly.

Good cultivation, a judicious rotation of crops

and cleanliness in regard to weeds all tend
against insect attacks. In the vegetable as in

the animal kingdom it is the weak and unclean
that are the most susceptible to attack. On
badly infested soils heavy dressings of gas-lime

applied in the autumn are very effective.

The Gooseberry Saw-Jiy.—This insect is very
troublesome in Gooseberry plantations, and when
once established it is ditfieult to eradicate. The
flies appear early in May, and the females lay

their eggs on the under sides of the leaves. In

about six days the young are hatched and com-
mence to feed on the foliage. In about four

weeks the caterpillars are mature ; they then
crawl down the stem to the ground and form
cocoons in the soil beneath the bushes. In about
twenty days the adult flies appear and proceed
in turn to their egg-laying. There are several

broods in the year ; the last remains in the cocoon
during the winter to produce the supply the
following spring. There are several dangerous
washes effective against the feeding caterpillars,

but the best remedy is to remove the surfice soil

from beneath the bushes during the winter to a
depth of 2 inches and bury it deeply in a hole
dug for the purpose. This will prevent the
chrysalis ever reaching the surface and so

destroy the supply. G. H. Webster.
Oak Cottatje, Woolion, Liverpool.

BOOJCS.
Lawns.*—This is one of the most practical

books that have been published upon the
formation and upkeep of lawns. Nothing hos
been left unsaid that the amateur or practical
gardener desires, and if satisfaction cannot be
obtained from this, then the wiser plan is to
have no lawn at all. The contents range from
an excellent introduction to the making and care
of "putting greens ' and "cricket grounds."
Several illustrations of much teaching value are
given. Here are remarks upon " mowing,"
which testify to the usefulness of the book :

" Mowing.—Among the enquiries which reach us
concerning the management of lawns, one of the
most frequent questions relates to the height
young grass should be allowed to attain beiore
it is cut. Instances come to our knowledge
where the plant is actually left untouched for
an entire season. Liwn seeds are sown to
produce a dense, short sward, not a crop of
hay. On this point there must be no mis-
understanding. Immediately it is possible
the plant should be mown. Early cutting
encourages the grasses to tiller out, and then roots
begin to fill the soil ; the mower and roller are
brought quickly into use and contribute to the
development of a smooth and even plant. The
first cutting should be made with a sharp scythe,
wielded by a practised hand. So far as a newly
sown lawn is concerned, it is unfortunate that
the skilful use of the scythe is a dying art. But
it is none the less true this is the ideal implement
for young grass. Indeed, the risk of injury
from the mower, especially from a heavy machine,
is so great that many experienced men condemn
its employment until the plant is firmly estab-
lished. Still, it is necessary in this, as in many
other concerns of life, to face facts. We are
sometimes told that there is not a man available
who can cut fine grass with a scythe. In such
cases the only alternative is the mower. Before
using it, however, a trial on old grass will prove
whether the implement is capable of making a
clean cut without tearing up the plant. For
this early work the machine should be moderate
in size. Later on a heavier mower can be
employed where desirable. In the judicious
use of the machine lies one secret of main-
taining a close sward. 1 luring severe winter
weather cutting may not be necessary for several
weeks. But early in the year, probably in Feb-
ruary, the ragged plant should be mown, and
as the season advances the need for more frequent
cutting will be evident, until, in warm moist
weather, mowing twice a week, and possibly, for
a brief period, every other day, may not be too
often. No definite rule can be stated upon this
point ; but the grass should never be allowed to
wear a neglected appearance, nor should the
work be postponed to a more convenient season.

"

Minute information is given upon soil, drainage,
grass slopes, weed seeds in soil, sowing, bird scares,

worm casts, mowing, rolling, fairy rings, moss
in lawns. A capital little book.

t "Lawns." By Sutton and Sons. Publisbed by Messrs.
Sirapkin, Marshall and Co., Limited. Price 19. May be
obtained from Messrs. Sutton and Sons.
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required in a position where stone would look

batter, rough blocks may be used ; there is no

necessity for the steps to be of uniform height

and width. As in the case of the wooden steps,

plants may be used between the stones. In this

cise, however, the dwarf Saxifrages, Aubrietias

and similar kinds can be requisitioned. In some
places flagstone pavements may be preferred, and
in such a case fairly wide crevices should be left

between the stones. In these spaces it is then

possible to insert many low-growing subjects

which will in time take away the formality of

the path. The Thyme and Saxifrages will come
in useful again in such a case.

When dealing with shallow water, a series of

large stepping-stones may be introduced, with

water plants here and there between. Water
Lilies can be seen to advantage when a person

can get about among the plants, as may be done

in the case of moderately shallow water and large

stepping-stones. These will afford a few ideas of

the manner in which informal paths may be eflfso-

tively introduced into the garden ; but many more
will doubtless suggest themselves to the owners
of gardens. W. G.

NOTES OF_THE WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

February 22.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent

Square, Westminster, 1—6 p.m. At three

o'clock the Third Masters Memorial Lecture by
Mr. A. D. Hall, M.A., F.R.S. Horticultural

Club Annual Meeting, 5 p.m. ; Annual Dinner,

6 p.m., Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, West-
minster, London.

An exhibition of intensive cul-
ture.—We have received the following note

from the Stour Valley Gardening School, Sturry

Station, Kent : "An exhibition will be held in the

Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on
Wednesday, March 23. It is hoped that those

interested in this special outdoor industry will

contribute to its success. To those who can
furnish a stall themselves we shall be pleased to

allot space free or to receive contributions, large

or small, towards a general stall. The exhibitor's

card will be displayed with each individual con-

tribution. The following will be the principal

articles exhibited: Lettuces, salads, Cauliflowers,

Cabbages, Radishes, Carrots, Turnips, Peas,

Beans, Asparagus, Rhubarb, Mushrooms, Straw-

berries, &o. The schedule will be published later

with particulars of the opening of the exhibition

and distribution of prizes and medals."

Kdinburgh public paries.— Since

the appointment of Mr. J. W. M'Hattie as head-

gardener to the Edinburgh Corporation several

years ago, vast improvements have been made in

the city gardens. At a meeting of the parks
committee the other day, a proposal by Councillor

Arbuthnot Murray to form a rock garden at the

Blackford Quarry and garden plots adjoining

was under consideration. It was ultimately

agreed to refer the question to Mr. M'Hattie to

consider and report. An additional bowling
green at Portobello was also recommended by
the committee. The committee also agreed to

recommend that leave of absence be granted to

Mr. J. W. M'Hattie to attend the Haarlem
Jubilee Flower Show, for which he had been
appointed by the Bulb Growers' Society as a
member of the jury of judges.

Boupnemoutii Gapdeners*
SOClety'a Comlng-Of-age.— Councillor

T. K. Ingram of Parkstone presided at the annual
meeting, when the usual business was transacted.

After passing the statement of accounts, the

president, vice-presidents, hon. secretary, assis-

tant-secretary, trustee, treasurer and librarian

were unanimously re-elected. A few changes
nere made in the formation of the committee.
The annual meeting marked the coming-of-age

of the Ecoiety, which has done a vast amount of

good in the town and district in the way of

encouraging residents and others to take a keen
interest in horticulture. A good programme has

been arranged for the first session of the year,

the lectures being of an interesting character.

Mr. J. B. Stevenson, the hon. secretary, was
chiefly responsible for the formation of this

society, and has been a staunch supporter of it

during the past twenty-one years. Some time

ago an appreciation of his services was shown
by the members, who presented him with a hand-

some gold watch. All the officials were heartily

thanked for their services during the past year,

and a similar honour was accorded the chairman,

who conducted the meeting in a very able and
genial manner

Gift of land fop Kiimapnocis
paPlS.—Lord Howard de Walden has just

handed over to the Town Council of Kilmarnock
five acres of land to be added to the Bean Park.

The other portion of the park was previously

given to the community by Lord Howard
de Walden, and his renewed generosity is much
appreciated, the addition to the Dean Park being

a most useful and acceptable one.

A Rose show in Boupnemouth.—
Generous gift. — W. C. Clarke, Escj.,

Michelgrove House, Bosoombe, Bournemouth, has

very kindly suggested that a Rose show be

held in his own gardens on July 1, and has

promised the funds for the prizes. The members
of the Bournemouth Gardeners' Society, in

which Mr. Clarke takes much interest, highly

appreciate his generosity, and are looking

forward with much pleasure to the visit to his

beautiful and well-kept gardens.

Tomatoes in Scotland: A show
dispute.—An interesting point was raised at

the annual show at Scone, Perthshire, in the

autumn, when Mr. N. Macpherson was awarded a

prize for four Tomatoes, but was disqualified on

the ground that the visiting committee were of

opinion that the Tomatoes were not of Mr.
Maopherson's own growing, and withheld the

prize. Mr. Macpherson threatened to bring an

action against the committee, but it was finally

agreed to ask an expert to arbitrate upon the

matter. Mr. E. Joss, superintendent of gardens,

Montrose, a thoroughly qualified man, was
selected as arbitrator. A lengthy proof was
taken by Mr. Joss, who finally gave his verdict

in favour of Mr. Macpherson. In his decision

Mr. Joss pointed out how Tomatoes can be

successfully cultivated in a cold frame, this

apparently being the question at issue. By the

treatment recommended, Mr. Joss holds, plenty

of ripe Tomatoes can be had by the third week
in August.

CORRESPON DENCE.
(The Editor is iwt respomible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents. J

Sweet Pea Evelyn Hemus.—Having
had the privilege of visiting the grounds of Miss

Hemus on two occasions last summer, I can

confidently endorse this lady's remarks on

page 38 respecting the behaviour of this

splendid Pea with her. No one could have

failed to admire the condition it presented, row

after row without a visible rogue and in perfect

character, without the much complained of streak,

and considering the quantity of blossoms that

the plants carried, gave great credit for the

standard of the exhibits that Miss Hemus
staged, the blossoms being gathered from these

heavily laden haulms. My experience has led

me to agree with the statement that this variety

resents an excess of manure, especially in a cold

season like the past year, and, like the majority

of other varieties, does best when autumn-

sown in favourable counties. Last year in these

gardens one row of Evelyn Hemus among others

did remarkably well from an autumn sowing, and
proved true in character until late in the

season. The ground had been well worked
2 feet deep, and a very moderate amount of

manure used, the soil being a light sandy loam.

I had others of this variety sown in pots in

February and transplanted on heavily manured
ground, deeply trenched, the soil being of the same
sandy nature as that for the autumn sowing, but
these proved inferior in every way. Your
correspondent " Spencer," had he seen this Sweet
Pea at Holdfast as I did the first week in June
and mid-July, would have found it behaving
contrary to his remarks on page 30. It is only
in justice to the merits of this discussed variety

that I feel it a duty to state my experience.

—

H. French, Forthampton Govxt Gardens,
Tewkesbury.

An effective combination.—I saw
last autumn (Jlematis Jackmanii flowering

profusely and rambling away among shapely
plants of Acer Negundo variegata. The bed was
1.') feet by S feet and upon grass. The effect was
distinctly good, as the dark purple blossoms of

the Clematis contristed so well with the silver-

edged leaves of the Maple. In such a combina-
tion it is necessary to restrict somewhat the

growth of the Acer and to well manure the roots

of the Clematis, thus inducing them to grow
vigorously, as the stronger the plants flourish the

more numerous and fine are the blossoms.—E.M.

Mealy bug on Vines.—I should like to

say how I have cleared a vinery of this pest. The
house is 45 feet long and ten Vines are planted in

it. They are very old and could not have been

in a worse state. I get all loose bark off' the

Vines, especially the spurs and round the eyes,

then wash with Gishurst Compound, and after-

wards paint with the following mixture : Get
some clay, and with water make one gallon to the

consistency of paint : to this add half a pint of

gas-tar, thoroughly mixing. With a half worn-

out paint-brush paint the Vines all over. It

will not hurt the buds, but the mixture must be

constantly stirred while using. I have done this

for two seasons and have just cleaned my Vines,

and do not see any sign of mealy bug upon
them. I always thoroughly wash the house. I

hope this may be of use to others, and I shall be

pleased to answer any enquiries through The
Garden.—F. B., Ban/s.

Fumigating with cyanide of
potassium,—Would you be so kind as to

favour me with particulars as to fumigating with

cyanide of potassium for destroying mealy bug ;

if you can recommend it as being effectual

in the one application, or would more be

required ; also, if the cyanide would be destruc-

tive to ordinary greenhouse plants ? My wish is

to use it in a cool conservatory where mealy bug
is very troublesome. If you could kindly favour

me with these particulars I should be most
pleased. I believe, in measuring a house to

obtain the number of cubic feet, the rule is to

multiply the length by the breadth and then by
the average height.—W. G. [In connection with

a query from " W. G. ," the Editor requests details

of " oyanidising " vineries with the object of

destroying mealy bug. First of all, it is impera-

tive to repeat a warning regarding the danger to

life attending the use of the above method, it

being believed that one inhalation of an im-

pregnated atmosphere would be fatal ; hence

the need not only of precautions against breath-

ing the poison, but also of keeping collected

while operating. The best periods to cyanidise

Vines is in spring, just before the breaking of

the buds, and in autumn, in September and
October, when the leaves are perfectly matured.

One application, while it will destroy all the

living insects, will not exterminate them, be-

cause in a diy or two others hatch from eggs,

and these, too, must be treated, letting a week
or so elapse between the applications. Once in

autumn and once in spring, if the right times

are gauged, will be enough. The materials are

measured by the 1,000 cubic feet of air to be

impregnated, and a rough-and-ready way of
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obtaining the oubic area is to multiply the length

of the struoture by its width and the height to the

eaves. To that add the amount contained in the

sloping part of the house. The materials required

are water, sulphuric acid and cyanide of potassium

at yS", though cyanide of sodium at 130° is also

used. If the structure is small, one receptacle,

which should be of basin shape and of earthen-

ware, will do ; but if the house extends to 20 feet

or more, one or more receptacles will be needed.
1 )eeidcdly the best time of the day to operate

is towards evening and preferably in cold, damp
weather, a low temperature being almost essen-

tial. The quantities to use are one of cyanide to

two of sulphuric acid to four of water, but
a fair quantity of water may be used. To
destroy bug on Vines, 3oz. to 4oz. of cyanide to

the l.OtIO feet of air are required with the other
materials in proportion : but while the leaves are

on the Vines 3nz. only should be used, and for

plants 'Joz. to iioz. The method of operating
after the close shutting of all apertures in the
house to be filled is to arrange the receptacles

at suitable distances apart, first having the
cyanide and sulphuric acid put up in proper
quantities for each. Water to the required
quantity is then placed in each receptacle, then
the sulphuric acid emptied into each and stirred

with a stick. The cyanide lying ready wrapped
in brown paper is then dropped into them one
after the other, the operator moving as quickly
as possible and leaving the structure without a
moment's delay once the last packet is dropped,
shutting and locking the door behind. By
wrapping the cyanide in stout paper, there
is no need for any of the ingenious tilting

expedients from ths outside, the production
of fumes being delayed a little till the paper
has been consumed. A 4oz. dose will have
done its work in twenty minutes, a 3oz. one
may have forty minutes, and in the case of green-
house plants, at 'ioz. per 1,000ft., there need be
no particular time for opening the ventilators,
which, if liked, may be left closed till the next
morning. To ventilate the structures set open
the doors ; then, if the gearing machinery is close
to the door, open the front ventilators, and in a
little while, covering the mouth and nostrils with
a handkerchief after taking a deep respiration,
meanwhile holding the breath till once more in
the air, open the top ventilator. " Putting on
air " is really the dangerous part of the operation.
I may add that, unless for dirty Grape Vines, I

would not recommend cyanidising, vaporising
with nicotine at the strength it is now sold being
preferable for plants, or spraying with one of the
perfectly prepared insecticides, such as Bentley's
Insecticide, which, properly applied, kills all

kinds of insects and scales. But do not expect
to effect their destruction with one application
of any of these I—R. B ]

Euphorbia Charaeias.— I should like
to thank your several correspondents for their
answers to my question about Euphorbia
Wulfenii. The Rev. W. W. Flemyng asks
whether Euphorbia Charaeias and E. Sibthorpii
are as good as E. millifera and E. Wulfenii. I
have no knowledge of E. Sibthorpii, but make
much use of E. Charaeias. The question as to
relative merit I cannot exactly answer, because
the plants have quite different uses. E. Wulfenii
is a large thing, .) feet to ti feet high, of the
boldest aspect and of colour effect when in bloom.
E. Charaeias is much smaller, under 3 feet when
at its best, and the leaves and flowers, except
for some darker markings about the flowers, are
nearly of the same colour. Its chief value, in
my own practice, is as a between plant of quiet
blue-grey colouring in colour-schemes of purples,
whites and pinks, the common Rue and
Clematis recta (out of bloom) doing the same
work. Another use for E. Charaeias is in open,
sunny, half-wild places, where the object is to
have plants that are, so to say, personally
interesting, but that are not exactly showy in
the way that is desirable in the main occupants
of flower-borders.—G. Jekvll.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Gardening Under Glass.

CUCUMBERS.—Seeds that were sown
as advised early in January will by
this time have formed plants large

enough to either pot on or plant out.

A good bottom-heat is nei;essary in

the shape of a hot-bed, in addition
to tire-heat. If it is intended to fruit the first

batch in pots, they should be plunged in the bed
as soon as they can have the final pot. In plant-

ing out, make small mounds of soil and put the
young plants in instead of repotting. It is quite

a mistake to have too much soil to start with
;

top-dressings can always be added as soon as the
roots appear on the surface. A suitable compost
for Cucumbers is a mixture of fibrous loam and
horse-manure. A night temperature of 70°

must be maintained to keep them growing freely.

Mdon8.—With the exception of soil, the same
remarks apply for these as for Cucumbers. The
soil for Melons ought to be a good stiff loam,
made very firm before planting. There is no
reason why Melons should not be grown in the
same house as Cucumbers. The same treatment
is required till the fruits begin to ripen, when it

is necessary to keep them drier.

Kitchen Garden.
Peaa.—A good sowing should now be made in

the open. Early Giant and Laxtonian are both
excellent varieties. Make the drills flat at the
bottom, 3 inches to 4 inches deep. A more even
distribution of the seed is obtained this way than
by having the ordinary V-shaped drills. The
distance between the rows must be determined
by the height of the variety. Avoid overcrowd-
ing. The space between may be utilised for
Spinach or Lettuces when the Peis are fairly

dwarf.
Broad Beans.—More of these may be sown,

choosing a variety of the Early Longpoi section.
A little wood-ash placed round those sown in

autumn will protect the plants.

The Herbaceous Borders.
Any rearrangement that is required must be

attended to without delay. Good judgment
must be brought to bear on the work. Colour
must be studied as well as the varying heights of
the subjects. A clump of Campanula persicifolia,

with yellow Iceland Poppies in front, gives a
very pleasing eff'ect. Helianthus Miss Mellish,
Anemone japonic* alba and Salvia patens go well
together. Pyrethrums are very showy, the
single varieties more so than the double. Slugs
are very fond of these, and a little Slugene
dusted round the clumps will save the young
growths. Inoarvilleas and Ostrowskias are
making a start, and one must be very careful
not to injure the growths when attending to
other plants growing near. Much has been done
in the improvement of the Heuoheras, and there
are now some fine varieties which should have a
place on every border.

Wall Gardeninu.
The undermentioned plants will be found

suitable for growing in walls : Antirrhinum
glutinosum and A. Azarina, Erinus, Edelweiss,
lyianthus in variety, Androaace lanuginosa,
Aubrietias, Alyssum, Sedums, Sempervivums,
Silene Schafta and S. alpestris, Linaria alpina
and L. alpina rosea, Saponaria ocymoides
splendens, Saxifragas in large variety, Arenaria
montana and A grandiflora, Armerias, Arabis
albida fl. -pi. , Veronica prostrata, Cheiranthus
alpinus and C. Marshallii. Regarding the
Edelweiss, as it is rather short-lived in our
climate, it is best to raise a batch of seedlings
annually. E. C. Pooley.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Ksi;.)

Onaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Broad Beans.— If part of a warm south border
can be spared, a few rows of this useful vegetable
should now be got in. The old Early Mazagan
is very suitable, being very hardy and giving a
crop earlier than the larger sorts. If space is

abundant, a few rows of Mileoross Monarch should
be put in at the same time, and will provide a
fine succession to the other.

Spinach.—Sow this valuable vegetable at fre-

quent intervals, and in quantity according to

requirements. At this early date the seed should
be sown more thickly than during the summer
months, as slugs very often attack the young
leaves immediately they show through the

ground. A good strain of the old round seeded
sort is as good as any for early work, but later

in the season Victoria and Monstrous Viroflay

are superior, providing very large, thick leaves.

Forcing Veyetablee.—Where forcing is carried

out, constant attention to the frames is necessary.

Airing requires to be seen to, and great care has
to be exercised to prevent scorching during days
of bright sunshine. When cold winds are blow-
ing, always try to tilt the sash at the end
opposite to that from which the wind is coming.
The making of the necessary hot-beds requires a
large amount of time and labour. The soil should
be put in the frames a few days before the seeds

are sown so that it may be warmed through.

This greatly aids germination and, of course,

eventually gives earlier crops. Mat well at

night during cold weather.

Herbs.—New plantations of the perennial

kinds should now be made. Very rich ground is

not necessary, but soil in fair heart should be
chosen. It is a good plan to correctly label all

herbs, as very few people know one from another,

and often the kitchen boy has considerable diffi-

culty in knowing what to cut when he gets his

orders from the cook. It is also a good plan to

leave a piece of vacant ground alongside the

perennial herbs in which to cultivate the annual
kinds. This keeps all this class of plants together,

and is obviously a benefit in many ways.

Flower Garden.
Laying Bo.c Edgings.—Where any of the Box

edgings have got out of order, now is the time
to attend to them before the rush of seed-sowing

and planting comes on next month. This is one
of the most laborious of gardening operations :

but fortunately most young gardeners take a

pride in doing it well. Where it has been
properly done before, the work is much lightened,

as the ground will be level ; but when on a

former occasion the laying of the edging has

been carelessly performed, much time and patience

are necessary to get all put into a neat condi-

tion. It is hardly necessary to enter more fully

into details of this important work, as every
trained gardener has had his share of it at one
time or another ; if he has not, he is more
fortunate than the writer, who must have laid

many miles in his day.

Other Edgings.—Very few other plants are so

serviceable as Box for edgings, although some,
like our garden Pinks, Auriculas and Primroses,

are very beautiful and effective during their

flowering season. They all, however, require

much more attention than the Box, and are so

much easier damaged with feet or tools, besides

being even worse harbours for slugs and other

vermin. A very beautiful edging for large

herbaceous borders is made by forming a sort of

dwarf, narrow rockery along the front, and
planting with low-growing or creeping alpines

like the Mossy Saxifrages, Aubrietias, Lithosper-

mum prostratum, dwarf Campanulas and others.

This form of edging should not be made too

formal in outline, or the effect will be spoiled.

More attention should certainly be paid to

edgings. C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq )

Preston ffousc, Linlithgow.
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THE GREENHOUSE
SPINELESS OPUNTIAS.

THE ordinary kinds of Opuntia, or

Prickly Pear as they are familiarly

called in Texas and other places, are

well known by reason of their

flattened, or occasionally almost
cylindrical, intensely spiny branches

;

but there are a few sorts from which the

spines are almost or entirely absent, and
examples of these are shown in the aoonm-
panying illustration. It seems difficult to find

any authentic information as to how these

spineless forms have originated, though some
people claim to have helped in the matter by
selection and cultivation. An allied genus called

Nopalea has much in common with Opuntia so

far as branches go, but the spines are few in

number or entirely absent, and this genus may
have helped in the production of the so-called

spineless Cacti.^Some of the species of Nopalea

lodostry, March, 1905) a good account of the

uses of Prickly Pear for stock feeding is

given, and various preparatory methods are

described. A rough-and-ready way is to chop
up the stems, either with an axe or spade or by
machinery, into squares from 1 inch to 2 inches

across. With these cotton-seed meal is mixed, and
animals are fed twice a day. Another method
is to go over the bushes as they stand and slash

off as many as possible of the spines ; the cattle

follow on and browse on the cleared branches.

This method is said to result in very dense, im-

penetrable hedges in places. Other ranchers
light a wood fire and lay the branches on. The
spines are very dry and inflammable, and quickly
burn. The branches are then turned over so

that both sides are cleared. They are then given
to cattle. In still other cases a flare lamp or

gasoline torch is used to burn off the spines as the

plants stand. The best method, however, appears
to be to steam the branches, and the method is

described by which a large quantity may be done
at once. After steaming for ten hours the spines

were^quite harmless. ; Any one of these methods.

SPINELESS CACTI: OPONTIA FICUS INDICA VAEIETIKS BEARING FRUIT AND O. INERMIS IN

THE CBNTKB.

are N. coocinellifera, N. angustifrons and N.
dejecta.

To us in England it may appear a small matter
as to whether an Opuntia bears spines or not, but
to the farmers or ranchers in Texas, Louisiana,
Mexico, Queensland, South Africa and other
places it is of vital importance. In some arid
regions, particularly in Texas, Opuntias form an
important article of fodder, especially in the
winter season, and it is said that in some parts,

were it not for the Prickly Pear, stock would
have to be reduced by one-half under favourable
conditions, while in times of excessive drought
cattle life would be almost impossible without
this plant. The spiny character of the Opuntia,
however, causes a great amount of work, for

cattle are unable to get at the succulent stems
unless the spines are first removed. Even after

a certain amount of work has been done, the
spines are often imperfectly got rid of, and great
pain and suffering is caused to stock by the
mouth, tongue and nostrils becoming full of spines.

In Bulletin No. 74 of the United States
Department of Agriculture (Bureau of Plant

however, entails endless work and expense, and
the production of spineless forms in quantity
would be a boon to ranchers.

la the places where Opuntias grow naturally,

and in those where they have been naturalised,

grass is often sciroe, and to import hay would
be almost impossible for a large stock of

cattle, while hay-fed cattle require a fair

amount of water. On the other hand, the

Opuntia grows rapidly in hot, dry regions, and
its succulent branches enable stock to do with
the minimum amount of water. When stock
are first fed on Prickly Pear, they are said to

become very bloated, so that the advice is to

commence with small quantities. In full feed

anything from 56lb. to lOdlb. of Pear and 2Ib. to

,31b. of cotton-seed meal may be given per day.

In the above-mentioned bulletin an experiment
is mentioned where a number of cattle were fed

on 55 031b. of Pear and 2 51b. of cottonseed
meal a day each for 105 days, and the average
gain in weight per animal per day was 1 "olb.

Other experiments are quoted relative to milking
cows, which prove that satisfactory results

regarding milk and butter are obtained from
feeding with these plants.

The two outer pieces of plants shown in the
illustration are supposed to be a spineless
form of the common Prickly Pear (Opuntia
Fieus indica, or 0. decumana as it is sometimes
called), and the other has been given the name
of 0. inermis. When the value of the Opuntia
is appreciated as a foodstuff, it will be readily
understood what a boon spineless forms would
be to ranchmen, and it is to be hoped that these
spineless forms will retain their present character
and adapt themselves to the natural conditions
of growth under which the spiny species
luxuriate. The main question would appear to
be whether the spineless forms will withstand
intense sun-heat so well as the spiny forms.
Opuntias are among the easiest things imagin-

able to grow, for every section of branch will root,

while if the flat sections are cut up into pieces, each
piece will form roots and a separate plant. In some
countries to which they have been introduced
they have become so abundant as to be a nuisance.
In this country, except in a few cases, the
Opuntias and their allies require indoor culture.

A few dwarf-growing species may, however, be
cultivated on rockwork in the warmer parts of

the country.
The fruits as seen in the accompanying illus-

tration are those of the Prickly Pears of com-
merce. In some countries they are used largely
for their cooling properties. Another use to

which some of the Opuntias and the allied

Nopalea coccinellifera are put is as host plants
on which to cultivate the celebrated cochineal
insect. Mexico was formerly the centre of the
industry, but the Canary Islands, parts of the
Mediterranean region and other places now par-
ticipate in the trade. Many hundreds of tons of

the insects are required annually to satisfy the
world's demand for the famous colouring

matter. I).

SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUM
EUREKA.

This pure white graceful single Chrysanthemum
is one of the most decorative varieties I know,
and when well grown is much admired,
both as a pot plant and when the flowers are
cut. This variety is a vigorous one, as
will be seen by the illustration. We had
about a dozen similar plants, and each would
measure about li feet by 6 feet if staked out.

The cuttings were rooted in .January and
potted on in due course. The plants were fed
with Le Fruitier and Bentley's Manure, and
syringed every fortnight with sulphide of

potassium, which I consider the best preven-
tive of rust, but it must be applied regularly.

The plants were stood on a hard bottom,
exposed to the sun all day, and syringed every
afternoon when no rain had fallen. I consider
single Chrysanthemums very effective for decora-
tive purposes and a change from the large
blooms. I am not saying anything against large
blooms, because I like them as well as the
singles. A good bowl of large blooms one night
and of singles the next makes an effective change,
especially when about eighteen large blooms are
used in a huge bowl.
Another fine single variety is Cannell's White.

This was admired and coveted by everybody,
and when grown well and disbudded it makes
large but graceful flowers. A charming com-
panion is Cannell's Crimson, a beautiful flower

by artificial light. Good flowers can be obtained
from the varieties Mrs. F. S. Vallis, Sir William
Acland, Mrs. F. W. Vallis and Charles Becket if

grown in bush form. I grew them in this way
last season for trial, and the experiment proved
eminently satisfactory, as many had fifteen to

eighteen flowers of large size. The same culture
should be extended, and all the stems dis-

budded for the production of first-class flowers.

One stake only should be used for each plant,

and the shoots strung up with matting.
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as was done with the one shown in the illustra-

tion. It is a mistake to utilise the room in the

pots with such a lot of stakes, as one sometimes

finds, to say nothing of piercing and mutilating

the roots when inserting the stakes.

Thv Oardens, Le.onarddee.. W. A. CoOK.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
MELON-GROWING IN FRAMES AND

HOUSES.
k LARGE increase in the cultivation of the

/% Melon among the amateur gardeners

/ % of our islands has been witnessed
/ \ during the past few years. The
I \. ever-increasing interest manifested

by all classes of society to cultivate

some kind of garden produce— fruit, 6ower or

vegetable—and the many excellent varieties of

Melons placed on the market by
the leading firms have served to

bring about the conditions jutt

named.
The season of 1909 was not one

of the best for Melon-growing in

frames, owing to the absence of

sun and the cold, wet days which
so frequently occurred during the

whole year ; consequently, many
growers had to acknowledge
failure, especially where material

for hot-beds was limited and the

heat from linings was not well

maintained. Another source of

failure with many frame-grown
Melons is making too early a

start in the spring and getting

the plants starved in their early

stages of growth. It is better

by far to wait a month and go
right ahead without a check.

Many growers of Melons select

March as a month in which to

commence operations with hot-

beds and frames ; but unless a

good supply of fermenting
material can be depended upon,
it would be well to defer the

work until the middle of April.

Materials should be got together
and thoroughly mixed by fre-

quently turning them over during
a period of two or three weeks
previously. The frequent turn-

ings get rid of a lot of the fiery

heat generated by the mass and
sweeten the whole ready for

making up into a bed. Two good
heaped cartloads of manure to a
frame-light is none too much
material with which to make a
start. The bed should be 5 feet

to 6 feet longer and wider than the frame
used, so as to allow plenty of room for heaping
hot material round the sides. This latter pre-

caution is very essential in the early stages of

the work, as sudden sharp snaps of frost may be
experienced during April and May. Mats also

should be used to conserve the heat by night,

and only in the very hottest months of the year
should these latter and linings be dispensed with.

Soil for Melon-growing, if good and strong in

quality, needs but little addition in the way of

manures or fertilisers. Placed in heaps of about
a bushel, or in ridges, under the centre of each
light, a few days before planting, it will become
thoroughly warmed, and when the bed has fallen

to a temperature of about 80° planting may be
proceeded with, either using plauts raised before-

hand in pots, or two seeds may be sown in each
heap, subsequently selecting the strongest of the
two plants to remain. The plants should be
pinched at the second rough leaf, and the two
new shoots again pinched at about the fifth or

sixth leaf, afterwards allowing the plants to run,

when fruiting blooms will be freely formed upon
the next lot of shoots produced. Select four to

six of the best of these blooms, as nearly alike as

possible, and fertilise on a bright morning towards
eleven o'clock, when the plants and blooms may
be expected to be dry. Keep the plants from
overcrowding by pinching all superfluous growth
clean out.

Watering is an important factor in Melon-
f^rowing and must be attended to at all times, using

lepid water both for the roots and for syringing
purpcies. A light spraying morning and after-

noon up to the time the blooms are ready for fer-

tilising, and then again after it is seen they are

swelling freely, will keep insect pests in check,
but must be discontinued immediately colouring

begins. Frequent top-dressings will help the plants

immensely, and should be applied as soon as the
white root tips show through the mounds of soil.

Melon-growing in houses is far easier and
attended with better results usually than is

Varieties are numerous and, to the uninitiated,

present a difficulty in selection as in other phases
of horticulture. Hero of Lookinge is an old

favourite, and needs no comment except that it

holds its own with the best of the new-comers
both for quality and ease of culture. Sutton's

Triumph and Sutton's Scarlet are both excellent

varieties either for house or frame. Webb's New
Masterpiece and Pride of Stourbridge are two
reliable varieties and worth a trial. The Paris

Cantaloupe has come to the fore somewhat since

the recent French gardening boom, and may be
grown in a cool frame, but for flavour will not

compare with any of the previously mentioned
varieties, and it may be grown under cooler con-

ditions. One other variety which should appeal

to the amateur who has a frame but no heating
material is Sutton's Open-air Scarlet -fleshed

Melon. We grew six plants last season in frames

without any heat whatever, and gathered
twenty-five nicely ripened fruits of good flavour

averaging from three-quarters of a pound to

l.Ub. in weight. It is said to be
hardy and will fruit in the open
air during a normal summer, but
of this I cannot speak. Under
glass it did well and repaid all

the trouble taken with it.

J. C. Wadd.
The Oardens, Ratclijje. Houne,

Knighton, Leirexfer.

THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

DAFFODIL NOTES.

E

ONE OF THE SINGLE OHRYSANTHEMtTMS : EUREKA.

experienced under preceding conditions, owing
to the heat being better controlled. Hot-water
pipes usually run under the slate bottom on
which the bed is placed, thus ensuring a uniform
temperature at the roots, while the rest of the

house is heated by other pipes placed conveniently
for the purpose. A small bed is made up on
which the mounds of soil are placed, and the

plants are trained to trellis wires overhead.
Before pinching the plants let them reach the

top of the trellis first and then pinch, after

which they will make side growths all the way
up.

Proceed as for frames in the matter of selection

and fertilisation, watering, top dressing, syring-

ing, &C. , also remember that Melons like a fair

amount of fresh air during all stages of growth,
and rarely need shading as do Cucumbers.
February is quite early enough in the year to

begin Melon culture in houses, and but little

good will result from earlier beginnings as

compared with a February start.

^ARLY FLOWERS IN
POTS.—Last autumn
I potted up some
Golden Spur from
Holland and some
from the Channel

Islands on the same day, and
since then they have lived under
precisely similar conditions. The
result is what I have so often

observed before, viz., that the

Dutch ones were a few days
later than the others. I feel

convinced that those who cater

for the public do not realise the

great difference that there is in

early and late ripened bulbs, or

they would advertise the fact in

their lists. Later on in the

season the difference is not nearly

so marked. Another factor which
was brought to my notice some
years ago is that there is a differ-

ence in the flowering time of

bulbs that have been one and two
years in the ground. The latter

are the earlier. This fact may sometimes account

for some bulbs flowering so much in advance of

others in the same pot.

Double White Narcissm Going Blind.—I have
been asked if there is any cure for this. As far

as I know, there is none. I have tried planting

in different positions and in both light and heavy

soils, and the result has always been much the

same—a certain proportion will go blind, do what
I will. I always say that there is a fortune

waiting for the grower who can solve this

problem satisfactorily. Perhaps some readers of

The Garden will give us in the next week or

two their experience. I imagine the best results

will be found where the soil is on the heavy side,

rich and deep, and where the position is cool.

Shoirg, lOm.—I hope in the course of two or

three weeks to refer to this subject at greater

length than I do now. Two or three new
r>affodil shows are to be held this year, and then

there is the great .Jubilee Bulb Show at Haarlem.

I visited a similar but, of course, a very much
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smiUer show at Hillegom last spring. Dutch
bulb shows are not always affairs of one or two
days in some hall or tent, as ours are in England,

but more often large open spaces or parks

are planted, wherever it is possible, with
larger or smaller masses of different varieties

and species of flowers. In the one at Hillegom,

in addition to the other kinds of bulbs, there

were about KJO varieties of Daffodils, which
could thus be seen and studied under more or

less normal garden conditions, and their habit,

floriferousness, time of flowering and general

effect noted for future use. The great .Jubilee

show will be on the same, but far more ample,

lines, and a visit on one or more of the four

can withstand drought by the formation of its ' and the little Narcissus cyclamineus are excep-
foliage. Nature sometimes prevents undue tions to this rule, and Liliums flowering during
evaporation through the leaves by covering them the summer months must also be considered

with hairs and woolly substances, as in the case apart. All stem-rooting varieties, such as L.

of Artemisias, Miller's Dust and many of the
|

auratum, should be avoided, but such as L.

Salvias. For the same reason leaves are some- candidum (the common garden Lily) which root

times coated with a thin layer of wax, which from the bulb only, appreciate drought in

gives them a blue tint. Foliage of this kind is moderation. To summarise, annuals, bulbs and
said to be glaucous. Fleshy swollen leaves are plants with long, deep or swollen roots, woolly,

a well-known sign of drought • withstanding glaucous or swollen fleshy leaves, and plants

properties. This tendency is to be found in its

most exaggerated form among tropical Cacti,

but it also exists among more hardy subjerits,

Houseleeks, Stoneorops, &o. , being good examples.
Sea Pinks,

which grow on sea-shores are, as a rule, well
suited to dry soils. There are, of course, a few
exceptions, but these are not numerous.
The Cistuses, Tamarisks and Brooms previously

mentioned are particularly satisfactory, and will

thrive even on a bank of gravel ; in fact, such a
Plants from the sea-shore, such as

occasions when the display out of doors will 1 sometimes called Thrift, and the Statice or Sea

be augmented by what we Britishers usually Lavender, are suitable for dry soils. This may situation is preferable to one more fertile, for

call "a flower show" will amply repay the at first seem strange, as the two groups named unless these plants are starved they frequently

cost and time of a journey to Haarlem. 1 often grow so near the water that they are grow freely, but produce no flowers. Other

Another show to which 1 would
particularly call attention is the

Forced Bulb Show of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Vincent
Square on March 8 and 9. As
one of those who urged the trial

of such a show last spring, I feel

a pardonable pride in knowing
that the council considered it

such a success that they have
marked their appreciation of its

value by extending it this year
from one to two days. It is

related of a famous Scotch
millionaire that he sent for his

minister when he felt his end
approaching, and asked if he
thought a gift of a few thousands
for his church would have any
effect on the future. " I don't
know," quoth the minister, " but
it is an experiment well worth
trying." So say I to those who
are wondering if a visit to the
Forced Bulb Show will repay
them and if they will be able

to get any "wrinkles" or "tips"
when they are there: "I don't
know, bttt it is an experiment
well worth trying.

"

Joseph Jacob.
[These notes will be continued

at frequent intervals during the
Daffodil season.

—

Ed. 1

In these
given.

PLANTS SUITED TO
DRY SOILS.

A DRY, sandy soil may, of course,
be made more retentive and
fertile by intermixing with it a
([uantity of strong loam and
manure ; but seldom can a favour-
able result be obtained without
much labour and expense. It is,

therefore, often advisable, and
sometimes necessary, that plants
suited to the natural soil be
chosen rather than that the soil

be made to accommodate the plants,
notes a short list of suitable plants is

and attention is drawn to the commoner
characteristics of drought- resisting plants, so
that readers to some extent may be enabled to
judge for themselves whether a plant they admire
18 likely to thrive on a dry soil. One of the
commonest means plants have of surviving
drought is that of producing exceedingly long
roots, which obtain moisture from the subsoil
when the earth near the surface is parched and dry.
Good examples of this section are to be found in the
Cistuses, Helianthemums, Tamarisks, Cytisuses
(Brooms), Oriental Poppies, Japanese Anemones
(Windflowers), &c. This deep rooting tendency
is sometimes coupled with that of swollen roots,
in which moisture and food are collected and
stored, as in the case of Gypsophilas and Pseonies.
It is also often possible to tell whether a plant

shrubs nearly as good are Box,
Berberis, Fuize, < llearias, Hyperi-
cums and Forsythias. Thorns,
Pines and Beech are among the
most suitable of trees. In
addition to the herbaceous plants
given as examples, Eryngiums or

Sea Hollies, Polygonums, Pinks,
Arabis, Aubrietias and Staehys
lanata deserve recommendation ;

but of small plants the House-
leeks (Sempervivums) are worthy
of special note, for, as the illus-

tration shows, they will grow
almost without soil on the bare
face of the rock. The common
Houseleek (S. tectorum) is hand-
some, but the one illustrated, a
variety of S. Funokii known as

S. F. aqualiensis, is more flori-

ferous. S. tristis, with bronze
leaves, is very effective, and S.

arachnoideum (the Cobweb
Houseleek), a small species with
grey leaves, over which a delicate

network of web-like hairs is

formed, possesses a decided
charm. L. G.

ROSE GARDEN.

S'

A PLANT FOR DRY SOIL: SEMPERVIVUM FDNCKII AQUALIENSIS AT KEW.

partially submerged daily ; but vegetation can
only absorb salt water very slowly, so that,

though these plants always have a good supply
of water at hand, they are really almost always
dry.

As a whole annuals are well suited to dry land ; „ . .

but Sweet Peas are a notable exception. These i
discard such varieties as Mrs. John Laing, Ulrich

ROSES AT THE LAST
SEPTEMBER SHOW.

AYS a critic, when com-
menting on the recent
September (autumn)
Rose show of the
National Rose Sosiety
of England: 'Looking

round the show, one could noc
help noticing how our old friends

the Tea Roses have lost their

pride of place ; it does not seem
so long since Teas were beside the
Hybrid Teas. The day of Teas
is to a large extent over, and for

ordinary outdoor culture we do not need many of

them when the Hybrid Teas are so much hardier,

and when they are their equal in every kind of

colouring and far superior in size. The Hybrid Per-

petual is also, more or less, a vanishing quantity,

though we shall probably not be in a position to

will, of course, thrive on a light soil if it be

deeply dug and well supplied with manure and
water, but they are quite incapable of surviving
lengthy periods of drought. On the other hand,
the Purslane (Portulaca grandiflora) and the

Mesembryanthemums, on account of their swollen
leaves, and the Eschscholtzias, owing to their

deep-rooting habits, are to be particularly

recommended.
Nearly all spring-flowering bulbs will grow

and thrive on dry soils, for they die down before

drought sets in. American Dog's-tooth Violets

Brunner, Captain Hayward and others, which
will readily occur to one's mind. I should

have mentioned Hugh Dickson and Frau Karl

Druschki, but am doubtful if these have not as

much right to be called Hybrid Teas as Hybrid
Perpetuals.' " Commenting on the dressing of

Rose blooms, it is mentioned : "The worst feature

of the show was the overdressing of the blooms,

the most noticeable example being the second-

prize stand in the premier class for thirty-six

blooms, which, although it contained the finest

blooms in the show, was relegated to second
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place, because, as one of the judges said, the

flowers looked like Water Lilies instead of Roses.

"

—Journal of Horticulture (Australia).

A RAMBLING ROSE.
TnK accompanying illustration shows the beauty

of a rambling Rose when the plant is allowed

full play. Its growth is tremendous, so much so

that strong stakes are necessary to support the

flower-laden stems. We have never seen a richer

abundance of blossom. The photograph was

kindly sent by Mr. Martineau of Eaher.

ROSE JOTTINGS.
With the advent of brighter and seasonable

weather, work among our Roses will increase

rapidly, and so will the anxieties about the first

crop of flowers under glass. All growers will

readily admit the all-important need for light

and as much sunshine as the plants can stand

when we are so favoured ; but it is none the less

advisable to give a slight break against the glare

of sun through clear glass at midday during

early spring. Sheltered from the cooler outside

atmosphere, this glare is sometimes very trying

to young growth, especially if it comes sud-

denly after several days of dull weather. And
yet it is full early to whiten or otherwise shade

the glass except during these short and rare

periods. A few sheets of paper may be tacked

up inside the house for an hour or two with very

little trouble, and will well repay for the atten-

tion. To allow young growth to droop or other-

wise show distress is harmful. Considerable

help can be aft'orded by damping the paths and

borders or pouring water between the pots,

giving a very slight overhead sprinkling as soon

as safe from sun-burning. This is much better

than admitting outside air to ease the rising

temperature, and does not run so great a risk of

mildew. Of course, as the season advances, so

will the attacks from insects, and I only wish to

remind others that we cannot begin to battle

against these too early.

As soon &% the flower-buds are visible, liquid

manure v. ill be very useful for pot plants ; but

do not give this to those growing in borders

without being sure they have a thorough soak-

ing. There surface watering is not sufficient,

nor does it need doing so frequently as is often

practised if we do it freely upon fewer occasions.

In a number of oases a climbing Rose is planted

in such a position that a great number, often the

majority, of its roots are growing in the outside

soil, and it is only reasonable to cover this with

litter or stable manure. If a few boards can be

laid on this, so as to tilt off excessive rain, it will

be better. Cold moisture is out of character with

the roots that must be active to feed the growth
progressing under quite ditfafent conditions.

The growing laterals from the shoots of

climbers should not be allowed to touch the

glass, which carries such extremes of tempera-
ture, or the most important part, the tips, will

be injured at the cost of many blossoms. It will

pay to untie and arrange a few inches further

from the glass. If a sharp spell of frost sets in,

I find it a good plan to fasten a mat over the

glass when it is very close to the Rose growth.
Very little cover will keep the glass from being
frozen when helped by the inside heat. The
avoidance of checks to growth is a great factor

among forced Roses, and it pays to take this

little extra care upon a few occasions.

Roses want a free drainage when in pots, but
it is not necessary to take up so much room with
potsherds as some do. Half-inch bones can be

used after the first well-laid crock is in position,

and will give food and afford capital drainage.

That the roots of Roses appreciate this class of

drainage is clear by the free way in which they
grow among the bones. The ammonia from liquid

manures obtained from the stable or cowstall is

a great help to the foliage when it can be used
without detracting too much from the grower's
pleasure, but care must be taken not to spatter

the liquid upon any young foliage. In the open
dwarl stocks for budding upon during the

coming summer should be planted now. Do
not plant deeply, but draw some soil around the

stems to help them for a time, which can be

removed when budding. A. P.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
iSKJlNOTES ON VEGETABLES.

INT IN BO.XES.—Amateurs who are

specially desirous of having an early

supply of this indispensable herb
can easily secure it by lifting strong,

healthy roots from the garden and
putting them in boxes, with a little

loamy soil, in the greenhouse. Absolutely no
trouble beyond that indicated, which is practi-

cally none, and keeping the soil pleasantly moist

is involved, and the results are sure to meet with
the approbation of the ladies of the family.

Shallots. — During recent years the large

Russian or Jersey Shallots have gained immensely
in favour among exhibitors ; but those who desire

thoroughly cleared of even the smallest tuber

each year, they will come up in all directions

and worry the tidy gardener ; but, properly

treated, they will provide a most useful change

crop for winter, and the plants during growth
will form a very serviceable screen in the garden.

Tubers of good shape should be planted 12 inches

to 1.5 inches asunder in lines 4 feet to .') feet apart

in February, and the site must previously have
been thoroughly prepared by digging ; but fresh

manure is neither necessary nor desirable in land

in good heart.

Onions for Exhiiution.—No time must be

lost in sowing the seeds of Ailsa Craig or other

favoured Onion to produce heavy bulbs for

exhibition during the forthcoming season. Boxes

at least 9 inches in depth should be utilised, and
the compost may consist of three parts of loam and
one part each of sweet manure and leaf-mould,

with a sufficient addition of sharp sand to ensure

perfect porosity. The surface must be made
firm and level, and the seeds should be set

.3 inches asunder in all directions. After sowing
place the boxes in the greenhouse and maintain

the soil in a pleasantly moist condition at all

stages, for if once it becomes as dry a<i du'>t one

^^ri^ ;->.=«

-^"^^*•
• J f.

A MASS OF RAMBLER R03F.S IN A SURREY GARDEN.

to grow perfect bulbs, suitable for pickling, will

always pin their faith to the old-fashioned English

variety, which grows in clusters and is so excellent

in all important respects. Compared with it the

big ones are of little or no value other than as

Onions, and when these are required it seems
natural to grow one or more of the many ex-

cellent varieties in commerce. To grow Shallots

well they must go into good soil some time during
February, and the earlier the planting can be

done the better. Deep cultivation, to encourage

perfect root action, is essential, and there must
be an abundant supply of available food in the

ground. Provide these conditions, make the soil

moderately firm, press the bulbs well down until

the apex is just clear of the surface, and in due
course there will be splendid clusters of small

bulbs, which are admirably adapted for their

special purpose—pickling. Although early plant-

ing is so desirable, no attempt must be made to

do the work until the soil is in proper condition,

or the results will be the reverse of satisfactory.

.Ierusalf.m Artiohokes.^Whether these will

become a nuisance or remain a valuable vegetable

garden crop will depend largely upon the grower.

If they are not planted afresh, and the land

may just as well give up all hopes of producing

the finest bulbs, since it appears to be impossible

to persuade the plants to grow quite clear of the

check thus given. In no circumstances must the

plants be hurried along, and as they make pro-

gress they should be kept well up to the glass to

prevent a drawn growth. The earlier they can be

removed with safety from the greenhouse to the

cold frame the better, but the fact that uninter-

rupted progress is absolutely essential to success

must never pass from the mind of the cultivator.

Early Peas.—The amateur who possesses a

greenhouse and a cold frame ought to know that

he has the conveniences necessary to grow Peas

which will yield excellent pickings at least two
weeks in front of sprint; sowings out of doors.

The trouble is little and the returns so gratifying

that one wonders why all do not adopt the

system. Sowings can be either in boxes or pots,

according to convenience ; but the former are

better as providing more root-room and economis-

ing space in the house. Set the seeds .3 inches

asunder, keep the soil moist, grow the plants

sturdily, remove them to a cold frame as early

' as possible, plant out in April, and the crop will

be more than welcome. H. .J.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
THE MAKING OF HOT-BEUS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.— In those

gardens where the soil is naturally

well drained and of a more or less

sandy character a sowing of Parsnips

may be made towards the end of the

week, providing, of course, that the

bed is in a suitable condition for sowing. Make
drills an inch or rather more deep and a foot

apart and scatter the seeds thinly in them, taking

care, if the wind is very strong, that they do not

get blown away. For this early sowing it is a

good plan to prepare some finely sifted soil of a

sandy nature (old potting soil answers well) for

covering the seeds, which are less likely to rot

when treated thus. Rhubarb and Seakale out-

doors should be covered with pots made for the

purpose, or, failing these, old tubs or boxes may
be used. Around and over these pack a good
thickness of fresh stable manure. The heat

caused by the fermentation of this will do much
to forward the desired crop of leaf-stalks. The
present is a good time to make new planta-

tions of Rhubarb, selecting medium-sized roots

with good bold crowns for the purpose. The
soil should have been previously deeply dug and
heavily manured.

Flower Qarden.— It is a good plan at this time
to go over the Primrose and Polyanthus plants

and mark a few that show signs of shortly pro-

ducing a heavy crop of flowers. These may be
lifted with good balls of earth and roots and
potted into pots just large enough to take them
with a little new potting soil of ordinary character

added, taking care to make this firm. After
potting, stand the plants in a cold frame for a
week or so, after which they may be taken to a

cool greenhouse, where they will quickly open
their blossoms and provide a brilliant display for

a very small outlay of time and trouble.

Rose Garden.—Providing the weather is not
very cold and frosty now, the protection afforded

to bush and standard Roses may be partially or

totally removed, otherwise it is likely to do
more harm than good. The buds which are pro-

tected are likely to commence growing, and
then when they are uncovered later, and cold

winds are experienced, they will in all proba-
bility be severely injured. What we must aim
at is to keep the buds at the bases of the shoots
dormant until all fear of injury by frost or cold
winds is past, a task that is not always an easy
one. The protecting material should be kept
near the plants, so that it can be replaced
should very cold weather supervene.

I.—AN ORDINARY HEAP OF MANDRE, VDITE
UNSUITABLB FOB A HOT-BBD UNLESS
PROPERLY PREPARED.

Greenhouses and Frames.—The present is a busy
time in this department. All bedding plants

in frames must be given attention, picking off

all dead leaves. They will require more water
now than they have done in the past. Ventilate
freely, whenever the weather is fine, those frames
containing such plants as Calceolarias and
Pentstemons, and on very bright days the lights

may be entirely removed. Zonal Pelargoniums
for bedding that were rooted in boxes should now
be potted up singly into .S-inoh pots, using soil

composed of loam two parts and sand one part for

the purpose. Old plants that were potted up
and kept over the winter will by now have
made new growths, and where there is likely to

be any shortage these shoots may be taken off,

made into cuttings, planted separately in small
pots of sandy soil, and placed on a shelf near the

glass in a warm greenhouse. Under these con-

ditions they will quickly root, and may subse-

quently be grown on for bedding-out at the end
of May. They will not make such large

specimens as those rooted in the autumn, but
they will be most useful for mixing with the
larger plants and so help to fill up the beds.

Seeds of Lobelias and Verbenas should be sown
without delay, or, where cuttings from old stock

plants are available, these shou.d be taken and
planted at once. Use sandy soil for both seeds
and cuttings. In the case of that beautiful

Verbena Miss Willmott, the cuttings ought to be

planted in pure silver sand, which must be kept
moist. This variety does not produce seeds, and
for this reason it must be propagated by means
of cuttings, which are not easy to root in the

ordinary way. A. A.

HOTBEnS AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.
In gardens of any size, glass houses and erections

of a varied character are to be found. They
have their uses in all seasons, and they are

especially valuable in the early months of the

year, when so nuny plants and seedlings are

raised under the artificial conditions that are

made to prevail therein. Not seldom, the one or

more greenhouses are unduly crowded with
numerous tender subjects in February, March
and April, simply waiting for the more genial

weather of late spring, when many of the occu-

pants may be transferred to cold frames to

harden oft' preparatory to planting them in beds
and borders outdoors when all danger of frost is

over. In such circumstances the use of a hot-bed
is an inestimable boon, as by its aid it is possible

to propagate many of the tender bedding plants

that still find favour in numerous gardens, and
seedlings in great variety may be raised with
comparative ease in this simple creation.

Many amateur gardeners and others are de-

terred from making a hot-bed because they do not

know how to proceed. The present is an excel-

lent period in which to begin operations, and, if

the hot-bed is to be all that the beginner hopes it

will be, it is of the highest importance that the

work should be properly done. In almost every
garden accommodation maybe found for a hot-bed,

and, as a load or two of good horse-manure is the

chief factor in its creation, there should be little

difficulty in obtaining this at a small cost. Those
readers who do not know how to go about it

may, upon enquiry at any local stables, usually

arrange for a few loads of manure to be delivered

at a suitable time, and if hard weather should
prevail so much the better, as the roads and
paths are less likely to be damaged when the

ground is frozen hard.

The horse-manure should be used as it comes
fresh from the stables. If the weather is very
wet, it is a good plan to cover the heap with

sacks or any other rough material to carry off

the rain. As soon as convenient after the
delivery of the manure, the heap should be turned
over thoroughly in order to give it a good mixing.
To teach the beginner how to proceed I have
endeavoured to illustrate the making of a hot-

bed from the commencement. Fig. 1 shows a
load of manure just as it is shot out of the cart.

Not only should the heap be turned over, but
each forkful should be given a thorough shaking
so that the straw and manure become evenly
mixed, and then placed in a heap to ferment.
After an interval of two or three days the heap
should be turned over again, giving each suc-

cessive forkful of the manure a thorough shaking
as before. Endeavour to build the heap in

conical form, and in the process place the outside

2.—A HEAP, OF HORSE-MANURE IN CODIiSE OF,,,

PREPARATION FOR A HOT-BED. NOTE
THAT IT IS BEING WELL SHAKEN UP AND
THAT LEAVES ARE EKIN(; MIXED WITH , IT.

material into the centre and rice versa. This

process should go on for a week or more, by
which time the heap should be uniformly moist.

I sliould have mentioned earlier that in the

event of any of the material being unduly dry,

it should be moistened by the aid of water
applied with a rosed can.

It is well to point out here that, were the

heap used as it is for making the hot-bed, the

heat would very probably be too severe. This is

always the danger with rank stable manure ; it

invariably causes the bed to heat excessively for

a short period and then to go cold. Careful

gardeners usually try to avoid the state of

affairs just alluded to, and cheek this by mixing
with the manure leaves in good quantity or, if

these are difticult to obtain, vegetable refuse, &o.

,

in almost equal quantity. The incorporation of

these materials with the manure has the desired

effect of retaining the necessary heat, and the

prospects of a successful issue become brighter

in consequence.
Fig. 2 shows the heap in preparation, in which

it will be observed leaves are freely mixed.
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3. —METHOD OF MAKIN(i A HOT-I!KU. THIS
SHOULD 8L0PK FKOM 4 FEET AT THE TOP
END TO 3 FEET AT TUK BOTTOM END.

Our next concern is the actual making of the

hot-bed, which is accomplished by spreading out
the manure on a piece of ground of sufficient

dimensions to accommodate the frame it is

intended to place on the hot-bed. An excellent

size for a frame is tt feet by 4 feet. When
spreading out the manure allow a margin all

round the frame of at least 1 foot. I prefer a

liuing of from '2 feet to .S feet, and those who can
provide this space should do so, as it is a distinct

advantage. Each layer in turn should be spread
out evenly and be well beaten with the back of a

garden fork. Proceed in this fashion throughout,
layer after layer, as before, until the height of

the bed is about 3 feet. To complete the

operation, add manure to the surface so that
the hot-bed slopes from about 4 feet at the

back to 3 feet high at the front ; this manure
should be beaten firmly as each layer is placed
in position.

Fig. 3 portrays the prepared hot-bed, now
(|uite ready for the frame to be placed thereon.
Note its firm appearance and its comparatively
neat and even finish. Any beginner following
these instructions should build a hot-bed equally
well.

The final operation is to place the frame in

position on the hot-bed, and this is a very
simple matter. Lift the body of the frame in

position, so that it is adjusted evenly over the
bed, and also that the margin of the hot-bed
may be equidistant all round. To keep the
temperature even and close, the light should be
placed on the frame, but care should be taken to
see that the light is either pushed down a few
inches at the top or propped open as shown in

Fig. 4. It is a good plan, when all is finished, to
thrust a stick a few feet in a slanting direction
into the centre of the bed. This stick should be
inspected each day by withdrawing it. If

violently hot, return it to the same place as
before ; but when the day arrives that the stick

may be held without discomfort, then the hot
bed may be used forthwith. A hot-bed of this
description should retain its heat for quite two
months or more. It may be used for many
purposes. D. B. C.

EARLY CARROTS.
In dark-coloured soil on warm borders early
Carrots may be raised with comparative ease if

the soil be of a light nature, very open and
gritty. The best way, however, is to make up a
nice hot-bed which will afford a gentle, steady
heat until the young seedlings are about 3 inches
high and duly thinned out. On the hot-bed, soil

which has been passed through a half-inch mesh
sieve must be placed to a depth of 9 inches at
least. Sow seeds of the Early Horn types
broadcast, and thin out the resultant seedlings to
2 inches apart at an early stage of their growth.
Of course, a frame must be placed on the hotbed,
but in April the glass lights may be removed,
and at the end of that month the frame also.

Carrots always form roots better andquiokerwhen
the tops are exposed to moderately strong winds
from tne south and south-west.

VENTILATING FRAMES.
Ah the springtime comes nearer we must expect

warmer weather accompanied by cold east winds.

I have often, in past years, noted the beautiful

tender new growth made during a warm spell of

weather in spring, and then noted with much
disappointment the crippled state of the foliage

owing to the prevalence of east winds for a few
days, a week or more. In the open air we cannot
do much to protect the leaves, but under glass

we can and should.

The inexperienced grower of plants must at

this season duly study the weather conditions, as

all plants under glass are more delicate than
those growing in the open air. The ventilation

of the frames is a very important matter. The
sun may be shining strongly and the interior of

the frame will be, in consequence, very warm ;

but it is a great mistake to open wide the venti-

lators or glass lights and let in a rush of cold,

nipping air. Some air must be admitted before

the temperature in the frame has risen much
above the normal, and if this is done there will

be little need to open the lights very wide even
at midday, when the sun-heat is highest. The
lights, if movable, should be tilted a little on the
side opposite to that from which the wind blows

;

then the plants will not be exposed to the direct

current of air. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Choice Shrubs.—The word "choice" is here
employed advisedly, inasmuch as the only shrubs
that appear to be known to the building specu
lator and contractor, as well as a certain type of

the jobbing gardener, begin and end with Laurels
of certain kinds and golden and green leaved
Privet, the last-named being used with such
frequency that, were it permitted to flower each
year, whole districts would be unbearable because
of its sickening odour. There are shrubs, how-
ever, choice and beautiful—goodly to look upon
and in many instances fra-

grant—that are well worth
the attention of the town
dweller, and that make a
display despite the fog, the
soot, dust and other dele-

terious accumulations in-

separable from town habita-

tions. I am referring now
more distinctly to deciduous
flowering shrubs as opposed
to those of an evergreen type
and which are not so well

suited to the circumstances
one has in mind. Hence,
the town-dwelling amateur
would do well to bear in

mind the greater value of the
deciduous shrub for his par-

ticular purpose, for the shrub
that casts its leafage each
year also casts off the im-

purities such leafage collects

and retains. One objection

to the deciduous type of

shrub is the obvious bareness 4-—THE frame
of stem in winter, but manurk at

which, I think, is more
than compensated by the display of blossoms
later on.

Some Kinds to Grow.—If I name a few
only of the most serviceable from out of a rather

lengthy list, all more or less equally good, it is

because the amateur shall not be confused when
I intended to assist. The fragrant Daphne
Mezereum is everywhere delightful, even in

January, while a little later on we have the

yellow Forsythia suspensa, the rich glow of

yellowy orange afforded by Berberis Darwinii,
the white and coloured Lilacs and the indispens-

able Ghent Azaleas, which alone j^rovide a feast

of colour beauty impossible of description.

These are a few among those whose flowers

appear somewhat early in the year, thus adding
a greater value to their unmistakable charm.
The Azalea bed, too, may, if well prepared,
contain Lilies, and in this way provide a
permanent, as well as a most delightful, feature.

These Azaleas prefer very sandy loam, or this

with peat and sand in mixture, the Lilies also

preferring a similar soil mixture.
The Camellia.—Many readers would hesitate

to plant this subject in the open, yet in not a few
instances it would care for itself and be
infinitely more happy in a sheltered spot in the
open air than it is often in the greenhouse.
As a shrub of hardy nature, too, it has much to

recommend it, and given protection from north
and east, the plant often surprises by its rude
health, vigour and free flowering. For many
years some big bushes stood in the open in the
old days of the Chiswick Gardens, a district

not to be regarded as favourable to plant-life

generally. Old plants that have finished flowering

should be given a chance to recoup their energies

by planting them in the open in a sheltered

position in a well drained bed of loamy soil.

April is a good time for such planting.

The Dahlia.—The old stools of these should
be e.xamined from time to time to see if they
are free from signs of decay. Where young
stock is required, a few plants may be brought
into the greenhouse and afforded moisture and
increased warmth.
Marguerite Carnations.—The Marguerite

Carnation is practically indispensable to those
who garden chiefly in the open air, and valuable
alike because of its simple cultural require-

ments and its cheapness Indeed, a shilling

packet of seeds obtained from a reliable source

would, with care, yield a suffijient number of

plants for a large-sized bed. Beautiful and
varied in colour, the compact bushes of plants

when in flower appeal to all, while their artistic

merit and diversity of form gain them many
admirers. The plants are seen to the best

advantage in a bed alone, and fifty or a hundred

IN POSITION. THERE SHOULD BE A MARUIN OF
LEAST 2 FEET WIDE ALL ROUND THE FRAME.

plants so seen are not likely to be forgotten.

Sow the seeds at once in boxes or pans of sandy
soil, quite thin sowing being particularly recom-
mended. Seedlings that are overcrowded or

choked in infancy cannot possibly give the best

results at flowering-time. It should be remem-
bered that these plants develop rapidly in their

early stages ; hence the early pricking out of the
seedling plants is a matter of considerable

importance. E. H. Jenkins.
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NEW PLANTS.
Gattleya peroivaliana Westonbibt vakieiy.

A very attractive and rioh-ooloured variety with

flowers of exquisite shape. The rather narrow

sepals and broad, slightly reflexing petals are

bright rosy mauve in colour, the labellum being

very rioh carmine crimson with rich yellow throat,

the much-crimped margin being the same colour

as the sepals and petals. Shown by Lieutenant-

Colonel Holford, C.I.E., C.V.O., Westonbirt,

Tetbury, Gloucestershire. Award of merit.

Brasso-Cattleya Wdksleyie.—A very beautiful

and nearly pure white flower resembling more

the Gattleya family than the Brassavola. The
sepals are rather narrow and lanceolate, the

petals being about three times as broad and

all pure glistening white. The labellum is

large, spreading and pure white, with the excep-

tion of a small rich yellow blotch in the throat.

Shown by J. A. Wellesley, Esq., Woking.

Award of merit.

Dendrohium Duchess oj Albany.—A very

delicate and free-flowering hybrid. The colour of

the flowers may best be described as a delicate

mixture of rosy mauve, white and cream. These

are of medium size and do not diffur materially

in shape from those of D. wiganianum, which is

one of the parents. Shown by Sir Jeremiah

Colman, Bart. , Gatton Park, Surrey. Award of

merit.
Cypripedium leeanum Excelsior.—A rich-

coloured variety of this well-known Cypri-

pedium. The dorsal sepal is large and rather

hooded, the band of pure white being extra

deep. The labellum or pouch is rather large

and very highly coloured, resembling to some
extent a piece of highly polished mahogany.

Shown by A. J. Bromilow, Esq., Rann Lea,

Rainhill. Award of merit.

Grinum purpuraecens.—This is a showy and

interesting species long known to cultivation, the

plant producing a tuft of some twenty or so

channelled, slightly waved or undulated, acutely

pointed leaves, which are rather more than "2 feet

long and about 2 inches broad, and from which
issues the reddish-coloured flower-scape, bearing

an umbel of eight or nine flowers. The red-

coloured perianth tube is about 6 inches long,

cylindrical ; the drooping linear segments, which

are 5 inches long, are white on the inner surface

and coloured externally. The species is one of a

numerous family requiring a stove temperature,

and is not difficult of cultivation. At flowering-

time the plant is rendered conspicuous by the

rich colouring of the flower-scape and perianth

tubes, and, the same colouring being extended to

the filaments, the white colour of the perianth

segments is seen to still greater advantage. A
native of Old Calabar and other parts. Shown
by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Burford, Dorking.

Award of merit.

All the above were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on the Sfch inst., when the

awards were made.

BOOKS.
The Culture of the Chpysanthe-

mum.*—This excellent little book is well

known among growers of the Autumn (Jueen, and
the demand for it has been so large that Mr.
Wells has now issued the fourth edition. This
has been enlarged and thoroughly revised so

as to bring it quite up-to-date. Such a famous
grower as the author can, of course, write with

the fullest authority on the subject, and his style

is an interesting one. The history of the flower,

its culture for exhibition, tor decoration, early

flowering varieties, single Chrys<>nthemums for

pot culture, and insect and fungoid pests are

fully dealt with, and such little-understood

phrases as stopping, timing, crown and terminal

buds are explained in a lucid manner, the black-

and-white sketches and photographic reproduc-

tions assisting very considerably in this direc-

tion. This book should be in the hands of all

who grow and exhibit Chrysanthemums, and
professionals as well as amateurs will find a vast

amount of useful information among its pages.

Lrongrmans' wall pletures.—Messrs.

Longmans, Green and Co. have sent a series of

beautiful coloured reproductions, from water

colours by Mr. Archibald Thorburn, of familar

wild flowers in bloom from April until June, one

drawing for each month. Such excellent

reproductions of the work of a well-known
artist are of the greatest instructive value for

schools and the nursery, and should be especially

interesting to children who, perhaps, have never

seen a wild Rose or the Buttercup. Moths and
butterflies, which issue forth at the same time as

the flowers depicted, give further interest to

these large and handsome plates. The prices

are : 23. 6d., unframed ; 7s. 6d. in oak frame,

glazed ; and per set of ten in portfolio, £1 IO3.

The Garden Faype.—This charming
book, or booklet—whichever one is pleased to call

it—is described as "an occasional magazine,

published by Sutton and Sons, Reading." The
cover in colour is praiseworthy, showing a

garden in which the misty bloom of the flowering

trees makes a colour of soft hues, and through-

out the illustrations are well reproduced, with

accompanying practical hints of the greatest

value. A charming illustration is given of

" Antirrhinums," and in the article concerning

them it is mentioned :
" Antirrhinums may be

grown as half-hardy annuals or as perennials.

As half-hardy annuals, seed should be sown in

.January or February, and the seedlings be grown
on for transplanting in May. After flowering it

will save trouble to consign thn plants to the

waste-heap, and again raise a sufficient supply to

fill their places the following spring. Tall

Antirrhinums, when grown as perennials, should

be sown in June and July. These will stand the

winter and come into flower earlier than plants

from spring-sown seed. They may be left in the

border to come up year after year if so desired ;

but they do equally well as half-hardy annuals ;

and if treated in this way it is better to make a

fresh sowing in the spring of each year."

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Ansvfreps.

—

The Editor intends

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and mith that object will make a special feature of the

'^Answers to Correspondents" colitinn. All cninmunica-

tiotis should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the EDITOR OF THE
Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Coeent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters cm business should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

The name ami address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be 'u.sed m the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

• "The Culture of the Chrysanthemum." By W. Wells.
Fourth edition. Price Is. 6d. post free. Messrs. W. Wells
and Co., Merstham, .Surrey.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Freesla roots a failure {B. Mac

donald).—It is impossible to state with any
degree of confidence the reason of your Freesias

behaving in the way they have done. First

appearances pointed to their having been kept

out of the ground too long and to being kept too

dry after potting ; but as they were potted in

August and, according to your letter, were at

no time too dry, this could not have been the

cause. We are, therefore, forced to the conclusion

(especially as we have had other examples brought
under our notice) that the chief cause of the

trouble arises from the fact that the bulbs were

not sufficiently ripened last summer. You do
not say whether the bulbs were grown by you or

not, but we take it that they were purchased.

Though to all appearance plump and sound, they
may have been wanting in the all-important

process of ripening. The weather last summer
was, in many districts at least, entirely opposed
to the successful ripening of bulbs, and your
Freesias may have been grown where these

adverse conditions were very pronounced.

Zonal Pelargonluma to flower
in August [S. Jones).—You give no par-

ticulars of the plants you have, if any, and the

conveniences for growing them, both very

necessary items in giving advice. We will,

therefore, assume that your plants are now good
and sturdy in pots 3 inches to 4 inches in

diameter. If so, they should be shifted at once

into 5-inoh pots, taking away as much of the

old soil as can be done without unduly disturb-

ing the roots. The compost employed must
mainly consist of fibrous loam of moderate
consistency, lightened by a little leaf-mould

and sand. Well-decayed manure is helpful, but
it is so liable to be infested with insects that

many prefer to supply the manure in liquid form
later on. The plants being potted, they should be

placed in a good light position in the greenhouse

and given a free circulation of air whenever
possible. Care must be taken not to over- water
immediately after potting, but the supply must
be increased as the roots take possession of the

new soil. The plants must be stopped when
necessary in order to lay the foundation of bushy
specimens, and the shoots pulled outwards by
means of stakes. With such treatment the

plants will by May be well established in their

pots, and they can then be shifted into the pots in

which they are to flower. For this purpose pots

7 inches or 8 inches in diauieter are very suitable,

the potting compost being the same. They must
then be given plenty of room in a well-ventilated

structure, and turned round frequently in order

to ensure even growth. As the flowering plants

get well furnished with roots, liquid manure
occasionally will be helpful. The flowers should

be picked oti' up to a month or five weeks before

the plants are required for the show. It will be

a great advantage to gum the petals, especially

of the single varieties, otherwise many of them
are apt to drop when moved.

Raising Kochla tpicophylla (S. Ii.). -There
is no special treatment required to raise seedlings of

Kochia tricophylla, as if the seed is good it germinates
freely when treated as an ordinary half-hardy annual, that

is, sown in slight heat. If your friends failed we should

say that the quality of the seed was perhaps to blame, or

it may have been allowed to get too dry just as germina-

tion was commencing.

Tpeatment of Solanum Capslcastpum
(F. .-l. Jf.).—When a Solanum Howers during the winter

months berries are but rarely formed, as a light, buoyant
atmosphere is very essential to the proper fertilisation of

the flowers. Besides this, the natural fruiting season of

this Solanum is in the autumn, as expressed by its popular

name of Winter Cherry, and it is as such that it is most
appreciated. We advise you to repot your plant in

March and grow it ou in the greenhouse. If it has a

tendency to become straggling, the shoots may be
shortened back before the potting is done. Such a plant

will flower freely in the summer and set its berries well,

so that it sliould form a very attractive feature next
autumn.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Flowering: shrubs in pots for

plunging outdoors {Afyosotia).—Some of

the shrubs jou mention are hardly suitable for

your purpose. Hainamelis virginica, Pyrus
Malus, P. baceata, Rhododendron oiliatum and
the double-flowered Blackthorn may be classed

as unsuitable. The Rhododendron is not suffi-

ciently hardy for the position you mention, while

the remainder are unsuitable for pot culture.

In addition to the remaining subjects which you
mention, the following are worth trying : For-

sythia suspensa, Spiraea arguta, S. confusa, S.

oanescens, S. Mrs. Anthony Waterer, Erica

mediterranea hybrida, E. cinerea, Ghent Aza-

leas, Rhododendron fastuosum fiore-pleno, R.
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The Queen, R. John Waterer, R. Mrs. Wm.
Agnew, R. Mrs. R. S. Holford, R. Mme. Carvalho,

Berberis stenophylla, Ribes singuineura, R.

aureum, Philadelphue Lemoinei erectus, P. micro-

phyllua, Lilacs in variety, Ksoalloaia philippiaoa,

Cornus SpaJthii and Daphne Mezereum. You
will probably find that you will soon have to

dispense with pot culture and plant them in the
open border, for they are not likely to thrive in

pots for a very long period.

Plants for grrowingr undep trees
(Htiindd).—For general purposes you will find

that the common Ivy is the most satisfactory

subject to plant beneath the shade of trees, and
if that will not grow, nothing will. The choice
of shrubby subjects is limited and may be con-
fined to Ivy, Hypericum calycinum, Vinca minor,
V. major and Euonymus radicans and its varie-

ties, with the various species of Rusous as taller-

growing subjects. The great point in covering
ground beneath trees is to give the plants every
attention regarding water for the first year.
Insert fairly small, well-rooted plants thickly
during autumn or early spring, and in the event
of dry weather occurring in summer give water
freely.

Low-grpowlng: shpubs fop bed
nea.P house (Wickwar).—If you require one
kind of shrub only for your bed, you cannot do
better than plant Philadelphus Lemoinei erectus.
It is an excellent shrub for a bed, blossoms
freely and has fragrant, white flowers. It is,

however, deciduous. Should you require a
mixture, we would advise Olearia Haastii, Ber-
beris wallichiana and Osmanthus ilicifolius as
evergreens, and the above mentioned Phila-
delphus, Spira3i arguta, S. Mrs. Anthony Waterer,
Daphne Mezereum, Prunus japonica flore-pleno,

Escallonia philippiana and Magnolia stellata for
deciduous shrubs. An all-evergreen bed could
be made very eflfective by planting it with gold
and silver variegated Tree Ivies. These could
be kept to a height of 2 feet if desired.

Infopmatlon about Sklmmias
( W. Swire).—You can only find out which of your
Skimmiasare male plants by the flowers. If you
examine the flowers when open, you will find
that the male forms have stamens and pollen
with no pistil, or only a very rudimentary one,
while in the female flowers the pistil is well
developed and the male organs absent or imper-
fect. It sometimes happens that female plants
do not fruit on account of imperfect pollination.
If you find that you have a number of female
plants, transfer pollen from a male plant to the
female flowers with the aid of a camel's-hair
brush. It is a common thing to find male plants
in an unduly large proportion to female, especially
if purchased from a large batch, for many of the
female plants may have been removed for pot
culture.

Labupnum not flo\veplng' (W. L. II.).—It is

more than probable that the non-flowering of your
Laburnum tree is due to lack of nourishment, the
excessive flowering of two seasons ago having exhausted
it to a considerable uxtent. Whether it should be cut
back at all will depend on the contour of the tree and the
Position it occupies, for, once they attain flowerinj^ size,

aburnums will bloom freely for years without; any
pruning. The principal tiling you can do is to supply the
nourishment that is undoubtedly wanting—hence" the
ground around the tree as far as the spread of its branches
may be broken up with a fork as much as can be done
without injuring the roots, and then a O-inch dressing of
loam and well-decayed manure should be applied, giving
it a good soaking of water occasionally in order to wash
the nourishment into the soil. While the above will
greatly benefit the specimen, it is quite probable that
after two years it has to a great extent recovered from its

excessive flowering, and may possibly this year, even if

untouched, bloom well.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pruning Applcot trees {W. F. Holt).

Generally Apricot trees fruit on the well-
ripened wood of the previous year's growth

;

hence all the best of such shoots as will easily
layer should be saved, the points which ate
not hard being out off. In the case of small

inner shoots, these should be shortened back
to three or four buds. In the spring all shoots
which break out direct from the fronts of the
branches, or all those that do so from behind,
should be rubbed off, as these are of no use. The
old Moor Park bears rather more on spurs on the
old wood than others, and pruning may be
harder. Still, on the whole, it is best to treat

all the varieties alike. Too hard pruning often
causes Apricot branches to suddenly die away.

Apple shoots fop Inspection
(R. G. B. ).—The shoots that you send trom Cox's
Orange Pippin are very soft and unripe, and will

be of no use if left on the tree. Vou must cut
all such shoots back close to a plump bud where
the wood is firm. The fluti that you speak of is

no detriment in itself to the tree, but, of course,
it will be removed with the soft wood on which
it exists. You may tiod it on short, hard spurs
growing out from the sides of branches, but these
you must not out away ; you need not worry
about the fluff that is there.

Palntep*s knotting: fop use In grpaftln^
{M. H. !'. 5).—We have had no experience in this matter.
Grafting-wax coats so little that it would scarcely be wise
to risk failure in grafting by substituting one for the
other. As a matter of opinion only, we think one would
be as ertective as the other.

Apples fop inspection (Mrs. XotUn).—The spots
are caused by a fuuKus, which penetrates through the akin
of the Apple and spreads in the flesh. Tlie variety is King
of Tompkiua' County. This year, when the fruit is about
half-grown, spray the trees with half an ounce of sulphide
of potassium dissolved in agallon of water.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Manure for Potatoes {F. H. a.).—

A

combined artificial manure for Potatoes is bone-
flour (phosphate), muriate of potash and sulphate
of ammonia in about equal parts. The latter

item, a nitrogenous manure, quickly dissolves,

and when taken up by the Potato roots soon
creates strong leafage and growth. This reacts on
the other ingredients and assists the plants to

utilise these all the quicker. You may, when
planting, first throw out trenches or furrows
(i inches deep, strewing the manure when well
mixed along the furrows, then putting in the
tubers and at onoe covering them up. That is the
preferable plan and gives less trouble. Have
the manures well mixed, but kept quite dry, a
day or two before using them. The middle of

April is soon enough for midseason or late,

strong-growing varieties. Six pounds of the
manure should dress about 80 feet length of

furrow.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Whepe to obtain Calceolapla Inte^pifolla

(.4. D, /-'.).—This Calceolaria is, as suggested by you, not
generally met with in nurserymen's catalogues. We
believe, however, that it is kept in stock by Messrs.
Robert Veitch and Sons, nurserymen, Exeter, Devon, and
could, doubtless, also be obtained from Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, S.W.

Red spidep on Roses In cold iTPeenhouse
{R. iC(/,s.sv/0-—This little pest, so minute that one can
hardly discern it with the naked eye, is most difficult

to eradicate if it once obtains a hold on Rose plants
grown under glass, and especially in a cold house. They
do not like moisture in any shape ; therefore as a first step
one must see that there is a nice genial, moist atmos-
phere in the greenhouse. If this condition of things
prevails right from the time of pruning, there will not be
much trouble with red spider. At the commencement of
the season see that all the old foliage is gathered up
and burnt, and also all prunings. An excellent plan to
adopt following this clearing up is to vaporise the house
with Campbell Sulphur Vaporiser. This leaves a "dew,"
as it were, of sulphur over every part of the plant, and, if

repeated once a week for three weeks, should exterminate
any spiders that happen to be present. It does not,
however, destroy the eggs of the pest ; so that when the
plants are in leaf a watchful eye must be kept on them.
Red spider is usually found on the under surface of the
foliage, and very soon its presence is detected by a
" russety " appearance of the leaves ; but we want to
prevent the plants getting into this condition. Therefore
we recommend a free use of the syringe to the under
surface of the foliage, mixing with the water some Cyllin
Soft Soap. The water should be warm, or the soap will not
readily mix. A good douching with Cyllin Soft Soap
solution about once a week or ten days will not only keep
red spider in check, but mildew also. You can obtain the
soft soap from Messrs. Jeyes, the sanitary chemists.

If you adopt the syringlnf^ there will be no need of the
sulphur vaporising after the first application. If the
plant.s are grown in pots, take each one separately, lay it

on its side on top of a cask with one end out, so that
the pot does not roll off, then syrinKe the under surface
thoroughly and powerfully. If planted out, the dilUculty
of syringing the under surface of the foliage becomes
very great, but usually the growths can l>e tied over in

such a manner that enables one to direct the spray of
water to the under surface. In constructing a cold
greenhouse it is always advisable to provide a removable
roof, so that the plants may have the benefit of natural
conditions in summer, a time of year when they are very
likely to suffer from red spider owing Uj neglect in
syringing.

Bedding out Heliotpopes and othep
plants ('S. Walki-r}.~\oyx might put three of the Uelio-
tropes in each bed, alternating with them two plants
of such tall-growing subjects as Streptosolen Jamesonii,
with orange flowers : Swainsona galegifoHa, with lilac

pink Pea blossoms; Plumbago capensis, whose light
blue Mowers are always admired ; or Fuchsias, if you have
them large enough. A'l these are very popular as large
plants for bedding purposes. For carpeting the ground
beneath taller-growing sulijects the bedding Violas are
very suitable. The following varieties can be recom-
mended : Bullion, golden yellow ; Countess of Wharncliffe,
white ; Countess of Kintore, bluish purple, shadtd white ;

Duchess of Sutherland, mauve; J. B. Riding, deep rose;
and The Bishop, rich purple.

Soot as manupe {R'-'irath).—^oot from bouse
chimneys is a very good manure, because it Is relatively

cheap. But soot from furnace chimneys or Hues is bad,
not only because the intense heat to which it has been sub-

jected has destroyed all the nitrogen in it, but it is really

injurious liecause charged with harmful t^^ases. For that
reason we do not advise the use of furnace-created soot
such as you have at your disposal. Except by subjecting
it to chemical analysis, an expensive process, it is dltticult

to determine the value of the sample sent, but it lacks the
strong ammnnia-like smell found in domestic soot, and
also lacks the deep colour that form of soot shows. Vour
suggestion to use this soot as a top-dressing - inches thick
is inconceivable. It would, no doubt, kill everything.
Use some on a small area of ground as an experiment, but
otherwise do not use it at all,

Oas-llme as a soil dpessing(if . G.).—We should
not fear any harmful consequences from the action of a
gas-time dressing on ground after, as in your case, it has
been spread and exposed on the ground for several weeks.
You should now have it well dug in and mixed with the
soil, but leave planting: Potatoes or sowing seeds of other
crops until the middle of April. It is most improbable,
assuming that your lime dreasioK did not exceed a bushel
to each rod of ground, that any harm can possibly come to

roots of any plants or trees from its use. The fretiuent

winter rains must have well washed all acid out of tlie

lime and left it now comparatively innocuous. We shall

be pleased to learn from you in the summer whether vou
found good or harm resulting from these dressings. It is

quite out of the question that your fruit trees could in any
way suffer.

Kpectin^T a- pepgola (JT/'-fcwar).—There is really

nothing to choose between the different styles of cross-

pieces for your pergola which you suggest, especially if

the uprights are a fair height ; if your uprights are not
very high, however. No. 3 would be the best method bo

adopt. A pergola composed entirely of Roses is very
effective, but one of mixed plants provides a longer
display of flowers. If you adopt the latter plan, you may
plant Rosea on alternate pillars and the intermediate
ones with Wistaria chinensis, W. multijuga, W. multijuga
alba, Clematis Jackmanii, Vitis Coignetia; and Looicara
japonica var. halleana. The poles you mention as a
continuation of your pergola are a good idea, and would
look very pretty covered with Roses. The best wood to

use is good Oak poles. You may, however, use Larch, but
in any case the bases ought to l>e tarred or creosoted. You
can, however, build your pergola with ordinary gas-piping,

the uprights behig embedded in stone and held secure witii

short iron stays. Some people may tell you that plants

will not grow on iron supports, but that is not so, for

they succeed admirably, and tbe pergola has a lighter

appearance than when built of wood.

Scpeen to shut out glass houses (H'io^'raf).

Either a low trellis or rustic fence, the latter formed of

rough, peeled Oak branches, would make a good screen for

your frame ground. Such a fence could be covered as you
suggest with Clematis montana, Japanese Honeysuckle,
and, we would advise, Clematis montana rubens, Jasniinum
nudlflorum, Escallonia langleyensis, E. macrantha,
Ceanothus veitchianus, Clematis alpina. Clematis Flam-
mula rubro-marginata and Garrya elliptica. All are not
climbers, but are suitable for growing against a fence.

If you decide to have a trellis, have it made of good
strong wood and let it be well paiuted : the portions
which are inserted in the ground should be previously

soaked in tar or creosote to prevent decay. Oak posts are

the most serviceable, but are, of course, more expensive
than those of other woods. The laths may be of ordinary
deal. A low hedge in the position you mention would
look well, but It would have to continue the whole of the
distance ; half hedge and half trellis would not be
effective. Of the two it is probable that the hedge would
give the least trouble. Penzance Briars are suitat'le, but,

perhaps, a more satisfactory subject would be Berberis
stenophylla. As a matter of personal taste we should
prefer the plant-covered trellis.

Makln^r a shallow grapden feptlle {Lia-

iiioiinr).—I'ntil you can gradually excavate some of the
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ironstone which forms the aubBtratum beneath your
12 inches of garden soil, and thus deepen the body «f soil

available for plant roots, we fear any other measun , will

give you little satisfaction. No amount of manuring can
replace to crops the lack of deep rooting presented, as in

such an elevated position as yours soil must drain "iry

rapidly, and, no doubt, in hot weather quickly parcH up.
Your suggestion to sow corn on a portion of the soil, then
to dig it in while still green, is very good, and should
suit crops such as UahbaRes, Cauliflowers, Broccolis,
Borecoles, Sivoys, Spinach, Turnips and Onions, of which
plantings or sowings need not be made until July and
August, as they are all late autumn or winter crops. If

you have one-third of the area to spare, you could deepen
the soil on the other two-thirds by removing all the
surface soil from the spare oue-tliird on to the other
ground and then convert the stripped one-third into a
sort of rock garden, for whatever is left would seem
to be all ironstone. Vou could get sulphate of am-
monia and use that as manure for your crops, giving
them, when growth has begun, very light sprinklings
of 21b. per rod tluely crushed, then well hoed in, once
a fortnight, some three times, as that will be at once
utilised by the crops, and not be washed away as is

basic slag. Of course, the more wet, well-decayed
animal manure you can dress on the ground and well dig
in the better, as that will retain moisture for some time,
but adding merely fresh dry manure simply helps
to keep the soil more open and exposes it to the influence
of the hot, drying sunsliine. No doubt in many cases top-
dressings of such manure as mulches would be more
effectual. Vour efforts to garden with success in such an
elevated position and on such shallow soil merit all

sympathy, but your difficulties will, we fear, show little

abatement so long as the ironstone base remains to your
shallow surface soil.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICTTLTURAL SOCIETY'S ANNUAL

MEETING.
The annual general meeting of the Fellows of the society
was held at Vincent Square on the afternoon of the Sth
inst. The president, Sir Trevor Lawrence, K.C. V.O., was in

the chair. In referring to the various items of the annual
report, the chairman mentioned the shows held by the
society, and said that througli the generosity of Mary
Countess of Ilchester, Holland Park had been secured for

the summer show this year, but only on the understanding
that this should be the last time, at least for the present.
The Council had. therefore, decided to hold the summer
show of 1911 at Olympia, but the date could not yet be
fLxed. He hoped that the proposed International Exhibi-
tion would be held in 1012, but nothing definite had been
decided yet.
Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, who seconded the adoption of the

report, referred in detail to the balance-sheet, which proved
the society was in a sound condition.
Mr. Arthur Sutton said he was very satisfled with the

report, as every item could be regarded as a record of
good work done.
Mr. H. J. Elwes said he would like a clearer statement

with regard to the position of the Lindlay Library. He
agreed that there was a necessity for an up-to-date revision
of Pritzel's work, but he believed there were three
annotated copies, and he suggested a reprint of one of
these rather than spending the large sum proposed in
undertaking the work afresh. Regarding the Royal
Botanic Society, he did not think the correspondence led
anyone to suppose that the Council of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society had any desire for amalgamation.
The Rev. Joseph Jacob said he thought someone might

be appointed to act as " eyes and ears " when old horticul-
tural books of value came into the market. He referred
particularly to old books on floriculture, in which the
library was deficient.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, in replying, said, in answer to Mr.
Elwes, that the Royal Botanic Society had made no
definite proposal, but the Royal Horticultural Society had
every desire to consider any suggestions that might be
made.
We give the following extracts from the annual report

which has been presented to the Fellows

:

The One Hl'.nmjkij and sixth Veak.
The past year, though climatically unfavourable for

horticulture, has, nevertheless, been a satisfactory one of
progress in almost every branch of the society's work.

WisLEY Gardens.
The very heavy rainfall and continual damp, coupled

with lack of sunshine, has had the same effect on the
society's gardens as on most other gardens In the south-
east of England. The unfortunate effects have been felt
especially in the trials, for which normal conditions are so
particularly desirable for obtaining reliable results and
records. Steady work has, however, been maintained and
many improvements effected. A new fruit wall some
100 feet long has been added, enabling the students to
obtain instruction in the training of fruit trees on walls.
A complete and commodious potting and working shed
has also been built. The public path crossing the lower
meadow has been fenced in order to protect the newly
planted trees and shrubs from damage;
A large and valuable gift of Orchids received from J. B.

Field, Esq., together with others from the Hon. Mrs.
Henry Gladstone, Colonel Rippon, Mrs. Davies Evans and
our treasurer, have emphasised the necessity for a new
Orchid house, which it is hoped may be built during the
coming year.

The value of the research and experimental work
carried on in our laboratory at Wisley can hardly be over-
estimated. The school of horticulture is also making
most satisfactory progress. The results of the 1909
examinatifins have bean highly encouraging, diplomas
having been gained by eight out of the nine students who
left at the end of the summer.

iNNEb' Chakitv.
An order has been made by the Charity Commission

respecting the charities of John Innes, in the parish of
Meiton, Surrey. The charity provides for tl\e foundation
of a horticultural institution at Mertou for the promotion
of horticultural instruction, experiment and research.
The order institutes a council of twelve representative
meniheis, nominated partly by other kindred institutions.
The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society obtained
the permission of Sir DLiniel Morris, K.C.M.G., V.M.H., to
nominate him as their representative, and are glad to find
that he has at once been appointed vice-chairman of the
council of the new institution. Professor Bateaon, F.R.S.,
V.M.H., has been elected director.

Jubilee of the Fkuit and Floral Committees.
The Council congratulate the fruit and floral committees

on the celebration of their jubilee, an occasion which it

was thought fliting to mark by a dinner given to the
members at the Hotel Windsor, \*ictoria Street, on July 6.

It is a matter of no little pleasure to note the long
uninterrupted service of many of the members of botn
committees, and the Council, on behalf of the Fellows,
again extend to them their warmest thanks for the service
they render to the society and the invaluable assistance
so freely and generously given through so long a series of
years, The Council wtre glad to hear that the fruit com-
mittee had taken advantage of the occasion to present
their chairman with his portrait.

The Lawhence Medal.
It will be remembered that three years ago a subscrip-

tion fund was formed to secure a portrait of our president
and for the founding of a medal in his honour. The
choice of an artist for executing the medal led to some
delay, but eventually the work was entrusted to Mr.
Bertram Mackennal, A.R.A., who has worked out an
excellent desigo. The first medal struck was rightly L,'iven

to our president, whose name it bears. The 1909 medal
has been awarded to Lieutenant-Colonel G. L, Holford,
CLE., C.V.O.. in recognition of the beautiful exhibits of
Orchids which he has made during the past year.

Library.
During the year an opportunity occurred of acquiring a

valuable collection of rare old horticultural and botanical
books which had been got together by one of the Fellows
of the society—an opportunity which the Council were
only too glad to embrace.
NegotiaiioDS are pending with the trustees with the

object of uniting the Lindley Library more indissolubly
with the society. Legal difficulties stand in the way, but
there is every hope that the year 1910 will see them over-
come, and the union between the Lindley Library and the
society placed on a thoroughly satisfactory basis.

Si'KiNG Bulb Show.
The spring bulb show on March 9 proved one of the must

popular events of the society's year. The attendance was
so large that the Council consider it advisable, iu repeat-
ing the show in 1910, to make it of two days' duration, the
dates fixed being March 8 and 9.

Temple and Holland House Shows.
The twenty-second Temple Show was a great success,

though the continuous rain deprived visitors of much of
its usual pleasure. The Benchers, for reasons fully
recognised, were compelled to make many restrictiona
upon the society during the days of its occupation of the
gardens, but it is understood that they were amply satis-
fled with the manifest desire of the society to conduct the
show with as little disturbance to the quietude of the
gardens as possible.
The Holland House Show, in spite of unfavourable

weather, has not been surpassed by any previously held
by the society.
The Council extend their hearty thanks to the treasurer

and Benchers of the Inner Temple : and to Mary Countess
of Ilchester for granting the society privileges which, we are
glad to say, have again been extended for the year 1910.

Affiliated Societies' Challenge Cui'.
This cup, competed for by exhibits of Apples and Pears

from our affiliated societies, and collected from among
their members, created very great interest and was won by
the Royal Jersey Society, thirteen separate collections
having been staged.
The cup can be won by the same society only once in

four years, but the winning society in any year is not pre-
cluded from competing for any other prizes that may be
offered In this competition. The date fixed, for 1910 is

October 13 and 14.

Autumn Fkuit am> Vegetable shuws, loio.
As already announced, the Great Autumn Fruit Show

will be resumed iu 1910, the date fixed being October 13 and
14. It had been intended to hold a show of vegetables at
the same or immediately following date, but circumstances
have decided the Council to defer the Vegetable Show
until Tuesday, October 25. The schedule of prizes for
both shows will be issued shortly.

International E.xhibition.
I'rom time to time, in recent years. International

horticultural exhibitions have been held at various
centres on the Continent, as at Paris, Berlin, Ghent,
Turin, tfcc. The last occasion on which Great Britain
took the part of host in these International courtesies
was in 1SH6, and the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society feel that it is time that our country made an

effort to return some part of the hospitality which
foreign countries have so often extended to us during
the forty years which have elapsed since such a gathering
was held iu London. It has further been suggested
that in connection with it a fourth conference should
be held on Genetics, /.'., on the origin, breeding and
heredity of plants.

HoNOKARv Life Fellows.
Sir William T. Thiselton-Dyer, K.C.M.G., F.R.S.,

and Sir Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G., V.M.H., have been
appointed Honorary Life Fellows of the society under
By-law XVL

Royal Botanic Societv.
During the year communications have passed between

the Royal Horticultural Society and the Royal Botanic
Society, which have, however, produced no detinite result.

Shows in 1909.
During the year thiity-one exhibitions, covering thirty-

seven days, have been held by the society.

VirTt'RiA Medal nr H(.'NnuR.
The Council has offered vacant medals to Messrs. W.

Botting Hemsley, F.R.S., J. H. Goodacre and A. Mac-
kellar, who have accepted the distinction.

Retiring Members of the Colncil.

Lord Balfour of Burleigh, K.T., Sir Albert Rollit,
LL.D., Litt D., UC.L., and Mr. James Hudaon,
V.M.H., retire from otfice. Each has allowed himself
to be renominated.

Annual Progress.

The following table will show the society's i)rogress
in regard to numerical strength during the past year

:

Loss BY Death in 1909.

Life Fellows .. ,. .. IS ..

4 Guineas 1 .

.

4 4
L' ,, 49 .. 102 18 11

1 ., 70 .. 73 10 u

138 £1S0 12

Loss BY RESIfiN.\TroN, tfec.

^ S. ih

4 Guineas 3 .. 12 12
'1 „ 168 .- 35:i 10
1 ,, 401 .. 421 1

Associates . . 23 . . 12 1 G
Afliiiated societies . . 22 . . 23 2 U

017 £821 12

Total loss 755 .tl,002 4 li

Fellows Elected in 1909.

Hon. Fellowa 3..
4 Guineas 8 . . 33 12
•1 „ 610 .. 1,281 U

1 ,, 584 .. (ji3 4
Associates 26 . . 13 13
Attiiiated societies .. 31 . . 32 11

Commutations ..16) X
=±:404 5s. J" :::

1,278 .tl,974

Deduct loss . . 1,002 4-

Neb increase of income .. £971 15

New Fellows, &c.
Deaths and Resignations

Numerical increase . . .

.

Total on December 31, 1908

Total on December 18, 1909

1,278
756

523
10,507

11,030

REDHILL AND REIGATE GARDENERS' ASSOCIA
TION.

On Tuesday evening, February 1, the members of the
Redhill, Reigate and District Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
ment Association iield their usual fortnightly meeting in

the Penrhyn Hall. In the absence of Mr. W. P. Bound
(who was lecturing at Guildford), Mr. G. Duncan of

Merstham presided over the meeting. The attendance
numbered about fifty. The minutes were duly read, and
the chairman then introduced Mr. Guile of Shortgrove,
Essex, who had come to lecture on "Carnations." Mr.
Guile said he would start right away with his paper, and at
once proceeded to explain that Carnations were quite
easy to grow provided that the right methods were
adopted. He explained the culture of the plants iu every
possible manner, from the seed to the flowering stage and
raising plants from layers; he described the best soil to use,

when to stop the plants, how to stake them, how to fertilise

them, how to spray them, what chemicals to use (if any),

wliat manure was moat suitable, what style of house to
usr and, lastly, the best varieties. The lecturer brought
witn him some fine specimens of Carnations as examples
of hi., cultural skill, among which were Enchantress, White
Enchantress, Pink Enchantress, Beacon, White Perfection,

Winsor and Carola, named by the Queen of Saxony after

herself shortly before her death. At the conclusion of his

paper Mr. Guile was assailed with questions. Those
taking part in the discussion were Messrs. Cutter, Duncan,
Herbert, Jackson, Blackwood, Rose and others. A vote of

thanka was accorded the lecturer. Mr. Guile suitably

responded and the meeting terminated about nine o'clock.
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EDITORIAL. NOTICBS.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he unshes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enqxdrers the benefit of their assistance.

AU com,munications m.ust be written clearly on one side

oinXy of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Gajldbn, accompa/nied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, 2aill be taken, and, where stamps
are enclosed, he wilX endeavotir to return rum-accepted

contriMUiona.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

'^r literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof m,icst not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in The GARDEN
will alone be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: to. Tavistock Street. CoveiU Garden, W.C-

A FEAST OF COLOUR.
Chinese Prlmclas anu Persian CYf.'^AMENa.

A WILD wind is blowing across the garden,

/\ the Snowdrops are shivering and the

/ % Crocuses afraid almost to show their

/ \ golden flowers in the fitful gleams

of sunshine that score the brown

earth with light. Spring is certainly approach-

ing, but recent weather trials have not filled

the gardener with enthusiasm—everything is

cold, bare, desolate. This concerns the outdoor

garden, which, in the fulness of time, will be

covered with flowers and the good things of the

earth) but in the flower world there is a eon<

tinuous stream of blossom. We were reminded

of this recently when visiting Messrs. Sutton

and Son's nursery at Reading. Outside prepara-

tions were going forward for the summer, when
the now comfortless acres will be covered with

flowers and vegetables to test their qualities

and provide for a rich seed harvest. There is,

however, another phase of horticulture exem-

plified in the highest degree at Reading—the

cultivation of the Chinese Primula and Persian

Cyclamen. One steps into a garden of winter

flowers, and in the splendid range of houses set

in the seed trial grounds facing the railway

there is a feast of colour that gives as much
pleasure now as the acres of hardy annuals in

their season of flowering. We are not thinking

so much of the patient and skilful work pursued

during the lifetime of many a hybridist, but of

the beautiful results of their labours. This

range of plant houses shows at the present

moment a " feast of colour," and those who love

flowers should bestow an increased affection upon

two of the brightest and most easily grown
plants of the winter and early spiing—the

Chinese Primula and the Persian Cyclamen.

Perhaps the earth may be mantled with snow,

and then the contrast, the intense pleasure, to

revel in this world of flowers, delight in the

colouring, and enjoy the fresh, sweet smell that

brings thoughts of the breath of spring. On
many occasions it has been our privilege to visit

the Reading nurseries in February to study in

particular the flowers which we have now under

consideration ; but never have the many varieties,

representing the two families in the highest per-

fection, presented a more glorious cloud of colour.

Of the Chinese Primulas there are several

types. One may place greater faith in the single

than in the exquisite doubles—that is a matter of

personal preference. As some guide to a selec-

tion among the single forms that win our

admiration are the following : The Duchess has

become a standard favourite. Messrs. Sutton

describe it as "one of the most distinct and

beautiful Primulas yet raised," and these words

are none too descriptive of a flower that repre-

sents a wonderful break away from the types

already in existence. Glancing along the banks

of flowers, The Duchess is at once recognised by

flowers of snowy whiteness, relieved by a zone of

a rose purple shade, further intensified by the

yellow eye. The plant, so strong and free in all

ways, looks one straight in the face ; there is

nothing bashful about this beautiful " Duchess."

A delightful group was composed of what are

known as the " Duohess " hybrids, which are the

outcome of numerous orosaei made by Messrs,

Sutton, the result being a charming series of

colours varying from blush to deep crimson,

without losing the distAnotive central zone,

Nothing pleased the writer more than

Coral Fink. The colour is as alluring as any-

thing in the Primula world, a plant of sturdy

growth, bowered over with flowers of exquisite

tint, coral pink, a soft shade that should gain

great popularity. There are few colours purer

or more distinct iu the flower world. This is a

sport from Crimson King, a Chinese Primula of

an intense crimson shade, bringing recollections

of Carnation-time, when several kinds have the

same warm colouring. The blue shades are a

revelation. They may be described as violet

blue or purple blue, but blue they are, without

any unpleasant ultramarine element. The
writer well remembers the first beginnings of this

now beautiful race, the colours crude and inde-

finite ; but hybridisation and selection have

given to the world flowers that appeal to one for

their beauty and freshness. The new dark blue

The Czar is aptly mentioned as "a colour pre-

viously unknown to Primula sinensis," and not

only is the growth strong, but flowers are

produced in rich abundance, the colour an

intense depth of violet. Then the eye is arrested

by the rose, clear white, soft pink and the

delightful Fern-leaved type, so-called from the

resemblance of the foliage to the fronds of the

Fern, and in this group we have the blue-

coloured variety. Rosy Queen, Purity and others,

but the blue gave us the greatest pleasure ; the

many plants presented a misty sea of blue. In

another house are the Giant Primulas—Pink,

Royal White, Salmon Pink or Terra-Cotta, a

welcome addition to the many forms already in

existence. Crimson, and the mixed, in which

there are many varieties of great charm. One
may feel assured of this—nothing is permitted to

exist that does not possess some worthy attri-

bute. To wander through this little forest ot

Primulas and Cyclamens, too, is a lesson in the

art of hybridisation, and the drastic elimination

of anything that does not approach the standard

of excellence Messrs. Sutton have established,
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We have been oonsidering only the single

Prinmlis, but there ia another group, the double
forme, which have a peculiar fascination. Messrs.
Sutton have a double variety of The Duchess
with all the fine qualities, if one may so express
it, of the type, colouring and strength of growth.
Pink Beauty, the double blue and the double
scarlet are conspicuous among many. One house
is filled with the " Star Primulas," which possess
the same range of colouring as what one may
describe as the dwarfer forms. But "Star"
flowers these are, graceful, free, and creating a
perfect sea of colour—White Star, light and
dark blue, Ruby, Carmine, Pearl and a delightful
mixture called the "Mixed Star"— colours as

pure and welcome as anything one o in possess at

this season of the year. Nor must we forget

Primula obconica, which this firm has improved
80 much that in the newer acquisitions the parent
is completely overshadowed—again clear pink,
orimson and the softest mauve.

The Persian Cyclamen,
This is another beautiful flower to bring joy to

the indoor garden. Fragrance faintly scents the
house, a scent of Lily of the Valley. Jt comes
from the Persian Cyclamen, here represented in

many varieties^white, rose, crimson, the fringed,
Vulcan, as deep in oolour as a Richmond Rose,
and Balmon. The "Giant Salmon Pink" is a
flower all who cherish a soft shade should
possess, and seen when the light shinus through
the petals, nothing among Cyclamens oomposes a
sweeter flower.pioture. The " Rich Salmon
Pink " is more intense, and both are welcome.
These notes are cursory, but their object is to

show the wonderful wealth of oolour that the
Primulas and Cyclamens can give at this season
of the year, bringing to the conservatory or
greenhouse a " feast of oolour " in the early days
of the year.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
*,* The dates given below are those supplied by the

respective Secretaries.

March 1.—Scottish Horticultural Society's
Meeting.
March 3.—Linnean Society's Meeting.

Important forestpyappointment.
An important forestry appointment has just been
given to Mr. Gilbert Brown, who is at present
forester to Lord Lovat on his estate of Beaufort.
This is that of forester on the Strathspey
estate of the Dowager Countess of Seafield, a
post which is considered the leading one of its

kind in Scotland. The Strathspey forests are of
vast extent, and as they have been well oared
for, the appointment is one upon whioh Mr.
Brown is to be congratulated. It may be added
that the woodlands in possession of the Countess
of Seafield extend to close upon (JO,(XMJ acres.

Fopestpy at the Royal Agrieul
tUPal Show.—Mr. Charles Coltman Rogers
of Stanage Park, Brampton Bryan, presided at a
meeting of the forestry committee of the Royal
Agricultural Society held recently, when the
arrangements for the Forestry Exhibition at
Liverpool were considered. Mr. E. Lovell
Clare of U, Dale Street, Liverpool, and Mr.
T. A. Earle of Hartford, Cheshire, attended
the meeting, as representing the local forestry
committee, and submitted proposals for a planta-
tions competition, on somewhat similar lines
to that held in connection with the Gloucester
Show of last year. It was decided that, if

sufficient financial support were forthcoming,
a competition, confined to the districts of
Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales, should
be carried out for plantations under varying
conditions, namely, (1) growing on a rich or on

a poor quality soil, ('2) mixed or uninixed, (.3)

conifers or hardwoods, (4) from five to thirty
years from date of planting. The Forestry
Exhibition, to be held in the Liverpool Show-
yard, will be on the same £;eneral lines as that
at Gloucester last June.

Bpitiah Gapdeners' Association.
The following "open letter " is being circulated
to candidates for the London County Council by
the executive council of the British Gardeners'
Association :

" Dear Sir,—I am directed by the
executive council ot the British Gardeners'
Association to ask if, in the event of your elee
tion to the London County Council, you will be
good enough to use your influence to secure
the following recommendations of the British
Gardeners' Ass'^ciation, viz. : («) To secure a mini-
mum wage of aOs, per week for those gardeners
employed by the London County Council who
can produce the credentials of the British
Gardeners' Association as to being duly iiualified
gardeners

; (fc) to secure an alteration of the
system whioh allows the appointment of a mili-
tary officer to the post of Chief Officer of the
Parks Department, q,n appointment whioh, in
the opinion of the executive council of the
British Gardeners' Association, should be held
by a properly qualified gardener possessing the
requisite technical knowledge and powers of
organisation and control. — John Weathers,
General Secretary."

The Jubilee Flowep Show at
HaaPlem. — This show, organised by the
General Bulh Growers' Society of Haarlem, will
be opened by H. R. H. Prince Henry of the Nether-
lands on ,^Idrch 23. The Dutch Minister of
Agrieulturo will be the chief speaker. The
exhibition halls, although very spacious indeed,
will be too small to contain the many ex-
hibits for whioh space has already been applied.
Another building has been constructed for plants
and flowers ; but as the grounds have already
been planted with bulbs in autumn and are also
rather crowded, it will be quite impossible to
erect more buildings. The bulb fields of Holland
have always been an attraction to tourists, and
a visit to Haarlem and its environs this spring
will be of special interest. The bulb fields are
only at their best for a few days ; but the Haar-
lem Flower Show is arranged so as to remain in
full beauty from the opening to the end. The
temporary shows in buildings, to which we have
referred already, will be held from March 23 to31,
April 4 to 12 and May 20 to 22. The Inter-
national jury will meet in March and April,
under the presidency uf Mr. de Marez Oyens,
ex-Minister of Commerce, Industry, &c. , and now
President of the Netherlands Federation of
Horticultural Societies. The Jubilee Flower
Show of Haarlem promises to become one of the
chief features of the horticultural year.

Royal Scottish Arboricultupal
Society.—The annual meeting of this society
was held in the Goold Hall, Edinburgh, on
February 11. The chair was occupied by
the retiring president. Sir Kenneth Mackenzie
of Gairloch. The annual report of the council,
which was read by Mr. Galloway, the secretary,
was of a satisfactory character. The member-
ship now stands at 1,352, thirty-nine more than
in the previous year. Reference was made in
the report to the Development Act, its probable
influence on Scottish forestry, and the suggestion
made of a grant being asked by the society. In
the discussion of the report, the question of
consulting foresters was referred to, and a
suggestion that the subject should be remitted
to the council for reconsideration was finally
agreed to after being spoken on by Mr. W. S.
Haldane and Mr. Munro-Ferguson, M.P. The
report was adopted with this addition. The
report of the treasurer, ilr. .John Methven, was
satisfactory, the balance of income carried to
this year amounting to £213. In retiring from
office. Sir Kenneth Mackenzie paid a tribute to
the services of Mr. Galloway, their secretary,

and remarked with gratification to the fact that
the society's membership had increased by 193
since he was appointed president three years ago.
He then nominated as his successor Sir .John
Stirling Maxwell, who took the chair and gave
an admirable presidental address, dealing in a
practical manner with various subjects of

especial interest to Scottish arboriculturists
at the present time. Sir .John was heartily
thanked.

OORRESPONDENOE.
(Th< Editor is tial responsible far the opinl

e.rpressed by oarrespoiidents.J

ion »

The best twelve Sweet Peas.—
For interesting correspondence on this subject
see page lil7.

A note fPOm Dublin.—A correspondent
dating from Shrewsbury Road, Dublin, on
February 8, writes that " The little rock garden
in my suburban patoh grows and flourishes. J
have had Saxifraga bwrseriana grandiflora in
flower the past fortnight in a pan, very fine, but
it is over now ; and I have at present S. Boydii
alba and S. burseriana major in flower, and all

the following are just about to open their buds,
i.e., Saxifragas marginata, juniperifclia, retusa,
oppositifolia major, Ferdinand Ooburgei, apiou.
lata, sancta and soardioa (true) ; also Primula
megaseaafolia has been, and still is, a treasure
in deep shade below the dining-room window,
having flowered all the winter. As soon as one
flower dies, another comes out quite regardless
of frost and snow, of which we have had far
more than usual. The plant I am most proud of
is from a cutting given me as Antirrhinum sem-
pervirens, but which the authorities at Glasnevin
say is certainly glutinosum. It is on the top of
the rockery and forms a cone nearly 4 feet in
diameter and about 2 feet high, and is generally
covered with flowers all the summer. I am par-
ticularly proud of it because the great gardeners
at the other side of Dublin cannot grow it ; they
are on limestone, whioh may account for it."

The Pepuvlan Nastuptium.—I can
fully endorse all that your able contributor, Mr.
S. Arnott, says on page 53 (January 29) respect-
ing the above-named plant. There may be
two forms, one freer flowering than the other ;

but in one instance I know that the plants
flowered profusely year after year near some
cottage walls, but were almost flowerless in a
large garden a mile distant. The gardens
referred to were situated in the south of Hamp-
shire, and the borders had a south aspect in each
case except one, and that faced the south-west.
The soil was very sandy and rather poor, but
the plants grew to a height of about 3 feet each
year, the shoots being trained to strings fastened
to the wall beneath the windows of the dwelling-
houses. In the case of those plants in the
south-west position, I may say that the roots
permeated the hard gravel path and had very
little soil of any kind to grow in. These plants
were always heavily laden with flowers, richer
in colour than any on the other plants.

There was iron in the soil. The tubers were
planted deeply and, as the soil was of such a
light, sandy nature and the positions well pro-
tected, they were left in the ground all the winter.

It is better, however, to lift them where the soil

is of a heavier and more retentive nature.—B.

Cratsegrus Pypacantha Leiandii.
I fully endorse all your correspondent " A. X>."

has written respecting this glorious autumn and
winter shrub in Thk Garden, December 11,

page ti 1 1 . Generally we have been used to

seeing the above and the old Pyracantha planted
against a wall ; but really Pyracantha Leiandii
makes a charming object in any ordinary
shrubbery or isolated on a lawn. About tea

years ago I planted eleven of these shrubsi
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towards the front of a shrubbery facing due
south, and for the last four or five years they

have arrested the attention of thousands of

people from all parts. Last year they were
exiseptionally tine ; they are about 7 feet in

diameter and 7 feet high, and produce a splendid

effect when the sun is rising and setting.—J.

Melville (Superintendent), Finnhnry Park, N.
A slng^le plant of Sweet Pea.—

I

was much interested in Mr. T. Stevenson's

photograph of a single plant of Kathleen
Macgowan. In 19* 17 I procured some seed of

Roaie Sydenham. Five or six plants (started in

a cold greenhouse) were planted out in a clump
in April, but only one lived. It did not seem
worth while to take much trouble with a single

plant, but it became so vigorous that by the end
of the summer it was covering the sticks that

had been placed for the whole clump. Karly
in September I cut forty stems from it to take to

a show, where I put up thirty of them. Nearly
all had four large blooms, which made the vase

look so full and handsome that it was lifted down
and the stems counted to see that there were not
more than the specified thirty. I won the first

prize, and this vase helped materially. I tried

to get a photograph of the plant the following

week, but it did not come out well. Two plants

of a pink variety made another clump of such
beauty that Mr. Eokford printed a photograph of

it in his catalogue for 1908.—(Mis.) G. LEiiiH

Spencer.
The late Ppofessop Hillhouse.—

It is with sincere regret that I learn of the death
of William Hillhouse, M.A., M.Sc, F.L.S. (late

Professor of Botany at Birmingham University),

at Malvern Link on January 27, at the compara-
tively early age of fifty five years. Those who
knew and saw the Professor of late years have
been aware of his delicate state of health, and
were not astonished at his resignation of his post
some few months ago. His death will not sur-

prise them altogether, although it was hoped that
with care his life might be prolonged. He was
born at Bedford, where, in course of time, he
became a schoolmaster. He founded the Bed-
fordshire Natural History Society and greatly

helped in the publication of the "Flora of

Bedfordshire." From Bedford he passed to

Cambridge, where he became a lecturer in botany
and assistant-curator of the University Her-
barium. He had a number of private pupils,

many of whom attained to good places in the
Science Tripos. In ISSJ he was given the charge
of the botanical department at Mason's College,

Birmingham. This institution was transferred to

and became part of the university, where Mr.
Hillhouse was eventually appointed Professor of

Botanj'. From 188,'i up to the end of last year
Professor Hillhouse was an active supporter of

the Botanical and Horticultural Society—as a
committeeman, hon. secretary and chairman of

the general committee his services will long
be remembered. During this period of his

activity the alpine garden was formed, the
Water Lily house rebuilt and the exhibition

hall enlarged. The Professor will go down
to posterity as the man who instituted

the first Daffodil show. This took place at
Edgbaston, and these yearly shows there were
the forerunners of the famous Midland Society.
When this society was formed he naturally
occupied the important post of chairman of com-
mittee. His services in this capacity were invalu-
able, and his wisdom, firmness and courtesy had
no little to do with the success and harmonious
working of the society. He was greitly interested
in afforestation, and occupied the chairmanship
of the Midland Afforestation Society. In social

matters, too, he did a good work. His presi-

dential addresses to the Birmingham Gardeners'
Mutual Impro\ ement Society were eagerly looked
forward to, and it was always a great disappoint-
ment when latterly ill-health prevented him from
attending. As an old Cambridge pupil and a
friend of later years may I say that there will be
ni my vvh ) will feel his loss.

—

Joseph Jacob.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Outdoor Fruits.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—The
pruning and nailing of these can now
be commenced. If the disbudding
operations were properly carried out
last season, there will not be much
pruning required now ; some of the

old wood out out to make room for the new will

suffice. By all means avoid overcrowding the
wood when nailing in. There is no gain attached
to the practice, and it often leads to the ruin of

the shoots on which the next season's crop will

be borne. Where young trees have made very
rank growth, root - pruning is necessary to
check it, and it is not too late to do this now if

done carefully by an experienced hand. The
trees should have a good washing with insecticide

when the tying and nailing are finished : petroleum
emulsion is excellent for the purpose. Locally
Peaches and Nectarines suffer badly from blister,

and Bunyard's Medela is strongly recommended
as a preventive.

Fruits Under Glass.

Late Vines.—All houses containing Vines that
are intended to supply the late crop should now
be closed. No fire-heat will be required for a
start, the sun's warmth being quite sufficient

till the buds break. Syringe the rods on bright
days and damp the floors and borders. Ventilate
carefully to prevent excessive heat, but avoid any
draught. Should there be any difficulty in getting
the rods to break regularly, they may be bent
round. By doing this the sap is induced to flow
more evenly, and as soon as the buds have burst
the rods may be tied up in their proper positions.

Cherries.—These are very adverse to hard
forcing, therefore care must be taken not to allow
any sudden rise in the temperature from fire-

heat ; in fact, very little fire-heat is required,
just enough to keep the night temperature at

m" to 55°.

Strawberries.—Fruits that have been thinned
will require a little stimulant to assist in the
swelling. Liquid cow-manure is very useful, and
a top-dressing of a good fertiliser now and again
is beneficial. They should be as near the glass

as possible, in a temperature of from tj5° to 7U°.

Keep them well syringed, twice daily on bright
days, to prevent any attack of red spider.

Plants Under Glass.

Ghryaanthemumi intended to produce exhibition
blooms ought now to be potted into 3-inch pots.

Keep close for a few days after potting, then
allow a little air. The idea must be to keep the
plants growing freely, yet strong and sturdy.
The decorative section will need attention as

soon as rooted. Do not allow them to get root-

bound in the cutting-pots. Cuttings of the late

varieties and singles may still be put in.

Perpetual-rioweriiig Carnations.—Pot up any
cuttings of these as soon as rooted. When rooted
in sand it will be found that not one root need be
broken in taking them from the cutting-pots.

Autumn-rooted plants are just breaking into

nice growth. It is a great mistake to try to keep
them growing fast in heat through the winter.
This makes weak plants, and they never seem
to regain their natural vigour after being forced
into growth.

Flower Garden.
Early-jiuwering Chrysantlumums.—Cuttings of

these that are rooted in boxes should be planted
out in frames, where they will make strong
plants ready for putting into their permanent
quarters at the end of March or beginning of

April. E. C. PooLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esti.)

Chnaton HaU, PlymoxUh. I

KOK THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Indoor Garden.
Cannas.—Seeds of these are often very backward
in germinating. If soaked in tepid water and
the vessel set in a warm house for twelve hours
previous to sowing the seedx, there should be
little difficulty in getting them to germinate.
Another method is to file through part of the
skin, taking great care not to injure the germ.
In any case, after the seeds are sown the soil

must be kept quite moist, or failure is certain.
While these plants are very valuable for bedding,
I think that the greatest pleasure is derived from
a fine batch grown in a cool greenhouse. V^ery
rich, rather heavy soil is best suited to grow fine
Cannas. If grown for greenhouse decoration,
pot on before the roots gi-t too much matted
and until the pot most suitable for flowering them
in is reached. The dwarfer kinds may have
7-inch or Sinch pots, while S-inoh or 9-inch size

will do for the tall varieties.

Repottiny A great deal of repotting is re-

quired at this season, and the sooner it is put in

baud now the better. Many stove plants will
be much better if not disturbed at the roots.

A top-dressing of good, fresh, rich soil is often
preferable ; this applies, of course, to plants in

fairly large pots. Any of the smaller plants that
are pot-bound must get a shift.

Oreenliouse Plantfi. These, too, mu»t get
attention at the earliest possible opportunity,
and before the great press of preparing bedding
stuff' comes on. Many of them will, like the
stove plauts, succeed equally well if merely top-
dressed. In every case make sure that the
drainage is in perfect order, and that no worms
lurk in the balls of earth. In adding the frebh

soil a dusting of some good fertiliser, like Thom-
son's Plant Manure, is very beneficial. Allow a
heaped teaspoonful to a plant in a ti-ineh pot. I

have found only one plant that difliiies this

method of feeding, and that is .\zilea mollis ; all

the other ordinary greenhouse occupants simply
revel in it.

Fruits Under Glass.

Vines.—Disbudding, tying and pinching re-

quire constant attention. Where there is

abundance of space between the rods, pinch two
leaves above the bunch : but if there la any fear

of crowding, one leaf above the bunch muBt
suffice. Pinch sub-laterals above the first leaf.

See to it that the inside borders are ne\'er

allowed to become dry, or a heavy crop of red
spider will result. Too much water is, of

course, also very harmful. Apply water in a
tepid state.

Peaches.—Disbudding must be carried out as

the necessity arises. Never leave this work in

arrears. If a good set has been got in the earliest

houses, a partial thinning of the fruits should now
be undertaken. Do not be very se\ ere, as some
may drop later and cause a thin crop. Keep the
syringe going regularly to maintain the trees in

a clean and healthy condition.

Mehma.—Sow seeds of these according to

requirements. Two seeds in a 3-inch pot is a

good plan for Melons. When well up pull out
the weaker. Only half till the pots with soil

when sowing the seeds, afterwards earthing up
the plants with some fine rich compost that is of

the same temperature as the Melon - house.

Cucumbers may be sown, several in a pot, and
potted on singly when ready. Eirly batches

must receive every attention in the way of tying,

watering, &o.

Outdoor Fruit (Jabden.

Pruning is in rather a backward state with
many owing to the long and severe winter, and
so no time should now be lost in getting all

arrears wiped out.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE .lAPANESE MAPLES.

THK dwarf Maples known collectively

as ".Japanese" are a group of beau-

tiful, slow-growing shrubs that should

find a place in every garden. The tints

in spring, and again in autumn when
the leaves are ripening, have much

beauty. As they are conspicuously slow in growth,
these Maples are exellent for planting in borders

or even for filling large lawn beds. They like a

deep soil, but should not be heavily manured,
otherwise the rich colours will not be obtained in

the foliage. In addition to this brilliant colour-

ing the leaves are finely divided, so that the

shrubs may be regarded as ornamental the whole
summer through. When grown in pots they
may be allowed to untold their delicate foliage

in the conservatory, where the beautiful tints

will be brought out to perfection. A few of

more than usual merit, and which may be relied

upon to give general satisfaction, are Acer sep-

temlobum elegans, A. variegatum atropur-
pureum, A. diaseotum roseo-marginatum, A.
palmatum palmatifidum, A. p. decompositum
and A. p. ampelopsifolium. These names are pon-
derous, but must be mentioned when ordering
these shrubs if the best are desired. Planting
may be carried out at the present time. H.

THE OLD OAK IN KYRE PARK,
WORCESTER.

The illustration is of an old Oak tree in Kyre
Park, Worcester, and is from a photograpli
kindly sent us by Mrs. Mack, Lansallos Rectory,
PolpeiTO, Cornwall. Mrs. Mack writes :

" I am
sending you a small photograph of an ancient
Oak tree in Kyre Park, Worcester, and called

'The Hangman's Oak.' It is supposed to be
about 900 years old."

RULES FOR PRUNING FLOWERING
SHRUBS.

I SHOULD be very grateful if you could give me
some general rules for the pruning of flowering
shrubs. Is it a rule (a) that all shrubs flowering
on old or previous year's wood should be thinned
or cut back directly after flowering V (/i) That
those flowering on new wood should be pruned
some time before flowering ; if so, how long
before '.' Does rule (a) apply to shrubs flowering
in autumn as well as to those flowering in spring
and summer'; I should be glal to know the
right time to prune the following shrubs : Deutzia,
Spira?i, Weigela, Kerria, Halesia, Leycesteria,
Ciethra, Hibiscus, Exoohorda, Amorpha and
Euonymus europaeus (Spindle Tree).

CUESHAM.

[It is by no means necessary that all shrubs
flowering on the old or previous year's wood
should be thinned or cut back immediately after
flowering, for, as a matter of fact, many of them
need little or no pruning. At the same time,
many members of this group are considerably
benefited by being treated as suggested. Those
flowering on the new wood, i.e., wood formed the
same year as the flowers appear, may be out back
some time before flowering. As a rule, early spring
is the best time for this. Shrubs that flower in

autumn should be pruned in early spring befoie
the buds start into growth. Of those opncerning
which you particularly enquire, the
DnUzias should be pruned immediately after

the flowering season is past. Any old and ex-
hausted wood may be Ireely thinned out, the
object being to encourage strong, clean shoots
that will flower well the next year.

Spirii^aa may be divided into two classes (1)

those that flower in the spring and early summer,
and (2) the late summer and autumn blooming
kinds. The first-named should have any neces-
sary jiruniiig done directly the flowers are past.

The principal consideration is, as in the case of

the Deulzias, the cutting out of any old and
exhausted wood, though, if necessary, the longer
branches can be shortened back. The late-

flowering Spirasis, such as S. japonica or S.

callosa and its varieties, including the richly

coloured Anthony Waterer, S. salicifolia, S.

Douglasii, S. Aitchisonii and S. lindleyana, must
be pruned early in the spring before they start

into growth. In their case, with the exception
of the two last-named, the pruning, which is best

done in early spring, may be severe, all the weak
and overcrowded shoots being cut out and the

remaining branches shortened to within 1 foot to

2 feet of the ground. The effect of this is the

production of strong shoots, which flower well.

Spiriea Aitchisonii and S. lindleyana, being
larger-growing shrubs, must not be treated in

such a drastic way, though in their case

a spurring back of the weak wood and a
partial shortening of the long shoots will be
beneficial.

Weiyelas may be treated as recommended
above for the spring-flowering Spineas.

Kerria needs little pruning, though any old
wood may be thinned out immediately after
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flowering in order to encourage the formation of

young shoots.

Halesia.—Very little, if any, pruning is needed.
If one or two shoots have a tendency to grow
away and thus spoil the shape of the specimen,
they may be shortened back.

Leycesteriaformosa should be out back bard
about the middle of March.

Clethras need practically no pruning unless the
plant gets choked up with weak shoots, in which
case they must be thinned out.

Hibiscus Syriacus (Syrian Mallow) may be
allowed to go unpruned. If, however, it is

necessary to thin out crowded shoots, this should
be done early in the year, but the Hibiscus seldom
requires this.

Exochorda yrandiflora (Pearl Bush) does not
need pruning unless it is desired to keep the
specimen within bounds, when it may be out
back immediately after flowering.

Amorpha Jruticosa may be thinned out if

necessary in the spring. If out back at that
time the foliage is more ample, but it does not
flower so freely. Amorpha canescens may be
cut back hard in the spring.

Euonymus europaus (Spindle Tree) can be cut
back in winter or early spring if too large, other-
wise it needs no pruning.—Ed. ]

KILLARNEY AS A FORCING ROSE.

I

CANNOT but think that our commercial
Rose-growers who supply the cut-flower
trade with forced blooms make a mistake
in not taking up this grand variety. Our
American friends are loud in its praise,
and I hear it has been the most sought-

after variety this season, not even excepting
American Beauty. No other variety will break
and flower so readily under the American system
of culture, which is mainly on benches ; but I

should say it would do equally as well on solid
beds, especially if these beds were furnished with
a row of hot-water pipes beneath them to warm
the soil. The exquisite shape of the blooms of
Killarney leaves nothing to be desired, and it is

just about full enough to allow its lovely petals
u> be well displayed. The white sport from
Killarney will unquestionably be a popular Rose,
as, grand though it is, Frau Karl Druschki is

rather too large for some purposes, and Niphetos
laoks the stifl'ness of stem that is required in a
vase Rose.

PRUNING ROSES FOR EXHIBITION.
As there are a large number of readers of The
(Garden who are keenly interested in exhibiting
Roses, the question as to early pruning or
otherwise may be very opportunely discussed
just now. The successful exhibitor who has
many times carried ott' the amateurs' trophy
will certainly be regarded as a great authority
upon the subject of pruning ; therefore I offer no
apologies for quoting what Mr. E. B. Lindsell
has to say upon this matter. Writing in the
National Rose Society's Annual for 1908, Mr.
Lindsell reviews that excellent work upon Roses,
written by another amateur expert, the Rev. J. H.
Pemberton, entitled " Roses : Their History,
Development and Cultivation," and in the course
of his remarks, after referring to the points of
agreement between himself and Mr. Pemberton,
he says : "As to pruning there is a marked
difference in methods, the pruning here being
much harder than as practised by Mr. Pemberton
—indeed, except in the case of a few sorts, of
which Charles Lefebvre is an example, all old
wood is practically cut away down to one or two
eyes, with the object of forcing dormant buds at
the junction of the plant with the stock to break
out and give flowers early in .Tuly. It is these
flowers which have chiefly helped the writer,
and with longer pruning and more consequent
growth from the old wood, the buds which
produce them might either remain dormant or
break at too late a dale to give assistance until
towards the end of the season.

" This severe pruning seems to keep the plants
in health, and such varieties as Horace "Vernet,
Xavier Olibo, Dr. Sewell, Gustave Piganeau,
Mrs. W. J. Grant and others budded on seedling
Briars and not transplanted have grown well
for years and given blooms which have at times
been considered up to medal standard.
"The date of pruning is another point of

difference ; Mr. Pemberton prefers the third
week in March, but with us a commencement is

made with the Hybrid Perpetuals towards the end
of February, and if weather permits, the pruning
is completed by the second week in March.

" This early pruning has a double object : first,

to prevent bleeding, which has at times much
weakened the plants ; and, second, to give full

time for the development of the dormant buds
previously referred to. Moreover, if the pruning
is delayed it becomes more difficult to select the
best weather for the work."

Personally, I am in full agreement with Mr.
Lindsell. I have proved, with such a difficult

Rose as Her Majesty, that by early pruning this
variety and cutting it back severely, more
superior blooms have been obtained and at a
date more nearly coinciding with Rose shows.
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The point should not be overlooked where | loam in equal parts, and plenty of sand. As the

Mr. Lindsell eays that the Roses are " budded I flower-stems are only a few inches high, and there

on seedling Briars and not transplanted." This is little or do foliage when they are in flower,

makes a very considerable difference, for the they are liable to be splashed with heavy rain,

plants are so well established that they can stand
|
To obviate this it would be advisable to provide

this severe cutting back with impunity. Those a carpet of some low-growing plant like Sedum
exhibitors who bud their own Roses know well sexangulare, so that the flowers would be pro-

what superb blooms are obtained from the teoted and, at the same time, have a background
"maiden" plants, and these are produced from to set off their dainty elegance. The bulbs of

one eye or bud ; therefore, there is no reason some of the larger kinds increase freely, but it is

why our established plants should not be treated

as maiden plants by inducing them to produce

their growth from one, or at most two eyes.

Perhaps some amateurs who hold difierent views

would favour readers of Thk G.\rden with replies

at once, seeing that the matter is a seasonable

one. P-

THE FLOWER GARDEN
SNOWFLAKES (LEUCO.Jl M).

THE Snowflakes form a small but beau

tiful family of bulbous plants, mostly

dwarf, and closely allied

to the Snowdrops.
There are about nine

species in all, native of

Central Europe and the Mediter-

ranean region. Their flowering

period is spread over nearly the

whole of the year, the larger

kinds flowering in spring and
summer ; while the smaller species,

which at one time were included
under another genus, Acis, flower

in autumn and winter. As, how-
ever, there is no structural differ-

ence, they are now all included

under the genus Leueojum,
although the name Acis is occa-

sionally met with in plant cata-

logues. Like the Snowdrops, the
Snowflakes are great favourites in

the garden, especially the Spring
Snowflake {L. vernum). This
handsome kind comes into flower

early in February, and is invalu-

able for naturalising in such places

as the Fern bolder along with
Hepaticas, Cyclamen and Snow-
drops. It is equally well suited

tor planting among deciduous
shrubs, where they are not planted
too closely together ; while in the
rook garden groups here and there
in odd corners are very welcome.
More robust and vigorous in habit
is the Summer Snowflake (L.

sestivum), which is eminently suit-

able for the wild garden, where
it will flourish and flower well in

ordinary soil among the thin
grass.

The cultivation of the Snow-
flakes is (juite simple, as most of

them, especially the spring and
summer kinds, will prove to be at
home and thrive in any good deep soil. L. vernum
is more partial to heavy loam, and should be
planted about <i inches deep. It is one of those
bulbs that dislike disturbance, and should never
be kept long out ot the ground, as the bulbs soon
begin to get soft and shrivel. When planted in

this condition they take longer to establish them-
selves than when put in fresh and plump. The
Summer Snowflake prefers a lighter and drier
soil with a more sunny position. Here it in-

creases freely, making large tufts of long foliage
and producing an abundance of flowers. The little

plants belonging to the -4ci8 section require more
care. L. auiumnale, a typical species of this set,

is a charming little plant, and should be provided
with a warm, sunny situation, high and dry, and
with perfect drainage. Like all the others, it is

a deep-rooting plant, and should have a good
depth of soil. This may consist of peat and

not so with several of the smaller species. Seed
has to be relied on as a means of increase, and
this should be sown as soon as it is ripe in seed
pans well covered with soil. The pans should be
plunged to the rims in a sheltered corner, while a
sheet of glass should be placed over them for pro-
tection from heavy rain. All the following
species are in cultivation, although some are
rarely met with :

L. ieilii-um (Summer Snowflake).—This is a
very attractive plant, found wild over Central and
Southern Europe, and sometimes met with in

moist meadows in Southern England as well as

in Ireland. It is very vigorous, often '2 feet

on each slender stem, are white, with a tinge of

delicate pink at the base of the segments. It is

indeed a graceful little plant, well worthy of the
praiee bestowed on it. This species ripens seeds

rather freely, and these, when sown at once, ger-

minate readily, soon forming flowering bulbs.

[j. hycmah (Winter Snowflake).—Similar in

habit to the foregoing, this plant comes from the

Maritime Alps, and may be grown under the

same conditions. It has the same narrow foliage,

while the stems are one or two flowered. These
are produced in winter, the segments being white
with a tinge of green on the back. This species

requires a thorough roasting in summer, and
should be grown in sandy soil.

L. pull-helium (L. Hernandezii) —This Majorcan
plant is closely allied to the Summer Snowflake,

but flowers somewhat earlier. It also differs in

the flower-stems having smooth edges, while
those of L. :tativum are rough. Usually the

flowers are more numerous on each stem, but
this may be a matter of soil and situation.

It is useful on account of its earliness and
free-SoHering habit.

L. roseum,—A rare little plant

from Corsica, with pretty rose-

coloured flowers in autumn. They
are bell-shaped and produced from
one to three on each stem.

L. rernum (Spring Snowflake).

The large, handsome, snow white
flowers of this species are very

attractive when well established,

and they are set off by the green

blotches on the tip of each seg

ment. It is the favourite member
of the whole genus and, perhaps,

the most valuable for garden pur-

poses. The first year after plant-

ing it does very little, but when
established it grows freely with
broad, bright green foliage and
numerous flowerd. Deep planting

is essential for this species, espe-

cially in light soils. In stronger

soil it grows more vigorously and
produces larger flowers. It is a

native i^f Central Europe and,

where suited, the bulbs increase

freely. There is a beautiful

variety of this, L. v. carpati-

cum (L. Wagnerii), which comes
from Transylvania. The flowers

are usually produced two on each

stem, and the perianth segments
have yellow tips instead of green.

It also flowers nearly a month
later than the type, thus main-
taining a succession of welcome
flowers. Seeds are freely pro-

duced, and self-sown seedlings fre-

quently appear round about estab-

lished clumps. W. L

CLUSTER OF THE SUMMER SNOWFLAKE (l.EOCOJDM .KSTIVUM).
DAFFODIL NOTES.

high or more in rich soils. It is not at all par-
ticular as to soil, a dry bank suiting it almost as
well as a moist one, providing the bulbs are
planted deeply. Large clusters of long leaves

Forced Flowers. — At present

we have to be content with the

old varieties, such as obvallaris (Tenby), Henry
Irving, Golden Spur, princeps and the old double
yellow (Telamonius plenus), if we wish to have
Dafibdils in the early weeks of the year. These

are produced, and the flower-stems as well, each are old, well-tried kinds that always behave in a
bearing several drooping, white, green-tipped satisfactory manner and to a large extent retain

flowers, in summer. These are very useful for their natural characteristics. Straws show how
cutting purposes, lasting a considerable time in the wind is blowing. The appearance of a few pots
water. of some of the more uncommon ones at the Royal

L. autumnale (Autumn Snowflake).—This is Horticultural Society's meeting on the Sthinst.

,

the commonest of the autumn-flowering species, and a photograph of a splendid giant Leedaii
and produces flower-stems about H inches high taken the previous week, and which I was
when in a flourishing condition. It is a native of privileged to see, lead me to think that before
Portugal, Morocco and the Ionian Islands. Pro- long we shall be able to add some different types
vided with perfect drainage it is hardy in to our old standard forcing varieties. Mr.
this country, and is quite in keeping with the Chapman had some nice Blaokwell and Crown
choicer plants of the rook garden. It often comes Prince beside his beautiful yellow Freesias. It

into flower in August and keeps up a succession is true that they were not so good as they
into October. The dainty flowers, two or three will be later on in the open ground, but, all the
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same, they were very pleasing. I believe Black-
well will prove itselt to be one of the great
Ddffodilp, worthy to rank with Emperor, Empress
and Mme. de Graaff. Its forcing properties are
no small item in its favour. An extremely lovely

old variety that makes an excellent second early

IB Autocrat. I had some beautiful pots of it last

year in the second week in February, and as I am
writing this at the same time this year, I am able

to report some promising buds which are just
beginning to show colour.

A National Daffodil Society.—I have been
round the frames tiiis morning and found all my
Daffodil seedlings coming up and making a brave
show. The connection between this little fact

and the heading of the paragraph in that theie is

every appearance of the flower not
only retaining, but increasing, its

hold on the public, because of the
endless possibilities which loom
large on the horizon of its unknown
future. It will be long before we
come up to them all and find there
is no beyond. Several times within
the last year or two I have heard
whisperings and wonderings as to

whether there should not be a
National Daffodil Society, with its

headquarters in London. What is

everyone's business is, more often

than not, nobody's. To some
extent the Daffodil is an exempli
fioation of this, for I feel pretty

confident that if there were such
a society there are certain things

that would get done which are
now left undone. But, on the
other hand, it would be a thousand
pities to set up an organisation

that would clash with any of those

at present existing.

Depth of Potn or Bonis for

Hov^e Work. — Every year, as I

contrast the general look of bulbs

(especially Daffodils and Tulips) as

they flower in the ordinary deep
pots or vases with those which
bloom in shallower ones, I become
more convinced of the preferable-

ness of the latter. Somehow these

suit ninety-nine out of a hundred
kinds so much the best. Messrs.

James Carter and (Jo have exactly

hit the nail on the head in their

introduction of The Carter English
Art Ware Bowls (old style), while
for those who prefer taller ones
the handsome holly green vases

of Robert Sydenham, Limited, are

hard to beat. Perhaps I might
suggest to readers the advisability

of observing the difference between
the two types of pot.

.Joseph Jacoh.

plants, while on no aooount must birds be
I
enough to cover the seeds of the majority of

allowed to enjoy repeated meals. I
varieties ; but those with white skins, or which

Seedlings in Greenhouses.— Seeds were have mauve colour in the blossoms, should not be

sown in the genial temperature of the greenhouse covered more than a quarter of an inch, ought to

by many amateurs towards the end of .January, i have sand above and below them, and must be

and they will have germinated and grown into i kept rather drier all along than the others. The
healthy little plants by now. The earlier they

]

grower need not worry himself unduly if he
can be removed to the frames the better, but no
risk must be taken in this ; the plants will

obviously be rather tender, and to shift them
thoughtlessly from a warm greenhouse to a cold

frame, no matter what the weather may happen
to be, is to court disaster. As far as watering
and sticking are concerned, the procedure is

necessarily the same as for plants in frames.

Keep them well up to the light and give them

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Seedlings in Frames. — The
young plants grown from seeds

sown in cold frames last autumn
will now be making excellent progress, and
the grower will be estimating how many
cups ihey will bring him before the season is

over. It is essential that they shall have
unlimited supplies of fresh air, and that in no
circumstances whatever shall the soil in which
the roots are working get as dry as dust, for if

it does the plants will receive a check from
which it will take them some time to recover,

and the prospects of success will be seriously

prejudiced. Twiggy sticks will already have
been placed to them, and to these the young
shoots ought to be loosely yet securely attached
rather than be forced to rely upon their tendrils

for necessary support. A very sharp look-out
must be kept for slugs, which will work terrible

havoc in a very short time among the younger

finds a few split seeds ; they will simply germi-

nate rather more quickly than those which were
sound when sown, but the soil in the pots

containing them must not be allowed to get

sodden. After sowing, the pots may advan-

tageously be stood on a firm base in the frame,

and the lights should always be off except during
the heaviest rains, exposure to which would
involve the risk of getting the soil too wet.

Odtdoob .Sowing. — Generally
speaking, it is too early for out-

door sowing to be done, but pre-

parations should be made for

carrying it out about three weeks
hence when all the conditions are
favourable. The principal opera-

tions connected with the soil will

have been accomplished long ago

;

but if it has not been dug over
since the autumn or early spring,

let this be attended to as quickly
as possible, to give plenty of time
for settling before sowing.
Bihe's Sweet Peas. — For

several years Messrs. Bide and
Sods of Farnham, in the fair

county of Suriey, have had an
enviable reputation for the excel-

lence of their Roses, and they
have now set themselves the task

of building up a good name for

Sweet Peas. It is certain that
they will do this and that it will

not take them very long. Their
catalogue for the present season

is neat, and it contains all the
varieties procurable that are worth
growing.
Northumbrian Sweet Peas.—

Mr. F. .J. Bell, Whitley Bay, has
published an attractive list, in

which all the leading standard
varieties, as well as novelties, are

listed with the prices and the
number of seeds in each packet.

Mr. Bell makes up some splendid
collections, from which all classes

of grower should be able to get

just what they require without
the trouble of selecting all the
varieties. Spencer.

i

m
llEGONIA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE IN A SHEFFIELD (lABDEN.

SOME GOOD HARDY
ANNUALS.

The following may be sown during
the next few weeks -. Chrysanthe-
mums in variety, Clarkia, rose and
white ; Convolvulus major and
minor. Cornflowers, various Lark-
spurs, dwarf Rockets, branching
Leptosiphon densiflorus albus,

Esohscholtzias, Gcdetias, Linum
the benefit of all the fresh air that is possible, so

;
grandiflorum rubrum. Night-scented Stock, Vir-

as to ensure strong, sturdy progress from the ginian Stock and Nemophila insignis.

start. No attempt must be made to rush them
along in heat, as this treatment will not answer
for long.

Sowing Seeds.—Early in March is an excel-

lent time for those amateurs who have only a
cold frame at command, and who still prefer to

sow under glass rather than in the open ground,
to make a start. Either small pots or those

6 inches in diameter may be utilised, the former
to accommodate one seed, and the latter to take
five placed equidistantly round the sides. The
compost should be composed principally of loam,

but there must be a good addition of refuse

manure as well as some sharp sand to keep it

open and sweet. About half an inch will be deep

CALCEOLARIA VIOLACEA.
This species of Calceolaria is not a new plant by
any means, and yet one very rarely meets with
it in gardens. It was introduced from Chili

in 1853, and is a distinct break from the ordinary
type. Although it cannot be termed a showy
plant, it is very pretty and interesting. The
flowers are helmet-shaped, and in colour are
mauve with dark spots. It is quite hardy in

the South-Western Counties, and if planted at

the foot of a south wall or on a warm border will

make a bush 4 feet to 6 feet high.

Plymouth. K. C. Pooley.
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THE GREENHOUSE.
SAINTPAULIA lONANTHA.

CONSIDERING the ease with which

this charming little greenhouse

plant can be propagated, it is sur-

prising that it is not more exten

sively grown by amateurs, and one

can only assume that this is due to

its quiet beauty not being generally known. It

is a comparatively new plant to this country,

being first introduced from Eastern Tropical

Africa in ISlt.'i. As will be seen by the illustra-

tion, the plant forms a dense tuft of low growing

leaves, from which spring the flowers, which in

the type are bright violet in colour, though the

photograph from which the illustration was
prepared makes them appear to be white.

In addition to the original species, there are

now several varieties which differ chiefly in the

size and colour of their flowers. That known as

purpurea has extra dark violet-coloured flowers ;

grandiflora violacea also has deeper-coloured

blossoms, which are of large size ; and albescens

has white flowers, which are, however, sometimes

tinged with pink or blue.

The culture of all is the same. Seeds sown at

the present time in soil suitable for tuberous

Begonias, and the seedlings given the same treat-

ment as these plants until they reach their

flowering pots, will produce good plants for

giving a display of blossoms in early autumn
For the final potting, which should be into ,'> inch

pots, use a mixture of fibrous loam two parts,

coarse peat one part, with a dash of coarse sand

and a few pieces of charcoal added. The drain-

age must be thorough, as the plants appreciate

generous supplies of water during the summer
months. They should be grown on a stage covered

with shingle or other material that can be kept

moist, and will need shading from bright sunshine.

The Saintpaulia is one ot the easiest plants to

propagate by means of leaves. These may be

taken off when full grown and planted in extra

well-drained pots of soil composed chiefly ol

clean sand. If kept in a close ease in the warm
for a few weeks, they will quickly grow and

produce young plants, which can be grown on for

flowering the same as is done with seedlings.

An ordinary warm greenhouse will suit the plants

splendidly, and they are excellent for edging

stages or for forming low groups in front ol

taller-growing plants. H.

POINSETTIAS AFTER FLOWERING.
After the bracts have faded, the plants are

sometimes rather neglected, being placed in a

cool frame or in a cold house and subjected to

the frosty air. Although the wood does not

show signs of being damaged by such treatment,

the ill-effects will appear later on when the

stems are cut down and the new shoots com-
mence to grow. The latter will be very weak if

the old stems have been slightly frozen. The
best thing to do is to place the plants on a shelf

in a warm house, withholding water for a few
weeks to get the wood thoroughly matured
prior to cutting downjand re-starting the growth ;

then the latter will be strong. B.

as required, using a compost of equal parts

fibrous loam, peat and leaf-soil, with plenty of

sand and broken charcoal. About the end of

.lalylgive them (for the strongest plants) the

final shift, using Tg-inch pots. They are grown
in the same house in which they are flowering,

and under Melons. They always have plenty of

room, and are kept clean by dipping and
fumigating. They have been flowering since Sep-

tember, and at the time of writing (.lanuary 26)

1 am using them for house decoration. For
feeding I find Clay's Fertilizer and soot-water

the best. E. Mills.
Whilrky Wood Hall Gardens, Shfjfitkl.

COLOURED PLATE.
PLATB 1394.

THREE NEW SWEET PEAS.

IN
drawing attention to new varieties of the

Sweet Pea—a flower that is at present

grown in nearly every garden in the

United Kingdom—one is confronted with

the fact that many so called new varieties

are not new at all, or if they are new they

cannot bo regarded as in any way superior to

varieties that are alrealy in existence. For a

BEGONIA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE.
The largest plants in the illustration are from
3 feet to 4 feet high, and were grown from
leaves inserted last October. I find the oest

way to root them is to use JVinch pots filled

with a mixture of fine peat, leaf-soil and sand.

Take the leaf off at full length, insert it not too

deeply and secure to a stake. They are not so

apt to damp off when treated thus as when put
into boxes. If only a few can be rooted this way
it is worth the trouble, as they throw up a

number of growths and make finer plants than
those from cuttings rooted in the spring. I keep
them close in the propagating-frame until top
growth is well up, gradually expose and pot on

This the raiser aptly describes as a soft rijh

salmon pink on deep primrose ground. At first

sight one might suppose that it is a glorified

edition of Mrs. Henry Bell, but it is very much
better than either that popular variety or

Constance Oliver. I had the pleasure of seeing

all the varieties shown on the plate growing at

Histon last summer, and compared Mrs. Henry
Bell and Constance Oliver very fully with Gladys
Burt. The \igour of this variety leaves nothing

to be desired, and as the flowers are large,

beautifully waved and usually produced four on

a stem, it will doubtless be seen on many
exhibition stands this year.

The next variety is Mrs. W. .J. I'nwin. I

must confess that, previous to seeing this variety,

red or rose flaked Sweet Peas had not been by
any means favourites of mine ; but Mrs. Unwin
is so refined a flower, and so beautiful when
growing or when cut and bunched, that one
cannot help liking it. The very fact that the

raiser named it after his wife proves that he had
faith in it, and the floral committee of the

National Sweet Pea Society granted it an award
of merit when grown in the Reading trials last

year. Owing to the failure of the seed crop last

autumn, Mr. I'nwin has not been able to offer

seeds of this variety this season ; but doubtless

a good stock will be available for autumn sowing.

A BRAUTirrL WARM CREESHOUSE PLANT : SAINTPAFLIA lONANTHA.

new variety to be of any real value it must
possess one of two attributes, viz., distinctness,

or be superior in some way to an older variety

which it may at first sight appear to resemble.

By the above statement I do not mean that a

variety which is distinct from existing sorts must
necessarily be a good novelty ; it may be so

ugly that one would never think of growing it,

or it may be too weak in constitution to justify

its inclusion in any collection. But, providing a

variety is distinct, and at the same time of a

pleasing form and colour, and possesses a good
constitution, there is plenty of room for it,

numerous though the varieties be that raisers

now put before us.

This mention of raisers brings us to the man
responsible for the existence of the three novel-

ties depicted in the ''oloured plate presented ;

with this issue. By quiet work, which he has

rightly allowed to speak for itself, Mr. W. .J.

Unwin has built up a reputation for fixity of

stock and excellence of novelties that is to-day

second to none. Working under Mendelian
j

principles, Mr. Unwin knows beforehand what a

certain cross is likely to produce, and he also

knows how long it will take to fix a novelty, if
j

there is any likelihood of its being fixed at all.

First on the coloured plate, reading in the

usual way from left to right, is Gladys Burt.

Although one or two small seedsmen are offering

what is supposed to be this variety this year, it

is obvious that theirs cannot be the true strain

which received the award ot merit at Reading,

as Mr. Unwin has not yet parted with any of

his seeds.

The last variety shown, Eric Harvey, is the

newest of the three. Unfortunately, it is difficult

to obtain just the right shade in a coloured

illustration. A large clump of this growing in Mr.

Unwin's garden last summer, close by the

entrance, was the prettiest sight of Sweet Peas

the writer has ever beheld, and doubtless many
who visited Mr. Unwin will remember it. It is

quite fixed, but Sweet Pea enthusiasts must wait

till next autumn before they can obtain seeds.

As will be seen, the back of the standard is for

the most part soft rose in colour, while the front

of the flower presents an almost perfect picotee

marking. The cream or yellow hue shown in

the top flower ou8;ht not to be there, the ground
colour, if one may term it so, being pure white.

The flowers are very large, beautifully wavetl

and well placed on the stems, and the plants are

very vigorous and of good habit. As a garden

variety and for the exhibition table Eric Harvey
has a great future before it. For indoor decora-

tions of all kinds it will also prove a welcome
addition to existing varieties. F. W. H.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—Those who like

the Jerusalem Artiohokes may make a
planting of the tubers at this time.
They prefer deeply worked soil in a
moderately open position. Select
the best-shaped tubers and plant

them 6 inches deep in rows 4 feet apart, allowing
a distance of '2 feet between the plants in the

I.—A STOCK l-LANT OF CIOLEUS FROM WHICH
GROWTHS MAY BE OBTAIKED FOR MAKING
INTO CUTTINGS.

row. Sutton's White is a great improvement on
the old purple variety, the tubers being ivory
white and of a more uniform shape. Where
Seakale roots were taken off the old plants
during the winter, made into root-outtings, tied
into bundles and laid in sand, they will now be
ready for planting. A good plan is to place
them in clumps of three in deeply worked and
well-enriched soil ; each side of the triangle
formed by the three roots should measure about
1 foot. A distance of at least 3 feet must be
observed between the clumps. In planting see

that the tops of the cuttings, where a wort-like
protuberance will have been formed, is placed just
level with the surface of the soil, or at the least

covered with not more than a quarter of an inch
of fine soil. These root-cuttings should form
excellent crowns for forcing next winter. Onions
that were sown in frames early in January will

by now be in their pots, and should be given an
abundance of air on all favourable occasions.

During fine, dry weather prepare beds for sowing
Onions, Carrots, Lettuces, Radishes, Peas and
similar crops, as the season has now arrived
when some of these must be got in when the
outside conditions permit.

Flower Garden. — Providing the weather is

suitable and the soil to be dealt with is naturally
a well-drained one, the first sowing of Sweet Peas
may be made outdoors this week. I prefer to

make drills 1 foot wide and about 2 inches deep,
or, in the case of clumps, to make a shallow basin

HOW TO PROPAGATE COLEUSES.

of the same depth previous to sowing the seeds.
This greatly facilitates watering during dry
weather. For this early sowing, and where the
flowers are intended for ordinary purposes only,
I sow the seeds 6 inches apart and 1\ inches
deep. If all grow, every other plant is removed
at an early stage of its growth, so that the plants
remain 1 foot apart. Three, four or five plants
may be allowed to each clump, according
to the size desired. It is a good plan to

prepare some finely sifted and rather sandy soil

tor covering the seeds at this time, as this

prevents them rotting should prolonged cold and
wet weather be experienced. Positions for other
hardy annuals should be marked out in readiness
for sowing, though with most kinds it is

advisable to wait until the end of March or early
in April before actually sowing the seeds. Lists

of good varieties of Sweet Peas and other hardy
annuals will doubtless be given by other writers

ill TiiK Oakdkn : hence there is no necessity to

mention them here.

Greenhoutes and Frames.—The present is a
good time to sow seeds of such plants as Asters,
Stocks, Petunias, Zinnias, Ageratums, and French
and African Marigolds, which will be required
for planting out at the end of April or early in

May. A frame placed over a hotbed is an ideal

place in which to raise the seedlings. Boxes or

pans from 2 inches to 3 inches deep form the
best receptacles, and these should be well

drained with pieces of broken pots previous lo

being tilled with finely sifted soil composed of

good loam two parts, coirse sind one part, and
well-decayed leaf-soil, moderately dry decayed
manure, or even Cocoanut fibre rofuse one pirt.

Pjither of the three last-named substances induce
the formation of those fibrous roots which are so

valuable when the seedlings have to be trans-

planted. Miike the soil moderately firm and
quite level by pressing it with a clean board or
the bottom of a clean pot, and leave it so that it

IS half an inch below the rim of the pan or box
After the soil has been watered and allowed to

drain, scatter the seed thinly on the surface of

the soil, give a dusting of fiue sand to the very
small seeds, such as 'hose of Petunias, and cover
the larger ones of Zinnias and Marigolds with
nearly a quarter of an inch of fine soil and stand
in the frame. A pane of glass or even a sheet of

brown paper placed over each box or pan will

facilitate germination, but it must be removed
immediately the seedlings appear. At this

time the tiny plants must have ventilation

and be grown on as sturdily as possible. In
a few weeks they will be ready for pricking
off, and hints on doing the work will then be
given.

Fruit Garden.—Take advantage of a spell of

fine weather to go over the Strawberry-bed and
remove all weeds and any stray runners that may
have previously escaped. After this is done and
the whole bed and alleys have been made tidy,

give the surface a good dusting of soot—enough
to make it look quite black—especially round
the crowns of the plants, but not in the crowns.
This is a good security against the depredations
of slugs. After the soot may come a good dress-

ing with long, strawy stable manure. This may
be put on 6 inches thick, but do not cover the
crowns of the plants. Subsequent rains will

wash any nutriment it contains down to the

roots of the plants, and by the time fruits are

ripening the straw will form a clean bed for them
to rest upon. A little later on, say, in April,

the plants may be given a light dressing of

sulphate of ammonia, about a teaspoon ful, finely

crushed, to each plant being sufficient. A. A.

INCREASING THE COLEUSES.
The Coleus is a most interesting family of plants,

and it embraces varieties that are admired by
most lovers of gardening when the plants are
grown satisfactorily. The Coleus is also known
by the common names of Flame Nettle and
Nettle Geranium. An idea prevails that the
plant can only be grown in a stove greenhouse,
and many novices may have been deterred from
attempting its culture in consequence. Where
real care is observed the plants may be success-

fully grown in an ordinary heated greenhouse,
and even in a sunny window when they are once
established in their final pots. An ideal position
for the Coleus, however, is a warm greenhouse,
and such a structure is necessary to preserve the
old plants through the winter season, and also
for the purpose of propagation in the early
spring.

Doubtless many readers of The Garden have
a few old stock plants of the different varieties

of the Coleus that they may be anxious to deal
with, and in such eases no time should be lost in

commencing operations. There is no better
period for commencing the work of propagation
than in February or March, and the insertion of

cuttings may be continued for several months,
but, of course, the later the cuttings are pro-

pagated, the less will be the size of the plants
ultimately.

To teach the beginner how to proceed, an
ordinary stock plant of a Coleus, as usually seen
in the early spring, is shown in Fig. 1. With the
lengthening days and better climatic conditions
these plants now present a much finer appearance
than they usually do a few weeks earlier. Old
plants that are to provide the necessary supply
of cuttings should, therefore, be in muc h the same
condition as that represented in the illustration

under notice. Such a specimen should easily

provide half-a dozen or more cuttings, and as a
consequence of their severance from the old plant

2.—A TYPICAL GROWTH SUITABLE FOR MAKING
INTO A CDTTING.

the latter will, in a very short period, yield
another supply of cuttings.

There may be readers, however, who have no
old stock plants to draw upon for their supply of

cuttings, and who may be in doubt as to what to

do in the circumstances. They may either pro-

cure cuttings from a florist of repute, who is

usually prepared to sell them at threepence or four-

pence each, or a proportionate rate per dozen,
or they may, later on in the spring or early sum-
mer, obtain rooted cuttings or young plants
at a slightly increased cost. The character of a
growth as severed from the old plant may
be better understood and appreciated by a
reference to Fig. 2. The would-be grower
should remove the lower leaves, cutting them off

close to the stem of the shoot, and the stem
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should be out through at a point slightly below

a joint. A cutting properly prepared and a

similar cutting properly inserted i.i a deep

JJ-inoh pot are shown in Fig. 3.

Cuttings root in a gentle bottom-heat with the

greatest ease, and if light soil, of which Cocoa-

nut fibre refuse may be the principal ingredient,

is utilised, the cuttings will seldom fail. Leaf-

mould may be used with equal success in conjunc-

tion with silver eand and a small quantity of

sandy loam. It is well to sift these, passing the

soils through a sieve with a rather fine mesh

and mixing well before using. Press the soil

firmly at the base of each cutting, as this is a

most important factor in the success of the

rooting process. As mentioned before, a gentle

bottom-heat and the use of a small propagating-

frame on the greenhouse bench will bring

about the rooting of the cuttings in a little

while.

As soon as the cuttings give evidence of making

new growth, they should be ' removed from the

propagating-frame and be; gradually inured to

^.—A I'REPARED CUTTING ON THE LEFT. NOTE
THAT THE LOWER LEAVES HAVE BEEN
REMOVED AND THE STEM CUT THR0U(iH
JUST BELOW A JOINT. ON THE RIGHT IS

A CDTTINO INSERTED IN A 2 J -INCH POT.

less tender conditions. It will not be long before

they will attain the dimensions represented in

Fig. 4. Here we have a nicely established

young plant with great possibilities. To induce

a bushy style of growth the point of the

plant should be pinched out ; some growers
do this when the young plants are U inohes

in height.

The plants will need to be pinched two or

three times before the necessary bushy character

will be developed. Repot from time to time as

required, and this may be done frequently, as they
are most vigorous in their root-action. Never
pinch the growths and repot at the same time.

An interval of fully aweek should take place before

the repotting is done. Pretty plants may be
grown in 5-inch or ti-inch pots ; but if large

specimens are desired, those 8 inches, 10 inches,

or even 12 inches in diameter should be used. A
suitable compost for the shifts here referred to

should comprise three parts turfy loam and one
part leaf-mould, with a liberal addition of

coarse silver sand. A few good named varieties

are Prince Albert Edward, Duke of Edinburgh,
Countess of Dudley, Mrs. R. Christian, Hender-
sonii. Empress of India, Princess of Wales,
Vesuvius, Cloth of Gold, Resplendent, Beckwith's
Gem and Dr. .Jackson. D. B. C.

BEDDING-OUT CALCEOLARIAS.
Cdttings which were inserted in cool frames
last autumn are now rooting freely. There has
been no necessity for covering the cuttings
with mats or litter for long periods against
frost, and so the young plants are now nice and
stocky. The present is a good time for pinching
out the points of the plants to induce the growth
of aide shoots. In this way very bushy plants
are available for bedding-out purposes, and they

are far better than those with long, spindling

single stems, which do not quickly recover

removal nor fill up space. If pinched now the

young plants will be tit to transplant in another

bed or open frame in March.

PEACHES IN AN UNHEATED PEACH-
HOUSE, &c.

[In Reply to "Single-handed."]

Tub cause of stone-splitting in Peaches is

generally attributed to defective fertilisation of

the bloom, and this, again, is usually caused by
the trees themselves not being in such robust

health as they might be, and therefore unable to

produce strong flowers with abundance of pollen.

You say your trees are growing in poor soil and
that they have had no manure of any sort for

years, also that they have this year been
subjected to a severe attack of red spider and
black aphis. Under these conditions it is not to

be wondered at that your crops are not so satis-

factory as you could wish. Fruit trees in a weak
condition of health are always an easy prey to

diseases and the attacks of insect pests ; while,

on the other hand, trees in robust health

resist them. We advise you to fork up
your border at once, until you come to a

good body of roots (generally about ti inches

or 7 inches), remove all this soil, and replace

with the following to the same depth, tread-

ing it down firmly : To one barrow load of

turfy loam, cut 4 inches deep from old meadow
pasture (cutting off the grass first), add a peck
of well-decayed stable manure, the same of quick-

lime, a gallon of bone-dust, and a peck of old

mortar or plaster rubble to keep the soil open
and porous. This new soil you will find will be
filled with a network of new feeding roots early

next summer, greatly helping the trees to carry

the weight of their crop and aiding them in

the better and healthier development of growth
for the following year's fruiting. Before doing
this give your trees a heavy drenching of liquid

manure from a stable or cow-yard as soon as the

fruits are gathered.
With reference to some well-formed fruits

falling, this again points to the weakness
and poverty of your soil, and especially,

we think, to the want of BufKcient lime in its

composition. It is impossible to succeed in the

culture of stone fruit when grown in limeless

soil. The top dressing as above advised, we
believe, will cure all this, especially if you can
occasionally water with liquid manure during the

summer. If you cannot top-dress, the next best

thing you can do is to fork in a peck of lime and
half a gallon of bone-dust to the surface soil of

each tree, watering it in.

The clubbing of the Cabbage tribe is caused by
a weevil. The best remedy we know of is to mix
loz. of Calvert's No. .") Carbolic Acid with two
gallons of soap-suds, and add sutKoient clay to

make a thin paste. Dip the roots of the plants

into this before they are set out. Water the soil

before the plants are put in, so that it will not be

necessary to water them afterwards for fear of

washing away the dressing.

Of course, they are too small to handle in the usual

way, but there is another method. Kill more pans

with a light, sandy compost -loam, leaf-soil and
sand—and make it fairly firm, then saturate

it with water. Also water the seedlings by
immersion, and then lift each one separately by
means of two pointed sticks, and gently press

the roots into the new soil with the points of the

sticks at 1 inch apart. Keep the sticks from
clogging with soil by frequently dipping them in

water. So treated, the young Begonia seedlings

will soon grow into fine plants. Shamrock.

TRANSPLANTING SEEDLING BEGONIAS.

Begonia seeds, when they are sound and are

sown thinly on the surface of moist soil in a

flower-pot and kept in darkness, quickly ger-

minate. The compost must, however, be

maintained in a regular state of moisture.

The inexperienced cultivator may succeed very

well in the matter until this seedling stage, and
then fail through wrong treatment. If the

seedlings are neglected in the least they will

damp off wholesale through possible errors in

watering and undue exposure to strong sunshine,

and it is useless to leave them in the seed-pans

as they will not grow freely. The seedlings

must be transplanted when they only pos-sess

two small leaves and a third one is just visible.

ROSES FOR NEW BEDS.

[In Reply to " S. ./."]

The oval bed of 5 feet by 11 feet will take about
one dozen standard Roses. Some good Hybrid
Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas for this bed
would be *Frau Karl Druschki, Hugh Dickson,

*Margaret Dickson, *Ulrioh Brunner, Mrs. .John

Laing, Charles Lefebvre, Prince C. de Rohan,
*Elev. Alan Cheales, *Mme. Isaac Pereire,

"Caroline Testout, * Augustine (iuinoisseau and
Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford.
We have named two Hybrid Teas, as they are

so very beautiful and free flowering that they
would give you such an abundance of bloom
that you do not obtain in the Hybrid Perpetuals.

A few others of these two tribes suitable for the

end beds would be 'Viscountess Folkestone,

*Grace Darling, Prince Arthur, Marquise Litta.

*Dupuy Jamain and Camoens. For the round bed
in partial shade you would require about twenty
standards. You might include those marked
with an asteribk in the above list, and, in addition,

the following rugosas : Conrad F. Meyer, Blanc
Double de Courbet, Mrs Anthony Waterer.
Hybrid Teas and Teas : Mme. Alfred Carriere,

(iriiss an Teplitz. M. Desir, Lady Waterlow,
(lloirede Dijon, Cheshunt Hybrid and Bouquet
d'Or. These last seven should be in the centre

of the bed. As to preparing the soil, you should

throw it out to a depth of 3 feet, fork up the

bottom, then return the soil, mixing with it as you
do so about three barrowfuls of good decayed
manure to each bed. If you have any better

soil in the place, substitute this for the rather

poor soil of the beds. The work must be

done at once ; if delayed now it will have to

be deferred until next autumn.

I— a vorsc plant well established in a
3-TNCH POT.
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THE TOWN GARDEN.
Potting Soil.- -That the villa gardener and
town dweller are often handicapped in the matter

of obtaining suitable soil for potting and planting

there can be no doubt, and those better ciroum-

stanced can but sympathise with those others

who, having to fight the foe of inexperience on

all hands, have also to carry on their warfare

with 80 very indifferent a material as bad soil.

It is frequently remarked that a " bad workman
always complains of his tools," but this cannot

be said of the uncomplaining amateur, who thinks

nothing of going into his little back garden and
digging up a handful or two of the " dirt "—his

own special name for the uncongenial garden

soil—and sowing the seeds of choice plants forth-

with without the least compunction. Possibly

where " ignorance is bliss 'twere folly to be wise,"

yet out of it all one has seen not a few surprising

successes, even though one must also confess to

a large number of fatalities, which, after all, is

but the equivalent of non-success.

How TO Proceed.—Now, thoroughly prepared

soil is a matter of such supreme importance in

the raising of seedling plants or cuttings that I

cannot imagine that any amateur would be with-

out the right article did he or she know where
to obtain it. Where the garden is of good size

and the pocket of its owner liberally supplied,

the better way would be to secure some top spit

from an old pasture and stack it for some months
prior to its being required for use. By placing a

layer of the turves and then a layer of decomposed
stable manure, together with an occasional

sprinkling of bone-meal, a heap of material of the

highest value is formed, and which cannot be

surpassed. The smaller amateur who cannot do
this should apply to the nearest nurseryman and
obtain a sack of prepared soil, stating clearly

the purposes for which it is required. Such a

soil, full of the essentials to plant-life, has only

to be touched by the hand to get an idea of its

superiority over the common or garden soil, and
to which seedlings and freshly rooted cuttings

take so readily.

The Imiortasce ov Dry Soils.—The com-
mon soils of the garden are frequently fatal or

highly detrimental to the proper vegetating of

seeds because of their over wetness, lack of

porosity and the absence of those life-giving

attributes which are usually found in pasture

soil after it has been well prepared. For the

smaller flower seeds, fine, light and sandy soil

that is in a drj ish condition is the best, and
seeds sown in such a soil only require intelligent

care and treatment to bring them to perfection.

Very small seeds like those of the Begonia require

to be sown on a very even surface, and the lightest

covering of sand or none at all often suitioes.

Seeds of larger size may be buried proportionately

deeper, though none of the flower seeds raised

in pots or boxes require to be sown at more than
a quarter of an iuirh in depth.

Border Carnations from Sekds. — In a
former note I referred to Marguerite Carnations,

and possibly a few remarks concerning border
Carnations would be not unwelcome. The value

of the border Carnation when raised from seed

can only be fairly judged when an early start

has been made and ihe bushes when providing
whole sheaves of bloasoms are seen at a later date.

To achieve full success i he seeds should be sown
during the early months of the year, the seed-

lings to be grown on quickly and planted out in

May or June in the open quarters or beds. There
should be no attempt to stirve the plants, but
rather to treat them liberally from the start.

The result of the first season's growth will be a

cushion of shoots of probably not less than 1 foot

across, and in this way the plants will winter
quite well, making no attempt to flower. Indeed,

any plants attempting to run to flower in the first

season should have the flower-spikes removed,
as it not infrequently happens that the flower-

buds are spoiled by frost.

How TO Plant. —Where the plants can be

grown in beds apart, they should be set out not

nearer than is inches asunder. In good ground
the seedlings will occupy the whole of this space

and produce spikes of flowers literally by the

hundred. E. H. Jenkins.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
EARLY FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS.
A Selection for the Border.

A LL too frequently growers of the border

/\ Chrysanthemums show undue haste

/ \ in the propagation of these beautiful

/ \ autumn-flowering plants. In some

2 \_ gardens cuttings are inserted as

early as December, and quite a large

number of plants are propagated in January.
Much the finest plants are developed from
cuttings inserted in the early spring, and if

choice of period for propagating the early-

flowering Chrysanthemums were left to the

writer, the month of March would be selected

without hesitation. By this period most of the

old stools should bristle with numerous shoots of

recent growth, and with such material a large

number of plants could be raised with com-
parative ease. The rooting process is rapid

at this advanced period, and young plants

are soon obtained. If these are grown on
carefully from the first, and planted out in

prepared soil in the cold frame, sturdy growth is

assured. As the weather becomes more genial

the frame lights may be removed, by which process

the growth becomes hardened and short-jointed,

and the plants in excellent condition for planting

outdoors in mid- May. Sturdy, bushy, free-

flowering specimen plants are developed in this

way, and those who have never tried this less

tender method of dealing with the early-flowering

Chrysanthemums should give it a trial to be

convinced of its undoubted advantages. Plant-

ing out in frames is infinitely better than
coddling and confining the plants in pots, as

formerly practised by trade and other growers.

In the subjoined list is given a careful selection

of Japanese varieties that are specially well

adapted for the border. (Irowers of exhibition

varieties would naturally expect to see included

in the selection many other varieties than those

mentioned ; but my desire is to recommend
only those that are known to do well in the

outdoor border. Readers of The Garden should
procure cuttings or plants of the following

twenty-four varieties :

Ethel Blades.—A comparatively new variety.

The plants produce a free display of dainty
flowers in pretty sprays on stout, erect stalks ;

colour, bright chestnut ; very effective. Height,
;! feet. Comes into flower in September and
continues in bloom well into October.

Roi des Blancs.—The best of the early-flower

ing pure white kinds. The plants flower in the

greatest profusion and have flowers in fine sprays.

Blooms in September and October. Height,
about S feet.

Claret.—For the border this is one of the most
effective plants. Individual blooms may not be
very attractive, but the plant as a whole is

beautiful. It is very free-flowering, and the

colour bright claret. In bloom throughout
September. Height, '2A feet.

Nina Blick.—One of the sturdiest of all the

early sorts. The plant is bushy and vigorous,

and the flowers fairly large and very full ; the

colour may be described as bright reddish bronze.

It is most attractive in September and early

October. To be seen at its best this plant should
be partially disbudded. Height, rather less than
3 feet.

Normandie.—A comparatively new Continental
introduction certificated by the National Chry-
santhemum Society in 190s. It flowers quite

freely, and individual specimens are of good
form ; colour, a delicate tone of pink. In flower

during September and the earlier half of October.

Height, about 2h feet.

Goaclier's Crimson.—This excellent variety is

still popular. The flowers are large and of good
form, and they are freely produced on plants of

capital growth ; colour, rich crimson, with golden

bronze reverse to the florets. In flower September
and October. Height, about 2h feet.

Leslie. — Another beautiful novelty. The
flowers are borne in excellent sprays on stems of

good length and erect ; colour, bright yellow.

This plant blooms most persistently ; it comes
into flower sometimes as early as August, and
continues to bloom well into October. Height,

rather more than 2 feet.

Pridi of Keston. — This variety is usually

appreciated because it flowers rather later than
most others, being at its best throughout
October. The flowers are of pleasing form and
freely developed on plants with a good habit of

growth ; colour, deep rose, with silvery reverse.

Height, 3i feet.

Rosie.—For the border this is another superb
variety. It is dwarf and sturdy, the branching
growths being very strong, and the flowers are

borne quite freely from the latter half of

September till October is well advanced ; colour,

bronzy terracotta. Height, 2 feet.

Perle Chatillouaise.—This is a capital plant,

rather taller than most others ; its height is fully

.'iJ. feet. The flowers are pearly white, flushed

pink, and they are developed in handsome sprays

on stout, erect flower-stalks. Disbudded flowers

are large and very beautiful. In flower from
late September till frost destroys the display.

Fit Japonais.—A dainty plant that yields a

profuse display of beautiful creamy white
blossoms having long, curling and twisting

florets. Charming for decorations. Comes into

flower in early September. Height, 2^ feet.

Improred Masse.—This is a seedling from the

well-known Mme. Marie Mas66, but is much
finer. The flowers are large and of good form,

and their colour may be described as rich rosy

mauve. Flowers in September and October.

Height, 2J feet.

Polly.—.\n old and very popular border
variety. To be seen at its best this plant

should be partially disbudded. As a result of

this treatment the blooms are large, full and of

good form ; colour, deep orange yellow, shaded
with bronze. A September and October Chry-
santhemum. Height, about 2^ feet.

Freedom.—This comes into flower in late

September and maintains a display throughout
October. The flowers are full, of good size and of

pleasing form ; colour, rosy purple. Height, 4 feet.

Ethel.—This is a member of the Mme. Marie
Masse group, being a primrose-coloured sport

from Rabbie Burns, a well-known cerise kind.

I'Vee flowering and robust, bushy habit. Sep-

tember and October. Height, .'i feet.

J. Bannister.—A beautiful sport from Perle

Chatillonaise : colour, lemon yellow, shaded
coppery red. When disbudded the flowers are

very beautiful. In other respects the plant is

the same as the parent variety.

Doris Peto.—Another most satisfactory variety.

The flowers are fairly large, of good form and
pure white. Partially disbudded sprays are very

beautiful. September and early October. Height,
about 3 feet.

Vesuve.—An extremely free-flowering variety

of a chestnut crimson colour, with golden reverse

to the florets. Very bushy growth. In flower

during September and October. Height, 3 feet.

Chatilloii.—This variety has flowers of a rather

novel colour—orange and ochre yellow. The
plant blooms profusely, and flowers in September
and October. Height, about 2.^ feet.

Provence. — Beautiful, free flowering plant

bearing lovely coral pink flowers. The sprays
should be partially disbudded to be seen at their

best. Comes into flower in early September.
Height, about 3 feet.
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Clara.—This is remarkable for its profuse

display of bloom. Individual flowers may not

be particularly attraotive, but the plant is a

veritable mass of bloom in September ; colour,

deep canary yellow. Height, rather less than

3 feet.

Diana.—A free-flowering plant that is useful

in late August, September and eaily October.

The flowers are full and of rather compact form.

Colour, deep bronzy orange. Height, about 2J. feet.

Howard H. Gram:.—For displays outdoors

throughout October this pretty chestnut-coloured

variety of pleasing form is distinctly useful. The
plant is bushy, free flowering and has a good
constitution. Height, .3J feet to 4 feet.

Elntub Yellow.—This is very similar in its

character to the well-known Horace Martin, the

yellow Mme. Marie Massi5. The flowers are

borne in beautiful sprays without disbudding,

and the plant is bushy and vigorous j colour,

deep yellow, Height, ,'1 feet.

ffighsjate, N, P. B. Obajje.

THE BEST TWELVE SWEET
PEAS.

"^ HE article by '' Spenoer " which
appeared in our Sweet Pea Number
publishec} on the 12th inst. , and in

which he gave what he considered to

be the best twelve Sweet Feas, has

created a oonsiderable amount of

Interest, and in response to our invitation many
readers have sent a list of what they consider a

better dozen than those named by "Spenoer."
We quote the following ;

It has given me the greatest pleasure to read
from time to time the practical articles on Sweet
Peas by "Spenoer" in The Garden. la regard
to the best twelve varieties of Sweet Peas, I

rather fear there will not be many readers who
will agree about all of them. So far as my
experience goes in varieties prior to this year

(I have no knowledge of the novelties for 1910),

I find for most purposes the following varieties

at the top. As a white Etta Dyke is outstand-

ing, beating Nora Unwin in size of bloom,
substance and depth of colour, while the stems
are usually longer. Clara Curtis as a cream is as

good as it is possible to get. For a crimson The
King (Dobbie) is a splendid sort. When well

grown and slightly shaded the colour is superb.

King Edward Spencer will no doubt find many
supporters, but with me the colour is too purple
to be of the same quality as The King. As a
blush Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes is still very hard to

beat, and, given a true strain, if I were to single

out one variety only, this would be the one. As a

creamy pink Constance Oliver is to the front, but
many may prefer Mrs. H. Bell. Both are worthy
of a place if space permits, but as twelve is the
number at disposal, I prefer Constance Oliver.

Olive Ruffell is a delightful colour ; a rosy

salmon I would term it. Last year it was
splendid here. Unfortunately, it does not stand
bad weather, and is apt to go back in colour
when the plants are some time in flower. Many
are the debates as to whether Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore or Evelyn Hemus is the better sort.

So far as my experience of them is concerned, I

have found Mrs. C. W. Breadmore to be the
stronger grower. It also gives longer spikes, and
four blooms on a spike are more common than on
Evelyn Hemus. There is little to choose betw een
them, but on a vote I should certainly stand by
the former. Then in a dark colour, in maroon we
have George Baxter, an ideal variety ; a strong
grower, nearly always four well-placed flowers

on an 18-inch stem. This variety was introduced
by Mr. R. Bolton, and I am surprised it is not
much more grown. As a white ground with
picotee edge Elsie Herbert should be a leading
variety. No doubt members of the National
Sweet Pea Society may class it as too much alike

with Mrs. C. VV. Breadmore.

In the lavender section Lavender (1. Herbert
and Asta Ohn are in very close company, so

close I fear that few can see any difference. As
a supporter of home-grown seeds I must say
Lavender G. Herbert. A grand old variety that
always appeals to me fills up the orange section.

In Helen Lewis we have a variety that is quite

up to anything I have yet seen, and if the new
varieties are better they must be a decided
improvement. As the last, in George Herbert we
have a rosy carmine which is equal, if not
superior, to quite a host of varieties very much
similar in every feature. Many growers will ask.

What has become of Mrs. A. Ireland y but so far

as my experience of it goes, the stems are slim

and short, and the colour, while grand in masses,
is thin when closely looked into. For freeness of

flowering and garden decoration it is in the
front rank, but not for cut flowers or exhibition.

Two others that should be well looked after are

Audrey Crier and our old favourite Countess
Spencer. I trust that the present proposed
Scottish Sweet Pea Society will receive suttioient

support to encourage the gentlemen who have
taken the matter up. Charles Shaw.
Boquhan Qardens, Jiippen Station, Sootland,

I BEAD the Sweet Pea Number with great
pleasure. I note you ask those who can give a
better dozen than "Spenoer" to send them in.

I am an exhibitor, and I cut my first flower this

year on January 3. White, Etta Dyke (Bread-

more)
!

pink, Mrs, H. Bell (Robert Bolton,

Carnforth) j lavender, Mrs. C. Foster (Robert
Bolton) ; blue, ijephyr (Biffen) j rose, Mrs, Wm,
King (E. W. King) ; red, Sydenham's Maud
Holmes (Holmes) ; cream, Clara Curtis (Unwin)

;

stripe, Mrs. Wilcox (Gilbert) ; orange, Nanoy
Perkin (Perkin) ; dark, Tom Bolton (Robert
Bolton ; fancy, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore (Bread-

more) ; mauve, Queen of Norway (Robert
Bolton). In this list I have left out several

which are not fixed or are this year's novelties,

G, A. ASHWORTH.
Har(field, Wilmalow, near Manchester.

In availing myself of your invitation to all

readers of "The Garden to name a better dozen
varieties of Sweet Peas for exhibition than those
" Spencer " has given, may I be allowed to make
a few remarks regarding his selections. He
mentions King Edward Spencer as being a sun-

proof crimson. He is much mistaken, however,
as it burned rather badly with me last year, and
as its substitute I should recommend G. C. Waud
or King Alfonso, both being good sun-proof

crimsons. In my opinion Mrs. C. Foster takes

the lead in the lavender varieties, and I consider

a good bunch of Elsie Herbert equal to one of

Evelyn Hemus. " Spenoer " also recommends
Black Knight Spenoer as being a good dark
variety ; it certainly is, but for exhibition I con-

sider 'Tom Bolton the best, as also in the case of

The Marquis, where I should give the premier
place to Menie Christie, as it shows other varie-

ties to better advantage than the former. The
following varieties are those that I consider a

better dozen than " Spencer's " (and, if well

grown, will require some beating), namely :

Cream, Clara Curtis ; maroon, Tom Bolton ;

crimson, G. C. Waud or King Alfonso ; white,

Etta Pyke ; orange salmon. Earl Spencer ;

lavender, Mrs. C. Foster : pink, cream ground,
Constance Oliver or Mrs. H. Dickson ; orange,

Helen Lewis ; picotee, white ground, Elsie

Herbert or Picotee ; magenta, Menie Christie ;

blush, Mrs. H. Sykes ; and rose and carmine,

.John Ingman. Greenhorn.

I quite agree with " Spencer " that " there is no
such thing as a best dozen." Soil, climate and
aspect must always be taken into consideration,

but I think it is possible to get a good cream or

primrose even though the clump of Clara Curtis

fails, as mine did last year I found Queen
Victoria Spencer a very valuable substitute,

though we are told "no second can be suggested."

Also I do not quite understand the following
remark, " Also strong in shade, superb in form
and large in size are The Marquis and Prince of
Asturias." The latter is almost identical with
Black Knight Spencer, already given in the dozen,
and The Marquis as I have grown it is rosy
mauve lavender. A dozen that will take some
beating (if well grown and staged) consists of
Elsie Herbert, Prince of Asturias, Etta Dyke,
Helen Lewis (Breadmore's silver medal strain),

Phenomenal, Countess Spencer, Asta Ohn or
Frank Dolby, Mrs. Routzahn Spencer, Queen
Victoria Spencer (if Clara Curtis is not available),

Menie Christie, A. .J. Cook and King Edward
Spenoer. (Mrs. )G. Leioh Sfk.vcer.

The Priory, Clifford, Herefordshire,.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and AnswePS.—TA^ Bditor intends

to make THE GARDEN helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the f»-anoh of gardening may
be, and vnth that object will make a special feature of the

^' ATiswers to Correspondents" oolUTivn. All otymmunica.

tions s?u)uld be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of Tbk
QlROEN, to, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London
W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query it sent, each should

be on a separata piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Moles in soil Intended for Sweet

Peas {Sweet Peas, Walsall).—We do not think
it is of any use to bait your traps with worms
dipped in strychnine, because, if the moles could
be relied upon to eat worms treated in this way,
there would be no need for the traps. Mole-
traps are best set in the runs in hard soil. Try
and find where the animals cross a path, or where
they go for water, and set your traps in these

runs. Doubtless, if you can repeat the applica-

tions of Apterite at intervals of a few weeks,
this will keep the moles away from your Sweet
Peas, but you should also endeavour to trap the

pests. Use gloves when setting the traps. If

you can find out at what time the moles usually
throw up their heaps (often about 11 a. m. ) and
watch for them doing so, you may, with the aid

of a spade thrust quickly and deeply into the
soil, be able to throw out the mole and kill it.

When watching you must be very quiet, and the
work of digging out the pest must be done
quickly.

Top-dresslner fop Clematises {Foreman).—
Instead of old mortar rubbish as a top-dressing for
Clematises you may use lime. Do not, however, allow
unslaked lime to come in contact with the roots or stems,
A few hours on the ground will make it quite safe. You
can, if you like, mix it with manurt- beforehand, which
would answer the purpose.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Chpysanthemums.—Classifica-

tion of vapieties and the stopping
and timing of tiie buds {J. F., Dum-
bartwishire). — The times for stopping and
timing the following Chrysanthemums are for

Southern growers, so that Midland cultivators
should begin about a week and Northern growers
ten days to a fortnight earlier. If you will

observe this rule throughout your list, you should
succeed in growing good blooms. 'The deoora-
tive and single varieties should be grown in bush
form, and to ensure the latter condition of tb>^

plants they should be pinched first when 6 inch< s

high, and each succeeding 6 inches of growth
should be treated in like fashion, giving the final

pinching of the plants at the end of June.
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From this point take on the decorative and single

kinds to the terminal buds.

Variety. When to Which Bvrir:

Japanese. Pinch Plants. to Retain.
Mrs. E. llummel .. March 16 Second crown
Mrs. W. H. Fowler May 21.. First crown
Mrs. Greenfield .

.

Last week March Second crown
Mrs. .T. Beisant .. Early April ,,

Mnie. G. Rivol May 10 First crown
KayuDuante .. May 25 ,, ,.

Lady Esther Smith April, first week Second crown
Mme. M. Ricoud .. April 10 ....
.Sarah Owen .. .. Early April
Dazzler April 10 .

,

Decorative Japanese: Wm. Holmes, N.G. S.

Jubilee and Bessie Chapman. Pompon : Sfeur
Melanie. Single-flowered: Miss Jessie Uean,
Miss Annie Holden, Earlswood Beauty, Miss
T. C. Warden, Miss Crissy, Miss A. Holden,
Miss T. Bird, Linton, Lilian, Ryecroft Star,

poris Stevenson, Fairy Queen and Queen
Auratia. With few exceptions we have been
^ble to trace the varieties mentioned in your
Jist. Some of them are so old that they are long
pince out of cultivation.

Azaleas for inspection (Han. Mrs.
H. B. .ff.).—The A?aleas are attacked by the
Azalea gall fungus, Exobasidium japonioum.
This fungus has only onoe or twice done damage
\n this country, There is no cure, but the galls

should be picked off and burned. The whitish
powder with which the gills are covered is the
means by which the fungus spreads, and as the
spores are produced in enormous numbers, it

would be well to remove the galls as soon as

possible,

Treatment of Canaas {Pipkin). —
Your Cannas should be potted at onoe in some
good soil, such as a mixture of two-thirds loam
to one-third well decayed manure, and a little

sand. Failing the manure, leaf- mould may
be used instead. If the plants are in the
shape of single crowns, in all probability pots
5 inches in diameter will be large enough for
them, and if they are in masses or clumps you
can, if you wish to increase the stock, pull them
to pieces. In potting, the growing point of the
rhizome, that is to say, the portion whence
the new leaves will be produced, should be just
below the surface of the soil. After potting is

done, your greenhouse, with a temperature of 50"
to 55°, is just the place for them. Water should
be given sparingly at first, but fresh roots will
soon be pushed forth and new leaves make their
appearance, when the supply must be consider-
ably increased. It may be that the rhizomes
you have can be conveniently put into pots
smaller than 5 inches in diameter, but even then
this just named size is the best, as 5-inch pots
allow the plants to reach an effective size by
bedding-out-time, and if put into smaller ones
they would need a shift. When thoroughly
established a liberal amount of water at the roots
is necessary, and an occasional syringing will be
beneficial. Just in the spring, when the young
leaves are very tender, they are, when under
glass, sometimes attacked by aphides, or green fly,

which soon injure them. Vaporising with the
XL All Vaporiser will, however, destroy these
pests.

Pests in soil of pot plants (J. Bro7mi).-The
btst way to kill the pests in the soil of pot plants is to pur.
chase a small tin of Apterite or Kilogrub. Make three
holes, from 2 inches to 3 inches deep. In the soil in eacli
pot, and sprinkle half a teaspoonful of the powder in the
holes, afterwards tilling them with soil.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pyramid fruit trees and vege-

tables in an orchard (Orchard).—
Seeing that your trees are about ten years old
and are planted only 9 feet apart, also that they
are in vigorous health and growing freely, we
would certainly advise you to discontinue grow-
ing vegetables among them. It will also be well
to manure less freely, but still not to withhold
it altogether. We suggest (if you have not
already manured the land) that you give it now,

at a convenient time, a dressing of bone-meal,
say, at the rate of a handful to a square yard,
forking it into the ground not too deep. The
following year give a light dressing of well-rotted

farmyard manure, and the next year bone-meal
again. There is no better way of manuring
fruit trees than this, as we have proved over
many years. Do not lay the land down with grass

among the trees. The grass would immediately
cripple them, and in the course of a few years
effectively ruin the trees. We suggest that you
have paths formed between the rows of trees,

consisting of stepping-stones or flags laid in-

formally down on the surface of the ground in

a couple of rows or so, at about 10 inches or a
foot apart, planting the spaces between them
with dwarf-growing bulbs, such as Winter
Aconite, Snowdrops, Squills, Glory of the Snow
and Crocus, and planting taller bulbs thinly by
the sides of the paths, such as J^arcissus, Tulips,

&c. , thus converting your orchard, at nominal
cost, into a most interesting and charming spring
garden, The bulbs would do the trees no harm
whatever.

Diseased Apple twlgrs [M. E H) —
There are present, in addition to American blight,

mussel scale, Apple psylla and a few Apple
aphides. The mussel scale may be recognised by
the dark brown mussel'Shaped scale formed by
the female, which at this time of year covers the
eggs of the pest, The eggs of the Apple psylla

or sucker are greyish white, rather elon-

gated in form and, like the mussel scales, are

closely attached to the bark, The aphis eggs are

larger and shiny black, also attached to the Dark.

There are, in addition, numerous eggs of beetle
mites, but the last are not injurious. The mites
are also present, They are of a bright red
colour, and their eggs are of about the same
shade and globular. In addition to the alkali

wash, which should be applied at once, and quite
forcibly it it is to do any good in destroying the
American blight, it will probably be necessary to

use a nicotine wash a little later. The alkali

wash often destroys eggs of mussel scale and
aphis when it is put on late in the dormant
season of the trees, but it has no effect upon the
eggs of psylla. The only thing that proves
really effective against this pest is a nicotine
wash applied soon after the eggs have hatched.
The hatching takes place some time in April,

and watch should be kept. A spray of lime,

sulphur and salt has some effect, but the nicotine

wash may be applied even when the trees are in

flower.

'When to apply Thomson's Vine Manure
(E. E. /'-).—Now is a good time to apply the ttrst dressing
of the above manure.

Heating a vlnepy fop Black Hambupgh
Gpapes vrlth stove (P. C. B.).—Your Black
Hamburgh Vine will succeed better, we think, without
the stove than with it in the climate of Guernsey. As soon
as you And your Vine showing an inclination to grow (by
the swelling of the buds), syringe the Vines, walls, border
and all available surfaces of the vfnery (so as to create a
moist atmosphere) from 3 p.m. to 3.30 p.m., closing all the
ventilators of the vinery at the same time in order to
raise the temperature. On a sunny day the thermometer
may be allowed to rise to 75* Fahr. ; as the sun declines
in power so will the heat subside. The next morning at
8 a.m. open the top or back ventilators slightly, giving
more air by the same ventilators as the day advances and
the sun-heat increases, closing the vinery after syringing
at the same time as the day before. On dull or cold days
little or no air will be required, and the syringing on such
days should be less copious. Von must be careful not to
open the front ventilators at all until about the second
week in April, depending entirely on the back or top
ventilators to keep down the temperature to the desired
heat in sunny weather.

MISCELLANEOUS.
South Afplcan Fepns fop gpowlng out-

dooPS (K. 31. T.).—We regret we cannot comply with
your request, as Ferns native of South Africa require the
protection of a greenhouse, and, consequently, will not
give satisfaction if planted outside in your district. Feins
are also remarkably dissimilar in character, and you give
us no idea of the purpose for which you require these. Of
the vast number of hardy Ferns, selections could be readily
made for various conditions, and if you will supply us
with further Information, we will do what we can to assist
you. .\t the same time, we cannot recommend .South

African Kerns for outdoor culture in Yorksliire.

Spappows in grapdens (./. A. P.).—We thank
you for kindly sending the extract, which, we regret, we
cannot find room for. We fear the sparrow will always be
with ua, whatever steps are taken for its destruction.
The most humane method of reducing its numbers is by
shooting, netting or trapping during the winter months.
All garden crops that are known to be attacked must be
protected by means of wire guards, fish-netting or black
cotton. In many years of practice we have found this
protection absolutely necessary.

Mice eating Stpawbepples and Cpocus
IM. (r.).— I'nder the circumstances we think your best
course would be to try Danysz Virus, a special preparation
that has been found very eltective in e.xterminating rats
and mice, and is said to be harmless to cats and dogs.
Vou could obtain prices and full particulars from the
Danysz Virus Company, 52, Leadenhall Street, London,
E.C. If you decide not to try this, the putting of zinc
round the Strawberry- bed would not, we think, be very
effective. The small traps known as " Break-back " traps
might be used without injury to cats or dogs.

Names of plants.—/. P. B.—1. Choisya ternata

;

2, ElEeagnus pungens variety.- -A. P.—Statice sinuat^.
A. Jaine.s.—1, Begonia President Carnot ; 2, B. marr

garitacea; 3, B. fuchsioides. W. A. (?. — Phaius niacu-
latus. Mm. W. K. GiU. - heat of Berberis Aquifolium
and berries nf Aucuba japonica. B. J., Stneaton.—l,
Streptosolen .lameeonii ; 2, Sedum Sieboldii ; 3, Ophiopogon
japonicus ; 4, Zebrina pendula ; fi, Maranta bico|or

; ((,

please send in flower,

SOCIETIES.
BRITISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATIOX aONDQJf

BRANCH).
The monthly meeting of the above branch took place at
Carr'a Restaurant on Thursday, February 10, Mr. T, W.
Winter presiding. In spite of inclement weather, there
was a fair average attendance of over fifty members. The
great event of the evening was a lantern lecture delivered
by Mr. E. F. Bawes. entitled "The Value of Botany to

Gardeners," Mr. Hawes first demonstrated the root
system of plants by throwing upon the screen seedling
plants of Wheat and Cress. The lecturer explained how
the roots ramify the soil In search of the food materials
found there in solution, and how these are absorbed by
the root'halrs situated close behind the growing point and
conducted through the tissues of the plant to the leaves
by means of osmoses. The growing points are protected
by a shield that acts like a plough-share by displacing the
soil laterally, and so forcing a passage for the roots. The
advantage of a knowledge of the structure of roots to gar-

deners was that it enabled them to realise more fully than
they might otherwise do the necessity of providing plants
with a suitable rooting medium, and of keeping this
regularly supplied with moisture, as once plants are
allowed to become dry, the delicate root-hairs, which are
alone capable of absorbing water and food materials,
would die back, and the plants thus receive a check. The
stems of plants were next dealt with. Transverse sections
of leaves, to illustrate the uses of the foliar organs, showed
the chlorophyll granules, which give to leaves and stems
their characteristic green appearance, and which carry on
the important work, through the agency of the sun's light

and heat, of converting the simple inorganic materials
supplied by the roots into all the highly complex com-
pounds required for the nourishment and growth of the
wholf plant.
The life-history of plants was well illustrated with

examples of cryptogams, gymnosperms and angiosperms.
Adaptation to environment was explained by reference to
such examples as Gorse and Blackthorn, which lose their
spiny nature when cultivated under glass, and produce
spines again when placed under natural conditions.
Mr. Winter, in proposing the vote of thanks to Mr.

Hawes for his valuable lecture, expressed his personal
appreciation and said he felt sure that all present shared
bis views that Mr. Hawes bad provided a most profitable
and enjoyable evening.

REDHILL AND REIGATE GARDENERS' IMPROVE-
MENT ASSOCIATION.

When the members of this association assembled at the
Penrbyn Hall on the 15th inst. for their usual fortnightly
meeting, they were somewhat disappointed to find that
Mr. Goatley, who was to have lectured on " Early Flower-
ing Hardy Plants and Bulbs," had failed to put in an
appearance. The chairman (Mr. Bound) opened the
meeting by asking the secretary to read the minutes of

the last meeting. Four candidates were elected as
members, and Mr. Blackwood of The Gardens, Hethersett,
was awarded a first-class certificate for a fine pot of white
Cyclamen and a pot of Primula obconica. The secretary
then read a letter from the secretary of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society dealing with the difi^erent methods which
might be adopted by societies to encourage young men to
join. The chairman then suggested that, as their lecturer
had not put in an appearance, they might follow the
example of some other societies and make it a question
night. The idea was accepted, and Mr. Blackwood was
asked to explain how he grew such fine Cyclamen, to
which he very kindly responded. Mr. Cutler then gave
some hints on growing Gloxinias and Mr. Brown explained
his method of growing Callas. A good discussion eventually
arose, which did not terminate until the chairman called
" time," when all agreed that it had been a very pleasant
pvening. On March 1 Mr. Daisley will lecture on " Roses :

Fioni a Gardener's Point of View.''
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Svery department of /toreiculCur« i« represented in THB

QAEDEH, and the Editor invit&a readers to aend in questions

reiatiruf to matters upon which they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he vnshes to make
the " Anstoers to Correspondents" column a conspicuous

feature, arid, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly gioe enquirers the henefU oj their assista,nce.

AU communications must be written clearly on one side

only oJ the paper, and addressed to the BditoR 0/ THB
GAKDEN, accompanied by name and address oJ the sender.

The Bditor welcomes photographs, articles, and notes.

Out he ioill not be responsible for their safe return. AU
reasonahle cojre, however, iriU be tahe^\, a'nd where stamps

are enclosed, he xoiU endeavour to return non-accepted
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HOW TO GROW CELERY.
LOOKED at from many points of view,

Celery forms one of the most im-

portant of vegetables. It is generally

J regarded as a wholesome, appetising

vegetable, either cooked or when eaten

raw, and the difference between fresh, well-

grown and properly blanched Celery and that

which is frequently purchased is apparent. As

I have pointed out on many previous occasions,

there is no crop that I am acquainted with which

tends to improve the soil and brings it into a more

favourable condition for future crops than this ;

and let me point out that to obtain the best

results the plants must suffer no material check

from the time the young seedlings appear till

the final earthing is completed, as a check from

any cause, allowing, for instance, the young

plants to become seriously dry even when in the

seed-pans, and especially so the earlier sowings,

ia one of the chief causes of the plants prema-

turely running to seed.

Sowing.

If the seed is put in at too early a date is

another cause of this, and I have found the

best time for raising the young plants is from

February 10 to the end of March. Mix up a

compost of two parts fibrous loam, two of

finely sifted leaf-soil, adding suffieient coarse

silver sand to make it porous. Well-drained

pots or pans, either of which are suitable,

should be provided. The compost should be used

in a moderately dry condition, pressing it down
rather firmly. Scatter the seed evenly and

thinly over the surface. The seed should be just

covered with the same kind of soil very finely

sifted. Give a good watering in and raise in a

gentle heat of about 55°. After ten days the

young plants ought to appear, when these should

be raised as near the glass as possible in the

same temperature, and immediately the second

leaf is discernible the young seedlings should be

pricked out into suitable boxes about 3 inches

apart each way, using the compost slightly

coarser bat of the same kind of material as

advised for sowing. Grow on in a greenhouse

temperature, damping the plants frequently over-

head, and finally harden them off in cold frames

preparatory to planting. The latest sowings for

late winter and early spring supplies may be

pricl<ed out into skeleton frames or even in the

open in a sheltered position.

PRBlARINii TUB TrBNCHES.

This work is best undertaken during the

winter or early spring months, and the site, as

far as possible, should be an open and airy one.

Tbe trenches should be taken out about

15 inches deep, sufficiently wide to allow the

work to be done comfortably. The bottom of the

trench should be deeply forked up and the

trenches tilled to within i inches or ;i inches

of the top with good half-decayed farmyard

manure, or even that procured from London

stable yards. This may then be left till

just before to planting, when the manure should

be made very firm by treading, and sufficient

of the excavated soil for planting be placed

thereon. Deeply planted Celery does not,

in my opinion, compare so favourably as

that planted nearer the surface, especially on

heavy, retentive land ; providing there is a suffi-

cient channel for applying plenty of water ia all

that is necessary. Plenty of room should be

allowed between the trenches, and when one row

only is grown in each, from 4 feet to 5 feet,

according to the variety, will be a fair distance.

I much prefer the single row system to

placing two, or even more, as is frequently done,

except for the very latest plantings. Before

lifting the plants, preparatory to putting them

in the trenches, give a thorough soaking of water.

Lift with a good ball of soil, and plant with

a garden trowel from 12 inches to 15 inches apart.

Make very firm, and again give them a good

watering in. From the time the plants are put

out till the earthing is completed apply a dusting

of soot early in the morning, while the foliage is

damp, weekly. If this is persisted in, it will

act as a preventive to the Celery fly depositing her

egga. This pest frequently does a considerable

amount of damage. As a preventive I have

always found this to be reliable ; but as a remedy

after the foliage is once blown it ia of no avail.

Soot also acts as a fine atimulant for this plant.

Watkring.

It should always be remembersd that Celery

is a moisture-loving plant, and it is almost im-

possible to apply too much, especially during

seasons of drought. Both clear and liquid

manure should be given in abundance, and

during spells of very wet weather apply some

patent vegetable manure known to be reliable

according to directions.

Blanching.

This constitutes a very important item in

relation to producing the very finest quality, and

the gr»atest oare should be exercised- in perform-

ing this work. Frequently too much soil is

added at the time. This is a great mistake, and

should be strictly guarded against. At least

five or six applications of soil should be given to

a well-grown row of Celery. From six to eight

weeks are necessary from the time the work is

commenced before it ia ready for use. It will

always blanch quicker in tbe earlier part of the

season than later. Where sufficient hands are

available, three pairs should be used for thework

—
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one on either side to break down and add the

aoil, and the other to hold up the foliage closely

together with the left hand and place the soil

firmly round the base as the work proceeds.

Where the work has to be carried out alone,

each plant should be securely tied with a piece of

bast, and after breaking down the soil on either

side it will be necessary to put it round the plant

as previously stated. Always endeavour to carry

out this work when the foliage is dry, but make
quite certain that the roots are thoroughly
moistened before doing so. For early autumn
supplies the blanching is easily accomplished by
strips of brown paper being tied together securely

with bast, but this is not sufficient protection

during the winter months. During very severe

weather the centre of the rows should be slightly

protected either with Bracken, long litter er a

similar material, removing this immediately the
weather is favourable. Edwin Beckett.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

March's.—Royal Horticultural Society's Spring
Bulb Show at the Horticultural Hall, Vincent
Square, Westminster (two days). British Gar-
deners' Association's Executive Council Meeting.

Royal Ag^Plcultupal Society of
England.—in connection with the society's

show at Liverpool next .June, it has been decided
that the horticultural exhibition should be open
from Wednesday, June '22, to Saturday, June 25.

The classification will be similar to that pro-
vided at Gloucester last year, with the addition
of classes for the best collection of eight kinds of

vegetables and for the best collection of eight
kinds of fruit. The Hon. John E. Boscawen of

Tregye, Perranwell, has been appointed steward
of this section, and Mr. Peter Blair of Trentham
has been appointed manager. The latest date
for receiving entries will be Saturday, .June 4

;

and the schedule, entry forms and full parti-

culars can be obtained from Mr. Thomas MoRow,
Secretary, Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Hi, Bedford Square, London, W.C.
Hopticultupe at the Japan-

BPitish Exhibition.—Japanese gardening
is to be a feature of this exhibition, which is to

be held at the White City, Shepherd's Bush.
The City of Tokio is sending an exquisite minia-
ture garden. It is designed by the renowned
Taikoyen in Shiba Park, and will be no more
than 12 feet long by 7 feet broad. Here are to

be diminutive old trees, houses exactly modelled
on the smallest scale, ponds and rocks in closest

miniature. In addition to this and other horti-

cultural attractions on small scales, a large
section of the exhibition grounds is to be
arranged in two large gardens after the style

prevalent among the highest class of Nippon's
gardeners. The first of the areas to be so
treated will extend over some 100,0<IO square
feet, while the second is to cover an almost
equally large space. Large trees, bridges and
houses, quite complete, and the very rocks to be
used for laying out the gardens, are being sent
from the Island Empire of the Far East, so as to
reproduce a true and typical effect.

OORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not reeponeibk /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents.J

Rose Climbingr Niphetos.—Perhaps
the following fact about our Climbing Niphetos
Rose tree may be of interest to other readers of

The Garden. It covers the roof of a good-sized
greenhouse, and the roots are mostly in the
border outside. The tree has been there nine
years to my knowledge, and possibly two or
three before that. During 190!) it bore i,43'.i

blooms and buds, nearly all of which were cut
for placing in flower-vases. Some of the full-

blown Roses were very large. What a splendid
return for a tree to give !

—

Bektha Stanley
RodERSON, Argaty, Doune, Perthdiire.

Ipls stylosa failing: to filowep.—It
would be interesting to know if Iris stylosa
has generally failed to bloom this winter. Last
winter I had quantities of bloom from November
to April, whenever the weather was the least

mild ; this winter I have not had a bloom. I

have about forty clumps. I attribute it to the
wet and cold summer, the plants not having had
the baking they require.—C. G. 0. Bond, Churl,
Surrey.

A cupe fop the leaf-mining gpub.
In reference to a reply which appeared in The
Garden for February 12 relating to this pest
attacking Cinerarias, Messrs. William Darlington
and Sons, Hackney, London, N.K., write as

follows :
" We should like to point out that our

'Auto Shreds' Fumigant will exterminate the
leaf-mining grub of the Marguerite fly. This
remedy is well known to the trade."

Smoke nuisance fpom bupning
leaves.— When I remonstrate with the
Lincoln's Inn Fields second gardener for making
a perpetual smoke in the middle of our foggy
London by burning leaves, which should instead,

as it seems to me, be turned into leaf-manure,
he tells me that while leaves of Oak, Beech
and certain other trees make good leaf-

manure, those of Plane and Poplar, the pre-

vailing London trees, on the other hand, do
not; that, in fact, they are "poisonous."
This surprises me, and I should be glad to know
what you and your readers think. I am con-
vinced that the day-and-night per-autumnal
bonfires of damp leaves, lasting three months, in

Kensington Gardens and Hyde Park particularly,

but also in our numerous squares and parks,
have much to do with the unhealthy, funereal
winter gloom of London. Could not the leaves

be compressed on the spot as army forage is

compressed, and so sent away into the suburbs ?

Would not the stuff be excellent for fowl-runs,
pigsties, even for some stables '' Leaves do not
make very good stable bedding

—

se<: "Animal
Management,' liJOS, prepared for the War Office

(Wyman and Sons, Limited), page 78—but I am
told that economical Welshmen use them and
Bracken in stables so as to send their straw to
market. Perhaps leaves might be mixed with
straw. At Battersea Park they do things better
than in Lincoln's Inn Fields, where space is

limited, and have a magnificent stack of leaf-

manure. They must "think imperially" at
Battersea to have so large a stack. It is worth
going to see. The late Vivian Poore, M. D.

,

I'rofessor of Clinical Medicine at University
College, in his excellent little work on " Rural
Hygiene" (Longmans, Green and Co.), page 33.3,

third edition, insists on the absolute necessity of

freedom from antiseptic mixtures of any class of

manure, and it is possible that of London smoke
(a precipitate of tar, and therefore akin to

creosote) so much settles on the leaves as to
justify the epithet "poisonous." Bat this is con-
jectural, not proven. Even were this the case,

London leaves might be a useful dressing for

wireworm, and might protect fowl-runs from
vermin and possibly cow-stables from tubercu-
losis. The same authority. Dr. Poore, describes

an admirable way of dry-stacking vegetable
refuse in galvanised wire enclosures, which would
be quite suitable to squares like Russell Square
(.see " Rural Hygiene," page 28S). At Gray's Inn
I notice the use of an ingenious machine for

amassing the leaves. Covent Garden Market
waggons returning empty would probably remove
leaves, provided they were useful and compressed.
This class of smoke nuisance is probably outside
the scope of the admirable Coal Smoke Abate-
ment Society founded by Sir William Richmond,
and which is doing so much to help London on
a basis of so little helpfulness from Londoners.
The smaller squares, though numerous enough to

\

be very prejudicial, can scarcely be expected to

get automatically out of the rut, if rut there be.

One would look to the Royal and County Council
Parks to set the good example.—W. Greatheed.
[Most of us know only too well the disagreeable
nature of the smoke from decaying vegetable
refuse, and would welcome any good means of

preventing it. In places far removed from
residences it is a simple matter to rot down all

kinids of garden refuse ; but such a thing could
not be attempted in a small square or open space
in a thickly populated neighbourhood. It

appears as if the only option, if burning is pro-
hibited, is to cart the material away while it is

fresh. It is well known that Oak and Beech
leaves form the best leaf-mould for pot plants,

but the leaves of all broad-leaved trees may be
safely rotted down for leaf-mould to dig into

ground. Unfortunately, they are of little use
until they have been stacked for at least twelve
months, and in this the difficulty lies. Market-
gardeners would, no doubt, be quite willing to

load their market carts with rotted leaf-mould ;

but it is doubtful whether it would pay them to

pick up freeh dry leaves, cart them home and
rot them down. The leaves of Pines are unsuit-

able for leaf-mould, but they are not likely to

worry Londoners, for conifers, as a rule, are

unsuitable for towns. The comparison of tree

leaves with Bracken for bedding material is not
a good one, for Bracken is much easier to deal

with and may be stacked and out up like hay.

Tree leaves as bedding may, therefore, be left out
of the question, for they are not at all satisfac-

tory. We can sympathise with the park
attendants in their endeavour to burn the leaves,

for they have not space to store them, and if left

in a heap every wind blows them about. We
think, however, that out of regard to the in-

habitants of houses surrounding small gardens
and squares, the Parks Committee might be asked
to try and make arrangements to have surplus

leaves removed to various centres, where they
could be converted into leaf-mould.

—

Ed.]

Viola copnuta puppupea.—Readers
of The Garden who saw the exhibit of this

hardy plant at the Temple Show of last year
will recall the effect it produced when displayed

in a mass ; the exhibit in question presented a

solid bank of the most intense purple violet. A
most successful instance of the use of this fine

plant in practice came under my notice last

autumn. In a large town in this locality an
improvised piece of rockwork, consisting for the

most part of brick-bats, occupied one side of the

front area of a small residence, so as to form a

narrow strip from the street entrance to the

door. Little or no success had marked its treat-

ment in former years, and last year it was
decided to plant the entire area with Viola
cornuta purpurea. From the point of view of the

grower success was certain from the beginning,

and from July till October it presented a dense
carpet, entirely obliterating the unsightly brick

burrs ; while the intense colour of the flowers,

softened by the abundant pale green leafage,

formed a picture that won admiration from all

passers-by. Like other forms of Viola or Tufted
Pansies, this variety succeeds best in a moderate
rich soil and a sunny position.

—

Thomas Smith,
Walmsgate Gardens, Loutli.

An eaply floweplng: pock plant.—
Very early flowers always appeal to all lovers of

the garden, and their first appearance is always
looked for with eager anticipation. They are

none too plentiful, especially those which are not

of a bulbous character, and those we have are all

the more prized on that account. A little alpine

of early blooming character which is not yet
much known is Synthyris reniformis, a North-
West American plant, which generally comes
into bloom in the writer's garden in February
and lasts for a considerable time. It makes a

neat tuft of little kidney-shaped, glossy, toothed
leaves, from which rise the little spikes of bright

blue flowers, small individually, but closely

arrayed on the thickish spike. On the rock
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garden it gives a welcome little bit of colour

and, as it is perfectly hardy, it never fails to

give one satisfaotion each year. It also makes a

good plant for the alpine house, but under glass

the short, almost steniless spikes of the open air

are somewhat elongated. I do not find this

Synthyris dillicult to grow, and it appears to

like both sun und a fair amount of moisture. I

grow it in the rock garden with plenty of stones

about it to conserve the moisture, but with free

drainage to prevent any excess of this. It is

the best of the Synthyrises which have been

introduced, and will thrive in loam, leaf-soil

and sand. Increase is effected by division after

flowering.— S. Aunott, Dumjries.

Arttflcial manures for Roses.—
In your issue of February 12 is a reply to

"Richmond, Thornton Heath," on "Artificial

Manures for Roses," and in which it says

"nitrate of potash is often known as fcainit.
'

This is a mistake and should be corrected.

Nitrate of potash (or saltpetre) is a nitrogenous

manure and kainit a potassic manure, the prices

of the two differing considerably. — Thomas
Crosswef.l.

Black Cuppant disease.—in The
(iARDEN lately there have been references made
to the Black Currant disease and its remedy. It

may not come amiss to remind amateurs at this

season of the year that a careful pruning of about
•2 inches oif each shoot of the Black Currant will

in all probability check the disease, as the

infected part is usually ihe top bud of all, which
has a swollen appearance. This I was told some
years ago by a good gardener, and have never
had any disease in ray garden since following his

advice.

—

Tessie Godwin-Acsten.
A Rose show in Boupnemouth.—

I wish to correct a somewhat misleading para-

graph in your paper of February I'.l. I am
receiving a visit from the members of the
Bournemouth and District liardeners' Mutual
Improvement Association on July 1, and am
giving a few prizes for an exhibition of Roses to

be competed tor by the members and some gentle-
men interested in Rose-growing, whom I shall

invite ; but this does not mean a Rose show for

the general public. I am doing this in the hope
that It may possibly start a movement for holding
an annual Rose show in this district. I am very
fond of Roses, and if any rosarians happen to be
in this neighbourhood during the Rose season,
and will let me know, I shall be glad to see them
to show what can be done in the way of Rose-
growing under and climbing up Pine trees.

—

Walter C. Clark.
Planting young Vines.— I must take

exception to one or two remarks made by your
correspondent " A. A." in his notes on the above
subject in your issue of February 1'2. He says
the present is a good time to plant young, dormant
Vines. Now, it is generally acknowledged that
the best time to plant one year old Vines is just
before they break naturally into growth, which is

about the end of March or the beginning of

April. The borders will then be thoroughly
warmed by the influence of the sun, which will

encourage the roots more readily into growth,
and also at that time of the year a suitable
temperature can be maintained without the aid
of tire-heat. It is known that newly planted
Vines are impatient of being hurried into growth
by artificial means. It is equally injurious for

the roots of a Vine which have been recently
disturbed to remain in a cold medium lor an
indefinite period. He also advises that the Vine
should be cut back to a prominent bud after
planting. This is also contrary to good practice,
and will undoubtedly result in the losf of much
of the Vine's energy through bleeding. This
cutting back should have been done at the end
of the year, anJ the surface of the cut burnt and
painted with styptic. I consider 4 feet apart too
inuofi lor Black Hamburgh— ;! leet ti inches is

ample; but I «ould advise pUiiling the Vines
7 leet apart and run up two rods from each
Vine.—E H. , Frofjmore.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.

WITH the coming of the month of

March there is much to be done
in the way of sowing seeds
and planting, and every oppor-
tunity has to be taken advan-
tage of. Plant out in their

permanent quarters Sweet Williams, Canterbury
Bells, Foxgloves, Pansies and Antirrhinums that
were raised from seeds last season and which
have remained in nursery beds through the
winter.

Foxgloves.—These can be used to create a very
good effect by planting among low-growing
shrubs, so that the spikes show above the tops.

Where possible, good-sized groups of about two
or three dozen plants should be used to obtain
the full beauty.

Sireet Williams.—Much improvement has taken
place in the strains of this very old-fashioned
flower during the last few years. They are
excellent subjects for beds or herbaceous borders.

Antirrhinums. — Of these the intermediate
varieties are, perhaps, the best for various
reasons. In the first place, they do not require
staking as do the taller ones, and they give a
better effect than the dwarfs. Planted in masses
some of the varieties are splendid ; Orange King
and Carmine Pink are two of the best. Excellent
whites, yellows, pinks and crimsons may also be
had.

Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Make a good sowing of Eirly Giant,
Daisy or Gradus in well-trenched ground. A
good plan to adopt with Peas is to sow once
a fortnight in sufficient quantities to keep up a

succession. Digging trenches and filling them
up with manure and soil is strongly advocated

;

but, in any case, well manured and deeply-
worked ground is quite essential to obtain good
crops of Peas.

Potatoes.—Plant for the summer supply Early
Puritan, Duke of York, Windsor Castle and
Ringleader.

Carrots.—Sow Early Nantes or Early Short
Horn on a warm border, also Turnips Early
Milan or Early Snowball. These should be sown
in drills 1'2 inches apart. The Turnips should
be protected with fish-netting to prevent the
birds from clearing them off.

Prepare beds for and sow Brussels Sprouts,
Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Leeks, Summer Cabbages
and Walcheren Broccoli to follow those sown in

frames. To keep up a succession of Lettuces a
sowing must be made every fortnight. Seed-
lings in frames will require plenty of air to keep
the plants sturdy.

Sow Radishes every ten days ; also sow in

boxes under glass Th3'rae, Marjoram and Basil.

Plants Under Glas.s

Seeds to Son:—Asters, Stocks, Phlox Drum-
mondii. Zinnias, French and African Marigolds,
lonopsidium aoaule, Dimorphotheca aurantiaca,

annual Gaillardias, Nasturtiums, Niootiana,
Perillas, Petunias, Celosias and Marguerite Car-
nations. The above should all be sown in boxes
and placed in a gentle heat till through the soil,

when they can be removed to a cold frame.
Dahlias.—Tubers of these that were started

early in February will now have made growths
ready for propagation. Secure the shoots when
about 3 inches or 4 inches long, cutting them
from the stock with a piece of heel attached.

Insert the cuttings in pots filled with sandy soil,

and place them in a Cucumber or propagating
house, where they will root quickly.

E. C. Poolev.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Onntmi Hnll, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Swekt Peas. — Circumstances compel many
growers, both amateur and professional, to raise

the bulk of their Sweet Peas out of doors, and
if these get fair treatment a very good return
may be looked for, although it will hardly be
possible to pick many exhibition bunches by grow-
ing them in this way. Still, in a good season I have
seen some wonderfully fine flowers gathered from
plants the seeds of which were sown out-
doors during March. As with plants raised in

pots or boxes, the better the ground is prepared
the better will b^i the return. We will presume
that the site for the Sweet Peas has been
trenched at least '2 feet deep in winter, and that
some good manure and fresh soil have been added.
On the first opportunity now, when the soil is in

a good working condition, well fork the soil in

the early part of the day, giving a good dusting
of bone-meal and soot before doing so. Later in

the day draw drills about 3 inches deep, and if

troubled with the small black slug that burrows
in the soil, scatter half an inch of sifted coal-ashes
in the bottom on which to sow the seed. Sow
thinly, but not only one seed to each foot, or there
is every chance of a serious failure, and then add
another half an inch of %shes. I have found this a
great help against these slugs, and it is also

beneficial in wet soil, as it helps to keep moisture
from lying around the seeds should a wet spell

set in. It the row or clump is too thick, it can
easily be thinned after the plants are 3 inches
high.

Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—I fear that the first sowing outside

is to be very late this season, at least on
heavy land. Those with dry soil would probably
get in a first lot early in February, and if so,

another sowing should now be put in. I find it

a good plan to sow a row of Pilot, and another of

Senator about this time. Gradus refuses to
succeed here, but those who find it a success
should use it instead of Senator. From now
onwards the finer sorts may be risked, as, unless
a very wet spell comes, the seeds ought to
germinate all right.

Other Vegetable Seeds.—The main crops of all,

or nearly all, the Brassica family should now be
got in at the very earliest opportunity. Select
a sunny border and sow in shallow drills 12 inches
apart. Sow thinly, and, to protect from the
ravages of birds, slightly moisten before sowing
and roll in red lead. This is a far better and
easier plan than netting the seed-bed. It is

rather early to sow Broccoli and Aspiragus
Kale.

Leeks.—Sow the main crop of these in nice

rich soil. The true Musselburgh is probably
the best variety for the general crop. It is

very hardy, blanches well and is of a nice mild
flavour.

Onions —Although the best results are only
obtained by sowing this crop in boxes during
January or February and planting out in May,
still, very useful crops may often be had from
March sowings out of doors. Very rich, well-

tilled soil is essential. Sow in shallow drills 1 foot

apart, and make the ground very firm by treading
before the drills are drawn. Fill in with the
feet and tread all over evenly again, finishing off

by lightly raking the surface. Some of the older
varieties, like Deptford, Danvers' Yellow and
Nuneham Park, are best suited to this method
of culture.

Plants Under Glass.

Half-hardy Annuals —Sow now Nemesias,
Asters, Calendula (this is best treated as a half-

hardy annuals). Phlox Drummondii, German
Scabious, Zinnias and Salpiglossis. Note that
Nemesia seeds germinate best in a very moderate
warmth. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq
)

Preston HoHse, Linlithgow.
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THE GREENHOUSE
CRINUMS.

A X the present day Crinums cannot be re-

/\ garded as popular plants, yet, strange

/ \ to say, three of them have within
/ \ the last few years been given awards

y \ by the Royal Hortioulturil Society.

The first, Crinum Mearsii, quite a

miniature species from Burmah, with pure white,

starry flowers, received a first-class certificate at

the Holland Park Show of 1907. Next, on the

same day, an award of merit was bestowed on
Crinum H. J. Elwes, a hybrid between Crinum
Moorei and C. amerioanum. The flowers of this

are of a pleasing shade of rich rosy pink, and
when shown they were much admired.

The third to mention is the species herewith
figured, namely, Crinum purpurasoens, which
received an award of merit when shown by Sir

Trevor Liwrenoe, Bart., at the meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society on February 8. It

is a native of Tropical Africa, being found in the

regions of Ferdinand Po and Old Calabar, from
whence, according to the "Dictionary of Garden-
ing,' it was introduced as long ago as 1826. The
general appearance of the flower-umbel is shown
in the accompanying illustration. In colour the

flowers are whitish, with a staining of red, and
the long stamens which form such a noticeable

feature of the flower are also red. It flowers

regularly in the gardens at Burford, Sir Trevor
Lawrence's residence, being grown in the stove

during the wintir and in a greenhouse in the

summer.
Other warm-house species of Crinum (of which,

by the way, very few sorts can be obtained

from nurseries) well worthy of mention are

Crinum augustum, one of the most noble of all,

which from a huge, club-like bulb pushes up a

stout flower-stem, terminated by a large umbel
of twenty to thirty flowers, in colour white
heavily tinged with red and delioiously fragrant

;

0. amabile, a smaller grower from Sumatra, with
rosy red flowers ; C. giganteum, from Tropical

Africa, with pure white blossoms ; C. Kirkii, a
native of Zanzibar, whose flowers are white with
a broad reddish stripe down the centre of the seg-

ments; and C. zeylanicum, whose flowers, borne
in a large umbel, are more or less of a rosy tint,

banded with red down the back of the segments.
C. Moorei, a native of Natal standi out almost

CRINDM PDRPURASfENS. (<hu--lhlril natural sjze.)

by itself, not only for its own intrinsic merit,

but also for the fact that it has, in conjunction
with the hardy C. longifolium, or capense as it

is often called, given us C. Powellii and its white-

flowered variety alba. By many C. Powellii is

regarded as the finest ct all Crinums, for it is

nearly, if not quite, as hardy and the flowers

are far more showy than those of C. longifolium,

while it is hardier than its other parent, C
Moorei. In order to see C. Powellii at its best it

needs a sheltered position and the planting to be

thoroughly done. The stout, club-like bulbs, eveu
if they are 2 feet long, should be buried at such a

depth that the upper part is level with the soil,

and 30 treated, even if exposed to frost, a few

leaves put over the dormant crowns in winter
will make all safe. These Crinums need a strong
rooting medium, such as turfy loam and well-

decaytd manure. An ideal spot for C. Powellii
and allied kinds is in the sheltered bays around
the Palm House at Kew, where they form a
delightful feature every summer. Though more
tender than C. Powellii, the species previously
alluded to, C. Moorei, may with attention be
wintered out of doors. It is also excellent for

the greenhouse or conservatory, where it will

flower towards the latter part of the summer.
Being quite dormant in winter, C. Moorei may
at that season be kept anywhere safe from frost.

' Lovers of Crinums, and indeed of many other
! uncommon and beautiful plants, deplore the
recent death of the late Sir Charles W.
Strickland, Bart., in whose garden at Hildenly,
Vorks, so many charming but neglected plants
found a congenial home and were tended by him
with a loving care. H. P.

{)ucrciJoUuin.

FOLIAGE or SCENTED PELAR(;ONIDMS.

Pietly Polly.

SCENTED-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS
While form and colour of the flower count for
much in estimating the qualities of a plant,
fragrance, either of flower or leaf, is also a most
valuable asset. In confirmation of this, one has
only to look at many of the good old-fashioned
flowers, which are such universal favourites, even
though not particularly showy. Were it not
for the fragrance of their foliage, the scented-
leaved Pelargoniums would doubtless long since
have been discarded, as their flowers, though
frequently pretty, are not showy, as is the case
with many of the popular varieties of the present
day. Memories of the scented-leaved Pelargo-
niums carry me back to a delightful old-fashioned
garden, from which every visitor cime away with
a posy, simply an informal arrangement of a few
flowers and leaves, pleasing alike to sight and
smell. The flowers, and to a certain extent the
leaves, varied according to the season, but, winter
or summer, one was almost sure of a few sprays
of Myrtle, Rosemary and a selection of these
Pelargoniums. When attended to with a change
of water and an occasional cutting away of a tiny
piece from the bottom of the stem, cut sprays
would last for some time.
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Many of the varieties of this section will

grow vigorously if planted out during the summer
months, but, as a set-off, the large, suooulent

leaves developed under such conditions do not,

when out, retain their freshness for anything

approaching the same time as those of a firmer

and more woody character which have been

grown altogether in pots. A notable feature of

this group of Pelargoniums is the way in which
the fragrance of the leaves mimics that of other

and totally different plants. Id none is this

character more pronounced than in the case of

Pelargonium tomentosum, whose large, hairy,

soft green leaves have the identical smell of

Peppermint. The Citron-scented also furnishes

another good illustration.

Cdi.tivation.

In common with Pelargoniums in general, these

members of the scented-leaved section strike root

readily from cuttings and grow away freely in an
ordinary greenhouse. Apart from aphides or

green fly they are rarely troubled by insect pests.

As a class these scented-leaved Pelargoniums are

well suited for forming specimen plants ; but
where space does not exist for this mode of treat-

ment, effective little bushes may be grown in pots

from 5 inches to 10 inches in diameter, according
to the habit or vigour of the different varieties.

Ordinary potting soil in which loam predominates
will suit the requirements of these Pelargoniums.
Given fibrous loam of moderate consistency, a

suitable compost may be formed of two parts of

this loam to one part of well-decayed leat-mould

and a liberal sprinkling of sand. Like South
Africin plants in general, these Pelargoniums
need only for their safe keeping during the
winter a structure from which frost is just

excluded. If, however, it can be managed, the
best temperature for them at that season is

40° to ."iO°.

Sblection of Varieties.

This is rendered a somewhat more diflScult

matter owing to the fact that the nomenclature
is much contused, and whether some of the names
in common use are the correct ones is at least an
open question. However, the following are all

good : Clorinda (one of the newest of this section,

with large, rosy cerise flowers), denticulatum.
Fair Ellen, fioifolium odoratum. Lady Mary,
Lidy Plymouth (a pretty variegated variety of

the Oak-leaved class), Little Gem, Pretty Polly,
Prince of Orange, Pheasant's Foot, queroifolium,
Radula and tomentosum. Pelargonium Unique,
a rambling kind with fragrant leaves and showy
flowers, was at one time popular for growing
into specimen plants. Different, yet desirable,

forms of it are Scarlet Unique, scarlet ; Rollisson's

Unique, purple ; and Mrs. Kingsbury, violet

crimson. H. P.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE FASCINATIO>7 OF THE CROCUS.
1HA.VE gladly acceded to the Editor's

request and have promised to discourse
OQ the Crocus, my favourite genus of

plants, for a few weeks. I feel it is

right to commence with an explanation
of the great hold this small family of little

flowers has upon mt. I do not wish to apologise
for my choice, but rather to enumerate some of

their irresistible charms, with a hope that it may
lead others to derive as much pleasure and
interest from them as I do.

First, then, their flowering season stretches
from August to mid-April, bridging over the
very dullest months of the year. It is true that
at present the rich orange C. Scharojani is

found in but few gardens in August and early
September ; but I saw vigorous seedlings from
home-saved seed of this species in Mr. van
Tubergen's gardens at Haarlem last spring. I

have great laith in the superior constitutions
of garden-raised seedlings and, therefore, great

seems to proceed from the anthers and, I expect,
from the pollen grains. Imperati possesses it in

a very marked degree. S )me species are almost
scentless, but one, known as graveolens, is

exceedingly malodorous. (Jne flower open in a
frame scents the whole structure, and, even when
the flowers have been dried for some years in the
herbarium, they, and any paper that has been
near them, still give out this unpleasant scent.

It corresponds in the vegetable kingdom with
the egg of the fulmar petrel in the animal ; both
retain for so long the unpleasant odour that
reminds one of blaekbeetles.

Compared with other bulbs, Croci cannot be
called expensive. A few of the very rarest may
sell at several shillings each, but most of those in

cultivation by nurserymen can be procured at a
few shillings a hundred and a fairly complete
collection easily acquired. With the exception
of few winter-flowering ones, they may be

hopes of yet seeing many a border with a
northern aspect glowing with this species, just at

the very season when such a border is often
rather colourless.

From mid-September to the latter part of

November comes the great rush of autumnal
Croci, of lilac, purple and white, and the nearest
approach to a real blue in C. speciosus. Even in

dark Oecember hyemalis and I.evigatus in cosy
nooks of a rock garden will cheer us with a
continuous supply of blooms, and vitellinus is,

in most seasons, punctual in appearing in the
closing days of the year and lasting until

chrysanthus, Imperati and Sieberi appear in the
early days of the new one to herald the arrival

of the other vernal species. Has any other hardy
genus of plants so good a record for the dull
season of gardening '!

The next claim I press is the extensive range
of colouring. Green alone is wanting, though
I have a form of

Clusii in which the
throat and tube are
distinctly greenish.
There is no true blue
Crocus, I believe, but
many of the biflorus

forms have small
patches of blue at

the base of their

inner segments that
require Prussian or
Antwerp blue to pro-
duce the tint in

painting them. The
buds of some forms
of the wild aureus
are of so rich an
orange that they re-

quire deep cadmium
or orange vermilion
for the deeper parts,

and I have a very
lovely one, which I
believe will prove a
distinct species or
wild hybrid, that is

very nearly scarlet in

the bud stage. Crim-
son appears in the
featherings of some
forms of lajvigatus,

chrysanthus, Im-
perati and arrius.

Pure white species

and albino forms are
well represented, and
intermediate shades
from cream, sulphur
and yellow to deep
orange in one scale of

colour, and rosy
lilac to deep purple
in another, do not
exhaust their possi-

bilities, for feather-

ings and suffusions

on the outer seg-

ments give a wondrous range of contrasts. We called absolutely hardy, and will thrive in any
have Imperati with the outer surface of the outer garden where they can be given a sunny aspect
segments buff, variously feathered with crimson and freedom from stagnant moisture,
purple, while the inner segments are clear lilac and Have I not made out five good points in
form one of the most delightful contrasts in colour their favour and justified my predilection for the

A form of Balansae has rich mahogany Crocus ':

A PLANT lOR A SUNNY POSITION: CALANDRiNIA GRANDIFLORA.

I know of.

outside and orange yellow inside, and in a half-
expanded bloom the effect is very striking, even
more so than in some of the brown and yellow
Irises of the variegata section. Some of my
latest seedlings of chrysanthus and Korolkowi
are repeating this scheme of coloration.

Fragrance I also claim for most Croci—a delicate
scent hard to describe, with a distinct suggestion
of the Primrose in it, but with something a little

heavier added, much the same as we find in Iris

unguicularis. It strikes me as a decidedly .ipring

scent, in spite of its being so well developed in

longiflorus and some other autumnal species. It

Waltham Cross.

THE

E. Augustus Bowles.

CALANDRINIAS OR ROCK
PURSLANES.

The Calandrinias are largely native of Chili and
California, and for garden decoration in this
country are much the best if regarded from the
point of view of rather tender annuals. Occa-
sionally, however, the plants assume the more
perennial or sometimes shrubby character seen in
their native habitat, but the few that do this

are by no means certain in their behaviour ; hence
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the suggestion just made. A cultural point

of importance, speing the plants belong to the

Natural Order Portulacese, is that the flowers for

the most part open during sunshine ; hence the

plants should occupy the warmest and sunniest

position the garden affords.

This much, indeed, is almost suggested by the

native home of the plants, and the fact of their

inhabiting much warmer climes than our own

should not be lost eight of. Not infrequently,

too, do these plants make quite effective pictures

of colour on sloping banks of hot, sandy soils, or

again, on the sunnier parts of the rockery where

opportunity affords. In Southern England and

around the coast the seeds may be sown in early

April ; but in more inland districts the seeds would

be best sown late in that month or early in May.

It is quite worth while to sow seeds of some of

the species in pots, transfer these bodily to the

border in May and secure a much earlier display.

In all outdoor operations the soil should be of a

light character and well drained.

C. grandiflora, of which an illustration is given,

grows about 18 inches high and produces quan-

tities of rose-coloured blossoms from a tutt of

fleshy, entire leaves. It is a most desirable

large enough to handle. A single plant will

produce a wonderful display of flowers if allowed

plenty of space in which to develop. Many sorts

are capable of filling a yard square of space from

each seed and of producing a continuous display

of flowers until cut off by frosts, whereas if the

plants are crowded the flowers are insignificant

and wanting in colour, also the flowering period

is greatly curtailed. A large number of

annuals are perfectly hardy, and these may all

be sown in the places in which they are to

flower ; but the real capability of annuals is

more easily realised when it is possible to raise

them under glass.

The seed should be sown in pane or pots in fine

rich soil and placed in a gentle heat ; if not in a

greenhouse, then on a hot-bed. Press the soil

firmly and sow the seed thinly, distributing it as

evenly as possible, and cover very lightly with a

sprinkling of light soil. When strong enough

prick off the seedlings into pots or boxes, and in

due course transfer them to a cold frame or

greenhouse until the time of planting out arrives.

This will be governed greatly by the season,

but the operation should never be hurried if the

weather is unfavourable. It must not, however,

A ];UKUEB OF ANNUALS IN THE GROUNDS OF THE KEW CLUE.

plant for the warmest positions of the garden.
,

be thought that frame-raised plants are a

C speciosa grows rather less than 1 foot high, necessity ; but the ful beauty of annuals is more

has ruby-coloured flowers, and will also enjoy evident when the seedlings are raised under glass,

treatment similar to the above. C. oppositifolia. Complaints are heard as to poor displays from

with more succulent leaves than the first-named,

has whitish or blush white flowers ; this plant

is not often seen in British gardens. All the

above are, for all practical purposes, tender

annuals. C. urabellata is of a prostrate or trail-

ing habit of growth, and bears quantities

of brilliant crimson, magenta-shaded flowers.

This species, which is from Peru, while unmis-

takably of perennial duration, is easily raised

from seeds, and usually flowers well the first

season from the sowing. E. H. .Jenkins.

A BORDER OF ANNUAL FLOWERS.
When well grown annual flowers will give many
surprises, both in the borders and beds. Very

simple are the rules which should govern the

management of these useful and easily raised

plants In the first place, the seed should be

sown on a carefully prepared surface of soil and

covered slightly. A great point with annuals is

to take care not to allow the seedlings to become

overcrowded. Thin them as soon as they are

border sowings, but a different practice may
with advantage be adopted by sowing in boxes

or pots the beautiful strains now available ; for

instance, a single specimen of Clarkia Sutton's

Salmon will in good soil fill a space of 2 feet.

To sow the smaller Sunflowers in the border is

to court failure. Grown as individuals such

pretty varieties as Stella and Single Dwarf
Primrose will form charming groups. Then we
have Mignonettes < J iant White, Red and Machet,

and if given space each will cover a square foot

or more. Larkspur Rosy Scarlet Stock-flowered

produces a fine effect, and is a colour much
needed in beds and borders.

Due regard must be paid to sowing the seed

thinly, early thinning ot the seedlings and giving

support if the species require it. Cover the

small seeds lightly and the larger seeds more

deeply. The resulls will afford pleasure to all

concerned. No plants are better worth a little

trouble, and the range nf colours found among
them is the most beautiful in the world of

flowers. Thomas Berridge.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
The Value of Early Potting for Forcing.

I do not think those who know how to do things

realise that the most elementary facts are often

ignored by those who do not. These latter

wonder why the results that they obtain are so

different from those of their friends. They
argue thus ;

" I bought the bulbs from so-and-so,

just as he told me—I used a compost made as

much like his as is possible—I plunged them and
kept them in the dark until they made good
roots—I was careful to gradually accustom them
to the light, and I am sure I was most particular

to give them an intermediate temperature before

I placed them in the warmest house. What
have I done wrong? Mine have not the size,

substance or length of stem that he gets. ' What
has this imaginary gardener omitted from his

otherwise excellent list of cultural requirements ':

He has never mentioned that the potting must
be done as early in the season as possible.

Probably his friend thought he must know it.

It is such an elementary necessity that he might
naturally take it for granted that his friend

knew it. Whatever may be the case with the

professional gardener, I feel confident the

amateur in many cases does not appreciate how
everything depends on this prime factor. Bulbs

are bought. The dealer delivers them. The
employer receives them, and sometimes forget"

them. Then, three or four weeks after, he takes

them out to his man and says, " I am afraid it is

a little late for you to have them, but do what
you can." Poor man ! What can he do?
Nothing I absolutely nothing, for he knows that

a late start spells second-class results. I have

known all this myself for years, but it is only

when a case in point comes under personal notice

that its importance is realised. Two weeks ago

I had some glorious pots of Golden Spur ; they

were healthy, vigorous, tall and strong, and

looked as if they enjoyed life. At the time of

writing (February 18) I have three or four pans

of the self-same bulbs, but what a difference !

The stems and foliage are not nearly so tall and

strong, the flowers are much smaller and of poorer

substance, and the plants look just as we feel

when we are " below par.' Now the good bulbs

were planted on September 15, while the others

were not done till the very end of October.

This has made the whole difference. I have

made rather more of this than I might have

done, of course ; but I have only done so because

it is such a vital element of success. Daffodils in

one respect are a little like human beings :

Early to bed and early to rise

Makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise.

So if you want a nice, strong, healthy flower

with good stiff foliage, " put it to bed early."

Mr. Oliarles Dawson.—I had a notice the other

day from Mr. Dawson saying that he had

disposed of his Daffodil business to Mr. A. M.
Wilson, who left his northern home in Lincolnshire

eighteen months ago to reside in Somersetshire,

because he considered the climate more suitable.

Tilt Barr Memorial.—The committee will

shortly be sending round a printed circular to all

lovers of the Daffodil to contribute to the Barr

Memorial. I hope readers of these notes will

not turn a deaf ear to this appeal. It will be

nice to have a medal with Peter Barr's face and

cap to give from time to time to those—his

followers—whom we wish to honour. It will be

too, to give a supporting hand to those

dead gardeners' children whom he in his lifetime

took such pains to help. Joseph Jacob.

A BEAUTIFUL IRIS : I. HISTRIOIDES.
This is one of the most charming of the spring-

flowering Irises, and, generally speaking, proves

of easy culture. The flowers are large, the falls

mottled with white and rich lilac both on the

claw and on the broad, rounded blade. It is a

native of Eastern Anatolia, and flowers in early

March. It should have the same treatment as

Iris reticulata. T.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT NOTES.

GR.\FTINtl.—It is commonly assumed
that the whole of the grafting of

fruit trees that is done in this

country is left to the professional

grower, whether he be producing

trees for sale or for planting in

some part of his employers garden, but this is

by no means the real fact of the case. There are

scores and hundreds of amateurs who aspire to

become expert grafters, and they spare no efforts

to that end. Towards the end of the month and

early in April the scions

will have to be inserted,

and in those instances

where old stocks have to

be operated upon, the

preparatory operations
ought to be put in hand
forthwith. It is most
desirable that these shall

be headed back some
weeks in advance of

working, and the main
branches should now be

removed with a saw, and
afterwards all wounds
must be out over until

they are smooth with a

very sharp knife or u

chifel. This done, the

worker has simply to

wait for the time when it

is known by the neigh-

bouring trees that the sap

is rising, and then at once
insert the grafts. For
old Apple slumps there

are few varieties equal,

and none superior, to

Bramley'sSeedling ; while

for Pears one cannot go
far astray in deciding

upon Pitmaston Duchess.

Both of these are vigorous

growers, and will thrive

grandly in the majority

of instances. In the case

of young stocks it is not

essential that they shall

be headed back so far in

advance, but it is impera-
tive that all the rtqui-

sites — scions, tying
material and wax—shall

he prepared in advance
for immediate use when
they are wanted. To
leave everything until the

last moment is an error

in this as in other details

of gardening, for which
the transgressor has to

pay-
Protecting Blossoms

Peaches, Nectarines and
Apricots demand protec-

tion for their blossoms in

practically every garden
in the country where they are grown, and as it will

have to be called into use belore very long, the
earlier all arrangements are completed the better.

It must be borne in mind that while protection is

necessary, it is equally imperative that the light

shall not be excluded from the trees ; therefore

Miu.ciiiNf) Strawherrv ri.AXTATioNS.—There

is abundance of time in which to carry out this

important task, but it is desirable that it shall

be pushed forward as promptly as can be made
convenient, for the simple reason that in the

course of another two or three weeks the work
in the garden will become so urgently pressing

that there is invariably a possibility that some-

thing will be left undone. Therefore get long,

strawy litter containing plenty of manure and

spread it between the rows, packing it closely up
to the lines ; but exercise care that the crowns

themselves are not enveloped. The rains will

gradually wash the food virtues of the dressing

down into the soil, and at the same time clean the

out and that the soil shall be made firm about

them. It is more than likely that many of the

plants will flower, but the blooms should be

promptly picked off, as it is not desirable that

the plants shall be allowed to crop the first

season after being planteil so late; in the

following year they will render an excellent

account of themselves. Frcit-grow KH.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
MRS. DAVID McKEE.

A:

tinctive merits.

"^rose MRS. DAVID MCKEE.

Straw. It must be particularly noted that short

material is not suitable for the particular purpose

now under consideration, since while it will yield

the food it will not leave the required clean bed.

YouNc Strawberries.—When Strawberries

reach a grower late in the autumn, it is the

whatever is used must afford protection and still invariable and excellent practice to plant them
not obstruct light. The most serviceable material closely together in nursery beds, there to remain
for the purpose is a double thickness of tanned for the winter ; but it is essential to the best

netting. It ought to be attached to long rods or eventual results that they should be moved
poles in such a manner that it can be quickly during the present month. The site chosen for

put on and taken off, and in no circumstances them must be deeply dug and generously enriched

whatever must it be so set that it will touch the with sweet manure, and immediately it has

blooms, otherwise its value will be rendered settled down the planting ought to be done. It

practically nil. is necessary that the roots shall be fully spread

ROSE
Rose for the garden this possesses dis-

l!y many it is preferred to
varieties of the Kaiserin
Augusta Victoria type
for outdoor culture, for

its growth is bushy and
the flowers are a soft

creamy yellow, while
their shape is perfect.

It blooms so freely and
continuously that it

should be included in

every collection of bed-
ding or massing Roses.

. Exhibitors, too, find it

very useful, although
during last stason it was
rather low down in the
Analysis made by Mr.
Mawley. There are not
many Roses among ex-
hibition kinds of this
particular creamy yellow
colour, except in the true
Teas, so that exhibitors
are very glad of Mrs.
David MeKee for a corner
flower or to enhance the
richness of colour of a
Hugh Diokson. For pots
it is very useful, sur-
passed, perhaps, by
Huohess of Portland and
Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria, but yet in its

own way perfectly dis-

tinct.

A group of Roses of
the colour of Mrs. David
McKee would make a
fine effect in the garden,
and in this group I would
place all the kinds named
above and also Mme.
Hoste, Mrs. Peter Blair,

Mme. .Jenny Gillemot,
Mme. Pauline Bersez,
Perle von Godesberg,
Marie van Houtte, Mrs,
S. Treseder, Sulphurea
and the new variety
Cvnthia.
The last-mentioned is

a lemon yellow variety
and one likely to make
a reputation for itself,

seeing that it is a
hybridised seedling of

that popular Rose Frau
Karl Druschki. Some growers find that Mrs.

David McKee is wanting in vigour. I have

never found it to be the case ; but if they

have not succeeded with it as a bush, I would
advise them to bud it upon half - standard

Briars. Many Hybrid Teas wanting some-

what in vigour succeed well as half-standards.

Mrs. David MoKee was introduced by Messrs.

A. Dickson and Sons in l'."U and received

the gold medal of the National Rose
Society. The photograph from which the illus-

tration was prepared was taken by Mr. T.

Stevenson, Woburn Place Gardens, Addelstone,

who is as clever a photographer as he is a

L;ardener. P.
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GARDENING hOR BEGINNERS.
RAISING PLANTS WITH THE AID OF SIMPLE PROPAGATORS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN. —As soon as the

soil is in suitable condition, Carrots

and wrinkled Peas for earliest crops

may be sown outdoors. I'jth should

be sown in rows. Vol the Carrots

make shallow, flat-bottomed drills

10 inches apart and scatter the seeds thinly

along them, covering with about an inch of

-A SIMPLE PKOPAGATOR, MADE liV DTILISINO A BOX 6 INCHES

DEEP AND OF ANY CONVENIENT SI/,E. A LATH NAILED

ACROSS THE TOP IN THE CENTRE SUPPORTS SHEETS OF

GLASS, WHR'H PROVIDE AN EVEN TEMPERATURE AND
HUMinlTY.

soil. Of course, previous to sowing, the bed

will have been raked down level and the surface

thereby rendered fine. After the seeds are

covered, and as soon as the soil is dry enough

not to pick up on the boots, the bed should be

trodden over firmly, as Carrots delight in a firm

rooting medium. For this early crop select one

of the Short Horn or stump-rooted varieties, such

as Early Gem. Early wrinkled Peas are mostly

dwarf in habit, seldom growing more than

1.5 inches to 18 inches in height. Drills for such

varieties should be from 1 foot to 15 inches apart,

and should be flat-bottomed and not more than

an inch deep. Sow the seeds rather closer

together than is advisable for later crops. If the

soil is naturally of a clayey nature, make up a

sandy mixture for covering the seeds, and take

care not to cover with more than an inch of soil.

Liter varieties, to be sown in a few weeks' time,

may with advantage be sown '2 inches deep. The
present is a good time to make the main sowing

of Onions outdoors, and these may be treated

precisely as advised for Carrots, except that the

rows will be better 1 foot apart. When sown
early the plants frequently escape attack by the

Onion fly. Varieties that did well with me sown
in this way last year were Sutton's Improved

Reading and Webb's Improved Banbury. At
the time of writing bulbs of both are keeping

splendidly, notwithstanding the fact that last

autumn was a bad one for ripening.

Floioer Oarden.—Where the Sweet Pea seeds

have not yet been sown, no time should be lost in

getting the work done as advised last week. Of

course, there is nothing to be gained by sowing

while the soil is in a sodden or frozen condition,

but advantage must be taken of the first oppor-

tunity when it is dry enough. Any dividing and
replanting of herbaceous plants that are not yet

done must be completed without delay, as most

kinds are now growing freely, and any serious

disturbance after this week is likely to have a

bad effect on the plants. See that all are pro-

perly labelled and the beds and borders made
tidy ready for the spring. Bulbous plants in

beds are now growing rapidly, and some of the

earliest Daffodils are showing their flowers.

Much good will be done by carefully running a

Dutch hoe between the plants when the surface

of the beds is dry, as this will prevent the soil

becoming caked and cracked. Care must, how-
ever, be taken that soil does
not get into the hearts of

such plants as Tulips, or

much irreparable mischief

will be done.

7'he Lawn.—The grass is

now beginning to grow at a

good pace, and it will benefit

considerably if the whole is

given a vigorous sweeping
with a stiff besom or lawn
broom. This will remove any
loose rubbish and also scatter

worm-casts that may be pre-

sent. After this sweeping
allow it to dry for an hour or

two, and then give a thorough
rolling with a heavy roller,

always, of course, providing

the soil is not sodden or

frozen hard. Where the grass

is at all poor, it will derive

much benefit from a dressing

of soot or nitrate of soda at

this season. Soot may be
sown at the rate of li pecks
to each square rod, or three-

quarters of a pound of finely crushed nitrate

of soda may be given to the same area. Both
of these substances produce grass of a deep
green colour. Where worms are present I prefer

the soot, as this is distasteful to them. Both
soot and nitrate of soda will be quickly washed
into the soil by rain. In most localities it is full

early to mow the grass yet, but the mowing-
machine should be overhauled in readiness, as

the grass will certainly need cutting in the course

of a week or two.

Fruil Oarden.—In these days, when scientifi-

cally prepared fruit trees and bushes can be
purchased so cheaply, it is scarcely worth the

amateur's while to bother with grafting his own
trees. There will, however, be some circum-

stances under which it is desirable to do the

work at home, and the present is a good time to

make a start. About this time last year the

subject was fully described and illustrated in

The Garden, and those who desire to do this

work should consult these back numbers. It is

well-nigh impossible to clearly describe the

operation to a beginner without the aid of illus-

trations. There are, however, a few cardinal

points that must be observed. Thus, there must
be a close relationship between stock and scion ;

the slimy tissue which lies immediately beneath
the bark of the stock and scion must be so placed

that the cut surface of it in one comes into close

contact with that of the other ; the two must be

bound firmly in position ; and the junction must
be covered, after tying, with a mixture of clay and
cow-manure or grafting-wax, which is specially

prepared for the purpose. The best thing for

a beginner to do, if possible, is to obtain a

practical lesson or two from someone who is used

to and thoroughly understands the work. I often

think how much could be avoided if practical

lessons were taken in such matters as these. It

is difficult even with illustrations to convey the

real lessons. A. A.

RAISING PLANTS WITH THE AID OF
SIMPLE PROPAGATORS.

As soon as the days begin to appreciably lengthen,
the gardening enthusiast feels he must lose no
time in commencing operations, dealing first of

all, of course, with subjects with which he is

familiar or that have come within his own per-

sonal experience in the years that are past. The
lengthening day reminds us that the work of

propagation should proceed apace, if we are to
have our plants and seedlings ready for placing
in their flowering quarters when the trying
climatic conditions of the United Kindom are

experiences of the past.

Expensive propagators are not absolutely
necessary, although, of course, those who care to

purchase them, and who also know how to con-
trol them, may accomplish a great deal in a few
weeks. The writer, however, desires to help
those whose knowledge of propagation is very
elementary, and who prefer to raise their own
plants. As I have suggested, the amateur
gardener with a heated glass structure has a great
advantage over those having a greenhouse with-
out artificial heat ; the former may erect a small
propagating-frame on the side benches of his heated
glass structure and raise plants at this season
with comparative ease, or he may, if he chooses to
do so, use any of the simple methods of propaga-
tion which are illustrated and explained in this

article. The fact that the house is heated with
hot-water pipes ensures an even temperature of

a genial kind, and in these circumstances the
rooting process is effected in a comparatively
short period. Light, however, is of considerable
importance in every case, and when raising seed-
lings it is of the highest importance that this

fact should be fully recognised ; it is not too
much to say that failure or success is largely
dependent on the proper recognition of the need
of a good light.

An excellent little propagating-frame, of a
rough description, may be made out of any ordi-

nary box of a suitable size to meet the require-

ments of the would-be propagator. The box
should be sufficiently deep to allow of small pots
and seed pans being placed therein without the

-propagation by the use of a bell-

glass OR CLOCHE. this IS AN E.XCEL-

LENT METHOD OF RAISING PLANTS AND
SEEDLINGS.
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upper portion of the pots obtruding above the

edge of the box ; 4 inches to )i inches is a suit-

able depth, although the latter figure is distinctly

the belter. A lath should either he laid or

nailed across the centre of the lop of the box, and
sheets of glass should be placed thereon and
arranged so that they maintain a close condition

of the atmosphere inside the simple propagator.

Fig. I shows an example of a box propagator

similar to that just described. The reader will

appreciate the tact that abundant light is ob-

ttined by the use of this simple contrivance, and
an even temperature is largely assured by these

means. It is a good plan to place a layer of

Coooanut fibre reluse in the bottom of the box in

which to plunge the pots or seed pans, as this

retains the moisture, and less water will be

required in consequence.

A large bell-glass or cloche is most useful in

the early spring for raising seedlings and propa-

gating cuttings, the even temperature and the
humid conditions that are necessary in this work
being most easily obtained by its use. Fig. 2
portrays the bell-glass as a propagator, quite a
number of small pots being accommodated under
a fairly large glass. For growers whose require-

ments are of a limited character a bell-glass

should answer very well, and if such a receptacle

were placed in a light window with a sunny
aspect, we should have little fear of being able to

raise a useful batch of plants by these means.
Fig. 3 portrays a popular method

of raising seedlings. The grower
whose needs are limited may utilise

one or more seed-pans in this way,
and those whose demands are not
restricted may avail themselves of

the use of as many as are necessary

for their requirements. No matter
whether it may be one seed-pan or

one hundred pans, the process is the

same. The prepared compost, usually

a light and sandy one and always
sifted, should be put into pans that
have been carefully crocked to within
a given distance of the rim of the pan.

Leave sufficient space for the seedlings

to make a limited amount of growth
after the seed has germinated, as the

glass can be raised on one side when
this period arrives. This same rule

applies to each of the propagators
described above, as air must be
admitted when the cuttings have
rooted or the seedlings are making
headway ; they must be gradually
inured to more airy conditions it the plants

are to be kept sturdy. Excessive moisture
should be wiped from the glass and, generally

speaking, this will be at least once each
day. D. B. C.

the table decorations composed entirely of this

Rose and Gottfried Keller, a lovely semi-double
sort with a Briar-like nature, but perpetual
flowering.

In the bud Irish Klegance is most unique in

colouring, a sort of bronzy orange scarlet, and
these buds under good liberal cultivation are

much more elongated than those grown on
weakly plants. Liquid manure should be freely

applied during May and .June and the growths
opened out by means of small sticks. This
encourages new growths from the dormant eyes
in the centre of the plants.

A very charming new Rose that would blend
well with Irish Elegance is Mrs. A. R. Waddell.
It has semi-double ttowers of a somewhat similar

tint of colouring, but the buds are not so

beautiful as those of Irish Elegance.

Jriah Btauty is a large pure white single flower
of great charm, possessing an abundance of golden
stamens. It is also deliciously fragrant.

Irish Engineer is dazzling scarlet in colour,

and of enormous size, with a beautiful

circular outline. The growth is not very
vigorous.

Irish Qlary is one of the best of the set, with
very large flowers of a silvery pink in the inside of

the petals, the back of the same being flamed with
crimson. Sweetly perfumed. This Rose would
make a capital hedge of about 3 feet to 4 feet in

height, and would be constantly in bloom.

SINGLE IRISH ROSES.
[In Reply to H. J. Cramjord.]

The variety you describe is undoubtedly Irish

Elegance. It is, as you have been informed, a
splendid Rose for cutting ; indeed, it is a good
all-round Rose for the garden, as from the end of

May to the time the frosts appear in the autumn
one may cut its exquisite buus, which develop in

water after the colour appears. There is no
more charming Rose grown than Irish Elegance.
It is a Hybrid Tea, with all the vigour of this

grand race combined with the grace and beauty
of the true Teas. It will quickly grow into good,
large bushes if sparsely pruned, supposing its

growths escape injury by winter frosts ; in raot,

you may grow these single Irish Roses exactly
as you would the Tea-suented race, that is, in

well-drained soil, the beds slightly raised if the
soil is wet, and afford them a space of '2'. feet to
3 feet each way.

If spice allowed, a bed of a kind would be
best ; out if not practicable, then plant in tripli-

cate if possible. If you visited the National
Rose Show last -July yuu might have seen one of

LARdE SEED-PANS, IF COVEKED WITH A SHEET OF GLASS, AS

REPRESENTED IN THIS ILLUSTRATION, MAY BF. SOWN WITH
SEEDS AND GERMINATION ENCODRAGED I'.Y THESE MEANS.

Irish Modesty.—Flowers of a delicate coral pink.

The straw-coloured anthers make a lovely con-

trast. These are some of the best of the set,

and they were all raised by Messrs. A. Dickson
and Sons. Mr. Hugh Dickson has given us a

real beauty in

Sitiiplicity, which will become a general
favourite when better known. Its huge single

white flowers resemble a large Water Lily. The
growth is strong, so much so that we could make
a pillar Rose ot the variety, and it would blend
charmingly with
Bardou Jd', a velvety maroon variety that

should be in every garden. P.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Preparations for Seed-sowing.—March may
be said to be the month of the year for seed-

sowing operations in the open garden, hence it

behoves all who delight in garden flowers to

make read}' for the operation. The conditions

calculated to produce the best resulti are well-

tilUd and fairly dry soils at the time of sowing
the seeds, and unless these actually exist at the
moment, the sowing should be deferred for a

time. Seeds sown in wet, clammy or generally
uncongenial soils cannot be expected to give a
good account of themselves later on, and, indeed,
in not a few instances they perish in the soil,

while the seedsman is directly blamed for that
over which he has no control, viz., conditions of

weather and the inexperience of the operator.

Border soils or beds that during the winter were
deeply dug and manured may have their surface
texture much improved by an occasional pricking
over with the fork, and where heavy or reten-

tive the addition of sand or road grit will greatly
assist matters. For the last-named class of soils

the drying winds of March are particularly
advantageous, and assist to bring them into the
right condition more quickly than anything else.

; Vermin-infested Soil-<.—Where known to

Ibe infested with slugs, wireworm or grubs, the

Jsoils should be frequently moved a lew inches

deep to give the birds greater facilities for

getting at the ground pests named. The two
Itirst-named particularly dislike their places of

retreat to be thus exposed, and it has been said

that frequent disturbance will rid a plot of

ground of that terrible pest the wireworm.
That this may be open to doubt I know from my
experience. At the same time, should the pest

be inclined to depart that way, the method is

not a costly one. Soot and lime sown over the

soil and forked in are helpful, and so, too, are

the advertised destroyers of these pests, such as

Vaporite, Apterite and Kilogrub, which are

best put in a few inches deep.

Some Seeds to Sow.—It is perhaps a little

diflBoult to recommend a few kinds from a general
standpoint, as much by reason of

their superabundance as tlie diverse
tastes ot those who make gardening
a hobby. Of annuals to sow in the
open to provide gay sheets of colour,
the amateur will not err in sowing
such things as Poppy, Linum grandi-
florum, Marigolds, Candytuft, the
great and varied host of annual Chry-
santhemums, such as C. tricolor, C.
Morning Star, C. Evening Star, C.
coronarium and others that provide
bushes of growth and sheaves of
blossoms. Sweet Peas, too, must be
own.
In the Kitchen Garden.—This

department is just as full of work
during the present month as the
flower garden, and a seasonable
reminder to sow such culinary Peas
as Sutton's Early Giant and Lax-
tonian will not be out of place.

The pair mentioned embrace the
highest Marrow flavour yet attained
in the culinary Pea, and, being of

a dwarf habit of growth, are economical both
in the matter of sticks and in the ground
they occupy. When to these good attributes is

added productiveness of no mean order, we
marvel at the amateur who selects Peas growing
'< feet or even 6 feet in height. Some day, how-
ever, the amateur who does this thing will
realise that after all, his 6 feet high Peas resolve
themselves into 3 feet or less of productiveness.
To-day in the Peas of 3 feet or 4 feet in height
there is all one could desire—rich Marrow
flavour, large size, good colour and productive-
ness ; hence the tall Pea in the small garden is a
delusion and a snare.

Hakuv Flowers in Season.—The Daffodils
are now everywhere in evidence, and snugly
ensconced in their sheathing leafage is the
promise of rich flowering. Hepaticas, too, are
bristling with their blue, white and red cups ;

the Snowdrop, Crocus and Chionodoxa are all

providing their quota of bloom ; the Hazels are
studded with their almost unseen ruby-coloured
downs; while the Witch Hazel, Winter .Tessa-

mine and Forsythia are spurred with blossoms.
In the sheltered border or the woodland is seen
the quaint beauty of the Lenten Hoses, while in

the lock garden appears the earliest of the Saxi-
frages, the Adonis the while showing its golden
green cups above a plumose leaf growth that
presently develops a charm unequalled at this or
any other season. E. H. .Jenkins.
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SOME GOOD VEGETABLES TO SOW
NOW.

HAVING previously drawn attention

in The Garden to some good
varieties of Peas and Potatoes (see

page 64), I now propose to give

particulars of some other kinds of

vegetables which I can with every

eonfidenee recommend for both large and small

gardens. All those mentioned belowean be sown in

ihe open garden from now onwards for the next

month or six weeks, a feature that will commend
itself to many who do not possess glass ac-

commodation for raising plants. Although for

some special purposes it may be desirable to raise

plants of such vegetables as Brussels Sprouts

and Cauliflowers under glass, I have proved that

tor all ordinary purposes, providing suitable

varieties are chosen, these can be successfully

grown from plants raised outdoors in March
or even early April. Many gardeners and
amateurs go to a considerable amount of trouble

in raising plants under glass which might equally

as well be raised outdoors.

Onions.—One of the best varieties for general

use that I have grown is Webb's Improved
Binbury. It is a handsome, clear-skinned

variety of splendid keeping quality, the bulbs

being rather flat in shape. Equally as good
and similar in shape is Sutton's Improved
Reading, an Onion that is well known and can

always be relied upon to give large bulbs of first-

class quality. Carter's Holborn is globe-

shaped, of high quality, and an ideal variety for

exhibition, the clear skins giving the bulbs a

handsome appearance. Of the older standard
varieties I would select Bedfordshire Champion,
a long-shaped, solid bulb of medium size that

Will keep sound for a very long time.

Carrots.—So many good varieties of these are

now on the market that one finds it difficult to

know which to omit from a list that must of

necessity be limited. Among the early stump-
rooted varieties one of the best I have grown is

Carter's Early Market. This variety does not
seem to be known among aniiteurs nearly so

much as its merits demand. It is of quick
growth, of exquisite flavour, and should find

a place in every garden. Quite distinct is

Sutton's Champion Scarlet Horn, a red-fleshed

variety that has a handsome appearance when
cooked. Early Gem, also raised by the Reading
tirm, is a splendid early Carrot, very short and
thick and of excellent quality. Good long-

rooted mainerop varieties are Webb's Prize-

winner, a bright red-fleshed root specially

suitable for exhibition, and Pobbie's Selected

Altrincham, a splendid strain of this well-known
long - rooted Carrot. Where one mainerop
variety only is needed for general use, a good
selection of the old Intermediate takes a lot of

beating.

Brussels Sprouts.—The most reliable variety

of these that I have yet grown is Webb's
Prizetaker. It comes in for use at a rather

early date, and the large stems are closely

packed with hard buttons. Matchless, from the

same firm, is also excellent. An old and well-

tried variety of pyramidal habit is Dobbie's

Selected, wbich is splendid for small gardens.

Carter's Holborn Exhibition and Sutton's Uwarf
Gem are other excellent sorts that one can
strongly recommend for general use.

Cabbages.—Tender and True is a compact-grow-
ing variety, the solid heads of which come into

USB very quickly. A few years ago Messrs. E.

Webb and Sons introduced their New Leader
Cabbage, and this with me did splendidly during
ISlOS and 1909. It is a cone-shaped variety ot

handsome appearance and fine flavour, and
comes ready tor use in a short time. Other good
Cabbages for spring sowing are Favourite

;

Imperial, an old variety that is still much

appreciated ; and Nonpareil, also an old variety,

of which there are now several improved stocks

to be had.

Cauliflowers.—These excellent vegetables are

always welcome when well grown, and, providing

suitable varieties are chosen, there is no reason

why a few should not be included in even the

smallest gardens. They should be given rich

soil, as quick growth is essential if large, solid

heads are desired. Webb's Early Mammoth is

a very early variety, and the heads of this

are large and compact. As a first crop variety

from outdoor sowings this is hard to beat.

Another excellent early kind, especially in a

dry season, is Sutton's White Queen, a compact
sort of great purity and good flavour. For
general late use I have not yet found anything to

beat a good strain of Veitch's Autumn Giant, a

large Cauliflower of good quality that needs

plenty of room to do itself justice. H.

NOVEL AND DELICIOUS
VEGETABLES.

I NOTICED your mention of " Sugar Peas as a

Summer Vegetable " in a recent issue, and can
give one or two others, seldom met with, which
we tried last year and found to be quite delicious.

NeiiJ Zealand Spinaeh.—In hot weather this

is most prolific and superior in flavour to the

ordinary Spinach, and never ceases to grow,
without running to seed, until the first touch of

frost.

Chinese Artichokes.—It is advisable to plant

these in a part of the garden where they can be

left year after year, as they grow as easily as

Nettles in a light soil, and are as hard to get rid

of when once established.

Carter's Russian Kale.—Only obtainable from
Carter's, High Holborn, London, W. C A
splendid Winter (ireen, quite unharmed by the

frost and snow this winter. The heads are as

tender as spring Cabbages and boil a nice light

green, and young shoots quickly develop on the

old stalk where the head has been cut off. This

is our main supply at present.

Shropshire. D. H. B.

BRUSSELS SPEOUTS AND
CAULIFLOWERS.

Good, useful varieties of Brussels Sprouts for the

production ot firm, medium-sized buttons of the

best quality are Sutton's Dwarf tiem and May's
Northam Prize ; and for a supply oi larger

buttons The Wroxton, Exhibition and Paragon
are all excellent and will give a long supply of

first-class produce.

Some cultivators raise their first batch of

plants under glass, and in the North and colder

parts of the country this method may prove
Denefieial ; but lor most Southern localities a

sowing, if made in March in a well-prepared bed
on a sheltered border, will invariably meet the
requirements and supply excellent Sprouts from
October to March, and sometimes later. When
preparing the seed-beds the soil should be good
and made moderately firm, so that the roots of

the tiny seedlings may have something to grip.

After drawing the drills rather wide at the

bottom, sprinkle a little wood-ash and soot

over the beds, sow the seed rather thinly

than otherwise, and do not bury it too deeply.

All seedling plants should be removed from
the seed-bedsbetorethey getspindling and pricked
out in rows 4 inches apart in nursery beds.

These- plants will quickly develop into sturdy
subjects by the first week in June, and may
then be planted 'ii feet apart in a good open
position on land that has been deeply cultivated

and well manured. Brussels Sprouts delight in

firm soil, ample room and a good open spot. As
to earthing up the stems, I have frequently

adopted the method, but with the exception of

steadying the plants in windy weather, I tail to

see any difference, the results being about the

same. I now depend entirely on drawing rather
deep drills at the time of planting.
One of the best little Cauliflowers for the pro-

duction of early heads I have met with is Dean's
Snowball. I grew this for many years, and to
follow it used Dwarf Erfurt. "The seeret in

obtaining an early supply of these, when raising

the plants under glass, is to avoid a check, other-
wise they are almost sure to button, but when
given good and careful treatment it is surprising
how quickly these turn in. The leaves being so
small, a very useful number can be grown in a
small space. A rich soil is very necessary for
the production of tender Cauliflowers.

H. Mabkham.
Wrothavi Park Gardens^ Bamet.

NEW PLANTS.

Odontoglossum splendbns.—This is a very beau-
tiful variety, resulting from a cross between O.
eximium and 0. wilckeanum. The flowers are
of perfect shape and beautifully marked, the
ground colour being white very faintly tinged
with yellow, this being heavily blotched with
brownish crimson. On the labellum this crimson
is of a more brilliant colour, and altogether the
flower is a very handsome one indeed. Seen at a
distance the rich colouring is much enhanced.
Shown by Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.
First-class certificate.

Odontoglossum eximium E. C. Bogerson.—This
is a very prettily marked variety ot this well-
known Odontoglossum, the shapely flowers being
evenly blotched with dull brownish crimson.
Shown by E. Rogerson, E»q. , West Didsbury,
Manchester. Award of merit.

C'ltthya SrhrudercF The Priiic.—This is also

a well-marked variety, the labellum being par-
ticularly bright in colour. The sepals and petals

are of the usual shape and of pale mauve colour,

the large labellum being rich carmine with a
deep yellow blotch on tither side of the throat.

Shown by H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawu, Putney,
S.W. Award of merit^.

Odontoglossum Blark Prince.—As its name
implies, this is a very dark-flowered variety, the
parents being 0. lambeanum and 0. Rolfsie.

The flowers are of medium size, dull magenta
crimson in colour, the margins ot the segments
having a wire-like edge of white, which lends
enchantment to the flower. The labellum is

mottled white and dull crimson, with just a small
crest of yellow. Shown by Messrs. Sander and
Sons, St. Albans. Award of merit.

Odontoglossum Geras.—This is another variety
which claims 0. Rolfe;e as one ot its parents, the
other being given as 0. Rossii rubescens The
sepals and petals are ot nearly uniform size and
shape, the creamy white ground colour being
mottled with dull brownish crimson. The
margins have a decided yellow tint, which adds
greatly to the beauty of the flower. The large

labellum is pure glistening white, and altogether

the flower is a vtry handsome one. Shown by
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. , Hay ward's Heath.
Award of merit.

Disa Laeeru multip'da.—This is practically a
blue member of this rather limited family. The
violet blue flowers remind one both in shape and
colour of Aconitum Napellus, the hood being
decidedly well formed. The labellum is a sort

of rosy violet hue and much fimbriated. The
flowers are rather sparsely placed on a long,

slender stem, and the plant as a whole is very
charming. Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth and
Co. Award of merit.

Dendrobium Mrs. Fenton Arnton —This is a
very pretty, compact-growing hybrid, the rather
large flowers of which are cream coloured and
the sepals tinged with rose pink. The broad
labellum has a rich yellow ring about halfway
from the margin, and below this is a large blotch

ot rich crimson. Shown by Sir .Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gatlon Park, Reigate. Award of merit.
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Carnation Mifis Tallon.—This novelty of the

Perpetual-flowering seotion is of a rose pink shade,

and gives the irapression of a faintly striped

flower. Though not of the largest si/e, it would
appear to be a variety which will expand raort

quickly than many during the weather of an
average English winter. The tone of colour is

one greatly favoured by the florist artist for

display under artificial light. Shown by Mr.
Burnett, Guernsey. Award of merit.

All the preceding were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on the 'i^nd ult., when
the awards were made.

TREES AND^ SHRUBS.
A USEFUL CONIFER.

(Uri'RESSUS LAWSONIANA ANU ItS VARIETIES.)

THK Lawson Cypress is a native of the
Western United States, being found
principally in Oregon and North
California, where it attains to 1(K) feet

and more high. The great variation

shown by this plant under cultivation

is seen to a certain extent in a wild state, the
typical form having fan-shaped, nearly horizontal
branches semi-pendent at the extremities, and
the extreme type (if one may use the expression)
having stiff, flattened, upright branches. Between
these two extreme forms many intermediate
variations can be found, some of the most
distinctive of which have been named. Other
varieties have also arisen under cultivation, so
that there are now a large number that have been
named, though tlie value ef many as garden
plants is practically nil. They may be divided
into those of variations of colour of foliage and
those which differ in form and habit, the
latter being columnar or fastigiate, spreading,
pendulous, globose and dwarf. The following
list only comprises the best of the varieties,

many of those which have been named being
only of interest as showing the amount of varia-

tion from one typical form :

Ciipre8S2t8 /aivsouiana var. albo-marulata.—
This is a dense-growing, spreading form, with
flattened, fan-shaped branches, irregularly

mottled with creamy white. It makes a hand-
some specimen, but is of comparatively slow
growth. The variety albo-piota is very similar.

C. I. car. albo-spira—This forms a rounded,
broadly conical plant, with divided branchlets
tipped with silvery white, which is especially

noticeable in spring. It makes a splendid speci-

men, but rarely exceeds 10 feet in height, and is

of slow growth. It is one of the worst of the
varieti»s to transplant.

G. I. var. g/auca.—This is a handsome plant
attaining a height of 50 feet or more, with
spreading branches clothed with dense foliage of

a beautiful glaucous hue. There are several
different forms under this name, but the typical
one has a regularly pyramidal habit and forms a
good specimen at any size. There is a sub-variety
(C. 1. var. glauca pendula) which has the ends of
the branches pendulous.

G. I. var. lutea.—This is a slow-growing but
very effective form, with foliage of an entirely
golden tint. It keeps its colour at all seasons,
and is useful either for the mixed shrubbery or
as a single specimen about 10 feet in height.

G. I. rar. Stewartii.—This somewhat resembles
the preceding, but is of a freer and looser
habit, and a deeper, more orange yellow tint. It
is a comparatively fast grower and soon makes a
good speoimen.

G. I. var. Sniilhii.—This forms an upright,
columnar plant, with graceful foliage drooping at
the extremities. The habit is distinctly pillar-

like, a plant 20 feet or more in height rarely
exceeding ;J feet in diameter, with every branch
perfect and in its place. The foliage is of a
bright glaucous hue, which improves as the plant
ages.

G. I. var. Triiimplie de Boskoop.—This has an
upright, elongated pyramidal habit, with rather
ascending, flattened branches and an intensely

glaucous hue. It is a handsome and desirable

form.

C. I. var. Westermainiii. This is a bushy,
spreading plant, with the foliage mottled with
yellow. The stems of the younger growths are
also of a bright golden tint, giving it a distinct

and attractive appearance. In a young state it

is inclined to spread laterally and make many
leaders, which should be cut away as they
appear.

Variations in Form and Habit.

G. I. var. AUuinii..—This is a fast-growing
form, with flattened, ascending branches, forming
a tall, narrowly pyramidal plant with age. The
foliage is of a glaucous green, and the habit of

this plant forms a change in the garden.

G. I. rar. vrecla viridis.—Thisisan old inhabitant
of our gardens, and one which has been con
siderably overrated. As a small plant up to
about 6 feet in height its columnar habit and
bright grass green foliage render it effective in

the garden, but when it gets larger wind and
snow cause the weak branches to bend or break
and make the plant unsightly.

G. I. var. Fraseri.—This somewhat resembles
var. AUumii in form and habit, being, perhaps,
a little more spreading and of a deeper, more
grass green colour.

G. I. var. inttriexla.—This is a strong-growing
form, with fan-shaped, spreading branches
clothed with coarser and larger foliage than the
type. It is a good plant for a large speeimen.

G. I. var. palula.—In this variety the ends of

the branches are roughly triangular or wedge-
shaped and covered with fine, closely appressed
foliage. It is a moderate grower, but when in

good condition is a handsome and distinct-looking
plant.

G. I. var. Wiss'Jii.—This is a plant that at first

sight looks more like one cf the tufted forms of

Retinospora than anything else. It is upright,
of comparatively slow growth, with narrow
branches clothed with glaucous green tufted
foliage closely packed around the stems. It is

an irregular-looking but distinct and rather
handsome plant.

t Globose and Dwarf Varietie.s.

C. /. var. denaa.—This is a dwarf, compact
plant, with regular, fan-shaped branches densely
clothed with grass green foliage. It is a very
slow grower, but keeps its rounded habit and
handsome appearance at all sizes. The varieties
oompacta, minima, nana, &c. , are practically

synonymous with this, having but slight varia-

tions of form or colour.

G. I. var. densa gracilis.—This is a taller-

growing form than the preceding, and the foliage

is less dense and more finely cut. It makes a
handsome pyramidal specimen, and is especially
noticeable in the winter months with its bright
green foliage.

G. I. var. gvavi/i.i.—This is a globose variety,
with long, wiry branches densely crowded on the
main stems. The foliage is rather fine and of a
bright, cheerful green. It attains a height of
t> feet or so with age.

G. I. var. Shawii.—This somewhat resembles
the preceding, differing chiefly in the coarser
foliage and more rounded habit. The ends of the
branches are also more pendulous. JJoth are
useful as small specimens.

Haqshoi, Surrey. .1. Clark.

NEW VARIETIES OF CLEMATIS
MONTANA.

The introduction of Clematis montana rubens,
which so quickly became popular, has been
followed by some seedling forms, in the produc-
tion of which it has played a part. From Nancy
M. Lemoine et file announce for distribution the
following three varieties obtained from Clematis
montana grandiflora crossed with C. montana

rubens. A brief description is also given. The
varieties are

:

GUmatis jiiontana it'facijia. —Flowers recalling

those of C. montana rubens, but larger ; colour,
bluish lilac.

G. montana perjecta.—Flowers a third larger
than those of C. montana grandiflora, of perfect
form, with very large sepals of a beautiful bluish
white, the genera! appearance of the flower

,

reminding one of Anemone sylvestris grandiflora.

G. montana xmdulata.—Flowers 7 oentimi-tres

to 8 oentimi'tres in diameter, sepals much undu-
lated, white, tinged blue. H. P.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Ansnreps.—r/i€ Editor intends

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object will rnake a special feature of the
^* Answers to Correspondents" cohimn. All communica-
tions should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, arul addressed to the Editor OP THE
Garden, SO, Tavistock Street, Couent Garden, London,
W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher.
The name and address of the sender are required in
addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Plants for tubs In winter [H.).—

Laurustinus is the only hardy evergreen shrub
which you can grow in tubs to blossom in winter.
There are many suitable evergreens that have
no pretensions to showy flowers which would suit
your purpose, such as the Bay, Liurus nobilis,
varieties of Box, Phillyraea latifolia and P. angus-
tifolia and Tree Ivies. If you do not mind a
plant which will flower in May and June, you
could very well try Choisya ternata, for it is a
very good evergreen and bears fragrant white
flowers freely. Berberis Darwinii and I!, steno-
phylla would probably succeed as you desire,
but we have not seen them used for the purpose,
(iood shrubs for the smaller tubs, to flower in

July, will be found in the various shrubby
Veronicas. The hardiest of all is V. Traversii,
but some of the numerous varieties of V. speciosa
may also be grown. The common Myrtle can
be tried if you provide it with a somewhat
sheltered corner in winter. Providing you are
careful with drainage and the use of proper
soil, you may succeed with some of the stronger-
growing Rhododendrons, such as Lord Palmer-
ston, Mme. Carvalho, Broughtonii and fastuosum
flore pleno. ^ ou must, however, provide well-
drained peaty soil and never allow them to
become thoroughly dry.

Sunk grapden without sunlight
(Pigeon).—You have, unfortunately, omitted to
give the size of the beds in the garden, a rather
important matter if any arrangement of peren-
nials and annuals is to be carried out with good
results. We are not sure, however, that a com-
bination of these would be best in the circum-
stances, and, as an alternative plan, would suggest
planting in October strong-growing trumpet
Daffodils or Tulips of the Darwin section, and
carpeting the surface of the beds with Tufted
Pansies in self colours. These latter would
afford carpeting of an evergreen character for
the winter and a delightful display of blossoms at
small cost from March to June, when their places
might be occupied by tuberous Begonias already
started in boxes in a greenhouse or frame. The
Begonias require nothing beyond good soil to
grow in, are perfectly at home in conditions of
shade, flower well and long, and require nothing
more than a dry cellar to keep them during the
winter. They are available in a variety of self

colours, increase in strength and vigour from
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year to year, and give a flowering which con-

tinues from July to October inclusive. The
tubers may be purchased now and started in

greenhouses for planting out in June. If, how-
ever, you prefer the mixed arrangements, we
will help you in this when you have given us

the si/e and number of the beds.

Information about a border
(Caroline T<!Stoul).—'the Spanish Irises may do
quite well if left in the border, and may indeed

improve, but the Hyacinths if left for another

year will only disappoint, and we should dig

them up or cut them to the ground the moment
their beauty was gone. We see no reason why
the Larkspur and Lavatera scheme would not

do quite well, and so far as colour is concerned

you could make your own choice, and by going to

a good house for the seeds obtain the best results.

It would break up the border a little if you had
occasional pyramids of Sweet Peas, say, half-a-

dozen of these in distinctive colour shades. You
may certainly sow annuals in the spaces in the

border as the bulbs appear. Plant the fence with

Ivy dentata. Unless the Madonna Lilies are of

sufficient strength, nothing you can do will make
them flower. We can hardly say what requires

to be done to your particular Rose plant from
your description, though, as a rule, climbing

Roses require the strong rods of last year to be

left alone to flower, while thinning away all wood
of inferior size. If the Rose plant is comprised

of a single stem only, it may be necessary to

shorten this growth back to one-half its present

length or even more, a matter wholly depen-

dent upon the maturity or otherwise of the

wood.

ROSE GARDEN.
Climbingr Roses for shaded arch

[E. v.).—Providing you give the Roses a good
well-prepared soil, there is no reason why some
varieties should not grow upon the shaded
arch. A Rose that grows well in the shade is

Leuchtstern, but it is not of very rapid growth.
A freer rambling sort would be Griiss an
Zibern or Hiawatha. Flora and Felicity

PerpAtue should also do fairly well. We should
advise planting Leuchtstern on one side, and one
of the others named on the opposite side. The
pretty little Scotch Roses grow freely in the

shade, but they would not climb much. You
could, however, plant some against the trellis,

supposing any of this is shaded. We think
Roses would succeed better than any other
flowering plant. Clematis Flammula would grow
freely, but we fear it would not blossom much
in such a position. Perhaps you could reduce
the shade of the Linden tree by cutting out
one or two of its branches, so that some sunshine
penetrates to the Roses.

An insecticide fop Roses (S. D. Saunders).—
While tdere would probably be no objection to mixing
potassium sulphide with quassia and soft soap, we think
it would be wasteful and quite possibly might, since the
solution would need to be more diluted than usual, be less

efficacious than if uaed separately. Further, there seems
little need of spraying against aphides, unless the insects
are already present. With fungi the case is somewhat
different, and spraying with potassium sulphide may
check the growth of the spores and so prevent the infection
with the mildew.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Leaves of Freesias tupningr

yellow {y. F. Kelly).— &.S great a puzzle as

your failure of Primula obconiea and, very
probably, we should say, owing to the same cause,

whatever that may be. The most likely sugges-

tion is, as in the case of Primula obconiea, that

fumes from the boiler are the cause of the trouble.

If not, some other local influence must be
searched for. We may, however, point out with
regard to the Freesias that we have had several

instances of comparative failure brought under
our notice this season, but in all those

examined the root-action has been very deficient,

owing, in all probability, to the bulbs being

insufficiently ripened last season. As yours,

however, have made sufficient headway to reach

the flowering stage, it is scarcely likely that want
of roots are the cause of your trouble.

Stopping and timing: Chpysan-
themums {J- Wetherby).—The Chrysanthe-
mums in the list submitted to us embrace both

exhibition and decorative varieties. The decora-

tive varieties are the following : La Triomphant
and its yellow sport Martinmas (hybrid Pompon),
Princess Victoria and Winter Queen, and should

be grown in different fashion to the large exhi-

bition varieties. Plants of the decorative variety

should be stopped two or three times during the

growing period to induce a bushy form of

growth, and the last date for stopping should be

the end of June. From this point the plants

should be taken on to the terminal buds and the

latter reduced to one or ^hree on each shoot.

In this way beautiful decorative blossoms will be

developed for November and December displays.

The varieties in the subjoined list are good for

exhibition, and the plants should be treated as

prescribed under their respective headings. The
dates given in each instance are best suited to

Southern growers. Yorkshire growers should

carry out the same operations about ten days
earlier,

]'aii'-t!i. When to Stop Which Bads
Jajjaiw-sr. Plants. to Secure.

Marquis oi Northampton Second week May lat cro*n
Thomas StevenaoD . . .. Third week May .

.

,,

Keginald Vallis . . . . Third week March 2Qd crown
Mrs. W. Knox Mid-April ....
Mrs. A. T. Miller Last week March.. ,,

Miss Hilda Rowley.

.

Third week March ,,

Mrs. J. E. Dunne Early April .... ,,

J. H. Siisbury Second week April ,,

Mrs. Emma G. Fox.

.

Third week March ,,

Iticurveri.

W. Blddle Early April ....
Doris Raynor ., .> .,

Romance ,, ,, ,,

We do not know the variety Mrs. Simpkins ;

possibly your plants are wrongly named.

Plumbag-o not flowepin^ (A . F. KcUi!).~TheTe
is yet DO time lost in the case of your Plumbago capensis
(not sinensis). As it is only4 feet or 5 feet high, the better
way will be to leave it entirely alone, and then it is more
than probable the plant will flower well on the growth
made this year. A Plumbago of the height named by
you is too small to tlower unless it is grown in a com-
paratively small pot. Planted out it will greatly exceed
that height.

Cpinum Pow^elll {E. Putter).~Yo\i will have to
exercise a little patience in this matter, for the above
plant is not one to be hurried, and it may be several years
Defore your skill and patience are rewarded, or you may
get it to tlower in a year or so. Flowering bulbs of the
plant frequently reach giant proportions and are of a huge
club-shaped outline. The flowering of established clumps
of the bulbs is easy enough provided a good growth is

made ; but what these plants detest is disturbance, and it

takes some time for them to recover from the shock sas-

tained. If you inteud keeping the plant in a pot, which,
sooner or later, it will assuredly burst, you had better at

once transfer it to one of not less than 10 inehes
diameter, giving it some rich loamy soil to grow in and
leaving good room for iree watering. In an 8-inch pot
you would hardly keep it watered sufficiently, and its

good growth depends upon ample supplies of water in

season. Moreover, in a pot of the size you name, the
plant is unlikely to reach that leaf or bulb development
so essential to good flowering. All you can do is to

encourage as good a growth as is possible, and retain the
foliage so long as there is anything worth retaining.

Large examples in pots or tubs are frequently placed
3 inches deep in water in summer-time to prevent their

getting dry at the roots.

better than plant C. Jackmanii alba and superba, as

these will admit of being pruned practically to the ground
each year, which, in the peculiar circumstances of your
case, is a ^reat advantage.

Setting* a sun-dial (0. G. B.).—To attain absolute
correctness tiie gnoraun of a dial must have been set by a
acientitic dialler at Just the right ancle to suit the latitude
of the placL' where it i>; to stand. Such extreme precision
is now seldom sought after. With clncks and watches so
cheap we take an aesthetic rather than a scientific interest

in ourdials. If that is the view of our correspondent, and
he has not had a dial constructed with special reference to
his geographical location, he will probably be satistled to

place his instrument on the stone base on a sunny day at

noon and get the shadow to fall aright, taking the time
with his watch. Then exactly mark the plact- on the stone
throuph the three screw holes which, no doubt, his dial

has. Next drill holes an inch deep and three-eighths of an
inch wide in the stone. Fill in with a strip uf thin sheet-
lead rolled up. Set the dial again by your watch and
screw on with three-quarter-inch copper screws through
the lead. These are merely rules for a home-worker wish-
ing to avoid professional assistance.

Name of fpuit* G. ff.—Apple Reinette Grise.

Names of plSLH ts.—Edith A. Ba(7f */.—Grevillea
thelemanniana. S. //. B. N'eillia opulifolia.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Violets {Single (}'.).—There is no evidence ot insects,

but the Violets do not appear to be happy under their

present conditions.

Cllmbeps fop house v^alls (Lcx).—U the house
wall has to be distempered every three years, the beauty
of any climbers you might plant will be considerably
discounted unless you erect either vertical wires for train-

ing them upon or some coarse mesh wire in sections that
would be easily removed and just as readily reinstated.

Wall-clinging climbers we should not recommend at all,

as before the eaves were reached they would have to be

cut down to do the work you speak of. By planting
Climbing Roses and Clematises you would be able to

beautify the walls considerably, though these would not
reach all the way up. We consider that, in view of all the
circumstances, the following would be most suitable

:

Jasminam officinale album, Roses Gloire de Dijon, Mme.
Rerard, wichuraiana in variety, Aglaia, moschata alba,

Rubin and Lady Gay. Of the Clematises you cannot do

SOCIETIES.
THE HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

Annoai. Di.nner.

The annual dinner of this club was held at the
Hotel Windsor on Tuesday, the 2'2ad ult. , under
the presidency of Sir John Llewelyn, Bart.,

about a hundred members and guests being
present, including a good number of ladies.

Prior to the dinner, the annual meeting ot the

olub members was held, and a very satisfactory

report of the club's progress was given indicating

a material increase in the membership and a finan-

oial position which left nothing to be desired. A
particular feature of the report was the interesting

and educational character of the lectures which
had followed the various monthly dinners during
the season, and which had now been a principal

factor for many years in providing subjects for

discussion among the experts present to the

material benefit of all concerned, the club in this

way combining utility with sociability on the

best possible lines.

Thanks to the kindness of Messrs. Veitoh and
Sons, the tables were beautifully decorated with
flowers, a special group of Rhododendrons figur-

ing in front of the president as a graceful tribute

to the special hobby in that connection in which
he has made a decided mark as collector and
raiser.

Mr. E. T. Cook, the indefatigable secretary of

the olub, had seen to it that the inevitable

speeches were interspersed with an admirable
entertainment, humorous and musical, which was
much appreciated. Mr. W. J. Jefferies in a

brief and happy speech proposed the toast of
•' The Royal Horticultural Society," to which Sir

Albert RoUit responded in his usual telling and
humorous fashion, provoking much hilarity by
the anecdotes, intermingled with apt remarks
on the importance of the society and its value to

the world as a central institution on the largest

and best-based foundation of all existing ones.

References were made to the proposed great

International horticultural gathering of 1912,

and the hospitality which will then be extended
to our foreign guests. Sir John Llewelyn then
proposed " The Horticultural Club," dwelling on
its value as forming the social centre of the

Royal Horticultural Society. The Rev. Joseph
Jacob responded with much humour and some
references to the curious combination of military

and horticultural ideas which have actuated a

recent public appointment in connection with

the London parks.

Mr. George Monro proposed the chairman's

health, which was drunk with all honours. Mr.
Edward White welcomed the visitors in the name
of the club, and Mr. Smith, a Canadian guest,

happily responded, thus concluding one of the

most pleasant and successful functions in the

annals of the club.
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WARE'S
EXPERTS IN

Herbaceous
Borders^
Rock &
Water Gardens^

and all matters pertaining to

HARDY PLANTS

NEW CATALOGUE,
lust published, giving particulars c

the largest and most up-to date coi

lection of

Herbaceous & Alpine Plants
Bog Plants, and Water Lilies
Choice Delphiniums. Superl
Phloxes, etc.

Copy sent Free upon application.

/estimates givf)i jor the constmetun
ana furnisiiing ofRock Gardens.

Herbaceous Borders, choice niixe.

Iturders or beautiful colour schenn
for bboming over a given period u

throughout the Season, bpecial atttn

tion given to the blending of colour
and arrangements so that no gaj)'

exist at any time.

Advice Freely Given. Clients waited upon b,y arrangement. Correspondence invited,

THOS, S, IBTTLRE, LXI>., FE IL, TM Jl. IVE

ALL STRONG \
HOME GROWN PLANTS^

Marquise de Slnety, dwarf 2/6 and 3/6 each.
Jessie, I'riUiant crimson, miniature.. .. . . 5/- each.

Our Wonderful Collection " I " of New Roses
EVERY ONE A GENUINE NOVELTY.

This superb collection of the BEST 18 NEW ROSES in dwarf plants.
The price of this wonderful collection is 27/6, catriaj^e and packing free for
cash With order (with .\cme Labels, 29/6). The varieties are :—

Avoca, H.T.
Dorothy Page Roberts, H.T.
Elizabeth Barnes, H.T.
Harry Kirli, H.T.
Joseph Lo^we, H.T.
Iiady Helen Vincent, H.T.
Lady Ursula, H.T.
Laurent Carle, H.T.
Lyon, H.T.

Madame I. IS. Budde, H.T.
Madame M. de Luze, H.T.
Mrs. Aaron Ward, H.T.
Phyllis, Poly.
Queen of Spain, H.T.
Renee Wilmart-Urban, H.T,
Souv. of Stella Gray, T.
W. E. Lippiatt, H.T.
urilllam Shean, H.T.

AUTU.MN CATALOGUE, No. 22, of ROSES, FRUIT, and
ORNAMENTAL TREES, just published, please send for one

post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS. Ltd. /
(Dept. ;),

SOUTHWELL. NOTTS.

T/je NATIONAL FLOWER
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EDITORIAL NOTICBS.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

retating to matters upon which they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the *' Answers to Correspondents'* colunevns a conspicurous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

toiil kiTidly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All commu7iications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. AH
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and, where stamps
are enclosed, he loill endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

The Editor ivill not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to ttse,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in Thb Garden
ivill alone be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: to. Tavistock Strwt. Covent fhtrden. W.C

SWEET-SCENTED ANNUALS
FOR THE OUTDOOR
GARDEN.

A MONG the vast array of hardy and half-

f\ hardy annuals which are available

/ % for culture in this country, it is

^"^% surprising how few of them are

really fragrant. It is true that

among them we find a few that can lay claim to

be included in the front rank of sweet-smelling

flowers, but, generally speaking, most of the

annuals grown in gardens to-day are devoid of

scent that is agreeable to most persons. The

sense of smell differs, of course, in different

people, and I have known those who have a

partiality for the pungent smell of African and

French Marigolds, Nasturtiums and similar

flowers ; but the scent of these can scarcely be in-

cluded under the title of this article.

Although, comparatively speaking, fragrant

annuals are so few, there is a good number
to select from, many of which are but little

known. That these sweet-smelling and easily

grown plants are not cultivated nearly so exten-

sively as their merits deserve I think no one will

deny ; and as the time of sowing is now with us,

attention drawn to some, at least, of them may
result in their inclusion in many gardens where

they have hitherto been omitted. A flower

without scent is to the writer only half a flower.

True, we may have graceful outline, delicate

colours, freedom of flowering and a perfectly

shaped plant, but without fragrance the life of

the flower seems missing. Of course, I realise

that scentless flowers have their uses ; but where

we can combine the good points named above

with a delicious fragrance, surely the usefulness

of the plant is considerably enhanced.

Undoubtedly the most popular fragrant annual

of to-day is the Sweet Pea, and as it is so

universally grown, more need not be said of it

here. Following it closely in popular favour

comes Mignonette, a plant that has found a place

in our gardens for many years almost solely on

account of its fragrance. It has not the showy
colours and graceful outlines of the Sweet Pea to

commend it to our notice, yet few owners of

gardens would care to be without it. Next
must come the annual Stocks. Those known as

Ten-Week Stocks and several other strains of

annual varieties are well known, and their

fragrance, which is reminiscent of old-world

gardens, is highly appreciated. A humbler and
not so well known member of the Stock family

is the Night-suented Stock, a dwarf-growing

slender plant that in the daytime has the

appearance of a collection of withered, wire-like

shoots. But take a stroll round the garden in

the evening, just at dusk and when the dew is

falling, and behold 1 a transformation scene has

taken place. The withered, wire-like shoots are

studded with charming little cross-shaped flowers

of lilac hue, which are sending their delicious

fragrance far and wide. I know of no greater

pleasure connected with the garden than to sit

by an open window after a strenuous summer's

day and inhale the fragrance of a clump or two

of this insignificant-looking little annual.

Another plant, but of more imposing stature,

that gives us the delicate fragrance of its flowers

freely in the evening is the sweet-scented

Tobacco Plant, Nicotiana aflinis, a tall-growing

half-hardy annual known to most readers. In

addition to the type, we now have the many
beautiful coloured hybrids of this plant, which

are equally as sweet-scented. A half-hardy

annual that is seldom met with, but which

possesses a delicate fragrance, is Martynia

fragrans. It is not one of the easiest plants to

cultivate, and seedlings must be raised under

glass. It grows from 12 inches to is inches high,

has woolly leaves and large pinkish flowers, which

are followed by large pods, each of which has a

sharply hooked end. In addition to its fragrance,

this plant is interesting as showing one of Nature's

many methods for the distribution of seeds.

Sweet Sultans are known to most of those who
have gardens of even the smallest size, but it

may not be so generally known that yellow-

flowered varieties can be obtained. The Pink

family gives us several plants that are either

annuals or can be grown as such, notable among

them being Dianthus laciniatus varieties and the

Indian and Japanese Pinks. These possess a

fragrance similar to that of the earlier-flowering

perennial Pinks, though not quite so pronounced.

An annual that is not well known, and which is

suitable for growing in shady places, is the

charming little blue-flowered annual Woodruff,

Asperula orientalis. Schizopetalon Walkeri is

another plant that is not well known. It is a

pretty-foliaged annual with a delicate sweet

scent and graceful-looking white flower. Last, but

by no means least, in the list comes the Candy-

tuft, an old-fashioned plant that to many will

recall happy days of long ago, when such plants

as this were the chief favourites of our gardens.

I would specially urge those who appreciate

sweet-smelling flowers to plant or sow them freely

in close proximity to the dwelling-house, so that

on rainy days, or when the weather is otherwise

unsuitable for wandering in the garden, their

fragrance may be enjoyed through partially

opened windows. Those whose gardens adjoin

a public highway may give pleasure to those

who pass by sowing freely the little Night-

scented Stock. F. W. H.
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The beauty of the
surpasses all that

THE HEATH GARDEN IN
MIDWINTER.

Heath garden in winter
comes to us from garden

Bourses at that season. Some time ago I had
the pleasure of describing the different kinds of

Heaths of Britain and Western Europe which
deserve cultivation, and now I have been so

much struck with the winter effect that I write of

that alone. In midwinter, at or about Christmas,
three good kinds are coming into bloom, and their

general effect is charming—I mean the hybrid
Heaths, the Portuguese Heath and the little

forest Heath, with all its buds ready to open.
Very striking of late has been the effect of the
past flowers, such as the Cornish Heath (Erica
vagans) and the Dorset Heath (E. ciliaris).

It is sometimes desirable to cut down Heaths.
The late James MoNabb was, perhaps, the first,

in the restricted area of the Edinburgh Botanic
Gardens, to show a great interest in Heaths, and
he used to cut his down very often. But, seeing
the beauty of the winter eflfeot of the brown and
past flowers, I think it is better not to out down.
Occasionally a scraggy orweak group may be better
for cutting down halfway, but not as a general
plan ; because at this season the warm colour of

the foliage and flowers is so nice amid the general
desolation of gardens. Heaths may even give
us good flowers in January—at least, they do
with me, the three kinds previously mentioned.
When everything else is desolate the Heath
garden looks as well as ever. These moor-bom
plants take no notice of storm or rain ; they
rather seem to enjoy them. In this dull season
the flowers are not quite as early as usual : the
beautiful Portuguese Heath shows its ruddy buds
when it ought to be in flower, but it is as pretty
the one way as the other. The main thing for

the Heath garden is the position ; but in country
places there are so many rough banks and sur-

faces which gardeners are shy to deal with, that
there should be no difficult}' about finding a
position. Often, best of all places are rough
banks where hardly anything else will grow.
But where these do not occur, there are often
scattered conifers not good for the Heaths,
because the grass robs them of all the moisture.
A good way is to dig up the ground around
the Pines and plant Heaths among them. The
trees will look all the better for it, and the
Heaths will help to tie them together. The
idea that peaty soil is wanted is quite wrong ;

Heaths often do better even in brown soil,

if we avoid lime, and much preparation is not
wanted, or even desirable, and any kind of
manure is needless. The grouping is very im-
portant. There should be nothing suggestive of
a garden ; the Heaths should be arranged in

natural masses occasionally running into each
other, but, generally, each kind should be kept
to itself. No trace of what architect gardeners
call a " lay out ' should be seen ; an easy grass
walk all round the planted space is enough.
There is one great advantage in this charming

phase of gardening. We are not limited as to
country ; all parts of the island can be embellished
in this way—the colder the better, perhaps.
With other plants we have often to think where
we are, because what may do in Dorset may not
do in Yorkshire. With these precious Heaths it

is not so ; even in the Home Counties one sees
large areas of them growing naturally. Where
the house is among or near the Heather, as it

sometimes is, it may be thought needless to do
more ; but there are beautiful things that are not
nutive that come in well, and some native kinds
are confined to one district, like the Connemara
Heath, which is hardy when cultivated over a
large area of our islands. The Portuguese Heath
(E. lusitaniea) and the little Alpine Valley Heath
(E. ciliaris) are, of course, not native, and are
well worthy of a place.

Heaths should be planted as early in the winter
us may be ; the risk of carriage by rail in dry

weather and drought in spring, and also old

plants, should be avoided. Those which do best

are the young. Happily, the plants are easily

propagated ; they are rather plentiful in

nurseries, especially those of Derbyshire and
Surrey, and are sold by the dozen or hundred at

a moderate price. It is important to emphasise
the fact that some of the kinds and some
varieties, like the grey Heather (E. oinerea), have
beautiful rosy bloom, which is much prettier in

colour than the wild one, and, indeed, finer in

effect of colour than any flower in the garden at

that season. To get the full effect of this it must
be planted in numbers of a dozen or more plants.

There are other forms of wild Heather even
prettier than the normal, such as the coppery form
of the wild Heather, which is quite beautiful

now, and has been so throughout the winter.

In the same way the Connemara Heath, which
gives no good efieot if arranged in a hole-and-

corner way, should be planted in groups. The
plants are easy of division if pulled in pieces

carefully in the autumn or winter.

W. Robinson, in Country Life,.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

National Dahlia Society's Con-
fepence.—A most successful conference on
Dahlias was held by the above society on Friday
last at Carr's Restaurant, Mr. Edward Mawley
presiding. Some excellent papers were read and
fully discussed, the subjects being as follow

:

"Dahlias in Garden Decorations," by George
Gordon, V.M.H. ; "Growing Dahlias for Exhi-
bition," by James Stredwick ; and " Methods of

Exhibiting Dahlias,'' by J. B. Riding. About
sixty members and friends, including ladies,

were present. The papers will be published,
together with the discussion, and issued to all

members of the society. A hearty vote of thanks
to the chairman and the readers of papers termi-

nated the proceedings.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
March 14.—United Horticultural Benefit and

Provident Society's Annual General Meeting.
March 17.—Torquay Spring Flower Show.

United Hopticultupal Benefit and
Provident Society.—The annual meeting
of this society will be held at the Royal Horti-
cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on
Monday, March 14, at S p.m. Mr. Charles H.
Curtis, chairman of committee, will preside on
this occasion.

Botanical Gapdens, Edg^baston.—
Under this title a short illustrated and descrip-

tive booklet of these gardens is now published,
price 8d. The illustrations are very charming
indeed, especially those of the beautiful alpine
garden and the Rhododendron walk. The letter-

press, too, is good, and altogether the booklet is

worthy of much praise. We presume copies can
be obtained from either the secretary or the
curator by sending the necessary amount in

stamps.

Bpitish Qapdeneps' Association.
At the last meeting of this association, Mr.
George Hemming in the chair, resolutions were
passed condemning the action of the London
County Council in appointing a soldier as Chief
Officer of the Parks Department. A sub-
committee was appointed to consider the advis-

ability of convening a congress of gardeners,
and invitations will be issued to leading members
of the profession to take part in it. Fifty-three
new members were elected, bringing the total up
to 1,706.—J. Weathers, Secretary.

Wolvephampton Floral Fete.—The
twenty - second annual exhibition of flowers,

vegetables and fruits is to be held on July 12,

13 and 14 next in the West Park, Wolver-
hampton. We have just received a copy of tlie

schedule and, as usual, find the committee is

fully alive to the necessity of keeping the exhi-
bition well abreast of the times. An important
new class this year is for a rock and water garden,
the first prize for which is £21, the total of prizes

amounting to £50. Other new classes are for

collections of named stove and greenhouse plants.

In the cut-flower section there are new classes

for single and double Zonal Pelargoniums and
Carnations. A new class for fruit is for a collec-

tion of ten dishes, the first prize here being £8.

In addition to these new classes, the old ones are
retained, a first prize of £40 being offered for a
display of miscellaneous plants. Copies of the
schedule can be obtained from the secretary,
Mr. W. E. Birnett, Snow Hill, Wolverhampton.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is iwl responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents,

)

Ipis StylOSa.—I am glad to say that my
experience of the behaviour of Iris stylosa during
the present seqaon is not that of your correspon-

dent in The Garden of March 5, who laments
the absence of flowers on his forty clumps. After
last summer's dull and rainy weather I quite

expected that this Iris would fail, but, to my
surprise, I found about the beginning of the year
that the flower-shoots were unusually numerous.
The first bud opened on February 7, and since

then we have had a continuous supply. My
plants have no protection beyond that afibrded

by a south-westerly aspect and the wall at their

back. The soil is the lightest and poorest of

sand, and I believe that it is to this that their

success is due. Curiously enough, a group of a

very small-leaved variety of Iris unguicularis from
the Greek island of Cephalonia, which has hitherto

given me only two flowers, are this year full of

buds, although they are entirely in the open
without any wall to protect them. .Judging by
the fragments of soil adhering to various varieties

of this Iris which have from time to time been
sent to me from abroad, they seem to prefer a
stiff clay, but it is probably true that it is

only seldom that we have sufficient hot sun in

England to ripen the rhizomes of plants growing
in heavy soil. Where it is impossible to provide

them with a light, sandy soil and a dry position,

it might be worth while to try the experiment of

lifting a few clumps for a day or two at the

beginning of September, keeping them during
that time out of the ground in an airy spot,

shaded slightly from hot sun, and then replanting

them in their former positions. New roots form
quickly at that time, and the plants readily

become established again before winter.—W. R.

Dykes, Charterhouse, Oodalming.
Calceolaria Violacea.—While agree-

ing with your correspondent on page 102 that

Calceolaria violacea is a very pretty and interest-

ing shrub, I feel, however, that I must differ

from him somewhat when he goes on to say it is

quite hardy in the South-Western Counties. We
have several plants of Calceolaria violacea grow-
ing here in different situations, and although
protected each year with Spruce and Fir branches,

they get severely damaged by the frost. I know
also of several gardens in the South-Western
districts where they have tried to grow this

Calceolaria year after year, but have given up in

despair on account of its tenderness. I have no
doubt that there are a few exceptionally well-

sheltered gardens in which it grows and passes

through the winter uninjured by the frosts, but
those are very few indeed. Therefore I say to

generalise the statement that they are quite

hardy in the South-West is apt (if allowed to

pass unnoticed) to mislead those who are not

acquainted with this beautiful little Chilian

shrub.—F. W. Rich, Th, Gardens, Elfordleiijh,

Plymptoii.
Referring to this flower, while it is

true, as your correspondent Mr. E. C. Pooley
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says on page 102, that Calceolaria violaoea is

hardy in the South-Weet of England, it is none
the less true that it cannot be accounted as a

hardy plant in the North of England or even in

the milder South- West of Scotland. In the

latter it will sometimes survive a mild winter,

but it is generally destroyed. It is a very

beautiful plant and one which is worthy of any
degree of praise, aa many places where I have
seen it could show. It is very distinct, and the

pretty colour, fairly well indicated by the specific

name, causes it to appeal even more strongly

than it would otherwise, although it is a plant

which it is hopeless for some of us to attempt in

the open.—S. Arnott, Dtimfn'i s.

The beat twelve Sweet Peas.—I am
very interested in the various lists given of the

twelve best varieties, but I am of opinion, as one
says, "There are no twelve best " ; all have, more
or less, their own pet fancies or varieties which
they have grown or seen at shows, but perhaps
never had a chance of comparing in the large

trials at Reading or, more particularly, in the

trials of the large trade growers or merchants,
who always have some 500 to 800 rows growing
for comparison. Then there are now so many
names for practically the same variety, or, if not
identical, so near as may be best described as a
distinction without a difference. I feel sure if a
hundred were asked to name the twelve best,

not two lists would be alike, particularly if they
were asked to place them in their order of

merit. Then, again, all your correspondents
seem to ignore the old or original type, among
which are many charming varieties and with
the great advantage that they are fixed, and may
in most cases be relied upon to come true. For
those who have not seen my little book, "All
About Sweet Peas," may I give your readers ray

lists, which I find contain most of those
mentioned in the various lists given, but
which adds a second twelve which it is

very desirable to grow, for I often find one
variety will grow very much better in some
places than others, and it is most desirable to

have a few spare varieties when one has to have
twelve distinct for exhibition. First twelve
waved arranged in alphabetical order : Apple
Blossom Spencer, Clara Curtis, Constance Oliver

or Mrs. Henry Bell, Countess Spencer, Etta
Dyke, Evelyn Hemus, George Herbert, Helen
Lewis, Marjorie Willis, Mrs. Charles Foster,

Mrs. Hardeastle Sykes and Sunproof Crimson.
Second twelve (waved).—America Spencer, Black
Knight Spencer, Chrissie Unwin, Elsie Herbert,
Frank Dolby, Gladys Unwin, Mrs. A. Ireland,

Mrs. Henry Bull or Constance Oliver, Paradise
Ivory, Phenomenal, The Marquis and Zephyr.
In giving the above twenty-four waved varieties,

some may fancy others which I consider too

much alike. For instance, in the first twelve I

give Mrs. Henry Bell ; some may prefer Mrs.
Routzihn Spencer, others Mrs. Hugh Dickson or

Romani Rauni ; if we take Mrs. Charles Foster
some may prefer Masterpiece or Asta Ohn,
others Frank Dolby, and so on. Newest
varieties.—Charles Foster, Earl Spencer, George
Stark, Mrs. W. J. Unwin, Prince of Orange
and Tennant Spencer. This last list of newest
varieties is what will be most desirable, and
will take the place of some of the twenty-four
above-mentioned when there is sufficient stock
to put them on the market at a popular price.

There were a few other new varieties shown this

season (HlOil) which would have been included
in this list, but at present they are too unfixed.

First twelve (old type).—Black Knight, Dorothy
Eokford, Duke of Westminster, Helen Pierce,

Jeannie Gordon, Lady Gr;sel Hamilton, Miss
Willmott, Mrs. Collier, Prima Donna, Prince of

Wales, Queen Alexandra and St. George. Second
twelve (old type).—Dainty, Coccinea, Herbert
Smith, Hon. Mrs. Kenyon, .Janet Scott, King
Edward VII., Lord Nelson, Millie Maslin, Mrs.
Walter Wright, Prince Edward of York, Queen
of Spain and Triumph. Third twelve (old type).

—

Agues Eckford, Agnes Johnston, Evelyn Byatt,

Henry Eckford, Horace Wright, Jet, Lord
Rosebery, Lottie Eokford, Lucy Hemus, Romolo
Piazzani, Salopian and Sybil Eckford. There
may be some difference of opinion as to which
•ught to be in the second and third twelve from
the last twenty-four. This, 1 think, would be

more a matter of fancy rather than of merit if a
third twelve is wanted. Striped varieties.

—

America, Jessie Cuthbertson, Mrs. J. Cham-
berlain, Prince Olaf, Senator and Unique. For
further information I shall be pleased to post
my book to any enquirers for sixpence. It

describes over 700 varieties and gives a full list of

those too much alike to warrant separate names,
and which are so confusing to amateurs when
making a small selection.— Robert Sydenham,
.''.'', Ti nhij Stri 1 1, Birmingham.
Cheap labels fop fpult trees.—

I noticed in The Garden for February Vl a
paragraph headed, "A Cheap Label for Fruit
Trees," referring to Mr. West's aluminium
labels. I have been, and am at present,

using these labels, and I consider them to be,

so far as I am aware, the most easily attached
and useful labels on the market. I notice,

however, that you go on to say that they
can be written on with an ordinary lead pencil,

which in itself is quite true ; but in my opinion,

based upon my actual experience, that is not,

owing to the illegibility and quick disappearance
of pencil writing, the best method of writing on
them. Personally, I always now use an indelible

black "garden ink," which I find to be abso-
lutely the best indestructible ink on the
market for writing on aluminium, zinc, wood or

paper labels. Aa far as I am aware, Messrs.
Reeves and Sons, Limited, Dalston, London,
N. E., are the only manufacturers of it; but I

believe that Mr. West of Higham Hdl will

supply it for use with his labels. With regard
to your reference to " Tonk's Mixture" for Rope
trees, I personally find that it is wiser to omit
the sulphate ol iron for white Roses and to con-
siderably increase the proportion of the same for

yellow Roses, for with the former it is inclined

to spoil their whiteness, whereas with the Utter
it is inclined to intensify their yellowness.

—

Harry R. Wild, Berhhamsted. Hn-ts. [We
have some of the labels reterred to now in use
that were written on with an ordinary lead
pencil eighteen months ago, and the writing is

still perfectly legible. Moderate pressure should
be used when writing.

—

Ed ]

Horticulture In Scotland in 1759
and now.—Of very special interest to rae

was the reference to the old Red Lancashire
Kidney Potato made in the extracts from Pro-
ceedings of the Edinburgh Society of 17o!t,

published on page xii. of The Garden for

February 19. Few persons living probably
remember that old and once-popular kind. I

remember it as constituting one of the chief
stocks of seed Potatoes grown at the Southern
nursery in which I was born, a recollection which
dates back to over seventy years. With Lanca-
shire Kidney, a rather long, pale red and deep-
eyed form, were the old perennial Ashleaf
Kidney, Jersey Blue, Fortyfold and a few others,
not one of which, other than the Ashleaf, pro
bably exists today. It seems now so odd to
read of the prizes offered then to Potato-growers
to increase their production in Scotland, when
realising what a very important factor in Potato
production that country has now become. Very
likely the offering of those prizes in 17."i9 did
much to stimulate both growers and raisers in

that Northern country, although a century elapsed
before old Paterson createdhisfamousVictoriaand
Regents, work so ably continued by more modern
raisers, and now Scotland is the very paradise of
the seed Potato, for from its soil goes forth into
the world thousands of tons to be the crop
creators of each successive season. It cannot
now be said that the culture of the root is not
sufficiently known in Scotland, but it shows
the marvellous development both of Potato
varieties and of culture which has taken place

since that remote year. How odd it sounds in

reading of prizes offered for the wider planting of
O.ik and Elm trees there, when Scotland now has
such noble woods and forests ; still more so
when the subject of national afforestation is one
of such great importance. The selection of

Apples given in the extracts shows a very limited
one, and indicates that Apple culture was at that
time at a very low ebb. Grey Lydington is

doubtless the same as we term Grey Leadington,
a very little known and grown variety. It is^

very interesting to find that if but few modern
Apples have come from Scotland, at least one,
James Grieve, occupies a high position among
our best dessert varieties. If Scotland has gone
ahead strongly in Potato culture, England has
not been behindhand in Apple production, and
even the Emerald Isle is following both rapidly
in Potato and Apple production. When it is

remembered how a few score years since there
grew up a rage for large farms, and hedgerows were
sweptawaywholesale,itisamu8ingto read of prizes
being offered to farmers who raised and planted
Whitethorn hedges. Reasons for offering such
prizes are not given, but it may be assumed that
the hedges formed, in so Northernacountry.avalu-
able shelter for crops and stock. Here in England,
now that the demand for small holdings is grow-
ing, it is just possible the demand for White-
thorn hedges for both shelter and lines of

demarcation may grow also. During the past
half century railway companies seem to have
been the chief planters of such hedges, and they
have made both good use of them and kept them
in condition.—A. D.

Three little-known Roses. —The
excellent illustration of Rose (ieneral Sjhablikine
in The Garden for February 19 suggests this
note. This variety was sent out in 1.S97 by
Nabonnand, and, although reputed to be one of
the late Dean Hole's special favourites, is

surprisingly little known. It is one of the most
effective bedding Roses we have, and the colour-
ing is very beautiful—bright coppery red, shaded
with yellow and salmon. Although a very good
grower and free, it is one of those that needs
scarcely any pruning. M. Nabonnand sent out
a second Rose in 1899 named General Gallieni,
which is also far less known than it deserves.
This is crimson, tinted with blood red, not very
large flowers, but produced freely and very
lasting. These two with Capitaine Millet should
be in every garden where finely shaded Roses are
wanted. All are hardy and exceptionally free-

flowering. It is strange how some of our
finest decorative Roses get forgotten. Simply
because they did not happen to figure prominently
in the exhibition stands when new, many are
not asked for, and so the trade grower allows
them to tall out of stock.—A. P.

The spelling of Rose names.—
Many people besides myself must often have
noticed the numerous variations in the spelling
of the names of certain well-known Roses in the
catalogues and advertisements of the different
growers. Such names as Mme. Mclanie Soupert,
Homire, Charles J. Grahame, J. B Clark and
W. E. Lippiatt, to mention only a few, are often
spelt as follows, viz., Mme. Melatne Soupert,
Homer, Charles J. Graham, J. B. Clarke and
W. E. Lippia< or Li/iiatt. Melai'ne and Homer
are perhaps the most common errors, and occur
in many catalogues. Even Mr. T. W. Sanders
in his "Roses and Their Cultivation" spells

Melanie as Melaine and Lippiatt as Lippiat.
Several of the very best catalogues are disfigured
by these errors, so that new amateur Rose-
growers are apt to get hold of a wrong spelling
through no fault of their own. I think we might
reasonably accept the National Rose Society's
Official Catalogue as a final court of appeal in all

doubtful cases, though it should hardly be neces-
sary to refer to any authority in the case of such
a comparatively common Christian name as
Milanie, or as to the spelling of such a name as
Homire when the Rose is known to have been
raised in France.—W. E. Leffler.
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Fruits Under Glass.

PEACHES.—The fruits of these in the
early houses will now be swelling
rapidly, and the night temperature
may be slightly increased. The trees

must be well syringed twice daily on
bright days, and plenty of moisture

kept about the flooring of the house. The dis-

budding must be carefully and gradually done,
removing a few of the fore and back shoots first.

After a tew days more may be taken off, allowing
a day or two between each operation till the
work is accomplished. If the borders require
watering, give a good soaking with tepid water.

Figs in pots thijt are carrying heavy crops of

fruit will need a little stimulant to assist in the
swelling of the fruit. All shoots should be
pinched at the fourth or fifth joint. By stopping
all shoots close, fruits will form at the axil of each
leaf, and a second crop is obtained.
Mdoms.—The temperature in the Melon-house

must be maintained at 70° to ensure quick
growth. The first lot planted early in February
will by now be showing the first fruits. If there

is not sufficient, these may be rubbed off and the
laterals stopped and a more even crop obtained
from the next growth. Plenty of syringing is

necessary at this period to keep the plants
growing well.

Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—Pot-raised Peas may now be planted

on warm borders. Chelsea Gem and Little

Marvel are excellent for this purpose. Draw out
shallow drills H feet apart and plant 9 inches

apart in the rows. By planting in drills more
protection is obtained than on the level. As
soon as planting is completed, a little soil may
be drawn up to the plants and the sticks put in.

A few pieces of Fir branches placed outside the
permanent sticks will be found very beneficial

till the plants root into the soil. The ground
between the rows can be utilised for early
Lettuces, Spinach or any quick-growing crop that

can be taken off before the Peas are ready for use.

Seakale.— Sets that were prepared when the
old roots were taken up for forcing may be
planted. Dibble them into rows 20 inches apart
and 12 inches in the rows. These will make nice

roots for forcing next winter.
Vegetable Marrows.—A few seeds may be sown

now tor early use ; Custard and an early white
variety are very useful. These may be raised in

heat and planted in frames. The frames that
were used for the first lot of Lettuces will

receive the Marrows as soon as they are ready,
for the Lettuces are being used fast now.

Plants Under Glass.
Schizanthus.—The earliest batch of this useful

decorative plant will require a little stimulant
two or three times a week. Attention must be

given in the way of tying, or as the shoots get
heavy with flowers they may snap off. The best

plan is to have one stick for the centre of the
plant and loop all shoots to it with green matting
or RafEatape.

Amaryllis.—Plants that have finished flowering

must be given an occasional feeding to assist in

the development of the foliage and the building

up of the bulb. This must be continued through
the growing period until the leaves begin to turn
yellow, when all water must be gradually stopped.

Oardeniaa.—When the flower buds appear
plenty of nourishment is necessary. Keep the
plants well syringed to prevent any attack of

red spider. Where a stock is required, the young
shoots may be taken off and placed in the
propagatingoase.
Draaenas —Where these have become leggy

and unsightly, the usual method adopted is

ringing; that is, the stem is notched just below
the foliage and moss tied round. This must be
kept moist, when it will be found that roots soon

appear through the moss. When this occurs,

cut through the stem close under the moss, pot

the plant and place in the propagating-houae.
E. C. POOLEY.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

Primula sinensis.— It is usual to advise sowing
seeds of this valuable winter-flowering plant in

May and .June.

This is. I think, a

great mistake, in

the North at all

event?. Like most
of the soft-wooded
plants, the Primula
dislikes forcing
with artificial heat,

and unless one
sows early the
plants have no
time to attain to a

decent size before

they are wanted
in flower. I find

that in every case

the best results are

obtained by sowing
from the middle to

the end of March.
Although the
Primula dislikes

strong heat in its

later stages, it is

best to sow the

seeds in a fairly

brisk but moist
warmth. Well-
drained pots or
pans should be used
and very light com-
post— sweet leaf-

mould and sand
will do. Sow
thinly, as Primula
seeds germinate
slowly and un-
evenly. Some may
appear in a fort-

night, while others

may take six weeks
to come through
the soil. Cover
lightly and, when

I

the soil begins to

get dry, plunge
into a bucket of

tepid water up to

the rim for a few
minutes. The best
strain should be
obtained, as there
is pleasure in cul-

tivating a good thing, and the trouble is no greater
than with a weedy strain. The Star section is well
worth growing, as the plants are much better
suited for room decoration than the big-flowered
sorts, and are also valuable for cutting.

Primula obc.nica giganlea.—This is a very
decided improvement on the old type, and every-
one who delights in really fine flowers at a time
when these are not over-plentiful should sow a
packet of a good strain of this valuable addition
to our winter-flowering plants. Sow the seeds at

the name time and in the same manner as advised
for P. sinensis. The seeds may be sown thicker,

however, as this Primula germinates much more
evenly than most of the species.

Begonia Qloire de Lorraine.—Cuttings will now
be available from the plants out down early in

the year. These are very easily rooted if

they are inserted in small pots of sandy peat
or leaf-mould and sand. If bottom-heat is not
available, the cuttings will root quite readily

in a box covered with a sheet of glass. The
glass should be turned twice a day to prevent

drip.

Beiding Brgoniaa.—Bulbs of these should now
be boxed or potted and placed in a little warmth
to start. Many advocate starting them in a
cool house or frame ; but I have found that the

bulbs start more evenly together if a gentle heat

is provided, and, besides, in our Northern dis-

tricts it is advantageous to have the plants a

good size before planting-time, or the chances

are that the beds will never fill all the season. Do

narcissus BLACICWELL. (See page 130.)

not bury the bulbs very deeply; just nsr)!/
covered is all that is necessary. Too much water
must be avoided until growth is active.

Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—In many of the later districts

it is almost impossible to plant in autumn.
Growth is so long in starting that runners are
only formed late in the season, and are unpro-
curable until so near winter that it is very risky
to plant until spring. If the ground was well
dug and manured during winter, the first chance
in dry weather should be taken to get the Straw-
berries planted. If the ground has only recently
been dug, tread it well before planting.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN
FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES FOR

SMALL GARDENS.

THERE are many gardens too small to

accommodate large-growing fruit trees,

Buoh as standard Apples, Pears and

Plums ; but much can be done by the

amiteur who takes an interest in fruit

culture and is anxious to make the

best of matters by selecting a few bush Pears

and Apples, also Gooseberries, Red and Black

Currants, Raspberries and Strawberries. These,

with a little care and attention, would soon yield

very nice crops of useful fruits. Only those

varieties should be planted that are known to be

prolific and of the best quality, remembering that

it takes the same amount of space, time and

labour to grow an inferior sort as it does to grow

a good one.

Among the best Apples for bush trees in the

order of ripening will be found : Dessert—Beauty

of Bath, Worcester Pearmain, King of the

Pippins, Cox's Orange, Uuke of Devonshire and

Lord Burghley ; cooking—Ecklinville Seedling,

Lord Derby, Warner's King, Lane's Prince

Albert, Bramley's Seedling and Newton
Wonder. Pears ; Williams's Bon Chritien,

Conference, Durondeau, Pitmaston Duchess,

Emile d'Heyst and Doyenn^ du Cornice. The
season for these Pears is from September to

Christmas, and one of the best to ripen in

January is Nouvelle Fulvie. The above are all

dependable varieties and will give a long season

of fruits, and if some do not attain the largest

size, the quality is very satisfactory.

It is no uncommon occurrence to meet with

old, worn-out standard trees infested with

American blight and cankered branches encum-

bering the ground, and the crops produced are

of no practical value. I am no advocate for

retaining these old, useless stagers, and would
strongly advise their immediate removal. Put
the land in order and replant with healthy young
bushes, and, if there is room for extension,

half-standards of any of the varieties enumerated
above may be included. With careful attention

these trees would quickly develop into nice

fruitful specimens. When planting fresh trees,

avoid as far as possible the old stations. If there

is no option and the new trees must occupy the

same positions as those removed, the old soil for

several feet round should be dug out, taken away
and the holes refilled with a good fertile compost,

such as turfy loam from a pasture. To the

inexperienced changing the soil may appear a

rather tedious job, but it will more than repay
the extra labour and trouble.

Land in good heart will need but little prepar-

ing. It should be well worked to a depth of

2i feet, breaking up the subsoil, and, if water
cannot freely escape, drains or other means must
be employed to carry off the water, there being

nothing more detrimental to fruit trees than a

stagnant or ill-drained soil. In many cases

9 inches of old broken bricks to form a drainage

beneath each tree will answer admirably, and
over the drainage place turves, grass side down-
wards, and then fill up with good soil.

After going to the trouble and expense of

thoroughly preparing the station for the recep-

tion of the roots, purchase the trees from some
well-known firm who has a high reputation to

maintain. A little extra cost more per tree is

practically nothing compared to inferior stock

and not true to name. When planting do not
bury the roots too deeply. Spread them evenly
out, so that they rest on a rather firm bottom,

and cut away the tips of any that are broken or

damaged. Shake plenty of fine soil round the

stems and among the roots, and cover them up
to a depth of 4 inches to 6 inches, following

with a mulching of manure. See that each tree

is made secure against wind-waving and correctly

named.

Gooseberries, Red and Black Currants and
Raspberries should find a place in all small

gardens. I know of no better variety of the

Raspberry than Superlative. Good bush fruits

are : Gooseberries, red—Crown Bob, Lancashire

Lad, Dan's Mistake and Keen's Seedling
;

yellow—Golden Lion and Golden Gem ; white

—Whitesmith, Howard Lancer, Antagonist,

Shiner and Overseer ;
green— British Queen,

Langley, Keepsake and Telegraph. Red Cur-

rants— Fay's Prolific and Raby Castle ; White
Currant—Transparent ; Black Currants—Bald-

win and Boskoop Giant. Strawberries—Royal

Sovereign, Leader, Sir .T. Paxton and Givon's

Late Prolific. There are numerous other good

varieties, but the above will be ample for small

gardens. H. Markham.
Wrotham Park Oardena, Baruet.

ON THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT
OF ORCHARDS.—III.

(Continued from page SJ.)

In my last notes I referred to the pruning of

orchard trees generally, and tried to emphasise
,

the fact that the over-pruning of such trees was '

to be deprecated, and especially that the shoots

of the previous year's growth should not be

pruned back or shortened at all. I then had in

my mind the shoots more particularly which
emanate from the points of the leading branches

of the trees. All these should be left intact

where there is any chance for light and air to get

at them. It sometimes happens, more especially

with young vigorous trees, that many of these

suggest the best method of annual culture to

adopt for their future welfare. The word " culture
"

in relation to the growth of orchard trees will

sound foreign to the ears of old planters of

orchards in association with farms and other

country dwellings, for the idea that fruit trees

required or were benefited by cultural attention

after planting seldom entered their thoughts,

and certainly the trees seldom received any
practical help in this way ; hence the half-starved

and stunted trees so generally met with in such
orchards, and the poor and valueless condition of

the fruit grown. I should like to make it clear

that, however powerful a factor good culture may
be in promoting the growth and in securing the

increased fertility of orchard fruit trees, it

will not do miracles. For instance, it would be
useless to try and bring back to a healthy and
fruitful condition trees that by years of neglect

had become bark-bound, stunted and feeble,

whether young or old. It would be far better

in such cases to grub up such trees and replant

with vigorous, healthy young specimens, so that

a good start could be made under the best con-

ditions of culture.

Presuming that an orchard or even a few
standard trees of Apples, Pears, Plums and
Cherries have been planted this autumn or

winter, and that the conditions necessary to the

after-success of the trees have been observed in

planting, the first thing, in considering the
matter of culture, we must be clear and emphatic
about is that no grass is allowed to grow over the

roots of the trees. If this is permitted it is fatal

to the success of young fruit trees. At planting

A BOX FOE CARRYING DAFTODILS TO SHOWS. {See page 130.)

shoots (of the previous year's growth) will spring
from the base of a branch which had been cut

back in the body of the tree the year before.

Obviously, if these were allowed to grow un-
cheeked, the body of the tree would soon be
choked with denseand useless growth. At thesame
time, these growths are not always an unmitigated
evil, for they are sometimes the means of supply-
ing young shoots in the body of a tree where
they are badly wanted to fill up a gap ; but where
they are not so wanted, they should be cut back
as near the branch from which they emanate as

possible, so as to make it difficult for others to

start the following year from the same base.

Having dealt with the staking, protection and
pruning of the young trees, I will now venture to

time the root of a young standard tree will not

extend beyond 2 feet from its stem, and, there-

fore, the grass should be cleared away from the

surface of the soil round the tree to the extent of

2^ feet at least distant from its stem, as the new
roots formed during summer will have extended

that far before the growing season is over. The
next thing we have to do is to place a layer,

4 inches deep, of well-decayed stable or cow-

yard manure over the exposed surface of the soil

round the trees. This is a very simple and inex-

pensive matter, and possibly by many amateurs
the work will be carried out as directed in a

mechanical sort of way without further thought

as to the why or the wherefore of the reason for

it. To other learners with a more enquiring turn
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of mind, an added interest would be given to the

work were the reasons for its application shortly

explained.

It is well known that every tree has its

system of roots as well as of its branches. It is

equally well known that the success of the former
(and especially so in a fruit tree) depends to a

very great extent on the health, quality and
quantity of the latter. Whether by instinct or

by some other wonderful power given to the

roots of trees, they possess the faculty of soon

finding out those conditions and quality of the

soil which suit them best. If the surface of

the soil becomes unduly hot and dry in summer,
the roots, and especially the strong
ones, will strike down into the moist
subsoil, forming strong fibreless roots,

which in turn will produce sturdy
fruitless branches and, as a result,

barren trees. The layer of manure,
which is commonly called a mulch,
will go a long way to prevent this. It

conserves moisture in the soil in hot
weather by preventing undue evapora-
tion. It enriches the surface soil by
the manurial constituents washed down
by rain, making it a congenial medium
for the fibrous surface roots of the
trees to enormously increase in

number, and it is on the strength,

health and quantity of these roots that

the fruitfulness and general well-doing
of orchard and, for the matter of that,

all other fruit trees depend.
It will generally be found by the

end of May that most of the manure
has been absorbed by the soil, leaving

only the strawy part on the surface.

The surface soil will now become so

full of new and tender surface roots

that there is a danger of many of

them perishing unless means are taken
to give them more surface material

to root into, and I would advise that
another mulch of manure and soil (half

and half) should be added, of the
same depth as before, about this time,
clearing an inch or so of the loose

surface soil and straw away before
laying it down. The result of this

treatment will be that when autumn
arrives the stems of the trees will

have swollen considerably, and most
of the branches be of that moderate
strength of growth so desirable in

young trees, and many of them
bristling with fruit-buds.

The treatment the second and con-
secutive years will be much the same
in respect to surface root culture, fe^
excepting that, when laying the mulch
down the second year early in October,
3 inches or 4 inches of the surface soil

round the tree (the old mulch) should
be taken away. This will probably
entail the destruction of a few of the
small surface roots, but this does not
matter, as they will soon be replaced
by others when the growing season
comes round. Should the weather
prove exceptionally dry the first

summer after the trees are planted,
they must have an occasional watering, as
the roots have not yet taken proper hold
of the soil. This will not be necessary after
the first year. Later, when the trees start bear-
ing heavy crops, a sprinkhng of bone-meal should
be lightly forked into the surface soil before the
mulch is placed over. This will go a long way
to support the trees in good health while carry-
ing their crops of fruit, besides adding to the
weight and quality of the fruit.

It is very seldom that root-pruning has to be
resorted to when this system of culture is

adopted. Its tendency is to throw the trees into
fruit-bearing early, and once this condition is

securely established, there need be no fear

afterwards of a too luxuriant growth. Still, it

sometimes happens in the growth of young fruit

trees that root-pruning has to be resorted to

in order to arrest undue vigour in some of

the branches and to compel the formation of more
fruit spurs and blossom. It is when the trees

are about four or five years old that the necessity

of root-pruning shows itself by the over-robust-

ness of growth generally in the tree or in some
of its main branches and by the absence of fruit-

spurs, by which the branches should be well

furnished at this age. The best method to adopt
in root-pruning trees of this age is to carefully

take them bodily out of the ground. The roots can
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then be easily examined and all the stronger ones
cut back to within 2 feet of the stem of the tree,

also slightly shortening the points of the longest
thin roots. In cutting the roots of such trees it

is important to bear in mind to have the cut face

of the roots on the upper side, not the lower one,

for the new roots which will in time issue from
the cut part will then show a tendency to grow
upwards instead of downwards. Immediately
the pruning is finished, which need not take
many minutes, have the tree replanted, staked
and mulched. The best time to root-prune is as

soon as the leaves have fallen.

Owen Thomas.
( To be cmUinued. )

TUBEROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS.

IT
is questionable if forty years or so ago,
when the then newly introduced species
of Begonia were being distributed, any-
one was prepared for the important
position that their progeny would in time
occupy in gardens. In those days Zonal

Pelargoniums were used in immense numbers for
bedding purposes, but now their place has been
to a great extent taken by tuberous Begonias ;

indeed, in some gardens they have
almost ousted the Pelargonium as a
bedding plant.

Varied as are the tuberous Begonias
of to-day in colour, size, shape, habit
and other particulars, they have sprung
from comparatively few species, and
the creation of such a beautiful class

of plants as we now possess stands
forth as a monument to the skill and
perseverance of the different hybridists
who have taken these plants in hand.
Seven species in all have played a part
in the production of the modern
Begonia, the five principally employed
being all introduced by Messrs. Veiteh.
Travelling in South America for the
Chelsea firm, Richard Pearce sent home
Begonia boliviensis in 1865. This was
first exhibited at the International
Horticultural Show in 18()7, when it

attracted a large share of attention.

The flowers of this are drooping and
the scarlet petals long and narrow, the
whole plant somewhat suggesting the
varietyworth iana, still popular in many
places as a bedding plant.

B. Pearcei, named in honour of its

discoverer, was next introduced by
Pearce. In this the flowers are yellow,
and the velvety leaves are beautifully

veired with a lighter tint. From a
foliage point of view this is the most
handsome of all, and traces of its orna-
mental leafage may to a greater or
less extent be observed in many of

the yellow-flowered forms of today.
B. Veitehii, a species with stout,

roundish leaves and a sturdy stem
supporting the bright red flowers, was
also sent home by Pearce. The flowers

of this are more circular in outline
than those of the others, and its

influence may be traced in the large

round flowers now eo general.

B. rosajflora, somewhat in the same
way, but with paler-coloured blossoms,
is stated in " Hortus Veitehii" to be
one of the most active progenitors of
the garden tuberous Begonias of
to-day.

B. Davisii, named in honour of a
later Veitchian collector, who sent it

home in 1875, was distributed a few
years later. The flowers of this are of

a rich orange scarlet colour and borne
in a more erect manner than the
others. By constant intercrossing

this has become a permanent feature of modern
Begonias.
The two other species above referred to are

B. Clarkei and B einnabarina, but they were
not much used for hybridising.

These Begonias were not long introduced before

the first hybrid, Sedenii, was raised at the
Chelsea nurseries. Well I remember the excite-

ment this caused when first it made its appearance,

and scarcely less was the interest in the variety

Chelsonii. After that new hybrid forms came
thick and fast, and every year saw some of the

older kinds superseded by newer ones. The first

white-flowered variety originated from Begonia
rosEeflora, whose blossoms are variable in colour.
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By continual selection a white flower was at last

obtained, and was distributed in 187S under the

name of (^lueen of Whites. Strange to say, Davis

sent home a white-flowered form of Begonia

ros.'cflora which proved identical with this white-

flowered variety obtained artificially.

The first double - flowered Begonia of the

tuberous section was Lenioinei, distributed by

M. Lemoine of Nancy in ls76, followed by the

much superior Gloire de Nancy from the same
raiser. After this we had several Continental-

raised novelties with double flowers, and our

own raisers, notably Messrs. Laing of Forest Hill

and Mr. Cannell of Swanley, took them in hand
and distributed many fine forms. These double

flowers vary considerably in their conformation,

some of them in shape suggesting a Rose, others

a Camellia, while some are quite like a Water
Lily. Again, the large guard petals of many
varieties with the double centre go to form a

Hollyhock-like flower. Lastly, some double
flowers are composed of a rounded head of small

rosettes, which in conformation suggest a flower-

head of a double Pelargonium.
While varieties with erect or semi-erect flowers

are in a general way the more popular, a class in

habit directly opposed thereto has of late

attracted attention. Thes e varieties are of a loose,

semi- pendulous character, and are therefore seen

at their best when grown in suspended baskets.

Treated in this way, Begonias, whose habit

detracts from their value as pot plants, produce
a charming effect in the greenhouse or con-

servatory. Lastly, in enumerating the desirable

qualities of the tuberous Begonia, it may be noted
that, in conjunction with B. socotrana, it has
given us a race of beautiful winter-flowering

hybrids.

Propagation. — At one time Begonias were
principally increased by cuttings, and this prac-

tice is still followed for the propagation of the

different named varieties, but still immense
numbers are raised from seed. The different

Begonia specialists take very great pains in

saving only from the best forms, so that seed
from a good source can now be depended upon
to yield many beautiful forms. The home
saving of seed, too, is a very easy matter
and the raising of young plants therefrom most
interesting.

The saving of seed from double-flowered
varieties is often a puzzle to the uninitiated, but is

done in the following manner. Even in the case

of double- flowered Begonias the female flowers
are single, so that the actual fertilisation offers

no difficulty whatever. It is only necessary to

take a small camel's-hair brush, and with it

transfer the dust like pollen from the male
flowers to the velvet-like stigma of the female.

This latter will not be ready for the reception
of the pollen till it has been expanded for two
or three days. The best time to carry out this

operation is about nine o'clock or ten o'clock in

the morning, especially it the day is bright, as

the sunshine will by that time have set the
pollen free. In the case of double Begonias
there is a ditlioulty in obtaining pollen. A
thoroughly double male flower produces as a rule

no pollen whatever, hence it will be necessary to

fall back upon semi-double flowers, in which
case the more nearly they approach the true
double, consistent with their yielding pollen, the
better. Sometimes the very best double varieties

will, if starved, produce a few semi-double blooms
with a little pollen. When this happens it is

particularly valuable to the hybridiser. Cultural
details for tuberous Begonias have been so often
given in The Garden that it will not be necessary
to refer further to them here.

The handsome double-flowered varietj' illus-

trated on the front cover of this issue is named
after Mr. Wm. Marshall, V.M.H., chairman of

the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society. It was raised and sent out by Messrs.
T. S. Ware, Limited, of Feltham, Middlesex, a
firm which has done a great deal in raising new
varieties of the tuberous Begonia. H. P.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CAPSICUMS.

CAPSICUMS and Chillies are both
ornamental and useful. There are

not many kinds of pod or berry
bearing plants suitable for growing
in pots. When ripe the pods
are brilliant red in colour and

sometimes many inches in length. Others are

berry-shaped and of a clear yellow colour. The
following are suitable for pots : Long Red ; Long
Yellow (as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration) ; Prince of Wales, bright yellow, almost
round ; Princess of Wales, pale or lemon yellow
in colour, berries round ; Ruby King, a very
large - fruited variety, red pods borne very

freely on well-grown plants ; Bell, or Bull's

Nose, an attractive fruit ; Golden Dawn, yellow ;

and Little Gem, which bears bright scarlet

berries, the plants being very dwarf, rarely

growing to a height of 1 foot in pots. It is a

capital sort for the front part of the greenhouse or

the crooks for the benefit of the seedlings before
they are transplanted, as it is important that the
basal leaves be retained in good condition.

As before stated, the seed pans or pots must be
placed in warm quarters if the seeds are sown
early. A hot-bed or a shelf in a warm glass

structure is suitable. Later, or about the
middle of March, a stage in a greenhouse may be
utilised, but the sooner the seeds can be induced
to germinate the better will the fruits colour.

Water the soil before sowing the seeds, then
cover the latter with dry soil and do not water.
Place a loose sheet of glass on the pan and brown
paper on the glass. If more water is required
before the seedlings are well up, immerse the pan
or pot in a vessel of tepid water, and in that way
gradually moisten the soil upwards.

I'ot Ctoliure of the Plants.—Directly the seed-

lings are large enough—about 1 inch high—pot
them singly in 2i-inch pots, using soil similar to
that in which the seeds were sown, only now the
well-decayed manure, after being rubbed through
a fine-meshed sieve, must be freely mixed with
the soil. The object of putting the seedlings in
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conservatory stages. The plants may be grown
in the open borders in the Southern and Midland
Counties, especially where sheltered, sunny posi-

tions are available. In the green state the
fruits as grown on outdoor plants are useful for

pickling and salads. All plants intended to be
grown in the open air must be strong and well

hardened by the end of May, so that they may be
in proper condition for planting out early in

.June.

Soioiny the Seeds.—The seeds should be sown
during February and March. If there is un-

limited artificial heat, sow them before February
is out ; but where artificial heat is scarce, and also

not strong, then sow about the middle of March.
At this time, of course, the sun is becoming more
powerful and penetrating, so that the soil or

rooting medium is greatly warmed every day and
the seeds germinate strongly. The resultantplants

grow freely and sturdily without check, that is if

ordinary care be taken of them. The soil for the

seedlings must consist of rich loam and sweet
leaf -soil in equal proportions, with sand to render
it porous, and some well-rotted manure placed on

small pots at so early a stage of their growth is

to avoid an unnecessary check, as would
occur if they were first transplanted in pans or

boxes.

The Treatment of Maturer Plants.—The re-

potting of the plants must be attended to until

they are established in their fruiting pots— ti-inoh

and 7-inch ones. When the pots are full of roots

begin feeding by giving weak doses of clear soot-

water, and then liquid manure. The leaves will

soon assume a dark green colour. Throughout
the summer months keep the plants in a cool

frame, though they may be grown in the green-

house, but it is best not to place them there long

before the fruits turn colour for ripening. The
plants shown in the illustration were grown by

Mr. Gentle in The Gardens, Little Gaddesden,

Berkhamsted, Herts. B.

A NOTE ON BOUVARDIAS.
Many growers of these useful plants are about

to start them into growth : indeed, some may
already have done so where a good deal of
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propagating has to be carried out. I have experi-

enced, and doubtless others have also, the

difficulty of getting certain plants to " break "

well, thus rendering the quantity and quality of

the cuttings unsatisfactory. Here is a method
disappointed growers may advantageously carry

out. Take a few of the stubborn plants, shake
all the soil from off their roots and cut them
down to about 1 inch or 2 inches of their base.

Mix up a compost of three parts silver sand and
one part of Cocoanut fibre or very fine soil, well

crock a pan or two (rather shallow pans), cover

with moss or its equivalent, and then place in the

plants, covering them slightly with the above
mixture. Do not give much water, but keep up
a genial, moist condition, and this, in the usual

temperature of a forcing-pit or stove, will bring
about the desired young growths from the

base. C. T.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
Dendrobiums.

This is a large and popular genus of epiphytal
Orchids, which contains plants varying in

plants are in active growth the temperature should
fluctuate between 65° and 75'^ Fahr. , the first-

named figures being the rule when fire-heat is

needed ; but with solar warmth it can rise to
75" or even 85" Fahr. , and no harm will accrue.

A moist but buoyant atmosphere is necessary,
and a little ventilation must be given whenever
the weather permits the opening of the venti-

lators, and during the summer months an inch
or so from the top lights will encourage sturdy
growth and prevent the "black spot" disease
which is sometimes seen in collections.

At present many of the Dendrobiums will be
either in flower or pushing buds from the nodes
of the pseudo-bulbs, while a few will have started
into growth in addition to flowering, but water
must be applied sparingly ; all that is needed is

suflScient to maintain the bulbs in a plump con-
dition. After the blooms have faded and the
new shoot is showing signs of fresh roots, any
repotting or top-dressing may be done. To
describe this I will first select a specimen needing
a larger receptacle, which may either be an
ordinary flower-pot or a pan with a wire handle
attached for suspending it near the roof glass if

A GOOD CROP OF PEA CARTER'S DAISY IN THE GARDENS, LITTLE GADDESDEN, BEBKHAMSTED.

height from a few inches to 5 feet or (i feet.

They are distributed over a wide area, and
the flowering period is extended over nearly
the whole year if a collection is brought
together, but the greatest quantity is produced
in the spring, when we have the beautiful
D. wardianum, aureum, crassinode, and nobile
with its numerous varieties. It is this section
that I intend to deal with now, and which in-
cludes the numerous hybrids derived from the
intercrossing of the above-mentioned species.
Among them we find Ainsworthii, Cybele,
Wiganae, Thwaitesa-, euosmum leuoopterum,
rubens, chessingtonense, Curtisii and a host of
others of equal merit.

Where Dendrobiums are grown in quantity a
house or division is set apart for their accommoda-
tion ; but this is not always possible, neither is

it essential, when a few only are cultivated. In
the warm Orchid-house or plant-stove I have
seen some fine specimens of the nobile type
flowering profusely, which proves that they can
be successfully grown among other plants if due
regard is given to the resting season. While the

the houses are lofty or stage room is scarce.
Never overpot Dendrobiums ; it is sufficient if

the pot or pan will comfortably hold the roots,

because, if these are few, it is safer to err on the
side of under-potting, as a large bulk of soil takes
a long time to dry when water has been given.
Ample drainage must be provided, and the
rooting medium consists of peat, Osmunda fibre

and chopped sphagnum moss in equal parts, with
a 7-inch potful of crushed crocks to every bushel.

Top-dressing is done when the surface soil has
become sour but the plant is not in need of any
extra root room. The soil is carefully picked
out with a pointed stick and replaced with new
compost. After being disturbed at the base,
water is only required in small quantities for
several weeks ; but directly the roots are seen
creeping to the edge of the pot, the amount can
be gradually increased and kept moist till the
pseudo-bulbs are fully matured. This is apparent
by the terminal leaf, when the plants should be
given more air and sunshine and slightly drier
surroundings, but plenty of water at the root, or
they will suffer. Sentinel.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
A USEFUL EARLY BROCCOLI FOR

AMATEURS.

THE splendid collection of Broccoli

Sutton's Superb Early White staged
by Messrs. Sutton and Sons at the
meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on February 22 was interesting

to many who have for some time past

been purchasing imported heads. Here were
some very perfect solid heads just the size for

table and of excellent quality. Gardeners as a
rule know the value of these early Broccoli ; and
my advice, therefore, more concerns the amateur,
who is often at a loss to select the best variety

for a winter supply. As the season for sowing
this vegetable will soon be here, it may be well to

give a few particulars concerning this excellent

variety.

I always found early May sowings soon enough
in the South and two or three weeks earlier in

the North. The chief points are to get strong,

sturdy plants and give them an open position and
ample room. Plants do much better when planted

from the seed-bed before they get drawn or weak.

It is far better to sow a little later and plant out
quickly than to allow them to remain for a long

time in the seed-bed. If necessary, prick them
out in rows and plantwhen the ground is available.

THE GARDEN SWEDE IN SPRING.
The garden Swede is a most useful vegetable

from March till May, and its value at that

season should not be overlooked by amateurs, as

shortly the Turnip will be poor and flavourless,

whereas the above vegetable is excellent for the

season named. On the Continent the Swede (I

do not mean the ordinary common variety) is

much more grown than in this country, and in

cold countries it is much less affected by severe

weather than the Turnip.

Garden Swedes are very distinct as regards

their size, growth and quality from the ordinary

field Swede. The yellow-fleshed form is, I con-

sider, the best, though this may be merely a
matter of taste, as the white-fleshed variety is

very good. There is also a crimson-topped form,

which is of splendid quality and keeps sound a

long time. The growth of these varieties is

very compact. They make a small, short top

with clean roots of a good shape, and they are

very solid and sweet-flavoured. When cooked
they are most valuable for use as a vegetable

from February till quite late in the spring, and
should find a place in all gardens.

Another point which should not be overlooked

is that they will stand severe weather, and on
this account should be found most useful. Sown
like Turnips, but given more room, they are

a most useful vegetable, as they prolong the

winter supply at a difficult season of the

year. G. Wythes.

PEA CARTER'S DAISY.
This excellent second early Pea has been grown
in gardens in this country for some years, and at

present shows no signs of deteriorating. For
small gardens it is a splendid variety, as it only

grows about 2 feet 6 inches high and crops over a
long period. Added to this we have good-sized

pods filled with Peas which possess an excellent

flavour when cooked. The accompanying illus-

tration represents a row of this variety in the
gardens at Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted,
Herts, and is from a photograph kindly sent

us by the head-gardener, Mr. A. G. Gentle. Mr.
Gentle writes : "The Pea shown in the photo-

graph is Carter's Daisy, which is a grand cropper,

the pods being produced mostly in pairs. The
illustration hardly does the row justice, as I had
obtained three pickings from it before the photo-

graph was taken. I think it is an excellent

variety, and use it as a second early to follow

Carter's Little Marvel."
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them. They are then ready to attract any pass-

ing bee ; but in dull weather, when the bees

would not be ready to visit them, they close and
are invisible from a little distance. I do not
know what enemies there are to guard against

number of the former belong to C. vernua.

wild plant varies greatly in colour and size.

Even the variety albiflorus, which is the common
alpine form and, so soon as the snow melts, sheets

THE FLOWER GARDEN
THE FASCINATIO.V OF THE CROCUS.

(Continued /rom page lli.)

Si'RiNG Croci.

IT
is hard to deline a spring Crocus unless

we allow that title to any flowering

after March 21. Even that would in

most seasons include many that com-
menced throwing up blooms in January.
So for the purposes of this paper I shall

treat as vernal all those that begin flowering about

the commencement of the New Year or during

the following four months. Some few species

will not quite fit in then, for Nature seems to the mountain-side with another white covering,

delight in providing exceptions to all our rules if closely examined shows endless variety in the

and classifications, as, for instance, the four I absence or extent of the purple lines or large

petals in Rosa serieea and Potentilla Tormentilla i spots at the throat. It has been
in the great five-petalled Order

of Rosacea? One of these inde-

pendents among the Croci is

Cambessedesii, a dainty little

flower only found wild in Majorca
and Minorca and, I believe,

entirely lost in gardens until a

few years ago, when a cousin of

mine living is Spain kindly

managed to get some collected

for me. I have raised seedlings

from these and already notice an
increase of vigour in them. This

is one of the smallest species, but

the flowers are very beautiful, a

delicate lilac in colour, but pale

yellow externally and beautifully

feathered with purple like a

miniature Imperati, and they

appear among the slender leaves

from October till March.
A notable feature of the spring-

flowering species is the large

proportion that have yellow
flowers or the three outer seg-

ments tinged with yellow on the

outer surface. Of those at present

in cultivation, for the one orange
autumnal species, Scharojani, we
have ten vernal ones with flowers

entirely yellow on the inner

surface, and seven others with
the outer segments coloured ex-

ternally buff, fawn or some shade
more nearly approaching yellow ;

and of all these seventeen only

two, viz., gargaricus and Olivieri,

have so far shown no signs of

brown or purple markings out-

side the outer segments. Ancy-
rensis, which was once described

as never varying in this way, has
given me seedlings with rich

brown feathering and suffusion.

Several others typically lilac

or white have produced bright

yellow seedlings. Such are airius

and what I believe to be a form
of reticulatus, while candidus var. sub-flavus has

appeared freely among seedlings, from the typical

white form, and must occur with it in its wild
home in the Troad, for I found a sheet of speci-

nietamorphosis should have become constant in a

plant, and as a curiosity this form is well worth
a place in the garden.
Some of the most refined and beautiful forms

of vernus are those in which the tips of the seg-

birds or browsing goats, perhaps—and 1 much ments are either white or much paler than the

wish those who visit the haunts of wild Croci ground colour, and the pigment has been con-

would make observations. centrated just below the light patch in a

In our gardens the spring Croci can be divided double horse-shoe shaped mark. One known as

into two groups, which we might call florists'
i leuoorhynchus, raised by Mr. Richard Williams

forms and wild types. By far the largest
j
of Turnham Green, is a dainty flower of soft

The

THE ERYONV (HRTONIA DIOICA) IN' A SCOTnSH GARDEN

favourite for at least 300 years, and the Dutch
florists are still raising fresh seedling forms of it.

A marked feature of C. vernus is the general
absence of yellow, even in its throat. I have

mens of this form from thence placed among the two forms, though with a tendency to yellow on

lavender shades with the apical markings very
distinct, from which it has gained the English
name of Pheasant's Feather. A good purple
form with pure white tip is Leedsii, which scarcely

differs from one sold as Dandy.
The self-coloured varieties please me most, and

such old forms as Mont Blane and purpureus
garden grandiflorus are hard to beat for a pure white

and a deep purple. L'Uniciue is

of quite a rosy shade, and Beauty
a soft mauve that is very effective

in a good-sized clump.
The next most important of

florists' Crooi are the forms
derived from aureus. Their origin

is a mystery. The wild type is a

rich orange form, and so far I

have found but little variation in

the hundreds of seedlings I have
raised from it. At one time it

must have been in a sportive

mood, for the form known as the

Dutch Crocus, the common yellow

one of gardens, as well as the

almost white form, C. a. laoteus

(8e< p. 126), and the section known
as sulphureus with its striped and
pallid forms, have been inmates

of our gardens so long that there

is no record of their first appear-

ance. I am not quite certain

about laoteus, but all the other

varieties mentioned above are

quite sterile now and never pro-

duce seeds. The common yellow

Dutch Crocus is one of the most
interesting examples. I know of

a plant having been propagated
for centuries solely by offsets,

and yet without any sign of

deterioration.

The only other species that the

florists have made much of is C.

versicolor, a South European
species with very variable

flowers, the ground colour rang-

ing from white to lilac with
infinite variation in the feather-

ings. It is the sole species in

which the inner segments are

sometimes as much feathered as

the outer, and in which the

inner surface of both is ever

freely feathered. Two of its

most distinct forms are obscu-

ratus, lilac, feathered deep
purple ; and picturatus, with pure white ground
and very rich crimson purple markings.

Waltham Cross. E. AuouaTDS Bowles.
CTo be continued.)

unrecognised forms at the end of the Croci in the
herbarium at South Kensington.
Without observing them closely in their native

haunts, it is perhaps unwise to try to account
for this preference for golden tints in vernal

sorts, so I will only suggest they may be more
conspicuous among withered grass or stones, or

even bare earth, and autumnal lilac shades form
a greater contrast with browns and oranges of

fallen leaves. I certainly think the external

markings render the buds or closed flowers in-

conspicuous, after the manner of the stripes on
the tiger and zebra, and I have frequently been

the outer segments. One came among a batch
of seedlings from that beautifully striped form,
Mme. Mina, and has a distinctly nankeen colour
on the outside of young flowers. The other was

BRYONIA A GARDENDIOICA AS
PLANT.

Many of our native plants are too much neglected.
found among some forced Mont Blanc, and if and there are whole districts where they might
protected with a glass the buds are quite sulphur, well be cultivated without being considered
Some seedlings from this last form have inherited out of place in the garden, seeing that they are
this peculiarity, and possibly some day a yellow not to be found wild in the locality. Bryonia
vernus may appear.

A form known as G. Maw is very remarkable.
It is somewhat small and pure white, except for

a brilliant orange fleshy tip to the three outer
segments. It originated in an Irish garden.

struck by the brilliant show the same flowers
:
and the orange portion is supposed to be of a

make in a few minutes should the sunshine reach stigmatic nature. It is very strange that such a

dioica is one of these, and the illustration gives

an idei of one of the positions in which it can be
employed with gain to the garden. It is cover-

ing a rough arch made of a portion of an old

tree, which was cut down when the garden was
formed some five years ago, although the arch
was not erected until about three years ago.
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Here this Bryony forme a highly attractive

object with its pretty green leaves—pleasing
both in form and tint—and its many little

greenish white flowers, succeeded by scarlet

berries. Not the least of the attractions of

Bryonia dioica is invisible in the illustration,

this being the spiral tendrils by which it clings

to string or to small twigs. These are very
beautiful, and their elasticity renders the plant
capable of holding on against the eftbrts of the
strongest gales to dislodge it.

The Bryony is diiieious—that is, it produces
its fruit on flowers of one sex, which must be
pollinated by those of the other. It is herbaceous
and dies to the ground annually, making long
growths in a short time after appearing above
ground. It is easily cultivated, preferring, I

have learned from experience, a rather moist
but well-drained soil. Plants can be obtained,
but a cheap and ready means of raising this

plant is by means of seeds. These are produced
very freely in the berries, which ripen well with
me, and they can be sown in spring in pots and the
young plants put out in summer. Seeds are pro-

curable from some seedsmen also.

Dumfries. S. Abnott.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
Snows.—The following is a list of Daffodil
shows that are to be held this season. There
are, in addition, a great many spring shows that
have a very considerable-sized section devoted to
this flower. Probably the officials of some of these
may think that they should have been included in

this list. Should this meet the eye of any officials

of such societies, I would be glad if they would
send me a copy of their schedule (addreRSed, Care
of The Editor), and I will issue a supplementary
list later on.

Brecon, at Brecon, April 26.

Byfleet, at Byfleet, April 20.

Cornwall, at Truro, April 12 and 13.

Devon, at Barnstaple, April 111 and 20
Falmouth, at Falmouth, April 21 and 22.

Glamorgan, at Bridgend, April 20.

Herefordshire, at Hereford, April 27.

Huntingdonshire, at Huntingdon, April 20
Ipswich and East of England, at Ipswich,

April 21.

r Kent, Surrey and Sussex, at Tunbridge Wells,
April 20.

Kingsbridge, at Kingsbridge, April \i.

Knighton, at Knighton, April 29.

Lincolnshire, at Spilsby, in the third week in

April.

Midland, at Birmingham, April 28 and 29.

Newent, at Newent, April 21.

North Devon, at Bideford, March 17.

Presteign, at Presteign, April 27.

St. Keverne, at St. Keverne, about mid-March.

Several of these are of peculiar interest. Thus
the Byfleet show is held in aid of a new church
at West Byfleet. St. Keverne used to be a
children's show, but it has been so successful that
adult parishioners have had classes allocated to
them. It was started in 1902 by Mr. R. Clayton, the
head-master of the school. Last year there were
about .300 exhibits. Falmouth, Newent, Hereford
shire and Kingsbridge are new recruits, either this

year or last. North Devon is an amateur society
whose schedule is mainly confined to bulbs grown
in vases or pots. The others are old stagers. The
Midland show is famous for new seedlings. The
management have done everything they can to
promote these classes, and the response has
always been most gratifying. Good things are
also to be seen at Truro and Bridgend (Glamor-
gan Daffodil Society), and the Rev. G. P. Haydon
usually has some of his seedlings at Tunbridge
Wells. Brecon, under the presidency of Lord
Glanusk, is a most flourishing local show with
plenty of exhibitors, whose friendly rivalry is a
very marked feature. Truro is probably with-
out an equal with regard to the rich colouring of

the cups. The warm, damp and somewhat cloudy

atmosphere of Cornwall is just what these bright-
coloured gentlemen like.

Two Good Varieties for Pots.—The very
favourable impression that I formed last year of

Seagull for potwork in February has been amply
borne out by my experience this season. It is

floriferous, of a pleasing shape, and the white
perianth, with the rich orange red of the cup, all

combine to place it in the front rank. Candidly
speaking, I consider it a better thing in pots than
in the open, and this is saying a great deal. To
give those who do not know it an idea of its

shape and what it is like, I would say it is a

Barri conspicuus, with white where the yellow is

in that variety. Eyebright, which may be
described as a Poet and yet not a Poet, is most
effective with the brilliant red edge round its

cup. It has a look of the old late Sweet Nancy
(P. recurvus) in the way the perianth segments
incurve. I have had no diSiculty in having a

fine pot in flower on February 27. It is so much
brighter-looking than ornatus, and it does not

go spidery like that variety. It is still expensive
to use for this purpose. Last season it was priced

at about 23. (id. a bulb. Time, however, will

rectify this.

BuLi'.s AFTER FORCING.—Any expensive varie-

ties should be carefully groiim on in pots after

their flowering season is over until the leaves die

down, when they may be shaken out of the soil

and stored in the usual way, or else the pots put
on their sides until planting-time. It is advis-

able to give them the protection of a cold frame
until the worst of the frosts are over, but air must
be admitted every hour that it is possible. On
no account should these bulbs be grown in pots

a second year following ; they should have a year
at least in the open. Two years would be better

than one. Joseph Jacoh.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Soil Preparation.—Within the coming three

weeks a few odd millions of Sweet Pea seeds will

be consigned to Mother Eirth, and the earlier

all the preliminary details in connection with
the soil can be completed, the more will the

prospects of success be enhanced. In strong

loams and clays the laborious processes of trench-

ing and manuring will probably have been carried

out in the autumn, and the sound cultivator

who saw a favourable opportunity in February
will have dug over the soil again and left the

weather to finish it ofi' and give the smooth,

even tilth that is desirable for such large seeds

as Sweet Peas as well as for all smaller ones. In

light, sandy soils, on the other hand, it is well

within the bounds of possibility that the selected

situation would be allowed to lie solid for the

winter, and the thorough cultivating and manur-
ing would not be done until as early in February
as it was safe to go on the quarter. In this case

the top would be left comparatively rough, and
it will not have been convenient to break it down
until the present time. Let there be no delay,

and the grower may look comfortably forward to

satisfactory results.

Taking one season with another, the seeds that

are sown in the open garden in March or very

early in April, according to the state of the soil

and the weather, will germinate and grow into

as fine plants and yield an equal number of

perfect flowers as those from seeds sown out of

doors, or in cold frames in the autumn, or in

gentle heat indoors late iu .January or early in

February. That under-glass sowing has decided

advantages in certain directions none will dis-

pute ; but that it is imperative to success is very

far from being the case. Unfortunately, many
amateurs who sow with a view to garden decora-

tion and cutting alone in the spring always put

in about six times as many seeds as they ought

to do, and aggravate the evil by neglect of thin-

ning, the result being that the plants never

thrive as well as they ought to do, and as a

natural consequence do not produce flowers in

quantity or in quality. Adopt the correct system

of sowing thinly, thinning early and staking

efficiently, and the blooms in .Tuly will be equal
in practically every respect to those from plants

that have had far more elaborate treatment and
made infinitely greater demands upon the time
of the cultivator. In the event of the seeds not
yet having been ordered, there must be no
further delay, or the disappointment, which is

even now probable, will be certain to ensue, since

all the leading specialists are running short.

Methods oi Sowing.—Broadly speaking, there

are only two systems open for adoption in the
manner of sowing the seeds, and these are in

clumps or rows, but it is not intended at this

juncture to go into the merits or demerits of

either ; this can well be deferred until the next
notes. What it is particularly desired to

impress upon readers now is the absolute

necessity of sowing in flat-bottomed drills instead

of those cut in triangular form with the heel of

a cutting hoe, and that the base on which the

seeds will lie shall be made perfectly level,

smooth and firm. To this end shallow trenches
should be cut, and these will vary in width
according as it is desired to sow in single or

double lines. In the former event—and it is in-

disputably the better for Sweet Peas - a suitable

width is .5 inches, there or thereabouts, and for

double lines they ought to be quite 15 inches, and
the seeds should be placed within about an inch

of the edge on each side, so that there shall be

an abundance of space in between the lines for

the unobstructed passage of fresh air from the

time the seedlings germinate until the plants

finish.

No matter, however, what the method may be,

thin seeding is essential to success. This year,

it is true, some varieties are not germinating as

freely as they ought to do and as they would do
had they been harvested in a normally favourable

season ; but this is no reason why the seeds

should be sown a la Mustard and Cress, which
means just as thickly as they can be spread,

even if they are not lying about six deep in

the lines. Early thinning will do much ; but
it is unreasonable to expect that it will

restore to perfect health and strength a

seedling which has been seriously crippled from
the outset. Spencer.

NEMESIAS AND THEIR CULTUHE.
The Nemesia is one of the most charming annuals
of recent introduction. The rich orange shades

of the large-flowering variety are exquisite,

while the profuse flowering of the smaller variety

makes up tor what is lacking in the size of its

flowers. The illustration shows one of two beds
having the large- flowered forms in the centre

and edged with the small variety. Grown near

the croquet lawn they remained effective right

through the season and were much admired. No
doubt the occasional waterings with weak liquid

manure added to the freedom and continuity of

the flowering.

Highgate, N. C. Turner.

NARCISSUS BLACKWELL AND
BOXES FOR DAFFODILS.

I READ with much interest the remarks of the

Rev. J. Jacob re Narcissus Blackwell in The
(Jarden dated February 21). I have grown this

variety for five or six years, and it has always
been very satisfactory. I am sending you a

photograph of some of my flowers, which may be

of interest to you (sn page 124). I am also send-

ing you a photograph of a box I made last spring

for carrying my Daffodils to a show ready set up.

The slides are cut the shape of the vases, which
hold them in their places and render them quite

firm. The box holds fifteen vases at the top and
fifteen at the bottom. It saves a lot of time in

not having to arrange the flowers on arrival at a

show, and the flowers are safer than if simply
laid in a box. Alfked A. Harrow.

Priestgale House, Darlington.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
PRUNING ROSES.

TO
be a really successful cultivator of

Roses one must be ever observant of

the small details. There is a deal of

ignorance prevalent as to the correct

method ol pruning Roses owing to

this lack of observation. We often

miss the opportunities afforded of studying the

details as to pruning which our large public

gardens would afford, for if one inspests the

plants when in bloom it will soon be apparent how
to prune.
Hedgerows afford another excellent example as

to how we should treat the very vigorous climbing

kinds, for in the case of the wild Briars we find

splendid semi-arching growths produced in the

year liltIS that were studded all over last year with
short laterals that yielded lovely trusses of bloom.

Therefore, when we have to consider how to

Prune Plants Orowiiii/ as Free Bushes of such

a Rose as Crimson Rambler, we shall preserve

the fine ripened growths of last year nearly their

full length and cut back the small lateral shoots

to two or three eyes from their base. This

applies also to such Roses as tiloire de Dijon,

William Allen Richardson, Bouquet d'Or and

amateurs will be wondering how to prune.

Uriefly explained, the Hybrid Teas may be
divided into three groups—moderate growers,
represented by White Lady and Mrs. W. .J. Grant

:

medium growers, represented by Viscountess
Folkestone and Mme. Ravary ; and vigorous
growers by Mme. Abel Chatenay, (irace Darling
and Li Tosoa. The beginner, who has perhaps
planted some Roses for the first time this season,

may be in a quandary as to how he shall know
which are moderate, medium or vigorous growers,
as many of the plants when purchased look so

much alike. In his case I would recommend a
severe pruning of all the plants this first

season, cutting them down to within H inches or

4 inches of their base. 1 lo not be afraid that
the plants will not bloom. If out down to 1 inch

there are still some fine basal buds that would
soon start out. The second season will be a
better guide. Then the
Moderate Growers will have their best-ripened

growths cut back to four or six eyes and all soft

shoots removed. As the plants age, old wood
should be freely cut away to induce new shoots

from the base. The
Mtdium Growers, if wanted for garden decora-

tion, as undoubtedly they will be, should have
the best well-hardened growths out back to

within six or eight eyes from their base. All

A BEO OF HYBRID NEMESIAS IN A NORTH LONDON UARDKN.

Mme. Alfred Carritre, where grown as isolated

bushes or as standards ; that is, retain the long
ripened growths of last year nearly their full

length and prune back the laterals pretty hard,
the weakest to one or two eyes and the strongest
to five or six eyes. With the
Mull iflora Roses, represented by Crimson

Rambler, there is a tendency to quickly form
decrepit old wood. Whenever this appears to be
the case, out it out, but the best time to do this is

in August. The
Wichuraiaiia liases of the Dorothy Perkins

race do not deteriorate so rapidly, hence their

old wood can be preserved for some time ; but
the laterals springing from the old wood, if cut
back to two or three eyes, produce far more
superb trails of bloom than if left a good
length. When these prodigious growers cannot
be well spread out, then some of the oldest
growths should be freely cut away, or they will
choke and spoil the others. The first season it

is best to cut back multifiora Roses to 2 feet, but
the wichuraiana varieties may be left full length,
unless they happen to be extra long, in which
case I recommend cutting back to 5 feet.

Without a doubt the
Hybrid Tea class is the most popular one to-

day, and it will be concerning these that some

dead wood and weak and soft shoots are best cut
back quite to their base, and all shoots that cross

each other should be cut away in such a manner
that the centres of the plants are kept fairly

open. In all cases when pruning cut to an
outward-looking eye, and thus assist the bush or
standard to make a symmetrical plant.

VigorousOroicers, such as Mme. Abel Chatenay,
may have their best-ripened shoots retained a

length of 12 inches to 15 inches, and even more
if hard ; and, if desired, these longer growths
may be partially tied over to pegs secured in the
ground. This enables the grower to obtain a
larger quantity of bloom, as the dormant basal

eyes are induced to break when the sap is checked
by the tying over. Literal shoots prune back to

two or three eyes, and all weak and old growths
discard. Hybrid Tea Roses of the type of Griiss

an Teplitz, J. B. Clark, Gustave Regis and Billiard

et liarre are really best treated as pillar

Roses or pegging down their growths. Perhaps
the pillar form is the most satisfactory. The
growths are looped to Bamboo canes of about
5 feet to feet in height, and instead of cutting
back the ripened growths, just leave them alone
and merely shorten back laterals. A good plan
to adopt it a tall pillar is objected to is to place
three canes together in the form of a tripod, then

twine the growths around in a serpentine manner.
This class of Rose used as dot plants among bush
Roses has a nice effect and relieves the beds of
formality. After flowering, the old growths are
cut away and other new ones encouraged.

Ti a Bases may be pruned much on the same
plan as the Hybrid Teas. If rec|uired for exhibi-
tion, severe pruning is best, and this work should
be deferred until the first week in April ; whereas
the Hybrid Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals may be
pruned towards the middle and end of March,
according to the locality. Where the frost has
not damaged the growths of Tea Roses (and I

think they have well escaped), Hoses of the type
of G. Nabonnand and Anna Olivier should be
very sparsely pruned ; indeed, merely thinning
out the weak shoots is sufficient. I have seen
plants practically unpruned of such Eorts as
8afrano growing into quite huge bushes ; in fact,

last season in DevonBhire I had to prune some
that were over (i feet in height. The quality of

the bloom is not much, so that if this be preferred
to quantity I would advise cutting back last

season's wood to good dormant eyes.

Hybrid Pirpdvals may also be divided into
three groups and pruned as recommended for
Hybrid Teas. Moderate growers are repre-

sented by Victor Hugo, medium by Mme. Motor
Verdier, and vigorous by Hugh Dickson.

Polyaiilha, Pcnipoii or Fairy Ros'x may either
be cut down hard each year, if required for
edgings, or left unpruned, in which case they will

make big round bushes some .'i feet to 4 feet high.
China or Maul lily /Insi x should have some

shoots cut down to the ground, others about half
their length, and others left full length.

Baiiibaii J'asi s may be pruned as recommended
for Hybrid Teas.

HYBRID TEA ROSES AS HALF-
STANDARDS.

This magnificent group contains several varieties

that are of a short, stumpy growth. I refer to
such as Mildred Grant, M. Paul Lede, Le
Progres and White Lady, that make very lowly
bushes, but when budded on half-standards they
seem to succeed wonderfully well. When White
Lady was first discovered as a sport from Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam, it fell to my lot to bud the
two or three buds obtainable, and I did so upon
some short standard Briars. These two or three
plants gave us quite a nice lot of " wood," from
which the stock of this magnificent Rose was
raised. Let anyone who has failed with some
of these moderate growers try them on short
standards, and they will be pleased with the
result. I do not say they will make big, spread-
ing heads, but they will be comparatively strong
and will yield grand flowers.

That rather poor variety as a bush. Marquise
Litta, makes a very good half-standard ; so

also does Mildred Grant. Other sorts of more
vigorous growth, such as Joseph Hill, Mme.
Ravary and Mme. Segond Weber, are really

superb from standards, and if we would see

them in the greatest phase of their beauty it

must be from standard or half-standard Briar
stocks. Personally, I prefer the half-standards

from li feet to 2J feet in height. They are less

liable to injury from gales, and one can view the
plants better at this height. Tall stems are all

very well for Mme. Hector Leuilliot, (iiiiss an
Teplitz and Sarah Bernhardt, but for the majority
of Hybrid Teas half-standards are best. There
is a disposition on the part of some individuals to
decry the value of standard Briars for Tea Roses.
If they were exhibitors they would know the
value of this stock to give them show blooms.
Take, for instance, such a poor grower as

Cleopatra. Who has ever cut a good bloom of it

from a dwarf .' But bud it on a half-standard and
cut back hard, then well thin out the shoots, and
we are rewarded with one or two superb examples.
Next season we shall no doubt see what a

very fine thing the Lyon Rose is in standard
form. P.
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GARDENING hOR BEGINNERS.
PROPAGATING THE LOBELIA.

- PLANT I.IK LOBELIA IN EXCEL-
. LENT CIINIIITIUN FUR WVIDING
NOTE THE STORDY CHARACTER
OF THE RECENTLY IiEVELOl'EI)

SHOOTS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—The continued

wet weather experienced recently

has kept work back in this depart-

ment, hence no time must be lost in

making sowings of Carrots, Onions,

and early Peas, as advised last week,
whenever the weather is at all suitable. A sowing

of Lettuce may also be made outdoors. Choose a

warm spot for

the bed and, if

the soil is of a
retentive
character, add
some coarse
sand or other
lightening
material to it.

Scatter the
seeds thinly
and broadcast,

then lightly
rake over the

soil, and as

soon as dry
enough tread
it moderately
firm. As soon
as the plants

are large
enough to
handle they
will need to be
carefully lifted

from the seed-

bed and trans-

planted in rows 12 inches or 15 inches apart,

and from 8 inches to 10 inches asunder in

the rows, according to the variety. One of

the best Lettuces that I know of for summer
use is Carter's Holborn Standard, a large,

solid, crisp Cabbage variety that does not

run to seed. Where a cold frame is available

and the work has not already been done, a

sowing of Cauliflowers and a small one of Brussels

Sprouts for early work may be made in shallow

boxes of rich soil. For ordinary purposes, how-
ever, especially in the South of England, I prefer

to sow Brussels Sprouts in the open ground, and
Cauliflowers may be raised in the same way
with good results. In cold, late districts, how-
ever, Cauliflowers are undoubtedly best raised in

» frame. Seed of both must be sown thinly and
the seedlings given abundance of light and air

from their earliest stages.

F/owir Oardeii.—The present is a good time to

give attention to climbers of various kinds which
are used for covering walls. Undoubtedly the

two most frequently employed for this purpose
are the Virginian Creeper and Ivy. The former
may have been pruned back in the autumn : but
if the work was not done then, it should he com-
pleted now. Providing the plant has reached
the limits of the space to be covered, all lateral

or side shoots may be pruned back to within an
inch of the old rods, unless, of course, any are

required to replace shoots that may have died.

The present is the best time of the whole year
to cut back Ivy, as it will quickly sprout again
and soon become clothed with new leaves. This
also may be cut back to within a few inches of

the wall. Any that is found pushing its way
behind the water trough or piping should also be
cut away, or much damage will eventually be
done by the swelling stems. If neglected for a

year or two Ivy becomes much overgrown and
provides a good leverage for the wind, with the
result that it is frequently dislodged from the

wall. In speaking of climbers I would warn

readers against cutting the side shoots of

Crataegus Pyracantha back hard. It is these

young shoots which produce the finest berries,

and as many as possible without overcrowding
should be tied in, cutting away some of the old

wood to admit of this being done should such a

course be necessary.

Oreinhouse and Frames.—The chief work in

this department now will be the pricking off

of various seedlings, such as Tomatoes,
Cucumbers, Asters, Zmnias and other plants to

be used for bedding purposes. Of course, many
of these bedding plants will not yet be forward
enough for the work, and where late beds are

desired some more seeds may yet be sown.
Begonias and Gloxinias that were sown the end
of January will be large enough for pricking
off, and the work must on no account be

delayed, else all previous labour will be lost,

('hrysanthemums that were rooted singly in

2^ -inch pots will now need moving on, and
where they are well rooted they may safely go
into pots 3 inches in diameter. The potting of

all kinds of greenhouse plants that need it must
also be seen to, as growth is now active and the

roots will quickly make use of the new soil.

Keep a sharp look-out for all kinds of insect pests,

which become very active at this season, and
fumigate at frequent intervals if any are noticed.

Ventilation, watering and shading are other

cultural details that must not be overlooked in

this department at this season.

Fruit Garden.—As the buds of Gooseberries

are now bursting in many localities, there is no
longer any fear of them being destroyed by birds,

and pruning of the bushes may be done at once.

It should be remembered that fruits are borne on
well-ripened shoots that were formed last year,

and also on the short, older side shoots known as

spurs. At one time the sytem of pruning adopted
was to cut back all young growths to within
1 inch or 2 inches of their bises ; but it has been
found that finer fruits are obtained from these

young shoots. Therefore we only out off the

soft, unripened ends of these, except in those

cases where they nearly or quite touch the

ground. Some varieties, such as Warrington,
have a natural tendency to grow downwards, and
the lower shoots will need cutting back severely

to keep them free of the soil. Any shoots not
wanted in the centre of the bushes should be

entirely removed. When pruned it ought to

be possible to pass the doubled fist freely between
all the branches. A. A.

It is the common practice to cut back these
stock plants in early August to within an inch
or 2 inches of the soil. Immediately subsequent
thereto a quantity of light, gritty, rich compost
is worked well into the crown of the cut-back
plants. Should the weather be dry at this time
the plants must be given a good watering with the
aid of a fine-rosed can. This watering should be
repeated at intervalsduring the succeeding two or
three weeks, at the conclusion of which period the
plants will be represented by a mass of fresh young
growths. Action should be taken immediately
the plants are in this condition by lifting and
pulling them apart, so that each piece shall be
represented by a nice little tuft. These divided
tufts should be planted close together in rather
shallow boxes, or, if preferred, pots and pans
may be utilised instead. For a time subsequent
to this breaking up and replanting of the divided
pieces they should be stood in a cool frame and
lightly sprinkled with water. They will then
become quickly established, after which they
should be removed to a cool glass structure from
which frost can be excluded.

In February and March these same plants may
be placed in a greenhouse where a gentle heat
can be obtained. Under no circumstances must
they be excited into making growth of an
attenuated character. At this season the plants
should be represented by specimens similar to

that shown in Fig. 1. A careful observation of the
picture shows the tufted and healthy character
of the growths and the well-rooted condition of

the plant. When in this condition the success-

ful propagation of the Lobelia is assured. Each
of such specimens will make several excellent

tufts in turn, or, if a large number of plants is

required, individual shoots may be rooted with
the greatest ease.

Fig. 2 shows the character of the little tufted
pieces, how they are each made up of several

small shoots, and also how well rooted each piece
is. With such material beautiful plants could
be developed in a few weeks in a genial tempera-
ture, and any ordinary heated glass structure

can provide this. Fig. 3 portrays a sub-division

of the original plant, and of these smaller divided
pieces one old plant will yield a very large

number.
Should the reader desire a large number of

plants, he will find that boxes of a shallow
description will answer his purpose better than
anything else. Where only a few plants are
required, .5-inch pots, such as that represented
in Fig. 4, will answer his purpose better. Here
the cuttings may be dibbled in rather closely

PROPAGATING THE
LOBELIA.

The remarkable development in

the cultivation of hardy flowers in

more recent years has largely
ousted from popular favour sub-
jects of a less hardy kind, and on
this account the Lobelia and other
equally interesting half-hardy her-

baceous perennials are less fre-

quently seen in our English gardens.
The Lobelia is represented by

both hardy and half-hardy herba-
ceous perennials. The hardy species

are most effective, both their flowers

and foliage when the plants are
carefully grouped making a fine

show in the hardy flower garden.
The half-hardy species, however,
are quite distinct from the others
and require altogether different

treatment.

ONE
snCH

2.— DIVIDED TUFTS OF THE PLANT SEEN IN FIO. I.

STOCK PLANT SHOULD DIVIDE INTO SEVERAL
PIECES. NOTE THE NUMBER OF SMALL GROWTHS AND
THE PLENTIFDL SUPPLY OF ROOTS IN EACH PIECE.
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together, and they will speedily root if a little

bottom-heat is applied. The small tufts, as repre

seated in Fig. -', should be potted up individually

in "thumb" pots; the small pots seen in

Fig. 4 portrays this completed. As soon as it is

is held at an angle of about 4.5° by means of a

forked stick placed between it and the wall,

the blossoms for quite .S feet below will be

safe from seasonable frosts. Plenty of air and
light must reach the flowers.

Tliiiniing Onl /hi Floiars.—In glass structures

where the shoots are thickly studded with
blossoms it is a wise plan to remove a few of

the latter from the wall side of the shoot. Such
flowers, if they set well, would have to be re

THE TOWN GARDEN.

-SDB-mVIDED GROWTHS OF THE ORIOINAL
PLANT SEEN IN THE FIRST PICTURE.
ONE OLD PLANT WILL DIVIDE INTO
NUMEROUS ROOTED GROWTHS OF THIS
DESCRIPTION, AND EACH PIECE WILL
MAKE A PLANT BY JUNE NEXT.

seen that the young plants are growing steadily,

they must be given cooler atmospheric con-

ditions, or they will become drawn and weakly in

conseiiuenoe. When all danger of frost is past,

there is no better place than the cold frame,

where they should be protected from cold and
cutting winds, and where, subsequently, the
young plants should be gradually hardened off

preparatory to planting them outdoors in June.

A compost that answers the purpose of the

Lobelia should be made up of equal parts of

loam, leaf-mould and coarse silver sand passed
through a sieve with a half-inch mesh and well

mixed.
Good varieties of bedding Lobelia are : Emperor

William, dark blue, one of the best ; Kathleen
Mallard, a double-flowered form of the first-

mentioned ; Mrs. Clibran, bright blue, white
eye; Oxford Blue, dark blue, with white eye;
Snowball, a beautiful snow white dwarf variety

;

Albatross, a fine white having a semi-trailing

habit ; Gracilis Improved, light blue, with white
eye, good trailing habit ; and Crystal Palace
oompaota, blue, with dark foliage and dwarf,
compact habit. D. B. C.

SPRING TREATMENT OF PEACH TREES.
When the flowers are fully developed on a
Peach tree the latter looks very pretty indeed.
Peaches are in the forefront ot fruit trees that
develop their flowers early in the spring ; even
trees growing outside and trained to walls come
into blossom very early. Of course, the flowers
are exposed to danger ; they may be ruined by
frosts, especially if they are wet when the frosts

occur. Protection must be afforded. Sorita

eanvas and light mats, as well as herring-nets
doubled, form suitable material for protecting
the blossom. The materials, though, cost a small
sum for each tree, and those cultivators who can
procure light, fan-shaped branches from Fir trees

may make good use of them in warding off frost.

I have used the branches largely and with great
success. Branches about 2 feet across are the
best, and they should be nailed to the wall in
rows horizontally and with a space of 3 feet

between the rows ; thus three rows will suffice

for a wall 9 feet high. The stem ot the branch
is fixed uppermost, and if the spreading branch

BiiLBDua Plants in Art Bowls —All bulbous-

rooted plants now growing in prepared moss fibre

in art bowls should receive ample supplies of

moisture, without which it will be impossible for

the bulbs to produce the best results. To say so

much without the least qualification is simply to

leave the amateur in such matters very much
moved, as they are badly placed. Their removal you were," as the military instructor would say.

will result in added strength to the others. The whole subject, of course, resolves itself into

finer fruits forming in consequence.
Sitting thr Fruits.—The branches should be

lightly tapped at midday when the pollen is dry.

A oamers-hair brush may also be used or a rabbit's

tail tied to the end of a stick. By gently touch-

ing each flower the pollen will be distributed. I

what is " ample, ' and this is the point I must
endeavour to make clear. If we grow Hyacinth
bulbs in water in glasses, we do not enquire how
much they want. They take just as much as

they like, the water being there the whole time.

But in growing the same thing in soil the amateur

am also in favour of syringing the trees at noon I often starves the growth for lack of moisture,

when the sun is shining brightly on them ; it is the same thing not infrequently happening when
a good and an effective way of dealing with the bulbs are grown in fibre. Now, in the case of

many trees in a short time. the latter method the vessel is water-tight, and
Ti iiipi rature and Vnililalioii.—The hot- water the only thing to be avoided is that degree of

pipes must be warmed on dull days, and from the
j

stagnation which is the outcome of excessive

middle of the afternoon until the sun rises the

following morning in the case of heated houses

during the time the trees are in bloom. When
the weather is favourable the top and front

ventilators should be opened fairly wide ; in un-

healed structures also. Do not attempt to force

the growth at this stage, and when the young
shoots are about half an inch long commence to

remove a few from every shoot, leaving one at

the base and two others on a shoot 18 inches long.

This is termed disbudding.

supplies. Excess, however, is hardly likely to

ensue in the case of the Hyacinth or any of the

Narcissi, more particularly when these are in

free growth ; hence at such times the fibre

should be of sponge-like wetness, so wet, indeed,

that it may be wrung out by the pressure of

he hand.
How Often to Apply Moisture ?—That is

always the difficult point, and though a tantalis-

ing question generally, because of the practical

impossibility of a clear answer being forth-

coming, it is not impossible for the groups I have
named. Hence, in reply to " How often to apply
moisture?" I am going to say "Once a week,"
and then to saturation point and nothing less.

It may be done by dipping or in any other way
the operator pleases, but do not neglect it if you
value the finest flowers and trusses. Under this

treatment there will always be a modicum of

water at the base of the bowl, and where this is

so the plant will not be likely to suffer. For
such plants as Crocuses and Tulips a less

amount of water will suffice, though even with
these there should not be the least approach to

dryness of the material. Lily of the Valley and
Freesias delight in free supplies of moisture
at the roots, and both are most amenable to

HOW TO GROW CUCUMBERS IN A
FRAME.

It is much easier to grow Cucumbers in a frame
during the months of .Tune, July and August than
in March, April and May. I daresay many
readers of The Garden have noticed how quickly
Cucumber plants turn yellow in the leaf and
assume a sickly appearance generally as the
month ot September wanes. Even compara-
tively young plants do so at that season when
grown in frames. The cause of this is the lower
temperature.

It is the cold weather in springtime that
must be guarded against. The inexperienced
cultivator should well prepare the
hot-bed material so that a steady heat
may be maintained for a long time.
The bed ought to be made up of

littery manure and leaves gathered
from Oak and Beech trees last autumn
in equal proportions, or at least nearly
as many leaves as manure. The latter

must be first laid out for a few days,
and be turned over several times to

allow the rank steam and gas to
escape ; result—the manure will heat
more steadily and be sweeter. The
hot-bed must be nearly 2 feet wider
each way than the frame to be placed
on it. Mix the manure and leaves
thoroughly, make up the bed lightly,

and then allow the material to settle

down. The height of the newly con-
structed bed should be 5 feet ; it will

settle down to half that height.

The greater bulk of the compost
must be placed in the centre of the
frame ; a depth of 1 foot there and
6 inches near the sides will do nicely.

Fibrous loam and leaf-soil in equal pro-
portions form a suitable compost. Put out the this simple yet very desirable and interesting

young plants near the centre of the bed in the method of plant cultivation.

frame. Be sure a very small opening is left Plantinc Gladioli.— It is now a good time
at the top of the glass lights to permit of to plant all the forms of these serviceable late

the escape of any excess of rank steam summer-flowering subjects, and with the ground
arising from the hot-bed. Syringing will not i well trenched and enriched, the corms, i.e., the
be necessary nor advisable for several weeks, bulbs, may be got in at once. The group in

Coverings must be put on the lights every night, question presents few, if any, difficulties to the

and new linings given to the bed to keep up the
;

planter, who should see to it, however, that the

internal temperature. Shamrock. roots are not nearer than 4 inches to the surface.

THE LARtiKR POT IS FILLED WITH INDIVIDUAL
GROWTHS, SUCH AS THOSE REPRESENTED IN FIG. 3.

THEY MAY ALSO BE INSERTED IN BOXES IF

PREFERRED. THE SMALLER POT CONTAINS ONE
LITTLE TUFT DIKE THOSE SEEN IN FIO. 2.
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The Gladiolus in all its forma prefers a good
loamy soil, but is not averse to more holding
ones if these are well drained. Where the

drainage is either a matter of doubt or the

ground in times of a heavy rainfall liable to

become waterlogged, it will assist matters if

much sand is used to bed them in. There are

now several distinct types of these flowers, and
a set of each or several of them afiford a long

season of fl >wering. The early summer-flowering
section is followed by the Kelwayii group, and
apart from the old brenohleyensis there are

others known as Childsii and Lemoinei, while
the named hybrids of gandavensis or the un-

named seedlings of the same set are of as much
value as of yore. Being of erect growth and
flowering from summer-time onwards to the
autumn, it would be better to plant them in con-

junction with Tutted Pansies or tuberous
Begonias, where beds are wholly devoted to

them.
Pbimula sinensis stellata.—For the cool

greenhouse there is no plant of easier cultivation

than Primula sinensis in all its forms, though from
the decorative point of view, whether for the
greenhouse or the sitting-room, none surpasses the
elegant and free-fl iwering forms of P. s. stellata.

I therefore recommend that a sowing of the

seeds be made at once, and, if obtained from a

reliable source, they will not fail to please.

These "Star Primulas," as they are popularly

called, are obtainable in white, ruby, pale and
deep blue and " Duchess " forms, all of which
are delightful. E. H. Jenkins.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS FOR BORDERING PATHS.

THE dwarf Box (Bu.xus sempervirens

var. suffruticosa), which is known
under the common term of " Edging
Box," is so useful for bordering paths
in positions where a neat, low edging
only can be permitted that it is now

used almost entirely for bordering purposes,

and it is not often that we find other suhjeels

used to any great extent. For certain positions,

such as kitchen garden paths, it is very difficult

to suggest another shrub that could be ueed in

its place to answer all the requirements, for very

few shrubs will stand the necessary amount of

clipping and keep in good condition year after

year. There are, however, other places where a

choice of subjects can be made and where a freer-

gro«ing plant would be more appropriate, such

as borders to shrubberies to take the place of a

grass verge, borders to informal paths in pleasure

grounds, or in positions beneath trees where
grass would not thrive. In many places where a

border a foot wide or so can be given between a

shrubbery or path, it would be much better to

plant it with a low-growing shrub rather than

lay it with turf, for grass in such a place is

generally difficult to keep in order and frequently

proves unsatisfactory.

For a nt-at edging that will stand clipping,

next to the Bax there is no more satisfactory

plant than Euonymus radicans. This can be cut

up small and be planted in a similar manner to

the Box. It starts away well and may be kept,

by an annual clipping, to a height of 3 inches to

4 inches, with a width of the same dimensions.

Either the green or silver leaved forms may be

used. They are both excellent plants for in-

formal borders beneath trees or for massing in

positions where grass will not grow. The com-
mon Ivy is excellent for informal borders, both

for the well-kept parts of a garden and for semi-

wild places. Pegged to the ground in strips

(J inches to 9 inches wide, it may be kept to the

latter width by an annual clipping in April or

May. This clipping should be hard, however,

so that a new start is made each year from what
was practically the original base. The common
or small-leaved Ivy of woods may be used, or the

larger-leaved kind commonly termed " Irish

Ivy " For special positions some of the finer

garden varieties may be used, both green and
variegated forms being of service.

The dwarf Heaths are excellent for the
border, and such kinds as Erica carnea and its

white variety, E. mediterranea hybrida, E.
cinerea and E. mawiana are wonderfully efTeetive

when in blossom. They may all be kept neat by
clipping them over as soon as the flowers fade.

The dwarf-growing forms of the Ling (Calluna
vulgaris) are as useful as the Heaths, the
golden-leaved forms, aurea and ouprea, being
very effective ; while the dwarf, compact kinds,
such as minima, Foxii and pygmsea, form dense,
cushion-like masses only a few inches above the
ground.

Quite a different type of plant is found in

Vinoa minor. This is, of course, of trailing

growth, and is most suitable for a border of varying
width and of a more or less informal character.

Its evergreen foliage forms a carpet a few inches
high, while the b'ue flowers during the flowering
period have a charming effect. For a moist place
the dwarf Bamboo (Arundinaria pygmtea) may
be used. It grows about a toot high, and ought
to be cut down to the ground each spring. As
it spreads very rapidly it may be necessary to

restrict its progress by chopping the underground
stems through and forking the ends out occa-

sionally. Hypericum calycinum may be requisi-

tioned, especially for shady places, though it also

does well when exposed to full sun. It is evergreen,

and bears its large golden blossoms in profusion
during late summer. It is improved by being
cut to the ground every spring. H. moserianum
may also be used, especially for prominent
positions. It is a very ornamental kind.

RuBCUs Hypoglossum, a near ally of the com-
mon Butcher's Broom, is a first-rate subject tor

an edging shrub. Its broad, green phyllodes
keep a very good colour throughout the year,

while it forms a dense, compact plant 6 inches to

',t inches high. A large stock may quickly be
obtained by dividing an old plant into small
pieces in spring, potting them up separately
and placing them in a warm house until growth
recommences. This is a much quicker method
of obtaining a stock than by dividing and
planting straight out into an open border. Where
fragrance is taken into consideration, the dwarf
Lavender may be planted, and, except when in

flower, its height will not exceed 9 inches, while
by pruning it may be kept lower. Several dwarf
forms of Cytisus and Genista make effective

borders. Some of the best are C. Ardoinii, C.

Beanii, C. kewensia, C decumbens, and Genista
pilosa, G. dalmatioa and G. sagittalis.

Those who are fond of Roses may use the
various low-growing kinds, such as White Pet and
Baby Dorothy ; while others. Moss Roses and Pen-
zance Briars in particular, may be pegged down
to the ground. These, however, become rather
untidy if the growing shoots are not kept pegged
down or the strongest ones cut out. In very
sunny positions and in places where the soil is

poor, the Helianthemums or Rock Roses may be
tried. They make an excellent carpet and flower
profusely. On chalky gtound the various dwarf
Junipers come in handy, but they are only ser-

viceable where a wide border can be allowed.
Juniperus Sabina var. prostrata and J. littoralis

are two useful kinds. As a rule, these informal
border shrubs will last in good condition for

many years, and the greatest amount of trouble
they cause is cutting back occasionally when they
are apt to encroach too much on the path.

RHODODENDRON GAUNTLETTII.
This is one of a group of Rhododendrons which
have originated through the crossing of various

garden varieties with R. gritfithianum, or R.

Aucklandii as it is sometimes called. It is a

handsome Himalayan species, with white flowers

4i inches across. In Messrs. Gauntlett's cata-

logue the variety under notice is described as

producing immense trusses 9 inches to 12 inches

tall, 8 inches through, and of a beautiful pale pink,
changing to pure white. The buds before they
expand are rich pink, quite unlike any other in

colour, and especially attractive. It blooms
freely when quite small, and has fine, healthy
foliage. Like such varieties as Gill's Triumph,
Beauty of Tremough and Glory of Penjerriok, it

is more suited to the mild south-west than to

more northern counties, and in cold places it

ought to be grown in a cold greenhouse. As a
rule, these large-flowered varieties, which possess

the blood of Himalayan species, begin to grow
early in spring, and the growths are frequently
damaged by frosty nights. The flowers also open
earlier than those of the R. catawbiense varieties,

and in cold districts are apt to fall a prey to late

frosts. D.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—rAe Editor mteTids

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no tnatter ivhat the branch of gardening may
6e, and with that object will make a special feature of the

*' Answers to Correspondents" column. All cmnmunica-
tions should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Gauden, so, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C. Letters on btisiness should be sent to the Publisher.
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When inore than one qxtery is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Scheme for herbaceous border

(Hirhacffius).—We do not think you require a
"scheme " as usually understood, but that you
will get all you require by planting a selection

of showy, free-flowering plants for the purpose
you name. You might select at will from the
Michaelmas Daisies, Larkspurs, Phloxes, P.-eonies,

Pyrethrums, Irises, TroUius, (Jaillardias, Colum-
bines, Campanulas, Aubrietias, Creeping Phloxes,
Megaseas and the like, or adopt one of the collec-

tions advertised by hardy plant dealers for the
purpose. Many hardy plant firms make a
speciality of this work and would make you up
a collection suitable for the purpose, giving the
height of the plants to guide you in their
arrangement. Such collections may be had at
very reasonable rates. We suggest that you
write to some of the hardy plant dealers adver-
tising in our columns for their catalogue of her-

baceous plants as the most economical way of

dealing with this matter.

Blue flowers for border [N. Stratford
GoUins).—We are not sure from your letter

whether you require perennials only or if

these and annuals are what is meant. Of
perennials you cannot do better than employ
some of the bluest of the Larkspurs or Del-
phiniums, of which D. Belladonna, D. Cantab.
I). La France, D. formosum, D. chinense and
others would make a fine set. t )f other plants,
Anchusa italica and its varieties Dropmore and
Opal are excellent if a little tall. Gentiana
acaulis is a low-growing plant, Dracocephalum
is of prostrate habit, Hepaticas are low-growing
and tufted, while of Tufted Pansies there is a
delightful array in shades of blue and mauve.
The Irises, too, possess many shades of blue,

and, of course, there are others. Generally,
however, the plants are of such variable habit
of growth and time of flowering that a border of

this kind requires to be arranged with some skill

and knowledge of the subject. It is best
when perennials and annuals are used together,
as the former in bold groups constitute bays of
convenient size for filling in with the dwarfer
subjects of annual duration. The size of the
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border, too, is important, and this you have not

given. Possibly you might prefer to write us

again giving a few more particulars of your

intentions or desires.

Manupiner a herbaeeous border
{Luorne). —We should certainly remove the

more strawy portion of the manure without

further delay, as the plants, if of good size

when planted, will now have become active

at the root and will take care of themselves.

We take it you have planted nothing of a

tender nature, and of those you name the

Ivniphofias are the least hardy for your district.

Kven these are not likely to be harmed now
if they have survived to the present time.

Violet leaves fop Inspection (£. SmUIi).—

No insects or-fuiigi were present to account for the pale

spots at the edaes of tlie Violet leaves. The trouble is

probably liue to some cultural error. Have the plants

been kept too close, or is there any fresh manure in the

compost? Perhaps the plants have been sprayed with too

strong a solution of a fungicide.

Anemone fop name and treatment ('.. />'.).

The Anemone is one of the pink-llowered forms of the

Crown Anemone, A', coronaria, and not infrequently called

"de Caen" Anemones from the quantity received early in

the year from that district. The plants are freely repro-

duced from seeds, though if you desired any one particular

shade of LOlour this could be supplied at a very cheap rate

by the hundred or thousand by an.\ of the bulb merchants in

dry roots, which would tlower the spring after planting.

These plants re<|uire sandy soil of fair depth to grow in,

and, given a sheltered position—that Is, one free from cold

winds—thev are (|Uite easy to grow. Seedlings require

two years before flowering, and do not come wholly true to

colour when so raised. If you require but a small number,

your best plan will be to purchase the dry roots In the

early autumn, or you may get them even now, though nl a

reduced quality because of the lateness of the time.

the burrs on many trees are found to be beautifully

marked, and are esteemed for furniture-making and
the manufacture of fancy articles. t>ak and Walnut burrs
usually command a good price, and are frequently cut Into

veneer for Inlaying purposes. Horse Chestnut burrs are,

however, too soft to he put to similar uses. An abnormal
development of adventitious buds, sometimes caused by
fungus and at others by insects, is responsible for the <nirlou3

bunches o! twiggy growths often seen on ivirch, Horn-
beam and other trees comratmly called " witches' brooms."
As a rule, the harm caused by these growths constitutes a
local injury only, but a Birch disease caused by a minute
Insect called Phytoptus rudls, a near relative of the lllack

Currant mite, results In serious injury by permanently
crippling the twiggy branches and eventually killing the
trees.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Shruba fop sunless bopdep [P. H.

Brooke).—You will find the following a suitable

selection of shrubs for your border which gets

very little sun : Berberis stenophylla, B. Aqui-

tolium, Olearia Haastii, Ribes sanguineum, For-

sythia suspensa, Spirjea arguta, S. Mrs. Anthony
Waterer, Rhododendrons in variety, Hypericum
calyoinum, Cotoneaster buxifolia, Potentilla

fruticosa and Uiervilla Abel Carriere. For the

fence you mention it would be a good plan to

use a Rose such as Penzance Briar secured to the

fence. This would prove more satisfactory than

an ordinary shrub, and could be kept in bounds

by cutting away the old wood and laying in the

new periodically. It would also fit in with the

surroundings fairly well.

Bplca capnea ( Winter Heath )

and OtheP plants (J- H. i.).—The Heaths

would do quite well in the depth of soil you
name, and would receive little or no injury from

the mortar rubble. It would, however, be a

wise precaution, if you wish the Heaths long to

remain in the position, to add a few inches more
of peat while the opportunity is afforded. The
best of the Ac^nas for your purpose would be

A. microphylla. The plant grows freely and is a

good carpeting subjeot, succeeding best in a

warm and sunny spot in good soil. Rose Rubin
would be a good variety for the purpose

named, and so, indeed, would any of the rambler

class such as Dorothy Perkins, Philadelphia

Rambler, Hiawatha and generally the wichurai-

anas. Other good Roses for your purpose should

include Bardou Job, Refulgence, rubrifolia

(beautiful always in wood), sericea, Pteraoantha

and Griiss an Teplitz.

Abnopmal gPovftYi on bpanch of Red
Hopse Chestnut (Cimstant Header).—The abnormal
growth on the branch of Red Horse Chestnut which you
send Is due to the development of a large number of

adventitious buds. This abnormal condition has possibly

arisen through an injury to the bark In the first place,

either from the puncture of an insect or some other cause.

In some cases the abnormal development of buds is

aggravated by the presence of minute insects or fungoid
growths. The Red Horse Chestnut is very subject to the
development of these buds, and in some instances quite

large excrescences occur, usually on the trunk. Burrs on
Chestnut are usually of a more or less open character and
look something like a cancerous growth. Burrs on some
trees, however, which have originated In much the same
manner, do not suggest disease so readily. If

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose Mme. Wagpam as a

StandaPd (C. L. (7o.i). This grand Rose is

shown to much advantage when grown in standard
form, and we are surprised it is not seen more
frequently. We think the streaks of white colour-

ing at the base of the petals is only a peculiarity

of the Rose and not attributable to any un-

healthy circumstance. Doubtless feeding the

trees with liquid manure in which soot is mixed
will, if anything, heighten the beautiful satin

pink colouring. You could also dig in now some
good farmyard manure, giving each tree about
two good shovelfuls. When pruning, if there

are any yellowish-looking growths, out these

away, but retain the strong, healthy shoots a
good length, say, from 9 inches to 10 inches long.

Rather than prune too severely we should advise

you to tie out the heads, by attaching strings to

the growths and securing the strings to the stem of

the tree. This makes a more spreading head and
the lower eyes on the growths are induced to

break out into new growths. Such strong growers
as Mme. Wagram are often spoilt by too

severely pruning them when grown as standards,

but a thick bushy head should be avoided.

Roses planted fpom pots (Wirkhj Reader).—
As the Hybrid Teas were planted last .^nly, they have now
doubtless obtained a good hold of the new soil. The best
manner of treating these plants would have been to have
tied over the long thin growths last summer. This would
have induced growth from the base. But as this was not
done, we would advise it being done now rather than prune
the plants hard back. If growths are more than •! feet

long you could cut the extra away, and If any plant has
made new growths from the base, then you should prune
this In the usual manner, that is. moderately hard, say, to
about f. Inches or S inches of the base of the shoots.

benefited by a dose of weak liquid manure about
once a week. After potting, ventilation, water-
ing and shading when necessary are the principal

points to ensure success in the general manage-
ment of these Primulas.

Pelaps'onlum leaves grolngr vrroag
{Mij^teeit).- ^o fungus is present. Perhaps the leaves have
been affected by drip from wire, if they are trained to
galvanised wire, or by fumigation. Frost will sometimes
produce similar effects.

Leaves of Pplmula obconlca tupnlng:
bPOwn(Ar. !•'. Keli!f).—\ puzzling case and one that leads
us to ask whether it Is iiosslble that any of the fumes
from the heating apparatus can And their way into
the house' If so, several of your troubles may be
accounted for In this way. The cultural details followed
by you leave nothing to be desired, and from your letter
we are quite unable to put our linger oh any weak point.
If not fumes from the boiler, there must be some local
cause to account (or the trouble. The Abol Insecticide,
used according to the instructions, would do no harm.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Palm leaf fop Inspection (L. Bel,

Belgium).—The white substance on the portion
of leaf you send is an insect pest known as scale.

Y'^ou are mistaken in thinking that it is not doing
your plant harm. Though no harm may at

present be apparent, the plant will eventually get
into a bad condition if not attended to promptly.
Y^ou must sponge the leaves carefully with soft

soap water, using ioz. of soft soap to a gallon of

water. Use this solution in a tepid state, and
repeat the sponging at frequent intervals until

all the scale is removed.

Seedling: Cliinese Primulas not
developing (N. F. Ke.lly).—the non-success
attending your plants of Primula sinensis is

owing to the fact that they have not been kept
growing freely from the seedling stage to the
present. Y'ou might with advantage have sown
the seeds in April or May, for June is the latest

time of all for sowing. The young plants should
be pricked ofi^ as soon as possible, and when
large enough potted singly into 3-inch pots, using
for the purpose a compost mide up of equal parts
of loam and leaf- mould, with a good sprinkling

of sand. A frame in a partially shaded position

will suit the young plants much better than a
greenhouse at that season. As soon as they have
taken possession of the new soil, the plants should
be shifted into 5-inoh pots, using then two-thirds
of loam to one-third of leaf-mould and enough
sand to keep the soil well open. The plants must
have plenty of air, and as these 5-inch pots get

ut across, |
well furnished with roots they will be greatly

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CelePy failing: ( Westbury).—you seem to

have found the cause of your Celery failing to
grow so strong as usual in the spotting of the
leafage from September onwards. It was just
then and through October the plants should have
been making their strongest growth ; but if that
growth was arrested by the injury done to the
leaves, the matter is easily explained. The brown
spots or blotches seen on the leaves are caused
by a maggot, which can be found in every one of
those blotches. It is caused by a fly known as
the Celery fly, which deposits its egg on or in

the leaves. That egg presently hatches and
becomes a tiny maggot. It commences to eat
the chlorophyll, or green colouring matter, in the
leaf on which it is found. That is equivalent to
anything sucking blood from an animal's body,
and soon weakens the plant. When many of
these maggots are found—and it is surprising how
fast they increase—it is no wonder if the growth is

checked, and because of the practical destruction
of the leaves the plants soon cease to make any
growth. If so soon as one of these spots were
seen, no matter how small, it were hard pressed
between the fingerand thumb,manyof the maggots
could thus be killed and the injury would not
spread. Of course, the best thing is to be able
to keep off the fly altogether which deposits
the eggs, if possible. One way to do that is,

when the leaves are damp, to dust them freely
with soot and lime. A more drastic way is to
make up in a water-pot or pail a mixture by
dissolving a pound weight of soft soap in a gallon
of boiling water ; then when dissolved add half
a pint of paraffin and, with the aid of a syringe,
work that up and down into an emulsion until it

is thoroughly mixed. Then add six gallons of
water and again well work it, after which it can be
very gently sprayed or syringed over the plants.
It is offensive to the flies and keeps them from the
leaves.

Hot-bed fop Cucumbeps (.Vo*(-,).—The hot-bed
should be ready for the seed to be sown tiy the middle of
March, and now is a good time to start preparing for it.

We do not know the size of your frame, but we will take
it for granted that it Is a one-light frame. If it is of two
or three, you will have to double or treble the material.
Procure two cartloads of fresh horse-manure, the strawy
part only. Throw the same into a conical heap 4 feet or
5 feet high In a position where It can be sheltered from
rain. Let the heap stand for eight days to ferment

;

then open out by spreading the material thinly on the
ground in order to let the fumes escape. In the course
of a couple of hours put up again In a heap in the same
way, and open again at the end of eight days. Sometimes
the manure will be found dry at the second exposure ; if

so, It should be lightly sprinkled over with water while It is

spread on the ground. Put up in a heap again, and it

will be ready to make into a hot-bed at the end of a week.
A sheltered and warm position facing south should be
selected for the hot-bed, and it should be made 16 inches
larger all round than the frame in order that later on,
when the heat has subsided, linings of warm manure may
be placed round the sides of the frame. As the manure la

placed in position for forming the bed, each layer should
be well trodden down as bard as possible, and the bed
when finished should be at least 3 feet high. Place the
frame on the bed as soon as it Is tlnlshed, raising the back
6 inches higher than the front, so that the maximum of
sunshine may be secured. Place some of the most rotten
of the manure inside the frame, so as to bring it within
1 foot of the glass, and make it hrm. Uu this manure
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in the centre of 'tbe frame place two turves grass side

downwards, each -2. feet long by 1 foot wide, forming a
base for the soil of 2 feet square. On the turves place a
hillock of soil the same size as the turves, 6 inches high in

the centre and 3 inches high at the sides. After the bed
has been prepared a week you may sow two seeds at the
top of the hillock of soil inches apart and 1^ inches deep.
Leave a niche of air day and night on the frame for at
least a fortniglit after it has been placed on the bed in

order to allow any foul gases to escape. The young plants
will soon be above ground, and must have careful ventila-

tion and protection at night from cold weather.

MII^CELLANEOUS.
Apple shoots diseased (Ji'^r. W. F. S.).-The

shoots are attacked by American blight or woolly aphis.
The tree should be well sprayed with a solution of l\h.

of caustic soda and {lb. of treacle in lUgal. of water. If

the insects are noticed in the summer (and it is almost
certain they will be), the spots they have attacked should
be painted with methylated spirits, and this treatment
persisted in.

Spldeps fop inspection (-dn/cA/k).—The spiders
enclosed with tbe note are certainly not the cause of the
trouble. They are "wolf" or "hunting" spiders, and,
like all the true spiders in this country, subsist on
insects and other small animals, and are to be regarded
rather as friends than foes in the ^'arden. From the
description of the injury we should suspect surface cater-
pillars as being the cause, and would recommend that
search should be made for them after dark.

Flowep-bed : Fpuit tpeesand othep plants
{Aiixiov>^).^\i your desire is, as you say, to keep the bed as
bright as possible throughout the year, the planting of
Rose Frau Karl Urusrhki will not help you, and our advice
would be to move them elsewhere without more ado. To
keep the lied bright and neat throughout the year you
cannot do better than plant a few good Datfodils, such aa
Emperor, Empress and Barri conspicuus, iu October,
putting them down inches or 8 inches deep, and im-
mediately carpet the surface of the bed with Tufted
Pausies in white, yellow or pale mauve. This would give
you a green surfaced bed all the winter, the Daffodils
would come through and flower in April, and the Pausies
would delight you in May and June. In the end of the
last-named month lift the Pansies "/'i// and lay them in
elsewhere or discard them to make room for tuberous
Begonias, which would llower from July to October. In
the latter month lightly dig the soil, after lifting the Bego-
nias, and replant some fresh youug plants of the Pansies
to repeat the bed again. We have purposely selected
those IJaftodils which prefer heavy and wet soils, and
these may remain for several years if at first well plaHted.
The " (lieraniums," which are Zonal Pelargoniums in

reality, would not be suitable ; nor do we think any selec-

tion of perennials would give you satisfaction iu the
position. As to the fruit trees and the kitchen garden,
you appear to have started a little to soon, and the
apparently water-logged condition of the soil will require
to be remedied. As matters are now arranged, if tbe laud
falls in a northerly direction and there is a possibility
of an outlet drain, it will be an easy matter to get the
water away by a series of drains. For example, each of
the trenches if formed at 2i feet deep and, say, 1 foot
wide, may be half filled with rough clinkers, and by doing
the same thing on a more elaborate plan in the main
pathway and connecting the trenches therewith, you have
a good system of drainage for the whole, provided the
water can get away. As you intend making paths of the
temporary trenches, you would, of course, fill them with
rough material, which would be most helpful in draining
the whole. Getting the water out of the soil is obviously
of the first importance, and if you make of the main path
a big clinker drain :{ feet deep, carting away the surplus
soil if need be, the little extra deep covering of soil now
upon the fruit tree quarters will do but little harm, aud
all else will follow in due course.

Names of plants. — C ^.—i, Cestrum (Habro-
thamnus) elegans ; 2, Semele androgyna ; 3, Ficus repens
variety; 4, Picea pungens.^ N. G. Hadden.— l and 2,

Forms of Helieborus colchicus ; S, H. orientalis roseus ; 4,

H. guttatus. The Lent Lilies have been hybridised so
freely that they are ditticult to recognise ; the forms are so
numerous. H. Professor Schleicher is a very good white
variety.

SOCIETIES.
READING GARDENERS* ASSOCIATION.

There was again a very large attendance at the fort-

nightly meeting in the Abbey Hall on Monday,
February 21, the president, Mr. Alderman Parfltt, occupy-
ing the chair. The minutes of the last meeting having
been read and confirmed, several new members were
elected. The hon. secretary mentioned that a sad case,
the almost simultaneous death at Chertsey of a gardener
and his wife, leaving a family of six young children, had
been brought to his notice by a member of the society.

Although the case was outside the radius of the associa-
tion, a collection was taken in the hall, resulting in

£2 143. being sent to the assistance of the children. The
president then introduced the lecturer for the evening,
Mr. John W. Tayleur, B.Sc, of the University College,
Reading, his subject being "The Nature and Uses of
Manure." Mr. Tayleur, in a very interesting discourse,
gave most instructive details on the complex subject of

manures, his remarks being most lucidly placed before his
audience, and rendered, if possible, more clear by the
excellent diagrams, Sic , wherewith he illustrated hii
lecture. Dealing first with the essential elements without
which plant-life cannot exist, Mr. Tayleur passed to the
classes of artificial manures generally recognised, viz.,

nitrogenous, phosphatic, potash manures and calcium.
referring afterwards to tiie several examples which occur
under these headings and giving full particulars concern-
ing different qualities and uses of the various manures.
Advice was also given to those desirous of making their
own mixtures, so that the best results might be obtained
for the smallest outlay. At the conclusion of his lecture
Mr. Tayleur was, on the proposition of the president,
accorded a very hearty vote of thanks. Mr. H. C. Loader,
head-gardener to M. H. F. Sutton, Esq., Rrlegh Park,
exhibited a nice group of Lachenalias, &c. ; and Mr. W.
Barnes, The Gardens, Bear Wood, staged some beautiful
forced Rhubarb, Seakale and salads.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION'.
The committee of the Liverpool Auxiliary deserve great
credit for their annual reunion held at^ the Bear's Paw on
the 2Gtb ult. The arrangements were admirable and the
decorations ample and charming, thanks to tlie generous
assistance of Messrs. R. P. Ker and Sons, Messrs. W. Webb
and Sous, Mr. A. .1. Young and members of the committee,
who, by lending plants and choice cut flowers, added
greatly to the beauty of the festival. Alderman F. Smith,
J.P., deputy-chairman of the Liverpool Parks and Gardens
Committee, presided over a large audience, and was well
supported by representatives of the trade, parks and
gardens and private gardeners. In the presidents address
reference was made to the success of the committee, in

which they deserved every encouragement for the noble
work they were doing on behalf of a praiseworthy, intelli-

gent body of workers who, in many cases, were insuffi-

ciently paid for their skill. He dwelt with pri<le antl

pleasure on the advance made in their own parks and
gardens due to their capable chief superintendent, Mr.
J. J. Guttridge, and the superintendents of their various
parks and horticultural displays throughout the city. A
vote of thanks to the chairman, on the proposition of Mr.
C. A. Young, chairman of the committee, seconded l.)y

Mr. J. J. Guttridge, was carried with enthusiasm. A
similar compliment was paid to the artistes on the motion
of Mr. R. G. Waterman, hon. secretary of the auxiliary.

THE BORDER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the members and subscribers to
the liorder Horticultural Society was held in the Court
Room, Coldstream. In the absence of the chairman, Mr.
William Logan, through illness, Baillie Carr presided over
a good attendance. The treasurer (Mr. E. Walker) sub-
mitted a statement of the accounts, showing the society
to be in a flourishiu^ condition. The income amounted
to £00, having doubled itself iu four years, and the
expenditure £52 78., leaving a balance in favour of the
society of £7 Vis. The following were added as patrons:
Lord Joicey, Mr. William H. Askew and Lady Hotham.
At the forthcoming show, to be held in the Mechanics'
Hall, Coldstream, on Saturday, September 3, there will be
for competition eight silver cups, vases and medals, also
good money prizes. Mrs. Black has given three prizes,
£1 10s., £1 and lOs., for six dishes of fruit ; and a silver
cup and medal for a collection of vegetables, confined to
amateurs, the cup to be won three times any time before
becoming the absolute property of the winner. The
following office-bearers were elected : President, Mr.
William Logan ; vice-president, ex-Provost Porteous

;

chaplain, the Rev. R. J. Paul : secretary and treasurer,
Mr. E. Walker ; auditors, Mr. Welsh aud Mr. McNay

;

committee, Messrs. C. Baxter, John Napier, W. T.
Landreth, G. Rutherford, J. Huntley, Baillie Carr, John
Wilson, r. H. Robertson, W. C. Munro, R. Weatherston,
T. Smart. G. Little and H. Whitelaw. A special vote of
thanks was given to Mr. William T. Landreth for the
presentation of two gross of vases to the society.

SCOTTISH PANSY AND VIOLA ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the above association was held in
Glasgow recently, when there was a good attendance,
presided over by Mr. R. 3. Milne. The anuual report was
read by Mr. Smellie, and was of a favourable nature, the
funds showing a credit balance of about £1, tiiis, although
small, being considered satisfactory, 'ihe following office-

bearers were appointed, together with a staging committee

:

President, Mr. R. S. Milne ; secretary and treasurer, Mr.
R. S. Smellie ; with judges for Pansies and Violas. After-
wards Mr. W. Cuthbertson gave an excellent lecture on
"The Sweet Pea," illustrated with photographs and
drawings. It was an admirable one, and received hearty
commendation in the after-discussion. Mr. Cuthbertson
was accorded a warm vote of thanks.

DROUGHTY FERRY HORTICTfLirRAL
ASSOCIATION.

T}fERE was a good attendance at the February meeting of
this association, held in the British Workman, Broughty
Ferry, and presided over by Mr. James Bethel, the
president.
The lecturer of the evening was Mr. J. Carmichael, The

Gardens, Rosely, Arbroath, the subject being 'M'ape
Primroses, or Streptocarpuses." Mr. C'armichael discussed
the subject in all its aspects, dealing with the several
species and tbe comparison between these and our native
Primroses. He then turned to the hybridisation, which
has resulted in giving us the many beautiful flowers we
now enjoy, referring to the work of Mr. William Watson,
Messrs. Veitch and Sons and other hybridiaers and raisers.

This improvement, he considered, would make still

further progress. Mr. Carmichael then gave details of
the methods of saving and sowing the seeds, with the after-
treatment of the seedlings, their potting, tbe soil re-

quired and the methods of growing the mature plants.
The decorative effect they gave when grouped in bioom
received consideration, aud the best way of wintering the
plants was referred to, together with the repotting and
division in March -the best time. Pests were referred to,
mealy buj: hein^^ the moat troublesome according to Mr.
(armichael's experience. Raising seedlings annually was
recommended, and a short note on hybridising concluded
an excellent lecture. A discussion followed, and Mr. (.'ar-

michael received the hearty thanks of the meeting.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
At the March meeting of the Scottish Horticultural
Association held in the Goold Hall, St. Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, on the evening of Tuesday, March 1, there was
a good attendance. An award of merit was given to the
Edinburgh Public Parks Department for an excellent
seedling Clivia ; to Mr. A. R. Henderson for Ctelogyne
cristata; and to Mr..r. Scarlett for vegetables. A cultural
certificate was given to Miss Burton, New Saughtonhall,
for Calla nethiopica. The puper of tlie evening was given
by Mr. James Moncur, West Garth, Colintou. Mr.
Moncurs subject was a topical and suitable one, being
that of " Weather Forecasts." In it he dealt with the
whole subject in an exhaustive and interesting manner,
lajin;,^ stress upon the importance of the question with
regard to horticulture, aud pointing out the value of the
forecasts in such countries as the United States, where the
observations and forecasts are carried out on a thorouglily
scientific basis. Mr. Moncur also recommended that our
own Government should do more to further meteorological
observations and weather forecasts. The lecturer was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

BOURNEMOUTH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
Miss C. Agnes RooPERof Bournemouth, who takes a great
deal of interest iu the work of this association and in
horticulture generally, gave a very interesting paper ou
" Some Experiments iu Grafting by French and German
Scientists "on March 1. Mr. Reeves, in the unavoidable
absence of Miss Rooper, read the paper before a very good
attendance of the members. Miss Rooper specially
referred to the work of M. Daniels in France and Mr.
Winkler iu Germany. Both gentlemen, said Miss Rooper,
had the same object in view, namely, to try whether it

would be possible to produce hybrids by grafting and
make their new qualities constant and distinctive ; but up
to the present time these Professors had not met with
success. They used herbaceous plants for their experi-
ments because they could see the results sooner and more
easily than by taking longer-lived plants. M. Daniels
experimented first on plants ou their own roots. Taking
the Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), he sowed seeds in pots on a
hot-bed ; the seventh day after sowing he grafted the
resultant seedlings on each other, and five days later
repotted them, growing them under cloches and gradually
hardening them off prior to planting them in their
permanent quarters. The result, in comparison with
plants from seeds sown at the same time and treated in
the ordinary way under the same cultivation, was that the
grafted plants, although they grew and flourished, were
smaller in size than the others and their leaves were fewer
and paler in colour.

A Lettuce wag grafted on a Salsify, with the result that
the flavour of tbe Lettuce was improved, but its size was
less than that of a normal specimen. The operation was
performed when the plants were only a few weeks olti. A
shoot of the common hedge Garlic was grafted on a young
Cabbage, which M. Daniels cultivated for two years. At
the end of this time the peculiar Onion-like smell of the
grafted hedge Garlic had considerably diminished in
strength and had become coml>ined with the smell from
the Cabbage, while the flavour was a very pleasant one.
Results were given of experiments in grafting Potatoes
aud Tomatoes, Cauliflowers ou Turnips, Tomatoes of
difl'ertnt varieties, and wild Carrots on cultivated speci-
mens.
Mr. Winkler, the German sciealist, had a theory that

to produce hybrids by grafting it was necesaaiy to choose
those plants which bud freely and produce side slioots
easily, such as Poplars and Willows do when poUaided,
and fur this reason the cultivator has greater power to
regulate his grafts than in plants which are not so easily
induced to throw up these kinds of branches. Mr.
Winkler took for his experiment a seedling of Solanum
lycopersicum, which he grafted on the wild plant of our
hedges, Solanum nigrum, or, as we call it, the Woody Night-
shade. From this graft leaves were produced on the
branches, which were partly those of the Tomato and
partly those of the Woody Nightshade. The fruit
resembled that of the latter in form and size, but it differed
in being covered with white hairs, and the juice was of a
lighter colour than in the normal fruit. Mr. Winkler
further experimented by taking grafts from those pro-
duced by this combined plant aud producing varieties
tlirough them, which all possessed distinctive qualities
although partaking of the nature of the or giual two
plants, some having leaves like the Tomato ou one side of
the stem and like those of the Woody Nightshade on the
other. Also some had leaves half like a Tomato and half
like those of the Woody Nightshade. .Mr. Wiukler
succeeded, after many trials, hi producing Ave distinct
varieties, yet all resembling in some respects the
parents ; some were barrtju, others seeded freely. A good
discussion followed the reading of the paper, and votes
of thanks were passed very heartily to Miss Rooper,
Mr. Reeves, and Mr. Pearce, who ably presided.
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EDITORIAL NOTICBS.
Bvery department of horticulture ia represented in THB

Gardbn, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

reUUing to matters upon which they wish advioe from
competent authorities. With that object he unshes to make
the " Ansioers to Correspondents" column a conspicttous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

wiU kindly give enquirers the benefit oj their assistance.

AU o&mmunications vivust be written clearly on one side

oniy <if the paper, and addressed to the BDITOB o/ THB
Gardbr, accompanied by name and address q/ the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles, and noteSf

out he wUl not be responsible for their safe return. AW
reasonable ca>re, hmoever, loiU be taken, and where stands
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

wiUributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distinctly understood that only

the actual photographer or owner of the copyright will be

treated unth.

The Editor will not be responsible fur the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to ttse,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in THB GARDSB
wiU alone be recognised as aooeptanoe.

Oglcee: SO, Tamtock Street, Covent Qardon, W.C.

RAISING SNOWDROPS FROM
SEEDS.

IT
is apparent to those who know anything

of the advances made in raising new hardy

bulbous flowers from seeds, either by simple

selection or by hybridisation, that the

field for improvement is practically un-

limited in certain directions. In no class of

bulbous plants is there a greater possibility

of improvement than in the Snowdrops, and,

although not known to the many, the actual

gains secured by this means are far from

inconsiderable. The late Mr. .lames Allen

of Shepton Mallet was first so far as

regards real progress, but others have worked

successfully on the Snowdrops, and it is not too

much to prophesy that before many years have

elapsed the Snowdrop will take a still more
prominent place in the garden than it has

hitherto done. The creations of Mr. Allen are,

many of them, very beautiful, and those of us

who are their owners delight in their shapely

Bowers, generally much finer than the wildings,

whether of Galanthus nivalis, our common Snow-

drop, or of any other species.

The amateur who is fond of his flowers ought

to consider it he cannot share in this work, which

is simple enough, even if he follows seedling

raising and selection alone and leaves to others

the more troublesome work of hybridising. The
great obstacle is the time which will elapse

between the sowing of the seeds and the resulting

plants coming into flower ; but years slip on

quickly and he will, in due course, reap the

results of his labour, which is, after all, a pleasant

and health-giving one.

Hybridisiny.—The process of hybridising is

well known to most of the readers of The
Garubn. It is effected by placing the pollen

from the anthers of one flower on the stigma of

another, removing first the anthers from the

flower it is desired to pollinate so as to prevent

self-fertilisation and, preferably, by protecting

the flower by gauze from being again pollinated

by any other flower.

Sehclimi.—This method is simpler and permits

of securing satisfactory results if a good strain

of Snowdrops is in the garden, especially if there

is any variety among them, the common Snow-
drop varying in a greater degree than many are

aware of, as may be seen in some old park in

which myriads of the flowers have been growing
from time immemorial. The seeds should be

saved from the tallest and most vigorous plants

with the largest and finest flowers, and in course

of years good results are certain to be achieved.

Some of the seedlings of Mr. James Allen are

excellent, and no one who knojvs them can rest

satisfied with the inferior wildings of the poorer

varieties of our common Snowdrop.

S( edlingsfrom Other Snowdrops.—Not only the

hy bridieer, but also the seedling raiser will rt (|uire

to keep in mind that the other tpeoies of Snow-

drop than Galanthus nivalis should be cultivated

in order to give the best results even from

natural hybridisation, and the following may be

named as good for beginning with, all being

obtainable through the bulb dealers. One of the

most useful in the past has been Galanthus

plicatus, the Crimean Snowdrop, which in itself,

or hybridised with other Snowdrops, especially

with G. nivalis, has given us several beautiful

flowers ; then G. Imperati, classed by botanists

as a form of nivalis, is most valuable ; G. Ikaria;

has not been much used, but it gives promise of

good results. In G. Elwesii we have a well-

known Snowdrop, but care should lie taken to

employ only the best forms, such as robustus,

ochrospeilus, unguiculatus and Whittalli. There

are some very inferior forms of Elwesii collected

and sold. Latifolius does not promise well as a

parent for a hardy plant with us, but the best

forms of Fosteri will be worth using. Cauca-

sious also is worth trying ; while from such out-

of-the-way Snowdrops as lutescens, flavescens

and viridiflorus, all varieties of the 3ommon one,

some good results may come.

Saring the Seeds.—The plants must be carefully

watched when the seed-vessels begin to show
signs of being ready to open, and these should

be gathered about this stage, placmg them on a

sheet of paper in a dry place so that the seeds

will finally ripen and fall on the paper. They
may then be allowed to lie for a week or fourteen

days until they harden slightly, and can then be

sown or may be put away with other seeds until

the autumn or following spring. They ought,

however, to be sown at once, as time is gained

thereby.

Sowiny.—Although the seeds may be sown in

little drills in the open, they are best put into

good boxes made of a durable material which

will stand in the open for a term of years. Their

duration is prolonged by nailing a piece of wood
across each end to keep the bottom oil the soil

on which they are set. A number of holes should

be bored in the bottom to permit of the water
draining otl, and the boxes ought to be well

drained by crocks in the same way as we do with

flower-pots. Use a free and gritty soil, and sow
the seeds in drills about a quarter of an inch

deep, covering them with fine sandy soil. The
level of the soil should be about an inch below
the top of the box. Place the boxes in a

sheltered part of the garden, but in shade free

from drip, and allow them to remain there until the

bulbs are removed. Mr. Allen added a little soil
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after the second year ; but I prefer to add a little

each season, so as to cover the bulbs all the

better. The seedlings raiy remain until they

have flowered ; it will be about the fourth year

before they do so, and some will be longer, aa the

seeds germinate irregularly. I prefer to remove

only the plants which have flowered and to leave

the others undisturbed, but all can be taken out

at once when they are at rest.

T/ie Seedlings in Flower.—The raiser must not

be disappointed with the poor flowers which will

be given at first, as the bulbs are weak and the

flowers correspondingly small. It will be the

third or even the fourth year after first flowering

before they show their true character.

Points to Aim For.—Siz9 of flower, substance

of segment and beautiful form are all points to

be desired. In addition there is stature, this

being proportionate to the size of the flower,

while the manner in which the flower is poised

on the stalk is also a consideration. Two or

more flowers on a stem some will seek for, and
this may be attained, as Mr. Allen's Magnet
often produces two flowers. Some will try for

doubles, and new ones have already been raised,

while others will aim at yellow markings, such

as are yielded by flavescens and lutesoens.

Patience, care and intelligence will be certain to

yield results of much importance. The Snow-
drop may never equal the Daffodil in size, but it

will be greatly improved, to the eventual gain of

the hardy flower-lover. S. Ak\0TT.

NOTES OF THE WEEK,
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

March 22. — Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,
Westminster, 1— (i p.m. : the Fourth Masters
Memorial Lecture, at three o'clock, on "The
Adaptation of the Plant to the Soil," by Mr. A.
D. Hall, M.A., F.R.S.
March 2.S.—15xhibition of Vegetables (Intensive

Cultivation) at the Horticultural Hall, Vincent
Square, Westminster. Lecture at 3 p.m., by
Mr. E. O'SuUivan, on " Intensive Culture."

AUard is well known for his plant photographs.

His name is commemorated in two good hybrids

he has raised—Nepenthes AUardii and Passiflora

AUardii. In entering upon his new sphere he

will carry the best wishes of all his friends.

Alpine Anemones.—On the comer of

a large shrub bed at Hampton Court Palace are

considerable groups of these early flowering

Anemones, there named A. blanda. But these

seem to be a batch of seedlings ; they are so

varied, and also are very beautiful. A. blanda

is reputably a darker blue-flowered kind than is

A. apennina. The flowers of these plants,

however, have very few that are dark blue. Nut
a few are pure white ; some are pale blue, one

I specially noted having rather flattish petals of

a pretty pale blue, with a white ring round the

eye. Bat the gem of the group was a really

beautiful carmine pink, quite a new colour to me
in the race of Anemones, and well worth specially

saving and increasing. I know of no species

or kind among these stellate Anemones giving

such charming colour. Perhaps my knowledge
of them is limited. In any case, if from seed

can be obtained such varied and beautiful

flowers of this alpine strain, everybody loving

early spring flowers may wish to grow some.—
A. J).

London managrep of Messrs.
Mackenzie and Monour, Lrimlted.
Messrs. Mackenzie and Monour, Limited, the
well-known glass house builders and heating
engineers, inform us that they have appointed
Mr. W. E. TurnbuU to succeed the late Mr. D.
MeCorquodale in the management of the business
ascarried on from 8, Camden Road, London, N. W.
Mr. TurnbuU has had over twenty-five years'

experience, and clients and others can be sure
that the care and attention devoted in the past
to enquiries and the execution of orders will be
continued in the future.

Garden superintendent of the
Innes Horticultural Institution,—
Mr. E. .J. AUard, foreman of the outdoor depart-
ments of the Botanic Garden, Cambridge, has been
appointed garden superintendent of this new insti-

tution, and entered upon his office on March 12.

Mr. AUard has had extensive experience suited
to the work. He commenced his career in garden-
ing at Gore Court, and afterwards for some
months he was with Messrs. Sander and Sons of
St. Albans. From them, in 189."), he came to the
Botanic Garden, Cambridge, as an improver-
gardener, and after three years in the plant-
houses went to Kew. From Kew he returned
to the Cambridge Botanic Garden as foreman of

the plant-houses, a position he occupied for over
five years. He was then foreman of the outdoor
departments for another five years, and he has
done excellent service in both capacities. He
has thus had a wide Cambridge experience, by
which he is especially fitted for experimental as
well as for other work, and for which there will

no doubt be full scope in the development of
an institution that must have important influence
ou British horticulture. In the Press Mr.

CORRESPONDENCE
(Tlif Editor M not rtspoii.^ihlr for On opiitioii'<

e.cpressecl hy correspondfiit.^ )

Best six Roses for general use.
I was asked recently by an amateur friend the

names of the " best ' six Roses. His garden was
small, and his idea was to have a few varieties

with several plants of each. They were to be

scented, free-flowering over as long a period as

possible that Roses are obtainable outdoors, and
also to be good wet weather blooms ; one was to

be a climber. Of course, it is impossible to pick

out the best six for all soils and climates, but I

venture to send you my selection for other

readers to improve on—of course, bearing in mind
the above restrictions, with as wide a colour

range as possible : G. Nabnnnand, Marie van
Houtte, General MacArthur, !> k France and Mme.
Abel Chatenay, while the climber was Mme.
Alfred Carriere. Certainly there are Roses that

beat the above selection on one point or another,

but I think this selection cannot be beaten for

all-round excellence.—W. P. Wood, St. Pttrr'a,

Kent.

Exhibition of pot Roses by the
National Rose Society.—Why should

not we see some such announcement as the

above—if not this season, then nextv From among
the numerous members of this flourishing society

surely there would be sufficient to whom such

an exhibition would be welcome, and it would
afibrd amateurs and trade growers a means of

testing their skill in another phase of the culture

of the Rose. The cultivation of Rises in pots is

not nearly so extensive as it should be. Why is

it V Not, I am sure, from any falling 08' in

devotion to the Rose or any insensibility to its

charms as a forced flower, but simply, I believe,

from an erroneous idea that pot Roses are diffi-

cult to manage. It is quite true that they need
a house devoted to their culture and, more than
this, the Tea Roses, as a rule, must be grown in

greater heat than the Hybrid Perpetuals and
some of the Hybrid Teas ; but, in these days of

cheap glass structures, what is to hinder the

ardent amateur but a want of that zest which the

knowledge of a competition would afford? Now
that there is such a beautiful hall as that at

Vincent Square, I am certain that such an exhi-

bition held during the early days of May would
be well patronised by London society, and it

would doubtless be well supported by our trade

growers, including those who grow the blooms

for florist purposes, especially if medals and
diplomas were awarded and plenty of space

allotted to make it worth their while to show.
Now that the Rambler Roses are cultivated as

pot plants to such an enormous extent, there
should be an exhibition of great beauty even of

these alone. The show would, of course, be held
so that it did not clash with the great Temple
Show, which, so far as Roses are concerned, is

supported almost entirely by the trade growers.
What I should like to see is more amateurs come
forward and put up groups such as Mr. Hudson
of Gunnersbury displayed some years ago with
that fine collection of Moss Roses that many will

remember, and many an amateur could bring a

box of Marcchal Xiel and Fortune's Yellow such
as we never saw at the summer show.—P.

Euphorbia Characias and E.
Slbthor'pii,—In reference to the above species

(s't page .s7), I may say that E. Characias is the
dwarfer, as it flowers freely when only IS inches

to 2 feet high and makes a rather sombre bush
in winter unless it has a background of some-
thing lighter, as previously stated. Owing to its

evergreen character, it would succeed best where
sheltered by trees or bushes, or planted within
the influence of the more equitable temperature
of the seaside, as it is a native of Western
Mediterranean regions. E. Sibthorpii is more
closely allied to E. Wulfenii, but grows taller

during the same period of time. It is a native of

Greece, and the average length of the leaves on
the upper part of the stem is .'^ inches to 4 inches,

but on vigorous young plants are much longer.

They are about as densely arranged on the stems
as those of E. Wulfenii. The flowers of E. Sib-

thorpii are arranged in a dense terminal cluster,

but smaller clusters are carried down the stem
for a greater or less distance, according to the
vigour of the plant. Both of the last-named are

liable to lose their lower leaves after a time,

though this could be masked by dwarfer plants

in front of them. E. Sibthorpii I consider the

most stately of the above three. E mellifera

has much broader leaves than either of the above,
and would likewise be benefited by the shelter

of trees, especially during severe winters or the
prevalence of east winds.—J. F.

Trial of sing-ie Chrysanthe-
mums.— I am requested by the floral committee
of the National Chrysanthemum Society to in-

form you that arrangements have been made for

a trial of all varieties of single Chrysanthemums
during the forthcoming season, with the primary
object in view of determining varieties that are

too much alike. The following members of the

trade have generously promised to assist in this

important work, viz., Messrs. W. Wells and Co.,

Limited, Merstham, Surrey, who have under-
taken to grow outdoors the September and
October varieties ; Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft
Nurseries, Hither Green, S.E., and Keston, Kent,
who will grow in pots the November varieties

;

and Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, Kent,
who will grow the December varieties. In order

that these series of trials may be of a compre-
hensive character and conclusive in their results,

the floral committee will be grateful if nursery-

men or raisers possessing varieties not catalogued
by the above-mentioned firms will forward
direct to them either cuttings now or plants

later in the spring. When forwarding stocks

for the purposes of these trials, kindly attach

the names, and give particulars as to growth and
habit and any other information that may be
useful to the respective firms. The importance
of these trials to the society and to growers and
the trade cannot be overestimated ; and in

order that they may be a complete success, the

floral committee ask for your co-operation and
support with every confidence. You will be
pleased to hear that the firms who are under-
taking the trials will afford every facility to all

who are interested to inspect the respective

collections during the flowering season. May I

ask for your immediate attention and assist-

ance to make this effort a success.

—

Richard
A. Witty, Secretary, /".', Savernake Road, Oospel

Oak, London.
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Sweet Pea Etta Dyke with six
flowers on a stem.

—

The aooompanying
ilhistratiou of Sweet Pea Ktta Dyke ia from a

photograph kindly sent us by Mrs. M. I'eaoook,

Anchor Hotel, Thetford, Norfolk. Mrs. Peaoook
writes :

" I have been very sucoessful with Sweet
Peas for the last two or three years, and have
won the National Sweet Pea Society's silver

medal. I have seen your coloured plate of Sweet
Peas, and was \»ery much struck with The King.

I usually raise thelfseeds^'in pots of sand and
plant out in the trenches in April. I use lOinch
pots and put'eight or ten seeds in each pot. I

find they do better than in smaller pots, as there
is more depth for the roots. The trenches are
prepared in late autumn with a good depth of

well-rotted farmyard manure, a layer of lime and
soot being mixed with it. After the plants are
established in the trenches, I water them every
day with a fine hose, letting the water spray
over them like rain. I do not begin to feed
them till just before flowering ; then I give them
liberal doses of " pea soup" twice a week. I get

A SPRAY OF SWEET PEA ETTA DYKE.

splendid flowers, mostly four on a stalk, and very

long stalks. The spray of Etta Dyke shown in

the illustration was out on September 5. I had
it photographed the same day in case it dropped,
but it kept quite fresh in water for ten days and
opened out into a very fine spray of perfecl

shape. I am enclosing my list for this year,

which is as follows ; White and cream—Nora
Unwin, Florence Wright, Etta Dyke, Miss Frills,

Paradise Ivory, Queen Victoria, Princess Juliana

and Harold ; mauve—Asta Ohn, Breadmore's
Lavender and Rosie Adams ; blue—Lord Nelson
and Kathleen Macgowan ; pink and salmon pink
—Nell Owynne, Countess Northbrook, Countess
Spencer, Mrs. Henry Bell, Constance Oliver,

Helen Lewis, Sunrise, Maggie Stark and Kitty
Clive ; maroon— Prince of AsturiiS, Dusky
Monarch and Maroon Spencer ; scarlet—(ieorge

•Stark, Miss K. F. Drayson and Mrs. Duncan ;

crimson—Rosie Gilbert, Marjorie Willis, .John

Ingman and .Mirjjry Linzee ; bicolor— Elsie

Herbert, Mrs. Andrew Ireland, Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore and Aurora Spencer."

QARDENINQ OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.

POTATOES.—The maincrop varieties

should be planted as early as possible,

allowing them a little more room
between the rows than was given to

the earlier ones. They ought not to

be planted closer than 2 leet from
row to row.

Caulijioirers that have been wintered in frames
or under hand-lights should be planted out now
on a well-manured and deeply dug border.

Feas.—Make a good sowing of maincrop Peas
on heavily dressed ground or in trenches. Duke
of Albany, Centenary, Alderman and Quite Con-
tent are all excellent varieties.

Asparagus Beds may be cleaned and trimmed
up at the sides, taking care not to expose too
many roots at the sides of the beds.

Rose Garden.

Hybrid Perpetuals.—A start may now be made
with the pruning of these. Use a sharp knife
for the operation, and avoid using secateurs on
live wood. In oases where there is dead wood
to be removed they are handy, otherwise they
should never be used. Opinions differ vastly on
Rose-pruning, but there is no getting away trom
the fact that, if good blooms are to be obtained,

pruning must be done. When quantity is the
object, then the growths can be pegged down so

that the whole surface of the bed is covered, and
the results are very good in a way, but the
blooms lack quality. In pruning cut the growths
according to the vigour of the plant. For
instance, supposing the variety is strong, leave

6 inches of wood, cutting the shoot off just above
an outward-growing bud. When plants are weak
ingrowth, hard pruning is advised, leaving about
i inches to 4 inches of wood. After pruning give

the beds a mulching of decayed cow-manure, and
cover this over with a thin layer of soil.

Water Garden.

This is a very good time to plant the banks of

streams and ponds. There is an excellent variety

of plants at the command of those who wish
to make unsightly banks beautiful. Primula
japonica should be freely used, and when this is

planted in bold masses the effect is exceedingly
pleasing ; Senecios in variety, carpets of Myosotis,

Saxifraga peltata. Spiraeas palmata, Ulmaria,
Arunous and venusta, Lythrums roseum and
album. Iris in large variety. Marsh Marigolds
(both double and single), Mimulus luteus and
many others. Then we have Bamboos, which are

splendid tor the streamside, Osmunda regalis

and the Gunneras. These last-named should be
planted near the side of the stream to allow the

toes to reach the water. They always grow
more freely when the roots are in the water.

In planting it must be borne in mind that such
subjects as Spiraas, Forget-me-Nots, Lythrum
.and Iris should be planted in groups to

create a bold effect, and the object must be to

make the work as natural as possible.

Rock Garden.

The past winter has been a very trying one for

alpine plants. So much wet weather and frosts

following have killed a good many choice subjects.

Plant up all vacant spaces as soon as possible

now, replacing all old soil with fresh. To obtain

the best effect the different varieties should be

planted in colonies, where possible, six to twelve

being used according to the space allotted to each

variety. The hot sun and winds ot March are

very drying, and a sharp look-out must be kept
to see that no plant is suffering from the want ot

water. E. C. Pooley.
(Head -gardener to C. Bewes, E q.)

Otinlon Hall, I'lymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Gi.oiiE Articuokk.s —This vegetable is much
neglected in some gardens, while in others it is

consideied one of the chief dainties. In some
soils it is very liable to die off, not so much
owing to frost as to damp. It is easily raised

from seeds, but unfortunately seedlings are often

so coarse as to be of little use. Where there is

abundance of room, it is a good plan to raise a

large number from seed, and after they throw
up their flower-heads, choose all the finer plants

and discard the coarse ones. By this means
plants of strong constitution are available, and
these may be lifted and planted in permanent
quarters about this date. If it is decided to

make a new plantation from the old stock, now
is the time to see about getting it done. Good
cultivation is essential if the best results are

expected. Thoroughly trench the ground, work-
ing in an abundant supply ot old manure. Plant
in lines 4 feet apart and .'i feet apart in the rows.

Jenikalfin Artirhnhs.—These are so hardy
that they can be planted at any time ; but
nothing is gained by being too early except that

it is always advisable to keep work well in hand
when at all possible. This is one ot the few
plants that will succeed on the same piece of

ground for a number ot years in succession ; but
it a fresh site can be allowed them, the crop will

be finer. Fairly rich soil will give the best

results. Plant l.j inches apart in the rows and
3 feet trom row to row. It is an advantage to

give a good dusting of soot to each trench when
planting, as this helps to keep the little black

slug at bay.
Flower Garden.

Liliums.—No time should be lost in getting

ready the ground where it is intended to plant

Liliums. Deep working is essential, and if the

groun 1 is inclined to be retentive, some means of

draining off' surplus water must be adopted. A
good plan is to dig out a large hole, say, 8 feet

wide and 'JJ feet deep, where it is intended to

have a clump of these noble flowers. In the

bottom place '.I inches of broken bricks or other

such rough material, and fill up with a compost
ot chopped turf and leaf-mould or peat in nearly

equal proportions. It may also be necessary to

add some coarse sand. Plant about H inches

deep. It is not advisable to mix farmyard
manure with the soil ; tar better mulch the

surface round the plants with this material after

the growth is well through the soil. A good
handful of coarse sand (sea-sand is best) should

be placed under each bulb and another handful
above. Most Liliums are the better for partial

shade, more especially early in the day. It often

prevents damage by late spring frosts when the

sun is prevented striking the plants ia the

morning. An ordinary frost will do no harm,
providing the sun's rays are kept off the foliage

until such time as it has thawed. The edge ot

Rhododendron beds are very suitable positions for

such Lilies as auratum, speciosum, testaceum and
others. The umbellatum section is less fas-

tidious as to soil and situation, and will succeed
in ordinary garden soil and in mixed hardy
borders. So will the Turk's-oaps. These latter

also delight in partial shade, and succeed well

when planted in grass.

Delphiniums.—These noble flowers are usually

found in the mixed border, where they are most
welcome ; but I think that to do them tull justice

they should be planted in large clumps or beds.

Two yeire ago I got a number of strong mixed
seedliuge from Messrs. Barr, which I planted in

a square 2 feet apart each way. The first

season we got some grand spikes, but last year
the bed was entirely tilled with a perfect mass ot

beauty. The plants reached a height of over
III feet, the spikes being at least half that length.

C. Bl.AlR.

(Girdener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlilhgow.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN. Early Tcrnips.— It is imperative that a

sowing of Turnips shall be got in forthwith, and
a variety of the Snowball type can be chosen.

Immediately the seedlings appear commence dust-

ing them with a mixture of soot and wood-ashes,

choosing a time when the plants are damp, and
persist in this as a deterrent to the flea beetle.

SriNACH.—This must still be placed among
the neglected vegetables as far as amateur culti-

vators are concerned, and it is a state of affairs

that ought not to be tolerated. It is a most
beneficial food, and should have a place in all

gardens. Grown, as it commonly is, in packed
rows between other crops, where it is impossible

for it to secure the light and air which are

essential to its perfect development, the results

may not be gratifying ; but, correctly managed,

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

BROAD BEANS.—In the majority of

seasons the earliest sowing of this

crop is made in February, but this

year the weather throughout that

month was so generally unfavourable

that it is well within the bounds of

possibility that no such work could be done until

the first week of the present month. For the

earliest supplies a Longpod variety is usually

chosen as being exceptionally hardy, and now it

is necessary that a Broad Windsor variety should

be got in. The old-fashioned forms are steadily

being superseded by those with finer pods con-

taining three, four and even five

splendid seeds ; but no matter

what the particular variety may
happen to be, the amateur must
not fail to thoroughly prepare

the site, as well in regard to

perfect mechanical working as to

intelligent manuring, if he desires

to reap the most generous reward.

The seeds should be set in flat-

bottomed drills about 3 inches in

depth, and the placing must be

closer than usual this season, as

the seeds are not germinating as

well as could be desired. Have
the drills quite 8 inches in width

and place the seeds near the edge

on each side, eventually thinning

out the plants to 6 inches asunder

in each line for full cropping.

Early in April a sowing should be

made of an approved variety with

extra long pods for exhibition.

Planting Potatoes. — This
important operation should be
pressed forward with the utmost
possible speed, the ground being

in the finest condition that can

be secured by thorough cultiva-

tion. All sets of varieties for

present planting should have
either one or two strong, healthy,

green sprouts upon them ; and if

these are put 4 inches or G inches

beneath the surface, according to

the nature of the soil, excellent

results may be confidently anti-

cipated. If it is possible to put
a layer of wood-ashes in the drills

before the seed is placed in posi-

tion, so much the better ; it will

substantially help the plants.

ToMATOKS.—Those who have
suitable conveniences for bringing

along the young plants will now
have excellent material either

already potted up singly or quite

ready for that important opera-

tion. Use a plain compost of

loam, leaf-mould and sand, and
keep the plants in a position

where they can have all possible A feathered seedling of crocus cheysanthds. {See page 11,1.)

light and as much fresh air as is

consistentwithperfectsafety,sinoeitisonlyplants the leaves will be thick and succulent, and, when
which are sturdily grown from the commencement properly cooked, will be most welcome on the

that will give the best returns. Amateurs who table. Sow thinly in deeply worked fertile soil,

have only one greenhouse or one frame do not, and thin the plants early enough for them to

or should not, start so early, or they will find it ' have the opportunity to which they are fully

exceedingly difficult to keep the plants stocky
j

entitled. H. .T.

until it is time for them to be put into the open
garden in June. Sown now, seeds will germinate
quickly, and if the plants are intelligently

managed they will be splendid material by the
time they are wanted. Set three seeds in the
uiiildle of a small put, and, when the seedlings

appear, thin out to one ; but should space be
raalricted, sow in pans or boxes, placing the seeds

»t least '.i inches asunder in all directions, and
keeping well up to the roof gUss as soon as the
young plants make their appearance

SOME GOOD LETTUCES FOR
SUMMER USE.

Not very many years ago, most gardeners, and
practically all market growers, relied almost
entirely on Lettuces of the Cos section for summer
use, and even at the present time these are grow n

more largely in market establishments than those

of the Cibbage section. No doubt prejudice has

a lot to do with this. The market grower must

of necessity supply what is demanded—that is

his business—and it is equally as probable that
the demand for Cos Lettuces was created at a
time when the only Cabbage varieties available
were of a soft, flabby character. Happily this
has been changed, and we now have Cabbage
varieties the leaves of which are equally as crisp
as, if not more so than, the best Cos sorts, and
have the additional advantage of not running to
seed so quickly in hot weather. •

Generally speaking, Lettuces can be success-
fully grown in any garden, but, like every
other crop, they well repay good culture and
liberal feeding. A Lettuce grown slowly on
poor soil will be tough and flavourless, and not
to be compared with a large, solid specimen that
has had proper attention.

For summer crops sowings may
be made outdoors, at intervals of

a fortnight, from March till early
July, the seedlings to be trans-
planted as soon as large enough.
The distance will, of course,
depend upon the size of the
variety to be grown. For the
large Cos Lettuces rows 18 inches
apart and the plants !.!> inches
asunder in the rows is not too
great a distance, and the large
Cabbage varieties should not have
much less space, 15 inches and
12 inches respectively answering
very well. Where space is

limited, some plants, especially of

the early sowings, may be allowed
to remain in the seed-bed, and
these will usually' come in for use
a week or two earlier than those
transplanted.

Coming to varieties one is eon-
fronted with a formidable task.

There are now so many good
sorts to select from that one
cannot really say which are the
best. Among Cabbage varieties

I have, for several years past,
found Carter's Holborn Standard
a reliable Lettuce in every way.
It forms large, handsome, solid

heads of the finest quality, and
remains in good condition for

several weeks even in the hottest
weather. Sutton's Supreme is

another Cabbage Lettuce of con-
siderable value for summer work.
Like Holborn Standard it forms
large, solid, crisp heads, and
remains good a long time. Its

handsome appearance renders it

valuable for exhibition. Dobbie's
Exhibition Cabbage Lettuce is

also excellent for hot soils and is

quite distinct. It forms solid

hearts of rather large leaves and
has a good flavour. Webb's Great
Heart is a large, handsome variety
that I saw in splendid condition at
the Kinverseed farms a few years
ago, and although the weather for

some time previously had been
very hot and dry, it showed no signs of running
to seed. An old but well-tried variety is All the
Year Round. It is a good summer as well as a
winter Lettuce.

01 Cos varieties it is even more difficult to

make a selection. Many sent out under different

names appear to be almost identical. Possibly
the National Vegetable Society will one day be
in a position to do away with this duplicity of

names. Last year Webb's New Ideal did very
well with me. It is a large, incurved variety and
needs no tying, the hearts forming quickly. A
distinct variety is Sutton's White Heart, a broad,
solid Lettuce of large size. It produces beautilul
white hearts of first-class quality. Thesetwo sorts,

with Mammoth White, will be sufficient to meet
the requirements of any amateur. H.
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TH'E GREENHOUSE.
L.\PAaERIAS AND THEIR CULTURE

THE Lapageria is not grown in these

days so extensively as it was a quarter

of a century ago. In many largf

gardens throughout the oouotry some
very fine speoiniens may still be seen,

and they only need to be seen to be

admired when the lovely blossoms are open. As
there are now so many glass struotures in the

THE RARE SAXtFRAGA FAI.DONSIDE. (Nnhiml si:c.)

country, and the owners of them are often
nonplussed as to what kind of climber or trailing

plant they cin procure to furnish the wires,
pillars, or other portions of the houses, I do not
hesitate to recommend the Lapageria as a very
charming and fairly easily grown plant.

One may occasionally see a Lapageria plant
in a very bad state of health ; the leaves are pale
in colour, tough in texture, few in number, and
the young shoots—if there are any—are short
and spindling. Now, such a condition is frequently
caused by an uncongenial rooting medium. The
compost used is mostly of too light a nature,
containing either too much peat or leaf-soil.

Again, the watering in such circumstances
requires the greatest skill, because of the tendency
of the internal portion of the
compost to get excessively dry
and to remain so. Use more
fibrous loam and less peat or
leaf-soil as the case may be, and
provide very ample drainage,
whether the plants are grown
in pots or in borders. I prefer

small brick pits about I S inches
square. A very hot position is

not suitable either. An east,

north-east or west position is

the best. It is better to plant
in a north position than a
south one where there is full

exposure to the sunshine.
The foliage must be kept

very clean, and to this end it

is necessary to sponge the
leaves ; this can best be done
by taking the plants from the
wires, socare must be taken not
to allow the shoots to entwine
around them. There are not
n'any varieties, and rosea and
alba are the two best. Avon.

'

raised by Orchid experts during recent years,

and the one illustrated can claim to be placed in

the front rank of these newcomers. It was fully

described under "New Plants" in our issue

dated March 5. When shown by Messrs. Sander
and Sons of St. Albans before the Orchid
committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on
the .i2nd ult. , it created a considerable amount of

interest and was granted a first-class certificate

The ground colour is white, very faintly tinged
with yelljw, and the blotches are brownish
crimson.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SAXTFRAGA BOYDII AND ITS

VARIETIES.

IT
goes without saying, I think, that Saxi-

fraga Boydii is the queen of the yellow-
flowered Saxifrages, inimitable and alone

among the many early flowering gems of

which the genus is composed. The
original is a presumed hybrid between

S. aretioides and 8. burseriana, and origi-

nated in the garden of Mr. Boyd, Melrose,

N. B. I say "a presumed hybrid" advisedly,

inasmuch as the plant was the product of a
natural cross and for which, at first, two white-

flowered species were held to be the parents. On
the plant first flowering some years later at Kew,
however, the late Mr. Dewar, who was then in

charge of the alpine department, suggested the

influence of the yellow-flowered species above-
named, and which, I believe, has met with
general acceptance despite the manifest gap
which separates this and the other parent named
in the time of their flowering.

But whatever the origin of the hybrid, two
things are certain, viz., that the coming of Boydii
created a desire for the better things among
alpine plants and gave a decided impetus to their

cultivation. The only fault that has to be found
with this lovely yellow flowered plant, whose
inch-high stature appeals to all, is that it is

difficult to maintain long in good health, and the

more so, according to my experience, in low-lying

or fog-smitten districts. A plant may be in

apparent health to-day, to-morrow a browning of

the rosettes appears, and presently these perish

as though touched by some virulent poison or

malignant disease. That the failing is not con-

fined to one species or variety, or even to the

low-lying districts aforesaid, I know full well, a

similar or identical thing causing the destruction

of the plants often enough in their native haunts
or in mountainous districts where they are culti-

vated. The best remedy I have to offer is air,

and that overhead dryness at certain seasons that

might afford some sort of substitute—poor though
it be— for the pure, clarified, exhilarating air of

their mountain home and the deep bed of snow
which covers them for weeks together. In the

rock garden we might cover these gems with a

sheet of glass, though, on account of their early

flowering, the alpine house affords them the best

protection. The soil for growing such plants

should be of a gritty nature and abundantly
drained, and, given these with firm potting, the

cultivator has done his best.

Apart from the original, which produces flowers

of deep primrose colour and which on first ex-

panding are of lemon yellow tone, there are

two others, Faldonside and Cherrytrees, seed-

lings, I believe, from the original, and both are

yellow-flowered. Faldonside, which is shown in

the illustration, has a larger and more shapely

flower than its parent and is of a pale primrose
yellow. Cherrytrees is a shade between these

two and a very pretty variety. Occasionally one
meets with a form labelled " lutea,' a smaller

flower, and probably also a seedling variation

from the original. E. H. .Jenkins.

THE FASCINATION OF THE CROCUS.
Spring Crooi.

( Continued from page 1-9.)

Havini: cleared out of the way the florist's

forms of spring-flowering Croci, I feel 1 may
deal with a clear conscience with the species

and their varieties that have a much greater

hold on my affections. I do not suppose

my readers will wish to learn about the rarer

and, for the most part, unprocurable forms,

nor yet of those that are either too expensive

for buying in any quantity or too hard to

please in the matter of soil or climate, and so

never stay long with us. Thank goodness there

are many that are cheap and lovely, sturdy and
prolific. For instance, of C. Imperati, .'is. 6d.

will purchase 100. If planted in early autumn in

a warm nook of the rock garden, or at the

southern foot of a hedge or wall or even tree, the

result should be at least '2iKI lovely flowers from
early in January till, perhaps, mid-March—

a

feast for early roving bees, abundance of seed,

and, if in not too tidy a garden, a rich crop of

self-sown seedlings to extend the patch in after

years. There are two distinct forms of C. Imperati

ODONTOGLOSSUM
SPLENDENS

Many new and excellent
Odontoglossums have been THE NEW ORONTOOLOSSUJI SPLENDENS. {Single Ifoirn; natural si^e.)
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sold by the nurserymen. I used to feel certain

which to go to for the kind I wanted, but having

had no need to buy more for many years, thanks

to their freedom of increase, I cannot now direct

with certainty.

Messrs. Ant. Roozen used to regularly supply

the monophyllous form, Mr. C. G. van Tubergen,

jun., the diphyllous, and may still adhere to

their special lines. I have never made up my
mind as to which I like best, and should advise

all who can to get both.

Every Crocus blossom as it appears above

ground is wrapped up in a semi-transparent

covering called botanioally a spathe, and in

many species it is a good distinguishing character

whether there are two or only one of these

spathes. Of course, as the name shows, the

monophyllous form has but one spathe ; it also

has upright leaves, taller blossoms, which are

produced simultaneously and, as a rule, early in

January, and seldom show any variation in

colour or feathering, being rosy lilac within and

straw colour on the exterior of the three outer

segments, marked with three dark purple lines.

The diphyllous or two-spathed form has

larger flowers, closer to the ground, richer orange

in the throat and varies a great deal. Two lovely

white forms are in cultivation, but rare, and

there is no end to the variety in the featherings

I,ILI0M GIi;ANTEUM in the (lATiDENS OK

on the outer segments ; some are plain straw

colour with no markings, and others richly

feathered with crimson purple, and individual

plants vary in this respect sometimes from year

to year, which is, I think, unique among Crocuses.

Occasionally they begin to send up flowers before

Christmas, but generally oome in later than the

monophyllous form, and seldom have so many
flowers open at one time, as they are extended

over a longer period.

This latter is the true Iraperati as described

by Tenore, and I have not yet seen the mono-

phyllous form either in herbaria or gardens from

a wild source. It does not seed freely, and my
experiments with its seedlings have not been

conclusive yet, but I suspect it of being of garden

origin, and poseibly having something to do with

C. suaveolens.

Sieberi is another Crocus for every garden.

Its sturdy, somewhat globose flowers are bluish

lilac, of a tint so hard to describe that I have

matched it carefully in the colour chart which,

thanks to the Royal Horticultural Society, is

now our standard of colours. I find page 198,

No. 2, "Bright violet," well represents the

warmer \tone8, and page JO.'i, No. '2, "Lobelia

blue," the cooler ones. Its bright yellow throat

distinguishes it at a glance from its near relation

veluchensis, which i=, unfortunately, still very
rare in gardens.

Sieberi seeds freely

and soon spreads in

any sunny border.

In Crete it varies

with white flowers

marked externally

with bandsor stripes

of rich purple red,

and some of these

forms are remark-
ably beautiful.
They have very large

stigmata of bright

orange, which show
up splendidly
against the white
and purple ; but in

spite of this prepara-

tion for the recep-

tion of pollen, I find

them some of the

shyest seeders of

any, and unless
some enterprising

collector will risk

his life among Cretan
brigands, I fear it

will be many years
before these glorious

forms of Sieberi var.

versicolor become
common. Tomasini-

anus is a veritable

weed when once it

begins to seed, for it

would, I feel sure,

take many years to

eradicate by any
means short of burn-

ing the soil. It is

so lovely though,
that so long as it

keeps out of patches

of other species I

let it go its own
way. It varies very
much in colour,
being of every shade
of lilac from almost
white to deep
amethyst, and I have
a good patch of the

offsets of one seed-

ling with a dark
purple spot near the

tips of the outer

ERMINOTON i;K.CT(iRY, socTii DKVON. Segments alter the

manner of vernus var. leucorhynchus, and also

a major form that I prize highly, as not only is

it large and robust, but has more blue in its

colouring.

I hardly dare trust myself to write of C.

chrysanthus. I have raised so many seedlings

of its various forms and am afraid I may elevate

to the dignity of swans what would be but
ordinary geese to others ; but as it is such a

cheery, hardy little fellow, I will try to smother
my almost parental pride^ and write of its

better-known forms. It appears to me to demand
division into three distinct races.

1. The type.—Flowers small, globose, orange
yellow ; anthers, yellow with black spots on the
barbs ; stigma, yellow or rich scarlet. One of

the first to greet us in the new year, and though
individual blooms get destroyed by snow or sharp
frosts, it generally keeps up a display for several

weeks.
It has given me seedlings with paler flowers

and variously marked outside, with black
featherings (see page 140), and just lately with
deep bronze suffusion.

Wallham Cross. E. Ac(:u.sTU3 Bowles.
(To be continued.)

LILIUM GIGANTEUM AND ITS
CULTURE.

The accompanying illustration of this beautiful

and little-grown Lily is from a photograph sent
us by Miss M. F. Hawker, Mutley House,
Plymouth. The plant is growing in the gardens
of Ermington Rectory, South Devon, and the
following cultural details have been kindly
supplied by the Vicar : "This Lily (which grows
from H feet to lU feet high, sometimes even
taller) needs a warm situation in the garden and
one which is sheltered from the wind. During
the growing time, which begins early—this plant
at the time of writing (March 4) is more than
(i inches high—care should be taken to shelter

the young foliage from frost. In dry seasons
water and liquid manure will be of much service.

To plant the Lily a pit should be dug a spit and
a-half deep and some nice earth mixed with leaf-

mould and some old manure put into it, and then
the bulbs. These should be well mulched with
some light waste, or any leafy material, and a
little manure. Every flowering bulb dies after

it has flowered, but, of course, it does not fail to

provide young ones for succession. The flowers

are pure white and sweetly scented. The bulbs
used to be 7s. t3d. each, but are now cheaper.

If people can have patience seven years—the

best bulbs are produced from seeds, the young
plants from which are very much sought after by
slugs, &o. , and need protection from these
enemies."

DAFFODILS AND TULIPS AT
VINCENT SQUARE.

In the Royal Horticultuial Society's Book of

Arrangements for lillO it is stated with reference

to the forced bulb show, held on the 8th

and !lth inst., that "The object is to de-

monstrate the varieties best suited for gentle

forcing." The hall was packed with lovely

exhibits and crowds of people ; in fact, I should
think the number of visitors present between
•2.3tt p.m. and 4 p.m. must have very nearly been
a recoid. The show was a splendid object-

lesson so far as cut Daffodils and Daffodils grown
in fibre are concerned ; but one could not
help thinking that it would have added to the
interest if there had been more samples of bulbs

grown in pots in the ordinary way. Cultivation

in fibre is all very good in season and in reason,

but I do not imagine that its warmest advocates
would say that the results to be obtained irom
the practice are superior to those to be got from
soil and pot. I quite allow that the fine

exhibits of Lady Tate (Park Hill, Streatham
Common) were equal to anything which could

be produced from the old-fashioned way ; Init
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many of those in the competitive claaseB and in

the trade groups had quite a different look about

them from what they would have had had they

been grown by the older method. This writing

on the wall must be interpreted as a warning to

those who think that all that has to be done to

ensure auooess ia to buy fibie and bulbs from some
good dealer, and that then all will be well. The
non-drainage system requires a very great deal

of oare to get the best results, more so than many
anticipate who embark upon it. I wonder if it

would be possible another year to have a class

with prizes for Daffodils grown in the ordinary

way in small pans about SJ inches in diameter

and ") inches or 5h inches in depth. How bright

Southern Star would have looked and how dainty

W. P. Milner ! while what a fine bold group
would well-grown Mme. de (Jraaff or Fairy (with

its majestic broadly reflexing trumpet) have made I

Fairy is a tine thing, but it is one of the short-

stemmed race that are no use for cutting. I would
suggest that the niche that these would best fill in

house or room decoration is to grow them in

quantity in shallow pots or pans, such as those

mentioned above.

On the various stands there must have been
altogether well over 100 different varieties

exhibited in a cut state. Visitors accordingly

had plenty of material from which to take notes

for their next year's requirements in the cut

Diffjdil line. Before proceeding to enumerate
some of the prominent features of the show, I

should like to say that Messrs. Barr and Sons'

Blaokwfll and Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin's
Henry Irving were two extremely fine examples
of culture. The former quite put into the shade
Gloria Mundi, which it resembles and which
was placed near it in the group, while some
people, I believe, almost refused to credit the

correctness of the label of the latter, thinking it

must be some fine new variety.

Undoubtedly the best group was that of

Messrs. Cartwright and Cioodwin, who had their

graceful arc of flowers full of a great variety of

well-staged blooms, the whole of which had been
grown in Mr. Cartwright's private garden at

King's Norton.
Southern Star was probably the one that

attracted the largest amount of attention on
account of the deep vivid red edge of its widely
expanded cup. I was told that it had been out
in full flower on February 20, and that it is one
of the best of plants for forcing purposes. It is,

as a catalogue describes it, "A most lovely

flower." The large starry, stiti' white perianth
and the flat brilliant red-edged cup formed an
excellent combination, which its earliness and
suitability for pots only serve to enhance. Coreen
is a well-formed Englehearti with a pale prim-
rose perianth, a widely expanded pale yellow
cup with a pale orange edge. It has a fine strong
stem and a good constitution. The bunch of old

lylueen Sophia was very delightful. I wonder
whether this variety is like Dr. Fell and does
better in pots than in the open.

Fairy, which I have already alluded to, is a
very taking flower ; its large, bold trumpet singles

it out at once as out of the ordinary. For pot-

work it should prove effective.

Weardale Perfection and the deep golden
yellow Goldfinch were two fine trumpets that

gentle forcing obviously suits. The exquisite

drooping Ariadne, whose place is in a vase just

above the eye-line, must also be mentioned, and
with Scarletta, which was prominent because of

its vivid orange red cup, must bring my notes on
this group to a close.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, who well deserved the
siher Flora medal awarded to them, had, among
others, Peter Birr; but this is hardly "practical
politics" for pots just yet, seeing that it is still

priced at several pounds a bulb. Even if it were,
I think I would rather have Alice Knights with
its pure white starry perianth and elegant wide-
mouthed trumpet of the palest primrose. It is

a free bloomer, which is an additional recom-
mendation. Hamlet and Lord Roberts both

looked well, as if

mild pot treatment
had suited them.
Robert Syden-

ham, Limited, had
a nice, tasty little

stand of blooms that

had been specially

grown for the firm

not a hundred miles

from Birmingham.
White Lady was
distinctly good, but
it is not a varitty

that I very much
care about for forc-

ing : its perianth
does not keep very
firm. Glitter was
also good. It is a

pretty little flower

and very useful for

pots. Bullfinch
made an attractive

bunch, and Lucifer
was effective.

Messrs. Pearson
and Sons, from
Lowdham, had a

varied collection of

the ordinary kinds
with a few newer
ones interspersed
among them.
Chaucer (one of the
newer Poets) was in

fine condition, and
is evidently a good
variety for gentle

forcing. The new
double Argent is

another kind that

might well be given
a trial. One of the
best bunches was
that of Firebrand.
It is free, and can-

not be passed over
on account of the

deep colour of its

cup. Unfortunately,
the perianth often

gets wingy before the flower is over. Madge
Matthew is a decorative Leedsii, with the

same type of crab-like perianth that we find in

Torch or Una ; in fact, it might be described as

a lesser form of the latter.

Messrs. W. H. Page and Son had a few vases

of Excelsior. It is a flower somewhat after the

style of Golden Spur, but most valuable for a

succession, coming in under similar treatment
about a week later. It has good substance
in its petals and is of a deeper shade of yellow
than (; olden Spur.

I have left no room for Tulip notes ; but, all

the same, I must beg a few extra lines to say

that, in my opinion, the exhibit of early Tulips

by Messrs. R. and (!. Cuthbert was on quite

the right lines and one of the most useful things

in the show. I was glad to see it obtained

a similar award to that given to Messrs.

Cartwright and Goodwin.
In all there were about two dozen kinds,

nicely arranged in gentle undulations about
a foot above the floor level and in perfect

condition of flower and foliage. One very

seldom sees so many kinds together in fairly

big masses. Flamingo, a sort of pink White
Hawk ; La Reraarquable, a sort of claret and
cream with a buff yellow edge ; Unique, a pure

white with a broad yellow flame on each petal

;

Sir T. Lipton, a fine rich red ; Vermilion
Brilliant, the grand old bright wax red : and
Grace Darling, the deep red, bloom-covered
beauty, had each of them many admirers. There
was nothing very new, but it was a fine exhibit

of well-tried varieties. JoSKPn Jacob.

NOTOSPARTIUM CARMICH^I.I/i3 IN A DEVON NDRSERV.

PLANTING GLADIOLI.
Tmodoii some of the new varieties are expensive,

there are plenty of good and cheap kinds to be
had in the various sections. They may bi-

planted from now onwards till the end of April,

and may be grown in beds, as groups in the

border, or as dot plants over a groundwork of

Verbenas, Drumraond'a Phlox or Violas. To
obtain really good spikes some pains should be
taken in the preparation of the ground, but
manure should not be placed close to the corms.

A good system is to take out holes from 4 inches

to li inches deep, place half an inch of coarse sand
in the bottom and then arrange the corma on this

about 8 inches apart. If they can be covered with
sand so much the better.

NOTOSPARTIUM CARMICH.KLI.K.
This beautiful New Zealand shrub is not nearly

so well known aa it should be, especially in

the West and South-West of England, for in

these districts it is quite hardy. The plant shown
in the illustration is planted on a rockery in

the nurseries of Meaars. Robert Veitch and Son,

Exeter, and is now about S feet in height and
(i feet across, with a trunk fully 1'2 inches in

circumference. When in bloom, in July, it is

literally smothered with its dainty piuk Pea-
shaped blossoms, as the illustration shows.

When at its best—and it remains in bloom a long

time—it is highly attractive, and commands
attention from even the most casual observer.

Extter. S. Rapi.ey.
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GARDENING I^OR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN. — Providing

the weather and soil are both suit-

able, a good-sized planting of early

Potatoes may be made now. If the

tubers were put up to sprout, as

advised some weeks ago, they will

now have sturdy green shoots on them about an

inch in length, and care must be taken to pre-

serve the best of these when planting the sets.

I. AN OLD ROOT OF THE LYCHNIS IN EXCEL.

LENT CONDITION FOR DIVIDING INTO

EITHER SMALL OR LARGE PIECES.

Generally speaking, it is a good plan to retain

the three strongest shoots and rub out all others.

This gives a large crop of moderate-sized tubers,

which are generally what is required from early

varieties unless they are being grown for exhi-

bition, in which case retain only the strongest

shoot to each set. Rows 1 foot 9 inches apart

and a distance of 14 inches between the sets in

the row will answer well for early varieties,

which are usually short-topped. In planting

sprouted Potatoes—and the system answers

equally as well for unsprouted tubers—I take out

good-sized holes ti inches deep with a spade, give

a good sprinkling of Wakeley's Hop Manure to

each station, and then carefully place the tubers

in the holes with their sprouts upwards, after-

wards filling in the holes lightly with fine soil.

When fairly dry the surface of the plot may be

raked over, and the whole will then present a

neat appearance. I find the roots of the

Potatoes much appreciate the Hop Manure, and
it does not scar the new tubers as some other

patent manures are apt to do.

Flower Oarden.—As soon as the soil is dry

enough now, some of the hardiest annuals may
be sown, but not all those which seedsmen list as

"hardy annuals." This term is very frequently

misapplied, and is usually given to those annuals

which can be sown direct in the open tjarden.

The Nasturtium is one plant of many that seeds-

men list as a "hardy annual" ; yet, in reality,

it is one of the most tender annuals grown in our

gardens, 1° of frost being sufBcient to destroy it.

Under these circumstances it is obvious that it

would not do to sow all the flowers found listed

in catalogues as hardy annuals at this early date.

The following, however, may be sown now, and

care must in all cases be taken to sow the seeds

very thinly : Eschsoholtzia (strictly a perennial,

but usually grown as an annual). Mignonette,
Nemophila insignis, annual Lupines, Candytuft,

pot Marigolds, annual ('hrysanthemums. Corn-

flower, Coreopsis, hybrid Gaillardias (which,

though in most eases are perennials, are usually

grown as annuals), Gypsophila elegans. Larkspurs,
Limnanthes Douglasii, Night - scented Stock,

NIgella or Love-in-a-Mist, and Shirley Poppies.

It will be seen by the above list, which is not

exhaustive, that there are many annuals which
can be sown outdoors at au early date to provide

flowers before the more tender annuals give us

their quota of beauty.

Oreeiihousef! and Frames.—The sun is now
getting powerful, and attention to the shading of

glass structures must be given without delay.

Undoubtedly blinds of light tifiany, which can

be raised or lowered at will, and which do not

exclude the light which is so beneficial to plant-

life, are much the best and cheapest in the long

run, and, where possible, these should be fixed.

The best and simplest system is to nail the blinds

securely to the rafters at the top of the house,

running a half-ineh-thick batten along the edge
and over the blind, as this will prevent tearing.

Then at the eaves of the house a large roller will

be supported by iron hooks made for the purpose,

the blind at this edge being nailed firmly and
evenly to the roller. One end of the roller

will have a deep, reel-like arrangement, in which
one end of a strong length of window cord is

nailed. The cord is then wound round the reel

while the blind is down. To raise the blind pull

the loose end of the cord, and as it is unwound
the blind will be raised. When the latter is

rolled up the cord can be fastened to a hasp or

catch secured to the opposite side of the house
for the purpose. Of course, blinds of this sort

cannot very well be carried over roof ventilators,

and should be fixed below them. The ventilators

and any glass not covered by the blinds can be
stippled with one of the preparations for the

purpose now on the market. Blinds for frames
can be fixed to plain rollers, these to be rolled itp

by hand.

Room aiid Wiiidon- Plants.—Several enquiries

have reached me recently concerning the repot-

ting of these ; but this work is better deferred

until next month. The plants should, however,
be frequently syringed or sponged with tepid

water to clear off accumulations of dust, which
do considerable injury by clogging the breath-

ing pores of the foliage. Now that the days are

longer and brighter, plants indoors, in common
with those in the greenhouse, will need water at

more frequent intervals, and on no account must
they be neglected in this respect. Such bulbous
plants as Hyacinths and Daffodils growing in

ordinary soil will need an abundance of water
just now, much more than the majority of room
plants require. A. A.

Lychnis revels in sunny borders where the soil

has been deeply dug and well manured. This
subject, however, will succeed very well in any
good ordinary soil that has been deeply dug and
rendered sweet and clean by exposure to the

elements for a time before planting operations
are carried out.

The common name of the Lychnis is Campion,
although some of the plants bear the names of

German Catohfly (L. Viscaria) and Jerusalem
Cross (L. ehalcedonica), a Russian species, said to

have been introduced so long ago as the year 1.596.

The scarlet Lychnis coronaria is dedicated to St.

tjohn the Baptist in the Catholic Church. The
Lychnis is also called Rose Campion, Red
Campion and White Campion ; by ancient

writers it was known as Flower or Campion of

Constantinople.
A few of the better kinds are the following

:

Lychnis ehalcedonica, a brilliant scarlet, very

showy and effective border plant, height .3 feet,

summer flowering : L. ehalcedonica fl. -pi., a

vermilion scarlet double form ; and alba, white,

a beautiful trio of one species all attaining the

same height ; L. Viscaria, a pretty rock plant

having rosy red flowers ; L. V. alba grandiflora,

with trusses of large single white flowers ; and L.

V. splendens plena, which evolves panicles of

large double flowers of a rose colour, not unlike

a double - flowered Stock in appearance. All

of these three varieties attain a height of

about '.t inches, and are very pretty in early

summer. L. haageana grandiflora is a hybrid
yielding handsome, rich scarlet flowers resembling

a Maltese Cross ; the plant attains a height of

about a foot. Other good species are L.

Laga8ca3, a Pyrenean species growing about

3 inches high and bearing rosy blossoms with
white centres ; L. alba plena (the Double White
Campion), having large, pure white double flowers

and fragrant, height 21 feet, flowering from June
to September ; and L. Flos-.Jovis(Rose Campion),

a bright pink, height 2 feet ; besides other

interesting kinds.

Those who have the necessary old plants in

their gardens at the present time should proceed

forthwith to lift them for the purpose of dividing

them into pieces of various sizes. Although
I recommend this division of the old plants at

this period, readers should distinctly understand

INCREASING AND GROWING THE
LYCHNIS.

Althocoh the subject under notice does not
embrace a very large number of species and
varieties, the latter are sufficiently interesting

to justify a special reference being made to their

usefulness and beauty in the hardy flower border.

There are both annual and perennial species, but
it is only to the latter that I wish to draw
attention now. They are plants of the Pink
family, and several of them are well suited for

culture in the hardy border. The different

kinds that are enumerated are of easy culture

and distinctly showy and attractive. The

-DIVIDED PIECES OF THE CLP I'LANT SHOWN
IN FIG. I. BACH WILL MAKE A COOI)

I'LANT DURING THE PRESENT YEAR.
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3.—THE METHOD OK PLANTING THE LYCHNIS I

BORDEK. THEY SHOULD HE CROtTTED
COLONIES.

that it may be done with equal suooess in the

autumn. The plant shown in Fig. 1 presents

great possibilities, for it is quite a simple matter
to break up such a specimen into at least a dozen
good promising pieces. Should the grower prefer

to break the old clump into smaller pieces in

order to increase his supplies, this may be
achieved quite easily and a large number of well-

rooted pieces with two or more shoots adhering
be brought into being.

In Fig. 2 e.^amples of divided pieces are shown.
The upper pieces will quickly develop into pretty

little plants, and the larger pieces in the lower
half of the illustration will make excellent speci-

mens and flower quite satisfactorily in the ensuing
summer months. At this period the reader may
enquire, Where should the divided pieces of the

old roots be planted V I would have no hesitation

in planting the larger pieces straight away in the

border where they are to flower. In the case of

the smaller pieces, it is better to give them cold

frame treatment. They may be lifted from the

frames a month hence in much better condition,

and would go ahead with vigour. Quite a large

number of such small pieces may be accommo-
dated in a small cold frame.

Fig. 3 serves to illustrate the method of

planting the larger divided pieces in the border.

They should be grouped in colonies of three or

more in each group. In small gardens this

number will be quite sufficient ; but in larger

gardens where the borders are increased propor-

tionately, six, nine or even a dozen pieces may
be grouped most effectively.

Those readers who desire to raise the Lychnis
from cuttings may do so. If ordinary care be

observed, each shoot may be detached with a
knife and with a root or two adhering. With
such material each piece will give a good account
of itself. Fig. 4 aptly illustrates a severed shoot
and a similar shoot inserted in a "thumb' pot
This may seem to be a somewhat extravagant
method of raising stock ; but the reader need only
be reminded of the advantage accruing when the
plaut is ultimattly shaken out of the pot—no
damage is done to the roots. Cuttings may be
luserted in beds of prepared soil in the green-
house, in boxes or around the edge of pots. Any
light, gritty soil will answer for the purpose of

propagation, and the rooting process will speedily
take place. D. B. C.

REPOTTINO STOVE PLANTS.
1 HE average gardener is very fond of the work
of repotting stove plants, such as Crotons,
Dracanas, Allamandas, Coleuses and similar
kinds, which rfiquire a moderately high tempera-
lure and moist atmosphere if they are to grow
and form periect specimens. Crotons thrive in

nice tibrous loam and sweet leaf -soil. Dracaenas
like loam, leaf-soil and peat. Coleuses and

similar soft - wooded plants

grow apace in a light, sandy
compost.
At this season we often

experience some very cold

winds, even while the sun's

rays are very warm. Nearly
all the occupants of the stove

house are now making young
growth freely, and, of course,

such shoots are very tender
and easily checked by undue
exposure to cold winds. It is

at this stage, when the new
shoots are growing freely, that
the bulk of the repotting must
be done. I like to have one or

two movable potting-benches,

so that the work of repotting
can be done inside the stove

when convenient. The port-

able potting-benoh need only
be a small one. The composts,
too, must be warmed before

they are used, and a good way
to do this is to take some into the house a
couple of days before it is required. Clean pots

and crooks should be employed ; it is very
essential that the insides of the pots be clean

and dry. If they were used in a dirty or damp
condition, it would be very difficult to turn the

plants out of their pots when a subsequent re-

potting had to be done. In all cases the new
soil must be made as firm as that of the old ball,

and a blunt-ended potting stick should be used
to ensure this being done. Take care not
to injure the roots when ramming the new
Eoil. Shamroi K.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

N THE HARDY
IN SEPARATE

HERBACEons Phloxes.—So great is the wealth
of beauty and variety to be tound among these

plants during the late summer and early autumn
months that a selection of them is well-nigh in-

dispensable to any garden, large or small ; hence
those who delight in the hardiest and showiest
flowers of the garden should lose no time in

securing supplies. To say at once that the Phlox
delights in quite rich and moist soils is to com-
press the essential cultural details of the group
into the proverbial nutshell, though to leave it

thus might rob it of not a little of its force and
value. As a matter of fact, it is hardly possible

for the gardener in either of the above to err on
the side of liberality, and nothing short of the

richest food supplies, accompanied by abundant
root moisture, is calculated to make of these

things a well-deserved success. To plant them
within the rooting area of tree or shrub in soil

already reduced by circumstances to the lowett
fertility, and where in all probability extremes
of dryness are almost sure to be found during
the leaf-bearing period of the tree, is to court

failure from the beginning. Hardly less bad
would be these Phloxes if given a place in the
crowded or much overgrown shrubbery ; while
another fertile cause of failure results from
planting in highly mounded beds where most of

the rainfall is directed from the roots of the

subject. So important is this question of plant-

ing that it will not be out of place to state clearly

what is

The Most Rational Method.—In the first

place the position should be fairly open, or it

may be within the region of tree shade so long as

the soil is not robbed to any extent by tree roots.

Then as to the surface of the bed ; this should be
either on a level with the surrounding soil or

slightly below it, so that an opportunity is

afforded of saturating with water in times of

drought. In this way a bed whose surface is flat,

or even 2 inches below the turf or the surround-

ing soil, may be flooded at will with the best

possi ble results at flowering-time. Being a great

eurfaoe-rooting subject, the Phlox may also be
heavily mulched wiih advantage.
Some Showv Varieties.—The following are

all excellent for border decoration and quite
distinct : Mrs. E. H. Jenkins, snow white, very
large truss ; Etna, crimson scarlet ; Aurore,
brilliant orange scarlet ; Le Si'cle, rose pink

;

Iris, violet blue ; Selma, salmon pink ; Frei-

fraulein Von Lassberg, very handsome, pure
white ; Eugenie Danzinvilliers, soft lilac blue

;

Le Mahdi, violet blue ; Leonardo da Vinci,
white, maroon eye ; Flambeau, fiery red ; and
Paul Martin, china rose.

Michaelmas Daisies.—These are also known
as Starworts and perennial Asters, the group
constituting an important feature in the open-air
garden during September and October when pro-
viding fleecy or billowy clouds of white, lilac,

mauve, pale and deep blue, and other shades of
colour. In their way these Asters are quite
unique, there being nothing throughout the year
to compare with them either in 3olour, variety
or the wonderful profusion of their flowering.
During recent years, too, these things have been
cultivated as opposed to the complete neglect of

former times, when, as a rule, they were rele-

gated to the back of the shrubbery or other
border to eke out a miserable existence or to
die. How well these Asters repay for liberal

treatment may be gathered from the remarkable
displays made during the autumn months at the
leading exhibitions, and which in very large
degree is the outcome of annual transplanting.
For the amateur, however, this is not necessary,
and biennial or triennial planting will be found
suitable in many gardens. It is important that
the outer portions only of the plant—those grown
in the fullest light—be retained when the
replanting is done, as these give much the best
results.

Good Varieties to Plant.—There are quite
a host of good Michaelmas Daisies, hence any
selection of them is a difficult matter. The
following, however, are particularly good, and
may be planted at once : Climax (the largest

blue), Arcturus, Densa, Wm. Marshall, Robert

4.—RAISINC THE lychnis FROM CUTTINGS.
the growth on THE LEFT REPRESENTS
A YOUNG SHOOT -lOST AS IT IS SEVERED
FROM THE OLD CLOMP, AND ON THE
RIGHT THE CUTTING IS POTTED UP IN A

SMALL "sixty" OR "THUMB"' POT.

Parker, all blue-flowered of varying shades

;

Melpomtne, Mrs. J. F. Rayner and R3'ecrolt
Fink, with oordifolius, 0. Ideal and c. Photo-
graph, whioh are really among the most elegant
ot all. To these should be added Beauty of

Colwall, which is a blue double-flowered variety
of great merit, and, indeed, the first of its kind
to appear. E. H. Jenkins.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
AMONG THE ROSES.

CWING to the exoesBive rainfall many
^ have been prevented from planting

I the Rosea they intended to, and
m have doubtless heeled them in
' the soil under shelter of a north

hedge or wall. By the time these

lines are in print the Roses may have been

planted ; but if not, I would advise that the first

opportunity should be seized to carry out the

work. It piys anyone to have some good soil

prepared, and to give each bush, climber or

standard about half a peck, allowing it to well

percolate among the roots. This soil should

consist of old potting soil or fine loam, sand,

leaf-soil and well-rotted manure in equal parts,

with about ,'?lb. of bone-meal to two bushels of

the mixture. Such a mixture given liberally,

even to old plants that are to be transplanted, will

work wonders in their subsequent growth. Be
sure to tread the soil firmly about the roots, and

repeat this a week or ten days afterwards when
the surface is fairly dry. All

Standard Ix'oses should be staked at the time of

planting. Where any trees are not looking

healthy, just replant them in some well-worked

soil and give the compost named above. This

and pruning back hard will often completely

rejuvenate a sickly looking tree.

Bases May be Safely Planted until April, but 1

would advise that the growths of all except

wiohuraiana Roses be cut back to within

4 inches or 5 inches of the base before planting

or immediately afterwards.

Stories for budding may now be planted and

the work done all through March and early April.

Standard Briars are usually planted before

Christmas, but last year the writer planted

several in March and they grew well ; but then

it was a genial spring. The standard stocks

already planted should be made firm at the root

as soon as the soil is dry enough to dig.

Seedling Briars are planted in well-dug land

with an iron-cased dibber, planting the stocks

about s inches apart in rows 2 feet to .3 feet

apart.

Briar Cuttings and Manetti stocks are planted

the same distance apart. These are best planted

on well-dug land, putting down a line and making

a nick or trench about ii inches deep. Set the

plants in, shovel in the soil and tread firmly.

Afterwards draw the soil up to the stems, which

remain thus until budding-time.

Budded Stocks that are not yet out back should

be so treated without delay. Standard Briars

have the lateral shoots that contain the bud cut

back to within 3 inches or 4 inches from the bud.

In May when setting out these stocks we leave

three shoots and cut off the others. The buds

are inserted in the two lower shoots ; then in

Jj'ebruary the top shoot and piece of stem are out

away close up to the next shoot that is budded.

By so doing the upright stem heals over and

prevents the dying back so frequently seen when
the Briars are cut oack at other periods.

Trendiing can still be carried out ready for

late planting. Where possible, incorporate some

basic slag with the lower trench, say, half a

pound to the square yard, and a liberal supply of

bone-meal to tne upper stratum of the soil.

Manure may bo applied to old-established

plants. Good farmyard manure is still as good

as anything, but where this is not available,

Wakeley's flop Manure is an excellent sub-

stitute. Rose soil needs some material to provide

humus or, in other words, to keep the soil in a

good physical condition.

Franing may be begun now, but only as regards

old- fashioned Roses, such as Mosses, Gallieas,

Hybrid Chinese, JJamask, Alba, &o. Thin out

old wood freely, but preserve last year's growths

a good length, say, from 8 inches to 12 inches,

and in some cases is inches. Austrian Briars,

Scotch Roses and Penzance Briars need little

or no pruning, and the same may be said of

species such as R. lucida, but old wood
should be discarded whenever it seems to

impede a free circulation of air. We shall give

more detailed hints aa to the pruning of Hybrid
Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals and Tea Roses in a

future issue.

Cuttings of both Roses and Briars should be

pushed down wherever it is found the frost has

raised them out of the ground, and as soon as

the latter is dry enough, make the cuttings firm

by treading them on each side with the foot.

Retarding Tea Roses is often advisable for

several reasons. Thia may be helped by mulch-

ing now with a good layer of farmyard manure,
which tends to keep the soil cold. Some growers
also plant these beautiful Roses on a north border

for a similar reason, and they succeed very well,

especially the thin Roses of the Marie van

Houtte type.

Roses Potted Last Autumn from the open ground
may now be brought under cover either in cold

frames or in the greenhouse, and they should be

pruned at once. If in the greenhouse, a bottom-

heat should be provided either by placing a box

on the hot-water pipes in which some Coooanut
fibre or ashes is provided to stand the plants on,

or a nice bed of fresh stable manure and leaves

made up in a brick pit. Thia class comes in most
useful and will give splendid flowers. Rambler
Roses that were potted up from the ground at

the same time and cut back to IJ inches from the

top of the pot will produce beautiful trusses of

bloom. P.

FOUR GOOD POT ROSES.
Aftek over thirty years with pot Roses I would
select these four as the best for the amateurs
greenhouse. A large number of varieties have
come under my notice during that time, and the

following are the pick in their respective colours.

For a deep and rich crimson I would choose
Rii-lunond. Thia was sent out as an improved

Liberty, and it is certainly a better grower if not

quite so brilliant in colour. There is more of

maroon crimson in it than in Liberty. It is free

in every way, a grand Rose to open, and
retains its colour a long time.

Joseph Lowe is a decided improvement upon
Mrs. W. J. (Jrant in growth and freedom, and
stands up well. This is a deep imperial pink of

good size, and has long-petalled buds and flowers.

It also opens exceptionally well. For a deep
yellow I should prefer

Perle des Jardins to Mari5ohal Niel for pots,

but not if growing on the wall or roof. The
foliage of this Rose is very pretty, and if the

growth is rather erratic, every shoot carries a

flower. We cannot do without
Niphetos SkS SL yure white. Good as Frau Karl

Druschki is, this Rose does not come ao pure
under glass, having a alight blush tint at the

edges. Niphetos grows well if care is taken not

to let the young growtha get checked, such as

from drought, over-fumigation, &c. Avoid these

and you have the beat white, one that has stood

its ground for fifty years.

PURE YELLOW ROSES.
In sending you a brief note upon some of these

I do not propose including the varying orange
and apricot yellows found in William Allen

Richardson,M me P.erre Cachet, Mme. Falcotand
others. Mari^chal Niel is far ahead of all other

pure yellows, but is not reliable outdoors, even
when in the most favoured positions. Under
glass it is finer than all others, and is superb in a
slightly heated house. Climbing Perle des

Jardins is another rather tender grower, but a

little more reliable in the open. This also applies

to Cloth of Gold, which is olten only pale

primrose yellow, and not to be compared to the

other two mentioned. Aglaia is a very hardy
climber and will do anywhere, buc it must not
be pruned. After it is established thia ia aa

free flowering as any, although frequently out out
because it was not left long enough to bloom.
Celene Foreatier is very good late in the season.

This Rose passes through the best part of the
winter all right, but ia often caught by the last

frosts juat aa the aap ia on the move ; at leaat,

auch has been our experience, and I should
hesitate to call it a hardy climber. Gardenia
and Fran9ois Foucard are the two beat yellows
with ua among the wichuraianas. The first is

very sweet-scented, and the last flowers a little in

the autumn in addition to its early summer
display. Both of these, as well as Eleotra,

go much paler as the flowers open. When
quite young they are deep yellows. The
above are all climbers, but I would prefer
Electra as a pillar Rose. Some good bush
yellows can be selected from Le Progres,

Billiard et Barre, Sulphurea, Medea, Marie van
Houtte, Mme. Pol Varin-Bernier, Mrs. Peter
Blair, Souvenir de Pierre Netting, Harry Kirk,
Caroline Kuster, Mme. Hoste, Perle des Jardins,

Peggy, Inatituteur Sirdey, Amazone, Etoile de
Lyon and Mme. Margottin. Harriaonii and
Persian Yellow are both very bright and clear,

while Austrian Yellow is the best among the

singles. I have endeavoured to name these

Roses in the order of merit as they have been
with ua. A. P.

NEW PLANTS.

Phaio-Calanthk ScHK'iDER.'E,—This is the re-

sult of a cross between Phaius Wallichii and
Calanthe C. B. Schriider, and the result is cer-

tainly a striking flower. The narrow sepals and
petals are very much recurved and twisted, their

colour being primrose yellow with a faint blotch

of purple at the base. The labellum is very
broad, boat-shaped and rich maroon in colour.

Shown by Baron Schroder, The Dell, Egham.
Firat-olaaa certificate.

api-Cattkya Neho.—This ia a very fine hybrid,
the result ot crossing Kpidendrum O'Brienianum
with Cattleya clsesiana. It much resembles the
Kpidendrum in habit and foliage, and the flowers

also partake more of thia parent than the

Cattleya. The narrow aepala and petals are rose

magenta, and the comparatively large and deeply
fringed lip is white. Shown by Sir Trevor
Ijawrence, Bart. Award of merit.

Lielio-Catlleya Goldfinch Westonbirt variety.—
A beautiful flower that scarcely deserves such an
unwieldy name. The sepals are of a rich golden
hue and the petals bronzy red, these being very
broad. The labellum is rich carmine, or almost
purple, and the whole flower presents a very
striking appearance. Shown by Lieutenant-
Colonel Hollord, C.I.E., C.V.O., Westonbirt,
Tetbury, Gloucester. Award of merit.

Cymbidium Lowgrinum Rosslyn cariety.—

A

rather pretty flower in which the predominating
colour IS rich reddish brown, this being the colour

of the sepals and petals. The labellum is a

mixture ot white, crimson and yellow, and adds
much to the beauty of the flower. Shown by
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Stamford Hill. Award of

merit.

FritiUaria imperiulis chitralensis.—Compared
with the known garden forma of this Fritillary

the above variety is decidedly small, yet there are

a richness of colour and a general beauty and
refinement which command attention. Cut
spikes of the present novelty were before the

floral committee for naming on February 22,

when the award was provisionally made, the

flowers being referred to Kew to establish their

identity. The colour is rich golden yellow, and
as the plant is said to be very common in Cbitral,

where it is regarded as the solitary representative

of the Crown Imperial, it is much to be hoped
that it may suou hud its way into British gardens
in quantity. The flowers presented to the floral

committee were about one-lhird as large as an
ordiuar ' ^•own Imperial, but we oiunot say
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whether these represented the flowers at their

true siz). Shown by Miss Watson, Finoh-

hampstesd, Berks. Award of merit.

Saxilraija acardica <ihlu.^'i. - A. white-flowered

form of considerable beauty and merit, and one

of the most desirable of the early flowering

encrusted set. The present plant is that figured

some two years or so ago in the Bi>i'ini<'d

Mai/azine as S. soardica, true ; but this being

found to be incorrect, the above name was

adopted less than a year ago. Both are

found wild in Macedonia, and are among the

most desirable of these early spring flowers.

.Shown by Sir Everard Hambro, K.C.V.D.

,

Hayes Place, Hayes, Kent. Award of merit.

Shorita uiiijiora (jra}idi/lora.—Shortia uuiflora

is the Japanese representative of this small yet

delightful genus, of which only one or two species

are in cultivation. The above-named variety

has not only size but great freedom of flowering

to recommend it. The pink-suffused blossoms

are fringed and, with rudily stems appearing

above the small crimsoned leaves, render it a very

beautiful and desirable plant. S. galaoifoli* and

its forms from North Carolini have a mu'h
larger le*f-growth with more hooded flowers.

Shown by Sir Everard Hambro, K.C.V^.O., Hayes.

Award of merit.

Bose lAidy Hilliiigdini (Tea).—This welcome
yellow-flowered novelty is said to have resulted

from the crossing of Mme. Hoste and Papa
Gontier, though the influence of the latter is not

apparent unless in the length and shapeliness of

the buds, The colour is yellow with buff shad-

ing, and the chief merit of the variety will be as

an early forcer, or possibly as a bedding variety.

Shown by Messrs. Low and Shawyer, Uxbridge.

Award of merit.

All the preceding were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on the Sth inst. , when the

awards were made.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOKS.

aJLKS FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.—TV Editor intendi,

to make The Garden helpful to all readerti who desire

asuistaiice, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be., and with that object will make a special feature of the

" Ansioere to CorrespoJuUntH" column. All communica-

tions should be clearly and concisely written (n^ &tie side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, 90, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden London ,

W.C. Letters on busiTiess shmM be sent to the Publisher.

The luime and adiiress of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one ijuery is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

Gardens of Delight.*—We have re

oeived from Messrs. Kelway and Son a supple-

ment to their "Manual of Horticulture,"

entitled " Kelway Gardens and Kelway Her-
baceous Borders—the Garden Beautiful and
Economical.' This supplement is worthy of the

firm that has published it, and it is interesting

to know that Miss Jekyll has written a note

expressly for the Manual to draw attention to

the earnest work Messrs. Kelway have
accomplished in creating beautiful borders of

flowers. The note is as follows :
" As the years

go by the love of gardening always grows.

Latterly the growth has been in a much-needed
direction, namely, that of a wiser discrimination

in the use of material. With the better know-
ledge of plants owners of gardens are concerning
themselves with learning which are the very
best varieties, and, further, with their better use

by means of good arrangement and careful

grouping for colour effect. The notable work of

the owners of the great gardens at Langport has
been perceptibly stimulated by the thoughtful
writing and personal sympathy of the recent

leaders in horticulture. The result of this

wholesome stimulus, acting on long-sustained

effort and unwearied patience, is now seen in the
wealth of splendid flowers in all the best classes

of hardy plants for which their renowned gardens
are justly famous. " We have seen the borders
in the Lingport nurseries, and the effort, most
praiseworthy and successful, to produce that
most difficult of all gardening, a colour scheme, is

worthy of all praise. In "Gardens of Delight"
several illustrations are given, and the informa-
tion is practical, embracing the preparation of

the borders and their planting, grass walks,
colour effect and excellent plans. We commend
this brochure to our readers.

" Gardens of Delight." Published by Messrs. Kelway
and Son, Langport, Somerset. Price tii.

FLOWEK GARDEN.
White Nymph SBa for paraffla

cask (ff. )—A good white Nymphaja for your
purpose is N. odorata, but N. tuberosa is more
vigorous, and a fine double form of the latter is

N. Richardsonii, although it does not appear to

flower so freely as the single one. N. caroliniana

nivea is also good for your purpose. Do not

plant more than one root in the same cask.

It is desirable to thin out the leaves of Nymphseas
grown in tubs when they cover the water entirely,

as these do, so as to allow some of the sun to

reach the water to warm it. You should lift

and replant the Nymphieis every three years or

so, as otherwise they become too large for the

limited space of the tub. You must char the

cask before using it to take out any paraffin

which is still in the surface of the wood.

Plants for wall top {M. S. H. B.).—It
would have been of material assistance had you
stated the precise character of the wall, and par-

ticularly whether it had been built with a view

to growing plants thereon or not. An ordinarily

built wall, put together with good mortar, is by
no means a good place to start plant cultivation ;

whereas a rudely built wall with bad mortar,

or mortar deficient in lime, or from which lime is

almost wholly absent, is one of the beat of places

for such things. Then, again, there is the all-

important matter of moisture, and any success is

greatly assisted by the available receptive con-

ditions on the top of the wall. If the wall is

built with good mortar, such things as Snap-
dragons, Wallflowers, Red Valerian, alpine

Poppies, Aubrietias and the like may be estab-

lished thereon with a little care and chiefly by
the sowing of seeds. We think, however, that

you had better give us fuller particulars in order

that we may render you definite assistance.

Plants for border {Bromley). — The
chief drawback to the Pieony in the positions

referred to—unless only the early flowering forms
of P. officinalis were planted—is that they flower

at much the same time as the early Roses, and
by their size and gorgeous colouring greatly

detract therefrom : otherwise they would fill the

gaps admirably. The old double crimson variety

of P. officinalis would, however, do quite well,

and if planted alternately with Iris germanioa
Princess of Wales, white, would not only
constitute a feature in advance of the Roses,

but their leafage would act as a good foil to those

plants when in flower. The Irises could be
planted at once, but the Pseonies would be

better if left until early autumn. What is really

wanted is something to precede or follow the

main flowering of the Roses, and at other times

to act in a subordinate capacity, and this the

Irises and Peonies would do. Some bold groups
of Daffodils might also appear in spring. The
best way of all, perhaps, would have been to

have first planted the standard Roses, and then
filled up the gaps between with groups of

dwarf Rosea of one colour, with Daffodils

springing therefrom.

Plants for border (.S'"iifr,«).— I'o the Kroups you
name mi^ht he added Trolllus or (:i(»be Flower, Hepaticas,
any 01 the Campanulas, and particularly those of the
Peach-leaved section, viz., C. persiclfoUa, Anemoue
japonica in variety, any of the MenasenB, Lenten and
Christmas Roses, Primula .sleboldil In variety, P. rosea,

P. deiiticulata, P. japniilea, P. pulverulenta, .Senecio

Djronicum, any of the Splroeas, Flag Irises, many Lilies

and other plant^s, .lust what may be platited with advan-
tage or 8Uc<-ess depends not a little on the soil of the
border and whether you are prepared to meet to some
extent the requirements of individual plants. Kor
example, quite a variety of shade loving plants prefer a
peaty soil or something' akin, and 1 >y giving them what they
require, an interesting display covering nian\ weeks might
result.

Crocus and mice (M. <J.).-lt. is liighly probable
the " Virus" ma> have the desired effect, though, as the
mice are devouring the tops of the plants, we should be
inclined to purchase a few of the small break-back traps
employed for these pests, baiting them with small, shortly
cut bunches not more than an inch or so long of young
and fresh Carnation "grass," '"-,. leaves, which they
appear unable to resist. We imagiiie the pents to be the
blunt-nosed, short-tailed field mice, often called "voles,"
and they are certainly most voracious, as well as persistent
and bold, in their attacks upon any group of plants for

which they have a preference. In the above manner we
have caught numbers, however, i'he ordinary baits of

cheese they rarely touch when the green food of their

choice Is about. Where other animals are about, we cover
the trap with a pot s inches in diameter, leaving a small
aperture in the soil for the pes', to enter, and this rarely

fails to attract. The traps should be Irequentb examined,
particularly when the pest is known to be actively at work

THE GREENHOUSB.
Fatsla leaves for inspection

( W. S.., SlouyhJ.—The only fungus present was a
saprophytic one, and the appearance of the leaves

was as though they had been scalded. This
might have been done by fumigating too freely

while the foliage was wet or through watering

with too strong a liquid manure.

Pelargonium leaves diseased
{A. H.)— I'he leaves of your Pelargonium King
of Denmark are attacked by a fungus which often

gives trouble, and whose ravages are greatly on
the increase. Highly fed plants that have
been kept close and warm are particularly liable

to be attacked by it. Spraying the plants with

a solution of permanagate of potash and allowing

them to have all the light and air possible will

probably soon effect a cure.

Camellia not Qoweringr (O. E. D.).—
It may be that the roots of the Camellia are in a

poor state, and consequently the growth is too

weak to flower. If such is the case, the plant

must be repotted, using a mixture of loam, peat

and sand. If the plant is turned out of the pot
and the state of the roots ascertained, it will

probably be found that many of them are dead.

If so, as much of the old soil as possible should

be taken away and any decayed roots out off.

When this is done it will probably be found
that the plant can be put into the same sized

pot, which must be quite clean and effectually

drained. Another probable cause is that the

pot is so full of roots that the plant needs
repotting. If so, this must be done, in which
case a larger pot would, of course, be required.

The plant may be kept in a cool house through-

out the winter and spring, and be placed outside

during the summer in order to ripen the wood.

Cyprlpedlum flowers dying (L. M.
Tilden).—There is no doubt that the cause of the
Cypripedium blooms going oH in the way yours
have done is an excess of moisture, combined
with too low and irregular a temperature.

Cypripedium insigne is one of the most accom-
modating of Orchids ; butstill, the minimum tem-
perature is decidedly low for it. If the plants

had been dry at the time and the atmosphere of

the house in the same condition, it is probable

that no damage would have been done, but a
combination of all three would prove decidedly

harmful. Added to this, if there was a fog at

the time it would make the injury worse. That
your summer treatment was quite right is shown
by the way the pUnts grew, and if a uniform
night temperature of .30" to 5^>^ had been main-
tained, rising somewhat during the day, it is
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very probable that even with the moisture then

maintained no damage would have been done,

but the cold and damp have caused the mischief.

Infopmation about Bpassavola dig-
byana (H'. K. /'.).—In tne rtrst place, this is nut at all

an easy Orchid to Hower In a satisfactory manner, so that
you are by no means alone in your experience of it. The
greatest measure of success is attained when the plants
are grown in the warmest end of the ('attleya house, in

which an intermediate temperature is maintained. In the
warmest part the temperature will nearly approach that
of tlie coolest end of the stove. The plants will by now be
just starting into growth and also making fresh roots.

When in this stage they require a plentiful supply of

water, wliich must be kept up throughout the entire

growing season. A moderate amount of sliadin^^ is at that
time essential. By autumn the plants will have perfected
their growth, when they must have plenty of sunshine and
a decreased allowance of water. Ihey should, during the
winter, be kept in a light structure and almost dry. A
minimum night temperature of W to Tt'^ must at that
season be maintained. I nless g"od strong growths are
ensured, Howers may be looked lor in vain. Should the
plants need repotting or top-dressing, this is the season of

the year at which it should be carried out. A suitable

compost is two-thirds fibrous peat to one-third of sphag-
num. Even if the plants do not need repotting, they are
often greatly benefited by being top-dressed at tliis season,

whether growing in pots or baskets. lu top-dressing some
of Che fresh compost should be worked around the base of

the new growth, whence the roots are produced, so that
they have a fresh medium to push into at once.

KUSE GAJiDEN.
Arsenate of lead for Rose pests

{Arden).—This is a poisonous wash used for cater-

pillars on Roses ; it should not be employed on
such fruits as Gooseberries. We should say that

known as Swift's Paste would be used at the rate

of about 4oz. to ten gallons of water. Put in

some water and stir until dissolved : then add the

remainder of the water and apply as a fine spray.

We should spray the shoots this month imme-
diately after pruning, and give another spraying

to the young growths. We consider it a very

good spray tor winter moth, tortoise moth and
grubs.

Ppunins Roses planted in Novembep
{C>>ni<tant Reailt'r) —First-season Koses should be pruned
back severely, and you cannot err if you cut them all back
to within 4 inches or 5 inches of their base, taking care to

prune to an outward-looking eye. The climbing varieties

prune back to within li feet of the ground, excepting
Dorothy Perkins. This may be left unpruned this season.

Next season the varieties will need to be pruned according
to their habit of growth ; sorts such as Mrs. W. J. Grant
have their <<rowth8 cut back to within 4 inches or '> inches

of their base, while those like Mrs. John Laing are retained

a length of from ^ incht-s to 10 inches.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Branch of Quince for inspection

(G. Hanhury).—The rough spots on the branch

of (j^uince are due to efforts on the part of the

plant to produce roots. As soon as the tip of

one of these roots gets into the air, it dies on
account of lack of water, and another root begins

to sprout just behind it. This has been going on

for years, with the result seen on the branch

sent. It seems rather doubtful whether there is

any real harm in this condition, and the ten-

dency to the frequent formation of such roots is

apparently one belonging to certain individuals

or varieties. Possibly a severe thinning would
tend to check it ; but if the bush is in at all a

damp place it is likely to continue.

Peach, Plum and Appicot tpees fpom
the nupsepy {E. Bri<jant).~A.\l the young shoots of

last year's growth should be cut back to within inches

above where they were pruned to before at the nursery.

The spring' growth is of no use ; this will, of course, come
away with the top part of the youug branches cut off.

Other branches will spring out from the shoots so cut

back during summer, which will furnish a foundation of

main branches for the l^ody of the trees. If you did not
cut these branches back as directed, the lower part of

them would be devoid of branches and fruit-spura for all

lime afterwards. Write us again at next winter's pruning,

and we will gladly tell you how to proceed then. All the

spray shoots that may spring from the sides of the shoots

made next summer should be pinched back at the third

leaf.

Mopello Chepples and old Peap .tpee
(i-'ntfYs).—Take the surface soil from round the trees

until you come to a good body of roots (possibly about

t> inches deep). Top-dress the roots to the same depth
with the following mixture : Get some turfy loam, cut it

up into pieces the size of a cricket ball, and to every

barrow-load of this add a gallon of lime, half a gallon of
bone-meal and half a bushel of well-decayed farmyard
manure. Place the mixture over the roots when the
material is comparatively dry and tread it down firmly.
About the middle of May add a layer of a similar manure
over the new soil on the surface. Abundance of new roots
will form in these new mixtures, and we shall be
greatly surprised if in a year or two your trees are
not greatly benefited. If you can give the old Pear tree a
good soaking of water (manure-water from the cow or
stable yard for preference), it would do it much good.
Cut most of the spray growths away close to the old wood,
leaving a few to form permanent branches if wanted to
fill up the tree.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of fruit.—/. ''.—l, Baumann's Rud Winter

Reinette ; '2, lloyal Nonsuch.

Names of plants.— //".<.— l, Coprosraa baueriana
varie;j,dta ; 2, Ophiopogon Jaburan : 3, Nephrolepis Pier-
sonii : 4 Calathea zebrina ;

."., Pteris serrulata tenuifolia.
F. B. M., Gui-iiis'!/.—Acaci& iragrans. C. It. D.—

Hedychium species, prooably gardnerianum ; cannot
identify without Hjwers. J. Mfn-ick. - Lonicera frag-
rantissima. Mr.s. Clements.^ The Cineraria has no
special name ; it is merely a good, large-flowered florist's

variety.

SOCIETIES.
SANDHl'RST. VATELEV & DISTRICT GARDENERS-

ASSOCIATION.
1hei;k was a good muster of members at the Church
Schools, Sandhurst, ou Tuesday, March 1, when "Vege-
table Culture" was taken for discussion. This is always a
popular subject with the members. Mr. J. Evans, The
(iardens, Snaprails, Sandhurst, introduced the subject in
a very able manner, giving short cultural notes on
Asparagus, Beans, Beet, Cucumbers, Onions, Carrots,
Peas, Potatoes, Turnips, Tomatoes and the Brassica
family, and a list of the best varieties for ordinary use and
also for exhibition. He also gave hints on selecting
specimens for exhibition. An animated discussion fol-

lowed, in which those taking part were Messrs. Dupond,
Townsend, M. Goddard, C. W. Goddard, Cowley, Chapman,
C. Townsend, Brant, Rodgers, Austin and Leversuch. The
usual vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Evans for his
excellent paper. A feature of the meeting was the
exhibits staged. Mr. Kvans exhibited some line Orchids
and Ferns, the former including Cypripedium leeanum.
C. Curtisii and two splendid cut spikes of Cymbidium
lowianum, and the Ferns Nephrolepis superba, N. Westonii
and N. canaliculata (very fine), also a vase of Princess of
Wales Violets ; Mr. Townsend, Sandhurst Lodge Gardeos,
some splendid well-flowered Cyclamen ; Mr. W. Chapman,
The Gardens, Hillleld, some fine sound bulbs of Ailsa Craig
Onions, also Leeks and Chicory ; and Mr. L. Dupond, The
Nurseries, Crowthorne, Azaleas in pots.

CROYDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
A Lantern E\HimTi"\.

The above society must indeed be congratulated on their
progressiveness, for at their meetiug on ^larch 1 another
great success was added to their endeavours to promote
the profession of horticulture in their midst. Illustrated
lectures have been found to be of great advantage both to
lecturer and audience, and on the proposal of the com-
mittee a fund was started to purchase an electric lantern.
This fund in a few months was heartily taken up by the
president, vice-presidents and members, and at their
rooms at the Sunflower Temperance Hotel recently a
lantern evening was held. A letter of apology from the
president (Mr. J.J. Reid), who was unavoidably absent, was
read, and the placing of the first slide in the lantern was
deputed to the chairman (Mr. C, H. Dyke), who in a few
introductory remarks revealed the first view, a portrait of
the King, the audience singing the National Anthem.
Following this over '^lh) slides, mostly relating to ditferent
phases of horticulture, were put through. Views from
Croydon gardens were easily recognised and applauded,
and, suitable to the occasion, the portrait of the president
and those of other prominent members were shown.
Two valuable assets can now be claimed by this society,
the microscope for scientiHc research and the electric
lantern to illustrate their lectures, so that now the excel-
lent work being done in the district must, and will, prove
beneficial to the profession generally. An interesting
exhibit was made by Mr, Adnitt of Kenley, the articles
being a seed protector and propagator, simple in construc-
tion and most useful for its purpose.

READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
The usual fortnightly meeting of the above association
was held in the Abbey Hall on the evening of March 7.

Mr. T. Judd presided, in the unavoidable absence of the
president, over a good attendance of members. The
chairman mentioned that Mr. G. Herridge, a much-
respected member of tlie association, was dead, and it was
agreed to send a letter of condolence and a wreath to the
relatives. The hall was made most attractive by the
lovely display of giant Primulas in variety, l.>acked l>y

Myosotis, Oeutzias and Wistarias, exhibited by Mr. R. Doe,
gardener to M. J. Sutton, Esq., J. P., Holme Park, Sonning,
and by a superb lot of Cinerarias from Mr. F. Townsend,
The (>ai-deD8, Hillside. Mr. Barnes, Bearwood Gardens,

also sent a beautiful collection of hardy flowering shrubs,
consisting of Andromeda. Berberis, Arbutus, Pyrus
japonica, Pernettya, .lasminum, Forsytliia, and a collection
of hybrid Rhododenrlrous, riiauthus and Correa cut from
the open ground in Cornwall. The subject for the evening's
discussion—"The Hardy Flower Garden"—was introduced
by Mr. House, who came from the kindred association at
Bristol and is held in high esteem by the Reading mem-
bers. It is needless to say that the subject, in the hands
of so able a lecturer, was thoroughly expounded. Mr.
House, in the course of his remarks, explained the meaning
of the words herbaceous, perennial, biennial and annual,
and dealt with the making of bordirs, time of planting,
colour schemes and combinations, giving also a list of the
most suitable plants. He set forth the plants which
require to be lifted every yiar and replanted, and those
which should not be disturbed for a number of years, at
thf same time giving hints on exhibiting perennials. A
good discussion took place, and a hearty vote of thanKs
was accorded to Mr. House and also to tlie exhibitors.
Five new members were elected.

THE DUTCH BULB COMPETITIONS.
The General Bulb Growers' Society of Haarlem baviog
again this year placed in the hands of the council,
of the Royal Horticultural Society valuable cash and
medal prizes to be offered for Hyacinths grown
here and exhibited at Vincent Square, the competitions
took place on the 8th iust., and so far as the amateurs'
—really, professional gardeners'—classes were concerned,
brought numerous flue collections. 'J'he chief class for
Hyacinths, singly, in pots, was one for eighteen, there
being six prizes. Here Mr. E. Beckett, V.M.H., gardener
to the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree, was
placed first : Mr. J. Gibson, gardener to the I>uke of
Portland, Welbeck Abbey, was second ; and Mr. A. Lewis,
gardener to T. von Hayden, Esq., Allerton. Liverpool, was
third, there being no other competitors. The spikes seen
generally were exceptionally good, and there was rather
close running in the first and second prize exhibits. Among
the finest varieties were .lacques, King of the Blues,
Captam Boyton, (/ueen of Pinks, Koh-i-Noor, Rose a
Merveille, La Grandesse, Lord Derby, Vierbank and La
Victoire.

The class for twelve Hyacinths in pots brought nine
collections, five prizes being ofi'ered. Here Mr. H. Prince,
gardener to the Marquess of Salisbury, Hatfield House,
Herts, was first, having excellent spikes. The second
place was taken by Mr. Hitchman, gaidener to A. Earle,
Esq., Wavertree. Liverpool ; Mr. G. Dyke, gardener to C.
Watney, Esq., Watford, was third; and W. G. Woodham,
Esq., Liverpool, was fourth. The heat spikes m the first

and sicond prize collections were Ivanhoe, Mr. Plimsoll,
King of the Blues, La Victoire, City of Haarlem, .Tacques,
Boerhart and Lord Derby. It was interesting to note in

this and the previous class that competitors came all the
way from Liverpool to exhibit. In the class for six

Hyacinths in pots there was but one competitor, Mr. J.

Buahell, gardener to A. Hanson, Esq., Wavertree, being
the exhibitor. A first prize was awarded.
The most striking class undoubtedly was th;it for four

pans, each containing ten Hyacinths of one colour. Here
the competitors were tlie Hon. Vicary Gibbs, the
Duke of Portland and the Marquess of Salisbury, the
prizes being awarded in this order. Certainly the spikes
in the two exhibits from Aldenham and Welbeck were very
tine : indeed, for size and purity the best in the show. Mr.
Beckett had in his four pans City of Haarlem (primrose),
La Grandesse (white), La Victoire (red) and King of the
Blues. Mr. Gibson had, in place of La Victoire, Moreno
(pink) with the other three. -Mr. Prince's lot included
Ivanhoe (deep blue), Jacques (pink). La Inuocenca (white),

and La Victoire (red).

TR.\i'E CL.\SSES.

Of these there were two—one for 200 Hyacinths in pots,

not fewer than thirty-six varieties, and one for 200
Hyacinths in pans, ten of one variety in each. Both
prizes (gold medals) were awarded to Messrs. R. and G.

Cuthbert of Southgate, who had remarkably full spikes.

Tlie most promiu'int varieties here were similar to those
already named.

Amaryllis or Hii'i'EASTRUMa.

Messrs. Robert Ker and Sons offered good cash prizes

for twelve pots of these flowers, one bulb in a pot. There
was but one competitor, Mr. A. Cryer (gardener to J. A.
Kenrick, Esq., Edgbaston, Birmingham), who put up a
truly superb lot, the deep crimson, red and striped
forms being of the finest. Such a class merited more com-
petitors. We hope another year that others will exhibit
these glorious bulbous flowers.

BULUH Grown in Mosy Fibue.

Mr. Robert Sydenham ofi'ered no fewer than fifteen prizes

in cash, in three classes, for specified bulbs grown for room
or conservatory decoration in moss fibre and in vases.

The first was one for six Hyacinths, singly, in 0-incli vases,

to be selected from twelve named varieties. Here Mr. W.
Howe, gardener to Lady late, Streatham, was first ; Miss
('.A. Michell, Cricklewood, second: Mrs. Dardier, Ealing,

third ; the Hon. Mrs. Guy Baring, Chelsea, fourth ; and
the < 'ountess Cowper fifth.

With six vases of specified lulips, Mr. Howe was again
first, having Rose Grisdelin, Keizerskroon, Prince of

Austria, Van der Neer, Duchesse de Parma, and Vermilion
Brilliant. Mrs. Dardier, Mrs. H. Gordon Thompson
(Potter^s Bar) and the Hon. Mrs. Guy Baring took prizes

also in this order. The remaining class was one for six

7-ineh vases of Narcissi, Mr. Howe coming again firbt,

the Hon. Mrs. Guy Baring second. Miss Michell third and
Mrs. Dardier fourth. These competitions gave really

excellent results.
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EDITORIAL! NOTICfiS.
Kmry department of horticulture ia represented in THE

Qa&dbn, a/nd the Editor invites readers to send in questions

reUuing to mattera upon which they vnsh adince from
competent authorities. With that ottject he wishes to maKe
the '* Answers to Correspondents" coluinns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are pri7Ued, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the bene/U 0/ their assistance.

AU communications mfu^t be written clearly on one side

OTUy of the paper, and addressed to the Kditob 0/ Thb
Qa&dbn, accompa/nied by nanne a/nd address oj the sendi&r.

The Editor welcomes photographs, wrtioles and notes,

but he vriU rwt be responsible /or their sa/e return. AU
reasonable care, however, unll be taken, aaid, where stamps
•re eixclosed, he vjiU endeavour to return rum-accepted

wntrUjutions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distinctly understood that only

the aotucU photographer or owner 0/ the copyright loill be

treaXed with,

The Editor will not be responsible for the return 0/ artistic

or literary contributions which he may Twt be able to use,

and the receipt oj a proof jmw( rwt be taken as evidence

that an art%cte is accepted. Publication in Thb GA£DBN
mil alone be recognised as acceptance.

Otkltt to, TaXnstook Street, Covent Qardcn, W.O.

ALPINE FLOWERS
GLASS.

UNDER

THOSE who wish to see a delightful

little house of alpine flowers, grown

either in pots or shallow pans, should

visit the Royal Gardens, Kew, at the

present season. There is, of course,

in these beautiful gardens muoh else to occupy

attention, but the one spot that should attract

is the little, practically unheated, house in the

"herbaceous" ground. It is, unfortunately,

hidden away from beaten tracks, but it may be

easily discovered by turning to the left on enter-

ing the main entrance from Kew Green and con-

tinuing along, taking the second turning on the

left, then to the left again, and near the begin-

ning of the ground mentioned this beautiful fairy-

land of flowers will be reached. It has never

been more interesting than in the present year,

and those responsible for the cultivation of the

plants deserve all praise. We write of it now to

bring forward to those who cannot afford expen-

sive glass houses or elaborate gardens a way of

having the most beautiful, rarest and most inter-

esting alpines under close observation. The

treacherous weather that we have so far expe-

rienced has prevented those in delicate health

from strolling about the garden, seeking the

flowers that for weeks past have been appearing

in slow succession until the great burst of bloom

in mid-March and April. In such a house as

this the plants can be seen in comfort, and the

flowers are unsullied by wind and rain. It is

40 feet in length and 9 feet in width, with

flat stages at a sufficient height to bring the

plants to the right position, and is unheated.

There are a narrow gangway and shading to

screen the flowers and visitors from the hot

suns that need tempering even as early as

March.

These notes are written in the hope that houses

of this kind—simple in design and construction^

will become more popular in our gardens, and

they should have an influence in creating a

greater interest in alpine flowers. As Mrs.

Davidson well says in her excellent book, "The Un-
heated Greenhouse" : "In such a house, through-

out the winter and spring months, a succession

of low-growing plants and bulbs indigenous to

the alpine districts of all parts of the globe

may be seen in happier circumstances and in

better flower than would be possible out of doors

in our changeable climate. A large proportion

of such plants perfect their gruwtb rapidly

during the short but strong summer heat of

their native habilata, and are almost ready to

burst into flower again when their progress is

arrested, sometimes quite early in autumn, by a

thick fall of snow, which tucks them up safely

for their long winter sleep. Months later, when

the snows melt and there is no more danger to

fear, they have little more to do than to open

their bright eyes upon the world new-clad in

greenery. Anyone who has had experience, for

example, of a Canadian spring, will understand

the sudden transformation from the winter

shroud of snow to gay, green woods and plains

enamelled with flowers. Transplant the denizens

of such climes to our sea-girt Britain, and so far

from being happier, they are sore bewildered and

tried beyond endurance by the alternations of

mildness and rigour to which they are subjected,

and we who try to cultivate rare and beautiful

species under these altered conditions too often

meet with disappointment. Under the protec-

tion of a simple glass roof, however, the want

of a snow coverlet is not so much felt, and

such plants can go on without check from

wind or weather to perfect their pure, stainless

flowers."

This, then, is the object of the Alpine House at

Kew, and space prevents a complete list being

given of the plants in flower. One of the most

charming families represented is that of the

Crooi, many of which are mentioned by Mr.

Bowles in his delightful articles now appearing

in The Garden. Sach gems as these frequently

suffer discomfort in the open air and their ex-

quisite colouring cannot be properly discerned,

but in the shelter of the Alpine House nothing is

lost. One is astonished at their beauty,

flower-gems of the early spring, and never seen

to greater advantage than in such a house as we
are considering. Then there is the little Nar-

cissus cyclamineus, the beautiful Tulips, of

which Tulipa saxatilis and T. pulchella were

among those in full flower, Grape Hyacinths,

the yellow Iris Danfordi% and Chionodoxas.

Things beautiful in leaf-colouring in winter, Saxi-

fraga, Shortia, the Galax and Sedums, are there

too. It is a house to visit on several occasions

during the spring season, and such a house is to

be much commended to our readers. It brings

fresh interest and beauty to the garden.

If these notes have the effect of bringing the

alpine house into greater popularity they will not

have been written in vain. We urge this way of

growing alpine plants as being within the means

of most people, and the plants are not dithoult

to grow, less so, perhaps, than on the rook

garden itself. We hope to illustrate not only the

Alpine House itself, but some of the individual

plants, as showing the strength of growth and

flowering of both rare and common species.

It is a pleasurable sensation to step from

the garden into this house of colour and

fragrance.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
March 23 to 31 inclusive.—Haarlem Jubilee

Flower Show.
Maroh29.—WoodGreen Horticultural Sooietya

Bulb Show.

PhotoiTPaphs of small pook
grafdcns.—We should be very much obliged

i£ those readers who have photographs of rook

gardens, small ones especially, would send them
to us for publication with descriptive notes.

We hope to illustrate some of the most beautiful

places in which alpine flowers may be grown,
and we feel sure our readers can greatly

help us.

National Capnation and Picotee
Society.—The annual exhibition in connection

with the southern section of the above society is

to be held at the Horticultural Hall, Vincent
Square, Westminster, on July 26 next. The
schedule, together with the annual report, is

now being issued. We are pleased to note that

the finances of the society are sound and that the
society looks forward to doing much useful work.
The list of prizes is a substantial one, and classes

to suit all kinds of growers have been arranged.
Copies of the report and schedule, price Is. each,

can be otained from the hon. secretary, Mr. T.

E. Henwood, Ifi, Hamilton Road, Reading.

British Hopticultupe at the
Japan-Bpitish Exhibition.- The
.Japanese Gardens at the Shepherd's Bush Exhi-
bition are beginning to assume a very attractive

appearance, and it is hoped that those portions

o( the grounds which are reserved for British

horticulturists will be equally worthy of the in-

spection of visitors. A large portion of the
available land has already been let, but there is

still room for some more nurserymen and seeds-

men, who can obtain plots for the purpose of

displaying their methods of cultivating farm and
garden plants, shrubs, lawns, &c. The plans and
arrangements—which can be obtained on appli-

cation to the Administration Offices, Wood Lane,
Shepherd's Bush—in most respects follow the
precedents of the Franco-British Exhibition, 1908
Potatoes and fpuit In Gpeat

BPitain in 1909.— The official acreage and
livestock returns of Great Britain just published
by Messrs. Wyman and Sons, Limited, Fetter
Line, London, E.C. , contain a vast amount of

useful information. We quote the following
relating to Potatoes and fruit : "A further
extension of the area devoted to Potatoes is

recorded for 1909, the increase of 1.3,356 acres

(2 4 per cent.) bringing the total to 575,461 acres.

This is the largest area since 1905, when 608,473
acres were cropped. The principal additions in

England were in Lincolnshire (6,000 acres) and
in (jambridge (2,300 acres), the relative change
being 9 per cent, of the 1908 area in each case.

The extent of land devoted to fruit of all kinds
showed a further increase in 1909. The counties
mainly contributing to the increase of 2,236 acres

(2i per cent. ) in the small fruit crops were

:

Kent, which added 1,361 acres (5S per cent.),

Norfolk (423 acres), Cambridge (344 acres) and
SuSalk (127 acres). In Worcester the area was
reduced by 120 acres. Strawberries show an
extension of nearly 1,250 acres, nearly 500 acres
being added in Kent, over 300 acres in Cam-
bridge, over 250 acres in Norfolk and over
100 acres in Hampshire. Of the 1,000 additional
acres returned under ' Other kinds, including
mixed areas,' nearly 900 acres were contributed
by Kent. 'The more noticeable changes in the
area under orchards were additions of 1,178 acres
in Kent, 530 acres in Cambridge and 439 acres in
Worcester. Allowing for the acreage of small
fruit grown in orchards, the total acreage
devoted to fruit crops in Great Britain in 1909
appears to be about 310,000 acres, the increase
since 190S being 2,200 acres."

Ppesentation to a gapdenep.

—

Mr. Robert Moss, formerly gardener to W.
Rutherford, Esq., M.P., at Summerhill, Annan,
N.B., and latterly with the firm of Messrs.

Hamond and Douglas, nurserymen, Annan, being

about to proceed to Canada to take up an im-

portant appointment there, it was thought a
suitable opportunity by his friends to show their

respect and esteem for him. He has, therefore,

been presented with a purse of sovereigns and
two substantial travelling trunks as a token of

their goodwill.

Wapwickshipe Hopticultupal
Exhibition.—The annual exhibition held
under the auspices of the Worcestershire County
Council is to be held at Leamington on
August 24 and 25 next. The Worcestershire
Challenge Cup is given for the cottagers and
amateurs of any society in the administrative
county, as well as valuable cash prizes. In

addition there are quite a number of other
valuable prizes offered for vegetables, flowers

and hardy fruit. Full particulars can be

obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr. H. 1 )unkin,

22, Guy's Cliffe Terrace, Warwick.
Snowdpops at St. Mapy's Isle,

KlPkCUdbPlght.—Although late this sea-

son, the Snowdrops at St. Mary's Isle, Kirkcud-
bright, the seat of Captain Hope, R.N., have
been very fine this year. They have probably
been in the grounds since their introduction by
the monks of the Abbey of St. Mary's Isle,

founded by Fergus, and there are now myriads
in the grounds in different parts, and spreading
out into great masses in the most beautiful and
informal way possible. They are all of the good
form of our common Snowdrop, Galanthus nivalis,

and are admired by many who have seen these
flowers in large places and in great numbers.
The Royal Agrpicultupal Society's

LlvePpool Show.—The annual exhibition
of the above society is to be held at Liverpool
from Wednesday, June 22, to Saturday, June 25,
inclusive. As usual, there will be a horticultural

section, and the schedule of this is now ready for

distribution. We note the latest date for

receiving entries is Saturday, June 4. As usual,

there is a splendid list of prizes offered, these
being for such subjects as groups of miscellaneous
plants, coUeotions of Orchids, Carnations,
tuberous Begonias, cut hardy perennial flowers,

Roses, Sweet Peas, vegetables and fruit. Full
particulars can be obtained from the secretary,

Mr. Thomas McRow, 16, Bedford Square,
London, W.C.

CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents.

)

Planting:youngVines.—Perhaps some
intending planter of Vines who has read the
practical note on the subject by " E. H.,"
page 111 (and who has not cut his Vines back at

the end of the year, as there advised), is rather

at a loss what course to pursue in the matter.

Personally I do not favour cutting back at this

season, for the reasons named in the note referred

to. However, the Vines may be planted and
success will accrue if the following treatment is

adopted : Allow all the buds to break into

growth; select the strongest "break" near the
eaves of the house to form the leading shoot and
rub out all above it, but preserve all shoots
below the leader. The leader may be allowed to

grow without stopping ; the auxiliary shoots
must be stopped at the eighth leaf.

—

Colin Ruse.
Fumigating: fop leaf-mlningr

g^PUb.— I noticed in The Garden for March 5

(page 110) a note in reference to leaf-mining
grub being exterminated by Auto Shreds Fumi-
gant. Would you or some of your correspondents
give me some information on the subject ? for I

fail to see how smoke affects them when they are
securely cased in between the layers of the leaves

and removed from where the entry was first

made. I have taken the grubs from the leaves
and put them in slightly diluted methylated
spirits, and then they die hard : and what makes
it more difficult, the head of the maggot is furthest
from the entrance in nearly every case, and, con-
sequently, more difficult for the smoke to pene-
trate. A reply or some information through the
columns of The Garden would be welcomed.

—

Edward F. Kemp, Clapton.

Tpopseolum tubeposum.—Mr. S.

Arnott, in a recent note on this Tropa^olum,
refers to its edibility when cooked. I have
seen tubers offered for that purpose, but have
no knowledge of their fitness for eating or how
best prepared for the table. Presumably the
tubers are at present far too scarce to be so
utilised ; but, assuming that they have really good
edible value and a demand for them were created,
no doubt plenty of them would soon be forth-

coming. I have seen the species growing and
flowering abundantly in some of our Surrey
cottage gardens, where, no doubt, they find more
of the warmth they need than they do in the
North. The tubers are by no means unattractive
in appearance, and if some expert in cookery
like Mr. Eustace Miles would have some prepared
for table, possibly they might " catch on," and
thus in time the tubers would become a valuable
article of commerce. In the list of uncommon
vegetables invited for exhibition in one of the
classes of the National Vegetable Society's show
next September, fourteen kinds are enumerated,
butthese do not include tubers of this Tropssolum.
—A. 1).

GPevillea alpina.—This charming little

bush is now in full flower in the open, and has
been in bloom since the beginning of February.
It possesses the qualifications of being easily

grown and readily propagated, and of flowering
abundantly. It is a native of the southern por-

tion of Australia, where it is found over a wide
area, but, as its name implies, it is confined to

the mountainous districts. In its native country
it is said to grow into a shrub several feet in

height, but in Eogland it is rarely seen more
than a couple of feet high, with a like spread.

It flowers in a very small state, little plants less

than a foot in height being often covered with
blossom. It has been grown in this country for

about fifty years, but is still by no means com-
mon. The leaves are oblong, about an inch in

length and covered with a greyish pubescence.
The flowers are borne at the ends of the shoots

in short racemes, each blossom being tubular at

the base, but separating above into four petals.

In colour they are cherry red, with the tips of

the petals yellowish white. The petals all curl-

ing back at one side gives an interesting aspect

to the flower. In the South - West it is

quite hardy in the open, and in that district

is well worthy of inclusion in all choice

collections.

Ipis stylosa failing: to flowep.—
On page 110 Mr. C. G. 0. Bond remarks upon
the failure of Iris stylosa to flower in Surrey.

Here in South Devon it has flowered very badly
this season. As a rule, we get our first flowers in

the last week of October and the plants remain
in bloom until April ; but this season the first

blossoms did not expand until early in January,
doubtless owing to the damp and dull summer.
This was not the case merely in my own garden,
but in every one in the district. In a neighbour-
ing garden, where over 5,000 blooms were out
last season, none was produced until .January in

the present year. Since they commenced to

flower, however, they have bloomed well, and
dozens might have been picked any day from
the middle of January until now, and the plants

show no sign of ceasing to flower. Several plants

that were shifted in November, and from which
I thought I should get no blooms, have been
flowering well since mid-January. Mr. Bond
does not say if his plants are now bearing
blossom, as ours are doing freely.

—

Wysdham
FiTZHEBBERT, Kingswear.
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CatOhingr moles.—I read in a recent

issue of The Garden of the best way to oatoh

moles. I quite agree with what you say

;

one cannot do better than set the traps in hard

soil. But it happens sometimes that a very

troublesome mole appears in the garden, and I

have had one myself. I set the traps as you

have described, but every time I oame to see

them I found that the mole had filled them with

soil. I did not know what to do, as it was ruin-

ing the garden from one end to the other. At
last someone told me to fill the traps with some

very fine soil, which I did, and the next time I

went round I found that the pest was caught.

The wrinkle was given me by an old mole-

catcher.—Mount, Ilfracomhe.

Sweet Pea George Baxter.—Per

haps this note is a little belated, but I would
like to add my meed of praise to that grand
variety George Bixter, mentioned on page 107

by Mr. Shaw. I had the pleasure of seeing this

shown at Dunfermline Rose Show in July by

Mr. Shaw, and I saw it again growing at

Boquhan when on a visit to Mr. Shaw in the

early part of August. I can fully endorse all he

says about it, and, like him, I do not understand

why it is not better known and, consequently,

more largely grown. I have no hesitation in

saying that this was the best dark maroon I saw
at the leading shows last year. Apart from the

fact that Lavender (ieorge Herbert is " ane

o' oor ain bairns," grown side by side with Asta
Ohn at Boquhan it was superior to the latter in

every respect. I consider that Elsie Herbert as

grown and shown by Mr. Shaw is without a peer
among picotee-edged varieties. I confess to a
hankering after King Edward Spencer as a

crimson. Then, again. Queen Victoria Spencer
impressed me very much as I saw it grown and
shown at a fashionable seaside town in the East

of Fife. Grown alongside this variety was
Apple Blossom Spencer, with which, as regards

size, colour and stoutness of stem, Mrs. A.
Ireland suffers in comparison.—S. H. S.

The best twelve Sweet Peas.—
I am rather late in the day in compiling a list

of the twelve best Sweet Peas in cultivation

for exhibition, as requested by the Editor on
February 1'2. To start with, there are two or

three points on which I do not agree with my
worthy friend "Spencer." First, is he not
running rather close to the wind in his transla-

tion of the words "in cultivation"'.' What I

mean is this : How few of those in the Sweet
Pea world have had the pleasure of growing or

of even seeing growing Marie Corelli, Nancy
Perkin or Earl Spencer V Secondly, who would
include in a class of twelve as dark a variety

as Black Knight Spencer ? Thirdly, he says,
" Etta Dyke siands so supreme." I should like

to know what's in a name '.' After all, Etta
Dyke is only the name given at shows for the
best white Spencer the showman has at his

command. I have seen several stocks of white
Spencers which do not in their bud stage show a
green tinge, as Etta Dyke invariably does,
and they have more substance in both standard
and wings, any one of which would pass as Etta
Dyke on the show benches. I hold no brief for

any grower, nor have I seen a copy of your
valuable paper since the number of February 12,

so that what I say and the list I give is quite
unbiassed. White, the best white Spencer you
can get ;

pink, Audrey Crier ; blush, Mrs. H.
Sykes ; cream pink, Constance Oliver : blue or
light lavender, Zephyr ; crimson. The King or
King Edward VH. Spencer ; picotee edge, white
ground, Elsie Herbert ; picotee edge, cream
ground, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore ; cream, Clara
Curtis ; orange shades, Helen Lewis ; lavender,
Mrs. C. Foster ; rose, Marjorie Wdlis or George
Herbert. The arrangement of these must be
left to the exhibitor, who should judge them
from either standpoint, right or left. The
exhibit that first catches the judge's eye generally
takes a lot of beating, and first impressions are
generally best.

—

Obobds Lctku3.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

EARLY VINERY.—Thinning will de-
mand close attention, and the berries

must not be allowed to get too large
or tight before commencing work.
Keep all laterals pinched close and
make a practice of looking over the

Vines at least once a week.
Second Vinery.—The Vines in this house will

now be in flower, and the atmosphere must be
kept more buoyant to assist in the pollination.
Free-setting varieties, such as Black Hamburghs,
will only need to have the rods tapped with the
hand two or three times during the day. This
will distribute the pollen. The night tempera-
ture at this period should be 60° to 65", allowing
a drop of a few degrees if the nights are very sharp.
Early Muscats that are in flower will require
more assistance in pollination. A camel's-hair
brush or rabbits tail should be lightly drawn
over the bunches. If pollen can be obtained
from Hamburghs and used for the Muscats, this

should be done. A higher temperature must be
maintained when these Grapes are flowering

;

65° to 70" at night should be given.

Plants Under Glass.

OhrysaiUhemuma.—Plants grown to produce
large specimen blooms will now be ready for
repotting into 6-inch pots. A mixture of two-
thirds loam and one-third well-decayed cow-
manure, with a sprinkling of soot added, makes
an excellent compost for this second potting.
After potting place them in a frame, keeping
them syringed and slightly shaded for a few
days.

Begonia 0/oire de Lorraine.—Take cuttings as
soon as the shoots are large enough. Insert them
in pots filled with light sandy soil and place in

the propagating-case.

Gyclamen.—Seedlings that have been trans-
planted into boxes may be potted into 2J-inch
pots. They require a light sandy soil, such as
half loam and half leaf -soil, with plenty of sand
added. Old plants that have finished flowering
may have some of the water withheld and placed
in a cool temperature.

The Flower Garden.
Sweet Peat —Plants raised in pots and stand-

ing in cold frames should be fully exposed by
taking the lights off the frames at every oppor-
tunity. The seedlings must be thoroughly
hardened off to plant out in their permanent
quarters next month. To prevent any damage
by wind, put a small stick to each pot and one tie

round the plant.

Bordir Carnations.—Plant out those that have
been wintered in pots on a well-prepared piece of
ground 18 inches apart each way. Beds that
were planted last autumn will need the hoe
lightly run over them occasionally.
Spring Beds.—Keep the surface of the beds

stirred with the hoe where possible. All decayed
leaves should be removed, as they give an untidy
appearance if allowed to remain. All lawns
must be kept brushed and rolled, and the edges of

walks and beds trimmed with the edging-knife.
Any bare places in the lawns may be sown at
once, protecting the seeds from birds with a piece
of netting.

Kitchen Garden.
Plants of Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts, Cab-

bages and Lettuces raised in frames must be
hardened ofi' and transplanted to a warm
border. Sow outside Walcheren, Autumn Pro-
tecting, Michaelmas White and Winter Mam-
moth Broccoli. E. C. Poolby.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)
Onaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

Melons.—These will now be making better
progress, and constant care is necessary in pinch-
ing and tying the earliest batch. Later batches
must be planted as they become ready. It is a
great mistake to starve young Melon plants in

small pots. If the bed is not ready for them,
pot on into 5-inch or 6-inch pots, using a good
sound compost and staking each plant to prevent
buckling. Where Melons are grown in ordinary
frames on a hot-bed, now is a good time to sow
the seeds, as by the time they are ready for

planting the sun will have gained considerable
power and there will be less fear of a check.
In cold, late districts the ordinary Melons often
do but poorly in frames. In such cases I would
recommend that such hardy sorts as Sutton's
Open-Air and Cantaloupe be tried. It is useless

to try these in the open air in the northern parts
of these islands, but if given a hot-bed, very fine

crops of excellent fruit may be had.
Peaches.—Continue disbudding, as advised in a

former calendar, as this becomes necessary. A
constant watch will be needed to see that green
fly finds no lodgment, or much harm may be

done in a very short time. Fumigate occasion-

ally on a still, damp evening and entirely prevent
the ravages of this pest.

Vines.—Tying, stopping and disbudding will

be the principal work ; but thinning will also be
required in the earliest houses. Never leave
this work until the berries are half-grown, as too
many do. Begin by reducing the bunches to the
proper number, always keeping in mind that a
lair number will give as much actual weight as a
very heavy crop, while the quality will in every
case be superior. After thinning give a dressing
of some approved chemical manure, such as

Thomsons. If given according to directions and
well watered in, the results will be entirely

satisfactory.

Kitchen Garden.
Tomatoes.—Plants raised early in the year

will now be ready for placing in their fruiting

pots, boxes or beds. Use a good sound compost,
but no farmyard manure unless the soil is very
poor. For pots or boxes three parts good fibrous

loam used in a rough state, one part half-rotten

leaves, some old mortar rubbish and sharp sand
will form a suitable medium in which to success-

fully grow fine Tomatoes. The addition of a

6-inch potful of bone-meal and the same of soot

or wood-ashes to each barrow-load of soil is very
beneficial. If for a bed, good sound turfy loam
alone or with the addition of the bone-meal and
soot is admirable. Pot very firmly and scatter

round each plant a large tablespoonful of Thom-
son's Manure. Let this be given just under the

surface. I find it much mure satisfactory than
farmyard manure.

Potatoes.—The planting of this important crop

may now be pushed forward. There is little to

be gained by planting too early unless some
means of protecting from sudden trosts is always
at hand. Dry straw is perhaps the best protec-

tion, but makes such a litter that few care to use

it. Thick Spruce branches are excellent, and
are easily put on and taken off.

Onions.—If the autumn - sown plants have
survived, now is the time to transplant to rich

ground. If carefully used, an ordinary dibber is

as good a tool as any other for planting Onions.

Some prefer to take out a deep notch with a

spade, but it is a laborious method, and I fail to

see that is possesses any advantages.

Broccoli.—Most growers have had very serious

losses this winter in the Broccoli plantations.

Where any survive, all dead leaves should be

removed and the surface soil be well stirred, so

as to encourage the plants to make healthy

growth. A sowing of Broccoli may now be made.

C. Blaib.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.

)

Preston House, Linlithgow,
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THE GREENHOUSE.
WINTER FLOWERS AT FOREST

HILL.

DURING the last decade there has been

k a growing tendency to neglect those

I greenhouse plants which naturally

I give us their flowers in midwinter

for the sake of forced plants which
would, in the natural course of

events, open their blossoms at a much later date.

This is unfortunate for two reasons. One is that

among those plants which naturally bloom in

winter we find many beautiful colours and grace-

ful forms which we cannot afford to neglect ; and
the other, that these plants can be suooessfuUy

grown in a much lower temperature, and conse-

quently with less expense, than others which

have to be forced into flower with a considerable

amount of artificial heat. Of course, we fully

appreciate the beauty of many of these forced

plants and recognise their utility in providing

variety at a dull season, but, at the same time,

express a hope that the older favourites which

can be grown under more natural

conditions will not be neglected.

Happily there are signs that these

winter-flowering plants are re-

gaining their one-time popularity.

Foremost among these plants is

the Chinese Primula, a plant that

has been conjured with by many
eminent hybridists since its first

introduction to this country.

Looking over the large stock of

pedigree plants in Messrs. J.

Carter and Co. 's nursery at Forest

Hill a week or two ago, the

thought came to us : What would
the Chinaman, who only knows
his Primrose by the wild plant,

think of all these beautiful colours

and immense flowers? Surely

there is no need to seek artificial

magic when we have such wonders
of Nature before us. Messrs.

Carter and Co. have for many years

devoted much time and attention

to the improvement of the Chinese
Primula, and each time we visit

their nursery there is something
fresh to see.

The diversity in the size, shape

and colour of the flowers is now
well known ; but have all our

readers noted the quiet beauty
and variety that is to be found in

the foliage of these old-fashioned

greenhouse plants? Plain-leaved,

Fern-leaved, Palm-leaved, others

with foliage resembling that of

the Oak, and others, again, with
crested leaves are all to be found,

and the colours of the leaf-stalks

vary from the palest green to dull

red. Then there is the scent of

the flowers, a fragrance thatcannot
be defined, but which brings to us

memories of gardens of our child-

hood. The above features, which
are often overlooked, coupled with
the beautiful colours of the flowers

and the diversity of form found
in the large-flowered and stellata

types, and the fact that the plants can be easily

raised from seed and had in flower from November
onwards through the winter, make out a good
case why these Primulas should be more widely
cultivated. We must now come to details. What
varieties shall we grow ? Undoubtedly the most
brilliant of all that we saw at the Forest Hill

nurseries is Crimson King, a veteran now, but
still unsurpassed for its brilliant and glowing
crimson. A batch of plants presented a picture

of rare beauty and formed a pleasant contrast to

the dull brown colours which predominated

outdoors. A well-tried variety of this section is

the white Elaine, a large-flowered, robust and very
free-flowering variety that any-one can grow.

Among the newer large - flowered varieties

Holborn Coral appealed most strongly to us. It

has very large flowers of splendid substance, the

colour being a true coral pink, and would in all

probability look very charming under artificial

light. The plants were very robust, and un-

doubtedly this is a good Primula in every way.
Holborn Crested was another that called for

special mention. The large pink flowers are

beautifully fringed, and on that account possess

a distinctive charm. King Edward (white), Ver-

milion, Carter's Blue and Carter's Ruby were
other good sorts that we saw. Carter's Bouquet
is a unique-looking plant, the flowers of which
are produced direct from the base of the plant.

Each is then surrounded with a leafy involucre

so as to form a decided bouquet.

Among the double-flowered sorts there are

some splendid colours to select from. Carter's

Daybreak is a pretty variety, the colour ranging

from apricot rose to terra-ootta. Snowflake is an
early white ; Carmine Empress, a very rich car-

pure white can be had separately, and the colour in

each instance is good and distinct. The time for

sowing seeds of the Chinese Primulas is now with
us, and other batches may be sown at intervals

till the end of June ; hence those who desire
flowers next winter should now make their plans
accordingly.
Without the Chinese Primula the winter

months, with regard to flowers, would be certainly
wanting in gaiety, and, thanks to such firms as

Messrs. Carter, the flower has been brought to

a high perfection.

NARCISSUS W. P. MUNER. (See page. IS!,.)

mine sort ; Lilac Queen, very free flowering ; and
Carter's Striped, a white flower daintily striped

with rose. These are all excellent, and give us

variety that is always welcome.
The stellata, or star-flowered, varieties are,

perhaps, the most decorative of all. Free-flower-

ing and of rather loose habit, the plants provide

a teast of colour during the dull winter months.

Here again the range of colours is a large one,

and nearly every shade found in the larger-

flowered sorts has been introduced to the stellata

section. Salmon, crimson, lilac, blue, pink and

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
LATE DESSERT AND CULINARY

APPLES.

SO much depends upon the space at com-
mand as regards the supply of these
fruits in season from December to .June,

and it is not my intention to give a long
list, as I know that amateurs require those
varieties which, in addition to their good eating

or cooking qualities, should also

crop well. Most of the kinds
advised are reliable when grown
in bush form on the Paradise
stock. At the same time, some
of our best late dessert varieties

do not always succeed in certain
soils ; for instance. Lord Burghley,
one of the very best dessert Apples
in the early spring months, at
times is so subject to canker that
it is difficult to recommend it,

and yet the fruits are so excellent
that it is equally diflioult to leave
it out of any selection.

Dessert Varieties.
Adam's Pearmain.—An ideal

variety for amateurs and of great
value for its excellent bearing
properties. A pretty conical fruit

of splendid flavour and in season
from December to March. This
variety should be gathered late :

it hangs late. In the Western
Counties I have often seen it

grown under the name of Hanging
Pearmain.

Sanepare.il.—A fruit not so well
known as its merits deserve. It

is very handsome and keeps
splendidly. It crops freely and
is of excellent flavour. In season
from February till May if given
cool storage ; it is also a splendid
culinary variety.

Barnack Beauty.—This is some-
what like the last-named as re-

gards its free-cropping, handsome
fruits, and is of great value to the
amateur, as it keeps well and is

not a gross grower. It bears in
a very young state, and in a warm
autumn the fruits are remarkable
for their handsome colour and
good quality.

Scarlet Nonpareil. — A well-
known variety and one most suit-

able for amateurs on account of

its medium growth, handsome
fruits and good keeping qualities.

Glaygate Pearmain.—A fruit that partakes
largely of the Ribston flavou^ by no means a
strong grower, but hardy anS a good bearer.

The fruits in some soils are much russeted and
the flesh is rich, sweet and juicy ; in season

from December till) March.
Kinq of Tompkins' County.—AnAmericanApple

I

of great excellence, but a variety that requires a

warm, well-drained soil. 1 place it in tnis list

on account of its excellent flavour. It keeps
well into the spring, is a large truit, and also

cooks well.
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Duke of Devonshire.—A oonipaot grower and

of first-rate quality ; a heavy cropper and a

fruit that should be left as long as possible

on the tree. The fruits are much russeted,

sweet, and keep well into May if given oool

storage.

AUeii'i Eoerlaatiny.—An old variety but of

great exoellenoe, and one of the best late dessert

sorts we have. The fruits should be gathered

as late as possible. I have, with oool storage,

had no dilKoulty in keeping this variety till

June. It is a flat fruit of splendid flavour

and the tree a oompaot grower in most soils.

CooKiNO Varieties.

Here the choice is somewhat wider,

but my list will be brief.

Newton Wonihr.—This is invaluable

for use in the spring. It cooks well

and is a solid, handsome fruit. One of

the very best, will keep well, and
should be in all collections, as it is a

grand cropper.
Bramley'8 Seedling.—This is excel-

lent when grown as a standard. It is

a valuable late variety, in season from
January to April, and will thrive in a
heavy or poor soil. A large and solid

fruit.

Lane's Prince Albert. — An ideal

amateur's variety, as it fruits when
others fail, and is what one may term

an all-round good Apple. It grows
without any special attention, is by
no means gross, and is a certain

cropper and a handsome fruit. There
is probably no other variety that has
made such headway since its introduc-

tion. It keeps well into April, and
should be gathered late and given cool

storage. It blossoms late and is one of

the very best for a small garden.

Sandringham.—For small areas I

have a great liking for this variety.

It does not crop like the last-named,

but is a good bearer and gives very
fine fruits of splendid quality ; in

season from January to March.
Annie Elizabeth.—This is a strong

grower and very much after the Blen-

heim type, but a splendid Apple when
the trees have attained a good size. It

keeps well, and the handsome fruits

are in season from January to April.

It makes a fine standard or orchard
tree.

Wellington.—This well-known variety

grown as a bush on Paradise stock is

excellent. I do not advise it on heavy,

wet land. It is a great favourite in the
kitchen.

Aljriston.—This is a very valuable late variety.

It does well on the Paradise stock, making
a close, sturdy growth, and is one of the best late

culinary Apples grown. It is in season from
November till April and does well in thoroughly
drained soils, but is inclined to canker in heavy,
wet land. A large fruit and generally a good
cropper. G. Wythbs.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
CROCUS.THE FASCINATION OF THE

Spring Croci.

(Continued jrom page I42.J

R. BOWLES continues his interesting

article on these beautiful flowers.

2. Pallidus. — Flowers larger,

globose, sulphur or white, variously

marked outside with lines, feather-

ings or suflfusionsof bronze, purple,

grey or blue ; anthers, yellow, generally with black

THE QUINCE.
CoNSiDBRiNG the popularity of this fruit for

the making of jelly and jam, as well as its use-

fulness for flavouring, it is surprising more trees

are not grown. Of all fruits this is much the
scarcest. At the same time, Quince trees do not
flourish in the same way as other fruit trees.

They are of slow growth, and where the soil

is heavy and retentive of moisture the trees

are invariably found much infested with lichen

and of puny growth. Under such conditions a
tree does not make much progress in twenty
years, except, of course, by much attention in

supplying the roots repeatedly with stimulating
food and spraying the branches with a winter
wash to keep them clean. E. M.

CROCUS KOKOLKOWI VARIETY DYTISCUS.

barbs ; stigma, rich scarlet. I believe these are
the Mount Olympus forms ; they are the most
fascinating of all to raise seedlings from, and
apparently inexhaustible in powers of variation,

and I hope have a great future. The beautiful

blue and white form known as Warley var. is

one of them, and was raised by Mr. John Hoog
at Haarlem.

I think a lilac or purple chrysanthus may ere

long appear among this race, in spite of its

seeming such a contradiction in terms. [Since
writing the above several lilac forms have
appeared among this season's seedlings. —
K. A. B. 1 Maw called one variety cserulescens,

but the inner surface of that is white.

3. Fuaco-tinctus.—Flowers with pointed seg-

ments, yellow, variously feathered, striped,

grained or suffused with brown or grey ; anthers,
dark grey or nearly black, no black spots on the
barbs ; stigma, yellow.

A very hardy and free-seeding race, but not so

attractive either in form or oolour as the others.

I have hopes of some pale seedlings with mark-
ings of a rosy tendency.

C. bifloruB I write in haste, that I may be led

away from my swannery. This is the most

widely spread of all, so naturally it varies

greatly. The best-known form is the large white-

grounded one with five dark purple lines out-

side, called the Scotch Crocus. It is believed to

grow wild in South Italy, but has been known
for many years in gardens and has become
sterile or almost so, after the manner of other

garden forms, and I think we want further

evidence as to its being identical with any wild

I

form.

The ordinary Italian form is somewhat smaller,

yellowish outside, marked with three deep purple

lines and pale lavender internally. It varies in

wanting the purple lines, and is thus

known as var. estriatus. From seeds

of this last I oooasionally raise the

striped form, but very rarely, and the

striped form gives me every now and
then a rather smaller variety, pure

white except for the yellow outside

of the outer segments, which regularly

flowers some weeks after its parents.

I believe this albino form to be the

same as one that is said to occur

spontaneously in the gardens of the

Villa Borghese at Rome, but have not

yet been able to procure it from thence.

The best white form comes from
Dalmatia, and is called var. Weldeni.

It is a fine thing, more globose in

shape, and varies greatly from pure
white through forma slightly powdered
with lilac specks outside to an extreme
form known as var. Alexandri, in which
the outer segments are often deep purple

except for a narrow white margin.

I have a race of seedlings here in

which the ground colour is lilac, and in

the last few years have found some of

a soft sulphur tint that look as though
chrysanthus had affected them.

There is a strange little gem known
as biflorus var. Pestalozzss, one of the

smallest of all Croci and nearly pure
white. Maw thought it an albino

form of another ; but I have raised

many seedlings and so far have seen

no sign of its reversion, and I feel in-

clined to allow it specifio rank. It has

a black mark on the filament just above

its insertion on the segment, which I

have never noticed in any other Crocus.

Of rather rarer spring speoies I may
mention Balansse, orange, and varying

in the outer markings, some being beau-

tifully feathered, but the best of all

suffused with rich madder brown,

almost purple in a young bloom. The
contrast in a half-opened one is very

wonderful, and, as it is a good doer

and free seeder, every owner of a rock

garden should expend half-a crown and start a

dozen in a sunny nook.

Korolkowi, from the Far East, has two good

points—it flowers early and is of a peculiarly

brilliant shade of yellow. It varies much
I externally in the extent of brown or purple freck-

ling. The latest importation of its large, flat corms,

which look more like those of a Gladiolus than

a Crocus, came from Bokhara, and the vigour of

this race will, I hope, prove sufficient to make it

a useful speoies. I have raised some charming
seedlings from them. One has the outer seg-

ments externally deep brown with only a narrow
margin of yellow, and in colour reminds me so

much of the large water beetle, Dytiscus margi-

natus, that I call it var. Dytiscus.

Etrusous, buff outside, lavender within, is

pretty, and requires replanting oftener than
most species, or it becomes crowded and poor

and the flowers misshapen. Ancyrensis might
easily be mistaken for chrysanthus, but lacks

the black spots on the barb of the anther and has

a strongly netted corm tunic. It is very early,

a free seeder, and has suddenly started to

vary with feathered and blotched exterior.

Candidus, both the white type and its yellow
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variety subflavus, are distinot ia appearance, as

the leaves are wider than in any other vernal

species. I find it likes heavier soil than most
others.

This is by no means an exhaustive list of the

vernal forms, but I think it includes the most
effective from a garden point of view.

Wallham Cross. E. Augustus Bowles.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
The Best Dozen.—It is generally assumed that

it is the exclusive prerogative of the ladies to

say " I told you so !" I feel, however, that I

must poach upon even their strict preserves in

this particular instance. When the fiat came forth

that the best dozen varieties were to be named,
I essayed the task in the full knowledge that

trouble would come out of it, and it has. In
one respect the whole thing has backed up my
expressed opinion, which is that there is not,

and never will be, such a thing as a best dozen,

for the simple reason that such a hard-and-fast

line would not allow the slightest margin for

plants grown in rows or those in clumps, and it

is possiole that the majority would vote for

the latter. There can be little doubt that when
the Sweet Pea commenced to rise on to its

present marvellous era of prosperity the system
of growing in clumps had much to recommend it.

The plants had far more fresh air and space, and,
consequently, they yielded superior flowers to the

bulk of plants in rows : but, after all, this was
largely due to the fact that previously the plants

had not been properly treated, since they were
commonly packed so thickly in lines that it was
impossible for perfect development to follow.

Thus the comparison was scarcely a fair one,

because it was between a well and a badly cul-

tivated specimen. Now things have changed,

and all the world recognises that it is imperative

that plenty of space shall be accorded if anything
approaching to satisfactory results are to accrue ;

and with the appreciation of this indisputable

fact the conclusion is reached that there is abso-

lutely no diflference in (juality or quantitv of

bloom from plants in clumps or in rows. Kaoh
grower should adopt the system which meets with

ONE OF THE RARER SNOWDROPS : OALANTHUS ATKINSII.

personal tastes and predilections in regard to

colour and form. The result is further satisfac-

tory, both to the autocrat of the Editorial sanctum
and myself, since it has proved to demonstration
that the Sweet Pea column is read, and that the
smallest deviation from the straight path will

bring criticism. This is precisely as it ought to

be, and one may sincerely hope that it will con-

tinue. In leaving the subject I should like to
congratulate each compiler of a list—there were
several others equally as good for which space
could not be found—and to say that in every case

the selections were quite as good as, and perhaps
some superior to, my own. I think that there
was only one correspondent who went even a
little astray, and that was the one who asserted
that the National Sweet Pea Society might
possibly consider Elsie Herbert and Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore as too - much - alike. Perish the
thought. The society may do funny things, but
it would not bracket a white with a cream ground,
even though the marginal colouring might be
identical.

Clumps versus Rows.—Opinions still differ as

to whether the finest blooms are produced by

his personal approbation, or which will prove the

more beautiful in the adornment of the garden.

From an artistic point of view I should favour
clumps, each to contain one variety only ; but
there are obviously many circumstances and
conditions in which rows would be infinitely

preferable.

SowiNfi Seeds.—At the time of writing the

weather is more favourable for all outdoor gar-

dening operations than it has been throughout
the spring. It is true that on strong lands the

bottom is still sodden, but the sun is daily

gaining power and the keen winds are playing
their part in bringing about a more amenable
state. Thus it is to be hoped that all readers are

now able to safely get upon their ground with a
view to breaking down the top soil, so that a
perfect seed-bed, which so markedly favours
ultimate results, may be secured in time to sow
seeds by the end of the month. Broadly speaking,

about the end of the third week of March is the

ideal time for outdoor sowing in the Southern
and Home Counties, while in the Midlands and
North it will be the end of the month or early in

April. But when all is said and done, the fact

will remain that each grower" must' exercise his
common sense and sow his seeds when all the con-
ditions of soil and weather are good, and it is

obvious that it is most improbable that the date
will be exactly the same two years in immediate
succession. There must be no rule of thumb
business in the sowing of Sweet Peae out of 31

doors, or any other seeds for the matter of I
that. Spencer.

ATKINS'S SNOWDROP.
One of the finest of all Snowdrops—and that is
saying a great deal now that we have so many
handsome selected and seedling forms is the
variety of Galanthus nivalis Imperati called
Atkinsii. It is a tall and handsome Snowdrop,
with bold and shapely flowers of the greatest
purity and beauty. There are two varieties
cultivated under the same name, and probably
both came originally from the garden of the late
Mr. Atkins, Painswick. The one shown in the
accompanying illustration is the finer of the two,
and is that sent out originally by Mr. Barr in
1875 at 2s, 6d. per bulb. The late Mr. F. W.
Burbidge informed us that the late Mr. Wheeler
of Warminster was the only trade customer who
purchased it, and that it died out with Mr. Barr
at Tooting, but grew well at Warminster. It is

well that such a fine plant has been preserved,
and its wider distribution is to be desired.
The other Atkinsii was sent out by Messrs.

Biokhouse of York, and is a grand Snowdrop
dso. It has, however, the defect of frequently
coming with an additional outer segment and of
occasionally giving misshapen blooms. When it

Is open the additional segment is no drawback,
as the flowers look like white butterflies poised
on a stalk. This and other forms of the
Imperati section of Galanthus nivalis will grow
in the same soil and conditions as the common
Snowdrop, and, although from the South of
Europe, do not appear to be less hardy than
other Snowdrops.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
Some More Good Things for Pots.—During
the whole of the second half of February I have
been enjoying a succession of lovely pots or pans
of W. P. Milner. I have on more than one
occasion written in praise of this charming
variety for indoor work, for the truth is

that I never can see it in my study or
hall without feeling impelled to tell others
about it. It is so graceful, so dainty-looking
and such a delightful change from the yellows
that have preceded it in the earlier days
of the year that it must have a warm welcome
wherever Daflbdils are appreciated and where
means for their early culture are available. This
present year it seems to have done better than
ever ; so much so that I have had a small oblong-
shaped pan photographed, with the result that
may be seen on page 152. There is no difficulty
in having it in bloom on the date above-
mentioned, as it responds readily to mild forcing.
It grows (when well done) from 12 inches to
15 inches in height, and the flowers, when they
have been open a few days, become an almost
pure white. It is fairly free, and with a cool
living-room temperature lasts a long time in
perfection. As a contrast I would mention
Glory of Leiden. Connoisseurs are inclined to
turn up their noses at what they call its streaky
perianth, and undoubtedly it has this appearance.
But for all that it is a popular flower. Many
people for some reason or another single it out
as the one they like best when they see it in a
group at some spring show. As their warmth in
its favour undoubtedly sent the price up a few
degrees last season, I determined to give it a good
trial in pots. The result has been highly satis-

factory. Its broad, deep yellow, massive-looking
trumpet is surrounded by a sort of saucer-shaped
perianth of the palest primrose. Mr. Felton, the
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well-known florist of Hanover Square, Bays that

as " a decorative flower it surpasses all others in

its section " ; high praise indeed from one so

well qualified to judge—a remark which I quote

to add emphasis to my own personal recommen-
dation, (iolden Spider is a brand new large

trumpet whioh is not yet in commerce, but of

which a few bulbs have been very kindly sent

me for trial. It is a beautiful flower, of the

same shade of sulphur yellow that we get in

John Nelson and Captain Nelson. On this

account alone it would be of value, for as far as

I know, with the exception of a few new ones,

we have nothing but these of this particular hue.

It has a fine yellow trumpet, broadly expanded
at the apex, of immense substance. The perianth

in shape is just a little like Glory
of Leiden, with the addition of a

pleasing twist, after the manner
of Prinoeps, on the three inner

segments, while in colour it is

many shades paler than the
trumpet, but of the same lovely

tone. I have grown it side by
side with Golden Spur, whioh
were supplied me by the same
firm, and it came into bloom
about five or six days later. I

should mention that it is a flowei

that grows. When it is opening
it looks as if it would have a
floppy perianth, but as it ages
this look wears off, and when
full blown it is most distinct and
taking, both in colour and shape.

Mme. Plemp is a very large
bioolor. I do not think I would
like it in any ordinary-sized pot,

but for massing in big pans it is

very fine. Curiously enough, its

rough, uneven perianth goes well
with the general appearance of the
whole mass and helps to set off

its magnificent — if somewhat
ill-shaped — deep yellow fluted

trumpet.
Pots and Pans versris Vases.

Daffodils look best growing. Even
the most pleasing arrangement in

vases never looks so well to me
as ordinarily well-grown plants in

pots or pans or bowls. We never
get the flowers and the foliage in

quite the same relative position

as Nature places them in when
we arrange them ourselves. Still,

for very many nothing is prac-
ticable but out blooms, and even
if we have plenty growing there
are times and places where and
when they must be used. The
ideal vase should contain only one
kind, and only Daffodil foliage

should be used. Mixtures are
seldom effective, unless it is such
a case as where a vase may be
made up of different Leedsii varie-

ties, such as Duchess of West-
minster, Minnie Hume, Mrs.
Langtry, &o. , a7id no other types.

Trumpets and cups do not bar
monise ; at least, as my old gardener so often says
to me, " that is my foolish opinion."

Joseph Jacob.

THE ROCK PINK.
A LITTLE Pink unfamiliar to many is Dianthus
petrseus, the Rock Pink, one of the most pleasing
of the smaller species, of which there are many.
It grows only some ti inches high, and gives
pretty, grassy foliage and pleasing rose flowers,
single but attractive. It forms an excellent sub-
ject for the rock garden, where, slightly hanging
over a large stone, it shows its character to per-
fection. But there is a rare double variety,
called D. petreeus florepleno, whioh deserves a

special note. It is one of the most charming of

the tiny double Pinks we have, delicate, and far

from clumsy in its doubling, while the flowers

are pure white. It is worthy to be grown
anywhere, and, although scarce, is not expensive
when it can be procured. The single one is in-

creased by seeds or by cuttings, and the double
one by cuttings, just as in the case of the common
Pinks of gardens. A sunny position in gritty, light

soil is the most congenial to these flowers.

Dum/ries. S. Aknott.

A USEFUL HARDY ANNUAL.
The annual shown in the accompanying illustra

tion is not met with very frequently, and yet it

THE ROSE GARDEN.
SWEET-SCENTED ROSES.

WHILE the planting season is still'

with us it may not be out of
place to call attention to a few
Roses that are more than
usually sweet-scented. There
is great variety of perfume

among Koses. In Socrates and Catherine
Mermet I detect the strong fruity scent of ripe
Nectarine or Peach. Souvenir de Maria de
Zayas reminds me strongly of Parma Violets.
Polyantha Simplex and Perpetual Thalia possess

strong Hawthorn perfume, and Lady Penzance,
with the Austrian Briars, have a
scent peculiarly their own, and
which I cannot compare to any
other. One almost instinctively
raises a Rose to smell, and it is

disappointing to find such beau-
tiful varieties as Frau Karl
Drusohki, Baroness Rothschild
and Margaret Dickson entirely
devoid of scent. Here are a few
of the sweetest : Viscountess
Folkestone, Mme. Ravary, The
Dandy, American Beauty, Mme.
Abel Chatenay, Ards Rover, Dr.
ODonel Browne, Devoniensis,
Souvenir d'un Ami, Mme. Pol
Varin-Bernier, Mrs. W. J. Grant,
La France, Lady Battersea, Lady
Waterlow, Lord Macaulay,
General Jacqueminot, Gardenia,
Beryl, Heinrich Schultheis, Gruss
an Teplitz, Conrad Ferdinand
Meyer and Nova Zembla. A. P.

COLOURED
PLATE.
PLATE 1396.

NEW POLYANTHA ROSE
JESSIE.

T

a beautiful hardy annual : COLUNSIA BICOLOR.

I
is one that is of considerable value in the flower

garden and also for cutting. It forms branching
stems about 1 foot high, and these are clothed with
small, oval-shaped green leaves and flowers of a
white and rosy purple hue. In shape the flowers

resemble somewhat those of the Antirrhinums.
Like those of other hardy annuals, the seeds

can be sown outdoors where the plants are

to flower, a good time being the end of March or

early in April. The plant is an ideal one for

forming clumps towards the front of the
herbaceous border, say, where early-flowering
bulbs have finished flowering. The young seed-

lings should be thinned early so that they stand
3 inches apart, from eight to a dozen forming a
good-sized clump. H.

HE value of the dwarf-
growing and free-
flowering Polyantha
Roses for bedding pur-
poses is now fully

recognised by most
lovers of Roses, and many will

remember the introduction, about
three years ago, of that charming
bright red variety named Phyllis.

This Rose was a decided advance
on others of its type, the colour
being brighter and not affected

by the sun. The coloured plate
presented with this issue repre-
sents still another advance in this
class of Roses. The variety there
depicted and named Jessie is a
sport from Phyllis, and origi-

nated in Messrs. H. Merry-
weather and Sons' nursery at
Southwell, Notts. The plate has

been prepared from a colour-photograph of
flowers kindly sent us by Messrs. Merryweather.
The colour may best be described as a glowing
cherry crimson, and this is not affected by the
strongest sunshine. The plant is a free-growing
one, and flowers profusely over a long period.

We saw a good batch of it growing in the
Southwell Nurseries last summer near others of

its class, and certainly Jessie and Phyllis were
the best of them all. When shown at the Temple
Show last year by Messrs. Merryweather the
variety Jessie received an award of merit from
the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and with this hall-mark of excellence it

is safe to predict a bright future for this charming
little Rose,
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—During suit-

able weather sowings to follow those

put in earlier should be made of such

crops as Radishes, Lettuces, Parsnips,

Carrots, Onions, Peas and Broad
Beans. Of course, the quantity to

sow must be regulated by the demand that in

likely to arise ; it is useless sowing a lot more
than is likely to be wanted, especially where
space is none too plentiful. The seeds of all the

crops mentioned above may now be sown more
thinly than they were at an earlier date, as

germination will take place more quickly, and
consequently there will be less risk of loss by
decay or by the attacks of birds, mice, slugs and
similar pests. Cabbages that were planted last

autumn are now growing freely, and will be con-

siderably benefited by frequent hoeings. This

admits air to the roots, which is greatly

appreciated by the plants. Any that are running

to seed should be pulled up, and if greens are

scarce the tops may be used in the kitchen. It

is useless to allow Cabbages to remain once it is

seen that they intend to go to seed instead of

hearting properly. An application of finely

crushed nitrate of soda, half a teaspoonful to each

plant, will greatly assist growth and give the

plants a good colour; it must be scattered round,

not on, the Cabbages. All the above cultural

remarks apply with equal force to autumn-planted

Lettuces.

Fruit Garde H.— Peaches and Nectarines and
the earliest Plums and Pears on walls will now
or shortly be opening their blossoms, and if a

good crop of fruit is desired, precautions must be

taken to avoid the essential organs of the

flowers being injured by frost. With this end

in view, some old fish-netting, used in two
thicknesses, should be hung over the trees, but

arranged so that it does not touch the blossoms,

or they will be bruised and injury done in that

way. Fish-netting possesses ihe advantage of

admitting air freely to the trees, and at the same
time is sufficient protection against spring frosts.

It can be purchased very cheaply and comes in

useful for many purposes in the garden. Any
fruit quarters that have not yet been forked

over and made tidy for the summer should have

attention in this respect without delay. It is

not yet too late to plant Raspberries, although.

I.—AN OLD PL4NT OF ONE OF THE BETTER
HYBRID POTENTILLAS IN EXCELLENT
CONDITION FOR DIVIDING.

of course, the work would have been better done

at an earlier date. Select well-rooted, sturdy

canes and plant either in clumps of three or

singly 18 inches apart in rows. These new canes

should be out to within 9 inches of the soil when
planting is finished.

SOME USEFUL BORDER PLANTS.

The Laivii.—Where not already done, no time

must be lost in giving the grass plot its first

mowing. Nothing is gained, and much may be

lost, by allowing the grass to become overgrown
and ragged. Many prefer to do this first cutting

of the year with a scythe, and this system has

something in its favour. Providing, however,

that the machine is in good condition, it may be

done with the mower in a satisfactory manner.

The grass which has passed through the winter

is naturally tough, and a blunt and badly

regulated machine will pull much of it out by the

roots. Set the cutting blade at a high angle and
take the precaution to thoroughly oil all bearings

oefore using the machine. During the next

few weeks will be a good time to sow grass

seeds. Where bare patches are present in the

lawn, rake the soil up thoroughly with an iron-

toothed rake and scatter the seeds thickly in the

orevioes thus mide. Then cover with about half

an inch of finely sifted soil and roll or beat firmly.

Birds are very fond of the seeds, and must be

kept off by means of netting or black cotton

until the young plants appear.

Flower Garden. — Pansies, Carnations and
similar hardy plants which have been kept in

frames during the winter to protect them from
excessive rains may now be planted out in their

permanent quarters. Providing they have pre

viously been thoroughly ventilated, they should

be quite sturdy and will receive little, if any,

cheuk. Pansies like a rich soil, and, if possible,

some old, welldecayed manure should be forked

in a few inches deep where they are to be planted.

The many fibrous roots which these plants make
will quickly find this, and large, well coloured

blooms and robust foliage will be the result.

The soil for Carnations, if at all heavy, should

have some coarse sand, road scrapings from

gravel roads, burnt earth, wood-ashes or any
similar material added. In any case, no matter

what the soil may be, unless it is strongly im-

pregnated with lime, a dressing of old mortar

rubbish, one peck to a square yard, will be much
appreciated by Carnations. The present is a

good time to plant bulbs of Hyacinthus (Galtonia)

candicans, a stately plant, the tall stems of which

are bespangled with pearly white, bell-shaped

flowers. The bulbs can be purchased cheaply,

and room should be found for a few in every

garden. Plant them 6 inches deep and, if in the

herbaceous border, in clumps of three or five

bulbs. In heavy soil place some coarse sand

beneath and around the bulbs before filling in

with the natural material. A. A.

THEHOW TO PROPAGATE AND GROW
POTENTILLA.

The Potentilla is a distinctly showy hardy

perennial, and it is difficult to understand why
it is not more largely grown than is now
the case. The plant is commonly known as

the Cinquefoil, and is worthy of a conspicuous

position in all borders of hardy plants where a

really attractive display is desired. It is a large

family of plants and is represented by many
beautiful species. There are plants of alpine

character, and others of ideal form for border

culture. Hybridists have produced some hand-

some double-flowered forms. These have given

us a race of plants that come into flower in July

and continue in bloom more or less until the

autumn. When the sun is at its height these

plants appear to be at their best. Individual

plants are interesting ; but to see the better

Potentillas to real advantage, they should be

grouped in masses in sunny borders. The
groups should vary according to the 3i?;e of the

border, say, from three to a dozen plants in

each group.

The plants are easily recognised by their

Strawberry-like leaves, which vary in colour from
silvery grey to bright green. It is important
that the plants should be staked and tied before

they get out of control, but this should be done
in somewhat loose fashion. Opinions differ as

to the soil in which they should be planted ;

some growers assert that the plants will do very
well in poor soil, but in my own experience the

planes have done exceedingly well in quarters
that have been deeply dug and well manured.
The plant represented in Fig. I has been lifted

after being three years in the border. An old

plant of this description may serve the purpose
of enabling the beginner possessing the necessary
facilities to increase his stock of plants. The
division of the old plants is an excellent and
simple means of raising stock, and this may be
done in October and November and in March and
April.

These old plants may be dealt with in two
ways, viz., they may be divided into three or

2,—THE PLANT IN FIG. I DIVIDED INTO

THREE PIECES. SUCH DIVIDED PIECES

MAKE BEAUTIBUL PLANTS THE FIRST

SEASON.

four pieces, or into individual crowns at the will

or convenience of the grower. If quick results

are desired, the plants should be divided into

pieces such as are represented in Fig. 2. This

is the same plant as seen in Fig. 1 broken

into three pieces. Each of the latter will make
a splendid plant before the summer is over, and
while they are developing this trio should flower

satisfactorily. These divided pieces ought

to be planted where they are to flower, and if

planted in light, deep soil in an open, sunny

position they will do well. They should be

planted about 15 inches or more apart, when
they will render a good account of themselves.

Fig. .3 is a good illustration of an individual

crown or growth. Many such pieces may be

obtained from an old plant of the character

represented in Fig. 1. Some of the individual

crowns will be less promising than the one seen

in the illustration. Pieces of this description I

prefer to plant in a eold frame. Place the frame

on quarters that have been dug over and the soil

well broken up, and incorporate quite freely

coarse sand or road grit, and if a small quantity

of leaf-mould can be added, so much the better.

Those who have no cold frame may use deep

boxes as represented in Fig. 4, using soil of a

similar kind to that prescribed for the cold

frame. The box may be covered with an old

window-sash, if necessary, although the orowns

will root satisfactorily without it. Plant

the orowns in rows, observing a distance of
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4 inches to fi inohes between the crowns and a

similar epaoe between the rows.

Good double-flowered Potentillas are the follow-

ing : W. Rollison, chestnut, suffused orange ;

Congo, dark maroon and
yellow ; Vase d'Or, canary
yellow ; Fantasie, scarlet,

iMf ^
suffused and edged gold ;

T Mordorie, glowing crim-
son, shaded gold ; v uloan,

dark velvety red ; M.
Rouillard, rich yellow and
orange ; Victor Lemoine,
vermilion, striped yellow

;

Toussaint I'Ouverture,
velvety crimson maroon ;

Emilia, very dark crimson

;

Gold Kugel, brilliant yel-

low ; and purpurea plena,

deep rich red. Some of

the species should also be
grown. D. B. C.

3.—AN INDIVIDDAL
OROWTH OP
I'OTENTIILA.

HOW TO GROW FINE
BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
Undoubtedly the best
early Brussels Sprouts are
obtained from plants that
have been raised in boxes
under glass in the spring ;

but sometimes the plants
so raised are not the most remunerative as
regards quantity of produce. The fault lies in

the treatment of the plants while they are
quite young. It is such a very easy matter to
grow long, lanky and weakly plants in frames at
this season.

I well remember the ease of a young gardener

—

at least, he posed as a gardener, and certainly
had the ambition to rise to a responsible position
in the profession he intended to follow. He was
young then, but he succeeded through being
always observant and ready to learn. At that
time he had some young Cauliflower plants under
a cloth fixed on sticks. The weather, in early
spring, was bright and warm. An experienced
gardener advised him to remove the covering.
" \es, when 1 have had my dinner," he replied.
The gardener said, " And in the meantime your
plants are spoiling.' The youth realised the
truth and forthwith exposed his plants.
Now I know that many beginners coddle their

young Brussels Sprouts too much at this season,
with the result that many of the lower leaves
are lost and also sprouts from that part. As
the latter are borne on the stem and mature from
the base upwards, it means that the crop will be
later and lighter.

Undue exposure after the plants have been
grown in a rather warm temperature must be
avoided also, as it would have a similar bad
effect on the leaves. The plants should be
gradually hardened rather early, and then planted
in a nursery bed in a somewhat sheltered spot
outside prior to their being put out in their
permanent quarters. Short, stocky specimens
are obtained in this way, and such are far
superior right through the season to those that
are unduly drawn up.

HOW TO GROW VEGETABLE MARROWS.
Many inexperienced persona fail to secure a
satisfactory crop of Vegetable Marrows through
following obsolete methods—the building up of
dry heaps of straw and covering them with a
thin layer of soil only. While the plants are
small they grow apace and appear to be doing
remarkably well, but when the trying time
comes—the fruiting stage—they fail because they
lack rooting space.

Hundreds of Vegetable Marrow plants cast
their fruits while tlie latter are just forming
when this system of cultivation is loUowed. A
severe check is given owing to the roots becoming
too dry, and even copious waterings will not

I

avail much when the roots have permeated the
top portion of the straw bed. The water runs
off without being as beneficial to the roots as it

should be. Rich and timely top-dressings
mitigate the evil to some extent, but no effort

will avail as much as the first and right effort

—

that of growing the plants in a substantial
rooting medium.

Vegetable Marrows do very well indeed in

the open quarters of a garden or even a field ; but
for early use the position should be a nice
sheltered, sunny corner. Make a good beginning.
Too often one sees the best portion of the crop
forming too late in the season, when the result is

small, yellow, undeveloped Marrows, or half-

grown ones spoiled by early frosts. Make good
use of the cool frame now. In this the young
plants may be grown in flower-pots, which I pre-
fer to boxes on account of the convenience of

planting when the time comes.
In the first place, the cultivator should sow

a single seed in a 3i-inch pot in very good loam and
sweet leaf-soil. When the seedlings have attained
a height of 3 inches and formed two rough leaves,
repot them into 6 inch pots. This work must be
done about the second week in May. In the
compost used then put some rotted manure.
Provide good drainage and do not overwater the
plants. During the latter part of May remove
the glass light in the daytime and admit plenty
of air at night. On June 5, or not later than
June 10, put out the plants, which should by
this time be large, strong and healthy, and
quickly grow into a fruiting state. If the natural
soil is of good depth, put on a thick coat of
manure and dig it in before planting the Marrows.
It is a good plan to lay down a few Pea-sticks
for the haulm to rest on. Long Green, Long
White, Moore's Cream, Pen-y-byd and Prize-
taker are excellent varieties.

CANNAS FROM SEEDS.
The seeds of these plants take a long time to
germinate, especially when they are sown very
early in the new year and where there is not
much artificial heat. At the present time a
novice may succeed in raising a nice batch of
young plants from seeds if he will faithfully
follow the hints here given. Procure some 3-inoh
pots, wash them clean, especially on the inside,
put in some crocks and fill them with leaf-soil
and good loam in equal proportions. One seed
must be buried 1 inch deep in each pot ; but
before sowing the seeds chip off a small piece of
the shell only, on one side of the individual seeds,
and then soak them in water for two nights and
a day. Place the vessel containing the water
and the seeds in a warm place where the water
will remain tepid. When the seeds are sown
press down the soil firmly and plunge the pots to
their rims in a bottom-heat—in a propagating
Irame, if one is obtainable—of nearly 80". The

-AN OLD PLANT BROKEN DP INTO MANY
PIECES. THESE ABE PLANTED IN A COLD
FRAME OB DKEP BOX AND COVEBBD
WITU OLASS TILL NEW OROWTH HAS
DEVELOPED, WHEN THEY MAY BE PLANTED
WHERE THEY ARE TO FLOWER.

soil in the pots must be kept moist, but not
saturated. In a very reasonable time at this
season the seeds will germinate, and the re-

sultant seedlings must be carefully and gradually
hardened to the temperature of a warm green-
house. Repot the plants in a compost of good
loam, leaf-soil, rotted manure and sand, and the
result will be fine specimens by the month of
August. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

Sweet Peas in Shady Places.—Sticklers after
what is called the most up-to-date methods in
Sweet Pea cultivation would doubtless hesitate
before planting these things within the shaded
area of a row of Apple trees, and would never
dream of sowing the seeds line to line with the
trunks of the trees themselves. Yet such a
position has points of merit sufficiently good and
strong to justify its recommendation to quite a
large number and in certain circumstances. One
is not going to recommend the more or less
uncongenial soil usually found under Apple trees
as the right thing for securing flowers of
exhibition quality, though one can recommend
the position named to those who prefer a display
of flowers far into the waning months of the
year. Indeed, a youthful and very amateurish
beginner, not far from where I write, for two
years at least has gathered flowers of a quality
and freshness from such a planting that quite
surprised me, the flowers seeming much happier
during hot weather than elsewhere. Hedges of
Sweet Peas in shady places I had known of
hitherto—and a real pleasure they are when so
treated—but deliberately planting under trees as
mentioned was rather new. It is, however, well
worth a trial.

Propagation.—Probably one of the greatest
drawbacks the amateur gardener has to contend
with is the vicissitudes to which cuttings are
exposed during his absence from home day by
day ; and to have to shade such things for hours
at a time when shading is quite unnecessary is

calculated to induce a sickly and weakly growth
from the start. The timely shading of freshly
inserted cuttings under ordinary circumstances
is an absolute necessity, however, though happily
there is a means of dispensing with shading
altogether.

How TO Do It.— Cuttings are usually inserted
in pots in sandy soil, and such as these require
to be shaded from hot sunlight as afore-
mentioned. It is well known, however, that a
large number of plants of a soft- wooded nature
root perfectly well in sand and water, no soil

being required. All that is necessary in such a
case is to provide a series of earthenware saucers
01 those of pottery ware, and, having filled them
with silver sand, to so saturate the latter that
the cuttings may be thrust in by finger and
thumb. In this way—the sand being maintained
at saturation point—the cuttings require neither
frame nor shading, though for purely sympa-
thetic reasons one would not expose them to the
strongest sunlight if a more sequestered part of
the greenhouse was available. To be able to
root such things as Lobelia, Ageratum, Coleus,
Heliotrope, Verbenas, Fuchsias and other plants
with so great a degree of certainty and so little

trouble should, I think, appeal to all by reason
of its simplicity, if nothing more.
Special Appliances.—To those who prefer to

have them, it may be well to point out that
special appliances in pottery and zinc ware are
made in convenient sizes and of a pattern to fit

over the hot-water pipes in the greenhouse, their
use in these positions ensuring what is needful
to some of the plants mentioned—a continuous
supply of bottom-heat or warmth. When thus
employed all that is necessary is to see that the
propagating trays or pans are well supplied with
water, evaporation being of necessity somewhat
rapid. The water may be given from a fine-rosed
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wateriDg-oan over the heads of the outtinge,

which are considerably refreshed thereby.

Makino the Ccttinos. — The making of

cuttings to the orthodox joint is a tedious

business even for the professional gardener,

while to his amateur brother it is often a trial of

patience. Those of the latter who have not

much spare time may like to know that to not

one of the subjects I have named is the joint-

made cutting essent'a'. ; hence the operator is

further relieved from work to which he is

unaccustomed. A cutting of Coleus or Verbena,
for example, detached about midway between
any two joints and inserted without more ado
will not merely figure as a time-saver, but will be

refreshing itself in its moist sand bed before it has

time to feel the effects of the knife or the

subsequent shook of the changed conditions or

the exposure. E. H. Jenkins.

THE FERN GARDEN.
CURLY FERNS.

ONE is so accustomed to regard Ferns
as having flat fronds—as, indeed,

practically all have in their normal
forms—that the idea of curly ones

seems absurd. Nature, however,
is given to the invention and

creation of innumerable variants, which we, in

our ignorance of the underlying causes, term
" sports," and in our native Ferns especially she

has been particularly ingenious in this respect,

since a by no means exhaustive list of such

sports embraces something like 1,20() distinct

ones as found wild in this country. Each of

these is not only made in some different fashion

from the common type, but is capable, almost

without exception, of transmitting its peculiari-

ties to its offspring. Undoubtedly the prettiest

of the curled varieties are what are termed '
' re-

volvens " forms. In these the fronds themselves

are somewhat curved, while their side divisions

are still more so, turning the normally flat frond

nearly into a tube. Some years ago we were
fortunate enough to find a Lady Fern, so charac-

terised in Scotland (Athyrium Filix-f(pmina re-

volvens Druery), and in this the curling goes to

such a length that the side divisions of the fronds

form a row of ringlets, which the tip of the frond

matches by a spiral twist, with very pretty effect.

This character is so marked that when the spores

are sound the first little frond curls over and
lies on the prothallus, or little green scale first

produced from the spore and on which the young
Fern is engendered.

In the Soft Shield Fern (Polystiehum angulare)

several revolvens forms have been found, a very

good one falling to the writer's lot last season in

Devonshire. In these the ringlet type is hardly
reached, only the semi-tubular one asserting

itself. It is a curious fact that if such fronds are

pressed perfectly flat they appear to be perfectly

normal, so that the varietal form is entirely due
to an excessive expansion of the superficial cells

of the upper surface, thus causing the frond and
its divisions to become convexly curved, while

the ringlet appearance is due to the endeavour of

the under sides to avoid the light. We have
seen several forms of the Hart'stongue which
assume this convex type, always accompanied
by curvature of the frond itself ; but all that we
have seen are associated with other characters

and are not otherwise normal. Lastrea pseudo-

mas revolvens is a Male Fern on true revolvens

lines as described, and we have found Blechnum
Spioant similarly affected, but hardly thorough-

bred. Another section of the curly Ferns is

oermed " flexuosum,'' and in these the midribs

of the fronds are erratically twisted, as are also

those of the sub-divisions. The result is naturally

more curious than beautiful. Several finds of

the Lady Fern are thus characterised, and
Polystiehum angulare has also sported in the

same way. One example figured in Colonel .Jones's

Nature prints, being humorously described by
him as obviously having expired in convulsions,

so tortuously twisted and twirled is the frond

depicted.
Although the causes which underlie all de-

partures from Nature's normal lines of vegetative

activity are apparently impenetrable mysteries,

the particular class of sport we are treating

of is peculiarly mysterious, since therein Nature
contravenes one of her laws, viz. , that the area
of foliage is arranged in such a way as to present

as much surface as possible to the light, the light

being one of the main factors of vital energy. In
curly sports, however, as we have shown,
the bending and twisting upsets this plan, tend-
ing to carry the light-receiving surface away
from the light, and it is reasonable to believe

that the twisting and ringlet-forming tendency
becomes emphasised by a sort of rebellion against

this unnatural deviation, and consequently twists

back again towards the light on the part of the

growing cells which the primary twist or curve
has displaced. Outside Ferns we see something
similar in the Croton family, whose quaintly
twisted and spiral foliage is familiar to all

visitors to horticultural shows. Juncus effusus,

a spiral form of the common Rush, is another
example of this phenomenon ; and in the Willow
tribe there is a very remarkable case, Salix
babylonica var. annularis, in which every leaf

forms a close spiral, alternately exposing the
upper and lower surfaces to the light in contra-

vention to Nature's aforesaid rule.

Chas. T. Drdery, V.M.H., F.L.S.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the
flower, so as to make a notice of it more instruc-

tive to those who may wish to grow it. We
welcome anything from the garden, whether fruit,

tree, shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they
should be addressed to The Editor, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Cyclamen fkom Ei'som.

Mr. George Boyd, The Gardens, Danehurst,
Epsom, sends us flowers of the two excellent
Cyclamen Salmon (jlueen and Giant White.
These are very large and fresh, and make a bright
display during the early days of spring. Mr.
Boyd writes: " 'How beautiful I ' is the universal
expression of those who see a batch of Sutton's
Salmon Queen Cyclamen in full flower. The
colour is the brightest I have yet seen. The
cultivation of the Cyclamen is not a very difficult

matter, providing a few essentials are observed.
They must not receive a check at any time, or
they will fail to re-establish themselves ; nor must
they be over-potted, or the soil will become sour
and the roots perish. At the final potting the
crowns of the oorms must be well above the soil in

the pots, or one cannot avoid wetting the embryo
flower-stems, with dire consequences. They must
be kept free from green fly and thrips, and plenty
of fresh air should be given on all suitable occa-
sions. With regard to old plants, these must not
receive such drastic treatment as some growers
advocate, viz., placing them on a shelf in a sunny
position with a view to ripening off the corms. A
friend of mine once told me that he meant to give
hisCyclamencormsa real good sun-baking. He did
so, and the result next season was few leaves and
less flowers. The proper place for them after

blooming is in a cold frame, on an ash bottom,
shaded from strong sun, and repot as soon as the
foliage turns yellow. I get the best results from
seedling plants, but they also well repay growing
asecondseason. The best time to sow seed is the last

week of September, and grow the plants on in a
warm greenhouse through the winter. When the
spring arrives I pot them into small pots at first,

and repot at intervals finally into 4^-inoh pots. A
good compost is made up of equal parts fibrous

loam, well-decayed manure, leaf-mould, a little

soot and sand. The flowers I enclose are from
seedling plants. The white is Sutton's Giant
White, and it would be hard to get a better pair
than this and Salmon Queen."

Violets from Ongar.
Mr. William Easier, The Gardens, Blake Hall,

Ongar, sends us excellent flowers of the Violets
Marie Louise and Lady H. Campbell. Mr. Hasler
writes : "lam sending a few Violets. One variety
is Marie Louise and the other Lady H. Camp-
bell. The plants were lifted the middle of

October last and followed those that were lifted

in September."

Blub Primroses from North Wales.
Mr. W. A. Watts, Bronwylfa, St. Asaph, North

Wales, sends us some excellent flowers of blue
hybrid Primroses. These are very large and of

excellent violet blue colour. Mr. Watts writes :

"I am sending you a few blooms of my new
strain of giant blue Primroses. They are picked
from the open. The plants have been in full

bloom for some time, and make a very charming
sheet of colour. You will see that the flowers

are of good size, clean in colour and the stems
are long. They are the result of eight years'

work of careful selection and cross-fertilisation.

The first seed parent was one of my giant
Polyanthus Primroses, which I crossed with
pollen of selected Wilson's Blue Primroses.
The best seedling from this cross I again
crossed with selected Wilson's Blue, and by
selecting and intercrossing the resulting

seedlings I have now got the strain from
which the enclosed flowers were gathered.

The plants are very robust, and in this respect

take after the Polyanthus Primrose. Perhaps you
saw the two plants I had at the Horticultural

Hall on the 8th inst. , one a Primrose and the other
a true navy blue Polyanthus. I cannot send
flowers of these two plants as they are setting

for seed. If I get a good harvest of seed from
the beds I am hoping to be able to send out
some of it next season."

Rare Hardy Spring Flowers.
Mr. W. A. Cook, The Gardens, Leonardslee,

Horsham, sends flowers of the following with
notes :

" It is not generally known that
Daphne japonicum flowers and does so well

outside. The enclosed spray is cut from a large

plant on a south wall ; the scent is delicious, and
quite equals the variety indica rubra grown under
glass. D. japonicaisusetulwhengrownoutdoorsbe-
oauseitsucceeds D. indicarubra. Both are equally

good for cutting for house decoration. We have
a number of plants in different positions, so that

we have always a plant smothered with the

fragrant flowers. One suddenly becomes aware
of its presence by the scent. It should be
planted in loamy peat and leaf-soil, with some
sharp sand. It strikes freely from cuttings

and makes excellent little plants in a year.

Ed'jeworthia chrysantha.—A rare and rather

uncommon plant, having a Daphne-like bunch of

flowers with a faint perfume and bright yellow

colour. The flowers are produced at the ends of

the shoots before the leaves have opened. It

does well on a wall and also in a sheltered

border in the open ; it is well worth the notice of

those who esteem such plants. [A most inter-

esting plant with a bunch of yellow flowers at

the end of the leafless shoot.]

Cantua dependens.—This is a lovely green-

house climber, the flowers being pendent and of

a beautiful rose pink with a neck of orange
scarlet. It is very easy to^row, and good plants

can be had from cuttings in two years. A most
desirable spring flower, and useful when grown
in pots as standards for the home.

"
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TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answrers.— I'Ae Editor mtemls

to make THK Oardkn help/ul to all readers who desire

a$nstaiice, no matter what th^. branch of garikning may
be, and urith that object wilt make, a special feature of the

•MiWiwr*' to Correspojidents" column. All commitnica-

titms shotiUi be clearly and concisely itfritten on one- side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor op The
Oakden, to, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters mi business shottld be sent to the Phbhsher.

The name and addrejis of the sender are required in

addition to any desiynation he may desire to be ttsed in the

paper. When more than one q^iery is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Plants for beds {F. Thorpe).—Aa you

require a good dispUy for the summer and
autumn, you cannot do better than plant the

beds with tuberous Begonias, either in separate

or mixed colours, and edge them around with

variegated Dactylis or Cock's-tail (Jrass. The
Begonias are purchasable in white, crimson, scar-

let, yellow, orange, pink and rose shades, and you
may, in addition to edging the beds, plant them
thinly with the Grass ; or you might plant the

two diamond beds with crimson and scarlet

Begonias, thinly sowing seeds of Alyssum mariti-

mum at the time of planting. The two round

beds could be planted with Heliotrope, and the two
stars with pink Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, which,

with the Heliotrope, would require to be pegged
down at first. No plants would give so pro-

longed a flowering as these, though such mix-

tures as Asters with Begonias might well be

introduced. It is very much a question of choice

and taste, and not a little, of course, of ways
and means.

Plants for wall top (M. s. H. B.y—
By your present showing, and in particular the

dryness of the wall top, the latter does not

suggest great possibilities, and your only chances

of success will be by filling up the crevices

between the flags with a little soil. In this you
might plant Wallflower, Antirrhinum, Aubrietia,

Thrift, Poppy, Erinusand Red Valerian seeds quite

thinly, and by well plugging the cracks between
the flags with clay or cement at their extreme
sides, and so prevent the rain-water getting away
too quickly, most of the above-named plants

would succeed. Usually the object of a stone

capping is to exclude moisture irom the wall,

while its own impervious character almost
precludes the possibility of growing plants on
its surface. You may, however, by placing a

little soil thereon, succeed with such Sedums as

acre and album and some of the commoner
Houseleeks. Just what may succeed depends, to

some extent, on what assistance could be
afforded the plants in summer-time, and in the

case of well-built walls of brick that aiford no
evidence of vegetable growth after many years

some assistance is necessary. Corydalis lutea

and the Kentucky Ivy (Linaria Cymbalaria) are

splendid trailing subjects for the best- built

walls if you can only get them to start.

Stone sink In pock garden (R. H. Green).—
The smk with the iucreaaed soil depth to which you refer

would do quite well for certain plants, and none better
than Irl8 Ksempferi. What you have chielly to guard
against is the complete plugging up of the sink, as in this

way the soil would quickly become sour and uaflt for the
plants. If you could so arrange matters that the soil

would be retained almost at saturation point without
stagnation ensuing, the Iris would do well if planted
quite at the surface so that the roots get down to moister
soil. In so small a place and In the circumstances named
we think you had better couflue yourself to the Iris,

though Myosotls palustris and Omphalodes verna would
prove good carpeters in spring before the Iris was well
astir.

Ipls stylosa (iJ. .E. Johnson).—You cannot do better
than Lift the Couch-infested plants any time within the
present inoatb, washing away all the soil in a tub or

other vessel containing water
;
pull the clump to pieces

so that all the weed can be removed. After that Is done,
replant in the sunniest position you have at command.
There is no better time for diviillng and replanting this
species than .Marcher early .Vprll, giving' the plant a hot
position and freely mingling old mortar or san'jst )tie with
tlie soil. Kurther, do not bury the rhizomes too deep,
but rather press them firmly against the sindstone blocks,
so that a certain dryness is alfurded the plants. Vou
certainly might remove the browned portion of the Icavts
without harming the plants. If you have no sandstone,
use soft, reil brick-bats and set the plants in a slightly
raised bed or position.

ROSE tJAKDEN.
Explanation of Rose terms

(C H. K.).—The term Hybrid Perpetual was
given to Roses raised by crossing the Hybrid
Chinese and Gallica Roses with the Damask Per-
petual, which imparted a more continuous
blooming than these old-fashioned tribes pro-
vided. The name is somewhat of a misnomer,
for there has crept into the collection many
Roses that bloom but very sparingly a second
time, and cannot therefore be termed "per-
petual."' The Hybrid Teas, Tea - ecented,
Polyantha and Chinese Roses are our truest
perpetual-blooming tribes. Hybrid Tea was a
name given to Roses crossed with certain Hybrid
Perpetuals and the true Teas, the sturdiness ot

the former being imparted to the latter, whereas
the latter gave its refined and delicate colouring.
But many kinds now run so closely to the true
Teas on the one hand and the true Hybrid Per-
petuals on the other that it is most ditiicult to
differentiate between them. Tea Roses are the
lair sex of the Rose world. They possess a
delicacy of bloom and also a distinctive grace-
ful growth, very slender as a rule, with rich
glaucous foliage and reddish growths in the
young state. The true Teas in tne first instance
were introduced from China, and from the
original and almost single-flowered types the
lovely gems we have to-day have originated.
The Manetti stock is a variety of Rose raised by
Signor Manetti, curator of the Botanic Gardens
of Italy. It was introduced by the late Thomas
Rivers. It is a good stock on which to bud
Hybrid Perpetual Roses, also various other
tribes, and in some districts is preferred to the
Briar. Tea Roses should not be budded upon
Manetti, but some of the Hybrid Teas do well
upon this stock.

Roses and othep plants for unhealed
gpeenbouse (K. .4.).— Some of the Hybrid Tea and
Uyorid Perpetual Koses would grow well In your unheated
gieeijhouse. Vou should obtain established plants in
7-iuch or s-lnch pots. If procured at once and pruned
without delay, you would have some nice Roses before
those bloom outdoors. A dozen good sorts would tie

Caroline Testout, Mme. Ravary, Prince de Bulgarie,
Pharisaer, Richmond, Lady Battersea, Lady Ashtown,
Hugh Dickson, Fran Karl Druschki, Mrs. John Laing,
rinch Brunner aud La France. 8ome of the beautiful
Huwering shiubs in pots would do well In this house, such
as <;hent and mollis Azaleas, Hydrangea panlculatagrandi-
llora, Pyrus japouka of sorts. Lilacs of sorts, Philadel-
phusea, .Splr.-eas, iVc. .Some Carnations would do very well
for a time if you purchased them when showing bud, and
some of the lovely Geraniums, Fuchsias, Cauiias, Helio-
trope, itc, would do well for a summer display ; also such
things as Aspidistras, Aralia and Drac^na Indivlsa would
provide some nice foliage plants.

TKEES AND SHRUBS.
Retapding* growth of Sycamope {Little

Tir/i).—Wv hardly know what you meaiu by "riugmg" your
.Sycamore to retard its growth. That term applied to
some plants si^cnirtea the removal of a ring of bark to cause
roots to appear Irom immediately above the place from
which the bark has beea removed, so that the plant may
be ahorteued. The practice ia often adopted with indoor
ornamental foliage plants which have lost their lower
leaves. This practice applied to the Sycamore would,
however, be attended with fatal results, aa it ia out of the
question in your case. If you mean root-pruniag it is a
practicable idea, aud you may open the ground U feet or
7 feet from the trunk and cut all the strong roots through,
an operation which ought to be performed without delay.
Vou may also reduce the head by pruning, without
seriously Injuring the contour of the head, if the work is

done carelully. The best time for the work is summer,
after the leaves have attained their full size. When
shortening the branches take care to cut them to small
branchlets, whicli will tend to hide the cuts, and protect
the wounded parts with tar as soon as the work is accom-
plished. If the cutting back appears to tflve the tree a

too deoae or lieavy appearance, you may remove a brand)
bodily her© and there, which will have the desired ellect.
Root and branch pruning are the only things that you can
do to check growth, and if you neglect them the tree will
soon outgrow Its position.

Beech tpees retaining theip leaves (/.
Wft/w iliii).— It ia quitij a natural occurrence for moderately
young IJeech trees, either growing in plantations or as
hedges, to retain the dead leaves until spring, and the
same thing happens with young trees of the common Oak
aud Hornbeam. There fs nothing that you can doto prevent
it, as it la really due to immaturity. Providing your hedge
la vigorous qud otherwise in good condition, there ia no
reason why you should do anything in the way of feeding.
If, however, you think that the growth is In any way weak,
a top-dressing of weli-decayed manure may be given with
advantage.

Fung'us on Box edging* (W. Charlton).— Vou
can do nothing bi^ttt;r to prevent the spread of the fungus
on your Box edging than to take all the affected pieces up
and burn them. The soil ought then to be removed to a
width of 1^ feet and a depth of \ foot, replacing with
new soil previous to replanting. If you could manage to
let the borders remain for a year before replanting It

would be very benetlclai, for by that time you would be
able to tell whether the edgings to any of the other beds,
which are at present apparently all right, are in any way
affected. When disease is as bad as is apparent in your
case from the shoots sent, it is impossible to do any real
good without making a clean sweep of the plants on the
alfected area and commencing again.

Infopmatlon about shpubs (^f'/.s/c;//).—The
Lilac bush which you have tlowering in a pot will be of no
use for the same purpose next year. Vou had better plant
it out in good garden soil and reduce the young shoots to
four on each branch. A further reduction of the young
shoots next year will probably make the plant strong
enough for forcing again during the winter of 1911-1-2.

The bushes in your garden may be prepared for next
winter by reducing the young shoots as soon as they are
about 4 inches long, to throw all the strength into a few
branches, which will help them to produce flower-buds.
This treatment has a tendency to make the plants leggy ;

but that cannot be helped if the maximum quantity of
flowers is required. The Guelder Rose ought also to be
planted out after tlowering and have weak inside growth
cutaway. It ought to be ready for forcing again in the
winter of litll-12. The same treatment may be given to
the Hyringa. As a rule it is possible to grow these plants
in pots and force them for two successive years. The plant
which succeeds best under pot culture year after year,
without planting in an open border, is Wistaria chinensta.
It is impossible to say why your Gladioli did not flower.
We suspect, however, tiiat they were really an autumn-
flowering kind and were, perhaps, planted late, which
caused them to keep green until December. It is possible
that some of the bulbs are still sound and will grow again
this year, as we have not had a severe winter. Last year
was very unfavourable for late-flowering plants.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Budding: Apple trees {G. h. E.).^

The Paradise stock is a variety of Apple largely
employed by fruit-growers on which to bud other
sorts of Apples. It is a stock that does not grow
so fast as the Apple grafted upon it ; hence the
inducement on the part of the Apple to produce
fruit-buds instead of rank growth. The roots of

the Paradise stock are very fine, and are produced
near the surface. Apples budded on the Para-
dise stock fruit more quickly than do those
budded on the Crab Apple stock ; hence its suit-

ability for small gardens.

Apple mildew (W. KHl}/).—SpT&y at once with
potassium sulphide, and if there is the least sign of
mildew later on, spray again. In this way you will keep
the disease in check. At the same time, should a shoot
or two be badly attacked, they must be cut clean out aa
advised last year in your case.

Sppayln^ fpult tpees (.V.-M'irtm7«).—Spraying
with alkali wash and with the copper sulphate solution
should cease as soon as the buds begin to swell, otherwise
the developing leaves will be seriously damaged. Bordeaux
mixture may, however, be used ,on Apples for fungus
pests at half the strength used for Potato spraying.

To ppopagrate an old Fl^ tpee (KcnsuKjton).—
There are two ways by which cuttings or branches ol the
old tree may be made to grow. The best cuttings are
short-jointed shoots of the previous year's growth. They
should be from ti inches to 7 inches in length ; if a smail
heel of the old growth is attached to the cutting, so much
the better. The cuttings should be inserted now in sandy
soil in pots, say, live cuttings in a 5-inch pot. The pota
should be placed in a warm propagating-house, when the
cuttings will soon make roots, and if potted on aud grown
in heat will make good sturdy plants by the autumn. To
propagate by layers, aelect a long branch and bend it

down to the ground ; cut a notch iu the branch one-third
through about 15 inches from the point of the shoot

;

insert this In the soil 4 inches deep, having first stirred
the soil with a fork

; peg the branch flrmjy in the soil
with a strong wooden or iron peg, aud then ram the soil

firmly over it. Gently raise the end of the branch which
is out of the soli and fasten to a stake. N'ow la a good
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time to do tliis. Plenty of roots will have been formed by
the autumn, when the part of the branch below the roots

may be severed and the young Fig tree planted where
desired. Sometimes the Fig sends out suckers from its

roots. These, if tiken up with roots attached and potted,

soon make good plants.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Treatment of Cpinums (C7W?mm).

—

Presumably the Crinums are established in pots,

in which case If they need repotting it should be

done at once. A suitable compost may be formed
of good loam lightened by a little leaf-mould and
sand. After potting they must be returned to

the greenhouse and given enough water to keep
the soil fairly moist. In this way the roots will

soon take possession of the new soil, and when
fully active more water must be given. When
all danger from frost is over, they may be stood

or plunged out of doors in a spot fully exposed
to the sun, taking care that they are not
allowed to get dry at the roots. Then to-

wards the latter part of the summer you may
reasonably expect them to throw up their

flower-spikes, when, if you wish it, they may be

taken into the greenhouse for decorative pur-

poses. After the flowers are past it will do
them good to be again stood out of doors, water-

ing as before till the leaves die down, when they
must be removed under cover and wintered in a

structure safe from frost. At that season they
should be kept almost dry. If in your opinion

the plants do not now need repotting, they may,
if the roots are in a healthy state, be given an
occasional dose of liquid manure, taking care

that the soil is not in a dry state when this

stimulant is given.

Capnatlons in cold house (Weekh/ R>:adi-i).~

We advise you to allow the buda to develop, provid-

ing they appear healthy, as the pinching off will not
help the growth at this time of year. The Malmaison
Carnations may be pinched later on when root action is

commencing, and this will induce them to break and
produce nice bushy plants.

Aspidistra leaves spotted (F. D. /*.).~The
cause of the leaves of your Aspidistra being in the
condition of those sent is a want of chlorophyll, owing, we
should say, to the starved state of the plant. Now that
it has been repotted it will, as soon as the roots take
possession of the new soil, probably recover. At all events,

we should not cub off the leaves while they are in as good
a condition as those sent.

PelaPiTonlum leaves fjp Inspection {One
1 iifei-esfni),—Ttie leaves of the Pelargonium show symptoms
of having been kept in too moist an atmosphere. This
results in a condition known as intumescence. The cells

become gorged with water and swell far beyond their

usual size. Later, they collapse and produce brownish,
scurfy-looking masses on the leaves. There is no fungus
present. The best preventive means to adopt is, of course,

to carefully regulate the amount of water in the air.

Insect eating Ferns ('V. G^mw)- —The pest you
sent was the Vine weevil (Otiorrhynchus). These trouble-

some beetles hide in the soil during the day, and emerge
after dark to feed on the leaves and shoots of various

plants. They may then be captured by shaking the
plants over a pail containing a little paraffiQ oil. The
beetles will fall to the ground, feigning death, if the light

shines upon them, so care must be taken to avoid that.

The larvx feed upon the roots of various pot plants and
Vines, and if they are present, the only satisfactory

method of dealing with them is to turn the pots out and
pick out the grubs.

Pelapg'onlums diseased (Lismoyn^). — The
Pelargonium leaves are attacked by a fungus which often

gives trouble, and whose ravines are greatly on the
increase. Highly fed plants and those that have been kept
close and warm are particularly liable to be attacked by
it. Spraying the plants witli a solution of permanganate
of potash and allowing them to have all the light and air

possible will, with the lengthening days, probably effect

a cure.

Begonia Glolpe de Loppalne dying (J. /).).—

The condition of your plants of Begonia Gloire de Lor-

raine is, judging by the specimen sent, due to a super-

abundance of atmospheric moisture, and possibly also at

the roots. The effect of this is that the tissues become
gorged with fluid, and decay then sets in. A light, buoyant
atmosphere and a minimum temperature of 50° will just

suit the requirements of this Begonia. From your letter

the treatment given this season is the same as in preceding
years, when you met with success ; but one thing to bear

in mind is that the present winter has been an unusually
damp one. This may have had something to do with the
matter.

Oapdenla leaves fop Inspection ((r.£.i>.).—

The Gardenia leaves have been badly attacked by thrlps,

which would, to a certain extent, account for their

crinkled state. You say the plants have been grown in a

temperature from 70", which is certainly much too high,

as a mii\imum temperature of Tw^ would mean a maximum
of SO^" to 35°. For Gardenias a minimum night tempera*
of SO"^ is suftiiient during tlie winter, rising, of course, in

the daytime. Vaporising with the X L All Vaporiser will

destroy the thrips and other insect pests. An irregular
temperature will also tend to disfigure the leaves, as also

would unsuitable soil ; but from a small spray it is, of

course, quite impossible for us to define the actual
cause of the trouble, though we are inclined to think that
excessive heat plays the greater part in the matter.

Fopced Daffodils iRahbit).~Yo\i may certainly

plant the bulbs in the garden so soon as the flowering is

over, and in this way you would be saved all the trouble
of watering and other attention requisite to mature
growth. The ball of earth should not now be disturbed,
and the plants should be given a heavy soaking of water
after they are planted. It will l>e better, however, to
plant them temporarily, and lift them in July to replant
5 inclies deep in more permanent quarters. If the pots are
not large or the bulbs in them not crowded, you could plant
them in permanent positions now, taking care to plant them
the depth we have stated. In case of dry weather setting
in, aflord the plants a few copious waterings. The better
way with the Snowdrops would be to place an order with
a bulb merchant conditionally that you were supplied in

June. It is, of course, very early, and interferes with the
method adopted by the wholesale dealers in such things

;

but if the order justified it, any firm would endeavour to
meet you, we think. If not, we think an advertisement
would give you the most help in the matter.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Aptiflclal manure for Potatoes

{Conslani Reader).—Failing having had the

ground in which you propoae planting Potatoes
dressed previously with animal manure, your
best course is to either throw out deep drills or

trenches t! inches deep and plant the tubers in

those ; then give along each drill or furrow the

artificial manure, well crushed and mixed, at the

rate of 61b. per 80 feet run, at once covering up
the tubers and manure. If you propose to plant

your Potatoes with a dibber, have the quantity
of manure stated dressed on each rod of ground
and at once forked in. We prefer the other

plan, however, as the new roots put out from the

sets seem to utilise the manure all the sooner. A
good Potato manure consists of bone-flour or

superphosphates, kainit, as potash, and sulphate
of ammonia, as nitrogen. Get these from a local

manure merchant in eijual (quantities, keep them
quite dry till used, then well crush and mix on
a hard floor, and measure quantities by weighing.

Dpy paths In kitchen gapden (,R. L. B.).—
The cheapest material we cau suggest is a foot deep of

clinkers hrst well rammed or rolled djwD, to be llDally

covered with w inches or 4 inches of sifted burnt ballast.

This would give you a dry path for all time, and would not
look unsightly. Its drawback is, of course, that the sur-

face would not bind or settle, and this would not ensue if

gravel wore used unless it were of the requisite binding
quality. As yours is a dry, sandy subsoil there would be
little water lying about, and probably half the amount of

rough material suggested would suftice. You would, of

course, require to remove some soil to atford the necessary
depth, and this would rid the path of weeds for the time.
You need have no trouble with the weeds, however, if you
use one of the weed-killers so frequently advertised in our
columns. The present time, too, is excellent for applying
such things, and not only weeds, but moss, lichen and the
like are all removed. Care is necessary, and the liquid

must not come in contact with evergreen edgings or grass.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Goldfish diseased (.4 iicai/. *o/The Garden).—

We do not know of any remedy for the goldfish disease
which you speak about. Vour best plan would be to write
to the secretary of the Zoological Sociuty, Zoological
Gardens, Regent's Park, London, sending him one of the
diseased flsh and asking for information.

Wopms fop inspection {W. fl.)—The white
worms are not eel worms; eelwormsare very much smaller.
These are nearly allied to the earthworms, and are scienti-

fically known as Enchytracus worms. They feed mostly
on decaying vegetable matter, but when numerous often
attack the roots of living plants. The best thing to do
will be to give a good soaking with lime-water after fork-

ing up the surface. Apterite, Kilogrub or Clubicide, used
accordiug to the directions given with these substances,
might be used. They would be applied in different ways
according to the substance chosen.

Bones for Chpysanthemums {Little TU-h).—
Bones burnt in tlie manner you deserioe will be of less

value for your Chrysanthemums than the ordinary broken
bones of commerce. The latter are quite safe to use

;

but the greatest amount of good is obtained from them
if the compost is mixed three months before it is required
for use and turned two or three times in the interval.
This allows the bonea to commence decomposing and

ensures the compost being perfectly sweet. Vou will find

burning and breaking up bones for yourself a very dis-

agreeable and, at the same time, unprofitable operation.
The fungus you speak about is not likely to harm your
plants in any way.

Plantains and Daisies on a lawn (^).—
Your best plan will be to dress the lawn with Lawn Sand,
which is frequently advertised in The Garden. This
will probably cause the lawn to look rather brown for a
few days, but the grass will quickly regain its verdant
hue and be much improved by the application. Owing
to their broad foliage, the Daisies and Plantains will be
killed.

Klectplc light and plants (Xorsenmn).~lQ
reply to your query as to whether electric light has been
tried practically in the growing of early fruit and flowers,

we are sorry to say there has been no definite trials from
which sufficiently reliable data has been obtained to

warrant us to advise you how to proceed to ensure success.

Some experiments were commenced at the P^oyal Botanic
Gardens, Regents Park, N.W., when Strawberries,

Peaches, Vines and other plants were subjected to the
rays of a travelling arc light of S'hi c.p. during I>8cember
and January, 1008-9, at an average of eight hours' light

per day for six days per week. In about three weeks
the effects on the light-subjected plants over those
grown under ordinary conditions for control were apparent
by the increased growth. But owing to the untimely
death of Mr. Thwaites, who was conducting the experi-

ment, it was prematurely brought to an end. We regret

having no reliable information to give you on this subject

at the present moment. There is no reason, however,
why you should not experiment If you so desire, but you
must risk the damage to the crop which may ariee by
doing so.

Fpench gapdening: (Chen-oner) —The price of

land per acre would depend most!y on its proximity to a
town. IE near, it would possibly be tlOO per acre or more,
and if in the country proI>ably from £-10 to i5n. The
greatest desideratum iu the position of the laud for the
purpose of French ^;ardening is for it to be as near aa

possible to a cheap and abundant supply of fresh horse-

manure and water, as enormous ({uautities of both are

required during the year. The crops under this system
of gardening are practically reared and grown in manure.
The outlay for a complete equipment of the necessary
appliances for carrying out the work would be about £QW
per acre, and you would require the help of a man and a
boy to do the work. The returns would depend more on
the efficacy and skill ot the management than on anything
else. The first year the returns would not, of course, be
so large, as the soil of the garden would not be sufiiciently

enriched, but they would increase every year as the soil

became richer. The returns would have to be at least

£400 per annum for it to pay at all, considering the money
and labour expended. Many claim to make a much
larger return than this. It would be fatal for you to

embark on the work without two years' training at least

in a good French garden either at home or in France.
There are several recent and excellent books written on
the subject which you would do well to study carefully.

One is by John Weathers, F.R.H.S.. to be had of John
Murray, Albemarle Street, W. The other is by John
Smith, superintendent of the French Gardens at Mayland,
Essex. We do not know whtither this gentleman takes

pupils ; but we have no doubt if you will write him he will

put you in the right way to obtain such teaching as you
may desire.

Names of plants.— 3f/i'. J. Bond.—The Narcissus
polyanthus with the citron-coloured cup is Luna ; the one
with the orange cup is Oloriosa.—— IT. IT.—Pulmonaria
officinalis.

Names of fpult.— FT. H. H.—Both Pears are the

same variety, viz., Uvedale'a St. Germain, and it is a
stewing Pear. As the trees are doing well now, we should
not regralt them, but encourage them to go on fruiting,

as stewing Pears are always acceptable. Miss i).—The
Apple is Schoolmaster. The black spots are due to the
attack of a fungus, the spores of which attack the fruit

through the little breathing pores (lenticels) in the skin.

The fungus does not appear to spread very far and does

not do any great amount of damage. It seems to spread

less when the Apples are arranged in single rows so that

they do not heat.

BOOKS.
The British Fern Gazette.—The

March (quarterly) issue of this interesting

gazette, which is edited by Mr. C. T. Druery,
has just appeared, and the frontispiece is a noble

plant of the Polystiohuni called P. aculeatum
plumosum. There are notes on "The King
of the Male Ferns" (Lastrea pseudo-mas
oristata), " The Naming of Fern Varieties,"
" Fern Curios," " The Decorative Value of Our
Native Ferns," " Some Ancient Uses and Beliefs

in Ferns," by William E. Farrer, " The Jones
and Fox Collection in the Clifton and Zoological

Gardens," and "Spring Treatment of Hardy
Ferns," which we shall reproduce. An excellent

number
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CLIMBING ANNUALS FOR
THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A MONO the host of annual plants which

/% are available for growing outdoors in

/ % this country there are some which

/ \ possess a climbing habit, and for

this reason may be regarded as of

special value. There are few gardens where

ugly corners, fences or buildings cannot be

found, and which it is desirable to screen, if not

permanently, at least during the summer months,

and it is for work of this description that the

climbing annuals come in exceedingly useful.

Generally speaking, they grow rapidly, and need

but little attention once the seeds have been sown

and the young plants given a good start in life.

Of course, the gem of climbing annuals is the

Sweet Pea ; but the culture of this has been bo

fully dealt with in special articles that it is not

necessary to refer to it at length here. For the

purpose of forming a screen, however, strong-

growing and tree- flowering varieties should be

chosen, and unless special soil culture is given,

the plants should be left rather closer together

than is generally recommended for this annual.

Morning Glory (Convolvulus major) is a climb-

ing annual that finds favour with many. It

should not be sown until the third week in

April, as the young plants cannot withstand the

slightest frost. Unfortunately, the large, bell-

shaped flowers close during sunny days, but in

the early morning their exquisite markings and

delicate colours are fully revealed. This plant

is an inducement to garden-owners to rise early,

and so enjoy the new-born fragrance of many of

the occupants of the garden. It grows very fast,

and will quickly reach a height of li feet. It

likes deeply cultivated and moderately rich soil.

For forming a dense screen, the Climbing

Nasturtium (Tropasolum majus) is a very useful

annual. The plant itself likes rich soil, but this

must not be given it if a good display of flowers

is desired. If planted in well-manured ground

this Nasturtium will grow away at a great rate

and produce an abundance of large, healthy-

looking leaves, but the owner will look for

flowers in vain. Poor soil is the secret of success

with this and also the dwarf Nasturtiums, and I

know of no better annuals for sandy gardens.

Another near relative of the Nasturtiums is

the charming little Canary Creeper (Trop;ioluiii

canariensis). It is best to sow seeds of this in pots

in a greenhouse or frame early in April, two
seeds in a .'J-inch pot filled with rather sandy

soil answering very well. When the seedlings

appear give them free ventilation, and plant out

1 foot apart early in May. The plants do not

grow so rapidly as many annual climbers, and it

is usually rather late in the season before they

produce their golden yellow flowers. I once saw

this climber used in the centre of a large lawn

bed, some neat Pea-sticks being used for it to

scramble over, and surrounding it was a broad

band of lemon yellow African Marigolds. The

effect in late autumn, when the ordinary bedding

plants presented a shabby appearance, was very

good indeed.

The variegated .Japanese Hop (Humulus

japonicus variegatus) is a quick-growing annual

climber that is valued for its handsome foliage.

Seeds ought to be sown in pots in the greenhouse

in February or early March, but if sown at once

good specimens for planting out early in May can

be secured. It likes a moderately rich ooil, and

prefers poles to climb upon.

A climbing plant which is not an annual, but

which is best treated as such, is Cobsei scandens.

This is an exceedingly useful climber for the

greenhouse, but does not do well outdoors except

in the very warmest localities. It has large, dull

purple, bell-shaped flowers. Plants for outdoors

should be raised in pots under glass, and planted

out the middle of May. Eccremocarpus soaber is

another climbing plant that can easily be raised

from seeds, and which will produce its pretty

orange scarlet flowers freely providing it is

given a warm position. Seeds should be sown

under glass in March, and the plants put out in

their flowering positions about the third week in

May. In addition to its handsome flowers, the

foliage of this climber is much serrated and of a

neat and pleasing character. A. A.

PLANTS AND SHRUBS
WANTED

For the Metropolitan Pdei.ic Gardens
ASSOl lATION.

The public has a childlike habit of accepting cer-

tain good things as if they dropped from Heaven
like manna. No particular attention is paid to

them. They are taken as a matter of course.

No one asks whence they come or who provides

them. This is just how Londoners accept the

good things given them by the Metropolitan

Public Gardens Association.

What are these good things ': The name of

the association suggests but a small part ot them.

It is as well that the public should be reminded,

now and again, of the pleasantnesses that,

through its tireless industry, are enjoyed.

Among the best of them we must place a large

number of London's open spaces, not necessarily

gardens, that have been preserved for us, often

in the teeth of serious difficulties ; they are the

envy of Paris and many another densely popu-

lated town. Then there is the boon of London's

green and shady trees, the comfort of its seats

and fountains, the healthfulness of its wash-

houses, gymnasiums, recreation grounds and

means for innocent play. Its poorer squares.
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too, set out with grass and flowers, its disused

churchyards made sweet and wholesome, its

offerings of prizes in the most Equalid neighbour-

hoods for the prettiest window- box or decorated

wall to relieve the dull monotony of streets

otherwise devoid of any gaiety of colour, except

that given by the gaudy painting of some public-

house. Brighter than any paint are the colours

of God's flowers, never so dear, so welcome, as

in such poor surroundings. They look as if

Heaven-sent, " manna " indeed.

Nor is this all. The little party of workers,

who meet on the first Wednesday of every month,

keep a keen look-out over the whole of our vast

metropolis and its environs. The tendency of

the building-line is ever to advance. Property

is always changing hands. Every breathing

space or opening to admit air, light and sun-

shine is a precious jewel, once lost never to be

recovered, or almost never. The lists that are

published year by year by the association of

works accomplished and of works that failed to

be carried out—often for want of funds—provide

reading that might well interest every patriotic

Englishman and woman. The little red book

that tells of these things costs but a simple six-

pence ; it is worth its weight in gold. No one

can peruse its pages quite unmoved ; so much
work done, so much to do, so much to rejoice

over, yet always something to regret. It is read

with smiles and sighs ; but, happily, the smiles

predominate, for failures are tar fewer than

successes. Time does not stand still, however.

Old friends and generous donors pass away, and

unless new blood pours in from time to time, the

association must suffer.

The notices sent to subscribers withtheminutes

of eioh meeting are enlightening. They begin with

a list of things "wanted." The needs are

various. Here are one or two of them for this

year. So much for the laying out of a square,

so much for five or six drinking-fountains, so

much for the making of a playground in

Bethnal Green, so much for the maintenance

of two City churchyards, hitherto maintained by

donors now deceased. Sometimes funds are

wanted for law expenses when a view has to be

saved or some precious space is in danger of

being snapped up, fairly or unfairly. But the

very first "Want" always on every list is

precisely the one that will appeal, I hope, to

all readers of The Garden. It is as follows

:

" Oijts of Plants and Shrubs.''

Now here is a chance in a thousand for

utilising waste and turning rubbish into some-

thing precious. Every spring and autumn do

not most of us gardening people make our shrubs

and plants play more or less a game of " Post " V

We set about alterations and improvements ;

we move our treasures and transplant them, or

we take them to pieces, herbaceous plants

especially, and quantities of roots are thrown

away. In our mind's eye we see them plainly ;

pretty red roots, curious long ones, lying in heaps.

What becomes of them '.' As often as not they

go to feed the bonfire, or are buried in the

rubbish hole Is not this a pity '! If packed up

and sent to the association such rubbish could be

made use of; it would not be "rubbish"' any

longer—it would be " manna."
Ivy roots, too, always come in useful, and the

thinnings of the shrubbery. Well-intentioned

people sometimes send as gifts the Geraniums
and other bedding plants taken up during the

weeks of autumn, after their summer bloom is

over. Such plants are of little use, for they have

to be sheltered all the winter, which costs about

the same as buying new ones ; the kind thought

is appreciated, but no advance is made. Old
window-box plants in good condition, if in the

nature of shrubs, or of Ferns or anything hardy,

are always welcome ; spare bulbs, too, for autumn
planting. Young trees are, of course, a treasure.

There are few gardens from which something

could not be spared ; but the right moment must
be seized. One of these moments is now here,

for spring again, with " its old smile," has

come back to us, and gardeners will be busy.

Let us give them yet another task—a pleasant

The Metropolitan Public Gardens Association

joins hands with many other societies that have

kindred aims and ends, and it has ramifications

that extend throughout Great Britain and far

beyond it. To mention one or two, I may
instance the Commons and Footpaths Society,

the Kyrle Society, the Hampstead Heath Pro-

tection Society, the Norwich Open Spaces

Society and so many others that, all told, they

would make a list too long for this short paper.

The association has no executive committee

;

members who attend the monthly meetings form

a council on each occasion. All subforibers of a

yearly guinea or more become members and are

invited to attend. Lord Meath, who started the

society more than a quarter of a century ago, is

still its moving spirit, and is both chairman and

hon. treasurer. Further particulars will gladly

be given by his secretary, Mr. Basil Holmes, if

written to at 8.3, Lancaster Gate, London, W.
Fkani ES A. Bardswell.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 2.—Meeting of the French Horticultural

Society of London.
April 5.—Royal Horticultural Society's Ex-

hibition of Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables,

Vincent Square, Westminster; lecture at .S p m.

,

by Professor Henslow, on the " Use of the Spectro-

scope in the Study of Plant Lite." Bournemouth
Horticultural Society's Spring Show (two days).

April ti.—Liverpool Spring Flower Show (two

days).

A gardeners' congress.—it has been

suggested that the time has arrived when the

gardeners of the United Kingdom should meet

together to discuss matters affecting their in-

terests and profession. The chief difficulty in

the way of this is to select a day and a time that

would be convenient to any very large number of

gardeners. Probably the first day of the Holland

House Show at Kensington—that is, on Tuesday,

July 5 next—would be as good a day as any to

secure a meeting of representative gardeners

from various parts of the kingdom. Gardeners

generally are beginning to feel that unless they

co-operate in some way, the best positions in

their calling are likely to be filled by men who
have had no horticultural practice or experience.

If any gardeners in sympathy with the idea of

holding a conference will kindly send their names
and addresses to me, I think I might say that

the Exeoative Council of the British Gardeners'

Association will be only to pleased to co-operate

and to defray the expense.—JoH.x Weathers,
Talhot Villa, Isleworth.

The Carnation Year Book. —
Though it is yet only in its infancy, the

Perpetual Flowering Carnation Society has done

much useful work, and this annual is the latest

effort to popularise the flower for whose
advancement the society exists. We must con-

fess that we are rather disappointed with this

the first annual of the society. The articles,

excellent though they are, might very well have

been extended so that the writers could have

dealt with their subjects more fully. We think

this would have been of far greater value than

the names of the prize-winners at the shows held

last year. The list of Carnation names compiled

by the American Carnation Society will doubtless

be useful to those who are interested in raising

new varieties or the getting together of compre-

hensive collections. Concerning the articles,

these are very good so far as they go, but, as

stated above, these might well have been made
longer and more comprehensive. Mr. Hayward

the Rev. J. Jacob writes in his usual thorough

style about the history of the Perpetual-flowering

Carnation ; Mr. E. F. Hawes gives particulars of

the bedding-out trials held at the Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park ; Mr. L. J. Cook sets

forth the merits of the Perpetual-flowering Car-

nation as a bedding plant ; Mr. James Vert

writes on the culture of the plants in pots ; Mr.

C. H. Taudevin gives excellent advice to ama-

teurs respecting the culture of Perpetual-flower-

ing Carnations ; Mr. C. Engelmann looks into

the future of the flower ; Mr. R. F. Felton gives

some exceedingly useful and reliable hints on tlie

decorative value of these Carnations ; and last,

but by no means least, Mr. Montagu C. AUwood
tells readers how to hybridise Carnations for the

raising of new, improved varieties. It will be

seen by the above that the list of subjects dealt

with is a very comprehensive one, and much use-

ful information is given in the articles. Copies

of the annual can be obtained post free, price

Is. 2d. each, from Mr. Hayward Mathias,

Lucerne, Stubbington, Fareham, Hants.

Herbert Park, Dublin.-A premium
having been oflared for the best design for the

laying out of Herbert Park, Dublin, the site of

the recent International Exhibition, out of a

large number of designs submitted, that of

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, landscape gardeners,

Crawley and London, has been accepted, and the

premium awarded accordingly.

OORRESPONDENOE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by conrrespondtnls.

)

Sweet Pea stem with six flowers.
In the very interesting note from Mrs. Peacock
of the Anchor Hotel, Thetford, Norfolk, which
appeared in your issue of the 19th ult. , it is stated

that she usually raises her seeds of Sweet Peas

in pots of sand. Perhaps to other amateurs
besides myself this may seem rather astonishing.

Is it correctly printed ? There is one other

expression, viz., "pea soup," which, of course,

is some liquid manure ; but has it any local

significance, as possibly house slops or diluted

drainage from manure heaps ?—W. M. [In reply

to the above and many other letters, Mrs. Peacock
writes :

" It is quite correct that the seed is

sown in sand. My ' pea soup ' is a strong

liquid manure, which has to be diluted before

being used. It is a mixture of fowl manure,
soot, slaughter-house manure, and some from the

blacksmith's shop which contains the cuttings of

hoofs. This is all put into a sack and dropped
into a large tub—a rain-water tub—and some of

the house slops, soapy water, &e. , is put into the

tub. Each time I use the liquid I fill up the tub
again with water, so that the mixture lasts for

several weeks without replenishing."

—

Ed ]

Double-flowered Narcissus
PoetiCUS going blind.—in the interest-

ing notes on Daffodils in The Garden for

February IH, the Rev. J. Jacob has some
observations on the double white Narcissus

going blind, and speaks of the fortune that

awaits the grower who can solve the problem
satisfactorily. Putting aside the awaiting

fortune, I think there can be no doubt as to the

likes and dislikes of this particular variety, and
it must be approaching twenty years since I

stated emphatically in The Garden and other

horticultural journals that it was not merely

heavy soils, but wet soils, in conjunction with

deep and permanently planted bulbs, that pro-

vide the best results in this particular instance.

The Poeticus Narcissus, and the older forms more
particularly, may safely be regarded as perpetual

rooting, and the May- flowering varieties, of

which the double white is one, appear to abhor
transplanting and all attempts at drying off. Te
say that Narcissus Poeticus fi. -pi. was really

Mithias deals with the history of the society ; ' a sub-aquatic might be carrying the point a little
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too far, though it is much more immune from
" blindness," so-called, when planted by lake

or stream and with its root fibres in oonstant

touch with moisture, or even water, than in

any position I know. Deep planting— ti inches

or S inohes—too, is very desirable ; shallow

planting should never be indulged in.

FOPOed NaPClsai.—Under this heading

in The Garden for February 26 the Rev. .1.

Jacob speaks of having to be " content with
obvallaris, Henry Irving, Golden Spur, princeps

and the old double yellow (Telamonius plenus) if

we wish to have Daffodils in the early weeks of

the year,' and opines that " before long we shall

be able to add some dift'erent types to our old

standard forcing varieties." As a matter of fact,

these different types have awaited the apathetic

amateur for many years, but he has not taken
them up, and the market grower finding them
unprofitable has studiously avoided them.
Fifteen or more years ago I wrote much on
varieties that would force and others that would
not, and similar information has been more
recently repeated. For example, the typical

Leedsii may be had quite well in mid-January,
while superba requires about four days
longer ; indeed, several of the older Leedsiis are

most chaste and beautiful when forced. Maximus,
albeit a shy-flowering variety, is lovely in mid-
.lanuary or a little later : while Cynosure, Stella,

albicans, Barri conspicuus, odorus rugulosus
and the whole gamut of double incomparabilises

may all be had in company with the old standard
market forced sorts. The inimitable pallidus

pracox is a perfect gem in January, and, like

Barri conspicuus, is never seen to better

advantage than when given glass house treatment.
Following the above in quick succession come
Horsfieldii, Victoria, Sir Watkin and Emperor in

the order named ; while P. R. Barr, which
responds as promptly as Emperor, is too soft-

stemmed under even moderate forcing to be
serviceable. Rugilobue is some days in advance
of Emperor, though small in flower. Countess
of Annesley has a singular beauty of its own and
comes with princeps. C. J. Backhouse, like

Blackwell, repays for a little more time, and
rarely comes good if hurried. Just how good
these things may be depends very much on the
man at the wheel and his knowledge not only
of Dafiodils, but of forcing such things. A not
infrequent error is that of assuming that earli-

ness to flower in the open will mean a corre-

sponding earliness under glass. It is often the
reverse. Early introduction to the greenhouse,
too, is another frequent cause of failure, the arti-

ficial heat exercising to some extent a sort of

retarding influence on the bulbs when too early
applied. In these circumstances a later intro-

duction of the same batch will not merely over-
take the first, but produce finer flowers. AH this

and much more has to be learnt by experience.—
E. H. Jenkins.

I read the Rev. J. Jacob's article on
Narcissus in The Garden for February 26 with
much interest, and there are the following
points which I think I may enlarge upon. With
regard to varieties that lend themselves to forcing,

I may mention that I have the following in pots
in my drawing-room, all doing well : Mme.
de Graaff, Weardale Perfection, Victoria, Jeannie
Woodhouse, Lucifer, Lobster, Bullfinch, Peach,
Lulworth, Nelsonii Ceres and Cassandra, in addi-
tion to the more ordinary kinds generally forced.

With regard to the depth of pots, I had long
thought that the ordinary flower-pot was not
suitable for growing Daffodils, and this year I

obtained some special pots from Sankey and Sons
of Nottingham ; the 6-inch pot is 9 inches deep.
This enables the bulbs to be planted as deep as
in ordinary planting in the garden, and yet gives
ample room for root growth. I notice that the
roots are showing through the bottom of the pot.
I am inclined to think that this may help to
obviate the injury done to bulbs by forcing, as
the growth is so much more natural.—C. Lemeslb
Ai>AMS, Pendeford Hall, war Wolverhampton,

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Frcits Under Glass.

PKACHES AND NECTARINES. —
When the fruits in the early house
have passed the stoning period, an
increase of 5° may be given to the
night temperature. Give the borders
a thorough soaking with tepid water

if dry. Attend to the tying in of the shoots,
and keep the trees well syringed. Trees in

successional houses will be in various stages of

growth, and those in unheated houses have set
their fruits.

Vines.—Thinning, stopping and tying of the
Vines in the different vineries will require much
attention. This work must be kept well in hand
for the crop to prove a success.

Plants Under Glass.
Perprtual-floinrinij Carnations.—The earliest-

rooted batch should now be ready to be repotted
into B-inch pots. Use a mixture of two-thirds
fibrous loam and one-third well-decayed manure.
Add to this old mortar rubble, sand and soot,

thoroughly mixing these ingredients two or three
times. After potting return the plants to the
house for a week or ten days, after which time
they may be taken out and put in cold frames.

Balsams.—These are useful for the conserva-
tory during the summer, and a few seeds should
be sown at intervals to keep up a succession.
They require a rich soil.

Fuchsias.—Pot on young plants as soon as they
are well rooted, and keep them in a warm
temperature to induce quick growth.

Flower Garden.
Violets.—The propagation of Violets should

begin now, either by cuttings or layers. Cuttings
can be taken off, dibbled into boxes and placed
in the shade, where they will soon root.

Increasing them by layers is far the easiest plan.
There are usually plenty of rooted side growths
which can be planted direct into the nursery
beds, where they may remain until they are
required for the frames next September. The
single varieties may be planted into their
permanent quarters straight away.

Sweet feas. ^Assuming that the trenches or
places for clumps have been prepared before-

hand, planting should now be done. If it is

intended to grow them in rows, plant singly
12 inches to 18 inches apart. Clumps should be
made up with three to five plants, according to
the strength of the variety. As soon as the
plants are in their places, short, twiggy sticks

should be put to them ; these afi'ord a great deal
of protection to the young plants till they get
established.

Kitchen Garden.
Asparagus —Where new beds are to be made,

now is the most suitable time to plant. The
ground should have been selected last autumn,
heavily manured and trenched, and allowed to
lie rough through the winter. Mark out the
beds .5 feet wide, with a 2-feet alley between
the beds. Three rows should be planted in each
bed IS inches apart, which allows 12 inches from
outside rows to the sides of the beds. Throw
out a shallow trench the width of the spade and
4 inches deep. Lay the plants in the trench
IS inches apart, spreadiaf out the roots care-
fully. The soil from the Mxt trench or row can
be used to cover the first row, well working the
soil among the roots. The easiest plan is to
open the middle row first, placing half the soil

one side and half the other. Two year old roots
are best for the Tork. Seed may also be sown
now in rows 15 inches apart.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

OtMtfm HaU, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Rose Prdning.— Unlike our brethren in the
South, we in the colder Northern districts have
serious losses in the Rose-beds. Under these
conditions the pruning will be, unfortunately, a
very easy matter in too many cases. Some
varieties, like M. Paul Lede and Clara Watson,
seem to be wiped out ; others that are not quite
done for are very poor, and under no circum-
stances can we now look for a good Rose season
this year. The pruning of all sections is so ably
described by other writers in The Garden that
I need not here enter into details regarding this
important work. I may point out, however, that
the first week in April is the most favourable
time for pruning in the North. Of course, many
of the old-fashioned garden Roses may be pruned
before this ; but the Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid
Teas and Teas should not, as a general rule, be
touched before the beginning of this month.
Begin with the Hybrid Perpetuals, and finish

with the Teas about the middle of the month.
Pansie.sand Violas.—After being well hardened

off, these useful plants may now be set out where
they are to bloom. If possible, give them an
entirely new site, as, like so many other plants,
they resent being planted year after year on the
same ground. While not over-fastidious, the
Viola will give by far the best results on deeply
worked and fairly rich soil. In our Northern
gardens it does well in full sunshine if the soil is

of a rather heavy, loamy nature. On very light
ground partial shade is imperative. To have
really fine Pansies a light shade is necessary ; but
where these plants are grown only for the garden,
this is not of so much consequence.

Othi-r Plantings.—All the hardy plants, cut-
tings of which were inserted last autumn and
wintered in cold frames, should now be got out.
These include the Mule Pinks, Heucheras, Alys-
suras, Aubrietias, &e. One should always have
a number of young plants at disposal to replace
those killed during winter or worn out by age.
Might I draw attention to that charming border
plant, Heuohera brizoides. It should be in every
garden, and is certainly the freest of all the
Heucheras. The flowers are not quite so rich in

colour as those of H. sanguinea, but it pro-
duces such masses of bloom that it more than
makes up for this slight defect. For cutting for
table decoration it has few rivals if a light,

graceful efifect is required. The foliage, too, is

very beautiful. Altogether a desirable addition
to the hardy border.

Gardening Under Glass.

Pricking Off.—This will demand constant at-

tention, as most of the half-hardy annuals will

now be ready for transplanting. Boxes of fairly

rich, light soil should be used. It is a mistake
to make the soil too rich, as this only induces
soft, drawn growth instead of sturdy, branching
specimens. Where space, pots and labour are
abundant, many of these plants repay the trouble
of potting off singly. Indeed, if one wishes to

have real success with Zinnias, pricking them
into pots of rich soil is imperative. Very few
succeed with this beautiful annual. The whole
secret is to be careful not to sow too early (the

present is a good time), and after sowing never
to give the plants the slightest check. If they
once stop growing it is all over with them.

The Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—All the finest wrinkled Peas may now

be got in, as succession demands. If a row be
sown every ten days from now until the first

week in June, a constant and abundant supply
will be maintained until the middle of October.
If Spinach is in demand, sow between the rows of

Peas aad at the same time.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.

)

PreetOJi House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT MOTES.

GRAFTING. — It 18 most important

that all the grafting which has to

be done this spring shall be pushed
forward with all speed, since the

earlier the scions can be inserted

after movement is clearly apparent

in the stocks the greater are the prospects of

success. The principal points to keep in view

are to ensure a perfect union of the inner bark,

or cambium layer, on at least one side, and pre-

ferably, of course, on both, and to see that the

waxing or claying in after the ligature is placed

on is sound. In the event of clay being relied

upon—and such is almost invariably the oace

when old stumps are worked—it is imperative

that the cultivator eh*ll keep a sharp eye upon

it. as it is liable to crack, and air will then find

its way to the union and probably result in

failure. Immediately a crack is seen the ball

should be carefully damped and the clay worked

over the aperture. Properly made wax is cleaner

to use, and has the merit of not cracking when
once it is on.

Lime tor Stonk Fruits. — Fruit is steadily

becoming more and more (jopular with amateurs,

who are coming to see that, pro-

vided they exercise a reasonable

amount of common-sense in the

management of the trees from the

time that they arrive from the

nurcery, the probabilities are that

their reward will be a very

ger-erous one. Thope who have

sufficient spnee put the trees in

the open quarters of the garden,

reUing upon bushes arif^ half-

staiidaids as a rule, but full ptan-

dards are now and again planted

to considerible advantige Then,

too, there are the walls, and these

afford invaluable space ii>T choice

stone fruits as well as for Apples

and Pears in cordon form. The
particular oljeot of this paragraph

was not, however, to draw special

attention to the advantages which
accrue to the amateur who grows
truit, but to the desirability of

dressing all stone fruits. Plums,

PeHohes, Nectarines, Cherries and
Damsons, with a little lime at this

season of the year. The applica-

tion should be made on to the

surface of the soil from within

1 foot or so of the bole to at least

2 feet beyond the spread of the

branches, and after a few days it

should be pricked into the surface,

taking care not to work down so deeply as to

injure the valuable feeding roots near the top.

Prhning —Trees which were planted in the

autumn, and not at the same time cut back,

should have prompt attention when the buds at

the extreme tips of the shoots are swelling freely

This is a certain indication that the roots are

active, and no better season could be chosen for

the pruning. With trees two or three years

old it will be wise to reduce the growths by at

least two-thirds of their length to form a sound

foundation to the plants. Trees planted this

spring may be cut back when they start, or if

the soil is poor the operation may be advan-
tageously deferred until the autumn.
Mulching.—If the Blackberries, Loganberries

and Raspberries have not yet been mulched,

they should be seen to forthwith. All these

fruits are of the utmost value in the garden, and

the object of the amateur should be to secure

the heaviest possible crops of fruits of the finest

quality. One of the readiest and most reliable

aids to this end is a mulching of short manure
spread all over the plantations. Should there be

any weeds, these must, of course, be first remoTed,

and the surface may then be very lightly pricked
over with a fork, but the tines must never be
driven down deeply or the roots will be seriously

injured. These details attended to, put on the
manure, choosing that which is short and sweet,

and cover to a depth of 2 inches.

Soot and Lime fok Strawberries.—Before
long it will be imperative to spread beneath the
plants the mulching of long, rich mmure, which is,

first of all, to provide food for the plants and
later to remain as a clean bed of straw upon
which the swelling fruits may lie to ripen. It

is, however, often wise in advance of this to

cleanse the beds of all weeds, lightly fork them
over, and then give a dressing of soot and lime.

In carrying out any operation of this nature in

the spring, it is essential that care should be taken
not to damage the roots, which are now working
so freely in the ground. Frdit-orower.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
ALPINES.A BEAUTIFUL RACE OF

The Shortias.

The Shortias are among the inimitable gems of

our earliest springtime and, unrivalled either

in their perfect hardiness or flower beauty.

stalks and the orimson-ooloured calyces. The
blossoms, too, are prettily fringed. This species
is somewhat variable, and a year or two ago a
good rose-coloured form made its appearance.
The other known species, S. uniflora, comes to

us from Northern Japan ; indeed, it was the
finding of this plant in 1868 which led to the
rediscovery of the first-named species in North
Carolina. S. unifiora is a dwarfer plant, the
leaves smaller and more obtuse, the pale pink
petals being crimped and veined with white.
The flowers, too, are more widely expanded, and
not of the nodding or hooded character of S.

gilacifolia. S. uaiflora grandiflora, illustrated

herewith, is a large-flowered variety, the blossoms
being white with a suffusion of pink. This
plant, when exhibited recently before the Royal
Horticultural Society by Sir Everard Hambro,
received an award of merit.

In cultivation the Shortias respond to shelter

from hot sun, and are best grown in peat, sand
and leaf-mould in equal parts or to which a slight

addition of loam has been made. Natives of thin
woods, it is highly probable that, with freer

supplies of root moisture or a never-failing cool-

ness about the roots, in more open positions

they would succeed quite well and give a more
enhanced leaf colouring than is now known. For
the alpine house these plants are delightful in

the extreme, and it is here that
all the exquisite beauty and
charm of their flowers is so well

seen. E. H. Jenkins.

SHORTIA uniflora ORANDIFLORA. (Natural size.)

always attract the lovers of alpine plants.

A small genus, named in compliment to an

American botanist. Dr. Short, of some three

species — ouly two of which are known to

cultivators—the plants, untouched by winter
cold or the ineessint changes inseparable from
an Englith winter, assume not infrequently at

that season a leaf beauty of crimson and bronze

all their own, and which never fails to catch the

eye at a time w hen few flowers are to be found
in the open garden.

The best-known species, S. galacifolia, was
first found by Michaux in the winter of 1788 in

the mountainous district of North Carolina,

though it was not till nearly a century later,

after many fruitless attempts, that the plant

was rediscovered and eventually found its way
into general cultivation. The plants grow in

short, compact tufts of from 6 inches to 9 inches

high, the hard, evergreen leaves assuming a rich

colouring of bronze or rich red in autumn,
according to the amount of exposure. In the

above-named species the nodding flowers appear

in March and April, and, being white, are in

effective contrast with the leaves, the coloured

DAFFODIL AND TULIP
NOTES.

Daffodil Lucifer.—Visitors to

the great forced bulb show of

March 8 will remember that there
were ceveral exhibits of this beau-
tiful decorative variety. Had the
flower the power of hearing and
its perianth of blushing, it would
most assuredly have assumed a
rosy hue more than once in the
course of the show. Many were
the encomiums passed upon it. I

did not say much about it in my
notes of the show, because I had
not grown it in pots myself until

this year and I wts undecided
about the perianth lasting. It

opens inclined to be weak and
floppy, but I find that with age
it strengthens and stiffens, and
although one would never think
it, it lasts a wonderful time. The
long, slender and delicate cup is of

a beautiful shade of bright orange
red, and as tho colour is quite
unchanged to the last day of its

life, it makes it an exceptionally valuable
flower to place among other Daffodils to

brighten them up on the conservatory stage. My
pots lasted three weeks. It is not a tall grower,
and hence is suited for front positions. It is very
free, and so one gets a fine mass of colour in a
comparatively email space.

Mine, de Oraaff in Pots or Bowls —This is

now to be bought at about 6s. 6d. or 78. 6d. a
dozen, and so is within the possibilities of pot
culture. If any dealer would sell a dozen and a-

half good bulbs for half a sovereign, I think I can
promise anyone who lays out that sum and with
the proceeds makes three pots or bowls, each of

them with six bulbs in, a real treat next spring.

Like Glory of Leiden, there is something about
it that seems to make it eminently suited for pot
culture. Very refined is my verdict on this

variety when grown under glass for early March
flowering.

Colour oj the Bulb Receptacles.—There is the
greatest variety of shape, size and colouring in

the bowls or vases in which the grower of today
places his bulbs. Just as in a previous note I

ventured to call attention to the question of
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height, 80 now I beg to suggest that their shape,

and more especially their colour, make a very

ooDsiderable diflerenoe in the efifeot of the whole
when in flower. These little things, which fre-

quently are never thought of, make all the dif-

ference. After much consideration I have come
to the conclusion that nothing in the way of

colour is so suitable as a shade of what the

Colour Chart calls "maroon," but which ninety-

nine people out of a hundred would call " brown "

(Plate 341 : No, 1 or 2), or alee a dark madder
brown (Plate ;J34 : No. S or 4)

Darwin Tulips in Pots — If anyone who has

the facilities for staging would grow a collection

of about fifty to sixty difTerent kinds, they would
have a feature of much interest and of great

beauty in their house—something to visit daily,

or even two or three times a day, and at every
returning visit to see something fresh. Tulips
never seem the same twice together, and they
are not the same. The waxing and waning of

their colour ; the different effect of sun and
cloud ; the mellowing of age ; the beauties ol

the interior and the base, now exposed to view
and anon hidden ; all these things make Darwin
Tulips at all times interesting, but doubly so

when they are seen for the first time in early

spring. The floor of a winter garden and a very

low stage in a cool greenhouse are suitable

positions for the display ; any position, in fact,

where we can look down on thnm, for only thus
can we see their full beauty. With the greatest

ease they can be had in bloom Irom March 10

onwards. If the whole coUeoiion is staged at

once, both the earlier and the later ones indis

uriminately, unless the season is peculiarly warm
and sunny, there will be many in good condition
at the end of three weeks, and some even at the

end of four.

Doubli Tulips in Pots.—The names of a few
good kinds may be acceptable to some who wish
to try a few another year. In yellow shades,

Couronne d'Or (orange yellow) and Toreador
(crimson centre, with deep orange edges) ; in

pinks. Rose d'Amuur (pale S'ilmony pmk) and
Lord Rosebery (large cold pink) ; in red shades,
Lord Beaeonsfield (detp rose) and Luminosa
(semi-double, vivid scarlet red) ; in whites,

Murillo (blush) and White Murillo (magnificent

pure white, very large, like a Pfeony) are all

attractive flowers in their respective onlours. Il

to these are added Lie van Hiarlem (lilac), Silva
tor Rosa (loose rose and blush), William III

(red) and Safrano (pale yellow, like a Maieohal
Niel Rose), a good and varied collection would be

formed. .Toseph Jacob.

AN EARLY FLOWERING ROCK
PLANT.

(Synthyris reniformis.
)

The plant shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, from a photograph taken towards the end
of February of this year, shows Synthyrix
reniformis, ot which I wrote in The Garden ol

March "i, page 110, under the title of "An
Early Flowering Rock Plant." As I have referred

to it so lately, it is unnecessary to repeat what
I have already said, save that it generally comes
into bloom with me in Febiuary and lasts for a

considerable time, and that it is grown here in

loam, leaf-soil and sand, and in the rock garden
with stones about it. I find that it prefers sun,

but accompanied by plenty of moisture. It

grows only a few inches high, and is an acceptable
little plant with bright blue flowers and pretty
glossy, toothed, kidney-shaped leaves. The
figure in the Botanioil Magazine 1 12, t. 6860, does
not do justice to the colour. It is, in my opinion,

the best of the genus. There is said to be a
white variety in North-West California and
further north, but I have not heard of its

existence in this country. Such a valuable
hardy and pretty little plant ought to have a

much greater share of favour from all lovers ol

rock plants.

Sunnymtad, Dumfries. S. Arnott.

THE FASCINATION OF THE
CROCUS.

{Continued from pat/e !-54.)

Adtitmnal Croci.

Misunderstood is the word that best sums up
the position of the Autumn Croci in the minds
of most ordinary gardeners and travellers ; first,

by being frequently cimfused with autumnal-
blooming Ookhicums and Sternbergias. When
I make any effort to get some desirable

autumnal Crocus collected for me in its wild
home, it is generally n it until all the Colohicum,
Merendera and Sternbergia species of that district

have been sent to me that any true Crocus appears.
The two quflstions that are most frequently put

to me are : What can I plant in a dry spot, under
trees, facing north-east, &o. ? and. What is the
lovely mauve Crocus that covers the meadows in

Switzerland , or Northern Germany, in the autumn ?

I sometimes think of having printed replies pre-

pared to hand to questioners.

I early learnt to be careful in distinguishing

the Autumn Crocus from the Meadow Suffion,

and thus it happened ; Very many years ago now.

divided into three right down to their bases,

where they join the ovary, and throughout their

length are thread-like, never possessing the
expanded or much divided stigmata of most
Croci. Their ovaries are deep underground at

flowering-time, and what appears to be the stalk

of the flower is a tube maHe up out nf the lower
portions of the seymentu of the ptriaiifh.

For botanists rio not speak ot petals and sepals
in these monocotyledonous plants with six cleft

flowers. The six divisions may represent three
of each, viz., petals and sepals, but are often so
mur^h alike that one term seems to fit them
better.

In Colchicum this perianth tube is a real one
and all in one piece. Merendwra can be easily

recognised by the segments being divided right

down to the base of the ovary, and being hooked
together in a young flower so that they look as

if they formed a tube ; in an overflown blosi-om

the hooks lose their hold and the seijments
scatter apart Sternherg'as are Amaryllids, and
their ovaries are plai ed below the perianth seg-

ments and are carried up above ground on a
stalk at flowering-time.

AN EARLY FLOWERING ROCK PLANT (SYNTHYBIS RBNIF0BMI3).

I regret to say, when I was beginning to learn and
collect plants, I was taken to visit a very dis-

tinguished garden-lover in Devonshire. On going
out into the garden I was asked to name a group
of large rosy lilac flowers. "A Colchicum," said I,

cautiously, " but I am not sure ," and I got
no further, for the reply came, " Oh, that will

do. I know, but I always ask people that, and
if they call it a Crocus I won't give them a thing

"

I still highly value many of the lovely plants I

carried away with me from that richly stored
paradise, and bless my luck in having known
just enough not to call it a Crocus.

In case any of my readers feel they are doubt-
ful as to the differences between these plants

and would wish to successfully pass a similar

examination in botany, I offer these hints with
many apologies to the learned maj jrity of the
subscribers of The Gardk.n.

A Crocus is an Irid, as is plainly shown by its

style dividing near its summit into three
branches, which form the stigmata, and also

in having but three anthers.

A Colchicum and a Merendera are Lilies, and
so are entitled to six anthers. Their styles are

That autumnal Croci are delicate and hard to

grow are other misconceptions freely induleed in.

I feel sure that in any garden in the United
Kingdom that is not inundated for any lengthy
period there must be many a border that, once
planted with C. speciosus or zonatus, could never
again be entirely cleared of these prolific

beauties without the thorough removal of the
soil.

Zonatus begins to flower in September, and
until the lovely creamy white vallieola and the

deep yellow Seharoj.ini, of which I have already
made mention, become cheaper and more
amenable to cultivation, will, in most gardens,
be the first species to appear each autumn.
The flowers appear before the leaves and are of a
soft rosy shade of lilac, approaching nearer to

the colour of most Cokhicums than any other

Crocus. The specific name refers to the zone of

rich orange in the throat, composed of a ring of

spots, two on each segment. The corm of

zonatus differs from that of others known to me,
first, in being very flat and symmetrical in outline,

one or more protuberances appearing towards
the oiroumference ; again, in producing quantities
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of email offsets, somewhat eomparable with the

spawn of Gladioli or the offsets of Irises of the

reticulata group. In this Croous they are in

shape, colour and texture much like a grain of

Wheat, and being bo small and falling off easily

from their parent, it is very diifioult to find and
remove them should it be desired to do so. The
individual blossoms are of too delicate a substance

to last long, but a good succession is kept up for

several weeks.
I am ever hoping to get a white seedling, and

with such a pale-coloured species one would
think it a most reasonable expectation ; but this

and longiflorue, which has also much rose

colour in its tint, have, so far as I know, never

produced albinos. The white zonatus that have
occasionally been rumoured and even offered in

catalogues have blushed under my searching

gaze when I tried to justify the long price they

had appended to them, until they matched their

rosy brethren. Good white forms are known of

all other lilac autumnal Croci which are at all

widely cultivated, so I still live in hope.

Speciosus most fully deserves the title of the

Autumn Crocus. These are some of the points in

vernus, such as purpureus, grandiflorus, White
Knight, &a. It is of a pale uniform lavender
externally, deeper inside and veined with purple.

This best form is rather scarce, and those olten

sold for it are a mixture of pale forms much more
like the type.

A fine pure white form appeared among some
collected for Mr. van Tubergen in Sehemaoha,
but I admire still more a seedling I raised here
with pale lilac veining on an almost white
ground.

Pulchellus is closely related to speciosus, both
having annulate 7orm tunics. It is of a paler

lavender and the veining of the inner segments
not BO much branched. ItB chief beauty lies in

the rich orange spots in the throat and the pure
white anthers, which give it a dainty and refined

effect. It flowers in the latter part of October
as speciosus is beginning to wane. I find here
an intermediate form, where the two grow close

together, that is so markedly intermediate in

all the distinguishing characters that I have
described it as a hybrid (see Gardeners' Ghronidc,
November 'J, 1907). The cream-coloured anthers

and yellow throat catch the eye and show it is

means at the foot of a north wall. But I have
seen it fiouriohing well in a south border in a

neighbour's garden.
Waltham Cross. E. Augustus Bowles.

(To be continued.)

A l.AKUEN O.N A RUUF.

its favour : It is the tallest of all, is very robust,

not particular as to soil or situation—even doing
well under thin trees and in shade—increases

rapidly both by seed and minute spherical offsets

as hard to eradicate as those of zonatus ; it is of

a distinct colour, more nearly blue than in any
other, and beautifully freckled with various
shades of purple outside and veined with dark
blue inside ; the stigmata are brilliant orange,
almost scarlet, and make a fine contrast with the
blue ; and it flowers very freely from the end of

September for some six weeks. I have a late

form I bought as var. globosus that is at its best

as a rule in November. As a final virtue, it is

cheap to buy. If possible, it should be planted
in August, and fairly deep ; then it may be left

undisturbed for many years.

There is much variation in the extent of the
veinings and the depth of the ground colour.

The finest form is known as var. Aitchisonii. I

have so far failed to find the publication of the
name. It is larger than the type and the seg-

ments are more pointed. In a specimen I dried
I find they measure over 'Zh inches in length,
which is as long as in any of the giant forms of

distinct from either parent. The white form of

pulchellus is very lovely, of good substance, and
the orange of the throat shows up even more
than in the lilac form.

Among the earlier autumnal species must be

placed byzantinus, also known as iridifiorus,

from the Iris-like appearance of an expanded
bloom, owing to the disparity in size between the

outer and inner segments. These latter are very

small, pale and sharply pointed, while the outer

are exceptionally wide and fall outwards,

resembling the falls of an Iris, and are of various

rich shades of lilac or purple. The late Mr.
Allen raised some beautiful seedlings, of which
President and Rosamond are the best. There is

a white form, but it is rather flimsy in texture,

and its finely cut stigmata are pale straw
colour, thus lacking one of the chief charms of

the type, in which they are bright lilac, and bo

unique in the genus, as in the spring-flowering

carpetanus there is but a very faint tinge of lilac

on the stigma. Byzantinus does best with me if

grown in shady places, such as the north-west

side of large stones in the rook garden and close

I

inside the front wall of my cold frame, which

ROOF GARDENS.
Several questions have been asked lately about
roof gardening, and we think the accompanying
illustration and notes will be helpful to thobe

who wish for advice on this subject :
" Flat roofs

and walls are becoming popular. Strongly made
with concrete and surrounded with a bilustrade

of good design they are adapted for many pur-

poses. As for the outdoor roof garden, hundreds
ol fine subjects in flower and foliage are here to

adorn it, rendering such a place oi iiamental

above, as well as improving the look of the

buildings. On the roofs of large mansions there

is no limit as to what may be used so long as

situation and climate are suitable and sufficient

soil is provided for the requiremeuLS of the

plants chosen. What has been noted of nobler

buildings applies to outhouses, sheds, .*co., places

that are met with every\» here often

_ in a painfully dismal state. For
simple roof decoration the potting

shed here illustrated may be men-
tioned. Such methods require little

preparation. The soil ohould be
10 inches or 12 inches in depth,
and may well rest with drainage
on the slates, &:c , if these are nut
set at too high a pitch. With a
tunny exposure numbers of hardy
plants will become well established
and blossom abundantly. In roofs

of small size only the sides need be
of woodwork. In this example two
of the finest flowered subjects are
Veronica Teuorium dubia, with its

brilliant blue flowers, and the
double crimson Catoh-fiy, the usual
garden variety of an extremely
pretty and rare native plant, found
on cliffs not easily scaled. The Sun
Roses (Helianthemums) are, of

course, perfectly happy, but many
will quickly outgrow their posi-

tions. A little starvation, how-
ever, in the case of these gay flowers

will I ause an increase and a longer

period of blossom. H. canum, a
seal 06 British plant, is a very low
creeping shrub well adapted for this

purpose, as it has a perennial hoari-

ness. For the latter tone there are,

however, none to equal in useful-

ness the Achilleas and Antennarias.
Achillea Clavennse and A. umbellata
are two of the finest silvery
; rupestris and A. Huteri are

best of the small green-foliaged

species. .Kthionemaa, too, that are sometimes

unkindly treated by the cold or damp of the

level border, would find a welcome place on

Bunny roofs. Then other subjects, more or

less ornamental all the year round, are Ceras-

tiums, Lithofpermum prostratum. Pinks of mauj
species and varieties, Iberis gibraltarica and the

Euphorbia Myrsinites.
'

' Those long-suffering plants the Stoneorops and
Houseleeks are, of course, satisfied with a mere
inch or so of soil. < la mossy, tiled roofs they

grow, flower and topple about without any atten-

tion. The luxuriant surface of an old thatch is

an oasis. Where these picturesque rural roofs

are, some of our native succulents are sure to be

seen. Maybe they are represented by a carpet

of the small Sedum acre, which when in flower

can but be equalled in brightness by a field of

Mustard or the Houseleek ; this, when isolated,

grows into the size of a young Lettuce, and when
crushed by its ever-gruwing children is content

: to live a restricted life. The best for this pur-

Dose is the Cobweb Houseleek.
'

species ; A.

among the
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
WICHURAIANA ROSE FRANCOIS

FOUCARD.

THK newer wiohuraiana Rosea are

among the greatest boons which have
oonie to the assistance of the gardener
— amateur or professional — who
desires to render his garden pic-

turesque and attractive. Many of

them are pictures of beauty even before they

bloom, on account of their exquisite glossy

foliage, while the greater number flower with

the utmost freedom and adorn themselves

with blooms which, though comparatively small,

are of exquisite beauty. They are espe-

cially valuable for pillars and trellises,

and their presence in many a garden * '

has given it an aspect of the highest

beauty. Their cultivation is easy in the

extreme, and pruning is conflned to cut-

ting out some of the old branches, thinning

out the weakly wood and only shortening

the new shoots which spring from the

base. A good supply of manure is

advisable, and occasional waterings
with weak liquid manure are beneficial.

The shoots should be tied in loosely, and
with these few details they will generally

afford an annual source of delight to all.

The variety Fran9oi8 Foucaid, shown
in the accompanying illustration, is one
of the best in a fair-sized collection and
one which is not too well known. It

has foliage of the greatest beauty and
multitudes of medium-sized flowers of a

fine creamy or lemon yellow, deeper when
first opening and passing off lighter. It

is an excellent variety and can be con-

fidently recommended. The plant shown
is growing in a Scottish garden in the

South-West, and just on the outskirts ot

a town of upwards of 20,000 inhabitants,

where there are several factories emitting
a fair amount of smoke. It is in a posi-

tion which is much exposed to wind
and is facing north-west, but receives

a considerable amount of sun. This
specimen has been planted about four

years, and completely covers a pillar some
9 feet high. 8. A.

basal eyes have started and are already a con-
siderable length, which should flower splendidly
by the end of the month. I am convinced
Austrian Copper will yet play an important
part in hybridising experiments. P.

MILDEVV-PROOF ROSES.
A Lkttkk from Victoria, Aitstbalia.

Mr. S. BRnNDRETT, F.ssendon Rose Nursery,
Moonee Ponds, Victoria, kindly writes :

" As a
reader of Tub Garden I have noticed on several
occasions articles on mildew-proof Roses. I

enclose a list of sorts that have been proof
against the fungus in Victoria for several
years ; it would be interesting to know if these

ROSE AUSTRIAjS copper.
Glancing through that excellent work
on the Rose written by the Rev. .Jo«pph

Pemberton, I was much struck with a

remark that be had seen the above
glorious single Rose growing on rectory
walls 12 feet high. Moreover, the plants

were growing in hard gravel. What a

sight such plants must be when in full

bloom ! Why, even an ordinary 4-feet lo

5feet plant will make a veritable glow
like a burning bush ; so what must such
plants be like as those described above.'

And yet how rarely we find the Copper
Austrian Rose in gardens, at least in a

healthy state. One frequently sees

miserable, half-starved specimens that
look the picture of ill-health, probably
owing to the location, but more probably,
I think, from being budded on the Manetti stock.
I think this Rose should be on its own roots if we
would see it at its best, and it ia very readily
layered if the growths are put down in June. A
good hint is thrown out by Mr. Pemberton, and
that is to bend over the summer shoots to induce
them to break for another year. This plan might
be more often adopted with several varieties where
they are somewhat slow in producing new wood.
It is sometimes better than cutting out the old.

I recently had some old pot plants of Betty
that appeared to be slow in m*king new wood
although planted out : but by bending the old
growths out nearly in a horizontal position the

ROSE FRANCOIS FOUCaRD IN A SCOTTISH GARDEN.

varieties are mildew-proof in Great Britain.
" I herewith give a list of forty-one distinct
varieties of Rosea that are mildew-proof. It is

one of the mysteries of Rose culture that we
have so many Rosea embracing every colour
known in the Roae family that are free from
mildew. They may be planted in the shade of a
house where the aun never shines on them ; we
can water them or leave them dry as dust

;

feed them or let them go hungry ; they are still

proof against the fungus. There have been many
reasons given by various Rose-growers. Some
say it 18 the plants with thick leather-like
leaves that are mildew-proof. Let anyone
examine the leaves of these forty-one varieties

;

you will find no two alike. Some have thick

glossy leaves, others, like Boadicea, have rather
thin leaves ; ao it ia not in the leaf that we muat
look to solve the mystery. I have budded Alice
Grahame on Maman Cochet ; the former is still

subject to mildew. I have had the two growing
on one root; Alice Grahame still gets mildew,
Maman Cochet ia still free. Two years ago I

noticed a peculiar thing about these Roses that
are free from mildew. f)n the yourg leaves of
every one of these forty-one Roses I found small
brown spots ; these spots seem to disappear as
the leaves get older. I examined plants that
are aul'jact to mildew, but have n*ver found
the same aort of spots on them. When I saw
these spots, I thought it was a fungus of

some sort, and that it was this that made
them mildew-proof ; but Mr. McAlpine,
the Government pathologist, very kindly
examined them for me, and informed
me it was not a fungua. I am not going
to say that these spots have anything to
do with the Rose being proof against
mildew ; but if I wish to know whether
a Rose is mildew-proof or not, I have a
habit of looking for these spots.

"Now, in looking through this list of
forty-one Roses, I find the first mildew
proof Rose was raised in 1S59 by Robert,
who named it Homer, and it is classed as
a Tea. There are now twenty-eight Tea
Roses, eleven Hybrid Teas and two China
Roses that are mildew-proof. Of thefe
W. Paul and Son raised eight ; Soupert
et Netting, seven ; Nabonnand, five

;

Hill, three; and several other growers, one
each. I failed to find one Hybrid Per-
petual Rose that was mildew-proof. I
have no doubt that the first parent
of our mildew-proof Roses could be
traced back to the China Roses, but 1859
is as far as I have any record. The list

is as followa :

"Homer (T.), Robert, 1859; Papa
Gontier (T. ), Nabonnand, 188:? ; 6. Nabon-
nand (T.), Nabonnand, ISSy ; Rainbow
(T.),Dingee,lS91; Mme. Kli Limbert(T.),
Lambert, 1891 ; Maman Cuchet (T. ),

Cochet, 1893 ; Fiametta Nabonnand (T.),

Nabonnand, 1894; Sylph (T. ), W. Paul
and Son, 1895; Queen Mab (C ), W.
Paul and Son, 1S9I! ; White Maman Cochet
(T.), Cook, 1898 ; Grand Duchess Anas-
tasia (H.T.), Nabonnand, I89S ; Queen
Olga of Greece (T.), W. Paul and Sun,
1899 ; Alexander (T.), W. Paul and Son,
1900; Corallina (T.), W. Paul and Son,
1900 : Mrs. B. R. Cant (T.), B. R. Cant,
1901; Boadicea (T.), W. Paul and Son,
1901; Mme. Vermorel (T.), Mari, 1901

;

Mme. Edmt^eMetz (H.T.), Soupert, 1901;
Peace (T.), Piper, 1902 ; Dr. Felix Guyon
(T.), Mari, 1902; Mme. Jean Dupuy (T.),

Lambert, 1902: Souvenir de Pierre Netting
(T. ), Soupert, 1902; Mme. Antoine Man
(T.), Mari, 1902 ; Arelhusa (C), W. Paul
and Son, 1903 ; AnnieMarie Soupert ( H. T. ),

Soupert, 190-1; Reine Marguerite dltalie
(H.T.), Soupert, 1905; General McArthur
(H.T.), Hill, 1905; Souvenir de Maria
Zayas (H.T.), Soupert, 1901; ; Rhea Reid
(H.T.), Hill, 1908; Mine. Louis Grassett

(T.), Goddard ; Marquis de Aledo (T.); Baron
Ada (T.), Soupert ; Mme. Philemon Cochet (T.) ;

Marie de Orleans (H T. ) ; Mme. Gamon (H.T. ) ;

K. T. Cook (H.T.), W. Paul and Son ; General
Sohablikine (T. ), Nabonnand ; Augusta Compte
(H.T.), Soupert; Climbing Papa Gontier (T.);
ClimbingWhite Maman Cochet (T.); and Climbing
Maman Cochet (T. ). Twenty-eight Teas, eleven
Hybrid Teas and two Chinas ; total, forty one.

Paul eight, Soupert aeven, Nabonnand five, and
Hill three.

"Doubtful Variflies.—Sinica Anemone, sinica

alba, Mrs. A. Byass, Mai Fleuri, Claire Jacquier,
Field Marshal, Roae de Evian, Cecile Brunner,
Triumph, Banksian (white and yellow), and
Banksian (fortuniana)."
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—Where it is

intended to plant a new Asparagus

bed, the present is an excellent time

to get the roots in. The soil must
have been previously deeply dug and

well manured, and, if naturally of a

lipav}', clayey character, must have had a liberal

addition of road scrapings, burnt garden refuse,

I.—BLACK CURRANT SHOOTS AFFtCTEU WITH
THE BIG-EUD MITE. NOTE THE SWOLLEN
AND BOUNDED BUDS.

and similar ameliorating substances. With soil

of this character it is well also to raise the bed a

foot or so above the alleys, as this assists drain-

age. Beds 4 feet (i inahes wide are a useful size,

and three rows of plants will go into each bed,

one down the centre and one at each side, about
1(1 inches from the edge. It is highly essential

that the roots do not get in the least dried by the

wind and sun before being planted. Trenches
from 4 inches to 6 inches deep must be taken out

for the plants, and the bottoms of these should

be shaped thus, A. The plants are placed from
1 foot to 15 inches apart in the rows and so that

the roots hang down on either side of the ridge,

the crown resting on the top. Cover with rather

fine soil as the work proceeds, and thus prevent

any drying of the roots. Generally speaking, two
year old roots are the best for planting, and no
heads should be cut from these the first summer
after planting has been done. Connover's
Colossal is an excellent all-round variety for

amateurs to grow.

Flower Garden.—There is nothing to be gained
by allowing Gladioli corms to remain longer out
of the ground, and steps should be taken towards
getting them planted. An open, sunny position

should be selected, no matter whether it is a
whole bed that is to planted or only clumps
in the herbaceous border. In any case holes

from 4 inches to 6 inches deep must be
made for their reception, and if the soil is at all

heavy, some coarse sand should be placed in the

BIG BUD IN BLACK CURRANTS.

bottom of the hole previous to placing the corm
in position. It is also a good plan to cover each

corm with sand before tilling in with the ordinary
soil. A good distance apart to plant is (J inches.

In the case of clumps in the border, these should

consist of six, nine or twelve plants, according

to the size of the border. A bed of all one colour,

or shades of one colour, will make a brilliant dis-

play in late summer and early autumn. If

desired. Gladioli may be planted among the

Roses grown in beds, and will provide flowers

at a time when the Roses are almost, if not quite,

devoid of blooms.

Rose Garden. — The pruning of Ramblers,
Hybrid Perpetuals, and even the Hybrid Teas
may be attended to during the next week or two,
Healing with them in the order named above.

Teas will, generally speaking, be best left until

the middle of the month. Ramblers, if properly

attended to last summer, will need little atten-

tion beyond the cutting away of the soft tips of

the shoots, these afterwards being neatly tied in

position. AD such as Dorothy Perkins and Crim-
son Rambler should have had the old rods

cut clean out as soon as they had finished flower-

ing last summer. I find that special care is

needed in handling Ramblers this spring owing
to the forward state of the buds, as these are

very easily rubbed out. Hybrid Perpetuals and
Hybrid Teas must be pruned according to the

vigour of the variety and the purpose for which
blooms are intended. A good general rule is to

out weak-growing sorts back severely and the

stronger-growing ones less severely ; indeed,

except where extra large and full blooms are

required for exhibition, there is little need to do
more than cut away weak shoots and the soft

tips of the stronger growthc. After the bushes
have been pruned, the beds should be given a

0-inch thick dressing of well-decayed farmyard
manure and bone-meal, 4qz of the latter to each
square yard, and this forked lightly in so as to

make the bed tidy. Owing to the difficulty

experienced in procuring farmyard manure, I

have for the last two years relied on Wakeleys
Hop Manure, and find this answers admirably,

the Roses coming a brighter and altogether

better colour where it has been used.

Greenhouses and Frames.—The principal work
in this department just now will be the pricking

ofl^ and potting on of various seedlings and rooted

cuttings. This work is more important than
the beginner in gardening may think, as any
neglect, even of a week's duration, may make
all the difference between success and failure.

^'oung plants under glass grow very rapidly at

ihis season, and if allowed to remain too thick

become drawn and weak, and once they get into

this state, no subsequent treatment is likely

to bring them to a robust condition again.

Watering, ventilating and shading must also

receive close attention. Plants intended for

summer bedding must be kept as near the glass

as possible and receive free ventilation, as it is

highly desirable that hard, sturdy growth is

made. Insect pests, and particularly green fly,

may be relied upon to increase very rapidly just

now, and frequent fumigations will be needed to

keep it in check. Where only a few plants are

attacked, the insects may be routed by spraying

with a nicotine inseotioide. A. A.

by the big-bud mite or not. For this reason the

two accompanying illustrations have been pre-

pared. A close inspection of the shoots in Fig. 1

will reveal the presence of a number of swollen,

rounded and blunt-pointed buds, every one of

which is attacked by the mite. To prevent any
confusion, the very few buds on these shoots that

were not so attacked were removed before the
photograph was taken. In Fig. 2 some Black
Currant shoots are also shown. In this instance,

however, all the buds are unaffected by the mite.

It will be seen that they are much more slender

and pointed than those shown in Fig. 1. Fre-

quently sound and affected buds appear on the

same shoots. Those buds which are attacked by
the mite will not flower, and it is seldom that

they form leaves of any size. Generally they
open to some extent, form a very small, distorted

leaf or two, and then die. The shoot on the left

of Fig. 1 has two black-looking buds below the

kink which were killed in this way last year.

During the last decade this pest of Black Cur-

rants has cost growers in this country many
thousands of pounds, and many have been the

methods adopted to bring about its extermina-
tion. Unfortunately, none of these appears to

be entirely satisfactory. One of the most tried

and, it persisted in, reliable remedies is to pick

off all affected buds, drop them into some neat

petroleum, and when the work is completed burn
the lot. This, at any rate, gets rid of any mites

that are present in the buds at the time these are

gathered, and, as stated above, if persisted in for

several seasons this method of dealing with the

pest will prove effective. A treatment that has

proved effective in some cases is to dust the

bushes while damp, at fortnightly intervals from
the middle of March until the second or third

week in May, with a mixture of finely ground un-

slaked lime and flowers of sulphur, one part of

the former to two of the latter. In any case this

is worth trying in conjunction with the picking

off of the affected buds. In the spraying calendar

BIG.BUD IN BLACK CURRANTS.
.JiTDGiNG by the number of shoots received for

inspection during the course of a year, there are

many amateurs yet who are unable to determine

whether their Black Currant bushes are attacked

-BLACK CURRANT SHOOTS NOT AFFECTED
WITH BIG -BUD MITE. COMPARE THE
CHARACTER OF THE BUDS WITH THOSE
SHOWN IN FIG. I.
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of the Woburn Fruit Farm immersing of sus-

pected bushes in water maintained at a tem-
perature of 115° Fahr. before planting is recom-
mended. It is the duty of all who grow Black
Currants to see that their bushes are kept free

from the pest, as it is only by concerted
action that its extermination can ba brought
about.

HOW TO PRUNE VARIETIES OF
BUPDLEIA VARIABILIS.

The several beautiful forms of this excellent

hardy flowering shrub are now being distributed

freely throughout the country, and doubtless
many amateurs are at a loss to know how they
should be treated. Like a few other flowering
shrubs which give us their blossoms in autumn,
these Buddleias are best if pruned back severely

each spring, the present being a good time to do
the work.
The plant shown in Fig. 3 is Buddleia varia-

bilis veitohiana, one of the best of the varieties.

This shrub when photographed was about 6 feet

high, and was in the same condition as it had
been all the winter. A close inspection of the
illustration will reveal a few of the old flower-

heads at the ends of the stems, though the
largest of these were out oS when the flowers
were at their best last autumn. It requires

some courage on the part of a beginner in

gardening to cut a shrub of this size back so

severely as is desirable, and for this reason
the same plant is shown in Fig. 4 on a
larger scale after pruning has been com-
pleted. It will be noticed that all the young
shoots that were formed last year, and which
produced blossoms then, have been cut back
nearly to the points from which they originated.
This hard pruning will induce the bush to throw
up other strong shoots during the coming
summer, and these may attain a length of

4 feet to 6 feet. At the end of each a
large semi-pendulous raceme of mauve-coloured
flowers may be expected to form, and the whole
shrub will present a picture of great beauty.

This hard pruning of these shrubs in spring
has two advantages, viz., it enables the grower
to keep them in bounds, and also induces the
shrub to form vigorous young shoots, without
which large flower-heads could not be secured.

When the pruning is iinished, and provided bulbs

or other early spring-flowering plants are not

grown beneath the Buddleia, the latter should be

i^iven a (inch thick dressing of well-decayed

manure, as this will greatly assist in the forma-

tion of sturdy, vigorous flowering shoots.

Another splendid variety of this Buddleia is

that known as B. variabilis magnitica. This has

even larger flower-sprays than the plant illus-

trated, and the colour is richer. Butterflies and
bumble bees seem very fond of the flowers of these

shrubs, and hosts of them may be seen flitting

around and alighting on the blossoms during the

time when they are at their best. The shrubs are

easily grown, and for that reason are ideal for

beginners in gardening. H.

LILIUMS UNDER GLASS.

One may talk about the charm of the Lily, but
it would be quite unnecessary to attempt to make
it more lovely than it is. " Lovely as a Lily,"
" Pure as a Lily" and similar phrases are con-
stantly used even by persons who never grow
them and rarely see them, but who know full well
that they are paying a very high compliment.
The outline of the flower is clear and defined,

the plants are free in the production of blossoms,
and the latter last fresh for a considerable time.
Moreover, they are deliciously fragrant.

L'elicate as are Lilums in texture and appear-
ance, they are quite in the forefront as suitable
plants for growing in towns and in suburban
districts.

In regard to the potting of the bulbs I will
only say a few words here, and my remarks refer
to purchased bulbs. The potting must be
done at once. Use pots according to the size

of the bulbs, (i-inch, 7inch and 8 inch ones
being the most suitable. Thorough drainage
must be provided and a rich, light compost

—

fibrous loam, two parts ; leaf-soil, one part ;

and well-rotted manure, one part. Sand or
grit must also be given in sufficient quantity
to make the mass porous. When the bulbs
are potted the pots should be about three
parts filled, not more. It is only necessary
to keep the frost away during the early stages
of the plant's growth. At the present time,
no doubt, many amateurs possess plants that
have remained in the pots all the winter. In a
very short time it will be too late to shake away
the old soil from them. Even if there are signs
of active growth now, there need be no hesi-

tation in removing the soil. The bulbs should
then be repotted and allowed to grow on under
the coolest conditions consistent with the exclu-
sion from frosts. These bulbs will provide late

blossoms.

In due course there will be a grand display of
blossom, which may be prolonged for a consider,
able time if the bulbs are potted and brought
into growth in batches.

The strong, recently purchased bulbs will,

in a short time, require a top-dressing. In
nearly every instance roots grow from the stems
just above the soil level, and it is on account of

this that the bulbs should be potted low down in

the pots. The new top-dressing material must
be put on very carefully, so as not to damage
these stem-roots. The stems, roots and bulbs
of Liliums are very succulent, so much care
must be exercised in the matter of watering.
Over-watering would soon be apparent in the
effect it would have on the leaves, which would
quickly turn yellow. No feeding must be done
until the pots are well filled with roots. At all

times when the weather is favourable abundance
of air should be admitted, (ireen fly is easily
kept down by slight fumigations or by
vaporising.

The following are suitable varieties to grow
in pots : Lilium auratum, L Harrisii, L. longi-

florum, L. speoiosum, L. s. Krsetzeri, L. s. album,
L. s. Melpomene, L. s. rubrum, L. s. roseum and
L. candidum. The latter may be foroed, also L.
Harrisii and L. longiflorum. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Choice Bouder Carnations. — The "border"
Carnation separates itself from the perpetual
dowering variety by the mode and manner of its

growth, the "grass," as the young shoots of the
former are termed, usually encompassing the
stem near its base, lying in a semi-procumbent
manner on the ground. In this way the shoots
readily adapt themselves to layering ; hence
another name for these is " layers. " Of such a
type is the well-known and ever popular Old
Crimson Clove, renowned for its strong perfume
wherever the English language is spoken. From
the florist's point of view the Old Clove is a
rough, unkempt sort of flower ; and, indeed,
between that variety and the choice border or
fancy varieties of the present time there is a wide
gulf, which each year becomes wider as the
florist hybridist improves upon existing sorts.

Today, whether in the selfs or yellow-ground
fancies, a very high degree of perfection has been
reached, of which those who like to be up to

date in such matters may wish to avail them-
selves. Doubtless, too, many readers would
like to make a speciality of these Carnations,
and certainly no flower will better repay a little

extra care than these.

CuLTDRE Under Glass.—Those who possess a
small greenhouse may like to grow the plants
therein, and in no other way, despite their

hardy nature and their general fitness for open-
air cultivation, will the flowers attain such per-

fection. Pot cultivation would have to be
resorted to, and there is no better time than the
present to make a start By cultivating a portion
of the plants in the greenhouse and another por-

tion in the open a long succession of flowers result.

Here are a few of the most recent novelties :

Maharajah, glowing crimson ; Royal Scarlet,

rich in colour and fragrance ; Silver Fox, helio-

trope ; Honeymoon, white ; Solfaterra, yellow
and Lady Bury, rose. These are selfs. Among
new fancies Tantalus, The .Justice, Linkman,
Hercules, Father O'Flynn and King Coff'ee are of

the highest merit.

Planting Violets.—So many enquiries reach
one as to the cultivation of the Sweet Violet that

4.—THE SAME SHRUB AFTEK PRUNING HAS
r.EEN KONK. NOTE HOW SEVERELY THE
SHOOTS HAVE BEEN CrT BACK.

no apology is offered for again reminding my
readers that the showery weather of early April
is the best time for the work of planting. Very
many who grow these delightful flowers have
only the vaguest idea of the requirements of the
plants, and the old stools or portions of them
are grown on from year to year with quite
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iodifferent results. Much the best plants for

producing good flowering crowns are the product

of well-rooted single crowns planted in early

April, and such as these, despite their apparently

small size at planting-time, will quickly over-

take those plants of larger size that have become
more or less exhausted by a long-continued

flowering. Young plants, therefore, should be

raised or purchased each year. Badly diseased

plants should be burnt without the least com-
punction, as it is impossible to propagate the

Violet without propagating the diseases which
too frequently are inherent in the plant.

ToFTED Pansies.—By planting a selection of

these at the present time, a late summer flowering

will be secured which will constitute a oapitil

succession to those planted in autumn. To make
sure that the plants obtain a good start, a soak-

ing of water should be given to the roots in the

trenches before covering in. Here the moisture

will be in touch with the majority of the root

fibres, which is a great advantage. The best

type of plant is the well-rooted cutting, which
at this season is usually endowed with a few
vigorous shoots about its base. It is probable,

too, that the young plants may give promise of

an early flowering, though the amateur will be
well advised to discourage any
flowering till the plants have
become established.

"Jacks."—A Warning.—
A "Jack" is understood in

the market to be a Carnation
of a worthless type—strong,

vigorous - looking seedling

plants, and single-flowered to

boot. Usually at this season

the itinerant street hawker
may be seen in suburban dis-

tricts with a well-filled basket
of the plants, to which the

names of the leading atisto-

eracy and others have been
given. Such plants are worth-

less, and I warn my readers

concerning them accordingly.

E. H. Jenkins.

of flower eolouring and strength of growth to

commend them to the gardener. " There is

nothing whatever used in bedding out to be

compared in colour, form or fragrance with many
families of hardy plants. There is no beauty

among bedding plants at all comparable with

,

that of Irises, Lilies, Delphiniums, Evening
Primroses, Pieonies, Carnations, Narcissi

and a host of others. Are we to put aside or

into the background all this glorious beauty for

the sake of a few things that merely give us

flat colour '; No one who knows, even to a

slight extent, what the plants of the northern

and temperate world are can admit that this

sort of gardening should have first place. There
is nothing among 'carpet' plants equal to

Windflowere in many kinds (flowering in spring,

summer and autumn). Torch Lilies (superb in

autumn). Columbines, Harebells, Delphiniums,

Day Lilies, Everlasting Peas, Evening Primroses,

PiBonies, Phloxes, Ranunculus (double and
I single), and the many fine species, all the noble

autumn-blooming Daisy-like flowers. Scabious,

plumy Spirjeas, Globe Flowers, Lilies (in noble

variety). Polyanthuses, Primroses, Auriculas,

Wallflowers, Meadow Saffrons, Crocuses of the

ppring and autumn, Soillas, Gladioli, Snowflakes,

FLOWER
BORDERS.

WHEN spring
is with us
our thoughts
turn to other
things con-

cerning the
garden than the mere contem-
plation of Daff'odils in grass or the starry hosts

of Chionodoxas ; it is the season to plant or

renew the mixed or, as it is also called,

the "herbaceous" border. Many letters are

received during the year asking for help in

the formation of such a border ; and we
may at once say that to maintain a strip of

ground almost in even beauty, bo to say, for

many weeks in the year is diflioult, and requires

constant supervision to fill blanks as the flowers

fide away. But those who contemplate creating

such a beautiful feature in the garden should

certainly consult the Supplement to the " Manual
of Horticulture" called "Gardens of Delight,"

which Messrs. Kelway and Son of Langport
have recently issued. It is one of the most con-

vincing brochures on the subject we have seen,

and the result of years of painstaking effort

to help garden - lovers in solving a difficult

problem. The authors have sought the highest

opinions on this fascinating subject, and this adds
to the value of the information given in these well-

illustrated pages. Mr. William Robinson, in his
" English Flower Garden," writes of the beauty
of hardy flowers as follows. Bedding plants

are not used, of course, to the same extent as

they were years ago, but there is still too little
'

thought given to the perennials that have beauty I
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kinds being fully dealt with. The chapters

on " The Rotation of Crops in llie Vegetable

Garden " and " The Chemistry of (iarden Crops "

should be carefully read and mentally digested

by all who desire to get the very best results

from their gardens. These chapters—indeed,

the whole book—are written in a simple and
practical manner so that they can be easily

understood. Many gardeners have considerable

trouble with their lawns, and Messrs. Sutton

have wisely devoted a portion of this book to

the treatment of them, dealing more particularly

with the forming of these from seed. List, but

by no means least, in this volume comes a section

dealing with the pests of garden plants. It is

safe to eay that there is not a gardener who has

not, at some time or other in his or her career, had

some trouble with insect or fungoid pests or both,

and with this book at hand they would be able

to combat the pest in a practical and up-to-date

manner. The principal insect and fungoid pests

of garden plants are fully dealt with, and the

excellent line illustrations considerably increase

the value of this work. When we consider the

low price of this book, it seems incredible that

there is a gardener in the kingdom without a

copy.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
HOW TO GROW SPINACH.

THOUGH it is possible to have Spinach
every day throughout the year, it is

not always easy to do this ; but it

may be regarded as always in season,

and is generally much appreciated.

No pains should be spared, therefore,

as far as possible to maintain a regular supply.

Preparation of the Gkound.

Almost any kind of soil, providing it is

properly managed, well drained, deeply worked
and well manured, will grow Spinach to per-

fection. As far as possible this should be

done during the winter or spring months, and
get the earliest sowing in during the present

month, selecting a southern site for it. Sow the

seed in drills from 12 inches to 15 inches apart,

make the soil moderately firm, and apply a good
dressing of soot or wood-ashes. The surface

should be finely and neatly raked down. After
this sowing Spinach may be successfully grown
between rows of Peas or Runner Beans, pro-

Tiding these are placed a good distance apart,

and a small quantity of seed should be sown
about once a fortnight throughout the summer.
It is frequently ditlisult to procure during the

end of .July, August and early September,
especially during long spells of drought, and it

TB an excellent plan at this season of the year to

make small sowings either on a north or east

border, or, failing this, the shadiest part of the

garden should be selected. For winter and early

spring use no hard-and-fast rule can be laid

down as to the date when the seed should be
sown. Much depends on the locality, nature of

the soil and season, but I strongly advise making
several sowings from the middle of August to

the middle of October. The latter sowing fre-

quently comes through the winter much better

than those got in at an earlier date, especially

when a site on a south border is selected. Where
plenty of cold frames are at command, sow seed
in these about the last week in October and
about 'J inches from the glass. In case of a failure

out of doors, or a continuation of severe weather,
it is surprising what a large amount may be
gathered from so small a space, and the same
may be said of early spring sowing in frames on
a very mild hot-bed of leaves.

Varieties.

It is difficult to understand why the prickly
variety is recommended for autumn sowing and
the round-seeded for summer use, as I have always
found the last-mentioned to be quite as hardy

and much better. Victoria and The Carter are
particularly good varieties, very prolific and of

fine quality, but each of these requires to be
thinned much more severely than the ordinary
kinds. The New Zealand Spinach is quite a
distinct species, but invaluable as a substitute
during very hot weather, as the greater the heat
the better this plant will succeed. It may either

be raised in boxes under glass and planted out
about the end of May, or sown in shallow drills

from the middle to the end of April on heavily
manured land and a south border if possible. As
it is of rampant and spreading growth, plenty of

room must be allowed it, 3 feet between the

rows being none too much, and thin the plants to

about 24 inches. The Perpetual Spinach is ex-

tremely hardy, and though not so good in flavour

as the ordinary sort, is extremely valuable
owing to its hardiness during winter and early

spring. This should be sown in a sheltered

position, when frequently during mild winters it

will give an abundant supply. E. Beckett.
AhUiiham House Gardens, Elaine,

TOMATO CARTER'S SUNRISE.
Perhai'3 it may interest your readers to know
that I have been gathering fruits from this

Tomato all the winter and spring, and have
quantities now. These will liist till we get a
new supply of the same variety, and this will

not be long. I consider this is the best all-round
Tomato for home consumption, being rich in

colour and flavour, a good cropper and free

from disease. The fruits should not be
gathered until they are ripe, when they are of

excellent flavour. Tomatoes that are gathered
before they are ripe and ripened in boxes
off the plant are not so rich in flavour or
even of such a good colour. The plants from
which fruits have been gathered recently were
raised in August and grown sturdily until

October, when they were placed on a stage in

pots and grown on the roof of a house facing
south. We have not been without fruits all the
winter. I would not recommend it for exhi-

bition, as the fruits are scarcely large enough
unless thinned very considerably. The roots

have been fed with Clay's Fertilizer and Le
Fruitier alternately. The variety L'uke of York
makes a fine succession to Sunrise, and is a
valuable variety for exhibition. Tomatoes
do not need so much root-room as is generally
given. They rarely, if ever, get diseased if the
root-space is restricted and they are not grown
too close together; at least, that is my experience
e.xtending over many years. W. A. Cook.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.
Primula heconica from Berkhamsted.

Mr. W. Lambert, The Gardens, New Lodge,
Berkhamsted, Herts, sends us flowers of a good
strain of Primula obconica. These were large, of

good colour, and evidently the result of careful
cultivation. Mr. Limbert writes; "I am send-
ing you some blooms of Primula obconica
gigantea, from seed sown in February, 190!). The
plants have been in bloom since October, and
have been much admired."

Violets Princesse de Sumonte and La France
FROM Basingstoke.

Mr. W. P. Stark, Hillstead, Basingstoke,
sends us some very fine flowers of the two Violets
named above. Princesse de Sumonte is a rather
small white flower, very prettily streaked with
sky blue, and is slightly fragrant. It is a variety
seldom met with, and we trust some of our
readers will kindly send the information asked
for by Mr. Stark, who writes :

" I send you for

your table some Princesse de Sumonte Violets,

which are very good this year. Could you or any
of your readers say where this variety originated

and when it was introduced ''. In another box I

send you some blooms of La France.

"

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.—TA« BdU<yr intend*

to make The Garden helpful to all rmders who desire

asiiista'iice, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and toith that object will make a special feature of the
" Aiisioem to CorreHpmidents" coluinn. All communica-
tions should be clearly and concinely written on one side

of the paper oi\ly, and addressed to the Editor of THE
Garden, so, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, L(md<m,
W.C. Letters on biutiness should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any deitignation he may desire to be ttsed in the

paper. When m&re than »^^e query is »ent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWF.K GARDEN
Tpalnlngr AVistaria agralnst

wooden pillar [K J. £,).—The best way to
secure your Wistaria to the wooden pillar, as
you do not wish to nail it directly to the pillar,

will be to place several rings of strong wire
round it, to which the branches may be tied.

Allow a few branches only to ascend the pillar,

and on these keep all the side shoots spurred
back to within a few buds of the base. This will

result eventually in short, spurry growths, from
which flowers will be borne in prolusion. Your
principal aim should be a stunted effect, for

flowers are always borne more freely from short,

stout, stunted branches than from long, rampant
shoots, while infinitely less trouble is given to
keep the plant within bounds. If you find that
the lower buds do not break away well in the
first place, head the plants back somewhat.

Gepmtnation of Aquilegia seeds {Cnlimi-

'j(H' J. -Seeds of A'luilegias ai'- irregular in their germina-
tion, and many of those sown in spring will remain
until the following spring before germinating. You may
still have some seedlings coming in the spring of 1911 from
the seeds you sowed last autumn. There is thus nothing
abnormal in the manner in which yours are coming.

Calceolapla and Meptensia {P., Wilts).—
i'.oth species succeed in a mixture of peat, loam and sand
of about equal proportions and free, or nearly so, of
manure. The Calceolaria will be best in a sheltered posi-

tion either in the rock garden or a similarly elevated spot,
though even here it is doubtful whether it will prove to be
reliably hardy or enduring. The Mertenaia, like all its

tribe, will be best suited in a position uniformly cool and
moist, but well drained.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Vines unsatisfactopy {J. (?.).—The

Vines are not strong enough to bear good crops of

fruit. They have probably been over-cropped in

past years. Judging from the specimen shoot
you have sent, last year's shoots were very
weakly, and perhaps they were left too

numerous on the Vines, disbudding not being
done severely enough. The roots of the Vines are

evidently not very active nor numerous. Do
not allow any bunches to mature this 3'ear—if

any form—and put on a good surface mulch of

fibrous loam and bone-meal. The loam must be
3 inches deep, and to each bushel add 4oz. of

bone-meal. Give the Vines as much air as j'ou

can during the summer and autumn.

Red spidep on Peach tpees in bloom
(.7ftm'.s F.).—The position is a critical and an awkward
one, because by taking strong enough measures to kill the
spider the blossom and subseiiuent crop would be in

danger. We think that the safest and best way to get rid

of the enemy will be by applying a nicotine solution as
follows : To a pint of clear water add a wineglassful of
Tobacco juice and half a wineglassful of soft soap, mixing
well tOLiHther and applyin;; with a camel-hair pencil or
small soft brush to every leaf-bud as growth develops,

and to other parts of the tree where the enemy is suspected
of hiding. The blossom, of course, must not be tuuchei
with the mixture. To apply this is a tedious operation we
know, but it would not take long, and should prove fatal

to ail the spiders it came in contact with and would not
hurt the foliage. .Should one application not prove fatal,

another should be given in the course of twenty-four
hours. As soon as the fruit is set, syringe your trees

copiously every day with clear water; and should you
Hnd that the enemy is still alive, add a little Tobacco
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juice to the water occasionally when syringing, but not
in sufficient quantity to stain the fruit or foliage.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Samples of manures (y. Wear).—The manures

are as foilowa : 1, Sulphate of potash ; -, superphosphate
of lime ; 3, apparently a mixture, contains phosphate,
sulphati- and chloride of potash ; 4, basic slag ; 5, kainit.
They have apparently sutlered nobhins from having been
kept. None of them will lose anything if kept dry.

Disbudding' Geraniums {En'/id re>).^\on may
safely rub off any of the weak, badly placed shoots on your
old plants of Geraniums, and by so doins wilt obtain more
shapely specimens than would otherwise be the case. We
have never heard any complaint of the firm concerning
which you en(iuire, and have every reason to believe that
it may be relied upon to give satisfaction.

LaPVSB (W. F. F.).—The blackish brown grubs sent
art- among the most useful of those found in the soil.

They are the larvse of one of the ground beetles, and most
of these feed during their life both as larv;e and as perfect
beetles. You may take it that any insect that has laru-e
jaws, as these have, and is active in its movements, having
well-developed legs, feeds upon living animals, which it

gent rally hunts.

White worms (Mi'is H.).—The creatures sent are
white worms and nearly related to the earthworms. They
feed upon decaying vegetable matter for the most part,
and attack roots of seedlings, lic. also when they are in
great numbers. The soil may be used if needed for potting
so loD;^ as it is previously heated to a temperature of
about 140^ Fahr. for a few minutes over the furnace fire,

or in an oven, or b\ placing hot bricks in the heap, ur by
some similar means.

Narcissus Tazetta variety (/. K. .yfihip

Hoinr).—The bulb had become a victim to basal decay
apparently soon after planting, but from wliat particular
cause we are now unable to determine. I sually,
however, this disease is the outcome of imperfectly
matured bullis, and occasional examples are found
in the bulk while the bulbs are in the dry state. You are
unfortunate in having several of them, but last year was
not good for ripening these things.

Names of plants.— 4. A'.—A form of Nephrolepis
Piersouii E. S. Jt/a/Yf',;.—Escallonia macrantha.
A. B.—The Mezereon (Daphne Mezereum).

SOOIETIE8.

L'NITED HOKTICl LTI RAL BENEFIT AXD
PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

Thk annual general meeting of this society was held in the
Ro>a! Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.
on the 14th ult., Mr. C. H. Curtis presiding over a small
attendance. The report and balance-sheet were presented.
The net increase in membership during the past year was
thirty-four, the total number of members now being \,:-\-lb.

The amount paid out to nominees of deceased members
was iioOO H's. lid., this including £30 4s. Id. paid to the
nominee of a lapsed member. The committee regret that
more members do not take advantage of the Convalescent
Fund. Members often return to business before fully
recovered, and sometimes have to come again on the Sick
Fund,whereas a brief holiday and change of air would fully
restore them. The sub-.eriptioDs to the Convalescent Fund
amounted to ±:in -Ja., this including a donation of £5 5s.
from Mr. N. N. Sherwood. V.M.H.
The question of providiug for a grant to any member who

may have the misfortune to lose his wife by death has
been considered by the committee ; but as there are many
points ot far-reaching importance involved in any such
uew departure on the part of the society, the committee
ppfiposes to take actuarial ad\ice before putting any pro-
pnsals before the members, and to take such advice iu
connection with the forthcoming quinciuennial valuation
of the society.
Tbe many benefits attaching to membership of the

society are wdl known to the members themselves,
although not all of them, as already pointed out, are
taken full advantage of. Bnt if the society is soon to hold
that large place in the horticultural world it ia meant to
til], then there must be greater effort on the part of
private members. In return for a payment of '.td. per
week a member receives Isg. per week *for six months if

continuously ill for that period, and '.^s. per week for a
further six months if still ill (12s. and t;s. respec-
tively if the sub.scription is Od. per week). In cases of
chronic sickness i-s. and 4s. per week respectively is

granted, and, should a member be unable to follow his
employment after attaining the age of seventy years, he
receivts a sura varying, accordiuL; to circumstances, fiom
5s. to &3. per week. After reaching sixiy years of age a
member may withdraw a sum equal to double the amount
of the interest on his deposit account, in any one year,
and thus, iu times of stress, be aole, in many casts, to pay
bis contributious to the society from the amount standing
tu his personal account in the books of the society.
During the year four children of deceased members have

ijeen eltcted to the benefits of the Royal Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, and the committee therefore commends
this excellent charity to the society. A subscription of
53. per annum entitles a subscriber t" one vote at each
election, and if a large number were to subscribe, the elec-
tion of children of dt ceased members to the benefit of the
fund would be practically assured.

The chairman moved the adoption of the report, and,
in doing so, reviewed the financial position of the society.
Mr. Burge seconded the motion. Mr. Mark Webster said
he hoped the members would do all they could to bring
the advantages of the society before the members of
horticultural societies. Mr. J. Harrison Dick moved a
recommendation to the committee to consider the advisa-
bility of forming an advertising sub-committee, whose
duties would be to arrange for advertising the society
among gardeners uenerally and by various means. The
report and balance-sheet were unanimously adopted. The
secretary of this excellent benefit society is Mr. W.
Collins, II, Martindale Road, Balham, S.W.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Thekk was an excellent display of alt kinds of spring
flowers at the fortnightly meeting held at Viucent Square
on the '^-'Qd ult. Happil,\ , visitors were not so numerous
as they were a fortnight earlier, and the exhibits could
be examined in comparative comfort. Notices for the
guidance of visitors were displayed, but so far as we could
see these were quite ignored.

Orchld Committee.
Present : Mr. J. Gumey Fowler (chairman). Messrs.

.James O'Brien, Harry J Veitch. H. Little, W. Boxall,
F. Sander, R. Thwaites, F. Menteith Oeilvie, Arthur Dye,
A. N. A. McBean, J. Charlesworth, J. Cypher, W. H.
Hatcher, H. G. Alexander, \V. P. Bound, Talbot Clifton,
W. H. White. H. A. Tracey, H. Ballantine, Gurney Wilson,
J. Wilson Potter, W. Bolton, H. Brooman White, C. H.
Curtis and de B. Crawahay.

Messrs. Sander and Sons. St. Albans, had a good-sized
group of extra well-flowered plants, these comprising
many of more than usual interest, the whole being arranged
in a tasteful manner. Maxillaria picta, Odontoglossum
crispum varieties, Dendrobium velutinum, CtLlogyae spe-
ciosa albenp, Cypripedium Imperiale, Houlletia Sanderi
(with hooded, cream-coloured flowers), Vanda cxrulea and
many others added their quota of beauty to this excellent
group. Silver Flora medal.
A particularly well-flowered collection of plants also

came from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath, these being well set up with Maidenhair Ferns,
Odontoglossum ardentisaimum, Ljelio-Cattleya lurainosa,
L.-C. Smilax, L.-C. Hypatia, Brasso - (.'attleya Mariie,
< idontioda BohnhofiEe, O. Bradshawifc (in several shades of
colour), Dendrobium nobile varieties, Cymbidium eburneo-
lowinnum concolor (a beautiful rich cream or almost pale
sulphur-coloured variety). C'llogyne triflorum and Vanda
Bensoni;o biding a few amon^'^ many that called for special
mention. Silver Flora medal.
The LiTouD staged by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush

Hill Park, Enfield, was an excellent one in every respect,
and comprised many plants of considerable interest. All
were well flowered and in good health. A few that we
specially noticed were Pholidota sinensis, Odontoglossum
Rossii, Maxillaria sanguinea, Odontoglossum cordatum
Lows variety, Bulbupbyllum cupreum, Brasso-Lielia
Jessoppii, Odontioda keighleyensis, (». Bradshawi;^>, Den-
drobium jamesiannm, Cypripedium niveum and Epiden-
drum Waltissii. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. .T. and A. A. McBean, Cooksbridge. Sussex, had a
small group of well-grown plants, consistius: principally of
choice Odontoglossums and < attleyas. The Odontoglossums
had remarkably long racemes of large flowers, and were
evidently of high-class culture. O. Gladys H. W. Cheal is

a very handsomely marked variety, the larixe. brownish
crimson dots adding much to the beauty of the flowers.
Silver Bauksian medal.
Mr. M. Mertens, Mont St Amand, Ghent, had a few

choice odontoglossum hybrids and a beautiful white-
flowered Cattleya.
Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge. Hayward's Heath, had a

nice group of well-grown plants. In the centre were
several excellent plants of Cymbidium insigne, and others
that called for special mention were Cattleya Trianre
Edgar Knight, L) caste skinneri alba aud several fine
Brasso-Cattleyaa. Silver Flora medal.
Mr. -V W. Jensen, Lindfleld, Hayward's Heath, staged

an excellent group of Cattleyas, these consisting of parti-
cularly good varieti'=s of C. Schrodera, C. Trianae and C.
Mfeudelii. A beautiful cream-coloured variety of Odonto-
glossum crispum was also noticed in this group. Silver
Banksiau medal.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Birt., Gattou Park, Reigate. had

a small but interesting collection of choice plants, Mega-
clinum falcata, Pleione yunnanense, Dendrobium serrati-
folium, Dia-Cattleya Colmanii and Odontoglossum
thorapsonianum Gatton Park variety being a few of the
most interesting.

Messrs. J. Cypher aud Sous, rheltenhim, had a small
group of well-grown Dendrobiums, these comprising such
as D. Melpomeae. D. Luna. D, nobile Heathii, D. rubeus
magnificum and D. r. grandifljrum.

Feuit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : Mr. George Bunyard (chairman), Messrs. J.

Cheal, W. Bates, A. Dean. E. Beckett, 11. Parr, H.
Markham, J. Dsvis, James Vert. G. Reynolds, Charles
Foster, P. C. M. Veitch, G. Wjthes, On en Thomas, H.
Sjmers Rivers, Johu Lyne, W. Poupart, C. G. A. Nix.
A. H. Pearson and G. Uot)day.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, had a remarkable
group of vegetables, considering the time of year. Before
giving any aetails of this group, we would like to point out
that all the kinds shown had been grown under the old
Euglish system of growing early vegetables, and not under
the much-boomed and so-called French system of inten-
sive culture. Indeed, many of the vegetables shown had
been grown in the open ground. A new early Cabbage cut
from the open is Harbinger. These heads were from seeds

sown on August y> last year. The hearts, though small,
were solid and very attractive. Broccoli Sutton's Superb
Early White was also shown as cut from the open, the
heads being of good size, solid and beautifully white. Pea
Sutton's Jmchess of York, a true Marrowfat variety ef
splendid flavour, was shown in grand condition, and this,
we think, is the first time Peas have lieen shown before
the society in March. Broccoli. French Beans. Cucumbers,
Mushrooms, Mustard and Cress, Radishes, Lettuce Sutton'8
Golden Ball, Potato Sutton's Seedling. Tomato Sutton's
Early Market, Chicory, Seakale and Endive all added to
the interest and attractiveness of this remarkable exhibit.
Silver-gilt Kuightian medal.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Suns, Limited, Chelsea, had a nice
exhibit of Kales, Lettuces, Seakale and Radishes, the
whole being very attractive. Lettuces Veitch's Heartwell,
Early Favourite, Golden ijueen, White Passion, Early
Paris and French Giant Frame were shown in splendid
condition. Among the Kales were Veitch's Variegated
and Veitch's New Sprouting, the latter being very prolific.
The Seakale, too. was shown in splendid form. Silver
Banksian medal.

Floral Committee.
Present: Mr. H. B. May (chairman), Messrs. E. A.

Bowles, James Walker, J. Green, T. W. Turner, G. Reuthe,
W. J. Bean. W. Howe, J. Douglas, J. F. McLcod, C. Blick,
<. R. Fielder. J. Jennings, W. Bain, C. Dixon, H. J.
Cuthush, R. W. Wallace, W. Cuthbertson, Charles Shea.
F. Page-Roberts, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, W, J.
-lames, G. Paul, .r. Hudson, J. W. Barr, E. Mawley, A.
Turner, H. J. Jones and W. R. Cranfield.
A series of notable exhibita from Messrs. James Veitch

and Sons, Limited, Chelsea, included a full-length table of
Primula obconica, a splendid strain embracing pure white,
pink, pale blue, rose, carmine and other shades inter-
mediate between these. The whole of the plants were
profusely flowered, while in the matter of size the flowers
were of the finest description. Another table occupied by
Messrs. Veitch was filled chit fly with the firm's unique
strains of Amaryllis (Hippeastrum), of which there were
selfs and striped or fancy varieties in considerable
numbers. Remembering that these are the product of
seeds, it but shows the value of selected strains of these
plants quite apart from their decorative value. A few
named sorts included Virginalis, white; Lela, scarlet;
Mold, crimson scarlet with salmon pink edges ; and Dante,
a white pink-che(tuered flower of great beauty. Boronia
megastigma, Citrus in flower and fruit. Camellia reticu-
lata, Streptosolen .lamesonii, and a new Primula, with
reriexed blossoms of a brick red tone on slender pedicels,
were also shown. Messrs. Veitch also had a magnificent
group of forced shrubs, arranging them with excellent
taste and judgment. Among the more imposing features
were Wistaria sinensis alba, Andromeda speciosa cassinae-
folia (with drooping pure u bite bells), Viburnum plicatum.
in splendid conditiun, Veronica hulktana, Clematis mon-
tana rubra and Vitis henryana. Gold medal.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, displayed a very fine
table of Ijedding Tulips in distinctive colours, arranging
these in semi-circular fashion. Among the more prominent
were Orange Blossom, yellow and cream ; American Lac,
salmon rose with bronze ; Montresor, golden ; Couleur
Cardinal, very flue ; Pottebakker. white ; Li Remarquable,
dark crimson, white edged ; Vermiliun Brilliant, the
brightest of all scarlets ; (MeeQ of Whites, aud others, the
whole making an efiective as well as an instructive group.
Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. James I'arter and Co.. High Holborn, displayed

a rockery arrangement with a dripping pool, the whole
being well conceived and prettily planted with spring
bulbous and other flowering plant-. Silver P'lora medal.

Messrs. Jarmau and Co., Chard, had a small exhibit of
Cactus Cinerarias in many shades of colour.
Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, had a capital exhibit of Car-

nations, which included Marmion, .May Day, Fortuna
(yellow), R. H. Felton (fine pink). Mikado, Pluto (fine
crimson) and others. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, displayed a
flue lot of the Perpetual-flowering (.'arnatiojis, splendidly
arranged in large imposing grcups. Among the more
prominent were Marmion, St. Louis (fine scarlet), Mrs.
Burnett. Superior (a new vaiiety of deep pink shade),
Aurora, Beacon {one of the best scarlets), The President
(crimson) and otheis. Some fine seedling.^ were alsostaged.
Messrs. Cutbush also displayed a splendid group of early
flowering hardy plants, such as Tulipa kaufmanniana,
Iris reticulata, I. persica, Primula rosea, Hepaticaa (in
white, red, pink and blue), Tulipa Greigii. Stylophomm
diphyjlum. single and double Primroses and other plants.
Of the shrubs, of which the background was composed,
Rhododendron Smithii aureum, Azalea sinensis,
Rhodora canadensis, and the early hardy Heaths were
noticeable. Silver-gilt Flora medal.
Messrs. H. B. May aud Sons, Edmonton, had a showy

table of (. lematis. of which Nellie Moser, Miss Bateman,
Lady Londesborough, Mrs. Quilter aud others were noted.
Ferns and Pelargonium Clorinua also contributed to a
good display. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Kidderminster,
brought a very fine lot of Narcissi, of which Circlet,
Rising Sun, Weardale Perfection, Victoria, Lady Margaret
Boscawen, Golden Phtcnix, Southern Star, Glory of
Noordwijk (a flue l>icoloi ), King Alfred, Ariadne, (trange-
man, Plenipo and Admiral Makaroft (fine yellow self) were
the best. This was a beautiful group, and deservedly
came in for a great deal of attention. It fully deserved
the silver-i-'ilt Bauksian medal that was awardea.

Messrs. .) . Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had a rock garden of
considerable interest, some choice shtub?, such as Enkian-
thus campauulatus, Heaths and otber things being noted.
Messrs. J. Peed and Si'iis, West Norwood, had a display

of Lachenalias and alpines in pots.
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BDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in THB

Oabdbh, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relatiTig to matters upon tohich they wish advice from
oompetent avthorities. With that object he wishes to make
the " Ariswers to Correspondents" columns a coTispicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

xaill kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editoe 0/ The
Gulden, accompanied by na>me and address 0/ the sender.

PRESENT - DAY FLOWER
EXHIBITIONS.

CNLY a few years ago ardent flower-

k lovers thought the exhibitions

I were tame, conveying nothing in-

" struotive ; but surely thi.s opinion

has altered. A flower exhibition

to-day is an exhibition of rare plants, and even

the more familiar flowers are grouped in a way to

suggest possible effects in the garden. The exhi-

bition has, therefore, become an instructive flower

agent, and one need only glance at the illustra-

tion on page 177 of the group exhibited by

Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co. of Colchester

to show our meaning. There is represented a

rock garden in an exhibition hall, and we draw
attention to it beeause such exhibits deepen

one's interest in flower shows.

Many beautiful groups are exhibited at the

fortnightly meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and it must be a pleasure to every true

lover of the garden to see plants shown in the

most natural ways. The magnificent groups at

the shows in the grounds of Holland Park are

pleasant reminiscences, and it seems that each

year there is a determined effort to outshine

previous displays. The groups at the Temple
Shows are generally painfully stereotyped—one

year much like the previous one ; this, however, is

due not to any want of artistic skill on the

part of the exhibitor, but arises simply from

want of space.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he wiU not be respmiffible /or their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and, where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return ^um-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, \f payment be desired, the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distinctly understood that only

the cutual photographer or oumer 0/ the copyright will be

treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return 0/ artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in IHB Gaboen
rpiU cUone be recognised as acceptance.

Ofices: SO, Tavistock Stnrt. Cni'nit Qaiden, W.C,

THE USE OF GREEN PAINT.
We have received a letter from an '

' Old Reader "

in which the use of green paint is strongly con-

demned. On a previous occasion we drew atten-

tion to this important subject. It is generally the

rule tbatarticles that have to be painted in gardens

are painted what is simply called green, and are,

in consequence, unsightly. Green paint, to the

ordinary workman, means a hard, bright, crude

colour, the harder and brighter the better. Such

a colour is not only unpleasant in its own vulgar

gariehness, but is painfully unbecoming to any

foliage that is brought near it. It may have a

certain smartness on the body of a railway engine

in connection with bright brass or ironwork, and
possibly the brightest green paint may please

East End trippers on the seats and appurtenances

of their holiday resorts, but it cannot fail to be

offensive to people who have the least refinement

of taste, and it must be of harmful colour effect

in close connection with vegetation.

Even in the best plaoes nothing is more frequent

than to see the tubs containing magnificently

grown Oranges, Oleanders, Palms and other

fine plants for terrace decoration disfigured by

the worst possible hard green colour, the crudity

of the green being made all the more painful and

conspicuous by the hoops being painted black
;

and then perhaps the whole thing is varnished

into a kind of aggressive vulgarity of smartness.

We venture to speak most strongly on this

matter of green paint, and even to say that

green paint of this class should never come into

a garden at all. But we do not condemn it

without offering a useful solution to the paint

problem. We well know that the frequent

painting of tubs, garden seats and other appli-

ances is necessary, and that the careful gardener

takes a just pride in seeing that it is not

neglected. It is only a question of choice of

colour. If, instead of the Brunswick greens

or other bright greens of the oilman's stock,

a better choice were made, it would be

immensely for the good of the garden landscape.

A whole range of beautiful greens is made
with chrome yellow No. 1 or pale chrome and

black. Anyone who has not seen these two
colours mixed up on the paint stone would

hardly believe how good a green they make. It

is amply bright enough for any garden use, it

keeps its colour better than the other, it gives

the articles painted a look of lefinement instead

of vulgarity, and it accords most pleasantly

with all foliage. Lot any gardener who mixes

his own paints try a mixture of paints "ground

in oil " of one part black, two parts light chrome

and four parts white lead, suitably thinned, and

he will have a very good colour for all garden

work. As for tub?, they look much better

painted the same all over. Why the custom of

painting ironwork black became established it

would be hard to say.

In France and Italy the tubs are nearly always

of a pleasant, quiet colour ; even when at their

brightest the colour, instead of being crude and

harsh, as in England, has an element of refine-

ment, approaching the colour called malachite

green in paints, which is very far aw4y from the

much brighter colour of the mineral substance

malachite, and more like a low-toned or washed-

out turquoise ; but this class of colour, though

quite admissible in extremely dressed work at

home, is more suited to sunnier lands.

It is always wise to think of such matters as

this in the garden. An aggressive paint is an

abomination, destroying the effect of the flowers

themselves. In the case of such colours, every-

thing should be subservient to the flower shades,

which should be the first consideration. At this

season of the year, when it is the wish of many

to refurbish the garden furniture, if one may
use such a term, perhaps the hints given may be

useful.
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NOTES OFJTHE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 9.—Seasoale and Lake Distriot Horticul-

tural Society's Spring Show.
April l.T—Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society's Spring Show, Waverley Market, Edin-

burgh (two days). Cornwall Daffodil Society's

Show at Truro (two days).

April 14.—Kingabridge Daffodil and Spring

Flower Show.

Royal Hopticultupal Society's
Garden Club.—The annual meeting will be

held at Wisley on June 11 (Saturday afternoon).

Scottish Pansy Society.—An appeal

for increased support for this society has been

issued over the name of the secretary, Mr. W.
Penman, an additional reason for the appeal

being that Sweet Peas are to be added to the

exhibition, which is to be held in the Free
Gardeners' Institute, Pieardy Place, Edinburgh,
on August 13. Some subscriptions have already

been received, but the work of the society

requires increased aid, not only in subscriptions,

but also in the way of new members. The
Scottish Pansy Society has done such good work
in the past, and has shown itself so deserving of

support, that a ready response to the secretary's

appeal should be forthcoming.

Inoculation of gfarden crops.—The
Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society for

March contains an interesting account by Mr.
F. J. Chittenden, F L S . of trials made during
190'.l with Nitro-Bacterine. Durine 190S trials

were made with Peas, and last year French Beans
were used for the purpose. Evidently the trials

were properly and thoroughly conducted under
the personal supervision of Mr. Chittenden.

The results proved that no benefit was derived
from inoculation with Nitro-Bacterine, the crops

from inoculated plants being practically the same
as those from the plants which had not been so

treated. Where a slight difference did occur, the

crops from the inoculated plants were smallest,

but this was attributed to the natural condition

of the soil. Apparently there is much yet to be
done before Nitro-Bacterine can be regarded as of

real practical value.

Proposed memorial to the late
Mr. David Thomson.—A very general
feeling has been expressed among the many
friends of the late Mr. Divid Thomson that a
memorial should be establi-ihed to perpetuate
the name of one of the greatest of British

gardeners. It is suggested that the memorial
take the form of a fund from which to grant
pensions to aged and infirm gardeners or their

widows, such pensioners to be always known as

"The David Thomson Memorial Pensioners,"
the fund to be administered by the committee
of the Gardeners" Rnjal Benevolent Institution,

of which Mr. Thomson was for so many years
a very warm friend and to which he subscribed
so liberally. When it is remembered how much
Mr. Thomson did during a long and strenuous
life for the advancement of every branch of

gardening, what a noble example he always set
by his uprightness of character, his great courtesy,
his unostentatious character, and his readiness
always to impart toothersany information which
could benefit them in any way, it is felt that
such a proposal as that now suggested is

not only due to his memory, but will be most
cordially welcomed by every lover of gardening.
Mr. Thomson's great abilities were recognised
during his lifetime by many honours, among
which were his having been one of the original
recipients from the Royal Horticultural Society
of the Victoria Medal of Honour, and also by
his having been awarded the Neill Prize by the
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society. His
many friends are very desirous that the memory
of so good a man—one of the very foremost
gardeners of his generation—should now be

perpetuated as being not only his due, but also

as an incitement for future generations of

gardeners to follow so noble an example. The
undersigned will thankfully receive eontributions

from any who desire to further so good »n objtet

:

Harry J. Veitch, V.M.H., Treasurer of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, Royal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W. ; James Whytoi-k,
President of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion, The Gardens, Dalkeith Palace, N.B. :

J. W. McHattie, Vice-president of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society, Public Parks
Offioe (City Chambers), Edinburgh ; George
Monro, V.M.H., Covent Garden Market, London,
W.C. ; J. H. Goodacre, V.M.H., The Gardens,
Elvaston ( 'astle, Derby ; and W. Henderson, The
Gardens, Balbirnie, Markinch, N.B. [We hope
this fund will be liberally supported in memory
of a great British gardener.

—

Ed.]

Presentation to a Dundee nur-
seryman.—The other evening a number of

friends met Mr. J. W. Laird, of the firm of

Messrs. W. P. Laird and Sinclair, Dundee, in

Wood's Rooms, Dundee, to honour Mr. Laird on
the approach of his departure for America, where
he purposes settling in Virginia. The company
was presided over by Mr. W. S. Melville,

President of the Dundee Horticultural and
Chrysanthemum Societies, and there was a large

attendance of representative horticulturists. The
toast of the evening, "Our Guest, Mrs. Laird
and Family," was proposed in able terms by the

chairman, and Mr. Laird made a feeling reply.

Mr. W. Grant, on behalf of the subscribers,

made a presentation to Mr. Laird, this consist-

ing of a gold watch and chain and a purse of

sovereigns ; while Mr. D. Storrie presented Mrs.
Laird with a gold watch. Mr. Laird made a

suitable reply, in which he warmly thanked hie

friends for this token of their good wishes.

The valuation of Scottish public
paries.—An important question, affecting the

ever-increasing number of public parks in Scot-

land, came before the Scottish Law Courts
recently, and a far-reaching decision has been
given upon the questions raised, this, however,
only bringing Scottish practice into line with a

previous decision of the English Courts. It

arose from actions by the Edinburgh and Govan
Parish Councils to upset the nominal values put
upon public parks in Edinburgh and Govan, and
upheld by the local valuation committees. The
effect of the decision is that the nominal values

are retained, the main point of the judgment
appearing to be the fact that the parks cannot be
used for ordinary purposes, but suVject to their

use by the public. The decision is of great im-
portance, and will considerably affect the park
charges in several of the Scottish cities and
burghs.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsthh Jar the opinions

expressed hy correspondents. J

Narcissus Henry Irving.—One is

not surpri'!ed to read in the deeply interesting

notes on 'Daffodils and Tulips at Vincent
Square" in yc ur issue of March I'.t the remark by
the Rev. Josepli Jacob that some people refused
to credit the correctness of the label of this

variety, "thinking it must be some fine new
variety." When really well grown it is difficult

to surpass Henry Irving, and its value as a

variety for forcing is becoming more and more
recognised by growers of Daffodils for early cut
flowers. I know of one market grower who depends
largely upon this tine variety, and by its use he
secures a better price than he would otherwise
obtain.

Crocus Sieberl versicolor.

—

Crocus lovers are indebted to Mr. Bowles for the
charming weekly articles on the Crocus we are
having just now. Will you permit one who has

for many years been under the fasoination of the

Crocus to remark upon the great beauty of C.

Sieberi versicolor, spoken of by Mr. Bowles on
page 142. I had a lovely one some years ago,

but the disaster caused by removing from my
old to my present garden resulted in its loss in

some way or other, and I have never been able

to replace it. It was remarkably handsome with
its flowers of white, purple red and yellow, and
the sooner for the peace of mind of those who
have known such a flower that Crete becomes
settled enough to permit of plant-collecting the
better, so that we may have plenty of these
Cretan forms in our gardens.—S. Aknott.
Iris stylosa failing to flower.—In

reference to the note on page 110. I think the
conclusion arrived at, viz , that the plants did not
have the baking required to ripen them, is in the
main correct. However, there may be other
influences which bear materially on this matter.

The most floriferous plants of Iris stylosa or

unguicularis that I have seen were planted in a
loamy soil at the base of a south wall. Some
plants on a west border, which were under the f

writer's observation for several years, produced
only a few flowers. These were not planted at the
foot of the wall, but 3 feet or more from the same
and in the rich soil of an old kitchen garden. In
another instance the plants were growing at the
foot of a south wall, on which was trained a
standard Pear tree, and the plants produced
few flowers. The Pear tree was of considerable
ng«, the spurs being 1 foot or more in length.

Did the foliage of this tree afford too much shade,

or was the drip after rain detrimental to the
Iris ?

—

Colin Rose.
Alpine flowers under irlass.—Will

you allow me, as a lover of alpines, to protest
against the idea enunciated in your issue of

March -26, that a house is at all necessary or desir-

able wherewith to grow these lovely plants to

perfection. You tell us to go to Kew to see

what may be done, and you remark that the
Alpine House is off the beaten track, unfor-

tunately. Some people that I know would like

to see it still further removed. " We write of it

now," you say, " to bring forward to those who
cannot afford expensive glass houses or elaborate

gardens." Elaborate Rubbish ! This question
appears to me somewhat "like throwing water
on a drowned mouse." Mention is made of Mr.
Bowles' excellent articles on the Croci ; but I

have not seen him anywhere remark that they
were best grown under glass, even admitting that

they could be termed alpines at all. You men-
tion a lilt of plants that are grown in the Alpine
Hcjuse at Kew, but the alpines are conspicuous
by their absence. Only two are mentioned, viz.,

Saxifrages and Sedums, but of what species is

not reported. I hope when you illustrate, as

promised, the Alpine House at Kew and some of

the individual plants, you will, at the same time,

indicate which alpines thrive best under glass,

and also give some details as to their cost of

management.—A Lover of Alpines.

Good veg^etables.—The notes on " Some
Good Vegetables to Sow Now," by "H.,"
page 118, March o, are timely and valuable.

A year's experience or more of the kinds and
varieties named is given to readers of The
Garden, and those who are inexperienced in

the matter of vegetable culture have good and
reliable data to go by. Having cultivated some
of the varieties recommended by "H. ," I can
fully endorse all that is advanced in their favour.

Perhaps Cauliflowers are the mast difficult of all

ordinary vegetables to grow where a light sandy
soil obtains ; and even in good, deep loam, well

enriched with rotted manure, the skill of the

cultivator is well taxed to grow nice compact,
clean heads or flowers during a dry summer. I

well remember a very trying season for Cauli-

flowers a few years ago. I had several varieties

growing from which some good exhibition

specimens were required, and out of all of them
Sutton's Magnum Bonum was the best. While
others were good, the flowers opened s little

too prematurely, while at the same etftge
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Magnum Bonum remained firm and close despite

the ecorohing sun's rays. For late use Veitch's

Autumn Giint is a truly grand variety, and I

would like to recommend Kdipse for use just

before the Autumn Giant conies in and also as a
companion to it. -B.

CaterpUlaPB and Roses.—In your
interesting book on " Rose Growing Made Easy"
you state, on page .31, eighth line from the top,

"Caterpillars are a terrible plague, and hand-
picking is the best and, in fact, the only remedy.

"

Abol White's Superior Insecticide is a certain

remedy. It should be used at the rate of two
measures in one gallon of water (measure supplied
with each tin) and wash once in ten days.
Mildew, aphis and red spider are also destroyed
by this preparation, and the foliage will have a
beautiful healthy colour. Abol is not poisonous.
—E. A.

Fumigating: fop leaf-miningr
grub.—In reply to Edward F. Kemp, Clapton,
whose letter appeared on page 15(t, I would like

to confirm what I have previously written in my
new book, lectured, written to individuals and
told no end of people privately, that smoking
the plants (or houses) with Auto-Shreds on two
separate oooasiona a week apart will thoroughly
and effectually exterminate the leaf-miner, both
fly and miggot. It was when smoking for green
fly that we found the leaf-miner had been killed

also, and most of the maggots in the leaves had
been killed as well as the flies. By giving the
second fumigation the following week we
thoroughly exterminated them. Anyone is

welcome to come and see our plants, which
number hundreds of thousands at the present
time, and no maggots will be found in any except
those which have been recently sent us from
other places. The smoke must penetrate to the
maggot in most instances, but at which stage I

cannot say. Two fumigations clear them off

completely. Were I not sure of what I am
writing, and of what I have written in my book
on Chrysanthemums, I would never have signed
my name to this note. I will leave others to

ponder over how the maggots are affected. For me
it is a blessing to know they may be, they can be,

and they are destroyed by fumigating with Auto-
Shreds. I have no fear or favour, and no
financial interest in writing this note. I have
too much respect for my name to mislead any-
one.—W. Wells, Meratham, Surrey.

Disease in goidflsh.—la a recent
issue you state that you are unable to help a
correspondent with respect to diseased goldfish.
I, of course, do not know what these fish are
suffering from, as no details are given ; but
assuming that the trouble is fungoid growth on
the fins and body, perhaps the following sugges-
tions may be ot interest. I have had a pair of
fish (about 7 inches long) for over three years,
and have at times had to give them attention,
each time with the greatest success. My treat-
ment is to catch them carefully and hold them
lightly but firmly in my hand, and then smother
the upper side ot the fish with powdered sulphur
(flowers of sulphur) and gently but firmly rub it

on to the fins and scales in the direction of head
to tail. Of course, this must be done quickly, as
it ia not good for the fish to remain out of water
in a warm hand for more than a few seconds at a
time. One side having been attended to, the
fish is returned to the water for a few minutes,
recaptured and the process repeated on the other
aide. The effect of the sulphur is to make the
fungus come off in a coat of slime, and any sore
patches soon heal. A teaspoonful of sulphur
thrown on to the surface of the water always
attracts my fish, and they swallow it with enjoy-
ment ; if only a small attack of fungus shows
itselt, this treatment at times is sufficient. The
great thing to do when doctoring the fish is to
keep calm ; the fish then do not move about so
much. If nervous, it would be best to catch
them in a small net and apply the sulphur from
a flour-dredger, but 1 think the handling rubs
It in.—L R. Cbaddock.

QARDENINQ OF
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FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Flowbr Garden.
SUMMER-FLOWERING CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS.—These may now be
planted out in their flowering quarters.

They are very effective either in beds
or borders. Some should be planted
in the reserve garden for lifting later

on to fill up blanks that occur in the herbaceous
borders. When Delphiniums, Pa'onies and
various other earlier -flowering plants have
finished, these Chrysanthemums will be found
useful for giving a late summer display. Finish
the planting of Sweet Williams, Violas, Pansies,

Canterbury Bells and Carnations.
Polyanlhim.—Seed should now be sown to

obtain good flowering plants for next season. It

can be sown in shallow boxes and placed in a cold
frame. Keep a piece of glass over the box and
cover with paper ; this prevents undue evapora-
tion until germination occurs. Spring bedding
is now looking bright, and all decayed leaves

must be cleared off to keep the beds tidy in

appearance.
Rock Garden.

This department is beginning to get more
interesting, and various subjects are showing off

their beauty. Should there be any length of

dry weather, many plants will require water to

keep them going. This must not be neglected, or

the plants will suffer and their flowering period be
considerably shortened if allowed to remain
dry for any time. A sharp watch must be kept
for slugs. The best plan to adopt is to make a
regular inspection with a hand-lantern every
evening and pick them off. One soon gets used
to their favourite plants, and knows where to

look for the slugs.

This is a good time to sow seeds for the raising

of a batch of plants for next season. It is quite
necessary in our climate to have a good reserve
stock in pots to fall baok upon to repair all losses.

This may be kept up by propagation, either by
seeds or cuttings. Campanulas, Dianthua, Silene.

Aubrietia, Alyasum, Primula and Papaver. if

sown now, will make nice plants for next year.

Rose Garden.
Hybrid Teas, Teas and Chinas should be

pruned. The same method of pruning applies

(with the exception of Chinas) as advised in an
earlier calendar for Hybrid Perpetuals. China
Roses do not require such hard pruning. Climb-
ing varieties that were pruned after flowering will

need any growths that have been blown away
from the supports retied. All beds and borders
may be liberally top-dressed as soon as pruning
is concluded.

Kitchen Garden.
Celery.—Prepare the trenches for the planting

of the earliest crop. If it ia intended to grow
the Celery in double rows, the trenches must
be 2 feet wide and 3 feet between the trenches.
If it is to be grown in single rows, the trenches
may be IS inches wide and '2 feet 6 inches apart.
Take out the top spit to the depth of the spade
and lay it on the space between the rows. Then
give the trenches a liberal dressing of rich
manure, and fork it in. The ridges may be
utilised for growing Lettuces, Spinach or any
small, quick-growing crop.

Geleriac.—If not already sown, the seed of this

should be got in at once and treated much in the
same way aa Celery. Transplant the aeedlings
as soon as large enough to handle, and when
ready put them out in trenches. They do not
require such deep trenches as Celery. It is an
excellent vegetable and deserves to be grown
more than it ia. E. C. Pooley.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)
Onalon Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

CHRYSANTHEMnMS. — The bulk of the single-

stemmed varieties will now be ready for large pots.

If in .^-inch pots, the move should be into the

5i -inch size, while those in 4inch should be placed
in Oinch pots. A good sound compost should be
used, as the plants are now able to assimilate a
stronger diet. At the same time, I think it is a
mistake to give them very rich soil at this

potting. Three parts good fibrous loam, used
tairly rough, two parts rough leaf-mould and
one part coarse sand is good. A .l-inch potful of

bone-meal and the same of soot to each barrow-
load of compost are excellent additions. Should
the loam be of poor quality, half a part of horse-

manure may with advantage be added. Other-
wise it is better to leave out the manure. Use
perfectly clean and well-crocked pots. Ram the
soil quite firm, as the idea is to induce sturdy,

short-j inted growth. If loose potiing be

prafiiaed, the plants will grow rapidly and
strongly, but so soft and sappy that good flowers

cannot be expected.

Bedding Plants.—The hardening off of all

bedding planta that are in a forward condition

must be attended to in good time. Where cold

frames are rather limited in number, it will be
necessary to resort to temporary expedients to

protect some of the hardier kinds. Calceolarias

can now be lifted from the frames and replanted
in some sheltered spot, where mats can be easily

put over them in the event of frost threatening.
Very good temporary shelters can be made in the
Celery trenches. It these are thrown out jutt

now and a quantity of leaf-mould spread in the
bottoms, the Calceolarias can quite safely be

trusted to do well in these. Thij keeps them
dwarf and sturdy, and at planting-out-time thty
can be lifted with splendid balls. If a few Dahlia
stakes are placed across at intervals and mats
thrown over these at night, they will be quite

safe, and the frames will thus be cleared ready
for more tender subjects.

Oloxiniaa.—The early batches will now be
throwing up their flower-buds, aud gentle feed-

ing will be very beneficial. Weak liquid manure,
made from sheep-manure and soot, given
twice a week is excellent. So, too, ia a table-

spoonful of Ichthemio Guano in a gallon of water.
This also should be given twice a week, but on
alternate weeks with the other. The later plants
will now be fit for the flowering pots. Use
good rich compost, with a considerable amount
of sweet leaf-mould in it. The Gloxinia
responds readily to generous treatment, but the

amount of chemical manure given in the soil

must not be overdone, or the tender roots will

suffer at once and the planta get such a check
that the flowers and foliage will be small.

Be.yonia Oloire de Lorraine.—Where extra fine

planta of a good size are wanted, those rooted
last spring should now be repotted and well
attended to from now onward. These also make
far finer baskets than do the young plants rooted
in the current year. Shake the plants quite free

of soil, as with the constant wateiiug aud feeding
necessary it has become quite sour and pasty.

It the plants are rather small, two or three can
be placed in each pot. Pot very lightly, shaking
the soil well in among the roots. Atter many
experiments I have found that equal parts of good
fibrous loam and good fibrous peat, half the
quantity of sweet leaf-mould and some coarse
sand give the best results. A little dry horse-

manure is admissible but not really esseutiti, as

all necessary feeding can be given iu liquid form
at a later peiiod. After potting set iu a mui^it,

warm pit or stove, keep close aud well shaded,
and ayiiage twice a day. Keep all flower-buds
picked off as they appear. Cuttings should not
be taken from these plants, as it is best to give

them no check. C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
PERPETUAL-FLOWERING RAMBLERS

AS STANDARDS.

WHILE fully appreciating the
beauty of the wichuraiana
Roses on stems, and being one
of the first to recommend their

culture in this form, I must
utter a word of warning to

those who may perhaps plant them extensively

as to a possible disappointment at the dearth of

flowers after the first week or two when they
are at their best.

Such sorts as R^n^ Andr^, Alberie Barbier
and Gardenia are superb when in the zenith
of their beauty, but in late July,
August and September they are
merely a weeping, pretty foliaged

tree ; therefore I would advise all

planters to well distribute among
such sorts the more perpetual-
flowering kinds, of which we have
now quite a number. They do
not possess, perhaps, the same
beautiful foliage or the pendulous
growths to such a degree, but
nevertheless they make fine

spreading heads. First and fore-

most I would recommend
Trier as a standard ; its immense

panicles of buS'ooloured blooms
are very beautiful. Then we have
the new
Flower of Fairfield or perpetual-

flowering Crimson Rambler,
which, if not quite so vigorous as

the latter, flowers profusely and
continuously throughout the
season, and, moreover, the colour
is brighter than Crimson Rambler.
The pretty white variety named
Fairy possesses all the attrac-

tiveness of Rosa wichuraiana (the

type), but with quite a perpetual
habit of blooming. It blooms
from June to September unceas-
ingly ; its pretty star-like, pure
white single flowers have rich l{

buttercup-coloured stamens. The
trails stand out well from the
growths, producing a graceful
effect. I consider we may well
plaoe

Dorothy Perkins among our
perpetual-flowering varieties, for

although the later display is not
profuse, yet it is continuous

;

and now that we have the White
Dorothy, Christian Curie and
Dorothy Dennison, which are
other pretty sports, these four
alone would be attractive in

themselves, especially if two or
more were budded on one stem.

Aliater Stella Gray is a charming
pale yellow Rose, forming a huge
head of growth and constantly
in bloom ; so also is

Longwurth Rambler with its lively cherry red
blossoms, most lavishly produced.
Aimie Vibert is so well known as to need no

praise from me ; its dark shiny foliage, almost
evergreen, is a charming set-off to the large
clusters of snow white flowers. There is now a
variety of this that bears yellow flowers, which
I have, but it has not yet flowered. I hope to
be able to make a note upon it during the
summer.
Mme. Alfred Carriere makes such a fine head of

growth that it should be included in every
selection, and it is generally known now to be
one of our freest and most perpetual bloomers.

Other good kinds for our purpose would be
Climbing Captain Christy, Climbing Caroline
Testout, Griiss an Teplite, Gloire de Dijon,

William Allen Richardson, Mme. Berard,
Noella Nabonnand, Mrs. Paul and Mme. Isaac

Pereire. P.

ROSE MARECHAL NIEL.
Forty-five years' service, and still the best, if

not the only clear yellow Rose for indoor culture,

is a great deal to be able to say in favour of this

variety. Vast improvements have been made in

all sections or classes, but Mar^obal Niel is still

unsurpassed. Being rather tender and erratic in

growth, it is seldom seen to advantage in the open,

and probably quite three-fourths of the plants are

grown under glass. More often than not we find

it growing in a cool greenhouse or conservatory.

This position, or in a well-lighted and slightly

Some of the best results are obtained by
planting a half-standard outside in a sheltered
corner, and then carrying the rods under
cover much after the way of Vines. This
can be followed when an inside border does not
exist, but we need to prepare and keep the out-
side border partly protected during growth,
otherwise the difference from the roots being in
cold soil and the top under warm treatment is

too great.

Standards can also be placed so as to carry the
Rose growth just above a stage or bench in the
house, and so utilise the back wall of conserva-
tories built on to the dwelling. Trained by the
side and over the doorway this Rose is often
moat pleasing. It needs generous treatment and
plenty of water when in full growth.

MariSohal Niel is subject to

canker more than most Roses.
There are many supposed causes
for this, and all, to my mind, can
be traced to extremes—too cold
a soil, the growth unduly inter-

fered with, constriction in any
form around the growth and some
drastic injury to the roots. I do
not believe it is owing to soil

alone, for we frequently find a

second plant will thrive in the

spot where another failed. A
more certain bloomer, provided
we secure ripened wood, does not
exist ; and if one does get a few
failures, one success is so
pleasing that we are sure to try

again. A. P.

CROCCS L^VIGATUS VAR. KONTENATI. (See page 17:.)

I

heated corridor, is just what it delights in. A
I
great point in its successful culture depends upon
securing well-matured rods of maiden growth,
which can be induced to bloom from almost
every eye or bud. Where many fail is in allowing
the plant to grow at random after it has flowered.
Like most of our very vigorous climbing Roses,
it is better to prune them rather hard at that
stage and induce better maiden growths from
the base.

Prune gradually, or the plant is apt te

develop canker as a result of far too much sap
being supplied from the active roots. It is not
advisable to have a lot of growth so much as a few
rods or canes. These can be trained upon the
wall or along the rafters, and are safer when
fixed about 18 inches from the glass.

FILLING UP GAPS IN
ROSE-BEDS.

Bv the time these lines are in

print it will be too late to plant
Roses grown in the open ground,
and any gaps it is essential should
be filled, or new beds formed,
must be accomplished by means
of pot-grown plants. By doing
the work as speedily as possible

much expense may be saved,

for while the plants are in a

somewhat dormant state they may
be sent from the nursery without
their pots if balled up in moss,

hay, or some similar material.

Most growers of pot Roses have
pruned back the plants rather

hard, which is much better than
purchasing those long, slender-

shooted specimens which at one
time it was the practice to send
out. What are known as hard
plants should be purchased, for, of

course, young grafted stuff can
only be transplanted in June.
Although more expensive, the

plants grown in 7-inch or 8-inoh

pots are worth the extra money
charged for them, as they have
several growths and can be made
to fill up rather a large gap.

Plants potted from the open ground in the

autumn are excellent for new plantations,

but they must be sent in their pots, and need care

in turning out. I have known hundreds of such

plants to be sent to one buyer, the object being

to make a Rose garden for providing a display

the same summer.
In filling up gaps let the soil be deeply dug,

throwing it out and mixing with it some bone-

meal and well-decayed manure ; then return to

the same hole and press down firmly with the

foot before planting the Roses. Arches and
pergolas may be quickly furnished if pot-grown
plants are set out now in well-prepared positions.

Here, again, there are two examples available at

most nurseries, namely, the long, slender-shooted

specimens and the bushy type of plant obtained
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by potting up field-grown plants. Although not
looking so smart, these are muoh the better

value, as they have more vigorous roots, so that

subsequent growth is more satisfactory, especially

if one or two growths are cut right down and the
others retained their full length. In all cases,

with the exception of the autumn-potted plants,

the ball of earth should be well soaked in water
before planting. P.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
TWO NEGLECTED SPRING

VEGETABLES.

SALSIFY and Soor/.onera occupy but a

small space in many gardens, and in a
larger number still are not grown at

all. Some of our seedsmen do not
describe them in their catalogues, and
on the whole one may term them

neglected vegetables. This should not be the

case, as we have none too many really good
vegetables from March to May, a period ot the

year when choice is more limited than at any
other season. Both these vegetables are grown
so easily that it is surprising that they do not
find more favour ; on the other hand, to get the

best results they require a little extra care in

cooking, and I fear owing to this they are not
favourites in large houses. They are, however,
well worth the trouble entailed. I also admit
there are failures in culture, and to this point I

will briefly refer, as both the Salsify and
Sooizonera sown too early in a light, warm soil

run to seed, and the roots in consequence are

poor, tough and flavourless. This defect can

readily be got over by sowing in May in deeply

dug loamy soil, giving ample room and thin-

ning early. In the South I have sown early in

June, and had roots large enough for all purposes,

as by securing a rapid growth the quality is

superior.

There are not many varieties of these vege-

tables. Taking the first-named, there are several

forms in this country grown under the names of

The Giant and Mammoth, and these are vastly

superior to the common form, being muoh better

shaped and the roots more fleshy. On the

Continent there are several others under distinct

names ; these are mostly dwarfer than our kinds
and the roots are shorter. The difficulty with
Salsify in too rich soil is its branching away at

the roots, whereas to get the best results the

roots should be thick, fleshy and free of

side growths. This branching out also often

occurs in poor gravelly soil or in land just the
reverse—I mean land recently manured with
fresh manure. Deeply dug soil, if manured
heavily for a previous shallow-rooting crop, will

grow excellent roots that will be available for

use from December to May if given as cool

storage as possible.

Soorzonera is a totally diSerent root, being

muoh longer, with a blackish outer skin. Given
the same culture as advised for Salsify, this is

splendid for use in early spring. The roots

should have deeply dug land and be sown like

the Salsify. The varieties are few, the one
mostly grown in this country under the name of

Large Russian being the best. On the Continent
there are other varieties, and one I grew for

several seasons, the Carter Improved, was a

much superior form to the older variety. Both
these vegetables are at this season imported into

this country, and find a ready sale in Covent
Garden Market, being sold in neat bundles.

In the Northern part of the country I would not
defer sowing after the middle of May ; but so

muoh depends upon the soil and culture. Both
kinds require similar culture, and should be
sown in drills 18 inches apart and the plants

thinned to half that distance in the row. Once
this work is done there is very little trouble
afterwards, merely keeping the land olean being
sufEcient. G. Wtthbs.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

T
THE FASCINATION OF THE CROCUS.

Adtumn Croci.
(Gcmtinued from page tiJU.)

HK autumnal speoies from Greece are
rather late to flower. Tournefortii
appears first, and is very distinct in
form and colour, opening out flat

and starry, and never closing at
night, so that unless the weather

is favourable the blossoms soon get damaged.
The colour is a peculiar lavender grey, and
the white stamens add muoh to its beauty.
It is said to be rather tender, so I always
keep a stock in my cold frame ; but here it

increases well outside and only needs a hand-
light or sheet of glass overhead to protect
the purity of the ever-open flowers during their
season. Its near relation, the creamy white
Boryi, has suroumbed whenever I have tried it

outside, and is none too vigorous in the frame.
Marathonisius is a great beauty, very large and

pure white, with rich scarlet stigma, and if only
it could be induced to flower six weeks earlier

open. In most seasons it continues flowering in
the cold frame until the early vernal species have
appeared, and I like it much for helping to
brighten the dullest season of the floral year. It
has a buff tint outside, finely feathered with
purple, is clear lilac internally, and has a great
look of Imperati or corsious about it.

Wallham Cross. K. Adodstus Bowles.
(To he continued.)

THE ALPINE HOUSE IN SPRING.
In the beginning of March the number of speoies
of alpine plants and bulbs coming into flower
increase rapidly and the house begins to be
attractive. The cultivation of alpine plants
in pans is a most attractive form of garden-
ing, as was shown by the splendid exhibit
of Sir Everard Hambro at the meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society on March S. Any-
one with a small garden may grow many
interesting plants in this way, as the amount of
accommodation required is not extensive, and
the majority of the commoner as well as most
beautiful kinds are easy to grow. Once potted
up in suitable soil, many of the Saxifragas and

A BOCK GARDEN AT AN B.\HIBITI0N. (ie« page 173.)

than it does would be the finest white autumnal
Croous. As it is it needs a sheltered corner, and
perhaps some overhead protection to get the best
value from its handsome flowers, which come late
in November.

LsevigatuB, too, is one of the latest to flower.

Sempervivums, to mention only two families out
of a great number, require little attention besides
watering for two or three years. In the case of
bulbs, however, it is always desirable to obtain
a fresh supply each autumn.
With the advantage of a small greenhouse

but the substance of its blossoms is so firm and without artificial heat in which to place the pans
strong that they battle with bad weather better I when the plants are coming into flower their value
than others. It is a very variable plant, and I

have two quite distinct raoes—one with white
ground, variously striped and feathered externally
with crimson purple in most, but a few I col-

lected near Eleusis, in a wood just before the
road turns down to the shore, are pure white
with a creamy yellow outer surfaee. I only
found them by their leaves, as it was in spring

is greatly enhanced, for then one can enjoy their
full beauty unimpaired by unfavourable weather,
to which they would be exposed if outside. A
view of such a house at Kew is shown in the
illustration on page 178, from a photograph
taken during the second week in March. This
house is unheated, and merely affords a shelter
for the plants while in flower. During the rest

when I was there, so doubtless anyone visiting of the year they are grown with the pans plunged
Athens in late autumn could pick out many " r°
interesting forms. The other race has a pale lilac

ground colouring, and these, too, vary muoh as to
external feathering. _The prettiest form is one sent

to the rim in ashes in a frame or sheltered border
outside. The principal families represented in
flower are :

Anemone (Windflower).—This genus is repre-
to me by Herr Max Leichtlin as Croous Fontenayi sented by the early flowering A. blanda, from
(Heldr.), but which I cannot distinguish by any Asia Minor, with its lovely dark blue flowers ;

character of specific value from Isevigatus (see page A. Hepatica, with shades of red, white and bluef;
176). It is very late to flower, seldom appearing and the South European A. hortensis, with lilac
before December, and so not of great value for the purple flowers, having a paler eye.
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Croats.—Most of the spring-flowering Croei

were at their beat during February, but several

continued to display their attractive flowers well

into the month of March, including the purple

C. Sieberi, the white-striped C. versicolor and

C. biflorus, with C. .-erius, to mention only a few

of the numerous worthy kinds.

Cyclamen.—These charming plants are suitable

for pans, and usually open their flowers in

February, but remain attractive for several

weeks. There is C. iberieum, with its rosy

purple flowers and faintly zoned leaves, and C.

Coum, which differs from the other in having

unspotted dark green leaves. There is also a

white-flowered variety of the latter, a desirable

plant. After flowering they should be placed

outside to complete their growth, and the oorms

should then be well ripened off by exposing the

pans to the full sua.

Narcissus.—The Narcissi form another valu-

able bulbous family, some of the smaller-growing

kinds being well adapted for the alpine house.

The earliest-flowering kind is the snowy white

Hoop-Petticoat Daff idil from Algiers (N. Bulbo-

codium var. monophylla). Others are Angels'

Tears (N. triandrus), with its two and three

cream-coloured flowers on a stem, the Cyclamen-
flowered Daffodil (N. cyclamineus), N. cernuus

and N. minimus, one of the smallest in the family.

Primula.—This is represented by the Hima-
layan P. dentioulatft, with its dense heads of

lovely S. Boydii, S. Paulinse, S. apioulata and

S. sancta. Among those having red flowers is

the Macedonian S. Grisebaohii, S. Stribrnyi and

S. Frederici Augusti, while for making a

charming show in pans there is nothing to excel

the purple-red S. oppositifolia and its variety

grandiflora. The white variety of the last is also

very pretty.

Tulipa.—The Cretan T. saxatilis, with its

flesh pink flowers having a yellow base, which

opened its flowers at the end of February, was
still in full beauty the third week in March.

One of the most beautiful members of the genus

is T. kaufmanniana, with its variable flowers of

cream and yellow with red stripes. Others in

flower are the rose purple T. pulchella and the

paler T. Lownei from Syria.

Other miscellaneous plants which contribute

towards a display in spring include the well-

known Arabis alpina ; Adonis amurensis, with

yellow flowers, with its later-flowering, curious

and handsome double variety, with a green

fringed centre ; Chionodoxa (Glory of the Snow)

;

Fritillaria aurea, with its large chequered bells

of golden yellow and brown ; and Hyacinthus

azureus, which is undoubtedly the most charming

little bulb of the genus for this purpose, with a

Musoari-like spike of light blue flowers. Among
the choicest plants are the Shortias, which in-

clude S. galaoifolia, from North Carolina, with its

white fringed, bell-like flowers ; S. uniflora, from

plants are to be grown is immaterial, but the
most convenient for general purposes are those
6 inches or 7 inches in diameter and about 4 inches
or 5 inches deep. For Saxifragas, Sedums,
Androsaces and suchlike plants the pans should
be about half filled with broken crocks to secure
thorough drainage, but in the case of bulbs or
stronger-growing plants less is needed. When
in full growth and flowering abundance of water
is necessary for nearly all alpine plants : but, at
the same time, anything in the nature of stag-

nant moisture is injurious. The best time for

potting up the perennial kinds is soon after they
have done flowering for the season, when they
can be divided up carefully, afterwards placing
them in a frame where they can be kept close

and shaded for a time. Bulbs should be potted
up in September, or as soon after as they can be
procured. After potting the bulbs plunge the
pans to the rim in ashes outside ; only bring
them into the house when they show signs of

flowering. After flowering replunge the pans
and keep well supplied with plenty of water till

the bulbs have matured their foliage, then with-
hold the water and allow them to be well ripened
off. W. Irving.

THE ALPIWB HOUSE AT KEW. IN THB'fOREGROIJND IS^THE BBAUTiyU* TULIPA KADrMANNIANA.

lllao purple and white flowers ; P. Fortunei,
closely allied to the Bird's-eye Primrose (P. fari-

nosa) : P. marginata, with its silvery margined
leaves and pale lilac flowers ; and P. verticillata,

with mealy leaves and whorls of yellow flowers.

Saxifraga.—This is one of the most important
families of spring-flowering plants, and the
varieties in cultivation are numerous. The best-

known are the various forms of S. burseriana,

with large white flowers borne on slender stalks

above a cushion of glaucous foliage. Other white-
flowered kinds are S. seardica var. obtusa, S.

Petraschii, S. Salomonii, S. rocheliana and S.

Boydii alba, Yellow-flowered kinds are the

Japan, of dwarfer habit with large, pale pink

flowers ; and S. uniflora var. grandiflora, with

larger foliage than the last and deep pink flowers

of large size. Morisia hypogasa, with its rich

yellow flowers, and the Draba of various kinds

help, with others too numerous to mention, to

make a pleasing display that is very welcome at

this time of year.
Cultivation.

Although some of the alpine plants from

higher elevations require special conditions and
soil, a great number are easily accommodated
and will flourish freely in gritty or well-drained

porous soil. The size of the pans in which the

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Plantini; OnT. — Although it is generally
accepted that flowers of equal quality can be

grown upon plants from seeds
sown either in or out of doors, the
fact that all our champions adopt
the former system with its addi-
tional trouble goes to prove that
they are not of this opinion. Experi-
ence has taught them that the
superior rooting system of the
plants tells in favour of the flowers
when the hot season comes along,
and, despite the prejudice that still

exists against it in some directions,

this will be the universal method
before many years have passed.
Those who are not enamoured of

pot-sowing assert that it is impos-
sible to transplant without giving
a more or less severe check ; but
this is quite a fallacy. It the
management previously has been
good, and proper care and intel-

ligence are brought to bear upon
the planting out, it is absolutely
certain that the plants will not
stop growing for more than three-

quarters of a second, and one would
not expect that such a lapse would
throw the cultivator's timing
seriously awry. To ensure success
the plants must be hard and the
soil ready for their reception
directly the weather is favourable
for carrying out the work.
In some instances, no doubt, the

task will have been accomplished,
but, generally speaking, the vast
bulk of the stock will be transferred
to the permanent positions within
the coming week, provided, of
course, that the climatic conditions
are suitable. The top 10 inches of

soil should be in a state of perfect

friability, and it must be pleasantly moist ; if it

is light and sandy, then it should have been well

consolidated by treading.

In planting, the question as to whether the

mass of soil and roots should or should not be

divided will almost assuredly crop up for

decision. If the final word were with me I

should say separate every time, and even when
the plants have been singly grown in small pots

I have little doubt that judicious loosening

always does a decided amount of good. If the

soil was dry at the time and the roots shaken

almost free of soil were placed directly in it, the

check would undoubtedly be severe, and it
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would be several weeks before the plants fully

recovered ; but with moist soil nothing of this

occurs. Obviously it is essential that reasonable

care shall be exercised, since the operation is

something by ifray of being delicate, for it is

most important that few, if any, of the roots shall

be broken or injured : it will be found that, if the

soil in the pots is just on the dry side when
it is turned out, division without the slightest

damage will be considerably facilitated.

Immediately the young plants are in their

places, twiggy sticks must be placed to them, not

only because they will afford the necessary

support, but also because they will act as wind-

breaks and thus give protection. As tendril

development will be small, theyoung plants should

be attached to these little sticks by carefully

disposed ligatures. The distance of setting will

vary with the ideas and objects of the grower,

the minimum being usually 12 inches and the

maximum just double as much. In the majority

of instances and soils ir> inches or 18 inches are

ideal for strong, healthy stock which is expected

to produce abundance of splendid flowers over a

very protracted period.

Apart from totally unexpected losses due to

causes over which even the most skilful grower
has no control, we expect that every plant will

now make satisfactory progress ; but it is wise

to take preventive measures as far as slugs and
birds are concerned. It is all very well to say

that these visitors prefer younger food because

it is more tender for them, but if they can-

not secure precisely what they want they will

not hesitate to take the next best thing, and
this may be in the form of the newly planted

rows and clumps. There ought to be frequent

dredgings of lime in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the plants, as these will keep back the

slugs and at the same time maintain the soil in

a sweet condition. To a degree the lime will

stop the birds ; but in those gardens where these

are more than ordinarily persistent it will be

wise to utilise some mechanical protection.

However, this is one of the many points the final

decision in regard to which rests entirely in the

hands of the grower. Spencbb.

beautiful plants in full bloom may be had in

autumn. These will continue to flower through-

out the winter, when they are most wanted.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE MYROBALAN OR CHERRY PLUM.

FRUITS of this tree find their way into

our markets in July and August from
France somewhat in advance of our
earliest garden Plums. Trees in

England sometimes mature a fair

crop of the scarlet fruits, but no
dependence can be placed on them, for fre-

quently a large example may carry but a

dozen Plums instead of a hamperful. This is

wall space owing to the large gaps between fruit

trees and vacant buttresses. For upwards of

ten years I had charge of gardens in which there

were nearly IJ miles of garden walls, measuring
both sides of each wall. These gardens had been

justly famous for thequantityandthehigh-class of

thefruitgrown in them. But when I took charge I

found the ma j ori ty of the wall trees very old , too old

to be profitable ; furthermore, some of the varie-

ties were obsolete, so I commenced the work of

planting young trees. The principal walls were
10 feet and 1'2 feet high, and strong buttresses

were prominent features. Of course, the digging

out of old specimens and the planting of young
trees left a certain amount of wall space that

could not be covered permanently for some time,

and I made good use of it for the accommodation
of Tomato plants and cordon fruit trees.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATB 1S97.

PRIMULA OBCONICA.

THE coloured plate represents one of

the most beautiful and interesting

species of the Primula family—P.

obconica. In recent years there has
been a great improvement effected in

P. obconica, and the fine varie-

ties available at the present day bear little

resemblance to the dull-coloured and com-
paratively small-flowered representative of the

species some ten years ago. Messrs. Sutton's

exhibit at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on November 2.S showed that

the individual flowers have become nearly as

large as the best forms of P. sinensis, and
the range of colour has kept pace with the

increasing size of the flowers.

The first break from the original lilac form
was a good rose pink, followed by pure white
and crimson. The latest additions in colour are

a good clear mauve, and Fire King—the subject

of our illustration—and there is reason to hope
that a salmon scarlet variety will be obtained in

the next few years. It is interesting to note
that the whole of this advance is due only to

selection with a definite object in view, P.

obconica having persistently refused to cross

with the other allied species, notwithstanding
ianumerable attempts in this direction.

In its improved form, P. obconica is

certainly one of the most useful flowers for the
conservatory ; it is absolutely perpetual flower-

ing, and from a sowing in the early months of

the year, with a minimum of cultural attention.

A VIEW OF THE .TDBILEK SHOW AT HAARLEM. (See page IS!,.)

probably due to its early flowering period and the

prevalence of spring frosts in England during

March and April. As a rule, the type, Prunus
cerasifera, blossoms during March, and it is a

conspicuous object, for every branch is laden with
white flowers, and it rarely happens that a poor
crop of bloom is matured. A fully grown tree

may be 30 feet high with a large head, but more
frequently it is met with under 20 feet with a

wide, bushy head and a trunk a foot or more in

diameter. The well-known and popular P.

Pissardii is a variety of this species, and its

correct name is P. cerasifera atropurpurea. It is

conspicuous by reason of its purple leaves.

Flowers are borne quite as freely as in the case

of the type, while the fruits are rather darker
in colour. It is not, however, as an ornamental
tree alone that this Plum is grown, for it is an
excellent hedge plant and thrives under varied

conditions. When kept clipped it soon becomes
dense, and as it is somewhat spiny an im-

penetrable fence is formed. P. divarioata is a
closely allied tree with yellow fruits. 1>.

GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS
AS CORDONS.

I AM quite sure that these fruits are not grown
as cordons so extensively as they deserve, espe-

cially in gardens where there is ample wall space.

I also favour the growing of cordons in the open
border in the same way as Raspberry canes are

grown. In this note I will confine my remarks
to the cultivation of cordons on walls. There
are many gardens in which there is much wasted

I will give a few hints on the treatment of

Gooseberries and Red and White Currants as

cordons on walls. If the wall is of medium height

the cordons may be trained upright ; but if

they are rather low, diagonal cordons will be
most suitable. Until the tree has reached its

allotted height the leading shoot should be care-

fully nailed to the wall or tied to the wires, as

the case may be. It is very important that the

trees be planted in deeply trenched borders and
the soil made fairly rich. After the planting

is done, surface mulchings must not be neglected.

Ripe wood is essential, and there will not be

much difficulty in obtaining it if the trees are

planted about 16 inches apart. Shoots which
grow straight out from the wall will bear fruits

in due course, but it is not advisablo to allow

such shoots to grow. They are best removed
early in the season while young, and so rely

upon the side shoots for the formation of spurs

and fruit-buds. The finest fruits of Gooseberries

are borne on the young wood. The greatest

success is obtained by judicious summer pinching

of young wood and autumn pruning of matured
shoots ; but great care should be taken to protect

! the buds on the trees from the attacks of birds

; during the winter months.
If fruits for exhibition are desired, the trees

' must be fed liberally with weak doses of manure-

j

water during the early stages of the swelling
' of the fruits. The ripe berries are easily
' protected from birds by tets ; and by plant-

ing in different aspects the supply of ripe

fruits for dessert purposes may be lengthened

considerably. Avon.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
THE RIGHT AND WRONG WAV TO SOW SKEUS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—The main
crop of Potatoes may now be planted,
and the particulars regarding the

work which were given for early

varieties in the issue for March 19

will apply with equal force to these
later varieties. The rows for main-crop Potatoes
will need to be 2 feet apart, and 15 inches

I.—THE RIGHT WAY TO MAKE A SEED-DRILL.
NOTE THAT IT IS FLAT AT THE BOTTOM.

should be allowed between the sets in the
rows. Make sowings of Brussels Sprouts,
Cabbages and Cauliflowers in the open to succeed
the earlier crops that were sown undtr glass.

Frequently these outdoor-raised plants come in

for use quite as early as those raised under
glass, particularly if the latter have not had very
careful treatment. The main sowings of Carrots
should be attended to now, choosing an inter-

mediate variety for this crop The roots of these
usually keep better during the winter than the
Shorthorn varieties. Sow in flat - bottomed,
shallow drills 1 foot apart, first raking the soil

down finely. After sowing fill in the drills,

tread rather firmly, and lightly rake over so as to
give the beds a neat finish.

Flower Oarden.—In the Southern and Midland
Counties the present week will be a good one to
get those annuals sown which are usually regarded
as hardy, though in reality many of them are not
so. Nasturtiums and Convolvulus major may be
left for another fortnight before sowing them.
In addition to the list of very hardy kinds given on
March 19, and which were recommended to be
sown then, such kinds as the Swan River Daisy,
Malope grandiflora, Silene pendula, Phaoelia
oampanularia, Calandrinia grandiflora, Clarkias,
Heliohrysum (Everlasting Flower), Godetias,
CoUinsia bioolor, Centaureas, Erysimum perow-
skianum. Love-lies-bleeding, Linura grandiflorum
rubrum. Larkspurs and Visoarias may all be sown
now. Usually annuals are used for growing in

clumps towards the front part of the border, or

for edging or carpeting beds of permanent plants.

In any case, the soil should be made rather fine

previous to sowing, and thin sowing must always
be carried out. It is all very well to sow thickly

and intend to thin the seedlings early, but
frequently this thinning is needed at a very
busy season and, consequently, is left until the
seedlings are partially or totally ruined.

Boom Plants.—In most localities, and speaking
of the kinds of plants usually grown entirely in

rooms, the present is a good time to do any
repotting or top-dressing that may be required.

It is well at the outset to make absolutely certain

that the plants to be dealt with do reallj' require

repotting before doing so. Most amateurs are

far too lond of giving their plants pots of too
large a size. Unless a plant is very badly cramped
for root room it will usually be best in a rather
small pot, because it is more easily managed and
more useful generally for decorative work. In
any case where repotting is decided upon, the new
pot ought not to be more than 2 inches more in

diameter than the old one ; and it frequently
happens, especially in the case of unhealthy
plants, that the plant will only need a pot of the
same size as it previously occupied, removing
some of the old soil to admit of its going into a
pot of this size. In many cases a top-dressing is

(|uite sufficient, and this consists of removing
carefully an inch or more of the old surface soil

and replacing it with new. A good potting soil

for room plants of most kinds is composed of

good fibrous loan\ two parts, well-decayed manure
or leaf-soil half a part, and coarse sand half a part.

For Cacti and other succulent plants replace the
manure or leaf-soil with coarse peat, or leave out
altogether and mix a good amount of old
crushed brick and mortar with the soil.

Lavms and Verges.—These will need sweeping
and mowing at frequent intervals now, and under
no circumstances should mowing be done less than
once a week ; twice will be better if it can be
done. In addition, all edges may be cut neatly
for the summer, using a good line and a sharp
edging-iron for the work. In cutting the edges
of circular or oval beds it will be necessary to

carefully peg the line firmly in position before
commencing the work. When the edging is done
at this season the newly cut surface usually dries
quickly and remains firm and neat for the
summer. A. A.

THE ART OF MAKING SEED-DRILLS.

To the beginner in gardening it may seem but a
trifling matter whether the drills wherein seeds
are sown are properly made or not ; but the
professional man knows only too well that it is

minute details of this description which fre-

quently have considerable effect on the resultant

crop. For this reason the two accompanying
illustrations of Peas sown in drills or rows have
been prepared. In Fig. 1 it will be noticed that
the drill is broad and flat-bottomed, and this is

how it should be. A careful inspection of it

will reveal the Peas scattered moderately thinly

all over the bottom of the drill, although at the
far end they look rather crowded, but this is the
fault of the camera. The important point to

note is that two Peas do not touch each other in

the row. For the purpose of illustrating the

subject the Peas in this instance were coated
with whiting to form a better contrast to the

soil.

If we turn now to Fig. 2, we find there a drill

such as is usually made by beginners and many
amateurs who are not beginners. A line is put

down and the drill usually made with the corner
of a draw hoe, so that the sides slope sharply to

an acute angle at the base. In such a drill the
Peas all fall closely together at the bottom, and
the result is that the plants are crowded from
the start. In the drill shown in Fig. 1 each
seedling has room to become sturdy before com-
mencing to climb, and this may be regarded as

almost half the battle won. Drills for Peas
should be about 4 inches wide, and for Beans
6 inches is not too much. The above remarks
apply with equal force to drills made for all

kinds of seeds, the width, of course, depending
upon the seeds to be sown. H.

CELERY TRENCHES.
The general idea of the inexperienced is that
Celery plants must be grown in deep trenches in

order to obtain the best specimens. The Celery
plant is moisture-loving and always thrives best
in a deeply tilled, moist soil, such as is found in

some parts of Lancashire, the Midland and
Eastern Counties. Celery must, however, be
grown in nearly every garden where vegetables

are appreciated, and as all soils are not just

suitable for the plants, they must be improved.
It is a great mistake, however, for a novice to

plant Celery in a deep trench where the subsoil

is a cold, clayey one. The top 12 inches of soil

in a garden is always better than the subsoil.

It is so because of yearly tilling, manuring and
hoeing. Water, warmth and air pass freely

through the top portion, and so benefit the roots

2.—THE WRONG WAY TO MAKE A .SEED-DRILL.

NOTE THAT THE PEAS ARE ALL CROWDED
TOGETHER.

of plants growing there. These facts being

admitted, the beginner will at once realise the

folly of putting his Celery plants in a cold, inert,

lower medium. When I speak of the average

Celery trench, I mean one that is about 7 inches

to 9 inches deep, and in all cases I advise that

some of the top soil, first removed, be put back

in place of some of the subsoil brought to the
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A CHESTNUT SHOOT THAT HAS BEEN SPROUTED
IN WATER.

surface. In this way, and by judiciously mixing
some well-rotted manure with the soil in the

bottom of the trench, a good rooting medium
may be provided for the Celery plants.

Making the. Trenches.—As a rule the plot of

ground on which the Celery crop is to be grown
is allowed to remain uncropped until the plants

are in fit condition to be put out. This is a

decided waste of space and labour, as weeds will

grow, and they must be kept down by hoeing.

There should be some return for the labour
bestowed on this particular plot prior to its occu-

pancy by Celery. The wisest course is to make
the trenches at once—it is not necessary to put
in the manure at the same time—and grow early

Spinach or Lettuces on the ridges between. We
all know how well Lettuces will grow in the
apparently dry ridges of soil ; but there is a
double depth of soil there, it is usually good loam
and warm, consequently the Lettuces do well.

Spinach would also. For single rows of Celery
the trench should be 15 inches wide at the
bottom, and the space between the trenches
IS inches wide. For two rows in a trench the latter

must be 18 inches wide and the space between
the trenches 30 inches wide. Allow a little

more space for show specimens. Shamrock.

AN INTERESTING CHESTNUT SHOOT.
The Chestnut shoot shown in the accompanying
illustration has entirely developed from the bud
in water on the dining-room chimney-piece. It, of

course, owes its perfect beauty to being protected
from wind and weather ; but whence does it get
the constituents that build up such a shoot from
a single bud V Twigs of other trees and shrubs
are similarly growing in water, but none of them
is so striking in size and character.

Molly Cnira.
[The new shoot is built up from reserve food

that was stored in the shoot when the latter was
out from the tree. This food would be stored
there last autumn, principally by the aid of the
leaves.

—

Ed.]

equally popular and also very large, single
|

flowered variety Princess of Wales, both of

which are without equal among the singles. But
quite apart from great size of blossom. La France

,

is also possessed of a great length of stem, or

stalk, an attribute which most eminently fits it

for work of a decorative character on the dinner-

table or in the sitting-room. Violets generally,

however, are not suited for vases of any consider-

able size or depth unless arranged in bunches
that almost invariably have about them an
element of clumsiness, which is by no means
desirable, while all such arrangements are

inelegant to a degree. Where a larger bowl or

vase of other flowers is being used on the dinner-

table, Violets may be employed in orescent or

other shaped receptacles around with excellent

results, and, associated with a few of their own
leaves, provide a pleasing and enjoyable feature.

By far the better way when employing such
long-stemmed flowers as La France is to use

glass dishes or bowls of convenient size, such as

that shown in the accompanying illustration,

when, by the use of wet sand placed in the bowl,
the blossoms can be arranged to advantage.
There is also that convenient wire arrangement
known as " Floral Aid," which, provided it is

hidden from view, is of much service in support-

ing flowers like those of the Violet, and which
are not strong enough to stand alone. With
such an arrangement as this a margin of Violet

leaves is of considerable importance, and by
placing these in diverse directions and inserting

the blossoms so that they stand out clearly above
the leaves a good effect will be secured. A chief

object of the illustration is to show one of the

best ways of utilising these flowers as opposed to

formal bunches.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

VIOLET LA FRANCE.
La France is probably the largest of the single-

flowered Violets—if not, indeed, the largest of

all—its only competitor in this respect being the

Bedding Plants.—Where the autumnrcoted
cuttings of such things as Zonal Pelargoniums

—

commonly, though erroneously, referred to as

bedding Geraniums—were potted earlier in the
year and have now become established, the

plants may be transferred at any time from the

greenhouse shelves to cold frames. In the latter

a drier condition of the soil about the roots will

be an advantage for a few days, and in any case

for the present the water supply may be lessened.

A frame having a

sunny aspect should
be selected so as to

receive a moderate
amount of sun-heat. ^
In not a fewinstances
the suggestions made ^^
to build a frame ^f4i><

against the green-

house wall have been
followed, with excel-

lent results, and the
better in those
instances where by
means of box venti-

lators in the wall of

the grtenhouse the

frame may be heated
therefrom. Where
such adjuncts to the

greenhouse do not
exist, it may be
necessary to cover

the frame with mats
in case of frost.

Tdeeroits Be-
gonias.—As a bed
ding plant the
tuberous Begonia
outrivals the Pelar-

gonium, more par-

ticularly in the
matter of profuse

flowering, though

in fairness be it stated that the latter is

not infrequently the first to flower, while it

perhaps has no equal during a very hot
summer. The Pelargonium, too, produces its

blossoms with greater freedom when the plants
are confined to their pots ; that is to say, by
plunging the plants in the beds in pots .5 inches
in ditmeter instead of planting them out, a more
compact growth and a greater freedom of flower-

ing are ensured. One great drawback to the
Pelargonium as a bedding plant is thit cuttings
must be taken each year in autumn ; hence much
of the display is lost. With the Begonia out-

tings are not required, and the plants can
therefore flower with their wonted freedom till

the arrival of frosts. Where the Begonia tubers
are not already secured, a supply should be
obtained at once and the tubers set on soil in

shallow boxes to commence giowth.
Tomatoes for the Open.—The plants of these

should now be in .'{-inch pots, the latter standing
on a shelf near the glass where abundant air can
reach them. Sturdy, short-jointed and hardily
grown plants are most desirable for open-air
planting, and the firmest potting, in conjunction
with a rather poor soil and plenty of air, is the
only way to obtain them. Rich soils, loose
potting, a close, stuffy atmosphere and excessive
supplies of root moisture—these are the things
that promote grossness of growth, which is but
another name for unfruitfulness, and must be
avoided.

Some Early Flowering Alpines.—Those of

my readers who take keen delight in the earliest

flowers of the year should, if possible, pay a visit

to the Alpine House at Kew, and obtain ocular
demonstration of the wealth of beauty and
charm that it is possible to obtain in one small
and absolutely cold greenhouse. I lay con-
siderable stress on the fact of the house being
" absolutely cold," so that no erroneous idea of
tender plant? can possibly obtain a foothold.
The Kew Alpine House, indeed, is but a glorified

frame, a convenient-sized structure to be entered
at will, and where the plants can be examined at

leisure. Hence it will be seen that such a house
is but a means of protection, such protection
becoming more of a necessity each year, because
of that greater host of choice early flowering
alpines that have been gathered together from
distant lands and whose flowers would be sadly
marred by the vagaries of an English winter
were they left unprotected. Protection, therefore.

A BOWL or violets la France.
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ie the great aim of the alpine house, and,

judging by the ample ventilation afforded the

plants, no nursing or coddling is ever dreamed of.

A Few Choicb Spring Plants.—To attempt
a list of the plants to be bad in flower at this

time is out of the question, so one must be content
by giving a few. Of these, Adonis amurensis
and its double-flowered form, Saxifraga Boydii
yellow), S. b. alba, S. burseriana, S. scardica,

. oppositifolia (in shades of rose, white and
crimson), Shortias uniflora and galacifolia (white,

pink-tinged flowers of exquisite beauty), early

Coum Cyclamen, Irises of a bulbous character,
with Squills, Chionodoxas and Dog's - tooth

Violets make the alpine house at this season one
of the most delightful of the many this famous
botanic garden contains. G. H. Jenkins.

NEW PLANTS.
Cattleya Robert de Wavrin Westonbirt
VARIETY.—This is a very large-flowered variety of

exqui ite shape, and the colour is quite a soft and
artistic blending of mauve and purple. The sepals

and petals are bright rosy mauve, and the large,

well-shaped labellum is rich purple, with deep
yellow markings in the throat. Shown by Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Holford, C.V.O.,C.I.E , Weston-
birt, Tetbury, Gloucestershire. First -class

certificate.

HouUetia Sanderi.—This is a new species from
Bolivia, the flowers being borne at the apices of

stout, upright stems some 12 inches in height.

The blossoms are about 1^ inches in diameter, very
hooded and dull primrose in colour. Shown by
Messrs. Sander and Son, St. Albans. Award of

merit.

Odontogloasum thompsonianum Gatton Park
variety. — This is a very beautifully marked
variety. The flowers are almost star-shaped,

the segments reflex ing to a great extent. The
ground colour may be described as a sort of rosy

mauve, and on each segment a large, regular-

shaped blotch of rich plum colour is placed. The
flowers are sparsely placed on a very long, arching

stem. Shown by Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate. Award of merit.

Lalio-Gallhya Trimyra.—This is the result of

a cross between C. Tiianaj and C. Myra, and
partakes principally of the latter parent. The
flowers are of medium size and rich golden
yellow, no other colour being present in any
of the segments. The labellum is, perhaps, of a
rather deeper hue than the sepals and petals,

but the flower may truly be termed a beautiful

self. Shown by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.,

Burford, Dorking. Award of merit.

Odontofjloasum Oladya H. W. Gheal.—A very
beautiful and attractive variety of exquisite

markings. The sepals and petals are sharply

pointed, the ground colour of these being rich

cream. These are freely spotted with large

circular dots and larger blotches of bright brown-
red. The labellum ia golden yellow and is also

marked the same as the petals. The habit is

similar to that of O. crispum. Shown by Messrs.

J. and A. A. MoBean, Cooksbridge, Sussex
Award of merit.

Calathea crocata.—A genus of stove foliage

and flowering plants akin to Maranta, the leaves

in not a few instances being of a very ornamental
character. The species named is from Brazil,

whence it was introduced in 1S75 The club-

shaped flower-masses are of a saffron colour

and very striking. Shown by Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Bart., Dorking. Award of merit.

Rhododendron primulinwin.—A new hardy
species from Western China having Box-like
leaves and somewhat small campanulate pale
primrose-coloured blossoms freely arranged on
the sides of the erect branches or stems. The
species is a very distinct one, and by reason of

its proved hardy nature is calculated to be of

much value to the hybridist. Shown by Messrs.

James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea.

Award of merit.

Carnal ion P F. Feltoii.—A pink-flowered
variety of great size and beauty, the largest of

its kind yet seen. In colour it is much deeper
than Enchantress, and quite surpasses this

favourite in size. A great stride onward and,
happily, of British origin. Shown by Mr. H.
Burnett, Guernsey. Award of merit.

All the preceding were shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society on the 22nd ult.,

when the awards were made.

BOOKS.
Some dainty booklets.—We have

received from T. Werner Laurie, Clifford's Inn,
a dainty little series of booklets written by
Mrs. ])avidson, one of our most valued con-
tributors, with a coloured frontispiece to each by
Mr. C. E. Dawson. The booklets will go com-
fortably into the waistcoat pocket; but no doubt
there are many who would like to give the series

as a present to gardening friends on the occasion
of some festival or birthday. The little essays are
reprinted from " Gardens, Past and Present,"
by Mrs. Davidson, and here are the notes—most
instructive—on " The Rook Garden "

:

" 'Clinkers,' in the words of an old dictionary
of 1730 or thereabouts, 'are those bricks that,
by having much nitre or saltpetre in them (and
lying next the fire in the clamp or kiln), by the
violence of the fire run and are glazed over.'

How often, in the days of long ago, were these
same clinkers employed, and even recommended,
for the construction of rockeries, on the principle,
perhaps, that there is a use for all things under
the sun. Far be it from me to hint that
clinkers are without a value of their own. As
an aid to drainage, for example, they serve
admirably, where they are out of sight ; but
they are taboo for the purpose of the simplest
rockery, dear as they may be, even yet, to the
heart of the suburban builder. Probably the
early recollections of many a would-be gardener,
besides the present writer, include a childish
attempt, with the help of Stonecrops and London
Pride, to make a thing of beauty out of these
unsightly lumps of refuse from some convenient
brickfield. But, after all, we need scoff as little

at such poor beginnings as at the early attempts
at fine art left by prehistoric busbmen on the
cliff walls of some ancient fastness of a South
African kloof. Who can foretell what fertile

germ of inspiration may lie hid within such first

essays '! It is certain that the elemental idea of
the rockery has fulfilled itself in a wonderful
way in the modern rock garden.

" As far as memory serves, we need not search
far behind the clinker age for the earliest begin-
nings of the rock garden ; for it is more or less

the outcome of modern travel. It is true that
alpine plants were not altogether an unknown
quantity to early British botanists, but they
were not much meddled with by the gardeners of

old time. A few Saxifrages, under the folk-name
of Sengreene, are figured in the 'Paradisus
Terrestiis,' with some alpine Primulas or Beares-
eares, another old Eoglish name which lingers
still in the West Country for the Auricula.
Ramondia is also classed by Parkinson, though
under protest, among the Primulas as ' the blew
Beares - eares with Borage leaves ' ; and of
Soldanella he says :

' This groweth on the Alps
which are covered with snow the greatest part of

the yeare, and will hardly abide transplanting.'
But among all the minute directions for his
garden of pleasant flowers, there is no mention
of rookwork as a mode of growing moun-
tainous plants, though 'arocke or mount with a
fountttine in the midst thereof ' may be a part
of the garden's delight, 'according as every man's
conceit alloweth of it and they will be at the
charge.'
" The greatest impetus to real progress in this

phase of English gardening was presumably given
by Mr. Robinson when the earliest edition of
the ' Alpine Garden ' was brought out. From

that moment the cult of the diminutive gems of
mountain herbage was established, and we have
been trying ever tinoe, with varying measure of
success, to bring the spoils of the high Alps to
the level of the plains. In one famous garden,
now a good many years ago, there were in fact
miniature mountains where the lower rocks and
their vegetation gradually merged into snow-
capped summits, simulated by the silvery growth
of Antennaria and other minute hoary-leaved
plants. But without aspiring to emulate Nature
in these her grandest moods, we may venture to
observe and follow her methods, and to adapt
where we cannot imitate.
" One reason why rookwork of any kind

apijeals to us so strongly is, not only that it

affords vantage ground lor the smaller and more
delicate plants, many of which are supremely
beautiful, but also because it brings them
closer to the eye where their perfections can
be enjoyed with comfort. Strictly speaking, the
rock garden is associated only with the cultiva-
tion of mountain plants. In common speech,
however, the word ' alpine ' is most frequently
used, except by the expert, to mean any plant of
moderate growth which is more suited by height
and habit to a raised position than for the level
border ; and this definition may fairly stand in
relation to the ordinary English garden. Few
people, except the most ardent enthusiasts,
like Mr. Farrer, the owner of that delightful
Yorkshire alpinery, of which he gives so charming
a history in 'My Rock Garden,' could undertake
or indeed find any inspiration in the minute and
dazzling, but provokingly oapiieious, denizens of
the highest rocks and moraines. Fortunately
there are hosts of other plants of lees difficulty
which may be beloved of ordinary folk, with fair

hope of success.
" My own lines, years ago, were laid on dry

chalk hills where flints were plentiful—the last
kind of stone, perhaps, which would suggest
itself for rookwork of any sort. For flints have
a certain smooth aggressive baldness that is pro-
vokingly obtrusive and difficult to veil. Yet in
the clear air of those bleak uplands, and in an
unpretending little alpine garden, consisting
partly of narrow, stony borders on the level and
bounded by a very primitive rookwork built up
of those unpromising flints, many beaulilul low-
growing plants, some of them genuine moun-
taineers, were quite content and even happy.
The vigorous blue flower-spikes of the Carinthian
Wulfenia, at a time when its dislikes were less

understood than now, used to excite the admira-
tion and envy of less fortunate neighbours ; and
ah ! how the lovely Rocky Mountain Aquilegias
and the Siberian A. glandulosa used to thiive in

that little garden, tor it was possible then to
obtain good seed and pure of the unmixed species
of Columbine, which can hardly be said now ;

while Himalayan Piimulas grew fat and flourish-

ing in one of the shadier borders. The soil was
naturally full of lime, which suited the lime-
lovers like the encrusted Saxifrages. The
drainage in a chalk district is always perfect as
far as stagnant moisture is concerned. The flints

held all humidity nithout absorbing it, and many
a dainty little alpine flourished in that garden
which 1 have not since found it, in more favoured
places and at lower altitudes, so easy to cultivate.
" Before starting on the subjectof the different

types of rock garden, let me give a word of warning
against ' rooteries,' which are only a shetde less

objectionable than clinkeries. A certain pic-

turesquenees is the only advantage that can be
conceded to rootwork, except that of cheapness

;

while the continual annoyances arising from the
harbourage given, by decaying wood, to destruc-
tive fungi and noxious animals, to say nothing of

prospective collapse of the whole structure, are
too formidable to face for a temporary con-
venience.

" The Simplest Form, Perhaps, op Rookwoek

is the rock bed, where big boulders or blocks of

stone of various shapes and sizes are so sunk as to
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appear to crop up naturally from the surfaoe.

3uoh a rook bed may be •ither on th» flat or on

the elope ; but, in any case, the ground must be

dug out to a depth of at Uait 3 feet, t* make a

solid foundation upon wbloh the atonei oau reet

without fear of b«ing undermined hy freit er

superabundant rain. Into this hollow iuitable

soil must be thoroughly well packed after the

stones are carefully plaoed. These arranged at

irregular heights and in groups aa much as

possible according to nature, should give the

eSfect of a bit of rook-strewn moor or hillside

adapted to a garden. Such a rock bed with

suitable planting of low-growing shrubs, like the

prostrate Savin (Juniper) or some of the dwarfer

Brooms, Cistus or Heaths on the higher parts,

and spreading drifts of Aubrietias, Mossy Phloxes,

or other creeping plants towards the edge, with

here and there, to make a few suggestions, groups

of taller growth—some of the hybrid Columbines
or Anemones, perhaps, or the fine sorts of

Pentstemon or scarlet Lobelia—would be a

source of continual pleasure, and might be

varied indefinitely. A crowning of some of the

higher points with one or other of the Yuccas

—

the dwarfer Y. flaooida seems to flower every
season without fail—would in some positions of

the kind be very effective. In a dry soil some of

the hardy Opuntias would thrive and be very
distinetive.

"Another simple form of rookery is the hillock

or mound, which may be large or small accord-

ing to the space at disposal. The height above
the ground line may, in this case, rise to about
4 feet, while the sloping sides would allow of

varied aspects, sunny and shady, to suit plants

of different character. Experts insist, for this

type of rookwork, on the importance of forming
in the first instance a strong and stable skeleton

of stonework, the blocks or slabs resting firmly

each upon each, but with as many angles and
spaces and pockets as possible. This done, the

prepared loam, peat and leaf-mould, well amal-
gamated and intermixed with chips and nodules
of stone, which constitutes a likely compost for

most alpioes, must be filled in with the utmost
care. Loose packing, with the ultimate result

of settlement of soil and dangerous hollows, is

fatal to the well-doing of delicate plants. Ex-
ternally the stones should jut out irregularly to

form little shelters or caves and chinks, into

which plants will cuddle themselves according to

their nature in the most bewitching way. In
early days a rockery of the hillock form was
sometimes parcelled out, regardless of appear-

ance, into little square pens surrounded by slabs

of half-sunk stone. It answered admirably—for

the alpines. They settled themselves snugly
into their separate compartments, and hugely
enjoyed the protection of the sheets of glass with
which it was quite easy to shield them from the

fatal damp of our English winter when it arrived.

But the effect ! It suggested nothing so much
as an overcrowded cemetery, and the mimic
tombstones failed to carry conviction even to

the least a?3thetic of alpine growers. The genu?
'gardener' may be roughly divided into lovers

of plants and lovers of pictorial effect ; and
happy is he who can reconcile the opposing
loves.

"The Sunk Rock Garden,
with a broad pathway running through it, is a

more ambitious structure, and is often built with
facing blocks of sand or limestone according to

natural stratification, with bays and hollows for

the accommodation of plants of varied require-

ments. A rock garden somewhat of this character
is well known to the frequenters of Kew.

" Happy are they who, in planning a rook
garden, can. combine both rook and water. An
open meadow with a tinkling brook running
through it is as favourable a site as could well be

desired, for it may be transformed, by efficient

generalship and adequate material, into an ideal

spot. Ideal, too, for this practical reason among
others, that only a few plants, comparatively,

prefer the shade of trees, and for the class of

which we are treating there is nothing more
essential than free circulation of air with un-

impeded light as well as security from damp and
drip. Whatever form, therefore, a rook garden
may take, the site should be open and fr*e from
overhangimg verdure. This general principle

does not apply, of osurse, to a screen of

trees at some little distance to serve as a wind-
oreak. " Then follow other useful hints on this

delightful subject of rock gardens. The price of

these charming little books is not given.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Ans'WBva,—The Editor intends

to make The Garden helpful to all readers loho desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object will make a special feature of the

** Answers to Correspondents" column. All coinmxmica-

tions shottkl be clearly and concisely leritten on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, so, Tainstock Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters <wi bxiMtiess should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one qttery is sent, each should

be 071 a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Seedling^ Capnations failing

{H. E. C).—Your non- success with seedling

Carnations is undoubtedly owing to the plants

being absolutely starved. You did quite right

in sowing the seed in March and potting the

young plants into 3-inch pots when they were
suthciently advanced. After that the treatment
was all wrong, and to keep the plants in these

pots till the following spring, allowing them to

get parched up during the summer, was simply
courting disaster. The fact that any survived
this treatment shows the accommodating nature
of the Carnation. The young plants should have
well furnished the 3-inch pots with roots by the

end of May, and then have been planted in the

open border. It is very necessary that the ground
be dug deeply, and some well-decayed manure
ought to be incorporated with the soil. It is

very necessary to plant firmly, and to water
thoroughly providing the weather is dry. Carna-
tions under these conditions will grow freely and
form good plants by the autumn. Treated in

this way they will, unless exceptional circum-

stances prevail, pass through the winter with
little, if any, loss, and during the flowering

season a wealth of blossoms may reasonably be
anticipated.

Ppunlng Solanum jasmlnoldes ((r.). This
ought to bd pruned at once ; it may be cut in moderately
hard to within two or three buds of the base of last

season's growth. If it is outgrowing its position, the main
branches also may be stiorteued. 'ihe plants on the wall
with a south aspect ought to thrive, but the northerly
position is a bad one. In County Kerry it ought to thi-ivo

over a bush or on Pea-sticks in the open border. It is

sometimes used effectively in herbaceous borders in
Devonshire and Cornwall.

Infopmatlon about Violets (Argentine).—All
that you have to do to eusure a reply being given In the
"Answers to Correspondents" columns 6f The Garden
is to conform to the simple rules given in each issue and
to put your ijuestions as briefly and clearly as possible.

No charge is made. With regard to the Violete,

the plants may be removed from the frame at
any time when their flowering is no longer considered
serviceable. The end of September is a good time to frame
the plants. To your enquiry, " Where should they be put
till returned to frame?" the answer will depend on circum-
stances. If you have youug stock, the old plants should
be thrown away ; if not, the youngest pieces of the plants
should be replanted in well-dug garden ground. Where
the beat results are looked for, cuttings of unflowered
runners should be inserted in frames in October or
November and planted out early in April. A border
having a western exposure is suitable ; a dry, hot position
should be avoided. Several notes conoerning Violets have
been given in " The Town Oarden " coluran of late. See
the Issues tor January 39 and February 6 for particulars.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Magrnolla grpandlQora (K. R. l>,M,je).

It is not unusual with Magnolia grandiflora

growing against a wall to produce flowers on the

upper part and not on the lower, or very rarely

•o. VVe are afraid that there is nothing that j'ou

can do to induce it to produce blossoms about the
base, for the upper part alwaj'S produces the best

flowering wood, possibly on account of getting
more sun or of being more exposed. It will be
rather diffioult to get it back to the wall, as you
say that the branches stand out to a distance of

4 feet. Your best plan will be to prune it

at once. Commence by thinning out the
branches, and such pieces should be cut as

far back as possible. Then tie a number of the
other branches back to the wall as well as you can,

and shorten the remaining branches. The prun-
ing will have to be attended to for two or three

years before the plant is got back to its right

place. If you cut it hard back all over it will

look very bad for some time, and the plant may
not stand the shook, while by such treatment
you would obtain no flowers for some time. If

you adopt the method advised, blossoms ought to

appear next summer as usual. Be careful to pro-

tect all wounds with a coating of tar as soon as

the pruning is done.

Magnolias dying (Ladp if.). — The
unsatisfactory condition of your Magnolia may
be due to any one of three causes. First, it

may have grown very late last year and the
points of the shoots have been badly ripened
through the wet and dull weather, hence their

inability to withstand the winter ; secondly, the

ground in which it is growing may have been
water-logged at some time within the last few
months, which would cause the tree to act as it

is now doing ; or, thirdly, the roots may have
got into the subsoil, which may be of a sour
character. We advise you to open a small
hole at a distance of 3 feet or 4 feet from the
trunk and examine the roots. If they appear
healthy, cut away the points of the shoots which
have lost their leaves, and the plant will recover
as the weather becomes warmer. Should you
find that the roots are in a bad state and the

soil sour, carefully fork away the soil from the
feeding roots and fill up again with a compost of

light loam and peat in equal proportions, with
some soil of a sandy character. It is not wise,

however, to meddle much with the roots unless it

is absolutely necessary, for Magnolias in general

are very impatient of root injury. If you injure

any roots in your examination, be careful to cut

off the ends clean with a sharp knife before again

tilling in the hole. Should the roots be in a very

bad condition, it will be almost impossible to

save the tree.

Diseased Larch bapk (J. 0. B.).—The larger of

the holes in the Larch bark have certainly been made by
a woodpecker or enlarged by one in its efforts to reach
some insect inside the tree. What that insect is is not
clear, however, as the material is not sutticient to show the
nature of the burrows. It is very doubtful whether
sprayiug would have any effect upon the pest, whatever
it may be : but perhaps you could get a specimen for us
to see. Vou might try what thrusting a sharpened wire
into the tunnels will do, and then paint the affected part
with a mixture of clay, soft soap and paraffin, but do not
use too much of the last.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose Cloth of Gold budded upon

a Hybrid Perpetual (R. M. J/.).—Some
twenty-five years ago the writer of this note

budded a Cloth of Gold upon a plant of Cheshunt
Hybrid, this latter being budded upon the De la

Grifferaie stock. All the growths of Cheshunt
Hybrid that appeared above the inserted bud
were in due course cut quite away close up to the

Cloth of Gold bud. In this manner, of course,

no growths of Cheshunt Hybrid appeared above

the Cloth of Gold, but shoots springing from

beneath bore Cheshunt Hybrid olooms. The
plant was dug up and planted in a large tub

under glass, where eventually it bore a fine crop

of Cloth of Gold blooms, and then was sold. In
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your case, we take it that the Cloth of Gold was
budded in two places, one about '2 feet above the
ground and the other 4 feet to 6 feet from the
base. These buds would in due course shoot out
and bear Cloth of Gold blooms, but dormant
eyes from the Hybrid Perpetual stem would also

in course of time break out unless suppressed,
and would, of course, produce crimson blooms.
This is the only way we can account for the
crimson blooms. If this theory is not correct,
we should be pleased to hear further from you.

Pot Roses falling (fio.yc /.o'-cr).—You did wrong
in putting the plants iu your greenhouse so soon after
potting them up. UoBea when potted from the open
ground should either be plunged in ashes and allowed to
remain outdoors until new roots are formed, or else placed
in a cold pit for a tew weeks. We should say the cause of
the foliage falling off is owing to too much nioiature at the
roots, and also because the plants havt- not been pruned
sufficiently hard. We advise you to cut them back
now to good dormant buds and at the time of pruning
paint thf euds of the shoots with some painter's knotting,
which will prevent them '

' bleeding," a term applied when
the sap is shed following the cutting. IE you could
possibly give the plants some bottom-heat they would be
much helped. A bed of fresh long stable manure with
fres,h leaves added produces a steady warmth which the
plants much appreciate. Failing the manure, you could
arrange some boxes of Cocoanut fibre to be placed on hot-
water pipes, and the pots could be plunged in the boxes
up to their rims.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Peach and Nectarine trees drop-

plngf theip buds (P. H. i?.)—We eannot
find a trace of mildew or any other fungus to

account for the serious damage done to your
trees. We believe that somethiag has gone
wrong with the roots. Not only do the points of

the young shoots flag badly (being the most
tender they naturally flag first), but the hard
wood you sent is dry and practically sapless,

showing that the sap circulation of the trees has
been disorganised through some cause or other ;

hence buds dropping. Our advice to you,
under the oiroumstanoes, is not to over-force the
trees, but give them time to develop their growth,
that it may be all the stronger for next year.

We should take a few inches of the surface soil

from over the roots, without unduly disturbing
them, replacing the soil taken away with a top-

dressing of the following : To a barrow-load of

turfy loam add a quarter of a barrow-load
of fresh horse-manure, half a gallon of bone-
meal and one peck of quicklime, pressing the
compost down firmly. You will find that masses
of new roots will soon be formed. The next
watering you give your trees let it be of clear

lime-water (without any sediment), a handful of

lime to one gallon of water. As soon as the
leaves have fallen in autumn we should replant

the trees if not too old. If too old to replant,

get well at the roots and apply the above
compost freely to them. Be careful in the use
of artificial minures.

Shoots of Apple tree fop Inspection
A^>iistaiici').~'VhB slioot is very badly infested with tile

troublt-aome mussf 1 scale. The trees ouglit to have been
sprayed thorout,^hly before the buds burst with caustic
alkali wash, made by dissolving 21b. of caustic soda (93 per
cent.) and three-quarters of a pound of treacle in ten
gallons of water. It will be too late to do this now. It
will be necessary to spray the trees after the eggs are
hatf'hed (in June), and then a nicotine wash or paraffin
emulsion should be used. The tree should be carefully
examined in Juue to discover traces of the living insects.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Diseased Tomato plant (tTaftifuo). — The

Tomato plant appears to have been attacked by the canker
fungus, Mycospliierella citruUina, which has caused the
death of the base of the stem. This fungus is apparently
encouraged by the moist, hot conditions obtaining in the
house where the planti are grown. It is possible that
thorough spraying with Bordeaux ral.Kture might check
the spread of the disease.

Tomato culture (W. H. £,).—We think the appli-
cation of permanganate of potash to the soil in which
Tomatoes are to be grown would be of no benefit.

Suli hate of potash would be the best artificial manure to
mix with the soil if it is devoid of potash, but even that
Is pel haps better applied when the plant is in growth as a
liquid manure. Half a pound of superphosphate and half
a pound of wood-aahes may be added to the bushel of soil

with advantage as a manure for Tomatoes,

Namesofplants.—£.tiiidsfii.—BerberisDarwinii.
D. Calrnsa.—hoXh forms of Plcea excelsa. F. R.

C^arA-c—Daphne pontica. Will grow anywhere in shel-
tered positions among other shrubs. Mist^ Jebb.~\,
Narcissus Tazetta var. ; 2, Salvia Orahamil ; 3, Mimulus
giutinoaus. Corj/fw;?.—Cestrumrubrum. Prt)(.—Ama-
ryllis Belladonna. This should be allowed to grow as
much as possible. It will dry oft naturally in the summer,
and if the position is warm and well drained will not
require covering at all. If at all cold and wet, covering
with a light would be an advantage as soon as the
leaves begin to turn yellow. The Pancratium should
also be kept growing. It flowers wiiile in leaf, and tiie

foliage will dry oft naturally in the autumn, when the
plants might be covered to ripen them off.

SOCIETIES.
HAARLEM JIBILEE SHOW.

A Great Display.
The great Jubilee Show of the National Bulb Growers'
Association began at Haailem on March 23, when it was
officially opened by H.R H. the Prince of the Nether-
lands. It is held in part of the famous *' wood " and close
to the region of those historical " blotmistriea," of which,
perhaps, the most celebrated iu their day were the " Hof
van Fiura '" of Van Eeden and the nursery of Voorhelm, a
name which, 150 to •MO years ago, was as much connected
with the Hyacinth as that of Barr is to-day with the
Daffodil. It is bounded on one side by the Kleine Houtweg,
in which are the small show grounds of E. H. Krelage and
Son, and at No. lii, a larger garden, which is peculiarly
interesting as being the exact spot where. 120 years ago,
there used to bean old "tea garden,'" and which before
that time was a soit of recreation ground for the Haarlem
weavers, who used to grow Tulips and other plants there.
The visitor to-day will find it planted with upwards of
a quarter of a million different kinds of bulbs.
Not far away, but iu an opposite direction, are the cele-

brated Zwauenburg Nurseries, where there is always some-
thing interesting to see. The area covered by the exhibition
is, roughly speaking, about one-third of a mile longand about
150 yards wide. It consists of a long central avenue
of trees with the old palace of Louis Buonaparte
(now the Colonial Museum) at one end, and a pretty tem-
porary buildius in which is housed a small colltction of
modern flower paintings at the other. The ground uuder-
neath the trees is planted with different kinds of bulbs,
such as Hyacinths, Tulios and Narcissi. At the time of
my visit the only ones that were in flower were some
Crocus ; but in a fortnight's time, and thence right on to
the closing day, which is May -I'J, there will be a con-
tinuous display of all the best varieties. This alone will
be a glorious sight, and if the visitor arranges his visit so
as to see one of the special temporary shows, which are to
be held on April I."", to 24, May 4 to 12 and ilay 20 to 22,
and also allows himself time to see some of the nurseiy
gardens in the immediate neighbourhood or, say, at Lisse
and HiUegom, he will, if he cares for flowers at all, have a
mos . enjoyable holiday and see sights of gorgeous colour
that cannot be seta elsewhere.
On tlie occasion of the opening, the large parterre at the

north end of the ground and immediately in front of the
old palace and the chief temporary hall was filled with a
delightful arrangement of purple, mauve and white
Croci, which was relieved with a few dashes of golden
>ellow. Great care had been taken to protect the
flowers

; in fact, when I arrived on the ground, two houra
before the Prince was to walk round, the last coverings
were being removed. The result quite justified all the
care and labour that had been expended, lor the width of
expanse of purple and mauve was something that appealed
to one, not only on account of its novelty, but for its

own intrinsic beauty. The cut Bos caunon-balls and
obelisks and the stone vases and pedestals were placed
in exactly the right positions to give the necessary
relief to the fiat expanse of green. Mr. E. 11. Krelage,
who is the official head of the committee of management,
and to whom my personal tlianks are due for the facilities
for seeing which were accorded to me, said that the beds
in this parterre would be kept bright all the time the
show is open, and that Hyacinths, Tulips and herbaceous
plants would succeed each other in due rotation. Before
we enter the exhibition buildings I must mention one or
two interesting side shows iu the open. Here was a
semi-circle of Irish Yews with the space inside filled with
Box trees cut into various shapes, such as cocks, pheasants,
peacocks, frogs, geese, &c., and in front, so as to be quite
up to date, a scroll with a groundwork of red brick with
the famous word "Chanteeler" formed In low-clipped
Box. In another part there is a small formal garden with
the pattern of the beds traced in a similar way. Then
there is a rockery which forms one bank beside a long,
narrow stretch of water, while in various places in the
grounds there are small plantations of ornamental trees
and shrubs, all of which are legibly named. There are
also a bandstand, a restaurant and several small kiosks,
where sundry small articles are offered for sale. As the
visitor enters the fine temporary building to the east of the
large parterre he sees what is undoubtedly a great feature
of the show (see illustration on page 17'J). Spread out at his
feet and occupying the whole oE the centre there is a flat

lawn, in which are cut geometrical beds flUed with perfectly
grown Hyacinths. At the corners there are large beds of
the beautiful blue Enchantress, while between these at
the ends there are club-shaped masses of the delicate plnK
Lady Derby, and at the sides semi-circular beds of
L'Innocence and Yellowhammer, with the rich reddish

purple Sir W. Mansfield in a diamond between. In the
centre of the lawn there was a vase on a tall pedestal
filled with a Palm and Asparagus Sprengeri.
The colours were matched to perfection, and many were

the encomiums passed on the tnut ememble. On either
side of the door was an apse, both of which were filled
with beautiful groups of flowering shrubs and other
plants. That on the left put up by the Fiima Wezelenburg
was exceptionally good ; half was composed mainly of
such things as Prunus triloba and P. Mains in variety, and
the other of Azaleas and Rhododendrons. Azalea pontica
Fanny, A. mollis J. C. van Tol (orange red) and
A. Maxwellii (rose) were noticeable among the others.
The sides of this hall were lined with flowering shrubs
and trees, among others masses of pale purple Lilac
and the pure white Marie Legrayc, beautiful white
Azalea hybrids, a bank of Rhododendron Cynthia,
while the space in front had Cinerarias, Deutzias, single
and double Tulips, Polyanthus Narcissi, &c. At the
end facing the door was a huge mass of White Pearl and
Princess Juliana Rhododendrons, edged with Azalea
Hinodigin. Princess Juliana is a new hybrid which was
raised by the exhibitors, Messrs. C. B. van Ness and Son.
It is a lovely blush pink and is distinguished by the
delightful wavy edges of its petals. It is a splendid variety
for forcing. In the inner hall the general arrangement
was similar. The large pans of Hyacinths in the centre
were well grown, and included many very good kinds, such
as La Vict<iire (lung spike, rosy crimson), Ivanhoe (a dark
sport from King of the Blues), t^ueen of the Pinks, Etna,
Piueman, &c. There was an interesting group of Darwin
Tulips from van Meerbeck and Son at one end. It
contained several little-known varieties, such as Centenaire
(rose, with blush edge), Claude Monet (a greyish purple)
Princess Elizabeth and Mattia (two pretty pinks) and
Princess Amalia (deep rose).

Lilacs and other flowers from Boskoop occupied the
greater part of the side borders, with Cinerarias, Funkias,
&c., in front of them. The strip of grass which came
between the broad walk and this border was broken by
twenty oblong beds containing single and double Tulips ;

Rose rie Holland (white with slight pink edge), Rosea
perfecta(a double Cottage Maid), CuUinan (a rosy sport
from White Hawk), Flam-ngo (deep rose and blush with
curiously cnnkled petals) and President Taft (a long white
with a deep ruse edi;e) were among the newest and best.
A large round bed at the exit end was filled with Azaleas,
Clivias, Solomon's Seal, Arums and Primula obconica.
There were several very good strains of this variety in
dirterent parts of the exhibition, distinguiahed by large
flowers and bright colours ; the rose red colour of those
on this round bed was equal to that found in P. chioensis.
Here, too, was also a large mass of the new bedding Tulip
Brilliant Slar. It comes very near Vermilion Brilliant in
colour and is a remarkable laeter. Two exhibits of Azalea
hybrids by Messrs. Felix and Dykhuis and Messrs; M.
Koster and Sun filled the corners of the hall on either side
of the exit. Among those of the latter was an almost
white Azilea occidentalis hybrid, which is very sweet-
scented. It opens a pale lemon.

The third large hall, which is used for these special
exhibitions, is situated to the left of the entrance gates.
On this occasion it was for the most part tilled with
Hyacinths and Tulips in pots, cut Lilacs and Amaryllis iu
pots. There were also two exhibits which claim special
mention, viz., the large collection of new Freesia hybrids
(sho*n by Mr, C. <>. van Tubergen, jun.)and a large yellow
Dafiodil called Golden Giant. It has a perianth 5^ inches
across and a trumpet 2^ inches long. It is a pleasing
sliide of soft yellow, and was exhibited by Warnaar of
lassenheim. Among the Freeaias, L'Apog*!'e (yellow),
Contrast (like an orange-tipped butterflvi, Luncinosa
(clear pale rose), Le Reve (deep mauve) and Dainty (purple
mark in the centre of each petal, which gives a striped
appearance to the inflorescence) were some of the best.
The exhibits of Hyacinths were moat interesting. There

were a fair number of new or little-known sorts, such as
Princess Juliana (palest blush with very large bells),
.Marconi (pink, with a deeper stripe in the middle of each
petal). Orange Brilliant (orange red after Solfaterre),
Louis Pasteur (pale purple with a mauve centre), Myosotis
(long even spike with bells of a beautiful pale blue),
Enchantress (light blue)and Excelsior(large blush). There
was an interesting exhibit of double Tulips in pans.
Several of the varieties were sports from Murillo, e.g., Mr.
Vander Huef (pale double yellow), Schoonoord (a double
white), Harlequin (a striped variety) and Satfrano (buff
yellow). Two other good things were Electra, a new
double Tulip, bright crimson with pink edges, and General
de Wet, a fine orange sport from Prince of Austria.
There were some handsome vaaea of cut Lilacs, ataged in

tall glasses and baskets in the centre. The new variety,
Gloire de Lorraine, with large, pale purple flowers, was
very effective. It was shown by D. J. Tas and Son. The
Amaryllis of M. Warmenhoven and Sons made a fine and
distinct group. At one end we noted Prins Hendrik (red
self), Tenur Diater (ailmou pink), Minister Asquith (deep
crimson) and Germanra (orange). It only remains to be
added that the competition waa entirely confined to Dutch
growers ; that there were very few novelties in any section
except the Hyacinths ; that there were only two small
exhibits of Daffodils^that of Golden Giant previously
mentioned and a few pots of seedlings by Mr. Polmou
Mooy

; that the collection of paintings includes a good
many by the celebrated A. L. Koster of Haarlem ; that the
English members of the jury were Messrs. G. H. Cuthbert,
W. T. Wire, J. Duncan Pearson, G. Gordon, V.M.H.,
Charlea Pearson aud J. W. McHattie ; that it is wtll to
remember that there Is an excelleut service of trains and
boats between London and Haarlem ; and that a visit to
the show, especially at the time of a special exhlhitlOQ,
win well repay the trouble entailed. Juseph Jacob.
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BDITORIALi NOTICES.
Aiery department of horticulture ia represented in THB

OABDra, and the Bditor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon vihieh they wish advice from
competent authorities. With that object he aishes to make
the "Ansmers to CorrespandCTUs" cottmm a ccnspicwms
feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kinUy give enquirers the benefit o) their assistanoe.

ASL communications must be written clearly on one side

only 0) the paper, and addressed to the Bditor o/ The
SARDn, accompanied by name and address o) the sender.

The Bditor welcomes photographs, articles, and notes.

Out he wm 7io( be responsible for their sa/e return. All
reasonable care, however, unU be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to r«tum non-accepted
totitributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Bditor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distiTictly understood that otily

tke actual photographer or owner of the copyright u/iU be

treated toith.

The Bditor wM not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence
that an article is accepted. Publication in THB GA&DBM
will alone be recognised as acceptance.

O/lif 20, Tacislock Street, Coieid Gnrdm, W.C.

THE PROPOSED INTER-
NATIONAL HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION.
A FTER the lapse of over forty years we
/\ are to have an International horti-

/ ^ cultural exhibition in London in

/ % 11I12. The importance of such an
exhibition cannot be over-estimated.

Not only should it prove a great stimulus to

trade, but it should also do a very great deal

towards the advancement of horticulture, not

only in the British Isles, but also in other

countries, and create good feeling among the

various nations taking part in it.

It must have been gratifying to the pro-

moters of the public meeting held at Vincent

Square on the 5th inst. , and which was previously

announced in our columns, to find it so splendidly

supported by the attendance of the leading

horticulturists in the country, both trade and
private growers being represented. Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., who presided,

was supported on the platform by Lieutenant-

Colonel Holford, CLE., K.C.V.O., Sir Albert

RoUit (chairman of the National Chrysan-

themum Society), Mr. Harry J. Veitch, Mr.

James Hudson, Mr. J. Gurney Fowler and
others. In an excellent speech towards the

end of the meeting, Mr. Veitch referred to

the fact that he was the only member of the

committee of 1H66 present.

As Sir Trevor Lawrence said in his opening
remarks, we in this country have received the

hospitality of horticulturists in Belgium, Hol-

land, Italy, France and Germany since 1866, and
in some of these countries the hospitality has

been extended to us on more than one accasion.

This and the fact that horticulture has made
such prodigious strides since the last exhibition

he thought were sufficient reasons why we should

hold an exhibition in London, and thus show
that while other countries have been advancing
we have not stood still.

Referring to the financial aspect of the 1866

exhibition. Sir Trevor said there was a profit

of £3,"i00, some of which was allocated to

the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

and some of which went to the funds of the
Royal Horticultural Society, which was not then

in so flourishing a condition as it is at the present

time. Although the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society were the prime movers of

the project, and they would be pleased to give

a substantial donation to the funds, they wished
tor the exhibition to be carried out on the

broadest possible lines, and for that reason they

must enlist the sympathies of a large number
of ladies and gentlemen who are prominently

associated with horticulture throughout the

United Kingdom. A list of names whom it was
thought might be invited to form a committee
was read out, but it must be distinctly under-

stood that this was only suggestive, and, of

course, many more names will be added before a

general committee is formed. This, we think,

will be pleasant news to those who wish to see

the exhibition an unqualified success. To ensure
this the arrangements must be carried out on
the broadest possible lines and the exhibition

be thoroughly characteristic of modem horti-

culture.

It was pleasing to learn from Sir Trevor's

remarks that a site was available in London, and
we earnestly hope that this will be sufficiently

large to enable all those who desire to exhibit to

do so under favourable conditions and without
the overcrowding that usually seems inseparable

from horticultural exhibitions in this country. It

augurs well for the exhibition that Mr. Edward
White has kindly offered to act as provisional

secretary, and the offices for the time being will

be at the Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster. As Sir Albert RoUit pointed out

in an excellent speech, an exhibition of this kind

should do much to cement the good friendship

of nations, and anything that can be promoted
towards this end should, as a duty, be supported

by all.

REVIVAL OF THE
HYACI NTH.

One of the most fragrant flowers of spring is the
Hyacinth, which seems to have, through the
dictates of Fashion, lost hold on those who love

their gardens. The Daffodil reigns supreme, and
beautiful though the flower is, there should be
always, one thinks, some regard for the other
spring plants that give fragrance and colour to

the garden and greenhouse at this season of the
year. These remarks are prompted by an exhibit

that was staged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons
recently in the hall of the Royal Horticultural
Society, and the group then displayed seemed to

give the keynote to the revival of the Hyacinth.
The flowers were grouped in a way to set forth

not only beauty of spike, but beauty of colour-

ing—an object-lesson that should be followed in

the home itself. No matter whether one is

considering the mixed border or the greenhouse,
grouping colours together or setting them forth

by themselves brings out the full value of

the flowers. That was the reason why the
Hyacinth display from Heading was a delight

—

simply exquisite associations of tints, or the tint

by itself, to tell, as it were, its own tale.

Colour schemes are in our thoughts, and
nothing can give richer effects than the Hyacinth
with its infinite variety of shades—deep blue,

red, purple, white and blush. And Messrs.

Sutton recognised the great possibilities of the

Hyacinth for colour in their grouping, bringing
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together in perfect harmony some of the beBt-

known named sorts—pale blue and pink, the
former called Enchantress and the latter Jaques

;

then pink and white, dark blue and cream, and
delightful shades of blue. This simple and
effective way of staging flowers has a great
teaching value, and should inculcate lessons in

outdoor gardening, because it shows the principle

of grouping. Recently Messrs. Sutton showed
the Tulip in the same way, i. e. , in masses of colour,

and these displayed no set form. The old rigid

standard of what should constitute ' perfection
"

has disappeared ; we desire the natural beauty of

the flower. The Daffodil is queen of the early
shows, a position it has gained, if one may
so express it, by its grace and usefulness ; but
the Hyacinth brings the breath of spring. It is

a plant for the greenhouse and the garden,
dashing in colour, yet representing many tender
shades—a flower for all gardens. As we have
mentioned before, the crowded mixture is a loss

vnd waste in every way. No doubt it requires
some self-restraint on the part of the exhibitor
to consent to show the few better articles only,

but the same restraint has to be practised in all

matters where arrangements of flowers or plants
are made with the desire of showing their

utmost grace or dignity. Grouping is the correct
principle, and it is an intense satisfaction to
know that Messrs. Sutton and others are carrying
it out with the happiest results, interesting to
the exhibitor and good for the show.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

April 15 to 24.—Haarlem Jubilee Show.
April 19.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-

bition of Flowers, Fruit, &o. , 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Lecture at 3 p.m. by Mr. R. Lloyd Praeger,
B.A., B.E., on " The Wild Flowers of the West
of Ireland." Admission 2s. (id. Royal Horti-
cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.
Devon Daffodil Society's Spring Show at Barn-
staple (two days).

April 20. — Royal Horticultural Society's
General Examination.

April 21.—Ipswich andBastof England Spring
Flower Show. Falmouth Spring Flower Show
(two days).

April 22.— Devon and Exeter Horticultural
Society's Spring Flower Show.

National Vegetable Society.—The
treasurer of this society, Mr. George Wythes,
V.M.H., has removed from Brentford, and
requests that all communications shall be sent to
his new address, which is Bovington, Hertford-
shire. All who are in any way interested in
vegetables should secure a copy of the society's
schedule. As we have previously announced, a
grand exhibition is to be held in London in
September next. The hon. secretary is Mr.
E. G. Quick, Kelmscott, Harrow View, Weald-
stone, Harrow.

Swanley Hopticultupal College.
The annual report just published is a satisfactory
one from every standpoint. Many applications
for teachers of gardening, head-gardeners, and
companion and other gardeners have been
received at the college during the past year, and
a number of these have been filled with students
from the college. Nine students have started
market gardens of their own in England, one in
Ireland and two in California.

National Auricula and Ppimula
Society (Midland Section).— The
tenth annual report and the schedule of prizes
tor the eleventh annual show is now being issued
by the above society. The balance in hand on
the year's working is £4 128. 7d. as compared
with £7 33. Id. on that of the previous year.
The donors of special prizes have all again offered
their assistance in this respect. This year's

show, which is to be held, as usual, in the
Edgbaston Botanic Gardens, Birmingham, on
May 4, will be opened by Miss Violet Vanbrugh.
In addition to the usual classes, one has been
arranged for children under the age of fifteen. It

is hoped by this means to secure new members.
The hon. secretary is Mr. Tom J. Stevens, 77,
Jakeman Road, Cannon Hill, who will be pleased
to furnish full particulars.

Edinburgh Ctirysanthemum
Show.—The schedules for the annual Chrysan-
themum show of the Scottish Horticultural
Association, to be held in the Waverley Market,
Edinburgh, on November 16, 17 and IS, have
just been issued by the association, and may be
had on application to the secretary, Mr. A. D.
Richardson, HI, Waverley Market, Edinburgh.
The prize-list of this great show has evidently
been very carefully drawn up after revision, and
it includes classes for autumn flowers, fruit and
vegetables in addition to the Chrysanthemums.
Liberal prizes are provided in all the classes,

and the spirited management of the association
should ensure a successful show with full com-
petition. A new feature this year will be that
the competitive exhibits will be removed on the
evening of Friday, November IS, and that on the
Saturday there will be not only music, but other
attractions. Last year's show led to a loss of
about £140, but there is every probability of a
great improvement in the takings this time and
of a highly successful show being held.

Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion.—The annual volume of "Transactions"
of the Scottish Horticultural Association for the
Session l!lO!l has just been issued, and its contents
will be found highly interestingand useful toSoot-
tish and other horticulturists. It contains the text
of the ten papers given to the association during
the session, together with the leading address of
Mr. G. P. Berry and a condensation of the argu-
ments of Mr. D. Storrie in the debate on the
question, "Is Frost Beneficial to the Soil?"
The papers will be found useful and interesting,

and the debate throws some light upon the
arguments on the question of the beneficial

effects of frost. A report of the session,

minutes of the meetings, awards made, and
a considerable amount of other matter are
also given, together with abstracts of the
accounts, lists of members, &o. From the report
we learn that the net membership has increased
to 1,342, being a net addition of thirty-eight
during the year, this being a considerable im-
provement over the increase in the former year.
Through the loss on the Chrysanthemum show
and minor causes, the funds, however, show a
decrease, these standing at £736 17s. 9d. against
£002 5s. 8d.,a decrease of £165 7s. Ud. The
syllabus of the meetings for 1910 is appended,
and this gives an attractive programme of papers
for the various meetings. It may be added that
the annual membership is only 23. 6d., and that
the price of the " Transactions '' to non-members
is Is.

Dunfermline Children's Bulb
Show.—This annual event, which is held under
the auspices of the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust,
was a pronounced success this year, the number
of exhibits being close on 2,000, and there were
upwards of 1,000 competitors. These numbers
were a considerable increase on those of any
former year. Upwards of 33,000 bulbs were
supplied at a nominal cost and the soil

was given free, while, to encourage new com-
petitors, the flower-pots were also presented to

first exhibitors without charge. Much credit is

due to Mr. Dunagan, the superintendent of the
Dunfermline Parks, for his labours and for the
interest he takes in the scheme. The exhibits
were all of high quality, and many of them
would not have disgraced a professional gardener.
Hyacinths were perhaps the finest classes, but
Crocuses were very fine and Daffodils were good.
Tulips were also finer than they have been, and
show that the youthful competitors are now

mastering their requirements better than before.
The supplementary classes for Primulas, Cine-
rarias, bulbs and other plants, open to
gardeners and others, also included some very
fine exhibits, and the Carnegie Trust is to be
congratulated on the success of this show.

CORRESPONDENCE.
( The Editor is iiot responsible fen- the

expressed by correspondents. J

opinions

Quinces.—Having read " E. M.'s" letter
in The Garden for March 26, I think it may be
of interest to your readers to know that damp
ground cannot disagree with Quinces. 1 have
three old trees planted on the bank of a pond in
my garden. The water in winter is quite up to
their trunks, and their roots are always under
water, but they bear an enormous crop of fruit
every other autumn, sufficient to supply the
household with jam and jelly for two years and
to give away to our friends as well. The alter-
nate years the crop is smaller, but enough for
flavouring tarts, &c. Our only difficulty is in
gathering the fruit, for we have no boat and the
boughs hang right down to the water, so we have
to make use of a landing net from the bank. The
trees are as healthy as can be, and make such a
pretty picture in spring when they are covered
with their pale pink blossoms. I will try and
obtain a photograph this year and send it to The
(J.ARDEN.-G. F. SiDcwK K, Thf Old Rertory.
Ingalestone. [We shall be very pleased to receive
a photograph of the <,>uince trees.

—

Ed. J

The GreekW^indflowerCAnemone
blanda),—One is rather sorry that "A. D."
has used the name of " alpine Anemones '' in
referring to A. blanda as seen at Hampton Court
Palace (page 138). There is, of course, a true
A. alpina, which should have the term of alpine
Anemone applied to it alone for convenience.
The usual name of A. blanda is the Greek Wind-
flower, or Smooth Anemone ; but the former, like
many other popular names, is rather inexact, as
A. blanda is widely distributed in the Medi-
terranean region and in Asia Minor. It is pro-
bable that the varieties seen at Hampton Court
are imported tubers, as this Windflower is rather
variable, and there are to be found among the
plants flowers from white to deepest blue. The
carmine pink, specially noticed by your corre-
spondent, is worth saving, and the responsible
parties should take care of it, as this is a colour
long desired among the varieties of A. blanda.
I have in my garden one of this colour, sent to
me by the late Mr. James Allen, and I believe
that Mr. W. H. Divers has one at Belvoir
of much the same tint. A. blanda is very
beautiful indeed, and a few tubers kindly sent to
me by Mr. Edward Whittall are giving me
beautiful flowers. It is not, however, such a
reliable plant as A. apennina, and the latter will
flourish and increase where A. blanda will not do
well. I believe that A. blanda does better in a
stiffer soil than A. apennina, which, by the way,
is later. I have had A. blanda in bloom some
years in January, but this season it was the end
of February almost before the first flowers opened.
A. b. soythinica, which has white flowers, blue
on the outside, is a beautiful variety. A. b.

Florizel is a very fine variety with deep flowers,
raised or selected by Mr. James Allen. Seeds
should be saved and sown as soon as they are
ripe.—S. Abnott, Sunnymead, Dumfries.

The suggested exhibition of pot
Roses.-In The Garden for March 19 "P."
has a suggestion respecting an exhibition of pot
Roses by the National Rose Society. The idea ,

commends itself to me very strongly, and more
j

than one friend of mine who has, like myself,
i

been a member of the National Rose Society
|

from its foundation are of the same opinion as
your correspondent. When we call to mind the
beautiful plants and groups brought to the
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Temple Show annually, also how frequently one
sees a few at other early exhibitions, I think

there need be little doubt that a good phow
could be got together. True, as "P." remarks,
the hulk have come from trade growers ; but

the Rose is quite as easily grown in pots as many
other subjects taken up by amateurs. Of latf

years, too, the advent of Rambler Roses and a

far better selection of Teas and their hybrid

p

give a much wider scope than formerly. Clas6e^

for pot I loses have been a feature for many year.'^

in several provincial shows I am acquainted witli

and if an exhibition could be arranged by our
energetic committee, it might be the means ot

bringing the beauties of our national flower before

the public during the spring months, and not

leave the only show to a few weeks in July.
toUowed by one in autumn. At the time ol

summer exhibitions pot Rosea are over, and 1

cannot help thinking your correepondentV
suggestion is well worth the consideration of the

National Rose Society. Of course, cut flower.'

could also b" ttaged, and many old favourite."-

among the Dimaek and others might be seen

once more. •' W. P. Wood" gives an excellent
selection of six Rokos for general use, but I do
not think La France a particularly good variety

for wet weather, and, as he includes a good pink
in Mme. Abel Chatenay, should have selected

Frau Karl Drusohki, because no Rose opens in

wet weather better than this or keeps so clean,

although it is a spotless white.—A P.

Whatever may be possible to the National
Rose Society in promoting a great exhibition of

Roses in pots early in the month of May, it is

certain that much in relation to making such an
exhibition would depend on the Rose trade,

and probably the members of that trade would
feel that such a show would seriously conflict

with their displays in the Temple Gardens,
which would be to them, from a trade point of

view, of far greater importance ; otherwise a
special show at the Horticultural Hall such as
is suggested should be one of exceptional rich-

ness and beauty. But fine specimen Roses in

pots are not made in a day or in a 3 ear : hence,
except where some good provision in the way of

plants has already been made, a really fine show
could not be held before I'.lll. But were it

proposed to repeat in the production of Rose
specimens those marvellous triumphs of Charles
Turner and the Pauls of 18B6, and which consti-
tuted such grind features at the International
show of that year, so as to present them at the
proposed International exhibition of 1912, they
should be at once taken in hand. We never now
see such specimens as were then existing, which
were indeed cultural triumphs.—D.
The best twelve Sweet Peas.—I

have been very interested in the recent letters
that have appeared in The Garden. I think it

is a very hard task to select a dozen varieties of
Sweet Peas that would meet with general
approval, and I have also noticed that some of
the recent letters on the subject have included
novelties which I doubt if anyone who wanted
them could obtaiti at the present moment. I

will give a dozen which, in my humble opinion,
I do not think can very well be beaten : White,
Etta Uyke ; primrose, Clara Curtis ; lavender,
Mrs. C. Foster ; rose, Marjorie Willis ; pink,
Constance Oliver ; fancy, Mrs. Routzahn Spencer

;

magenta, Menie Christie
;

picotee, Evelyn
Heiiius ; maroon. Prince of Asturias ; blue-
edged picotee, Mrs. Townsend ; crimson. Sun-
proof Crimson ; orange rose, Helen Lewis.
For a dozen of the very newest, which I do
not think are known well enough for everyone
to give an opinion on, I give the following :

White, SnoH-Bake ; wine colour, Charles Hemus ;

oriinge scaritt flake, Mrs. W. .J. Unwin ; rose,
Mary Vipau ; lavender. Masterpiece; pink, Mrs.
Hugh Dickson ; flame colour, Dazzler ; orange
scarlet, Nancy Perkin ; rose pink, Gladys Burt ;

apricot and pink, Miriam Beaver
; picotee, Eric

Harvey; bronze. Bronze Paradise. — H. H.
Knight, Sfttnuton. Dawlisk^ hevon.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Frdits Under Glass.

VINES.—When the (irapes in earl^

houses are commencing to colour,

the atmosphere must be kept more
buoyant, less moisture sprinkled

about the floors, and air admitted at

every opportunity. At the same
time, it is very important that the border
should not be allowed to get dry. Examine
it with a rod, and if found to be at all dry
give a thorough soaking with tepid water.

Vines that are coming into flower will require a
drier atmosphere, and the night temperature of

the house may be raised 5*. As they advance in

bloom a slight tap with the hand helps to dis-

tribute the pollen. In the case of Muscats a
little assistance with a camel-hair brush or

rabbit's tail is necessary. If possible to obtain,

the pollen from Black Hamburghs is very helpful

in fertilising these bunches. The night tempera-
ture of the Muscat house should be (j.i" to 70"

when the Vines are flowering.

Peachef and Nectarines.—Use the syrinee
freely and fumigate occasionally, where possible,

to keep the trees clean. Keep all shoots tied in

before they get too far advanced.

Plants Under Glass.

Poinseltias that have been resting in a ccxjI

hou^H should be placed in a warmer temperature
to induce them to make growth for cuttings.

Begonia Oloire d< Lorraine. — When large

specimen plants are required, the growths should
be left on and the plants shaken out and repotted.

A suitable compost consists of one-third loam,
one-third leaf-soil and one-third cow manure,
with a good sprinkling of sharp sand added.
These plants, if kept growing in a temperature of
65° through the season, make very fine specimens
for conservatory decorations next winter. They
are also excellent subjects for basket-work.

Kitchen Garden.

Onions. — Providing those plants that were
raised under glass are quite hardened ofT, they
should be planted out at once. The ground they
are to occupy .should have been dug some time
previously and had a little bone-meal added.
Give a dressing of soot, and make the ground firm

by treading. Plant in rows is inches apart and
12 inches between the plants.

Leeks.—These may also be planted, and if

exhibition roots are required trenches are best

for them. Throw out a trench about 20 inches

wide and the depth of the spade. Give a dress-

ing of rotten manure and fork it in. Put the

plants in a single row, about 12 inches apart, and
give them a watering.

Hardv Fruit Garden.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Disbudding is the

next operation to demand attention, and as soon
as the shoots are large enough a start may be

made. The work should be done gradually and
extend over a considerable period, going over the
trees every few days. An experienced man
should be allotted to this task, for much damage
can soon be done by one who does not under-
stand the work. First, a few of the front

and back shoots should be rubbed out, then
more, following with the side shoots till the
work is completed. The shoot nearest the base
of the bearing growth is the one to look after

and the one to depend upon to provide next
year's crop. A growth on the top side of the
shoot is the best, where possible, to retain. The
leader, or shoot at the extreme end of the growth,
should be left. E. C. Pooley

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)
Onaton HaU, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTFi AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

K ITI' 11 K N (; A KD E N .

Broccoli.— In most Northern gardens it is use-

less to attempt to grow winter Broccoli, as not
once in ten years would it be possible to out this

useful vegetable in December, January and
February. Even the earlier spring sorts are a
very precarious crop at all times. It is best,

therefore, to restrict our Broccoli to late spring
varieties. Now is a goed time to sow these, and
ifter many years' experience with the majority
of the varieties to be found offered in the different

seed-lists, I find that only about three are worth
troubling with in late, cold districts. The surest
is Methven's .lune, which is a really good table
"ort, besides being the hardiest of all that have
oome under my notice. Sutton's Late Queen is a
fine sort, being of nice dwarf habit, and the curd
is nearly as white as good Cauliflower. Lauder's
Late is the other that I have found fairly reliable.

Asparagus Kale.—This is a very hardy early

spring vegetable which is seldom seen in gardens.
It comes in when vegetables are scarce, and is

one of the most economical of green crops. Only
a small breadth should be planted, as it is

important to keep the Kale well cut, or it will

get coarse and stringy. Some prefer to use the
leaves only ; but most people find the tender
shoots delicious if cooked like Asparagus, and
use these in preference to the leaves. Sow the
seed now, and plant out when ready on only
moderately rich ground.

Carrots.—Tha main crop of this very useful

vegetable should now be sown. Unfortunately,
the Carrot is by no means a certain crop in most
gardens. While the wireworm attacks this orop
and does much damage, it is the grub of the
Carrot fly that is most to be feared. Many are

the " sure '' cures for this trouble, but up t<i the
present time I have failed to find one that is certain

every time. If properly applied, one of the soil

insecticides should be found useful.

Salsijy and Scorzonera.—Sow in drills on deeply
worked ground. It is not everyone who cares

for these two winter roots, which is a pity, as

they make a nice change at a time when it is

often dilficult to give variety.

Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—A slight dressing of some good

fertiliser scattered between the rows and then
well hoed in will greatly help the plants to send
up strong flower-spikes. Even where there is no
need for any stimulant, a thorough breaking up
of the surface with the hoe or digging-fork is

very beneficial, and will also keep down weeds.
Any arrears in nailing or tying of wall trees

must now be overtaken, or much damage will be

done. The protection of the flowers of Peach,
Apricot and Plum trees must be attended to as

necessity arises.

Rock Garden.

Planting.— Unless the plants are in pots, it is

getting just late enough now for this work.
Still, if the new plants are well attended to with
water, there is no reason why planting should not
be undertaken at the present time. Frequent
systematic weeding and general attention to

tidiness are imperative in this department, for a

neglected rock garden is hideous indeed. If

lime permits, it is a good plan to pick all the

seed-pcds from Scillas, Chionodoxas and Winter
Aconites, as they have a nasty trick of distribut-

ing their ripe seeds all over and among the other

choice plants, which next year will cause a great

amount of trouble. While plants are in flower is

the best time to mark those that are to be

dispensed with, as it is so diftieult to remember
at the proper time just what it was intended to

dig out. Also, any particular favourites that it

may be desirable to duplicate should be noted

down, so that they may not be forgotten at

propagating-time. C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, E^q.

)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
ON THE CARE AND MANAGEMENT

OF ORGHARDS.-IV.
(Continued from page I'.'C.J

BEFORE concluding my remarks on
the care and management of young
orchard fruit trees after planting, I

should like to say that one of the
greatest helps to the well-being of

the trees afterwards is to bind the
whole of their stems with hay-bands, coiling

them neatly and firmly round so that no portion
of the bark is exposed for the time being. These
bands are easily and cheaply made, and anyone
can put them on. Naturally, after the injiiry

caused to the roots by the lifting and replanting
of the trees, sap movement in spring
is more or less disorganised and growth
thereby retarded. Should the spring
prove hot and dry after the trees are
planted, the bark of the trees (espe-

cially when they happen to be standard
trees) through the retarded activity of

the sap becomes more or less dry, and
its tissues in consequence warped; and
should these conditions prevail for a
considerable time, there would be
serious danger of the young trees being
permanently injured. The banding
of the stems as recommended will

eti'ectually prevent this, especially if

a little water is occasionally poured
over the bands.

The Renovation of Old and Partly
WoRNonT Orchard Trees.

One of the most interesting and
instructive facts in relation to the
management of trees which experience
teaches is the marvellous recuperative
power possessed by old ones. 1 know
of an old giant Cedar of Lebanon,
certainly not far short of lUd years
old, which some years since showed
unmistakable traces of decay by the
tips of its branches dying off whole-
sale, a sure sign of a Cedar tree going
wrong. An expert in tree manage-
ment was consulted. He advised that
a trench 3 feet deep and 2 feet wide
should be cut round it at a slightly

less distance from its stem than the
spread of its branches extended. This
was done and the trench refilled with
the best fibrous turfy loam procurable,
adding to each cartload of turf a
quarter of a load of well-decayed farm-
yard manure and a bushel of bone-
dust. The result of this treatment
is that to-day that tree is restored
to a perfect condition of health. Take,
again, the old Hampton Court Vine
(now about 1.50 years old), to which
was given, a few years since, a
new border of the best Vine soil. The result in
this case is equally patent and favourable.
Bunches of Grapes cut from this old Vine were
exhibited in London last year of so high an
excellence in every respect that the produce
from few young Vines could approach and

'

none excel. After two such striking cases of '

recuperation in old trees, who can say but that,
under favourable cDnditions and good manage-

I

ment, such old trees would, like the song of

!

" The Brook," " go on for ever " '!

It is the same with old, seemingly worn-out
orchard trees, whether of Apple, Pear, Plum or
Cherry, so long as their debilitated condition is

not the result of advanced decay in the trunk or
main branches, when the chance of recuperation
would, of course, be hopeless.
The cause of the worn-out and profitless con-

dition of so many trees in our orchards may, I
think, be justly attributed to neglect and

starvation, consequent upon the exhaustion of
the soil by continuous growth, and cropping of

i

the trees for a series of years without the
1
ipplieation of restoratives to the soil. Let me
urge those who may possess such trees (if they
attach any value to them) to clear the ground
over their roots as far as the branches extend of
weeds, grass or anything else by which it may
be encumbered without loss of time. Give the
ground a sprinkling of bone-meal (two good
handfuls to the square yard), and fork lightly
in, adding afterwards a dressing of well-decayed
farmyard manure 4 inches deep over the same
ground, giving the trees, if possible, a good
soaking of water over the manure, thereby wash-
ing down some of its virtues for the immediate
benefit of the trees. In the case of valuable
and cherished old trees it would pay well in
the long run to treat them as the old Cedar and

mended to be applied to the surface of the soil

over the roots would afterwards serve the pur-
pose of conserving the moisture in the soil during
the summer. Owen Thomas.

crocds hyemalis variety ro.xii. (Sec pntjr 119.)

the old Vine were treated, as previously
mentioned.

Dryness at the Root.
This cause alone is responsible for more damage

to old trees than many people are aware of,

especially when the trees are growing on light
or moderately light, well-drained soil. In such
cases it is an excellent plan to form a ridge
of soil or clay about 7 inches or S inches
high all round the tree at a distance from
the stem of from 6 feet to S feet, fillii)g the
receptacle thus formed several times over with
water in order to thoroughly saturate all the
roots. It will, no doubt, be pleaded by many
owners of orchards that they have not the
time to devote to the work in the summer
when the ground is dry. It so happens, however,
that the winter-time is really the best time
to give the trees this heavy and thorough
watering. The dressing of rotten manure reeom-

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
ROCK WALLS

(Commonly Known as "Dry Walls").

IN
every type of garden there is generally
abundant scope for the expression of in-

dividual taste, yet this latitude is never
greater than in gardens where rock and
alpine plants are cultivated, for, apart
from the orthodox rock garden, endless

opportunities present themselves to the enthu-

siast wherein the charming individuality, it may
be, of some capricious or even common-
place subject will acquire a fresh

interest from meeting it under less

stereotyped conditions. In this respect
the growing interest in dry walls calls

for attention, for, while these embody
the principles of rook gardens, often,

indeed, in charming miniature, also

presenting characters entirely their

own, their ultimate success will, as a
matter of course, largely depend upon
the knowledge and taste of the person
who designs or plants them.

I would strongly insist upon careful
study being given to the position

where dry walling is intended to be
introduced, as it is difficult to har-

monise it with formal or geometrical
features ; further, the method and
materials employed in this form of

building are quite the opposite to

that present in"finiBhed 'architecture.

Simplicity is a safe principle in dry
wall construction, and it is wise
economy to use the best material one
can command. Stone may always be
recommended, as, apart from its decora-
tive effect, in itself it favours the
maximum development of plant
growth. The portions should be used
as they arrive from the quarry, irre-

gular in shape and size, and varying
in thickness from 2 inches to 6 inches.

The practical work in building dry
walls IS comparatively simple, the
main principles of which I have
attempted to make clear in the accom-
panying diagrams. Fig. 1 shows the
face of the wall as it appears when
finished, the plants being indicated by
a cross. The method of "bonding"
the stones must also be observed, as this

renders the wall more permanent.
Fig. 2 shows the way in which the
face of the wall inclines backward,
while the individual stones dip in the
same direction. To proceed in build-

ing, the ground-line is first marked out
and made quite firm by thorough ramming. The
largest stones are then placed in position, keeping
the joints fairly close when the stone is in small

pieces, while a 3-inch or 4-inch joint will not
endanger the structure when the stone is of good
size. Whenever a course is laid, the joints and
crevices behind are filled with good soil and the
whole made perfectly firm. The first layer of stone
is then covered to the depth of au inch with soil,

and the second course laid in a similar manner to

that already described, each subsequent course
being similarly treated until the requisite height
is gained. The inclination or " batter '' given to

the wall is readily measured by driving in one
or more stakes perpendicular with the front pro-

jection of the bottom course ; then, by placing a
set-square to these stakes at intervals of a foot,

one can measure to a nicety the inclination

obtained. The brick wall illustrated is built

wiih 1-inoh batter to every foot of height
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obtained, and while the results have been quite ' outer segments, which I find very constant in ' Mr. A. C. Bartholomew's interesting and riohly

good, yet, rej,'arded from the standpoint ot the nudiflorus. The variety known as atropurpureus stored garden at Reading. The scarlet leather

practical cultivator, I put this as the extreme ; is the best form, but even this is not so handsome and purple star on the white ground make it one of

minimum, and would double this batter when at as nudiflorus. theloyeliestofCrooi.Jlt gained itsname from being

all possible. !
Sahmanni is a robust fellow, producing plenty

The planting of dry walls should take place of leaves with its flowers, increases rapidly and
concurrently with building, as this admits of ' flowers freely if lifted and replanted every three

larger plants being employed, and, the roots being years ; yet with all these virtues to its credit 1 do
not care much for it. It is not
of good substance, being thin

and reminding one of a certain

cheap ribbon that one's female

considered a link between nudiflorus and sativus.

Sativus is interesting as the Crocus that pro-

duces the saffron of commerce, and was once

largely cultivated at Sallron Walden. When
[ think of the number of stigmas it must have

taken to weigh a pound, and of the shyness with

which this Crocus flowers in our climate, I marvel

how it oould ever have paid to grow it.

i2P.c!:aQ5c

I.—ELEVATION OK A "DRY WALL. SHADED PORTION IS

I'O.SITIONS MARKED BY A CROSS ABE FOR PLANTS.

spread out into the soil behind, lay hold and
the plants become established in a very short

time. It is also a good system to have a rough
plan prepared of the main groupings contem-
plated, particularly with reference to the colours,

as then mistakes are less likely to occur ; more-
over, a well-thought-out system of planting, in sent me the purple form, writing that it was
which due recognition is given to the diversity of very plentiful, but so far no white had appeared,

plant growth, is always more satisfactory as a ! and if anyone else had bidden him look for it he

composition than that obtained by haphazard wolild have felt certain it did not exist. How-
planting. Rooted cuttings and seedlings are the ' ever, at my word he would hunt again. Then my
most suitable methods for planting dry walls conscience began, and I was about to write and
already in existence, while a large number of ' c6nfess when a blessed postcard informed me the

plants may be introduced by means of seed.
!
pure white treasures had been found

The best time to make and plant a dry wall is ' and were to be brought to me in a

during early spring, as then growth is most
|

pot. Now I fear I glory in my

relations refer to as sarsenet,

and its colour is a washy lilac.

It makes a pleasant show in a

good clump in the rock garden,

but is not a species to take in

the hand and enjoy at close

quarters. It is the only
autumnal Crocus found both
in Kurope and Africa, being
common near Tangier.

Clusii is mainly a Portuguese
Fpecies and closely resembles
asturicus in appearance, but
has well-developed leaves when
flowering, and is the only i ne
of this group of Western Croei

with a reticulated corm tunic.

It always reminds me of a con-

flict I had with my conscience.

A right good friend of mine, with an artist's and, _, ^ ^ -

moreover, a gardener's eye for a plant, was going have a certain amount of yellow in the throat,

to Cintra, so I told him of the habitat of Crocus The variety peloponneeiacus generally flowers

Clusii near by, and begged him to find me the before the appearance of the leaves. Longiflorus

white form of it which I had never then heard is very fragrant, and the name of odorus has

of, but strongly suspected might exist. He later been given it and would be very well applied.

The saffron-producing cultivated form is per-

fectly sterile, but increases quickly by offsets.

It requires a very sunny, well-drained position

to produce flowers, and even then is not a free

bloomer. They are very beautiful, with long,

undivided stigmata of crimson scarlet, but, as

once opened they do not close as thoroughly as

the flowers of other species, they soon get

damaged by dew or rain. The small-flowered

variety from Greece, var. oartwrightianus, is a

free bloomer and very pretty, and varies with

pale and white forms. Var. Thomassii, from

Italy, is a handsome form and is giving me some

aicely striped seedlings. Var. Pallasii, the more

Kastern form of this last, also varies with white

and striped forms. Var. Haussknechtii is the

freest bloomer of all the forms, but is rather thin

in texture and pale in colour.

Hadriaticus is closely related to sativus, but is

generally pure white and is more inclined to

It is of a charming rosy shade of lilac, with rich

orange throat, and flowers very freely and

increases rapidly, so that a year or two after

planting a few bulbs will produce a dense mass

of lovely flowers from the end of October well

into November. I strongly recommend it for

sheltered nooks in the rock garden. The Malta

-V£rl,c«ll.rr.c

active, and the plants having a full season before

them become thoroughly established and capable
of withstanding the utmost rigours of winter.

It is always in terrace gardens where dry walls

reach their highest ; in such they may be inter-

polated BO as to overcome the most awkward
slope. There is also the question of suitable

plants for dry walls ; but as this naturally divides

itself into subjects that are most effective in

sunny walls and those succeeding best in shade,
the subject really merits treating somewhat in

detail, and this I hope to do later.

Thomas Smith.
Walmagale, Gardens, Louth.

THE FASCINATION OF THE CROCUS.
Autumn Croci.

( Continued from paye VT.)
Next we must deal with a group of species from
Spain or thereabouts. Nudiflorus is plentiful

both sides of the Pyrenees ; in fact, I believe it

would be hard to collect plants from certain
districts round liayonne without introducing
unintentionally small oorms of nudiflorus. It is

a fine rich purple species, and not very often
seen in English gardens, though it was at one
time abundantly naturalised near Nottingham,
and seems a very good doer ; so any Crocus eorms
found by collectors of Daffodils or Hepaticas in

Pyrenean hunting grounds are worth sending
home.

I have never seen the white form of either this
or the closely allied asturicus, but both have been
found wild. Asturicus is smaller than nudiflorus,
does not produce the peculiar underground
runners by which nudiflorus propagates, and can

wiqkedness.
Serotinus is a mysterious creature.

It was once a fairly common species

in gardens, but now has almost
disappeared. Its native home is

quite unknown, for Maw states that
all the herbarium specimens from
wild sources that he examined
proved to be either asturicus, Clusii

or nudiflorus. iJean Herbert wrote
of it in his monograph of the genus

:

"This is a hardy species, but apt to

flower with us in November when
sunshine is scarce.'' Salisbury, in

the " Paradisus Londinenais " of

ISO.'i, gives a charming figure of it

and speaks of it as "the latest

of the autumnal Croousses,'' and
"flowering close under a south
wall till the beginning of Decem-
ber." I cannot make it comfort-
able here, however I try. I hope
someone who reads this will write
and tell me it is a weed with him,
and teach me how to grow so

desirable a treasure.

Medina, from the French and
Italian Riviera, is yet quite hardy
here. It wears the smartest feather
in its bonnet of all, and is thereby
easily recognised, after the manner
of the newly introduced partner at
a dance entered on the mere man's
programme as '' white, blue bows" ;

by which I mean the branches of its

stigma are cut up into fine divisions and are of a
glorious deep scarlet. It also has some delicate

2.—SECTION SHOWING THE I'RINCIfLE OF ARRANCING STONES
IN "DRY WALLS." NOTB HOW THE STONES DIP BACK-
WARDS AND THE " FACE " IS POSHED BACK FROM THE
VERTICAL.

aJso be distinguished by frequently showing the lines of deep" purple in the throat which form a
tips of its leaves at flowering-time, and lacking 1 star, somewhat after the manner of sativus. A
the deep purple outline of the lower half of the ' most beautiful white form has appeared lately in

form is richly feathered with purple and known
as var. melitensis, and there is a pale form with
a varying amount of purple markings outside

near the throat known as var. VVilhelmi. It is

not so robust as the type.
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Canoellatus is a tine species and very variable,
the Western forms from Greece having a white
ground variously striped with purple ; those
from further K»st mostly have a lilao ground and
are known as var. oilioious. It is common in
Palestine, and is one ot the species of which the
oorms are gathered and sold for food in the
markets of Damascus, under the name of
Hureinein, at about twopence halfpenny a pint.
It is said tliat C. Gaillardotii is often mixed with
it, but so far our efforts to get corms of this
rarer species sent home for cultivation have
failed. They could easily be distinguished, as
canoellatus has a very coarsely retic ulated tunic,
and that of Gaillardotii is of tine, tow-like
texture, with remarkably long pointed brown
sheaths growing from the top of the corm. Here
is a useful work for an intelligent traveller should
he find himself in Damascus in the season for
Hursinein, which I suppose would be when the
corms have ripened, and therefore from April
perhaps until the autumn growth begins.
Although it has a small flower, I believe it

would prove a pretty addition to our gardens.

It is very plentiful round Bethlehem, I believe,
and so would most probably have beautitied the
meadows at the first Christmas if tradition is
correct in placing it in December.

Waltham Gross. E. Augdstds Bowles.
( To be continued.

)

A NEW EARLY NARCISSUS.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, send us blooms of an excellent early Daf-
fodil belonging to the incomparabilis section. This
has a large, spreading cup IJ inches in diameter,
the colour of which is very bright orange scarlet.
The perianth segments are of medium width and
of rich primrose colour. At the time the flowers
were photographed they had been cut ten days
and the perianth had commenced to shrivel, but
the broad character of the cup is shown. Messrs.
Barr write: '-We send you herewith a very
early variety of Daffodil called Fire Dome. It
has been flowering out of doors in Wiltshire for
more than a week. As yoa will observe, it is a
Giant Incomparabilis, and has oce of the largest

3-—A '-DRY wall" built il\E VEARS AGO. (Seepage ISS.)

Caspius, from the south-western shore ot the
Caspian, is a lovely white species, but varying
with a rosy pink tint on some flowers. I
separated from the collected corms some that
bore lilac flowers and that I call var. lilaoinus.
It has settled down to our climate better than I
at first suspected it would, seeing it came from
so far South. It is perhaps at its best in a cold
frame, but has done very well here in the rock
garden. It was only introduced to cultivation
in 1902. An account of it will be found in the
Gardeners' Chronide for December 26, 1903,
page 443, and another in Flora and Sy/va,
Vol. III., page 115. There are other beautitul
species that flower in autumn that are too
tende|r or rare to be suitable for long descrip-
tion in these notes. Of such is hyemalis var.
Foxii, alas (see page 18f<) '. for if only we could
get it to grow and produce its sweet-scented
flowers, with curious black anthers, throughout
December in the open ground, it would indeed
be a treasure. The type form, with yellow
anthers, has not been seen in cultivation since
Mr. Maw had it sent to him from Palestine, and
kind friends who have looked for it out there for
uie have only found the black-anthered variety.

and showiest crowns of any D^H'adil we know.
It is far superior to Will Soarlett. The flowers
we send you have been picked for more than a
week."

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
VEGETABLE NOTES.

PKAS AND ONIONS IN BOXES.—
Strong, sturdy plants of Peas raised
from seeds sown in shallow bo.xes in
January and February, if planted out
in thoroughly prepared soil now, will
yield pickings several days in advance

of spring sowings made out of doors as early as
it was possible to get the seeds in. The planting
out must be carefully done so as not to seriously
injure the roots, and the soil must be made firm
about them. As soon as the work is done, put
twiggy sticks to the plants as well for protection
as for support. Ooions, too, must be dealt with,
and it is surelj' unnecessary to emphasise the
importance of firm planting on deep, thoroughly
worked, rich soil. These plants will give larger
bulbs than those from seeds sown out of doors ;

but a greater advantage still is that they have
some immunity from the attacks of the Onion
fly. Unfortunately, it cannot be said that they
will entirely escape, but if the grower takes pre-
ventive measures in addition to early raising he
should not lose many plants. In some districts
this is a terrible pest.

Planting Potatoes.—This work should be
pushed on with all speed, and the sooner, in the
majority of gardens, that it can be completed the
better. Those who are so fortunate as to have
an abundant supply of wood-ashes might do
much worse than put a layer in each drill before
the sets are placed in position. In light soils
the depth of planting may be li inches, but in
those of a stronger nature 4 inches will sutKce,
ind in both instances earthing will have to be
done. For culture on the flat the sets should be
a little deeper ; but the system, although it finds
marked favour in some districts where the foil i^

e.xtremely light and sandy, is not recommended
for general adoption, since the results are not
likely to be very satisfactory.

Celery.—The earliest-sown seeds will have
germinated and the plants will now be big and
strong enough for pricking out, and as soon as they
reach this stage they should have attention, as de-
laysaro prejudicial to ultimate success. Providea
good soil containing plenty of flaky, sweet leaf-
mould or refuse manure, since the loots will cling
closely to these materials and enable the grower
to lift the plants later on with a splendid ball
of soil attached lo the roots. More teeds should
be sown lor later plants. Dustings with a
mixture of soot and wood-ashes from the early
stages onwards will do much good.
Seed SOWING,—Seeds of many kinds of vege-

tables will have to bo sown during the next three
or four weeks ; but in this paragraph it is pro-
posed to call special attention to one class only,
the Winter Greens. It is essential to our good
Health that we shall have fresh green food in
the winter, and we look to Savoys, Brussels
Sprouts, Kales and Broccoli to supply the
material, and it is necessary to lay the founda-
tion now. A bed must be made up on a con-
venient border, and into the top soil should be
incorporated a little leaf-mould or refuse manure

:

then cut shallow drills and distribute the seeds
thinly and evenly. Commence thinning out imme-
diately the seedlings are large enough to handle,
sincesturdy progress is imperative; and if the con-
ditions are not favourable for permanent planting
-vhen the young plants are ready, move them on
to another bed rather than allow them to b{come
ill the slightest degree crowded. This may
sound a lot ot trouble, but the iTop is so valuable
that the step is fully justified. Early sowings of
these plants are commonly made, but they are
neither necessary nor desirable in the small
gaidens of cottagers and the majority of
amateurs.
Early Leeks.—This splendid winter vege-

table appears to be steadily growing in general
esteem, but it is not cultivated or consumed in
halt the quantilies that it ought to be consider-
ing its undoubted excellence for use in the
winter. Those who desire eaily produce should
plant out in trenches as soon as possible. For
large plants manure must be put in in the same
manner as is done for Celery, but for ordinary
size it will amply suffice to plant on deeply
worked, generously enriched ground. Many
growers t imply make a hole 1(1 inches or so in
lepth with a blunt-ended dibber and drop
in the plant; immediately afterwards the hole
is filled with water, and no further attenlion
is given beyond keeping the bed scrupulously
clean and giving water now and again in dry
weather. g. j.

THE CULTURE OF RUNNER BEANS.
This vegetable when produced at its best is one
of, or, with a great many, the most popular of
our summer crops, and a well-prepared dish of
the young succulent Beans is eagerly awaited

;
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therefore it behoves the grower to aim at pro-

ducing these at the earliest possible date aud
under the beet conditions. A well-kept row of

Runner Beans is, perhaps, the most beautiful of

all crops in a garden, and here let me emphasise

the fact that one row, or a similar quantity,

perhaps, if grown in clumps (the latter a very

suitable method for small gardens), will produce,

if liberally treated and cared for, as much
produce as three times the quantity of plants

grown in a hapha/.ard manner.

Preparation of the Ground.

No vegetable responds to deep cultivation

more readily ; therefore do the best with
the means at your disposal to well prepare and
enrich the soil for this crop. I

have found the best way is to

prepare trenches as one would do
for Celery, and these should be

got out in the early spring

months, when the ground is in

a suitable condition for this work.
When it has been settled where
the crop is to be grown, a trench

2 feet wide and the same depth
should be taken out, the bottom
well forked up, and then refilled

to within a third of the top with
well-decayed farmyard manure
and allowed to remain until the

time arrives for seed-sowing or

planting, as I shall particularly

recommend later. Before leaving

this part of the subject, I would
like to mention one point worth
considering where more than one
row is grown, and that is to allow

ample room between them, for

not only is this conducive to the

well-being of the plants, but it

also allows of another crop being

grown between to benefit from
the shade afforded by their

extreme height.

Raising the Plants.

For several reasons I would
advocate the sowing of the seed,

especially for an early crop, in

boxes, and this is quite a simple
course to adopt where the con-

venience of a cold frame is at

hand. By this means an earlier

picking is assured. The newly
germinated plants, while enjoying
the full amount of air and light

whenever the weather is genial,

may also be protected from
cutting winds and frosts and the

ravages of slugs, which frequently

play sad havoc with them when
sown in the open ground. Sow
the seed about the end of April,

and allow a distance of 2 inches

to 3 inches between the seedd.

These must germinate under
quite normal conditions and be

grown on as sturdily as possible,

removing the lights entirely when-
ever the weather allows. Place

the plants as near to the glass

to prevent them becoming drawn,
first week in June these should he thoroughly fit

if previously well hardened, for planting out.

Well cover the manure with the soil taken out,
which will have become well pulverised in the
meantime, and plant with a trowel a double row,
allowing a foot between the plants and the same
distance between the rows. When completed,
as a preventive place a ring of finely sifted
sharp cinder-ashes round each plant. For sow-
ing out of doors, the last week in May I would
suggest as a guide, a little earlier or later accord-
ing to position and locality. Cover the manure
in the same manner as advised for planting out,
and make the soil as fine and even in surface as

possible. Sow in double rows and allow from
6 inches to S inches between the seeds, and adopt
the same method for protecting the plants. Give
occasional dustings of soot and lime when the

foliage is moist in the early morning or evening.

Staking.

This is one of the most important factors in

the culture of Runner Beans, and upon which
much of the after-success depends ; therefore

place strong supports to enable them to make
uninterrupted growth and be positively taie from
being blown about. New stakes should be used,

and those in the nature of Pea-sticks, but longer.

Thrust them well into the ground with occa-

sional stout poles, and two or three rows of thick

good watering, will be found most helpful, and
when producing pods freely a good watering »f

properly diluted manure-water will assist the
plants ; but never use this when the ground is

dry, or more harm than good will result as well

as the waste of good material. During showery
weather a sprinkling of artificial manure, as

directed by the vendors, will be found nutritious

to the plants. Pick the pods as soon as these

are ready and carefully go over the rows.

Remove all old Beans unless particularly

wanted for seed. As the growths reach the top
of the sticks these should be stopped ; this will

induce them to break back and produce a greuter

yield. If grown under the best conditions it is

surprising what a ijuantity of material these will

produce, as well as making them
less susceptible to the attack of

insect pests. Dryness at the roots

is one of the chief causes of this,

and the best and only reliable

means of defeating this in a
dry season is deep cultivation.

Though this at the lime mjy
appear to some to entail a great
amount of labour, it is well

repaid, not only by the one but
by subsequent crops, as with a
deep root-run and protection by
a good mulch from the sun there
18 more sustaining power than
all the artilioial waterings on a

shallow, hungry soil.

Varieties.

This is an important point to

consider, for unless a good variety

is grown the best results cannot
be expected. There are many
excellent sorts I could recommend
of both scarlet and white flower-

ing varieties, and a few of each
in however small a garden make
a pleasing contrast. Of scarlet

varieties I would mention Scarlet
Emperor, renowned for its crop-
ping powers and length and shape
of Bean, so valuable lor exhibition

purposes ; Prizewinner though
older, a most reliable and free

variety of great merit ; and
Hackwood Success, all desirable

sorts. White flowering varieties

are Jubilee, which produces large
pods ; and another I have been
successful in raising, and which
will shortly be placed upon the
market, is White F.raperor, a
counterpart with the one excep-
tion of Scarlet Emperor.

Edwin Beckett.
Aldiiiham JJovse Gardens.

the new early narcissus fire dome. {See page t

{T/icjloawrg had bcfii cut Icn dni/s ichrn pbntngrapficil, hut the broad cup

as possible

About the
tar cord ; these will make effective and thoroughly
strong supports. Stake the rows as soon as

planted, or when the seedlings reach that stage

with open-sown seeds.

At the time of planting, or when the seedlings

appear, if the weather be dry a good watering
with clear water and a sprinkling each evening if

the weather is warm will greatly assist a quick

growth. Ditiiculty is sometimes experienced in

getting the earliest flowers to set properly.

This can be greatly assisted if the plants are

sprayed over in the forenoon with tepid water
from a syringe. By this I mean in the form of

dew, and not heavy to swamp the flowers. A
mulching of long litter or other material, espe-

cially if applied in hot and dry weather after a

-lO.)

its well sfunvii.)

to sow early.

SOWING PARSNIPS FOR
FLAVOUR.

The usual advice is to sow-

Parsnips as early in the year as

possible—if the ground permitf,

in February—and to get large,

long, straight roots it is advisable

On the other hand, the Parsnip

is not a great tavouiite with many, as they

object to the strong or peculiar flavour of the

root. Much of this can be remedied by later

sowings and by leaving the roots in their growing
quarters, lifting them as required for use. The
best-flavoured roots I have grown were from late

sowings, and in the first place were the result of

the land not being available till June. The seed

sown early in .Tune gave us splendid roots as

regards quality, small, certainly, when compared
with the huge roots a yard long one sees at

exhibitions, but large enough for all purposes.

Small roots have an absence of hard core, which

is the strong- flavoured portion and is not so easily

digested. " '" "G. W. B.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—The bulb-beds at

this season usually require some
attention, and just now it will, in

many cases, be found necessary to

give the flower-spikes of Hyacinths
some support. These are usually

very heavy, and when soaked with rain quickly
fall over and present a soiled and bruised ap-

pearance. Short stakes, about 1 foot long, are

the best supports, and these should be painted
a dull green colour. Each one should be thrust

well into the soil, but so that it does not injure

the bulb. When in position the top of the stake

should be just below the bottom flowers on the

spike. Two ties with green rafEa will complete
the work. If care is taken to place the stakes at

the back of the stems and neat ties are made,
the supports will scarcely be noticeable. Beds
of Tulips, Daffodils and other spring flowering

plants should be kept free from weeds, and
where it can be done without injuring or soiling

the flowers, the Dutch hoe should be run between
the plants once a week. This will greatly assist

growth, and at the same time improve the

appearance of the beds.

Vegetable Garden.—The present is a good time
to sow seeds of Vegetable Marrows and Ridge
Cucumbers under glass to provide plants for

placing outside about the middle of May. A
cool greenhouse or even a cold frame may be
uliliptd for raising the plants in. A good plan
is lo well drain the required number of 3 inch
pots, then fill them with a soil mixture composed
i>l good loam two parts, leaf -soil or well-decayed,
flaky manure one part, and sand one part, the
whole to be well mixed and passed through a

half ineh mesh sieve. One seed should be placed

in the centre of each pot and covered with half

an inch of the soil. It is well to place the seeds
with the sharpest end pointing downwards.
After watering with a fine-rosed can, stand the
pots in the greenhouse or frame, and if they can
be covered with panes of glass or sheets of

brown paper germination will be materially

assisted. These aids, however, must be removed
as soon as the seedlings appear above the soil.

If grown on under cool conditions and kept near
the glass, the young plants ought not to require

HOW TO GROW LILIES IN POTS.

moving on into larger pots, and should be sturdy
specimens by planting-out-time, when they will

probably be referred to again.

Grrrnhoiises and Frames. — Many of the

Cyclamen which have given us their flowers

so freely during the past winter have now
finished their display, and their owners
must decide whether or not the roots shall be
retained for flowering another year. Many
growers like to have fresh seedlings each year,

but the old plants can, with care, be successfully

grown for a number of years. When it is

decided to keep them, the supplies of water must
be gradually diminished, and in the course of a
few weeks the foliage will assume a yellow hue
and subsequently fall away. The pots may then

be laid on their sides under the stage in the cool

greenhouse, taking care to prevent injury by
dripping water, or in a cold frame, where they
may remain until the end of July or early in

August. At that time new growth will com-
mence, and the roots will need to be shaken out
of the old soil and repotted ready for flowering

during the winter. It is well to make sure that

insect pests are not lurking in the crowns of the

plants at the time they are stored away, and to

obviate this it is advisable to give them a spray-

ing with a good nicotine insecticide.

Fruit Oardeii.—At this season we sometimes
get a week or two of warm, dry weather, and
should this occur it is well to keep an eye on
newly planted trees, and particularly those that

were planted only a few weeks ago. These
latter will be greatly assisted by light overhead
syringings daily. Trees that are growing against

walls also frequently suffer from drought at this

time, as it is possible in some cases that very

little rain is able to reach the roots owing to

surrounding buildings or other obstacles. Where
this 1% the case, the first spell of warm weather,
coupled with active growth, makes itself feU to

the detriment of the tree or trees. In all such

instances, or wherever there is the least doubt
about the matter, it is safe to give a thorough
soaking with water, repeating it at an interval

of two or three days. A. A.

I.—METHOD OF ADJUSTING A BCLB OF LILIDH
AURATUM IN A POT.

CULTURE OF LILIUM AIRATUM IN
POTS.

Of the numerous hardy species of Lilium, I

doubt whether there is one that is better known
or more popular than Lilium auratum, the golden-

rayed Lily of Japan as it is so frequently and
apily described. It is a most noble-looking
flower, well-grown specimens often yielding
haiidt-ume blooms quite 1 foot across.

A.s a plant suitable for pot culture the writer

is concerned at the moment, however, and as

there are many readers of The Garden who may
have the necessary facilities for growing this

subject well, it is proposed to show how this may
be done. The period during which the actual

potting may be done extends from September to

March, although a slight variation either earlier

or later does not matter very much. What is of

the highest importance is to have good plump
bulbs, and on no account should they be potted

up until they are in this condition. The treat-

ment imported bulbs should receive on arrival

ehould be to remove injured scales, and then to

place the bulbs in shallow boxes, surrounding
them with a thin layer of Coeoanut fibre refuse,

and afterwards to give them a cool position until

they have become plump. As a rule, the bulbs

can be purchased in fit condition to pot up right

away.
Some growers recommend the placing of one

bulb in a 5-inch or 6-inoh pot, or three bulbs in

an S-inch or 10-inch pot. Good results are

undoubtedly achieved in this way ; but I prefer

to plaee one bulb of fair dimensions in an 8-inch

pot and to grow on the plant to its flowering

stage in this. For pot culture the compost
should comprise equal parts of loam, peat, leaf-

mould, thoroughly decayed manure and sand.

Successful results have been obtained, however,

without either leaf-mould or decayed manure.

The compost should be carefully mixed before

use.

Proceed then to crock the pots, placing the

pieces of potsherd in such a fashion as to

2.—THE INITIAL WORK IS COMPLETED BY
FILLING IN THE PREPARED COMPOST
ROUND THE FiDLB AND SLIGHTLY COVER-
ING THE LATTER.

ensure a good and etlicient drainage, covering

the crocks with some of the rougher portimis oi

the suil. A few handfuls of the prepared soil

should in turn be placed over the latter and the

bulb placed in position on this. In Fig. 1 the

method of adjusting the bulb in the pot is shown.
It will be observed that the bulb is placed well

down in the lower half of the pot, and this is, of

course, done with an object. Fig. 2 serves to

indicate how the work should proceed. The
reader will note that the compost has been filled

m well round the bulb and, for the purpose of

illustration, just the crown of the latter has

been made visible by removing the small quantity
of soil by which it was covered. The beginner
will from this understand that it is only at this

early period necessary slightly to cover the crown
of the bulb. In a comparatively short time the

bulb will emit roots from the base and growth
from the crown. Subsequently, and as soon as

the growth is about ',i inches to ti inches high,

the space left in the pots should be filled in with
top dressing material to within about half an
inch of the rim. By these means stem roots are

induced to push freely into the soil and thus

give a helpful stimulus to the growth of the

plant.

After the bulbs are first potted up the pots

should be placed in a cold frame, greenhouse or

any other convenient position, and be covered

with a few inches of Coeoanut fibre or cinder-

ashes until growth has commenced, as previously

mentioned. Subsequently give the plants a light

and airy position in the greenhouse or window.
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-CORMS 01- THE CLADIOLCS PLANTED IN AN IRREGULAR
UROUP IN THE OOTnOOR BORDER. MUCH THE IIEST

EFFECTS ARE Ol'.TAINED BY i:ROUPINc: OR MASSING THE
rORMS OF THIS SUBJECT.

applying weak liquid manure twice weekly until

the plants attain full growth. By August next

the plants should come into flower.

PLANTING THE GLADIOLUS OUTDOORS.
The Sword Lily, the common name of this well-

known subject, claims distinction as one of the

most showy of our hardy bulbous subjects, more
especially the popular brilliant scarlet hybrid

G. brenohleyensis, and G. gandavensis. The best

period for planting the above-mentioned kinds

is March and April, and the writer favours the

latter month. The flowering quarters should be

deeply dug and well-decayed manure incor-

porated at the time. I would also add leaf-

mould to the soil, as the Gladiolus appears to

revel in it. The corma should ba planted about

4 inches deep and about 1 foot apart, and should

rest on and be surrounded by a small quantity

of coarse silver sand. Mistakes in planting are

sometimes made by placing the corms in rows in

a border or, possibly, three corms in a group.

This subject never looks better than when planted

in bold and efl'ective groups, and if a number of

corms are grouped in a fashion somewhat similar

to that illustrated in Fig. 3, the result will be far

more satisfactory than in any other way. Irre-

gular groups of ten to a dozen corms in each

make a fine show in the flowering season. When
growth is well advanced, each one should be

staked and the surface be given a good mulching
with decayed manure. Freely water in dry
weather.

of sand and old

of the combined
compost.

light but not exposure to sun-

shine ; also a little air will be

necessary.

It is essential to success that

the plants be grown on steadily

throughout the summer and
not be allowed to bear any
flowers. Moreover, the plants

should be placed in a frame
facing north, so that the in-

terior can be kept as cool as

possible ; to this end a slight

permanent shading on the

glass is necessary.

The collar of the plant must
not be buried below the level

of the surface soil in the pot,

and when the young plants are

well established abundance of

air must be admitted to them
night and day. Fibrous loam
and leaf-soil in equal propor-

tions, with a 6-inch potful each

mortar rubble to a bushel

parts, will form a suitable

Shamrock.

SOWING SEEDS OF CHINESE PRIMULAS.
It is always an anxious time when the raising of

seedlings of these plants has to be done. If a

gardener can grow Primulas to perfection, he
need not be afraid of attempting the cultivation

of any otlier kind of plant. Through ignorance

of the germinating powers of the seeds, thousands
of plants are lost to cultivators every year.

Some seeds—though all may be sown at the

same time and given exactly the same treat-

ment—may germinate in the course of about
eighteen days, while others will remain dormant
for nearly six weeks and then germinate. Now,
in such circumstances, it is necessary to be able

to remove the early seedlings from the soil

without in any way disturbing the seeds just

beginning to germinate. To accomplish this,

the seeds must be dropped on the surface of the
soil about 1 inch apart. i'his will mean the use
of several more pots or pans, but the advantage sandy or gravelly soils appear
gained is well worth the trouble entailed in pre- decidedly inferior in size

paring and afterwards dealing with them. Plants
raised now will, if properly treated, flower
from next December to the April following.

Any frame will be suitable for raising the
seedlings in ; until germination takes place the
glass lights must be kept closed and both squares

PLANTING TROP.EOLUM TUBEROSUM.
This tuberous Tropaeolum is a beautiful and very

distinct climbing plant, and is not seen in our

gardens as often as it deserves to be. It yields

a profuse display of lovely scarlet and yellow

blossoms in late summer and early autumn. It

is a native of Peru, and has curiously shaped

tubers, as will be observed in Fig. 4. Now is

the best time to plant this showy climber, and
it should be planted in open, sunny situations

in poor soil. In any case the soil should not be

over-rich. The growth of this plant is repre-

sented by slender stems that attain a height of

from 2 feet to 4 feet, which should be supported

by branching stakes or allowed to trail along the

ground. The tubers ought to be planted 4 inches

to <i inches deep at convenient distances apart,

and at the conclusion of their flowering season

they should be lifted and stored in sand where
frost cannot reach them. There are many
bulbous subjects which are well suited to culture

in our British gardens, and with which com-
paratively few growers are well aci|uainted ;

more intimate knowledge of these would lead to

their extended culture. D. B. C.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Daffodil Season.—The season of the

Daffodil is now at its height, and there is much
to be done in those gardens where only a

moderately large collection is grown. ',iuite one

of the more important ol the

many operations calling for

attention now is to see that

the soil about the plants or

clumps is not permitted to

become caked either by drying
winds or heavy, pelting rains;

hence a light pricking up of

the surface soil with a small

handfork will render good
service. Advice to water
these bulbous plants when
growing in the open beds or

borders is rarely given, and
probably the flowers of not a

few varieties growing in light,

addition, dry, harsh winds prevail that keep the

growth practically at a standstill. At such a

time water may be given without stint, the

moisture not only greatly improving the flower-

ing of the moment, but by encouraging a better

development of leaf and bulb materially enhance
the prospects of any future growth or flowering.

MoiSTORE-LoviNi: Daffodils. — Not a few

kinds and such as the Poeticus race. Emperor,
Sir Watkin and, indeed, a large number of the

incomparabilis group are never so happy as

when growing in a deep rich soil that is

uniformly moist or even wet at all seasons,

though they are not usually grown in such soils

commeroially because of the cost and incon-

venience of working them. As some sort of

substitute, therefore, liberal field cultivation is

indulged in. Thus the amateur must judge for

himself which is best in the circumstances in

which he is placed. Liberal cultivation is of

great importance if the finest flowers are to

result, while an occasional soaking of water or

weak liquid manure or soot-water will not be

given in vain.

Red-hot Pokers.—These are known botani-

cally as Kniphofias and also as Tritomas, the

former being the accepted modern name for the

group. I refer to these showy subjects now
because no season of the year is so well suited to

dividing and transplanting them should this be

necessary. The Pampas Grass (Gynerium
argenteum) may also receive similar thought and
treatment if needs be. The stout and densely

packed rootstocks of these plants rec[uire a good
deal of force to separate them, the operation

being best performed by placing two garden forks

back to back into the clump and wrenching
both outwardly in opposite directions.

Thinning the Shoots of Hardy Plants.—
The value of the timely thinning of Grapes or

the disbudding of Carnations or Chrysanthe-
mums is everywhere known, practised and
recognised where good gardening is done, though
the value of the same principle is, I fear, either

overlooked or quite ignored in the case of hardy
perennial border plants. Too frequently the

old-established clumps of herbaceous Phloxes,

Michaelmas Daisies and other things which have
not received seasonable attention in the matter

of division and replanting are seen to be a thicket

of shoots, and for all of which complete develop-

ment is an impossible thing. To allow the

whole of these to struggle on to the period of

flowering would mean failure ; hence a large

number of the weaker shoots should be cut or

pulled out at once. In the ease of a Phlox a

dozen or so flower-panicles spread over 2 feet

or 3 feet are capable of giving a fine display ;

whereas a large number of weakly flowering

shoots are altogether uninviting and unattrac-

tive. The work of thinning out the shoots of

of glass and sheets of paper put en the seed-pans.
As the young plants appear they should have

consequence of the dryness
of the soil. A thorough soak-

ing of water, then, in the case

of soils that overlie a gravel

subsoil will be of much advan-
tage, a similar remark applying

to times of long-continued

drowght in spring, when,^ in

-TUBERS of the SHOWY TROP.tMLUM TDDKROSUM. THIS IS

A CLIMBER, AND ITS GROWTHS MAT BB SUPPORTED BY

BKANCHINci STAKES OR BR ALLOWED TO TRAIL ALONG

THE GROUND. PLANT THE TUBEKS 6 INGIIES DEEP IN

THE OPEN BORDER IN A SUNNY POSITION IN APRIL.
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such a plant should not be undertaken in any
halfhearted sort of way, but rather with a desire

to improve matters generally, and any amateur
will realise at once that fifty stems all crowding
from a rootstock of, say, 12 inches across have

but little chance of giving a good flowering. In

the process of thinning regulate the position of

the shoots as much as possible, remembering
always that those on the outer portion

of a clump are of a vigour superior to the

rest. E. H. Jenkins.

NEW PLANTS.

Odontoolossum abdentissimd.m Norman
CoOKSON. — This is a very beautiful variety

indeed, and may be regarded as the most beau-

tiful of all the newer Odontoglossums. The
flowers are very large, in shape somewhat resem-

bling those of 0. orispum, except that the petals

are broader. Both sepals and petals have a large

blotch of brownish crimson in the centre of each,

this being slightly mottled and very daintily

edged with white. The labellura is the same,
except that the white margin is broader and the

crest rich yellow in colour. Shown by Mrs.

Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.
First-class certificate.

Phalienopsis casta superbissima.—This is a

very handsome plant, the specimen shown
having a large pendulous raceme of flowers.

These were of the usual shape, large and of a

delicate blush pink colour, the curiously shaped
labellum being marked with a number of small

crimson dots. Shown by Messrs. Sander and
Sons, St. Albans. First-class certificate.

Lycasle Skinneri Hellenun's variety.—A very
striking variety, the flower being crimson

and deep rose. The colour of the sepals is very

deep rose, but the petals are rich crimson.

The labellum is white mottled with crimson. In
addition to its unique colour the flower is of

very regular outline, and altogether is a most
remarkable addition to existing sorts. Shown
by Lieutenant-Colonel Holford, C.V.O, tJ.I.E.,

Westonbirt, Tetbury, Gloucester. First-class

certificate.

Odonioglossum Geres Ooodson's variety.—

A

very prettily marked variety with good-sized

flowers. The white ground of the petals and
sepals is in places slightly tinged with rose pink,

and each is heavily mottled with dull brownish

crimson. The rather large labellum is pure
white with a yellow srest, the conspicuous

eolumn being rosy purple in colour. Award of

merit.

Odontioda Ooodsonice.—A very pretty variety,

notunliks some forms of O. Bradshawia; in the

shape and ground colour, the latter being a sort

of orange scarlet. The flowers, however, are

freely mottled with creamy white, this adding
considerably to their attractiveness. Both were
shown by H. S. Goodson, Esq. , Fairlawn, Putney.
Award of merit.

Sophro-Litlio-Caltleya The Bon. Mrs. Barbara
Wilson.—A flower of medium size and very bright

colour. The sepals are rather narrow and almost
lanceolate, the colour of these and the broader

petals being bright rose crimson. The com-
paratively large labellum is of rich crimson hue,

with the usual yellow markings in the throat.

Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hay-
ward's Heath. Award of merit.

Auricula Phyllis Douglas.—An alpine Auricula

of much merit ; indeed, the veteran exhibitor

and raiser, Mr. Douglas, considers it the best he
has himself raised. The handsome pips are ex-

ceptionally well formed and the colour shading is

well defined. It is a purple-shaded variety, with

clear white centre or "paste." Shown by Mr.

James Douglas, Great Bookham, Surrey. Award
of merit.

Lonictra pileata.—A new species from China
said to be both hardy and evergreen, theugh in

certaia districts there may be doubt as to the

latter. The species is of spreading bush-like
habit, the nearly horizontally-disposed or sub-
erect branches being furnished with small Box-
like leaves, the creamy-coloured flowers depending
from the under sides of the branches. In the
small state the newcomer should not prove
unwelcome in the rock garden. Shown by
Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries,
Cheshunt. Award of merit.

Cineraria Feltham Beauty.—In this case an
award of merit was given for the strain, the
latter being represented by shades of blue, pink,
white, crimson, violet and others. The Feltham
Beauty strain is fully representative of the
stellate forms of these flowers, and in the model
character of their growth and freedom of flower-

ing there is indicated much excellence. Shown
by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited,
Chelsea.

All the preceding were shown before the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 5th inst.,

when the awards were made.

THE G R EEN HOUSE.
THE POTTING OF HIPPEASTKUMS.

THE advice given in a gardening con-
temporary that March is a good time
for potting Hippeastrums reminds
one of the widely different opinions
that prevail on the subject. Person-
ally, I look upon it as one of the

worst months for the purpose, as the plants are
then just showing their flower-spikes or are
almost ready to do so, and the weakening effects

of disturbing the roots at such a time should be
fully understood by all cultivators. Far and
away the best time to repot the bulbs, when
such a course is necessary, is, in my opinion,
directly the flowers fade, for the roots are then
active and quickly take possession of the new
soil ; whereas if repotting is done just as the
flower-spikes are on the point of developing there
is not time for the roots to become established,

and consequently the flowers are smaller and do
not remain fresh as long as those borne by
established bulbs.

After being potted the plants should be
encouraged to make strong growth by being given
a good position in a warm house and kept well
supplied with water. A fair amount of atmo-
spheric moisture is also very necessary. When
growth is completed the plants should be
removed to a cooler and lighter structure in

order to ripen the bulbs ; indeed, during the

latter part of the summer full exposure to sun
and air will be very beneficial.

At one time the repotting of Hippeastrums
was carried out in .January or early in February,
and this practice still prevails in some establish-

ments. It is certainly a better time than the
month of March ; but still, it seems to me
unreasonable to disturb the roots even then,
provided always that they are in good condition.

The better plan is early in the year to carefully
examine the bulbs, and if the pots are well
furnished with healthy roots to leave them
alone. At the same time, any that are not in a
satisfactory state should be shaken quite clear of

the old soil, any decayed roots cut off and the
bulbs be again repotted, taking care that very
little water is given till the new roots are active.

This brings one to the question whether annual
repotting ot Hippeastrums is necessary. I say
most emphatically, no. When the plants have
flowered, far better than repotting in many
instances is to take away some of the surface
soil and top-dress with good rich compost.
Afterwards the plants may be fed with occa-

sional doses of weak liquid manure. For plants
that are intended to remain two or three years
in the same pot it is very essential that the
drainage be thorough, and also that the original

compost be such as will remain sweet and good
for that lengthened period. Fibrous loam of a

fairly holding nature, lightened by a little leaf-

mould or peat and a liberal sprinkling of silver

sand, will form a good and lasting compost for
Hippeastrums. H. P.

THE ROSE GARDEN
AN AUSTRALIAN ANALYSIS OF

ROSES.
HE following list was compiled by Mr.

F. W. Handasyde, secretary of the
National Rose Society ©f Victoria,
Australia, an excellent society of
enthusiastic Rose growers, and shows
the positions occupied by the various

in contrast with those staged last

__

blooms
season.

I'orietij.

1 'Williani .Shean
2 Mildred Grant
~ Kaiserin Augusta Victoria
3 F.essie Brown .

.

4 White Maman Cochet
4 Dean Hole
;'> Mrs. E. Mawley
5 Belle .Siebrecht
5 Frau Karl Druschki ..

6 Maman Cocliet
6 Mrs. David M'Kee -.

7 Lady Ashtnwn
7 Marechal Niel
8 Mra. J. Bateman
;) La Prance
10 Souvenir de Pierre Netting
11 Lyon Rose
11 Marquise Litta
12 Muriel Urahame
12 Mme. Jules Gravereaiix
12 Medea
12 obeihofgartner Terks
V2 (Jueen of Spain
13 Krau Lilla Rautcnstrauch
13 Joseph Hill
14 Yvonne Vacherot
14 Duchess of Portland..
15 KoDigin Carola
15 Prince Camille de Rohan
Ifi Mme. Jules Grolez ..

lU Alliance Franco- Russe
It) Souvenir de Eliae Vardon
17 The Bride
17 Exquisite
IS Mrs. Myles Kennedy
1« (.'harlea J. Grahame .

.

18 Hugh Watson ..

18 Killarney
is Pharisaer
is Caroline Testout
IN Hugh Dickson.

.

is Florence Pemberton .

18 Richmond
lit Countess of Derby
19 Cleopatra
19 Mme. Maria do Ziyas
19 Dr. Rushpler .

.

19 Ernest Metz .

.

•^11 Farbenkbnigin
•j(i J. B. Clark
20 Mme. Abel Chatenay
20 Duke of Edinburgh ..

•iti Clara Wataon .

.

'JU r.L»adicea

2U Perle von Codeaberg
M I' later
•.*0 Lady Moyra Beauclerc
'JD Bridesmaid
20 Lady Helen Vincent..
•Ji) Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt
•10 Rose de Evian..
•.^u F^arl of Pembroke
JU Coratesse de NadaiUac
ill Princess Beatrice
•JO Lady Mary Fitzwilliani

_'l Mme. Louis Laurens
21 Lady Faire
21 White Lady ..

'21 Lady Stewart ..

21 Robert Duncan
21 (iuatav Grunerwald ..

21 Prince Arthur..
21 Lady Irsula
21 Etoile dt' France
21 Griiss an Sangerhauaen
21 Jubilee
21 Mamie
21 Mme. Constant Soupert
21 Liberty
21 Mrs. John Laing
21 llev. T. C. Cole

3 b - oi

"42

34
34
32
30
30
26
26
26
23
23
20
20
19
18
17

12
12

11
11

11
11

11
1(1

10
9
9
8
8
8
7

6
6
5
6

5

6

5

to-

22
24
30
32
7

64
32
4
f>

16
20

8
12

9
6
•2

4

6

U

11

14
1

8
1

3

11

3
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DAFFODILS AT VINCENT
SQUARE ON APRIL 5.

A (JoLD Mkdal Exhibit.

THAT rara avis a gold medal exhibit of

Datfodilsappeared for the first timesinoe
I'.KJSat Vincent Square at the last meet-
ing. Everyone was very sorry to learn

that the owner was ill and unable to

be present, and many were the good
wishes I heard expressed for his speedy recovery.

Personally, I heartily congratulate Mr. A. il.

Wilson on the display of magnificent flowers

which charmed and attracted a good many others

besides " Daffodil people " all day long. The
only adverse criticism that anyone could make
was that the flower- vases were too much crowded
together ; in fact, had the group occupied double
the space it did, it would have gained immensely
in im{>ortanoe and the individual varieties which
aomposed it would have stood out more effec-

tively. As for the individual blooms, there was
not a poor one to be found ; and when I say that

Incognita was one of the commonest varieties (if

I may use the word with a strictly relative

meaning), I think it will convey an idea of the

excellence of the collection. In all there were
about eighty different kinds, and they comprised
pretty well every section of the genus Narcissus

as we know it on the show table to-day. Two
small flowers represented the novelties. One
was Sunflower, a flower of a rich deep yellow,
'2)' inches across the perianth and with a deep-
toned, flat, widely expanded cup, which was
IJ inches in diameter, the whole conveying the

idea of the sun which, as children, we knew so

well in our " Struwwelpeter." The other flower

was a lovely cyclamineus hybrid, with (compared
with the type) • a broad, reflexed perianth,

reminding one of a butterfly at rest. It, too,

was very appropriately named and was called

Sulphur, which I think is the name given to one
of our British varieties. I thought it would be
the very thing for small vases on such places as

curio tables.

There was one particular place in the top row
that attracted me very much. It was where
Bernardino, Countess of Stamford and No. .")32

stood side by side. Bernardino is the charming
Lulworth seedling that I think one of the most
exquisite of all Daffodils, with its grand white
perianth surrounding one of the most dainty of

soft red cups, although it is large j Countess of

Stamford, the Queen of Daffodils, stately, shapely
and so pure in texture and shade, in my opinion
the most lovely of all Mr. E. M. Crosfield's white
trumpets : No. 532, an ideal flower, which a
dreamer might see in his dreams after a day
amoug the Leedsiis, with much of the Minnie
Hume look in its cup and perianth. I saw late

in the day that it hid changed hands, and that it

belonged to Messrs. Barr and Sons.
Among the other beautiful sorts I must men-

tion Empire, a large giant Leedsii with peculiarly
broad and flat perianth segments, and for the
type rather a deeper-toned citron yellow cup
than usual. It is a bloom that must be very
nearly "the last word"—an imperial flower in

every way. Then there was Michael, a large, rich

yellow Magni, a perfect self. It has the square-
shouldered-shaped perianth that we get in Peter
B irr. A third large flower, and the largest of

all the three, was Conqueror, a pale bioolor
Magni, with the colouring of Weardale Perfec-
tion. It had a very distinct trumpet ; seldom
have I seen a more broadly recurving brim in

any flower.

Two fiery, red-eyed flowers in elose juxta-
position were Gadfly and Cossack. They were
interesting, being fairly close together, as one was
able to compare the two types of perianth—the
very much reflexed and the moderately refl? Ked.
I must say the former seemed to me the more
attractive. Gadfly is noteworthy because of the
red which suffuses the whole of its eye and keeps
a deeper shade up to the very middle. Tennyson

is one of the most refined Poets, and is dis-

tinguished by the wine red edge to its cup and
the roundness of the flower as a whole. Orange
• ilueen was, as its name suggests, a beautiful
harmony in orange, the richer colour of its large,
flit eye being beautifully set off by the lighter
perianth.

Other Exhifiits.

I have only left myself room to refer to that
of Sir Josslyn Gore-Booth, Bart., from Lissadell,
Ireland. It is the first time this season that he
has sent flowers. I do not expect many know on
what a large scale he has been raising seedlings.
Practically speaking, he has unlimited land to
devote to them, and as he works in a strictly
methodical manner I anticipate his giving us some
very fine things. We had some hora-fVn-uvri-

on the 5th. Putting on one side the immense
yellow trumpet Sir Horace Plunkett, the
shapely, large-cupped bicolor Joseph Sangster
and the wonderfully grown Incognita, the collec-
tion included some very beautiful flowers that
had been created at home.
No. 4SS -(I5A was a delightful large trumpet,

distinguished by the graceful twisting of the
perianth segments. Each one seemed to twist
in the same direction, and gave a character of
its own to the whole flower. The trumpet was
rather narrow, with an elegant recurving brim,
and the harmony between the two was perfect.
Both perianth and trumpet were a nearly uniform
rich yellow.

No. 4SS— O.'iX was a magnificent self yellow
Magni. If the blooms improve with age. Sir
Horace Plunkett will have to look to his laurels.
Dolly, a small, round, flat-eyed flower, and Muriel,
a nice even Poet, showed, along with two hand-
some Leedsii seedlings, that the seedlings will
not all be of one type. Messrs. Barr and Sons,
Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Messrs. R. H.
Bath, Messrs. F. Lilley, Messrs. Carter and
Mr. J. Pope also had exhibits ; but I will deal
with these next week. Joseph Jacou.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Queatlona and Anavveps.—TAe Editor intendt
to make The Oakdeh helpful to all readers who desire
assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object will make a special feature of the

"Answers to Correspondents" column. All communica-
tions should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Kditor of The
Qardeh, to, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the Publishkr.
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

grandiflorum, Hepatica angulosa, Anemone
robinsoniana and a host of other interesting
plants might be introduced. By arranging
stepping-stones on the ground level on the bank
sides the plants could be examined or attended
to at will, and by directing the water from the
rainfall into the lower portion the plants we
have named would be greatly assisted.

Vloleta In aandy soil (.v.). It is c|uite Impos-
sihie to giuw riibust anil tirat-olass Vidlet plants in aoll so
poor, but quite possible to do so by the applicatiuD of
plenty of well-decayed farmyard manure to the soil. If
available, it would be better if you could apply half the
'juantity of manure and half decayed leaf-mould. To a
border of the length given half a cartload of the manure
or of l)oth combined would not be too much. The jjTound
should be trenched 2A feet deep and the manure thorouRhly
mixed and incorporated with the soil as the trenching
proceeds. It is a good plan to take small slips olf the old
plants now with pieces of roots attached and pot them in
small pots in light soil, placing the pots afterwards in a
moderately warm and shaded frame until a good lot of
roots have been formed, then putting them out of doors
in a sheltered place to harden, not forgettins; to give them
plenty of water until they are planted in the border early
in May. The Neapolitan varieties should Ije planted in
soil so rich at least ITi inches apart, and the larger-growing
ones, such as Princess of Wales, Is inches. Water should
be given fairly frequently until theyoungplants have taken
good hold of the soil. Use the hoe for stirring the ground
among the plants as frequently as possible, and about the
end of July place a mulch of well-decayed manure onthe
surface of the soil between the plants 2 inches or :!. inches
deep. This you will find will strengthen the plants and
greatly help to plump up the flowering crown and buds.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Garden Imppovement (Rural).—The

three banks of the very small plot to which you
refer might well be transformed into a miniature
rock garden, while the low-lying central part
could easily be converted into a spot for the
cultivation of either bog plants or a set of the
moisture-loving Primulas, Trilliums and Lilies.

The banks as existing should be dug over and
cleared of weeds, and then, by procuring sand-
stone rocks, introduce these in their most
natural manner into the banks, when, with the
addition of better soil, such things as .Saxifrages,

Aubrietias, alpine Phloxes, Silenes and others
could be planted. The lower portion should also
be dug up, and, with the rough stones and weeds
cleared away, you might introduce some very
short manure and a few barrowfuls of loam and
peat in about equal parts ; or, should the latter
be scarce in your district, good leaf-soil might
be substituted. Into this Primula rosea, P.
cashmiriana, P. o. alba, P. Sieboldii, Trillium

ROSE GARDEN.
Pruning: various Roses (A. Percy

Sharp). — The following climbing varieties of
those planted last autumn need not be pruned
this season, except to remove a few inches of
their growths that may be somewhat soft and
pithy : Lady Gay, Dorothy Perkins, Hiawatha,
Evergreen Gem and Sweet Briars. These Ptoses

break so well naturally from their base that it is

not essential that they be cut back the first year.
The Crimson Rambler, A. S. Gray, Aim^e Vibert,
F^licit^ Perp^tue, Electra, Carmine Pillar, Gloire
de Dijon and Ards Pillar would be best cut back
at once to about 2 feet from their base. The
Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas and Teas which
you planted in autumn should be hard pruned at
once. Cut them down to within 3 inches or
4 inches of their base, and dwarf, stumpy sorts,

such as Mildred Grant, cut back to 1 inch or
2 inches. The standards need not be pruned
quite so severely. We usually prefer to leave
the growths about 5 inches or 6 inches long of

such sorts as you name ; but if the pith looks at
all brown when you out the shoot, you must out
back until you come to sound white pith, even if

you have to out back to 2 inches or 3 inches.
Be careful to cut back the shoots to an eye
pointing outward rather than to the centre of the
head ; then you obtain a nice-balanced growth.
Very thin, twiggy shoots are cut back quite
hard, even to one eye. The Griias an Teplitz, if

it has good long shoots, may be treated as a semi-
weeper by tying over the shoots like an umbrella,
securing them to the stem of the tree by means of
string.

Ppunlngr CUmbins Rosea planted last
autumn W- W. S.).—If the plants of Climbing .Mrs.
W. .1. Grant, Climbing Liberty and varieties of that type
were on their own roots, i.e. , raised from cuttings, we should
recommend you not to prune them the first year ; but we
presume they are budded plants with two or three long
growths about 5 feet to il feet in length. It will be best,
keeping in mind the future well-being of the plants to
prune back all growths but one to 2 feet from the ground,
line. The growth retained almost its full length will give
you a few Ijlooms, and, as soon as it has done so, cut
it down to its base. The object is to induce the plant to
break into growth from its base and thus form a
handsome, well-balanced plant instead of a lanky one,
which happens when such Roses are not pruned the first

year. An alternative plan would be to spread out the
most pliable growths in a fan-like manner, which has the
tendency to ensure a breaking out of basal growths ; but
some of the kinds you name have trrowths rather too rigid
for this plan.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of plants. .Viv^ P. IT.—Azara micro-

phylla. //. M. T.~l, Narcissus Leedsii variety ; 2, N.
Tazetta variety. The rest are nameless seedlings. Miss
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^V(irt/(. — Cbionodoxa Luoiliae Tmolusii. Subscriber.—
Boronia heterophylla H. Taylor.— 1, Junipeius chinen-
618: 2, Ahies Pinsapo

; 3, Piceaorientalis; 4, Cuprtasus law-
soniana Alumii ; 6, Cedrua Lihanii ; 6, Thuya pllcata 7,
Cupressus lawsoniana variety ; 8, Abies lowieana 9 A
nobilia

; 10, Thuya occidentalis ericoides ; 11, Cupressus
lawsoniana: 12, C. obtusa: 13, PinusCembra; 14, Forsythia
viridissima.

SOCIETIES.
BOUKNEMOtJTH HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

SPRING SHOW.
A VERY fine exhibition of spring flowers and plants was
field in the Winter Gardens Pavilion on the 6th and «th
inst. Very fine weather marked the event this year, and
the show In every respect appears to have been a decided
success. This year marked a new and extremely
popular feature, namely, the inauguration of a children's
section. Only a small schedule of prizes—eight classes in
the spring and a similar number in the autumn sehedules— had been formed for this year, but the response of
the coming gardeners and artists has been a noble one, as
212 entries were made. Baskets of cut flowers, baskets
confined to Daffodils and their own foliage, vases of hardy
flowers, pot plants, button-holes, pots of Mustard and
Cress, coloured drawings of Daffodils and foliage, and black
and white sketches of Lily of the Valley and one leaf com-
posed the classes for the spring show.
The groups of miscellaneous plants arranged in a space

measuring 12 feet by )< feet formed a very attractive
feature ot the show. Messrs. G. Watts and Sons, nursery-
men, Bournemouth, won premier honours in this class. A
fine Palm and some climbing Roses filled tke centre.
Hoses, Fuchsias, Liliums, Lilacs, Magnolias, Hydrangeas,
Azaleas and Ferns were the other principal plants used.
It wai a good group ot plants, but too much crowded. Mr.
Slark, gardener to G. J. Fenwick, Esti., was a close second
with a bold group of plants well arranged. The Bamb«os
at the corners and the Palm in the centre showed to
advantage. Mr. I. K. Ingram, Parkstone Nurseries,
Dorset, had a very pretty group indeed, well and lightly
arranged, and was awarded third honours.

In several classes a duel existed between Mr. Ingram
and Messrs. G. Watts and .Sons. In the classes for six
Azalea mollis and Azalea indica, the flrst-named won,
second place being given t* Messrs. Watts. The last-
named were successful in the classes for twelve pots
of Hyacinths and six pots ot Lily of the Valley, Mr.
Welch, Park Nurseries, being second-prize winner in the
former and Mr. Ingram in the latter.
Mr. Usher, gardener to Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., Ran-

stone House, Blandtord, had the best twelve pots of
Narcissi in not fewer than eight varieties, and Messrs.
Watts obtained second place. Some excellent blooms were
staged in the class for eighteen varieties, distinct, of Nar-
cissi, where Mr. Usher was again the premier prize-
winner. Golden Spur, Mme. de Graalf, Victory, Emperor,
Glory of Leiden and maximus were the best varieties
staged. Messrs. Watts and Sons were placed second.
Emperor, Empress, Mrs. Thompson and maximus being
the best flowers. Mr. 0. Wadey, Wimborne, was a good
third. Mr. Usher was also successfnl in the two classes
for five blooms of Narcissus Magul-Coronati and Parvi-
Coronati respectively ; also for a collection of Carnations,
staging in grand form Britannia, Harlowarden, Victory
and Mrs. Burnett. Messrs. Ingram and Watts were second
and third respectively.

In another division Mr. Pearce, gardener to Mrs. Ormond,
was a successful exhibitor, also Mr. Heath, gardener to
G. a. Russell, Esq. Mr. Heath had the best six pots of
Narcissus and six pots of Hyacinths, Mr. Pearce being
second in each class. The last-named exhibitor had the
best three pots of Polyanthus Narcissus, and Mr. Heath
was second.
Tulips were well staged ; the six pots which won the

first prize for Mr. Pearce were superb. Spiraeas were
not extensively shown, but were of high quality.
Here, again, Mr. Heath was first, followed by Mr.
Slark for second position. For three large-flowered
Cinerarias Mr. Heath was easily first, also in the classes
tor Cineraria stellata, Chinese Primulas and Cyclamen
respectively. Mr. Slark had superb specimens of Schi-
zanthus and easily gained the premier award. He had
also the best pots of Mignonette and Mr. Heath the best
Deutzias. Mr. Uaher gained flrst position for a dinner-
table decoration, Mr. W. Shave, gardener to the Dowager-
Lady de Tabley, being a very close second, and Miss
Taylor of Salisbury third. Any kind of foliage was allowed,
but only Narcissus blooms in these decorations. Mrs. Shave
was a very successful exhibitor in the classes for bouquets
and epergnes. Her son, in the children s section, entered
in five classes and won three firsts and two seconds.

NoN-tx)iii'ETiTivE Exhibits.
These were numerous and of very high merit. The

chairman of the committee, G. H. Rolls, Esq., J.P., staged
a grand collection of Orchids, but did not wish for any
award to be made. Mr. Robert Chamberlain, the vice-
chairman and treasurer, was awarded a gold medal for
exquisite floral dosiiios. Gold medals were also awarded
to Messrs. Cypher, Cheltenham, for Orchids : Sutton and
.^ons, Reading, for (.'inerarias ; Maurice Prichard, Christ-
church, for rockery and alpine plants ; and Mr. Pursglove,
head-gardener at the Winter Gardens, for a fine collection
of miscellaneous plants. Silver medals were awarded to
Messrs. Heath and Sons, for rockery and alpine plants

;

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, for plants in
fibre and cut fiowers ; Young and Co., Cheltenham, for
Carnations ; and Miss Howes, for rockery and alpine plants.

LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION'S
SPRING SHOW.

This society held its twenty-second spring show in the Com
Exchange on the 6th and 7th inst., and, so far as light and
finance were toncerned, this proved infinitely better than
the handsome St. George's Hall. The entries were slightly
below the average, but were more than compensated by
the sixteen non-competitive exhibits. Owing to the length
of the schedule, only the first-prize winners can be given.
For six pots of hardy herbaceous plants, Mr- E. R. Finch,

gardener to W. J. Lockett, Esq., had excellent Liliums,
apirsas and similar plants. For twelve Hyacinths, Mr. T.
Hitchman, gardener to A. Earle, Esq., was flrst, and for
SIX pots, Mr. J. V. Thompson, gardener to Mrs. W. P.
Sinclair, was champion. For six pots, three bulbs in each
pot, Mr. J. Nisbet, gardener to Miss Robinson, was the
winner.

First prizes for six pots of single Tulips and six pots of
doubles went to Mr. J. V. Thompson, who had good
examples. For twelve vases of cut Narcissi, Mr. G. Osborne,
gardener to Dre. Tisball and Ingall, was flrst. For six
Amaryllis, Mr. Thomas Rigg, gardener to Miss MacKean,
was the winner with good types. First prize for one stove
plant in bloom went to Mr. E. R. Finch, who bad a good
specimen of Anthurium andreanum. Mr. B. Cromwell was
first for one greenhouse plant in bloom with Imantophyl-
lum princeps.
For two Orchids, Mr. W. Hignett, gardener to C. W.

Carver, Esq., won with grand specimens of Dendrobium
Ainsworthii and D. nobile, both being well flswered. For
two cool Orchids, Mr. J. Frith, gardener to T. Hignett,
Esq., was the leading winner. For one Orchid, Mr. George
Eaton, gardener to W. Todd, Esq., was flrst with
Cymbldium lowianum, which bad fifteen grand spikes.
In the class for three hardy forced plants, Mr. T. Hitch-

man won with large and well-flowered climbing Roses,
and for three exotic Ferns Mr. G. Eaton was first with
grand plants. Mr. E. R. Finch had the best sinwle plant.
For three Azaleas, Mr. B. Cromwell won with well-flowered
specimens, and he was also flrst for the single specimen and
for one Rhododendron, the latter being Pink Pearl. For
six hardy forced plants, Mr. E. R. Finch was the leading
winner with large specimens.
In the minor classes the results were as follows

;

Mr. F. C. Keightley, gardener to Mrs. Duncan, for
Cinerarias

; Mr. F. Atken, Cinerarias ; Mr. B. Cromwell,
Primulas and hardy Azaleas : Mr. E. R. Finch, Mignonette
and table plants ; Mr. J. Nisbett, Carnations ; Mr. T.
Wilson, Lily of the Valley ; and Mr. T. Hitchman,
Cyclamen and Callas.
As already mentioned, the trade were in strong force,

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher being awarded a gold medal
for an admirable display of Orchids, including many
choice varieties. Medals were awarded to the following

:

Messrs. C. A. Young, for Carnations : Lissadell Farm,
for Narcissus ; R. P. Ker and Sons, for Amaryllis

;

W. Rowlands, for Roses in pots and cut ; Barr and
Sons, for Daffodils Hogg and Robertson, for bulbs

;

and Cartwright and Goodwin, for DafFodila. Certifi-
cates of merit went to Bees, Limited, for rock plants

:

Messrs. S. Mortimer, for Carnations ; H. Middle-
hurst, for miscellaneous plants ; Woodward and Co., for
Calceolarias

; T. Davies and Co., for Lily of the Valley,
(fee. ; the Liverpool Orchid Company, for Orchids ; and
Baker's, for alpines. Messrs. Barr and Sons received a
certificate for Narcissus Bedouin.

OBITUARY.
WILLIAM DENNING.

It is our painful duty to record the death of this
excellent and well-known gardener, on the 2nd
inst., at hia residence, Oak Avenue, Hampton,
following upon a paralytic seizure about a month
previously. Mr. Denning, who was one of the
most energetic members of the Urban District
Council of Hampton, had been speaking at a
meeting on the evening of March 8, when he
somewhat abruptly resumed his seat, and a little

later it was seen that he was unwell. Medical
aid being summoned, the doctors found that he
had had a seizure, as above stated, and so serious
was his condition that it was deemed advisable
not to remove him to his house till the following
day, when he was still in an unconscious state.
Subsequently Mr. Denning regained conscious-
ness, though he never recovered his speech.
Mr. Denning will be best known to the older
school of gardeners, and though his palmy days
were spent in the service ot the Londesborough
family, first at Grimston Park, Tadoaster, and
subsequently at Kingston Hill, his first important
position as head-gardener was with the late Lord
Bolton, Bolton Hall, Bedale, Yorkshire.
Mr. Denning was well known as an excellent

plant and fruit grower and exhibitor, and there
are many gardeners to-day holding good
positions who can testify to the fact. Mr.
Denning started his gardening career at Grimston

Park, the then seat of the ISarl of Londes-
borough, in 1.S49 or 1850 as an apprentice

;

indeed, to this day the inscription "W.D.

,

1850," cut by him on a young Lime tree in the
park is to be found more conspicuous than
formerly. For many years he was a member of
the fruit committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, about which time he contributed to
the oalendarial literature of The Garden. As
an old Kewite, Mr. Denning was also well
known, his interest in the Kew Guild remaining
to the end. He was also a member of the
committee of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution, and on its formation took a keen
interest in the Gardeners' Orphan Fund. About
the year 1S87 Mr. Denning settled in Hampton,
where he started in business as a market florist.

A year or two later his aspirations led him to
successfully compete for a seat on the Urban
District Council, a seat to which he was
repeatedly re-elected as his term of office expired.
Some three years or so ago Mr. Denning was
elected chairman of the Council ; indeed, he
has filled almost every office in connection with
that body. Mr. Denning attained his seventy-
third year on April 1, and leaves a wife and
several sons and daughters.
Under gloomy skies and in the presence of a large

gathering of relatives, friends and neighbours,
all that was mortal of the late William Denning
was laid to rest in the pretty cemetery at Hamp-
ton on Thursday of last week. It was a fitting

burial-place for the old gardener, for not only
was he. by a singular ooincidense, as a valued
member of the District Council chairman of the
Cemetery Committee, but the very neat, pleasing
aspect ot the enclosure indicated the care and
oversight of a lover ot the beautiful. Those present
included all the ether members ot the District
Council, the Council employes, the local Fire
Brigade, many ot the schoolboys and several
local hortisulturists, including Messrs. W. H,
Page and Sons, E. H. .Jenkins, W. Tayler, H. T.
Mason, W. Bowell, Archibald Graham, formerly
of Hampton Court Gardens ; A. Dean of Kingston
and F. Lindsay of Richmond. It was a matter
for deep regret that no one was present to repre-
sent the committee of the Royal Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution. Numerous very beautiful
floral wreaths covered the deceased's coffin and
the hearse.

"Country Life" for April 16 contains,

among other articles, an illustrated account of

"Hengrave Hall, Suffolk"; "Tale of Country
Lite : The Surprise - Officers," by Tiokner
Edwardes ;

" Wild Country Life " (illustrated),

by Seton Gordon ; "How to Choose Old Furni-
ture " (illustrated), by Basil Oxenden ;

" Spring
Salmon-fishing.

"

Oapdening* appointment and
ppesentatlon.—Mr. W. B. Clark, who has
tor about two years been the foreman at Colt-
ness, Wishaw, Lanarkshire, has been appointed
gardener to Mrs. Crombie, Balgownie Lodge,
Aberdeen, in whose service he formerly was.
He entered upon his duties on April 1. Prior
to Mr. Clark leaving Coltness, he was presented
by his friends there with a gold albert and
pendant as a mark of their esteem and their

good wishes for his success in his new appoint-
ment.

TRADB NOTE.

Alpine .ind HERBACEons Plants from Sligo.

Mr. J. A. Cooper, Lissadell, Sligo, Ireland, sends us his ex-
cellent little catalogue of alpines, hardy herbaceous plants,
shrubs, i&c, and this we heartily commend to the notice
of those of our readers who appreciate all that is best
among such plants. The catalogue is arranged alpha-
betically, and copious descriptions of all the plants men-
tioned are given. In addition, there are some good
full-page illustrations in black and white. The catalogue
is neatly bound and of a convenient size to carry in the
pocket.

•«• The Yemrly Subaoriptum to THB OAKDIDI u : Inland,
6t. 6d. ; Foreign, St. 9d.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Bvery department of horticulture U rtpreatnted in Thb

aAKDSH, ond the Editor invites readers to send in questions

reiating to matters upon which they wish advice from
lompetent authorities. With that object he uiishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents" column a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

wtU kindly give enquirers the benefit oj their cusistanoe.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only 0} the paper, and addressed to the Bditob 0/ THI
SABDEII, aceomipanied by name and address 0) the sender.

PARKS.
ANY are the lessons that may be

gathered from the spring flowers

in the parks of London and sur-

rounding the great cities of this

country. It is a positive delight

at this season, when we bear in mind the pleasure

grounds of this country a few years ago, to

find the beautiful features of the country home
brought under the observation of the poorest in

the surroundings of large cities. There is that

thought, the beneficent influence of flowers

shown in the way that Nature does in mead and

copse. It must have an influence on the minds

of young and old, and also is a lesson for those

who have not yet grasped the great and beautiful

possibilities of outdoor gardening when freed

from an over-conventionality. When even in

these days of gardening enthusiasm one

travels through the country, it is astonishing

to discover dreary places that might be made
beautiful ; but a gradual awakening has come.

It began with the work, in a sense, of Mr.

Ingram, the late Duke of Rutland's gardener at

Belvoir, of Mr. William Robinson in his beautiful

home at Gravetye Manor, and of Miss Jekyll at

Munstead. These were, in a large measure, the

leaders, and at that period, too, came a gradual

improving taste all round—in the home, in

architecture, and in everything that perme-

ates the national life. We do not want
a slavish adherence to Nature,

is a garden and not a meadow.
A garden

The wild

bank, the

from these

The Bditor welcomes photographs, articles, and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. AH
reasonable care, however, will be taken, aruL where stamps
are enclosed, he will endea-Mwr to return non-accepted

ocntributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Sditor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distinctly understood that only

the actual photographer or owner 0/ the copyright wiU be

treated with.

The Bditor will not be responsible fvr the return of artistic
or literary ccntriiAUvyns which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt oS a proof must net be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in IHI Oabdbh
fill alone be recognised as acceptanot.

Ofias: M, I'acintock SlieU, Cacent Garden, W.C.

flowers belong to the wayside

woodland and the streamside ; but

lovely pictures of flower life, precious to us from

childhood days, may we not learn something of

the way to plant the bulbs, perennials, or what-

ever the kinds may be, in our own gardens ?

Drifts of Daflbdils shed a golden gleam in

many a park ; the Chionodoxas are oases of blue,

and soon the Tulips will burst out into resplen-

dent colouring. Spring and early summer, once

so desolate save for the flowers that Nature gave

us, are the most enjoyable seasons of the year.

The rock garden is smothered with flowers, blue

from the Aubrietia, yellow from the Alyssum
and purest white from the Arabis, with a hundred

alpine gems to bear them company ; and a visit to

the London parks, Regent'sPark and the beautiful

public domains in or near the great metropolis

is a perfect holiday to those who cherish

their gardens. No matter whether it is the

botanic gardens of Kew, of Birmingham, of

Cambridge, or of any of our great public parks,

there are lessons to be learnt and notes to be

made of colour contrasts that, though not always

correct according to our conception, are worthy

of consideration and attention, and the individual

can devise something more approaching his or

her ideal to surround the home.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
April 27.—Herefordshire Spring Flower Show,

in the Shire Hall, Hereford. Dirlington Horti-
cultural Society's Spring Flower Show, Drill

Hall, Darlington. Royal Horticultural Society's
School Teachers' Examination.

April 28. —Midland l).ififodil Sjeiety's Exhibi-
tion, Edgbastoa Bjtanio Gardens, Birmingham
(two days).

April 30.—Horticultural Show at Brussels
Exhibition (five days).

Two-day fortnightly Royal
Hoptlcultupal Society's meeting's.
Before taking any action in relation to the pro-
posal for extending all the ordinary fortnightly
meetingsat Vincent Squareduringthe fourmonths
of March, April, May and June to a second day,
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society
has done wisely to invite the opinion of the
regular exhibitors at these meetings on the matter.
So far as relates to the Fellows generally,
the committees and the Press, the proposal
can hardly meet with objection. Sj far as the
general body of Fellows are concerned, many of

them probably would welcome the opportunity
to revisit the meeting on a second day with,
perhaps, some other friends, or specially so if

unable to visit the meeting on the first day. But
at least one great encouragement should be
offered to the public who are not Fellows, and
that is the reduction of the charge for admission
from ~). <Jd. on the first day to the popular Is.

on the second day. Not only would such a
charge be in great favour with the public, but,
by bringing in great numbers of lovers of
flowers not habitual frequenters of the meetings,
the horticultural trade, which chiefly make
these fortnightly shows—and as a rule, especially
during the months named, wonderfully varied
and beautiful shows they are—would probably, in
the additional business done by them, recoup
themselves the extra expense incurred in allow-
ing their collections and attendants to remain
over two days instead of one. Assuming the
trade exhibitors could see such prospect before
them, no doubt where their exhibits could remain
over a second day without coming to harm, they
will readily consent. It has often been observed
that so much labour and expense are involved in

the creation of some of the exhibits that it is to
be regretted that they should endure for one day
only. If by having a cheap admission the
Council could recuperate itself from any
possible loss through not being able to let the
hall on the second day, then, financially, nothing
would be lost.

The Cacti plague In Queensland.
Professor Henslow sent the following communica-
tion which he had received from Surgeon (-eneral
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George Henderson, M. D. , F. LS., formerly
Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cal-
cutta, to a recent meeting of the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society :

" In a communication to the Royal Horticultural
(Society's Journal for March, 1910, at page 350, I

see you notice the Prickly Pear in Queensland.
In the Punjab, India, before annexation, about
1849, this plant was a pest, and covered many
miles of country. Ringret Singh is said to have
had out some of his regiments to cut it down ;

but that did no good, unless it was burned, for
every bit of it rooted and produced more plants

;

but about 1845 the wild cochineal insect was
introduced (by mistake, it is supposed, for the
cultivated or domesticated one), and, as if by
magic, it spread all over the province and de-
stroyed the Prickly Pear, which has never given
any trouble since. I can tiad few references to
this matter in any books, but I find one letter
from Sir Donald MoLeod, then Mr. MoLeod,
Commissioner of Lucknow, at page 265 of "Select
Papers " of Agri-Horticultural Society of Punjab,
1868. The letter ia dated December, 1852, and
merely mentions the fact that ' an extraordinary
influx of this insect (cochineal) almost exter-
minated the plant. ' I lately wrote to Sir William
MaoGregor, Governor of Queensland, and told
him about this. The cochineal would be easily
introduced, for I took two pieces of Priokly Pear
covered with the insect from Tenerifie to New
Zealand in 1883, simply stuck on to two nails in
my cabin wall, and delivered them to Dr. Hector
when I arrived. I find in the book referred to a
few casual references to the disappearance of the
plant from the Punjab, but nothing very definite.
I know for certain that the plant had never
given any trouble up to 1S89, for I lived much in
the Punjab."

Scottish Hoptloultupal Associa-
tion.—The usual monthly meeting of this
association was held in the Goold Hall, St.
Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on the evening of
Tuesday, April 5, when there was a large attend-
ance, presided over by Mr. James Whytook,
Dalkeith Palace Gardens, president of the
association. The room presented quite a
gay appearance from the number and quality
of the exhibits on the table. A fine dis-

play was made by the exhibit from the
chairman, which comprised some very fine
Cinerarias and about fifty varieties of Apples.
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. made a good exhibit
with their Violas, Primroses and Polyanthuses

;

and the other exhibits included Cinerarias from
Mr. R. M'Andie, Inveresk Gate, Musselburgh

;

Chrysanthemums from Mr. J. Hamilton, Eskhill
Gardens, Musselburgh ; Primulas from Mr. W.
Robertson, Pilrig House Gardens, Leith ; and
several others of excellence. The paper of the
evening was on "Comments on the Introduction
to M'Intosh's 'Book of the Garden.'" The
author and reader, Mr. James Grieve, Redbraes
Nurseries, Edinburgh, is peculiarly qualified to
disouss this subject in view of his long experi-
ence, and his comments were of a valuable and
instructive kind, pointing out, among other
things, the improvements in horticulture and
the increased assistance given to the gardener
in the way of appliances and remedies since
M'Intosh's book appeared. The whole paper
was full of valuable matter, and was treated in
the characteristic manner which renders Mr.
Grieve's papers and addresses so highly appre-
ciated. Mr. Grieve was warmly thanked.

The late Mp. Dennlag: and the
Gapdeneps' Royal Benevolent
Institution.—We omitted to mention that
this institution was represented at the funeral
of the late Mr. Denning, who had been a member
of the committee for twenty- eight years. A
beautiful wreath was sent in the name of the
committee with a suitable inscription. Mr.
Ingram, the esteemed secretary, though practic-
ally restored to health, was medically advised not
to be present.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opiniont

expressed by correspondents. J

Rose M. Paul Lede In Scotland.
In a recent number of The Garden I stated that
Rose M. Paul Ledt- had come through the winter
badly. This is wrong, as every plant of this fine

Rose is alive and healthy. I meant to write
Mme. Melanie Soupert, and regret having made
the mistake.—C. Blair, Preslou Bouse Oardens,
Linlithgow.

Alpine flowers undep glass.—
It is somewhat dilKcult to fully understand your
correspondent " A Lover of Alpines," who, on
page 174, first protests against the above idea,
deprecating generally the necessity or desirability
of a glass structure for these plants, and finally

appears to be possessed of a lingering desire to
know "which alpines thrive best under glass

"

and to learn something "as to their cost of manage-
ment." There is, of a surety, a little incon-
sistency here, and a house that is not " necessary
or desirable" is but a delusion and a snare.
That I do not share the view taken by your
correspondent may be gathered from my remarks
on page 181, where I not only speak encouragingly
of cold-house protection for the earliest flowers
of the year, but also give some of the obvious
reasons why such protection is both necessary
and desirable. In this matter of affording
protection to the earliest of alpine flowers, I

am bound to confess to being an old sinner, for it

was in 1877, I believe, that I first conceived and
carried into effect an idea which I had not seen
or heard of elsewhere. A year or two later,
however, I gathered from one of the gardening
journals— I believe it was The Garden—that
the late Mr. .load was contemplating the erection
of a house having a portable roof for alpine
plants in his Wimbledon garden, the idea being
protection merely from wet and the vicissitudes
of our English climate. In doing this Mr. Joad
and myself had, doubtless, one idea in common,
remembering that while Nature gave ample
protection to these children of the mountains
for weeks together, they were, when transported
to a foreign land and clime, exposed and subjected
to incessant changes quite alien to them in their
native homes. The whole trend of gardening is

to make the most and the best of the materials we
have at hand, and one of the greatest aims of the
gardener is his endeavour to attain perfection.
Was it not Lord Bacon who referred to gardening
as "An art which doth mend Nature"? But
where is this " mending of Nature ' if we unduly
expose these precious early flowers of the year
and impose upon them uncongenial conditions
unknown to them at home ? Surely, too, the
intelligently arranged alpine house is a great
improvement on the too frequently slug-molested
frame, while from the health-affording standpoint
it is a thousand times better for the plants. A
glass house for alpines is not intended to displace
the frame or the rook garden, but rather to
constitute a good adjunct to both ; and where a
large collection of early flowering alpines and
bulbous plants is grown, the specialisation of
these things in pans for show and educational
purposes is worthy of encouragement. For
example, a well-flowered example of Saxifraga
burseriana major in a cold house in February is

something to remember and to admire, the plant
remaining good for a couple or three weeks.
But because this fine plant is in this country an
early flowering subject naturally, this is no
reason for leaving it in the open to be eaten by
slugs or pecked to pieces by birds.—E. H.
Jenkins.
The Capnation Yeap Book.—I have

just been studying the Carnation Year Book for

1910, published by the Perpetual Flowering
Carnation Society, and I must say I agree
with you that the book is, to say the least,

scrappy, besides containing several pages of
useless information. Whatasplendid opportunity

the society has wasted in this their first

year book. If they had confined themselves to,

say, three articles, the writers could have done
greater justice to their subjects ; but perhaps the
committee or the editor was afraid of causing
some petty jealousy by asking only three
individuals to write for the first book. The best
chapter in the present book is, I think, the one
on hybridisation, in which the writer puts into
print the thoughts that have been in my mind for
some time, and that is that too much attention
is given to size and colour as against scent, pro-
ductiveness and robustness of constitution. I am
one of many who think that the craze for size will
act detrimentally to the Carnation ; it will destroy
its usefulness and grace as the very best florists'

flower at present in cultivation. Just look at
the scale of points for judging new varieties;
20 points each for size and colour, 10 only
for fragrance and substance, and then, worst
of all, only a possible 5 for calyx. I would
suggest the following : Colour, 15 ; size. 15

;

fragrance. 15 ; substance, 10 ; calyx, l.j ; habit,
15 ; form. 15 ; total, 100. I would retain all the
other conditions, viz , S5 per cent, for a first-

class certificate and 75 per cent, for an award of
merit. Further. I would disqualify any exhibitor
who used any artificial support or whose flowers
required rubber rings to protect the calyx. Seeing
that one of the objects of the Perpetual Flower-
ing Carnation Society is the improvement of the
perpetual-flowering Carnation, it should see that
all new varieties that receive awards are real
improvements, and not merely larger blooms
with possibly slightly weaker stems, or a new
shade of colour with a calyx liable to split, or one
that is not a real perpetual.

—

Edmond Eocles.
The ppoposed Intepnatlonal

Hoptlcultupal Exhibition.—The public
meeting convened by the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society and held at the Horti-
cultural Hall, Westminster, on the 4th inst.,
while well attended, was strangely lacking in
enthusiasm and interest in the proposal of the
Council in relation to the proposed exhibition as
defined by the president, Sir Trevor Lawrence,
V.M.H. Admittedly the resolution, proposed
in much too brief terms from the chair, and
seconded in a very few fervid remarks by
Sir Albert RoUit, expressing the meeting's
desire that an International show be held
in London in 1912 was passed unanimously.
But there was an apparent entire absen3e of
desire for further information or detail ; indeed,
it was the absence of that detail which seemed to
cast a sort of wet blanket over the proceedings.
That such a meeting should be held, yet be all
over in the short space of twenty minutes, was
most disappointing, and the auditors went away
very little wiser than they were previously and
entirely lacking interest or inspiration. Certoinly
the opportune moment to have promoted the pro-
duction of a good guarantee fund was lost ; and
had the Council courageously declared what sum
it was ready to guarantee—and it should not
be one halfpenny less than £1,000, besides offer-

ing a similar sum to the actual expenses as a
subscription—then many promises of pecuniary
help would have followed and the meeting would
have realised that good, practical business was
meant. The list of names forming the proposed
committee of management fairly took one's breath
away. Three-fourths of those names would do
admirably as patrons, but for business purposes
be absolutely unfit. The great exhibition of
1866 had for its chairman the late Sir Charles
Dilke and for treasurer the late Sir Daniel
Cooper ; but both these gentlemen worked like
horses, as would such as Sir J. T. D. Llewelyn
and Sir Albert Rollit or Sir Jeremiah Colman
now if placed in positions of importance ; specially
as chairman of the executive would Mr. Gumey
Fowler be the very man for the post. But of
that former exhibition committee not one other
hoving an ornamental appellation was a member.
It comprised ten leading nurserymen, three
head-gardeners, one contractor and, including
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the three secretaries, seven others of emiDenoe in

soienoe or information. It was the praotioal,

professional or business element in this body

whioh rendered its ultimate work so auooeesful.

Had the Counoil in this ease constituted its own
body one-third of the committee of management
of the proposed show, and invited the nomination

from the meeting of the other two-thirds, in whioh

nurserymen, market growers, professional gar-

deners and amateurs were fairly evenly repre-

sented, what a first-olass body might thus have

been oonstiituted. We have waited so long for

the sueoesaor to the great exhibition of 1866 that

many who lived on and hoped to see it have

passed away, as doubtless will many others before

this great show becomes a reality. How few there

are to-day who remember that great show at

South Kensington ; yet, superb as it was in its

day, how much more must one two years hence

eclipse it. We have passed through forty-four

years, and in 191'2 forty-six years will have

elapsed between the dates of those shows, and
what a history of horticultural progress can be

written of that interlude ! Practically in almost

every phase gardening has gone ahead by leaps

and bounds ; its resources and capacities have

been trebled or quadrupled ; hence, measured

by what was seen in 1866, it is almost

impossible to secure an adequate representation

of modern horticulture in a tent space of some

ten to twelve acres. Apart from what Great

Britain and Ireland can do, as also from Greater

Britain, our Continental friends will need a large

space also. Thus it is possible to furnish

what will be needed only by huge cost and on

really great lines. A great feature of the earlier

show was its avoidance of straight lines and
tents. The groundwork was that chiefly of old

John Gibson of Battersea Park, and in that

respect it represented a triumph of exhibition

art. Sunken walks, raised grass banks, ample

room, and each group fully displayed served to

make that show an artistic conception. But then

the dominant factors in creating effects and
surprises were the gigantic specimen plants,

especially of Roses and Azaleas, such as are

not now seen, yet by l'.ll2 might well be repro-

duced, as might also the noble specimens of

so many other things. Very special effort should

be made to create, prior to the show, richer

examples of all descriptions of plants. Too long

given to the creation of mere crowded groups, in

which the cultural capacity of the grower has

been submerged, all such miscellaneous mixtures

or groups should be rigidly excluded, and the

finest possible examples of each kind of plants

asked tor only. If British gardeners of all classes

are to hold their own in the world they must

show that, however clever they are in producing

group effects, they are also great cultivators
;

indeed, will admit of no superiors, if they have

equals. Especially must great efforts be made
to produce representations of fruits and of

vegetables, also plants, trees, shrubs and flowers.

Apart from an able committee, the ablest

designers and arrangers of great exhibitions

must be invited to help. In every direction,

whether of finance, of space or of arrangement,

the policy must be very bold.—A F.R.H.S.

Poiaonoua plants in the con-
BSPVatOPy.—Being interested as a medical

man in this question, and also as an amateur
horticulturist who frequently gets a rash on the

hands when repotting Primula obconica, I am
anxious to obtain information from others as to

whether they have experienced similar effects

when handling plants of other species. At the

present time I do not happen to have P. obconica in

my greenhouse, but this week the same rash

appeared after manipulating P. sinensis for seed.

If any of your readers can favour me with their

views on this matter, or state if they have found

similar uncomfortable phenomena after handling

other plants, I should feel greatly obliged, and
the knowledge would doubtless be appreciated

Dy many who read your very interesting and
practical journal,—Haywarus Hejth.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Frdits Undir Glass.

CUCUMBERS.—These will be growing
freely now, and every encourage-
ment must be given the plants.

Nothing suits Cucumbers better

than plenty of moisture about the
house. At this season syringe

freely overhead and keep the floors well damped
down at all times of the day and until the last

thing at night, when the fires are banked.
Frequent top-dressings should be given to pro-

mote surface roots. Various mixtures are recom-
mended, but half fibrous loam and half stable

manure will be found excellent. The night
temperature should be 60° to 70°.

Melons.—The earliest-planted Melons should
by now have set all the fruits that they are in-

tended to carry and be swelling rapidly.

Syringe often and keep up a moist atmosphere
to prevent any attack of red spider. This pest
is bound to appear if the bouse is allowed to get

dry very often ; therefore the necessity of keep-

ing the air damp is apparent. Giv« the plants

an occasional top-dressing of good loam, with a
little fertiliser added. The night temperature
should be maintained at 65" to 70°.

Strawberries.—All plants should be taken out
of the plunging-beds and started. Those that

are intended for the latest batch may be placed
in cold frames. It is not advisable to grow them
too close to the glass now, for they are almost
sure to be attacked by red spider. Syringe all

plants freely until the flowers open, and again
when the fruits are set, keeping it up till they
begin to colour.

Kitchen Garden.
Glohe Artichokes.—Owing to the severe winter

these have suffered badly in many gardens. Here
they require no protection whatever during
winter, and are now healthy and strong. To
make new plantations the sucker growths should
be taken off and replanted in heavily manured
quarters. They may be put out in rows 4 feet

apart and .') feet from plant to plant, or grown
from seed, sown in boxes, the seedlings being
transplanted when large enough and finally

planted out as advised for suckers,

French Beans.—An early sowing of Ne
Plus Ultra may be made on a warm, sheltered

border. Draw the drills 4 inches deep and 2 feet

apart, placing the seeds in 4 inches apart. Give
a little protection when they come through the
soil, as the least frost will cut them down. Fir

branches answer the purpose well.

Flower Garden.
Wallflowers.— ^teAa of these should be sown

now to obtain good plants for the autumn. In
many cases they are left to take care of them-
selves. This is a great mistake, as they require

liberal treatment, and when this is given, good
healthy, sturdy plants are the result. Sow the

seed thinly in the open borders in drills 12 inches

apart. As soon as the plants are large enough
they may be transferred to well-manured ground.
Plant them in rows 18 inches apart and 12 inches

from plant to plant. Canterbury Bells, Sweet
Williams, Foxgloves, Verbasoums, Aquilegias
and Pyrethrums should be sown in boxes and
placed in cold frames. When the seedlings are

large enough to handle they may be pricked off

into frames and kept shaded for a few days.

When the plants have attained a fair size

transfer them to nursery beds. This is a little

more trouble than sowing the seeds in the open
and letting them take their chance, but one is

amply repaid by the ensuing results.

E. C. POOLBT.
(Head-gardener to C, Bewes, Esq,)

Onaton Hall, Plymonlh.

FOE THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Wallflowers,—To have really fine Wall-
flowers it is imperative that the seed be

own during the last week in April or very

early in May. By sowing thus early, fine bushy
plants are certain before winter sets in. Sow in

shallow drills, and as soon as the seedlings are

4 inches high transplant to a vacant border in

the kitchen garden. The ground from which
early Potatoes have been lifted is admirable for

setting out the Wallflowers. No digging is

necessary ; merely hoe and level the surface, and
plant out with a dibber 9 inches apart in the

rows and 1 foot between the rows.

Other Biennials.—Strictly speaking, the Wall-

flower is not a biennial ; but as it is universally

grown as such and succeeds best when so treated,

it is very convenient to term it a biennial. Some
other plants usually treated in the same way are

also perennial. Myosotis and Campanula pyra-

midalie are always most satisfactory if raised

annually, and the present is a good time to do so.

They do quite well if sown on a bed of fine soil in

the open air ; but I think they are as well if

raised in boxes set in a cold frame. This plan has

several advantages. The work of sowing and
pricking off can be done during wet weather, and
the seeds usually germinate more freely when so

treated. Other good biennials for present sowing

are Lychnis ooronaria atrosanguinea {Agro-

stemma), Coreopsis grandiflora (this, if sown in

February, flowers well the first season), and
Canterbury Bells.

Primroses and Polyanthuses.— Those who may
not yet have tried the raising of these fine

spring flowers from seeds should lose no time in

giving themselves a treat by doing so. There is

no comparison between plants raised by division

and those raised from seed. The latter are so

much more vigorous that their blooms are usually

double the size, with fine long footstalks which

make them valuable for cutting. Of course, the

florist might object that the flowers of some were

"pin-eyed" and others not smooth enough on

the edges ; but to the bulk of genuine flower-

lovers these trifles are of very little account.

Select a first-class strain of the large-flowered

type and sow the seeds at once in boxes of very

light soil. The most suitable compost is three

parts leaf-mould, two parts loam and one part

sharp sand. Set the boxes in a frame and keep

well shaded until the seeds have germinated.

Even the very best seeds appear irregularly,

some showing within three weeks, others not in

as many months.

Kitchen Garden.
Veyelable Marrows.—Seeds should now be

sown for the main crop of this vegetable. Too

early sowing is a mistake, for it is never safe to

plant out until the advent of .lane unless frames

can be spared to place over them for a few weeks.

Place five seeds in a .') inch pot and set in a warm
house. Pot off singly when large enough, and after

they have fairly taken to the new soil remove to

a cooler house, and eventually to a cold frame.

Kidney Beans.—Where room in a cool house

or frame can be spared, it pays to raise the first

sowing of this useful vegetable in pots or boxes.

By so doing several weeks will be gained and

very fine early crops will be had. Ne Plus Ultra

is a good reliable sort for this method of culture.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—Sow seeds of these now. A little

heat may be given until germination takes place,

but afterwards the cooler the treatment the

better the results.

Tuberous Se<;o»i»a8,—Continue to pot on these

as they become ready. Care must be taken not

to put too much sand in the soil. When muoh

sand is used the mite is almost certain to gain a

footing, C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.

)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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A FAMOUS
Variation in Colour at

Feltham Nursery,

PRIMULA.
Messrs. Veitch's

T

quite freely. Primula Icewensia farinosa was
growing alongside the type, and is a counter-

part of it except that the leaves, flower-stems

and calyces are covered with farina, which gives

HE great variation in colour which has the plant when seen at a little distance quite a

taken place in Primula oboonioa '• oloud-like appearance.

during the last few years has been i
There were a great many other interesting

quite a revelation to those who have things to be seen at Feltham, but space will not

been in the habit of growing the old i allow us to describe these in detail. We may, how-

type of this plant. Instead of the ever, mention that they included a very beautiful

small dingy white flowers, we now have at ' series of hybrid Gerberaa, which were just

least a dozen good distinct and beautiful colours. 1 beginning to flower, and of which we published a

This variation and improvement was particularly coloured plate recently. Then there were quite

noticeable when we visited Messrs. .James Veitoh a number of distinct types of Cinerarias, the one

and Sons' nurseries at Feltham a few weeks ago.
\

that appealed to us most of aU being^ Feltham

Here was a house at least 100 feet long with a i Beauty. ' ^

stage ih feet wide on each side,

and the whole of this space was
occupied by the large-flowered

varieties of this plant arranged

in masses of one colour, and
which Messrs. Veitoh catalogue

as Primula obconica grandiflora.

The plants provide a feast of

beauty such as one seldom meets
with so early in the year, and
it was difficult indeed to realise

that all the beautiful shades seen

there had been derived from the

old Primula obconica.

Perhaps the diSerent shades

of rose and crimson were the

most beautiful of all ; but in

addition to these there were
some really good pale blue flowers,

pure whites and a very good
clear crimson. It is possible that

before many years have elapsed

these Primulas will almost, if not

quite, take the place of the old

Chinese Primula, for not only

are we getting the same range

of delightful colouring, but the

size of the flowers has been very

much increased, and, of course,

the plants are very much freer in

flowering. Then, again, they
have long, slender flower-stems,

which render them excellent for

cutting, and as they last

a long time in water, no doubt
these new varieties will in the

future be largely grown for this

purpose during the winter months.
One specimen that we noticed

at Feltham was grown in a 4^-inoh

pot, and this had fifteen large

trusses of fully developed flowers

in addition to a number of

younger flower-stems which could

be seen pushing their way through
the mass of leaves below. The
plant shown in the illustration is

in a pot of the size mentioned,
and gives a good idea of the way
the plants were flowering. We
are indebted to Messrs. Veitoh
for the photograph from which
the illustration was reproduced.
Fortunately, the culture of these

plants does not call for any special care, the

seeds being sown about midsummer and the

plants grown under quite cool conditions. Their
culture has, however, been fully dealt with in

The Garden, and it is not necessary bo refer to

it in detail here.

In addition to the houses of Primula obconica,

we saw a very fine group of the beautiful Primula , _

kewensis at Feltham, the peculiarly dainty rich i counterpart of the well-known Antique Rose

yellow blossoms being arranged in tiers on long " "' ' " t. ., . _
«_i -

stems, the fragrance of the flowers reminding
one very much of the Cowslip. It is interesting

to record that until a few years ago this Primula
was never known to seed ; but one plant was
eventually found seeding at Feltham, and since

then the progeny of this plant have seeded

THE ROSE GARDEN.

A'

BEDDING ROSES PLANTED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH SUMMER
BEDDING PLANTS.

far back as 1849 a pamphlet appeared
from the pen of the late Mr. William
Paul giving graphic descriptions
of the beautiful Rose gardens that
abounded at that day in the county
of Hertfordshire. Among the gardens

described was that of Poles, near Ware, the seat
of R. Hanbury, Esq., and a Mr. Barnes had

This is a lovely Cactus-flowered strain of
1
charge of the garden. Mr. Barnes was unques-

tionably a far-seeing man, for we
find him recommending the prac-
tice he adopted of planting
freely the autumnal Roses in

conjunction with summer bedding
plants, with which they group
admirably and produce a splendid
effect. Mr. Barnes recommended
this plan as a great saving of time
and labour at a season when they
are invaluable, and also as a saving
of expense to the proprietor.

If the gardeners of sixty years
ago could see the value of bedding
out with Roses, there should be
no hesitation in largely adopting
the practice to-day. And yet we
see many beautiful gardens using
the same old stereotyped bedding
stuff that presents a most miser-

able appearance in autumn, when
beds of Roses would be in their

gayest dress. I do not condemn
bedding plants in moderation, but
I certainly think where the garden
is at all limited bedding Roses
would be far more acceptable.

To obtain the best effect one
must plant the Roses closely, so

that very little of the soil is seen

;

then prune hard. The result will

be a magnificent display of

splendid Roses, providing always
that the best sorts are chosen,

and, above all things, see that

the beds are well prepared. To
have a thoroughly healthy growth
hard pruning is essential, and I

believe in planting the bushes
closer together than is ordinarily

recommended. About 12 inches

to lo inches apart is ample for a
year or two ; then we obtain a

grand display. Prune back hard
each spring, treating the Rosea
almost like herbaceous plants,

and there will be a fine, healthy,

regular growth springing up from
the base of the plants. With me
the annual growth of Roses such
as G. Nabonnand, Peace and Dr.

Grill is 3 feet to 4 feet in length,

so that one need not hesitate to

cut back hard if the plants

branching habit which embraces flowers of Cam- produce growths like this. I know moderate

bridge blue and rich Oxford blue, this being pruning has many advocates, and personally,

produced in profusion and rendering the plants were it a question of treating isolated bushes, I

most valuable for decorative purposes at this would recommend it, but for bedding purposes

season. The strain received an award of merit the more drastic pruning is best. In a season

from the Royal Horticultural Society when like the present, when the growth of Tea Roses

shown a few weeks ago. Then there was has withstood the winter remarkably well, there

Matador, a beautiful crimson variety and a , could be a system adopted of partially tying

PRIMULA obconica GRANDIFLORA AS GROWN BY MESSRS VEITCB AT FELTHAM.

habit and form. Both this and Antique Rose

are of dwarf, compact habit, and have large

flowers. Perpetual- flowering and Malmaison

Carnations, Lapagerias, Chryaanthemuma, Can-

nas, Streptocarpi and Begonias were all seen in

a flouriehing condition, and the whole of the

plantp -it Feltham were splendidly grown.

over some of the growths when they are planted

far enough apart ; but the beds do not present the

nice, full, even appearance that can be obtained by
severe pruning. There is also another point to

remember. By this hard pruning we out away
the forward growths in which may lurk insect

foes, and we also, to some extent, escape the vexa-

tions of the njuries caused by May frosts. P.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A TANGLED ROCKERY.

THE aooompanying illustration shows
what oan be done with a stiff olay

bank and a swampy walk below. My
lady gardener and I made two very
low terrace walls with rough stones,

then mixed road-sidingsand leaf-mould
with the olay, and laid the old stone root-slabs

on fine ashes, which made good drainage. Now,
from March to November we have a blaze of

colour, beginning with Aubiietia, Arabis, Ane-
mone fulgens and Iris reticulata. Later a

glorious pink effect is produced, as seen in the

illustration, by Rock Roses, rose-coloured Lark-

epurs, giant chamois pink Antirrhinums, Sweet
Williams and Verbena Miss Willniott against a

contrasting groundwork of the grey foliage of

Cerastium tomentosum.
Henrietta L. Hay.

Tanqhwood. South Oodatone.

THE FASCINATION OF THE
CROCUS.

Autumnal Croci.

(Gontinued from pa(,e 190.)

E\ ERY garden has its own character and require-

ments, so in offering suggestions for the planting

and grouping of Crocuses I do so with the

expectation that many of my readers will not

feel inclined to follow my advice. I think one
reason why t roeuses do not flourish and increase

in many gardens is due to the fact that they are

often used as edgings to beds that are tidied up
and pUnted with summer-flowering subjects

before the Crocus leaves have died off. There is

no denying the fact that in May and early .June

the long, flabby, yellowing Crocus leaves are

untidy, and if in so prominent a position as the

edge of a bed will often vex the righteous soul of

the tidy gardener. I have not much sympathy
with such an one though, for I always feel he or

she has not much sympathy for the plants, and
regards them too much as garden furniture and
mere producers of colour rather than as living

creatures. The hope for a glorious resurrection

next season that springs from the observation of

a slow and steady ripening off of the foliage is a

pleasure unknown to him who is only anxious to

get it all cleared away, or tied up in chignons,

as one sometimes sees Crocus leaves treated, to

make room for a row of blue Lobelias.

If one cannot allow the plants time and space

to mature in the forefront of one's borders, it is a

good plan to use the commoner and strong-

growing Croci to fill up spaces under deciduous

shrubs, or behind and among tall herbaceous

plants, towards the backs of borders. I have
thus used many of the large and showy vernus

forme and the old Dutch yellow. I also think
sparrows donot attack them so ferociously as when
they are so easily reached from the front of a bed.

A good broad band of Crocuses looks very well at

the back of a herbaceous border that is backed
by shrubs or a Yew or Holly hedge. Like most
bulbous plants of small stature, they look better

in grass than in any other position. But here
again arises the difficulty of being unable to mow
over them until the end of May at the earliest.

In many gardens a lawn adjoins a meadow or

the pirk, being separated by a light iron fence.

The mowing-machine seldom outs cleanly up to

this fence, and in many places I have admired
the effect of Harebells and Lady's Bedstraw that

have found a congenial home in this peaceful

strip. It struck me that Crocuses might also find

a haven here ; and a long row of vernus varieties

that I tried has been such a success that I hope
to plant more in this way next autumn and to

induce others to do so. I mixed three varieties,

Mme. Mina (liUo striped), Mont Blanc (white)

and purpureus grandiflorus (deep purple), and by
getting a preponderance of the purple for a

stretch of a few yards, and then, after a length

of a fairly even amount of all three, letting the
white, with a few lilac among them, givealighter
tone, the stiffness that might easily arise from
such a straight band can be done away with.

All the vernus forms, so far as I have tried,

give good effects when mixed ; but I do not care

for the yellow Dutch with any other, unless it be
a few pure white vernus at the edge of a drift of

the yellow, and leading on towards a mass of the
same white form. 'I'he yellow is generally at
least a week or ten days earlier in flower than
the vernus forms, so it is not in every season
that such an effect of yellow and white can be
relied upon. I have found tomasinianus so far

to prove the most satisfactory of the wild species

for spreading and holding its own when planted
in grass, and of autumnal ones zonatus and
pulchellus. E. Augustus Bowles.

(To be cmitinued.)

PLANTS TO USE WITH SWEET
PEAS.

Those who use Sweet Peas for indoor decora-
tions—and who is there that does notV—will know

is also a rose-coloured variety, hut the white is

the most generally useful. Like the Agrostis,

seeds of this may be sown thinly in the open
early in April. The plants grow quickly and
will thrive in almost any good garden soil.

Though of such slender growth, the shoots last

fresh in water for a good length of time, and can bo

arranged with nearly any kind of flowers as well
as Sweet Peas.
A combination that I tried last year, and

which was admired by many friends, was white
Sweet Peas and the sky blue Nigella Miss.Jekyll.

The beautiful feathery involucres of this charming
Love-in-a-Mist formed a pleasing setting to the
Sweet Peas, and the blue of the flowers har-

monised very well with the white. Doubtless it

could be used with some other colours should the
necessity for doing so arise. H.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
YoiNc: Plants.—There have been a few com-
plaints that some varieties have not germinated
as well as could be wished, but they have done
as well as could be expected considering the

A TANGLED R0( K GARDEN.

only too well how difficult it is to secure enough
of the plant's own foliage to go with the flowers.

As the time for sowing seeds of many annuals
is now with us, it may be useful to remind those
who grow Sweet Peas of two exceedingly useful

plants that will provide an abundance of suitable

material for arranging with the sprays of flowers.

The first of these is the charming little Cloud
Grass (Agrostis nebulosa). It forms a veritable

cloud of very slender shoots and tiny flowers,

and is ideal for garnishing vases of Sweet Peas.

Seeds can be procured cheaply, and may be sown
outdoors in April where the plants are to

grow. It prefers well-cultivated and rather
light soil. The seeds must be scattered thinly

and covered with not more than a quarter of an
inch of fine soil.

Another excellent plant for the purpose under
consideration, and which is known to many, is

Gypsophila elegans. This is an easily grown
annual plant, and is cultivated largely in France
and in this country for Covent Garden Market.
It grows about 18 inches high, and forms a rather
dense yet graceful mass of thin shoots, which are
freely studded with creamy white flowerr. There

weather at the harvesting season last year.

Although there have, undoubtedly, been losses,

the majority of growers sow so thickly that it is

rather an advantage than the reverse when some
of the seeds fail to start, since it relieves the

necessity for thinning, which in only rare

instances is carried out as it should be by
amateurs and cottagers. Unfortunately, they

cannot harden their hearts sufficiently to remove
the young plants in the very early stages, with

the result that there is a decided element of

weakness from the start ; and because the plants

do not grow as vigorously, produce as splendid

flowers and continue blooming over a protracted

period, the cultivator blames the soil, the seeds

or the season rather than himself, who is almost

invariably the sole cause of the disappointment.

It is occasionally said that as exhibition

flowers are not specially required, it is neither

necessary nor desirable to give the plants the

full amount of space ; but this is by no means the

case, for it is only those that have made all

their progress under the influences of unobstructed

light and fresh air that can show just what
powers of floriferousness a Sweet Pea possesses.
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Even in the moat untoward of oiroumstances the

plants should never be closer than 9 inohes,

and it is almost always preferable to allow

them 12 inohes in the lines. To these

distances the thinning should be done as

early as possible, and subsequently a sharp look-

out must be kept to ensure that slugs and birds

do not carry the thinning process too far.

It is imperative, too, that twiggy sticks shall

be put to the young plants immediately they are

well through the soil, and it is wise to attach

them to these supports with a secure yet free

ligature ; not only will the youngsters receive

support, but also protection from cold winds
from these Fmall sticks. This is work which
must be pushed on now, as

also must the permanent
staking of earlier rows as

they demand it ; the earliest

from pot-sown seeds will

have been done by this date.

The preference with ama-
teurs is still given to natural

wood stakes, and there can
be no doubt that good Hazel
sticks want some beating,

but no other wood comes up
to them, and where the
slightest difficulty is experi-

enced, groweiB should turn
without hesitation to large-

meshed galvanised wire-

netting as being perfectly

efficient. It is obvicusly

rather more expensive at the
outset, but if it is properly
eared for it lasts so long

that it becomes much cheaper

than stakes in the end. It

should be attached securely

to stout uprights, and if

the bottoms of these are

creosoted, charred or soaked
in paraffin before use they
will be splendidly preserved
and will not rot in the soil.

All things considered, it is

perhaps advisable to carry
the plants up 1 foot or 2 feet

of their growth on sticks

and thence train them on to

the wire ; but there is no
substantial objection to plac-

ing them to the wire from
the preliminary stakes which
usually rise 1 foot from the

ground.
Assuming that they grow

2 feet on sticks, then two
widths of 3 feet wire will

answer in many instances ;

but where it is known thait

the plants invariably go
higher than this, then wire
can be used accordingly.

As far as mesh is concerned,
it should not be less than
4 inches, and if it is

bigger so much the better.

One sometimes hears wire
objected to on the soore

that it will create an aspect of formality, but
this is not so, since healthy, vigorous Sweet Peas
will BO clothe their supports that without close

looking it will be impossible to tell oo what
they are growing.
Many cultivators are keen to get a mulching

spread over the roots early in the season, as

well to afford food as warmth ; but as far as the

latter is concerned it is an error, and for the

former not worth consideration. Ground that

is kept surface hoed to the end of May or early in

June will be warmer than that which is mulched
with manure ; and if the soil was properly

prepared at the outset, it is quite certain that

it will contain an abundance ot readily available

food to keep the plants in excellent progress

until that time. Use the Qat hoe and leave the

mulching until later. Spencer.

AURICULA PHYLLIS DOUGLAS.
One of the most perfect Auriculas we have seen

was shown by Mr. James Douglas, (ireat Book-
ham, Surrey, at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on April 4 last, when it re-

ceived an award of merit—and we write

the "most perfect "having in mind Mr. Douglas's

great work among the Auiiculas—that is testi-

mony to the beauty and worth of the variety we
are thinking of. It is an alpine Auricula, the

flowers of exceptionally fine form, and the colour

is of a purple shade with a clear white centre.

THE NEW ALPINE ADRICULA I'HTLLIS DOUGLAS.

It is a flower that for colour, form and fragrance

should be highly prized.

DAFFODILS AND TULIPS AT VIN-
CENT SQUARE ON APRIL r-,.

I REFERRED to the exhibits of Mr. A. M.
Wilson and Lissadell in my notes last week.

Messrs. Barr and Sons had a large and in-

teresting group, inasmuch as it received several

new additions during the course of the day.

Among these I must mention the beautiful

large Minnie Hume type Leedsii 532, which
was described in Mr. Wilson's collection last

week ; also the fine deep yellow trumpet
Michael. Taking other new ones first, the

following were among the best : An unnamed
giant yellow incomparabilis self, which might
very well be called Yellow Queen, as representing
a type of yellow counterparts of the famous
White Queen. Victory was another large
yellow incomparabilis, but it had a more pointed
perianth and a shallower cup. Sparkler is

obviously one of the many M. J. Berkeley
seedlings that are now coming on the market.
They have for the most part a good deal of
red in their cups and long pointed perianth
segments. Although not show flowers, they
are valuable for the garden on account of their
earliness. Another flower with no name was a
glorified Albatross, but with wider and more

overlapping perianth seg-

ments. Mace Bearer was
very attractive. It had a
good deal of the look of Ber-
nardino in its composition,
but instead of the red of the
cup being suffused all over
it, it was here gathered into
a wide, well-defined edge,
leaving the interior a dull,

deep yellow. Mermaid was
a fine giant Leedsii with a
more pointed perianth than
is usual in this class.

Bedouin, which appeared for
the first time last year, is

certainly a "good thing."
It reminds one very much
of the good old Crown
Prince in its texture and
colouring. Among the large
number of older kinds. Lord
Roberts, White Lady,
Homer, Horace, Eileen Mit-
chell and Buttercup were
particularly good.

Messrs. Cartwright and
Goodwin had not such a large
exhibit as usual. Their group
on the 5th was mainly notice-
able for two reasons. First,

it introduced to the Daffodil
public a few rough-haired
gentlemen like Shock-headed
Peter, Powder Puff, Rags
and Tatters, Whirligig and
Kallikrates. They were
raised by Mr. W. F. M.
Copeland, and are some of
his "doubles." The last-

named is wholly yellow,
while the others have a
good deal of red about
them, Powder Puff being the
reddest. They are of the
loose Argent type of flower.

These loosely -put -together
blooms will be of use for
house decoration as a change
from having all singles. The
other feature was its lesson
in earliness. Mr. Goodwin
told me that Armorel,
Sailor, Blackwell, Dolores,
Marigold, Alice Knights
and Southern Star had

all been out from the open in his grounds near
Kidderminster. Before leaving this group, I

would like to draw my readers' attention to a
grand large yellow trumpet. Master of Balliol,

and a very beautiful cupped variety, Ayacanora,
which was a very pale yellow self, and in its

general look featured Frank Miles. If this

proves itself to have a good constitution and to
increase quickly, it should have a future.

Mr. John Pope, whom we were glad to see
among us again, had a small group of interesting
things ; Estelle was probably the newest. I

remember it very well from last season. It has
a shape of its own and looks like a giant spider
walking, the handsome red cup being the body
and the yellow curiously bent perianth like the
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lege. Van Waveren's Giant, Torch and Gold Fish

(a pretty, small, deep yellow trumpet) were also

noticeable.

Messrs. Carter had a very effective exhibit of

spring flowers arranged in the shape of a formal

garden, with beds on and round a grass lawn.

The mass of superbly grown King Alfred at once

caught one's eye. As I looked at it I said to

myself, " What a pity it will not grow anywhere
like Kmperor." There is no use disguising the

fact that in many gardens after the first year it

is a miserable failure.

Mr. F. Lilley brought over a ooUeotion of

popular varieties. There were a good many of

the Dutch trumpets, one of which I do not

remember to have seen before. It was a fine

large flower, in appearance midway between
Emperor and Glory of Leiden, of good substance

and of excellent proportions. The weak part

about it was its name, Vesuvius,

which is that of the poor form of

Lucifer. I would respectfully

suggest that it might be
changed to Etna, and given
such a name I feel sure a

very bright future awaits this

excellent variety when it becomes
known. Fairy Queen, the dainty
little Leedsii which always looks

so fresh and charming among
other flowers; Lady Godiva, the
white - perianthed Barrii ; and
Diana, which I always associate

with the late Mr. Bourne, as one
of his favourites, were all staged

in good condition.

Messrs. R. H. Bath had a good
many Darwin and May-flowering
Tulips and a few Daffodils.

Among the latter there were
three or four blooms of their

bright-coloured Brilliancy, which
is a larger and brighter Barri

conspicuus, and Mrs. Vincent,
one of the most beautiful of all

the old-time white trumpets.

The Tulips included Piootee,

Melicette (Darwin), Mrs. Moon,
Le Reve and Isabella. This last

variety is very good indeed for

growing under glass, and as it

can be bought at a low figure I

would advise a trial another year.

It is rather a long-shaped bloom,
which in its young state is a
primrose yellow suffused at the

edge with rose ; this with age
gradually extends over the whole
flower. Joseph Jacob.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATR 1398

HARDY HYBRID RHODODENDRON
DR, STOCKER.

TH
K last decade has witnessed the

introduction of many excellent Rho-
dodendrons, hybrids and species, and
not the least beautiful among them is

the hybrid which is shown in the
accompanying coloured plate, and

which is named after Dr. Stocker, in whose
garden we believe it was raised. Anyway, it

was shown by him before the Royal Horticul-
tural Society on March '27, 1900, when it received
an award of merit, the plant at that time beiog
regarded as a greenhouse specimen only. Since
then the stock of it has been considerably

of russety red which we think adds to the charm
of the blossoms.

Not the least pleasing and distinct feature
about this Rhododendron is the oolour of the

flower-stems, this being a sort of delicate red

hue and contrasting well with the purity of the
blossoms.

A USEFUL HARDY
ANNUAL.

At this season, when the seeds

of so many hardy annuals are
being sown in the open ground,
it may be of use to draw attention to a member
of the Toadflax family which has for many years
been a favourite in English gardens. This is

Linaria bipartita, a rather slender-growing plant
that attains a height of about 1 foot, and which
produces its pretty Antirrhinum-like flowers in

profusion during the summer and early autumn
months. The colour of the blossoms is a sort of

violet purple, this being relieved by the golden
hue of the throat. The plant was introduced to

this country from Portugal as long ago as 1815,
and although it is not an annual to grow on a
large scale, a few clumps of it towards the front
of the border are very attractive. In addition
to the type there is a white-flowered variety,
which is shown in the accompanying illustration.

It is a counterpart of the ordinary plant except
in the colour of its flowers, and is usually listed

by seedsmen as L. bipartita alba. The plants
will thrive in almost any well drained soil, but
preferably one of a rather sandy character.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE DOUBLE - FLOWERED

BLACKTHORN.
DURING early April the double-flowered

form of Prunus spinosa (Blackthorn)
is smothered with white flowers, whioh
last in good condition for about a fort-

night. When out of bloom there is little by whioh
it can be distinguished from the
ordinary Blackthorn or Sloe of
our hedges, except that it is

perhaps of somewhat denser
growth, a fact which may be
attributed to cultivation and a
certain amount of pruning while
young. The flowers are similar
in size to those of the type, but
have an abnormal number of
petals. Its showineES and adapta-
bility for poor ground warrant it

far more extended cultivation
than it receives at the present
time, for it is quite as suitable for
planting in a mass in the wilder
parts of the park as for forming
a specimen on the outskirts of a
lawn. Unfortunately, it is some-
what difficult to propagate, and
really needs grafting on stocks of
the type if the best results are
desired. Two year old wood is

preferable to one year old for
scions, and grafting should be
done indoors. Oi.-casionally a
cutting or two may be got to root,

though it is rarely that cuttings
succeei. It may be grown in

two ways. Grafted standard high
it forms a low, small-headed tree,

while when grafted low it forms
a dense bush, whioh may either
be used for planting in beds or to
form isolated bushes. D.

A

A nSBFOL HARDY ANNUAL : LINABIA BIPARTITA ALBA.

increased, and it has proved to be perfectly.hardy.

One of its parents is the beautiful Himalayan
Rhododendron Auoklandii, and the other R.

caucasioum album, and it is from the last-named

that the variety Dr. Stocker undoubtedly
derives its hardiness.

Messrs. Robert Veitch and Sons, Limited, of

Exeter now have a large stock of this beautiful

Rhododendron, and last year they staged a

wonderful mass of it at one of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's fortnightly shows, and it is to

this firm that we are hidebted for the flowers

from which the coloured plate was prepared. In

addition bo its usefulness as a hardy flowering

shrub, this Rhododendron is an excellent one for

forcing, the flowers opening quickly with very

little heat. When flowered under glass the

blossoms are pure white with a few reddish

brown spots at the base, but when it flowers out-

doors at its natural season, i.e. May, the inside of

the flower is white, but the outside has a tinge

RARE HARDY SHRUB.
(Neviusia alabamensis.

)

This is a rather rare shrub from
Alabama, where it is known by
the common name of Snow in
Summer. In the United States
it is highly thought of as an
ornamental flowering shrub, the
blossoms being stated to be
white and borne profusely. So

far as profuse flowering is concerned, no
objection can be raised to it in England,
but instead of being white, the flowers are
usually tinged with green. It has, however,
been found to be a very useful shrub for forcing,

for it may be had in flower in February, and
the green tint of the blossoms almost disappears
under glass. Growing under natural conditions
it attains a height of 4 feet or more, and forms
a large bush. The leaves are more or less ovate,
but offer no particular attraction. Under normal
conditions the flowers appear about the end of

May. They are peculiar by reason of their

fringed appearance, which is due to very narrow
petals. Cuttings taken in summer root readily,

and plants grow vigorously in loamy soil. Plants
intended for forcing should be kept to a few stems
to encourage lightness of habit. When from
two to three years of age they are at a useful
size ; but fully grown specimens taken up from
an open border are quite as useful, D.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO PLANT CABBAGES AND ONIONS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK. the juices from the tender young shoots which

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—During the have recently sprouted, and although they are not

present week is a good time to make Present in very large numbers, it is most essential

a sowing of Beetroots for the first ^^^^ ^^^J ^^ promptly exterminated. I know of

crop, selecting the warmest position °° other pest in the garden that multiplies so
for the bed. For this sowing choose

;

rapidly, but happily it is one whose destruction
one of the several excellent Turnip- it is comparatively easy to bring about. At this

rooted varieties now on the market, as these turn early stage, when the insects are not numerous,
in for pulling earlier than the long-rooted sorts, nothing beats the finger and thumb treatment,

drawing these carefully from
the bottom of the shoot to
the top and incidentally crush-
ing the insects in the process.

A little water kept close by
in which to occasionally rinse

the fingers does away with
what little unpleasantness
there may be connected with
this method. Maggots do not
seem to be very prevalent this

year, but a watch must be
kept for them. Wherever a
shoot shows signs of being
eaten, a close inspection should
be made for the maggot, which
will most likely be found en-
sconced in the heart.

Greenhouse. — Many ama-
teurs grow such hard wooded

i

plants as Ericas and Azaleas
j

in their greenhouses, and very
useful plants they are ; but

more often than not their treatment is such
as to render them very poor representatives of

their race, and many object to it by refusing to

live. The wrong management of such plants oan
usually be attributed to two items in their

viz.

-THE WROKG WAV TO II,ANT SUMMER CABBAGES. WHEN
PLANTED IN THIS WAV THEY ARE DISPOSED TO GET TOP-
HEAVY AND FALL OVER ON THEIR SIHES.

most soils, but will succeed better when the
soil is rich and deeply worked. Soils of a
light and sandy nature are not good for the
Cabbage ; but by the liberal incorporation of
pig or cow manure, or both, and a dressing of
lime this subject may be grown very well indeed.
On the other hand, soils of heavy texture should
be thoroughly well worked, and quarters in-
tended for Cabbage on land of this character are
better when dug in the winter and left in rough
condition on the surface for the frosts to pulverise
and sweeten. There may be readers who have
not even yet dug the quarters devoted to
vegetables in their garden ; and if such is the case
they should lose no time, deeply digging the soil
forthwith and planting as soon as convenient
afterwards.

Many gardeners make a rule to grow Cabbages
on ground that in the previous year was devoted
to Onions, and this is a very excellent rule,
because to grow the Onion well the quarters are
invariably heavily manured. Where the grower
has a bed of seedling Cabbages in his own garden
it is a great advantage, as the plants suffer less
in the transplanting than is the ease with plants
coming from a distance. When planting from
one's own bed of young plants it is possible to
lift each one with the aid of a trowel, so that a
good quantity of soil and roots may be lifted
intact, and the plants may then be transferred
with little disturbance of the roots to their
permanent quarters.

In small gardens plant Cabbages in rows
lf< inches to 2 feet apart, and allow a foot or
rather more between the plants in the rows.
Lift the plants with care, and transplant in holes
of sufiBoient size to embed them thoroughly and
firmly. Unfortunately, so many growers have to

Make drills l.J inches deep and 1 foot apart, and
drop about three seeds at intervals of 10 inches

in the rows. These, if the seed is good, will

give five or six plants at a station, which must
be thinned at an early stage of their existence to

^

one at each place. Dsep sowing is the cause of culture, viz., watering and repotting. The
[

purchase their young plants in the spring, and
many failures with Beetroot seed, a fact that former is frequently overdone, or else done so i not seldom they arrive in anything but a fresh
even many professional gardeners frequently intermittently that the roots get dry at times

j

condition ; the wonder is that they survive the
overlook. The long-rooted varieties for the and quickly perish. But it is to repotting that I ordeal so well. There is scarcely any soil on the
main crop may be sown a fortnight hence, allow- wish to draw attention specially now, as from roots, and the latter are often shrivelled and
ing 2 inches more each way. Make other sowings now onwards is a good time to carry out the damaged by exposure to the sun and air. Should
of Peas to succeed the early and second-early work, directly after a plant has flowered being the plants be acquired overnight, it is a good
crops, and at this date 2 inches is not too deep the best time to deal with it. New growth is i plan to heel them in and subject the roots to a
to sow. Any that are just showing through the then usually active. Pots only one size larger good watering ; in the morning they have usually
ground must be protected from sparrows by than those the plants already occupy must be ^ --j-.-^: ..

placing netting or black cotton over them. Keep used, and these must be scrupulously clean and
the Dutch hoe going freely among all growing sweet. Drainage must be thorough, and the soil

crops, as, in addition to destroying young weeds, should consist of peat three parts and silver sand
this will allow the air to freely enter the soil and one part, with a little charcoal added. These
so benefit the plants.

Flower Garden.—There is a general tendency
among amateurs to cut away the foliage of

bulbous plants as soon as these have finished

flowering, their excuse for doing so being that
they are untidy. Possibly this may be so in a
few instances, but generally the untidy idea is

much distorted. In any case it is bad for the
plants to thus denude them of their food-making
apparatus. We must remember that it is after

they have flowered that such plants as Tulips,

Narcissi and Hyacinths build up their bulbs for

another year, storing food in the tissues and even
forming in embryo the flowers that are to give us
pleasure next spring. In this important work
the leaves play a primary part, and for this reaeon
they should, wherever it is at all possible, be left to

die away as naturally as possible. Where they
must be removed before this happens, theyshould
be allowed to remain at least three or four weeks
after the flowers have faded. I have been tempted
to enlarge on this subject somewhat, as, judging
by the enquiries one receives, the point is a moot
one with many amateurs.

Rose Garden.—I find that aphides or green fly

hard-wooded plants all like a
firm rooting medium, and care
must be taken to make the
new soil as firm as the old,

using a flat potting-stick freely

for the purpose. Give a
watering, then stand the plants
in a shady corner of the
greenhouse for a week or
ten days and lightly spray
them overhead morning and
evening. A. A.

TRANSPLANTING
CABBAGES AND ONIONS.
The fine weather of late has
reminded the beginner that
miny plants need to be taken
ill hand very soon if good
results are to accrue. In the
present instance it is the

recovered, and planting may then proceed apice.
Fig. 1 shows the wrong way to plant

Cabbages. This want of method is quite a
common failing with the inexperienced vegetable-
grower. In the course of a few weeks, by which

-THE CORRECT WAV TO PLANT 8DMMER CABB4GES NOTE HOW
THEY ARE EMBEDDED FiKMLY TO THE BASE OF THE
LOWER LEAVES. THIS METHOD ENSURES FIRMNESS AND
RIGIDITY.

writer's desire to call attention
to two vegetables that are extremely popular
with most amateurs, and that are generally
welcomed in the kitchen in their season,

are already commencing their work of sucking The Cabbage will grow quite satisfactorily in

time the plants will probably have made con-
siderable growth, there will be some risk of the
plants becoming top-heavy and falling over on
their sides, and in wet and windy weather this
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I

3.—THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATION REPRESENTS THE
WRONG WAV TO TRANSPLANT AUTUMN-
SOWN ONIONS. A CAREFUL OBSERVATION
WILL SHOW THAT THEV ARE PLANTED TOCI

DEEPLY. THE SAME APPLIES TO SPRINC-

SOWN ONIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN RAISED
UNDER GLASS.

state of affairs is almost certain to be brought
about. For this reason plant in the correct

manner indicated in Fig. 2. The young Cabbage
plants in this instance are set firmly, so that the
lower leaves form the base. By adopting this

method of planting rigidity is ensured, and the

pUnts are better able to resist wind and rain

when the hearts are well formed.
Autumn-sown Onions are planted in large

numbers in many gardens, as there are house-

holds where an early crop of large Onions is

valued in July and August. Onions succeed

best in soil that is not over-heavy. It is of the

highest importance that the soil should be rich

and lasting, and also that it should be friable and
easy to control. To achieve this end the quarters
ought to be trenched in ihe winter and the soil

left in ridges, so that froat and atmospheric con-

ditions may both do their beneficent work of

preparation. In the spring the quarters should
be forked over, adding to the surface soil wood-
ashes, burnt vegetable refuse, old hot-bed manure,
leaf-mould and the sweepings of the potting-

shed, all of which will tend to lighten the soil

and make it friable for planting. Those who
have not yet got their ground ready must labour
under a great disadvantage, as no amount of

working the soil at this season will compensate
for omissions of the past. Good Onions may be
grown, notwithstanding, if more than ordinary
pains be taken in preparing the quarters at the
present time. Soot applied as a dressing when
digging over the quarters is an excellent fertiliser

for Onions.

Autumn-sown Onions are best planted in rows
9 inches to a foot asunder, and from 6 inches to
it inches between the plants in the rows. Where
the seedling-bed is in the grower's own garden,
lift with a trowel and transplant firmly and not
by any means deeply. More often, however,
these plants are purchased from the nurseryman,
and consequently need more care and attention
to get them nicely established. Fig. :i shows tiie

wrong method of planting. A careful obser-

vation of this illustration shows that the Onions
are planted too deeply, in which case the bulbs
of the Onions are less likely to be satisfactory,

as the formation of a thick, fleshy neck is en-

couraged thereby. The correct method of plant-

ing is shown in Fig. I. Here it will be noticed

the young Onions are planted firmly so that the
bulbs will develop quite easily, as the base of the
stem is only just below the surface soil. The
strong roots of these plants are sufficient in

themselves to maintain the transplanted Onions
rigid until new roots are made. These particulars

apply with equal force to spring-sown Onions
which have been raised under glass. U. B. (J.

THE TREATMENT OF GLOXINIAS.
The.se are lovely plants for the greenhouse and
conservatory during the summer and early autumn
months, and also for the dwelling-room window.
I remember seeing several very fine plants grow-
ing in a cottager's window once, and I went in

to have a chat with the owner. He was an
enthusiastic gardener and had a tiny greenhouse
at the back of his own house, and in it he grew a
wonderful collection of plants. Gloxinias are
often given too much heat in the early stages of

their growth. I have cultivated them throughout
the summer months in cold frames, fully ex-

posing them every day when the weather was
tine, and both foliage and flowers were splendid.

The colours of the latter were very brilliant, and
the leaves of great substance and deeply veined.

The bulbs must be potted in a compost of

fibrous loam one-third, and leaf-soil and peat
two-thirds. When the suDsequent repottings
are necessary the peat may be left out, and some
dried cow-manure substituted and used with the
loam and leaf-soil.

It is wise to give a good watering directly the
potting is finished, but afterwards, and until the
pots are well filled with roots, watering must not
be overdone. Feed liberally when the flower-

buds form, and do not hesitate to expose the
plants to the sunshine. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Mixed Flower Border.—The mixed hardy
flower border of bulbous plants and herbaceous
perennials has its disadvantages as well as its

compensations, the former not infrequently
making their presence felt at the most inoppor-

tune moment, viz., at a time when it is desired

or desirable to rearrange the borders, and the
whereabouts of the bulbous plants, which so

many neglect to label or to mark in any way,
are for the first time discovered to be unknown.
That this is no fanciful surmise on my part the
many enquiries as to how best to deal with such
a border amply testify, and it is referred to

here that my readers may be wise in time.

The rearranging of the mixed type of border
I have in mind should always be anticipated

a season in advance; then, by marking the
positions occupied by the bulbous plants, the

lifting of these would be possible in .Tuly in

the ordinary way, and by drying them o£f

the remodelling of the border could follow in

October, when the whole of the plants could be

laid down afresh and with a minimum of loss to

both sets.

What Not to Do.—A doctor, when prescrib-

ing for a patient, does not tell the latter not to

swallow the medicine-glass or the spoon, though
in gardening it not infrequently happens that
' What not to do" is as of great importance as

the directions as to what should be done. Now,
in the mixed border of bulbs and plants, what
should not be done is to lift the bulbs in their

growing state and just drop them in clumps
again into what one might call ready-modo holes.

The thing I know is done this way, and the

reasons—or shall I say excuses—given are that

•it is so convenient at that time," "I can

so well see where they are' and the like,

without studying the aftermath of it all or the

disappointments or failures that are more or leps

sure to ensue. Hence it is advised to set about

such work in a systematic way, and, in doing so,

not merely ensure the safety of the subjects for a

further term of years, but ensure also that the
subjects having been treated rationally will

respond in a similar way.
Some Pretty Spring Flowers.—The Chiono-

doxas just now are sheets of rich blue difficult

to describe, and the autumn-planted bulbs, by
affording a suocessional flowering to the more
fully established masses, just tell us what to do
in future to get the longest possible return out of

a solitary species or genus. The single Primroses,

too, in many shades of colour are very charming,
while Anemone blanda soythiniua, lovely in blue

and white—gentian blue buds and white flowers

—is beautiful beyond compare. Hepaticas, too,

in white, pink and blue, are a great gain in any
garden where they thrive ; and there is that

inimitable flower of spring, Anemone robinsoniana.

which is, perhaps, only surpassed by its still

more handsome sister, A. r. atropurpurea. In

cool and moist places undisturbed both are

among the gems of the year, giving in April and
early May low sheets of exquisite colouring such

as the artist loves to see and to portray.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums.—These
should now be in cold frames where the lights

can be removed during the day, or even in

sheltered positions in the open where a few
degrees of frost will do no harm. Frost, indeed,

does less harm to such things than does a rapid

thaw, and particularly eo where the latter is

of an artificial character. We have had plants

with ice in the points till 11 a.m., but, being

protected by a wall and no sun reaching them
till noon, the plants were not in the least harmed.
It should be the aim of all to obtain short-jointed

and sturdy plants for putting out ; plants, too, that

have been well hardened by exposure previously.

A few good sorts are Carrie, Champ d'Or and
Horace Martin, yellows ; Goaoher's Crimson

;

Bronze and White Masfe; Nina Blick, red ; Doris

Peto and Roi de Blanches, white ; Rubis, claret

colour; J immie, crimson-purple ; 0. J. Quintus,

pink ; and White Quintus. These are Septem-
ber and early October flowering sorts, while
Source d'Or and Lizzie Adcock are among the

most decorative sorts for flowering somewhat
later. F.. H. .Jenkins.

4.

—

this is the right way to transplant
onions, note that the base of the
YOUNG plants 13 ONLY SLIGHTLY
EMBEDDED, THE MASS OF BOOTS MAIN-
TAINING EACH PLANT IN POSITION.
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THE G R EEN HOUSE.
A PLANT FOR A COOL

GREENHOUSE.
(Fbancoa ramosa.)

A
GENERATION ago these plants were

more extensively grown than at the

present time. They are of very easy

, culture and form some of the most
L effective plants for greenhouses

generally, and for a cool structure in

particular. I remember seeing some very large

old specimens when I first commenced my gar-

dening career, and they furnished a lot of

blossom during many months of each year. The
young and the medium-sized specimens are,

however, the most useful, and are readily raised

from seeds.

During the summer months the plants are

quite suitable for putting out as bedding sub-

jects, but they must be retained in the pots and

be gradually exposed when taken from the

shelter of a glass structure. Seeds may be sown
at onc3 and the resultant plants grown on for

flowering next year. For the seedlings use

a compost of fibrous loam passed through a

half-inch mesh sieve and leaf-soil in equal pro-

portions, with a (1-inoh potful of coarse sand to

half a bushel of the two mixed parts.

When the seedlings are first pricked off, the

same kind of compost will be suitable, but a small

quantity of rotted manure must be added. When
first potting the plants singly, use 3J -inch pots,

then 4J-ineh ones, and finally place them in

6-inch pots. During the early stages of growth

the young plants may be kept in a cool frame,

and simply guarded against excessive damp and
frost from November to the following March.

This plant is frequently known by the name of

Bridal Wreath. The flowers are white, small,

but numerous, and borne on graceful stems

between 2 feet and 3 feet in length. The spikes

of blossom last fresh a long time when cut and

placed in vases. B.

FUCHSIAS AS PILLAR PLANTS.

Few kinds of pKnts are more graceful in habit

than Fachsias. They are indispensable for

the furnishing of the greenhouse, and as their

culture is so simple, the plants should be grown
more extensively than they are at the present

time. Twenty-nine years ago, when I first

commenced my gardening career, I saw a noble

specimen growing in a greenhouse, the main stem

being trained to a tall pillar, which was grace-

fully clothed from the bottom to the top with an

abundance of healthy foliage and thousands of

blossoms. Since that time I have always advo-

cated the use of the Fuchsia as a pillar plant.

How TO Train the Plants.

The present is a good time to begin the potting

and training of the plants. Readers of The
Garden will note that I say potting and

not planting, as it is a mistake to put out a

young plant in a border of rich compost, simply

because the new growth would be very rapid

and unsatisfactory.

Cultivators who possess nice young plants

about 1 foot high must repot them, giving a

2inch shift ; this will result in splendid

growth of the right kind, namely, free and

moderately firm, short-jointed wood. By the

early part of the summer the plant will be in the

right condition for planting out in the border

instead of being repotted again. When the

plants are intended to be grown in pots per-

manently, it is a wise plan to reduce the old ball

of soil considerably at the first potting after the

resting period ; but when grown for the purpose

of planting out, very little reduction of the old

ball of soil should be made. The leading shoot

of the plant must be taken great care of and be

stopped at the ninth joint, so that side shoots

may be induced to grow and thus form an even,

well-balanced living pillar.

The compost for the potting of the plants

should consist of loam two parts, leaf-soil one

part, and sand and well-rotted manure one part.

Lumpy, fibrous loam three parts and leaf-soil

one part should form the compost in the border,

because it must be left undisturbed for many
years and must, therefore, be of a lasting nature.

Surface-dressings of lighter material can always

be put on, and feeding at the will of the culti-

vator.

Somt Suitable Varieties. — Single - flowered :

Corallie, Rose of Castile Improved, General

Roberts, Sensation and Andenken an H. Henkel.

Double - flowered : Avalanche, Mr. Gladstone,

Frau Emma Topfer and Naegeli. Avon.

BOOKS.
A Shilling: Book on Roses.*—An

eleventh edition of a book is testimony to its

popularity and, therefore, we presume its use-

fulness. The late Mr. William Paul was one of

the most practical and instructive writers on

gardening in the past, and from time to time his

various publications have been brought to date

by Mr. Arthur Paul, who is one of our most
experienced rosarians. An invaluable chapter in

the present edition is that dealing with the

"Selections of Roses Suitable for Various

Purposes," and in this we notice the names of

many of the most beautiful of recent acquisitions,

some raised by the firm itself, such as the

exquisite Hugo Roller, which we think is the

most distinct Hybrid Tea Rose that has appeared

of recent years. Then, it is a pleasure to find

that the old garden Roses have not been forgotten.

Celestial, Maiden's Blush and many others that

delighted our forbears. The practical informa-

tion given is, of course, beyond criticism. The
name of Paul is a sufficient guarantee for perfect

accuracy. We heartily commend this little book.

The Ideal QaPden.l—It needs a con-

siderable amount of courage for an author to say

what constitutes an ideal garden. Mr. Thomas
neatly gets over the difficulty by declaring that
" The ideal garden je an expression of the highest

hopes of the gardener." Naturally, these hopes

may differ very considerably according to indi-

vidual tastes, and for that reason the title of this

volume must not be taken too literally. We
must confess that we read the first chapter with

considerable pleasure ; the author rightly con-

demns working by rule of thumb alone, and also

draws attention to the many successes achieved

by amateurs who have to do the best they can

under what are frequently far from ideal circum-

stances. Rightly enough follows the chapter

on garden planning, and some useful information

is given in a pleasant style ; this, indeed, may
be said of all the chapters. Some subjects

might, perhaps, have been dealt with more
fully, but, on the whole, Mr. Thomas has given

amateurs a great deal of valuable informa-

tion that cannot fail to be of considerable

assistance in enabling them to bring into being

their ideal girden. Having read through the

volume, however, we must confess to a slight

feeling of disappointment, a feeling that is ditfioult

to analyse, but which, nevertheless, exists. The
chapters in themselves, as we have already stated,

are excellent; but we think a little more care

in their arrangement would have dispelled the

feeling of disappointment that occurs when the

book is finished. Thus we think that the chapters

devoted to trees and shrubs might have been

kept together and have followed each other

in seasonable rotation, and the same remark

applies to beds, paths, walls and other subjects

' "A Shilling Book on Eoses," by William Paul, F.L.S.,

Waltham CroBB. (Eleventh edition.)

t" The Ideal Garden," by H. H. Thomas ;
price 6j.net.

Messrs. Cassell and Co., Limited, La Belle .Sauvage,

Ludgate Hill, London, B.C.

that form a feature of the book. Although the
volume is evidently written for those with com-
paratively small gardens, we think a chapter on
water and bog gardens would have added to its

value. Such gardens need not be on a large

scale, and the inclusion of many charming plants
could then be effected. We think, too, that few
amateurs would consider their garden an ideal

one unless it contained vegetables and fruit

trees, yet the former are ignored, and the
chapter that is devoted to fruit deals only with
root-pruning and pruning. The volume is

beautifully produced, and contains sixteen
coloured plates and ninety-six photographic
illustrations, the majority of the latter being very
good indeed.

Descpiptive Notes for Teachers.
Following the publication of the excellent pictures
of flowers and butterflies for school use, Messrs.
Longmans, Green and Co. , 39, Paternoster Row,
London, E.C. , have now published in booklet form
descriptive notes of these pictures. The notes
on the flowers have been written by C. J.

Longman, and those on butterflies by W. S.

P'urneaux. The prioe of this booklet is Od.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Anawepa.—The Editor intendt

to make THB OAKSSN helpful to all readers who deiirt

assistance^ no matter what the branoh of gardening Tnay

be, and with that object wiU make a special feature of the

"Answers to Correspondents" column. All communica-

tions should be clearly and concisely written on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
GAUDEN, 80, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters on business should be sent to the Publisher.

The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Daffodils not flowering (£ Courlenay

Wells).—You do not say to what Daffodils you
refer, and you give us no idea whether the bulbs

were freshly planted last autumn or established

clumps that have remained for years without

disturbance. Had you given these particulars,

we could have told you more or less definitely

whether the non-flowering was due to over-

crowding, late planting or any other cause. If the

bulbs have been, say, a couple of years in position

and are not in crowded clumps, it is highly

probable that their non-flowering is due to the

absence of sun-heat last year, more particularly

at the time when the flower germ is usually laid.

If you can add to the information you have given,

we may help you further, though, as the plants

are healthy, we have no doubt the failing is due

to the season.

Springr beddlngr (A. W. %do»).—The
best carpeting plant for beds of white Hyacinths

would be the pink-flowered Daisy Alice, a pretty

quilled variety of much beauty and merit. If

you desire a stronger contrast, then we should

say use the crimson-flowered Daisy Rob Rey.

The Violas, however, should flower well if

August-rooted cuttings were put out in the beds

the first week of October, the point of each

plant removed a week later, and allowed to go

unchecked afterwards. Bullion, yellow, and
Ardwell Gem, primrose yellow, are noted for

their freedom and early flowering. The Aubrie-

tias we should not recommend for the work for

many reasons. If a green carpet plant would do,

several of the Mossy Saxifrages could be named.

To be of real service a carpeting plant should be

free-flowering, easily increased and indifferent

to frequent disturbance among other things. The
Aloes—if you refer to the American Aloe (Agave
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americana) or one of it8 varieties—would not be

, hardy in the county named. The plants should

be taken indoors iu < )otober or early November
according to the season. A frostproof place is

quite necessary for the plants.

Twelve fancy PanSieS (Albert Ing-

ham).—The under-mentioned fancy Pansiesshould

meet your requirements, and at your special

request we have included two or three varieties

of last year's introduction. Any of the leading

Pansy-growers should provide you with those

we recommend : Arch Milloy, Colonel M.
G. R. Buchanan, Mrs. R. Fife, John
Pioken, Jessie L. Arbuokle, Wm. J. Cupples,

Nurse Eiglesome, Tammie, Mrs. H. Johnstone,

Andrew Brown (new), Andrew H. Lister (now)
and James Lister (new).

Diseased Violets (C. B.).—Vou have done right in

burniu{,' all the diseaeed leaves you have picked olf your
Violet plants, ami we fear there Is no other course to take
with respect to the plants, as they are evidently badly
attacked by the Violet fungus (Urocystis viol»), a trouble
we have long been familiar with, and which occasionally

attacks the bunch Pansy or Viola, but seldom injures the
plants in the same way the Sweet Violets now suffer. The
disease is, unfortunately, a too common one, complaints
respecting it being heard in many directions. You may
check the trouble somewhat by smothering your plants
with flowers of sulphur, on which cast a little fresh-slaked

lime, then shutting the frame close up and keeping it

covered all night ; or you may spray the plants with weak
Bordeaux mixture or sulphate of copper and lime sotu-

tiou. But it is doubtful whether either course will save
the plants, as. however much they may recover, some
germs of the fungus are pretty sure to hang about them
and become widespread later. Probably your wisest
course will be to root out and burn all your plants,

remove all the soil from the frames, spread it over some
of the vegetable garden quarters, and smother it with
fresh-slaked lime before digging it in. 'I'lien place a few red-

hot cinders in iron pots, on these place some sulphur,
put one pot in each frame and shut down close. Even
after the frames have undergone such fumigation, have
the insides coated with hot lime-wash and the glass lights

well washed with strong soda water, quite hot. So treated
the frames might be used for Violets again next winter
on beds of entirely fresh soil on which a good quantity of

fresh-slaked lime has been dusted ; but the plants
must be from a fresh, healthy stock. These are very
draatic measures to take, but only in such ways can these
fungoid diseases be fought. It is by no means unlikely

that a lack of lime in the soil used helps the growth of

these fungoid evils.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Spanish Chestnuts decaying: (^'

R. Clarke).—You can do little good by attempt-
ing to feed your old Spanish Chestnut trees

without you take the lawn up for a considerable

distance round them, manure the ground well

with decayed farmyard manure and leave it

open for some time. The feeding roots are at

Buoh a distance from the trunk that giving food

material round it will do very little good. We
advise you to have all the dead wood cut care-

fully out and the wounds nicely tarred over.

This may give the trees a new lease of life. A
dressing of bone-meal on your lawn at the present

time would do the grass good. It may be applied

at the rate of about 3oz. to the square yard. If

you do not object to soot, a dressing in wet
weather would do good.

Ppopagating Heaths (G. tr.) —Vou
may propagate Heaths either by cuttings or

layers. Cuttings are made from the points of

side shoots about 1 inch long during July or

August, and are dibbled into pots of sandy peat
made very firm. These are then stood in a close

and slightly warm case until rooted. Sometimes,
however, the cuttings are dibbled into an outside

border and covered with a bandlight. In this

way they take several months to root, while in

the former roots are formed in about six weeks.
To layer plants the branches are weighted down
with stones into peaty soil, and are left for two
years without disturbance. The best plants are

formed from cuttings. It is very doubtful whether
you would succeed with the Portuguese Heath in

an open border at Hawick. Four ot the best hardy
Heaths to cultivate for forcing are E. lusitanioa,

E. Veitchii, E. mediterranea hybrida and E.

oarnea. The latter two may be grown out of

doors in an open border until the autumn before

they are required for forcing, when they should be

potted up ; the first-mentioned two should be
grown in a prepared bed of peaty soil in a aold

frame for two years and then be potted up.

Fine, large examples of these two may be obtained
in a few years. They will not stand severe

forcing, but must be brought on slowly in a cool

structure. After flowering the branches must
be out back somewhat and the plants kept in-

doors until the end of May, when they should be
stood outside and left until October.

Pruning Hydrangea ('/.). -All tin prunlug that
Uydrangra tlortensia will require is thinning out. Cut
away right to ttie base thin and worn-outslioots, and leave
ttic remainder their full length. The correct time to give
manure is as soon as the rtower-lieads have been formed.
If it is given before they are visible, growth is unduly
excited and a smaller number of tlower-heads appear. It

is pro)ial>ie that with you .fune will be a suitable time to
feed the plants.

Cholsya tepnata unhealthy i'f. W. Matthewt).
It is probable that your Choisyas are getting worn out, as
<-'. ternata is not a long-lived plant. Your best plan will

be to out them fairly hard back after (loweriog, and give

an oceasional watering with weak liquid manure. As soon
as new shoots appear, fork a little of the old soil away
from the roote and replenish with good loamy material.
If you were to root a few cut^tings you might venture to
throw your old plants away, for young ones grow very
quickly and are always more satisfactory than old speci-

mens which are on the downward grade.

Cutting a Holly hedge (Arthur fleunil).-lt is

quite true that Hollies and other hedge plants are some-
times cut down to the ground a year or two after plant-

ing, with beneficial results; but it does not follow that it is

always advisable to do so. H the plants appear to be well
established and healthy they would grow again well, but
if they appear somewhat delicate they bad better be left

alone. By cutting down a better bottom is produced, and
frequently more vigorous growths. It is quite natural for

very little growth to be made for a year or two after

planting, liut when oaee the plants have become well

established growth will be more rapid. You will have to

use your own judgment as to cutting down, for it is im-
possible to give advice without seeing the plants. You
will not, however, do wrong if your plants are well rooted.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Amapyllis for inspection {J. H.).—

The flower-stem of Amaryllis is quite decayed ;

but as not a single word is said as to the treat-

ment the plants received, it is, of course, abso-

lutely impossible to state the cause of the trouble.

Appearances point to an accumulation of moisture
in the crown of the plant having caused the
damage. The effect of this would, of course, be
worse if the temperature happened to be unduly
low. If you furnish us with more details as to

the conditions under which the plants have been
grown and wintered, we could advise you still

further.

CllanthUS DampiePl {Seeker). — You
could certainly without difficulty raise Clianthus
Uampieri in a frame on a hot-bed ; but as it is

particularly liable to damp off. the young plants
would probably soon perish. A light buoyant
atmosphere is very necessary for the successful

cultivation of Clianthus Dampieri, and though
your plants might succeed in the span roofed frame
during the summer, they would be sure to perish

in the winter, quite as much from damp as from
the cold. Far and away the most successful

method of growing Clianthus Dampieri is to

graft young plants on to seedlings of the common
Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens). The way
to do this is to sow single seeds of the Colutea
in small pots and plunge them in a gentle
bottom-heat. Then, about three weeks after

this, the Clianthus may be sown, and under
similiar conditions it will quickly germinate.
Grafting must be performed directly the first

true leaf of the Clianthus develops. A very
sharp knife and considerable care are, of course,

needed for the operation, as both stock and scion

are so tender. Side grafting may be employed,
and the scion may be tied in position with some
very soft material. Then, if plunged in a

moderate bottom-heat and covered with a bell-

glass, a union may be expected to take place in

about a fortnight. When a union ie complete the
plants must be inured to the ordinary atmo-
sphere of the greenhouse. As soon as the plants

are suHioiently advanced they must be shifted into
larger pots, using a compost consisting chiefly of
fibrous loam, lightenei by some leaf-mould and
sand. Most cultivators prefer to grow the
phknts in hanging baskets, as this method allows
of a particularly free circulation of air, so essential
for the culture of the (Jliauthue. If grafting is

done in early spring, the plants will be ready
for baskets during the summer. The second
season the plants will flower throughout the spring
and summer months. I luring that period they
are greatly benefited by an occasional dose of
liquid manure. Plants of Clianthus Dampieri
grown in this way have formed a delightful
feature at Kew for some years, and it was there,
we believe, that the value of Colutea arborescens
a? a stock was first discovered.

W^ocdlice in plant houses (S. D ).—
Perseverance is a very necessary quality in order
to get rid of woodlice in plant houses. At the
same time, they are much less difficult to exter-
minate than are many destructive insects. During
the day they take refuge in any nook or cranny,
and a kettle or two of boiling water poured where
they are likely to have secreted themselves will
often account for a considerable number. Besides
this they may be readily caught. A very
successful trap is to take a Potato and cut it in
two ; then hollow out each portion, and stand
them about on the stages where the woodlice are
troublesome. The hollow side must be placed
downwards, and if examined in the morning a
great many of these pests will be found congre-
gated in the hollow underneath. They can then
be dropped into a vessel containing boiling water,
when they will be at once destroyed. If the
stage is quite smooth, the Potato may fit too
closely to allow the woodlice to get underneath,
in which case a notch may be cut out on either
side of the Potato, in order to give easy access to
the hollowed out portion. The small pieces of
Potato removed during the hollowing out need
not be thrown away, for if put into small pots
with a little dry moss they form very effective
traps. Dry moss alone, placed loosely into small
pots laid on their sides, will also catch many.
In every case the traps must be examined each
morning. A look round by the light of a lamp
after dark often enables one to destroy many of
these pests. There are also several proprietary
articles for the destruction of woodlice on the
market, but we have always found the above
treatment very effectual.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The Japanese Wineberry (C. ff.).—

The Wineberry (Rubus phmniaolasius) is of the
Bramble family, and should be treated in the
same way as regards cultivation and pruning as
the Raspberry or the Loganberry. This year's
fruit will be borne on shoots the growth of last
year. As soon in the autumn as the crop is

gathered, the shoots which have borne the
fruits should be out off close to the ground,
so as to let more light and air among the
shoots of this year's growth, in order the
better to prepare them to bear heavy crops next
year. The Wineberry should be planted in rows
3 feet apart, the rows being 4 feet asunder.
They should be sup|ported by stakes or against
a wire espalier tj-ellis 5J feet high. The ground
should be trenched and liberally manured before
planting takes place, for the plant is surface-
rooting and the soil cannot be deeply dug after-
wards, but must be surface-dressed every winter
with rotten farmyard manure, laid on 4 inches
deep, as soon as winter pruning takes place. It
will succeed very well in a rather shady position,
as it will also in a sunny one. It is suitable
for covering rough places when allowed to grow
naturally like a Bramble. The shoots in winter
are thickly covered with red, short spines, and
in summer the velvet-like foliage is handsome.
The fruit is better appreciated as a preserve
than dessert.
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Apple-g-powingr as a business iEiujuircr).—
It is dUticuIt. to answer a question of thia importance off-

hand, success depending' on so many side isBues and con-

ditions, such as the quality of the soil, tht- poaitiou of the
land (and, of course, the price), the soits to grow and the-

form of tree to plant, whether standards or bushes. If

such land were planted with standard trees intended for

permanent orchards, there is no doubt the trees would give

an improving and a fairly good retarn after the tifth year,

and a lucrative and still an improving one at ten years,

provided the trees were properly planted in the first

instance in good soil, well looked after and the right
sorts planted, and should remain in profit for at least

thirty-five or forty years. The return from the trees would
be small for the first four or five years, but the grass,

or whatever other crops are growing between them, would
give a considerable annual return. Before embarking in

such a venture we would advise you to spend at least two
years on a fruit farm to gain practical experience of the
work and, further, to have such land inspected and reported
upon by a practical and successful grower of Apples for

market. There is a gentleman not very far from you who
possesses some of the best orchards in the kingdom—Mr.
Merryweather of Southwell.

MISCELLANEOUS.-
VaPiOUS ClUeatlona (Kathleen A. White).

The "red japonioa,' Pyrus japonioa. should be
pruned as soon as the flowering is over, or, if the

plant has been neglected, it may be thinned out
and spurred back to within 3 inches or so of the
wall or fence. The correct pruning will depend
entirely on the plant itself and how long it has

been running wild. It is possible a slight root-

pruning might be helpful. A trench for Sweet
Peas should be prepared by digging it '2 feet deep,
placing in a heavy layer of manure 12 inches

deep. The best way is to throw out the first 12

inches of soil, then dig up the bottom, place in

the manure, and cover in. A trench should not
be less than 12 inches wide. This work is best

done in autumn or winter, and the Peas raised in

pots or boxes put out in March. You might
mulch the Peas towards the middle of .Tune if the

weather is hot. The peat fibre alone would be
no good for the Azaleas, though a small propor-
tion, rubbed through a fine-meshed sieve, might be
added to the ordinary peat soil for potting.

Rose euttlng^s (J. M. S.).—Something
depends upon the kind of Rose you have put in

as cuttings whether you should out back these

extra long growths. If retained such an unusual
length, we think it would be advisable to cut
them back to within an inch or so of the ground ;

but this should be done with a pair of sharp
secateurs, so that the cuttings are not disturbed.

It will be best to prune last year's cuttings down
to about 5 inches or 6 inches from the ground-
line. This induces the plants to become more
bushy. Some varieties of Roses—for instance,

the Rambler tribe—although not so large as

budded plants, would, if put in as cuttings last

autumn and transplanted next autumn, be equal
to budded plants in the course of two or three
years, although at first not nearly so large ; but
Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas and Hybrid Teas should
stand two years before transplanting to final

positions, and them they would, in many cases,

overtake budded plants of the same age when
they have become well established. It will be
well to prune them in the spring of the second
year.

Seeds fop name and information (W, B.
WUe).—The seeds you send for name are as follows ; No. 1,

Mucuna ureus ; No. i^, Abrus precatorius. Mueuna urens
is a strong-growing climbing plant uative of Tropical
South America ; but the seeds are frequently picked up on
the shores of other countries, having arrived as drift seeds.
It ought to be sown in loamy soil in a tropical tempera-
ture, and be grown on as a pillar or rafter plant where it

can have plenty of room. A compost of two parts good
fibrous loam, one part peat and a little sand will suit it.

No. '1, Abrus precatorius, is commonly known as "Crab's-
eyes," on account of the peculiar colouring, while from the
sensitive character of the leaves it has obtained the name
of " Leather Plant," the foliage having the tendency to
close or droop on the approach of rain. It is widely dis-

tributed In the tropics, and the seeds are used largely for
manufacturing into fancy articles, such as bags and mats.
A stove temperature is necessary for the seeds to be sown
iu, while a suitable rooting medinm will be found in two
parts of good fibrous loam to one of peat and leaf-monld
combined, with a little sand. After the plants have
attained a height of 6 inches they may be transferred to
an intermediate house.

Names of plants.— ilff'«. rv.—Allium neapolitauum.
L. A. //.—The Orchid looked like Cattleya Mendelil,

but was too crushed to identify with certainty. Rosl's ; 1,

Catherine Mermet ; 2, Grace Darling ; 3, Anna Olivier

;

4, Lady Roberts ; 5, Liberty.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITS
AT THE IDEAL HOME
EXHIBITION.

THIS exhibition, which closes on
Saturday, is one of the most in-

structive and pleasant that has ever
been held at Olympia, and all who
have an opportunity should visit it

before the exhibits are removed.
Messrs. Pulham and Sons, 71, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, produce a magnificent eflfect in

rookwork. The whole arrangement, if one might
so describe it, is worthy of some association of

rock and shrub and water-loving plants on a large
scale. It is constructed of "Pulhamite," which
is not a natural stone, but has every appearance
of such, although we wish to point out that this

firm constructs rock gardens from both materials.

Numbers of visitors surrounded this great dis-

play, a perfect torrent of water tumbling over
the rocks, rushing into little eddies, and kissing
the flowers that love to feel the soft spray ;

while here and there are shrubs, even the slender
stems of the Birch, to impart as natural a scene
as possible in an exhibition. Marsh Marigolds,
Primulas and a host of other flowers in beauty
now give splashes of colour. We hope to illus-

trate this exhibit. Messrs. Pulham deserve all

praise for their success in showing to the
thousands that have thronged the exhibition
the beauties of rockwork and water.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sans of Crawley have
surpassed themselves. They are responsible for

the beautiful Tudor garden, with its little cot-

tage set out with homely flowers and surrounded
with Yew hedges and lawns on a large scale,

pergolas, restful retreats, summer-houses, and
even a bowling-green whereon the game is actually
played. One enters a garden through a simple and
solidly constructed Oak gate into a plesaunce of

grass walks and flower-lined paths, and, looking
over a fence to see the plants set out. the whole
thing is so natural that only the buzz of conversa-
tion recalls one to a sense of environment. It was
a delight to look down one flower-lined walk,
with its little flagged path, and reflect the great
teaching value of such exhibitions as this, bring-
ing the finer phases of home and garden before
the public. The whole thing is a triumph of

artistic perception and naturalness, bringing to
Olympia the breath and colour of the country.
An exhibit of far-reaching importance is a

carefully constructed model of a seaside golfing
village which it is proposed to erect at Happis-
burgh, near Cromer, from designs from the well-
known landscape gardener, Mr. Edward White
(Messrs. Milner, Son and White), landscape
gardeners and surveyors, 7, Victoria Street, S. W.

,

and Mr. C. E. Mallows, architect, 2!S, Conduit
Street, W. The site indicated by the model has
a mile and a-quarter sea frontage, consisting of
cliffs about 50 feet above sea level, which afford

many points of access to the sea-beach. It is

proposed to develop the property in such a way
that every house shall have a sea view. All the
buildings will be constructed in the characteristic
local materials (flint and brick), and be reed-
thatched. The number of houses allowed on the
estate will be limited. The golf course will be
disposed in a fashion both novel and attractive,

being arranged in such a way that it will

entirely encompass the village. Thus every
resident will be able to start and finish his

game by the back door of his house.
An excellent display of bottled fruits is to be

seen from Mr. William Poupart, Fernleigh
Orchards, Twickenham ; and horticultural sun-
dries, such as tumigators and similar things, from

Messrs. Walter Voss and Co., Limited, Olengall
Road, Millwall.

It is ditticult to discover all the interesting

horticultural exhibits in such a huge place
as fJlympia. Messrs. Boulton and Paul of

Norwich, for instance, kindly lend an exquisite

garden house ; there is the Sweet Pea scent^
delicious in fragrance and most refreshing

—

from Mr. Eckford, the famous Sweet Pea
specialist of Wem, Shropshire ; the Abol
Insecticide, from Messrs. E. A. White,
Limited, Paddock Wood, Kent, showing
how it can be sprayed on the crops by means
of the Abol syringe ; the excellent " Caloricult

"

house for forcing fruits with bottom-heat, a

structure that should be in all gardens where
forced fruit is a necessity, from Messrs. Duncan
and Sons, 27, Cannon Street, London, E.G. ; and
the famous heating apparatuses of all kinds from
Messrs. Toope and Son of Stepney. The Anglo-
Beige <Tlass Association make a fine display of

the Mason Fruit Bottle, also the Blitz Flower-
holder, which is a most useful article in which
to arrange flowers in vases. We wish we could
devote more space to a description ot these

exhibits.

OBITUARY.

Me. G. S. SAUNDERS.
It is with extreme regret we hear of the death of

our old friend and contributor, Mr. George S.

Siunders, a son of the late Mr. Wilson iSaunders,

whose interest in Ferns, the Filmy kinds in parti-

cular, one has not forgotten. Mr. George Saunders
was a warm lover of flowers, and also took an
interest in insects, so much so that we are sorry

no book came from his pen on this important
subject. His initials "G. S. S." were familiar,

until his recent illness, to readers of The Garden,
and no one was more qualified to give advice on
the friends and foes of the garden. One of his

most important contributions on this subject was
to the " Century Book of Gardening,' and he con-

tributed an excellent series of articles in Gardeniny
Illustrated some years ago. Recently Mr. Saunders
undertook the editing of the Journal of the

Royal Horticultural Society, but did not continue
that work very long owing, no doubt, to the

beginning of failing health. Our friend was
librarian for many years at St. Thomas's Hospital,

and many medical men will feel a real pang of

sorrow when they know that Mr. Saunders is

dead. He was beloved by the students and the

stafif generally. No warmer heart ever beat.

His was a lovable nature, and few possessed a

greater knowledge of the subjects in which he
was interested, though his retiring, sensitive

disposition never gave suiEcient evidence of it.

SOCIETIES.
READING GAUDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

AT the fortnightly meeting, held in the Abbey Hall on the
4th inst., there was, notwithstanding unfavourable
weather, a good attendance of members. Mr. T. Judd
presided. The subject for the evening was "Rhododen-
drons," introduced by Mr. A. F. Bailey, The Gardens
Leopold House, Reading. In a brief but most practical

paper, Mr. Bailey dealt with these, the most magnificent

of flowering shrubs, in their various stages, from seedlings

to fully matured plants, giving much instructive informa-

tion on the treatment of both hardy and tender varieties,

also on planting for effect, colour combinations, massing
and other purposes. In the debate which followed the

paper, Mr. Bailey was at his best, and his practical

demonstrations on the grafting, layering aiij packing of

Rhododendrons were eagerly followed by an appreciative

audience, and a hearty vote of thanks was accorded him
at the close of the meeting. The exhibits again reached a

very high standard. Certificates were awarded to Mr. G.

Carter, gardener to S. Griffiths, Esq., for a beautiful group
of Deutzias ; and to Mr. F. Towiisend, head-gardener to

L. G. Sutton, Esq.. for a splendid collection of Narcissi

and Tulips. Mr. T. .1. Powell, The Gardens, Park Place

(Mrs. Noble), exhibited fine sprays of Lilac ; and Mr. W.
Barjies, The Gardens, Bearwood, fine specimen blooms
from flowering shrubs and a basket of Pears.
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BDITORIALi NOTIOBS.
Svery department of horticulture i$ represented in THB

GARDBR, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from
oompetent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
tke *^ Anstoers to Correspondents" column a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printe Z, he hopes readem
wtU kindly give eTiquirers the benefit o/ their assistance.

A.U communications must be writte.i cleariy on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the BDITOB of Thb
GA&DBM, accompanied by name and address oj the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, a^-tidAS, and notes,

out he will not be responsible for their safe, return. AU
reasonable cart, hoioever, wiU br taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he wiU endeavour to return non-accepted

contributums.

Am regards photographs, if payment be desired, the

Editor asks that the price required for reproduction be

plainly stated. It must be distinctly understood that only
the actual photographer or owner of the copyright wiU be

treated with.

The Editor laiU not berespoTisible fur the return of artistic
or literary contributums which he may not be able to use,

and the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence

that an article is accepted. Publication in THB Gabdbh
wifl alone be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: SO, Taviatock Strep t, Corent Garden, W.C.

THE ROSE ANNUAL.

WE have just received the Annual

of the National Rose Society

for the present year, and

though, of course, belated, as

the beginning of May has

arrived, it is none the less welcome. Few
soi ieties are more progressive than that devoted

to the yueen of Flowers, and the roll of member-

ship approaches 5,01 1( I, a valuable testimony to

the love not only of the Rose, but of horticulture

generally. There is not the slightest doubt that

much of the success of the society is due to the

publication of useful handbooks on various phases

of cultivation, including an excellent treat ise on

enemies of the Rose, all of these publications

having run into more than one edition.

The Rose Annual improves on acquaintance,

and the present little book contains a mass of

information of the greatest value to the rosarian,

with portraits of the leading officers and several

designs to help the would'be rosarian in laying

out pieces of ground of various dimensions.

Mr. H. Darlington starts off with an elaborately

described list of the twenty-four most beautiful

Roses for general garden cultivation, these com-

prising Antoine Rivoire (H.T. )— the letters in

parentheses signify the class to which the Rose
belongs, H.T. being an abbreviation of Hybrid
Tea; T.. Tea; and H.P., Hybrid Perpetual-
Caroline Testout (H.T.), Commandant Felix

Faure (H.P.), Earl of Warwick (H.T.), Frau
Karl Druschki (H.P.), G. Nabonnand(T.), Grand
Due de Luxembourg (H.T. ), Gustav Giimerwald
(H.T.), Hugh Dickson (H.P.),.Joseph Hill (H.T.),

La France (H.T.), Lady Ashtown (H.T.), Mme.
Abel Chatenay (H.T.), Mme. Jules Grolez (H.T.),

Mme. Melanie Soupert (H.T. ), Mme. Ravary
(H.T.), Mrs. John Laing (H.P.), Mrs. R. G.

Sharman Crawford (H.P.), Pharisaer (H.T.),

Prince de Bulgarie (H.T.), Richmond (H.T.),

Ulrieh Brunner (H.P.), Viscountess Folkestone

(H.T.) and White Maman Cochet (T.).

This is a most important list over which there

should be no quarrel. All the Roses enumerated
the writer has proved to be most satisfactory fc r

grouping in the garden, Antoine Rivoire, Caro
line Testout, Frau Karl Druschki, G. Nabon-
nand, Grand Due Adolphe de Luxembourg,
La France, Lady Ashtown, Mme. Abel Chatenay,
Mme. Ravary, Pharisaer, Prince de Bulgarie,

Richmond and Viscountess Folkestone in

particular. Mr. Alfred Tate, one of our most
enthusiastic rosarians, writes " On the Treating

and Training of Weeping Standards,'' and Mr.
Walter Easlea on an intensely interesting subjtot,
" Hybridisation of Roses '

; this the writer has

made especially his own. The amateur is

encouraged to embark on this interesting study.

and, as is well said : "If the amateur hybridieer

only succeeds in obtaining some beautiful and
original forms for his own garden, the effort even

then would be well worth making. Who oSCa

tell what is in store for us when we hear of a

cross between that erratic Rose, Rosa gigantea,

and Reine Marie Henriette, named Etoile de
Portugal, which may even rival R. sinica

Anemone, another of those splendid achieve-

ments we owe to the hybridist's art." "A
Surrey Rose Garden,' by Mr. H. E. Molyneux,
is full of practical hints and the pleasures the

Rose can bring to those who love their gardens.

The author apparently lives among his Roses

when free from the cares of business,

and the following quotation should inspire

others : " A delightful open-air teahouse,

commanding many charming vistas, has been

erected in the far north-west comer of the

garden on an artificially raised mound, having a

tiled pavement so loosely jointed that Thyme
and other sweet-smelling herbs and dwarf alpines

grow luxuriously,
,
forming a beautiful and

fragrant carpet (it is little touches such as these

that show the master hand). Nothing garish

strikes the eye anywhere, no statuary of in-

different execution, no busts, urns or other

miscalled ornaments disturb or distract in this

ideal Rose garden, truly the ' Home of the

Rose.'" The plans of Rose gardens by Mr. C.

E. Shea, Dr. A. H. Williams and Miss Dorothy
Page-Roberts are most helpful, and the Rose
Analysis from the secretary, Mr. E. Mawley, is

always a compilation of exceptional interest, not

without its instructive value, to the ardent

exhibitor. A valuable contribution is that from

l>r. Williams, "Sprays and Sprayers,' and in

treating of the much-vexed question of mildew it

is mentioned :
" Whatever form of attack we may

adopt, it must be undertaken with observa-

tion and persistence. For this fungoid pest

there are many remedies, but with all of them, if

success is to be attained, there is one golden rule,

'Spray early and spray often.' It is no use to

wait till the disease is visible. By that time the

mischief is deep-seated, and the fungus is estab-

lished in the tissues of the plant where the

spray will not reach it. Spraying should be

looked upon as a preventive rather than a cura-

tive measure. No half-hearted attack is likely

to do much good. Spraying must be commenced
as soon as the leaf-buds begin to unfold, and
must be continued at intervals of seven to

fourteen days throughout the season. If this is

honestly done with some reliable germicide, one's

Roses may be kept practically free from mildew ;

any slight appearance of the fungus will not

make much headway.' Several recipes are

given, comprising sulphuric acid, potassium

sulphide. Cooper's ViK, Wright's Mo-Effic,
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White's Superior Abol and Jeyes' Cyllin Soft

One of the most charming illustrations is that

of an arch covered with Roses in the garden of

the president, the Rev. F. Page-Roberts, rector of

Stratfieldsaye. A list is given of the Roses

that gained the gold medal and card of commen-
dation in 1909. We are glad to find such a con-

spicuous advance in the now much-liked Rose
Annual, and all who have worked to bring it to

such perfection are deserving of the thanks of

rosarians.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

May 3.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibi-

tion of Flowers, &c. , and Auricula and Primula

Show, 1 to 6 p.m. Lecture at three o'clock by

Dr. A. Henry, M.A., V.M.H., on "Future
Forest Trees." Admission 23. Od. Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

May 4. — National Auricula and Primula

Society's (Midland Section) Show at Edgbaston

Botanio Gardens, Birmingham.
May 4 to 11.—Haarlem Jubilee Show.

National Vegetable Society's
trials of Cabbages. — Last week some
members of the committee of the above society

visited the trials of Cabbages which have been

made under their regis at Twickenham and Guild-

ford. At the former place the trials have been

conducted by Mr. W. Poupart, and at the latter

by Mr. Charles Foster, director of the Times
Experimental Station, Sutton Green, Woking.
The trials held in Essex have, owing to the wet
autumn, proved almost a failure, but the others

have given many useful and interesting results.

Some varieties have been found to be unsuitable

for autumn sowing, while others have done well.

Mr. C. Foster wishes all those seed.smen who
kindly sent (Ubbage seeds for trial, to learn that

he will be pleased to show them the trial at

Sutton Green now that it has been seen by the

society's committee. The time allowed, how-
ever, can be but a few days. The society's com-

mittee meet to receive the report of the inspection

deputation on Tuesday next, when its form will

be settled, and copies will be at once issued to

the Press. Both trials give practically similar

results. The trials of autumn-sown Onions are

looking well, and promise to give some interesting

results. We have frequently appealed to our

readers to join this society and so strengthen the

hands of the committee in its praiseworthv efforts

to advance the cultivation of vegetables. The hon.

secretary of the society is Mr. E. G. Quick,

Kelrasoott, Harrow View, Wealdstone, Harrow.

Dunfermline Summer Show.—The
Carnegie Dunfermline Trust have issued the

schedule of their seventh summer show, which is

to be held in the Pittencrieflf Park, Dunfermline,

on Thursday and Friday, .July 21 and 22. Last

year's show was a remarkably fine one, and the

schedule arranged for this year should produce

even a larger competition than before. Roses

are a great feature of the show, which is

affiliated to the National Rose Society, four of

whose medals are awarded at the exhibition.

Ufiwards of £122 is allotted for Roses alone,

the leading prize being the Carnegie Champion-
ship Prize for seventy-two cut Roses, single

blooms, in not fewer than thirty-six varieties, the

prize being £1(1. For a display of herbaceous

flowers the first prize is also £10. The prizes in

other classes are proportionate, and the show
should call forth an extensive competition, such

as in former years has brought this show into

the premier rank of Scottish flower shows.

Schedules can be had on application to the

secretary, Mr. John Hjnd, .'33, Victoria Street,

Dunfermline.
Fruit congress and show at

Hexham.—For the purpose of encouraging

fruit culture in the four Northern Counties, a

fruit congress and show is to be held at Hexham
on October 20, 21 and 22, when a number of

papers relating to fruit culture will be read and
discussed, and an exhibition of fruits in season

will also be held. Among those who are giving

papers are such well-known men as Mr. H.
Soraers Rivers, Mr. G. P. Berry, Mr. G. Bunyard,
V.M.H., Mr. F. V. Theobald, M.A., Mr. F. J.

Chittenden. F.L.S., and Mr. J. S. Chisholm.

Copies of the programme and schedule can be

obtained from the general secretary, the Rev.

J. Bernard Hall, Dalston, Cumberland, price Id.

each.

Cinerarias at Farnham Royal.—
We have seen the Cinerarias of Messrs. J. James
and Son, Farnham Royal, on many occasions, but

never has a warmer flood of colour filled the

houses than this year The plants are sump-
tuous, and it is worth a journey to those

interested in this flower to see the extraordinary

efiect that is produced when the colours are

grouped. In one house there is nothing but
white Cinerarias relieved by a violet centre ; then

in others masses of intense purple, red, white
with an edge of violet, and many other shades.

Some may dislike the " squat" character of the

growth, but this is not aggressively evident. A
single plant has a surface of richly coloured

flowers which almost hide the leaves, and a few
distributed throughout the greenhouse at this

season will give brilliancy without the slightest

tra<e of garishness. With all this glorious

colouring is perfect form in the individual flower,

smooth, finely shaped petals that seem to reflect

the very sunlight itself. One house is devoted

to the stellata or " Star " forms, and the plants

are arranged to present a billowy mass of small

flowers, which have the same range of colour as

the more formal types. Cineraria-time with
Messrs. James is a time of flowers representing

wonderful and varied hues.

United Horticultural Benefit
and Provident Society. -The monthly
meeting of this society was held at the Royal
Horticultural Hall on Monday, April 11. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and con-

firmed. The number of new members elected

during the last three months was thirty-two. Two
members were transferred from the lower to the

higherscale. A cheque for £13 33. 5d. wasdrawn
for a lapsed member. The usual quarterly pay-

ments were made to members over seventy. The
amount of sick pay for the past month was
£35 9a. The annual report and balance-sheet

has been posted to honorary and benefit

members. Any member not having received one

will please write to the secretary.

Apple Wagoner.—This was sent to the

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on
April r> by Mr. W. Crump, V.M.H., of Madres-
field Court (Jardens, Malvern, and it was agreed

that if it cooked well an award of merit should

be given to it. The cooking, which took place

at Wisley, had the most satisfactory result : hence

the award of merit given at a recent meeting at

Vincent Square. The variety is ot American
origin and has been in commerce for some years,

but still is neither well known nor much grown.

The fruits are of medium size, rich in colour,

have a peculiar Quince-like flavour, and the trees

are good croppers. Growers of the Apple
Wagener speak highly of its productive qualities.

CORRESPON DENOE.
(The Editor is not respmisihh for the

expressed by correspotidents.

)

opinions

Alpine flowers under glass.—I am
sorry that your correspondent E. H. Jenkins
should have any difficulty in understanding what
I mean. It a glass house is of advantage, surely

such an " old sinner," as Mr. Jenkins says he is,

ought to be able to say what kinds do best under
his method of treatment, and also what is the

cost. Assuredly Saxifraga burseriana and all its

varieties are not of the number. It is very ques-
tionable if even a glass covering will prevent
"slug molestation." I maintain that anyone
may grow alpine plants out of doors without any
covering better than with it. To doubt this you
at once take away a laudable desire of amateurs
and others who have " no elaborate gardens,'' but
who may wish to grow a few alpines.—A Lover
OF Alpines.

The proposed International Hor-
ticultural Exhibition.—In reference to

this subject, the letter of "A F.R.H.S."
(page 199) is a most appropriate one, and the
writer justly places his finger on the weak points
of present-day exhibitions, many of them, as he
so truthfully describes, being given up to the
creation of mere crowded groups in which the
cultural capacity of the grower has been sub-

merged. If we are to have an exhibition
worthy of British horticulture and one that will

leave a lifelong memory on those who witness
it, the scheme must, as your correspondent says,

be very bold. Such was the exhibition of 1866,
which, though I was then but young in years,

left on my mind many impressions which will

never be eliminated. Nowadays, taking one of

our largest exhibitions (the Temple Show) as an
illustration, the result is a confused jumble from
beginning to end, which leaves no permanent
mark on one's memory. Every year the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society, in its Book
of Arrangements, asks exhibitors to make their

groups less crowded ; but as time comes round the
old order prevails, and many of the groups serve

as an illustration of how it is possible to get so

many plants within a given space. Individuality

is in this way altogether lost. I am fully aware
that in the Temple Gardens the society is cramped
for room ; but if exhibitors would follow ihe
advice given and show only of their best, which
at the same time must be worth showing, matters
might be considerably improved.—H. P.

Material in the rock garden.—

I

have read with great interei<t your notes from
Mrs. Davidson's book, " The Rock Garden," and
I note with some amusement her comments on
the use of " clinkers " by the suburban gardener.

Now, it is most necessary to remember that,

while a love of plants may be in every heart, it

by no means follows that money is in every
pocket, and the suburban gardener, like anyone
else, has, perforce, to do the best he can. I take

it that no one would use clinker if he could obtain

sandstone, any more than he would live in the

suburbs if he could afford to live in the country ;

but since he must live in the suburbs and cannot
afford sandstone, he must make the best of such
material as comes in bis way. The objection to

"rooteries" I fully endorse, since pests must
increase and multiply therein, while sooner or

later the hapless owner is faced by a tottering

heap of decay which he can neither mend nor
get rid of ; but since some substitute for stone

has to be found, I think it would greatly benefit

the poorer brethren of the craft if The Garden
would open its hospitable columns to suggestions

of material. I have seen suggested the clinker

before-mentioned dipped in liquid Portland
cement ; but in this locality the humble clinker

costs lOs. a load, so great is the demand for this

material by the said suburban rock gardener.

This may show bad taste, but it shows magni-
ficent determination '. Remember, Mrs. Davidson

!

Ten shillings a load for clinker, and at that the

supplyissmall, since the machine-made brick under
improved manufacture does not seem to " clink "

!

Large flints are certainly bald, yet I know of such

in a large, raised border, well clothed with all

manner of Rockfoils and suitable plants which
give great pleasure to its owner and could offend

DO artistic mind, since it makes no pretence at

being anything but fliots—and plants. I really

think this is the whole ease. If your plants, are

healthy and your setting not too obtrusive, it is

the plants that absorb the gardener's attention.
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and no one else matters. In my own ease, after

making enquiries for sandstone, which appears
only to be obtainable in thimblefuls of lOton
loads, and at such a cost that it would absorb my
garden allowance for a couple of years, I obtained
from a contractor two loads of a material known
as "hard core " at Ss. (id. a load, delivered. This
appears to be broken-up concrete foundations

such as tram-lines are laid upon, and is in large

blocks of uneven shape the colour of stone, and,
while very hard, has a more or less natural

appearance : so that, regardless of all the writers

on style and effect, I have raised with it a

sufficiently subdued little rook garden. It is

built up on the hillock system mentioned in your
issue of April 9, the blocks being carefully fitted

upon one another, and the pockets and spaces

tilled and rammed as the work proceeded. Your
paper is so widely read by the small gardener,
who, like the prehistoric bushman, first makes
his feeble attempt at art unaided, and then raises

himself by degrees on the criticism of others, that
I think a few words of advice on material would
be welcome. I am sure that the suburban
gardener should be commended as one who is

engaged in a stiff fight with circumstance, and
so long as he grows his rock plants thoroughly,
with all possible attention to their widely differ-

ing needs, we can well afford to overlook the
stepping-stones (or clinkers) on which he rises.

—

H. R. Green.
Digrgingr competitions.—An excellent

and industrious garden labourer, who had read
to him by his employer certain suggestions as to

what he could do in digging a specified area of

ground with a spade, made in the pages of

the Royal Horticultural Society's Journal, has
asked my opinion on the suggestion which Mr.
Canning thus makes. He offers, though eighty
years of age, to dig, or " turn over," which, by the
by, is quite another thing, an area of 110 square
yards of ground, practically Sj rods area, in one
hour. Having always in my lectures on soil pre-

paration laid the strongest stress on digging
being done deeply, and with loads in front of the

spade not exceeding 4 inches thick, to ensure its

being well broken up, I can only say that anything
more unwise or absurd, as well as most undesir-

able to secure good culture, can hardly be con-

ceived. I say, were a man a modern Simson, he
could not dig, and properly dig, the area of ground
named in an hour. VVhy, if a man worked eight

hours per day, he would turn over in that time
30 rods of ground. That is really too ridiculous.

One wonders such nonsense should find a place in

print. I should greatly prefer good honest deep
digging at the rate of one rod per hour than the
scamping which must result were this unwise
suggestion to be carried out. But that suggestion

is out a part of a larger one ; that is, when
country fljwer shows are held, and these are

invariably in the summer, an acre of ground
should be left uncropped, so that teams of eleven
men may enter into digging competitions. Is not
land better utilised by carrying a good crop
than letting it lie idle to have such a worth-
less competition? We are here, in Surrey,
for instance, training over '2,0(10 boys yearly to

use the spade and the fork boLh in digging and
trenching. Such instruction is worth a thousand
foolish competitions. My advice to this garden
labourerwas ; "Tell youremployerthatif he wants
good crops in his garden the ground must be deeply
and thoroughly dug, and that cannot be accom-
plished by sweating. If, on the other hand, he
wants it merely spudded over a few inches deep,

then he can have that work done far more rapidly,

but the crops will be worthless." Proper digging

is very arduous work, and cannot be properly
done by a huge spurt in one hour, but has to be
distributed over not only many hours, but many
days. When ploughing matches are referred to,

it must be remembered by those familiar with
them that the prize is not to the man who drives

his horses the fastest, but to him who does the
best work without making any undue strain on
his cattle.—A. Dean.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under GLAsa.

* ZALEAS.—Plants of these that have been
/\ forced to supply cut flowers or for

/ % conservatory decoration will need
/ \ attention. They must be encouraged

I ^ to make fresh growth, and those
that have been cut very hard should

be placed in a warm house, a vinery being
suitable. Where repotting is required it should
now be done, using a mixture of two-thirds peat
and one-third fibrous loam, with a little sharp
sand and broken charcoal added. A small shift
is better than overpotting. Make the soil firm.

Mahnaison Carnitions that are throwing up
their flowering stems will require staking. Use
as small a stick as possible. The tips of the
brown Bamboos will be found the most useful, and
they are very neat and inconspicuous. The side

buds should all be pinched out, allowing only
one flower to the stem ; small rubber rings may

ERNEST H. KRELAGE. (See page ..'li.)

be passed over the buds of those varieties that
split their calyces, and when the blooms com-
mence to open these can be drawn up.

Hardy Shrubs.
This is a good time to move Hollies, Yews,

Box and other evergreens. If the plants are
large, the work of lifting and replanting must be
carefully done. Take a good ball of soil with
the plant, and after it is placed in its new
quarters a good soaking with water must be
given. Examine all freshly planted shrubs, and
if they are at all dry, water should be given.

Make firm any that are loose, giving a fresh tie

to those that require it. All beds and borders
ought to be frequently stirred over with a Dutch
hoe. It is very beneficial to the growth of all shrubs
to have the surface of the ground kept broken.

FoTsplhia auspeiiaa,—This is one of the most
beautilul of our early flowering shrubs. To
obtain the best results it is necessary to prune
hard as soon as it has finished flowering. Cut
out all the old branching growths and spur back
the stronger shoots to within a few eyes. This
will encourage it to make strong growths for

next season's flowering.

Lilacs should be kept clear of sucker growths,
for many ot the better varieties are worked on
common Lilac stocks.

KiTCHBN Garden.
Gdery.—The earliest batch of plants should

now be ready for planting in the trenches. Put
ihem out !l inches apart either in single or double
rows. Take the plants from the box with a ball

of soil attached and make them firm in the
trench. After planting give a good watering,

and shade from the hot sun by placing a few Fir

branches over the trenches. This will prevent
undue flagging till the plants become established.

Early Potatoes.—As soon as any growths
appear above ground, a little soil must be drawn
over them to protect them from getting cut by
frost. Frame Potatoes must be kept well watered
and plenty of air given ; in fact, they grow much
better if the lights are taken otf ent^ely during
warm days.

Lettuces.—Frequent sowings must be made to

keep up a good supply. Supreme and All the

Year Round are two excellent Cabbage varieties,

and for Cos, Alexandra, Superb White and Hicks'

Hardy White are good.

E. C. POOLBT.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Onaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Hardy Annuals.—A very fine show can
easily be made at little cost by sowing some of

the better kinds of hardy annuals. In our
Northern gardens it is almost useless to sow in

autumn, or even in early spring, as frost, damp
and slugs combine to destroy the plants. If

sown now they will not, of course, flower very

early, but will make up for this by remaining
bright until frost sets in. Where a lot of spring

bulbs are grown in the hardy borders, it is often

advised to sow annuals to hide the bare ground
when these have ripened their foliage. Person-

ally, I think this spoils a herbaceous border,

and very often the annuals are rather poor and
weedy, as the foliage of quite a number of bulbs

remains green until the end of June, and the seed

lings are so much drawn by this time that they

seldom give satisfaction. However, to those

who like to have all vacant spaces filled, some of

the hardy annuals are as good for the purpose

as anything else. If sown during the first week
in May, the seeds soon germinate, and the seed-

lings, if well thinned out as soon as large enougb
to handle, will quickly gather strength and defj

the slugs. Many annuals are very useful foi

cutting, and should be sown in the reserve garden

in masses or beds for this purpose. Some very

pretty beds can also be made in the flower garden.

Kitchen Garden.

Beetroot.—Now is the best time to sow the

main crop of this valuable winter root. A first-

rate place to grow this crop is on the site of last

season's Celery trenches, as the manure will be

deep enough down to be out of the way of the

plants while still in a young state, but will also

do them a large amount of service when they

penetrate so far. With the extra working the

soil has had in digging the Celery crop, it will

be in the best possible condition for Beetroots.

Planting Vegetables.—Plants of Cauliflower,

Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, Lettuce, Parsley,

Onions and Leeks raised in heat some time ago

will now be iu good condition for planting out.

It never pays to be in too great a hurry, as a

spell of cold, damp weather gives a serious check

to these rather tender sul'j-icts that have (een,

to some extent, forced. Draw good drep diills

for the Brassioas, as this not only protects ihem
oonciderably from culd winds, but the gradual

filling in ol the soil « ith the hoe is very beneficial

and steadies the plants without having to earth

them up. In a dry season earthing up these

crops is very harmful, as not only does the soil
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dry more quickly, but there is also greater

difficulty in getting water to the roots, more
especially if the borders are on a slope.

Fruits Under Glass.

Vines.—A considerable amount of time will

be required to keep the work in hand in this

department. Tying and stopping will require to

be seen to at frequent intervals. Stop all sub-

laterals above the first leaf, unless there is still

plenty of space, when another leaf may be left.

I have never yet seen the advantage to be gained

by allowing, as some growers do, the Vines to

run wild. I consider it only a waste of energy,

and am a bit sceptical as to its encouraging more
activity in the roots. Thinning will now be in

full swing in most gardens, and a tedious job it is.

In sunny weather it is most trying, and it pays to

do the wor^ early in the morning or in the evening.

Peaches.—Tie down the shoots in the

early houses and air judiciously and
well. To keep the houses too warm may
ensure early fruit, but the quality will

be poor. Disbud and thin fruits in

the later houses, doing this in each

case gradually so as to avoid a check.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.

)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

have elapsed since the society's inception. The
greatest increase has taken place since 1890.

j

Dying in 1900, he was succeeded by his son,

the present Mr. E. H. Krelage, who has continued

the business of the firm on the old lines, and who
inherits his father's love of books and public

spirit. For many years now he has been a pro-

minent public man in his native town, and it

must have been a source of great pride and satis-

faction to him when, in 1906, he was selected to

occupy the position in the Bulb-Orowers' Society

so long and so honourably held by his father. It

is in virtue of this office that he is accorded the

prominent place in the many public and semi-

public functions that are taking place in connec-

tion with the .Jubilee, a position which it is

universally recognised by both the foreign guests

and his fellow-members he occupies with great

dignity, knowledge and tact.

WORKERS AMONG
THE FLOWERS.

ERNEST H. KRELAGE.

M'
R. E. H. KRELAGE, whose

portrait is given on
page 211, is the present
head of the celebrated
Haarlem firm of bulb
merchants which will be

celebrating next year its hundredth
anniversary.

Eitabliahed in 1811 by his grand-
father (H. H. Krelage), it soon assumed
a leading position among its contem-
poraries. The old gentleman was a very
keen florist, and devoted a consider-
able portion of his time to raising

seedlings. Probably his greatest
triumphs were with double Hyacinths,
which in the thirties were, with
Gladiolus ramosus, the popular flowers.

One of the best double medium blues
is still the famous van Spuyk, which
old Mr. Krelage raised. Cacti and
conilers were also at different periods
specialities of his. He died in 1855,
and was succeeded by his son, Mr. ,T. H.
Krelage. He soon made his mark by
the improvements he effected in the
Amaryllis, and by the wonderful collec-

tions of Lilies and Pajonies which he got
together from all parts of the world. He
introduced Galtonia candioans in 1875 and the
now famous Darwin Tulips in 1888. In England
there will be some who remember his presence
at the first Daffodil Conference in 1884 and his
advo'jacy of giving non-Latin names to garden
hybrids.

By his countrymen and fellow-citizens his

name will always be held in grateful remem-
brance aa being the founder and first president
of the General Bulb-Growers' Association, whose
Jubilee Show is now, as readers will be aware,
taking place at Haarlem. Established in 1800
with 200 members, it can now boast of a roll of
.S,200, who come from thirty-nine different dis-

tricts. The benefits which have resulted from its

fostering care have been very marked, and many
are the homes to-day which have reason to bless
the name of Krelage.
The area of rountry devoted to bulb culture

and the volume of trade in connection therewith
have both increased twelvefold in the years that

CROCOS AERIUS. (See. pajje SU.)

An immense amount of work has fallen on his

shoulders, but his executive committee has

worked splendidly, and, under the able guidance
and grand example of their chairman, Mr. T.

van Waveren, has been largely instrumental in

making the show the great success that it

undoubtedly is.

Mr. Krelage's horticultural activities are not

limited to his business or even to this one society.

He was the founder, and for a long time the

active supporter, of the Bulb-Exporters' Associa-

tion, and he has been the means of bringing

about that federation of horticultural societies in

the Netherlands which has resulted in the estab-

lishment of a somewhat similar national society

to our own Royal Horticultural Society.

Full of knowledge, reserved in manner, digni-

fied in bearing, the very essence of gentlemanly
courtesy, he is an ideal occupant of the high office

of president of the General Bulb-Growers' Associa-
tion. Long may he reign. .TosEiii Jacob.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
MILDEW ON PEAS.

SOME kinds of plants are naturally freer

from attacks of mildew than others
when grown under exactly the same con-

ditions. Indeed, I may go much further
and say that some varieties of the same
kind are freer. I have noticed this to

be the case with Peas ; but the main object of

the present note is to draw the attention of

readers of The Garden to the fact that Peas are
often ruined by mildew, in some seasons even when
there has been no question of over dryness at the
roots of the plants.

Any check to growth will predispose the plants

to attacks of mildew, and indiscriminate watering
is mischievous, because the roots of the plants

are regularly chilled. I know of one
case where the Peas were grown near
the banks of a river, and during one
very dry summer the trenches were
filled with water several times each

week from the river. The result was
that the Peas were more mildewed
than any had been in years past.

Furthermore, plants growing in other

gardens, but not deluged with water,

did not suffer as much. It is a good
plan, I am sure, to sow fewer seeds at

a time, but much more frequently than
is the case with gardeners generally.

I am a firm believer in having the

soil deeply dug or trenched and well

enriched with rotted manure for Peas

;

also in rather deep sowing of seeds of

maincrop varieties, and in early and
continuous mulching of the growing
plants. Treated in this way Pea plants

will not sutfer much from mildew,
though they receive very little water
in ordinary dry seasons. Applications

of water need not be given so fre-

quently, as the surface mulch prevents

undue evaporation of moisture from
the soil and so helps to keep the surface

roots healthy. When watered the

roots naturally come near the surface,

where they quickly perish if the soil

is not maintained in a regular state

of moisture. The application of

surface mulches does not entail much
labour. Avon.

BOBBIE'S GOLDEN BALL
TURNIP.

Thls is much less grown in the
Southern than the Northern parts of

the country, but there can be no ques-
tion whatever that Golden Ball is

one of the best of the yellow-fleshed

Turnips in cultivation, and in shape
and size equal to the well-known Model
White or the Snowball ; indeed, it

may be classed as a perfect root and invaluable

for the early autumn and winter supplies. I do
not know of any Turnip that is more valuable

for use from December to April, on account of its

extreme hardiness, and, in addition, its splendid

flavour is much liked.

I am aware the Southern growers do not take
kindly to the yellow Turnips, but this prejudice

is gradually being overcome. Their superior

flavour in the winter should make them
favourites, and their hardiness also is a

strong point in their favour. Seed sown in May
and June will give perfect roots in August and
September, and for later use seed sown early in

the last-named month will give good roots in the

South, and these will remain solid for a long

time. For keeping purposes large roots are not
required. When stored Turnips should never

get much warmth ; just free from frost is best.

I have found that the early September sowing
winters well in an open quarter. G. Wvthes.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT NOTES.

CATERPILLARS AND (lOOSE-
BEKRIK.S. — One of the serious

trouhles of the grower of small

fruits is that of keeping the Goose-

berries perfectly free from the

attacks of either of the caterpillars,

which are so partial to the young leaves. These
pests appear to be always with us, and if they

are permitted to have their own way entirely,

they will completely defoliate the plants, and it

is quite obvious that, when this occurs, loss of

energy must result. From the present time

onwards a sharp look-out should be kept for the

first visitors, and destruction must be meted out

to them before thoy can have done material

injury. Fre^juent dusting of the bushes while

they are damp with dew or after rain with newly
slaked lime is excellent, but the dressing must
be so thoroughly applied that it reaches every

part of the stems and branches and both the

under and upper surfaces of the leaves. Beneath
the leaves and on the protected portions of the

stems this will adhere for some time ; but to

ensure the best results it is essential that the

dressing shall be repeated after heavy rains. In

the possible event of the infestation being so bad

that it is imperative to take more drastic

measures, then the cultivator should utilise

white Hellebore powder, distributing it evenly

over the entire plant, preferably through a

Malbeo or other suitable bellows apparatus.

This will kill every caterpillar with which it

comes in contact ; but it must always be borne

in mind that it is poisonous, and must, therefore,

be handled with the greatest care.

CROpriNG YoiTNG Trees.—It is, no doubt,

natural that the amateur who plants two and three

year old fruit trees should look for some returns

in the form of a crop the next season, but it is

never wise to place this strain on them. Since it

is acknowledged that fruit trees are planted with

the object of producing crops over a long series

of years, it is always to the best inteiests of the

owner to use every endeavour to give them a

thoroughly good chance to establish themselves

at the roots and to form a sound foundation in

the branches before they are called upon to yield.

Over-eagerness in this direction means that the

trees will be stunted at the outset, and the

probabilities are that it will be a considerable

time before they can be again persuaded to make
satisfactory progress. One or, perhaps, two
fruits may be permissible, but the trouble is that

the amateur cannot find it in his heart to reduce

to such a number, and rather than run the

slightest risk it is far wiser to take off the lot.

Weak Trees. — Generally speaking, newly
planted trees get away far more strongly than the

good cultivator desires to see, and it is common
tor them to have to be lifted and replanted the

first year simply with a view to checking this

tendency towards undue luxuriance. There are

occasions, however, when they do not start at all

well, and it is necessary to aflord them some
encouragement to advance. This can be done
by the judicious use of weak liquid manure.

Before this is given, the surface of the soil should

be very lightly pricked over with a fork, and as

soon after application as the soil has dried sulB-

oiently to permit of it, loosening must be done,

and every endeavour should be made to keep the

top open for the admission of rain and warm,
fresh air. Towards the end of May or early in

.June the surface should be pricked over and a

mulching of short, sweet manure applied.

MuLi HtNG Strawberries.—Before the mulch-

ing of long litter is spread between the rows of

Strawberries it is excellent practice to loosen the

surface of the bed with a fork, or, if preferred, a

hoe, and then to apply a light dressing of some
approved fertiliser. This is not always advan-

tageous, but where a shortage of food is suspected

it always does good.
^

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

THE FASCINATION OF THE CROCUS.
AOTUMN CrOCI.

(Concluded from page. :<il.)

THE rock garden provides a congenial
home for most of the smaller and
choicer species, especially in such a

position as at the foot of a large stone

;

but best of all for the very choicest

is a strip a foot wide in the front of

some sheltered south *border with a low edging,
such as stones or tiles, not Box, which shades them
too much and makes such good roosting for hateful
slugs. Here is the happy home demanded by such
gems as Chrysanthus in its many varieties, and
the dainty airius (see page 212), both of which
need looking into closely to fully appreciate their

charms. I find it a good plan to sink slates or flat

stones, to make little underground dividing walls
between the different varieties. They can then lie

perhaps rather earlier. They should be gathered
as soon as they begin to open and be placed in a

dry place. I find the Willow-chip boxes, sold in

nests of four and used so much by entomologists,

are excellent for the purpose, as the name can be
written on the lid. As soon as the harvest of

seeds is gathered in they may be sown, but it

will be still in good time if they are in by mid-
September. I prefer to sow in small pots, and
sink these in the ground for two seasons, when,
in .July, they may be turned out, and, if all is

well, the young corms will be about the size of

Peas, and generally all collected at the bottom of

the pot. These may be pricked out in rows in a

bed and left there to flower. A few may
give a small bloom in thi ir third year, but
most will wait until the fourth, and some even
for another season. Cross-pollinating is not
very easy. The anthers of the desired seed-

bearer should be snipped off with small scissors

before dehiscence, of course, and when the stigma
appears fully developed the pollen should be

lightly placed on it, if possible on a sunny morning

PUbHONARIA OFKICINALI.'i (BUTE .lERUSALEM lOVVSLIP) ON THE TOP OF A RBTAI.SINO WALL.

Fri'it <iho\vkr.

planted right up to these divisions, and so much
closer than where there is no means of telling the
boundary of each species at lifting-time. As a
further precaution against mixing I find it very
useful to plant those with different makes of
corm tunics next to one another, such as Sieberi,

with coarsely reticulated tunic, next to pulohellus,
with smooth and annulate tunic, on one side,

and aureus, with its parallel fibres, on the other.
I believe a Crocus generally likes to be some

4 inches at least below the surface, and that its

corm should rest on, and be covered by, a dis-

tinctly sandy soil. Then a good rich, even
stifKsh, soil may be below for the roots to pene-
trate in search of nourishment I place a layer
at least half an inch deep of silver sand on the
bottom of a hole, then lay the corms on it and
just cover them with sand, filling up the hole
afterwards with ordinary soil.

In conclusion, a few words to those who wish
to save and sow seeds. The ripening capsules
begin to appear above ground about the middle
of May, 7,onatus and some early autumnal species

when the blossom is naturally open. To do
this an anther from the pollen parent may be
gently rubbed against the stigma, or, should the
pollen not be plentiful, a stick of sealing-wax or

small piece of amber, electrified by being rubbed
on some woollen material, such as one's sleeve,

will cause pollen grains to spring up and adhere
to it when placed near an open flower, and they
can be transferred to the stigma more easily than
when gathered on a paint-brush.

Wallham Gross. E. Augustus Bowles.

THE JERUSALEM COWSLIP ON A
WALL.

The accompanying illustration shows a plant of

the Jerusalem Cowslip (Pulmonaria officinalis) on
the top of a retaining wall in a Scottish garden.

The wall was built to uphold a portion of a bank
of soil, and is about 6 feet high, the Pulmonaria
being grown on the top and in ordinary soil.

The position is almost due east, with a point of

north, and the Pulmonaria showq wan planted
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about two years ago. Although the exposure is

east, the plant receives sun over the bank upheld

by the wall for a considerable time during the

summer, but it is so accommodating that it can

be cultivated successfully in either sun or shade.

The Lungworts seem particularly suitable for

such a wall, and the red-flowered variety of this

Jerusalem Cowslip is succeeding equally well on

another part of the wall, although it is not such

a pretty plant in its colouring. The blue one

shown is very pretty, with its many flowers

of a bright blue well

shown on a good
plant. At one time
considered common
plants, these Pul-
monarias are deserv-

ing of a better fate

than neglect, and the

blue one, when secured

in a good form, such

as that in the illustra-

tion, is worthy of the

notice of lovers of

wall gardening of this

kind. S. Arnott.

SOME SUGGES-
TIONS FOR
BEDDING.

The success of bed-

ding out depends to

a great extent on the

way the plants are

arranged in the beds

being trained to stakes at different heights and
the remaining shoots pegged down. In this way !

all the flowers could be seen at a glance through
1

the branches of the tree. This yellow Phlox, ,

being of a dull tone, harmonises well with the

lovely blue of Salvia patens, and the dense,

shrubby plants of the latter hide the untidy
appearance of the Phlox when this is past its

best.

Most of the fragrant annuals are lacking in

colour and brightness, but in Lupinus luteus we

[/ \

ROCKERY AND POND TWO YEARS
AFTER ITS FORMATION.

We are indebted to the Rev. R. H. Wilmot,
Bishopstone Rectory, Hereford, for the photo-
graph of the small rock garden and pond from
which the accompanying illustration is repro-
duced. Mr. Wilmot writes :

" I enclose a photo-
graph of my little rookery in case it should be
suitable for reproduction. The rookery was less

than two years old when the photograph was
taken last summer, and the little pond with
the stepping-stones and the Irises had only
been made and planted a day or two when
the photograph was taken.

"

THE NEW ROSE JULIET. ^Natural size.)

and on a suitable mixing of plants and colours.

For instance, Nicotiana affinis, which is grown
chiefly for its fragrance, would, in some positions,

be inconspicuous and attract little attention,

whereas if planted in a bed with the rich dark
foliage of Rioinus oambodgensis as a back-
ground it would give a very handsome and bold

effect.

The most effective bed of Phlox Drummondii
grandiflora I have seen was under a large Arau-
caria or Monkey Puzzle tree. Two colours were
used—yellow and salmon pink. A very light and
pleasing effect was produced by bal{ the shoots

have one which combines a very sweet fragrance

! with brightness. It is yellow in colour and a

neat, compact plant about a foot in height ; one
of the best of our hardy annuals. This would
make a very pretty and fragrant bed if planted
with the Night-scented Stock (Matthiola bioornis)

and Sohizopetalum Walkeri, another fragrant

annual, and if the bed is in close vicinity to the

bouse or garden seat the full benefit of their scent

will be obtained. Annual flowers are not perhaps
quite suitable for bedding, but their varied colour-

iog and sweetness are always welcome.
SI. Albaru. W. M. 5,

THE ROSE GARDEN.
SEASONABLE WORK.

WITH the lengthening days
and glorious sunshine pot
Roses have made rapid
growth, and the plants
will now require much
attention. As with plants

in the open ground, the small superfluous
shoots are best dispensed with, for not
only are they a strain upon the roots, but
they also hinder the free circulation of

light and air. It cannot be too much
emphasised that Roses require for their

^£ foliage an abundance of light, so that tying
' out the shoots to sticks will not only afford

more light to the foliage, but also assist in

making a shapely plant.

Watering is always one of the hardest
lessons for the novice to learn, and perhaps
there is no detail in growing Roses indoors
in which greater errors of judgment are
made. It is not always when the surface
soil looks dry that watering is needed. A
very safe guide is to tap the pots with a

stick, and if they give off a clear, bell-like

sound, water is required. When it is

given, let it be a fairly copious draught,
and see that it can pass away freely from
the holes in the pots; if not, the plants

should be examined and their drainage
cleared of soil.

Plants showing flower-buds may have a
watering with guano water, mixing this at

the rate of about lib. of guano to eighteen
gallons of water, and giving each plant a

good watering with it about once a week
until colour is seen in the buds. Exhi-
bitors who desire large flowers will find

the following a good stimulant : Dissolve

half an ounce each of saltpetre and phos-

phate of potash in a gallon of water, and
give a liberal watering to each plant,

varying this with the guano water men-
tioned above.

Where Roses are planted out under
glass, watering must be carefully attended
to. If the soil is a light one, obviously
it will require watering more than heavy
soil. To find out if the borders need
watering, dig out a spadeful of soil, and if

at all dry, watering must be given at once.

If the surface is hard, just fork it up
lightly before watering. After watering
a thin layer of fresh cow-manure spread

over the soil is of much benefit to the foliage

and also to the roots.

Fire-heat is advisable on dull, cold days and
nights, but on warm days artificial heat should be

reduced to a minimum. Keep a nice buoyant
atmosphere, which the Roses will much appre-

ciate. It is not advisable, however, to charge

the atmosphere with too much moisture at night,

or that troublesome fungus, black spot, will soon

appear.
Ramblers and other Roses coming into bloom

should be placed in a cold house, if possible with

a north aspect ; th^ir developfu^^t t^ben is maob
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better. Ai Mareohal Niel and suchlike alimbiog

Teas and Noisettes go out of bloom, the oldest

and most exhausted growths should be gradually

out out ; this will encourage the production of

young rods for next season. '

THE NEW ROSE JULIET.
This really remarkable novelty, which was
exhibited by Messrs. William Paul and Son of

Waltham Cross at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting on the 5th inst. , is another
example of what we owe to the science of cross-

fertilisation. Here we have a Hose whose seed

parent was Captain Hayward portraying in a

marvellous manner in foliage, growth and bloom
the distinct characteristics of its pollen parent

Soleil d'Or. The fusion of scarlet crimson and
orange gold of the two parents has produced an
offspring whose petals on the inner side are a sort

of old gold colour and the backs of the petals

a beautiful carmine crimson. The blooms are

large, of somewhat irregular form, but exceedingly
attractive in the opening stages ; unfortunately,

the novelty of colouring wanes in the expanded
flower. In vigour it is almost comparable to

a Hybrid Sweet Briar, but no one can mistake
its origin on the paternal side when the Rose is

seen growing. Yearling planti produce thick,

reddish coloured wood that will run up to a

height of 6 feet to S feet, and the grass green

foliage and its peculiar fruity fragrance are other

indications that it owes its origin to Soleil d'Or.

We hope early in the autumn to publish a

coloured plate of this beautiful and fragrant

Rose, when its delicate colours will be seen.

CLOTHING THE STEMS OF
STANDARD ROSES.

Many years ago it was a fairly common practice

to plant Honeysuckles against standard Roses so

that the stems of the latter were quite hidden
by the growths and blossoms of the Honey-
suckles, and which, as may be readily imagined,
gave a very interesting appearance to the garden.

Honeysuckles may be kept in bounds by pruning,
and if the tops are stopped and the lateral

growths well spurred, an abundant blossoming
is assured. Lonioera fuchsoidea would be a

beautiful sort to clamber upon the stem of a Frau
Karl Druechki, the scarlet of the Honeysuckle
contrasting admirably with the snowy purity

of the Rose. If one prefers to plant Roses instead

of Honeysuckles for the purpose of covering the

bare stems of the standard Roses, what could be

more beautiful than the pretty wiehuraiana Roses
such as Elise E/obichon, Alberic Birbier, Edmond
Proust and others, whose exquisite foliage would
at all times please the eye ? In their case it

might be necessary to lift the plants occasionally

to check the very luxuriant growth, and, of

course, the superfluous shoots could be pruned
away each season, and those retained reduced to

the height of the stem. By cutting the laterals

back to one or two eyes, these growths would
flower freely. P.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CINERARIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.

THE greenhouse Cineraria is one of those
old-fashioned flowers which have held

their position in the public favour
for many years unchanged, without
ever coming prominently to the front.

For conservatory and other decora-

tive purposes the Cineraria is indispensable,

and is usually to be found in practically all

gardens during the winter and early spring. As
in most other flowers, many improvements
have been made in the Cinerarias during late

years, and to-day we have them in various types

and in practically every shade of colour ranging

from pink, white and mauve to deep blue,

crimson and purple.

The three most useful types of Cinerarias are

the old florist's or large-flowered type, the tall-

growing stellata and the Cictus stellata types.

The two first-named are, of course, familiar to

everyone. The (J ictus sort is of more recent

introduction and has become exceedingly popular.

In habit it has graceful and free - flowering

(jualitios of the stellata type, but the flowers are

very striking, the petals being charmingly quilled

like those of the Cactus Dahlia.

Perhaps the greatest charm of the Cineraria
i

lies in its easy culture and accommodating habits.
|

It requires very little attention and only just

sufEcient heat to protect it from frost. For
i

winter and early spring flowering the seed

should be sown during May and .June in shallow

boxes in a cool house or frame. Prick off the

seedlings when large enough, and ultimately pot

off singly into a mixture of good old loam and
leaf-soil, with a little rotten manure and sand.

They should remain in a cool frame, syringing

them daily and giving plenty of air until they

succeeded in growing nice specimen Fuchsias,
they will be equally successful in cultivating the

Bouvardia. The following hints will be found
useful. A good beginning is essential to a

satisfactory finish, and so I would urge the

amateur to procure a few small plants at once
and not to rely upon late-rooted cuttings. I have
seen many very promising young plants quite

ruined through being grown in a too high
temperature and close, moist atmosphere. Avoid
coddling the plants ; but from this date until well

on in September give them fairly hardy treat-

ment. One word of warning here. These plants

are easy victims to attacks of mealy bug, thripa

and brown scale. Commence with absolutely

clean stock, and afterwards watch so that no
enemy gains a footing on the foliage.

When young plants are well rooted in .'M-inch

pots, repot them into 5-inch ones, and again, in

due course, into fij-inch pots, inside measurement.
In the latter sized pots the plants must be allowed

to flower.

The compost used must be the same for each
potting, only at the final potting the fibrous

A SMALL ROCKERY AND POND AT BISHOPSTONE RECTORY, HEREFORD,
FORMATION.

TWO YEARS AFTER ITS

are potted into their flowering pots (about 7-inoh)

during November. The final potting mixture
should be as coarse as possible. At this stage

they are best taken into a cool house and grown
on until the buds develop, when a little liquid

manure will be beneficial, gradually increasing

until the flowers open. The Cictus varieties

will require a neat stake to prevent them
snapping at the base, as they are rather brittle.

The plants should be regularly syringed and
carefully watered, and up to the time of flowering

an occasional fumigating is advisable, as green

fly, if allowed to go unchecked, quickly disfigures

the foliage. C. H. Middleton.

HOW TO GROW GOOD BOUVARDIAS.
All amateur gardeners who possess greenhouses
from which they can exclude frost in winter-

time and fogs in the autumn ought to grow a few
plants of both single and double flowered Bou-
vardias. Inexperienced cultivators need not

hesitate to grow theee plants, as, if they have

loam should be a trifle more lumpy. Fibrous

loam two parts, leaf-soil one part, rotted cow
manure and sand one part ; these ingredients

form a suitable compost. Do not press down
the soil too firmly around the roots, a moderate
pressure being sufficient. When potted place

the plants in a frame and water them, also

lightly shade from bright sunshine. Instead of

having to water very often, just syringe the

foliage early in the morning and late at night for

about ten days, or until the roots begin to per-

meate the new soil. Then cease all shading,

ventilate freely and pay close attention to water-

ing, also to feeding when the pots are filled

with roots after the final potting. Judicious

pinching of the more straggling shoots until the

beginning of August will induce a bushy habit of

growth.
The amateur should commence with the fol-

lowing varieties : Vreelandi, white ; President

Cleveland, scarlet, single-flowered ; President

Garfield, pink ; and Alfred Neuner, white,

double, Avo.N.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
PLANTING OUT SWEET PEAS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BV WEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.—During the

coming week is a good time to sow
seeds of Savoy Cibbages and Kale
for winter use. If sown earlier the

plants of the former heart in at too

early a date, and the Kales invari-

ably get overgrown and are then less able to

withstand severe frosts. I prefer to sow the

seeds thinly in shallow drills 9 inches apart, as

the seed-bed can then be kept free from weeds
much more easily. For small gardens one of the

dwarf-growing and rather small-hearted Savoy
Cabbages should be chosen, as these are usually

of the best quality, and can be planted in rows
18 inches apart and \2 inches asunder in the row.

Of Kales there are a great variety, Scotch Curled
and Drumhead being two excellent sorts. The
latter forms a good-sized, solid heart much after

the style of a Cibbage, and as it is very hardy it

proves a most valuable winter green. Sprouting
Broccoli, both purple and white varieties, may
also be sown during the next week or two, the

plants resulting from this sowing coming in for

use another spring.

Flower Garden.—Where it has not already

been done, no time must be lost in preparing the

soil for Dahlias. These will have to be planted

out about the middle of May, and the ground
should have time to settle before then. Where
a bed is to be planted entirely with Dahlias, it

should be dug to a good depth and all large

lumps pulverised, adding at the same time a

4-inch thick dressing of thoroughly decayed
manure. Although the Dahlia is naturally a

gross feeding plant, it is a mistake to provide it

with rank, fresh manure, as this induces the

-A STURDY SWEET PEA PLANT IN SUITABLE
ODKDITION KOR PLANTIKQ OUTDOORS.

formation of a mass of stems and foliage and very

few flowers. Where odd plants are to be dotted

about in the borders, a hole 18 inches in diameter
and at least the same in depth should be dug
out, working a good quantity of decayed manure
with the soil as it is returned to the hole. In

planting Dahlias it is a good plan to always set

each in a shallow, basin-like depression, as this

facilitates watering, which is sure to be needed
during dry weather. This is mentioned now as

the depression may easily be left when preparing

the stations for the plants. Bedding Calceolarias

and Pentstemons should be put in their flowering

quarters at once, so that they have a fair chance
of becoming established before very hot weather
is experienced.

Fruit Garden.—Strawberries are now pushing
their flowers upwards at a great pace, and it is a
good plan to give them a little stimulant at this

time. I have found sulphate of ammonia a good
manure for the purpose, and prefer it to nitrate

of soda as it is somewhat slower in its action.

It should be finely crushed, and a teaspoonful

may be scattered round each plant, preferably

during showery weather. This may be supple-

mented in about three weeks' time with a
similar application of nitrate of soda. Plants

treated in this way develop healthy green foliage

and swell their fruits better, the colour of these

also being improved. Keep the hoe going freely

among all kinds of fruit trees and bushes, but be
careful when working between the Raspberries
not to cut the young shoots which are springing

up from the base and which will form the canes
for fruiting next year.

Windoir-ho.ves.—It will soon be time to

prepare these for the reception of their summer
occupants, and where the boxes are at present
empty, the sooner they are got ready the better.

Each box should have two or three bars, 1 inch

thick, nailed to its bottom outside, so that
when stood on the window-sill the box itself is

raised slightly from the stone. Not only does
this facilitate drainage, but it helps to preserve
the boxes. Of course, good drainage is essential,

but if a good number of holes, not less than half

an inch in diameter, have been made, one large

crock over each will suffice for the summer, as, of

course, there is not the same danger of the soil

becoming waterlogged as there is during the
winter months. Of course, some rough portions

of the soil will be placed over these crocks before

the mixture proper is put in. Unfortunately,
many who desire to have window-boxes have to

make the best use of any soil that is available,

and it is really surprising the good results which
are obtained from very inferior material. Where
it is possible, however, good turfy loam should
form the basis of the soil used, taking three
parts of this and one part each of well-decayed
manure and road sand. If a sprinkling of

steamed bone-flour, say, a 4J-inch potful to each
bushel of soil, can be added, so much the better.

A compost of this description can be relied upon
to suit practically all kinds of plants that are
grown in window- boxes. A. A.

PLANTING SWKKT PEAS OUTDOORS.
With the advent of more genial weather, the
Sweet Pea enthusiast, especially if he is a
beginner, naturally looks forward to the time
when he may plant outdoors the numerous seed-

lings he has succeeded in raising during the last

month or two. Much depends upon this being
properly done, and to achieve success it is of the
highest importance that the plants be in fit con-
dition to plant outdoors when the time for this

operation arrives.

All too frequently Sweet Peas raised under
glass get drawn and weakly in consequence of

being treated too kindly and too generously, and
unless special pains are taken to carefully harden
offthe plants previous to planting them outdoors,
the chances are that these tender young plants
will have a serious set-back and take some time
to regain
their
earlier
vigour. We
have now
arrived at

a periodwhen
Sweet Peas
that were
raised in
pots in heat
some time
ago may be
planted in

their
(lowering
i|uar t ers.

Of course,

it would be

most un-
wise to
transfer
Sweet Peas
raised in

this way
straight
from the
green house
to the pre-

pared quar-
ters out-
d o o r s .

They must
lie h a r -

dened off first by placing them in cold frames
for a time, where air may be given more or
less freely, until the growths are nicely
hardened off and will bear exposure to the open
without inconvenience. If this rule is observed
with the plants, they should be represented by
sturdy specimens such as are shown in Fig. 1.

This plant is well rooted in a deep " thumb " pot,

and has been exposed to the open for some days,
the frame-light only being placed over the plants

at night when frosts have threatened. In Fig. 3
a box of plants that have been treated iu

precisely the same fashion is shown.
The question arises : When should the Sweet

Peas be planted outdoors '.' This is a matter that
requires some little consideration, as all gardens
are not located in favourable quarters. In a high
and dry situation, and in a sunny or warm aspect,

it is perfectly safe to plant out Sweet Peas that
have been hardened off in the manner we have
suggested, with the certainty of achieving suc-

cess, from the middle of April onwards. There-
fore, beginners in Sweet Pea culture should quite
understand the location of their gardens. In
those gardens in low-lying situations, where the
soil, too, is of heavy texture and the conditions
hardly as genial as we would desire, I would
defer planting the Sweet Peas until the present
time or even a week later.

Whether to plant in rows or clumps is a matter
for the individual grower to determine for him-
self. Hedges may be made of the Sweet Pea, in

which case, of course, the plants would be put
out in rows ; but for pretty effects in the garden
clumps have advantages which those in rows do
not possess. For exhibition purposes I have a

decided preference for growing Sweet Peas in

rows. The beginner should allow at least 8 inches

SWEET I'EA CROWN IN LAEGE I'OT

FOR GREENHOUSE CDLTURE OR FOR
CULTCRE OUTDOORS. THE SINGLE
PLANT IS 4 FEET HIGH.
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not the leaBt important item of culture

is that they must be potted firmly.

Ample supplies of water must be forth-

coming when the plants begin to make
progress, as in no oircumstanoes must they
be allowed to become dry at the roots.

Fig. 4 represents a small pot of plants

that were topped some weeks ago for the

purpose of providing a supply of cuttings.

Since that event the plants have sprouted

into several new growths. Such a potful

of Sweet Peas may be placed in a

lOinoh pot straight away, or by a

gradual process, in easy stages, smaller

pots may be requisitioned until the

lO-inch or larger pot or tub is used in

which to flower the plants. If more con-

venient, these plants may be planted to

form a clump or be divided and planted
individually in rows. D. B. C.

3.—SWBET PKAS RAISED IN A BOX. THESE PLANTS ARE
NOW READY FOR PLACING IN THEIR FLOWERING
gnARTERS.

PLANTING PENTSTEMONtS.

These lovely border flowers are again

between the plants in the rows, and he may, if he

has the space available, give the more vigorous-

growing plants a space between them of fully

I'i inches. This will enable him to grow Sweet
Peas of high quality, and in such a way that the

plants will render a good account of themselves.

When planting in rows for garden decoration

or for ordinary cut-flower uses, it is advisable to

alternate the plants in the row, placing one on
one side of the trench and the next on the other

side, and so on right throughout the row,

observing the same distance throughout as herein

recommended. Those who wish for even better

results should confine the plants to a single row.

Should the Sweet Peas be planted in clumps,

see that the circle forming the clump is 3 feet in

diameter. It is fatal to plant the Sweet Peas in

a crowded fashion, because in a little while,

when the growths are numerous and also vigorous,

they interfere so very seriously with one another,

and the display as a whole is very con-

siderably marred in consequence. The clumps
should be arranged to run across the garden at

intervals of about ,'? feet to 4 feet, and if there

are sufficient plants fur two or more rows of

clumps, the rows should be at least 4 feet

apart ; I prefer 1 foot or 2 feet more. Turn the

plants out carefully and plant as advised

above, taking out sufficient soil to embed the

plants level or rather deeper than the surface

soil in the pots. Press the soil round tlie roots

firmly and coiuplete the operation. Insert small

twigs for the support of the Sweet Peas if this

has not been done already, and if the weather
is dry, water in with the aid of a fine-rosed can.

Take care to label the plants as they are

planted ; otherwise confusion will certainly arise,

and the colour schemes that it is desired to bring

into effect may be spoiled through this want of

thought.
There may be beginners who have little or no

garden space available for planting the Sweet
Peas in the free fashion that most gardeners love

to see. They have to be content with placing

them in pots, tubs, or any receptacle of a similar

character that will enable them to grow the

plants satisfactorily and j ield good returns.

In Fig. 2 an illustration is shown of a single

plant of the Sweet Pea growing in a lO-inoh pot.

This has four leading growths of a most vigorous

character, each of which, in the not distant

future, will throw out many lateral shoots, com-
pletely covering the stakes inserted for their

support. It is astonishing what one Sweet Pea
plant will yield when properly grown, and no
one can deny that their display is always a

welcome feature in gardens of circumscribed

areas. I commend this practice to those who
are fond of Sweet Peas and have little oppor-
tunity of growing them in the orthodox fashion.

Sweet Peas must have good soil and the pots

must be well crocked and properly drained, and

becoming very popular. One cannot
wonder at this, as the plants are readily raised

from young slips and are not difficult to keep
from frosts during the winter-time ; the only
appliance required is a cool frame or a hand-
light. Amateurs who can succeed in growing
Calceolarias may do so vrith Pentstemons
equally well. The plants are also easily

raised from seeds sown in spring and from
cuttings of young wood inserted in sandy soil in

a shady border any time during the summer
months. The resultant plants flower early the
following summer. It is much wiser to sow
seeds in pots early in the spring and make use of

a gentle hot-bed than to insert cuttings very
late in the autumn, because late-inserted cuttings
do not form roots before the springtime comes ;

they only form a callus in the autumn, and are,

consequently, through lifting by frosts, more
liable to be lost.

Whole beds of Pentstemons look well in the

flower garden ; but I think they are very
attractive in groups in side borders where they
have a backing of nice healthy evergreen shrubs.

Ordinary sandy loam with a small quantity of

manure in it will suit these plants ; but where
clayey soils obtain, mix some leaf-soil with them
prior to patting out the plants early in May.

PLANTING AND SUMMER TREATMENT
OF LEKKS.

I'lVERY cultivator of vegetables likes to excel in

the growing of Leeks. Not only the professional,

but the amateur gardener also tries his utmost to

produce some specimens that will claim the

special attention not only of the judges, but the
public, too.

The Leek gives the cultivator an opportunity
to rectify slight errors in the treatment, because
it is a gross feeder and continues to grow for a

long period. The errors of planting in a cold

subfoil, or too close together so that there is not
sutficient soil for earthing-up purposes without
doing damage to the roots in obtaining it, must
be strictly avoided, because no amount of after-

care can make amends for these.

As previously stated, the Leek is a gross feeding

plant, and so it is a wise plan to deeply trench

the soil at least 2 feet wide and 30 inches deep
where the trench is to be opened. While digging
the soil put in plenty of well-decayed cow-
manure, if it is available, in the lower part of

the dug area. The roots of the plants will,

in due course, permeate the soil on both sides of

the trench, and the result will be finer specimens
than those grown in trenches which have manure
in the bottom only.

The young Leeks should be grown in rich, firm

soil in their early stage ; the plants are quite

hardy, but they must be planted in a sheltered

position in a bed specially prepared for them.
This bed should be made up ot rich loam two

thirds and leaf-soil one-third, the compost being
7 inches deep resting on a layer of decayed
manure 3 inches deep. Put out the plants
• > inches apart each way. The soil must be firm.

Plant the Leeks 1 foot apart in the trenches
early in .Tune, removing them from their nursery
bed with as much soil adhering to their roots
as possible. The trench should be 1 foot deep
and 18 inches wide at the top. For ordinary use
Improved Musselburgh is a good one ; for exhibi-

tion The Lyon is one of the best. Siiamroi k.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

Perpetual-flowerini: Carnations.—No plant
or group of plants has sprung into greater
popularity during recent years than the Per-
petual-flowering Carnation, by which is meant
that section of the flower which first became
popularised under the name of " American-flower-
ing. " To-day, however, as was prophesied years
ago, there is not wanting proof that the British
raiser of this type of Carnation, as in all others,
is holding his own ; indeed, there are not a few
who, while paying every attention to the cultural
side of the question, are also devoting much time
to the raising of new varieties, some of which,
like R. F. Felton, Countess of March and
Garola, to name but a few, have, so far as I am
aware, no equal among American-raised varieties.

Thus it is that the amateur may with the utmost
confidence purchase these varieties, knowing that
he is obtaining the best the world produces.
Securing Young Plants.—This is an excel-

lent time for making a beginning, and there is no
better way than that of securing young plants
already established in 2\-inch or 3-inch pots.

These will be ready for planting into pots of

larger size eo soon as they come to hand, the
•5-inch diameter size being the most convenient
for affording a liberal shift to the young plant.

4 —THREE PLANTS THAT HAVE BEEN TOPPED
FOR CDTTINGS, SUOWING GROWTHS THAT
HAVE SOESEi,iOENTLY DEVELOPED.

For this shift clean pots and well-prepared soil

should be in readiness before the work is started.

Too frequently dirty pots are used ; and there is

no better way of introducing or reintroducing

disease and an unhealthy condition than by the

use of unclean receptacles. Old pots, thoroughly
washed and dried, are the best for all purposes of

potting, the perfectly new pot, because of its

extreme dryness and porosity, being less good,
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and which should be dipped bodily in water a few
hours before being used.

Preparing Soil for Potting.—The soil should

consist of good yellow fibrous loam, while the

addition of leaf-mould and a very small propor-

tion of finely sifted manure and some sharp sand
will be needed to keep the whole mass porous.

It is important that the suil ehould be in a

moderately dry condition, and soil that is ad
hesive or of a sticky nature is not fit for

immediate use. This soil question at the start is

of so important a nature that, if the amateur
has none of the kind recommended at his

command, he will do well to get a sack mixed
ready for use from a neighbouring nurseryman,

who should be informed foriwhat purpose the toil

is required.

Preparing the Plants. —There is much need

for getting these ready for the potting ; and the

plants that are either too wet or too dry are

not ready. The Carnation plant requires to be

potted rather firmly, and a plant that is much
saturated by water cannot be made sufEciently

firm. Oq the other hand, there is a danger that

the over-dry plant will not receive water properlj

if potted in that state ; hence the need for

the happy medium, which is best attained by
affording water to such as need it the day before

the potting is intended to be done.

The Danger of Delays. — The Perpetual-

flowering Carnation is a soft-wooded plant, and as

such it is of the utmost importance, culturally,

that there be no unnecessary delays in the early

stages of growth. Should any such ensue and
the young plants be kept for weeks in small

pots when they should be growing away strongly

in those of 5 inches across, a starved or hide-

bound condition of the stem will be set up
that cannot subsequently be rectified. The
plants, therefore, must be kept growing in a

moderately moist though freely ventilated green-

house kept at about .^O". Insect pests, all of

which multiply rapidly at this season, must be

kept in cheek by the ordinary methods of fumi-

gation ; indeed, it is best to fumigate lightly

periodically to keep them at bay rather than

otherwise.
As Bedding Plants. — It may be well to

remind my readers that these Perpetual-flowering

Carnations are excellent as bedding plants, and
that they flower well into the late autumn months.

Those, therefore, who feel so disposed should

invest in a double set, one for the garden and the

other for the greenhouse. Any Carnation specialist

advertising in The Garden will supply the best

sorts for each purpose. • E. H. Jenkins.

LEGAL POINTS.
Landlord and tenant: Notice to

quit (A. E. W.)—A general letting of premises

at a yearly rent without further terms creates a

tenancy from year to year. It is immaterial

whether the rent is payable yearly, half-j'early,

quarterly or even monthly, provided the rent is

a yearly one. On ordinary holdings such tenancy

is terminable by half a year's notice. When the

tenancy commences on a day other than the four

usual quarter days, the notice must be a full half-

year's notice expiring at the end of the current

year ; but if the tenancy is made to commence on
one of the four regular quarter days, a customary
half-year's notice is sufficient, which may be a

few days short of half a year. Thus, if the

tenancy commenced on Lady Day, the notice could

be given at any time before Michaelmas Pay ; but
if it commenced on March 26. the notice could not

be given after September 26. In the case of an
agricultural holding it is provided that, where a

half-year's notice is "by law" necessary and
sufficient for the determination of a tenancy of a

holding from year to year, a year's notice shall

be necessary. This provision only applies to

agricultural holdings and to cases where a half-

year's notice is required by law, and has been held
lo be inapplicable where by express contract a

six months' notice is required. "A. E. W.'s"
holding does not appear to be agricultural, so he
cannot demand a year's notice.

Ownership of a ditch (H. .B.).—When
two fields are separated by an artificial hedge
and ditch, it is presumed, apart from evidence to

the contrary, that the hedge and ditch belong to

the person whose property is behind the hedge,
and not to the owner of the field in which the
ditch is apparently situate. This presumption is

based on the theory that the person who wished
to fence off his property dug up to the extreme
limit of his own land without encroaching on his

neighbour's property, and that he banked up the
excavated soil on his own land and proceeded to

plant the hedge or erect the fence on the bank.
The soil or land at the bottom of the ditch is still

vested, therefore, in the person on whose land

the hedge or bank is. There seems nothing to

prevent the querist putting up anotber fence in

the ground at the bottom of the ditch, provided
he does not interfere with his neighbour's right

to drain into the ditch, presuming that his neigh-

bour is vested with such right. Barrister.

NEW PLANTS.
Odontoolossdm Rossiani^ RUBENS.—A very

pretty flower the markings of which are most
regular and beautiful. The blossoms are of

medium size, each segment being sharply pointed.

The ground colour is pale lilac, the dots and bars

overlying this being dull crimson. A decided
bar of this colour is placed longitudinally at the

base of each segment, and this gives the blossoms

a somewhat starlike appearance. Shown by
M. Henri Graire, Amiens, France. Award of

merit.

Sobralia Gliftona:.—This is a new species from
Ecuador, and, judging by the specimen seen, it

should prove a valuable addition. The plant had
only one flower, but this was large and very pure
white except for dull purple markings in the

throat. The plant shown was nearly 2 feet high

and had five shoots. Shown by Messrs. Sander
and Sons, St. Albans. Award of merit.

Odontoglomum arnoldianum.—A good -sized,

dark-flowered variety of excellent shape, remind-
ing one somewhat in this respect of a form of

0. orispum. The colour may be regarded as dull

brownish crimson, each segment having a very

faint margin of white. The labellum is white
and crimson spotted, and affords a slight relief

to the duller portions of the flower. Shown by
J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., The Glebelands, Sjuth
Woodford. Award of merit.

Odonlor/loasum cnsptmi St. Ftiscien.—This is

another beautiful addition to the large number
of varieties of a well-known Orchid. In this

instance the variety is a very charming one
indeed, the white frilled sepals and petals each

having a large, irregular blood red blotch placed

near its centre. The labellum is similar in colour

and markings, but the cushion is of rich canary
yellow. Shown by M. H. Graire, Amiens,
France. Award of merit.

Odonioglossum regale rosejleldiense.—A large,

much-crimped flower of medium size, and in shape
similar to O. crispum. The ground colour is

pale canary yellow, and this is freely blotched

with dull crimson. The labellum is even paler

yellow or cream colour, and regularly marked.
Shown by de B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield,

Sevenoaks. Award of merit.

Miltonia Phalcenopsia McBean's variety.—The
plant shown was a very weak-looking specimen

and had one flower only, another flower of the

type being shown for comparison. In the variety

the purple streaks on the large labellum have
become consolidated into a large blotch, and the

colour, too, is much richer and deeper. Shown
by Messrs. J. and A. A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

Sussex. Award of merit.

Hippeaatrum Oereant.—A lovely self-coloured

variety of crimson scarlet hue, the flowers of fine

substance and form.

Jlippeastrum, Cardinal Wolsey.—The predomi-
nating colour is deep cerise, an almost novel
shade in these plants, and of a most attractive
and decorative character.

Hippeastruin Calypso.—White, suffused and
reticulated with pink and crimson. A very
handsome variety. Each of these received an
iward of merit, the exhibitor being Lieutenant-
Colonel Holford,We8tonbirt, Tetbury, Gloucester
(gardener, Mr. A. Chapman).
Primula ciliata General Stewart.—A reddish

crimson-flowered variety of merit that will make
an excellent plant for the rock garden. It is

probably one of a series of crosses made many
years ago between P. ciliata and P. visoosa, the
whole of which are admirable garden plants, being
•ree in flowering and quite hardy. Shown by
Mr. Cranfield, Enfield. Award of merit.
Narcissus Poeticus Matthew Arnold.—A novelty

in the Poeticus section of decided merit, the
flowers not merely possessing a perfectly circular
outline, but rare substance in the well over-
lapping perianth segments. The eye or crown is

of intense colouring. From Messrs. Cartwright
and Goodwin, Kidderminster. Award of merit.

Alpim: Auricula Roxburgh. — A delightful
variety in every way. The truss is large, and
composed of perfectly formed, blaokish purple
blossoms. The plant appears to be exceptionally
vigorous.

Show Auricula Warily.—A very fine lilac,

tinged rose, self variety, the flowers of which
measure 1:5 inches in diameter. These are of

splendid shape.
Show Auricitla Victor.—A very fine and large-

flowered maroon self, the blossoms possessing
perfect form and the plant great vigour. These
three Auriculas were shown by Mr. James
Douglas, Edenside, Greit Bjokham, Surrey, and
each received an award of merit.

All the foregoing plants were shown before
the Royal Horticultural Society on the lUth inst.,

when the awards were made.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and An3V/ev3,~The Editor intends

to tnake The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance^ no matter what the branch of gardening may
be, and with that object ivill make a special feature of the

"AJiswers to Correspondents" column. All comimtnica-

tions should be clearly and concisely zoritten on one side

of the paper only, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, so, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C. Letters on biisiness should be sent to the PUBLISHER.
The name and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be used in the

paper. When more than one query is sent, each should

be an a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Daffodils and Arabia {Scotia).—The

Daffodils have, doubtless, been too long in the
one position and have become crowded and
exhausted the soil. Provided the foliage is

healthy and not much browned at the
extremities, you might encourage a more
vigorous growth by watering with liquid manure.
There is no need to throw them away ; but
when growth is completed, say, early in July,
you might lift the bulbs, dry them off for a
month or six weeks, and finally replant them in

well-dug, freely enriched soil. As the bulbs
have become weak, they would not flower next
year unless good growth is made this season.

The past year was bad for the maturing of the
bulbs, and many complaints are reachiug us of

large numbers tailing to flower. In the replant-

ing the bulbs should be given plenty of room.
The Arabis looks very much starved, and you
had better renew the edging by making fresh
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cuttiDgs, working in some lime rubble about the

soil. The name of the dark red flower is Pyrus

japonioa, and if the position is not too dry at

the root, we should feel inclined to take out a

trench '2.1 feet or ;> feet from the stem and

work in some well-decayed manure with the

soil. By doing this now and pruning the long

shoots back to spurs about :! inches long, a better

growth should ensue. Let the trench be dug
2 feet deep, adding light soil and manure and

old mortar or lime rubble if the soil be of a

heavy nature. Kxcessive manuring must be

avoided, as that would tend to the promotion

and production of gross wood.

Plants top tubs CO/h<..i, Abci(lair).—¥oT providing

a free and continuous display of flowers we Icnow of uotliing

to equal the Ivy-leaved PelargouiumB, and as tliese are

obtainable in distinct shades of colour, you might indulge

in them in preference to other plants of a less suitable

ature. Each of your tubs would accommodate three

plants, and these if quite tirmly planted would do you
good service. You could not place them iu the open yet

:

but if you have a greenhouse or frame you could be gettini,'

them ready. The best varieties would be Mme. Crousse,

Souvenir de Charles Turner and lieauty of Castle Hill. By
placing a 4-feet long stick to each plant and drawing the

three together at the top, an informal pyramid will pre-

sently be produced. Allow the plants to grow unchecked
from the start. For the boxes, try planting them with

Sweet Peas of distinct sorts, a dozen seedlings in each ; or

cv^n half that number would alford a good sprinklini;

of towers if the plants were well attended to.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Ppunlngf Almond trees {Mrs. Mire-

Jiouse).— Unless the centres of your Almond trees

are very thick with small branches, no pruning

will be necessary. In the event of their contain-

ing a lot of weak inside branches, you may thin

those out, cutting them away light to the trunk

at once. The reason your trees have bloomed but

sparingly is on account of their youth ; as they

get a little older they will probably blossom quite

freely. Severe pruning would be likely to retard

rather than hasten flowering.

Treatment of Romneya (J. ^.).— It would
greatly have assisted matters had you told us the position

(he plant is in and in what soil it is growing. Excess of

dryness or wetness at the root may cause the buds to drop,

though the position should he one of some warmth in

conjunction with a free drainage. It is only rarely that

the plants perfect the whole of the flower-buds formed,

though in your case the loss is out of all proportion. The
jlant is apparently in good health by the growth it makes
each year, and possibly the small caterpillar of which you
speak is the cause of all the trouble. Try syringing with
a weak solution of tiuassia and soft soap before the tlower-

buds make their appearance. It is possible, too, that the
caterpillars may infest the leaves of the plant as well.

Dwapfing" trees (Kingiitoi('7i).—'We have heard the

story about dwailing trees by growing them in the peel of

an Orange, but attach no importance to it. A friend,

however, tried the experiment, and found in practice that
the Orange peel quickly decayed and that it in no way
exercised a dwartiug influence on the plant therein. The
.lapauese are, as is well known, experts in the dwatling of

trees and shrubs, and no better plan can be followed than
that resorted to by them. In order to dwarf a tree or

shrub it is taken in hand in its early stages ; that is, it is

raised from seed in the ordinary way, then the tap root is

cut otf and the plant is potted in poor, stony soil and
usually in a shallow receptacle. Water is given but
sparingly, the main point being to keep the young tree in

suth a condition that it gradually falls into a more or less

moribund state, having; just sufticieut vigour to push out
flew Itaves at the proper season and yet make com-
paratively little growth. Should a shoot stronger than
usual be pushed forth, it is shortened back. By continuing
this treatment, the constitution of the plant becomes so

debilitated that it falls into a premature old age, and at

the same time, as with old trees in general, it retains

enough vitality to be fairly tflective. This dwarflng of

trees has been practised by the .fapanese for centuries,

and plants so treated are admirably litted for their (Hiaint

miniature gardens : but according to Western ideas they
are curiosities and nothing more. They are, at least by
the average horticulturist, looked upon as examples of the
tenacity of life under adverse conditions, and for beauty
not to be compared with a naturally grown specimen.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Ppuning: Hydrang^ea hortensis

^Q. yr. ).—All the pruuing needed by Hydrangeas
is to cut away any weak and exhausted or badly
placed shoots in the spring before they start into

growth. Very little pruning in required. The
<lue8tion of producing blue Hydrangeas is still

more or less a pu/.zle to horticulturists, for

sometimes there is no difficulty in the matter,

while at others the plants will not change colour.

It will be a decided help if you water the plants

occasionally with a solution of sulphate of iron,

about a teaspoonful to a gallon of water. Alum
water is also highly recommended by some m
order to turn the flowers blue. The alum should
be given at a strength of an ounce to each gallon

of water. To prepare the alum it must be
crushed and dissolved in a little hot water. The
plants should be watered with this at intervals

of ten days to a fortnight, but it must be
discontinued when the flowers begin to open. If

the roots are very dry, the plants must be at first

watered with clean water, as the alum would,
under those conditions, prove injurious.

Information about Carnations (Ca^s U.S.).
In the ease of Carnations to wbu'h an excess of stimulauts
has been applied, llie petals of some varieties in particular
are very apt to stick togethLT, as yours have done, instead
of opening properly. Another L-ommon caust; isinsulticient
ventilation, as these Carnations delight in a free circulation
of air ; indeed, a light buoyant atmosphere is one of the
greatest essentials to the successful culture of these
plants. The appearance of the buds would suggest that
the cause of your trouble is a combination of the two

n-iw, and this should tte done without delay. The leading
shoot (of last year's frrowth) at the extreme point of eaoh
main branch should be cut back by one-third its length
(always cut to a l>ud pointing outwards, n<jt inwards). The
Hide branches (also of last year's growthj growing out of
the side of the main branches should be cut back to within
tliree buds of their liase, in order to encourage the forma-
tion of fruit-spurs close to the main ''ranches. Should
your trees not be sutluiently furnished with main branches,
then as many of the side shoots of last year's growth as
may l>e necessary to make this detlcieu' y good must be
left, cutting these l)ackonly l>y one-third their length aa
advtse<l for the leading shoots of the main branches. If
you can pla< e a layer of decayed manure, say, 'i Inches
deep on tile top of tiie ground over the roots oi^ the trees
as far as you think they extend, It will help the trees
greatly during the summer. Nothing more need be done
exrept to take care that the land is kept clean by
frequent hoeiugs. Red Currant and Gooseberry bushes
should be pruned as follows: Slightly prune back the main
shoot of last year's growth growing at the extreme point
of each main branch, say, by i inches. All the side shoots
growing out of the main branches should be pruned back
to within three or four buds of their base, except where a
branch may be wanted to hl\ a gap in the bush, when it

bhoutd only be slightly shortened as recommended in the
case of the leading shoots, lilack Currant busJies need no
pruning the first year after planting. 2. It would be too
late to crop the land with anything to advantage aftt^r the
late Potatoes were taken op. The half-acre under early

MESSRS. PULHAM AND SONS* WONDRRFOL EXHIBIT—WATERFALLS AND BOCK OARDEN-
THE IDEAL HOME KXHIBITION, OLYMPIA. {Sfc page iiOs, last week.)

reasons given above. This would lead to asoft growth, and
consequently, with the increase in the power of the
sun, the outer petals will quickly become injured, more
particularly if there is an excess of atmospheric moisture,
which we are inclined to think has happened in your case.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Propag:ating: the Quince (Fto/a).—

The Quince is chiefly propagated bv layers placed
in soil in the autumn. If there are (^^luinee suckers
growing through the ground from the roots of
your Pear trees, as they sometimes do, you
should clear away the soil until you come to
where they spring from the root ; then cut th^'m
away with a sharp knife without injuring the
root of the tree, taking cire that a tew roots
are attached to the >oung ones taken away.
They should be planted in the garden in a eh*dy
spot and be grown on until strong enough fur
stock. Gas-lime should be placed on the Und iu

the autumn and used sparingly if the soil is to
be cropped the following spring.

Young: fpuit tpees pecently planted, and
other questions (->/. C.).— it is not too late to prune

Potatoes should be cleared and ready for planting, say, early
in August, and any of the following cr0i.s could be success-
fully grown aiid would prove remunerative : Late Broccoli, to
come in at this time of year, sow the middle of June. The
Colewort, or Maiden Cabbage as it is commonly called, is

a valuable crop ; they should be sown on June 10, and
plant) d aa early in August as possible at 1 foot apart.
They should be rea y to cut before Christmas and through
January. Turnips sown early in August form a valuable
winter crop. Spring Cabbage sown on August 11 and
planted at the end of September would be a valuable crop ;

also L ttuce, both Cos and Cabbage varieties, w.mld make
good, saleable plants before wint^-r. Spring Onions sown
on August to and pl-mted in October are a useful spring
crop. Leeks sjwn in June would come in useful for plant-
ing in August, and would give a go <d return iu spriiig and
eaily summer. August is a good time for planting
the Strawberry. This is a valualile crop, and your land,
from your dt scription, we think is suitable for its succees-
ful growth. ;{ We think that Narcissi (D^fforlils) such as
Emperor and Empress, Sir Watk n, H'Tsft.Idit and such-
like p<»pular varieties, which give mtgniflc'-nt flowers with
little trouble or expense in their growth, would pay yon
belter than the crop you suggt-st. These flowers when
cut fre&h always And a readr sale. The bulbs increatie

yearly in nurab'-rs, kud add to their value in this way as
well. Th-ysh'mld be planted at the end of AuRUst or early
in September. The bulbs are cheap. May Tulips are
another crop which we think you would find pro(lti.ble to
grow for '.ut flowers. These flowers are most beautiful.
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very popular aiil sell well. The buliis last niau> years.

They should be planted in September. These bulbs would
do less harm to the fruit trees than any crop we know,
but. of course, they must not be planted too near the trees.

ROSE GARDEN.
Pruning neglected Rose (Viola).—

The best way to go about pruning your old

neglected Gloire de DijoQ Rose against the

house is, first, to thin out the weakly shoots,

cutting them well back, afterwards selecting the

best young shoots of last year's growth to fasten

to the wall, shortening the tip ends of the shoots

by a quarter of their length. There should be
about 4 inches between the young branches when
fastened to the wall. Should there still be some
brant hes to spare, spur them back to within three

buds of their base, and they will give you some
good flowers and not take up too much room.
You must leave enough shoots of last year's

growth on the tree, for it is from these only that

the flowers will be produced this summer.

Some hapdy peppetual-flowerlng climb-
ing Roses (/.J.— You caunut do bitter than otit»iu

such sorts as Aimtl'e Vibert, Longworth Kamltter, Trier,

Cheshunt Hybrid, Gloire de T»ijon, Reine Marie Henriette,
Pink liover, Francois Crousse, Mme. Alfred Carrii^-re,

Climhint; Caroline Testout, Climtting Victor Verdier, Mrs.
Paul, Mme. Isaac Pertire, Zeplierin Dronhin, common
Monthly Rose, .Vrds Rover, Climbing Frau Karl F)ruschki,
Clirabiug Captain Christy, Gtuss an Teplitz and La France
de 's'.i.

Cuttingr Roses with long: stems (Si-<itio).—

You will certainly study the wellare of your autumn-
planted bushes if you refrain from cuttii'g the blooms
with long stems. There would be no harm done in cutting
them a^ button-holes with just a short stalk ; but by de-
priving a plant when in full growth, even a long-established
one, of a long piece of growth and foliage causes a con-
siderable check to that plant. Where Roses are required
to furnish these long-stemmed blooms, they should be
planted in the reserve garden and replaced with young
plants when necessary.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Custard MaPPOWS (Northumbria).—

As the true Custard Marrow is one of the
tenderest of this section of the Marrow family,
it is needful, especially in such a cold Northern
disti let as yours, to plant in the warmest
positions in the garden. No doubt last season
was too cold for your plants, as even quite in the
South Marrows did not do well. You did
quite wrong in planting on the top of a heap of

manure, as the growth that results would be
coarse, sappy and fruitless. If you have at hand
a few glazed hand-lights or French cloches, and
after putting out, .S feet apart each way, the
plants on slightly raised mounds in pairs from
pots, could put one of these glass coverings over
each pair, and when growth became strong
place them upon bricks for a time, that would
give the plants a good start. Use only a small
quantity of manure on each mound, and have it

well mi.xed with the soil. As the vaiiety you
name is a trailer, it is wise to lay down some tree
branches for the bines to run over, as they do not
like uoUi, wet ground. Be sure to give the plants
the warmest, sunniest place you can in your
garden.

Cabbaeres going wpongr (D. o. It.). — The
Cabbages appear to have been manured too freely with
nitrogenous manure in the autumn, and the result has
been that they became succulent and badly attacked by
frost.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Books on Opchtds (.4ma(e!i/).—Good books on

Orchids likely to suit your purpose are "Orchids, The
Book of." by W. H. White, Orchid-grower to Sir Trevor
Lawrence, price Js. 9d. ; or "Orchids: Their Culture and
Management," by W. Watson, curator, Koyal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, price 26s. Od. Both may be obtained from
the Publisher, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. of
Orchid-growers especial mention may be made of Messrs.
Sander, St. Albans, and Messrs, Charlesworth, Hay ward's
Heath, Sussex, both of whom grow large collections of
Orchids. Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon, \ ork-
shire, devote considerable attention to the requirements
of amateurs, and, under the title of "Orchids: Informa-
tion tor Amateurs," they issue gratis a booklet which you
would find of very great service. A few cheap, easily
grown Orchids are Cattleya labiata, C. Mossla?, C. TriauiK,
Cmlogyne cristata, Cymbidium lowjanum, Cypripediuni

Charlesw'.rthii, C. insigne, C. lathamianuni, C. leeanum,
< . spicerianum, Dendrobium nobile, D. wardianum, Lselia

anceps, Lycaste Skinnerii, Odontoglossum crispum, o.

Pescatorei, o. triumphans and Sophronitis granditlora.

Gpubs in lawn ^^fix.< D H. 11'.).—There are two
kinds of grub present—one, the larvae of the St. Marksfly,
in the greatest abundance, the other that of the crane-dy
or daddy-long-legs. Rooks, starlings and some other birds
devour these pests in numbers. They are in no way con-
nected with ants. You might apply sulphate of ammonia
at the rate of licwt. to 2cwt. to the acre, or kainit at the
rate of 3cwt. to 4cwt. to the acre. This would destroy
some of the grubs, and also help the grass to grow away
from the attack. Rolling with a heavy roller will Ije

useful.

Names of plants,—/. O'^s.—Rubus speciosu.s.—
r. .1. JIf.—Probably Origanum species : send in flower.—
//. /'. Briii'j- — Narcissus moschatus.

SOCI^EJIES.
ROVAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the fortnightly meeting held at Vincent Square on the
10th inst. there was again a very tine exhibition of flowera

au(i one or two small displays of vegetaliles. Narcissi
were the moat freely shown, and some very fine exhil)it3

of these were to he seen. The improvements which have
been made in these flower^ during the last decade are
really wonderful. Visitors wtre very numerous during
the alternoon.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : Mr. George Bunyard (chairman), Messrs. A.

H. Pearson, G. Reynolds, W. Bates, G. Woodward, Alex.
Dean, Edwin Beckett, J. Willard, W. J. Jefferies, A. R.
Allan, H. Markhani, H. Parr, J. Vert, G. Hobday, W. H.
Divers, H. Hooper, .T. Jaques, G. Wythes, C. Foster, Owen
Thomas, .T. Davis, -T. Cheal and J. Hanison.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limittd, Chelsea, put up a
most attractive and praiseworthy collection of .'^alads and
vegetables, these representing very high-class culture.
Lettuces were shown in ai'out a dozen varietits, and about
two dozen distinct B'Tts of Radishes were included. Then
there were Cabbas^es, Spinach, A sparagus. Cucumbers,
Carrots, Turnips, French Beans and Broccoli, the whole
forming a splendid exhiltit. Lettu< es All the Year F^ound,
Reine de Mai, Golden <,>ueen and Pission i'.londe ; Cab-
bages Eaily Dwarf York and Early Parisian; and Broc-
coli Blanc il'Angers were some uoticealjle varieties. Silver
Knightian medal.
Mrs. Bischotfsheim, The Warren House, Stanmore,

exhibited a tasteful little collection of Potatots, two
varieties being represented. These were May (,>ueen

and Sharpe's Victor that had been grown iu boxe.--,

and others of the same sorts which had been grosvn
in pots. In l)Otl» cases those from boxe.s were the
largf-t tubers, and apparently this is the best way to grow
eaily Potatoes. Lettuce Early Paris Cutting, which had
been grown iu a cold frame, was also shown in splendid
condition here. Cultural i-ommendation.
Mr. T. G. Dawes, Syderstune Nurseries, Norfolk, put up

a small but very good exhibit of Rhubarb Dawes' Challengf

,

pulled stalks and roots being shown. We have previously
commented on the gooi quality and attractive appearance
of this large and prolific variety.

Sir Mark Collet, St. Clere, Kemsing, Sevenoaks (gardener,
Mr. NichoUs), staged a nice collection "f AppUs and Pears,
these all being shown in an excellent &tate of preservation.
Aniuug the AppK-s were Haiubllng's Seedling, Annie
Elizabeth, Newton Wonder, Bismarck, Betty Geeson,
Lord Derby, Barnack Beauty, Bramley's Seedling,
Lanes Prince Albert and Golden Reinette. Pears were
representeil by Doyenne d'Alent^on, Bellisaime d"Hiver and
Directeur Alphand.

Orchid Committee.
Present : Mr. J. Gurney Fowler (chairman), Messrs.

James O'Brien, de B. Crawshay, W. Boxall, H. Graire,
R. Thwaites, Stuart H. Low, F. Sander, A. A. McBean,
W. P. Bound, J. Charlesworth, .r. Cypher, H. G. Alexander,
W. H. Hatcher, W. H. White. H. A. Tracey, H. Ballantine,
Gurney Wilson, J. Wilson Potter, W. Bolton, Harry J
Veitch, C. W. Little, Walter Cobb. F. J. Hauhury and
Arthur Dye.
Messrs. Sander and Son, St. Albans, had a small but

rather crowded group of well-flowered plants, these
comprising a number that were of more than usual
interest. Burlingtonia venusta (with yellow green
blossoms), a species of Stanhopea (with large, curiously
shaped ivory-coloured flowers, freely dotted with carmine),
Chysis bractesoeus, Odontiuda t ooksoniie and a tine
specimen of Odontoglossum crispum Leonard Perfect were
a few that called for special mention. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.. Hayward's Heath, were
maintaining their high reputation with an admirable
though rather cramped display of high-class plants.
Among other very interesting plants we noticed Odonto-
glossums Cervantfsii, 0. Eleanor, L^clia acuminata, a
large specimen of Masdevaliia houtteana. Laelio-Cattleya
Doris and L.-C. Elinor, the Mowers of the latter being a
particularly rich shade of apricot. Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,

had a large and beautiful bank of well-Uowered plants in

the annexe, this comprising a number of rare specimens.
Among others we noticed Odontioda chelseaense, 0. Qood-
son;e, O. keighleyense, O. sceptrum masreeliana, some
very fine Cattleyas, especially ihe forms of C. Mendelil,
Cirrhopetalnm plcturatura Cliftouii, a fine hybrid Odonto-
glossum and a beautiful form of O. triumphans. The
whole of the plants in this group were of excellent

quality, and rtflected great credit on those responsible
for their culture. Silver-gilt Flora medal.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, had a

small but iutereating group of choice plants, among which
we noticed Phaius Norman, Cypripediura chamberlaini-
anum Oichidhurst variety, C. Helen IL Armstrongse, a
good form of Lycaste Skinneii aud Masdevaliia Cheater-
tonii.

Floral Committee.
Present: Mr. H. E. May (chairman), Messrs. W. A.

Biluev, C. T. Druery, W. G. Baker, J. Walker, W. Crau-
rteld, J. Green, R C. Notcutt, W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe,
J. Douglas, W. Howe, G. Gordon, J. F. McLeod, A. Kings-
milt, C. Blick. E. Mawley, J. Jennings, C. Dixon, fl. J.

CutbuBh, E. T. Cook. N. F. Barnes, C. E. Shea, J. T.
Bennett-Poe, W. P. Thomson, E. H Jenkins, J. Hudson,
T. W. Turner, C. R. Fielder and A. E. Bowles.
One of the most delightful exhibits displayed on tliis

occasion was the splendid coUectiun of show and alpine
Auriculas from Mr. James Douglua, Great Bookham, and
wliich filled one of the full-length tables in the hall. The
plants were generally well grown, aud displayed in no
uuceitain manner the masterly work of this wtU-knowu
veteran florist. If we say that we have seen these things
better from the same source, tlie remaik is but relaiive so
far as the individual merits of the examples shown are
concerned, and is in no way intcoded in a derogatory
sense, and may rather concern the season or the demand
made upon the stock of the grower or other < ause of which
we have no information. From out of the large collection
shown we select Goldfinch, Daffodil, May Day aud Alouu-
stone, all yellow-flowered varielits of the fancy class.

White Admiration, Mrs. Markham, Teviot Dale. Ziska,

Blue Bell and Argus were the gems of the alpine class, (.if

lureeu-edged varieties Prince 'harming and Mrs. Henwood
were excellent; while of grey-edgtd varieties George Light-
body and Marmion weie the best. White-edged varieties

included Acme and f'oLservaiive ; while Mikado and
Favourite were good repiesentativesof the aelf class. Some
31 "I plants of these old-time favourites were staged. Gold
medal.

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, W^est Norwood, exhibited a bank
of <_aladiums in many showy and good varieties, the plants
evi<lencing excellent cultivation. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had a
delightful rock garden exhibit, on whicli were arranged
masses of alpine Primulas, Androaaces, Ranunculus, Lithu-

spermum, apennine and otlier Anemones, Daphne Ciuotum,
Arnebia echioides, Viola gracilis and other interesting aiid

beautiful plants. Silver Banksiau medal.
Mr. W. H. Page, Hampton, displayed iu his usual style

some splendid groups of Perpetual-tlowering Carnations, of

which White Perfection, Rose Pink Enchantress, En-
chantress and Britannia were admirable examples. Silver

Flora medal.
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, l)roughtone of his highly

interesting collections of alpines and Rhododendrons, the
former including the choicest and rarest of the aaxilragea,

alpine Primulas, Anemones, Auriculas of the alpine class,

Schizocodon soldanelloidts, Shortias and other beautiful or

rare plants.
Alpine plants in variety, with shrubby Veronicas,

Amygdalua nanus and other plants of interest or merit
came irom the Hardy Plant Nursery, Guildford.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, had a fascinating exhibit

of forced shrubs, the yellow-flowered varieties or Azalea
mollis, with white and mauve Wistarias, Lonicera halle-

ana (with scarlet tubular flowers). Clematises, Weigelaa,
Choisya ternata. Lilacs and other good things, the whole
bordered by Funkias making a tine display. Silver

Banksian medal.
Bakers', Wulverhampton, brought masses of Aubrietiaa,.

Triiliuras, Gentians, Saxiirages and Primulas in grea.L

variety.
A superb and extensiveexhibit of forced Azaleas, purple-

leaved Acers, Lilacs, Magnolias, Laburnums and Pyius
Malus floribuuda was arranged in a most artistic manner
by Messrs. R. aud G. Cuthbert, Southgate, N. Silver--

gilt Flora medal.
Mrs. Biachoffahelm, Stanmore (gardener, Mr. J. <i. Scott),

brought a very fine group of Pelargonium Clormda, the
plants chiefly of the half-uaLdard lype, splendidly grown
and flowertd. Sih'er Banksiau medal.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, arranged a

rockery bank with showy and good alpines, such as

Primula rosea, Androaace Chumbyii, Anbrietias in variety*,

crimson-flowered Saxifrages of the mossy section, and
other good and showy plants. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Rothesay and Edinburgh,
brought some fine exhibition Pansies and Violas, the
latter including Kitty Bell, pale blue; Kiugcup, golden;
Maggie Mott, a fine blue and a good bedder ; Louie
Granger, rosy mauve ; Blue Cloud and Purity among
many good sorts.

Mr. George Prince, Longworth, Berks, brought some
lovely Roses, of which White Maman tochet, Florence
Pemberton, flesh colour ; Mrs. Edward M wley, very fine ;.

Countess of Derby, fieah pink ; Rubii a rosy climber ;

Dean Hole (Hybrid Tea) : the new lea Roae Molly
Sharmau Crawford, and White Killarney, which promises
to become a most popular variety, were included. Silver

Banksian medal.
Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, N.B., displayed

their well-known strains of white and yellow Polyanthuses,
which are characterised by rich or pure colours, large size

of blossom and great vigour of plant, bellow and blu6
flowered Auriculas of the border type of much excellence
were also shown, as were also Polyanthuses with silver

lacing or borderini-. Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, had a rockery

hank arrangement, on which many good hardy plants were
displayed.
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ONE ASPECT OF THE
DAFFODIL.

THE Daffodils are making their usual

beautiful show in Messrs. Barr and

Sons' nursery at Long 1,'itton, and

one never visits these acres withoat

bringing back some fresh conception

of the fairest flower of spring. Not only are

there many novelties that will in the near future

attain popularity, but there in almost bewilder-

ing varieties are those we have cherished for

many years for their beauty both of leaf and of

flower. If one observes carefully hundreds of

different forms spread out—a fiutteiing cloud of

white and yellow—two phases will be apparent,

the colouring of the foliage and the length of

flower-stems. In one ease the colour is blue

green, in another greyish, and in another silvery ;

and the stem varies remarkably, the flowers

sometimes almost nestling among the leaves.

One lesson to be gathered from these points

is the value in any scheme of indoor decoration

of having the foliage of the same kind as the

flower, and when grouping the bulbs in garden

or pleasure ground, plant those having flowers

that are thrown well up. We were delighted with

the comparatively new race, the result of crossing

Narcissus poeticus with the finest forms of

Polyanthus or Bunch-flowered Narcissi, the

former being the seed-bearing parent. This

race is called

"Narcissus Poet*/',."

The following is Messrs. Barr's description :

" The plants are tall and vigorous growers,

bearing heads of large, well-formed flowers,

deliciously fragrant ; they are much finer than

the common Polyanthus Narcissi, and have the

advantage of being quite hardy. In pots or the

flower border they are very decorative, while the

flowers are highly prized for cutting." It is to

this group we would draw particular attention,

and none is better adapted for grouping in beds,

one kind in each, than the "Poetaz." All the

hybrids are flowering magnificently at Long

Ditton, the most important being those named.

Taking them in alphabetical order, Aspasia heads

the list, this bearing four or five large flowers en

a stem that is held well above the leaves, produc-

ing the eflisct of a solid mass. There is strong

evidence of the Polyanthus Narcissus in this

race, and without its somewhat heavy bunchi-

ness ; the height is '21 inches, and the colour

white, against a rich golden yellow cup.

Elvira is queen of the '"Poetaz." It is

one of the most recent introductions, and was

given an award of merit by the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in 1904. The beds ot it in Messrs.

Barr's nursery are worth a journey to see, the

graceful stems, fully 2 feet long, supporting

several large, massive flowers, pure white except

the cup. which is bright yellow edged with

orange. Ideal is making a great show, and one

can never mistake this form with its showy,

white, rich orange-centred flowers. In Irene

there is a change from white to soft primrose,

and the golden cup is fluted. Jaune a Merveille

is expensive as yet ; but when it comes within

the means of those with a moderate purse, we
shall see much of the flowers with their primrose

perianth and yellow orange lined rup. Klondyke

(yellow and gold) and Triumph (snow white, with

yellow centre) complete the selection. One may
plant the whole collection without introducing

monotonous effeit into the garden, and if Daffodil-

lovers are without one or more of the " Poetaz,*

our advice is, purchase some in autumn and

plant in groups, one kind in each.

Other Dafbodils.

As the "Daffodil Notes " which have been

published during the season from the Rev. .Joseph

.Jacob explain, interest in this beautiful family

deepens as fresh departures from existing types

are developed. As these, of course, are expen-

sive, we must rely upon the forms that are more

familiar and reasonable in price. At Long
Ditton many old favourites are in full beauty,

and of the trumpet kinds Emperor, Empress,

Horsfieldii, Johnstonii Queen of Spain and
Victoria were conspicuous ; and of the Star Nar-

I'iesi, which include two great divisions—the

incomparabilis and Leedsii—there was a great

gathering. One of the favourites of the writer

is Stella, which is early and constant. The
sweet-scented flowers appear well above the

leaves, and their colouring is refined without

weakness. For many years it has been planted

in an exposed sunny border, and although the

bulbs have not been lifted, the foliage and flowers

are as strong and free as after the first year.

Stella superba is, as the name suggests, an im-

proved form, and others that are sufficiently

inexpensive to make planting in quantities

possible are Sir Watkin, Autocrat, Beauty,

Cynosure, Frank Miles, Queen Bess and <iwyther.

Belonging to the incomparabilis are the rarer

Gloria Mundi, Lucifer, Lulworth and Red Star.

Of the Leedsii, which Messrs. Barr describe

as the " Silver White Fragrant Star, or Eucharis-

flowered Narcissi," an interesting series is in

flower. We think this is oje of the most charm-

ing of the family : there is exquisite beauty in

the colouring, and whether in the border, in the

reserve garden for cutting, or in pots, the Leedsii

Narcissi are always acceptable. There is the

delightful type — Leedsii itself— not entirely

eclipsed even with the army of new forms that

have appeared of recent years. A favourite of
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the writer is Duchess of Westminster, which has

segments of purest white and a canary-eoloured

cup, delicately scented. It is one of the most
welcome of all for naturalising in grass, the

flowers haring a peculiarly beautiful effect in

twilight. Amabilis, Duchess of Brabant,
Beatrice, Agnes Harvey, Gem, Katherine Spurrell,

Madge Matthew, Mrs. Langtry. and Una, which
was exceptionally fine with Messrs. Barr, were
some of those we noticed in this vast collection.

A visit to Long Ditton in Daffodil and Tulip
time is always well repaid, to see not only familiar

forms, but those of great rarity.

NOTES of_j;he week.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
May 17.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-

bition of Flowers, Fruit, Ac, 1 to 6 p.m.
Lecture at three o'clock, by the Bev. J. .Jacob,

on "The Tulip — Problems and History."
Admission 23. 6d. Royal Horticultural Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster.
May 19. — Perpetual Flowering Carnation

Society's Show at the Royal Horticultural
Hall, Westminster. Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund Annual Dinner at the Hotel Cecil, Strand,
London, W.C.

National Chpysanthemum
Society.—We are pleased to see from the

schedule just issued for the present year that

this society is progressing satisfactorily. Mr.
R. A. Witty, the secretary, in the report

mentions that the close of the financial year finds

the society in a much more satisfactory position

than was anticipated earlier in the year. For
the first time for some years the balance sheet
discloses the fact that the whole of the ordinary
liabilities of the society were paid before the
accounts were ruled off. The position is there-

fore summarised as : Assets, £104 Is. 8d. ; and
liabilities, none. Exhibitions will be held at the
Crystal Palace on October !S and fj and Novem-
ber 2, 8 and 4 respectively. A conference will

be held at Essex Hall on December 5. The
annual meeting will take place on -July 25, when
a visit will be paid to Tring Park by permission
of Lord Rothschild.

Royal National Tulip Society.—
The seventeenth annual southern exhibition of

the above society will be held in the Horticultural
Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on Tuesday,
May 17. We have just received a copy of the
schedule, and also the annual report for 1909.

The financial statement shows a balance in hand
of £4 l:is. 8d., which compares favourably with
the balance of £3 lOs. 4d. which existed at the
end of 1908. Those who are interested in Tulips
should join this old-established society. Full
particulars can beobtained fromthehon. secretary,

Mr. W. Peters, Forcet House, Cambridge.
The Women's CongrFcss—Japan-

BpitlSll Exhibition.—The following is a
list of the alternoon lectures relating to
women's work in agriculture being arranged by
the Hon. Frances Wolseley, Principal of the
Glynde School for Lady Gardeners in Sussex.
The programme is roughly represented as fol-

lows : .July 5, Lady Gardeners. In the chair,

the Viscountess Falmouth. " Lady Gardeners,"
Miss .Jessie Smith of Swanley College, Kent

;

" Lady Gardeners for the Cjlonies," Miss J. S.

Turner, F. R.H S , Principal of the County and
Colonial Training School at Arlesey, near
Hitchin ; "Landscape Gardening and Fxpert
Advice, .Jobbing Gardening," Miss Lorrie A.
Dunnington, Occasional Lecturer on Garden
Ddsign to the Architectural Association and
Garden Adviser to the Chalfont Colony, Bucks ;

" American Landscape Gardening," Miss Beatrix
Jones ;

" French Gardening," Mrs. O'Sullivan,
Principal of the Stour Valley Gardening School,
Slurry Station, Kent ;

" Market Gardening,"
Miss Dixon, Elmoroft Nursery, Watergate,

Chichester; "Co-operation Among Ladies in

Gardening"; "Nature Study,'' Hon. Mrs. Cell.

Mp. James Douglas's Aupiculas.
We have never seen a more beautiful display of

Auriculas than at Bookham, Mr. Douglas's nur-

sery. A full description of them will appear
next week.
Jubilee flowep show at Haaplem.

The show has been visited from March 2.') to

April 17 by 82,418 visitors. The financial results

are so good that the cost of the show is already

nearly paid, and a surplus may be expected. This
result is a very pleasant one, as the show has
practically no subsidy from the State or any
public corporations, but only a guarantee fund.

Queen Wilhelmina and Prince Henry of the

Netherlands have announced their official visit

on May 26, and oonse<juently the fourth tem-
porary show will be held from May 2U to 29
instead of May 20 to 22. The third temporary
show, May 4 to 12, will have the character of a

special Orchid show, and is to be held under the

auspices of the Netherland < lub of Orchid
Amateurs.
Roses and Sweet Peas at

Uxbridge.—We have just received a copy of

the schedule of the Uxbridge and District Hor-
ticultural Society, whose show is to be held at

Hillingdon Court on Wednesday, July 13. In
addition to the numerous local classes, there are

two open to the United Kingdom, these being for

Roses and Sweet Peas respectively. Copies of

the schedule and full particulars can be obtained
from the hon. secretary, Mr. Frank Grainge, The
Cottage, Uxbridge.
Daffodils at Huntingdon.-The fifth

show of the Hunts Spring Flower Society was
held in glorious weather and with a large com-
pany present. Prominent among exhibitors were
Messrs. Barr ; R. H. Bath, Limited ; W. and J.

Brown ; Reuthe, Keston ; Cartwright and Good,
win ; Laxton, Bedford ; and Pearson, Lowd-
ham. Messrs. Laxton's Carnations and Roses
were much admired, while Messrs. Brown's
Ramblers, Lyon Rose, Mme. Abel Chatenay and
Kaiserin, were delightful. J. Cator, Esq. ,M.P.

,

won Messrs. Barr's cup for thirty Varieties

of Daffodils, the trumpet varieties shown being
glorious in the extreme and including Shake-
speare and Mrs. .J. H. Betteridge.

IVlessrs. Duncan Tuckep and
Sons, Limited, exhibit at the
Ideal Home Exnibition.—in describing

the interesting exhibit of this firm at the above
exhibition an error unfortunately crept in ; it

should have been from Messrs. Duncan Tucker
and Sons, not Messrs. Duncan and Sons, as

reported on page 208. The display of this firm

was one of the most important in that excellent

show, consisting of the famous " Caloricult

"

house for forcing fruits with bottom-heat, a

structure, as we pointed out, that should be in

all gardens where forced fruit is a necessity.

Presentation to a hopticultupal
society tPeaSUPeP.—At a recent meeting
of the Thornhill (Dumfriesshire) Horticultural

Society's committee, the convener. Mr. R F.

Kennedy, made a suggestion which met with
hearty approval from the members. This was
that the present was a suitable opportunity for

the members to mark their appreciation of the

great services rendered to the society by Mr.
.James Fingland, who has acted with great

ability as secretary and treasurer for the long

periodof forty years. The movement was highly
successful, and the other evening a deputation
waited upon Mr. Fingland and presented him
with a silver Rose bowl and a purse of sovereigns.

Mr Kennedy made the presentation, and referred

to the many vicissitudes the society had
experienced during Mr. Fingland's term of office,

and gave expression to the unanimous feeling

that Mr. Fingland was largely the means of the

society's prosperity and present success. He
said that the members were deeply indebted to

their secretary and treasurer, and assured him of

the best wishes of his fellow-townsmen in his

going into comparative retirement. They hoped
he might be long spared to enjoy it. Others of

the deputation added their expressions of good
wishes, and Mr. Fingland made a suitable reply.

The lastingr quality of the Lyon
Rose.—The remarkable substance possessed by
this flower was demonstrated recently. After
exhibiting flowers in the warm atmosphere of

the Royal Horticultural Hall on the 19th ult.,

we despatched the blooms to Falmouth, and
they looked quite well at the exhibition there

on the following Thursday and Friday. This is

an additional merit for the Lyon Rose, which
has so rapidly become popular.

—

Stuart Low
AND Co.

The late Bapon Sohpoder.—Instead
of sending to Baron Schnder'a funeral a wreath
of flowers, which would have faded in a day, the

secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society
advised the Council to establish a pensionership
of £20 a year for five years, under the regulations

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

"In Memory of Baron Schroder."

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Pulmonapla olllclnalls —I should be
greatly obliged to Mr. S. Arnott if he will kindly
explain why he calls the above-named British

plant "Jerusalem Cowslip"'.' I cannot find a
single speeiesof Pulmonaria—and I have before me
a list of someeighteen—which hails from Palestine,

much less from Jerusalem. Then why call it a
Cowslip, seeing that in a general sense we apply
that designation to one of the well-known
Primulas? Pulmonarias are Borageworts and not
Primulacea. Really, when these non-botanical
names are given to plants, there should be some
natural affinity between the two.— A. D.
The proposed Intepnational Hop-

ticultupal Exhibition. — Your corre-

spondent " H. P." emphasises in connection with
theaboveexhibitionthegreatneedforlesscrowding
and greater individualism of plants, or exhibits

generally, than is ordinarily seen. With such
suggestions all must agree who hold anything
like bold views as to what flower shows should
be. Apart from so much, what is further needed
at all shows, but especially so in such an one as

that proposed, is that not only should there be
presented the widest possible representation of

all plants or products of garden culture in season
at the time of the show, but that these should
be grouped in sections and not be indiscriminately

distributed. Thus, all Orchids, Roses, Paonies,
Clematises, Fuchsias, trees, shrubs and the many
other things presented should be so grouped
that everything under its particular head should
be found in one place. The same arrangement
should characterise fruits and vegetables. If the
arrangement should result in the production of

a mere mixed display, a sort of horticultural

olla podrida, then it will be a profoundly dis-

appointing exhibition. It is to be regretted that

because such an exhibition can be held only in the

early summer—for the Londun season will largely

dominate the time of holding it—large numbers
of very widely grown and beautiful pUnts cannot

be presented. Hardy trees and shrubs when in

flower in the spring are such beautiful objects,

but will be generally over by .June. So will the

Tulips and Daffodils, and Dahlias and Chrysan-
themums will not then be in. To get a full

representation of the world's horticulture it is

needful to have a series of great exhibitions

spread over April, .June, AuguoC arid October ;

but such a desideratum is not possible. All the

same, very much of a great kind m-iy be done
with the proposed show, if of only a couple of

weeks' duration.—F. R H. S.

Poisonous plants.-In reply to " Hay-
ward's Heath,' page 199, anent this subject,

there is no doubt about the poisoning effects of
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both Primula oboonica and P. sinensis, though
while instances of the ill resulting from contact

with the former are abundant, they are rare so tar

as concerns the latter. Curiously enough, I',

sinensis has no terrors for me, though P. oboonica

I could not easily be tempted to touch. As a

sevea or eight j'ears' sufiferer from its poisonous

effects, and after spending large sums of money
with medical men who knew not what was
wrong, I discovered the cause of all my trouble

through reading an account of its evil work in an
American gardening journal, it being stated

that 40 or 5(( per cent, of those handling the

plant in America suffered in consequence. After

deliberate experiments on myself, with very
convincing if paioful results, 1 decided not to

touch the plant, and for more than twenty years

I have kept my word. For weeks together

the fingers of my hands have been a mass
of watery papules, the terrible itching and
inSammalion being well - nigh intolerable.

In severe cises the once - poisoned hands
carry the poison to other parts of the

body, and in this way the eyes, or indeed any
part of the face, may become a mass of inflam-

mation. At the time of which I write, a large

number were affected by the plant—the original

species which had then hardly begun to break
away being that grown—audit is highly probable,

judging by the comparative rarity ot cases to day,

that the wilding secreted a poison far more
virulent than that of its modern offspring.

Instances of one person being affected by both

Primula obconioa and P. sinensis are, I believe,

quite rare. P. sinensis I have always been able

to handle with impunity, while to a gardener two
miles away who could handle P. obconioa with
impunity, P. sinensis was ever a source of

trouble. In that experience only two persons,

the writer and his daughter, suffered out of a

total of seventeen, while in the case of poisoning

from handling forced Daffodils one solitary

workman was alone affected. His case was so

serious, however, that he was relieved from the

work altogether. The sufferers from Daffodil

poisoning are those chiefly whose hands chap,

the exuding juices of the freshly gathered flowers

.entering the flesh by these means, and, presently

forming crystals, set up the irritation and sub-

sequent pain. In like manner some species of

the milk-exuding Spurges ( Euphorbia) are highly

dangerous to a few. Most dangerous of all,

however, is the Poison Ivy (Rhus Toxicoden-
dron), the brilliant leaf-colouring of the plant

in autumn only placing a greater temptation to

handle it in the way of unsuspecting persons.

There are not wanting instances of severe blood-

poisoning arising out of contact with this innocent-

looking and very beautiful plant. In the bulb
store the frequent handling of Hyacinths gives

rise to irritation, the cases being few, however,
and the attack of a very slight nature. Those
affected by any of the above should either let

them alone or wear gloves when working among
them.—E. H. Jenkins.

" Hayward's Heath" may be interested

to know that once, under a sunnier clime than
this, I had several hundred Crotons in my
garden, and that it was my custom to pinch out
their centres to prevent their growing " leggy."

One day I did this without noticing the presence

of a recent scratch on my hand. The results

were very serious, entailing at least forty visits

from a much-puzzled, though able, medicil

man. The sap had entered the scratch, and it

was a long time before its ill-effects left me.

—

S<-'0TiA, Thorpe. Norwich.

Ppimula. ObCOnica.—The coloured plate

of that delightful variety of Primula obconioa.

Fire King, is particularly interesting to me, for I

happened to be at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on March '2S, 1882, when a

first-class certificate was awarded to the original

species. The famous traveller, Charles Maries,

found it in the gorges of the Yangtsze in the

Ichang district of China. It first flowered at

Chelsea in September, 1880. This Primula was

first known as Primula poouliformis, and as such
was figured in the Boianieal Magazmr. It is n')t

at all probable that anyone who saw the plant as

first introduced was prepared for the great
improvement that has now been effected in it, an
improvement much analogous to the older
Primula sinensis. At the time of the introduc-

tion of Primula obconioa Central and Western
China were < omparatively unexplored, but since
then a great number of other species have been
added to our collections from the same part of

the world. Even if none of them forms the
foundation of a new race equal to Primula sinensis

and P. obconici, many are very beautiful, and
are sure to prove of great value to the hybridist,
the earliest results of whose work are already
coming to hand. In the case of the two species
just mentioned, it is judicious selection and
careful fertilisation which have led to such impor-
tant results.—H. P.

iPiS tingritana.—In reply to the ent^uiry

made by " H. G. H." in your issue of April 9 n-

Iris tingitana and the past wet summer, I may
say that up to the present we have had no flowers
this year of tliis beautiful Iris. On looking over,
however, a little colony growing here on a warm
border. I counted upwards ol forty flowering
spikes. It rarely blooms in these gardens until

the middle or latter part of this month. Know-
ing " H. G. H." to be an enthusiastic lover of

his garden, I presume he is well aware that this

lovely Iris from Tangier requires to be lifted

every year about August after the foliage has
died down, and should be thoroughly baked in

the sun. F.irly in October they should be re-

planted in very rich soil. Iris bucharica is

flowering well in the same border, while I.

reticulata and I. stylosa have also given a good
account of themselves.

—

V. W. Rich, Elfordleigh
Oardeiis. Plympton.
Alpine flowers under grlass.—I do

not at all agree with " A Lover of Alpines ' in

his strictures. I know, of course, the proper
place for these things is an outdoor rook garden

;

but in many parts such a thing is impossible—in

towns, for instance. I live on the Cotswolds, in

a splendid atmosphere for alpines. I have not a
large garden, but started in a small way thirty

years ago. I havea rockgarden which, for its small
size, will take some beating ; but unless I grow
some alpines under glass for three or four months
in the year I have few of my favourites to give
pleasure. It is not a cheerful thing to go out in

a fog or frost and find, say, Crocus Imperati on
the ground with its neck broken ; and so with
many other things. Now, by potting up a few
plants and growing them iu a cold house, one
saves them from damp or rough winds, and can
enjoy them at leisure without any fear of getting
an attack of rheumatism or a severe cold. Of
course, I should not dream of potting up things
whose natural time of blooming is after the middle
of April. I am sure a good list of plants which
will bloom well under glass and those which are
better under it will be appreciated by others as

well as by

—

North Cotswold.
Some dainty booklets.- Mrs. David-

son (page 182) deserves the thanks of all in-

terested in alpines for her much-needed warning
against "rooteries"; and yet, would it be be-

lieved that the rock garden at Kew was
originally composed of such. Mr. William
Robinson frequently warned the Kew authorities

what would happen. It is pleasing to know that
all this is altered now.—A Lover oi' Aliines.
Celerlac op Turnlp-pooted Celery.

I cannot understand your correspondent tor

the South and South Midlands on page 175
recommemling the planting of Celeriac in

trenches, as this is contrary to the good culture
of this excellent salad and vegetable. It

is generally understood by those thoroughly
conversant in its culture that to grow fine

Celeriac a long season is requisite, and that as

far as seed-sowing and the pricking off are con-

cerned, it may be treated in the same way as

Celery ; but alter the first stages the treatment

is altogether different. Unlike the ordinary
Celery, this variety does not require trenches.

The plants should be put out on the level about
1.5 inches apart eaoh way, and ought to be planted
as shallow as possible. Before planting, all

lateral shoots and side roots should be carefully

removed from the tubers, and when the planting
is completed water freely. The after-cultivation

consists in keeping the crop clean and frequent
removal of the soil away from the plants, for the
more they stand out of the ground the better.

Continue to remove the side shoots and fibres,

but not so as to check the growth.—F. W. Rich,
ElJordleJyh Oardfjii. Plympton.
Use of green paint.— I read with much

interest your remarks regarding the use of green
paint, and, with you, much dislike the vulgar
bright greens that are ordinarily employed.
When having ray own garden seats, &c.

,
painted

last year, I showed the painter one of the
beautiful green Japan lacquer trays that one can
sometimes buy, and insisted upon the same colour

being matched and used, and the effect is most
pleasing.—E. T. L.

Horticulture In Scotland In 1759
and now.— I was deeply interested in the
remarks of " A. D. " re the above, on pige 123 of

The Garden for March 12, and also the pre-

ceding article in the issue of February I'.i The
late Mr. Richard Dean—brother of "A. D."^
whose memory we all revere, said that the old-

fashioned flowers formed lines of communication
more subtle, swift and constant than either

telephone or telegraph. To some there is little

artistic beauty and even less poetry in the Potato;
yet one must confess that the mere mention of

these old varieties carried one's memory back
to more than forty years ago. The old names
once so familiar now exist only in memory—the

Jersey Blues, Regents, Fortyfolds. Rintoul's

white and pink-eyed Dons, Paterson's Victorias,

red-skinned Flour Balls, Rooks (rather coarse,

with deep-set eyes, these defects being compen-
sated for by its disease-resisting powers, and that

was much to be thankful for in those days). All

these, with a host of American varieties, after

having served their day and generation, ceased

to exist. The offering of prizes would help to

break down the prejudice which existed after its

introduction into Scotland. The lairds were
afraid that it might seriously affect the demand
lor grain, but these fears proved groundless.

The erroneous modes of culture hindered its pro-

gress, and the consequent slowness with which it

enriched the families of the poor was in striking

contrast to the impoverishing Tobacco Plant

—

brought from America at the same time—which
spread over Europe with astonishing rapidity.

The exact date of the introduction of the Potato

into Scotland is not really known, the first

record of its full culture being associated

with Stirlingshire. Thomas Prentice, a day
labourer in Kilsyth drawing his subsistence

partly from the produce of his little plot of

ground, was the first to attempt its extended
culture. This was in 172S. The crop proved

extremely valuable, and was instantly in demand
by cottagers and farmers alike. He continued

to cultivate it carefully, and, being frugal and
industrious, in a few years he found himself the

happy possessor of £200— a lot of money in those

days. When he had " made his fortune " he

sunk his capital in an annuity, at good interest,

upon which he lived independently to an old age.

The evening of his days was spent in Edinburgh,

where he died in 1792, aged eighty-six. Thus,

for the long period of sixty-four years he was a

witness to the great blessing he was instrumental

in conferring upon his country. To Mr. Robert

Graham of Tamrawer, in the same parish, belongs

the honour of cultivating it in the open field. In

IT.VJ he planted half an acre on a croft iiamed

Neilstone. So successful was this experiment

that he rented land near Renfrew, Glasgow,

Perth, Dundee and Edinburgh, supplying his

neighbours and markets also. After this the

progress of the Potato was more rapid, and all
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went well until 1826, when the disease first

attracted the attention of growers. This was the
result of degeneration and decay, caused by
repeated propagation from the old varieties. In
1S46, in one night a fatal blight nearly destroyed
the whole crop of the nation. In less than a

decade— 1853—the plants had been so weakened
by propagation that they ceased to bear seed.

Potatoes were then imported into Scotland
from Central America. Chili, East and West
Indies, Australia and the Cape of Good Hope, and
were planted promiscuously with Rock Potatoes,
brought into Scotland in 184S from Ireland, in

a field of newly taken-in land manured the
previous autumn. Most of the plants flowered
and a few bore seeds, but the experiment was
successful. The seed obtained from these insig-

nificant-looking things has produced the countless
new varieties that have restored the Potato to

its present comparatively healthy state. The
later history need not be told further than this.

That famous Potato, The Bruce, was the result

of a cross between Pateraon's Victoria and Late
Rose. Its raiser, Mr. Findlay, obtained some of

his best crosses when the Victoria was one of the
parents. — S. H. S.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOE THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
iMIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.

BEETROOT.—The main crop should be
sown now. Select a piece of ground
that was well manured for the pre-
vious crop, for although Beet delights
in a good rich soil, nothing in the
shape of fresh manure must be given

just before sowing. Misshapen roots and gross-
ness are caused by the use of rich food at this
time. Make the ground firm by treading, rake
it over and draw the drills 18 inches apart.
Sow the seed thinly and evenly, and thin out the
seedlings as soon as they are large enough to
handle. Cheltenham Green Top is one of the
best for flavour and one that should always be
grown. Nuttall'a and Dell's Crimson are also
good.

Sealcak Beet —This is a very useful vegetable,
and used as Spinach comes in handy. Sow in
drills 15 inches to IS inches apart.

Ghicory.—Thia makes an excellent salad plant
when forced in the Mushroom-house during the
winter. Sow now in drills 15 inches apart, and
thin out the seedlings to 9 inches apart as soon
as they are large enough. Witloof or Brussels
is, perhaps, the best variety to grow.

Dandelion.—Sown now and treated in the
same way as Chicory, this forms a useful addition
to winter salads.

Brofcofo'.—Late Qaeen, Model, Leamington
and Late Wiloove should be sown to ensure a
late supply next season, also Cottager's and
Asparagus Kales.

Rose Garden.
Roses are growing apace now, and a sharp

watch must be kept to prevent green fly and
other pests getting a hold of the plants. If
a flock of sparrows are seen flying about among
the bushes, then one may be certain that there is
green fly about. It invariably appears during
May, when cold winds are often experienced.
A weekly syringing with Quassia extract is an
excellent preventive of this pest. A close
examination of the leaves is necessary in case the
maggot has obtained a place on them. They
may be easily detected by the curling of the leaf,
and when found should be picked off and burned.
In many oases mildew does not put in an
appearance till June, but when it does, dusting
with flowers of sulphur when the foliage is damp
is effective, as is also syringing with mildew

specific. All syringing should be done late in

the day ; on no account must insecticides or
fungicides be used on Roses when the sun is

bright. Where specimen or exhibition blooms
are required, a slight disbudding will be found
necessary. Reduce the number of shoots by
rubbing off some of the weaker ones. Allow only
one bloom to a shoot.

Flower Garden.
All plants intended for summer bedding should

be gradually hardened off in cold pits and frames.
They must not be too much exposed to the cold
winds for a start, or the growth receives a sudden
check, from which the plants take some time
to recover. Begonias require a covering over
the glass at night till they are accustomed to the
change, and if the foliage is at all tender, a slight

shading is necessary to protect it from the hot
eun.

AnnvMla.—More Mignonette, Gypsophila and
similar kinds should be sown to give a succession.

Gypsophila is so very useful for associating with
flowers for decorative purposes that three or four
sowings should be made. Thin all those that
require it, as they become drawn and weak it left

till the plants are too large. Scabious, Salpi-

glossis. Poppies and all the taller-growing sub-
jects will require a little support as they grow
up. Short Pea-sticks are the most useful things
for keeping them up. If these are placed
between the rows early, the plants cover them
when in flower. Use sticks according to the
height of each variety ; thus, if Poppies grow
4 feet, use 3 -feet stakes.

E. C. POOLBY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq

)

Onalon Hall, Plymouth.

FOE THE NOETH AND NOETH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Preparing Plower-eeds.—Where the beds are
filled with spring flowers, nothing can be done in

the way of getting them ready for their summer
occupants ; but where they are vacant, it is a good
plan to now fork them over, making them level

and true, as this greatly lightens the work when
the planting is about to begin. I do not at all

favour the raking of the surface smooth and fine,

as it is no aid to the planting and induces a
heavy crop of weeds. Time can be much more
profitably spent. If well hardened off many
plants can now be got out, and will be all the
better for being thus early planted in their
permanent quarters. Pentstemona, Antirrhinums,
Dianthuses, Pyrethrums and similar plants will

all be perfectly safe now, and very soon
Calceolarias may be trusted in the beds. This
will lighten watering and give much needed
space in frames, where things get considerably
congested at this season.

Rose Garden.
Diaiudding.—Many bushes are spoiled because

there are far too many shoots. A systematic
disbudding should be carried out, and the sooner
the bushes are now looked over the better. I

fear that a considerable number of the branches
that looked fairly healthy at pruning-time will by
now be apparently quite dead. All these should
be cut clean out, and then all the weakly or badly
placed growths should be rubbed out. Do not be
too severe at first ; rather go back over the
plants again in a fortnight's time. Keep a look-
out for green fly, as this pest soon gets a footing
in some districts. Stir the soil well with the
hoe, as no other plant derives more benefit from
frequent and thorough loosening of the surface
over the roots.

Kitchen Garden.
Ptas.—Sow full crops according to demand.

Stake always in good time, for Peas that have
been allowed to get blown over before having the
supports given them never do much good. Where
the soil is light and drj', sowing in shallow

trenches is to be commended, as by this method
water, which is essential, is much more easily
applied than when the rows are on the level.

Kidney Beaiia.—This fine vegetable can now
be safely sown in quantity, but in different parts
of the girden. Always sow the seeds about
3 inchea apart in the rows, as, should the weather
be wet after they are put in, numbers may rot
and cause blanks. Should every seed germinate,
it is quite easy to thin to 6 inches after the
plants are 3 inches above ground. Kidney Beans,
if they are to be a succeaa, require an open, aunny
situation, but must not suffer from drought at
any time. A good rich soil gives the finest

Beans.

Runner Beans.—This is a very useful and
nutritious vegetable, and often succeeds where
the Dwarf Beans fail. Deeply trenched and
heavily manured ground is essential for the best
results. As in the case of the Dwarf Beans, the
Manners should be planted rather thickly, and
thinned out when large enough to about
12 inches apart.

Lettuce.—Great improvements have of late

years been effected, especially in the Cabbage
section of this valuable salading plant. If the
right varieties are grown, there is a possibility of

having as crisp and tender Lettuces of the
Cabbage type as can be had by using the best
Cos aorts, while the trouble is less by half at
least. For earliness Carter's Holborn Standard
ia aecond to none. For the main crop New York
Giant ia in every respect a firat-rate sort. Ice-

berg, Dickson's Pearl and Sutton's Heartwell
are all of first-rate quality and stand a long
time before bolting. Sow every fortnight until

the middle of July, and in quantity according
to the demand.

Potatoes. — Constantly stir the soil between
rows of Potatoes, and earth-up as soon as they
are fit. Before earthing-np, a good dusting of

soot should be applied and the soil be well forked
between the rowa. A little superphosphate of

lime is also good for Potatoes, and should be
sprinkled between the rows before hoeing. It is

better to give too little rather than too much, so

due care must be exercised.

C. Blair.
(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.

)

PrtUon House, Linlithgow.

WORKERS AMONG
FLOWERS.

THE

MR. AMOS PERRY.

ONE of the most accomplished and
best-known horticulturiata is Mr.
Amos Perry, whose knowledge of

hardy flowers ia profound. Mr.
Perry's early life was devoted to
scholastic pursuits, but a serious

breakdown in health altered the course of

events to that of horticulture, with the moat
gratifying results. At the time of Mr. Perry's

illness his father waa engaged in forming a
nursery for Mr. Thomas Ware, for Roses,
fruit treea, &;o. ; these, however, in course

of time gave way to hardy perenniala. We
well remember the nursery at Tottenham and
the remarkable success achieved with even the

moat difficult of alpine plants to establish.

Much of the present popularity of the hardy
flower ia due to the enthusiasm of the late Mr.
Ware and Mr. Perry. At that period many of the
old collections were disappearing and the demand
for the plants had practically ceased. Beautiful

mixed borders were being actually destroyed to

make way for showy exotics. The rage for

Geraniums, Fuehsiaa, Verbenas, Calceolarias and
many other plants was immense, and for years
were popular throughout the country. Among
the old trade collections Mr. Perry saw dispersed

were those of May, RoUinaon, Wheeler,
Vouell, Parker, Henderson and many others.
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Large purchases of the finest kinds were made,

and this was the beginning of Ware's ooUeotion.

Although the demand was very small for years,

Mr. Ware had oonfidenoe in the future, and Mr.

Perry was given every opportunity to inorease both

stock and variety. All the botanic gardens of

Kurope were visited, as well as private collections,

and it was not long before this famous nursery-

man had secured every plant worth growing ;

the Tottenham collection became, in the course of

time, the most complete in existence. When
this collection was brought to perfection, Mr.

Perry had an opportunity of visiting all the

mountain ranges of Europe for the purpose of

discovering new and rare plants and collecting

those that were difficult to propagate, and during

this period hundreds of plants were collected,

many of them new to cultivation and now common
in English gardens.

Then came an important move. After the dis-

solution of partnership Mr. Perry started a small

nursery at Winohmore Hill, and since then a large

one at Enfield. The beautiful groups exhibited

from Enfield are testimony to the extent and
interest of the hardy flowers grown by this famous
specialist. List year over 40,000 Ddlphiniums
were flowered, the finest varieties up to date,

and the collection of Iiiaes numbers more
than a thousand species and varieties, while

the magnificent groups of Water Lilies that

have been exhibited during the last few
years will be in the memory of everyone.

Pieonies, Phlox, Pentstemons, Pyrethrums
and hundreds of other families are to be
found in immense quantities, the whole
forming one of the best collections we have.

One phase of horticultural work followed

by Mr. Perry has been the raising of new
plants ; and we well remember the most
instructive and delightful lecture on this

subject that he delivered some years ago at

the Horticultural Club. Our gardens owe
much to such men as Mr. Perry.

At Vincent Sijuare, Ai'BIL 1!I.

There were a few good flowers placed before

the committee, of which one, Matthew Arnold
(Cartwright and Goodwin), received an award of

merit. It is of medium size, and in its eye takes
after Homer and in its perianth after Almira,
but it is a flatter thing altogether. The other
flowers tha'v were " put up " were Harold Finn,

a large red-eyed Poetarum : Ibis, a fine Poet

;

Homespun ; Don Quixote, a rough incomparabilis

with a sort of Princess Mary cup ; and Barbara,
a pretty little white trumpet with rather short

and broad perianth segments. There were a

large number of groups. Seldom, if ever, has
the number of them (fourteen) been exceeded.

Before I got to the hall I heard, " Engle-
heart is showing. He has some fine things."

Naturally, on my arrival at the hall I at once
made my way to the South Annexe, where I found
him and his assistant in front of a magnificent
stand of about 150 new kinds, all his own raising

and representative of pretty well every section.

Yellow trumpets were especially strong, and they
included all types and sizes. Alas ! for the poor
reporter that the exigencies of trade foster

showing under numbers I Seven is the mark of

THE FLOWER GARDEN
DAFFODIL NOTES.

At Haaklem, April 15.

THERE were several collections at

the Jubilee Show. Messrs. de
Graaff Brothers had a large ex-

hibit, including many good things,

such as Lord Kitchener, Czirina,

Sunrise, Lord Roberts, Eoster and
Homespun, and a few novelties. Princess

Juliana was figured in The Garden last

year. lu my opinion it is one of the very
best large trumpet Daffodils in existence.

Its deep yellow colour, perfect symmetry, and
harmony of trumpet and perianth mark it out
as pre-eminently a florist's flower. This is the
second time of asking. If anyone who has seen
the Daffodil Princess Juliana and disputes the
accuracy of my remarks will write toTHEGARDEN,
I will be glad. A companion of equal merit was
the quite new Golden Jubilee, a tip-top giant
incomparabilis. It has a perianth as even as

Homespun, but instead of a cup-shaped centre,

it has more of a trumpet, the rim of which
recurves like Mme. de Graiff. It is a flower

of medium size but perfect form ; in fact, some
might say it was too perfect. A third lovely

little bloom was the white Magni Reullura. It

opens quite white and has a very taking look.

For those who admire big things there was one of

the largest white trumpets in the person of

Uncle Robert. It has the lop-eared type
of perianth, but for all that it is a noble,

harmonious flower.

There were also collections from M. van
Waveren and Co., Messrs. S A. van Konijnen-
burg and Co., whose Conquest (No. 500) was a
beautiful thing that might or might not be a
Poet; Messrs. van Meerbeck and Co. and Mr. .J.

Konwenhoven, Warmond.

MR. AMOS PERRY.

the Beast and forty-two is John Brown's Knap-
sack, but 37'.l does not tell us that it is the

number of a really superb yellow Magni of the

very best Glory of Leiden type, and of a richness

and substance that recalled Michael of a fort-

night previous; nor does 317 tell us that it is

another of the most beautiful flowers that Mr.
Engleheart had. This was a flower with all the
nice points of Princess Mary and Stella superba
combined and their weak ones left out. Those
who have read Miss Silberrad's book, " The Good
Comrade," know of the quest of the Blue
Daflbdil. Well, on this stand one saw a novelty
which, if not quite so startling, was one which
caused a great deal of talk—a green-eyed Poet.

There on the top row was a vase with three small

blooms, each of which had a medium-sizfd flat eye
with the whole of the middle of a lovely pale green,

surrounded with a wide margin of red. It was a

unique flower and attracted a great deal of atten-

tion Then there were some Nekoni-looking things

with delicate apricot in the cup, several fine large

white trumpets, of which SI— 10 was one of the

best, and a few beautiful Leedsiis. Taken on
the whole it was a marvellous exhibit.

Messrs, R. H, Bath, Limited, had the best

collection they have had this season. I

noticed Brilliancy and Fireflame, their two
giant Barri conspicuus. They are very similar

in their general appearance, but Fireflame is

about ten days later. They also had a vase of

their new giant Leedsii Crystal (^laeen. It

is a tall and vigorous grower, and should be

useful with these characteristics for gardens.

We badly want a tall White (,>aeen race.

Lulworth was in splendid condition ; so was
Spinnaker, which is like a small Great Warley.

Lissadell sent a good collection, and there were
again about two dozenof their own raised seedings.

.iil5—05 was remarkable on account of the width
ot the perianth segments. They were very flat,

of good substance, and almost as long as

broad. This gave them a curious square look.

.fl4— 0.')A was a good giant Leedsii ; 4',ll— o.'), a

pale Barri conspicuus ; and 314 - 0."i B, a very pale

sulphur yellow incomparabilis. Lady Margaret
Bosoawen was very fine both here and with

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin. As a garden

plant it still takes some beating.

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson are to be con-

gratulated on showing, for the first time, some
of their own seedlings. Every year more and
more new flowers make their appearance, and
it is more and more impossible to keep up with

all the fresh things ; Evangeline, White Lady,
Flambeau, Primrose Phu-nix, Gold Eye (which

is so difficult to grow) and several other good
market kinds. Mrs. F. W. Moore is a most
distinct white Magni, with broad, short

perianth segments and a sharply cut off

trumpet which curves out a little at the end.

Mr. W. A. Watts had a few nice flowers, but,

unfortunately, they showed signs of the

weather. Yellow Rosette is a distinct

and striking double, very full, with sym-
metrically arranged petals (?). He also had a

lovely white trumpet, 110, and a yellow one.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, had a stand

full of commercial varieties. Lucifer was
especially good, and so was Cardinal. This

last I have never grown myself, but from all

accounts I hear one ought to do so. Bennett-

P.ie, Homespun, Albatross and Magpie must
not be omitted.

Mr. F. Lilley now seems to be a regular

exhibitor. He had nothing very striking in

the way of novelties, but there were fine vases

of Gloria Mundi, Cassandra, Una, Jaune
Merveille (Poetaz), Alsace Poetaz and the

lovely Diana. I always think of the late Mr.

Bourne when I see this. It was one of his

favourites. It is a lovely flower and does well

in gardens ; it may be described as a large

Minnie Hume, with a slightly reflexing

perianth.

Miss Currey 's flowers did not look as fresh as

they generally do when we see them in London.

Unfortunately, Miss Currey herself was detained

at home by that unwelcome visitor, influenza.

The stand was peculiarly rich in white Magnis,

such as Lady of the Snows, Atalanta and Florence

Pearson. The great interest in the exhibit con-

sisted in the new oval-mouthed vases that were
used for the first time. They are supplied by

Mr. Thomas Jones of Ruabon, of Sweet Pea
fame, and are a replica of his well-known Sweet
Pea vases, only with an oval instead of a round

glass. They cost, retail, 153. a dozen.

Mr. Herbert Chapman had a very tastefully

grouped little collection of home-grown flowers

—

about forty were home-raised seedlings. Swash-

buckler, in accordance with its name, stood out

prominently in the centre. It is certainly veMr

large, and, as it has good form, will take a lead-

ing place among the White (Jaeen type of

Leedsiis. Lustre was a most striking bloom. It

has triandrus blood in its veins, and is a scintil-

lating pale primrose self of an octopus look, or,

as I have before described it in speaking of

Estelle, like a walking spider.

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin were evi-

dently keeping all their best things up their
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sleeve until Birmingham ; but for all that they
had some very fine things—Bert Sands, a giant

bioolor inoomparabilia like a rounded off Lady
M. Bosoawen ; King Uup, the lovely rival to

Homespun ; White Cloud, one of the absolutely

pure white triandrus hybrids ; and Goldfinch, a

grand deep yellow Magni. An interesting little

hybrid which most people would pass by unnoticed

was one that looked like a miniature Katherine
Spurrell. It is the result of crossing Minnie
Hume with a Jonquil, and is remarkable for

having the Jonquil scent transmitted to it.

Messrs. Barr and Sons had an extensive collec-

tion, but there were not very many novelties

compared with what they had a fortnight

previous. I noticed the mar-
vellous Furnace, with probably the

reddest of all cups ; Dubloon,
the yellow Argent ; Cornelia,

about the very best of all the van
Waveren trumpets ; Mrs. G. H.
Barr, a highly refined White
Magni with a square-shouldered
perianth ; and Bedouin, the lovely

improved Crown Prince.

Mr. Wilson had a fine lot of

blooms ; space forbids me to men-
tion more than one called Patch-
work. It was a small incom-
parabilis variety with a most
pronounced scalloped edge to the
cup, each alternate segment being
tipped with orange red. Person-
ally, it reminded me more than
anything else of a cog-wheel, and
I think I would have been disposed
to call it the "clock" or the
" watch," as one always asso-

ciates cogs with watches and
clocks. It had an ivory white
perianth.

There were two entries for the
Barr Cup, which was won by the
Rev. G. P. Haydon. He had a
fine lot of flowers, a great many
his own seedlings, white trumpets
and yellow trumpets very strong.

Pearl of Kent, China Ware and
The Grey Mare, all tip-top flowers

among the whites, and Broad Oak
and Stockwell among the yellows
were prominent among many good
blooms.

The Rev. Canon Fowler was
second and staged all well-known
commercial varieties ; Cedric, one
of the best of W. B. Hartland's
Leedsiis. was noticeable.

Joseph Jacob.

will inevitably think that this is a belated

subject to which to devote a paragraph, but all

are not so smart, for one reason because they
are naturally a little slaok, and for another, that

circumstances over which they have no control

have made it impossible to carry out the task

before now. There is, of course, a possibility

that they will lose something in being as late as

this, but it will largely be in the earliness of

flowering, since with proper attention the plants

will grow and thrive practically as well as those

put into their permanent positions three or four

weeks ago. Some few amateurs with strong

plants in pots may hesitate to plant out, regard-

ing it as a waste of time ; but this they must

A NEW NARCISSUS —
APRICOT VUEEN.

This splendid Narcissus created
a considerable amount of interest

when shown by Mr. Wilson at the
Royal Horticultural Society's ex-

hibition on the 5th ult. It is an
exceedingly striking flower of the
Engleheartii or flat-cup section.

It is large and very round,
being fully SJ inches across and the segments
11 inches broad. The perianth is flat and of
much substance. The segments, which are of the
palest sulphur, are very smooth, broad, well
rounded and very much overlap. The disc-like
eye is quite flat and measures 1 g inches aeross,
being larger than a half-crown piece. The colour
throughout the entire cup is a rich bright apricot

;

it is certainly the best flat-cup of this colour jet
introduced. The stock is in the hands of Robert
Sydenham, Limited, but there are only three or
four bulbs to be sold this year.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Planting.—The enthusiastic grower who prides
himself on being rather before than behind time

THE NEW NARCISaOS .VPRICOT yOEEN. (Nahiral >,i;i-.)

not do. Assuming that the situation chosen has i

been thoroughly prepared and that planting is

done at once, success is assured, provided that
nothing absolutely unforeseen occurs to upsetone'a
calculations. Needless to say, it will be impera-
tive to soak the soil the day prior to planting
should it be dry, as the roots will be seriously

injured at this stage if they go into perfectly

dry ground. It will also be wise to water heavily

either immediately after planting or the next
day.
Drawing Up Soil.—Many amateurs make it

a practice to sow their seeds or set their plants,

as the case may be, in a depression, and where
the soil is light this answers well, but in heavy
lands it is a doubtful advantage : on the contrary.

it is almost invariably preferable in such soils to
draw up the mould to the base of the plants and
thus give it a fall from the stems. The objection
that is raised to this system is that it makes
watering difficult, for the reason that the
liquid runs away from the plants directly it is

applied.

To some extent this is doubtless true, but those
who water with special care always do so in

channels or drills running along each side of the
line, and these are, or should be, drawn several
inches from the stems ; the water will percolate
steadily into the ground, and there is not the
slightest fear of the roots losing any of the
benefit of its application. In addition to this,

drawing up the soil affords decided
protection to young plants that

are on the tender side, and often
saves them from destruction by
piercing winds.

Staking.—This is one ot the
most impoi laot operations of the
moment. In the vast majority of

instances the young plants will

be well up towards the top of the
short supports, and the permanent
stakes must be placed in position

before the leader has the chance
to fall over ; otherwise in pulling
it up again there is a danger that
it will be broken, and even the
keenest of advocates of topping
would scarcely recommend it at
this stage. In my last notes this

subject was dealt with, and it is

alluded to now simply to impress
upon inexperienced readers that it

must be done promptly if it is to

be quite satisfactory. Even where
the plants have not yet approached
the height of the preliminary
twiggy sticks, it is wise to get the
permanent ones in position, as

they will not prejudice the pro-

gress of the plants in the smallest
degree and will be ready when
they are wanted. Precisely as is

always advised in the earliest

stages, the plants may advan-
tageously be tied at first with
secure yet loose ligatures—some-
thing that will hold up the leader
without arresting its advance-
ment up the supports, whatever
they may be.

HoEimi. — With plants that
have been raised from seeds sown
directly into the lines or clumps,
surface hoeing should commence
immediately the seedlings show
through the surface of the ground,
while with plants put out from
pots this operation should start

within three or four days. Of
course, those who handle the tool

carelessly or run it in deeply are
just as apt to do harm as good,
but with skilful work the frequent
hoeing cannot be other than
decidedly beneficial. Not only
does it prevent the waste of food

by capillary attraction, but it also encourages the
free admission of water when rain is falling, and
this is always followed by fresh air, which keeps
the soil sweet and, therefore, immensely benefits

the roots of the plants and, through them, the

stems and flowers. Spencek.

CORYDALIS SOLIDA.
The test of a good garden plant is the assurance
that every year, at its appointed season, it should
give one extreme pleasure. This old favourite

of cottage gardens does this for me so well and
faithfully that I wish to remind, others of its

merits. I have it grouped with the common
Dog's tooth Violets, the two plants nearly agreeing
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in colour. Near them and harmonising pleasantly

is a patch of the rather tender Megasea ligulata,

and behind all these—the oolour of the bloom now
passing, but enough of it left to help the picture

—

are some plants of a hybrid Lent Hellebore of

dark purplish red solouring. G. Jekyll.

ROCK GARDEN AT CROWBOROUGH.
Thk illustration on page 229 shows the corner of

a rook garden at the point of junction with a

llose walk. The atmosphere at an elevation

of S(H» feet and the soil overlying Ashdown sand-

stone are almost ideal for this type of garden.

The local stone is good and retentive of moisture,

but it needs judicious selection if it is to weather

well. The white blocks of stone always powder
into something suspiciously like clay. For

successful gardening at Crowborough shelter

from rude winds, deep digging and good

drainage are necessary ; but given these essentials,

almost anything generally growable will flourish.

For instance, in the rock garden illustrated

Bamboos (Mt^take) planted three years ago are

12 feet high. Two Agapanthus umbellatus have

withstood three winters without artificial protec-

tion. Osmunda regalis from a Norfolk swamp,
Sedums scraped from the rocks of Dartmoor,
Stag-horn Moss and Flame Flower from the

Highlands, and Primula japonioa are all equally

happy. Irises of all kinds, Pasonies and Poly-

anthus do exceptionally well, while self-sown

Lupines are a greater bother than any weed in

the garden. All alpines and rock plants which
do not need a dry, sandy soil thrive luxuriantly.

During the last nine months the growth of Moss
has been phenomenal, covering every exposed

stone and even overcoming some of the less

robust Rosette Saxifrages.

Warren Lodge, Crowborough. E. W.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1399.

THREE POPULAR SWEET PEAS.
A LTHOUGH new varieties of Sweet Peas

y% are being raised and put on the

/ % market every year, there are many
/ \ excellent growers who prefer to rely

I % on older and well-tried varieties.

Certainly there is some justification

for this, both on the score of expense and fixity

of the stocks. Among the older varieties that

still retain a firm hold on popular favour are the

three shown in the accompanying coloured

plate. Previous to the advent of Clara Curtis,

which, by the way is a waved variety, Mrs.
Collier was regarded as the best primrose variety,

its vigour and free-flowering qualities rendering

it an ideal variety for garden decoration as well as

for exhibition purposes. Fixity of stock has been
referred to above ; but it is only during the last

two or three years that anything like a true

stock of John Ingman could be secured. Many
growers were under the impression that they
had a true stock, but very few really knew what
the original .John Ingman was like. When true

it is an excellent variety in every way. Black
Knight is still a great favourite, and deservedly

so, as there are few of its colour that can be said

to surpass it. Several new ones are being grown
this year which promise to take its place ; but
one hesitates to declare that they will do so until

they have been fully tested. Hannah Dale is,

perhaps, somewhat larger and has a richer

mahogany sheen to the flowers, but one would
scarcely need to grow both this and Black
Knight. In speaking of old varieties, one cannot
help but wonder how many of the new sorts

that are now in the zenith of their fame will

retain their popularity so long as such varieties

as Black Knight has done. Year after year we
see them passing in review, and in a few seasons

many of them dwindle away, to be superseded by
others that take the fancy of the moment. H.

THE GREENHOUSE.
AN AMATEUR'S ORCHID HOUSE.

TH E number of amateurs who are
taking up Orchid culture in a small

way is certainly on the increase, and
we often meet with the man who at

one time contented himself with
Fuchsias, Geraniums and similar

plants now turning his attention to Urchids.

But to be successful a slight change must be
made in the interior of the greenhouse, and the

conditions therein also vary. The question what
to grow will, no doubt, be a perplexing one to the

beginner, but this will, to a great extent, depend
upon his accommodation and the amount of

money he is prepared to pay for his hobby.
For anyone who is just starting Orchid-

growing I would suggest a cool or what is

popularly known as an Odontoglossum house,

and it matters little whether this is a span-roof

or lean-to ; either will prove satisfactory if a

genuine interest is taken in the plants.

Structure of the House.
Both top and bottom ventilators must be pro-

vided, as fresh air is very essential for cool

Orchids ; but dry, cutting draughts must always
be prevented. The heating arrangements should
be ample : in fact, it is better to have a little more
piping than is really necessary, thus providing
a larger heating surface which will not produce
that dry, arid condition so often prevalent where
an ill-constructed apparatus exists. It should
always be borne in mind that the less fire-heat

we use the better it will be for the inmates. An
open trellis stage will probably be already in the
house ; over this is placed some ordinary slates

or other durable material, on which is laid some
finely broken coke about a

couple of inches in depth.
This should be kept moist
by frequent dampings with
the water-can. Above this

a wooden stage, made of un-

painted battens and in suit-

able lengths, is arranged upon
4-inch pots or pans to bring
the plants within 2 feet of

the glass. The floors are made
of ashes, and may be covered
with a wood trellis-work if

desired, but this is not neces-

sary if the ashes are forked
up and raked over occasion-

ally.

Blinds are needed during
the summer months, and those

known as lath blinds are

recommended. They will

be a little more expensive ""^H);
than canvas, but they last for

a longer period, and may also

be used at night for protec-

tion when the weather is cold

and frosty. Whichever are

chosen, they should be so fixed

on rafters to run clear of the
roof, and thus allow a free

current of air to pass over the

glass.

Such is a brief description

of an Orchid house ; and now
for a few remarks on the

conditions prevailing inside.

The lowest temperature is

.50° Fahr., but during excep-

tionally cold weather a few
degrees lower will do no harm
if the atmosphere is fairly

dry, and for the summer
months it should be kept
between fiO° and (io" Fahr.,

or as near these figures as

possible. Cool Orchids ought
never to be subjected to a irond of t

strong sunlight, and for this

reason the blinds must be lowered directly

the sun begins to shine on the plants, and
remain down till late in the afternoon, which,
of course, will vary according to the time
of year. In winter all the light possible is

needed, and to this end the glass, both inside

and out, must be kept clean and the growing
plants given the lightest position at the warmest
end of the house. Give plenty of ventilation

whenever the outside conditions warrant it, and,
excepting during very rough winds and frosts, the

bottom ventilators maybe leftpartlyopen through-
out the night. The atmosphere is kept moist, and a
slight spraying overhead will promote clean and
healthy growth, but this must be abandoned in

winter, when the amount of damping down is

also reduced. A sharp look-out must be kept for

insect foes, particularly thrips, but by fumigating
with XL All directly one is noticed, or every
three weeks, no harm will be experienced in this

direction.

A Selection of Cool house Okchids.
Premier honours, of course, will be awarded to

the beautiful Odontoglossum erispum, which
should be grown in quantity, and from the fre-

quent importations good bargains are sometimes
obtained, or semi established plants can be bought
from the leading nurserymen. Other useful

members of this genus embrace 0. Pescatorei, 0.
Hallii, 0. luteopurpureum, 0. harryanum, 0.
Edwardii, 0. cirrhosuni, 0. andersonianum, 0.

nsevium, 0. wilokeanum, 0. ardentissimum and a
host of popular hybrids. Then we have Uisa
grandiflora (known as the " Pride of Table Moun-
tain "), D. Luna and the quaint Masdevallias,
Lycastes and Anguloas, while the brilliant

Sophronitis grandiflora and Cattleya eitrina, with
its fragrant yellow flowers, may be suspended
from the root by the side of the Chim.iera section

^^^•wfe-^-

JUKEN OF FILMY FERNS
(5»r page 22S.')

TODEA SUPERBA.
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of Masdevallia. Some of IheCjmbidiums, eueh as

lowianum and traeyanum, are tuitable for the

cool house, and two bright Orchids that would
form a pleasing contrast with the crispums are
Ada aurantiaca and Epidendrum vitellinum.

The cool division would hardly be complete
without one of the Slipper family, and Cypri-
pediums insigne Sanderie and Harefield Hall are
two of the best, while with a few Oncidiums,
such as O. concolor, 0. superbiens and O.

macranthum, a fairly representative collection

could be made. Sentinel.

THE FERN GARDEN.

A
THE FILMY FERNS.

LTHOUGH Ihe many beautiful Filmy
Ferns known to-day cannot be regarded
as suitable for cultivation in many
gardens, there are numerous iostances

where they could very well be accom-
modated, and their delicate, refined

beauty would not fail to appeal to the most
fastidious tastes. The popular name of Filmy
Ferns is derived from the fact that, during the

growing season, the fronds are usually covered

with a film of moisture, without which protection

the delicate tissues would quickly perish.

The family is not a very large one, the three

principal genera being Hyraenophjllum, Trioho-

manes and Todea. There are, however, a great

many species and varieties, the majority being

natives of New Zealand and Australia. In the

United Kingdom we have representatives of the

two first-named families, the most beautiful of

all the British Ferns being Trichomanes radicans,

or the Killarney Fern, a plant that is, un-

fortunately, becoming rarer every day. Of
Hymenophylluras we have the Tunbridge Filmy
Fern, H. tunbridgense, and the one-sided Filmy
Fern, H. unilaterale. Of the Killarney Fern

^

'/

ONE OF THE SMALLEST FILMY lERNS : HY-MENOPHYLLUM ClIILOENSE. (Natural iize)

there are a number of beautiful varieties, but
none surpasses the type for refinement. In a

natural state the Filmy Ferns are usually found

growing in dark mountain recesses close by
running water, and in such a position that their

fronds are kept continually moist by the spray

caused by the water dashing on the rocks.

To grow these beautiful Ferns in this country

it is usually necessary to provide them with a

glass case or cases in a cool greenhouse, all that

the majority require being suHicient protection

during the winter months to keep away frost

;

the cooler they are during the summer the better.

In some instances, where the plants are grown on

\t

AN ELEGANT FILMY FERN : HVMENOFUYLLCM FCCOIOFS. {Sliylilbl mhieeil.)

a large scale, somewhat elaborate preparations are
made for their reception. One of the most
charming sights that the wi iter has ever seen was
at Messrs. Backhouse and Son's York nurseries,
where an underground fernery is almost devoted
to Filmy Ferns. Here the plants line the damp
walls, ramble over miniature precipices and hide
up nooks and crannies in a manner that is in
every way pleasing, subdued light reaching them
through overhead windows of thick, dull glass.

At Kew the Filmy Ferns are accommodated in a
small house, with glass cases on iron and slate

stages along each side of the path, water being
laid on so that it can be made to trickle between
the sandstone rocks as frequently as required

—

usually three or four times during the day in the
summer. Where only a few plants are to be
grown, a heavily shaded glass case in the green-
house, or even a cold frame, will suit them very
well.

For cultural purposes the Filmy Ferns may be
roughly divided into two groups, viz, those
which have a decided rhizome or creeping stem
and those which have not, the former being by
far the most numerous. The two Hymenophyl-
lums illustrated are small representatives of the
rhizomatous section ; and the queen of the whole
race, Todea superba, a frond of which is illus-

trated, represents the other and deeper-rooting
section. The creeping plants delight to spread
their stems over damp, cool sandstone or old Tree
Fern stems, and the others are best planted
between chunks of the same material. For these
deep rooting plants, soil composed of peat, pieces

of sandstone and sphagnum moss answers very
well, this to be used in a rather rough state. A
thin layer of the same mixture, chopped fine,

may also be placed over the rocks for the creeping
plants, and this will be of considerable benefit
when they are once established.

Routine work consists of heavy shading in

bright weather, frequently pouring water among
the rooks, not on the fronds, and, above all,

keeping a cool temperature during the summer
months. Of course, any fronds that show signs
of decay must be out off, but in doing this care
must be taken to avoid disturbing the roots.

Although these plants are, perhaps, a little more
trouble to cultivate successfully than many of

the more showy subjects that find so much favour
to-day, this ought not to deter an enthusiastic
gardener from attempting to grow them.

Of the plants illustrated, Todea superba is a
native of New Zealand. It forms symmetrical
plants of great beauty and is quite a regal Fern.
Hymenophyllum ohiloense is a native of the Isle

of Chiloe, and H. fucoides is found wild in

Tropical America. F. \V. H.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

A BEAUTIFUL FLOWERING CHERRY.

THE many forms of Prunus are now
contributing largely to the Soral dis-

play of our shrubberies, and one
worthy of especial mention is P.

aubhirtella, a species from Japan.
This Cherry evidently flowers with

the greatest profusion, judging by a young tree

we have here of comparatively recent introduc-

tion. Its season is a trifle later than the well-

known Prunus Pissardii ; the flowers are delicate

shell pink in colour, and in size much about the

same as the species just named.
The flowers are produced well

in advance of the leaves, which
considerably enhances its value,

and are for the most part pro-

duced in threes and show a

tendency to grow downwards.
The tree is of particularly

striking upright growth ; it is

certainly one of the most con-

spicuous of the class that I have
met with.

Elstree. E. BlCKBTT.

oblong leaves, white flowers and red berries.

The flowers are borne in spring in upright
inflorescences and are fragrant. Unfortunately,

male and female flowers are borne on difierent

plants, so that, in the absence of plants of

both sexes being grown, there is no chance of

fruit being perfected, which is a great loss, for

the bright-coloured berries ripen during autumn
and remain on the plants all the winter. As a rule,

it is advisable to plant one male example to about
six females, and in purchasing plants it should be
ascertiined as to whether both sexes are present.

Some commercial growers make a practice of

growing plants in pots for the sake of the fruits.

In such cases a large number of females are

potted and placed in a light, airy greenhouse.

BERBERIS DARWINII.
This Chilian Birberry is one of

our most beautiful flowering ever-

greens when in full blossom,

which is usually about the end
of April. It is a well-known
plant and easily recognised, for

its short, broad leaves make it

quite distinct from any other

species. Its flowers are ex-

tremely showy, for they are

usually orange in colour and are

borne in short racemes. The
colour, however, varies somewhat,
for forms are occasionally met
with which have comparatively
pale blossoms, while the blooms
of others have almost a scarlet

tinge. Though its average height

is from 6 feet to 8 feet, specimens
are occasioDally noted upwards
of 12 feet high, while the writer
once measured a plant, which
had been drawn up in a shrub-

bery among other shrubs and
small trees, which had attained

a height of IS feet. B. Darwinii
is suitable for planting in groups
in shrubberies or in the open
ground, while, with a little atteij-

tion to pruning when in a young
state, it may be formed into a
shapely bush. It has perhaps
attained most notoriety through
being one of the parents of B.

stenophylla, which, if a census
of the best shrubs were taken,
would find a place among the
first twelve. A variety called

nana is in cultivation, but it is of

inferior merit to the type, for it blossoms less

freely. As an evergreen, however, it is worth
growing. The species may be easily increased
by means of seeds, which are enclosed in purple,
pulpy fruits and ripen freely towards the middle
of July.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA.
The various species of Skimmia are useful as
evergreen shrubs, while they are also worthy of
notice as flowering plants, and some are well
worth growing for the sake of their ornamental
fruits. The species under notice is a native of
Japan, and it grows from J feet to .3 feet in height,
forming a dense, spreading bush with handsome

A ROCK GARDEN AT CROWEOROCGH. (See page J.'..)

A few male plants are placed in the same
structure, and pollination is effected artificially

with the aid of a fine brush. Although cuttings

may be rooted, it is more satisfactory in some
cases to raise plants from seeds and select the

sexes when they flower, for such plants are

usually more vigorous than those raised from
cuttings. By depending on cuttings, however,
it is possible to raise the kind required

without having to wait for flowering to make a

selection. It is a pity that the Skimmias are

not more grown, owing to the brilliant red of

Ihcir flowers. They are a great success in Ireland,

but wherever they are, there is something
remarkably distinct, not only in foIi»ge, but in

the ruddy colouring of the berries, D.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
MOSS ROSES ON WALLS.

VERY rarely do we find these charming
Roses growing against walls, yet
some varieties are peculiarly suitable
for this purpose, and they present a
delightful etfeot when in full bloom.
The old crimson Moss has been

known to cover a wall fully 12 feet high, and
Biron de Wassanaer would make a similar
growth. Little <iem produces long, semi-
climbing growths, which are most charmingly
arrayed with the very pretty little buds and
blooms of a light crimson colour. Comtesse de

Murinais would be a good blush
white, and Cumberland Belle is a
climbing sort with bright silvery
rose-coloured flowers. The Crested
Moss would be a charming kind
with its large, quaintly mossed
blooms of rose colour. Of course,
these are not perpetual flowering,
and should not be planted to the
detriment of perpetual-flowering
kinds, but they are extremely
hardy, and as such would be very
serviceable in a bleak position. If

possible, obtain these Koses on
their own roots, as they succeed so
much better than budded plants.

A GIANT-FLOWERED
WICHURAIANA ROSE

I AM glad to see amateurs are now
fully alive to the merits, from a
decorative point of view, of the
beautiful wichuraiana Koec?. Mr.
Walsh of Woods Hole, America,
has added to his popular achieve-
ments as the raieer of Hiawatha
and L^dy Gay by introducing a
veritable giant-flowered variety
named Milky Way. Its snow
white blooms are mostly single,

but occasiomlly there are two
rows of petals, and the flower is

2h inches across. The simple
beauty of its large flowers will be
much enhanced when one obtains
a really good specimen plant, and
no one should miss an opportunity
of adding Milky Way to their col-

lection. We have now several
large-flowered single forms ; first,

the well - known and popular
favourite, Jersey Beauty; then
the evercharming.Joseph Billiard,

with its delightful carmine rose
blooms heavily shaded at the base
of the petals with golden yellow.
Ariel will be another favourite
when Messrs. Paul and Son, its

raisers, send it out ; it is some-
thing in the way of Jofeph Billiard,

but 1 think quite distinct. Then
there is Diabola, also occasionally
semi double, which has blackish
purple blooms which are in strong

contrast^to the golden stamens and white base
of the petals.

A BRILLIANT-COLOURED PILLAR
ROSE.

A BEAUTIFUL old llose, Gloire des Rosomanes, is

not seen so much as it deserves to be. Perhaps
it has been somewhat eclipsedby Gniss anTeplitz;
but there is in its bright carmine crimson clusters

a most attractive colour, especially when it grows
freely, as it will do if planted in good prepared
stations. I have known this Rose to make fully

7 feet of growth in one season, so that for pillars

it is a great boon, especially when it is remem-
bered how good it is in autumn. P.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
INCREASING THE DOUBLE-FLOWERED KOCKCRESS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—The earliest

Potatoes will now or shortly be

showing through the soil, and, as we
cannot be regarded as free from frosts

until the end of the third week in

May, steps must be taken to protect

the plants ehould a cold .spell manifest itself.

Some growers draw the soil well up round the

I.— CDTTIhCS OF THE DOUBLE ABAIUS OR ROCK-
ORESS. ON TKE LEFT THE SHOOT IS

SHOWN AS TAKEN FROM THE PLANT, AND
ON THE RIOHT THE CUTTING IS SHOWN
READY FOR PLANTING.

young shoots, and where it is naturally of a

rather sandy and friable nature, this answers

very well and has the advantage of being per-

manent and tidy. In many instances, however,

such a course is not practicable, and reoourTO

must be had to old fish-netting put on double
thickneps and supported by forked sticks just

clear of the plants, or old Bracken or other light

material may be employed. Should the latter be

used, some twiggy branches must be thrust into

the soil at short intervals to prevent the material

being blown away. The early and second-early

Peas will need supports, and nothing is better

for the purpose than Pea-sticks. These should

have been prepared as advised some time ago.

Do not place them too thickly, and keep the tops

well open. They must be thrust very firmly into

the soil. It always pays to support even the

dwarfest varieties of Peas, as a better crop is

ensured and the flavour is not impaired by the

pods coming into contact with the soil.

Flower Oarden.—Where not already done, no
time should be lost in planting out the early

flowering Chrysanthemums. The method that I

adopt is as follows ; A plot in the vegetable

garden where the soil is rather cool is reserved

tor the Chrysanthemums, and these are planted

out in rows 2 feet apart and from 15 inches to

18 inches asunder in the rows, according to the

habit of the variety. Then in the autumn, just

when the flower-buds are swelling nicely, the

plants are carefully lifted with good balls of soil

and transferred to where they are required to

flower. This method does away with the neces-

sity for having the plants in the flower borders

and beds during their growing and non-flowering

period. Doubllees most of the young plants will

have had their points pinched out before now ;

but if any have not been done, they should have
attention in this respect as soon as they are fully

established in their outdoor quarters, usually a

week or ten days after planting.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Work in this depart-

ment will consist for the most part of careful

watering, shading, fumigating and ventilating.

Young plants of Gloxinias, Begonias, Strepto-
oarpuses and similar plants that were pricked off

singly into boxes a few weeks ago will now be
ready for potting into 24 inch pots. These must
be clean and well drained. Suitable soil for the

plants named above consists of good loam two
parts, coarse peat or leaf-soil one part, and silver

sand half a part, the whole to be passed through
an inch-meshed sieve. If a few pieces of

charcoal can be added to the soil, so much the
better. Bedding plants, such as Asters, Stocks,

Zinnias and Geraniums, in frames must be given

the fullest possible ventilation now. removing
the lights entirely on fine bright days. This
will induce sturdy, slow growth, and the plants

will not experience a serious check when planted
out in the open.

Fruit Garden.—Peaches and Nectarines on
walls will need disbudding now, and the work
must be done gradually so that a severe check is

not given to the trees. The subsequent aim is to

leave one or two shoots at the base of the young
last year's growths that will bear the crop this

year, and one near the apex of the shoot to carry
on the work of sap circulation. Commence the
disbudding by removing at first all those shoots

that are growing straight out from the wall : then
go over the trees every four or five days until

the whole that it is desired to remove have been
taken away. Wherever possible, the beginner
should get someone experienced in the work to

give a practical lesson or two, as the task is then
very much simplified. A. A.

HOW TO INCREASE THE DOUBLE-
FLOWERED ROCK-CRESS.

Among the many beautiful and easily grown
plants that flower in spring, none has established
itself more quickly and firmly in popular favour
than the double-flowered Rock-Cress, Arabis
albida flore-pleno. Compared with the single-

flowered type the double-blossomed variety is a
great improvement in every respect. Not only
do the flowers create a better effect when seen in

a mass, but individually they are larger, of

greater purity, owing probably to their density,

and they are excellent for cutting, for which
purpose, of course, the type is useless. Although
known by the popular name of the double-
flowered Rock-Cress, this plant will grow well
in other places than the rockery ; indeed, unless

the rockery is a large one, the long racemes of

double flowers are apt to appear rather heavy.
It is for filling large beds, for forming broad
edges to a walk, or for creating large masses of

white in the herbaceous border that this plant
excels. Happily, it is not very particular as

regards soil, practically any garden plot that has
been well dug suiting it splendidly.

Where beginners have such an excellent all-

round plant as the double-flowered Arabis un-
doubtedly is, they will naturally wish to know
how to increase it and so perpetuate it for many
generations. Here, again, the plant asserts its

good nature, and it may be readily increased by
means of cuttings or divisions of the old plants.

Both operations may be performed as soon as the
flowers have faded. Cuttings, though rather more
difficult to manage, usually give better results

than divisions, and for this reason these are dealt
with first.

If an old plant is examined when the flowers
have faded, a number of young shoots similar to

that shown on the left of Fig. 1 will be found.
These, if taken off, will make excellent cuttings.

They should be prepared similar to that shown
on the right of Fig. 1. A close inspection of

this will reveal the fact that it has been cut
through close beneath a joint, and that the lower
leaves have been removed to facilitate planting.
When prepared in this way, the cuttings may
either be planted in sandy soil in a shaded
position outdoors or in boxes of sandy soil as

shown in Fig. 2, these being placed in a cold
frame and kept shaded until the cuttings have
rooted. The latter method ensures the greatest
success, and should be adopted by beginners where
possible. The cuttings may be dibbled in .') inches
apart and about an inch deep, taking care to
make the soil firm at the base.

After the cuttings in the boxes have rooted
they may be planted out 9 inches apart in beds,
and by the autumn they will have formed little

tufts suitable for planting in their flowering
quarters.

To divide old plants they should be lifted with
a fork and pulled to pieces with the hands. It

will be found that the work is very simple, and
not much difficulty will be experienced in securing
a number of good-sized pieces, each with a few
small roots adhering. These should be planted
1 foot apart in rows l."> inches asunder, and well
watered during sunny weather until fully estab-

lished. By the autumn they will be suitable for

their flowering positions, and will be larger than
the plants secured from cuttings. Fig. 3 shows
a good clump of this plant in flower. H.

EARTHING UP POTATOES.
Earthino-up, when properly done, increases the
yield of the Potatoes. The mere fact that soil is

drawn up to the plants does not mean that there
will be much increase in the number of the
tubers at each root, but it does mean increased
size of individual tubers. I am referring to the
early earthing of the plants, as late earthing may
have a bad effect on them, as I will presently
show. Some varieties produce their new tubers
very near the stems and surface of the soil. I

do not know of any variety that had this

2.— COTTINGS OF THE DOUBLE ARABIS NEATLY
AND FIRMLY PLANTED IN A SHALLOW
BOX FILLED WITH SANDY SOIL.

peculiarity more marked than the old Kerry
Blue, a sort that is but rarely met with in these
days, though as regards good cropping qualities
and flavour there is not one of the newer
varieties equal it. In drawing up the soil

to the plants, some of it should be allowed to
fall between the stems ; the result of this will be
to cause them to spread out a little, but rain-
water will not trickle down by the sides of the
stems, as is often the case where the Potatoes
are left unearthed.

Early earthing-up means early lipening of new
tubers. The latter always grow more freely on
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-A WELL-FLOWERED PLANT OF THE DODBLE ARABIS.

the south side of the plant than on the north,

and where the lOwa run from due east to west
more new soil must be drawn up to the plants on
the south side than on the other ; where the
rows run north and south the soil drawn up
must be equal on both sides of each row.
Now, when a Potato plant attains a certain

age, the runners on which the young tubers
form spread out freely in nearly all directions,

but chiefly towards the sun. If, therefore, the
work of earthingup is unduly delayed, there
will be a great risk of destroying many runners
and tiny tubers on them. When early earthing
is done the runners spread out, but are confined
to the ridges, and mostly on the side next the
sun. The tubers are thus well raised above the
ground-level, and are not so liable to disease

as those that are earthed later.

FILLING FLOWER-BEDS.
Those who are inexperienced in the work of

bedding-out are always willing to accept hints

which, when acted upon, will result in tine,

effective displays of flowers. I know it to be a
fact that many persons study how to put into a
small bed a number of varieties or kinds of

plants, thinking that the more variety they have
the better the effect will be. This is a great
mistake. Simple arrangements are always more
satisfactory than complicated ones. I will give
an example. A bed 5 feet in diameter, filled

with Zonal Pelargonium Paul Crampel and
Centaurea candidissima, the latter* as an edging,
would have a far more pleasing effect than would
be the case if Pelargoniums, Petunias, Helio-
tropes, Calceolarias, Pyrethrums, Begonias and
Lobelias were crowded into it. Very large beds
may with advantage be filled with several
distinct kinds or varieties of plants if they are
kept separate so as to form distinct features of
such beds. Very beautiful beds are those that
have a groundwork of one kind of low-growing
plant, with dot plants at suitable distances so as
to show up individually and a neat edging that
will form a contrast.

Every kind of plant used should be put in so
that by the early part of July the whole of the
border will be well covered with foliage and
flowers without causing undue crowding. The
last hint that I will give here is to take proper
time wherein to do the work, so that all plants
will be carefully put in without disturbing the
roots more than can possibly be helped, and thus
avoid an unnecessary check, as many bedding-out
plants are ruthlessly treated at this season owing,
chiefly, to press of other work. Shamrock.

PERRY'S VARIETY OF THE CANADIAN
PHLOX.

This plant. Phlox canadense Laphamii Perry's
variety, is a hardy herbaceous perennial growing of flowering as to render them

about 18 inches high, and may
easily be had flowering con-
tinuously from May till

October. Phlo.ves are, with-
out exception, popular plants,
and here we have not only a
good free-growing plant, but
a decided acquisition to its

class in colour. This is best
described as a deep lavender
blue, and the flowers are
borne upon flattish heads sup-
ported by slender sterna after
the manner of Phlox Drum-
mondii. The habit is all one
can desire, branching freely
in all directions.

Slugs eagerly devour this

Phlox when it is growing in

the open border ; therefore it

is best to pot rooted cuttings
singly into 3-inoh pots and
grow them in a cold frame
throughout late autumn and
winter, planting them out in

prepared soil whenever the weather admits of this

work in spring ; frequent pinching in the early
stages of growth causes the plants to branch
freely.

Any good garden soil will grow Phlox
Laphamii, but like many more good garden
plants it well repays liberal treatment. The
ground should be well dug in autumn or some
time previous to planting, adding a proportion of
decayed farm manure and mixing it well with
the soil, which must be lightly firmed at planting.

IJroups of Phlox Laphamii are very effective

when employed in the front of mixed borders.
It also associates well with bedding plants. The
colour of the flowers appears singularly rich when
need against such brilliant members as scarlet
Pelargoniums. It also forms a welcome addition
to the cool greenhouse, for which purpose a few
plants should be put into pots about d inches in

diameter as the smaller pots become filled with
roots. T. Smith.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
AURIC0LA8.—At a recent meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society there was displayed a
collection of show and alpine Auriculas which,
by reason of its extent and the great variety it

contained, might well be regarded as unique,
while, judging from the interest the plants
created among a large number of the visitors,

there would appear no sort of doubt that these
old-time favourites of the florist are regaining
some of the hold they had on
the affections of the people
many years ago. To display
the show varieties to perfec-

tion, a cold glass house or
a well- ventilated frame is

absolutely essential. This
is not due to any lack of

hardiness in the plants them-
selves, but rather to a desire

to preserve all that is beautiful

in the plants or their flowers
when the exhibition day
arrives. Those, therefore, ot

my readers who take keen
interest in frame or cold-house
plants should bear this section

of the Auricula in mind, for in

them may be discovered a

fount of pleasure quite uu-
known before.

BoROER Auriculas. — But
while there is one section of

the family for which glass pro-

tection is needed, there is

another section possessing such
perfect hardiness and freedom

well-nigh unique among the early flowers of
the year. These are known as border Auriculas,
a name which is at once convenient and
suggestive, if not even a little dictatorial so
far as the position in which they may be grown
is conoem«Kl. As a matter of fact, besides being
well adapted to the border, they are also equally
well suited to the rook garden, to massing in
beds, or even to growing in window-boxes.
Moreover, this section of the Auricula is so
well fitted for growing in villa and suburban
gardens that one cannot afford to overlook their
merits at so seasonable a moment. |In country
cottage gardens we have seen them bordering the
pathway between the wioket-gate and the house,
the well-flowered tufts of a foot across appealing
most strongly to flower-lovers generally.

How TO Proceed.—The best way to obtain a
stock of young plants is to secure seeds at once
and sow them in pans or boxes of finely sifted
sandy loam, covering the seeds very lightly with
the soil mixture named. From seeds of a good
strain it is possible to get quite a variety of
colours in shades of red, violet, purple and the
like. There are also border Auriculas with
yellow flowers and others of a good pale blue,
and as these are usually saved separately it will
be best for my readers to ask for what they re-

quire. Here is what the veteran florist, Mr.
Douglas, says of the alpine Auricula, which is

but another name for those now referred to as
border sorts, though there may be some of more
refined beauty. After suggesting that groups of
one variety should be planted in the rook garden,
he says :

" I planted a dozen small plants of one
variety in such a position, and counted a hundred
trusses upon the plants two years afterwards."
Surely no greater testimony than this can be
given or required.

Garden Mint.—Those of my readers who,
having planted the roots of Mint in tufts or
masses in the winter-time and experienced, as a
result, a very inferior growth should now dig up
some of the fresh young shoots to which root-

fibres are attached and transplant them in well-
prepared garden soil without delay. These
young pieces will make excellent tufts by the
end of the season, the plants being full of vigour
into the bargain. Sage and Black and Lemon
Thyme may also be transplanted.

Herbaceods Lobelias.—These have flowering
stems 3 feet or 4 feet high, and produce, in late

summer and autumn, spikes of scarlet flowers,

some varieties, as Queen Victoria, having bronzy
purple leafage. I know of no plant more effective

for forming large groups in the border or even in

a mixed bedding arrangement ; hence I strongly
recommend them to those requiring a very
beautiful subject. E. H. Jenkins.

CLUMP OF PERRY 8 VARIETY OF PHLOX CANADENSE
LAPHAMII, A TALL-OROWINO VARIETY OF THE POP0L\B
CANADIAN PHLOX.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
CAULIFLOWEKS.

r' I ""»HE production of a good supply of

Cauliflowers over as long a season as

possible should be one of the aims of

tlie vegetable gardener, for it matters

not what other vegetable may be in

season, the demand for this particular

one when well grown, clean and fresh never

eeaeee. During recent years much has been

heard of the system of " Intensive Culture

"

known as French gardening, and one of the most

important crops applicable to this mode of treat-

ment is the subject of this note. For many
years, however, it has been the practice in this

country to produce this vegetable with the aid

of glass, and by similar means excellent, well-

appreciated produce may be obtained much in

advance of outdoor supplies ; in fact, with strict

attention to details, a continuous supply may be

obtained from April till the end of the year. It

must be borne in mind, however, that to assist

the grower in his attainments, only the varieties

most suitable for the particular seasons must be

grown. Much attention has been given in this

direction during the past few years by our

leading seedsmen of repute. Where the con-

venience is at hand and the necessary means are

at one's disposal, the earliest supplies may be

obtained by growing the plants throughout in

pots.
Cauliflowers in Pots.

For this method of treatment a start must be

made early in the New Year by sowing a small

quantity of seed thinly in shallow, well-drained

boxes, and raising in a gentle heat such as may
be found in early forcing- houses at that time of

the year. Under such conditions germination

will rapidly take place, and it is then imperative

to raise the box as close to the glass as possible so

that the young plants may receive the maximum
amount of light. As soon as the rough leaf is

discernible, the plants must be transferred to

other boxes containing a moderately light

mixture of sifted loam and decayed leaf-mould.

Prick the seedlings out about 3 inches apart,

keep them well down in the soil and make them
fairly firm. Continue to grow them on in a

similar temperature as already advised, and when
well rooted again shift them on into 3-inch pots.

These should be well dr.iined, and use a slightly

rougher soil, which may contain a dusting of

bone-meal. Pot firmly, and again as deeply as

possible without burying the leaves. When the

roots have penetrated fieely to the edge of the

pots, give them the final shift into 9-iDch pots.

Drain the pots well, but take up as little of the

space as possible and use a rougher mixture,

which should consist principally of loam with the

addition of a third part of horse-manure. When
potting avoid damaging the ball, and just cover

the same and finish off about halfway up the pot.

This will allow of a top dressing at a later date.

For a time a warm temperature will encourage

good growth, when they must be gradually

inured to cooler conditions and air admitted
accordingly, and finally a sheltered position out

of doors allotted them. Water must be given

whenever necessary, and the plants further

encouraged when root action is vigorous by appli-

cations of weak liquid manure and top-dressings.

Excellent curds or heads are obtainable by
this method, and two varieties especially

adapted for the purpose are Snowball and
Veitoh's Forcing.

CCITIVATION IN Fr4MES.
For early supplies another system much in

vogue is to raise the seedlings in autumn and
winttr the plants in cold frames. For this kind
of trf atment I always make two sowings, one in

the beginning and the second in the latter end of

September, the last-named in a cold frame. Sow
thinly and prick out the plants when quite small,

allowing a distance of about 4 inches between
them. To keep these in the best possible condition

during the winter months, they must have

all the light and air possible and any pretence at

coddling them must be avoided, though pro-

tection from sharp frost must be given. For a

warm sheltered position and placing under frames,

hand-lights or cloches the strongest plants may
be lifted early in March. Lift them with a good

ball and plant with a trowel. The remainder

should be lifted and planted out of doors in

various positions to ensure a continuation, and
planted at a distance of about 2 feet apart. For
further succession make sowings at intervals from

the end of January until the middle of April.

The same free, uninterrupted treatment of growth

should be given, never allowing the plants to

suffer from lack of moisture or become over-

crowded and drawn, always encouraging a sturdy,

hardy growth.

Preparation of the Ground.

This is an important item in the growth of the

main and later crops. Select a piece of ground

that has not previously grown any of the Brassica

tribe for at least two years. This is essential,

and no doubt does much to stimulate the growth

and prevent clubbing in the plants. Deep tillage

must be resorted to and the ground left to the

vagaries of the weather. A surface-dressing of

lime, if this is absent in the soil, will be beneficial,

and will also destroy many noxious insect pests.

Attention to Main Crops.

Frequent hoeings during hot and dry weather

will do much to keep down weeds and also resist

drought. Copious supplies of water are absorbed

by the plants if this is given, as well as

occasional doses of liquid manure-water. A good

mulch should then be applied, and this will do
much to keep moisture in the ground. In showery
weather a dusting of artificial manure may be

applied, also soot.

Varieties.

For autumn sowing. Magnum Bonum, Wal-
cheren and Autumn Giant ; and for successional

sowings in the spring Early <4iant is good for

summer and early autumn cutting, and, later.

Autumn Mammoth and Autumn Giant. There

are, however, many excellent varieties catalogued

by the various firms.

Ebiree. E. J'.eckept.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the

flower, 80 as to make a notice of it more instruc-

tive to those who may wish to grow it. We
welcome anything from the garden, whether fruit,

tree, shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they

should be addressed to The Editor, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Primroses and Polyanthuses from
Warwickshire.

Mrs. Bruce, Cooderay, Lapworth, Warwick-
shire, sends some beautiful Polyanthuses and
colourtd Primroses which, of course, are Just

now at their best. The Polyanthuses are large

and of beautiful colours, rich shades of yellow

predominating. Among the Primroses were

some good blue flowers, which Mrs. Bruce states

were even richer in colour before sunny weather

was experienced.

POLYANTUUSES FROM GUILDFORD.

Colonel Perreau, Flexford House, near

Guildford, sends some beautiful flowers of

Polyanthus. These embrace rich yellow and

deep primroEe colours, as well as white flowers

with bright orange centres. The strain is a good

one. Colonel Perreau writes: "As an old

subscriber to The Garden, I send these Poly-

anthuses for the Editor's table, and will be glad

of his opinion whether they are a good strain or

otherwise."

MeRTENSIA VIRGINICA FROM EnFIELD.

Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farms, Enfield,

sends flowers of Mertensia virginica and also

of a beautiful old rose-coloured variety which he
describes as M. v. rubra. All the flowers of this

variety aie similar in colour to the few rose-

coloured ones that are usually found among tlie

blue flowers of the type.

Cestrum elegans from Sussex.

Mr. J. Comber, Nymans Gardens, Handcross,
Sussex, sends some magnificent inflorescences

of that charming greenhouse climber, Cestrum
(Habrothamnus) elegans. These were very large

indeed, and the blossoms of an unusually rich

colour. Mr. Comber evidently thoroughly under-

stands the culture of this plant, which deserves

to be more largely grown than it is at present.

Spring Flowers from Blandfobd.

Mr. J. Rogers, Langton Gardens, Blandford,
sends a fine collection of spring flowers, all of

which are, undoubtedly, the result of good
cultivation. The Anemones and Primulas are

particularly good. Mr. Rogers writes :
" I am

sending for your inspection some spring flowers.

Primulas denticulata and cashmiriana are grown
on a north border. We have a whole border,

50 yards long and 1 yard wide, of them. They
have been in bloom now for the past six weeks,

and will continue for a long time. Thompson
and Morgan of Ipswich supplied the seed. The
Pansies and Daisies are Dickson and Robinson's

strain. Of the Anemones we grow some thousands,

including mixed varieties. They are planted

in succession so as to keep up a display until the

summer. All kinds of spring bedding we make
a speciality of."

Rhododendrons from North Wales.

Mr. Frank Owen, Rose Hill, Ruabon, sends

flowers of an early hy brid Rhododendron which we
cannot identify. It is evidently a very useful

variety. Mr. Owen writes :
'' Enclosed you will

find a few Rhododendrons for your table ; they
have been a perfect show here for the last two
weeks. We have four plants growing, one at

each corner of the Rose garden, and looking like

four glowing fires. The habit is dwarf and trailing.

Can you give me the name of this variety ?

Its colour is so pleasing and it is very early. Its

position is very exf

Beautiful Blue Primroses.
One of the purest in colour of the blue Prim-

roses that we have yet seen comes from Messrs.

Blackmore and Langdon, Twerton Hill Nursery,
Twerton-on-Avon, Bath. The flowers are aa large

as those of our finest Primroses, and the colour

is an intense violet blue, quite self, and without
anything approaching magenta. We commend
this Primrose, which should be grown in shady
spots in the garden or a moist ditch-side, and
wherever the full strength of the flowers can be

brought out.

Bunch Polyanthuses.

Several beautiful forms of this type of Poly-

anthus have been sent to us this spring, and an
excepli'jnal interesting series has come from Mr.
F. Fairs, The (iardens. Mount Harry, Sevenoaks.

The colours are exceptionally pure, a rich yellow

in particular, and for the border or flower-beds

at this season nothing is more effective or more
fragrant than the Bunch Polyanthus, or Primrose.

It is a pleasure to notice the growing popularity

of this race, which is one of the chief flowers for

grouping if the colours are decided and signs of

deterioration, either through want of division or

in the selection of the seedlings, are at once

checked.
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TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Ans'wepat—Tke Editor intends

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may
tfi, and with that object will make a special feature of the

^* Answers to Correspondents" column. All communioa-

tions should be clearly and concisely itfritten on one side

of the paper only, ami addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, iO, Tavistock Street, Cooent Garden, London,

W.C. Letters o?i busi^iesa should be sent to the PUBLISHER.

The naine and address of the sender are required in

addition to any designation he may desire to be tised in the

paper. )Vhe7i more than one query is sent, each should

be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Pampas Grass untidy {Pampas).^

The firing of^uutidy tufts of Pampas Grass,

whioh in all cases must only be lightly done, is

usually taken in hand when the worst of the

winter has gone, and is only attempted in the

case of old and much-exhausted examples. We
oonfees that we are not in favour of firing these

plants, the plan savouring too much of a species

of barbaric vandalism that is best kept out of

the garden. Not infrequently the true cause of

the creation of rubbish among the plants is due
to indifferent growth, which in turn is the out-

come of bad soil or drainage, and with these

things improved a much better result would be
secured. Very old plants, however, that are full

of rubbish and which it is desired to divide

may be lifted and slightly burned to clean them
before attempting their division.

Plants fop dry wall (L. M. Bidfo,d).~The only
plaut3 easily raised from seeds and suitable for the wall
and theBeason to which you refer would be the Aubrietias,
and it will depend upon the colour of your Tulips, if these
are not far removed frum the wall, as to what shade would
be most suitable in these plants. The chief colours in the
Aubrletias are shades of blue lilac, violet, mauve and red,

though when raised from seeds the plants vary somewhat
Id colour. Yellow or crimson Wallflowers would bloom
at the required time if the place and position are suitable
for the plants. The plants raised from seeds sown now
would not, of course, ftowertill the spring of l'.)ll.

Alyssum op Koeniffa (Edge).—Thia plant is

known as Alyssum maritimum or Sweet Alyssum, though
it is frequently catalogued as Eceniga maritlma, which is

a synonymous term. Strictly speaking, the plant is

perennial, and indeed is so if grown near tiie coast 9r on
old walls and ruins. It is alm»st invariably treated and
regarded, however, as an annual, the seeds being thinly
sown in the position in which it is intended the plants
should flower. The typical species grows about a foot
high ; the very dwarf one, which is probably the one you
require, Is only 1 inch or i inches high and is very compact.
This is known by the varietal name of nanum, or Little
Gem, and by either of these names the dwarf form is

obtainable from any seedsman. You cannot do better than
treat it as an annual, thinly sowing the seeds where the
plants are to flower. If you raise the seedlings with a view
to transplanting them, this operation must be performed
while the plants are very young.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Planting: trees in park {Arthur H.

Ryder).—The general idea whioh you have
adopted for planting the new portion of your
park with treea is a good one, and ought to
produce an ornamental and natural effect. We
should, however, advise you to plant a few Oaks
in the new part and carry some of your evergreen
trees into the older part, so that one style of

planting is carried naturally into the other.
The dotting about of the Silver Birches is a
good idea, for they will help to give a furnished
appearance until something else can grow up.
A moderately large clump of trees here and there
would be effective with small clumps and single
trees as you suggest : but moderately wide, open
spaces should be left occasionally for grass and
for the groups of Gorse and Heather which you
suggest. Hollies might well be used with Gorse
and Heather in small groups or as dot plants,
while Thorns dotted about here and there in

park-land are effective. Larch is also a good
tree to include, for it is of graceful outline and
wonderfully effective in spring when first break-
ing into leaf. A mixture of Douglas l<'ir is often

preferred to all Pine for ( ffect, on account of its

brighter green leaves. With either Pine or

Douglas Fir, however, the Birch groups
excellently, while a patch of Mountain Ash
here and there is attended with effective results,

the fruits being very bright during late summer.
The introduction of patches of Bracken here and
there would also prove an attraction and assist

in providing cover for game.

Shpubs fop beds (Herbiri s. /yiuf//).—You do uut
say whether you wish to plant your beds with a mixture of
shrubs or whether you wish to plant one kind only in each
bed. Assuming that you prefer the former method in
order to have a greater diversity of plants, we recom-
mend that you should plant evergreen and deciduous
kinds mixed. For the centre bed the following subjects
are desirable : Deciduous—Spiriea arguta, 3 feet to 4 feet,

white, April ; Prunus japonica fl.-pl., 3 feet to 4 feet,

white, May ; Berberis Thunbergii, :i feet, yellow, April
;

Kibea sanguineum splendeus, 4 feet, deep red, April
;

Cydania Maulei, 2 feet, red, l. pril ; and Cytisus purpureus,
li feet, purple. May. Evergreen—Olearia Haastii, '6 feet,

white, July
; Rhododendron odoratum, or K. azaleoides as

it is frequently called, :.i feet, lilac, .June ; Erica medi-
terranea hybrida, 1 foot, pink, winter and spring ; Erica
cariiea, 6 inches, red, spring ; and Osmanthus ilicifolius,

;! feet, flowers white, of little value. The small beds may
be planted with Diervilla Eva Kathke, ! feet to n feet, red,
summer, deciduous ; Philadelphus Lemoinei, 3 feet, white,
June, deciduous; Hypericum moserianum. 1 foot, yellow,
evergreen ; Khododendron racemosum, 2 feet, pink, ever-
green ; and Dabiecia polifolia, 1 foot, reddish parple,
evergreen. The small beds might be made to look very
nice if planted entirely with Heaths, Erica mediterranea
and B. carnea being planted in one and E. multillora in
the other. Should you preferasingle shrub in each ef the
small beds, however, Diervilla Eva Rathke and Phila-
delphus Lemoinei are suitable.

THE GREENHOUSE.
IpiS and Verbenas (Regular Reader).—

The name of the Iris of whioh you enclose a flower

is Iris japonica, known also as I. chinensis and
I. fimbriata. Though hardy in particularly
favoured spots, it must, throughout the greater
part of the country, be regarded as a green-
house plant ; indeed, the treatment you mention
is quite correct. As the Verbenas in your box
now need transplanting, they must either be
potted singly or pricked off into other boxes,
giving the young plants room to grow. You
will understand that it is as yet much too early
to put them out of doors ; indeed, the end of May
will b« a very suitable time. When it is intended
to plant them in the open ground, the bed or

border should be well dug, a reasonable amount
of manure being incorporated with the soil. A
distance of il inches between the plants is very
suitable. Whether you pot off the young plants
or prick them out into other boxes, you may, as

soon as they take hold of the new soil, just pinch
out the growing point in order to encourage a
busby habit. One stopping should suflice ; in

fact, many plants if in a light, airy structure will

break out naturally without being stopped at all.

Infopmation about Astllbes
(S. F. C. ).—To answer your letter in a satisfac-

tory manner is rendered very diflieult by the fact

that you do not give us any idea as to the treat-

ment the plants have received. The appearance
of the little piece of flower-spike would suggest
that it had been caught by the frost, as it would
be affected thereby exactly as yours has been.

If not, the roots may have been very dry and
caused the flower-beads to droop : then the sun
shining on the exposed portion, in conjunction
with the flagging, would cause damage to the

tender stem just in the spot where yours shows
it. It is, however, quite impossible to state

definitely the cause of the trouble. The cause of

your plant throwing up but few blooms is starva-

tion, as liberal treatment is very necessary to

success. We should advise you to repot your
plants, as soon as they have done flowering, in a
mixture of loam and well-decayed manure. They
must, after this, be kept under glass till they can
be placed outside without danger to the tender
foliage. Throughout the summer they are best

plunged out of doors, as copious supplies of water
are needed at that season, and as the pots get
well furnished with roots liquid manure about
every fortnight will be helpful. The object must
be to encourage good, stout crowns or eyes, as on
these alone can one depend for a satisfactory
floral display. Astilbes can be bought so cheaply
in the autumn that many cultivators prefer to
obtain fresh clumps annually instead of keeping
them throughout the summer.

Balsams damping off" (J. A. r.)-We presume
that your question refers to Balsams. If so, the damping
off was, no doubt, caused by too close an atmosphere and an
excess of moisture at the roots. Even then the decay
would, doubtless, have been checked had the young plants
been potted otf singly, buryini^ the naked stem nearly up
to the base of the seed leaves. To succeed in the culture
of Balsams the seed should be sowu in March in a gentle
heat. I'nder these conditions the young plants will soon
make their appearance, and directly the true leaves show
themselves between the cotyledons they must be potted
off singly into small pots. Ueturued to a gentle heat, the
plants will soon be furnished with roots, and directly this
happens they must be shifted into pots inches in
diameter. They must in all stages be kept as near the
glass as possible in a good light position, in order to prevent
them becoming drawn. For Balsams the soil must be of
an open nature, a very suitable compost being foriued of
two-thirds fibrous loam to one-third well-decomposed cow-
manure and a sprinkling of rough silver sand. In patting,
the soil must not be pressed down firmly, and the drainage
should be ample. The plants may be allowed to flower in
0-inch pots, or they may be shifted into larger ones, say,
9 inches in diameter. In either case, when the plants are
furnished with roots weak manure-water may be given
twice a week.

ROSE GARDEM.
Cloth Of Gold ppoducins spoptlve

gTPOWth (R. M. Jtf.).—There are numbers of
instances where Roses have suddenly thrown out
a sportive growth, producing either a distinctly
coloured bloom or an extra vigorous growth ;

but in all the oases we can recall the sporti ve growth
bore a resemblance to the parent kind. As you
are so positive your plant of Cloth of Gold has
produced a growth of quite a different character,
we oan only say it is very remarkable, and although
it might throw some light on the matter if you
sent a photograph of the plant as you suggest,
we advise you to consult some local horticul-
turist, especially one in the trade, who would
examine this plant and, if desired, propagate
from the growth. A very helpful book to study
would be " Physiology of Plants," by Dr. Paul
Soraner.

Rose Cheshunt Hybrid (/(. M. J/.). it was
quite an error in describing this Rose as a Hybrid
Perpetual on page ls3 of our Issue of April 9. It shoulil
have read "Hybrid Tea," for it was the flrst Hybrid 'i'ea

raised, having been produced from Mme. de Tartas (Tea-
scented) and Prince C. de Rohan (H.P.) in the year 1373.

Growth on stem of Rose (F. W. /.).—The
eanker is due t« the attack of the fungus Coniothyrium
fuchelianum on the Rose stem. It usually starts upon
the y«ung twigs, attacking them through any small
wound, suob as might be made by one twig rubbing against
another or pricking anotiier, or by careless pruning or even
by too vigorous growth induced by over- manuring. The
hrst indication of the disease is the appearance of red spots
round wounds. All such pieces should be cut out and
burnt so as to destroy the spores.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple shoots fop Inspection

(F. 0. M.)—The shoots are attacked by the
fungus Mouilia fructigena, which is breaking
through the diseased spots now in greyish white
patches. The diseased shoots should be removed
and the bush sprayed with half-strength Bordeaux
mixture. Not only are the shoots attacked by
this fungus, but fruits and flowers, and it causes
the too-well-known "brown rot" of fruit.

Capdinal Nectapine fpult spllt-
tlngr and tupning: bpown (Houghton).
Without seeing a sample of the injured fruit it

is difficult to say what has caused the injury.

The skin of this variety of Nectarine is remark-
ably thin and easily injured. It may be the
result of a fungoid attack destroying in parts the
outer skin of the fruit ; hence the cracking, as

the diseased skin refuses to swell with the
swelling fruit. It may be the result of scorching
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by bright gleams of sunshine striking on the
fruit while it was damp. The same indications

would follow injury from this ciuse as the other,

and would also be the cause of the skin turning
brown should the damage have been the result of

a fungu9. The trees should be at once dredged
with flowers of sulphur, which should be left on
for twenty-four hours, the trees being shaded
and the house kept close in the meantime. The
fruits, although injured, may swell to a good size

and ripen properly, but the damage to its appear-
ance cinnot, of course, be undone.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Newly made Asparagus-bed

(Wyandctl t).—You say the ground had been
well manured before the one year old roots were
planted. It will be some weeks hence before

these roots can take real hold of the soil, and as

this soil is already well enriched with manure,
no more will be needed this summer excepting
that towards the middle of June, when the

young plants will have attained a fair height,

they will be much benefited by a layer of rotten

manure being placed on the surface of the bed
over the roots of the plants 3 inches deep. This
will help to keep the young roots moist, and the

ammonia washed down by rain to the roots from
the manure will nourish and greatly help the
young plants. There will be nothing more to do
to the beds during summer excepting that they
should be scrupulously kept clear of weeds by
hoeing or weeding. The covering of manure may
be left on the beds all the winter, the grass being
cut as soon as it is dead ripe, but not a day
before. Towards the end of March next year a

dressing of nitrate of soda should be applied to

the surface of the bed—one handful to the

square yard. It should be crushed fine before

being applied. Fork it lightly into the ground
not more than 2 inches deep, and cover the bed
over with rotten manure to the depth of 3 inches.

Then line out the alley, or path, by the side of the

bed in a neat and workmanlike manner, after-

wards throwing the loose soil from the path over
the bed and the manure on its surface to the

depth of 3 inches. The plants will then be ready
to go rejoicing on their course of growth through
the summer without any further attention than
keeping free of weeds and giving them an occa-

sional watering in case the weather should prove
exceptionally hot and dry. The culture to follow

in succeeding years will be the same, excepting
when the bed gets well established it should
receive a dressing of manure 4 inches deep early

in November, so that the winter rains may wash
the goodness of the manure down to the roots. A
little grass may be cut from your bed in 1912 if

all has gone well with it ; but the less you cut
then the better it will be for the future well-

doing of your bed. It should be in full bearing
in 1913. Asparagus cutting should cease from
June 15 to 22 in the South and ten days or a fort-

night later in the North.

Suppopting' Peas and Beans (Market Gar-
dener).—Any question as to the quantity of branched
sticks needed to support a row of Peas 100 feet long must
be dependent for reply on the height of the Peas to be
staked and the size of the bundles of sticks. Peas range
in height from 2 feet to 6 feet. For the former an ordinary
good bundle may, cut down to short lenglbs, stake 20 feet
run, but tall ones may support only 10 feet run or less.

It is, without knowing the height of the Peas and the size of
the bundles of sticks, not possible to say clearer. With
respect to Beans, by which, of course, you mean Runner
Beans, these need stout, tall stakes from 10 inches to
12 inches apart along each side. Thus you would need 200
such tall stakes for a good row 100 feet long. In that case
very much depends on whether the Beans are thickly or
thinly sown. Wire-netting, if of sufficient breadth to stand
on edge and of sufficient height for the Peas, if run along
on each side of a row and here and there kept erect by
being tied to stout stakes, does very well, but the mesh
should be fully -1 inches broad. We fear 2-inch mesh is

rather too small.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cucutnbep and Violet leaves spotted OS'

/^u/i/u/;0--Iu3Ufficient details are giveu. 1 lie spotting of
the foliage is due to some cultural error, and not to the

attack of any fungus or insect pest. Either too strong
liquid manure has been used or unsuitable water for
spraying, or fumigation has been done with a too strong'
or with an unsuitable substance.

Names of plants.—i/'s. //. •/. Ba//p;/.—Anemone
apeunioa, A. blanda (dark). A. ranunculoides and Saxi-
fraga crespitosa. A. M. X.—Narcissus minor minimus.

J. M., Dumbarton, —?^\\h)\i spectabills. V. /•'.

Bright.— \, Prunus triloba; 2, Maxlllaria species, impos-
sible to identify from such a scrap. E. M. />.—Coiydalis
tuberosa alba, C. C—Rubus speciosus. (Orchard.—
Pale flower. Duchess of Westminster ; yellow, Barri con-
spicuus. Jonas.—The Anemone is the Apennine Wind-
Itower (A. apennina) and the other flower is Ornitbogalum
nutans.

SOCIETIES.
KENT, SURREY AND SUSSEX DAFFODIL SHOW.
I'HE annual einibition was held in the Great Dal],
Tunbridge Wells, on the 20th ult. A fair attesdance
marked the opening of the show. It is, however, to be
regretted that Interest—especially local—is so lacking, not
only in respect to subscriptions, but representation of the
trade. Omitting the lack of trade exhibits, those shown in
the competitive classes were generally of good merit,
equalling, if not exceeding, those of previous years and
commaBdiug a large amount of praise and admiration.
The silver cup olfered for a collection of Daffodils

consisting of thirteen varieties of each of the three groups
(Magni, Medio and Parvi C'oronati) attracted three com-
petitors, each staging an exhibit so even in quality, form
and excellence as to promote keen rivalry. The award,
however, fell to Mr. J. A. Nix, whose collection contained,
among others, beautiful specimens of Lady Margaret
Boscawen, White Lady, Rev. D. R. Williamson, Duke of
Bedford, Fair Maiden, King Alfred, Weardale Perfection,
Incognita, Ellen Barr, Frailty, Almira, Red Chief, Northern
Light, Seagull, Mme. de Graafl, &c. Mr. C. G. A. Nix was
second with White Lady, Duke of Bedford, Glory of
Leiden, Lady Margaret Boscawen, Gloria Mundi, Seagull,
Uamlet, Weardale Perfection, Dante, John Bain, Homer,
Chaucer, Fair Maiden, &c. Mr. F. Herbert Chapman was
third. In his collection there were several new seedlings,
notably Lustre (triandrus hybrid) and Minstrel (triandrus
hybrid). White Slave, Barcarolle, Weardale Perfection,
Evangeline and Ariadne were also flnely shown.
For twelve distinct varieties of Daffodils representing

the three groups as above, the Rev. G. P. Haydou was first

with Duke of Bedford, Katherine Spurrell, Chaucer, White
i;ueen, Biarritz, Cleopatra, &c. Mr. W. C. Bull was
second, showing White Lady, Lady Margaret Boscawen,
Barri conspicuus, Almira, Weardale Perfection and Sir
Watkin in good form. Miss A. L. Nix was third.
For twelve distinct varieties of true trumpet Daffodils,

the Rev. G. P. Haydon was first, showing Peter Barr, Pearl
of Kent, Cleopatra, Lord Roberts, J. B. M. Camm,
Monarch and Weardale Perfection. Miss A. L. Nix was
second with Admiral Makaroff, Weardale Perfection, Mme.
Plemp, Empress, ,T. B. M. Csmm and Santa Maria.
For six distinct single varieties, true trumpet Daffodils,

Mr. F. Barchard was first with Emperor, Horstteldii,
Mme, de Graaff and M, J, Berkeley in good form, followed
by Mr, W. C. Bull and Mr. E. M. Eversfleld.
For twelve distinct single varieties, chalice-cupped

Daffodils, the Rev. G. P. Haydou was first, using among
others Lucifer, Princess Mary, Eoster, Katherine Spurrell,
White Queen, Mrs. Backhouse and \Vill Scarlet ; Mies A, L.
Nix was second and Mr. F\ Barchard third.
For six distinct single varieties, chalice-cupped, Mr.

W. C. Bull was first, Messrs. G. F. H. Banks and J. Shep-
hard being second and third respectively.
For six distinct single varieties of saucer or flat-crowned,

the Rev. G. P. Haydon was first with Barcarolle, Bullfinch,
Sequin, Chaucer, Tomtit and Gleam. Mr. W. C. Bnll was
second and Miss A, L. Nix third.
For seedling Narcissi, three distinct varieties not in

commerce, the Rev. G. P. Haydon was first with Lord
Mllner, Heme and The Grey Mare ; second, Mr. A, J. Bliss.

I'or the finest bloom of trumpet Daffodil, the Rev. G. P.
Haydon won with Our M,P,, a beautiful bloom of a clear
yellow, Mr. C. G. A. Nix was second with Weardale
Perfection and Mr, J, A, Nix third with Hamlet.
For the finest single bloom of a chalice-cupped Daffodil,

the Rev. G. P. Haydon was aisain first with Bedouin : Mr.
.T. A, Nix second with Lady Margaret Boscawen

; and Mr,
F. Barchard third with (jphelia.
For the best saucer or flat-crowned Daffodil, the Rev.

G. P. Haydon was first with St. Cosmas.

Trade ExuiBtTs.

Messrs. Barr and Sons staged a very fine collection of
Haffudils comprising largely the more popular varieties

;

Messrs. Bunyard, G. A. Clark and Charlton and .Ions,
Daffodils and spring flowers ; and G. Reuthe, Keston, hardy
flowering shrubs and alpine plants. Mr. F. Herbert Chap-
man also put up a small table of Narcissi comprising some
new seedlings.

NORFOLK AND NORWICH HORTICULTUR.^L
SOCIEl'VS .SPRING FLOWER SHOW.

There was a time when, after several adverse " gates," the
committee thought of abandoning this fixture, but a
special appeal was made to horticulturists and sufficient
funds came in to warrant the holding of it this year, and a
very pretty exhibition it proved to be. The taklcm this

year were also some pounds in advance of last year. As
mi;iht be expected, the main feature was outdoor spriny;
flowers, but these by no means predominated the exhibi-
tion, for the pot plants and indoor flower section were
well represented. The best of the Narcissi were from
Mr, George Davison, gardener to Colonel Petre, Westwick,
lu his thirty-six bunch class and the class for twelve
varieties of trumpets he had superb blooms, and it was to
his credit that he had five of his own raised seedlings, all
of the Urge trumpet type and with wide peiianths. No
doubt these will be heard more of, for they are too good to
be lost siKht of. Mr, A Woodhouse, gardener to Sir H,
Cozens-Uardy, also exhibited in the same classes as Mr.
Davison, and had beautiful blooms of all the newest kinds ;

his arrant'ement was very i;)oi. There were, of couise,
several smaller classes, to which the many local growers of
Narcissi sent of their best.
Mr. Lewis Smith, Kurdener to Robert Fellowes, Esq.,

Shotesharn Park, achieved great success in winning first
prize for twelve bunches of hardy flowers, flrst for twelve
bunches of exotic flowers, flrst for six Orchids in pots, first
for six distinct bunches of Anemonfs, as well as many
other prizes. In his hardy flowers he hail such pretty
early plants as rrilUum grandifiora, Getitiana acaulls.
Primula rosea and Iris pumila. The Polyanthuses staged
by Mr. Frank Neave, Liogwood, were the largest ever seen
at a Norwich show, and the wonder was how he got such
immense trusses and pips.
A great feature, and one which attracted much atten-

tion, was the class for a group of Carnation blooms. Mr.
W, Laws, f.'ardener to G, E. White, Es.i , Eaton, put up a
beautiful lot, with which he secured first prize. It con-
tained such good kinds as Marmion (In fine form), Wlnsor,
White Perfection, Enchantress, Mrs. H. Burnett and
Britannia. Tulips were very short in numbers. Pansies,
Violets and greenhouse flowers were well shown. Pot
plants were all good. The challenge cup for a circular
group of Howering and foliage plants was secured by Mr.
Andrews, gardener to Captain Meade, Earsham Hall, his
arrangement being very effective. Fruits were only
represented by Strawberiies, but those shown were well
coloured. Mr. w. Chettleburgh, gardener to Colonel
Rous. Worstead, had a beautilul lot of early vegetables,
which won him first prize.
Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Limited, Norwich, made a

most artistic and effective display of flowering shrubs,
Roses in pots, with cut Rose blooms, which was greatly
commented upon for its beauty (silver medal awarded).
Hobbles, Limited, Dereham, made a feature of Roses of
the new types of ramblers and Hybrid Teas, a most prettily
arranged stand (silver medal). Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson
Nurseiies, Wisbech, brouKht a large batch of Orchids in
flower, mostly Odontoglossums (silver medal). Mr. H.
Rider Haggard also received a silver medal for his splendid
exhibit of Orchids.

OXTED AND LIMPSFIELD SOCIETY.
The spring show in connection with the above society was
held on April 27, and with regard to the large number of
competitors, as also the high excellence of not a few of the
exhibits, there was seen to be a marked advance on
previous exhibitions ; indeed, the promoters of the show,
equally with the exhibitors, have every reason to be
satisfied with the results of their endeavours. In the two
dozen or so classes arranged (or this exhibition, almost
every phase of the spring flower garden is catered for,
from the choicest Narcissi, which are grown and displayed
with ability and success, to the great variety of hardy
perenfiials, border and alpine Auriculas, Polyanthuses,
tulips and the like, a no Inconsiderable item being the
vases of Daffodils and cut flowering shrubs. Here, Indeed,
is demonstrated In an unmistakable manner that it is not
the number of the classes a schedule may contain that
makes the show a success ; rather is it the friendly rivalry
and the keenness of the exhibitors, who turn up in their
dozens. In promoting a spring show In a rural district like
Oxted this society is accomplishing a useful work.
For a collection of twelve varieties of Narcissi other

than Polyanthus forms, and for which Messrs. Birr and
Sofis ottered a silver vase as first prize, Charles A. Close,
Esq., Stonehurst, led the way, his examples of Horace
(Poeticus), Beauty, Albatross, Waterwitoh and Flambeau
being excellent. The same exhibitor also took the first
prize for four distinct varieties of Magnl-Coronati, his
series including Mme. de Graaff (beautifully finished
flowers), Admiral Togo, Weardale Perfection and Glory of
Leiden, the honour of first place falling to the same
exhibitor for four varieties of Medio-Coronati Daffodils.

1 u the class for three vases of cut flowers there were
eleven competitors, T. Hamilton-Adams, Esq , taking flrst
place with superb examples of Trillium erectum. Tulip
Keizers Kroon and Fiitlllarla Meleanris, the latter in
mixture. In the class for Auriculas, W. A. Pye, Esq., was
ahead of all comers, his Argus, Teviotdale and Ettrick,
all high-class alpine varieties, superbly ,Krown, command-
in^' attention at once. The vase, bowl or epergne classes
for Dartodils and spring flowers respectively brou^^ht many
competitors. Miss Close taking the premier prize in each
class. In the spring flower class this lady displayed
originality and taste by using, in conjunction with a
brown vase of Doulton ware, crimson and yellow Wall-
flowers, Keizer's Kroon Tulips in scarlet and gold, Berberls
Darwinli, sprays of Prunus Pissardli and a few Dolly Cup
Daffodils. In the same class Mrs. Leaf followed with
white Daffodils, red Tulips and boughs of wild Cherry
blossom. Miss Scott, who employed a blue-coloured vase,
used Muscari conicum Heavenly Blue, with flowering
shoots of Periwinkle (Vinca) and white Arabls, securing
the third prize. Space precludes a more detailed report
of this Interesting show, for which we have nothing but
praise.
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THE MIDLAND UAFt'ODIL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
Each yearthiainagnltl cent and admirably arranged exhibi-

tion Bhows uumiatakiibiD si^iis of improvement, not only
in the number of exhibits Bta^ied, I:)ut in the quantity of

high-claaa new varieties that are t<> be seen. Indeed, we
may now fairly regard it as thr leading Datfodil show in

the kingdom. This is due to a very large extent to the
organising genius and genial personality of ]Mr. Robert
Sydenham, who is so ably supported by the hon. secretary.
Mr. II. Smith, both of whom spare no pains to make the
-show a success and to make exhlbilora and visitors alike

as comfortable as possible.

CoMi'KTiTrvE Classics.

iri-oui> A. open to All.

In Class 1, for fifty varieties of Daffodils not to include
buDch-flowered sorts, there were four entries, Messrs.
€artwright and Goodwin, Kidderminster, securing first

prize with a beautiful group. The flowers here were
perfect, and included all the l>est leading sorbs as well as

new varieties. Marigold, Peter Barr, Semiramis and Marie
Hall were distinct and extra good sorts. Second honours
fell to Mr. J. Pope, King's Norton, who also staged flowers
of superb quality. Third prize was won by Mr. K H.
Chapman, Rye, whose flowers included some superb
Poeticus varieties ; and fourth prize was awarded to Mr.
C. Bourne, Bletchley.

Kor twelve distinct varieties of long trumpet Daffodils,

three of each, Messrs- Cartwright and Uoodwin were first

out of four oompetitors. Their flowers here were superb,
such sorts as Hamlet, Admiral Makarotf, Mrs. R. Syden-
ham, Mrs. H. J. Veit'^h and Lady Audrey being shown in

perfection. Mr. J. Mallender, Bantry, was placed second,
his Vizir and Sybil Forster being very good. Third and
fourth prizes were won respectively by Messrs. T. Impey
and Sous, Northfleld, and Mr. .1. Pope.
For six distinct varieties of sliort trumpet Dafl'odils

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin were first ; the Rev. J.

Jacob, Whitchurch, Salop, a good second ; and Mr. J. Pope
third.

For twelve varieties, distinct, of large-cupped Narcissi
there was strong competition, the Rev. .1. lacob winning
in fine style with superb blooms. Albatross, Whitewell,
EvangtjUne, Charles and Lucifer were all superb. Mr.
H. D. Phillips, Olton. was second, and Messrs. Cartwright
and Goodwin third.

In a similar class for small-cupped varieties, competition
was not quite BO good, but Messrs. Cartwrightand Goodwin
secured premier prize with a wonderfully clean lot of

flowers. Beacon and Edith being two of the best. The
R^?v. .1. Jacob was second.
For sis distinct varieties of true Poeticus there were

three entries, Mr. I'. H. Chapman of Rye being a good
flrst with superb flowers, his varieties beini; White
Elephant, Horace, Tennyson, Sonata, Kiugsley and
Kestrel. Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin were second,
and Mr. Christopher, Bourne, third.

Two exhibits only were staged for six distinct varieties

of flat-cupped Narcissi, the prizes being won respectively

by Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin and Mr. Pope, these
exhibitors winning in the same order for six vases of double
varieties. For six distinct varieties of bunch-flowered
Datlodils, the Rev. J. Jacob was first with superb
examples. Orient, Elvira and Ideal being the best. Orient
is a variety that we are very much taken with, its briglit

red-edged cup standing out beautifully against a bold
creamy white perianth. Measrs. Cartwright and tioodwin
were second.

Group B.—Open to Amateurs Only.

For a collection of Daffodils, twenty-five varieties,

there were seven entries, flrst prjze being won by Mr.
E. H. Wood, Ludlow, who had a verv fine lot of flowers

indeed, Gloria Mundi, Almira and Lucifer being three
of the beat. Second prize went to Mr. N. Y. Lower,
Presteign, who also staged excellent flowers. Albatross
being in tine condition. Third, fourth and fifth prizes
were won respectively by the Rev. T. Buncombe, North
Devon ; Mr. S. S. Jones, Whitchurch : and Mr. H. R.
Darlington, Potter's Bar.
There were Ave entries in the class for nine distinct

varieties of long trumpet Daffodils, first honours here
falling to Mr. N. Y. Lower for very clean and fine flowers.

Mr. H. R. Darlington was a good second.
For three distinct varieties of short trumpets there were

two entries, the prizes being won respectively by Messrs.
Lower and Darlington.
There were no fewer than eight entries in the class for

nine distinct varieties of large-cupped Daffodils, first prize

being won in fine style by Mr. N. Y'. Lower with beautiful
examples, (Jueen Alexandra and Lucifer beinj:: shown in

perfection. Mr. H. R. Dirltngton was a good second, and
J. A. Kenrick, Esq., Edgbaston (gardener, Mr. A. Cryer),

bird.
In a similar class for small-cupped varieties competition

was again very keen, Mr. Lower once more being the
champion, the Rev. T. Buncombe being placed second
and Mr. Darlington third. The flowers here wi.-re generally
very good

.

For three distinct varieties of Poeticus there were six

exhibits staged, Mr. Darlington being first with excellent
examples of Horace, Virgil and Dante. Mr. Lower was a
good second with Rhymster. Horace and Homer.

In a similar class for flat-cupped Daffodils there were
live entries, the Rev. G. P. Haydou. Canterbury, winning
first prize with Seciuin, Barn Owl and Thistle. The Rev.
T. Buncombe and Mr. Lower were second and third
respectively.

F<)r th^L-e varieties of double-flowered Daffodils five

competitors entered, J. A. Keiirick, Esq., Edgbaston
(gardener, Mr. A. Cryer), being first, and J. A. Kenrick,
Esq.. Harborne (gardener, Mx. R. laber), second.

A similar class for bunch Daffodils wa-- splendi<lly con-

tested, Mr. H. it. Darlington being first with Irene,

Aspasia and Elvira; Mr. S. S, Jones, Whitchurch, was a

good second.
Group C.

For twelve distinct varieties of Datfodils, any or all

sections, there were no fewer than nine entries, first prize

falling to Mr. H. H. Jones, Ludlow, for a very clean lot,

including good Mme. Plemp and Almira. .Mr. W. Marple,
Penkridge, was second ; and Mr. A. Taylor, Aeoek's Green.
third.

The class for six distinct varieties of trumpet Datlodils

was splendidly contested, first honours falling i > Mr. A.

J'aylor, who showed Grandee, Mme. tie 'Jraafi and Glory of

Letden in excellent form. The flrst prize in asimilarclass
for large-cupped varieties was won by Mr. K. Kowen.
Ludlow, whose best flowt-rs were Barri eonspicmus.

Group D.—Open Ui ami Exhibitor in Groii/i A, />' or (',

For six vases of Daffodils, distinct, selected from given
varieties, there was a very keen competition, first prize

being well won by Mr. J. Pope. Mr. W. Marple was
second.

In the single bloom classes the following were the first-

prize winners: For long trumpet Daffodil, yellow self,

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin ; long trumpet, other
than yellow self, Mr. A. M. Wihon ; short trumpet Datfodil,

Mr. J. Mallender; lar^e cup, Mr. H. D. Phillips; small
cup, Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin ; true Poeticus.
Mr. K. M. Crosfield : flat cup, Messrs. Cartwright and
fioodwin.

8eei>t,in(; and New Varieties.

The great attraction of Birmingham is the number of
novelties that are always to be seen there. The section
of the schedule which is devoted to them ia a large one.
Eight classes are entirely confined to seedlings and new
varieties "that have not been in commerce four years.'
The Bourne Cup (Claas M), for twelve distinct varieties
of Daffodils that have been raised by the exhibitor, was
won for the second time in succession by Mr. E. M.
Crosfield of Cossington, near Bridgwater, lie showed an
entirely different set from those with which he gained the
prize last year. Challenger is one of the beat fiowers that
he has raised— it is a large red-edged incomparabilis

;

Anchorite; Climax, a large white trumpet; Charles
Surface, a variety with dainty shell-shaped petals ; Elf,

small but very round ; and Red Rover, flat, red eye, were
some of this fine collection. The second prize went to Mr.
F. H. Chapman of Rye. He had a remarkable pink-eyed
bloom without a name. This and Henry James, another
tlat-e>ed variety, were two of the best. The Rev. G. I*.

Haydon was third.

In Class 35, for six varieties of seedlings raised by the
exhibitor, one bloom of each, like in Class ;J4, Mr. P. D.
Williams of St. Keverne, Cornwall, was first. He had
Suvia (a large incomparabilia), Volande, Byron and Norse-
man. Mr. A.M. Wilaon secured the second place.
The Cartwright (.'hallenge Cup (Class ;;s), for twelve

distinct varieties that have not been in commerce four
years (one bloom of each), was also won for the second time
running by Mr. K. M. Crosfield. He had a glorious aet of

flowers. Challenger and Anchorite we havr already alluded
to. Others of great merit were Firetail (a large all-red cup
and a pale yellow perianth), Winsome, Chintz (red cupped).
Honey Miiid(triandrus seedling) and Wraith (white Magni).
I'he runners-up were Messrs. Cartwright and (Joodwin.
Their collection included White Star (a beautiful lemon
cup and rellaxing almon<l-3haped petals). White Nectarine
(flue white giant Leedaii), Mervyn (tlie somewhat erratic
yellow Magni), Matthew Arnold (the new Poet that received
an award of merit in April from the Rojal Horticultural
.Society; and Giraffe. The third prize went to the Kev.
G. P. Haydon, wlioae collection included trumpets and
Poets.
In Class 3'.i, for six distinct varieties that have not been

in commerce four years, the Ksv. Joseph Jacoli had a very
fine little lot. Leonard ia a larv:e, refined, pure white
trumpet ; Mm. W. O. Wolseley, a good giant Leedsii (very
white) ; and Whitewell is a really first-rate incomparabilis
with a Princess Mary cup and abroad ivory white perianth
of much suDstanee. Mr. J. Pope was second with some
good flowers; perhaps the most striking were Middleton
l-avourite and the R,ev. C. Goltwaltz.
Mr. Herbert Chapman of Rye offered a cup for his

favourite class of Poets. This was the first prize in
Class 4(t, and was won by M r. A . M . Wilson with
a beautiful collection. Sarchedon was especially fine.

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin were second, and included
among their flowers were Matthew Arnold and Rudyard
Kipling. The Rev. G. P. Haydon wa"* third. He had one
particularly noticeable flower, viz., Kingsley. This variety
stood out alone. In our opinion it is one of the very best
Poets that we have.

Special mention must be made of the three blooms
which gained for Mr. A. M. Wilson the flrst prize in

the novice class for seedlings, not that he is a novice
in cultivation, but he is only just beginning to exhibit
seedlings of his own raising. Maud Muller is a par-
ticularly refined-looking white or very pale bicolor
trumpet. The perianth is placed at right angles to the
trumpet and ia of good substance and quite flat. Ttie

trumpet is somewhat narrow and long, but not out of
proportion. Levala (incomparabilia) and Genevieve (Poet)
were his other blooms.

Class 41 was for triandrua hybrids. The first prize was
a challenge cup presented by Mr. Walter T. Ware of Bath.
This produced a keen competition, for there were no fewer
than six exhibits staged. Mr. E. M. Crosfield was placed
first; Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin second ; and Mr. F.

H. Chapman third. It is impossible to particularise
among the flowers ; it is suHicieot to say that every shape

and possible colour were Included in one or other of
the collection.-;, and the whole afforded the general public
an insight into the woaderfully beautiful things that suit-

able crosses produce.

CEUTIKirATES.

There were a great many varieties put up for awards.
Only six Buccesafullv ran the gauntlet. These were
Kingsley, the Poet mentioned in the Rev. G. P. Haydon's
lot of six ; Anchorite, the beautiful white and lemon
'large cup "of Mr. E. M.Crosiield; Challenger and Fire-

tail, al.so Mr. Crosfleld's ; White Star, the lovely bloom with
long almond shaped perianth segments that was exhibited
last year tjy Mr, P. D. Williams, the raiser ; and Snow King,
a large, smooth p.-tailed Poet— .(uite llrat-rate.

The following wore the lirsL prize winners In other
miscellaneous classes : Six varieties of harwin Tulips, Mr.
I. A. Kenrick, Harborne; six varieties of Spanish Iris,

Mr. J. A. Kenrick, Edgl)a8ton ; six pots of Datfodils,
distinct, Mr. W. H. Parton, Hollywood ; six pota of single
Tulips, distinct, Mr. .U A. Kenrick, Harborne : six pots
of any bunch-flowered Daffodils, Mr. J. A. Kenrick,
E'lglnaton; six pots of spring-flowering bulbs. Mr. J. A.
Kenrick, Edgliaston. In the classes for bulbs grown in
moss fibre, the prizes for which were offered by Roy.ert
Sydenham, Limited, Mr. S. Mortimer, Rowledge, Kamham

;

Mr. W. H. Parton and Mr. J. A. Kenrick, Edgbaston, were
tbe principal winners. For a table decoration, Mr. J.

Sceancy, Harborne, was first ; bowl of cut Daffodils, Mr.
S. S. Jones won ; and for a vase of spring flowers, the Kev.
J. Jacob was first.

The silver Daffodil vase ottered by Messrs. Barr and Sons
to th<' moat auccesaful amateur or gentleman's gardener in
groups B and D was won by Mr. N. Y. Lower.

\ON-«'nMI'ETITIVE GKOr.'I'S.

These were more numerous than ever, and in many
instances the quality was very good indeed. In a few
cases, however, the fiowera were arranged too closely
together to enable visitors to see them to the best
advantage.
Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Chilwell Xurseriea,

fjowdham, staged a fine bank of splendidly grown flowers,

the colour> of most of the small-cupped varieties being
very brilli;iot indeed. Among these bright-cupped sorta
were Scarietta, Warley Scarlet, Lucifer, Scarlet Eye,
Romance, a beautiful flower with rich yellow perianth and
large broad cup, the centre of this being yellow, beautifully
edged scarlet; and Firebrand. Other notable varieties
were Bianca, Florence Pearson, a glorified Mme. de GraaM
with rather deeper and broader trumpet : Miss B. Farmer,
another of the Mme. de Graalf section with very long
trumpet ; Dorothy Kingsmill, creamy white perianth and
long, deep primrose trumpet with a dainty edge of paler
colour; .'. B. M. Canim and the b<autiful Poetaz Aspaaia.
Large silver medal.
The group arranged by Robert Sydenham, Limited,

Birmingham, was an excellent one in every way, and in

addition to a beautiful lot of Daffodils comprised Hyacinths,
Tulips, Lilies of the Valley, Spirajas au'l Lilies grown in

the firm's well-known fibre. Among the Narcissi we
specially notici d excellent examples of Lucifer, Red Crest.
Seville, a wonderful flower with pure white, broad-aeg-
niented perianth and large, rich orange cup ; and Glitter
among the bright cupped varieties, of the large trumpet
varieties King Alfred, Glory of Leiden, maximus, Wear-
dale Perfection and Mme. de Graaff were superb. Other
beautiful varieties were White t^ieen, Ariadne and White
Lady. Large silver medal.
R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, staged a fine group of

well-grown Narcissi, these comprising many leading
varieties. Among those which called for special mention
were Fire Fjame, Homespun, Seabird, Horace and Cassan-
dra, two beautiful Poets; Albatross and J. B. M. fanim.
The Poetaz section was well represented in this group,
Elvira, Irene, Triomphe and .Vlsace being shown in splen-
did condition. In addition to the Daffodils, Messrs. Bath
had a few examples of their beautiful large-flowered

Pansies, which ^cited general admiration, .silver medal.
Messrs. Dickson's, Cheater, had a email but varied

collection of Narcissi and also some excellent examples of
the graceful little Primula malacoides in pots, together with
a few Gerberas. The Narcissi included such varieties as

Albatross, Elaine, White Leedaii, Firebrand, Johu.stonii

(^ueen of Spain and Mra. J. B. M. Camm. Silver medal.
Measrs. R. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, exhibited

a small but beautiful collection of hybrid Gerberas, the
colours among these being a revelation to many. In
addition there were three vases of the beautiful Lyon
Rose, the colour of which harmonised splendidly with that
of the Gerlieras. Silver-gilt medal.
The Daffodils from Meaara. Hogg and Robertson,

Limited, Mary Street, Dublin, were a very beautiful lot

indeed, and were arranged so as to show each variety to
perfection. A good number of bright-cupped sorts were
to be seen, among these being excellent examples of
Flamingo, Mona, Firebrand, Orifiamme, Lucifer and Will

Scarlet. Ireland s Eye was a beautiful tiat-eupped flower

with a broad, pure white perianth, the large cup being rich.

yellow, tinted orange. Child of the Mist was an almost-

pure white trumpet variety closely resembling in shape
Mme. de Graiff, except that the trumpet was broader.

Mra F. W. Moore ia another of the Mme. de (Jraalf

section, the lar^e, long trumpet being primrose, very

faintly tinted apricot, l.irge silver mtdal.
A good group of Narcissi came from the Lissadell

Bulb Farm, Sligo, some beautiful Poets especially attract-

ing attention. Among these were Homer, (Jueen Maene,
Muriel and Horace. In addition we noticed several

excellent unnamed seedlings of this section, other
notable varieties in this group were Mrs. Percy Koster,

Weardale Perfection, Mrs. K. Sydenham and Maggie May.
Small silver medaL
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Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sods, Birmingham, put up a
large and varied group of well-grown flowers which were,
however, rather too crowded. The old Gloria Mundi was
well shown here : and Poetaz Elvira, Duchess of West-
minster and Vesuvius were other well-grown flowers.
Silver medal.
The group of Narcissi shown by Miss Currey, Lismore,

Ireland, was beautiful in the extreme!, all thellowers being
of grand substance and colour throughout, and fully
deserving the gold medal that was awarded- The bright-
cupped varieties were particularly beautiful and clean.
Among these we noticed Warley Scarlet, Red Empt-ror,
Oracle, Joan of Arc and Geraldine. lu addition there were
many beautiful varieties of other sections, notable
among them being Maggie May, Evangeline and (jueen
Sophia.

Messrs. R. Wallaceand Co., Kilnfield Gardens, Colchester,
put up a beautiful lot of Dattodils, and also Darwin and
other Maytlowering Tulips, as well as Gerberaa and rock
plants, the whole forming a very attractive display indeed.
Large silver medal.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, fleading, staged a large bank of
their noted Cinerarias in groups of distinct colours and
types, the whole creating a picture of great beauty and
attracting considerable attention. Silver-gilt medal.
The rock garden arranged by Bakers of Wolverhampton

was very attractive, this being designed in a series of
gullies and bays and freely planted with flowering rock
plants in season. Gold medal.
The group of Narcissi staged by Messrs. Karr and Sons,

Covent Garden, was exceedingly interesting, and th«
arrangement far above the ordinary. There were (luite a
number of extra good varieties shown in it, and many of
these were of first-class quulity, including Royal Star,
Fire (JiieLU, Bianca, Homer, Firebrand. V'ictory, Suow
King, Aspasia, Incognita and Henri Vilmorin. Two
seedlings that specially attracted our attention were
a beautiful Poeticos variety named Socrates and a
rich yellow self trumpet. The Poeticus was a perfect
flower, and might be fairly classed as the richest-eyed
flower of its class in the show. It had a good solid
perianth and broad eye, this being mar'_'ined with a broad
hand of rich blood crimson. Tlie trumpet varit-ty was an
unnamed seedliog from King Alfred, and, in addition to
its intensr rich yellow colour, possessed perfect form and
refinement. Silver-i^ilt medal.
Mr. S. Mortimer, Rowledge, Farnham, Surrey, exhi

bited a very beautiful collection of Polyanthuses, the
distinct colours showing' up to great advanta-e. The deep
yellows were very fine indeed, and the crimson and purple
fiowers, too, found much favour with vi'^itora. Large
silver medal.

Messrs. Hewitt and Co., Solihull, had a small group of
Roses and Gerberas, the whole being well arranged.
Silver medal.
The group of new Datfodils staged by the Rev. G. H.

Eogleheart was a very fine one indeed, and attracted a
great deal of attention. Unfortunately, they ^ere all

shown under numbers, which renders it useless to refer
to them in detail. Silver-;;ilt medal.
Messrs. W. T. Ware, Limited. Bath, had a small group of

very choice NarcisU, mostly of the Poeticus section.
Lighthouse, Mont Blanc and Comet lieing three of the
best. L*rge silver medal.
Mrs. Backhouse, Sutton Court, Hereford, had a delightful

group of setdliug Dattodils, among which were some
remarkably flue flowers, many of which will doubtless be
named in course of time. Silver medal.
Mr. A. M. Wilson, Bridgwater, had a wonderful group of

the newer varietiefl. Beraeker. a large yet refined self
yellow trumpet ; Kestrel, a beautiful and still the best
Poeticus : Sarchedon, a vtiy thick Poeticus of good form

:

Challenger, a short-cupped variety with large perianth ot
pure wliite ; Algicha, a dainty and refiued little Putt ;

and Whisper, short cup, pale lemon, were some of the best
fiowers. Silver-gilt medal.
At the diuner, which was kindly given by Mr. Robert

Sydenham at the Grand Hotel to various friends of the
society, there was an excellent gathering of Daffodil enthu-
siasts. After the loyal toast, the Rev. J, Jacob, in a splen-
did oratorical eftort. proposed "The Judges and Exhibitors,"
and in doing so referred to the great loss the society ha!
sustained in the death of Professor Hillhouse. He was
pleased to be able to tell them that the show this year
was a substantial advance on any they had previously
held. Mr. P. R. Barr aud Mr. W. T. Ware ably responded.
Mr. P. D. Williams, in proposing the "Midland Daffodil
Society," said that the society undoubtedly owed its success
to the generosity and good management of Mr. Robert
Sydenham. The Rev. G. H. Engleheart, in responding,
paid a great tribute to the work of the hon. secretary, AJr
fl. Smith. Mr. Sydenham, in proposing " The Visitors,"
also referred to the work of Mr. Smith. He said it was a
very great pleasure indeed to him to yearly welcome
visitors to the show aud to see the many excellent new
seedling.s that were staged. After the toasts had been
-disposKj of, the Rev. G. H. Eogleheart ofcned a discussiuH
on Dattodils, which will be dealt within the Rev. J. Jacob's
Daffodil notes next week.

BRECONSHTRE DAFFODIL AND SPRING FLOWER
Si ici E rv.

The fourth annual show of the above society was held in
iho Market Hal], Brecon, on April Jti. It was again a
great success, altliough three or four usual competitors
were unablo to exhibit owing to unavoidable causes. The
date fixed proved to be a little late for the district, and the
early varieties undoubtedly showed signs of having been
kept. Comparing the present show with the first, which
was held in the Parish Hall, no one could fail to note
a great advance iithe way the flowers were staged and aleo

lu the accuracy of naming. This must be very gratifying
to the energetic president, Lord Glanusk, who takes
the greatest personal interest in everything that concerns
the society, and also to the indefatigable secretary, Miss
A. de Winton, who, report says, begins to count the days
to the next directly one show is past. A successful
society must necessarily bear the impress of one person :

and so it is at Brecon. The strict limitation of the extra-
Daffodil classes and exhibits to spring fiowers diflieren-

tiates this sliow from others. The stand of the local nur-
seryman, Mr. Alfred t^uarrell, it is true, was filled with
Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Ferns and similar things ; but
then there is no rule without an exception.
With regard to the exhibits, we must congratulate Mrs.

Christy of Llangoed on her first effort as an exhibitor.
Her six large trumpets were a splendid set of blooms, and
received a special commendation from the judges. The
six varieties shown were Admiral Togo, Mme. Plemp,
impress, Mrs. Camm, Mme. de Graaff and Glory of
Leiden.
Among the trade groups, Messrs. Barr aud Sons were

awarded a gold medal for a fine large exhibit of choice
Daffodils and a small ccUection of alpioes and Tulips.
Among the former we noticed Cygnet, a delightful white
trumpet ; Amazon, a well-shaped Leedsii which is excel-
lent for showiui; ; Buttercup, the expensive Campernelle
hybrid ; Cassandra, one of the earliest and best of the
new Engleheart strain ; Strongbow, a stiff blcolor incom-
parabilis of the old Backhousei type ; Resolute, a new
Nelsonii ; Beacon and Duchess of Westminster.
There was also a nice collection from l.issadell, but it

arrived late, and when we saw it the fiowers badly wanted
water— Will Scarlet, the marvellous large red-cupped
kind; Maggie May ; Firebrand; Phyllis, a good low-priced
Leedsii ; and Acme, the lovely red-eyed Poet that not many
years ago was worth a king's ransom.

Messrs. Heath and Son were awarded a silver medal for
a small group of spring flowers. We noticed Caltba poly-
petala. Primula ciliata purpurea magnittca and the rare
Fritillaria Elwesii with its prettygreenishfiowers. Messrs.
H. and W. Evans had another little lot, whieh included
some good varieties of Iris pumila, Aubrietia Lavender,
SaxifragaClibraiiii, Ac. The prize-winners in the competi-
tive classes included Lady Salt, Mr. Moore Gwyn, Mrs.
Woosnam, Miss M. de Winton, Miss A. de Winton, Mrs.
Mitchell, Mrs. Raikes, Miss Venables, Mrs. Christy, Mrs.
Ray, Hon. Mrs. Cowper Coles, Mrs. Dumaresq Thomas,
Mrs. Lloyd. Mrs. Came Ross, Lord Glanusk, Mr. H. Gray,
Mr. Came Ross, and two children, Mtss Morgan and Master
P. Williams. It was curious to note how almost every-
one who exhibited received a prize in one class or another.
The competition was almost entirely local ; there was only
nne competitor who did not reside in the county of
Brecon.
A useful feature, which other societies might with

advantage to the general public copy, was the issuing of a
printed list of all the exhibitors In each class, with the
description of each copied from the schedule.

I'HE HEREFORDSHIRE SPRING FLOWER SOCIETY.

The first venture of a new society must always be a source
of considerable anxiety to those who have the control of
affaire. It must, therefure, have beeu a great relief to Mr.
H. J. Baltey, the chairman of committee, and to Miss
Alice Barneby, the energetic and enterprising secretary,

to see the shire Hall filled with such a large and good
collection of Dattodils and spring flowers when the judges.
Miss Williams, R. W. Wallace, Esq., and the Rev. J. Jacob,
commenced their duties on April '17. The whole presented
a very smart appearance from the raised platform at the
further end of the ball. There was a deep green dado all

round the walls, and the same material covered the central

stages and hung like a curtain above the topmost tier to

divide one side from the other. The only criticism we feel

that we ought to make Is that if the attendance later on in

the day was large, the alleys or gangways would be, we
fear, a little narrow.
The arrangement of the schedule, as far as Daffodils were

concerned, was a little out of the C'"'mmon. Out of eleven
classesdevoted to them no fewer than seven were for collec-

tions, which were to include flowers of the ditterent groups
into which for a long time past they have been divided,
viz., Magni-Coronati, MedinCoronati and Farvi-Coronati.

This arrangement worked well, for there was keen com-
petition in every class but one. The class for a collection

of twelve kinds of unnamed Daffodils was full to overflow-

ing, and took a considerable amount of the jadgea' time
before they could decide which were to be the prize-

winners. This seems an excellent idea to encourage
beginners and get a bite. The committee have acted
wisely in setting such a tempting bait, and we hope they
will manage to hook some good future exhibitors. In
Class 2, for fifteen varieties. Sir John Llewelyn, Bart

,

easily carried off the ttrst piize with a beautifully clean

and fresh assortment, including Buttercup (the lovely

giant Jonquil), Firebran<l and Gloria Mundi. This last

was excellently coloured : in fact, all through the show
the brightness of the red cups was most noticeable. Mrs.
H. J. Bailey was second with a good lot of blooms. In
Class 7, for twenty varieties, no bulb to exceed lOs. in

value. Mr, X. V. Lower was flrst. Included among bis

flowers were good examples of Gloria Mundi, Lucifer,

Blood Orange, Beacon, White Lady and Waterwitch. It

was a fine exhibit, and the Rev. A. C. Lee was second.
In the three single bloom classes Mrs. H. J. Bailey secured
two firsts and one second. Hit flowers were very good
examples of their different kinds, aud showed careful

culiivatiou. The other prize-winners in the Dafl'odil

section were Mrs. Arkwright, Miss Bird, Mrs. Davenport,
Miss Bosley, Miss E. Barnes, Mrs. R. Heygate, Miss Alice
Baineby, Rev. R. H. Wilmot. and Master Charlie Hoiton

(children's class). In the decorative and spring rtower
section special mention must be made of a very simple but
charming exhibit by Mr. W. T. Barneby of a basket of
flowers. It was a delightful arraugementof pink Cydonia
japonica and Amelamhier canadensis in a brown thin-
twigged basket, and was much admired.
Another feature was the excellent miniature rockery or

rock garden, in which the Rev. R. H. Wilmot placed his
collection of eighteen varieties of hardy spring flowers.
It was composed of tufa and granite ehippings, and the
whole was splendidly arranged, with every part most care-
fully balanced. A fiat surface of stone was relieved by a
mass of Primula cortusoides and a tuft of Orobus alba
rosea : while out of a little mass of ehippings appeared
Viola gracilis or Primula Forrestii. The front had a bay,
which was just about large enough to hold the show-card.
We noticed that a space of about 12 inches or lb; inches
was left between each group. This gave a wonderfully
good appearance to the different little collections and was
well worth the space expended.
There was strong competition in the members' classes

for hardy flowers and shrubs. Unfortunately, in several
cases, the rules of the schedule were not observed, and we
noticed the ominous words, "See other side.' No doubt
another year this will be changed.

In Glass 1^1, for shrubs, Lady Rankin j'Ut up a really
beautiful collection—splendidly arranged and each item a
fine example of its kind. Cydonia japonica, Grevillea
rosmariniflora, and Magnoliastellataware Al. The second
collection was made up of rarer kinds, but lacked effective
grouping and spacing. We noted in it Cytisus Ardoinei,
Piptanthus nepaleusis.Amygdalus nanus, Lonicera tatarica
andL. fragrantissima. other prize-winners were Mrs. H. J.
Bailey, Mrs. Davenport, Miss E. Armitage, Mrs. H. B.
Mynors, Mr. W. T. Barnel)y, Mrs. G. Williams, Mrs. A. W.
Foster, Lady Evelyn Cotterell, Rev. J. S. St. John, Miss
Joyce Croft, Lady Croft, Miss Hopton, Mr. C. P. Bird, Rev.
H. Mallinsou and Mrs. Heygate.
In the trade exhibits the most important were those of

Messrs. Barr and Sons, The King's Acre Nursery Company,
Mr. G. Rtuthe, Messrs. Heath and Co., Mr, J. Wilson and
Messrs. H. and W. Evans.
These were all good and interesting in their respective

lines.

CROYDON AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
MUTCAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.

A cAi'iTAL attendance of members at a recent meeting
held at the Sunflower Temperance Hotel, George Street,
gave a hearty welcome to Mr. J. Watson. B.Sc, Red-
hill. The title of his lecture was " Leaves," and appro-
priate to his subject he quoted the words of Ruskin, who
says, "Leaves take all shapes as if asking to examine
them." The society's electric lantern portrayed some
grand slides the lecturer brought with him, and
with this aid be was better able t* convey to
his audience the structure of the leaf. In examin-
ing this structure of a transverse section we And
it is composed of the upper and lower epidermis or
skin, and between these the cells, through which passes
the food of the plant taken up with the sap from the
roots. The fiow of moisture passing through the plant Is

in excess of the plant's requirements, and this excess is

passed into the air we breathe through open channels in
the leaf called itomata. Thestomataacta double purpose,
for while they allow this escape of moisture, they admit
also the carbon dioxide for their nutrition, which Is chemi-
cally broken up by the chlorophyll or green colouring matter
in the leaf. This process helps us to comprehend the
economy of Mature. The arrangement of the leaves on a
plant in the most favourable position to get sunlight is

another point to be considered by the observer. Another
study is the adaptation of the leaves of a plant to its

environment, aud an example of this is illustrated by the
Water Crow's-foot. The part of the plant growing above
the water has its leaves of considerable surface, while those
submerged are of niucli finer substance and afford the
greatest surface they possibly can to allow the plant to
retain the gases for its food. In the Cacti we have an illus-

tration of a different arrangement. For the many months
they are without water at the roots, Nature has ordained
methods of retention of moisture to serve the plant, and
leaves to a plant of this kind would be a positive danger
to Us welfare. The Thistle furnishes us with an illus-

tration of flower protection, the thorny structure being so
arranged to prevent ants and other insects climbing up to
roll the nectar from the flower. The nroposal of a very
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Watson received unanimous
support from the audience. Mr. 0. Jeal, Waddon Lodge
Gardens, staged half-a-dozen Cabbages Sutton's Early
.\prll, which were much admired.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS-
ASSOCIATION.

The last meeting of the sessiuu took place on \\"ednesday
evening, April :i7, aud was given up to competitions in
vase dt coration. Flowers and foliage were kindly provided
by the members, and great interest was shown iu the pro-
ceedings. Head-gardeners aud foremen took one class, and
the prize-winners were: Mr. A. Histead. Shiplake, flrst:

Mr. W. H. Scott, Twytord, second ; Mr. A. Mackenzie,
Wargrave, third; and Mr. J. Shipley, Shiplake, fourth.
The class for journeymen did not produce so many com-
petitors. The prize-winners were : Mr. A. Keep, Scarlets
Park, first ; Mr. E. Harris, Shiplake, secoud ; aud Mr.
P. Allen, Scarlets Park, third. Messrs. Pope, Stanton and
Tunbridge kindly acted as juds'es, and had a ditticult task
^o oerform. The flowers weie f -rwarded to the Readinu'
Hospital the following morning.
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THREE POPULAR SWEET PEAS.

Primrose. Mrs. Collier.

Carmine, Jolin Ingman.

Maroon, Black Knight.
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a jewel of its race ; Agnes Cook, a pecu-
liarly transparent primrose yellow

;

Beauty, an old rose shade and an entirely

new form ; and Dorothy Cutts, which
has been pronounced the most remarkable
development of recent years. The follow-

ing description is from one who has had
a life acquaintance with the Auricula
in its many variations : "A fine-shaped
fancy Auricula of an extraordinary
novel type ; its yellow ground, tinged
with a beautiful copper colour, is its

best characteristic, and there is an
adherence to the true florist type of a self

."Vuricula ; the tube and paste are practi-

cally perfect."

\t a recent meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society manv exquisite flowers

were shown, and three were given the
award of merit—Dorothy Cutts, Mai and
Canary Bird—out of many fonns which
for perfect colouring, form and strength

of stem are unrivalled. There is a great

future before these flowers, yellows as

pure as the yellow of the Primrose, red

as rich as rubies—Harrison Weir as an
example—and the deep violets as rich as

the Violet of wayside banks ; Favourite
and Mikado, of an intense colour. Among
the yellow flowers May Da}' is one of the
most popular for the warmth of its colour-

ing and remarkable vigour. From these
beautiful varieties one's thoughts go to

the

Alpine Auriculas,

which are, perhaps, of more importance to

the beginner. A cloud of colour and the

sweetest of scents come from this type.

It must not be forgotten that all the
Auriculas are hardy ; but the colouring of

the finer forms asks for shelter from the

storms of rain and wind of spring. The
alpines that gave the writer most pleasure
—but there is not a flower that is poor
or uninteresting in this collection—are

Mrs. Markham, Mrs. Douglas, Phyllis

Douglas, Firefly, .\dmiration, Argus,
Ettrick, Teviotdale, Urania, (for which
Mr. Douglas received a first-class certi-

ficate twenty years ago), Duke of York,
The Bride, Rosy Morn, Elegant and
Una. These comprise varieties of

strong growth, bearing large spikes or

trusses—whichever one is pleased to call

them—and displaying a series of warm
shades distilling a scent that fills the
house in which they are sheltered or the
outdoor garden. It is surprising that
such flowers have ever suffered from the
scowls of Fashion. It is to be hoped that
in the near future not only these but the
selfs and the edged Auriculas wiU once
again " become popular "—to use an
ugly expression.

The plants are easily raised from seed,

which should be sown in pots in July,
preferably in a frame, and the seedlings will

flower in about eighteen months, nothing
being required but careful attention

;

that is, no coddling, but a soil maintained
at an even condition of moisture, and
watchfulness when the seedlings open.
The seedlings that come from Great
Bookham show an extraordinary high
degree of merit, because they are from

seed saved from the finest forms. We
wish space allowed for a more detailed

description, but hope sufficient has been
written to further quickly and strongly

the " Revival of the Auricula "—the

sweetest flower of spring.

Perhaps some of the readers of these

notes may wish for a selection of the

more classic of the Auriculas, those de-

scribed as edged varieties—flowers of

delightful beauty, appealing, peihaps, more
to the connoisseur than the ordinary
amateur. Here is a brief list : Green edged—
Mrs. Henwood, Shirley Hibberd and Abbe
Liszt

;
grey edged— George Lightbody

(raised in 1845), Marmion and Richard
Headly ; white edged —• Conservative,

Acme and Smiling Beauty. Auricula-

time we anticipate with even greater

pleasure than in the past. The Auricula
has reasserted its right to the place in the

procession of spring flowers. It should
join with the Daffodil in scenting and
colouring the garden before the days of

spring have lost their fragrance.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

May 24.—Royal Horticultural Society. Great

Spring Show, Inner Temple Gardens, Thames
Embankment, 12 noon to 7 p.m. Admission los.

May 25.—Royal Horticultural Society. Great

Spring Show, Inner Temple Gardens, Thames
Embanliment, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Open to public

12 noon to 7 p.m. Admission 2S. 6d.

May 26.—Royal Horticultural Society. Great

Spring Show, Inner Temple Gardens, Thames
Embanlvraent, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. .\dmission is.

those who wish for beautiful effects in the grouping

of trees, shrubs and flowers than the present. Blue-

bells are hiding the grass with their Uttle forests of

fiower-stems, the rock garden is full of interesting

alpines in the full flush of beauty, and the Lilacs

are approaching perfection. The Daffodils are

passing away, but silvery gleams of colour come
from the Poet's Narcissi, one of the most beautiful

of all flowers for naturalising in grass. The Irises

are beginning to flower, and every day brings out

some feature of interest both to botanist and gar-

dener, whether amateur or otherwise. No botanic
I garden in the world is more beautiful than Kew

;

it possesses not only great scientific interest, but

the plants are shown under the best possible

conditions.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
Owing to the death of the King, the annual dinner,

which was to have been held on the 19th inst., has

been postponed.

West of England Chrysanthemum
Society.—The schedule containing particulars

of the above society's annual exhibition, to be

held in the Plymouth Guildhall on November 15

and 16. is now being issued. There are a number
of open classes in addition to those for exhibitors

residing in the district. The hon. secretary is Mr.

Charles Wilson, 4, North Hill, Plymouth.

British Gardeners' Association—The
annual general meeting of the members of this

association will be held at Carr's Restaurant,

Strand, London, W.C, on Wednesday, May 25

(second day of the Temple Show), at 7 p.m.

A new Orchid (Odontoglossum Rossianiae

rubens).—There is not a meeting of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society that does not bring forth some new
and beautiful Orchid. Among the many delightful

recent additions to the Odontoglossums, that

named O. Rossianiae rubens will rank as perhaps

the most distinct. The flowers are of the daintiest

form, exquisitely marked, the segments pointed,

and there is nothing approaching an abnormal

size, while the ground colour is soft hlac, barred

and dotted with dull crimson. A decided bar of

this colour is placed longitudinally at the base of

each segment, and this gives a star-Hke appearance

to the flower (see page 239). It was shown by a

French raiser, M. Henri Graire, Amiens, France,

at a meeting of the society on April 19, and

given an award of merit.

The Royal Gardens, Kew, in spring.

The gardens at Kew are in their spring dress, and

no season is more likely to provide lessons for

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A floriferous Hyacinth.—I enclose a

photograph (see illustration on page 240) of a

freak Hyacinth which may be interesting to other

readers of The Garden. I should like to draw
attention to the fact that it has eight spikes, each

growing direct from the centre of the bulb,

which is perfectly free from side shoots. This

freak is in the possession of J. Taylor Howson.
Esq., Newcastle, Staffs.—T. Bently, The Gardens,

West View, Newcastle, Staffs.

Alpine flowers under glass.— In reply to

" A Lover of Alpines," page 210, I did not give a

Ust of plants simply because such a list was given

in the very issue in which your correspondent raised

his original protest. I must, however, respectfully

differ from him when he writes, " assuredly Saxi-

fraga burseriana and all its varieties are not of

the number " that are benefited by such protection

as a cold house affords. In this your correspondent

would appear to be leaning very much on the

imagination ; but once he has broken down his

prejudice and grown a few of the choice things

under glass, he will realise as he has never done

before that, however beautiful and welcome these

early flowers may be in the rock garden, not one-

half of their exquisite beauty and charm is there

revealed. In the cold house, untouched by frost

and saved from the pelting rains that rob them of

their great beauty as open-air plants, the flowers

possess an enhanced beauty as well as purity of

tone, while remaining in presentable condition

for about double the length of time. Moreover,

by being brought nearer the vision, the subjects

appear in a new light and are open for a closet

study than is possible, or at least convenient,

in the open. I do not claim for the cold green-

house immunity from " slug molestation," but 1

do most emphatically hold that the diminished

possibilities of retreat and the increased possi-

biUties of the discovery of the slug are as a hundred

to one chance when compared to the frame. A
glass structure of any description to some is an

abomination ; to others it is tolerated as a necessary

evil. For my part I see no reason why early

alpine flowers should not be gathered together for

protection under such a roof. It is certainly

better than disfiguring the rock garden by so many
sheets of glass at every turn, and all for the one

thing—protection from the weather. " A Lover

of Alpines" says: " I maintain that anyone may
grow alpine plants out of doors without any cover-

ing better than with it." I agree. The cold

house is not concerned with growing the plants,

but merely protecting them when flowering-time

comes round. And where is the pleasure of

growing a plant for a year whose beauty at flower-

ing-time may be sacrificed to the pelting rain-storm
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of an hour or much less ?—E. H. Jenkins.

[This correspondence must now cease.

—

Ed.]

Poisonous plants in the conservatory.
The above subject, about whicli your correspon-

dent " Hayward's Heath " seeks further infor-

mation, is a very interesting one to me. It is

some ten years now since I grew Primula obconica.

Previous to that time I had never experienced

any ill-effects from the plants, although I had

come daily in contact with them. At the place

where I was then we had a large batch of them
nicely in flower, and, of course, the foliage fully

developed. I had been using them for furnish-

ing the house and conservatory. A day or two
after this a nasty itching sensation commenced
between my fingers, which was quickly followed

by a rash on my hands and arms. It continued

for several days and gradually became worse ; so

I consulted a doctor, who treated me for eczema.

I was under his treatment for some time, but did

not get any better. So I went to an old chemist

who was an authority on this disease. He e.xamined

me and told me that I had been poisoned.

He enquired of me my occupation, and when I told

him, he said that I had been poisoned with

Primula obconica. He
treated me for it and
cured me. He said that

it was possible to be

poisoned by it, although

one might not have
handled it. He explained

how this poison came from
under the leaves, and said

that one might be poisoned

by a puff of wind distri-

buting the dust-hke sub-

stance about the place. I

have never been troubled

by the P. sinensis varieties,

and I do not think that

P. obconica would poison

everybody. I think a deal

depends upon the sensitive

nature of one's skin. I

have seen men rub the

leaves between their hands.

also on their face, and feel

no ill-effects afterwards. I

would like to know if any-

one who had once been

poisoned with P. obconica

had commenced to grow it again, and with

what results.

—

Edward Montague, Grey Court

Gardens, Ham.

the plants advance in growth the sticks will become
hidden. Lilies should have each spike staked out

separately to prevent them rubbing together,

which will cause bruising. Aquilegias, Cam-
panula persicifolia, Rchmannias and other plants

with the same slender growths will have a better

appearance if staked out singly. The tips of

brown Bamboos will be found very useful for this,

and they are hardly visible. Vacancies caused by
the removal of Polyanthuses, Wallflowers, Narcissi

and other early flowering subjects must be filled.

.Antirrhinums, I'ansies, Dianthus, Gaillardias and
Coreopsis raised for this purpose should be planted.

A few summer-flowering Chrysanthemums should

be reserved to flU up the blanks that occur when
Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells and Aquilegias

have finished flowering. Keep the borders well

stirred and free from weeds by the frequent use

of the hoe.

Water Lilies.—This is an excellent time to plant

these. From 18 inches to 5 feet of water will

meet the requirements of all sections. The
strong-growing Marliacea varieties should be

planted in the deeper water and the Laydekeri

section in the shallow parts. Put some good

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.

HERB.ACEOUS BORDERS. — Many
plants will now require attention

with regard to staking. Paeonies,

Delphiniums, early flowering Phloxes,

Pyrethrums, &c., are making rapid

growth, and some support should

be given them before the growths get too heavy,

when rain often beats them down. In staking, the

idea must be to give the plants as natural an

appearance as possible. This can be accom-

plished in many cases by the use of twiggy ends of

Pea-sticks. Bushy-growing plants should have a

few sticks placed among the growths and some
round the clump. To keep these together pass a

string round, and it will strengthen them, .-ks

THE NEW ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSSIANI^ RUBENS.

loam in a round basket, peg the plant in it to

prevent it floating, and sink it in the water. If

the water can be drained off, a few stones can be
arranged round the basket to hide it ; this will

give a more natural appearance. This cannot be
done unless the water can be got in again quickly.

Bamboos.—Where new plantations are to be
made or any transplanting to be done, it should
be attended to at once. The site selected for

planting should have been well manured and
trenched previously. When the plants are in

their places, a mulching of rotten manure will be
beneficial to their welfare. A colony of the various
species makes a pleasant retreat when planted
close to a lake or pond.

Fruits Under Glass.

Early Peaches.—Draw the foliage away from
fruits that are ripening to allow the sun to get at

them. If the borders are dry, give them a good
soaking and cease overhead syringing.

Successional Houses.—Attend closely to the

tying of the growths and the thinning of the fruits

in the later houses. SjTringe the trees overhead freely

morning and afternoon and keep plenty of moisture

about the floors. E. C. Pooley.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR TH1-: NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Early Chrysanthemums.—The difficulty ex-

perienced by the majority of growers this spring

in securing cuttings of these fine plants has natu-

rally kept back the planting. Nothing is to bo

gained by planting in a hurry plants that are not

sturdy. Those who have deferred planting until

now will probably have finer displays than those

who had their plants out three weeks ago. Many
will have to be content with old plants this year,

and these not over-robust. Rich but perfectly firm

soil is the most suitable for this plant.

Pentstemons.—These may now, with advantage,
be planted out where they are to flower. Few
flowers make a finer bed than a good strain of the

large-flowered forms. Large beds are, of course,

best ; but where it is intended to utilise this plant

for small beds, plant Newbury Gem. There are

now several shades of this fine bedding plant,

and also a white form.

Antirrhinums.—These, too, may well be planted

now. Like the Pentstemons, they make fine

effects in large beds or

borders and are more bril-

liant in colour than the

Pentstemons, succeeding,

too, in drier positions.

.Many beautiful new shades

_..^. are to be had. For most
purposes the intermediate

type is best, as the flowers

are as fine as those of the

tall sorts and less trouble-

some ; little or no staking

is required. The dwarf
type is useful as edging for

large beds or for filling

small ones.

Fruit Garden.
Peaches.—A sharp look-

out must be kept for green

fly on the young shoots.

These soon get established

if not immediately
attacked and routed. An
excellent remedy is to

spray with a weak solution

of XL All insecticide

which, if applied with

a spraying syringe, is very economical, as the

quantity required is small. Begin disbudding

quite early, and do this gradually and systemati-

cally. If a good set has been secured, thin the

fruits partially at an early date.

Other Fruits.—Plums and Cherries are often

attacked quite early in the season with green or

black fly, and as in the case of Peaches, the earlier

these pests are dislodged the better. Sometimes
it is necessary to disbud some varieties of Plums
much in the same way as Peaches. . See to this

now, as it is the weaker-growing varieties that

demand this attention, and the earlier the number
of. shoots is reduced the better for the trees.

Strawberries.—Keep the hoe at work at frequent

intervals in the Strawberry plantations. Remove
runners as soon as they appear, and if the mulching

to be used is litter from the stables, the sooner it

is put on now the better, so that it may be thoroughly

washed and sweetened by the time the fruit ripens.

.\ slight dressing of some good artificial manure
is very beneficial if given at this time. .A quick-

acting chemical like nitrate of soda should not be

used, as I always think it spoils the firmness and
flavour of the berries. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

{Tuo-lhiids natural si^e. See page 238.)
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NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

DWARF FRENCH BEANS.—For general

. purposes this is an ideal time

\ to commence the sowing of Dwarf

I Beans. Obviously it is possible

to start earlier, but in many

instances nothing is gained by so

doing, and the chances are that something will

be lost, for the young plants are extremely tender

and suffer seriously from cold weather. Sown

now it is most improbable that we shall get frosts

sufficiently severe to do the plants injury when

they are through the surface, and therefore the

a situation which was thoroughly worked and but in almost all instances a layer of manure will

heavily manured for the preceding crop, which be required if large produce is wanted. Upon

ill assuredly have left an ample supply of food

in the soil for the Beet ; dig this well and the

results will be satisfactory. Draw drills i foot or

15 inches asunder, and in these drop clusters of

two or three seeds at intervals of 8 inches, and

when the seedlings are large enough to handle thin

to individual plants, always retaining the weakest,

provided that it is healthy, as this will give a more

refined root of superior colour to the large, vigorous

youngster. Growers should always keep in mind

the partiality of birds for young Beet and afford

protection, otherwise the necessity for thinning

will disappear entirely, for the simple reason that

the feathered visitors will take the lot. It is well

this there must be some soil, and amateurs are

rather apt to use anything that comes handiest

for the purpose, whereas to secure the best plants

it is imperative that the soil shall be sweet and

good. If new compost is not at command, use the

best surface soil, never the subsoil, as is some-

times done. H. J.

work should be done. Broadly speaking, these I to note that this does not apply with nearly the

Beans are not as highly appreciated as Scarlet 1
same force to the green-leaved vanet.es as .t does

Runners, but they are very valuable, and no ' to those with crimson foliage.

Tmateur can afford to omit having at least one
i

Seedungs in BEDS.-The careful grower who

row in the garden. The first necessity is a deep, ! looks well ahead will now have a considerable

FLORIFEROUS HYACINTH. (.See pcige 238.)

thoroughly cultivated soil in good heart, and the

second an abundance of space. Those who
grow French Beans 2 inches or 3 inches asunder

in the rows, as is commonly seen, have not the

remotest idea of the marvellous cropping capaci-

ties of the plants or of the excellent flavour of the

produce. The thinning out should be at least

I foot, and the man who finds it in his heart to go

3 inches further will have no cause for regret

;

on the contrary, he will be delighted with the

results achieved. It may be added that this

is also an admirable time for sowing Scarlet

Runners.

Beet.—This is one of our most valued salad

plants, and no efforts must be spared to grow the

roots to perfection. As far as soil is concerned,

the grower should strive for perfect friability to

a depth of 18 inches or 24 inches, according to

the length of the variety that is under cultivation.

To add fresh manure is an error that will probably

lead on to forked and fanged roots, which are

useless for exhibition, and practically so for home
consumption. The grower should, therefore, choose

number of seedlings, especially of Winter Greens,

in beds, and it is essential that these shall have

constant attention if the ultimate results are to

be perfectly satisfactory. The neglected seedling

which becomes drawn and lanky cannot develop

into an excellent plant ; much may be done, of

course, by special care in management, but the

early weakness can never be quite overcome.

Always commence to thin early, and follow it up

under the rule that at no period shall any plant

touch its neighbours ; then the progress will always

be steady because of the influence of light and air,

and a sturdy, hardy plant will result which can

scarcely fail to grow admirably. Rather than

allow the plants to become crowded, transfer them

to nursery beds; packed together they not only

get weak, but suffer much more seriously from

clubbing. It will also be necessary to water before

the soil becomes as dry as dust.

Trenches for Celery.—In gardens where

early plants are raised it is now time that the

cutting of the trenches should be put in hand-

The depth .nust be decided .nrcording to the soil'

SUMMER SALADS FOR AMATEURS.
These play an important part in the garden from

June to October, and for this reason a few-

notes as to their culture may not be out of

place. I will, however, confine these notes to

those which stand extremes of weather. Fre-

quently there are failures in the supply, and

these at times arise from sowing too much at one

time or not sowing a httle and often. This apphes

with more force to the Lettuce, which is the most

important salad plant during the summer months.

There are now what are called long-standing

varieties of Lettuce, but even these are more

valuable when not sown too thickly or in great

quantities.

Another point the amateur should nqt over-

look is that salad plants to be of the best

quality should be grown quickly, and to do this

there must be rich soil. WitTi poor clay soil the

best results cannot be obtained unless it is

improved by good culture. I have in such soil

foimd charred refuse from the garden of great

value, and one can often add other suitable aids,

such as leaf-mould, spent manure and w-ood-ashes ;

these will lighten and improve the natural soil.

Another point not to be lost sight of is that as the

season advances a cooler site should be chosen for

the plants. It will also be advisable to sow in

prepared drills where the soil has been well enriched

with decayed manure. Sow very thinly, and

then thin out the young plants and leave enough

to mature. These will not run to seed in hot

weather so quickly as would transplanted speci-

mens. Even the thinnings need not be wasted,

as these are valuable for cutting up in a mixed

salad. I am aware that the Lettuce is not

the only summer salad, but it is the most

important.

Of other salad plants which are not grown nearly

as much as they deserve, the Corn Salad is a useful

one, though probably more useful in the spring

than at any other season. It may, however, be

had in quantity from March to September, and if

sown thinly once a month in an open quarter and

given ample moisture in a dry season, it gives a

good return. I find the Broad-leaved Italian the

best for this work, but to get fine leafage give

ample room in the seed-bed. Sorrel, also, is one of

the most easily grown salads we have, and may be

secured from seeds or the division of plants in the

early spring. I practise the last-named, dividing

yearly and destroying an old bed. The small

plants, if grown in good land 12 inches apart,

give a splendid return, but should be cut over at

least twice a week, not allowing the tufts of leaves

to brown or get tough. There are some excellent

varieties of this useful plant. Chives is often

overlooked, but it is of considerable value. Many

do not like the strongly flavoured Onions, but the

mild green Chives give a flavour few object to.

If divided and planted each spring, the plants

give a good return for months, and the oftener

they are cut over the better the quaUty for the

salad-bowl. On the Continent a much larger use

is made of such things as the Curled Chervil, which

may be sown once a month from March to August.

Such useful additions as Mustard and Cress sown

on a cool border fortnightlv must not be over-

looked. C. Wythes.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN
A BEAUTIFUI. TULIP.

(TULIPA KAUl'MANNIANA VAR. AURliA.)

ONI''
of the earliest Tulips in flower,

k T. kaufnianniana, is not surpassed

I in beauty by any other species,

' although some may be more

gorgeous in colour and larger in

size. Its earliness is one of its

chief attractions, coming as it does into flower

on a sunny border early in March. A most variable

species, this Turkestan Tulip ranges in colour

from almost creamy white to others with golden and said,

yellow ones tinged on the outside

of the petals with bright red.

One of the most handsome forms

is the variety here illustrated, from

a photograph taken of some grow-

ing in a pan. The flowers are of a

rich golden yellow inside, with a

splash of red near the base, while

the outer surface of the petals all

but the margins are suffused with

bright red. Variable in size as in

colouring, the largest flower shown

in the illustration has petals which

are nearly 4 inches in length. For

growing in pans in the*alpine house,

T. kaufmanniana and its varieties

are among the most valuable of

early fliowering bulbous plants.

Six bulbs in a 7-inch pan make V
a charming display. They should

be potted up in autumn in a

mixture of loamy soil with plenty

of sand and a little leaf-mould.

After potting the pan should be

plunged in ashes to the rim in some

sheltered place, and left there

through the winter until the leaves

and flowers .begin to push up.

Then it may be taken into the

house to expand its blooms. After

the flowers have faded they should

be picked off to prevent seeding,

and the pan replunged and supplied

with plenty of water till growth

has finished. Then the bulbs should

be well ripened off. Some of the

larger ones may do for another

season, while the smaller ones

may be planted out in a border.

It is, however, always advisable to

procure fresh bulbs for potting up

every autumn, as those which have

been once used cannot be relied on

to give satisfaction a second season.

In the border T. kaufmanniana is

one of the easiest of Tulips to grow,

and when left in the ground it will

come up year after year, especi-

ally if planted in a warm, sunny

position. The variety aurea is

equally hardy and, with the other,

a nook in the rock garden, where

very effective.

them. What do John Bull, Mary, Princess of

Wales, angustifolius, Her Majesty, John Stevenson
and Ilumei represent to the majority of present-day
growers and exhibitors ? I should be sorry for all

tliese relics of the past to be lost, and I intend,

before it is too late, to try and make a collection

of them. They will always have an historical

interest, and whenever they appear in public they

will be a reminder of the great change that has

come about in the Daffodil as a flower. Here
and there these old kinds are still to be found.

When I recently visited Mr. KingsmiU's beautiful

wood garden, Mrs. Kingsmill pointed out a large

patch of a small, shapely yellow incomparabilis.

You cannot tell me what that is."

What a contrast they are to what I saw at Bir-

mingham.
Mr. Enoi.fheart's Speech.

The most remarkable thing at Birmingham was
not, as one might naturally expect, a flower, but

the remarks of Mr. Engleheart with which he -

opened the interesting talk after Mr. Sydenham's
dinner. One knows very well that Mr. Felton

considers Torch the most decorative flower we
have, and that Mr. Walter Ware says that he has

got the best Daffodil in the world in Queen of the

West, and that Mr. Crosfield believes that there

is no flower to beat Challenger with its perfect

contour, brilliant colouring and massive substance.

From their respective standpoints they are each

of them right ; but somehow we
have never quite had the courage

to put it into words. One hears

and reads in the papers that in

the House of Commons the same
thing somehow or another seems
quite different according as it is

proposed in the form of a resolu-

tion or a Bill. Mr. Engleheart's

speech put our thoughts in the

form of a Bill. The Daffodil, he

said in effect, is chameleon-like in

its colouring and British weather-

like in its form. We must re-

member these things. We must
no longer consign " off-colours

'*

to the rubbish-heap or quaint

spidery perianths to the flame.

He sat down — and "nobody
was one penny the worse." Oh

!

shades of Glenny and Slater, is

it possible that we, your de-

scendants, could hear such talk

even from such a mighty
authority ? Are we decadent or

are we wiser ? " That is the

question." My answer is, we
are wiser, and that the equanimity

with which the president's words

were heard is a sign that man's

ideas of beauty are not confined

as they were in the days of old,

and that he is prepared to recog-

nise types other than those which

he individually thinks the highest

form of beauty and the best.

Mr. Bennett- Poe once told me
that he has a florist compartment
and a decorative department in

his brain, and that he can get into

one and think Frank Miles and
.A.lmira two of the best of all

Daffodils, and that then we can

get into the other and see nothing

Init Homespuns and Fosters.

The Flowers.

A NEW TULir: TULIPA KAUFMANNIANA VARIETY AUREA

is well worth
it would be

W. Irving.

DAFFODILS AT THE BIRMINGHAM
SHOW.

Looking Back.

The death of Professor Hillhouse calls up memories

of the long past. The first Daffodil show was

held at the Botanic Gardens, Edgbaston, under

his auspices, when Mr. Latham was curator. I can

well remember many of the old varieties that were

then staged and that we thought so much of. Few
now can name them. Fewer still ran remember

" John Bull," I said ;
" one of my old favourites.

I did not know anyone had it besides myself."

I believe after that I went up at least 50 per cent,

in that lady's estimation. By the way, . one
wonders why such an inappropriate name as John
Bull should have been given to this peculiartj'

aristocratic-looking little flower.

In Glasnevin Botanic Gardens is another home
where many of these old-fashioned flowers are to

be found. Mr. F. W. Moore still grows them,

and there they may be seen cheek by jowl with

Mrs. Robert Sydenham, Lord Muncaster, Lady
Margaret Boscawen and White Queen. It was
like meeting a friend whom we have not seen for

vears to see them again when I was in Dublin.

The year 1910 wiU go down to

posterity as the without-rubbish-

year, as far as my own observa-

tion went, and from what I have since heard

from others there were very few poor flowers in

the whole of the show. What this means can be

judged firom the fact that there were about 400

separate exhibits staged.

la the trade groups the blue riband of the show

went to Ireland, , X. heTtrtily congratulate Miss

Currey on her.goia medal'-and her grand flowers,

and my friend, Mr. Thoinas Jones, on his arrange-

ment and his vases. The whole made a splendid

bit of colour, for the dear, good lady has a decided

partiality for bright eyes. The Geraldine, Duke

of Leinster ; her new purchase, Firetail ; Cossack,

the red-eyed, smooth-petalled Almira ; Joan of

.•\rc, the pretty little round, red-cupped flower

;
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Picador and many others are cases in point.

In the competitive classes Mr. E. M. Crosfield
" lifted " (I think that is the football word) all

the three challenge cups. Early or late seasons

seem to be the same to him. He has something

ready, and that something is always tip-top. At
Birmingham he put up three flowers for awards,

and each of them gained the coveted honour.

Challenger (see illustration) he considers the best

flower he has ever raised. It is a large, flat and

smooth incomparabilis type, with the perianth

4 inches across and the fiat cup or eye i^ inches.

It has a broad red band round it, which I think

is a very welcome change from the all-red.

Anchorite (see illustration) is a cool-looking flower,

with a large, crinkled cup of two shades of yellow,

the deeper one on the edge. It has pointed,

overlapping perianth segments, which are a little

inclined to curve in at the edges as the flower ages.

Firetail is a large, flat-eyed variety. It is over

3J inches across the perianth, which is a beautiful

ivory white. The eye is composed of two distinct

shades of red.

The first prize for Class 50 was taken by Messrs.

Cartwright and Goodwin with a very good and
attractive collection. They were also well to the

front in the " cup " class. In their second prize

lot for the Bourne Cup they had what many con-

sidered to be the gem of the show.

White Star (see page 243).—Earlier

in the day this had received an award
of merit, and when I saw it on the

stand later in the afternoon, with

other grand flowers all about it, it

seemed even more lovely than in

the morning. Imagine Polestar with

long, perfect, almond-shaped perianth

segments of glistening whiteness and
a beautiful green-eyed pale lemon
cup of just the right proportion, and
you have an idea of White Star.

Mr. Chapman received an award for

the grand round ** Poet " Kingsley.

Personally, the rimmed ones always

appeal to me more than the all-red

ones. Kingsley is of the former type,

with grand round, overlapping seg-

ments. One of our foremost dealers

in "Poets" bought the stock. Need
I say more ? The same gentleman

had in one of his collections a very

remarkable large pink-eyed bloom.
In texture it looked like the paste

on a show Auricula. The perianth

was white.

Mr. Wilson had a small target-

eyed bloom, inasmuch as it had
three distinct zones of colour—green

in the centre, then a

band of orange, and
then one of yellow. I

liad never seen any-

thing quite like it.

There are some more
distinct novelties that

1 must hold over for

my next batch of

notes. To conclude my
present list I must
mention Snow King,

.1 big, t.dl - growing
" I'vt't " with a good,

flat perianth and a

taking, well - propor-

tioned eye. It received

an award of merit, and
in the single bloom
class examples of it

were placed first and
second. Messrs. Barr and Sons were ,

wall that was built for far less peaceful purposes

THE NEW NARCISSUS ANCHORITE. (.Uho/i irdtin-d.

the exhibitors. Joseph Jacob.

NARCISSUS CHALLENGER AT BIRMINGHAM. I.Much reduced.)

WALLFLOWERS AND
THEIR CULTURE.

One of the oldest flowers of English

gardens and a native of some parts

of Great Britain, the Wallflower

(Cheiranthus Cheiri) is not likely

to quickly lose the firm hold which

it has on popular fancy at the

present time. The plant in its wild

state is a very poor-looking object,

the pale yellow flowers being small

and the whole plant having little in

common with the many beautiful

varieties that now find a home in

the gardens of rich and poor alike.

Indeed, one frequently meets with

the best examples in cottage gardens,

the flowers occasionally being asso-

ciated with some quaint old Cottage

Tulip that one looks for in vain

among specialists' collections. In

its wild state the flower is fre-

quently found growing in the crevices

of old walls, and the writer well re-

members seeing it in abundance on

the old Roman wall at Colchester, a

than to provide a congenial home tor one of the

most popular of Englisli flowers.

Although tlie Wallflower is strictly a perennial,

and where extra early flowers are desired a few

old plants should be retained after flowering,

the finest blossoms are produced by young plants,

and for this reason most growers treat it as a bi-

ennial. The time of sowing the seeds has fre-

quently been a moot point among gardeners,

some contending that the middle of May is the

one and only period in which to do the work, and
others staking their faith on a month later. For
several years past the writer has made two sowings,

one at each of the periods named above, and good
results have been obtained from both. The plants

from the first sowing, however, have always given

slightly larger racemes. In all probability it

would be necessary to sow at the first-named period

in Scotland and the Northern Counties of England,

and even for the South one would advise it where
possible.

Fortunately, the Wallflower can be sown ia the

open, a bed that has been well dug and some lime

irKiorporated answering splendidly. The soil

should be raked down well and trodden firml}-,

as the Wallflower, to make the much-desired

sturdy growth, must have a firm rooting medium.
Frequently the plot where spring Cabbages have
been grown becomes vacant just at the time when
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Wallflowers should be sown, and there is a

temptation to utilise it for the purpose. Where,

however, there has been the least suspicion

of clubbing in the Cabbages, this ought not to

be done, as this insidious disease also attacks

Wallflowers.

Drills I inch or so deep and i foot apart shoulil

be made and the seeds scattered thinly therein

If the weather is dry at the time, it is a good plan

to water the drills before sowing the seeds, and

should it be necessary afterwards the bed must

be frequently watered until the seedlmgs are grow-

ing freely. When a few inches high, advantage

should be taken of a rainy day to transplant the

young Wallflowers, which may be put out in rows

from 15 inches to iS inches apart,

allowing at least i foot between the

plants. It is in this early trans-

planting of Wallflowers, more than

in any other phase of their culture,

that lies the secret of success. If

allowed to remain crowded in tin-

seed-bed too long, the plants be-

come weak and drawn, and any

amount of good culture subse-

quently will not rectify this. On
the other hand, when the plants

are moved early and given plenty

of room, they branch freely and

make beautiful sturdy specimens

that will, in addition to standing

well through the winter, give an

abundance of first-class flowers the

following spring.

The best time to transfer the

plants to their flowering quarters

is September, but it is not often

that this can be done owing to the

beds and borders being occupied

with other plants. If, however,

the best, results are to be obtained,

the work ought not to be deferred

Liter than the middle of October,

otherwise the plants will stand a

poor chance of getting established

before severe weather sets in. At

the time of writing 1 have some
good plants in flower that were

moved in December ; but the

work had to be very carefully

done and, fortunately, a week or

two of mild weather were ex-

perienced immediately afterwards.

.As a rule, plants that ha%'e been

properly transplanted will lift witli

good balls of soil and roots, and

do not e.xperience a very severe

check where proper care is

observed.

There are now a number of

varieties to select from, but a good

strain of Blood Red is diflicult

to beat. Unfortunately, it seems ^-^

almost impossible to get this true
;

a few streaked flowers are sure to appear, but

the true specimens amply compensate for

this. Vulcan is a favourite of mine. It has

a dwarf habit and is valuable for bedding, the

bright brownish crimson flowers being freely

produced. Harbinger is an old, brown-flowered

\ariety tliat flowers early, and for this reason is

worthy of a place. Cloth of Gold is a bright

yellow variety with large flowers and which makes
a very effective display when grown in a mass.

Those who like unusual colours might try Eastern

Queen, which usually gives pale red, chamois

and apricot flowers, the colour changing somewhat

as the blossoms age. It is a tall and rather loose-

growing variety, and one that would not appeal to

all tastes. H.

THE GREENHOUSE
G REENHOUSE .\C.\C I .\S.

.ANY may think the title of this note

misleading, as in the South-West
nf r.ngland all the Acacias will

flourish in the open air without

glass protection, but over the

greater portion of flu* British Isles

success is impossible of attainment unless the

plants are grown under glass.

Acacia dealbata.—This is the best-known of all

the half-hardy .Acacias, being widely grown on the

Kiviera, from which district great nnml)ers of

M

KCISSUJi WHITE STAR. {iladi mtumt. .Sec ,,«,/, ;

flowering sprays are imported in midwinter and
hawked about the London streets. It is an excel-

lent conservatory plant, but requires a lofty

structure and hard cutting back after a few years,

or it will outgrow the space allotted to it. It

flowers from January onward. In sheltered spots
in South Devon and Cornwall specimens may
often be seen in bloom during January, but it is

generally at its best about the end of March.
Large examples then provide a glorious sight.

At Tregothnan there is a group about 30 feet in

height which is backed by Evergreen Oaks, and the

golden blossom thrown into high relief by the

dark foliage of the Oaks creates a lovely picture.

Probably the largest specimen in the South-West
is a tree at Trebah, which is 50 feet high and lias

.1 wide spread. For a long time A. afBnis was
considered a distinct species, but at Kew it is

now considered to be merely a variety of A. deal-

bata. .As, however, its flowers are pale straw
colour instead of golden, and it does not bloom
until the summer, it is probably distinct.

A. armala.—This is a sturdy shrub that bears
round, golden yellow balls of flower. Its name is

derived from the leaves, which are armed with
prickles. In the South-West plants 6 feet high

are not uncommon." The foliage is very variable,

as a visit to the Temperate House at Kew will

prove, for there may be seen varieties differing

so greatly in their leafage that the casual observer
would consider them distinct species.

A . longifolia is an .Acacia with

long leaves, and bears rounded
clusters of bright yellow flowers

about I inch in length. It usually

blooms in the spring, but is some-
tiniis to be seen in flower in

uituinn. It is sometimes a shy
lilo.)rner, Init the variety floribunda
is said invariably to flower freely.

A
.
Melanoxylnn is a tall-growing

.Acacia bearing a profusion of pale
yellow flowers. In Cornwall there

are examples 40 feet in height,

and in the Isles of Scilly it attains

a great size. It is too vigorous
for the conservatory.

A. ovala.—This is usually seen
as a small shrub. It has little

rigid leaves, and bears balls of

bright golden flowers. A well-

flowered Lipecimen 5 feet in height
and as much through is a very
pretty sight when in full liloora in

the spring.

A. riceana.— This is a very
beautiful species and well adapted
for the conservatory, its drooping
veil of pale yellow flowers having
an extremely graceful and pic-

turesque effect. Being a native
of Tasmania, it is probably hardier
than the Australian species ; but
its slender, drooping growth is

much injured by strong winds,
and it should therefore be planted
in a sheltered position. A large

and handsome specimen is growing
against the house at Castle

Bernard, the residence of Lord
Bandon, in the South of Ireland.

This plant was originally in a

conservatory, but this was pulled
down, and the example is now in

the best of health in the open air.

A. vcrticillata is a beautiful

Acacia, but far later in flowering

than .A. dealbata. The flowers
"*'-' are pale yellow, and are borne

in such profusion as to entirely

hide the foliage, a tree 18 feet or more in

height being a pyramid of soft yellow. It is of

rapid growth and needs support, as it is easily

blown over in gales. Grown against a pillar in

a large conservatory it is very beautiful indeed.

This species also shows much variation in the
foliage.

A. ciUtriformis is a striking plant with wide,

flattened shoots, at the edges of which the bright
yellow flowers appear. The stems are frequently

mistaken by the novice for foliage. It is very
ornamental in the conservatory, and creates quite

an unique feature. There are two very large

plants in the open in Cornwall, one being at Tre-
widden and the other at Trebah.

South Devon. Wyndh.*m Fitzherbert.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HEKBS FOR THli ClAKDEN.

[.GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—Asparagus is

now pushing up rapidly, and it will

be necessary to go over the beds

three times a week to cut the heads

as they become long enough. The
cutting of Asparagus needs to be

carefully done, otherwise many young shoots that

are just sprouting will be damaged. A rather

long-bladed knife should be used, and this must be

thrust into the soil in a slightly sloping manner,

so that just the stem it is desired to cut is severed

and no more. It must be remembered that the

shoots all cluster together at the crown of the

plant, just below the soil. A dressing of finely

dressed nitrate of soda, 30Z. to the square yard,

will do this crop much good if put on now. Select

a showery day if possible ; should the weather be

dry the nitrate ought to be watered in. French

and Runner Beans should be sown this week for

a main crop, and owing to the very bad seed-

harvest last year, it will be desirable to sow twice

as thickly as usual. Germination is likely to be

poor ; but should the seedlings appear too thickly,

thinning in their early stages can easily be done.

Give Dw.arf French Beans iS inches between the

rows and from i foot to 15 inches between the

plants, according to the variety. Runner Beans

and climbing French Beans should be in rows not

less than 4 feet apart where two or more rows are

grown. Sow the main crop of Beetroots now, for

particulars of which see the calendar in the issue

for April 23.

Flower Garden.—The present is an e.\ceedingl\-

busy time in this department. Annuals that are

growing freely must be thinned without delay,

so that the plants have an opportunity of develop-

ing to their fullest extent. Sowings may be made
where any vacant spaces are available, as tht-

plants resulting from these sowings will form a

succession to the earlier batches. Herbaceous

plants such as Phloxes and Delphiniums will

need staking and tying, and if not already done,

the shoots should be thinned, leaving a few only

of the strongest and best placed to each clump.

As early as possible now Wallflowers and Sweet

Williams should be sown to provide plants for

flowering another year. All too frequently these

are sown at a later date, and the plants then are

not large and strong enough to stand a severe

winter satisfactorily. Both may be sown outdoors

in well-prepared beds of soil, taking care to get a

fine tilth in which to place the seeds. A good plan

is to sow in drills i inch deep and 12 inches apart
;

from these the young plants will be transplanted

singly when a few inches high. If the weather is

at all dry, the seed-beds must be watered to

encourage free germination. Darwin and other

May-flowering Tulips are now opening their flowers,

and where the position is very wind-swept it may
be necessary to provide them with neat stakes,

this applying mostly to those in beds where any
deviation from tidiness is not desirable.

Greenhouses and Frames.—Though for the very

earliest plants some growers make a sowing of

Cinerarias in April, the present lime and June are

the two best periods to sow the seeds. By making
one sowing now and another in June a succession

is ensured, and plants may be had in flower over

a correspondingly long period. These flowers

have been so very much improved in habit, flori-

ferousness and colour during recent )'ears that no

greenhouse can be considered up to date without

a few specimens in the spring months. Prepare

a soil mixture composed of fibrous loam two parts,

coarse peat or leaf-soil one part, and sand one part,

the whole to be well mixed and sifted through a

half-inch-mesh sieve. Shallow pans or boxes are

the best for sowing seeds of these plants, and they

must be extra well drained with crocks, placing

some rough material over these and finishing with

a good layer of the sifted soil. Make the surface

quite level with the flat bottom of a pot and then

scatter the seeds thinly. These are very small,

and will only need covering with a sprinkling of

sand. It is advisable, after watering gently with

a very fine-rosed can, to stand the pans or boxes

in a warm greenhouse and cover each with a pane

of glass until the seedlings appear, after which

remove the coverings and stand in a cold frame,

rough leaves appear, the plants must be grown on

in a cool frame, frost only being excluded. It

will not be necessary to ventilate very freely ; if

sufficient moisture is maintained in the frame

and it is kept fairly close, the young plants will

grow sturdily, but the watering must be done

very carefully.

In the meantime the permanent open-air beds

must be prepared. Nothing in the way of hot-

beds will be needed, but some well-rotted manure
should be dug into the soil so that fiat-topped

ridges, about 3 feet wide and 9 inches high, are

raised. The position should be a sunny one, an

ideal place being on the south or south-west

side of a wall or fence. Put out the young plants

about the end of the first week in June. Plant

them 2 feet apart in zig-zag fashion on the pre-

pared beds ; in this way the whole surface of the

bed will soon be covered with fruit-bearing branches.

Directly the side shoots commence to spread out

freely, some short but clean strawy litter should

be neatly laid on the soil under them. In this

way the fruits are kept clean and the surface soil

from unduly drying. I think beds so treated

always look very neat, and the plants seem to

thrive "better. Pinch off the end of each main

stem when it has grown about 18 inches long
;

side shoots will soon grow out, and Cucumbers

will form on them. Every shoot must also be

stopped at two joints beyond the young fruits

formed on it. In this way a nice succession of

Cucumbers will be secured. Peg down the stems

to prevent the wind dislodging and breaking them.

Apply water with care
;
give plenty when it is

required, but avoid wetting the surface only and

leaving the soil below dry. Feed the plants when

the first fruits are swelling freely. Prolific Ridge,

Long Prickly and Stockwood Ridge, especially

the last-named, are good varieties. Sh.\mrock.

\

I. ,\ VOUNG PLANT OF FENNEL OBTAINED BY
DIVIDING UP AN OLD STOOL. PLANTS OF
THIS DESCRIPTION ARE PLANTED SO THAT
THE CROW'N, WHENCE GROWTH IS MADE, IS

JUST BELOW THE SURFACE SOIL.

taking care to shade from bright sunshine. When
large enough the seedlings will' need pricking off,

and this will be referred to in due course. A. A.

HOW TO GROW RIDGE CUCUMBERS.
If the summer weather is quite up to the average

as regards heat, many dozens of very fine Cucumbers

may be grown on a few plants only in the open

borders. I have obtained very nice crops from

plants grown between rows of Gooseberry and

Currant bushes ; but, of course, the plants were

not regarded as the main-crop ones. If certain

detail work be carried out, as I will explain in

this note, there will not be any more difficulty in

the growing of satisfactory crops of Cucumbers

than Vegetable Marrows. It is necessary to place

the seeds in a fairly brisk heat, in order to induce

early germination ; but directly the lirst pair of

PLANTING HERBS.
The practice of planting herbs in many of the

smaller kitchen gardens has largely fallen into

desuetude in more recent years, and it is a matter

for regret that their uses are so httle understood

by many of the present generation. It may be

due to the facilities now afforded of purchasing

from the local greengrocer what is required in

this way ; but then it should be remembered that

only a very few of the better herbs can be obtained

from this source of supply. One subject that is

less frequently seen now than formerly is Fennel,

known to botanists by the name of Fceniculum

vulgare. Its native habitat is Southern Europe,

including Great Britain. It is a perennial plant

and of the simplest possible culture. The

beginner may be in doubt as to the uses to which

Fennel can be put. As a matter of fact, its foliage,

which is distinctly aromatic, is used for flavouring

fish sauces, and the seeds of the plant for flavouring

hqueurs. When gathering the crop the youngest

and freshest leaves only should be selected. Plants

may be raised from seeds or increased by division

of the roots. It is customary to sow the seeds in

spring, and a small annual sowing is obser\ed in

many gardens. Sow the seeds in shallow drills

I inch deep, and observe a distance between the

rows of 18 inches to 2 feet. The seeds should be

sown at intervals of about 15 inches in the rows.

Thin out the seedhngs before they get too big.

Division of the old roots is frequently practised

where the demand for this herb is limited. The

spring is the best time to carry out this operation.
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2. MARJORAM, AN INDISPENSABLE SWEET HERB.
OLD PLANTS, SUCH AS REPRESENTED,
MAY BE INCREASED BY BREAKING THEM UP
INTO SMALL GROWTHS WITH ROOTS ADHER-
ING, AS SHOWN ON THE RIGHT OF THE
ILLUSTRATION.

Most old plants when lifted will divide into pieces

very similar to that shown in Fis- i- These

divided, portions should be planted about I loot

asunder in rows rather less than iS inches apart.

The ground should have been deeply dug over

beforehand, as the planting is made easier in

consequence.

The Pot .Marjoram is probably better known to

most re.iders than many other herbs. It is a

very useful plant, and well merits a place in all

gardens where herbs are valued. It is a perennial^

and is known by the botanical name of Origanum
Dnites, and was first introduced into Britain from

Sicily in 1759. Young leaves and shoots are

utilised for flavouring and seasoning purposes,

and should be gathered as required. The matured

crop may be gathered when in bloom, and after

carefully drying should be reduced to powder,

and subsequently placed in stoppered bottles for

use during the winter season. If more convenient,

the shoots may be gathered, tied in small bunches,

and hung up in any dry quarters in the autumn
months. Seeds may be sown now in shallow

drills I foot apart, and later on the seedlings should

be thinned out to a similar distance in the rows.

Readers having old plants such as are depicted

in Fig. 2 should divide them forthwith, and each

shoot with a few roots adhering, such as is

represented on the right of the illustration, will,

if replanted, quickly develop into a useful

plant of good dimensions. Plant these divided

portions i foot apart each way. D. B. C.

HEAT IN GLASS HOUSES.
How TO Regulate It.

Now the weather is becoming warmer, less arti-

ficial heat will be needed in the glass structures

;

indeed, it may be entirely dispensed with in many
houses, such, for instance, as greenhouses where

Zonal Pelargoniums, Fuchsias and Begonias are

chiefly grown. The heat from the sun can be

husbanded, and will prove quite sufficient for

the plants' requirements. In such circuinst.Tnces

heated pipes would do more harm than good,

besides being a waste of fuel. Heated pipes dry

up the atmosphere very mucii, and where this

condition obtains the plants do not thrive ; they

are also more subject to attacks of thrip, red

spider and other insect pests. The ventilators

need not be quite closed at the top of the house

all night. If the ventilation is gradually reduced

in the afternoon there will be sufificient heat for

the well-being of the plants.

Now, we cannot discuss the question of artificial

or natural heat without that of moisture, and in

the case of the cool greenhouse some damping
down of floors should be done every fine morning,

and again about noon, but not later, as a reaction

takes place later, and then there is quite enough
moisture in the structure during the night.

In warm houses, where such kinds of plants

as Crotons, Dracaenas and stove subjects generally

are grown, some heat from fires must be main-

tained during the night-time and on cold, sunless

days. When the day promises to be fine, the

fires may be drawn at nine o'clock in the morning
and be re-lighted again at six o'clock in the evening.

The heat from the pipes will prove acceptable

when that from the sun is failing as darkness sets

in. Thus there will be economy in fuel and
efficiency in heating where it is necessary to

maintain a rather high temperature for heat-

loving plants. Shamrock.

DAMoniL (;rowin(; in an old
TEAPOT.

I HAVE had taken the accompanying photograph

of Narcissus growing in a teapot in our cottage

window here, and thought you would like to

reproduce it in your paper, as showing what can

be done with these very accommodating bulbs.

It is grown in ordinary fibre, and was planted

last January.

Potters Bar, N. D. Bionell.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

Rock (.ardening.—Probably no phase of domestic

horticulture creates more interest than that of

rock gardening, and probably also none in which so

much interest may be concentrated in a small space.

That the reader may have no misgivings in the

matter, one has but to refer to the rock gardening

at Kew, where it is carried on year after year with

no little success amid conditions that no one with

a knowledge of the subject would regard as ideal.

The Miniature Type.—With space of necessity

limited to perhaps a few square yards, the question

arises as to which of the varying types would be

best, and I have no hesitation in recommending,
preferably, a miniature form, which might also,

if needs be, embrace a combination of rock and
water gardening. Indeed in the mind's eye there

exists one which in addition has a tiny bog garden,

the whole occupying a space not larger than an

ordinary dwelling-room. The cemented pool of

slightly irregular bath-like outline, fed from a

screened iron tank, is in the background, the over-

flow water from which feeds the low-lying bog-

bed, the irregular and two-sided rockery facing

the last-named on one side and an adjacent walk

on the other. The rockery boasts of both sunny

and shady aspects, which are of considerable

importance.

The Bog Garden.—This portion from its

highest point, where it is 3 feet wide, leads off in

rivulet fashion and widens as it meanders and

extends, till at its lowest point a peaty bed of 5 feet

across is seen, which contains Lilium pardalinum,

Hepaticas, Trilliutns and other suitable plants.

In the upper reaches Primula rosea, P. Sieboldii

Gentiana verna, .Anemone robinsoniana and the

like find, with others, a congenial home. In the

water-pool Nymphajas odorata vars., N. marliacea

carnea—which will presently be too large—and
Sagittaria are seen, Butomus and Menyanthes
occupying the wet ground near the overflow

outlet.

The Rockery.—This also has its complement
of suitable things, Ramondias and alpine Primulas

in variety appearing prominently on the shady
side, while Seduins, Saxifrages of the mossy
and encrusted sections. Cobweb Houseleeks, the

smaller Dianthi, .Acantholimon, .\renaria, Gypso-
phila cerastioides. Hare-bell and other Campanulas,
.Androsace Chumbyii, A. sarmentosa and .A.

lanuginosa, with hardy Opflntias and others,

appear on the sunny side, and as showing the

comparatively representative character of the

whole, such shrubby Veronicas as lycopodioides

and salicornioides also find a place, while demon-
strating that not a little thought and care has been

exercised in the arranging and selection of the more
suitable plants. In the construction of these

miniature types of combined rock and water garden

it is important that the more diminutive or com-

pact-growing subjects be selected, and as there

are numbers of such things, it is but a matter of

choice. For example, should any reader possess

an idea towards specialisation, he may indulge

to his heart's content in the encrusted Saxifrages

and their near allies for the sunny aspect and the

alpine Primulas for the slightly shaded one, while

at one turn he would have embraced two of

the finest genera to be found among alpine

vegetation.

Soil Provision.—For the two groups named
the plants generally will be found to thrive in

gritty loam, a not inconsiderable number not

objecting to an addition of old mortar with the

soil. F'or all of these plants small pockets of soil

or crevices where soil may be trickled into to the

depth of I foot will suit admirably, the rosettes

of leaves meanwhile resting on it^ ledge of rock

itself in imitation of Nature.r'Tt is ia planting so

as to make the rock garden appear as natural as

possible that much of the art of this phase of

gardening lies. E. H. Jenkins.

A NOVEL L/SE FOR A TEAPOT. THE NARCISSUS
IS GROWING IN MOSS FIBRE.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
RAMBLER ROSES IN POTS AND

THEIR MANAGEMENT.

THE beautiful densely flowered pot-

KTowu specimens of these popular

decorative Roses are now grown so

extensively by various commercial

florists that they have quite altered

the appearance of our floral displays,

more especially during the late spring and early

summer. Although readily procurable, many
would find much delight in growing their own
specimens instead of purchasing them in bloom.

The large growers formerly grafted their plants,

and these plants made tremendous lengths of

growth, but the flowering was not always a success.

They have long since found that plants potted up
from the open ground, especially if they are on

their own roots, two years old, and have been cut

back in the spring of the second year, give the best

results, for such plants are bushy and have several

shoots of moderate length rather than two or three

very long ones. Such plants potted up in the

found that the roots absorb large quantities of

water, even so much that on fine days one needs

to water the plants three or four times, especially

when thev are approaching the flowering stage.

The advantages of these bushy plants w'ill now
be seen, for instead of weakly trails from the extra

long grafted plants, we have those grand growths

which yield such beautiful long trails that even one

of them is a shower bouquet in itself. Liquid

manure must be given freely just before the

flower-buds show colour, and when the first bud
is opening remove the plants to a cooler tempera-

ture where they may develop their flowers more
slowly. ,

Needless to say, the wichuraiana tribe may be

trained in all ways, and very pretty they are, too,

in flat V-shaped specimens, which the decorator

knows only too well how to use to the best advan-

tage. Personally, I prefer the columnar form

with a semi-drooping top, made possible by allowing

2 feet or 3 feet of the top part of the growths to

droop over with the weight of bloom. These plants

after flowering are most useful to plant out for a

quick effect on a pergola, or they may be grown
under glass for a time, repotting them, if needed,

OPENING OF THE MIDL.\ND DAFFODIL .SHOW ."VT BIRMINGHAM.
The Lord Mayor, Rev. J . Jacob, Dowager Duchess of Sutherland, Lady Mayoress, Rev. G. H. Engleheart

and Mr. Robert Sydenham. On the extreme right is Mr. H. Smith, Secretary of the Society.

autumn are brought under glass in the spring,

moderately pruned and given a good warm tempera-

ture, where they quickly develop into fine plants

and fill their pots with an abundance of roots. It

is, however, during the following season that

these plants are seen at their best, when, after a

summer and autumn outdoors to promote ripening

of the wood, they are top-dressed and are ready

for forcing, or rather, for putting into a temperature

of about 50° in January or February, because the

Rambler Rose resents strong forcing heat at first.

The best trails of bloom are obtained from growths
|

made under glass the previous season, and these

must be well ripened. There is no need to have a

lot of these growths. It is best to retain two or

three of the finest and one or two of the older growths

that bear several laterals, these latter being cut

back hard, even to the second eye. Brisk syringing

on fine mornings and careful watering at the roots

will be necessary, and an early application of some

good fertiliser should be given, pointing this into

the surface soil with a label. Allow the growths

ample space, tying them, if necessary, to two or

three Bamboo canes, and when the new shoots

become very dense remove some of the most

weakly growths. As these increase it will be

preparatory to flowering another season. It

should be remembered that Rambler Roses grown
in pots are best if rather cramped at the root, and
a lo-inch pot will be ample for quite a large speci-

men. Of course, huge specimens may be obtained

by growing the plants in tubs ; but these are rather

unwieldy. The beautiful httle dwarf-growing

Polyanthas, such as Aschenbrodel, Baby Dorothy,

Mrs. Cutbush, &c., should be also grown to

associate with the Ramblers. Some of the best

Ramblers are Crimson Rambler, Philadelphia

Rambler, Flower of Fairfield, Tausendschon,

American Pillar, Hiawatha, Dehght, Blush Ram-
bler, Dorothy Perkins. Lady Gay, White Dorothy,

Griiss an Zabern, Minnehaha and Goldfinch. P.

DELICATE ROSES, 1908-9.

It may be of interest to note that the following

varieties of Roses proved delicate at Wisley,

and, if not killed, were very severely injured. Each
variety is planted in clumps of twelve, and the

plants had stood where they were for three years.

It should be said that the frost at Wisley was very

severe, zero being registered by the grass ther-

mometer. Mrs. Edward Mawlev was one of the

worst—practically all the plants were killed.

Marquise de Salisbury was another that was
severely aftected ; Niphetos, well known as a

tender variety, maintained its bad reputation
;

Papa Gontier had always succeeded well, and
stood the winter well, but 32° of frost proved too

too much for it at Wisley. Safrano has always
been a favourite of ours because of its charming
buds, but about half the plants were killed. Wil-

liam .'\llen Richardson was killed entirely, and
almost the same may be said of Exquisite, only

one plant being alive out of twelve. Both Perle

des Jardins and its climbing form suffered badly,

and Grace Darling, which is generally so hardy
and vigorous, lost half its number. Mme. Cadeau
Ramey, Gottfried Keller, Princess Beatrice and
Princesse de Sagan were nearly all kiUed, and even

of La France 25 per cent. died. It seems to us

that the last-named is not so satisfactory as it

used to be. It is the first to be attacked by rust,

and a very large proportion of the buds never

expand, but rot on the plants. Not only at

Wisley, but in many other places, it behaved in

the same way, and as there are so many perfectly

hardy and lovely varieties that are thoroughly

satisfactory, we are seriously thinking of dis-

carding this old favourite. It should be stated

that all the Roses named above were dwarfs on

the Briar stock.

—

Journal of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE
Beautiful Anemone Flowers.

A charming series of Anemone flowers comes

from Colonel Robinson, Oswald, West Lulworth,

Dorset. We have never seen a richer variety in

the colouring, including self shades as well as

exquisitely tender hues. We congratulate the

sender on his success in gaining new and beautiful

colourings, among these the " Poppy " type of

.\nemone. Our correspondent writes :
" In accord-

ance with your many notices, as an amateur and

a lover of Anemones I venture to send you a box of

blooms from my border. I have never seen a

show of Anemones, and am quite ignorant of

what is good or otherwise. I have raised nearly

all I have myself mostly from seed, and have no

outside help. I shall, therefore, be greatly obliged

if you will state in your paper a criticism of my
offering, (a) As to whether the blooms are good

of their kind ; (6) as to whether these examples

are of a good or average class. I may add that

all my plants are very luxuriant in their growth

and throw an immense number of blooms, and that

these are only a sample of some of my favourites."

Fancy Pansies for Bedding and Exhibition
Violas.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. of Rothesay, the well-

known nurserymen, send a remarkable series of

Pansies and Violas for bedding and exhibition.

The flowers are not like the Tufted Pansies we are

famihar with, but large and beautifully coloured,

reminding one of the Heartsease in the old garden

at home. It is impossible to describe the varieties

sent in the space at our disposal, but all were beauti-

ful, the hst comprising Mrs. A. Hervey, King-

cup, Miss A. B. Douglas, Mary D. Fitzpatrick,

Mr. H. Stuart, Kitty Bell, Mrs. J. Lindsay, A. H.

Martin, .\gnes Kay, Robert Menzies, Redbraes

Yellow, Mary Burnie, Blue Cloud (a charming

garden Pansy), Mrs. Chichester, J. H. Watson,

George Dunn, Mrs. J. H. Rowland, True Blue,

Maggie Mott, Mrs. R. Fife, Mrs. J. Sellars, Tom
M'Callum, Mrs. Campbell, Duchess of Argyll,

Millie Farmer, A. C. Walker, John Cunningham,

Kate Houston, Wm. Lockwood, Purity, Mosely
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Pei-fection, Bullion (one of the best of the '

garden Pansies), Mrs. H. Kinross, Meg Walker,

Duke of Argyll, Jenny Morris, Nellie Currie,

Annie D. Lister, Tammie, Robert Melville, Kev.

D. R. Williamson, Klondyke, Mrs. R. P. Butler,
|

Nellie Chapman, Lizzie Storer, Duchess of York,

Snowflake, George G. Murray, General Baden-

Powell, Mrs. H. Pearce, Mrs. Alexander, Mrs. J.

M'Crae, Nellie Campbell and Dr. McFarlane.

Pansy enthusiasts, if they have not these varieties,

should add them to their collection.

EdWARDSIA MICROPnVLLA l-ROM SOUTH
Devon.

Mr. Wyndham Fitzherbert, Kingswear, South

Devon, sends us two flowering sprays of the rare

shrub Edwardsia (Sophora) microphylla. Accord-

ing to the " Kew Hand List," this is a variety of

the better-known Sophora tetraptera, a native of

New Zealand. Mr. Fitzherbert writes :
" I am

sending you some fjower-clusters of Edwardsia

(Sophora) microphylla. It is a rare shrub, as it

is only once mentioned in the last sixty volumes

of The Garden. The clusters of blooms, borne

in terminal panicles, are of a bright yellow colour,

which is relieved by the harmonious association

of the browner yellow of the caly.\, which again

deepens into the still browner peduncle. The

shrub from which the blooms were cut is about

6 feet in height, and is carrying considerably over

a hundred flower-clusters, some of which are com-

posed of as many as fifteen blossoms. A few-

weeks ago it was terribly injured by a severe

south-westerly gale, which browned every leaf

as if it was seared by fire, and I was afraid it might

die, but the buds continued to expand and new
leaves are now showing on the branchlets. The

first few years after planting it made rampant

growth but showed no sign of a flower, and I

thought it might bloom if its roots were confined,

so I dug down to a depth of 4 feet, at a distance

of 2 feet 5 inches from the stem, and filled in the

wide trench thus made with stones up to the level

of the surface soil. The next year it showed a

few blossoms, and every year it has bloomed

better. As stated above, this season it is covered

with flowers, and makes an exceedingly pretty

picture. The blossoms are slightly over an inch

in length, and are but little smaller than those of

the better-known E. grandiflora."

NEW PLANTS.

OSMUNDA PALUSTRIS CRISPATO-CONGESTA. This

is the very full and descriptive name of a useful

addition to hardy Ferns, the newcomer being a

seedling variation of the typical species. As
shown the plant was shorn of the drooping grace

which characterises the original, and in place

thereof was seen a plant of sub-erect or spreading

habit of growth, the parts being modified or re-

duced by a natural dwarfing process, which is

responsible for the congested or denser habit of

growth which doubtless gave rise to the last of

the varietal names borne by the plant. We think

highly of this novelty because of its distinct bear-

ing. Shown by Messrs. H. B. May and Sous,

Edmonton. Award of merit.

Polyanthus Ladhams' Brilliant. — A strong,

vigorous-growing plant, producing large trusses

of handsome crimson, yellow-centred flowers.

Shown by Messrs. Ladhams, Shirley, near South-
'

ampton. Award of merit.

Hydrangea Hortensia Mmc. Emilie Mouilliere.—

A nearly pure white-flowered variety that should

prove of service. Exhibited by M. E. Mouilliere,

Vendome. Award of merit.
|

Hydrangea Hortensia Ornament.—This is a I

whitish-flowered variety suffused with pink, and

is rendered distinct from all by the acutely notched

petals, which impart a decidedly ornamental

appearance to the plant. Shown by Messrs.

James Veitch and Sons, Limited. Award of merit.

Macleania insignis.—.\ Mexican plant of con-

siderable beauty and interest. The reddish scarlet

flowers are drooping, cylindrical, with . a five-

toothed limb, borne in terminal corymbose panicles,

and each i^ inches in length. The leaves are of

considerable texture, ovate, and at the ends of

the branches assume a bronzy red tone that is

most attractive. The plant is of an evergreen

character and requires greenhouse treatment.

Shown by Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limited.

.Award of merit.

Schizanthus grandiflorus Veitch's Strain.—An
award of merit was granted to a highly meritorious

strain of these beautiful flowering annuals. Shown
by Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea.

.Anetnone nemorosa .Allenii.—The most hand-

some variety of the blue-flowered Wood Anemones,
of which A. n. robinsoniana is typical, the nearly

pure sky blue colouring of the petals rendering the

plant of the greatest value. The flowers are nearly

twice the size of the popular variety named, and
the plant, far exceeding it in vigour, is succession al

to it in flowering. .\ plant of great beauty. Shown
by Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield.

Award of merit.

Carnation Mrs. C. F. Raphael.—The colour of

this handsome fragrant novelty approximates to

rose pink in a flower which for size surpasses any
Malmaison variety of our acquaintance. It is

indeed a handsome thing, quite distinct, and,

having a stiff stem proportionate to the size of

the flowers, will be welcomed by all. Shown by
Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey. Award of merit.

Auricula Canary Bird.—The best yellow fancy

variety we have seen, and a great advance upon
existing varieties of the same colour tone. The
exact shade is golden canary, the handsome flowers

with well-defined paste being of perfect form.

.Auricula Dorothy Cults.—A saffron-coloured

variety, shaded bronzy pink, and quite a new
shade in the Auricula. The shapely flowers, too,

are of large size. The variety has a good white

paste.

.Auricula Mai.—The handsome flowers are of

crimson-red shade, the pure white paste rendering

the predominant tone all the more conspicuous.

The whole of these Auriculas were raised and
exhibited by Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookham,
Surrey, and each received an award of merit.

Narcissus CooksoniiE.—A Leedsii triandrus hybrid

probably, with shapely creamy white flowers, the

segments of the perianth being well formed and
quite overlapping. From Mrs. Norman Cookson,

Wylam-on-Tyne. .Award of merit.

Narcissus Colleen.—One of the most distinct

novelties seen this season, in which the Engle-

heartii and Poeticus recurvus characteristics are

fairly well blended. The perianth segments are

those of a glorified Poeticus recurvus, those less

white than in the original, and of almost perfect

outline, while the flatfish crown margined with

yellow and shaded a paler yellow presentlj-

assumes a deep green colouring, which is as con-

spicuous as it is distinct. Shown by Messrs. R. W.
Wallace and Co., Colchester. Award of merit.

Cattleya Mendelii Pearl McBean.—It is quite

pleasing to get a beautiful variety of this well-

known Cattleya with so charming a name after

the monstrosities that Orchid-raisers are apt to

encumber their plants with. The flower in question

is a glorified form of the type, with extra large

petals and lip, the latter being richly coloured

and beautifully marked, the yellow and purple

being well defined. Shown by Messrs. J. and

A. A. McBean, Cooksbridge, Sussex. .Award of

merit.

Odontoglossum crispum Magnum Bonum.—

A

very light-flowered form of this well-known Orchid,

and one that evidently possesses freedom of flower-

ing as well as beauty. The blossoms are large,

of true crispum shape, the pure white ground of

the sepals having a few pale brown dots placed

near the centre of each segment. The white of

the petals is unsullied, but the labellum has a

yellow blotch as well as a few brown dots. Shown
by Lieutenant-Colonel Holford, C.V.O., C I.E.,

Westonbirt, Tetbury, Gloucestershire. Award of

merit.

Cattleya Diisseldorfei Undine Westonbirt variety.—
This is an almost pure white variety, no colour

being present on the sepals and petals, which are

very opaque. The labellum has just the faintest

tinge of pink and primrose in the throat. The
flowers are large and the plant is very free. .Shown

by Lieutenant-Colonel Holford, C.V.O., CLE.,
Westonbirt, Tetbury, Gloucestershire First-class

certificate.

Odontioda Charlesworthii Theodora.—This is the

richest-coloured Odontioda we have ever seen, and,

in addition, the plant appears to be very vigorous

and the flowers large. The colour may best be

described as very rich crimson, which shows a de-

cided scarlet tint when placed so that strong light

shows through the segments. Shown by de Barri-

Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks. hirst-class

certificate.

Miltonia blcuana Hessle variety.—This is a very

fine variety indeed, the flowers being large, of good

shape, with a rich crimson blotch at the base of

the labellum in place of the usual mauve. A slight

mauve tint is present at the bases of the two petals

;

otherwise the pure white ground is imsullied.

Shown by W. P. Burkinshaw, Esq., The West Hill,

Hessle. First-class certificate.

All the foregoing plants were shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society on the 3rd inst., when

the awards were made.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

miike The Gak,di:s /idp/itl U* all readers who desire assist'

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
ivith that object mill make a special feature of the " Answers

to Correspondents" columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Vovent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation hi-

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Narcissi diseased [F. H. P.).—^The Narcissi

are affected with the yellow stripe disease. It

seems probable that this disease is of bacterial

origin, and there is no known cure. You might

try what a dressing of superphosphate put on

towards the autumn will do. Use about 4 cwt.

to 6 cwt. to the acre. N. princeps and some of

the broad-leaved forms are particularly prone to

this disease.

Lily stem fop inspection ft. W.).—No insects or

fungi are present to account fur the death of the Lily

stem. It seems probable that the stem was bitten by
some creature, such as a slug, and that bacteria afterwards

found their way in and completed the decay.

Plants for bed on lawn in comoarative shade
(.WuandoUe).—We gather that you ivish to have yoiu- bed
planted with attractive Howering plants during the summer
only, leaving the bed open afterwards to be planted with
bulbs and spring flowers. These conditions considerably

narrow down the Ust of plants to choose from, conllning

it chiefly to half-hardv, tender bedding and annual plants.

The Viola would succeed admirably in such a position
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as it' likes partial shade and a cool, strong soil. If the
seeds were frequently picked off the plants during summer,
t would give you a very pleasing and subdued succession
of bloom in shades of blue, mauve, yellow and white from
May to October. White Marguerites, small plants
planted rather close together, with scarlet Gladioli planted
between at distances apart of 1 foot would produce a
telling and briUiant effect for a long time. The Gladioli
should first be rooted in pots ready for planting out with
the Marguerites at the end of May. Pansies would succeed
well. The giant forms of these are very attractive and
the colours rich and varied. Verbena Miss Willmott is

a free, strong-growing variety, the colour being a dcUght-
ful soft pink. A mass of this gives a most pleasing effect.
Tuberous-rooted Begonias succeed well in partial shade,
but the soil would have to be improved and made lighter
for these. If you wish to plant a permanent plant, we
would suggest Clematis Jackmanii. This trained over
a low wire trellis and made to cover the whole surface of
the bed at the height desired would produce a rich purple
effect for many months in summer and autumn It likes
a strong soil and a cool aspect.

Replanting forced bulbs iSomerset).—It is best
to allow the bulbs to dry off by placing them in an open
shed outdoors or laying the pots on their sides ; then later
on, just place them in a shady place in sandy soil, and
finally plant them out in early autumn.
Canvas nrs-iis rubber hose (Bose-pipe).—If you

obtain a good quaUty rubber hose, it will last longer
than canvas for ordinary garden work. A great pointm using hose-pipes, to make them wear well, is to
be very careful to avoid twists or kinks when moving
them about. It is also advisable to roll them on
a cyUnder when not in use rather than coiling them up
and hanging them on a nail or other support. The kind
of hose known as armoured hose is very useful and durable.
It is protected with strong wire arranged spirally on the
outside throughout the whole length.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Camellia buds not opening {M. P. A.,

Tyrone).—It is impossible to give a reason for

some of your Camellia buds not opening properly,
as many of the other flowers have opened
well. Perhaps a Uttle heat would assist them
to open. This sometimes answers in the case
of large - bloomed varieties. When the plants
are too wet at the roots, flowers frequently fail

to expand as they ought to do ; but that can
hardly be the case with yours, as other flowers
have opened well. It is probable that a httle
artificial heat is necesary. You had better com-
mence again with Cytisuses and Genistas, for they
never answer satisfactorily if cut back into old
wood after they have once become old and leggy.
Young plants can be purchased very cheaply.

Paint on hot-water pipes (A/. F. D.).—
The pipes must be kept very hot if the fumes
therefrom injure the plants immediately above;
or have the pipes been painted with some
unsuitable composition which gives off fumes
harmful to the plants ? We know of no compo-
sition to prevent the heat rising from the pipes;
indeed, such a thing would be received with dis-

favour, as the object of hot-water pipes is to heat
the structure. If the pipes have been painted
with any composition of the nature of tar, one can
readily understand fumes being given off ; but if

only the usual coating of lampblack and linseed
oil is apphed, no harmful fumes emanate there-
from. If it is simply heat from the pipes which
does the damage, then a smaller fire must be kept
in the boiler. The best suggestion we can make,
if, owing to the open stage, the plants are too
near the hot pipes, is to lay some slates on the
stage and put a layer of shingle about i inch deep
thereon. The plants can then be stood on the
shingle, which will serve to hold a certain amovmt
of moisture and prevent the plants^from being
cfried up.

Geraniums for inspection (E. M. W.). —
Your Geraniums are attacked by what is popularly
termed the spot, a fungoid disease whose ravages
seem greatly on the increase. Highly fed plants are
more liable to its attacks than those which have been
grown in poorer soU. Dusting with sulphur will some-
times effect a cure, or spraying with a solution of per-
manganate of potash is often effectual. It must also be
borne in mind that a free circulation of air is a great help
towards combating the disease, and so is direct sunshine.
These last two items tend to solidify the tissues of the
leaves, and consequently the spores of the fungus have
much less effect upon them than on plants whose foliage

is so particularly soft as the leaves sent by you appear
to be.

Metrosideros shoots for inspection
(F. M. N.). — Several of the shoots of Metrosideros
floribunda which have arrived for examination are
quite dead, and the others somewhat crippled. We
advise you to cut the plants back at once to where
they are alive. Ascertain whether the soil about the
roots is quite moist, and if not, give it a good soaking.

'

You may afterwards apply a surface dressing of half-
decayed leaves, but do not give anything of a strong
feeding nature. It is probable that with better weather
the plants will commence to grow again, but it is rather
doubtful whether they will prove successful at Tunbridge
Wells. If you have space on a south wall to spare, one
would probably succeed in the position. Continue the
protecting work in the event of severe weather next
winter.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Heimia myrtifoUa [Robert Gurney).—The

plant you refer to as Heimia myrtifolia is, correctly,

Nesaea myrtifolia. It is a native of South America,
grows about 5 feet high and bears rather small

yellow flowers. In America it is said to form an
ornamental bush, but in English gardens it has
usually proved disappointing. In some parts of

the country it may be grown out of doors, but it

is quite likely that you would have to place it in

a cold house in Norfolk. Your best plan would
be to try a plant indoors and another outside at

the foot of a south wall. Loamy soil will be found
to be suitable. The Nesaeas, of which two or

three species are known, may be increased by
means^of cuttings in summer.
Pruning double-flowered Gorse {H. G. Hawker).

You may cut your double-flowered Gorse back with safety
as soon as the flowers fade. It can be kept moderately
low by going over the plants annually and removing the
longest shoots. This removes the necessity of cutting it

hard back every few years.

Rhododendron for name and information
(A. M. B.).—The specimen you send for name is Ehodo-
dendron formosum, a Himalayan species. There is really no
difference between Azalea and Khododendron. Botani-
cally the former name is not recognised now, and the
plants which were at one time known as Azalea are now
included under Rhododendron. It is, however, usual to
call the deciduous kinds of Rhododendron Azaleas in
gardens, while R. indicum is generally known as Azalea
indica. Your plant may be cut back moderately hard
at once, and be stood in a moist and warm house until
new shoots appear. When these are half an inch long
the plant may be repotted, taking care to drain the new
pot well and provide a compost of sweet soil composed
of lumpy, fibrous peat with a good supply of sand. Do
not give a very much larger pot than the one the plant
occupies at the present time, and as soon as it is estab-
lished in the new soil remove it to a cooler house. When
potting make the soil firm about the old ball. You may
increase the plant by means of cuttings of semi-ripe shoots,
3 inches to 4 inches long, inserted in pots of sandy peat
in a close propagating-case during summer.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Orchid Committee.—May 3.

Present : Mr. J. Gumey Fowler (chairman), Messrs.
Harry J. Veitch, James O'Brien, H. Little. W. Boxall,
Stuart H. Low, de B. Crawshay, H. Brooman White,
J. Wilson Potter, W. Bolton, Gumey WUson, W. H. White,
H. A. Tracey, H. G. Alexander, Arthur Dye, W. P. Bound,
W. H. Hatcher, Walter Cobb, F. J. Hanbury, F. Menteith
Ogilvie, A. A. McBean. T. T Oifton and J. Charlesworth.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, staged
a small but most interesting group of well-flowered and
choice plants, the whole being in first-class condition.
Among the most interesting and lesser-known subjects
were Acineta Humboldtii. Bulbophyllum Lobbii, Phaius
maculatus, Capanemia uliginosa (a tiny plant with creamy
white flowers), a fine specimen of Dendrobium dalhousie-
anum and the curious httle Octomeria diaphana. Silver

Flora medal.
The group exhibited by Messrs. Sander and Sons, St.

Albans, was also a rather smaU one, but, notwithstanding,
contained some well-grown and interesting plants.

Among those that called for special mention were the
yellow-flowered Dendrobium velutinum, Masdevallia
courtauldiana. Coelogyne corrugata, LteUo-Cattleya Minerva
(with primrose-coloured flowers) and L.-C. cboietiana (a

large and well-grown specimen with mauve-coloured
flowers). Silver Flora medal.
A very fine specimen of Cypripedium rothschildianum

Chortman House variety was shown by J. B. Joel, Esq.,
Childwick, Bury St. Edmunds (Orchid-grower, Mr. E.
May). This had six large flower-spikes and a total of
twenty-four fully developed large flowers, as well as a
number of buds. It reflected great credit on Mr. May.
Silver medal.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Deanland Nursery, Balcombe, had a
small group of well-flowered plants, composed for the
most part of Cattleyas, with a few Odontoglossums inter-
mixed, none of which was named.

Mr. Maurice Mertens, Mont St. Amand, Belgium, showed
several fine plants of his famous Odontoglossum hybrids,
as weU as a few examples of Miltonia, two of the latter
being very highly coloured indeed.

Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge, Hayward's Heath, was
showing several good plants, including a good specimen
of Coelogyne pandurata and two very fine Cattleyas.

C. Rogerson. Esq., Oakdene, West Didsbury, Man-
chester, exfiibited several Cypripediums and a good
Odontoglossum, this being a variety of crispum named
Oakdene Gem and belonging to the heavily mottled
section. Cypripedium niveum Oakdene variety is an
almost pure white flower of good shape.

Messrs. J. and A. A. McBean. Cooksbridge, Sussex,
staged a small group, which contained some very fine
Odontoglossums and also a beautiful Cattleya Mendeha
named Pearl McBean.

Mr. Charies Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, staged
several interesting and well-grown plants, such as Bifrenaria
purpurascens. Miltonia flavescens. Cattleya intermedia
and Cymbidium iowianum, the plants in each instance
being large and well-flowered.
H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gardener, Mr.

Day), put up a small but good group of plants, among
which we noticed Brasso-Cattleya Queen Alexandra and
Cattleya Schroderae alba.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : air. George Bunyard (chairman). Messrs. J .

Cheal, F. Perkins, A. Dean, Edwin Beckett, G Hobday,
A. R. Allan, H. Markham, H- Parr, John Lyne, P. D.
Tuckett, Charies Foster, G. Wythes, P. 0. M. Veitch,
Owen Thomas, John Harrison, C. G. A. Nix, James Vert
and G. Keif.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons of Reading staged a remark-
able group of vegetables considering the time of year.
Here were displayed in profusion such kinds as Asparagus,
Peas, Beans, Mushrooms, Tomatoes, Carrots. Cucumbers,
Potatoes, Turnips, Lettuces, Cabbages, Broccoh and
Rhubarb, the whole being in flrst-class condition. It
may be of service to enumerate some of the varieties-
shown. Pea Early Giant, Beans Tender and True and
Princess of Wales, Mushroom Sutton's Twentieth Century,
Asparagus Reading Giant, Turnips Red and White Early
Milan. Cabbages Harbinger, Sutton's April and Flower of
Spring. Carrot Champion Scarlet Horn, Potato Sutton'&
Seedhng, Tomatoes Early Market, Sutton's Perfection
and Winter Beauty, and Broccoli Sutton's Satisfaction
cut from the open field were all shown in really flrst-class
condition, and refiected the greatest credit on this weU-
known firm. Silver-gilt Knightian medal.
A large and representative collection of Rhubarb from

the Society's gardens at Wisley was shown, about thirty
varieties being included.
A small but excellent lot of Grapes and Strawberries-

was shown by the Right Hon. the Earl of Stanhope,
Chevening Park, Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. J. C. Sutton),
the Grapes being Lady Downe's and the Strawberries
Royal Sovereign. Both were splendidly finished, and the
Strawberries were of particularly good quality and of
large size. Silver Knightian medal.

BOURNEMOUTH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
A VERY interesting paper was read on the 30th ult. by
one of the younger members of this association. The
subject. " The Begonia Gloire de Lorraine Type," was-
very ably dealt with by Mr. P. Dowell, Astney Firs Gardens.
Bournemouth. The paper was a short one. but the chief
points in the cultivation of this popular Begonia were
dealt with in a concise way. A long discussion followed
the reading of the paper and Mr. Dowell was asked many
questions, which he ably answered. The principal points-
of the paper were as follows The lecturer much preferred
to increase or renew the stock of plants by propagation
of leaves, and advocated mature foliage. January was
the time recommended for the insertion of the first batch
of leaf cuttings. The second batch should be put in in
March. In January the temperature of the house should
be maintained at 55° or a little higher. The ba?e of each-
leaf-stalk was inserted in the hght, sandy soil near the
rims of the pots. The leaves were thus supported by the
rims and also prevented from touching the surface of the
soil and being lost through damping. Instead of enclosing-
the leaf cuttings in a propagating- frame, leave the glass
hght off, keep the compost in a medium state of moisture
and do not syringe the leaves. When sufficiently rootetf
the young planta were potted into very small pots in a
compost of fibrous loam and leaf-soil in equal proportions,
and dried cow-manure was also used in small quantity.
Two more repott'iigs followed, first in 5-inch pots and;
finally into 6J-inch ones. If the loam used was heavy and
retentive of moisture, the lecturer recommended the
addition of good peat ; but not any peat if th" soil was of
a hght nature. He advocated light potting, a tempera-
ture during the growing season that never fell below 65",.

and feeding with weak doses of Uquid manure made from
cow-manure in preference to the use of artificial manures.
No pinching of shoots was done ; some were allowed to-

grow over the rims of the pots and the central ones were
fo trained that nicely balanced pyramids were formed.
It was important that all flower-buds be kept pinched off

the plants during the summer-time until about five weeks
prior to the date on which they were required to be had in

full flower. Slight shade was necessary. His plants
were grown on shelves so that they could have the maxi-
mum amount of light in dull weather. There is generally
a fine exhibition of Begonias at the Bournemouth autumn
shows, and consequently much interest is taken in the
cultivation of the plants by members of this association.
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amaranth red flowers, with crimson
stamens. N. L. lilacea opens with a blush
tint, changing with age to rose, crimson
and hlac. N. L. purpurata has deep
crimson flowers.

A^. odorata alba (the American Lily).

—

A pretty, sweet-scented kind from' the
United States. It produces a long succes-
sion of white flowers, and likes a warm,
sunny situation.

N. o. Exquisita.—A choice little plant
with fragrant, rose-coloured flowers paler
near the tips of the petals. Other
forms of N. odorata suitable for growing
in tubs are N. o. luciana, deep rose ; and
the Newfoundland Water Lily, N. o. rosea,
a beautiful variety which bears large
flowers of a rich rosy pink all the summer
through.

N. 0. minor (N. pumila).—A charming
little Lily with white flowers about 3 inches
in diameter.

A^. o. sulphnrea.—A small-growing plant
with marbled leaves and pale sulphur-
coloured flowers.

N. pygmcBa.—This little Chinese Lily is

the smallest Water Lily, and grows freely
in shallow water. It produces a long
succession of its small white flowers all
through the summer.

A', p. Helvola.—A yellow-flowering form
of the pigmy Water Lily, with small
foliage tinted with bronze.

A^. caro/iniaua.—A lovely free-flowering
kind with fragrant rose pink flowers of
good size, darkening to deep rose in the
centre.

All the above may be grown in tubs
where there is from g inches to i foot of
water. For

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Ponds and Streams

there is a much larger selection available,
among the best being :

IVhite Flowers.—N. alba, N. caroliniana
nivea, N. gladstoniana and N. Marliacea
alba.

Rose or Pink.~N. Arc en Ciel, N.
caroliniana, N. colossea, N. Marliacea
carnea, N. tuberosa rosea and N. William
Doogue, the latter with flowers of large
size and great substance.
Red to Crimson.—N. ellisiana, N. Froe-

belii, N. atropurpurea, N. gloriosa (one of
the finest), N. James Brydon, N. Marliacea
ignea, N. Robinsonii and N. William
Falconer.

Yellow or Orange.~l<S. fulva, N. aurora,
N. Marliacea chromatella, N. odorata
sulphurea grandiflora and N. Siegnouretii.

W. Irving.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
May 24.—Royal Horticultural Society. Great

Spring Show, Inner Temple Gardens, Thames
Embankment, 12 noon to 7 p.m. Admission los.
Bath and West and Southern Counties' Show at
Rochester and Chatham (Bve days).

May 25.—Royal Horticultural Society. Great
Spring Show, Inner Temple Gardens, Thames
Embankment, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Open to public
12 noon to 7 p.m. .Admission 2s. 6d.

May 26.—Royal Horticultural Society. Great
Spring Show, Inner Temple Gardens, Thames
Embankment, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—
In consequence of the death of His Majesty King
Edward, the annual dinner arranged to take place
at the Hotel Cecil, on May 19, is postponed to

Thursday, May 26. The committee beg to notify
that invitations issued for May ig hold good for the
altered date, and will be glad if gentlemen who have
already accepted will kindly confirm same for their

attendance on May 26.—B. Wynne, Secretary.

The proposed two-day Royal Horti-
cultural Society's meetings. — We learn
that, as a result of the enquiry instituted by the
Royal Horticultural Society's Council as to the
desires of the exhibitors at the Horticultural Hall
re the holding of those meetings over two days for
a few months of the year, the proposal has been
withdrawn, there being a predominance of anta-
gonism to the suggestion. No doubt the wisest
course has been taken, as it would have been folly

to have persevered with a suggestion which had not
the approval of a majority of the regular exhibitors.
A plea had been put forth that, as on Wednesdays
it is the custom of the railway companies to issue
cheap return tickets to London and back, many
country people would gladly have visited the meet-
ings on the second day. These shows, however, are
not competitive, and, therefore, have to be regarded
from a purely voluntary standpoint.

The National Dahlia Society. — Two
exhibitions will be held during the present vear
under the auspices of the above society, one at the
Crystal Palace on September 8 and 9, and the other
at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on
September 21 and 22. The report for 1909,
together with the schedule of prizes for this year,
is now being issued. A trial of single DahUas is

being held by the society this summer in connection
with Messrs, J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, Sussex.
The society is also now issuing the annual supple-
ment and conference report, which contains a great
deal of information of the highest value to culti-

vators of DahUas. Full particulars concerning this
publication and the schedule can be obtained from
the hon. secretary, Mr. E. F. Hawes, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, N.W.

Proposed Scottish Gardeners' Trades
Union.—We learn that a movement for the
formation of a trades union of gardeners in Scotland
is in contemplation, and that a meeting is likely

to be held shortly to arrange for its formation.
Mr. A. M'Kinnon MTntosh, Paisley Road, Glasgow,
is, we are informed, forming the nucleus of the union
in response to the request of a number of gardeners.
It is understood that the proposal has been revived
at this time on account of the lowering of wages in

some gardens and the reduction of the staff in

others. Similar proposals have been made from
time to time, and gardeners will do well to consider
the question thoroughly in all its bearings before
committing themselves to action such as that taken
by trades unions in general.

Presentation to a Kent gardener.—
Mr. Edward Butler, head-gardener at the Surrenden
Estate, Pluckley, recently completed his fiftieth

year of service on the estate, and the occasion was
celebrated in a suitable manner. Previous to the
dinner given by Mr. and Mrs. Butler to a number
of friends, Mr. G. Miller asked them to accept two
life-size portraits of themselves. After the dinner,

the Rev. Dr. Springett handed to Mr. Butler an
album containing the names of the subscribers and
an illuminated address. A gold locket was also

presented to Mrs. Butler. After these had been
suitably acloiowledged, Mr. Butler handed to each
member of his staff an autograph portrait of
himself.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Eucalypti in Britain. — Near here, at
Brighthngsea in Essex, on the estate of Mr.
John Bateman, J. P., D.L., Eucalyptus Gunnii
has grown out of doors for over forty years, has
attained a height of over 60 feet and bears fertile
seed every year. I am not writing of one tree, but
of scores of them in plantations on both hght and
heavy soils on high ground and on low. It can also
be seen growing at Wyvenhoe and Thorington,
and many others are being planted about here, most
of which were grown from seed or seedUngs (self-

sown). Mr. Bateman brought the seed of his
trees from Tasmania. A year ago late frosts
damaged many trees in my garden, but my young
E. Gunnii were unharmed. You may also be
interested to hear that I have Arbutus Unedo
35 feet high. I have seen none like them except
at Killarney.

—

Llewelyn Lloyd, M..A., Kirby,
Essex.

Destroyingfield-mice.—I should be grateful
if you or any of your readers could tell me of any
means of destroying field-mice, which are damaging
many plants in my rock garden. I have tried
traps, with only moderate success. I should also
be glad to know the experience of others as to the
amount of damage caused by mice. I have come
to the conclusion that much of the eating of
plants, blossoms, &c., as well as bulbs, which I

used to attribute to rabbits and birds, is really due
to mice.—E. M. Greenly.

The Lyon Rose.— I agree with Messrs. Stuart
Low and Co. as to the lasting quaHty of the Lyon
Rose, which is remarkable either on the plant or
in a cut state ; but as to its suffering during the
winter I hear many complaints, as it is much
injured in this way. With me the plants die
down to the ground-line, which is not a point in its

favour.—E. M.

Poisonous plants.—It may interest " Hay-
ward's Heath " and other readers to know that the
Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus) is exceedingly
poisonous in my case. I have twice had my hands
and face very much injured with it. The first

time I was quite at a loss to know what caused the
painful rash, but the second time the rash appeared
almost immediately after smelhng and touching
the plant. I have since heard of someone else
who has had the same experience.—M. Bothamley,
Dene Cottage, Wiitsionthe.

A beautiful colour combination it
may be of interest to other readers to record a beau-
tiful colour effect I noticed a few days ago. In a
suburban garden there were two clumps of the
common violet-coloured German Iris, and sand-
wiched between the two was a small clump of the
silvery mauve Darwin Tulip the Rev. H. Ewbank.
The two colours harmonised beautifully, and created
a picture that at once arrested attention and that
was most pleasant to behold. This is worth remem-
bering when Tulip planting-time comes round.
—A. A.

"Jerusalem" Cowslip (Pulmonaria
officinalis).—I fear it is difficult to say that
Jerusalem Cowslip has any botanical sanction for its

use in referring to Pulmonaria officinalis ; but if we
restrict ourselves to the use of such common names
as are sanctioned or supported by science, we shall
have to drop many of our popular names. But this

Lungwort has several names quite as inappropriate,
e.g., that of Jerusalem Sage. If it is wTong to call

a Boragewort a Cowslip, it is equally so to call it

a Sage. With reference to the use of the word
Jerusalem as a prefix to Cowshp, I may add that
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several of the Lungworts are natives of Western

Asia, altliough also found in Europe, so that there

is probably something to say for its employment
;

but in using popular names it is well not to be too

strict. Were we to be so, we would require to drop

many well-known names familiar to a great number

of people who cannot l>e troubled with botanical

ones and sanrtioned In- long usage.—S. Arnott.

Poisonous plants. -Some years ago I

had a rash on my hands and wrists through hand-

ling Primula obconica. It was so bad that the

head-gardener had to manage them. 1 was then

always at work under glass, and had time to

notice how some plants, other than the Primulas,

would cause an irritation of the skin—Davallia

mooreana, fancy Pelargoniums and various .\cacias.

Fig leaves and the sap of the same when tying

and thinning in the Fig-house, particularly when

the sun was causing the temperature to rise and

the pores of the skin to open, A few years later

I thought I would try P. obconica again to please

those who employed me, with the same result
;

in fact, while gathering some flowers I slipped

and fell in among them. My face and hands

were nothing but watery bladders. Since then

I have left the plants severely alone. The doctor

says my skin is sensitive. That may be ; but

when such plants cause days of irritation it is

better to let them alone. Primula sinensis never

did affect me, and now that I am out in the air more

than at previous times, probably the skin is harder

and not so sensitive. Zam-Buk ointment worked

marvels to clear the bladders and form new skin

on my face and hands.—T. Bates.

A new typa of Telemly Sweet Pea -

Many readers of The Garden w-ill be interested

to hear that I have at last succeeded in introducing

the Spencer wave into the Telemly strain of winter-

flowering Sweet Peas. I have been trying for

some time to do this, but not knowing anything at

tirst of the law of Mendelism, I have been throwing

away all failures, as I considered them, every year.

Now, however, that I have learnt through Mendel

to give a chance to the second generation, I am
rewarded with several plants more or less waved,

and among these are two of great beauty and

distinction. One is a blush pink like Mrs. Hard-
castle Sykes, and the other, of which I enclose a

photograph, is a clear bright self rose of the colour

of Rose John Hopper. I have been at work
during this winter crossing these two plants with

all my other colours, and hope thus to secure a great

accession of form and vigour for the Telemly

strain, and I only regret that for a year or so I

shall not be able to share my trouvaille with others.
—Edwin ."Vrkwright, Telemly, Mustapha, Algiers. I

A plea for fragrant Sweet Peas it

seems almost impossible that there should be
anything left to write about Sweet Peas after the

inundations of literature and opinions that have
of late been published ; but may I add one word '

of pleading that, I hope, will have influence with
hybridisers of these delightful flowers this summer,
viz., a plea for scented varieties. The name is

;

rapidly becoming a misnomer in many sorts, and
what has brought the idea more lately before me
is the delicious fragrance of a few forced ones I

have in a room now of a variety called " Christmas-

flowering." It is a hideous colour and poor flower,

but the blooms in a vase scent the whole room. I

grow a great many Sweet Peas, and last summer a
friend counted thirty vases (mostly large bowls) in

the drawing-room tiUed with them, but the whole
lot did not scent the room hke the dowdy little

flower I have in now (where it came from neither

my gardener nor I can remember), which causes

every visitor to exclaim, " Oh I what is smelling

so sweet ? " I regret the flowers are now quite

over, or would send some for your table.—C. R.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

l''Rurrs Under Glass.

E,-\R1,Y
GR.A.PES.—Excessive tempera-

tures must be avoided in houses where
Crapes are ripening, and a more
Imoyant atmosphere maintained. Air
^iiould be admitted on every oppor-

tunity. If the borders are dry, a good
soaking may be given with clear water. A night

temperature of 65° is sufficient at this period,

which may be lessened as the fruit approaches

maturity.

Sitccessional Houses.—Close attention is neces-

sary to keep the stopping and thinning well in hand.
Muscat Grapes.—These being rather difficult to

set, it is best to wait till it can be seen which berries

lace going to swell before commencing to thin.

There are usually a lot of seedless berries, and
sometimes it is difficult to get a good-shaped
bunch. Therefore, by postponing the thinning

till it is quite apparent which are the seedless

berries, better results will be obtained. In many
districts mildew is exceedingly troublesome at

this season, and to check this the pipes must be

smeared with sulphur made into a paste. This

operation should be performed in the evening.

Make the pipes hot and rub the paste on with

the hand. .\ httle ventilation must be given early

the next morning and the Vines syringed.

Plants Under Glass,

I.ilium Inngiflorum.—These are making good
growth, and when grown three or four bulbs in

7-inch pots, will require plenty of nourishment.

Liquid cow-manure is an excellent stimulant for

them, and an occasional watering with weak soot-

water is benefieial. Frequent fumigating is neces-

sary to keep down green fly.

Cyclamen.—Plants that have finished flowering

should be stood in cold frames, where the corms
or tubers may be gradually ripened off. Water
must not be entirely withheld all at once, or they

will probably shrivel and the bad effects will be

seen next flowering season. The young plants

should be kept growing on and potted up when
necessary.

Kitchen Garden.
The thinning out of various crops should be

proceeded with as soon as the young plants are

large enough to handle.

Onions will be the first to demand attention.

These should be left 9 inches apart when finally

thinned. One or two rows may be left thicker

for use in their green state. Again, if small roots

are required for pickling, these can be left thick,

unless a special \'ariety is grown expressly for

this purpose.

Parsnips and Carrots will follow the Onions in

due course. Parsnips require thinning from
12 inches to 15 inches apart ; Carrots, 12 inches.

Early Short Horn Carrots that are grown for

summer use should be shghtly thinned at first

;

then, as soon as the roots are large enough for

cooking purposes, they may be drawn.
The transplanting of Cauliflowers, Brussels

Sprouts, BroccoU, Savoys and other greens should

be attended to before the plants get thin and
leggy. In many cases seed is sown thickly, and
if all the plants are left in the seed-bed till they

are required for permanent quarters, they natu-

rally become weak. By thinning them out and
transplanting, strong, sturdy plants are obtained.

E. C. POOLEV.
(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

'iHuinn Hall. Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Bedding Out.—^This work is now carried out
on a much more rational plan than formerly, and
there is not the great rush about the end of May
to get everything into place. With the much
greater variety of plants now at command, the
filling of the flower-beds can be begun towards
the middle of April and everything got in in com-
fort, instead of the break-neck pace necessary a
few years ago. As has already been advised in

this column, such useful bedding plants as Antir-

rhinums, Pentstemons, Dianthuses and Chrysan-
themums can all be got into their summer quarters
by mid-May, and now all Calceolarias can be
planted. When planting is carried out on this

system, much better results are usually obtained,

as many of these subjects are practically hardy,
and if set out in good time make far finer plants
than they could possibly do if kept in frames or

boxes until it was safe to plant out the tender
kinds.

Herbaceous Borders.—Growth has been fairly

rapid this season, and a large number of the plants
will require stalling now. Where time can be
found it is also very advantageous to thin out the

growths somewhat. Many plants send up masses of

shoots, and the overcrowding causes a spindl.ng

growth and poor flowers. It takes time to pro-

perly thin and stake these hardy plants. Where
large numbers are cultivated, it is a practical

impossibihty to stake out each shoot as is often

advised. If stakes are painted green, and three

or four are driven firmly into the ground round
each large plant and then looped round with tar

twine, a very decent and expeditious job can be
made. When done in good time the foliage soon
hides the stakes and twine, and the plants assume a

quite natural appearance.

Hardy .inntials.—The thinning of these must
be rigorously carried out while the plants are

quite small. The best plan is to do the work
twice. The first time just a partial thinning out
where the little seedlings are much crowded should
be aimed at, and after they attain more size,

so that they will be comparatively safe from slugs,

a final and severe reduction should be carried out.

Plants Under Glass.

.Azaleas.—The bulk of the Indian .\zaleas will

now have gone out of flower, and the plants should
have some little attention given them. The first

thing to do is to pick off all faded flowers and the

seed-pods attached to them, care being taken not

to injure the growth-buds springing just beside

these. If potting is required, now is the time to

do it. A very small shift is always best, and the

compost must be rammed very firmly, or more
than likely the plant will die. Whether repotted

or not, the plants should be placed in a rather

warmer house than the one in which they have
flowered. The .'Azalea dishkes strong sunshine,

so some light shading should be given the plants.

SyTinge twice daily to encourage fresh growth
and to keep down thrip. If no repotting has been
done, the plants should either be top-dressed or

have weak doses of liquid manure twice a week.

.'imaryllis.—The earlier plants ought by this

time to have made their full growth in a warm
house, and should be shifted to a sunny green-

house, there to ripen their bulbs. Continue to

give them every attention in the way of water

at the roots, as premature ripening of the bulbs

is to be avoided. Gentle feeding should still be

administered, as the perfecting of the bulbs during

the summer months is of the greatest importance.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, I.inlith^nw.
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THE DAFFODIL OF THE
FUTURE.

IN
an excellent speech at the dinner which

he kindly gave to friends of the IMidland

Daffodil Society at Birmingham on the

occasion of the annual show, Mr. Robert

Sydenham stated that in his opinion the

Daffodils of the future would be those

with bright-coloured cups, and of which raisers

are now giving us so many. Judging by comments

that have been overheard at various shows during

the season that has passed, this opinion is well

founded. Evidently the general pubUc have taken

to such varieties in a most enthusiastic spirit,

and, after all, it is the public who must be the

final judges as to what shall become the most

popular.

With the idea of finding out what the firm of

Robert Sydenham, Limited. Tenby Street, Bir-

mingham, has in store for its numerous customers,

we gladly accepted Mr. Sydenham's invitation

to visit his Daffodils at Olton, a dehghtful country

district a few miles from Birmingham. Here

the Daffodils are under the care of Mr. Phillips, a

young partner of the firm, who is exceedingly

keen on these flowers and has an intimate know-

ledge of all sections and varieties of the Narcissus,

from the oldest sorts to the newest creations of

our Daffodil wizards. Knowing the thoroughness

with which Mr. Sydenham conducts the whole of

his business, we were prepared to see Daffodils

growing at Olton in the best possible manner ; but

the extent to which they are cultivated and the

vigour of the plants far exceeded our expectations.

Several acres were occupied by Daffodils alone,

and when we say that only the choicest and com-

paratively new varieties are grown here, our

readers will gain some idea of the beautiful sight

they afforded.

It may be interesting and useful to give a few-

details of those varieties which appealed most to

us, and some of which are now within reach of those

who cannot afford to pay excessively high prices.

One of the most distinct w'as Lemon Drop , a variety

that will, we think, on account of its free-flowering

habit, be largely adopted for bedding in the future.

It is a drooping flower, and for this reason is not an

exhibition sort, but when growing it is exceedingly

pretty, very free and of even height. It has a rather

loose, pale cream perianth and large lemon cup.

Homespun is a beautiful large-cupped canary

yellow self variety, the broad perianth being of

superb shape. It is remarkably free, and is

undoubtedly one of the exhibition Daffodils of

the future, as well as being an admirable variety

for the garden. King Alfred is a large rich yellow

trumpet variety with extra long, stout stems ; it

was doing splendidly at Olton. Then there was

the beautiful Mme. de Graaff, another of the

trumpet section that is now comparatively low in

price. Messrs. Sydenham had a grand stock of it,

and it is a Daffodil that we can from experience

recommend to all. It has a shghtly drooping habit,

but its refined very pale sulphur trumpet and white

perianth recommend its inclusion in all gardens.

Those who like triandrus, but who find a difficulty

in growing it owing to its weak constitution,

should try J. T. Bennett-Poe, a hybrid of this

section that, as we saw it growing at Olton, is very

vigorous and free. Cardinal is a beautiful large,

red-cupped flower, even brighter at times than

Lucifer and of much more vigorous habit. Rosella

is another red-cupped variety of much beauty

and great freedom. Many stems had two flowers,

but this is not, we think, characteristic of the

variety. Firebrand, Peveril and Southern Star

were others with richly coloured cups that greatly

appealed to us. Peveril has a very rich orange

scarlet cup with no yellow in it at all, and this

renders the flower very effective. The cup of

Southern Star is very flat, has a lemon yellow

centre and is heavily margined with vivid orange

scarlet, this contrasting well with the creamy
white perianth. Cavalier has a beautifully

shaped white perianth and a large, very flat cup

of bright orange scarlet, the flower being a choice

one indeed. Red Crest, which is much like Southern

Star, but has a better perianth with .\lmond-shaped

segments ; a wonderful flower.

Those who are looking out for a comparatively

cheap poeticus variety should invest in Sidney.

It is scarcely a show flower, but has long perianth

segments, is very vigorous and free, has a beautiful

bright eye and long stem—surely all that one can

desire for the garden. Persian Orange is another

bright-cupped variety of comparatively low price

and great vigour. Horace is a beautiful poeticus

variety well known to experts, and we were pleased

can scarcely be covered with half-a-crown, being
rich Seville orange in colour. Messrs. Sydenham
hold the whole stock of this magnificent variety
and, of course, its price places it beyond the reach
of most growers at present. However, it is a
Daffodil to look forward to. The soil at Olton
appears to be virgin loam and is evidently ideal
for the culture of Daffodils, as all the plants we
inspected were in an exceedingly healthy and
vigorous condition.

THE NEW WAVED TYPE OF THE TELEMLY
WINTER-FLOWERING SWEET PEAS.

to notice a good stock of this at Olton, the per-

fectly formed flowers appealing strongly to us.

Incognita was growing very freely, the perfectly

shaped white perianth forming a charming back-

ground to the flat salmon-coloured cup.

White Queen is a short trumpet variety of great

refinement, both perianth and trumpet being pure

white, the latter standing well open and being

beautifully frilled. White Lady is another charm-

ing white variety, though in this case the beauti-

fully crested cup is of pale primrose hue. The
flowers possess great substance and long, stout

stems. The above list might be extended almost

indefinitely were space at our disposal, but we must

finish with a mention of Seville, the newest of

Messrs. Sydenham's Daffodils. This is a beautiful

large, flat-cupped variety that attracted a great

deal of attention at the Bu-mingham show. The
perianth segments are broad and well formed,

and pure, very opaque white, the Lu'ge cup, which

THE FERN GARDEN.
THE SPRING TREATMENT OF

HARDY FERNS.

WHEN this issue of the "Gazette"
reaches its subscribers it will be
the best time of the year for

the dividing, repotting and
general overhauling of their

collections, since after the long
winter's rest the plants are in the best con-
dition to withstand such operations with the
least detriment. This is partly due also to the
fact that the new season's fronds, under quite
cold treatment, are still comfortably packed up
in the crowns of Ferns of the shuttlecock per-

suasion, while any damage which may result to

the old ones of evergreen species is soon rectified

by the appearance of a new batch. It may,
however, be remarked in this connection that

green fronds should be preserved as far as possible,

(inly dead ones being removed, since such green
foliage undoubtedly contributes something to the
vigour of growth of their successors. In the open,
too, the old frondage, even the dead and shrivelled

debris of deciduous Ferns, forms a natural protec-

tion to the crowns, and if removed for tidiness

sake, should be replaced by a liberal mulching of
leaf-soil. This is advisable for the reason that the
new fronds as they rise, and even as a preliminarv
to rising, produce individually little bundles of
roots from their bases, which may be seen emerging
from and creeping down the sides of the projecting

caudices or rootstocks on their way to the soil,

and given a spell of March winds, dry and keen,
these may well be checked and perhaps destroyed
by exposure, which the old debris prevents. Under
glass, of course, there is less risk of this, but even

I

there this habit of growth should be borne in mind.
Treating still of the crown-forming Ferns, Lady
Ferns (Lastreas and Polystichums), all these have a
tendency to propagate themselves, either by fission

of their crowns or by the production of lateral

offsets, which in time form bush-Uke growths in

Ueu of single crowns. The disadvantageous result

of this is twofold: First, the fronds in such case
cannot possibly display their fuU beauty, since

they become mixed up and often distorted
; and

secondly, owing to the competition for root-room,
they become dwarfed and cannot attain half the
size and development of character that a single

isolated crown is capable of assuming. Hence, if

really fine specimens are desired, plants of more
than one crown should now be divided, the best

plan being to fork them up bodily, when it will be
found that they can be readily coaxed apart, each
crown coming away with its independent roots

and easily estabhshing itself anew when replanted.

Where, as is generally the case with Lady Ferns,

these crowns have been produced, not by offsets,

but by spHtting of the crowns in the centre, the

subsequent growth producing a sort of Siamese
twin connection, a sharp knife may be used to

start the separation, until it is found that the

crowns yield to pressure and come freely away as

in the other cases. In doing this care should be
taken not to squeeze the upper parts in which the
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new fronds are packed, but to roiifine the pressure

to the vicinity of the initial cut. As many of the

best varieties of Polystichum form bulbils on the

fronds near the bases, it is well when removing

even the dead fronds to look out for these as a

means of propagation, since they retain vitality

long after the rest of the frond has perished.

Repotting should not be done unless really

necessary. Well-established single crown speci-

mens do well for years together in fair-sized pots

or pans if mulched occasionally with a little fresh

soil. We have in our collection a remarkable

instance of this. It must be close on thirty years

ago we installed a crested Lady l''ern in a cork

receptacle, formed of a rooting slate about 2 feet

by t foot with a large piece of curved cork pierced

with holes here and there and secured to the slate

by copper wire, another smaller piece of curved

cork being secured to the bottom lt> retain the soil.

That Fern is as robust as ever, though the soil

has never been renewed, but only replenished by
a handful or so of soil every few years. Sundry
small Ferns have appeared in the holes aforesaid

and do equally well. Ferns with travelling root-

stocks, like the Polypodies, are also best left alone

if in good condition. To increase them is easy
;

any piece of rhizome with a frond or two and a

growing tip is sure to establish itself. Ferns,

on the other hand, which are out of condition

s'.iould be turned out and repotted, all dead matter
being removed and as small a pot used as will

contain them. Let the pots be well drained and a

careful look-out be kept for worms and grubs

especially the white curved maggots of the weevil'

\vhich, with Hart's-tongues in particular, are \'cry

destructive, the maggots devouring the roots and
crowns during the winter and the beetle the fronds

during the growing season.

C. T. D., in the " British Fern C.azette."

THE FLOWER GARDEN

M'

SWEET PE.\ CHAT.
ULCHIXCi.— In previous notes I

think that it has been made quite

clear that I am not an advocate

of early mulching, tor the simple

reason that there is always an
element of danger that its applica-

tion will prevent the Iree admission of water and
Iresh air into the ground. At the same time, one

must take into careful consideration the nature

of the soil, and in those instances where it is ex-

tremely light and sandy it will be wise to consider

the question of mulching forthwith. Where
these conditions prevail, it is safe to assume that

the ground is now warmed to a fair depth, and it

is, therefore, permissible to put on a surface

covering ; but where the soil is strong and heavy,

it will be wiser to defer all such work for another

two or even three weeks. If the cultivator has

any choice in the matter, he should give the prefer-

ence to stable or farmyard manure ; if he has not,

then he will simply use what he can get. F'or this

purpose the refuse manure from an old hot-bed is

by no means to be despised. It does not, it is

true, yield any appreciable amount of food for

the benefit of the plants ; but it is infinitely

better than nothing at all, as it helps to keep the

surface cool and moist. Grass mowings are not

as valuable as many people appear to suppose,

but they have their uses. The disadvantage with

them is that unless they receive constant attention

they will settle down into a pasty mass, and pro-

bably with a fair thickness commence to heat, '

and neither of these conditions is desirable, the

former because the coating will be practically

impenetrable by water and air, and the latter

because it will injure the basal portion of the

plants. If, perforce of necessity, lawn mowings
are employed, they should be loosened with a

fork at least once a week, and if the grower can
find time to do it twice, so much the better. Short
droppings are obviously good, but the dressing

should be comparatively thin and ought not to

come in .actual contact with the stems of the plants.

We thus get down to the fact that practically

anything that may be convenient can be utilised

for this purpose, and where there is nothing at all

the grower will have to rely upon the maintenance
of a surfacing of dust as ensured by the persistent

use of the Dutch hoe. Where the soil is deep,

thoroughly friable and has been heavily but
intelligently manured, it will probably be found
nearly as good as anything else.

Feedixg.—The novice in plant culture is in-

variably worried by the feeding of his plants, and in

ab-iut ninety-nine cases out of every hundred he goes
astray, not by any manner of means in the direc-

tion of starvation, but of over-generosity. Before
the plants have passed the seedhng stage he con-
siders the desirability of applying liquid manure

excellent rule to keep away from the water-pot
until water is absolutely imperative to keep the
plants in progress, and not to commence with the
stronger stuff for a considerable interval, say,
two or three weeks, after that. Good will assuredly
follow provided that the right foods are used in a
sensible manner ; but even then it is just as easy,
and to thoughtless people much easier, to adopt
the incorrect as the correct method of pro-
cedure. Spencer.

LATE-SOWN POLYANTHUSES.
I AM sometimes asked how late seed of these and
coloured Primroses can be sown so that they will

flower the following spring. My answer is that
it depends on how you treat them. I have sown
them as late as the latter half of May, but I do not
recommend it. If small plants are wanted for

edging, these can be obtained by sowing at the
end of March, placing the seed in a warm place to
germinate. Mr. Townsend at Sandhurst Lodge
sows at this time, although he requires fi.ooo plants
annually and raises a new stock from seed every
year. New seed is sown in a low, moist pit and

CHOICE DAFFODILS GROWING AT OLTON. (.See paije 252.)

and no sooner has the thought entered his mind
than he sets to work. This is indisputably wrong,
provided that the soil was properly prepared to

start with. When this condition prevails it is

certain that there will be an ample supply of
nutrient matters in the ground to carry the plants
right on to the budding stage, and possibly longer
than that, and if special feeding is had recourse to

in these circumstances, harm instead of good will

result. This paragraph is intended as a warning
to the inexperienced not to start feeding for another
month at least, and if the interval extends to six

or even eight weeks, so much the better. That
it is called for is proved by the fact that before the
end of .April I saw an amateur pouring fairly strong
liquid manure heavily down each side of a row of
plants which had not then reached the top of the
twiggy, early sticks. On enquiry I learnt that he
had used a generous dressing of rotted manure
early in the year, and before sowing had worked
into the surface some concentrated fertiliser, the
latter being done during the third week of March.
And then he was using liquid manure I It is an

given glass culture till the young seedlings are a

fair size ; then they are pricked out into good soil

and well attended to during the summer as regards

moisture. These make nice plants by the autumn.
When only a few are wanted and they are late-

sown, it is a good plan to prick the seedhngs into

boxes or on to a disused hot-bed, where they grow
away rapidly, making nice plants for next spring.

Last year, through mismanagement, my first sowing
failed, and my stock had to be raised from seed

sown very late. By giving the seed warmth and
moisture the seedlings soon became large enough
to prick out. The very small ones (which arc

usually the best) were pricked out into bo.xes and
a position given them in a cold frame right through
till early F'ebruary, when they were planted out ;

the plants were far better than many that arc sown
much earlier. Where they are needed very early

for gathering from for glasses, it is a good plan to

grow a few in boxes. These can be given a light

position in a warm house, where they quickly

respond to such treatment and are beautiful in a

cold house in many ways. John Crook.
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THE GREENHOUSE,
ACHILLEAS FOR THE ALPINE
HOUSE AND ROCK GARDEN.

THE Milfoil or Yarrow family is a very

extensive one, and contains many
beautiful and interesting plants suit-

able for the herbaceous border and for

the rock garden. Many of the dwarfer-

growing species are also valuable for

cultivating in pans to make a display in the alpine

house. The greater proportion of them are quite

easy to manage, succeeding well in deep sandy
loam and planted in a sunny position. The
larger kinds, like A. Filipendula, A. macrophylla
and A. sibirica, are good border plants, the latter

species especially being very useful for providing

cut flowers. They all grow freely, and are easily

increased by division of the rootstock in autumn
or spring.

For the rock garden there are many attractive

kinds with dwarf tufted habit, spreading out in

the form of a carpet and producing a profusion

of mostly white flowers. Many, such, for example,

as A. umbellata, have silvery foliage, which

renders them attractive even when not in flower.

These also may be increased by means of division

or by cuttings in July. The cuttings should be

inserted in pots of sandy soil and then placed

in a close frame till they are rooted. When they

are well rooted, the cuttings may be potted oft

singly in small pots, using a compost of loam, leaf-

soil and plenty of sand. The plants should then be

put back into a frame, which must be kept rather

close for a few days till they begin to grow again
;

then more air can be adinitted and the plants

gradually hardened off.

In order to make up a good specimen pan ol

these Achilleas, four or five small plants should be

put in each, and this should be done as early in

the autumn as possible, so as to allow the young
plants to get well established before winter. .Abund-

ance of drainage is needed, for these plants dislike

anything in the form of stagnant or sour soil.

Plants may also be raised from seed sown in the

ACHILLEA ARGEKTEA.

spring. The best kinds for growing in pans for

the alpine house are :

A. agcratifotia.—This species is probably much
better known under the name of Antheinis Aizoon,

and produces beautiful rosettes of silvery leaves

with crimped margins. As may be seen in the

illustration, the large flowers are pure white with

a yellow disc, and are borne singly on stems over

6 inches high. One of the most attractive plants

in the genus, this lovely Grecian species is well

adapted for pot culture as well as for sunny spots

in the rock garden.

ACHILLEA AGERATIFOLIA ANTHEMIS AIZOON

A. aygentea is another beautiful plant, also with

silvery leaves that are toothed along the margins.

The pure white flowers are produced freely in

umbels on stems about 6 inches high. The plant

shown in the illustration has rather longer stems

than usual, having been probably drawn up a

little through growing under glass. Outside on
exposed portions of the rock garden it is much
more compact.

.4. Kdlcreri is a taller-growing plant with long,

narrow, finely toothed leaves in a compact rosette,

also of a silvery hue. The stems grow about
t) inches high, and bear corymbs of pure white

flowers that are very lasting and attractive. It

is said to be a hybrid between .A. ageratifolia ..

liiigulata.

A. nana.—This dwarf alpine species is not often

seen in gardens, but is a choice little plant and well

worth growing. The foliage is green and produced
in rosettes close to the ground, while the flowers

are white.

A. rupcstris.—The Rock ^'ar^ow is a native of

Southern Italy and one of the choicest members
of the family. It is very dwarf in habit, forming

a carpet of green foliage. From this springs the

flower-stems about 4 inches high, each bearing

several heads of ivory white flowers. When
planted out in the rock garden this species requires

a well-drained sunny spot, and commences to

flower in May. Like several of the other Achilleas

from South Europe, this plant suffers from damp
in winter, and should be placed on a rocky ledge.

A. scrbica.—This is similar to A. Kellereri, but

more compact in habit, with similar heads of white

flowers.

A iimbcUala is a low-growing, almost sub-shrubby

plant, forming in time broad stretches of silvery

foliage. The leaves are regularly and deeply

lobed, and even when the white flowers are past

are quite attractive. For the rock garden it is a

desirable plant for sunny positions in light, rich

soils, and grows very freely in such situations.

For culture in pans it is one of the best, and pro-

duces its heads of white flowers quite freely.

Closely allied to this is A. Huteri, with smaller

leaves. The above may be considered among the
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tipst for the alpine house, although there are several

others worthy of trial, such as A. Clavennne, A.

Crisebachii, A. micrantha and A. tomentosa, all

more or less dwarf and of roinpact haliit, W. 1.

TREES AND SHRUBS

W
DAPHNK MliZEREUM PAULS

WHITE.
HEN Daphne Mezereum does well

it is one of the most precious

ornaments of the early spring.

In favoured nooks it may be a

thing of beauty

of late winter in

early seasons, and there is a form

that regularly begins to flower in

late antnnm and prolongs its season

till spring. Here, I am sorry tn

say, they are not long-lived plant-;

in any variety. A fine specinteu

plant will suddenly wither ami

eventually die, as though it had

been bewitched, overlooked or

come under the dread influence ol

the Evil Eye. .Although there are

a tame raven in the garden and

a black cat in the stable-yard. 1

cannot connect the sudden demise

of my Daphnes with any occult

influence, but I believe it is due

to our easily drained soil of

coarse gravel and dry climate, and

if once a bush that has somewhat

exhausted itself with flowering and

seeding is deprived of the cool,

moist condition it so much loves

for a few weeks it is liable to

sudden death. Fortunately, it is

so easy to raise young plants from

seeds, sown as soon as ripe, that

once introduced to a garden the

Mezereon should never again be

\\'anting. The form shown in the

illustration is very superior to an>'

other I know. The purity of its

somewhat larger flowers is very

marked if seen growing near the

ordinary white variety ; in fact, it

makes the latter appear quite

cream-coloured. It bears berries

of a brilliant yellow, and I have

been told that this form repro-

duces itself quite true from seed.

A good-sized bush of it in March,

when wreathed with its pure white

and deliciously fragrant flowers, is

a charming feature in the rock

garden, while for grouping in

shrubbery borders to contrast with

the red-flowered varieties and that

interesting purple - leaved form

which is a hybrid between D.

Mezereum and D. Laiu"eola, it

should be noted and acquired by all who wish

for a charming effect in early spring. The
ground beneath such a group might be carpeted

with Cyclamen Coum, ibericum and Atkinsii,

which would flower at the same time and carry

on the same colour efifect.

The Daphnes are shrubs that deserve to be

grown far more extensi\'ely than they are at the

present time. One frequently finds D. Mezereum
growing in a cottage garden, where its rose

coloured flowers, and later its red berries, are

much appreciated, but in large gardens one
frequently looks for even a single specimen in

vain.

Wallhaiii Cross. li. A. BowLLS.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
K.VMBLER ROSE IRIER.

IT
is to be hoped Herr Lambert is following

up his valuable cross-fertilising experiments

which resulted in the production of this

excellent variety of perpetual-flowering

propensity. It is surely one of the most

useful of the newer Rambler Roses. Per-

haps it is not quite correct to use the word " ram-

bler," because Trier is not a rapid grower, and I

should rather prefer to grow it as a free bush or

as a pillar. Its value lies not anW in the

Van Houtte, imparted their colour also. It would
make a splendid free-headed standard planted

alternately with Griiss an Teplitz.

ROSE WALTHAM BRIDE AS A
STANDARD.

For a large garden this free-growing Rose would
make a delightful object budded on a standard
Briar. Its growths are not drooping, but rather

spread outward, which, even when laden with

bloom, do not droop to the same extent as the

wichuraiana Roses. A well-developed tree is a

perfect sight in the early days of June, hundreds
of its milk white and very fragrant

blooms appearing all over the

growths. The blooms are double
and of good size, larger than those

of Ciriiss an Zabern. which I look
upon as the best white Rambler.
The buds are of a buff colour

and exceedingly pretty.

A pretty effect would be ob-

tained by budding, say. Carmine
Pillar and Waltham Bride on the
one Briar or one c)f the brdhant-
coloured Penzance Briars, such as

Refulgence, .Anne of Geierstein or

Lucy Bertram. These free-headed
standards, instead ol being dis-

carded, will be in large demand in

the near future. They are so noble
in appearance, and many of the

\ arieties bloom at a time of year
when one is anxious for the garden
to appear gay. Supposing one had
a long walk or carriage-drive with
a good border alongside, what could
be more picturesque than some
large-headed standard Roses of this

description ? I am glad to find
the public is awaking to the
fact that a standard Rose to be
a thing of beauty must be of
\igorous growth and also possess
hardiness. p^

COLOURED
PLATE.
PLATE 1400.
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perpetual-flowering character, but also in the

splendid size of its panicles. The blooms are

arranged well apart, so there is a most artistic

appearance in these lovely bunches, and the

delightful creamy buff tinting is most bewitching,

combined with a sweet Musk-like fragrance. It is

strange that such a shy bloomer as Aglaia should

give such a free-flowering seedling, but this latter

quality has undoubtedly been obtained from the

pollen parent, Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford. It

looks as though the employment of the Hybrid
Perpetuals as pollen parents will give us per-

petual-flowering Ramblers if the freest blooming

of them are selected, and it would be deUghtful

if some of the briUiaut colours, such as Louis

SOME BEAUTIFUL VIOLETS..
HERE is no sweeter

flower in the garden
than the Violet, and
it is a pleasure, there-

fore, to publish a

coloured plate of one
of the best sorts—the single

v.ariety Devonia— from flowers

kindly sent by Mr. J. Heath of

Kingskerswell, who has made the

cultivation of Violets a special

study. As represented in the plate, the flowers are

very large and deep purple in colour, and combined
with these delightful attributes is a strong growth.

Devonia ranks in beauty with the fragrant, large-

flowered Princess of Wales, one of the most popular

of all its sweet race ; Baron Rothschild, purple,

also a single Violet ; and the well-known double
kinds, Marie Louise, Comtc de Brazza (which is of

the purest white), Mrs. J. J. .Astor (the colouring

mauve, touched with pink) and Lady Hume Camp-
bell (mauve). The cultivation of the Violet has

been so frequently described in Thi; G.^rdk.v that

further reference to it is at present uniieces^.Trv. A
coloured plate of several forms was giveu ,u The
Garde.n, June 6, 1908.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—Those who
appreciatP Spinach during the hot
months of summer will know only
too well the difficulty in securing a
continuous supply of the ordinary
kind. Happily, we have the New

Zealand Spinach to fall back upon, and a sowing
ol this made now will in the course of a few weeks

1. DIVIDED PORTION'S OF A CLL'MP OP CHIVES.

yield material for picking and continue to do so
until frost kills the plants. It is a rampant-
growing plant, and for this reason the rows should
be 4 feet apart, two rows 3 yards or 4 yards long
providing an abundance of Spinach for an ordinary
household. Fortunately, it will grow in almost
any soil that has been well manured. The seeds
are large and should be sown 2 inches deep, taking
care to water freely until germination has taken
place should the weather prove dry. Onions and
Carrots are now growing rapidly, and thinning
must not on any account be neglected. Where
the young plants are removed, the operator should
be careful to replace the soil, otherwise the plants

that remain will be open to attacks by the Onion
and Carrot flies. In the case of the Onion the fly

deposits its eggs near the base of the plants, and
in that portion that wiU eventually form the bulb

;

and in the Carrot the eggs are placed in the upper-
most portion of the root. By keeping both crops
slightly covered at this time, attacks by these

pests may frequently be obviated.

Flower Garden.—One is frequently asked to

name a plant that will thrive in a very sunny
position, and in sandy or open soil. Attention
is drawn to this now because the present is a good
time to sow seeds of one of the most showy annuals
available for culture in our gardens, and which
requires the conditions mentioned above if it is

to do well. This is the little-known Portulaca

grandifiora, a succulent, sub-creeping plant that

PLANTING HERBS.

grows about 8 inches high and which gives a pro-

fusion of gorgeous - coloured flowers in a sunny
position. Wherever it is possible to do so, beds
should be dug and got ready for their summer
occupants, though in many cases it will be impossible

and undesirable to do this until the end of the

month. Wherever bulbs have been grown, these

must be allowed to remain until the last minute,

so as to give them the best possible chance to ripen

off, at least to some extent. The present is a good
time to sow seeds of Delphiniums to provide plants

for flowering next year. They may either be sown
in boxes of prepared soil or in finely tilled beds
outside. In any case thin sowing and early

pricking off must be resorted to.

Greenhouses and Frames.—Where Geraniums
are required to flower next winter, the present is a

good time to root some cuttings. The^e should be
about 4 inches in length and prepared from firm

young shoots, the stems of which are rather thicker

than an ordinary lead pencil. If planted in pots
of sandy soil and kept in a warm place in the

greenhouse, they will quickly root, after which
pot them singly into 3-inch pots, using good loam
two parts and sand one part, with a little leaf-soil

or decayed manure added. When needed move
them into 5-inch or 6-inch pots, using soil as

advised above, except that fine bone-meal, a
6-inch potful to each bushel of soil, should be
substituted for the leaf-soil or manure. Pot
firmly at this final move. Wlien well established

the plants may be stood outside for a week or two
in August or early September, taking care to

promptly pinch out any flower-buds that appear.
Plants such as will result from this treatment will

flower freely from October onwards in a warm
greenhouse _and give a welcome bit of colour
during the dull winter months.

Fruit Garden.—Aphides or green fly have put
in an appearance on the fruit trees early this year,

and unless steps are taken to check their progress,

much mischief will be done. Happily, there are
now many excellent and cheap insecticides on the
market, and armed with these and a good spraying
syringe the amateur may in a short time create
havoc among the pests. It is well to remember,
however, that the insects usually congregate on
the under sides of the foliage, and for this reason
a syringe with a bent nozzle should be employed.
Gooseberry caterpillar usually appears about this

time, and, if any should be detected, dust the '

bushes with Hellebore powder or lime. The '

former is slightly poisonous, but is likely to be
vvashed away before the fruits are gathered ; in any '

case sufficient is not hkely to be present to do any
|

harm to human beings. .\. A.

represents a fairly large piece of a divided clump,
and the smaller portion on the right of the picture

gives a fair indication of the character the pieces

that are to be replanted should possess. The
divided pieces should be planted in rich soil in

rows I foot asunder, and about 6 inches to g inches

apart in the rows. Some growers divide the clumps
and replant annually, while others are quite

content to renew the beds every third year. The
quarters devoted to Chives are improved by being

top-dressed with well-rotted manure in the autumn,
and this forked in in the spring.

Sage is a popular herb that was uitroduccd

into this country from Southern Europe in 1573.

It is a subject with a wonderful record for useful-

ness in many parts of the world. For flavouring

and seasoning it has unique properties, and is

always in demand. Salvia oflicinalis is its botanical

name, and it is classified as an evergreen shrub.

To do well, Sage should be grown in dry, well-

drained soil, and for this reason cold, damp quarters

must be eschewed. Deep culture answers well

in the case of Sage, as the plants generally remain
undisturbed for several years before being re-

newed. Seeds sown at the present time should

gi\'c good results, but a warm, sunny border
should be selected for this purpose. As soon as

the seedhngs can be dealt with, they must be
pricked off into prepared beds a few inches apart,

and a year later be transferred to their permanent
quarters. I prefer to raise my stock of plants

from cuttings or rooted shoots. An old plant

such as that represented in Fig. 2 will make
many such slips or divided pieces. These latter

(shown on the right of the illustration) should

be dibbled in a prepared nursery bed 4 inches

apart and in rows 6 inches or 8 inches asunder,

and when well rooted they may be transplanted

a foot apart in rows about 2 feet asunder. Top-dress

PLANTING HERBS.
(Continued from page 245.)

Chives is a herb nearly akin to the Onion, and in '

earlier days was much valued and extensively i

cultivated in Scotland and in cottage gardens in j

England. Cliives are less pungent than Oni;;ns,
'

and on this account are better suited for flavouring
j

soups, and especially for use in salads. It is a '

herb that should be in all gardens, as its supplies
1

may be drawn on when the Onion is less easy to ,

obtain. In the spring the Chives have an especial
j

value, as they provide an excellent substitute for

young spring Onions. It is getting rather late
|

now for lifting and dividing Chives, and the work 1

had better be left till the autumn. Fig. i I

-ON THE LEFT IS SHOWN AN OLD PLANT OF
SAOE. FROM SUCH A SPECIMEN NUMEROUS
PIECES SUCH AS THAT SHOWN ON THE
RIGHT CAN BE SECURED,
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the bed with rotten manure in the autumn and fork

this in the following spring. Gather the crop

as advised last weelt for Marjdram. 0. 15. C.

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIA.

Few plants are more easily grown than this

Hydrangea. Many amateur gardeners are often

asking what are the best plants to grow in a cool

greenhouse, yet few seem to think of the above

plant, or, if they do, they fail to grow it with

success. Very simple are its requirements, and

what plant is more showy, either in a greenhouse,

conservatory or as a room plant than this, lasting

for weeks in full beauty if properly watered.

Hydrangeas can be struck from cuttings, obtained

from old plants, and put singly in small pots, any

time between June and .\ugust. When the leaves

show signs of dying off, the young plants can be

placed on a shelf till spring. In February, when
the plants commence to start growth, move them

into 4i-inch pots, which is the size they can flower

in, using fibrous loam to which some well-decayed

manure and sand are added. Take care to pot

tirnilv. J. B.

TREE CARNATIONS.
Many amateurs are now making praiseworthy

efforts to grow Tree Carnations, and with a good

.amount of success. While paying a visit to a

Northern city not long since, I was asked to visit

an amateur's garden which was noted for its

general beautiful appearance, but more particu-

larly lor the grand Carnations cultivated in two

long, low, span-roofed houses. The owner, a

young man, did the necessary work in the evenings

and before leaving home for business in the morn-

ing. Mv point is this : If an amateur can succeed

in growing such fine specimens as I saw in those

greenhouses, situated as they were in a neighbour-

hood reeking w'ith black smoke from many tall

chimneys and rank gases and chemicals, surely

others can in more favoured parts. So everv

amateur possessing a greenhouse should grow a

few Tree Carnations.

Polling the Planls.—Having succeeded in rooting

cuttings, either in pure sand or in a very sandy
compost, the first potting must now be done.

It is in the potting and the general summer treat-

ment of the plants that success mostlv lies. The
compost should consist of fibrous loam two-

thirds, leaf-soil one-third, with a lo-inch potful

of rotted manure, a similar quantity of sand and
a 6-inch potful of mortar rubble to a bushel of

the combined loam and leaf-soil. When potted

the young plants must be placed in a cool, airy

frame, and have the points pinched out of the

plants to induce side shoots to grow. This pinching

should be done about a fortnight after the potting.

From the small pots the plants must be shifted

to 6-inch ones in due course ; and during the

summer-time the plants may be placed on boards

in the open air. Plants so treated form nice

bushes for flowering during the winter months in

warm, well-ventilated greenhouses. Cuttings may
also be inserted now ; the resultant plants will

form a succession to the others and blossom freely

in the spring.

MOWING LAWNS.
A WELL-KEPT lawn enhances the charm of the

dwelling-house and acts as a fitting frame to the

flower-beds. It is very essential that the mowing-
machine be maintained in good working order,

and, furthermore, equally important that it be
used in a proper way. I have seen old hands
even mow their lawns exactly in the same way
throughout the season, with the result that the

direction in which the machine had been taken
was plainly to be seen. In some parts the grass lay

forward, pressed down smoothly like well-oiled

brushed hair on the human head ; and when the

besom was brought into use towards the end of

the summer, the closely pressed grass was dis-

turbed and made the lawn look rough and shabby.

Moreover, owing to the machine having been always

driven in the same direction, the surface presented

quite a waved appearance, this feature being

apparent on naturally damp lawns. The proper

way to mow a lawn, taking the whole of the season,

is to vary the course of the machine ; sometimes

it should be taken all round the lawn in one direc-

tion ; another time reverse the course ; again, cut

the grass by using the machine crosswise, and so

on ; then, all other things being favourable, a

beautiful, even, carpet-like surface will be main-

tained. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Planting Hardy Border Flowers.—Taking

time by the forelock is a good maxim and proverb,

though in the planting or replanting of certain

may be found, and the value of waiting—or of

planting in season and in reason—will be seen at

a glance. Not only will the necessary work be done

far more expeditiously at such a time, but there

will be the very reasonable hope, if not the assur-

ance, that the plants so cared for and treated will

respond with a more liberal and free growth,

while the death-rate may be—indeed, will be

—

reduced to a minimum. For heavy and wet soils,

therefore, the planter should select a rather dry

time in early autumn or an equally dry time

during late spring. To do the work at any con-

venient moment may prove to possess a far greater

number of disadvantages than it is possible to

see at the moment. The lighter classes of soils

may be dealt with at almost any time, and some
of these rarely, if ever, become too wet for doing

such work.

Flag Irises.—The foregoing remarks on plant-

ing are made relative to certain groups of plants

that, being hardy and enduring, are dealt with

at almost any time, and the Flag Irises are of

this number, though perhaps there is no season

like .April and May for planting these extremely

HYDRANGEA HORTENSI-\ AS GROWN BY A READER.

perennial border flowers it is possible to push

such a proverb to extremes and to do more harm
than good. Hence one might suggest that there

is much to be learnt from planting in season and
in reason. For example, if we take into considera-

tion the more heavy, retentive and moisture-

holding soils for the moment, we shall find that

in very large degree for many weeks together

—

and in a wet season in particular—such soils, by
reason of their wetness and paste-like character

when touched, are quite unfitted for the work of

planting, and any plants, unless of the most
vigorous and enduring character, would be almost

foredoomed to failure if planted at such a time.

By inserting them in wet soils and treading or

firming them in their positions, the planter is

simply making matters worse and assisting the

failures of which he may before long have cause to

complain.

The Value of Waiting.—Presently, however,
when the March winds have played their part and
April showers give place to May-time's sun and
warmth, a much more genial condition of the soil

fascinating and delicately coloured flowers. By
planting or replanting them at such a tim e

the plant is given the opportunity of a full

season's growth and development, and this in the

position in which it is to flower another year is of

the utmost value. My readers should not plant

nor crave for big clumps of these things, a w-ell-

fonned, fully developed single crown and rhizome
(rootstock) giving infinitely better results. If it

is desired to form groups—which is, of course, the

better way—the individuals should be arranged

6 inches or g inches apart, so that presently the

whole may constitute an attractive colony.

What Not to Do.—Avoid burying the plants

of these Irises too deeply in the soil, and observe

the lesson which Nature supphes, viz., that the

rootstock or rhizome inclines always to ride on
the surface of the soil, the plants rooting invariably

from the under sides of these roots and penetrating

very deeply into the soil. Lessons such as these,

and which to the observing planter are very real,

are not regarded with adequate seriousness by the

amateur in these matters.
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Varieties Worth Planting.—In addition k)

the predominant shades of colour given here-

under, it should be remembered that the petals

of nearly all the varieties are freely veined with

other colours, which renders them more attrac-

tive. Of pale blue shades, palhda, p. speciosa and

p. dalmatica are the best. Of yellow shades, Darius,

Chelles and aurea are distinct and good. Queen
of May is a lilac-tinted flower. Mme. Cherean

is white, the petals bordered or pencilled with

violet. Victorine has white, purple - blotched

flowers. Dr. Bernice has smoke bronze flowers,

very distinct ; while Princess of Wales, L'lnno-

cenze and Mrs. Charles Darwin are nearly

white. E. H. Jenkins.

FERNS AT THE MIDLAND
DAFFODIL SHOW.

In our report of the trade groups staged at the

above exhibition we omitted to mention the

beautiful group of Ferns staged by Mr. H. N.

Ellison, West Bromwich, and for which he received

a silver medal. This group was a thoroughly

representative one, and all the plants shown were

in good condition. The accompanying illustration

shows the general effect, but does not reveal the

quiet beauties of the individual plants.

Mr. W. A. Watts, Bronwylfa, St. Asaph, North
Wales, was awarded a large silver medal at the

above show.

consider, a fine thing. Whitewell, although it

was shown by myself, I must mention because I

have had so many enquiries about it. It is a big,

massive - looking incomparabilis, with a large,

shallow yellow cup and a thick, round-looking

perianth of great substance, which goes white

with age. It is striking on the show table

and is a magnificent, grand, long - stemmed
garden plant. I know none better. Sea Horse
was a great flower in Mr. Chapman's " fifty." It

was a grand deep yellow trumpet of great substance.

A leading expert whispered to me that on no
account was I to go away without seeing it. A
bloom I liked very much was Messrs. Cartwright

and Goodwin's White Nectarine. It was a large-

sized Leedsii with a wide, prominent cup, edged a

pale pinky citron. The build of the flower was a

little like Bernardino. In the large trade groups

I noticed Noble (R. W. Wallace and Co.), a truly

noble-looking giant incomparabilis of a quiet soft

yellow tone; Sahara (Bourne), a pretty flower

that might be called a magnified Lulworth ; Cava-

lier (Sydenham), a singularly taking orange red-

cupped variety ; Cossack (Currey), a rather small

flower with an all-red eye and a smooth, white

Almira-shaped perianth ; Evening (No. 123,

Engleheart), a perfectly delightful blend of two

seedlings of their own raising. Snow King
(mentioned last week). Snow Shoe (very decora-

tive and large), lUad (round and refined) and
Socrates (massive and strong) were four tip-top

Poets. Then there were the red-eyed Masterpiece

and Charles Surface, with its orange red and yellow

eye and large primrose shell-like petals, looking

a perfect beauty. I noticed, too, Elfrida

Pearson, a beautiful flower of the giant Leedsii

type, with many of the good "Pearson" qualities

about it.

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin had their

now familiar-shaped stand well filled. .\ single

bloom of a finely formed yellow large trumpet
stood out prominently in the centre. It is of a

delightful greenish yellow shade in colour, and has

rather round ends to the perianth segments. The
trumpet is very regularly formed and a little on
the short side. Graham Hyde was another fine

Magni. Its right-angled perianth made it very

striking. Rudyard Kipling is a fine Poet. It

has a recurvus-looking eye and a solid white

reflexing perianth.

Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co. brought a bright

lot of Darwin and species Tulips and just three or

four vases of Daffodils—scalps from Birmingham

—

Cnlleeii, which will be referred to again ; White

DAFFODIL NOTES.
Further Notes from Birmingham.

SINCE I wrote my last notes my very

favourable opinion of Challenger and

White Star has been confirmed in various

ways. Many good judges have told me
that they considered the latter the most

beautiful flower in the whole show.

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin are fortunate

people to hold the stock. With regard to the

other flower, I have learnt that it is a fairly early

raised seedling of Mr. Crosfield's, and that he has

no accurate record of its parentage. It is a curious

fact that some of the grandest Daffodils in the

world are without a pedigree, e.g., Bernardino,

Queen of the West, Mme. de Graaff and Barri

conspicuus. The stock of Challenger has been

acquired by Miss Currey and Messrs. Barr and

Sons, which in itself is no mean praise, especially

as I know the rimmed-cup flower (like Challenger)

is not the type the former's fancy leans to. Deal-

ing with the flow-ers in the competitive groups

first, the following are some of those that attracted

attention. CUmax (E. M. Crosfield), a grand white,

large Magni of great substance. The trumpet is

not very wide and the perianth is set at right

angles to it. Elf, exhibited by the same com-

petitor, is the roundest-petalled flower that I have

ever seen. Some of those curious diagrametic

flowers that one comes across in the old floral

monthly magazines do not seem so impossible

after all as one looked at it. Make a flower out

of six glistening white sixpences, and place in the

centre a tiny uncoloured gold coin with a reddened

edge, smaller than a silver penny, and you have

Elf. Sarchedon (A. M. Wilson) is a fine big Poet.

It has a prominent red edge to the cup and wide,

overlapping perianth segments, which are rather

pointed. In Maud MuUer, which was in another

class, Mr. Wilson has a remarkably beautiful

white large trumpet. In its general contour it

had much of the grace and look that we associate

with refined giant Leedsiis. Berseker, which was

also his, is an enormous yellow Magni with a short

trumpet and an undulating broad-segmented

perianth. Many thought it coarse and rough,

and joked about its name; but all the same it is, I

A GROUP OF FERNS AT THE MIDLAND DAFFODIL SHOW.

soft yellows, tile cup on the shallow side and the

perianth segments long and of a pleasing texture
;

Prima Donna (Pearson), a striking flower of the

highest class with a shallow red-margined cup and

stiff, overlapping primrose perianth ; Hon. Mrs.

Franklin, the finest of all Pearson's famous " White

Queens' ; and Great Warley (W. T.Ware), the extra

giant bicolor incomparabilis, very large and most

striking. Mr. Watts of St. Asapli had some good

trumpets of his own raising ; but what I thought

more lovely than anything else was a vase of the

purest white little flowers, the result of crossing

moschatus with pr^ecox grandiflorus. They hang
their heads like Snowdrops and looked just as chaste

and beautiful.

Vincent Square, May 3.

The Daffodil has at this date almost done its

duty, which is to be the staple floral ornament of

our homes in the early months of the year, just as

the Sweet Pea is in summer and the Chrysanthe-

mum in autumn. We are loth to part with

them. There will be a " vacant chair " when the

last poeticus is over and there are no more to take

its place. Let us take, then, a last look round.

Messrs. Barr and Sons were in their usual place

on the left as one entered the hall. They had an

excellent exhibit which included a fair number of

Sail, with a prettv liglit-looking cup (jf two shades

of yellow and beautiful white incurving petals,

just looking as if they had caught a breeze ; Ruskin,

a fine large Poet with a large eye suffused with

red and a somewhat pointed perianth ; Whitewell,

with its fine yellow cup ; and that particularly

restful-looking flower in its quiet harmony of pale

yellows. Evening.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, had some early

Tulips. The rather new Hector (orange crimson,

edged pale yellow) was in excellent condition. I

noticed also examples of variegated-leaved varie-

ties, such as Purple Crown, Yellow Prince and

Rose Luisante. These, properly used in the

garden, make a very welcome variation in spring

beds. Prominent among the Daffodils was

Larissa, a large Engleheartii type of flower with a

very wide orange red border round the lemon eye.

It had a pure white overlapping and somewhat

wavy perianth. I was told it was a remarkable

laster, and that it retains its red colour better

than most do. Matchless was a small flower of a

similar type, which I thought especially pretty.

Laureate (a good Poet), Una and Weardale Perfec-

tion were good.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, had a capital lot of

flowers. Included among them were Dairymaid,
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a nice, fresh - looking flower, sometliing like

a round Lemondrop ; Seville, with its innnense

orange eye ; Pevercl, a really pretty little thing

with an all-orange red cup and a white, round,

overlapping perianth. It is so pretty in small

vases if only it is gathered when quite young.

They also had a beautiful triandrus hybrid. Wave
Crest, and Whitewell.

Miss Currey had a small collection in a corner

of one of the annexes. The striking Leedsii Pole-

star was in good condition. It has a small, pale

yellow cup and long, pure white petals. •

There were some good and bad flowers placed

before the committee. Two received awards of

merit, viz. :

Cooksonii, a m<ire than usual regular- formed

Leedsii. It is a small giant. It might be a lady

giant if by that one would be taken to mean a

small refined giant. The perianth is beautifully

smooth and white, and in the centre there is a '

smooth, straight-edged cup something like a wide ,

Nelsonii cup in shape. It was shown by Mrs.

Norman Cookson of Wylam-oti-Tyne. May I

congratulate her on this superb flower.

Colleen, a flower with a wonderful eye. It has

a green centre, and then there is a broad space of

pale citron betw(*n it and the lemon yellow edge.

It has a refle.xing, rounded, white perianth which

measures 2i inches across. It is a decidedly

uncommon flower and so cool-looking. It was

shown by Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co.

Joseph Jacob.

[The Daffodil notes from the Rev. Joseph Jacob,

which have been a source of great interest to our

readers, are discontinued for the present. Their

season is now over ; but in the autumn the notes

will be required for the purpose of indicating the

kinds to choose for planting.

—

Ed.]

THE HOLLIES.

OF our hardy evergreen trees and

shrubs that depend for their beauty

throughout the year on fohage and

fruit rather than flowers, the common
Holly is undoubtedly the most

important. Apart from any other

consideration, the Holly and its numerous varieties

will thrive in almost any soil that is not water-

logged, though a good, well-drained loam is the

most suitable. Under favourable conditions they

will form large trees, and yet are so patient of the

knife that a fine specimen can be easily kept within

quite a small garden. Owing to this feature,

combined with the dense growth and spiny charac-

ter of the foliage, the Holly is largely used in

the formation of hedges, and though it is of rather

slow growth compared with some that are treated

in this way, a well-kept Holly hedge forms a de-

lightful feature and a most effectual bar against

intruders. For formal gardens the common Holly

and its varieties are among the most desirable of

subjects, as they will remain in good health how-

ever much they may be trimmed. .\n illustration

of this is afforded by the dense thimble-shaped

specimens at the back of the Palm House at Kew,

which, though quite old plants and rigidly trimmed

every year, are in robust health. Such artificial

productions as this, however, appeal only to a

limited number, the majority much preferring to

see a specimen Holly in all its natural beauty.

Even without destroying this, a plant by judicious

pruning may be kept within reasonable limits.

Transplanting Hollies.

These may be successfully moved in the first

part of September, but the best time of all the

year to transplant them is during the latter part of

April and the first half of May. At that season

we often get showery weather, which to the HolUes

that have been moved is a great help, as it tends

to keep them fresh till the roots recover from the

check of removal, which at this season of the year

takes but a short time. Even then in planting

care should be taken to work the soil well among
the roots. This is greatly helped by giving a

thorougli soaking of water as soon as the hole is

filled up, as the soil is thereby consoUdated and

washed into the minor interstices which may be

left. Should the weather be dry, a syringing over-

head two or three times a day will be of great

service. One syringing should, if possible, be done

in the evening, as this gives the plant time to take

advantage of the moisture before it is dried up

by bright sunshine.

Treatment of Hedoes.

While the above particulars as to transplanting

refer to specimens, the same will apply as to the

time of the year and other matters to the planting

of hedges. For this purpose the common Holly,

raised from seed, gives the best results. Seedlings

may be obtained from nurseries in almost all

sizes, but for the formation of a hedge plants from

3 feet to 4 feet in height are preferable, as if smaller

one has to wait long for results, whereas larger

plants are expensive. In the case of a newly

planted hedge, it should not be clipped at all the

first year, although it may be looked over in

."August and any straggUng shoots shortened back

with the knife. The second season clipping may
be begun, this month being very suitable, as short

growths, which reheve the otherwise trimmed-up

look, are produced before winter. In planting

such a permanent feature as a Holly hedge it is

essential to do so thoroughly. The ground should

be dug to a depth of 2J feet, and in most soils the

incorporation of some well-decayed manure will

be helpful. The distance apart at which the plants

are to be put will, to a certain extent, depend

upon their size, ; but, generally speaking, for the

formation of a hedge the branches should quite

touch or, in some instances, interlace with each

other.
Propagation of Hollies.

The common Holly is easily increased by seeds,

which, however, lie dormant for at least a year,

and generally more, after being gathered. In

nurseries they are usually mixed in a heap with

sand in the open air, and turned over occasionally

in order to promote decomposition of the pulp.

They are then sown during the following spring.

The numerous varieties may be propagated either

by budding or grafting on to seedling stocks of

the common kind. This operation is usually

carried out in July or early August.

Hollies as Berry-bearers.

Probably the fruitfulness, or otherwise, of the

Holly has given rise to more discussion than any

other point connected with the tree. This is

largely owing to the fact that in some cases the

flowers are not self-fertihsing ; that is to say, the

male and female flowers are borne on different

plants. In this respect the Holly is extremely

singular, as individuals may be met with in which

the flowers are wholly male or wholly female. In

others they are hermaphrodite ; that is to say, the

male and female organs are present in the one

flower, thus ensuring self-fertihsation. Singularly

enough, examples occur in which different types

of flowers are found on the same uidividual. With

the approach of Christmas the popular mind turns

to Holly berries, and if they are numerous we are

told that a hard winter is in prospect, this being

looked upon as Nature's extra provision for the

birds. This theory is a pretty one, but the fact

is that the crop of Holly berries depends upon the

weather experienced during the flowering season

in spring ; if it is then dry and favourable to

fertilisation, a good crop of berries is ensured.

When the Holly is regarded from a fruiting stand-

point, the yellow-berried (fructo-luteo) must on no

account be overlooked, as it is so distinct Irom

any of the others.

Selection ok Varieties.

The following embrace the best in their respec-

tive classes : Silver variegated.—Broad Silver,

leaves bordered white ; Silver Queen; ferox argentea,

silver variegated Hedgehog Holly ; Handsworth
New Silver, very good

;
pendula argentco-variegata,

of pretty weeping habit ; and Silver Milkmaid,

the leaves of which have a central blotch of white.

Golden variegated.—Golden King, Golden Queen,

Golden Milkmaid ; flavescens, whose leaves are

flushed with yellow ; ferox aurea, Golden Hedge-

hog ; and watereriana. Green leaved.—.Angusti-

folia, long, narrow leaves ; cameUiajfolia, rich

green, almost spineless leaves ; handsworthensis,

a dense grower with small foliage ; Hodginsii,

large dark green, oval leaves, a popular kind

;

laurifolia, large leaves with few spines ; nigrescens,

large deep green leaves
;

pendula, of weeping

habit ; Shepherdii, a noble broad-leaved form
;

and Wilsonii. The massive dark green leaves of

this variety, with their regularly defined spines

and richly coloured berries, stamp it as one of the

most ornamental of all Hollies.

Besides the varieties of the common Holly, other

distinct species are the Japanese Ilex crenata, with

tiny Box-Hke leaves ; I. latifolia, also from Japan,

with leaves as large as those of the Laurel; 1.

cornuta, a curious Chinese species ; I. opaca,

the American Holly ; and the pretty little I.

Pernvii, a comparatively new introduction from

China. H. P.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Gakdex hclpiul to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that object will make a special jeature of the " Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely u'riUen on one side of the paper only^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the PUBLISHER. The name and address

of the sender are re-quired in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Cheap Narcissi (/. G. Foster).—In a matter

of this kind the better way is to place yourself in

the hands of one of the bulb specialists, with a

Umit on the sum you would like to spend. For

the purpose indicated you require a succession of

flowers, we imagine, and these in comparatively

large numbers. You might, however, add Sir

Watkin, Stella superba, Frank Miles andjIBeauty,

all of the incomparabilis set ; with Victoria, prin-

ceps, albicans, Horsfieldii, Golden Spur and

Emperor of the trumpet sorts ; such chaste varieties

as Leedsii, Beatrice and Mrs. Langtry affording a

good succession. Some of these are only one-half

or one-third the price you name, hence we think

you had better act as we have suggested.

Violet leaves for examinationl.Uisn J/. X IF.).

The Violots arc ver.v badly attacked by red spider. They
should be immediately fumigated or sprayed with potas-

sium sulphide at the rate of loz. to three i-allon.-i of water,

and the treatment should be repeated after an interval

of two or three days, as the eggs are not all'cctcd.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Quick - growing shrubs for seaside

(Falcon).—We advise you to tise a mixture of

Veronica speciosa varieties and Tamarix gallica
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and Tamarix pentandra, or T. hispida var. sestivalis,

as it is sometimes called, with a few plants of

Hydrangea Hortensia for the shrubs which you

require ; while^ if you are in a very cold place,

Viburnum lantana may be substituted for

the Hydrangea. Near Belfast, however, we
imagine that the above plants will thrive. A good
tree for an exposed place near the sea is Pinus

Laricio var. nigricans, or the Austrian Pine, as it is

popularly called. The latter ought to be planted

while quite small, otherwise you may experience

a difBculty in establishing it. Cupressus macro-

carpa and Pinus insignis are other trees which are

likely to thrive. The same remarks re planting

apply to these. A good climber for the purpose is

the common Clematis Vitalba, for it is extremely

vigorous and quickly forms a good block. If, how-
ever, you require a more showy flowering climber,

you might try Clematis Viticella.

Pruning double-flowered Peach (£. L. W.).—
It is probable that your tree is a double-flowered Peach, not
Almond. The scarcity of flowers this year may probably
be due to bad ripening of the wood last year, or the buds
may have been interfered with by birds. It is not neces-
sary to do any regular pruning to the trees, and you will

probably obtain more flowers next year by leaving them
alone this time. What pruning is necessary is usually
confined to thinning out the centre branches and shorten-
ing any others which appear to be growing too vigorously
for the remainder of the tree. When pruning is required
it ought to be done as soon as the flowers fade. If left

until the end of the summer or winter the flowering wood
is cut away.
Information about a climber {F. H.).—The name

of the climber concerning which you enquire is Wistaria
sinensis. Cuttings are not at all easy to strike, but it

may be increased without difficulty by means of layers.
These layers should be put down in the winter when the
shoots are devoid of foliage. They must be tongued in
the same way that Carnations are treated, and the cut
portion bo buried well in the soil, holding it in position
by one or two pegs. Even then they take some time to
root : indeed, a couple of years must elapse before they
are fit to be separated from the parent plant. We think
that you will derive the greatest amount ot satisfaction
from purchasing an established plant at once and planting
it permanently in position. Wistarias and, in fact, many
other popular cUmbing plants are kept in most nurseries
estabUshed in pots, so that they can be removed at any
time. They can be bought at a moderate price.

pressed against each cutting, thus holding it securely in

its place. When the pot is finished, a thorough watering
should be given through a fine rose, and as soon as it has
drained a little the pot should be stood in the case and
covered with glass. In dibbling in the cuttings over-

crowding must be guarded against, and at the same time
they need not be spread out too much, as economy of

space is generally a consideration. The after-treatment

consists in shading the case from the sun, and in a daily

examination of the cuttings to see whether water is needed
and to afford an opportunity for the removal of any
decaying leaf or leaves. As soon as the cuttings are

rooted, which should be in three weeks to a month, aii

must be given on the case, and in a few days the young
plants can be inured to the ordinary atmosphere of the
greenhouse. They may then be potted singly, using a
mixture of loam and leaf-mould with a Uttle sand-
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Solanum Capsicastrum -with fly on it

(F. A. M.).—If the plant is not an extra large one,

you may dip all the shoots in a solution of soft

soap, 20Z. to a gallon of water, or else use one of

the prepared insecticides advertised in The
Garden. If too large for dipping, spray the shoots

with the insecticide, using a fine nozzle on the

syringe for the purpose. If the plant is in a green-

house, we advise you to fumigate the whole house
with one of the several excellent fumigants now
on the market.

Pelargonium leaves for inspection (J. C. Ede,
BouTnettwvth).—The crippled leaves of Pelargonium show
no signs of insect or fungus attack, and no douijt, with
proper attention to watering and ventilation and the
maintenance of a suitable temperature, the new leaves
will grow away healthily.

Taking cuttings of Hydrangeas (H. B.).—The
minor shoots of the Hydrangea—that is to say, those
which are not sufficiently vigorous to flower—will make
very good cuttings, which can be rooted without difficulty.
You do not Bay whether you have any appliances for the
striking of cuttings ; if so, they will root well in a close
propagating-case like that employed for the propagating
of Fuchsias, Heliotrope and similar plants. It is very
necessary to keep the cuttings close aud shaded, and if

you have no other appliance, a box sufficiently deep to
take the cuttings with a pane or two of glass laid over
the top will answer the purpose very well. A length ot
4 inches is very suitable for the cuttings, which should,
with a sharp knife, be cut immediately below a joint,
removing at the same time the two bottom leaves for the
piupose of insertion. Previous to this, however, the pots
should be prepared, as the sooner the cuttings are inserted
after their separation from the parent plant, so much the
better. Pots from 4 inches to 6 inches in diameter are
very suitalile for the purpose. These must be quite clean,
and some broken crocks placed in the bottom to about
one-third of then- depth. Then flU the pots with a mixture
of equal parts of loam, peat and silver sand. This need
not be sifted, but broken up finely with the hand, and
any rough portions thrown out. The pot or pots should
then be filled with this compost, pressed down moderately
firm. The cuttings must then be dibbled therein with a
pointed piece of wood, taking care that the soil is firmly

MISCELLANEOUS.
I (Stopping Vine laterals during summer (B. K.,

St. Pelers''U-^).—We think the old orthodox method you
speak of is still the best for stopping Vme laterals durmg
summer, and you will be quite safe in continuing to adopt
it. Without seeing the young injured shoots of your
Vines it is not possible for us to say with absolute cer-

tainty what it is which has caused the injury ; but from
your description we are inclined to conclude that it has

been caused by a very minute form of red spider, so small

as scarcely to be discerned by the naked eye, but obviolis

enough under the microscope. Attacks on Vines in this

country by this spider are infrequent ; but when they do
happen, it is the young leaves on the strongest and sappiest

branches which invariably suffer the most, as in your
case. The best and only way of curing it is by the con-

tinued application of fiowers of sulphur to the injured

part so long as there are any spiders left aUve. If the

injury has not been caused by this spider, then we think

some" species of fungus is responsible. Sulphur is the best

remedy in either case.

Various questions (R. K., St. Petersburg). —
1. The reason for the flowers turning black, we think,

must be because they have not been developed quickly

enough through the temperature being too low, decay

partly taking place before the flowers had properly

expanded. 2. There is no better remedy to apply for the

destructiou of the rust fungus on winter-flowermg Car-

nations than dry flowers of sulphur. By persevering in

the application of this while any of the fungus is ahve the

plants may be cleared of it. At the same time, you should

guard against the conditions which favour its growth,

namely, a too damp atmosphere and too much water at

the roots of the plants in winter. 3. The new Peach
Elvers' Peregrine is favourably spoken of by all who have
grown it. It is one of the earUest to ripen. It forces

and crops well, is of good size, handsome appearance, and
is among the best flavoured of the early sorts. 4. Peaches
grown in pots require very httle pruning. It is best

carried out after the trees have set their fruits and are in

fuU growth, when the fruit is about the size of a Cob Nut.
Sometimes there are two shoots of the current year's

growth on the branch above the fruit which has set on
that branch. The branch bearing these two shoots

should be cut back to where the lower of the two shoots

starts from, thus doing away with a part of the old branch

and one shoot of the current year's growth, thereby

preserving the good balance of the tree and preventing

overcrowding of the branches. It sometimes happens
that the shoots of last year's growth do not carry any
fruit at all, but have two or three young shoots of the

current year's growth on one. If you think the tree is

incUned to be too crowded, two of these may come away
by cutting off the branch which bears them down to the

lower young branch, which, of course, must be encouraged

to grow, and which will grow stronger after the others

have been cut off. Good judgment must be exercised in

carrying out this work. Some of the trees may not

require any pruning at all, being none too fully furnished

with branches. The young shoots are usually stopped

at the sixth or seventh leaf, and again at the second growth
if necessary.

Name of fruit Miss Hinchliff. — Apple Five

Crown Pippin.

Names of plants.—J. E. Oardiner.—Berberis Dar-

winii. L. S. 0.—Spiraea Thunbergii. Harold Moore.

—Prtmus Padus. the Bird Cherry. B. D.—Kerria

japonica flore-pleno. F. S.—Narcissus Butter and
Eggs. 0. B.—A seedhng variety of Viola odorata.

Flowering late is not unusual. C. W. Frost.—The seed

is that of Poinciana regia (Royal Peacock Flower) a native

of Madagascar. It is a tree and grows 30 feet to 40 feet

high, producing racemes of bright scarlet flowers. It

will require stove treatment. Names of Roses sent

withotd letter.—We beUeve the Soses are as follows

:

1, Marie van Houtte ; 2. Catherine Mermet ; 3, Prince de

Bulgarie ; 4, Grace Darling. F. Lurani.—1, Epime-
dium musschianum ; 2, E. macranthum violaceum

;

3, E. pteroceras : 4, E. musschianum. Another set of

plants from the same correspondent comprises : 1, Andro-
sace sarmentosa ; 2, Cystopteris fragilis ; 3, Polypodium
Dryopteris robertianum. H. B. T.—The Tulip is a

form of T. Haageri. The Narcissus is probably an unnamed
seedhng.- Ana:ious.—The Geranium is good, but too

much like existing varieties to deserve a distinct name
;

3, Aubrietia deltoidea var. ; 4, Orophalodes vema ; 6,

Phlox steUaria var. Ulacina ; 6, Olearia stellnlata.

F. B. M., duernsey.—Medicago orbiculare. TJ. M. E.—
Rhododendron fragrantissima.-

—

^Anemo.—1, Phillyrsea

decora ; 2, Leucothoe Catesbsei ; 3, Cassiope tetragona ;

4, Daphne blagayana ; 5. Pulmonaria angustiloha ; 6,

Anemone Pulsatilla ; 7, Anemone hortensis ; 8, Erythro-

nium Eartwegii ; 9, Corydalis tuberosa alblfiora.^ _ L A

NATtTRALLY, In the large hall, which was otherwise filled

with brilhant-hued flowers, the exhibition of the National
Auricula Society, held at Vincent Square on the 3rd inst.,

and occupying as it did but three sides of ordinary tables,

looked somewhat small. Yet to the Auricula fancier

doubtiess it presented much more of interest than did all-

the other objects in the hall. The edged and self shows
occupied one side table, the much more attractive alpines

another side, and a third was utiUsed by the Polyanthuses-
and what were staged as apologies for Primroses The
absence of a once-attractive class for Primula .'species

was to be greatly regretted.
Shoiv Auriculas.—Classes for these included one for

twenty-four plants, one for twelve plants, one for six plants,

several for single plants, all open, and one for newer
competitors of four plants. In the chief classes, as usual,

Mr. James Douglas 01 Great Bookham, Surrey, was invin-

cible, being placed first in the twenty-four and the twelve.

In the first-named class Mr. W. M. Shipmau, Altrincham,
was second ; and Mr. C. Turner, Slough, third. In the
twelve plant class Mr. W. Smith, Bishop's Stortford,

was second ; Messrs. PhiUips and Taylor, BrackneU,
third . and Mr. Shipman fourth. A^i these classes con-
tained the finest flowers, we give a selection of excep-

tionally good ones : of edged flowers, Seamew. George-

Lightbody, W. Smith, Mrs. Henwood, Olympia, Frank,.

Heather Bell, Shirley Hibberd, Marmion and Eucharis ;,

of sells. Belladonna. Favourite, Mrs. Phillips, Harrison
Weir, Victor and Mikado. Naturally, sells are fewer than
edged flowers ; but why the first-named section does not
include the beautiful yellows rather than relegating theni
foolishly to the fancy section it is hard to understand In
classes for six plants and four plants, from which the
trade were excluded, Mr. W. H. Parton of Birm ngham came
first with the «ix, and Mr. J. Bennett Poe, Asliley Place,^

was second. With the fours Mr. F. W. Price o' Becken-
ham was first, and Mr. Bennett-Poe second. In a further

class for four plants for new-comers, Mr. J I.. Gjb?on.

Leatherhead; Mr. H. M. Taylor. Cheam ; Mr. Rudolph
Beer, Bickley ; and Mr. Harrison, Lej'ton, took the prizes.

In these smaller classes the best flowers were George

Lightbody, Mikado, Rev. F. D. Homer, Mrs. Henwood.
and George Rudd. Single plant classes for each section

produced in the grey edges sixteen plants, Mr. Douglas
coming first with George Lightbody, Mr. Shipman being

second with the same variety. With green edges, twenty
plants being staged, Messrs. Phillips and Taylor were
first with Mrs. Henwood, a very fine form ; and Mr. Bennett-

Poe was second with the same variety Sixteen white

edges were shown, Mr. Bennett-Poe coming first with

Acme, Mr. F. W. Price being second also with that variety.

In the self class Mr. Douglas was first with Queen of Spain,

Mikado taking second and third places. The premier

flower in the show section was Mr. Douglas's George

Lightbody. It is well worthy of note, as showing how
hmited, after aU, is the advance in edged Auriculas, that

George Lightbody was raised some sixty to seventy years

ago.
Alpine Auriculas. — These, because of theu fine

blooms, rich-hued grounds and golden centres so-

greatly predomnatcd and presented a beautiful feature.

In the chief classes for twenty-four plants and twelve

plants respectively. Mr. Douglas was first in each, and.

Messrs. PhiUips and Taylor were second. In the larger

class Mr. Shipman was third and Mr. C. Turner fourth,

while in the lesser class Mr. C. BUck, Hayes, was third,

and Mr. Shipman fourth. Here, again, in these classes

were found the finest blooms. Beautiful gold centres

were OUvia, Ben Jonson, Claud Hulers, Golden Eye,

Sunrise, Duke of York, Majestic and W. Smith. Of

white or cream centres, Argus, Teviotdale, Thetis, PhylUs

Douglas, Janet, Mrs. James Douglas and Admiration

were good. Mr. C. C. Price, Brentwood, had the best

six plants, Mr. F. W. Price coming second and Mr. R.

Staward, Panshanger. third. With four plants Mr. F. W
Price, Mr. Parton and Mr. H. M. Taylor took the prizes

in that order. In the single gold centre plant class Mr.

F W. Price was first with Duke of York, the same variety

coming second. With white centres Mr. B. Cranfield,

Enfield, was first with Thetis, the same variety also coming

second. Mr. Staward had the best six seedUngs, all having

golden centres. The premier variety of alpines was Muriel,

shown by Mr. F. W. Price, having a gold centre and a rich-

dark crimson ground. Mr. Doughis was the only exhibitor

of twelve fancy show Auriculas. Certificates of ment
were given to Mrs. G. F. Tmley, rich pure yellow self show

;

Dorothy Cutts, reddish bufl self ; and Mai, reddish chest-

nut, all from Mr. Douglas. A better method of labelUng

all Auriculas is very badly needed, as at present names

are most difiicult to find.

Polyanthuses.—In the class for twelve plants in pots,

Mr. S. Mortimer, Famham, was well first, having large,

well-bloomed, bright-coloured ones. Mr. Staward was-

second. In the compact group class Messrs. Storrie and
Storrie, Perthshire, set up, less crowded than others, a

charming variety, all very beautiful. Mr. Mortimer was
second, and Mr. J. Crook, whose fine flowers had greatly

suffered from hail, was third. In the class for single plants

the product was disappointing. Mr. Bartlett, Shooter s

Hill, was placed first with a fine white, Messrs. Storrie

coming second with a yellow form. Mr. Staward was the

only exhibitor of twelve Primroses in pots. These flowers

bear no comparison to the beautiful varieties shown twenty

years ago. An award of merit was most deservediy

given to Polyanthus Brilliant, a deep rich fine crimson,

shown in three baskets by Mr. B. Ladhams, Shiriey, near

Southampton.
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future is before the Tulip. Bj'bloemens,

biz irres and the other Tulips that are

described as " florist " possess many
charms, but it is the Darwin and Cottage

types that bring beauty to the garden

during the month of May.

NOTES OF THE WEEK

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
lune 2.—Liiinean Society's Meeting.

June 4.—Societe Franc-aise d'Horticulture de

Londres Meetine.

June 6.—National Fruit Growers' Federation

Meeting, 2 p.m.

Portrait of Mr. William Kelway.
There is at tlie E.\hibition of Paintings of tlie Royal

Academy, now on view at Burlington House, a

striking portrait of Mr. William Kelway, senior

partner in the firm of Messrs. Kelway and Son of

Langport. It is by Harold Knight, and has a promi-

nent position on the Une. It need hardly be said

that as a work of art it is e.\cellent, Mr. Knight

being well known as one of the most talented artists

of the day.

Makers of coir netting. —We have had

numerous enquiries for the makers of coir nettim^

referred to by the Rev. J. Jacob in his article

which appeared in our issue for May 14th. This

netting is made by Messrs. J. Clifford and Sons,

85, Bank Street, Miiidstone.

American Gooseberry mildew in

Norfolk.—The Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries have received information that the

summer stage of American Gooseberry mildew

(Sphferotheca Mors uvaj) was discovered in a

Norfolk garden on the 12th inst. Ml Gooseberry

growers are advised to examine their bushes

carefully and, should any sign of disease be found,

to spray their bushes w.th a solution of liver of

sulphur (lib. to thirty- wo gallons of water). A
leaflet describing the disease and giving directions

for dealing with it can be obtained from the

Secretary, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Whitehall Place, London, S.W., gratis and- post

free. Letters so addressed need not be stamped

Mr. J. Crook's Polyanthuses This

veteran grower of these beautiful spring flowers, who
started his first strain so long since at Forde

Abbey, Somerset, and has continued to grow it on

a much larger scale at Camberley, Surrey, has

this year again a very beautiful show, masses

of thousands of plants blocked in colours, white,

yellow, red, crimson, mauve, buff, apricot and

mixed. I saw them a few days since. Beautiful

as a few plants are in a garden, when seen in

huge breadths they are wonderfully effective.

When separate colours are not required—and all

who garden do not want them—mixed colours give

a charming display, with the result that if so

desired the plants can be for the second year got

into separate colours, those being marked beside

the plants. It is not the huge and coarse flowers

which give the best heads of bloom or the most

pleasing effects. Those which have clear-cut

yellow centres always excel those which have dull

or buff ones, however large they may be. Now
is the time to get seed and sow it to secure a fine

show of bloom next spring. Mr. Crook sows his

seed in September, winters the plants in a frame,

then plants out in spring, and thus secures an extra

fine show.—D,

Hepaticas at Camberley.—In Mrs.

Stotherd's beautiful and, indeed, delightful

gardens, Heathcote, Camberley, I was surprised

to meet, in some mixed hardy borders, with quite

huge clumps of Hepaticas, especially of angulosa.

That variety seemed to luxuriate in the black

boggy or peaty soil of the district, in which aU

sorts of things, especially conifers and Rhodo-

dendrons, thrive abundantly. With such a soil,

how much it makes one wish that a complete

collection of those pleasing, very early border

flowers, the Hepatica section of the .\neraone

laniily. could there find a permanent home Of

these, besides the fine single blue angulosa are

double and single red, double and single blue and

double and single white, and there may be one or

two others. Formerly we found one or two of

these Hepaticas in cottage gardens. Generally now

they are seldom seen. What seems probable is

that where angulosa will thrive so luxuriantly, all

other members of the tribe would do equally

well.—A. D.

CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Plane tree disease.—I do not

remember to have seen the scientific name of the

fungus that in some districts is so destructive to the

foHage of the Plane tree, and it is one of the things

for which it is extremely difficult to find a remedy.

Trees of medium size might certainly be sprayed

early with Bordeaux mixture, but when they have

attained a large size this is practically impossible.

.Mthough there appears no evidence that the tree

is really injured by the attack so far as the wood is

concerned, the fact that it is denuded of a great

quantity of fohage robs it to a great extent of its

summer beauty. Notes taken for several years

show that the disease always makes its appearance

about the same time, i.e., when the foliage is about

half size. The fungus strikes suddenly and effec-

tually, sometimes through the stalk, but more

frequently quite at the base of the leaf where the

stalk joins it, going clean through the stalk and mid-

rib and forming a spot in the majority of cases about

the size of a small coin. Sometimes it catches the

midrib about halfway up the leaf, when the upper

part of this will droop and gradually curl up,

leaving the lower part unattacked. It seldom,

however, misses the stalk, and leaves so affected

are not long on the tree. -M a rough computation

I should think in the majority of seasons about

three-fourths of the fohage is destroyed. The

fact that trees are nearly always affected at about

the same stage of growth would almost indicate

that there are at that time certain, conditions

rendering them pecuharly susceptible to attack ;

but if this is so, I fear it does not help us very much

in the way of remedial measures. At any rate, in

the case of large trees in a season like the present,

when the fohage is considerably later than usual,

it will be interesting to note if it escapes attack.

The susceptibihty of the Plane to this disease opens

up again the question of the best trees for town

planting, about which a lot of rubbish is written

by many absolutely unacquainted with the sub-

ject, trees being recommended that are totally

>mfit. A short list of substitutes would be, for very

wide streets and open spaces, the Lombardy Poplar

and the Tree of Heaven (Ailantus glandulosa),

and for more confined areas the Locust free and its

several forms, of which fastigiata is very similar

in habit to the Lombardy Poplar, the Birch, the

Bird Cherry and the Mountain Ash ; for still

smaller spaces there is an infinite variety of suitable

things that might be used. I have omitted the

Lime and Horse Chestnut from the above list ; the

one is peculiarly susceptible to insect attack in the

way of caterpillars, mites and aphides, causing an

early disfigurement of the leaves, and the growth
of the other is too spreading except for large, open

spaces. In the w-ay of town planting it is gratify-

ing to note that there has been very considerable

improvement of late in the better class of suburban

gardens by the introduction of many more flowering

trees and shrubs ; the Snowy Mespilus and many
members of the Prunus family have been very

beautiful this spring.—A. G. B. [The disease

referred to by our correspondent is Glocosporium

nervisequum. All affected leaves should be

collected and burned as tl ey fall from the tree.

—Ed.]

Earthing-up Potatoes.—This is one of the

garden practices common to all who grow Potatoes,

and in so many cases adopted because traditional-

But for all the work done in gardens it is well to be

able to give good reasons, otherwise it becomes
mere rule of thumb and devoid of intelligence. A
ntw reason is furnished for the practice by " Sham-
rock " at page 230, although hardly a satisfactory

one. The assumption that new tubers are formed

more on the south or sunny sides of the plants than

on northern ones is novel, but here ill founded. On
plants grown singly on spaces of g square feet,

growth of stems and tubers is found to be the same

all round. Such plants give the best test of this

theory, because when Potatoes are planted in rows

2.t feet apart and running to any point of the

compass, one row shades another, and light and

air all round are much the same. Good reasons for

well moulding up Potatoes are, first, the protection

the plant-stems get in windy weather, as, if blown

freely about, the stems are often bruised or broken

beneath the soil-line, and thus are greatly injured.

Then, when the haulm has died away before

lilting is done in the autumn, the rows are easily

discerned because in the form of ridges. Further,

were not a good coat of soil placed over the newly

forming tubers, many near the surface would push

out into the light and air and thus become greened

and unfit for food. Finally, there is the important

reason that tubers thinly coated with soil are

much the more readily e.xposed to infection by the

minute spores of the Potato fungus, as these spores

will as readily attack tubers through their fine

tender skins as they will leaves and stems. The

thicker the coating of soil over the tubers, the

better are they protected from that form of attack.

When Potatoes are grown in rows and the moulding

up is done by means of a hoe, it is difficult to prevent

heavy rains washing spores down the stems into

direct contact with the young tubers. Where

large sets are planted 3 feet apart and good mounds

of soil are raised about each plant, when the

tops have become strong and laid out a large spit

of soil placed directly over the stems effectually

checks access to the tubers by means of washed-in

spores.—A. D.

The Young Naturalists' League—Will

you allow me to make known the existence of this

league through the columns of your paper ? The

league was foimded by me twelve months ago, and

on its first birthday celebrated a membership of

over 3,000. In view of the interest now taken in

Nature-study in our schools and the recognition

accorded to it by education authorities, I am de-

sirous of making the aims and objects of the league

more widely known and its work more useful and

far-reaching. The time has now arrived for the

appointment of branch honorary secretaries, especi-

ally school masters and mistresses and those having

control of boys and girls ; but membership is not

restricted to school children, as we welcome anyone

who is desirous of joining or supporting the society

in any way. I shall be glad to hear from anyone

willing to help me in the promotion of this league

and to forward full particulars concerninfi same oa
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application. My name will be known to many of

your readers as a naturalist and the author of a

number of books specially adapted for young

people ; and it is because of the real interest I take

in the Nature-study movement, the success the

league has already attained, and the good its

extension is capable of doing, that I am desirous of

widening its sphere of influence through the agency

of your valuable medium.—W. Percival VVkstell,

F.L.S., Clifsltr HoKsf. Lelchworth. Herts.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—A commence-
ment may now be made with the

final potting of plants that are

grown for exhibition purposes. Place

the strong - growing varieties in

lo-inch pots and the weaker in

g-inch. A suitable compost for this work is made
up with loam, rotten cow-manure, a small quantity

of soot and some approved fertiliser. To four

barrow-loads of loam add one of manure, a 6-inch

potful of soot, and the artificial manure according;

to the directions supplied by the vendor. Mix

these thoroughly together and place the whole

under cover to prevent it getting too wet. After

potting, secure each plant with a short stick for

protection against wind, and stand them out in

rows where they are to remain through the summer.
Perpetual'flowering Carnations.—Autumn-rooted

plants will now be ready for a shift into 7-inch or

8-inch pots. The soil for potting should be made
up in the following proportion : To three barrow-

loads of loam add one-half of leaf-soil and one-hall

of decayed manure. To this add half a barrow-

load of sand, a small sprinkUng of soot and old

mortar rubble (sea sand for preference). These

must be well mixed together by turning several

times. After potting is completed, place the plants

in cold frames, keeping them fairly close for a few-

days, after which the lights may be removed during

dry weather. Pay close attention to the stopping

of later plants to obtain plenty of breaks for the

building up of shapely plants.

Flower Garden.
The planting of the flower-beds for the summer

display should be commenced. Where Geraniums

are employed for this purpose, they may be the

first to be taken in hand, leaving Begonias and
sub-tropical plants till the last. Make the beds

firm and mark them out at the required distances.

Care should be taken to see that no plants are dry

when put in. Effective beds can be made up as

follows ; Calceolaria amplexicaulis pegged down
with Salvia patens for dot plants ; the soft yellow

of the Calceolaria goes well with the fine blue of the

Salvia. Ivy-leaf Geranium Souv. de Chas. Turner

and Abutilon Savitzii make a pretty bed. If the

Geraniums are pegged down, edging plants may be

dispensed with altogether. Humea elegans is an

excellent subject to associate with a carpet of

Hehotrope in large beds. Paul Crampel is one of

the best bedding crimson Geraniums we have, and
should be planted in a bold style. If it is preferred,

beds of these may be relieved by adding dot plants

of the white Marguerite and edged with blue Lobelia,

Fuchsias carpeted with Violas, Cannas with Ver-

benas for a carpet, and Grevillea robusta with
Geranium Mme. Crousse for a groundwork. These
are a few suggestions, but in many places the
gardener has to make the best of the plants at his

isposal. Regarding Begonias, these undoubtedlv

create the best effect when planted one colour in a

bed. They require a rich soil and a fair amount
of moisture. The formal designs in flower-beds

have now practically disappeared, and bolder

effects are usually aimed at. Mention must be

made of the value of Antirrhinums for bedding
purposes. The colours are exceedingly fine in

some of the varieties, and they should be planted

largely.

Kitchen Garden.

Brussels Sprouts.—^The first batch of these, if

raised and transplanted as advised in earlier

calendars, will now be large enough to put out in

their permanent quarters. A piece of ground
should be left expressly for the first planting,

avoiding that which has previously borne a green

crop, as club -root is often caused by continuous

cropping with these. Draw drills 2 feet to 2 feet

6 inches apart, according to the variety, and set

out the plants 2 feet apart. Showery weather if

preferable for this operation ; otherwise, if dry, a

good watering must be given.

MR. AI.EX.\NDER DEAN, V.M.H.

-SVc pagf 264.)

Celery.—The principal crop of Celery should be

planted in trenches as advised for the early one in

a previous calendar.

Cauliflowers.—Plants that are intended to give

an early autumn supply ought to be put in their

permanent quarters without delay. Plant in

drills 2 feet apart and the same distance between

the plants. E. C. Pooley.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth,

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Bedding Out.—Until the beds and borders are

filled with their summer occupants, little else can

be thought of in this department. Endeavour

always to get out all the hardier subjects first, as

even yet a day or two of cold east wind will do a

great amount of harm to such, tender plants as

Begonias, .Alternantheras and Iresines, e\'en if

they ha\'e been well exposed for some time. Keep

such plants back, therefore, until all the others

are planted, as if they get a check at planting-time

it is long before they recover. It is well also not

to be in too great a hurry with Dahlias, as these

give the best results if they can grow right away and
are not checked by a low temperature, especially

just after planting.

Kitchen Garden.
Onions,—The thinning of this crop should be

seen to as soon as the little plants are large enough
to handle. For ordinary purposes rather small

bulbs are favoured by the majority of cooks. Do
not, therefore, thin too severely. After thinning,

dust well with soot and run the Dutch hoe

between the lines. In dry weather an occasional

soaking of water is very beneficial.

Carrots.—Early thinning of this crop is even
more imperative than in the case of the Onion. It

is rather tedious work, but well repays the labour.

Give the Carrots a good dusting of soot or wood-
ashes as advised for the Onions. In few gardens

nowadays can this crop be depended on, as either

wireworra or Carrot fly grub usually attacks them.

There does not seem to be an entirely reliable

remedy or preventive. The best crop I had of

recent years was bedded thickly with mowings
from the lawns ; but that this is not really a specific

I proved the following year, as the crop was
entirely lost, although treated in the same way. .\

friend who grew really fine roots and never seemed
to fail protected his by sprinkling the plants liber-

ally about once every ten days with a solution of

ordinary soft soap and water. I have tried this,

but with poor success ; but certainly the man who
gave me the wrinkle could grow Carrots, and it

might be worth while for others to give it a trial.

It is at least cheap and easily applied.

Turnips.—It is only young, tender roots that

are tolerated in most establishments, unless for

soups, when a fair-sized Turnip is not such an

objection. To have finely flavoured bulbs a small

sowing should be made once a fortnight until the

middle of July. Much depends on taste as to

whether white or yellow sorts should be grown. The
white grows quickest, but the yellow remains much
longer fit for use. Good rich soil is essential,

whichever colour is cultivated. For winter use

a good tender Swede is much favoured by many,
and if seed of a good garden variety like Sutton's

Magnum Bonum is sown at once on good ground

in an open, sunny situation, fine roots will be

available from November onwards.

Peas.—The last sowing of late Peas must now
be made in the later districts. Some gardeners

favour the sowing of an early variety in mid-June ;

but the most that can be said in favour of this

method is that a dish or two of Peas may ordinarily

be had about the end of October. Certainly they

are Peas, but the flavour is so poor that most
people would prefer to be without them. If a

good variety of late Peas is sown now, the

plants will produce very late pickings and with

fair flavour, too. Royal Salute and The Gladstone

give me most satisfaction, and for a shghtly earher

locality I would name Late Queen. These varie-

ties are usually free from mildew and stand the

cool, damp autumn nights better than most,

."Autocrat is grand, too ; but I find that if there

happens to be a spell of wet weather when it is

in flower, the pods fill badly.

Chrysanthemums.
Final Potting,—The very first opportunity must

be taken now to get these into their flowering pots,

which must be perfectly clean and w-ell crocked.

The soil should be in a nice working state, as it is

imperative that very firm potting be given at this

time. Anyone in doubt as to the proper compost

to use should consult the pages of The Garden
regularly, when they will g:et all needful informa-

tion. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE GREENHOUSE.
OESTRUMS AND THEIR CULTURE.

« MONO this family are several species

/\ particularly suitable for the cool

/ \ greenhouse or conservatory. When
/ ^ grown in pots they require as much

jf \ food as an exhibition Chrysanthe-

mum, but seldom get it, and in conse-

quence present a miserable, starved appearance.

It is when planted out in a rich border and sup-

ported by a strong stake or placed against a pillar

that they are seen at their best ; their ample

foliage assumes a deep green and the flowers are

more brilliant and freely produced. Cestrums

are not expensive to buy, and are easily propa-

gated from soft shoots placed in pots of sandy soil

plunged in slight bottom-heat. We have four

species planted in a house from which frost is

barely excluded in winter and freely ventilated at

all other times.

Oestrum Newellii is undoubtedly the finest and,

so far, the strongest grower. A plant placed

against a pillar two years ago has now shoots of

9 feet in length, clothed from the base with deep

AN UDONTOGLOSSUM HOUSE IN

SCOTLAND.
I lAKii the liberty of sending you a photograph of

our Odontoglossum house here. It is a long time

since I contributed to The Garden, but I have

been a constant reader, nevertheless ; indeed, I

have been reading The Garden for the last twenty

years. In my opinio:i it is the most up-to-

date and useful gardening paper to be had, suitable

for both professional and amateur gardeners—

a

marvellous pennyworth. 1 have heard the remark

among gardeners that The Garden is only suitable

for amateurs, but that is a great mistake, for, after

all, plants well grown are the principal thing in gar-

dening. Personally, I have known many amateurs

who could, and can, beat the best professional at

certain things they specialise in. After all, this

is not to be wondered at, for in too many cases the

professional gardener has too much to do to be

able to specialise in anything. Not so the enthusi-

astic amateur, who can tell you, metaphorically

speaking, how many leaves are on his plants.

But to return to our Odontoglossum house. I am
sorry the darker hybrids have not come out well

in the photograph, but enough is seen to show

THE ODONTOGLOSSUM HOUSE .^T CR.MGHEAD, BOTHWELL, N.B.

green leaves and terminated with huge panicled

clusters (18 inches long and 9 inches in width) of

scarlet red flowtTS. If the shoots are looped up

lightly, they curve outwards and produce a fine

effect.

C. {Habrothamnus) elegans is well known and

grows freely under the same conditions ; but its

inflorescence is smaller and the purplish pink

flowers ar," far less striking.

C. aiirantiacum is more shrubby in habit and has

only attained a height of 4 feet. It increases in

breadth rapidly and bears a great profusion of its

orange flowers during summer. Prune in spring,

or earlier in a warm greenhouse.

C. Smithii is a seedling from C. elegans. It is a

gem. Since it was planted out it h.as never ceased

to flower, and each branchlet carries a rosy pink

cluster, and this right throughout the winter. Its

free-flowering character checks its growth, for it

has only attained a few feet in height in two

years, although apparently in good health. In

a cool temperature it only needs thinning occa-

sionally. These plants add dignity and beauty

to the conservatory or greenhouse, and some good

spccinie IS can usually be found at Kew.

J. Comber.

Nwnans Gardens, Handcross, Sussex.

what fine plants they are when well grown, either

for the professional or amateur ; indeed, I should

say they are specially suitable for the amateur,

being easily kept warm enough
;

50' is quite

sufficient when using fire-heat, and if a proper house

is fitted up for them, watering once or twice a week,

according to the weather, is ample. The finest

hybrids can now be procured .it q\iite moderate

prices.

Messrs. Sander and Sons have made

prodigious strides in the hybridising of these

lovely Orchids. Back in the eighties, when I was

serving my apprenticeship under the celebrated

.Mr. Thomas Hogg of Aikenhead, Cathcart, Glasgow,

afterwards of Woodside, Paisley, .Mn Sande.- was a

well-known Orchid and plant specialist. Odonto-

glossums which then cost £50 can now be had for

a guinea, and lots of very fine ones at much

less. The flowers are useful for cutting, the

graceful sprays lending themselves admirably

to artistic arrangement, especially where a

choice table decoration has to be carried out

and flowers of high quality are none too plentiful.

I must apologise for taking up so much of

your space ; my only excuse is that I do not trouble

you often. C. J. Cole.

The (.ardciis, Craighead. Bolhwill, S.II

WORKERS AMONG THE
FLOWERS.

Mr. ALEXANDER DEAN, V.M.H.

IN
Mr. Dean, whose portrait we now publish

with much pleasure, we have one of the

leading veterans of horticulture. He
was born on March 22, 1832, and
is, therefore, now well into his seventy-ninth

year. All the same, he is exceedingly

active and enjoys excellent health. The Victoria

Medal of Honour was awarded to him by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society in 1904,

and he has been for some twenty years a member of

that society's fruit committee, and his services as a

judge at shows are in great request. Still further,

he has been a constant contributor to the horti-

cultural Press for some forty years. The first

number of The Garden containei some of his

notes, and readers of to-day will be familiar with

his initials.

Very special work came to him in 1891, when, at

the invitation of Mr. John Wright, V.M.H., he

entered on the duties of Horticultural Instructor

under that esteemed gentleman to the then Surrey

Technical Education Committee and now the

Surrey Education Committee. During the period

of such work he has delivered fully 1,000 lectures

on gardening to all sorts of audiences ; has inspected

and judged many thousands of cottage gardens

and allotments, and hundreds of flower shows in

the country ; and there is scarcely a parish in the

whole county into which someone or other of these

duties have not taken him. The judging duties

have been discharged chiefly in the summer and
the lecturing in the winter. Recently Mr. Dean
promoted the formation of the National Vegetable

Society, of the committee of which he is chairman.

He has long maintained that in home-grown
garden vegetables we have the healthiest and most
easily produced of human food, and for that one

reason, apart from others, has done his utmost

to make vegetable production and consumption

far more than it now is a matter of national concer.n.

Born in a great nursery at Southampton, he,

like his once so well-known brothers, William

and Richard, grew up in an atmosphere of

horticulture, and that taste thus early acquired

has never died. In early life, among other ex-

periences at a time when work was slack were a

voyage to and from the West Indies and railway

and London pantechnicon employment ; but even-

tually Mr. Dean got back into gardening again in

Bucks, Berks and Hants, finally, with his late brother,

Richard, embarking in the occupation of seed-

growing at Shirley, Southampton, and later for

twenty years at Bedfont, Middlesex. In 1891

Mr. Dean went to reside at Kingston-on-Thames,

where he still lives.

His first initiation into wider gardening experi-

ence was at Westwood Park, Southampton, under

a well-known Scotch gardener, John Coulthart, in

1849, who, like so many of his countrymen of that

day. occ\ipied a good post in the South of England.

Mr Coulthart had, in accordance with the Scotch

formula, served an apprenticeship of seven years

in Lord Selkirk's gardens, St. Mary's Isle, Kircud-

bright. During his long life Mr. Dean has been

on most intimate terms with many gar-

deners, professional and amateur, and has alone

visited hundreds of good gardens. .\s evidence

of his popularity with the profession, we need only

recall the remarkable gathering of gardeners from

all parts of the kingdom held in the Holborn
Restaurant in September, 1903, of the com-
mittee of which Mr. Owen Thomas, V.M.H.,

was chairman and Mr. Dean was secretary.

We may add as a matter of personal interest that
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Mr. Dpan was married at SuiiUi.iiiiptoii on Xuvpiii-

her 4, iSs.|, and cplebratt-d liis golden wedding at

Kingston in ioo.|. Mrs. Dean is a year his senior,

hut still enjoys excellent health and is, for her great

age, very active and energetic. We hope both

may be spared the other few years to enable

them to rolcbrati- their diamond wedding.

NOTES AND QUERIES FROM
A SURREY GARDEN.

The Smaller Daffodils.

TO
my mind one of the most graceful of

all the trumpet Daffodils, whose cost

place them within the

reach of the pockets ot

most of us, is Nai-

cissus Johnstonii Queen

of Spain. The trumpets cannot

as a class be said to lend them-

selves so kindly to decorative pur-

poses as their cousins the chalice

and poets, and are, therefore,

perhaps hardly as popular in

consequence ; but Queen of Spain

should surely be lound in every

garden where a Daffodil is grown.

This delightful little gem has every-

Ih ng in its fav .ur ; it is perlecth

hardy, of good constitution, in-

creases fairly rapidly, and its

flowers last well, both in the garden

and when cut. I purchased a

dozen bulbs some ten years ago,

and thev have been transplanted

twice during that period. It is.

I believe, a natural hybrid, and

was found by Mr. Peter Barr grow-

ing wild in the mountains of Spain.

It is still collected every year,

and the s'.ock that is sold to the

public is not cultivated at h ime

lik' the majority of Daffodils.

Does it increase too slowly for our

growers? or is it so plentiful in

Spain that it is cheaper to collect

than to grow it ? But 1 suppose

the time will come when such

wholesale exportation will defeat

itself. I have noticed this year

for the first time that all the

earlier flowers had the frilled edge

to the trumpet. I have heard t.iis

form called King of Spain, although

for reasons already stated it is not

separately catalogued, and that

only the later flowers (quite four-

teen days separated the flowering

period) were the more graceful

and beautiful form with the
^ GROU

straight trumpet, which I regard as

the type, t he Queen of Spain proper.

1 am wondering il this is always so ;
or is it just

one of those coincidences that occasionally occur

to baffle an enquiring mind ? Perhaps someone

who knows will tell me. Undoubtedl> all flowers,

but particularly bulbs, are much later than usual

this season. It was true of the Snowdrops, by no

means tue Fair Maids of pebruary or the Lady of

the Snows this year ; and then her companions,

the Chionodoxas, were equally behindhand ; so

also was Iris reticulata, of ^en in full flower in early

February, this year a whole month later. I picked

presentable flowers in mid-.\pril, a quite unusual

date. Pallidus praecox, the early Daffodil, lost its

claim to its title ; it was pale, as usual, but by no

means precocious, and with me it was one of the

tiowers that ushered in the winds of March with I

beauty, nearly a month behind its usual season ; in

fact, of all my early Daffodils, only one. Minimus,

the smallest of them all, came within a week
of its normal time, and was in advance of all

others in consequence. This common fault, if fault

it be, must have had a common origin, and I am
inclined to put it down to the sunless summer of

last year, therefore late ripening of the bulbs.

The mention of that perfect little miniature,

Minimus, makes me wonder why these lesser

Daft'odilsarcnot more grown. One seldom finds them
in gardens, never in any quantity, and yet they

are all beautiful, quite inexpensive and open at a

time when flowers are scarce. They can be planted

with many .1 carpet plant, so take up little or no
room ; in fact, a double crop mav be taken out of

I' OF TENDER SUCCULENTS OUTDOORS. (.SVr ,«,/,• 266.)

that piece ot soil without detriment to cither

inhabitant. The smaller mossy Saxifrages, Veronici

prostrata, the various Creeping Thymes, Herniaria,

all lend themselves to this method ; and a smail

clump of minimus just managing to get its flowers

above the carpet, so that they are literally lying

on velvet, is a delightful picture in February, when
one has to " look tor "' flowers in the garden.

.•V few that flourish in the manner described,

though not apparently increasing very much,
judging from the number of flowers they give

—

though, 1 suppose, the old bulbs die or split up

—

are the following : Minimus, just mentioned

;

moschatus of Haworth, triandrus albus (Angel's

Tears), and tyclauiincus (the Cyclamen -like

DaffodU). 11. U. .doLv.sKux.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT NOTES.

W.\ti:kin(; sTRAWBi-:Ki<ifi;s.—
When the fruits commence to

swell on the plants and until

they are ready for harvesting, the

njots draw literally immense sup-

plies of water from the soil, and,
in the event of a shortage occurring, the grower is

bound to lose .is well in the weight as in the quality

of the crop. Therefore, dryness of the soil must
be guarded against. Taking one season with

another, it is almost safe to say that a heavy
watering during the first fortnight of June always

pays handsomely ; but the wet
time is sure to come when such

a course cannot be in any respect

desirable. Each grower must finally

decide for himself, and he will be

wise in cases of doubt to err on
the side of giving water rather

than the reverse. It will facilitate

the operation, although it involves

a little preliminary and after-

trouble, to draw back the mulch-
ing, loosen the soil lightly with a

lork if it has settled down, and
then to give such a soaking as will

assuredly penetrate 3 feet into the

ground. As Sfjon afterwards as

the surface is dry enough, prick it

over again and put the mulching
material back in position. In those

cases where a shortage of food is

suspected, it will pay to follow the

pure water with a second soaking

of weak liquid manure.
Mulching Fruit. — Notwith-

standing the fact that it is cus-

tomary in many gardens to mulch
fruit trees during the late autumn
or winter, it is more than doubtful

if this system is as generally ad-

vantageous as it is supposed to be.

One recognises the conveniences

of winter dressings, but there is

an ever-present danger that the

application will settle closely down
and become sour and unsavoury,

and at the same time prevent the

free admission of air. When this

occurs, the soil is actually made
colder by the dressing, whereas in

principle it should be made
warmer. Xow the ground has

become warmed, a mulching of

short manure cannot be otherwise

than beneficial, for it will keep the

surface cool and moist at the same
time as it prevents the waste of

lood by evaporation. The nutrient

matters contained in the material

used quickly find their way down into the ground,

and as the roots are especially active at this time

of the year, they are very promptly imbibed, to the

immediate benefit of the plant and tlie ultimate

benefit of the grower. The surface should be pricked

over before applying the mulching.

Pinching Cordon Gooseberries. — The un-

doubted advantage of cultivating Gooseberries in

this form is steadily becoming more and more
generally appreciated, and it is almost possible

to see the time when cordons will be wholly relied

upon in gardens for the production of the finest

fruits. Not only are the plants extremely easy to

manage when once the principle of procedure has

been grasped, but they crop heavily ; and in the

possible, one ought to say probable, event of an
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insect attack, it is much easier to take measures

of cleansing than it is in the case of bushes, and the

remedies applied will be proportionately more

effectual. The object of this paragraph was not,

however, to urge the planting of cordons, but to

remind amateurs of the necessity of summer

pinching. This work will certainly have to com-

mence during the coming month, early or late

according to the season and the garden, and its

neglect will lead to trouble and disappointment.

The rule should be to pinch out the point of the

growths when they have made six leaves ; subse-

quently other buds will break, and the shoots from

these should be promptly nipped out at two leaves.

This will admit light and air to the lower buds on

the spurs as well as to the swelling fruits.

Gumming in Stone Fruits.—Like many

things which we do not want, gumming is always

with us if, that it is to say, we grow stone fruits in

our gardens. In old trees there is no certain cure
;

but if it shows in young trees, it is well worth the

THE FLOWER GARDEN

A GROUP OF TENDER SUCCULENTS
ON STONE STEPS.

1HAVE often wondered what is the magical

charm of succulent plants. Children love

them, but generally because they can be

procured of such minute dimensions and

growing in pots of a size fitted for a doll's

house. Grown-up people often say they

dislike them, but these are generally in the earlier

stages of their gardening career, and have a special

weakness for pale blue Delphiniums, Dorothy

Perkins and other pink rambling Roses, have just

started a Lavender hedge, and mean to have a

moraine garden ne.xt season. If you can but induce

one of them to accept a cutting of a S.tapeha,

Kleinia articulata or some Rhipsahs just as a

' curiosity, you may feel assured that in a few years

A NOBLE PLANT OF THE PYRAMIDAL SAXIFRAGE (SAXIFRAGA PVRAMIDALIS).

Echinopsis and Mammillaria of many species can

be grown outside thus from May to October, and

many will flower freely. In the foreground group

are placed plants with a certain similarity of foliage

character, the leaves being longer than their width.

.\mong them are Agave americana variegata,

A. Victoriee regini-e, Aloe ferox, A. picta, and A.

arborescens in the stone vase. A few pots of Cob-

web Houseleeks, such as Sempervivum arach-

noideum and doellianum, stand in front. These

steps lead down to a pond, and I keep a pitcher

or two on the lowest step, and in dry weather I

give the thirsty-looking plants a good watering

two or three times a week. I find it an excellent

plan to keep a few ordinary earthenware pitchers

in the garden near water. They look better than

a water-can, and if stood on a flat stone, one can

see they are part of the garden furniture and not

left out by an untidy gardener; also many a plant

gets a drink that would otherwise go thirsty.

Wallham Cross. E. A. Bowles.

trouble to completely cut out the affected branch,

and follow this up by feeding the tree rather more

generously with nitrogenous foods. Fruit-grower.

AN EXCELLENT LATE-KEEPING
APPLE.

I should hke to draw the attention of your readers

to a variety of Apple rarely, if ever, referred to by
writers of fruit notes, and not mentioned in many
good lists. Its name is Flower of Kent, and it is

not to be confounded with Beauty of Kent. At

the time of writing (the last week in April) we
have a few well-preserved fruits. They have had
no special attention in order to keep them, and
have wintered in a spare bedroom on wood, covered

with a sheet of newspaper. The fruit is of moderate
size, conical in shape and of pleasant acid flavour.

It is a cooking Apple, but can be used for dessert

late in the season. The colour is greyish green,

with a few faint streaks of red. C. T.

this sturdy little juicy shoot will not only have

been well cared for, but will have found some other

companions of similar character, and a collection

of succulent plants will be in process of formation.

Many succulents will not only stand being placed

out of doors during the summer months, but are

greatly improved in colour and sturdiness of habit

by such treatment. I find them very useful for

filling some formal beds in which I grow Darwin

Tulips. These Tulips are not sufficiently ripened

for lifting until mid-June, which is rather late for

bedding out to get a good effect by the time July

arrives. Good-sized specimens of succulents are

attractive at once, and many of the larger ones do

well if plunged in their pots and the spaces filled

in with smaller-growing forms grown on for the

purpose in pans or boxes. But some of the choicer

kinds I only stand out on low walls or on the stone

steps shown in the illustration on page 265.

Here, as may be seen, I like to gather the Cacti

together in one little group, and Cereus, Opuntia,

THE PYRAMIDAL SAXIFRAGE.
Sa.xifraga Cotyledon, or S. pyramidahs as it is

more commonly called, is one of the most showy

as well as the most useful of the Saxifrages. Not

only is it a very valuable plant for a fairly dry

part of the rockery, but as a pot plant for house

or conservatory decoration it is unequalled, its

long, arching flower-stems associating well with

any class of plants. On the rockery it should be

planted where it will not get too much moisture

during the winter, but at the same time it requires

a fair amount of root-run and must not be shaded

to any great extent. Strong plants just before

blooming throw out numerous offsets, which

should be removed, and these, if pricked off either

in small beds out of doors or in boxes in the cold

frame, will root readily.

For pot culture I make a practice of putting in

a box or two of these offsets each spring ; these

are potted off into 3-inch pots some time during

the summer. Early the following spring they are

potted on into 4-inch or 4i-inch pots and kept

growing during the summer, and the following

spring every plant throws a good flower-spike

varying in length from 2 feet to 3 feet. The

compost used is a moderately light one, to which

is added a fair amount of old mortar rubble. Up
to the time they throw up their flower-spikes

they are never removed from the cold frame,

and the only attention they require is to give them

plenty of air on all favourable occasions ; in fact,

nine months during the twelve the lights might

be entirely removed, except during very wet

weather. The only thing the plant does not like is

over-watering, so when attempting to grow it just

keep it on the dry side. Thomas Stevenson.

Woburn Place Gardens, Addlestone.

THE BALEARIC SANDWORT.
One of the most fairy-hke of all our alpine flowers

is the Balearic Sandwort, Arenaria balearica, a

creeping plant of the greatest beauty and difficult

to describe. Creeping close to the soil or the stone

over which it grows, and only forming a cover, it is a

perfect carpet or veiling of little green leaves. Above

this, poised on thin little stalks, are many starry white

flowers. Some fail with it, but this is probably

due to lack of consideration for its requirements,

which a little study of the plant when at its best

will soon show. For one thing, it is much happier

in shade than in sun, as the writer has learned

from watching its behaviour when planted at the

same time on two low walls facing each other,

one with a northern and the other with a southern

exposure. The former plant went on and flourished

apace, while the other made but httle progress. It

likes nothing better than to be planted at the foot
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of a damp freestone wall, up which it will creep flushed with pink. There is a variety, however.

for some distance. A retaining wall against a which is even more showy than the type, for the

bank of earth is quite to its liking, and on such it flowers are a deep pink or reddish shade. This

will generally flourish admirablv. But it does is the one previously referred to as atrosangumea.

not appear to enjoy granite or hard, non-porous Differing from P. floribunda by its looser growth

stones and there are some hard, smooth bricks and larger flowers is P. halleana. It is doubtful

to whiVh it cannot cling well. In a fernery it also whether it is a form of some other species or a

does well creeping over the stones and soil, especi- hybrid ;
but, whichever it is, its richly coloured

allv if the latter is stony. In the rock garden it
:
flowers suggest that it should be more grown,

frequently flourishes when growing over the stones The American Crab Apple (P. coronaria) has been

in the shadier parts or over the rough stone steps ,
brought to notice of late years by its double-

which ha%'e been formed on some rockeries, and
|

flowered variety, which is remarkable for its large,

in any of these it looks very beautiful with its
I

semi-double pinkish flowers. The type is rarely

starry flowers. This httle plant is hardy in the
j

met with, but is very ornamental, the flowers

ordinary sense of the term, but 1 have seen it being at least ij inches across and flushed with

injured by excessive wet, much as

it likes moisture ;

rainfall, followed

frosts, will often

winter.

an excessive

by irregular

injure it in

S. Arnott.

A WATER GARDEN.
The accompanying illustration,

from a photograph taken in Messrs.

Wallace's nursery in Colchester,

needs no description. It simply

shows the beauty of Nymphsas
and other water-loving plants; and

as their cultivation was dealt with

in our last issue, further reference

to them is unnecessary.

TREES &. SHRUBS

THE CRAB APPLES.

DIIRINC early May the

k Crab .\pp\e trees are

I among the showiest

w in the garden, for

several of them bear

brighter - coloured

flowers than the garden Apples.

Several possess such beauty that

they are planted on an extensive

scale, either in large groups or in

avenues, and in each case win

one's admiration, while, where

space will not admit of lavish

planting, isolated lawn specimens

or dot plants in shrubberies are

not to be despised. Visitors to

the Royal Gardens, Kew, cannot

fail to notice the large group of

Crabs, composed principally of

Pyrus floribunda and the variety

atrosanguinea, which is to be seen

on a slight mound near the Water
Lily House. In this group each tree

is given ample space for develop-

ment without crowding its neigh-

bour. Any suspicion of formality

is avoided by an intermixture of evergreen conifer- pink. The fruits are ven,- distinct, being bright

ous trees. Evergreens are decidedly an advantage green in colour when ripe in September. P.

NYMPH^AS AND OTHER WATER PLANTS.

in such a group, for, in addition to their winter
effect, the green foliage forms a background for

the flowers of the Pyrus in spring. The group
under consideration contains twenty-five Crab
trees, many of which are practically mature
specimens measuring 12 feet to 15 feet in height
and 20 feet to 30 feet in diameter. Every branch

baccata, the Siberian Crab, is always effective

examples I saw recently on the estate of Mr. P.

Clutterbuck, Goldingtons, Rickmansworth. These

had branched trunks of good proportions, while

the heads, which were fairly equally developed,

were about 45 feet in diameter. For the garden a

number of varieties may be obtained which have

been given names on account of some special

characteristic of growth, flowers or fruit. Thus,

astracanica has rich red fruits, and from this the

Red .iVstrachan .^pple of gardens has developed.

Coccinea is also conspicuous for its red fruits,

flore albo pleno for its double white flowers,

pendula its weeping branches, and rosea its rose-

coloured flowers. Then in this set are to be

found the many ornamental fruited Crabs which

have been developed by culti

vation, such as John Downie
and Hyslop Crab, which are as

beautiful in autumn as they

are in spring. Closely allied to

P. Malus, and, in fact, most likely

a well-marked variety of the

species, is P. niedzwetzkiana, a

Caucasian plant distinguished by
flowers of a peculiar red shade and

a similar reddish tinge permeating

the roots, branches, leaves and
fruits. This has been raised true

from seeds, but many of the seed-

lings did not differ from P. Malus.

P. prunifolia is not unlike the

Siberian Crab, and there is a con-

spicuous difference in the fruits.

There are many varieties, but they

are distinguished by the fruits

rather than by the flowers. Japan
gives us an ornamental species

in P. Ringo, which has light-

coloured flowers slightly flushed

with rose. P. Scheideckeri is con-

sidered of hybrid origin, its parents

being given as P. prunifoHa x P.

floribunda. From its general

appearance, however, one would be

inclined to believe that P. specta-

bilis had something to do with its

origin. It is extremely free-

blooming, the flowers being large

and semi-double. .^s a rule, the

wood is so thickly beset wqth buds
that it is difficult to select really

satisfactory scions for grafting. P.

sikkimensis is not usually met with

in gardens, though it is ornamental

and curious by reason of the trunk

and main branches being thickly

beset with short spurry growths

which are almost spiny in character.

P. spectabilis is a species of large

< growth, and mature trees closely

resemble an ordinary Apple tree

in character. The type bears

large flowers ij inches or so

across, which are succeeded by
yellowish fruits. The species is, however, more
often represented by its double-flowered varietv

than by the type ; it is undoubtedly an extremely

This, of course, grows to the size of our largest Apple useful tree, the flowers being large and heavily

trees, with a rounded but wide-spreading head, flushed with rose. There are other varieties also.

The flowers are borne very freely, but are wanting of which Kaido is recognised by its rich-coloured

in the bright colouring of some other kinds, for flowers, Riversii by red flowers, and those of flore

they are only shghtly flushed with pink. In albo are white,

addition to its beautiful flowers, it has very In addition to the above, others are of decided

is wreathed with flowers. Pyrus floribunda is ' ornamental fruits, being, in fact, one of the most merit. The selection given will, however, be

useful of all Crabs for this purpose. The fruits sufficient for .all ordinary purposes. The inclu-

freqnentlv hang on the trees all the winter. sion of a few of these species and their varieties

The common Crab (P. Malus) is found wild in in orchards of ordinary garden .Apples that are

through, though it has been recorded double the many parts of the country, sometimes in little planted partly for the effect of their flowers would be

size. The flowers of the type are about three- j more than bush form, and, agnin, as a tree of an advantage through the wider range of colour and

quarters of an inch across, with a white ground ' considerable dimensions. Two remarkably fine difference in growth. W. Dalumore.

one of the best known of the ornamental Crabs.

It is a Japanese tree and frequently met with as

a large bush 12 feet to 15 feet high and as much
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GARDENING hOR BEGINNERS.
HOW lO GROW LETTUCES AND THE BEST KINDS.

r.ARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—It is now-

time to prepare beds for planting out

Vegetable Marrows and ridge Cucum-

bers that have been raised under

glass, as there is no advantage in

keeping these indoors when June is

here. Many growers used to go to a very great deal

of trouble in making up the beds for these plants,

i BO.X OF SEEDLING LETTUCE PLANTS SOWN MUCH TOO
THICKLY. WITH SEEDLINGS OF THIS DESCRIPTION IT

IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO OBTAIN GOOD PLANTS.

and frequently tliey were grown on what was

practicallv a manure-heap. There is no gainsaying

the fact that they appreciate good, deeply worked

soil, and in preparing the beds a heavy dressing of

partially decayed manure should be given. On

all but the very lightest soils the beds should be

raised a few inches, but a slight depression may be

made In the bed for each plant. This will facili-

tate watering during dry weather. Marrows of

the trailing section should be planted from 3 feet

to 4 feet apart, bush varieties going I foot closer.

Cucumbers may go in rows 3 feet apart and

18 inches asunder in the rows. It is a good plan

to cover each plant for a few nights subsequent

to planting out with an inverted flower-pot.

Flower Garden.—Where the plants have been

well hardened off. Dahlias may be planted out in

their flowering quarters the end of this week. The

holes should have been prepared in readiness as

advised a few weeks ago, and before putting in

the plants a stout stake should be firmly placed

in position ; then there will be no danger of

damaging the roots of the young plants. The

present is a good time to sow seeds of Canterbury

Bells to provide plants for flowering next year

They may be sown thinly in drills i foot apart

outdoors and covered with about a quarter of an

inch of very fine soil. If the weather is at all dry,

water the drills before sowing, and subsequently

give water through a fine-rosed can frequently

until germination has taken place and the seedlings

are fairly established In addition to the single-

flowered varieties, there is the cup and saucer type.

Campanula Medium calycanthema. U is a good

plan, where a lot of plants are required, to purchase

seed in separate colours and keep the plants

separate ; then at planting-time several of one

colour can be grouped together and a beautiful

effect produced.

Rose Garden.—So far as I have been able to

observe, Roses are rather late this year ; but some

of the earliest varieties in warm situations are now

developing their buds rapidly. Where extra large

and full flowers are required, disbud-

ding should be done. The flowers of

many varieties are produced in clus-

ters, and except with the Ramblers

and others where masses are required,

it is a good plan to leave only the

best bud of the cluster, cutting away

the others with a sharp pair of

scissors. It must not, however, be

taken to mean that I advocate the

general adoption of this plan. Many

who grow Roses desire a quantity of

lilooms, and are willing to put up with

those of second-class quality rather

tlian have a few good ones only. In

many instances the young shoots

were very severely damaged by cold

winds and frosts early in the month,

,ind the effect of this is now visible

111 the blackened flower-buds. Green

tly is attacking these weak shoots in

Its accustomed vigorous manner, and

^teps must be taken to eradicate it.

Where the flower-buds are small, an

insecticide may be safely used ; but in

more advanced examples dust the

shoots with Tobacco powder, and after

a couple of days syringe vigorously

with clean water.

Fruit Gacrft-n.—Loganberries are flowering very

freely this year, and there is every prospect of a

good crop being secured. While admiring the

prospective crop, however, we must be thinking

of the rods which will fruit another year. These

are now growing rapidly from the base, and should

be loosely supported in some way. Any very

weak ones that it is obvious will not be needed may

be cut clean out at once, as this will concentrate

the energies of the plant on those retained If the

soil is at all dry, as it may be where the plants are

growing against walls or fences, it should be given

a good soaking with clear water, and if a dose of

weak hquid manure can be given the next evening,

it will be of considerable benefit. The same re-

marks apply to the newer and excellent Lowberry,

a black-fruited replica of the Loganberry, and

which was introduced by Messrs. Low and Co. of

Enfield. -^- ^

and nurserymen, quite a large number of very

excellent varieties have been raised.

The two types of the Lettuce are well known

to every reader of The Garden, no matter how

limited his knowledge of gardening matters may
be. There is the Cabbage or dwarf kind and the

Cos or tall-growing section. Both have their

adherents, some preferring one and some the

other. They are both represented by brown and

white varieties. The peculiarity of the Cabbage

Lettuce is its soft, silky leaves, and of the Cos type

its solid build and welcome crisp leaves. The

former type does better on poor, light soils, and the

latter just the opposite ; as a matter of fact, the

Cos Lettuce dehghts in rich soil of heavier texture,

yielding fine large specimens in such conditions.

For both types the ground should always be

worked well, so that there shall be a free root-run.

Light, sandy soils may be improved by digging in

a good dressing of cow or pig manure, placing this

one spit deep. In the case of soils of a heavy,

retentive character, dig in well-rotted horse-

manure, road grit and the refuse of the burnt

rubbish-heap. All these ingredients tend to lighten

the character of heavy soils.

For early crops a warm, sheltered, sunny border

is a great advantage, and a position as nearly alike

to this as possible should be given preference in

the spring and early summer. Sheltered positions

should also be selected for winter supplies, aud the

soil in this case should be slightly raised above

the ordinary level of the garden. By following

a system of sowing seeds of this subject, it should

be possible to have Lettuces during many months

of the year. For early summer supplies seeds

should be sown in gentle heat in January or Feb-

ruary, and later for succession. A late March,

April and May sowing outdoors will provide a

supply for midsummer and subsequent weeks.

It is a good plan to sow seeds for winter use in

August and September, and a month later to

make a sowing in a cold frame to provide a batch

of plants for planting in their permanent quarters

in the succeeding spring.

CULTURE OF THE LETTUCE.

Of the several subjects that are more frequently

in request for salads, there is none more popular

than the Lettuce. When well grown there is

nothing to equal this subject as a salading in the

warmer months of the year, during which period

well-blanched specimens are placed upon the

table in a fresh, crisp condition. The Lettuce is

a native plant of India and Central Asia, and ancient

history tells of its use as a salad vegetable ,500 B.C.

It was introduced into this country so long ago

as 1562, and a few years after its introduction

varieties to the number of eight were mentioned

by Gerard in his " Herbal." In more recent years,

owing to the efforts of the leading seed-growers

2. METHOD OF PKICKIM- OH- shLDLING

LETTUCES IN DEDS. ARRANGE THEM IN

ROWS ALTERNATELY, OBSERVING A DIS-

TANCE OF A FEW INCHES BETW'EEN THE

PLANTS.
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3. Sr.EDI.lM.S KEADV FOR TRANSFERRING TO
TIIF.IR PERMANENT QUARTERS. LIFT EACH
PLANT WITH A GARDEN TROWEL, DISTURB-
ING THE ROOTS AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE.

In l"ig. I a bo.x of seedling Lettuces, in which
both the Cos and Cabbage types are represented.

is shown. The former, however, largely predomi-

nate. This box of plants serves to show what a

large amount of seed is often wasted, as it is next

to impossible to do justice to this subject when
the young plants are so overcrowded. They
invariably become drawn and weakly, and unless

handled with the greatest care, the results are

seldom satisfactory. This is an apt illustration

of what not to do. Beginners should make a rule

to sow their Lettuce seeds thiidy, and after the

seedlings are well through the soil, to gradually

mure them to less warm conditions, so that they

may be hardened off gradually and become sturdy

in their growth.

What to do with the seedling plants is our next

consideration, and this must be determined promptlv
if the best interests of the plants are to be served.

The young plants may be dibbled in in a cold

frame or in a box of suitable dimensions, or, what
is simpler during the summer months, in a shel-

tered border outdoors. A small area for this

purpose is quite sufficient in most gardens as

Lettuces for succession, and these in small batches
is the better rule to observe. Sturdy young seed-

lings, such as are depicted in Fig. 2, should be dibbled

in a few inches apart in rows, and the young plants

disposed so that they alternate in the respective

rows in proper order. Note the sturdy, carefully

liardened ofT young seedlings and their arrange-

ment. Under normal conditions an interval of a

few weeks will see these same young plants ready
for a shift to their final quarters.

In Fig. 3 a small batch of young Cabbage Lettuce
plants that were pricked out or dibbled in, as

advised above, are shown. Here it will be ob-

served the plants have filled out in most satisfac-

tory fashion, and they are now in ideal condition

for transplanting to where they are to mature
To do justice to the plants, they should each be
hfted with a garden trowel, so as to disturb the roots

as little as possible. These plants are frequently

treated in somewhat ruthless f.ashion, in conse-

quence of which treatment they fail to grow away
freely and seldom develop into line plants.

I'ig. 4 shows the method of planting a double

row of Lettuces across a small garden. This is a

sufticient supply for most people wh<jse demands
.ire somewhat restricted, and by planting the

sturdy little plants alternately, every inch of space

IS turned to good account. Cos Lettuce sliould

be planted in rows i foot asunder, and a similar

space should be observed lietween the plants in

the rows. Cabbage Lettuce should also be planted

in rows ; but in their case 10 inches between the

rows and y inches between the plants in the rows

answers very well. When blancliing is done
artificially, Cos Lettuce should be tied about ten

days before they are needed for home supplies,

and when the leaves are dry. Fortunately, most

of the Cos Lettuces of recent introduction are close

and compact in their habit of growth, and this

obviates the necessity for tying observed with

loose-growing varieties. Give plenty of water in

dry weather, use the hoe frequently between the

plants, and dust the quarters with lime or soot

occasionally to prevent the depredations of slugs

and snails.

(iood varieties of the Cos Lettuce are Giant

White, Superb White and Improved Black-seeded

Brown Cos ; and of the Cabbage Lettuce. All the

Year Round, Holborn Standard, Favourite, Perfect

Gem and Hardv Green Hammersmith are capital

-nrt-, D. B. Crane.

THE TOWN GARDEN
Tuberous-rooted Begonias.—The earliest plants

of these, and indeed all save those late-planted

tubers that are only now tardily breaking into

growth, should be transferred from the greenhouse

to the cold frame preparatory to being planted in

the open beds or borders. If, however, the arti-

ficial heating of the greenhouse has been dispensed

with, the plants will be quite safe therein, and may
for a time longer be left. Not infrequently, how-
ever, the amateur delights to see the shelves of

his greenhouse as fully occupied as the stage, and
this being so, and with other plants occupying the

roof rafters, a darkened condition will be set up

that will prove prejudicial to good growth. Hence,

with the knowledge that such conditions obtain,

it is recommended that the plants be given a place

where the fullest sunlight and abundant air will

ensure those sturdy conditions of growth which

are so essential to success.

An Ideal Bedding Plant.— I regard this

section of the Begonia as ideal from the bedding

out point of view, as with judicious treatment

vigorous and short-jointed plants may be built

up that will flower long and well. There should,

however, be no overcrowding of the plants, and

any that are thickly set together in boxes should

be given more room without delay. Bedding out

the plants temporarily in the cold frame is a capita J

plan, and if light soil is used and a watering given

there will be no noticeable check to growth. Avoid

any undue haste in putting the plants into their

flowering quarters, remembering always that, being

of a tender and sensitive nature, an approach to

frost will probably mean the loss of a v.eek's growth.

If one may fix a date, it would be from June 7

to June 15 for bedding them out, the latter date

well suited to Midland districts.

Other Bedding Plants.—In former days the

bedding out then in vogue was usually finished by

May 20, though the more extended use of tender

plants will not permit of working to any such rule

of thumb to-day. Such plants as Calceolarias,

the well-known Echeveria, so freely employed as

an edging plant, the dwarf Lobelia, particularly

where the plants have been hardily grown, and

the hardiest of the Zonal or bedding Pelargoniums

—

Geraniums so-called—may be put out forthwith.

Coleus, Alternanthera and tender plants generally

will be better for the present in the company of

the Begonia already referred to.

A Beautiful Pansy. — The beauty of this

Pansy (Viola cornuta alropurp'.irea), its com-
plete hardiness and profuse flowering compel one

to single it out just now for special praise, the

plants now, as indeed since the opening of the

present month, being quite a sheet of colour. The
precise tone of colour may be very near to royal

purple, and hundreds of the prettily formed and
quite elegant blossoms are delightful in the extreme.

Messrs. Gunn and Sons, Olton, near Birmingham,
have done much to popularise this hardy border

subject by bringing basketfuls of it to the London
exhibitions. In common with other Violas, the

older plants of this spread out into free masses

and provide much the earlier display, the yearlings,

ar, say, the autumn or spring planted ones, coming
later in bloom. The plant is essentially one to

be used with a free hand, and where broad belts

of colour are desired, or a complete carpeter from

which other plants spring, I do not know its

equal for beauty, hardiness and continuous

flowering.

Trailing Plants for Window-bo.xes.—Not
always, perhaps, is there sufficient thought given

to those plants best suited to succeed in window-
bo.xes ; hdnce a reference to some of them may be

of service. The Creeping Jenny is, perhaps, the

best known of the permanent town-dwellers, and
does not greatly concern itself whether it be given

a place in the back-yard or the more exalted posi-

tion in the front of the house. The plant appears
almost indifferent to soot and smoke, and grows,

though it may not always flower. Of flowering

plants Campanula isophylla alba leads the way,
the mauve-coloured C. i. Mayii constituting a good
companion. Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are notable

subjects, the variously coloured Nasturtiums pro-

N'iding a unique display from the sowing of a few

seeds. Both dwarf and climbings f.>rir;s of these

may be used for win.]ow boxes, the dwarf ones

making a goDd display in tne box itself and the

tra liiig varieties over the front. R. H. Jenkins.

.[.

—

planting seedling lettucfs in a doubleJ
row across the garden. note how
they are arranged alternately so
that full advantage may be taken of
THE SPAC, .
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

BROCCOLI IN SPRING.

THIS season the Broccolis have proved

of great value, and as some of the best

sorts— I mean the hardy, robust varie-

ties—can be planted after first-early

Potatoes in the Southern parts of the

country, there are few vegetables

more welcome in the spring. I am aware in very

severe winters the Broccoli crop suffers badly, but

at times this crop is much influenced by being

grown too coarse or in a crowded garden. I have

frequently seen large, gross plants in rich garden

soil destroyed, whereas the same variety in an

open field was very little injured, the plants

naturally being much dwarfer and hardier. I do

not intend to dwell at length on cultural details,

but I place much importance upon the size and

state of the seedlings when planted, and the state

of the soil also. I would also urge the importance

of ample space between the rows and plants.

Often the seed is sown too early, and the ground

the plants are to occupy is not ready for planting,

and the seedlings are left too long in the seed-bed,

the result being weakened plants. To get strong

plants it is a good plan to prick out the seedlings

in rows 6 inches apart, or even more if room is

available.

We have no lack of splendid varieties, and though

the Sprouting Broccolis do not find favour in all

gardens, there are few vegetables more useful, and

they are most reliable. There are two kinds, the

white and purple. These stand severe frosts

uninjured and give a lot of sprouts for cutting in

spring. I have alluded to the soil, and for a reh-

able spring supply I do not think recently manured
land the best for this plant ; I mean land heavily

manured just in advance of planting. 1 admit

deep culture is most excellent, but a great deal

depends upon the time of sowing and the planting

out. I prefer early May and June sowings for a

late spring supply. Sow thinly and in an open

position, choosing the earlier date for the Northern

part of the country. I am aware many good

cultivators sow earlier than the time advised, but I

prefer to sow so that the plants get no check what-

ever. .As regards the planting, I have always found

it advisable to plant on several quarters, as often

when the plants are all in one position they may
get more injury from frosts, whereas in diverse

positions they do not suffer so badly. For instance,

I have seen a late quarter of Model and Late Queen

on a cold north border quite unharmed, whereas

on a southern one there were very few plants left.

For an early spring supply Sutton's Superb

Early White is an excellent variety, and though

not large for use in March, it has few equals, and is

equally valuable for an April supply. Sutton'?

Perfection is also a splendid sort for a succession
;

this is probably the best midseason Broccoli

grown, having a compact growth, close, pure white

heads and is extremely hardy. This is also, when
sown late, a splendid variety for May suppHes.

.\nother very fine later Broccoli is Satisfaction.

The heads are not coarse, and the quality is more
like a Cauliflower in texture, being a pure white,

and, like the well-known Perfection, the heads are

well protected by the leaves. A very fine May
Broccoli is Veitch's Chelsea Favourite, a hardy

late variety with the heads well protected by the

foliage. I have referred to Model, which is one

of the best and most reliable late Broccolis grown.

It is dwarf, hardy and excellent in every way ; and
the same remarks are applicable to Sutton's Late

Queen, a variety introduced as long ago as 1873,

but still one of the best, being very hardy, dwarf

and compact, and most reliable for use in May and

early June. Another variety that rarely fails is

June Monarch, a favourite in the North. The
heads are well protected. There are others worth in-

cluding, but the foregoing are well known for the

season named and for their reliableness.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

FRENCH CLIMBING BEANS FOR
SUMMER AND AUTUMN USE.

These Beans give a great yield and can be grown
with less trouble than the Scarlet Runner, and, as

the pods are of deUcious flavour, they are of great

value for gardens limited in size. There are not a

large number of varieties, but they are all good in

their class, some earlier and more dwarf than

others ; and where a continued supply of the best

vegetables is required, I would make three sow-

ings, as then splendid pods may be had from June
till November.

I have referred to the varieties as not being

numerous. The best for an early supply is Sutton's

Earliest of All. This sown for an early supply will

yield some weeks in advance of the ordinary

Runner, and sown under glass it may be had much
earlier. The pods of this variety are very fleshy,

and if gathered in a yomig state are stringless, so

that they are ready for use. This is much appre-

ciated in the kitchen. Pods of this and others of

this type should be gathered when from 4 inches

to 5 inches in length, and, if liked, they may be

used even smaller. It may be considered that

gathering the crop so young is somewhat wasteful

;

but this is not the case, as the plant produces so

freely that the crop left is benefited. Another

remarkable variety of this section is Princess of

Wales, also an early variety and one that should

find great favour ; indeed, if only one variety of

the Climbing French Bean can be grown, Princess

of Wales should have the preference on accoimt

of its handsome pods, which are long, straight and

remarkably tender. What makes the plant more

useful to the amateur is that the pods of this

variety grow so rapidly, and the plant .continues

bearing till cut down by frost.

.A fine midseason variety is Tender and True.

This was one of the earliest introductions of this

type, and is a fine summer variety. It has all the

good qualities of the Dwarf, and I have frequently

grown it without stakes by stopping the growths

when from 12 inches to 18 inches long. Grown
thus the plant yields enormously. Probably the

most distinct of the type is Sutton's Epicure, as

the pods of this variety do not get tough so soon

as the Dwarf kinds. The yield is enormous, and

the pods are very thick and fleshy ; doubtless on

this account they remain longer fit for use. At the

same time, my remarks above concerning the value

of these varieties for use in a whole state is equally

appMcable, as the pods of Epicure are produced

in large clusters and may be gathered quite young.

I have taken a supply almost daily, as the plant,

unlike the ordinary Runner, produces from the

bottom to the top of the vines, and the pods when
cooked are most dehcate and make a most desirable

second-coiu"sc vegetable.

The culture of these Beans is so simple that a

few words on this point will suffice. As I have

previously stated, I prefer to make three sowings

—

an early one, a late May or June sowing (this is also

the most important one, and here Epicure or Princess

of Wales is specially suitable), and a later sowing

in July for late autumn supplies. This will

in an open season give pods to the end of

October. The plant hkes a rich root-run for the

summer and autumn crop. I have found it a good

plan to make a shallow trench or deep drill,

place some manure in the bottom, cover this with

soil and sow the seed. Grow from 4 feet to 6 feet

apart between the rows, but a much less space will

suffice if the plants are topped. G. Wvthes.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and

interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and

interesting plants become more
• widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the

flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome

anything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be

addressed to the Editor, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Cinerarias from New Barnet.

Mr. W. C. Freeman, gardener to E. Hill, Esq.,

Sydenham, New Barnet, Herts, sends a spray of a

beautiful sky blue Cineraria. Mr. Freeman writes :

" I am enclosing a spray of one of a batch of

Cinerarias which have been a great success with

me this spring. The enclosed flowers were for-

merly a most lovely sky blue, but have now faded

through age. The habit of the plants is one greatly

to be desired by gardeners, and my method of

culture may be of interest. The seed was sown in

the open ground under a sheltered north wall the

last week in May, the seedlings being pricked off

into a box immediately they were large enough to

handle, the soil used being an open mixture of

loam, leaf-soil and sand. After a week in a cold

frame with the fight slightly tilted, the plants were

again exposed to the open air. The same method

was used when potting into 3-inch pots. At the

final shift the soil used was rather heavier, a larger

proportion of loam being used, together with a

shght addition of Clay's Fertilizer. The plants

were again placed out of doors, and remained

there until there was a real danger of frost, when

they were removed to a shelf in a vinery. No
stimulants were given until the plants showed

flower, when a little Clay's Fertilizer was sprinkled

on the surface of the soil about every fourth

watering. The result of this method of cultivation

was a fine batch of plants, many of the heads being

18 inches to 20 inches through, dwarf and well

hardened. Personally, I think this open-air

treatment far better than the cold frame, which is

advocated bv so many of our leading gardeners."

Poinsettias i.s' May.

I am herewith sending for your table some bracts

of Poinsettia, which, I think, may fairly be con-

sidered as a novelty for the time of year. I have

now about a dozen of them. The plants were

put with others in a warm fernery last December,

but only produced small, poor-coloured bracts.

When the others, which flowered at the usual time,

were removed, these were left, as they were still

showing a little colour. Then, as the days began

to lengthen, they began to show a brighter colour,

until they reached their present stage. They have

not been favoured in any way, and take their

daily syringing with the Ferns, a treatment which

seems to suit them. I can only attribute their

failing at the proper time to the cold, sunless

season of last autumn, as I have never seen any

do so before. I may say the fernery is kept at a

winter temperature of from 55° to 60°, with a

corresponding rise as the growth of the I-'erns begins.

—H. Reynolds, Scralby Hall, Great Yarmouth.

[Excellent bracts ; brilliant in colour.

—

Ed.]

Rose Marechal Niel from Warwickshire.

.A correspondent signing himself "
J. F. H."

sends us from Butlers Marston, Kineton, Warwick-

shire, a very fine flower of this charming Rose. He
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writes :
" I am sending a Marechal Niel Rose for

your opinion. I should like to add a few words

as to the treatment it has had. The tree is growing

in a lean-to greenhouse, 21 feet by 12 feet, and is

planted outside, being brought in just above the

hot-water pipes ; it was planted about ten years

ago. It has quite covered the roof, and I have cut

as many as ten dozen blooms in one day, and often

three and four dozen, the first bloom this year

being cut in March. I have never forced it beyond

keeping frost away, as there are other plants

growing in the same house, .\fter the blooms are

over I let it grow ahead as much as it likes, till

about September, then thhi out all weak growths,

cutting them right back. I do not like to spur

back growths if it can be avoided, preferring young
rods. Air is always given freely if the outside

temperature is above 40". It has very rarely

been syringed and never fumigated. Our soil is

a stiff clay on the blue lias stone, which, of course,

has been worked fairly deep and enriched with

ordinary farmyard manure. Top - dressing is

resorted to at times."

Polyanthuses from Mullingar.

Mrs. L. H. Smyth, Gaybrook, MnUingar, sends

flowers of a mauve Polyanthus, which have a rich

yellow eye. The original plants will probably

remain Polyanthuses, but seedlings would, doubt-

less, many of them, be Primroses, and of varied

colours. Mrs. Smyth writes :
" I enclose for your

table some blossoms of mauve Polyanthus. I

found some plants of this Polyanthus among my
double mauve Primroses last year, and kept them
separate. They have again come quite true.

Some of the blossoms on each plant are on a single

stem, like Primroses, the others (Polyanthus) hke

those sent. All are single, with bright yellow eye.

Can you tell me if

this is likely to re-

main a true form of

Polyanthus or will

it revert to the

double mauve Prim-

rose ?
"

Iris tixgitana from
South Devon.
Mr. F. W. Rich,

The Gardens, Elford-

leigh, Plympton,
South Devon, sends

us flowers of the

beautiful Iris tin-

gitana and other

plants, which are

most welcome. Mr.

Rich writes :
" I am

sending for your
table a few flowers of

Iris tingitana and a

spray of Myosoti-

diura nobile (the

New Zealand Forget-

me-not). I think you
will agree with me
that these are two
lovely subjects to

grow, and well worth

the extra care and
attention needed to

make them flower. I

am also sending

flower - sprays
of Sutherlandia fru-

tescens, which grows
and flowers in the

open air in the south-

western district ; but,

unfortunately, it can-

not be termed hardy,

even in our favoured

climate."

THE NEW PRIMULA UNIQUE. I Flowers nulurtil silt.)

PRIMULA
UNIQUE

The remarkable
hybrid bearing the

above name has been

raised by Messrs.

James Veitch and
Sons, Limited, Chel-

sea, from P. pul-

verulenta and P.

cockbumiana, and
embodies the chief

characteristics
of both parents,

notably, however, the vigour and apparently

perennial character of the former with not a

little of the colour of the latter, while if to

these are presently added the great stature and
free-flowering attributes of P. pulverulenta, the

hybrid will be vmiquc indeed. The exact colour

of the flow-ers is difficult to describe, the brilliant

flame or vermilion scarlet of P. cockburniana, by
mingling its influence with that of the other

species named, having been modified into a Nastur-

tium red, which renders it most distinct. The
plant when recently exhibited was about i foot in

height, the mealy stems constituting a distinct

contrast to the colour of the flowers. The whorled

character as well as the size of the flowers are so

well shown in the illustration as to render further

comment unnecessary, unless it be to remark that

they are of a size similar to those of P. pulverulenta,

while the leafage is that of a compact-growing P.

japonica. It is indeed a plant of many merits,

and has already received an award of merit from

the Royal Horticultural Society.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to a'l readers who desire assist

ance, no mailer what the branch of gardening may be, and
vrith thai object will make a special feature of the " Answers
to Correspondents" columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely ivritten on one side of the paper ordy^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be setii to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than am-

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Violet plants turning yellow IE. .\; j

—

We have no doubt whai.ever tnat the chalky lOam

in which the plants have been growms is responsible

for the leaves of your plants turnintj somewhat
yellow. We have had intimate experience of this

variety doing the same, both last year and this,

growing in similar soil to yours. The only remedy
which seems to suggest itself is that of procuring

loam from a sandstone or gravel foundation and
mixing with it plenty of sweet three-parts decayed
leal-mould.

Seeds of alpine plants (Wingate).—You might try
Thomson nd Morgan. Ipswich, who pay considerable
attention to the sei d business of these alpine plants. Any
good seed-house, if you ?end a list of your requirements,
woulii gladly obtain for you what you require. As you say.
there are many things to be raised in this way—Drabas,
Ramondias, alpine Piiiks in great variety. Primulas,
Phloxes, Saxifrages. Anemones, Hepatieas and not a few
of the Androsaces, Columbines and other plants.

Plants for border (J. Cook.),—We think the better
plan in yourcasi- would be to purchase plants, as in the
sewiling-raising of peren lia's not only is the e much time
taken up. but a large number of seeillings \\ ill appear
for wliich you will liave not t e slightest use. For example,
an ordinary packet of seeds costing sixpence may produce
several dozens of plants, and if a large area was b ing
planted this method would suit almirablv. A still more
serious objection is that many plants well suited to the
position, as Pyrethruins, single and double I hloxes.
Delphiniu • s, Michailnias Daisies, Lilies and others, do not
come true from seed, and in such a case an indiscriminate
mixture would b • di:*appointing. Thi' following, however,
are suited to yow purpos and are easily raised from seeds;
Coreopsis graTidiflora. Gaillardias, hybrid Columianea,
Campanula carpatica in variety, C. persieifolia in variety.
Aster Aniellns. Statire latifolia. blue and whit-e Lupines,
Lychnis chalcedonica, Ru Ibeckias. Galoga officinaUs alba.
Pentstemons. Papaver orientale and others; and for the
rockery port-ion, Aubrietias in varii ty, dwarf Campanulas,
Mossy Saxifrages, Aster alpinus, A, a. albus. Statice
incana. G'inothera missouiiensis and others. Perhaps
on consideration you might prefer to plant a selection of
perennials of distinct colours that do not come true from
seeds in conjunction with seedling-raised plants. For
example, were you to select Phloxes, Aster Amellus,
Flag Irises in variety. Trollius. single and double
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Pvrethrums, Hepaticas. Megaseas, Sedum appctabile, Day
1

Lilies and othn plants, the remaining gaps might be fill d
'

with some of those we have named.
Grubs from Water Lily pond (L. //.).—The

urubs are the larvae of caddLs flies. They Hve in cases,
which they make of small stoius. shells and so on. and drag

j

about with them as thiy nawl. the hind portion of the
body always being prot-rtn] with the case. Fish are very
fond of them, and it would probably be best to introduce
some fish, gold-flsh or carp, if the water is warm enough, or
tench or roach outside. The tench will also keep down
snails. You omitted to enclose your address. Please see
nUes.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
List of creepers [D.).—Additional climbers

to those already mentioned by you are Hydrangea
petiolaris, Akebia quinata, A. lobata, Lonicera
japonica and variety halleana, L. serapervirens, L.

tragophylla, Jasminum nudiflorum, J. officinale,

Aristolochia Sipho, Tecoraa granditiora, Eccrerao-
carpus scaber, Solanum jasminoides, Penploca
graeca

; and if you have not already got them,
Wistaria multijuga and the variety alba, Clematis
montana and montana rubens, C. Durandii, C.

Flammula rubro-marginata and C. Viticella. The
reason for leaving the branches of 'climbers lying

on the ground for a few weeks previous to nailing

them up is so that the buds may start away
equally from base to summit, and also that the
soil shall become well settled about the roots.

They may lie flat on the ground, but do not leave

them in such a position long at this time of the
year, for growth is now very active, and if

young shoots get several inches long, there is a

great possibility of them being broken while nailing

is in progress.

Transplanting a yellow-flovrered Jessamine
(Isalel Batflen) —The correct time to transplant a yellow-
flowered Jessamine is early autumn, October or November;
or late winter, February or March. If you are careful with
it, you may accompUsh the work now, however. Give
the plant a good watering ; then next day lift it carefully,
keeping as much soil as possible about the roots, and remove
it at once to the new station which has been previously
prepared. As soon as it is planted, give a good watering,
cut the branches back somewhat, and nail them into posi-
tion as soon as the plant is settled. For two or three weeks
the branches should be syringed over two or three times a
day, while some shade should be provided if the sim gets
very powerful. A mulch of rotted leaves about the base
will be helpful.

Buddleia variabilis injured by earwigs
(C (t'. 0. ifo»(/).— It is nut u-sual for liuddleia variabilis
to be injured by earwigs in the way you describe, and we
do not remember to have seen a specimen so badly crippled,
although a species of aphis sometimes does damage by
piercing the young leaves. Holes made in this manner,
though not noticeable at first, are frequently half an inch
to an incti across when the leaves are fully developed.
Rarwics are difficult to deal with, and the only thing
whirli we can suggest, other than trapping them in
the usual way, is to hghtly spray the plants over occasion-
ally, taking care to damp both upper and lower sides of
the leaves with an arsenical mixture composed of 2oz. of
Paris green in twenty-flve gallons of water. Spray the
niixture on hghtly in dry weather. Do not use it in suffi-
cient quantity to thoroughly saturate the leaves, or it may
injure tlir- young foliage. As it is. of course, very poisonous,
care must be taken not to let it come in contact with broken
skin on the hands and other parts of the body of the user.

THE GREENHOUSE,
Information about a greenhouse

(C. E. F.).—The lact that the contents of your
staging become absolutely dry so soon after

watering would seem to indicate that the pipes in

your greenhouse are kept hotter than they should
be. A fierce heat in the pipes is very detrimental
to plants in general. Apart from this matter, it is

quite possible to so treat your staging that it will

retain a good deal more moisture and for a longer

period than it does at present. As the trays of

which the stage is composed are 3 inches deep, we
should advise dispensing with the charcoal at the

bottom, but. at the same time, so arranging the

slates thereon that the water will be enabled to

find its way through the holes in the bottom of the
trays. This will enable you to have a greater

depth of fine gravel, and this, in conjunction with

the fact that by the removal ot the charcoal the

drainage will be less rapid, should retain the

moisture for a much longer period. The additional

space may be made up of fine gravel as before, or

a reasonable amount of rough sand, either silver

sand or otherwise, may be mixed with it, and this

will help to retain the moisture. Even if it settles

down moderately hard it will be none the worse as

a medium on which to stand the plants. It is

quite safe to use Cocoanut fibre refuse, as this does

not generate mildew, provided it is fresh and clean.

Small coke, not coke-dust, forms a first-rate covering

for a stage, and from its porous nature retains the

moisture well. In several places we know it is

thought highly of for the purpose, the coke being

passed through a sieve with meshes half-an-inch

square, and it is then shaken in a fine sieve in

order to allow the actual dust to escape. When
this coke is put down, it should be given a thorough
watering and the ventilators of the house left open
for a few hours, after which no fumes will be given

off. Presumably you require the Cobsea to furnish

the roof on one side of your greenhouse, in which
case it will require a pot i foot in diameter. A
mixture of loam, leaf-mould and sand will suit it

well.

Pelargonium leaves lor inspection {W.Ford).
There is no fungus or insect present on the Pelargonium
leaves sent, but it is probable that the cause of the trouble
Ues either at the root or in the stem. It is possible that
a fungus, such as Botrytis, is affecting the stem, but in
any case the symptoms shown by the leaf are due to a
cutting otf of the water supply. The roots should be
examined to see whether the soil has become dry or water-
logged.

Brugmansia leave=; { Fn/l.-pstutie).—The leaves are
veiy liadh atiai k.d |iy ;ii'liiili>. and the honeydew which
they prod ini- ha^ aecumulatid upon the leaves, and a fungus
(a species of Fumago) is growing upon that, producing
the black spots. Fumigation must be very carefully
attended to in order to check the increase of the aphides,
and the fungus will also then be unable to grow. Any
of the better fumigants may be used or the plants
sprayed with a nicotine preparation.

Todry Hyacinths, Daffodils and Tulips (i. ^.).
The drying otf of these bulbs consists of withholding
water from them entirely, though it may be done too soon,
to the detriment of the plant. Watering should be con-
tinued 90 long as the leafage remains, when it should be
gradually withheld. Given a short, rest thereafter, the
bulbs may be shaken from the soil and placed in shallow
boxes in some airy place where the sun does not reach them.
Whether the bulbs will be of any use for Howerhig another
year depends much on whether they have been forced or
not antl to what extent, also how they have been treated

I

subsequently. There would be no gain in a long-enforced
period of dryness for the Daffodils, which may be planted so

\ soon as they have died down, if convenient. The principle of

I

drying otf is the same for all classes of bulbs. If those
I you now possess have been forced this year, they would
not force again in 1911.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose General Gallieni (A. C. PT.).—We

endorse all you say in praise of this beautiful Rose.

We consider it one of the best that most successful

raiser, M. Nabonnand, has sent out, and this is

saying a good deal seeing he was the raiser of G.

Nabonnand, Marie d'Orleans, Comtesse Festetics

Hamilton, Francisca Kruger, General Schablikine,

Papa Gontier, Noella Nabonnand and scores of

others. Capitaine Millet you must certainly try.

It is one of M. Ketten's raising and originated from

General Schablikine crossed with Mme. Etienne.

As you say, Mme. Marie Finger is a gem, and we
! have often thought there must be some Tea blood

in it, as there certainly is in Victor Verdier.

Marie Finger is by many thought to be synonymous
;
with Mile. Eugenie Verdier ; but there is a differ-

ence, although the two have probably been sold

for each other so much that it is difficult to get the

correct sort. We always find lady visitors to our

gardens are attracted by this Rose almost as much
as by Mme. Abel Chatenay. The climbing variety

of Mile. Eugenie Verdier is very beautiful, and we
think it must be this Rose that you refer to as

Climbing Marie Finger. All these chmbing sports

of popular Roses are well worth growing, even if

only as pillar Roses dotted here and there amouo

the bushes. One obtains many more flowers from
them. You are certainly in a good position to

have blooms on a south wall as early as February.

As regards Climbing Frau Karl Druschki, it is

generally conceded that there is no difference

between the original form and the so-called Chmb-
ing. You can bud a row of the original form, and
perhaps a few plants will make extraordinary

vigour compared to the others ; but if these strong

plants are propagated from, they revert to the

original. Anyone by leaving the growths almost

entirely unprimed may soon have a climbing

plant of this Rose.

Marechal Niel shedding its foliage (Somerset).
The failure to cut back the growths last year after flowering
woidd not be responsible for the faUing of the foliage now.
We should say this is caused by the fact of the roots being
outside, and the exceedingly wet season we have had has
been detrimental to healthy root-action, especially if the
drainage of t he outside border is imperfect. There may also
be canker present at the point where the plant was grafted.
If the tree is a young one, we advise you to replace
it ; and if you caimot have the border inside, try and
drain the outside border, and at the same time arrange
for a covering of boards to divert excessive rainfall from
penetrating the soil. Although this glorious Hose will
flourish in a cold house, it is most successfully grown
where abundant heat can be afforded after flowering,
so that new growths are encouraged early, which means
that they will have a longer period of development, and
one is able then to dry otf the plant in September together
with affording abundance of air, which conditions com-
bine in well maturing the wood. Supposing the plant is

not replaced now, we advise you to plant a half-
standard next autumn. Tliis Rose is always best from
standards or half-standards. Until the plants are a good
size, whether they are half-standard or climbing specimens,
it is a mistake to prune too hard until they have become
weU established. In countries such as Italy, where this
grand Rose grows so luxiniantly, we find it is xmnecessary
to prune to the extent often recommended. A thinning
out of weak growths is carried out after the first blossom-
ing and the main growths spread out as much as practicable.

FRUIT GARDEN,
Young Vine shoots diseased (G. Nevill).

Your Vine is suffering from a bad attack of the

Vine fungus (Oidium Tuckeri). The best way of

kilUng it is by drenching the Vines over with a fine

spray of water with the syringe, wetting the

loliage on the under and over sides and also every

part of the Vine. Then dredge the Vine thickly

over with flowers of sulphur, leaving it on for three

days and shading the Vine in the meanwhile.

Keep a keen look-out every day in case it should

extend to other Vines, applying sulphur the

moment it is discovered.

Tendrils on Vines {Marsh Marigold).—
These tendrils are seldom present on Vines

in indifferent health, but common enough on
healthy and vigorous ones, and are therefore

to be welcomed. Some Grape-growers cut them
off as soon as they appear ; but for our part we
Uke to see them, believing that they exercise some
useful function in the economy of the growth of

the Vine. It is certain they do no harm. It

depends on the distance apart the Vines are

planted as to whether stopping of the laterals at

the second or third leaf takes place ; certainly

not at the first leaf. If the Vine rods are, say,

3 feet apart, we should stop at the third leaf

;

but if less than this, at the second. It must be
remembered that there will be many successions of

laterals to stop in the course of the summer, and
the Vines would, therefore, become too crowded
with foliage if stopping at the third leaf of each

lateral were practised. Certainly let the lateral

bear fruit where the shoot which bears it is barren,

unless there should be plenty of bunches on the

Vine without it.

Part of a Vine diseased (J. C. Coutts).—The
leaves sent are badly infested with mildew, and this

must be destroyed before you can expect any improve-
ment in the affected spurs. This can best be done by
dredging flowers of sulphur through a muslin bag over
the whole of the parts affected. If you can succeed in

completely killing the mildew, you may then expect
mmunity from the pest In future years, but not without.
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THE TEMPLE SHOW.
ONE of the most interesting

exhibitions of flowers that

has ever been held was that

of Tuesday last, and the

interest in a sense was educa-

tional. The Orchids and other

indoor flowers were, as usual, magnificent,

but it was the outside exhibits that

reflected the general love for outdoor gar-

dening. Many of the groups shown there

were beautiful in all ways—beautiful in

taste and in the way they were displayed,

trving to portrav, as we think the exhibi-

tors of these did, some good lessons in

English gardening.

We must pay a tribute to the President

of the Royal Horticultural Societ}*—Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart.—to the Council,

and to those who have worked for many
years to present this great horticultural

lesson to the flower-loving people of the

these isles. The President must have
been gratified ; and for the arrange-

ments made for the show we have to thank
the Council and the Secretary, the Rev. W.
Wilks. We must also pay a tribute to

those other helpers, Mr. S. T. Wright, the

superintendent of the show, and Mr. Frank
Reader. Unlike last year, the Temple
Show on the first dav was held in sunshine.

H.\RDY PL.ANTS AND .ALPINES.

These, as in former years, were one of the leading

features of the show, a large number of exhibitors

putting in an appearance from widely diverse

localities in England, Scotland and Wales.

In the open Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester,

set up an excellent rock garden exhibit in natural

stone, combining with it a water garden of much
interest. In one of the large tents this firm also

displayed a remarkable variety of bulbous and

herbaceous plants, these comprising the choicest

of Liliums, as dalmaticum, Hansonii, odorum,

colchicimi and others. Habranthus pra'tense

was very fine, while Irises of the Korolkowii group

with those of the Regelio-Cychis section were

admirably displayed.

iVIessrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate,

N.. had a very fine example of an improvised rock

and water garden, employing to advantage such

excellent Primulas as buUeyana, cockburniana,

pulverulenta and others, while Ramondias, Saxi-

fragas, delightful colonies of Cypripediums and
flowering shrubs were displayed with the greatest

freedom.

Mr. H. C. Pulham, Elsenham, had a good rock

garden exhibit arranged with taste and skill.

From far-off Geneva M. Correvon brought a

delightful lot of the choicest alpines, but, owing

to the long journey and packing, these were

seriously impaired in beauty. Gentians, .\chilleas,

Androsaces. hardy Orchises, Ramondias, Phy-

teuma, Phlox Douglasii and others were, however,

in good condition and much admired.

Bees, Limited, had many of their new Primulas

from Western China, these including P. buUeyana,

P. beesiana, P. Forrestii, P. littoniana and others,

the whole appearing to advantage in pretty groups.

JNIr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, had many
pretty alpine plants, which included Oxalis ennea-

phylla, Lithospermum graminifolium, Morisia

hypogisa. Iris cristata. Primula farinosa, Litho-

spermum Heavenly Blue and many other plants.

Messrs. Heath and Son. Cheltenham, were re-

sponsible for a natural rock garden, where Viola

pedata, V. gracilis, Saxifragas in great variety,

including S. tellmoides, S. primuloides and many
otliers, were good.

Messrs. .\rtindale and Son, Sheffield, had Violas

and Pansies freely bedded in the open.

Mr. Ct. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, had a ch.arming

displav of alpine plants and rare Rhododendrons,

Lewisia Cotyledon, Eritrichium nanum, Myoso-

tidium nobile. Rhododendron dalhousieanum, R.

Smithii aureum and R. cinnabariniun being

noted among many kinds. Criuodendron hookeri-

anum was also in excellent form.

Mr. M. Prichard, Christchurch, Hants, had many
of the choicest alpines. Primula cockburniana,

P. buUeyana, Tanakea radicans, Ramondias,

.Anemone sulphurea and others being remarked

in an excellent arrangement. In another direction

the more showy of the herbaceous plants were

shown to advantage.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had a rock-

work exhibit in natural stone, employing alpine

plants and flowering shrubs with considerable

freedom.

The Misses K. and E. Hopkins, Mere Gardens,

Shepperton-on-Thames, had a pretty rock garden

ex'hibit naturallv and tastefully disposed. Some
of the good plants were Omphalodes Lucilire,

Gentiana acaulis alba, TriUium erythrocarpum.

Gentiana verna, Tiarella cordifolia. Primulas in

variety, alpine Phloxes and the like.

Mr. Howard Crane, Highgate, N., had a pretty

arrangement of Violas and Violettas, displaying

them with unusually good taste and skiU.

Messrs. Backhouse and Son, York, had an ideal

rock garden in miniature, arranging the choicest

of alpines with much skill. Of the more prominent

we noted Ramondias, Edraianthus serpyllifolia,

hardy Cypripediums in variety, the rare and
beautiful Primula Reedii, Saxifraga -Aizoon rosea,

a dehghtful lot of Orchis fohosa, Gentiana verna,

G. bavarica and many more.

From the Craven Nurseries, Clapham, Lancaster,

Mr. R. Farrer brought many delightful plants,

chieflv of the choicer alpines, Primida farinosa.

Daphne lupestris. Viola pedata, .Anemone alpina

in beautiful condition, Edraianthus serpyUifolia

delightfully displayed, the rare Ranunculus Segeira

and ether choice and interesting subjects. This

pretty miniature rock garden was indeed a feature

of the show.

The King's .Acre Nurseries, Hereford, had many
showy plants, which included Primulas, Saxi-

fragas, Campanulas, Phloxes and other plants in

great variety.

Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley, Southampton, had

several new varieties of perpetual-flowering Pinks,

also Aquilegia Stuartii Ladham's variety. Primula

cockburniana, Meconopsis cambrica flore-pleno

and other good plants in free masses.

The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery (Mr. R.

Upton) showed some excellent groups of plants

—

Rhodiola aurantiaca, Anthyllis montana with

pink flowers, the pretty Polygonum spharo-

stachyum hybridum, Tiarella cordifolia superba,

Saxifragas of many kinds and others of beauty or

interest.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth, had a display of

his hybrid Poppies in many distinct varieties.

Messrs. Whitelegg and Page, Chislehurst, Kent,

had many good alpine plants, Saxifragas, Phloxes,

Tulips and Sweet Peas being shown to advantage.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, London,

in addition to a splendid display of Tulips, Irises and

Gladioli, arranged a pretty lot of alpine plants,

such as Iris cristata, Anemone alpina, Rodgersia

tabularis, Diphylla comosa and other choice

plants. The Cushion, Korolkowii and Regelio-

Cyclus Irises were all represented in the group.

Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, Perth-

shire, had a delightful lot of .Auriculas and Polyan-

thuses, the plants being full of bloom.

Messrs. G, Mallet and Co., Cheddar, had a

showy rock garden exhibit, in which Gerberas,

Iris susiana, Lithospermnms in variety, Wahlen-
bergias, Incarvillea grandiflora, Poppies and Tulips

were seen to advantage.

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Cc. had a shovvv lot

of the St. Brigid Anemones.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, had a splendid

lot of Darwin Tulips, the flowers being admirable

specimens of the largest size. Fawn, Thorbeck,

Orange King, Zulu and Queen of Brilliants were
among the flnest, while the rich orange Bouton
d'Or was superb in size and colouring.

Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge, had a showy
group of TroUius, Kalmias and Tree Paeonies, the-

latter being excellent.

Messrs. Jackman and Son, Woking, had choice

alpines and showy herbaceous plants in variety.

Mr. H. Hemsley, Crawley, Sussex, had an excel-

lent exhibit of rockwork in natural stone, furnish-

ing the same with such as Saxifragas, Primulas,

Viola pedata rosea, Trilliums, Daphne Cneorum
(very rich in colour), Ramondias, Edraianthus.

serpyllifolia. Geranium sessiliflorum, Primula

farinosa and many other good plants. Flowering

shrubs were also freely displayed.

Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farms, Enfield,

had a sumptuous group of perennials and alpines.

the group being particularly rich in Irises of the

Korolkowii set and their hybrids, while such

species [as tenax were seen to be in excellent

condition. The Tree P^eonies in this group

were a great feast of colour beauty, while in

another direction Mr. Perry had a glorious display

of his new Lithospermum Heavenly Blue, wliich

already has found inany admirers.

The bank of alpines from Messrs. T. S. Ware,
Limited, Feltham, included manv excellent things,

Phloxes Vivid and Sprite. Cypripedium acaule,

Saxifraga .Aizoon rosea. S. granulata flore-pleno

i and other good plants being included in an exten-

j

sive and beautiful group.

Bakers', Wol\-erhampton, had a capital group
I of alpine and allied plants, and in conjunction with

a rockery arrangement of much excellence displayed

Tulips, Violas, Pansies and other plants in variety.

Messrs. .Alex. Dickson and Sons, Limited,

Belfast, had a magnificent lot of the Darwin Tulips,

such as Prince of the Netherlands, La Tuhpe Noir,

Sultan and Scarlet Emperor among many others,

making a glorious display of colour.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Rothesay and Ediu-

biu'gh, had a very dehghtful lot of Pansies and

Violas, arranging them in spray-hke bunches with

admirable effect.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, dis-

played a very fine group, in which Tree Paeonies,

Primula japonica in variety, Phlox canadensis

Laphamii, Saxifraga pyramidalis, Primula cock-

burniana, P. sikkimensis, P. Unique, with Dian-

thus, Ourisia coccinea and Parrot and Darwin

Tulips were well shown.

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Dublin, had a

capital group of Ixi.as, Tulips, Irises and other

things.

Sir George Faudel - Phillips. Balls Park, Hert-

ford, had a splendid lot of Tulips, of which the
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gesneriana and the darkest forms of the Dar-

win Tulips were well represented. Ravenwing,

La Tulipe Noir, Dean Swift, Velvet King and

Faust are all dark-flowered forms of varying shades

of colour.

Messrs. Gilbert and Son, Bourne, Lines, had a

showy group of Anemone coronaria in variety.

Messrs. Felton and Sons, Hanover Square,

brought a nice lot of hybrid Gerberas in pink, coral

red, yellow and crimson.

Messrs. James Cocker and Son, Aberdeen, had a

showy group of Trollius and Anemones alpina and

sulphurea.

Bees, Limited, Liverpool, had a charming lot

of their new Primulas, as littoniana, pulverulenta,

bulleyana, Unique and others. Anemone demissa

and Incarvillea grandiflora brevipes were also

excellent.

Mr. J. E. Knight, Wolverhampton, brought a

nice lot of Violas and other things.

Messrs. Seagrave and Co., Sheffield, had masses

of Pansies and Violas.

Messrs. Lilley of Guernsey brought Irises, Ixias,

early Gladioli, Iris Kampferi and other things.

Messrs. J. Forbes and Co., Limited, Hawick,

arranged an assortment of Violas, Pentstemons

and Delphiniums in excellent taste.

Messrs. Gunn and .Son, Olton, near Birmingham,

brought a massed bank of the flowers of Viola

cornuta (pale blue), V. c. purpurea (dark) and
V. c. alba (pure white).

Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., Leeming Bar,

Bedale, displayed a group of Trollius, Verbascum
and Oriental Poppies.

Mr. A. ]. Harwood, Colchester, brought Irises,

Primulas and other plants.

Messrs. William Artindale and Son, Sheffield,

had a superb lot of Daphne Cneorum, Phlox

Laphamii, Primula Sieboldii, P. Veitchii and others

in variety, charmingly arranged.

In the open Messrs. James Veitch and Sons,

Limited, had a large and imposing group, which
included Meconopsis punicea, M. integrifolia,

Anchusa itahca Dropmore variety, Saxifraga Cam-
posii, Eremuri in variety, Primula pulverulenta,

P. Unique, P. cockburniana and other beautiful

plants.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, N.,

displayed a very fine lot of Darwin and other

Tulips in the open, the group making a fine display.

Negro, Margaret, Mrs. l'*arncombe Sanders and
Bacchus (purple) were among the more imposing

of these handsome flowers.

ROSES.
Hobbies, Limited, Dereham, Norfolk, had a

beautiful group of Roses in their usual position,

these being composed for the greater part of pillar,

rambler and weeping standard specimens, many
of which were very fine indeed. Dorothy Perkins,

Hiawatha, American Pillar, Tausendschon, Apple
Blossom (a pretty httle Polyantha of blush colour),

a new yellow China Rose named Chin-Chin (this

appearing very robust). White Dorothy Perkins,

Minnehaha and many others were in perfect con-

dition.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, had a charming
exhibit of Roses in pots, all well grown and beauti-

fully represented. Hiawatha, Lady Gay and
Dorothy Perkins were seen in lovely pyramids,

and among exhibition sorts were Hugh Dickson,

Queen of Spain, Mrae. Jules Gravereaux and many
others.

Messrs. William Paul and Son, Waltham Cross,

had a very large and representative group of Roses,

in which were beautiful climbing sorts in great

variety. Conspicuous among others were Coquina,

Excelsa, Lady Gay, Delight, Lyon Rambler, Elsie,

Kathleen and Milky Way. Orleans Rose was also

noteworthy. Hybrid Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals

and Tea-scented Roses were set up in good form

and charming variety.

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, Kent,

set up a large table group of cUmbing Roses, in

which freshness and good quality were conspicuous.

l'"oremost was American Pillar, with which this

firm scored so well last season. This is a very

beautiful Rose, and is destined to be in most

gardens where beauty is desired. Baby Rambler,

Dorothy Perkins, White Baby Rambler, Minne-

haha and Hiawatha were also noticeable.

Messrs. William Cutbush .and Son, Highgate,

N., and Barnet, Herts, had a nice show of

Roses in their large group of miscellaneous plants.

Hiawatha, Mrs. F. W. Flight and Crimson Rambler
were noteworthy.

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, Herts, made a

beautiful display with their group of Roses in one

corner of the big tent. Ramblers were the feature.

Excelsa (very brilUant pink), Hiawatha, Lady
Godiva, White Dorothy and Dorothy Perkins

were specially good. A grovuidwork of the better

exhibition Roses in several types was a pleasing

finish to this attractive exhibit.

Mr. Frank Cant, Colchester, had a pleasing table

group of rambler and exhibition Roses, several

boxes of the latter being remarkably good for so

early in the season. White Killarney, Lady .Alice

Stanley, William Shean, The Lyon Rose and Queen

of Spain were just a few of the many fine sorts

in this exhibit.

-Mr. George Mount of Canterbury made another

of his handsome displays, chiefly of cut Roses, in

which high quality was, as usual, most noticeable.

Groups of Ulrich Brunner, Frau Karl Druschki,

Mrs. John Laing (superb). Lady Hillingdon, Kil-

larney, Dean Hole and s everal large boxes of

exhibition Roses were a great attraction. This

was a very fine feature of the show.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, set up
a large and pretty table group of Rambler Roses

in beautiful variety. Blush Rambler, Lady Gay,

Hiawatha, Lyon Rambler, Minnehaha, Lady
Godiva and Tausendschon were some of the more
conspicuous among many good things.

Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, Berks, set up a neat

group of Roses in charming variety. Ramblers,

decorative and exhibition varieties were staged in

pleasing fashion and made an attractive exhibit.

Messrs. .\lex. Dickson and Sons, Limited, New-
townards, Ireland, were showing some of their

famous " Havvlmark " Roses, the blooms in every

case being of excellent quality. .\11 were new
varieties, .\lex. Hill Gray (yellow), Nita Weldon
(pale blush), Walter Speed, 1". R. Patzer (blush

and apricot) and Duchess of Westminster (rose

pink) being some of the most noticeable.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, N., showed an interesting group on the

lawn outside No. 2 Tent. There were quite a

number of pretty standard ramblers, all freely

flowered and most interesting. Tausendschon,

Mrs. Taft and a number of others were pleasingly-

disposed. The arrangement of this group was
excellent.

MISCELLANEOUS STOVE .AND GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, set up one of

the exhibits for which this firm is famous, occupying

the end of the large tent and comprising five large

and handsome groups of Schizanthuses, herbaceous

Calceolarias and Cinerarias, between which were

interspersed Gloxinias, Begonias and Nemesia
Suttoni. This was a remarkable display and was
much admired.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea,

staged one of their choice exhibits of sto\'e and
greenhouse plants remarkable for their fine foliage,

in which were interspersed Orchids, .\nthuriums.

Disa Luna and Medinilla magnifica in the way of

flowering plants for effective purposes. Specially

good foliage plants were the .Alocacias, Caladiums,
Crotons, Dracsenas and a host of other beautiful

sorts, all combining to make an exhibit well

worthy of the high reputation of this firm.

Another exhibit of a somewhat similar character,

but hardly so comprehensive, came from Mr. L. R.
Russell, Richmond. The plants were well grown
and for the season nicely coloured, and were beau-
tifully fresh and clean. The disposition of the
plants left very little to be desired.

A beautiful group of p}.T:amid .Azaleas came from
Mr. Charles Turner, Slough. The plants were freely

flowered and the colours bright and pleasing.

Eggebrechti, Madeline, .\pollo, Roi de HoUande
and Mme. van Houtte were noteworthy speci-

mens.

The King's .Acre Nurseries, Limited, Hereford,
had a pretty little group of Hehotropes. The
plants were bearing large trusses of beautifully

coloured flowers, which were, of course, very sweet- ,

scented. Carmele is good, and there were several

others quite conspicuous.

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, N., repre-

sented the hardy .\zaleas in wondrous variety and
in a gorgeous array of colours. Floradora, Hugo
Koster and Anthony Koster were the better of the
moUis and sinensis crosses ; and of other beautiful

types and varieties Single Ghent Pucella, mollis

Consul Ceresole and rustica flore-pleno Mecene
all combined to make a fine display.

.Amaryllis, with useful foliage plants interspersed,

made a glorious exhibit as grouped by Messrs.

William Bull and Sons, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.
Large flowers in wonderfully rich and varied

colours on well-grown plants were much admired.

Comet, King George V., Invincible, Queen Mary
and Beryl were noteworthy examples of quality

and high culture.

Messrs. John Waterer and Sons, Limited,

Bagshot, Surrey, excelled in their display of Rhodo-
dendrons. It was a grand bank of finely grown
plants. Charles Waterer, Lady Eleanor Cathcart,

Pink Pearl, Cynthia and Lady Hillingdon were all

good.

From Messrs. James Veitch and' Sons, Limited,

Chelsea, came a group of trees and shrubs, in which
hardy Azaleas, Wistarias, Rhododendrons, Clematis,

Philadelphus, Olearia and other choice subjects

were set up in great profusion and in excellent

quality.

A handsome group of Caladiums was displayed

by Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood, S.E.,

who staged very fine specimens of several of the

better varieties in fine form and condition. John
Peed, Mme. J. R. Box, candidum. Marquis of

Camden and Triomphe de Comte were all very fine.

Messrs. George Jackman and Son, Woking, exhi-

bited a very attractive group of Clematis in various

forms and in beautiful variety. The plants carried

large flowers and were well grown and beauti-

fully fresh. Fairy Queen, Lady C. Neville, Nelhe

Moser and Lord Neville were fine specimens. The
group was fringed with Ferns and backed with

Palms and Silver .Acers.

Messrs. J. Carter and Co., High Holborn, staged

a beautiful group of Gloxinias, Begonias, Strepto-

carpi and Cinerarias at the entrance to the long

tent. The colours in all these were remarkably

good, and the plants of all showed great vigour.

The Gloxinias in particular were extra fine and

free, and were undoubtedly the result of high-class

cultivation.

The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House (gar-

dener, Mr. E. Beckett), had a delightful display of

hybrid Streptocarpi, a flower that Mr. Beckett has

done a great deal with in the way of improvement.

The plants shown were remarkably good and free,

the large blossoms of varied and rich colours
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manifesting the high and intelligent lultiu'e that

had been aLX'orded them.

The Thatcham l^'ruit and 1 lower I'arni, near

Newbury, put up a small group of t'arnations, these

being of good quality and embracing several well-

known varieties.

Messrs. J. Caraway and Co., Bristol, e.xhibited

some remarkably good plants of hybrid Schizan-

thus, the colour and vigour of these appealing

strongly to visitors. The plants were certainly the

result of \'ery good cultivation.

Vivian Phillipps, Esq., Crofton Court. Orpington

{gardener, Mr. T. Hubbs), had a nice group of her-

baceous Calceolarias, the plants all being well

covered with large flowers, these comprising many
beautiful aud rich colours.

Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Stamford and Peter-

borough, had a miscellaneous group of greenhouse

plants in variety, these including such as Salvias,

pot Roses, Pelargoniums, Marguerite Perfection,

Verbenas and the curious Lotus peliorynchus.

The new double-flowered scarlet Zonal Pelar-

gonium James T. Hamilton was well shown in

quantity by Messrs. \V. H. Rogers and Son,

Limited, Southampton. This is a very brilliant

variety as seen under the tent.

Mr. W. ]. (iodfrev, Hxmouth, Devon, displayed

a tine group of show Pelargoniums, for which he

is famed. These were all well-grown examples^

and every plant was lull of blossom, the many
rich and varied colours eliciting much admiration

from visitors.

The Stocks in pots shown by .Messrs. Toogood
and Sons, Southampton, were a well-grown lot.

and embraced several beautiful colour shades not

usually found in these plants.

The pot Roses, Lilies and Carnations shown by

Mr. W. H. Page, Hampton, formed a group of

rare beauty, the arrangement being such as to

show them off to the best advantage. The
Carnations in particular were very fine indeed,

all the leading sorts being included.

-Messrs. William Bull and Sons, Chelsea, exhi-

bited a small group of Hydrangeas, these being

large and embracing pleasmg shades ot blue and

pink.

Herbaceous Calceolarias were splendidly shown

by Wickham Noakes, Esq., Selsdon Park, Croy-

don, the plants being large, well flowered and
good in every respect.

The new Spiraeas Peach Blossom and Queen
Alexandra were shown in good condition by
Cit. van Waveren and Kruyff, Holland, the pink

flowers forming a pleasing group.

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, had a

delightful little group of Ferns, the greenery of

which pro\'ed most refreshing, .\diantums, Gymno-
grarames, Nephrolepis, Davallias and many others

were showji in great variety ai)d in splendid con-

dition. .Mr. Ellison was also showing some fine

plants of Dracienas for M. V'ercanteren, lor whom
he is agent in this country.

R. J. Fry, Esq., -Abbots Leigh, Bristol

(gardener, Mr. G. Parkes), had several excellent

Zonal Pelargonium flowers on show, the trusses

of these being large and the blossoms well

coloured.

Mr. H. Hemsley, Crawley, put up a small

group of Dracaenas, Kalanchoes and various

other plants, Drac;ena Victoria being particularly

pleasing.

The very extensive group in Tent No. i shown by
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limited, comprised

Gerberas, Gloxinias, standard Fuchsias, Abutilons,

Calceolaria Buttercup, Exacum macranthum, a

fine flowering specimen c^f .-^ristolochia Sturtevantii,

the yellow- Richardia elhotiana. Cinerarias of

various types and colours, including the pale

yellow flavescens and Fairy Queen, a most dainty

type and \ery free flowering.

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons. West Norwood, were
maintaining their high reputation with a fine

collection of Gloxinias and Streptocarpi, the

colours and size of the flowers, as well as the

vigour of the plants, lea\*ing nothing to be

desired.

Messrs. H. C.uniell and Sons. Swanle\', Kent, hail

a large table group of Verbenas, l"uchsia triphylla

Perle, Calceolaria Clibranii, Spira'as in variety.

Pelargoniums, Phyllocacti and Pilocereus senilis,

the whole making a \'ery line display.

.Messrs. ,]. \'eitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea,

staged beautiful herbaceous Calceolarias in a grand

table group, all giving evidence of good culture.

Bertolonias from Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond,
made an interesting display, the marking of the

leaves being very fine. They were set up attrac-

tively in moss.

l'oIia,ge plants from Messrs. H. B. May, Edmonton,
are always a feature at this show, and the present

exhibit seemed quite equal to its predecessors.

Large specinnyis were charmingly disposed

with other smaller, though not less interesting,

plants. Adiantum versaillense, Nephrolepis Mar-

shallii, Lomaria discolor, Davallia solida superba,

and Todea superba were a mere tithe of the good

things in this group. Clematis and Zonal Geraniums
also came from this firm, and these latter repre-

sented many well-known double and single sorts.

.Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, staged an exhibit embracing Roses and
New Holland plants in charming variety. The
Bottle-Brush Tree was much in evidence, as were

Hydrangeas, Boronias, Carnations, Gerbera and

many o ther interesting plants.

.\ collection of Amaryllis came from Messrs

Robert Ker and Sons, Liverpool, who staged a

really beautiful series of well-grown plants of

superb quality flowers. Emperor, Fairy Queen,

Boreas and The Chancellor were splendid examples.

Spira-as in varietj' made a pretty group as

shown by H. J. Jones's Nurseries, Limited,

Lewisham, S.E. The plants were well grown and
certainly attractive.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, Gloxinias, Cinerarias

and Schizanthuses from Messrs. Webb and Sons,

Stourbridge, made a grand bank in the second

large tent, and were quite a feature. The first-

mentioned subject was superb, the colours being

varied and striking and the individual flowers

very large. Much credit is due to this firm for

its fine display.

Sarracenias from Mr. A. J. .\. Bruce, Chorlton-

cum-Hardy, were represented by an interesting

group not so large as usual. The plants were in

fine form and were much admired by visitors to

the show.

Mersrs. Thomas Rochtord and Sons, TurnforJ

Hah Nu'-series, Bro.xbourne, had a pretty collec-

tion of Ferns, in which excellent examples of

Cyrtomium, Polypodium,Sporodocarpum cristatum

and Nephrolepis in variety were all well shown
and much appreciated by the public.

Refreshing indeed was the large and compre-

hensive group of choice e.xotic F'erns exhibited by

Messrs. J. Hill and Sou. Lower Edmonton.

Ijleichenia Speluncae, Polypodium plesissorura,

Nephrolepis Scholzeh and N. elegantissima,

liesides many other good things, were the admira-

tion of everybodv.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons had in the

fine group in the large tent a really charming

assortment of Carnations, set up in groups of one

variety in each. The undulating arrangement of

the group was much admired. Malmaison Blush,

Princess of Wales, V. Galsworthy, King Arthur

and Maggie Hodgson were among the more note-

worthy of the many sorts set up.

Mr. G. Lange, Hampton, put up a group of very

fine flowcTS of the perpetual sei?tion, these being

large and very rich in colour. Winsor, Meliidy,

Mrs. H. Burnett,.White Perfection and Rose Pink
Enchantress were all very beautiful indeed.

The Carnations shown by Mr. S. -Mortimer,

Kowledge, l-'arnham, were of very good quality

nidced, and comprised al. the latest varieties,

Winsor, Victory, Britannia and Winona being

particularly attractive. In addition, .Mr.

.Mortimer had some excellent sprays of the

double white Stock All The \ear Round.

SWEET PEAS

Groups of Sweet Peas were shown by Messrs.

Uobhie and Co., Edinburgh and Marks Tey ; Mr.

W. E. .Alsen, Waterlooville, Hants ; H. J. Jones,

Limited, Lewisham ; E. W. King and Co., (^ogge-

shall; and Robert Sydenham, Limited. Birminghain.

These exhibits will be fuUv dealt w'th in -i special

article next w"ok.

BEGONIAS.

-\ pretty group of Begonia .Marie Bouchet was

exhibited by the Hon. Mrs. (ilyn, .\lbany Hall,

Herts. This is a very attractive form of these

charming plants, and the plants exhibited showed

excellent cultural skill.

Messrs. Thos. S. Ware {'02). Limited, Feltham,

exhibited tuberous-rooted Begonias magnificently.

The flowers were large and of superb quality, and

the cream of these plants were to be seen here. It

'was a really noble display. Mrs. F. C. Stoop, King

Manuel, Hon. Mrs. Ronald Greville and The Queen
were a few of the more glorious examples in this

display.

.A charming groiip also came from Messrs. Black-

more and Langdon, Bath. Finish and quality

were good throughout, and the plants were neatly

disposed. Rose Queen, Cecilia, Mme. Tetrazzini

.md Grace Audrey were grand examples.

.Mr. A. LI. Gwilhm, New F.ltham, staged a pretty

group of these plants, though less freely flowered

than those in the others. So near London this

grower did well to show such good specimens.

The colours were striking and the quality quite

satisfactory.

MISCELLANEOUS OUTDOOR GROUPS.

.\ prettv outdoor 'group of hardy Ferns, Coleuses,

Pansies, tieraniums, Lobelias, I'uchsias, \'erbenas

and manj-. other similar plants made a most inter-

esting exhibit. This came' from Messrs. H. B.

.May, Edmonton. The subjects of this group

proved a source of much pleasure to visitors.

Clipped trees and Acers in variety were shown

bv Messrs. Piper and Son, Bayswater, and the

former -were seen in many curious forms and

devices. • Lamps, a parrot in a hoop, tables, Teddy

Bear, dogs, &c., in Yew and Box were certainly

interesting and quaint.

Hardv trees and shrubs, both flowering and

foliage, were excellently shown by .Mr. R. C.

Notcutt, Woodbridge. The flowering shrubs, &c.,

)>ere most attractive, such subjects as V'iburnum

macrocephalum, Azalea Hugo Koster, Rhododen-

dron Pink Pearl, Spiraea confusa, Cytisus kewensis,

C. andreanus, several very good Lilacs, SiC, being

included.

Tlie name of Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son,

Highgate and Barnet, is so closely associated with

clipped trees that we were quite prepared for the

fine show made by this firm. Chairs, spirals,

crowns, ships, dogs, baskets, peacocks, tables,

swans and numerous other quaint and curious

topiarv work in Yew and Box were represented in

exc<>llent form and condition, well sustaining the

high position attained by this well-known firm.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co ,
Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, had a beautiful group of the Bottle-Brush
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Tree (Metrosideros floribunda), the plants beinii

remarkably well flowered and attractively arranged.

Messrs. J, Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had a nicely

arranged group of flowering and ornamental

foliaged shrubs, a stone pathway running between

the group. Rhododendrons. Viburnums, Japanese

Maples, Cytisus and similar kinds were freely

shown, and all combined to form a group of much
Interest.

The hardy Rhododendrons shown by Messrs. J.

Waterer and Sons, Bagshot , Surrey, made a

beautiful picture indeed, the bright, clear colours

contrasting well with the dark green foliage. It

is almost needless to say that all the best varieties

known were included. In addition there were

some fine Japanese Maples and Viburnums in-

cluded in the group.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, was showing a

large group of shrubs. Clematises and other kinds.

The Irises were specially interesting, and Japanese

Maples and Cytisus were also very good.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, con-

tributed an excellent group of dwarf Japanese

trees, which included Junipers, Lar^^hes, Thuja

obtusa, Pinus of sorts. Oaks, Maples, Acers,

Cherries and others, the plants varying from

30 years to 205 years old, the latter being repre-

sented by the Japanese Larch, Larix leptolepis.

Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries, Ches-

hunt, arranged a showy lot of flowering and other

shrubs, such as Rhododendrons. Lilacs in standard

and bush forms, Catalpa speciosa pulverulent a.

Ledum thymifolia, Daphniphyllum glaucescens

aurea marginatum, Sorbus cuspidata and other

good things

The Japanese garden formed by Messrs. Carter

and Co., Holborn, was one of the chief f^'tures of

the show, and arranged as it was with admirable

taste and skill demanded and merited much praise.

Bridges and streamlets, Japanese lanterns, pagodas

and wells, with the usual accompaniment of

dwarfed trees. Lilies, Hydrangeas and other

things, all played their part in the forming of a

very beautiful and realistic whole. It was indeed

a delightful exhibit, well conceived and carried

out and fascinating to a degree.

FRUIT.

Messrs. T. Rivers and Son, Sawbridgeworth, had
a very beautiful exhibit of fruit trees in pots,

Peaches, Nectarines and Cherries being displayed

bearing heavy crops of ripe and beautifully coloured

fruits. Nectarines Cardinal and Seedling No. loi (a

medium-sized variety with rich red fruits), Peaches
Peregrine and Kestrel (a new variety with good-

sized fruits), and Cherries Elton and Early Rivers'

deservedly came in for a great deal of attention.

A basket of gathered fruits of Peach Peregrine

showed this excellent variety to perfection.

Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Bedford, had a superb

display of Strawberries, gathered fruits and fruiting

plants in pots being freely displayed. The fruits

were not, perhaps, quite so large as vie have seen

Messrs. Laxton sometimes show, but all were
splendidly finished and of very high quality. The
new variety, George Monro, was largely in evidence,

other notable sorts being Bedford Champion and
Laxton's Connoisseur, a very rich-flavoured Straw-

berry of beautiful bright colour and quite a good
acquisition.

Cucumbers, Marrows, Tomatoes, Potatoes, Radishes

and Turnips. Generally speaking, the material

used was of good quality. Peas The Pilot,

Reading Wonder and World's Record were very

attractive, and Carrot Nantaise was good. The
Tomatoes were of poor shape and scarcely fit

for exhibition.

The group of vegetables shown by the Hon.

Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree {gardener,

Mr. E. Beckett), was the finest we have ever seen

at this season, and no praise can be too high for it.

As an example of what our best English gardeners

are capable of doing this group was superb, and
should do much to dispel the erroneous notions

about so-called French gardening. Here was a

group some 15 yards long, and fully representative

of a well-stocked kitchen garden. The arrangement,

too, was in Mr. Beckett's well-known artistic style,

and when we say the whole display surpassed any

iOf his previous efforts at the Temple Show, readers

will have some idea of its value. Peas, Beans
(Broad and French), Tomatoes, Qucumbers, Mar-

rows, Potatoes, Radishes in great variety, Lettuces,

Sorrel, Cauliflowers. Celery, Rhubarb, Turnips,

:Beet, Asparagus, Spinach and Cabbages were all

shown in perfection. Lack of space fo bids

Imention of varieties, but these included all the

leading ones, apd the quality in each case was
first-class.

Mr. S. Mortimer, Rowledge, Farnham. Surrey,

staged an excellent group of Cucumbers and Toma-
toes. Among the former was a new variety named
King George V. This is a long, dark green Cucum-
ber of very promising appearance. Tomato
Improved Sunrise was in beautiful form, and the

type itself was most attractive.

*+* Owing to the demand on our space we are

compelled to hold the report of the Orchids and
Carnations over until next week. Descriptions of

new plants will also be given then.

VEGETABLES.
Mr. A. J. Harwood, St. Peter's Nursery,

Colchester, exhibited some very fine examples of

giant Asparagus, the heads being large and of

excellent colour.

The Thatcham Fruit and Flower Farm, near

Newbury, staged a good collection of vegetables,

this comprising Peas, Beans, Carrots. Lettuces.

OFFICIAL LIST OF AWAKDS.
Hohi M 'dtils-— Leopold «lc Kutliscliild. Es().. (iunners-

burv Park. Acton (pardeuer, Mr U Kevnolds). for Vanda
tores ; the Hon. Vicary Gibb<. Eistrc-e (gardciK'i', .Mr-

Beckett), for vegetables: F. Mcnteith Ogilvie, Esrt.,

Oxford, for Orchids : Messrs. Sutton and Sons Heading,
for lowering plants and for Tulips ; Messrs. J. Veitch and
Sons. Chelsea, for flowering plants and for foliage plants

;

.Messi-s. H. B. May and Sons. Edmonton, for exotic Ferns;
Messrs. William Paul, Waltham Cross, for Roses : Me««r-:

T. Rivers and Sons. Sawbridgeworth. for fruit in pots-
Messi-< Sander and Sons. St. Albans, for O'-chids : Messrs.
U. Wallace and Co Colchester, for rock garden and her-
baceous plants ; Messrs. G. Paul, Cheshunt. for Roses ;

and Messi-s. Charlesworth and Co.. Hayward's Heath, for
Orchids.

.Sherwood Cup.—Sir J. Column, Bart., Reigate. for
Orchids.

Cups.—Messrs. W. Cutbusli. Highgate. for cut bushes,
alpine?. Ac. : Messrs. Barr and Sons. Surbiton. for Tulips
and hardy plants ; Messrs. J. Waterer Bagshot. for Rliodo-
dcndrons ; Messrs, J. Carter. Holhoni. for Japanese
garden and flowering plants ; .Mr L. K. Russell, Richmond,
for trees and foliage ; Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for Roses
and Azaleas; Mr. H. Burnett. Guenisev. for Carnations;
Sir G. Faud.-1-Phillips. G.C.I.E.. for Tulips: Messrs.
Hobbies. l)«Tiliain. for Roses ; Messrs. G. Mount and Son,
Canterbury, for Ru&es ; Messrs. W. Fromow and Sons,
Chiswick. for Maples : Messrs. Hill and Son. Edmonton,
for Ferns ; Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher. Kawdon. for

Orchids ; His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, for Orchids
;

.T. T. CHfton. Esq., Lytham. for Orchids; Mr. A. Perry.
Enfield, for herbaceous plants Messrs. S. Low and Co.,

Enfield, for Orchids, Roses. Ac. ; Messrs. Cuthbert. South-
Kate, for Azaleas ; Messrs. Peed and Son. Streatham, for

C-Jladiums. lV-c ; Messrs. B. R, Cant, Colchester, for Roses ;

Messrs. J. Cypher. Cheltenham, for Orciiids : Messrs.
Backhouse York, for alpine?^ ; .Mr. A. T. Button. Iver,

for Carnations, ic. ; Messi-s Veitch and Sons. Chelsea,
for trees and shrubs: and Mr. M, Prichard. Christcluuch,
foi' alpines.

si/rt'i-'jUt Flora Medals.—Messrs. Alex. Dickson and
Sous. Xewtownards, for Roses and Tulips ; Mr. G, Reuthe.
Kestpn. Kent, for Tulips, rock and herbaceous plants ;

iMes«i"s. A. Artindale and Sons. Slieffleld. for Violas and
herbaceous plants : Mr. R. C. Notcutt. Woodbridge.
for herbaceous plant:? and inuip in open air ; 3I«'ssr>.

Blackraore and Langdon. Bath, for Begonias ; Mi-ssr.-..

F. Cant and Co.. Colche^t«r. for Roses ; Mr. G. Lange,
Hampton, for Carnation* ; and ilessrs. Ker and Sons.
Liverpool, for Amaryllis.

tfilcei-fjilt Banksian Medu/s.— Mv^ssrs. G. Jackman and
Sons. Woking, for Clematis and lierbaceutis plants ; .Mr.

W. H. Page, Hampton, for Carnations. Lilies and Eosea

;

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited. Feltham. for Begonias and'
alpines ; Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons. Crawley, for rock and
alpine garden and group in open air ; yii. A. Bruce,
Manchester, for Sarracenias ; Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron
Waiden, for Carnations : Mr. W. H. Lancashire. Guernsey,
for Tree Carnations : and Mr. E. V. Low, Hayward*3
Heatli. for Orchids.

Silver Flora Medals.—Messrs. Bakers. Wolverhampton,
for TuUps. hardy plants, rockery, (to. ; Messrs. R. H.
Batii. Limited, Wisbech, for Carnations, Tulips and her-
baceous plants ; Mr. W. A. Clark, York, for Primulas

;

Messrs. Kins and Co.. Coggeshall, for Carnations and
Sweet Peas ; Messrs. Toogood and Sons, Southampton,
for winter-flowering Stocks; Mr. W. E. Alsen, Waterloo-
^iUe. Hants, for Sweet Peas ; Mr. H. Crane, Highgate,
for Violas and Violettas ; Mr. F. Lilley. Guernsey, for
Gladioli and bulbous Iris ; Messrs. George Bmiyard and
Co.. Maidstone, for Tulips, herbaceous plants and alpines ;

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson. Dublin, for Tuhps. Ixias.

Iris. A'c. ; Messrs. J. Cocker and Son. Aberdeen, for

Anemone sulphurea and TroUius ; the Misses Hopkins,
Shepperton-on-Thames. for rock garden ; Messrs. Rochford

!
and Sons, Limited, Broxbourne, for new Ferns ; Mr. H-

j
Hemsiey, Crawley, for rock garden, foUage plants and

I
flowers'; E. J. Johnstone, Esq.. Groombridge. for MaK

1
maison Carnations ; A. D. Hall, Esq., F.R.S.. Harpenden,
for Tulips ; Messrs. H. B. May and Son, Edmonton, for

j
Ferns in the open ; Messrs. Cannell and Sons, Swanley,
for Begonias. Calceolarias, &c. : Mr. W. J. Godfrey,
Exmouth, for Poppies, Pelargoniums, Solanum, Ac. ; The
Craven Nursery, Clapham, Lanes, for alpines and rock
garden ; Messrs. Hughes-Jones and Peers, Newbury, for-

Carnations, salads, &c. ; Mr B. Bell, Guernsey, for Carna-
tions ; Mr. C. EUiott, stcvmatze. for rock garden and
alpine plants : Messrs. fUmn and Sons, Olton. for hardy
herbaceous plants and Japaiusr jiarden ; Mr. A. J. Har-
wood, Colchester, for Asparagus and hardy herbaceous
plants ; Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, for-

Sweet Peas, ttc. : Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Sussex,
for Carnations ; Messrs. Bees, Limited. Liverpool, for
Primulas and alpines ; Messrs. Bull and Son. Chelsea, for

Orchids, foliage plants. &c. ; Jlessrs. Dobbie and Co.,

.

Edinburgh, for Pansies. Violas, and Sweet Peas : Messrs.
B. Ladhains. Limited. Southampton, for hardy herbaceous
plants : and .Messrs. Piper and Sou. Bayswater, for trained
trees and .Ijipam-M- M.-iples.

Silrei Kiii'ihtiiin Mniu/s.—Mr. S. Mortimer, Farnham,
for Cucunihrrs, Juniatot-; and Carnations ; Messrs. Laxton
Brothers. Bedford, for Strawberries ; and Mr. R Stevenson,.
Cambridge, for Asparagus.

Silrer Banksian Medals.—Messrs. Storrie and Storrie,
(il»-nt :M>f, for Auriculas and Polyanthus ; R. Ashworth,
E^t).. .Man<ln'ster, for Onliid-- : .Mi--srs. Pulham and 8on,
Oxford Street, for rock gardi-ns ; Mc-ssrs. Heath and Son,
Cheltenham, for rock garden ; Messrs. G. Mallett and Co.,

Clieddai', for alpines, herbaceous plants, «tc. ; Messrs.
Carter Page and Co., London Wall, for Dahlias, annuals
and Violas ; J. Forbes, Hawick, Limited, for herbaceous
jilaiits ; Messrs. G. Gibson and Co.. Bedale. for herbaceous
jdants and alpines; The Guildford Hardy Plant Niusery,

.

Guildford, for herbaceous plants and alpines ; Messrs.
Kelway and Sons, Langport, for Tree Pseonies and Pyre-
thruni;> ; .\lessrs. Seagrave and Co., Sheffield, for VioJas

and Pansies ; Jlessrs. A. Young and Co.. Elgin, for

Anemones : and H. Correvon, Esq., Geneve, for alpines.

Bronze Flora Meduls.—Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peter--

borough, for herbaceous plants ; The King's Acre Nursery,
Herefori for alpines and lu-rbaceous plants ; Messrs. E..

Webb and Sons. Stourbridge, for flowering plants

:

Messrs. Young and Co., ClU'Ucnham. for Carnations ; 'J'lie

Hon. Mrs. iL Glyn, Ware, for Begonias ; Sir. H. J.

Jones, Lewisham. for flowering plants ; and Messrs.^.

Whitelegg and Page, Chislehui-st, for Tuhps, alpines and
Sweet Pi-as.

Orchid Committee Awards for New Plants.

First-class Certificates.—Cattleya -Mendelii Princess

Victoria, from Jlessrs. Mansell and Hatcher. Limited,
Rawdon. Yorkshire : Cattleya lawreuceana Mary Regina

.

and Sobralia Charlesworthii, from Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co., Hayward's Heath. Sussex ; Odontoglossuni
Memoria Kin;i Edward \11. and Odontoiilussnm Vlenioria

Baron Sehrodi-i', from .Mr.-.>rs Siiinlcr and Suns. St, Albans
;

Odontloda Kiiit: Genr^r V. uml oduntoijlossum eximium
Empress of India, from M. Ch. Vuylsteke, Loochristi,

-

Gaud, Belaique,
An-ards of Merit.—Cattleya JMossiae Magali Sander, from

Messrs. Samler and Sons, St. Albans ; Lielio-Cattleya

Luminosa magnifica, from His Grace the Duke of Marl-
borough. Blenheim House. Woodstock ; Odontioda Royal
Gem and (>(lontn;zlu>-inii Pronierens. from M. Ch. -

Vuylsteke ; Cattleya .Meiidelii (^ueen Maud, from Messrsi
Charlesworth and Cc. llavwaid'.-^ Heath, Sussex ; LseU >-

Cattleya Aphrodite Mark Uanihnurt:. from Mr. T. Clifton.'

Lytham; and Odotitni:l"»inii eximium Emperor, from
Messrs. Sander and Si»n.*. Jirutie-., IV-lgique

Botanical Certificate.—Bifrenaria bicornaria and Lycaste
peruviana, from Messi-s. San<ler and Sons.

FL(»i;al Committki: Awakds kor New Plants.

Aivards o> Merit.—Rhus typhina laciniata, from
Mr. H. C. Notcutt. Woodbridge : Rose Exeelsa. from
Jlessrs G Paul. Cheshunt Hose Duettess of \Ve-tn;inster,

from Messi-s. A. Dickson. Newtownards* Bet:oiiia K<».se

i^ueeii, from Messrs. Blaekmore and Langdun, Bath

;

RhodudeiHlroh Aliri\ from Messrs. J. Waterer. Bagshct

;

Sarraeenia Willmottie. from Mr. A. J. Bruce. JIanchester.;i_.

Cytisus Uallimurei. from the Royal Gardens, Kew

;

Marguerite Mrs. F. Sander, from Messrs. Sander St. Albans

;

Azalea mollis \ sinensis Floradora. from Messrs. Cutbusli,
Southffatf : and Rhodoiiendron Princess Juliana, from*.

.Messrs. Waterer, Bagshot.
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LcBlio-Cattleya luminosa magniftca.—

A

large and very deep-coloured variety of

considerable merit. The sepals and petals

are very deep orange scarlet in colour, the
large labellum being a beautiful glossy
self carmine. A most vigorous-looking
plant. Shown bj^ His Grace the Duke of

Marlborough (gardener, Mr. G. Hunter).
Award of merit.

Cattleya Mossice Magali Sander.
one of the most handsome forms of C.
Mossiae we have seen, the narrow sepals
and broad petals being pure white. The

depending in long trusses from the well-
grown plants. The exhibited standard-
grown plants of it were of an educational
character and were much admired.
Shown by Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt.
Award of merit.

Sarracenia WillmottcB (toUiana x pur-

;

purea) .—The pitchers of this fine new
j

hybrid are about 15 inches high, sub-erect.
This is much inflated at the apex, with widely

expanded mouth surmounted by a hand-
some lid 4 inches to 5 inches wide, at first

freely decorated with crimson lines, but in

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

large labellum has a blotch of yellow ex- i the more mature state assuming a rich
tending into the throat, a purple blotch shade of crimson. In the sub-erect growth
being situated on the lip itself and margined

|

and inflated pitchers there is evidenced the
with white. Shown by Messrs. Sander and

j

influence of S. purpurea. The variety is

evergreen and should prove moderatelySons, St. Albans. Award of merit.

Odontoglossum eximium Emperor. — .\

well - coloured and beautifully shaped
variety of this dark-flowered Odontoglos-
sum. The reddish crimson ground colour
is daintily margined with white, blotches
of white also appearing at the bases of the
segments with the usual, though somewhat
small, yellow crest. Shown by Messrs.
Sander and Sons. Award of merit.

Bifrenaria bicornaria.—A curious little

flower of hooded form, the yellowish green
ground colour being heavily mottled with
dull brown. Shown by Messrs. Sander and
Sons. Botanical certificate.

Lycaste peruviana.—A rather small flower
of dull yellow hue, the segments being
narrow and acutely pointed. The foliage
is decidedly ribbed, and the pseudo-bulbs
are fiattish oval in shape. Shown by Messrs.
Sander and Sons. Botanical certificate.

Rose Duchess of Westminster.—A very
handsome Hybrid Tea Rose of pink and
flesh pink shading, the flowers being of a
more or less conical shape. Shown by
Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards.
Award of merit.

Begonia Rose Queen.— This somewhat
descriptive name has been given to one of
the handsomest varieties we have seen, the
clear rose self colour accompanying a
superbly formed flower. Shown by Messrs.
Blackmore and Langdon, Bath. Award of
merit.

Rhododendron Alice.—A glorious flower
of rose pink colour, the handsome blossoms
being produced in huge trusses. It is a
seedling from Pink Pearl, and possesses the
same fine habit of growth.

Rhododendron Juliana.—The flowers of
this are of flesh pink colour and heavily
fringed. These two were exhibited by
Messrs. J. Waterer and Sons, Bagshot, and
each received an award of merit.
Rhus typhina laciniata. — An elegant

member of the Sumach family, and a pretty
plant for the shrubbery or for grouping in
any good position the garden affords. The
leaflets are somewhat drooping and much
cut; hence the varietal name. In autumn
the plants assum-; a rich yellow and red
tone, which is distinctly ornamental. Shown
by Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge. Award
of merit.

Rose Excelsa. — This is a delightful
wichuraiana variety, of rich glowing crim-
son-cerise colour with white centre. It is

a double-flowered variety, the blossoms

hardy. Shown by Mr. A. J. Bruce, Chorl
ton-cum-Hardy, near Manchester. Award
of merit.

Marguerite Mrs. F. Sander. —-A pure
white-flowered variety of great beauty.
The flowers are not unlike a huge double-
flowered Pyrethrum, and are borne on long
stems ; they should prove of great value
for cutting. Shown by Messrs. Sander and
Sons, St. Albans. Award of merit.

Cytisus Dallimorei (Cytisus albus x C.
andreanus).—A hybrid Cytisus of much
merit and beauty, and said to be the first

artificially raised hybrid of its kind. The
predominating colour shades are pink and
purplish crimson, the flowers, which are
profusely borne on the branches, being
about the size of those of C. albus. This
exceptionally good and distinct plant was
raised about eight years ago by Mr. DaUi-
more of the Royal Gardens, Kew, and is

named in comphment to that gentleman. I
committee is now faced with the problem of having

Medals at the Temple Show In the
official list of medals awarded that we published
last week, the following was omitted : Silver
Banksian medal to Wickham Noakes, Esq., Selsdon
Park, Croydon (gardener, Mr. Howarth), for

Calceolarias.

National Vegetable Society On Satur-
day last a deputation of the executive committee
visited the spring Cabbage trials conducted on heavy
clay soil by Mr. G. Hobday at Romford, Essex. The
plants seen were all from a second sowing and
produced some most interesting results, which will

be published in detail in the course of a few weeks.
Some varieties proved quite unsuitable for such
heavy soil, and the information gained should be of

considerable value.

Rhododendron exhibition at Regent's
Park.—Messrs. John Waterer and Sons, Limited,
Bagshot, Surrey, inform us that theu: annual exhibi-

tionof Rhododendrons at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, London, N.W., will be opened on
Monday next, the 6th inst., and will remain open
for the remainder of the month. This exhibition
is well worth seeing. We believe that tickets of

admission can be obtained by wxiting to Messrs.

Waterer at Bagshot.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.
At the annual festival of this most praiseworthy
institution, a report of which appears elsewhere, the
chairman. Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., and others

emphasised the necessity of gardeners themselves
doing what they could to support the fund, which
exists for the maintenance of orphans of gardeners.
During the past twelve months no less than £1,716
has been expended in this excellent cause, and we
know full well that only those cases which thoroughly
deserve it receive support. The hard-working

From the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Award of merit.

Azalea Floradora (molUs x sinensis).—

A

lovely variety, in which the chief colour
shades are salmony apricot with sahnon
marking. The flowers are of the largest
size and produced in big bunches at the
ends of the branches. Shown by Messrs.
R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate, N. Award
of merit.

COLOURED PLATE.
PLATE 1401.

DAHLIA ORANGE FIRE KING.
HIS is one of the most beautiful

Dahhas for the garden, and the plate

was prepared from flowers kindly sent

by Miss Jekyll, who uses this variety

in many exquisite colour-schemes. It

possesses, perhaps, little to recommend
it to the florist ; but the plant is strong in growth,
strong in colour, and blooms abundantly. It is a

Dahlia for the border, and its colour suggests its

name.

DAh

T

more deserving cases waiting for help than funds
in hand will enable them to assist, and for this

reason we appeal to all our readers, gardeners and
those who love their gardens, to support the fund
to the best of their ability. Gardeners, it is true,

in many instances cannot do much ; but if everyone
were to subscribe a little, it would amount to a

great deal and enable the committee to assist

many deserving cases. Full particulars concerning
the fund can be obtained from the secretary, Mr.
Brian Wynne, 35, Surrey Street, Strand, London,
W.C.

{Jhe

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
June 7.—Royal Horticultural Society. Exhi-

bition of Flowers, Fruit, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lecture at 3 p.m. by the Rev. Professor G.

Henslow, M.A., V.M.H., on " Survivals Among
Plants of the Past." Admission 2s. 6d. Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

June 8.—East Anglian Horticultural Society's

Meeting.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Queen isasps and Cotoneaster micro-
phylla.—The above plant is at the time of writing

(May 24) in full bloom, although the flowers are so

inconspicuous lying close along the flat, spreading
branches as to escape notice, except for the extra-

ordinary number of bees and queen wasps which fre-

quent them and call attention to the flowers they are

feeding on. Most people know that every queen
wasp killed now is one less wasps' nest in August.
Their fondness for the Cotoneaster microphylla
offers an opportunity of dealing with wasps which
should not be lost. If one gets a flat piece of wood
about 2 inches wide and 18 inches long and can hit

sharp and straight, one can do considerable execu-

tion. I have myself killed over fifty queen wasps
in this way during the last few days, and hope
for a larger bag. Owing to the flat, spreading

nature of the shrub, it is easy to strike with deadly
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effect, and it is certainly worth gardeners' while

where fruit is grown to get at the queen wasps in

this way.— C. G. O. 13., Faniham.

Poisonous plants.— In reference to the

letters recently appearing in The Garden about

poisonous plants, perhaps my experience with

Primula obconica may he of interest. For several

years I handled a plant occasionally with no ill-

effects, but one year, having to manage a fairly

large batch, I noticed my bands became, between
the fingers, a mass of watery, itching pimples,

which in a few days would disappear, only to come
again when the plants were next handled. So 1 wore
gloves if I were compelled to touch the plants.

During the past three or four years 1 have discon-

tinued the gloves, but always rinse my hands well

in cold water. I never feel any ill-effects. An I

occasional plant has no ill-effects even without

the rinsing. I am always careful not to touch

ray face with the bare hand, and from my own
experience have come to the following conclu-

sions : Anyone with a " moist " hand is liable to

suffer, as witness between my own fingers, always
the dampest part of the hand. If the blood is in

good condition the risk is much less, and the poison

is more virulent on a hot day. It is also probable

that in its native habitat there exists a plant which
would alleviate, if not cure, this poisonous irritant,

as witness our own Nettle and the Dock.—W. P.

Wood, St. Peters, Kent. [This correspondence

must now cease.

—

Ed.]

Draba ciliata. — Not having as yet come
across an account of this alpine in previous papers,

I take the liberty of calling the attention of your

readers to a plant which I regard as being quite

worthy of notice and an acquisition to the rock

garden. It is white, and in saying this I suspect I

shall alienate the sympathy of 20 per cent, of

readers, although it is a very good white. The
leaves form a dense cushion of green, and the plant

altogether attains a height of about 5 inches or

6 inches when two or more years old. ."Another

great charm of the plant is its easy growth. It

does not share with other Drabas the bad habit of

dying off in places when two or three years old. It

is the most profuse-flowering species of Draba I

know, and my attention has been drawn to it

by the sight of its persevering and flower-

ing on two or three pieces of rockwork, where '

it even competes with the masses of bloom pro-

duced by the sulphur, double dark golden and
common yellow forms of Alyssum saxatile. In

company with these plants it makes a brave and
harmonious colouring. Draba ciliata is equally

at home on an ordinary rockery or on a rather

dry wall ; it does not seem particular whether on
a slope or on level ground, and would most pro-

bably do admirably on the edge of a well-drained

border near the path in company with mossy
Saxifragas. It is the whitest alpine I know, of

such easy growth, and as such I recommend it to

all.—J. Wood, Plant Club, Boston Spa, Yorks.

Narcissus Poeticus plenus. — A little

while ago I read some correspondence regarding

the prevalence of blind buds in this beautiful

variety. In the autumn of 1907 I planted a small

border with English-grown bulbs, and in the follow-

ing spring quite 75 per cent, of the buds were
bUnd. Last year I had a very fair show, but about

25 per cent, were blind. This season, however,
there is a profusion of bloom and I do not see a
blind bud, though I notice the flowers are finer

and more numerous on the sunnier and drier

portion of the border. The bulbs have not been
disturbed since they were planted, so that this

would seem to lend strength to the argument that

the best results are to be obtained from estab-

lished clumps.—W. M. Elkington, Latiyc's Hill,

Ktmlworth.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

PE.ACHES.— Ripening fruits should be

gone over every day and, when found

to leave the trees readily, gathered

and stored in a cool place, where they

will keep for a week or ten days.

.After the trees are cleared of fruit, the

old wood should be cut out and the new growths

tied up in their places. Afford plenty of water

to the roots, and freely syringe overhead. Allow

the house to remain open night and day, dispens-

ing with fire-heat altogether.

Vines.—Freely ventilate during the day houses

where the Grapes are ripe, and allow a httle air

during the night. In successional vineries where

the fruit is swelling, keep the floors and stages

damped down frequently.

Melons.—Reduce the water supply to plants

where the fruits show signs of turning ripe, and
see that they are quite safe from dropping.

Hardy Fruits.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Attention must be

given to the thinning of the fruits
; 9 inches to

12 inches is the recognised distance between the

fruits. All misplaced specimens should be removed.

The trees will need to be thoroughly syringed or

lightly hosed daily, and the borders must not be

allowed to get dry. A good mulching is very bene-

ficial, especially where the soil is of a hght nature,

as it is an excellent plan for conserving the moisture.

Lay in the shoots for next season's crop as they

get long enough.

Cherries.—Tie in all those growths that are re-

quired for the extension of the tree, stopping others

at the fourth or fifth leaf. Syringe with quassia

extract to prevent black fly. This must be dis-

continued before the fruit shows signs of colour.

Strawberries.—If not already done, these should

have some material placed over the ground to

prevent the fruit from getting dirty. If straw is

used it should be clean, not that which has been

used in the stable. Long grass makes excellent

bedding and keeps the fruit clean. As soon as

this work is accomplished, place the nets over the

beds.
Flower Garden.

The work of bedding out should be finished as

soon as possible. Should the weather be dry,

frequent waterings will be necessary till the plants

take hold of the fresh soil. Plant Stocks, Asters,

Zinnias and all tender annuals.

Dahlias.—Providing the places were prepared

for these as advised in an earher calendar, they

may be planted. Place the permanent stake to

them at once and give each plant a stout label.

Plants Under Glass.

Calceolarias.—Seeds of the herbaceous varieties

may be sown now. Great care is necessary in

doing this, as seeds are so minute and require to

be evenly distributed. Fill up a 6-inch pot or seed-

pan with a mixture of half loam and half leaf-

mould which has had a good sprinkling of sharp

sand added to it. Thoroughly moisten the soil

before sowing by placing the pot in a bucket of

water. After sowing, put a piece of glass over the

pot or pan to prevent rapid evaporation, and place

it in a cool, shady place to germinate. A hand-

light in a shady corner is a splendid thing in which

to raise Calceolarias.

E. C. POOLEV.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Vegetable Garden.

Planting Brassicas.—Now that the bedding sut
has been got rid of for another year, more time
will be available for the kitchen garden work, and
no time must be lost in planting out all of the

Cabbage tribe that are ready. It is often advised
to select showery weather for this work, but a

fairly long experience has taught me that dry-

weather planting, if properly done, gives the best

results. My reasons for saying so are that althougli

this family much prefer firm ground, they, at the

same time, resent having the soil soured by tread-

ing much on it while in a wet state, and that slugs

cause very considerable damage if allowed their

own free will ; and without tramping a good deal

on the borders or breaks nothing much can be done
to prevent the ravages of these pests. In dry
weather, on the other hand, slugs can travel about
but httle, and one can move freely among the

plants to dust them with lime, soot or wood-ashes
without doing the ground any harm.

Watering.—My method of watering newly
planted vegetables is very successful and demands
but a minimum of time and labour. Leave a
" cup " or depression round each plant and fill

this with water from a can without a rose. If the
ground is very dry go over the plants twice. After
the water has drained away, hoe the whole surface,

filling up the cups round the plants with the dry
soil, and, unless the drought is very protracted,

no more water will be required. Even in gardens
where there is no disposition to " club " or " worm,"
it is good practice to puddle the roots of all the

Brassica tribe before planting. A good puddling
mixture is made with soot and clay or garden
earth. Mix with water until of the consistency of

thick cream. Some add a little cow-manure,
and if not overdone it is excellent.

Dibber v. Trowel.—I have on several occasions

experimented with these tools, and although I

know it is rather unorthodox, I must vote for the

dibber. The results, as far as my experiments
went, were absolutely the same, while with the

dibber the work can be performed in about a third

of the time taken with a trowel.

Flower Garden.

Blanks in Flower-beds.—A sharp eye must be
kept for any failures in beds or borders recently

planted. While it is good management to

have all pots and boxes cleared off at the very
earUest opportunity, it must not be forgotten to

leave a few plants of all the different kinds for

filhng possible blanks. If all such be collected

together before a general clean-up takes place,

they can usually be stowed in quite a small space,

and the watering of them is a simple matter. The
hoes should be kept at work among all newly
planted stuff, as nothing conduces more to a

successful start into growth than a loose, open
surface. The seed-pods of Pansies and Violas

should be picked off occasionally, as by so doing the

blooming season will be greatly prolonged and suc-

ceeding flowers will be larger and of better colour.

Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—-No other fruit more quickly

resents dryness at the root, and if dry weather
sets in, copious drenchings of water must be given.

Surface wetting is of no use, as this quickly evapo-

rates and never reaches the roots. After a good
soaking with clear water the plants will be greatly

benefited by having a good dose of liquid manure
occasionally. Do not apply it too strong, but

rather give it weak and often.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House Linlithgow,
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NOTES AND QUERIES FROM
A SURREY GARDEN.

The OxLiP.

IT
is not of the true Oxlip (Primula elatior

of botanists) that I am writing, but the

Oxlip of our gardens—hybrid forms that

have sprung up and are as plants much
more beautiful and desirable. Originally

the race was a natural hybrid between

the Cowslip and the Primrose, and possibly the

Polyanthus has been introduced to increase the

number of colours. It has long been a favourite

here, and my stock has all been raised from seed.

There seems to be no end within certain well-

defined limits to the variety of colour it is capable

of producing, ranging from pale yellow through

all the shades to deep gold and orange, thence

into the terra-cotta browns, bronzes and chestnuts,

on to the reds and dark crimsons. New inter-

mediate colours seem to crop up year by year, and

one watches with interest the flowering of the

seedlings.

The flowers are entirely fertilised by the bees.

I have never been to the trouble to cross-fertilise

them myself, though I have often thought of so

doing. They are extremely easy to grow, and prefer

a partially shaded position and not too dry a soil.

Some of my plants produce twenty to thirty

flowering stems, carrying ten to fifteen flowers

each, and the plants are often 12 inches across.

The footstalks are longer and the flowering stems

taller, and the whole aspect of the growing plant

is more graceful and beautiful, than their near

cousins, the Polyanthus. They start coming into

flower quite early, say, mid-February, and con-

tinue up to the end of May. I sat down to write

about them partly because I have just planted

last year's seedlings into their permanent quarters

—

it should have been done before, but I am afraid

some of my garden work is behindhand and, like the

season itself, late— and partly because they happen

to be at the moment the chief decoration in the

room in which I am writing. By keeping the

different shades of colour distinct and in different

vases, an excellent effect is obtained. A bowl of

them made to represent an actual growing plant

is quite beautiful.

I generally sow the seed directly it is gathered
;

it soon ripens, and is fit to sow in July. I believe

the resulting seedlings, if treated well, would
flower the following spring ; but when not planted

out from the seed-bed till late, as has happened
with me this year, only a few of them flower.

They are perennial, and the plants are at their

best at three years old. They can, of course, be

divided ; but seedlings are far more satisfactory

in every way. The Oxlip is one of the flowers that

Shakespeare mentions. He calls them " bold

"

in contrast to the
pale primroses

That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phoebus in his strength,

a quaint but not quite accurate statement, though

it may pass, perhaps, if allowance is made for poetic

licence.

As in colour, so in scent and foliage these hybrids

vary. I think the most beautiful variety I have
is a flower of a real good crimson colour, rather

larger than a sixpence. The outside of the petal

is even a better colour than the inside, and as the

flowers, or some of them, show a tendency to hang
their heads, this, for the reason stated, is not

objectionable, and the colour effect is superb. The
foliage of this particular plant is much darker and
more vigorous than usual. They are all sweetly

scented, the smaller flowers having the strongest

scent, as if they were trying to make up in one
respect what they lacked in another, and so render

themselves equally attractive to their hriends the

bees.

If the plants are to be kept in good health, it is

advisable to pick off all the flowers except one or

two heads, as to permit all the seed to ripen would

allow the plant to finish its mission in life, and it

would, therefore, probably die, or, at any rate, be

considerably weakened. One good head of a

dozen flowers will give you much more seed than

you want from each plant, especially if you grow

them in any quantity. It is also a wise plan at

the time you pick the seeds to give the plants a

mulching of rich soil with some good rotten

manure mixed with it. The hot months of the

year are the trying ones for these flowers of the

spring, and they will always appreciate a liberal

watering during that period. M.

THE GREENHOUSE
CACTI WITH BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.

DURING the latter part of May and

I onwards for a time the different

I
flowering Cacti form one of the

' showiest classes of greenhouse

plants. Years ago the few forms

in cultivation were very popular in

gardens ; then came a period of comparative

neglect ; but of late the showy members of the

Phyllocacti group have made many friends, and I

learn that there is an increasing demand for the

best of them. This is not at all to be wondered

at, as they give but little trouble and may be well

grown by the amateur, providing that the lightest

part of the structure be given them and the winter

temperature does not fall much below 50°. In

some country districts these flowering Cacti are

favourite window plants, and well suited they are

for such a purpose, particularly if the window is a

very sunny one, as this just meets the requirements

of these Cacti. When it is borne in mind that the

progenitors of the present-day race are for the

most part native of the hot, arid plains of Mexico,

their partiality to full sunshine can be readily

understood.

Even if a greenhouse is, for the sake of its

flowering specimens and their admirers, shaded

from the sun's rays, there is often a position,

especially at the end, in which these Cacti may be

allowed uninterrupted sunlight. If such is not the

case, their culture need not on this account be

barred, as they will succeed perfectly if stood

out of doors during the summer, particularly if

assigned a good position at the foot of a south

wall or in some similar spot. This ensures the

thorough ripening of the wood, which is so essen-

tial for the production of flowers another season.

Though these Cacti are, as above stated, essen-

tially sun-loving plants, it is an advantage to shade

them during the flowering season, as in this way
the blooms last longer than if they are fully exposed

to the sun.

The cultural requirements of the Phyllocacti

are not at all exacting. Repotting, if needed,

should be done as soon as the plants are out of

flower, as at that season root-action is active, and

there is then plenty of time for them to become

estabhshed before winter. As it is by no means

necessary in all cases to repot every year, the

operation, when it is carried out, should be

thoroughly performed. A suitable compost may be

made up principally of loam and sand, and if

the loam is of an adhesive nature, it may be

hghtened by some leaf-mould being incorporated

therewith. In the case of large specimens, a httle

brick rubble broken moderately fine and mixed

with the potting compost is an advantage. In

repotting it is very essential that the pots are clean

and thoroughly drained, while they must not be
too large, as it is more than probable that a good
deal of the old soil may be taken away without
unduly distressing the roots. The new soil must
be pressed down moderately firm, and, if neces-
sary, the plant should be secured to a stick, for

the branches are heavy and apt to sway about
unless this is done. When repotting is not required,

the plant is greatly assisted by an occasional dose
of liquid manure during the growing season.

These Cacti need to be watered rather freely

during the summer months, but the supply should
be lessened as autumn advances, and during the

depth of winter they may be kept almost dry, but
not parched. With the turn of the days and
renewed root activity, more water may be given,

increasing the supply as the buds develop.

Propagation is a very simple matter, as if the

shoots are pulled out of their sockets with a side

twist they form the best of cuttings, no further

preparation being necessary. A length of 4 inches

to 6 inches forms the best cutting. Half-a-dozen

of these cuttings may be inserted around the sides

of a 5-inch pot, using the same kind of compost
as recommended for potting, and if stood on a

shelf in the greenhouse and care is taken not to

overwater, they will soon root. Late spring or

early summer is the best time to insert the cut-

tings.

Messrs. Veitch of Chelseahavelongidentified them-
selves with the culture of these attractive plants. A
few good varieties of this class are Agatha, bright

rose ; Cato, crimson and violet ; Cooperii, cream
;

Dehcatus, hght pink; Paradox, orange violet; Plato,

scarlet, shaded orange ; and Rosalie, violet of a

metallic lustre. Others worthy of special note

are Phyllocactus phyllanthoides, a form of which
known as German Empress has been much shown
within the last two or three years. The flowers

of this variety are much smaller than any of the

preceding, but are borne in great profusion, their

colour being a bright rose pink. The Rat's-tail

Cactus (Cereus flagelliformis) is a first-rate window
plant, as, if suspended, the long shoots will hang
down for a considerable distance, and when the

plant is studded with its pretty pink flowers it is

really charming. To ensure this a sunny window
is best for it. H. P.

CLEMATIS INDIVISA.
In some of the warmer parts of the country this

New Zealand Clematis may be grown and flowered

successfully on a wall or fence out of doors ; but in

most parts of the country it has to be accommo-
dated in a cool greenhouse. It has in some places

contracted a bad name as being a plant of indifferent

constitution and very liable to severe attacks

of mildew. In most cases this may, however, be
traced to wrong methods of culture, and usually

to its being planted in too close and warm a struc-

ture. Providing frost is kept away, the cooler

the plant is grown the better, while free ventilation

is necessary at all times. Under the best possible

conditions, with a good loamy soil containing

lime, the plant grows freely and quickly covers

an extensive area. It is seen to the greatest

advantage when the main branches are trained

to wires beneath the glass of a conservatory or

corridor and the secondary branches allowed to

hang loose. Under such conditions at flowering-

time the starry white blooms are seen to the best

possible advantage. C. indivisa may be grafted in

spring on pieces of root of the common C. Vitalba,

the work being done indoors in a warm structure.

As soon as the union of stock and scion is complete,

however, the young plants should be transferred

to a cooler house. Young one year old plants

form nice pot plants for greenhouse decoration in

spring. D.
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NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
The Labiata Sectio n ok Cattleya.

THE genus Cattleya contains some of the

most gorgeous Orchids in cultivation,

and, judging hrom the quantity annually

imported, the amount of space they

occupy at the leading shows, the

number employed in floral designs and
the high prices paid for unique specimens, they

hold a high position among flower-lovers, and only

take a second place to the useful Odontoglossum
crispum.

At one time the group was considered merely

forms or varieties of Cattleya labiata, although

they possessed several distinctive features suffi-

cient to warrant them being raised to specific

rank, and which are now recognised by the Kew
authorities. Any amateur who takes up Cattleyas

is advised to purchase established plants till he

gets well acquainted with their requirements,

when newly imported pieces can be bought, which

are doubly interesting on account of the possi-

bihty of flowering an albino, or one with extra

wide petals or some superior characteristic that

places it in advance of the ordinary type.

Taking C. labiata first, this may
be looked upon as an example of

the remainder named in this article

so far as habit and shape of the

flower are concerned. It is a showy
subject, with bright rose sepals

and petals, a deep crimson-purple

lip and the throat marked with

yellow. The pseudo-bulbs are from

4 inches to lo inches long, and the

thick, leathery leaves are about

the same length. Flowers are pro-

duced in late autumn from the

current year's growth, usually

between eight and ten weeks after

they are fully developed. Till

the spikes are cut off the soil must
be kept moist, when a rest is

allowed at the coolest end of the

house during the winter months,

with only sufficient water to keep

the bulbs in a plump condition.

C. aurea and C. dowiana, two
highly prized Orchids with nankeen
yellow blossoms excepting the lip,

which is crimson-purple streaked

with gold ; C. Warneri ; C. War-
scewiczii (gigas of gardens), a

handsome species having dark rose

sepals and petals and a deep
magenta-purple lip ; C. gaskelhana

;

C. Eldorado ; and C. luddeman-
niana (speciosissima) produce their

fine spikes before the resting

period ; while C. percivaliana, the

fragrant C. Schrcederae, C. Trianae,

C. Mendelii and C. Mossiae flower

after undergoing a season of repose, so water is

given in less quantity when the pseudo-bulbs are

made up till the following spring or directly signs

of flowering are apparent.

Noting at what stage they bloom is very essential

to the grower, because he can then provide proper
treatment and secure the maximum amount of

flower. Two others belonging to this group are

C. Rex and C. maxima, but they are more scarce

and never imported in such numbers as those
already referred to. The rotation in which they
bloom is as follows : Taking the autumn C. labiata

first, then we have maxima, percivaliana, Trianae,

Schroederce, Mendelii, Mossiae, luddemanniana.
Rex, Warneri, Warscewiczii, gaskelliana, aurea,

dowiana and Eldorado.

A Few Cultural Hints.

.\n average temperature of 60° Fahr. should be
provided, and a moist, buoyant atmosphere is

necessary during active growth, while ample venti-

lation is required whenever the weather warrants
the opening of the ventilators, and shading must
be employed to protect the foliage from the rays
of the sun, but this ought not to be overdone, as

Cattleyas enjoy a certain amount of light, so the
blinds may be rolled up directly it is safe. Re-
potting takes place when the plants have reached
the edge of the

receptacle, and at

a time when a

fresh batch of

roots are seen at

the base of the

last-made pseudo-

bulb. A suitable

rooting medium
consists of Os-

munda fibre one-

half, peat one-

fourth, and
chopped sphag-

num moss one-

will soon recover and commence to grow. After
the first pseudo-bulb is completed they may be
given a larger pot and treated as established

specimens. Sentinel.

A NEW VARIETY OF
BLEUANA.

MILTONIA

Among the many plants that received first-class

certificates or awards of merit from the Royal
Horticultural Society on the 3rd ult. was the
beautiful Hessle variety of Miltonia bleuana.
This is a very large-flowered form, the blotch at
the base of the large lower segment being rich

crimson instead of the usual rosy mauve. It was
shown by W. P. Burkinshaw, Esq., The West
Hill, Hessle, and received a first-class certificate.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

THE NEW MILTONIA BLEUANA HESSLE VARIETY. {Two-thirds natural tize.)

fourth, with a sprinkling of finely broken crocks to

render the mixture porous. Hard potting must be

guarded against, but it should be firm and brought

up level with the rim of the pot, which is filled one-

third of its depth with drainage. If attention is

paad to the flowering and resting seasons, and water-

ing done accordingly, little difficulty will be ex-

perienced in growing the Orchids quoted ; neither

are they expensive to purchase.

When newly imported plants are received, each

piece must be thoroughly examined and cleansed

with some rehable insecticide, and then placed in

a pot just large enough to comfortably take the

pseudo-bulbs with a free admixture of small

crocks. Keep them well shaded for a few weeks
and syringe freely between the pots, when they

SWEET PEA CHAT.
T is still too early for one to be able to say

very much as to the prospects of the coming
season, but, judging from plants seen and
heard of in various parts of the country,

there does not appear to be any material

reason for complaint up to now. Some
varieties have apparently been rather slack in

germinating with most growers, and a goodly
proportion of the losses which have come under
my personal attention can be indisputably ascribed

to errors of management. In one instance I had
to turn out several pots for a friend in this trouble,

and found in three instances the seeds were per-

fectly sound and would, therefore, have vegetated

had the skins been chipped a little and the seeds

replaced ; in other cases the seeds

were set far too low in the pots
;

while in still more the soil had
been kept so wet that it absolutely

stank, and no reasonable body
ought to expect that young plants

with their tender roots could pos-

sibly live in such wretchedly dirty

surroundings.

After the time that thousands of

healthy plants were placed in their

permanent positions there was
most unsatisfactory weather. For

several nights the frosts were far

too severe for the comfort of any
ordinary plant, and, what was
infinitely worse, in the majority of

instances the winds day and night

were terribly cold and cutting,

and sapped the energies of the

plants to such an extent that some
of them looked as if it were im-

possible for them to properly

recover. However, the actual

deaths were few, and the plants

have now grown away from the

set-back and are looking as well as, or better than,

has been the general rule for two or three sea ons.

A small collection planted in the garden of a

friend and neighbour did not move for three weeks

after planting. The stock was imported from

another friend in the provinces, and never has it been

my fortune to see plants with a finer set of roots

;

but the winds prevented them from getting away,

and eventually they commenced to turn yellow

and look so weak and sickly that with the warm
weather a little stimulating fertiliser was applied

and watered in. Immediately they responded to

the delicate attention and grew strongly and well,

and now promise to develop into a grand collection

that will yield plenty of flowers for the decoration

of the garden and the home ; neither the soil nor
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the atmosphere is good enough to hope to produce

anything up to exhibition standard.
!'' Although it is a detail to which amateurs who
are not speciahsts in Sweet Pea culture do not

attach the slightest importance, careful tying to

the supports should never be neglected. The fact

that in many instances it is unnecessary after the

earliest stages by no means justifies every grower

in concluding that it is not worthy of considera-

tion ; as a matter of fact, a httle timely attention

in this direction often saves subsequent trouble.

The shoots are not always so accommodating as

to go just where they are wanted, and the man
who uses a strand of bast is at once able to correct

what is amiss, for he puts the growth precisely

where it will get the full benefit of light and air,

and thus ensures, or practically so, complete

satisfaction.

It is imperative, too, that a constant look-out

shall be kept for green fjy, which will attack the

growing points and do urreparable injury in a short

time if allowed to work unchecked. There should

always be immediately at hand a distributor

containing a supply of Tobacco powder, so that

of which, in many cases, they have plants growing

in their own gardens. Last year the groups

staged were very good indeed ; but at the show

held last week, moderate only about summed up

the several groups shown. No doubt this was

due to the weather which has been experienced

this spring—cold over a prolonged period, and then

unusual heat for a week or so previous to the show.

This must have upset the calculations of several

who intended to exhibit, but who had to fall out

at the last minute.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, had a

good lot of flowers in their group, the blossoms being

large and the colours good. Syeira Lee, a deUcate

pink flower of the waved section ; a beautiful

unnamed seedhng of Helen Pierce form and veining,

but quite a different colour, this being rosy purple

instead of blue ; Prince of Orange, a fine bright

orange-coloured variety that is said to stand sun

well ; Mrs. Routzahn Spencer, cream and pink,

prettily waved ; and Marjorie Willis, rose, crimson

and a tint of orange, were the pick of the group.

H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham, had a very nice

group indeed, the long, stout stems of the blossoms

A BED OF ANCHUS.\ ITALICA DROPMORE VARIKTV.

the first enemy seen may be brought to an untimely

end ; it is not the one or two that the inexperienced

regard with comparative complacency that make
the mischief, but the abundant progeny. There-

fore, let there be no hesitation in taking steps for

the prompt destruction of the pest when it is seen.

Because Tobacco powder is mentioned, it must
not be thought that it is the only material that

may be utilised for this purpose ; each grower

can choose what is most convenient, provided

that it is quick in action and brings about the

desired extirpation. In very light soils it will

probably be wise to give water during the next

few days, but it should not be started until it is

necessary ; then give a heavy soaking, wait until

the surface has dried, loosen the soil carefully with

a fork and replace the mulching, should this have
been, as is usually desirable, drawn back before

the water was applied. Spencer.

SWEET PEAS AT THE TEMPLE
SHOW.

It is at the Temple Show that lovers of the Sweet

Pea expect to see the first flowers of the novelties.

being freely commented upon. Arthur Unwin, very

delicate pink and beautifully waved ; Earl Spencer,

rich orange ; Miss R. C. Pulling, large waved
white flowers dehcately flushed with pink ; and
Mrs. E. Noakes, a pretty shade of pale blue, were
notable varieties. We also admired a particu-

larly good strain of the old Helen Lewis, which
was shown in extra good condition.

In Messrs. Dobbie and Co.'s stand there were
several unnamed seedlings of promise, a beautiful

waved lavender and sky blue flower and another

of deeper shade being very good. Simproof

Crimson was superb, the large flowers being par-

ticularly rich-coloured. Edrom Beauty and Earl

Spencer were two in the orange section that were
well shown. The first may be regarded as a very

much glorified Helen Lewis, and in the latter we
have a slightly waved rich-coloured Henry Eckford,

the blossoms, too, being much larger. Master-

piece, rosy mauve waved ; Mrs. Hugh Dickson,

cream and pink ; and Isobel Malcolm, a large

cream waved, were other notable sorts, all the

flowers in this exhibit being of good quality.

Mr. W. E. Alsen of Derimead, Hants, made a

special feature of Stirling Stent in his exhibit.

This is an orange-coloured variety with pretty

waved standard and good-sized flowers, the orange
colour being very rich in the younger flowers.

Lord Charles Beresford, a large sky blue with pale

margin ; Mrs. Noakes, a paler flower of much the
same shade

;
and A. A. Fabius, a delicate glowing

cerise waved flower, were three new ones that will

be worth looking after.

Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall, put up
a beautiful group of well-grown flowers, the arrange-

ment lending beauty to the whole. Standard
varieties were mostly shown, but Stirling Stent
and Queen Mary were two novelties. The latter

is a pale blush pink variety of the waved section,

and may prove a good one out of doors. Mrs.
Wm. King and Frank Dolby were shown in splendid

condition.

A HARDY FLOWER OF BLUE
COLOURING.

(AnCHUSA ITALICA DrOPMORE VARIETY.)

Unequalled for effect in the herbaceous border
is this beautiful flower, being, indeed, the finest

of all the larger blue-flowered perennial plants.

It is so much finer than the type that it might well

pass for a distinct species, but the fact that it does
not come true from seed, as far as our experience
goes, and that the seedhngs have a tendency to

produce flowers as small, or nearly as small, as

those of the common type, tend to prove that

this is its parent. The flowers of the type are so

small that it is not a sufficiently effective plant for

the herbaceous border, but the blossoms of the
Dropmore variety are nearly li inches across, and
are borne in such profusion that the whole plant
becomes a sheet of deepest blue. A vigorous

specimen will attain a height of 6 feet or 7 feet,

with a diameter nearly as great, and if not shut in

and shaded by other plants a specimen will be,

from the ground level to the topmost shoot, a
cloud of blue that invariably attracts universal

admiration. Were its flowers short-lived, its

beauty is co great that it would be welcomed in

the border, but it has the additional merit of lasting

in bloom for a very lengthened period. Propa-
gation must be effected by root-cuttings. . The
plant must be lifted in the winter and the roots

cut into pieces i inch to 2 inches in length and
inserted in pots or pans of very sandy soil. In a

few weeks growth will appear, and the httle plants

may be grown on until ready for planting out. In

open spaces in the wild garden this Anchusa pro-

duces a beautiful picture when in full flower, and
a group of plants on a sloping lawn are also most
effective. For indoor decoration the flower-sprays

are very valuable, and when cut at a length of

4 feet form delightful arrangements in tall vases

THE ITALIAN SQUILL.
A pretty httle Scilla, and one which for long was
hardly obtainable in the ordinary way of purchase
through the bulb-dealers, is that named Scilla

itahca, the Italian Squill. It flowers after Scilla

bifolia and S. sibirica, and is thus a most useful

little bulbous plant for the border, the grass or the
rockery about May, when it gives a number of its

pretty pale blue conical heads of flowers. It

increases fairly rapidly, and can be cultivated in

any ordinary soil in a border or in ahnost any part

of the garden. It reaches a height of 6 inches or a

Uttle more, and flowers e.xtremely freely even
when the bulbs are well crowded together.

There is a rather scarce white variety, S. i. alba
;

and recently S. itahca has been imported from its

native habitats, with the result that there is a

considerable variation in the shades of blue or

hlac in the flowers. Bulbs should be procured in

autumn, and planted as soon as possible with the

crowns from 2 inches to 3 inches or 4 inches deep.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
RARE VARIETIES OF ROSA

RUGOSA.

LOOKING at the remarkable growth of

that splendid novelty, Lyon Rose, set

me wondering whether we should ever

be able to achieve such a decided

V advance in the Japanese Roses as we

see here in the Hybrid Briars,

or, strictly speaking, in the Rosa

pernetiana group. In the I.yon

Rose there is in its young fohage

a most beautiful ruby red colour

suggestive of some of the Hybrid

Teas, but the Briar-Uke vigour is

also very apparent, and the en-

chanting colours are now well

known. Why should not there be

some such blending of the Japanese

Roses and the Hybrid Teas ? I

look forward to the accomphsh-

ment of some marvellous breaks

in this very hardy group, for they

are amenable to cross-fertilisation,

as witness that splendid introduc-

tion of Dr. Muller's Conrad 1-.

Meyer. M. Cochet-Cochet has pro-

duced perhaps the nearest ap-

proach to a yellow rugosa in one

named Daniel Lesueur. It is

described as " large flowers, cup-

formed, long buds, colour nankeen
yellow, tinted with salmon, turning

to pale yellow when fully open
;

base of petals canary yellow."

This is a very attractive descrip-

tion, but as I have not seen it

flower yet I cannot say whether

it is a correct one. I have the

Rose under observation, and hope

to report later on concerning it.

From this achievement it seems

very evident the time is not far

distant when we shall have yellow

rugosa Roses. What a grand

addition they would be to our

garden Roses! I can just imagine

what a furore would be created if

a Rose appeared, say, of the

sturdiness of Conrad F. Meyer
with the colour of William .\llen

Richardson, or a yellow bloom of

the exquisite formation of the

single white rugosa. Perhaps some
day M. Pernet-Ducher may turn

his attention to the rugosas,

blending with them some of his

wonderful unnamed seedlings, from
which he has evolved such beauties

as Lyon Rose, Marquise de Sinety,

Arthur R. Goodwin and Andre
Gamon, I believe Rodophile

Gravereaux, one of M. Pernet-

Ducher's seedlings, has really rugosa
blood in it, but of this I am not

certain ; I notice, however, that

Herr Peter Lambert of Trier

places this Rose among the rugosas in his cata-

logue.

M. Jules Gravereau.x, Dr. Muller and Herr Peter
Lambert have been zealously working upon the
rugosas for some time. The former gentleman
has introduced quite a number, and doubtless

they would be seen in his unique Rose garden at

I'Hay. In one of his catalogues, dated 1900, he
describes forty varieties of Rosa rugosa besides

several hybrids of this group, and since that date

he has himself raised a good number of novelties.

a\very beautiful sort being one named .\ Parfum
de I'Hay, a deliciously fragrant kind with blooms

sujierior to Mrs. .\nthony Waterer. Mme. Rene
Gravereaux has blooms of a tender hlac colour,

flowers large and cup-shaped, and with a delicious

odour. Herr Peter Lambert's beautiful novelty.

Carmen, is a very briUiant addition to the group.

Its flowers, which are single, are of a brilliant

blood red. .\s they are produced in great abund-

ance the colour effect of a single bush is fine, and
a hedge of it would be very attractive. As a

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
A GOOD NEW MAIN-CROP PEA.

LAST
season I noticed when growing the

value of Hobday's Kssex Wonder for

use from June to October. It is a

splendid cropper, and those who can
-^ grow tall Peas will, 1 am sure, be

pleased with this new variety. This

year, after seeing its splendid cropping qualities.

I am growing it for use at the

season named. As I have a rather

retentive soil, 1 think this excellent

Pea will give a good return. At
Romford, in Mr. Hobday's grounds,
it was all one could desire, and as

regards its table qualities it was
first-class. It is a rich marrow
Pea with a dark green colour and
pods above average size. As
regards its quahty, it may be
classed as a good type of Ne
Plus Ultra, and, hke that old but
good variety, the new form con-

tinues to yield for a long time.

It grows about 5 feet high, and,
owing to the plant producing pods
close down to the soil and con-
tinuing to crop, it may be classed

as one of the most profitable

garden Peas for the amateur who
can give it ample room.

G. Wythes.

A SPRAY

LETTUCES IN HOT
WEATHER.

I-N many gardens there is almost a

glut of Lettuces during the spring
and early summer, but when the
hot and dry weather of July and
August is experienced, then comes
a scarcity. This is not wholly due
to injudicious cultivation, but in

many cases may be traced to

ignorance of those varieties that
are specially suitable for giving
the best salad during the period
named above. Most gardeners
reahse the necessity for rich soil

and deep cultivation for late crops
of Lettuces, but this in itself will

not suffice. Strangely enough,
there is still a tendency to place
trust in the upright or Cos
varieties for the hot weather, and
the result is that they quickly run
to seed without, in many instances,

even attempting to form hearts.

It is among the Cabbage varieties

that we must look for Lettuces to

withstand the heat and drought,
and, fortunately, there are several

of excellent quahty. One of the

best of these is Holborn Standard,
a beautiful curled variety that forms
large, solid hearts even in the most
unfavourable weather. .Another

proof that the pollen parent gives to a Rose largely similar Lettuce is Supreme, and All the Year
its distinctive colouring, we have it exemplified Round will also give good returns. Where very
here. Carmen being a cross between R. rugosa and young Lettuces are appreciated, almost any
the rich-coloured Hybrid Perpetual Princesse de variety may be sown thickly on rich soil ; then, if

Beam. There is yet another beautiful break in freely watered, tender young leaves will be quickly

this group in the very distinct rugosa repens formed. These will be most valuable when fresh

alba, which Messrs. Paul and Son of Cheshunt salads are none too plentifuL The small plants

have evolved from the type and R. wichuraiana. can be used whole, merely cutting off the roots,

The growth of this Rose is prodigious. At Kew and very delicious they are on a hot summer's
there are also some pretty hybrids between R. 1 day and infinitely better than old, tough

rugosa and R. wichuraiana. P.
[
examples. H.

OF THE PORTUGUESE HEATH (ERICA LUSITANICA).
{From " Rock and Water Gardens." See page 283.
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GARDENING lOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO GROW GOOD VEGETABLE MARROWS.

G.^RDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE G.'^RDEN.— The warm
weather of the last fortnight has made
all the crops in this department grow

at a great rate, and weeds also have

not been standing still. Every oppor-

tunity must be taken to keep the hoe

going where possible, as, in addition to killing

weeds, this creates a fine surface to the soil and

thus prevents rapid evaporation. Plants of

Brussels Sprouts, Cabbages, Kales, Savoys and

similar greens are now ready for planting out,

providing the seed was sown as advised in April,

and the sooner they are put in their permanent

quarters the better. Brussels Sprouts and Kales

ought to be in rows not less than 2 feet apart, and

if an extra 6 inches can be given the first-named

so much the better. The others mentioned will

be planted according to the variety, small sorts

naturally requiring less room than those which

grow larger. In lifting the plants from the

seed-bed use a hand-fork or trowel ; if they

are pulled out, many roots get broken and the

plants take longer to become established. In the

event of the weather being dry it will be necessary

to give water daily until the young plants are

fairly established.

Flower Garden.—This week will see bedding in

full swing, and the earlier this is now completed

the better it will be for the plants. Many beginners

and amateurs pin their faith to Geraniums and

Lobelias, but, of course, there is a very wide range

of plants that can be selected. It is useless and
impossible to give details of designs in a calendar

of this description ; tastes differ so much, and one

would need to devote a long article to the subject

to do it justice. It may be well, however, to give

a few hints concerning the actual planting. Before

attempting any design, go over the plants available

and work out imaginary combinations of colours,

heights and so on. Then, before planting, all the

plants for one bed should be laid or stood out in

their places. By this method it will be seen

whether there are enough plants to go as close as

one would wish. If there are not, there will be

an opportunity of spacing them out rather more
thinly. All pot plants should be thoroughly

watered a few hours before they are to be used.

Disturb the roots as little as possible, and make
the soil firm around them as the work proceeds.

Sometimes it is necessary to use a few old Gera-

niums to make up a bed. Where this is so, they

should be evenly distributed among the younger

specimens, and if tall, as most likely they will be,

their height. .Above all, avoid weird combinations their subsequent treatment is more easily managed.
of colours. One or two distinct colours in a bed
are usually far better than a greater number,
unless they are in the hands of .an expert designer.

Greenhouse and Framex.—Many who grow Arum
Lilies prefer to plant them out for a time during
the summer, and where this course is adopted the
present is a good time to do the work. The plants
certainly seem to grow more vigorously when re-

potted after a sojourn in the open. It is a good
plan to make shallow trenches similar to those
for Celery, and work a good dressing of well-rotted

manure in the bottom. The .Arums can then be
turned out of their pots and the whole ball planted

Dibble in the seeds or cover them with a sufficient

layer of soil to ensure germination, and in a com-
paratively short time the seedlings will be through

the soil, and need careful handUng in consequence.

If the pots containing the seeds are kept in a rather

cool temperature during germination, it will be

found a great advantage to cover the small pots

with pieces of glass to promote germination. Mois-

ten the soil throughout after the seeds have been

sown. In Fig. i is shown three pots ; the first

contains the seed which is to be covered with soil,

the second pot shows the seedling Vegetable

Marrow developing the third leaf, and the third

pot—that on the right of the picture—represents

intact. It will be necessary to give them copious
1 the fourth leaf just developing. Sturdy, short-

waterings for a time. The middle of September jointed growth should be encouraged, and this

is a good period to repot the plants. Where a few can only be achieved by preventing too humid
small specimen Fuchsias are required to flower conditions. Admit air to the cold frame or hand-
in the greenhouse in autumn, some cuttings may light gradually at first, and with greater freedom
be put in now, selecting young non-
flowering shoots a few inches long for

the purpose. If planted in sandy
soil and' kept in a moist and shaded
place in the greenhouse they will

quickly root, and if subsequently
potted up and pinched about twice
will make sturdy plants in a short

time.

Fruit Garden.—The earliest Straw-
berries will soon be colouring now,
and no time must be lost in getting

nets over the beds, otherwise birds

will take heavy toll of the earhest

and most-prized fruits. Where pos-

sible, a ftramework should be built

round the bed, so that when the

nets are placed over it the owner
can walk comfortably in the enclosure

and so gather the luscious fruits.

But many will not be able to provide anything so

elaborate. In any case the nets must be kept
above the plants, and a good method of doing this

is to place thick logs at intervals among the plants

and let the nets rest on these, or a few short, stout

stakes may be driven into the soil and cross-bars

nailed to them. Whichever method is adopted, it

is highly essential that no holes are left, otherwise

the birds are sure to find them and the labour will

have been in vain. A. A.

VEGETABLE MARROWS FOR BEGINNERS.
Most amateur gardeners deUght in growing their

own vegetables, and one much cherished kind is

plant them in a sloping manner and so reduce I the Vegetable Marrow, which may be grown with

the greatest ease. Almost any soil

is suitable. A common way is that

of planting them in a heap of manure
and road refuse, where they cer-

tainly succeed. The more satisfac-

tory way, however, is that of raising

the plants in pots, placing the

latter on a hot-bed with a gentle

bottom-heat or using the services

of a hand-light, and allowing the

seeds to remain until germination

has taken place and the young plants

have been hardened off subsequently.

I prefer to sow my Vegetable Marrow
seeds in pots, placing one seed in

each pot, which should be 3 inches

in diameter. By placing the seeds

singly in pots as I have suggested

-RAISING VEGETABLE MARROW PLANTS IN POTS. FROM
LEFT TO RIGHT WILL BE SEEN THE SEED AS SOWN AND
A SEEDLING IN TWO STAGES OF GROWTH.

2. A NUMBER OF VEGETABLE MARROW PLANTS SOWN IN PRE-
PARED BEDS OUTDOORS WHERE THEY ARE TO MATURE.
THIS IS A SIMPLE METHOD OF RAISING THESE PLANTS IN

SHELTERED POSITIONS.

as the young plants become more inured to the

necessary hardier conditions that prevail in conse-

quence. It is a mistake to allow the young seedhng

plants to get drawn and weakly, as this is a sure

sign of deterioration. Pot on the plants into

larger pots as soon as the 3-inch ones become full

of roots, using in this instance a rich and lasting

soil that will encourage sturdy growth. Keep the

young plants growing on steadily from the seedhng

stage until they are planted in their permanent

quarters ; this is easily done by admitting more

air to the cold frames or hand-lights until they are

sufficiently hard to bear exposure to the open

without feeling any inconvenience from the

shift.

It is not at all an uncommon practice when the

gardens are small to sow Vegetable Marrow seeds

in the quarters where they are to grow, unchecked

and undisturbed, until the resulting plants have

yielded their supply of matured Marrows. Quarters

are, of course, prepared beforehand and the seeds

sown I foot or more asunder, and the seeds ger-

minate very well under this treatment, as is

shown in Fig. 2. Here we see a corner of

a Vegetable Marrow-bed treated in this way.

Where a heap of manure is used for the Marrow-

bed, and this is prepared with care and excessive

heat is carried off, the results are quite satisfactory.

Sow the seeds rather less wide apart than are

suggested above, in case of failure ; it is an easy

matter to lift alternate or odd plants where

necessary if they are unduly crowded as

growth progresses.
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»ood top-dressing of rotted manure was spread all
|

The Old Crimson P.eonv.— If bold and hand-

over the surface of the soil between the rows when
;

some by itself and probably unique m its way,

the plants were about 9 inches high. At that 1 this fine old type of a hardy perennial border

stage tliev were well rooted and capable of taking plant merits a far greater popularity than it appears

ii|> 1

w.iv

vich nourishment, and I found I could in this

obtain an exceptionally heavy crop from a

roinp.iratively small plot of ground. The rows

should be north-east to south-west, or cast to west ;

then the sun's rays do not dry up the surface

iiiuch. "'

3. A VEGETABLE MAKKOW RECENTLY PLANTEH
AND SHELTERED BV A HAND-LIGHT FOR

A TIME AGAINST FROSTS AND WINDY
WEATHER. NOTE ITS STURDY CHARACTER.

The planting of Vegetable Marrow plants raised

in pots is simple. Should the heap of manure and

road refuse be got ready in good time, the young

estabhshed plants may be planted therein as

soon as all danger of frosts is over. If a bushel of

soil is placed on the prepared bed for the reception

of each plant, so much the better. I prefer to

use leaf-mould, old Mushroom-bed manure, wood-

ashes and loam, and in this mixture the Vegetable

Marrow does well. In Fig. 3 is shown a young

plant under a hand-light. The plants are

very easily controlled in these circumstances, and

healthy, sturdy growth is encouraged. When the

plants are put out in cold frames, they soon make

headway, and sturdy growth in the first instance

will ensure the development of specimens such as

are represented in Fig. 4. The future of such

plants is practically assured. In some cases the

plants are too exuberant in their growth, and this

necessitates the thinning out of the shoots so that

sufficient space is left for the growths to develop.

Only the weakly growths should be removed, thus

concentrating the flow of sap on the stronger

ones retained. Air and sun should both play

their part in maturing the growth, and good crops

will then follow. Water freely, spraying the

foliage on the evenings of hot days.

Some growers plant their Vegetable Marrows on

the flat, digging out a trench about 2 feet

deep and of a length sufficient to meet all

demands. Fill the trench two-thirds with

manure, returning the ordinary garden soil so

that a slight trench is formed. Plant in this

and good results will assuredly follow, especially

in dry quarters. Good ordinary Vegetable Marrows

are the following : Long Green Striped, Long

White, Moore's Cream, Pen-y-Byd and Bush or

Cluster. D. B. C.

THINNING GRAPES.

It is a fact that amateurs and young gardeners

take a great deal of interest in thinning Grapes,

especially the first bunches. Very rarely is the

first attempt a successful one, and I must say

here that few persons really do themselves justice ;

tlicy are over-anxious, wishing to succeed, become

nervous and do some damage to both the berries

and the bunches. The crop—the bunches—must

be as evenly distributed over the Vine as possible
;

then the finish of the berries will be more perfect.

The bunches feed considerably from the return or

downward flow of sap, and so, when they are dis-

tributed evenly over the whole of the Vine, each

bunch gets its fair share of nourishment. This

fact must be taken into consideration when the

cultivatoc is engaged in cutting out surplus bunches.

In order that an inexperienced grower may
know how many bunches to leave on a Vine, I

would remind him that a duly estabhshed Vine

will bear and bring to perfection i}lb. weight of

Grapes per foot run of rod ; but it is always wiser

to leave a lighter than a heavier crop. The future

well-being of the Vine must be considered as well

as its present. Having duly removed the surplus

bunches, those retained should be thinned when

the berries have set and are about the size of

large Radish seeds. First remove all loose, seed-

less berries, commencing at the bottom or point

and finishing at the top of the bunch. The scissors

must be bright and clean, and the operator should

keep the bunch steady by means of a forked stick

or a soft strand of matting ; I favour the latter.

The berries must not be rubbed, nor should the

bunch be twisted in the least degree. The point

berry of each wing must be retained all over the

bunch ; more berries must be cut out near the

bottom than at the top of the bunch, as there is

more space there for the final swelling. The centre

of the bunch also must be well thinned. One
hundred berries form a nice bunch. Shamrock.

SUMMER SPINACH.

In the early part of the summer there are few crops

that do better or are more suitable for growing

between rows of Peas than Spinach. Where the

plants are left at the final thinning quite 5 inches

asunder, they rarely run to seed prematurely, but

develop extra fine, succulent leaves—that is if the

soil is as rich as it should be. Thick sowing of

seeds and overcrowded rows of plants run to seed

prematurely and interfere with the well-being of

the Pea crop ; but the well-grown Spinach plants

do not grow tall nor do harm to the Peas. I favour

and practised the system of growing Spinach in

summer-time in rows on a separate plot, the soil

being made as rich as possible by mixing with it

plenty of well-rotted manure. In addition, a

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Rosemary.—Ot fragrant-leaved shrubs the Rose-

mary is certainly one of the most prized, and in

those gardens or locahties where the plant is

permanently successful it is worthy of every en-

couragement. This reference to its

permanent success in gardens is made
advisedly, inasmuch as in not a few

instances a long spell of winter frost

will kill the plant outright. In gardens

south of London, however, the plant

will stand for years in the open bor-

der, and when in flower in May and

June one hardly knows which to ad-

mire most — the delicious leaf fra-

grance, about which there is an old-

time charm, or the delicate blue of the

profusely borne blossoms. In uncer-

tain districts the plant is so good and

so welcomed by all that one might

urge the growing of it in sheltered

places. Almost totally indifferent as

to smoke, the plant is most happy,

and I imagine most hardy when grown

on chalky soils.

to receive, the intensely coloured blossoms making

a finer show perhaps than the later-flowering

Chinese varieties, none of which, so far as I know,

possess the exact shade of colour. Paionia offici-

nalis flore-pleno is the full title of this grand old

plant, which only asks to be planted in the

early autumn months—September or October, for

example—and to be left alone in deep rich soil to

provide a more glorious display of its flowers each

succeeding year.

Tying Up Herbaceous Plants.—The coming

of the Paeony compels me to say a word

or two on the all-important and very season-

able work of giving support to hardy border

flowers generally, inasmuch as it is one of those

plants whose natural beauty is sacrificed by ill-

conceived notions of supporting them. In certain

positions, and where the plants occupy the shrub-

bery or fringe the grass verge or the lawn, little or

no staking should be required, while the little

necessary should be so arranged to preserve the

natural development of the plant. I have seen

not only this plant, but such unoffending morsels

of vegetation as the garden Pink among many,

trussed and tied up in bundles almost to the point

of strangulation ; and only recently in a town

garden one could not help but notice the iU-effect

of some Emperor Daffodils the fohage of which

had been closely laced to a stick in each instance.

How TO Stake Plants.—If I start this para-

graph in a negative sense and say that the most

common error in staking border flowers is to put

one stick in the centre of a clump and bunch all

the flowering stems thereto, it is merely to show

that such a proceeding is quite wrong. Dwarf-

growing subjects hke the Pink require no support

of any kind, while the taller-growing Carnations

are best supported by several thin Bamboo canes

or stiff, straight rods of galvanised wire placed

about the plant with a looping strand of string

to keep the flower-stems in position. For bolder

plants like the Paeony, Bamboo canes answer

admirably, and if placed early in position with

the head pointing in an outward dfrection, the

sticks will be presently hidden from view by the

overlapping leafage. A primary point to observe

in the staking and tying of all border flowers is

that the contour, as well as the natural develop-

ment, of any plant or group be preserved, not, as

too frequently happens, to be rendered unsightly

by pulling them into besom-like shapes or bundles.

The staking of plants should in all cases receive early

attention. Finally, if staking generally be regarded

as a necessary evil rather than as an absolutely

essential thing, it will be much less likely to be

overdone than is now the case. E. H. Jenkins.

4.—

A

vegetable MARROW PLANT GROWING FREELY AND

sheltered FOR THE TIME BEING BY A COLD FRAME.

THE LATTER WILL SUBSEQUENTLY BE REMOVED.
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THE TEMPLE SHOW.
{Continued from last week.)

ORCHIDS.

The group exhibited by Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate (gardener, Mr. J.

Collier), was a very artistic one indeed and worthy

of the highest praise. Two large bays with a semi-

circular projection in the centre were filled with

numerous examples of Miltonias, Odontoglossums,

a large number of fine Odontiodas, Cypripediums

and other genera. All the plants were well grown,

the Miltonias and Odontiodas calling for special

mention in this respect, the flowers being large and

of very rich colour.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Limited, Rawdon,

Leeds, staged a large and beautiful group of

splendidly grown plants, all of which were shown

in the pink of condition, notwithstanding their long

journey. Two fine and large batches of the scarlet

Renanthera imschootiana were very prominent, and

other noticeable examples were Miltonias, Pbala;-

nopsis rimestadtiana with long trusses of pure white

flowers, a few very fine forms of Odontoglossum

crispum, and some beautiful Cattleyas, among them

being a very large and prettily coloured variety of

Cattleya Mossis. Cypripedium niveum Rawdon

Beauty was also good.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, were maintaining their high reputation

with a tastefully arranged group, consisting of

many fine Cattleyas, Odontoglossums, Oncidiums

and many others of botanical and horticultural

interest. Among many that called for special

mention were Bulbophyllum calomarium, a curious

plant with long tail-like inflorescences of chocolate-

coloured flowers ; Phalaenopsis rimestadtiana, and

a very fine rich-coloured form of Cattleya Mossiae,

as well as a white variety of this excellent Orchid.

The group staged by Messrs. J. Cypher and

Sons, Cheltenham, was resplendent with many

good and widely varied plants, notable among

them being the Miltonias, Cattleyas, Odontoglos-

sums and Cypripediums. All the plants were in

perfect condition, and the arrangement was such

as to show them to the best advantase.

Among many that we specially noticed were

some fine Odontiodas, Odontoglossum ardentissi-

mum in several fine forms, a beautiful plant of

O. Vuylsteke, some beautiful forms of LseUa pur-

purata, Cattleya Mossia Peach Blossom, a delicate-

coloured flower of much beauty ; Dendrobium

aobile virginale, pure white ; D. dalhousieanum

luteum; some excellent Masdevallias, including a

good batch of M. Veitchii grandiflora, and a good

form of M. harryana.

The group arranged by Messrs. Sander and Sons,

St. Albans, was quite a work of art, the arrange-

ment taking the form of a steep bank broken up

with recesses. Two tall stands held plants of

Phalaenopsis rimestadtiana and Renanthera im-

schootiana, and under these were displayed high-

class specimens of many and widely varied genera

Among a few that called for special mention were

Epidendrum Frederici Guilielmi, Brasso-Cattleya

Veitchii, Odontioda Vuylstekei Sander's variety

(very brilliant indeed), Odontoglossum Jasper

stupendum, O. Princess Mary, O. crispum excelsa,

a fine specimen of Brasso-Cattleya Queen

Alexandra, B.-C. Veitchii and Miltonia vexillaria

Memoria G. D. Owen, a very rich-coloured flower

with crimson blotch.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim

Palace (gardener, Mr. Hunter), exhibited an excel-

lent bank of well-flowered plants, these being

tastefully embedded in Nephrolepis. Odonto-

glossums, Laelias, Laelio-Cattleya and Cypripediums

were the chief kinds shown. Among those that

specially appealed to us were Cattleya Lord

Rothschild, Phalaenopsis rimestadtiana, Ljelia pur-

purata x L.-C. Aphrodite, and L.-C. Fascinator

rosea.

Mr. Harry Dixon, Spencer Park Nursery, Wands-

worth Common, put up a small group of well-grown

plants, these embracing Miltonias, Odontoglossums

in several good forms, Cattleyas and others.

Mr. William Bolton, Wilderspool, near Warring-

ton, had a few choice plants of Cattleyas and

Odontoglossums, a variety of Cattleya Mendelii

with a dark, well-defined hp being very beautiful

indeed. C. Mossiae hardyana variety, with curiously

striped flowers, and some good forms of Odonto-

glossum crispum were worthy of special mention.

F. Menteith Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrubbery, Ox-

ford (gardener, Mr. W. Balmforth), had a very

large and extensive group of plants that were really

superb examples of high-class culture. Miltonias,

Odontoglossums, Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and

Cypripediums predominated, and some beautiful

forms of these were to be seen. Odontoglossum

crispum Madonna, a beautiful pale cream and

yellow flower; O. crispum xanthotes, O. luteo-

purpureum vuylstekeanum, Miltonia vexillaria

chelseaensis, Cypripedium callosum Sanderae, and a

number of beautiful Odontiodas and unnamed forms

of Odontoglossum crispum all added their quota

of beauty to this group.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,

staged a very large and comprehensive group of

plants that was a centre of admiration the whole

time. A fine mass of Miltonias and Phalaenopsis

rimestadtiana occupied the centre, this being

flanked on either side with two bays filled with

numerous choice examples, Odontiodas, Cattleyas.

Laelio-Cattleyas, Odontoglossums and Dendrobiums

being prominent. Laelio-Cattleya Golden Glory,

Cattleya Mossije Wagneri, Odontoglossum

Fascinator Kaiser Wilhelm, O. luteo-purpureum

vuylstekeanum, O. wilckeanum Imperator, Cattleya

Mendelii Queen Maud, C. M. King Alfonso and

Miltonia bleuana Queen Mary were a few of the

most conspicious.

Leopold de Rothschild, Esq., Gunnersbury Park

(gardener, Mr. G. Reynolds), exhibited a fine group

of Vanda teres near the entrance to the tent.

These plants were remarkably well grown, and

reflected the greatest credit on those responsible

for their culture.

Mr. J. Robson, Bowdon Nurseries, Altrincham,

put up a small group of Odontoglossums, Miltonias

and Cattleyas, some of the first-named showing

very rich colouring and excellent form.

J. T. Clifton, Esq., Lytham Hall, Lytham
(gardener, Mr. J. Float), e.xhibited a good group of

plants that contained some very interesting

examples. Phatenopsis rimestadtiana, a niuuber

of fine forms of Odontoglossum crispum, Lslias,

Miltonias and Cattleyas called for special mention,

the plants being well flowered and in vigorous health.

Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge, Hayward's Heath,

was showing a number of beautiful and interesting

plants in his well-arranged group ; Odontiodas,

Cattleyas and Odontoglossums predominated.

Among the first-named, O. Vuylstekeae, with large,

deep rose and orange flowers, and O. Bradshawiae

were conspicuous, and other excellent subjects were

Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes Vine House

variety, a fine plant of Cattleya Skinneri alba and

Bulbophyllum dayanum.

Messrs. WilUam Bull and Sons, King's Road^

Chelsea, put up a fine group of plants, these being

arranged in a dehghtful manner, the grotto

of Odontoglossums attracting much attention.

Cattlevas were very freely displayed, and we

specially noticed some good forms of C. Mendelii.

Among the Odontoglossums were many of beautiful

colouring and good form, and the whole group

reflected credit on those responsible for its creation.

CARN.ATIONS.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield. N., set up
an artistic group of Carnations in pleasing variety,

in which perpetual and Malmaison kinds were

freely shown. Rival, Britannia, Enchantress and

Roseate Dawn were good perpetual kinds, and Prin-

cess Juliana and Princess of Wales were excellent

Malmaison sorts.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Sussex, made an

excellent exhibit of Carnations, chiefly of the

perpetual kinds. Good varieties were Edith

Waters (a very fine bright cerise pink). Winsor,

Enchantress, Britannia, Sarah Hill, Mrs. H.
Burnett and Gwladys—a really bright exhibit.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, had a pretty

exhibit of Carnations, in which the flowers were of

good quality and the collection pleasingly varied.

Robert Craig, Winona, Rose Dor^ and Apple
Blossom were excellent.

Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, showed
a good-sized group of his large-flowered, dark

crimson Carnation Carola. This is a splendid

variety, and has a pleasant, faint Clove scent.

Mr. B. E. Bell, Guernsey, staged a small group

of mixed Carnations, many of the leading and
newer varieties being shown in excellent condition.

A beautiful group was arranged by Mr. W. H.

Lancashire, Guernsey. Among the many excellent

flowers that we noted here, Robert Craig, Mrs.

T. W. Lawson, White Perfection, Carola and
Mikado were particularly conspicuous.

Messrs. Young and Co. of Cheltenham also had a

delightful arrangement of these flowers. Mikado,

Yellow Queen, Rose Enchantress, Britannia and
Winsor being in the pink of condition.

Mr. A. F. Dutton, Iver. Bucks, had a

remarkably fine group of perpetual - flowering

Carnations, the individual blossoms of these being

large and the colours in every instance rich.

Enchantress, Mikado, Fair Maid and Mauve
Queen were four of the most conspicuous sorts.

The Carnations from Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey,

were, as usual, of very high quality indeed, and
were displayed in a most attractive manner.
The President, Snow Queen, Mrs. W. B. Clode,

Jessica and Fortuna were sorts that specially

appealed to us.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

A Wild Double Primrose.

We have received from Mr. John Rimen, More-

bath, Devon, a most interesting development of the

wild Primrose, this being a perfectly double form and
of the true Primrose colour. Our correspondent sends

the following note with the flowers :
" I am sending

some blooms of wild Primroses, which I think I

have grown with success considering I found the

plant growing quite wild last year. It has had
about twenty-five blooms this year. What I want
to know is; Is it an uncommon hardy flower, and is

it worth propagating ?
"

A Rare Double Polyanthus.

Mrs. Lloyd kindly sends from Croghan House.

Boyle, flowers of the double Polyanthus Rex Theo-

dore. The climate of Ireland suits every form of

Primrose, and those sent are beautiful specimens.

It was formerly common in gardens, but it has

gradually disappeared in the hotter and drier

districts. All the Primroses require a cool and
moist atmosphere.

Flowering Shrubs from Leonardslee.

Mr. W. A. Cook, gardener to Sir Edmund Loder,

Bart., Leonardslee, Horsham, Sussex, sends us a

very fine collection of flowering shrubs and other

plants, many of which are rare. Among the
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Rhododendrons were R. blandfordiflorura, the

result of a cross between R. cinnabarinum and

R. triflorum. The flowers of this hybrid are rich

crimson in colour and the shape of the first-named

parent, but larger. Sir E. G. Loder's White is a

beautiful large-flowered variety ; R. Dalhousie,

large, pure white ; and R. Coombe Royal has large

flowers tliat remind us of Pink Pearl, the colour,

however, being paler, .^mong other shrubs were

Erica arborea and E. Veitchii, both with white

flowers ; .Egle sepiaria, with its bright green

branches,long spines and orange-like white blossoms,

Grevillea rosmarinifoUus, Ceanothus veitchianus,

and the little-known Fendlera rupicola with its

white, pink-tinged flowers.

BOOKS.
Rock and Water Gardens.*—One of the

most serviceable and practical of books relative to

the above subject which it has been my pleasure to

peruse is from the pen of the late Mr. F. W. Meyer
of Exeter, and bears the above somewhat compre-

hensive title. Those who knew Mr. Meyer in his

lifetime would also know something of the eminently

practical side of his nature and the profoundness

of his knowledge in all that pertained to hardy

plant gardening. And if to these be added an
experience equalled only by his unbounded enthu-

siasm for the subjects we have now in mind, the

reader has a right to expect matter of the most
useful and helpful description. Nor will he expect

and not realise. The volume before us, indeed,

whether by illustrations or by text, teems with

interest, while the soundness of the eminently

practical information imparted merits the highest

praise. Indeed, in not a few instances the author,

rather than distributing to his readers in a more
or less wholesale sort of way a superabundance of

meaningless platitudes, prefers to take them into

the lower depths of these things, and, as a matter

of fact, shows in an unmistakable manner, by
the illustrations on pages 26 to 29 inclusive,

everything from the rough weedy bank before a

blow was struck to the completed article at the

close of the last day's work. In like manner the

illustrations facing pages 120 and 121 are not only

excellent in their way ; they provide also much food

for reflection, while being very instructive as to

what is possible of accomplishment with raw mate-

rial such as that presented to view, and where these

danger spots, at once offensive to the eye and not

a little to the senses, may be speedily transformed

into beauty spots which possess a never-failing

interest to those to whom they belong.

That any work which accomplishes so much in

these directions we have named has already

justified its existence goes without saying, yet

these are but a fragment of the whole—the essen-

tial preliminaries of a man who, knowing his work,

can set about it with a confidence fully justified

by the experiences of the past. Nor is it in one
direction alone that the illustrations of this excel-

ent book, with all their instructiveness or the

author's unerring dictates of right or wrong,

appeal to one so strongly, for the same thorough-

ness and the apparent desire that his readers shall

be well grounded in the work he had so much at

heart pervades the book from end to end.

In the rock garden portion, as at page 78, a

chapter is devoted to the work at the outset, and
the title, " A Good Foundation," in conjunction

with diagrams on the opposite page, will be most

* " Rock and Water Gardens." Their Making and
Planting, with chapters on Wall and Heath Gardening,
by the late F. W. Meyer. Edited by E. T. Cook. Price 6s.

The Country Life Libary, 20. T.ivistock Street, Covent
Garden, Ljndo.i. W.C. and Messrs. George Newnes,
Limited, Southampton Street, Stiand, W.C

helpful. Of more than a little interest, too, is the

chapter or chapters dealing with the use, as well

as the abuse, of stratified rocks, and probably the

not infrequent hideousness and ineffcct arising

from the latter have done more to keep rock garden-

ing in its truest sense in the background than all

else besides. Mr. Meyer (page 41), seeing that

there is so vast a wealth of natural rock at our

disposal, rightly says a word or two in condemna-
tion of that class of rockwork composed of stones

and cement, and whose lines of stratification are but

the work of the mason's trowel. To quote the

author's own words :
" This method of rock-

building, in my opinion, is a thing to be avoided.

It is monotonous in effect, unpractical to the

highest degree, for none of the choicer alpine

plants can grow in rocks so constructed, and
finally it is extremely ugly." Words more true

or sweeping in their condemnation could scarcely

be conceived ; and having had in the past to deal

with examples of the kind referred to, and knowing
of the harsh, unsympathetic and impervious
nature of these so-called " rocks," I can endorse

the denunciation of them to the full. Moreover,

they are usually out of touch with the soil, while

the cranny, crevice or fissure, in which so many of

the best alpine plants delight, is in such artificial

erections unknown.
Wall gardening, too, in its many phases is amply

dealt with, both by illustrations and text, and the

same may be said of the bog garden and water garden
in their many and varying aspects. A point of

importance and utility to the general reader is the

near association of illustration and text, what to

do and what not to do in the planting and arrang-

ing of the subjects receiving attention as the work
proceeds. The book contains a rather full list of

alpine and other plants suited to rock and wall gar-

dening, and as these are divided into the four main
seasons of the year, it should be helpful to many.
Some ten or a dozen pages are devoted to water

gardens, the book concluding with some chapters

on the " Heath Garden," Mr. W. Dallimore of

Kew Gardens discoursing upon this subject with
his known ability and authority. The illustra-

tions throughout the book are excellent, those of

the Heath Garden and its environments having a

delightfully fascinating and picturesque appear-

ance.—E. H. Jenkins.

Miss Willmott's forthcoming book on
Roses..—Messrs. Henry Sotheran and Co., book-

sellers, 37, Piccadilly, London, have pleasure in

announcing that, after many years of expectation,

and of delay due to unforeseen causes. Miss Will-

mott's great work on " The Roses of the Old and

New Worlds," beautifully illustrated with coloured

plates and other illustrations from drawings by
Alfred Parsons, A.R..A., is now on the eve of pub-

lication. The work will contain 129 coloured

plates, in addition to 56 drawings of fruits in black

and white, with corresponding letterpress, giving

the scientific description in Latin and English, the

full synonymy and details of information relating

to each Rose. In addition there will also be an

illustrated glossary and index. The book will

give an account, with illustrations, of the most

distinct and interesting species of the Roses of

the Old and New Worlds ; some natural hybrids,

and a few first crosses and old garden Roses neces-

sary to the complete treatment of the subject.

The drawings made by Mr. Alfred Parsons, the

well-known Associate of the Royal Academy,
principally from specimens grown at Warley and

Tresserve, are indeed artistic and faithful de-

lineations of our national flower, while the repro-

ductions in colour fac-simile, by W. Griggs, embrace

all the latest developments of the art of colour

printing, the minutest details of the artist being

rendered with a fidelity that will not fail to please

subscribers to the work. The edition will be

strictly limited to 1,000 copies, which number,

owing to the importance and interest in the subject,

will, it is anticipated, be found insufficient to supply

the demand ; hence Messrs. Sotheran feel compelled

to ask intending subscribers to send in their names

as early as possible. Miss Ellen Willmott (Fellow

of the Linnaean Society) has been assisted by John

Gilbert Baker (late Keeper of the Royal Herbarium

at Kew), H. Nicholas EUacombe (Honorary Canon

of Bristol) and the Rev. Charles WoUey-Dod of

Edge. The work has been revised by Professor

Sargent (of the Arnold Arboretum, Harvard

University) and Colonel Prain (Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew). The subscription price is

£1 IS. net per part. Orders can only be received

for the complete work.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make THE G.\UDKN helpjul in all readers wlio desire assist-

ance, no mailer what the branch 0/ gardening may be, and

with that object will make a special feature of the " Answert

to Correspondents " columns. All communicniinns shou'd he

clearly and concisely written on one side oj the paper only,

and addressed to the EdiTOK 0/ THE G.1RDEN. 20, Tavistock

Htreel, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

ol the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When mare than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece ol paper.

Plants lor naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or rrwss, not cotton-wool, and floifering

shoots, wliere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic ol the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
St. Brigid Anemones (B: H.).—The tubers

are obviously growing in unsuitable soil, and in not

a few districts if left in the ground they deteriorate
;

hence the better way would be to lift them each

year, say, in the early part of July, place in unlidded

boxes of dry soil and, having given them a three

months' rest, replant either in a fresh position or in

freshly moved and recently enriched soils. Other

tuberous-rooted Anemones behave in like manner

as, e.g., A. fulgens, and a similar treatment should

be meted out to these as to the others.

Delphiniums going wrong (C. L. Plump-

tree).—The plants, from your description, would

appear to be attacked either by wireworms or

millipedes, the former the more likely, as the

latter prefer fruits such as the Strawberry. The

wireworm, however, is most destructive to the

Larkspurs, and will bore through the young stems

or shoots in various directions and so bring about

the ruin of the plants. If these are the cause of

the trouble, some Potatoes or Carrots inserted

near or around the clumps of Delphiniums would

attract the pest and incidentally form a trap

whereby they may be caught. As this reply is to

some extent conjectural, it would have been better

had a specimen of the faiUng plant or a portion

thereof containing the pest been sent for our

inspection.

Eighteen early-flowering Chrysanthemums
(Bon Accord).—We doubt whether we can mention the

names of eighteen good early kinds to flower before the end

of September so far north as Aberdeen. Try the following:

Claret, Chatillon (orange and ochre yellow), Carmelite

(golden yellow), Mme. Marie Mass* (Ulac mauve), Cnmson
Marie Mass*, Horace Martin (yellow), Louis Lemaire

(yellow, shaded orange), M. Gustav Grunerwald (white,

shaded pink), Nina Blick (scarlet red). Norbet Puvrcz

(golden salmon), Rosie (terra-cotta bronze), Eoi des Blancs

(puri> white), The Sparkler (crimson-scarlet), Wells'a Scarlet,

White Mass6, Blush Beauty, Goaclier's Crimson and

Early Beauty (pale mauve).

Daffodils and Tulips {Miss Foirftridje).—Neither

of these would flower in the year following the forcing,

for the simple reason that tlie bulbs having been forced
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to flower at an early season, and for the purpose subjected
to alien conditions of treatment, would be unable to perfect
their growth in a natural manner. On the other hand,
frame grown and flowered pots of these plants might
reasonably be expected to flower well the second season,
more particularly the Daffodils if well cared for mean-
while. In their case it would be better to plunge the pots
in the open till the middle of February ; then draft them
into a cold frame and, treating them well, allow them to
flower in these or similar circumstances. The Tulips
might be treated in like manner, except that they will
benefit by being shaken out of the soil at the end of July
and given a six weeks' rest before repotting them. Bulbous
plants usuahy take two or three years before reaching
flowering size after having been forced, and some of them

—

the Hyacinth, for example, which deteriorates In most
English soils—are not worth the time or trouble.

during the winter, otherwise you would doubtless find
them in a sorry pUght in the spring. Bulbs such as
Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, &c., if potted in September
or October, may be taken indoors in the spring, when their
flowers will develop in the conservatory. Dwarf Lilacs,
hardy Azaleas and similar subjects will pass the winter
outside and flower later on under glass. It would be
useless to attempt to flower Delphiniums under such con-
ditions, as they need plenty of hght and air combined with
a liberal root-run.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Utilising greenhouses {Plodder}.—It you

Vfere unable to obtain for your bedding plants,

Tomatoes and Chrysanthemums from your six

large greenhouses a satisfactory return in sale

prices, that may have been due either to

indifferent quahty or, assuming the quality was
good, to bad markets. Over both these things

it is impossible for anyone to give an opinion

without seeing the things produced or having some
knowledge of market conditions. Thus in your
district many others, and perhaps those having
lifelong experience in market-growing, may be
producing the same things, the market being
flooded. That is just now a common condition

of things, because no sooner is one grower seen to

be doing pretty well, than half-a-dozen others

put up glass houses and try to do the same, so that

he supply becomes excessive. In relation to

bedding plants, there is not now the same large

demand for them that there was some years ago.

So many persons now fill their gardens with good
hardy perennials or annuals, as, when we have
wet seasons such as was that of last year, then
tender bedding plants give poor effects and
produce much disappointment. With reference

to Tomatoes, they are so prolific under glass

that enormous quantities are produced, and
the grower is fortunate if he gets id. per

pound, as good fruits are commonly retailed at

2d. to 3d. per pound ; hence the grower's
return must be small. Just now many who have
been growing similar products to yours have
turned their attention to perpetual-blooming
Carnations, and have filled their houses with
them. But to start these needs capital to purchase
plants of numerous good varieties in quantity,

and especially knowledge and experience how to

grow them. Others have converted their houses
from flowers. Vines and Tomatoes into the pro-

duction of Peaches and Nectarines as being the
best paying fruits. No one could give you any
estimate as to the numbers or values of plants or

Tomatoes or Chrysanthemums you should produce
in your houses. All depends on the quahty pro-

duced and the nature of the market where disposed

of.

Names of and information about Azaleas
(Miu C. C).—1, Mme. Joseph Vervaene ; 2, Simon
Mardner; 3, may be Dame Malaine; 4, Konigin derWeisaen.
Apollo is one of the best of the scarlets, and so is Spitfire,
while the same may be said of Cocarde Orange. Between
the three it is a matter of taste. The shrub that flowers
before the leaves appear is the Cornelian Cherry (Comus
Mas). As you say the leaves are variegated, it is the
variety variegata. The other specimen referred to by
you aa a herbaceous plant is in reality an evergreen shrub
belonging to the order Ericacese. Its name is Gaultberia
Shallon.

Plants for conservatory (IF. H. S.).—Except for
the fact that the roof is slated, you do not say anything
as to the amount of light the plants will get. Tliis is the
greatest essential to the successful culture of plants, and
as it would scarcely be termed a conservatory unless they
could obtain a reasonable amount of light, we conclude
that the sides are of glass. For such a structure you must
depend principally upon foliage plants, as very few flowers
would succeed therein. The more vigorous varieties of
hardy Ferns can be recommended, as they might be plunged
out In a bed of leaf-mould or Cocoanut refuse during the
winter, and then in spring, if cleaned and taken into the
conservatory, will push up their young fronds unchecked.
Of hardy evergreen shrubs, some of the choicer forms of
Aucuba would be useful. These would also need plunging

FRUIT GARDEN.
Peach leaves for inspection {Colonel

T. W. B.).—-The Peach shoots are attacked by the

I
silver leaf disease, for which at present we know no

I
cure. All such shoots fail to bear fruit, and should be

completely removed, cutting them out below the

spot where the wood about the middle shows
brown. The disease appears to be due to the

fungus Stereum purpureum, which gains entrance

into the shoots by way of a wound.

Muscat Vines shoiwing tendril-like bunches
\ Instead of perfectly formed bunches {A. E.).

This is not an infrequent occurrence, and happens more
frequently in our experience on Vines in vigorous health
than it does on weakly ones. The cause of it. we think,
is due to the imperfect formation of the fruit-buds in
autumn. Perhaps these particular shoots were over-
shadowed with foliage and, consequently, the fruit-buds
not so well developed and ripened as they might be.

MISCELLANEOUS.
IHTall trees injured by do^s {Rusticiis) — The

injured part is best left without dressing of any kind. If
the inj ury is not too serious and the tree is in vigorous health.
the bark from the sides of the injured part wiU grow over
the wound and cover it. If the wound is at all jagged,
you had better cut the jagged part away with a sharp
knife, leaving the sides of the wound smooth and, therefore,
easier for the bark to cover. The best wash we know of
for aphis and scale insects on the Rose is the following :

Soft soap, ilb.
;

quassia, lib. ; water, 10 gallons, well
mixed together. The best and cheapest spray for green
fly on fruit trees is Tobacco powder, 31b. ; soft soap, Jib.;
water, 10 gallons. Infuse the Tobacco powder in water
for six hours, then strain off and infuse again. Add the
Tobacco extract to the dissolved soap and water. Less
may be made, still using the same proportions. Apply
for aphis and Apple sucker just after the buds have burst;
for thrips in May and June. It may be used at any time,
even on opened blossoms. It must be sprayed on the
trees very hghtly. The best Cucumber for the purpose
you mention we think is Sutton's Everyday.
Organising agardeners' association (^eui&u;^/).

Presumably you desire to organise a society which shall
be for gardeners specially, and for purposes of mutual
improvement and social intercourse. Such societies, as
probably you are aware, are very plentiful now ; indeed,
we find them in almost every locality where gardeners are
in considerable numbers. Your first course, either acting
alone or, better still, in conjunction with one or two
others, is to get a brief circular letter of invitation
sent to all the gardeners you may know within five

miles of your centre, inviting them to attend a meeting on
some suitable evening in a room sufficiently large to hold
them in the most central position. When gathered, get
a chairman appointed, then address those present stating
your wishes and how it is proposed to shape them into
action. Specify the objects in view— mutual improve-
ment in gardening knowledge and in Uttle occa-
sional competitions at the meetings, also by the aid of
books and papers to encourage reading, and, not least
important, to obtain papers from members and lectures
on general horticulture from persons outside your society,
and especially promote discussions on set subjects or in
asking questions on paper on any gardening subject the
enquirer may wish to be advised upon. The yearly sub-
scription may range from 2s. 6d. to 55., and if some honorary
members can be obtained to support the society with
larger subscriptions, so much the better. Funds are
always needed to pay printing, rent and other inevitable
expenses. If those present at the meeting agree to form a
society, let them at once agree to form themselves into a
general meeting, elect the president, vice-president, treasurer
and secretary, also a committee of twelve persons ; also
determine what the yearly payment shall be. The secre-
tary should write to another society—that of Reading, for
instance—for a copy of rules and regulations. Let the
committee draw up its own from that, and then it will be
at once established.

Names of plants.—W. P. Wood.^1, Saxifraga
palmata variety ; 2, S. crespitosa ; 3, S. seedling, cannot
name; 4, S. hypnoides; 5, Ercilla volubjlis. W.G.—
1, Pbotinia serrulata ; 2, Staphylea colchica ; 3, Carda-
mine pratense var. flore-pleno. S. E. L.—A. good
specimen of Marfichal Niel. Rex.— 1, Lonicera tatarica
splendens ; 2, Erinus alpinus. J. H.—1, Impatiens
Sultanii ; 2, Maranta bicolor ; 3, Maxillaria species, send
in flower. Winton.—1, Euphorbia amygdaloides

;

2, E. Wulfenii. M. Binns.—1, Acer palmatum variety
;

2, Celsia Arcturus.- Dolphin.—Artemisia maritima,
Arenaria peploides, Cochiearia officinalis, Atriplex portu-
lacoides, Plantago maritima and Suada fruticosa.

T. W. C.—Lithospermum purpureo-cseruleum. M. F.—Asphodeline lutea. Glyn-y-mel.—Camassia esculenta.

Constant Reader.—1, Ceanothus veitchianus ; 2,
Thermopsis montana ; 3, Prunus Avium. A. S. G.—
1, Saxifraga granulaU fl.-pl.; 2,Pyrus lobata; 3,Crat£Bgus
Crus-galli. E. E. £.—Geum montanum. 1, Saxifraga
muscoides

; 2, S. caespitosa ; 3, S. c. variety. A. B.
Ryder.—Phcenix canariensis ; Chamaerops humilis. Hardy
in sheltered, sunny spots in South-west England. Tie up
leaves and keep crown dry during winter. T. Reynolds.— i, Polemonium reptans ; 2, Veronica cupressoides

;

3, Phlox reptans ; 4, P. Stellaria Ulacina ; 5, Saxifraga
muscoides Rhei ; 6, S. csespitosa ; 7, S. c. variety ; 8,
Acantholimon species (no flowers) ; 9, Potentilla splendens ;
10, Lathyrus species (no flowers) ; 11, Veronica repens

;

12, Dieffenbaclua nobilis.

SO CIET IES.
THE ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FOND.

The annual festival in connection with this praiseworthy
fund was held at the Hotel Cecil, Strand, London, W.f.,
on the 26th ult.. Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart., presiding.
Notwithstanding the fact that the festival had been
postponed a week, there was a large attendance. As usual,
the room and tables were decorated in a most delightful
manner, through the kindness of Messrs. Veitch, Roch-
ford, Felton, Barr, Low and others, the large pillar
specimens of the pink single Rose proving most delightful
under artificial light. Alter the usual loyal toasts
had been given, the chairman proposed " The Royal
Gardeners' Orphan Fund." In doing so, he said
that as far as possible he would avoid facts and
figures, as he did not think these were quite desirable in an
after-dinner speech. However, he ought as chairman
to tell them that there were at present 127 children
receiving the full benefits of the fund, and during the past
year £1,716 had been expended for the benefit of the
orphans. He thought this proved that the fund was
doing a lot of good. There was, however, one other point
that it was necessary to prove, and that was that those
for whom the fund existed were worthy of their help ; he
thought they would all agree that they were. No science
had advanced more dunng recent years than gardening,
and with the advancement of the craft it became necessary
that the gardener should also advance in wisdom. The
gardener of to-day, he thought, was a thoroughly up-to-
date man and accommodated himself to his employer's
wishes. He knew of no better enjoyment than that
derived from a well-kept garden, and this enjoyment, of
course, depended largely upon the gardener. He thought,
however, that gardeners themselves ought to show a little
more interest In, and give a little more assistance to, the
fiind than they do at present.

Mr. Edward Sherwood, the treasurer, in responding, said
the fund was badly in need of money, as receipts during
the past year, for the first time in its history, had not been
sufficient to meet the expenditure. There were fifteen
orphans, whose circumstances had been investigated, now
awaiting election. They had received by bequest from
the late Baron Schrceder £500. which would doubtless
be invested and the interest used in a permanent manner.
He referred to a sad case at Cbertsey, where the wife of a
gardener gave birth to a child one day, the father died the
next, and the mother the following day, thus leaving seven
children totally unprovided for, the eldest of whom was
fointeen. Some of these the fund would assist, and this
should bring home to gardeners the necessity for support-
ing it. Each might subscribe at least one penny per
month, and tfiis would help a great deaL The committee
wished the fund to be as national as possible.

Mr. Charles Armstrong, in proposing *' Gardeners and
Gardening," said that if he complied fuUy with his instruc-
tions to be brief, he should merely quote Sir Christopher
Wren's epitaph, " Look around." Nothing emphasised
the important work of gardeners more strongly than the
many beautiful flowers that surrounded them that evening.
The Temple Show, which had just closed, was looked upon
throughout Europe as the finest in the world. Mr. Harry
J. Veitch, in responding, said he had the interests of the
fund very dearly at heart. He thought the Temple Show
had been a splendid example of gardens and the work of
gardeners, and be congratulated the chairman on the mag-
nificent group of home-grown Orchids which he had shown
there, and with which he had won the Sherwood Cup. He
said we must do our utmost to advance horticulture in the
future.
Mr. N. N. Sherwood proposed " The Visitors," and said

they were always welcome. They were asking them that
night to support the poor orphans through the fimd, and
he felt sure they would do all they could. Mr. E. A.
Ebblewhite, Clerk of the Worshipful Company of Gardeners,
suitably replied.

Mr. Brian Wynne, the secretary, then read out the list

of subscriptions, among which were ; The chairman. Sir
Jeremiah Colman, Bart , £250 ; Messrs. N. N. Sherwood
and Sons, £100; Mr. G. H. Cuthbert. £52 10s. ; Mr. Leonard
Sutton, £50; Sir Frank Crisp, £27 12s.; Mr. Anthony
Waterer, 25 guineas: and Mr. G. Reynolds, £27 68. The
Covent Garden friends had eclipsed aU previous efforts by
contributing £211 18s. 6d., made up as follows : Mr.
Engelmaim's list, £105 ; Mr. H. L. Wright, £71 8s. 6d.

;

and Mr. Poupart, £36 10s. The total subscriptions re-
ceived amoimted to £1,134, the second highest ever
received.

Mr. H. B. May, in proposing the health of the chair-
man, referred to his kindness in presiding that evening.
No amateur had done more for horticulture than him. He
hoped in the future they would be able to estabUsh an
emergency fimd to meet those cases which^ did not quite
come within their scope at present. The cha*irmai> ':':iltably

repUed
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every departmenl of ftorticuUure is represented in The

Gardes, and the Editor iurites renders to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they ivish mlvice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he ivishes to make
the " Answers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

uHU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be umtten clearly oti one side

only of tfte paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of THE
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcom.es photograpfis, articles and notes,

but he loill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable rare, however, unU be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he iviU endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or onmer of the copyright unll be treated with.

The Editor unll not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions ivhich he may iu>t be able to usi , and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden unll alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

FLOWERS, FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES FOR EXHI-
BITION.
Hints on Gathering, Packing and

Transmission.

OLD exhibitors can trace many
i of their early failures to

I hurried gathering and bad
' packing of their produce,

items of no small import-
ance ; for, given several ex-

hibits about equal in quality, freshness

and freedom from injury must be the
deciding factors.

Flowers are gathered at their best early
in the morning. In gathering them remem-
ber that development will continue in

water, and select those that have nearly,

but not quite, reached their best ; the
flower which is perfect one morning will

probably have passed its best by eleven
o'clock next day. Select them of exhi-

bition size, perfect in form and of the
correct colour. For bunches and decora-
tion generally, cut them with long stems
and put the stems in water as quickly as
possible. Leave the flowers loose ; never
tie or crowd them, as it is important that
any dew or moisture on the blooms shall

have dried before they are packed. Roses,
Dahlias and others that are shown in

boxes with cups can be set up at once,
but be careful to give them sufficient

water without overfilling the cups. Place
all in a cool, darkened room and away
from injurious draughts until it is necessary
to pack them.

Fruits must, if possible, be quite dry
when gathered, and should be as ripe as

possible consistent with safe packing.
Nearly all are shown with the stems on to
the natural joint, exceptions being Peaches
and Nectarines. The fruits should be
handled by the stems without touching
the berry when this is possible. Points
of importance are exhibition size without
blemish, perfect shape and good colour.

In order to avoid confusion, no exhibit
should be packed till all are gathered,
when each can be carefully checked by
the schedule.

The gathering and selection of vege-
tables take a considerable time, and it is

often advisable to prepare such things
as Beet, Carrots, Onions and Potatoes
two days previous to the show ; but
those that are shown with all or part of

the foliage on, such as Cabbages, Celery,

Lettuce and Leeks, are best left as long as

possible. Parsnips, too, quickly deterio-

rate when raised. Use a fork to lift all

root crops, and avoid scratching the skins
or breaking the tap roots. Any rootlets

other than the tap root must be trimmed
off neatly with a sharp knife. Expose
Potatoes to sun and air for half-an-hour
to harden the skins before washing, and
use a sponge, not a brush, for washing.
Rinse well in two lots of water and lay

the roots out on clean mats to dry. Turn
them so that drying may be thorough

;

then wrap the roots separately in paper
and keep air and light from them till

packing commences.
Points to remember when gathering

vegetables are to match the correct
numbers of each variety as evenly as
possible. Large size must always be
accompanied by high quality, perfect
shape and good colour, otherwise it must
give way to an exhibit of medium size

possessing these qualities. Gather Beans
and Peas with stems on early in the morn-
ing ; they then keep much fresher. French
and Runner Beans must be young, long
and straight ; Broad Beans and Peas
with large, handsome pods of dark green
colour and yielding well. Handle Peas
by the stem in order that the bloom may
remain intact. Preserve the rootlets of

Locks, and do not peel Onions, but just

remove any loose, unsightly skin. Always
gather plenty of the finest Parsley in which
to set your exhibits.

Packing Flowers.—Exhibition blooms
ready set up will only need the covers and
labels placed in position. Other flowers

are best packed in strong boxes of un-
painted wood, which should have some
holes made for ventilation, or in closely

made wicker baskets or hampers. Have
plenty of clean white tissue paper handy
when packing, and if the bunches can be
rolled up in paper without injury, so much
the better ; if not, place some above and
beneath each bunch. It not only pre-

vents movement, but without it the
blooms of one bunch are liable to hang
into those of others, causing a loss of

petals in unpacking. The packing must
be firm enough to prevent movement
without cramping or cramming the flowers.

Check each exhibit by the schedule as it

is packed, noting that it contains the
correct number of stems. If spare blooms
are packed, tie the stems to distinguish

them. Place labels with names of varie-

ties, their division and class with each
exhibit. Have your name and address

on the inside of the box, and explicit
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directions for delivery to yourself or the

person acting for you at the show on the

outside, together with a large label in-

scribed, " This side up, with care." These
general remarks regarding labels also

apply to

Fruits, for the packing of which a number
of small flat boxes are required, one for

each variety. Such fruits as Apples,

Pears, Plums and Peaches are each wrapped
in tissue paper and packed in a single

layer with cotton-wool beneath, between
and above. Cotton-wool must not, how-
ever, be used for small fruits, as it clings

to the stems. Such as Cherries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Raspberries and Straw-
berries are packed in leaves, young Straw-
berry leaves being preferable to any
others. A layer of leaves should first

cover the bottom of the box,leach berry

or bunch of Currants being then taken by
the stem, placed in a leaf and packed
carefully in layers in the box, sufficient

leaves being placed on top to prevent
movement. Time is saved at the show
if the name of the contents is written on
each box, and aU should be tied with
string, not nailed, as injury may be caused
in drawing nails. A number of these

little boxes can be packed in a large box
or hamper for transmission. Grapes, being
set up in special boxes, need no comment.
Melons are packed similar to Peaches, but
in a deep box, and in this case the best

material for packing is fine wood-wool,
plenty of which should also be used for

packing
Vegetables.—Small stout boxes are again

of value for packing separately Beans,
Peas, Cucumbers and Tomatoes. These
boxes are in turn packed in the bottom
of the large box or hamper ; on them the

roots should be packed in layers, each
root being wrapped in clean paper, and
sufficient packing material must be used
to prevent them from rubbing together.

Place a sheet of paper over these, and on
this pack Celery, Cabbages, Cauliflowers

and Lettuce in the upper part of the box.

These are not wrapped up, nor is wood-
wool used about them, but the Parsley in

tied bunches is useful between them to

prevent them from moving in transit.

Lay a sheet of paper over all, and on this

sufficient packing material to make it full

and firm before placing on the lid. If not
personally staging your exhibits, place a
card in each box stating all the contents of

the box with any special or necessary
instructions.

Kingsclere, Berks. H. Tomalin.

NOTES OF THE WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

June 13.—United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society's Committee Meeting.

June 15.—York Gala and Floral Fete (three

days).

British Forestry Museum at Kew.—
On the occasion of a recent visit to Kew, we were
pleased to note that Cambridge Cottage, the resi-

dence of the late Duke of Cambridge, had been
opened to the public in the form of a museum.

The other museums at Kew are well known to

visitors by reason of their rich collections of

economic products from all parts of the world.

The new museum differs, however, from them by
being devoted entirely to British forestry. The
building consists of two floors, the lower one only

at present being open. On this floor are three

rooms and a corridor. One room is filled with

cases containing a scientifically arranged collection

of hand specimens of wood, photographs of trees,

fruits, seeds, &c., all of which are of great interest.

The other rooms contain specimens of timber, in

the form of sections of trunks and boards, also

mounted specimens of the foUagf, flowers and fruit

01 various trees. Some of the planks and boards

appear to have been cut from trees which had been

grown as ornamental specimens; for purposes of

comparison we would suggest that planks from

forest-grown trees of the same kinds should also be

shown. We were informed that the upper floor is to

be devoted to diseases and the application of home-

grown timber. The disease question we think an

admirable idea, lor a representative collection of

material, easy of access, would be of inestimable

advantage to all who are interested in arboriculture

or sylviculture. The museum stands in a garden

of its own within a short distance and to the left

of the main entrance to the gardens.

Edible and poisonous fungi.—Under this

title the Board of Agriculture has published a

most excellent little book that fills a long- felt

want. Coloured plates and descriptions of twenty-

five edible and poisonous fungi are given, these

being those that are met with most frequently in

this country. As is pointed out in the preface,

there are many kinds of fungi in this country which
are usually supposed to be poisonous, but which,

in reality, are equally as valuable as, if not more so

than, the ordinary Mushroom. Of course, it is neces-

sary that these should be unmistakably recog-

nised before they are eaten, and this recognition

is rendered easy by the coloured plates and descrip-

tions in the book. These have been prepared by
Mr. G. Massee of Kew, with the assistance of

Miss Ivy Massee. The price of the book is one

shilling, and copies can be obtained from the

Secretary, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

New garden plants of 1909. -Appen-
dix III. of the " Kew Bulletin " is devoted to

descriptions of new plants which have appeared

in English and foreign botanical publications

during 1909. In addition to species and well-

marked varieties, hybrids, whether introduced or

of garden origin, have been included where they

have been described with formal botaniccil names.

Mere cultural forms of well-known garden plants

are omitted. In a professedly complete list of

new garden plants we should have thought that

the many excellent hybrids not described with

formal botanical names would have found a place,

as they are equally as valuable, and in many
instances more so, as garden plants. However, the

list is a useful one for reference, and is published

at the low price of twopence by Messrs. Wyman
and Sons, Limited, Fetter Lane, E.C.

Hanley Horticultural Fete. — The
County Borough of Hanley Horticultural Fete is to

be held in Hanley Park on Wednesday and Thurs-

day, July 6 and 7, when it is hoped there will be

an exceedingly good display of flowers, fruit and
vegetables. We have just received a copy of the

schedule, and, as usual, find there are classes

to suit all kinds of exhibitors, a number of

valuable prizes being offered for such things as

pot plants, Roses, Sweet Peas and various kinds

of fruits and vegetables. Copies of this schedule

can be obtained from the secretary, Mr. William

Poulson, Town Hall, Hanley, Staffordshire.

Bequest to the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution. — As mentioned in

our report of the annual festival of the Royal
Gardeners' Orphan Fund which appeared last week,

that excellent fund received a legacy of £500 from
the late Baron Schroder. We are now informed

that £1,000 has been bequeathed to the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution. Both institutions

are doing exceedingly good work in alleviating

distress among aged or infirm gardeners and the

orphans of gardeners, and it is characteristic of the

late Baron Schroder that heshould have remembered
them in this way,

French Garden at Warley Park,
Birmingham. — We are informed that the

French garden exhibited by Messrs. Sutton and Sons
in Warley Park, Birmingham, during Whitsun week
was inspected by no fewer than 140,000 visitors.

Horticulture in Ireland.— During recent

years horticultiure in all its branches has made
much headway in Ireland, and it is pleasant to

note that horticultural societies are on the increase.

We have just received a copy of the schedule now
being issued by the Kingstown Horticultural

Society, and draw our Irish readers' attention to

it. The annual exhibition is to be held on Wednes-
day, August 17, when there ought to be a good
display of flowers, fruits and vegetables. Copies
of the schedule can be obtained from the secretary,

Mr. R. Macdonald, Municipal Technical School,

Kingstown.

Purley Rose Show Among the various
Rose exhibitions held around London, that arranged
by the Purley Rose and Horticultural Society takes
a_front_ position. This year it is to be held on
Saturday, July 9, in the grounds of Upper Wood-
cote, Foxley Lane, Purley. The schedule contains
particulars of a number of open classes for nursery-
men and amateurs, as well as many for local resi-

dents. In addition, we notice that there' is much
interesting information given on various pbas^
of gardening. Copies of the schedule can be
obtziined from Mr. H. E. Molyneux, Brantwoo3,
Riddlesdown Road, Purley

; price 3d.

OGRRESPONDENOE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Eucalyptus Ounnii in Edinburgh.—
Yovn- correspondent Mr. Lloyd (page 250) will be in-

terested to hear that the Brightlingsea Eucalyptus
Gunnii has succeeded admirably as far North as

Edinburgh. In 1899 Mr. Bateman kindly sent

me some seeds that were ripened at Brightlingsea.

They germinated freely. Two of the plants were
kept, the rest distributed. Those kept are now
over 20 feet high and 15 feet through, the girth

at 3 feet from the ground being i foot 9 inches.

Two years ago a good many seedlings were raised

from these two trees. The plants were apparently
strong and vigorous, and, being ripened so far

North, we expected a hardier race ; however, last

winter killed all the young ones completely and
the old trees are severely hit, but will soon recover
themselves.—R. Lindsay, Kaimes Lodge, Mid-
lothian.

Trees for towns ^Reverting to a note on
the above in a recent number in connection with
the disease to which the Plane tree is subject, it

might be well to mention that the question of selec-

tion of suitable trees for different sites, so far as

size andjhabit of growth are concerned, is absolutely

essential, so as^to obviate the cutting, or, rather,

mutilation, so often practised. It is extremely

irritating to come in contact with this kind of thing

so frequently when shapely specimens would be

so much more acceptable. Trees so mutilated
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seem to have a difficulty in struggling into decent

leafage. It would almost appear that the amount
of sap sent up was too much for the head, and many
leaves for a time are stunted and misshapen,

especially if a cold spell of weather prevails. In

the smaller trees it is a little difficult to suggest

anythinij hotter than the Bird Cherry, Mountain

Ash and Sophora japonica ; but I think Gingko

biloba might be worth a trial. It is of rather slow

growth, but makes a shapely tree, with handsome
foliage quite unique in outdoor vegetation, and

from the texture of the leaf should be able to

adapt itself to atmospheric conditions almost

better than most trees, and its upright growth

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
OTATOES.—Proceed with the earthing

up as it becomes necessary. The
growths ought not to be allowed to get

too large before this operation is taken

in hand, or they are liable to get

knocked down and bruised. The
P

renders it less susceptible than many to rough
j

ggji should bo worked with the hoe between the

winds. Yet another tree growing in its native ^ws rather deeper than usual before commencing
home to about the same height as the Gingko that the earthing.

may presently find a place in our towns is Cornus Asparagus.—New beds which were planted in

macrophylla. Those already planted seem to be April will require watering, should there be a

making good headway and likely to grow into I jpeU of dry weather. The soil between the rows
sh.apely trees.

—

A. G. B.
! „nist be frequently stirred with the hoe to keep

The Plane tree and disease It is a [

down the weeds and to aerate the soil. The growths

singular coincidence that at the same time we i

"ill need some support to prevent the wind break

should read a grave diagnosis of the disease i

["S them

which is said to affect the Plane tree (Gloco

ff. When these are well advanced, a

light dressing of salt in showery weather is useful.

Tomatoes.—These may be planted out with

safety. Various methods are adopted in outdoor

culture. In any case too rich soil must be avoided

and the roots restricted. A good plan is to make
a border about i8 inches wide at the foot of a warm

sporium nervisequum) in one case, and a somewhat
" nervous " attack upon the tree as a town or

street tree in the other, although the attack seems

to be equally against it as a tree generally. In

this locality what was possibly the disease referred

to was noticed on the foliage of a row of fine wall, and place slates or planks at the outside to

robust trees by the Thames side last summer, but restrict the roots.

was attributed to the ungeniality or coldness of Frames.

the season. If, as is assumed generally, the com- With the planting of all bedding material there

mon Plane is orientalis, a native of the Levant, it
,

^^e many frames at disposal. Some of these may

may not be a matter for surprise if its leaves should be used to advantage for growing Cucumbers and

suffer from a cold, wet season. In his note on the i

Melons. Mix up a little neating material of stable

Plane tree disease, " A. G. B." does not say to
' ''"<"r and leaves and put in them. Place small

which species he refers, but doubtless it is to the
' mounds of soil on the bed, and put in the plants

common or Oriental variety. But while his note ' either singly or in pairs. They wiU reqmre to be

relates to the tree disease as such only, and not to ,

damped over with a fine rose or syringe two or

any injurious effects it may have on man, there :

'hree times daily. When the plants have rooted

seems to be no connection between that disease '"'« "^e fresh soil, pmch them to induce them to

and Lord Walsingham's attack on the Plane as a
,

break, and top-dress when necessary.

town tree on the ground that its seed-vessels when ' Flower Garden.
fallen or are broken up give off great quantities Polyanthus.—As soon as the seedlings are large

of minute spicules or spines, which, floating in
, enough they may be pricked out in frames, where

the air, are absorbed by human beings breathing t they may be nursed for a time till large enough

such air, and as a consequence serious outbreaks to take care of themselves outdoors.

of throat troubles and irritation, as well as abun-

dant colds and inflamed eyehds, result. Gene-

rally, these charges against a noble tree, whether

of the town or the country, creates some alarm,

also some surprise. Seeing how widely the

Plane has been planted in this country, the marvel

is that our medical men have not long since de-

claimed against it, for the reasons above stated.

Lord Walsingham quotes his experience of these

throat troubles at Cannes and one other individual

kind in North Italy, and further quotes Dr. Henry
as having found on glycerine-coated glass slides

evidence of the existence of these minute spicules

at Kew and in London. Still, we have had such

long experience of the Plane, especially in towns,

and the Thames Embankment is an excellent

example, that it is remarkable no medical protest

against planting it in to\vns has been heard. But
whatever may be the treatment of the Plane at

Pinks.—A good batch of these useful plants

should now be propagated. Pull off the side

growths, and, beyond trimming the ragged ends and

cutting off the basal leaves, no other preparation

is necessary. Insert them thickly in pure sand

in a cold frame. Keep the frame close and shaded,

when rooting will soon commence. When well

rooted the plants may be taken out and planted

in nursery beds.

Rock Garden.
Much attention is necessary in this department

with regard to weeding and the prevention of

overcrowding. Many choice, slow-growing sub-

jects are liable to become smothered by the coarser

ones, and cutting away has to be done in many
instances, however much one dishkes it. Cuttings

of various plants should be taken to make a stock

of plants for next seaaon. These include Phlox,

Iberis, Dianthus, Helianthemums, Silene, Cam-
Cannes, most certainly in English towns, because panulas, Arenaria and Cheiranthus. A cold frame

of the comparative narrowness of streets, the trees should be used for propagating, placing in the

have to be kept severely restricted in growth yearly
; bottom 4 inches to 6 inches of sand. Insert the

hence they have few opportunities to carry fruit, cuttings in this, water them, and keep the frame

Here, where the river-side trees grow luxuriantly close and shaded. As soon as the cuttings have

over a frequently crowded promenade, the fruits rooted, they should be potted into small pots.

fall in the winter and are at once swept up. All Seeds of such Primulas as sikkimensis, japonica,

the same, no complaint such as Lord Walsingham and Veitchii should be gathered as soon as they are

makes has yet been heard. It would be well to ripe and sown. E. C. Poolev.
learn what borough or town gardeners have to say (Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

on the matter.—A. D., Kingston-on-Thames.
j

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Celery.—The main crop of this important winter

vegetable must now be planted. To ensure fine

Celery the trenches must be prepared with great

care and a substantial dressing of rich old manure

given. Where labour and ground are abundant,

the single-row trench is best, but usually two or

three rows have to be grown together for the sake

of economy. Whichever method is pursued,

give the plants a space of 12 inches between. In

lifting Celery plants the greatest care is necessary

to ensure the roots receiving no check. Lift

them with a good ball of earth attached and plant

firmly in the trenches. Should the weather bo

at all dry and sunny, a thorough watering must

be given immediately after planting, and some
method of slightly shading the plants for a few-

days is very helpful, as it allows instant root

action. A few Spruce branches thrown across the

trenches will do admirably.

Potatoes.—Continue to earth up this crop, first

removing all weeds and forking up the soil between

the rows. A slight dressing of a good chemical

manure before this takes place is beneficial, espe-

cially on poor ground. Soot is excellent for this

crop and should be applied now.

Kidney Beans.—Another sowing should now
be made, and as it is useless in our Northern

gardens to sow later than the middle of June, the

present breadth laid down should be ample for

all requirements. .A good strain of Canadian

Wonder is still hard to beat.

Parsley.—A sowing made now will give good

fresh leaves during late autumn. Sow thinly, and

thin out rigorously when the seedlings are well up.

For winter use a sowing should be made very

shortly in a frame or in the open border, and trans-

planted to the frame when large enough to handle.

The latter plan is more troublesome, but in the end

gives the best results.

Lettuce.—Sow again according to requirements.

If sown thinly and the seedlings are thinned out

in good time, I think better results are had

than by transplanting. A grand variety for

present sowing is New York Giant.

Fruit U.vder Glass.

Vines.—Thinning of the later houses must now
be pushed on and stopping of sublaterals attended

to as necessary. After thinning is finished, a top-

dressing of a reliable Vine manure is excellent.

Slightly point it into the surface, and give a good

watering to help dissolve it. If the roots are out-

side as well as inside, do not forget the outdoor

border with the manure. Abundance of air must

be given, and in the houses where the Grapes are

ripening a chink should be left on even at night,

unless when stormy.

Plants Under Glass.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—Seeds should now be

sown. Being very minute, they must be placed

on a smooth and level surface. Use sweet

leaf-mould three parts, loam two parts, and sand

one and a-half parts. Pass through a quarter-inch

riddle and give a surfacing of even finer soil. Do
not cover the seeds. Press them gently into the

surface and scatter a pinch of silver sand over

them. It is best to water the pans an hour before

sowing the seeds. Cover the pans with a sheet

of glass and damp moss, and set in a cold frame.

They generally germinate within a fortnight, and

at the very first sign of life remove the moss.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow,
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JOHN PARKINSON.
His Life and Times.

« LTHOUGH the book-collector and the

J\ student of gardening history know the

/ % name of John Parkinson so well,

/ \ because of the two great works which

/ \ he published, it is really almost all

that anyone knows about him. The

scattered notices relating to his life are so few and

so fragmentary that, beyond a few main facts of

the barest description, we have nothing to guide

us in picturing one who must have been a most

remarkable man.

He was born in the year 1567, and was brought

up to be an apothecary. A?, Lobel, who was

botanist to King James I., and Johnson,

who was the editor and enlarger of the

second edition of the famous Gerard's

" Herbal," both testify, he rose to great

eminence in his profession, and was

appointed apothecary to the same King

James. Later on in his life, as a reward

for the pains and skill which he showed

in the pubhcation of his " Theater of

Plants" (or " Theatrum Botanicum,"

as it is more frequently styled), he was

given by Charles I. the title of " Botanicus

Regius Primarius."

He lived for many years in London,

where he had a garden of his own.

Before he settled down here he travelled
;

but as he became more famous in his

profession he had little opportunity for

paying even short visits in England. In

his younger days he would have known
Lobel and Gerard; then Thomas Johnson

(mentioned above) and John Tradescant,

gardener to Charles I. ; possibly, too, Sir

Hugh Piatt, who had a garden in St.

Martin's Lane, and who has been called

" the most ingenious husbandman of the

age he lived in" ; and possibly Gervase

Markham, a very voluminous writer on

farming and gardening. He had many
friends, who sent him plants and seeds,

and with whom he corresponded. These

are mentioned in scattered notices and

allusions throughout his writings. He
died between the years 1640 and 1656.

There is a poor picture of him by

Christopher Switzer in the " Paradisus,"

taken, as the inscription informs us, in

his sixty-second year ; but the best one

is the small portrait by Marshall, which

appears in the title-page of his " Thea-

trum," here reproduced.

He published in 1629 his "Paradisi

in Sole Paradisus Terrestri=," or, a

garden of all sorts of pleasant flowers

—

this justly famous folio will form the

subject of a second article, which will be

published next week, so I will not allude

to it any further now—and in 1640 his

" Theatrum Botanicum," or " Theater

of Plants," or an Herbal of a large extent.

Previous to the reign of Elizabeth (1558) very

little attention had been paid to either horticul-

ture or botany. Plants were almost entirely

valued and preserved on account of their real or

supposed medicinal properties. There seems to

have arisen about this period throughout Europe

a desire for the improvement of the knowledge of

plants and, as society was becoming more refined,

a wish to have beautiful flowers in gardens for

their own sake. These objects were helped by the

travels of such men as Raleigh and Cavendish to

Spanish America, by the voyages of Raymond and
Lancaster (1591), by the establishment of the

East India Company (1609) and, as a knowledge

of plants is necessary for an enlightened system of

horticulture, by the establishment of public

botanic gardens at such centres as Bologna (1547),

Zurich (1560), Paris (1570), Leyden (1577), Jena

(1628) and Oxford (1632). From the commen-
datory letters appended to the " Theatrum " I

cannot help feeling that both botanically and horti-

culturally there was some sort of reciprocal influence

between this last establishment and Parkinson.

" Here's more than grows in the Botavian ground.

Or vernant Oxford's Plat neere River's side;"
—John Harman

[Inlrnductory letter in the " Theatrum").

The times, too, were such that old wives' fables

and travellers' tales of marvels in the animal and

ideas of medicine were taking root-

old ideas were hard to kill.

-even if all the

FRONTISPIECE OF PARKINSON'S THEATRUM BOTANICUM

vegetable world were not received with such cheer-

ful and whole-hearted acceptance as they had been

in the past. Although Parkinson still figures the

Barnacle Goose among his " Marsh, Water and

Sea Plants," he is careful to say that this " admir-

able tale of untruth . . . concerning the

breeding of these Barnacles from shells growing on

trees is utterly erroneous." Nor does he ascribe

aU the wonderful virtues to the Rue and Sage

that seem to have been once attributed to

them.
" Cur moriatur homo cui salvia crescit in horto ?

"

" How can it happen," says one of the learned

school of Salemo, " that a man who has Sage in

his garden, yet ends by dying ? " More rational

The " Theatrum Botanicum."

When Johnson published his enlarged edition

of Gerard's " Herbal " in 1633, with descriptions

of 2,850 plants and their medicinal uses, it was
considered a wonderful achievement. What must
the learned world of Europe have thought when
in 1640 Parkinson pubhshed the great work of his

life, his " Theatrum Botanicum," with very nearly

3,800 kinds individually described, named, localised,

historicaUsed and all their " virtues " given ! It was
by far the most copious work that had appeared

in the English language, and it was enriched by
an entirely new set of " cuts," which had been

made in England. The delay in making
them was very likely one of the obstacles

which prevented the earlier issue of the

book. Other causes doubtless had helped

to hinder its presentation ; but, as he

]uaintly says in his letter to his readers,

this delay only caused his " Physicall

Garden of Simples " to change its note,

but not its nature, to a Theater of Plants,
" yea rather it hath gained the more
matter by the overture."

This work is intended to be a purely

botanical and medical treatise, and as

such it will always have an historical

interest, more especially since it has,

along with Gerard's " Herbal," been

raised to " classical eminence in English

botany " by the reference that John Ray,

the greatest English botanist of the

seventeenth century, has made refer-

ence to it in his writings.

The whole vegetable kingdom is

divided up according to their known
or supposed qualities, or according to

the sort of places where they are to be

found ; thus Class i is Plantie odorata*,

sweet-smeUing plants; Class 4, Saxi-

fragae. Saxifrages or break-stone plants
;

Class 5, Vulneraria?, Wound Herbs
;

Class II, Legumina, Pulses; Class 14,

Paludosa?, aquatica?, mariuce, musci, et

fungi, marsh, water and sea plants,

Mosses and Mushrooms; Class 17,

Exotica! et peregrinae, outlandish plants
;

in all seventeen, with an appendix

nr addenda.

In considering this classification, it

has to be admitted that, following, as

he has done, the plan adopted by
Dodoens, Gerard and Johnson, very

httle advance was shown in scientific

botany. It is strange that, as some of

Lobel's papers came into his hands
after his death, he did not more nearly

adopt his (Lobel's) system. But so

it is.

The " Theatrum " contains a re-

markably interesting frontispiece. As I

have already said, the small medallion

bottom, which pictures Parkinson

in a skull cap and ruffle and holding some-

thing very like a single Sunflower in his hand,

is the best presentment of the old man's features

that we have got. The corner-pieces, too, are full

of interest. They picture the four quarters of

the globe in the persons of four ladies. Europe

is in a chariot drawn by a pair of horses and sur-

rounded by suitable trees and flowers. In con-

formity with the spirit of the times, fruit has a

prominent place in her surroundings. I think I

can detect Grapes, .Apples, Pears and Plums.

But flowers are not left out, and one is a Carnation,

' the pride of our English gardens," as Parkinson

at the

says in the " Paradisus."
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Asia on a rhinoceros lias a short sliirt, and has

in her compartment the Vegetable Lamb, and a

plant of Indian Corn ! Surely this latter came
from America. The tradition of the Vegetable

Lamb is a similar one to that of the Barnacle

Goose, and, like it, had its origin in an ignorant

age trying to put two and two together. The
introduction of cotton, which travellers said grew

j

on plants, and the fact that it looked a little like

wool which grew on a sheep, were enough to account

for its rise.

.Vfrica is riding a zebra, and the Date Palm and

an Aloe are very prominent objects. The dried

fruit of the former must have been a very welcome

change, and as some could be " pressed into cakes

to be kept," and " others will abide whole for a

long time and fit to be sent also into any farre

country," must often have reached England.

America is seated on a peculiar-looking kind of

sheep with long ears. The vegetation that sur-

rounds her is rather that of the South than the

North. There is a Cactus, a Passion Flower, a

Sunflower and a Pineapple.

The conventionally dressed figures of .\dam and

Solomon on either side of the title are doubtless

intended to represent manual labour and brain-

work. Altogether it is an excellent introduction

to the book, and one can only hope that the

copy of it on page 288 and these few words of

explanation may lead some to a more detailed

acquaintance of a very instructive and interesting

old work. Joseph Jacob.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

VEGETABLE NOTES.

PLANTING BRUSSELS SPROUTS.—
There is no more popular autumn and

winter vegetable than this, and no

efforts ought to be spared to grow the

crop to perfection. This is not a

difficult thing to achieve, but it is

essential that certain principles shall always be

kept in view. One of the chief points to remember

is that Brussels Sprouts demand a long season of

growth, and it is desirable that the earhest plants

go into their permanent positions during the

present month, and not wait until the bulk of the

winter greens are put out in July and August. It

is necessary, too, that a deep, thoroughly cultivated

and generously manured soil be provided, since

the results are never fully satisfactory in a badly

worked and poor medium. The distance between

the hues and the plants in them must, of course,

depend largely upon the variety grown ; those of

compact habit which usually produce small, hard

buttons should be 2 feet asunder in all directions,

more vigorous sorts 2i feet both in and between

the rows, and the big growers not less than 3 feet

apart, and in each instance healthy plants in good

soil will completely cover the quarter before they

finish. Firm planting should always be the rule,

but it becomes absolutely imperative in light,

sandy soils.

Water and Mulch Peas.— It is seldom that

•imateurs can devote very much space to the in-

dividual crops, and it is, therefore, most desirable

that everything shall be done to favour satis-

factory results with all the plants grown. In the

case of Peas, of which few of us are so fortunately

situated that we can grow too many, watering and

feeding through a mulching of short, sweet manure

have a wonderful effect upon both the quality and

quantity of the crop. Immediately the plants

approach full bearing they should be heavily

watered if the weather is dry, and later, when the

surface has dried sufficiently to permit of it, the

Dutch hoe should be run through, and the task

finished by spreading down a mulching. If manure
cannot be spared, use grass cuttings, and if these

are not available, then hoe more frequently than

ever to keep the top in a constant state of dust.

Needless to say, all pods must be gathered directly

they are ready, or the plants will soon commence to

go off.

Outdoor Tomatoes.—All plants should be

placed out of doors as soon as possible now, and,

provided that they have been well grown and are,

as a consequence of intelligent management, carry-

ing a cluster of fruits and another of flowers,

success is practically assured even in the worst of

our variable summers. In no circumstances must
the soil be made rich, and it should be well firmed

about the roots, as Tomatoes are especially prone

to make leaves at the expense of blossoms, and

comparatively poor soil, with firm planting, dis-

courages grossness. Each plant should be re-

stricted to one stem by the persistent removal of

the shoots which come in the leaf-axils, and when
the plants are in good crop they ought to be helped

by generous and judicious watering and feeding.

Any burnt refuse that inav be at command can be

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.
The accompanying illustration shows a well-

grown group of these old-fashioned plants in the

.greenhouse of Dr. Frank Broadbent, The Old

Hall, North Collinghain, Notts, the strain being

that of Messrs. Pennell and Sons of Lincoln.

Unfortunately, the plants were arranged too closely

together when the photograph was taken to allow

their individual beauty to be shown ; but the

illustration tends to show what a mass of flowers

can be secured from a few well-^rown plants.

THE ROS^ GARDEN.
SEASONABLE WORK FOR JUNE.

JUNE is the proverbial month of Roses,

and if we do not get such a quantity

as in July, there is much work to be

done now if we are to realise the best

our plants are capable of producing.

Hand-picking of maggot and grub must
not be neglected, for if we do not stop these at

once, the mischief is irreparable so far as that break
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of Rose and stock. This helps the Rose to swell

more uniformly with the stock, and is also a con-

siderable support. Give a httle thought to the

normal height of each variety before applying the

sticks. It looks so absurd to see a variety that

averages 18 inches tied to a stake suitable for a

6-feet plant and vice versa. Keep the hoe going,

and if you are using any artificial manures, now is

about the most serviceable time to apply them.

They may either be given in liquid form or

scattered on in a dry state and watered in. Which-

ever method is adopted, sufficient should be given

to thorougfily soak the soil. In the case of liquid

limited. In very few instances will a flowering

plant last longer than from ten to fourteen days in

a dwelling-house, and very often less, so that it

behoves everyone to grow those plants which

grow quickly and that do not occupy greenhouse

room very long.

In a short article such as this it would be im-

possible to enumerate all the flowering plants that

would be useful throughout the year ; but I can,

at least, touch on a few that are not only decora-

tive, but which may be grown with a minimum
amount of space under glass. During the winter

and spring months bulbs of many kinds may be

SAXIFRAGA PYRAMIDALIS AND SCHIZANTHUS HYBRIDUS USED FOR HOUSE DECORATION.

manure, it is a good plan to well water the beds

with clear water a few hour?, in advance of applying

the manure. A. P.

FLOWERING PLANTS FOR
INDOOR DECORATION.

T
^ HE general tendency during the last

few years has been to use more flower-

ing plants in the decoration of the

house than was the practice ten to

fifteen years ago, and this has tended

somewhat to limit the cultivation of

many of the older ornamental-foliaged plants. This

is rather a pity, as not only did these plants require

a fair amount of skill to grow them well, but they

also made, in many instances, very fine effects in

indoor decorations, whether as isolated specimens

in large rooms or vestibules, or when used in con-

junction with some of the more graceful flower-

ing plants in the decoration of fireplaces, windows

and other recesses. If carefully hardened off

before putting them in the house, many of these

plants would do two or three turns in the house

during their period of beauty, especially if this

happened to be during the summer or early autumn
months ; consequently, so much glass-house room
was not required for their cultivation as is

necessary for flowering plants.

At the present time, in a great many places

flowering plants are used exclusively, with, perhaps,

the exception of a few Kentias or other Palms
;

and when this is the case, a great deal of fore-

thought is uecessary to keep up a supply of suitable

plants, particularly where greenhouse room is

had in bloom, all of which are extremely useful,

though for house decoration possibly Tulips,

Narcissi and Liliums are the most popular, and the

last-named may be had in bloom all the year

round if the bulbs are obtained from cold storage

at intervals of two months. Lilium speciosum

album, L. s. roseum and L. longiflorum ,ire the best

for this purpose, and they may be used in con-

junction with almost any class of flowering or

foliage plants and prove very effective. Tulips

and Narcissi never look so well as when made up

in pots or pans to fit the particular vase or jardi-

niere that they are to be put in when in the house,

and the larger the receptacle the better the effect.

Many of our hardy flowering shrubs are now
used very successfully. Considering that many of

them only require from six weeks' to two months'

forcing to get them into bloom, they may well be

considered economical, and, once established in

pots, many of them will force well for several

seasons if treated properly after they have flowered.

Among the most useful of this class of plants are

several varieties of the shrubby Spiraeas, double

Peaches, Almonds, Cherries, Laburnums, Wis-

taria, Magnohas, Lilacs, Azaleas and Rhododen-

drons. This is only a short list, and specific varie-

ties I have not mentioned, this being quite

unnecessary.

Following these hardy shrubs, Roses are

extensively used in the house, and many of the

Dwarf Polyantha varieties are exceedingly effec-

tive, last well and, as they can be cultivated in very

small pots, they are doubly useful. It is. however,

the taller-growing varieties of the Polyantha and

wichuraiana sections that make by far the boldest

show, and whether grown as trained specimens,

weeping standards, or simply three or four shoots

tied in to a stake and the young growths allowed

to hang down, they are all equally beautiful.

Undoubtedly the two varieties that up till now
have dominated all others are Dorothy Perkins

and Hiawatha, the latter lasting particularly well

in the house ; but there are very many more worth

cultivating, such as Tausendschon, Trier, Phila-

delphia Rambler, Una, Mrs. F. W. FUght and

Am»erican Pillar, while the two varieties shown

at the Temple Show this year, Excelsa and Coquina,

must not be missed by anyone interested in Roses

for indoor decoration.

Another class of plants useful for this purpose

are the annuals, and there is nothing I know that

gives more pleasure than the cultivation of these

in pots. They are simple in their requirements,

are not long about, and serve their turn in the

house quite as well as many plants that require

from eighteen months' to two years' cultivation.

Cinerarias, Primulas, Cyclamen and Calceolarias

are all well-known annuals, as also are Celosias,

Schizanthus, Mignonette and Torenia ; but

Clarkias, Nemesias, Larkspur, Salpiglossis, Core-

opsis and Gypsophila elegans are subjects that

are not so well known as they ought to be, all of

them making most useful pot plants, especially

where inside window-boxes and fireplaces have to

be decorated during the summer months.

Clarkias are worth a special note, as they are

the most decorative annual I know, and may be
grown into quite large specimen plants by potting

on into 8J-inch pots, or if kept in 4i-inch pots they
are very useful as dot plants, the varieties Double
Salmon, Carnation Flaked and Carmine Queen
being especially good for pot culture.

For autumn decoration one cannot, of coiurse,

be without Chrysanthemums, and many varieties,

particularly the singles, make good pot plants ; but
it is as cut flowers that these plants excel. Another
bright plant for the autumn is Salvia splendens,

and though the blossoms are apt to drop somewhat
after a few days indoors, they are, nevertheless,

of too showy a nature to be left out. Poinsettias

are also splendid for autunm decoration, and whether
used for the living-rooms or the table, they provide
a glow of colour at a season when it is much needed.
There are now many varieties of winter-blooming

Begonias, but for use in the house there is not yet

one that surpasses the old Gloire de Lorraine, or,

if a white variety is required, Turnford Hall, and
both of these may be had in bloom from, early

October to April, and after hardening a httle they
stand well in the house, and the soft colour is often

preferred by ladies to the more showy Salvias and
Poinsettias.

As mentioned before, I have not tried to enume-
rate all the useful flowering plants, but rather to

touch on some that are fairly easily grown and
many of which may be thrown away after they
have once flowered. In the disposition of these

about the house, care must always be taken to see

that the colours harmonise with the decorations
of the rooms. Choose the best-shaped, graceful
plants for standing out by themselves, and those
that are not quite so good may, of course, be
utilised in the formation of groups, filling of jardi-

nieres, window-boxes and other places, always
bearing in mind that a few plants used to produce
a certain effect are far better than crowding,
which means less light and air to each individual

plant and, of course, a shorter life. Most of the
plants mentioned are of a fairly hardy nature,
but a few among them will keep better in the
house if subjected to a little hardening process
before taking them in, and a small amount of
trouble will be amply compensated for by the
greater satisfaction to one's employer and one's
self. Thomas Stevenson.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS.

THE Rhododendron family is a very ex-

tensive one as regards species, and it

is surprising that so few of them have

been used in the production of the

numerous hybrids of nearly every

shade of colour that are in cultivation

at the present time. The species that are the

progenitors of the present race of hybrids are

R. arboreum, R. catawbiense, R. caucasicum,

R. Fortunei, R. griffithianum (Aucklandii), R.

ponticum, R. Smirnowii and R. Thomsonii. Where
named hybrids are mentioned below, they are

classed with the species they most nearly resemble,

as two or even more species have been used in

the production of many of them.

R. arboreum.—This is a native of the Himalayan
region, where it forms a small tree with age, but

it is unfortunately too tender to be planted out-

doors in this country, except in the favoured

parts of the South and West. The type has bell-

shaped, blood red flowers borne in loose trusses,

and forms a striking object in the garden where
it succeeds. The foliage is dark green and rugose

above, with a silvery or brownish sheen beneath.

Its influence on the hybrids can be most appre-

ciated when we consider that practically all the

best reds have obtained their colour from this

species. There is a considerable number of early-

blooming Rhododendrons about the country,

ranging from white to deep red in colour, that

have never been named, and which are the results

of the first crossings of R. arboreum with some
of the hardier species. Some of the named varie-

ties that show the influence of this Himalayan
parent are altaclerense, blandyanum. Grand Arab,

Sun of Austerlitz, nobleanum and russellianum,

all shades of crimson and red ; and Baron Osy,

Blanche Superb and Marquise de Ceaux, white.

R. catawbiense.—The use of this species in

hybridising may be said to have laid the founda-

tions of the whole series of beautiful hybrids as

we know them at present, as from this species

a later period of blooming and a high degree of

hardiness have been obtained. The leaves are

oblong in shape, of a soft green colour, and are

also softer to the touch than the majority of

Rhododendrons. The flowers vary from rosy

lilac to deep purple in colour, and open about the

end of May. Some of the most typical hybrids
are Charles Dickens, Charles Bagley, H. W. Sargent,

atrosanguineum ; Kettledrum and C. S. Sargent,

crimson or red ; Lady Armstrong, roseum elegans

and Parson's gloriosum, rose ; everestianum and
fastuosum, lilac

; purpureum elegans, purple
;

and album elegans, gloriosum, luciferum, deli-

latissiraum and Memoir, white or blush.

R. caucasicum.—This is a dwarf-growing species

from the Caucasus, being found on mountain tops

near the snow-line. The type, which is rare in

cultivation, is only i foot to 2 feet in height,

and has ovate leaves with a brownish tomentum
beneath. The flowers are whitish, and are borne
in small, loose trusses. The hybrids are nearly

all characterised by a dwarf habit, and bloom in

April or early May. A representative selection

is comprised by caucasicum pictum and nivaticum,
white ; and Waterer's caucasicum, venustura
(Jacksonii) and Prince Camille de Rohan, pink.

The influence of this species, however, has mostly
been in giving hardiness to hybrids between it

and R. arboreum, the majority of which more
closely resemble the latter species than R. cau-
casicum.

R. Fortunei.—This is a vigorous-growing species
from China, with ovate leaves, glaucous beneath

and shining green above. The flowers are white,

tinged with pink, about 3 inches across, in-

variably seven-petalled and sweet-scented. Some

of the hybrids are Luscombei, Duke of York and

H. M. .A.rderne, all shades of red and pink. In

course of time the influence of this species will

be more strongly marked on hybrid Rhododendrons

than it is at present.

R. griffithianum (Attcklandii).—This is a strong-

growing species from the Himalayan region, and

very much resembles the preceding species in

general appearance when not in flower. The

leaves are 6 inches to 12 inches in length, oblong

in shape, smooth above and somewhat glaucous

beneath. The white flowers are nearly 6 inches

across, borne in loose trusses and have a sweet

scent. The hybrids from this species are all

characterised by large flowers borne in good-sized

trusses. Some of them are kewense and Manglesii,

white ; Pink Pearl, Cynthia (Lord Palmerston),

Strategist and Mrs. E. C. Stirling, pink.

R. ponticum.—This is a native of the Spanish

Peninsula and Asia Minor, and is the commonest

species of Rhododendron in this country, being

found wherever the shrub can be grown. For wood-

land or covert planting it is an ideal subject, and

when seen in the mass in full bloom its lilac to

purple colouring forms a striking object. Its

influence on the hybrids is most strongly shown

in the narrow, pointed leaves, free, branching

habit and general floriferousness of such hybrids

as Mrs. Tom Agnew, album grandiflorum, Mme.
Masson and Mum, white ; and Michael Waterer

and Viscount Powerscourt, red.

R. Smirnowii.—This is a native of the Caucasus,

and is a bushy-growing plant from 4 feet to 6 feet

high, with deep green leaves, very woolly on the

R. Thomsonii.—A native of Nepaul and Sikkim,

and although it is fairly hardy in the London
district, yet it is only seen to perfection in the

more favoured parts of the country. The flowers

are somewhat tubular and fleshy, and of a bright

blood red colour. The most notable hybrids are

Ascot Brilliant, which resembles the type in

appearance and colour of flower, and Luscombei,

a vigorous hybrid with red-pink flowers, obtained

by crossing R. Fortunei with R. Thomsonii.

Bagshot, Surrey. J. Clark.

THE NEW CYTISUS DALLIMOREI.
This hybrid Broom is one of the new plants which

was given an award of merit by the floral com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society at the

recent Temple Show, while visitors to Kew have had
an opportunity of seeing it growing in a group in the

open ground in the neighbourhood of the Main
Gate, as shown in the accompanying illustration,

and also near the Tea Pavilion. It was raised at

Kew eight years ago, its parents being C. scoparius

andreanus and C. albus, the former being the seed

bearer. From the cross several seeds were

obtained, but only two plants grew. The more
vigorous of the two blossomed first, and its flowers

were of a clear yellow colour and intermediate in

size between those of the parents. The subject of

this note grew more slowly, and it was with

difficulty kept alive during the first year. How-
ever, it became more vigorous afterwards, and

when grafted on to Laburnum stocks grows as

freely as either of its parents. Not only is it quite

unlike either of its parents and the others seedhng

from the same cross, but also any other Broom, for

the colour of the flowers is a rosy purple shade, the

THE NEW HYBRID CYTISUS D.^LLIMOREI GROWING AT KEW.

under surface. The flowers are about 3 inches

across, bright rosy lilac in colour, and borne in

good trusses. This species has only been used

comparatively recently for hybridising, but its

influence will result—as far as can be ascertained

at present—in \ series of hybrids of bushy habit

combined with freedom of blooming, and the

flowers are borne in good trusses.

wing petals being almost crimson. As regards size,

the blossoms are about half as large again as those

of C. albus, while they are borne quite as freely as

those of either parent. An item of interest with

regard to the cross is that it was made artificially

by Mr. W. Dallimore, after whom it is named,

while probably all the other hybrid Brooms have

originated as natural hybrids.
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I
GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.

HOW TO DISBUD ROSES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK • BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.— The earliest

Kidney Potatoes growing on warm
borders will now be ready to lift.

The skins are not firm as yet. and if

any tubers are required for seed

purposes, they must be left a little

longer or selected from later plantings. Prepara-

tions for planting out the main crop of Celery may

I. ^A SPRAV OF ROSE-BUDS BEFORE ANY DIS-

BI'DDING HAS BEEN DONE.

be made forthwith. An open position in the

garden is more suitable than one partially shaded

by trees, buildings or other erections. The
trenches, even in good soil, should not be very

deep ones, as in such a case the roots would be in

a cold medium. Sufficient space must be allowed

between the trenches, so that there will be ample

soil for earthing-up purposes in due course without

going down deep enough to injure the roots. The

manure used must be thoroughly decayed and be

mixed with the soil, not placed in the bottom of

the trench and then covered with a thin layer of

loam, Failing this, Wakeley's Hop Manure may
be used with great advantage ; Celery is very fond

of it. Before the young plants are lifted from their

nursery beds they ought to be well soaked with

water ; then a nice quantity of soil will adhere to

their roots. Continue to put out winter greens

on vacant ground ; they may follow Peas and

early Potatoes. It will not be necessary to dig

up the ground; simply level the surface and sprinkle

a good coating of soot on it. Where Potatoes

have been grown in a light soil, it will be advisable

to tread down the latter while it is dry prior to

planting.

Flower Garden.—On many kinds of climbing

and other plants, especially those of Honeysuckles,

Roses, Privet, Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias, Zonal

and Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, the Cuckoo-spit,

or froth-hopper, as the insect is often termed, is

to be found in great numbers. I do not know of

any insect that does more damage to a plant in so

short a time. Any leal or stem that the insect

lodges upon will be permanently crippled in about

two days. The pest sucks the juices of the leaf

and then voids it in the form of froth. Plants that

are syringed clean one day will be infested again

the following. The safest remedy is to hand-pick

the insects and so destroy them. In curled leaves

on Rose trees caterpillars may be found lurking.

These, too, must be hand-picked. To improve

the quality of the flowers, especially if any are

required for exhibition, give a thorough soaking

of weak liquid manure following one of clear water.

Good progress must now be made with the planting

out of the more tender kinds of bedding subjects,

so that the work may be all completed by the

middle of the month.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The ."Vchimenes are

very beautiful greenhouse plants, useful for growing

not only in pots, but baskets, too. Although the

individual plants may be lifted from the pans and

placed in others and in pots and baskets, it is much
better to transfer the plants to larger pots and

pans without dividing the ball of soil. Loam
two parts, leaf-soil one part, and peat one part,

with a small quantity of dried cow-manure and some

very coarse silver sand, form a good compost. In

potting, do not press at all upon the old ball of

soil, else the tender corms will be broken. ,\mateurs

who possess span-roofed greenhouses running east

and west should grow their Achimenes on the

north side, and this is the best position for the

Fuchsias ; they do not require much sunshine,

but plenty of light. Zonal Pelargoniums thrive

in the sunniest positions and should be placed on

the south side, air being admitted freely both

night and day. The atmosphere of greenhouses

dries quickly now, and if the floors are damped
twice every day, first, early in the morning, and

again about three o'clock in the afternoon, the

plants will be kept in a better condition than if

they were subjected to a very dry atmosphere.

Now that the bedding-out plants are all removed

from the frames, the latter should be cleaned and

made ready to accommodate winter-flowering

Zonal Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Calceolarias,

Cyclamen and Primulas.

Fruit Garden.—Gooseberry bushes with pendu-

lous-growing branches must be supported by

means of forked sticks driven into the soil, else

many berries, as they increase in size and weight,

will bear down the branches low enough to sweep

the soil, and heavy rains will then splash soil on

to the berries, rendering them unfit for dessert.

Where Raspberries, Currants and Gooseberries are

growing in a very light soil, the surface of the latter

must be well hoed and then covered with half-

rotted manure to form a mulch. The weight of

the crop will be increased and the bushes greatly

benefited. Badly curled leaves of Currants with

red blotches on them must be picked off and

burned if green aphides are found on the under

sides. A. A.

on older plants for blossoms to show at their local,

or even other, exhibitions.

The subject of feeding and other routine work
has so often been fully dealt with in The Garden
that it is unnecessary to refer to it any more just

now, but murh may be done at the present time

to enhance the fulness and increase the size of the

blooms now in the bud stage. A judicious thin-

ning of these will in manv instances make sufficient

difference in the blooms to enable their owner to

vvin the much-coveted prize. The word "judicious"

is used advisedly, because, after all, much will

depend upon the variety and the conditions under

which it is growing.

Taking a normal variety, however, we frequently

find the buds produced in clusters of three or more,

as shown in Fig. i, and it is for the owner to decide

whether it is desirable or not to remove any of

them. Where the variety has to be shown as a

single bloom, it would be folly to allow all the buds

to develop, one being quite sufiicient. In ordinary

circumstances the bud to retain would be the

largest and uppermost one, as shown in Fig. 2,

but there are exceptions to this. Naturally, the

bud left must be, so far as can be ascertained,

perfect, and if the best-placed and largest of the

cl\;ster is damaged or malformed in any way, the

next most promising one should be chosen. .Again,

in some varieties, such as Bessie Brown, where the

flowers do not open well, it is advisable not to thin

quite so severely, and many growers recommend

the removal of the largest buds, the smaller ones

often opening better.

Where garden Roses have to be shown in sprays,

some thinning of the buds may still be done with

advantage, removing anv very small, weak and

damaged examples, and taking care to retain, or

even enhance, the natural contour of the spray.

The work ought to be done at once, before the

buds get too large, so that the whole energies of

the plant can be devoted to those retained. Many

HINTS ON DISBUDDING ROSES.

It is a well-known fact that many of our best Rose

exhibitors rely almost solely on the one or two

flowers that are produced by a plant during the

first year of its existence, such plants being termed

maidens. No doubt this is a wise policy where

practicable; but there are few beginners or amateurs

i who can do this, and who must of necessity rely

-THE SAME SPRAV AFTER THE SMALL SIDE

BUDS HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY REMOVED. IT

IS SOMETIMES DESIRABLE TO RETAIN ONE
OF THE SIDE BUDS IN PREFERENCE TO THE
LARGEST.
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.imatciirs ami prnfessionals disbud to a less

(io^rpp wliore extra good blooms are desired for

purposes other than exhibition, init this, of course,

is a matter for personal taste. For my own part

I prefer a Rose with its bnds nestling around it,

but it is scarcely hkelv that anyone else will agrei'

with me on this point. The actual work of thin-

ing may be done with a sharp pair of scissors,

takiuK care that the stem of the bud retained is

not in the least injured. A. G.

A NEW R.'VCE or STOCKS.

Tufc Stock has for long been a favourite flower in

gardens of Great Britain, and one of the greatest

charms of the old-fashioned cottage gardens has

been derived from its association with them.

IManted close to the walls of the dwelling-house,

where dry soil impregnated with

lime is almost certain to be found,

the old perennial Stocks would
thrive and give their fragrant

lilossoms in profusion. During the

last few years a new race has
been distributed, and it is of the

behaviour of some plants of this

section that 1 now write.

Two years ago I secured from

Messrs. E. Webb and Sons a packet

of seed of their .\dmiration Stock,

and grew the plants as aimuals,

Tlic results were most satisfactory,

thougli the plants were somewhat
later in flowering than ordinary

bedding Stocks, and also attained

a greater height. Last year the

process was repeated, with equalls-

good results. A few odd plants

were, however, planted in a rather

(Irv, narrow border beside the

Iiouse and close to the wall, this

liorder facing south. These plants,

like those grown in other parts ot

the garden, flowered freely last

autumn, but by some means or

other were not cleared away after

flowering. In the early sprints

months of this year they pre-

sented a rather woeful appearance,

but with the advent of warmer
weather new grow^th was freely

made, and by the second week in

Mav the plants were masses of

blossom. The illustration shows a

white-flowered double variety, but

nianv blossoms had been cut from

this plant before the photograph

was taken ; indeed, it is one of

the charm.s of this race of .Stocks

that the plants, when treated as

annuals, branch freely and give an
abundance of flowers for cutting,

their fragrance rendering them
great favoiurites for the house.

In the .Admiration Stock, then, we have a race

that can be sown in spring and treated as

annuals, or sown in early autumn and grown

as biennials, with the chance thrown in that some
of the spring-sown plants may survive the winter

and flower again the following spring. H.

vqluablfi, and, of course, though the gardener may
know this, be is reluctant to cut off shoots for the

purpose cf ejuly propagation, because his flower

-

borders are at their best as regards appearance

and he is loth to m.ar their full beautv. From the

plants in the kitchen garden, cuttings may be freely

taken, and so a nice stock, earlv rooted, will be

available and will withstand the winter fogs and
moisture, also frost, better than late-rooted speci-

mens. Zonal Pclargoni\mis, lobelias, Ageratimis

and similar kinds do will tre.Uerl tlms. K.

I

THE TOWN GARDEN
Eari.y-fi.owerinc'.

should now be no
Chrysanthemums.
further delav in g

— There

•tting the

A PLANT OF STOCK ADMIRATION.
ANNUAL, BIENNIAL

THIS MAY BE GROWN AS AN
OR PERENNIAL.

SURPLUS BEDDING PLANTS.

What to do with the surplus bedding-ont plants

is a question that is often asked at this season of

the year. Some, of course, have really not suffi-

cient to fill the beds, much less any to spare. Very

small plants are useful. I used to put out surplus

plants in a part of the vegetable garden where

they would brighten a border near a path, seat or

arbour ; but they were not put there for that

purpose solely. Earlv cuttings are always very

plants of these into their permanent quarters,

and though, doubtless, there are many readers

who have already finished this work, there are

others who go to the opposite extreme in such

matters. It cannot be too widely known, how-

ever, that early neglect in these matters is rarely

again made good, the young plants, because of

their inability to develop steadily, quickly be-

j

coming starved and skinbound of stem, and in

this way pass a miserable existence till the rains

' .and the cooling days and nights of autumn compel

I

them to make fresh shoots from their bases, and

, in this way furnish the garden with a few flowers.

I For Northern and Scottish gardens the present

time is a good one for planting out such things,

and if good growth has been made, progress will

soon be marked.

Outdoor Tomatoes. — These are now quite

ready for planting out, and the sturdy, short-

jointed and hrm examples, having been alre.idv

for weeks confined to small pots, will not be sorry

the time has come when they are permitted to

shift for themselves. In planting out avoid bury-

ing the stf'ms too much, and make tlie soil about

the plant? as firm as possible. Those who neglect

to do this now will be among the earliest to presently

write and tell the Editor that " all the flowers arc

falling " from their plants, as nothing more con-

duces to this state of things than loose soil about

the'roots of the plants or an excess of moisture.

In firming the soil about the plants it must be done

thoroughly, and if a good watering is given at

planting-out-time, no more will be needed, even in

the hottest weather, for ten d.avs or more, or imtil

it is seen that the young fruits are

vwelling. One strong stake to each

plant and the removal of all side

shoots as these appear are other

details of culture not to be over-

looked.

SlNf.I F. PVRETHRUMS. ThoSC
alio take keen delight in the best

and showiest of early summer
flowers should not omit to make
a note of these useful subjects

which have no equal throug]>out

the year. In white, pink and
crimson they are most serviceable

in the garden, and, giving stems

2 feet in length, are valuable in the

cut state also. Hamlet, pink; Mrs.

Bateman Brown, crimson
; James

Kelway, scarlet ; Snowdrift, white
;

and Sherlock, crimson-red, are some
of the finest, and there is also a

yreat range of colour in the double-

flowered forms. The plants are

easily cultivated in rich garden soil,

and if set out at once will flower

well another year.

HvBRip Columbines.— Not a

few of the readers of these notes

take a delight in exhibiting the

produce of their gardens, and some
of them. I know, engage in

table decoration or vase work at

their local summer show. To these

I would say, " Alwavs be prepared

with good plants of these hybrid

Columbines," for certainly no hardy

garden plant is possessed of greater

beauty or elegance, or calculated

to produce a more distinctive re-

sult. The best strains are easily

raised from seeds sown in boxes of

sandv soil, and whether required

for border ornamentation, for the

exhibition tent or for home decora-

tion, their v.alue will be the same,

and they will not fail to find many
admirers. I have seen them very effective in

beds alone, the Fern-like grace of their leafage

having, in conjunction with the long spurred

flowers, a singular and quite appropriate beauty

that cannot be too highly praised.

Sprinx. BuLDors Plants.—One of the most

frequent enquiries that reaches one is " What can

I do with Daffodils and Tuhps now that their

flowering is over ? " " Can I lift them before the

foliage dies down and dry them in the sun ? " is

but a variant of the same thing, the answer to

which is " No, you cannot ; at least, not with im-

punitv." Those who now require to clear the beds

for Begonias or other tender subjects should lav

the bulbs in soil with the foliage intact, so that the

process of ripening is brought about in as gradual

a manner as possible. E. H. Jenkins.
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TULIPS AT THE TEMPLE
SHOW.

WITH me the Tulip season has

been a very short one, and the

flowers in most parts of my
garden have been badly hit by
the cold winds or the hail or

the frost at nights. I remember

when I used to do algebra at school " x " was always

the unknown quantity. I feel that I ought to

have written that my Tuhps have been badly hit

by " X," for what it is that has really done the

damage I am quite at a loss to know. Everything

that I begin to think is the cause, I find, on further

consideration and weighing of facts, not to be so ;

at least, there is something that seems to flatly

contradict me. One knows that the immediate

cause is a fungus growth with a long name, " Botry-

tis something," but what is it that predisposes the

plant to the attack ? When I left home " x "

had been at work for some time, and the effects

of his unwelcome attentions were only too obvious.

I fully expected to find a poor lot of flowers in

London, and so it was a most agreeable surprise

to see such exceptionally fine exhibits as those of

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Sir George Faudel-

Phillips and Messrs. Barr and Sons. Sad signs

of the season were the bruised flowers of Messrs. A.

Dickson and Sons of Belfast, who usually at the

Temple are on top of the tree or thereaibouts. The

small exhibit of Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co. was

very unlike their usual gorgeous display.

The introduction of some green and dark-coloured

Beech leaves into the exhibit of Sir George Faudel-

Phillips was a step in the right direction. Why
should Tulips always be shown in such an unattrac-

tive way ? More than half their beauty and ele-

gance is lost when they are massed so much to-

gether. I sincerely thank Sir George for the lead

that he has given.

Messrs. Barr and Sons arranged their flowers in

a very educative way—Darwins by themselves.

Cottage by themselves and florists' by themselves.

The visitors who studied this exhibit saw at a

glance the broad differences of the sections.

It is useful to know them when ordering, other-

wise with the confusion of names we may not get

what we intended. We have La Candeur in the

early doubles and La Candeur, a synonym of

White Queen, in the Darwins. Old Yolande is

renamed Duchess of Westminster, and Grand
Monarque, which I have grown for years, Duke
of Westminster. Kingscourt and Cardinal Manning

are the same thing with different names. Truly,

Tulips are royal flowers, and the National TuMp
Society is rightly called the Royal National TuUp
Society. They are just like kings and queens

;

they nearly all of them have so many names.

Hobbema, Le Reve, American Lac and Sarah

Bernhardt all belong to a large and lovely salmony

yellowy pinky flower that a few years ago suddenly

leapt into fame because America wanted it and was

prepared to pay for it. Bouton d'Or, Golden

Beauty and Ida are the choice of names that the

grand old golden-baU-looking Tulip gives us, and

so on and so on, not forgetting the quaint old

style of naming that William Baylor Hartland

used to like so much—maculata globosa grandi-

flora, just like a name we might find in Passeus's

famous picture-book of flowers, the " Hortus

Floridus," " Tulipa alba et rosea colmixta."

I was much struck with the bright colour of a

massive group from Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co.

of Maidstone. I have an idea that there is a fair

amount of lime in the soil about that part, and I

always imagine—whether rightly or wrongly I am
unable to say—that lime gives brightness of colour.

A small but extremely interesting lot of blooms

came from Harpenden. Mr. A. D. Hall is one of

the very few Tulip-raisers of the present day, and

he sent a lovely sample of his new seedlings. Some
of the pinky orange shades, with their pure yellow

bases, were superb, and his selection of mauves
and purples was a very beautiful one. The pure

white base suits these shades so well.

The outdoor group of Messrs. Cuthbert was a

good try at showing Tulips in the best of all possible

ways— that is, as they grow ; but the flowers were

rather small and their first freshness had gone.

Nevertheless, it was an effective group. As to

individual varieties, there were just a few that I

should like to mention, viz.. Lady Faudel- Phillips,

a broken rose, probably the rectified form of some
Darwin. It was a large, round flower, pure

white, with medium-sized spots and dashes of rose,

the white predominating. Bronze Queen or

Clio, an immense biscuit brown bloom, just the

shade of a properly baked Marie or Albert biscuit.

I know there is a bed of this at Glasnevin, and it

is one of Mr. Moore's favourites. Prince of the

Netherlands, a grand Darwin, tall and of a rich

deep rose crimson, with just a suspicion of magenta-

Norman Knight (Wallace), a Cottage counterpart

of the brilliant species Tulip fosteriana ; very

fine indeed. Zomerschoon, a real salmony pink

and white striped; no other Tulip has anything

like the same colouring. Unfortunately, it is

never likely to become plentiful; it is such a slow

one to increase—old age, they saj;^. .^ Last of all, I

must mention the new Parrot Sensation shown
by Messrs. Barr and Sons. All other Parrots are

bizarres, whereas this is a bybloemen. Herein
lies its interest. Why should this be the first

Parrot bybloemen ? It is a very interesting ques-

tion, but one that will be difficult to answer.

Joseph Jacob.

THE FRUtT GARDEN
LAYERING STRAWBERRIES FOR

FORCING.

THE work of layering should be taken in

hand as early as possible, so as to

secure a quantity of strong, well-ripened

crowns by the autumn. The opera-

tion is very simple, and needs no
explanation here. There is, however,

some difference of opinion on one point : Is it

best to layer the young plants into 3-inch

pots, a method that has been practised for years

by many excellent growers, or is it an advan-

tage to layer the plants at once into their

fruiting or 6-inch pots ? I have practised both

methods, and am in favour of the latter owing to

the saving of labour. The soil must be made very

firm in the pots and the young plants carefully

watered.

When on a visit to the gardens at Castle Ashby
last autumn, a large number of exceptionally

fine plants were noticed, and Mr. A. R. Searle, the

head-gardener and a well-known prizewinner at

many of the leading exhibitions, favours the

practice of layering direct into the fruiting pots.

Amateurs often allow a nest of small crowns to

form around the base of the plant during the

summer ; these should all be carefully removed,

so that a vigorous and well-ripened crown is built

up, this being imperative if the best results are to

be obtained. Whichever method is adnpted there

must not be any delay in securing the young plants,

as the earlier they are layered the better chance

they have of forming plump crowns that will give

strong trusses of bloom next spring. Also, it is

necessary to avoid propagating from barren

plants. Colin Ruse.

SOME EARLY ROSES.
As I write on the first day of June, I have in view
a pillar of that delightful single Rose Carmine
Pillar just opening its brilliant blooms, giving a

foretaste of the wealth of colour soon to be seen

among its pretty pale green foUage. On an east

wall close by, Conrad F. Meyer is already in

bloom, yielding huge blooms of a lovely pink

shade and as fragrant as they are beautiful in

colour. Rows of the old common pink Monthly
Rose have been in bloom for some days now, and so

also has that delightful single yellow, Rosa Hugonis.

The charming R. altaica has already given us its

contribution to the early Rose season, as have also

other members of the same tribe, R. spinosissima,

both the lovely single as well at the double forms-

R. sinica Anemone has given some wonderfully

large blooms of a most delightful silvery pink

colour, reminding one in all save form of a large

Clematis. R. hispida and R. xanthina have come
and gone, and although so very fleeting, they

always are welcome, as we have so few yellow

Roses of a really hardy type. R. alpina, R. sericea

and R. acicularis are all lovely species for which

one should endeavour to find a position, not crowded

away in the so-called shrubbery, but isolated so

that their individual beauty may be seen.

The rugosa Roses are now unfolding their

charming blooms, and are perhaps more valued

now than later on, excepting perhaps in autumn,

when we have the rich colouring of the beautiful

fruit. Waltham Bride is always one of our earliest

white Ramblers, and it is ever welcome for its

delicious fragrance. Following it very closely is

Griiss an Zabern, perhaps the best of all early

white Ramblers, although many can find a wel-

come for Thalia and Polyantha grandiflora, which

are both early flowering sorts. The yellow Rambler

Aglaia always appeals to me, and it still is one of the

best when handled right ; that is to say, when the

pruning-knife and secateurs are kept away from it.

I have tied the shoots out to tall Bamboo canes,

allowing as much space as possible for each growth,

thus ensuring a freer blooming and also a

more perfect development of its clusters of fragrant

flowers.

A very brilliant early blooming Rambler is Ruby
Queen, a most dehghtful shade of colour and with

exquisite foUage. The flowers are large, double,

and produce a fine effect on the plant. Another

very rich mass of colour may be obtained from

pillars of Robusta, a very rich shade reminding

one of the Hybrid Perpetual Louis van Houtte.

Soon we shall have the Penzance Briars bursting

out in all their charming variety of tints, from

palest pink to glowing scarlet and from bronzy

copper to almost pure white. Then, planted close

by, we have the Austrian Briars, which give us

shades of yellow and gold that the Penzance

Briars lack; while from the Hybrid Briar Una to

the perpetual-flowering Hybrid Briar Gottfried

Keller we can have the most exquisite tints, the

latter blending marvellously well with the scarlet-

crimson Bardou Job.

Wherever possible, much may be done in the way
of effective planting by noting the various times

that the different varieties appear, and I trust this

note may be helpful to some reader who contem-

plates planting for effectiveness. I must not omit

! to mention Tea Rambler, Alberic Barbier, Morlettii,

Leuchtstem, Gerbe Rose and Blairii No. 2, for

they are so very good that one cannot leave them

out of an early flowering plantation. P.

[We are rather surprised to find that our esteemed

contributor has made no mention of the old Gloire

de Dijon, a Rose that has been giving us fragrant

blooms since the second week in May. It is

really a beautiful Rose when grown on a wall and

not hard pruned.

—

Ed.]
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TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Kdiior mteiula Id

make Thk Oauiien helplid to all readers who desire assist-

ance, tw matter whal the braneM o/ gardening may be, and

with that abject u-iU make a special feature oj the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. AU communications shoidd be

clmrly ami concisely written on one side of the paper onli/,

ami addressed to the EuiTOK ol THE GARDEN, 30, Tavistock

Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the PUBLISHER. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any demgnation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece ol paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not uttton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

the whole of this insecticide Is uot used at ono time, it

should be liept tightly corked In a bottle or some other
vessel.

Sweet Pea plants for Inspection (£. C. A.).—
Thf Sweet Pea plants arc being devoured by slugs, pro-

bably Very small ones Dust soot, lim- or powdered
alum alon^ the rows a short distance from the plants, or
set traps of Cabbage or Lettuce leaves, on wllich they will

feed aud under which they will hide during the day, when
they may bi' caught. Go nut at du-k with a lantern,

when you may catch the culprits in the act.

Iris seeds from Japan (If. S. CAo?n6eriatn).^Sow
the seeds at once in any good mi.Kture of soil—sandy ioam
with a little leaf-mould will do quite well—covering the

seeds with half an inch of it. These Iris seeds are of

large size, and should not be lightly covered, as is done
with many seeds. They are sometimes slow and unceirtain

in vegetation, and may remain a year or two before

appearing. On the other hand, the seeds may appear in

the spring of 1911. If you have but a few, sow In a pot
and cover the latter with a sheet of glass, placing the pot
in a shady spot.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Lifting Narcissi before fully ripened

(Young Gardener).—If you are compelled by cir-

cumstances to lift the bulbs, you should at once

heel them in in some convenient spot to mature,

retaining the whole of the foliage intact. To lift

the bulbs in their now immature state and dry

them in the smi would be doubly bad, and even

the lifting will produce a check from which a whole

year must elapse before they recover. In those

circumstances where the beds are required for a

double piirpose, the deeper planting of the Daffodils

would modify the weakness or loss which must

follow.

Daffodil names and Daffodils for

border (M. P. A ., Tyrone).—The Daffodils reached

us in very poor condition, and it was impossible

to be certain what some of them were. Probably

they were as follows: (i) Polyanthus Narcissus

Gloriosa ; (2) Butter and Eggs or incomparabilis

aurantius plenus ; {3) Eggs and Bacon or Orange

Phoenix, incomparabilis aJbus aurantius plenus

;

{4) probably Barri conspicuus
; (5) possibly some

Burbidgei variety, such as Robin Hood
; (6)

Burbidgei type. We would advise the whole

border to be remade before the autumn, and all

the Daffodils that are in it to be taken up and the

big ones picked out. These should then be dried

in an airy shed or room and replanted later on. We
recommend this because the blooms sent were

small and indicate that the plants have been

starved. Double dig the whole (if possible) when
the bulbs are taken up in June, and add some bone-

meal and some slaked lime. Then plant again

in September. The following are some of the best

kinds for borders : Large trmnpets—Emperor
Empress, Mme. de Graaff, Golden Bell, obvallaris

and Glory of Leiden ; cupped varieties—Barri

conspicuus. Autocrat, Seagull, Lucifer, Crown
Prince, Gloria Mimdi, Duchess of Westminster,

Torch and White Lady ; Parvi varieties—Baroness

Heath, Vanessa, Eyebright, Horace, Ben Jonson,

Cassandra, Comus, the Poetaz varieties and Cam-
pemelle Jonquils. As this garden is in Ireland

we might almost venture to advise King Alfred,

It is one of the very finest yellow trumpets, but

it does not thrive everywhere. All the new
varieties should be bought as early as possible

and at once planted.

Mildeur on Pansies (Amateur).—Your plants are
evidently attacked by the Violet mildew, a well-known
funsjoid disease common to the garden Pansy. The leaves

of the latter plants, on their under sides, form a dense pale
violet grey felt, and the foliage very soon shrivels and
dies. Plants'coddled In frames, where they are frequently
kept too moist and the atmospheric conditions too close,

|

are subject to mildew. The worst-infested leaves should 1

be picked off and burnt, and the plants should then be
sprayed with a solution made up of loz. of sulphide of

|

potassium dissolved in a quart of boiling water. This should
be mixed with 2J gallons of cold water before using. If

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Pruning Cydonia japonica (/. Patterson).

You may prune your Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica as

soon as the flowers are over. Cut last year's wood
hack fairly close to the old wood, but do not cut

into the old wood unless the plant is very dense

and you wish to thin the branches out a little.

You do not say whether you refer to an indoor

Abutilon or to Abutilon vitifolium growing out of

doors. If the former, it ought to have been cut

back about the end of February and have been

repotted, or top-dressed if planted in a border, in

March. A compost of two parts good fibrous

loam, half a part leaf-mould and half a part well-

rotted manure, with a little sand, is suitable. As
it has gone so late you had better repot it at once

if required ; prune lightly now, and then allow it

to grow on and prune it hard next spring. If you

refer to Abutilon vitifolium out of doors, unless

it is very straggling, we should advise you to let it

alone now, and if priming is necessary do it next

February. Abutilons of any kind like generous

treatment, and when grown in pots manure-water

should be given frequently.

Oak leaves for identification (L. C, Rugby).
The Oak leaves you send are those of the Lucombe Oak
(Quercus lucombeana). This is often sub-evergreen, and
is a hybrid raised many years ago near Exeter, its parents
being the Cork Oak (Q. Ilex) and the Turkey Oak (Q.
Cerris), the former, of course, being evergreen and the
latter deciduous. There are several evergreen species of

Oak, by far the best known in England being the Holm
Oak (Q. Ilex). Some species grow into large trees, while
others, such as many of the Japanese kinds, form large

bushes. The moth you mention frequently lays its eggs
on different kinds of Oak. i

How to prune a lillac (N. S. Rawson).—You
can prune your Lilac in such a manner that it will blossom
more freely, rather than not, the following year. Wliat
you want to do is to thin the branches out well rather

than shorten them^ln a wholesale manner. Thin out the
weaker shoots or^small, twiggy branches, then rub off

while still quite young ^a number of the young shoots, so
that the whole strength of the bush may go to the perfecting

of the remaining shoots, which will all be well exposed
to light and air. These shoots will then perfect buds,
from the majority ofJ;which flowers ought to be borne.
Old flower-heads^ust be removed as the flowers fade,

and if the bush needs shaping, a few branches may
be removed. As a rule, pruning every second or third

year will suffice.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Azaleas losing their leaves (E. B.}.—

From the appearance of the shoots sent, we have

little doubt but that the roots of the plants are in

a bad state. They may have been too dry or too

wet, while the drainage may have been in an

unhealthy condition or an excess of stimulants

given them. Even with these various suggestions

we may be wide of the mark as to the actual cause,

and local matters concerning which we are ignorant

may have had something to do with it. The
potting mixture should not be at fault, although

we would prefer an increased amount of peat with

the soil. You do uot say whether you repotted

the plants owing to their unhealthy state, or whether

they fell into ill-health after the repotting. To

repot Azaleas properly requires far more care than

in the case of soft-wooded plants, such as Pelar-

goniums, Fuchsias, &c., even if the roots are in a

perfectly healthy state. In the first place, the

pots must be quite clean and effectually drained
;

next, it is very important that the ball of earth

is in a moist (not sodden) state, as if dry it will be

almost impossible to restore it to its normal moist

condition. Care must be taken that the ball of

earth is not buried deeper than before in the new
soil, as if this last is banked around the base of the

stem the plant is sure to quickly fall into ill-health.

A most important item is that the new soil be

pressed dovra very regularly and firmly, as firm

potting is most essential for the successful culture

of Azaleas, Heaths and plants of this class. From
the details we have given, you will probably be

able to put your finger on the weak spot or spots

in your treatment. We should advise you to keep

your plants shaded from bright sunshine and

frequently syringed, taking special care at the

same time that the soil, though moist, is not

allowed to get too wet.

Repotting Azaleas (S. A. L.).—In the flrst place,

it is by no means necessary to repot Azaleas every year,

providing (and this is an all-important matter) the roots

are in a good condition. As the foliage of your plant
droops at times, even when not dry, we should say that
very probably the roots are at fault, perhaps owing
inefficient drainage. Your better way wDl be to repot
the plant directly the flowers are over. The most suitable

compost for Azaleas is a mixture of peat and sand, as, unless

there is a liberal amount of peat in the soil, it is useless to
expect Azaleas to thrive therein. This may account for

your non-success in repotting the plant last year, as you
do not say anything concerning the kind of soli used.
When the plant Is turned out of the pot for repotting,

the broken crocks employed for drainage should be taken
from the ball of earth and as much of the old soil removed
as can be done without unduly distressing the roots. When
this is done, you will perhaps find that the plant requires

a pot very little, if at all, larger than that in wUch it

is now in. At all events, the pot must be quite clean, dry
and effectually drained by means of broken crocks, while

it is very necessary that the ball of earth be fairly moist,

as if dry it cannot, after repotting, be moistened In a satis-

factory manner. When finished, return the plant to the
window if you have no greenhouse available, and stand it

outside during steady rain. The soil must always be kept
moist, but not waterlogged. When the plant has made
good growth it may be plunged out of doors, taking care

that it is at no time allowed to get dry at the roots. A
sprinkling overhead every evening will be beneficial.

The variety President Oswald de Kerchove is recognised

as one of the leading kinds.

ROSE GARDEN.
The Banksian Roses (M. R.). — These

will grow freely enough in many places where it

is almost impossible to obtain a bloom from them.

They are essentially sun-lovers, and on a warm
south wall they are often seen at their best, being

then profusely laden with their delightful flowers.

We should say that the want of bloom on your

plants is owing to both soil and position being too

cold. These Roses do not require much pnming,

all that is needed being the removal of any old

and exhausted wood directly the flowers are over

or the flowering season is passed. One caution

to be particularly observed in the case of Banksian

Roses is not to cut away more than can be avoided

of the small twiggy growths, generally referred

to by gardeners as spray, as on these the major

portion of the flowers are produced.

Rose foliage blighted (0. B. B.).—The spots on
the foliage are known as black spot. It is a troublesome

fungus, and few gardens are immune from it. The best

remedy is to spray early and often with a solution of

sulphide of potassium. This is made as follows : Half an
ounce of the sulphide to one gallon of water. Add a table-

spoonful of liquid glue or white of egg to make It adhesive.

Do not make up too much at one time, as it is best applied

fresh and with a fluae sprayer.

Soil for Roses (A Constant Reader).—The sample
of soil sent is one In which you cannot hope to grow good
Roses. It lacks fibre and humus. This you could remedy
by obtaining some loam from a meadow, that which Is

found just beneath the grass. Break it up and add one
part of manure to two parts of loam. If you cannot

obtain farmyard manure, Wakeley's Hop Manure Is a

good substitute. For each Hose you plant in the green-

house a hole should be opened about 2 feet wide and

2 feet or 3 feet deep ; then fill It with the soil and manure
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advised. This could be done at once, and if the plants

are unhealthy, discard them and procure others growing
in pots, transferring them from their pots to the holes and
pressing soil firmly about the ball of earth. If you obtain

young plants In growth, these should give you some nice

blooms this year. Please send your name and address, as

per rules, when writing again.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Brown scale on Peach trees (Dr. Noble).

The pest affecting your Peach trees is the brown

scale. It may be killed in winter while the trees

are dormant by the application of a strong insecti-

cide as given below ; but it would not be safe to

apply a strong enough insecticide to kill the scale

now, as it would inevitably cause serious injury

to the tender foliage. The only thing to do is to

harass and to brush it off by hand, using warm
soap and water and a small brush not too hard.

In winter spray the trees with the following mix-

ture : Paraffin (Tea Rose), 7 gallons; soft soap,

i2lb. ; water, 100 gallons. \ less quantity may
be prepared, the proportion of each constituent

being the same.

Commercial fruit - growing under glass
{Cinderella).—This industry, although it has grown of late

years into enormous proportions, is not specially, as far as

we know, represented by either. The business is mostly
in the hands of large growers, who, by reason of the great-

ness of their turnover, succeed in growing their crops
with far less labour, and therefore cheaper, than the small

grower with only an acre or two can possibly do. Many
persons who are in a small way in this line of business,

no doubt, succeed very well ; but it will be invariably
found that where this is the ease the head of the business
is a hard worker himself, has a thorough practical

knowledge of the work, and has, besides, a good business
capacity. Our experience goes to prove that it is a mis-
take, often a serious one, for any person to start in this

business unless he has been previously well grounded in

the work, and unless, also, he is prepared to take his share
of the hard work which lias to be done for a long time
before such a business can be made a success. The
work, no doubt, is pleasant and interesting ; but it is

highly technical, and if not understood by those embarking
init, may easily, and soon, land them in heavy losses. To
cover most of two acres with glass and to heat and furnish

the same with all necessary appliances for carrying out
the work would entail the expenditure of at least £2,000,
and probably more. As to the returns which may be
expected from a small establishment hke this, it will

depend entirely on the management. It may be anything
from £200 to £400 or £500 per acre gross. For our part
we would much prefer to buy or rent a modem business

to start with rather than build up a new one. There are

always plenty on the market to choose from.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tomato for inspection {F. D. P.).—The

damage was probably begun by mechanical injury

to the stem, and a fungus thus gained entry and

so caused the damping. Damping off usually

begins at the soil level.

Wireworm and Tomatoes (/. T. Shep-

herd).—-The application of the Apterite should go a

long way to clear out the pest, though as the wire-

worm is particularly partial to the Tomato plant,

you had better place Potato traps a few inches

from the stem of each plant, and by examining

these frequently many may be caught and killed.

In any case, the Potatoes, which should be sunk

about 4 inches deep, will cause a counter attraction
'

and keep them from the Tomatoes. If you are
\

afraid of the pest coming into the soil of the

greenhouse from without, dig a slight trench and

dress it with Apterite, or put in any old or unused

Potatoes you may have at hand. This will give

the pest something to do. Another winter dig tlie

soil frequently and pick out as many as you can

see. By encouraging the sparrow and robin after

the digging the birds will quickly detect them
and reduce their numbers. i

Diseased Mint (A. E. S.). — The Mint is!

attacked by the destructive Mint rust (Puccinia I

menthie). The stage shown by the plants sent

is the early stage of the fungus, when the spores

are produced in little yellow cups on the deformed

leaves and stem; later in the season two other forms

of spores are produced in darker brown or almost

black clusters on the under sides of the leaves of

the same plant, very different in appearance from

those now occurring, but, like them, each capable

of reproducing the disease on Mint. In the case of

the last, it is also capable of withstanding injury

from weather, &c. Once attacked, the Mint cannot

be got free from the fungus. It permeates the

whole of the plant, passing down into the under-

ground portions, where it remains during the

winter and whence it spreads to the new
shoots in the following year. It is, therefore,

use^ss to apply any fungicidal sprays to the

diseased plants. They should be dug up and

burnt forthwith, and a new stock of Mint raised

by the division of healthy plants. These should

be planted a distance away from where the diseased

ones were growing. The wild Mints are attacked

by the disease as well as the cultivated plants.

Growing Mushrooms in dark out-

houses (.i. Reid).—With plenty of manure from

corn-fed horses, splendid crops of Mushrooms could

easily be grown in such structures. The season at

the present moment is not a good one to start

growing Mushrooms in, as if prepared now, the

beds would be in bearing in the middle of summer.

Mushrooms do not like heat. Even the oldest

and best growers find a great difficulty in growing

even moderate crops at this time. We would

advise our correspondent to prepare the manure
for his first bed early in ."August. This should bear

towards the end of September and continue in

profit for about six weeks, when the manure
should be cleared out to make room for another

bed. To keep up a succession it is a good plan to

make up a new bed every three weeks. To make
it clear to our correspondent how the details of the

work should be carried out would occupy a page of

The Garden. We would, therefore, at the present

moment advise him to spend a shilling on a little

book named " Mushrooms and How to Grow
Them." The work is by John F. Barter, a com-
mercial Mushroom-grower of forty years' standing.

It is plainly written, easily understood, and the

most rehable work on the subject we know of ; by

post IS. 2d. Published by John F. Barter, Limited,

Napier Road, Wembley R.S.O., Middlesex.

Transplanting edible Pea plants (H. W. R.).—
Transplanting edible Pea plants is not a common practice,

because as a rule these Peas are so\vn thick—indeed, far

too thickly—and thus plants are too crowded rather than
thin. But, seeing that it is a common practice to plant
Sweet Pea plants into rows or clumps in the open ground,
taliing them from pots, pans or boxes, tliere can be
no reason why edible Pea plants may not be treated

in the same way. But the plants should not exceed
4 inches in height, and be lifted with a fork, so that
the roots come freely away from the well-loosened soil.

Only a few at a time should be lifted, these being replanted
at once. Have the ground deeply dug and well pulverised ;

then, straining a line across the breadth where the row is

to be, take out a trench 6 inches deep. Into that,

4 inches apart, put the plants, placing some fine soil

against each one as soon as placed in the trench to hold it

in position. When all are planted, give a good watering
and at once put a few sticks to them.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Foliage plants for dra^ving-room

{M. P.).—There are not many foliage plants of the

character you require, that is if Palms are omitted.

Most of these are, as you say, apt to become some-

what lumpy under the conditions named ; but

you would not find this to apply to Cocos flexuosa,

whose tall, light and graceful habit renders it a

very popular subject with the large London fur-

nishers. Another plant much in demand for

similar purposes is Thamnocalamus or Arundinaria

falcata, which is often known as Bambusa gracilis.

It thrives well in the greenhouse and is not too

wide. Other plants likely to serve your purpose

are Cordyline (Dracaena) australis, C. (Draca?na)

Eckhautei, Fatsia japonica (Aralia Sieboldii of

gardens), Grevillearobusta, and Asparagus Sprengeri

if tied to an upright stake. Although it is a more
formal-growing subject than that to which your
question refers, the Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria

excelsa) is a very useful foliage plant for a green-

house, and so are the variegated varieties of the

New Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax).

Pruning Heather (C. C.).—The best time
for pruning Heather is as soon as the flowers fade,

the spring-flowering kinds towards the end of May
and the later kinds during autumn or winter. We
have had no experience of anthracite coal stored

in bulk. You do not say how much you propose

to store ; hence we cannot give an idea of the

chances of an explosion occurring. We should

imagine that the quantity you would require to

store at once would not be sufficient to occasion

danger, but it would be advisable to obtain an

opinion from your coal merchant or some mining
expert.

Information about wasps {Mrs. E. L. 0.).—Wasps
do not lay eggs in old nests. The queens will now be busy
making new ones, and though they may use the material
of the old. they will not necessarily build near it. In
any case, a little sulphur burnt so that the fumes fill tlie

space below the tiles would probably render the situation
unpleasant for the insects.

Preparing and applying weed killer {Constant
Render).—^Your best method will be to purchase one of the
prepared weed-killers advertised in our columns. AVith
these the vendors supply full directions for their applica-
tion, and such preparations are far more satisfactory than
anything that could be made at home, and are quite as
cheap.

Tomato plants for inspection (J. F.).—No insect
or fungus was present to which could be attributed the
wilting of the fohage. There was some injury, as by a biting
insect or slug at the base of the stem in one plant, but not
in the other. In both the root was but poorly developed,
and we think the trouble was probably due to this cause.

What is an amateur gardener? (IF. J.).—No
doubt you felt it to be a great hardship that, having first

been awarded a prize at a flower show, you should later, on
the protest of a competitor, have been disqualified. You
exhibited in what are termed amateur gardeners' classes

as such, but was disqualified on the ground that because you
sell surplus plants you must be regarded as a professional.

It was very unfortunate that when your entry was sent in
the committee did not deal with it, and, if holding you to
be a professional, should have refused your entry. That
your entry in the amateurs' section was received and
accepted was practically admission that you was an amateur
gardener, and for that reason the protest should not have
been accepted in that special case. It was really more
a matter for future action than for that occasion. The
fact that both the committee and the four professional
assessors called in to assist iu the matter were equally
divided shows how very improper was the ultimate dis-

qualification ; nothing less than a two-thirds majority
should have settled such a serious matter. Your work as
a wine merchant's assistant, in which you are engaged
every weekday for twelve hours, shows clearly that you
are an amateur absolutely. You do not live on your
gardening, but do it as a recreation. When you sell

surplus plants, do you publish a price-list of them for

circulation ? If you do that, then it would be a grave
factor against you. If, on the other hand, you merely
sell what surplus plants you do not want to your neigh-
bours for their benefit and to enable you to purchase
other plants or seeds, then you are strictly an amateur.
Hundreds of others situated as you are do just the same
thing without protest.

Tree Ferns in the open (JS. H. Rijdar).—The only
Tree Fern that can be grown successfuUy out of doors in

the British Isle= is Dicksonia antarctica, and this can only
be depended on to grow satisfactorily in the most favoured
localities, such as the warmer parts of Dorset, Devon,
Cornwall and Ireland, and places with a similar chmate.
A great many may be seen growing out of doors in the
neighbourhood of Falmouth It is doubtful whether
they would prove a succeas in Sussex unless it is just

here and there in sheltered positions. The best way to
obtain them would be to advertise, as it is doubtful whether
nurserymen stock them to any extent The most likely

people are Messrs. Gauntiett and Co.. Haslemere ; Mr. R,
GiU, nurseryman, Falmouth; and Messrs. Pennick and
C!o., nurserymen, Ireland. There is a Tree Fern called

Dicksonia squarrosa, but it is not suitable for outdoor
culture in any part of the British Isles.

Names of plants.— Violet York.—We believe the
Rose is Souvenir de L. Viennot. A. B.—Narcissus
poeticus flore-plenus. The plant is Nepeta Glechoma
Viirieg.ita, and i« a perennial. A. L. Ford.—Senecio
Kfempferi aurco-maculata. E. M. O.—1, Garden form
of Lilac, cannot identify ; 2, CoUinsia vema ; 3, Veronica
pectinata rosea; 4, Arenaria purpurascens. Mrs. L. H.
—Pyrus lobata. A. W. M.—Asperula odorata (Wood-
ruff). A. G.—Brassica verrucosa. P. Z.—Saxifraga

trifmcata and Fuchsia splendens variety. X. Y. Z.—
1, Coronilla Emerus- 2, Centranthus ruber; 3, Clematis

montana ; 4, Viburnum tomentosum pUcatum ; 5,

Spirsea van Houttei. Miss J. Deane.—Kibes aureum.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticiUiure is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in qitestions

relating to matters upon which they ivish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he ivishes to make
'he "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

feature, arui, when queries are printed, fie hopes readers

tviU fcindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be loritten clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but fie will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, fwwever, ivUl be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he mil endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards pfiotograpfis, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual plioto-

grapher or owner of the copyright unll be treated with.

The Editor unll not be responsible for tfie return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
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THE SUMMER AILMENTS
OF THE GRAPE VINE.

ANY ailments of the Vine
during its season of growth
are no doubt the result of

preventable causes, the chief

of these ailments being
general impaired vitality.

This, of course, may be due to causes

j

which can only be repaired during
autumn and winter, such, for ex-

ample, as the bad condition of the
border and the roots of the Vines, defec-

tive drainage, or many other causes
which can only be dealt with while the

1 Vines are in a dormant condition. With
I
these I do not propose to deal, excepting

j

where they may incidentally affect the

I

summer treatment, .\part from this, the
impaired vitality of a Vine may be due
to causes for which the summer treatment
alone is responsible.

Among those causes the chief one per-

haps is the bad effect of overcropping. If

the gardener himself does not know that
he is placing too heavy a burden on his

Vines in the shape of too many and too
heavy bunches, he will not have long to

wait before the fact will be revealed to

him in a very practical and unpleasant
way by the Vine itself, not only by its

failure to properly develop and mature its

crop of fruit, but also by the fact, which
is of more serious import, that its con-
stitution will have suffered injury for years
to come. I am afraid this is a common
form of cruelty to Vines among gardeners.
To be candid, I must confess that I am
not innocent of the charge myself. With
me it is a case of guilty ; but I will not do
it again. Let us hope this is the worst
that can be said of many others.

The next cause of importance of ail-

ments in Vines in summer is probably
watering. I am afraid that in the matter
of carrying out this important duty, rule

of thumb generally governs our practice

more than does exact and reasoned know-
ledge. Some gardeners believe in keeping
their borders comparatively dry during
winter while the Vines are at rest, and in

giving extra copious waterings during the
season of growth. I am now alluding to

inside borders. There are other equally
competent gardeners who follow a course
of watering diametrically opposed to this.

Their practice is to heavily irrigate their

Vine borders in winter with rich manure-
water in the belief that the roots of the
Vines are never quite inactive, even at that

dead time of the year, and also that the

Vine is nourished to a considerable extent

during winter by such watering. Fur-

ther, they contend that the soil of the

border is considerably enriched by the

manurial constituents of the liquid manure,
which it retains for months afterwards,

and from which the Vines benefit during

their season of growth.

This practice, combined with summer
mulchings of manure, obviates to a great

extent the necessity of too frequent

waterings during the growing season.

The effect of too frequent waterings
results in considerably reducing the tem-
perature, and, more or less, the fertility of

the soil by the loss of manurial composts
washed into the drains, to the evident

detriment of the Vines. I am a strong

believer in this heavy irrigation of inside

borders in winter with rich manure-water
from the farm or stable yard, following

up such treatment with rich mulchings
of fresh horse-manure and loam during

summer, both inside and out, with mode-
rately heavy waterings only, and those

with manure-water not too strong.

Timely attention to the stopping of

Jateral growths must be given. It is the
aim, or should be, of every good gardener
to build into the principal leaves of his

Vines as great a weight, substance and
size as possible. The greater his success

in this direction, the more likely are his

Vines to be free from disease and capable
of carrying and finishing creditable crops
of Grapes.

I believe that timely attention to the

stopping of Vine laterals has more
to do with helping the Vines to attain this

end than many gardeners are aware of.

It secures to these principal leaves the

maximum quantity of light, air and sun-

shine during the growing season. On the

other hand, when this work is neglected,

what do we find ? We find these principal

leaves (which are really the lungs of the

Vines) stifled and choked by the wasteful

overgrowth of these laterals. It should

be made an imperative rule in every garden
at this time of the year, while growth
among the Vines is so rapid and free, that

the stopping of laterals at the second or

third leaf should be attended to every

week or ten days. This is assuming that

the Vines are making a normally healthy

growth and that the foliage is healthy.

It sometimes, unfortunately, happens that,

in consequence of disease or owing to the

attacks of injurious pests, the principal

oliage alluded to has been injured and
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its natural functions in consequence
impaired. In such cases it becomes a
duty, instead of restraining the growth
of laterals, to encourage that growth to
enable it in a measure to take up the
work the permanent leaves are unable to
perform in consequence of injury, so that
the crop may be matured without serious
loss.

Having treated of some of the summer
causes inimical to the general health of
the Vines, I will in a future article en-
deavour to point out the cause of summer
ailments which may be termed local, such
as scalding, rust, mildew, shanking, &c.,
with suggestions how to prevent and to
remedy. Owen Thomas, V.M.H.

DEATH OF SIR GEORGE
NEWNES, BART.

The death of Sir George Newnes, Bart.,
which occurred last week at his beautiful
home, HoUerday, Lynton, is a great loss to
the world of light and popular journalism.
His loss is personal to us as he was chair-
man of the company to which The Garden
belongs. Sir George was endowed with
great gifts, and his kindliness of heart
won him many sincere and enduring
friendships. The career that has just
closed was marked by great earnestness
of purpose and a determination to main-
tain a high tone in the various publications
issued by the iirm which bears his name
and of which Sir George was founder and
chairman. Many a helpmg hand has he ex-
tended to those struggling to gain a footing
in the world of journalism. The splendid
success of Sir George's undertakings is

eloquent testimony to his foresight, energy
and a discrimination that never swerved
from his ideal, which was to give the
pubUc to which he appealed something
that would be interesting and amusing, yet
thoroughly wholesome. The daily Press
has so fully recorded the work of one of

the most striking personalities of his

time that it is unnecessary to recapitulate

what has been already written. From
the beginning until the end. Sir George
was a man remarkable for his business
acumen, his large - heartedness and his

simple tastes. He was interested in many
good works and gave freely and unostenta-
tiously for the well-being of others, and
his enthusiasm in the cause of Polar ex-
ploration has greatly helped forward this

lascinating research. Sir George leaves

one son, who succeeds to the baronetcy.
To him and to Lady Newnes we tender our
respectful sympathy. The funeral took place
on Monday last at Lynton, amid tokens of

real sorrow for one cut off in almost the
prime of life—at the age of fifty-nine.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
June 21.—Royal Horticultural Society. Exhi-

bition of Plants, Fruits, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lecture at 3 p.m., by Mr. W. Cuthbertson and Mr.

James Grieve, on " Fifty Years Among Pansies

and Violas." Admission 2S. 6d. Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, Vincent Hall, Westminster. Oxford
Horticultural Society's Show. Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Show, Liverpool.

NOTES OF THE WEEK
Edinburgh "vraste spaces" gardens.—

Much good is being done in Edinburgh by the con-

version of waste spaces in the city into gardens,
through the work of the Open Spaces Committee of

the Outlook Tower. The latest additions were
opened the other day in the shape of two pretty
gardens at West Port and Candlemaker Row. Pro-
fessor Geddes is the moving spirit in the movement,
but quite a number of others are energetically

promoting it. There was a good attendance at the

opening ceremony, which was performed by Lord
Provost Brown. In his speech the Lord Provost
quoted Mr, M'Hattie's opinion, that the gardens
were of great educational value as well as highly

ornamental.

The Neill Memorial Prize.—The council

of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society
have agreed to award the Neill Memorial Prize to

Mr, Alexander M'Millan, Westfield Road, Edin-
burgh. Mr: M'Millan is a distinguished gardener
who has had a long and highly honourable career,

and who, by his work in hybridising and seedling-

raising, has done much to further horticulture.

Mr. M'Millan, who has attained the advanced
age of seventy-five, has had a varied ex-

perience, beginning his horticultural career in

a market garden near Port Glasgow, whence he
gravitated to Edinburgh, afterwards following

his calling in different places in England and Scot-

land. He is best known, however, from his work
at Trinity College, Edinburgh, where he spent

some sixteen years in the service of Mr. A, Currie,

and where he took up, highly successfully, the

hybridising of Rhododendrons, raising many of

sterling merit, the varieties being greenhouse
ones. He was an excellent cultivator of many
plants, and it may be said that he was successful

with whatever subject he took in hand. Chrysan-
themums were great favourites with him, and his

influence and example did much to establish the

annual Chrysanthemum show of the Scottish

Horticultural Association. His Rhododendrons
gained several medals and awards of merit, as well

as first-class certificates. It may be added that

Mr. M'Millan will receive the prize for two years,

this being the proceeds of a sum of money left by
the (ate Dr. Patrick Neill.

Flower gardening by Messrs. Kelinray
and Son.—This well-known firm has planted all

the beds around the Canadian Palace at the Japan-
British Exhibition with a varied selection of

specialities, including Paeonies, Pyrethrums, Gail-

lardias, &c., with Gladioli, and also a series of very

large beds forming a half section of a circle in a

prominent position at the northern central portion

of the exhibition. These have been arranged as

well as possible at the short notice given with

the following hardy perennial plants : Delphiniums,
Pyrethrums, Gaillardias and Gladioh in a scheme
of our national colours. The fact that such a

short time is given exhibitors before these exhi-

bitions open militates against success with plants,

but these beds should make a good show during

the season and prove a great attraction.

Perpetual Carnation Empire Day.—
The most beautiful Carnation shown at the recent

exhibition of the National Carnation Society was
Empire Day. It is a flower of matchless form,

with broad petals slightly fringed, and filled with

fragrance. The colour is a strong pink, and the

more familiar varieties of this shade placed against

it sink into comparative insignificance. There
are strength of colour and strength of growth. It is

a flower that should becjme as popular in the near

future as Enchantress, which until now has held

premier position among the pink Carnations. It

was awarded a special silver-gilt medal at the
show referred to.

Addlestone Rose and Sweet Pea
Show.—This is fixed for Wednesday, July 6, £uid

promises to be exceptionally attractive this year.
There are a number of open classes, including one
for Roses confined to trade exhibitors, in which
the award is a challenge cup, at present held by
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Son. Sweet Peas will, of

course, be strongly represented. Messrs. Henry
Eckford of Wem and Breadmore of Winchester,
the well-known growers, are both arranging to

stage exhibits.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor is not responsible for tin opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Narcissus Johnstoni King and Queen
of Spain.— Mr. Molyneux has always something
of interest to tell us, whether he writes of Roses or

other flowers, and I am very glad that he has raised

the question of the distinction between the Daffodils
King and Queen of Spain. After observing them
somewhat carefully for several years, I am sure
that they are quite distinct plants. The King of

Spain has the edge of its crown or trumpet turned
back and somewhat indented. Mr. Molyneux
calls it " frilled." The Queen is more severe, with
the edge of the crown straight. The King comes
into flower some eight or ten days earlier than the
Queen. In my garden I have never been able to

find a bulb of the King change into that of the

Queen with the straight upper lip, or vice versa. I

incline to think—though on this point I cannot
feel so certain—that the flowers of the King open
rather more simultaneously than those of the
Queen, and that the latter is slightly more lasting.

It is somewhat like pallidus praicox in one respect,

namely, that the flowers of different bulbs, even
in the same group, often vary some days in their

time of opening, but they do not vary so decidedly

among themselves in this respect as to prevent
one observing the earlier opening of the King.
They are both very beautiful, and perhaps the

most lasting flowers of all the trumpets on the

plants and when cut. Sometimes I like one the
best, sometimes the other. To ray fancy the King
has the more smiling and cheerful appearance,

while the beauty of the Queen is somewhat more
chaste and severe. They have, I think, but one
defect, and that is that in common with many of

the smaller Daffodils, calathinus, minimus, the

Hoop Petticoats »nd the like, they increase in my
garden very slowly. To counteract this disadvan-

tage it is well to sow the seeds of these smaller

varieties freely, and they possess the advantage
that they take a little, if only a little, less time

to produce a flower than do their larger sisters.

They will flower about four years after sowing.

It is often tedious to devote a piece of ground
all this time to the seedlings, and so it is a good
plan, where the circumstances admit, to break up
the soil when the seed ripens and to scatter

the seed round the existing plants, being a little

careful as to hoeing in the spring, but otherwise
'

letting them take their chance. By this means,
when the time comes for lifting the plants, in the

course of ordinary cultivation in three or four

years after planting, a certain number of bulbs

will generally be found in various stages of develop-

ment at the cost of very little trouble.—H. R.

Darlington, Potters Bar.

Double Primroses reverting to singles.
If the single mauve Primroses alluded to by Mrs.
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L. H, Smyth (page 271) are really reversions to the

single form from the old double mauve or lilac, as

usually called, there is little probability that they

will return to the double form again. I have known

several cases of such reversion of both the v»hite

and mauve doubles, but never that they again

became double. But they should in their single

form have what the florists designate as the thrum

eye, as all doubles have originated from singles

having the thrum eye and not the pin eye. It is

strange to read of some of these reverted plants

showing the Polyanthus stem or form, as that

seems to be so very unlikely. Still, some of these

reverted singles may Iiave carried seed in previous

vears, which, germinating in the soil, grew and pro-

duced seedling plants of the Polyanthus form.—D.

A good mixture.—It is always well to be

on the look-out for plants that associate pleasantly

and to note them for later planting. Often the

lucky juxtaposition has come by chance and

might never have been thought of. One such

happy mixture is formed by a group of well-grown

clumps of Orobus vernus. with Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis

odorata) at the back It is in one of those spaces

between shrubs and turf that are so often either

vacant or inadequately filled. The place is in

rather more than half shade, a condition favourable

to both plants.—G. Jekvll.

DelicKte Roses, 1908-9.—In the extract

in The C'rARDE.v for May i-i from the Journal of

the Royal Horticultural Society in reference to

the tenderness of certain Roses, the heavy mor-

tality experienced seems to call for some explana-

tion. May I ask whether the plants were earthed

up according to the customary practice of most

growers at the present day ? If not, surely the

injury and deaths that occurred to the Roses

mentioned would be a sufScient argument in favour

of the practice, although I know it is condemned

by some individuals. My experience has been

distinctly in favour of the practice, and it well

repays one for the trouble. Burnt earth and

ashes make good material which may be after-

wards spread down to fertilise the soil, but ordinary

earth will do if in a nice loose condition. To earth

up the Roses with big lumps of clay would, of

course, be useless ; but a shovelful or two at the

base of each plant would without a doubt have

saved many from injury by frost upon those-growths

buried in the soil. I well remember reading about

the planting of these Roses at Wisley, and it would

be interesting to know something more of their

management, because to lose such hardy sorts as

Grace Darling is to me a mystery. .Mthough, I

grant, some varieties do not like the Briar as a

stock—at least, they do not seem to thrive upon it

—

this would not account for the death of some

of the kinds named. Then, in reference to La
France failing, as reported in the extract quoted

above, is there such a thing as the La France

disease ? I ha\'e seen it mentioned as being a very

real thing, and one grower had a large number of

plants of a new seedling which took the " La
France disease " and had to be destroved. This

incident occurred at Frankfurt, and Rose-growers

would, I am sure, feel grateful for some authorita-

tive statement upon the subject. Perhaps some

grower of this Rose in large quantities would give

us his experience of its behavioyr during recent

years, for I am very loth to discard this old favourite.

Perhaps to grow it as a wall Rose, as advised many
years ago by Mr. A. H. Gray, would solve the

difficulty of its cultivation ; or has it been over-

propagated ? As La France roots so well from

cuttings, why not strike one's own plants ? La
France can be grown very well indeed upon its

own roots, as I have frequently seen it in cottagers'

gardens, and, what is more, the plants were practi-

cally unpruned.— P.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

b'RCiTS Under (Jlass.

RII'F.
GRAPES. — Houses containing

these must be kept as cool as possible,

and the borders not allowed to get

dry. The ventilators should be left

open at night, and nets placed over

them to prevent the birds getting in.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Ripening fruits must

be examined daily and picked when found to

leave the growth easily. .\ light shading during

bright weather will prolong their season, and also

prevent the buds on the young wood from getting

dry. As soon as the trees are cleared of fruit, the

old wood may be cut out and the >-oung growths

tied up in their places.

Figs in Pots.—By this time the second crop

should be well advanced, and plenty of nourish-

ment will be necessary to obtain good results. The

top-dressing must not be allowed to get dry, and

frequent watering will be necessary, as the soil on

the top of the pots is naturally full of roots.

Plants Under Glass.

Chinese Primulas.—These will do much better

now if stood out in cold frames, where they may
remain till they are housed in September. Primulas

are very partial to the night dews, and as soon as

they become accustomed to the change of quarters

the lights should be removed on calm nights,

giving the plants the full benefit of the night air.

They must not be exposed to heavy rains, as too

much wet will cause them to rot off. A light

shading is necessary during bright weather.

Malmaison Carnations.—As these finish flower-

ing the stems should be cut out, and plants re-

quired for layering stood in cold frames in readiness

for the operation. The oldest plants are usually

selected for this, and the young ones potted on if

required for another season.

Cyclamen.—^The old corms that have been resting

may now be shaken out and repotted. Most of

the old soil should be carefully removed from the

roots to allow ample room for fresh. .Avoid too

large a pot at first ; they can easily be potted on

as they make root growth. -A cold frame is the

most suitable place for them during the summer.

I Rose Garden.
' Climbing Roses.—These should be encouraged

to make vi;orous new growth to take the

place of the old flowering wood. Such varieties

as Lady Gay, Dorothy Perkins, Crimson Rambler

and Dawson Rose flower so much better on young

wood. A good top-dressing of rich manure assists

the growths, and copious waterings during dry

weather are necessary. The growths should be

loosely tied in to prevent the wind from breaking

them off. The best results are obtained by taking

the plant off its support as soon as it has finished

flowering. The growths can be spread out, and

as much of the old wood cut out as can be spared.

If the plant has sufficient young growth to cover

its allotted space, then all the old wood may be

cut away. In many cases there is not enough
;

therefore some of the old has to be left. When
the pruning is completed, the plant should be tied

up in its place again and syringed with quassia

I

extract a few times to stop green fly. Raffiatape

' will be found the best tying material for iron

arches, and soft tarred string for wooden pillars.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

I
Gnalon Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

Zonal Pelargoniums.— If properly managed, these

accommodating plants will give a fine display

during late autumn, when their brightly coloured

blossoms arc most welcome. Young plants that

were rooted last autumn or in the past spring will

now be in suitable condition for a shift into their

flowering pots. Large pots are not desirable,

those 5j inches in diameter being suitable,

while very strong plants may have 6-inch pots.

A good substantial compost is necessary, but too

rich soil must be avoided. Good sound loam

three parts, leaf-mould one part, and half a part of

coarse sand are excellent. A dash of ground bones

and some wood-ashes may be added if desired,

but no farmyard manure of any kind. Pot very

firmly, as the main point in successful Pelargonium

culture for autumn blooming '.- sturdy, short-

jointed growth. Stand the plants in a frame

with an open, sunny aspect, and water carefully

until the pots are well filled with roots. By the

end of July remove the sashes altogether, and do

not over-water. Remove all flowers as they appear

and give very gentle feeding, a slight top-dressing

of an approved chemical mixture being the best

method of applying this.

Standing Plants Outside.—Many greenhouse

plants do admirably out of doors for the next three

months, and if they have made proper growth, the

sooner they are placed outside the better. The
majority of such plants do best in partial shade,

and must be carefully tended with water. The
most important of the plants that are best outside

are Azaleas, Camellias, the hardier Heaths, Vallotas,

Acacias, Genistas and Clivias.

Flower Garden.

Climbing Plants.—These are in full growth now^

and will require an occasional inspection so that

shoots do not get broken or otherwise damaged.

If any tying required is done before the shoots get

intertwined, the work will be easier and the result

in every way superior. Look out for insects on

Roses and other climbing plants, and take prompt

measures to destroy them. Many of the plants

that are planted against walls are apt to suffer

from drought, and so a good drenching should be

given occasionally. Very often, too, the soil near

houses and walls is very poor, and when this is

the case a regular supply of liquid manure should

be given, which will work wonders.

Sweet Peas.—No plant is more susceptible to

dryness at the root than the Sweet Pea, and as it

takes very large supplies of moisture to sustain it

while in full growth, the watering-can must always

, be at hand to give this valuable plant it's dues.

1 Even in showery weather it is liable to suffer, as

the stems and foliage prevent all but the heaviest

rain from getting near the roots. As buds commence

to show, gentle feeding may begin, but this only if

1
the ground has not had a sufficient supply of solid

manure at the proper time. It is now recognised

that there is a possibility of over-feeding the Sweet

Pea, so that each grower must determine for him-

self what his plants are likely to require in this

dirrction.

Thinning Annuals.—OnlT by a rigorous thinning

I out of the plants can these useful and showy flowers

j

be brought to perfection. Many of the strong-grow-

j

ing kinds, such as Lavatera, annual Chrysanthemum
' and Malope, may be from 12 inches to 18 inches

apart, and will be all the better for it. The first

thinning should only be partial, as slugs often do

a lot of harm when the seedlings are small.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson Esq.l

Preston Hottse. Linlithgow
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AN INTERESTING GARDEN.
HELir.AN, Cornwall.

THE Tree Ferns shown in the accom-

panying illustration are just a few of

the many that abound in these lovely

gardens. Among other good things

I noticed there were Rhododendron

Countess of Haddington in full bloom,

Grevillea alpina in fine form, Pittosporum eugeni-

oidesin full bloom and Rhododendron calophyllum.

Bentharaia fragifera was planted in quantity at

intervals beside the long drive (i| miles), and was,

at the time of my visit, just coming into flower.

It was at this place that the tree first flowered,

and so became popular in Cornwall and the South-

west. Laburnum Vossii was represented by a very

fine specimen, and those intending to plant in the

autumn should note that this is a great improve-

ment on the old types, though I should not like to

discard the old sorts, as they make variety. Metro-

sideros floribunda and the white variety were also

in excellent condition.

sight from the mansion. This dell is filled with

Bamboos and all sorts of choice trees and shrubs.

The owner has a great affection for his garden,

and takes more than ordinary interest in all that

is going on, which is of such great assistance to the

gardener in charge, as it is then that an employer

realises the amount of work that is necessary in

looking after and keeping in good condition large

and rare collections of plants.

Leonardslec Gardens. W. .\. Cook.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
LATE PEAS.

A MONO the very best Peas I have grown

/% for a late supply are Ne Plus Ultra,

/ % Autocrat and Gladstone. The latter

Z_i^B last season produced excellent pods

1 ^ till very late in the season, and the

quality was all that could be desired.

We generally make our last sowing about June 20,

and with extra attention in dry weather these

TREE FERNS IN THE OPEN AT HELIGAN, CORNWALL.

A fine plant of Fitzroya patagonica attracted

much attention ; Clianthus puniceus and its

variety alba were in full bloom on the walls

;

and Brachysema lanceolata was in splendid con-

dition. Then there was Hoheria populnea, a

mass of white feathery flowers and the tree fully

20 feet to 25 feet high. Camellia reticulata on a

wall of great height was a mass of flower, and I

should think it is quite the finest plant in the

country, and perhaps in the world. Rhododen-

dron Boothii, 6 feet to 7 feet high and a perfect

plant, was well budded. This is a very distinct

form of Rhododendron, and has peculiar flat

yellow flowers after the type of R. camellia?florum,

another little-known species which does well with

us here.

Among other interesting plants noted were a

splendid tree of Finns Buonaparte, which I think

is the finest in the British Isles; superb examples of

Magnolia Watsonii and parviflora ; and good plants

in flower of Drimys Winteri and D. aromatica.

Rhododendron kingeanum was well represented by

a large plant, as also was R. lindleyanum.

A rock garden has recently been made, and this

was filled with a collection of rare and choice species

and varieties, which make another feature at

Heligan. There nre a good number of rare Lilies in

he ponds in the beautiful dell, which is a grand

should produce Peas till cut by the frost. For

early crops the land need not receive thesame amount
of preparation as is the case for late supplies. The
soil for the latter must be deeply cultivated and

the plants well supplied in hot weather with water

both at the roots and overhead, for if once the plants

receive a check through lack of moisture, it is rarely

they recover satisfactorily. Early mulching when
manure is plentiful will greatly assist the plants

to withstand drought, and if the land is deeply

worked so that the roots travel a fairly good depth

below the surface, better results will follow. It

is also very essential to syringe at intervals with

quassia extract or some other approved insecticide

to keep down thrips, which, it is needless to re-

mark, are most destructive to the young leading

growth and the crop generally.

CHICORY AND ITS CULTURE
During the winter months, when Lettuce and

Endive are none too plentiful, well-blanched leaves

of Chicory form a capital substitute for salad

purposes. I have grown the Witloof and Sutton's

Christmas Salad for many years, and find both

varieties excellent. They should be extensively

grown where winter salads are in constant demand.

The seed ought to be sown in May or the early

part of June in rows 12 inches to 15 inches apart

on well-prepared soil, deeply trenched and in

good condition. When large enough, thin out the

plants to 8 inches or 9 inches apart and keep the

soil for some tim? freely hoed between the rows,

so that the crowns mav have everv chance to

develop.

In the autumn the roots can be lifted at intervals

with the aid of a fork in sufficient numbers to meet
the demand, plant them closely together in large

pots or boxes, and stand them in a dark place with

sufficient warmth to encourage free growth. It is

marvellous how quickly the new leaves are produced
and what an amount of salading is obtainable

from a few roots. Like all other vegetables, if

given a little extra care and attention at the proper

time. Chicory more than pays for the trouble,

good supplies being obtainable from November till

May.

THE TURNIP FLEA-BEETLE.
In some seasons this destructive pest gives a great

deal of trouble, destroying whole breadths of young
seedling Turnips and other vegetables as fast as

they appear above the soil. Frequent dustings

of soot and wood-ashes along the rows when the

tiny leaves are wet with dew will in some instances

help to keep the insects in check ; but even with

this treatment they will sometimes prove too much
for us. I have syringed along the rows with

quassia extract and paraffin emulsions, and followed

this with a heavy dusting of soot and ashes ; and

still they have attacked the leaves. Constantly

moving the soil between the rows with the aid of

a Dutch hoe greatly helps to dislodge them, and

proves almost as effectual as the above remedies.

Quick growth is most essential, and this in dry

weather should be induced by keeping the soil

along the rows moist and the hoe in constant use.

To keep up a constant supply of sweet, tender

Tiurnips, small sowings should be made at short

intervals, selecting for summer use a cool position,

the soil to be rich, well worked and rather firm

than otherwise. Poor soil produces stringy, hot

roots. There are numerous varieties that are

excellent in every way, white ones being as a rule

preferable, but personally I like a yellow-fleshed

variety. H. Markham.

JOHN PARKINSON.
(Continued from page 289.)

THE first, and for the gardener the most

important, work that John Parkinson

published was his " Paradisi in sole

Paradisus Terrestris, or a Garden of

all sorts of pleasant flowers which our

Enghsh ayre will permit to be nourished

up : with a kitchen garden of all manner of herbes,

rootes, and fruites for meate or sauce used with us,

and an Orchard of all sortes of fruit bearing Trees

and shrubbes fit for our land, together with the

right ordering planting and preserving of them

and their uses and vertues." This appeared in

1629. I believe a second edition appeared in 1656,

after the death of the author, but I have never

come across it myself. There was an exact reprint

pubhshed in 1904 by Messrs. Methuen and Co.

This is the edition I have. For all practical pur-

poses it is as good as that of 1629, and a great deal

cheaper ; for whereas a good and clean copy of

the first edition costs from £25 to £30, the reprint

may be had at about £3 or £4.

It must not be supposed that this work was the

first that was published about gardening. Anthony

Fitzherbert brought out his " Booke of Hus-

bandrie " in 1534, and devoted a certain part of

it to purely horticultural matters. " The Paradise
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of Flora" was published in 1600 or ilioR, ;md is

probably by Sir Hugh I'latt, " the most ingenious

husbandman of tlic at;e lie lived in." It is, I

believe, the same book that was issued after

Piatt's death by a kinsman, Charles Bellingham,

in 1657. It is a small (ismo) book, and consists

of 136 items on points of gardening practice, and

concludes with " a conceit of that delicate knight,

Sir Francis Carew," who once, when he enter-

tained Queen Elizabeth, covered a Cherry tree

with canvas and kept the fruit from ripening until

such time as she paid her visit, which was one

whole month " after Cherries had taken their

farewell of England." One Thomas Hill, or, as

he sometimes seems to have called himself after

the quaint fashion of his times, " Didymus Moun-
tain," wrote the " Profitable Art of Gardening

"

in 1563, a work which contained a " Treatise on the

-Arte of Graffing and planting of trees," and which

must have been very highly thought of, as numerous
editions were issued until the end of the century.

Books about orchards and fruit trees seem to

have been fairly common just about 1600. Some
were translations from some foreign language, as

Leonard Maschal's and Barnaby Googe's ; others

seem to have been original, like William Lawson's

and Ralph Austen's. In fact, to sum up, about

the period when Parkinson was compiling his great

work, gardening books were fairly common, but

none covered anything approaching the same

extent of ground which his "Paradisus" did. How
great that was we can gather from the somewhat

ANEMONES EROM I>ARKlNbON S fAtUVUIbLb.

lengthy title to the work, which I have already

quoted. There is no doubt that it gives " the

most compleat view of the extent of the Enghsh
garden at the beginning of the seventeenth

century."

The change from that time to our own in horti-

cultural matters has been very great. If we take

such a l)ook as " The Century Book of Gardening,"
which I think I may fairly describe as a very

excellent up-to-date work on all that pertains to

the modern garden (flowers, trees and shrubs,

vegetables, fruit trees and lawns), and compare
it with " old Parkinson," we at once see the altera-

tion between his days and our own. The dis-

covery of new lands and improved means of com-
munication between different countries ; the much
greater knowledge of botany, with its corollary,

the greater knowledge of plant-life ; the immense
strides that have taken place in heating, from the

old hot-beds, houses for greens and hollow walls,

to the splendid forcing-pits, conservatories, stoves

and vineries and orchard houses that we have
now come to regard as mere commonplaces in

high-class gardening ; and, lastly, the new science

of hybridising and the still newer one of genetics

have each in turn, with an ever-accumulating
force, tended to bring about the marvellous
transformation.

Every Rose has its thorn, and, if I may venture

to slightly alter the words of our Poet Laureate,

" Not wholly in this modern way, nor quite,
Beyond it, blooms the garden that I love

"

is the feeling that stirs in cer-

tain breasts as they see the

flowers that their grandfathers

and grandmothers must have
known and loved thrown on one
iide and neglected. Readers
who do not Imow the charming
little book, "Mary's Meadow,"
which was the last serial that

Mrs. Ewing wrote, should- get

It. They will learn from Mrs.

(iatty's preface how the

game of the Earthly Paradise

suggested in its pages " caught

on "
; how a " Parkinson

"

Society was formed, among
cpfher tilings " to search out

and cultivate old garden flowers

which have become scarce,"

.uid how for a time at least the

society flourished. This is very

interesting, and it is just what
should be, for " the queer old

book" that so fascinated
Mary in the tale will

fascinate many more and give

them a wish to see and grow

the old plants that are

figured and described in its

pages.

Before I pass on to give a

\'ery brief resume of the con-

tents, I must say a few words

about the illustration that I

have chosen to accompany this

short paper. Most writers would

probably have selected the pic-

ture of the Garden of Eden with

.\dam and Eve and the Vege-

table Lamb and the giant

Cyclamen and the monster

lulip and the Tree of Know-
li;dge that Eve seems to have

neglected on this occasion for

a Pine ; or was it a Pine-

apple that she gathered?!

.As it is, comparatively

speaking, well known, I have chosen one of the

Anemone plates.

The .Anemone at the time when Parkinson

published the " Paradisus " was a comparatively

new plant, as the following dates show. A.

coronaria and sylvestris were introduced in 1596,

palmata and trifolia in 1597, and stellata (lior-

tensis) in 1599. There were, of course, even before

Gerard's time, Anemones grown ; he himself had

twelve kinds, but they would be mostly native

varieties. The influx of these new kinds must

have created a profound impression upon gardeners,

and they probably looked on them with some-

thing of the same wonder and delight with which

the generation before them had greeted the Tulip.

As our author says of it, " this one kindc of flower

is of itselfe alone almost sufficient to furnish a

garden with their flowers for almost halfe the

yeare." I have searched all the books at my
disposal, and I have never been able to find that

there has been an Anemone " rage," or that it has

ever taken rank as a " florist's flower." It seems

strange why this is so, for, speaking as one to whom
an Anemone is only an Anemone, it would appeal

to be just the flower for the purpose. Perhaps

it will come. Perhaps my friends Messrs. Gilbert

and Sons will induce the great "G. P." or a small and

select body of enthusiasts to take up its culture

and to form Anemone societies and possibly to

hold an Anemone show. It is a fine flower, and

it seems to me that its usefulness has never yet

been appreciated.
" Paradisi in sole Paradisus terrestris."

So runs the Latin title of the book. Many will

puzzle their brains to understand its meaning.

They need not do so. Like most things, it is very

simple when it is explained. It is only another

instance of the fashionable and quaint practice of

the time. Parkinson has put his own name into

Latin—a little doggy, it is true—and this is what

it is : Paradisi—of a park, and in sole—in the sun.

Paradisi in sole Paradisus terrestris means Park

in-son's Earthly Paradise !

There are 109 illustrations of fruits and flowers

They were made in England, and must have been

one of the last sets of wooden blocks made, as th

last set of which there is any record were those

made and used for Salmon's " Herbal " in 1710.

.A good many varieties are shown on each plate,

but as they are all numbered and as there is an

index at the bottom of each, there is no difficulty

in recognising each one.

Agreeably to the long title, the book is divided

into three parts—flower garden, kitchen garden

and orchard. Each one opens with a series of

introductory chapters on the position, soil and

arrangement best suited to it, and on the cultiva-

tion and propagation of the inmates. Then a list

follows of the kinds to be grown in each. I could

say much that I think would be of interest about

the inside of Parkinson's " Paradisus." Some day,

perhaps, the Editor will allow me to return to this

fascinating subject. Joseph Jacob.

THE GREENHOUSE.
FLOWERING CANNAS IX TIIF.

GREENHOUSE.
f—J—> HERE are very few greenhouse plants

I that will keep up such a display of

I
blossoms as the dwarf, large-flowering

I race of Caimas, and for indoor decora-

JL tion from spring to autumn hey have

much to recommend them, .\part

from any other consideration, the foliage is re-

markably handsome, in some instances of various

shades of bronze and in others of a delightful

green tint. These Cannas are seen at their
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best when disposed in a group on the floor, as then

the beauty both of leaves and flowers is fully

displayed. In addition to their other desirable

qualities they are all of easy cultiu-e, and good
examples may be grown in pots from 6 inches to

lo inches in diameter. Even larger specimens

may be obtained, but for general decorative pur-

poses pots lo inches across are sufficient. Cannas
are also of great service for bedding purposes, while

when grown in tubs they are extremely useful for

standing out of doors during the summer months.

It is, however, as desirable subjects for the em-
bellishment of the greenhouse that my note par-

ticularly refers to them. Anyone desirous of taking

up their culture may begin at any time, though in

the winter the dormant rhizomes can be sent by
post at a much cheaper rate than is charged by-

rail for growing plants at this season. These last

are generally sent out in pots from 4 inches to

5 inches in diameter, and are well furnished with

roots. They should immediately on receipt be

shifted into larger pots, the size of which will

depend upon the vigour of the plants. It is

essential to bear in mind that they are liberal

feeders, hence a very suitable compost may be

hours in warm water before sowing. One par-

ticular caution to be observed is that after seeds

have been treated in this way, they must on no
account be allowed to become dry afterwards.

In the case of the seed being sown early in the

year, the young plants, if grown on freely, will

flower towards the end of the summer.
As the varieties of Cannas now in cultivation

are so numerous and individual tastes vary to

such an extent, it is quite impossible to make a

selection that will suit everyone, but the following

varieties are all good : Alphonse Bouvier, deep

crimson ; Black Prince, velvety maroon ; Duchess
of Marlborough, rose pink ; Duke of Marlborough,

chestnut red ; Edouard Mieg, crimson scarlet
;

Florence Vaughan, bright yellow, heavily spotted

scarlet ; Hofgartendirector Wendland, red, dotted

yellow
;

Jean Tissot, rich vermilion ; Kaiser

Wilhelm II., scarlet ; Klondyke, orange ; Konigin

Charlotte, red, edged gold ; L. E. Bally, light

yellow, spotted maroon ; Martha .Washington,

pink ; M. Florent Panwels, reddish orange ; Mrs.

Kate Gray, orange scarlet ; Mrs. G. A. Strohlein,

amaranth red ; Meteor, bright scarlet ; Oscar

Dannacker, bright orange ; Niagara, red, edged

THE FLOWER GARDEN

THE MOUNT.\IX SANDWORT, AKliN.\Rl.\ MONTANA, IN AN ESSE.X GAKUEX.

formed of two parts loam to one part well-decayed

manure, with a sprinkling of sand. As the roots

take possession of the new soil, which they will

do- ill a short time, occasional doses of liquid

manure will be very beneficial. In the case of

dormant rhizomes received during the winter, they

should be potted on receipt, taking care that the

growing point of the rhizome is brought as near
the centre of the pot as possible. The point should

also be just below tlie surface of the soil, as the

most vigorous roots are pushed out immediately
below the new growth.

There are now so many named varieties of

Cannas that for greenhouse decoration these are

most generally grown. Seed saved from a good
collection will, however, give many fine forms,

and, of course, the raising of seedlings, in which
the pleasures of anticipation can be indulged, is

always interesting. The seeds of Cannas are re-

markably hard, hence the popular name of India-

Shot which is applied to them. In order to assist

germination some reeoimnend that the seeds he

filed in order to thin down the horn-hke envelope;

but I prefer to soak them for about twenty-four

yellow ; Papa Crozy, orange scarlet ; Paul Bert,

amber ; Paul Sigrist, crimson, edged yellow

;

Sophie Buchner, vermilion red ; and Aurea,

golden vellow. H. P.

SPARMANNIA AFRICANA.
This old greenhouse evergreen shrub deserves to

be more extensively grown than it is at the present

time. In my early gardening days we had some
grand specimens in a large garden in the North
Midlands, and we were rarely without blossom
throughout the winter months. The plants were
placed in the open air during the summer, and
taken back to the greenhouse in September. The
young wood had matured, and consequently

from that month until the end of the following

spring we were enabled to rely upon the plants

for a supply of cut flowers. If the plants are

retained in the greenhouse the whole year round
they will blossom in the summer-time, but not

very freely in the winter. It is highly important

that the plants, if kept in the greenhouse in summer
as well as winter, be well exposed to the light and
sunshine, B.

THE iMOUNTAIN SANDWORT.
(ArENARIA MONTANA.)

i MONG the prettiest flowers of the rock-

/\ garden and the front and edgings of

/ % the border in the '- flowery month "

/ % of May, and for a considerable time

i \. afterw-ards, is Arenaria montana, an
illustration of which appears here-

with. It is one of the flowers which command
universal admiration when in bloom, and should be
more widely cultivated than at present. It forms

a mass of neat leaves, trailing and creeping over

banks and stones, and is almost literally covered

with large white flowers for a considerable time.

It is perfectly hardy, but there are a few gardens

in which it seems a little difficult to establish.

In a former garden owned by the writer this

Mountain Sandwort proved extremely trouble-

some to establish, and never grew with any real

freedom. It appeared to object to a dry and
sandy soil, and was poor in every way compared
with its condition in his present garden. Although

it flourishes w-ell up on a rockery, it seems to like

a considerable amount of moisture at the roots,

and my best plants are low down on the rockeries,

where they spread in a rapid manner and flower

very freely. A. montana may be planted at any
time, save when in flower or in the depth of winter,

and plenty of porous stones should be placed in

the soil and about the plant. Among these it

will soon creep and increase, covering the stones

with a mantle of green, and with beautiful white

flowers in their season.

There is a slightly larger-flowered form named
grandiflora, but this does not flower with me so

denseif as the ordinary A. montana. The Mountain

Sandwort differs greatly from the favourite A.

balearica, the Balearic Sandwort, and is larger in

all its parts. Partial shade seems to suit it best

with me, but it is not specially -fastidious in my
present garden, »-here the soil is mainly loam.

S. Arnott.
[The plant illustrated is growing in an Essex

garden in ordinary loam, and measures 2 feet in

diameter. It has been in its present position for

fifteen months.

—

Ed.]

SWEET PEA CHAT.
CoMi.No Contests.—We are now well within sight

and sound of many contests in the Sw-eet Pea

world, and it is to be hoped that all will be fought

in the friendliest and, at the same time, the keenest

spirit. The man who cannot fight and lose without

displaying his temper, either with his opponents

or the judges, should never exhibit flowers, which

must always be surrounded with an atmosphere of

rivalry, if you will, but also of peace. It is in-

disputable that the culture of flowers tends to

bring out what is pure and good in a man, but,

unfortunately, exhibiting seems, at times, to have

the reverse and peculiarly objectionable effect.

The evil-tempered exhibitor is something by way
of being a curse to the managers of the show, his

fellow-exhibitors and to the visitors, since he can

never see anything aright which does not place

him at the top of the tree. Happily there are few

such individuals in the Sweet Pea world, but they

are not unknown, and if they were to pass out of it

at once, no person or society would be the loser
;

this is not likely to occur, however, as the man
who is a real nuisance is usually a rare sticker.

As far as London and its suburbs are concerned,

the greatest interest naturally centres around the

gathering of the giants at the National Sweet Pea

Society's Show at the Royal Horticultural Hall,

Vincent Square, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
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J Illy iz and 15. Alrpady speculations arc rife as

to who will be the champion of the year, and en-

thusiastic growers have been paying one another

numberless visits to estimate respective strengths,

but the sensible ones neither count their winnings

nor expound their certainties until after the event.

Then they quietly affirm that they knew it all

along !

Bv the way, are there any Sweet Pea readers

of The CiARDEN who have not yet joined the

National Society ? If so 1 should like to urge

them to make good their error before the end of

the month. If this is done they will not only

receive tickets of admission to the show, which

will undoubtedly be one of the most charming and
artistic that has ever been seen in

the hall, but they will, if they

wish it, be entitled to compete in

d specified number of classes with-

out paying further entrance fees.

Added inducement is found in the

knowledge that the publications of

the society come free to sub-

scribers, and no one will gainsay

me when I assert that these are

well worth having. .A. post-card to

Mr. C. H. Curtis, Adelaide Road,

Brentford, Middlesex, will bring

full pai-ticulars promptly. Members

of the society must bear in mind

the date of entering, as there will

be a crowd, and late comers will

stand a poor chance of being

accepted. The trophies for com-

petition amount to well over i'loo

sterling in value, and it would be

a pity to miss a share owing to

procrastination, which the copy-

books tell us is always a sin.

It is quite impossible to refer

to the immense number of shows

that will be held in various parts

of the country. Nowadays prac-

tically every little society has a

Sweet Pea section, and although

the prizes are often very small, the

competition is generally good, and

many excellent blooms are staged.

It is at many of such gatherings

that wretchedly bad judging is

found, the adjudicators appearing

to think that size is the only meri-

torious feature in the Sweet Pea,

whereas it -is commonly its very

worst point. Let us hope that the

time will soon be with us when the

judging will be done on a clearly

defined standard basis. .-Vt the

splendid provincial gatherings, such

as Wolverhampton, Shrewsbury,

Cardiff, Luton and others, matters

are, of- course, different. It .is

desirable, but whether it is possible

for the matter to be arranged I

should not like to say, that all societies affiliated

with the " National" should employ judges recom-

mended by the parent body, as this would go far

to prevent National Sweet Pea Society medals

and the handsome certificates, that are in evidence

this year for the first time, being awarded to

blooms that are floppy and unwieldy, and as nearly

ugly as anything that is a Sweet Pea can possibly

be. It was apparent what Mr. .Alexander Malcolm,
than whom no one in the Sweet Pea world is more
highly respected as a grower, exhibitor or judge,

thought of coarse flowers at one big show last

year, for he passed them and went for quality

alone. Quite right, too, but s»me of the exhibitors

did not think so. Spe.ncer.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1402.

T
THE VIOLETTAS.

H E Violettas, or Miniature Tufted

Pansies as they are frequently called,

are charming plants for various

positions in the garden, the fronts of

borders and the cooler nooks of the

rock garden suiting them to perfec-

During the last few years a great many new

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CE.\NOTHUS THYR-IFLORUS.
N the accompanying illustration the useful-

ness of the Californian Lilac (Ceanothus
thyrsiflorus) and its near relatives for

growing against walls is clearly seen
while for the warmer parts of the
country they are desirable shrubs for

the open ground. C. thyrsiflorus is one of

the hardiest of the early flowering species, and

I

and excellent v.arieties have been raised, and those . at Kew a fine group of plants is to be seen
shown in the .iccompanying coloured plate may be

]

at a short distance from the Palace. This
taken as typical of the race. The flowers from group was very much larger a few years ago, but

was then badly damaged by wind.
The remaining plants, however,
serve to show that the species will

attain a height of 18 feet with a

considerable spread in the open
ground, while, being of evergreen
character, it adds variety to the
garden in winter. As is the case
with several other species, the
flowers are blue ; but in the case
of the plant here illustrated the
flowers are pale mauve, which
stamps it as being, at any rate, a
distinct form from the type. Like
many of the other Ceanothuses,
cuttings of this may be rooted
during summer if inserted in sandy
soil in a Uttle heat. It is inadvis-

able to plant young examples in

nursery quarters previous to plac-
ing them in permanent positions,

for they transplant badly. The
specimen shown is growing in the
newly opened grounds of the British

Forestry Museum at Kew.

THE CALirORNIAN LIL.\C (CliANOTHUS i 11 \ KMl- LciKL >j

PLANT.

which tlie coloured plate was prepared were kindly

supplied by Mr. D. B. Crane, 4, Woodview Terrace,

.\rchway Road, Highgate, N. Mr. Crane has for

jjiady years made a speciality of these plants, and
lme:exhibits staged by his son, Mr. Howard Crane,

at the principal London shows will be familiar to

many of our readers. Many new varieties have
been raised at Highgate, the greatest improvements
being found in the yellow sells. The plants are

best left undistm"bed for two or three years, when
they form large tufted masses that are covered

with the sweetly scented flowers for several months
during the summer. The> parents in the first

place were said to be the garden Pansies crossed

with Viola cornuta, a native of the Pyrenees.

.M.VGNOLIA FUSCATA.
.A SHOOT of the above sent to me
to name recalled the plants of

>-ears ago, before soft - wooded
plants were so much in demand
and many beautiful and interesting

things grown for their beauty or

Iragrance dropped out of cultiva-

tion. The Magnolia named was
never very extensively grown, but
single specimens were to be found
occasionally as a pot or wall plant

and prized for the \ery powcrtui
perfume. A solitary flower will Le
noted several yards from the house
ill which it is growing, a power
which certainly owes nothing to

the size of flower, which in its bud
stage is not much larger than a

I-ilbert. It is an evergreen with thin,
.\b .\ WALL .

, , -^^wiry wood nearly covered with a

brown tomentum, and small leaves

about 1.1 inches long and proportionately broad.

The flower is quickly over if left on the plant,

but if nipped off at the bud stage will last a long

time in water, although the'scent, agreeable as it

is, is perhaps rather too powerful for the dwelling-

house. The plant has the reputation of very
slow growth, and this is doubtless true so far as pot

culture is concerned ; but when planted out it makes
very fair headway, shoots from 6 inches to S inches

long being often annually made. I have never

seen it outside in England
; possibly it might do

in the most favoured spots. A suitable compost,

either in pots or when planted out, is three parts

light loam, one of peat, or, failing the latter, good
leaf-soil with a dash of silver sand. A. G. B.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO THIN CARROTS AND STAKE RUNNER BEANS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—It is advisable

to raise a good batch of Endive plants

now, so no time should be lost

in putting in the seeds. The position

for the seed-bed should be an open

one ; the soil must be deeply dug and

moderately enriched with well-rotted manure. If

of alight nature, the ground ought to be well firmed

I.— SLKDLI.no carrots BKFORE THINMNC". HAS BELN DO.NL
.NOTE HOW THICK THEY ARE.

before the seeds are sown, and if dry watered

through a rosed watering-can. Sow the seeds very

thinly, cover them lightly with dry soil, and
do not water the surface. Another sowing of

Dwarf Beans must be made this week to form a

succession ; these Runner Beans and Peas are

always welcome, and if seeds are sown at the right

time there will be no break in the supply.

The Dwarf Bean seeds must be sown in an open
quarter at this season ; avoid hot, south borders,

as the plants so soon fall a prey to red spider. I

like to sow the seeds in rows i8 inches apart. If

the soil is poor, it must be enriched with manure.
Germination of the seeds is quick, even in dry

soils, when some water is poured into the drills

before they are sown ; cover with dry soil and do
not water afterwards. The more forward crops

which are just commencing to flower must be freely

mulched, covering the whole of the ground
between the rows with half-rotted manure. The
Leek trenches for main crops of plants must be

prepared at once, and early planted Leeks for

any special purpose should be well watered in dry

weather, but not with liquid manure yet.

Flower (iaydcn.—Border Carnations are now
producing flowering spikes freely, and those not

yet supported must have some neat, green-

painted stakes fixed to them. If the work is well

done, a minimum number of stakes will be suffi-

cient to support a maximum number of flowers.

The siurface soil between the plants should be

hoed frequently, also that between herbaceous

plants generally. Weeds and faded leaves must
never be allowed to remain for many hours on
such borders, else they will present an untidy

appearance, and neglected borders spoil the general

appearance of any garden. The staking of her-

baceous plants must be attended to. In carrying

out the work the cultivator should leave the natural

habit of each kind of plant as u.ialtered as possible.

It is a mistake to gather up the flowering stems

into a bundle, as it were, and to fasten them
tightly to one stake. Directly the flowers of

Pyrethrums have faded, the stems should be cut

down and the plants mulched and fed with weak

doses of liquid manure. During the latter part

of the summer and the early part of the autumn the

plants will again bear a good crop of blossom.

There should be a general clearing up when the

work of bedding - out is finished.

Empty pots, crocks and other

material must all be put away, and

special care taken to clear up stones

and potsherds from the lawn around

the beds so as to avoid damage to

the mowing-machine.

Fruit Garden.—Peach, Nectarine,

.\pricot and Plum trees trained on

walls must receive due attention.

Surplus shoots should be pinched

off at one joint from the branch ;

these surplus shoots are lateral

growths, and if left would cause

cjvercrowding and prevent the proper

ripening of the main shoots of the

current year's growth. These re-

marks apply to Peaches and Nec-

tarines. With regard to .Apricots

and Plums, those tender young
shoots growing from spurs straight

out from the wall should be pinched

back to four buds from the base,

and as laterals again form on the ends, also remove

them in due course. .^11 the wall trees must

be thoroughly syringed with clean water so as to

dislodge insect pests and dust.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The present is a very

trying time of the year for Roses under glass, as

the atmosphere is apt to become too dry for them,

and then red spider attacks the fohage. .is there

are now plenty of blooms available in the garden,

the trees under glass should be rested— that is,

given abundance of air, syringed

occasionally with soapy water, weakly

shoots cut away and generally be

prepared for bearing a nice crop of

flowers later on. To this end keep

the young shoots thoroughly clean

and feed the plants. Eupatoriums

and Libonias are lovely autumn and

winter flowering plants, and should

not be allowed to become pot-bound

at this season. Repot them and

place in cold frames, and at the end

of a week or so open the lights wide

night and day. \. A.

THINNING SEEDLING
CARROTS.

A.T this period of the year the

beginner in the cultivation of vege-

tables will find plenty of work to

keep him engaged if justice is to be j.

—

sled
done to the different subjects under

his care. In no section is the work
more important than that of the vegetable

garden. Here quite a number of seedhng vege-

tables will require immediate attention if the

ultimate result is to equal the grower's expecta-

tions. Foremost in this connection may be

mentioned Carrots, Parsnips, Onions, Beetroot and

Turnips. Each of these should be taken in hand

forthwith, if not dealt with already, and in a few day
the respective crops will show their appreciation o

this attention by vigorous and satisfactory growth.

In the case of the Carrot, I have endeavomed to

portray the beds both before and after thinning.

In Fig. I the reader will note the seeds have been
sown thickly, and, in consequence, the seedlings

give evidence of being very considerably crowded,

rendering the thinniug-out process all the more
difficult. We are sometimes told to commence
the thinning of Carrots when the seedlings

are a few inches high ; but I am disposed to

deal with them before this, because the results

are so much more satisfactory when this work is

done earlier in the history of the young plants.

I prefer to partially thin the plants as soon as they

are in the rough leaf, subsequently thinning out

superfluous plants a little later, when the character

of those retained can be better determined.

Immediately subsequent to the thinning the

Dutch hoe should be frequently used, stirring

the soil between the rows of plants, in this way
aerating the soil and, at the same time, keeping the

weeds under. When the thinning of Carrots

is unduly delayed, the young plants become drawn
and weakly, and the roots ultimately will be found

distorted and irregular in shape. .\t the first

thinning long-rooted Carrots should be left about

4 inches apart ; intermediate, 3 inches : and stump-

rooted or Shorthorn sorts about 2 inches asunder.

When real progress is noted later on. thin out the

long-rooted to 8 inches apart, intermediate to

6 inches, and the stump-rooted to about 4 inches.

In Fig. 2 a section of a bed of Carrots that have been

carefully thinned is shown. D. B. C.

STAKING RUNNER BE.ANS.

The want of method and common-sense usually

noticeable in the gardens of the inexperienced

vegetable-grower who aims at producing a really

good crop of Runner Beans is often most obvious,

few of them appearing to regard the character

of growth pii ull.ir to thcst- plants, and failing to

Ll.NO CAKKOlb AFTER THI.NNI-NC. HAS BEE.\' DONE.
.NOTE THAT EACH PLANT STANDS ALO.VE.

do justice to them in consequence. There are

\'ery few gardens where Runner Beans are not

grown, and for this reason it may be well to point

out how the staking of these plants should be

done, so that ample provision may be made lor

\

their rambling growths to receive adequate support

when they need it.
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3. THE WRONG METHOD OF STAKING RUNNER
BEANS. THE SUPPORTS HAVE BEEN PLACED
TOO CLOSE TOGETHER.

-All too often the plants are set out much too

thirkly, or, it may be, the seeds have been sown
in prodigal fashion at an earlier date. Whichever
may be the case, it is a mistake to sow or plant

thickly. There should be one seed or seedling to

each stake. When done in any other way the

result is most unsatisfactory. How often one sees

the plants thickly disposed in the row and a large

number of thin and short stakes inserted for their

support. Within a very short space of time the

growths of the Runner Beans will reach the top

of these short, weak stakes, and the only thing

that can then take place is for the weak heads of

the stakes and their over-vigorous growths to topple

over, so that cropping facilities are checked.

In Fig. 3 the wrong method of staking is shown.

In this instance the stakes are not more than
6 feet in height and the heads of the stakes are turned

inwards at the top. The stakes are also inserted

too close to the plants at their base ; in such

conditions the results can never be satisfactory.

To teach the beginner how he should do the work,

a row of plants properly staked is shown in Fig 4,

although even this might be improved upon. A
careful observation of the base of the stakes will

reveal one stake allotted to each plant. In this way
it is quite a simple matter to encourage the plant to

entwine its growth around the stake inserted for

its support, so that its subsequent treatment leaves

little else to be done. The stakes should be from

8 feet to 10 feet in length, and if a double row of

plants is grown as depicted in Fig. 4. the stakes

should be inserted at an angle on each side of the

double row. This is brought about by crossing

the tops of the stakes some 18 inches, more or

less, below their apex, and to secure them in this

position either wire may be secured to the forks

through the whole length of the row, or long,

straight stakes may be tied in the same position,

these being secured with stout twine. As soon as
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thr growths have reached the tops of the stakes,

thoy should be pinched off or cut with shears.

When this is done, lateral growths are encouraged

to develop and heavier crops are secured. In

cases where a single row of plants is grown, use

tall, stout stakes, inserting these in upright fashion

and securing them to stout poles at intervals of a

few yards, or strong winds in late summer may
cause trouble. In dry weather mulch the rows

with a heavy dressing mi old hot-bed material or

partially rotten manure. D. B. C.

WATERING PLANTS IN HOT WEATHER.
Plants in pots on boards and beds of ashes in the

open air require water oftener than those in green-

houses and conservatories when the weather is very

hot. Both the soil in the pots and the roots of the

plants get quite hot, too, .and if water from an

underground tank, pump or pipe is used as drawn,

the roots of the plants receive a chill, and,

in this way, the foliage .and flowers would be

affected. In very hot weather it is essential that

cold-drawn water be exposed in open vessels for a

few hours before it is poured on the soil in the pots.

This prec,aution does not really entail much extra

labour, and it :; labour well spent, as the plants

make wonderfully fine healthy growth in the

circumstances. It is for the same reason—to avoid

giving a check to the growth—that water should

be poured on Vine, Peach and other borders early

in the morning instead of during the daytime.

The soil is cooler in the morning, and the nearer

the temperattire of w.ater and soil is, the less

will be the risk of check to growth owing to sudden

chills.

~
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THE TOWN GARDEN.
Roses.—Among the most to be dreaded pests of

the Rose at this season are the various forms of

green fly and the caterpillar or grub which ruins

leaf and bud before the amateur has realised that

there is anything amiss. For the green fly and

similar pests the dusting of tobacco powder over

the points of the shoots or periodically spraying

them with a good insecticide will usually keep

them at bay, though they must not be allowed

to swarm in their battalions on the points of the

shoots before any action is taken to get rid of them.

.\ very homely remedy is soft soap dissolved in

boiling water, say, two or three large tablespoon fuls

to two gallons of water, to which, when cooled down,
half a wineglassful of paraffin should be added,

When this is used care should be taken to mix
the whole up together continuously, and to dip

the syringe deeply into the receptacle to avoid

taking all the oil at once from the surface. The
maggot or grub is usually found where the leaves

are drawn together, and the pest, concealing itself

in a web, bores into the flower-bud before its

presence is suspected. For this latter syringing

or hand-picking should be resorted to, and if done

early the loss of flowers will be materially lessened.

The " Abol " syringe, with its uncommonly fine

spraying nozzles, is excellent for the work, and

where much has to be done and insecticides pur-

chased, this convenient tool will be found most
economical.

Propagating Pinks.—The hardy garden Pinks,

whether of the every-day border sorts or " laced
"

kinds, usually grown for exhibition are readily

increased by means of pipings or cuttings

at the present time, a half-shaded situation where a

frame can be placed, or even a bell-glass or hand-

Ught, doing quite well for the purpose. Pipings

are formed by the points of shoots, and these have

to be pulled out sharply from the socket of the

stem. Holding the latter with the left hand, and

securing a 3-inch-long piece of the point of the

shoot, give a sharp upward pull to release it from

its place. Pipings such as these are ready for

insertion forthwith, and require no further pre-

paration. Cuttings arc best if secured with a heel,

and any moderately young shoots of 3 inches or

4 inches in length torn off the main portion of the

plant by a downward pull will invariably be found

with the heel intact. Some very sandy soil will

be needed for the cuttings, and with a good soaking

of water at the time of insertion no more will be

required for days to come.

Auriculas.—The pot plants of those of the

alpine class will be better if removed from the

frames and stood on a bed having a north exposure,

the shelter of a hedge or wall suiting the plants

quite well. The pots should rest on a thick bed

of coal-ashes to prevent the ingress of worms, and

frequent light overhead waterings or sprayings

will be found helpful. Those .\uriculas with

mealy foliage are best if not watered overhead,

as this carries away much of their characteristic

mealy covering and beauty. The plants, however,

should be well suppHed with water at the root.

,\bundance of air, too, is very essential to the

success of the plants, and a good substitute for a

frame is secured by raising the lights above the

plants so that the wet is thrown off. the sides mean-

while, as also the back and front, remaining open.

Arum Lilies.—It is usual when these are turned

out of the greenhouse each year to plant them in

a trench richly manured in the kitchen garden.

A simpler way, and a way that ensures an earlier

supply of blooms (spathes) is to stack them in a

heap for some weeks, and in such a manner that

no water reaches them. In other words, so dry

them off that no leafage remains. This enforced

rest after a long season of flowering is not merely

attended with the best results, but it saves much

time in watering when this is needed elsewhere.

In a subsequent issue I shall give further particu-

lars concerning these plants. E. H. Jenkins.

4.—THE RIGHT WAV TO STAKE RUNNER BEAN3,
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NEW PLANTS.

Odontioda St. Fuscien Imperator.—This is a

very large-flowered Odontioda of dull orange

scarlet colouring, the segments being mottled and
veined with creamy white. The labellum is

comparatively large and most delicately fringed.

The backs of the sepals have a distinctive purple

band running down the centre. A very fine flower

indeed, and said to be the result of crossing Coch-

lioda noetzliana with Odontoglossum Adriana>.

Shown by M. H. Graire. .Amiens, France. Award
of merit.

Miltonia vexillaria Snowflakc.—As its varietal

name implies, this is an almost pure white variety,

with the exception of the centre of the flower.

There we find a yellow blotch, with the tiny crest

coloured rosy purple. So little colouring, however,

is present that at a short distance the flowers

give one the impression of being entirely white.

Shown by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford,

K.C.V.O., Westonbirt, Tetbury, Gloucestershire.

Award of merit.

Odontioda gattonensis.—This is a beautiful rich

orange scarlet coloured variety with slight veinings

of yellow. The flowers are rather loosely formed

and comparatively large, the sepals and petals

being shghtly reflexed, this being more pronounced

towards the tips. Shown by Mr. de B. Crawshay,

Rosefield, Sevenoaks. Award of merit.

Sweet Pea Paradise Cerise.—A very showy
variety of rosy cerise colouring, the flowers of large

size. Award of merit.

Sweet Pea Marjory Hemus.—A dainty shading

of soft lilac blue and white, the combination being

of a pleasing character. Award of merit. These

two were exhibited by Miss Hemus, Upton-on-

Severn.

Sweet Pea Prince of Orange.—Briefly described,

this handsome variety may be compared in size

to Helen Lewis, with the colour of St. George. A
most effective variety. From Mr. Stevenson,

Addlestone. Award of merit.

Carnation Queen Mary.—A self border variety

of crimson maroon colouring, the petals thick and

firm, making up a shapely flower. The variety

is nicely scented. Exhibited by Messrs. William

Cutbush and Son, Highgate, N. Award of merit.

Carnation Edith Waters.—A Perpetual-flowering

variety of very large size ; indeed, if we refer to it

from the critical standpoint, size is its chief merit,

the central confused mass of small petals detracting

from the merit of the flower as a whole. The

colour is rosy cerise, and we believe its parents

were lyirs. Lawson and Enchantress. From Mr.

C. F. Waters, Balcombe. Award of merit.

Carnation Mrs. Everard Martin-Smith.—A very

superior pure white border variety, the petals

strong and firm and of high quahty throughout

the flower.' From Mr. Charles Blick, Hayes,

Kent. Award of merit.

Pyrethrum Snow White.—The name is descrip-

tive of a variety of much excellence, and one which

will doubtless be popular in the near future. From
Messrs. Kelway and Sons, Langport. Award of

merit.

Robinia Kelseyii.—A small bush-Uke example

of this flowering tree or shrub was shown bearing

a few of its pretty pink-flowered trusses. It is

an exceedingly pleasing plant, and one worthy of

planting with a free hand. From Messrs. R. Veitch

and Son, Exeter. Award of merit.

Heliotropium Favourite.—A fragrant variety with

good truss and pale blue flowers. From The

King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford. Award of merit.

Clivia King George.—A distinct and pretty

variety, the colour of the flowers being palest

primrose and cream. Shown by Mr. Miller,

Wisbech. Award of merit.

Ranunculus Evening Star.—This is one of the

double self - coloured varieties of R. asiaticus,

which to-day are by no means frequent. The
flowers are large and handsome. The colour is

deep canary yellow, paler at the margins of the

petals. From Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited.
Dover. Award of merit.

Mertensia echioides elongata. — The plant is

15 inches high, the flower being of an intense deep
gentian blue. A highly attractive plant valuable
for the colour of its flowers. From Bakers,

Wolverhampton. Award of merit.

Pelargonium White Queen.—A pure white variety
of the Zonal section, of surpassing excellence as a

flower and of great purity. From Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea. .Award of merit.

Iris hybrida Isolinc.—A distinct and beautiful

variety, the standards of which are rosy fawn and
the falls of rosy purple hue. It is a compactly
arranged flower and capable of producing pretty

garden effects.

Iris Italia.—The dominating colour of this

handsome variety is deep violet purple, approach-
ing to royal purple, the falls being shaded with

maroon. This pair of Irises came from Messrs.

R. W. Wallace and Co., Colchester, each receiving

an award of merit.

.411 the foregoing were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on the 7th inst., when the

awards were made

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the

flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome
anything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be

addressed to the Editor, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

both on walls. Viscountess Folkestone is one
that flowers early and is most useful for cutting.

I consider that all Roses that can be flowered in

the month of May are worthy of extended culture
;

they must, of course, be kept clean, which can
easily be done by syringing now and again with
extract of quassia or XL All Insecticide, and
perhaps they may require a good watering oc a-

sionally. Many plants are allowed to suffer from
neglect of watering when planted against walls."

Sweet Peas from Addlestone.

Mr. Thomas Stevenson, the well-known Sweet
Pea grower of Woburn Place Gardens, .Addlestone,

sent us on the 31st ult. a wonderful collection of

Sweet Peas which had been cut from the open,
presumably from autumn-sown plants. We have
never seen flowers to equal these at such an early

date, and congratulate Mr. Stevenson on his excel-

lent method of culture. The varieties sent were
Spencer America, Evelyn Hemus, Zarina, Earl

Spencer, Prince of Asturias, Prince of Orange,
Zephyr, Dazzler, Sunproof Crimson (Sydenham's
strain), Mrs. C. W. Breadmpre, Elsie Herbert,

Henry Eckford Spencer, Constance Oliver, Audrey
Crier and Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes. Many of these

will be well known to our readers, but among the

newer ones that named Prince of Orange called for

special mention. It is .a gorgeous waved flower

of large size, with a vivid orange standard and
deUcate rose wings. Mr. Stevenson informed us

that all the flowers sent, a dozen or more sprays,

had been cut from one plant. Earl Spencer is a

beautiful orange flower ; Zarina, a delicate shade
of shell pink that it is impossible to describe ; and
Spencer America, a waved form of the well-known
rose flaked variety.

A New Aubrietia from Wales.
Mrs. E. Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Oerog, Llangollen,

North Wales, sends sprays of the new purple

Aubrietia Lloyd Edwards. No doubt many who
visited the Temple Show this year will remember
the wonderful mass of this plant that was shown
there by Mrs. Lloyd Edwards, the rich purple

colour being very striking.

Azaleas from Wales.

A correspondent signing himself " K. E. T."
sends us flowers of hardy Azaleas from Glamorgan-'
shire. The colours of these are particularly good,

and we were pleased to see the double variety among
them. Our correspondent writes: "

I am sending a

bunchof Azaleas rustica flore-pleno and the old single

ones for your table. They are so sweet and grow
so easily that it is a pity they are not more known.
Mine are growing on the north side of a pahng,
and get very dry sometimes in summer, as they
are on the top of a sloping bed. Like Rhododen-
drons, they bloom very freely every other year,

though there are always some flowers."

Early Roses from Leonardslee.
We received from Mr. W. A. Cook, The Gardens,

Leonardslee, Horsham, on the ist inst., blooms of

several Roses which were of peculiar interest owing
to the early date. Mr. Cook writes :

" Early

Roses can be prown in odd places, on the walls of

out-of-the-way buildings, or on garden walls ; in

fact, there are spaces very often lying idle

which could be turned to good account, for

most people prize the early Roses. We have had
in flower for the past ten days those lovely Roses
sinica anemonasflora, R. fulgida and L'Ideal,

exquisite for cutting, the colour appealing to every-

one. The foregoing flower very freely. Reine

Olga de Wurtemburg and Carmine Pillar are also

in bloom and are most effective. R. brunoniana

is in flower on a fully exposed bush 20 feet to 30 feet

high. R. spinosissima altaica is a lovely pure

white variety, and should be grown by everyone

who loves Roses. The beautiful R. Banksia is

also a mass of yellow flowers partially hidden by
its beautiful green foliage. Other Roses that are

in flower are Niphetos and Climbing Devoniensis,

Tulips and Cestrum elegans from Kent.

Mr. \. O. Walker, Ulcombe Place, near Maid-

stone, sends flowers of a Cottage Tuhp and Cestrum
elegans. It is rather surprising to learn that the

latter is almost hardy. Mr. Walker writes

:

" Your leader on Tulips and Mr. Comber's letter

on Cestrum suggest my sending the enclosed, viz..

Cottage Tulip Beauty of America. This has the

peculiarity that each individual flower presents

itself in three different colours in succession

—

first, primrose yellow ; secondly, pure white ; and,

finally, edged and streaked with rose colour as in

the two blooms sent. I have noticed this for the

last three years, and these flowers are taken from

separate clumps. Cestrum species (elegans).

—

This beautiful scarlet species, which I have had for

forty years, is almost hardy. At Colwyn Bay it

has lived for many years on a south-east wall.

I only tried it here last winter, but it stood
10° of frost (on the shaded thermometer) in an

open verandah on two nights in succession

without any protection, and is now a mass of bloom.

I may mention that this place is in the very middle

of Kent and is 350 feet above sea-level ; but,

thanks to this last circumstance, we do not suffer

much from frost."
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THE ROSE GARDEN
ROSE LAMARQUE AS AN INDOOR

VARIETY.

THIS beautiful old Rose, which is said

to be the p.irent of Cloth of Gold, is

sometimes found growing freely on a

south wall outdoors, but, generally

speaking, it is much too tender for the

English climate, although in the South

of France, Italy and other places it rambles away

with wonderful luxuriance. Before the advent

of Climbing Niphetos, Lamarque was in much

request as an indoor climber, but its popularity

has somewhat waned. Yet it is a beautiful old

Rose and much too good to lose. In a lofty

conservatory, budded upon some free-growing

Rose it will attain magnificent dimensions, often

producing an immense single growth which will

attain a height of lo feet to 12 feet in a season.

From the summit of such growths the plant may
be induced to send out new shoots, which droop

in a very graceful manner and yield charming

sulphur white blooms in large numbers. The

flowers are large and full, the buds of exquisite

shape, and the fragrance is very sweet. If a good

wall or upright support can be found for it in

the conservatory or any other structure that is

artificially heated, this beautiful old Rose should

be planted, and the present time is a very suitable

one, as most Rose-growers have young grafted

plants in 8-inch pots which, if carefully planted

in a well-prepared site, will make rapid growth

this summer. This is really the best way of estab-

lishing climbers imder glass, much better than

waiting until autumn. The plants, being in active

growth, will quickly take hold of the new soil andi

with plenty of heat and moisture, grow as freely as

a young Vine.

TOP-DRESSING ROSE-BEDS FOR
AUTUMNAL FLOWERS.

It seems rather unusual to advise top-dressing

Rose-beds in June in order to aid the autumnal

crop, seeing that the plants have not yet produced

their summer display ; but, nevertheless, those

who would have a grand autumnal blooming will

do well to take the hint and give the plants a

hberal top-dressing of some good well-decayed

manure with bone-meal added. Personally, I do

not care for a surface-dressing of manure where

it is applied so thickly as to exclude all use of the

hoe. I have seen such heavy dressings applied,

and the Roses have not appeared at all happy
;

but where the dressing is so given that the hoe

mixes the manure with the surface soil in the

course of hpeing, then it is decidedly beneficial.

Every Rose-grower should endeavour to have a

nice stack of good well-decayed hot-bed manure
about a year old. This is of much value in the

Rose garden, and will be found most useful in which

to mix artificial manures previous to applying them
to the plants.

ROSE ENTENTE CORDIALE.
From the appearance of blooms from under
glass, this beautiful novelty will be a formidable

rival to, if it does not displace, Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria. In the first place, it has the delicious

fragrance of the old Devoniensis, a fragrance not

describable, but, nevertheless, very real. From
the bloom before me I cannot detect any marked
difference to one of Kaiserin .\ugusta Victoria,

but we all know this latter variety has practically

no fragrance. In Entente Cordiale we have a

remarkable illustration of how one parent can

impart fragrance, for we have it on the authority

of the raiser that the Rose originated from a cross

between Mme. Abel Chatenay, a most sweetly

scented Rose, and Kaiserin .\ugusta Victoria.

Hcrr Max Leichtlin, in a paper read before the

Hybrid Conference and reported in the Journal

of the Royal Horticultural Society, Vol. X.XIV.,

says that the principles of hybridising holding

good in the majority of cases prove that the seed

parent bestows form and shape and certain other

qualities, and the pollen parent gives more or less

colour. These statements are remarkably exempli-

fied in Rose Entente Cordiale. The raiser,

M. Pernct-Ducher, says that the flowers are slightly

tinged with carmine towards the edges of the

petals. This may be true outdoors, but from the

specimen I have cut from under glass I cannot

detect this tinge. It certainly possesses the vigour

and free-flowering habit of Mme. Abel Chatenay.

but, strangely, its superb foliage is mildew-proof,

whereas I find Mme. Abel Chatenay rather trouble-

some in that respect. The latter, too, has rather a

bad habit of making a tall, ugly plant if not checked

in time by slightly pegging out its growths so as to

induce the lower eyes to break. Therefore, although

we may not have in Entente Cordiale a Rose

of very distinct colouring — I am told the

colour outdoors is almost the shade of Mme. C.

Guinoisseau—we have, nevertheless, one that must

by its vigour and sturdiness replace Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria, a variety many find difficult to

grow well. P.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Ansiwers.—The Editor iritends to

make The Gakijkn help/ul to all renders ivho desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tanstock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and ftowering

shoots, wfiere possible, should be sent. It is timeless to send

stnall scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Information about Irises {Mrs. H. C.

Sharpc).—We are not at all sure that you could

get Irises to flower from January to October, even

though you indulged in a rather complete Iris

garden. You may, however, assisted by a cold

house or frame, have a display for at least six months,

to do which you would have to indulge in the early

bulbous kinds, such as Tauri, stenophylla, Dan-
fordiae, reticulata and its allies persica, alata,

stylosa, ruthenica, pumila, Chama;iris and others, till

the early Flags were reached ; and these, joining with

the later Flags and the Spanish and English

Irises, would find a sort of finale in the Japanese

Flags and the latest flowering species. If you
really wish to indulge in an Iris garden, you require

expert assistance on the spot, the necessary prepa-

ration being of a rather extensive character. If

this is not your desire, we may assist you through

our columns if you will kindly give us a few more
particulars.

Carnation cuttings and Roses {H. S. W.).i

If the Carnations are border kinds, they are best

increased by layering ; if of the perpetual class,

by means of cuttings in slight heat from September

to March, or in a cold frame from .'\ugust to October.

From the dead and decayed material sub-

mitted we were unable to say to what section the

cuttings belonged. In selecting cuttings of these

plants it is essential to obtain young pieces, and

cuttings of 4 inches in length should be made to a

joint, i.e., cut across immediately below a leaf-

joint on the stem and inserted in pure sand kept

moist or in very sandy soil. Rose cuttings may
be taken in September, the shoots of half-ripened

wood about 6 inches in length being the best.

Rose cuttings, too, intended to be rooted in a cold

frame or in the open will be best when made with a

heel, and if inserted in the open ground they should

be buried fully half their depth.

Gentlana aoaulis {Rork Garden).—Thia species

is often a puz?,!!". and succeeds under exactly opposite
conditions in different localities, in some preferring lime

apparently, in others disliking it. In the circumstances
we can only siiggest that you allow the plants to rentain

till October ; then replant them very flrnily in small tufts,

wedging some bits of sandstone about the roots and
employing a little old plaster with the soil, which should

be of a Uglit nature and well drained.

Hollyhocks diseased {E. H. L. i.).—The Holly-

hocks are badly attacked by the too well-known Hollyhock
rust, due to the fungus Puceinia malvaeearum. This
disease often works great havoc with Hollyhocks, spoiling

them so that they flower very poorly. The disease Is

very infectious, spreading by means of the spores, which
are produced in myriads on the spots on the leaves. It

would be best to destroy the diseased plants by fire. or.

if you wish to keep tfiem. spray them with a rose red

solution of potassium permanganate; but this is only a
very partial remedy.
Hyacinths falling (J. A. .S.).—X few more par-

ticulars of the treatment and time of planting would have
been most helpful in this ease. Tlie bulb sent, if under-
sized, is quite healthy, but has been planted much too
shallow in the soil. We have known a precisely simi'ar

thing to happen in the forcing department, but never in

the open with fair treatment and reasonable planting.

Bulbs much too long in the bulb-store and planted in mild
weather may have started too quickly into growth
before roots were sufficiently developed to support, the

plant. Apart from this and in the absence of fuller infor-

mation, we can only imagine that undeveloped bulbs and
a by no means favourable past season for ripening them
have been jointly responsible for so unfortunate a result.

TUE GREENHOUSE.
Culture of Begonia fuchsioides (F. G.).

Begonia fuchsioides is a shrubby-growing ever-

green species that must not be dried off at any
time. It forms a thickened rootstock, and the

stems which are pushed up therefrom reach a

height of 3 feet to 6 feet. They are clothed with

numerous ovate green leaves ij inches or so i:i

length and, when young, tinged with red. The
individual flowers are small, but, being borne in

large drooping panicles and of a scarlet colour,

they make a good show. The cultural require-

ments of this Begonia are not exacting, as cuttings

of the young shoots strike readily if put in a close

propagating-case during the spring or early summer
months. A potting compost of loam, peat and

sand will suit it well. It is essentially a green-

house plant ; indeed, to keep it at its best it needs

during the winter a temperature above that of an

ordinary greenhouse, that is, a structure where

at that season the thermometer ranges from 50*

to 60° will suit it best. It does particularly well

if planted out in a prepared bed in the warm
greenhouse and the principal branches are secured

to an upright pillar or stake, leaving the secondary

ones to dispose themselves at will. This Begonia

is also very pretty when grown as a basket plant.

There is a useful and popular hybrid between

B. fuchsioides and B. semperflorens known as

Corbeille de Feu. This, which forms a freely

branched bushy specimen from 18 inches to 2 feet

in height, has bright red flowers. It is much used

for greenhouse decoration and also for summer
bedding. As a central plant for Begonia beds a

well-furnished specimen of Cordylinc australis

would be effective, while .^raucaria excelsa and

GreviUea robusta are often used. Of flowering

plants staiuhird Fuchsias are \'ery desirable.

Greenhouse for the growth of Tomatoes and
cut flowers (Viola).—Vou cannot successfully grow
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Grapes, Tomatoes and cut flowers in such a houfie as you
describe, but you can Tomatoes and Chrysanthemums

;

and if you want to malie the most of your house for sale

purposes, this is what we would advise you to do. For
the purpose of growing these two crops you need not go

to the expense of et ecting stages or of providing furniture

of any sort, and, we think, you have plenty of heat also.

Your best way to go to work will be by trenching the soil

in the house (every inch of it you can get at) 2J feet deep if it

is of fairly good quality, niLxing with the soil a good cartload

of rich rotten farmyard manure. If the soil is poor and
no good, you should wheel at least half of it out and replace

it with the best turfy soil you can find. After the trenching

is finished, spread a layer of quicklime over the surface of

the soil a quarter of an inch deep, afterwards forking it

into the top of the soil. The border will now be ready

to receive the young Tomato plants, and the sooner they
are planted the tetter. Press the soil firmly to the roots

in planting, and plant 18 inches apart all ways ; that is,

18 inches between plant and plant in the row and the same
distance between row and row. Give the plants a good
watering immediately they are planted, placing a stake

5 feet high to each plant (Bamboo canes are the best) ; and
to prevent treading on the soil place some narrow boards
between every other row to walk and work upon. The
Tomato crop should be over by the middle of October,

when the plants should be cleared out and the ground
dug over ready to receive the Chrysanthemum plants

from outside by the end of October. We think it would
take from fifty to sixty Chrysanthemum plants fully grown
in the autunm to fill your house, planting them in the

ground the same as the Tomatoes were planted and imme-
diately giving them a good watering. Your best way to

prepare the Chrysanthemum plants will be by tying young
plants in and planting them in your garden outside at

2i feet apart at the end of May, giving them plenty of

water in dry weather until they have taken a good hold

of the soil ; afterwards they will not need any. When
buying your plants you should stipulate for best market
varieties, chiefly in white, yellow and rosy pink, and at

least one-third of them should be late sorts to flower

about Christmas.

ROSE GARDEN.
Liquid manure for newly planted

Roses {Tom Pinch).—-As to whether you are

helping your Roses or otherwise somewhat depends

upon your soil. If this was liberally manured

when the Roses were planted last November, the

liquid manure made by adding half water and half

housemaids' slops, which you are giving once a

fortnight to the plants, will be rather injurious to

them if you continue to apply it. We advise

you to withhold any further application until the

flower-buds are of the size of small marbles. By
that time root action is well advanced and the

plants can utilise fertilisers more easily. You
might well preserve the liquid manure in tubs or a

tank, and add a small bag of soot and one of fresh

cow-manure. The liquid thus obtained %vill be

very valuable, and can, by diluting it to half strength,

be given to all growing crops and to your Roses

later on.

Rose Leuchtstern with blighted

foliage {R. Lake).—There are several indica-

tions of the fungus Iluowu as" black spot " on the

foliage you send us, although many of the marks

are caused by cold winds and frost. As a rule,

black spot does not appear much before mid-

summer. In addition to the unsightliness caused

by this fungus, it is very injurious and causes

the foliage to fall prematurely. It does not often

affect Ramblers, as you say ; but Leuchtstern and

a few others will sometimes be attacked. It is

present more or less in every garden, and at mid-

summer is not noticed so much. It is well to re-

move and burn badly diseased leaves and pick up

and burn all fallen ones. As a preventive measure

it is well to spray in spring and continue at intervals

of a week or so with a solution of potassium sulphide,

loz. to 10 gallons of water. This does not cure

existing attacks, but it wiU be a preventive for

the young foliage. This fungicide is also good for

attacks of mildew.
Weeping standards of Plowrer of Fairfield

{A. C. W.).—This Rose, like the Crimson Rambler, will

grow very well on standard Briars, although it does not

do well on the dwarf Briars. Do not bud on the rugosas,

as they make such ugly stems. You can bud into the

shoots you have retained of your old plants. By August
the sap will be flowing freely, so that you can insert the

buds in the stem if no lateral growths are strong enough.
Keep all side growths pinched back to about 1 inch in

length. The tall Briars by the wall could well be budded
with Griiss an Teplitz, tor there is no more beautiful crimson

Rose, and it is so very free. Perhaps it would be a good
plan to bud alternately a fast grower, such as Hiawatha,
as these droop more gracefully than Griiss an TepUtz.
Dr. Rouges would be a fine sort, so also would Noella
Nabonnand, and good fast growers other than Hiawatha
are Lady Gay, Dorothy Perkins, White Dorothy and
Tausendschon. If you prefer all to be large-flowered

sorts, then Chmbing Testout should be one ; but the others

you name are too rigid to make good drooping kinds,

although grand as free-headed standards. Mme. Alfred

Carriere would associate well with Griiss an Tephtz.

MISCELLANEOUS.
What constitutes an amateur

gardener? (A. Fawcett).—How often is this

question asked, and how often answered
;
yet, some-

how, conditions creating the question seem to vary.

You specially refer to an ex-garden labourer, or one

who is still such, your reference not being clear ; but

certainly whether still such or not, he is by no
means an amateur. His place, as well as that of

the ex-signalman, is that of a cottager, if your

schedule (not to hand) includes such a section of

exhibitors. In all ordinary schedules an amateur

is classed as one not in receipt of weekly wages, as

a cottager is, but a person who, having some

totally distinct trade or vocation, cultivates his

garden out of pure love as a recreation.

Amateurs may employ occasional assistance, but

none regularly, as the amateur must be his own
gardener. He must not use his garden as a means

to a livelihood, or do work in gardens for such

purpose. IMany of the clergy are amateur

gardeners. Your two examples are not amateurs.

A professional gardener is one in the horticultural

trade, such as a florist or nurseryman, or an ordi-

nary or jobbing gardener, all being dependent on

gardening for a livelihood. In the case of cottagers,

it is common for them to sell portions of their

garden produce where they have large gardens;

but these men, if they spend largely in seeds,

manure and labour, being dependent for a liveli-

hood on their labour, of whatever description,

must of necessity recoup some of the cost incurred

by disposing of surplus produce. Doing that does

not affect their position as cottagers. Amateurs

must not trade in their garden produce. If they

do they are in danger of being classed as market

or prolessional gardeners.

To improve an Asparagus bed (B. i!.).^Most
decidedly it will strengthen and greatly improve the yield

of your bed next year if you can forbear cutting this year.

If you can give the beds, towards the end of the summer,
three or four heavy waterings with farm or stable yard
manure-water, it will stilt further help them. Should
you find any bare spaces in the bed during summer, put
a stake securely into each bare place and replant with new
roots at the end of March next year.

The use of spent soil {M. E. R.).—The spent
soil may be used again if laid aside in a stack for a year or

more and enriched with short stable manure or given lime
and soot in alternate layers of a few inches asunder when
being stacked ; or it may be used again the following

season for a crop quite distinct to that for which it was
originally used. For example, soil from Chrysanthe-
mum pots would do perfectly well for a large number
of bedding plants, wliile soil that had been used for Carna-
tions might with slight additions be used for Chrysanthe-
mums, and so on. If, however, your enquiry is whether
the soil would do for the same kind of crop two years in

succession, the answer is, " No."

Woodlice in Mushroom caves (J. B. O.,

Manager).—The most effective way of getting rid of these

lice is by pouring boiling water into the crevices

between the walls and the earth next to them, where
the pests hide during the day. It is no use applying
this remedy in a half-hearted way ; but where the boiling

water is applied to all the holes and crannies in the building,

and in abundance, we have never known it to fail to

effect a clearance, especially if persevered in for two or

three successive times at intervals of a few days. Another
way is to place a piece of raw Potato, Carrot or Turnip in

the bottom of a flower-pot, filling up the same loosely with
hay, examining it frequently and destroying all insects

found.

Trimming a Laurel hedge (J. E. (?.).—You
may trim your Laurel hedge any time between April and
September with this difference in the work. If you do it

during April or May, you may clip it with shears, for new
shoots will quickly appear to hide mutilated leaves ; but
if you do 'tie work later, secateurs ought to be used, so

that the leaves will not be damaged. Should the leaves be
damaged during summer or autumn, suflicient new growth
may not be made to hide them, and they will look unsightly
until the following year. Your Rhododendron branch

which was layered twelve months ago last October ought
to be left until September next. The rooted pieces may
then be taken off and planted firmly in peaty soil. Next
April prune them so that they will form shapely plants.
Peaty soil is not desirable for all kinds of shrubs. Sucb
things as Rhododendrons, Ericas, Pieris, Andromedas,
Kalmias, Clethras, Arbutuses, Ac, thrive excellently in
peat, but loam is necessary for Spirceas, Philadelphuses,
Berberis, Forsythias, Cytisuses, Hypericums, <i'C., if the
best results are desired. A good plant for your east wall
would be CratECgus Pyracantha if you desire an evergreen

;

or the Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica would do very well if yon
do not mind a deciduous shrub.

800MFTIES
THE ROYAL NATIONAL TULIP SHOW

(NOKTHERN SECTION).
The Northern show was held at Middleton, near Manchester,
on June 4. The date fixed was a very lato one, and, as a
natural consequence, it was only those in a very late
district that were able to show their best flowers. It
suif^d both Mr. Bentley and Mr. Knowles, whereas Mr.
Needham'3 tlowers were past their best. There were,
however, a fair number of exhibitors, but the quality of
the blooms was hardly up to the average. When one
visits such a show as the above it is like a peep into the
old world. The show was all Tulips—every one of them
was of the tlorist type with spotless white or yellow bases.
No Cottagers or Darwins were admitted as at the Southern
show. There were no embellishmentp ; no greenery

;

no lovely trade groups ; no crush of visitors, only a handful
of keen enthusiasts ; no elaborate staging, only severe-
looking stands for the twelves and sixes and ginger-beer
bottles for the other classes ; nothing, in fact, that we have
come to look upon as necessary adjuncts of an up-to-date
display. On the other hand, there was such an old-world-
ness about everything, about the schedule, about the
flowers, about the staging and about the good-fellowship
of the exhibitors, that one could not help feeling a certain
sadness that, with the exception of the still older show at
Wakefield, this was all that remained of the many shows
that were held in almost every county town In parts of
Lancashire, Yorkshire and the Midlands in times well
within living memory.
The schedule was framed on the old familiar lines.

Class 1 was for twelve dissimilar rectified Tulips, two
feathered and two flamed in ea,ch class. Mr. J. W. Bentley
was placed first, and among his flowers were an excellent
example of Samuel Barlow, a flamed bizarre ; Mabel, a
very pretty flamed rose ; and Sir Joseph Paxton. The
second prize went to one of the oldest Tulip exhibitora
that we have, Mr. J. Knowles of Stalybridge. He has
been showing Tulips ever since 1860. His flowers were
in nice condition, and included a good example of the
famous Trip to Stockport, a fine feathered bybloemen,
which has only to be well grown to secure a good place
whenever it is exhibited ; also Robert Guest, a very
uncommon feathered bizarre, of wliich I believe there are
only two bulbs in existence, both of them in the bands of
Mr. Knowles. The tliird prize went to a good even lot of
flowers from Mr. C. W. Needham of Hale. He had Sir
Joseph Paxton very good indeed. It will interest readers
to know that Sir Joseph Paxton is a bizarre Tulip, and is

at least sixty years old. It is one of the very best kinds
that have ever been raised, and to-day figures oftencr and
more prominently on the show table than any other
variety, old or new. Mr. G. Eyre of Ripley, Derbyshire,
was fourth. In the sixes the above prize-winners were
joined by Mr. W. H. Midgley of Halifax and Mr. Irving
Whitworth of Wakefield.

In Class 3, which was for smaller growers, Mr. J. Wright
of Wakefield was first. He had a fine Stockport, which
Sb the usual way Trip to Stockport is nowadays designated.
Somehow it seems out of place and far too modem to
abbreviate in this way. There is something characteristic

in Trip to Stockport and Glory of Stakehiil, which the
abbreviated form lacks. Mr. W. Stringer of Ehodea
was second. He had a good Samuel Barlow. Mr. J.

Fillingham of Blackley was third.

In the breeder section of the show, in the principal

class for six dissimilar Tulips Mr. Needham was first,

and included in his stand was an exceptionally beautiful

orange named Dr. Cooper. I believe it is one of his own
raising. Mr. Eyre was second and had Alice Gray, a
delightful pale lavender, and Loveliness, one of the very
few pure white-based Darwins. Mr. Bentley was third

and Mr. Whitworth fourth.

The single bloom class always produces the best com-
petition. Any competitor may stage as many blooms
as he pleases, but can only win two prizes,' but the same
variety may win as often as it can. Mr, Knowles was
very much in evidence in this competition. He won two
out of the first four prizes for the feathered bybloemena

I

(each time with Stockport), two in the feathered roses

{each time with Modesty) and one in the flamed roses with

I

Mrs. Telford. Similarly Mr. Eyre did very well. Out of

I

the first three or four prizes he figured twice in the bizarre

I

breeders, twice in the rose breeders, once in the byblcemen
I
breeders and once in the flamed roses. Naturally, Messrs.

I

Needham and Bentley had their fair share of the spoil.

I

The best flamed flower in the show was a Samuel Barlow

I

shown by Mr. J. W. Bentley, and the best feather was a

I

beautiful example of Modesty (a rose) shown by filr. J.

I

Knowles.

I

I feel I must mention the great beauty and delicacy of

Alice Gray, a pale lavender bybloemen breeder. It is

after seeing such a flower as this and comparing it with

the pale Darwins, such as Erguste, tliat one realises how
much one gains by the pure white base. Joseph Jacob
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Evcni (Irpurtmrnt of horticiUtuie is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor ini'ites renders to send in questions

reliUinf/ to matters upon which they wish advice from com-
petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the " Ansicers to Corrcspondejits " columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

wiU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance^

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, atui addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes pfu)tograpfis, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclnsed, he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted

contribiUions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapJier or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

Tfie Editor ivill not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, a7ui

the receipt of n proof must not be taken as ei-idence t/iat an

,
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

fices 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Gn^den. W.C.

SOME SUMMER-FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS.

. N E of the most beautiful

nursery gardens in the world
is that of Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons at Coombe
Wood, Kingston Hill. This
is only one of their many

horticultural establishments, and it is

difficult to describe one as more interesting
than the other. We went there a few
days ago for the purpose of choosing a few-

shrubs that flower at this sort of between-
seasons, as a guide to those who are not
wishful for mere collections, but who require
a few beautiful kinds to group or plant as
fancy dictates. It is only by recording the
shrubs or any other plants that bloom at
certain seasons of the year that one knows
which to select when late autumn and
winter once again come round to remind us
of the preparations for another year. The
Mock Oranges (Philadelphus) are often

represented as unruly shrubs that fling

their shoots hither and thither and bear
flowers that, through their overpowering
fragrance, are unpleasant. But the great
hybridist, Lemoine, has raised a delightful
race which may be called " dwarf," that
is, shrubs for grouping to give beauty
and a soft scent in the early summer. The
writer saw two kinds of infinite charm.
One is called Gerbe de Neige. This grows
about 3 feet high, has spreading leafy
shoots, which at this season are wreathed
with semi-double white odorous flowers,

and, happily, not only is the shrub as
hardy as an Oak, but it enjoys ordinary
garden soil. A mass of this near the wood-
land or the house itself is a pleasant flower-

picture in early June. Another hybrid
of great distinctness is Conquette, which
has larger flowers, white, faintly perfumed,
and borne with that freedom characteristic
of the Mock Orange.

Olearia stellulata.—This is less familiar
than O. Haastii, but it is quite as worthy
of consideration. It is a good garden
shrub, dark in leaf colouring and smothered
with starry white flowers for many days
in June. The growth does not reach I of Canada and the Atlantic States, which
more than 4 feet at the utmost, and its is usually a small tree of 25 feet to 30 feet

denseness, hardiness and, if one may so
1

high, producing its fragrant red and white
express it, " all-round usefulness " should

!

blossoms late in the spring. The variety
win it greater favour in the English garden, far surpasses the original type in the

Escallonias are not hardy, but this is

erroneous. E. philippiana at Coombe
Wood has weathered many winters, and
tho.se who know this nursery garden can-

not describe it as sheltered. It is on a
hill sloping to a valley, then rising again
in a fair vision of flowering trees and shrubs
in the distance with the view beyond.
E. philippiana is a bush which reaches

quite 6 feet high when its full development
has been reached ; the deep green leaves

are thick on the shoots, and at this time
almost hidden with a cloud of white flowers.

But the Escallonia that appeals most
strongly to the writer is S. langleyensis,

which was raised in the Langley nurseries

of Messrs. Veitch. There is a superb
plant at Coombe Wood ; it is trained to
some rough stakes, is 10 feet high and
12 feet wide, and the slender shoots are

wreathed with rose pink flowers—ropes
of them, one may say—3 feet to 4 feet

high. We hope to shortly illustrate this

glorious shrub, which may be grown also

as a bush. It is perfectly hardy and has
charming attributes—strength, graceful-

ness, deep, shining green leaves and bril-

liant rosy flowers. The
Cistuses are shrubs for warm, dry soils,

and they are many in number ; but of this

beautiful race one of the most accom-
modating is C. florentinus, which is a per-

fect success in ordinary garden soil, and
flowers abundantly over a long season.
In writing these notes we have an object
in view—a selection of a few of the most
beautiful in early and mid-June. Cistus

florentinus was, a few days ago, a mound of

white, yellow-centred flowers, and it is

quite a bush, seldom more than 2J feet

high. It is one of those shrubs that show
to the greatest advantage in a mass, such
as may be seen in the Royal Gardens, Kew.

The Canadian Crab Apple (Pyrus coro-

naria fl.-pl.) is still rare, but the time of
its flowering and beauty should in the
near future create as much interest as its

many relatives, of which P. floribunda is

the most distinguished. Messrs. Veitch
write of it as follows ; "A verv beautiful
double-flowered varietv of the Crab Apple

The plants at Coombe Wood are in ordi
nary garden soil, and have triumphed
against the severest winters.

Escallonia philippiana and E. langley-

ensis.—There is an impression that the

beauty of its flowers. These are more
than i^ inches in diameter, and emit a
delicious odour of Violets."

Ceanothus thyrsoideits was covered with
flowers. The colour is refined, a pale
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lavender shade that is not assertive in

the garden ; but there is a freedom of

growth, profusion of bloom and hardiness

that make this Ceanothus, little known as

it is, one of the most desirable of shrubs

for the early summer. The Ceanothuses

have the reputation of tenderness, that is,

unable to withstand a severe winter, but the

flower-burdened shrub we saw at Coombe
Wood had borne the brunt of several

winters, on one occasion the thermometer

registering below zero. The delicate-

coloured flowers are in quiet relief to the

glossy leaves.

Rhododendron govenianum.—Among the

many Rhododendrons in flower during the

past few weeks at Coombe Wood, one has

stood out, so to say, for its beauty and

usefulness, and this is called govenianum.

It is a bushy shrub, 4 feet to 6 feet high,

but those we saw were even less. It is

a leafy, spreading, dense and cheerful

kind, cheerful because of the bright green

shade on the leaves, but the flowers in

thick clusters, reminding one of those of

a hardy Azalea, are exquisite in colour

—

a soft lilac—and distil in the warm summer
air a fragrance of Violets. It is an excellent

shrub for grouping.

Genista sagittalis.—A mass of this dwarf

Broom thick with yellow flowers suggests

that more should be made of this delightful

little shrub in the woodland and garden.

It is a sheet of gold at a season when colour

is desired, and, happily, an ordinary soil

will suffice.

The Chinese Guelder Rose (Viburnum
plicatum) is perhaps almost too well known
for these notes, but one cannot pass such

a shrub, now flowering, without comment.
It has been a picture of colour in the Royal
Gardens, Kew, and at Coombe Wood
presented the same alluring beauty. It

is a shrub for large beds by the side of

woodland walk or the principal drive, as

it differs considerably from the familiar

Snowball Tree in being more spreading in

growth, with dark green crinkled leaves,

which in early June are almost hidden

beneath the ivory white clusters of flowers.

Magnolia parviflora was beginning to

flower freely. This and M. Watsonii are

two kinds in this glorious family that

should be planted where they do not

already exist. M. parviflora is not tender,

and the sweetly scented flowers, creamy
white in colour with a warm, red centre,

remind one of some exquisite Water Lily.

I'iWeigela or Diervilla Eva Rathke may
seem too common to notice, but the bushes
in this nursery glow with the profusion of

deep crimson flowers. It is a shrub for

all gardens, whether in the town or the

country, flowering until October, strong,

free, showy and striking in colour

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
June 29.— Richmond (Surrey) Horticultural

Society's Show.

July 2.—Windsor and Eton Rose Show.

July 5.—Royal Horticultural Society's Summer
Show at Holland House, Kensington (two days).

July 7.—National Rose Society's Metropolitan

Exhibition, Royal Botanic Gardens,' Regent's

Park.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

East Anglian Horticultural Society.

At the June monthly meeting three competitors

had sent in essays in a competition upon " The

Cultivation of the Pear." After these had been

read, the judges awarded first prize to Mr. C.

Matthews, second to Mr. C. H. Fox and third to

Mr. J. Ewing. The three papers dealt with the

practical side of the subject, and brought out a

capital discussion, which was entered into by the

several eminent local fruit-growers present. The

exhibition was very pretty. Mr. Frank Neave

and Mr. C. H. Fox staged pretty groups of the new

long-spurred Aquilegias. Mr. F. Williams, gardener

to Mr. Louis Tillett, and Mr. W. Shoesmith, gardener

to Mr. F. W. Harmer, Norwich, both exhibited

types of the hardy Cypripedium.

Opening of Saughton Park, Edinburgh.
This fine park would have been opened to the public

earlier had it not been that its use was granted

for the Exhibition of 1908, but it was formally

opened to the public on June 11 by Lord Provost

Brown. Bailie Inches, the convener of the Edin-

burgh Parks Committee, in an introductory speech,

spoke highly of the manner in which the work of

carrying out the improvements had been effected

by Mr. J. W. M'Hattie, the city gardener; and

Lord Provost Brown, who opened the park, highly

commended the work of the department. The

opening ceremony was attended by many thousands

of spectators, who were delighted with the bright

appearance of the gardens and grounds. A
number of alterations have been effected without

sacrificing any of the good features of the old

gardens, and many expressions of pleasure at the

way in which the work was carried out were heard.

Some of the features will, of course, take some time

to show their true beauty ; but the park is, even as

it stands, a most enjoyable one and full of many
things of horticultural interest, for which Mr.

M'Hattie deserves every praise.

A Rose festival.—I have recently re-

ceived a copy of an American paper called Better

Fruit, in which an account is given of a prospective

Rose festival to be held at Portland, Oregon, that

charming and fruitful Pacific State of the United

States of America. This festival, which by this

time is an accomplished fact, is not so much the

matter I desire to draw attention to, because I

am averse to the barbarous use of the Rose for

decorating motor-cars and other vehicles ; but in

the paper referred to it states that the city of

Portland planted 250,000 Rose bushes in the brief

period of three years. It goes on to say: " Think

of a city that becomes obsessed of an idea that

will give it world fame, and then working night

and day, week in and week out, until such a feat

has become an accomplished fact. Portland, in

the spring of 1907, determined that it should be

known as the foremost ' city of Roses,' indeed,

the one unchallenged ' Rose city ' of the world,

and since that time a canvass of the district im-

provement associations and residence districts

show very clearly that no fewer than a quarter of

a million of Rose trees have been set out." Well,

instead of isolating any one city or town in England

as being a " Rose city or town," we have the satis-

faction of knowing that England still maintains

her foremost position as the " Rose country of

the world." But the idea of making certain towns

or cities very distinctive for their Roses seems to

me a commendable one, especially if we can get

estate agents or local bodies to plant Roses largely,

as Mr. Molyneux states has been done at Purley.

In every large city and town there are numerous
places where Roses would thrive well, and would

prove not only a source of pleasure to the

inhabitants, but would be instructive also. I think

the matter of municipal planting of Roses needs

to be done after consultation with a local expert

upon Roses. This would undoubtedly well repay
the ratepayers. I have in mind now a splendid

piece of ground overlooking the sea which, if laid

out as a Rose garden, would be a great boon to

the inhabitants, and also help to advertise the

place as a health resort. It is not every seaside

town that possesses such a naturally good Rose
soil as Westcliff-on-Sea, and a Rose garden estab-

lished there would be a great success.—P.

Bedford Park (Chiswick) Gardening
Society.—The fifth annual show of this delight-

ful suburban society will take place on Saturday,

July 2, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Many excellent

classes are provided as in previous years. Tickets

to admit those who are not members may be
obtained of the hon. secretary, Mr. R. H. Read,
Camelot, South Parade, Bedford Park, W., price

6d. each.

Presentation to a North of Scotland
gardener.—The other day a deputation from
the tenantry and friends in the district waited
upon Mr. William Munro, gardener to Colonel
Leslie of Kininvie, Dufftown, N.B., and presented

him with a testimonial in recognition of the esteem
in which he has been held and to mark their regret

at his retirement. The presentation took the

form of a purse of sovereigns, and Mr. Munro's
character received a well-deserved encomium from
the deputation. Mr. Munro retires from his duties

full of years and of respect. He has been gar-

dener to the family at Kininvie for thirty-seven

years, and has also fiUed the important office of

ground officer, fulfilling both duties in a most able

and kindly way. To mark their appreciation of

his services, Colonel Leslie and family also presented

gifts to Mr. Munro. Mr. Munro has spent no fewer

than fifty-five consecutive years as a gardener,

having been in that capacity to Colonel Marshall,

Dandaleith, CraigeUachie, for eighteen years

previous to entering upon his post at Kininvie.

Presentation to a Scottish gardener.—
A deputation representing the Altyre estate

employes, viz., Messrs. W. Maclaren, factor ; A.

Millar, head-keeper ; D. Maclennan, estate plumber
;

and Mr. John Robertson, forester, recently

waited upon Mr. Andrew Chrystall, gardener, and
presented him with a purse of sovereigns on the

occasion of his retirement. In handing over the

gift, Mr. Maclaren said one and all regretted the

departure of Mr. Chrystall from Altyre. He was
the bearer of a message from Sir William and
Lady Gordon-Cumming to the same effect, but the

laird and his good lady were both pleased to learn

that he was still to reside on the estate with his

son, who is head-gardener at Gordonstoun. Mr.

Chrystall suitably acknowledged the gift. He at

all times found the employes on the estate most
obliging, and referred to the kindly feeling which
had always existed between them. He regretted

leaving Altyre, where he had spent so many happy
years—years which he would never forget.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspoyidents.)

Colour descriptions of flowers.—One
may expect, perhaps, some inexactitude in occa-

sional contributf)rs to your paper, but hardly

that you yourself in a leading article should call

Gesner's Tulip " scarlet." I know it is commonly
so-called, a practice which surely shows that the
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Colour Chart rannot be much in use yet. If ever a

Tulip was crimson it is T. gesncriana ; in fact, I

doubt whether anyone has yet seen a true scarlet

colour in a Tulip. Few flowers are really scarlet,

as a matter of fact. Lychnis chalcedonica is one.

Monarda didynia is usually so-called, bnt is crimson,

as may be seen by placing a tlower of it beside a

bunch of scarlet Geranium (Pelargonium). I

hope you will discourage the indiscriminate use

of the word and lead us to more exact phraseology.

—T. J- Weavfr.
Raiser of Rose William Allen

Richardson.— I extract (somewhat shortened)

from the .American paper Outlook of June 4 what

may at this season interest some of your readers :

" Mr. \V. R. Bellknap states that he is the nephew

of William Allen Richardson. ' W. A. R.' was

born in New Orleans, February 20, 1R19. When
he was two years old his father moved to Lexington,

Kentucky, where he resided till his death in

October, iSgs. He married Mary Short, daughter

of Charles WiUiam Short, botanist. With this

congenial companion he became much interested

in the cultivation and propagation of Roses. He
imported and, coming into correspondence with

Mme. Ducher of Lyons, he sent her a pale yellow

Rose in which she was much interested, and she

wrote him that she had a sport from it, which, if

successful in propagation, she would call by his

name, and this she did."— N.

Queen wasps and Cotoneaster nticro-

phylla.— I was interested to note your corre-

spondent's letter on the above, but, unlike him, I

notice bees are conspicuous by their absence. I

have often thought of writing to you to ask what

this plant contains that is so attractive to the taste

of these wasps. Blow-flies are also very noticeable.

—A. Cranstone.

A plea for fragrant Sweet Peas.—

I

quite agree with the remarks of your correspon-

dent " C. R." respecting the absence of fragrance

in some of the newer varieties of Sweet Peas.

Although the true Sweet Pea scent is delicious and

generally appreciated, no doubt there are many
readers who will prefer to grow some of the

remarkably fine new sorts because they are not

sweet-scented. Once, in conversation with a

gentleman, I remarked what a pity it was that a

certain flower was scentless. His reply was,
" I think it an advantage ; if all flowers were fragrant

we might dislike them in rooms." If, however, it

became a very difficult matter to procure really

sweet-scented varieties, there would soon be a

big outcry for them, and our hybridisers would be

alert to meet the demand.—B.

Eucalypti in Britain. — The specimen

of Eucalyptus Gunnii referred to by Mr. Llewelyn

Lloyd, M.A., is, I should imagine, the tallest in

this country. It is one of the most useful for

open-air culture in this country, grows almost as

freely as the variety globulus and is quite hardy.

There are some fine specimens of E. Gunnii in

Hampshire, and also, I believe, in Devonshire and
Cornwall ; but none, to my knowledge, as tall

as the one referred to by your correspondent. I

knew of a nice specimen of E. globulus about 20 feet

high, which grew in an isolated position on a lawn,

that withstood the frosts of fifteen winters ; then

the stem split and the tree died. I am particu-

larly fond of the Eucalypti, especially the variety

globulus, and I recently grew one in my garden to

a height of 15 feet ; then the frost of two mnters
ago killed it, and so I gave up the attempt to grow
it in the open and planted E. Gunnii in its place.

All pruning of these trees should be done towards

the end of March ; then the new shoots get well

matured before the winter frosts come. Late

pruning is a mistake, but, in order to ensure

strength of tree, some pruning must be done.—B.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEJ<.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Hardy Fruits.
STRAWBERRIES.—Layering will be the

next operation with these, and should

be commenced as early as possible.

Where plants are required for forcing, it

is advisable to grow a few rows of plants

expressly to produce layers for the work.

.\11 the trusses of bloom should be picked off as

soon as they appear, and strong runners will be

obtained. When the runners have to be taken

from the fruiting plants they are naturally later,

and this means later potting into fruiting pots.

Three-inch pots are generally used for the work.

These should be filled with a mixture of two-

thirds loam and one-third decayed manure, pegging

the runner into the soil. After layering, the pots

will require to be kept well watered, twice a day

being necessary during dry weather.

Loganberries.—Every protection must be given

to the young growths that these are making, for

it is from these that next season's crop will be

obtained. They should be loosely tied in with

broad matting, as they are very tender and liable

to get bruised if tied with cord or twine.

Peaches and Nectarines.—If the work of dis-

budding was thoroughly carried out, all that is now
necessary is the tying in of the permanent shoots.

Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—All plants should be given

support as soon as they require it, and the borders

kept free from weeds by frequent hoeings. Those

plants that have finished flowering should have

the old flower-stems cut out and all dead fohage

removed. This does not apply to bulbous-rooted

plants. These may has-e all seed-pods picked off,

but the stems should be allowed to remain and

ripen. Blank spaces caused by the removal of

Foxgloves can be filled up with Sunflowers, grown

on for this purpose. Sweet Peas are very useful

for taking the place of Foxgloves. Those left after

the general planting is completed may be potted

into 9-inch pots, and will then make excellent

plants for the back of the border. Summer-

flowering Chrysanthemums will fill up the gaps

when the Canterbury Bells have finished flowering.

The Chrysanthemums Uft readily, providing dull,

moist weather is chosen and a good ball of soil

is taken up with each plant.

Kitchen Garden.
Planting Green Crops.—Follow up with this work

at every opportunity. In many cases the ground

is filled up at this season and vacancies have to

be waited for. The early Pea border may be

cleared and filled up with Savoys or autumn

Broccoli. The old Strawberry quarters may be

filled with Kales and Sprouting Broccoli, and it

may be necessary to plant between early Potatoes.

Coleworts.—The Hardy Green and Rosette varie-

ties form a useful crop for autumn, and may be

sown at the present time. When large enough

to handle they may be planted out in well-prepared

ground i foot apart each way.

Late Broccoli.—It is very important that plants

of these should be grown strong and sturdy from

the start ; therefore they should be transplanted

from the seed-bed when in a small state to an open

piece of ground. There they will make strong

plants to put into permanent quarters, and more

fitted to stand the winter than by planting direct

from the seed-beds.

E. C. POOLKY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THF. NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Outdoor Gardening.

Callas.—Much diversity of opinion exists as to

whether the Lily of the Nile should or should not

be planted out. The finest plants I have ever

seen were never planted out ; but, again, very

fine specimens have been noted that were annually

planted in trenches in the open. Each one must,

therefore, please himself as to the summer treat-

ment of this useful plant. If planting out is

practised, an open, sunny position should be

selected and a trench similar to that made for

Celery or Leeks thrown out. .Abundance of

thoroughly rotten manure must be placed in the

bottom and some good soil spread on the top of

it. Give plenty of room to the plants, as it is

desirable to get the crowns thoroughly ripened.

Do not forget to give copious supplies of water

during dry weather.

Cyclamen.—Very good results may often be had

by treating old Cyclamen bulbs in the same manner

as advised for the Callas, but it is perhaps safest

to make up the bed of manure in a frame, as it

may be late in September before they are fit for

hfting and potting up. One of the best amateur

growers of my acquaintance treats his bulbs in

this way with very marked success. .Another

plan, and one that I have personally found very

successful, is to set the pots in a frame or in a

sheltered corner out of doors, and to give only

enough water to prevent the old foliage from

flagging. A sunny position is best. Repot or

top-dress when signs of new growth are apparent,

and keep close and shaded in a frame, syringing

twice a day to encourage vigorous, steady growth.

Plants Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Plants in pots, even if being well

supplied with liquid stimulants, will derive great

benefit from a top-dressing of fresh, rich soil and

some good fertiliser. Make the compost quite

rich, say, three parts good turf, one part rough

leaves, two parts dry horse or cow manure and a

little sand. Give also to each plant two table-

spoonfuls of Thomson's or other approved plant

manure. Make the soil very firm and give a good

watering. Tomatoes in beds should have a sprink-

ling of the manure every three weeks or so.

.Amaryllis.—If not already done, no time should

be lost in having these removed to a sunny position

in a cool pit or greenhouse. This will greatly

benefit the bulbs and ensure fine blooms in due

season.

Rose Garden.

A constant watch is now necessary to see that

none of the pests that afflict the Roses gains a footing.

Hand-picking of grubs and caterpillars, if somewhat

tedious, is a certain and effectual plan of ridding

the plants of these unwelcome visitors. A very

effectual remedy for green fly is to spray with XL AU
1 Liquid Insecticide. If a fine spraying syTinge is

used, this is also a very economical means of keeping

the plants clean. It does not stain the fohage.

Constant stirring of the surface soil is of the very

greatest benefit to the Rose, and in dry weather

copious suppUes of water at the roots are a neces-

sity if the plants are to be maintained in health

and the blooms to be of fine quality. Do not

forget that the Roses on walls are much more

hkely to get dry at the root than those in the open,

and treat accordingly. Nor should good supplies

of hquid manure be now withheld, as the forming

of flower-buds is a severe tax on the plants. Do

not apply while the soil is dry.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow,
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THE GREENHOUSE
PLUNGING POT PLANTS FOR THE]

SUMMER.

THE bulk of soil in many pots is very

small, and during the summer-time

all exposed pots must cause a great

amount of labour in the watering of

the soil in them in order to maintain

the life of the plants. In the summer

there is much work to be done, work which cannot

be put off without some harm accruing. Further-

more, it is not to the best advantage of the plants

when water—often cold cistern or pump water

—

is poured into the soil several times a day in very

hot weather. To obviate the necessity for such

constant watering and labour that it entails,

plunge the pots in ashes or sand, or even common

garden soil ; but ashes or sand are the best if

obtainable.

of the vase which he exhibited at the Perpetual

Flowering Carnation Society's show a fortnight ago.

It is a clear soft pink of Enchantress shade, the

flowers being large, very full, of exquisite shape,

and possess fragrance, good calyces and long,

stout stems. In addition to winning first priEe in

the class in which it was shown, this vase of

flowers won the society's silver-gilt medal offered

for the best vase staged in Classes 5 to 16 inclusive.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

H
FRUIT NOTES.

OSING W.A.LL TREES.—The advan-

tages of cultivating fruit trees on

walls are many, varied and perfectly

obvious, but it is not all amateurs

who achieve as good results as they

should do, for the very simple reasons

if'the work of plunging is not well done, many that they let the soil about the roots become as

plants will suffer. There must not be any water- dry as dust and allow the young shoots to get so

logged pots. If water remains in the pot for an smothered with insect pests that it is impossible

undue length of time, it proves that the drainage for satisfactory health to be maintained. In

is wrong. Every plant should be

carefully examined before it is

plunged, and if the drainage is

blocked it must be put right. Of

course, it will not do to plunge all

kinds of plants, particularly those

of a soft-wooded nature, such as

Zonal Pelargoniums. Those, how-

ever, of a hard-wooded and semi-

hard-wooded nature should be

plunged. Indian and other Azaleas

may be plunged on the north side

of a wall or fence. Tree or

winter-flowering Carnations may be

plunged in an open position.

Acacias and similar kinds of plants

should be plunged on the west or

south-west side of a wall or fence,

and not too close to it. Long

boards may be laid down and

small pots placed on them prior

to packing the ashes or sand

around ; but large plants should

have slates or tiles under them, as

the larger the specimens the wider

apart they must be. In every

case there must be ample space

left for the plants to grow in with-

out being overcrowded, as it is

necessary to have matured wood
by the beginning of the winter

season. The plunging material

must be heaped firmly around the

pots just as deep as the soil in

the pots. Do not cover the rims

of the latter. It is a mistake, too,

to place the plants in a hollow

where there is a likehhood of

water lying after heavy rains.

Space must be left so that the

attendant can easily water the

plants and ascertain if any particular ones are regard to the first point, watering heavily when

THE NEW PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION EMPIRE DAY

too drv or too moist. Shamrock.

NEW PERPETUAL - FLOWERING
CARNATION EMPIRE DAY.

The Perpetual-flowering Carnations as a race are

steadily winning their way to a front position in the

floral world, .ind it is a pleasure to note the English

raisers are not letting the Americans have things

all their own way. One of the most beautiful

varieties that has ever been introduced is Empire
Day. This was raised by Mr. A. Smith, Enfield

Highway, and the illustration is from a photograph

ever the soil approaches dryness is the remedy,

but the necessity for this will be reduced in some

degree by the comparatively frequent hosing of

the branches. This is an easy operation to carry

out, and it is really wonderful what an excellent

effect it has upon the attacks of insect pests ; few

of these like clean water, and all of them abso-

lutely abhor it when it is applied forcibly through

the nozzle of the hose. If this were followed up

at intervals varying with the weather and other

surroundings, the enemies would never obtain a

really firm hold on the trees, and the progress

would be proportionately better, while, at the

same time, the water would naturally go far to

keep the soil about the roots pleasantly moist.

It is hardly hkely that the quantity would be
sufficient, as the bricks absorb a great deal of

water from the ground, and in doing so rob the

trees of their share. Therefore water mu?t be
specially given from time to time, and always
afterwards, when the surface has drjed a httle, it

should be pricked over.

Thinning Fruit.—From the present time
onwards the grower should pay close and intelligent

attention to the thinning of all crops, because it

brings a dual advantage—improvement in the

present burden and a better chance for the trees

to build up perfect buds for bearing in the succeed-

ing season. It is imperative that the age, con-

dition and natural habit of the tree shall ha e

consideration when thinning is in hand, since it

is certain that no two trees will demand identical

treatment. If the number of fruits is reduced tu

anything within reason, the eventual size will be
larger, the appearance will be better and, what is

of more importance with many cultivators, the

quality will be infinitely superior. All these

benefits come from the fact that when the tree

has perfected the seeds it still

retains ample energy to attend to

the development of surrounding

flesh or pulp.

Layering Strawberries.—The
very prompt grower who fully

appreciates the distinct advantages

which accrue upon early runners

will have commenced this work
before these Unes appear in

print, but the majority will only

now be thinking about it as an

operation that must be done
within the next few weeks. .\s

a matter of fact, it is most im-

portant that a start shall be made
immediately with a view to secur-

ing splendidly rooted plants for

putting in their permanent posi-

tions at the beginning of August,

if not by the end of July, as this

allows plenty of time for proper

establishment before root progress

ceases for the year, which is

almost always the case in Septem-

ber. If the pegging down is done
in the alleys, it is most desirable

that a little refuse manure or

sweet leaf-mould and sand shall

be mixed with the ordinary soil,

as rooting will thus be en-

couraged and, in addition, the

lifting with a ball around the

roots will be much facilitated.

When layering either into pots or

small squares of inverted turf,

plunging must be had recourse to,

or the labour of keeping the soil

pleasantly moist will be serious.

In all instances, except extreme

shortness of stock, only one runner

should be taken from each strig, and this ought

to be the first or second.

Watering and Feeding.—It must be borne in

mind that the trees draw immense supplies of

moisture from the soil now that they are in full

leaf and are swelUng their crops, and unless the

supplv is maintained it is quite certain that the

grower will lose in some direction or another.

Water should be given in advance of complete

dryness of the ground, and it is often especially

advantageous to supplement the pure water with

two or three heavy soakings of weak liquid manure
;

but this point must be decided upon the merits of

each case. Fruit-grower.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE WAY TO GROW TURNIPS.

1^>
HROUGHOUT the summer, and espe-

cially during hot and dry seasons,

this particular crop to be produced in

anything like a satisfactory manner
requires considerable attention to

cultural details. To ensure the greatest

success Turnips require a quick, uninterrupted

growth, and, in consequence, a wet summer suits

them admirably, as then the roots are quickly

grown and the growth above

ground is clean, healthy and

free from that obnoxious

pest so devastating to this

subject, the Turnip flea or fly. /

To provide a succession, fre-

quent sowings must be made
in the shadiest parts of the

garden. A position exposed

to the full sun during the

hottest parts of the day

should, if possible, be avoided,

as under such conditions the

foliage becomes much wilted,

and the roots in consequence

receive a check and become

pithy and dry.

For preference, then, choose

a sheltered narrow border and

one that has been well

worked, but free from recent

manuring. Rake the bed well

down, and mark out and draw shallow drills at a

distance of from lo inches to 12 inches apart. Give

a sprinkling of soot and wood-ashes, the latter in

a finely sifted condition, and then cover the seed

with a rake. Where birds are troublesome, means
should be taken to protect the seed by using fish-

netting or black cotton over the rows. An excel-

lent plan, and one which I adopt, especially in dry

weather, is to mulch the newly sown bed with short

grass mowings. If this is applied before the ground

is allowed to become dry, it will be foimd to keep

the moisture in the ground and aid germination

to a great extent, as well as being much more
effective than freqiient waterings on soil unpro-

tected from evaporation. Begin thinning the

plants as soon as these are large enough to handle,

merely preventing them from becoming over-

crowded at first, and single out later to about

9 inches apart. If the seedlings are allowed to

remain excessively crowded out a prolonged

period, considerable damage of an irreparable

character will be done and the importance of

early thinning can scarcely be overrated.

Throughout the growing season keep the

plants free from weeds and the surface soil

sweetened by the constant use of the Dutch
hoe. During showery weather dust the fohage

over occasionally with soot and apply dressings

of artificial manure to the roots. The former is an

excellent preventive against the ravages of the iJy,

as is also dusting the plants with line road scrapings.

Varieties, too, should be suited to the season,

many oftentimes being sown that are not adapted
to the season in which they are grown. The
following varieties are excellent for summer cul-

ture : Jersey Lily, Snowball and Model. Veitch's

Red Globe is another good variety that has been
well tried and proved to be a valuable acquisition

for a dry summer. Golden Ball, so highly prized

for exhibition, is by far the best yellow-fleshed

Turnip, and one that is produced much better

North of the Tweed, a fact due, I suppose, to the

locality. E. Beckett.
Aldenham House Gardens, Elslree.

RANUNCULUS EVENING STAR.

IT
is not often that a new Ranunculus is

deemed sufficiently good by the floral

committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society to justify them in granting it an

award of merit. The variety under notice,

however, received this distinction when
shown by Messrs. GS» and A. Clark, Limited, of

Dover, on the 7th inst. It is said to be a double-

flowered form of R. asiaticus, the colour of the

THE NEW RANUNCULUS EVENING STAR. {Xutufat size.)

blossoms being rich canary yellow, this being some-
what paler towards the margms of the petals.

THE FORGET-ME-NOT AND ITS
CULTURE.

The Forget-me-nots present a striking instance

of the value to which some of our native wood-
land plants attain under cultivation. As spring

bedding flowers they have become indis-

pensable to amateur and professional alike

by reason of their adaptability for massing to

obtain large breadths of one colour, as edging

plants, and, not least, as carpet plants accompanied
by bulbous and other spring-flowering subjects of

various colours. .'\nd. again, they make splendid

pot plants for conservatory decoration, calling

for only a minimum of attention to secure a good
winter display of bloom. Although the range of

colour is not great—two shades of blue, blue and
yellow in Myosotis dissitiflora, pink and white—it is

I

sufficient to form pleasing contrasts when asso-

' ciated with such Tulips as Keizerskroon and
Duchesse de Parma, the Arabis, Aubrietias, Wall-

flowers and the Munstead Primroses, other things

suitable suggesting themselves to the enthusiastic

gardener's fertile br.ain.

Treated as hardy annuals the culture oi Forget-

I
meiiots is of the easiest. Given a sheltered situa-

tion and a fine seed-bed, the

seed may be sown towards

the end of June to provide

plants large enough to plant

in their flowering quarters

the ensuing autumn. Dry
W(ather is against free

germination of the Myosotis,

and it behoves the cultivator

to make free use of the

water-pot until he is assured

that germination is well estab-

lished. The plants should be

pricked out into nursery

beds as soon as they can be

handled, the beds to be made
rich by the addition of some
well- rotted manure and old

potting soil, to which latter

the plants seem particularly

partial. The plants need

plenty of moisture during the

summer months, and must be

kept free of weeds by hand-

weeding, and the soil stirred

up occasionally with a hand-

fork or small border fork.

In warm soils and quick-

growing localities the seed-

sowing need not take place

until July, as the plants in a

normal season make good

growth under the above

treatment. Sowings made as

late as .August may remain

in the nursery beds during

the winter months, and then

be planted out the following

spring for an early summer
display of bloom.

Occasionally purchased seed

fails to germinate well, and

the consequent stock at dis-

posal becomes limited. A
useful method to adopt tc)

counteract such a contingency

is to lift a few of the old

plants annually, taking care

to preserve as much root-

fibre and soil to them as

possible, and plant them towards the back of

the shrubbery borders or some part of the

garden where they will not be an eyesore or

disturbed. They will ripen and shed their

seeds on these spots, and, as is often the case

with self-propagated plants, large quantities of

healthy seedlings are obtained ; these prove ex-

tremely useful in case such an emergency arises

as that just mentioned.

For pot culture seed-sowing may begin as early

as March and be continued at intervals until

September, as the demands require it. Sowing

in boxes or pans in a warm situation—under glass

for the earlier sowings with gentle heat, and a cold

' frame for the later ones— is the best plan to adopt

for this work. The seedlings will require pricking
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off into other pans or boxes, and finally they are

potted up into 5-inch or 6-inch pots, in which they

are to bloom. A compost of two parts loam, one

each of leaf-mould, old Mushro.mi-bed and sand

forms a capital mixture for them when potted

up. Cold frame culture is the best possible treat-

ment during the summer and autumn months,

and they may be taken into the houses in batches

for successional blooming; as required.

Most of our leading seedsmen stock special

varieties, with distinctive colours and habits,

obtained from the earlier types by crossing and

rigid selection, and these can generally be rehed

on to come true to the catalogued description,

thus making it easy for the grower to make his

selection according to taste and requirements.

Of the older varieties I make a selection, giving

precedence to Myosotis dissitiflora,

a bright blue with a yellow eye,

height about 9 inches, a native of

Switzerland. M. d. alba is a white

form of the above. M. alpestris is

a light blue variety, an alpine of

Swiss origin, e-ctremely useful as a

dwarf bedder ; height 6 inches.

M. a. alba is identical with the

former, excepting that its colour is

white. M. azorica is the best dark

blue, dwarf and compact, height

6 mches, and hails from the

Azores. M. sylvatica is of a spread-

in.'; habit, somewhat taU in height

— about I foot— and has blue,

pink and white varieties. M.

palustris is our native Water
Forget-me-not, found in damp
situations all over the British

Isles, a charming blend of blue

and yellow in colour, and second

only to M. dissitiflora for bedding

purposes ; height 9 inches. M.

arvensis alba is the British Corn-

Aeld Forget - me - not ; height

6 inches. M. rupicola is the

Scottish Rock Forgel-me not, and

looks best when planted in the

wilder portions of the rock garden.

M. palustris begins to flower the

earliest of any of the v.-rietics, and

remains in bloom the longest. M.

azorica is the latest to come into

flower towards the middle of

.August. J. C. W.

SAXIFRAGA MILESII.

When first raised from imported

seed, this Himalayan Saxifrage,

of the section Megasea, finished

flowering at the end of June, thus ~

proving the latest 01 all the species
^

and varieties of the group to

bloom. Since then it would seem

to have become more acclimatised, to our seasons,

and finishes flowering four to six weeks earlier. With

me the flowers were pure white and quite con-

spicuous by March 25 of the present year, and the

last of the flowers faded about the middle of May.

The plant is most nearly allied to S. Stracheyi, but

the leaves are not heart-shaped at the base, but taper

downwards from the broad top, and are very hand-

some when full grown and 9 inches to 12 inches

long. The plant is perfectly hardy, having stood

the last two winters without protection of

any sort. It delights in a sunny position, which

induces it to develop flowers more freely, and

should be planted where its large leaves will not

be exposed to cutting winds in winter and spring.

Positions of this sort can easily be found in most

gardens, either in the herbaceous border or on

prominent parts of the rock garden, where its

beautiful evergreen foliage will be seen to advan-

tage. The seed was originally gathered at an

elevation of 11,000 feet in the North-western

Himalayas and imported by Mr. Frank Miles of

Chelsea, after whom it is named. J. F.

A GOOD BED OF EREMURI.
Thk excellent bed of F.remuri shown in the accom-

panying illustration is in the garden of Manor

House, Eastbourne, and the photograph was

kindly sent us by Mrs. Davies, Grosvenor

Gardens, London, S.W. These noble plants are

specially adapted for filling large beds such as that

shown in the illustration, and also for any other

position where a hold effect is desired.. During

recent years raisers of new plants have devoted

shady, damp spot near a running stream seems to

suit it admirably. A native of the United States,

the plant has been introduced upwards of a century.

Prunus Papus (Bird Cherry) .^lbertii.

Few trees are more efiective at the time of

writing (late May) than the above. Such a de-

cided improvement on the old form, and such an

acquisition, has tempted me to pen a few lines in

its favour. The long racemes of flowers were
recently wreathing the trees, and the most casual ob-

server notices the improvement on the common Bird

Cherry. The growth is vigorous and, trained to

standard shape, forms a symmetrical and elegant

tree.

Cytisus puroans.
This low-growing Broom is now passing out of

flower, but has been a grand sight. As it is quite

hardy, it may be included in every

collection. For the fore part of

SSi the shrubbery, or even the rock

garden, it would be difficult to

surpass, as the pure yellow flowers

are borne with wonderful pro

fusion. It is quite the earliest we
have to flower, coming consider-

ably in advance of C. prapcox, but

to which in growth it bears no
resemblance.

Veronica canterburyana.
For neatness of habit this low-

growing evergreen shrub with its

miniature foliage would indeed

be difficult to surpass. It makes
a perfect little gem for a front

position on a sunny border. In

cold localities, however, it is

none too hardy, and should be

protected slightly during the

winter months as a precaution.

The plant is now producing its

pure white, starry flowers in

abundance from the terminal

points of last year's growths.

CVTISUS KEWENSIS.

Of garden origin, the result of

a cross between .^rdoini and albus,

this hybrid is now a beautiful

object, and for freedom of flower-

ing could not be outclassed. Of
spreading growth, it quickly

forms a neat bush, and is now
producing its creamy white

flowers from every portion of

its growth, which it practically

hides. E. Beckett.

OF EREMURI IN THE GARDEN OF iM.VNoK lIOUbE,

EASTBOURNE.

much time to the Eremuri, and we now have a

charming variety of flowers.

TREES AND^SHRUBS.
SOME RARE FLOWERING SHRUBS.

Xanthorrhiza apiifolta.

THIS is a somewhat inconspicuous yet

most interesting, low-growing shrub.

It is commonly known as the Parsley-

leaved Yellow Root, and is most

appropriately named, as the creeping

rootstocks soon form a little colony

and throw up numbers of suckers. The flowers,

which appear in early summer, are dark purple

and borne in large panicles in comparison with

the other dimensions of the plant. A somewhat

A LITTLE-KNOWN LILAC.
(Syrinoa Bretschneideri.)

This is an ornamental species

which blossoms a few weeks later

than the garden Lilacs, and is

worth planting either as a shrubbery plant or to

form an isolated specimen. A native of Northern

China, it was by one authority considered to

be a form of the Himalayan S. Emodi, and

appeared under the name of S. Emodi rosea. It

has, however, been found to be quite distinct from

that species, and the name which heads this note

is now adopted. It is a strong-growing shrub.

The leaves are oval and measure 4 inches to

•j inches in length and 2 inches to 2 J inches in

width, the upper side being green and the lower

surface glaucous. The flowers are rose-coloured and

similar in shape to those of the garden Lilacs, except

that the tube is somewhat longer and narrower.

The inflorescences are, however, very much
larger and looser. .Altogether it forms a decidedly

showy shrub, and, next to the well-known

species vulgaris and persica, is the best to cultivate.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
POT ROSpS AFTER FLOWERING.

FAR
too frequently our pot Roses get

neglected as soon as flowers come in

from the open. At this time the

main crop of flowers under glass

is over, but that is no reason why the

plants should not receive continued

attention. In fact, neglect at this stage will

certainly result in unsuitable growth lor future

forcing. Cut away weakly wood and let the

plants be stood in a sheltered position outside,

giving proper attention to watering and making

sure hot sunshine does not come full upon the pots.

This and drying winds aie very injiu-ious to the

roots. Either half plunge the pots or place a

board .around the exposed outsidcs ; the inner

plants will protect one another. I notice this

neglect with far too many plants after their present

charm is past, and one cannot reasonably expect

the aftei -results to be in any

way satisfactory. When they are

f-.\irly ripened and have had a few

weeks' rest, some may be repotted

and others have their drainage

overhauled. By removing a little

of the surface soil, so far as can be

d.ine without injuring the roots, a

very beneficial mulch of fresh

compost can be applied which will

be a great help to new root?

later on.

By resting the plants .as much

as possible during the summer
months we lay up better forces

for late winter or very early

spring Roses. Most growers find

that to get good Roses from Christ-

mas until the first come in again

upon sheltered walls, the plants

must have as much rest as pos-

sible during the hot days of

summer. We find this resting

takes place naturally in the Riviera,

where from May until September

the Roses lose many of their

leaves and are almost dormant.

It is this condition our pot Roses

should be encouraged towards

during the summer. Then if we
prune and repot as may be neces-

sary in October, they will come on

by steady treatment and be far

more amenable to winter forcing.

The chief points are to keep them

in steady growth until the buds

have formed, after which a httle more heat will be

helpful, and few flowers are more acceptable than a

good Rose in the dead of winter. Nor can we lay

too much stress upon the advantage of growing

those varieties that have fewer petals and, conse-

quently, expand more freely than the double

flowers, which fail even in summer if the weather is

not bright and dry. Killarney, Safrano, Sunrise,

Mme. Falcot, Richmond, Betty and flowers of similar

str\icture are the best for our purpose.

ago. One can readily pick out the two varieties

from their foliage ; Fortunei is shiny upon both

sides, Banksia alba only on the top of the leaf.

The Cluster White is very sweet-scented, and has

been likened to that of Violets. There is a yellow
|

double form of this that is most beautiful, and

recently the old single yellow has been brought

forward ; but I do not anticipate it will supersede

our other yellows of hardy nature. The double

white and yellow clustered forms are very beautiful,

but need a warm and dry position, when they

are among the earliest and most pleasing. A. P.

THE NEW ROSE EXCELSA.
Last year at the Temple Show, American Pillar

was the most sensational variety exhibited. This

year it was Excelsa, a most brilliant production of

that prince of Rambler raisers, Mr. M. H. Walsh.

Excelsa is equally as brilliant as Hiawatha, but

its blooms are double or nearly so, there being about

five rows of petals. Its graceful, pendulous habit,

typical of the true wichuraiana Roses, will cause a

Rose once held, that of providing a pretty- foliaged

edging to beds. Its shoots used to be pegged

down in spring and clipped in J\me, with the result

that we had a lovely display of its beautiful creamy

white blooms in autumn, set off by the pretty

shining fohage. The pegging down and clipping

had undoubtedly the effect of compelling a free

blooming, because when grown as a free bush the

flowering is not so abundant.

The Macartney Roses are not quite hardy, being

natives of China, whence they were introduced to

this country in 1795. The single white is a beauti-

ful object when planted against a south wall.

Both varieties, for there are but two, prefer a nice

dry and warm position.

THE HYBRID SWEET BRIARS.
As each June recurs, our feeling of indebtedness to

the late Lord Penzance for producing the dehghtful

Bri.ars that bear his name is increased, and we make
up our minds to pl.iut hedges of them when autunui

returns. There are now some sixteen varieties,

HYBRID SWEET BRIAR CATHERINE SEYTON.

BANKSIAN ROSES.
The culture of these is well known ; but more than

once last summer my attention was called to what

was considered an inferior form of the white

variety. There are two distinct varieties. The

one generally grown has clusters of double flowers,

whereas the other (Fortunei or fortuniana) carries

solitary blooms. The flowers are much larger and

more rosette-shaped, about the size of a penny.

It is by no means so satisfactory as the old

variety that was sent out upwards of 100 years

large demand for the variety as a weeping Rose.

The elegant examples on tall stems which Messrs.

Paul and Son of Cheshunt arranged with such

effect in their gold medal group were quite the

most conspicuous among a very charming variety

of other weeping sorts, and the Rose deservedly

received an award of merit. The same variety

was also well shown in the gold medal group of

Messrs. William Paul and Son of Waltham Cross,

but in pillar form. In Excelsa and Hiawatha,

together with Dorothy Perkins, White Dorothy,

Lady Godiva and Dorothy Dennison, we have

six most distinct and charming varieties, all of

pendulous growth and all flowering about the same

time of year, namely, about the middle of July, and

continuing well through .August and even later.

ROSA BRACTEATA MARIA LEONIDA.
Most of us are familiar with the single Macartney

Rose Alba Simplex, but the above-named variety

is not so well known. Perhaps it is that the

wichuraiana Roses have usurped the position this

and from a cursory glance many of them appear to

be too much alike ; but there is, on close

observation, a decided distinction. The beautiful

variety Catherine Seyton, illustrated herewith,

is known by its golden anthers, v.diich are

very prominent. It is also freer flowering than

some of the other varieties ; in fact, ft may be

said to be perpetual. Lord Penzance himself

advised that the old blooms should be removed

from all the varieties instead of allowing them to

seed, and this has the tendency to give the varie-

ties more or less a perpetual-flowering character.

The blooms of Catherine Seyton are a very pleasing

tint of soft rosy pink. Speaking of these Penzance

Briars, I would advise all amateurs to save any

ripened seed that may appear where pods are not

rigidly eUminated, and sow in November in a cold

frame where mice can be excluded. Some very

beautiful novelties may be obtained, which may,

perhaps, be an advance upon existing varieties,

and in some cases the number of petals is

increased. P.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO EARTH-UP POTATOES.

i_GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—Tomato
plants on walls and fences are now
growing rapidly, and the cnltivator

mnst pay close attention to the work

of removing all side laterals, as if the

latter are left on they will not only

rob the plants of much nourishment, but prevent

the free formation of fruit-trusses. The recent

spell of very hot weather warmed the soil consider-

ably, and the heavy rains following have hastened

the growth of the plants. The lower trusses of

fruits are now set and are sweUing nicely, and in

the ordinary course some feeding would now be

advisable ; but owing to the e.Kceptional weather

conditions above referred to, it would be much the

wisest pl.-in to defer feeding for quite ten days, as

over-luxuriance of growth would predispose the

plants to disease. Try to secure a steady, firm

growth, and tjp the flower-trusses at noon on bright

days in order to induce fruits to set freely. Unless

.A-sparagus is required for special purposes, the

sticks should not be cut after this date, but allowed

to run to " grass." All very weakly shoots, though,

must be cut off just below the ground-level; then

pull up every weed that can be seen and give the

beds a thorough soaking with weak liquid manure.

Seakale plants are now producing their flower-

stems, and the latter roust not be allowed to grow

and develop their flowers, but be cut off at once.

.Ml main leaves, however, must be preserved. A
thorough watering with weak liquid manure, in

which sSlt has been dissolved at the rate of loz.

to two gallons, will strengthen the growth of the

plants very much.

Flower Catdcn.—A flower garden mav appear

to be extremely neat and free from leaves, sticks

and other foreign matter prior to the coming of

a storm; but after the latter has expended itself

the general appearance is altered. Paths require

sweeping and plants tying up ;
probably gravel

and soil have been washed out of position and

must be replaced. Do not brush the paths length-

wise, but from the sides to the centre, and then

gather up the rubbish there, .as by doing so the

workman replaces much fine grit that has been

washed from the centre to the sides. Sweet Peas

are now in prime ^-ondition, and cultivators will

be able to appreciate the merits of new varieties

and to again revel in the glory of the old ones.

The owner? will be tempted to allow plants of the

newer varieties to flower verv freely, but it would

be bad for the plants if they bore

many seed pods. Cut the blossom^s

every day, and then more will develop.

Feed the plants freely ; 20z, per yard

run of row of superphosphate of lime

will have a beneficial effect if the

powder is well watered in and not

put on or too near the stems of

the plants. Nitrate of soda, lOZ. to

each yard of the row, may also be

given occasionally. Asters and

Stocks growing by themselves in

borders should be mulched with rotted

manure at once. It is really wonder-

ful how much such a top-dressing

assists the growth of the plants .and

improves the quaUty of the flowers.

Fruit Garden. -Early rooted layers

of Strawberries are valuable both for 2.

—

forcing in pots and also for forming

new plantations. Some cultivators,

however, defer the work of layering until the fruit

is all gathered ; but I should not hesitate to do it

at once, as it can be carried out without in the

least interfering with the ripening berries. One

layer on each runner will be sufficient to retain ; all

the others beyond that one on the same runner

must be cut off. The layer intended for forcing

should be grown in good compost from the begin-

ning. U=e fibrous loam, a very small proportion

of sweet leaf-soil free from bits of wood, and a

small quantitv of horse-manure rubbed through

a half-inch-mesh sieve. If obtainable this is the

best compost lor layering all Strawberries in. Use

small pots, and half plunge them in the soil near

the parent pl.mts. Gather all ripening fruit while

it is dry every day. The berries nnist not be quite

ripe if they are to be packed and sent to a distance

by post or rail.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Plumbagoes, and Bou-

gainvilleas trained under the roof-glass similarly

to Vines are now flowering, and must have some

stimulating food. ."Approved artificials, given

according to the directions with each, may be

used, or weak doses of liquid manure. Copious

supplies of clear water must also be applied at

this season, especially if the plants are growing

in a well-drained medium. Early Primula and

Cineraria plants must be pricked off at once into

pans well drained and filled with a light, gritty

compost. A small quantity of old mortar rubble,

sifted, should be added, as these

]ilants thrive in it. The main batch

of plants for flowering next spring

nnist be raised from seeds sown
-- now in shallow pans. The position

should be a cool one and not fully

i'Nposed to the sunshine. A. A.

Kr«£-i»VMV!^

I, POTATOES READY FOR EARTHING-UP.

EARTHING-UP POTATOES.
.Altholgh this is a very simple

operation, it is astonishing how
Ignorant many amateurs are re-

specting this very necessary work.

The moulding or earthing-up of main-

crop Potatoes is a matter requiring

immediate attention, and I hope

to show in simple fashion how this

should be carried into effect. All

too frequently the work is left too late,

and then there is a considerable

SAME plot of potatoes AFTER THE FIRST EARTHING
HAS BEEN DONE.

doubt whether it is benefi.cial to carry out the

work. It is wise and advantageous to the crop

to begin to earth-up as soon as the growths are some
6 inches more or less through the soil. Should the

garden soil be of a heavy, retentive character, it is a

good plan to lightly fork over the soil between the

rows of plants, as this facilitates the better and

more satisfactory earthing-up of the plants.

Assuming there are several rows of Potatoes to

be earthed-up, begin at the outside row, using an

ordinary garden hoe and drawing the earth up to

the plants on one side at a time. Go through the

whole of the rows on the one side only first, return-

ing through successive rows on the other side until

the whole area has been dealt with. In this way
footmarks are obliterated .and the work is completed

in neat and pleasing fashion. In Fig. i a section

of a few rows of Potatoes that are in fit condition

for earthing-up is shown. If left much longer,

the growths will become tall and unwieldy and

earthing-up cannot well be done as it should be.

The earthing may be repeated at short intervals

until ample protectiqn to the crop is provided. In

Fig. 3 a section of several rows of Potatoes that

have been earthed-up a second time is shown.

This gives a very good idea how this work should

be done and the neat and tidy appearance of the

rows when the work is completed. D. B. C.

LII.IUMS IN POTS.

There are few lovers of gardens who do not highly

appreciate the Lily. Both in open borders and in

pots in the greenhouse the Lilium forms a striking

feature. The flowers are not only pure and

fragrant, but verv stately in appearance, even the

smaller-flowered varieties attracting close atten-

tion. .After potting the bulbs and subsequently

giving them water as they require it, we cannot

say that all has been done that is necessary for

the well-being of the plant. No; there is some-

thing else needed in order that we may loap the

full beauty of the flowers. Repottings, top-

dressings and feeding have a lot to do with the

successful cultivation of these elegant plants.

Sometimes the bulbs are first potted in large pots ;

in such cases the pots are not more than three

parts filled with the compost. .AH specimens so

treated will now require top-dressing with fibrous

loam and sweet leaf-soil in equal proportions,

with a small quantity of welbdecayed manure and

some sand added. Those stem-roots that grow
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jiist above the si>il must not he broken ol^, but

carefullv Imried under the top-rtressiiig matrrial.

which they will soon permeate. There will

be no necessity to place such plants in larger pots.

Those specimens first potted in smaller pots must
now be finally repotted, the compost beins the

same as that used in the case of top-dressings.

I.iHums require plenty of air. and they must not
be overcrowded in the glass structure, else many
lower leaves will be lost. The ends of the giowing
stems must be kept quite free from green fly, so

that the young flower-buds will not be crippled.

If the pl.mts are appreciated in the flower-beds,

some of them mav be plunged there, burying the

pots just below the rims. During July, ."August

and September they look charming so grown.
Lilium auratnm, L. speciosura album, L. speciosum
roseum, L. Melpomene and I,. Kraetzeri are very
fine for this purpose. Avon.

REMOVING SPENT PANSY BLOSSOMS.

.\t frequent intervals throughout the flowering

period, readers of The G.^rden' have been advised
to remove the spent blossoms and seed-pods that

may have developed on their Pansy plants. When
this work is done regularly and systematically it

is of immense benefit to the plants. It is an
apparently insignificant detail of culture, yet it

is the one item of work that is responsible for

maintaining the plants in good health and in a

robust condition. Fig. 3 shows how the spent
blossoms should be removed and how not to

do this work. The growth on the right verv
clearly indicates how the old blossoms should

be removed in their entirety, i.e., the flower-

stalks should be broken out from the axils

of the leaves of the growth, thus concentrating

all the energies of the plant on the buds and blos-

soms that continue to evolve. In this way success

is practically assured. The growth on the left

shows how this work is frequently done. Growers
through want of knowledge often just pinch off

the bloom, leaving the flower-stalk undisturbed.

Not only is this unsightly, but so long as the

flower-stalks remain on the plants they continue

to draw upon the resources of the soil for their

maintenance, at least for some time, and yield no
return. D. B. Cr.\ne.

POTTING PLANTS TOO DEEP.

Many think it is easy to pot or repot a plant, but

there is far more skill required in the potting of a

plant properly than is often reahsed. When
plants look sickly the potting compost is found

fault with, whereas the way in which it was used

is often the real cause of the plants not growing

satisfactorily. If the stems of the plants are

unduly buried in the soil, they rarely grow freely, and
sometimes they die. I will refer to a case where
some large trees were killed through the same
cause. In order to dispose of some surplus mould,

a certain person had it heaped around the trunks

of the trees in question to a depth of about 4 feet.

Result, the bark was ruined and the trees died.

If stones or bricks without mortar had been placed

so as to keep the soil from touching the bark, the

trees would have lived ; but even then the covering

of the roots to so great a depth was unwise. Two
months ago I purchased a few Zonal Pelargoniums,

but they did not thrive as well as I wished. The
adverse weather conditions might have been

blamed for this, but I knew there must be some
other reason for the bad appearance of the plants,

so I turned out a few of them and found that the

stems were buried nearly 2 inches under the soil.

Oh ! what bad potting work had been done, and
what sad results followed ! The plants would

have been better if they had been left in the smaller

pots. I duly repotted them, leaving the roots

almost on the surface ; they were merely covered

with soil, and in a short time the plants began to

recover normal health. The roots of plants are

nearly always much more plentiful near the bottom
of the pot than at the surface, so on this account

also the ineNpv''rienced grower would do well to

keep the old ball of soil well tip when repotting

work is done. It is a good plan to note the ririginal

mark on the stem made by the soil, and to repot

exactly to that mark again. The surface of the

old ball of soil and roots ought never to be buried

under much new soil ; the merest covering is

sufficient. Of course, there are a few kinds of

plants of a very soft-wooded nature that emit

roots from their stems when the latter are buried.

I iliums, for instance, do this ; but all hard-wooded
kinds do badly if their stems are unduly covered

with the potting compost.

STOPPING AND REPOTTING PLANTS,

\ PLANT is Stopped or pinched in order to increase

the number of its shoots, and also with the further

-ON THE LEFT IS SHOWN A SPRAY OF TUFTED
PANSY FROM WHICH THE DEAD BLOOMS
HAVE BEEN REMOVED IN THE WRONG WAY.
ON THE RIGHT IS SHOWN A SPRAY FROM
WHICH THE DEAD FLOWERS HAVE BEEN
PROPERLY REMOVED.

purpose of " timing," that is, regulating the growth

of the plant generally, so that flowers will be borne

on it near a given date. Stopping means the

removal of the extreme point of a stem, only a

small portion being taken off. New shoots mostly

grow from the end of a branch, and as the wood
there is the softest because it is the youngest, the

new shoots grow rapidly. It is not advisable,

however, to stop a plant and at the same time to

repot it. I know there are either careless or

incompetent cultivators who pinch back plants

while they have them on the notting-bench. This

is wrong. The very act of pinching off shoots

causes a shght check to the growth of the plant,

so also does the act of repotting. So we at once

see that to both stop and repot at the same time

would mean a double check, and it must be avoided.

The proper time to pinch off the ends of the shoots

is either ten days prior to the repotting or about

ten days after. If this is done, the check to growth

will be a minimum one. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN
Protecting Strawberries.—The now rapidly

swelling fruits of the Strawberry should be pro-

tected from pelting rain-storms by using short

grass or clean straw about the plants. Where
these are not easily of)tainable, a few split sticks

arranged about the plants to fix the trusses into

will prevent the fruits coming into contact with
the soil. Twigs of Hazel or Birch are very useful

for such purposes, and not only do these things

assist to keep the ruits clean and out of the reach

of insect pests to some extent, but, wh.at is equally

important, materially hasten the ripening process,

and add not a little to good flavour by a more
complete exposure of the entire fruits. All runners
not required for layering should be cut away as

soon as noted.

Trce or Perpetual-flowering Carnations.
Freshly potted plants of these now standing
in the open should be kept well supported by sticks

to prevent the loss of any of the main branches,

as the latter, by reason of their increased weight
after having been stopped, are apt to break away
at the joint as a result of wet or strong winds.

Where young stock intended for winter work has
still to be potted, this should be done without
delay, giving the plants a liberal shift to enable
them to make headway. Those of mv readers
who possess old stock plants of these perpetual-

.flowering Carnations for which they have no
further use should plant them out in the garden.
Not only is this an economical way of dealing with
the plants by saving much time in watering, but
the number of good flowers produced later on will

be a matter for surprise and pleasure. We have
had excellent and weU-coIoured flowers from such
plants so late as September and October, when
they are most welcome.

Newly Planted Perennials.—^Too frequently
the later plantings of all herbaceous perennials

suffer because of neglect after planting, and in

such matters to be forewarned is to be forearmed.

In the case of soils that quickly cake on the surface

—

seahng up, as it were, all the pores of the earth's

skin—a frequent stirring of the soil, admitting light

and warmth with all its attendant advantages,
will be of much benefit; while those ol a stiff, heavy
nature, and such as are liable to contract in times
of drought, should be mulched early to retain the
moisture.

Wateking Plants.—The amateur or town-
dweller who delights in his garden is never better
pleased, perhaps, than when, having finished the
" daily round, the common task," he gets into
his garden to water his plants. Too frequently,

however, with hose-pipe in hand and smoking the
" pipe of peace," he is preoccupied in thought
and, for the moment, forgetful of the stream of

cold water that is being set free. Now, a thorough
soaking of water is all very well in its way, while
cold water after a day of great heat, if given in

quantity, is often dangerous in the extreme. The
sudden failure of Sweet Peas or culinary Peas,
often attributed to sunstroke, is more frequently
brought about by injudicious supplies of cold
water directed at the root of the plant. The
result is a chill, and, tor all one knows to the con-
trary; the plant may have died of shock to the
system or from some other cause equally probable.
The moral is to avoid contact with the plant,

directing the stream of water to the surrounding
soil. For pot plants and all delicate-rooting sub-

jects sun-warmed water is the best, and, rightly

applied, is a great help.

PoLYA.vTHt'SES FROM Seld.—The raising of

these popular spring flowers from seed is easy
enough if rightly performed, though failures are

not uncommon, because of neglect or inexperience.
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Very soon now the seed crop of the present season

will be ripening, and when it is seen that the seed-

pods are bursting, the seeds may be gathered and
laid on a tray to fully ripen. When the seeds are

ready, sow them in the open ground in some con-

tinuously cool spot, adding to the prepared bed
some fine soil on which to sow the seeds. Water
thoroughly after sowing thinly on the surface.

The seeds in these circumstances require no soil

covering. E. H. Jenkins.

NATIONAL VEGETABLE
SOCIETY.

REPORT of the committee on the trials

of autumn-sown spring Cabbages
conducted respectively at Twicken-
ham, Middlesex, Sutton Green,

Surrey, and Romford, Essex.

Autumn, 1909

—

Spring, 1910.

In response to the invitation of the committee

to various well-known seedsmen, thirty-nine

stocks of Cabbage seeds were sent in by nineteen

diverse firms, as follows : Messrs. Austin and

McAslan, Glasgow ; Messrs. James Carter and

Co., Holborn ; Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Norwich
;

Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, Belfast ; Messrs.

Dickson, Brown and Tait, Manchester ; Messrs.

Dickson and Robinson, Manchester ; Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Rothesay ; Messrs. Hurst and

Son, Houndsditch ; Messrs. W. W. Johnson,

Boston ; Messrs. Kent and Brydon, Darlington
;

Messrs. Pearson and Son, Nottingham ; Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, Reading ; Messrs. James Veitch

and Sons, Chelsea ; Messrs. Robert Veitch and

Sons, Exeter ; Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie,

Paris ; Messrs. Watkins and Simpson, Covent

Garden ; Messrs. Webb and Sons, Wordsley
;

Messrs. Wheeler and Son, Warminster ; and Messrs.

Yates and Son, Evesham, to all of whom the

committee's sincere thanks are gratefully tendered.

The seeds were all forwarded to Mr. G. Wythes,

V.M.H., treasurer, who, with Mr. Owen Thomas,

V.M.H., kindly undertook to duly divide, number

and forward them under number only to the respec-

tive trial stations. The various designations of

the stocks sent were absolutely withheld from all

by these gentlemen. The instructions sent to each

station were that one portion of each stock should

be sown on July 31, 1909, and a second sowing

be made on August 14, thus enabling duplicate

plantings and trials of each variety to be made.

These dates for such purposes were carefully

observed, and in each case plantings were performed

almost simultaneously so soon as the seedling

plants were fit for such purpose. The trial sites

were in open fields in very exposed situations, and

were conducted on strictly market garden lines.

The- Twickenham soil was of a fairly retentive

loam on a deep base of gravel, that of Sutton

Green a very sandy loam on a base of yellow sand,

and that of Romford on clay. Distances apart

in rows, lengths of rows, thirty plants in each, and
general culture were identical, no special treatment

having been furnished.

Mr. G. Hobday of Romford having reported

that on his stifi, wet clay his earliest planting of

the Cabbages had failed, visits by the trial sub-

committee were paid first to Twickenham (Mr.

William Poupart's field) on April 21, and to 1

the Times Experimental Station, Sutton Green,
[

Surrey, on April 22, their observations then made ,

being chiefly limited to the first sowings and
plantings for the trials. On both occasions very

full notes were taken by the members of each

stock, and after careful comparison the following

marks and classification, based exclusively on the
[

first sowing or first early merits of each variety.

were unanimously agreed to. The members also

agreed that, to secure quite early, firm hearts in the

spring, sowings of the best varieties should always

be made at the end of July or early in August. It

is specially worthy of notice that several varieties

bolted to flower badly from the first sowing, but

evidenced that defect very slightly from the

second sowing.

It is interesting to record that the later or

August 14 sowing of all the previous named varie-

ties should have shown in the first place much
later hearting and generally much more leafy

production, but also that in scarcely a single case

did any of the plants bolt to flower. Even those

varieties of which, when sown on July 31, every

plant bolted, gave not more than 5 per cent.,

and in some cases not more than i per cent., of

bolted examples when sown at the later date. None
the less, there can be no doubt that such varie-

ties are better suited for spring than for autumn
sowing. Visits to the trials in all three cases,

some two to four weeks later, showed that while

all those varieties selected as the best and earliest

maintained their character, some others were in

very good form, though all distinctly later and
more leafy. Some two or three varieties were

specially so, and hardly merit garden cultivation.

The Romford trial from the second sowing

on Mr. G. Hobday's stiff soil practically repro-

duced the results of the second sowing and planting

at both Twickenham and Sutton Green, although

growth was perhaps rather more leafy. In every

case the trials were most ably, admirably and
impartially conducted.

In presenting this return of the respective

merits of each variety, not only in relation to

earliness of hearting and to trueness of stock, but

also in relation to bolting to flower tendencies, the

committee strongly emphasise the importance of

securing stocks that are very early hearters, but

are also rigidly true in character. Still further,

having regard to the fact that no fewer than eleven

stocks bolted off to flower prematurely under the

earliest conditions of planting, and that several

others showed from 5 per cent, to 10 per cent,

of bolters, as well as being very irregular in charac-

ter, seedsmen are strongly advised to specially

catalogue all such for spring sowing only. It would
greatly help customers were Cabbages classified

as small hearting, first early, medium hearting or

main crop varieties, and if all those which

bolt to flower freely from autumn sowings were

classed as best fitted for spring sowing and summer
hearting. In relation to the two first-named

sections, it should be stated that small first early

hearting Cabbages may be planted as close as

12 inches apart, the breadth being cleared from
the ground as fast as cutting proceeds. The
second or stronger main crop section should be

planted in rows 24 inches apart, as with these the

stems can remain to sprout till the following spring.

The committee's warmest thanks are given to

Mr. W. Poupart, Marsh Farm, Twickenham, for

his great kindness in so admirably conducting his

trial ; to Mr. Charles Foster, the Times Experi-

mental Station, Sutton Green, Surrey, for similar

and most valuable services ; and to Mr. G. Hobday,
Romford, for his later trial. A special feature in

both early trials was found in their great similarity

of results. Special and most grateful thanks are

due also to Mrs. Poupart, Mrs. Foster and Mrs.

Hobday for generous and welcome hospitality.

The committee desire to mention that the trials

of seventy-two stocks of Onions sent in by the

before-named seedsmen were duly sown under

number on August 20 last in long rows, and plants

from each row have been lifted and replanted in

duplicate rows, thus presenting every appearance

of providing first-rate trials of bulbs in July next.

Similar trials are conducted at Twickenham and

at Sutton Green. At the latter place also will be
extensive trials of earlv Dwarf Peas and early

Potatoes.

(Signed)

Alexander Dean, V.M.H. (Chairman).
May 30, 1910.

Three Marks or Highly Commended.

For special Earliness and Excellence.

First and Best, Messrs. Hurst and Sons.
Houndsditch.

Harbinger. April and Flower of Spring, Messrs.
Sutton and Sons. Reading.

EUam's Selected Early and Wheeler's Imperial,

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons. Chelsea.

Early Market, Early Feltham and Myatt's
Ofienham. Messrs. Watkins and Simpson. Covent
Garden.

Wheeler's Imperial, Messrs. Wheeler and Son,
Warminster.

Early Evesham, Messrs. Yates and Son, Evesham.

Two Marks or Commended.

All Best Suited for Later Hearting.

Heartwell Marrow and Mammoth Beefheart,

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Holborn.

Harbinger (not Sutton's), Messrs. Dickson and
Robinson, Manchester.

Milecross Marrow and Improved Excelsior,

Messrs. Dickson and Son, Belfast.

Select Early Rainham and Selected Wheeler's
Imperial, Messrs. Hurst and Sons, Houndsditch.

Blackwell Early, Messrs. Kent and Brydon,
Darlington.

Conqueror, Messrs. Pearson and Sons, Notting-

ham.
Ellam's Early Dwarf, Messrs. Robert Veitch

and Son, Exeter.

Nonsuch, Messrs. Watkins and Simpson, Covent
Garden.

Birmingham Market, Messrs. Yates and Son,

Evesham.
The following varieties received one mark only

;

Earliest and Best, First Crop, Flower of Spring

(not Sutton's), Emperor and Market Garden.
The following stocks very largely or entirely

bolted to flower prematurely from July 31 sowings:

Express, Model, Early Garden, Little Queen, Early

Conical, Early Express, Earliest Excelsior, Earliest

of All, Paris Market and Express Extra Early.

The following lists are specially appended by
Mr. Charles Foster of the Times Experimental

Station, Surrey, as indicating the results of his

observations of the growth of each variety from
the later sowings and plantings on his sandy soil.

Extra early hearting for early August sowing

and September planting. Recommended to be
grown I foot square. Varieties : EUam's Early

Dwarf, Sutton's April, Veitch's Selected Ellam's,

Birmingham Market (Yates), Early Market (Wat-

kins and Simpson), Harbinger Extra Early

(Sutton), Wheeler's Imperial, Improved Excelsior

(Dickson's), Early Rainham (Hurst and Son),

Johnson's First Crop, Conqueror (Pearson), Early

OSenham (Watkins and Simpson) and Blackwell

Early (Kent and Brydon).

Early hearting for August sowing, medium size,

for planting 18 inches square. Varieties : Heart-

well (Carter's), Beefheart (Carter's), Milecross

Marrow (Dickson), Johnson's Market Garden,

First and Best (Hurst), Early Evesham (Yates),

Nonsuch (Watkins and Simpson), Early Feltham
(Watkins and Simpson), Flower of Spring (Sutton

and Sons), Emperor (Webb and Sons), Earliest

and Best (Dickson and Robinson) and Harbinger

(Dickson and Robinson).

The following varieties are recommended for

spring sowing or for autumn sowing after

August 14 in the South of England. Sown
August 14. These are, May 19, excellent in every
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wav. good hearts and very even stocks, equal
I

to the best of the other varieties sown on the date

named. They are worth three marks, being com-

pact in growth with conical hearts. Carter's

Model, Extra Early Express (Vilmorin), Earliest
'

of .Ml (Veitch, Exeter), Debbie's Earliest and

Little Queen (Daniels).

The following varieties were not so good, with

outer leaves more spreading : Early Garden.

Early Conical, Excelsior, Paris Market and Early

Express.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

Magnolia Watso.nii.

Mr. Reuthe, The Fox Hill Hardy Plant Nursery.

Keston, Kent, kindly sends a flower of the beautiful

Magnolia Watsonii. This Japanese kind is now
well known to all who are interested in the Magnolia.

The flowers are creamy white, set off with deep

crimson filaments about 5 inches across, and appear

in the month of June. Besides the peculiarly

beautiful colour, the fragrance is strong and

sweet. It is one of the gems of its race.

Rhododendrons from Knap Hill.

Mr. Anthony Waterer sends from his beautiful

nursery at Knap Hill, Woking, a charming

series of Rhodododendron flowers gathered from

bushes in the open ground. All the kinds named
below are excellent in all ways—strength of colour,

freedom of flowering and size of cluster. It may
be taken as a very good selection of the finest

Rhododendrons in bloom at this season : F. L.

Ames, a striking flower, bright rose pink ; Mrs.

George Paul, lilush, with rosy coloured stigma,

large flower ; Martin Hope Sutton, glowing crim-

son, the florets dotted with black ; B. de Bruin,

blood red crimson, frilled edges ; Mrs. R. G. Shaw,

rosy mauve shade, with large black blotch on the

upper segments ; Doncaster, bright crimson, a

splendid Rhododendron for massing ; Memoir,

blush, with greenish yellow spot ; Mrs. J. P.

Lade, soft mauve, bright rose stamens and dull

yellow blotch ; Lady Grey Egerton, rose lilac,

with yellow spot ; Mrs. Charles Sargent, rose

scarlet, with fringed petals ; Mrs. Samuel Simpson,

white, pale chocolate on the upper petal
;
Joseph

Martyr, bright rose, yellow throat ; Marie van

Houtte, blush, yellow spots ; Mrs. Anthony
Waterer, blush ; G. A. Sims, rich crimson, dotted

with black ; A. B. F. Mitford, glowing crimson
;

and F. D. Godman, carmine, with crimson-black

dots.

Flowering Shrubs from Sussex.

Mr. E. Smith, The Gardens, Sheyswell Manor,

Etchingham, Sussex, sends us flowering sprays

of several hardy shrubs which at this season are

very beautiful. We have seldom seen Pernettya

mucronata flowering more freely than the examples

S'ut by Mr. Smith, who writes :
" I am sending

you a small collection of flowers now open here

for your table, viz.. Magnolia conspicua Lenn^i,

Viburnum plicatum, V. tomentosura Mariesii

and Peniettya mucronata. All these do well in

the open in a loamy clay soil and without winter

protection."

An Old-fashioned Rose from Cambridge.

Miss Kenny, Westbye, West Road, Cambridge,

sends flowers of the old Bourbon Rose Robusta,

the scent of which is very sweet. Miss Kenny
writes :

" I am sending for the Editor's table a

few specimens of an old-fashioned Rose whose

only redeeming feature is its exquisite fragrance.

It has flowered in my garden for at least thirty

years, and I should be glad if possible to learn its

name."

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.— The Ediior intpnds to

ina/ce Thk (f.\Kin-:N helpful to all readers ivko desire assist-

ance, no matter ivhai the, branch of gardening mai/ be, and

with thai object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. AU communications should be

clearlif and conciselij written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EniTOR of The GarPEN, 20. Taristock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

shoxdd he sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be v^ed in the paper. Wfien more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or vwss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

S7nall scraps that arc not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Information about Lily disease

(G. E. D.).—Yes; the Lily disease is decidedly

contagious, and every effort shoxild be made to

prevent the disease from spreading by destroying

the parts of the plants which are affected by fire

before the spores are produced. The blackenini,' of

the tips of the leave? may possibly be due to the

disease. The attack often begins just at the level

of the soil.

Seedling Carnations {W. E. T.).^lt is impossible

to say wtiat you may expect in any batcli of seedlings.

The seed may be from the finest strains existing, but the
progeny may be a long way behind the best-named sorts

now in commerce. They may, indeed, be a worthless lot

or the batch may contain a few of the very highest quality

and quite new to boot. Thousands of seedlings are raised

each year that only fail by a point or two to reach the

highest degree of perfection, and these, while valuable

enough for border decoration, have no chance against

the standard varieties now in commerce. If you think

your lot contains anything of special merit, you had better

send a flower to a Carnation specialist for his opinion.

Lily of the Valley failing {N. M. ir.).—We
have before us as we write a superb gathering of the flowers

of the above collected from a bed on a heavy and cold

clay soil, and we have rarely seen finer sprays. The leaf

you send, thoi^h quite healthy, does not represent good
development, and this may be due to poor soil or to the
overcrowded state of the "bed. The Lily of the Valley

delights in rich soil, plenty of moisture and ample room,
and where a dry soil exists, or a subsoil that is much over-

drained, special precautions should be taken if success is

to be assured. Some of the finest home-grown Lilies of

the Valley we have seen were in a Thames-side garden,

where, frequently flooded in winter-time and planted as

single crowns in rows, they gave very handsome spikes.

This instance was the more instructive inasmuch as the

originals of the batch were hard-forced as single crowns,
and gave the above results two years later.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Pruning a Wistaria [G.B.P.).—You may

prune your Wistaria every year early in July.

Cut the young shoots back to within three or four

buds of the base, and if new shoots are formed

later, prune them back about the end of August.

By this means short, spurry growths are formed,

from which an abundant supply of flowers are

borne. If pruning is neglected, the plants become
a perfect tangle of shoots and flowering suffers

eventually.

Curious Laburnum growth (G. E. D.).—
The growth of the Laburnum is extremely curious,

and what caused it to start it is now impossible to

say. The thin branch is about six years old, and

some time ago something killed the upper part of

this shoot, then a small bud, probably dormant
before, grew out and, having a large supply of

water, grew so quickly that it became very heavy

and weighed down the original shoot, so that food

found a difficulty in making its way past the point

where the old shoot was bent. The result has

been that the new shoot has developed very

strongly and is about three times as thick as the

branch which bears it, and has produced a growth

somewhat similar to that often seen in the small

shoots just above Pear fruits. At the same time,

the newly formed branches have obeyed the im-

pulse which most normal shoots have of growing

away from thn pull <A gravity and are growing

erect.

Information about H*lly (T. 77. P. D.).—\. The
pistils of the Holly flowers you send are imperfectly
developed, and th( reforc it is impossib'c for fruits to form.
There may, of course, be some flowers in which the pistil

is perfect. 2. The flulTy material sent with the numerous
pinkish cgga scattered among it has been produced by a
scale insect. You have done riglit in removine all you
could discover, and it would be well to keep watch for any
of the young ones in a few weeks. You will see them in

all probabihty creeping along the li aves near the veins.

Oak galls {Mrs. G. C. Q.).—The woolly or cotton
gall of the Oak occurs uauaUy, as in the present case, on
the staminate catkins. The maker is the gall-wasp
(Andricus ramuli), and like many other of the Oak galls, the
fly that emerges from this is unlike that which laid the
egg ; that is, there are two dissimilar generations, the other
generation being Aphilothrix autumnalLs. which prr)duccs

small, rather inconspicuous galls in the terminal buds of
Oak in autumn. These are usually difficult to find, as the
bud scales conceal them, while the present generation
produces probably the most noticeable of ail the Oak galls.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of plants.—Conway.—Vihunuim macroce-

phalum (sterile form). T. P. C.—Erythrina Crista-
galli. E. A. A.—The name of the specimen sent
is Bryophyllum calycinum, originally a native of the Ea.st
Indies, but now to be found in many tropical portions of
the globe. The generic name of Bryophyllum is derived
from " bryo," to sprout, and " phyllon." a leaf, owing to the
singular manner in which young plants form on the edges
of the leaves after they have been separated from the
plant. We have heard it before now referred to as the
Life Plant. It occasionally flowers under cultivation,
but if the blooms develop in a shady structure they remain
green or nearly so, whereas fully exposed to sun and air
they are more or less suffused with red. We do not think
that the flowers on your plant will now turn pink, but
they might do so if the plant is stood in a sunny spot.
This Bryophyllum was originally introduced into England
as long ago as 1806. Miss M.—Rose (wichuniiana)
H6n6 Andr6. William Seaton.—The yellow Rose is the
single yellow Austrian Briar, and the white Hybrid Noisette
Mme. Alfred Carriere : the other is the Lungwort (Pulmo-
naria otficinalis). A. R. D.—The name of the specimen
sent is Crassula coccinea. which used formerly to be
known as Kalosanthes coccinea. It is not at all a difficult

subject to propagate from cuttings, the present b-^ing a
very suitable time for the purpose. The cuttings formed
of this year's shoots should be of a length of 3 inches to
4 inches. They must be cut off cleanly with a sharp
knife and have the bottom leaves removed for the purpose
of insertion. A good plan is to put four or five cuttinss,
according to their size, around the side of a pot 4 inches
in diameter, the pot being quite clean, well drained and
filled with a compost made up of equal parts of loam,
leaf-mould or peat and sand well mixed toeether. Into
this the cuttings must be firmly dibbled and. when finished,
given a good watering through a fine rose. After this
they should be stood in the greenhouse, taking care that
they are shaded from the sun. but, being of a partially
succulent nature, they do not need to be put in a close
propagating-case as many cuttings do. The after-treat-

ment required is much the same as that for a Pelargonium ;

Indeed, the Crassula and the original species of Pelargonium,
whence the garden varieties have sprung, are natives
of much the same district in South Africa. H. B.
Potter.—Saxifraga granulata. .4. Sutton.—Ficus macro-
phylla. A. Vigar.—1, Paulownia imperialis ; 2. Saxi-
fraga trifurcata ceratophylla : 3. Anemone sylvestris.

R. S.—1, Malmaison Carnation Old Blush. The sport
from it very closely resembles Princess of Wales. 2,

Diervilla (Weigela) rosea ; 3, Choisya temata.
F. Lurani.—1, Dianthus squarrosus ; 2, D. sylvestris (?)

;

3. D. monspessulanua ; 4, Bromus asper : 5. Dianthus
plumariua variety ; 6, D. arenarius. The Dianthuses were
much withered, and we cannot guarantee these names to
be correct, Sandgrouruier.—1, Polygonum cuspida-
tum ; 2, Tradescantia virginiana ; 3, Saxifraga trifurcata ;

4, Anchusa italica ; 5 and 6, garden varieties of common
Lilac ; 7, Schizanthus pinnatus ; 8, Pelargonium species :

9, Asparagus species (the last two specimens too ecrappy
to Identify); 10, Sibthorpia europaea ; 11, Zebrinapendula,

LEGAL POINT.
Master and servant: Notice (Uncerlain).

The well-established rule that a domestic servant

hired indefinitely is entitled to a month's notice is

not altered by the fact that wages are payable

weekly or quarterly. The servant should give the

same length of notice as he is entitled to receive.

A gardener who lives in a house within his

master's grounds is a domestic servant within the

meaning of the rule above mentioned.—
Barrister.
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SOCIETIES.
YOUK FLORAL FETE.

The flfty-secona annual floral fete held in connection

with the Yorkshire Gala was held in Bootham Park,

Y'ork, on the 15th, 16th and 17th inst. The exhibition

created a record so far as number of entries was con-

cerned, and, generally speaking, the quality was higher

than usual. The Roses were, on the whole, rather thin,

but fruits were exceptionally good. Specimen pot plants,

too, for which this show is justly famed, were well up to

the average. It is to be hoped that the committee will

soon adopt a more up-to-date system of arranging the

pot plant exhibits than that now in vogue, and which

is confusing to judges, visitors and reporters alike.

CoMPETiTivK Classes.

Pnt Plants.

The premier class, for a group of miscellaneous pot

plants was, as usual, well contested, first prize being won

by J.' Pickersgill, Esq. (gardener, Mr. J. Donoghue).

The Crotons here were very fine indeed, and the whole

design was admirably conceived and carried out. \V. A.

Holmes Esq., was a good second, the Crotons here also

beino the most notable feature. Third, fourth and fifth

prizes went respectively to W. Vause, Esq., Messrs. 11.

Simpson and Sons and G. Cottam, Esq.

Ill a similar class for smaller groups competition was

also good first honours being well won by J. Blacker, Esq.

(gardener, Mr. \V. Curtis). Roses, Lilies and Crotons

were all well shown in this admirable display. W. A.

Holmes Esq., was a very good second, Koses and Orchids

being freely used, together with stove foliage plants.

Third and fourth prizes were won respectively by J.

Pickersgill, Esq., and W. Vausc, Esq.

For nine stove and greenhouse plants first honours went

to Messrs J Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, their plants

being particularly good. Ixora Williamsii and Pimelia

diosmaifolia were very good. Mr. W. Vause of Leamington

wjis second
In a similar class for six plants Messrs. J. Cypher and

Sons were a"ain first, a good plant of Statice intermedia

being shown here. Mr. W. Vause was the only other

competitor and was awarded second prize.

For three plants Messrs. Cypher were again the cham-

nions with good examples of Anthurium scherzerianum.

Erica ventricosa and E. Cavendishii. Mr. W. Vause

"' Fof a^sfngle specimen stove plant Mr. W. Vause was

first and Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons second, a well-grown

Anthurium being shown in each case.

For a table of Orchids Jlessrs. J. Cypher and Sons were

first with a very fine display of well-grown plants, Mr. W

.

Bolton. Wilderspool, Warrington, being second.

Messrs Cvpher were first for ten specimen Orchids in

Monm •
' W P. Burkinshaw, Esq., Hessle, East Yorks

(ganlener Mr. J. T. Barker), second ; William Bolton.

Esq., third ; and J. Lumley, Esq., fourth.

For six Orchids in bloom the first and second prizes

were won respectively by Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons and

W. P. Burkinshaw, Esq.
, ,_ ^ .v

For a collection of pot plants and cut flowers there was

a keen contest, first prize being well won by Mi. W. H.

Ward Scarcroft Nuiser>', York, who had Carnations.

Roses Schizanthus, Crotons and Ferns most tastefully

displayed. Mr. J. Blacker, Selby, was a good ^^^""^^^

Messrs. R,. Simpson and Son, Selby, third; and Mr. W.

Kettlewell, York, fourth.
.

The first prize for a group of Gloxinias m bloom was

won by Mrs. Craven, The Mount. York (gardener, Mr.

W Walls) with large, wdl-flowered plants of a specially

aood strain. Second honovin^ went to Captain Walker

Mill Mount House, York (gardener, Mr. H. Clark), third

prize going to Mr. T. Winn, York.

The class for a group of Calceolarias was remarkably

well contested, A. Teetham, Esq., Shelley, Holgate, York

(gardener, Mr. C. F. Atkinson), being first with a splendid

'°
The^'oTen' class for eight Calceolarias was well filled,

P Stancliffe, Esq., Northallerton (gardener. Mr. G. Jams),

being placed first for brilliant and well-grown plants.

Second and third prizes were won respectively by the

Rev. Canon Argles. York (gardener, Mr. W. Ettey), and

G H. Alkenhead, Esq., York. ^ i ,

T Winn Esq., 14, Ratcliffe Street, York, was first for

a group of Begonias, the plants being remarkably well

flowered and of robust constitution. The s.Tme competitor

was first for eight tuberous Begonias, distinct ; second,

Mr A G Alkenhouse ; and third, Mrs. Ferrier, York.

For' a "roup of show Pelargoniums there were three

entries Mr J. R. Wedgwood, Burton Lane, York, being

first with beautiful clean and well - flowered specimens.

Mr O Lee Y'ork. was second and Captain Walker third.

In the other Pelargonium classes the first prize-winners

were as follows : Six show, Mr. G. Lee, York ; six double-

fiowered Mr, J. W. Clarke; twelve Zonal. Nosegay or

hybrid Nosegay, Mr. H. Pybus, Monkton Moor, Leeds
;

similar classes for three and six respectively. Mr. H. Pybus ;

three double-flowered Ivy-leaf, Mr. J. R. Wedgwood,

First prize for a group of Fuchsias went to J. W. Clarke,

Esq York for well-shaped specimens that were scarcely

forward enough as regards flowering. G. Lee, Esq.,

was second. . . ,_ t-.ai., „ -r,

For a single specimen Fuchsia, W. Kittlewell, Esq.,

Burton Lane, York ; J. W. Clarke. Esq. ; G. Lee. Esq.
;

and W. F. Crowther, Esq., won in the order named.

The class for a group of Carnations in pots brought

fort.h five entries, J. PickersgUl, Esq., Weetwood. Leeds

(gardener, Mr. J. Donoghue), being first, the plants shown

bemg principally M.^lmaisons. The Duke of Newcastle

was second. .MalinaiMuis predominating in this group also.

W. Langstalli. Ksci,. Burton Lane. York, was third ; and
J. Rowntree, Esq., (.ilifton Lodge, York, fourth.

Haudy Hkuuaceous Plants.

For a group of hardy herbaceous and perennial plants

and flowers, with a pool of water, there were four entries,

Messrs. J. Backhouse and Sons winning first prize with a

massive rock garden stocked with choice plants in season.

Messrs. W. Artindale and Sons, Nether Green, Sheffield,

were second, their exhibit also taking the form of a large

rock bed, Roses being too freely used for this style of

garden. Third prize went to Mr. S. Pickering, 31, Rosslyn

Street, Clifton, York, whose exhibit was a fine example of

natural effect, and refiected great credit on the exhibitor,

wlio, we believe, has to grow his plants under considerable

ditficulty. G. Cottam. Esq., Alma Gardens, Cottingliam,

was fourth, the water garden being the principal feature.

Messrs. William Artindale and Sons won first prize in

good competition for a collection of hardy cut flowers to

be arranged in a stated space, the kinds staged including

Pffionies, Lilies. Eremuri, Pyrethrums, Lupines, Irises, &c.

PiEonia alba maxima was extra good. Second honours

fell to Messrs. Harkness and Sons, Bedale, whose flower;

were also shown in good condition and thoroughly repre-

sentative kinds. Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., Bedale, were

a good third, the Verbascums Caledonia and A. M. Bumie.

both with fawn-coloured flowers, being very attractive

and good, the Oriental Poppies also being very flue. Mr.

G. Cottam was fourth.

For twentv-four bunches of liardy flowers Messrs. G.

Gibson and Co. of Bedale were first with a superb lot of

flowers, Pseonia otBcinalis Hore-pleno. Lychnis Viscaria

splendens plena, Papaver Mrs. Perry and Verbascum
A. M. Bumie being extra good. Messrs. G. Longster and
Sons, Malton, were second ; Messrs, Harkness and Sons,

Bedale, third ; and Messrs. William Artindale and Sons

fourth. In a similar class for twelve bunches the prizes

were won by Mr. W. Hutchinson, Kirbymoorside ; Mr.

M. Furniss, South Milford ; The Marquis of Northampton ;

and Mr. R. Dobson, Marton, in the order given.

The new class for Phloxes and Pentstemons brought

two entries only, first prize being well won by John Forbes,

Hawick, Limited, with remarkably good flowers

Roses.

The large open class for seventy-two cut Roses in not

fewer than thirty-six varieties was well contested, premier

honours being secured by Mr. J. D. Hutchinson, Kirby-

moorside, who staged a most praiseworthy collection.

Mrs. S. Crawford, Marfehal Niel and Frau Karl Druschki

were the three best. Second prize was awarded to Mrs.

Mainwaring, Isle of Wight, whose flowers were rather

small but well coloured. Among them we noticed good

examples of Mme. Jules Gravcreaux and White Maman
Cochet. Third and fourth prizes were won respectively

by Messrs. G. Mount and Sons, Limited, Canterbury, and

Messrs. D. Prior and Sons of Colchester.

In a similar class for forty-eight blooms there were four

entries, first honours being won by Messrs. D. Prior and

Sons with really grand blooms. Lady Ashtown, Rich-

mond and Duke of Edinburgh were the three best. Mr.

G. Prince, Longworth, Berks, was a good second, his

flowers comprising good examples of Caroline Testout

and Mme. J. Gravereaux. Messrs. G. Mount and Sons

were third and Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough,

fourth. , , , ,, ,

The class for thirty-six blooms also brought forth four

entries, the champions here being Messrs. W. and J. Brown.

Hugh Watson. Mildred Grant and Captain Hayward were

flowers that called for special mention in their exhibit.

Messrs. 6. Mount and Sons were placed second, their best

bloom being a full one of .M. J. de la Chaterignaye. Messrs.

D. Prior and Sons and Jlr. G. Prince were respectively

third and fourth prize-winners.

For twenty-four blooms, distinct, Mr. G. Pnnce was the

champion with a clean lot of flowers. Souvenir de Pierre

Notting and Comtesse de Nadaillac being the two best

flowers. Second honours went to Messrs. D. Prior and

Sons whose flowers were rather loose but well coloured.

Lady Ashtown being in good form. Third prize went

to Mrs. Mainwaring.
Five boxes were staged in the class for eighteen blooms,

distinct Mr. G. Prince again coming out top with blooms

of good quality. Mrs. Jlainwaring was second and Messrs.

I). Prior and Sons third.

The class for a stand of twelve white and yellow Roses

found four entries, but the effect was not good. Mr. G.

Prince was first with superb flowers of Comtesse de Nadail-

lac The Bride and Frau Kari Druschki. Messrs. G.

Jlo'unt and Sons were second and Messrs. D. Prior and

Sons third. . ^. i. ,., *

The amateurs' class for eighteen distinct blooms ol

Roses was well contested. Mr. W. Hutchinson, Kirby-

moorside, being a good first with excellent flowers, Tom
Wood and Mme. J. Gravereaux caUmg for special mention.

Mr G W Reader. Nuburv Ferry, was second, Mrs.

Mainwarmg third and R. Park, Esq.. Bedale, fourth.

In the amateurs" class for twelve blooms Mrs. Main-

waring was flrst out of six competitors with large but

rather loose flowers. R. Park, Esq.. was second. Mr.

Dobson Martin third and Mr. G. W. Reader, Nubury

Ferry, fourth. ,

For a collection of Roses in pots, grouped for enect,

first prize went to Mr. J. E. Scaife. 60, Clarence Street,

York who put up a very fine exhibit of Rambler and

other kinds. In a similar class, other foliage plants allowed,

Mr. H. Pybus, Monkton Moor. Ripon. was first.

Fruits and Veoetadles.

The class for a decorated table of fruit is one of thi' most

important in the show, and four exhibits were staged.

The Earl of Harrington (gardener, Mr. J. H. Goodacre)
was first here, obtaining 114J pomts out of a possible 136.

His Cherries. Melons, Plums, Apples and Strawberries

were particularly good. The flowers were principally

Orchids, Asparagus and a little Selaginella being inter-

mingled. Second prize went to His Grace the Duke of

Portland (gardener, Mr. J. Gibson), who secured 110 points.

The arrangement here was not quite up to Mr. Gibson's

usual style, but the quality was excellent. The Straw-

berries, Figs, Peaches. Nectarines and Melons were all of

high quality and well finished. The Marquis of North-
ampton (gardener, Mr. A. R. Searle) was third with

97i points, the arrangement and general effect being very

good indeed. Messrs. C. E. Simpson, Limited (gardener,

.Mr. F. Nutbrown). was fourth with 87 points, a good many
being lost in the arrangement and general effect.

Four exhibits were staged in the class for a collection

of ten kinds of fruits, the Earl of Harrington being first

with a superb lot of well-finished specimens, the Melon.

Figs. Apples, Plums and Cherries calling for special men-
tion. The Duke of Newcastle (gardener, Jlr. T. Barker)

was a good second, the Peaches, Figs, Strawberries and
Cherries being the best here, Peach Royal George being

extra well finished. Baron de Forest (gardener, Mr. J. C.

McPherson) was third.

Six competitors entered a similar class for six kinds,

J. Brennand, Esq. (gardener, Mr. J. E. Hathaway), being

a good flrst. Peach Peregrine, Nectarine Early Rivers

and a seedling Melon were in splendid condition here.

Lord Savile, Rufford Abbey, Ollerton (gardener, Mr. J.

Doe), was a good second, his Grapes and Nectarines being

well finished. Third prize was won by the Earl of Harring-

ton, Elvaston Castle, a very fine seedling Melon being

shown here.

For a collection of four kinds of fruit seven exhibits

were staged, Mrs. A. Wilson, Tranby Croft, Hull (gardener,

Jlr. J. P. Leadbetter), winning flrst prize with superb

examples of Grapes, Peaches and Nectarines. Second
prize went to J. Brennand, Esq., Baldersby Park. Thirsk,

the Melon and Peach Peregrine being the best dishes.

The Earl of Harrington was third and the JIarquis of

Northampton, Castle Ashby (gardener, Mr. A. R. Searle),

fourth.
For two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes competi-

tion was very keen indeed, the prizes being won respec-

tively by Lady Hawke. Wighill Park, Tadcaster (gardener,

Jlr. H. T. Bray) ; the Duke of Newcastle. Clumber,

Worksop (gardener, Jlr. S. Barker) ; and Lady Beaumont,
Carlton Towers, York (gardener, Jlr. W. Nieholls).

For two bunches of any variety of white Grapes com-
petition was also good, W. C. Clifl, Esq., Meanwood Towers,

Leeds (gardener, Jlr. W. H. Hague), being first with well-

finished bunches of Auckland Sweetwater. Lady Beau-

mont was second and His Grace the Duke of Portland

third.

No fewer than twelve dishes were staged in the class for

sLx Peaches, J. Brennand, Esq., winning the flrst prize

with a superb dish of Royal George. Lord Belpcr, Kingston

Hall. Derby (gardener, Jlr. W. H. Cooke), was second

with well-flnished examples of Hale's Earty. Jlessrs. T.

Rivens and Sons third with Crimson Galande, and Colonel

Harrison-Broadley. Jlelton House. East Yorks (gardener,

Mr. C. Lawton). fourth.

In a similar class for Nectarines eleven dishes were

staged, the Earl of Derby, Knowsley, Prescot (gardener,

Mr. E. F. Hazelton). being flrst with very highly coloured

fruits of Lord Napier. Lord Belper was second with

Early Rivers and Lord St. Oswaid fourth. The third

prize-winner cannot be given, as he had forgotten to leave

his entry number on the exhibit.

The classes for single Jlelons were well contested, the

first prize-winners being as follows : Scarlet-fleshed, A. S.

Lawson, Esq., Aldborough JIanor,Boroughbridge (gardener,

Jlr. A. Nicholson), with Sutton's Scarlet ;
green-fieshed,

the same exhibitor with Emerald Green ; and white-

fleshed. Lord Belper with Eminence.
For sLx Figs the Marquis of Northampton, Castle Ashby

(gardener, Jlr. A. R. Searle). was first ; for Cherries,

Jlessrs T. Rivers and Sons. Sawbridgeworth, with the

black-fruited Early Rivers : for Strawberries, F. Samuelson,

Esq., Breckenborough Hall, Thirsk (gardener, Jlr. 6. F.

Brotherston). with superb examples of Royal Sovereign.

The prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Beading,

for collections of vegetables grown from their seeds were

won respectively by His Grace the Duke of Portland

(gardener, Jlr. J. Gibson), the Marquis of Northampton

(gardener, Mr. A. R. Searle) and Lady Beaumont (gardener,

Mr. W. Nieholls).

In a similar class, in which the prizes were offered by

Messrs E. Webb and Sons, Stourbridge, the prizes were

won in the following order by the JIarquis of Northampton,

W. D. Cliff, Esq.. Jleanwood Towers. Leeds (gardener,

Mr. W. H. Hague), and Lady Beaumont.
For a dish of twelve Tomatoes competition was very

strong indeed. His Grace the Duke of Portland being first

with Princess of Wales. F. Samuelson, Esq., Thirsk,

was second with Brotherston's Al, the Marquis of North-

ampton third and the Duke of Newcastle fourth.

New Plants.

Sweet Pea Orange Paradise.—This is practically a vivid

orange self, with fairly large, waved flowers and good

habit. Shown by Jliss Hemus, Upton-on-Sevem. First-

class certiflcate.
.

Carnation Lady C. Waring.—A cream, striped rose pink

variety of the Perpetual section, sweetly scented, good

calyx 'and long stem. Shown by Jlessrs. W. Cutbush

and Sons, Highgate, N. First-class certificate.

7m Duchess Sarah.—One of the germanica set, with

beautiful clear blue flowers, the crest of which is yellow

and dull slate brown at the base. Shown by Mr. G.

Y'eld, York. Certificate of merit.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invUes readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they msh advice from, com-
p^ent autfiorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Ansivers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, ivhen queries are printed, he ?iopes readers

iviU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by najne and o/ldress of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he unll not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, iviU be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he uriU endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that tjie price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or omier of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor loUl not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence thai an
article '^ accepted. Publication in The Garden vnU afone

he recogni "d as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SOME BEAUTIFUL PLANTS
IN FLOWER NOW.

With Special Reference to those that
Flourish by Lake, Pond and Stream-
side.

A
FEW days ago the writer spent

several hours in the interesting

nursery garden of Messrs.
Wallace and Co. of Colchester.

' It was the flowering-time of

many plants, and among those
that gave the greatest beauty were the

Irises.—June and July are the months
for the Iris, although many species and
varieties flower in spring and are recom-
mended for the unheated house. At this

season of the year the Spanish and English
forms are in bloom and a host of kinds
that love the water-side or a moist soil.

The most beautiful of these is, of course,

the Japanese Iris (I. laevigata, or Ksempferi
as it is also called), and a species that
belongs to this section is one of the most
interesting features at Colchester. It is

called I. albopurpureum colchesterense,

and when shown recently before the Royal
Horticultural Society was unanimously
given an award of merit. A large group
was in flower by the edge of the water,
and presented a rare picture of exquisite
colouring. At once we are reminded of

the Japanese Iris, but there is a decided
individuality in this remarkable flower.

The growth is, fortunately, extremely
vigorous, the leaves tall, straight and soft

green, and the flowers charming in colour
and in form. The standards—that is, the
upright segments—are lavender, and the
faUs broad and intense blue, relieved by a
white line from the apex to the centre.

There is a wonderful colour contrast in

the flower, and, as the plant is of great
vigour, it is to be hoped it will soon be
seen in all good gardens.

Iris Kampferi.—A field of several acres
of this Iris is a cloud of variegated colour-

ing. It is surrounded with trees, which
throw into intense relief the many shades
from ivory white to intense purple, with a
wealth of intermediate colour beauty.
This flower-burdened field is not by water,
and the soil is not even moist ; but the
plants flourish, caring httle apparently
where they are, by a lake or on a sunnj'
hilltop. This mass of Iris teaches the
lesson that Ln quantity the richest effect

is gained ; not that one would plant in the
garden so thickly as in this instance, but
the flower shows forth its richest beauty
when in free groups.

Other Irises.—It is impossible in the space
of these brief notes to even mention all

the Irises that beautify the Kilnfield

Gardens, but the following have been
selected as of unusual interest. The
Spanish and English sections—bulbous

—

are represented by every kind worthy of

a place in our borders, and the Michael
Foster hybrid Irises are a study in them-
selves. As Iris-lovers are aware, the great
hobby of the late Sir Michael Foster was
the hybridising of the Iris, and one in

particular seems apart from the others

—

Shelford Giant, the result of crossing I.

gigantea and I. aurea. It is a noble plant,

about 6 feet high, and bears huge flowers

of soft yellow, varied with a yellow blotch
on the falls. No finer Iris exists for the
water-side or wherever a stately group is

desired than this. I. cypriana Caterina
is a lovely study in lavender, and another
gem from Shelford ; and a flower of a similar

shade, a form of the well-known I. spuria,

is spuria lilacina, which has, apart from
its e.Kquisite shade, the attribute of bound-
ing vigour. Monaurea is not a Foster
hybrid, but it must be mentioned among
the taller Irises ; the name is derived from
the parentage of the flower—aurea crossed

with Monnieri. Few Irises are nobler for

water-side, and its strong yellow colouring

may be seen from a distance.

Ixias.—It is a mystery why certain

plants are almost ignored, notwithstanding
the beauty of their flowers. The Ixias

occurred to mind when seeing them at

Colchester in the full flush of their early

summer beauty. The impression that

the bulbs are not hardy may partially

account for their rarity, but the Ixia when
given a sunny place and light soil flowers

with surprising freedom, one precaution

being to cover the places where they
are during severe weather with a surface

of decayed leaves. Both in the garden
and in pots for the greenhouse and con-

servatory the Ixia is invaluable. There
are several named kinds, but the mixtures
are very beautiful.

Hybrid Heucheras.—One reason, we
think, of the neglect of the Heuchera is

the uncertain flowering of H. sanguinea ;

but those who have been disappointed

with this beautiful species should grow the

hybrids. The plants are the essence of

grace and misty beauty, and the groups

in bloom at Colchester are one little sea

of colouring, bewildering almost in its

infinite variety of soft-shaded flowers, set

thickly on somewhat taU, slender stems

that move gently in the summer wind.
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Not only is this colouring exquisite in

itself, but the graceful stems are invaluable
for cutting. The hybrid Heuchera in-

creases rapidly, and is one of the flowers
that should be in the reserve garden

—

that is, a place to which one may go to iiU

the basket for the home.
Aster subcceruleus.—-This is a perennial

Aster that every amateur should grow.
It is one of the most conspicuous flowers

in the garden for many weeks of the year,

growing strongly, and almost hidden with
large Daisy-like blooms soft blue in colour,

which is thrown into rich relief by a
golden centre. When gathered and loosely

bunched in a bowl, the hght seems to shine
through the exquisitely tinted petals, and
its strength of growth and freedom of

flowering over a long season are invaluable
attributes.

The Eremuri.—Mr. Wallace's nurseries
are well worthy of a visit for the Eremuri
alone, which are, however, fast losing their

beauty for the present year. It is com-
monly supposed that this group of plants
is difficult to grow and tender, but this is

a libel on one of the noblest perennials
that adorns the garden. As pointed out
by the grower, Eremuri " may be planted
out to withstand any weather, and when
estabhshed will send up noble spikes

6 feet to 10 feet high, with a terminal
flower-spike 2 feet to 2 J feet long, bearing
hundreds of flowers ; the flower-spikes
appearing early, it is best then to give
them slight protection for fear of spring
frosts." Eremuri are seen to the greatest
advantage when planted among shrubs,
the growth of these protecting the young
foliage and developing spike in spring, and,
apart from the species that are more or
less familiar, several raised by the late

Sir Michael Foster are of great interest

and beauty, possessing strength of growth
and a delightful series of soft yellow shades
in the flowers. E. Bungei, Warei, St.

Michael and Shelford are forms that have
distinguishing traits. Shelford is a lovely

hybrid, bearing; a spike of flowers between
7 feet and 8 feet high and bronzy yellow
in colour ; but the highest praise may be
given to all the hybrids. A collection

of Eremuri is, of course, woefully in-

complete without elwesianus, robustus,
himalaicus and Olgae.

A Beautiful Thyme.—In one part the
soil is covered—a dense carpet—with the
flowers of the Thyme called Thymus
serpyllum coccineum, not a leaf visible

above this wonderful blood red covering.
Scent and colour are associated, and a
carpet is formed that would throw into

rich contrast any plants associated with
it—white Spanish Iris or with dwarf
shrubs in the background. It is with
some of the simpler flowers, if one may so
express it, that the greatest beauty is

derived.

It is impossible to mention all the
beautiful plants that are in flower at
Colchester. There are the Njmiphaeas,
Tritomas and a host of moisture-loving
plants ; whUe the collection of dwarf shrubs
for the rock garden is one of the most
complete in the country.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
July 5.—Royal Horticultural Society's Summer

Show at Holland House, Kensington (two days).

July 7.—National Rose Society's Metropolitan

Exhibition, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.

July 12.—^Wolverhampton Floral Fete (three

days)

.

July 12.—National Sweet Pea Society's Show
(two days).

Messrs. Kelway and Son's exhibit at
the York Gala shois.—^The beautiful display

of cut flowers ^ including Paonies, Delphiniums,

Sweet Peas and other kinds—was awarded a silver-

gilt medal, not a silver medal.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution. — The annual dinner held on

June 22 and reported on another page was, as usual,

thoroughly well supported, and the chair was
taken by the Hon. Harry Lawson, M.P. The sum
subscribed amounted to £1,900.

The Agricultural Shonr at Liverpool.
—Increased interest in horticultural

exhibits.—.A.s the report given on another page
shows, the horticultural exhibition in connection

with the Royal Agricultural Show was a great

success; it was a beautiful display.

Holyrood Palace Gardens, Kdinburgh.
His Majesty the King has ordered that the Royal
Gardens at Holyrood Palace, Edinburgh, be opened
for the season to the public, and in accordance

with the order they were opened on Monday,
June 13. They wiU continue open until the end
of September, and the day on which admission can

be obtained is Monday, between the hours of two
and live o'clock. The entrance will be by the

Palace entrance, through the quadrangle and
chapel. The gardens are under the charge of Mr.

W. Smith, who was for a considerable time in the

Edinburgh Royal Botanic Gardens, and who,

since his appointment to Holyrood, has done good
work, so that they will be found attractive to those

interested in gardening.

Gommittee on agricultural science.—
The President of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries has appointed a Committee to advise the

Board on all scientific questions bearing directly

on the improvement of agriculture, and especially

as to the methods to be adopted (a) for promoting

agricultural research in universities and other

scientific schools
; (6) for aiding scientific workers

engaged in the study of agricultural problems
;

and (c) for ensuring that new scientific discoveries

are utilised for the benefit of agriculturists. The
Committee will consist of His Grace the Duke of

Devonshire, P.C. ; the Right Hon. Lord Reay,

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E. ; Sir Edward Thorpe, C.B.,

F.R.S. ; Mr. David Davies, M.P. ; Dr. J. J. Dobbie,

F.R.S. (Principal of the Government Labora-

tories) ; Professor J. B. Farmer, F.R.S. ; Dr. S. F.

Harmer, F.R.S. (Keeper of Zoology at the Natural

History Museum) ; Dr. R. Stewart MacDougall,

M.A. (Technical Adviser in Zoology to the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries) ; Mr. T. H. Middleton,

M.A., M.Sc. ; Mr. P. Spencer Pickering, F.R.S.
;

Lieutenant-Colonel David Prain, C.I.E., F.R.S.

(Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew)
;

Mr. H. S. Staveley-Hill, M.P. ; Mr. Stewart

Stockman, M.R.C.V.S. ; Dr. J. J. H. Teall, F.R.S. ;

and Dr. David Wilson, M.A. Mr. Middleton will

act as chairman of the Committee, and one of the

officers of the Intelligence Division of the Board
will act as secretary.

" Four centuries of French gardens."
This is the title of the special spring number of

our French contemporary, La Vie a la Campagne,
edited by M. Albert Maumene. The series of

historical articles relating to French gardens in

all styles during the period mentioned are chiefly

by MM. Maumene, A. Duchene and Geo. Gibault,

the erudite Librarian of the National Horticultural

Society of France. The illustrations, which are

numerous, include portraits of celebrities from
Claude MoUet downwards, views and plans of old

gardens, parterres, &c., together with several full-

page illustrations of the Chateau de Sceaux,
Versailles, and Chantilly. The number is enclosed

in a coloured wrapper representing a view in the

gardens of Versailles by M. R. Charmaison.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor in not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Flowering trees and shrubs in subur-
ban gardens.—The continued advocacy of a

portion of the gardening Press was responsible

some years ago for the uprooting of old rough
evergreens and the largely increased planting of

flowering trees and shrubs, not only in outly-

ing places, but in the grounds of suburban
residences, and the result is to be seen each

returning spring and early summer in the out-

skirts of many of our towns. Judicious after-

treatment follows as a rule, for although one
comes across cases of mutilation, they are not so

frequent as in former years ; there is more evidence

of knowledge of the subject and, consequently,

careful pruning where this is necessary. It is to

be hoped that the liberal use of tar along many
by-thoroughfares will not be responsible for

crippUng foliage that is close to the' road : possibly

the absence of motor traffic along such roads will

keep the dust in its proper place. I have been

pleased to notice that this increased planting is

not only in numerical strength, but in careful

selection of most suitable plants for different

situations in their immediate association, and also

with the view to have flower in some way as long

as possible. Very nice plants, for instance, of

Daphne blagayana and Magnolia stellata were

often to be seen, and Forsythia suspensa was
strongly in evidence on walls, as a screen on
trellis-work, on arches and in the open groimd.

In the latter direction I was glad to see several

of the Cydonias that had evidently received

careful attention and were flowering well. It

would serve no useful purpose to enumerate all

the different things that have helped to brighten

the garden from early spring until the present

time. .\\\ the Prunus and Broom famihes have

flowered remarkably well, and at the time of

writing the scarlet Thorns, Guelder Roses and
some of the Mock Oranges are at their best. Not
many of the newer forms of Lilac seem as yet to

have foimd their way into suburban gardens, and,

taking the old sort, vulgaris, and v. albus as a whole,

they are less satisfactory than the majority of

shrubs. It seems that cultivators hesitated in

cutting back long, straggling shoots, with the result

that they have run up thin and spmdling and flower

is produced but sparsely, and that, as a rule, at the

top of the bushes.—A. G. B.

Destroying field-mice.—Being a constant

reader of your valuable paper, I noticed in your

issue of May 21 that E. M. Greenly is troubled

with field-mice and wishes to destroy them. Having
been a grower all my life, I well know how destruc-

tive field and other mice are. I have known as

many as nine mice to be trapped in one night by
the side of Pea rows by the following method, and
trust that others may also reap the benefit of my
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experience. Take one or two good-sized picl<le

(stone) jars which have good shoulders, smear

plenty of lard inside underneath the shoulder,

stick a few small pieces of roasted cheese in the

lard and about half fill the jars with water. Then
sink the jars in the earth, leaving a eood inch .above

the ground level. The roasted cheese seems to

be an attraction, and they climb up on to the edge

of the jar, and in trying to reach it underneath the

shoulder fall into the water and are drowned.

—

h. B. H.XKRis.

Rose Antoine Rivoiro.—I was very pleased

to see an appreciation of this Rose in the National

Rose Society's .•Annual for this year. In my humble
opinion many fine sights are missed by this Rose
liaving been included in the hst of exhibition Roses,

and thus excluded from the decorative section.

It is true that one can occasionally get a bloom
from it good enough for the exhibition board; but

having grown this Rose for the past twelve years,

I have come to the conclusion that its true merits

are to be found in the profusion of beautiful blooms
produced both early and late in the year by trees

to which the knife has not been apphed too severely.

My veteran Antoine, a dwarf, is now between
twelve and thirteen years of age. It grew to a

height of 7 feet and measured 6 inches in circum-

ference at the base, and until it began to decline

three years ago was well grown and not leggy to

the extent one might expect in a tree of that age.

Since the winter before last, when the thermometer
was below zero here, I have had to cut the tree down
to within 3 feet of the ground. Still, like the Latin

Leader in "Cjesar"—nothing deterred by the wound
—my old Antoine has made good wood again, and
is now blooming well, greatly to my pleasure, for

to lose him would be a sad parting, as he was my
godfather in the exhibition world. I put him in

the decorative class at a local show without at the

time knowing his true name and with his identity

imintentionally concealed under the sobriquet

of Bouquet d'Or, which he had been christened

by one of the leading firms of Rose-growers (to

whom I sent some of the blooms shortly after they

had appeared). I succeeded in winning a first.

This was my commencement of growing exhibition

Roses in earnest, with good results ; and there can

now be no mistake as to the identity of my Antoine,

seeing that one large firm of nurserymen took their

stock of that Rose from my tree. Would that I

could get another .\ntoine to grow like this one !

I have budded it on the Briar cutting with only

tolerable success. Now, however, I intend to

try some buds on the Briar seedling. Perhaps

some members of the council of the National Rose
Society will feel disposed to assist in advocating

the claims of dear old Antoine to be placed in the

position to appear in the decorative section in due
course, as he seems to have a right to be there,

equal, at least, to Killarney. If I may conclude by-

digressing, I should like to remark that, although

some tell us that Hugh Dickson is a late Rose, it

has been my misfortune to find him very early

here. He has been blooming since June 14, not-

withstanding that from aU my trees I pinched off

the earliest buds. I have tried in vain for three

years to keep him back on the Briar cutting. It

may be that I do not cut this Rose hard enough.

My practice has been to leave it 2 feet to 3 feet and
tie to sticks. Now I am trying him as a standard

in the hope that the blooms may come later, and
from appearances I think they may save about

seven days, not more. The answer, presumably,

is climate and soil ; but if any of your ingenious

correspondents can afford me advice with a view

to retarding Hugh Dickson and making him as

good a friend to me at exhibition-time as he is

in other ways, I shall feel really grateftil.—R. D.,

Southamplon.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

1'
I. o w E R Garden.

SUMMER BEDDING.—The plants are

becoming accustomed to their fresh

quarters and beginning to look gay. All

decayed foliage should be picked off,

and an occasional hoeing is beneficial.

Phlox, Verbenas and all plants of similar

growth which are used for edging or carpeting

must be kept pegged down.

Wallflotc'crs.—As soon as the seedlings are large

enough to handle, prick them out into nursery beds

at a distance of 4 inches to 6 inches apart. When
they have grown tbgether again they may be

planted out in the open ground, to remain till

required for the flower-beds in autumn. Trans-

planting twice means a little extra work, but by
following this plan more fibrous roots are obtained

and there is quicker rooting in the final planting.

Violets.—Plants of these which are being grown

for frames to produce flowers during the winter

will require attention in regard to keeping all

shoots and runners picked off. The soil between

the plants should be frequently stirred with the

hoe. The same advice applies to those which are

to remain where they have been planted.

Plants Under Glass.

Malmaison Carnations.—Layering may be begun

as soon as the flowers are over. The usual way is

to root the layers in frames. About 9 inches of

good soil should be put in a frame and the plants

turned out of the pots and planted in it. The
easiest plan is to layer as the plants are put in.

When the work is completed, a good watering

should be given and the frame kept close and

shaded. .\s soon as roots appear, shading may be

gradually dispensed with and air admitted. A few

days after this take off the lights. It is advisable

to sever the layers from the old plant a few days

before lifting for potting.

Calceolarias and Cinerarias. — When these

become large enough to handle, prick them off into

boxes or pans. The smallest plants must not be

despised, for it often happens that they turn out

to be the finest varieties.

Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—A sowing of one of the approved early

varieties may be made to produce a few late

dishes.

Celery.—All Celery should by this time be in

the trenches. Plenty of water must be given if

the weather is dry, and liquid manure occasionally.

The earliest - planted batch may have a small

quantity of soil put round the plants, taking care

that they are well watered beforehand.

Autumn-sown Onions.—Bend over the tops to

assist in the swelling of the bulbs.

Dwarf Beans.—If a sowing is made now on a

warm border a few late dishes may be procured,

especially if they are grown in a position where a

frame or frames can be placed over them late in
[

the season.

Flowering Shrubs.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas.—As soon as these

have finished flowering, all seed-pods should be

carefully picked off. The old truss can be easily
,

snapped off just above the new growths. In doing
|

this one has to be careful not to damage the young

shoots. When this is completed, the plants should

be liberally top-dressed.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.
:

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Late Ciirvsanthemums.

Staki.si;.— It is not always possible to stake the

plants at potting-time, as there is so much other
work about at that season, and if a single short

stake is given to each plant to prevent it from
being snapped off by the wind, it is about as much
as one can usually afford to do for them. Now,
however, permanent stakes of suitable length for

each variety must be placed in each pot. As a
general rule it is best to allow a stake for each shoot,
that is, of course, for single-stemmed plants. Stout
Bamboo canes are very suitable, and have the
great advantage of being easily lengthened by
having thinner ones stuck into the tops if this is

considered necessary. Some growers dislike these

canes because the hollow points provide shelter

for earwigs, but this can easily be prevented by
pressing a small piece of soft putty into the holes.

Tying.—Never make the ties at all tight, or many
broken points will result. Growth is now very
rapid, and if the ties are placed just above a leaf,

trouble is sure to follow, especially if at all tight.

All ties, therefore, should be placed just under a

leaf, and if left quite loose nothing is likely to

happen to the shoot. Always, when attending to

the tying of the points, see that the former ties are

all right, and rub out all side shoots as the work
proceeds. Suckers and dead leaves should also

be removed as they appear. Regular watering is of

very great importance, as the Chrysanthemum
quickly resents both drought and over-watering.

Unless potted very early, no stimulants of any
kind should be necessary yet.

Fruit Garden.

Thinning.—As this is a very late season, it is

only now that the thinning of fruits on walls can
be done. It always pays to spend a little time
over this work, as a smaller number of fine fruits

is always preferred to mere quantity. Unfortu-
nately, some kinds seem to have set very poorly,

and the thinning of these will be a simple
matter. Peaches and Apricots in this district are,

so far as ray observation goes, a total failure.

Plums seem fair and will demand a certain amount
of thinning. Pears also show a fairly good crop^

and a reduction of the number will in many cases

be an advantage. Apples on walls have set well.

Cherries are a good set, and all the smaller fruits

should be picked off now if not already done. It

is easy to thin Gooseberries, where it is necessary,

as the surplus always comes in handy in the kitchen.

If, instead of clearing a bush of its entire crop, all

the bushes that are heavily laden are gone over

and a number removed, the remainder will swell

to a larger size and be of finer flavour. This advice

may be too late for the earlier districts ; but so late

is the season in the higher localities that it will be
quite seasonable.

Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—This is a vegetable that must be well

watered should rain keep off for any length of time.

Dryness at the root shortens the season, while the

flavour is also spoiled. If the ground is at all

poor, an occasional drenching with liquid manure
will work wonders.

Celery.—.K little earth should be scattered among
the Celery plants, as it is only after this slight

" earthing " is given that the plants begin to grow
well. If the weather is dry, give a good soaking

of water the evening before. A shght dusting of

soot among the plants is also excellent for them

and helps to discourage vermin.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Uinlithiow

.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE OF THESUMMER AILMENTS

GRAPE VINE.
{Continued from pcigc 298.)

RUST.— It is seldom that this aihnent

affects the Vine, excepting when
growth is young and tender, when

fTthe berries are being thinned being

the most susceptible period. It

takes the form of a thin film of rust

of a dirty brown colour, which fastens on the

berries and renders them useless, as it cannot be

eflfaced. Damage from this ailment is less common
now than it used to be some thirty or more years

ago. Opinions vary as to the cause or causes

which produce it, but all agree that its presence

is due to adverse atmospheric influences. It was

at one time thought that it was caused by touching

the berries with the hand at thinning-time or by

the head rubbing against the berries. My experi-

ence does not support this theory. Others say

that the injudicious admission of currents of cold

air into the vinery early in spring, when growth is

young and tender, is responsible for its presence,

and I think there is much to be said in favour of

this contention. One reason that the malady is

not now so common is that growers in these days

are more careful than they used to be not to open

the front ventilators of their vineries too early in

spring. Another is that many vineries in the

sixties and seventies were heated by flues, and

• there is no doubt that rust often resulted from the

fumes of hot air which occasionally escaped from

these flues. This source of danger has now practi-

cally disappeared ; but there is another danger still

remaining which perhaps is the most potent of all

in causing rust on Grapes, namely, the sulphur

fimies from overheated hot-water pipes, applied,

as sometimes is the case, for the destruction of
!

red spider or mildew when the foliage and fruit are

too young and tender. Later, when growth is

more advanced and comparatively well developed

and ripened, no harm will follow when the Vines

are subjected to this treatment.

Mildew.—This is a more insidious, common and

destructive enemy. Its attack is more frequent

in spring and autumn than at any other time, and

if its ravages are not checked early there is danger

of the whole crop in the vinery being practically

ruined by it. The cause of an attack of this

malady in spring is chiefly due, I think, as in the

case of rust, to opening the front ventilators too

early in the season, admitting cold currents or

draughts of air which, although the sun may be

warm at the time, are much cooler than the atmo-

sphere of the vinery, thus causing a chill to the

young Vine growth and opening the door, as it

were, to an attack of this disease. As stated before,

the autumn also is a time when danger may be

apprehended from mildew, when days are shorten-

ing and the nights becoming damp and cold.

Late varieties of Grapes are more susceptible to

attack than are midseason varieties. The best

way I have found of preventing an attack in the

autumn is by the timely application of sUght heat

to the hot-water pipes, both day and night, in order

to expel the dampness and rawness from the air of

the vinery and to secure a more free and buoyant
circulation. To destroy mildew I have found no
remedy so effective as flowers of sulphur freely

dredged over the parts affected, whether foliage

or fruit, slightly moistening the parts before apply-

ing, so that the sulphur will stick.

Shanking.—This is an old and common disease

of the Vine when grown under artificial conditions,

have been without any absolutely exact result. In

my opinion it is not due to any one particular

cause, but to a combination of causes, all tending

to reduce the strength and vitality of the Vine,

ultimately ending in an attack of shanking. The

most fertile cause I believe to be overcropping for

a series of years, this causing degeneration of the

quality and condition of the roots, defective

drainage, and a constant sodden condition of the

border. The too free use of powerful stimu-

lating manures has not infrequently, in my opinion,

been the cause. Indeed, anything which conduces

to the deterioration of the health of the Vine is a

contributing cause. There are many others which

I need not specify. The only way of bringing

Vines back to sound health when suffering from

this disease is to lift the roots to within 2 feet or

3 feet of the stem and replant in the best new
Vine soil procurable, in order that a new crop of

healthy roots may thereby be created, and to crop

lightly for a season or two afterwards.

Splitting.—This ailment is also chiefly confined

to two varieties, namely, Madresfield Court and
Lady Downe's. The cause of this trouble, again,

is atmospheric, and the secret of protecting one's

Grapes from attack lies in ventilating freely during
the day and not closing the back or front venti-

lators at any time during the night at the time
when the Grapes arc most liable to injury from
this cause, namely, after the stoning is com-
pleted, when the second swelling takes plac_ and
while colouring is going on.

Owen Thomas, V.M.H.

WORKERS AMONG THE
FLOWERS.

ARTHUR WILLIAM PAUL.

Scalding.—The term scalding is derived from the

parboiled appearance of the berries when attacked

by this disease. Singularly enough, this ailment

confines its depredations to two varieties of Grapes

chiefly—Lady Downe's Seedling and Muscat of

Alexandria, but occasionally affects others. Some-

times it causes much destruction in vineries, the

whole crop being often more or less destroyed by

its ravages. Its attack usually takes place when
the Grapes are the size of Horse Beans and while

seed formation is takingplace. It is now generally ad-

mitted that the cause of scalding is due to the action

of hot rays of sunshine striking the Vines in the

morning when insufficiently ventilated or not venti-

lated at all, and while the Vines are more or less

saturated with the condensed moisture of the night.

The remedy lies in doing away with this condensed

moisture. This is easily effected by leaving a chink

of air on the front and back ventilators all night,

sufficient to admit of a current of air constantly

passing through, and to have a little heat in the

as in glass houses. It has puzzled generations of 1 hot-water pipes, which greatly helps the buoyancy
gardeners, and as far as I know investigations of the atmosphere and the free circulation of air.

ARTHUR WILLIAM PAUL.
Raiser of Many Beautiful Roses.

ON E great impression is created in the

minds of those who have mixed in

horticultural circles, and that is the

intense love, apart from commercial

instincts, that fills the heart of the

horticulturist whose fancy leans

towards the cultivation and improvement of a

particular flower or flowers in general. The culti-

vation of flowers for sale is, of course, business,

but the grower is imbued with a love for horti-

culture, his whole being filled with an intense

enthusiasm. We have from time to time had the

privilege of recording the work of many famous
horticulturists, and it is with more than ordinary

pleasure we are able to give a portrait of one of the

most accomplished of men, Mr. .Arthur Paul, under

whose control are the famous nurseries of Messrs.

William Paul and Son of Waltham Cross. The writer

h.is spent many happy days in those flower and
tree covered acres, especially in the time of the

Rose seedlings and when the newer hybrids are in

the full flush of their summer beauty.

Mr. A. W. Paul of Waltham House, Waltham
Cross, is the son of the late Mr. W. Paul, one of

the most famous men of his time, with whom he

was associated in business for more than thirty

years During the period of great horticultural

activity and development in this country

covered by Mr. A. W. Paul's career, the

Waltham Cross Nurseries have always held a

prominent position for their large and splendidly

grown collections of hardy trees and flowers, fruit

trees. Rhododendrons and Camellias ; but they

are perhaps best known in connection with Roses,

with which flower the late Mr. WiUiam Paul was
so closely identified for many years, the first e4ition

of his exhaustive work, " The Rose Garden," having

appeared in 1848.

From the first days of his entry into the horti-

cultural arena Mr. Arthur Paul has taken an active

interest in everything pertaining to Roses, and he

was instrumental some years ago in introducing

to English gardens the beautiful decorative varie-

ties raised on the French Riviera—G. Nabonnand,
Papa Gontier, General Schablikine and others—

a

series which has been richly supplemented from
Waltham Cross by such varieties as Corallina,

Sulphurea, Queen Mab and Hugo Roller. He also

largely assisted in making known the valuable

autumn-blooming characteristics of many kinds of

Roses, in exhibiting which his firm were the pioneers

some twelve or fifteen years ago ; while more
recently they were the first to grow and exhibit

the rambling varieties of Roses in pots, which are

now so popular. Some of our readers may still

remember Messrs. WiUiam Paul and Son's first

group of these, consisting of the variety Leucht-

stern, which created so much sensation at the

Temple Flower Show a few years ago.
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Mr. A. W. Paul has always been keenly alive to

the scientific hybridising and cross-breeding of

Roses, on which subject he contributed a paper

to the International Conference on Genetics in

1906, and his successful practice in this direction

is evidenced in the series of distinct and exquisite

forms that have emanated from Waltliam Cross

of late years, of which Earl of Warwicl<, Warrior,

Mai'garet, Cynthia, Juliet, Dr. Wm. Gordon,
David R. WiUiamson, Mrs. Isabelle Milner, Fairy,

Elsie, Refulgence and others may be mentioned.

Over a long series of years Mr. A. W. Paul

has assisted as a judge at the most important

exhibitions of Roses on the Continent, including

the present series of trials of new Roses in the

grounds of Bagatelle, Paris, and as a result of the

knowledge thus acquired, combined with liis cordial

relations with all the Cuntineiital

raisers of repute, the Waltliam

Cross Nurseries have become .i

home for new Roses of merit frmii

all parts of the globe, where liic

testing of the newcomers and

multiplication of varieties of merit

are scientifically and successfulh'

carried out.

It may be mentioned that one

of Mr. A. W. Paul's hobbies is the

collecting of books on horticulture,

both old and new, and the library

at Waltham House contains many
interesting and scarce works, espe-

cially on Roses and fruits.

A GOOD TREE P.EONY.
I AM enclosing a photograph of a pale pink Tree
Pa-ony. The largest flowers measured quite

8 inches across. It was a charming sight while the

flowers lasted, as they opened very well together.

If you think the photograph interesting enough
to reproduce in The Garden I shall be pleased.

The tree is a very old one. I do not know exactly
how old, as it was given to me as a full-grow£i

plant. I take The Garden and find it a most
helpful paper.

Lultcrwortk. Edith Sidgwick.

ROBINIA KELSEYI.
This handsome Robinia was introduced from
America about eight years ago, hence its scarcity

The flowers are in loose racemes and borne in

June. Although when left to its own devices it

develops more or less of a bushy habit, a little

attention to training enables it to attain the dimen-
sions of a small tree, and this is the condition under
which it appears to the best advantage. In loamy
soil it makes satisfactory progress, while it perfects

its seeds in early autumn, a condition which is

absent in the case of the Rose Acacia. The fruits

are showy, being brownish and covered with stiff

hairs.

TREES & SHRUBS
THE DESTRUCTION OF

PINES.
1SEND herewith specimens

of an insect which is devour-

ing great numbers of young
tree Pines in a twelve-acre

plantation. Can you tell me
what it is and in what way

I can stop the mischief ?—B.

[The beetle devouring the young

Pines is one of the Pine weevils,

Hylobius abietis. The beetles

attack many different kinds of

conifers, biting away pieces from

the trees all along the growth,

sometimes completely barking

young trees. If the wood is not

Pine, the weevils will also attack

some broad-leaved trees as well.

The eggs are laid on stumps or

roots of felled trees, or in the

fallen trunks, and the larva: feed

between the wood and the bark,

thus doing directly little harm. The

beetles themselves, however, are

long-lived and constitute one of the most trouble-

some enemies of forestry. The important things to

aim at are the removal of stumps and logs and, if any

have been left, to dig up and burn them, so as to

destroy the breeding-places of the pests, or, at any

rate, do not replant an area where this is prevalent

until the stumps have decayed. They may be

trapped by laying pieces of fresh Scots Pine bark on

the ground with the rough surface outwards. 1 he

beetles will collect under these to feed on the moist

inner portion, and may then be collected and

dropped into a vessel containing paraffin. The
traps will need frequent renewal in case they dry

up. The destruction of the breeding-places is,

however, the most hopeful method of dealing with

the pest.

—

Ed.]

A LITTLE-KNOWN HONEYSUCKLE.
(LONICEHA MaACKII.)

The numerous species of Lonicera may be easily

divided into two distinct groups by reason of their

difference in habit, for in one set

the branches support themselves,

while in the other a support is

necessary to keep them off the

ground. The climbing species

differ also from those of bushy
habit by bearing an indefinite

number of tlijwers in compact,
terminal heads, which are usually

attended by large bracts; the

bushy kinds, on the other hand,
t;cnerally bear theirs in pairs from
.ixillary buds on the previous year's

shoots, or from short branches pro-

duced from axillary buds on such
shoots. L. Maackii belongs to the

latter group, and is one of the most
ornamental of the many kinds.

.Although it has been in cultivation

for many years, it attracted very
little attention until a particularly

floriferous form was introduced

trom China by Messrs. Veitch early

in the present century. It grows
into a bush at least 6 feet to 8 feet

liigh, and the branches assume an
open character. The flowers are

wliite or pale cream, sometimes
slightly flushed with rose, and as

they fade they assume a buff hue.

.\s is the case with many of the

Honeysuckles, they are fragrant,

.Hid a well-flowered bush is de-

lightful. W. Dallimore.

FLOWER GARDEN

\ TREii r.«ONV IN THE G.^RDEN Ok .\S11IJV fAR\-.\ KECXORV

in English gardens. Its showy flowers and grace-

ful foliage suggest, however, that it will before long
become widely grown, for it is one of the most
beautiful of the dwarf-growing kinds. An affinity

exists apparently between it and the Rose .Acacia

(R. hispida), the flowers of the two plants being
very similar in colour and in general appearance.
Those of R. Kelseyi are, however, smaller, and are

destitute of the reddish bristles which are con-

spicuous on the calyx of R. hispida. The branches
of R. Kelseyi are likewise free from bristles, and in

this resemble the variety of the Rose Acacia called

macrophylla. The foliage of Kelsey's Robinia is

pecuUarly elegant, the pinnate leaves being made
up of small leaflets three-quarters of an inch Ao
I J inches ill length and less than half an inch wide.

A
SUMMER-FLOWERING

SAXIFRAGAS.
I'EW kinds are naturally

driven into the front

in the Saxifrage family,

and such as these—the
" Field - Marshals " —
are well known. That

great host—the rank and file—are by no means so

well known, yet for pro\iding a continuous flowering

are quite indispensable. Not a few of those whose
knowledge of this remarkable genus is limited to

such excellent sorts as S. apiculata, S. burseriana,

S. sancta, S. oppositifolia, or those bright-flowered

forms of the mossy group, would marvel not so

much at the almost endless variety of these plants

perhaps as the way that species succeeds species

or variety succeeds variety in tiieir time of flower-

ing. .\t certain times there is, of course, a goodly

number in flower; at other times only a couple of

species in a large collection may be in bloom; but,

all the same, it is difficult to find a break in the

flowering during many weeks of the spring and
early summer.
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At the moment of writing—mid-June—when
the great army of mossy Icinds, coloured and

white, have practically finished their flowering,

there are still a number of beautiful kinds to keep

up the succession. These embrace not merely

some of the most diminutive of growers, but also

some of the boldest and noblest of these plants.

The bare statement that some of these reach to

2i feet or even 3 feet high may not appeal to those

who know Uttle of the beauty of the flowering,

yet there is nothing in the rock garden in summer-

time to compare with the graceful pyramids of

blossoms or with the effect they produce. Stature

in many flowering plants we all admire ; but in

our dealings with alpine plants we are apt to lean

too freely to the more diminutive, to the neglect

of the taller and, possibly, the more imposing.

And, of course, what would look well or ill is all a

question of environment.

In the bolder types of rock we may plant in

fissure and in crevice, colonising in the' larger areas

at our disposal many of the finest of these plants.

Take, for example, some of the forms of Saxifraga

Cotyledon, of which the type and the ever-popular

S. C. pyramidalis are the best known, and which

reach to about i foot high. This is an ideal plant,

free and profuse in flowering, and lasting a long

time in good condition. It usually begins to

flower early in June in or around London, and there

is a charm about it that catches the eye at once.

A good silver, with somewhat cupped rosettes of

spathulate entire leaves, it is at once a plant of

merit and distinction. Happily, too, in sandy
loam it grows freely, and because of this should be

encouraged to make a good flowering each year.

There is a major form which I regard as less good,

while the minor variety, also freely known as

S. valdensis, is a gem in every way, graceful and
elegant in flower and invaluable to all lovers of

good plants. Then in S. lantoscana and its variety

S. 1. superba we have two excellent rather long-

leaved silvers worthy of a place in all collections.

The S. Aizoon group affords many beautiful and

good kinds, of which S. A. balcana, S. A. rosea,

S. A. flavescens and S. A. lutea are among the

indispensables. The latter three are comparative

novelties, interesting by reason of the colour

beauty they infuse into an otherwise somewhat
uninteresting group. Though this may be taken

as adverse criticism, it is intended to be so only so

THE SUMMER-FLOWERING SAXIFRAGA COCHLEARIS.

produce their snowy plumes 20 inches or 24 inches

high. Finer still is S. C. icelandica—a giant among
giants^which readily reaches 3 fee tor 3^ feet.

Late in June or in July a group of this in flower is

really the most o'onspicuous thing a rock garden
could boast of, the handsome plumes of white, pink-

spotted flowers being very fine indeed. Then we
have S. Hostii, a most valuable plant among
silver kinds, and the handsome crimson-spotted

S. macnabiana, which really combines the latter

and S. Cotyledon. These may be flowered with a

certain amount of confidence, and it is only a ques-

tion of cultivation to develop the rosettes. The
latter, by the way, have a conspicuous beauty of

their own, even though not a flower is seen. Quite
indispensable, too, is the great Pyrenean Rockfoil

(S. longifolia), whose rosettes are handsome indeed.

This latter species usually blooms and dies, offsets

rarely appearing. The others named, reproducing
themselves by means of offsets, increase readily,

and no section of the Saxifraga family is more
worthy of generous treatment or thoughtful care.

Leaving these bold-growing and captivating kinds,

we come to such intermediates as S. cochlearis,

whose erect, full-flowered plumes of snowy whiteness

far as the flowers are concerned, tlie habit being

free and good and the whole of the varieties excel-

lent for covering either stony and poor or loamy
border soils. The crimson-spotted, white-flowered

S. Dr. Ramsay is a gem of the first order not

generally known. In growth it is a miniature

S. longifolia, with near relationship to S. lingulata,

and a delightful plant withal. The plant, how-
ever, does not make offsets freely, and, the older

ones perishing after flowering, the variety will

need careful treatment and close watching. Quite

a gem in the July list, if only for the pronounced

silver braiding of its leaves, is S. catalaunica, from

Northern Spain. It is perfectly hardy, albeit

a slow-growing plant, the flowers creamy in a

short spike, and the buds and stems are pink.

It is a valuable plant in dryish places for its con-

spicuous winter beauty, a point worth remembering

when colonising these silver-leaved sorts. And
there are many more ; but, while I have no desire

to make my list exhaustive or this note of inordi-

nate length, I cannot refrain from mentioning

such as S. cssia, S. squarrosa, S. tombeanensis

and S. tyrolensis as good representatives of the

diminutive gem class, whose white flowers glisten

above silvered tufts of incomparable density and,
in some instances, e.g., S. caesia, a wonderful
incrustation that is capable of sparkling effect

even when not in flower. The places for such as

these are the fissures and crevices of the rock,
where, tightly wedged and afforded a deep root-

run in gritty soil or against coohng rocks, these
mountain treasures appear in their happiest garb,

untroubled by the fact that they have fallen from
high to low estate— that they have left their

mountain air and home for scenes of greater activity

to arouse interest and pleasure in the lowland
places of our gardens.

Hampton Hill. E. H. Jenkins.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Evening Hosing.—It is perfectly certain that the

plants will now be demanding, and it is to be hoped
receiving, constant attention in many cultural

details, since the success which is to be achieved
may easily be either favoured or prejudiced by the

management at this stage. One of the things which
aids the plants, particularly in the direction of excel-

lent stems, is evening syringing or hosing, according

to convenience. The necessity for maintaining the

soil moist is fully appreciated, but the fact that the

shoots harden and do not then make theprogress that

they should is not so readily acknowledged. This,

however, is undoubtedly a fact, and after intensely

hot, sunny days the plants derive immense benefit

from heavy sprinklings. The trouble where a hose
is at command is small, provided that there is a

good force of water ; but, of course, if syringing

has to be had recourse to, the work will take

considerably more time and the results will not be
quite as good.

Watering.—.'\lthough one takes watering to be
a simple operation, it is, as a matter of fact, one of

the most difficult of all gardening subjects to

thoroughly master, and it is the cause of more
disasters with amateurs' plants than any other
single point of management. The common error

is to apply too often and not in sufficient quanti-
ties. To merely moisten the surface will not do
either good or harm as far as Sweet Peas are con-

cerned, but to give enough to penetrate 2 inches
beneath the surface and to do this nearly every
day of the week will inevitably lead to trouble,

since the soil becomes colder and colder, and at

last the roots will not feed in it satisfactorily.

The proper method is to give enough to penetrate
down to the lowest roots, and then not to think of

giving more until the ground is again approaching
dryness; then let the rule of a heavy soaking be
repeated. In the majority of instances the surface
will be heavily mulched, and it is always wise when
water has to be applied to draw back the covering,

proceed to the watering, wait until the surface
has chried a little, stu: lightly over with a fork, and
then replace the material. It is not generally

sound practice to pour the water directly on to

the base of the stems ; a much better system is to

chraw a drill on both sides of the row about 4 inches
from the plants and to repeatedly fill these until

it is certain that a sufficient amount of liquid has
been given.

Feeding.—This will be in active progress to

support the watering, and it is a phase of culture

to which it is impossible to attach too much
importance, because it is far easier to do harm with
special foods than it is to do good. Taking all

things into consideration, the amateur who can
find it in his heart to utilise natural manures
exclusively is wise ; but there is no disputing the
fact that when concentrated fertiUsers are intelli-

gently employed they are conspicuously beneficial.

The unfortunate part about it is that it appears
well-nigh impossible to persuade some people to
understand how much stronger they are than the
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naturals, and they apply them so strong that the

plants either collapse or receive such a severe

shock that it requires weeks to recover fully from

the effects of it. Whatever food is decided upon,

or rather foods, for one kind alone will never prove

as satisfactory as three or four used in succession,

should be given very weak, as then no injury can

accrue, and the smallness of the actual amount of

food given at one time can be readily compensated

for by more frequent appUcation. In particular

regard to feeding each grower cannot do better than

THE ROSE GARDEN.

ROSE ARTHUR R. GOODWIN.

T

smothering the woodwork from the ground to the
roof, as though pitiful of its shabbiness, was a
noble Alberic Barbier Rose in luxuriant bloom.
There was no one to witness the trespass ; the

locked gate was vaulted, and lo ! the hayfield

revealed itself as the remains of a once well-tended

garden. Most of the flowers had disappeared
under the stress of misfortune, but here and there

HIS Rose is a great addition to garden

varieties. Among the numerous

coppery orange yellow kinds now in

our collections, Arthur R. Goodwin will I a clump of courageous Pansies struggled with the

assuredly take a leading place. The ' weeds in the long beds that skirted the drive, and
flowers are medium in size and double, out of the nodding grass peered standard Roses,

adhere closely to those kinds which he has proved and the buds most charming. The foliage is very
,
old, sweet-scented favourites—La France, Duke

to bring about the finest results in his own soil. beautiful, a shade of reddish green, and the wood
I

of Edinburgh, Prince Camille de Rohan, Beauty

Mulching.—There cannot be the smallest doubt has long prickles after the style of the microphylla ' of Walthani, Gloire de Dijon and so on—neglected,

as to the decided value of covering the surface Rose Ma Surprise, but not so large. The influence unpruned, eaten by pests, but still striving valiantly

with a mulch of sweet manure, but

it should always be borne in mind
that it may tend to do harm if it

is allowed to settle down into a

close mass; therefore the wise cul-

li\'ator, in order to guard against

anytliing of this nature, frequently

goes over it with a fork and opens

it up. This loosening has the desired

effect, since it encourages the frer

passage of water, followed by thi

health-giving fresh air. Spencer.

COLOURED
PLATE.

Those sh'

I oloured

PLATE 1403.

FOUR GOOD SWEET
PEAS.

JUST
now the Sweet Pea

season is at its zenith,

and many will be eagerly

comparing the merits of

the newest varieties with

the older favourites.
iwn in the accompanying;

plate claim a trout plarc

in the ranks of standard varieties,

each having some special merit.

In Paradise I\'ory we have a flower

of nmch beauty and with a ghsten-

ing surface like that of mellow

ivory. The King stands in danger

of being ousted by Sunproof Crim-

son, but it is a good, robust

variety, and will produce flowers

of rare quality if these are shaded

from very brilliant sunshine. Frank

Dolby is the best of the older

lavender - coloured Sweet Peas,

though there are several new ones

that are likely to supersede it in

the course of a few years. In Mrs.

H. Bell we have a flower of quiet

beauty that never fails to appeal

lo those who appreciate delicate

colours. Unfortunately, the repro-

duction is not quite true to Nature,

more cream usually being found in the flowers than

is shown in the coloured plate.

THE ROSETTE MULLEIN.
I SEND you a photograph of the Rosette Mullein

(Ramondia pyrenaica), taken of a plant growing

in the rockery (north aspect) in the gardens of

Melksham House, Melksham, Wilts, the residence

of G. W. W. Blathwayt, Esq. The plant is a

seedling from seed collected in the Pyrenees many
years ago. The position seems to suit it admirably,

as it flowers well every year ; the lower plant is

the white variety, planted last year.

Melksham, H'ilts. R. H. Lego (Gardener).

THE ROSETTE MULLEIN (l^AMONDIA PYRENAICA)
OF MELKSHAM HOUSE, WILTS.

of the Rosa pernetiana group is very evident,

although perhaps it is nearer the Hybrid Teas.

The section known as Rosa pernetiana is hkely

to become very numerous, and when we can add

Rayon d'Or next autumn it will be possible to

have beds of Roses of the delightful colour of the

yellow Broom. P.

A DESERTED GARDEN.
It was in a turning ofi the main street of little

Essex village that I found the deserted garden.

Rising out of a wilderness of grass, to all intents

and purposes a hayfield, was a low, wooden house,

once white, but now sadly in need of paint, and

to impart some sweetness to the
lonely wilderness. The Alberic
Barbier succeeded best. No lack
of pruning, no air - consuming
weeds hindered its efforts. It

flung its beautiful yellow buds
almost to the chimney-pots, tapped
with them at the closed windows,
and hung like a veil over the
long-disused front door. Nothing
more beautiful could have been
chosen to clothe the homely wood-
work.

But passing round the house the
forlorn front garden was for-

gotten. Here was a lawn some
20 yards square, bounded on the one
side by a Laurel hedge, on the other
by a row of arches, and at the
back by a wire fence, which
separated it from the kitchen
garden, and arches and fence were
a mass of the exquisite pink Rene
.Andre. It wove itself along the
wire fence and ramped over the
arches, where it was intermixed
with .Alberic Barbier (they are first

cousins, by the way), and further
investigation revealed it raised on
a series of crazy supports border-
ing the road to some tumble-down
stabling. No insects had defiled

its rosy buds or vigorous, shining
foliage. Raised in a solid wall
against the blue sky it turned that
shut-in, silent lawn into a glimpse
of Eden. No care had been
bestowed upon its arrangement.
The garden was evidently the work
of hands without brains behind
them. The arches resolved them-
selves into an attempted pergola,
beginning nowhere in particular
and ending against the wire fence,

and those across the roadway must
certainly have been removed had
anyone wished to drive round
to the stables. But no one had,
and the Roses triumphed. The
moral of the story is, if you arc

too busy (or lazy) to give your Roses the attention
they deserve, if your house is ugly and you wish
to make it a thing of beauty, if, above all, you live

on the heaviest and coldest and closest of clays,

such as this was, and still yearn for a garden of

delight, plant .Alberic Barbier and Ren6 .Andre,

together or separately, on pillar or pergola or arch
or wall, plant them and leave them, and they will

reward your neglect with beauty and sweetness

from earliest summer onward. If, on the other
hand, you like taking pains and trying experiments,

and are attracted by such graceful eccentricities

as weeping standards, you cannot have more suitable

subjects for training than these two beautiful

wichuraianas. M.

IN THE GARDENS
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
THINNING OUT ONIONS AND TURNIPS.

GARDEN WUKK'IWEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN. — All spent

crops must be cleared ofi the ground

directly the last portion fit for use

has been gathered. Peas and Beans

harbour earwigs and other insect

pests, old Cabbage stumps begin to

grow again and rob the soil of much nourishment,

and, furthermore, the remaining parts of vegetables

1. Sl'KlMG Oi\iONS WlUCn U.Wli BEEN SOWN
MUCH TOO THICKLY.

1,-ft 01) the ground always make the whole garden

l<)uk untidy. It will also be necessary to clear

the ground in order to prepare it for other crops.

Potato haulm should never be allowed to remain

on the ground for several days after the tubers

are lifted. The haulm, together with other refuse,

should be taken to a convenient place and burned

in a common fire with old rotted Pea-sticks and

similar material; then the ashes may be returned

to the soil in due course, as they are valuable.

Early Celery plants may now be earthed-up for

the first time. Two earthings are really necessary,

as the plants will continue to grow rapidly for

some time yet. The soil placed to the plants

blanches the stalks, but it prevents water reaching

the roots in any great quantity, so that it is advis-

able to give the rows a good soaking first with

clear, and then with manure, water before any soil

is heaped up. It will only be necessary to fill up

the trenches level with the surrounding ground

at the first earthing. The soil must be kept from

falling into the hearts of the plants, else the latter

will decay or become badly marked. Press down

the soil firmly around the Celery plants. More

seeds should be sown of Lettuces, Endive, Radishes

and early Dwarf Beans.

flower Garden.—Privet hedges should be cut

aow for the second time this season ; by so doing

a close growth will be ensured, and, of course, neat

fences or division hedges are a suitable frame to

well-kept gardens. The shortening back of Laurel

fences and any other trimming of shrubs with

large leaves must be done with the aid of a sharp

knife, so as to avoid unduly mutilating the hand-

some leaves, but shears may be used for Privet

and plants of similar growth. The faded flowers

of Rhododendrons should also be removed at once.

It is a great mistake to allow the seed-pods to form

and remain on the bushes, as they arrest new
growth to a certain extent and make the shrubs

look uncared for, although it is natural for the pods

to form. Rose stocks planted out for budding

must be e.xamined, and any shoots growing from

the lower part of the stem should be removed
;

only those branches near the top in which the buds

are to be inserted must be retained. Put stakes

to those stocks that are loose in the ground, as if

'

they are blown to and fro when in this condition
|

satisfactory growth v\iill not result.

Fruit Garden.—Currants, (iooseberrics and Rasp-

berries will need every attention at the present

time so as to preserve the ripening fruit from birds.

V^ery often at this time of the year we have a spell

• if dry weather, and the effect is most marked upon

heavily laden fruit bushes growing in a medium
i>r light soil ; leaves fall ofi freely. Of course,

good surface mulchings are very beneficial and

help to preserve the leaves in a green, healthy

coadition, but mulches cannot always be applied.

In any case, where the leaves do fall off they should

be cleared away and burned as soon as possible,

because if left on the ground they would serve as

a hiding-place for injurious insect pests. Black

Currants growing on low north walls must be

carefully netted, as the fruit is valuable indeed

when the bulk of the bush fruits are all gathered.

Grapes on outside walls should be thiimed and not

left to mature in a natural state, as the central

berries decay in the autumn when moister weather

comes, and the skins arc soft owing to the ripening

process. The bunches and berries, too, are mucli

finer when thinning out is done.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Poinsettias do remark-

ably well in cool frames at this season. Well-

rooted plants, which are the result of cuttings

propagated in spring, should be placed in frames

that are deep enough to allow of the glass lights

being put down close during spells of adverse

weather. The scarlet bracts are very effective

for decoration in winter-time. The plants may
remain in the frames until the middle of September.

Where it is necessary to retain the plants in a

warm greenhouse, they must be placed on a stage

where they will receive as much light as possible,

a fair amount of sunshine, and ventilation so that

the wood will gradually ripen. There is no mon
suitable position than a frame for young Strepto-

carpi. These plants thrive splendidly on a

moist bed of ashes. Eibrous loam, dried cow-

manure, old mortar rubble and coarse sand form

a nice potting compost. A. A.

chiefly concerned in cultivating summer Onions
for the home. I am quite safe in assuming that

Onion seeds were sown in rows about two or three

months ago, and these must now be thinned out.

There is an unfortunate tendency with inexperi-

enced growers to sow Onion seeds too thickly, and
the invariable result is seen in numberless seedlings

being unable to develop satisfaotorily. Several

rows of seedling Onions sown much too thickly

are represented in Eig. i.

The thinning-out process should begin when the

seedlings are 3 inches or rather more high. Our
best Onion-growers emphasise the importance

of avoiding a severe thinning on the first occasion
;

the process should be a gradual one. Where
young Onions are valued for salads, frequent

recourse may be made to the rows of seedlings,

and by observing a careful and systematic course

of thinning the crop, the rows of plants will be
properly thinned and an equal distribution of

the better and more promising specimens

represented by those retained. For ordinary

culinary purposes Onions of medium size are better

than the large exhibition specimens which all who
are fond of high culture admire. Seedhng Onions

should be thinned out from 5 inches to 8 inches

apart if fairly large specimens are desired ; but

for ordinary kitchen use and where bulbs of medium
size are preferred, 3 inches to 4 inches, more or

less, will answer the purpose. The thinning of

seedling Onions must be done gradually and the

more promising given preference. In the earlier

part of the growing season use the hoe frequently

between the rows of plants. Hoe frequently, and,

when the thinning-out process is completed, give

a nmlch of lawn-mowings, or, what is better, well-

rotted manure that has been passed through a

coarse sieve. An inch or 2 inches of either of these

mulching materials will save the frequent use ol

THINNING SEEDLING ONIONS.

The vegetable garden would be considered incom-

plete without a good breadth of Onions. A
considerable variety is at present cultivated, each

variety having its own peculiar uses, in some cases

for salads, in others for ordinary kitchen uses or

for exhibition. At the moment, however, we are

-SPRING ONIONS THAT HAVE BEEN SOWN
EVENLY AND THINLY AND SUBSEQUENTLY
PKOPERLY THINNED.
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3.—TURNIPS WHICH HAVE BEEN SOWN IRREGU-
LARITY AND TOO THICKLY.

the watering-can and largely ensure the develop-

ment of good bulbs. In iMg. 2 is shown a section

of a bed of Onions, in which the plants have been

very carefully thinned out and are now growing

sturdily. In growing Onions for the home the

beginner should remember to sow the seeds thinly.

Begin to thin the crop quite early, use the hoe

early and frequently to promote growth and keep

the weeds under, and, finally, mulch the beds with

some suitable material of the character previously

described.

THINNING SEEDLING TURNIPS.
To grow Turnips well, rich soil in which there is a

fair percentage of lime is necessary. This crop

also revels in a good open, sunny position where
the soil has been deeply dug and heavily manured.

Turnip seed should be sown at fairly frequent

intervals, so that a supply of roots may always be

had in cool and sweet condition. I am glad to

see that the seeds are sown broadcast less frequently

now than formerly- It is much more satisfactory

to sow in rows, as the resulting seedlings and plants

are under better control. Too thick sowing is a mis-

take. In Fig. 3 a series of rows of seedling Turnips,

where the seed has been sown too generously,

are shown. Unless such seedlings are dealt

with very early, the chances are they will not do

so well as the inexperienced grower might reason-

ably expect. Begin the thinning as soon as the

rough leaves have developed, leaving a space

between the plants of about 4 inches, and again at

a later period, when the young plants are satis-

factorily progressing, finally thin out to 8 inches

apart. So long as it is possible hoe frequently

between the rows. It is an excellent practice

before the final thinning is done to give a thorough

watering in the evening when the weather is hot

and dry. In Fig. 4 an illustration of a few rows of

Turnips that have been carefully thinned out is

shown. Careful observation of the plants in this

illustration will reveal the sturdy character of the

crop. Thinning out of the seedlings was begun
early, in consequence of which the plants never

became drawn and weakly ; this happy result is

less frequently met with in gardens where this

important work has been delayed. Many growers

prefer a coo! and shady part of the garden when
sowings are made in June and July. Some will

even go to tlic trouble of giving shade by artificial

moans at this warm period. 1). B. Crane.

HOW TO I'KOPAGATli I'INKS.

The Pink is a very old favourite, and deservedly

so. The growth of the plant is dwarf and
very compact, and the flowers are borne in

great numbers and are deliciously fragrant. They
last for a considerable time in vases. The old

plants must be renewed frequently, else the quality

of the blooms will soon deteriorate and large por-

tions of the plants often die suddenly. The plants

are increased in two, or rather three wavs—by
division, by layering branches containing a number
of pipings, and by the insertion of pipings com-
monly called cuttings. The last method is really

the best of all. The cultivator must select a cool

frame or a cool border facing the north, preferably

behind a wall of medium height. The original

soil must be dug and some very coarse sand added
to it. When fairly dry, tread down the whole
firmly, and then put a thin layer of sand on the

surface. Select strong cuttings about 4 inches

long, sever them just below a joint, and insert them
in holes in rows 4 inches apart and 3 inches from
cutting to cutting in the rows. The soil must be
made very firm around their base, and it will be

advisable to get the cuttings put in quickly. It is

a good plan to keep them in a pail of water. Water
when inserted and shade shghtly. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Tufted Pansies.—Where the plants Iiave given

their first flush of bloom and are now producing

flowers of smaller size, it will be well to cut them
down with a view to obtaining cuttings at an early

date or to afford a further display of bloom at the

earliest moment. The cutting over of the plants

should not be done in any half-hearted manner

;

rather should the old tufts be cut down nearly to

the soil to admit of the young shoots present in

the centre of the tuft to get clear away. A few

days after the pruning, and when the young shoots

are showing freely, some fresh soil should be worked
into and around the tuft, and, if watered occasion-

ally, better growth will be encouraged while assist-

ing the young shoots to form roots. In due time

these young plants, if not required for flowering,

should be detached and transplanted to a north

border, where they will be safe till required for

the autumn.
Large-flowered Pansies.—The very large-

flowered strains of Pansies known by the names of

Belgian Fancy, Empress, Exhibition and the like,

and which in boxes of a couple of dozen or so find

so ready a sale in Covent Garden Market early

in the year, are the result of seeds sown during

the summer months. Anyone may so raise these

fine strains by obtaining seeds at the present time

from any reliable source. The seeds will be best

if sown on a north-west border, the surface soil

having been well prepared for the purpose. To
continually urge that all seeds of this kind should

be " sown thinly " may appear monotonous, yet

there is abundant need, as proved by many a seed-

bed, that this oft-tendered piece of advice is still

greatly needed. If readers would only take into

account the number of seeds a packet contains

and roughly estimate the development of a partly

grown plant, a little intelligent thought would

suffice for the rest. The thick sowing of seeds

renders the transplanting of seedlings an im-

mediate necessity, and in the case of these Pansies

it '.is avoidable'^either wholly or in part.

Chinese Asters.—The young plants of these
frequently suffer from a fungoid disease which
grips them at the collar, and to some extent the
frequent stirring of the soil to dispel damp will,

with a slight dusting of lime about the base of the
plants, assist to keep the enemy at bay.
The Madonna Lilv.— I.ilium 1 andidum is still

one of the most prized of garden flowers, and
probably one of the least understood. The so-

called common white garden Lily is by no means
so common as it was a score of years ago, yet for

beauty it is absolutely unique. Not a few present-
day failures are due to disease, many more being
due unmistakably to mismanagement. This par-
ticular Lily may be said to be of an almost ever-
green character, quickly throwing up its radical
leaves after flowering is over. Almost simul-
taneously with these leaves the new roots appear
for the season ; hence to preserve both intact
any replanting of the clumps should be done as
soon as convenient 'after the flowering is over.
This Lily objects to rich soils and much manure,
and should be planted in a sunny place.

Sweet Violets.—Should hot, dry weather
continue, the plants of these in the open intended
for frames during the ensuing winter should be
freely watered overhead each evening. Should
red spider appear—its presence may be detected
by the yellow appearance of the leaves — a
dusting of soot or a free syringing with soot-
water will render the foliage distasteful to the
pest. Free supplies of liquid manure may also
be given the plants, which should be kept free

of runners.

Ranunculus and Anemone.—In the majority
of gardens the tubers of each of these ileterinrate

4'

—

the result of early thinning is well
shown here, the plants being sturdy
and of an even character.

when left permanently in the soil ; hence it will be

a good plan now to lift them and place in boxes
of dry soil or pure sand to rest. In nature the

first-named group inhabits positions where the

plants are each year thoroughly baked, and as we
cannot imitate such conditions in England, the

best alternative is a long-continued rest in the dry

state. H. H. Jenkins.
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THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and

interest for our table, as by

this means many rare and

interesting plants become more

widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the

flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome

anything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be

addressed to the Editor, 30, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Sweet Peas from Histon.

Mr. W. J. Unwin, the well-known Sweet Pea

specialist of Histon, Cambridge, sends us flowers

of several of his novelties for this year. Mrs.

W. J. Unwin is a beautiful orange-flaked variety

of the waved section, and we must confess that it

is the only flaked Sweet Pea that we really like.

Eric Harvey is a beautiful white and rose pink

flower, the colour almost covering the back of the

waved standard and slightly overlapping the edge

in front. A bunch of this is very beautiful indeed.

Edna Unwin is a charming orange scarlet variety

that we remember seeing growing at Histon last

year. It is vigorous and the flowers are good.

Double French Ranunculuses.

Mrs. Macalister sends from North Devon some

charming flowers of French Ranunculuses, fresh,

bright and interesting, with the following instruc-

tive note :
" When the plants died off last season

they were taken up, put in a sunny place,

and covered with a sheet of glass. They were

replanted at the beginning of April in a slightly

raised, well-manured bed, and while growing have

had a little weak liquid manure two or three times.

They have flowered well, many of the plants carry-

ing eighteen to twenty blooms."

Racemes of Wistarias.

Mr. S. Wood, The Gardens, FuUerton Manor,

Andover, Hants, sends racemes which our corre-

spondent supposes are of unusual length, two

measuring 24 inches and the other 27 inches.

They are, however, not those of Wistaria chinensis,

but of an allied species, W. multijuga. The latter

is a Chinese plant of peculiar interest on account

of its long racemes, which sometimes attain a

length of between 3 feet and 4 feet. It figures

largely in Japanese art, and is a favourite subject

for painting on silk for screens, &c.

Interesting Flowers from South Devon.

Mr. F. W. Rich, The Gardens, Elfordleigh,

Plympton, South Devon, sends a delightful series

of flowers with the following note :
" I am sending

for your table a few flowering branches of Tricuspi-

daria hexapetala (better known as Crinodendron

hookeriana), which has proved itself hardy in these

gardens. It is a native of the low valleys of Chili

and Valdivia, and is a very beautiful evergreen

shrub, soon developing into a fine plant. I find

it thrives best if planted in peaty soil and in a

partially shaded situation. The flowers, as you

will see, are very attractive, being bell-shaped

and in colour a coral red ; they last a considerable

time on the plant after they are fully expanded.

I am also sending flowers of Abutilon vitifolium

and A. v. alba, which is also a native of Chili and

is quite hardy here, growing to a height of 20 feet

or more. Unfortunately, it is subject to a disease,

which has killed several very fine specimens here

diu-ing the last three or four years, and although

we have tried various methods and remedies to

prevent their dying, all our efforts have failed.

It is, however, so easily raised from seed (in fact,

self-sown seedlings come up in thesu gardens in

great numbers) that there is no difficulty to keep

up a stock. You will also notice I have enclosed

flower-sprays of Calceolaria violacea, which,

unfortunately, is not quite so hardy ; it has to be

protected during the winter in these gardens, and

even then it gets badly damaged sometimes by a

severe frost. It is, however, a very beautiful

little Chilian shrub, and too much praise cannot

be bestowed upon it."

NEW PLANTS.
Roval Horticultural Society, June 21.

Delphinium Purple Velvet.—A glorious single-

flowered variety with strong and long spike. The

colour is dark purple. Exhibited by Messrs.

James Kelway and Son, Langport. Award of

merit.

Delphinium Theodora.—A very fine double-

flowered variety of creamy or ivory white. It is

perhaps the best of this shade to date, the spike

being compact and of good proportion. From

Mr. G. Ferguson, Weybridge. Award of merit.

Iris Fulvala (I. fulva X I. hexagona Lemancei).

—

A very beautiful and interesting hybrid of nearly

uniform purplish colouring. The branching

character of the hybrid is also distinct, the new-

comer being of a decidedly artistic bearing. From

W. R. Dykes, Esq., Charterhouse, Godalming.

Award of merit.

Kalanchoe kewensis Excelsior (K. flammea x

K. Benti).—A very beautiful and showy hybrid,

having handsome, loose corymbs, of rich rosy car-

mine flowers. A very striking plant. Exhibited

by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited,

Chelsea. .A.ward of merit.

Sweet Pea Sunproof Crimson.—If this variety

is all the name would convey—and it is said to be

absolutely so—it will be valuable indeed. The

flower is of the finest Spencer type, and never

scorches even under the hottest sun. The exhibited

specimens were very fine, taken, we were informed,

from the open field, where no protection of any

kind had been afforded. Award of merit.

Sweet Pea Ivanhoe.—A very beautiful variety of

pale heliotrope shade ; need we say more ? This

fine pair of Sweet Pea novelties came from Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Rothesay, .\ward of merit.

Iris albopurpurea colchesterense.—The varietal

name here given distinguishes a very beautiful

and highly ornamental plant from the species

! described some years ago in the Botanical Magazine,

' the present plant having been received from a

distinct source under the specific name. In many

ways the plant is a great beauty, indeed, well

nigh unique, and for water-side gardening or those

moister spots in the garden in which so many

plants delight will be found a great gain. The

long, ovate falls are of deep violet blue, with white

base, and irregularly bordered white. The long,

erect and narrow standards are bluish white and

slightly waved at the margin. It is a plant of

distinction and great merit, for which any descrip-

tion would prove inadequate. From Messrs.

R. W. Wallace and Co., Colchester. Award of

merit.

Rosa Freda.—A beautiful, shapely, well-formed

Hybrid Tea having the long, tapering flowers of

Mrs. W. J. Grant. The colour is deep pink. From

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt. .\ward of merit.

Odontioda Vuylstekece Walton Grange variety.—
A very fine variety of brilliant colouring and

distinct markings. The individual flowers, if not

large, are of beautiful form. The colour is an

intense brilliant scarlet, the sepals being lightly

bordered with rich yellow. The lip, too, is

distinctly chequered, the golden-coloured crest

assisting further to distinguish a very beautiful

variety. Exhibited by W. Thomson, Esq., Walton

Grange, Stone, Staffs. Award of merit.

NEW FRUIT.
Strawberry Mark Twain.—A free-bearing, white-

fleshed variety of moderate size, and in shape not

unlike Sir Joseph Paxton. The fruits are of a rich

scarlet colour and of good flavour. The variety is

said to be good for cultivation under glass, the

raiser claiming that it is about a week earlier than

the popular Royal Sovereign when so grown.

Exhibited by Mr. F. B. White, Old Netley, South-

ampton. Award of merit.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, tio matter what the branch 0/ gardening ntatj be, and

tcUh that object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely uyritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editok of The G,lkden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered ami securely

packed in dump grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Daffodils for rough grass (Rosa Rtigosa).

We think you would do well to avoid all formality,

whether of colour or design, in planting the grass

area referred to, the natural pictures informally

grouped now in colonies, now in drifts, possessing

much the greater charm. For the purpose such

incomparabilis sorts as Sir Watkin, Frank Miles,

Stella, Stella superba. Autocrat and Crown Prince

are all good. To these Barri conspicuus, Leedsii

(type), most graceful, white ; L. superba. Duchess

of Westminster, Burbidgei John Bain, Falstaff,

with poeticus and p. ornatus should be added.

Princeps is still one of the most graceful of trumpet

sorts, and with Empress and Emperor a good trio

would be formed. The whole of the above are

well suited to the work ; many are quite tall and

effective, while the whole are among the cheaper

sorts of this popular race.

White Lupine failing (Rosa Rugosa).—
Several instances of the flower-buds falling from

the white Lupine without openinghave been brought

to our notice of late, but the circumstances in no

two instances agree. Some plants are very old

and long undisturbed, others were growing in very

light and dry soil, and so on. The plant is at its

best at two years or three years old from seed;

divided plants, displaying less vigour, are apt to

canker at the root. With a fairly good idea of

the soil conditions of your district, we should think

that with good border treatment success should

be assured. The white variety generally, however,

is best in light and well-drained soils, which should

be well enriched. If you cannot give any further

particulars, we advise that you presently lift a

plant for examination to see the condition of the

roots. Root check, whether by insect-life or over-

wet soil, would at once account for the failure.

Pseony for Inspection (F. Lurani) —The fungus

attacking the Pseony ia Botrytis cinerea. The dead por-

tions should he removed aud burnt, and the top 2 inches
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of soil romovcd from about the plants and replaced with

fresh containing some powdered lime and sulphur.

Carnation diseased (0. M'. A. II.).—The plant has
been attacked by stem fungus at the soil level, for which
there is no remedy. Vou would do well in such instances

to at once bum the plant and soil. The latter is too light

for pood Carnation culture, and a third more of loam
added to the bulk when again mixing would be an
advantage.

Primula frondosa failing (Herbert Jenner).—The
most probable cau-^e is soil fungus, and this, in conjunction

with an excess of atmospheric moisture about the plants,

would be responsible for sudden failure or collapse. Excess
of moisture in the soil would also lead to the same cause.

We notice the root-libres are in many instances quite

rotten, and one or the whole of the above causes combined
may be responsible for it.

Propagating Ranunculus acris flore-pleno
(J. Robinson).—The best way is by division when the

plant is at rest, or, say. between September and March.
If you lift the clumps in March and wash away all soil

from the roots, it will enable you to see how best to go to

work. For sufety, the di\ision3 would be best potted up
lor a time and placed in a frame. The plant delights in

cool and moist soils.

Phloxes unhealthy (Miss Davies) —The condition
represented by tiie Phlox specimens you submit is not

infrequently caused by a rupture of the sap-vessels through
the bursting of the stems at or near their bases in times
of frost. Accidental injury to the stem will occasionally

give rise to a similar condition. Usually with such
growths removed and the clumps not allowed to remain
too long in any one position the trouble disappears.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Varieties of the Tree Ivy (Hedera

arborescens) (5.).—AH theso-calledTreelviesare

varieties of the adult form of the common Ivy,

and are known as Hedera Helix var. arborescens.

The tree forms do not come true from seeds, for

if seeds are sown the young plants all develop the

trailing form. The tree or bushy form of the Ivy

is the fruiting or adult stage, and until this con-

dition is reached no flowers or fruit are produced.

The tree forms are perpetuated by means of cuttings

or by grafting small pieces on to stocks of the

j uvenile form. The strong-growing kind, which

is well known under the name of Irish Ivy, is the

best one to use for stocks, and grafting ought to

be done indoors in spring, the stocks having been

previously established in pots.

Difference in gro-wth of Retinospora
{Wilfrid Tiliitt).—The difference in growth which

has occurred on your Retinospora, and of which

you send pieces, frequently occurs in the species.

Retinospora or, giving it its correct name, Cupres-

sus plumosa, is a juvenile form of Cupressus

(Retinospora) pisifera, which by propagation has

been moderately well fixed. Under cultivation,

however, as the plant advances in age, branches

are apt to turn to the adult form, and this is what
the branch in question on your tree has done. It

sometimes happens that a whole plant of the

juvenile plumosa takes on the habit of the type

pisifera in the course of a few years. This differ-

ence in habit between the juvenile and adult stages

in plants is very noticeable in some instances,

especially in the genus Cupressus, while it is also

well marked in some of the Pines. Perhaps the

most famihar example, however, is the common
Ivy, for, as you will have observed, the common
traihng Ivy only needs to reach the top of a wall or

tree to at once alter its character and assume a

bushy habit. Advantage has been taken of this

trait in its character to propagate the mature form,

which keeps fairly true, and by this means the

so-called Tree Ivies have been obtained. As you
presume, the Cupressus (Retinospora) pisifera

plumosa aurea is a golden-coloiu-ed form of the

one you send.

Pruning Rhododendrons and other shrubs
{A. H. R.).—As your Rhododendrons do not flower and,
consequently, their blossoms for this season would not
need to be considered, it would have been much better
had you cut them back at least six weeks ago, as then
not only would there have been a much longer growing
season, but the plants would not have spent a good deal
of their energies in the production of new gro^vths. Still,

it is really not too late to prune them, although they would
hardly recover therefrom sufficiently to be moved in the

autumn, so that the better plan will be to delay the shifting

for another year. All the shrubs concerning which you
enquire should be pruned directly the flowers are over,

that is. if the blooms for the season are taken into con-

sideration ; but if this is not the case, pruning as above
advised for the Khododendrons may with advantage be

carried out towards the latter part of April. In the case

of old-established plants, this item is of more importance
than when they are young and vigorous. Among the

shrubs named by you are the Brooms, which, if old. cannot
be depended upon to break out in a satisfactory manner
when cut back hard ; indeed, the only available course

then is to root them up and replace with young plants.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Scale on Palms (.-1. A.).—You do not say

whether it is white or brown scale with which your

Palms are infested. If it is the white scale, we
know of no insecticide which will kill it without

seriously injuring the foliage of the Palms. The
only way is to brush it off with a dry brush, and

then wash the plants afterwards with soft soap and

water. If it is brown scale, it may be cleared by
sponging the plants with the following solution :

Six oz. of soft soap in one gallon of warm water. If

this is carefully done and every scale removed,

your plants will remain clean for a long time.

Gloxinias and Cinerarias going brown
round the edges of the leaves (F. G. H.).

Gloxinias and tuberous-rooted Begonias have been

badly affected by a troublesome fungus in many
gardens this year. The best way of destroying it

is by the application of flowers of sulphur to the

affected parts of the leaves and stems. From your

description we think both your Gloxinias and
Cinerarias are suffering from the same pest Some-

times Glo.xinias are badly infested with thrips. You
will soon find out whether yours are or not. Careful

sponging with soft soap and water is the only way
to rid the plants of them. If you sulphur your

plants, keep them cool and shaded for a week
afterwards.

The old scented Musk plant [E. L. B.).—From
our own personal experience and the numerous enquiries
received by us, we are forced to the conclusion that the
old Musk plant has to a great extent lost its one-time
desirable qualities. We are sorry that we cannot give any
further information on the point, but perhaps some among
our many correspondents may tell us where the old sweet-
scented Musk plant is still to be obtained.

Painting interior of greenhouse {H. Chaber).—
The appearance of dark patches on the wood of your hot-
house would almost suggest that the Pitch Pine employed
was insufficiently seasoned, or that it contained a certain
amount of sappy wood. If not this, it is very probable that
the dark colouring is caused by resin, with which the wood
of the Pitch Pine is heavily charged. Before painting,
all knots should be well covered with knotting in order to
prevent the resin escaping. Instead of using Carbonyle,
we should advise you to varnish the wood in the following

manner : Clean off all paint and dust the wood thoroughly
;

then give a coating of oil, which must be prepared by
mixing loz. of terebine to every poxuid of linseed oil.

When this coat is perfectly dry it should be varnished
with what is known as hard church oak varnish.

Eucharis going wrong (fl. T., Stafford).—There
are no traces of the Eucharis mite or any disease to be
found in the bulbs sent, therefore the cause of the trouble
must be soi'ght elsewhere. One thing, however, is very
e\ident from the enclosed specimens, and that is, the roots are
not in good condition, and they have probably been failing

from the date that the leaves commenced to show a yellow
margin. You speak of repotting them last year, but do not
say whether the old soil was taken away from the bulbs, or
whether the ball of earth was simply transferred to another
pot. If this latter had been done, the young and tender
roots would have but a poor chance to develop properly.

We have of late years been several times consulted with
regard to plants of Eucharis falling into ill-health, and
the plan of restoration that we have advocated has proved
perfectly successful. In the case of imhealthy plants
whose roots are in a poor state, the first thing to do is to
turn them out of their pots and shake off as much as pos-
sible of the old soil. Then wash the bulbs and roots in

tepid water and lay them on a bench for an hoiu" or two
to drain. In this way you are enabled to ascertain the
exact condition of the roots, when all decayed ones should
be cut clean away. They are then ready for repotting,

and in practice it will be found a good plan to pot the
bulbs singly or to put three around the side of the pot
rather than attempt to build up masses or clumps till

the bulbs are well rooted. Care should be taken not to
have the pots too large, as the all-important item is to
encourage healthy root action, and th^ will not happen
if the bulbs are surrounded by a large mass of soil. The
pots must be quite clean and eSectually drained, a very
suitable compost being that named by you, from which,
however, under the circumstances we advise that the

bone-meal be omitted. When potted the leaves should

be secured to a stick in order to prevent them swaying
about, as this greatly retards the action of rooting. After

this the plants may be plunged into a gentle bottom-heat
if available, and be kept shaded from the sun. Particular

care must be taken not to over-water, ejipecially till the
roots an- again active and tjikc possession of the new soil.

Leaves of climbing plants for inspecMon
(fi E. /y.).—We never before remember seeing the leave?

of climbing plants in as bad a state as those sent by you.

In addition to being coated with the excrement of aphides

or green Hy there are also many small scale insects

on them. Fumigation will destroy the living aphides,

but more drastic measures are needed in order to restore

the leaves to their normal state. The only way in

which this can be done is to take down the climbeis

and thoroughly sponge every leaf both on the upper and
lower surface and every stem with a strong lather of soap
and water It is probable that a lot of trouble may be

saved by cutting away a good dtal of the plants, leaving

oTily the best and healthier shoots, as these once cleared

of their coating of filth will soon push out new growth.
Even when the plants are quite clean the house should
be fumigated on the least sign of green fly.

Cuttings of Camellia {Mm. L.).—The varieties

of Camellia japonica arc very difficult to strike from
cuttings, though we have occasionally known them to

be rooted in this way. The only method by which
you have any chance of striking them is to take

cuttings of the current season's shoots when they

have lost their succulent character and are in what
is termed a half-ripened state. Shoots of medium Wgour.
not the very strong ones, make the best cuttings, and
if they are not more than 4 inches in length, the entire

shoot should be taken, as from the base just where it

leaves the old wood roots are produced more readily

than from any other part. The cuttings must then be

dibbled firmly into well-drained pots filled with a mixture
of equal parts of loam, peat and sand, which should be

pressed down firmly. They must then be placed in a

close propagating-case in a structure where a temperature

about 10' warmer than the greenhouse in which they

have grown is maintained. After about six weeks, if the

pots can be plunged in a gentle bottom-heat, so much the

better. The small-growing CameUia Sasanqua is not at

all difficult to strike when treated in this way ; but, as

above stated, the forms of CameUia japonica do not respond

so readily to this mode of treatment, while the huge-

flowered Camellia rosseflora is much worse. In nurseries

Camellias are grafted on to seedling stocks, the seed being

principally obtained from Italy, where the CamelUa fruits

freely. It is an exceedingly difficult matter to suggest

anything to furnish your flower-beds after the Shirley

Poppies are over. As you require dwarf-growing subjects,

it occurs to us that bedding Violas, putting one distinct

sort, in a bed, would be likely to give the greatest amount
of satisfaction. They would, of course, need to be planted

at bedding-out-time, and would flower throughout the

summer. The dwarfer forms of Asters, if sown at once,

should be sufficiently advanced to bed out at about the time
stated, and the different Marigolds sown now wUl flower

throughout the summer. The same remark also appUes

to the Eschscholtzias. Of the dwarf French Marigolds there

is a yellow-flowered form that might suit your purpose.

Dwarf Petunias, too, will flower over a lengthened period.

Tagetes signata is another subject that will flower through-

out the summer. Any of these that may be selected

should be sown at once.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Gooseberry and Currant saw-flies

(/. G.).—Saw-flies are not likely to be attracted in

the way suggested. Hellebore powder may be

dusted over the bushes, and this will poison the

grubs, but it is dangerous to use just before the

berries are picked for use. Lime dust may be

thrown up into the bushes with good effect if used

while they are damp with dew, and even spraying

smartly with water and then immediately and

thoroughly hoeing the ground about the plants

will destroy large numbers of the pests.

Pear leaves for inspection (G. H. N.).—
The Pear leaves are attacked by the Pear-leaf

blister mite (Eriophyes pyri). This mite burrows

into the leaves and causes the formation of bhsters

such as are seen in the leaves you enclose. It is

exceedingly small and practically invisible to the

naked eye. It will sometimes attack a plant year

after year and spread but slowly to others ; at other

times its spread is more rapid. Perhaps the best

method of attack is to spray just before the bud-

scales open with a mixture of sib. of quicklime and

lib. of caustic soda slaked with hot water, to which

3lb. of flowers of sulphur has been added. The

mixture should be stirred and sib. of salt added-

Allow it to boil for some time, then add enough

water to make ten gallons. Spraying must cease as

soon as the bud-scales open.
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Gooseberries for inspection (/.).—The
Gooseberries are attacked by the American Goose-

berry mildew (Spaerotheca mors-uvae), and notice

nf this must be at once given to the Department of

Agriculture (Technical Instruction) for Ireland, who
will direct what steps to take. A penalty attaches

to failure to notify. There was no orange fungus

sent. The shrub is the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophae

rhamnoides).

Leaves and fruit-stalks ofRaspberries
destroyed (Edward Ward).—Had you sent

samples of the leaves and fruit - stalks eaten off,

we could have told better whether the damage
had been caused by birds or by some four-

footed enemies. We suspect the latter. Are

there any mice about your garden ? They are

often very destructive to young foliage. In case

the damage has been done by birds or bats, we
would advise you to have the Raspberries netted,

and to set traps in case there are mice about.

Blood is a very powerful manure, being rich in

nitrogen. It should be dried before it is used, and
then mixed with garden mould before it is applied

—

a handful of the dried blood to a gallon of motild.

Spread this over your Vine border as a top-

dressing, a gallon to a square yard, giving your

border a good soaking of water afterwards.

Muscat Grapes diseased (Reader).—The
damage to your Muscat Grapes has been caused

by what in garden parlance is termed " scalding."

The Muscat of Alexandria is specially liable to

damage from this cause, as is also the late variety.

Lady Downe's. Most other varieties are practi-

cally immune from its ravages. It is caused pri-

marily by inadequate and too late ventilation in

the early morning, the action of the sun striking

on the vinery when the air inside is heavily charged

with moisture causing the mischief. The way to

avoid being troubled with it again in future years

is to guard against a recurrence of the conditions

which bring it about. This is best done by having

a little heat in the hot-water pipes always, but

especially at night, up to the middle or the end of

June, leaving also a small chink of air both front

and back of the vinery aU night (excepting, of

course, in very cold weather). This secures a

sweet and buoyant atmosphere and a free circula-

tion of warmed air at all times. To stop its further

ravages we advise you to adopt the above

practice at once.

Peach leaves diseased (L. Ashford).—
Your Peach trees are affected by what is known as

Peach blister, and has been caused by an attack

of fungus (Exoascus deformans). The conditions

favourable to an attack of this mildew have been

provided by the extreme changes of temperature,

especially by so many frosty nights experienced

this spring. It is a long time since we have seen

so much Peach bhster in gardens as is to be found

this year. The best way to destroy the mildew-

is by scattering iiowers of sulphur all over the

trees, the healthy as well as the diseased parts,

leaving it on for forty-eight hoinrs and then washing

off with a syringe. The diseased leaves will mostly

turn black and crumble off in time, and with the

advent of warmer weather new, healthy growth

will be provided, with the help of which the fruit

will swell and ripen satisfactorily, we hope. The

best way of preventing its attack is by providing

efficient protection from cold winds and frost in

spring by hanging blinds, nets, &c. "Medela,"

sold by Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, is

said to be a good remedy for this disease.

in Cornwall, plainly showing the character of the

soil and climate which suits it best. You say

your soil is heavy and cold, and we know that

many parts of Staffordshire, especially North

Staffordshire, are very cold in winter, and, therefore,

if you are to succeed in its growth, you wiU have

to do your best to provide the conditions most

favourable to this end. In your case, if they are

not already in existence, we should dig out alleys

or trenches each side of your beds i8 inches wide

and from 9 inches to 12 inches deep. This will

help to keep the beds drier and warmer in winter

than if on the level ground, and instead of placing

a dressing of rotten manure on in autumn, cover

the beds over with dry leaves or litter to the depth

of 12 inches. Clear this away in spring, and at

the end of March give the beds a dressing of well-

rotted manure 3 inches deep, covering this over

with a further 2 inches of soil from the alleys beside

the beds. Do not dress your beds with salt, as it

is of a cold nature and lowers the temperatiure

of the soil. Use instead Peruvian guano once

about the middle of April and again towards the

end of May. The great thing to aim at is to keep

your beds fairly dry and warm in winter, and not

to cut the grass too late in summer. If you
can occasionally give a bed a rest, not cutting any

grass at all for one season, it wiU greatly help them

to produce better and more grass for many years

afterwards.

Potatoes and Peas attacked by worms
(IF. N. Green).—The pests arc millipedes (Julus). They
usually abound where the soil contains much organic matter
and little lime. Persist in the use of one of the soil fumi-
gants. Another plan you might adopt with advantage
would be to sow the affected parts with Carrots or Turnips,

preferably the former ; then pull them when well grown
and immediately burn or otherwise destroy them and the
pests with them. Pigs might be fed with them. The
Carrots will act as traps for the pest.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Failure of Asparagus in Staffordshire

(Nonplussed).—It is simply because the .Asparagus

(which is a native plant) grows naturally on sand-

banks on many of our warm coast lands, especially

garden labourers. .\s regards young gardeners, they work
the same hours (and often longer), and the same remarks
apply to them as regards hoUdays as far as it is practicable

to carry them out without neglecting important duties in

glass houses under then charge. This may be safely left

to the head-gardener to arrange with his young men, and
the employer may rest assured that fiis interest will not be
permitted to suffer.

Insects for identification (F. T. P.).—The small
fly is a caddis tly, the larva of which makes little cases of

stones, shells and so on. in which it lives among the mud
at the bottom of ponds and streams, feeding on plants
and sometimes damaging Water Lilies. The larger insect

is the great water beetle, Dytiscus marginalis It is an
extremely voracious animal, both in the larval and perfect
stages, both of which are passed in the water It feeds
upon all sorts of water insects, and even fish and tadpoles.

Clearing a pond (G. E. P.).—When the mud has
been cleared out, you might, before doing anything fruther,
distribute a few bushels of air-slaked lime and dry soil

over the bottom and clean shovel off the whole, as the
lime and soil will absorb much of the moisture and the
impurities existing. Then you might aerate the bottom
for a few days with a thin dusting of lime over all, again
clearing it out if moisture exists. .\ yard of lune with an
equal amount of dry soil, or a further half yard of lime
should the soil be inconvenient on the spot, will be suffi-

cient for all piuposes. "When this is completed allow the
water to come in again. By washing out the water again
and thus clearing away much of the absorbed lime, there
should be no further danger to the fish when the pond ia

again refilled.

Pansies for sale in boxes (Pansy).— You are
not wise to engage in such work without even a frame, and
a few of these for raising the seedlings would be of great

assistance, more particularly to stay evaporation from the
soil and to keep off bhds and other animals. Less costly

than frames as ordinarily understood would be some planks
set on edge to the width of some spare frame-lights and
covered with them. The more sho^vy kinds are the
Belgian fancy sorts, obtainable from all the leading seeds-

men. The prices vary according to the season, quantity
available, quality and strain. One pound of seed would
contain many thousands. The Trimardeau strains are

ver>' showy and large, though the Coutmental specialists

of the flower have dozens of choice named varieties, some
of which if required in bulk would involve considerable

outlay.
Garden expenses {Tonuito).—To enable a garden

of an acre in extent, two good-sized greenhouses, and an
orchard of fruit trees one acre in area to be well looked
after, thoroughly cultivated and profitably cropped should
very severely tax the capacities of any one gardener,

however industrious he may be. Certainly he would need
the regular assistance of a strong lad, or that of a man. at
least a couple of days per week. As fo securing from such
an area sufficient produce when sold to pay wages and
garden expenses, we see not the least possibility. Not
only must produce be first-rate, but it must be very
abundant and, still further, find a good market. A good
man's wages should be 26s. per week and rooms, but we
know nothing as to the prevalent rate of wage in your
locality or of market facilities. Small areas of land can
be made to pay only when worked by their owners who
pay no wages.
Capturing earwigs (il/. D.).— These insects,

being capable of flying as well as of creeping, are difficult

to capture and destroy while active, especially as they

feed only at night when all is quiet. If they feed on plants,

it is Weil to place sticks to them near or close to the stems,

on the tops of which are inserted quite small, clean flower-

pots, into each of which has been placed a piece of clean

moss which about one-third fills the pot. Into these

traps the insects crawl at night, finding in the moss the

desired harbour. These pots should be examined each

morning, the moss being carefully drawn out while held

over a pail half filled with water. Similarly small plants

may be placed about on the ground where earwigs feed,

but be either elevated on very short sticks or lifted on one
side only. Larger pots laid on their sides on or about the

ground.'if half or three-parts filled with moss, make excel-

lent traps. So also will pieces of hollow stems. If thought

to harbour close to walls or fences, give occasional soakings

with boiling water.
Palm tor soutli window (J. M.).—We presume

that the Palms are not exposed to the sun m the drawing-

room whose windows face the south, for Palms of all

kinds need under such conditions to be shaded from the

direct ravs of the sun during the greater part of the day.

The hardiest and most accommodating Palm that we know
for such a purpose is Bhapis flabelliformis, but good, well-

furnished specimens are difficult to obtain. Corypha
australis is also one of the hardiest, but its habit is too

stiff to render it a desirable drawing-room Palm. Good
Palms for the purpose are Kentia belmoreana and K.
forsteriana. These, which are largely grown for decora-

The demand for

MISCELLANEOUS.
Rose to name {Mrs. L.).—The name of the Rose

you seuii is Fortune's Yellow, sometimes known as Beauty
of Glazenwood. It is a charming old Rose, well worthy
of being propagated, and it may readily be increased from
cuttings of the flowering shoots, or a growth springing from
the base of the plant may be layered in a similar manner
to that of the Carnation. The cuttings should be about
6 inches long and taken with a joint, or " heel " as it is

termed, cutting the ** heel " over \\ith a sharp kniie.

Retain the top leaf, and dibble cuttings aroimd a large

3-inch pot in which some gritty compost has been placed, i

Plunge the pots of cuttings in some fibre or ashes on top
of a manure-bed or in a propagating-frame in the green-

house. There must be a fairly strong bottom-heat, say,

about 75°, and the glass must be shaded from bright sun
with a sheet of newspaper. In about a month the cut-

tings will be ready to pot off into 3-iuch pots. Keep
them in the greenhouse, and as roots fill the pots give the
plants larger pots as required. Fine, strong plants may
thus be 1-aised in a few months, and can be used either

for sunny outdoor walls or for planting out under glass,

where this Rose flourishes so beautifully.

Hours of vfork for gardeners in summer
and winter (Beds).—There are no generally recognised

hours of labour in garden work, no authority existing

which could enforce a recognition of this nature. The
question is governed primarily by the custom prevailing

in the district in which the garden may be situated. It is

quite open to any owner of a garden to lay down rules of

his, or her. own in this matter, and to enforce their observ-

ance. There are many employers who do so, and as a

rule during the last few years these have been more in

favour of the men than the old ones they replaced. The
custom still prevails in many gardens for the men to work
from six in the morning to six in the evening during summer.
with an hour off for breakfast and the same for dinner.

This makes a day of ten working hours. In the winter

the hours are from light to dark, meaning from 7.30 a.m.

to 4.45 p.m., with half-an-hour for breakfast only. By
j
-^ r„ „Kt-.i^(.,i ;n on"«iv.i«

this arrangement the working hours pe^r dayJ„, winter
,

tj-J'^tTo'-' S°^,\theTa?e'?ntor n^ gro«-n by
thousands, and in order to obtain plants quickly_ a con-are practically eight. Christmas and Good Friday are

observed as holidays in all good gardens, and paid for.

Some relaxation is "also granted to the workmen in most
gardens on Bank Holidays. In one famous garden we
know, the rule was made that the men on those days
worked mitil 2 p.m. and then were given the remainder

of the day. Saturday half-holiday : This institution is

becoming more popular and general in gardens every year.

There was a great outcry against it at one time, and all

sideraole amount of heat is employed. Tliis is often the

cause of these Palms dying, as, taken into a dwelling-house,

they miss both the heat and atmospheric moisture, and soon

collapse. The months of June and July are the best to

obtain Palms for this purpose, as there is then not so great

a difference between the temperature of the houses in

which they are grown and the outside air, while there is

sorts of eatastrophies were predicted as going to happen to
|

ample time for them to become ''^^'™„^'fd
before a^^^^^^

the work and welfare of the garden in consequence, sets m. An ™P°rta"' P°mt, and one frequ^^^

Hnwevnr the boon WIS keenlv .-innreciated bv the looked when Palms are kept mdoors, is on no accoiinr

Sen, who fn consequence «o?ied 'tte beto and'^ were
j

should water be allowed to_stand in the jarchmeres or other

made the happier and more contented by the con-

cession. The above applies more particularly

looked when Palms are kept indoors, is on no account

should water be allowed to stand in the jardinieres or other

uu- receptacles in which the Palms are placed, as this causes

to ' the soil to turn sour and the plant falls mto ill-health.
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Innocuous weed-killer (O. L. P.).—Strong brine

may be iisisi iis ii w.«l-killor and will be without evil

fiieft upoa boiis.

Insects from garden (J/«. T.)—The grubs are

those of two or more species of Tipula, and arc popularly

liliown as leather-jackets. After pupating in the soil they

issue as large two-winged flies, often called crane-flies or

daddy-long-legs. The grubs are extremely destructive

pests and fei'd upon the roots of a variety of planta.

They are most abundant on ill-drained land, and, if it is

needful, drainage should be attended to. Birds devour

both tlie flies and the grubs greedily, starlings, peewits,

rooks and gulls being especially useful in this direction.

Constant hoeing of the land, besides being good for the

crops, will expose the grubs to the birds. Aptcrite,

Kilogrub or some other insecticide may with advantage
be applied against this pest.

Names of plants.—fl. ^.—1, Cratsegus Pyra;

cantlia ; 2, Claytoma sibirica ; 3, Geranium eriostemon !

4, I'ulmonaria oftieinalis ; 3, Euphorbia amygdaloides ;

0, Saponaria calabrica ; 7, Asphodelus albus ; 8, Berberis

Wallichii. ilrs. B.—Hyssopus officinalis (Hyssop),

hroad leaf ; Satureia montana (Winter Savory).

ir. M. lU.—Polygonum Bistorta. J. C. C. —The
plants are Sidalcea spicata and Genista virgata. Mrs.
^iiiinrius.—Cytisus scoparius. Mrs. Bird.—Lathyrus

sativus. M. M. A.—1, Euphorbia splendens ; 2,

Nerium Oleander ; 3, Opbiopogon species ; 4, Anthurium
scherzerianum ; 5. Pauieum plicatum ; 6, Gasteria

species. E. G. B., Innerdojt.—Veronica austriaca.

Erysimum perovskianura. Iris graminea, Sedum sexangu-

lare ; 1, Saxifraga Andrewsii ; 2, S. rotundifolia ; 3, S.

Geum ; 4, S. trifurcala ceratophylla. F. C. Ueinemann.
— 1, Polygonatum roseum ; 2, Iris sibirica; 3, Primula

japonica ; 4. Veronica hulkeana ; 5, Brodiffia capitata ; 6,

Episcia fulgida. -Miss A. K. H.—Antirrhinum Asarina.

ir. fi.— 1, Ajuga geneveusis ; 2, Viola pcrsicifolia

;

3, Hieraeium villosum; 4, Achillea umbellata; o, Santolina

Chamoecyparissias ; 6, Potentilla fruticosa. A. D. B.—
The small shrub is Pemettya mueronata. C. S. S.—
Claytonia sibirica.

BOOKS.
The British Fern Gazette.*—The fourth

quarterly (June) number of this interesting journal

contains, as in the case of the previous issues,

much useful information on Ferns, and it is edited by

one of the greatest authority on the subject. It is

gratifying to know that the circulation is increasing

rapidly, but the Editor is anxious to receive more

contributions from the members, so that the

Gazette may not be the work of an individual.

We hope Mr. Druery's wishes will be fulfilled.

The annual August meeting of the British Pteri-

dological Society will take place this year at

Moffat in Dumfriesshire. The frontispiece repre-

sents a beautiful plant of Asplenium Trichomanes

inciso-crispum Clementii. which "is in the posses-

sion of Messrs. Bolton Brothers of Warton, near

Carnforth, and was found some years ago by Mr.

W. Clement in a crevice in an old wall facing east,

and in association with many of the normal type,

at Veal.ind Cunyers, Carnforth."

SOCIETIES.

THE GARDENERS' BOY.\L BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

AN Interesting Evening.

The seventy-flrst anniversary festival dinner of this insti-

tution was held in the Whitehall Itooms of the Hotel
Metropole, London, W.C., on Wednesday, June 22,

when the chair was taken by the Hon. Harry Lawson,
M.P. A large company supported the chairman, among
whom were Colonel Lockwood, M.P., Sir Walter Smythe,
Mr. Leopold Salomon, Mr. H. J. Veitch, V.M.H. (treasurer

and chairman of committee), Jlr. N. S. Sher\vood. V.M.H.,
Mr. E. A. Ebblewhite. J.P., of the Gardeners' Company,
Aldennan Robert Piper, Mr. George Bunyard. V.M.H.,
Mr. Owen Thomas. V.M.H., Mr. George Paul, V.M.H.,
Mr. George Monro, V.M.H., 5Ir. W. A. Bilney, J.P.,

Mr. W. J. Jefferies. Mr. W. J. Baker and many other well-

known horticulturists of to-day. The decorations of the
dinner-tables were very beautiful, the flowers being dis-

posed in light and graceful fashion, many friends of the
institution gladly contributing them for this purpose.

In proposing the toast " His Majesty the King," the
chairman said this was a Royal charity ; it was begun

• " The British Fern Gazette." Edited by Mr. C. T.

Druiry, V.M.H. . F.L.S., and published by the British

Pteridological Society, Kendal, W^estmorland.

and continued under Royal ajgis. He hoped they might
acclaim the King as,patron. This toast was duly liononred.

The chairman, in proposing the second loyal toast, said

that Queen .Mary and the (iueen-Mother were liotli patrons
of the institution, and referred in specially pleasing terms
to the latter.

The toast of the evening, " Continued Prosperity to
the Gardeners' Koyal Benevolent Institution," was given
in felieitous terms" by the chairman. On rising he said,
"

I rise like a sylph with all this bank of floral beauty
before me. All charity is fragrant, especially if coupled
with the saving virtue of thrift, even if the fruits are some-
times apt to fail. This charity, I can answer for it, has
all the fragrancy of the calling to which it ministers, and
its fruits do not fail. It is a national charity, and it is

the only one of its kind. I approach its merits with a
strictly "impartial eye. because I cannot claim to be an
educated gardener. If we are not all gardeners now,
we all want to be thought gardeners. Whatever our
claim to the title, real or unreal, professional and amateur,
it is true to say that, m spite of its bad samples ot eliniatr.

we have made Engluml the garden of the worM for Inauty
and utility, and English gardeners the leaders of the
world. I wUl quote old Evelyn, who wrote that ' the
life and felicity of an excellent gardener is to be preferred

before all other diversions.' If you ask me who has done
most to foster and encourage in the untutored mind the
love of flowers and the cultivation of flowers by teaching
ami example, I should say undoubtedly that among the
modems it has been Dean Hole. (Applause.) The
Dean's comparison of the relative pleasures of all the
sports and hobbies of country life, his preference for the
natural, the true and, as he styles it, the English style

of garileiiiiig, have gone deep inti.' tlie heart and mind of

the British public. I have seen in the East End of I^ondon.
ill till- unending lines of our mean streets, what the love

of lliiwers will do. There is no pleasanter side of city life

anywhere than the new and growing devotion to small

gardening." In speaking of the work of public authorities,

tlie chairman further said, " I look fonvard to the time
when a street which has not the sweetness of flowers wfll

be coloured black on the local map and be considered a
blot of ugliness in the neighbo\U"hood. In 1852, when
the greatest humanitarian of the past century—1 mean
Charles Dickens—occupied this chair, he said in his perora-

tion, ' In this country its love is deeply implanted in the

breasts of everybody. We see the weaver striving for a
pigmy garden on his housetop—we see the poor citizen

wrestling with the smoke for his little bower of Scarlet

Runners—we know how very many who have no scrap
of land to call their iiwn. and wUl never have until they
lie their length witliin the ground and have passed for

ever the portals of life, still cultivate their favourite

flowers.' 'Ihe gardener, always modest, does not always
reap the fruits of his moderation ; he is subject not only
to his own misfortunes, but also to those of his employer.

Distress comes from unemployment ; it may come from
exhaustion. In any case, an institution which helps for

a time, or for what remains of a lifetime, deserving men and
their widows who have been in their time good gardeners,

Ac., ought to command public sympathy. This institu-

tion has 141 men and 99 women who are pensioners, and
who are mainly dependent on your funds for their support
at an annual cost of over £4,000. Since its foundation
there has been already distributed by this charity £130,000.

The assured income is £1.000 a year, and we ask you to

contribute the £3,000 that is required. Every penny
that is given goes direct to those who need it. I do not
think I can add to the force of these figures. I would
like to make this evening a notable event in the history

of the institution. What more can I say >
"

With this toast the name of the esteemed treasurer.

Mr. Harry J. Veitch, was associated, and in reply he made
an excellent speech, full of interesting facts and figures.

A very warm reception was given to this speaker on rising.

He said. " I desire to offer my sincere thanks for the elo-

quent speech we have just listened to. During the year
we have lost by death many friends, including King
Edward VII. His Majesty had been a contributor to

the funds of our institution since 1862. Our losses have
been numerous and great, particularly that of Baron
Schrceder, a loss that will never be replaced. He had
been a kind and generous supporter of the institution

since 1862, and occupied the chair in either 1872 or 1873.

He always supported the institution right royally, and had
shown his interest in its work by leaving us a legacy of

£1.000. The council of the Royal Horticultural Society

felt it incumbent on them to do something to perpetuate

his memory, and they had decided to establish a Baron
Schrceder pensioner, and had set aside a sum of money
sutfieient to pay the pension in perpetuity. (Cheers.)

They had also lost by death Mr. David Thomson of Scot-

land, and a suggestion had come from the North to estab-

lish a pension bearing his name. This shows that we have
the confidence of the country." Mr. Veitch further said,
" With regard to the gardeners, we owe a great debt of

gratitude to the gardeners of this country-. Gardeners
have to live a truly strenuous life ; their abilities have to be
sharper than they used to be. The gardener is liable Xo

all kinds of illness and disease and Ul-health. Mr. Veitch

gave an instance of a most pitiful appeal from a widow
who was sulfering from an incurable disease. When
referring to the number of pensioners, the hon. treasurer

said there were five pensioners over ninety years of age,

and the oldest was a widow ninety-six years old, who had
been in receipt of a pension for twenty-four years. The
oldest male pensioner was ninety-four years of age. There

were sixty pensioners, whose ages varied from eighty to

ninety years, and the youngest pensioner was aged sixty.

There were exceptions made to this rule sometimes, such

as, for instance, of a poor fellow forty-three years old who
was totally paralysed." He said they had received valuable

help from auxiliaries, Worcester and Reading sending
£1,000 each. Mr. Veitch closed his speech pathetically

by saying, " Let me plead for these poor people ; they
have worn themselves out in our service."

The toast, " Horticulture in All Its Branches," was
proposed in suitable terms by Mr. E. A. Ebblewhite,

J.P., F.S.A., who, referred to his association with the

Company of Gardeners and of his desire to act as a steward

on this occasion. .Mr. N. N. Sherwood, V.M.H.. responded.

He said horticulture was a great and delightful subject,

and had progressed in a remarkable manner. He re-

sponded on behalf of the amateurs, and he left it to Alder-

man Robert Piper to respond for the professionals. The
latter spoke at very considerable length, and for a time was
listened to attentively. There appeared to be a consider-

able clement of political bias in his remarks, which detracted

somewhat from an otherwise excellent speech. There
were points brought out regarding the question of the

taxation of undeveloped land as applied to market gardeners

with and without glass. He said commercial horti-

eiilliire was licit tlie gold-making business it was twenty-flve

years ago. Cnmniereial horticulture was in its present

depressed condition to-day owing to excessive competition

and excessive taxation.
Colonel the Right Hon. Mark Lockwood, M.P., in a

charming speech, proposed the toast, " Our Chairman."
and in doing so referred to the good influence of the chair-

man and his family. In response, the chairman said it

would be a pleasure to him if he could do anything to

attention of Parliament tlie peculiarpress on the attention of Parliament the peculiar grievances

under wliich their industry suffered.

Mr. George J. Ingram (secretary) announced that the

total subscriptions received at the festival amounted to

£1,900. The chairman headed the list with 100 guineas:

Messrs. Rothschild, 100 guineas ; Mr. N. N. Sherwood and
his two sons, £100 to the general fund and £25 to the Good
Samaritan Fund ; Mr. Arthur Sutton, £100 and £10 to

the Good Samaritan Fund ; Mr. E. A. Ebblewhite, who
acted as steward, £106 and an annual subscription of

2 guineas ; and the following sums were received from the

under-mentioned ; Mr. H. J. Veitch, £25 ; Messrs. J. Veitch

and Sons, £25 ; Mr. A. Mackellar, £32 2s. ; Mr. Donald

McDonald, £30 ; Mr. Anthony Waterer, 20 guineas and an
annual subscription of 2 guineas ; Mr. Fielder, 20 guineas ;

Mr Leopold Salomon, 20 guineas and an annual subscription

of 3 guineas ; Mr. D. Thomson. £13 ; Mr. James Douglas,

18 guineas; Mr. Porteous, 11 guineas; .Mr. H. Cove,

£15; Mr. Lane, £13; Proprietors of Country Life and The
Gakden, 10 guineas ; and from Covent Garden (two

tables), £200, besides numerous smaller sums.

The ehairniaii proposed a special toast referring to the

oflicers of tin- institution and their good work, especi-

ally eulogising the excellent services of the secretary, .Mr.

G. J Ingmiii. whom he was quite sure all were delighted

to see back again at his work. Mr. Ingram responded,

thanking all present and saying how kind everyone had

been to him in his recent illness. He hoped when thev got

the full returns in the sum received at the festival would

total £2,000. ^. ^.

Charming music was provided under the direction ot

Mr. Herbert Scharton, assisted by -Miss Edith Serpell,

Miss Irene Strauss, Mr. Samuel Masters and Mr. Arthur

Strugncll. Humorous items were rendered by Mr.

Frederick Upton.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on June 21 was one of the

most attractive of the present season, every inch of space

bein" occupied with exhibits of flowers, plants or fruits.

In the circumstances we can but regret that the exigencies

of space precludes our giving a detailed report of the same.

In certain directions, however, the exhibits were of a very

high order of merit, the Roses—which came in force for

the first time this season—being a case in point. In this

department alone there was a feast of colour, such leading

growers and exhibitors as .Messrs. D. Prior and Co.. B. K.

Cant and Co. and Frank Cant and Co., all of Colchester,

bringing of theh best. The first-named firm alone dis-

played some five dozen distinct varieties, the more striking

vases containing such as Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Lady
Ashtown, Rhea Reid, White Lady and the like.

Messrs. B. R. Cant had some lovely blooms of Mrs.

Alfred Tate, Irish Harmony and Irish Elegance, the new

Tea seedling Sunbeam of apricot colouring being very

charming. Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. had some lovely

blooms of Elaine (Hybrid Tea). Una (a lovely single)

Arthur R. Goodwin, Mrs. Alfred Tate (Hybrid Tea), of

full apricot colouring, and many more. .Messrs. \\illiain

Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, had a lovely lot of blooms

artistically set up in baskets, Hugo Roller, Bianca, Le

Progre.s, "Refulgence and Margaret being noted.

Herbaceous Paeonies were very fine, and were seen on

all sides m unmistakable splendour and profusion. Of

the Hrms who made a chief exliibit of these flowers we
noticed Messrs. Kelwav and Son. Langport, Messrs. R. H.

Bath Limited. Wisbech, and Messrs. Paul and Son, Old

Niirsirles. Clieshunt. Irises, too, were freely displayed,

the Siianish and English sections, as well as those of the

Flag group, being abundant.
Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had some exceed-

ingly beautiful Lflies, also Iris albopurpurea colchester-

i ense, wliieh is fullv referred to under " New Plants^

j
Mr. Charles Blick. Carnation specialist, Hayes, Kent.

I staged an admirable lot of choice fancy Carnations, among

which Donald MacDonald, Jupiter. Linkman, Charles

Darwin and Solfaterre were noted. Perpetual Carnations

from Messrs. Low, Enfield, and from Mr. H. Burnett were

oxccllpiit
'

Mr. Aires Perry, F.nfleld, filled a large table with a

brilliant display of Larkspurs.
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Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Kothesay, displayed Violas
and Sweet Peas in their own inimitable way ; while the
finest exhibit of the yellow Carnation Cecilia wc remember
to have seen came from A. C. Hammersley, Esq., Bourne
End, Bucks, who staged a magnificent group of these in

pots. Lord Hillingdon, Uxbridge, too, had a big group
of the white Malmaison Carnation Nell Gwynne in splendid
form, which was much admired. Herbaceous plants
were seen in overwhelming numbers, nearly all the leading
firms bringing fine groups of seasonable things.

Messrs. Veitch had Cannas, Fuchsias, Carnations and
the like.

Mr. L. R. Russell had a notable exhibit of flue foliage
plants, such as Alocasias, Crotons and Dracsenas.

Mr. Cannell sent new trailing and bedding Lobelias and
Cannas.
The Cherriea in pots from Messrs. George Bunyard and

Co., Maidstone, were very fine, such varieties as Elton
Heart, St. Margarets. Kent Bigarreau and Black Eagle
being particularly good.

Peaches, Nectariiies and Figs were splendidly exhibited
by Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea, trees of
Duke of York and Hale's Early representing the first, and
Cardinal and Early Rivers the second named.

Another fine exhibit of fruit was that of Strawberries
from Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Bedford, whose Utility
probably represents the highest flavour in these fruits,

at least as shown. British Queen and Bedford Champion
were among other varieties staged, the last-named being
of rather poor flavour by comparison.

Orchids were not numerously shown, though such firms
as Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.. Charlesworth and Co. and
Messrs. McBean each had interesting and beautiful groups.
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford had a superbly
grown plant of Laelia tenebr'osa Walton Grange variety,
Sir Trevor Lawrence sending Odoutoglossum VuylstekeEB
and Mr. Leopold de Rothschild Cattleya Warscewiczii
gigantea, these three each gaining a cultural commendation.

hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer. There
was an interesting discussion, in which Mr. Shea, Mr. E. T.
Cook. Mr. Pulham, Mr. C. E. Pearson and Mr. Edward
White took part.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
Clouds, Rain, Rivers, ito.

After the usual monthly dinner of this club, held at the
Hotel Windsor on the 21st ult., Mr. C. E. Shea presiding,

Mr. Charles T. Druery, V.M.H., F.L.S., opened a discussion
by reading three papers, the first on " Clouds, Rain and
Rivers,'* while the others embraced " Jack Frost and his

Work " and, finally, as affording a better opening for

discussion proper, " Variation, and what we owe to it."

The first paper dealt as fully as was practicable within
the limited time available with the wonderful system of
water circulation which prevails on the earth's surface and
in the atmosphere surrounding it. It is this latter which
is constantly engaged in transferring water lifted by solar

evaporation in the torrid regions of the Equator to the
cooler regions north and south of it. This water exists

in several forms, viz., as quite invisible vapour, visible

cloud formations formed by partial condensation, and in
its course assumes other forms as condensation goes further,
and it becomes deposited as rain, hail or snow, that is,

as a liquid or a solid. When in any of these forms it reaches
the land, part may be evaporated again, but as a rule the
greater portion is absorbed by the soil, where it forms a
vita! contribution to plant and animal existence, and also
contributes to form springs, which feed the rivers and
minor affluents which carry the water back to its source

—

the ocean. Even where deposited as snow on mountain
ranges or Arctic plains, it is merely a question of time for

such snows to form glaciers, and for these glaciers to creep
down, melt away, and thus attain, as water, the self-same
goal. In all these operations the water wears away and
carries down with it a portion of the land it traverses,
and in this way very much of the hill and dale, mountain
and valley scenery has been shaped, the immediate shaping
tools being the soft, cloudy masses which envelop them
or float in the heavens above them. Among these de-
nudating forces the disruptive powers of freezing water
come in, and hence the next paper on " Jack Frost and
his Work *' had its logical connection. The lecturer, how-
ever, pointed out that the popular idea of this work was
a very narrow one, confined as it is to the freezing of water
alone, while, in point of fact, every solid owes its existence
as such to temperature low enough to freeze it, since it

has been demonstrated that, given heat enough, every
solid can be melted and evaporated, while, given cold
enough, every liquid, and even every gas. the very air

itself, can be' frozen solid. Hence we live in an environ-
ment of enormously high temperatures as regards all gases,

and very low ones as regards all solit^, so that frost, viewed
in its wider aspects, is always with us. The final paper
on " Variation, and what we owe to it " evoked much
interest, since it was pointed out that practically our debt
is our very existence, since without the power of variation
and adaptation by virtue of it. which was implanted in

the primarily simple forms of life, evolution would have
been impossible. From the horticultural point of view
it is marvellous what man, with his power of definite

selection, has been able to do since he first became a selec-

tive factor. While imaided Nature seemingly takes aeons

of time to effect great structural changes, man can do as
much or more within the scope of a short lifetime to modify
and utterly transform the flowers, vegetables or fruits,

to say notliing of animals, which he takes in hand, and
by virtue of their innate capacity for variation can mould
almost entirely to his will. A mere weed, like the Cabbage,
is made the progenitor of many hundreds of diverse forms,
most of which are, save in the flower, utterly difterent

from the wild plant in every character. Crossing and
hybridising have also come in to combine the ditterent

characters of different species and thus increase the scope
of selection, the wonderful range of tuberous Begonias
being especially touched upon in this connection. A

HORTICULTURE AT THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SHOW, LIVERPOOL.
A Great Display.

The horticultural section of this important exhibition is

a comparatively new feature, but one that is becoming
exceedingly popular. This year the display of flowers
created a record not only in quantity, but in general quality.
Indeed, it was impossible to find a really poor exhibit in

the whole show. The arrangements were excellent -in
every way, and those responsible for other large exhibitions
in various parts of the country might well take a lesson
from the Liverpool show. The Hon. J. R. de C. Boscawen,
steward of the horticultural exhibition, and Mr. Peter
Blair, the manager, both worked hard to make the show
a success, and to' them we tender our thanks for the assist-

ance they so kindly rendered.

Competitive Classes.
In the open class for a group of miscellaneous plants,

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons of Cheltenham won first prize
with a very beautiful display, Crotons, Lilies, Kalanchoes,
Orchids, Alocasias and many other kinds being shown in

perfect condition. Second honours went to Mr. W. A.
Holmes, whose Crot-ons were remarkably good but rather
too crowded. Mr. W. Vause of Leamington was third, and
the group arranged by Mr. J. Sharp, Almondsbury, was
highly commended.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons were the only competitors
in the class for a collection of Orchids, winning the gold
medal with a sumptuous display, in which Miltonias,
Cattleyas and a remarkably fine plant of Epidendrum
prismatocarpum played an important part.

Three exhibits were staged in the class for a collection
of Carnations in pots, first prize being won by the Right
Hon. the Earl of Derby, K.G., Knowsley, Prescot (gardener,
Mr. E. F. Hazelton). The plants here were a splendidly
grown lot, and comprised both Malmaison and Perpetual-
flowering varieties, some excellent plants of Humea elegans
adding beauty to the display. Messrs. Young, West Derby,
Liverpool, were placed second for a flne lot of Malmaison
and Perpetual-flowering varieties that were rather too
closely arranged; and third prize went to C. Alcock, Esq.,
Blundellsands, Liverpool (gardener, Mr. C. Russell).

For a group of tuberous Begonias in pots, Messrs. Black-
more and Langdon, Bath, were the only exliibitors, but
these plants were of superb quality, and fully deserved the
gold medal and cash awarded as first prize.

For a display of hardy cut flowers and alpines, to be
arranged for effect on the ground, there were three entries,

Mr. J. Saul, Preston, winning first prize with a delightfully

arranged group. Lilies, Spirasas, Heucheras, Pyrethrums,
PaBonies and similar kinds were all very freely displayed.
Messrs. Caldwell and Sons. Knutsford, were second, the
alpine plants in this exhibit being particularly good.
Saxifraga valdensis. Campanula hirsuta and Campanula
G. F. Wilson called for special mention. Messrs. G.
Gibson and Co.. Bedale, were a good third, the quality of

these flowers being very high indeed, the exhibit losing

points in arrangement. The Oriental Poppies and the
beautiful fawn-coloured Verbascum Caledonia were very
fine.

In the class for herbaceous flowers, to be arranged on
staging, Messrs. Harkness and Sons of Bedale were first

with flowers of superb quality, the Oriental and Iceland
Poppies, together with Pyrethrums, calling for special

mention. Messrs. G. Gibson and Co. were a close second,
their flowers also being of high quality.

The competition for a collection of cut Roses was very
good indeed. Messrs. George Mount and Sons. Limited, of

Canterbury winning first prize with a splendidly arranged
exhibit of high quality blooms. Ulrich Brunner, Frau
Kari Druschki and the new Lady Hillingdon were all

staged in first-class condition. Mr. George Prince of

Oxford was a close second, his exhibit being an exceedingly

beautiful and interesting one. Lyon Rose was shown in

splendid form here, its unique colour attracting much
attention. Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough, were
third, their exhibit also being of high quality. The Roses
throughout were very flne indeed.
For a collection of Sweet Peas, arranged to produce the

best effect in a given space, competition was very strong.

Miss Hemus of Upton-on-Sevem securing first prize with
a well-arranged collection of high-class flowers, many new
sorts being included. Second prize went to Messrs. E. W.
King and Co. of Coggeshall, whose exhibit was exceedingly

meritorious, the arrangement being of a most artistic

character.
For a collection of cut sprays of Carnations the gold

medal offered as first prize was won by Mr. A. F. Dutton,
Iver, Bucks, who exhibited such varieties as Winsor. Mrs.

H. Burnett, President and Iver Yellow in first-class con-

dition. Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Sussex, won second
prize with many fine examples of the Perpetual-flowering

section, and Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, was placed

third.

Three exhibits were staged in the class for a collection

of eight kinds of fruit. His Grace the Duke of Portland.

Welbeck Abbey (gardener, Mr. J. Gibson) winning flrst

prize with a beautiful lot. His fruits of Nectarine Early
Rivers were superb, and Figs Brown Turkey, Grapes Black

Hamburgh and Peach Dymond called for special mention.

Second prize went to the Right Hon. the Earl of Harrington,

Elvaston, Derby (gardener, ftlr. Goodacre). Nectarine

Doyden, Peach Belgrade, Plum Eariy Green Gage and Apple

Lady Sudeley were all of first-class quality. The Right

Hon. the Earl of Derby was third, the dish of Strawberry
Bedford Champion shown here being remarkably good.

His Grace the Duke of Portland (gardener. Mr. J. Gibson)
was the only exhibitor in the class for a collection of eight
kinds of vegetables, but the exhibit was of high quality,
and deservedly secured first prize. Tomato Princess of
Wales, Pea Centenary-, Potato Wliite City and Cucumber
Epicure were all in first-class condition and worthy of
the highest praise.
For a collection of stove and greenhouse plants in bloom.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons of Cheltenham were the only
exhibitors, appropriating flrst prize with well-grown ex-
amples of Ericas Cavendishii and ventricosa, Anthuriuras,
Boronias and Clerodendron fallax.

Non-competitive Groups.

These formed the most important part of the show,
and for general beauty and effectiveness would be hard
to beat.

Messrs. R. H. Bath. Limited, of Wisbech had a wonder-
ful display of Paeonies, Carnations, Spanish Irises and
Delphiniums, together with a few Pyrethrums. The
Paeonies and Delphiniums were partiicularly good, a great
many choice and beautiful novelties being included.
Silver-gilt medal.

Messrs. John Waterer and Son, Limited. Bagshot,
Surrey, put up a most artistic group of foliage and flowering
shrubs. Among the first-named we noticed a particularly
good form of the Purple Beech and some flne Japanese
Maples. The flowering shrubs were represented by superb
examples of Kaluiia latifolia and a few Rhododendrons.
Gold medal.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House. Elstree

(gardener. Mr. E. Beckett^ staged a remarkably flne group
of vegetables, the quality and arrangement throughout
being excellent in every way. Peas, Beans, Potatoes,
Carrots, Cauliflowers, Tomatoes and, indeed, every kind of
vegetable in season were represented by the leading varieties.
Gold medal.
The King's Acre Nurseries. Limited, Hereford, had a

very flne group of fruit trees in pots, trained Peaches
and standard Gooseberries forming a prominent feature.
Forming a sort of hedge to these were fruiting cordon
Gooseberries and Currants in all the leading varieties,
the whole group being one of considerable interest. The
same firm also had an excellent group of herbaceous cut
flowers and a rockery stocked with many choice subject?.
Gold medal.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth. Devon, was showing a
flne strain of Campanula Medium calycanthema, the
flowers of which are very large and possess good
calyces. The colours, too, are delicate, the pink being
particularly good. Mr. Godfrey was also showing a flne
lot of his famoas Pelargoniums, which had travelled to
the show in flne condition. Silver medal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,
put up a wonderful bank of flowers, this comprising choice
Orchids, Gerbera Jamesonii hybrids of flne colour, Roses
of all sections, including the beautiful rambler Hiawatha,
Malmaison and Perpetual-flowering Carnations in all the
leading varieties, these being exceptionally flne. Messrs.
Low also had fruiting sprays and gathered fruits of their
new berries Phenomenal and Lowberry. We also noticed
sprays of the lovely new Bougainvillea Rosa catalina in
this exliibit, the flowers of this being large and of a delicate
salmon rose colour. Gold medal.

Messrs. J. Carter and Co.. High Holbom, were exhibiting
a very fine group of Potatoes, which had been grown at
the trial grounds and stored since last autumn to test their
disease-resisting and keeping qualities. This was a very
beautiful lot, and embraced many sorts that have been
raised by the firm. Highly commended.

Messrs. Gunn and Sons of Olton were present with a
large bank of the deep violet blue Viola cornuta purpurea,
a few florists' varieties and Sweet Peas also being freely

displayed. Sweet Pea Orange Spencer was very good.
Mr. H. Middlehurst, Manchester Street, Liverpool

staged a flne collection of Sweet Peas and English Iri£e^'.

the latter being particularly good. Among them wc
specially noticed Champion, rich blue ; Wilhelmina,
purple ; Prince of Wales, clear blue ; La Modeme, white
and purple ; and Mont Blanc, almost pure white. Among
the Sweet Peas, James Grieve was very rich in colour, and
other good sorts were Clara Curtis, The King, Mrs. A.
Ireland, Earl Spencer and King Edward Spencer. Highly
commended.

Mr. F. Lilley, Guernsey, put up a very flne group of

Spanish and English Irises, and also Gladioli of The Bride
section, the whole making a very effective display. Highly
commended.

Mr. A. J. Bruce, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, had a flne little

collection of hardy Sarracenias, as well as greenhouse
examples, together with a mass of the new double blush-
coloured Marguerite Queen Alexandra. Highly com-

I

mended.
I Ferns in great variety were well shown by Messrs. H. B.

I

May and Sons, Edmonton, Nephrolepis Marshallii, with its

I

feathery, plume-like fronds, being most attractive. Highly
;
commended.
The Carnations from Messrs. Y'oung and Co., Hatherley.

Cheltenham, were a very beautiful lot, and comprised all

the leading sorts of the Perpetual-flowering section. The
new Golden Glory, a rosy fawn-coloured flower, was a
new variety of merit.

Messrs. G. Massey and Sons of Spalding were displaying

a good group of Pseouies and Spanish Irises, these being
put up in very clean condition. Of the Pteonies, Mme.
Emile Lemoine, blush white ; M. Chas. Leveque, rich

blush pink ; and Duchesse de Nemours, white, were worthy
of special mention.
• Mrs. E. Lloyd Edwards, Bryn Oerog, near Lliingollen,

was showing a flne mass of Heucheras, Souvenir de C.
Wolley-Dod (rich crimson) and Edge Hybrid Improved
(large-flowered pink) calling for special mention.
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THE WOBURN EXPERI-
MENTS.

O
N June 23, thanks to a special

invitation from His Grace

the Duke of Bedford, through

soil being then sifted in between them,
and so on, involves both loss of time and
labour and produces inferior results to what
is ordinarily regarded as slovenly planting,

the roots being rammed anyhow into a

small hole with no regard at all to the

proper arrangement of fibres. Rows of

Mr. Spencer Pickering, F.R.S., I trees were shown side by side for com-

341

341

341

341
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Oakden. and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon tvhich they wish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
Vie "Answers to Correspondents *' columns a conspicuous

4eature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance-

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor o/ The
<Jaruen, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

ifut he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

ere enclosed, he wiU endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions. t

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or oumer of the copyriglU will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use. and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that rn
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden will aic

be recognised as acceptance.

Director of the Woburn Ex-

340
I

perimental Farm, a number of the coun-

cil of the Royal Horticultural Society

and some of the committee visited

the farm near Ridgmont Station, and

subsequently were entertained at lunch at

Woburn Abbey. The day was somewhat

I

showery, but not sufficiently so to detract

3^2 i

a-t all from the enjoyment and interest

which the innumerable experiments evoked.

Trees and shrubs . . 342 ,

Unfortunately, the programme of the day
Greenhouse . . . . 342 i

(ji(j jjq^ embrace the zoological interest of
Miscellant-ous. . .. 343 ^

Woburn, but in the beautiful drive from

Ridgmont, whence the visitors were con-

veyed in open carriages to Woburn Abbey,

the appearance of yaks, gnus, camels,

bisons and other exotic beasts entirely in

the open and intermingled with innumer-

able deer, and birds of many kinds, caused

considerable astonishment to those who
were unprepared for the experience. With
respect to the experiments themselves,

those connected with fruit trees and
orchard culture generally were singled out

for remark, and as the visitors proceeded

from place to place Mr. Pickering ex-

plained the difference in culture and also

the object in view, pointing out at the

same time that in many cases where the

experts present would find fault with

results they could only do so when for-

getting the purely experimental nature of

the trials, many of which were directed

to ascertain under what detrimental con-

ditions any proportion of success could be

attained. As a pamphlet has been issued

summarising results up to May, igio, a

good deal of the work of the visitors and
of their guide was to confirm these by
ocular inspection and to interrogate re-

garding uncited points and reasons : and
perhaps the three most interesting results

parison, and the rough-and-ready system
quite eclipsed the careful and systematic

one as regarded subsequent growth and
health, a difference which Mr. Pickering

imputed entirely to hard ramming down
of the soil, the close contact inducing
much more vigorous growth of new root-

fibres. The second point demonstrated
was the apparently toxic effect of grass,

especially when sown so as to form an
unbroken surface covering.

All the experiments showed that as a
result the trees dwindled, and even died

right out, when planted out young and
then sown round with grass ; while the

third unexpected point was that manure,
artificial or other, was simply thrown
away on orchard trees, that is. Apples and
Pears, the crops from unmanured grouad
being fully equal to those yielded by the
heavily treated soils, though manuring
was essential for successful culture of bush
fruits. To these three points may be
added a fourth, the non-necessity of

pruning, though the thinning down of

abundant crops to two on a twig was
necessary to obtain fine quality fruits,

otherwise unpruned trees appeared fully

capable of taking care of themselves on
natural lines. Naturally, among such
a body as were thus drawn together con-

siderable diversity of opinion was mani-
fested. The soil at Ridgmont is mainly
heavy, and would, in the opinion of

several, require an immense amount of

opening material to make it at all con-

genial for orchard culture, and, unfortu-

nately, the fruit crops generally are so
short this year that only very poor results

as regards bearing could bs obse ved. No
one, however, could fail to admire the
thoroughness with which Mr. Pickering re-

corded his observations and the systematic
way in which every plant was followed up
and registered, so that in the end the
points of advantage and disadvantage
could be marshalled together as a guide
to the best and most economical pro-

cedure. After the luncheon a very hearty

Offices : 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

and those most clearly brought out and ' vote of thanks to His Grace the Duke for

confirmed, were, first, that the ordinary
]
his hospitality was succeeded by another

idea of careful planting in a spacious hole to Mr. Pickering for his initiation and
in which the roots can be outspread, fine

)
superintendence of the meeting generally.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

July 12.—Wolverhampton Floral Fete (three

days). National Sweet Pea Society's Exhibition,

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster
(two days). Hemel Hempstead Rose and Sweet Pea
Show. South Notts Horticultural Society's Show
(two days).

July 14.—National Sweet Pea Society's Outing
to Guildford.

July 15.—National Sweet Pea Society's Outing
to Kelvedon.

July 16.—Wood Green Horticultural Society's

Show.

North Lonsdale Rose Society.—This is

one of the most flourishing Rose societies in the

North, and the annual e.xhibition is this year fixed

for the 22nd inst. at Ulverston. In addition to

numerous classes for Roses there are a great many
for Sweet Peas, valuable prizes being offered in each

section. Copies of the schedule can be obtained

from the hon. secretary, Mr. F. J. Harrison,

Ulverston.

Ten thousand Malmaison Carnation
flowers—All who are interested in this beautiful

race of Carnations should make a point of visiting

the nurseries of Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush
Hill Park, near Enfield. We were there last week,
ahd were greatly charmed with the magnificent
display of flowering plants. A house measuring
200 feet by 75 feet is filled with Malmaisons, many
of which are choice sorts, and the firm will be
pleased to allow anyone interested in them to see

the display. It is estimated that quite 10,000

blooms are open. The nurseries are easily reached
from Liverpool Street Station, trains leaving there

for Bush Hill Park about every fifteen minutes.

The prospective fruit crops. — While
throughout the country generally it will be found
when the fruit crops are reported upon that they
are very partial, and, so far as tree fruit and Black
Currants are concerned, are much below the average,
yet there will be cases in which from one garden
will come good reports as to Apples, Plums or '

Peaches on outside walls, these will be the exception
and not the rule. I was lately in a North Hampshire
garden, in which there were very good crops of

Apples on bush trees, but no other tree fruit. In
another garden the wall Plum trees, all of great

size and in fine condition, were quite heavily laden
with fruit. Yet in another garden a few miles
away, and where Plum trees were numerous on
walls, there was scarcely any fruit. I have heard
of Peaches on outside walls as a good crop, but
generally trees elsewhere are bare. We are suffer-

ing this season in our fruit produce from two
causes—first, last season's failure to well mature
wood and fruit-buds, hence a great deficiency of

pollen ; and, secondly, the disastrously cold weather
and sharp frosts which prevailed in the spring.

Which of these influences was most harmful it

would be difficult to say.—A. D.

David Thomson Memorial Fund.—
It having been decided to close this fund on July 16
ne.xt, those who are still desirous of subscribing
are requested to send their contributions before
that date to either of the following : Harry J.
Veitch, V.M.H. (Treasurer of the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution), Royal Exotic
Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

; James Whytock (Presi.

dent of the Scottish Horticultural Association),
The Gardens, Dalkeith Palace, N.B.

; J. W.
McHattie (Vice-President of the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society), Pubhc Parks Office (City

Chambers), Edinburgh ; George Monro, V.M.H.

,

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C. ; J. H.

I

Goodacre, V.M.H., The Gardens, Elvaston Castle,

I Derby ; or W. Henderson, The Gardens, Bal-

birnie, Markinch, N.B.

Japanese gardens and horticultural
exhibits at the Japan-British Exhibi-
tion.—In order to express British appreciation

of Japanese horticulture, the president and council

of the Royal Horticultural Society have awarded
a number of silver cups to exhibits by Japanese

gardeners at the exhibition, as follows : To Mr.

{

Keijiro Ozawa, Tokyo, for the design of the " Garden

of Peace" and the "Garden of the Floating

[
Islands"; to Mr. Hannosuke Izawa, Tokyo, for the

constructicn of the "Garden of Peace" and the
" Garden of the Floating Islands " ; to the Tokio

Yen, Sheiba Park, Tokyo, for the design and con-

struction of two miniature gardens ; to the Yoko-

hama Nursery Company, Yokohama, for a collec-

tion of dwarf trees in pots; to the Yokohama Nur-

sery Company, Yokohama, for a specimen dwarf

tree (Thuja obtusa, golden variety, 125 years old)
;

to Mr. S. Hayashi, Kioto, for a pair of bronze

garden lamps ; to Mr. Senker Agawa, Kioto, for an

imitation dwarf Pine, used in ceremonies ; to Nippon

Yusen Kaisha, for a garden of artificial flowers;

and to the Girls' Technical School, Tokyo, for an

arrangement of artificial flowers. All the leading

Japanese horticulturists were also invited to the

luncheon at the Holland House Show on Wednesday
last.

OORRESPONDENOE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Some reflections.— I venture to draw your

attention to the following paragraph in Baroness

von Hutton's novel, " The Lordship of Love."

On page 262 I read with amazement :
" In the

afternoon heat the flowers gave out their drowsy

scents as they drooped a httle on their stalks.

The China Asters and the Paeonies alone seemed

not to mind the heat, but the Wallflowers drooped,

the Lilies looked delicate and pale, the Carnations

top-heavy and sleepy " ! On another page I

read of " May trees still lovely—the Narcissi and

Jonquils filled the grass, while Crimson Ramblers

on the north end of the house were already bursting

into bloom " ! All this in an EngUsh garden.

I could wish our lady noveUsts were regular sub-

scribers to The Garden.—M. D.

Town or street trees—Amid the variety

of trees recommended for planting in town streets,

very few persons seem to have recommended the

erect-growing Lombardy Poplar, yet it will thrive

just as well in towns as most other trees. Beyond
beheading it when some 20 feet in height, it practi-

cally needs no other hard cutting or pruning. I

do not think there is any other tree, flowering or

foliage, which will not in time need some hard

cutting in. Even the mop-headed Robinia bessoni-

ana, which, on the late Mr. A. F. Barron's advice,

was planted in Sutton Court Road, Chipwick,

many years ago, had to be occasionally lopped to

keep their heads in check. No doubt many
readers would smile at the suggestion that the

Gingko or Salisburia would make a good town

tree, or that Bird Cherries and Mountain Ash would

do also. Recommending those are flights of the

imagination. Thorns make good town trees, so

also do Laburnums ; but these, though not strong

growers, would need occasional hard lopping to

keep the heads in bounds. The reputation of the

Lime as a town tree has suffered, because almost

exclusively the common or europaja variety,

with its tendency to exude sap to attract insects

and dirt, has been planted. But there are other

Limes having no such failing which are much less

coarse-habited. We have here in Kingston a pair

of trees of, I think, Tilia cordata of a somewhat
weeping habit, having thick, round, leathery foliage

and very clean bark, which retain their fine green

foliage to the very last and never suffer from insect

attacks or dirt. These seem to be quite idea!

town trees. It is the misfortune of the Plane,

grand a tree as it is when seen in its noblest pro-

portions, that it grows so large, and for that reason

can be endured in towns only when severely lopped
e.ich year, thus making its head for a long time
resemble a scarecrow. But, after all, much of

our tree planting in towns has been absurd, because
placed in streets far too narrow and where alt

possible light and air are needed.— .A. D.

Hidalgoa Wercklei Ten years ago, when
this near relative of the Dahha family was generallv
distributed, great anticipations were indulged in

as to its future. It can, however, hardly be said
that this Hidalgoa has fulfilled its early promise •

in fact, it has in many instances proved most
disappointing. It is a vigorous climber, which
rapidly mounts upwards by twisting the petiole

of the leaf around any available support. The
flowers, which are about 2 J inches in diameter,
are exactly like those of a single Dahlia, and are
bright vermilion in colour. When it was first

introduced, a specimen of this Hidalgoa came under
my notice in the greenhouse at Kew, flowering

profusely, and I thought what a beautiful plant
it was ; but now the general complaint is that the

flowers are far too scarce for it to be of much value,

while unless attended to almost daily it gets into a
regular tangle. It is also very Uable to be attacked
by aphides or green fly. This Hidalgoa was dis-

covered by M. Carl Werckle on a mountain in

Costa Rica in 1898, and was distributed in the
following year by Mr. J. L. Childs of New York
under the name of Childsia Wercklei; but when
the plant flowered at Kew it was referred to the
genus Hidalgoa.—H. P.

The degeneration of the Potato.—
A great deal has been written lately on the Potato,

but few writers have considered this question,

which has not received the prominence it deserves.

I£ one mentions Potatoes nowadays to those not
concerned in their culture—and by this I mean the
consumer—it is usually to meet with the retort,
" We do not get the fine Potatoes now such as we
had twenty years ago." To those concerned in

the culture of the tuber the truth of this is

obvious in more ways than one, and it is apparent
that consumers are not satisfied with a great many
tubers now placed on the market. This, then,

is one hint to growers that the Potato is not pro-

gressing, but it is also necessary to point out some
signs now present in the cultivation of them that

call for serious attention, not only from growers,

but from raisers of new varieties. An evil has
arisen of recent years which is causing heavy losses

to growers at home and abroad, and this is the

trouble caused by the non-sprouting of the sets

used for the purpose of reproduction. This has
been very prevalent, and investigations made by
competent authorities prove the absence of any
specific disease, but would seem to indicate that

the sexual, or vegetative, methods of reproduction

followed by growers is largely responsible for the

trouble. A retrospect of the Potato for thirty

years favoiu's this hypothesis, which is a most
reasonable one. The varieties on the market
thirty years ago are now practically done, and this

period w'as at one time about the useful duration

of any particular kind ; but with the newer and
more expensive sorts put into commerce of recent

years, ten to twelve years may be looked upon as

the average useful life, owing to the rapid methods
of propagation often employed. In several of the

newer kinds there is an absence of a substance
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called " diastose," this being a ferment which

reduces the starchy matter in the cells of the tuber

to a solution of liquid sugar, which, through the

(ibro-vascular system therein feeds the growing

shoots until they obtain nourishment from the soil

through the young roots they subsequently develop.

The absence of this ferment and the retardation

of the development of the fibro-vascular system of

the tuber is almost wholly confined to varieties

whose characteristics are the shallow eye and

smooth, clean skin. Now the shallow eye and the

smooth skin are demanded by the consumer as

essential points in a good cooking Potato, and other

kinds are looked upon with disfavour by the cook
;

consequently, deep-eyed and coarse-skinned varie-

ties are unsaleable in a great measure. While

the question of the shallow eye and smooth skin

being an improvement is a debatable one from the

culinary standpoint, its acquisition, as already

noted, has resulted in serious loss to the tuber

itself, and is one of the causes of degeneration.

Thirty years ago the seed-pods or " apples" of the

Potato were very common objects in field and

garden ; to-day they are rarely seen. A decade

ago the blossom was very prolific, and it is now

very sparse. Some kinds do not produce any, and

in many flowers the paucity of pollen is a dangerous

and significant factor. A great deal of pollen is

also sterile and, therefore, useless for breeding

purposes. It has been proved that long periods

of reproduction by vegetative methods has resulted,

in certain cases of some plants, in complete sterility ;

and the question is this. Is the Potato to be classed

very soon in this category ? Unless very radical

measures are adopted by raisers it seems not

unlikely, for in the case of seedling Potatoes the

parents must, in some cases, be closely related,

and Darwin has shown (in his " Origin of Species,"

Chapter IV.) that in the experience of breeders of

animals and cultivators of plants, breeding in

and in diminishes the strength and productiveness

of the offspring. Some of the older varieties of

Potatoes are far better resisters of disease than

those of more recent introduction, and this also

tends to strengthen the argument here put forth.

The writer knows one variety which is absolutely

immune to all disease, and can trace it back as far

as 1745. Its appearance, however, together with

its poor cropping powers, render it unfit for market

or for table, although it is a perfect cooker, provided

the skin is retained until it is boiled. The Potato

can be greatly improved by scientific hybridisation,

and there is important work before raisers yet,

notwithstanding the good already done. Every

eSort must be made to avoid consanguinity,

retaining, of course, old vigorous varieties as

parents, if possible combining disease-resisting

powers with good cooking properties, and those

sorts are in existence, but their capabilities of

yielding pollen or seed is another matter. A
chance seedling whose parentage on the pollen

side is a speculative matter is worse than useless,

and is possibly—in fact, it is extremely likely—only

from a self-fertilised flower, as the Potato is not

adapted to cross- fertilisation by bees or insects.

There are several very fine-coloured skinned

Potatoes in existence, but they are little used by

the consuming public, for the seller finds difficulty

in disposing of them ; but consumers miss a great

treat through this neglect. Some raisers are

endeavouring to secure a cross between Solanum

Commersonii and the Potato, but the wisdom of

this may be questioned, as the former has been

proved unable to resist disease in those islands,

and its edible qualities are very doubtful. New
blood is very desirable and very necessary, but by

all means let the parents be perfect in all respects

;

at least, as near perfection as we can have them.

—

George M. Taylor, Mid-Lothian,

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

VINES.—Maintain a moist atmosphere

in houses where Grapes are swelling.

Usually at this season of the year no

fire-heat is necessary in the day-

time unless the weather is wet or very

dull. Fire-heat will still be required

at night to keep up the temperature, and close

attention must be paid to early ventilation to pre-

vent scalding. Water outside and inside borders

before they get dry.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Syringe freely all trees

on which fruits are swelling, tie in shoots as

they require it, and pinch out the side growths.

The fruits should be exposed to the light to ensure

good flavour and colour.

Cucumbers.—Sow the Telegraph variety for late

supply. The house from which the early crop

has been cleared should be thoroughly cleansed

and a fresh bed of heating material put in.

Flower Garden.
Sweet Peas.—These should receive a good

mulching to help to keep in the moisture. During

dry weather plenty of water will be required,

bearing in mind that owing to the thick foliage it

takes a lot of rain to get to the roots. All shoots

should be tied back immediately they fall away

from the sticks or whatever kind of support is

used. Do not allow seed-pods to form ; the stems

may be cut off as soon as the flowers fade. If

green fly is troublesome, a Ught syringing in the

evening with quassia extract will usually stop it.

Green fly may be detected by the number of

sparrows that will be seen among the Peas.

Dahlias.—If exhibition flowers are required,

thin the growths, only allowing about six to

each plant. The growths should be staked out

separately to allow free access of light and air.

Disbudding will have to be done when the buds

appear. Of course, if specimen flowers are not

wanted, there will be no need for such severe

thinning or disbudding. The plants should have a

liberal mulching and not be allowed to get dry.

Summer - flowering Chrysanthemums .
— These

should be given some support. A good plan is to

put a stake in the middle of the plant and loop

all growths to it.

Kitchen Garden.

Runner Beans.—Keep these well watered during

dry weather. If they are allowed to get too dry

the flowers fail to set and drop off. They should

have a liberal mulching of stable litter, and those

plants that are in bearing may be assisted with

liquid manure occasionally. During wet weather

use artificial manure.
Rock Garden.

Seasonable Notes.—Abundance of water will be

required during dry weather. The water must be

sprayed finely to prevent washing. Clean all

plants as soon as the flowers are over and top-

dress any that require it. A small quantity of

soil should always be kept in readiness. It is not

difficult to have a few boxes filled up with the various

mixtures required for the different plants. These

can be placed on one side ready to hand when

required, and the plants are not so Hable to get

overlooked as when the soil has to be mixed when

wanted. Continue with the propagation both by

cuttings and seeds. It is essential to maintain a

good stock to fall back upon next spring.

E. C. POOLEV.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Cabbage.—In the late districts seed should be

sown at once to produce good strong plants for

setting out towards the end of August. In the

early localities sowing may be deferred for a fort-

night, but it is better to be rather early than too

late. With the fine varieties now to be had there

is little fear of bolting in spring. After many trials

of the various sorts usually recommended for

autumn planting, I have for various reasons

discarded all but one—Sutton's Flower of Spring.

For seven years I have grown this sterling sort,

and always with the greatest satisfaction. Never

more than 3 per cent. bolt. Last year not a

single plant did so, and this season only one.

Kidney Beans.—In the more favoured districts

a row or two may yet be sown on an early border.

These often produce a dish or two of fine tender

pods late in the season, and, being sown on a

border, it is easy to protect with a few mats when

early autumn frosts threaten. The earlier sowings

must not be neglected in the way of water, for

although these Dwarf Beans dehght in bright

sunshine, dryness at the root will shorten the

crop besides ruining the quality.

Flower Garden.

General Work.—Staking and tying of Dahlias,

Hollyhocks and other tall-growing plants must

have constant attention, or one night's heavy rain

or wind may undo weeks of care and labour.

Verbenas, Phlox Drummondii, Petunias and others

of the semi-creepers may require a little regulating

and pegging down.

Wallflowers.—The plants should now be ready

for pricking off into lines. This is best done during

dull, showery weather, as the Wallflower flags

seriously in bright sunshine. Where this favourite

flower is grown only for cutting, it is wise to deter-

mine now where they are to bloom.

Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—Where Strawberries are forced it

is time that layering into smaU pots be seen to.

The best results are usually had if the layers are

obtained from young plants that are carrying no

crop this season. Fill 3-inch pots with good free

compost and plunge them between the rows.

Securely peg a healthy runner into each pot, see

that the soil is never allowed to get dry, and very

soon plenty of roots will be formed and the runner

can be cut loose and the pots lifted if desured.

Some prefer to leave the pots in the ground until

they are ready to shift into the size in which they

are to fruit. Where time will permit, this layering

into pots can with advantage be practised on

plants for outdoor culture, and a very fine return

will be had the first summer after planting.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—The staking of these

should be attended to in good time, for, if allowed

to get bent over, there is considerable difficulty

in inducing the shoots to grow in the proper direc-

tion, and so less shapely plants will result. If

only small plants are desured, one strong, neat stake

in the centre is sufficient, the shoots being neatly

and loosely looped to this. Large plants require

a number of very thin green-painted stakes of a

suitable length. Bamboo tips make very good

stakes, although rather conspicuous at first.

Beautiful as this plant is when staked out, it is

perhaps in a basket that its full beauty is shown.

Old plants in 6-inch or 7-inch pots suspended in a

warm house and well supplied with water and Uquid

nourishment will make a glorious show during the

winter months. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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INTERESTING PLANTS AT
LIVERPOOL BOTANIC
GARDENS.

THOUGH the city of Liverpool is mucti

brighter and cleaner than is generally

supposed, there is no doubt that it

is a most unfavourable place for the

cultivation of high-class plants. The
atmosphere is charged with gases of

various kinds from the numerous works situated

on the outskirts of the city, and the interesting

and beautiful botanic gardens are in one of the

worst positions owing to the proximity

of the London and North Western
Railway Company's goods station,

where numerous engines are belching

forth volumes of sulphurous fumes
day and night. Indeed, these botanic

gardens may be regarded as an excel-

lent example of town gardening under
exceedingly difficult conditions, and
for that reason some information

regarding the plants that do well there

should be of interest and use to others

who have to " garden " under similar

conditions.

During the past four years

the whole aspect of the place,

both under glass and in the open,

has been considerably improved
under the management of the assis-

tant-curator, Mr. W. Hackett,
who has introduced very largely

the excellent cultural systems adopted
at Kew. Of course, it is necessary
to grow only those plants in quantity
that are found to do well there, and
at the time of our visit the most
gorgeous display was formed by a

wonderful bank of Gloxinias Imagine
a house. 120 feet long, with a tiered

stage 4 feet 6 inches wide on one
side, and this stage filled with over

300 large flowering plants of Gloxinias,

and then you have a faint idea of

the scene. The variety principally

grown is .\igburth Scarlet, a beautiful

scarlet-crimson flower that stands on
erect stems well above the foliage.

Many of the plants were in 8-inch

pots and formed veritable bouquets of
blossoms.

Fuchsias and Cannas were thriving

in wonderful style. Among the last-

named we saw some very beautiful

varieties, those named President
Meyer, rich scarlet self ; Miss Kate
Gray, very large orange self ; Austria,

bright canary yellow ; and Hermon
Wendland, yellow and scarlet, appeal-

ing especially to us. Nicotiana San-
derae is another plant that does ex-
ceedingly well in a cool glass house
at Liverpool, providing a display of

flowers for at least three months of

the year. We noticed some huge
plants in lo-inch pots that had been in bloom
for two months, and they were creating a
picture of rare beauty at the back of a wide
stage. Several good Tree Ferns were to be seen,

among them being a remarkably fine specimen of

Alsophila pruinata, a very rare species indeed.
Davallia hirta cristata was another Feirn that
we found growing well, Mr. Hackett having
several fine specimens, the largest 8 feet

in diameter. Climbing up the roof supports
of a cool house was a fine specimen of the

new pale yellow-flowered Honeysuckle, Lonicera

etrusca superba. Though not quite in flower

at the time of our visit, the long, vigorous

shoots gave promise of a rich display a little later,

the slightly glaucous fohage giving the plant quite

a distinct and pleasing appearance.

Among those plants which require warmer treat-

ment were some of the finest examples of the

scarlet-flowered Clerodendron fallax we have ever

seen. These were two year old specimens in

lo-inch pots, the growths made last year having

been cut down nearly level with the soil this spring.

Intermixed with these were grand plants of Aca-

lypha hispida (Sanderii), the long, pendulous,

THE NEW IRIS ALBOPURPUREA COLCHESTERENSE,
(Aboid three-fourths natural size.)

crimson inflorescences of which made a picture

of rare beauty. At one end of the house several

plants of the fine-foliaged Anthurium Veitchii

were arranged, forming a fine bank containing

about eighty leaves, some of the leaves measuring

nearly 4 feet in length. Other species of Anthuriums

are also well grown, especially A. Brownii.

Of course, a botanic garden must contain a

collection of the most popular economic plants,

and many of these are doing well at Liverpool.

One of the most interesting that we saw was the

Cow Tree or Milk Tree of Venezuela (Brosimum
Galactodendron). This is exceedingly rare in

this country, but in Venezuela the natives are said

to obtain milk from it. The plant at Liverpool

is a healthy-looking specimen. Coffee, Cocoa,

Quinine, Vanilla, fruiting Bananas and species of

Rubber Trees were other interesting plants noted

in this section.

A rare insectivorous plant that Mr. Hackett
manages to grow extremely well under bell-glasses

on a cool shelf in the Odontoglossum House is

Cephalotus foUicularis, a most charming little plant

resembUng to some extent a very dwarf Sarracenia.

The Venus's Fly-trap (Dionsa muscipula) also

thrives under these cool conditions,

and instead of importing plants

annually, as is usually done, these

are grown on year after year.

We also noticed a small plant or

two of the true Telegraph Plant

(Desmodium gyrans), the leaflets of

which are exceedingly sensitive. The
Lattice - leaved Plant (Ouvirandra

fenestralis) is an aquatic of rare

beauty when well grown, and we have
never seen a better specimen than
the one we found in these gardens.

It had over forty perfect leaves, many
of which were i foot long.

The cool Fern House is a very

beautiful place in which to spend an
hour or two during a hot day. The
plants are arranged among raised

rockwork, waterfalls and fountains,

giving the whole place a deUghtfully

cool and refreshing appearance. That
noble I'"ilmy Fern, Todea superba,

was doing remarkably well, the largest

plant measuring about 4 feet in dia-

meter. This, Woodwardia radicans

and others of similar hardiness Mr.
Hackett assured us frequently get

frozen in winter, as the house is

unheated, and evidently they can
withstand more cold than is usually

considered to be the case. Hippe-
astrums are grown on a very extensive

scale, and make excellent town
plants. Something hke 2,000 bulbs
are flowered each year, and seedlings

are contiimally coming on. The
collections of Orchids are also good

;

Dendrobimns, Miltonias, Laslias,

Sobralias, Calanthe Regnieri, Coelogy-

nes, Cypripediums, Cattleyas and
Odontoglossums are grown in quantity

so as to provide a wealth of flowers

in their respective seasons.

In the outdoor garden bright bed-

ding is a great featiure ; Violas,

Calceolarias, Zonal Pelargoniums,
Marguerites, Gazanias, Alyssum,
Lobelia cardinahs Queen Victoria,

Willow-leaved Beet and Iresines are

used in large quantities. Carpet
bedding is practised to the extent of

nine large beds, this form of bedding
being very popular in Liverpool. The

herbaceous borders, too, are well stocked, as are the

shrubberies, that fine old Holly, Ilex Hodginsii,

doing splendidly. Chrysanthemums are a great

feature in the months of October and November,
2,000 plants being grown, the collection being

kept well up to date. Considering the circum-

stances under which the work has to be done,

we think the citizens of Liverpool have just

cause to be proud of their botanic gardens,

where a lover of plant-hfe may spend many
very interesting hours.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN,
NOTES ON MORELLO CHERRIES.

THE Morello Cherry, like the Peach, bears

fruit mostly on the previous year's

wood, therefore when summer pruning

and training plenty of shoots should

be preserved and tied to the wires,

or neatly secured to the walls with

some soft material. It is not unusual to meet with

healthy trees that, fromwantof timely attention dur-

ing the growing season, have been practically spoiled

both from a fruiting and training point of view.

.V good Morello tree trained fan-shape should be

clotlied with a succession of young fruitful wood
from the bottom to the top. We generally go over

our trees at this season of the year and remove
any useless growth, others we spur back to within

a few buds of the older wood, and train the new
shoots as may be required to fill up space and to

replace older worn-out branches during the winter

pruning. Morellos may be successfully produced

on bush trees in some parts, but gene-

rally the trees occupy a position on a

north wall, where many other kinds

of fruit would not succeed. Given

reasonable treatment, it is marvellous

how freely they crop. I mention this

because where amateurs appreciate

this kind of fruit more might be done
in the way of planting young ones at

the proper time and training them on
walls or fences which otherwise would
be allowed to remain bare. Good,

sweet loam, with plenty of old brick

mortar and a good sprinkling of

bone-meal will, if well mixed together,

suit the growth of the Cherry. Other

essentials are good drainage, a firm

soil at planting-time, the roots in dry

weather well supplied with moisture

and the foliage kept clean and free

from insects. In some seasons the

black aphis is troublesome, and if not

checked quickly spreads all over the

trees. To get rid of this 45est I have
found nothing better than tobacco

water, quassia extract, &c., if properly

applied. Insecticides should not be

used after the stoning period, and even
then the trees should be thoroughly

syringed to cleanse the fruit of any
disagreeable taste and disfigurements

left behind from the insecticide. A
few good washings with clean, soft

water sUghtly warmed will, as a rule, have the

desired effect. H. Markham.
Wrolhain Pink Gardens, Barnet.

unique, and for water-side gardening or those

moister spots in the garden in which so many
plants delight will be found a great gain. The
long, ovate falls are of deep violet blue, with white

base, and irregularly bordered white. The long,

erect and narrow standards are bluish white and
slightly waved at the margin. It is a plaiit of

distinction and great merit, for which any descrip-

tion would prove inadequate. This was shown by
Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co., Colchester.

Iris Fulvala (1. fulva x I. hexagona Lemancei).

—

A very beautiful and interesting hybrid of nearly

uniform purphsh colouring. The branching cha-

racter of the hybrid is also distinct, the newcomer
being of a decidedly artistic bearing. This was
exhibited by an Iris raiser and enthusiast, W. R.

Dykes, Esq., Charterhouse, Godalming.

THE DOUBLE-FLOWERED D.\ISY
ALICE.

•Although Daisies date back, perhaps, further than
most cultivated flowers, they appear to be fast

Arabis as they are dwarf and afford the requisite

contrast of colour.

I'or Daisies to be strong and to have good, well-

developed crowns, on which their flowering freely

depends, they must be well managed and cared

lor in summer, as every bloom has to be formed
during that season. To er\able plants to carry out

this important part of their work they must have
good quarters to grow in. the best situation being

where they can enjoy shade during the heat of

the day and in a site where water is near. A
north border under a wall answers well. Before

planting, the ground should be heavily manured
and deeply dug. When the plants are divided

they may be put in in rows 9 inches apart, when
they will immediately start to grow away. In

hot, dry districts Daisies suffer considerably from

the heat during the summer, as the drought is

very trying to these moisture-loving plants, and
the difference observable in the same kind of plant

growing in close proximity in the same soil, but

one exposed to the full rays of the sun and the

other shaded, is very remarkable, inasmuch as

the fully exposed plants cease flower-

ing and the foUage looks rusty and
dying, while those shaded are a mass
of flower and luxuriant foliage. There-

fore, in selecting summer quarters for

plants of this class we should make

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

TWO BEAUTIFUL NEW IRISES.

ONE of the most interesting features

k at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

I cultural Society on June 21 con-
' sisted of the Irises, and two ex-

quisite kinds each received an

award of merit. We have pre-

viously described these gems, but reproduce our

remarks.

Iris albopurpurea colcheslerense.—The varietal

name here given distinguishes a very beautiful

and highly ornamental plant from the species

described some years ago in the Botanical Magazine,

the present plant having been received from a

distinct source under the specific name. In many
ways the plant is a great beauty, indeed, well-nigh

IRIS rULV.\LA. {Ahoul lira-thircis nnliiml size.)

rising in popular favour, which is not surprising,

for they have been greatly improved in size and
quality of late, and we now have Daisies with

stems 6 inches and more in length, and with blossoms

as large and full as those of a small Aster. In

Gerard's catalogue, published more than 300 years

ago, severa kinds are mentioned, and before that

time the Hcn-and-Chickens variety was in exist-

ence. This is still a favourite in cottage gardens,

where numbers of it may be seen adorning the

borders. The common Daisy, pretty though it

is, is very troublesome on lawns, and requires some
perseverance to rid turf of its presence. This,

however, does not detract from the value of the

cultivated varieties, which are indispensable for

the decoration of gardens in the spring, as they are

among the first things to bloom and continue in

full beauty until quite late in the season. They
have a pretty effect when used in combination
with Forget-me-nots and common Primroses.

Besides Forget-me-nots and Primroses there are

many other plants that may be used with Daisies,

among which some of the best are the blue, white

and yellow Tufted Pansies. the Silene and white

shade from the direct rays of the
sun a point of the first importance,
for, although such plants do revive

on the return of moist weather, it is

ditficult to understand how they can be
benefited by the defohation to which
they are subjected. Daisies, Primroses
and similar plants in the South of

England are undoubtedly benefited by partial

shade during the hottest months of the year, and
those who grow them for filling spring flower-beds

should bestow on them special care, ior the

transplanting will have left them in a condition to

be easily affected by drought.

No other plants used in connection with spring

gardening give such a long season of bloom as

Daisies. The ease with which they can be pro-

pagated and their free-blooming habit have led

to their extensive use. There should be two
periods of planting for double Daisies—in October,
when they are put out in the spring beds, and at

the end of May or early in June. Then the plants

should be divided and put out in a cool, shady
place to grow into size by the autumn, planting

deeply and treading them firmly in the soil. If

neglected during the summer tlie plants soon
suffer. The prettiest of all the double Daisies is

undoubtedly Ahce, the subject of the illustration

on page 339, the quilled petals being of an ex-

quisite salmon pink colour. h'requent division

is the secret of success, for undivided plants soon
die out. W'^'.VDHA.M Fitzherbert.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.
» SPARAGUS BEDS.—Cutting in these

/\ will now have ceased for the season,

/ % and it is excellent practice to give the

/ ^ plants some attention. It is appa-

1 \ rently supposed by some growers that

weeds are beneficial when they grow

luxuriantly among the Asparagus—at least, so one

would judge by the condition of many plantations

—

but this is, of course, quite an error. Weeds will

rob these plants of food just as they will any other

crop in the garden, and the man who allows them

to grow may rest assured that his

legitim.ite crops will never attain

to perfection, for the simple reason

that they will not get enough

food. Let, then, all weeds be im-

mediately removed, and if it is

possible to do so, thoroughly soak

the bed first with water and then

with hquid manure, or, should not

the latter be available, procure a

good concentrated fertiliser and

apply in accordance with the

maker's directions. These simple

things will substantially assist the

plants to make splendid growth,

and if this is permitted to die

down naturally and is not cut

away until it is yellow in the

autumn, the crowns will be greatly

strengthened for next year.

Spring Cabbage.—This is one

of the most important of all the

crops in the vegetable garden, and

no efforts must be spared to grow

a satisfactory bed. About the

middle of this month, earher or

later according to the climate of

the district, a sowing of seeds

should be made on a specially

prepared bed the soil of which

has had a little refuse manure or

leaf-mould mixed with it and has

later been made firm and level.

Having in view, however, the im-

portance of the crop, the careful

cultivator rarely relies upon one

sowing, but makes a second under

similar conditions about three

weeks later, and from one or

other it is almost absolutely cer-

tain that he will secure excellent

plants that will stand through the

winter. It is imperative that the

seedhngs shall be thinned regularly,

commencing so early that it is im-

possible for them to become in the

slightest degree drawn. It is also

wise occasionally to dust them
over when they are damp, either

from dew or rain, with a mixture

of soot and wood-ashes as well to

encourage growth as to check possible trouble with

the flea-beetle. Two reliable standard varieties for

this purpose are Ellam's Early and Sutton's Flower

of Spring.

Harvesting Shallots.—These should be har-

vested immediately they are ripe. When they are

practically ready to come out they ought to be

carefully loosened in their positions, since this

will assist them to finish more quickly and ripen

better. In a few days they can be removed from

the bed, which will probably be urgently required

for some other crop, to a dry walk, and very shortly

after that they may be placed in the store.

Parsley.—The demand for Parsley in all house-

holds is incessant, and it is an error not to make

real efforts to meet it. In the summer and autumn

supplies are, as a rule, abundant; but in some

gardens there comes a complete stoppage in the

winter. This ought not to be, for seeds sown

within the next few days should yield plants that

will stand perfectly well and give invaluable pick-

ings. The soil must be properly prepared by deep

and thorough digging, and if it is on the poor side,

then some rotten manure must be dug into the

lower spit. Make the surface soil fine and firm,

and distribute the seeds thinly. Commence to

thin early, so that all progress is made under the

influence of unobstructed Ught and fresh air.

soil. In all instances the roots of the plants must
be examined for galls, and if any are found, let

them be pinched off and the roots drawn through

a puddle of mud and soot. H. J.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE OF NEW

I
cally

PINK BROOM
ZEALAND.

SEND a photograph to show that Noto-
spartium Carmichaelae is hardier than is

usually thought. This house is geographi-

in Lancashire, but we are only about two
miles from Ambleside. I have a

bush of the Notospartium which
has lived for many years, shel-

tered, it is true, by a wall and
a Rhododendron bush, which
every summer is covered with

flower. The plant stood the past

very trying winter quite success-

fully, and will flower soon, but

two smaller bushes in the open

have been badly damaged.
Ambleside. A. M.

THE PINK-FLOWERED ZEALAND IN A LANCASHIREBROOM OF NEW
GARDEN.

Winter Greens.—As ground falls vacant

during the present and next months it must be at

once prepared for the reception of the winter

greens. With the single exception of Broccoli,

which safely to stand the winter must be grown

on a firm soil, all sites for these plants must be

deeply worked and contain an ample supply of

readily available food. The chances are that the

land will be dry when the planting has to be done,

and, if this is the case, it is most important that

it shall be heavily watered the evening before the

work is to be put in hand, as it is decidedly preju-

dicial to success to set the roots in absolutely dry

CLEMATIS ALPINA.
Apart from C. calycina, the

Balearic Island species which

blooms in midwinter, this is the

earliest Clematis to open its

blossoms, and it frequently hap-

pens that it is in full bloom by

mid-April. It belongs to the

group of the genus which produce

petals in addition to the showy

sepals for which the family is

noted, and which have been by
some botanists placed in a distinct

genus called Atragene. Figures of

the plant, in fact, appear in two

places in the Botanical Magazine

under the respective names of

Atragene alpina and A. sibirica,

tt. 530 and 1951. Under natural

conditions it is found in the alpine

regions of Central and North

Europe, Siberia, &c., growing in

limestone districts. It forms, if

allowed to develop naturally, a

tangled mass of rather fine growths

clothed with finely lobed leaves.

The flowers are large, being 2 inches

or so across, the calyx lobes being

broad at the base and tapering

to an acuminate point at the apex.

The colour is pale mauve, but

there are forms with white and

pinkish flowers. It is of good

constitution and thrives in most

places, especially if given lime

with the soil, which should be of a

loamy character. Successful results

may be expected from wall culture, but an

informal arrangement of the branches over an

old bush, low fence or old tree butt turned roots

upwards is most effective. As a rule seeds are

matured, which form a ready means of increase.

Pruning is not necessary every year, but when it is

required it should be done as soon as the flowers

have fallen. A Clematis that flowers as early

in the year as C. alpina possesses an unusual

charm to many, and for that reason one does

not hesitate to recommend its inclusion in

those gardens where unusual shrubs are appre-

ciated. W. D.
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THE ROSE GARDEN
THE BOURSAULT ROSES.

THESE are not much in demand now, the

various newer ramblers having appa-

rently somewhat eclipsed them. But

they are very serviceable, more especi-

ally for their early blooming. During

early June, as one passes through

old-fashioned villages, the walls of cottages may

often be seen covered with the variety

Amadis, or Crimson.—It is a showy Rose for a

wall, and is also a great success as a big bush or

pillar. The colour is not specially attractive

;

it is a sort of purplish crimson, but is, nevertheless,

veVy pretty. A lovely variety is

Morletti, sometimes known as Inermis Morletti_

and also on the Continent as Mme. Sancy de

Paraleere. Upon the pergola at Miss Willmott's

famous garden at Warley Place this beautiful Rose

is well worth a journey to see. The lofty,

detached arches are planted with

all the best ramblers and other

subjects, but both the uprights and

across the top of one arch are

thickly covered with this charm-

ing Rose, the long flower-laden

branches tossing themselves about

in lavish profusion. This Rose is

of light rosy pink colour, little

more than semi - double. The

growths are thornless, as are most

of the varieties of this tribe. All

are early flowering.

Gracilis is a pretty bright rosy

red in colour, not so vigorous as

the two last named, yet strong

enough for an arch. It has beau-

tiful fohage, as is the case with

all the tribe.

The Old Blush Boursault is also

often seen upon old houses and

arches, but I do not imagine any-

one would plant it if they were

acquainted with Morletti. There

has recently appeared a variety

named
Parkfeuer, which has beautiful

single flowers of a bright rose

colour and fine dark foliage ; a

sort that is well worthy of being

planted. All the Boursaults are

descendants of R. alpina, a pretty

May - flowering species, and one

that I think is worthy of the hybridist's notice.

We cannot well have too many early flowering Roses,

for the longer the Rose season can be extended the

better. The small-flowered double form of R.

alpina is a very free-flowering sort, and its reddish

fohage makes a pretty show even when the plant

has gone out of flower. P.

we select buds from an e.xtra strong growth of

Fran Karl Druschki we should get correspondingly

strong growths as the result. We find this more

or less proved with the sports from Caroline Testout,

La France and Mrs. W. J. Grant. These are three

of the best pillar Roses grown when the climbing

form is secured ; but I think most growers of any

quantity will endorse what I say, that when taken

without careful selection we frequently get plants

that revert to the normal type. It is the same

with the two Teas Climbing Niphetos and Climbing

Mme. de Watteville. Climbing Perle des Jardins

is yet another that reverts unless the buds are

carefully selected, and the same may be said of

Climbing Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, and will

doubtless be the case with the new Rose Climbing

Lady Ashtown. This is a hint I think readers

might well bear in mind when budding-time comes

again.

There is one more point I would like to know
if others have noticed. To my mind a good and

fairly representative flower of the variety appears

can be cultivated with even greater prospects

of success, and it is a few words upon such that I

wish to pen.

The first point is to secure as suitable a compost

as possible. Dig over the soil to a depth of 3 feet

or so and find out what it is composed of. It is

surprising how suburban gardens vary and what

a mixture of builder's refuse and other material

is frequently discovered. Fresh loam, not neces-

sarily turf, from the country is not expensive,

and the top spit from building land not difficult

to procure.

Too much attention cannot be directed towards

careful selection of varieties. Those that are

tender and of weakly growth, like Cleopatra, Ma
Capucine and many more, are not suited for our

purpose. Rather choose from those with the

freedom and habit of growth found in Zepherin

Drouhin, Trier, Captain Christy (a good town

Rose), the Rugosas or Japanese Roses, Griiss an

TepUtz, Frau Karl Druschki, Ulrich Brunner,

J. B. Clark, Killamey, Mme. Lambard and the

strong climbers like Crimson Ram-
bler and Dorothy Perkins. The
last are almost certain to flower

well if we can grow shoots of more
than 3 feet in length, as the flower-

trusses are stored in all ripened eyes

of the previous season.

Of course, the more hght we can

give the plants the better they

will thrive ; a damp and dark

back-yard cannot produce Roses

in any form. Use the syringe more
freely than would be needed in

the open country, as there will be

a heavier deposit of dust and other

impurities. Look around you and

note if any special Rose is doing

well in the district, and confine

yourself to others of the same
class. Although Roses are com-
monly reputed to need pure

country air more than other sub-

jects, I am convinced from the

flowers I have seen they might be

grown far more frequently than

is the case in and near to large

towns.

THE PINK DOUBLE-FLOWERED DAISY ALICE. {See page 337.)

to come larger upon the climbers than upon the

plants of normal growth. It may be only fancy

on my part, but I have noticed this more particu-

larly with the climbing form of Kaiserin A. Victoria,

and attribute it to the stronger growth.

CLIMBING ROSE SPORTS.
The following few notes were suggested by the

reply given to " A. C. W." on page 272. All that

is said there in favour of Generals Gallieni and
Schablikine, also Capitaine Millet, I can thoroughly

endorse. They have been a trio of my favourites

since their introduction, and no one who likes an

artistically decorative Rose should miss them. I

have also found the true Mme. Marie Finger

more distinct from Mile. Eugenie Verdier than

many that are not bracketed by the National Rose
Society.

But what I am more particularly interested

about in this note is the climbing sports from some
well-known varieties. I am quite certain that if

I
Charing Cross, some of the hardier garden varieties

ROSES IN TOWNS.
The schedule of prizes offered by the National

Rose Society this year contains a new class for

blooms grown within ten mUes of Charing Cross.

In the past there was a class for Roses grown within

eight miles of the same centre, and some very

creditable exhibits were staged. A considerable

number of successful boxes came from the suburbs

last year, and often Sydenham, Highgate, Finchley,

Lewisham, Croydon, Norwood and other districts,

that must now be styled towns, have produced

winning boxes. Then there is a suburban cham-
pion class for six blooms, in which a challenge cup

is oSered. Now, it is perfectly obvious that if

Roses fit to win prizes at the National Rose Society's

exhibitions can be grown within eight miles of

TWO PERPETUAL-
FLOWERING CLIMBERS.
The crimson and the white Ram-
bler Roses are well known and
much appreciated, but we now

have forms of these that flower during the autumn,

and this makes them more useful still. Flower

of Fairfield is a perpetual-blooming sport from

Crimson Rambler, and flowers upon the shorter

growths made during early summer. The normal

type only blooms well upon the long rods of the

previous season ; but the sport throws an autumn
crop in addition to those from its stronger growths.

Perpetual Thalia grows and flowers in the same
way.

There is one point about these tivo sports

that I fear is not sufficiently known. Neither of

them grows quite so rampantly as the normal

types, and so do not cover an arch or pergola so

quickly. Still, they are far from being dwarf

growers, and soon make a permanent chmber that

does not require such hard summer pruning as the

types they sported from ; and both are very useful

because of their late flowering, which is not the

case with the majority of climbers.

By planting these two Roses we prolong the

season during which ramblers are flowering very

considerably, and on this point alone they demand
a place in our gardens. A. P.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO PROPAGATE HYDRANGEAS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—The vegetable

cultivator often finds it a very difficult

matter to obtain really fine Cauli-

flowers at this season, especially so if

the soil is shallow and of poor quahty.

Cultivators who are so placed should

give the plants liberal supplies of manure-water

frequently as well as clear water ; in fact, the soil

-A HYDRANGEA CUTTING PROPERLY
AND READY FOR PLANTING

PREPARED

must never be allowed to get dry, and if there is

any suitable material at hand, put it on as a top-

dressing. Grass mown from the lawn will do, also

old spent soil, but half-rotted manure mixed with

leaves is the best of all. Ridge Cucumbers should

be more extensively grown than they are. Very

fine crops may be had from half-a-dozen plants,

and the trouble in growing them is not greater

than that necessary for the growth of Vegetable

Marrows. At the present time the young fruits

will be forming, and insects fertihse the blossoms

of Ridge varieties more than those in frames,

simply because thay can gain access to them more

easily. It is owing to this general fertilisation

that so many fruits are ill-shaped, so thick at the

ends. By simply tying up the flowers directly

they are open the insects cannot get inside them,

and another thing that should be done is to remove

all the male flowers before they open. Cucumbers

growing in frames must be top-dressed at once,

so as to keep up the strength of the plants. Fibrous

lumpy loam should be soaked thoroughly with

strong liquid manure for several hours, then

partially dried and put on the bed 2 inches thick.

Some well-rotted manure and a small quantity

of sweet leaf-soil may be added to the loam.

Flower Garden.—It does not matter how carefully

one may put out the bedding plants, some of them

will fail to grow satisfactorily. Those that are

failing will be readily seen at the present time.

and steps must be taken to make good any gaps

in consequence. The real value of a few spare

plants being taken care of will now be apparent,

as they can be used for fiUing up the gaps. Where
there are no surplus plants, a judicious

lifting and replanting of several specimens near

the one or two that have failed would be advisable,

as in this way a gap may be made up. Hollyhocks

and other tall-growing subjects will require stout

stakes for their support ; the flowers of the former

will be open in the course of a few days, and all

needful staking should be done before they develop.

The Hollyhock disease works sad havoc in many
gardens. Quick growth, good culture and the

frequent renewal of the plants tend to preserve

them from the dreaded disease to a great

extent. Lower leaves that are spotted with rust

must be removed and burned forthwith ; then

give the plants a thorough soaking with liquid

manure and put on a heavy mulch of the richest

organic manure from cattle sheds that can be

obtained. The first flower-spikes of Delphiniums

that formed must be removed directly the flowers

on them have faded ; then more spikes will grow

from the base and blossom later. Though smaller

than the first-formed spikes, the later" ones will

prove very acceptable.

Fruit Garden.—The earliest Figs to ripen will

be those of the varieties Brown Turkey and White

Marseilles growing on walls in sheltered positions.

Birds are very fond of Figs, especially starlings,

and they spoil the fruits directly one part of each

commences to ripen, and the wasps complete the

work of destruction. Before the birds have found

out where these fruits are, cover the trees with

nets, and later on, as the Figs ripen, put pieces of

muslin of open mesh over each one as a guard

against attacks by wasps. The fruits of the

Japanese Wineberry are detached from the stalks

sooner than those of any other kinds that are

cultivated, and so care must be taken to make
all fruit-bearing branches quite secure against

strong winds.

Generally speaking, the repotting of old plants

or the potting up of young specimens from their

smaller pots should be carried out in the spring,

say, during February and March. In the resting

period, say, from October to March, little water

will be needed ; the soil should be kept just moist.

In the warmer weather and as growth progresses

rapidly—and this embraces a period covered from

March until October—water very freely, as the

vigorous roots absorb much moisture during this

period. Pruning is usually done in August or

September. There are several varieties of H.

Hortensia, and they are mostly superior to the

type. Although H. Hortensia is usually grown in

greenhouses, the plant is often met with in the

South of England growing in the open air in pro-

tected and warm situations, where it appears to

luxuriate. In such positions it is very necessary

that the soil should be well drained. The pruning

consists in cutting away the shoots that have

borne flowers in the past season, and when the

leaves have fallen in the winter the roots should

be top-dressed with some well-rotted manure.

The pot culture of H. paniculata is very similar

to that prescribed for H. Hortensia, soil, position

and watering during growth being almost identical.

From October to March the soil should be kept

almost dry. As soon as the flowering season has

concluded, stand the plants outdoors, selecting a

sunny position, and leave them there until Novem-

ber, after which remove indoors to a cool glass

structure. When the plants begin to develop

their flowers, liquid manure should be applied

in a weak state and at frequeut intervals.

The pruning of H. paniculata in pots should

be done in January or February, and this is

carried into effect by cutting' back the shoots of

the previous year to within i inch of their base.

To grow H. paniculata satisfactorily outdoors,

a partially shaded position should, if possible, be

secured. Here the quarters must be well drained,

and the most suitable soil in which to plant this

Greenhouse and Frames.—Plants of Tree Carna-

tions flowering in greenhouses at the present time

must be protected from strong sunshine. Whit-

ing and water with a small quantity of boiled

hnseed oil in it syringed on the glass will give the

necessary shade. The oil prevents the colouring

matter being washed off by rains. The plants

will require constant feeding. Young plants

growing in 3J-inch pots must be transferred to

6-inch and 7-inch pots. Fibrous loam, with some

dried cow-manure and bone-meal added, forms the

best material for these plants to grow in. To a

bushel of the loam a 7-inch potful of sand and a

6-inch potful of old mortar rubble must be used.

All these young plants should be grown in well-

ventilated frames. A. A.

INCREASING THE HYDRANGEAS.
The Hydrangeas are represented by both green-

house and hardy flowering shrubby plants, and are

much appreciated for their decorative value under

glass and in the hardy flower garden. Hydrangea

Hortensia and H. paniculata are the two principal

species, and it is to these that the subjoined re-

marks more especially apply. Both species are

grown in pots, H. Hortensia delighting in a compost

made up of two parts good loam, one part well-

rotted manure and the free admixture of coarse

sand.

CUTTING INSERTED IN A SMALL POT
CONTAINING SANDY SOIL.
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species is two parts good loam, one part well-

decayed cow-manure, and sufficient coarse sand

or clean road grit added to keep the compost

open. Plant outdoors in the autunm or spring,

i.e., Octoljcr and November and in March. Old

plants should l>e top-dressed in the early spring

and pruning carried out in Marcii, cutting back in

the same manner as advised fur plants grown in

pots. Manure-water applied to the roots as soon

as the flowcr-huds are visible is highly beneficial

to the plants subsequently.

The blue colouring of the flowers of H. Hortensia

is usually brought about by mixhig a quarter of

an ounce of sulphate of iron in a gallon of water

and watering the plants in pots with this. Plants

growing outdoors are sometimes watered with a

solution of alum and water, a tablespoonful dis-

solved in a gallon of water and the soil occasion-

ally watered with this being sufficient to cause a

change in the colour of the flowers.

The propagation of these two species of Hydran-

gea is not in the least difficult for the beginner to

understand, and he may, with ordinary care, raise

a batch of plants quite successfully. The first

mixed together. Hots 2 inches in diameter answer

the purpose admirably ; these should be carefully

crocked and filled with the prepared compost,

limbed the cutting in the soil in the middle of

the pot so that the joints are below the surface

soil, and press the latter firmly at the base of each

cutting. Water in lightly by the aid of a fine-rosed

can, and later on transfer to the cold frame until

rooted. Fig. 2 depicts a cutting duly inserted in

a small pot ready for transference to the cold frame

as advised. During the rooting process the soil

should be kept moist and the frame-light shaded

from the sun. .A. cold, shaded frame is an ideal

position for propagating purposes.

Sandy soil placed in a cold frame will answ-er the

purpose equally well where the demand for these

plants is larger than in most establishments. Here

the cuttings should be inserted in rows, and quite

a large number of plants may be raised in this way.

There may be other growers, however, whose re-

quirements are met by a dozen plants, more or

less. By the use of a hand-light or bell-glass this

number of plants may be raised with ease.

Soil prepared as already described, and the

required number of cuttings dibbled

in, will enable one to raise a batch

of plants in a little while. Fig. 3

shows a few cuttings inserted in

this fashion, with the bell-glass at

hand ready to cover them.

D. B. Crane.

-HYDRANGEA CUTTINGS MAY BE INSERTED IN ROWS IN
FRAMES, OR, IF MORE CONVENIENT, IN SMALL COLONIES,
AND THESE COVERED BY A BELL-GLASS OR HAND-LIGHT.
ON THE LEFT THE CUTTINGS ARE DEPICTED TO BE
COVERED, LNTIL WELL ROOTED, BY THE BELL-GLASS ON
THE RIGHT.

GRAPES.
Tre.^tment when Berries are

Colouring.
\'iNES started into growth at first

with the help of a little artificial heat

each night and on cold, sunless days

have now so far advanced that the

berries are commencing to colour.

F'rom this stage onward different

treatment must be given to the

Vines. They require plenty of heat,

preferably sun-heat, and also plenty

of air free from draughts. The top

ventilators should be partially closed

at night, but not quite ; also in

mild weather the front ventilators

must be left open about i inch wide.

Early in the morning, before the

sun-rays shine at all strongly on the

house, the ventilators should be

opened a little more, and if the day
gradually becomes a hot, ideal sum-
mer one, pretty full ventilation

the rule before ten o'clock in the

At this stage the border must be

essential is to obtain cuttings of a desirable must be

kind, and most plants that have gone out of flower morning,

should provide the necessary shoots for this purpose, maintained in a very even state as regards raois-

July and August are nlonths in which the propaga-
]

ture, though the atmospheric moisture should be
tion should be done, and in ordinary circum- ' reduced ; the freer ventilation will ensure this,

stances the cuttings will root and grow away and .\ dressing or two of some approved artificial

flower next spring. Cuttings are made from young manures may be given and watered in, also weak
growing shoots some 4 inches or rather more in ' doses of liquid manure, once weekly—if the borders
length. The growths should be stout and well are well drained—until the berries are nearly
or partially ripened. coloured

The preparation of the cuttings is not difficult

to understand. All that is necessary in this pre-

paratory work is to trim ofi the lower leaves,

BENDING DOWN ONIONS.
Many cultivators of Onions have much faith

leaving either one or two joints exposed, and then 1 the bending down of the tops of the bulbs, as
to cut through the stem of each cutting immediately

|
they feel sure that such action hastens the swelling

below a joint. A prepared cutting is shown in
i of them. If the bending down is done at the

Fig. I. Sometimes it is possible to detach cuttings
|
right time, no doubt the bulbs swell more rapidlv

with a sUght heel attached ; when this is so, the

chances of a successful issue are more promising.

There are several methods of raising plants of

the Hydrangea from cuttings, but the better and
more satisfactory way is that of inserting the

cuttings in pots individually, using a compost of

afterwards ; but then comes the question. What
stage of the plant's growth is the best ? Many
bulbs are required for exhibition at the August
shows, and in the majority of instances premature
depression of the tops would spoil the bulbs. If

the necks are thick, upright and very stiff, any
two parts loam, one part well-decayed manure : attempt to bend them would be disastrous, because
and the free use of coarse silver sand, all well thescalesorsheathsof the stems, being so succulent,

would break off—mostly inside—and so new growth
would again commence there and thicke j still

more an already thick stem or neck, and, further-

more, delay the natural ripening of the bulbs; so
I think beginners would act wisely if they refrained
from violently bending such specimens. The
bulbs that ripen at the end of August and during
Sei>tembcr may be vastly improved by the bending
down of the tops when active growth is waning.
If tough enough, the necks will bend without
bruising. Shamrock.

HINTS ON GROWING TURNIPS.
.\ wiiLL-GRowN Turnip does not occupy more
space than a badly grown specimen ; indeed, the
top growth of the latter is generally much larger

than that of the former, and so spreads over more
soil. Much, of course, depends upon a good strain

;

but when seeds are sown in very light soil and if it

is not made at all firm, the resultant roots are
inclined to be small, Parsnip-rooted and coarse.
Such soils must be well firmed prior to the sowing
of the seeds and while it is in a medium state as
regards moisture. The resultant plants must in

all cases be sufficiently thinned out in due course.
Where heavy soils obtain, there is no need to firm
them by treading and rolling. Deep digging is

essential, and the soil must be broken up and
powdered as much as possible while it is just moist
after a light shower of rain. The seeds should be
sown then without delay and the surface raked
over to prevent it becoming caked

; germination
of the seeds will then be quick and even. If a
few heavy showers of rain come during the first

month after the seeds are sown, the soil will become
very firm and the Turnips will be of good form and
possess small, clean tap roots. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
After Heavy Rains.—Gardeners are apt to
express themselves from time to time somewhat
in these terms, viz., that " a nice warm shower
would do a deal of good," or that " a good soaking
rain " would have a similar effect on vegetation
generally. Now, frequent rains during a hot
and dry summer have a most beneficent effect on
garden crops generally, though not all the good
possible is realised because of neglect of subse-
quent action on the part of man. In the flower
garden, for example, and in those locahties where
the soil is much inclined to bake on the surface
the latter becoming impervious to some extent to
the equally beneficent results of sun warmth and
aeration—a light sturring of the surface soil is of
the utmost importance, and the neglect of this is

often enough responsible for the little progress
made by the plants. It is of the greatest possible
moment, of course, following heavy rains, and
these having beaten down the surface of the soil

exclude both air and warmth, to the detriment of
the crop, whatever it may happen to be.

Highly Arranged Flower-beds.—While it

may appear late in the day, now that all the flower-
beds are filled with their summer occupants, to

say anything having reference to the form a bed
may take, I do so advisedly at this time, because
the ill resulting from bad work—or shall I say a
wrong appreciation of things ?—will now be more
apparent than at other times. A pet design of
the amateur gardener in the early years of his
experience is to arrange his flower-beds with highly
mounded centres, and these are often seen some
18 inches higher than the turf. The operator
does not stop to consider the harmfulness of this

piling up of things while the work is proceeding

;

but later on, when giving water to his favourite
plants and he sees it streaming away from those
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in higher places in countless streamlets, he will

after this reminder see that something is wrong.

Nor is the plum-pudding-shaped bed good in effect,

simply because from no one point of view can the

plants be seen. To take a lesson from the flower-

beds in our public parks and gardens, the arrange-

ment is of a very different kind, the surface of

each bed being nearly flat ; and not only are the

occupants decidedly more effective from the

spectacular point of view, but in the circumstances

a watering stands for a watering.

Lifting Bulbs.—All spring-flowering plants

of a bulbous nature. Tulips and Daffodils in par-

ticular, should now be lifted from the soil. For

the TuUps the lifting and drying off is a matter of

annual importance, and because of the long-

continued rootlessness of the bulbs a protracted

season of rest should be given them. I cannot

too strongly urge upon my readers the desirability

of according such things when lifted a rational

treatment. To lift bulbous plants from the soil

and immediately expose them to the scorching

rays of sun on a hot summer's day is quite wrong

—

it is both unnatural and irrational, and my readers

will see this at a glance. The now fully matured
bulbs of Tulips will be quite safe if arranged on

the floor of an outhouse or airy shed or cellar, where

the drying process will be gradual and complete.

Later on, when the bulbs have been divested of

their old—or, shall I say, soiled—clothes, they may
be placed in boxes, always, however, in circum-

stances where there is a free access of air.

Daffodils.—For these bulbs annual hfting is

not essential ; indeed, in some soils the bulbs may
remain for years without disturbance, doing quite

well provided there is abundant room for develop-

ment. In certain other instances, and where the

bulbs have become crowded and deterioration is

thereby threatened, the hfting should not be longer

delayed. This is simple enough when the bulbs

occupy beds to themselves, but it is less easy

when they are grown in the mixed border. In

these latter circumstances it is important that

the lifting be done while the evidence of leaf-growth

remains, as it not infrequently happens that httle

or no labelling is done to indicate the whereabouts
of the clumps. E. H. Jenkins.

THE GREENHOUSE.
POTTING SHOW AND FANCY

PELARGONIUMS.

PLANTS that have been rested and pruned
have now made some short, sturdy

shoots, and no time must be lost in

getting the plants repotted. It will be

necessary to reduce the old ball of soil

considerably so as to facilitate the work
of repotting in much smaller pots, and not into larger

ones at the present time. Of course, the old soil does

not now contain much plant nourishment, and if

the roots were retained in it the plants would need

constant feeding. Where roots are very plentiful

on old specimens, some of them may be cut off, but

not in sufficient quantity to cripple the plants.

If half-rotted, sweet leaf-soil, made from the

leaves themselves, can be procured, a little may be

mixed with the compost ; but if there are bark,

bits of sticks and other foreign matter in it, do not

use leaf- soil at all, because there would be a danger

of fungus growing, and this growth is deadly to

Pelargoniums. Fibrous loam must form the

principal part of the compost ; to a bushel add a

7-inch potful of old mortar rubble, a similar

quantity of dried cow-manure, a 3j-inch potful

of bone-meal and a 6-inch potful of coarse sand.

Mix the ingredients thoroughly Place some of

the roughest portion of the compost on the drainage

material, and then scatter a dessertspoonful of

soot on the rough soil. Make the soil very firm.

Use as small pots as possible, so as to contain the

roots and sufficient new soil to support the plants

for about six weeks, as one or two more repottings

will be necessary in due course.

Immediately the plants are potted place them
in a cool frame and keep the latter close and shaded

for a week or so. Very careful watering is neces-

sary ; in fact, after the first apphcation more
water will not be needed for several days, but a

light spraying of the foliage daily for a time will be

beneficial and induce a free growth. Then admit

air freely and grow the plants as sturdily as possible.

They should be placed in the greenhouse in light, airy

positions about the middle of September. Avon.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may 6e, and

with that object ^inll make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be dearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Crataegus Pyracantha bare at base

(Miss M. L, W.).—The lower portion of your

Crat£Egus Pyracantha is undoubtedly choked up
with so much breast-wood that it does not flower,

and consequently no berries are produced. We
should advise you to thin out the shoots where

they are so crowded, tying in a few of the best

where necessary in order to prevent the plant being

too bare. A lot of the minor shoots can be cut

out entirely, the object being to encourage good

vigorous, well-ripened ones that can be depended

upon to flower. Pruning may be carried out at

once, as in so doing you can easily avoid cutting

oB any flowers which are likely to produce berries

later on. Of course, next winter's display of berries

will be limited to the present flowers ; but if this

above-recommended pruning is carried out, you

will in all probability have a much finer show

another year.

Treatment of old Yen trees (Mrs.

E. S. M.).—There is httle doubt that the poor

state into which your Yew trees have fallen is

principally owing to lack of nourishment. We
should advise you to cut out the dead branches and
give the trees a good mulching as soon as possible.

The ground underneath the trees should be cleared

of grass and weeds, if there are any, and be lightly

forked over. Then give a 4-inch to 6-inch top-

dressing of decayed manure and loam, letting it

extend as far as the spread of the branches. It is

more than probable that the ground is very dry ; if

so, the trees will be greatly benefited by a thorough

soaking of water occasionally during the summer
months. Even if pressure of work at this season

delays the top-dressing till the winter, we should

advise you to give an occasional watering this

summer. The suckers referred to by you are, we
presume, young shoots that the trees are pushing

out in the attempt to recover from their weakness.
If so, we should certainly not advise you to cut

them off, as they will grow and serve to furnish the

bare portions of the trees.

Ceanothus veitchianus dying (E. T.).—
It is difficult to advise you about your plant of

Ceanothus veitchianus without knowing more
about the conditions under which it is growing.

As a rule, it is not advisable to cut this shrub back
into hard wood; but from what we can see of the

plant from the photograph sent, you could not do
much harm by cutting the branches halfway back,

and would probably do good. The work ought
to be done as soon as the flowers fade. We would
also advise you to remove some of the plants

which are close to the stem, and fork a little well-

rotted manure lightly into the surface soil. It

is probable that your plant has deteriorated by
having other plants inserted close to it. If you
root a few cuttings during summer, you will be able

to replace the plant if it does not recover. All the

annual pruning that is required is the shortening

of the longer shoots to keep the bottom furnished

with branches and the removal of dead wood.

The work may be done as soon as the flowers have

faded.

Pruning Prunus triloba {M. R.).—If .vou allow the
youns shoots of your Prunus to grow unchecked, the head
of the plant will become nf a loose, straggling character.
In order to keep it in a neat bush-like form, the sh ots

that have flowered should be at ODCe cut back to within
tliree or four eyes of the base consistent with preserving
the symmetrical character of the specimen, and at the
same time any old or exhausted shoots must be removed.

Early-flowrering Chestnut (F. W. Pearce).—There
is no distinctive name for an early-fiowering Horse Chest-
nut. It is by no means an uncommon occurrence for
some trees to open both their leaves and flowers from two
to three weeks in advance of other trees which
are apparently growing under exactly the same
conditions. When a number of trees are grown on an
estate, it frequently happens that one or two are in

advance of the rest every year.

FloTnrers of Skimmia japonica {Ursula).—Male
and female flowers of Skimmia japonica may be c asily

distinguished from each other. In the former case the
yellow poUen of the stamens is conspicuous, while in the
latter perfect stamens are absent, but the ovary is

well developed. Try hand pollination to make the fruits

set. The nurseryman you refer to does not stock shrubs

;

but most of the larger general nurserymen could supply
plants of Skimmia. A reference to the advertisements in

The Garden will suggest a number of firms to you.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Growing the Eucharis (Eucharis).—Plants

of Eucharis should be repotted as seldom as pos-

sible; therefore, if the roots of yours are in good

condition, do not disturb them in any way. As
they are just now making their growth, an occa-

sional watering with liquid manure or an application

of one of the many plant foods now on the market

will be very beneficial. The Eucharis may be

successfully grown with very little fire-heat at this

season of the year, but, being essentially a stove

plant, the thermometer should not at night be

allowed to fall below 60°. In the winter the

lowest night temperature that can be safely allowed

is 55°. The plants should be shaded from bright

sunshine, but at the same time the shading must
not be carried to excess. Syringing two or three

times a day is very beneficial ; indeed, if the plants

are freely syringed during the summer months they

may not require much water at the roots. This

will, of course, depend upon the structure and its

situation, but, still, over-watering must be rigidly

guarded against, for we are fully convinced that

an excess of moisture at the roots is often the

cause of Eucharis falling into ill-health, for which

the mite is so often blamed. After the Eucharises

have flowered it is a very good plan to keep them
somewhat drier at the roots for about a month
in order to give them a little rest ; but it must be
borne in mind that the plant is essentially an ever-

green, and must on no account be dried ofi at any
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time. By some cultivators bottom-heat is con-

sidered absolutely necessary for the successful

culture of Eucharis, but such is by no means the

case ; indeed, we think it a disadvantage rather

than otherwise, as aeration of the soil cannot take

place to the same extent as if the pots are stood

on a stage. This aeration undoubtedly plays an

important part in the case of plants that stand

for a long time without having their roots dis-

turbed. Your plants of Eucharis with large leaves

are in all probability E. grandiflora or E. ama-
zonica, as it is also called, and the smaller one

is E. Candida.

Inforntation about Malmaison Carna-
tions (/. W. B.).—Judging by the piece sent, your
plants of Malmaison Carnations are so badly

diseased that it will be useless to expect any good
results from them, and the best thing you can do
is to burn them. There is a little difference of

opinion as to the cause of Malmaison blooms
coming with a green centre, but there is no ques-

tion that the more the plants axe fed the more
trouble do they give. At the same time, old plants

are more liable to be affected in this way than

young ones. If the green portion does not take

up too much of the flower, quite a presentable

bloom may often be made if, directly the green

knob is formed, it is grasped between the finger

and thumb and removed with a combination of

a twist and a pull. When this is done in an early

stage, the curving petals often hide the faulty

spot. They may also be assisted in this respect

by a little delicate manipulation.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose foliage curling (\I. F. Sanders).—

The curious cylindrical rolling of the Rose foliage

you send is supposed to be caused by the larvae

of a sawfly. In some seasons this troublesome pest

is more rife than in others. So far we have noticed

little of it this year. The sawfly appears in

May and June and the eggs are laid in the leaf.

Spraying with nicotine wash has been found to

kill the larvae, but the best plan is to hand-pick
the folded leaves when first seen and burn them.
The pest in the cocoon form is often introduced to

gardens on the roots of Briars. It is therefore a good
plan to wash the roots of any new plants you obtain.

Burning the surface soil from around infected

plants in the late autumn would doubtless destroy
many of the cocoons.

Roses from cuttings (A. C. IF.).—We are pleased
to know that tlie information we gave you has proved so
helpful. We are always ready to impart tlie knowledge
we possess to all our readers. We thank you for your
notes, and shall welcome any you can send as the season
advances. .As to striking Rose cuttings in a frame, we
may briefly describe the plan. For a cold frame you can
insert the cuttings of Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses best in
August and September, using ripened growtlis about
6 inches or 8 inches long of the current season's production.
Prepare the soil about 12 inches deep and add quite two-
thirds gritty material, such as sand from gravel roads.
Cut out a trench about 6 inches deep and put in the
bottom 1 inch of sand or old Cocoanut fibre. Stand the
cuttings on this ; then dig up the soil until ouly 1 inch of
the cutting protrudes from the soil. Tread the soil very
firmly about the base and give a good watering. Put on
Ughts and keep close for a week or two, and shade if very
hot. The cuttings will soon callus at the base, and may
then be put into single pots in your warm greenhouse

;

but it would be best to defer this until March, and then
either pot them up or allow them to grow on in the frame
until October; then transplant. The rows of cuttings
should be about 1 foot apart. For a heated frame or
manure-bed the bottom temperature should be about
60" to 65", and the cuttings inserted in 3-inch pots, using a
compost of sandy soil, and plunge the pots in Cocoanut
fibre or sand. Cuttings must be taken in February or
March from growing plants under glass, plants that have
just bloomed being utiUsed to give the cuttings. Cut the
shoots up into lengths of two eyes each, leaving the leaf-
stalk and leaves by the top eye and cutting the shoot level
just beneath the bottom eye. Dibble these into the soil,
making tliem firm, and water well. Shade with newspaper
during sunshine. When rooted pot off into 3-inch pots,
using a sandy compost, and grow the plants on in a warm
temperature ; afterwards plant out in June. The plan
of making an abrasion near the part where budded is a
very good one for budded Tea Koses. and this induces
roots, which very often quite surpass those of the stock.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Damaged Strawberries {W. Laker).—The

destruction we think has been caused by mildew,
and probably also by an attack of red spider.
Nothing can be done to save the crop. We would
advise you to chop up the plants as early as possible
and burn every leaf, cropping the ground with
some winter green crop for a change, and planting
a new plantation of Strawberries some distance
away, trenching and heavily manuring the ground
beforehand. If strong runners are planted early
in August they will give you a splendid crop
next year. You will do well to procure a clean
stock from a distance to plant with.

Vine leaves with brown maplis (Constant
Reader).—There arc no traces of red spider on the leaves
sent, the brown marks being without doubt caused by
the sun shining on the leaves while they were still wet. A
little ah given early in the morning to dry the foliage will
obviate this trouble. Furthermore, som'e of the marks
being in parallel lines would suggest that the leaves had
been in contact with galvanised whe or wire on which
moisture was hanging when the sun was bright.

Damage to Black Hamburgh Vine foliage
(Anxious Enquirer).—The shoot you sent is infrstnl with red
spider, and it is this, we think, which has caused the damage,
coupled probably with inadequate ventilation during the
recent spell of very hot weather. The best thing for you
to do will be to cut off the top part of the injured shoots
and to apply sulphur (mixed with water to the consistency
of paint) to the hot-water pipes after making them as hot
as you possibly can. The fumes from this will kill the
spider after two applications on succeeding evenings. All
the ventilators and every hole and cranny through which
it is possible for the fumes to escape must be stopped up
before applying the sulphur. The plant you send is
Coronilla Emerus.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Carnation diseased (T. C. H.).—There is a little

mycelium in the stem at the extreme base of the part
sent, but we think the seat of the disease lie.< lower down
than we are able to see in the specimen. It would bo
well to remove all the affected parts and bum them, and
if the trouble increases send us a complete plant.
Names of plants.

—

Camphire.— 1, Heuchera briz-
oides

; 2, Gazania splendens. C. E. T.— 1, Staphylea
pinnata ; 2. Fraxinu3 Ornus ; 3, Ehamnus catharticus :

4, Philadelphus coronarius. C. C. F.— 1, Veronica
longifolia

; 2, V. Teucrium dubia ; 3, Saxifraga taygetea
;

4, S. Geum
; 5, S. hypnoides

; 6, Campanula rhomboidalis
;

7. too scrappy to name. .7. Higgs.—1, Abutilon
Thompsonii

; 2. A. sellowianum marmoratum ; 3 and 4,
Campanula persicifolia alba ; 5, Veronica Teucrium dubia!

J. F.. Dumbartonshire.— 1, Vallota purpurea major;
2, 3, 4 and h, garden varieties of Codiseum (Croton) ; 6,
send in flower ; 7, Nepeta Glechoma variegata ; 8, Abutilon
Thompsonii ; 9, Phyllanthus nivosus. F. S. Iris
orientalis. Carnation.—Aster alpinus. F. A. Sturge.— 1, Polemonium caeruleum alba ; 2, Iris amcena variety

;

3, Polemonium cierulcum ; 4, Iris versicolor.—^^MMtor.'—
1, Stenotaphrum glabrum variegatum ; 2. Geranium
pratense album ; 3, Helxine Solierolii ; 4, Veronica longi-
folia variety. E. M. L.—Iris versicolor and Rubus
deliciosus.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the
flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome
anything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be
addressed to the Editor, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

perfect harmony, finished with a white centre. A
group of this must be a perfect colour picture.
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria is blue and rosy mauve;
Mrs. Bruton, single, deep sky blue ; Darius, double,
pale primrose, an exceptionally fine variety

;

Orchioides, single, soft primrose, with a double
chocolate centre, reminding one of an Orchid—

a

flower of exceptional beauty ; Lorenzo, single,

a rich Oxford blue ; Garibaldi, also single,

sky blue, shaded with purple; Life Guardsman,
a glorious flower of the colour of the Anchusa

;

.\yres, cream or pale primrose, an exceptionally
fine spike ; Nerisse, shades of blue, double

;

Cymbeline, semi-double, bright blue ; Mrs. Creigh-
ton, also semi-double, deep gentian colour

; Shy-
lock, single, rich blue, white centre ; Medea,
semi-double, deep purple ; and Pharaoh, lovely
shades of blue. Several promising seedlings were
also included.

P.EONIES FROM LaNGPORT.

The advance which has been made during recent
years among herbaceous Peonies is wonderful
indeed, and foremost among those responsible for

this advancement is the firm of Messrs. J. Kelway
and Son, Langport, Somerset. Recently Messrs.
Kelway sent us a few of the choicest of their double-
flowered varieties, which, in addition to their

exquisite colour tints, possessed a fragrance not
unUke that of the Rose itself. There must be
many gardens with shaded borders where Pa;onies
would thrive splendidly, and certainly their

many good points warrant their inclusion in all

good gardens. We select the following from those
sent as appealing most strongly to us: Countess
of Chesterfield, pure white outer petals and pale
blush centre ; Pageant, rosy purple ; Mrs. F.
Davidson, large outer petals rose blush, centre
creamy white

; Duke of Devonshfre, very large,

with outer petals deep rose colour and smaller centre
of the same hue ; Dr. Bonavia, pretty shade of pink,
this becoming paler towards the edges of the petals ;

and Prince of Wales, large rosy mauve.

Beautiful Delphiniums from Maidstone.

A charming collection of Delphiniums has come
from Messrs. George Bunyard and Co. of Maidstone,
the spikes strong, leafy and bearing flowers of

exceptionally beautiful colouring. One of the most
striking is called Rev. E. Lascelles, a flower of

great size, with no trace of coarseness, double, and
intense violet and clear blue, two shades that are in

Rare Flowers from Leonardslee.

Mr. W. A. Cook, The Gardens, Leonardslee,
Horsham, sends us another contribution of rare
flowers, chiefly those of shrubs. Mr. Cook writes :

" Among the finest wall plants is Fremontia
cahfornica, which is semi-evergreen here. It

bears bright yellow, cup-shaped flowers, each
nearly 3 inches in diameter. Our largest plant
is nearly 20 feet high, flowers with great freedom,
and stands the winter well. It requires a rather
dry and elevated position, and should have its

roots well covered with protecting material

during cold weather. Grevillea sulphurea, G.

rosmarini folia, G. alpina and G. forestianum
are all very beautiful and are easily grown.
They all last in flower for a long time,

grow freely when in suitable positions, are

evergreen, and as such are unusually attrac-

tive. Plant in very light soil and occasionally

top-dress. Fabiana imbricata is a beautiful

Erica-like evergreen shrub, and bears a profusion

of tubular flowers which cover the whole plant.

Specimens that were protected last and the previous

winter fared worse than those that were not covered.

Light loam and leaf-soil and a high position suit

these plants admirably. Abutilon vexillarium is

a beautiful wall plant, and flowers with great

profusion from early summer till quite late in

autumn. Plants 10 feet high make remarkable
features upon a wall. The flowers are pendulous,

with crimson sepals, yellow petals and purple or

browTi stamens. It is a very easy plant to grow,

and one that will give much pleasure. A. viti-

folium is a gem against a wall, flowers with the

greatest freedom and is perfectly hardy in the
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shrubbery, but in such position it flowers much
later. We have one fine plant, nearly 20 feet high,

which has been a mass of lavender flowers, with

creamy stamens. Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius is

an evergreen well adapted for shrubberies or for

use as dot plants in the alpine rock garden. It

bears myriads of small white flowers, and grows

well under the same conditions as Fabiana imbri-

cata. Solanum crispum and S. jasminoides are

two very beautiful plants, and both are hardy, the

former bearing large clusters of lavender, yellow-

centred flowers. Our plants are upwards of

20 feet high, covered with blooms, and make an

unusually attractive picture. S. jasminoides re-

quires a wall, where it grows rapidly and produces

quantities of white flowers all through the summer
and autumn. Rynchospermum (Trachylosper-

mum) jasminoides does remarkably well outside,

and in a warm corner is a great beauty. Its

charming white, highly scented flowers are very

startling and at once attractive. Rhododendron
hirsutum and R. h. album are evergreen, flower with

great freedom, and are fine subjects as dot plants

in high positions. Styrax japonicum is now a rare

sight. The flowers are thickly studded on the

under sides of the branches and are pure white.

It is quite hardy and has formed a large tree

15 feet by 15 feet. Styrax Obassia flowers later,

the blossoms being borne in long racemes. The
foliage is much larger, else the tree flourishes under

the same conditions as S. japonica."

SOCIETIES.
RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The thirty-sixth annual exhibition arranged by this

society was held in the Old Deer Park, Richmond,
on the 29th ult., when a wonderful display of flowers

was to be seen. The Rose classes were exceptionally
well filled, and vegetables also were largely shown. Fruit
was not quite up to the average. This society owes
much of its success to the untiring energy of the hon.
secretary, Mr. \V. J. Cook, who is well supported by the
committee.

CJoMPETiTivE Classes.

Pot Plants (Ope-n to All).—In Class 1 , for a group of plants

in or out of flower, first prize went to Lady Waechter, Terrace
House, Richmond Uill (gardener, Mr. H. Burfoot). This
was composed of Crotons, Campanula peij^icifolia, Colcus,

Lilies, Caladiuma and Begonias, the arrangement, however,
being rather crowded. This appeared to be the only entry
in this class.

Fora semi-circular group of plants. W. S. Bailey, Esq., J.P.,

Poulett Lodge, Twickenham (gardener, Mr. H. A. Stiles),

was first. Lilies, Carnations and Gloxinias being well sliown

here. C. M. Bartlctt, Esq., East Sheen (gardener, Mr. H.
Hicks), was second ; Mrs. Fitzwygram, Hampton Hill

(gardener, Mr. W. Redwood), third.

For six Palms, W. S. Bailey, Esq., was first with well-

grown specimens. Lady Waechter being second.

Mrs. Cooper Coles, Twickenham (gardener, Mr. W. H.
Keary), was first for six Fuchsias, distinct, with splendidly
llowered pyramid plants ; Mrs. Vaughan Arbuckle, Rich-
mond (gardener, Mr. H. Lawrence), was second, the plants
here also being very good indeed ; Mrs. Fitzwygram was
third.

For six Coleus there were two entries, C. M. Bartlett,

Esq., winning first prize with large, well-coloured plants

of high quality. Second honours went to Lionel Warde,
Esq., Petersham (gardener, Mr. A. AUum), the plants here
also being of high quality.

In a similar class for Caladiums there were three entiies,

Mrs. Vaughan Arbuckle winning the premier prize with
remarkably good specimens, Cardinale calling for special

mention. Second and third prizes went respectively to

C. M. Bartlett, Esq., and Lionel Warde, Esq.
For nine Streptocarpi the competition was good, G.

Atkins, Esq., East Sheen (gardener, Mr. W. J. Hill),

winning first prize with very good and well-coloured

specimens. A. Burton, Esq., East Sheen (gardener, Mr.
T. Quarterman), was second ; and Lady Waechter third.

Mrs. Cowper Coles was first in a similar class for Glox-
inias, the crimson-flowered plant shown here being very

good indeed A. Burton, Esq.. was second.

G. Atkins, Esq., was first for six tuberous Begonias,

W. S. Edwardson. Esq., Sidcup, being second.

Rosei {Open Classes).—The Gunnersbury Challenge

Cup, off'ered for forty-eight Roses, distinct, three blooms
of each, was won by Messrs. D. Prior and Sons of Colchester

with a remarkable display of large and well-coloured

flowers. V Duke of Teck, Lady Ashtown, Comte de Raim-
baud and Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt were varieties that

called for special mention. Second prize went to .Messrs.

Frank Cant and Co., Braiswick Rose Gardens, Colchester,

whose flowers were exceptionally well coloured but rather
smaller than those of Messrs. Prior. General Jacqueminot,
George C. Waud, Harry Kirk, J. B. Clark and Mrs. R. G.
Sharman Crawford were all of special merit. Messrs.
13. R. Cant and Sons of Colchester were a good third, the
flowers here also being exceptionally well coloured.

The class for twenty-four Roses, distinct, three blooms
of each, was well filled, Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. securing
first prize with grand flowers. Lyon, Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Dean Hole, Marie Baumann and Lady Ashtown
were a few of the best. Messrs. D. Prior and Sons were
second, (^omte de Raimbaud and Mme. Jules Gravereaux
being exceptionally good among their flowers. Third
prize was well won by Mr. George Prince, Longworth,
Faringdon, who put up exceedingly well-coloured flowers,

Lyon being remarkably good.
For twelve Roses of one variety, Hybrid Perpetual or

Hybrid Tea, the entries were very numerous, first prize

going to Messrs. R. Harkness and Co.. Hitchin. for a wonder-
ful box of Mrs. J. Laing. Messrs. D. Prior and Sons were
second with very fine blooms of Lady Ashtown ; and Mr.
G. Prince, Longworth, was third with rich-coloured flowers

of Lyon.
In a similar cla^s for Tea Roses, Messrs. D. Prior and

Sons were first with Mme. J. Gravereaux ; Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons second with the same variety ; and Ms. H.
Drew, Longworiih, third with Comtesse de Nadaillac.

For twelve trebles, Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, was a
good first, his flowers of Sultan of Zanzibar, Mrs. T. Roose-
velt and Lady Ashtown being exceptionally good. Mr. H.
Drew was second.

Roses (Amateurs only).—For twenty-four Roses, distinct,

single blooms, Mr. E. J. Holland, Sutton, won first prize

with remarkably large and clean blooms, Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Fraii Karl Druschki and Mildred Grant being
extra good. Mr. W. R. Hammond, Grovelands, Burgess
Hill, was second ; and Mr. W. C. Romaine, The Priory,

Old Windsor, third

In the Rose classes limited to exhibitors residing in

the district, A. Elsee, Esq., Burlington House, Hampton
Hill (gardener, Mr. B. Mason), was first for twelve blooms,
distinct; G. J. Favel, Esq., High Street, Hampton Uill,

first in a similar class ; and H. C. Duckworth, Esq..

Elmstead, Twickenham, first for six blooms.
' Herbaceous Fhwers.—For twenty-four bunches of cut
herbaceous flowers there were two entries, first prize being
won by Lionel Warde, Esq., Petersham House, Petersham
(gardener, Mr. A. Allnm). Gladioli. Lilies and Alstrce-

nierias being good. The Rev. W. H. Oxley, M.A., The
Vicarage, Petersham (gardener, Mr. F. Gower), was second.

Sweet Peas.—For six distinct varieties of Sweet Peas,
twenty-four spikes of each, there were eleven entries, first

prize being well won by A. W. Perkin, Esq., J.P., Greenford
Green, Harrow (gardener, Mr. G. Baldwin). Evelyn
Hemus, Constance Oliver and Maroon Paradise were very
good indeed. Second prize went to W. Mowsley, Esq..

West View, Ashford. Middlesex, Constance Oliver and
Nora Unwin being the best varieties. E. R. W. Bennett,
Esq., Sunburv (gardener, Mr. Chart), was third.

For nine distinct varieties of Sweet Peas, twenty spikes

of each, there were five entries, first prize going to A. W.
Perkin, Esq. Paradise Red Flake, Frank Dolby, Mrs.

A. Ireland and Elsie Herbert were very fine. The Earl

of Devon was second, The Marquis and Clara Curtis being
good. Third prize went to W. Mowsley. Esq.

For nine distinct varieties (prizes offered by Mr. H.
Eckford), first prize was won by G. T. Biddulph, Esq.,

the flowers here being well coloured. Mr. W. Cook,
Richmond, was second.
For eight bunches of Sweet Peas (prizes offered by Messrs.

E. Webb and Sons), the Earl of Devon was first with
splendid flowers ; Miss Langworthy, Holyport, was
second.

Fruit {Open Classes).—For three bunches of black Grapes,
distinct, there were three entries, Sir Walpole Greenwell,

Bart., Marden Park. Woldington, winning first prize with
excellent bunches of Prince of Wales ; Messrs. W. and E.
Wells, Hattonhurst, Hounslow, were second with Black
Hamburgh ; and W. S. Bailey, Esq., Twickenham, third.

Two exhibits only were staged for white Grapes, Sir

Walpole Greenwell, Bart., winning first prize with good
bunches of Foster's Seedling ; W. S. BaUey, Esq., was
second.

In the fruit classes limited to residents in the district,

first prize for two dishes of Strawberries, distinct, was won
by Messrs. W. and E. Wells for grand fruits of Leader and
Bedford Champion. G. T. Biddulph. Esq., Douglas
House, Petersham (gardener, Mr. C. Howe), was second
with Royal Sovereign and Leader, and Mr. Owston,
Langley Lodge, Langley, third with Countess and Royal
Sovereign.

G. T. Biddulph, Esq.. was first for one Melon ; A. Burton,
Esq., East Sheen (gardener, Mr. T. Quarterman), second,
and Mr. Owston third.

Three dishes of Peaches were staged in the class for these,

Messrs. W. and E. Wells winning first prize with Condor.
Mr. Owston was second, and W. S. Bafley, Esq.. third.

Vegetables {Open Classes).—Two exhibits were staged

in Class 21 for a collection of twelve distinct kinds of

vegetables, first prize being won by Miss Langworthy,
Gay's House, Holyport. Berks (gardener, Mr. T. J. Brown).
The Carrots, Peas and Beetroots were very good here.

Colonel Biddulph, Grey Court, Ham (gardener, Mr.
Montague), was second, and Mr. H. Kcene, Richmond,
third.

For nine dishes of vegetables, distinct, E. G. Mocatta,

Esq., Woburn Place, Addlcstone (gardener, Mr. T. Steven-
son), was first with a very fine display. Peas. Potatoes and
(^arrots being extra good. Miss Langworthy was a good
•second, and G. T. Biddulph, Esq., third.

For Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons' prizes Miss Langworthy
was first, and Su: Walpole Greenwell, Bart., second.

The Earl of Devon. Powderham Castle, Exeter (gardener,
Mr. T. H. Bolton), was first in the class for Messrs. E. Webb
and Sons' prizes. Carrot Defiance being extra good. Misa
Langworthy was second, and Mr. H. Kecne third.
The classes for table decorations and bouquets, as well

as the cottagers' classes for vegetables, were well contested

.

but owing to the demand made on our space by the reporta
of other shows we cannot give details of these.

No N-COMPETITIVE GROtJPS.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.. put
up a pretty display of Carnations, border, perpetual-
flowering and Malmaison varieties all being included.
Countess of Onslow, a charming puce-coloured flower, was
in fine form, and Prince Arthur (scarlet) and Sault (salmon
scarlet Malmaison) were also noticeable.
The Delphiniums from Messrs. J. Kelway and Son,

Langport, were, as usual, very fine indeed, huge spikes of
many exqui:<ite varieties being shown. A few of the
more notable were Norman Hurst, semi-double, rich blue
and purple ; Maid of Honour, sky blue, shaded rosy
mauve ; Beauty of Langport. primrose ; and Kelway's
Lovely, clear sky blue and bright rose mauve, double"
* Messrs. Bakers' of Wolverhampton staged a fine bank
of herbaceous flowers, among which were excellent examples
of Iris, Delphiniums, Gaillardias, Pyrethrums and Violas.
The Roses from Mr. F. M. Bradley, Peterborough,

were a good lot, and were most tastefully arranged. Climb-
ing Lady Ashtown, Pauline Bersez (cream, shaded yellow),
Richmond, Liberty, Frau Karl Druschki and other notable
sorts were all shown in first-class condition.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham, iiad a beautiful
display of herbaceous fiowers. Salvia Sclarea, Isatis glauca,
Inula glandulosa. Delphiniums and many other kinds
being well shown. In front of the group Messrs. Ware
had a glorious display of their famous tuberous Begonias.
Sweet Peas from Mr. Henry Eckford, Wem, Shropshire,

were a beautiful lot, the blossoms being large and the
varieties embracing many of the newer sorts. Paradise
Ivory, Othello Waved, Lady Althorpe (very faint blush
flower), Mrs. E. Oilman (beautiful blush grandiflora) and
Dorothy Tennant Spencer called for special mention.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Sussex, had a fine display
of Carnations, border varieties being largely shown as
well as perpetual and Malmaison types. Among the
borders the Hon. Mrs. C. Bathurst was particularly notice-
able on account of its dull brick red colour.

Mr. W. J. Unwin, Histon, Cambridge, had a very fine
display of Sweet Peas, among which were a number of
new varieties of much excellence. Of these we specially
noticed the beautiful orange fiaked variety Mrs. W. J.
Unwin, Eric Harvey (a delightful pink and white flower),

Mrs. R. Hallam (salmon pink on cream base), Freda Unwin
(beautiful clear lavender) and Nettie Jenkins (lavender,
with rose mauve standard.

Messrs. George Jackman and Sons of Woking staged a
good group of Roses, and also herbaceous plants, among
the latter being a fine lot of Iris Kaempferi seedlings, the
colours of which were exceedingly good.
The Roses from Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peterborough,

were a very good lot indeed, the flowers being well arranged
and including most of the leading sorts.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons. Limited. Chelsea, arranged
a beautiful group of pot plants on the floor, Roses, Clematis
and Hydrangeas being the principal kinds shown.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, also had a wonderful
display of pot plants, stove foliage subjects and Fuchsias
predominating.
The Gloxinias from Mr. H. E. Fordham, Twickenham,

were a very good lot indeed, purple shades of colour being
mostly shown. The plants were well grown and the flowers
large.

Mr. K. Therkildsen, Old Southgate. staged a nice group
of cut Roses, Lyon, General MacArthur and Betty being
very pretty.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield,
had a delightful exhibit of Carnations and Roses, the
flowers being particularly rich in colour and of large size.

The Malmaison Carnations were particularly good. Among
the Roses the beautiful flowers of Lyon, Joseph Lowe,
Elizabeth Barnes. Mme. Segond Weber, General MacArthur
and White Killarney called for special mention.

Mr. William Thompson, Sheen Nurseries, had a large

group of pot plants on the floor, the Hydrangeas being
particularly good.

Carnations and Lilies from Mr. W. H. Page, Hampton,
were exceptionally good, the flowers being large and rich

in colour. The background of Rambler Roses was most
effective, Hiawatha being particularly pretty.

The large group of vegetables and flowers staged by
Messrs. E. Webb and Sons, Wordsley. Stourbridge, was
a very fine one in every respect, and reflected great credit

on the firm. Melons were exceedingly fine, and Cucumbers.
Tomatoes, Peas, Beans, Beetroots and Potatoes were also

well shown. The flowers embraced a particularly good
strain of (Gloxinias. Sweet Peas in all the leading sorts,

Hydrangeas and Spiraeas.

Messrs. William Paul and Sons, Waltham Cross, had a
large box of the beautiful new Rose Juliet, wliich attracted
much attention.

Awards of Medat.b.

Large gold medals to Mr. W. J. Unwin, Mr. L. R. Russell

and Mr. C. F. Waters. Gold medals to Mr. W. H. Page,
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Messrs. Kelway and Son,
Messrs. W. and J. Brown and Messrs. E Webb and Sons.
Silver-gilt medals to Mr. Henry Eckford,' Messrs. T. S.

Ware. Limited, Messrs. Will am Cutbush and Sons and Mr.
W. Thompson. Silver medals to .Mes?rs. J. Veilcli nd
Sons, Limited, Mr. F. M. Bradley, Mi ssrs. Bakers, Messrs.

G. Jackman and Sons. Mr. Karl Therkildsen, M ssr^.

Jarman and Co. and Mr. C. Engelraann.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Earji departmrnt 0/ horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-
petent authorities. With that object he uishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous
feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers
urill kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he utill not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he wilt endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As legnrds photographs, it payment be desired, tlie Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It muM be distinctly understood that only the actual plioto-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated mth.

The Editor uMl not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which Ite may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN tviU alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

UNCOMMON RHODODEN-
DRONS.

IN
praising the numerous garden Rhodo-
dendrons which have originated
through the intercrossing of such
species as R. catawbiense, R. ponti-

cum, R. caucasicum, R. arboreum
and one or two other species, we are

apt to overlook the merits of a large

number of species and varieties which,
though of humbler proportions, possess a
beauty and subtle charm which warrant
them an equal share of favour with their

more gorgeous relatives. Some of these
kinds rarely rise more than i inch or 2 inches
above the ground, and are at home in

marshy or boggy ground, yet showy flowers
are borne which make them conspicuous
objects when in good condition. A repre-
sentative of this class is noticeable in the
Northern Asiatic R. kamtchaticum. Then
we find other kinds growing on hillsides,

which form dense, twiggy bushes \vhich
bear large quantities of bright-coloured
blossoms

; and, again, we may meet with
rare kinds growing to 12 feet in height,
which deserve more general attention than
is bestowed on them at present.

A collection of these rarer Rhododen-
drons would form a valuable asset in any
garden where Rhododendrons thrive, for

their flowering season extends over a con-
siderable period, and a great diversity in

habit, foliage, form and colour of the
flowers is observed. An appropriate
manner of growing these kinds is to form
them into a large informal group or series

of beds, so that a comparison may be easily
made between the various kinds. With a
few exceptions, no more difficulty is expe-
rienced in their culture than in that of
the better-known kinds, while a number
of the smaller-growing sorts may be more
easily propagated, as half-ripened shoots
inserted in pots of sandy peat in a warm,
close case root readily.

In passing in review some of the
members of this group, two kinds are
specially noticeable at the end of May,
namely, the yellow-flowered R. Brough-
tonii aureum and R. Smithii aureum.
Those who are familiar with these will

remember the glaucous leaves of the latter

and the dull green leaves of the former,
which constitute the principal distinguish-
ing points ; but the casual observer might
think the two kinds alike, as the flowers
are very similar. Where one kind only is

wanted, the former will be found the better

plant. Both plants are verv interesting,

for they originated as hybrids between
a large-flowered evergreen Rhododendron
and R. sinensis, perhaps better known to

some as .Azalea mollis, and are members
of a small group which was at one
time distinguished by the name of

Azaleodendron.
1 Turning from this, we find a very
distinct species in the small - growing,

purple-flowered R. lepidotum, a native
of the Temperate and Alpine Hima-
laya. In this the flowers are flat

and about i inch across. Although
its normal flowering-time is May, it not
uncommonly bears a few blossoms at irre-

, gular intervals during summer R. indicum
possesses a number of floriferous forms,

which stand out of doors in the southern
parts of the country. The most familiar

\

of these is the old, well-known pot plant,

amoenum ; but the variety splendens is

richer coloured and altogether better for

outdoor planting. Then we have the form
which Professor Sargent introduced from
the mountains of Japan under the varietal

j

name of Kaempferi, which is exceedingly

I showy when in bloom in May. The little

double reJ variety of indicum, known as

balsaminseflorum, is also very pretty, and
makes an excellen plant for a group in

the front of a bed.

The division of the genus to which we
have be=n used to apply the term Azalea
gives us several other species in addition

to the last-mentioned. One of great beauty
is found in the white-flowered, hairy-leaved

R. ledifolium, which in many respects

resembles a singl ?-flowered white form of

R. indicum. A variety of it may also be
obtained which is quite different as regards

the flowers, for they are pinkish in colour

and double. It is known by the name of

narcissiflorum. A curious Japanese plant

is found in R. linearifoKum, a species with
narrow, hairy leaves and pinkish flowers

with narrow petals. A rare plant,

not easily obtainable, is R. quinque-
folium. The leaves are arranged in

fives and surround the stem. They
are exceedingly beautiful when they first

appear, for they are richly marbled with

green and brown. It is a deciduous plant

and bears reddish flowers. Plants may be
imported from Japanese nurseries. Two
other deciduous kinds which are worth
attention are Albrechti and dilatatum,

both of which bear rosy purple flowers.

The North American R. Rhodora is a flori-

ferous species well worth planting ; while

Japan presents us with a pretty little plant
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in R. serpyllifolium, a species with tiny

leaves and purplish flowers. Referring

again to R. kamtchaticum, we find it an

excellent plant for boggy ground in the

rock garden, while, if a httle attention is

paid to keeping it moist, good patches

may be grown with the other kinds. It

has the habit of suckering freely and
quickly spreading about into a good-sized

mass. A position exposed to drying winds
would be most unsuitable.

The bright red flowers of the two species

ferrugineum and hirsutum render them
so conspicuous in the alpine regions of

Europe that they have been given the

name of Rose des Alpes. Several forms

of the former are known, the most distinct

being album, with white flowers. The
charming little R. racemosum, with white

flowers deeply tinged with rose, is an ex-

ceptionally useful plant. Its chief pecu-

liarity lies in its flowers, which are

borne from axillary and terminal buds in

such a manner as to represent a raceme of

flowers. The Himalayan R. glaucum is

hardier than some people imagine and is

well worth attention, while few more beau-

tiful sights can be witnessed than a well-

flowered bush of R. cinnabarinurn, some-
times called R. Roylei. In addition to

tliese there are many others which space

will not allow of being mentioned other

than by name. A few of them are

compartum multiflorum, Wilsoni, Antho-
pogon, afghanicum, Hammondii, Keysii,

myrtifolium, yunnanese, rubiginosum and
punctatum. W. L.

NOTES OF THE WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

July 16.—Wood Green Horticultural Society's

Show.

July ig.—Royal Horticultural Society. Ex-

hibition of flowers, fruits, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lecture at 3 p.m. by Mr. Fred Enoch, F.L.S., F.E.S.,

on " Insects Affecting Our Crops.", Admission

2S. 6d. Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster.

July 20.—Cardiff Horticultural Society's Show
(two days). Liverpool Horticultiu'al Society's

Show (two days). Newcastle Summer Show (two

days).

July 21.—Truro Horticultural Society's Show.

Exhibition of forced flower and
foliage shrubs at Boskoop.—On the occa-

sion of the fiftieth yearly anniversary of the

Pomological Society of Boskoop (Holland), the

members of which formerly occupied themselves

principally with the cultivation of fruit trees, but
have now for years applied themselves almost

exclusively to the growing of all sorts of flower,

foliage and forcing shrubs and conifers, an exhibi-

tion of forced flower and foUage' shrubs will be held

during the first half of the month of April, 1911.

The exhibition building will occupy a surface of

2,600 square metres.

Hanley Flower Show.—This important
annual exhibition was held in Hanley Park, Staf-

fordshire, on the 5th and 6th inst., and, notwith-

standing bad weather, proved a great success.

Roses, pot plants. Sweet Peas, fruits and floral

decorations were all well and freely shown, and the

arrangement of the whole display reflected great

credit on the secretary and committee. Owing to

the demand on our space caused by the reports of

other shows, we are compelled to hold over our

description of the Hanley exhibition until next week.

Royal Scottish Arboricultural
Society.—The annual excursion of this society

was held recently, when about seventy mem-
bers took part. On Monday, June 27, the

party left Edinbiirgh and Glasgow for Banavie,

where they arrived after a pleasant journey. On
the first morning—that of Tuesday, June 28—the

company went by special train from their head-

quarters at Banavie to Corrour to see the exten-

sive afforestation work being carried on by Sir

John StirUng Maxwell. Much interest was taken

in the results of the adoption of the Belgian method
of planting instead of the ordinary notching. The
general opinion seemed to be favourable to the

former. On the morning of June 29 the company
went by steam-launch up the Caledonian Canal

to Lochs Lochy and Oich. The route enabled the

members to inspect the woods of Invergloy and

Letterfinlay, composed mainly of Larch and Scots

Pine. Thence they proceeded to Laggan Bridge,

where they were joined by Captain Elice of Inver-

garry, who showed them his famous woods of

Craiglea, where, although the greater part of the

Larch planted a number of years ago was cut, some

fine specimens had been preserved. Thence the

party went to the Fall of Garry, the way leading

through fine woods of Oak, Larch, Scots Pine,

Spruce and natural woods of Birch. The following

morning they again left Banavie, proceeding by

train to TuUoch, where they were met by their

president. Sir John Stirling Maxwell, and then

drove to Ardverikie, where they witnessed the

great development of forestry which has taken

place on the estate of Sir John Ramsden. In

about forty years no fewer than 10,400 acres of

rough land have been planted, with splendid re-

sults. The party here had the advantage of the

guidance of Mr. Grant Thomson, who has been

Sir John's counsellor in this great planting scheme.

On Friday the party visited Lochiel and inspected,

among other arboricultural features, what is said

to be the finest old natural Scots Pine forest in

Scotland, Lochiel Old Forest, as well as young

woods of great promise. In the evening the annual

dinner of the society was held at Banavie, when
Sir J. StirUng Maxwell, presided.

Plane trees as a danger to health We
have received a cutting from an Italian newspaper

drawing attention to Lord Walsingham's eminent

services to entomology and botany, and especially

to his microscopical study of the firuit of the Plane.

Quoting from a letter of Lord Walsingham's to

The Times of May 7, it gives the following par-

ticulars and suggestions :
" The Plane is a tree so

good for shade, so easy to cultivate and of such

rapid growth, that it has come much into favour for

planting in the streets and roads of town and

country. But Lord Walsingham raises the ques-

tion whether the many cases of lung and throat

trouble observed in persons who have frequented

some Plane-planted road in windy weather may
not be ascribed to the spicules (minute pointed

darts) w'hich are thrown off by the spherical fruits

and launched into the air in all directions.

Dr. Henry of Cambridge, being consulted,

answered that it was now considered that Plane

trees were prejudicial to health ; that a special law

in Alsace-Lorraine prohibits the planting of Planes

near schools, and that Galen and Dioscorides,

scientists of ancient Greece, were already aware

of their irritating quahty. For some time it was

supposed that the irritation was caused by minute

hairs given off by the pubescent leaves in spring
;

but cases occurring in the North of Italy after the
leaves had fallen directed investigation to the fruit.

Recent experiments conducted by Dr. Henry
by means of gelatine-coated glasses revealed
an enormous number of these minute spicules, and
it became clear that they must float in millions in

the air of streets planted with Planes. Such
spicules cause irritation of the throat, the bronchial

tubes, the lungs and the eyes, and the question

has arisen among medical men whether the Plane

j

should not be entirely banished from towns and
places of health resort. Lord Walsingham, making
a rapid calulation of the approximate number of

spicules in a single fruit, found that a fruit gathered
from a young tree contained thirty to forty sec-

tions or groups of about thirty seeds ; that each
seed is composed of about two hundred and sixty

separate cells ; and that each cell is formed of

twenty to thirty articulations or spicules. Hence
it is calculated that each fruit contains from five

to six millions of spicules capable of producing

irritation when in contact with the mucous
membrane of the throat or eyes, or when they have
penetrated to the lungs.

Outing at East Burnham Park. —
Some thirty members of the Royal Horticultural

Society, with friends, were, in spite of the dull

weather and the labours of the Holland Park
Show, enabled to accept the most kind and
generous invitation of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Veitch

to their hospitahty at their beautiful country

home, East Burnham Park, Bucks, on Thursday of

last week. But for the exhibition, many others

would have been present, as this now " annual,"

and it is hoped a very persistent annual, outing is

always one of great enjoyment. The skies were
unusually leaden for July 7, but, happily, no rain

fell to mar the visitors' enjoyment. Mr. Veitch

met his guests at Slough Station at 11. 15 a.m., and
having brakes ready, the party were soon trans-

ferred to the park, travelling in so doing through

some of the most fertile country in the kingdom.
The gardens, which were first visited, were in

delightful condition, the Roses, so abundant,

being full of beauty. Truly a visit to East

Burnham Park is a time of enjoyment, especially

in July.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Awards at the Holland Park Show.
Kindly include the following in your official list of

Royal Horticultural Society's awards made at the

society's summer show recently held at Holland

Park, Kensington. I find that these were accident-

ally omitted, and should follow after the silver-gilt

Knightian award. Silver-gilt Bank ian medals to

Messrs. R. H. Bath. Limited, Wisbech, for Carna-

tions, Roses and hardy plants ; Mr. Bertie E. Bell,

Guernsey, for Carnations ; Mr. Charles Blick. Hayes,
Kent, for Carnations; Messrs. Kelway and Son,

Langport, for Delphiniums, Sweet Peas. &c. ; The
King's Acre Nurseries, Limited, Hereford, for fruit

trees in pots ; Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge, for

Roses, shrubs and hardy plants; Mr. W. H. Page,

Hampton, Middlesex, for Carnations, Roses and

Geraniums; Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, Berks, for

Roses; Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Ken:, for alpines

and hardy flowers ; Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for

Roses and Carnations; and to Mr. Carlton White,

35, New Bond Street, W., for topiary work —
W. WiLKS, Secretary.

The Royal Horticultural Society.—
Your readers, and especially those who are Fellows

of the Royal Horticultural Society, will learn with
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much pleasure that Their Imperial Majesties the

King and Queen have consented to become patrons

of this society.—W. Wilks, Secretary.

The Musk.—The old scented Musk grows

freely in my Rose garden, sowing itself from year

to year.—R. M. Staveluy, Old Skniiigford Hall,

Ripon.

In the Blue Mountains, Jamaica.—
The miracle of Zephyranthes, pink and white,

rising from the ground and flowering within four

days has just been performed—the result of 5 inches

of rain in a thunder-storm after a prolonged period

of dry. It always happens, and always in this same
number of days.—VV. J.

Primula pulverulenta. — Last year the

Royal Horticultural Society sent me a seedling

Primula pulverulenta, which has now bloomed.

The length of the flower-stem from the base to

the tip measured 2 feet 11} inches, and there were

^ six whorls of flowers of a vivid crimson hue, with
' a well-marked brown eye, each i inch or more in

diameter. The number of flowers on the first

(lowest) whorl was eight ; on the second, ten
;

on the third, ten ; on the fourth, eight ; on the

fifth, seven ; and on the sixth, six. I do not

know if these particulars are of any interest, but

it seems to me that if this is a normal flower, the

plant is a great improvement upon P. japonica.

—

James Binning, Ely House, Chester.

A beautiful bedding Rose Out of the

many hundreds of dwarf Roses planted on each

side of the chief entrance to Wisley Gardens, none
just now can for a moment compare with Zephyrine
Drouhin, a Hybrid Tea, of which there are some
eight or ten plants, and which, as presented there,

is emphatically one of the very best and most
beautiful of all bedders. I noted it last year when
it was so charming. This year again it is full of

vigour, has ample foliage, and ^produces in

abundance very perfectly formed double blooms of

a bright cherry rose colour. The plants are about

i8 inches in height. Could it more often be seen as

growing on the Wisley sand, it would be ordered by
thousands, I am sure. Would that we had more
bedding Roses like it. But so many so-called

bedders are of thin growth and give a poor effect.

Near the Rose named is Mildred Grant, a grand
exhibition Rose, but at Wisley. as a bedder, not

in the same street. Mrs. J. Laing is very good
there. In a Hampshire Rose garden the other day
by far the finest bedder, out of scores so planted,

was Frau Karl Druschki.—A, D.

Petunias.—After being somewhat under a

cloud for several years, these flowers are evidently

becoming very popular, and every year many new
varieties are introduced, some, no doubt, distinct

and improvements on existing sorts, others hardly

worth specialising. The very large-flowered types

make excellent plants for hanging baskets, vases

and window-boxes, but they are not very good
for beds. In the other positions a few twigs and
long pegs keep them in just about the right natural

order. A mixed strain is best for this planting,

and the colours should be on the light rather than
the dark side. A very fine sort for the purpose
that came from seed was propagated for several

seasons and then lost. The greater part of the

flower was a very dark crimson, with sufficient

bands of white between to form a striking contrast.

Flowers like this with rich, pronounced colours

are much more acceptable than those with a heavily

veined, uncertaua groundwork. The small-flowered

section with flowers reminding one somewhat of

Convolvulus minor are very useful for bedding.

A sort with alternate bauds of purple and white,

that was very popular twenty years ago, is still

one of the best. A newer variety known as Rosy
Morn is very pleasing and an uncommon shade.

—

A. G. B.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH .\ND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.

SUMMER BEDDING.—All beds must be
attended to occasionally, picking off

dead flowers, staking and tying where

necessary, and hoeing to keep the beds

in trim order. Plants in carpet-beds

should not be allowed to grow out of

position ; they must be pinched back to maintain

a bold outline to the design.

Border Carnations.—To obtain good plants for

next season early layering is essential, and as soon

as the flowers are over the work should be com-
menced. The soil must be prepared first, and
ought to consist of one-third loam, one-third

leaf-soil and one-third sand, thoroughly mixed.

The plants should be cleaned and surplus growths

and flower-stems cut out, leaving only those

growths that can easily be laid in. The ground

round the plants should be slightly broken with a

hand-fork before placing fresh soil on it. When the

layering is finished, the plants must be watered

daily late in the afternoon. Carnations layered

in July root faster than those done in August, and if

they are planted out early to get thoroughly estab-

lished before late autumn, there is no reason what-

ever for potting and wintering the layers in frames.

Spring Bedding Plants.—If Wallflowers have
been treated as advised in a former calendar, they

will now require more room, and should be planted

out where they are to remain till bedding-time

comes again. The fact must be borne in mind
that these require a rich soil. Also plant out

Myosotis, Silene, Pansies, Alyssum, Arabis and all

others that are being grown for spring bedding.

Hardy Fruits.

Strawberries.—Sever the layers from the old

plants as soon as possible and remove the pots

from the beds. Early potting and planting are

advocated, and the work should be commenced
as soon as the plants recover themselves, which

will be in a few days. The ground that is intended

for new beds must be thoroughly prepared, given

a good dressing of manure and made very firm

before planting. Draw drills 2 feet apart and set

out the plants 20 inches asunder. A warm border

should also be planted to produce an early supply.

Figs.—The thin, useless growths may be cut

out before the foliage becomes too dense, retaining

the short-jointed fruiting wood.

Kitchen Garden.
Spring Cabbages.—This is a very important crop,

and the first sowing should be made at the begin-

ning of the week. The following varieties are

good, and may be relied on : Ellam's Early Dwarf,

Flower of Spring, Wheeler's Imperial and Mein's

No. I. It is absolutely necessary to obtain a good
strain of whichever sort is to be grown. Large,

coarse-growing kinds should be avoided. Every
precaution must be taken to guard the seed-bed

against birds and other pests. As soon as the

seeds are sown, the beds must be covered with fish-

netting, and if the weather is hot and dry it is

advisable to shade with mats.

Celery.—This will require copious waterings

during dry weather, and should be treated liberally

to liquid manure. Dusting with soot in the early

morning is beneficial, and a small quantity of salt

may be dusted along the trench occasionally before

watering ; it helps to keep down slugs.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth,

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Rose Garden.
Budding Roses.—.\ny time during the next four

or five weeks is a suitable period for this important
and interesting work. It woidd take up too much
space here to give details of the process ; besides,

it is so well explained by thoroughly competent
writers in The Garden that there is little advan-
tage in going over it again. The earlier, in reason,

the buds are inserted the better in our Northern
chmate. The main point about the selecting of a
proper lime for budding is to be sure that the bark
is in a workable condition, so that it is easily raised

and yet tough enough to ensure that in lifting it

it does not get torn seriously.

Mildew.—This often begins to show during this

month, and if checked at its first appearance it

may be kept from spreading seriously. The old
remedy, flowers of sulphur, is as reliable as any-
thing, but its unsightly appearance is against its

use in some gardens. If a little is rubbed on
the first-noticed spots of the disease, it is very
effective, and is less conspicuous than if a liberal

quantity is dusted on the bushes.

Plants Under Glass.
Primulas.—If sown at the time advised in this

column, the plants wiU now be ready for their

flowering pots. The 5-inch size is very suitable

for the bulk of the plants, but any extra vigorous
specimen may have a 6-inch pot. Be sure the
pots and crocks are perfectly clean. Arrange the
drainage with special care, as this is a plant that

will not stand stagnant water at the roots. Good
compost consists of three parts fibrous loam, two
parts sweet leaf-mould, half a part wood-ashes or

bruised charcoal, half a part spent Mushroom-bed
manure, and half a part of sharp sand. The
addition of a 6-inch potful of bone-meal and about
half that quantity of Thomson's Plant Manure to

each barrow-load of soil is a decided improvement.
When potting, place the plants well down in the

soil, as keeping them high up is the chief reason

for damping off. Make moderately firm and stand
the pots on a hard ash bottom in a cold frame.

Cinerarias.—These are now ready for potting up.

Somewhat similar soil to that recommended for

Primulas will answer nicely, but the chemical
manure and bone-meal should be omitted. A cold

frame with a northern exposure is best for this

plant.

Fruits Under Glass.
Peaches.—The fruits in the earlier houses will

now be all picked, and very vigorous measures must
be adopted to keep the trees in a clean, healthy
state. Thrips and red spider are very apt to gain

a footing while the fruit is ripening, so immediately
it is all gathered the syringe must be employed
daily to rout the enemy. Later houses in which
the fruits are maturing must have abundance of

air both day and night, as, of course, must the

houses denuded of fruit.

Melons.—These grow very rapidly now, and
constant stopping and regulating of the shoots are

necessary in the later houses. If a late crop has to

be taken from the same house in which the earliest

one matured, it ought to be thoroughly cleaned

before planting takes place, or vermin will be very

troublesome.

Vines.—Where ripe Grapes are hanging, con-

siderable care is necessary to keep a pure, buoyant
atmosphere. Avoid keeping the house shut close

at any time, and while the roots must not suffer

from want of water, a constantly damp border (on

the surface) is bad for the fruit.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

PrestOK House, Linlithgow.
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THE GREENHOUSE
NOTES ON ORCHIDS.

M'

The Miltonias.

:ILTONIA VEXILLARIA. — This is

a most beautiful and popular Orchid

which produces such a fine display

during the months of May and

June, while at the Temple Show it

may be seen in nearly every group.

It is a most variable species, and a typical form

may be described as having flat flowers, usually

lilac rose to dark rose, with a large two-lobed lip,

which is generally darker than other parts of the

flower. Among the highly prized varieties are

G. D. Owen (a richly coloured Orchid, and one of

the best in cultivation), rubella, splendens, chelsi-

ensis. Queen Alexandra and the Westonbirt variety.

All are extremely floriferous, and often two spikes

are produced from the same pseudo-bulb, each

bearing from three to seven large blooms.

Miltonia Roezlii.—In general habit and shape

this plant closely resembles the one named above,

excepting that the foliage is not quite so wide.

The flowers differ in colour, being white, with a

purple blotch at the base of each petal, while at

the bottom of the lip is a small area of yellow. A
variety known as alba is almost pure white. Both

are handsome subjects, but are not so largely

grown as M. vexillaria.

Miltonia X bleuana.—Among hybrids this

Miltonia occupies a high position. It was first

raised by Alfred Bleu of Paris, and flowered in

1889 and afterwardsin various coUectionsin England.

The parentage is M. vexillaria and M. Roezhi, and

it is fairly intermediate between these two plants.

A splendid form was figured in The Garden of

June 4, 1910, which gained the Royal Horticultural

Society's first-class certificate for Mr. W. P. Burkin-

shaw of Hessle, and another magnificent variety

has been named Stevensii.

Cultural Notes.

As these Miltonias pass out of flower, and for

several weeks subsequently, they must be kept

slightly drier at the base till the young growth

emits fresh roots, when any repotting may be done.

M. vexillaria and its allies are more or less 'surface-

rooting subjects, so fairly deep pans should be

selected in preference to the ordinary' flower-pot,

which ought to be filled one-third of their depth

with clean potsherds for drainage. A suitable

rooting medium is made up of Osmunda fibre,

peat, sphagnum moss and partly decayed Oak
leaves in equal parts, the whole to be well mixed

and broken up sufliciently fine to pass through an

inch-mesh sieve, while a 6-inch potful of silver sand

or crushed crocks may be added to every bushel of

the compost with advantage. The soil should be

pressed moderately firm about the roots, and when

the operation is completed the surface should be on

a level with the rim of the receptacle.

If any plants are sickly, all the decayed roots

and soil must be removed, also the old pseudo-

bulbs, two behind each growing point being ample,

while each piece ought to be potted separately and

carefully tended till it has recuperated. A healthy

specimen does not require much disturbance beyond

taking away the drainage and any sour material

near the top, after which it is ready to be placed in

a pan two sizes larger.

After the repotting is finished they can be

arranged upon inverted flower-pots, so as to bring

them near the glass, in a shady part of an inter-

mediate house where the night temperature varies

from 55° to 60° Fahr., and only given enough direct

water to keep the surface moist ; but the surround-

ings should be kept damp by occasionally syringing

between the pots. Both top and bottom ventila-

tion must be allowed, providing a strong current of

air is not permitted to pass over the plants', but as

the roots permeate the new soil, so can the venti-

lation and water supply be gradually increased.

To be successful with Miltonias as equable a

temperature as possible should be the rule, and this

is the reason why some growers place them among
the Odontoglossums during the summer months

and provide a few degrees more warmth in winter

than is usual in the structure referred to. A gentle

spray overhead when the weather is hot will prove

beneficial ; but as the dull, short days approach, this

practice must be discontinued, although it should

be borne in mind that steady progress is being

made throughout the winter.

Small yellow thrips are sometimes troublesome,

and are responsible for many weak, unhealthy

plants, but if they are carefully dipped in such a

way so as not to damage the leaves, say, every

three weeks or a month, in a weak solution of

XL All hquid insecticide, we shall secure that

bronzy tint in the foliage which is a healthy sign

that Orchid enthusiasts delight to see. After

dipping the plants they should be laid on their

sides till the solution has drained away, thereby

preventing any reaching the roots or accumulating

among the delicate leads. It will be noticed at times

that the leaves adhere to each other during the pro-

cess of development and, unless they are separated,

become disfigured. This is best accomplished with

the handle of a budding-knife. Sentinel.

PRETTY PLANTS FOR GREEN-
HOUSE SHELVES.

During the winter and early spring the shelves

in greenhouses are generally well packed with

plants of various kinds, because it is necessary to

store great numbers for bedding-out purposes in

the summer. After the plants are removed to

frames, and, finally, to the flower garden, the

shelves remain empty, or nearly so, throughout

the greater part of the summer and early autumn.

This is a pity, because there are so many beautiful

plants that can be grown on shelves in the summer,

and they help to furnish the structure. Amateurs

ought each year to prepare a nice batch of plants to

be placed on the shelves directly they are free

and have been washed down.

Campanula attica (purple) and C. attica alba

(white) are lovely plants for growing in small

pans on the shelves. The spreading habit of these

plants fits them for the position, as the shoots

depend gracefully from both sides of the shelf,

and as both varieties are free-flowering, a rich

display of blossom will result. These Campanulas

are suitable for sunny positions or shaded ones,

and are consequently valuable for structures in

various situations. Loam and leaf-soil in equal

proportions, with a small quantity of rotted manure

and sand to ensure porosity, should be used for

the potting of the plants if they require it.

Browallia elata (blue) and B. elata alba (white),

with B. speciosa major are also suitable for the

purpose. The plants flower at midsummer and

are exceedingly showy subjects ; their habit is

dwarf and just right for such narrow spaces as

between the shelves and the roof glass. A similar

compost to that recommended for Campanulas

will answer for these plants also. Mimulus in

variety may be grown, too. Mimulus compacta

is a grand variety for pot culture. Torenia Four-

nieri, sky blue flowers, is another pretty plant.

Then there are Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums for warm
shelves. Fuchsias and Lobelias for cool ones, and

Mignonette, suitable for any position almost all

the year round. A few pots of Isolepis gracilis

mixed with the other plants completes the furnish-

ing of the shelves. Avon.

SOME GOOD AND INTER-
ESTING NEW HARDY
PLANTS.

THE ever-increasing interest that is being

taken in hardy plants must be re-

garded as, to some extent, responsible

for the introduction of many new
species from China, which has been
steadily going on for some years past.

Occasionally at the Royal Horticultural Society's

exhibitions one or more of these new plants is to

be seen, when it creates something akin to a sensa-

tion, after which it is not perhaps seen again for

a year or two, until its fortunate owner has enough
stock to put on the market. Even when a new
plant is shown in quantity it is difficult to accu-

rately gauge its utility for the garden.

Other business having taken us to the Liverpool

district recently, we paid a surprise visit to the

Sealand nursery of Bees, Limited, the youthful

but energetic firm whose offices are situated at

Mill Street, Liverpool. Though a comparatively

young firm, Messrs. Bees have already gained a

good reputation as the introducers, through their

traveller, Mr. Forrest, of several new hardy plants

of unusual merit, notable among them being the

Primulas littoniana and bulleyana. Those who
visited Holland Park Show this year will, no doubt,

remember the first-named, the flower-spike of which

reminds one more of Orchis pyramidalis than a

Primula.

At Sealand, which is situated on the borders

of Flintshire and not far from the River Dee, the

firm has secured 200 acres of good loamy land in

an open position, and although this is not all under

nursery cultivation at present, it is available as

such whenever required. Naturally, the new
Primulas claimed our attention first, and we were

much charmed with the way they were growing.

In a cleared, open space in a small wood, where

the soil is of a clayey nature, large masses of these

were planted, and here P. bulleyana was a beauti-

ful sight indeed. Many of the specimens had

been in this position for two years, and had formed

enormous clumps, one plant that we specially

noticed having seven large flower-spikes. The
stems of these were nearly 2 feet high, and each

stem had four whorls or tiers of the brilliant golden

orange flowers fuUy opened. In the declining

rays of the sun, which glinted through the trees,

the colour of this Primula was magnificent. P.

httoniana, already referred to, was not quite open

in the wood, but in another part of the nursery we
saw a large batch of it with the curious cone-

shaped flower-spikes partly opened, the fully

expanded blossoms being lilac coloured and the

imopened flowers rich scarlet crimson. Primula

beesiana is a new one, so that much has not been

heard of it yet, but we think it will prove as

welcome as the two named above. It may perhaps

best be described as a purple-flowered P. bulleyana,

having the same robust habit and tiered flower-

stems as that variety. This, and also the new
hybrid P. Unique were growing and flowering

splendidly in the wood.

In the nursery proper we saw a vast array of

new or rare beautiful hardy plants, and it would

require the whole of one issue of The Garden to

enumerate them all. The following, however,

specially appealed to us, though all are not new :

Androsace bulleyana is a new species from China.

The flowers, which are rather small and borne in

the usual clusters on stems about 9 inches high,

are bright scarlet. Anemone demissa is a fibrous-

rooted species, with single white flowers and

palmate foliage. Codonopsis ovata is a plant not

well known, the pale slaty blue, bell-like flowers
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resembling in shape those of the smaller Cam- I

panulas. The interior of the bells is very beautifully

marked with orange. It grows rather more than

a foot high. Hypericum fragilis is a new dwarf

plant with bright yellow flowers, and somewhat
resembles H. polyphyllum. It will doubtless

prove a useful rock plant. Campanula puUoides

reminds us of C. puUa, the plants forming neat

tufts some 6 inches high, the foliage being almost 1

obscured by the rich violet blossoms. C. garganica 1

alba, a white form of the well-known plant, was I

romping away over the soil, creating quite a sheet

of white and green. Ajuga omniflorum is a dwarf,

very free-flowering member of the Bugloss family,

the sturdy growths being freely clothed with rich

blue flowers.

The strain of Mimulus which we saw here was

an exceedingly good one, and we think Messrs.

Bees are fully justified in naming some of the more
distinct varieties. Two that we much admired,

and which were exceedingly free-flowered, were

Major Bee, a Hose-in-hose blossomed plant, the

colour being cream, blotched crimson. Alpinus

Brilliant may be described as a good crimson-

scarlet flower with an inconspicuous yellow throat

;

one of the most brilliant Monkey-flowers we have

ever seen. The strain of that brilliant blue-

flowered plant, Anchusa italica Dropmore variety,

that Messrs. Bees have at Sealand is an exception-

ally good one. At the time of our visit two long

rows were creating a picture of rare beauty, the

plants being about 4 feet high, much branched,

and smothered with the large, brilliant blue

flowers. We also noticed good collections of named
Pyrethrums and many other first-class hardy

plants, all of which were in good condition. In

addition to hardy plants, Messrs. Bees have a large

collection of the best standard and new varieties

of Roses, as well as hardy ornamental-foliaged

and flowering trees and shrubs. We were much
interested in the way propagation is carried on

at these nurseries, large cloches being used for the

purpose. The propagating department resembled

at first sight a section of an intensive culture

garden. Apparently the system answers well, as

the newly rooted plants of various kinds that we

saw had a very robust and healthy appearance.

We presume that visitors interested in rare hardy

plants would be welcome at the Sealand nursery.

This is reached from Liverpool by taking the ferry-

boat to Seacombe, and then entraining on the

Wirral Railway, changing at Shotton, by the Dee-

side, for Saughall Station. This station is also

easily reached from Chester, being but four miles

away. The nursery is about half-an-hour's walk

from the station.

conspicuous by its absence. The spring-sown varie-

ties have all been cut or, as is more often the case

with many that remained uncut, they have suc-

cumbed to effects of excessive wet, frost and biting

winds. The autumn-sown varieties are far from

being ready for use, and, hardy as many of these

appear to be at the commencement of the winter

months, we view with consternation their diminish-

ing ranks, the more so if a reserve of plants is not

at hand under the friendly shelter of a south wall

or cold frame.

On light soils, where drainage is usually good,

vegetable-growers do not suffer so badly from

weather conditions as do those of us who have to

deal with heavy, badly drained, clayey soils
;

consequently, they have a greater choice of Cab-

bages to depend upon when vegetables are scarce.

But for those who are not so fortunate as fo soil,

the choice is more limited, and it is to these growers

I would suggest that a trial be given of the various

hardy Coleworts that were more generally relied

on for winter cutting in years gone by than appears

to be the case in these days of " variety " and
" sire." Their culture is of the easiest, and their

THE ROSE GARDEN.
HYBRID TEA ROSES FOR BEDS.

« N ideal bedding Rose should be al>le to

/\ display its blooms to the best advan-

/ % tage; that is, they must be borne upon

/ % erect stems. It should also be free-

£ \^ flowering and continuous, as far as

possible, and then there should be

brilliancy of colouring and perfect distinctness.

I should like to have added perfection of form of

the individual flower and also fragrance, but I am

afraid if we insisted upon these two points too rigidly

we should ban a large number of beautiful and

useful Roses.

I have headed this article " Hybrid Tea Roses

for Beds" because I take it that it is generally

known how excellent are the Monthly Roses and

the dwarf Perpetual Polyanthas for this purpose;

but there are many gardens too limited in area to

permit of the introduction of these in beds of a

kind, to the exclusion of the more superb Hybrid

Teas, the tribe that is undoubtedly the favourite

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE COLEWORTS AND THEIR

CULTURE.

IN
these days- of wonder, when the vegetable-

grower is kept in a continual state of expec-

tancy anent the creation of yet another

novelty in vegetable life which shall ecUpse

in size anything else of that particular

variety ever seen before, he is apt to lose

sight of some of his old favourites of years ago,

with results disastrous in the extreme at a period

when reserves are none too plentiful and conditions

most unsuitable for the quick remedying of the

evil.

Of all the vegetables under cultivation, we find

none to which the above remarks apply more

forcibly than to the Cabbages. True, we have some

really good varieties of recent introduction, but

by the time the first three months of the year are

upon us the Cabbage patch is too frequently

IRIS TINGITANA GROWING OUTDOORS IN SOUTH DEVON. {.S«- page. 350.)

smallness enables a great number to be grown in a

very small garden.

From a liberal sowing made at the end of June

thousands of plants will be ready for putting out

as the earlier crops of Potatoes or Peas are removed.

No pricking out into nursery quarters is required,

the plants being drawn as soon as they are ready to

handle and dibbled into rows r foot apart and

9 inches apart in the rows as fast as ground becomes

available. The largest plants are taken each time,

and it will be found that plants are usually available

from such a sowing right up to September. The

first plantings in August will be ready for cutting

about Christmas, and so on right up to April, when

other vegetables are becoming available. If found

advisable, every other row may be cut and every

second head cut from the remaining rows first,

or the whole patch may be cleared in rotation.

The Coleworts are exceptionally hardy, and I

have not seen a winter severe enough to decimate

the whole crop, as we sometimes have been unfortu-

nate enough to experience with regard to many
other of the Brassicas. The Hardy Green Colewort

is the more generally known, while the Rosette

Colewort affords a suitable variation. J. C. W.

one. Even in this now extensive group one hardly

knows which to select, so lovely are they all

;

but I have appended a list of varieties that £u-e

all splendid for the purpose of bedding, producing

as they do a wealth of blooms, which, in most cases,

are also of such a quality as will enable one to cut

them for house decoration if so desired. Although

I say this I would not counsel the practice. Far

better have a number of reserve plants for cutting

purposes, locating them in rows in the kitchen

garden or in a spare plot of ground where they

may be well cared for, and if hard pruned they will

furnish the house with abundance of long-stemmed

flowers, now so indispensable for our floral decora-

tions.

Where Roses are grown for garden decorative

purposes, they should be planted in well-prepared

beds in the first instance, as if this is neglected no

amount of after-treatment will compensate for

the defect. This last autunm I made a large

plantation in a garden that possessed anything

but a good natural soil for Roses; but on looking

round the estate I espied a grand heap of material,

the accumulation of some two or three years.

This consisted of lawn edgings, leaf-soil and turfy
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loam. There was also a fine heap of well-decayed

manure, I had all the old soil, to a depth of 3 feet,

wheeled away, the bottom of the beds broken

up, and then refilled with a mixture of two parts

of the loam and leaf-soil and one part of the manure.

This was done early in November, and after allow-

ing it to settle for two weeks the plants were set

out. Each received a good shovelful of a mixture

of leaf-soil, turf edgings and rotted raaniu-e in

equal parts, and they were dipped in thick mud
and planted, taking care to make them very firm

at the roots. About a week after planting the soil

was well trodden around each plant and the

beds levelled. No manure was given on top, but

a slight earthing-up at the bases of the plants was

done. In April the bushes were pruned back

hard, most of them to within

4 inches or 5 inches of their base

;

and now, as I write, they are pro-

ducing most dehghtful buds and

blooms, some quite up to exhibi-

tion standard, which many of the

beautiful bedding Roses are cap-

able of doing, although they also

yield a profusion of buds which

are rarely removed, because I find,

if the plants are in good soil, dis-

budding is not only wasteful but

quite unnecessary.

Beds of Roses may be consider-

ably improved by planting one or

two half-standards of the same
variety in the beds, or a good

contrasting colour may be planted

in half-standard form, say, dwarf

plants of the beautiful crimson

General Macarthur and half-

standards of the golden yellow

Mme. Ravary. The following are

all really good bedding Hybrid

Teas :

Reds and Crimsons.—Ecarlate,

Richmond, Liberty, General Mac-

arthur and Marquise de Salisbury.

Rose and Deep Pink. — Lady
Battersea, Mme. J. Grolez, Farben-

konigin. Lady Ashtown, Laurent

Carle and Camoens.

Pink.— Caroline Testout, La
France, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mrs.

E. G. Hill, Killarney, Konigin

Carola, Mme. Leon Pain, Mme.
Segond - Weber, Gustav Gruner-

wald, Princesse Mertchersky and

Irish Glory.

White and Blush. — Prince de

Bulgarie, Viscoimtess Folkestone,

Admiral Dewey, Augustine

Guinoisseau, K. A. Victoria, La
Tosca, Pharisaer, Irish Beauty,

Mme. C. de Luze and Mrs. T.

Roosevelt,

Cream.—Mme. Pernet-Ducher, Antoine Rivoire

and Mme. Jenny Guillemot.

Yellow.—Mme. Ravary, Le Progres, Mme.
Melanie Soupert and Rayon d'Or (not yet in

commerce, but it will be ne.\t season. It will

surpass all yellow bedders).

Apricot and Coppery Shades.—Joseph Hill,

Edu Meyer, Mrs. Aaron Ward, Mrs. A. R. Waddell

and Irish Elegance.

Salmon and Flesh Pink.—Betty, Countess of

Derby, Earl of Warwick and Dean Hole.

Several of the newer Roses are undoubtedly

good bedders, but one cannot recommend them
until they become less expensive. There is un-

doubtedly a great future before good new Roses of

this class, as there is a growing tendency to use

them for bedding. P.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A PRETTY ROCK GARDEN.

THE accompanying illustration represents

a portion of a Scottish rock garden

constructed about five years ago

and now well covered with plants.

The idea of this part of the garden

is a little dell with sloping banks on

either side and a narrow path between. In its

construction advantage was taken of the natural

formation of the soil, for the slope of the path and

mounds composed of soil from the foundations of

the dwelling were thrown up on both sides, the

principal object of that on the side which is shown

The Moss Pinks or dwarf Phloxes, such as those

of the setacea section, form fine mounds in spring,

and a large plant of Geranium pyrenaicum, seen

in the illustration, trails like a fountain down the

bank.

Alyssums, Cerastiura arvense, Arenaria mon-
tana. Violas of various species. Campanulas and

other free-flowering plants constitute a great

part of the display ; but Snowdrops, Scillas,

Anemones, such as blanda, apennina and robin-

soniana. Narcissi and other bulbous plants are

largely employed for other seasons. In late autumn
Colchicum speciosum album and other Meadow
Saffrons brighten it up, and an almost constant

supply of bloom is thus afforded. The portion

illustrated faces almost due south, and receives a

good deal of sun during the greater

portion of the day. S. Arnott.
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A SIMPLE ROCK GARDEN IN SCOTLAND.

in the illustration being to screen the drying green

from the greater part of the garden. It rises at an

angle of about 45°, the soil being a good loam, well

lightened with stones and some sand. Rough
terraces of soil, supported by freestone left from the

building of the house, were formed, and in these a

number of free-growing and other alpines were

planted. Now there is but little of the stone seen

save in the winter months, and the slopes are almost

entirely covered with verdure and flower.

Among the best plants for such a rock garden

are those employed in the part shown. Rhodo-

dendrons crown the summit, and a good mass of

the graceful, if spreading. Euphorbia Cyparissias

is to be seen near the summit. This is pretty with

its graceful foliage and its yellow flowers, the

foliage passing off almost red in autumn.

IRIS TINGITANA.
On January 17, 1903, a photograph

was reproduced in The Garden
of Iris tingitana flowering in a

Cornish garden. Though an ex-

ceedingly beautiful species, it is

rarely met with in this country, a

fact that is doubtless due to the

difficulty generally experienced in

flowering it. Numerous queries

appear from time to time asking

for information as to its successful

**"^ culture, and very rare are the notes

recording its blooming in the

British Isles. The photograph

alluded to was taken at the end

of March, but Iris tingitana is very

erratic in its season of blooming, for

I have had expanded flowers as

early as January, while this year

the blossoms were not at their best

until the third week in April, when,

fortunately, they all bloomed

simultaneously. The Cornish plants

were growing in deep porous soil

at the foot of a wall facing east,

and there were seventeen flowers

showing in a large bed. Mr. E. H.

Jenkins, writing later, said, " The
illustration of the beautiful Tangier

Iris is remarkable," and in refer-

ence to my statement that the

ground was well manured, remarks,
" What is news to me is the

apparent fact of this species being

almost a gross- feeding plant and,

if this has not beeil given in the

past, a valuable lesson in rare

plant cultivation has been divulged

by the pubUcation of the illustra-

tion in question and by the

valuable notes accompanying the

A few years ago I had a conversation with Mr.

Elwes on the cultivation of rare foreign plants,

and he expressed the opinion that in this country

they required rich soil to make up for the change

in temperature, instancing this Iris, which he said

around Tangier grew in sand, but that it was useless

to grow it in sand in England, where its health and

free-blooming qualities could only be maintained

by giving it rich food. Having grown Iris tingitana

for some years without flowering it, I determined

to follow Mr. Elwes's suggestion, and placed a deep

layer of manure 8 inches below the surface, while

the upper soil was mixed with an equal proportion

of old Mushroom-bed manure, so that the ground

was exceedingly rich. The next spring the plants

flowered well, the following year thirty bulbs

produced twenty-nine flower-spikes, and on another
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occasion eleven out of twelve bloomed. For the

past six years I have always flowered Iris tingitaiia

very well, and this 1 attribute entirely to the rich

soil in which it is planted.

Mr. Elwes, writing of this Iris, says, " 1 have

had it in cultivation for more than twenty years,

and have found that it requires rich soil and the

I protection of a frame to get it into flower." Of
course, in the South-West a frame is not necessary,

as they succeed admirably in the open air. A
couple of years ago I had an enquiry from a corre-

spondent, who wished to know how I managed to

flower this Iris, and I gave him full particulars. The
following year I was pleased to receive a letter

from him telling me that he had followed my instruc-

tions to the letter and had succeeded beyond his

expectations.

I give the fullest cultural directions in this note

in order that readers may be able to follow the

system which with me has led to such satisfactory

results, for, without doubt, anything that will

lead to this lovely Iris reUnquishing its shy-blooming

habit and becoming a free-flowerer is well worthy

of note. I have found it well to lift the bulbs after

the foliage has died down, for some that were left

in the ground through the winter did not bloom the

following year, so I lift, store in a dry draw'er, and

plant again at the end of October. Once I left

them until the second week in November, and
found that their tops had commenced to grow, and

feared their blooming might suffer, but they all

flowered well. I plant the bulbs 3 inches deep and

entirely surround them with silver sand. The
illustration on page 349 shows a colony growing

just above salt water at the mouth of the River

Dart, far distant from any wall. There are thirty-

five flower-heads, and the plants average over

2 feet -in height, the tallest being 2 feet gj inches.

This bed is probably a record for England, and is

immeasurably superior to the Cornish one illus-

trated seven years ago. Wyndham Fitzherbert.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Flowers and Fragrance.—At last we have
reached the joyous time of abundance of blossoms

and perfume from the Sweet Peas in the garden.

The plants have not attained to the stature that

is usual in many gardens, and I have already seen

some that are setting seed-pods, but, generally

speaking, they are in excellent health, and \^'ill

give abundance of flowers provided that the early

tendency towards pod development is immediately
checked.

Notwithstanding the condition of the plants I

foresee some disappointments, particularly in

regard to the failure of many stocks to come true.

Seeds which were indisputably saved from abso-

lutely true lines of plants last summer are throwing
many rogues, and seed-growers would doubtless

be grateful to anyone who would tell them pre-

cisely how to proceed in order to ensure trueness

in the Spencers, but the chances are that those

who possess this knowledge will keep it to them-
selves and not give it out to all the world. Person-

ally, I am sufficiently optimistic to believe that the

day will come when we shall reach the Elysian
state of rehability, but I must confess that I do
not think that the time is yet within measurable
distance.

There will, too, be heart-burnings owing to the
similarity of many of the varieties. No doubt
those who raised and introduced them saw differ-

ences between them and others (or perhaps they
had not seen others with which to compare them),
but the fact remains that there is need for more
drastic selection and discrimination before the
novehies are offered to the public, or the buyers
will assuredly become wearied of growing half-a-

dozen rows or clumps having distinct names, only

to find when the plants come into flower that the

differences are considerably more fancied than
real. The eyes of the Sweet Pea world are upon
the floral committee of the National Sweet Pea

j

Society, and it is hoped and expected that this

body of experts will see that the time has arrived

when there should be something more than a

statement that certain varieties are too much
alike for inclusion in the same stand in any com-
petition under the segis of the parent body, and
tell us that they are, if not quite identical, so

closely similar that only one should be grown in

a collection ; and if they will go still further and
say definitely which one that should be, our
gratitude will be the greater.

Some varieties have grown much better than
others up to the present, but there is in many
gardens conspicuous general excellence. I have
seen Stirling Stent in magnificent form, and the

colour is nothing short of remarkable, while the

substance, size and form of the blooms leave httle

or nothing to be desired. Up to the present Earl

of us have not had as much as we should hke, may
cieate developments. Within the next few days
all the best will be in bloom, then we shall
see which are the giants and which are those
that can be safely omitted from the next
collections. Spencer.

COLOURED PLATE.
PLATE 1404.

THREE GOOD DELPHINIUMS.

OUR coloured plate represents three

of the most beautiful Delphiniums
raised by Messrs. Kelway and Son
of Langport, in whose nursery at

the present time this glorious flower

is in perfection. The varieties

represented are Lady Fair, a soft lavender shade,
touched with sky blue, and semi-double; Sir J. G.
Ward, light blue, set off with a white centre ; and
Baden-Powell, lavender and rose. The plants are

A HYBRID ESCALLONIA (E. LANGLEYENSIS) IN MESSRS. VEITCh's NURSERY AT
COOMBE WOOD, KINGSTON HILL.

Spencer beats Nancy Perkin in growth and freedom
of flowering ; there is a suspicion of similarity in

these, but my stocks are indisputably distinct

both in colour and shape. The improved form of

George Stark is not a robust grower, but the colour

is superb, and up to the time of writing there is

no sign of variation. Mrs. Andrew Ireland more
than maintains its promise of last season, and the

variety in the same colour section that beats it

will have to be a real good one ; the plant is a

splendid grower and flowers profusely. King of

the Blues Spencer is simply immense in size, but

the colour does not appeal to me personally,

though there is no doubt that it will be widely

admired. Kathleen Macgowan is far better than

I thought it would be, judging by last year's

experience ; it is thriving as well as the best of

them, and the colour is exquisite. The crimson
Spencers are something of a worry, for the differ-

ence between five rows from different sources is

difficult to find as far as habit and colour are

concerned ; but a few days of sun, of which some

of strong growth, tall, and exceptionally beautiful

when grouped.

A BEAUTIFUL ESCALLONIA.
One of the most beautiful shrubs we have seen
recently is the Escallonia represented in the illustra-

tion. This is in flower now in Messrs. Veitch's

beautiful nursery, Coombe Wood, Kingston Hill, and
is a hybrid raised by the firm. It is a cross between
E. macrantha, which is a well-known shrub, and
E. philippiana. This hybrid shrub was described
in The Garden of June 25 last as follows :

" The
Escallonia that appeals most strongly to the writer

is E. langleyensis. There is a superb plant at

Coombe Wood ; it is trained to some rough stakes,

is 10 feet high and 12 feet wide, and the slender

shoots are wreathed with rose pink flowers—ropes
of them, one may say—3 feet to 4 feet high. It

is perfectly hardy, and has charming attributes

—

strength, gracefulness, deep shining green leaves

and brilliant rosy flowers."
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO LAYER ROSES AND CLEMATISES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—Salad plants

at this season are very much appre-

ciated, and few kinds more so than

Lettuces. The Cabbage varieties do

not require any tying up in order to

blanch the inside leaves, because the

plants are naturally very compact growing ; but

the Cos varieties are greatly improved by being

tied up judiciously, even those specimens that are

the result of high cultivation. No plant must be

tied while the leaves are moist, else the inside ones

will decay. When the plants are about three-parts

developed, some soft strands of matting should

be passed round the top of the plant about 4 inches

below it (so that a sufficiently tight grip of the

leaves can be had) and made secure, but the matting

must not be drawn too tightly, as it is neces-

sary to allow space for the future swelling of the

leaves. By thus treating Cos Lettuces a larger

percentage of blanched leaves is secured. As it

will not be possible to make further plantings on

ridges between rows of Celery, the Lettuces must

be planted in rich soil in a moist part of the garden,

if such a spot be available
;

quick growth means
tender salad. A nice batch of Endive plants should

now be raised ; the seeds must be sown very thinly

in deeply dug, well-enriched soil. Thin sowing

is very essential, because isolated seedlings grow

sturdily and are far superior to those specimens

which are drawn up weakly owing to overcrowding

in the seed-bed. It is an opportune time now to

use the Dutch hoe freely and so get rid of as many
seeding weeds as possible. It means cleanliness

and a garden free from seeding weeds in the

autumn.

Flower Garden.—Border Carnations are lovely

flowers, and the plants may be grown by amateurs

in almost every garden in the country. The work
of layering must never be neglected, because it is

the means whereby one can maintain the stock in

a vigorous state of health. Old plants often die,

especially those that have not robust constitutions.

The work is described in "The Town Garden"
column, so there is no need to refer to it in detail

here. In order to prevent Clematis plants getting top-

heavy, the young shoots must be regularly trained

to cover bare spaces, else they will all grow upwards
and cling together in a mass.

Fruit Garden.—During the summer months the

rain generally falls in light showers or heavy

thunder-storms. In the first case it is rarely sufficient

to moisten the roots of wall trees, and in the latter

the greater part of the water runs away, especially

where the ground is at all uneven or sloping. Do
not trust to rain showers, therefore, but give all

trees trained on walls a thorough soaking from

ponds or tanks ; and if the surface of the soil is

hard and baked, gently loosen it with the aid of the

garden fork, but do not use force enough to break

the roots of the trees. This watering should be a

thorough one ; then the buds on the branches will

swell freely. Grafted trees must be carefully

examined at once ; any shoots found growing from

the stocks should be removed. If there appears

to be any danger of the growing scions being dis-

lodged by strong autumnal winds, make them
secure to neat Bamboo stakes. Young stocks

must be well watered and the mulch renewed, as

it is important that such plants be cared for now if

they are to grow satisfactorily.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Of Primulas, P. kew-

ensis is one of the most valuable for the amateur to

grow. The plants are almost hardy
,

and at best only need the protection

of a cool greenhouse or frame in

winter-time. At the present season

the plants should be grown in a cold

frame with a north aspect, so that

the watering can be kept under

control, but air should be admitted

in abundance. Put the plants in

their flowering pots at once. Fibrous

loam, sweet leaf-soil, with a small

quantity of old mortar rubble and

sand added, form a capital compost.

All feeding can be done later. The
ashes in frames where P. sinensis.

Cinerarias and Cyclamen are growing

must be kept moist. Feed Achimene
now in greenhouses and thin out weakly shoots from

Rose trees prior to their autumn flowering. .\. A.

the shoot, however, a little preparatory work is neces-

sary. At a suitable place the leavesshould beremoved
from the stem, and the latter cut half through at a

joint, doing this on the under side; then, turning the

blade of the knife to run lengthwise, make an

upward cut through the centre of the stem about an

inch in length. I have endeavoured to show how this

should be done in Fig. 2. The cut portion of the

Rose stem should then be embedded in light and
gritty soil and be firmly pegged down with wire

or wooden pegs, such as are used for layering

Carnations. That the beginner may better under-

stand how the prepared shoot should be pegged

down, the wire peg has been placed in position, so

that all tliat is required to finish the operation is

to embed the prepared portion of the stem in a

depression made in the garden soil and cover

it with light sandy soil sufficiently to well bury it.

Before severing the layered shoots in the late

autumn be quite sure that they are rooted.

Layering the Clematis.—Few hardy climbers

exceed the beauty of the Clematis, and those who

I.^TYPICAL SHOOT OF THE WICHURAIANA ROSE
PERKINS SUITABLE FOR LAYERING.

THE LAYERING OF ROSES AND
CLEMATISES.

Layering Roses with the object of increasing

one's stock of plants is one of the simplest possible

methods of propagation, and those inexperienced

growers who have never yet attempted to raise

their Roses in this way may enter on the work

with the utmost confidence. Layering is recom-

mended by some authorities, who state that the

autumn, say, September or October,

is the most suitable period for this

work to be done. I prefer an earlier

period, and consider there is no time

like the present. Most Roses may
be dealt with quite satisfactorily now,
and those who are anxious to com-
mence operations should foUow the

lines laid down in these notes and
the illustrations accompanying them.

For the purpose of illustration a

good shoot of an ordinary wichu-

raiana Rose is shown in Fig. i. As a

matter of fact it is a shoot growing
on a very vigorous specimen of

Dorothy Perkins, and will serve our

purpose very well. Properly dealt

with, it should be a very easy matter

to layer such a shoot, and I have
little doubt that, if properly layered,

roots will have formed by late

October. Before actually layering

THE SAME SHOOT PREPARED READY FOR LAYERING. NOTE
THAT SOME LEAVES HAVE BEEN REMOVED AND AN
INSERTION MADE IN THE STEM.

desire to make their gardens beautiful, both in

the early and late summer, are prone to use this

subject freely for this purpose. I wish to deal

more especially with the hardy kinds, as they

embrace all that is needed in most English gardens.

It may be news to some beginners to learn that

the Clematis is readily increased by seeds sown in

sandy soil in autumn or spring, but a cold frame

should be utilised for the purpose. By far the

more popular and satisfactory way of increasing

the Clematis, however, is that of layering the

young shoots during the summer months. To
simplify the matter for the novice I have depicted

in Fig. 3 a shoot of Jackman's Clematis, just an

ordinary growth, such as most plants will produce

in abundance at this season ; and as the present

is a most suitable period for layering to be done

successfully, no time should be lost in proceeding

with the necessary preparatory work. This latter

is a very simple matter ; all that the beginner

needs to do is to remove the leaves from the stem

at a place about a foot from the point of the growth.

Such leaves and leaf-stalks make a joint where

they adhere to the stem of the growth that is being

dealt with. The joint is cut half through with

a sharp knife, and the blade of the knife is then

turned so as to make a longitudinal cut of about

an inch, or rather less, in length through the middle

of the stem, but in a slightly upward direction.

This is pegged down, as was advised for Roses,

and embedded in hght, gritty soil, so that when
the layering is completed the result is much the

same as portrayed in Fig. 4. All being well, there

is no reason why the layers treated as I have
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the Continent. All the single

Japanese Briars fruit freely, and we
find several more among the species

that are well worth growing for

autumn decoration.

Vckfidd. .\. P.

3. AN ORDINARY SHOOT OF A HYBRID CLEMATIS SUITABLE
FOR L.WERING.

described should not be nicely rooted by the latter

part of October, at which period they should be

severed and planted in their permanent quarters.

The layering of the Clematis is a system of raising

stock that has adv.intages over other methods,

such as grafting, &c. ; the plants obtained by
layering invariably go ahead in the succeeding season

and soon make useful specimens. D. B. C.

PREPARING BEDS FOR
STRAWBERRIE.S.

No time should now be lost in getting

ground ready for fresh plantations.

For this crop the ground should be

well worked and heavily manured.

Continue to layer runners for plant-

ing. On good land strong-growing

sorts like Royal Sovereign should be

planted 2\ feet between the lines and
2 feet between the plants. Others

with smaller foliage, like Leader, may be closer.

The work of destroying old plantations should now
be taken in hand, digging up the plants and burn-

ing them on the ground, or, if the ground is being

trenched now, they may be put in the bottom of

the trenches.

ROSE HARRY KIRK.

The wonderful vigour of this Tea-scented Rose

must appeal to all who love decorative varieties.

Imagine a Rose with a lovely long bud of a beautiful

light sulphur yellow on a plant almost shrub-Hke

in its vigour, and one obtains even then but a

faint idea of its special charm in the garden. Per-

haps one would not be specially fascinated with

it in the very hot days of July and August

—

even at that time, in early morning or evening,

it has most delightful buds—but in September,

and also in June, it is most charming. I remember
the sensation that was caused when Harry Kirk

was first exhibited some four years ago, for we had

then only one other Rose with such fine long buds,

and this was Gustave Regis. Happily, raisers are

now obtaining some glorious yellows, which,

together with the new shades of reds and crimsons,

will make the Rose garden even more perfect, by

reason of its varied colouring, than it has ever been

before. P.

ROSE FRUITS OR HEPS.

A FEW Roses produce such a quantity of showy

fruits as to be almost worthy of cultivation

solely for that reason. Pheasants are passion-

ately fond of Rose heps or berries, and can

be seen at almost all hours of the day among
the plants after the beginning of autumn and

the maturing of the berries. Of late years, in

this district, a large number of Rosa rugosa plants

have been used in covert planting for two reasons

—

favourite food for the birds, thus keeping them

more at home, and also the grateful cover and

shade provided. This method of utihsing our hardiest

and most easily grown class of Roses might be

increased to advantage. As a boundary hedge,

for gap-stopping, or as clumps for food and cover in

the game preserves they are invaluable. Nor

could one provide much cheaper, quicker or

efiScient cover. They come freely from seed and

make good shrubs by the third year. The largest

heps are found among the Rosa rugosa section,

but there are several other varieties that are

exceedingly showy, while the many shapes, sizes,

forms and colours give great variety. The fruits

can be had from small Sweet Pea size up to more

than i\ inches in diameter, and in almost all shades

of colour. Few plants help our autumn foliage

and flowers more than sprays of Rose fruits ; and I

believe the rugosa is used as jelly preserves on

FEEDING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The beginner in Chrysanthemum cultivation will

now be getting anxious as to the matter of the

feeding of the plants. Of course, a very critical

time in the growth of this plant is now approaching,

and every precaution must be taken so as not to

give a check to the plants ; I mean the " taking "

of the crown buds. If plants at this stage are

weakly, they will only produce weakly buds, and

in order to strengthen them nourishment must be

given. To over-saturate the soil with liquid manure
would be disastrous, and equally so to apply strong

doses of artificial manures, especially if the plants

are not well rooted. First ascertain if there are

plenty of roots, and then, if they are numerous,

judiciously feed with artificial manures and weak

doses of clear soot-water. .\ small quantity of

artificial manure frequently sprinkled on the

surface of the soil in the pots will have a most

beneficial effect. During rainy weather it is un-

wise to apply Uquid manure, but some artificials

may be given in a dry state. Directly it can

be seen that the buds are forming, all feeding

should cease until the buds " taken " are swelling

nicely ; then both feeding and top-dressing must

be done. Avon.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

2 inches, the digging to extend to the outermost
limits of the procumbent shoots, which are termed
" grass" or " layers " by the gardener. Next take

each layer separately, and by a sharp downward pull

remove all the leaves for a distance of 3 inches or

4 inches from the base of its stem, laying each

one as it is thus cleaned and prepared in order on
the soil. When thus prepared there should remain

about 6 inches or so of the more vigorous portion

of the shoot for layering. Some finely sifted and

very sandy soil should be in readiness to place

round about the plants, and in this new soil the

layering should be done. A few pegs must also

be in readiness, and these may consist of hair-pins

or some straight pieces of thin galvanised wire

bent at one end to the form of a shepherd's crook.

How TO Layer.—Having arranged the layers

in order about the plant so that each has its allotted

space, the operator, kneeling beside the plant

—

assuming the latter to be in the open ground

—

should lift a shoot and so turn it that the under

portion of the stem of the shoot is for the moment
uppermost. By grasping the tuft of green leaves

in the left hand and extending the index finger in

a line with the stem, a firm support will be given

and the stem ready to receive the knife. The
mode of inserting the knife is, perhaps, the most

important item now, and the necessary upward
incision in the stem should be the result of a single

dehberate cut—that is to say, there must be no

scraping or paring of the bark, but, by fixing the

blade of the knife vertically on the stem or shoot,

press it into the stem to about halfway before

turning the blade to continue the upward cut.

The entry should be made at a point on the stem

immediately below a joint, the cut or incision to

extend in an upward direction into the next joint.

From a well-made cut a bluntish, crescent-shaped

nib or tongue—which is the relieved portion from

the cutting—should ensue. Failing this, the point

of the nib must be removed with a horizontal cut

to produce a bluntish end.

Fixing the L.\yers.—The actual process of

layering, the fixing of the shoots or layers into the

soil, has an importance of its own, and the greatest

attention to the details above given may be of no

avail unless this fixing is rightly done. The best

way to fix a Carnation layer in the open ground is

to draw a channel-like groove with the fingers,

and, sUghtly pressing the uppermost portion of

the shoot in the direction of the plant, cause the

cut to open widely and in this condition make it

secure in the soil. Should the cut become closed

and be planted or layered in this state, the parts

will probably heal in course of time and the rooting

Border Carnations.—At any time now prepara- ! be either deficient or entirely absent. For greater

tion may be made for the layering of the shoots
,

security a wire peg, as previously noted, will

of these plants, and in this way provide that greater
]

assist to keep the layers in position. With the

vigour which an annual re-rooting bestows. The I work of layering completed, a gentle watering

essential items of successful layering are simple with a fine-rosed can should be given to settle

enough and easy enough to carry out, yet a very the soil. E. H. Jenkins.

large number fail because of a cer-

tain innate fear which they cannot

dispel. To say that a sharp knife,

an upward cut and a steady hand

only are needed to perform the

work is right enough in its way,

but the mistakes follow just as

freely as of yore; hence a detailed

description of the work may be very

helpful at this time. If we deal

with the operation in the systematic

way in which we should perform it,

the reader may be still further

assisted.

Preparing the Plants.— This

may consist also of weeding the

ground around the plants and lightly

forking up the soil to a depth of 4.

—

the same shoot after layering has been coupleted.
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THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for oiu- table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the

flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome
anything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub, Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be

addressed to the Editor, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Sweet Peas from Stirlingshire.

Mr. C. Shaw, The Gardens, Boquhan, Kippen

Station, Stirlingshire, sends a remarkably fine lot

of Sweet Peas, all of which are of splendid colour

and possess long, stout stems. In addition to the

best standard varieties Mr. Shaw included such

new ones as Asta Ohn, lavender ; Frank Unwin,

pale lavender, very prettily waved
;

Queen of

Norway, waved, purplish mauve standard and

blue wings ; Tennant Spencer, rosy purple ; and

Marie Corelli, cherry red with white centre. In

addition we noticed a pretty seedling with large,

waved purple standard and blue wings. Mr.

Shaw writes: " I have much pleasure in forwarding

you a few blooms of Sweet Peas, which I hope may
reach you in good condition. We have been

cutting since June 20, and will have a much larger

percentage of fours in a week or two. The seeds

were sown on January 26 in small squares of turf,

stood in a vinery at a temperature of between

40° and 45°, placed in a cold frame on February 24,

and planted out on April 22. Previous to sowing

the seeds were all shghtly chipped. I allow three

seeds to a piece of turf 4 inches square. The ground

was fairly deeply dug and liberally dressed with

farmyard manure in the autumn, and a Ught

dressing of superphosphate was given a few days

before planting out. Each piece of turf is allowed

18 inches in the rows, and the plants require to be

thinned out occasionally as the growths get too

crowded. Sweet Peas generally in this district

will be good, judging from the appearance of most

growers' stock. My sincerest good wishes to the

National Sweet Pea Society, ' Spencer' and the

Editor."

Delphiniums from Langport.

Messrs. Kelway and Son, Langport, Somerset-

shire, send us specimens of some of their remark-

ably good Delphiniums, flowers which at this

season do much towards the creation of beautiful

effects in the garden. The following varieties

appealed very strongly indeed to us : Prince

Charming, semi-double, light blue outer petals

with inner segments coloured pale mauve; Christine

Kelway, single, Cambridge blue with white eye
;

Royal Blue, beautiful gentian blue, black eye

;

Branching Persimmon, clear blue single, shaded

rosy mauve ; Lady Fair, very pale blue double,

flaked rosy mauve, white eye ; Remarkable, semi-

double, Oxford blue, shot with purple, large white

eye ; Huish, single, gentian blue, edged mauve,

white centre ; and Silver Buckle, clear blue single

with chocolate eye.

Sweet Peas from Upton-on-Severn.

Miss Hemus, Holdfast Hall, Upton-on-Sevem,

sends us some exceptionally good Sweet Peas,

many of them her own novelties. Among those

that called for special mention were Zarina (shell

pink, tinted apricot). Prince of Orange (beautiful

large waved orange), Lavender Paradise, Primrose

Paradise, Guy Hemus (very pretty clear lavender

self), Paradise Apple Blossom and Shawondasee
(lavender grey).

Iris pallida from Kelso.

Mrs. Kidd, 13, Forrestfield. Kelso, N.B., sends

flowers of the well-known Iris pallida with the

following interesting note :
" I am sending a spike

of an interesting Iris now in bloom in my garden.

When travelling with my mother and sister in

Italy about fourteen years ago we visited Florence

and the fine old monastery of San Marco, where
Savonarola was Prior. My mother took a small

root of Iris from the cloister garden and sent it to

Glasgow, where it flourished and grew to a great

size in a smoky back garden. Later it was divided,

and a root of it planted in my mother's garden in

Dumfriesshire, where it grew to an enormous size,

and has since been divided several times. A root

of it grew in our cold northern garden in Forfar-

shire, and one summer it had two dozen beautiful

spikes on it. We brought it to Kelso with us three

years ago, and it still flourishes, and has been
divided once or twice. Wherever it is planted it

seems to grow to a great size. I should be pleased

to know the name of it, and if it is just a common
Iris or a particular kind."

NEW PLANTS.

The new plants described below were aU exhibited

at the Royal Horticultural Society's exhibition

held at Holland Park on the 5th and 6th inst.,

when the awards were made.
Cattleya Mendelii Stuart Low.—This is an ex-

ceedingly beautiful white-flowered form of a well-

known Cattleya, and was the most sought after

Orchid in the show. With the exception of a small

yellow marking in the throat, the flower is very

pure white and the labellum beautifully frilled.

The plant was carrying five flowers. Shown by
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield. First-class certificate.

Miltonia vexillaria lambeauiana. — A large-

flowered variety of considerable merit, the blossoms

being pure, dense white, with a pale yellow blotch

in the centre. First-class certificate.

Cattleya Mendelii King George.—The distinctive

points about this variety are the brilliant rosy

purple colour of the segments and the highly frilled

labellum. The flowers in size are rather small,

but the plant has a good habit. Award of merit.

Cattleya dietrichiana.—A large, handsome flower

of great substance. The sepals and petals are in

colour a sort of rose purple, the labellum being
bright purplish crimson, with rich yellow throat.

Award of merit.

Cypripedium Curtisii Sander's variety.—A very

dark-coloured variety of large size, the bold labellum

being almost chocolate red, this colour on the

segments being freely besprinkled with dark brown
spots. Award of merit. The four Orchids men-
tioned above were all shown by Messrs. Sander
and Sons, St. Albans.

Rose Juliet.—This Rose has already been fully

described in The Garden. The flowers are large,

rather globular in shape, and very double. The
outer surface of the petals is clear golden yellow
and the inner bright cerise, the effect being a de-

lightful combination of the two colours. The
flowers are exceedingly fragrant. Shown by Messrs.

W. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross. First-class

certificate.

Rose Mary Countess of Ilchester.—A Hybrid Tea
Rose of much beauty, the flowers being full, fragrant

and brilliant crimson carmine in colour. Award
of merit.

Rose Mrs. Foley Hobbs.—A large and excellent-

shaped Tea variety, the colour of which is creamy

white, very slightly tinged flesh pink, .\ward of

merit. Both the foregoing were shown by Messrs.
Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards.

Begonia Mrs. W. L. Ainslic.—.A superb double
self yellow-flowered variety of great size, charm
and excellence. In the yellow-flowered class this

variety practically stands alone. Exhibited by
Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Bath ; and by
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, Feltham. .Award
of merit.

Delphinium Belladonna semi-plena. — With a

name so fully descriptive we only need to add that

the variety is one whose dwarfness and colour
beauty will render it one of the most serviceable

of dwarf-growing sorts. Award of merit.

Delphinium Lamarlini. — A very handsome
dark-flowered variety, bold in statmre and con-

spicuous by reason of the excellence and size in-

dividually of its blossoms. These two varieties

were exhibited by Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant

Farms, Enfield, and each received an award of

merit.

Gladiolus King Edward VII.—This is a very large-

flowered variety of the Colvillei section, the blossoms
being vivid scarlet, with a narrow creamy white

stripe down the centre of each segment. Shown
by Mr. F. Lilley, Guernsey. Award of merit.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, 7M) matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with that objed will make a special feature of the " Answers
to Correspondents " columns. AU communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

gu£ry is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for nayning should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Sweet Peas dropping their buds

(Mystery).—This is a common occurrence among
Sweet Peas early in the season, and is generally

due to a check or disease. In your instance it is

evidently not disease, as you say the plants are

quite healthy. No doubt, as they had to be
planted out so late, they received a slight check
then, and we think this is the cause of the
trouble. Probably by the time this reply appears
in print the plants will be giving you good flowers.

Perennial border plants (Craftsman).—
You might add to what you already possess

Campanulas, Flag Iris, Columbines, Gaillardias,

Lilies, Asters or Michaelmas Daisies, also such
Asters as Amellus, acris, tevigatus and others,

Coreopsis, Lilies, Heucheras, Incarvillea, Eryn-
gium, Echinops, Delphinium, Kniphofia, Sun-
flower, Thalictrum, Lychnis, Oriental and other
Poppies, Erigeron, Ererauri, Paeonies, Pentstemons,
Day Lilies and many more. Without knowing
something of the purpose for which the plants are
intended, we are precluded from giving you a list

in more detailed form. Many of the genera above
named contain hosts of distinct varieties, a dozen
of each of which would be welcomed in any garden
if space permitted their free use. If you will give
more definite particulars of your requirements
we may be able to further assist you.
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Snapdragons failing (George Tucker).—V^e
should have liked a few more particulars, especially

as to whether the plauts are occupying the same
ground as last year. The failure is due probably
to wireworm or to soil pests of some kind which
generally exist upon the root-fibres of the plants
or the stems. Millipedes not infrequently devour
all the bark from the stems of plants just below
the surface, the plants in the circumstances bereft

of all sustenance from the soil collapsing. If

I any of these things have brought about the failure.

a change of soil and a good dressing of soil and
lime may assist matters. If from this reply you
cannot divine the cause of the failure, you had
better send us a complete plant for examination.

Poppy diseased (/*. Wilts).—The disease is the
Pi)[)pv nit-nioiiki. Prronospora arboroscens, and the best
niiRHly is ti at - nc pull up the plants and burn
thfin. Thi^ plant was probably P rupifragum. but too
much wither d for identiilcation. The Lithospermura may
be benefited by a little iiine added to tlip soil, say. a small
proportion of superphosph te of lira^ or bine-me'al, mixed
a week or two b;forc being applied. The sickly appear-
ance may, oi cours . b due to other causes of which
we have no information.

Aster plants dying (Astor).—Your Aster plants
are attacki'd b> a furgoid disease which ofte:i gives

,

trouble in the cultivatiun of these beautiful annuals. A
cio-'e stai:'ini)t atmosplure during the ea~'y stages of
2rowth is very favourable to the development of this pest,
and. once it starts, remedies appe.ir to be of but little avail.

It is best combated by a light, buoyant atm sphere and a
fr e circula ion of air. Your bett r plan is to bum every
plant thus atfected, and it will be useless to put any
other Asters in tliL-ir place this season. I i all probability
your plants (oiitracted the diseise while in the cold frame,
in which thorough ventiUtion is ot always an easy
matter.

Information about bulbs (Herts).—Lift the bulbs
now at any time and. having carefully dried them off in

some airy shed or like place where the direct intluenee of
the sun will not reach them, store them in boxes till re-

q ired for use. You will understand, of course, that if

these plants are not replanted in reasonable time they will

not be in condition to perform their proper functions in

spring. To keep Daffodils out of the ground after Septem-
ber is to impose upon them a forced idleness when they
should be making their roots. Hence we recommend you
to replant in a well-prepared bed about the time stated.
Michaelmas Daisies, we may remind you, are gross feeders,

and will quieklv rob the soil in the neighbourhood of the
DatTodlls.

IVhi te Lupines faiIing(C. Spring Rice).—The failure

is due either to the age of the plants, to canker, or to the
roots having reached soil that is uncongenial to them.
In August or early September the plants should be lifted

and examined, and if healthy at the root, divide and replant
them at once. If unhealthy, burn them and start afresh
with young, vigorous plants. To maintain youth and vigour
in such things the plants should be raised periodically from
seeds, or divided every third year and given a change of
soil. These deep-rooting subjects are not greatly benefited
by surface mulchings of manure.
Information about a Paeonia (G. Fisher).—The

flower sent is that of Pseonia tenuifolia flore-pleno, a
double-flowered variety of a species introduced nearly
150 years ago. The plant is no freak, but is a well-known
and well-marked plant of a very distinct type. The
typical species has a rather wide distribution in the wild
state, being found in Transylvania, the Crimea and other
parts. The flower sent represents a rather poor specimen,
and the plant would repay a more liberal fare. You should
heavily mulch the plant or lift and replant it in September
in rich soil.

Information about Narcissi {Glendale). — You
certainly planted the Narcissi much too deep, and this, in

conjunction with an unsuitable soil, may have brought
about their failure. Even when the beds are required for

Kegonias a depth of 8 inches would be ample for the
J)airodils. You say nothing as to the nature of your soil

at 15 inches deep; but, judging from your letter, we should
be inclined to discard the bulbs outright, well prepare the
surface of the beds for the Begonias, and replant Daffodils
in early autumn under better conditions. Had you sent
us a few of the bulbs, we could have said whether soil

conditions or disease had atfected them.

any time. If your bushes are becoming too dense
and thick with growth, this may be corrected in

the autumn or winter by cutting out some of the

weakest and worst-placed branches. The only prun-

ing needed in summer is to cut away the old

flower-spikes, in order to give the young shoots

starting at their base a better chance of making a

good growth during suiuiner.

Catalpa tree nearly dead {M. E. B.).—
We fear that there is now little chance of reviving

your Catalpa, as it seems to be too far gone. The
:
only thing you can do is to cut out all the dead

I

wood ; at this season you will be readily able to

I
distinguish it from the living. It is very likely that

I
the tree is in an exhausted condition, and will be

benefited by the ground being lightly forked under-

,
neath as far as the branches extend and then top-

' dressed with a mixture of loam and decayed
manure. When this is done, give a good soaking

of water, and do the same at any time during the
' summer when the weather is dry. The top-

dressing and attendant moisture will encourage the

j

formation of fresh roots if the tree is not too far

gone, while the watering will carry the nourishment

;
from the manure down to the roots that are more

1 deeply situated. We do not say that this will

' restore your tree, but it will give it every possible

! chance.

I

Information about Yew (Frank Osborne).—You
i

do not say whether the Yew trees in question are common
I Yews or the fastigiate or Irish Yew. If the former, tliere

1 is really no reason for tying the brandies together ; rather
let them grow naturally. If they are the Irish kind, it may
be necessary to support the branches. This may be done
with wire, providing a band of felt or some similar material
is put round each branch to prevent the wire cutting in.

Sufficient room ought also to be left to allow of the branches
increasing in thickness. By shortening the ends of the
branches now and then tliey will eventually become self-

supporting, when the wire may be removed.

Information about Lime trees (Drina).—As you
simply wish to form a shady walk and do not mind about
the Lime trees growing into fine specimens, you may cut
them back each year to form a wall of greenery on either
side of the path, or you may let them meet overhead and
form an arched way. Should you decide to do this, you
maycutthe dead out now; then next spring cut the branches
well back to induce them to grow into the form you desire.
After cutting back once or twice you will find that the
desired form will become fixed. An annual cutting back

I

of the previous year's shoots in February will keep the
!
trees right. Should a gap occur here and there, brandies

I may be tied across the opening.

under clods, &c. The best thing to do would be to dust
the plants with powdered slaked lime or with soot, or a
mixture of the two, while the dew is still on them, or even
parallin emulsion may be used. The ground along the
rows of plants should be made Arm, so as to reduce the
number of hiding-places as much as iwssiblc.

Japanese tree (A' 70).—We have no knowledge of
the successful cultivation of the Zclkowa in this country.
The iilymus has no value as a forage plant so far as we

I

knnw, though it may be— indeed, has been—turned to good
account as a covert plant.

Vegetables and salt {F. W. \Vaddington).'~Occ&-
sional dressings of salt may be given to Seakale and Aspara-
gus, and likewise to not a few of the Cabbage tribe. It is,

however, by no means essential to perennial border flowers
generally, though a few plants appear to like it. Crambe
cordifolia, Cineraria maritima, Centaureas and Armerias
are some of those which occur to mind. As a soil
dressing, salt is better applied to the land when vacant or
at the time of digging or manuring.

SOCIETIES.

TREES AND SHRUBS,
The proper method of, and time for,

pruning French Lilacs (F. P. //.).—The Lilac

tree bears its blossoms on the branches of the

previous year's growth only, and therefore the young
branches of this year's growth are those which will

produce the blossoms of next year. These young
shoots starting into growth should on no account be

interfered with. A Lilac bush or tree, whether
French or Persian, requires but little pruning at

MISCELLANEOUS.
Guano, its market value, &c. (.1/.

Petschor).—The market price of guanos varies

according to their composition, from about £io
to £\y per ton. The composition is e.xtremely

variable as regards the amount of nitrogen,

of phosphates and of potash, all of which are con-
tained in different grades of guano. The raw
guano may be " blended " and " refined," but the
price paid for the manure bought must be governed
by the amount of the manurial substances con-
tained as shown on analysis. Some guanos contain
much nitrogen, and are better for certain soils

than others which are rich in phosphates, so here,

again, the value of the manure must be gauged
from the analysis supplied. It cannot be said

that guano is the best fertiliser for any and every
kind of soil, for though an '* equalised " guano
would probably prove good for most soils, yet more
economical- results would be obtained by the use
of other fertilisers. Two excellent books on manures
for gardens are Cousins's " Garden Chemistry" and
Hall's " Fertilisers and Manures."

Beetles attacking Pea plants (C. W. 7?.).—The
beetles whieh aro attacking the Peas are the Pea weevils
{Sitones lineatus). and are in no way connected with the
weevils wliieh bore into the seeds of Peas and Beans,
especially perhaps the variety of Broad Bean, known as
Aquadula. They arc often very destructive to Peas and
Clover, and their ravages are sometimes wrongly attributed
to birds. The grubs feed on the roots of Clover and Peas,
and the beetles drop to the ground from the leaves on
which they are feeding at the least alarm, hiding themselves

CROYDON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The forty-third annual exhibition of this society was held
on July 6 in the Park Hill Recreation Ground, and, if we
except some of the leading open classes for Roses—for
which, by reason of the inclement weather, no competitors,
were forthcoming—the show was one of much excellence
throughout. Groups of plants arranged for effect were of
much merit, while vegetables and fruits generally excited
keen competition.
For forty-eight Roses, distinct {open to all), for which

the National Rose Society's silver-gilt medal and a money
award of 45s. were the first prize, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks,
Twyford, Berks, secured the premier award with an excel-
lent lot of flowers. Such varieties as Lady Helen Vincent,
Bessie Brown, Fran Karl Drusehki. Lyon Rose, Mme,

' Segond-Weber, Fisher Holmes, Killamey and Mrs.
I
Theodore Roosevelt were the best. The same exhibitor

I secured a silver-gilt medal for a non-competitive display

I

of Roses of excellent quality, which included many of the
,
rambler sorts in the best varieties.

For twenty-four blooms, distinct, Mr. F. J. Jeffries,

Thornton Heath, came into the leading place, having,
among many good flowers, excellent examples of J. B.
Clark," Bessie ISrown. Earl of Warwick, Earl Dufferin,
Hugh Watson and Mme. Eugenie Ward.
In the class for eighteen Tea or Noisette varieties (open),

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, was again placed first,

having as his finest blooms Mrs. Edward Mawley, Muriel
Grahame, Maman Cochet. White Maman Coehet, Souvenir
de S. A. Prince and Mrs. Sharman Crawford. Second.
Mr. F. J. Jeffries, Thornton Heath, whose Maman Cochet,
Hon. Edith Gibbs, Mrs. Edward Mawley and Corotesse de
Nadaillac were all of merit.

For twelve blooms of one variety (open), Mr. E. J. Hicks,
Twyford, led the way with a superbly coloured dozen of
the Lyon Rose, Mr. Jeffries appearing in the second place
with excellent examples of Fran Karl Drusehki.

In the class for twelve Tea or Noisette Roses, one variety
only, the two exhibitors last named appeared in the
same order, showing Mme. Jules Gravereaux and Souvenir
de Pierre Notting respectively in very fine form.
For twelve Roses, distinct, open to growers of 2,000

plants, including Teas, Mr. Frederick II. Slaughter. Cashel,
Steyning, was first with a very fine lot. Mrs. Edward Mawley,
Mrs. J. Laing, Frau Karl Drusehki, Florence Pemberton
and White Maman Cochet being of fine quality. For four
varieties, distinct, three trusses of each, the same exhibitor
was in the leading place, having Florence Pemberton. Mrs.
J. Laing, Frau Karl Drusehki and others.

In the class for nine Roses, distinct, confined to growers
I
of 1,000 plants, Mr. H. L. Wettem was first, having good

I

examples of J. B. Clark, Countess of Caledon, Francois
I

Michelon, Ulrich Brunner, Mrs. W. J. Grant and Mrs.

I

Laing among his best.

I

For six Roses, distinct, open to growers of about 50(>
plants, G. H. Ashberry. Esq.. Wallington. was a good

I

first, having excellent examples of Mrs. Theodore Roose-

I

velt (which secured the silver medal as the best Tea in
Classes 17 and 18). Bessie Brown, Florence Pemberton.

,

J. B. Clark and others ; second, Thomas V. Larocks, Esq..
Wallington, whose Lady Ashtown and Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria were very good.
The premier position in the challenge cup class for

twelve varieties, distinct (open to amateurs resident
within three miles), was taken by H. L. Wettem, Esq.,
Waratah, Sanderstead, who staged Mrs. Edward Mawley,

j

for which the silver-gilt medal of the National Rose Society
was awarded. Prince Arthur. J. B. Clark. Bessie Brown,
Mrs. J. Lamg, Mrs. W. J. Grant and others were in verv
fine form. Second. E. P. Watson. Esq., Thornton Heath,
whose Lady Ashtown, Hugh Dickson, Crown Prince,
J. B. Clark and Captain Hayward were all of fine qualitv.

i

For sLx Hybrid Perpetual Roses, distinct, H. L. WetteVn.
Esq., was again first, having good representatives of
Horace Vemet. Dupuy Jamain, Captain Hayward and
Frau Karl Drusehki ; second. G. H. Ashberrj-. Esq..
Wallington. whose Killamey and Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt
were excellent specimens.

For six Tea or Noisette Roses. Mr. Wettem was again
in the coveted place, having Maman Cochet, White Maman
Cochet and Mrs. Edward .Mawley.
For sLx Roses of one variety only, Mr. Wettem came

first with Caroline Testout, Mr. Ashberrj- following witli
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good examples of Mrs. J. Laing ; Percy H. Beck, Esq,,
had a nice Lady Ashtown in the third place.

For three vases of Koscs, five blooms in each, stems not
j

to exceed 12 inches in length. Messrs. G. H. Ashberry and -

W. G. Child, Thornton Heath, were first and second
respectively.

!

Mr. R. Sergeant. Park Hill Recreation Ground, secured a
silver-gilt medal for a non-corapctitive display of Roses,

!

which included Caroline Tcstout, Mrs. J. Laing, La France, I

Bessie Brown and Frau Karl Druschki, not a few of the
|

blooms being of excellent (juality.

For three bunches of black Grapes (open to all England).
Mr. W. lintott. gardener to Sir ^Valpole Greenwell. Bart..

Marden Park, was first with well-finished examples of
\

Prince of Wales, the same exhibitor taking the premier
j

position in the class for three bunches of white Grapes,
|

showing excellent bunches of Foster's Seedling.

In the class for fifty fruits of Strawberries, one variety,
|

Mr. C. Lane, gardene'r to E. H. Coles. Esq., Bumtwood,
Caterham, was placed first with a superb lot. Mr. W.
Lintott, gardener to Sir Walpole Greenwell, Bart., being

\

second.
For a collection of vegetables the last-named exhibitor

was in the leading place with a high-class lot throughout.

For a group of plants arranged for effect on the turf

there was strong competition, Mr. C. Lane, gardener to

E. H. Coles, Esq., Caterham, securing premier honours
with a superb setting of Orchids, small Crotons, Palms and
a few Lilies. Mr. J. Randall, gardener to F. Dyer, Esq.,

:

appeared in the second place.
j

For three stove or greenhouse tlowering plants, Mr.
|

Coles was again in the leading position, having Dipladenia, '

blue Hydrangea and Begonia.
The classes for six Fuchsias (open and reserved to

amateurs within the society's area), were well contested,

Mr. J. Randall, gardener to F. Dyer, Esq., Park Hill Road, 1

securing first honours in both classes with clean, well- ;

grown, well-flowered examples that did credit to the i

gardeners' art.
_ ._

For a collection of Gloxmias arranged with small ierns
,

and other plants for effect in a space 8 feet by 4 feet.
;

Mr. T. A. Colyer, gardener to A. H. Allen, Esq., Beddington,
,

was first with an admirable lot.

In the non-competitive classes Messrs. George Bunyard
and Co.. Maidstone, and Mr. Frank Brazier. Caterham,

each displayed an excellent collection of herbaceous plants,
j

the last-named receiving a silver-gilt medal for a really

fine grouping of these things. Mr. Thomas Butcher. I

Shirley and Croydon, was awarded a gold medal for a table

of floral emblem's, bouquets and baskets of flowers arranged

with much skill.
i

For thirty-six Roses, distinct, first prize and society's
silver medal went to E. M. Evcrsfield, Esq., Dennc Park, i

Horsham ; second. Mr. Frank Woollard ; third, Messrs.
,

G. Mount and Sons.
[For thirty long-stemmed Roses, six sorts in six vases,
|

five of each sort in a vase, first prize was won by Louis
Brietmeyer. Esq.. Cuckfleld Park. with, among others.
Ulrich Brunner, Alfred Colomb and Frau Karl iJruschki

;

second, Messrs. G. Mount and Sons ; third, Mr. E. M.
Eversfield. .

For a collection of cut Sweet Peas, artistically arranged
with any kind of cut foliage or foliage plants, the challenge
cup and society's silver medal went to Mr. C. F. Waters,
Balcombe ; second, Mr. James Box.
For twenty-four sorts of Sweet Peas in twenty four vases. ,

twenty stems in each vase, the society's silver-gilt medal
|

and first prize went to Mr. James Box. i

For twelve sorts in twelve vases as above, with any kind
\

of foliage, first prize and silver medal were won by Mr.
W. Herbert Smith (amateur), Hailsham.

Classes for Gentlemen's Gardeners and Amateurs.—^For
a circular group of miscellaneous flowering and foliage
plants arranged for effect in a circle of 10 feet diameter, a
handsome silver cup, society's silver medal and first prize
went to S. C. Witting. Esq., with H. Bayer, Esq., Withdean,
second.

Roses, twelve blooms, distinct : First, E. M. Eversfield,
Esq., with nice blooms of J. B. Clark. Comte Raimbaud,
Lady Ashtown. Mrs. Edward Mawley and Frau Karl
Druschki ; second, the Rev. L. C. Chalmers Hunt. Williai
Rectory. Hitchin ; third. Douglas F. S. Smith, Esq.,
Burgess Hill.

Roses, six blooms, distinct : First. Mr. E. W. Morris.
M.R.C.V.S., Uckfield. whose exhibit contained the best
bloom of Hybrid Perpetual in the show. Frau Karl Druschki,
thus securing also the society's silver medal ; second, Mr.
P. T. Davis. Burgess Hill; third, Mr. A. Standen.
Horsham.

Sweet Peas, thirty stems of white : First, Mr. W. Herbert
Smith, with Nora Unwin ; second, S. Howard. Esq.
Sweet Peas, thirty stems of pink : First, Louis Briet-

meyer, Esq. ; second, S. Howard, Esq.
Sweet Peas, thirty stems of blue or mauve : First, Mr.

W. Herbert Smith, with Rosie Adams; second, the Rev.
L. C. Chalmers Hunt.

Sweet Peas, thirty stems of crimson or scarlet : First,

Mr. W. Herbert- Smith, with King Edward Spencer

;

second, S. Howard. Esq.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX ROSE AND SWEET PEA
SHOW.

This, the second of its kind, was held on the 5th and 6th

inst. in the Dome and Corn Exchange. The trade exldbits
|

added largely to the success of the exhibition. First

among these were Messrs. Balchin and Sons, Brighton,
;

who erected a magnificent stand of Liliums. Silver-gilt ;

medal.
!

Messrs. Jarman and Co , Cliard, had a stand of their

new Centaureas. The interest which these created was
immense. In addition were shown beautiful specimens

of new Sweet Peas, notably Mrs. Townsend. a beautiful

flower, white in colour, suffused with heliotrope ; Primrose

King, an advance towards a pure yellow ; and White
!

Ida. a lovely flower of great purity. Silver medal.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, staged a collection

of Roses, Sweet Peas and herbaceous flowers; as also did

The Bamham Nurseries, Limited ; Messrs. William Wood
and Sons, fthiresfield ; and Mr. James Box, Lindflcld, who
included also Violas and rock plants. Mr. Frank Woollard,

Brighton, had a lovely stand of Roses, on which the new
lU)se Lyon figured prominently. Each exhibit was awarded
a silver medal.
A new seedling Perpetual-flowering Carnation shown by

Mr. George Miles. Victoria Nursery, Brighton, of a fiery

orange colour and named Orangi* Glow, received a certifi-

cate of merit.

Competitive Classes.

Plants (Open .—For a group of Roses, either plants or

plants and cut blooms, any foliage plants or cut foliage

allowed, thepremier award—a handsome silver cup, society's

silver medal and first prize—was won by Messrs. G. Mount
and Sons, Canterbury. Mr. G. W. Piper, Uckfield, was
second. In Mr. Mount's collection the new Rose Lady
Hillingdon was conspicuous. So excellent was this

exhibit that it was also awarded the Corporation Challenge

Bowl, offered for the most meritorious exhibit in the show.
For a group of Roses similar to the above, in a space
10 feet by 6 feet, Messrs. G. Mount and Sons likewise

secured first award.
For a table of Roses, either plants or plants and cut

blooms, with any kind of foliage. Mr. James Box. Lindfield.

was an easy first ; Mr. G. W. Piper. Uckfield, second ; and
Messrs. G. Mount and Sons third.

Messrs. Mount were first for twelve Roses in pots, most
of which were exceedingly well shown.
For a table of flowering and foliage plants arranged for

effect, G. E. Witting, Esq., Hollingbury Copse, Brighton,

was first, and Daniel Hack, Esq., Withdean, second.

CiU Flowers [Open).—For forty-eight Roses, distuict,

the society's gold medal and first prize were secured by
Mr. Frank Woollard, Lewes Road. Brighton, whose collec-

tion comprised blooms in good form of White Mamau
Cochet. Richmond, Hugh Dickson and Lyon, the latter

being awarded the silver medal offered for the best Hybrid
Tea bloom in the show. Messrs. G. Mount and Sons were
second.

Bart., Blandford, came a close second ; and Mr. F. Green*
Southampton, third. Mr. Usher was first for one bunch
of Sutton's Queen Sweet Pea, and also for one bunch of
Jlarbled Blue. Messrs. Webb and Sons offered prizes for
eight varieties of Sweet Peas, sixteen stems in each vase,
arid Mr. Usher was the successful exhibitor. All the
classes for this popular fiower were well filled.

Vegetables and Fruit.—Mr. Ellwood, gardener to W. H
Myers, Esq., Swanmore Park, staged grand produce and won
four firsts for collections, namely, Messrs. Toogood's for
six, Messrs. Sutton and Son's for six, Messrs. James Carter
and Co.'s for six, and Messrs. Webb's for a similar number
of dishes. Mr. F. L. Westron, gardener to Walker Monro,
Esq., won first honours in the two classes for black and
white Grapes respectively; Mr. Duncan had the best
Peaches and Strawberries ; Mr. Freeman was successful
for Nectarines ; and Mr. Usher had the best Melon.

Trade Exhibits.—TJiese were excellent, original in arrange-
ment and of high merit throughout. Messrs. W. H.
Rogers and Co., Red Lodge Nurseries, Southampton, had
Roses in pots and cut blooms, miscellaneous plants and
their new Zonal hybrid Pelargonium James T. Hamilton ;

gold medal. Messrs. Ladhams uad an old-fashioned garden
arrangement, very beautiful ; gold medal. Mr. E. Wills
had niiMi-llaneous plants and floral designs, a grand
exhibit ; gold medal. Messrs. Toogood and Sons si owed
Swt-et Pias and dishes of culinary sorts ; gold medal.
Mr. J. Stevenson. Wimbome. staged fifty vases of Sweet
Peas, Mauve ^Seedling. The King. Asta Ohn and Paradise
Ivory being fine ; silver-gilt medal. Mr. C. F. Waters,
Balcombe, Sussex, had Carnations: sUver medal. A similar
award was given to Mr. Fay for Carnations. Messrs.
Lilley, Guernsey, showed Gladioli ; silver medal..

SOUTHAMPTON ROSE AND SUMMER SHOW. !

This show was the best held by the council during recent i

years, and the courteous secretary, Mr. Fuidge. and the
;

members of the council are to be highly congratulated on
j

the splendid results of their efforts.

Efjses, Cut Blooms.—In the principal class for forty-
;

eight blooms, distinct, Messrs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester,

were the successful exhibitors, staging beautiful specimens,
the follo^ving being noteworthy : Oberhofgartner Terks.
Star of Waltham, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt. John Ruskin
and Mrs. Cocker. Second honours went to Messrs. B.

'

Cant and Sons. Old Rose Gardens. Colchester. In this

stand Ulrich Brunner, Dean Hole, Earl of Warwick and
Lyon Rose were the best blooms. Messrs. F. Cant and

;

Co., Colchester, won third position with a beautiful stand
'

of blooms.
I

For twelve trebles. Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons were
|

the winners, Lyon Kose, Dean Hole, Marie Baumann and
Mrs. Cocker being very fine specimens. Messrs. D. Prior

and Sons came second, having Lyon Rose, Mrs. T. Roose-
velt, Countess of Caledon and Horace Vernet in splendid
condition. The last-named variety was selected as premier
bloom in Classes 1 to 5. Mr. H. Drew, Longworth, Berks,
was a close third.

Mr. Drew was easily first for twelve blooms. Teas or
Noisettes, distinct. He had Mrs. Edward Mawley and
Mnie. de Watteville in grand condition. Messrs. D. Prior
and Son and Messrs. B. R. Cant were second and third

respectively.

For six blooms of one variety, dark colour, Messrs.

Prior won with fine blooms of Horace Vernet. Messrs.

j
B. R. Cant were second with Ben Cant, and Messrs.

' F. Cant and Co. third with Hugh Dickson.
For six blooms of one variety, light colour, Messrs. D.

Prior and Son were the winners with Mrs. Theodore Roose-
velt. One grand bloom in this stand was selected as the

I

premier bloom in the show. Mr. Drew was second, and

I

Messrs. B. R. Cant third.

Class 6 was a charming one. It was for a display of

decorative and other Roses, arranged with Rose foliage only,

in a space 7 feet by 3 feet. Mr. Hicks, Berkshire, was a

I

good first with a lovely display, and with this also won the
! society's medal. Messrs. B. Ladhams and Co., Southamp-
;

ton, had a nice exhibit, and were awarded second honours.
Dr. C. Lamplough, Alverstoke, easily won first place in

Class 7 for eighteen blooms, distinct. Here we found
Bessie Brown, Frau Karl Druschki and Mme. Jules

Gravereaux in excellent fonn. The last-named variety

;
was selected as premier bloom in this division, and also won
the society's medal. The Munt Cup was awarded to this

1
stand of blooms. Messrs. H. W. Richards, Isle of Wight,
and Percy Sugden, Wimbome, were second and third

I respectively. Dr. Lamplough was again first for six

: varieties, three trusses of each ; and Mrs. Murray for

twelve blooms, Teas or Noisettes, distinct.

Sweet Peas.—Mr. H. H. Lees, Havant, in close compe-
;
tition won Messrs. Toogood and Sons' prize for the best

i six bunches of Sweet Peas, distinct, having John Ingman,
! Mrs. Routzahn, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Earl Spencer,

Lavender George Herbert and Othello Spencer in grand
form. Mr. Usher, gardener to Sir Randolf Baker,

WINDSOR ROSE SHOW.
This society held its nineteenth annual exhibition on the
2nd inst. His Majesty the King graciously lent the lower
lawns at the foot of the beautiful slopes in the grounds
of Windsor Castle. What promised to be a record show,
both in attendance and number of entries, was somewhat
marred by the stormy weather. However, it was generally
acknowledged that the excellence of the exhibits was far
in advance of former years. The exhibit of Messrs.
Alexander Dickson and Sons, Newtownards, which won
the King's Cup, was a superb one, and would be very hard
to beat. Most of the classes were well filled, and the
competition was very keen.

Open Classes.

For forty-eight blooms, distinct, first prize the King's
Challenge Cup, Messrs. Alexander Dickson and Sons,
Newtownards, were easily first with a magnificent stand
of fiowers. Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mamie, Mildred Grant, Mrs.
Cornwallis West, Horace Vernet, Countess of Annesley,
Mrs. Da\'id McKee and Lady H. Vincent were all perfect
examples in this superb exhibit. Messrs. B. R. Cant and
Sons, Colchester, were second ; Messrs. D. Prior and Sons
third ; and Messrs. F. Cant and Co. fourth.

For eighteen Teas or Noisettes, distinct. Mr. G. Prince,
Longworth, Berks, was first with a splendid lot of fresh

blooms, Mme. de Watteville, Molly Sharman Crawford,
Mme. Jules Gravereaux and "The Bride being in excellent
form. Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. were a good second

;

third, Mr. H. Drew, Longworth, Berks.
For twelve distinct, three blooms of each, Messrs.

Alexander Dickson and Sons were again leading with a
grand set of flowers. Some of the most notable were Ulrich

Brunner, Countess of Annesley, Marquise Litta, Horace
Vernet, Bessie Brown, Mrs. W. J. Grant (best bloom in

the show) and Mildred Grant. Messrs. D. Prior and Son
were second with excellent blooms, and Messrs. Ben Cant
and Sons third.

For twelve blooms of any Hybrid Perpetual or Hybrid
Tea, Messrs. Harkness and Co. were first with a splendid
stand of Mrs. J, Laing, Messrs. Alex. Dickson following

closely with a lovely lot of Lady Ashtown. Messrs. B. R.

I

Cant and Sons were third with Dean Hole.

!
In the class for twelve blooms of any Tea or Noisette,

i Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons were again to the front with
an excellent stand of Mrs. Foley Hobbs. Messrs. Ben

;
Cant and Sons followed with filme. Jules Gravereaux, and

j

Mr. G. Prince was third.

For eighteen bunches of decorative Roses, Mr. Charles
' Turner, Slough, was first. Lady Battersea, Mme. A.
I Chatenay, Bardou Job, Liberty and Joseph Lowe were
,
some of "the best in this excellent exhibit. Messrs. Frank

j

Cant and Co. were a very close second, Messrs. W. and J.

Brown third, and Mr. G. Prince fourtli.

For twelve blooms of any crimson, with twelve blooms
of any white, Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. were a good first

with fine flowers of J. B. Clark and Frau Karl Druschki

;

I

second, Sir. H. Drew ; third, Messrs. G. and W. H. Burch.

I
For six distinct, five blooms of each, shown in vases,

' Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons were again leading with an
excellent exliibit, Gertrude, Lady Helen Vincent and Mrs.

Theodore Roosevelt being superb. Messrs. D. Prior and
Sons closely followed, and Messrs. Frank Cant and Son?

i were third.
Amateur Classes.

For twenty-four blooms, distinct, first prize the Windsor
Challenge Cup, E. B. Lindsell, Esq.. was first with a superb

stand of even fiowers, Bessie Brown, Frau Karl Druschki,

Mildred Grant, Helen Keller and Charles Lefebvre being

some of his best. F. Dennison, Esq., was a good second,

and G. A. Hammond, Esq., third.

For eight distinct, three blooms of each, first prize the

;
Princess Alexis Dolgorouki's Cup, E. B. Lindsell, Esq.,

' was again to the front with a beautiful stand, Frau Karl
. Druschki, Mrs. T. Roosevelt, Mildred Grant and J. B.

1
Clark being in good form. F. Dennison, Esq.. was second,

i and the Rev. J. H. Pemberton third.
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THE NATIONAL ROSE SHOW.

THIS important exhibition was held in the

Koyal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,

London, N.W,, on Friday, the 8th inst.,

when there was a truly marvellous

display of blooms, notwithstanding the

exceedingly bad weather which had been

experienced throughout the country just pre-

viously. Teas and Hybrid Teas were in the best

conditirjn. Hybrid Perpetuals showing the elTects

of the weather most. Some good new varieties

received recognition from the judges, and these

will be found described later. Great praisp is

due to the hon. secretary, Mr. E. Mawley, and Mr.

E. F. Hawes, superintendent of the gardens, for

the excellent arrangements.

Nurserymen's Classes.

General Section.—There were six exhibits staged

in the nurserymen's championship class for seventy-

two blooms, distinct, the champion trophy this year

going to Ireland, Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons

of Newtownards winning it with a wonderful lot

of bright, clean flowers. John Stuart Mill, Gustave

Piganeau, Marie Baumann, Alex. Hill Gray, S. M.

Rodocanachi, John Ruskin, Muriel Grahame,

Mrs. Cornwallis West, Ulrich Brunner, Mrs. E.

Mawley, Mrs. T. Roosevelt, Mildred Grant, Mrs.

W. J. Grant, Bessie Brown, Mrs. David McKee and

Ulster all called for special mention in this grand

display. Second prize went to Messrs. D. Prior

and Son of Colchester, the flowers here also being

large and good. Mrs. E. Mawley, Countess of

Annesley, Dr. O'Donel Browne, Horace Vernet,

Docteur Andre, Richmond, Bessie Brown, Konigin

Carola and Mrs. T. Roosevelt were in specially

good condition. Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons,

Old Rose Gardens, Colchester, were third, Marie

Baumann, Ulrich Brunner and White Maman Cochet

being shown in splendid form here. Fourth

honours went to Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.,

Braiswick Rose Gardens, Colchester, whose flowers

were also a praiseworthy lot.

For four trebles, distinct, the first prize was well

won by Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, Limited,

Newtownards, who had a wonderful lot of clean

flowers. Ulrich Brunner, Alfred Colomb, Victor

Verdier, John Ruskin, Marie Baumann, Mrs. R. G.

Sharman Crawford, Duchesse de Morny, Gustave

Piganeau, Mrs. Herbert Taylor (new blush pink),

Lyon, Frau Karl Druschki and Marquise Litta were

all in first-class form in this exhibit. Messrs. B. R.

Cant and Sons, Old Rose Gardens, Colchester, were

second, the flowers here also being of very good

quality. We specially noticed extra good blooms

of Ben Cant, Suzanne Marie Rodocanachi, Helen

Keller, G. C. Waud, Lyon and Earl of Dufferin.

Messrs. D. Prior and Son of Colchester were third,

the flowers here also being of good quality. There

were four entries in this class.

For forty-eight blooms, distinct, the Colonial

Challenge Cup and first prize were won by Mr. G.

Prince, Longworth, Berks, who had large flowers of

good colour. Lyon, Dean Hole, J. B. Clark,

Captain Hayward, Earl of Warwick and G. C.

Waud were varieties that stood pre-eminent. Mr.

Hugh Dickson, Belfast, was placed second, the

flowers in this group also being large and very

clean. Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Joseph Hill,

Mme. Segond - Weber, Mme. Melanie Soupert

and Captain Hayward all called for special men-
tion. Mr. H. Drew, Longworth, was a good

(METROPOLITAN SECTION.)

third. The competition in this class was very
keen indeed, no fewer than nine exhibits being

staged.

In a similar class for twenty-four blooms, Mr. J.

Mattock, Headington, Oxford, was placed first,

his flowers being very good throughout. Earl of

Warwick, J. B. Clark and C. J. Grahame were three

of the best. Second honours went to J. Pigg, Esq.,

Royston, Herts, who showed Liberty, Mrs. W. J.

Grant and Lyon in perfection. Messrs. Perkins

and Sons, Coventry, were third. Nine entries were

staged in this class.

Eight competitors tried conclusions in the class

for sixteen trebles, distinct, Messrs. G. and W. H.
Burch, Peterborough, being placed first for a most
praiseworthy collection. Ulrich Brunner, J. B.

Clark, Mrs. J. Laing and Horace Vernet called for

special mention. Second honours went to Mr. G.

Prince, Longworth, who had splendid flowers of

Marie Baumann ; and Mr. W- Leggett, West
Bergholt, Colchester, was third.

There were six exhibits in the class for sixteen

distinct varieties of Hybrid Teas, to be selected

from the society's list. Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast,

was the champion here, his flowers being rather

small and weather-beaten. Laurent Carle and
Richmond were the two best. Second prize went
to Mr. J. Mattock, Headington ; and third to

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Braiswick Rose Gar-

dens, Colchester.

Tea and Noisette Section.—For twenty- four

blooms, distinct, there were three entries, first

prize being won by Mr. George Prince, Oxford, who
had a clean lot of flowers. Mrs. E. Mawley, White
Maman Cochet, Muriel Grahame, Mme. Jules

Gravereaux and Miss E. Brownlow were worthy of

special mention, Mr. H. Drew, Longworth, was
second, his Mrs. E. Mawley and Mme. Jules

Gravereaux being excellent. Third prize went
to Messrs, Frank Cant and Co,

In a similar class for twelve blooms there were

six entries, Mr. John Mattock, Headington, Oxford,

being first. In his box we specially noticed Medea,

Mme. Jules Gravereaux and Maman Cochet in

splendid form. Messrs. J. Burrell and Co., Cam-
bridge, were a good second, a fine bloom of Mrs. E.

Mawley being shown here. J. Pigg, Esq., Royston,

Herts, was third, Mrs. E. Mawley and Mme. Jules

Gravereaux being conspicuous.

For fourteen trebles, distinct, to be shown in

vases, there were four entries, Mr. George Prince

being first with a good lot of flowers. His blooms

of Molly Sharman Crawford, White Maman Cochet,

Mme. J. Gravereaux and Mrs. E. Mawley were

I

exceptionally good. Mr. H. Drew was placed

second, his flowers being much smaller. Messrs.

Frank Cant and Co. were third.

Exhibition Roses in Vases.—For twelve distinct

varieties, seven blooms of each, to include not more
than six varieties of Teas or Noisettes, there were

four entries staged. Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons,

Newtownwards, were a splendid first, their blooms

being some of the very best in the show. Mary
Countess of Ilchester (a new variety of carmine-

crimson colour), A. K. Williams, Horace Vernet,

Mildred Grant, Mrs. W. J. Grant and Mrs. Theodore

Roosevelt were superb and worthy of the highest

praise. Messrs. D. Prior and Son, Colchester, were

a good second, the arrangement here being very

good indeed. Lady Ashtown, Liberty and Mrs.

W. J. Grant were outstanding varieties. Third

honours were won by Messrs, J, Jefferies and Son,

Limited, Cirencester,

For nine distinct varieties of Teas or Noisettes

three competitors tried conclusions, Mr. George
Prince coming out on top. His flowers of Mrs. E.

Mawley were very large and good, and other
notable sorts were Medea, Molly S. Crawford and
Bridesmaid. Second and third prizes were won
respectively by Mr, J, Mattock and Mr, H. Drew.

Section for Decorative Roses.—For thirty-six

distinct varieties, not fewer than three or more than
seven sprays of each, competition was very good,

Mr. J. Mattock, Headington, being first with a

wonderful display, Maharajah (crimson single),

Gustave Regis, Hebe's Lip and Mme. Ravary were
all in fine form here. Second honours went to

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Braiswick Rose Gar-

dens, Colchester, whose flowers of Agalia, F'abvier

and Mrs. Alfred Tate were of more than usual merit.

Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, was third.

In a similar class for eighteen varieties, Mr. C,

Turner, Slough, was first with a beautiful lot of

flowers, conspicuous among them being Mme,
Ravary, Gustave Regis, Le Progres and A. Miiller.

Second and third prizes here were won respectively

by Messrs. W. Spooner and Son, Woking, and Mr. J.

Barron, Oadby, Leicester, both showing flowers of

excellent quality.

For eighteen distinct varieties of summer-
flowering Roses (Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas,

Teas and Chinas not admissible), the premier
award went to Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Messrs.

W. Spooner and Son and Mr. C. Turner following

in the order named.
For eleven distinct varieties, not fewer than three

sprays of each, there were three entries, Mr. G.
Prince, Longworth, being placed first for a splen-

didly arranged lot, among which the most conspicuous
were Mme. Ravary, Comtesse du Cayla, Mme. Abel
Chatenay and Trier. Messrs. George Jackman and
Sons, Woking, were a good second, the arrangement,
however, being not quite so good. Zephyrine
Drouhin, Mme. Chedane Guinoisseau and Betty

were superb in this group. Third prize went to

Messrs. G. Mount and Sons, Canterbury.

For six distinct varieties of new Roses, offered

in the British Isles for the first time in the spring

of 1906, Mr. G. Prince was first, showing good
examples of Marquise de Sinety and Flower of

Fairfield. Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, were
second, Rosalina, Goldfinch and Shower of Gold
being conspicuous here. Mr. J. Mattock was third,

his Marquise de Sinety calling for special mention.

Groups of Roses.—For a representative group of

Roses placed on the floor in a given space, plants

and cut blooms allowed, Messrs. G. Paul and Son,

Cheshunt, won the gold medal with an attractive

display. Shower of Gold (yellow rambler), Paul

Transon, Coquina, White Dorothy Perkins, Mrs,

A. R. Waddell, Mrs. David McKee and Mrs. S, G,

Sharman Crawford all being noteworthy varieties

in this exhibit. Hobbies, Limited, Dereham,
Norfolk, were the only other exhibitors, winning

second prize with a beautifully designed group, the

ramblers and weeping standards being particularly

praiseworthy. The arches, with suspended baskets

filled with Roses, attracted a great deal of attention.

In the class for a representative group of cut

Roses, to be arranged on staging of a stated size,

competition was very good, and the exhibits i\ere

generally very attractive. First honours went to
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Mr. J. Mattock, Headington, Oxford, for a well-

designed and thoroughly representative display.

Pillars of the rambler section formed a background,

and in front such sorts as Lyon, Mme. Melanie

Soupert, Gottfried Keller and the single Lady

Curzon were tastefully displayed Second honours

went to Messrs. W. and J. Brown, Peter-

borough, for a similarly arranged group, Mrs. J.

Laing, Mrs. W. J. Grant and Mrs. Peter Blair being

in good form. Messrs. G. Mount and Sons, Canter-

bury, were placed equal second with Messrs. Brown

in this class, the new Lady HilUngdon, Frau Karl

Druschki and Liberty being in splendid condition.

An extra prize was awarded to Mr. F. M. Bradley

of Peterborough for an attractive display.

Open to Nurserymen and Amateurs.

For eighteen blooms of any crimson Rose, to be

shown in the society's Bamboo stands, eight

exhibits were staged, first prize going to Mr. W.
Bentley, Leicester, for a wonderful stand of J. B.

Clark. Mr. H. Drew, Longworth, was second
;

and Messrs. D. Prior and Sons, Colchester, third,

with Marie Baumann.
In a similar class for any white or yellow Rose,

first honours were won by The King's Acre Nurseries,

Limited, Hereford, with a fine stand of Frau Karl

Druschki. Second prize went to Messrs. B. R.

Cant and Sons, Colchester, for good examples of

Niphetos ; and Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, was

third with Lyon. Nine stands were staged in this

class.

In a similar class for any Rose other than crim-

son, white or yellow, competition was very keen

indeed, a dozen or more stands being shown. First

prize here was appropriated by Messrs. D. Prior

and Son, Colchester, for very large flowers of the

blush-coloured Mrs. T. Roosevelt. Mr. W. Bentley,

Leicester, was second with the same variety ; and

Messrs. R. Harkness and Sons, Hitchin, third with

Mrs. J. Laing.

Ten exhibits were staged in the class for nine

blooms of any new Rose, first prize being won by

Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards, with

a fine box of the creamy white, flushed yellow

variety, Walter Speed. Second prize went to Mr.

Hugh Dickson, Belfast, for the crimson Leslie

Holland ; and Messrs. Perkins and Sons, Coventry,

and Messrs. S. McGredy and Son, Portadown,

Ireland, were equal third, showing respectively

Lyon and Ethel Malcolm.

For twelve blooms, distinct, of new Roses offered

for sale for tfie first time in the British Isles in the

spring of 1907 and subsequently, competition was

very good, Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, being first

with a fine lot of flowers. Notable among them

were Commander Jules Gravereaux, crimson
;

Leshe Holland, crimson ; Miss Cynthia Ford', rich

pink ; Walter Speed, creamy yeUow ; and Mrs.

E. J. Holland, blush pink. Second prize went to

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., who had excellent

examples of Harry Kirk, yellow ; Mrs. Harold

Brocklebank, cream ; Mme. P. Euler, cerise ; and

Comtesse Icy Hardegg, cerise. Messrs. A. Dickson

and Sons were third, their stand containing a fine

flower of Lyon.

Two exhibits were staged in the class for twelve

vases of new seedling Roses, first prize going to Mr.

Hugh Dickson, Belfast, who had John BeU, crim-

son ; Countess of Shaftesbury, bright cerise pink ;

Lady Pirrie, scarlet and buff ; Archibald Gray,

crimson ; and Mrs. C. E. AUan, buff yellow and

flesh pink, in good condition. Second prize went

to Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards.

who had fine examples of Lady Petrie, pale yellow ;

H. V. Machin, crimson ; and Lady Greenall, buff

and cream.

Decorative Classes.—For an arch decorated with

long sprats of not more than two varieties of

climbing Roses, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, was first

with a wonderful arch clothed solely with that old

favourite. Turner's Crimson Rambler. Second

prize went to Messrs. G. Paul and Son, Cheshunt,

who had good examples of Blush Rambler ; Messrs.

J. Jefferies and Sons, Limited, Cirencester, being

third with an arch covered with Mrs. Flight and

Wallflower.

There were seven entries for a set of three sprays

of Roses, first prize being won by Mr. O. G. Orpen,

West Bergholt, with a deUghtful trio. Messrs.

W. and J. Brown, Peterborough ; Mr, J. Mattock,

Headington ; and Messrs. F. H. Cooke, Birch,

Colchester, followed in the order named.

For twelve distinct varieties of single-flowered

Roses there were four entries, first prize being won
by Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Braiswick Rose

Gardens, Colchester, with a splendidly arranged

lot of flowers. Joseph Billard, Lady Curzon,

Morgenrot and Irish Glory were conspicuous sorts.

Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, was second, Andersonii

and Gottfried Keller being in good form here. Third

prize went to Messrs. G. Paul and Son, Cheshunt.

Four entries were staged in the class for three

baskets of bedding Roses, Mr. J. Mattock, Heading-

ton, winning the president's prize with splendid

examples of Mme. Abel Chatenay, Betty and Marie

van Houtte. Messrs. G. and W. Burch, Peter-

borough, were second with Mme. Ravary, Richmond

and Mme. Abel Chatenay ; and Mr. J. Barrow,

Oadby, Leicester, was third with Ecarlate, Mme.
Abel Chatenay and Mme. Ravary.

For a bowl of cut Roses (open to ladies only),

Mrs. Barrow, Oadby, Leicester, was first with a

beautiful arrangement of Irish Elegance ; Miss M.

Foden, Hemel Hempstead, being second with Mme.
Abel Chatenay ; and Mrs. E. D. Park, Loudwater,

third, with a bowl of mixed flowers.

Amateurs' Classes.

General Section.—The seven entries for the

champion trophy for thirty-six blooms, distinct

varieties, made a fine display, the flowerj in most

stands being of a high order of merit, considering

the weather of late. First prize was again won by

the veteran grower, Mr. E. B. Lindsell, Bearton,

Hitchin, who had a grand series of blooms. Speci-

ally good were Ulrich Brunner, J. B. Clark, Mildred

Grant, Marie Baumann, William Shean, Mrs. T.

Roosevelt, Horace Vernet, Hugh Dickson, Gustave

Piganeau, Killarney, Duke of Wellington, Yvonne
Vacherot and A. K. Williams. Second prize was

deservedly won by Mr. F. Dennison, Cranford,

Leamington, who had grand examples of Mrs. John

Laing, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mildred Grant, Mrs.

Theodore Roosevelt, C. J. Grahame and Helen

Keller. Mr. Conway Jones, Hucclecote, Gloucester,

was third with a meritorious series ; and the

Rev. T. G. W. Henslow, Stanton St. Quintin,

Chippenham, was fourth.

In the class for twenty-four blooms, distinct,

there were again seven entries, this being an excel-

lent competition. Mr. Lindsell again secured

leading honours with a capital lot of blooms, in

which the following varieties were very beautiful ;

Mildred Grant, Duchess of Bedford, Horace Vernet,

Hugh Dickson, Mrs. John Laing, Mrs. Theodore

Roosevelt and Gustave Piganeau. Second prize

was secured by Mr. G. A. Hammond, Cambrian

House, Burgess Hill, Sussex, who had rather

smaller but very even blooms. A. K. Williams,

Comte Raimbaud and Horace Vernet were charm-

ing. Mr. F. Dennison was third with a good series.

In the class for twelve trebles, Mr. Conway Jones

led the five entries with a beautiful, bright and

well-finished lot of blooms. A. K. Williams,

Mrs. John Laing, J. B. Clark, Gustave Piganeau

and Frau Karl Druschki were the better varieties.

Second prize was secured by Mr. A. Tate, Downside,

Leatherhead, who had Dupuy Jamain, Horace

Vernet and Rev. Alan Cheales in exceptional form.

Third prize was secured by the Rev. T. G. W.
Henslow, who had some very pretty and good
specimens.

In the class for nine blooms of any Rose except

Tea or Noisette, there were no fewer than nine

entries, a beautiful set of Frau Karl Druschki
winning premier honours for Mr. E. M. Eversfield,

Denne Park, Horsham. With Mrs. Theodore Roose-

velt Mr. E. B. Lindsell was second ; and the

Rev. T. G. W. Henslow was third with beautiful

examples of La France.

For the cup offered by Messrs. Hobbies, Limited,

for growers of fewer than 3,000 plants, there were
three entries, Mr. E. M. Eversfield again leading

with a bright and beautiful series. Suzanne Marie
Rodocanachi, Charles Darwin, Frau Karl Druschki,

Horace Vernet (superb) and Mrs. John Laing were
all good. Second prize was secured by the Rev.

J. A. L. Fellowes, Attleborough, with a fair lot of

blooms ; and Mr. W. Boyes was third with smaller

flowers.

In the class for twelve trebles there were only

two entries. Mr. Eversfield was again first, showing,

among others in good form, Ulrich Brunner, Hugh
Dickson, Mrs. John Laing, J. B. Clark, Lady Ash-
town and Frau Karl Druschki. The Rev. J. A. L.

Fellowes was placed second with a less meritorious

series.

There were only two entries in the class for nine

blooms of any Rose except Tea or Noisette. Mr.

Eversfield was again to the fore with Frau Karl
Druschki. Mr. W. Boyes was second with Bessie

Brown.
For twenty- four blooms, distinct, open to

growers of fewer than 2,000 plants, for the Captain

Christy Challenge Cup, Mr. W. J.Thorpe, Hucclecote,

near Gloucester, was placed first with a bright and
fresh lot of blooms. J. B. Clark, Comte de Raim-
baud, Maman Cochet, Horace Vernet and Mrs. John
Laing were his best varieties. Second prize was
secured by Mr. W. R. Hammond, Grovelands,

Burgess Hill, with a charming box of blooms.

Avoca, Mrs. John Laing, Marie Baumann and
Souvenir d'Elise were very pretty. Third prize was
won by Mr. W. O. Times, Hitchin. There were

five entries in this class.

The six exhibits in the class for eighteen blooms,

distinct, were a very fine lot, and the exhibit of

Mr. G. R. Bonner, TiUingbourne, Barnwood,

Gloucester, was beautiful indeed. J. B. Clark,

Gladys Harkness, G. C. Wand, Duchess of Bedford,

A. K. Williams, Hugh Dickson and Horace Vernet

were good. Second prize was secured by' Dr.

T. E. Pallett, Earl's Colne, Essex, with a bright

though less finished box of blooms. C. J. Grahame,
Mrs. John Laing and Helen Keller were in grand

form. Third prize was awarded to Mr. Gulliver

Speight, Market Harborough, with an attractive

exhibit.

No fewer than six exhibits were staged in the

class for eight trebles, that which came from Mr.

W. O. Times obtaining leading honours, J. B.

Clark, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Gustave Piganeau,

Mrs. E. Mawley and Mrs. John Laing being

his best examples. Mrs. Fortescue, Dropmore,

Maidenhead, was placed second with a charming

series. Lady Ashtown, Mrs. John Laing, White

Maman Cochet and Maman Cochet being the best

flowers. Larger though less finished blooms

secured third prize for Mr. W. J. Thorpe.

The nine exhibits of six blooms of any Rose

except Tea or Noisette made a most interestin;

display. Mr. W. R. Hammond was placed equal

first with pretty examples of Dean Hole The other

first prize-winner was Mrs. C. C. Williamson.

Wilstead, Canterbury, with good examples of Frau

Karl Druschki; and third prize was awarded t.'

Mr. W. O. Times with Mrs. John Lamg.

To growers of fewer than 1,000 plants, the class

for twelve blooms, distinct, is always a most
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interesting competition. In this instance tliere were

no fewer than nine entries. First prize was scciireJ

by Mr. C. F. H. Leslie, Kpscombs, Hertingfordbnry,

Herts. Mrs. Edward Mawley, J. B. Clarl<, Dean
Hole, Mme. Melanie Souiiert and Mme. Jules

Gravereaux were the more notewortliy in this

exhibit. Dr. Charles Lamplough, Alverstoke, had
a good exhibit for second prize. Caroline Testout,

Mildred Grant and Bessie Brown were very good
blooms. Third prize was awarded to Mr. M.

Whittle, 60, Belgrave Avenue, Leicester.

Thirteen entries for six blooms of any Rose

except Tea or Noisette was very good indeed, first

prize being won by Mr. A. C. Turner, The White
House, Walton-on-Thames, with nicely finished

blooms of F'rau Karl Druschki. With Dean Hole

Mr. G. Moules. Hitchin, was placed second, and
with beautiful examples of Frau Karl Druschki

obtained third prize.

Open to growers of fewer than 750 Roses, the

class for twelve blooms, distinct, brought out six

competitors. First prize was awarded to the

Rev. L. C. Chalmers Hunt, Willian Rectory,

Hitchin, Herts, with a bright and interesting series.

Second prize was secured by Mr. H. L. Wettern,

Waratah, Sanderstead, with a meritorious box of

blooms ; and third prize went to Miss B. H. Langton,

Raymead, Hendon, N.W.
There was only one entry for six blooms of one

variety in this section, this being placed first. The
variety shown was Mrs. John Laing.

There were three entries for six trebles in Divi-

sions F and G, a beautiful series winning premier

honours for Dr. Charles Lamplough. Mildred

Grant, Frau Karl Druschki, Dean Hole and Hugh
Dickson were his best flowers.

For the Grahame Memorial Prize, for nine blooms,

distinct, open to growers of fewer than 500 plants,

there were seven entries. Premier honours were

won by Mr. H. W. Richards, Ryde, with beautiful

examples of Marie Baumann, Caroline Testout and

Frau Karl Druschki. Second prize was awarded

to Mr. W. Upton, 16, Claremont Street, Leicester,

who had grand blooms of Horace Vernet, Mrs.

John Laing, J. B. Clark and Mildred Grant. Third

prize went to Mr. V. Roll, Brook House, Storring-

ton, with a very good exhibit.

In the same division for six blooms, Mr. John
Stuart, Broomhill, Mount Park, Harrow, led the

four competitors, having excellent flowers. Mr. J.

Gibb, Westfield, Reigate, was second ; and Mr. H.

Clinton Baker, Bayfordbury, was third, his blooms of

J. B. Clark and Mildred Grant being noteworthy.

In the class for six blooms of one variety there

were no fewer than nine exhibits. The leading

honours were secured by Mr. W. Upton with

Florence Pemberton ; Mr. J. Gibb, second, with

Captain Hayward, of exceptionally good colour
;

and the Rev. F. R. Burnside, Great Stambridge
Rectory, third, with Frau Karl Druschki in good
condition.

In Class 50, for twelve blooms, distinct (open to

growers in Divisions F, G and H), there were seven

exhibits. \ superb box of blooms won first prize

for Mr. M. Whittle, who had in really excellent form

J. B. Clark, Countess of Caledon and Mrs. John
Laing. Second prize was won by Mr. George Moules
with a neat and even box of blooms ; and third was
secured by Mr. C. F. H. Leslie with a really excellent

exhibit.

In the Ben Cant Memorial Class for nine blooms,
distinct varieties (open to growers of fewer than

350 plants), there were no fewer than sixteen

exhibits, and these proved most interesting. First

prize was won by Captain R. Kilbe Stuart, Even-
dene Ho, Colwall, Herefordshire, with a really

magnificent lot of blooms. Frau Karl Druschki,

Marquise Litta, Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford,
Helen Keller, Caroline Testout, Mrs. John Laing
and Dupuy Jamain were the better flowers. Second

prize was well won by Dr. F. G. Hayes, Dunster,

Somerset, who had Gladys Harkness, J. B. Clark,

Frau Karl Druschki and Marquise Litta in fine

form. A line box of blooms secured third prize for

Mrs. E. A. Moulden, Bandea, Stevenage.

The ten entries for six blooms of one variety of

any Rose except Tea or Noisette brought out a

spurited contest. With Frau Karl Druschki Mr.

.'Man Searle, .\shton Lodge, Bassctt, Hants, was
deservedly first. Mr. F. J. Nightingale was placed

second with Mrs. John Laing ; and Mr. E. F.

Brown third with Frau Karl Druschki.

There were seven entries for four trebles, a nicely

finished lot winning first prize for Dr. F. G. Hayes.

Eclair, Countess of Caledon, Mrs. Theodore Roose-

velt and Frau Karl Druschki were the varieties

shown. Second prize was won by Mr. W. L^pton,

running the leaders very close indeed ; and third

prize went to Mr. Alan Searle with smaller, though
fresh flowers.

Classes for growers of less than 200 plants are

always most interesting to a great many supporters

of the National Rose Society, and the present

season's display was no exception to the rule.

For six blooms, distinct varieties, there were
seven entries, first prize being won with pretty

flowers from the Rev. G. F. Kershaw. White
Maman Cochet, Dupuy Jamain and La France

were the best. Mr. Richard House, Adds Farm,
Wo~>burn, near Maidenhead, was second. Liberty

and Mrs. John Laing were good. Third prize was
won by Mr. W. E. Pedley, Hillside, Hoddesdon.

Class 56, for four trebles, had only two repre-

sentatives, the Rev. G. F. Kershaw being placed

first with a capital lot of blooms, and Mr. F. A.

George, Red Hill, Worcester, second with a bright

series.

For six blooms of one variety only there were

no fewer than eight exhibits. With good examples

of Frau Karl Druschki Mr. Robert House was in

the leading position. With Mrs. J. Laing Mr. A.

Wilkinson, St. Olaves, Granville Road, North
Finchley, secured second prize ; and with Frau
Karl Druschki Mr. F. Borland, Brunswick Road,
Sutton, was placed third.

Metropolitan Division.—For Roses grown within

eight miles of Charing Cross, the chief class was one

for six blooms, distinct, for the challenge cup
offered by Mr. E. R. Smith. First prize was won
by Mr. H. W. Whitmee, The Briars, North Finchley,

with good examples of A. K. Williams, F'rau Karl

Druschki, George Laing Paul and Florence Pem-
berton. Second prize was placed to the credit of

Mr. W. E. Martin, i, Alexandra Grove, North
Finchley, Hugh Dickson and Mrs. John Laing

being his best blooms. Third prize went to Mr.

Howard Williams, Willow Cottage, North Finchley,

Mrs. John Laing and Countess of Caledon being

conspicuously good.

Division for New Members.—The principal class

in the new members' division was for twelve

blooms, distinct varieties. There were six entries,

and first prize was well won by Captain R. Kilbe

Stuart with grand blooms of Tom Wood, Mrs.

John Laing, John Ruskin and Marquise Litta.

Second prize was awarded to Mr. H. L. Wettern
with a bright and attractive box of blooms. Third

prize was secured by Mr. D. H. H. Church, Fair-

leigh View, Darlington.

The Harkness Cup was offered in a class for twelve

blooms, distinct (open to all amateurs), and was
well contested. There were eleven exhibits. First

prize was won by Mr. R. Foley Hobbs with a nicely

finished stand of blooms. C. J. Grahame, Mrs.

Theodore Roosevelt, Charles Lefebvre and Hugh
Dickson were noteworthy. Dr. F. E. Pallett was
placed second with a grand lot ; and Mr. E. M.
Eversfield was awarded third prize.

The class for twenty-four blooms, distinct, also

open to all amateurs, was a very praiseworthy

effort by the five competitors. Mr. E. M. Eversfield

was placed first with a neat and fairly even series
;

Mr. G. R. Bonner second ; and Mr. Gulliver Speight

was awarded third prize.

The Hammond Cup, for six blooms of new Roses,

distinct, brought out six competitors. Leading
honours went to Mr. Conway Jones with good blooms
of Molly Sharman Crawford, Lyon Rose, Laurent
Carle, Lady Ursula, George W. Paul and Albatross.

Mr. F. Dennison was awarded second honours, this

grower having a good bloom of Gloire de C.

Guinoisseau ; and third prize went to Mr. W. Boyes.

Class 70, for a collection of Roses in not more
than seven varieties, was contested by five exhibi-

tors. A good first was found in Miss B. H. Langton,
who had garden Roses in variety nicely disposed.

With the same types of the Rose Mr. H. R. Darling-

ton, Park House, Potter's Bar, was a good second;

and ordinary exhibition Roses of good quality

placed Mr. F. Dennison third.

Tea and Noisette Section.—For eighteen blooms,

distinct, the trophy and replica was won by Alex.

Hill Gray, Esq., Newbridge, Bath, the flowers here

being rather small but clean and good. White
Maman Cochet was superb. Conway Jones, Esq.,

Hucclecote, Gloucester, was second, Molly Sharman
Crawford being good in his stand. Third prize

went to Mrs. B. Fortescue, Maidenhead.

In a similar class for twelve blooms, Alex. Hill

Gray, Esq., was again first. White Maman Cochet

being superb in this stand. Conway Jones, Esq.,

was second ; and E. M. Eversfield, Esq., Horsham,
third.

For eight trebles, distinct, Alex. Hill Gray, Esq.,

once more proved the leader, R. W. Smith, Mrs. E.

Mawley and Maman Cochet being his three best.

Conway Jones, Esq., was second ; and the Rev.

T. G. W. Henslow, Stanton St. Quintin, third.

For twelve blooms, distinct (open only to growers

of fewer than 500 Teas and Noisettes), F. H.
Cooke, Esq., M.D., Birch, Colchester, was first in

strong competition, his flower of Maman Cochet

shown here receiving the society's silver medal
offered for the best Tea in the amateurs' section.

The Rev. J. B. Shackle, Dropmore, was a good

second ; and F. Slaughter, Esq., Steyning, third.

For nine blooms, distinct (open only to growers

of fewer than 200 Teas or Noisettes), the first prize

went to M. Whittle, Esq., Leicester, two exhibits

only being staged in this class.

The class for six blooms, distinct (open only to

growers of fewer than 100 Teas or Noisettes), was
well contested, first prize being won by Dr. F. G.

Hayes, Dunster, Somersetshire, his blooms of

Maman Cochet calling for special mention. H. F.

Matthews, Esq., Stevenage, Was second ; and E. F.

Brown, Esq., Slough, third.

Exhibition Roses in Vases.—For nine distinct

varieties, to include not more than four Teas or

Noisettes, five blooms of each, the first prize was
well won by Conway Jones, Esq., with an attractive

display, F'rau Karl Druschki being exceptionally

good. Second honours went to Alex. Hill Gray,

Esq. ; and third to G. A. Hammond, Esq.

In the class for six distinct varieties of Teas or

Noisettes, seven blooms of each, premier position

was secured by E. M. Eversfield, Esq., Horsham,

his Mrs. E. Mawley being very good. O. G. Orpen,

Esq., West Bergholt, was second ; and Alex. Hill

Gray, Esq., third.

Decorative Exhibits (Ladies Only).—For a circular

table decoration there was a very spirited compe-

tition, there being no fewer than twelve competi-

tors. Miss E. S. Scott, Albury, Eastbourne, won
first prize with a beautiful decoration, in which the

Lyon Rose was used advantageously with Rose

foliage and Asparagus fronds. Second prize went

to Mrs. O. G. Orpen, West Bergholt, with a dainty

table, but less attractive than this lady usually

displays. With Irish Elegance Mrs. J. W. Smith,
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Sparrons, Heme Hill, was a very good third ; and

fourth prize went to Miss A. P. Harwood, i6,

St. Peter's Street, Colchester, with Liberty,

charmingly disposed. This was a very rich

exhibit.

1 1 Class 30, for a bowl of cut Roses, there were

a large number of competitors. Leading honours

went to Mrs. Barrow, Rose Nurseries, Oadby,

Leicester, with a beautiful bowl of Irish Elegance.

Mrs. M. Foden, Hemel Hempstead, was placed

second with a lovely bowl of Mme. Abel Chatenay.

Mrs. E. D. Park was third with a pleasing arrange-

ment.

In Class 89, for a bowl of Roses, there were eleven

entries, first prize being won by Mr. G. A. Hammond
with a charmingly disposed bowl of Mme. Melanie

Soupert. Second prize was deservedly awarded to

Mrs. Howard Williams, North Finchley, for a

wonderful vase of Killarney ; and third prize was

secured by Mrs. Sawday, Rydal Mount, Heath

Road, Weybridge, for a lovely vase of Mrs. W. J.

Grant.

There were twelve competitors in Class 90, also

for a bowl of Roses. First prize was won by Miss

J. B. Langton, Raymead, Hendon, with Irish

Elegance in beautiful form. Second prize was

secured by Mrs. F. A. Tisdall, Woodford Green,

with a gorgeous bowl of Liberty ; and Mrs. J. W.

Smith was third with Mme. Pernet-Ducher in

grand form and condition.

The fourteen exhibitors in Class 91, for a vase of

Roses, was a splendid effort, and Mrs. O. G. Orpen

was well to the fore for first prize with Mme. Abel

Chatenay and Rose foliage pleasingly displayed.

Mrs. J. W. Smith had Mme. Ravary in fine

form for equal second prize, as did also Lady

Wilmot, Binfield Grove, Bracknell, with Blush

Rambler.

The eight hand-baskets, in a class for this form of

decoration, made hardly as good a show as usual.

Mrs. O. G. Orpen was first with white and pale

blush Hybrid Tea Roses neatly and artistically

disposed. Second prize was secured by Mrs.

Sawday with Countess of Gosford and Betty in

pleasing fashion ; and third prize was secured

with a very dainty and elegant basket by

Mrs. G. W. Cook, the wife of the esteemed

treasurer.

For a bowl of wichuraiana Roses in Class 94

there were seven competitors. Miss J. B. Langton

was first, Mrs. J. W. Smith second, and Mrs. F. A.

Tisdall third.

In Class 95, for a table decoration, open to those

who have never won a prize for table decoration

before, superb Liberty blooms secured leading

honours for Mrs. F. A. Tisdall. Second prize was

won by Miss E. M. Robinson, Glencoe, Horn-

church ; and third went to Miss D. Robins,

Ingatestone.

There were seven entries in the class for a bowl

of Roses for novices. First prize went to Mrs.

W. G. Pedley with Gustave Regis, charmingly

disposed ; second prize to Lady Wilmot with Mme.

Alfred Carriere ; and third prize to Mrs. E. F.

Brown. Lynton, Sussex Place, Slough, with Mme.

Abel Chatenay.

Decorative Roses {Open to All Amateurs).—Of the

two entries for eighteen distinct kinds, Mr. Alfred

Tate was a good first with a bright and fresh lot.

Bardou Job, Marquis Balbiano, Liua Schmidt-

Michel, Hebe's Lip, Perle d'Or and Gustave Regis

were a few of the better bunches. The Rev. J. H.

Pemberton, Havering-atte- Bower, Essex, was

second; some of his bunches were beautiful.

There were three competitors in Class 98 for

twelve bunches of decorative Roses, distinct. First

prize was won by Mrs. E. M. Wightman, Beger,

Herts. American Pillar, Irish Glory, Mrs. Cutbush,

Irish Beauty, Alfred Carriere and Mrs. Flight were

all good. Second prize was won by Viscountess

Enfield, Dancers Hill House, Barnet, with a really

handsome lot of bunches ; and third prize went

to Mr. H. R. Darlington, also for a really good

series.

There was a spirited competition for six bunches

of garden Roses. First prize was awarded to Mr,

A. C. Turner with Fabvier. La Tosca, Blush

Rambler, Debutante, Mme. Jules Grolez and Mme.
Ravary. Second prize went to Mr. C. S. Gordon
Clark, Fetcham Lodge, Leatherhead, who had La
Tosca, Dawn and Mme. Pernet-Ducher in grand

form. Mr. Edward Mawley, the hon. secretary,

was third with a beautiful series, his Liberty being

very striking.

The two entries for six vases of Sweet Briar

Roses were not very successful. First prize went

to Mr. H. R. Darlington, .Anne of Geierstein, Amy
Robsart and Brenda being the best. The Rev.

T. G. W. Henslow was a good second.

In Class loi there were four entries. This was

for seven vases of decorative Roses. Miss B. H.

Langton was first, having Zephyrine Drouhin,

Macrantha, Crimson Rambler, Blush Rambler,

Marquis of Salisbury and Rosa rugosa alba, all well

shown. Second prize fell to the lot of the Rev.

J. H. Pemberton with a very bright series ; and

third prize was won by Dr. F. H. Cooke, Birch,

Colchester.

There were again four entries for five bunches,

distinct. Leading honours went to the Rev. J. B.

Shackle with a very meritorious array of colour.

Dr. F. H. Cooke was a good second. Third prize

was secured by Miss B. H. Langton.

New Roses.

Mrs. Joseph H. Welch.—.A. very large, conical

flower of bright rose pink colour, this shading to

silvery pink. Shown by Messrs, S. McGredy and

Sons, Portadown, Ireland. Gold medal.

Evelyn Daunisey.—A medium-sized conical

flower, the centre of which is bright rose pink, this

colour being the most pronounced on the reverse

of the petals. The inner surface is blush pink and

the flowers are very fragrant. Shown by Messrs.

S. McGredy and Sons. Silver-gilt medal.

Edward Mawley.—A rather loosely constructed

Rose of rich crimson colour, somewhat after the

colour shade of Horace Vernet. The flowers are

of vmique shape, resembling to some extent those

o'f a double Nymphaea. Exceedingly fragrant and

apparently very vigorous. Shown by Messrs. S.

McGredy and Sons. Gold medal.

St. Helena.—A large, full-flowered Hybrid Tea

Rose with moderate fragrance and good shape.

The colour of the older petals is a sort of pale buff,

the centre of the flower being a kind of apricot pink

tint. Shown by Messrs. B. R. Cant and Co.,

Colchester. Silver-gilt medal.

Colcestria.—A rather flat Hybrid Tea Rose of

blush pink colour, a little deeper in the centre than

that of Mrs. J. Laing. The flowers are rather

rough, but very fragrant. Shown by Messrs. B. R.

Cant and Co. Card of commendation.

Mrs. Gordon Sloan.—A rather flat-shaped Hybrid

Tea of cream and blush pink colouring, the pink

being most pronounced in the centre. Faintly

Tea-scented. Shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson

and Sons, Newtownards. Card of commenda-
tion.

Mrs. Foley Hobbs. — A conical-shaped hybrid

Rose of creamy white colour, this being very

faintly tinged with pink. Fragrant. Shown

by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons. Silver-gilt

medal.

Rayon d'Or.—A pure yellow Rose resembling in

colour Persian Yellow. The buds are tinted with

scarlet, but when fully opened the blooms are very

clear indeed. The stems are freely clothed with

large, blood red spurs. Faintly Tea-scented,

Shown by Dr. .\. R. Waddell. Gold medal.

Mrs. G. Shawyer.—A conical-shaped Hybrid Tea
of old rose and bright pink colouring. The young
foliage is tinted red, and this colour is also very

pronounced on the stems. Moderately fragrant.

Shown by Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer. Silver-gilt

medal.

Lady Hillingdon.—.A new Tea Rose of golden

yellow colouring that has been previously described

in The Garden. Shown by Messrs. Lowe and
Shawyer. Gold medal.

Best Blooms in the Show.—-The six silver medals
offered by the society for the best six blooms in the

show were awarded as follows ; Nurserymen's
section—Hybrid Perpetual, Horace Vernet, shown
by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards ;

Tea, White Maman Cochet, shown by Mr. G. Prince,

Oxford ; Hybrid Tea, Melanie Soupert, shown by
Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons, Portadown. Ama-
teurs' section—Hybrid Perpetual, Beauty of

Waltham, shown by Mr. Joshua DodweU, Hereford;

Hybrid Tea, Mrs. T. Roosevelt, shown by Mrs.

Fortescue, Dropmore, Maidenhead ; Tea, Maman
Cochet, shown by Dr. F. H. Cooke, Birch, Col-

chester.

A HOSE SHOW AT BOURNEMOUTH.
On the 1st inst. a very beautiful Rose show was held in
the cliarming grounds of Michelgrove House and Boscombe
Place. By the kind permission of George G. Hamilton,
Esq., the exhibits were displayed in a spacious tent on the
lawn at Boscombe Place. The Rose show was a private
one, given by Walter C. Clark. Esq.. of Michelgrove House.
This gentleman provided everything connected with the
exhibition, including liberal money prizes. Mr. Clark
kindly invited the members of the Bournemouth Gar-
deners' Association to compete. He takes much interest

in this association, and had coupled with the wish to give
the members a pleasant and profitable day's outing another
praiseworthy motive—the benefit of the Boscombe Hospital,
of which grand institution Mr. Clark is a most generous
support,er. The money raised by the charge made for

admission to the show was to be given to the hospital

named. The gardens of Michelgrove House, as well as

those of Boscombe Place, were opened to visitors, and it

is reallv wonderful how much natural beauty these well-

kept grounds contain. In Mr. Clark's gardens there are

about 1,800 Rose trees growing, and these, being at their

best, provided a veritable feast of Roses. Pine tree,s abound
in the gardens, and the noble trunks of many of them are
clothed with the healthy foliage and rich-coloured flowers

of climbing varieties of the national flower, which Mr.
Clark passionately loves.

There were many competitive classes, an 1 among the

most interesting was that for a dinner-table decoration, in

wllich the competition was keen, nine tables being exhibited.

Mr. Lorrimer was the winner, having Carnations, Asparagus
and Ferns nicely arranged. Miss Howell was second,

having Roses and Smilax. Mr. W. Shave, gardener to the

Dowager Lady de Tabley, was very higlily commended for

his beautiful and simple arrangement of scarlet Carnations

and Asparagus Fern. This table was much admired, as

was that of Mr. Chamberlain, who was also highly com-
mended. The table exhibited by Mr. Hamilton, who had

a delightful arrangement of Sweet Peas, was very

effective.

In the class for an epergne or vase of cut Roses, Mrs.

George Hamilton was the winner with a tastefully arranged

vase of flowers and Ferns. Miss Martin was second. In

the class for a basket of cut Roses, Mrs. Gyers was successful,

and Miss Martin followed, both baskets being skilfully

arranged. These two classes were open to ladies only.

Exhibits Not for Competition.

These made a grand display. Mr. Clark exliibited

the following Roses . Lyon Rose (grand), Melanie

Soupert (fine), Pharisaer, Hugh tJickson and Amateur
Teyssier. Mr. Taylor, head-aardener to Mr. Clark,

staged some fine plants of Gloxinias, which did him great

credit. Mr. Hamilton staged some lovely plants of

Clarkias in pots, which were very effective. Miss Nancy
Hamilton had a model garden, the planning of which

showed exquisite taste. Miss Marjorie Hamilton, aged

six years and ten months, put up a table decoration of

Cornflowers, which was much admired. Messrs. W. Paul.

Waltham Cross, staged a grar.d lot of Roses, including a

box of their new variety Juliet, a rich rosy red flower with

old gold reverse to the petals, very fragrant. This attracted

general attention. In this collection Marquise de Sinety,

Hugo Roller, Bianca and George C. Waud were flnely

shown. Mr. J. Stevenson, Sweet Pea specialist, of Wim-
boine, put up forty-eight vases of Sweet Peas, which were

generally admhed ; they showed good cultivation and were

rich in colour, the flowers being borne on stout stems.

Messrs. W. Watts and Sons of Bournemouth and Messrs.

D. Stewart and Sons of Wimbome staged beautiful vases

of Roses respectively. » . ».

Mr. Clark, assisted by Mr. Hamilton, distributed the

prizes in the evening, and was given a most hearty vote of

thanks for all he had done to encourage horticulture and

Ijeneflt the hospital funds, llefreshments were also

provided free of charge.
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Ithe national sweet pea
society's trials.

LAST
week witnessed the gathering

together of a large number of

Sweet Pea enthusiasts from all

parts of the United Kingdom,
-^ and such a gathering may fairly

be regarded as indicative of the

firm hold which this sweet-smelling and
floriferous annual has upon the affections

of those who love flowers. On Tuesday
and Wednesday, the I2th and 13th inst.,

the National Sweet Pea Society held its

annual metropolitan show, a report of

which appears elsewhere. This is the

first occasion on which the exhibition has

been extended to two days, but the re-

sults were such as to justify the committee's

experiment, and no doubt a two days'

show will be decided upon for next year.

On the Thursday about eighty members
of the society and friends journeyed to

The Times Experimental Station, Sutton

Green, Guildford, where the official trials

of comparatively new varieties have been

held by the kind permission of Lord
Northcliffe and under the able director-

ship of Mr. Charles Foster. Among those

present were Mr. N. N. Sherwood, V.M.H.,

Dr. Boxall, Messrs. Robert Sydenham,
W. Cuthbertson, A. Hoggan, Hugh Dickson,

C. Foster, S. Bide, W. J. Nutting, T.

Stevenson, Leigh Spencer, F. H. Chapman
and Dr. Phillips. The ladies present in-

cluded Miss Kennedy (a niece of Mr. W.
Atlee Burpee) and Mrs. Earle (both from
the United States of America), Mrs. C. H.
Curtis, Mrs. Leigh Spencer, Mrs. Clegg.

Miss Townsend, Mrs. Faulkner, Mrs. Foster

and Mrs. Holloway.
Those who have visited the trials at

Reading in previous years will know how
excellent they were conducted, but the

plants at Sutton Green were in an even

better condition. It is an encouraging

sign to find that the varieties sent for

trial this year are, on the whole, much
purer or more true to type than they have

been before. This, we may reasonably

suppose, indicates that raisers are working

on a more scientific basis than has hitherto

been the case, the old method of guess-

work being a thing of the past. It must
not, however, be supposed that there is

no room for further improvement in the

matter of fixity ;
quite the reverse, as

some of the stocks at Sutton Green were

very badly mixed indeed. The value of

growing novelties under impartial manage-
ment is considerable, as a true idea of

their worth is thus obtained, and the

society rightly refrains from giving certi-

ficates or awards to any varieties that are

not represented in the trials.

Of course, the new variety of the year

is Stirling Stent, sent by Mr. Agate of

Havant, Hants, and which received the

society's silver medal as well as a first-

class certificate. It is best described as

a sUghtly waved flower of orange salmon

colour, and possesses the merit of not

burning very badly in the sun. Arthur

Green, from Messrs. Dobbie and Co., is

described by the senders as a maroon, but

it should really be classed as a waved
flower of duU violet purple. It was quite

true in the trials, and will doubtless appeal

to those who like flowers of this colour.

Mrs. Hugh Dickson, from the same source,

was, I think, first sent out as Mrs. Henry
Bell Improved, and this aptly describes

the flowers. Cherry Ripe, from Messrs.

Gilbert and Son, Dyke, Bourne, is a waved
flower, the colour of which may be described

as cherry red. Masterpiece, from Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., has been in commerce a

year or two. It is a waved flower of rosy

mauve colour, and came true in the trials.

Each of the foregoing varieties received

an award of merit from the floral com-

mittee of the society ; but there were many
good Sweet Peas in the trials which,

though not considered quite worthy of

an award, were, nevertheless, good and

true enough for the best collections.

Among these the following deserved special

mention : Freda Unwin, a beautiful clean

mauve or almost French grey flower, from

Mr. W. J. Unwin ; Edrom Beauty, from

Mr. Malcolm, a very rich flower that may
almost be described as a much glorified

Helen Lewis ; Isobel Malcolm, a \ery

vigorous pale cream waved flower, also

from Mr. Malcolm ; Nettie Jenkins, from

Mr. W. J. Unwin, a very clear lavender

grey flower of the grandiflora section ;

trial 46, from Mr. William Deal, an un-

named waved flower of heliotrope pink

colour, which may almost be classed as a

picotee variety ; Gladys Burt, from Mr.

W. J. Unwin, a very rich-coloured Sweet

Pea after the style of Mrs. Henry Bell,

but superior to it ; trial 104, from Mr.

William Deal, an unnamed waved variety

of rich scarlet colour, and undoubtedly

the best waved scarlet in the trials, being

without that tinge of cerise which is to

be found in the other\\ase excellent variety

George Stark. Edna Unwin, from Mr.

W. J. Unwin, is a splendid rich orange

flower, with rather paler wings, and was
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quite true. Trial 120, from Robert Syden-
ham, Limited, is an unnamed waved
orange and pink flower that was exceed-

ingly pretty as grown, and quite true.

Orange King, from Messrs. S. Bide and
Sons, is an even richer colour than Stirling

Stent, but at the trials the flowers were
burning more than those of the medal
variety. However, it was quite true and
is well worth growing. Dusky Monarch,
a large flower of maroon colour, from Mr.
C. W. Breadmore, though not quite true,

was of sufficient merit to justify one in

recommending it, the plants being extra
strong. Blue Bell, from Messrs. S. Bide
and Sons, is a very pretty sky blue flower

of the grandiflora type, which was quite

true and is worthy of extended culture.

Trial 208, from Mr. Cautley, is a very good,

true waved salmon flower, which, unfortu-

nately, burns rather badly in the sun. If

shaded, however, it should make a splendid i

variety for exhibition. Arthur Unwin, ;'

from Mr. W. J. Unwin, was the most
vigorous variety in the trials, the flowers

and stems being large but not coarse. It

is a bicolor, and excellent for garden or

house decoration. Eric Harvey also from
Mr. Unwin, is a large waved flower, the
white ground of which is heavily flushed

with bright rose at the back of the standard.

Florence Wright, from Mr. G. Stark, is a
plain white flower of great substance, and
one that is likely to oust Dorothy Eckford
as a market variety. There were many
older varieties, now fairly well known, 1

that were exceedingly good, but it is not
necessary to refer to these in detail.

After inspecting the trials the visitors
,

were entertained to lunch by Lord and
Lady Northcliffe. The beautiful gardens
and grounds of Sutton Place were in-

spected, and the host and hostess kindly
pi;ovided tea.

On Friday, the 15th inst., about eighty

members journeyed to Kelvedon, Essex, to

inspect the trials of Sweet Peas at Messrs.

Hurst and Son's seed farm. The condition
of the plants there was excellent, especially

as the seed was sown in the open field and
the Sweet Peas had only been given field

culture. A great many trials of culinary
Peas were also open for inspection here,

and the general high quality of these

evoked considerable praise from many of

the visitors who were interested in them.
Mr. N. N. Sherwood kindly entertained the
visitors to lunch at his charming residence,

Prested Hall, after which a journey was
made to Mark's Tey, a few miles distant,

for the purpose of inspecting the Sweet
Peas grown there by Messrs. Dobbie and
Co. These were in very fine condition
indeed, and the stocks generally were good.
The long grass walk, bordered on either

side with clumps of the leading varieties,

with Mignonette between, was a fine

object-lesson of one of the uses to which
Sweet Peas may be put. Mr. and Miss
Cuthbertson kindly provided tea, after

which the visitors left for London.
These annual outings have now become

a prominent feature of the youthful but
vigorous National Sweet Pea Society. The
members on such occasions have excellent

opportunities of seeing the latest novelties
[

and comparing them with older sorts, and
for this and many other reasons such out-

ings are of great educational value.

Growers are enabled to meet together and
discuss the various phases of Sweet Pea I

culture, and bring before each other's

notice any good novelties they may possess 1

at home. No doubt much of their success :

is due to the admirable arrangements which
are invariably made by the hon. secretary,

Mr. C. H. Curtis, who is weU supported by
Mrs. Curtis. H.

NOTES OP THF WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

July 26.—Carnation and Picotee Show, i p.m.

to 6 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster.

July 27.—Chesterfield Floral Society's Show

;

Southampton Carnation Show (two days) ;

Leamington Horticultural Show (two days).

July 28.—St. Ives Horticultural Society's Show.

The Horticultural Club—The annual

club excursion wiU take place on Thursday, the

28th inst., not the 30th, as stated in the preliminary

notice. By the invitation of Mr. N. N. Sherwood,

the members wiU visit Prested Hall, Kelvedon,

Essex. The train, to which saloon carriages will

be attached, will leave Liverpool Street Station at

10.55 ^•™- ^^ applications for ticltets, which are
[

7s. 6d. each, should be made to Mr. Harry J.

Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.,

before July 20, in order that the necessary arrange-

ments may be completed. The return train

leaves Kelvedon at 7.30 p.m., arriving at Liverpool

Street at 9.3 p.m., but, should any member desire

to leave earlier, a train leaves Kelvedon at 4.32 p.m.,

reaching Liverpool Street at 5.48 p.m.

The Sweet Pea Exhibition.—One of the

most charming flower exhibitions of the year is

that of Sweet Peas inaugurated by the National

Sweet Pea Society. It was held, as usual, this

week in the Horticultural Hall at Westminster,

and although not so extensive as last year, it pre-

sented the same exquisite misty effect of colour,

with that drowsy sweetness that even in a London

hall recalls the fragrance of the country garden.

It seems impossible to enlarge the range of colours,

but year by year there is some diversity, and the

flowers of orange, vermilion and scarlet shades are

in greater variety. But there is one point the

visitor should not forget when, perhaps, there is

disappointnient that the flowers grown in his or

her own garden have not reached the excellence of

those shown at such an exhibition as this, and that

is the great preparation beforehand in soil, watch-

fulness and disbudding to throw the strength of

the plant into the flowers that are to enter into

competition. This is, of course, the same in the

case of all exhibitions, flower and otherwise ; the

exhibits that are to be shown are prepared for that

purpose. A prettier show, however, has seldom

occurred, and whether the flower is seen in the

exhibition or in the garden, it is welcomed for its

diversity of colouring and sweet scent, and is

testimony to the beautiful work of the hybridiser.

—Country Life.

Messrs.Kelway'sexhibit at the Japan-
British Exhibition—Messrs. Kelway and Son

of Langport write: " We are pleased to say that we

have received a notice from the Superior Jury of

the Japan-Brit'sh Exhibition saying that we have

been awarded a gold medal for our exhibit of plants

in the grounds of the Exhibition this year. Con-

sidering that the judges visited the show once

only, and at a time when our portion of the grounds

was not in flower, we could not have expected a

higher award. We think the judges will agree

with us that it would have been more favourable

to the exhibitors if they had been allowed to make,

say, three visits during the season."

Holland Park Show—We regret the omis-

sion of a description of the fruit exhibit of S.

Heilbut, Esq., Holyport, near Maidenhead, Berks,

which was shown at the beautiful exhibition in the

grounds of Holland Park recently. It consisted of

ten splendidly grown Cherry taees, and the award

was a silver cup.

National Horticultural Society of

France and the Paris floods. — This

famous French society opened a subscription list

for those who suffered through the Paris floods,

and the sum realised was £1,500.

Monument to Ernest Calvat. — In

recognition of the services rendered to horticulture

by the great French Chrysanthemum raiser, M.

Ernest Calvat, it has been decided by the French

National Chrysanthemum Society to start a sub-

scription list to raise the necessary funds for the

erection of a monument to his memory. Those of

our readers who desire to contribute are requested

to send their subscriptions to Mr. Harman Payne,

141, WeUmeadow Road, Catford, S.E.

Dracaena australis—I am sending two

photographs of some fine groups of Dracaena

australis in blossom, which may be of interest to

your readers, as it is not usual for them to do so

well out of doors in this country. We have four

large groups raised from seed and planted out

about seventeen years ago. They are now 18 feet

to 20 feet high, and seem in no way to suffer from

the rough, cold winds we have in winter ;
they

blossom profusely every June. The flower is like

an enormous mass of cream-coloured Spiraea, and

very fragrant in the evening.—M. B. M., Pembroke.

[Unfortunately, the photographs were on too

reduced a scale to make good reproductions.

—

Ed.]

CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not icsponsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Sweet-scented yellow Musk—If

" E. L. B" will send name and address and six

stamps for gardener's packin;:, Mrs. Taylor,

Bowerdens, Henley-on-Thames, will send sweet-

scented yellow Musk. It grows there Uke a weed.

Catalpa and climbing Rose—In The
Garden of July 16 I notice a letter from a corre-

spondent relative to a Catalpa tree in a dying

condition. A few years ago I had one in exactly

the same condition, full of dead wood and the

foliage very poor indeed and the leaves much smaller

than they ought to be. A friend of mine, a very

clever experienced gardener, thought the tree

beyond recovery, and I decided to cut it down.

When it had been topped and only about 10 feet

of trunk left, I thought of planting a climbing

Rose on the stump, and so decided it should

be left. The following spring it threw out some

healthy young shoots, and each year it went

on improving, Juntil now, after four years,

the tree is in splendid foliage again, as good

as it ever was, and most ornamental. The poor

Rose FSlicit6 Perp^tue has now verv little chance

ofjmaking a show, although it has climbed to the

top of the Catalpa.—H. W.
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The "degeneration" of the Potato.—
It was witli iiiterc'St I read on pages 334-5 of a

recent issue of The Garden the somewhat pessi-

mistic jeremiad over what the writer is pleased to

call " The Degeneration of the Potato." As one

who has devoted many years of a long hfe to the

noble tuber, and who in old age does not become
a monomaniac or belittler of things as they are,

I confess to holding that the Potato, so far as

strength, robustness, health and productiveness

are concerned, was never better than it is to-day.

Since here in the South we learnt to treat our seed

tubers more intelligently and get our seed from
ScotKand, Ireland or the cooler North and Midlands
frequently, to secure change of soil and climate,

Potatoes have entered into a new lease of life, and
never in all my experience looked better than
they do just now. Still further in relation

to seedling production, if there is any difficulty

at all in relation to seedlings, it is rather that

there are so many to select from than so few.

Only on the day preceding the reading of Mr.

Taylor's note on the decadence of the Potato I

had seen a huge breadth of some 100 or more
varieties in the Royal Horticultural Gardens at

Wisley, most of which were seedlings, and every

one full of growth and vigour. There was no
evidence of decadence there. Again, as to flower

production, on the same day as the paper was read

1 passed through wide districts of Middlesex,

Berks, and Bucks, and saw immense breadths
of Potatoes in full bloom, both white and mauve,
presenting for the time beautiful flower gardens,

and in almost every direction breadths luxuriantly

robust. .As to the production of seedlings, if the

decadence of the Potato plant be as described,

how was it that Messrs. Sutton and Sons were
enabled to show me last spring several hundreds
of bona-fide seedlings, presenting a wonderful
collection in quantities varying from the original

seedling dozen tubers up to two or three bushels

of seedlings, so many years old, and every one
promising to give wonderful crops ? Why, seed-

lings are being raised all over the kingdom, in spite

of the fact that pollen is now in Potato flowers .a

scarcer product by far, and happily so, than it

was some thirty or forty years ago. And why is

that ? Not because there has been degeneration,

but because we have bred for tuber producers and
not for worthless seed apple producers. Hence
in the production of tubers the energies of the plants

are directed into a more valuable direction than in

the production of free poUen, and, as a result, of

an abundant crop of seed apples. We have the

old Ashleaf Kidney still, which never naturally

seeds and rarely flowers. Early Rose and Beauty
of Hebron have always been poor pollen producers,

but they, after forty years' existence, still remain
standard early varieties. When at Wisley I was
shown an early Potato having a very short top
which never carries flowers, yet it crops so well

that it secrured an award of merit last year. Still,

it has been in cultivation some thirty or more years,

and, given good culture, good soil, special care for

the seed tubers when lifting and through the winter,

and also frequently giving the stock change of

soil, the variety may go on for ever, if desired. It

is the introduction of so many fine, new, heavy-
cropping varieties into commerce which has caused
so many older ones to be no longer grown.
Then when, in all the years that have elapsed since

1846—the first year of the terrible disease—have
we had such robust disease-resisting varieties as

now ? Even last year, with all its rainfall and
cold, dull weather, gave us, in spite of the disease,

a'great crop, so that Potatoes never were cheaper

or more plentiful than last winter. There is abso-

lutely no need for, or reason in, such sad sermons
as was that I have alluded to.—.A. Dean.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. — The decora-

tive varieties will now require their

permanent stakes. In this work
the idea must be to show as little of

the support as possible. The thin

brown Bamboos will be found the

most useful for the doubles, and for singles the

brown tips are quite strong enough, and also very
inconspicuous. Plenty of nourishment must be

!

given to keep the plants growing freely.

Mignonette.—A good batch of this should be sown
now in pots, selecting a sturdy variety for the

I purpose. Rich soil is necessary to obtain good
results, and may be made up in the following

proportion : Two parts loam, one leaf-soil, one
decayed manure and a liberal sprinkling of old

I mortar rubble. The seeds should be sown thinly

and the pots stood in a close frame until germina-

tion takes place. Thin the seedlings as soon as

they are large enough to handle. If in 5-inch pots,

three or four plants are quite sufficient to leave in.

Humea elegans.—If this is sown now, good plants

may be obtained for flowering next summer.
They make excellent subjects either for conserva-

tory decoration or as dot plants in large beds, the

brown plumes being very effective.

Regal Pelargoniums.—As these finish flowering

water should be gradually withheld and the plants

given a resting period.

Flower Garden.
Violas.—Cuttings of these may now be taken,

using the young growths for the purpose in prefer-

ence to the old flowering shoots. They root

quickly in cold frames. A few inches of sand
should be placed in the frame and the cuttings

inserted. Keep the frame close and shaded, well

watering the cuttings as soon as they are put in.

As soon as they' are well rooted plant them out

into nursery beds, where they will make good
material for bedding.

Sweet Peas.—All seed-pods should be picked oS
as soon as the flowers drop ; if they are allowed to

remain and mature, the flowering season will be
considerably shortened. They will require abund-
ance of water during dry weather. Add liquid

manure, occasionally soot, and another time some
approved artificial manure, to the water. The
colours are not so good when clear water only is

used. When watering has to be done, a thorough

soaking must be given, sufficient to get down to

the roots. If the plants are making much growth,

a few of the side shoots may be thinned out.

Daffodils and Narcissi.—The choice varieties of

these should be obtained and planted as early as

possible. Early planting is strongly advocated if

good blooms are required for exhibition purposes.

Fruits Under Glass.

Pot Strawberries.—The work of potting the

layers into the fruiting pots should be proceeded

with as soon as possible. The usual size pot is

one 6 inches in diameter. A good rich, substantial

soil is necessary, and should be made up in the

following proportions ; Three barrow-loads of

loam, one of decayed manure and 4lb. of Thomson's
Manure to each barrow-load. These must be

thoroughly mixed and used in good working con-

dition, neither too dry nor too wet. In turning

the young plant out of the layering pot it is advis-

able to gently press the top and bottom of the ball

together. This disconnects the roots from the

sides and they get into the new soil quicker than

if left tight as turned out. The plants must not

be dry when potted, nor yet in a sodden state
;

they should be watered a few hours before required

for potting. Firm potting is essential, and the

soil must be well rammed round the plant, taking

care not to smash the ball. After potting they

should be stood on a clean ash ground in beds,

allowing four rows in a bed with an alley between
the beds for watering and cleaning.

E. C. Pooley.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Parsley.—This popular herb is usually in demand
almost daily, and if supplies are to be kept up
during winter and early spring, some preparation

is necessary about this time. If Parsley is sown at

once in a cold frame and well thinned after the

plants are i inch high, very good leaves will be

available when wanted. Perhaps a better plan is

to prick the thinnings from the latest sowing out-

side into a frame. If a bed of good soil, in which

is a good proportion of leaf-mould, is placed in the

frame, the young plants will soos grow. Keep
close and shaded for a few days, afterwards admit-

ting abundance of air. When well established

remove the sashes altogether, and so induce dwarf,

sturdy growth. A good variety for winter use is

Sutton's Hardy Winter.

Turnips.—Where fresh young roots are in demand
during autumn, a sowing should now be made of

Golden Ball, Sutton's Snowbah and Chirk Castle.

The latter grows rather slowly, but is very hardy
and wUl be fit lor use till late autumn.

Broccoli.—The planting of this important crop

must be finished as soon as possible now, or the

plants will be so small that fine heads next spring

wiU be out of the question. This crop often

succeeds on a border with a western exposure when
it fails in other parts of the garden.

Eatly Potatoes.—These may be lifted now at any

time, as it has been proved that seed tubers give

best results if stored before they are quite ripe.

The tubers for table may be kept in excellent con-

dition by storing at the north side of a wall, cover-

ing them with a little damp earth. The seed

should be placed in shallow boxes and exposed

to the sun until well greened. Treated thus, they

keep well and are seldom attacked by rats and mice.

Flower Garden.
General Work.—To keep everything in this

department trim and neat should be the endeavour

of all who have charge of it. Neatly clipped edges

are always welcome, and if these are run over

with the shears every ten days, no gathering up of

the clippings will be necessary. Keep down weeds

both on walks and in beds. Stake and tie all

plants requiring this treatment, remove dead

flowers frequently, and see that nothing suffers

from dryness at the roots should the weather

remain dry. Many plants well repay an occa-

sional soaking with weak liquid manure after

moistening the soil with clear water.

Reserve Garden.

Get Wallflowers, Myosotis, Sweet Williams,

Canterbury Bells and similar plants set out in

nursery rows, so that they may be m good con-

dition for removal to theu: flowering quarters

later on.

Polyanthuses.—Seed, will now be nearly ripe,

and many prefer to sow at this time. Certainly

germination takes place much more rapidly and

evenly than in spring. .A well-prepared bed in

the open or in a cold frame will suit admirably.

If sown thinly, no pricking out will be necessary
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until spring. Auriculas and Primroses may also

be sown. The former should be given boxes of

light soil, or damping off during winter will be
general.

Fruit Garden.
Summer Pruning.—Where early pruning is

practised, now is a good time to have the work
performed. Cut back to about five leaves from
the base. Much diversity of opinion seems to

exist regarding this pruning. Many good gar-

deners leave it until nearly the end of August and
then prune much harder. I have seen good results

from all methods, and would not care to advise

either exclusively. One great advantage of early

pruning is the removal of the vermin that infest

the points of the shoots of Plums and Cherries. All

prunings ought to be gathered up at once and
burned, and so destroy countless eggs of these

pests. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

A SWEET PEA GARDEN.

DR.
PHILLIPS of Malpas, Cheshire, is

k a man in the prime of life, whereas
I Dr. Sweet Pea Phillips is but a

f tender infant, who came into the

world with the proverbial silver

spoon in his mouth, in the very

practical form for Sweet Pea growing of a head, a

garden and a motor. Four years ago he was still

in the Parsley bed. But gardeners, like poets and
painters, are born, not made ; hence he has already

come to years of discretion, and his garden to-day

is a model of what an up-to-date Sweet Pea garden

should be—orderly, well appointed, highly culti-

vated and intensely interesting, because at the

head of affairs there is a man who is willing to learn

and who thinks for himself. I daresay the doctor

read fairy tales in his youthful days, and probably
often thought of the wonderful things he would be
able to do if only some fairy were suddenly to give

him a pair of seven-league boots. Motor-cars, as he
has already found, nearly answer the same purpose.

He is the happy possessor of one, and all he has to

do is to get into it, turn a handle, press a lever or

two, and it " does the rest," viz., in a very few
minutes takes him over the few miles of road that

intervene between Malpas and Ruabon and sets

him down at the feet of that " master in Israel
"

whom we aU seem involuntarily to call " Tommy "

Jones. The doctor has sat at Gamaliel's feet to

some purpose, and if the master were to visit his

pupil's garden, as I had the pleasure of doing on
the first Saturday in July, he would be a hard man
to please if he was not entirely satisfied with the
results of his teaching and advice.

Arrangement.
All the plants are grown in rows, and are " riced

"

(our local word for staking or sticking) with tall,

well- feathered Hazel branches. These are put in i

firom about i foot to 15 inches apart, and are widened
out at the top and held in their place by cross

|

pieces of wood, which are securely fastened at
either end to the " rices." To further strengthen
the whole, thin twigs are run in and out of them
about three-quarters of the way up from one end
of the row to the other. The combined effect of
all this is to make each row practically two, and

'

at the same time very strong and rigid. A distance
of 4 feet is left between them, and the plants are
planted about 9 inches apart. The first, third,
fifth, seventh, &c., are trained to one side and the
alternate ones to the other. Counting each row
twice over, the collection of eighty varieties would
extend for nearly half a mile if they were placed
end to end. None but the best and newest varieties
are grown, and practically they are all Spencers.

To facilitate comparisons all the kinds of one
colour are placed together. Pinks, maroons,
yellows, reds, crimsons, lavenders, &c., stand side

by side as far as possible, and so practically each

one has the same light, position and soil as another.

This is, naturally, of great importance in judging
their respective merits for the show table. This

is the first object for which the doctor grows them.

Cultivation.

The ground is trenched 3 feet deep, and cow-
manure and blood and bone are freely incorporated

in the lower part of the soil. The doctor believes

in gentle feeding from the start. Twice a week
a weak solution of some liquid manure is regularly

given, among others that sold by Mr. Thomas
Jones of Ruabon. This he has the greatest faith

in. Each plant is trained to a single stem, and aU
side shoots are kept cut off, with the exception of

one, which is allowed to grow so as to take the

place of the main stem whenever it has to be cut

off. In order to keep each plant in its proper

place frequent tyings with raffia are necessary
;

really under the highly artificial conditions here

practised the tendrils are only of very secondary

value—in fact, they would not be missed if they

were not there. I cannot do more now than

merely refer to the final preparations of the last

few days, which are necessary to secure good
" fours " on good long stems. There is a great

deal in knowing exactly what to do at this critical

time—whether to top the plant or only to cut off

every flower-stem above the one or two selected

for the show, what manure to give to intensify

the colour or enlarge the flower. All these things

and several others have to be considered, and it

is the judgment displayed in controlling them at

this critical juncture that does so much to make
or mar the exhibitor's chance of a prize.

Varieties.

I have headed my article " A Sweet Pea Garden "
;

possibly I should have styled it "A Garden for

Sweet Peas," for it is not for any spectacular

effect that they are grown here, otherwise the

selection would possibly have been different, and

such kinds as Bolton's Pink and A. J. Cook would
not have been omitted. It is a florist's garden

pure and simple. Everything is subservient to

the one idea of success on the exhibition table.

As such it has a distinct interest of its own. I am
afraid I was very much like an interviewer on the

occasion of this particular visit, and plied the

doctor most unmercifully with questions, but he

was very good-tempered and did not seem to mind
a bit. The result is that I am able to give you his

views to a large extent, and although they are the

views of a man who simply grew an ordinary mixed
hedge of Peas three years ago—that is, in 1908—
they are the views of one who has studied them
and lived among them ever since, and who at his

first show (Shrewsbury !) last year out of three

exhibits gained one first prize and two seconds.

My friend's favourite Pea was Mrs. Hugh Dickson.

He described it as an improved Mrs. Henry BeU,

and what must have been very satisfactory, every

plant was true. Syeira Lee ; Aldersey's beautiful

pale yellow ground, Olive Ruffell ; Sydenham's
Sunproof Crimson, which he describes as really

sunproof and which does not spot with rain
;

Clara Curtis (Unwin's stock), which was very fine

indeed ; Helen Grosvenor, which was absolutely

true, and which is a peculiarly bright flower in

the garden ; and Paradise Apple Blossom were

others which he considered particularly good. I

was very much struck with the fact that many
varieties seem to be much better when they come
as sports in another variety than when they come
from a true stock. For example, Olive Bolton,

which is a lovely pale rose on a white ground, and
which has an almost circular standard, is always

[

very good when it throws John Ingman ; so, too,

John Ingman from a true stock is never so fine and
of such a good colour as when it comes as a sport.

Breadmore's new Dazzler and Edna Unwin were
very similar ; one noticeable feature in them was

I

the bright rose wings, which in some flowers looked
like secondary standards at right angles to the
principal one. Aldersey's Ruby was the same type
of flower, but I noticed it had much more orange in

its wings in old flowers, and in its young state its

colouring is unique. I consider this a magnificent
introduction. Among the crimsons Mrs. Duncan
was marked at once by the very deep crimson
shade of its standard. It seems inclined to throw
" threes," and so it has not such a high value for

the show table as if it gave " fours," but all the
same it is a distinct, rich-looking bloom.

Elsie Herbert, Distinction and Picotee were all

side by side, and a very careful and minute com-
parison failed to show me any difference between
the three, except that the pedicels of Distinction

were longer than in the other two. Evelyn Hemus
and Mrs. Breadmore were exactly the same if one
took flowers of the same age and put them together.

Whatever difference of growth there may be in

these when they are grown as ordinary garden
plants seems to die out when they are highly

cultivated. So, too, no one would be able to

separate Kathleen Macgowan, Flora Norton Spencer
and Zephyr as the doctor has them in his garden.

Mrs. C. Foster, Masterpiece and Asta Ohn are

rather aUke. Last year I thought Asta Ohn one
of the best of all Peas, so I was glad to have my
opinion in some way confirmed by being told that

of the three just mentioned it was the best. Dark
colours are out of favour ; consequently, as an up-

to-date garden, I found they were not very
strongly represented. Paradise Bronze, Othello

Spencer and Charles Hemus appealed very much to

me ; so, too, did the bluey Douglas Unwin and the

more maroony Silas Cole; but, then, I am very

fond of these rich dark shades. Everyone likes

to hear about novelties and big things, so I must
not leave out the waved pink Marjorie Linzee,

which seemed to be the largest Pea in the garden,

and the rosy heliotrope white ground Mrs. R. H.
Carrad, which is certainly a break in colour, and
should be on this account of value.

Conclusion.
It says much for the Sweet Pea that it should

inspire a man with the enthusiasm that it has done
in the case of the doctor. It may be that medical

men are more easily infected in this way than
ordinary mortals, just as, fortunately for us, they

seem to be more disease-proof. I remember so

well how Dr. William Bell, who for years was our
family's medical attendant, started a most success-

ful Rose show at New Brighton. And everyone
in Ireland knows Dr. O'Donel Browne and every

book-lover the pathetic pages of " Flowers and
Gardens," the dying legacy of Dr. Forbes Watson.
Dr. PhiUips brought his infection from Pen-y-lan,

Ruabon, possibly a little from Whitewell. He
is now a disseminating centre at Malpas. A propos

of this let me quote a passage of the Rev. W. T.

Hutchins, .America's early enthusiast, which I

came across in "All About Sweet Peas" (1894).
" It marks an epoch in the life of a flower lover

when he first succeeds in growing this new-old

flower so as to bring out its true thrift and luxury

of vine and lavish wealth of blossom. The writer

will always remember the day when he saw Sweet
Peas thus grown for the first time by a gentleman

who for several years carried off the first prize

from the Boston annual exhibit." It is so. To
see a thing well grown is one of the greatest of the

joys of the florist. To grow a thing well is to make
such joys possible.

Whitewell Rectory. Joseph Jacob.
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THE GREENHOUSE.
THK KAI.ANCHOES AND THEIR

CULTURE.
r ^ HOUGH about two or tliree members of

the genus have been grown in botanic

fjardens for a long time, it is only

within the last decade or so that the

Kalaiichoes have come prominently

forward as decorative plants for the

greenhouse. Kotanically, they .ire nearly related

lothe Crassnlas, hence are all more or less of .i

•iucculent character.

The first species to attract attention as a flowering

plant, and which is still one of the best, is K.

I'lammea, of which seed was sent to Kew from

Somaliland. The resultant plants flowered in

i8q7i but it was two or three years before the merits

of this Kalanchoe were fully recognised. Once
this happened, the plants soon became popular, and

it is now very generally cultivated where a succes-

sion of flowering subjects has to be kept up through-

out the year. The blooming period of this Kalanchoe

is, as a rule, during the months of May, June and

July. It is far too well known to need any detailed

description ; therefore a few words on this subject

will be sufficient. The leaves, which are arranged

oppositely on the stout, fleshy stems, are from

2 inches to 3 inches in length, ovate in shape antl

of a thick, succulent nature. The flowers, of which

great numbers are borne in a terminal flattened

umbel, are of an orange scarlet colour, and in

shape very suggestive of those of a Bouvardia.

They remain fresh and bright for a considerable time.

Another species, K. Dyeri, was given an award
of merit by the Royal Horticultural Society in

February, 1907. This first flowered at Kew in

1902, is a native of Nyassaland, and is altogether a

larger plant than the preceding. Growing freely, it

will reach a height of j feet to 6 feet, the stout,

upright stem being furnished with broadly ovate

leaves quite 6 inches in length. The pure white

Jasmine-like flowers are borne in terminal heads

and are individually over i inch across. Flowering

as this does in the winter months, it is particularly

valuable, and in a warm greenhouse a group of it

makes a good show.

K. Bentii, introduced from Southern Arabia

about ten years ago, is less showy than either of

the preceding ; but, still, it is an interesting and

pretty species. It is an upright plant, with curious

sub-cylindrical leaves and comparatively small

terminal heads of flowers, which, white when fuUv

expanded, are in the bud state tinged with pink.

K. kewensis is a hybrid between K. Flammea and
K. Bentii. The flowers of this are of a bright rose

pink colour, while the leaves, curiously enough, are

more or less pinnatifid.

K. felthamensis is also of hybrid origin, having

been raised at the Feltham nurseries of Messrs.

Veitch by Mr. John Heal, who may be said to have
created many beautiful classes of flowering plants.

This hybrid somewhat resembles K. Flammea, but

the leaves are larger and of a more metallic tint,

while the flowers are also larger and deeper coloured.

K. Ena is another Veitchian hybrid, with large

heads of deep crimson flowers. Besides these there

are many other species, but those above-named are

about the only ones that can be obtained from

nurseries.

The culture of the Kalanchoes presents no par-

ticular difticulty, provided a few points are borne

in raind. From their succulent nature they need
to be kept fairly dry during the winter, while

coming from Somaliland, as K. Flammea does, this

and its hybrids need a structure with a temperature
ranging from 50° to 60° during the winter. An
occasional night drop to 45° will, however, providing

the plants are dry, do no harm. Cuttings of

all the species strike readily enough if taken during
the spring or summer months arid dibbled firmly

into well-drained pots of sandy soil. They should

then be given a good light position in a warm green-

house. Seeds of K. l-"lanimea are, however, often

available, and from these young plants can be readily

raised. A very suitable compost for Kalanchoes
in general may be made up of two parts loam to one
part thoroughly decayed leaf-mould and a liberal

sprinkling of silver sand. .As with most succulents,

the plants should have plenty of sunshine except

during their flowering period, when they had better

be shaded from the direct rays of the sun, as so

treated the blossoms remain fresh and bright much
longer than when fully exposed to the sun. Good
examples of K. Flammea can now be obtained

at a moderate rate. Among other desirable

features is the fact that the flowering season ex-

tends over a considerable period, as from one head
a succession of flowers is kept up for a consider-

able time. H. V.

PRIMULA FORBESII.
This lovely Primula should be grown far more
extensively than it is, as it is easy to grow, pretty

if desired, they can be planted out on a rockery

during summer in a slightly shaded position. Cut
blooms will last nearly three weeks in water. .As

mentioned before, -the colour is of various shades
of pink with a yellow eye, the effect of which is

greatly heightened by the mealy stems. The
height is about i foot.

SI. Peters, Kent. W. P. Woon.

LUCULI.\ (i R.VTI SS I M.\.

\ DiFiictl.T Pla.nt to Grow.
.Ai.Tuofcn this is a difficult plant to grow and
about the most difficult to prop.igate, it is well

worth all the care and labour spent upon it. There
are few flowers more delicately tinted as regards
colour, and none surpasses them in delicimis

fragrance. It is not a climber in the true sense,

but it does best when the branches are trained

under the roof glass and near the front glass of

the structure. A west or north-west aspect suits

the plant best, though it may be grown well on
the north side of the house. I have succeeded in

growing a fine plant on the south side of a large

span-roofed greenhouse more than 60 feet long.

The plant occupied a space about 9 feet long and
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and very floriferous, and it only needs the shelter

of a cool greenhouse during winter. Seeds should
be sown during February or later, as may be
desired, in a temperature of 50° to 60° Fahr.. and
the seedlings potted on when fit to handle, using a

compost of three parts turfy loam, two of leaf-soil

and a dash of silver sand. When estabhshed they

can be potted into 4.5-inch pots, using a similar

compost.

During the summer months they can be stood
in a shady frame. It is advisable to pick

oS all flowers formed during the summer. In

October the plants can be brought into a green-

house with a temperature of 45° to 50° Fahr.,

where they will bloom the whole winter, often

with thirty to forty spikes at a time. They make a

brave show with their bright flowers of varying
pink shades. As they go out of flower, about
April, they can be divided and placed into 3-inch

pots, seeing that each small piece has a few roots,

and by this means they can be extended indefi-

nitely and a large stock soon be worked up. Small
plants in flower make pretty table plants, while.

6 feet wide, and annually bore nearly 100 trusses
of blossoms. I do not advise amateurs, however, to

select a south position, as much shading is necessary
in summer-time, and even then many large leaves

are lost.

The leaves are very large, almost the size

of those of the India-rubber Plant, but they
are extremely delicate ; and if any cultivator is

unfortunate enough to get his plant infested with
mealy bug or brown scale, he must clear away the
insects by the use of clean, tepid water and a
sponge. The fohage is so delicate that nearly all

insecticides used at a strength suitable for stove
and greenhouse plants generally would cause "the

leaves of the Luculia to drop off. If insecticides

are used, they must only be at half strength. Well
drain the border with clinkers and broken bricks

;

then put in fibrous loam two-thirds, leaf-soil one-
third, and a small quantity of old mortar rubble to

a depth of i foot. When the plants are established,

give abundance of water in the summer-time, and
also put on a top-dressing i inch deep every year
about June. Very little feeding is needed. 13.
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THE ROSE GARDEN

ROSES ON BANKS.
1HAVE frequently been surprised that more

use is not made of the creeping Roses to

cover banks, such, for example, as are often

found at the upper side of a lawn and which

were formed when cutting out soil to obtain

a level court for tennis or croquet. To cut

the turf upon these banks occupies much time, and

cannot be done so easily with a machine as in the

case of level ground. Recently I saw just such a

bank that had been covered with creeping Roses,

and already the green leafage and promising buds

are pleasing ; and if they turn out as well as they

have done the past two summers, they will leave

little to be desired. One point it may be well to

bear closely in mind is not to use any with a ten-

dency to upright growth. Crimson Rambler,

Philadelphia Rambler, Queen Alexandra and

similar varieties would need much labour in peg-

ging down, or they would spoil the contour of the

bank. In addition such varieties resent being so

closely pegged, while the young shoots are apt

to snap off. Fortunately, we have a wide

rhoice of Roses that naturally creep on the ground,

and it will be well to confine ourselves to these.

By so doing we avoid much labour and still clothe

the bank in a uniform manner. There is not

much to do in the way of pruning—simply cutting

out a few of the older growths at any time when

the opportunity occurs during the winter months

or early spring. It is surprising how quickly a

bank can be clothed with a few of these rapid-

growine varieties ; in a couple of seasons it is a mass

of Rose growth and bloom. The plants may be

in one or more rows, according to the height of the

bank ; but I would plant them at least 6 feet or

8 feet apart, as they spread so quickly and soon

get overcrowded if placed much closer. No par-

ticular care is needed as regards feeding, for these

are a very accommodating class of Rose ; but, of

course, if the soil is poor, -some help will be best.

During a dry season, too, it will be advisable to

water freely, applying this towards the top of the

bank. I name below a few of the best of the older

varieties : Ruga, pale flesh, sweet-scented and with

glossy foliage ; Bennett's Seedling (an old friend

of seventy years' standing), semi-double, white
;

Gracilis, bright pink, handsome foliage ; Rampant,

pure white. During recent years we have had a

number of wichuraianas and their hybrids that are

admirably adapted for such banks as are under

notice. Nothing could excel the white wichuraiana

for this purpose. It remains in flower throughout

the season, prefers to creep on the ground, and has

the glossy green foliage that takes the place of

grass. Elisa Robichon is salmon buff ; Evergreen

Gem, yellow and buff
;
Jersey Beauty, pale yellow

;

Delight,, carmine; Gardenia, yellow and very

fragrant ; Rene Andre, saffron and orange red
;

Minnehaha, a paler form of Dorothy Perkins

;

while the last-named must not be missed. From
the above one can select a range of colours ; but

the one that to my mind is best of all is the

white type of wichuraiana. A. P.

eminent raiser's own wishes ? Yet we find growers

of repute ignoring the designation Rosa pemetiana,

and instead they term them " Hybrid Briar
"

Roses or Hybrid Teas. This is altogether mis-

leading, and should be severely condemned. M.

Pernet-Ducher's beautiful novelty, Arthur R.

Goodwin, and the charming semi-climber, Rodolph

Gravereaux, together with the immensely popular

two at the top. Just slice them off thinly with the

knife, not pick them out so as to make an indention.

Select a plot of ground well in the open, and if it

is a clayey loam, so much the better. Have a full-

sized spade and dig deeply ; then cut down the

soil that has been dug, making a wall of freshly

dug soil about 8 inches high. Put about i inch

deep of sharp sand in the bottom ; then lean up the

Lyon Rose, are all classed by the raiser as belonging ' cuttings against the wall, placing them about

to Rosa pernetiana, and every fair-minded rosarian 12 inches apart. Remember that the cuttings

must admit that the raiser should have a free licence
|

have to remain here three or four years, perhaps

in this matter and his wishes respected ; but to ! more. Now dig up the soil to the cuttings and make

designate them Hybrid Briars and to class Lyon ' them very firm, especially at the base. The rows

Rose as a Hybrid Tea is absurd, for the latter is 1 should be about zi feet apart, so that one must dig

as far removed from the Hybrid Teas as the Moss ' up this much before setting out another row.

Rose from the Bengal.

\

During the winter the ground about the cuttings

I should be covered with some leaf-soil or peat moss

BEAUTIFUL WICHURAIANA '
""«^. ^""lething that will protect them a little

from frost; but even then the cuttmgs wdl be
KObt.

raised i inch or so out of the ground. When frosts

Probably in no race of Roses is the fact more
j

have gone, say, about March, push down the cut-

manifest of the dominating influence of the pollen
| tings and hoe between the rows. During May a

parent imparting its colour to the offspring than Bamboo cane should be placed to each cutting,

in the charming and popular group of wichuraiana and as the new growth appears tie it to the cane,

hybrids. In a variety now before me, Leontine if the second eye sends out a shoot, this should be

Gervais, we have represented, if perhaps a little

paler, the charming colouring of the well-known

Tea Rose Souvenir de Catherine Guillot. Its

colour is coppery red in the bud, opening to rich

salmon and apricot, fading to yellowish pink, a

lovely combination of tints. It is one of the most

suppressed, as only one shoot is needed. Do not

check upward growth in any way, not even in the

second year. Just allow the shoot to grow as tall

as it will. The third year, in March, cut back to the

desired height and allow three or four eyes to break

near the top ; the remainder, when they break.

beautiful of this charming group. The flowers
|

should be pinched back, leaving them about i inch

are produced in clusters of from three to ten.

and they are well displayed on the plant. The

foliage is a dark olive green, shining like Camellia

leaves. It is a vigorous grower as a weeper,

pillar or treUis plant. It begins to flower about

Tune 20 with me, and continues for some time.

This variety and Rene Andre will be difficult to

surpass for beauty of tints, and when well grown,

as they deserve to be, it is marvellous as to the size

of the open flowers, some of them measuring nearly

4 inches over. Leontine Gervais was raised from

R. wichuraiana crossed with Souvenir de Catherine

Guillot, and very strangely from the same cross

we have .Alexandre Trimouillet, Emile Fortepaule,

Valentine Beaulieu and Pinsou, all perfectly dis-

tinct. What will be the outcome of crosses be-

tween R. wichuraiana and some of the R. pernetiana

or 2 inches in length. The foliage of these side

shoots or laterals assists in strengthening the stem,

and may be kept on until the fourth year, when
they can be removed, as by this time a fairly

strong stem will have developed. The three or

four eyes left to form the head should not be stopped,

but any lateral eyes they themselves send out must

be suppressed, as it is better to start with a head

having three or four good growths than a lot of

weaklings.

Rambler Roses could be trained as standards in

this way, and would make lovely weeping plants ;

so also could the Hybrid Japanese Roses, such as

Conrad F. Meyer. Short standards of most kinds,

especially the Polyantha Roses, could be thus

raised, also the lovely Monthlies, such as Hermosa

and Comtesse du Cayla. I have this year put in

group, such as Lyon Rose, Entente Cordiale,
, some long growths of Manetti cuttings, in which

.Arthur R. Goodwin and Viscountess Enfield, it is
;

i intend to bud some of the Polyantha Roses, such

difficult to surmise ; but I shall be surprised if

some startlmg colours are not the outcome. It

would seem that single Roses used as seed parents

are more readily influenced from a colour point

by the colour of the pollen parent than are the

more double forms, and amateurs will do well to

remember this. If wichuraiana crossed with

as Baby Rambler. I once saw in a Guernse)'

nursery long growths of Rosa polyantha stock put

in as cuttings, and in the stem Marechal Niel and

others were budded, making splendid large heads,

but, of course, very slender stems. This, how-

ever, can be remedied by means of the canes.

Japanese Roses raised from seed or cuttings will

Xavier Olibo can give such a magnificent colour as
, also make good stocks for standards simply by

Diabolo, why not a very dark variety from a cross
1 reducing growths to the best shoot and training

between R. wichuraiana and Louis Ricard, Chateau I

it upright, then budding in the stem, or barrel as

de Clos Vougeot or Gloire de I'Exposition de it is termed. I have seen quite large heads of

Bruxelles ?

STANDARD ROSES FROM CUTTIN'GS,

[Reply to a Correspondent.]

Undoubtedly a standard Rose could be raised

such as K. .A. Victoria produced in this way.

ROSE LENA.
For intensity of colouring I know of no Rose

among the apricot shades that can compare to thi-

ROSA PERNETIANA.
When that grand old rosarian, the late Thomas
Rivers, received from Signor Manetti a seedling

Rose which has become famous as the Manetti

stock, no one questioned the fitness of the name,

for surely the discoverer or producer has a perfect

right to name a Rose as he pleases. Why, then,

should not the delightful tribe which M. Pemet-
Ducher created with his wonderful Soleil d'Or be

known as Rosa pernetiana according to the

from a cutting It is only a question of time, and
|

gem. There is a perfect glow about its delightful

although an amateur might find pleasure in the buds, and the intense apricot hue is well mam-

work it would not pay a nurseryman to raise his
!

tained throughout the petals save- a slight palmg at

standard Roses in this way. The modus operandi '
the edges as the flower ages. It is, I have no

would be briefly as foUows : Select in September
|

doubt, the parent of that other beautiful sort,

some well-ripened shoots of good free-growing
j

Souvemr of Stella Gray, although there is not quite

Roses, such as Ufrich Brunner, Frau Karl Druschki,
j

the shapeliness of the bud^hat we have m Lena, and

HughDickson and Mrs. John Laing. The shoots " '
' "

--jj.-u i,.._

should be those of the current year, and must be firm.

Cut them into lengths of about 8 inches and cut

there is more of a reddish hue in its buds. In

these two Roses Messrs. .A. Dickson and Sons have

given us most delightful colours, and we can only

each level at the base with a sharp knife just below
,

h .pe they will he tortunate enough to blend these

an eye. Remove all eyes from the growth except I special shades with their large-flowered stra.n. P.
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TREES AND SHRUBS

T
A HEATH-LIKE SHRUB.

(Fabiana imbricata.)
"> HE tiny, aiifjular leaves pressed closely

to the stem and white, tubular flowers

of this shrub are very suggestive of

those of a Heath, and people not un-

lommonly remark on its Heath-like

character when passing a plant. It

has, however, nothing to do with the Heaths, and

is not even a distant relative, for it belongs to the

Solanum family, and has for its associates such

shrubs as Cestruni and Lycium. Fabiana im-

bricata is a native of Peru and adjacent countries,

where it is known by the name of " Pichi." From
a knowledge of its native country we should not

look for extreme hardiness in the plant, and such

is the case. For Cornwall and places with a

somewhat similar climate it succeeds admirably

out of doors, and fine examples may be noted

occasionally either in the open ground or against

walls. In less favoured localities it cannot be

called hardy ; therefore, if a position against a wall

with a south or west aspect cannot be afforded, it

should be grown in a cool house, where it will be

found to give entire satisfaction as an evergreen

ornamental shrub of free-flowering qualities. It

may be found at any height from ij feet to 4 feet,

and the flowers are borne freely during May and

June. Cuttings of small shoots root readily in

sandy soil in a little heat either in spring or early

autumn, while loamy soil suits the plant admirably.

For pot culture good fibrous loam, with a little

leaf-mould and sand, are necessarv. W.

ABELIA FLORIBUNDA.
This beautiful and distinct kind of .^belia seems

to be becoming more of a favourite for flowering

in pots ; at least, several examples have been shown
at the last two or three meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society. The Chinese Abelia rupestris

is fairly weU known as a twiggy shrub, clothed with

\ery bright shining green leaves and pretty pinkish

flowers borne throughout the summer months.

F"rom this .\belia floribnnda differs widely, forming

as it does a looser-growing bush, clothed with

small, deep green leaves. The flowers are long,

tubular in shape, and borne in drooping clusters

at the ends of the branches. They are of a bright

magenta red shade, and form a very striking feature.

(.In a warm south wall this Abelia is hardy in favoured

districts, but in other places it needs glass protec-

tion. In the narrow border outside of the Orchid

House at Kew it grows and flowers freely, the plant

being trained to the wall of the structure. It is,

however, so striking when in 'bloom as to well

repay greenhouse treatment. This Abelia is a

native of the mountainous districts of Me.xico, and

was introduced as long ago as 1842, but is even

now not much grown. H. P.

CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS ALBUS.
The typical, crimson-flowered Clianthus is a native

of New Zealand, whence it was introduced into

this country in 1832. It is popularly known by
the names of Parrot's-biU and Lobster-claw, the

latter title having reference to the shape of the

blossoms. It is a common and well-known plant

in the South-west, being found in the majority of

gardens, and in that district is perfectly hardy.

Where it can be grown on the open walls, as in

Devon and Cornwall, it is deservedly a favourite,

since it presents in the month of May a glowing

sheet of vivid colour that is rivalled by nothing

but the Fire-bush (Embothrium coccineum),

which tree, in Cornish gardens, presents one of

the most glorious sights it is possible to conceive

when it is a cloud of brilliant vermilion. Though
generally grown against a wall, specimens in bush
form are sometimes met with, and two fine bushes
in a South Devon garden are many feet in height

and diameter, and flower magnificently. It is,

however, seen at its best on a wall, as it then pre-

sents a larger expanse of colour than when grown
in bush form.

In South Devon the crimson type generally

commences to flower in midwinter, and a few
expanded blooms can usually be cut on Christmas
Day. From that date onwards the blossoms are

borne in gradually increasing numbers, until in

the month of May it reaches the zenith of its beauty.
Then the whole wall is covered a flame of bright
crimson splendour. The plant under notice is

about 17 feet in height, and on the same south-
west wall, some 6 feet distant, is the white variety,
which was introduced a few years ago. This is

at present only about half the height of the other
plant, but flowers quite as freely as the type. The
blossoms are not of a snowy whiteness, but have a
suspicion of green in them, and where there is only

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

A GARDEN OF IRISES.

SEEING the great and ever-increasing

wealth and beauty, as well as variety,

of the Iris family, and remembering
the many months of the year dur-
ing which various kinds furnish our
gardens with delightful flowers, the

enthusiast may be pardoned, I think, for being
content with a garden of Irises and nothing more.
To such an one a garden on these lines would not
be monotonous. For each of the kinds in turn, a
garden given over entirely to the Iris family would,
do btless, prove of exceptional interest. In
saying so much, however, one must not be taken
as advocating in any large degree a garden wholly
composed of species and varieties of Iris to the
exclusion of all else that is beautiful or desirable,

even though, to some extent at least, this much may
be suggested by the title above adopted. Rather
would we prefer to see a much larger number of

Ws^"^
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THE NKW IRIS .\LBOPURI'UKEA COLCHESTERENSE. (.Vrc ;wyi- 3«J.)

room for one plant the crimson type should cer-

tainly be selected, as it is far more effective. How-
ever, when the two are grown on the same wall,

they afford an attractive contrast.

The finest specimen of the type I have met
with must be considerably over 20 feet in height,

as it has reached the eaves of the house on which
it is growing. The white variety rarely comes
true from seed, as it has a way of throwing back
to the crimson type. We make a point of cutting
off the flowers as soon as they are faded. If this

was not done many hundreds of seed-pods would
be formed, which would inevitably considerably
weaken the plants. When the flowers have been
removed the plants are vigorously sjTinged every
evening, and this is continued during the whole
summer. As the overhanging eaves prevent the
rain from falling upon them, they would become
(Just dry if they were not syringed, and when they
are dry they are attacked by thrip, green fly and
red spider, which weaken them to such an extent
that little or no fresh growth is made ; but with
liberal nightly syringing these pests do not make
their appearance. Wyndham Fitzhehbert.

specialists who, if not content to possess a garden
of Irises alone, would certainly not be satisfied

until an Iris garden had become an established
feature of which each might feel justly proud.
Indeed, the Iris family is worthy of this if nothing
more, for one cannot tire of a beauty which is

nothing if not unique. Then, again, one ias only
to look casually at the great accumulation of the
species or the varying types or groups to get an
idea of their far-reaching adaptability to the
varying aspects or phases of gardening. For
example, one might freely plant a sunny rock
garden with quite a host of early bulbous sorts,

such as reticulata, persica, Histrio. histrioides,

bakeriana, Tauri and others, and still further
embrace such gems as cristata, lacustris, gracilis,

or tectorura, with every hope of success. Or one
might further specialise with the early bulbous
sorts in the cold house, and by growing them in

pans preserve all their beauty intact.

Of dwarf sorts for the open there is abundant
material in Iris pumila, Charaa;iris, orchioides and
others akin, the former constituting a miniature
group of Flags, the advent, as it were, of that
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greater race of Flags whose earliest members put

forth their first flowers late in May, presently to

be fol'owed by an innumerable company whose

unique beauty entitle them to the pride of place in

tended flowering season, so that if planted in variety

there is a succession of bloom from the middle of

June until the end of September—some three and

a-half months. Mrs. Charles Lothian Bell is one

of the dwarfest, seldom taller than 2 feet. It has

flowers, but is of stronger habit and somewhat
later, not, as a rule, flowering before the middle

of July. W. H. Gebb is another fine sort, about

the same season as Mrs. Bell and W. Robinson,

yet another rather older variety. Vomerensis is

another favourite. .\. G. B.

FRUIT GARDEN.

s h.llo

THE JAPANESE IRIS ON A HILL-

TOP.

It is usually supposed that the Japanese Iris

tho hardv tilant earden throughout June. At i
flourishes only by the water-side, but the iUustra-

thts time too. the Spanish Irises are charming. 1
tion, taken, through the kindness of Messrs. Wallace

j

very large flowers, freely produced from the end

Indeed these were introduced weeks ago, and of Colchester, represents this flower of wonderfully of June onward. Kmg Edward has equally large

becaus^ of their adaptability to gentle forcing have diversified colouring in ordinary garden soil. We

plaved their part in many a decoration since. I

have written so frequently lately of this flower that

Cheap beautiful and, above all, easily grown, further reference to it is needless^ The point is

there is really nothing to hinder their being planted I that one of the most beautiful and mteresting of

in thousands or tens of thousands, just as there is ' all Irises is at home almost anywhere On another

nothing to compare with their elegant forms, I page an illustration is given of the new Ins

whether in the cut state or in the

garden. From out of the great

Flag race I desire to direct special

attention to those of the pallida set

because of their noble bearing. To

measure such things as these by a

solitary clump or border example

is to get but a feeble impression

of their worth, and a fairer esti-

mate of their value is obtained

when the plants in beds alone send

forth from glaucous tufts of sword-

shaped leaves 3 feet high flower-

decked stems comparable to

nothing but themselves. These

pallida forms represent the highest

type of excellence in the Flag

Iris, a great race of hardy flowers

of the easiest culture.

Of quite another type is I. laevi-

gata, or I. Kffimpferi as the group

was originally known. " Clematis-

flowered " is a catalogue term for

the group, though the flowers recall

or suggest but little of those of

the climber in question. Apart

from this, however, there is nothing

more fascinating in the entire race,

the flowering period bringing us

well into the end of July, and

often much later than this in cer-

tain districts. Though there are

Irises with them and even after

their time, the flowering of the

Japanese Flags, as they are also

called, may be regarded as a fitting

finale to a display that has been

maintained unbroken for many
weeks past, and no garden could

possibly be complete without its

complement of these things. Taken

as a whole, they are of a decidedly

moisture-loving nature, the effect

of them in water-side gardening

being unique. By water-side gar-

dening it is not intended that the

roots should be continuously sub-

merged, or even partly so, and it

will suffice in a large number of

instances if the root-fibres are in

touch with moisture. Failing this,

the plants may be well grown in

cool and shadv places, while some,

indeed, given' nothing more than ordinary field albopurpiurea colchesterense which was recently

culture, are seen to do fairly well. In gardening given the award of merit of the Royal Horti-

affairs, however, it is best to so utilise the plant cultural Society, and was shown by Messrs.

that the longest display possible is assured at Wallace. It is described in The Garden of

flowering-time, and of the known methods of culti- ' July 9 last. Few Iris flowers are more beautiful,

vation moisture-laden soils or their near equivalent It has exquisite colouring and vigour of growth,

of cool and shade are the best. Those named by

WIIIXL GLORY rEA|(CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS .\LBUS) IN SOUTH DKVON
(See paye 363.)

no means exhaust 'the list.

In new, or comparatively new, races the great

charm of the Regelio-Cyclus Irises must take first

place, and some of these, if not wholly replacing

the Cushion Irises in their quaint or picturesque

beauty, afford new colours and flower at a most

THE VARIETIES OF CHRYSANTHE-
MUM MAXIMUM.

The newer varieties of the above not only give

increased size and substance of flower, but also, in

manv cases, a

useful time. E. H. Jenkins. !
foli;

much dwarfer

that is darker in colour,

habit, vigorous

and .1 nuich ex-

fruit notes.
UMMER PRUNIM;. —

Those who are believers

in summer pruning must
it up closely,

it will probably do
as much harm as it

will good, since the pinching of the

shoots back to the regulation six

leaves must necessarily result in

the development of lower buds,

which will make a thicket of useless

spray unless they are controlled in

their turn. This successive work
must be done regularly according

to necessity, and the system then
cannot do other than good to the

trees. It has the great advantage
of admitting light and fresh air

to the basal buds at the same
time as it concentrates sap in

them, and they plump up better

and gain a greater power for the

next season.

Budding.—.\s a rule, amateurs
are far more partial to the bud-
ding of Roses than they are fruit

trees, notwithstanding the fact

that the procedure in each instance

is identical; perhaps they are

wise in this, for it is almost cer-

tain that the professional will raise

the better and more fruitful tree.

However, those who would take

up the interesting task must see

to it that the bark works freely to

enable the bud in its sheath to be

pressed well home, and that the

bud itself is in the correct condi-

tion for ripeness ; failing observ-

ance of these two details the

prospects of success are just about

nil. It is also imperative that

the knife used shall be as sharp

as it can be made, with a view to

ensurhig a perfectly clean wound
that will heal quickly and eventu-

ally give a closer, firmer union. The

months of July and August are usually best for

the operation, and, generally speaking, between

the present date and the middle of next inontli

the natural conditions will be found most favour-

able. It is superfluous to describe the process,

as it has been accurately illustrated in The Garden

on several occasions.

Netting Currants.—If the nets are not yet

in position, no further delay must occur, or the birds

will have the benefit of the entire crop. Not only,

however, does netting preserve the fruits from the

feathered visitors, but it also helps substantially

to keep them in good condition over a more pro-

traoted period. .\ny convenient material may be
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utilised for the purpose. It is the common practice

of many cottagers to use the old lace curtains,

and if it cannot fairly be claimed for them that they

are ornamental, they are indisputably useful,

which, after all, is the principal thing.

Stravvbkrrv Beds.—The grower will probably

lind more than enough work to occupy his time

among the Strawberries just now, provided that

he likes to keep everything up to date. The
(•arliest runners will be in excellent condition for

transference to their permanent positions, and the

sooner they can be got into them the better

are the prospects for the succeeding season. It

is necessary to thoroughly cultivate the soil, and

in the vast majority of cases generous supplies of

manure must be incorporated in the second spit

or between the two layers, the former for pre-

ference. The lines should be set 2^ feet asunder

and the plants ij feet apart in them ; at these

distances the plants will crop admirably at once,

and as soon as this is done each alternate one in

the rows should be cut out to leave them for the

second and third vears of fruiting at 2i feet in all

directions. If, as is usual at this season, the

ground is dry, it ought to be heavily soaked the

evening before the planting is to be done, and the

plants can be watered in afterwards if it is deemed
necessary or desirable. Old beds which have
finished cropping shimld be made scrupulously

clean by the complete removal of every weed and
the runners that are not wanted for increasing the

stock. The surface of the bed should be subse-

iiuently hoed or forked over to open it up. This
work is often left until later, but nothing is gained

and something lost by the delay.

Early Apples.—These are not conspicuous for

their keeping properties, but are cultivated for

immediate use, and the way to secure the finest

flavour with them is to eat them direct from the

trees. It is true that some will store satisfactorily

for a short time, but even in the best of circum-

stances there is a decided loss if they are not

consumed within a day or two of gathering. The
amateur does not generally grow more than one,

or perhaps two, very early varieties, and it is

improbable that he will experience any real diffi-

culty in taking and eating, or securing the assist-

ance of his family and friends in doing so, straight

from the trees. Fruit-grower.

place. Treated, however, as mentioned, the Fern is

easily kept in boimds, and pays its rent, so to speak.

One of the best forms is P. aquilina percristata,

which has not only splendid heavy tassels at all

tips, but even the smaller divisions are tasselled

also, while, as the fronds grow 5 feet high and are

3 feet wide, a group of such is a feast for the eye.

We have a magnificent specimen of this in our

suburban garden which we raised from spores

some years ago and planted in a side bed in the

autumn as quite a small plant. The following

season its fronds were very fine, as it is a rapid

grower. It then began to spread, and eventually

entirely monopolised some 20 feet of the bed,

growing always towards the north, and was finally

only stopped by the terminal brick wall. It then

began to crop up through the gravel of the path, and

in a season or two invaded two beds in the centre of

the garden, upon which a check had to be exercised

by cutting it down to prescribed limits in the

autumn. This done, it is quite easy to keep it

down by topping any fronds which show, with the

eventual result that the burrowing roots perish.

THE FERN GARDEN.
THE COMMON BRACKEN.

(Pteris aquilina.)

A S we occasionally hear a good deal about
/\ the edibility of the young shoots of

/ % this Fern when properly cooked,

/ % which strikes us as a material point,

1 \ seeing the great astringency of the

adult fronds, we may well consider
the Fern from another aspect, viz., its decorative
value. In this connection we do not refer to the
rommon form, though that is beautiful enough,
but to the several far more beautiful varieties into
which it has sported. The tendency of P. aquihna
to spread is, however, so great that unless space is

practically unlimited, it is desirable to restrict it,

and this can best be done by sinking a barrel or
deep tub, leaving the rim just projecting above the
soil level. If this is filled with a good peaty com-
post, the Fern wiU in time assume the aspect of
.1 large bush of an entirely unique character and
form a very handsome object. Left to themselves,
the robuster forms send out long underground
roots or rhizomes, which travel even beneath
gravelled walks of considerable width and invade
the otherwise isolated flower-beds, where, though
I he fronds may be pretty enough, they are out of

lapping themselves tightly round the stalks in

their endeavour to follow suit. The discoverer

of this form in the Lake District found it on a steep

slope, and described its appearance as that of large

bunches of Grapes. This curious form has been

successfully crossed with the first-described

tasselled form ; but as all the tassels were rolled

up inside the balls, these had to be unravelled to

display a dilTerence. A very handsome form is

P. a. revolvens, which has its side divisions grace-

fully curved backwards, while their tips become
spirally twisted. We have found this at Winder-

mere and elsewhere in quantities, and at F'aygate

in Sussex there are many acres of a prickly tasselled

Bracken which in some places has quite replaced

the common form. Quite recently we found a

beautiful cx)ngested and tasselled form near

Pitlochry ; but as the plant will not bear removal

during the growing season and that specimen was

quite barren of spores, we could only add a frond

to our collection and not a living plant. Owing
to the difficulty of transplanting the Bfacken, due

to the rambling nature of its rootstalks and the

A FIELD OF IRIS K.EMPFERI ON THE HILLTOP. (See paije 364.)

A rarer variety, and one peculiarly fitted for re-

stricted space, since it spreads but little, is P. a.

congesta. In this the fronds are densely con-

gested and very leathery. They grow only about

2I feet high, and form a dense mass utterly

different from the normal. This, too, we raised

from spores ; but in five years it has not travelled

more than a yard, its congested nature evidently

being extended to the roots. The contrast between

this and the other is marvellous. P. a. percristata

bears spores but sparingly, but these have the

curious faculty of yielding about 50 per cent, of a

much more heavily crested and dvvarfer type

called P. a. grandiceps, a very fine form indeed

which, though a traveller, well repays its room and is

easily kept within bounds. These three are the

finest forms of the species ; but we must mention a

fourth which is a curio. Structurally it appears

to be exactly the same as the common type, but

no sooner do the fronds commence to develop

the side cUvisions than these curl up and tie them-

selves up into balls at their tips, the minor divisions

depth to which they psaetrats, the simplest wxy
of obtaining specimens is to raise them from spores.

This is easily done by sowing them thinly on the

surface of peaty soil and covering them with a

glass slip. The young Ferns, develop far more
rapidly than any other native species, the fronds

rising larger and larger in succession and the

characteristic rootstock speedily making its

appearance at their base and then plunguig down-

ward into the soil. Spores sown in the early spring

produce in this way plants with fronds i foot or

more high by the autumn, and our plan is then to

drop the contents of the pan intact into a hole

prepared for it either in the open soil or within the

confines of a tub or barrel, as previously suggested.

The fronds then harden before they are cut down
by the frost, and the roots will survive and send

up stronger fronds the next season, while,

curiously enough, despite the perfect natm-al

hardiness of the Fern, if raised under glass and

frozen in winter it is almost invariably killed.

Charles T. Dkierv. \'.M H., F.L.S.
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gARDE:NJJiG FOR B E G h^i^^^ERS

.

A BORDER IN A TOWN GARDEN.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.—A good sow-

ing of Summer or Round-seeded

Spinach may now be made. This

delicious vegetable is highly appre-

ciated early in the year, and although

there is generally plenty of it in the

summer-time, there is a scarcity in the early days

cif autumn. By sowing in open quarters now
Spinach will be available throughout September.

Tomatoes in open borders and on walls will be

much benefited by free applications

of stimulants ; in dry weather use

weak liquid manure, and in wet,

approved artificials. Both kinds

of manure must be applied while

the soil is moist. Side shoots

grow strongly from the main stems

at this season, and these must be

pinched out while quite young.

Only the main stems, the main

leaves and the fruits must be

retained ; then the plants will prove

most satisfactory. Feeding crops

generally must now be the order.

Many kinds need it and will be

much benefited. Later on, of

course, free feeding would do harm,

as it would encourage luxurious

growth which would not withstand

the severe weather in winter.

Every amateur should try to make
the best use of all the tank liquid

manure he can procure, and if there

is none, then purchase a few

bushels of half-rotted manure and

place a peck at a time in a vessel

holding 20 gallons of water. Put

the manure in a bag, stir the water

violently several times each day

for two days, and then use it when
ilear at the rate of i gallon to

4 gallons of clear water. For Cauli-

flowers, Cabbages, winter greens in

poor soil. Celery in trenches. Peas

and Beans, thorough soakings of

such liquid manure will be bene-

ficial.

Flower Garden.—Dahlias are now
becoming interesting plants ; they

will shortly be profusely flowered,

and then where cut blooms are

required in large quantities the

cultivator will be glad he planted

Dahlias. The great enemy of this

plant is the earwig. The pests

work chiefly at night, so that killing them

at sight is a tedious and somewhat difficult

matter. The first flowers that commence to

fade should be cut off and fixed near the main

stems for the earwigs to eat and hide in. Also

some dry moss placed between two boards on

the border near the plant forms a good trap.

These boards and old blooms should be examined

every morning and shaken over a vessel of water
;

in this way the pests may be destroyed wholesale.

Feed the plants liberally with liquid manure, and

mulch those that are growing in sandy soil. Some
preparations must now be made for the propaga-

tion of bedding-out plants. It does not seem long

since we were engaged in putting out the plants.

and now, as the latter are in their prime, the

amateur may be forgiven for hesitating to take off

any cuttings. However, we must prepare for next

year's supply, and Zonal Pelargoniums must first

be dealt with. In the meantime boxes, pots and

sweet, sandy composts should be got ready.

Fruit Garden.—Strawberries are popular with

everyone, and we do not wish to have poorer, but

better, crops each year. In order to maintain a

high standard of excellence new plantations must

Greenhouse and Frames.—If convenient, wash
both the glass and woodwork of greenhouses and
paint the latter. It is a suitable time to do this

work, as plenty of air may be admitted afterwards,

which wiU harden the paint and not prove in-

jurious to the plants. Vallotas and bulbous plants

generally, which are now commencing to flower,

should be watered with artificials or liquid manure.
Sow seeds of Mignonette in pots in cool frames for

winter and spring flowering. AU kinds of plants

intended for flowering in the spring must be duly

repotted so as to prevent prema-
ture flowering, as if too mucli

pot-bound they would do. Con-
tinue to pot Freesia bulbs

and repot the most forward

specimens. A. A.

A PORTION OF .K

A BORDER IN A SUBURBAN
GARDEN.

Those whose gardens are of limited

area are often disposed to ridicule

the idea that anything approaching

an effective mixed border is quite

out of the question ; but the ac-

companying illustration should do
something towards convincing

sceptics that their ideas are

wrong. The illustration shows
part of a border in a garden not

more than 20 square rods in area,

and all the plants growing therein,

with the exception of the Logan-

berry, which can be seen fruiting

on the trellis fence, were planted

in November of last year. Un-

fortunately, the photograph had
to be taken at rather close range,

and this eliminated a considerable

amount of the border. Earlier in

the year, before the herbaceous

plants were very high. Daffodils

and Wallflowers, with a few clumps
of Darwin Tulips, made a bright

display, an edging ot blue and
white Crocuses even earher in the

spring making an effective setting

to the numerous green shoots

that were being pushed through

the soil. As soon as the Crocuses

had finished flowering, Lep-

tosiphon densiflorus hybridus

was soon between the plants, and

for several weeks this dainty little

annual has made a brilliant dis-

play with its many and various

coloured, star-like blossoms. Just

be made every year, so it will be necessary to previous to when the photograph was taken, and

destroy a few of the oldest and most worn-out i following directly on the Darwin Tulips, some long-

specimens to make room for new layers, or to form spurred Columbines, the dwarf Mock Orange (Phila-

a fresh bed in another part of the garden, but all delphus Lemoinei erectus) and large clumps of the

old plants should not be destroyed in one year. ' old-fashioned laced and white Pinks, as well as a few

BORDER IN

.\FTER

A TOWN G.'^RDEN

PLANTING.
EIGHT MONTHS

Directly the fruits are gathered, select those plants

for destruction, and forthwith dig them up. Then

deeply trench the soil and add some rotted manure

to it. Leave the surface lumpy for a few days, or

even two or three weeks ; then break down the

lumps, and the soil will be in grand condition for

planting. The summer pruning of fruit trees

must not be delayed any longer, as trees so treated

do not require much winter pruning and they are

greatly strengthened.

small plants of the new Pink Gloriosa, were flower-

ing well, other plants that were showy at about

the same time being Tiarella cordifolia rosea,

Heuchera sanguinea and Geranium Endressii

;

the latter is still giving us its pink flowers fireely.

The Canterbury Bells shown in the illustration

are white and pink varieties of the cup-and-saucer

type ; the seeds of these were sown outdoors in

June last year, and the clumps planted when
the border was made in November last. The
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SELECTING SWEET PEAS
EXHIBITION.

FOR

AN IDEAL SPRAY OF THE NEW SWEET
PEA MRS. W. J. UNWIN.

Delpbiiiiums also are seedlings raised in thesame way
and sown at the same time. The Evening Prim-

rose, which can just be seen at the far end of the

border on the extreme right, is a chance seedling

that sprang up and was allowed to remain in place

of a dead Rose, and it has been delighting us

now for several weeks with its large. Primrose-

coloured blossoms. The Rose near the Logan-

lierry is Mrs. John Laing, a variety that will, I

think, thrive almost anywhere, and further along

the fence, but not shown in the photograph, Roses

William Allen Richardson and Dorothy Perkins run

riot and intermingle their growths freely. By the

time the first-named has finished flowering Dorothy

Perkins will be a mass of pink, and the display

is thus continued over a long period. The Logan-

berry makes an excellent summer screen. It

f>pens its large green leaves early in the spring,

and these are followed later by an abundance of

white star-shaped flowers. At the time of writing

we are gathering fruits that make, with Red

Currants, excellent jam and tarts.

Plants that will flower later are the white Phlox

Mrs. E. H. Jenkins, Aster acris, Boltonia asteroides,

single Dahlias in several varieties, Sedum specta-

bile and border Chrysanthemums. These latter

are just now growing in another part of the garden,

and will be lifted as required with good balls of

soil and planted to make good the vacancies

caused by the removal of the Canterbury Bells

and a few clumps of early sown annuals. It will

be seen by the above list of plants that the owner

of a small border can, by judicious selection,

secure a good display of flowers over the whole

spring, summer and autumn with very little

expense. Beginners will find that all those

mentioned are very easy to grow, providing

the soil is deeply dug and well enriched for a

start. Such a border as that represented gives

sreat pleasure during a large portion of the year,

and, of course, adds to the brightness and interest of

the garden. One thinks of the old cott:ige gardens

when looking at the mixed borders in the suburban

garden. A certain charm is thrown over- the

surroundings of the home. H. H.

Most beginners in gardening, when they meet with

a reasonable amount of success, are fired with the

laudable desire to exhibit their flowers, fruits or

vegetables in one or more of the local shows which

are held so freely in various parts of the country

at this season. Sweet Peas, owing to their simple

culture and free-flowering properties, are ideal

flowers for the beginner to deal with, and well-

grown plants usually give a number of sprays quite

suitable for exhibition. But one so often sees

inferior flowers staged that it is certain that be-

ginners, and many amateurs who cannot be re-

garded as novices, do not really know what to

aim at in choosing their flowers from the plants.

One of the chief points to look after is the number
of flowers on a spray, and also the way in which

the flowers are placed on the stem. Under no

circumstances should a spray consist of fewer than

three flowers, and in many varieties it ought not

to be difficult to secure a good number of sprays,

each of which is made up of four blossoms. But

if the flowers on the sprays of fours are badly

placed, i.e., crowded together so that their in-

dividual beauties cannot be plainly seen, then it

would be wiser to select those with only three

flowers. An ideal spray composed of four blossoms

is shown in the accompanying illustration. This

is the new orange flaked variety Mrs. W. J. Unwin,

a large and quite unique coloured Sweet Pea which

has a great future before it, and which was raised

by Mr. W. J. Unwin of Histon, Cambs. It will

be noted that each of the large blossoms s of

good shape and stands quite clear from one another.

Of course, a beginner with only a limited number
of plants is not likely to be able to find a bunch of

sprays all as good as this, but the illustration ser\'es

to show what ought to be aimed at.

Another point that the would-be exhibitor must

pay strict attention to is to secure flowers which

have not been spotted by rain. This year numerous
examples of otherwise good flowers have been

staged, but hi every instance where they have

come under the writer's observation such flowers

have been passed over by the judges in favour of

smaller, but cleaner, blooms. Then, again, there

is the question of coloiu' to decide. In these days

of mixed stocks it is difficult sometimes for an

expert to determine which

is the true colour. How-
ever, the veriest tyro, with

ordinary care, can see to

it that he gets his bunch all

of one colour. With self-

coloured blossoms, i.e., those

where only one colour is pre-

sent in the flower, the matter

is not difficult : but with fancy

flowers, or those with two or

more distinct colour shades,

more difficulty will be experi-

enced. Then, again, it some-

times happens that a waved
variety will throw a number
of flowers with plain or

hooded standards, as Etta

Dyke is doing this year, and

the would-be exhibitor must
see to it that none but

waved flowers are admitted

to the bunch. Long stems,

of course, tell ; but if sprays

of three or four blooms are

insisted upon, the stems will,

in most cases, be right. Grow-
ing flowers for exhibition

becomes a delight and in-

creases one's knowledge. H.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Looking .Ground.—At this season of the year,

when so many public parks, gardens and open

spaces are so gay, there is much to be learnt by
paying a visit to some of them and noting what is

done and the materials used for the work. To
the intelligent amateur, and particularly to those

who are interested, there can be no better

education than this, the only things necessary

being pocket-book and pencil and an occasional

hour's leisure. The outcome of such a visit will,

1 think, not infrequently demonstrate to the visitor

that the simplest and often the hardiest subjects

are capable of affording the best results when in-

telligently employed. This was even so in days
when carpet-bedding was all the rage, and it is

true to-day, when, as I think, flower gardening,

and not pattern gardening, is more widely—as

well as wisely — practised. The predominant
feature to-day in all outdoor gardening is variety

and change, as opposed to the pattern gardening

of a decade or two ago that for weeks on end was
but a repetition of other weeks, and at its best

capable of nothing more elevating than had the

drawing-room carpet been transferred to the lawn.

To-day, howe%'er, the scene changes daily ; at

every turn colour contrasts or harmonies are pre-

sented, and in the most natural manner possible.

In a future note I hope to deal with effective

bedding arrangements, and in the meantime would
suggest to readers generally the desirability of

looking around for themselves.

.\ Prettv Blue Flower.—This is no other

than the very charming Nemophila insignis, which,

weather permitting—and oi e must write that

—

opens its flowers daily in great profusion. Un-
fortunately—the expression is used advisedly

—

its seeds are cheap, and, the packets being emptied

often enough in a wholesale sort of way into the

merest crack or circle of soil, the true value of this

gem among bright blue flowers is lost. That it

might have been otherwise, had the oft-repeated

warning to " sow thinly " or " thin early " been

followed, all gardeners know full well, while for

those amateurs or beginners who closely follow

this advice there is a harvest of blossoms—sheets

of the liveliest blue—which no pen-picture can

portray. Bare spaces where bulbous plants have

BLUE FLOWER FOR THE TOWN
INSIGNIS.

garden: nemophila
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flowered may readily be clothed by the plant,

while a seed or two sown here or there near a sunny

ledge of rock will presently afford a picture of

colour where no colour was seen before. This

incomparable flower of the garden is a sun-lover,

cheap and meriting the attention of all.

Vegetable Marrows.—After planting, these

are usually allowed to take care of themselves,

save, perhaps, a watering now and again. Not

infrequently such things are planted on manure-

heaps, where the gross growth made is but a fore-

runner of the failure which follows. At other

times a barrowful of manure is shot in a deeply

dug hole and the plants put out with little more

ado. From this it would appear that this useful

subject was of a deep-rooting character, though

it is not greatly so. Tt i* far better in a general way

to plant it in well-dug ground with fresh soil about

the roots, and with the appearing of the first fruits

to afford the plants a top-dressing of good loam

and manure, about equal parts of each. It is also

a good plan when the main branches are carrying

one or two fruits to pinch out the point of the shoot,

and thus enable the lateral branches, which often

fruit the most freely, to provide their quota also.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations. — Young

plants of these should have the branches tied up

loosely, so soon as they are long enough, to prevent

breakage and loss. In securing these the branches

should not be bunched together besom fashion,

but by threading the ties between the leaves allow

the plant to remain as natural as possible. Gather-

ing the foliage into a bundle and putting a tie

around is both ugly and harmful. A similar re-

mark applies to the tying up of all plants in beds

or borders, the looseness resulting therefrom per-

mitting a free circulation of light and air to the

branches. E. H. Jenkins.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.—T'lc Editor intends to

make THE U.4RDKN Itelplul to all readers who desire, assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object will make a special lettture of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EiiiTOR o/ THE Garden, 20, Taristock

.street, Covent Oarden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece oj paper,

plants lor naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

by referring to our advertising columns and where

a large variety of the best gardening books are to

be found. The plants named in articles are usually

hardy enough for the British Isles ; instances to

the contrary from seaside gardens or favoured

localities are not infrequently indicated either by
the address of the writer or the name of the garden

or locality. More definite information as to the

hardiness of a plant or its adaptability to some

particular locality can always be obtained by

writing to the Editor.

Jris Kaempferi not doing well {R. T.).

If the whole of the Irises are like the sample sent,

we fear they are foredoomed to a failure which

sooner or later must ensue if these things are treated

as bog plants. The plants delight in much mois-

ture during their growing season, while constant

saturation at the roots and submersion, whether

wholly or in part, are bound to bring in their train

that degree of stagnation which is fatal to the plants.

These Irises are invariably more happy when
planted in a prepared bed of loamy soil and manure

I foot above the water-level. Thus placed, the

root-fibres find the moisture they need, the crowns

are amid healthier surroundings, and the plants

luxuriate. Judging from the absolutely rootless

condition of the specimens sent and the decay

already apparent, the plants are quite worthless.

Narcissus bulbs not flowering (Olentlale).—The
bulbs sent are quite sound in the main, and their non-

flowerhig is doubtless due to the depth at which they were
planted and the poor soil at such a depth. We note the

bulbs are in a rootless condition, which, it not due to long

exposure from the soil, is sufficient to bring about the failure.

Lift the bulbs and. having gradually dried them off in a

cool place, plant them 5 inches deep in the border, but do
not rely on thera for flowering next spring.

Clara Butt Tulip leaves turning yellow
(i''. S.).—Without seeing the actual plants it is impossible

to say what lias caused the leaves in that one particular bed
to turn yellow. As, however, you say that the bulbs are

good and sound, it is in all probability a bad attack of what
is known as " fire " in Holland and among Tulip-growers

at home. If the bed is exposed to a cold cutting wind or

if it lias been frozen with moisture on the leaves and then

exposed early in the morning to a hot sun, the probability

is tliat one of these causes was the origin of the mischief.

The outside skin of all Tulip leaves and flowers is very

tender and easily ruptured (hail, for example, is disastrous

for this reason), and when it is broken the special fungus

which is popularly called " flre" soon finds it out and settles

itself there and, unfortunately, spreads very quickly. It

would be a wise precaution not to have Tulips in the same
bed next year, or, if some must be there, the soil to the

depth of 2 feet should be removed and fresh substituted.

It is well to remember the bulbs will be weaker tlian usual

after losing their foliage so quickly.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Sweet Pea plant stunted {.Miss K. E.J)

There is no sign of disease in the small, stunted

plant you send, and we think the soil must be

quite unsuitable. If you must grow Sweet Peas

in this position year after year, we advise you to

dig out the soil 2 feet wide and the same in depth,

and fill in with so 1 from those parts o' the garden

wlier.' Sweet P'-as thrive This will be a b g

undertaking, but is the only remedy that we cai

suggest under the circumstaices. The name of

the plant you sc. d is Tradescantia virginica.

Forget-me-nots (.\Iyosotis).—Sutton's Royal

Blue and Dwarf Blue respectively should meet

your requirements, both being excellent in their

way, the first-named also being very early to flower.

Occasionally the prices are not given to books

when reviewing them, though these are to be found

THE GREENHOUSE.
Successful Pelargonium culture

[Boothio).—Two of the principal points in the suc-

cessful culture of Pelargoniums are a free circulation

of air and a good light position. Deprivation of one

or other of these will quickly cause the leaves to turn

yellow and drop, and that is no doubt the reason of

your plants behaving in the way they do. It is

this lessened quantity of light and air rather than

the dry atmosphere of the drawing-room that causes

the mischief. The roots should be kept in a mode-

rate state of moisture, as if stood in water or allowed

to get very dry it is particularly harmful to the

plants. We are afraid that there are no means to

prevent the trouble occurring, except to allow the

plants to remain in the greenhouse and employ less

sensitive subjects for the decoration of the drawing-

room. Pelargoniums are among the most par-

ticular in this respect, but all flowering plants feel

confinement in this way much more than those

grown for the sake of their foliage alone.

Treatment of Aloes (/. Rudd).—We pre-

sume that your question refers to what is usually

known as the American Aloe, whose correct botani-

cal name is Agave americana. There is no doubt

that the death of one plant and the ill-health of the

others have been caused by wintering them in a

structure much too cold and damp. They will

doubtless now pick up during the summer, but you
must be careful to winter them in a suitable place.

In order to keep the American Aloe in good con-

dition during the winter months it should be

placed in a good light structure where the ther-

mometer at no time falls below 45°. From the

extreme succulent nature of the plant it needs
very little water throughout the winter, while an

excess of atmospheric moisture is at that time

decidedly injurious to it. You gave us no idea

whether your potting-house is heated with hot-

water pipes or not, neither do you say the tempera-
ture maintained therein. Such being the case, wc
can, of course, advise no further ; but unless the

temperature of your potting-house is kept up to

that above given, it will be useless to attempt to

winter the plants there another season.

Growing the Gerberas (F. J. H.. Los

.ingeh's. Califnnu'a).—In this country the Cierbera

in some places succeeds perfectly when planted in

a narrow border at the foot of a warm wall and just

protected from heavy rains during the winter. In

most districts it is very satisfactory when treated

as a greenhouse plant, provided it is grown in an
airy, sunny structure. Throughout the winter the

soil should be kept moderately dry, when the plant

goes partially to rest. On the return of spring

fresh foliage and flower-stems are pushed up, when
a liberal amount of water should be given. From
what one hears of the Californian climate, we should

have thought that the Gerbera would have succeeded

perfectly with you. We can only suggest that

possibly the winter rains are too much, or perhaps

the sun in summer is overpowering. In this country

the Gerbera delights in all the sun possible, but the

amount and strength of the sunshine in England
cannot for one moment be compared with that

experienced in California. Such being the fact,

we should in your case be inclined to try the

Gerbera in a spot somewhat shaded from the full

rays of the midday sun.

Culture of Streptosolen Jamesonil {Floral,
liirmingham).—In order to flower Streptosolen Jamesonii
thus early in the spring, it must be kept in a warmer struc-

ture than when needed only for summer blooming. Cut-
tings of the young growing shoots should be taken as soon
as they are available in the spring and inserted in pots
of light sandy soil. In a close propagating-case they will

soon root, and when hardened off must be potted singly

into small pots. As soon as the roots havi taki 11 posses-

sion of the new soil, the tops of the young plants sliuuld be
pinched off in order to ensure a bushy habit. The young
plants must after this be given a good light position hi

the greenhouse and frequently syringed. During the sum-
mer a frame so situated that it is shaded from the full rays
of the sun during the hottest part of the day will suit the
Streptosolen well. Plenty of air should be given in order

to encourage sturdy grow'th. If shifted into larger pots

when necessary, the'plants should be by autumn well-estab-

lished specimens in pots 6 inches to 7 inches in diameter.

For potting compost a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and
sand is very siutable. During winter the plants should

be kept in a structure with a minimum night temperature
of 45° to 60° and be kept moderately dry, but by no means
excessively so. Then, about the end of January they
must be put into a house 10° warmer, with additional

atmospheric moisture. They will then start into growth
and, if in good condition, should Itower well.

Information about Palms {Anxious). — Vou
give us no particulars whatever as to the conditions under
which your Palms liave been kept, and it is, of course,

utterly" impossible for us to state the cause of their ill-

health from an investigation of two or three half-dead

pieces of leaves. We may, however, state that one fruitful

cause of Palms going wrong is that for the purpose of

obtaining saleable specimens in as short, a time as possible

they are often in nurseries subjected to considerable heat

and moisture, the result being that though they grow
quickly when taken into a cooler and drier structure, they
soon suffer. For this reason the present is the best

time of the year to obtain plants from nurseries, as the

contrast between the houses in which they have been

grown and the outer air is not so great as when the weather

is colder, and there is now time for them to get acclima-

tised before autumn. Another important matter is the

question of watering, as if water is allowed to stand in the

jardinieres or saucers in which the plants may be stood,

they are sure, sooner or later, to fall into ill-health. Palms
I need to be freely watered during the growing season, and
at no time must they be allowed to become dry ; but.

still, effective drainage is very essential, and without it

they will soon die. In the case not only of Palms, but of

other subjects in the dwelling-house, when they need water

we take them, now that the weather is warm, to a shady
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spot out of doors mul soak each pot in a pail of water till

tlie entire ball of earth is completely saturated. Then they
arc stood out to tlrain, and after that taken indoors.

Palms will keep in health for a long time in comparatively
s!nall pots, a freqiient cause of failure, especially on the

part, of the amateur, being to shift them into pots much
too large, as with a large mass of soil around the roots they
are sure to deteriorate. Other important items are not
to subject Palms to full sunshine, while they also dislike

a direct draught. On the pieces of leaves sent we notice
some scale insects, which should be sponged off with a
lather of soft soap and water.

we cannot name l^'uchsias. ./. ,1/. Trurruin. —
The pale blush, rose-tinted bloom is the old variety
Homere, and the pink, Hybrid Perpetual Baroness
Kothschild.- - - C. 6'., Abingdon.—Souvenir de L. Viennot.

G. J. Padbury.—Stephanandra Tanakse ; Khua Cotinus.
Norman Maclaren. — Pcrnettya mucronata.

W. J. It.—Carpcnteria californica. .4. C.—Ononis
rotundifolia.- Jos. H. Straker.—Rhododendron ferrugi-

neum.-

—

—Rhaqatt.— Astrantia major. — J. E. M. F.^
1. Begonia Sutherlandii ; 2, B. Drcgei.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Magnolia Watsonii not flowering

(/?. M.).—The tact that the very strong shoots on

your plant of Maf^nolia Watsonii do not flower, but

the weaker ones do, shows that these taller branches

are devoting all their energies to growth, and unless

shortened back the plant is likely to become bare at

the base. We advise you to at once cut back

these strong shoots. They may be reduced to

lialf their length, perhaps a little more or less ; but

this, of course, will depend upon the rest of the

plant, as the object aimed at must be to ensure a

symmetrical specimen. Your plant of this Mag-
nolia must be a verv fine one.

Propagating Rock Roses (/) M. Holc).~^

The Rock Roses may be propagated by means of

seeds or cuttings. Seeds may be sown as soon as

they are ripe, or they may be kept and sown the

following spring. Sow in pots or boxes of sandy
soil indoors in a little heat, prick off the seedlings

in boxes, pot them singly when large enough, and
plant eventually in permanent situations. Cut-

tings may be taken in July or August and inserted

in a bed of sandy soil in a cold frame or in pots in a

cool house. Pot singly when rooted. The yellow

Tree Lupine can be increased both by seeds and
cuttings. Sow the seeds as soon as ripe, or keep
them to sow the following spring. Cuttings may
be rooted in July or August, and are most satisfac-

tory when placed in a cold frame. The specimen
No. 4 is Euphorbia Lathyrus {the Caper Spurge).

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of plants.—Miss K. E. J.—Lonicera involu-

crata. The best dwarf Sweet Alyssum Is A. maritimum
compactum. E. D.—Ceanothus veitchianus. Should
be cut back after flowering and all dead wood removed in
spring. L. M. B.—Anthyllis Vulneraria. H. K. B.—
1. Spiraea discolor ; 2, 8. lobata ; 3, Symphytum officinale
var. luteo-marginatum ; 4, Campanula iatifoUa alba ; 5.

C. I. verfiicoior ; 6, Rubus odoratus ; 7, Rose, cannot
match ; 8, Ceanothus Amoldii ; 9, Geranium Endressii

;

10, G. aanguineum ; 11, Galega officinalis; 12, Inula
glandulosa ; 13, Astrantia major; 14, Buphthalmum
salicifolium ; 15, Helenium Bigelovii ; 16, Cornus Mas.
A. H. Ai.—The Great Thrift (Armeria Cephalotes).
M. S. Ridley.—The Roses were drooping when received,
and we could not identify No. 1. No. 2 is, we think,
Killaraey.- J. Goodfellow.—1, Veronica elliptica ; 2,
V. Andersoni alba ; 3, V. speciosa ; 4, Veronica seedling

;

5, Philadelphus Lemoinei ; 6, Solanum Capsicastrum
;

7, not found ; 8. Actsea spicata ; 9. Solanum species, send
in flower ; 10, Veronica angustifolia ; 11, V. Traversii

;

12, Skimmia japonica ; 13 and 20. Asplenium bulbiferum
;

14. Adiantum diaphanum ; 15, too small to name; 16,
cannot name from leaf only ; 17, too small to name

;

18, Pellsea rotundifolia ; 19, not found ; 21, Antirrhinum
Asarina ; Tropeeolum tricolor. A. F. Torrance.—Th^
petals had fallen when the flowers reached us, but we think
the Rose is Alberic Barbier. Damansland.—The
Monkshood (Aconitum Napcllus). K. M. T.—The
plant is Campanula glomerata dahurica.—

—

Mrs. Shirrs.—
The Maidenhair Tree (Ginkgo biloba, Salisburia adianti-
folia). E. K. T.—\, Captain Christy (Climbing); 2,
Margaret Dickson ; 3, Mrs. John Laing ; 4, Gloire de
Dijon ; 5, Helen Keller ; 6, too full blown ; 7, Crown
Prince ; 8, Augustine Guinoisseau. The Campanula waa
too faded for identification. JV. Bond.—Rose Jaune
Desprez. The other plant is a Chorizema, but it is im-
possible to say which from the material sent. Mr$.
Fletcher

.

— 1, Mme. I. Pereire ; 2, La France de '89
; 3,

Princesse de Sagan. S. E. B.—Coronilla Emerus.
S. Smith.— 1, Selaginella Braunii ; 2, Strobilanthes
dyerianus ; 3, Davallia pallida ; 4, Trachelium cserulcum

;

5. Juniperus bermudianus ; 6, Calceolaria seedling.
B. E. W.—1. Euonymus europaeus ; 2, Comus alba ;

3, Spiraea discolor ; 4, Hieracium aurantiacum ; 5. Per-
nettya mucronata ; 6, Rubus odoratus ; 7, Cobsea
scandens ; 8, Chlorophytum, send in flower. E. E.
Bell.—Lonicera involucrata. L. Ward.—The Roses
were too faded for identification. O. Dixon.—
Forms of Campanula glomerata, the white is called
alba ; Anemone palmata. Knowledge.—We regret

SOCIETIES.
THE WOLVERHAMPTON FLORAL FETE.

This fine exhibition is held under the auspices of the Town
Council of Wolverhampton, Mr. Alderman Craddock being
chairman of committee. It is held in the beautiful West
Park of the town, a delightful rendezvous, where abundant
accommodation is provided for the immense company
which patronise the show on the three days which it

remains open. The exhibition held on the 12tli inst.

is the twenty-second of the series, and it is a pleasure to
record the fact that it proved to be probably the finest of
them all. To show how important a horticultural meeting
this has become, it need only be said that the prize-money
provided in the horticultural section alone amounts to
close on £900, and that the whole cost of the three days'
sliow amounts to upwards of £3,300. We offer our
congratulations to the secretary and committee on the
success of their management, everything passing off

smoothly, pleasantly and successfully. The greatest
attraction in the show was the group of !

Miscellaneous Plants arranged for effect, Class 1, the
flrstlprize being £40 ; second. £30 ; third, £20 ; fourth,
£10 '{£100 in one class). A novel provision was added to
this class, namely, that cut flowers in glasses could be used
in the decoration as well as plants in pots. This resulted !

in greatly enhancing the beauty of these groups, as a
greater variety and abundance of flowers were used.
Messrs. Cypher and Sons were fairly easy winners in this
class with certainly, in the opinion of the judges, one of
the most beautiful and attractive groups set up at
any show. Sir George Kenrick (gardener, Mr. Mac-
donald) took second prize with a very beautiful group.
Had the back of this group been built up and completed
in the same artistic and beautiful way as the front had
been, it would have been hard to beat. The third prize

|

went to Mr. Holmes of Chesterfield, and the fourth prize to
Mr. Vause of Leamington.

In the class for a group of ornamental foliage alone,
which was in no way remarkable for special excellence,

Messrs. Cypher were again first ; second, Mr. Holmes,
,

Chesterfield ; and third, Mr. Vause, Leamington. A
popular class in this show is the one pro\'ided for a group
of flowering plants, only one variety of any species
allowed. The space allowed is 50 square feet, and the
prizes are £10, £7 and £5. Six competed ; two Begonias
(tuberous-rooted), two Carnations, one Erica and one
Hydrangea hortensis. The Begonias were by far the
best, comprising splendidly grown plants, Mr. Davis of
Pershore carrying off the first prize by a few points only.
Rock gardens are a recent innovation at flower shows, and
very popular, interesting and beautiful they are when so
artistically set up and planted as those were at Wolver-
hampton. The first prize of £21 was won by filcssrs. J.
Backhouse and Sons of York. The space w\as, perhaps, too
limited to allow of the best examples of such gardens to
be «et up (25 feet by 12 feet), but that of Messrs. Backhouse
was fine. A local exhibitor, Mr. J. E. Knight, Tettenhall
Nurseries, Wolverhampton, took second place with a well-
planned and well-conceived garden, but over-planted,
some of the plants being unsuited for rock garden planting.
Messrs. W. Artindale and Sons of SheflSeld were placed
third with a very creditable example of this popular aspect
of gardening. The judges must have had a difficult task
to discriminate between the second and third.

Roses.—The Wolverhampton show was started primarily
as a Rose show, and the queen of flowers has ever since
had a prominent position given to it. The first prize in

the class for seventy-two distinct specimens is £20 ; second,
£12 ; third, £7 ; fourth, £3. It need scarcely be said that
such prizes will command the presence of the best growers
in the kingdom, and so it was on this occasion, resulting
in a magnificent show of blooms in most of the classes".

The first prize fell to Mr. Hugh Dickson of Belfast in this
class ;- second. The King's Acre Nursery Company, Here-
ford ; third. Messrs. Harkness and Co., Hitchin.' There
were six exhibitors in the class for forty-eight blooms,
distinct varieties, Messrs. Harkness being placed first

;

second, Mr. Hugh Dickson. Belfast ; third, Messrs.
Townsend of Worcester. There are always rich and
abundant collections of hardy herbaceous cut fiowers at
this show, the first prize in the competitive class going to
Messrs. W. Artindale and Sons of Sheffield. The liberal

prizes offered for Sweet Peas and table decoration brought
together large and beautiful exhibits.

Frvit.—In the collections of fruit, Mr. Barnes, gardener
to the Duke of Westminster, proved himself in\ancible,
taking first prize for two collections. We noticed also
that Mr. Barker, gardener to the Duke of Newcastle, was
a succrssful exhibitor in tlus class. For Grapes Mr. Barker
was first in the class for four bunches. In a class for fruit

trees in pots. The King's Acre Nursery Company, Hereford,
were the only exhibitors, the first prize being awarded to
them for an excellent and representative collection of well-
grown fruit.

Honorary Exhibits.— "Si^ssis. Sutton and Sons set up a
grand collection of superbly grown specimens of their

speeialities in fruit, vegetables and flowers, and were
awarded a special gold medal.

Messrs. Clibran had a buautiful group of well-grown and
well-arranged plants, their pillar Roses being specially
attractive. Silver medal.
To Messrs. Dicksons, Limited, of Chester a gold medal

was awarded for a collection of herbaceous plants and
border Lilies, beautifully arranged.
A group of splendidly grown Carnations was shown by

Lady Grey of Enville Hall, Stourbridge (gardener, Mr.
Green). Gold medal.

Messrs. Webb and Sans of Stourbridge had a large-

collection of their novelties in fruit, flowers and vegetables,
all showing the highest possible culture. These were
arranged in a very attractive and delightful manner.
Two long tables were used, fixed at distances apart of
about 5 feet or 6 feet and parallel to one another, the
gangway between the tables being spanned with arches of
Sweet Pea flowers, which were much admired.

Messrs. Edwin Murray of Shrewsbury were awarded a
silver medal for Roses.

Messrs. Jarman and Co. were awarded a silver medal for

Roses, Sweet Peas, Pelargoniums and Centaureas.
Robert Sydenham, Limited, were awarded a silver

medal for a delightful exhibit of Sweet Peas, artistically

arranged in silver-plated flower-stands.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. of Edinburgh received a special

gold medal for a grand exhibition of Sweet Peas, Pansics
and Violas.

Messrs. Artindale and Sons of Sheffield were awarded
a silver medal for a collection of Pansies, Violas, Rambler
Roses and Gladioli.

THE NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION.

The tenth annual exhibition in connection with the above
society was held in the Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,
Westminster, on the 12th and 13th inst., and proved a
great success. Although the entries were not quite so
numerous as usual, the quality generally was the best that
has ever been seen, a fact that was most surprising con-
sidering the weather which had been experienced just
previously. Considerable comment was caused by the
disqualification of Sir Randolf Baker's exhibit in the
Sutton Challenge Cup class, owing to one vase having one
more spray in than was stipulated in the schedule. Of
course, as the rules of the society now stand there was no
other course open to the judges, but the fact remains that
the best fiowers shoNvn in this class did not receive the
premier, or, indeed, any award.

Competitive Classes.

Trade Excluded.—There were five entries in the Suttoi>

Cup class, where eighteen bunches of Sweet Peas, distinct,

were demanded, these to be selected from the varieties

recommended by the floral committee. The challenge

cup was well won (but afterwards disqualified) by Sir

Randolf Baker, Bart., M.P., Kanston, Blandford (gardener,
Mr. A. E. Usher), the fiowers shown here all being large,

clean and of superb colours. Among the most notable
sorts were A. J. Cook (very fine blue), Mrs. A. Ireland,

Marjorie Willis, Frank Dolby, Helen Lewis, The Marquia
and Mrs. C. W. Breadmore. We have never seen the
variety A. J. Cook staged in better condition than it was
in this exhibit. Second honours went to Mr. J. Haycocks,
Gyfela, Wrexham, who staged a good, though smaller,
lot of flowers, the colours, too, being somewhat fainter.

Helen Pierce, Aurora Spencer, Frank Dolby and Clara
Curtis were of more than usual merit here. The Right
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart., Wallington Hall, Camba
(gardener, Mr. E. Keith), was third ; Lady Fermor Hesketh,
Euston Neston. Towcester (gardener, Mr. G. F. Hallett),

fourth ; and Mrs. A. Tigwell, Harrow View, Greenford,
fifth. The first prize exhibit in this class was afterwards
disqualified owing to one vase containing twenty-one
sprays instead of twenty allowed, and the prizes were there-
fore awarded to the other exhibitors in the order named.
For twenty-four bundles of Sweet Peas, distinct, the

silver medal and cash offered as first prize were won by
Mrs. A. Tigwell with a very fine lot of clean flowers, the
colours, perhaps, in one or two instances being a little

weak. Elsie Herbert, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Senator
Spencer and Masterpiece were the best. Second prize
went to Mrs. A. J. Norris, Chipstead (gardener, Mr.
T. Harscroft), but the flowers here were badly spotted
and in many cases small. These were the only two ex-
hibits in this class.

The Henry Eckford Memorial class for twelve bunches,
distinct, was well contested, no fewer than seven exhibits
being staged. The Henry Eckford Memorial Challenge
Cup was won in fine style by Sir Randolf Baker. Bart.,
with really wonderful flowers. Lavender George Herbert
being perfect. Marjorie Linzee. Othello Spencer, The
King, Elsie Herbert and Mrs. C. W. Breadmore were also

in first-class condition. The silver medal and cash offered

as second prize went to E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Wobum
Place. Addlestone (gardener. Mr. T. Stevenson), who also

staged flowers of more than usual merit, his bunches of
Audrey Crier, Princess Juliana, Elsie Herbert, Asta Ohn
and Cole's Earl Spencer creating a considerable amount
of interest. The difference between the first and second prize

exhibits in this class was very small indeed. Mr. T. Jones,
Bryn Pen-y-lan. Ruabon, was a good third, Dazzler, Clara

Curtis and Masterpiece being his three best. Fourth was
won by F. A. Welleslcy. Esq.. J. P., Westfleld, Woking
(gardener, Mr. W. Hopkins).
For twelve bunches, distinct, each bunch to represent

a colour class, there were only two entries, first prize going
to Mrs. Tigwell, Harrow View, Greenford. who had good
bunches of Prince Olaf and Lord Nelson, the othen shown
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being of moderate quality only. The second prize group
was shown by Lady Fermor Hesketh, Clara Curtis and
Helen Pierce being the two best varieties.

In the class for six bunches, distinct, the varieties Master-
piece and Mis. Hugh Dickson to be included, there were
seven entries, Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., once more proving
the leading winner. Hia bunches of Mrs. Hugh Dickson,
Elsie Herbert and Othello Spencer were exceedingly praise-
worthy. Second prize went to Mr. T. Jones, lluabon, who
had wonderful examples of Eric Harvey and Mrs. Hugh
Dickson. E. P. Broad, Esq., Rosehill, Par Station, Corn-
wall (gardener, Mr. W. H. Prophet), was third ; and E. G.
Mocatta, Esq. (gardener, Mr. T. Stevenson), was fourth.

Five entries were staged for the Breadmore Challenge
Plate offered for twelve varieties, distinct, these to be in
general commerce. E. P. Broad, Esq., was the champion
here, showing flowers of very high quality indeed. James
Grieve was exceptionally rich in primrose, and other
notable sorts were Mrs. A. Ireland, Paradise Red Flake,
Mrs. C. W. Breadmore and Prince Olaf. Second prize
went to Dr. J. E. Pliillips, Malpas, Cheshire, who had a
fine vase of Clara Curtis in his exhibit. Third and fourth
prizes went respectively to Mr. E. Cowdy, Greenhall,
Longhall, County Armagh, and G. Stevenson, Esq., Chad-
worth Cottage, Esher (gardener, Mr. W. Chalker).
The class for six bunches, distinct, was a well -contested

one, premier honours being won by the Right Hon. Sir

G. O. Trevelyan, Bart., with flowers of large size and good
colour, Marjorie Linzee, Tom Bolton and John Ingman
being the best three. Second prize went to Mr. F. J.

Harrison, Rosedene, Ulverston, whose exhibit included
A very good vase of Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes. Third and
fourth prizes were won respectively by A. W. Stirling,

Esq., Holme Lea, Goring (gardener, Mr. A. Moring), and
Edward Otter, Esq., Stanhope Park, Greenford.
No fewer than thirteen exhibits were staged in the Hum-

phrey class, in which the Humphrey Silver Cup and cash
were offered as first prize for three bunches, distinct, the
varieties to be selected from those put into commerce
during or since the autumn of 1908. The cup was well

,

won by Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., with splendid flowers
of Earl Spencer, America Spencer and Lavender George '

Herbert. Second prize went to E. G. Mocatta, Esq.,
Addlestone, for superb bundles of Silas Cole, Princess
Juliana and America Spencer ; and third prize was won ,

by E. P. Broad, Esq., Cornwall, who had Snowflake, Mrs.
A. Ireland and Nancy Perkin. ,

Open to All.
'

{Exhibitors in Small Orowers' Section Excepted.)

The classification class for eighteen varieties, distinct,
not more than one variety of any colour given in the classi-

fication, brought out quite a number of entries, the first

prize being well won by Sir Randolf Baker. Bart., with a 1

remarkably good lot of flowers. The King, Mrs. A. Ireland,
Prince Olaf, Helen Pierce and Mrs. H. Sykes were the
best bunches. Mr. C. W. Breadmore, Winchester, was :

«econd, his group including very fine examples of Mrs. H.
Sykes and Helen Pierce. Third and fourth prizes were '

won in the order named by Mr. J. Box, Lindfield, Sussex,
and the Right Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

For sixteen bunches of Sweet Peas, to consist of two
!

bunches each of stated varieties, the first prize again went
I

to Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., who had Picotee, A. J. Cook
and Nora Unwin in fine condition. Second prize went to

'

Mrs. A. Tigwell, Greenford. who was the only other ex-
|

hibitor and whose flowers were rather small.
The class for twenty-four bunches, distinct, only brought '

forth two entries, both exhibits, however, being of very
I

-good quality. First prize was won by Mr. C. W. Bread-
j

more, Winchester, who had Jlrs. Townsend, Mrs. Bread-
more, Helen Pierce, Elsie Herbert and Sybil Eckford in 1

first-class condition. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., had to be
content with second place in this class, his flowers of Earl '

Spencer, Mrs. H. Sykes and a much waved pale blue
:

flaked unnamed seedling being, however, of very good
,

quality.
For twelve bunches, distinct, Messrs. E. W. King and

I

Co., Coggeshall, Essex, were a good first, their exhibit
containing superb flowers of Anglian Pink, Anglian Orange
and Clara Curtis. F. A. Wellesley, Esq., Woking, was

|

second, Earl Spencer being extra good in his exhibit.
;

Third and fourth prizes went respectively to Mr. A. Bliller,

Newport, Isle of Wight, and Mr. G. Humphreys, Langley '

Nurseries, Chippenham.
In the class for one bunch of new Sweet Peas, one variety

only, to be selected from varieties not put into commerce,
the competition was exceptionally good, first prize being
won by Mr. C. W. Breadmore with Iris, a beautiful true
salmon pink waved variety on cream ground. Second !

prize went to Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, who had Earl Spencer ;

and third to E. P. Broad, Esq., Cornwall, for a bunch of
Dazzler. i

Sweet Peas with Waved Standards.
,

Trade excluded.—^For twelve bunches, distinct, E. G. '

Mocatta, Esq., Woburn Place, Addlestone (gardener, Mr.
T. Stevenson), was the champion, his fine lot embrac-

1

ing Dazzler, Mrs. Charles Foster (blue). Clara Curtis,
Mrs. Hugh Dickson (pink and cream). John Ingman, 1

Black Knight, Helen Lewis, Rosie Adams, Spencer
,

America, Etta Dyke, Sunproof Crimson and Evelyn
Hemus. A very fine lot, admirably grown and well
staged. E. J. Johnstone, Esq., Burrs Wood, Groom-
bridge (gardener, Mr. A. T. Paskett), was second, his
Lavender George Herbert, and Etta Dyke being very
fine. Sir Charles Hadden, K.C.B. (gardener, Mr. Hayles),
was third.
For six bunches, distinct, H. le Blanc Smith, Esq., Standon,

Wilts (gardener, Mr. Maclean), was first, staging good
vases of Princess Juliana, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore and
Constance Oliver. Mr. F. J. Harrison, Ulverston, was
placed second with excellent vases of Mrs. Townsend and

Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes ; A. W. Stirling, Esq., Holme Lea,
Goring, coming in a good third. There were eight com-
petitors in this class.

For four bunches of Sweet Peas, to consist of Colleen,
Queenie, Winifred Deal and Winsome, Sir Randolf Baker,
Bart., M.P., was the first prize-winner.
For three bunches, distinct, E. P. Broad, Esq., Cornwall,

was first. He had very fine vases of Lavender George
Herbert, Paradise Ivory and George Herbert. Mr. J.
Haycock was second ; and Mr. A. L. Thomas, Kenley,
third. There were fourteen competitors here.
For three bunches of pink Sweet Peas with waved

standards, distinct, E. P. Broad, Esq., was again first with
Olive Bolton, Mrs. H. Sykes and Audrey Crier. Dr. J. E.
Phillips, Malpas, Cheshire, was second ; and Mr. F. J.
Harrison, Ulverston, third. There were six competitors
in this class, none of whom apparently complied with the
schedule, the flowers being judged on their merits as shown.
For two bunches of cream pink Sweet Peas, E. P. Broad,

Esq., was once more to the front with Constance Oliver
' and Mrs. H. Bell in exceUent condition. Sh: Randolf
I Baker, Bart., M.P., was second, showing Syeira Lee and
Mrs. H. Bell in fine form.
Open to All.—In Class 20, for twelve bunches of waved

,

Sweet Peas, distinct, offered for sale during the autumn
of 1908 orspring, 1909, Unwin and Spencer types admitted,

I the E. W. King Challenge Cup was won by E. P. Broad,
;

Esq., who showed in admirable style Phenomenal, Mrs. A.
Ireland, George Herbert.. St. George, Mrs. Charles Foster,
Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Nora Unwin, Meuie Christie,

,

Elsie Herbert, Prince of Asturias and Mrs. H. Sykes. This
exhibitor was the winner of this cup last year. The Rev.
O. Turner, Woburn Park. Weybridge (gardener, Mr. A.
Basile), was second, his Helen Lewis, Elsie Herbert and
Mrs. Hugh Dickson being very good. Dr. J. E. Phillips

' was third. There were a dozen competitors in this im-
portant class, the exhibits being of remarkable excellence
throughout.
For a display of Sweet Peas on a space 4 feet by 3 feet,

,

Mr. Robert Bolton, Warton, Carnforth, was awarded the
first prize, this consisting of the Burpee Challenge Cup

' and gold medal, his vases of Clara Curtis, Earl Spencer
and a blue, bronze-shaded seedling being very fine. Elsie
Herbert (white, pink bordered) was also excellent. Mr.

I

James Box, Lindfleld, Sussex, was second, his Apple
Blossom and Paradise Ivory being fine examples.

I

For twelve bunches of Sweet Peas, to consist of given
I varieties. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., M.P., Blandford
,
(gardener, Mr. A. E. Usher), was first. He showed Senator
Spencer, Tennant Spencer, Asta Ohn, Queen Victoria,
Etta Dyke. Flora Norton and F. Morse, all in splendid form.

,

Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, was second. Nora Spencer,
Miriam Beaver, White Spencer and Flora Norton were all

' fine. Mr. Robert Wright, Forraby, was third.
For six bunches, distinct. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart.,

M.P., was again first with Othello, Countess Spencer,
' Clara Curtis, King Edward, Etta Dyke and George Herbert.

I

Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, was second ; and third prize went
to Mr. F. J. Harrison, Ulverston.
For four bunches of the American Sweet Peas Miriam

,

Beaver, Senator Spencer, Marie Coreili and W. T. Hutchins,
1
Sir Randolf Baker. Bart.. M.P., was first with very fine

I vases of flowers. Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon, and Mr. Robert
I

Wright, Formby, followed in the order named.
In the maiden growers' class, for six bunches of Sweet

I
Peas, distinct, Mr. George Reid, Downfleld, Dundee, was

I
first. He had Arthur Unwin, Masterpiece, Douglas Unwin

I

and ftlrs. Hugh Dickson in very fine condition. Dr. J. E.
Phillips, Malpas, Cheshire, was second ; and Mr. G. Baldvidn,
Greenford Green, third.

Special Division lor Small Growers.—In the Horace
Wright Challenge Class for twelve bunches of Sweet Peas,
distinct, Mr. F. Green, Morris Road. Southampton, was
first. He had capital vases of Elsie Herbert, Clara Curtis,
Helen Lewis, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes. Etta Dyke, Mrs.
Collier and others. Mrs. Howard Young, Filton Avenue,
Bristol, was second with a pretty display ; and Mr.
L. C. B. Hockin. Sutton Green, whose flowers were ex-
cellently arranged, was third.

For six bunches of Sweet Peas, to represent six different
colour classes, the Walter Voss Challenge Cup was won by
Mr. E. D. Marshall, Eariy Rise, Readmg. who had Clara
Curtis, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, Etta Dvke, Constance
Oliver. John Ingman and Elsie Herbert. Mr. W. J. James,
Bedford, and Mr. J. A. Bull, Chelmsford, followed in the
order named.
For six bunches of Sweet Peas with waved standards,

Mr. C. R. Jaggs, Hertford Heath, Herts, was first with
King Edward, Douglas Unwin, Mrs. Breadmore. Constance
Oliver. Arthur Unwin and Marjorie Willis. Mr. W. Mousley,
Ashford, Middlesex, was second ; and Mr. F. Stratford,
Hemel Hempstead, third.

For three bunches of Sweet Peas, distinct, first prize
went to Mr. F. Green, Southampton, for good bunches of
Flora Norton, George Stark and Dorothy Eckford. Mr.
E. H. Guy and Mr. W. W. Powell, Gamlingay, Sandy,
were second and third respectively.
For three bunches of Sweet Peas, distinct, waved

varieties only, Mr. C. R. Jaggs, Hertford Heath, Herts,
was first, showing Marjorie Willis, Mrs. Breadmore and
Arthur Unwin in capital form. filr. W. G. Cramp. 175,
Fallsbrook Road, Streatham, was second ; and Mr. F.
Green, Southampton, third. The last-named exhibitor
had Miriam Beaver in particularly fine form.
For two bunches of cream pink Sweet Peas, Mr. W.

Mousley, Ashford, Middlesex, was first with Mrs. Hugh
Dickson and Constance Oliver ; Mr. L. H. Hatting. The
Nest, Hornchurch. coming second.
Open to Lady Members Only.—For a decoration of Sweet

Peas for the dinner-table, Mrs. W. Maslin, Ongar Hill
Cottages, Addlestone, was first with pink and cream-
coloured Peas in company with the finest Grasses and traUs

of Selaginclla ; a light, elegant and artistic arrangement.
Mrs. A. Robinson. Park Hill. Carshalton. was second, her
elegant arrangement having Peas of diverse colours, with
sprays of Ivy, Lonicera japonica aureo reticulata and
Asparagus. Third prize went to Mrs. de Buriatte, Wrays-
bury, whose low-placed arrangement was very beautifully
done. There were eleven tables displayed in this ever-
fascinating competition, the whole being delightfully and
artistically arranged.
For an epergne or any suitable stand of Sweet Peas,

first prize went to Mrs. W. Maslin, whose epergne con-
tained pink and creamy coloured Peas, mth light sprays
of Gypsophila, Lonicera and other things; a really charm-
ing arrangement. Mrs. Yokes. Woking, and Miss M.
Jones, Soiilton Road, Wem, were second and third re-
respectively.

For a vase of Sweet Peas, mixed coloiurs. Mrs. Yokes was
first, having a most handsome arrangement in pink, cream
and blue. Mrs. Maslin was second with a very fine arrange-
ment ; and Miss M. Jones, Wem, tliird.

For two button-holes, two stems only in each, and one
spray of Sweet Peas, Mrs. W. Fulcher, Chelmsford, was
first; and Mrs. H. P. Cottam, King's Langley. second.

New Yarieties.
The following varieties, which were judged by the floral

committee at the trials, and bunches of which were shown
at the exhibition, received recognition :

Stirling Stent.—This may be regarded as the new Sweet
Pea of the year, as it received a first-class certificate and
also the society's silver medal offered for the best novelty.
It is described as a waved salmon orange. From Mr. J.
Agate. Havant, Hants.
Arthur Green.—A deep purple waved flower, which, as

shown, did not appear to possess any special merit. From
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Rothesay. Award of merit.

Cherry Ripe.—A cerise scarlet waved flower of good
size and substance. From Messrs. Gilbert and Sons,
Dyke, Bourne, Lines. Award of merit.

Mrs. Hugh Dickson.—This may best be described as a
glorified Mrs. Henry Bell, the cream and pink colours being
very pronounced. A good variety. From Messrs. Dobbie
and Co. Award of merit.

Masterpiece.—A lavender - coloured variety, the flower
of which is waved and the standard suffused with rose.
From Messrs. Dobbie and Co. Award of merit.

NoN-coMPETiTm; Groups.
Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard, had a pretty display of

these flowers, making a great feature of their new mauve
and white waved Pea Mrs. Townsend. It is a pretty and
dainty variety of much excellence. James Grieve (cream)
was also well shown. Silver medal.

Messrs. Jones and Sons, Coton Hill Nurseries, Shrews-
bury, had an effective display, arranging overhead arches
with glass bowls filled with the flowers. Clara Curtis
(yellow). Earl Spencer and Mrs. Breadmore were notable
sorts. Silver-gilt medal.

Messrs. KeKvay and Son, Langport, staged handsome
vases of flowers, of which Rlrs. H. Bell, Paradise Ivory,
Miriam Beaver (a lovely rose and cream) Harold (a good
yellow shade) and Mrs. Hugh Dickson were among the
best. SUver medal.

Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggeshall, Essex, had
lovely vases and stands of Clara Curtis, yellow

;
Queen

Mary, cream and pink ; Mrs. William King ; Anglian
Orange, a new variety of merit ; Nancy Perkin, salmon
orange ; and Anglian Pink, a very fine flower, these being
the best in a large and showy lot. Gold medal.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, had a large exhibit
of Sweet Peas arranged in delightful fashion and with
consummate skill. From some fifty varieties of high
excellence we select Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, blush pink

;

Helen Lewis, salmon ; Evelyn Hemus, cream and pink ;

Asta Ohn, rosy lavender ; Captain of the Blues (Spencer) ;

Othello, dark bronze ; and Sutton's Queen, apricot on
cream, a lovely thing. In a colour scheme arrangement
salmon pink and light blue shades were very charming.
Gold medal.

Mr. C. W. Breadmore, Winchester, had some very fine
vases of Mrs. Henry Bell ; Nancy Perkin, orange ; Elsie
Herbert, white and pink ; Constance Oliver, cream and
rose ; and Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, cream and pink. Gold
medal.
H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham. had a particularly

fine stand of Beatrice Stevens, a very fine white-
flowered variety.

Miss Hemus, Upton-on-Sevem, staged many good vases
of flowers, Evelyn Hemus, Paradise Brilliant, Zarina
(a shade of Godetia pink and salmon). Primrose Paradise
and Paradise Apple Blossom. Guy Hemus (pale blue)
was also very fine. Silver medal.

Mr. Robert Bolton, Carnforth, displayed handsome
vases of Prince of Orange, Mrs. Breadmore. Earl Spencer
(very fine), Tom Bolton (maroon bronze) and Mrs. Charles
Foster (pink and mauve with bronze pink bordering).
Gold medal.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, showed in excellent
condition handsome vases of Mrs. Hugh Dickson (pink),
Masterpiece (a very fine blue), Mrs. C. W. Breadmore
(cream, pink bordered), together \vith Yankee, Clara
Curtis and St. George. Gold medal.

Messrs. G. Stark and Son, Great Ryburgh, Norfolk,
exhibited an interesting gathering of flowers of many
varieties, Messrs. William Atlee Burpee and Co., Phila-
delphia, U.S.A., staging a small lot. Silver medal.

Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, had a very showy and
artistically arranged exhibit, Mrs. Henry Bell, Elsie Herbert
and Evelyn Hemus being among the more prominent in
the group. Silver-gilt medal.

Mr. WUtiam Deal, Kelvedon, Essex, had many vases
of flowers, Deal's Colleen, in rose and pinky white, being
very charming. Silver medal.
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Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Limited, Farnham, Surrey,
displayed a showy lot of Howcrs in many excelloiit varieties.

Silver" medal.
Mr. W. U. Cautley, Bury St. Edmunds, had excellent

vases of Evelyn Reifius, Betty Cautley and Masterpiece
among many good sorts. Silver medal.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark, Limited, Dover, staged an ex-
tensive lot of tlowers. the centre group of James Urieve
<yellow) being very tine. Silver medal.

Mr. J. Stevenson. Wimborne. displayed in capital style
Orange Queen, Kosie Adams (bronze and purple),
Henry Eckford, Mrs. Hardcastlc Sykes, Colleen and others.
Silver medal.

Mr. W. E. Alsen, Denmead, Hants, had a small group
particularly well displayed, Stirling Stent (orange scarlet)
feeing exceptionally good and well colovired. Silver medal.

Messrs. J. K. King and Sons, Coggeshall, Essex, had a
nice exliibit of fresh-looking flowers, Asta Ohn (Spencer),
Paradise Ivory. Mrs. Henry Bell, Miss Bieberstedt (blue)
and Harold (yellow) being very fine. Silver medal.

Robert Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham, had an
artistically arranged group, setting the flowers in
silvered ornaments, arches and the like, the result being
light and elegant. Queen Victoria (Spencer), Prince of
Orange. Evelyn Hemus and Miriam Beaver (cream and
pink) were among the most beautiful varieties. Silver
medal.

Messrs. Walter Voss and Co., Limited, Millwall, Loudon,
had an extensive arrangement, showing many good standard
varieties in capital condition.

Mr. W. J. Unwin, Histon, Cambs, displayed a capital
Jot of flowers in handsome bunches, Clara Curtis, Freda
Unwin (blue), Helen Lewis, Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Frank
Dolby (deep blue), Nettie Jenkins (pale blue, very pleasing)

:

and Mrs. W. J. Unwin all being well shown. Silver-gUt
medal.

Rural table decorations were seen from Mr. J. Williams,
Oxford Road, Ealing, and Robert Sydenham, Limited,
Birmingham.
The balcony at the end of the hall was most tastefully

<lecorated by Messrs. C. H. Curtis and D. Tigwell, Palms,
Sweet Peas and trails of Smilax being very effectively

Arranged. This added greatly to the beauty of the show.
Silver-gilt medal.
The numerous Palms used in the hall were supplied by

Messrs. William Cutbuab and Sons, Highgate.

NATIONAL AMATEUR GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The exhibition and garden-party held under the auspices
of the above association in the Royal Botanic Gardens.
Regent's Park, on Saturday, the 9th inst., was favoured
with rather better weather than had been experienced for
some time past, and the members enjoyed the function all

the more in consequence. The exhibition, although not
a very large one. was distinctly interesting, embracing a
great variety of subjects, in which several members of the
-association did their best to display the results of their
cultural skill and dispose the subjects artistically in the
respective classes. When it is taken into consideration
that the majority of the members follow their calling in
the City of London and its environs during the day, and have
limited time at their disposal in which to arrange their
exhibits, much credit is due to those who displayed their
products so well as to merit the favourable consideration i

of the judges.
Mr. G. W. Cook of North Finchley, N., the esteemed

hon. treasurer of the National Rose Society, succeeded in
;

winning the president's gold medal for the best display of
Roses set up on a given space ou tliis occasion. This
exhibit was excellent, and embraced many types and
species of the Rose, several of which were well represented,

i

in another class for table decoration for Sweet Peas, the '

wife of the hon. secretary, Mrs. Poulton of New Bamet,
won leading honours with blossoms very lightly and
artistically disposed in silver stands. Mrs. W. D. Barnes,
Clapton, gained second place. These were just a few of
the special classes which call for notice.

The trade set up miscellaneous collections that were of
great interest to the members. Mr. Amos Perry,
Winchmore Hill, N., showed hardy flowers attractively

;

Hobbies, Limited, had a large group of decorative Roses
;

Mr. Howard H. Crane, Highgate, had a large and compre-
hensive display of Violas and Violettas ; Mr. W. J. Unwin,
Histon, Cambs, a beautiful collection of Sweet Peas ;

Messrs. Brown, Roses, embracing almost every type, which
were displayed in a large table group ; Mr. J. B. Riding,
Chingford, exhibition and other Violas; besides a number
of horticultural sundries, each of which contributed beauty
to the show.

During the afternoon Mr. R. F. Felton, the well-known
'

florist of Hanover Square, gave practical demonstrations i

of the ways of displaying flowers artistically in table decora-
tion and bouquets, and was listened to by a large company
lor a considerable time.

NORFOLK AND NORWICH ROSE SHOW.
Tms fixture was held on Thursday, July 7, in the beautiful
grounds of Carrow Abbey and Carrow House, Norwich,
by kind permission of the Right Hon. James Stuart and
the Misses Colman. Unfortunately, the weather was
about as bad as it couid be. As a result also of many days
of heavy rain and hail, some growers could not send their
blooms.

Mr. H. Morse, Eaton, Norwich, was the only trade
grower to make a display. He had some very fair blooms
of the newer kinds, including a large quantity of The
Lyon, and these came in for much admiration. The medal
for the best bloom was secured by Mr. T. Notley, gardener
to E. G. Buxton, Esq., Catton, for a superb Frau Karl
Dnischki.

I
The Rev. J. A. L. Fellowes won the challenge cup for

the best thirty-six blooms, distinct, and also another
challenge cup for twenty-four blooms grown by an amateur.
Mr. R. Balls, gardener to Miss Penrice. Wctton, gained
flrst for twelve blooms, one variety, with that good old
Rose La France. Garden or cluster Roses were poorly
represented.
Sweet Peas were a great feature, and these si-emed to

have come through the weather much better than the
Roses. A keen fight was witnessed for the challenge cup
presented by Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Limited, Norwich,
for the best twenty-four bunches, distinct. Mr. T. Notley,
last year's winner, again secured it. His blooms were
massive, with extra stout, long stems, and the arrangement
was carried out to the best advantage.

Mr. Lewis Smith, gardener to Robert Fellowes, Esq.,
Shotesham Park, Norfolk, made a beautiful display of
forty-c'ii,'ht bunches of distinct herbaceous flowers. He
had some very choice subjects in the group, and they were
arranged and set up as well as one could wish. This was
considered the best exlubit in the show, and as such it

received the silver-gilt medal of the Royal Horticultural
Society. Mr. Smith also secured first position with exotic
flowers, his Orchids, Gloriosa and other subjects being
greatly admii^d. Mr. Quin. gardener to Lord Stafford,
Cossey Hall, was a large exhibitor and prize-winner in the
Sweet Pea classes, and he had also in the fruit section the
best single bunch of black Grapes. Mr. W. Chettlcburgh,
gardener to Colonel Rous, Worstead, Norfolk, had some
fine herbaceous flowers, and especially worthy of comment
were his blooms of Tigridia colchiflora and Chrysan-
themum maximum Queen Alexandra. He was also the
recipient of many prizes in the fruit and vegetable
sections, special mention being duo of his Peaches and
Nectarines.

Mr. W. Hilsdon, gardener to Sir Frederick Adair, Bart.,
FlLxton Hall, Suffolk, won flrst place for thirty-six bunches
of hardy flowers, the colours of his early Gladioli being
very intense. Mr. Hilsdon had the best collection of fruit,
Grapes, Figs and Peaches in the group being very choice
and well finished. Mr. William Allan, Gunton Park
Gardens, was in liis best form in the Carnation sections,
his blooms of St. Cecilia being superb examples. He also
exhibited several dishes of the renowned Gunton strains
of Strawberries, and these were in every class winners of
prizes.

Vegetables were well represented. The best collection
came from Captain Jickling, Catfleld Hall. Tomatoes
and salads were well shown by Mr. William Laws, gardener
to G. E. Wliite, Esq., Eaton, Norwich. The best Peas
were staged by Mr. Welby, gardener to F. A. Bainbridge,
Esq., Hethersett. Lettuces were abundant, and had
evidently profited by the wet weather. Onions, Cauli-
flowers, Turnips and Beans were all well shown.
The trade growers made some interesting displays.

Messrs. Daniels Brothers, Limited, Norwich, made a fine
feature of Sweet Peas. They also had a good array of
Carnations and Roses and a varied collection of greenhouse
subjects in pots.

Messrs. G. Stark and Son, Ryburgh, maintained their
reputation with some very good blooms of the newest
varieties of Sweet Peas. Messrs. William Cutbush and
Son, Highgate, N., put up a good display of herbaceous
flowers and aquatic plants. Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech,
made a pretty show of Orchids in pots, many choice sub-
jects being in evidence. Mr. Robert Holmes, Tuckswood
Farm, Norwich, demonstrated to advantage the utUity of
the new Phenomenal Berr>'. He exhibited sprays as cut
from the plant and covered with ripe fruit. These fruits
are twice the size of a well-grown Loganberry.

BATH ROSE SHOW.
The annual summer show was held in the Sydney Gardens,
Bath, on Wednesday and Thursday, July 6 and 7. The
exhibits, on the whole, were of high merit, but several
prominent growers were absent from the Rose section.
Mr. Conway Jones, who always brings such beautiful
blooms, was unable to come, as the recent rains had com-
pletely spoilt his flowers. Mr. HUl Gray was also away.
The King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, and Messrs. D. Prior
and Son, Cheltenham, did not stage in the nurserymen's

In the nurserymen and open classes, Messrs. A. Dickson,
Newtownards, Ireland, took five firsts and the silver medal
ofi'ered by the National Rose Society for the best Hybrid
Perpetual among the professional classes, which was taken
with a fine specimen of A. K. Wflliams. In their other
exhibits one noticed the splendid colour, form and shape of
the Roses. Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Mme. Paul Olivier,
Victor Hugo, Lady Ashtown, Xavier Olibo and the Lyon
Rose were superb. The Rev. T. G. W. Henslow, Stanton
St. Quintin, and the Rev. R. Powley, Upton, Scudamore.
headed nearly all the amateur classes. The former gained
sLx firsts and the latter four and a second with blooms that
fell little short in point of form to those exhibited in the
growers' classes. The Rev. T. Henslow also secured the silver
medal for the best Hybrid Perpetual or Hybrid Tea in the
amateur classes with Dean Hole. Mrs. Edward Mawley
won the silver medal for the best Tea or Noisette in the
nurserymen's and amateurs' classes. The successful exhibi-
tors were Mr. John Mattock in the former, and the Rev.
R. Powley in the latter.

The decorative arrangement of Roses, in which Mr.
Roland Adams, Bath, took first, was very inteiesting.
The stands consisted of Frau Karl Druschki, Marquise de
Sinety, Celia and Betty, long graceful sprays of Brunoni
showing up effectively behind the stands. The second
and third prizes went to Messrs. A. A. Walters and Sons
and Messrs. Cooling and Sons, Bath.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon displayed a fine coflec-
tion of Begonias, the doubles, singles, crested and frilled
being seen at their beat. They were awarded the first

prize. The classes for cut blooms and plants were finely
represented, and Mr. A. C. Palmer and Mr. John Walter?
carried all with one exception, namely, one of the flrst

prizes.

The Strawberries were seen in much better condition
than was anticipated. In the class for six dishes Mr.
John Ricketts was first. Thomas Laxton and Eleanor
were the best dishes, and the colour of these was very
good, l-'or three dishes Mr. Tliomas Evry heat tlie previous
winner, and in his exhibit Laxton's Fillbasket was of
fine colour and good shape. Royal Sovereign won Mr.
J. Uickctts the flrst in a class for one dish. lie also won
the highest honours for the heaviest berries.
A large group of plants was put up by Major H. Doherty,

Bath, who for the fourth time in succession has secured
flrst prize. Among the exhibits were some very fine
Orchids, Laelia purpurata. Brassia verrucosa, Oncidiums
and otiiers. These, combined with some higlily coloured
Crotons, Carnations, Francoas and Liliums. niade up a
very choice group. It was designed by Mr. W. Sims,
head-gardener. The prize for a table of plants 12 feet by
3 feet also went to Major Doherty. Caladiums, Fuchsia
triphylla. Amarantus, Schizanthus and Nemesias were
principally used.

Messrs. Rich and Co., Bath, were first for a collection of
herbaceous flowers, and these were well displayed. The
front was arched, and various Pansies and Delphiniums,
Iris and Spirsea were conspicuous.
The table decorations were very pretty and effective.

The first prize for a dinner table (open) was won by Sir
Howell Davies, M.P., Bristol (gardener, Mr. Curtis), who
utilised to fine advantage Cattleyas and Lselio-Cattleyas,
Cosmos and Bridal Wreath, with trails of beautiful leaves.
Mr. Edwin Viner, Frome, came second with a well-worked

-

out table, on which he used principally and with fine effect

Cattleyas Mossise, Harrisonii and superba, Odonto-
glossums and Oncidiums, brightened up by yellow flowers.
Mr. E. Fisher, Batheaston. was third. His was a charming
table of Roses, the exquisite blending of the colours being
very telling. There was a large entry for the Sweet Pea
table. With a superb table blending to apricot shades
Mr. E. Viner was first, and Sirs. M. L. Pierce, Bristol,
second. A lightly arranged epergne, in which Buttercups,
Poppies, Daisies, Grasses and the foliage of Herb Robert
were principally used, won for Mrs. T. H. Woodland,
Frome, the first prize in the class for an epergne of wild
flowers.

Tht! Sweet Pea was shown better than at previous
exhibitions, and Mr. George Humphries, Chippenham,
secured the flrst prize in the classes for twelve and six
bunches. His flowers were nearly all fours, and were very
fresh and clean. For Messrs. Webb's prize for six bunches
of Sweet Peas, Mr. E. Viner beat Lord Devon and Captain
Walter Long with a superb display. Asta Ohn and Helen
Lewis were particularly good.
The great feature of the show consisted of the trade

exhibits. Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, were awarded
a gold medal for flowers, fruit and vegetables. The exhibit
ran the length of the table decoration tent. Lflium gigan-
teum, Sweet Williams (Pink Beauty and Sutton's Scarlet),

Lupines (pink and yellow). Gaillardias, Delpluniums.
Chrysanthemum maximum, Sutton's Queen and other of
the choicest varieties of Sweet Peas were effectively

arranged. There were about forty varieties of Melons.
Sutton's Paris Favourite and Cantaloupe being two of the
best. The length of the Peas was in most cases 6 inches and
over, and Sutton's Centenary was very fine. Sutton's
Intermediate Carrot was 18 inches in length and 3 inches
across. Some twenty varieties of Tomatoes were included,
and Abundance was the best dish. Celery, Mushrooms
and Artichokes were also good.
A gold medal also went to Messrs. Young and Co. of

Cheltenham for their exhibit of Perpetual-flowering Car-
nations. May Day, White Perfection, Rose Enchantress,
Mrs. H. Burnett, Cecilia, Yellow Queen, Carola, Britannia
and Cheltonia (one of their own) were among those shown.

Mr. F. Eames, Frome, was awarded a sflver-gflt medal
for a show of herbaceous flowers. Geraniums and alpine
plants. Silver medals went to Messrs. A. A. Walters
and Sons, Bath, for herbaceous flowers ; Mr. J. Milbum.
Bath, for alpines ; Mr. W. H. Coles, Bath, for Geraniimis
and Gloxinias ; and Messrs. Blackmore and I^ingdon for

Delphiniums.

HANLEY HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
As usual, this exhibition was this year of a very high stan-
dard, pot plants, Roses and Sweet Peas being shown in

abundance, the quality generally leaving little to be
desired. Thanks to the energetic secretarj-, Mr. W.
Poulson, and the committee the arrangements were ex-
cellent in every way.

Roses.—For seventy-two varieties, distinct, Messrs. R.
Harkness and Co., Hitcliin, were the champions, staging
a wonderful lot of flowers, conspicuous among which were
Mrs. T. Roosevelt and Lyon. Second honours fell to The
King's Acre Nurseries, Limited, Hereford. Mr. W. H.
Frettingham, Beeston, was third; and Messrs. Perkins
and Sons, Coventry, fourth.

In the classes for forty-eight blooms, distinct, and
thirty-six blooms, distinct, Messrs. Harkness and Co. were
flrst with flowers of considerable merit, followed in each
Instance by The King's Acre Nurseries, Limited. Messrs.
Perkins and Sons were placed first for twenty-four Hybrid
Teas, distinct, their flowers here being a good and extra
well-coloured lot. Messrs. Harkuess and Co. were first

for twelve blooms of any white variety ; Mr. Frettingham
flrst for a similar number of any pink Rose ; and Mr. W. T.
Mattock, Headington, for twenty-four Teas, a superb
bloom of White IVIaman Cochet being noticed in his stand.

Plants.—This is always a good and interesting section
at Hanley. and this year the classes were, as usual, well

filled. The principal class was very closely contested.
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five competitors trying conclusioDsT So'close was the com-
|

petition that an umpire had tobe,'calIed in by the judges
before a decision could be made, first honours being even-
tually awarded to Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons of Cheltenham
for a beautifully arranged collection of well-grown plants.

Mr. W. Holmes' of Chesterfield was, as may be imagined,
a very close second, his group showing clever design and
well-grown material. Mr. W. Vause, Leamington, and
Messrs. R. Simpson and Sons, York, followed in the order
named.

In the amateurs* section for a group of plants, first honours
went to J. Tams, Esq., Stone, Staffs, who had a very
brilliant display, Clerodendrons and Gloxinias being ex-

ceptionally good. Mrs. Swan, Halston Hall, Oswestry,
was second, the plants here being of good quality, but the
arrangement rather heavy. For a group of Orchids
100 feet square, Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons were placed
first, their group being worthy of the highest praise.

Cypripediums and Odontoglossums in particular called

for special mention. Messrs. Cypher were also first for

six specimen stove plants in bloom, for six foliage and for

six fiowering plants. For a group of Carnations, the Bight
Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbur>^ was the only exhibitor, this

exhibit, however, being considered by the judges worthy
of first prize.

Sweet Peas and Hardy Flowers.—These were exceed-
ingly good, the colours in most instances being very bright.

The principal winners m the Sweet Pea section were Mr.
William Chapman, New Oscott, Erdington, Birmingham;
Mr. Robert Madeley, Market Drayton; and Mr. J. Bowler,
Woodseaues. In the large class for a collection of hardy
flowers, Messrs. R. Harkness and Co., Hitchin, were the
champions. Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., Bedale, and Messrs.

Artindale and Son, Sheffield, followed in the order named.
Fruit.—The principal class here was for a table of

fourteen dishes of fruit ornamented ^vith flowers and
foliage. Mr. J. H. Goodacrc, Elvaston Castle Gardens,
was the champion here with a very fine display, particu-

larly praiseworthy being his Nectarines, Peaches. Figs
and Grapes. Mr. W. Parker, Orford House Gardens,
Market Rasen, was second ; Mr. William Nicholl, Carlton

Towers Gardens, Yorkshire, third ; and Messrs. Lewis
and Sproson, Stoke-on-Trent, fourth. Mr. Goodacre was
also first for twelve dishes of fruit, .Mr. Parker and Mr.
Nicholl following in the order named.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. E. Webb and Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, had
a wonderful arrangement of flowers and vegetables. On
a temple-like structure Sweet Peas were very freely dis-

played, at the base of these being finely netted Melons,
vegetables of the best quality. Gloxinias in many superb
colour shades. Lilies and other flowers, the whole exhibit

being most praiseworthy. In addition to a gold medal
this exhibit was awarded the silver cup offered for the
best non-competitive group in the show. This is the
third year in succession that Messrs. Webb have won this

cup, which now becomes their absolute property. Mr.
Henry Eckford, the well-known Sweet Pea specialist of

Wem, had a very fine display of Sweet Peas ; Sir. H. N.
Ellison. West Bromwich, Ferns ; Messrs. Clibrans. Altrin-

cham, Roses and ornamental shrubs ; Mr. W. L. Pattison,

Shrewsbury. Violas ; and Messrs. Dicksons, Chester,

hardy herbaceous flowers. The floral decoration and many
smaller competitive classes were well filled ; but owing to
the demand on our space caused by the reports of so many
other shows, we regret we cannot give details of these.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S PROVINCIAL
EXHIBITION.

This exhibition was held on the 13th inst. in the Victoria

Park, Salisbury, in conjunction with the Wilts Horticul-
tural Society. Although the entries were not quite so
numerous as usual, and the quality, perhaps, a little below
the average, the show was an interesting and beautiful

one. In one respect it was unique for a provincial show,
the number of new varieties honoured creating a record.

Nurserymen's General Section.

There were six entries in the class for thirty-sLx blooms,
distinct, first prize being well won by Mr. Hugh Dickson,
Belfast, who had large flowers of good quality. Joseph
Hill, Pharisaer, Kouigin Carola, Dr. O'Donel Browne,
Captain Hayward and Mme. Segond-Weber were of excep-
tional merit. The second prize collection was staged by
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Ne^vtownards, whose
flowers were rather smaller but well coloured. Among
them Countess of Rosebery, H. V. Machin. Mme. Edm6e

|

Metz, Duchess of Portland and Bessie Brown called for
1

special mention. Third prize went to Messrs. D. Prior I

and Son, Colchester. '

Four exhibits were staged in the large class for seventy-
two blooms, distinct, first honours going to Messrs. D.
Prior and Sons, Colchester. The blooms in this exhibit
were a very even, good-sized and highly coloured lot,

among them being extra good flowers of aiildred Grant,
Joseph Hill, Her SXajesty, Lyon, Beauty of Waltham and
Mrs. T. Roosevelt. Second prize was well won by Messrs.
Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, the flowers here, however,
being rather smaller. We noticed fine exajnples of Her
Majesty, Suzanne ifarie Rodocanachi and Laurent Carle.
Third prize was won by Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, who
had large, well-coloured, but rather open flowers.

Four exhibits were also staged in the class for twenty-
four trebles, the premier prize going to Mr. Hugh Dickson,
Belfast, for a very fine lot of large flowers. Lyon, Countess
of Shaftesbury, Hugh Dickson and Leslie Holland were
sorts that called for special mention. Messrs. Frank Cant
and Co. were a good second, Marie Baumann and Mildred
Grant being well shown in their stand. Messrs. D. Prior
and Son were third.

For thirty-six blooms, distinct, the first prize was won I

by Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, who had a bright lot of I

flowers. Mrs. David McKee, Mrs. E. Mawley. Lyon,
|

Gustave Piganeau and Mme. Jules Gravereaux were :

flowers that specially appealed to us. Messrs. G. and '

W. H. Burch. Peterborough, were a good second. Ben Cant,
Hugh Dickson, Mldred Grant and Ulrich Brunner calling

|

for special mention. Third prize fell to Messrs. J. Burrell
and Co., Cambridge. Eight exhibits were staged in this
class. '

For sixteen trebles, distinct, there were four entries,
|

Messrs. W. and J. Burch staging the winning lot. Mrs. T.
Roosevelt, Ulrich Brunner, Lyon, William Shean and i

Mildred Grant were the best in an even lot. Mr. G. Prince,
Longworth. was a close second, third prize going to Messrs.
G. Cooling and Sons, Bath.

Tea and Noisette Section.—For eighteen blooms, distinct,

three exhibits were staged, Mr. G. Prince being the cham-
pion with a very praiseworthy lot. Medea, Mme. Constant
Soupert, Mrs. E. Mawley. Maman Cochet and Comtesse de
Nadaillac were flowers worthy of special mention. Mr.
H. Drew, Faringdon, Berks, was second, the flowers here
being much smaller but of good quality. Mme. Jules
Gravereaux was the best on the stand. Third prize was
won by Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. Colchester.
For twelve blooms, distinct, Mr. J. Mattock, Headington,

Oxford, was first out of three exhibitois. his dozen com-
prising good blooms of Mme. J. Gravereaux and Mrs. E.
Mawley. Messrs. J. Burrell and Co.. Cambridge, were
placed second, White Maman Cochet being good in their
stand. Third prize went to Mr. W. Leggett. West Bergholt,
Colchester.

;

Open to AH Nvrseri/men and Amateurs.—For twelve
blooms of new Roses, distinct, there were six exhibits, i

first prize being won by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.
Limited, Newtownards, who had excellent examples of
Walter Speed, Lady Helen Vincent and Mrs. Foley Hobbs

,

in their stand. Second prize went to Mr. Hugh Dickson, i

Belfast, whose most notable flowers were Leslie Holland,
Mrs. Stewart Clark and Mme. P. Euler. Tliird prize was i

won by Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. G. C. Waud being in
fine form in their exhibit.

I

Seven exhibits were staged in the class for twelve blooms
of any white or yellow Rose, first prize being won by Mr.
G. Prince with a wonderful dozen of Lyon, the colour here

;

being superb. Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. Colchester,
were second with a good box of Frau Karl Druschki,
third honours going to Mr. W. Leggett, Colchester, for

'

Bessie Brown, which ought not to be classed as a white
|

Rose.
1

In a similar class for any light pink or rose-coloured
variety, seven exhibits were staged, first prize going to
Mr. H. Drew for a well-coloured and clean dozen of Mrs.

|

E. Mawley. Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. were second
with rather small but good -shaped blooms of Mrs. T. Roose-

i

velt, third honours going to Mr. G. Prince for Mrs. E.
Mawley.

\

For a dozen of any light or dark crimson Rose, seven
boxes were staged, the premier prize going to Mr. Hugh
Dickson, Belfast, for a fine lot of the new Leslie Holland.
Mr. H. Drew was second with very full flowers of Alfred
Colomb, third prize going to Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.
for Hugh Dickson.

Exhibition Roses in Vases.—Two exhibits only were
staged in the class for twelve distinct varieties, Messrs. D.
Prior and Son winning first prize with large, well-coloured
flowers. Dean Hole and Mrs. T. Roosevelt bemg the two
best. Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, was awarded second
prize.

For nine blooms of Harry Kirk, to be shown in a single

vase, there were four entries, the challenge cup going to

Messrs. F, Cant and Co. for large but rather pale-coloured
flowers. Mr. H. Drew, Longworth, was second, his

blooms being much deeper in colour. Mr. G. Prince was
thh-d.

Tea and Noisette Section.—For twelve trebles, distinct,

there were two entries, the flowers from Mr. G. Prince
winning the premier award. Mrs. E. Mawley and White
Maman Cochet were in splendid condition in this exhibit.

The other exhibitor was Mr. H. Drew, whose flowers,

though much smaller, were awarded the second prize.

Section for Decorative Roses.—For eighteen distinct

varieties, to be arranged in a given space, four competitors
tried conclusions, Mr. J. Mattock, Headington, winning
first prize with excellent flowers, Irish Glory, Lady Water-
low and Lady Curzon being very beautiful indeed. Messrs.
G. Cooling and Sons, Bath, were second, and Mr. G. Prince
third.

Messrs. W. Spooner and Son, Woking, were the only
exhibitors in a similar class for twelve varieties, securing

first prize for excellent blooms.

Amateurs.

General Section.—The Jubflce Trophy and gold medal
offered for the best twenty-four blooms, distinct, were won
by F. Dennison, Esq., Leamington, his flowers being a
very fine lot indeed. The best Hybrid Tea in the amateurs'
section, a fine flower of C. J. Grahame, was in this stand,

other good flowers being Mrs. E. Mawley and Mrs. J.

Laing. Second prize went to E. B. Lindsell, Esq., Hitchin,

the best Rose other than Hybrid Tea, Tea or Noisette in the

amateurs' section being here. It was a very full flower

of A. K. Williams. Third prize was won by R. Foley Hobbs,
Esq., Worcester. Seven exhibits were staged in this class.

Four exhibitors tried conclusions in the class for thirty-

six blooms, distinct, F. Dennison, Esq., being first with
large and well-coloured flowers. E. B. Lindsell, Esq.,

was a good second, and Mr. W. Boyes, Middleton-on-the-
Wold, was third. An extra prize was awarded to H. V.

I

Machin, Esq., Worksop.

I

For eight trebles, distinct, competition was again good,

H. V. Machin, Esq., securing the chief prize here with a

beautiful lot of flowers, Frau Karl Druschki and XJIrich

Brunner being the two best. Second and third prizes went
respectively to E. B. Lindsell, Esq., and F. Dennison, Esq.

For nine blooms of any Rose except Tea or Noisette,
five boxes were staged, F. Dennison, Esq., winning first

prize with Her Majesty. Conway Jones, Esq.. was second
with Dean Hole, and H. V. Machin, Esq., third with small
flowers of Mrs. T. Roosevelt.
Open to groivers of fewer than 2.000 plants.— There

were three entries for eighteen blooms, distinct, the Rev.
F. Page-Roberts winning first prize with an excellent lot,

Frau Karl Druschki and Bessie Brown being his two best.
Second and third prizes were won in the order named by
the Rev. R. Powley, Upton, Scudamore, and W. Jarratt
Thorpe, Esq.. Gloucester.
For six trebles, the Rev. F. Page-Roberts was again to

the front. Lady Ashtown and Mrs. T. Roosevelt being in

good form in his box. The Rev. F. Powley was second and
W. Jarratt Thorpe, Esq.. third.

For twelve blooms, distinct, open only to growers of
fewer than 1,000 plants, there were four entries, C. Lamp-
lough, Esq.. Alverstoke, being first. His Frau Karl
Druschki and White Maman Cochet were very fine. Second
and third prizes were won in the order named by Miss
Fisher, Potteme, Devizes, and Mahlon Whitlee," Esq.,
Leicester.

For nine blooms, distinct, G. W. Cook, Esq., Radstock,
Whitstone, was first out of three competitors.
For twelve blooms, distinct, open to all amateurs, there

were two entries, Alex. H. Gray, Esq.. Bath, winning first

prize with a good lot of flowers, Maman Cochet, Mme.
Cusin and Molly Sharman Crawford being his three best.
Conway Jones, Esq., was second.
For nine blooms of any one variety, there were only

two entries, Alex. H. Gray. Esq., being first with White
Maman Cochet, and Conway Jones. Esq., second with
Mme. Jules Gravereaux.
For nine blooms, distinct, open only to growers of fewer

than 500 Teas, there were four entries, the Rev. R. Powley,
Upton, being first ; W. Jarratt Thorpe, Esq., second ;

and R. Foley Hobbs, Esq., third.

For twelve distinct varieties of decorative Roses, open
to all amateurs, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-
atte-Bower, Essex, was first with an excellent lot of
flowers, the single Una being exceptionally beautiful.
Second prize was won by H. V. Machin, Esq., who was the
only other exhibitor in this class.

In a similar but smaller class. A. C. Turner, Esq., Walton-
on-Thames, the Rev. R. Powley, and G. W. Cook, Esq.,
won in the order named.

New Roses.

Mabel Drew.—A seedling Hybrid Tea, the flowers of
which are large and full, the colour being primrose yellow.
As shown the flowers possessed a sweet but not extra
strong fragrance. Shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and
Sons, Limited. Newtownards. Gold medal.

Mrs. Amy Hammond.—Another seedling Hybrid Tea of
much merit, the conical-shaped flowers being ivory white,
suffused apricot pink. The petals are beautifully reflexed,

similar to those of La France. Ver>' fragrant. Shown
by Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons, Portadown. Gold medal.

Mrs. Cornwallis West.—A very full Hybrid Tea of
conical though blunt-pointed form, the colour being ivory
white, t nted blush pink. The petals are nicely refiexed
and the fiowers very fragrant. Shown by Messrs. Alex.
Dickson nd Sons. Gold medal.
Mrs. Arthur E. Coxhead.—A seedling Hybrid Tea of

beautiful conical shape somewhat after the style of
Richmond. The fiowers are exceedingly fragrant, this
being quite a feature, and bright crimson cerise in colour.
Shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons. Gold medal.
Frank Thorpe.—A large-fiowered Hybrid Tea of conical

shape, the petals being beautifully reflexed. The colour
is glowing scarlet crimson, and the flowers are moderately
fragrant. Shown by Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast. Silver-

gilt medal.
Earl of Qosford.—A seedling Hybrid Tea somewhat

after the colour of Leslie Holland, but more of a garden
Rose. Shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons. Silver-

gUt medal.
Rescue.—A single bedding Rose of great beauty, the

large petals being bright cerise, shading to creamy white
in the centre. The mass of golden stamens in the centre
add much to the beauty of the flower, which is sweetly
scented. The petals are much reflexed at the edges.
Shown by Mr. J. Mattock, Headington. Card of commen-
dation.
Lucy Williams.—A new seedling Tea of much refinement,

though the flowers are rather thin. The shape is conical,

colour clear ivory white, and very fragrant. Shown by
Messrs. S. McGredy and Sons. Card of commendation.
Mrs. W. T. Massey.—This is described by the raiser as

a yellow Irish Elegance, and those who laiow that popular
single-flowered variety will from such description get a
good idea of this newcomer. Shown by Messrs. S. Bide
and Sons, Famham. Card of commendation.

Mrs. Frank Workma7i.—A Hybrid Tea of bright rose,

shaded silver colouring, the flowers being large and rather

flat. Very fragrant. Shown by Mr. Hugh Dickson,
Belfast. Card of commendation.

Best Blooms in the Show.—The following varieties

received the society's silver medal offered for the best

blooms m the show: Nurserymen's section—Hybrid
Perpetual, Ulster, shown by Messrs. Alex, Dickson and
Sons, NewtowTiards ; Hybrid Tea, Konigin Carola, shown
by Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast ; Tea or Noisette, Mamao
Cochet, shown by Mr. G. Prince, Longworth. Amateurs'

I

section—Hybrid Perpetual, A. K. Wflliams, shown by
E. B. Lmdseli. Esq.. Hitchin ; Hybrid Tea, C. J. Grahame,

I shown by F. Dennison, Esq., Leamington ; Tea or Noisette,

I

White Maman Cochet. shown by Dr. F. G. Hayes. Dunster.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Erery d^ipnrimcnt of ho/ilciiltaic is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor intyites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon ivhich they unsh adiHce fram com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

ivill kindly gii^e enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be writien clearly oji one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of 'I'HE

Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

hut he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, uMl be taken, and where stamps
are endosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As reyards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that th^ price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

f/nipher or owner of the copyright unll be treated u)ith.

The Editor ivill not be responHble for the return of artistic

or literary contributions ivhich he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence thai an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. Tavistock Street, Corent Garden, WW
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FLOWERS AT THE JAPAN-
BRITISH EXHIBITION.

'' I ^111'. KK is one phase of great
popular exhibitions that has
deepened interest in such repre-

sentations of the world's indus-
tries or whatever may be the
reason of their inauguration, and

that is the beautifying of the grounds. It

is on account of this we give promi-
nence to the gardens at the Japan-British
Exhibition, and these should strengthen con-

siderably a praiseworthy endeavour to bring

into somewhat unsympathetic surround-
ings the flowers that colour and scent the

English home. We were delighted on a
recent visit to find masses of Roses and
hardy plants, and it is in places of vast
extent that the finest effects are realised.

They are thrown into bold and pleasant

relief to the buildings that surround them,
and in one court a great gathering of

crimson Geraniums against the white
background showed the remarkable colour

and, at the same time, simple result. There
are few exhibitors, but these are from
among the best known of our nursery-

men.
The Roses are delightful. Remove for

the moment a sense of one's surroundings,

and thoughts of the English garden are

recalled, where Roses in rich variety and
grouping ifood the beds with diversified

colouring. All the kinds were planted in

the spring of this year, and many of the

finest hybrids are represented. Messrs.

William Paul and Son of Waltham Cross

receive the highest award, the diploma of
" Grand Prize," for a remarkable garden of

Roses, which include exquisite groups of

Killarney, Caroline Testout, the perfectly

shaped Hybrid Perpetual Captain Hayward,
Mrs. J. Laing (which is one of the most
successful of all, either in the form of a
bush or a standard), Hugh Dickson (a

splash of glorious crimson), Marquise
de Sinety, Mme. Pernet-Ducher, Florence

Pemberton (a cloud of cream and pink)

and the beautiful new climbing Rose
Tausendschon, which has pink and carmine
flowers. The whole of the Rose-beds are

cared for as much as if they were in an
English garden, and the bringing of Roses
into such an exhibition as this imparts to

it a charm not given hy the common-
place bedding out of exotics, although
these in suitable environment are, of

course, appropriate. It is seldom, we
;hir.'.;. 'hi': Roses and hardv flowers have
plaN'ed so CQUSpi.cuovis a part in an

exhibition, and the white buildings accen-
tuate the colouring of the flowers.

Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, have received a gold medal for

beds of Roses that are remarkable for

their variety. One of the most alluring

features was the edging of Roses, and this

consisted of the Dwarf Polyantha Katherine
Zeimet, which at the time of our visit was
a mass of flowers, the dwarf, sturdy
growth covered over with white from the
abundance of bloom. Such an edging, if

one may so describe it, in a suburb conveys
a lesson that Ivy is not the only plant-life

available. A. charming small group of the

brilliant rose-coloured Aennchen Miiller

is as conspicuous as Fabvier Rose—

a

bright spot, and with every evidence of

continuing so for many weeks. There
were also groups of such Roses as Lady
Rossmore (a warm shade of crimson),

Richmond (which is too well known to

describe), Princesse Marie Mcrtchersky (a

Hybrid Tea of an exquisite silvery rose

colour) and many others. There should
be a beautiful autumn display if this un-
reasonable weather becomes reasonable.

There is, happily, a reflection of the

garden in the cool colouring of the hardy
flowers from Messrs. Kelway and Son of

Langport. In planning a grouping of

hardy flowers such as is portrayed in this

exhibition, it is impossible to achieve a

brilliant picture of colour at all seasons of

the 3^ear. Early in the season the Pyre-
thrums and Paeonies were glorious. These
have flown, and now the Delphiniums are

a soft cloud of blue, with in one of the

borders a plant which, we think, is one of

the " flower Mark Tapleys " of our gardens
—Erigeron speciosus superbus, a soft

mauve colour which even rain and the

atmosphere of a large city does not dim.
In many places the hardy perennials from
I-angport are in evidence, and planted with

the greatest effort to .preserve an atmo-
sphere of an English garden. A gold

medal was deservedly awarded to this firm.

In one little sunk garden there are

Pansies of the cornuta class, which one
remembers in almost boyhood days, and
these, planted in distinct colour masses,

were, three weeks ago, a dense carpet of

dark and light blue and white ; there has

come a lull, but soon they will burst out

again in their autumn dress and delight

flower-lovers who visit this exhibition with

the simplicity of the massing of such

beautiful garden flowers. These come
from Messrs. Gunn and Sons. Olton,

Birmingham, and received a silver medal.
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The splendour of the flowers of Messrs.

Toogood and Sons of Southampton, who
have been most worthily awarded a gold

medal, has yet, in a sense, to be realised.

The Dahlias are superb in strength and
promise of flower glory, and the Begonias

in one garden are in many shades of pro-

nounced colours— crimson and gold and
white. The Nemesias are interesting, and in

one bed we noticed a new Geranium raised by
this firm, a cross between an Ivy-leaved and
a Zonal variety, and called James T.

Hamilton. Its scarlet flowers light up
the enclosure in which they are placed,

and in due course this novelty should force

its way into public favour.

The Rhododendrons from Messrs. John
Waterer of Bagshot were magnificent

when the exhibition first opened, and at

this time the green foliage is refreshing
;

and the lawns from Messrs. Sutton and
Sons' seed, which was sown in May, are

sufficiently close and level to play upon
at this date. A gold medal was also

awarded to this feature.

Apart from the trade exhibits, there is

the gardening that has been undertaken
by the Exhibition authorities themselves,

under their excellent superintendent, Mr.

R. Russell. Against one of the buildings

in the Court of Progress there is a

border filled with evergreen shrubs and
hardy flowers, for the most part those that

flower in autumn—Michaelmas Daisies,

Golden Rods and others that bring joy to

the autumn garden. This had the effect

a few days ago of a border of Rosemary
and Lavender, and nothing was more
appropriate with the white wall as a back-

ground. It seemed to bring thoughts of

the gardens at home and abroad verv near

to one.

Wherever opportunities have been given

of quiet and beautiful associations of

colour, these have not been lost sight of.

The gardens are worthy of the beautiful

exhibition and form no small part of the

attractions offered to visitors. Many who
are unaware of the newer Roses that gladden

flower gardeners to-day may learn some-

thing from such a place as that popularly

known as the " White City."

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

August 2.—Royal Horticultural Society's Meet-

ing, Horticultural Hall, Westminster, i to 6 p.m.

August 9.—Weston-super-Mare Flower Show.

Royal Horticultural Society. — There are

now but very few vacancies remaining for students

wishing to begin the two years' course of study at

the Wisley Gardens of the Royal Horticultural

Society in September next. Young fellows over

the age of si.xteen wishing to avail themselves of

the tuition and training offered by the society

should make application immediately on forms

to be obtained from the secretary of the Royal

Horticultural Society, Vincent Square, West-

minster. An entrance fee of £5 5s. is charged,

and students board and lodge at their own expense

in the adjoining villages. The training given

includes both a scientific and a practical know-

ledge of gardening, and various germane examina-

tions are prepared for, including the diploma of

the school, given to students who show a sufficiently

high standard of knowledge at the completion of

the two years' course. This information may
be useful to youths about to leave their school.

—

W. WiLKS, Secretary.

The Royal Horticultural Society's

Autumn Fruit Show.—The reappearance of

the schedule, after a year's non-issue, of the great

autumn show of fruit, held in the Vincent Square

Hall, will be regarded with profound satisfaction

by all home fruit-growers. The dates of the show
are October 13 and 14, and. while doubtless well

suited for the general body of Apples and Pears

and our primary hardy tree fruits, it is full late for

Peaches, Nectarines and Plums ; hence the num-
bers of these stone fruits presented may be very

limited, as also may be their average quality.

There are the usual classes for collections of fruits

and of Grapes, these latter having no fewer than

ten classes devoted to them. The very interesting

county classes for Apples and Pears are continued,

as also are those for nurserymen, market gardeners

and other sections of growers. The popular single-

dish classes for Apples and Pears include twenty-

six specially named of dessert and twenty-nine

of cooking Apples, the latter including, for the

first time, the new Rev. W. Wilks. Of Pears

thirty-seven named varieties are in separate classes,

and with both these and dessert .Apples have been

added classes for specially late varieties of any

others not named or sufficiently ripe to come into

a previous similar class for fruits fit for table.

Without doubt the show, even with a sparse fruit

season, will again become a widely attractive

feature.

The National Vegetable Society.— On
the 19th inst. a deputation of the committee of

this society visited the trials of autumn-sown
Onions which have been conducted by Mr. W.
Poupart at Twickenham. Between twenty and

thirty different stocks have been grown, and in

each instance some plants were allowed to mature

where sown and others were transplanted. The
results are of an exceedingly interesting and in-

structive character, and a report will be drawn

up and published in due course. We would remind

our readers of the useful work that is being quietly

done by this society, which, however, needs more

members. An exhibition of vegetables is to be

held in the Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster, on September 28, when all members
will be allowed to compete. Copies of the schedule

and full particulars can be obtained from the hon.

secretary, Mr. E. G. Quick, Kelmscott, Harrow
View, Wealdstone, Harrow.

Reigate Gardeners' Outing.—By kind

permission of the Rev. A. Bridges, M.A., the

members of the Redhill, Reigate and District

Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Association paid

a visit to the gardens of Worth Rectory on Thurs-

day, July 14. Journeying by brake and cycle

the party reached Worth about 6 p.m.. They
were met at the rectory gates by the Rev. A. Bridges

and his head-gardener (Mr. C. Daisley). After

a cordial welcome, each member was presented

with a ticket of admittance to the grounds, where

a Rose fete was being held for a charitable purpose.

The party were then led on to the terraces, and

from there to the Rose walk, where Roses of every

description in endless variety were to be seen.

In the garden, by the herbaceous borders,

round various walks and in all sorts of nooks and

corners, no matter where they looked the members

inspected Roses such as few had ever had the

chance of seeing before. Enlightened by the

lucid explanations of Mr. Bridges and Mr. 1

Daisley, the members roamed about the beauti- I

ful garden for a considerable time. Reaching a

point of vantage from which a bird's-eye view

of the whole of the Rose garden could be obtained,
there could be seen giant rustic arches covered
with ramblers, imposing and endess pillar Roses,
hybrids, bush, Teas and many others. The Sweet
Peas also called forth a good deal of comment,
Dorothy Tennant, Constance Oliver. Lord Nelson
and Douglas Unwin claiming a good deal of atten-

tion. In the flower borders the Sweet William,

Iris, Spirasa, Delphiniums, Echeveria, Clematis and
hosts of other plants and flowers proved to be of

the utmost interest to all. The beds and clumps
of Dahlias (of which Mr. Daisley is a noted grower)

were also greatly admired. Other features of

interest were the Laburnum walk, the dingle, the

lakes and the ornamental terraces ; a good number
of the members also visited the ancient church,

which is said to be over a thousand ygars

old. The thanks of the party were conveyed

to the Rev. A. Bridges and Mr. Daisley by Mr. W.
Rose (hon. secretary) and Mr. W. WeUs.

—

Clarke
Stevenson.

CORRFSPONDENQF.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Criticism of the National Sweet Pea
Society's Exhibition—While Sweet Peas and
all that concerns them are still in the air, I would like

to invite attention to one or two things which arose

out of the recent show of the society. First and most
important was the disqualification of Mr. Usher
in the Sutton Cup class. It really seems incredible

that, because in a superb collection of 540 flowers

required one spray only was found in excess of

the required number, not only should complete

disqualification result, but that the exhibitor should

have to suffer all the humiliation incidental to

such a singularly trifling error. Making the punish

ment to fit the crime was in this case anything but

Gilbertian. What a door does this act open to

any one competitor ; if so disposed securing the

disqualification of each competitor on either side

of his own exhibit. Surely it should be in the

power of the committee to devise some regulation

that should not lead to results so immensely harsh

and unjust. Who was the competitor who so

industriously counted all the sprays in Mr. Usher's

collection, and what induced him to do it ? Has
any one competitor a right to do this ? On whom
rests the responsibility of seeing that in regard to

the numbers of sprays in a vase those numbers
are correct ? Does it lie with the exhibitor ? If

so, his attention should have been called to his

error and have been allowed to remedy it. If the

committee, then the committee should accept the

responsibility of seeing that there were no improper

attempted infractions of the regulations. If the

judges, then, instead of being judges of quality,

they become mere enumerators, and their time

would be occupied in counting. Some definite

remedy for such unfortunate things is badly needed.

The decorated dinner-tables were very tame and

monotonous. Some form of class is badly needed

to enable ladies to display originality in decora-

tive efforts as also in bowls and epergnes. These

tables and articles are mere reproductions from

year to year. What a superb class could be made
from the Burpee Cup competition if the tables

allotted to it were of treble their present size !

The really superb lot of flowers shown by Mr.

R. Bolton, could they have been far more widely

displayed, would have been a fine decorative

effort and a striking feature.—A. D.

Some desirable wteeds. — There are ahready

a number of native plants that are welcomed in

our gardens, some of them still close to the type,

others improved by cultivation. But two that
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are now in tlowrr I do not tliink have been either

specially encouraged when they have occurred

or deliberately sown and grown for garden use.
i

The small trailing St. John's Wort (Hypericum

humifusnm) has spontaneously covered some bare

places in the rock garden. It is an extremely

neat, well-finished little plant, with trailing stems

studded with numerous small, bright yellow

flowers—well worthy of such a place. Two years

ago, walking with a friend in rough ground on a

southern slope near her garden, the Field Scabious

(Knautia arvensis) was in such beauty that it

seemed well worthy of garden culture. The colour

is always within a range between light purplish

mauve and lavender ; never quite so red as the

colour of the wild Mallow that stands as the type

of mauve, and never quite so cool or inclining

towards blue as the bloom of Lavender, but every-

thing within the two. In the large quantity within

sight the bluest shades seemed the most desirable,

and I pointed out a few and begged to have the

seed. It was sown the following spring, and now,
at two years old, they are handsome border plants.

There is enough bloom at a time to make distinct

effects of soft pale purplish clouds, and an abund-
ance of side growth and buds that promise a good
succession. We have already beautiful border

plants of the Scabious family, but, with the ex-

ception of S. caucasica, a difficult plant in many
gardens, and a tall yellow one of quite different

aspect, they are annuals, while the Field Scabious

is a perennial.—G. Jekvll.

Lime in the soil for plants generally.
I wish readersof The Garden would assist in com-
piling a comprehensive list of bulbs and plants

that will not suffer from the presence of lime. No
book that I know of treats of the subject. Take
Lilies ; no book mentions lime. Do the rarer

American species require it or dislike it ? The
same of the Himalayan and Japanese. Do any
Rhododendrons from the East suffer from it ? I

have seen it stated that R. raceraosum grows
naturally on limestone and gravel. Will it in

England ? Daphnes are usually classed as
" American " plants. D. Cneorum and blagayana
thrive on the oolite. Iris Ktxmpferi will not stand
lime. Tropa!oIum speciosura revels with me in

limestone clay ; I have a Yew hedge lo feet high
covered with it.—R. W.

Philesia buxifolia.—Many who love their

gardens, especially in the colder parts of the United
Kingdom, find much difficulty in cultivating the

charming little shrub known as Philesia buxifolia.

There are several methods of treatment which are

advocated, one being to give it a position in the

bog garden, but on the drier parts of the same.
Shelter from cold winds should be given, also a

little protection with Bracken in winter. Annual
layering by pegging down the branches after

flowering is also advocated, and is excellent. For
many, however, the best method of cultivation is

to keep the Philesia constantly in a shady part

of the garden in peat soil, and with a hand-light

over the place. During summer the top of this

should be removed, but in spring and autumn it

ought not to be kept off, only tilting it across the

lower part of the light so as to give air but retain

the shelter. In winter the top should be left on,

except on very fine days, when it should be set

across comerwise, but replaced at night. The
soil should never be allowed to become too dry, or

the buds may drop and the plant grow withered
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Plants Under Glass.

ULBS FOR FORCING.— Roman
Hyacinths and Paper - White Nar-
cissi should be obtained and potted

as early as possible. Soil consist-

ing of half loam and half old hot-bed
material is very suitable. Five-inch

pots are generally used for Hyacinths and the
7-inch size for the Narcissi. After potting they
should be given a good watering and plunged in

ashes outdoors, covering the pots with z inches of

the ashes. There they may remain until they
have made sufficient roots and top growth to allow
them to be taken out from the ashes and placed in

cold frames. It is advisable to grow some in

boxes for cutting. These may be treated in the

same way as advised for the pots, that is, burying
them in the ashes to start.

Primulas.—The last batch of these, now in

3-inch pots and which are intended to flower in

February and March, should be put into the
flowering pots. The most suitable soil for these
has been explained in former calendars.

Cyclamen.—This is an excellent time for sowing
seeds of the above. Fill up 6-inch pots with a

mixture of half loam, half leaf-soil, with a good
sprinkling of sharp sand. The seeds should only
be just covered and watered. Place a sheet of

glass over the pots and cover with paper. A warm
house is best for germination.

Kitchen Garden.
Turnips.—A good breadth of these ought to be

sown now for winter use. A piece of ground in

the open garden should be selected, and it must
be very firm. Red Globe is an excellent variety

for the purpose and one of the best. Orange Jelly

and Chirk Castle are also good for standing the

winter.

Spinach.—This useful vegetable well repays for

the little trouble that is required to produce it,

and a sowing of the Long-standing variety should

be made. The seed should be sown in drills from
12 inches to 15 inches apart, and the seedlings

slightly thinned as soon as the young plants are

large enough to handle.

Parsley.—This should be sown freely to provide

a good supply for the winter. The finest foliage

is obtained from plants grown singly ; therefore,

when the seedlings are large enough, it is advisable

to thin them out to 6 inches apart. If one has a

frame to spare, it is a good plan to sow in it, when
it can be easily protected during hard weather.

Flower Garden.
Anemones.—Where it is necessary to make fresh

beds, prepare them at once. Give the ground
selected for the purpose a good dressing of decayed

leaf-soil and sand, thoroughly incorporating the

dressing with the soil. They should be 4 feet

wide, with a 2-feet alley between the beds for the

purpose of cutting, cleaning and other work.

Obtain the roots and plant them as soon as possible.

A bed 4 feet wide may contain four rows, planting

the roots 9 inches apart in the rows.

Violets.—During dry weather these will require

FOR NORTH

plenty of attention with regard to watering, weeding
Philesia buxifolia is a handsome little shrub, only and hoeing. Red spider frequently attacks them,
a few inches high, and having narrow, dark green and when it appears, a few syringings with " Spider-

foUage and numbers of bright scarlet, tube-shaped cide" soon stops it. AH runners must be picked off
I

healthy growth to form

THE NORTH AND
MIDLANDS.

Fruit Garden.
Forcing Strawberries.—The layering of the
plants for forcing must no longer be delayed.
Use 3-inch pots and light sandy soil. Plunge the
pots between the rows and peg down only good
strong runners. I have seen good results from
plants lifted in August from the open and potted
up ; but if time can be found to layer into pots or

squares of turf, there is no check to the plants.
In dry weather watering must never be neglected.
NelHng Late Fruits.—Even the latest Goose-

berries must now be netted, also Apricots, Morello
Cherries, early Plums and early Pears. It is

troublesome work and takes up much \'.iluable

time, but pays in the end.

Cleaning.—The fruit quarters arc often allowed
to get very dirty before any attempt is made to

clear off the weeds. It is, of course, a mistake, but
if the place is at all short-handed it is natural to

leave the fruit quarters until the last. Should the
weeds have got to some size, the most satisfactory

method of clearing the ground is by hand picking.

It may take a little longer, but will eventually give

th best results. After hand weeding, a run over
with the Dutch hoe will leave a tidy, but loose,

surface, very conducive to the welfare of the bushes.

Rock Garden.
Rf-lat)clling.—Where wood tallies are used, these

naturally rot at the points after two years' service,

and fresh ones must be given, as there are few who
do not forget names should the collections be at all

extensive. Now is a good time to renew the labels.

It is rather a tedious task where there are large

numbers to go over, but with the aid of a boy to

carry the tallies and stick them in, much can be
done in a short while. More annoying than having
no tallies at all is to have a plant wrongly named.
Nowadays so many interest themselves in hardy
plants that it is unwise to put a label to a plant

unless one is certain that it is the correct name.
Unsuitable Plants.—Often one is induced to

try a plant in the rock garden which may turn out

quite unsuited to the position accorded it, or its

colour or habit may not be pleasing. If it has to

be discarded entirely, no time should be lost in

removing it. If it is intended to plant it again in

some other spot more suitable to its growth, then

a coloured tally or short stake should be placed

close to it as a reminder, later in the year, that

this particular plant has to be seen to.

Plants Under Glass.

Pelargoniums.—As these showy plants go out

of flower, remove them to the open air and set in

a sunny position to ripen the wood. Afford a

little water for ten days after placing them outside,

afterwards turning the pots over on their sides.

Before the wood gets too hard, cuttings, according

to requirements, should be secured. If allowed to

turn quite brown and firm, it is difficult to get them
to root, or at least they take a long time about it.

Insert the cuttings in 5-inch pots of light soil,

but make it very firm round the cuttings. Set in

a cold frame, keep moist and shaded, and a good
percentage will root. When the wood of the old

plants gets quite brown and firm, they ought to

be cut back to within i inch of the old wood and
then stood in a cold frame. The sash should be

tilted back and firont, as it is only to shield from

rain that it is required. Give no water at the

roots until the buds break, but a spraying overhead

once a day is very beneficial, inducing strong,

Place in a cool green-

flowers. In the greenhouse it is said to attain as i as soon as they appear.

much as 4 feet high, but in the open it is quite , E. C. Poolev.
dwarf. The flowers are like those of a Lapageria. I (Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

It is a native of Chili.—S. Arnott. Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

house at the end of September.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE NATIONAL SWEET
PEA SOCIETY.

The accompanying illustrations represent some of

the members of the National Sweet Pea Society on

the occasion of their recent visit to Prested Hall,

Kelvedon, by the kind invitation of N. N. Sherwood,

Esq., V.M.H., and which was described in our

issue of last week. In the illustration below Mr.

Robert Sydenham, or " Uncle Robert " as he is

known by other members, is seen in the foreground

enjoying himself. In the other illustration an

excellent portrait of Miss Philbrick, the lady on the

right, is given. The illustrations are from snap-

shot photographs taken by Dr. Robert Boxall, who
very kindly allowed us to reproduce them.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

G

pleasure grounds, while here

and there groups or isolated

specimens of some special tree,

such as Copper Beech or Golden

Elm, may be admissible, but

they must be kept out of the

wild garden and not be allowed

to encroach on natural wood-

land. Like many florists' flowers,

these plants are very showy

and useful in their proper place ;

but in the woodland a mixed

bed of ornamental - foliaged

shrubs would look as incongru-

ous as a bed of Pentstemons or

garden Phloxes placed in a

similar position.

For the garden proper a con-

spicuous position should be

allotted for a large bed of mixed
foliage shrubs, while smaller

beds here and there might

contain choice subjects to form

a distinct feature. On the out-

skirts of a lawn a bed of the

lovely little variegated Ivy,

Silver Queen, is always effec-

tive, while for the warmer

SHRUBS WITH COLOURED
LEAVES.

ROUPS of shrubs with brightly

coloured foliage placed here and
there about the garden have much
to commend them, for they lighten

the landscape long after the flowers
I
parts of the country the same may be said for

of other shrubs have disappeared. Euonymus radicans Silver Gem. Then there

are several golden Ivies of bushy growth which

are similarly effective, while the purple-

leaved Osmanthus adds variety to the scene.

Some deciduous shrubs are little behind these

evergreens in general effect, and in passing one

cannot forbear to make mention of the Golden and

Silver Dogwoods, Cornus alba Spajthii and C.

alba variegata. Then there are the numerous

This is specially the case with evergreens, and we
can perhaps appreciate their value most highly

during winter, for at that period what is more
effective than a really good golden or silver varie-

gated Holly or a mass of some showy-leaved Ivy ?

It is, however, necessary to exercise care in the

selection of positions for these variegated plants,

for, though their adoption in certain situations is

attended with the happiest results, their presence i varieties of the Japanese Maples, many of which

in other places would be more or less of an eyesore, are extremely beautiful, both on account of their

Their proper place is the well-kept parts of the highly coloured foliage and finely cut leaves. A
wide range of colour may be

obtained, from the daintiest

greens to deep purple, and from

gold to red, some having self-

coloured leaves and others

parti-coloured foliage. For a

bold mass the purple-leaved

Nut has much to commend
it, while another purple- foliaged

shrub is noticeable in a distinct

form of the common Barberry.

Among larger- growing subjects

we find the Hollies the most

useful in the evergreen section,

and a well-grown example of

the Golden Queen or Silver

Queen variety leaves little to be

desired, while people who wish

for greater variety may obtain

many Hollies, all of which are

distinct in foliage or growth.

When selecting deciduous trees,

a considerable amount of dis-

cretion is required if the best

are to be obtained, for it must

be admitted that some varie-

gated - leaved plants should

never have been put on the

market. With two exceptions

the variegated Prunuses are

valueless, while the same may
be said of variegated Apples.

The two Plums which are the

exception are P. cerasifera atro-

purpurea, or P. Pissardii as it

is often called, and the purple-

leaved form of P. spinosa, which

has only been grown for a few

years. Taking no heed of the

THE NATIONAL
R. SYDENHAM ('

SWEET PEA SOCIETY S OUTING. MR.
UNCLE ROBERT ") ENJOYING HIMSELF.

MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY AT
PRESTED HALL, KELVEDON.

inferior kinds, we find some worthy of our attention

and it is only necessary to turn our thoughts to

such trees as the golden-leaved Elm Louis van
Houtte, the golden-foliaged, upright-growing variety

of the Mountain Elm, the golden Catalpa, the

silver variegated Elms, both of the strong-growing

kinds, of which latifolia variegata is an example,
and the weaker-growing sorts, which are represented

by the viminalis group, to find what a wealth of

material we have.

The Poplars, again, have much to commend
them, for we find a beautiful golden-leaved tree

in Populus deltoidea aurea, a white-leaved tree

in P. alba nivea, and a purple- foliaged plant in

P. tremula purpurea. One or two Oaks, too, may
be pressed into service, for there is the silver

variegated form of Quercus Cerris, the purple-

foliaged Q. pedunculata purpurascens and the

golden pedunculata Concordia and rubra aurea.

In addition there are forms with silver and green

variegated leaves, of which the best is possibly the

variegated form of the Turkey Oak. The purple

and copper leaved Beeches are a host in them-
selves, while among the Sycamores we find several

varieties with purple and variegated leaves, and
some decorative silver and gold variegated forms
of the Box Elder (Acer Negundo) may be obtained.

Turning to mixed groups of shrubs, we find that

they are most effective when a few trees are sprinkled

among them to relieve any suggestion of flatness

and to add variety. Almost any of the taller-

growing kinds maybe used if we except the strongest

Elms, the Beeches and the Poplars, for, if they
appear to be inclined to grow too large to group
well with the smaller subjects, they may readily*

be reduced by pruning. After a few of these trees

have been inserted, the ground should be filled in

with the numerous smaller plants, each kind being
planted in a small group. Care must be taken
not to overdo any one colour, particularly the

purples, or the general effect will be too heavy.
Use must, however, be made of the various gold
and silver foliaged kinds. Of the latter there are

good plants in Atriplex Halimus and the Cotton
Lavender, while a group of ordinary Lavender is

not out of place. The Japanese Maples are well

adapted for conspicuous positions, while an odd
plant or two of the golden Privet serves to add a

bright touch of coloiu'. Neither need our walls

go unadorned with touches of colour, for among
the numerous trailing Ivies may be found many
with silver, gold or purple fohage. From this it
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will be seen that we have a wide range of shrubs

to select from, whose leaves are showy for a con-

siderable period of the year. W. Dai.i.imore.

ESCALLONIA PHILIPPIANA.
Tims is the hardiest of the Kscallonias, and may be

planted in all except the coldest parts of the country.

It is a native of Valdivia, and grows into a shapely

bush 4 feet or so high. It differs from most of the

species by being deciduous. The leaves are small,

barely e.\ceeding half an inch in length, and they

are edged with tiny teeth. The flowers are white,

tinged on the outer surface with pink, and they are

liorne in stiff racemes 2 inches long, the flowering

period being late June and July. Its free-flowering

(|iialities and general appearance warrant it ex-

tended cultivation ; but it is not only as a good

garden plant that it has value, for in the hands of

the hybridist it has proved an excellent parent,

and there are several first-class hybrids which

claim it as one parent. As an instance, it is only

necessary to direct attention to the beautiful red-

flowered E. langleyensis, an illustration of which

appeared in The Garden recently. E. philippiana

is not a difficult shrub to grow, for it succeeds in

any good garden soil and is readily increased by

means of cuttings of half-ripe shoots in summer.

\'onng plants attain a suitable size for permanent

planting in two years from the time at which the

iittings are taken. To get young plants to

.issume a sturdy foundation, the points of the shoots

should, be cut out occasionally. W . E).

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE STRAWBERRY : ITS CULTURE

AND VARIETIES.

THIS fruit is now grown so largely, and

with a little trouble it can be grown

so well, that at this season a few notes

as to its culture and the value of the

newer varieties may be interesting.

The fruiting season may now be con-

siderably prolonged by growing early, midseason

and late varieties, and for home supplies I will

note some of the later introductions which are

most valuable in their season. The variety illus-

trated, Laxton's Reward, is worth special notice

where good flavour and other excellent qualities

are required.

In this article I do not intend to deal largely

with forcing varieties, though last season saw the

advent of the new variety George Monro, a Straw-

berry that was much liked for its free-cropping

qualities, flavour and earliness, and when exhibited

early last season it received an award from the

Royal Horticultural Society. Kew varieties have

been grown so largely as Royal Sovereign. This

was the leading forcing Strawberry in the trials

of the Royal Horticultural Society last year, and

doubtless it is even now the best all-round Straw-

berry grown. The old Sir J. Paxton is still a

favourite in many places, and rightly so, as it

possesses many excellent qualities. It is later

than Royal Sovereign, sets well, and is one of the

best for travelling on account of its firmness.

CHlturc—The old system is, or should be, nearly

obsolete that allowed the plants to remain for a

long period on the same ground and produce a

poor crop of small fruits. Excellent results are

secured by growing these plants more like annuals.

Even in large market gardens at the present day it is

found that much better results are secured when

the plants are frequently given a new site and the

land that has borne Strawberries is given a long rest

from the same crop. In a private garden I raised

10.000 runners annually, part for forcing and the

other to be grown as yearlings to produce very

fine fruits, and this mode of culture was most success-

ful, as not only were fine fruits secured, free from

blemish, but what is of great importance to the

private grower, who has only got garden land to

rely on, the soil was not unduly impoverished. Deep

working of the soil is an important item, and there

are so many crops that can follow the Strawberry

and which give a good return. Of course, to get

the best results from young plants, early, strong

runners must be planted and some little attention

at the start given.

The Sort.—The Strawberry is by no means

fastidious as regards soil. It is surprising what

results can be secured in what may be termed poor

soil, but here I may emphasise my previous remarks

that the plants should not be long in one place. It

is a sintple matter

to make the soil suit-

able ; for instance,

heavy loam, which

when well worked
and drained the

Strawberry does well

in, is readily im-

proved by the addi-

tion of any burnt

refuse or material

that lightens;
whereas a light,

sandy soil should

get additions of

heavy soil and plenty

of good decayed

stable manure. It is

useless to plant in

October or Novem-
ber and expect a

heavy crop next

June. At the same

time, it is not always

convenient to plant

in the early
autumn, and then it

is an excellent plan

to plant the runners

now in good soil in

rows 12 inches apart

and lift into their

permanent quarters

in the spring, moving
them carefully with

a ball of earth and

planting firmly, sub-

sequently removing

the flower - trusses

that show. These

plants the following

season will give

splendid fruits.

Whenever ample
room can be given

Strawberries, so much the better, as in a wet

season, if the plants are at all close together,

they decay badly. In a light soil at the planting

I always find it a good plan to put them in drills,

as it is then much easier to give moisture. Plant

firmly and deep enough to cover the surface

roots.

Varieties.— I have previously referred to Royal

Sovereign, and as an early variety it is diflicult

to beat either for forcing or for open ground culture.

A variety that never fails in what may be termed

a poor soil is Fillbasket. This is an excellent fruit

and of good quality. Bedford Champion, one of

the new varieties, is also a very fine fruit, and the

plant is a free grower. It follows Royal Sovereign.

Next comes Reward, a very fine midseason \-ariety

and one of the newer introductions of Messrs.

Laxton. It was obtained by crossing Royal

Sovereign with that well-known but somewhat

difficult Strawberry to grow. British Queen. The

result is a grand fruit, wedge-shaped, large, ot

glowing crimson colour, firm and of great excel-

lence. Another very fine midseason Strawberry

that stands out well as regards quality is Pine

Apple. This, in my opinion, has a good deal of

the old British Queen flavour, and in addition does

well in most soils. Rival, a later variety than the

last-named, is also one of the new varieties that

promises grandly; and if large quantities of fruit

are required, one of the greatest producers is The

Cropper. This was obtained irom the well-known

Fillbasket, and, if the terra can be applied, it may
be classed as an improved Fillbasket. Of other

new kinds Utility is invaluable for a later crop.

The well-known Waterloo, one of the darkest

STRAWBERRY LAXTON S RE\V.\KD.

coloured fruits and a late Strawberry, is not always

a success in some soils.

Late Fruiters.—I have referred to the value of a

long supply, and of recent years some good late

fruiters have been introduced. This is a great

gain to growers. One that may be classed as excel-

lent in every way is Givon's Late Prolific, a very

fine fruit and not only late, but of splendid quality.

It flowers late and is worth a place in all collections.

Laxton's Latest, a very excellent introduction,

is also one of the best of our late varieties. This

is a free grower and a rich fruit. No note

would be complete that omitted the Perpetuals,

a new race which has given us fi-uits well into the

autumn. The best in this section are St. Joseph,

St. .\ntoine de Padoue and the more recent Laxton's

Perpetual and Atkins's Continuity.

Hemel Hempstead. C. Wvtmes.
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THE ROSE GARDEN. THE FLOWER GARDEN
SOME BEAUTIFUL NEW CRIMSON

ROSES.

R\ISERS of Roses have shown a praise-

worthy desire to meet the wishes of

Rose-lovers by directing their atten-

tion to the raising of new crimson

liinds, and they have succeeded far

beyond one's expectations. The mar-

vellous Rose so fittingly named
Edward Mawley claims first attention. In the

words of its raisers, Messrs. McGredy and Sons, it

is the Rose we have been awaiting for the last ten

years ; it may be called a Horace Vernet among
Hybrid Tea Roses, except that

we have not quite its exquisite

shape. The colour is a beautiful

rich crimson, touched with maroon,

and there is a delightful velvety

gloss, if one may so say, on the

petals, which are of immense size,

and the centre is well raised, but

inclined to be globular. Were it

but pointed, like a Catherine

Merraet, one would really exclaim
" Ne Plus Ultra," but as it is we
all welcome this superb Rose.

The growth is strong and the

flowers are borne in profusion.

It will possibly supplant Liberty

and Richmond as a forcing Rose,

although somewhat lacking the

brilliancy of these two beautiful

sorts. From all sides one heard

nothing but praise for Edward
Mawley on the occasion of its

first appearance, and it must

surely have received the unanimous

vote of the judges who awarded

it the gold medal at the recent

exhibition of the National Rose

Society.

Leslie Holland, which gained

for Mr. Hugh Dickson the gold

medal last year, was well ex-

hibited both at the famous

Holland Park Show and that of

the National Rose Society in

Regent's Park. It is even brighter

than Hugh Dickson, but of quite

Hybrid Tea growth ;
indeed, 1

should not be surprised to hear

that it emanated from Etoile de

France, but endowed with none

of its defects as to bud opening,

(or Leslie Holland appears to be

as free and beautiful a garden

Rose as it is for exhibition.

John Bell is another splendid

rich colour Irom the same raiser,

although, perhaps, both are not

wanted. One of the best crimson novelties apart

from Edward Mawley is

Commander Jules Gravereaux ; it is a seedling

of Frau Karl Druschki, and possesses the same

splendid petal and huge flower, but of a glowing

crimson colour, lightly shaded with velvety maroon.

In habit, foliage and growth it resembles Frau

Karl Druschki. This was exhibited by Mr. Hugh
Dickson, but its raisers are Messrs. J. Croibier

et fils, Lyons. Although not exactly new, I would
advise all who appreciate semi-double Roses to

obtain

Sarah Bernhardt, for it is such a glorious rich

Liberty colour and its petals are so huge that one

could not desire a more effective pillar Rose than

this fine variety. P.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
The " National " Show.

IT
is not for me to give a report of the splendid

display which was brought together by the

National Sweet Pea Society at the Royal

Horticultural Hall—this is a duty which

falls to other pens than mine ; but I must

make some allusion to it ih a general way.

As a whole the exhibition was decidedly smaller

than that of last season, for many growers were

forced to cancel their entries, or a portion of them,

at the last moment owing to the weather. It is

THE NEW SWEET TEA MRS. HUGH DICKSON. (Reduced.)

a matter of opinion whether the promoters should

deplore the smallness or the reverse. Naturally

enough, all desire to see the greatest possible num-
ber of enthusiasts represented, but there is no

gainsaying the fact that the additional space

rendered available for the flowers shown enabled

them to be far better seen, criticised and admired.

Last year it was almost impossible to say decidedly

what was the real quality of three-parts of the

bunches staged, whereas this year one was able

clearly to see the entire sets.

As a rule, then, it is safe to say that the quality,

as well in regard to substance as to colour, was

excellent ; but to me it is equally indisputable

that there was more than a suspicion of coarseness

in some of the prize-winning stands. This is a

matter for regret. One can forgive the man who
does not make pretence that he is an expert in

Sweet Peas giving the floppy flowers premier

awards; but at the "National" none but an expert

would be thought of as an adjudicator, and it is

therefore most regrettable to see the prizes given

to bunches that were on the coarse side. The
exhibitors who staged them will not, naturally,

admit anything of the sort, but will claim that all

their blooms were the acme of refinement ; but

they will not convince me that they are in the right

any more than they wiU many other people who
closely examined and appraised the quality of the

blossoms shown.

We do not by any manner of means want to

make the Sweet Pea an ugly flower; but to feed

the plants to such a degree that

the flowers lose their correct form

and flop about in a most ungainly

way is going directly on the

wrong road, and will not do the

flower the smallest amount of

good either for home use or for

exhibition. Perhaps readers of

The Garden will crave space of

a kindly Editor to give their views

upon this point, not only so far as

those exhibited at the " National"

are concerned, but also the flowers

at smaller shows.

Now a few words in respect of

the novelties, td all of which

attention will from time to time

be drawn as space and oppor-

tunity offer. It can scarcely be

said that there was anything of

conspicuous merit which had not

previously been seen. The silver

medal for the finest novelty of the

year went, as was fairly generally

thought would be the case, to

Stirling Stent. Although this has

not the perfect Spencer form, it

is undoubtedly a splendid flower,

for it has size, substance and good

shape to commend it, while the

richness of the orange scarlet

will make it a great favourite.

The trouble with all varieties of

this shade up to the present is

that they burn badly, and clean,

unblemished blooms can only be

ensured by careful shading ; but

it is said that Stirling Stent has a

rooted objection to burning, and

that it will only do so under the

utmost provocation. Let us hope

that such will prove to be the

fact under general cultivation.

We owe this variety to Mr. Agate.

When Mr. R. Bolton first staged
See page 379.

Charles Foster, no one was to be

found who could at once accurately

describe the colour, but the usual term is pastel

pink, and the best advice I can give anyone who
does not know what particular shade that may be

is to grow the variety and see for themselves. It

is magnificent, and none will regret giving it a trial.

It is a bloom of strikingly attractive aspect, and is

quite distinct from any other on the market.

Mr. W. J. Unwin's Eric Harvey should have a

fine future before it, for the flowers are of splendid

size, shape and substance, and the, deep rose and

white colour will, in my opinion, ensure it a prompt

welcome. Mrs. W. J. Unwin was one of the elect

last season, and it is widely acknowledged to be

the most charming of all the flakes ; it is exquisitely

refined, and had even more admirers this year than

it did last, and it will have still others. Spencer.
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SWEET PEA MRS. HUGH DICKSON.
.\mong those varieties of Sweet Peas which

received awards from the National Sweet Pea

Society this year was Mrs, Hugh Dickson. Those

who know that excellent Sweet Pea Mrs. Henry

Bell, which appeals to one so strongly with its

delicate combination of cream and pink colours,

will only need to learn that Mrs. Hugh Dickson is

by many regarded as an improved Mrs. Henry
Bell to undei stand fully its excellent qualities.

It is robust and possesses the merit of being quite

fixed.

RANUNCULUS LYALLH IN NEW
ZEALAND.

The following note, with the photograph from

which the accompanying illustration has been

prepared, have been sent us by a New Zealand

reader, Mrs. E. Izard of Whanaka. We are

always pleased to receive notes and photographs

from our readers in the Colonies and other

countries, as by these means many beautiful

plants may be brought to hght, and often growing

under conditions quite different to those considered

necessary in this country. A plant growing in a

natural state often presents quite a different and

frequently more beautiful appearance than when
grown under artificial conditions. " As your
November corresponds with our May, I have just

been reading a number of The Gardem for Novem-
ber last, and in it I saw a letter about the New-

Zealand Ranunculus Lyallii. I send you a photo-

graph so that- you may have some idea of its

beauty. It is an alpine and grows some thousand
feet up on the mountains, where it must often get

covered with snow. The flowers are a waxy pure

white and rather larger than the Japanese Anemone.
Its leaves are like green bowls with tlie stem coming
from the middle of the back, and they are some-
times very large. I hope the photograph will be
suitable for printing."

THREE GOOD ROCK GARDEN
PLANTS.

MoRisn HvpoG.r..*.—This is a charming alpine

plant, with its leaves arranged in dwarf rosette

fashion. It is a beautiful plant for the rock garden or

tor associating with small Ferns. The flowers are

bright yellow and half an inch or more across
;

very distinct and attractive.

Cyclami:n Coum album.—This is suitable for the

rock garden or under trees. The white flowers

form a striking contrast to the round, dark red

leaves. A poor soil will suit it providing there is

no stagnation.

Corydahs bulbosa Halhri.—Another most inter-

esting plant, with Fern-like foliage and purple
flowers. Most of the Corydalises are yellow, but this

is not, Corydalises are shade-loving plants, and
sometimes the name of Fumatory is given to

them, C. T.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1405.

SOME NOVELTIES FROM BARR'S.

ONE always likes to see an old firm

retain its reputation by sheer merit,

and not simply to be content to

trade upon its good name and to

allow the push of its fame to carry

it on for a few years until probably
the inevitable decay becomes apparent. Messrs.

Barr and Sons are not going to do this. For
years they have held a unique position in the

Daffodil world, and it is very pleasant and gratifying

to their friends and supporters to see that they

do not mean to be left behind in the race, I was

lunching with Mr. William Barr on one of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Tuesdays in April,

after he and his brother, Mr. Rudolf, had made some

extensive purcliases of some of the best novelties

at the hall, and he took me afterwards to see them,

and in the course of conversation remarked, in

answer to something I said about being able to

get the money back, "We must do it; w-e must

keep up to date," or words to that effect. The

three flowers pictured in the coloured plate this

week are good examples of the care and discrimi-

nation of their selections, for, not content with

being raisers themselves, they take tribute from

the best of their contemporaries, and some of the

finest productions of Engleheart, Crosfield, the

Williamses, Worsley, Haydon and de Graaff are to

be found in their list.

Michael is one of the most beautiful of all large

yellow trumpets. We are apt to err in estimating

shades of colour, and I may be wrong in thinking

the illustration presents too great a contrast

perianth and an open crown of soft lemon

primrose deeply flanged and frilled at its mouth.

Price £18 i8s. \\\ these varieties have been

raised by Mr. P. D. Williams of St. Keverne,

Cornwall.

Among other good things which appear in Barr's

1910 list are Gadfly, which is a striking iiicompara-

bilis with a large fiery red eye and a white or delicate

sulphur perianth which slightly reflexes. Mermaid,

a giant Leedsii raised by Mr. P. D. Williams, may
be called an improved White Queen. The flower

is larger and the plant much taller, growing to the

height of 20 inches. I firmly believe that there is

a great future for this new type of Daffodil in the

garden, but up to now most of them have the defect

of being too short in the stem to be very effective

for the purpose. Fire Dome, which is a flower of

an altogether different character, may be called a

yellow Will Scariet, The huge orange scarlet

cup is surrounded by pale yellow twisted petals

(perianth segments), which are very much spread-

eagled, Mr, Felton, in his new book on " British

Floral .\rt," speaks in the highest terms of its

RANUNCULUS LYALLII GROWING IN NEW ZEALAND,

between the trumpet and the perianth. My idea of

the flower is that it is more of a self of a peculiar

soft-looking rich yellow, with a shghtly campanu-

late, broadly segmented perianth and a massive

trumpet after the type of King Alfred, The plant

has a fine erect habit and grows from i^ feet to

I J feet high. The price {£23) is a high one; but

if it is beyond us to-day, we can keep an eye

upon the flower until it can be bought for a sum
which is more in keeping with the depth of our

pockets,

Michael Angela is a grand large incomparabilis

measuring 4 inches across the perianth, with broad,

solid white segments, which form a beautiful

setting for the large, open, red-edged canary yellow

fluted crown. To-day the popular taste is for

" change " and not for " Tom Thumbs," so we

must try to have as many of these big fellows

in our collection as we can ; but £y 7s. needs

finding.

Sir Galahad is a new giant Leedsii measuring

4 inches across, with a pure white, broad, imbricated

suitability for cutting and, assuming the prophet's

mantle, foretells for it a great future as a " decora-

ave Daffodil." .-^nd, lastly, there is Red Beacon

—

quite a cheap thing if we class it with the " dears."

I saw a vase of it at Haarlem this spring on one of

the top rows of de Graaff's magnificent collection,

and very bright and lovely it looked with its red

cups and ivory perianths. The Queen-Mother

opened the exhibition that day, and in the course

of her tour round the tents—only they were wooden

buildings at Haarlem—particularly admired this

v.ariety as she passed. It is just the thing to catch

anyone's eye, and it will be a valuable acquisition

for house decoration.

Later on in the year a plate will appear with

some new poeticus forms, such as Dresden, Minerva

and Socrates, the first of which has an all red eye,

while the others have rimmed eyes. 1 fancy

this latter type is gaining in public favour.

We have had so many " all reds " that a change

to something more restful and quiet is very

pleasing Joseph Jacob.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO INCREASE POLYANTHUSES AND PRIMROSES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—This part of the

garden will now be quite at its best
;

the plants have made satisfactory

growth and the recent spell of fine

weather has to a considerable extent

ripened the wood and induced freer

flowering. It seems a pity to mar the beauty of

the flower-beds by taking cuttings at the present

r, AN 01. 1) PLANT Of I'OI.YANTMVS IN EXCEL-
LENT CONDITION EOR DIVISION.

time, and many amateur gardeners are reluc-

tant to do SO ; but it is really wise to secure

a few cuttings thus early. Young shoots of

many kinds of plants form roots quickly at this

season, and those cultivators who only possess

glass structures wherein a very moderate tempera-

ture can be maintained in winter-time should

propagate some of the soft-wooded kinds now, so

as to have well-rooted specimens by the time the

first frosts and fogs come. Cuttings well rooted

will withstand winter w^eather generally much

better than those that are not. Zonal Pelar-

goniums, Coleuses, Gazanias and Heliotropes must

be the first kinds dealt with. The principles on

which amateurs should work must be such as to

result in the securing of cuttings of the right kind

without leaving big gaps, and by selecting shoots

from the basal part of the plant and those that are

free from flower-buds the work will be successful.

Where the soil is very light, water should be given

freely. Next week some hints on making and

inserting cuttings will be given. Dry lawns must

be watered copiously. Owing to the watering of

flower-beds from time to time, the soil under the

grass near them gets saturated, and then the grass

grows there more rapidly than on the open portion,

so that it will be advisable to mow nearer the beds

oftener than the main portion of the lawn. Con-

tinue to stake and tie up tall-growing plants and to

peg down the shoots of others, as growth generally

is very rapid at this season.

Vegetable Garden.—The dreaded disease has

already made its appearance in the Potato planta-

tions, and no time must be lost in getting the

whole crops that are affected lifted directly the

tubers are ripe enough. Owing to the necessary

haste for getting the tubers lifted, do not be tempted

to throw down broadcast all haulm, but place it

in light boxes, convey to a convenient corner and

burn it there. The ashes may be returned to the

soil. Separate the diseased tubers from the sound

ones at lifting-time; place the others in a cool,

dark shed in thin layers and there examine them

again in a few days' time. The seed-tubers should

be dried in open sheds or under tilted glass lights

in frames. Small-bulbed Onions that part readily

from the soil when gently pulled should be har-

vested on a fine day. Place them on mats in a

cool, open shed, or, like the Potatoes, under glass

lights ; turn over the bulbs twice each week, and

thus finish the hardening process before storing

them. Other bulbs still growing freely may be

watered with weak doses of liquid manure, but not

if the weather is rainy, otherwise they will split.

Keep all crops tree from weeds.

Fruit Garden.—The gathering of the Strawberry

crops has of late claimed the attention of culti-

vators, and much bush fruit has also been picked.

Red and White Currants on healthy trees hang

well, but Black Currants drop when ripe. If a few

bushes are covered with mats, the fruit may be kept

in good condition for two or three weeks in the

case of the two former kinds, but only those bushes

of Black Currants growing in north aspects should

be so treated, as the fruits are naturally late in

such positions. The early Apples and Pears must

be carefully gathered now, and also Plums. Birds

and wasps know where to find ripe fruits, and so

some protection should be afforded. In many
cases damaged fruits are left on the ground and even

on the branches, and these specimens attract the

birds and wasps. All fruits so damaged must be

removed and the sound ones, when ripe, gathered

and stored in cool rooms. Keep young runners

cut off layered Strawberry plants and see that the

latter do not suffer from want of water.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Tuberous Begonias

are now making a brilliant show in the greenhouse,

and on very bright days a light shading will be

beneficial. Gradually withhold water from

Gloxinias that have flowered, and Lilies also.

While frames can be spared for the purpose, raise

seedlings of biennials and perennials in them,

thus keeping the young plants under control and

especially safe from heavy rains. Prepare some

frames or erect temporary ones for cuttings of

bedding-out plants. A. A.

INCREASING THE POLYANTHUSES AND
PRIMROSES BY DIVISION.

Polyanthuses and Primroses are dealt with under

one heading, as the treatment of both is much the

same. There is no more welcome flower in

English gardens in the spring than the Polyanthus,

which is divided into two or three classes. One,

the gold-laced, is a quaint section having blooms

that are margined or laced with gold, a stripe

running from this down the centre of each petal

to the eye, the rest of the petal partaking of quite

another colour. Then there is the fancy or Ciiant

Polyanthus, having blooms of various colours that

are developed in trusses of large size on plants of

robust growth. They are deservedly popular for the

hardy flower garden, the colours of the flowers

varying from white and yellow to intense crimson.

There are also the semi-double flowers of the

Hose-in-Hose kind Jack-in-the-Green and Panta-

loon variations.

The common Primrose is another plant that

develops best in shaded beds and borders. Con-

siderable attention has been given to this section

in more recent years, in consequence of which we
now have a number of beautiful varieties. It is

astonishing the array of colour that may be obtained

from plants resulting from an ordinary packet of

seed obtained from a reliable source. Mauve,
liiac, rose, blue, blush lilac, red and many inter-

mediate tones of colour are now represented in the

better hardy border Primroses.

Now as to propagation, or increasing the

plants. Most gardens have at least a few that at

a certain period in their history attain too large a

size. Such plants are represented by the specimen

portrayed in Fig. i. A careful scrutiny of the

illustration will reveal numerous crowns, which

should divide quite easily, and one such plant will

invariably break up into a dozen to eighteen pieces,

more or less, and in this way enable the grower to

increase his stock to this extent. It is the simplest

possible method of dealing with these hardy flowers,

and the merest novice may, by taking note of the

illustrations figured herein and the accompanying
letterpress, deal with his plants quite satisfactorily.

The usual period tor lifting and dividing the Poly-

anthuses and hardy Primroses is after they ha\'e

gone out of flower, and at the present time the old

tufts are in excellent condition for this manipula-

tion of their growth, as the illusLration already

referred to so aptly shows. That the beginner

may better understand how to proceed with this

work, I have depicted in Fig. 2 three divided

pieces of the plant shown in Fig i. This latter

plant yielded about fifteen such pieces, some,

of course, much better rooted than others,

but all having roots which ensured a successful

issue. Several of the divided portions gave

promise of making excellent plants in the not

distant future, and with ordinary care not one of

them should fail. The three pieces figured are

selected to show the variable character of t,he

divided portions of the old plants, and this should

be a satisfactory indication of the character the

divided growths should bear. Make up the bed

in which the se\'ered growths are to be planted in

a reserve quarter of the garden in a shady border.

-a few of the divided pieces, each of
THfiSE WILL develop INTO A BEAUTIFUL
PLANT BY NE.XT FLOWERING SEASON.

These quarters should be dug over and the soil

rendered friable and easy to work before the old

plants are lifted, so that, once the work of division

is begun, it may be soon completed. Replant the

divided pieces about 6 inches apart in rows. In

some gardens where the demands are limited it

may be more convenient to replant these divisions

of the old plants in boxes, which should not be
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3. divinei) pieces replanted in a box and
left there until planting-out time
next autumn. they may be replanted
in similar fashion in any semi-shaded
quarter of the garden if more con-
\'emi-:nt.

less than 3 iinhes deep. I prefer i inch or

3 inches more.

Fig. 3 represents a niiinber of pieces treated in

this fashion. It will be observed that even here

the planting is done alternately to economise space.

Plants of the subjects under notice should be in

their flowering quarters in October, as this will

enable them to become established before the hard

frosty weather is experienced.

In some gardens it may be more convenient to

pot up the required number of pieces that the old

plants yield when broken up as I have described.

This may be done forthwith, and in the case of

some of the choicer plants of the gold-laced kinds

it is advisable. Use soil made up of two parts

loam, one part embracing equal quantities of leaf-

mould, thoroughly well-decayed manure and

coarse silver sand, all well mixed together. After

potting, stand the plants in a shady frame until

October, after which period transfer them to a cold

frame with a warm aspect. Do not overwater

;

just keep the soil moist, except when coming into

flower, and then water freely. Fig. 4 shows a

plant just potted up as described. D. B. Crane.

VIOLETS.
Preparing the Plants for Frames.

If we intend to force bulbs and plants in hot-

houses, we generally try to obtain the strongest

specimens we can. The strongest plant is weakened
by forcing, so we can readilv understand how
failures occur when weakly plants are employed
for this purpose. As much, if not more, labour is

required in the growing of weikly plants as strong

ones, and, of course, the results are widely different.

It may be asserted that, as Violets are grown in

frames during the winter-time, they will be stronger

on that account, and medium-strength plants will

become very strong. This is not the case, however,

and it is proved by the fact that those plants left

in the open border throughout the winter grow
stronger the following spring and summer than

those specimens taken from frames in which they

have grown during the winter-time. To strengthen

plants for frames it is advisable to keep the runners

constantly pinched off, also to maintain the leaves

in a healthy condition by frequent syringings with

clear water and occasionally with clear soot-water.

Furthermore, judicious feeding will greatly benefit

the plants and assist the swelling of the crowns at

this season.

Planting in the Frames.—I think many culti-

vators defer the lifting and planting of the clumps
in the frames too long. It is certainly an advantage

to get the plants well rooted and established in

their winter quarters before frosts come ; there-

fore, I would prefer to do this work in August than

September, and October Is certainly too late a date.

If good soil is placed on an old, spent hot-bed, it

will be beneficial to the plants ; but a newly con-

structed hot-bed is not absolutely necessary.

I'Yiable loam and a small quantity of sweet leaf-soil

should be placed in the frame to a depth of at least

I foot. The surface of the bed should be within

9 inches of the glass lights ; it will sink down as

time passes, but it is essential to success that the

leaves of the plants almost touch the glass. Make
the soil firm around the roots and give a thorough
watering. Keep the lights almost closed for a few

days after the planting, shade slightly and syringe

daily. Then take off the lights and leave the plants

fully exposed until the first frost comes. Always
water carefully and maintain a steady, healthy

growth. The small-leaved varieties may be planted

I foot apart, but the large-leaved ones should be

given 3 inches more space each way. Shamrock.

LIFTING AND STORING SHALLOTS.
Many bulbs are lifted and exhibited during August
and September, and the general lifting and storing

takes place at that time. There is a right way to

harvest these bulbs. Directly the tops have
fallen over and become partially yellow, the bulbs

must be lifted, as at this stage they have not much
hold of the soil and readily part from it ; but there

must not be any violent pulling. If this is neces-

sary, leave the bulbs to mature more. Having
gathered the Shallots carefully, spread them out

thinly on mats or empty sacks in a shed or cool

frame if the weather is unfavourable ; but if it is

dry, spread out the bulbs on mats in the open air,

but not fully exposed to the sunshine. The sun,

if it shone direct upon the bulbs, would cause some
shrivelling, so partial shade is advisable. Turn
over the Shallots occasionally until they are dry and
crisp and the outer scales stand out and crackle

when handled. At this stage the bulbs will be in

excellent condition for storing. Drawers, cup-

boards, and shelves in cool, dry, but frost-proof

sheds are all suitable positions for them. No
violent trimming of the tops or the roots must be

done ; if the loose portions are removed it will be

all that is required. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Roses.—Up to the moment of writing the season

has probably been the most unfavourable ex-

perienced for these flowers for many years past, the

largest exhibitors, professional and amateur alike,

having been greatly handicapped in their en-

deavours to maintain either their good name or to

display that high quality of flowers which is ex-

pected at their hands. Not only have the con-

tinued rains had a most damaging effect upon the

flowers, but equally so the sunless days and cold

nights, frequently approximating to the drear

and chill of November-time, have made their

mark upon the plants, which in numerous instances

are ahready disfigured by mildew. The great aim
of the gardener, therefore, at such a time should

be to preserve as much as is possible the foliage of

his plants, and in this way do his best to obtain

good autumn flowers. By syringing, not too late

in the afternoon, any plants or varieties that are

prone to mildew with a mixture of sulphur and soft

soap, some of the worst effects of the mildew may
be prevented, otherwise there is a great possibility,

should the wet and cold continue, of the later

flowers being also spoiled.

Tomatoes Under Glass.—These, so far, have
required very careful treatment, and any attempt
to close the greenhouse ventilators for the sake of

warmth will have been attended by mildew and
other diseases- A close, stuffy atmosphere is at

all times highly detrimental to this crop, and the

essential atmospheric buoyancy of the greenhouse

has only been rendered possible by a free circula-

tion of heat in the hot-water pipes. This, in con-

junction with that "crack of air" so often referred

to in conversational gardening, will do much to keep
the internal conditions of tlie house in order.

Water at the roots at such times should only be
sparingly given, the amount depending largely

upon local conditions and circumstances.

Tufted Pansies.—Where new stock of these is

required, the plants, having been previously cut

down and either earthed up or mulched, should

now be encouraged to make fresh shoots for pur-

poses of propagation. The older tufts ought,

by now. to be showing abundance of shoots
of about 2 inches in length, and where it is not
convenient to at once detach these shoots, a little

further earthing up of them will but strengthen

their root action. At the earliest moment, however,
these freshly rooted shoots should be removed and
transferred to a bed or border of prepared soil, one
having a north or north-west exposure for prefer-

ence.

Room Ferns.—There are certain seasons of the

year when flowering plants are seen to far greater

advantage in the garden than in the home, and at

such a time, with the garden assuming its gayest

garb, the refreshing beauty of foliage plant or

Fern in the sitting-room has a charm of its own.
Quite one of the best Ferns for the purpose, because
of its hardy enduring character and free growth,

is Adiantum Capillus-veneris, and which, illiberally

treated, is capable of good service. For years

past preference has been given to the above-

named, and to some of the good forms of Poly-

stichum angulare for fireplaces and dark corners in

rooms in lieu of the incongruously coloured screens

that are frequently used. In such circum-

stances there is a freshness and beauty about the

living examples that is decidedly good, to which,

in times of great heat, may be added a restfulness

and change as welcome as it is desirable. The
dark greenery of Asparagus plumosus is likewise

good for the purpose we have in view.

Double-flowered Rockets.—These have ever

been among the most prized of old-fashioned hardy

4.

—

a promising divided piece placed in a
POT. THIS method IS USEFUL WHERE
ONLY A FEW PLANTS ARE REQUIRED.

herbaceous plants, and if less frequently seen in

Southern than in Northern England, are still

worthy of intelligent care, because of the flowers

which are both fragrant and early. At the present
time the old plants should have the flower-spike

removed and, by encouraging fresh growth from
the base, propagation by means of cuttings or

division will be possible at a later date. These
Rockets are found in white and purplish flowered
forms, the plants being longest-lived in soils of

a rather heavy nature. E. H. Jenkins.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
CABBAGES FOR SPRING.

THE amateur does not always get the

best early Cabbages, and even now, the

middle of July, my neighbours are

cutting what are termed their early

spring supplies, the heads being

coarse, with huge, flabby leaves. The

trials of early Cabbages undertaken by the committee

of the National Vegetable Society should in a great

measure help the amateur who has only a limited

space and requires the earliest Cabbages available.

T fear there will be some difficulty in getting the

facts or trials brought to the knowledge of those

most interested, as in country districts the small

amateur plants and does not sow, and the result

is as I have described ; there is much loss of time

and space, and the results are unsatisfactory.

On the other hand, it is an easy matter for the

amateur to sow a little seed, and by so doing get

much better results. This is a point I would

strongly urge, as the results would be vastly

superior. The Cabbage is an important vegetable

in March, April and May, and there is no difficulty

whatever in getting a crop if the seed is sown during

the next few weeks of an early, small and reliable

variety. There are some very good early reliable

Cabbages.
Varieties.

I am placing much importance on size and earli-

ness ; the last-named should receive the first con-

sideration. Quality is also a strong point. For

the amateur I think a small or medium early variety,

with few outer leaves and a distinctly mild flavour,

should be the one selected, a variety that forms a

solid heart, is very early, and not wasteful. Such

a Cabbage requires less space, shows little or no

inclination to bolt, and the small hearting kinds

are delicious ; they come in at a time when they

can be almost termed a delicacy. These small

early Cabbages are less influenced by changes of

weather, and they occupy a small space compared

to the huge, worthless varieties I have alluded

to, which, in my opinion, are more adapted for

cattle on the field than in the garden. Sutton's

Harbinger is the earliest Cabbage grown ;
it is

small, very compact and of excellent quality

—

an ideal early variety. Even last January some

of the heads of this sort were fit for use.

Another equally good variety is Sutton's April,

but at times it is ready in March. I have frequently

cut it in the middle of the month from sowings

made the middle of July. It is a good, small

Cabbage, larger than Harbinger, but an ideal

amateur's variety. Sutton's Flower of Spring, a

medium-sized form, early and equally reliable, is

most valuable ; this closely follows the April, and

may be had fit for the table early in April. It is

a fine spring Cabbage. Of smaller kinds Favourite

and Little Gem are excellent, also Veitch's Earliest

of All and Veitch's Matchless, both small, with no

waste, early and reliable. Of older and good forms

Wheeler's Imperial is excellent, a most reliable,

small, early variety. Carter's Early Heartwell is

a splendid addition to the early Cabbages. Sown

early in August it is ready in March. This may be

classed as one of the best of the newer varieties.

Sowing.

Probably the date of sowing is almost as impor-

tant as the variety if earhness is the cardinal point.

This work requires some thought. For the early,

small varieties in a large garden I would advise

two sowings, one late in July and another early in

August ; but I am writing from an amateur's

view, and here one sowing must suflice. Sow
thinly in good soil from August i to August lo,

according to the locality, andjplant as soon as the

plants are large enough. This sowing of any of

the improved early kinds named above should

give good heads in March and April. It is almost

useless to sow early and leave the seedlings too

long in the seed-bed. Another point is to plant

in weii-prepared land, deeply dug. Avoid huge
quantities of rank manure, and plant firmly. These

small varieties require only i8 inches between

the rows, or even less, and half that distance

between the plants. G. Wythes.

NEW PLANTS.
Sweet Pea Iris.—A pretty variety of salmon and

apricot colouring. From Mr. C. Breadmore,

Winchester.

Fuchsia Sylvia.—The double flowers are excep-

tionally deep and long, the corolla white and the

sepals deep scarlet. From Messrs. James Veitch

and Sons, Limited, Chelsea.

Sweet Pea Mrs. F. A . Wellesley.—A large-

flowered variety of nearly pure white colouring.

The accompanying foliage gave the impression

that the plant had been much fed up. Shown by
Mr. F. A. Wellesley, Woking.

Astilbe Arendsii Salmon Queen.—A distinct

variety of pale salmon hue and fine free habit of

flowering.

Astilbe Arendsii Venus.—This is of rosy colouring

and quite distinct from others that have preceded

it. These were exhibited in fine plants by M.

George Arends, Ronsdorf, Germany.
Rosa muUiflora Flame.—A free-flowering rambler

kind of rosy crimson colouring, the plants being a

mass of blooms. From Mr. Charles Turner,

Sloiigh.

Sweet Pea Elfrida Pearson.—A large and beauti-

ful-flowered variety of varying degrees of pink,

with pinky white shading. From Messrs. Pearson

and Sons, Lowdham.
Senecio glastifoliits variety.—This might easily

have been mistaken for a Cosmos, either by its

form or colour. The flower-heads are lA inches

across and of rose magenta hue. Shown by the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstree.

CosrKos Rose Queen.—A very handsome variety

with good descriptive name. The variety is said

to be an early flowering one, hence its greater

value.

Sweet Pea Earl Spencer.—The dominant colour

shade is orange scarlet in a particularly showy and
good variety.

Sweet Pea Marion Cutkbertson.—A pale old rose

variety of much merit and charm.

Calendula Sulphur Queen.—We believe the award
in this instance was given to the strain, which is a

double-flowered one of much excellence.

Oypsophila Carminea.—For all practical pur-

poses this may be accepted as a rosy pink-flowered

form of the G. elegans type. This set of five

novelties came from Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh.

Carnation Mrs. Robert Berkeley.—A border

variety of moderate size and proportions and of

pale pink colouring. Shown by Mr. James Douglas,

Great Bookham, Surrey.

The fourteen novelties above-named came before

the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society on the 19th inst., when each received an

award of merit.

Cattleya Warscewiczii Low's variety.—A magnifi-

cent example of this fine variety was shown and

much admired. The sepals and petals are of rosy

purple colouring, the handsome lip of rich dark

crimson save for almost finger-print blotches of

yellow at right and left near the throat. This

grand variety came from Lieutenant-Colonel Sir

George Holford, K.C.V.O., Tetbury, Gloucester-

shire. First-class certificate.

Cattleya o'brieniana alba.—The exhibited plant

of this chaste and rare form carried onlv a solitary

flower, which was the admiration of a large number.
The opaque-looking flower gave the impression of

great solidity, and, save for the merest suspicion of

a creamy tint on the lip, is wholly white. Exhibited
by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield. First-class certificate.

Oncidium Sandera.—A distinct and pretty plant

combining the leaf character of O. lanceanum
with the tall scapes and somewhat the flowers of

O. Papilio, the latter being yellow, copiously blotched

with chocolate. From Messrs. Sander and Sons,

St. Albans. Award of merit.

Cattleya Artemis (C. Iris x C. gaskelliana alba).

—

The sepals and petals of this beautiful form are of

pink colour, the margin of the lip much tassellated

and waved, the frontal lobe broadly set with orange
colour. From Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George
Holford, K.C.\'.0. ."^ward of merit.

Pescatorea Camellosa.—Sepals and petals of a

yellow colour, lip white, the arching crest-like

portion being marked by several brownish crimson

lines. From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hay-
ward's Heath. Award of merit.

The foregoing new Orchids were shown before

the Orchid committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society on the 19th inst., when the awards were

made.

BOOK S.
AN IMPORTANT ROSE BOOK.

" The Genus Rosa."

It is a source of great pleasure and interest to

rosarians and book-lovers generally that Miss

Willmott's addition to Rose literature is on the

eve of publication. We have seen Mr. Alfred

Parsons's drawings, and they are exquisite and
faithful representations of the species and forms

portrayed. No book on Roses has aroused greater

interest than this, which will become of great value

in the future. As a guide to the extent of the

work and its historical value, the following kinds

are illustrated by means of coloured plates

:

R. persica Michx., R. Hardii Cels freres, R. arvensis

Huds., R. sempervirens L., R. moschata var.,

R. m. Miller, R. m. var. nepalensis Lindl., R. m.
var. nasturana Christ., R. m. var. abyssinica

Rehder, R. Dupontii Desegl., R. phoenicea Boiss.,

R. anemonajflora Lindl., R. watsoniana Crepin,

R. multiflora Thunb., R. m. var. platyphylla Thory,

R. wichuraiana Crepin, R. setigera Michx., R.

stylosa Desv., R. Banksiae R. Br., R. B. var. lutea,

R. Collettii Crepin, R. fortuniana Lindl., R.

microcarpa Lindl., R. Isvigata Michx., R. 1. -

chinensis, R. involucrata Roxb., R. bracteata

Wendl., R. microphylla Lindl., R. cinnamomea L.,

R. macrophylla Lindl., R. Prattii Hemsl., R.

sericea Lindl., R. laxa Retz., R. fedtschenkoana

Regel, R. beggeriana Schrenk., R. elymaitica Boiss.,

R. rugosa Thunb., R. r. var. calocarpa Andre,

R. r. X blanda, R. Iwara Siebold, R. Carolina L.,

R. virginiana Miller (R. lucida Ehrh.), R. humilis

Marsh, R. h. var. grandiflora, R. nitida Willd.,

R. foliolosa Nutt., R. gymnocarpa Nutt., R. cali-

fornica C. and S., R. pisocarpa A. Gray, R. nutkana

Presl., R. Woodsii Lindl., R. foetida Herrm.

(lutea Miller), R. f. var. bicolor, R. hemisph^erica

Herrm., R. xanthina Lindl., R. spinosissima var.

hispida Koehne, R. s. L., R. s. var. altaica Rehd.,

R. s. var. myriacantha Koehne, R. Malyi Kerner,

R. involuta Smith, R. i. var. Sabini Woods, R. i.

var. Wilsoni Baker, R. hibernica Sm., R. webbiana

Wall, R. pendulina L., R. acicularis Lindl., R. a.

var. nipponensis Crepin, R. blanda Ait., R. b. var.

arkansana Porter, R. b. var. wiUmottiana Baker,

R. minutifolia Engelm., R. Stanwell Perpetual
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H(irt.. R. gallica I,., K. g. var. variegata, R. g. var.

inimila Jacq., R. polliniana Spreng., R. sancta

Rich., R. parvifolia Ehrh., R. centifolia L., R.

provincialis Miller, R. p. var. variegata, R. p. var.

bullata, R. centifolia muscosa Seringe, R. c. var.

cristata, R. poiiiponia DC, R. damascena Miller,

R. d. var. nibrotinata (Hebe's Lip), R. franco-

furtana Muench., R. alba L., R. a. var. rubicuiida

Koessig., R. chinensis Jacq., R. c. var. semper-

florens Koehne, R. c. var. minima Rehder., R. c.

var. pseudo-indica Lindl., R. c. var. longifolia

Willd., R. c. var. grandiflora (alba), R. Borbonica

Morren, R. noisettiana Thory, R. Lheritieranea

Thory, R. ruga Lindl., R. gigantea Crfpin, R.

canina L., R. d\imetorum Thuill., R. canina var.

exilis Cr^pin, R. c, var. globosa Desv., R. coriifolia

Fries., R. rubrifolia Vill., R. macrantha Desp.,

R montana Chaix., R. Pouzini Tratt, R. pomifera

Herrm., R. p. Rev. C. W. D.'s var., R. mollis

.Smith, R. orientalis Dupont, R. tomentosa Smith,

R. hawrana Kmct., R. trachyphylla Ran., R.

eglanteria L., K. micrantha Sm., R. agrestis Savi.,

R. inodora Fries., R. spinulifolia Dam., R. sicula

Tratt, R. Serafinii Viv., R. ferox M.B., R. asper-

riraa Godet, &c.

This magnificent work will appear in no fewer

than twenty and not more than twenty-four parts,

at I guinea net each part. Each part will contain

live or six coloured plates, drawings of fruits in

black and white and descriptive letterpress. This

will consist of full historical, geographical and other

details of information collected by Miss Willmott

from widely extended sources, together with

technical descriptions of each Rose in Latin and

in English, and a full synonymy. There will also

be an illustrated glossary and a comprehensive

index. The book will give an account, with illus-

trations, of the most interesting species of the

Roses of the Old and New Worlds. Some natural

hybrids, a few first crosses and several old garden

Roses have been included in order to complete the

treatment of the subject. Mr. J. G. Baker, F.R.S.,

late Keeper of the Royal Herbarium at Kew, has

been of especial service in drawing up the specific

characters. Professor Sargent of the Arnold

.\rboretum. Harvard University, LT.S.A., has read

the whole book, which owes much to his criticism

and advice. Colonel Prain, Director of the Royal

Gardens, Kew, has been so good as to read the

hnal proofs. The drawings have been made by

Mr. Alfred Parsons, A.R.A., principally from the

specimens growing in Miss Willmott's gardens at

Warley and Tresserve. They have been executed

in chromolithography by Mr. Griggs, who has

successfully reproduced the character of the

originals. In many cases there have been over

twenty printings to one plate in order to render

all the tints. This edition will be limited, and

will not be reprinted.

Wood and Garden.*—This book has reached

the eleventh edition, and few works relating to

gardening deserve a wider circulation. It is a

record of one who not only has a love of gardening,

but is a teacher, telling one in a way that may be

imderstood by all who are earnest in their wish

for real instruction the story of a life spent among
flowers, the most exquisite contrasts and associa-

tions, and abounding in practical hints. Miss

Jekyll writes with a full knowledge, and, apart

from practical information conveyed, there is a

literary charm that will appeal to those who have

little desire for gardening knowledge. It is a

delightful book, and a companion in leisure hours

to take up and enjoy. There are no fewer than

seventy-one illustrations from photographs by

• " Wood and Garden ; Notes and Thoughts, Practical
and Critical, of a Working Amateur." By Gertrude Jekyll.

IvOngmans, Green and Co. ; price fis. net.

the author. The following is a quotation with

reference to the

" SiiA Holly (Ervngium),"
which in July attains its full richness of colouring.

The author remarks that this family of July-

flowering plants does " well on poor, sandy soils

that have been deeply stirred. Of these the more
generally useful is E. oliverianum, the E. amethysti-

num of nurserymen, but so named in error, the

true plant being rare and scarcely known in gardens.

The whole plant has an admirable structure of a

dry and nervous quality, with a metallic colouring

and dull lustre that are in strong contrast to softer

types of vegetation. The black-coated roots go
down straight and deep, and enable it to withstand

almost any drought. Equalling it in beauty is

E. gigatilcum, the Silver Thistle, of the same
metallic texture, but whitish and almost silvery.

This is a biennial, and should be sown every year.

A more lowly plant, but hardly less beautiful, is

the wild Sea Holly of our coasts {E. maritimum)

,

with leaves almost blue, and a handsome tuft of

flower nearly matching them in colour. It occurs

on wind-blown sandhills, but is worth a place in

any garden. It comes up rather late, but endures,

apparently unchanged, except for bloom, through-

out the late summer and autumn."

House and Garden.*—This is, if one may so

express it, a sequel to " Wood and Garden," and
has the same sweet charm, describing more the

building of the house itself than the garden, with

general observations of the greatest practical

value. One of the most interesting chapters is

on the making of Pot-Pourri ; one of much value

also is the chapter on " Plants for Poor Soils."

The illustrations are many, and breathe the spirit

of the country home. These books are issued

now at a much cheaper price.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for oiu" table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note wiU accompany the

flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome
anything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub, Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be

addressed to the Editor, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Culinary Peas from Surrey.
Mr. T. Allen, The Gardens, Eversfield, Sutton,

Surrey, sends us pods of Webb's Pioneer Pea.

These for a first early are large and well filled, and
the Peas of good colour and flavour. Mr. Allen

writes :
" I am sending you a few of Webb's

Pioneer Peas, which belong to the first early section.

The plants grow to about 3i feet in height, and are

wonderful croppers. The soil in which they have
been grown is rather light."

border in very light, shallow soil, with rocky sub-
soil. The soil is very stony, but we give all our
Strawberries a heavy mulching of farmyard manure
in the autumn after the runners have been hoed,

but never dig between the plants. Waterloo is

our best dessert Strawberry this dry season."

Two Rare and Rf.atjtiful Shrubs.
Mr. W. A. Cook, who has charge of the beautiful

gardens of Leonardslee, Horsham, sends flowering

shoots of two beautiful shrubs — Dcsfontanea

spinosa and Mitraria coccinea—each with scarlet

flowers, and known to those who have gardens in

the South. Mr. Cook writes :
" These two rare

and beautiful shrubs are now at their best, and
both arc in the alpine garden, though we have
several of the former dotted about the grounds."

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

Strawberries from Perthshire.

Mr. R. H. Cockburn, Gartmore Gardens, Gart-

more, Perthshire, sends us some splendid fruits of

the dark-coloured Strawberry Waterloo, which

arrived in good condition and were of excellent

flavour. Mr. Cockburn writes :
" I am sending

you a few Strawberries of the Waterloo variety

for your table to let you see what we grow in West
Perthshire. They have been grown on a south

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.— 7'/«' lulilnr inteiuis lo

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
u'Uh that object unll make a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Taristock

Street, Comnt Garden, London. W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the PUBIISHER. The name and address
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FLOWER G4RDEN.
Primula cockburniana {^frs. Niclwll).

The general experience with such species of Primula
as divide freely and well is that seedlings give much
better results, and this is the method of increase
we advise you to follow with the above. There
are certain species of Primula well known as of
perennial duration, yet whose subsequent behaviour
never warrant their being treated as perennials.
On the other hand, the seedlings possess a vigour
usually unknown otherwise, to sav nothing of the
greater increase of stock by these means as com-
pared to division of the rootstock. When division
is desired, this is always best performed some little

time after flowering, and there would be quite
time to ripen the seeds before attempting it.

Storing Tulips (C. L.). — You ask for
" directions forTthe best way of storing Tulips
ft-om one year to another," and we are not sure
whether we understand your requirements. If
you wish to keep the bulbs a whole year or more
out of the earth, we fear that such treated bulbs
are foredoomed to failure. You speak, too, of
" how to keep them through the winter," and our
answer is to plant them early in October, inasmuch
as these things cannot with impunity be kept all the
winter out of the ground. To get the best results
from Tulips the bulbs should be lifted and dried
in July, placing them thinly in boxes in an open
shed or outhouse, and replant in September or
October. Occasionally, for special purposes and
for exhibition over a long period, the bulbs are
kept in the dry state till the end of the year, or even
later ; but as there is a distinct loss of stature, and
not infrequently of stock resulting, we do not
recommend it for general adoption, the losses being
out of all proportion to the gains. To keep the
bulbs for these purposes they must be ven,' drv
and ver^' cool.
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Disease In Nemesias and branching Lark-
spurs {Aber).—We were unable to And the pest wliich is

damaging the plant. It is something at the root just where
it enters the ground apparently, and we suggest that you
should examine the plants after dark. Probably millipedes

may be the culprits, and these may be captured by means
of pieces of Potato sunk in the ground and examined
at. frequent intervals to kill those trapped.

Grass unsatisfactory (D. M.).—You had better

try a dressing of Lawn Sand to get rid of the weeds. There
are several reliable preparations on the market, which may
be obtained, with directions for use. from most seedsmen,
or you may prepare a mixture by using sixty-five parts of

amnioniuni sulphate and thirty-five parts of flue sand,
well mixed together and sown thinly over the lawn almost

at any time. The grass may turn brown a little to com-
mence with, but it will soon recover.

Diseased VThite Lilies (L. E. C.I.—The Lilies

are affected by the well-known Lily disease, due to the
fungus Botrytis cinerea. which apparently gains an entrance

into the plant from the soil. You might try the effect of

completely removing the top soil to the depth of about
3 inches, and replacing it with quite fresh soil which has
been mixed with iiowers of sulphur, or, better still, with

soil which has been heated to the boiling point of water.

This should be done about August, after the removal of

all dead stems, &c., and before the new growths push up.

Water Lilies falling (M. M.I.—The only reason

we can assign with the information before us is tliat the

covering depth of the water has been insufficient and has

tested the hardiness of the plants. Usually these Nym-
phaeas are reliably hardy with 18 inches of water above
them, and your district should be no exception. The fact

that the plants flowered last season proved their strength

at that time, while the failure since points to an insufficient

depth of water, unless, indeed, there is disease at the root

of which we have no knowledge. We advise that you
examine the rhizomes to ascertain their condition. If

these are sound, the failure may be due to insect life.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Killing Holly trunks {Swy). — The

trunks of the Hollies may be killed by removing

a strip of bark, say, 3 inches in width, from just

above the ground-level. Care must, of course, be

taken to remove the whole of the bark within the

space named, so that no connection can possibly

be maintained. If the portion whence the

bark has been removed is of too conspicuous a

tint, it may be readily toned down by a paint made

of clay and water. This may not at first kill the

roots : bnt if care is taken to cut off any shoots

that may make an appearance directly they are

noticed, the roots from sheer weakness will soon

lose their vitality. In order to kill a tree it is

sometimes recommended to lay bare the main

roots, bore holes in them with an augur, and then

fill the said holes with salt. We, however, think

that the removal of the bark would suit your

purpose.

Rhododendrons not flowering (Miss C. M. W.).

The non-flowering of your Khododendrons was possibly

caused by the fact that, being fresh planted, they

devoted a good deal of their energy to the production

of new wood rather than blossoms. As they are now
established and making good shoots, it is quite probable

that flower-buds will be formed and that you will have a
good display next year. At all events, you can do nothing

further, as any pruning will only serve to retard the pro-

duction of blossoms.

Ampelopsis and Clematis montana (fi. M.
Carpmael).—It will not hurt your Ampelopsis to allow a

plant of Clematis montana to grow among it. The only

inconvenience you will experience will be in the pruning

of the Ampelopsis. As a rule, this plant is pruned during

winter, while the Clematis must not be pruned until the

flowers are over in June. Consequently, you will cither

have to be very careful in pruning the Ampelopsis not to

cut the shoots of the Clematis, or else leave the Ampelopsis
and prune it with the Clematis m June. The latter is

really the best plan. The Clematis may be cut fairly hard
back each year.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Bougainvillea dropping its foliage

[W. P.).—You give us no idea of the treatment

to which your Bougainvillea has been subjected,

and consequently we are very much handicapped

in any attempt to explain its erratic behaviour.

We presume that the plant referred to is Bougain-

villea glabra or one of its forms, such as sanderiana.

These Bougainvilleas will commence to flower in

May, and continue till the end of the summer
provided they are not kept too close and warm.

We have seen them in August beautifully in flower

in Hyde Park, and some well-flowered examples

were very noticeable at the recent Holland House

Show. Such being the case, we cannot imagine

the plant remaining leafless throughout the greater

part of the summer. There is a widespread idea

that Bougainvillea glabra requires a considerable

amount of heat, but it will succeed during the

winter in a structure with a minimum tempera-

ture of 45°, and in summer it does not require any

artificial heat ; indeed, the more it is exposed to

light, air and sunshine, so much the richer will be

the colour of the bracts. The general treatment

needed by Bougainvillea glabra may be thus

summed up. After the flowering season is over,

which in a cool house will not be till autumn is

well advanced, the plant may be kept somewhat

drier at the root in order to thoroughly ripen the

wood. Throughout the winter it must be kept

moderately dry, and at that season it will be

practically leafless. Then in February, if any shoots

are particularly straggling, they may be shortened

back or any old and exhausted wood cut out. If

the plant can then be put into a somewhat wanner
structure, all the better, but this is by no means

necessary. With an occasional syringing the plant

will soon start into growth, when a dose of weak
liquid manure now and then will be beneficial.

With this treatment the plant will grow and flower

profusely and retain its foliage in the normal

manner. Repotting, when necessary, should be

done in early spring before growth recommences.

Plants to floseer in greenhouse (W. R.). —
In a greenhouse kept during the winter at a temperature
of 50° to 60° there are a great many subjects that will

flower at that season. For all this, there are but few which

can he propagated from cuttings now, and if grown on
will flower well in the winter. Of such the following may
be mentioned, and even these cannot be expected to attain

a large size in the time : Erlangea tomentosa, an Agera-

tum-like plant with heads of lavender-coloured flowers ;

Eupatorium petiolare, somewhat in the same way with

white blossoms ; Moschosma riparium, a South African

Labiate with tiny greyish white flowers borne in spikes
;

Salvia splendens, which is, however, more of an autumn
than a winter flowerer; Justicia speciosa, with purplish

blossoms ; and Eranthemum pulchellum, whose pretty

blue flowers are always admired. A selection of winter-

flowering plants for such a structure would include Carna-

tions, propagated from cuttings quite early in the year

;

Zonal Pelargoniums, grown in pots and stood outside

exposed to sun and air during the summer ; Primula
sinensis, sown in May or June ; Arum Lilies, potted the

end of July and grown on freely out of doors till nights get

cold ; Christmas Pink Stock, sown in April ; Chrysanthe-

mums, late flowering, struck in the spring ; Begonia Gloire

de Lorraine, struck in the spring ; Primula obconica,

sown early in the year ; Cyclamen, sown eighteen months
previously ; Bouvardias, struck in the spring ; Abutilon

Boule deNeige, of which old plants flower freely : Coleus

thyrsoideus. whose cobalt blue flowers are always admired,

struck in the spring ; and Jasminum primulinum, which

in many places is a failure out of doors, flowers beautifully

in winter in the greenhouse. Of bulbs, Iloman Hyacinths
and Paper-White Narcissi will flower under such con-

ditions provided thev are potted early in September. The
Winter Heath (Erica hyemalis), with E. gracilis, E. melan-

thera, Bpacris of sorts and the yellow-flowered Coronilla

glauca, are all hard-wooded subjects that bloom in the

winter.

the garden from the wild Briars of the hedecrows. Where
it has previously existed, the plants should be sprayed in

early spring, just when the leaves are expanding, with
Wobum Bordeaux Paste, and when the rust appears in

the wood treat with a solution of methylated spirit and
water, equal parts, rubbed in with a piece of sponge. When
the growth is advanced, such as it is now, it will be best to
spray with Cupram. but you must take care that it is not
put into vessels of iron, tin or zinc. Spray with a fine

sprayer, of which there are several on the market, and see

that the spray is directed beneath and above the foliage.

All leaves on the soil should be gathered up and burned.
If you continue these sprayings and are also careful next
spring to bum any leaves and the surface soil from around
the plants badly attacked, you will in time stamp it out.
Cupram may be obtained through hortjcultur.al sundries-
men, or from Messrs. Voss and Co.. Limited. Mil wall, London,
E. When it is desired to spray Roses as a preventive
of red rust, caterpillars and green fly. a mixture of Wobum
Bordeaux Paste, arsenate of lead and Wobum Tobacco
Extract can be highly recommended.

ROSE GARDEN.
Roses to name {Mrs. D.).—The single white

Rose is Rosa sinica, known also as the Cherokee

Rose, Rosa Isevigata and Camellia du Japon. It is

a delightful variety of very vigorous growth, and it

will soon cover a large wall space with its exquisite

shiny foliage and snow white single flowers. The

small pink Rose is Rosa lucida plena, which has

evidently been budded on to R. sinica, as usually

this latter is raised from cuttings. R. sinica grows

particularly well in your beautiful county, and

when well developed is a lovely object. There is

a grand hybrid of this variety named R. hybrida

Anemone, which has large single flowers of a lovely

silvery pink colour. It is a sort well worthy of a

place in any collection, and will grow freely as a

pillar Rose or upon an arch.

Red rust on Roses (J. C. Dundee). — The
growth you send us is badly affected with red rust or

orange fungus, and you must attend to it at once. It

,
frequently happens that this fungojd pest is browpht into

FRUIT GARDEN,
Espalier Gooseberry trees (H. D. R.).

Seeing that your bush trees are bearing so finely,

would it not be well to " leave well alone," and to

plant next autumn as many young trees as you
may require with single stems only and grow them
as single (or you can have double, if you like)

cordons ? We think you would find this more
satisfactory than trying to convert your bushes

into espaliers. These cordon Gooseberry trees are

to be bought very cheaply ; but if you prefer to

propagate your own, cuttings placed in the ground

this autumn would be fit to plant out the following

autumn.

Peach stones splitting (C. P.).—Opinions

differ as to the cause of splitting of Peach stones.

One thing respecting this disease we think is certain,

namely, that some varieties are more subject to

its attack than others, the variety you mention

being among them. Some will have it that

it is the larva of a beetle which feeds on the

stones and thus causes the disease, but we have

never been able to discover their presence on

stones so affected. Others contend that it is

due to the imperfect fertilisation of the flowers,

resulting in imperfect development and disease

of the stone. We are inclined to agree with

this conclusion, and would recommend you at the

next flowering-time to take special pains to help

the tree to make a perfect set by artificially fertilis-

ing the flowers in the usual way. Having a hive

of bees near is the most effectual way.
Muscat Grapes affected by sulphur fumes

(Enquirer).—The foliage of your Vine and the young
Grapes at the stage of gro\^'th they were in at the time of
fumigation were too tender to stand the fumes evidently.

It will be a lesson to you in the future not to apply them so
strong again so early in the season. We only hope that the
red spider has been effectively destroyed. We do not think
that the damage to your Grapes will turn out to be so
serious as you fear. It is lucky the accident happened
before thinning had taken place and not after. Now with
careful thinning—cutting out only damaged berries at the
first thinning—you will find, we think, when the second
thinning takes place that there will be as many undamaged
berries left as are wanted to form good bunches and an
ample crop. We cannot find anything amiss with the
berries of the small bunch further than there are a few
blackened ones and that the bunches are less forward.
We do not think there is any reason to anticipate that rust
will follow so long as all the damaged berries can be cut out
without leaving the bunches too thin.

Strawberries deformed and others not
setting {Constant Render).—The cause of the deformity
in the fruit is due to the imperfect fertilisation of the
bloom. The cause of the other flowers pro\ing blind or
not setting is because they were not fertilised at all. Before
fertilisation can take place there must be pollen on the
anthers of the flowers, and it is equally true that this pollen

must come in contact ^vith the stigma of the bloom before
fertilisation can take place. Seeing that your greenhouse
is unheated. the air of the house at the time the plants were
in bloom was too cold and too moist, and the pollen
in consequence would also be moist, and could not be
disbursed and made to come in contact with the stigma
or pistil of the flower; hence barrenness. We think it is

too soon to introduce Strawberries for forcing into a cold
greenhouse in Januarj'; better results willfollowbydeferring
to do so for a month. When your plants are in bloom again
early in the year, you will find it a great help to setting

the flowers if you will go over e-ach one every day while they
are dry with a camel-hair pencil or a rabbit's tail and dust
over the stigma of each flower with the pollen. By
attending to this we do not think you will be again dis-

appointed. It is an excellent plan to change your stock
from other soil and other districts occasionally.
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KDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they ivish advice from com-
petent ntithoritifft. With that object he icishes to make
the "A7isuer8 to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he unll not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, unll be tal-en, and where stamps
are enclosed, he wifl endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or otcner of the copyright unll be treated icith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

nr literary contributions ivhich he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Ofices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

FIGS AGAINST WALLS.
A Wholesome Fruit Insufficiently

Grown.

IT
is only in a few gardens that we find

the Fig really fruitful ; indeed, we
may say rarely, wherever its culti-

vation in the open is followed.
Certainly it is not everyone who
has a liking for the fruit ; therefore

trees are not planted generally, but few
fruits are more luscious when fuliy matured.
In favoured localities on the South Coast,
especially in the Worthing district, trees
growing in the open, both bush and stan-
dard, seldom fail to bear a crop. Many
of the trees are of great age and size, but
these produce the heaviest crops, though
the individual fruit mav not be quite so
large as those from younger trees. This is

easily accounted for. The old trees make
very little wood, and this, being very short-
jointed, has a better chance of becoming
thoroughly matured in autumn. Properly
matured wood is most important with all

fruit trees, but especially so with the Fig.

Another point, perhaps, that assists old
trees or those not growing in a deep, rich
soil is that the foliage is much smaller than
on young and vigorous ones, and it is

noticed that the leaves turn yellow and fall

earlier than on the latter, while during
summer the wood is more exposed to the
sun than when the leaves are very large.

That

The Fig Delights in Hot, Dry Weather
was most noticeable during those seasons
of drought a few years ago. WTien it was
not possible to water them—indeed, water
was frequently too scarce to do so—very
large trees appeared to revel in the heat
and dryness, and the same heavy crops
appeared for several seasons until a dull,

wet autumn set in, when the fruit the
following season was verv scarce.

There is always something interesting in

a Fig tree in the garden, especially when
under proper treatment it is made fruitful.

Those who have not been successful in this

may not have been quite right in the treat-

ment given. A restricted root-run is

necessary where the soil is naturally good

;

therefore frequent attention should be
paid to the roots in keeping them within
bounds. It is surprising how well the Fig
thrives in a very narrow border where the
roots are confined, or on very shallow soil

overlying chalk or gravel. No matter how
small or poor the rooting medium may
prove, the trees can be maintained in the

highest state of fertility by using a
rich compost round the stems. This, of
course, is withheld during a wet season,
when growth generally is too gross. Trees
growing under such conditions are kept
well in hand, as each season the previous
mulching can be forked away, replacing it

with fresh, which answers the purpose
better than adding to the old, and thus
eventually forming a rich and extended
border. Moreover, trees whose roots are
cramped for want of room and natural food
can always be assisted when a crop of fruit

is swelling by several soakings of manure-
water, or about July a thickness of cow-
manure may be packed round the stems
and followed by a good watering. The Fig
readily emits fine feeding roots from the
old stem when a portion of this is covered
with good compost or manure ; therefore
the grower can always produce plenty of

roots in this way, which is not possible or
practical with other fruit trees. Old
mortar, fresh lumpy loam and cow-manure
form the best mulching for the Fig to root
into.

Having thus mastered the proper manage-
ment of the roots, top growth requires
equal attention. This also should be
restricted, as vigorous shoots i8 inches or
more in length never ripen properly, there-
fore fail to produce fruit ; indeed, the tips

of the latter are so green and soft that only
a few degrees of frost are necessary to kill

them back several inches. Unless it is

required to fill in a gap or extend a small
tree, early stopping of the shoots should be
followed. This is generally done at the
third or fourth leaf. The shoots so
operated upon commence to thicken and
harden at once, and early maturity is thus
ensured.

When the size of a Fig leaf is taken into
consideration, it should show how necessary
it is to keep the shoots thinly disposed,

especially with trees trained to walls.

This is frequently overlooked when the
bare branches are being nailed to the
brickwork. A mass of such large leaves
overlapping each other form a dense shade
to both fruit and the young wood, proving
detrimental to each. The different shoots
should be so arranged that there would be
little difficulty in finding the fruit, although,
of course, it never stands out so prominently
as the Peach, Nectarine, or .A.pricot.

.Although we have said that Fig trees

revel in heat and drought, we had in our
mind trees growing in the open ; but when
situated against a hot wall several .soak-

ings during the season are necessary', while
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after very hot days the foUage is greatly

refreshed and kept free from red spider by
syringing in the cool of the evening. We
have found Brunswick and Black Ischia

most suitable for bushes and standards,
and the well-known Brown Turkey for

walls.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
August g.—Weston-super-Mare Flower '^how.

August 10.—Chipp(=nham Horticultural Show.

Exmoiith Flower Show (two days).

August n. — Malmesbury Flower Show.
Taunton Flower Show.

August 16. — Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting, Horticultural Hall, Westminster.

August 17 —Shrewsbury F'loral Fete (two days)

The Saltaire Rose Show.—This show
was a great success. It was held in the Saltaire

Park, and proved more interesting even than its

predecessors. The competition was very keen,

and this is not surprising when one remembers

the value of the prizes offered for competition.

The 50-guinea challenge Rose bowl was won out-

right this time, the firm having been successful

on three previous occasions, and the flowers shown

by the prize-winners, Messrs. Ale.x. Dickson of

Newtownards, were superb. In addition to this

the society's gold medal and the National Rose

Society's silver medal also went to this display.

In the chief class, open to all amateurs, the most

successful were Mr. Conway Jones (who won the

society's silver Rose bowl and the silver medal),

Mr. Hugh Dickson, Messrs. D. Prior and Sons,

The King's Acre Nurseries, the Rev. J. H. Pember-

ton, Mr. H. V. Machin, Mr. G. C. Waud and Sir

R. L. Baker. The Sweet Peas made a delightful

display, and the first prize, a special silver cup

of the value of 5 guineas, to be won two years in

succession, or three years in all, before it becomes

the property of the exhibitor, and offered for

twelve bunches, was won by Mr. S. Shackleton.

We wish space allowed a more detailed report.

The gate receipts amounted to £226 19s., to which

amount has to be added £150 in subscriptions.

As an estimate of the revenue account from all

sources will probably amount to £500, one must
congratulate the officials on so great an achieve-

ment, as the society has only been in existence

eight years. The greatest credit is due to the hon.

secretary, Mr. E. Wright of Saltaire, for his praise-

worthy efforts and to the committee generally.

We wish the Saltaire Rose Society still greater

success in the future.

International Horticultural Exhibi-
tion, 1912.—The executive committee formed for

the purpose of organising and holding a great Inter-

national horticultural exhibition in London in

the spring of igta is composed of the following

members : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., J. P. (chairman),

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., J. P., V.M.H. (hon.

treasurer), Mr. E. Beckett, V.M.H. , Mr. E. A.Bowles,

M.A., F.L.S., Mr. W. A. Bilney, J. P., Mr. W.
Cuthbertson, J. P., Mr. C. R. Fielder, Mr. John
Green, Mr. J. Hudson, V.M.H., Mr. F. J. Hanbury,
F.L.S., Mr. A. G. Jackman, Mr. A. Kingsmill,

Mr. H. B. May, Mr. C. G. A. Nix, Mr. George
Paul, V.M.H., Mr. C. Harman Payne, Mr. R.

Hooper Pearson, Sir Albert Kaye RoUit, J. P.,

LL.D., D.C.L., Litt.D., Mr. T. A. H. Rivers, Mr.

N. N. Sherwood, V.M.H., Mr. A. W. Sutton,

V.M.H., F.L.S., Mr. A. Turner, Mr. H. J. Veitch,

V.M.H., F.L.S., Mr. R. W. Wallace and the Rev.

W. Wilks, M.A. The hon. secretary is Mr. Edward
White (of Messrs. Milner, Son and White), 7,

Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. This com-
mittee is now holding frequent meetings and
doing everything possible to push forward the

necessary arrangements. Appeals will shortly

be distributed setting forth the privileges the

committee propose to grant to subscribers and
guarantors. The exhibition will be held in May,
and it will be open to the public on eight week-

days. It is proposed that the prices of admission

shall vary between 2 guineas on the opening day
and IS. on the later days of the exhibition.

Although in no way responsible for the exhibition,

the Royal Horticultural Society is extending its

general approval to the scheme. This society has

not only agreed to forego the holding of the usual

Temple Flower Show for that year, but it has also

contributed a sum of £1,000 towards the Inter-

national exhibition, and, in addition, is prepared

to assist generously in the formation of a guarantee

fund. An ideal site for the exhibition will probably

be secured in the South-west of London. A pre-

liminary schedule will soon be ready for prospec-

tive exhibitors, as the schedule committee is meet-

ing frequently and sitting long for the purpose of

getting out an early edition. This first edition

will not contain th.e money prizes for each class
;

its main purpose will be to acquaint exhibitors

in England, the Colonies and foreign countries

with the details of the classes included in this the

most embracing schedule of horticultural exhibits

ever compiled in this country. The amoimt of

prize-money will very far exceed the sum awarded

at the International Exhibition of 1866, when
£1,600 was expended on prizes. Arrangements
are being made for establishing territorial com-

mittees in the counties, and the secretaries of these

committees will shortly be appointed. Already

the committee has obtained the highest patronage

for the International show, including Their Majesties

the King and Queen and Their Royal Highnesses

the Duke of Connaught, Prince and Princess

Christian, Princess Louise and others.—R. Hooper
Pearson, Hon. Press Secretary.

Carnations at Notts Horticultural
Show.—.^n interesting feature of this exhibition

was the magnificent display of Malmaison and other

varieties of the Carnation by Mr. Allen Tatham
of Nottingham, an amateur. For a bright and
attractive group, with a wealth of varieties, the

flowers of which were large, of exquisite shape
and full of fragrance, he was awarded a special

gold medal. The beautiful arrangement of the

group reflected great credit on the exhibitor.

The collection of Malmaisons, for which he obtained

the silver cup, contained flowers of splendid quality

and form. For another group of Malmaisons he

was awarded a first prize, and also three other

first prizes for cut blooms. The strength, colour

and bloom of these exhibits were noticeable

features. Mr. Tatham's show of Carnations was
the best ever seen in Nottingham, and was all the

more creditable to him as he is only an amateur.

OORRESPONDENOE.
(Tke Editor Is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Length of Sweet Pea flower-sprays.—
It would be most interesting to growers of this

delightful flower to know of the longest spray

from base of stem to tip of flower that has been
grown in the open in the British Isles. I have
made enquiries from several reliable sources, but

have never been able to find out anything definite

on this point, except that one grower says 20 inches
is the longest he has ever grown or known. In
these gardens in 1907 we had Dora Breadmore
21 J inches. This year we have Elsie Herbert

23 J inches. This I am forwarding to verify rny

statement. Our next longest is 22 inches, same
variety. Possibly this spray will go 23 inches in

a day or so. Then we have Constance Oliver and
Clara Curtis igi inches, John Ingman 19 inches,

Etta Dyke 18J inches, Tom Bolton 18 inches,

and Mrs. Collier and Mrs. Henry Bell 17 inches.

Considering that the rainfall in this district for

the past three months is one of the lowest on record,

and the fact that the plants have received only
one soaking of water since they were planted, the
length of stems is almost remarkable. — W.
Johnson, Broxmouth Park Gardens, Dunbar, N.B.
[We remember seeing some sprays a few years ago
that were just about 30 inches long. These were
grown, we believe, by Mr. T. Jones of Ruabon.
Such long stems are not, however, altogether

desirable.

—

Ed.]

Rose Mrs. J. Laing.— It seems superfluous
now to be extolling the good qualities of this

beautiful old favourite, but it is a question whether
there is another variety more worthy of praise.

It is such a consistent variety here, and is so useful

for cutting purposes, that its culture has been con-

siderably extended in recent years. For decora-

tive work it is very hard to beat. Its lovely flowers

are borne erect on stout stems of good length, and
its foliage is always clean and fresh. Another
quality it has, which is often lacking in many of

the newer introductions, is that it is very fragrant,

without which no variety is perfect. Unlike many
other varieties which are grown here, it never suffers

from severe frost. For show purposes, too, it is

invaluable, as witnessed by the splendid stand
with which Messrs. Harkness and Co. won the first

prize for twelve Hybrid Perpetuals or Hybrid
Teas at the recent Windsor Show. Other Roses
which are extensively grown here are Caroline

Testout, Gustav Grunerwald, Liberty, Richmond,
Mme. Abel Chatenay, Ulrich Brunner, General
Cotton, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Maman Cochet

and Frau Karl Druschki.—H., Frogmore.

Primula pulverulenta With regard to

Mr. James Binning's letter in The Garden of

July 16 on Primula pulverulenta, I find that out
of a number a great many have six or seven whorls
of flowers, and are well over 30 inches in height

;

one in particular has eight whorls and measures

43 inches from base to tip. The number of flowers

in the whorls was six, eight, nine, nine, nine, eight,

seven and six. Among Primula japonica in a

similar situation I do not find any over 30 inches

high or more than five whorls of flowers, though I

think I had one last year 36 inches high. I think,

too, that P. pulverulenta can stand a drier situa-

tion than P. japonica, and will therefore be more
enduring in ordinary soil, where P. japonica very
quickly dies out. The general appearance of the

plant is more striking, the mealy stem being of

great value in contrast to the deep crimson flowers.

—R. H. W., Bishopstone Rectory.

Summer-flowering shrubs.—The notices

of the beautiful summer-flowering shrub, Escallonia

langleyensis, that have recently appeared in The
Garden (June 25, page 309, and July 16, page 351)
will, it is hoped, lead to its extended cultivation,

especially as it seems to lend itself equally to train-

ing on stakes, as shown in the photograph of the

plant in Messrs. Veitch's Coombe Wood Nursery,
or grown in a natural manner, as I recently saw it

in Messrs. Robert Veitch's nursery at Exeter,

where there is a fine, well-grown plant, the long

graceful, drooping branches of which, thickly

covered with its deep rose pink flowers, formed a
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very fine sight, especially when lit up by the western

sun. I'ur pprgi>las, as reconiniiMuiccI by Messrs.

R. Veitch, thf plant seems specially adapted. The

beauty of many of the summer-flowering shrubs,

such as those mentioned in your leader of June 25,

is almost an inducement for the owner of a moderate-

sized garden to grow such plants alone, selecthig

tliose which flower consecutively from spring to

autumn, and even after that prolong their season

of beauty (if protected from birds) almost into the

next flowering season, such, for instance, as the

bea\itiful Crata'gus Pyracantha var. La^landii.

With plenty of room the old Mock Orange (Phila-

delphus) is hard to beat, either in effect or useful-

ness, for cutting for indoor decoration. The
smaller-growing varieties, however, witli single or

semi-double flowers, of which I saw several fine

examples at Exeter, commend themselves to the

owners of small gardens. The Exeter nurseries

have always had a reputation for advancing the

taste for ornamental shrubs, so it was not surprising

to find a large number, not only of those hardy

under the climatic conditions of other parts of

England, but especially of those which flourish under

the favoured conditions of Devon and Cornwall.

The following were very attractive at the time of

my visit : Ozothamnns rosmarinifolius, a hand-

some shrub belonging to the Compositeur, bearing

masses of sweet white flowers. Ononis fruticosa,

a leguminous plant of very neat habit with

a profusion of bright rose flowers, is a great

ornament for the rock garden. A notice-

able evergreen shrub from Natal is .\lberta

Magna, bearing red flowers and red-winged

fruits ; while Citrus trifoliata, a hardy shrnb

allied to the Orange, produces quantities

of white flowers. A distinction is found in

the spikes of rose-coloured flowers nt

Buddleia Colvillei, and another distinction

in Ochna multiflora, a handsome plant of

peculiar interest, bearing bright green leaves

with yellow flowers, which are succeeded l)y

succulent fruits or receptacles somewhat

like a Strawberry in shape and similar in

colour, upon which the black seed - like

carpels, about the size of Peas, are placed.

As this is a native of the West Coast of

.\frica, it is tender. These are only a few

of the many shrubby plants that might well

be grown in gardens where constant atten-

tion, professional or otherwise, cannot be

given, but from which a great deal of pleasure can

be obtained.—j.

School gardening at Corwen Council
School.— 1 am sriidmg you a photograph respec-

ting the plots at the above school. One shows the

lads working among their plots, and the other a

group of the workers. The head-master, Mr.

.\nwyl, is to be seen in the centre of the group.

Mr. Anwyl is a very keen amateur gardener, and

takes a great interest in the lads' plots, also in his

own garden, and understands the practical side of

gardening more than the average amateur. When
judging the plots I found them in every way excel-

lent ; the produce as regards quality was first-class

and everything was carried out on the most practical

lines—trenching, manuring, rotation of crops,

thinning, &c., are all taught in this garden. Bud-

ding and grafting are going to be introduced, this

liranch being well understood by Mr. Anwyl.

After the plots have been judged, the produce

becomes the property of the workers, and liberal

prizes are awarded for the best produce. I belies'e

this is the only school where gardening is taught

in this county, and the interest which is taken in

the work is most encouraging to the committee and

workers alike, and reflects the greatest credit and

praise on all concerned.—J. S. HiOGixs, Rii^

Gardt'ns, Corwen, Xorlh Wales.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

THiFOR SOUTH

R
SOUTH AND
MIDLANDS.

II A H I) s- Fruits.
.\ S I' H ]•; K K I E S.—Immediately the

fruiting season is over, the old fruit-

ing canes should be removed. The
work must be carefully ai'complished,

so that the young shocjts are not

damaged in any way. Sufficient of

these must be left to fill up the allotted space,

selecting the strongest for the next season's crop

and tying them up to the supports. All others

may be cut away close to the ground. Watering
with liquid manure is beneficial, assisting the

young growths in their development.

Loganberries.—These require similar treatment

to Raspberries, that is, the old wood entirely cut

out and the growths that have been made this

season laid in their places. This fruit responds to

the flower garden should be drawn and tlie required
alterations marked, so that no error may occur.

KlTCJlIOX (iARDK.N-.

Cucumbers.—Plants of these, if raised as advised
earlier, should now be planted, assuming the house
has been thoroughly cleansed and the heating
material put in. After planting, a slight shading
should be afforded, and frequent syringings will be
necessary to keep the plants growing. .\ humi<l
atmosphere must be maintained by damping the
walls and floor of the house, and the evaporating
pans must be kept filled. No fruit should be allowed
to grow until the plants have made a fair amount
of growth, and heavy cropping is not advised at

any time. These plants will provide a supply till

Christmas, and very often later.

Onions.—A good sowing of the Tripoli and
Rocca varieties should now be made. The seed-

bed must be thoroughly prepared by giving it a

good dressing of soot and wood-ashes, well mixing
it by forking the ground. Make it firm by treading

and draw out drills 12 inches apart. The seed
may be sown fairly thickly to allow some of the

plants to be drawn for use when small. These
Onions will remain where sown till February orliberal treatment : therefore plenty of nourishment

should be afforded the plants during their growing March, when some may be planted out
season. A good top-dressing of manure should be
given and plenty of liquid manure applied to the

roots.

Late Broccoli.—Every opportunity must be
taken advantage of to plant out the late varieties,

such as Late Queen, Model, Leamington and
Wilcove. Weak, thin plants should be
thrown on one side and only sturdy ones
planted. If these were transplanted as

advised in an e.irlier calendar, they will be
in good condition now.

E. C. POOLEV.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Cnnlnn Hall. Plymouth.

BOYS AT WORK IN THE CORWEN COUNCIL SCHOOL
G.\RDEN, MONMOUTHSHIRE.

Peaches and Nectarines.—All growths should be
kept tied in and the roots not allowed to get dry.

Early varieties that are ripening must be looked
over daily and the fruit stored in a dry, airy fruit

-

room, where it will keep for several days. Great
care must be taken in picking Peaches, as it is a

fruit so easily bruised.

Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—These will be soon looking
very gay with Phloxes, Asters, Helianthuses and
other plants. Various subjects will require

supports. If Pea-sticks are used for the bushy-
growing plants, the growths will sometimes get

blown down, and when this occurs a few more
sticks should be added. There is no better plan
for supporting the above than by using Pea-sticks

for the work. Placed in position early and the

plants allowed to grow into them, a natural appear-
ance is maintained. Late-flowering (iladioli will

require a separate stake for each spike, using as
neat a stake as possible for the work.
Summer Beds.—These beds ought now to be

looking their best, and it is an excellent plan at

this time to take a general survey of the bedding
as a whole. One of the charms of gardening lies

in having something different each season, and now
is the time to decide on any alteration in the colour
effect for next summer's display. .\ rough plan of

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
I 'LASTING Daffodils.—While it may not
lie easy to secure new bulbs from the
Imlb merchants so early in the season, all

the roots that were grown in pots will be
m admirable condition for planting now.
If these were well cared for after blooming,
they will produce quite a good crop ol

flowers next season. If possible, select a

fresh site for the Daffodil beds. If grown
mainly for cut-flower purposes, the border from
which Potatoes have just been lifted will be an
ideal spot for them. Give no fresh manure, but a

fair dressing of finely ground bones is very beneficial

to the Daffodil. Plant so that the tops of the
bulbs will be about 3 inches below the surface.

Daffodils in Grass.— It pays to purchase a bulb-
planter when a number of bulbs have to be planted
each season. Some years ago I bought one from
Messrs. Barr, and it paid its cost the first autumn
by saving labour. Not only can the work be done
three times as fast as with a spade, but it is better
done and the turf is practically uninjured. One
man uses the planter, a boy drops a little fine soil

and a bulb into each hole, another returns the

pieces of turf, gives a slight tramp with the foot,

and the work is finished. It is best to break otl

an inch or so from the bottom of each cube before

returning to the hole. This prevents undue
pressure on the bulbs wlien treading down the turl

to the level.

Cold Frame.

Schizanthus.—This, one of our finest annuals

—

indeed, 1 may say the very finest for pot culture

—

may be had in bloom for nine months of the year,

but I think that it is most useful in late spring and
early summer. To ensure good plants for flowering

well at that season, seed should be sown during
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next week. Any light, open soil will do for raising

the seedlings in. Scatter the seed thinly in pans

or boxes, cover lightly and set in a frame. The

seed usually germinates in a week or so. Imme-
diately it shows through the soil, raise to near the

glass, as the Schizanthus is easily spoiled if allowed

to become drawn. When large enough to handle

prick off into boxes, return to the frame, and in due

course the plants will be fit for 3-inch pots, in which

they should pass the winter.

Mignonette.—Sow this at the same time as the

above, selecting a good variety like Machet, Covent

Garden Favourite or Sutton's Giant. It takes

longer to germinate than the Schizanthus, and

should be pricked off into 3-inch pots, placing

three or four little plants round the edge of each.

A little lime rubbish should be mixed with the soil

in which Mignonette is grown.

Lobelia.—Stock plants of this valuable edging

plant must now be seen to. I find that by cutting

close back any fresh plants growing in pots, or,

failing these, some growing out of doors, a

good number may be raised at little cost of time

or space. After growth starts again, pull the

plants to pieces and dibble into boxes of good

fresh soil that is not too rich. Set in the frame

and keep close and shaded for a few days. After-

wards give abundance of air and light until the

end of September, when they are removed to a pit

or house for the winter with a rather low tem-

perature. Waverley Blue is one of the best

varieties either for pots or bedding.

Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—In the later districts seed of some good

hardy sort should be sown at once. I find that

Trebon came through the last winter better than

any other kind, and has also done so in previous

years. Danvers' Yellow also usually stands well

and makes fine early bulbs. A few days later may
be allowed, say, from the 12th to the 15th, for the

earlier localities. The ground should be in good

heart, but not unduly rich, and be made firm.

Sow rather thinly, for I always think the

plants come best through the winter if no thinning

is required. A border facing west is a good position

for this crop. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
DAFFODIL NOTES.

THE VALUE OF EARLY PLANTING.—
" Seeing is believing," as the proverb

says. I am unable to show readers

the actual plants which grew in my
garden last season, but I am able to

do something almost as good. It so

happened that I planted bulbs of about a dozen

varieties both in August and November ; if there

was any choice between them as regards size, those

put in at the later date were the largest and best.

This spring I measured the length of the flower-

stems in both lots, with the result that in every

case there was a very marked difference in favour

of the earlier ones ; for example, Lady Margaret

Boscawen gave 2 feet against i foot 7 inches

;

Cassandra, i foot 10 inches against i foot 4 inches
;

Blackwell, i foot ii inches against i foot 6 inches,

and so on. It was a striking contrast, for naturally

both flowers and foliage were developed in similar

proportions. I had another illustration of the

same thing. I bought last year several thousand

Leedsii-looking seedlings, which were planted in

long beds side by side, but right in the middle of

the flat there was one which, owing to its being

occupied with other things, was not "set" until very

much later. When my man and I went round the

garden in early June in order to select what should

be kept and what discarded, I condemned this poor

unfortunate bed—it looked so poor and starved

beside its neighbours. I had quite forgotten

that it contained bulbs from the same set

that were in some of the others, only they had
been planted very much later. Anyone not know-
ing its history would have thought, as I did, that

it contained a different batch altogether, and that

they were hardly worth keeping. Verb. sap.

What to Buy.—There are very many varieties

which are " common denominators." I do not

refer to the old standard kinds like Emperor,

Empress, Barri conspicuus. Sir Watkin, poeticus

ornatus and the like, but to those newer ones

which are slowly but surely qualifying for an

honoured place in every garden where Daffodils

are appreciated. Among trumpets Outpost is a

decided acquisition on account of its earliness. It

flowers quite a week before Emperor, and is a

beautiful yellow self. Monarch, a deep rich yellow,

on the other hand, is valuable because it is later.

Golden Bell is a very floriferous plant and increases

at a great pace. It is paler in colour than the

others just mentioned. Passing to the bicolors,

Duke of Bedford gains upon me every year. It is

a magnificent flower, early, refined and of good

constitution. In the white section, unless a very

high price is paid, I can see nothing that for ordinary

people supersedes Mme. de Graaff. Alice Knights

will make a delightful pot plant when it becomes

cheaper ; ten shillings, however, is too much for

most of us. Among the large and small cups there

are a great many lovely things, so many, in fact,

that a bare list must suffice—Amazon,, White

Lady, Lady M. Boscawen (very tine), Blackwell,

Dorothy Wemyss (old, but not much known),

Lucifer, Torch, Eyebright, Orangeman, Seagull,

Constellation (most lasting) and Castile. The
Poet section, as everyone knows, is now full of

good things, but it is a very difficult task to decide

what to recommend. A long time ago Miss Will-

mott told me that her experience was that in one

year one did best, and in another, another. It

seems to be the same with me. My favourite

Comus did poorly this season, although previously

it has always done extremely well. I will accord-

ingly select six and leave readers to still further

boil them down, with the one proviso that Cassandra

must always be in the residue saved. A good

selection would include Cassandra, Comus, Homer,
Horace, Virgil and Ben Jonson. This last is very

like a large ornatus. It appeals to me because of

its perianth, which keeps smooth so long. In the

doubles I consider Argent to be a flower that no
one should be without. It is really a white and
pale yellow semi-double, very elegant and pleasing

and a wonderful laster. Lastly, there are the

Poetaz—the new bunch-flowered race that origi-

nated in Holland in 1885 (see The Garden,
May 29, 1909). Aspasia, Lucia, Elvira and Jaune
a MerveiUe are each of them capable of producing

such beautiful and lasting clumps of colour in the

border that few varieties surpass them for the

purpose.

Information.—Should anyone wish for particu-

lar information on any matter connected with the

Daffodil, I would be glad if they would communi-
cate with our Editor, and then with his permission

I would do my best to supply what is required in

these notes. The perplexity of one is frequently

the perplexity of many. It must sometimes
happen that it is one of the points that have not

been touched upon that has caused it.

Joseph Jacob.
[We hope that the offer of Mr. Jacob will be

taken advantage of. It is our desire to give as

much help as possible to our readers.

—

Ed.]

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

FEEDING TOMATOES.—It is the usual
and in all respects excellent practice
to start Tomatoes in fertile, but by no
means rich, soil, because it is perfectly
understood that the tendency of the
plant is to run to luxuriant leafage if

it has too much food in the earlier stages. There
must, however, come a time when the compara-
tively small amount of available food in the soil

will be insufficient to meet the requirements of the
plants with their swelling crops, and it is necessary

to have recourse to feeding. To commence with,

it is imperative that the soil about the roots,

whether the plants are in pots, boxes or the open
air, is pleasantly moist, as liquid manure should
never be used in dry ground. Then apply any
weak stuff that may be at command. Soot-water
is decidedly valuable, as it improves the colour,

while any natural manure which may be convenient
can be requisitioned. If concentrated fertilisers

are relied upon, those whose principal virtues lie

in potassic and phosphatic elements should be
given the preference over those that are con-

spicuously nitrogenous. In no circumstances
ought the same kind of food to be given twice in

durect succession, and pure water should always be
used between every two applications of liquid

manure.

Vacant Ground.— It is important, in order to

secure the full benefit of the amount of space that

is available for vegetable crops (it is seldom too

much for the produce that must come from it), that
quarters falling vacant shall be immediately pre-

pared for another crop. Directly one thing is off

set to work to deeply dig, manuring according

to necessity, and as soon as possible afterwards put
the succeeding plants in position. At this time of

the year plants are daily passing their period of

utility, and the quicker they can be cleared off, the
sooner the places may be prepared for the indis-

pensable winter greens, which are ready for planting

and will be better in their permanent positions than
in the nursery bed occupied at present.

Vegetable Marrows.—Although these vege-

tables cannot claim to have the high nutritive value
or the palatability of many other kinds that are

generally grown, they have undoubted uses, and
no efforts must be spared to induce the plants to

perfect as many fruits as possible. To this end it

is almost invariably desirable, and commonly
absolutely necessary, that the plants shall be
given abundant supplies of water and occasionally

a soaking of weak liquid maniure ; it is also fre-

quently advantageous to throw water from a bucket
forcibly over the whole of the growths. It is

surely superfluous to add that the plants will

continue in crop much longer when the fruits are
gathered of medium size than when they are allowed
to attain to the dimensions of monsters, and except
for special purposes the small specimens are much
the more useful. By the way, it is time that

amateurs and cottagers came to realise the great
value of the bush varieties as compared to the

ramblers ; they occupy less space and crop heavily
and earlier.

Autumn Onions.—It will shortly be necessary
to sow the seeds of the so-called autumn Onions,
and it may be well to remind the inexperienced
that the flat red and white Tripoli varieties, which
are such great favourites for the purpose, are no
hardier of constitution than the Roccas or such
summer sorts as Ailsa Craig, and they certainly do
not give the weight of crop which the globular
varieties do from an equal area of space. There-
fore, the wise cultivator who desires to get all
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possible value will rhoose either one of the Roccas

or one of those that are almost invariably fown in

sprins.

Celery.—The planting of Celery must proceed

apace. One of the points which the novice is

most apt to overlook is the great importance of

putting the roots into good soil. One frequently

sees the trench cut and manured and the roots

put into the perhaps poor and often unsweet

sectmd soil. Instead of doing this, since it is

always prejudicial to success, either a layer of

quite new soil or some of the best and sweetest

mould from the surface ought to be specially placed

in for the benefit of the roots. The plants must

have protection from the fierce sun for a few days

and water when necessary. H. J.

THE GREENHOUSE.
MALMAISON CARNATIONS AT HALL

BARN.

I

ENCLOSE a photograph of six plants of

Malmaison Carnation Princess of Wales

which have been grown in a house facing

due south. The flowers have been remark-

ably good, both in size and colour. I grow

about 130 two year old plants in the same

house, and the least number of blooms we

had on any plant was eleven. The perpetual-

flowering varieties also do well here. At the

present time I have a batch of Mrs. Burnett about

5 feet high with about thirty flowers and buds ail

coming out in due time. The plants were struck

twelve months last January, and have been con-

tinually in flower since last September. They are

quite free from rust or disease of any kind.

George Johnson.

The Gardens, Hall Barn, Beaconsfield.

New growth will be made as well as roots, and
when the plants are well established in their new
pots, place them in the sunniest spot on the stage

so as to get the new shoots well ripened prior to the

resting period in winter. Those plants that are

not repotted must be fed liberally with liquid

manure after the flowering period is past. The
leaves of the plants are very handsome, and those

specimens that do not flower have a good appear-

ance in the greenhouse.

Hedychium coronarium, H. maximum, H.

gracile and H. ellipticum are white-flowered

varieties. H. carneum (pink), H. gardnerianum

(yellow), H. speciosum (pale yellow) and H. cocci-

neum (scarlet) will form an interesting collection

of plants that may be grown to bear flowers from

June to the end of August. ."^VON.

GESNERAS AND THEIR CULTURE.
Tuberous Begonias are favourite plants for the-

embellishment of the greenhouse and conservatory,

and amateur gardeners who cultivate a few plants

of Gesneras will be equally pleased with them.

Not only are the flowers beautiful and most attrac-

tive, but the foliage has a beauty all its own.

The leaves are much more handsome than those

that is, come away from the crowns, water should

not be given at all. Store the tubers in their pots

in a warm frame or greenhouse, or remove them

from the pots and place them in sand in boxes, and

keep them in a similar position where the new

growth will not be unduly excited.

Seeds may be sown in spring or during the

summer-time. An ideal position for the seed-pans

is oti an old spent hot-bed in a frame where the

resultant seedlings can be shaded from the sun-

shine. A fine, light, peaty soil is the best in which to

sow the seeds. The latter are very fine and dust-

like, and must be sown on a damp surface, but not

covered with soil. Do not water the tiny seedlings

with a watering-can, but thoroughly moisten the

soil by nearly immersing the seed-pans and allowing

the water to rise up through the drainage holes,

The seedlings must be pricked off just the same

as are those of Gloxinias. B.

TREES AND SHRUBS
SPIR.E.A. DISCOLOR.

The summer and early autumn flowering Spiraeas

form a useful group of shrubs, insomuch that they

AN OLD-FASHIONED GREENHOUSE
PLANT.

The Hedychium.

The flowers of this plant are very sweet-scented,

and, although the individual blossoms do not last

for a long time in a fresh condition, there are many
of them, and as they open one after the other from

the base to the point of the spike, the season of

flowering is a fairly long one. These plants arc

very suitable for amateurs to grow who are not

able to command a high temperature in their

greenhouses during the winter-time, because the

plants may be rested at that season, and if a

minimum heat of 45° can be assured, they will do

quite well. At the present time the plants should

be placed in a light position in the greenhouse and

be well watered. If the stems have been well

matured during the latter part of the last

summer and early part of the autumn, the

flower-spikes will soon appear now. The tempera-

ture of the house may range from 60° to 75°, and

the atmosphere must be maintained in a medium
state of moisture until the first flowers open, then

a drier and more buoyant atmosphere is best.

Directly the flowers have faded, pot-bound plants

must be repotted. At this stage it is a good plan

to divide the plants also if they are much over-

crowded in the pots, and thus increase the stock.

The most suitable compost is the following

:

Loam, two-thirds ;
peat and leaf-soil, one-third,

with a peck of dried cow-manure to five pecks of

the above combined parts and a 9-inch potful of

coarse sand. After the potting has been done,

place the plants on the north side of a span-roofed

house, or at the north end, as the case may be,

and if the house is a lean-to, put the plants on the

floor for a few weeks. Water carefully and syringe

the foliage every morning about eight o'clock.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS (EXTREMELY FINE PLANTS) IN THE GARDENS OF LORD
BURNHAM, HALL BARN, BEACONSFIELD.

of the Begonia ; they resemble Gloxinia leaves

very much. The rich carmine-coloured veins and

varying shades of blue, combined with the deep

green of the leaves, make them appear very attrac-

tive plants long before the flowers develop. Plants

may be had in flower during the summer and early

autumn months. Those who possess conserva-

tories with borders in them could not do better

than grow a few Gesnera plants, as they do remark-

ably well when the pots are placed on a border

with pieces of slate under them.

When the roots begin to form a slight network

round the sides of the pots, it is quite time that

the plants are repotted. A rather light peaty soil

with an admixture of rotted manure and sharp

sand will form the best compost for the plants, and

at subsequent repottings the same kind of com-

post is the most suitable to use. Directly the

foliage begins to ripen in late summer and autumn,

water must be gradually withheld. If the watering

is done as usual, the bulbs or roots may be lost.

When the leaves part readily from the tubers,

are easily grown, showy, and blossom at a period

when the majority of flowering shrubs are over.

S. discolor is one of the most distinct of the group,

as it is quite different from any other kind, both in

leaves and flowers. It is a native of North-west

America, and may be met with from 8 feet to 15 feet

in height, forming a bush of goodly proportions.

Its broadly ovate leaves have deeply cut margins

and are very downy, especially on the under

surface.

The flowers, which appear during July, are

cream-coloured and are borne in large panicles

from the ends of the branches. It is one of the

easiest possible shrubs to grow, and may be ex-

pected to thrive in almost any part of the country

and in almost any kind of moderately good garden

soil. It is equally at home planted in large masses

or allowed to grow into an isolated specimen bush,

while it assumes and retains a good shape naturally.

An occasional top-dressing of well-rotted manure

may be given with advantage. May being the best

time to apply it. A dwarf variety known as
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dumosa is sometimes grown ; it is, however, of
less value tlian the type. S. discolor is sometimes
met with in gardens under the name of S. aria^-

folia. W D

THE FERN GARDEN.
THE HART'S-TONGUE FERN.

VISITORS to the Royal' Horticultural
Society's shows at the Hall, the Temple
and Holland Park last year cannot
fail to have noticed the very beautiful
exhibits of British Fern varieties

which were there displayed, and
among which those of the

Hart's-tongue (Scolopendrium vul-

gare) ranked with the most strik-

ing. In all ferny districts, at any
rate to the South and West of the

British Isles, though in Scotland
it is confined to a very few
habitats, this Fern is found freely

distributed as small plants on old

walls and larger ones in the hedge-
banks and in the woods. Normally
it stands quite alone in Great
Britain in the simplicity of its

form, the dark green fronds being
quite undivided and strap -like,

commencing with a shortish stalk,

at the top of which, commencing
with two rounded lobes, the
strap is formed with smooth-
edged parallel sides for some dis-

tance, after which it tapers away
to a blunt point. Nothing could
be simpler as a foundation for

phenomenal powers of variation,

which it is absolutely safe to say
render it the most remarkable
Fern in creation as a species. Of
course, most, if not all, of the
plants we noticed at the shows
mentioned were raised from spores,

by means of which the pecuUarities
have been increased by selection

;

but in every case the original

parent was found as a wild variety
in a hedge, wall or wood, as the
case may be, and in numerous
instances these have been fully

as remarkable as those exhibited.

The Fern-hunter has little trouble
in finding forked fronds in this

species. Any day's hunt in con-

genial localities will result in the
discovery of so many thorough-
breds of the lobatum type, with
every frond bearing several tips,

that this is no longer regarded
as worth acquiring ; but every
now and again other and quite
distinct ones turn up, and in

course of time there have been
^^

found so many marked varieties

that Nature has seemingly exhausted possibihties
m the way of fantasias, so to speak, affecting
every one of the characters of the simple frond
described. Thus, the plain, tapering tip from
mere forkmg has proceeded to form many types of
more or less dense tassels, some bunched and
others flatly extended, fan fashion, some fingered
many times, and in others these fingers will divide
again and again. In another type akin to this
instead of a single stalk we have a branched one'
each bearing a frond tasselled or untasselled, and
this branching may be carried so far as to produce
a moss-like ball, .^s a variant to this, there are

sagittate or arrow-shaped varieties, in which the

rounded lobes forming the base of the strap are

lengthened and even tasselled. The smooth
surface of the frond has been broken up into all

sorts of excrescences, muricate, rugose, &c., and
these have been arranged sometimes into definite

lines, supra and sub-lineate. The normally

smooth edge has been varied crenately with

rounded projections, serrate with sharp ones,

and fimbriate, cut into lace-like fringes, and last,

but by no means least, the fiat fronds have been
transformed into beautifully frilled ones (crispum).

.\I1 these variations have, too, been found in

different grades and also in association with

more than one of the characters conjoined

in the same plant, so that hundreds of

flabellatum, cristatum, ramo - marginatum, sagit-

tato - projectum, crispum fimbriatum, c. grande
Wills, c. Bowden, c. robustum, c, Stablerae and
DrummondiiB. Grown in a cold conservatory

facing north, nothing can excel these as handsome
evergreens for decoration all the year round.

Charles T. Druery, V.M.H., F.L.S.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

Sweet Peas from Abergavenny.
Miss Lindsay of Llanvais Rectory, Abergavenny,

sends a delightful gathering of Sweet Peas. " The
Marquis," our correspondent writes, " has come

quite ! <inilc Inn- this time—the third year that it has been
grown. All the best varieties have
been grown this year in tiny wooden
pots, one seed in each, and the

seedlings planted out in May.
The George Herbert variety is quite

the best of the Sweet Peas this

year, a great number having four

flowers."

ROSE GARDEN.

3E PERGOLA IN A BUCKINGHAMSHIRE GARDEN.
(Photograph tak&n mid-July.)

distinct forms are to be found in collections of note.

For those who may not yet have adopted this

Fern as a decorative plant, I cannot too warmly
recommend for trial the crispum or frilled section

above mentioned, as it embraces certainly some
of the prettiest of the tribe and the most distinct

from . any exotic. The Fern is perfectly hardy

and evergreen. Good ordinary Fern compost

—

loam two parts, leaf-mould two parts, and silver

sand one part—will suit it well, and in sheltered

places in the open it is quite happy. .\s a

round dozen of the best forms I may cite

Scolopendriums var, cristulatum, grandiceps,

A ROSE GARDEN IN
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

"• HE illustrations are re-

produced from photo-
graphs taken in a

Buckinghamshire gar-

den near the beautiful

glades of Burnham
Beeches. Roses play the chief

part. Wherever it has been

possible to plant Roses, there

they have been placed, chiefly the

Tea and Hybrid Tea forms, masses

of colour, one kind to each bed,

and the whole plan has been

carried out at small expense.

.\t the entrance gate the Sweet
Briar has been used to provide

a dense mass of foliage, which

scents the wind. No better place

could be chosen for this fragrant-

leaved plant than this, as it im-

parts the true feeling of a garden

at the threshold of the house. On
the left-hand side of the drive are

ten beds, 7 feet long by 4 feet

wide, and filled with, as suggested,

one kind of Rose—in the first the

Hon. Edith Gifford, and following

this La Tosca, Mme. Ravary, Mme.
Abel Chatenay, Sulphurea, Papa
(iontier. Liberty, Corallina, Mine.

Hoste and Camoens. In the beds

at the top of the drive, on the

left-hand side of the meadow,
are groups of La France, Frau

Karl Druschki, Mme. Abel

Chatenay and G. Nabonnand.

One of the most successful features is the pergola

(see illustration) of Roses. This was constructed

about seven years ago, and over it many vigorous

climbers have rambled, Dorothy Perkins and

Jersey Beauty being planted at the entrance, then

Mme. Alfred Carriere, Gloire de Dijon, Lady
Waterlow, Crimson Rambler, Bennett's Seedling,

Felicite Perpetue, Alice Gray, Meg Merrilies,

Sweet Briar, Lcuchtstern and Alister Stella Gray.

Round the kitchen garden is an Oak fence, also

covered with Roses, which have flourished exceed-

ingly in this favourite spot—Macrantha, the deep

crimson Bardou Job, Leuchtstern again, Aimee
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Vibert, Gustave Regis, The Garland, Claire jacquier,

Paul's Carmine, Paul's Single White, Stanwcll

Perpetual, Longworth Rambler and Mrs. Bosan-

quet, a China Rose seldom seen in our gardens.

In front of the house is a large bed of Caroline

Testout, which has never flowered more pro-

tuselv than this season. There are masses of I'Yau

Karl Drusehki, Mme. Abel Chatenay and the

niajoritv of those that have been already mentioned.

Le Progres' is a great success. Near the lawn is

another series of Rose-beds, which w'ere planted

more with the hope of exhibition blooms. Several

prizes have been won with flowers from the plants

there, and success in the exhibition tent gives a

pleasant zest to the culture of the Rose. The
dominant note of this garden is simplicity. It

does not cover more than three acres, but there

.ire flowers everywhere, filling the borders and
lining the little paths by the side of plots given

over to the more prosaic esculents. The garden

is exposed to almost every wind that blows, and

the soil is grav'el. .Ml the beds have been carefully

made up, and tlie good foundation laid down has

resulted in plants of surprising vigour, plants that

give fl<jwers from early summer until the autumn.

The greatest care is necessary in prolonged dry

weather, as the soil dries up quickly. Plenty of

manure, removal of decaying flowers and syringing

in the evenings of warm days are of the greatest

help towards maintaining a display far into the

autumn. Round the house itself, and facing the

bed of Caroline Testout Rose referred to, are China

Roses, Mme. Laurette Messimy, Mme. Eugene
Resal, the old Monthly or China kind, associated

with Rosemary, Lavender, the woolly-leaved

Stachys lanata and the Jerusalem Sage (Phlomis

fruticosa), which has grey foliage and clusters of

deep orange flowers. C.

THE NEW HYBRID WICHURAIANA
DIABOLO.

He would be a clever prophet who could forecast

the future of the remarkable wichuraiana group.

Shall we in course of time obtain exhibition flowers

with the rambling growth of this class ? Who
can tell. In the above-named beautiful novelty

we have a marvellous colour, one of the most
brilliant among climbing varieties. Although
described as blackish purple with white centre, it

has opened with me a glorious rich scarlet. To
compare its brilliancy I gathered flowers of Griiss an

Teplitz, Charlotte Klemm and Duke of Wellington,

and Diabolo was more vivid in colour than any of

the three varieties named. The flowers are semi-

double, sometimes single, the foliage small, thick

and leathery, as one would expect from a cross

between wichuraiana and Xavier Olibo, but the

glistening leaf also showed its maternal origin.

Flowering as it does about mid-June, it will be an
excellent companion to Jersey Beauty and Joseph
Billiard, and will provide that glorious shade of

colour we often see in a very bright Duke of Edin-

burgh. P.

FORMING A ROSE PERGOLA.
[In Reply to " Britannia."]

We are pleased that you found our advice in the

matter of your Rose garden so helpful, and we note

your remarks as to the thinness of many of the

newer Roses. This is true, but what they lack in

fulness they compensate with most charming
colouring and, as a rule, an abundant and con-

tinuous flowering. Your design for the proposed
pergola is a very beautiful one. We should say
a height of about lo feet would be ample and a

width of 6 feet. If you can increase the height and
width it would be all the better for the Roses. As
you dislike thin Roses, you deprive yourself of some
of the very beautiful decorative sorts. There is

no doubt but what a pergola of Roses should bloom
as nearly as possible at one time as can be con-

veniently arranged, but some o( the best pergola

Roses flower at varying periods from early June
until .August and September. We would suggest

that you plant, say, six each side of the fast-

growing Roses, so as to clothe the top as quickly

as possible, as many of the best double Roses of

good quality are not very rapid in their growth
at first. Vou could, if you prefer, have three of

the six early flowering and the other three later.

In between the six fast growers we would advise

you to plant about twenty different varieties on
each side. Eventually this might be too many,
but for a few years you would not find it so, and
later the growths of each can always be curtailed

to the space available.

We mention below a few early-flowering and
also late-flowering sorts, from which you could

make a selection, and their hardiness is about
equal, so you could plant on either side as you
prefer. We should recommend them in the order

as given, and they could also be planted in

the same order. Early flowering : Rene .Andre,

Victoria, Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mme. I.

Pereire, Crcpuscnle, Ards Rover, Nova Zenibla,

Mme. Berard, h'rangois Crousse, Climbing Devoni-
ensis and Climbing Pride of Waltham. Procure
as many as you can on their own roots, and do not

prune them at all the first year ; but those that

are budded we should advise you to Qut back
the first season to about i8 inches from the ground.

They should be cut down to about 2 feet at the time

of planting, and finally to iS inches in March.

HEDGE OF J.\PANESE ROSES.
[In Reply to P. B. Hulcomhe.]

Some of the hybrids of Rosa rugosa (Japanese
Rose) will flower as early as the type, such, for

instance, as Blanc Double de Coubert and Mrs.

.Anthony Waterer. .As you require a white
Rose, we advise you to plant alternately Rosa
rugosa alba, the single white form of the type, and
Blanc Double de Coubert, a superb double form.

You would then ensure some of the plants pro-

ducing the showy fruit or seed-pods for which the

type and its white form are famous.

A BED OF THE HYBRID TE.A ROSE CAROLINE TESTOUT. (Pliulotirupl, lakeii mid-.l iilij.)

Waltham Bride, Gardenia, Carmine Pillar, Alberic

Barbier, Ruby Queen, Tea Rambler, Goldfinch,

Helene, Rubin and Flora. Late-flowering: Dorothy
Perkins, Hiawatha, Edmond Proust, White
Dorothy, Blush Rambler, Delight, helicite Per-

petue, Mrs. F. W. Flight, Crimson Rambler, Lady
Godiva, Mme. A. Carriere and Minnehaha. The
following we would recommend as Roses of good
quality of bloom. They could be planted in the

order as given, only you must see that they

harmonise with the more rapid growers that you
wish to plant. For east side : Reine Marie Henri-

ette, Reve d'Or, Johanna Sebus, Climbing F. K.

Drusehki, .Alister Stella Gray, Climbing C. Christy,

Ulrich Brunner, Mme. J. Siegfried, .Aimee V'ibert,

Conrad F. Meyer, Kaiserin Friedrich, J. B. Clark,

Waltham Climber No. i. Climbing C. Testout,

M. Desir, Climbing La France, Bouquet d'Or.

Mme. Wagram, Boule de Neige and Ella Gordon.

For west side : Hugh Dickson, Mme. H. Leuilliot,

Dr. Rouges, Mrs. Paul, Zephyrin Drouhin, Gloirc

Lyonnaise, Lady Waterlow, Duchesse d'.Auerstoedt,

Gaston Chandon, Gloire de Dijon, Climbing K. .A.

A row of China Rose Fabvier in front would
give a beautiful effect. We recommend for the

Japanese Roses a distance apart of about 2 feet

6 inches from each plant, and the China Roses
about 15 inches. You should well prepare the

soil by trenching it 2 feet deep and a width of

about 3 feet, planting the row of Roses down the

centre of the trenched soil. Work in a liberal

amount of well-decayed manure, and if you in-

corporated some basic slag to the lower soil, at

the rate of about 6oz. to the square yard, this

would provide a good lasting fertiliser. By all

means add some good clayey loam to your sandy
soil if you can possibly do so, otherwise you need
not fear that the plants will not grow well, even in

a sandy soil. If the summer happens to be hot, you
can always nourish the plants with liquid manure

;

indeed, all Rose hedges, whatever the season,

should have waterings with liquid manure about
once a week. Plant the Roses early in autumn,
and in March cut back to about 3 feet in height.

In subsequent years little pruning is necessary

beyond cutting out old branches occasionally.
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QARDE^NJ^iG FOR BEGI.^.^ERS. ^

FORGET-ME-NOTS AND SCENTED-LEAVED GERANIUMS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Once more the

first week in August will herald a busy

time in the flower garden. Many
kinds of plants that now look charming

and are in their best condition must be

mutilated a little in order to obtain

cuttings from them. This work is necessary

because we require a stock of young plants for

next year's display. The gardener, both

amateur and professional, must look well

ahead, in some cases quite eighteen months.

Cuttings of Zonal Pelargoniums should be

taken first, .''i good cutting must have at

least three joints besides the young point

growth. It must not be too sappy nor

very long-jointed, that is, the joints must

not be very far apart. As a further guide

I may point out that the cutting should

be about 5 inches or 6 inches long. Owing

to the recent spell of cool, sunless weather,

the growth of many kinds of plants is

very -tender and sappy, unfortunately.

Cuttings of Pelargoniums often decay at

the soil level when in this condition if

inserted directly they are cut from the

plants. So it is a good plan to lay the

cuttings on a cellar floor for twenty-four

hours before putting them in the soil.

They must be fully prepared before they

are placed on the floor, then the wounds

will heal somewhat ; much sap will eva-

porate, but the cutting will not lose its

ftreshness. Where large numbers are re-

quired, they may be inserted in shallow

boxes, but 5-inch and 6-inch pots are the

best receptacles for them when a few only

are needed. Variegated varieties, such as

Flower of Spring, Black Douglas, Golden

Harry Hieover, &c., are certainly best

inserted in pots. Both boxes and pots

must be thoroughly drained and the soil

used of a sandy and porous nature, the

surface being covered with coarse sand.

Place the cuttings in a frame, admit air

freely, but keep off rains. Heliotropes,

Gazanias, Fuchsias, Coleuses, Iresines and

similar kinds must be propagated in a

light, sandy compost made firm and in a

closed frame shaded from bright sunshine.

Do not shade Pelargoniums. Cut down

Lobelia plants so that they may make new

shoots suitable for cuttings later on, or for

lifting, dividing and potting in due course.

Vegetable Garden.—The main lot of Cab-

bage seeds may now be sown to provide

plants for use early next spring. In the Southern

Counties or South of London it will be early enough

next week to sow seeds ;
but further North no time

must be lost in getting them in. Sow the seeds broad-

cast and very thinly. In nine cases out of ten a cul-

tivator raises nine times as many plants as he re-

quires. This may be a wise thing to do, but the

mistake is made in the sowing of the seeds, the

latter only covering a small space instead of nine

times the same space. Result : the surplus, not-

wanted plants spoil those selected for growing on.

Sow fewer seeds and much more thinly, and strong

seedlings will result, just the kind that will with-

stand the rigours of winter and thus form hearts

early in the new year. There are borders in many

gardens that are under trees or shaded somewhat

by trees or buildings ; such borders must be made
use of, and amateurs are sometimes at a loss how
best to utilise them. Cottagers' Kade and Purple

and White Sprouting Broccoli are good plants for

such positions, also winter Spinach. Continue to

earth-up Celery, and make a small sowing of Turnip

seeds of early varieties. Broadcast sowing is best

;

the resultant roots will be useful.

Greenhouse and Frames. — That lovely climber

Tacsonia van Volxemi will now require some
attention. No stiff, formal training of shoots

must be done, but it will be necessary to disentangle

some of them and to destroy any mealy bug found,

as these pests soon infest the plants. The flowers

look very charming, depending gracefully from the

twining shoots. Cut out faded flowers and a

portion of the branches, also of Bougainvilleas
and Plumbagos. Transfer the larger plants

of Streptocarpuses from frames to green-

houses, and spread out in the former plants

of Cinerarias and Primulas, so as to obtain

strong, compact specimens. All seedlings

in frames must be duly transplanted, as if

neglected they will not be very satisfactory

at the end of the coming winter. A, A.

THE FORGET-ME-NOT IN A POT.

Fruit Garden.—Earwigs are very numerous this

year, and as these lurking pests are fond of

eating fruit, especially Peaches and Nectarines,

every care must be taken to preserve the latter

from damage. Alphol, Vaporite, Kilogrub and

similar powders lightly sprinkled at the foot of

walls whereon the trees are trained will act bene-

ficially, as the earwigs will not remain close to

such preparations. Gently shake the branches

daily and destroy any insects that fall. Place

nets—suspended—under the ripening fruits. Care-

fully rake up all leaves found under bush fruit and

wall and other trees. Destroy the leaves in a

smother fire, as hundreds of insects will thus be

destroyed. Gather and grade all ripening fruits.

LTHE FORGET-ME-NOT AS A POT
PLANT.

The Forget-me-not is such a universal

favourite that, whether out of doors or in

pots under glass, its charming blue flowers

are sure to be much admired. Its great

value for the greenhouse or conservatory is

too often overlooked, though for this purpose
it has been within the last few years much
more used than it formerly was. The intro-

duction of several new and distinct forms
is, doubtless, greatly responsible for this.

In the greenhouse the Forget-me-not
readily lends itself to different methods of

arrangement. In the first place it forms
a delightful edging to a group of flowering

plants, while as a carpeting to pots of the

Paper-White Narcissus, or, later on, the

white - flowered Freesia, its soft, restful

colour enhances the beauty of its taller

associates. Symmetrical little specimens,

too, are very useful for table decoration,

as, apart from their beauty, the sentiment

attached to the name often forms a feature

of interest.

For flowering in pots, a good plan is to

sow the seed in the open ground in June,
transplant the seedlings as soon as they

can be conveniently handled, and carefully

lift and pot them in the autumn. As
the season goes on, the plants may be
removed to a cold frame, taking them into

the greenhouse in batches as required.

When in the frame care should be taken

that they have as much light and air as

possible, as if weakly they lose much of

their beauty.

As above stated, there are several distinct

varieties of the Forget-me-not in cultivation.

Particularly adapted for pot culture is Victoria,

of a dwarf, bushy growth, with a profusion of

particularly large flowers. There are both dark

and light blue forms of this. Ruth Fischer is also

a very desirable variety, the large, charming blue

flowers being associated with particularly dark,

glossy green foliage. Another superior form is

the charming blue Perfection, while Royal Blue

is the best of the upright-growing kinds. These

last are characterised by upright growth, such as

that shown in the accompanying illustration. The
remarks as to the suitability of the Forget-me-not

for greenhouse decoration might be extended to

many other annuals ; in fact, they have of late

years been more grown for this purpose. H. P.
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to make the large and attractive

specimens that an earlier period of

propagation invariably yields. The
present time, therefore, affords the

beginner an excellent opportunity of

beginning operations, and for this

reason no delay should take place in

inserting the first batch of cuttings.

In many gardens there are a few old

THE TOWN GARDEN.

I. .\ NEGLECTED PLANT OF THE OAK-LEAVED PELARGONIUM

SCENTED-LE.-\VED PELARGONIUMS.
These plants have long been known by the more
popular name of "Geranium," and to most readers

they are quite familiar. Few plants are more
valued for their fragrance. Although some readers

may find little to admire in the flowers, it must not

be forgotten that in a representative collection of

fragrant-leaved Pelargoniums there are many very

pretty kinds and varieties. These Pelargoniums

are natives of South Africa. The Oak-leaved

Pelargonium quercifolium is the kind figured in

the present instance, and is perhaps the most
popular plant of the series. P. tomentosum, the

Peppermint-scented ; P. citriodorum. Citron-

scented ; P. crispum. Lemon-scented ; P. fragrans,

Nutmeg-scented ; P. radula, Balsam - scented

" The Daily Round."—The almost continuously
cold, wet and sunless time experienced of late has
not been favourable to many things in the open,
and flowering plants of all classes, hardy or exotic,

have suffered. The tuberous Begonia, for example,
often heavy of flower and broad of leaf, delights

specimens, and where this is not the
i
in genial warmth, its somewhat succulent nature

case, they can be purchased fairly
|

being opposed to much wet. Hence there are signs
cheaply from the florists. In Fig. i of decay both in flower and leaf, and unless these
a neglected plant of the Oak-leaved are removed early the successional flowers and
kind is portrayed, such as are raised buds will suffer. The early removal, too, of all

in large quantities by market growers, decaying particles will tend to improve the general
By the use of the attenuated and effect, while the continued flowering of the plants
unwieldy growths the stock may be will be to some extent preserved. Seed-pods, too,

perpetuated and the old plant turned that form early should also be removed, as well as
to good account. The growths may the somewhat lengthy stalks which support them,
be cut back and the detached pieces

|
These latter tend not a little both to disfigure the

made into cuttings. If the plants are

to be of any real good they must be ,,,.y,,,..,-

cut back hard, as represented in Fig. 2,

to about two " eyes ' or joints of

the original stems. The consequence

of this treatment will be seen later

on in the development of new growth

at every joint.

In Fig. 3 is shown, on the left of

the illustration, an example of the

growths obtained in cutting back an

old specimen, and on the right of the

same picture a cutting properly pre-

pared and made from a similar

growth. It is quite a mistake to

utiiise cuttings that are too long ; a

few inches in length will

suffice, so long as there is

a joint that can be em-
bedded in the prepared

compost. In making a

cutting, remove the lower

leaves and cut through the stem im-
I Begonia and to bring discredit upon the worker,

mediately below a joint, as shown in
I
while the seed-pods, if allowed to remain, because

the illustration. Fig. 4 represents of their prior claims to support, promptly bring
two methods of raising plants from the flowering to a standstill,

cuttings. The latter may be inserted Hardy Fuchsias.—By hardy Fuchsias is in-

-ON THE LEFT IS A CUTTING AS TAKEN FROM THE OLD
PLANT, AND ON THE RIGHT ONE PROPERLY PREPARED
AND READY FOR PLANTING.

individually in 2-inch or 3-inch pots,

or a number of cuttings may be in-

serted around the sides of a 5-inch

pot, as shown. Always make the soil

firm at the base of the cuttings. A
suitable soil for propagation may be
made up of equal parts of good loam
and leaf-mould and the plentiful addi-

2. THE SAME PLANT CUT BACK HARD.

P. capitatum, Rose-scented ; and others with
finely cut foliage, such as P. denticulatum filici-

folium, and varieties of the more promising kinds
that provide a great deal of interest to those who
value these plants for their leaf fragrance as well

as for their decorative value should be grown.
They are evergreen, so that they are useful at all

seasons. For associating with mtmy flowers the
leaves are invaluable, and those growers who
know the real value of the plants are not slow, as

a rule, to take advantage of them for this purpose,
as they last a long time in water. They are also

valued by the amateur gardener because they are
not difficult to grow. .Anyone who can grow the
ordinary Zonal Pelargonium should be able to

manage these plants quite as well, as the treatment
they require is much the same.
The time to increase the plants is from the

beginning of August to September. Of course,

propagation may be carried out in the spring quite
well, but when this rule is observed it is nut possible

tended that beautiful race of usually deciduous
flowering shrubs of which F. Riccartonii is the

best-known type, and for which we plead a more
general or extended use in town and country garden
alike. In some districts, such as the more favoured
parts near the coast-line, this race of Fuchsias are

not merely hardy
; they are also occasionally ever-

green. Generally, however, they are deciduous, and
tion of silver sand, all well mixed

1
the late-made growths are at times cut back by the

together. For the first repotting use frost. These facts need not deter anyone from
two parts of good yellow loam, half taking them in hand, for they suffer no serious
a part each of leaf-mould and well- harm in consequence, and, submitting to the free

decayed manure, and one part of coarse silver
i use of the pruning-knife, spring up again with

sand, all thoroughly mixed together.
During propagation place the cut-
tings in a cold frame or greenhouse,
and after rooting — in fact, during
the whole of their growth — avoid _, ^^_
the too free use of water ; they JtiHW^ jt^^^T^^^^
prefer to be kept on the dry -* -Vi t. ^_ 'H^^^^'m_-«lK _ /
side.

It is gratifying to see signs of

renewed popularity of this old-world
kind of flower, and no plant is more
suitable for the amateur. A few
leaves given to a friend are a reminder
of a pleasant day, and the flowers in

many instances are prettily coloured.

Happily their culture is very simple,
as I have already indicated. They
are not plants for the open garden,
but when grown in tubs or in pots are

most useful. D. B. Crane. 4. TWO WAYS OF STRIKING CUTTINGS.
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renewed vigour from the base and flower with

their wonted freedom only a little later than

would otherwise have been the case. There is an

old-time charm and grace about them, and they are

as useful in the cut state in the home as they are

in the garden.

Snow White Phlo.kes.—A wet or dripping

and cool summer is usually regarded as a good

Phlox-time, and at the moment there is every

prospect of this being realised. Doubtless, while

the wet and cold have their depressing influences

upon the mind and inflict injuries upon the gar-

dener and farmer alike, they have also their advan-

tages and compensations if we would only search

them out. So valuable a flowering group as the

herbaceous Phlox cannot well be spared, and the

splendour of their fine panicles of flowers creates a

lasting impression. At the moment, however, I

have in mind two very fine pure white sorts which

are in every way admirable. These are Tapis

Blanc and Mrs. E. H. Jenkins. The first-named

has the finer individual flowers and is the earliest

to bloom ; the second has the larger panicles of

flowers and is the most valuable decorative sort I

know of its colour. In any garden there is abun-

dant room for both, and while one never tires of

their sweet beauty, there is great scope for

fine contrasts by planting the brilliant hybrid Pent-

stemons or that even more brilliant scarlet flower,

Pentstemon barbatus, in near or close proximity

thereto. The last-named hardy border flower is

one whose elegance and grace appeal to all, and

its flowering continues for weeks in succession.

Reminders.— If not already sown, seeds of

Hollyhocks, Gaillardias, Pansies, Polyanthuses and

the like may be got in without further ado. Then,

it not infrequently happens that the amateur

requires a number of young plants of white Arabis

to later on carpet a bed of scarlet Tulips, and such

young plants may be secured by inserting the

cuttings now. At the same time, and for similar

purposes, theold plants of Myosotis maybe trimmed,

divided, and laid thinly in trenches so as to be ready

for use. E. H. Jenkins.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.—Thf EdUor intends to

make I'Hi; (i.vitiniN helplnl to nil readers ivko desire iismst-

iince, III! matter irhat the hraiirh of ydrdetiiny may be, and

with that object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. AH communications should he

clearbj and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tanstock

Street, Covent Garden, London, yV.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of tfie sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When tnore than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

/nicked iu damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and ftoweriny

shoots, irhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps thai are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Chinese Paeonies (C. L.).—The Paeonies

are doubtless deteriorating, and there are many
causes leading up to this state of things. The
soil may be exhausted, the plants may be too near

trees, the roots may have been eaten or become
cankered, or many other things of which we have

no information. In good, deep and rich soil the

Pffiony is capable of existing for years and giving

a good display annually. In dry soils the plants

should be saturated in summer-time with water,

and in winter deluged with liquid manure. One
can hardly treat the plants too liberally, deeply

dug, heavily manured soils being most important.

Remembering that the Pa;ony is deep-rooting, the

ordinary winter surface mulchings are not of great

benefit. Possibly from the remarks you may be

able to divine the cause of the failure ; if not, you

had better lift and divide the plants in August or

September, replanting them in fresh ground. We
hope soon, however, to publish an article deabng

fully with this important work, hence we refrain

from fuller particulars now.

Daffodils and Paeonies {Ulrs. Malen-

bcn;).—If there is a good depth of rather moist

loam, such trumpet Daffodils as Henry Irving,

Golden Spur and princeps would do quite well.

Narcissus poeticus prefers moister ground, though

N. p. ornatus would be quite suited with those

named above. For the border the Irises would

do quite well, but if much shaded the P;eonies may
not retain their fullest vigour long. P^onia albi-

flora would be suitable, though there are many
others quite good for the purpose. In both in-

stances the Irises and Paionies would appear best

in groups, irregularly arranged ; the latter being

the taller, as well as the later-flowering, would be

best planted at the back. The Pasonies should

be planted in August or September, as these sub-

jects are somewhat exacting in this respect. April

is the best time to plant the Irises, though they

are really not a fastidious race. The ground must

be rich and well prepared.

Carnations failing (M. D.).—The plants

have the double misfortune of being attacked both

by wireworra and the Carnation maggot, the

foliage affording abundant evidence that slugs

have played the part of scavengers to the first-

named. The wireworms exist in the soil and bore

into the stems of plants and their roots, and may
be captured by placing Potato traps, i.e., slices,

round about the plants. The maggot results from

the larvae of a fly, and, being deposited in the leaf-

axils of the plants, presently bores its way into the

above-ground portion of the plant or into the

leaves. Its presence may be detected by the

white-looking character of the leaves, and the pest

may, if early sought after, be kept in check. Not

infrequently it gets into the heart of the plant,

when the latter is ruined. Dusting with soot will

render the plants distasteful to the pest, while an

application of soot or an occasional light dressing

of salt, given not too neat the plants, will destroy

the slugs in the soil.

Green Delphinium (A. FisI,-).—The green Bowers
are the result of one of tliose spontaneous freaks of Xature
for whieli tliere is no accounting. It is, however, more
than likely, seeing the whole of the spikes are similarly

affected, that it may be repeated another year, though
there is no certainty as to this. Beyond being a curiosity

it is quite useless.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Gooseberry bushes blighted {H. S. W.).

The branch sent is sufferins from a bad attack of

black fly ; this is invariably accompanied with the

black sooty stuff you speak of. The following

mixture, if syringed over the affected branches,

wdl kill it and help to cleanse the trees : Tobacco

leaf, half a pound ; soft soap, halt a pound ; water,

ten gallons. Infuse the leaves in water for six hours,

then strain off and press the Tobacco and infuse

again. Add the Tobacco extract to the dissolved

soft soap and water. Wash the fruit, if discoloured,

before using.

Raspberries failing {Mi-s. E. L. Stanlon).

The Raspberry shoots are in such feeble and
miserable health that it is impossible for them to

produce any results in the way of well-developed

ind well-ripened fruit. The best treatment to

give in the hope of bringing them round to good

health would be to at once give the surface of the

ground over their roots a good dressing of well-

decayed manure, say, 3 inches or 4 inches deep.

This will induce the formation of new roots, which
in turn will infuse new strength to the canes of

this year's growth. The old canes should be cut

clean away to the ground as soon as the fruit is

gathered. Do not let the maij dig the rows in

winter or at any other time, as the best roots of

these trees are near the surface, and are always

more or less destroyed by digging.

Peach curl proliferation {Mrs. W.).—
The Peach is attacked by the Peach-curl fungus

(Exoascus deformans). This fungus is always
most prevalent when the plants have been checked

by low temperatures or cold winds, and thus seldom

appears under glass, except near doors or where
panes are broken. You have done right in remov-
ing all the diseased pieces, as the fungus lives in the

shoot and reappears in the succeeding year where
the shoots are not removed. The removal of

diseased shoots, the protection of the trees from

cold and draughts in the spring, and when the

disease is about spraying with potassium sulphide

solution, are the preventive measures to be em-
ployed. The Rose had grown out from the centre

of the flower. The cause of this common occur-

rence is quite unknown, and no means of preventing

it are apparent.

Peaches and leaves dropping from
trees {Goho).—It is nothing unusual for Peach

trees to cast their fruit at the age these have arrived

at when the trees are overloaded with fruit which

they are unable to carry. The same cause

would be responsible for some of the leaves falling

off as well. There is nothing in the appearance

of the fruits or the leaves which indicate in any way
that they are suffering from disease or from the

attacks of insect enemies. The kernel of the

stone of one fruit out of three was decayed, but

this would not cause it to drop. If this explana-

tion does not apply, we can only suggest that the

soil has suddenly become exhausted of some
agent, such as lime, which is essential to the

well-doing of the trees at this stage of their

growth. It may be that the heavy watering

which the trees had received a day or two before

may have had something to do with it, especially

if the border was on the dry side before, causing

a certain momentary excess of sap to flow, and
thus disturbing the normal functions of the roots

and sap circulation of the trees. If any expert

Peach-growing readers of The Garden can throw

any further light on the subject, we shall be glad

to hear from them.
Gooseberries diseased (C. N.).—The Gooseberries

are probably attacked by the fungus Botrytis cinerea,

which has developed in the lower part, of the stem. If

you carefully examine this part of the stem, you will

probably flnil patches of a greyish mould, and very likely

some small blackish masses of a fungus protruding from
cracks in the bark. Tim fungus is the often unsuspecteil

cause of much damage to Gooseberries, and the best mode
of treating the affected bushes is to remove all dead and
dying branches as soon as they are seen.

Caterpillars on Apple trees tR. R.).—The cater-

pillars sent include those of the barred umber moth and
tlie lackey moth, both of which frequently attack Apples.
Tlie best spray for these and for all other biting insects on
fruit trees is lead arsenate. This may now be obtained
in the form of a paste, and is safe to use, as a rule, on Apple
trees, unless small fruit is under the trees. Persist in the
grease banding, for tllat is the best means of keeping down
the worst of the pests, and keep the grease fresli from the
end of September until the end of Jlarch. As well as can
be seen from the small piece sent, the Cherry is sulferiug

from silver leaf, but it was much dried up when it readied
us. There were also large numbers of aphides.

Apple tree gromrn from a pip (John Elhins).—
The shoots sent are badly infested with the Apple blossom
weevil, green fly and mildew. Many of the leaves are also

badly blistered, the latter being caused by frosty nights
and cold winds. To kill the weevil and the fly, spray your
trees with the following mixture : Arsenate of soda (dry),

2oz. : acetate of lead, 7oz. ; water, 10 gallons. Mix well
together, and, when not wanted, keep under lock and key,
as it is a deadly poison. To destroy the mildew, scatter

some flowers of sulphur tliickly over the injured parts
early in the morning while they are damp with dew, and
it will be killed in the course of a few days. Rain will

wash away the sulphur from the tree in good time after-

wards.
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ROSE GARDEN.
Pompon Roses rotting before expand-

ing {Miss F. P.)-—Unless the plduts have been

sprayed with insecticide of too strong a nature, we

can only believe the cause of the buds rotting is

traceable to defective root action. Whether this

is attributable to want of deep cultivation, so

that the roots are checked in their search for

nourishment, or your soil is water-logged we are

unable to say. Sometimes buds will turn hke this

owing to excessive dryness at the root. Could

you have a plant dug up and sent to us, and also

give a few particulars as to whether the plants are

growing near other Roses, and say if these latter

are doing well ? .'^Iso kindly say if any artificial

manures have been used and if you have sprayed

the bushes with any chemicals.

Exhibiting Roses {Mrs. A. R. C.).—We
fear you would stand a poor chance at the exhibi-

tion you name, seeing that you have fewer

than 100 trees. Some amateurs who grow

500 plants have been unable this season to show

twelve blooms at the National Rose Show. The

standard of excellence at such large exhibitions

as that of Shrewsbury is a very high one. We are

sorry to discourage you, but fear you would have

little chance of success, especially as the blooms

would be in the hands of one who knows nothing

about setting them up. There is almost as much

art in arranging the flowers as in growing them.

You should visit a good Rose show and ask some

expert to point out to you a three-point flower,

then try and imitate it in your cultivation. It

would be better if you obtained, say, twelve to

twenty plants each of two dozen best exhibition

sorts before you attempt to exhibit at these large

shows. We shall be pleased to help you still

further with any advice you may desire on the

subject.

Hot water for spraying Roses {Crimson

Rambler).—Some growers advocate the practice of spray-

ing with hot water when the Roses are grown under glass,

and we believe with very good resuhs ; but we have never

seen it recommended for spraying outdoor plants. The
great point to remember as regards the dealing with green

By and mildew is to commence to spray early and often.

Use the sprays as a preventive rather than a curative, and
apply whatever sprav you use with a good sprayer. White's

Abol' is an excellent article, so also is Jeyes's Cyllin Soft

Soap, the latter especially for green fly.

Roses In chalky soil {.SnUier's Wife). — Yoa
could without much trouble dig out some of the chalky soil

and replace it with some loam, which is usually obtainable

from the local florists. Fresh soil to the depth of 2 feet

would be sufficient, and a circular bed of about 6 feet

diameter would hold some twelve or eighteen plants. The
bed should be enriched by adding one part of good manure
to three parts of soil. If you desire to grow a few stan-

dards and Ramblers, take out holes in the chalk of about
2 feet diameter and 2 feet deep for each tree. Fill the

holes with the soil as advised and plant in November. Be
careful to make the soil Arm about the roots.

Rose with green centre (ilf. B.).—The green centre

In the bud forwarded to us is generally the result of late

frosts injuring the buds when they have attained a fair

size. Sometimes the trouble is caused by overfeeding

with heavy manures. There are also certain varieties

much addicted to this trouble, of which we may. mention
Mme. Isaac Pereire, which is a Hybrid Bourbon and belong-

ing to the same tribe as Mme. Nobecourt, the variety you
send. Vou can do nothing to remedy this state of things,

if frost is the cause of it, except to remove the crippled

buds, for they rarely develop into respectable flowers. If

it is owing to overfeeding, you must be careful to avoid

overdosing the plants with manures.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
How Beans climb (.-1. /. A'.).—The Kidney

Beans proper do not climb, but the climbing

varieties of the French Bean and al o Sc.-.rlet

Runners twine in the oppt'Site direction to the

course of the sun, i.e , from west to east, instead

of fr im e.isf to west

.

The Onion maggot {Constant Reader).— When
the maggot is formed and has attacked the Onions as you
say yours are attacked, there is very little chance of ridding

the plants of the enemy. The best means of keeping it

in check and of driving it away is by syringing the bulbs
with a solution of soft soap and water, half a pound of

soap to two gallons of water. They do not like the

taste of this. The mischief is done by the Onion fly,

which rleposits its larva on the young plant in spring,

giiirriilly about the end of April. The best way of

pr<Miitiiig it doing this when the young plants are sown
nut of doors is to frequently scatter soot at this time over

the young plants ; this will keep the fly o«. But the best

way of all is to sow the Onions in boxes and to plant

them out, sooting tlie ground in which they are planted,

and the plants also, when danger of attack from the fly

will have passed.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Keeping concrete fountain basin clean

(Schickallinn). — The only thing you can do to

keep the water clear in your fountain is to add

copper sulphate to the water at the rate of 2J0Z.

to 10,000 gallons of water. The copper sulphate

may either be dissolved in a little water and sprayed

over the surface of the tank, or it may be tied in a

canvas bag and be drawn about the water until

it is dissolved. If not used in any stronger pro-

portions than those mentioned, it will not hurt the

Water Lily, and it ought not to hurt the fish,

though this cannot be vouched for. It is probable

that two or three dressings will be necessary to

keep the water clear throughout the season.

Artificial manure for rock garden
(Sojourner).—It will much depend upon the class

of plants grown whether artificial or organic

manures could be advantageously applied, and of

the subjects grown on the rockeries you give us

no information. Bone-meal is a safe and slow-

acting manure, but, if something more quickly

soluble is desired, then superphosphate of lime

could be used. Guano-water may be also used, or

Clay's Fertilizer. Bone-meal, at the rate of half a

peck to a barrowful of soil, having lain in a heap

for a fortnight after mixing, should be applied, the

surface soil being first lightly broken up. Superphos-

phate may be sown thinly about the rockery—not

on the plants—and watered in. Clay's Fertilizer

should be used at half the strength of the bone-

meal, and similarly treated before applying it.

Fig trees dropping their fruit (C. B.).

The cause of the Fig tree dropping its fruit is because

the firuit is seedless. This is a common misfortune

with Fig trees growing in the open, and in our ex-

perience the chief cause of their doing so lies in

the fact that the trees during their season of growth

in summer are allowed to carry too many branches,

causing the trees to be so dense with foliage as to

make it next to impossible for sunshine and air

to penetrate the trees and circulate among the

branches, without the agency of which in the

development and ripening of the wood of the

current year's growth it is hopeless to look for

fertility in the trees. We would advise you to

cut clean away at their base all the weak shoots

there may be in your trees as soon as possible.

This will help at once to expose them to the in-

fluence of the above agencies. If you will always

bear in mind to keep your trees on the thin side

rather than the crowded, the trees, we believe, will

carry their fruit all right.

Shrubs for peaty soil {French Sub-

scriber).—The following shrubs and trees ought

to thrive with you under the conditions you

mention : Cistus laurifolius, C. ladaniferus,

C. florentinus, C. Cyprius, C. monspeliensis, C.

purpureus, C. villosus, C. corbariensis and C.

albidus, Helianthemum vulgare and all its varie-

ties, H. alyssoides, H. formosum and H. poli-

folium. Genista virgata, G. cinerea, G. aetnensis,

G. hispanica, Spartium junceum, Cytisus albus,

C. prascox, C. purgans, Potentilla fruticosa, Rubus
ulmifolius var. flore-pleno, R. spectabilis, Rose-

mary, Lavender, double-flowered Go'se, Rosa

rugosa, R. spinosissima and varieties, R. moschata,

Spirsa Menziesii, S. salicifolia, S. Douglasii,

Cotoneaster rotimdi folia, C. horizontalis, C. Simonij,

C. frigida, C. microphylla, C. buxifolia, all the

European Ericas, dwarf, dense-growing Rhodo-

dendrons, .Arbutus Unedo, Vacciniuras in variety

and Cotton Lavender. It is probable that the

following trees will answer your purpose, for the

leaves colour brilliantly in autumn : Crat;egus

mollis, C. coccinea, Pyxus spectabilis, Amclanchier

canadensis, Rhus Cotinus, R. cotinoides, R. typhina,

Koelreuteria paniculata and Nyssa sylvatica. The
Roses and most of the trees require better soil

than the majority of the other things ; consequently

the ground ought to be worked deeply and enriched

before planting.

Slugs in garJens {Cttrtlener).—If the garden is now
cropped, you cannot do more than you have done to the
soil at present, though you might give a heavy lime or
soot dressing to the Box edging, which is probably affording

them shelter. If this does not have the desired eifect,

obtain some quassia chips and, having prepared a solution,

syringe the base of the hedae with the sanre. Weri* the soil

vacant, your better plan would be to Ai'i in Apterite at the
rate of 3cwt. to the acre. This and other soil fumigants
require to be dug in a few inches deep, and will speedily
kill a large number of insect pests that infest the soil.

Various questions (Ethel, Hereford). — Vou do
not give us the height of your Sweet Peas at the time of
writing, but you would not go far wrong in cutting them
down to within 15 inches of the soil. They should then be
given a good soaking of water if the soil is dry. and if you
can arrange to have them watered while you are away
from home, you should secure good flowers later in the
season. The new hybrid Aquilegias can be divided, but
it is advisable to do this very sparingly. Our experience
of them is that they do not live so long as the older Colum-
bines. Double Daisies should be lifted, the younc olTsets

taken off and replanted in good soil as soon after flowering
as possible, choosing showery weather for the work and
seeing that the young plants do not subsequently suffer

for the want of water.

Grubs for identificaticin {Dr. T. W. N. G.).—
The grubs sent are those of a two-winged flv. and appear to
be nearly related to tire blue-bottle. They feed on decaying
matter in the soil, and are not to be blamed for the damage
you speak of. It is probable that the millipedes are the
culprits. The soil is apparently very sour, and this con-
dition encourages the development of such insects and
other pests as those you speak of. You mav use quick-
lime in the autumn at the rate of half a bushel to the square
rod, placing it in heaps on the ground and covering with a
little soil so as to allow it to slake there, then spread on the
ground and fork in. Gas-lime wovild be used at the rate
of four tons to six tons to the acre, and some months must
elapse before plants may be put in. There is some danger
of damage to the Gooseberries.

Carnations and other questions {K. M. T.).—
The Carnations appear to be unhappilyplaced. and clay soil

is certainly not generally the best for these plants. .\t the
moment they may be suffering from imconsenial surround-
ings, from dryness of the ball of earth in which the roots
are at present confined, while they may also be suffering

from the presence of the Kilogrub, which should not have
been dug in at planting-time, but some days in advance.
If any of these soil fuihigants are a necessity, the plants
may be suffering from wireworm, and you had better
examine them to this end. The Rose would be much more
happy in the heavy soil, and the plant may simply be dry
at the root, the wooden shed tending to keep off the rain.

Examine the soil near the shed and. having noled its

condition, act accordingly. The Wallflowers will be all

right if they survive the winter, which in your district will

depend entirely upon circumstances.

Planting an island {Oibhons).—Your first real

business is to get rid of the Garlic, and this may be done
by cutting it down continuously as it appears or by digging
it out and burning it, the latter a tedious and expensive
operation. For the rest you might plant Bamboos in

variety, more particularly B. .M^take. B. Veitchii,

Phyllostachys nigra, P. aurea and others. Elymus glaucus,

Gynerium argenteum. Senecio Clivorum. S. Wilsonii, S-

Veitchii and the water or moisture-loving Spiraeas, yucfi as

venusta, gigantea, Aruncus and others, with such good
Daffodils as Emperor, Sir Watkin. Empress, princeps,

ornatus, May-flowering poeticus insingleand double varieties,

quite a host of Narcissus incomparabilLs, together with
Epilobiums, Lily of the Valley, Primroses in the unflooded
portions and many other plants. The best planting-time

would be in late summer or early autumn, and, having got

rid of the wild Garlic meanwhile, the place, with the aid of

expert advice on the spot, might be made a most interesting

one.

Plants forgarden near the sea,{Arthur Pullman).
The following plants are hkely to thrive in your garden
near the sea : Roses—Caroline Testout. Mrs. John Idling.

General Jacqueminot, Grace Darling, IJupuy Jamain.
Gloire de Dijon and Captain Hayward. Flowering shrubs

—Berberis stenophylla. Ribes sanguineum. R. aureum.
Spiraea arguta, S. japonica var. Anthony Waterer, S.

Menziesii, Forsythia suspensa. Laburnums, double-

flowered Thorns, Tamarix in variety, especially T. pent-

andra, or T. hispida var. aestivalis as it is often called,

Diervilla Abel Carriere, Viburnum plieatum. V. •l'in\is and
V. Lantana. Herbaceous plants— (,'ranibe cordifolia. 0.

orientale. Phlox in variety, Delphiniimis, l>iantlius in

variety, Galega oflicinalis, Hclianthus in variety, particu-

larly Mjss Mellish. Hollyhocks. Asters, .Monarda dldym*.
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Salvia nervosa. Veronicas in variety and Pfeoniea. Suitable
annuals and bicnniale will be found in Antirrhinum,
Calendula officinalis, Wallflower. African Marigold, Mig-
nonette, Iberls in variety. Salvia Horminum, double Rocket.
Forget-me-not, Sweet Peas, Sweet Williams and Nastur-
tiums. Good climbers are Wistaria chinensis, Polygonum
baldschuanicum, Clematis montana, SOlanura crispum,
5. jasminoides and Hydrangea petiolaris.

Names of plants.

—

Wm. S. M. — Cystopteris
fragilis. L. C.—Buttcrtly Orchis {Habenaria chlo-

ran'tha.) Rosebud.— 1, Galega ; 2, Origanum vulgare ;

3 and 4, please send when in flower ; 5, Marie Pavic ;

6, Perle d'Or; 7, Cecile Brunner.—

—

A.N.—1, Please send
when in flower ; 2, Hydrangea paniculata ; 3, Plumbago
capensis ; 4, Francoa ramosa.-

—

—J. H.—1, Campanula
pusUla alba ; 2, Plilox subutata var.; 3, Aciena microphylla ;

4, Rose Countess of Oxford. G. A

.

—1. Begonia evansiana;

2, Arundo lindleyana; 3, Helenium autumnale ; 4, Poten-
tilla argyrophylla var. ; :>, Lychnis dioica fl.-pl. ; 6.

Hemerocallis aurantiaca. B. J. W. — 10, Countess
Cairns; 14, Griiss an Sangerhausen ; 22, Innocente Pirola

;

31, Marjorie.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE SOCIETY

(SOUTHERN SECTION).

Thk thirty-fourth annual exhibition of tliis society was held

at the Royal Horticultural Hall on July 26. when many
excellent flowers were staged. There are still, however,
far too large a number of the so-called ** dressed flowers,"

and these, with their frequently inharmonious white paper
collars, show what not to do with so beautiful a, flower as

the Carnation.

Non-competitive Groups.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N., liad

an excellent group of cut Carnations jnar the entrance,

comprising Malmaison and PerpetujiMlow.ring varieties

Of the former. Sault was the more proTiiini'nt, while of the

latter we noted the popular heliotrope-shaded Countess

of Onslow, Lady C. Waring (striped fancy), C. W. Cowan
(fine crimson), Marmion and White Perfection. The
group was most artistically arranged.

Messrs. Stuart. Low and Co., Enfleld. had a delightful

lot of Roses, of which Lyon Rose. Joseph Lowe. Liberty,

Mrs. Grant, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt and Frau Karl

Druschki were the chief. White Killamey was also noted.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Coveut Garden, had a fine display

of Phloxes and other cut herbaceous flowers. Of the

former. Le Mahdi (violet). iMrs. Jenkins (white). Etna
(scariet) and Lady Molly were good. I-ilium chalce-

donicum was also fine.

Messrs. J. Peed and Son. West Norwood, S.E., exhibited

a fine group of border Carnations in pots and vases, the

former including Francis Samuelson (apricot). Daffodil

(yellow). Professor Cooper, Rony Buchanan and Duchess

of Wellington, of heliotrope shade.

Mr. Charles Turner. Slough, had an excellent group, in

which Ethel (yellow ground fancy). King George (yellow

ground striped fancy), Purple Emperor, Pink Pearl and
Triton (crimson) were very fine. Ruby (crimson maroon)
was also noteworthy.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark. Limited. Dover, showed a few

good hardy plants, of which Campanula Vidali, assuming

a suffrutescent habit and carrying some eighteen spikes of

its waxy white spikes of pendent flowers, was a most
remarkable example. C. lactiflora with hybrid Pent-

stcmons and Cimicifuga racemosa were also noted.

Messrs. Phillips and Taylor. Bracknell, near Reading,

had a group of hardy plants, Potentillas, Carnations and
Water Lilies being prominent.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, showed a

capital group of greenhouse plants and Ferns, Nephrolepis

and Campanula isophylla varieties being strongly repre-

sented.
Dressed Flowers.

For eighteen blooms, dressed on cards, bizarres and
flakes, Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookham, was first,

having Gordon Lewis, Master Fred, Recorder, Admiral
Curzon and Meteor among his best flowers ; second, Mr.

C. Blick, Hayes, Kent, who had Cleopatra. Edale, Opella.

Roger Bacon and Clara Stuart in an excellent lot.

For a stand of eighteen blooms, on cards, Mr. Douglas
was again first, having Bob Acres (scarlet). Cardinal,

Mrs. R. Gordon and Daffodil in a good lot. Mr. C. Blick,

Warren Nurseries, Hayes, who took second prize, had, we
think, the finer and heavier flowers in this class, his Solfa-

terra. John Knox (crimson) and Elizabeth Schiffner being

of exceptional merit.

For eighteen fancy Carnations, dressed on cards, not
fewer than twelve varieties, Mr. Charles Blick, Warren
Nurseries, Hayes, came first with a splendid lot of flowers,

his best being Donald MacDonald, Bombardier, Medusa,
Vandyck, Skirmisher, Dauntless, San Remo, Victory and
Leslie". This was a superb lot tlnroughout, and it is doubtful

if a finer set has ever been staged. Second, Mr. James
Douglas. Great Bookham. whose smaller flowers were fresh

and clean.

In the class for eighteen white ground Picotees, dressed,

Mr. Douglas was first, having Harry Kenyon, Mrs. Sharp
and J. Smith among the best flowers. Mr. C. Blick,

Hayes, was second with a good set of the best varieties.

For the best eighteen yellow ground Picotees, Mr.
Douglas was again in the leading place, his finest flowers

being Margaret Lennox, Ophir, Goblin and Togo ; second,

Mr. C. Blick. whose fiowers were fresh and clean.

Undressed Flowers.
For six varieties, selfs, three blooms of each, arranged

I

with Carnation foliage, Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookham, was
i first, having Mrs. Robert Berkeley, Mrs. Griffiths Jones
and DaffodU as his best. Mr. C. Blick, Hayes, was a good
second, staging excellent examples of itliss Willmott,
Maharajah, Mimosa (apricot). Argonaut (scarlet) and
Attraction (white).
For six varieties of Carnations, fancies, three blooms of

each, Mr. Douglas was again first, his best being Queen
Eleanor and Gloriosa. Lord Steyne and Liberty in this
set appeared somewhat rough-looking flowers. Second,
Mr. C. Blick, who staged Medusa, Lieutenant Shackleton
and Skirmisher very finely.

For six varieties of Picotees, three blooms of each,
yellow ground, Mr. James Douglas was again first, having
Exquisite, Togo, Ophir, Santa Claus. Omand and Margaret
Lennox ; a very nice and clean lot. Mr. Blick, Warren
Nurseries, Hayes, was second, showing Lady Godiva,
F. W. Goodfellow. John Ruskin and Miss Winifred in good
form.
For twelve distinct varieties, selfs, fancies and yellow

ground Picotees, three varieties of each in separate vases.
Mr. J. Douglas was first with a very strong lot, Lord
Steyne. Ruby. Onward, Gloriosa, Togo, Renown, Daffodil,

Liberty, Mrs. Robert Berkeley and Kate Nickelby being
among the best ; second, Mr. C. Blick. Hayes.

Dressed Flowers (Second Division).

For twelve Carnation blooms, bizarres and flakes. Mr.
H. R. Taylor, Cheam, was flrst with a good representative
lot ; second. Messrs. Phillips and Taylor. Bracknell.
For twelve Carnation blooms, dressed on cards, Mr. H. R.

Taylor, Cheam, was first, Mr. H. Mathias, Stubbington,
being second.

In the class for twelve Carnation blooms, on cards, Mr.
H. Mathias, Stubbington, was first, having Mars, Daniel
O'Connor, Hecla, Liberty. Orlando and Highland Lass ;

second, &Ir. C. Wall, Bath, whose Leading Lady and Link-
man were very good blooms.
For twelve white ground Picotees, Mr. H. R. Taylor

was first, his blooms being clean and good ; second, Mr. R.
Sydenham, Melbourne.
For twelve yellow ground Picotees, Mr. H. Mathias was

flrst ; Mr. Wiiliam Sydenham, Birmingham, second ; and
Mr. C. Wall, Bath, third. The blooms in this class were
very much alike, the first prize group having the finer and
cleaner flowers.

The Martin Smith Memorial Ch.\llenge Cup Class
(Amateitrs Only).

In this class the premier award, the challenge cup and
silver-gilt medal, for twelve distinct varieties of selfs,

fancies and yellow ground Picotees. went to Mr. H. R.
Taylor, Cheam. whose Cardinal, Snowllight. Earl King,
Ophir, Rony Buchanan and Togo were excellent ; second,
Mr. R. Morton, Woodside Park, N. ; third, Miss Shitfner,

Lewes.
Open to All.

Nine blooms, one variety only, pink or rose selfs : First,

Mr. J. Douglas, with Miss Willmott, the blooms being of

good size but not of good coloiu- ; second, Mr. A. R.
Brown, who staged smaller blooms of the same variety.

For nine blooms, white selfs, Mr. Douglas was again first

with Mrs. T. E. Henwood.
Mr. Douglas was also first for nine blooms of dark red

or maroon selfs, Agnes Sorrell being the variety shown.
i'or nine blooms, one variety only, of yellow selfs, Mr.

Douglas was again w^ell to the front with magnificent
blooms of Daffodil; Mr. H. Lakeman, Thornton Heath,
being second ; and Messrs. Phillips and Taylor third, all

showing the same variety. An excellent class in every
way, the fiowers very fine and well displayed.

For nine blooms of one variety, scarlet selfs, Mr. James
Douglas was first, Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell,
being second.

Nine blooms of yellow ground Picotees : First, Mr.
H. R. Taylor, Cheam, who staged Ophir.

For nine butf or torra-eotta selfs, Mr. J. Douglas was
to the front with Mrs. Griffith Jones (apricot), winning the
flrst prize and silver-gilt medal.

Premier Blooms.

Eeavy £rf?e.—Seedling 200, from Mr. H. R. Taylor.

Wire Edge.—Thomas Williams, from Mr. Taylor.

Yellow Ground Fancy.—Leslie, from Mr. Blick.

Flaked Variety.—Torchlight, from Mr. Taylor.

Fancy.—R. Morton, from Mr. Blick.

Heawj-edged. Picoiee.—Her Majesty, from Mr. Blick.

NOTTINGHAM FLOWER SHOW.
A Beautiful DispIiAY.

The Notts Horticultural and Botanical Society held their

annual show recently in the Arboretum, and proved the

largest that the society has ever held, and, with the addi-

tional attraction of the band of the Coldstream Guards,

nothing but bright sunshine was needed to throng the

Arboretum. The enormous increase of entries, which have
jumped from 350 last year (itself a record) to 570, is put
down to the larger sum offered in prize-money and to the

ever-growing popularity of the show.
There was a short opening ceremony at one o'clock.

Mr. J. Cumberland presided, and among those present

were the Mavor and Mayoress (Councillor and Mrs. A.

Ball), the Sheriff (Councillor T. Ward), Mrs. T. Ward,
Alderman Sir John McCraith, Alderman Sir Edward Eraser,

Mr. J. A. H. Green, (Town Clerk), Councillors C. J. Mee,

A. G. Hines. C. Foulds, E. Mellor. H. Spray, Messrs. J.

Richards, W. H. Carey. F. N. Hobson and J. H. String-

fellow,

The Mayor, in declaring the show open, said that during
his year of office nothing had given him greater pleasure
than to open that beautiful exhibition. He was reminded
of his early efforts to make a fortune by the care of plants.
He stuck to that task religiously, and lost his few pounds

—

(laughter)—and after that went in for something else.

Nottingham was justly proud of its gardens. He was
satisfied there were no amateur gardeners in the country
to touch them, and few professionals to excel them. The
exhibition that day was certainly one of the finest he had
ever had the pleasure of seeing in Nottingham. The
Mayor then declared the show open.
The attendance during the afternoon was naturally

limited, owing to the persistent downpour of rain, but
there were, nevertheless, a good many enthusiasts in the
tents anxious not to miss seeing the fiowers at their
freshest.

The arduous task of preparing for the show was carried
out by a committee, of which Mr. J. Cumberland is chair-

man, Mr. C. J. Mee, hon. secretary, and Mr. J. Stringfellow,
assistant-secretary.

List of Awards.

Group of plants, not to exceed 200 superficial feet.—First,
Mr. W. Haslam, Chesterfield ; second. Mr. W. A. Holmes,
Chesterfield ; third, Mr. W. Vause, Leamington ; fourth.
Mr. H. Rogers, Leicester.

Group of plants, not to exceed 100 superficial feet.—First.

Mr. W. A. Holmes ; second. Mr. W. Vause ; third. Mr. W.
Haslam ; fourth, Mr. J. G. Small. Nottingham.

Decorated fireplace and mantel-shelf.—First, Mr. J.

Shipstone, Nottingham ; second, Mr. A. W. Stanfield,

Nottingham ; third, Mr. W. A. Holmes.
Stove and greenhouse plants.—First. Mr. W. Vause

;

second. Mr. W. A. Holmes ; third. Mr. W. Bolitho, Kimber-
ley ; fourth, Mr. R. Bolitho.
Specimen foliage stove plant.—First, Mr. W. A. Holmes ;

second, Mr. W. Vause ; third, Mr. R. Bolitho ; fourth,
Mr. W. Bolitho.

Flowering stove plant.—First. Mr. W. Vause ; second.
Mr. H. Rogers, Leicester ; third, Mr. R. Bolitho.
Specimen foliage greenhouse plant.—First, Mr. W.

Vause ; third, Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Specimen flowering greenhouse plant.—First, Mr. Butler
Smith, Cropwell Butler ; second. Mr. W. Vause ; third,

Mr. A. Tatham, Nottingham ; fourth, Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Six Draceenas.—First, Mr. W. Vause ; second. Mr.
W. A. Holmes ; third. Mr. W. Bolitho.

One specimen Dracaena.—First, Mr. W. Vause ; second,
-Mr. W. A. Holmes ; third, Mr. W. Haslam.
Specimen Palm.—First, Mr. W. A. Holmes ; second,

Mr. J. G. Small ; third. Mr. H. Rogers ; fourth. Mr. W,
Vause.

Dissimilar Ferns.—First, Mr. J. Shipstone ; 8e€ond
Mr. R. Bolitho ; third, Mr. H. Rogers.
Hardy Ferns.—First, Mr. W. Bolitho ; second, Mr. A

Corah. Arnold.
Specimen Fern.—First, Mr. A. W. Stanfield ; second.

Mr. W. Buxton. Gedling ; third, Mr. R. Bolitho ; fourth,

Mr. H. Rogers.
Specimen Coleus.—First, Mr. J. Shipstone ; second.

Mr. T. Morri-* ; third, Mr. J. G. Small.

Caladiums (dissimilar).—First, Mr. W. Bolitho ; second,

Mr. W. Haslam ; third, Mr. W. A. Holmes.
Specimen Caladium.—First, Jlr. R. Bolitho ; second.

Mr. J. G. Small ; third. Mr. T. Morris.

Zonal Geraniums (single plants).—First, Mr. J. Ship-

stone ; second. Mr. T. Morris ; third, Mr. A. Corah.
Zonal Geraniums (sLx pots).—First, Mr. H. Rogers :

second, Mr. J. Shipstone ; third. Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Begonias (tuberous-rooted).—First. Mr. Butler Smith ;

second. Mr. G. Wright ; third. Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Specimen flowering Begonia.—First. Mr. Butler Smith ;

second, Mr. G. Wright ; third. Mr. A. W. Stanfield ; fourth,

Mr. J. W. Lomas. Nottingham.
Gloxinias.—First. Mr. G. Wright : second, Mr. A. W.

Stanfield.

Orchids.—First. Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon,
Yorkshire ; second. Mr. W. A. Holmes.

Fuchsias (dissimilar).—First, Mr. Butler Smith ; second,

Mr. J. Shipstone ; third. Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Specimen Fuchsia.—First, Mr. Butler Smith ; second,

Mr. J. Shipstone ; third. Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Table plants.—First. Mr. W. A. Holmes ; second, Mr.
W. Haslam ; third. Mr. J. G. Small ; fourth, Mr. A. W.
Stanfield.

Malmaison Carnations in pots.—First, Mr. A. Tatham.
Nottingham ; second, Mr. A. W. Stanfield.

Carnations in pots.—First. Mr. R. Hallam, Nottingham.
Dinner-table decoration of fruits and flowers.—First,

Margaret S. Down, Southport ; second, Mr. W. E. Denni-
son ; third, Messrs. M. Butcher and Swan, Nottingham

;

fourth. Mr. W. Buxton.
Liliums.—First. Mr. A. W. Stanfield ; second, Mr. H.

Rogers ; third, Mr. W. A. Holmes.
Roses arranged on a table.—First, Messrs. T. Rothera

and Co., Burton Joyce ; second, Mr. J. Barrow ; third.

Messrs. W. Bardill and Co., Stapleford ; fourth. Mr. P.

Smith, Nottingham.
Roses (twenty-four dissimilar blooms).—First, Mr. J.

Leake, Beeston ; second. Mr. W. Lowe. Beeston ; third.

Messrs. W. Bardill and Co.
Roses (twelve dissimilar blooms).—First, Mr. W. Lowe,

Beeston ; second. Messrs. W. Bardill and Co. ; third,

Messrs. Townsend and Son, Worcester ; fourth, Mr. J,

Leake.
Roses (six dissimilar blooms).—First. Mr. W. Lowe

;

second. Mr. F. Hallam. jun., Nottingham; third, Messrs.

W. Bardill and Co. ; fourth.. Mr. J. Barrow.
Tea Roses.—First, Mr. W. Lowe; second, Messrs.

Townsend and Son ; third, Messrs. W. Bardill and Co.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor ini^ites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-

petent qulhoritiei. With that object he wishes to make

t^c "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

feature^ «ml, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

u>iU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

Ali communications must be ivritten clearly on one side

only of the paper, ami addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by nayne and address of the sender.

Tfte E4itor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reauonahle care, however, u>ill be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

cot^tribidions.

As reijaids photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

ask§ thai tho price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated uHth.

TA* EdUor unll not be responsible for the return of artistic

or Hterary contribuiions which he may not be able to use, and

(he receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence thai an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden uMl alone

be recognU^ ^ acceptance.

Offi9«9 : 20. Tavistock Street^ Covenl Garden, W.C.

IS THE POTATO DE-
GENERATING?

I

HAVE carefully considered my note
on the above subject in The Garden
of July 9, and think it merits no
such criticism as is applied to it by
your correspondent Mr. A. Dean.
If to differ from him on the subject

of the Potato is to imply that one is a

pessimist, then we know exactly where
we stand. Mr. Dean, no doubt, is an
enthusiastic cultivator of the Potato ; he
has had an almost unrivalled experience,

and confesses a cheery optimism as to the

present condition of what he well terms
" the noble tuber." Let him bear in

mind, however, that there are others just

as enthusiastic as he ; but if they should

happen to hold opinions on the subject

that differ somewhat from his, they may
fairly claim his indulgence and expect him
to treat their views in an unbiassed manner.
The facts given by your correspondent in

your issue of July 23 do not, I think, after

all, contradict anything I put forward in

my first note, but, on the contrary,

rather strengthen the arguments I used.

Mr. Dean entirely ignores the serious

trouble caused by non-sprouting, but
admits that the modern Potato has been
bred for its tuber-producing capacities,

and not for worthless seed-apples. That
this is correct I readily admit, but it is

here that the mischief lies. Raisers in

breeding with that particular object in

view have overlooked the important fact

that they are breeding out of some impor-

tant fine-skinned, shallow-eyed modern
varieties the natural ferment called " dias-

tase," which is a fundamental necessity

to the tuber for the well-being of the plant

if it is to be reproduced by the common
vegetative methods. I refer him to the

authorities at Kew for confirmation of

this statement, and also to the Board of

Agriculture. Now, as to the question of

the flowering of the Potato. Some varie-

ties are undoubtedly very profuse in this

respect ; but, on the other hand, some of

our most useful modern kinds never pro-

duce a flower. I would here observe that

some of those kinds when introduced not

only produced flowers, but seed-pods also,

and to-day they produce neither, which
is a sign that they are certainly not pro-

gressing. I am writing these notes in one
of the finest agricultural districts in East

Lothian—and Mr. Dean will admit, I

hope, that Potatoes can be grown there

—

and I notice huge breadths of flowering

varieties and also field after field without a

single flower. I have been engaged for a

month endeavouring to " self " by cross-

fertilisation for seed purposes a certain

maincrop Potato which is perhaps the

finest of its type, hoping by this method
to raise a crop of seedlings that will renew
the grand constitution that this variety

once possessed, for it is almost a necessity

to the farmer. It is a good flowering

kind, yet in field and garden I have failed

to obtain the small necessary quantity of

pollen to set a single flower, and I must
have examined thousands of blooms. The
keenest growers in the country admit that

this variety, along with several other

kinds, is degenerating, but by a judicious

application of the Knight-Darwin law it

is hoped to create a vigorous strain from

the seed-pod by careful cross-fertilisation.

Mr. Dean says seedlings are being raised

all over the country, and this may be so
;

but are they being raised in a proper

scientific manner ? I respectfully put

this question to your correspondent, and

will be much interested in his answer. I

have raised seedlings by thousands, and
have not yet attained any success ; and I

can assure Mr. Dean I know what it means
to obtain a cross between two given varie-

ties that are deemed worthy of being dealt

with in this manner. He instances Early

Rose and Beauty of Hebron as two stan-

dard early varieties after an existence of

forty years. I challenge this assertion.

Avoiding names, I take up the catalogues

of two of our leading seedsmen with whose

names the Potato is specially identified ; one

is a famous English house, and the other

is an equally famous Scotch firm. In their

catalogues I fail to find the names of

either of the kinds your correspondent

mentions. Our leading market - growers

in Scotland discarded them years ago ;

they are looked upon as back num-
bers, and entirely useless in competition

with such a modern kind as Mid-Lothian

Early, to give one instance only. I think

these two kinds are an example to Mr.

Dean that the Potato cannot be repro-

duced perpetually without showing signs

of senility, and ' that their places mu't
eventually be filled by more youthful

stock. 1 am delighted to hear of the old

early he saw at Wisley, and which crops so

well after having been/in cultivation for

thirtv, or more, years. It is a pity he does

not mention its' name, and Ij instance it

as an example of the kind from which it is

desirable to breed from to-day ;
we need

its blood sorely. I am sorry to disagree
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with him when he says that this specific

sort, given suitable conditions, may go on
for ever if desired. It might do so, but
would the crop pay the grower ? Does
not Mr. Dean admit that cross-fertilisation

with approved varieties will immensely
improve our existing kinds ? He seems to

be peculiarly satisfied with present-day
sorts : but the march of progress is ever

onward, and he may take it that they will

give place to new and better kinds. The
flavour of some modern Potatoes is not so

fine as some of the older sorts. Public
opinion amply justifies this contention,

and it may be questioned, after all, if we
have such heavy croppers as in the old

days. I have just turned up, as far back
as they go, the statistical records of a

noted East Lothian agricultural parish.

Under the date of 1796 I find the Potato
crop is recorded as averaging thirty to

fifty tons per acre, and I give this excerpt

for what it is worth. It strikes one as

heavy, but there is no reason to doubt its

accuracy. I am only sorry the names of

the varieties grown are not given, but in

any case they would be worthless to-day

as far as a paying crop is concerned.

Then as to disease-resisting powers,

the leaflet on the subject issued by the

Board of Agriculture recommends growers

not to rely on a variety because it is a new
one, as many of the newer kinds are less

reliable in this respect than some of the

older sorts. I have mentioned authori-

ties, to which I refer your correspondent,

in support of my " sad sermon " in your
issue of July g, and would contend that

my note was fully justified. I admit with
Mr. Dean that, in spite of the weather and
disease, we had a heavy crop last year

;

but then we had an almost record acreage

under Potato cultivation. That fact must
not be omitted. Potato raisers have ample
room for improvement, and their work is

onerous and difficult and requires a vast

fund of patience. I am sorry to differ so

much from such a veteran grower as Mr.

Dean, and I will only be too glad if he can
prove that I am wrong in anything I have
submitted, but I assure him I have only
the well-being of the " noble tuber " in

view, and have no desire to belittle any-
thing or anyone. Mr. Dean must review

my last note under different spectacles.

Mid-Lothian. George Taylor.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

August 16.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-

bition of Flowers, Fruit. &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lecture at three o'clock by Mr. A. C. Smith on
" Lesser-known Grapes." .Admission 2S. 6d. Roya'

Horticultural Hall, Vincent .Square, Westminster.

August 17.—Shrewsbury Horticultural Exhibi-

tion (two days).

.August 18.—East Oxford Horticultural Show.

National Vegetable Society.—A com-

mittee meeting was held on the 2nd inst. for the

purpose of discussing the arrangements for the

forthcoming exhibition which is to be held in the

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, on Wednesday,
September 28. It was decided that all vice-

presidents subscribing £2 2S. should be allowed to

stage non-competitive exhibits if they desired to

do so. The charge for admission to non-members
and those who are not Fellows of the Royal
Horticultural Society will be is. from i p.m. to

6 p.m., and 6d. from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Tickets of

admission will be sent to members and vice-

presidents in due course.

Horticultural Club.—On Thursday, July 28,

at the kind invitation of N. N. Sherwood, Esq., the

members of this club spent a most enjoyable day at

Prested Hall, Kelvedon, Essex, the seat of Mr.

Sherwood, a party of about forty, including a con-

siderable number of ladies, being most hospitably and

pleasantly entertained. Leaving Liverpool Street

Station by special saloon at 10.55 a.m., Prested

Hall was reached about one o'clock by a short

drive in brakes and other conveyances from

Kelvedon Station to Prested Hall. The pretty

grounds, diversified by streams and tastefully laid

out, were first inspected, and then lunch was par-

taken of to the accompaniment of a military string

band provided for the occasion, a gifted local

elocutionist subsequently giving some recitations

with great effect in the Essex dialect by way of

local colour. After lunch, brakes being provided

for the purpose, the party divided, the majority

being driven some five miles or so to Merle, where

a splendid mansion of the Tudor period was visited

and an old church inspected containing some quaint

tombs, surmounted by recumbent statues, of its

founders, while the Rector kindly gave a most

interesting summary of the history of the building.

The rest of the party devoted their attention to

the trial grounds in the vicinity, where a very

large area of land is devoted to seed-raising and

experimental studies. On the return of the two

parties, tea was provided, and a return was made
to Kelvedon Station to await the saloon carriage

for the up journey. Fortunately, the weather was
very fine. By genera) consent this proved to be

one of the pleasantest outings the club has

enjoyed, and a most cordial vote of thanks to

the host was passed to that effect.

Presentation to Mr. Alexander Kirk.
On the occasion of his retirement, after many
years' service with the late Mr. J. Thomson Paton,

Norwood, .\lloa, Mr. -Mexander Kirk received a

presentation from a number of his friends at .Alloa,

this consisting of a purse of sovereigns and an

umbrella, the latter bearing a suitable inscription.

The presentation took place in the Royal Oak
Hotel, Alloa, and the gathering was presided over

by ex-Bai!ie Crawford, who spoke of Mr. Kirk's

many high qualities as a friend and detailed some
of the honours he had received at hortirultural

shows, recalling the notable victories with Grapes

secured by him in open competition at the

leading shows. Among these were the Edinburgh

shows, that at the Crystal Palace, one in Dublin,

with many others of less reputation. Mr. Craw-

ford also referred to the other honours gained by
Mr. Kirk, honours which had made Norwood
Gardens famous all over the kingdom.

Sweet Pea Scarlet Monarch. — Mr.

William Deal of Kelvedon informs us that his new
waved scarlet Sweet Pea, grown in the National

Sweet Pea Society's trials at Guildford under

No. 104, will be sent out as Scarlet Monarch. We
referred to this variety when describing the trials

in our issue of July 23.

A beautiful Rose. - Messrs. William Paul

and Son, Waltham Cross, send exquisite flowers

of the Tea Rose Hugo Roller, which is one of the

most remarkable of the Tea forms raised of recent

years. The colour is most distinctive. The outer

petals are wholly of a warm rose colour, which is

in beautiful and strong contrast to the creamy

centre. The Rose was represented in a coloured

plate on April 11, 1908. It has strength of colour,

growth and fragrance—three attributes one looks

for in the Rose, but sometimes they are wanting.

Bletchley and Fenny Stratford Horti-
cultural Society—The first annual show of

this society was held in Bletchley Park, the beautiful

country home of H. S. Leon, Esq. (which is close to

the station), on Bank Holiday, August i. The day
proved fine, the show .1 great success, and the attend-

ance for a first show phenomenal, it being stated that

20,000 people were present. The found.ition of this

society has been laid on a broad and, we think, a

successful basis. The schedule provides classes and
prizes not only for the promotion of a greater

interest and application in the growth of vegetables,

fruit and flowers among the amateurs and cottagers

of the county, but prizes are also offered in other

branches of home industry, which will afford plea-

sant work and recreation during the long winter

months, in such useful and artistic work as pillow

lace-making, plain needlework, drawn thread-work,

embroidery,cake-making, photography, best- cropped

allotment gardens, best-kept cottage gardens, best-

dressed poultry, eggs and butter, also for children's

school gardens, so that interest is thus awakened
and stimulated in a great number of industrial

subjects of work and recreation, which is bound to

exercise a far-reaching influence for good in the

lives of those who are privileged to co-operate in

the work, whether as officials, exhibitors or simply

lookers-on. Sports, amusements and music were
also provided on a generous scale. But perhaps

what added most to the success of the day was the

permission so generously granted by Mr. Leon for

the pubhc to visit and roam through his beautiful

and well-kept garden at their own free will without

let or hindrance. The huge, well-dressed crowds

and happy faces one met in the grounds bore

eloquent testimony to the hearty appreciation of

the privilege so kindly granted. The committee

and all associated with the work are to be heartily

congratulated on the successful results of their

labour. The whole of the prize-money offered

amounted to £235, but of this £118 was devoted to

horticultural exhibits. The secretary is Mr. Thomas
Best, Bletchley.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A criticism of Sweet Peas.—As a constant

reader of The Garden I trust I shall be allowed

to protest against the enormous amount of space

devoted to the Sweet Pea. It reminds me of the

Potato gamble, when Eldorados were selling at £10
per ounce, all of which was engineered by the trade.

The same applies in this case, only the traders are

getting hopelessly mixed up. We shall soon have the

varieties running into thousands ; but when is it

all going to end ? Really we have too much of

this Sweet Pea nonsense, to the detriment of all

lovers of flowers in general. I am not opposed to

this beautiful flower ; in fact, I grow a very large

quantity, namely, 300 pots. At the same time,

I refrain from pressing their claim for premier

honours, remembering that every gardener or

amateur has not become a victim to this over-

boomed Sweet Pea craze.

—

Statice. [We print

our correspondent's letter, although we do not

agree entirely with his opinion. Perhaps other

readers will give their views on the subject.

—Ed.1

An old Tree Paeony.— I enclose a photo-

graph (reproduced on page 400) of a Tree PcEOny

in my garden which is remarkable for its size and

age. The exact age is uncertain, but it is known
that the tree was a fair size eighty years ago. In
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1905 it had about 190 flowers; since that time the

numbers have been as follows: 1906, 241 flowers;

1907, 278 ; 1908, 273 ; and 1909, 212. This year

they were not counted, as a great many were cut

by a late frost. The photograph was taken in

,go8.

—

Robert Gurney, Ingham Old Hall. Slalham,

Nnrfolk.

The Granite Pink. — A charming little

slpine of recent introduction is the Granite Pink,

Dianthus graniticus, which is evidently nearly

related to our native Maiden Pink, D. deltoides
;

hut whereas the Maiden Pink closes its flowers in

dull weather and at dusk, the newcomer keeps

them open in all weathers. In addition, the flowers

are slightly larger, of a better shade of pink, and

the central zone is more clearly defined. The

Granite Pink thrives in a sunny position on the

rock garden, where it soon makes a spreading mat of

pleasing green foliage. Seeds are freely produced.

—N. G. Hadden.

Ranunculus Lyallii.—Last November I

made an appeal in The Garden to our Colonial

friends for notes concerning the above rare plant.

I had an agreeable surprise when I perused The
Garden for July 30 to find a beautiful illustration

of this plant from a photograph sent by Mrs.

Isard of Whanaka. New Zealand. What struck

me on reading the notes was the reference to the

hardiness of this pl.int. While inspecting some

new and r.are plants of a Christchurch (England)

firm at the Temple Show last May, I enquired if

they still cultivated this Ranunculus (it being the

only firm whose catalogue contains it, at £1 is.

each), and the man in charge told me he thought

the plant too tender, and that it did not flourish

with them as they would like. Surely we should

not let such a good thing drop ; even if the plant

is tender the possibilities of the hybridist are very

extensive, and it would be interesting to know
whether our climate is congenial to its growth.

1 intend procuring some seeds from my sister

(who resides at Invercargill) to experiment with

and if successful shall send the result to The
Garden. .A.ny further remarks on this subject

will, no doubt, be welcomed by many besides

myself.—J. E. Davies, The Gardens, Talyanrn.

Judging vegetables at local shows.—
I would very much like to make a suggestion re-

specting the above subject. I think it would be

a good plan if the secretaries of local societies were

to purchase a copy of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Code for Judging Vegetables and state

in their schedules the number of points to be given

for each vegetable and the reasons for giving them.

I think it would be much better for the judges

themselves and much more satisfactory to the

exhibitors. It is very discouraging to an exhibitor,

after he has been most careful tn selecting what

he considers the best vegetables for the table

—

that is to say, giving preference to quality before

sire—to see the award given to large, coarse, ugly

specimens, such as a large Vegetable Marrow,

which is often nearly ripe and frequently the

entire crop of one plant, and large, ugly Beetroots,

much too coarse to guarantee good flavour and

colour. Points ought also to be given for arrange-

ment. I have been to shows sometimes where

the points have been totalled up and placed upon

the exhibits, and I have looked for those for arrange-

ment, but often they have been conspicuous by

their absence. I never like to criticise any judge's

decision, but really I do think very often there is

just cause for comment, and I also think that if

it was clearly stated in the schedule that quality

and not exceptional size was essential, we should

see fewer of the large, coarse vegetables that are

staged at the present time.

—

Edward Montague,
The Gardens, Grey Court, Ham, Richmond.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

M
.-^LM.MSON CARNATIONS.—Assum-

ing that these were layered as

advised earlier, they will by this

time have made sufficient roots to

.illow them to be potted. Sever

the layers from the old plants two

or three days before taking them up. Three-

inch pots should be used, and soil consisting of

one part loam, one part leaf-soil and one part sand

suits them very well. After potting, the plants

may be placed in a cold frame kept fairly close

and slightly shaded from the hot sun. Syringe

daily till fresh root action begins, and when the

roots get round to the sides of the pots the plants

shoidd be moved to a cool, airy greenhouse. If

they are placed on shelves, so much the better.

Perpetual Carnations.—The most forward batch

should now be placed in the flowering quarters.

The best place for them is a cold, well-venti-

lated greenhouse. The plants will require to

be cleaned and thoroughly examined in case

there is any rust on them. When this appears

the affected portion of the leaf must be cut out

and burnt.

Schizanthus.—A small quantity of seed may be

sown to provide a batch of early flowering plants.

Fill a 6-inch pot with fine soil and sow the seed

thinly, placing it in a greenhouse to germinate,

after which time a cold frame is the best place in

which to grow the plants. Slugs and snails must

be carefully looked for, or the young plants soon

disappear. The cooler the plants are grown the

better specimens they will make.

Hardy Fruits.

Gooseberries.—Plantations that are protected

by a wire framework should be thrown open as

soon as the fruit is finished. Parts of the sides or

ends must be removed to allow the buds free

access. There is sure to be an abundance of grubs

and caterpillars.

Wasps.—Whenever the nests are located they

must be destroyed at once. Cyanide of potassium

is the easiest and quickest medium to use for their

extermination. Of course, it is a deadly poison,

but it is very handy for killing these pests.

Rock Garden.
The work in this department at this season of

the year mainly consists in keeping the plants

clean, top-dressing, weeding, &c. All decayed

flowers should be cut off as soon as possible. Cut-

tings should be taken of such tender plants as

Mesembryanthemums, Convolvulus mauritanicus,

Astericus maritimus. Antirrhinum glutinosum

and .\. .\sarina, and all others that will not stand

the winter. Gather and sow the seeds of Primulas

sikkimensis, Veitchii, cockburniana, japonica and

pulverulenta. Primulas marginata, viscosa and

its varieties, and all others growing in crevices

should be examined, and if found to require re-

packing should be attended to at once. These

latter varieties of Primulas have a tendency to

make a lot of stem growth, and therefore must
have fresh stones and grit placed round them to

prevent the plants getting loose. Dianthus,

Campanulas, Erinus, Aubrietias, &c., and others

that have been raised from seed and transplanted

into boxes may be potted, using small pots and

!
poor, gritty soil.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Prickly Spinach.—Although some writers main-

tain that the ordinary round-seeded Spinach is as

hardy as the prickly variety, I have never found

this to be the case in our Northern gardens. To
ensure plants large and strong enough to stand

over the winter, seed should be sown within the

next ten days. Allow 15 inches between the rows,

and scatter the seed rather sp.iringly. If sown

thickly the plants will be weakly and drawn, and

the first severe frost will most likely kill the whole

sowing. If it does come up too much crowded,

thin out a little before frost appears.

Celery.—In the North we have had a very

dry summer, and unless Celery has been well

watered its growth will have been very slow. A
good soaking should be given now, at all events,

if there is the least fear of dryness. Immediately

afterwards give a partial earthing up. Some
imagine that early earthing up of Celery results

in a soft growth, so that it gets killed early in

winter. I have tried leaving the earthing until

late, and must say that the crop, besides being of

inferior quality, was not one whit better than that

in the trenches given early earthing.

Plants Under Glass.

Cycluiuen.—Many growers fail with these fine

plants simply because they sow the seed at the

wrong time. After a long experience and careful

study of this plant I have come to the conclusion

that .August is the proper season to sow—about

the middle of the month for preference. Use

perfectly clean, well-drained, shallow pans and a

light compost. Three parts loam, two parts

brown peat, two parts sweet leaf-mould and one

part sharp sand is about right. Make moderately

firm and scatter the seeds very thinly. Cover

with about one-eighth of an inch of the soil. Give

a gentle watering and cover with a sheet of glass

and damp moss. Set in an intermediate temperature,

and as soon as growth is apparent raise them quite

close to the roof glass. While over-watering is

disastrous, the soil on no account must be allowed

to get dry. Shade from all bright sunshine.

0!d corms should be repotted at once.

Fruit Garden. .

Stratfberries.—Where it is intended to make a

new plantation of Strawberries, no time should

now be lost in finishing this work. To have really

fine Strawberries good cultivation is imperative.

It pays to bastard trench the ground, adding a

generous quantity of well-rotted manure. The

Strawberry delights in a firm root-run, so if the

ground is at all soft it must be well trodden down

before planting takes place. If the runners are

obtained from one's own stock, they should be

lifted with a ball of earth attached, for when this

is done the plants onlv receive a slight check. Of

course, if layering into pots or pieces of turf, as

advised in this column a few weeks back, has been

practised, the plants will grow away at once. So

many fine varieties are now on the market that

one feels chary of advising as to which to plant.

Where it succeeds Royal Sovereign is hard to beat.

Here Leader is by far a finer and more reliable

sort. Fillbasket gives a wonderful return, just

following Leader. Countess, if not a great cropper,

is of excellent quality and a fine, firm, bright-

coloured fruit of good size. On heavy soil the old

Duke of Edinburgh has few equals, and Elton

Pine for the latest crop is still very dependable. For

jam-making Keen's Seedling, Garibaldi and, if

it can be procured, Wilson's Albany are unequalled.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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ORCHIDS.

NOTES ABOUT ONCIDIUMS.

THIS is a large family of considerable

horticultural merit, and contains many
useful plants for exhibition and deco-

rations, and I would especially

mention the Brazilian group, which

embraces O. crispum, a rich chestnut

brown with yellow and red spots ; O. Forbesii.

known as the gold-laced Oncidium ; while O.

concolor produces drooping scapes of bright canary

yellow flowers. To show this plant to the best

advantage it should be suspended from the roof

and so brought on a level with the eye, when its

beauty is doubly enhanced ; in fact, where space

is limited, it may be grown in such a position

throughout the year. Other good Orchids are O.

dasystyle, a pale yellow blotched with reddish

brown, and the superb O. Gardneri, a supposed

natural hybrid between the last-named and O.

consequently, the pseudn-bulbs would shrivel.

A suitable companion to O. macranthum is

O. superbiens, which needs the same treat-

ment.
Among the warm-house species are O. lanceanum,

O. luridum, O. kramerianum and the remarkable

O. Papilio, which is almost a perpetual bloomer,

for after the first flower fades a second one is formed

just below the ovary, and so a succession is kept

up for an indefinite period ; but this is not advisable

if we want to preserve the plant, in which case

eight blooms are sufficient. One of the principal

causes of such rapid decline in vigour with many of

the Oncidiums is undoubtedly their free-flowering

characteristics, and for this reason weak plants

must have their spikes removed directly they are

noticed or only permitted to develop about two

flowers. When
PllRCHASINf- ONCIDII'iMS,

recently imported plants should be chosen ; then we

are sure to secure a quantity of spikes before

deterioration begins. They can either be semi-
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THE ROSE GARDEN
HKDC.]-:S RAMBLKK ROSES.

wish tlif lo\cIy Dorothy

OF

CN)-
.,,uia

k IVrkiiis would produce its blooms
I .iliout teu days earlier than it does,

f so that we could have its delightful

colouring upon arches, pillars and
standards when the greatest dis-

|)lay is made l>y the majority of the varieties in

our modern Rose gardens ; but it is ever welcome,

even though somewhat late in appearing. We are

all accustomed to see this Rose upon arches and
pillars as weeping standards, and upon walls, but

as a hedge Rose it is not yet so

very frequently met with. But

uhat a delightful effect it produces

when grown as a hedge plant !

Its profusion of bloom, its exces-

sive vigour and, above all, the

charming colouring, produce an

effect truly magnificent. So also

would the beautiful sports that

Iiave originated from it, such as

White Dorothy, Lady Godiva.

Dorothy Dennison and Christian

Curie. Superb though the effect

is upon practically uncared-for

plants, it is doubly so when the

ramblers have received manurial

aid and been kept free from over-

abundant growths. The sprays of

liloom, too. may be rendered more
showy if the growths that usually

appear just near the spray of bloom
are cut back to one or two eyes.

I find that stout Spanish Chest-

nut posts and stout galvanised

wire stretched between answer

admirably as supports to the

trailing growths. Whether a s-foot

screen is wanted or one twice

tliat size, this delightful Rose

will quickly supply all that is

required, and one might even

raise up long individual growths

at intervals and attach them to

upright supports in a most effective

manner.

Other wichuraiana Roses that

are very effective in the mass are

Leontine Gervais, a real beauty,

with coppery salmon buds and

paler blooms of exquisite sweet-

ness, flowering from early July

tmtil well-nigh the middle of the

month ; Elise Robichon, Rene

.\ndre, Hiawatha, wichuraiana

rubra and others. Then from

the multiflora group we may have

gorgeous hedges of Crimson

Rambler, which should be toned

down bv a bordering of White

Pet, Schneewitchen or Katherina

would continue flowering from June to October
;

Mrs. F. W. Flight, wonderfully effective ; Blush

Rambler, one of the most charming, with huge
clusters of .\pple blossom-like flowers ; and
N(5n Plus Ultra, a sort of mulberry red form of

Crimson Rambler. I am rather disappointed with

C.oldfinch. Its buds are beautiful, but the open
flowers pale to nearly white, at least they do with

with W. A. Richardson. Tausendschon will be
a very popular sort for hedge work, and so

also will Excelsa, a sort of scarlet-crimson
Dorotliy Pi'rkins. A very dainty colour is found
in Bagatelle, almost a pale mauve, with splendid

large clusters.

American Pillar will also make a charming hedge
Rose, and, flowering as it does from the second
week in July, its big clusters of single blooms are
welcome, seeing that most of the single-flowered

Frau Karl Druachlu (Hybrid Perpetual).—Very
large, pure white. The buds have a reddish colour

before they open, which disappears in the perfect

flower.

(ieneral Jacquemimil (Hyl>rid Perpetual).—An
(fkl favourite. Brilliant red and very sweet.

Hon. Edith Clifford (Tea).—Colour varying from

salmon rose in the centre to almost white on the

outer petals.

La France (Hybrid Tea).—Beautiful pink colour

Too well known tokinds have finished flowering at that time. I was
|

and of unsurpassed fragrance
almost forgetting Rubin (ruby red) and Ciriiss an I need description.

Zabern (snow white), but they are certainly two I Mtni: Abel Chalenay (Hybrid Tea).—Rosy
of the best, the latter flowering quite early,

j

salmon carmine, shaded with pale vermilion rose.

Rubin commences about the last week in June and Makes beautiful sprays of perfect form and colour.

Mrs. John l.aing (Hybrid Per-

petual).—Large, pink. A very

solid and handscttne Rose.

Zephyrine Oruuhin (Bourbon).

—

Very bright silvery pink flowers.

Sweet, free- flower i ng and
hardy. R. B.

ROSE MINNEHAHA.
This is one of the best of the

Japanese or wichuraiana Roses,

especially when one takes the indi-

vidual flower. Although the flowers

are not larger than those of Lady
Gay, they are, nevertheless, equal
in size. But they are of more re-

fined shape, and the colour is fulgent

rose in the centre with paler outer
petals. Moreover, the flowers do
not fade, and when one considers

this, together with the huge clus-

ters of bloom, it is without a

doubt one of the best introductions
of Mr. Walsh, to whom we are

indebted for so many good things.

The growth of Minnehaha is quite

as vigorous as Dorothy Perkins,

with larger and paler foUage, but
very glistening. Growers of these

beautiful ramblers should remem-
ber that the colouring of most ol

them when grown under glass is

quite different to what it is under
natural conditions outdoors, so that

what may be a pale flesh pink under
glass may be quite a deep rose pink

in the open air. P.

A WHITE BOUDliK C.\KNAlIO.\ MKS. 1. L. HJi.NWUOD. (.Ve« /Mje 1112.)

FLOWER GARDEN
SWEET PEA CHAT.

F.NjovABLE Outings.
» HE annual excursions

inaugurated some few-

years ago by the

National Sweet Pea
Society have been

successful from the
Zeiniet, that

;

continues the disphw until tc

July.

wards the end
ROSARIAN.

of

SEVEN PERFECT ROSES IN AN
EAST YORKSHIRE GARDEN.

.\ Rose which succeeds admirably in one situation

may be a dismal failure amid other surroundings.

start, but there is not the shghtest doubt that the\

are becoming more and more popular, and that il

they increase in volume with the same rapidity in

the near future as they have done in the immediate

past they will be gatherings of great bulk. The
favour in which they are held by the members is

most probably due to the fact that pleasure and

profit are so intimately associated—the partici-

pator knows beforehand that not only will theA study of horticultural notes made in the par-

nie, although when I first saw this Rose exhibited ticular locality should be followed before planting expedition prove a happy one, but that it will also

even the open flowers were of a golden colour, if disappointment and much waste of time and ' be beneficial from an educational point of view.

Shower of Gold will most decidedly be our best trouble would be avoided. The following Roses
i The places visited this year—as a matter of fact,

golden yellow sort, and its foliage is not less charm-
|

have proved hardy and thoroughly at home, and I in the busy week of the great show—were The Times
ing than its pretty double blooms. This, of course,

j

their blooms this season have been, and are still, I Experimental Station, Sutton Place, Guildford,

is from a wichuraiaiui variety crossed probably * the admiration of all beholders. I of which Mr. Charles I'oster has control ; Messrs.
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Hurst and Son's seed trial grounds, Peering,

Kelvedon ; and Messrs. Debbie and Co.'s seed

farms, Mark's Tey.

On the first day the official trials of novelties

and stocks were inspected, and, satisfactory as

these have been since their inception at Reading,

there has never been anything to equal the general

excellence of the results that were achieved this

year at Sutton Place. Mr. Foster had managed

everything in splendid style, and there was far

more to learn than the ordinary mind could grasp

in the limited time at disposal ; but the critical

visitors by no means neglected their self-imposed

task. After work came play in the form of a

luncheon most generously provided by Lord and

Lady Northclifie, Mr. and Mrs. Foster acting as

host and hostess for the day. Subsequently the

gardens of Sutton Place, so admirably managed

by Mr. J. Goatley, were closely

iiispected and immensely admired

for their varied charms. These

gardens, it may be added, are the

especial hobby of Lady NorthcUffe,

who spares no efforts to increase

their beauty.

On the following day the tra-

vellers made first for Messrs. Hurst

and Son's grounds, where were to

be seen the complete trials of a

great wholesale seed house. Natu-

rally the Sweet Peas proved the

particular attraction, but those who

had suificient energy left afterwards

looked over many other kinds. Mr.

N. N. Sherwood, V.M.H., was the

genial and generous host. The

final task was to proceed thence

to see Messrs. Dobbie and Co.'s

trials and bulks of stock grown for

seed. The plants are grandly

grown by Mr. Andrew Ireland, and

the visitors were more than de-

lighted with what there was to see.

They were entertained to tea by

Mr. William Cuthbertson, and later

passed by devious ways homewards.

The opinion was unanimous that

everything had been most de-

lightful.

Dobbie's Novelties. — One al-

most regrets that Mrs. Andrew

Ireland is not still entitled to be

called a novelty, for there can be

no doubt that it is vastly superior

to many that have been introduced

since, and has more than main-

tained its early promise of being

one of the finest varieties in cul-

tivation. Mrs. Hugh Dickson is

akin to Mrs. Henry Bell, but

immeasurably its superior in all

respects ; the plant thrives mag-

nificently and carries its superb

blossoms perfectly. It was one of

the four varieties which received an

award of merit from the floral committee of the

society this year. Masterpiece was similarly

honoured. Although there are now several varie-

ties that are close to it in colour, it is undoubtedly

reliable, which cannot be said for all the others,

and it has the blessed habit of throwing a fine

proportion of fours. The third novelty to be

honoured by the powers that be was Arthur Green
;

it is a waved maroon of good size, substance and

colour, and the plant is a splendid grower, but we

shall want to see it in general cultivation before

deciding whether it will prove so markedly an

advance over its predecessors in this now some-

what extensive group. Thus it will be seen that

this firm secured no fewer than three out of the

four special awards. Sunproof Crimson has come

well up to expectations and justifies its name ; but

Isobel Malcolm might have been allowed to live

its life as Clara Curtis, of which there is no dis-

puting the fact that it is a grand stock. Edrom
Beauty similarly could, without injustice, have

taken rank with Helen Lewis, of which it strikes

the casual observer as being simply a magnificent

strain, but it is a shade which everyone likes and

wants, so let us hope it will stay. Spencer.

A BEAUTIFUL CARNATION.
One of the most interesting exhibits at the recent

National Carnation and Picotee Show was the

variety Mrs. T. E. Henwood, which won a first

prize, the exhibitor being the well-known grower,

because of this lack of hardiness in a race teeming
with species and varieties possessing this character-

istic in a marked degree that good flowering examples
are rare, the finest example I have ever seen being

that shown in the accompanying illustration. This

handsome flowering specimen was about 3 feet in

height, having a spread of flowering branches

almost as great, and when exhibited by Messrs.

G. and A, Clark, Limited, Dover, at the Carnation

Show on the 26th ult. was carrying some eighteen

of its spikes of flowers in various stages of develop-

ment. The largest example displayed was a

specimen of three years old, of suffrutescent habit,

having an arborescent stem some 8 inches high,

above which the rosette of fleshy, oblong, spathu-

late entire, slightly serrated leaves were seen. Of
the character and freedom of flowering the illus-

tration speaks for itself.

The flowers are pendulous, some-

what viscid to the touch, and

unique in their thick, glossy, wax-
like texture. In form they are

between urceolate aftd campanu-
late, distinctly contracted below

the middle, and, spreading below

this point, assume a more cam-

panulate form. In length the

flowers vary from il inches to

2 inches. Internally the flowers

present a striking feature by

reason of the broad, bright orange-

coloured ring which surrounds the

disc, but which, unfortunately, is

only seen by raising the flowers.

The species has long been known
to cultivation, having been intro-

duced from the Azores some sixty

years ago. All the plant asks for

in cultivation is a greenhouse tem-

perature in winter. In summer it

may be bedded out in the garden,

where its conspicuous beauty would

be in striking contrast with other

members of the genus. The plant

may be readily increased from

seeds or by cuttings, and, intelli-

gently treated, will last for several

years. E. H. Jenkins.

COLOURED
P LAT E.
PLiATK 140S.

CAMPANULA VIDALII.

Mr. James Douglas of Great Bookham. As the

illustration on page 401 suggests, the flowers are

of perfect form, with broad petals, which are held

firmly within the calyx. It is a beautiful variety,

strong and in all ways excellent.

CAMPANULA VIDALII.

While this very remarkable species has no pre-

tensions to complete hardiness, it is so unique in

Its character and possesses so many points of merit

as a free-flowering perennial that it is worthy of

the attention of all who take an interest in plants

of exceptional beauty and charm. It is doubtless

1

FOUR OF THE NEWER
NARCISSI.

Circlet, Armorel, Southern
Star and Felicity.

F I had not been told where

these four Daffodils came

from, I think I would have

been able to guess that

they came from the now
well-known Kidderminster

firm of Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin. Both

Felicity and Circlet were, I believe, their own intro-

ductions, while their delightful bunch of Southern

Star at the Forced Bulb Show last March was a reve-

lation to some of us as to the extreme beauty of these

red-edged cups for growing under glass. A flower

that I must couple with it is Eyebright. This

comes very near to a Poet in its general look, while

Southern Star at the other end of the small-cupped

scale has more affinity to such a flower as Branston,

the white-petalled Barri conspicuus. Both are

excellent under glass.

Armorel, as may be surmised from the plate,

belongs to the Engleheartii or " large-eyed

"
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section. It has a starry perianth and is the earliest

of this type to bloom. It has an apricot yellow

eye edged with reddish orange. Circlet is a real

florist's flower that every exhibitor ought to have

in his collection. Its broad, round, overlapping

perianth segments of a rich ivory white shade form

a fine setting for the fluted eye, which in colour

resembles that of .\rmorel. The charm of Felicity

lies in its colouring. The plate suggests what it is

like, and gives a very good idea of the tone of yellow

of which it is composed. It is a very early variety

out of doors, and, being dwarfish in growth, seems

admirably suited for a front position in a herba-

ceous border.

Having now described the flowers, let me say

that I am very glad the Editor has chosen this

particular plate. We are not all of us millionaires
;

and we have to think before we spend even two or

three pounds on our hobby. The whole four flowers

can be bought for 23s. 6d, ; or if Fairy, which

is a very nice trumpet indeed and more of a

show flower than Felicity, were substituted for

it, I think a postal order for a sovereign

would bring anyone the four from Messrs. Cart-

wright and Goodwin's store-house at Kidder-

minster. I suggest it as " an experiment well

worth trying," only the quotation ought to be in

Scotch, and I cannot manage it.

Established in 1907, this firm has made amazing
strides, and the 1910 list, when it is in their clients'

hands, will be found fuller of good things than ever.

I had hoped that incorporated with it there would
be the promised second edition of " My Latest

Hobby," or, if I might suggest an alternative title,

" The Hybridists' Vade Mecum," for that is what

it really is. However, we must wait ; it is not to

be issued just yet. Doubtless " the large number
of notes dealing with the subject that they have

collected " take a large amount of time in marshal-

ling and arranging, and both the principals of the

firm are very busy men. Their catalogue has

many interesting and unique features. It contains

an accurate list of the flowers that they won their

prizes with at the Midland Show at Birmingham.
It has lists of varieties suitable for naturalising

and growing in pots. It gives a large selection

of collections of both high and low priced

bulbs. And in the individual descriptions of the

flowers there is not only the fullest information

given of their idiosyncrasies and appearance,

but we are also told their value as seed or pollen

parents.

The Editor, in fulfilment of his promise of

March 19, has published this interesting plate, and
in doing so I consider he has called the tune of this

article. That is why I do not say anything about
such plants as King Cup, Lord Medway, Chloe,

Matthew Arnold, White Star, Royal Sovereign,

Red and Gold, Ethereal, or any other of the high-

class and expensive flowers which we especially

associate with the Kidderminster firm. 1 will, on
the contrary, mention some good cheap or com-
paratively cheap things which we find in their

list.

Taking trumpets first, Faury, already alluded to

in these notes, is, as the firm says, " one of the

greatest acquisitions to this class." Its fine,

broadly expanded and recurved trumpet attracts

everyone's notice and gives the flower that look of

importance and grandeur which is so marked a

characteristic of Glory of Leiden. It is a variety

that does very well in the garden, but perhaps its

special niche is in pots. Gold Finch is a flower of

a very deep shade of yellow, with a star-shaped
perianth of the same rich tone. I thought it very
striking at the early March show this year. Ahce
Knights is a pretty white and cream, very early and
floriferous. It is still expensive, the price this

year being los. Passing on to the " cups," the

flower to be especially noted is Evangeline. I

consider this one of the most beautiful and useful

Daffodils that we have. It has the same even,

symmetrical shape that we see in Homespun. It

is an e.xcellent doer and very effective in a

garden. .Ayacanora is a very pretty pale edition

of Frank Miles, rather larger, however, and
decidedly early.

Solfatare is a magnificent drooping flower some-
what like Lady Margaret Boscawen in shape, but

of a peculiar lemon yellow. I had not noticed it

until this year, when I saw it in Mr. Kingsmill's

garden and was very much taken with it. Castile

is a flower that is becoming most popular, partly

on account of its uniquely coloured orange cup and
partly because it is found to do so well. 1 can

confidently recommend it both for the garden and
also for pots. Amazon is a shapely creature, one
of the old type of Leedsiis and quite one of the best

at the price (3s. 6d. each) for the show table.

Christalla, which is a seedling of Minnie Hume,
is a capital cheap (5s. each) giant Leedsii to get for

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
A WORD ABOUT FIGS.

THE Fig is a long-lived tree, and, as a

tree, not at all difficult to grow ; but
unless the shoots are manipulated in a

proper way, fruits are not freely borne.

.\lthough it is advisable to grow these

trees in a rather poor soil, some feeding

should take place at this season, also pruning.

Outdoor trees will ripen their fruit during the

latter part of August and throughout September.

Twice each week from now to October good doses

of liquid manure of medium strength must be

applied to established trees ; the manure-water
may be given immediately after rain has fallen or

during showery weather. In the absence of rain

clear water must be given first. The soil is often

found to be very dry around the roots of the Figs,

and unless it is well moistened with clear water

first, stimulating foods will not prove very helpful.

NECTARINE HUMBOLDT IN A CHEPSTOW GARDEN.

show purposes. Alton Loche and Robert Brown-
ing are two small " cups " which are specialities of

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin. The latter

(5d. each), they say, gives seedlings of very high

character. It has certainly a most extraordinary

deep, dull coffee-coloured cup. Of the eyed varieties

of low price, let me advise everyone to get a few of

Pole Star. It is a late bloomer, and has a medium-
sized pale yellow centre, with a pure white reflexing

pejianth. Poets and doubles are strong features

in the list, but the new and best ones are decidedly

expensive. I am glad, however, to see that my
favourite Poet, Comus, is one of the two varieties

distinguished by a note in italics "Highly recom-
mended." On reading over these notes I find I

have never mentioned the early flowering red cups.

Blackwell is getting better known now, but kinds

like Dolores and Marigold, with their larger Gloria

Mundi-looking cups, have not very long made their

appearance. If they prove to have good constitu-

tions and to bear the rather rough treatment of

ordinary gardens, they will be very valuable and
pleasing additions to our gardens. Joseph Jacob.

The stimulants given now will have a good effect

upon the fruits, causing them to swell and become
very juicy. The winter pruning of Fig trees is

rarely satisfactory, as very strong shoots develop

afterwards, and such branches do not ripen suffi-

ciently in this country to bear fruit. Of course,

it is absolutely necessary to prune the trees—those

that make normal growth—and the best time to

do this is while the leaves are on. Very strong

young shoots must be cut out entirely, also any
puny, weakly ones ; both kinds are generally

long-jointed and sappy. Shamrock.

THE HUMBOLDT NECTARINE.
The accompanying illustration represents a

Nectarine tree growing in one of the houses at

Itton Court Gardens, near Chepstow (gardener, Mr.
Alex. Monro), and is from a photograph taken by
Mr. W. H. Call, Chepstow. The tree was planted

in 1905, and now covers a space of 135 square feet.

At the time the photograph was taken the tree was
carrying a crop of 262 fruits, all of which were
perfect.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO RETAIN THE BUDS OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

GARDEN WORK WEFK BY WEEK.

Fl
LOWER GARDEN.—In many instances

border Carnations are now flowering

4 vcr;' freely, and some cultivators may
be inclined to defer the work of layering

until the majority of the flowers have
faded. Where the side shoots are

strong enough they should be layered, as when
they are rooted early there is a much better chance

I. TWO OROWTHS SHOWING TERMINAL BUDS
BEFORE DISBUDDING HAS PEEN DONE.

(if wintering them safely than when the roots are

formed late in the season. This work, if neatly

done, need not interfere with the good condition

of the plants and their flowers. There are various

ways of layering, but the simplest is the best.

Clear away any leaves or rubbish that may have

collected under the plants ; then select a few of the

best side shoots growing near to, or on, the soil

and remove some of the " grass " near the base of

each one. Then, with a very sharp knife, make a

slit in the stem in an upward direction and about

I inch long halfway through it. Previously,

however, some nice gritty compost must have been

prepared. This must be placed several inches

deep under the layers, the latter being duly pegged

down into it with the cut lip held open by means

of a small pebble or sand placed in it. Cover the

cut portion of the stem quite i inch deep with the

new sandy compost, and water all through a fine-

rosed watering-can. Some strong plants will

yield as many as a dozen strong layers. Herba-

ceous borders will again claim attention. When
stormy days come, shoots are broken down and

many plants require some tying up. Faded flowers

should be removed, too. .At this season a secondary

crop of flower-spikes of a number ot kinds of plants

appear, and as they will, in due course, consid-

ably brighten up the borders, every care must be

taken to preserve them. Continue to propagate

cuttings of bedding-out subjects.

Vegetable Garden.—Mushrooms may be grown

in any garden if a sufficient quantity of stable

littery manure and tree leaves can be obtained.

Of course, greater success may follow if there are

properly built Mushroom houses available wherein

to make up beds ; but such structures are not

absolutely necessary, as the Mushrooms can be

grown in any kind of shed and also in beds made in

the open air. Indeed, I think it a wise plan to

have beds both under cover and in the open. There
is no time better than the present for the work, as

it is much easier to succeed in growing Mushrooms
in winter than in summer on account of the attacks
of maggot in summer-time. The manure should
be collected fresh from the stables every morning,
and be spread out thinly in open sheds both to

sweeten and partially dry. Turn over the material

every morning until sufficient is gathered to make
up a bed, <:ay, 8 feet long, 4 feet wide and 14 inches

deep. Make flat beds under cover, and ridge-

shaped ones in the open air. In most cases it will

take quite a week wherein to collect sufficient

material to form a bed. In a future issue I will

give a few hints on how to make the bed, spawn
and treat it. The soil is now in good condition for

the planting of Endive, Lettuces and winter greens.

A nice breadth of Endive should be planted forth-

with, as these plants will be so valuable later on.

Also thin out seedling Turnips to 2 inches apart,

ind in due time to 4 inches, using then the ones

pulled up.

Fmil Garden.—As nearly all kinds of fruit trees

are now bearing fruits, it is a good time to ascer-

tain whether the trees are correctly labelled. Each
kind, as the fruits ripen, can be named ; but in

case there is some doubt, send specimens to The
Garden Office and they will be correctly named.
.All worn-out labels must be replaced with new
ones, and they should be so fixed that the labels

are secure and easily seen. We may now expect

strong gales from the south and south-west, so it

will be advisable to support those branches that

are the most heavily laden with fruit. Not only

does support prevent the breaking of branches, but

also the bruising of fruits. Clear away old Straw-

berry plants, and get the ground deeply trenched

at once if more Strawt>erries are to be planted

there.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Some bulbs of Roman
Hyacinths and the early flowering Narcissi should

be potted as soon as possible now, in order to have a

nice display of flowers in the greenhouse late in

autumn and at Christmas. Of course, these and

other kinds of bulbs are suitable for warm and

cool houses ; but for the latter they are especially

valuable. Put the bulbs in a light, sandy compost

in 6J-inch pots and cover the latter w'ith ashes until

the new growths are about 2 inches long. A little

artificial heat will be beneficial at night to green-

house plants now and through the autumn, unless

the weather comes exceptionally warm. Repot

Cineraria, Primula and Calceolaria plants before

they get pot-bound, else they will flower prema-

turely. The earliest plants may be fully exposed

each fine evening and throughout the night to the

dew, as they will receive much benefit from such

treatment at this season. From this date lessen the

shading of all frame subjects gradually, A. .\.

RETAINING THE BUDS OF CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

Now that the summer season is hurrying along,

growers of the Chrysanthemum are reminded that

work of a must important character has to be done

in the near future. Bud-retaining is an all-

important matter for the beginner to thoroughly

understand, and the term " retaining the buds "

is used in preference to all other terms, because it

is less likely to be misunderstood than are many

of the more popular terms so well-known to growers
of the " .Autumn Queen." It is quite common
for growers to say they have " taken " their

Chrysanthemum buds, and equally popular for

them to use the term " secured " to express the
same fact. These two terms are synonymous
with the expression I have used ; but when we
say a bud is retained no person could be led to

believe other than that the bud is retained on
the plant.

With the advent of the early flowering Chrysan-
themums disbudding and bud-retaining come in

for a larger share of attention than formerly, and
this work is also done at an earlier period than
was the case when the ordinary exhibition Chrysan-
themums held sway. From August onwards^ the
early flowering outdoor Chrysanthemums develop
their buds in quick succession. Most of the early

flowering varieties are now represented by large,

or fairly large, bushy specimens, and this bushy
character has developed in quite natural fashion,

without any pinching or stopping of the growths
earlier in the present season. Any reader who
will take the trouble to inspect the plants of his

outdoor Chrysanthemums will find that, owing
to the development of what are known as crown
buds at frequent intervals during the summer
season, the plants have been induced to branch
or break out into a number of fresh growths. The
buds that the outdoor plants are now evolving

are what are known as terminal buds. This name,
it is quite obvious, was given to them because
they mark the termination of the plant's growth,
that is to say, no further growth is made, but
clusters of buds are evolved at the apex of each

shoot. A careful inspection of plants of these

outdoor varieties will clearly demonstrate what
has been stated above.

For the purpose of illustration I ha\'e portra\ed

in I'lg. I just two ordinary shoots of outdoor
Chrysanthemums gathered at random from a

collection of plants that are just now developing

their terminal buds. They differ slightly in their

character. That on the left has shorter foot-

stalks than that on the right, and would never
make such an interesting display as the latter.

-THE SAME SHOOTS AFTER DISBUDDING. ALL
SMALL AND CROWDED BUDS HAVE BEEN
REMOVED SO THAT EACH FLOWER WHICH
REMAINS CAN DEVELOP SATISFACTORILY.
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3. SHOOTS SHOWING CROWN EUDS BEFORE
THEY ARE RETAINED. NOTE THE YOUNG
GROWTHS SURROUNniNG THE BUD ON EACH
SHOOT. THESE MUST BE REMOVED GRADU-
ALLY.

whicli, it will be observed, is of freer growth. By
a simple system of disbudding, which may be

carried into effect as soon as the buds are large

ouiingh to handle, the prospects of a beautiful

ilisplay may be made quite sure. To simplify the

matter for the beginner I have partially disbudded

tliese same two sprays or growths, removing all

tlie smaller buds and retaining one terminal bud

on each stalk. A comparison made between the

liisbudded shoots in Fig. 2 with those depicted in

I'ig. I shows quite clearly how the work of dis-

budding should proceed.

There are other buds that give the grower of

large blooms much concern, and throughout the

whole of .August and early September those that

arc known as " crown " buds must be retained.

Crown buds usually produce large, deep, full blooms,

and they are retained at this comparatively early

period, as from two to three months are necessary

for the buds to develop florets, and make the large

blooms that most flower-lovers are so familiar

with.

In Fig. 3 two growths of large-flowered Chrysan-

themums are shown, differing in their character

in order to explain how they shall be respectively

treated. On the left of the illustration the crown

bud has recently developed, and is surrounded by

several small shoots that must be removed. Their

removal, however, should be a gradual process,

say, one shoot on each day, until they are all

removed and the bud is left quite alone at the

apex of the shoot, i.e., retained. The growth on

the right represents quite a different type of crown

bud to that already described. In this instance

the bud is seen standing out quite distinct and

clear from the somewhat attenuated shoots that

surround it. However, these shoots must be dealt

with in similar fashion, and as a result the buds,

properly retained, will be represented in much the

same manner as that seen in Fig. 4. Points for

the beginner to remember are that a crown bud is

always surrounded by young shoots, and terminal

buds always develop in clusters at the termination

of the plant's growth. D. B. C.

TOMATOES.
Winter and Spring Fruiting Plants.

The Tomato is not a difficult plant to grow during

the hot sunmier months under glass when free

ventilation is provided, and, in favourable seasons,

in the open air also. The two past seasons have

not been at all favourable for outdoor cultivation,

and imder glass much care and skill have been

necessary in order to get satisfactory (results.

Cultivators rio not like to be disappointed, and
no doubt many readers of The CiArden will wish

to grow Tomatoes during the winter and spring

months. Now, I would like to say that it is not

a wise step for any person to take unless the glass

structures arc suitable and the necessary artificial

heat available at will. Ventilation in winter-

time cannot he thorough—thorough as wc mean
when referring to it in the summer—but, on the

other hand, we can keep the atmosphere dry without

opening the ventilators, and we can regulate the

temperature.

Raisinc; Early Fruiting Plants.

The first batch of plants to be fruited should be

raised from cuttings. It is not at all a difficult

matter to propagate Tomatoes at this season.

Hither the tops or strong side shoots of healthy

fruiting plants may be taken off and rooted forth-

with. Cuttings 6 inches long will do. If taken

from the sides of the main stems, scoop them out

with a sharp knife so that a small heel will be

attached to the base of each one. When so taken

off there will be no occasion to remove basal

leaves before inserting the cuttings. Cuttings

taken from the tops of the old plants or long side

shoots will require the removal of one or two

leaves, and the liottoin portion must be cut off

just below a joint.

Inserting the Cuttings.

Having prepared some gritty compost—without

manure—and placed it in small pots, insert the

cuttings singly in the centre of each pot, put sand

on the surface, give water, and then place the pots

on a gentle hot-bed or in a frame over hot-water

pipes. They will form roots without any bottom-

heat being used, but roots are more quickly emitted

by its aid. On no account put the cuttings in a

closed propagating- frame, else they will be much
drawn up and partially spoiled. Besides, it is

not necessary, as the cuttings soon root. When
sufficiently rooted put the young plants in pots

or boxes direct—do not shift on into 6-inch pots,

but into their fruiting pots at once—in a mixture

of fibrous loam, cut quite six months previously

and stacked, a small proportion of well-rotted

manure, and old lime rubble in sufficient quantity

to keep the bulk porous. If the compost is

7 inches deep it will do nicely, as top-dressings and

feeding can be given in due course. I'ull light

and somewhat close proximity to the roof glass

are points to be noted and are essential to success.

Watering must never be overdone.

Raising Plants from Seeds.

Seedlings will not come into fruiting condition

as soon as plants raised from cuttings ; conse-

quentlv it will be advisable to sow some seeds

before the end of August. Do not sow the seeds

broadcast in large pots or boxes and transplant

the resultant seedlings, but drop one or two seeds

in the centre of the soil in a 3i-inch pot, and if

more than one germinates retain only one in each

pot. When large enough to be repotted, transfer

the young plants to their permanent quarters, as

advised in the case of rooted cuttings, and treat

them similarly. Grow winter- fruiting varieties.
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CUTTING DOWN HERBACEOUS PLANTS.

At this season many kinds of herbaceous plants

are past their best, that is, the flowers of some have

faded entirely and of others they are fading. These

specimens make the border untidy, and the lover

of neatness may be tempted to cut down all such

plants forthwith. To many plants this course

would be disastrous. No stems must be cut down
until the leaves on them have practically lost their

vitality. Dead leaves and faded flowers should

be removed every few days, but retain the stems

and fading leaves ; they really do not constitute

an eyesore to the experienced cultivator. Avon.

Outdoor Tomatoes.—These, by reason of the

continued rains and the cold and sunless weather,

are by no means promising, and in many direc-

tions, particularly where the plants are growing
in the open quarters, disease has already set in.

Where heavy and wet soils occur there is little hope
of much success during the present season, though,

to some extent at least, this will be governed by
local conditions. Where the plants are still fairly

clean and a good set of fruits is in evidence, a light

thinning of the foliage to admit light and air will

be an advantage. Those planted against sunny
and warm walls will have a far better chance of

success, and such as these should receive every
encouragement. Three trusses of fruits will be
ample for any of the plants to carry, and these

might be assisted to swell by the application of

guano or other manure of a quick-acting nature.

The plants, too, if not already stopped, should have
the points removed at once, and as much light should
be given to the fruit-trusses as possible. It will

depend entirely upon circumstances whether these

plants growing against walls will require water or

not. but they should not be allowed to become dry at

the roots.

Early Chrysanthemums and .Aphides.-Despite
the prevalence of rain and the heavy storms that

are said to wash away from such plants as the

above all insect-life, many of the early flowering

Chrysanthemums are infested with aphides of several

kinds, and the only way to get rid of the pests is to

syringe with some approved insecticide without
delay. Abol is one of reliable character, and, of

course, there are others. That named, if used in

conjunction with the syringe of the same name, is

economical.

How TO Use Insecticides.—Spraying against

insect pests is not usually rightly understood, and
not infrequently the garden labourer or garden boy
is set to do the work. As a rule this simply means
the squirting through a syringe of so much liquid

at double quick time, the result being that a large

4. " CROWN " buds retained AS SUGGESTED
IN FIG. 3. IN THIS INSTANCE THE YOUNG
GROWTHS HAVE BEEN REMOVED AND THE
BUDS RETAINED SO AS TO ST.\ND ALONE AT
THE APICES OF THE RESPECTIVE SHOOTS.

percentage is wasted and the insects remain un-

injured. This is, of course, unsatisfactory, and is

to some extent due to the use of too much physical

force. By lightly spraying upon the clusters or

colonies of the insects and wetting the parts

of the plants affected, a much better result will

I

follow and little or none of the insecticide will

I
be wasted.
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Sweet Pea Flowers Falling.—Several in-

stances of the premature falling off of tfie flowers

of the Sweet Pea from the stalks, leaving one, or too

frequently none at all, have come under my notice

during the past weeks. Unfortunately, after

pursuing enquiries, I find the conditions of cul-

ture and of soils extremely variable, and in these

circumstances I can only surmise that a check

has been given to the plants at the critical period

of flower formation. The low night and day

temperatures have indeed been sufficient to account

for this, and as the flower-buds have fallen away

at an early stage in most instances, this is in all

probability the cause. Too frequently, however,

amateurs plant their Sweet Peas—and other crops,

too, for that matter—on the same ground year after

year for no greater reason than that " they did all

right there last year." In gardening, however,

there is no greater mistake than this, and plants

quickly tire when grown in the same soils year after

year. Sweet Peas are fond of lime and chalk, and

in soils known to be deficient in lime a dressing of

either will be beneficial in winter-time, or lime-water

may be given during the growing season as oppor-

tunity offers.

The Scarlet Turk's-cap Lily.—At the moment

of writing, Lilium chalcedonicum, which is best

known by the popular name at the head of this

note, is the most brilliant flower of the garden, its

intense vermilion scarlet flowers of glistening

wax-like texture demanding and receiving attention

from all. The plant is rarely more than 3 feet high,

and admirably adapted for the border or for

colonising in groups. Happily, too, it is not

fastidious as to soil. E. H. Jenkins.

Lettuce Green's Favourite.—A small and compact

Cabbage variety.

Lettuce Icehead.—A large, firm Cabbage variety.

Lettuce White Favourite.—A soft-leaved variety

of the Cabbage section.

Potato Selected Ashleaf.—Of true kidney type.

These came from Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent

Garden.

Potato Walker's Seedling.—A kidney variety.

From Messrs. Bruner.

Potato Faithlie.—Approximating to the true

kidnev shape. From Messrs. Smith and Son,

Aberdeen.

Potato Den's Favourite.—A shapely variety of

the pebble-shaped kidney type. From Messrs.

Den.

NEW PLANTS.
Royal HoRTicuLxtiRAL Society.—August 2.

Carnation Mrs. J. A. Reynolds.—A border

variety of good size and form. The ground colour

is buff, the petals shaded with salmon towards

the edges.

Carnation Forester.—A yellow-ground fancy

variety marked with red. The petals are very

fine. These were exhibited by Mr. J. Douglas,

Great Bookham.

Phlox Fran Antonin Buckner.—A very fine pure

white herbaceous Phlox, with just a suspicion of

green at the centre. From Messrs. W. Wells and

Co., Limited, Merstham.

Cattleya Warscewiczii Othello.—This is a very

handsome variety, with pale rose-coloured sepals

and petals and purplish crimson lip, save for a few

lines of yellow colour near the throat. From

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O.,

Tetbury, Gloucester.

Each of the above received an award of merit.

NEW VEGETABLES.

The following, among many others, had been

on trial at Wisley, and on August 2 came before

the fruit and vegetable committee, when the

awards of merit were duly confirmed.

Pea Prestige.—Apparently a variety of much

merit' and with large, well- filled pods. From

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea.

Pea Prince of Peas.—The handsome Peas were

contained in blunt-ended pods, which were well

filled throughout. A most prolific variety of the

best marrow flavour.

Lettuce Heartwell and Lettuce Supreme.—Both

Cabbage varieties of much excellence. These

three novelties were from Messrs. Sutton and

Sons, Reading.

Pea Moneymaker.— .\ variety of good size and

of dark green colour. From Messrs. King and

Son, Coggeshall.

DAFFODIL NOTES FROM
NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE outlook for the Daffodil season just

commencing in New South Wales is

rather more promising than usual, as

a great part of the country has been

favoured with bountiful rains, so that

since planting-time the bulbs have

met with no check. So far the only Daffodil to

bloom in the open is Maia, a yellow trumpet seed-

ling raised by Mr. H. H. B. Bradley from M. J.

Berkeley. With me this came into bloom in the

garden on June 3, while as pot-grown examples the

raiser was able to exhibit it on May 16. For

earliness this establishes a record, as of the standard

varieties the earliest is probably Androcles, bloom-

ing about July 4, closely followed by Countess of

Annesley, H. Irving and Maximus. Another very

early and useful seedling of Androcles type has been

exhibited in pots by Mr. Hawes for several years

early in June. With the advent of Maia the

Sydney Daffodil season has been lengthened by a

full month, and as this variety is a hree seeder, it

furnishes a fresh starting-point for the hybridist.

It would be extremely interesting to know how

these Australian seedlings would behave in England,

and whether they would maintain their early

flowering habit under such different conditions.

Writing of these early varieties brings me to a

subject that has been receiving the consideration

of the Narcissus committee of the Horticultural

Society of New South Wales, viz., the question of

whether mere earliness is sufficient in itself to

justify a certificate. This has now been decided in

the negative. Perhaps there may be information

available as to the position taken up by the Narcissus

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on

this point. The local committee is to be con-

gratulated in having for one of its members Mr.

G. S. Titheradge, whose experience in connection

with the committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society should prove invaluable here, while the

fact that he was practically the pioneer of the

Daffodil cult in Australia makes his re-entry into

the Australian Daffodil arena doubly appro-

priate.

In connection with raising seedlings, I have had

a somewhat curious experience, which may be of

interest to some of your readers, while personally I

shall be glad of any information bearing either on

this or any similar case. For years I endeavoured to

obtain seed from Barri conspicuus, but with the

exception of one poor pod of seed in 1907, which

gave me one seedling, I was absolutely unsuccess-

ful. An article by A. J. Bliss in a contemporary

dated April 11, 1908, confirmed my own experience

of this variety being almost useless for breeding

from. Two years ago, having pollen of either

poeticus, Dante or Chaucer, with nothing promising

to use it on, I somewhat hopelessly dusted seven

blooms of Lady Godiva (a reputed sport from Barri

conspicuus) with the pollen, and to my extreme

surprise obtained seven large pods of exceptionally

fine seed, which germinated freely, .^s Barri

conspicuus has been known to give at least one

white sport here in Sydney, it is presumed that no

doubt exists as to Lady Godiva being really a

sport from that variety. If this point can be

established, the question naturally arises. Why
should the original variety be practically infertile

and the sport quite otherwise ?

Another matter I am curious about is whether

Minnie Hume and Duchess of Brabant represent

distinct seedlings, or whether the former is merely a

development of the latter. Some years ago a

careful selection was made from Duchess of Brabant

of those bulbs the blooms from which showed a

tendency to develop a larger and more expanded

cup. This selection was kept up for some years,

with the result that in 1908 I exhibited my best

Minnie Humes from this source, and they have

since kept up their character.

New South Wales growers have hitherto been

able to congratulate themselves on absolute

immunity from the Daffodil fly (Merodon Eques

tris), but I am sorry to have to report that recently

I have had serious trouble from the ravages of a

small white grub, the produce of a nocturnal moth.

Specimens have been submitted to the Department

of Agriculture for identification, and when this is

done I will communicate the results. The grub

attacks the bulbs only when out of the ground,

usually destroying the outer covering, though

occasionally eating its way into the bulb itself.

Up to the present I have not heard of the occur-

rence of this pest elsewhere, and hope that it may
not develop into a permanent source of trouble.

Sydney, New South Wales. H. Selkirk.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to all renders who desire assist-

ance, no matter irh'tt the brunch of aardening may be, and

with that object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearhi and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20. Tamstock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the PUBLISHER. The name and address

of the sender are required in addUion to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ioool,and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

tmall scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Pruning Lavender (Enquirer).— Lavender

does not require very hard pruning, and it is usually

enough to cut it back 2 inches or 3 inches below

the base of the flower-stalks. It is really imma-
terial whether it is pruned during autumn or spring.

If pruned in autumn the plants have a tidier

appearance during winter. Should your plants be

straggling, it is better to start again with young

ones rather than cut them back into hard wood and

try to improve them that way.

Diseased Lavatera (£. C).—The Lavatera

sent from Colchester is attacked by the fungus

Colletotrichum malvarum. This fungus is com-

paratively new to this country, but during the past

four years it has spread widely on Lavatera culti-

vated in gardens. In America it is reported as

causing a very troublesome and malignant disease
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on Hollyhocks. Tn view of this it is important

that efforts should be made to exterminate it as

soon as possible. All diseased plants should be

pulled up and burned, and those left sprayed with

Bordeaux mixture. Seed should not be saved

from stocks that are diseased, and it would be well

to avoid growing the plants in the same sirround in

successive years. As it has been found growing

on a species of Mallow in Sweden, it would be well

to see that weeds belonging to this family are

thoroughly kept down. The Lychnis is attacked

by Septoria lychnidis. and those badly affected

would be better removed. The others should be

sprayed with Bordeaux mixture. This also attacks

the common Red Campion.

Carnation layers (Caruation).—It is highly

probable that your Carnations have been attacked

by wireworm, and possibly also by leaf-miner or

maggot. The former may be trapped by placing

pieces of Carrot or Potato near the plants and

examining them from time to time. The best soil

for Carnations is one of good fibrous loam, and if

vour soil is heavy and sticky, it should be lightened

by using sand or grit of any description. For the

layering you might mix some very sandy soil to

put around the plants, but you should also dig

about them to see if wireworm is present. Soot

worked into the soil is distasteful to the pest named,

and some of this may be dusted over the foliage of

the plants to keep the maggot in check. In any

case vou should try and remedy the " stodgy
"

character of your soil by frequently working it and

by inserting sand, wood-ashes and grit to render it

more porous. See " The Town Garden " column

for July 16 on Carnation layering.

Violas and Sweet Peas {I^. R.).—The

full south position on the slopes is by no means the

best for the Violas, and unless autumn planting

is indulged in and exceptional precautions are

taken with regard to soil, the chances of success

are not great. . As the plants have done fairly well

hitherto, we can only suggest an entire change of

soil in conjunction with the autumn planting of

fresh stock. There is no dwarf plant so free or

continuous in flowering as the Viola, and the Rose

on the same slope would be the least likely to

succeed. The plants should be young, freshly

rooted cuttings, not old divided plants, as these are

prone to fail. If put out late in September or early

October, the plants would become well established

before flowering-time arrived. We hope to publish

an article dealing fully with their culture at a later

date. The following are some of the best :

Bullion, Ardwell Gem, Florizel, Blue Cloud, J. B.

Riding, Skylark, True Blue and \Vm. Neil. If you

require but two sorts, the first and third named are

recommended. The failure of the Sweet Peas is

most likely due to the continued cropping on the

same ground, and a change of soil would doubtless

put matters right. If you cannot do this, deeply

trench the soil and m.anure and lime it. Subse-

quently give it a dressing of soot and fork it in.

Catena {M. H.).— There is nothing whatever on the
foliage to account for the spotting. It probably arises

from something affecting the root or the part of the
stem about the ground level.

Sweet Peas for inspection (F. W.).—We were
unable to discover any insects or 'unei. The flowers and
stems have the appearance of those from plants attacked
by eelworms or fungi at the roots.

Carnation for inspection (Mus A.).—The foliage

appears to have been attacked by red spider. The plant
should be sprayed with an insecticide, or, if possible,

fumigated, and, after an interval sufficiently long to allow
the eggs to hatch, fumigate again.

Cupid Sweet Peas (G. E. O.).—The plants have
been attacked by green fly. Spray tiiem (if not now too
latf) with Quassia and soft soap made by adding ^Ib. of
soft soap to the hot extract from lib. of Quassia chips
(boiled for an hour or steeped in cold water for twenty-four
liours) and diluted to ten gallons, or with a nicotine wash,
or. better still, fumigate again. The Sweet Pea leaves
have been eaten by the larvae of a small moth. Spray with
strong nicotine solution, but first make sure the larvEB_arc

still there ; there was none on the leaf sent. Red spider is

on the Dianthufl. Spray with water or with one-third of

an ounce of potassium sulphide in a gallon of water.

Gentiana v*»rna (./. //. Thomas).—If the plant is in

the open groinid. the present time would prove most
disastrous for moving it. September being a far better
time. Pot plants, of course, arc quite distinct, and where
the examples are established they may be replanted at
almost any season if well cared for subsequently.

CuCtlni^ off Periwinkle runners {M. J.).—It

will depend entirely upon the position occupied by the

plants and your own desires in tlie matter, and of the
former you' give us no information. As to the actual
cutting, this may be done at almost any season of the
year, the plants being hardy and not in the least fastidious

in these matters.

Diseased Sweet Peas {Anxioiis).—The plants are
attacked by the fungus Thielavia basicola, which is

growing on tlie root and killing it. This fungus appears
to depend very largely upon conditions surrounding the
plants as to whether they are attacked or not. it seems,
perhaps, most prevalent in poorly drained soil. Try what
a light dressing of superphosphate of lime will do.

Dividing herbaceous plants {Kitty).— Spring,

April and May. the first-mentioned for preference, is the
best time for dividing Iris stylosa, I. germanica and the
Anemone. The Autumn Crocuses, single and double, by
which we presume you mean Colchicums, are best lifted,

divided and replanted in July, or as near to this as is

possible. There is no better time for dividing the Christ-

mas Rose you mention than late August and early Septem-
ber. The value of doing the work at this time is wholly
dependent on the root action of the plants, which varies

but little in the whole range of forms of Helleborus niger.

Blighted Dahlias (Hickman, Holloway). — The
Dahlias appear to be in a very bad way, and are suffering

chiefly from the attacks of a leaf-mining maggot and
caterpillars, for which latter hand-picking is the best

remedy. For the former early spraying wHth soot-water
may be helpful, but it would need to be done in anticipation

of an attack, the maggot resulting from the egg deposit
of a fly, which early penetrates the leaves and works therein.

As the slugs are in such numbers, you cannot do better

than continue to reduce them on the same lines as at
present. Soot and lime are both good for the purpose,
but the slugs often secrete themselves in out-of-the-way
places where these things cannot reach them. A dressing

of salt is also excellent where it can be applied without
injury to the plants.

Carnations and fowl-manure {Amaie-ur, New
Barnet).—The brown maggot to wliich you refer was most
likely a wireworm, a pest which bores into the Carnation
stem and tunnels its way therein. The wireworm is most
ruinous to the Carnation, and is to be found in the soil by
searching. Fresh pasture turf not infrequently contains
a few, some soils being infested with them. The Carna-
tion maggot usually attacks the top portion of the plant,

entering the stem by way of the leaf-axils. It is about a
quarter of an inch long, of a dirty white colour, with dark-
coloured head. A dusting of soot may assist to check
it. Insecticides are useless, as the pest works inter-

nally. Add to the fowl-manure a similar quantity of fresh

soot, place in a bag and drop in a tub with ten gallons of

water. Stir a few times after it has soaked for a couple of

days, and use the liquid in the proportion of one quart to

four quarts of water. For the Sweet Peas twice that

strength may be given.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Lilacs not flowering w?eU [Constant

Reader).—It is probable that pruning would induce

your Lilacs to blossom more freely. You must

not, however, cut them back in the ordinary way,

but thin the branches out. After removing some
of the inner shoots, cut away quite halt of the

young growths from the remaining branches. The
work may be done now, though it ought to have

been done six weeks ago. It is also a good plan to

remove the flower-heads as soon as the flowers have

fallen. If you thin your bushes out for two or

three years, you ought to obtain plenty of flowers

for several years to come.

Romneya Coulteri in winter (/. M. B.

Whaiham).—Except in the event of. very severe

weather occurring, we should advise you to leave

your plant of Romneya Coulteri unprotected, as

from what you say it is in a warm and sheltered

position near Folkestone. As a rule, it is a mistake

to protect things much, and what protection is

given during winter should only be provided in the

event of sharp frost, and be taken off again when
the frost goes. The time when most protection

is needed is spring, when new shoots are beginning

to grow, for they are easily damaged by a night's

frost. A mat placed round the plant each night

and removed in the morning forms sufficient

protection.

Prunus Pissardii trees dying (W. S.).

—

It is impossible to say wh.it is tiie cause of your

trees of Pruinis Pissardii dviiig without seeing

specimens. The trouble may be due to late spring

frosts, but is more likely to be caused by root

trouble, probably by one of the root rot fungi.

You had better examine the roots, and if they are

dead remove the bark and sec whether there are

white threads of mycelium beneath. If this is

so, burn all the dead and dying trees and remove

the soil in which they have been growing, replacing

it with new soil before replanting new trees. By
doing this you will probably keep the disease from

spreading. Should you find no trace of fungus,

we should imagine that the trees died through late

frosts after liad ripening last year.

Hydrangea paniculata wood dead (£.'. B. G ).

The plants* havp been too long ilead for us to form any
opinion as to tlie cause of their death. Anta are not likely

to have been the culprits.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Bulbs in fibre {/. H. Jackson). —The

question of success or failure with bulbous plants in

tibre depends very much upon the size, quality

and maturity of the bulbs, and in any case it would
be advisable to obtain the best. Yellow Crocuses

should succeed as well as the others, and the failure

of one year need not of necessity be so another

year. The same remark applies to Snowdrops
and Tulips, and these are certainly worthy of a

further trial. The Paper-White Narcissus may not

succeed so well, and this variety is usually of tall

growth. Apart from the question of quality in

the bulb, there is also much difference in respect

to varieties, this being abundantly evidenced

in Tulips and Hyacinths. For a succession we
should recommend Elwes's Snowdrop, Crocuses in

variety, Chionodoxa I.ucilia, C. sardensis (both

of fine blue colour and very small bulbs), Iris

reticulata, Roman and Italian Hyacinths, Tulips

Vermilion Brilliant, Artus and Keizerskroon,

Narcissus minimus {a miniature of 2 inches high),

N. obvallaris, N. Princess Ida, N. princeps, N.

Golden Spur, N. ornatus, N. Emperor, N. Empress
and N. Sir Watkin. We hope later to publish an

article on this subject.

Phyllocactus spotted (TT. J ., Bnlham).—The spots
on the enclosed piece of Phyllocactus are caused by one of
the scale insects. Although we cannot find any living

ones, the indentations are the result of the plant being
there deprived of its normal amount of sap, and conse-
quently growth is arrested. Your better plan will be to

sponge occasionally with a lather of soft soap and water,
and thus prevent the pests from obtaining a foothold.

Greenhouse floors {E. D.).—There will be no need to

cement the floor below the border providing the soil is taken
out to a depth of 2 feet and 6 inches of brick rubble is put
in the bottom for draining purposes. As the clay bottom
will not allow the water to percolate through, provision
must, of course, be made to carry off the superabundant
moisture. A width of 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet will be very
suitable for the border. When filling in with suitable soil,

some turves with the grass side downwards should be
laid immediately over the drainage material.

Carnations for inspection {Quiddlei/).—Wecan find

no trace of damage due to thrips on the Carnations sent
nor any other insect or fungus. The shoots appear
as though they had been kept too close. Thrips are very
small, usually about one-eighth of an inch long, and when
mature have small, narrow, bristle-like wings. Their
colour varies from creamy white or yellow to black. They
are often known as " thunder bugs." possibly from their

habit of congregating in dwelling-houses, &c., in stormy
weather. Fumigation should be possible in well-constructed
cold frames, and is the best means of attacking thrips. A
nicotine wash is also useful.

House for Carnations (Weekly Reader).—A span-
roofed house is far and away the best for the successful

culture of Perpetual-flowering Carnations ; indeed, such
a structure is absolutely necessary if you wish to obtain
the best results. It should be in a good open position,

and ample provision must be made for ventilation at the
sides as well as at the top. The plan likrly to give the
most satisfaction \\ill be to devote your house entirely to

the culture of these Carnations ; but if you particularly

wish for other winter and early spring flowering subjects

to associate therewith, the following would suit your
purpose : Bulbs of ditferent kinds, such as Hyacinths,
Tulips. Chionodoxa, Muscari, Narcissus and others
Cyclamen, Cinerarias, Primulas of sorts and other green-
house winter-floweringiplants. ^
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ROSE GARDEN.
Soil for Hybrid Tea Roses (A. W.Newall).

The sample of soil you send us is very deficient in

humus. If you can procure some good clayey

loam, we advise you to add this liberally, say,

in the proportion of two-thirds of the latter to

one part of the sample you send us. You would

also need to add some good well-rotted manure,

not fresh stable manure, but that which has been

well turned over or that has laid for a year. Manure

from cow and pig yards could be used in a more

fresh condition. Let the soil be trenched about

2I feet deep and mix the various ingredients as the

work proceeds. An addition of basic slag to the

lower spit of soil at the rate of 6oz. to a square yard

would be highly beneficial.

Roses potted in October (T. S.).—The new
Rose named Edward VII. is a Dwarf Polyantha

variety, not a rambler. Plants, if well ripened and

poUed up in October, should flower in February.

These Roses are totally different to Teas and Hybrid

Teas, for they are usually best grown very gently

the first season and forced the next, but these

little Polyantha Roses are more easily handled.

If you take the precaution to place the plants

where they can have a gentle bottom-heat, such

as on a bed of leaves or manure placed in a pit in

the greenhouse, vou will have no trouble with them.

Let the plants remain outdoors about three or

four weeks after potting, then bring them under

glass. Prune back to about 12 inches at the time of

potting, and place them on the bed where they can

receive bottom - heat early in December if you

require them to bloom by February.

Orange rust on Roses (Beauty).—Your Roses are

affected by orange nist. Spray the plants as recommended
in our reply to " J. C. " (Dundee). We do not imagine the
fungus will spread if you take the precaution to spray the
plants at once.

Value of Rose cuttings (W. S. r.).—Your Rose
cuttintrs that have now rooted are certainly worth keeping
on their own roots ; indeed, the ramblers are more satis-

factory in this way than in any other. You can, however,
do nothing with them now. but in October, or early next
spring, they maybe transplanted. If fairly sturdy they
need not be pruned at all, but if weak you may, next April,

shorten back any straggling shoots.

Rose buds malformed (Q. H.).—The buds you send
are from a plant of Philadelphia Rambler, not Waltham
Flambler. which is a pale pink single Rose. The Phila-

delphia Rambler, although a very beautiful rich colour,

brighter even than Crimson Rambler, has the one great
fault of producing these malformed buds. We have found,
however, that many of them developed ail right, so we
advise you to allow them to remain on the plant, removing
perhaps a few of those very badly malformed.

Rose foliage blighted {Abu-Facada).—The leaves,

in some cases almost transparent in large patches, have
been attacked by the Rose slug worm, which is the larvae

of one of the sawflies. The mischief is done now, but to
prevent it another season and perhaps help to check any
recurrence now, spray the plants with Hellebore wash
made up as follows loz. of freshly ground Hellebore and
2oz. of fiour, mixed together with a little water, then
stirred into three gallons of water. Keep well stirred and
apply with a fine sprayer.

Rose with green centre (C. il/.).—The Rose
you send is a malformed specimen of Mrs. Paul. This
variety, together with Mme. Isaac Pereire, from which
it originated, is much addicted to producing these green-
centred flowers, although there are other kinds which
manifest the same peculiarity. It is usually attributable

to changes in the weather and late spring frosts, both these

Roses, being very double, suffering rather badly. Over-
feeding with manure will sometimes cause the green centres,

but this is rarely seen. The best plan to adopt would be
to remove these crippled buds. You will obtain more
perfect Roses now that the weather is warmer.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Medlars not swelling {E. M. Bogkurst).—

Something is wrong with the growth of your tree.

It is evidently not able to develop apd properly

ripen its crop by reason of weak root action. Is

there grass or any other crop or weeds growing

under the tree over its roots ? If there is, it should

be immediately cleared away as far as the roots

extend. In any case give the tree a good soaking

of manure-water as soon as you can, and after-

wards place a layer of rich and well-decayed

manure on the surface of the ground over its roots

3 inches or 4 inches deep. Do the same next

spring just before the tree starts into^ growth,

giving it a good soaking of water before doing so.

Peach Hale's Early diseased {G. Conlson).

The small white insects you speak of near the

rib are " scales." They are difficult to kill in

summer, because the application of an insecticide

strong enough to kill them would seriously injure

the tree. The only way to get rid of them now is

to first loosen them with a piece of stick, and then

sponge the leaves with warm soapy water. In

winter they may be destroyed by an application

of GJshurst Compound Wash. The whitish, mottled

appearance of the leaves indicates that the tree is

suffering from a disease fatal to the Peach and

Plum when attacked by it, namely, the " silver

leaf." The only hope of curing this fungoid

disease is by an application of sulphur. The best

way of applying it is by syringing the tree early

in the evening and then dredging every part of it

with flowers of sulphur, leaving it on for three

days, shading the tree in the meantime and then

washing it off.

Nectarine fruit mrith blotches (Hugh E. S.).—
The fruit received is suffering from a severe attack of a
fungoid disease, which has communicated itself to the
centre of the fruit, destroying its kernel and rendering it

useless. It is not often one comes across an attack of this

sort, but we occasionally do, and the cause of it we have
invariably found to be a too cold and damp atmosphere
at night and in the early morning, with perhaps a sudden
rise of temperature later in the day. A little heat in the hot-
water pipes on cold nights would prevent this. If all the
affected fruits are as bad as the one sent, the best thing to

do will be to at once pick off and bum them. If not so

bad, dredge the parts affected thickly with flowers of
sulphur and the fungus will be killed.

Apricot trees unsatisfactory (B. C. F.).—
Unfortunately, the Apricot suffers frequently from the
loss of many branches through gumming and canker, and,
so far as we know, no real specific for the prevention of

this loss has been found. But when the tree is planted in

suitable soil and well looked after, this trouble, after all,

is not found to be of very serious moment, the trees gene-
rally bearing well and living to be old. The cause of the
failure of your trees, we think, must lie in the poor quality

and shallowness of your soil. In other words, they have
been more or less starved. We advise you to give

each tree as soon as possible a sprinkling of bone-meal
(just enough to colour the ground), forking it into the soil

to the depth of 2 inches, and then place immediately over
the surface of the soil as far as you think the roots extend
a dressing of rich, well-decayed farmyard manure 3 inches
deep, allowing it to remain on all the summer. Very likely

the bottom roots of the trees are dry. Give them a good
soaking of liquid manure-water from the stable or cow-
yard as early as possible. Failing this, a good substitute

for it is a handful of Pe^u^^an Guano to three gallons of

water. In autumn, as soon as the leaves fall, apply a
liberal quantity of rather heavy loam to the roots of

the trees, as they delight in soil of this character. If you
will remind us in the autumn, we will tell you how this

should be done. We do not think that the absence of a
glass coping to your wall has much, if anything, to do with
the failure. There is no better protection of the bloom
from frost in spring than to hang herring-nets two or

three layers deep over the trees, taking care that the nets

are kept from contact with the blossoms.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Onions rotting {W. G. R.).—The Onions

are attacked by the Onion mildew, caused by the

fungus Peronospora Schleideni. All parts of the

diseased plants should be removed and burnt, so

as to limit the resting spores in the soil as far as

possible. Onions should not be grown upon the

same site next year. If the attack is seen to be

commencing, the plants should be thoroughly

sprayed with Bordeaux mixture.

Transplanting Rhubarb (EilUop).—You may
transplant your Rhubarb roots at any time in the early

winter after the leaves have died away. When you lift

the roots, as they are so old, divide them carefully so as

to retain at least two good crowns to each piece

;

then replant in soil that has been trenched 20 inches deep
and has been well manured. You should not. however,

pull any stems from those roots the following year, but you
may the second year. Your wisest course would be to leave

sonie roots where they are to pull from next year till the

others become strong. Give any old roots left a heavj-

dressing of manure or plenty of liquid manure. As your

variety is Victoria only, you should get a few roots of

DaWs Champion, by far the finest early Bhubarb in culti-

vation.

Vegetables for exhibition (W.).—Where they
can be provided, eight of the best vegetables for exliibition

are a mound of Cauliflowers in the centre at back, with
good, well-blanched Celery on one side and equally good
Leeks on the other ; in front of the Cauliflowers twelve
fine Onions, and beside or in front good Potatoes, Peas.
Carrots and Tomatoes. Others good are Runner or Dwarf
French Beans, Cucumbers, Marrows and Turnips in that
order of merit. Good Marrows are better than weak
Cucumbers. Even any of the latter-mentioned kinds are,

if really good, better than weak samples of the first-named
ones. Whatever kinds you stage, see that they are the
very best you have. You should have mentioned the date
of the show you wish to compete at.

MISCELLANEOUS.
To preserve Peas (Mrs. Lowlher). — Shell

and put in a saucepan of boiling water for two or

three minutes. Pour into a colander, and when
the water has drained off turn out on a cloth,

and pour out on a second cloth to dry perfectly

;

then put them in wide-mouthed bottles, secure

down with air-tight patent stoppers, and store in

a cool cellar. When to be used, boil until tender,

adding a small .piece of butter, a spoonful of sugar

and a sprig of Mint.

The value of peat-moss litter manure
{Johnnie Raw).—We have always fought shy of

using this manure after seeing, a few years ago,

some acres' of Sweet Peas grown for trial by one
of our largest seed firms practically ruined by its

use. The moss litter, as far as we know, is abso-

lutely of no value as a manure. Its only claim to

rank in this respect is on account of the ammonia
and other manurial constituents it may have
absorbed from the horse-manure, &c. We should

be sorry to introduce much, if any, of the stuff to

our garden soil, feeling sure it could do but little,

if any, good, and fearing that harm to many crops

might follow its use. In trenching heavy land an

application of it to the bottom soil would, no
doubt, help to lighten such soil, and in this way
would probably do good, as it would have been

rotted and purified by the soil before the roots of

plants came in contact with it.

Plants of curious structure {V. Rirhard-

.son).—The British Sundew {Drosera rotundifolia),

whose little round leaves are furnished with erect

hairs, each tipped with a glutinous substance, by
means of which small insects are entrapped, will

furnish a good illustration of peculiar structure,

and you should be able to obtain specimens in

your neighbourhood wherever the ground is damp
enough for sphagnum moss to grow. The Sarra-

cenias, or Side-saddle Plants, whose leaves are like

an upright horn, have the orifice of each leaf clothed

with stiff hairs, which all point downwards, so

that when an insect settles thereon it slides down
into the interior of the leaf, and escape therefrom

is prevented by the fence of hairs. The Dodder,

which occurs as a parasite on many wild plants,

particularly on the Heath and Furze, should not

be at all difficult for you to obtain, and it will form

a most interesting, unorthodox subject. Then
the insignificance of some flowers compared with

the bracts which are associated with them, such

as the Poinsettia, will complete your list for

Question 3. As you will not get the Poinsettia

in character now, sprays of Bougainvillea will do

just as well, the same features occurring in this.

A great deal might be made of plants now widely

different in character, both among flowers and

vegetables and the common stock whence

they have sprung. Next, the manner in which

plants adapt themselves to the conditions under

which they exist ; thus, in dry districts the roots

are few in number but of a deep-descending natiu-e,

while in' swampy places they often spread out

horizontally, and thus, as it were, anchor the plant.

This might be enlarged upon to a great extent,

but the space at our command is too limited to

allow of further details.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Ererif department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in gitestions

relalinij to matters upon which they wish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make

the "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspintous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he Iwpes readers

unit kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All cmnmunications must be written cleurly on one side

onbi of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Gakdkn. accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor jvelcomes photographs, articles and notes,

btU he loill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, ivUl be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price req tired for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly tinderstood that only the actual pftoto-

(jrapher or oumer of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor icill not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions tvhich lie may not be able to use, and

the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. PtibHcation in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE PLANTING OF CLAY
BANKS.

THE clothing of clay banks satis-

factorily is not easy to accom-
plish, and in some cases it is

far more difficult than in others.

Strange as it may appear, some
clays, though apparently of

much the same consistency as others, are
far less inimical to plant-life in general,

owing in all probability to a difference in

the chemical constituents.

Soils.—The close adhesive nature of
clayey soils, by which the roots are totally

shut off from all aeration, prevents many
subjects from thriving therein, while,

owing to a great deal of the surface water
running ofi at once, such soils become at
certain periods of the year exceedingly
dry. Where a comparatively small area
of a clay bank has to be planted, much may
be done to prepare it for the reception of

different subjects by well digging and
thoroughly incorporating with the soil

anything that will tend to make it of a
more open nature. Sand, ashes, leaf-

mould and peat, which all tend towards
this, are very beneficial. Road sweepings
or scrapings, which at one time used to be
looked upon as an ideal matter for mixing
with clayey soils, must now in many
locaUties be looked upon with great sus-

picion, as various chemical substances
are used on roads, and all of them are more
or less injurious to plant-life. Where the
space is too extensive to allow of the bank
being treated in this wav, the only thing that
can be done is to plant only such subjects
that will hold their own under the adverse
conditions detailed above. In planting it

may be noted that young and vigorous
plants have the greatest chance of success,

as their root action is more vigorous than
that of older specimens, and, consequently,
they both penetrate deeper and ramify
more freely. Differences of opinion may
prevail as to the best time for planting
under such conditions as these referred to ;

but I prefer the autumn for the purpose,
as there is then more time for the plants
to become established before the summer's
drought comes round than there would be
if the planting were delayed till the spring.

One very important item is, whatever the
season, it must not be carried out during
wet weather, as the roots will then be. as

it were, puddled in, and a heavr percentage
of failures may be expected. The following

are among the subjects most likely to

succeed on clay banks :

Trees and Shrubs.—Acer platanoides
(Norway Maple) and k. Pseudo-platanus
(Sycamore) ; Amorpha fruticosa ; Coluteas
of sorts, which will hold their own under
almost any conditions ; Clematis, the

vigorous growers, such as C. montana and
C. Vitalba ; Cotoneasters of sorts, especially

C. Nummularia and C. Simonsii ; Crataegus
in variety, the common Hawthorn in its

several forms being one of the best, while

C. Pyracantha must not be omitted
:

Corylus .\vellana, represented by several

varieties ; Cytisus scoparius (the common
Broom) ; Euonymus europaeus (Spindle

Tree) ; Fraxinus (Ash) in different kinds
;

Hedera (Ivy), all the more vigorous creep-
ing kinds of which can be recommended

;

Hypericum calycinum (Rose of Sharon)
and H. androsaemum (Tutsan) ; Ligus-
trum (Privet) of sorts ; Philadelphus (Mock
Orange), the more robust kinds ; Lonicera
(Honeysuckle), our native species ; Poten-
tilla fruticosa ; Prunus spinosa (Sloe) and
its double-flowered variety ; Pyrus Aucu-
paria (Mountain Ash) ; Quercus, the com-
mon Oak being one of the best ; Rhamnus
catharticus (Buckthorn) and R. Frangula

:

Robinia Pseudacacia, whose roots will

spread to a considerable distance ; Roses
of sorts, especially Dog Roses and the
Japanese Rosa rugosa ; Rubus, many of

the Brambles, the most ornamental being
the double pink-flowered ; Ruscus aculea-

tus (Butcher's Broom) ; Spartium junceum
(Spanish Broom), flowers throughout the
summer ; Symphoricarpus racemosus
(Snowberry), one of the most indifferent

as to soil and to situation of our hardy
shrubs ; Ulmus (Elm), .several kinds

;

Ulex (Furze), all the forins of which will

do well on clay banks—the double-flowered
variety must on no account be omitted

;

Viburnum, especially V. Lantana, V.
Lentago and V. Opulus ; Vitis of sorts ;

Vinca (Periwinkle), both species and their

varieties ; and Weigelas of sorts. Of
Herbaceous Plants there is a con-

siderable choice of likely things. Worthy
of special mention are .^chiUeas of sorts,

particularly^ A. Millefolium rubrum and
A. Ptarmica flore-pleno ; .\rtemisias of

sorts ; Asters in great variety ; Caly-
stegia grandiflora and C. pubescens ; Cen-
laureas of sorts ; Chrysanthemum Leu-
canthemum and others ; Echinops (Globe
Thistle) ; Elymus arenarius, a Grass with
pretty glaucous leaves and a vigorous,

spreading root action ; Erigeron specio-

sus ; Eryngium (Sea Holly) in several

forms; Galega (Goat's Rue), both blue

and white varieties ; Helianthemum (Sun
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Roses) of sorts, all being pretty and free-

flowering ; Helianthus, which includes all

the perennial Sunflowers ; Heraerocallis, the

more vigorous of which will hold their own
under very adverse conditions and flower

well when exposed to sun and air ; Iris,

all the German kinds are good, but in any
selection the old blue Flag Iris must not

be omitted ; Linaria, particularly the

British L. vulgaris ; Lychnis of sorts

;

Lysimachia vulgaris ; Megasea cordifolia,

perhaps for this purpose the best of the

broad-leaved Saxifrages, but others are

also good ; CEnotheras of sorts, all showy ;

Polygonum (Knotweed), some species of

which, such as P. cuspidatum and P. sachali-

nense, wiU push out their stout under-

ground rhizomes for a considerable dis-

tance ; PotentiUas of sorts ; Rudbeckias
in variety ; Saponaria (Soapwort), espe-

cially the double-flowered variety ; Statice

latifolia ; and Thymus (Thyme) of different

sorts.

CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Fig-growing—Your notes on Figs are so

contrary to my experience (of twenty-eight years)

that I take the liberty of writing to explain what

takes place in my garden nearly 600 feet above

sea-level. I have three dark blue Fig trees (Portu-

guese, I believe) and two large white ones. They
are against a wall, but not trained or pruned, the

branches being only cut back when the trees gtow
over the path. They are never fed, but a stream

of rapid clear water runs by them and, no doubt,

percolates through the soil. Their roots run in(6

it freely. The result is that the crop, generally

a very heavy one, has only once failed me. I

generally have them at all meals for a month at

least, besides sending many baskets to friends in

town. Whether I shall have a like result this

year I doubt. The crop was heavy, and many
Figs are already full size, but many have dropped,

and, strange to say, the birds are eating them on

the tree while still quite hard. The result, how-

ever, of my non-cultivation beats my neighbours

hollow, as a rule. 2. In your issue of the 6th inst.

a writer speaks with rather contempt of the

flower of the scented-leaved Geranium. Is he

acquainted with the scarlet-flowered variety ?

As a profuse and constant bloomer it is an orna-

ment to the greenhouse, and the cuttings take

very readily. P.S.—The soil is greensand.—(Rev.)

W. F. Short.

A criticism of Svreet Peas As the

Editor would like other readers' views on the

subject, I beg to express mine, although I am only

a novice and a grower in a very small way ; but

the latter is my misfortune rather than my fault,

for my villa garden is so small. However, I

delight in these lovely flowers. I think he ex-

pects too much for his penny each week when he

finds fault on this matter. I buy The Garden
each week mainly on account of these offending
" Sweet Pea Notes," which are most helpful to

me in cultivating those I now have and in telling

me all about the newest varieties from which I

can make an improved selection in the following

year. And I consider I get good value for my
money. Subjects I take no interest in I skip over

willingly, well knowing the Editor has all branches

of gardening to deal with in catering for the various

tastes of his numerous readers. I will admit the

space now occupied is larger than it used to be.

but the merit of the flower demands it, and, what
is more, I certainly think it will grow much larger.

I may remind your correspondent of the Eldorado
Potato boom, for if he does a simple calculation

he win find the newer varieties of Sweet Peas

placed on the market last season at the rate of

five for 2S. 6d. works out close to the £i3 per

ounce which he states was paid in the case of the

Potatoes. The stocks of these Sweet Pea seeds

were soon sold out, and could not be purchased

last spring for still higher prices. But there is a

great difference between the two booms ; in the

case of the Potatoes it died a very sudden death,

but that of Sweet Peas has only commenced, and
I am prepared to say it will be stiU stronger in a

year or two. " Statice " declares the Potato

gamble was engineered by the trade—that may or

may not be, I do not know—but he must not infer

that the Sweet Pea paragraphs which appear from

week to week in The Garden are written by
interested parties who stand to gain by their in-

sertion, for that is what some readers may be led

to believe on reading his criticism. I do not agree

with him that varieties will soon run into thousands,

nor even a single thousand, for any new variety

to become popular must either be a new colour

or some improvement on those we already have,

for as improved sorts appear, and I admit they

come in large numbers, so do those improved upon
drop out of demand and, therefore, in time out of

cultivation altogether. A good instance of this

is clearly shown in the catalogue issued only last

season by one of the foremost growers in this

country, in which it is stated he is offering no fewer

than seventeen sterling varieties for the last time

owing to their being too much alike or inferior to

others in various respects. Of course, it does not

follow they will drop out of cultivation immediately,

but it clearly shows that the weakest must eventu-

ally go to the wall. I am afraid I cannot answer

his question as to when it is all going to end. There

is a vast difference in the blooms we obtain to-day

over those of a few years back, and although im-

provement is slower now than formerly, there is

no telling what developments the future has in

store for us. Only to-day I have read of one stem
giving ten blooms. May I ask in which direction

do we get " too much of this Sweet Pea nonsense

to the detriment of all lovers of flowers in general "

in The Garden ? It certainly is not very flatter-

ing to those who do their best to keep us posted

up to date with our favourites. I am afraid it

does not matter a bit whether " Statice '* re-

frains from pressing their claim for premier honours

or not. He can rest assured that the Sweet Pea

has come to stay, for there is no flower which

gives a better return for the care bestowed

upon it. With little attention to its wants a few

dozen plants will supply the house with flowers

of all shades of harmonious colours and delicious

fragrance for three or four months, and we can

also spare an occasional bunch to gladden the

hearts of those who are unable to grow them. If

" Statice " will mention which flower will give

a better result I stall be pleased to know its name,
so that I may discard the Sweet Pea to make room
for it, but until then it must hold premier position

in my tiny plot. In the meantime I shall be

pleased if the Editor will continue to give us these

notes, which I for one have found most interesting

and useful in the growing of these exquisite

flowers, also to give us the occasional coloured

plate of them, several of which I have framed and

which keep their memory fresh when the flowering

period is over for a season.—H. P. B,, Bristol^

[Many letters are unavoidably held over for want

of space. We inserted the letter signed " Statice
"

because it was an expression of opinion from a

reader.

—

Ed.]

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

August 23. — Oxford Horticultural Society's

Autunm Show.
August 25.— Aberdeen Horticultural Society

(three days). Sandy Horticultural Society. EUes-
mere Horticultural Society. Blaenavon Flower
Show.
August 27.—Hawick Horticultural Society.

August 30.—Royal Horticultural Society. Com-
mittees meet at twelve o'clock ; Lecture on " The
Effects of Overhead Electrical Discharges on Plant
Growth," at three o'clock, by Mr. J. Priestley,

B.Sc. ; Scientific Committee, four o'clock.

August 31. — Glasgow Horticultural Society.

Carlisle Flower Show (two days). South Shields

Flower Show (two days). Chester Agricultural

Society (Horticultural Section).

Peter Barr Memorial and Gardeners'
Orphan Fund.—The Peter Barr Memorial Fund
is progressing steadily, but the executive committee
are anxious that all who desiretohonourthe memory
of the late Mr. Peter Barr should have ample oppor-
tunity of doing so. The general idea is the pro-
vision of a sufficient sum of money to always
maintain one child through the medium of the
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and also a medal
to be awarded annually for special work in connec-
tion with Daffodils. Mr. Peter Barr's work in the
improvement and introduction of Daffodils, and
among hardy flowers, and his devotion to the
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, are well known

;

consequently the aims of the executive committee
should find favour with those who knew Peter
Barr and his work, and who desire to keep his

memory green in connection with the charity he
helped to found. Subscriptions should be sent to

Mr. H, B. May, Chingford, the treasurer of the
fund. Full particulars will be gladly furnished by
Mr. WiUiam Marshall, V.M.H., Bexley (chairman),

or Mr. Charles H. Curtis, Adelaide Road, Brentford
(hon. secretary). Those who have contributed to

the fund since previous publication are the Gla-

morgan Daffodil Society, Messrs. W. Robinson, H,
Backhouse, J. Pope, Dorrien Smith, E. G. A. Nix,

Haage and Schmidt, Hurst and Son, Harvey Clarke,

W. Welchman, Byvoet Brothers, Guldemonde and
Sons, R. and G. Cuthbert, B. Ruys, E. Kerston,

Vilmorin and Co., Robert Veitch, BeUis and Meek,
G. Forbes, C. Lemeslie Adams, Ant. Roozen and
Sons, J. H. Stroud, G. Monro, N, Naylor, James
Hunter, Lowe and Shawyer, Dobbie and Co., Mrs,

Penton, Messrs. W, Mauger, C, W, Cowan, Foster and
Robins, G. Monro, jun,, Boyd Barrow, — , Beamish,

W, H, Cranfield, W, Waemar, W. Goldring, Watkins
and Simpson, Wheadon and Sons, J, S. Brunton,

W. A. Watts, T, H. Lincoln, T. Kime, J. Bunting,

J. H. Kerston, Otto Mann, V. van Zanten, P.

van der Neer, Van Meerbeck and Co., W. H. Page,

Van Hartman, Van der Eest, H. de Graaff and
Sons, Charles Smith and Sons, Arnold Weiss, and
Protheroe and Morris,

The British Fern Society.—On August i,

as is customary on the August Bank Holiday, this

society held its annual meeting, this time at Moffat

in Dumfriesshire as affording a good field for Fern-

hunting before and after the actual business meet-

ing, which was condu(;ted at Beattock Jxmction

for the convenience of some of the members. The
report of the society was of a particularly satis-

factory nature, the establishment of the British

Fern Gazette in conjunction therewith having

resulted in the addition of about one hundred new
members and the placing of the society upon a far

more substantial and far-reaching basis than before.

Despite the expense incurred by the tentative
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issue of the first four quarterly numbers, the

balance-sheet showed an increase of the funds in

hand, evidencing the complete success of the

experiment, which it was resolved should become a

permanent institution, Mr. Charles T. Drucc^,

V.M.H., F.L.S., h.iving consented not only to

continue the editorship, but also, owing to the

much-regretted resignation of Mr. G. Whitwell,

the hon. secretary since the inception of the

society, to undertake the secretarial duties as well.

A very cordial \ote of thanks was passed to Mr.

Whitwell for his valuable services in the past. The
treasurer. Mr. Wilson, being also precluded by his

engagements fiom continuing to hold the office

now that the work had so much increased, Mr.

W, B. Cranfie'd very kindly consented to take that

office over, es|]eciiilly as this involved a great saving

of work, owing to his proximity to London, to the

new secretary, Mr. Druery. The rest of the business

was more or less formal, and terminated after the

re-election of Mr. .Mex. Cowan as president and
chairman on Ihat occasion in a hearty vote of

thanks to him for his services in that connection,

and p.irticulirly for the great trouble he had taken

in making the needful arrangements at Moffat for

the accommodation of the members. .\s usual on
such occasions. Fern-hunting parties were organised

for the exploration of the district ; but, as the

weiither was very fickle, heavy downpours of rain,

chilly gales and general moist conditions handi-

tapping research materially, no very marked
" finds " turned up, though a number of angustate

and crispate forms of Lastrea montana, the preva-

lent species, were discovered of sufficient merit to

be taken for growing on and testing, prior to which
it was hardly deemed safe to definitely name them.

.'\t the meeting it was determined to hold the 191

1

meeting at Barnstaple in Devonshire, in order to

afford the many members in the Midlands and the

North, where the species are relatively much less

numerous, an opportunity of studying the more
abundant and more varied Fern flora of the South
of England, an opportunity of which the somewhat
restricted and local nature of the society hitherto

has prevented the enjoyment. In view of the new-
established position of the British Fern Gazette as

an organ for the dissemination of a wider know-
ledge of our beautiful Fern varieties and for bring-

ing our native Fern-lovers into closer touch with

each other, it is to be hoped that many such will

swell the existing membership, the subscription to

which, including four quarterly issues of the

<>azt'lte, is 5s. only. The secretary, Mr. Druery,

II, Shaa Road, Acton, London, W., will be happy
to forward all particulars and a specimen number
to intending subscribers on receipt of a post-card.

Roses at railway stations. - I have seen

I'ecently two very charming effects produced
liy planting rambler Roses at the back of long

platforms at railway stations in Surrey. One
was an exquisite mass of Dorothy Perkins,

furnishing a glorious display of floral beauty,

at Reigate Station. The other was an equally

long mass of Crimson Rambler similarly trained at,

1 think, Milford Station, on the direct Portsmouth
line from Waterloo. Both these examples served

to show how possible it may be in so many similar

positions to beautify railway platforms, which are

usually bald and bare and uninteresting. .One
wonders that railway companies generally do
not in some practical way stimulate station

staffs to thus beautify their stations. Certainly

all need not do so in the same way. Where plat-

forms are narrow, trained rambler Roses are

effective. Where there is more width, herbaceous
borders are beautiful. Many station agents are

enthusiastic gardeners, but lack opportunity or

space to indulge their tastes. Railway companies
should help them to do so.—A. D.

QARDENINQ OF
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
PROPAG.^TION.— The propagation in

general of the various bedding plants

should be proceeded with. It is

important that the plan or colour-

scheme for next season is decided
upon before commencing the work.

The cuttings should be carefully taken to avoid
any disfigurement to the beds. The Geraniums
may receive attention first, and although some of

the hardier varieties will root verv well in boxes,

there is no doubt that pots are much the best for

all. Five-inch pots are the handiest, and these

should be filled with sandy soil, made very firm, and
the cuttings dibbled in. One of the most important
points in propagating is to have the base of the

cutting resting on the bottom of the soil. If the base

is made firm, the neck, or collar, of the cutting will

look after itself. .-Xs the work proceeds the pots should

be stood on ashes outdoors and be well watered.

Lnbelia.—Pieces of this should be taken off and
dibbled into boxes filled with sandy soil. They
root very freely in a close cold frame, and will give

more satisfactory results in the spring than old

plants that have been potted up.

Antirrhinums and Pcntstemons.—Cuttings of

these should be inserted in a cold frame in a bed
of sand and planted out as soon as sufficiently

rooted. Alternantheras, * Iresines and similar

plants may be rooted in pots in cold frames, and
should be placed in a warmer temperature later on.

Plants Under Glass.

Arum Lilies.—Plants that have been resting in

their pots will now requure overhauling. The
roots should be shaken out, sorted into their

different sizes, and be repotted. A suitable compost
is made up with two parts good loam and one part

well-decayed cow-manure. The usual practice

is to put three good-sized roots in a g-inch pot.

After potting, place them in a cold frame kept

fairly close. Water should be sparingly given till

growth commences.
Regal Pelargoniums.—Plants that have been

1

kept dry may now be pruned, shaken out and
repotted. Some of the old soil should be carefully

picked off and the ball reduced to allow the plants

to be repotted into smaller-sized pots than the ones

they were in before. They may be placed in a

cold frame and kept on the dry side till they com-
mence to shoot, and then water must be carefully

given for some time.

Freesias.—These should be potted without delay.

A mixture of one-half loam and one-half leaf-soil,

with a good sprinkling of sand added, suits them, and
the bulbs may be placed eight to ten in a 5-inch pot.

Narcissi.—The early-flowering varieties should

be obtained and potted, such as Henry Irving,

Golden Spur, &c. Also pot Ixias, Lachenalias,

early Tulips, the Colvillei section of Gladioli,

Lilium Harrisii and L. candidum.

Kitchen Garden.
Onions.—In many gardens the spring-sown crop

is sufficiently matured to allow the bulbs to be
pulled. They should remain on the open ground
for two or three days, after which time they should

be taken under cover. An empty fruit-house is

an excellent place for the ripening process, provid-

ing there are racks to place them on. Turning
over occasionally is beneficial, and when the bulbs

are in fit condition they may be tied up in bunches
ready for hanging up. E. C. Poolev.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnalon Hall., Plymouth.

THE FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Chrysanthemums.
Bi'd-takinc—This important matter demands
almost daily attention where large blooms are
cultivated. It hardly lies within my province to
give details of this operation, more especially as
full practical hints are given from time to time in

other sections of The Garden. It is only con-
stant and intelligent attention that will give
success in this as in most other gardening operations.
Rush Plants.—The demand for abundance of

medium-sized flowers is now very great in most
establishments, and to have good results a svste-
matic disbudding and thinning of the shoots must
be practised. The bulk of varieties give the best
blooms if a partial thinning of the flower-buds is

carried out, while at all times it is advisable to rub
out all growths on the stems that are not required
to furnish the plant. While some sorts are tar and
away best when allowed to carry their blooms in

sprays, others are finest when only one flower is

left to develop on a stem. A typical variety for the
latter method of culture is Freda Bedford, while
Niveus, Market Red and Mile. G. Debne are excel-
lent representatives of spray varieties.

Feeding.—No matter which style of growing
Chrysanthemums is practised, feeding of the plants
is necessary to obtain the best results. A number
of different stimulants, used on alternate weeks,
seem to give the best return. Never be tempted
to apply any of the chemical mixtures in greater
strength than recommended by the makers. Err
always on the side of weak doses rather than those
of too great a strength. In the former case, after

the plants get accustomed to the stimulant the

applications may be quite frequent.

Potting Forcing Bulbs.
Paflodils.—While it is much too early to pot up

the bulk of Dutch bulbs, the Daffodil must soon
be attended to. Select always first-size bulbs for pot
culture, and keep in the plunge-bed for quite three

months, as it is best to bring them on very slowly.

Hard forcing is never satisfactory
; so to ensure

early bloom pot early, and have the bulbs well

rooted before removing to the greenhouse. This
is of great importance, as badly rooted bulbs never
give fine nor abundant bloom. Use good fibrous

loam, leaf-mould and sand in the proportion
of three parts of the loam to two parts leaf-mould
and one part coarse sand. Give no manure, but
a 5-inch potful of bone-meal may with advantage
be allowed to each barrow- load of soil. Six-inch and
7-inch pots should be used for Daffodil culture.

Give a moderate amount of drainage, and do not
make the soil hard under the bulbs, but the surface

should be well firmed. Allow as many bulbs to a

pot as can be comfortably arranged without undue
squeezing. After potting set on a hard bottom
out of doors and cover with ashes, sand or even
light soil from cutting-boxes. Make the covering

at least 4 inches deep over the pots. Really
reliable forcing varieties are Emperor, Empress,
Victoria, Henry Irving, Golden Spur, Glory of

Leyden and Sir Watkin. If something very choice

is wanted, Mme. de Graaff should not be over-

looked. It does remarkably well in pots, and,
indeed, it is only when growing under glass that

the full beauty of this fine variety can be seen.

Roman Hyacinths.—For early blooming the

bulbs should now be potted up and plunged. Soil

similar to that recommended for Daffodils will do
admirably, with the addition of about half a part

of spent Mushroom-bed manure. The bulbs can

be planted very thickly.

C. Blair.
"' (Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN
FRUIT NOTES.

FALLEN FRUIT.—Far too many people

regard all the Apples that fall to the

ground as " windfalls." It is, of

course, indisputable that many of them
really are so ; but there are consider-

able numbers which are not, and it is

herein that the danger lies. The grower who
leaves these frujts lying where they have fallen is

adopting a wasteful system, and at the same time

is, in all probability, laying up trouble for himself

in subsequent years, for it is well known that the

maggot of the Codlin moth accounts for the fall of

many, and it is not long after they are down before

adopt. Immediately the crop is gathered, remove
the old stems from the base, as by so doing the

young ones which are to carry the next crop

receive the full amount of light and air from above

and the food in the ground from below, and, need-

less to say, they thus vastly improve the future

prospects. The best number of new growths to

retain is usually six at a stool, and if these can be

tied out fan fashion to a strained wire trellis, they

will fruit more heavily than when they are perfectly

upright ; but individual circumstances must govern

this point. Beyond the requisite shoots for

fruiting, all suckers must be promptly removed,

except such as may be wanted to extend the planta-

tion, for they are simply depriving the valuable

parts of the plants of the nutrient matter they

require.

THE FLOWER GARDEN,

?»•.*'

'A SUBURBAN GARDEN IN BEDFORD I'AKl-; (THl', FIRST GARDEN CITY;

t'le enemy passes out of the fruit into the safer

liarbourage of the soil. The rule ought to be to

pick up all fallen fruits immediately and to use

them, forthwith. If they are windfalls, then they

must be used quickly, as they will not keep, and

if they are infested with grubs, then it suffices to cut

out the tunnelled portion and use the remainder

of the flesh, which is quite good. By this system

all are regarded as dangerous until they are cut

and found to be that or the reverse, and the chances

of definitely storing the Codlin moth to attack our

own trees- in-- the succeeding season are reduced to

practically nothing. This will not ensure com-

plete immunity, but if it were supplemented with

thorough winter washing and spring spraying, the

trouble from this pest would be quickly overcome ;

but concerted action on the part of growers is

essential to this glorious state of affairs, and it

appears hopeless to expect that we shall ever

get it.

Raspberries After Fruiting.—We speak of

the different kinds of fruits as being spur or young

wood-bearers, and among the latter the Raspberry

is a striking example, for it carries the whole of its

crop on the new wood, or canes as they are generally

termed. To the thinking mind this at once sug-

gests that, when the old growths have yielded all

their burden, the sooner they are cut clean out the

better, since they are not going to fruit again.

And this is indubitably the correct method to

Weeds.—There appears to be a widespread

supposition that weeds are permissible among
fruits, just as they are among Asparagus. The
idea in both instances is, of course, absurd. It

must surely be obvious that if weeds rob flowers

or Cabbages of food, they will treat .Asparagus and

fruit in exactly the same way, and the rule which is

so rigidly observed by all amateurs to completely

subdue w^eeds in t'ne flower garden should be extended

to the fruit department as well. It is much too

common a sight to see the ground beneath Goose-

berries, Currants and other kinds smothered with

weeds, towards the eradication of which no efforts

seem to be made. This is the essence of bad garden-

ing—the fruits are grown for their many virtues

and the weeds are of no value whatever, and yet

they are permitted to share the best foods. Let all

growers make it the rule to have the fruit plantations

as clean and free from weeds as other portions of

the garden, for they are bound to be the gainers.

Strawberry Planting.—This important task

should be carried to completion with the utmost

possible despatch, so as to give the young plants

an opportunity of securing a good hold before root

progress ceases for the year. Unless this can be

assured, it is useless to expect that the plants will

carry satisfactory crops in the first season. Of

course, planting can be done as late as October, but

it IS then into nursery beds, and not into permanent

plantations. Fruit-grower.

A SUBURBAN GARDEN.

THE accompanying illustration is of the

sunny side of a small suburban garden,

but, unfortunately, it gives no idea of

the lovely masses of colour, or of the

fragrance of Pinks, Sweet Peas and
Night - flowering Stock. Under the

fence, with a white Cluster Rose and white Jasmine
trained on it, is an old border. Then comes a

rather wide gravel path, on which last year the

row of pots was put next the lawn, to give room
and special soil for Sweet Peas. This spring the

border in the foreground was formed out of the lawn
for more Sweet Peas and for annuals. It has not

been a good year for Peas. Those in the old border
and pots have got up fairly well and given some
good blooms—Lord Nelson, King Edward VII.,

Janet Scott, Navy Blue, Dorothy Eckford, Lady
drisel Hamilton, Countess .Spencer, Dainty and
ntliers—but in the new border, which is of light

and open soil, they have not been a success. The
Pansies and the Pinks, Clarkias, Candytuft,

Marigolds and Nasturtiums in the old border

have been grand—great clumps of colour. Though
the soil of the new border has not been suitable

for the Peas, the .innuals—with a top-dressing of

well-decayed manure—have done splendidly. In

the foreground is a mass of Godetia, then come
Nasturtiums, next a fine bunch of Night-flowering

Stock—dowdy by day, but pretty and oh ! so

sweet at dusk—then we have single Zinnias—sown
in situ and doing well—Candytuft in mixed colours,

Clarkia, Phlox Drummondii, Nigella and a few

self-sown Poppies of kinds. We must not forget

the Virginian Stock at the back of the new border
;

it has been a glorious mass of colour. Under the

fence, at the bottom. Ferns can be seen, and these

are backed by Solomon's Seal. In the right near

corner is a small rockery (no, the despised brickery !),

but the plants on it have been a success and are a

great addition to the interest and pleasure of the

garden—pink and white Saxifrages, Sedums of

sorts. Creeping Jenny, Maiden Pinks (red and white),

Aubrietias, Sweet -Alyssum and Sempervivums

—

altogether a sweet, bright and restful little garden

to refresh one's self in after a day's work in London,

not to mention the interest and iiealthful exercise

in tending it.

Bedford Park. J. E. K. Cutts.

DAFFODIL NOTES.
"Here We are Again."^Those of us who are

" getting on " sometimes wish that the days of the old

harlequinade would return—what a feast of fun the

well-known words alwavs heralded !
" Here we are

again " say the catalogues as we open our envelopes

and out pops a Pearson's or a Barr's or a Currey's

seductive little list of Daffodils, new and old,

embellished with pictures and full of glowing

descriptions of varieties that we have not got, but

which we would like to have. " Here we are

again," " Won't you buy ? won't you buy ?
"

Like " Bow bells " they lure us on, for the more
mundane considerations of money or garden space

are ^oon forgotten in the picture of the perfect

flower in all its glory when spring comes round.

I never can agree with Lord Rosebery about trade

catalogues. To me they have the same enjoyment-

giving power as a " Continental Bradshaw " has

to him, as he turns over its pages by his own library

fire. They are full of the future, and the only

thing I dislike about them is the rude awakening

when we find that we have neither the golden nor

the silver key ready to unlock the door of the

dealer's warehouse.
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One of the first to arrive this year was that of

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons of Lowdham, near

Nottingham. Three brothers carry on the firm's

operations, and thoy arrange their particular

departments according to the initials of their

Christian names, so Duncan naturally looks after

the Daffodils. A year ago some new ground was
sociu'ed as being particularly suitable for bulb

culture. It is very pleasant to the friends of the

firm to know that the \'enture has turned out

well.

In answer to my enquiry about the health oi the

bulbs, Mr. Duncan wrote me a few days ago :

" Ves, we have had a good harvest of bulbs and

got all indoors in good order. They lifted very

well olT the new land." This is good news to

intending purchasers, for although some of the

cheaper kinds are not home-grown, all the more

expensive ones are. The loio catalogue is

divided into two parts ; one is headed " New-and
Rare Narcissi," and the other, " General List of

dardcn Narcissi (Daffodils)."

The first contains upwards of eighty varieties,

which range in price from £35 a bulb, which is the

price of Challenger, to is., which is the humble

figure at which Bridal Flower (a pretty drooping

I.eedsii) is valued. Probably the six best are

Challenger, Heroine, Pearl of Kent, Elfrida Pearson,

llorenie Pearson and Prima Donna. I saw the

last four growing at Lowdham last year, and they

all looked like their owners—the picture of robust

health. I think if I were asked to take my pick

of all in this list, I would select the last. It is so

distinct with its pale yellow, round, overlapping

perianth segments and its large yellow eye, which

has a broad band of red round its edge of just the
|

right shade to harmonise with the rest of the

flower. Pearl of Kent is one of the whitest and

the finest white trumpets, and since it was taken

from its southern home in Kent has improved in

appearance. The roughness of the trumpet has
;

died away and the whole bloom has a more upright

pose.

Elfrida Pearson (Minnie Hume x Weardale) is

a splendid example of the famous Lowdham strain

of (iiant I.eedsiis. Its distinguishing feature is the
j

yellow colour of its cup, which does not fade with

age. By the way, the unselected ones, out of

which this was picked, are offered at los. 6d. per
'

do?en, and at this reasonable price are excellent

value and quite suitable for ordinary garden work.

Florence Pearson (Emperor ;< Mme. de C.raaff)

is an almost white Ajax of good form and sub-

stance, quite a show flower, and vigorous and free

in growth. Challenger is considered by Mr. Cros-

lield to bo about the best Medio he has ever raised.

It is the result of a cross made in the days when he

had not begun to keep strict records of parentages.

It is a magnificent broad-petalled, flat flower, with

.1 large shallow cup of pale yellow, edged orange

red, and white perianth segments. I liked it very

much indeed at Birmingham, where I noticed it

this year for the first time. Heroine can well be

described as a beautified Albatross. The red edge

of the cup is brighter and more pronounced, and

the white perianth is larger and fuller. I long for

the day when it will be as cheap as that variety is

now—and then—won't I just have some. Among
other varieties let me call attention to Alert, the

early good doer Tenby ; Girafte, the vigorous

short trumpet incomparabilis ; Lord Muncaster,

the tall, massive, golden yellow Ajax ; Marguerite

Durand, the Leedsii that yellows with age

;

Scarletta, the pretty orange red cupped variety

that lasts so well and looks so bright ; and
Mrs. J. H. Veitch, that large, free - flowering

trumpet that is now deservedly becoming better
;

known and appreciated—one of van Waveren's
best.

1

Prices of Bui.us for Schedui.f Pwri'Oses.—
" Tyro" has written to the Editor to know what
he is to do. A certain class is limited to bulbs of

the value of ss. each or less. In one list the variety'

(Will Scarlett) is priced at 7s. 6d., in another at 5s.

Both belong to firms of the highest repute. Much

—

in fact, everything—depends upon the wording of

the schedule and kow it is always interpreted. In
the Midlands, although I must own it is not strictly

in accordance with the wording, we have con-
sidered it suflicient that an exhibitor should pro-

duce a catalogue of a good firm, showing that they
sell it at the price at or below which it is eligible for

competition. This seems a fair way of dealing
with the matter, for all trade lists now are pretty
widely dispersed by the halfpenny post, and no
one is bound to deal with one firm and no other.

Still, I always feel it is a little unsatisfactory, and
doubtless the regulation causes others besides
" Tyro " to be a little doubtful if their purchase
will be admitted or disqualified. One way out of

the difficulty would be to make a long list of what
are admissible, but it would be very cumbersome.
Another would be to publish the firms whose
catalogues must be taken in settling the price, and
say that if in any one of them the variety is

listed at the limit price or under, it is enough to

satisfy the requirements of the schedule. There is

a third way which might be feasible when the Royal
Horticultural Society's list comes out, and that is,

a list might be drawn up by the committee for the
different classes, and then each class might be
ticked off in the Royal Horticultural Society's list

with a different coloured chalk or mark by the
show secretary. Tliis would give him a good deal

A BlLAUriFUL FLOWF.R FOR KOCK
CiARDENS AND BORDERS

NeI'ETA .MUSSINll.

liiis clump of Nepeta Mussinii started Iroin two
rooted cuttings planted last year ; aiul here,

on an angle formed by two dry walls, wind-swept
and sun-scorched, it flourishes and flowers for five

months out of the year. Neither wet nor drought
seems to affect this kind-growing Cat-mint, and
wherever it is planted it thrives, though I have
doubts about it liking shade. Us labiate lavender
flowers are never out of place, whether seen in a

great drift like a mauve mist on a sandy southern
slope, or as a framework to pink Antirrhinums,,
or else it may be used as a neutral undergrowth for

beds of China Roses, and in each locality it please^

the eye. The culture of this Nepeta is of the

easiest ; any side shoot will strike. The better

plan is to divide up an old plant in the spring and
replant, and these divisions by July will form bushy
plants and remain a mass of flower till the autumn.
The clump in the illustration will shortly be cut

back, and in about a fortnight the bud-spikes, which
will appear above its grey Sage-like foliage, will

blossom forth with all the vigour of renewed
youth. .>

.

I.iiida I'isia, Abeignveniiy. E. M. Whitehead. -

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

A Yellow-flowered Aimee Vibert Rose
We have received from Mr. W. Easlea, Dane-

croft Rosery, Eastwood, Essex, flowers of Aimee

ONE OF THE CAT-MINTS (NEI'ETA MUSSINII).

of trouble at the start, but, once done, corrections

and additions might fairly easily be made. The
working of the scheme would be this : The secre-

tary should hold a standard list. Every member or

exhibitor would have to buy a Royal Horticultural

Society's list and then send it with, say, a small fee

to tlie secretary to be marked. The schedule might
read then: " Class .X. I-'or varieties marked red in

official list, &c.," and so on. I have written fully on
this point, as it is one that certainly needs considera-

tion by Daffodil societies. ' Joseph Jacob.

Vibert. Knowing as we do the charms of thip old

pure white form, and also its beautiful almost

evergreen foliage, we are delighted to see an orange'

buff coloured bloom upon exactly the same style

of plant. The flowers are chamois yellow,

deepening to orange buff in the centre. The outer

petals have peach-coloured splashes, and the buds'

are light crimson before they open. A well-

developed specimen of this newcomer cannot ' fail

to be useful, and we welcome it to our collection of

garden Roses.
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THE ROSE
WEEPING

GARDEN.
THEIRROSES AND

TREATMENT.

THESE have now become such a necessity

to every Rose garden of any preten-

sions that it is difficult to realise how
we have managed without them in the

past. It is true that before the advent
of Dorothy Perkins we had nothing to

equal it for making a display,

although the old .^yrshires and
Evergreen Roses did duty then,

and even now are not to be

despised. Where space can he

found for only a few, I would cer-

tiinly advocate the Dorothy Per-

kins tribe, such as the type.

White Dorothy and Lady Godiva,

and, of course, Hiawatha, Delight

and E.xcelsa. The simultaneity

of blooming of these is a great

point in their favour, although they

appear just when the first bloom
o! the Hybrid Teas in the beds is

waning. I think a much better

effect is obtained when the heads

are well opened out by means of

wire trainers than by allowing

them to droop naturally, for in

this latter case we ha\'e rather a

confused mass of growth. Person-

ally, I prefer to see these weeping
Roses in fewer but longer growths,

so few, in fact, that an airy light-

ness is manifest, and this would
be quite easy if the growths were
regulated a little more. 1 recently

inspected a fine collection of these

weeping Roses, the only one miss-

ing being White Dorothy Perkins.

This wdl be an immense gain, and
will relieve both the pink of the

ordinary form and also the scarlet

of Hiawatha. I do not know that

there is anything gained in having

these weeping Roses of extra-

ordinary height. Six feet is a very

good height for the stem, or cer-

tainly between 6 feet and 7 feet.

If higher, there is need for special

staking, and they arc only admis-

sible in a very large Rose garden.

After flowering, these weepers
should be taken in hand and
relieved of unnecessary growths, so

that those shoots remaining may
have a better ripening.

large extent. This is evident very often in pillar

plants, especially when the growths are some-

what crowded. Dorothy Perkins, Lady Gay, in

fact, most of the large cluster varieties of R.

wichuraiana, are much benefited by adopting this

thinning of the spray growths from the clusters.

ROSE FRAU ALFRED MAUTHNER.
This is one of Herr Peter Lambert's splendid novel-

ties of 1907, and a good sort it is, with beautiful

WICHURAIANA (JAPAN-
ESE) ROSE DELIGHT.

I SHOULD not be surprised to find

in the course of a few years that

this beautiful rambler surpassed in

favour its rival, Hiawatha. The
colour is, if anything, brighter,

although not so vivid. There is a

rich carmine glow about its blooms and a very smooth petals.

ROSE TEA RAMBLER.
Tea Rambler is one of the most beautiful of out

early flowering climbing Roses, and if it is possible

to add to its beauty, I think the best way to do
so is to plant in juxtaposition a group of blue

Delphiniums, such as is depicted in the accom-
panying illustration. The effect is charming, the

two colours blending perfectly. In this district

this Rose has done better this summer than

two years. Perhaps the rain

has helped to I bring this about.

On our strong soil the flowers are at

first inclined to a rosy pink, which

afterwards passes to a softer shade.

It is very free - flowering and
slightly scented.

Ken View, Highi:ale. C. T.

the previous

-•* /

ROSE TEA KAMBLl'.R IN A HIGHGATE GARDEN.

TREES & SHRUBS
THE

F

clear white eye. The flowers, too, are larger,

single, as in Hiawatha, but, like that fine sort,

produced in beautiful trails that are so well dis-

played when the plant is grown as a standard. No
one should miss an opportunity of growing both
these fine Roses on standards not necessarily extra
tall, and if the growths that usually appear near
t'le trail of flowers are cut back before the buds
expand, the effect is much enhanced, as these long

pieces of siiper.luous growths hide the bloom to a

The colour is a clear silvery pink

on the outer petals, and the inner ones are bright

carmine rose. Perhaps its weak point is in the

drooping bloom, the stalk not being erect enough

to hold up the flower ;
otherwise this Rose would be

a fine decorative sort. The flowers open well, and

they are both large and full. It is really remark-

able how one accustomed to Roses can see diversity

among the scores of pink varieties now in our col-

lections, although to the careless observer one pink

sort differs little from nnother. P

MEXICAN ORANGE
FLOWER.

(Choisya ternata.)

OR the southern parts of

the country this Mexi-

can shrub forms a

valuable addition to the

garden, whether grown
for the sake of its ever-

green foliage or for its fragrant

white flowers, while further North

It is well worth a position against

a wall, for its leaves are a cheerful

shade of green, and it quickly

rovers a considerable space. Under

normal conditions in the open

ground it forms a shapely bush up

to 8 feet high and as far through,

but by judicious pruning it may
be kept considerably lower. When
rubbed the three-parted leaves

emit a strong odour; which is

characteristic of many plants in

the same order, while the roots

have something of the yellow

colouring which is peculiar to the

Rue family. The flowers are borne

in terminal heads in May and June,

and are white with yellow stamens.

When grown against a wall it is

necessary to give it an annual

pruning in order to keep the

branches near the wall, and this

pruning should be done as soon as

the flowers fade. If grown in the

open ground annual pruning is not

required ; but when branches

appear to be growing wildly, a

good shortening back will do good.

It sometimes happens that branches

die back sudderdy from apparently

no good cause, but as a rule the

gaps so made are quickly filled up
by new branches. Excellent plants

may be grown in lo-inch pots for

greenhouse or room decoration in spring, and for this

purpose the plant has much to commend it. L.

FLOWERING SHRUBS IN WINTER.
There are considerably more shrubs that bloom
during the winter months than many are aware of.

By winter months is indicated that period from

the beginning of October to the end of March,

when flowers outdoors are few, and those that

appear have a much higher value than they perhaps

would have if they opened at a different time, when
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their beauty would be eclipsed by other and more
showy kinds. The exact time ol flowering depends

chiefly on the weather, but the following may be

said to be more or less in bloom during the period

before stated. Among the larger-growing kinds

which form small trees or large shrubs the Hama-
melises (Wych Hazels) and Prunus davidiana are the

largest in point of size. The latter is a native of

China, and blooms about February. The single,

.\lmond-like flowers appear on the leafless branches

and are of a rose pink colour in the type, while in

the variety alba they are white. The Hamamelises

ire characterised by flowers of various shades

ol yellow, with curiously twisted, strap-shaped

petals. H. virginica flowers in October, but is not

so showy as the February-blooming H. arborea,

which has petals of a bright yellow colour and a

claret-coloured calyx. H. japonica and H. j. var.

zuccariniana have pale yellow flowers opening

rather later than H. arborea. Daphne Mezereum
var. grandiflora (autumnalis) opens its red,,

sweet-scented blooms in late autumn, while

those of D. Mezereum and its white form alba

appear in February and March.
I

The beautiful Erica

mediterranea var.

hybrida is in evidence

from November to April,

and is very showy with

its rosy red or pink

flowers. It is of dwarl

growth, as also are the

February - blooming E.

carnea, with bright red

blossoms, and E. carnea

var. alba, white. These

should be planted in

masses for effect. A bed
of either of these with

the bright yellow
Winter - flowering Jas-

mine (Jasminum nudi-

florum) trained infor-

mally to polesabovetheni

makes a welcome displa\-

during the winter
months. The latter

flowers continuously
from November to .April,

except during severe

frost, which, however,

only affects the opened
blossoms. The Winter
Sweet (Chiraonanthus

.

fragrans) flowers in Feb-

ruary and March, and.

though not showy, is appreciated lor its Iragrance,

.\bout the same time l.onicera fragrantissima (a

shrubby Honeysuckle from China) opens its small

white flowers, usually first noticeable by their

sweet scent, which carries one in imagination to

June and the hum of bees. In late February and
through March we get Berberis nepalensis, with
its terminal racemes of yellow flowers ; the pure
white Magnolia stellata ; Spira-a Thunbergii,
with its branches covered with tiny star-like,

white blossoms ; Andromeda floribunda and A.

iaponica, with terminal clusters of white, bell-

shaped flowers ; the light purplish pink Rhododen-
dron priEcox ; and the Laurustinus. The bright

crimson Rhododendron nobleanum is in bloom
more or less from November to -April, the exact

time depending on the locality and climate.

Bagshnl. Surrey. J. Clark.

for the sake of its golden blossoms, which are borne

with great freedom from early July until Septem-

ber. Its Rush-like, pithy branches are well

known to many people, though, strange to say, it

is only now and then that one finds it planted

extensively. Naturally of vigorous though loose

habit, it quickly becomes ragged if attention to

pruning is neglected ; therefore it is necessary to

keep the points of the branches well shortened

in during the first year or two of its existence, and
well prune the bushes over once a year afterwards.

Occasionally plants may be noted which have been

clipped into regular globes with shears, and when
well furnished with branches to the ground they

are exceedingly showy when in flower. Such
severe pruning is not, however, to be encouraged

indiscriminately, and the one annual pruning in

spring suffices. As young specimens transplant

very badly, it is necessary to grow them in pots

until they can be planted in permanent quarters.

No difficulty need be experienced in obtaining a

stock of plants, for seeds germinate freely. A
double-flowered form is known, but it is less

beautiful than the type, and may be looked upon

SPARTIUM JUNCEUM.
Thk yellow Spanish Broom (Spartiuni junceum) is

a very useful shrub tor planting in poor soil in

various parts of the garden or pleasure grounds

1

I had ten tons of stone from Derbyshire, which,

though rather white at first, soon got seasoned

and at 'the end of a year is quite a good colour.

The idea was not so much a rock garden, properly

speaking, as a rocky bank furnished with every-

thing that would grow and look well at all times ol

the year. I did not have very large blocks, as I

had to do the work with one man and could not

move anything very large. (lOod-sized pieces were

first got into position at the bottom to keep the

banks from running into the water. These seemed
to settle themselves by their own weight in the

soft sides, and we put them fairly close. Once this

winter the whole place was flooded to within 3 feet

of the top of the bank, but the stones are exactly

as we put them, and nothing was hurt. Then came
the path with stone steps from the bank. The path

is paved with old tiles which were found buried in

one part of the garden and flat stones. Among
these such things as Sedums, Mossy Saxifrages,

Arenaria balearica, Ac-ena microphylla and many
more soon found a home with tiny Ferns in the

chinks. Near the bridge at the bottom Rose Lady
Curzon reaches nearly to the walk, and a nice plant

ol Polygonum compac-

tum was planted to

break the line. CEnothera

taraxifolia does well, and
IS lovely in the evening

with pure white flowers

opening as the sun goes

down. A large group ol

CE. speciosa is looking

very well now (the end
of July), also CE. Voungii

by the w-ater. CE. roseum
from seed is not yet out.

Down close by the water
1 have planted several

Spiraeas, Iris sibirica

(blue and white), tliree

groups of I. Ka-mpferi,

.\nchusa,pinkand yellow

Loosestrife ; in the water

hlowering Rush. Bog
Bean, Water Buttercuj-,

&c. On the shady side

beds of hardy Pr mul 1

made a good show. At
present 1 have onlv P.

pulverulenta.denticulata

roseum and frondosa. A
grass walk runs along the

top on either side. One
side is bordered with

climbing Roses trained

up old .\pple trees, \vith groups of Iris and white

Lilies in between; and on theotherside thereisalong

border of many different groups of Iris germanica in

fine variety, and three plants of White Brooms. In

the rockyterrace are planted Rock Pinks, Aubrietias,

alpine Phlox, Cinerarias. Veronicas, Campanulas,

Violas cornuta and gracilis, also Violettas and Gen-

tians. Iris reticulata did very well, also Sparaxis

Fire King, Ixias and Fabianas ; these latter were

WAS fortunate enough to find an old disused ' all protected during the cold. Calochorti have been

mill-race running through the side of my very disappointing, probably my own fault. On
garden on coming here three years ago to 1 the opposite side, which is all grass, 1 planted in

Pebmarsh in Essex. It is, roughly speak- !
the autumn large groups of Tulips, Daftbdils,

ing, about .^5 yards, and is a wedge-shaped Scillas, blue and white Ornithogahini pyramidalis

cutting with a narrow stream at the bottom, and nutans (the latter looks lovely in the grass).

These were a great success, and the bank was
beautiful for some weeks. Over the arch Cory-

dalis and Aubrietias, Arenaria montana ami Linaria

creep, and long branches of Rosa alba repens hang

down 3 feet or more. Ros.i sinica Anemone is

growing well close by, and a fine bush of Berberis

and some bushes of Maiden's Blush make a

whole very pleasant to the eye. B,

.\N OLD MILL-RACE CHANGED TO A ROCK GARDE.V.

as a curiosity onl\'. To raise a stock of it, pieces of

branches should be grafted on to stocks of the

type. n.

HOW 1 MADE AN OLD
MILL - RACE INTO A
ROCK GARDEN.

Operations were begun in February, 1909, by
peeling off the grass and digging out the weeds

and roots. We built a wall at the top to keep the

path that runs along it from sinking in when
the grass was taken off. This is made with old

bricks, and earth was rammed in between the rows

and plants put in as the wall was built. These soon

got hold, and in a very short time were effective.
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gARDE^i:NiG FOR BEGIUi^:NiERS.

NOTES FROM A SUBURBAN GARDEN

manure-water. Herbs in flower must be cut while

dry ready for storing.

Fruit Garden.—Peach, Nectarine, Apricot and

other iruit trees that are growing against walls,

both inside and outside, from which the crops have

year ; it has been, so far, an ideal i been gathered, must have as much air as possible

(lARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—There will be

some fine sturdy basal shoots of Violas

available for cuttings now. The plants

have flowered very freely indeed this

season for them, and every success

should attend the propagation of the cuttings.

Even the strongest plants will degenerate if left

to grow in the border from year to year, so that it

i s absolutely necessary to take cuttings every

autumn. The border most suitable

for them is one on the north side , , ^

of a low wall ; then they will be

in a cool quarter, but not sheltered

to such an extent as to be drawn -

up weakly ; this would be fatal.

Cuttings about 3 inches long are

the best. The slips must be taken

off near the base of the old plant,

the two or three lower leaves re-

moved, then severed just below a

joint, and each cutting will be thus

prepared for insertion. Cover the

surface of the prepared border with

coarse sand and insert the cuttings

about 4 inches apart. They may
be put in boxes or cold frames

also. There are many tall-growing

kinds of plants that flower in the

earlv part of autumn just at a

time when strong south-west gales

blow, and so we must be prepared

to stake the specimens in due time.

The Michaelmas Daisies and

earlv flowering Chrysanthemums

m\ist be attended to where stakes

have not already been placed in

position. The quality of the

flowers of all kinds, but especially

those of Chrysanthemums, is much

improved by thorough soakings of

manure-water given twice weekly

while the soil is moist. The time

has now come when it will be

necessary to sweep the lawns fre-

(juently, as leaves are beginning to

tall from the trees.

Vegetable (harden. — Readers of

The Garden who commenced t'j

collect manure for Mushroom-beds

.1 few days ago will now be anxious

to make up the beds. Of course,

there is a right and a wrong way
of doing the work, and we all wish

to do it the right way. It is

necessary to have flat-shaped beds quite i foot

deep — I prefer that they should be 15 inches

—when the material is firmed down. Scatter the

manure loosely on the space selected, one or two

barrow-loads at a time, and make it very firm by

treading before adding more. In this way the

bed should be built up. Do not insert the spawn

until the heat is declining and registers about 85°.

Cover the manure with new sifted loam i inch

thick, make it firm, and finally cover the whole bed

with clean straw. The bed must be kept in the

dark and sheltered from cold draughts. The

earliest Celery plants should be finally earthed up

and the main-crop ones earthed for the first time.

Thoroughly clean them first and soak with diluted

now and be thoroughly cleansed. .AH surplus

shoots should be cut out at once and the remaining

ones heavily syringed. Where possible, use the

garden engine for this purpose. Do not neglect

the borders. Very drv borders are a fruitful

greenhouse as certain plants from the open air

and frames are brought in. Plants lifted from the

open ground and potted require a close atmosphere

for a time afterwards ; but those already established

in pots must have plenty of air in their new quarters

under glass. Mignonette in pots, whether now in

a greenhouse or a frame, should be well exposed to

the light and freely ventilated, so as to secure sturdy
shoots that every cultivator delights to see. Coleus
and similar plants that are now losing their leaves

should have their tops removed and inserted as

cuttings; then the old specimens can
be discarded and thus make room
for winter stork plants. A. A.

NOTES SMALL

AN EDGING OF CANDYTUFT IN A SUBURBAN GARDEN

cause of bud-dropping in spring. Clear water only

need be given, but it must be applied with a liberal

hand, not continually, but often enough to prevent

any dryness and to maintain the soil in a medium
state of moisture. Suckers—shoots growing from

the roots of the stocks—must be removed also

It will not be enough to simply break off the shoots

at the soil siurface, as the cultivator would have

more trouble with them next year owing to the

increase in the number. Remove the soil and sever

the suckers from the roots themselves. Protect

ripening fruits from wasps and birds.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Every week now there

will be an increased demand on the space in the

EROM A
GARDEN.

Those who only have small gar-

dens are apt sometimes to think

that such are not worth troubling

about
; but this is quite a mistake,

as a vast amount of pleasure can be

derived from a garden of quite

small dimensions. Indeed, the

beginner in gardening will usually

find that much better results can

be obtained from a small garden

than a large one, for the simple

reason that everything which is

grown is under direct observation

and gets full attention. In a

larger g.irden such close attention

is not possible. The only danger
where the area is restricted is that

of overcrowding, and the beginner

nmst steadfastly avoid this very

common error.

Naturally, the plants grown will

vary according to the tastes of

the owner. The advice generaliv

given is to grow a few kinds only

and grow these well, advice that is

good in a way, but which, when
adopted, does not always give

satisfaction. For instance, when
only a few kinds of flowers are

grown, there will be many periods

when no blossoms will be available

;

whereas, when a larger number are

grown, the owner will find it

possible to always have at least a

few flowers during the spring,

summer and autumn months.

In the early spring, bulbs will

give a rare display, and as these

can be either lifted when their

growth is finished or other plants

put out between them.theyought to be largelygrown

by the owner of a small garden. Snowdrops, Winter

.\conites, Chionodoxas, Scillas, Crocuses, Narcissi,

Tulips and other kinds may all be grown in this way,

many of them, especially the four first named,

thrivmg well under shrubs, or in grass where this

can be allowed to remain uncut until the leaves of

the bulbs have died down. Where groups are

planted in the border, or edgings are made of such

as Crocuses, annuals may very well be sown be-

tween them as soon as the flowers have faded, and

by the time the leaves have decayed the annuals

will be well on the way towards flowering. The

edging of Webb's mixed Candytuft shown in the

accompanying illustration was sown in this way
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between a hroad band of Chionndoxa sardcnsis,

and the effect for some weeks has been \'ery beauti-

ful indeed, the colours in this strain being nicely

blended. Other annuals that lend tliemselves well

for p-owing in this way as edgings are I.eptosiphon

densiflorus hybridus. Alyssum Carpet White,

Virginian Stock, .and indeed almost .any that are

of a reasonably dwarf, free-flowering character.

The other illvistration shows a bed of dw.arf

Stocks that were raised from seed sown in a cold

frame the second week in March. In the spring

this bed was fdled with Narcissus Emperor and

edged with Pinks, the grev foliage of which harmo-

nised very well with the Daffodils. The Stocks,

when large enough, were planted between the

b\ilbs, and the result is a brilliant summer display,

although in tlie illustration the red Stocks, which

predominate, do not show well. The edging of

Pinks became too ragged after flowering, and pipings

were taken from them and planted in another part

of the garden, and the .Myssum, which can be seen,

was transplanted from another edging and is now
doing duty with tlie Stocks. It is constant atten-

tion and intelligent foresight respecting small

details such as these which tell strongly in garden-

ing within a restricted area. In these days, when
so much is he.ird of the so-called French or intensive

system of gardening, it may be well for us not to

ignore the possibilities of a small garden and the

intensive culture which is being carried on in

hundreds of such to-day.

As with flowers, so with vegetables. The
beginner who makes up his or her mind to grow

these well will be astounded at the amount of

produce of reasonably good table, but not exhi-

bition, quality it is possible to obtain from a small

area. Here, again, the advice to grow only a few

kinds will not always, or indeed often, prove

altogether satisfactory. Take salads, for instance.

In a houseliokl of moderate size only a lew Radishes,

Lettuces, Onions and similar kinds will be required,

Init this is no reason why tJiey should not be grown.

.An early Radish-bed can be utilised later for sowing

seeds in of such biennials as Wallflowers and

Canterbury Bells. Then a few early Potatoes may
reasonably be grown, as when lifted the ground

becomes available for such autumn and winter

greens as Savoys and Kales, and also for late

Turnips. If a row of early Peas can be accommo-
dated, these will be cleared in time for a row of

Celery, which, although late, will give small, crisp

lieads that will be far more highly appreciated in

the home than the large, coarse examples brought

to the door by the average greengrocer. One might

extend the suggestions for dealing with a small

garden to very great lengths, but sufficient has been

said to encourage those beginners who may be

despairing because they have not a large area of

garden at their disposal. To enjoy a garden to the

full the owner must be master of it and be able to

manage it comfortably ; otherwise the work will

become irritating. The beginner should follow his

or her own tastes regarding what to grow, and make
full notes at the time when the plants are at their

best ; these wiU be found most valuable for future

reference. Anglian.

MILDEW ON VINES.
L.\sT year was a very favourable one for mildew
on Vine leaves, and the present season is, so (ar,

about the same. The borders must be kept in an

even state of moisture, and the ventilation of the

structure should be well managed. By this I

mean that the soil should never be allowed to get

too dry nor too wet, and the ventilators must be

so manipulated that ample fresh air is admitted

without exposing the leaves and fruits to cold

draughts. The coldest draughts generally come
in through the front openings, and if the side of

the house is close to a wall or similar structure,

the air from such a quarter, even on a fuie day,
is extra cold, and it is only wise to open wide the

ventilators so situated during the middle part of

the day when the outside air is calm and warm.
Very often Vines growing in grcenliouscs arc

mildewed owing to exposure to cold draughts
passing through the house from ventilators and doors.

FEEDING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Strong Stimi:lants.

The beginner is generally anxious to make his

plants grow, and to this end feeds them in season

and out of season. The greater part of May and
June was bad for the plants, being cold and wet.

and those specimens that were placed outside and
newly potted suffered in consequence ; root action

was slow and many basal leaves were lost. Now.
feeding to be beneticial must take place when the

pots are well filled with healthy roots, and the first

applications of stimulating foods must be given

in a weak state. I am not, however, intending to

deal in detail with feeding generallv, but to briefly

refer to the way in which strong stimulants should
be applied so as to get the most benefit from them.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
CniNiiSE Asters.—.As late-flowering summer plants

having a value of their own for both large and small

gardens, the Asters are unique, and will presently

be in their fullest beauty. How early or late these

flowers will be depends not a little on when the
start was made and the variety grown. To-day,
however, there is sufficient varietv to suit all tastes.

Some like the Dwarf Bouquet race, with rounded,
rather formal-looking flowers, and others like the
newer Ray .\sters, whose finer, almost thread-like

florets are most artistic and greatly valued by the

florist in decorative work. The single-flowered

forms so much in vogue during the last year or

two are very showy and find many admirers. Not
least among the many merits of these Asters is

their value when lifted for filling beds previously

occupied by other things. Hence by growing a

bed or two apart, the sudden failure of a crop in the

flower garden can be remedied. These things, too,

are alike valuable for the border where annuals of

another type have flowered earlier in the year.

The greatest enemy of the .Aster, perhaps, is black

A BED OF STOCKS EDGED WITH ALYSSUM CARPET WHITE.

Nitrate of soda, nitrate of potash and sulphate of

ammonia are the kinds of stimulants that are

mostly used. Superphosphate and sulphate of

potash are also excellent for stimulating growth,

and this should really be the chief aim of the culti-

vator. .About three applications of any of the

above-named artificial manures are sufficient in

one season. If a plant is well rooted but rather

weakly and backward in growth, then a judicious

application of nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammoni i

will work wonders. I should like to impress upon
beginners the importance of not exceeding the

doses I name here. Half an ounce to a gallon

of tepid water will do much good and be quite

safe if the plants are well rooted and the manure
is applied while the soil is fairly moist from an
application of clear water. Do not apply stimu-

lants while buds are being " taken," and allow at

least ten days to pass before giving a second or

third .application respectively. One dose may be
given after the plants are ho\ised to hasten the

development of the blooms. Only those plants
can be benefited that possess plenty of roots and
leaves. B.

fly, and the plants should be syringed with

Tobacco water or some approved insecticide in

advance to keep it in check.

.Arum Lilies.—In " The Town Garden " notes

in the issue for June i8 I had something to say

•about these plants, and promised a further note at

a later date. I then recommended placing the

pot plants on their sides to prevent their getting

any water ; in other words, to enforce a rest upon
them after a long season of flowering. This was
intended in place of the ordinary treatment to

plant out in trenches of rich soil, a proceeding that,

in conjunction with the watering which the advo-

cates of that system advise, entails much labour at

a busy time. The system I advise, while affording

a needed rest to the plants, entails no labour for

weeks. Now, however, the plants should be

brought from their resting-places and stood out on
any open piece of ground or path in full exposure.

Presently—that is, a few days hence—the plants

should be freed of all their soil, the offsets removed,
.and finally repotted in rich turfv loam. Bury the

tubers i inch deep in the soil, and give the plants

a thorough watering-when the work is completed.
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Yellow-flowered Tufted Pansies.—I have

frequently been struck with the value and persis-

tent flowering of some of the older varieties of

these flowers ; indeed, some of them are almost

perpetual flowering. Those of the yellow-flowered

class I have more particularly in mind are Bullion

and Ardwell Gem, while Royal Sovereign deserves

mention because of its rich colour and fine form.

Of course, there are others, but as numbers

often confuse and render a choice difficult, these

need not be mentioned now. Those named possess

the merit of perfect hardiness, their vigorous

constitution and perpetual growth being responsible

for the continuous flowering to which I have

referred. Those who have the space at their

command should allow some of these Tufted

Pansies (Violas) to remain a second year. 1 know

of no plants affording such sheets of colour as these

wlien thus treated.

Dwarf Perennials.—At this season of the

year there are a few choice perennials in flower

suitable both for town and country gardens that,

because of their frec-flovvering attribvi'tes, should

not be overlooked. By "dwarf perennials" is

intended plants that rarely exceed 2 feet in height,

and of such as these Rudbeckia Newmanii (golden),

."^ster l.-evigatus (rose), A. Amellus and a host of

its varieties in mauve, violet and other shades,

and A. acris, giving clouds of violet colour, are

worthy of mention. So dwarf are these things

that no artificial support is required, the bushy

examples remaining quite a feature over a long

period.

Pinks.— The cuttings, <>r pipings, of these inserted

a few weeks ago should now be well rooted and fit

for transferring to their pi rinanent quarters. The

Pink family prefers a limy or chalky soil, and soils

in which lime is known to be deficient should have

old mortar added if possible. The Pink, however,

is not fastidious, and the majority of well-drained

soils suit it. K H. Jenkins.

ANNUAL FLOWERS AT
READING.

THE
acres of flowering annuals in the

London Road trial grounds of Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, Reading, may be

said to constitute one of the greatest

floral feasts of the year, quite apart

from the lessons such a trial conveys

generally to intelligent observers. We have seen

them in times of much wet, and we have seen them

as in 1909, and again during the present season,

when leaden skies and cold and sunless days and

nights have succeeded each other practically for

weeks on end, weather, indeed, calculated to check

the flowering of many a plant and provide the

visitor with a picture of " nothing but leaves."

Instead of so dismal a failure—a failure which

would reflect discreditably upon the enduring quali-

ties and character of annuals in general—we

have nothing but an unqualified success—

a

brilliant and ever-changing floral panorama which

no pen-picture could ever adequately portray.

It is, indeed, a remarkable sight, and whether

viewed in an individual sense or collectively, it is

doubtful if these indispensable flowers have ever

I.een finer or seen to greater advantage. To say so

much of the hundreds of things—we know not

liow many—on trial is to speak volumes for their

hardiness and enduring capabilities, yet it is but

the barest justice in the circumstances. To the

student of such things, to the gardener in public

park or private garden, one of whose chief duties

IS the providing of a continuous display of bright

or pleasing flower-masses, here is a lesson indeed, a

comparative lesson, too, the value of which it is

not easy to estimate and which cannot be exag-

gerated. In a trial of such huge proportions—the

trial grounds of Messrs. Sutton extend to some sixty

acres, not less than a third of which probably is

devoted to flowers—many and varying stocks of

things appear, and the most approved kinds are

seen side by side with the novelties from all avail-

able sources. British or foreign. Then, again, the

earliness or successional flowering of any particular

variety or stock is easily proved or disproved, the

entire series of any given .genera or group being

sown and covered in within a few minutes or even

seconds. Of an importance even greater than this,

inasmuch as it concerns the millions who "garden"

in the open air during the spring, summer and early

autumn months, is the additional fact that the

great wealth of blossoms of which we write is the

result of seeds sown in the open ground and where

the plants are intended to flower. This vsi so

with 90 per cent, or more, the exceptions being

the China Asters and a limited number of others

which experience has proved to be b?st if otherwise

treated. Then there is the obvious lesson of the

soil, and this, viewed in conjunction with the

displav and the myriads of buds to form a succes-

sion, should render it clear to the observant mind

that the majority of garden soils are toe greatly

enriched with manure. Nor is this all. It is

equallv clear that vivid colouring and the best

form in the flowers are the outcome of a soil

that the majority of gardeners would desire to

improve. There is no coddling; the thing

would be impossible. There is no shelter ; every

seedling is exposed from the moment its coty-

ledons appear above the soil to wind or frost,

rain or drought, heat or cold. Meanwhile the

brilliant display is the best possible tribute to the

utility of such a test so far as this concerns the

public as distinct from the seedsman. There are,

not unnaturally, object-lessons galore, but whose

value, being largely comparative, must be seen to

be fully realised. We may, however, note somt

of the finer flower-pictures at the time of our visit.

In the spacious central main walk, seen alike from

the London Road and the railway, are planted

effective borderings of Malope grandiflora (red).

the yellow-flowered Bartonia aurea, Godetia

Marquis of Salisbury, and that fine variety of

Chrvsanthemum segetum known as Morning

Star, with a bordering of white Alyssum. The

long stretches of flowers from the more effective

of these constitute a most imposing display, a

display not of the moment, but of weeks on end.

The Morning Star Chrysanthemum was first intro-

duced by Messrs. Sutton in 1897, and it has been

the precursor of a most valuable set, of which

F.vening Star, Eastern Star and Northern Star are

members. The flowers are large, and in the first-

named variety of a soft yellow or primrose, that

delightful tone not infrequently associated with

some of the choicer Narcissi. Eastern Star has

a deep chocolate centre ; Evening Star is a rich

golden yellow-flowered sport of the first-named
;

while Northern Star has elegant flowers of ivory

white, with sulphur zone at the base. These are all

handsome and free-flowering, and for which no

praise is too great. The attractive range of colours

seen in Chrysanthemum carinatum and its varie-

ties, and in which crimson and white and yellow

are banded together in a solitary flower, are also

in profusion, such as burridgeanum and atro-

coccineum being the more conspicuous. There are

delightful varieties, too, in the C. coronarium class,

the bush-like plants of 18 inches high and through,

loaded with blossoms, being admirable. Nor are

these Chrysanthemums merely summer border

flowers ; they are alike valuable for pots and for

greenhouse work, and have long since been regarded

ideal subjects for market work. Hence we dwell

upon the dual merits of plants that are valuable

alike from many different points of view. Great
stretches of colour were afforded by the While
Spiral Candytuft, Lavatera alba splendens, the

Shirley Poppies, and by such double Poppies as

White Swan and Cardinal Salmon Pink, a most
brilliant flower not more than 2 feet high. Quite

brilliant, too, and a mild surprise in its way, was
the newer annual Dimorphotheca aurantiaca, which
from a March sowing in the open air, was flowering

profusely. I.upinus hybridus atrococcineus has

spikes of flowers of crimson and white, singularly

effective. Perhaps the most wonderful piece

of colour on an extensive scale was Sutton's Orange
King Marigold, the only plant we remember having

the same colour tone being Asclepias tiiberosa, but

which is pale by comparison. In this Marigold

there is a brilliant fiery orange tone, rendering it

unique and doubly valuable in a plant whose
flowering is practically limitless. Shasta Daisies,

or white Marguerites in improved forms, the lovely

and varied colours of the Sweet Sultans, delightful

stretches of Stocks, of which Beauty of Nice, in

salmon pink, and deep mauve are very fine, ex-

quisite beds of Clarkias, Nemesias and the like are

but a few of the endless variety of things to be seen

here. We cannot, however, pass the seedling

Carnations, a plot of half an acre or more loaded

with sheaves of blossoms approximating to shocks

of Corn because of the endless array of flower-buds

and blossoms, and which constituted one of those

fine object-lessons in garden craft the trial grounds

contained. There were Carnations of all classes,

flakes, bizarres, fancies, sells in many colours and

the like, the whole creating a sumptuous feast of

these flowers impossible of description.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make THE CAllDKN hclp/ul to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no mutter what the branch of gardening may be, and

iinth that object will make a special feature of the " Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

'learly and concisely written on one side of the paper only

and addressed to the EniTOR of THE G.\EDEN, 20, Tavistock

'street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation lie

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Seedling Pinks {.4niUcw €amt>bell\. — The

Pinks you forward for our inspection are an inter-

esting series, though we do not consider them worth

naming unless they present merits distinct from

the flowers you send. The Campanulas are seed-

ling variations of C. persicifolia and inferior to

many good types of this flower. The Armeria is

a good form of A. Cephalotes rubra, and if greatly

superior to it when grown by its side should be

perpetuated. The variation in the Dianthus is of

frequent occurrence, and in large batches of seedhngs

numbers may be seen, not all of which are constant

in their colour markings.

Plants for shady borders (/. G.).—The

success or failure of hardy plants grown in shady

places depends not a little upon the amount or the

intensity of the shade, the near proximity of tree

roots and other things. On the other hand, many

plants are quite indifferent as to shade or sun or
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wet or dry soils. Of particular value in the shade,

however, are the Lenten and Christmas Roses.

The Megaseas or broad-leavcdSaxifragas, Hepaticas,

Day Lilies, Doronicums, any of the Peach-leaved

Campanulas, i.e., C. persicifolia and its varieties,

the Mossy Saxifrages, which are a host in them-
selves, quite a large array of Flag and other Irises,

the Japanese Anemones, such Lilies as canadense,

Hansonii, pardalinum, croceum, the forms of

davuricum and many others, Trollius, Trades-

cantia, Ruscus aculeatus, R. racemosus, Tussilago

fragrans. Foxgloves, nearly all classes of Ferns,

many species of Primula, though more particularly

P. denticulata, P. cashmiriana, P. rosea, P.

pulverulenta, P. Sieboldii in variety, Scilla nutans.

Campanula, CEnothera biennis, Buphthalmum
speciosum, Senecio japonica, Saxifraga peltata,

Gaultheria Shallon, G. procumbens, Omphalodes
vema and Solomon's Seal are a few among many
well suited to shady places.

Polygonum lanigerum and Artemisia
stellariana (£. S. L.).—We are not aware of

these possessing any synonyms. The first-named

is easily raised from seeds, and any good seedsman
would doubtless secure it for you if you placed an
order in his hands. The Artemisia is a very old

plant, and was much used in the pattern gardening
of years ago. In all probability Mr. Amos Perry,

Hardy Plant Farms, Enfield, could supply you
with plants, or one of the hardy plant dealers. The
better way to treat the Alyssum is to plant a batch
apart and save seeds from the dwarfest and most
compact. The more important seed houses plant

out large areas for seeding, taking out all but
the dwarfest and most compact. Such firms as

Messrs. Sutton, Barr, Carter or Webb could supply
you with compact strains.

as this depends entirely upon circumstances. The soil
should, if possible, be duK about 18 inches deep, and It
no manuritiK has been done recently, a heavy dressing,
provided tlie manure is well decayed, will do no'liarm.

Pansles for inspection (H. 5. W.).—The pests
from around the Pansies, which have probably been the
cause of the trouble by damaging the roots, are millipedes
and woodlice (one. the light brown one. was a centipede, and
not injurious). The application of Vaporite or some other
soil fumigant around the roots would.no doubt, tend to drive
the pests away. Traps made of hollowed-out Potatoes
placed just below the surface o( the soil and near the
affected plants may also be used with advantage. 2. It is
probably something else affecting the Gooseberries as well
as the flies you mention, but they do much harm, and it
would be well to spray the bushes at the first sign of any of
the aphides with paraffin emulsion or nicotine wash. 3.
Paint all the places where you find the woolly material on
the Apple stem with methylated spirit, rubbing it in with
a brush. In the winter forcibly spray with caustic wash
so as to get into all the crevices.

"Day Lily (J. W. S.).—The yellow-flowered Day Lily
you submit is Hemerocallis flava, one of the best of its
genus, and a good early summer-fiowering perennial
also. The shades of colour found in these plants are
usually yellow, though varying from the palest primrose
to tawny orange, and giving fiowera from the middle of
May to the end of August. The species are not numerous,
but have been greatly strengthened by recently introduced
hybrids. All the kinds are easily cultivated in rich garden
soils. The following is a selection : H. aurantlaca, rich
orange : H. a. major, very fine ; "H. citrina, pale yellow •

•H. disficha fl.-pl., orange red ; H. Dr. Kegel, rich orange,
a grand plant ; H. Dumortieri, very early and dwarf, yellow
flowers, marked orange red externally ; H. flava, clear
yellow, eariy ; 'H. luteola, deep yellow; H. middendorffi-
ana, orange yellow; and H. Thunbergii, pale sulphur
yellow, late flowering. Those marked with an asterisk
have a bold^habit of growth.
Flower garden In May (3f. P.).—Whether the

Violas, .MyosotL^, Tulips, Wallflowers and Poefs Narcissus
are in good flower for the time you require them will depend
upon the varieties employed, the size of the plant and the
time of planting to a very large extent. If the Narcissus
you refer to is the May-flowering N. poeticus recurvus, we
fear it would not be open to make a display much before
the end of the month. Violas, Myosotis and Wallflowers
set out early in September in sturdy and youthful plants
should do you good service at the time. As you have young
Viola plants now, you could by planting-time double or
treble your stock, and in this way plant the more freely
The colours you have would do quite well. You might
plant the four corner beds with such Cottage Tulips as
Orange Beauty, Golden Eagle, Inglescombe Scariet and
La Mervcillc, rich coral red. The Tulips may be planted
6 mchea to 9 inches apart each way, or more than this 11
the surface of the beds is freely carpeted. Clematises are
occasionally employed in basket-beds and other arrange-
ments, but we do not generally advocate!highly'mounded
beds for such Ithings. The most serviceable varieties for
bedding are those of the .lackmanii set. We cannot
decide for you what quantity of manure will be required

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Shrubs for a north wall {Wickwar).—To

attain a height of 25 feet you will require trees, not
shrubs. .As quick growth is very essential, you
cannot do better than plant Poplars, which soon
form an effective screen, while, what is more, when
the necessary size is attained they are very amenable
to pruning. The same may be said of the Lime,
but it does not grow so quickly as the different

Poplars. Of course, all the above are deciduous
;

but if an evergreen subject is needed, you cannot
do better, we think, than plant a screen of Thuja
gigantea. Of low-growing shrubs the following
are all likely to suit your purpose : Aucubas, both
green and variegated

; Berberis Aquifolium, 3 feet

to 4 feet, April, yellow ; B. buxifolia nana, 2 feet,

May, yellow
; B. empetrifolia, 18 inches. May,

yellow ; Olearia Haastii, 4 feet, August, white
;

and Vincas (Periwinkles), blue and white. The
above are evergreen. Of deciduous subjects the
following are all good : Berberis Thunbergii,
2 feet, May, greenish yellow, and red berries in

autumn ; Cydonia japonica, 4 feet to 5 feet, spring,
red, white and pink varieties ; C. Maulei, 2 feet,

April, terra-cotta colour ; Daphne Mezereum,
3 feet, February and March, red ; Escallonia
philippiana, 4 feet to 5 feet, July, white ; Hypericum
calycinum, i foot, summer, yellow ; H. moseri-
anum, 18 inches, August, yellow; H. hookerianum,
3 feet to 4 feet, August and September, yellow

;

Magnolia stellata, 2 feet to 3 feet, April, white
;

Philadelphus Lemoinei, 4 feet, July, white ; Ribes
aureum, 4 feet, spring, yellow ; R. sanguineum,
4 feet, spring, rosy red ; Spirasa Anthony Waterer,
18 inches, summer, crimson

; S. arguta, 4 feet,

April, white
; S. Bumalda, 2 feet, summer, pink

;

Viburnum plicatum, 4 feet to 5 feet. May, white
;

and Weigela Eva Rathke, 4 feet to 5 feet, summer,
crimson. As a hedge in place of the Laurel, the
Golden Privet under certain conditions would be
very attractive, while the following hedge plants
can be kept down to almost any height : Berberis
Darwinii, Holly, Olearia Haastii, Euonymus
japonicus. Lavender and Rosemary. If Rhodo-
dendrons thrive in your soil, nothing finer could be
chosen for planting as isolated shrubs on your
lawn. Such varieties as Pink Pearl, pink

; John
Waterer, crimson

; and Michael Waterer, bright
scarlet, are particularly fine. Other good lawn
shrubs are Berberis stenophylla, Cerasus J. H.
Veitch, Cratajgus coccinea plena (Paul's Double
Scarlet Thorn), Lonicera Maackii, Magnolia Lenn^i,
Philadelphus grandiflorus. Spiraea Aitchisonii[
Lilac, Weigela Abel Carriere and Pyrus floribunda.

can cut back to about 3 feet. They will be all the
better for it another year, although in the case of
Dorothy Perkins this variety could be retained
much longer if desired, providing the foliage is

removed. Slaked lime is very good, and should
be evenly scattered over the surface at the rate
of 60Z. to 80Z. per square yard.

Rose foliage blighted (,/. C, Dundee).—the
foliage 19 badly affected with red rust. It is very prevalent
In some parts, and probably has been brought into vour
gardens from the wild Briars in the hedgerows 'Try
synnging with Woburn Bordeaux Mixture Another
season spray the plants as soon as pruned, and continue
throughout the summer at intervals of six or eight days
The Begonia leaf was evidently burnt when under glass
perhaps caused by a flaw in the glass, which acted in s
similar way to a lens. Please observe rules when writing for
information again.

Rose foliage blighted (2?. S.).—Your plants have an
attack of what is known as " leaf-curi." It is supposed
by our best authorities that the rolling of the leaf is caused
by the larvse of a sawfly, and it is rather common, unfor-
tunately. Some authorities assert that the rolling is
caused by Incisions made by the females when laving the
eggs. Spraying with nicotine wash has been found to kill
the larvse, but the best plan is to hand-pick the folded
leaves when first seen and destroy them. It would be agood plan to transplant the Roses to a new position and
it 80, take care to wash the roots, as it is supposed the pest
13 introduced to Eosc-beds with the earth on the roots of
Bnars.

Rose for south wall (0. M. S.).—You have a
choice of several lovely Rosea that would soon cover the
space of 6 feet, and they can be selected of a bushy or
spreading habit of growth, which would ensure the base of
the Jasmine that is now bare being covered effectually
In order that the Roses may flourish, vou must see to it
that the soil is deeply dug and enriched with manure
j'ifn™^*!'* Jasmine will rob it of its nutriment. An

additional Item that should be remembered is to well
water the Rose from May onwards at least once a
week, as Roses against hot walls are very apt to suffer for
want of water. Liquid manure should also be given about
once a week. Six good kinds from which vou could select
wou^d be as follows, placed in order of merit'; White Maman
Coehet, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Marie van Houtte, Peace
uustave Regis and Mme. Pemet-Ducher

ROSE GARDEN.
Moving Roses in September (B.).—In

moving Rose bushes early in September it will be
wise to cut off the foliage and shorten back all
growths to about 18 inches. Unripe shoots are
best cut back to within i inch or 2 inches of their
base. It will be well to pinch out points now, as
this will hasten the ripening, and, although cut
back hard, the basal eyes of these unripened
growths will break up all the stronger next year.
The bushes should be kept moist immediately they
are dug up and their roots be dipped in mud. Roll
them in a sack and have them heeled in a trench
in a shady spot where the soil can be pressed firmly
upon their roots. Bury them fairly deep in the soil.
When transplanting in October repeat the dip-
ping in mud, and keep the shoots wet for the time
the plants are out of the soil. The climbers you

THE GREENHOUSE.
Lapagerias not flowering (/. ^ ) There

is no doubt whatever that the reason of your
Lapagerias being in such a poor condition is that
they are absolutely starved. This is borne out by
the fact that they'have not been repotted for ten
years. Once Lapagerias are allowed to fall into
this state they take a long time to revive, even if
the roots are in a healthy condition, which may not
be the case, as when they form a dense coiled mass
around the bottom of the pot'decay sometimes
sets in and quickly spreads through the thick
fleshy roots. Lapagerias do far better when planted
out in a prepared bed in the greenhouse than in
pots, and, provided the roots of your plants are in
a good state, we should advise vou, if possible to
plant them out. The bed should be at least 2 feet
in depth, and of this the bottom 6 inches must be
made up of drainage material. It may then be
filled with a suitable compost, such as two parts
good fibrous peat to one part turfy loam, and a
liberal sprinkling of rough sUver sand, nodules of
charcoal and soft broken bricks. Such compost,
even if pressed down firmly, wiU allow the water
to pass away freely, for though a liberal amount
of water at the roots is very essential to the welfare
of the Lapageria, stagnant moisture is most in-
jurious. If no opportunity exists for planting them
out, your Lapagerias must be repotted. It would
have been better had this been done in the spring,
but it may be safely carried out now. We should
on no account advise you to cut all the shoots down
to the pot, though, if they are very numerous, the
oldest and those most devoid of foliage may be
treated in this way. Then turn the plants out of
their pots, and if the roots are in a clean, healthy
state they wiU be closely coiled round the bottom
of the ball of earth. Owing to their manner of
rooting they need deeper pots than most plants,
from which circumstance Lapagerias when confined
in this way are often grown in tubs, as a greater
depth of soil can then be obtained. On turning the
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plants out of the pots, should you find the roots in

a bad state, every decayed portion must be cut

clean away with a sharp knife before they are re-

potted. The size of the pot will depend upon the

condition of the roots, as if they are much decayed

a comparatively small pot will be needed, as in

this way healthy root action is more readily stimu-

lated than when there is a large mass of soil around

the roots. Poorly rooted plants are benefited by

an extra amount of sand in the potting compost.

In this case, when the pots are well furnished with

new roots the plants should be shifted into larger

Violets In frames (Kennedy).—Only iii instances

wherp the ground itself was badly drained or likely to

become very wet or even flooded should wc consider it

necessary or even a good plan to place a first layer of

faggots on the ground. The idea may be of service in

such eases, or even experimentally, though it must always

be remembered that the soil is the natural receptacle of

such things, and any such aeration as you suggest might
prove detrimental, provided it was not fully compensated
for by the mass of material above.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple and Pear trees not bearing

fruit (Apple).—It is disappointing and unsatis-

factory that your Apple and Pear trees do not

bear firuit at the age to which they have attained

(from seven to twelve years). You say that the trees

grow vigorously and send out long branches, which

are carefully pruned each year. This shows that

your trees are not what you term " sap-bound."

On the contrary, we should be inclined to say

that it is a little too free. You say the trees were

root-pruned two years ago. The operation could

not have been effectively carried out. We advise

you to lift them bodily out of the ground

earlv in November, cutting back all the strong

roots to within 2J feet of the stem of the tree,

making the cut at the end of the roots slantwise,

the cut part facing upwards, so that the young

roots emitted from this part will grow upwards.

Replant the trees as soon as possible, adding a

little new turfy loam to the end of each cut root

and making the soil as firm as possible as planting

proceeds. We shall be surprised if you do not

get good crops the second year afterwards and a

good supply subsequently. The cutting of the

bark (called " ringing ") we have no faith in. It

is an old, obsolete fallacy. If you care to try it,

now is a good time to do so.

Blue - bottle flies destroying Grapes
(O. Barcourt).—It is difficult, it not impossible, to kill

these flies by iising any fumigating compound, or by the

application of any carbolic washes or other insecticides.

The folloBing recipe is said to be successful in ridding a

house of them : Half a teaspoonfnl of black pepper in

powder, one teaspoonful of brown sugar and one table-

spoonful of cream : mix well together and place on plates

in various parts of the vinery near the Grapes" .vhich arc

being attacked.

Morello Cherries dropping their fruit
(W. Ashworth).—We have little doubt that the cause of

your Morello Cherry trees casting their fruit is to be found

in the fact that thev are planted, as you say, in cold clay

soil. Lift m the autumn and replant in good loam, digging

out some of the clay, and provide drainage by adding old

mortar rubble, broken bricks, &c. Plant the roots

almost level with the surface and moimd the soil over

them, also apply a good mulch of manure in summer,
and we do not think you will be further troubled with

fruit-dropping.

Cherries attaclied by pest (S. Reid).—The
Cherries are attacked by the Cherry black fly (Myzus
cerasi). They should have been sprayed before the fly

got on the leaves, as they are so much more easily reached

then, but some good may be done by spraying now eitber

with Quassia and soft soap, or Tobacco and soft soa.:. it
with one of the nicotine preparations sold for the purpose.

It would also be well to spray again at the end of September
with the same thing, or with fairly strong paratfin emulsion.

Alkali washes are of no use for killing eggs unless they are

used just before the buds burst.

Ants on Peach tree and Strawberry bed
(Kennedy).—One of the most effective ways is to find their

nests (which you may easily do by watching them return-

ing home in the evening) and to pour boiling water into them,
thus killing every ant it comes in contact with. Another
way is to place bones, cooked or uncooked, having a little

meat on, near their haunts and examine them two or three

times a day, when they will be found covered with ants.

The best way of killing is to dip the bones in boiling water.

The bones should be changed every three or four days.

Another way is to spread some nicotine fumigating com-
pound thinly over pieces of slate or glass and place on the
ground about their haunts. This has been known to clear

away the pests in a shorti time. It may be obtained from
firms of sundriesmen advertising in our columns, as well

as special preparations for the same purpose.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Diseased Dahlias (J. F.).—The plants should be

examuied at night and the pests captured. There are

some aphides, which may be overcome by spraying with
paraffin emulsion.

Canvas grass-box for 18-lnch Pennsylvania
mowing-machine (An Old Reader).—The makers of

the lawn-mower to which you refer are ' Messrs Lloyd
Lawrence and Co., Worship Street. London, B.C. No
doubt they will be able to supply what you require.

Joss liilies failing to flower (Tom Pinch).—
We are not sure whether your reference to " strong shoots

of green " means foliage only or this and flowering stems

without flowers. If the latter, the faihue is due probably
to blindness, due In part, no doubt, to the late purchase
and starting into growth, and which should have been
done quite six weeks earlier. If the bulbs have'thrown
up no flowering spike at all, they were of an inferior,

i.e.. imdersized,'character and did not contain the flower

germ within them. In such cases as these success is only

assured by the early purchasing of the flnest bulbs, as

the treatment followed being quite foreign to the natural

requirements of the bulbs, everything depends on good
quality in the latter and an early start. The bulbs are

now useless ; throw them away. Another season start

them early in October or before, and give them two months
in a cool cellar or something akin.

Names of fruit.—Dudwell.—1, Not recognised ;

2, Crown Bob ; 3, Warrmgton : 4. Keepsake ; 5, White-
smith ; 6, Lancer, K. H.—Pear Hessle.

Names of plants.—Miss S.—1, Anemone pennsyl-

vanica ; 2, Viburnum Opulus ; 3, Syringa Emodli.
S. Reeves.—Bose Mme. Kavary probably, but we should

like to see more of its growths. M. A.—1, Begonia
Vesuvius ; 2, CEnothera taraxacifolia ; 3, Veronica

salicifolia var. ; 4, Spirsa discolor ; 5, Campanula alliariae-

folia ; 6, Pentstemon heterophyllus ; 7, Comus alba.

A Garden-Lover.—1, Rubus odoratus ; 2, Clematis integri-

folia ; 3, Saponaria (Soapwort) oflicinalis ; 4. Campanula
lactiflora ; 5. Senecio tanguticus ; 6, Campanula rapuncu-

loides ; 7, Boltonia asteroides ; 8, Clematis Hendersonii
;

9, Sidalcea malvfeflora ; 10, Physostegia vlrginiana

;

11. Stachys Betonica ; 12, not found ; 13, Coronilla varia ;

14, Silen'e Armeria. Dum Eerl.—1, Deutzia crenata

flore-pleno ; 2, Neillia (Spirjea) opulifolia ; 3, Comus
species, probably Comus alba. Thanks.—Lychnis

coronaria. A. D. O.—Common Juniper (Juniperus

communis). E. E. E., Bucks.—Ligustrum lucidum

(Chinese Privet) and Spiriea .\runcus. R. B.—l,
Crassula lycopodiodes ; 2, Sedum spiurium ; 3, S. Ana-
campseros. L. B. W.—1, Acaena inermls ; 2, Achillea

argentea ; 3, Phuopsis stylosa. W. L. F.—l, Sedum
spurium ; 2, S. album.

LEGAL POINT.
Gardener's notice (H. P. K.).—Unless

expressly engaged " by the week " or subject to

some definite condition as regards length of notice,

it seems clearly settled that a domestic servant's

hiring is one for the year, but determinable by a

month's notice or by payment of a month's wages

in lieu of notice. A head-gardener has, in two or

three decided cases, been held to be a domestic

servant within the meaning of this rule, and

apparently the fact that his wages have been paid

weekly, monthly or otherwise does not affect the

question.

SOCIETIES.
' TTKKCUDBRIGHT.

The annual sh-^'^v' i & held in the Town Hall, Knkcud-
bright. oi;~rjyv* . . .yust 5. As a whole it may be pro-

nounced a aite .,

'^'- to those of recent years, and the

exhibits were generally of much excellence, although some
'.^'the outdoor flowers had suffered from the untoward

weather of tho previous few days. Pot plants were well

shown by both" gardeners and amateurs ; cut flowers were

flne, subject to the effects of the weather already referred

to ; vegetables were of very high quality ; and fruit was

a strong class, the district being an excellent one for high-

class fruit.

In the open division for pot plants Mr. James Duff,

gardener to Colonel Gordon, Threave, led for the table

with one of tasteful arrangement and composed of good

plants; Mr. J. M'Guffog. gardener to the Countess of

Selkirk. Balmae, was second with a good table. Mr. W.
Brown, Millburn Street. Kirkcudbright, was first for stove

and greenhouse plants in bloom, and also for tabic plants

and Fuchsias; and other winners were Mr. James Scott,
Barwhinnock, Mr. M'Guffog and Mr. Duff. In cut flowers
Roses and Sweet Peas were strong classes, especially the
latter. Mr. J". Wallace, gardener to Miss Blackburn

,

Park House, led for hybrid Rosea, and Mr. J. Duff for
Sweet Peas in this section. For the special prize for Sweet
Peas, given by Messrs. Service and Sons, Dumfries. Mr.
J. Scott. Barwhinnock. was first. Mr. M'Guff'og, Mr.
W. M'Cormack, Mr. U. Webster. Mr. W. Brown. Mr.
W. W. Morrison and Mr. D. Kelly were the leading winners
in the other cut-flower classes. In the fruit section Mr.
B. Rutherford. Glenlair. was first for Black Hamburgh,
Mr. J. Duff winning for white and other black Grapes
and for best bloom. The other fruit prizes generally
fell to Mr. Duff, Mr. Rutherford. Mr. W. M'Guffog and a
lady. Mrs. Gibson. Moatwell.
For the vegetables, which were a splendid class for the

season, the amateurs showed well against the gardeners,
and in many cases were successful. Mr. W. Brown,
Millburn Street, had the best collection of vegetables.
Mr. M'Guffog being second. Mr. J. Hannah led with the
Potato collections ; and other leading winners with
vegetables were Mr. W. Brown, Mr. R. Middleton. Mr. J.
Hannah. Mr. B. Rutherford, Mr. J. Duff and Mr. M'Guffog.
The amateurs competed largely in their confined classes,

and the quality of their exhibits was generally high. For
pot plants Messrs. R. Hiddleston. W. M'Cormack, J.
Halliday and M. Colman were the winners. In cut flowers
Miss Nicholson. Mr. Morrison, Mr. M'Cormack, Mr. R.
Webster and Mr. D. Kelly were the principal winners.
Mr. R. Middleton, Mr. J. Gourlay and Mr. J. Hannah
were the chief winners with vegetables.

LEICESTER FLOWER SHOW AND GALA.
The above show was held in the beautiful Abbey Park,
Leicester, on Tuesday after Bank Holiday, August 2.
It goes without saying that it proved, as always, a great
success in every way. We have attended this show for
upwards of twenty years without a break, and have
marked its gradual but sure growth from a very modest
beginning to its present proud position of one of the most
important horticultural exhibitions in the Midlands.
As is well known, its management is under the control

and direction of the Town Council, and its success, finan-
ciallyandothermse.is.no douht.duetothe able and careful
management of the parks committee and to the trusted
superintendent of the public parks. Mr. Burton. During
many vears the surplus, after deducting the cost of the
show, has proved more than sufflcient^to defray the cost
of the bands of music playing in all the public parks of
Leicester during the summer. Leicester has thus eiven the
lead in showing that flower shows are not the least effec-

tive agents for good amonLi the populations of large cities
.

and towns {as they are also in country places), whether
considered as sources of delight, recreation and education
on the days of the show or of the influence for good which
such societies exercise on the community at large in
fostering among them the love of flowers and an out-
door life. Among all the effective agencies for promoting
temperance we believe most sincerely and firmly that we
have not one among us so powerful as gardening, once
it has taken hold on a man or woman's life. Who has
ever seen or heard of a workman possessing a beautiful
garden, the labour of his own hands and heart-, who is a ;

drunkard or a ne'er-do-weel? We venture to say never 1

The chief centre of attraction at all our large shows in

these days are the great groups of plants arranged for

effect and the decorated tables of fruit. In both cases
they were splendidly represented at Leicester, Mr. Cypher
taking the first prize in groups for one of his best efforts,

second prize falling to Mr. Holmes of Chesterfield, and
third to Mr. H. Rogers of Leicester. The table decora-
tions formed an ideal exliibition in themselves and were
the centre of great interest, Mr. C. F. Oliver. Leicester,
taking first prize, Mr. S. Sims, Borrowash, being second,
and Mr. F. Brown. Stoney Stanton, third. Roses also

were strongly to the fore, although in the open classes

the competition was not so keen as usual through the
absence of many of our best growers from one cause
or another. But local growers were well represented

—

perhaps stronger than ever before. In the first-prize

collection of Mr. G. Speight of Market Harborough we
noted some very flne blooms of Lady Ashto^vn and Horace
Veniet, and Mr. W. Upton's specimens of Gustave Piganeau
and Konigin Carola were very flne.

Carnations and Picotees were well represented, but
they (as did the Roses) exliibited traces of the effect of
the recent bad weather we have passed through.
The classes for fruit were well filled, especially the de-

corated collections of nine dishes. It is seldom that three
such excellent tables were set 'up as the first, second
and third prize ones, and the judges must have had an
unenviable task to award the prizes. The first prize

went to Mr. Parker, gardener to J. Drakes. Esq., Market
Rasen, the other successful exhibitors in this class being
Mr. Goodacre of Elvaston Castle and Mr. Ireland of New-
stead Abbey. In the Grape classes pome excellent fruit

was shown. Mr. Goodacre being well to the fore. The
classes for vegetables were perhaps better filled than usual,

the cool, moist weather of the summer favouring their

freedom of growth. One of the chief prize-winners here
was Mr. John Hudson of Grimson Road, Leicester.

The honorary exhibits were numerous, and many of

them of high merit, especially the two magnificent collec-

tions of Roses. Messrs. Harrison of Leicester exhibited ,

two interesting groups, one of well-cultivated specimen
vegetables and another of a delightful selection of Sweet
Peas and other flowers. Very tastefully arranged among
his Sweet Peas was an excellent stand of the new variety

Stirling Stent. It is. we think, the flnest of all the salmon-
coloured ones, the flowers being larger and stand the sun
better than any other variety of this shade of colour.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of ItorticuUure is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-

petent avXhorities. With that object he wishes to make

the "Ansicers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

unll kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of Oie paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he ttnll not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he iviU endeavour to return non-accepted

contribiUions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

auks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grnpher or owner of the copyright unit be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The GARDEN will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Coveni Garden, W.C.

THE SHREWSBURY HORTI-
CULTURAL EXHIBITION.

THE annual show of the Shrop-
shire Horticultural Society,

which was held, as usual, in

the romantic and beautiful

Quarry grounds (and we have
never seen th^ Quarry looking

more bright and beautiful in itself

than it was on Wednesday, the opening
day of the show) on August 17 proved
again an unqualified success in every way,
the huge crowds which it attracted being
as large as ever, and the exhibits even
more numerous and of the highest excel-

lence in nearly all the classes. The com-
mittee of management, by reason of the
triumphant success which has attended
their labours during the past thirty-six

years in building up this wonderful exhi-

bition, command the hearty and sincere

congratulations of aU who have the interest

of horticulture at heart. To the hon.
secretaries, Messrs. .\dnitt and Naunton,
are specially due unstinted praise for the
strenuous and single-minded services they
have rendered to the society for so long.

The society is now in the full strength,

as it were, of its early manhood, but these

gentlemen are getting old in its service.

Let us hope, however, that they may long

be spared to watch over its interest and to

still further help to extend its influence in

the promotion of that art and craft which
is the best in the world and which we all

love so well.

I have often been asked by those who
have never seen this show what there is

to be seen at the Shrewsbury meeting more
than can be seen at any other important
county show, which compels so many
thousands of faces to turn towards that

old and interesting town on the banks of

the Severn year after year. Possibly no
two persons asked would give exactly the

same answer. I have visited tfiis exhi-

bition annually for as long aii n st gar-

deners, and it may interest s . ,rs

of The Garden to have my reply to .Kit

question. Are you interested in the
choicest exotic plants and flowers ? Can
you appreciate evidence of the highest

possible culture in relation to the growth
of such plants ? Does the harmonious
blending of colours and shades of colours

in the arrangement and grouping of such
plants appeal to you ? Stand, then, for a

moment over the first-prize group of plants

arranged in this way. This group covers

an area of 250 square feet, and the plants

range in height from a few inches to those
towering to upwards of 20 feet or more.
They consist of the rarest and best-known
specimens suitable for this work collected

in most parts of the world. They include

stately Palms, Bamboos and other foliage

plants noted for their beauty of outline

or colour, the choicest Orchids, and an
infinite variety of other rare and beautiful

plants in bloom, as well as forms and
masses which add a cool, refreshing beauty
of their own, the whole arranged with
such artistic skill and judgment as to

compel the highest admiration. If one
of these creations is thus so beautiful and
pleasant to look upon, what must the

effect be of a huge tent of amphitheatre
proportions which is full of them, no two
being alike and all as near perfection as

can be ?

One of the most refreshing character-

istics of the Shrewsbury Show is the fact

that scarcely any year is allowed to pass

by without some new feature of interest

being added. This year the innovation

has taken the form of a display of exotic

hardy plants and cut flowers to occupy a
space of 250 square feet, the test of effi-

ciency to be chiefly in artistic arrangement
and the harmonious and correct blending

i

of colours, the prizes offered being ^20 and
ja large gold medal, ^15, ;£i2 and /lo.

i

The opinion was generally expressed that,

although the four groups exhibited were
beautiful and attractive, they did not

give the correct expression of the idea the

promoters had in view, most of them being

too much like the other groups above-

mentioned. The next objects of absorbing

interest to most people, if one may judge

by the crushing of the crowds trying to

have a glimpse of them, were the champion
decorated tables of fruit. These, to my
mind, are the most interesting and beauti-

ful objects to be seen in the whole show.

The tables measure 10 feet 6 inches long

by 4 feet 6 inches wide, the conditions

being that thirty dishes of ripe fruit must
be provided, ten of the dishes to be dis-

tinct kinds of fruit (not varieties). Imagine
f T- a oment that you are looking over a

series r six such tables, all loaded with the

best and choicest exotic and hardy fruit

that the best gardeners of Britain can

produce (and it is safe to say the world

can produce no better), and imagine

further that the same tables are charm-
ingly decorated with the daintiest and

most beautiful flowers grown, and surely

you have a picture of surpassing beauty

and interest.
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Those whose fancies are more intent on
the utiUtarian part of the garden have the

opportunity of seeing what it is perhaps
no exaggeration to say one of the finest

and most extensiveexhibitionsof vegetables

in the aggregate ever seen before. There
was one large tent full in the open and
amateur classes, and close by the side of

this tent was another, almost as large,

devoted to cottagers' interests. Here the

vegetables were also simply splendid,

testifying to the fact that this society is

doing an immense amount of good to the

town and country by the encouragement
it gives by this show to the cottage and
allotment gardener.

These notes would be incomplete without

a word of praise of the honorary or non-

competitive exhibits shown by nursery-

men, seed merchants and others. It is

impossible to over-estimate the value and
importance of these exhibits, many of

them of superb excellence as regards the

quality of the materials composing them,

and also as regards the beautiful effect

they produce in the show. We are very

pleased to know that the management
have returned to the more generous

treatment of former years, which unfor-

tunately, for some reason or other, was
permitted to lapse last year. This

element is so strong at the London
exhibitions that its withdrawal would
practically put an end to the greater part

of good work. From the foregoing remarks
it will be seen that there are concentrated

together at this exhibition the best of

everything that the best of Enghsh
gardens can produce. These exquisite

exhibits are seen during the two days

the show is open by nearly 100,000

people. Surely it is not too much to

hope that many of this vast concourse

(most of whom are young), in addition

to the momentary enjoyment derived

from seeing the show, will be per-

manently attracted to the pursuit of

gardening during the leisure time of their

lives. T.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

August 30.—Royal Horticultural Society's Ex-

hibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,

Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m.; Lecture at 3 p.m.

on "The Effect of Overhead Electrical Discharges

on Plant Growth," by Mr. J. H. Priestley, B.Sc.

The Countess of Selkirk and cottage
gardening.—For a considerable number of years

the Countess of Selkirk has done much to encourage

the improvement of the cottage gardens on the

Isle Estate, Kirkcudbright, not only during the

life of her late husband, the Earl of Selkirk, but

since her removal to Balmae. Lady Selkirk has

offered prires annually for the best-kept gardens,

and by a judicious arrangement the estates have

been divided into three districts, these differing

considerably in their character and in their con-

ditions for gardening. Special attention has also

been paid to climbing plants, her Ladyship favouring

these greatly, and, as the result, many good climbers

and other plants are cultivated and a vast improve-

ment has been effected in the gardens as a whole.

The report made by the judges—Mr. R. Service {of

Messrs. James Service and Sons, Dumfries) and
Mr. R. Colman—has just been issued. From it we

;

learn that this season the gardens visited have
shown a decided improvement, and that Lady
Selkirk's kindness has been followed by good
results. The awards are as follows : Division L
(Gardens within two miles of Kirkcudbright.)

—

First, Mrs. Dorrance, Mutehill ; second, Mr. Tait,

Mutehill ; third, Mrs. M'Coul, The Stell ; fourth,
,

Mrs. Douglas, The Stell ; fifth, Mr. Graham,
j

Auchenflower ; highly commended, Mrs. Anderson, I

Auchenflower. Division II. (Beyond two miles.)

—Furst, Miss Dickson, The Doon ; second, Mrs.

Kelly, Burnfoot ; third, Mrs. Thomson, Cooper's

Croft ; highly commended, Mrs. Jamieson, Mill 0'

Senwick. Division III. (Home district.)—First,

Mrs. Little, Howwell; second, Mr. Hannah, How-
well ; third, Mrs. Ross, Howwell ; fourth, Mrs.

M'Kie, Little Balmae.

Edinburgh Working Men's Flower
Show.—This show was held in the Corn Exchange,
Edinburgh, on August 13, and proved in everyway
as successful as in any of the many years it has been

in existence. There were upwards of 1,000 entries,

and the quality showed high skill on the part of a

great number of the exhibitors. The window-

boxes made a great display, and showed how much
may be done by those with a real love for flowers

in combating the effects of town life on plants.

The show was opened by Bailie Smith-Elliot, who
commended the objects of the exhibition, and he

remarked favourably upon the support given by the

School Board to the juvenilesectionand the improve-

ment there shown. He also spoke of the continued

support of the Town Council and the benefits

effected by the Parks Committtee in giving plants

to intending exhibitors to cultivate. Mr. M'Hattie,

the City Gardener, also gives a prize and takes a

hearty interest in this show.

CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A criticism of Sweet Peas I do not

agree with " Statice " as to the " Sweet Pea non-

sense " in your " Correspondence " of The Garden,
August 13. Far from it being to the detriment of

other flowers in general, as he states, I should say

it is the reverse. Surely there is plenty of room
in The Garden for everything ; at least, I find it so.

Everything is dealt with in the proper season, and

I do not see where he or anyone else has cause to

complain. Perhaps " Statice " will let us know
what kind of flower he would like to see treated of

in place of the Sweet Pea.

—

Old Reader.
I am practically an invalid, but in my

tiny garden can do a great deal with a patch of

groimd so small that it is known as " The Postage

Stamp." Everybody has his favourite flower

;

mine is the Sweet Pea, Delphiniums coming second,

Gladioli third. (I am speaking of flowers which

interest me most to grow.) I think of Sweet. Peas

all the year round, and can never read enough

about them, and I disagree entirely with " Statice "

when he protests that you write too much about

them, or, at any rate, publish the enthusiastic

letters from crazy amateurs like me. My com-

plaint is that you do not say half as much as I

could wish. Being unable to travel about to the

various shows, or even to my friends' gardens,

my one complaint is that I very often fail to realise

the colour of the Sweet Peas that the gardeners

as a rule take for granted, and a list of names

frequently sets me longing for a colour, properly

descriptive, attached to each. I want a really good

pale blue with a waved standard. I was given a

good one the other day, but hooded, and that I

will not allow now. I am going to try Mrs. W. J.

Unwin after the exquisite colour print you pub-
lished and the delightful description I have read

of it. I always grow Evelyn Hemus, and find it

far more admired than any other, also Helen
Lewis for its grand colour and stout growth ; but
I should like to know if it is really inferior to

Edrom Beauty, though both I gather are much
alike. I also want a good waved, real purple, not

a maroon nor a bicolor, but the sort of colour Mrs.

Walter Wright would be if deepened from mauve
to purple.—M. Nepean, S. Farnborough.

One wonders why " Statice," who grows
300 pots of Sweet Peas yearly, wrote such a letter.

He compares the great improvement in the cultiva-

tion and the varieties to the Potato gamble. Where
is the comparison ? Well, I think " Statice " will

find the flower-loving public do not regard it in

that way ; on the other hand, that they feel a

sense of gratitude to the trade, and amateurs as

well, who have devoted both money, time and
ground in raising Sweet Peas to their present

standard of excellence. There is a National Sweet
Pea Society. Before they will recognise a new
variety it must be sent to their trial grounds.
There they inspect it growing, note its constitu-

tion and growth, whether it comes true to colour

and stands the sun. So it has not alone to pass

their judgment on the bench. This society issues

a book yearly in which they have a classification of

what they consider the best sorts in their various

colours, and, besides that, they have another list of

the too-much-alike varieties. They are careful

not to admit a new variety into the classification

until it has proved itself a standard sort. Now,
take the flower on its own merits. Look at the

range of colour from Etta Dyke, pure white, to

Black Knight, deep maroon, and the wealth of

shades in the pinks, creams and mauves. What
flower lends itself more for vase and decorative

work, with the long, wiry stems ? The half-

developed flowers will open well in water and are

lasting. They come into bloom in June and will

continue flowering well into October. One can pick

daily from them and hardly notice it. What is

more charming in the garden than a hedge
of Sweet Peas or in groups ?—H. S. Tarrant,
Charleston, Queenstown, County Cork.

Your correspondent " Statice " (page 398)
is, in my opinion, perfectly right in his remarks con-

cerning the Sweet Pea. It is imquestionably a

beautiful flower and has been greatly improved of

late, but there are other flowers quite as worthy of

attention. There are too many varieties of Sweet
Peas. There is, imfortunately, a tendency for a

particular plant or class of plants to make a sudden
rise in popularity ; and although I admit that the

attention so focussed does at first lead to the par-

ticular plant's improvement, yet I am quite sure

that a continuance of the craze is as bad for the

plant imder attention as it is for the others that are

neglected in consequence. Take the Chrysanthe-

mum. We now have too much of it, beautiful as

it is in its many forms. There are many beautiful

flowering plants elbowed out of the greenhouse

during its flowering-time in autumn and early winter,

and its summer requirements are such that it takes

up the room that might be devoted to other plants

that are more ornamental at that time. And not

content with the cor. nanding position the Chry-

santhemum holds as an autumn flower, growers

are extending its flowering season from summer
to early spring. As another example take the

Rose. There is now a craze for Rambler Roses,

which threatens to extend beyond reasonable

limits. The Cactus Dahlia is another flower which

is, in my opinion, becoming spoiled. The thin,

wiry petals of the modern kinds are far inferior to

some of the older forms. There is a duty to oppose
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false ideals, and as crazes invariably lead to false

ideals, these should be, if not opposed, at least

kept within reasonable limits. In short, I hope

with Statice " that you will not devote too much
of your space to Sweet Peas, or, I may add, any

other plant which happens to be the subject of a

current craze, but will, as before, make your

paper as catholic as possible.—A. D. Hort.

In reply to your invitation on the subject

.if Sweet Peas, I would say that the space devoted

to this delightful flower is not enormous, as

"Statice" says; and if he can point me to a

flower that is more interesting than the Sweet Pea

in variation and delicacy of colouring, sweetness of

perfume, profuseness of blooming, durability of the I

cut blooms, ease of culture and, last but not least,
j

cheapness, then I will endorse his protest. Until

then tell us all you can about them.— Frank

Dolby.

Ceanothus divaricatus.—Your readers

may be interested in seeing what a highly decora-

tive shrub they would have in Ceanothus divaricatus.

It is perfectly hardy and blooms during May and

June, the inflorescence being of the most exquisite

China blue. If possible, it should be given a south

wall. This is against the corner of a greenhouse

in the garden of Hardwick House, Bury St.

Edmunds.—C. H. F. [See page 425.]

The season I have been a subscriber to

The Garden from its commencement in 1872,

and also a lover and grower of hardy plants for

seventy years, but I cannot remember such an

abnormal and disastrous season as the present.

It seems to me that the only gardens with bright

colour this year are those where unlimited glass

and heat have been available. Sly garden here

stands high and exposed. I have only two or three

frames made up with manure, and the late frosts

and cold, sunless days have been so destructive

to seeds and plants that scarcely any have survived.

The losses of Anchusas, Gypsophilas and many
other cherished border perennials which cannot

be grown from seeds have been numerous. None

of the spring flowers was as abundant as in former

years. There was not one bloom on Iris stylosa.
,

A few Alstroemerias have survived. There are I

Gaillardias, but no sign of bloom as yet. Of Sweet

Peas there are only a very few, sown late. Instead

of having flowers to give away, it has been difficult

to find enough to cut for house and table decora-

tion. The success of one never-failing plant must

be recorded—the dwarf Rhododendron Early Gem.
This does better when grown in the border outside

than in pots. If cut before the blooms are fully

open they last for days in beauty in the house. It

may be expensive to buy, but it flourishes in ordi-

nary light soil, and if not too severely cut it makes

tresh growth readily. This bloomed in February,

before the extreme cold of March and April. The

only other successes to record so far have been

Princess .Alice Stock, sown late, and also Viola

Florizel, the best of all Violas. Turning to the

Rose garden, climbers and pillars have done better

than the dwarf Roses. Some friends are never-

failing—Mme. Alfred Carriere, Longworth Rambler,

.Alister Stella Gray, Lady Gay and Griiss an

Teplitz. Crimson Rambler has done well, but is

very late, also Carmine Pillar ; Gustave Regis,

has gone off ; Gloire de Dijons have done badly
;

all my W. A. Richardsons, except one young plant,

have died. The dwarf Roses have not grown well
;

they have afiorded but few blooms, and many
reputed quite hardy have died. I could tell the

same tale with regard to the kitchen garden. I

am anxious to hear the experiences of others in

the South-east of England, and whether any other

garden-lovers have suffered as I have. My
gardener is intelligent and industrious, and as much
disappointed with the failures as I am.

—

Fircroft.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK .

FOR THE SOUTH .'\ND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
REHMANNIA ANGULATA.—Where

this is growing in the borders, young
plants will now be found coming up
all round the old ones. These are

sucker growths coming up from the

surface roots, and may be taken up

and potted. If placed in a cold frame and kept

fairly close for a time, they will make fine plants

either for pot-work or for planting out next season.

It is an excellent subject for the borders, as it

continues flowering all the summer and autumn.

Anchusa itatica.—The Dropmore and Opal

varieties of this Borage can hardly be dispensed

with, and should be grown in bold masses, when a

grand effect will be obtained. If the propagation is

attended to now, a good stock of flowering crowns

may be had for next season. The fleshy roots

should be cut into pieces in exactly the same way
as practised for Seakale sets. These pieces or

sets may be dibbled into seed-boxes that have

been previously filled with soil, putting them in

deep enough to allow a slight covering of soil over

the tops. They should be placed in a cold frame,

where they may remain till a fair amount of growth

is made.
Statice latijolia.—The same method of propaga-

tion applies to this plant as that advised for

Anchusa, only the operation should be delayed

till the beginning of October.

Salvia patens.—Cuttings should be taken now
and inserted in pots filled with sandy soil. These

will be found to root readily if placed in a cold frame

and kept close and shaded. They make nice little

tubers, which will start into growth in spring more

freely than the old roots, and the practice also does

away with the necessity of spring propagation.

Kitchen Garden.
Celery.—More soil may be added to the late

plantings, affording a thorough watering to the

plants before commencing operations.

Endive.— Plant this out on narrow borders

where it can be easily covered to protect it from

frost. The ground should be made firm and the

plants put out in rows 15 inches apart and 13 inches

between the plants.

Lettuces.—If frames can be spared, it is an excel-

lent plan to plant one or two with Lettuces now.

Those sown with the first sowing of Cabbages

ought now to be in good condition for planting.

.\ sowing may be made of All the Year Round,
Hammersmith Hardy and Hicks's Hardy to stand

the winter outside.

Leeks.—Where large roots are required for exhi-

bition purposes, more soil should be placed round

the stems. They ought to be kept well watered

with liquid manure during dry weather, or, if much
wet prevails, an occasional dressing of artificial

manure may be afforded the plants.

Thinning. — Turnips, Carrots and Spinach

should be thinned as soon as the seedlings are large

enough to handle, keeping the ground between the

rows frequently broken up with the hoe.

General Remarks.—Now that the heavy stress

of work is getting less, attention may be given to

the trimming of the Box edgings and Laurel and

Privet hedges. This work usually has to stand

aside for that which is more important. All

decaying vegetation should be removed and burned,

and the garden put in tidy order.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-Gaidener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

Freesia.—Many growers experience considerable

difficulty in cultivating this fragrant spring-flower-

ing plant ; and yet, if good bulbs are procured,

there is nothing to prevent anyone with a cold

frame and a greenhouse from flowering it freely.

I think that many err in plunging the pots in ashes

or other material usually used for the purpose.

I have found that far better results are had by
merely setting the pots in a cold frame and covering

the sash with a double mat. By this method it

is easy to discover whenever the bulbs start into

growth, and it is in catching them at the proper

moment that success lies. When plunged, very

often the foliage has grown far too long before the

bulbs are brought to the light, with the result that

thev never afterwards regain that sturdy, strong

habit so necessary to the production of fine flowers.

When stood on a hard bottom in a frame, it is quite

easy to have a peep at them occasionally, and as

soon as the points appear through the soil, light

can be admitted. As long as frost holds off they

are as well in the frame, but should it threaten,

remove to an ordinary greenhouse temperature

and raise the pots quite close to the glass.

Potting the Bulbs.— If flowers are required early,

pot up at once. Use clean, well-crocked 5-inch pots,

and allow from eight to ten bulbs to each. The
soil should consist of good fibrous loam three parts,

sweet leaf-mould two parts, half a part of spent

Mushroom-bed manure and one part sand. A little

finely ground bones is beneficial, but not really

necessary. Make the soil only moderately firm

and cover the bulbs with about half an inch of

the compost. Water and set in the frame as

advised.

Cinerarias.—The bulk of these are now ready

for their flowering pots, if, indeed, they have not

already got this shift. For all practical purposes

a 6-inch pot is large enough for this plant. Should

extra large specimens be required, the present

shift should be into the 5-inch or 5i-inch size, and

these are subsequently given 7-inch and 8-inch pots

later in the season. The Cineraria requires a

! fairly substantial compost if the best results are to

be obtained, but it is better to give liquid manure

at a later period rather than make the potting soil

too rich. Pot firmly and return to the frame.

Water only when necessary, as this plant is very

apt to rot off at the collar if the soil is kept in a

sloppy condition after potting. Keep close for a

few days, but afterwards give abundance of air,

although always shading well from all bright

sunshine.
Flower Garden.

Propagating Bedding Plants.—It is not always

easy to secure good cuttings of Verbenas, so an

early start must be made. If inserted in good

time and well cared for, shoots that are showing

flower-buds can very well be used. Make them

in the usual way and nip out the flowering point.

Very sandy compost must be used, and well-

drained boxes are preferable to pots, I think, as

usually they require less watering during winter.

Be sure that the cuttings are well firmed, or very

few will root. Set in a cold frame and shade

carefully. The bedding Petunias are so easily

raised from seeds in spring that it is not wise to

propagate in the autumn. Still, it sometimes

happens that one has a favourite sort that can

ouly be kept true by cuttings, and where a uniform

bed is desired this method must be adopted.

Treatment similar to that advised above for

Verbenas will answer equally well for Petunias.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow,
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
YELLOW - FLESHED TURNIPS FOR

USE IN WINTER.
A MATEURS often overlook the yellow-

/\ fleshed Turnips for use during the

/ % winter, yet they are of great value

/ % at a season when sweet, small or

£ M. medium-sized roots are required.

When sown so that the roots do not

grow coarse, these Turnips will remain solid for a

considerable time, and are not readily influenced

by frost. This, to the small grower, is of great

importance, as often there are not the same facilities

for storing as exist in larger gardens. Even when
ordinary sowings are relied upon, the yellow forms

should not be overlooked for autumn and winter

supplies. Often only-one or two sowings are made,

say, in the spring and summer, with the result

that the roots get large, pithy and flavourless,

and in the end the Turnip is condemned as a poor,

useless vegetable ; whereas, by making several

small sowings at intervals of a month from February
to September, there will be excellent produce and no

For autumn and winter supplies I would advise

sowing in August and September, the earlier

sowing for lifting and storing and the later one

for keeping as late as possible. Sown in the South

from September 15 to 20 the roots will be large

enough, as I find if about the size of a cricket ball

they keep well ; in the North the last sowing

should be made ten days or a fortnight earlier.

Whatever variety is sown, some little attention

should be given to the soil and position the roots

occupy. If they are to winter in the open, I prefer

an open quarter, and to give the plants plenty of

room between the rows, so that the soil can be

drawn up to the plants readily. Sow thinly and

thin early, and in a heavy, wet clay soil it well

repays the cultivator to make the soil suitable,

as, though the Turnip may be classed as a secondary

\-egetable, it is worth growing well. I have

found it a great gain to place a liberal quantity

of burnt refuse, road scrapings or old mortar

rubbish in unsuitable land.

I have noted the good qualities of Dobbie's

Golden Ball, and a variety of great excellence and

of recent introduction is Carter's Golden Rose, a

beautiful root, remarkably hardy, of a rich golden

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

M

CUCUMBERS IN AN ALLOTMENT-HOLDEr's GARDEN.

waste. The earlier or spring and summer supply does

not now concern us, as the season is past, but the

supply from October to March can very well be
dealt with. I have in a very severe winter found

the yellow-fleshed roots a great help when
other vegetables were scarce ; and though some
may object to the colour, this will not be very

serious, as their good keeping qualities and flavour

will rapidly bring them into favour.

In Scotland and the northern parts of the country

these Turnips are grown in large quantities, and

I will name a few of the best varieties. One wliich

is a great favourite is Dobbie's Golden Ball, a

perfect root in every way both as regards size,

colour, shape and quality, and a fine amateur's

winter variety on account of its good keeping

properties. No matter what variety is grown, it

is important to have medium or even small roots

for keeping. It is an easy matter to draw up soil

to the roots, and if this is done they suffer little

harm. At the same time, I would in all cases

advise sowing so that a goodly portion of roots

may be harvested in November. They keep well

in a clamp covered so that frost is excluded, or

may be stored in sand or fine ashes in a shed where

the roots can be got at readilv in severe weather.

colour and excellent quality. A variety that

should become a great favourite with amateurs
is Sutton's Yellow Perfection, a flatter root than

some, but very handsome and a splendid keeper
;

indeed, as regards flavour I consider this sort

superior to the white forms. Sutton's Yellow

Six Weeks is a valuable autumn variety and an

ideal root for the amateur. The growth is compact
and it is a very quick grower, as it matures in a

short time. Sutton's Golden Ball is also a good
root and excellent for winter. G. Wythes.

A FINE CROP OF CUCUMBERS.
Allotment-holder's Success.

Mk. 1-rank Munson, an allotment-holder of

Spalding, Lincolnshire, has grown a fine crop of

Cucumbers m a house 50 feet by 10 feet in Havelock

Street, Spalding. There were fifty-eight plants,

and the cutting ol the Cucumbers was commenced
just under five weeks after planting. The plants

yielded 300 dozens, all being of excellent size and

some 2 feet long. The price realised averaged 3s.

per dozen (rather more at the beginning), and the

whole were sold locally. It was one oi the best

crops seen in the district this season.

49, Cross Sired, Spalding. S. Jepson.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
ORE NOVELTIES.—Continuing the

notes upon the more conspicuous

novelties of the season, it will be

well to conclude the references to

the honoured varieties of the year

by mentioning Cherry Ripe. For a

very considerable time, as all those interested in

Sweet Peas know perfectly well, we all grew

Coccinea, not because it was a specially meritorious

flower for exhibition, but simply because it was
positively the only one of its colour, which was
usually termed cerise, as the easiest description

that could be applied and generally understood.

It was a bloom of fine form, but the size was below

the standard, and, apart from that, threes and

fours were principally found in the imaginations

of growers who lived in places so remote that it was

practically impossible for anyone to make the

journey necessary to confirm the story. Now, how-

ever, Coccinea will have to bow to fate and make
place for "one of the several Spencer- formed varieties

of the same attractive shade, and the best that it

has fallen to my lot to grow or see is Cherry Ripe

from Gilbert's. There can be no question that

this is a distinct acquisition ; and that it will quickly

become immensely popular there is little doubt.

It will be remembered that last season the floral

committee commended as a variety that should be

grown for garden adornment and home cutting

CoUeen, a bicolor from Mr. William Deal, and it is

good to know that the excellent opinion thus

decidedly expressed has been fully justified by the

flower this year. The plant is a capital grower and

most profuse flowerer, and, happily, the colour is

distinct from Mrs. Andrew Ireland, to which atten-

tion has already been drawn, and to other varieties

in the bicolor group. The flowers are on the small

size as judged from the exhibition standpoint, but

the rose colour of the standard is wonderfully rich

and attractive, and there seems every prospect

that Colleen will come to be a general favourite

among those who still remember that the Sweet

Pea has other uses than that of a flower for exhi-

bition.

It is probable that all growers have a more than

superficial liking for Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, but

there is a chance that, beautiful as it is, it will have

to follow in the footsteps of many others and find

its way to almost complete oblivion in face of the

merits of Elfrida Pearson. In this newcomer from

Pearson's of world-wide fruit fame, not to mention

the Zonals that they used to grow and the Daffodils

which they cultivate now, we see the same refine-

ment and perfect posing of the blossoms on the

stem, with a something more beautiful in the

general aspect and, indisputably, an addedrichness in

the colour. One wonders whether it is Mr. Duncan
Pearson who is responsible for Elfrida Pearson,

as he has been for some handsome Daffodils. If

this is so, he adds to his fame as a modern florist.

There was considerable worry last year because

George Stark had not maintained the promise of

1907 ; it had degenerated, and this no normal

enthusiast could stand for one moment. Among'

the individuals who were most troubled in the

matter at the critical moment was Mr. Stark him-

self ; but he had full faith in his gem, and promised

that all should be well this year. .\nd it is. George

Stark is the fiuest waved scarlet in commerce as

far as I am aware, and it is more than lilsely that it

will be some little time before it is entirely super-

seded. The plant may not have the remarkable

vigour of many others, but there is no question as

to its floriferousness, and the rich colour of the

blossoms will always ensure it a welcome. It has
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been suggested that Uiiwin's Doris Burt would

oust George Stark from its position of pre-eminence
;

but this will never be the case, for the simple

reason that the two varieties, both of ronspicuous

excellence as they are. are totally different in colour,

and both are distinct from anything else. Stark's

Mrs Duncan has done well as a handsome waved
crimson that does not burn ; but it is doubtful if,

in view of Dobbie's Sunproof Crimson and Syden-

ham's Crimson, it will have the chance that

it would have had two years or so ago.

Those who desire a peculiar shade must try Mrs.

George Charles, from Robert Bolton. One maybe
excused for calling it a purple blue and at the same

time saying that this does not quite meet the case
;

any way, it is a fine flower and

distinct. Spencer.

Perfection, Outpost, Fairy. |Mme. de Graaff,

Alice Knights and Duke of Bedford. .Xmong the

"cups" there arc Lucifer, Castile, Seagull, Crown
Prince, Sovithorn Star, Incognita, Lady Margaret

Boscawen, Waterwitch, Blackwell and White
Lady, .\mong the " eyes," Kycbright, Circlet,

Chaucer, Homer and Ben Jonson. If I were to

select six from the above, they would be Fairvi

Weardale Perfection, Southern St.ar, Seagidl,

Blackwell and, Eyebright.

What to no with Vf.rv Sandy and Lioht
Soil.—A lady from Bridgend writes to say that

she has a very sandy soil with too good drainage,

and the consequence is that, although she has

grown Daffodils for many years, " the blooms

D.\FFODIL NOTES. >^^.

What to Grow in Pots for

Forcing.—If Daffodil flowers are

wanted in the first and second

weeks of Janu.iry, the three varie-

ties that should be relied upon are

Henry Irving, obvallaris and

Golden Spur, which bloom in the

order named above. If these are

potted as soon as possible after

these notes appear, there should

be no difficulty in the matter at

all. and qviite good flowers should

be the result. Later on in the

month %ve may have many others,

such as princeps, pallidus precox,

Telamonius plenus and a certain

number of the smaller - cupped

sections. In reference to my having

said in a previous article that we
wanted some different types to add

to our old standard forcing varie-

ties, Mr. E. H. Jenkins, in a note

in The Garden of .\pril 2 last,

stated that the typical Leedsii can

be had in flower in mid-January

—where, by the way, will he find

this nowadays ?—also that " Stella.

Cynosure, albicans, Barrii con-

spicuus, odorus rugulosus and the

whole gamut of double incom-

parabilises may all be had in

company with the old standard

market forced sorts." Barrii con-

spicuus must have flowed from his

pen without his knowledge, for it

is anything but a good forcer.

while Stella, Cynosure and thr

old typical Leedsii are hardh

what we should call up-to-dati'

varieties. Hence I say that we
do want, if not new types, at least

improvements on the old for

our January and early February

flowering. I know what
I should like to see next year, say, on the

day of the annual general meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society at Vincent Square — an

exhibit from Mr. Walter Ware ! Not just a

tantalising box or two of superbly grown
flowers, but a real big exhibit, such as probably

he alone could stage. It would be something to

see and worth an excursion train or two. But I

am getting off the line. If I cannot with certainty

recommend many of the newer Daffodils for early

flowering in pots, there are a very considerable

number which are all that one could wish for

that I can with every confidence advise readers

to try if early March is time enough. Among
trumpets there are Glory of Leiden, Weardale

^'

CE.\NOTHUS DIVARICATUS. {See page 42:5.)

always, or nearly always, lack substance and are

spidery." I know the sort of thing very well, for

a tiny garden that I rent is just the same. After

trying various manures I last autumn gave it all

a real good dressing of kainit, and then forked

it well in before I set the bulbs. It has had a

most satisfactory result. I had better blooms

and I have lifted better bulbs this year than I

have ever done before. I would strongly advise

the lady to try this on her ordinary soil without

making a new bed, and I would also advise a less

quantity to be used in a made bed of pure loam.

Her idea of putting some cow-manure 2i feet to

3 feet below the surface to conserve moisture

seems to me a capital idea, and one that I should

try if 1 had the opportunity of getting good
" muck."

Daffodii. Firftaii,.—The Editor has sent me
a print of the beautiful new Daffodil I'"iretail

It is the same that appears on the outside

of Miss F. W. Currey's igio Daffodil List.

As far as I remember, this is quite a new
departure as far as she is concerned. However,
it only serves to emphasise her favourable opinion.

I always say to myself whenever a new and ex-

pensive variety figures in her list that it has got

the " Currey mark," wliich for a flower is about
equal to an eighteen carat mark for gold. A
photograph or a print then of some special bloom
must be equivalent to the twenty-two carat mark

on gold or the figure of Britannia

on silver. Firetail is one of Mr.

Crosfield's finest productions. It

has a uniform deep crimson cup,

with the colouring a shade darker

at the edge and overlapping,

broadly oval perianth segments

of the palest ivory white. A very

fine flower indeed. I notice that

Miss Currey also includes the

magnificent rich yellow trumpet
Alichael ; the almost ideally per-

fect Challenger, with its handsome
red-rimmed cup ; the primrose-

toned Jasper, with its large fiery

red eye, which somehow onlv got

a fourth prize when it was shown
in tlie single - bloom class at

Birmingham last year, and the

aggravating thing for me is to

think that I was one of the judges

!

—but then, did not Miss Clinch,

which is one of the most perfect

little white trumpets in the world,

fare much the same two years

before ?—after all, it is only like a

boy getting in the 'Varsity eleven

who never got beyond the second at

school ; the pure white-perianthed

Fire Grenade, with its large rich

red eye of over an mch in dia-

meter ; and the fine, big giant

Leedsii Lord Kitchener, a flower

of Field-Marshal's rank jn its class.

Then there is Cygnet, to me one

of the most attractive bicolor

trumpets— it often, I find, appears

in my private note-book as some-

thing I particularly liked ; also
' lord Muncaster, which I saw at

(rlasnevin this spring, and thought

specially good and striking with its

massive, finely flanged deep yel-

low trumpet. Among the other

sections there are the giant bicolor

Great Warley, " the largest incom-

parabilis in the world"; Bernar-

dino, the most beautiful—lucky

Mr. Worsley, say I, whenever I see

it ; and Will Scarlett, with its big red slop-

basin—truly one of Mr. Engleheart's most won-

derful productions, one which for size and

brilliance is not outdone even by Seville or Fire

Dome, a flower that everyone should possess who
values a bit of bright colour in the garden and a

highly decorative flower in the house. Here 1

must stop, not that I have exhausted the catalogue,

but I fear I have nearly used up my room. Miss

Currey's is a list with very little " rubbish " in

it ; her artist's eye prevents such things, just as

her keen business acumen prompts her to keep her

land in the highest state of cultivation and allows no

bulbs that are not as hard as bullets (not cricket

balls) to leave her store. Josfph Jacob.
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THE ROSE GARDEN
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

THERE is surely something magic in the

term " new Rose," for not even in

bygone days has anything been seen

to equal the display witnessed at the

recent superb exhibition of the National

Rose Society. Here was to be found,

even while the judges were adjudicating, a great

concourse of Rose-lovers waiting to view the new

Roses in the comparatively spacious tent set apart

for them. This was not merely just before the

tent was opened, but continued until the close, and

many individuals went away with-

out having seen the novelties of

the year. This is a healthy sign,

and raisers may be assured that

sterling novelties will find a public

to buy them, but they must be

good. The general public is now
so well versed in Rose-lore that it

immediately detects the spurious

or the " too-much-alike " Rose.

It will not have Roses foisted upon

it as new that possess but a few

more prickles perhaps or are just

a shade different in colour to some

existing sort. What the public

demands is sterling novelties, such

as Edward Mawley, Lady Hilling-

don, Rayon d'Or, Lady Pirrie,

Juliet, George C. Waud, Molly

Sharman Crawford, Lyon Rose and

Orleans Rose, and raisers will be

wise to maintain the standard of

excellence or refrain from sending

them out.

It is most gratifying to find

Great Britain maintaining the lead

in novelty raising, although I

would be the last to minimise the

splendid achievements of Conti-

nental and American raisers, for

perhaps three of the most popular

Roses of the year, namely, Lyon
Rose, Melanie Soupert and Mrs.

Theodore Roosevelt, come to us

from France and America. I look

forward to the time when many
amateurs will be bringing their

novelties up for the gold medal,

and there is no earthly reason why
they should not obtain their fair

share of this coveted distinction.

The way has been paved for them
by the raisers of the past, and they

have only to utilise the latest pro-

ductions in order to obtain some
good results. If the simple crossing

of a Captain Hayward and a Soleil

d'Or can produce a Juliet, what

must there not be in store for

us in the future ? The equally

sensational and superb Rose Edward Mawley
has probably emanated from Melanie Soupert,

crossed, maybe, with Etoile de France or Horace
Vernet, so that amateurs have no need to do a

lot of spade-work as did raisers of the past
;

but they may, by employing as seed parents the

latest productions, reap the benefit of other

men's labours. What the Mendelian theories may
have in store for us as Rose-raisers is a matter

of conjecture ; but, personally, I feel sure

they will be of untold value the more they are

adopted.

There are some eighty Roses that may be termed

ovelties of the year, all of which deserve a notice :

but perhaps it will be best to take the varieties

first that have received awards of some kind during

the current year, and I will start with those that

have received the coveted goldmedalof the National

Rose Society, which is in reality the blue riband

of the Rose world, seeing that it is awarded by
twelve of the best Rose judges it is possible to

obtain. I must omit Edward Mawley, the Rose

of the year, and also Commander Jules Gravereaux,

which obtained high honours at the Bagatelle

i

trials in Paris, as both these varieties were described

in The Garden for July 30. Four gold medals

were awarded at Regent's Park and four at Salis-

bury. At the former show, in addition to Edward
Mawley, the following three were thus honoured :

the early spring shows by its joint introducers,

Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer and Messrs. G. Mount
and Sons, Limited. ."Ml who force Roses will do
well to plant out or pot up largely this glorious

coloured Rose, which originated from Papa Gontier
crossed with Mrae. Hoste. I have no idea what the
Rose may be like out of doors, but if it grows as

well as Papa Gontier does with me on the stiff clay,

left almost unpruned like we do our Monthly Roses,

it will be one of the most valuable Roses of modern
introduction 'for cutting purposes.

Rayon d'Or, a pernetiana raised by M. Pernet-

Ducher. I was already prepared to see this novelty,

the raiser having kindly sent me a fine bunch last

October, so that its colour did not startle me so

much as it did some who had not
seen it before. What a colour !

Visions of yellow brown, Persian

Yellow and Marechal Niel all flashed

through one's mind as one tried

to describe its colour, and the

delightful splashes of crimson on
the outside of the buds add still

more to its charms. It will dis-

appoint some people. I know ; in

fact, one gentleman was quite dis-

appointed, for I fancy, old exhibitor

that he is, that he was hoping to

find a sort of dwarf-growing
.Marechal Niel. Happily, Roses
are not raised simply for exhibitors,

and all who value the Rose as a

bedding plant will receive Rayon
d'Or with rapture. What an epoch-

making Rose was Soleil d'Or, and
how its influence is seen upon
many of our present-day novelties

!

Its raiser used it to produce Rayon
d'Or, crossing Melanie Soupert with
it. To Melanie Soupert crossed

with an unnamed seedling of Soleil

d'Or we owe the introduction of

the Lyon Rose. Although its

raiser does not say so, I fancy I

can see some Soleil d'Or in that

magnificently coloured variety Mrs.

A. R. Waddell, the wife of the

gentleman who so successfully put

up Rayon d'Or for M. Pernet-

Ducher, which doubtless assisted

to obtain for him the gold
medal. P.

(To be continued.)

FRUIT GARDEN

THE CLARET-COLOURED OR RED BANANA.

Mrs. Joseph Welch, a Hybrid Tea shown by
Messrs. S. McGredy and Son. It is an immense
flower, larger even than William Shean, with huge

petals of a rose pink colour. It is a strong grower

and a free bloomer, and although pink, a colour we
already have an abundance of, I believe exhibitors

will find it a valuable corner bloom.

Lady Hillingdon, a Tea shown by Messrs. Lowe
and Shawyer. This lovely Rose will be a grand

addition to the orange apricot colours, and has

already made for itself a fine reputation by its

unique colouring and beautiful long buds. That

it is a grand market Rose for forcing no one can

deny, and it has been so magnificently exhibited at

I

SOME NEW FRUITS.
A Note from California.

N reading the many English

notices of the Loganberry
and noticing the apparent

appreciation of that fine

fruit, I have felt that you
are missing it by not

getting acquainted with two other fine berries

which have found favour here in California.

The most notable I would say is the Mammoth
Blackberry. This fine berry origuiated in the

same garden and at the same time as the Logan-

berry, but is entirely different. The origin of the

two may be of interest to your readers.

Judge Logan of Santa Cruz Calif was an enthusi-

astic fruit-grower, but was not, I take it, a hybri-

diser or breeder of fruits. On his place was a variety

of berries, and growing wild around it was Rubus
Ursinus, which we call the wild Blackberry, but

which is really a Dewberry. It has a large, long

and soft berry, with small seeds and a fine acid
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PEACHES AND BANANAS.

we ilhistrate are Sea Eagle and Princess of Wales,

two types which respond admirably to indoor

culture. It is the usual opinion, especially of

amateurs, that no hot-house fruit can equal

the flavour of an English garden Peach straight

from a sun-warmed wall. We do not dispute

the statement ; but where Nature fails, as she has

failed most lamentably during the past two seasons,

preferring to water our Peaches rather than warm
them, we must render tribute to art which steps in

and with the aid of glass saves us from going

Peachless away. It would be a very captious

favour during the past decade ; but perhaps com-

paratively few people realise that in this useful

fruit, too, there is considerable variety both in taste

and appearance. The bunch we illustrate is of the

red or claret tinted variety from the West Indies.

It is of the most delicate flavour, and possesses

the great virtue of juiciness. Both the Peaches

taste. .\s it grows wild it is a capricious bearer.

.A.t times it is simply loaded with fruit, while at

other times and, it may be, at near-by places

there will not be a berry. Great quantities of

these berries are picked for jams and canning, and

in many parts of California berry-picking is a

regular summer outing, parties of well-to-do

people going to where they are wild to combine

camping with berry-picking. On Judge Logan's

place several seedling berries came and were cared

for. One of these was the Loganberry, now of

almost world-wide fame. It is supposed to be

the progeny of the Californian wild Blackberry and

red Raspberry, a supposition only based on the

probabilities of the case. No more is known of

the exact parentage of the Mammoth Berry,

although no doubt exists that the wild berry was

one of the parents. The Mammoth Berry has a

stout and very thorny vine, which, however, is not

strong enough to do without supports. Its rate of

growth is immense, and single shoots often 12 feet,

and sometimes 20 feet, in length are made in a

season. The berries are borne in clusters like

Dewberries and are very long, and berries 2I inches

long are not rare. The berry turns from a bright

red to deep black, and the seejis are

very small and the berry tender. The
flavour varies with the climate. In

warm places they are so sweet that

no sugar is needed, while in cooler

sections they have a sharp, piquant

flavour. No Californian berry is more
highly esteemed, and while a few

years ago the Loganberry was more
called for in local markets, it is

being displaced to a large extent.

With us the Loganberry is not long-

lived, and the wise grower will plant

some vines every year to replace his

five or six year old plantations. The
Mammoth Berry, on the contrary,

holds on well. The best treatment is

to cut out all bearing wood as soon as

it has fruited, and then to train the

strong shoots of the year on large

trellises. The crop is very large and
reliable. AW Pacific Coast nurserymen
carry them in stock.

The Phenomenal is of Mr. Burbank's
origin, and is a cross between the

Cuthbert Raspberry and theCalifomian
wild Blackberry (Dewberry), ' .ind is

very similar to the Loganberry. It

has a meatier fruit, with less acid flavour.
,

and Bananas we illustrate were exhibited in the
.Many prefer it. I am not well informed as to its ' establishment of Mr. H. Rides, Covent Garden, to

comparative merit as to long life and constant whose courtesy we are indebted for permission to

bearing.
|

photograph them.
During a recent visit to the California Nursery I

saw for the first time two of Mr. Burbank's new
cross-bred Plums bearing in perfection. They
were Gaviota and Santa Rosa, both containing a

large percentage of Japanese Plum blood in them.
Both are a rich deep purple in colour, flecked with
red and of fine form. Gaviota has a yellow flesh

;

Santa Rosa, partly purple and partly yellow. The
flavour is indescribable. Different people who
tasted them thought it like Banana, Pineapple,
Peach and Plum. I am fond of these odd flavours
in Plums, but I imagine that the fruit-eating public
would have to acquire a taste. In California few
people eat Plums, and comparatively few eat our
dried Prunes. It is a case of too much of a good
thing. All of the American and European Plums

I form and beauty in flowers, as also bright and

effective colouring, must admit that it is in the

The two boxes of excellent hot-house Peaches which
1
singles—in any case, as grown and seen in Messrs.

Cheal's nursery—^that we find admiration to

be most concentrated. The three varieties

repre sented in the coloured plate now given

furnish a fair conception of the form, breadth

of petal and rich colouring found in single

Dahlias, and these are of Messrs. Cheal's raising;

but, still, it is only when a collection running into

several scores of varieties, each represented by

some half-dozen sturdy, bushy plants, is seen all

in luxuriant bloom that the wealth of beauty and

of colouring seen in these flowers is fully realised.

That this firm should so invariably secure the

critic who could find fault either with the flavour leading prizes for single Dahlias at exhibitions

or appearance of the Peaches illustrated. shows that it has a specially fine selection.

The Banana has grown enormously in public But some of that success may be due to the fact

that the plants are grown in soil which, while

deeply worked, is not too highly enriched with

manure. Single Dahlias need ample room, but

not too highly enriched soil. Under such con-

ditions they bloom profusely and continuously.

Being single-flowered and presenting great attrac-

tions to insects, fertihsation is verv free. For that

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1407.

HOME-GROWN PEACHES lSE.\ EAGLE AND PRINCESS OF WALES) PACKED FOR MARKET.

reason it is wise to go over the plants every day

or two and rigidly pick off all seed-pods which

may be forming. Where grown less for garden

decoration and more for supplying flowers for cut-

ting, then the harder the flowers are cut the better.

This is best done very early in the day, the stems

being at once placed in water, so that they may be-

come full before being sent to market or be used in

any way desired. While self colours dominate,

very many have tipped petals, as is the case with

Flambeau, or are beautifully flaked and striped.

In addition to the three illustrated, very beautiful

varieties are Mikado, Princess of Wales, Formosa,

Polly Eccles, Snowdrop, Liberty, Rosebank
Scarlet, Victoria, Willicim Parrott, Miss Roberts,

Columbine and Tommy. It is open to anyone
wishing to raise their own plants to obtain a packet

of good seed, sow it under glass in March, and so

get a stock of seedlings. But if it is purposed to

grow flowers for exhibition or to have at once some
of the best, then it is far better to purchase a dozen

or two named varieties, to grow them well, and
thus secure the greatest beauty as well as quality

at the outset. Few plants are more easily grown
in gardens or give greater floral beauty than do
single Dahlias. \. D,

F
SINGLE-FLOWERED DAHLIAS.

OR two successive autumns it was my
great pleasure to visit Messrs. J. Cheal

and Sons' fine nurseries at Crawley,

Sussex, and enjoy a close inspection

of the myriads of Dahlias there grown,

but specially of the beautiful single

forms, for these seem to excel all other sections in

their rich or quaint colourings, their deliglitful

and wonderfully free-flowering habits and, not
thrive here with so little care and bear so profusely less, their brilliant decorative effects. However
that most Califomians have tired of them. Very

I great may be our admiration for the really wonder-
few are sold on street stands, and probably fewer

,

fully formed, massive, rotund shows, the curious
preserved than of any of our fruits. We grow

j

twisted or contorted petals of the Cactus forms, or
Plums to ship out fresh, to can and ship, or to

]
the very charming free-flowered yet rather stiff

''fV' Carl Purdv. and formal Pompons, all who appreciate natural
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO INCREASE THE PANSIES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.—In town
districts many owners of gardens are

tempted to use sweepings from the

streets as top-dressings for their

lawns. Few would wish to actually

put on such material at the present

time, but they may begin to collect it for that

purpose later on. I have had some considerable

in-. I HUD OF PRICKING OI'F SEEDLINI. I'ANSIES. THE
SEEDLINCiS-! SIIOULD BE ARRANGED IN ROWS ABOUT
2 INCHES APART AND A SIMILAR DISTANCE BETWEEN
THE PLANTS IN THE ROWS.

experience of . the material in question and find

that there is much iron in it, and where dressings

have been put on, the grass has been badly damaged.
In country districts where there is not so much
traffic the road-sweepings are beneficial. Bare

places on lawns may be dealt with now by sowing

grass seeds suitable for the purpose. For making
new lawns, the seeds should be sown in spring, but

autumn-sown seeds prove very successful. With
a sharp-toothed iron rake scratch the surface

vigorously and then sow the seeds, cover them
slightly with sifted soil and roll. Give water, if

the soil is very dry, through a fine-rosed watering-

can, and in this way induce early growth. Lawns
may be greatly improved by giving them such

treatment at this season ; there is not the least

necessity for digging or forking up the ground,

but any coarse weeds must be pulled up. All

faded Rose blooms must be removed, as they

form hiding-places for earwigs and other insect

pests. Suckers growing from the stocks should

also be taken off and the very long shoots of Roses

shortened somewhat ; so treated the plants wiU
have a neat, fresh appearance. Continue to feed

border Chrysanthemums and other plants now
developing their flower-buds, also stake tall

shoots and stems before they get blown over, as

growth is very rapid at this season.

Vegetable Garden.—In well-kept gardens weeds
are never allowed to grow to the flowering stage,

but sometimes they grow apace, and if the

weather comes showery and dull it is scarcely

possible to kill them with the aid of the Dutch
hoe. Hand-weeding, though tedious work, is the

most effective, and all weeds should be taken

away and destroyed. Many kinds if left on the

ground root into the surface soil a little again,

just sufiicient to enable them to ripen any seed-pods

they may bear, with the result that thousands

of seedling weeds appear during the autumn months.

It is never wise to allow Rhubarb and Seakale

plants to bear flowers. Though it is not possible

to prevent ordinarily grown plants producing the

flower-stems, the latter must be cut off before the

flowers develop. Any specimens that may have
been neglected in the past must be dealt with at

once; then the crowns will plump up in due course.

Some varieties of Potatoes are diseased,

and when the tubers are lifted

great care should be taken to destroy

all haulm in a fire, and before the

final storing the tubers must be

examined a second time. Plant out

Endive and Lettuces, and sow more

seeds of winter Spinach.

Fruit Garden.—The present has not

been a good season for Vines on

outside walls, and although the Grapes

will be late in ripening, the crop may
be a satisfactory one if the surplus

young shoots are cut off in due course,

thus keeping the bunches exposed to

the sunshine, light and air. Borders

near walls generally get much drier

than those in the open quarter of

the garden, and so watering will be

necessary work. While the soil is in

a moist condition from rains or appli-

cations of clear water, give two good

doses of manure-water in one week.

The young shoots on Vines growing

over pergolas and arches need not be too closely cut

back. The present time is a good one for a careful

examination of all fruit trees, so as to come to a de-

cision as to how many and what varieties of new
ones should be purchased. A list should be made
for reference later on.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Winter-flowering Bego-

nias should now be finally repotted. Those

plants that are intended for an early autumn
display must be judiciously fed ; very weak doses

of stimulating foods must be given. Those plants

growing in frames will be much benefited if they

are raised on empty inverted flower-pots and freely

ventilated. Specimens taken to the

greenhouse should be placed on

shelves near the roof-glass. Summer-
flowering Begonias that are now past

the flowering stage must be kept

drier at the roots, the drying-off pro-

cess being very gradual. Streptocar-

puses may be stimulated with manure-
water ; then the latest- formed flower-

buds will develop better. Arum
Lilies that are not being repotted

must receive a good top-dressing at

once. A. A.

sometimes called Violas, and the newer race of
plants commonly known as Violettas or Miniature-
flowered Tufted Pansies.

Those who are not particular in the colours
and markings of the plants they desire to grow
may produce a large number of them from seeds
with comparative ease, and these will flower pro-
fusely in the succeeding spring if the seeds are sown
forthwith. Although it is sometimes possible to
purchase seed from varieties of a given colour, it

is impossible to say to what extent the colour of

the flowers may be perpetuated by the resulting

seedlings. Those who desire a free display from
plants in which the colours are pleasingly diversified

could not do better than purchase a packet of seed
from a specialist of good repute, and to sow this

without delay. The. seeds may be sown in the

open in a warm border, and the resulting seedlings

will soon be through the soil, and they should be
pricked off as soon as the third leaf has formed.
A better plan, however, is to make a sowing in

the cold frame or in a small box placed in the same
receptacle. In such conditions germination will

(juickly take place, and the seedlings will soon be

large enough to handle in the way proposed.

In Fig. I a number of seedlings that have been
raised during the present season and pricked off

in a box of convenient size are shown. If more
convenient, these same seedlings may be pricked

off into the warm border outdoors, or the cold frame

may be utilised for the same purpose. When
pricking off the seedlings arrange them in rows

from 2 inches to 3 inches apart, and observe a

distance between the seedlings of about 2 inches.

.A.lso, when pricking off successive rows, see that

the plants alternate, as in this way the whole of

the available soil may be utilised and better results

obtained. Long before the time for autumn
planting these recently pricked-off seedlings will

have attaiiied quite large dimensions, as shown in

Fig. 2. On the left is a seedling plant showing
remarkable vigour ; the many shoots breaking

out from the base denote a plant of large size for

flowering the succeeding spring. The seedling

on the right of the picture, although robust, is

of a more tufted character than the other, and

with a seedling of this description it is also reason-

able to expect good results. At this time, too, the

METHODS OF INCREASING THE
PANSIES.

Now that the summer is well advanced,

the grower of these free-flowering

plants naturally looks forward to

another season's display. There are

several methods by which the Pansies

may be increased, and the term
" Pansy " is used in its broadest

sense, so that it shall inchide fancy

and show Pansies, the Tufted Pansies,

-SEEDLINGS TREATED AS ADVISED IN FIG. I SHOULD
ULTIMATELY DEVELOP PLANTS SUCH AS THOSE REPRE-
SENTED ABOVE. WHEN IN THIS CONDITION THEV SHOUI.n
BE PLANTED IN THEIr"PLOWERING QUARTERS.
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very little while. The material with which the

cutting-bed is made should comprise soil of the

character previously advised for seedling purposes.

Observe a distance between the cuttings of about
2 inches, and 2 inches to 3 inches should be

allowed between the rows. D. B. Crane.

3. THE GROWTH ON THE LEFT IS NOT SUITABLE
FOR A CUTXJNG, BEING COARSE, HOLLOW-
STEMMED AND OF LITTLE OR NO VALUE.
THE BEST FORM OF CUTTING IS SHOWN ON
THE RIGHT, THIS BEING OF RECENT DEVELOP-
MENT AND ABOUT 3 INCHES IN LENGTH.

Stocks of different kinds and varieties may be

perpetuated by the aid of cuttings, and this is

the more popular method where a number of plants

of a given colour are desired. As a rule, at this

season the crowns of the old plants are bristling

with numerous growths of recent development,
and with cuttings made from such shoots it is an
easy matter to perpetuate the different varieties.

Many beginners make the mistake in the selection

of the growths they choose for making into cuttings.

On the left of Fig. 3 a long, coarse, hollow-stemmed
growth is shown, with which it is ne.xt to impossible

to make a good cutting. The good shoot figured

on the right of the picture, however, represents

an ideal Pansy growth, and with young growths of

this character anyone with the least knowledge
of propagation should raise plants of the very best

kind. These young growths cannot be inserted

just as they are detached from the old plants. As
a rule, each has to be prepared before it can be

planted, and in its preparation it is necessary to

remove all the bracts and the lower leaves, and
as a finish the stem of the cutting should be cut

through immediately below a joint. On the left

of Fig. 4 a cutting properly prepared is shown.
On the right of Fig. 4 is a type of growth which the

beginner will find quite freely in the crowns of the

more tufted plants. These pieces vary from
2 inches to 3 inches or 4 inclies m length, and may
be detached or pulled from the crown of the plant

with a few roots adhering, and with young growths

of this kind success is assured. Once they become
established, after being inserted in the cutting-

bed, they go ahead straight away, and in a little

while make handsome plants for placing out in

the flowering quarters in the late autumn. The
cutting-bed at this period may be made up in a

warm quarter of the garden, and so long as it is

shaded from the hot midday sun and during

periods of bright sunshine, and is damped down
with light sprays of water both morning and
evening, the rooting process will take place in a

VINES.
Thinning-out Shoots.

The present summer has not been an ideal one as

regards suitable weather for Vines, but perhaps

j

we shall have a very nice autumn. If so, the Vines
will mature their wood fairly well, and then there

will be more prospects of a good crop of Grapes
ne.xt year, as it is impossible to get high-class fruit

from unripe wood. We should, however, do our

own share in the work. It is our duty now to see

that all surplus young shoots are cut out regularly

every week and to admit as much air as possible

on fine days, also to have the pipes warm at night

when the weather is dull and cold, with free ventila-

tion ; then we shall have done our duty. B.

ONIONS.
Storing Bulbs for Exhibition.

Large specimens gathered at the end of August
or early in September require very careful treat-

ment if they are to be kept in firsl-class condition

for the November shows. There must be no bruising

of the skin or outer scales, and each bulb must be

lifted by placing the fingers well under the base, and
not by pulling, holding the lop for the purpose.

The bulbs should be ripe, but not left in the ground
long enough to cause splitting. If the weather

continues to be cold and rainy, alternating with

spells of sunshine, much attention to this crop will be
necessary in order to obtain a good harvest of the

bulbs. I have been very successful in the storing

of monster Onions grown specially for exhibition,

my plan being to suspend each one from a rafter

in a large airy shed or in a stoke-hole. The air

was always dry, but not confined, and the bulbs

seemed to improve very much after being placed

in the positions referred to. The skins dried and
glistened beautifully, and when finally prepared
for the show table every specimen seemed perfect.

Very large Onions are extremely tender, and the

slightest pressure on them would cause bruising

in a short time. To win prizes the bulbs must be

firm, sound, clean and of good shape. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Seasonablf. Flowers.—There is now much beauty
in the flower garden, and many beautiful subjects

are seen on every hand. These include both
tender and hardy perennials, as well as annuals

and biennials, climbers and the like. The Sweet
Pea, a common garden flower easily grown by all,

is one of the few subjects which are not rendered

commonplace, even though it is seen at every

turn. Rather does its ubiquitous character speak
volumes for a popularity that is increasing with
years, and which is rendering it indispensable in

the gardens of all classes and in countries almost as

wide as the poles asunder. There is a charm about
the Sweet Pea w-hich fascinates and grows, and it

is a flower not of days, but of weeks and months.
The Dahlias just now, too, are in bloom, and in

most cases will require some attention to thinning

and tying to avoid breakage. The herbaceous

Phloxes are now making a great show ; indeed,

have been doing this for a month past, and have
rarely been seen in finer condition. In a wet
season these things rejoice ; hence in a dry season

their love of moisture should not be wholly dis-

regarded.

Hollyhocks.—The great spires of these as

they tower heavenwards are now among the more
conspicuous flowers of the garden, bold and im-

posing in groups and most attractive. Not in-

frequently the cottager displays his fondness for

the race, the more economically inclined, because
of the absence of stakes and lack of room elsewhere,

planting and tying them to the partition fence of

his front garden, and his neighbour doing the

same thing for similar reasons, a big show is un-

consciously built up. The plant still suffers from
the disease, for which there is no cure ; hence
" What cannot be cured must be endured." The
most badly disfigured leaves should be removed
and burned.

Montbretias.—These, too, are giving freely

of their graceful, richly coloured sprays of yellow,

red and orange, and, being of a light nature and
iu-fistic in effect, are admirably fitted for the'garden

SPRING CABBAGES.
We are all proud to be able to cat firm hearted

I Cabbages very early in the spring, and as that

time approaches we become anxious and wonder
whether we shall be able to cut some before our
neighbours or not. So we feed and hoe with the

intention to hasten the growth. Of course, this

j

is quite the right thing to do ; but I wonder how
' many inexperienced cultivators ever study the

matter in an eager, serious way during the autumn
months. There is so much that can be done to

hasten forward the crop at this season that I wish

! to draw attention to the fact now.

When the seeds are sown in the autumn and a

nice crop of seedlings appear, some persons are

quite content, and so allow them to remain in

:
their seed quarters until the turn of the year or

; until they have time to plant them out in the early

days of winter at the soonest. Can it be expected

that plants so treated will turn in with large,

firm hearts very early in the spring ? We must
lose no time, but at once prepare a nice bed and

transplant the seedlings in it at 4 inches apart

directly they are 3 inches high. Then, if again

duly transplanted in good firm soil before severe

j

weather comes, splendid early hearts will be

available. Shamrock.

4-—THE CUTTING ON THE LEFT IS PROPERLY
prepared and READY FOR INSERTION. ON
THE RIGHT IS DEPICTED A GROWTH WITH
A FEW ROOTS ADHERING ; SUCH PIECES MAY
BE REMOVED FROM THE CROWNS OF OLD
PLANTS AT THIS PERIOD I.V GOODLY
NUMBERS.

or for cutting. Such things as these require no
staking of any kind, and so far as I remember
it is rarely done. The worst feature of staking
is the huddled-up, besom-like bunches too fre-

quently seen as opposed to a system which should
at all times aim to preserve the natural bent of

the plant. This in different tribes or species is
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so greatly varied that no hard-and-fast rule can

be laid down concerning it.

Carnation Layering.— It is really time such

work as this was completed, and if not already

done, no time should now be lost to secure that

end. Work of this kind too long deferred has its

aftermath in weakly rooted plants or even in non-

rooted layers. In both cases loss and disappoint-

ment ensue. In those instances where the layer-

ing has been done in season and in reason it is

important that the ground near be kept scrupu-

lously clean. Nothing that I know more quickly

attracts and constitutes a landing-stage for the

egg-depositing fly tribe responsible for the maggot

which appears a little later on to do its work of

destruction in the Carnation plant than the presence

of weeds. It is frequently of some assistance in

warding off these pests if the plants are occasionally

dusted with soot or syringed with soot-water ;

anything, indeed, not injurious to the plant but

calculated to render it distasteful to insect-life

is of service at such a time.

Lavender.—This welcome old-time favourite

is appreciated both in the garden and in the homei

and those who find it of value when dried should

now gather the spikes for that purpose. Every

housewife knows its value in the linen closet, and

this, coupled with a fragrance practically unique,

should render the plant popular with all classes.

A bush of Lavender may be grown in the poorest

of garden soils, and very often stretches of the

plant adjacent to garden walks fill one with admira-

tion. A reputedly chalk or lime loving plant, it

is by no means fastidious as to soils. I have

seen it by the acre on the poorest of sandy soils,

and knew well years ago the Mitcham area where the

plant was so long grown, and which was by no

means associated with the chalk or limestone

formations. E. H. Jenkins.

I seen, the flowers being of enormous size and of an

i e.xceptionally intense shade of blue, delicately

chequered with white or bluish white. The

certificated plant carried a raceme bearing eleven

of the magnificent flowers, for which no amount

of praise would be too great. This imique example

came from Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford,

K.C.V.O., Westonbtrt, Gloucester, and well merited

the first-class certificate awarded it.

NEW VEGETABLES AND FRUIT.

The following culinary Peas, having been grown

and tested at Wisley, came before the committee

for the confirmation of their awards :

Exhibition.—From Messrs. James Carter and

Co., Holborn.

Magnum Bonum.—From iMessrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden.

Satis/aclion, Windsor Castle and Yorkshire Hero.

From Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading.

Melon Early Favourite.—This, raised by Mr.

A. C. Smith, also received an award of merit. No
evidence of the fruit, however, remained.

NEW PLANTS.
Royal Horticultural Society.—August i6.

Gladiolus primulinus.—A rare species of ex-

quisite beauty and charm from the Rain Forest,

Victoria Falls, on the Zambesi River, where the

plant is popularly known as " The Maid of the

Mist." The elegant spikes of flowers are about

3 feet high, the Primula-scented blossoms of a

golden yellow colour and distinctly hooded ; that is

to say, the upper segment is long and of a decidedly

arching character. In decoration it would prove

a most charming kind. Whether the species is

even approximately hardy remains to be seen, or

sufficiently so to permit of being planted in

the open in an ordinary summer with the best

results. It is, in any case, worthy of special

care. Exhibited by Messrs. Kelway and Son,

Langport, and by Mr. M. Prichard, Christchurch,

Hants. Award of merit.

Gladiolus Europa.—An excellent variety in

every way, the colour approximating to pure white.

Gladiolus Karl Luz.—This is of dark crimson

tone ; the flowers are of medium size.

Gladiolus Grafin Degenfeld.—A variety of con-

spicuous beauty, with much nanceanus blood in

its veins. The colour is cream to ivory, the three

lower segments being heavily blotched with scarlet.

These three varieties came from Mr. W. Pfitzer,

Stuttgart, and each received an award of merit.

Oncidium Mantinii Lowii.—A yellow-flowered

variety in the main, the lip being of a rich shade

of colour, broad and well formed, while the sepals

and petals are of paler hue and shaded or overlaid

with bronze. From Mr. E. V. Low, Hayward's

Heath. .Award of merit.

Vanda eizrulea Westonbtrt variety.—This is the

noblest variety of this unique species we have yet

TO
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The Editor intends to

make The (Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communicaiions should be

cleaily and concisely written on one side of the paper only^

and. addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.G. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. 2'he name ami address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. Wheyi more than one

qiiery is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be dearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, sliould be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not cfiaracteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Sweet Peas failing [Mmc H. C. Van dcr

Lee).—The Pea haulm may be drying off from

various causes, such as root fungus, the attacks of

wireworm or other soil pests. The cold nights and

continued wet and sunless time have also told

heavily against these plants this year, and in a dis-

trict where the soil is insufficiently drained many
sudden failures have occurred. The excessive use

of strong manures is also bad for these plants.

Poverty of colour (S. W. //.).—In all

probability this is brought about by soil poverty

to a large extent, despite the fact that you have

given it manure. Whether lime is present or

absent in sufficient quantity could only be accu-

rately determined by analysis. To some extent

colour always suffers in a season of wet and cold

like the present, the absence of sun having a marked

effect upon this. To some extent also the absence

of sun during 1909 would have its effect, the

basal buds of the plants, the result of the elabora-

tion of the sap in that year, being deficient in that

respect. In any case, both soot and lime possess

excellent fertilising properties, and dressings of

both, given at widely separated periods and at the

rate of a bushel to about three rods of ground,

would probably assist matters. In the new borders

you are making we advise the free use of good

stable manure in conjunction with deep digging or

trenching, working in the lime as the work pro-

ceeds. The ashes from garden rubbish fires aie

also of great value. Where the soil is heavy use

plenty of road-grit to render the whole more porous.

DafTodil seedlings {;V. G. Hadden).—\li^T
the seedlings have completely died down the soil

should be kept quite dry for a month or so. If the

soil is sweet and the seedlings not overcrowded,

there is no need to disturb them, as not infrequently

at this stage the " bulb " is but a fleshy, elongated

tuber, which is not benefited by much disturbance.

In their second year the seedlings should, if possible,

be ripened earlier, shaken out and given fresh soil,

replanting them i inch deep. Keep the Lilies in

the pot for the winter, not allowing the soil to

become quite dry, but moderately so, and plant

out bodily in a clump in early spring—March or

April. A mixture of peat, loam and sand in equal

parts would suit them well. We regret your

enquiry has been overlooked.

Dividing Water Lilies {Mrs, Eliot Howard).—
The address you require is Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard.
The best time to divide Water Lilies is February or early
March. You may chop them through with a spade, and
retain pieces with two or three strong growths. Replant
in mud, or on mounds of loamy soil if there is no u.ud in

the pond. Your Iris Kjempferi has not turned into the
common yellow Flag, but this plant has probably increased
so rapidly that it has crowded I. Kaempferi out. You
had better remove the common kind or clear a good space,
then replant your remaining plants of I. Ksempferi in

good loamy soil.

Dividing the common Irises {E. M. Carpmael).—
You may divide your Irises any time after the flowers
have faded, the sooner the better. When dividing them
reject the centre parts and select the stronger shoots from
about the margins of the clumps. Your other herbaceous
plants may be divided in November. These may be
treated in the same way. It is advisable to break the
clumps up fairly small, so that they will not become over-
grown again quickly. While you have your border clear,

advantage should be taken to deeply trench and manure
it. You will be repaid for the trouble by finer flowers
and better plants next year.

Sweec Peas attacked by insects (J. T.).—The
Sweet Peas have apparently been attacked by slugs or
one of the small moth larvee which occasionally feed upon
these plants. Dusting with soot would check the latter,

or the plants may be sprayed with lead urocnate, which
would prove fatal to both. The Carrots have been attacked
by the Carrot fly. It is too late to do much for the plants
this year if those sent are a sample of the crop. Care
should be taken in thinning not to disturb the ground too
much. A rather light soil prevents the larva making
their way to the roots. Soil moistened with parafBui

may be sprinkled alongside the rows and will prevent
the flies from laying their eggs.

Lychnis chalcedonica failing (Lawrence Jali-

naior).—We should imagine from your description that you
are simply poisoning the sofl with manures, and only the
grossest of feeders could possibly endure such repeated
dressings as you describe. In the magnesian limestone

sofls of your own district, and in other parts of the country
where heavy or clayey loam overlies the lias formation,
we have seen the plant in perfection with only a manurial
dressmg at pianting-time. We can only advise stopping
the manure and lifting the plants. In September give
the soil a good liming before replanting the bed in March
next. Meanwhile let it have a rest. You may, of course,

plant the Lyclmis elsewhere at once.

Belladonna Lilies {F. M. S.).—These are most
impatient of disturbance, and usually require several
years before becoming sufliciently re-established to flower.

The bulbs should be planted 6 inches to 8 inches deep in

rich, sandy, well-drained soil to which old mortar refuse

has been added. You should give them the hottest posi-

tion your garden atfords, preferably against a greenhouse
wall having a south aspect, or, failing this, any other wall

where a maximum amount of sun-heat is felt. During
leaf-growth the plants should be given copious supplies

of water if the weather is dry, and with the maturing
of the foliage the plants should be shielded from wet by a
spare hght. This last is not always necessary, and it will

depend upon circumstances, as, e.g., the season and the
conditions under which they are growing, whether it should
be enforced or not. The plant is only a success in open
borders in this country in districts that are favoured and
warm.
White Lilac for name and information

{Dorset).—The name of the shrub you send is Syringa
amurensis. It is quite distinct from the common Lilac

(Syringa vulgaris), so that it could not have flowered last

year as an ordinary white Lilac. It belongs to a section

of the genus Syringa, in which the flowers from their short

tubes bear a considerable resemblance to those of a Privet,

hence the generic name of Ligustrina (Privet-like) has

been by some authorities suggested for them. They all

flower later in the season tlian the ordinary Lilac, so that

in this respect your plant is behaving in the normal manner.
The leaves naturally make their appearance early in the

season, when they arc somewhat liable to injury from late

frosts and cutting winds. This is what has happened in

-your case, so that there is really uo disease, and next
.Reason the foliage may perhaps escape altogether. Although
youi- specimen is decidedly l<^ss showy than the common
Lilac, it is far more interestiug, forming as it does a con-

necting link between the Privets and Lilacs, both of which

are members of the same natural order, namely, Oleaceae.
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Phlox and Sweet Peas dying (J. Brewer).—

The fltst-liamc-il lins cirtninlv sultircil fluin one or other

of the many soil rests that ahouml, the harli hciiig ch-ared
j

rifc'ht away from tlie stem at its hase, lieiiee the eollapse.

In all probahilitv tli>' Sw. ft Peas are sulhrin- from a like i

cause, tliough we ha\e Imt the faded tops evid. lunis tlleir
j

unhaiipiness. l.inie and soot worked in the surfaee soil

would prove to sonn- .xtent a deterrent, and in winter or I

early spriiiK \i>n mi^ht try one of the soil fumigants so

much now in \()gue.

Pseonles not flowering {Florence A'eiecr).—'I'he

name of the plant i^ (_'anipannla ?lomerata dahurica, one

of the Helltlower faiuilv. and which is also known by the

popular name vou submit We "aimot say why the Pg-oines

have not flowered unless we have before us particulars of

the treatment meted out to them. Paionies require to he

established in deep and rich soils to flower well, and may
remain so for years if well supplied with water or liquid

manure. When planting or replanting is necessary, the

work should be done in September or October, the flrat-

named for preference. If you can give any other particu-

lars we might further assist yon.

Pompon Dahlias and otherquestlons(J.B,C.).
The characteristics of the Pompon Dahlia are best preserved

bv striking late cuttings each year, allowing them to be

grown singly in pots to form what are known as pot roots,

and planting these in due course in firm and rather poor

soils In rich and loose soils the florets open more widely,

and the symmetry of the flower-head so much beloved of

the llorist is spoiled. The Montbret.ias are suffering from

a leaf disease peculiar to these and allied plants, and which

this year by reason of wet and cold, has been more frequent

than usual. Lift, the plants in October, dry them off

gradually m anv outhouse secure from frost, and replant

the best roots iii March in freshly prepared soil in a new

site.

VTater plants in tubs (Dolphin).—Are you quite
i

sure that the black slime is from the water and not from

the tubs ; and did you take the precaution to burn them

out before using ? which is always a wise precaution. If .

the scum is really due to the impure condition of the water,

a little sulphate of copper—say, an ounce dissolved in
|

three gallons of water—for occasionally spraying the ,

surface of the water should suffice, but the spray must not

come in contact with the plants. Tlie introduction of
|

fine gravel sand, or charcoal all tend to purify, and m some ;

instances—though the effect is not permanent—fresh

soot sprinkled on the water's surface and freely stirred

will sometimes precipitate the scum. Have you tried

skimming the surface of the water or overflowing it occa-

sionally to clear it away 1

Lilies and Carnations (Quiidley).—T\i<i Lilies are

quite healthy, though small in size, and one of the bulbs

had attempted to throw a spike of flowers, but failed to

fully develop the same. One bulb is quite rootless ; tllat

is to say, it has been existing on its own resources since

being planted. We imagine from the bulbs and their

root-flbres that you planted them far too late, August

being the best time when the re-rooting begins. As this

Lily is at all times impatient of removal, all you can do is

to let them alone to become established, when, provided

tliey remain healthy, they will flower quite well. The

secretary of the Perpetual Flowering Carnation Society is

Mr Hayward Mathias, Medstead, Hants, and we believe

this is the only society of its kind that gives cultural

information to its members. You do not say what in-

formation you require, and we may be able to supply your

wants in this respect.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose foliage blighted (Croom).—The

foliage sent is badly attacked with the fungus

known as black spot. It is very much about this

year, owing doubtless to the very wet season.

We advise you to have all fallen foliage picked

up and biurned. If the soil is stirred about the

plants you should obtain some good autumn

bloom, but the loss of foliage owing to the disease

considerably checks the plant's vigour. You will

do well to replant your Roses in the autumn, if

possible, into a fresh plot of land ; but if not, then

have the surface soil for an inch or so in depth

quite removed and either burned or placed at the

bottom of the trench when trenching the beds, as

the spores of the fungus will lie in this surface soil

all the winter. Spray the plants now with Woburn

Bordeaux Paste and repeat at intervals of a week.

.A.fter pruning in spring spray the plants, and con-

tinue this at frequent intervals throughout the

summer.

Roses for circular beds (G. C. P.).—
We think the beds should be planted with Roses

of a similar shade of colour. We name six

varieties of each colour that would blend well

together, and if you edged the bed with one of the

lovely little Polyantha Roses, we think you would

be pleased with the effect. The larger growers

could be pegged or tied over to hoops, and it would

only be necessary to tie down the growths and

remove old wood occasionally. The Polyantha

Rose could be kept quite dwarf by cutting down
to the ground each spring. Crimson : Griiss an

Teplitz, Hugh Dickson, J. B. Clark, Bardou Job,

Sarah Bernhardt and Frani;ois Crousse, edged with

Perlo des Rouges. White : Frau Karl Druschki,

Mme. A. Carriere, Boule de Neige, La Tosca,

Aimee Vibcrt and Blanc Double de Coubcrt, edged

with Katherina Zeimet. Pink : Conrad F. Meyer,

Lady Waterlow, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Climbing

C. Testout, Laurette Messimy and Climbing La

France, edged with Maman Levavasseur. The

autumn-sown Sweet Peas may be sown about i inch

apart, thinning them out later on.

Dorothy Perkins not flowering freely

(A. E. R. ).—There have been several complaints

regarding this Rose this season. The rather

sparse flowering of certain plants is doubtless

owing to the wet summer we had last year. There

is rather an erroneous idea abroad that all rambler

Roses should have all the old wood cut out after

flowering. This is to some extent true as regards

the Multiflora or Crimson Rambler tribe, but it

is not correct as regards the wichuraiana Roses.

We would rather in their case, especially after a

sunless summer, sacrifice some of the soft, sappy

growths rather than the old wood, but by all means

spread out the latter as much as possible, and in

March cut back all laterals fairly hard, leaving the

strongest not over 6 inches long and the weakest

I inch or 2 inches. Plants treated like this have

been, and are now, a mass of bloom with us. We
adopted a somewhat novel plan of having a central

pole 12 feet high, and another pole slanting from

the point of the central one on each side. To these

poles the growths were secured after pruning in

spring, and they now form magnificent screens,

everv growth being well away from its neighbour,

thus displaying the beautiful long trails of bloom.

Other varieties of wichuraiana Roses, such as

Rene Andre, have growths over four years

old and as vigorous and healthy as at first. They

are all treated on the same plan.

Rambler Roses forced first season

after potting up [T. S.).—As a rule, rambler

Roses are best grown one year outdoors before

bringing them into the forcing-house ; that is

to say, they are potted up in November, plunged

outdoors, where they remain until May, when they

are replunged at a greater distance apart in lines

or beds in an open position. But we may tell

you that if you could obtain bushy two year old

plants on their own roots of such as Dorothy Perkins

and Crimson Rambler and pot them up in October,

cutting them back to i foot in height at the time of

potting, you could, by giving them bottom-heat,

have nice, bushy, rather dwarf plants in bloom

by Easter, allowing them about fourteen weeks to

grow in a moderate heat. If, however, you

potted up long-shooted plants and expected them

to flower really well the first year, you would be

disappointed by the weakly little trusses of bloom

they would yield compared to the fine long clusters

of established plants. There is, however, a great

difference when one is dealing with the dwarf

Polyantha Roses, or " Baby " Ramblers as they

are sometimes called. To this class belongs the

new Rose you mention, Edward VII., named, we
beheve, by special permission of His late Majesty

King Edward VII., and sent out by Messrs.

Schultheis Brothers, Steinfurth, near Bad Nau-

heim, Germany. This Rose is a seedling from

Mme. N. Levavasseur, and is a beautiful pink

colour. Market-growers pot up thousands of this

type of Rose in the autumn and bloom them the

following spring, but they do not force them hard.

You were quite right about Etoile de France, and

we should not think of forcing plants potted up

from the ground in November ; but, of course, pot-

grown plants repotted in autumn could be forced,

although in their case it is better to repot in June

or July if hard forcing is to be resorted to. If

your employer sends you plants of Edward VII.,

we should advise potting up immediately and

plunging outdoors until December ; then bring

them into the greenhouse, cut back to 4 inches to

6 inches from the top of the pot, and plunge in

fibre upon a gentle hot-bed or in a pit where hot-

water pipes are beneath. You would then have

the plants in l)loorn about March.

Red rust on Roses (.V. £.).— The Woburi*

Bordeaux Paste is used at the rate of about IJIb. to

10 gallons of water. It mixes readily with water, and
contains no gross particles to clog the nozzle of the sprayer.

The Woburn Tobacco Extract is used at the ratr- of lib.

to 10 gallons of water for general purposes, but for thrip

and cuckoo spit use one part to fifty parts of water. For

American blight on Apples it should be used at the same
strength.

Rose Niphetos under glass (An Old Subscriber).

This Rose is much finer than Innocente Pirola for under

glass ; its buds and blooms are so pure in colour and the

habit of gro^vth eminently suitable for forcing purposes.

You would find Molly Sharman Crawford also a grand

variety for the same purpose ; indeed, we believe it to be

the very best white Rose for pot culture excepting Frau Karl

Druschki, and even superior to this Rose in many respects,

its growth being more manageable. 2. Y'ou will be wise

to avoid the climbing forms of such Roses as Niphetos if

your space is somewhat limited. You will obtain far more

bloom from the non-climbing form and also a more con-

tinuous supply. We, however, would except Climbing

Mrs W. J. Grant. This Rose is really best grown as a

pillar Rose under glass. 3. The boxes for Daffodils sliouid

be about 4 inches to 5 inches deep. 4. The Lyon Rose ib

very good under glass.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Diseased Pelargoniums {Salis).—The

Pelargonium shoots sent have been badly attacked

by aphides, which have caused the spots on the

stems. They have also what is generally referred

to as the Pelargonium disease, an ailment to which

highly fed plants, particularly if they are kept in

a close atmosphere, are very liable. This disease

has increased considerably of recent years. The

best way to combat the evil is to vaporise, in order

to destroy the aphides, and to give the plants plenty

of air. An excessive use of stimulants must be

avoided. You give us no idea of the treatment

your plants have received. This is very necessary

in order to advise as to the necessary remedy.

Keeping frost out of small greenhouse
[Novice).—We have had no experience of the

scheme suggested in your letter, but think it is

quite possible to keep the frost out of such a small

greenhouse in this way. Of course, the pipes must

be so arranged that the water will circulate ; that

is to say, the flow must moimt upwards gradually

to the highest part, and for the return drop in a

corresponding manner tiU it enters the fire-box at

the lowest. It is very essential that the pipes

within the fire-box are stout, and any joints therein

must be such as will resist the action of

the fire. The greater the surface of pipe exposed

to the heat, the quicker, of course, will the water

circulate. For this reason you could, perhaps,

arrange a small coil to act the part of a boiler. To

increase the heating surface it will be possible to

run two pipes around your house by using a

Y-shaped piece after the pipe has left the fire-box.

To ensure success and avoid accidents two very

necessary items must be taken into consideration.

In the first place an expansion pipe must be fixed

at the highest part of the pipes, and also a feed

cistern, so as to ensure that the pipes are always

filled with water and that no steam collects therein.

In a small structure such as yours we have known

very satisfactory results to be obtained by using

an oil lamp or stove to keep out the frost. If

a good class of stove is obtained, kept regularly

trimmed and the best oil used, there will be no

risk to the plants.
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Roll glass for conservatory roof
(Clumba).—The objection to Hartley's Roll Glass for

the roofs of plant-houses is that it obstructs too much
of the light. It would not matter at this season of

the year, but in winter plants under glass require all

the light available. Still, some subjects are less

particular in this respect than others, and if the

occupants of the conservatory are limited to foliage

plants, such as Palms and Ferns, there would be
no great objection to the roof being formed of this

glass. Soft-wooded plants, such as Pelargoniums,
would not do well under it. If used there is no
objection to it being in lengths of 3 feet. We do
not see how the overlapping can be avoided unless

you have an iron or zinc framework into which the
ends of the glass may be butted.

Scarborough Lily not flowering
(G. /. R.).—Vallota piu-purea flowers naturally
during the late summer and early autumn months, so
that there is ample time yet for your plant to throw
up its flower-spike. Directly the flower-spike appears
the plant should be taken into the greenhouse,
keeping it regularly watered. Even if it does
not flower this season, it must be wintered in a good
light position in the greenhouse and at no time
dried off. It may be stood out of doors again
during the summer. The Watsonia should have
flowered before this, and we are afraid that you
will get no bloom this year. It should be treated
like the Vallota till the leaves show signs of
going to rest, when water must be lessened and
finally discontinued altogether. In March shake the
bulb clear of the old soil and repot, giving it little

water at first, to be increased as the leaves grow.
Treated in this way it will probably flower next
year. We are extremely pleased to learn that you
have been so successful in the culture of Malmaison
Carnations by following the advice we gave.

Informatian about a Liemon plant (S. J. F.)
The Lemon is naturally of tree-like habit there-
tore your plant will not break out from the lower
part of the branches unless severe measures are resorted
to. The only thing you can do to ensure a well-furnished
plant IS to cut the branches back, and encourage the pro-
duction of young shoots by keeping the plant as warm as
possible and syruiging it freely. Even then growth will

1 ' slow, as the plant has exhausted a good deal of its
energies in the production of the strong young shoots
referred to m your letter. Though this is the only course 1

available that will lead to the formation of a bushy plantwe should not be inclined to treat your specimen in this
way, but rather to allow it to remam as it is, and thus
assume its natural habit of a standard. The tops of thegrowmg shoots may be pinched out in order to prevent
them running up too tall, and in this way a regular-shaped
specimen may be ensured. You wUl, we think, find this
far more satisfactory than cutting back the plant, though
as above mdicated, with this treatment it is not likely
to push out shoots from the old wood.
**ontias diseased (S. A., Argenline Republic).—

We have devoted a good deal of attention to your letter
and sought the opinion of experts in this particular class
of plants. The conditions prevaLing in your part of the
world are so different to those experienced in England that
we are to a considerable extent handicapped in diagnosing
the cause of your trouble. When the brightness of your
climate is taken into consideration, we do not think that
an excess of shading has anything to do with the matter,
unless it tends to keep the atmosphere too damp. As the
roots are in a very good condition, it shows that the pottmg
compost and the water supplied to them are not to blame.
A majority of those consulted concur in the opmion that
the temperature at night during the winter is too low for
the well-bemg of the Kentias. Here we do not subject i

them to a lower temperature than 46° to 50° at night
and should expect a drop to 32° to be attended with serious
consequences. The greater the amount of moisture in
the atmosphere, the more possibility there would be of
the low temperature doing damage. The cold, damp
feelmg noted m this particular house is certainly agamst
the successful culture of Kentias. You do not seem to
have any provision for heating it, otherwise we should
advise a gentle heat in the pipes in order to counteract
this. There is little doubt, especially when the large
amount of atmospheric moisture is taken into considera-
tion, that there is fungus present in the discoloured spots,
but whether a cause or an attendant on the decay already
setting in it is difficult to decide. One whom we have con-
sulted m the matter suggests that, although the winter
temperature is decidedly too low for Kentias, yet the
damage to the leaves may, m the first place, be due to
insect agency, possibly a kind of scale, which punctures
the cuticle of the leaf and then after a time dies. This
incision might allow the spores of some kind of fungus
to enter and thus set up decay. We advise you to

do what you can towards counteracting the excessive
moisture by giving more ventilation and lessening the
syringing ; at the same time, spraying with a solution of
potassium sulphide would check the fungus. This is

prepared by dissolving loz. of potassium sulphide, or
liver of sulphur, as it is often called in this country, in a
quart of hot water, then adding to it sutficient cold water to
make up two and a-half gallons in all. It must be well
stirred and the plants carefully sprayed with it, taking
care that it does not get on the paint, which it will dis-
colour. Instead of this potassium, permanganate may be
successful. This, which is in crystals, should be dissolved
in water so that the solution is of a pale rose colour.

Primula obconica leaves diseased (Bray).—
Although we found a few traces of fungi on the enclosed
leaves, we think it is the result of the disease and not the
cause of the trouble itself. It puzzles us considerably,
yet at the same time we cannot help thinking that some
local influence is at the root of the matter. We
advise you to remove the plants entirely from the green-
house and stand them on a bed of ashes in a cold frame,
giving them plenty of air ; in fact, treating them practi-
cally as outdoor plants. Under such conditions the tissues
of the leaves will harden, and very probably the disease
will be checked. Of course, your Primulas are not given
any fire-heat at tfiis season, as if they are this would tend
to weaken their constitution and render them a more
ready prey to any disease. If you follow our advice, we
shall be pleased to hear from you later on, whether success-
ful or not, as such a puzzling case is naturally full of interest
to us.

Maidenhair Ferns going wrong (M. E. L. M.).
It is a difficult matter to state positively the cause of your
Maidenhau: Ferns going off in the way they have done, but
in our opinion tlie vaporising compound is the cause
thereof. A little extra strength may have led to the
miscliief. You do not say whether any of the other plants
in the same structure have suffered in a similar manner, or
whether the damage is confined solely to the Maidenliair
Ferns. Very few occupants of the greenhouse are as
susceptibie to injury as these Ferns. It is within the
bounds of possibility that the damage was caused by
lightning, but in that case one would naturally expect
violent signs thereof. Even with our experience we have
had Maidenhair Ferns injured by vaporising, when for the
sake of some other occupants of the house we have used it

as strong as we thougilt consistent with safety. Vaporising
should be done in the evening, and the sun must not be
allowed to sliiue on the plants the next day, that is if they
are of a delicate nature.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Currants, Gooseberries and Rasp-

berries to plant (C. C. Dickniana).—The best

Black Currant is Boskoop Giant. Of the Red Cur-

rants, perhaps the most useful for a suburban garden

would be the new Dutch Red, a very prolific variety.

The bunches are long and the berries a rich deep

colour. White Dutch (Grosse Blanche) is among
the best of the White Currants. The best Rasp-

berry is Superlative. The following varieties of

Gooseberries are good : Red, Superb, Whinham's
Industry and Warrington ; yellow, Golden Drop,

Golden Gem and Langley Beauty ;
green. Ocean,

British Queen and Plunder ; white, Lancer (Howard's)

Whitesmith and Transparent. The best time to

plant is the first or second week in November.

Alicante Grapes diseased (C. A. C).

—

Yours is a bad case of " scald " in the berries

resulting from insufficient ventilation during the

time of the formation of seeds. The Hamburgh
Grape seldom suffers from the same cause. The
only way to obviate a similar attack next year will

be to ventilate more freely during stoning-time

(seed-forming) both by day and night, the

amount of ventilation, of course, depending on the

state of the weather ; but the vinery should not

be entirely closed at any time during this stage

of growth. In cold and wet weather a little heat

should be applied to the pipes, in order to keep the

air fairly warm and to help its better circulation

The stalks of the berries give one the impression

that your Vine is also suffering from an attack of

red spider.

Pear Duchesse d'Angouleme unsatisfactory
{Genl. Moon).—When grown and ripened to perfection this
is one of the best and handsomest Pears we have. But it

is scarcely one season iu ten that it can be had in this
condition, even when grown against warm walls in the
South of England being generally found gritty, coarse and
of indifferent flavour. The variety is now eliminated from
our best lists. It is not worth planting. When grown
under glass its flavour and quality are greatly improved and
it attains a much larger size. Sliould you wish to substitute
another variety for it, we tliiuk l)oyeuu6 du Cornice
would be the best.

Peach fruits diseased (,T. H. IF.).—The branch
of your tree received is in vigorous health and free from
insect pests. The fruits were too decayed when re-
ceived to make a careful inspection of them. The only
way in which we can account for the fruits suffering so is
that they must have been scorched by a too hot sun
shining directly upon them, thus destroying the skins of
the fruits and leading to decav.

KITCHEN GARDEN,
Tomatoes cracking [F. M. D.).—Your

fruit is ripe, and is cracking because the atmo-

sphere of the house is too moist and close,

and possibly by too much water being given to

the plants. Give the plants abundance of air

day and night while the weather is fine, and do

not syringe too much. The plants must, of course,

have water enough to keep them in health ; but be

on your guard against over-watering while the

fruit is in this condition. In bad weather less air

must, of course, be given, but it should be kept

dry even then by the application of a little heat

in the pipes.

Autumn-sown Onions diseased (Onion).

From the description you give of the way your

Onions are affected we have no doubt that it

is the Onion grub which has caused the mischief.

This grub is the larvse of an ashy-coloured, ill-

looking two-winged fly. It lays its eggs in the

Onion, and when those eggs are hatched the larvae

eat their way into the Onion and frequently

destroy the whole crop. You should without delay

pull up the whole of the diseased ones and burn
them, or the pest will be sure to reappear next year.

The best way to prevent its attack is to give the

soil just before sowing the seed a dressing of the

following mixture on the surface, working it in

with the draw-hoe and rake, at the rate of two
handfuls to the square yard : One peck of lime,

the same of soot and 2lb. of nitrate of soda (ground

very small), mixing the whole well together.

As soon as the young Onions are perceived above

ground (or before) give them a light dressing

of this mixture, repeating the dose every eight

days for a month or five weeks, when danger from

this fly will be over.

Potatoes diseased (0. H.).—The Potatoes are
attacked fay the disease known as corky scab, caused by
the fungus Spongospora scabies. As there is a danger of

the spores being carried in the diseased tubers, it would be
well not to use any for seed purposes, and to dress the soil

in which these have been growing with quicklime, so as to
destroy the spores and render the soil alkaline, for an acid
medium is one in which the fungus would be likely to
succeed.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cob-nut OP Pignut (H. B. J.).—This is indi-

genous to certain soils, and having seeded down probably
for generations, you may never be able wholly to eradicate

it. The tubers are not in a direct tine with the growth,
and therefore cannot be destroyed from the surface. By
cutting off all the foliage as it appears, the tubers are con-
siderably weakened and at times perish outright.

Various questions (Burton Park. County Cork).—
1. Spray the trees in winter with the following solution :

Arsenate of soda, S^oz. ; acetate of lead, 7oz. ; common
treacle, 21b. ; water, 10 gallons. This mixture is a deadly
poison, and must be kept under lock and key. 2. Ordi-
nary border Caniations and the Malmaison varieties are
propagated by layers as soon as they have finished flower-

ing at the end of the summer. When well rooted they
are potted off and kept in a cool frame or house during
winter. In spring the Malmaisons are potted into larger

pots, and the border varieties planted out towards the
end of April. Winter-flowering or Tree Carnations are
propagated by cuttings of the young shoots in brisk heat
any time from February to July. Those propagated early

should flower the following winter. Too many stakes to
a plant should not be used. One neat stake will be sufli-

cient to hold up two or three shoots, tying them
neatly to it with slender matting. We cannot enter into
detail regarding the general culture of Carnations in the
space allowed to answer a question, but would refer you
to our calendar of operations of seasonable work dealt
with every week, in which in its turn the Carnation is

well dealt with. 3. Spinach is usually sold by the half-

sieve measure. This should contain three and a-half

imperial gallons. It averages 12J inches in diameter and
6 inches in depth. The price for this quantity on
May 20 was from Is. 6d. to 2s. The price is governed
entirely by the supply and demand. It is dear when
scarce in winter and spruig, and cheap in summer when
plentiful.
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Diseased Begonia (P. <?.)•—There is no insect or

fungu< present on the Bcgnnia. It has apparently been

allowed to beoomo dry at the root.

from leaves alone, but we believe the following are correct

:

1. Franciacea calycina major; 2, Croton aneltumonsis ;

3 0. LainKii ; 4, C. Disraeli : 5, C. Reldii ;
a, Iluellia

other groups. The value ol this group, however, was
'

marred by the stralRhtncss and inadequate furnishmg of

its hank portion. Mr. Vause won the fourth prize

yd^Ts^^^'^^^'^'^—^ B.^lSh^^'^f^^i^^^^r^^^ ^^'^^^^^'^'^^^^^ZZ
pruning, and continue throughout the season at frequent

'^S «?™tr^™^n
jhom^they^w^ ^^

,^ certainly The class for s,x DracBenas was a go^
intervals. appears to be a Malraaison variety, and may prove to be being an easy 0.rst _E

J^"8''^°J'.^o7-by Mrs. Jowett of

Insects in soil and boxes for seedlings
a small flower of The Churchwarden. You should grow it tuchsias: The flrst prize was won oy

(L. X.).—We could not hazard even a guess at the insect
.

j, greenhouse. Many things may have happened to the H"^*?"' 1;'™"P''°;- ^p,™,,, Mes.rs Wackmore and
from your description, though you may rid the so 1 of the

^ „f „ Clianthus, and if not quite fresh they may have ruberous-rooted
,^^1°°"\Vem8elverand were awarded

. .' .,._,_- „__..,.. „;»K ,. . .„„ „„!.-, h«f„re vnu j.^j („ ^^e soil or rotted from overwatering. Thereisjust Langdon had this c ass to themselves anafrom your aescnpiiou, luouku jwu •"••j »•« v^.-^-.. ... —
pest by mixing Vaporite with it a few weeks before you

require it for use, or by heating it to excess^in anoven^or
require it for use, or by heating it to excess In an oven or y^^ probability of their germinating y-

in the ash-pit beneath the greenhouse boiler Are. frequently
| ,^^^^^ ^^ advise you to keep them i

et, and if not thrown first prize.

.a tnis Class lo vinjiuaci.co ,i..^. "—,~z--rf:r
We have seen grand collections from tnis
. . ... 1, .. iL_.. ..Un/1 f homOltlvPR. Ittiie prooauiiity oi tiieii gciimnai'iuf^ j^^, «..v, •. ..- 'own

'

rs P" • ., . .j'" ^^ ^ excelled themselves.
awav we advise you to keep them a while longer. The

i

flrm_ before but this time ^^y^"^"-

U of this plant require but little water prior to vege-
|

was a niagniflecnt group oj siiperb^^now^rs

It

in tne asn-pii ueiieuLu cue mccuu^,i*.jv. .^v^.,^.. — , "--i-

—
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stirring it up so that all portions of it are exposed to the

heat So treated the soil would require to be moistened

again before being Bt for use. It the boxes are sufficiently

substantial, you might smear them internally with paraffin

and then set Are to it to destroy the fungus the wood con-

talus If the boxes are thin, this treatment would be

disastrous, and your better way would be to dry them in

the oven for some hours before using them.

Lifting diseased Potatoes (Trix). — Beyond

lifting any Potatoes needed for present use, wo certainly

advise leaving the remainder in the ground that are ^to bo

stored for later use until the tops have entirely died away

and notlung is left for the disease spores toKeed upon.

This may well be in two or three weeks, as once ;the disease

attacks Potato tops It soon spreads and devours all leafage

and stems, which are left withering or drying up. so long

as the spores are active on the haulm, so long is it dangerous

to take up tubers to store, especially while their skins are eantia virgimea, oi wmuu i^ncic ^.^ .,^.^^«. . -y- -.-

very thin and tender, as any spores still in the air or
, cultivation. The Heaths sent by you are Erica cj laris,

on the haulm settling uponthe tubers can^^speedijy
i b. vagans, E "" " ' "'" ""' "" "

""

penetrate the thin coats and operate in the flesh.

When stored in bulk, especially if at all heated or moist,

the spores operate with great facility. We have often in
1

the past seen stored tubers so lifted come out a month i

later fearfully diseased. 1

Salsify diseased (O. fl.).—We wish you had

enclosed a root of the Salsify with the diseased leafage as

from close examination the disease is much worse at the

base of the leaf than at the upper portion, so that we fear

it may affect the roots. Without the latter we are unable

to state what will be the results as regards the roots

later on You give us no Information as to culture. We
have seen something similar to this previously by the roots

behig diseased by coming in contact with some unsuitable

matter, alsoby the application of too strong artificial foods ;

but you do not give us details, and if the roots are at fault

there is less chance of saving the plants. Will you please

examine the root! and note defects, if any ?„ After noting
,

the condition of the roots, if these are healthy spray the

tops of the plants with an insecticide consisting of rain-

water with a little soft soap and a wineglassful of petroleum

at the rate of one glass to a gallon of water. Do this late

in the day and it will arrest the spread of the disease
;
but

the above must be well mixed together, well incorporating

the soap with the petroleum before adding the water. It

the roots are at fault, water with strong lime-water two or

three times a week.

Cross - fertilising Pelargoniums (Constant

Reader) The cross-fertilisation of Pelargoniums is a very

simple matter, all that is necessary being to transfer the

pollen from one flower to the stigma of the other. When a

Pelargonium flower flrst opens, neither the anthers nor

stigma are ripe tor fertilisation ; but after a day or two the

anthers shed their pollen, and the upper part of the stigma,

that is, the centre ot the flower, divides in a star-shaped
* ., n ..„ia tVta onthpra nf a flower dron before

fating, the seedlings also being liable to damp. Seeds

should be sown singly in quite small pots. fl. C—
1. Please send in flower ; 2, Hibiscus species, please send

in flower ; 3. Leycesteria formosa ; 4, Symphoncarpus
orbiculatua var. variegatus ; 5, Lactuca sagittata ; 6, Rose

Caroline Testout ; 7, Juniperus chinensis var. aurea

;

8, Pseudotsuga Douglasii ; 9, Cupressus lawsoniana

;

10, Juniperus chinensis. Liberiij.— 1, Olearia Haastu ;

2. Heliopsis lavis ; 3, Budbeckia laciniata var. flore-pleno ;

4, Artemisia pontica. Rhagalt.—Inula glandulosa.

M. A. DoAte.—Caper Spurge (Euphorbia Lathyris), no(

edible; 1, Saxifraga Hostii ; 2, S. Andrewsii ; 3, Sedum
spuriura ; 4. Saxifraga species, please send in flower

;

5, Veronica Teucrlum var. dubia ; 6, Ligustrum lucidum.

^—Mrs. B.—Linaria purpurea.^—M. L. H.—The name
of the plant growing in the herbaceous border is Trados-

cantia virginioa, of which there are several varieties in
'

'"he Heaths sent by you are Erica ciliaris,

„. ,_^ _. (Calluna) vulgaris and Dabcecia poUfolia.

These^Heaths are often ci't over directly the flowering

Ca"rnations7 Mr. Herbert of Acock's Green Birmingham

was first for a grandly set-up collection of fine bloom.s,

Slessrs Campbell and Son of High Blantyre being second,

and Mr. A. R. Brown of King's Norton third.

For a smaller collection, confined to amateurs. C. AlcocR.

Esq., won the first prize.

Sweet Peas.

There were some very fine examples of culture in the

competitive classes. The eighteen vases which wer<

staged by Mr. Thomas Jones of Ruabon, and which won

him the Eckford Challenge Cup were Probably the bes -

crrown lot and the finest that he has ever staged Ills

examples of Tom Bolt«n, Mrs. HardcastleSykes and Earl

Spencer were exceptionally good, and there was not a

single poor vase in his collection. Mr. G. H. F. Robertson

of Sresford had a very beautiful display in the same class^

In the twelves Mr. R. Hallam showed Mrs. Hardcastle

Sykes andlEdna Unwln very "-ell. '""i„t'";/^J!;=<,^^° i'/

said of Mr. Emmett in the sixes with Mrs. Routzahn Spencer.

THE FIRST PRIZE COLLECTION IN THE GRAPE CLASS AT SHREWSBURY.

manner. As a rule, the anthers of a flower drop before ' exhausted state; 'bf«fo.'^^ af^" '''^ P
f"A',ff*LJ^Vo^^ to eJtorce it when the mixing can hardly be detected by

to stigma ot the same bloom is ready tor fertUisation, A , hard the surface of the bed should be ''fntly forked over W ™Iorce awa^ on
Pea experts, and then only after

little practice will soon show the exact time to tertUise the and a top-dressing consisting of a nuxtm-e ot loam ™°
°\^Jf^'^^^'^<f(\he flowers It appears to us to be

flower as, soon after the upper part of the stigma opens peat, leaf -mould and 5»°f„^»PP"^^;^™3'=^imer tee abTuTd th^t two varieties so close together should be

?o"^SpttT^Ste=?aTslJt^th'fsrr?c^^^^^

rp^ient" :S!.^S^S^ Vl^^y ;rrtYcrrTo'w^e?"tTe ,
'^T^T'.T^.f.'r?re^JeT^JS^olf^^^^ \

lacJnirt".S*'S?ed^s_mu,tlplication^^of ^t<>o-much.alike

anthera should be removed directly the flowers expand, plants that will give satisfaction '° the futoe—M'.^.
though, as above stated, they generally dispose of their ifoo-f.-Zephyranthes Atamasco, Geramum LitUe |Pme
iiioutu, a. »u^_

_^ ,_ —^^,°,„,. „,„,.i„„ ThB «otiini ; and Q. Manglesii (flowering species). 0. B. iJ.—Crmum
Powellii album ; Rose too faded to name.

SOCIET IES.

SHREWSBURY HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
A WONDEEFUL DISPLAY.

pollen before the stigma is ready for crossing. The actual

operation is carried out by taking a small camel-hair

brush and collecting the pollen from a flower that is just

in condition. Then transfer it as quickly as possible to

one whose stigma is just ripe to receive it, when fertilisa-
1

tlon quickly takes place. II effective, the petals quickly

drop and the ovaries soon swell, while the seed does not

take long to ripen. When cross-fertilisation is carried out

it is very essential that the flowers are protected from i

bees and other insects, as they transfer the pollen of one ^_

to the other. Pelargoniums intended for seed-saying
mentioned in the leader, the exhibition this year was

should be in a light, airy structure, and shaded very little, ^S'^^t^^nest that h^ ever been held, and the follow-
if at all from the sun The best time to fertilise the one oi me uucot hj»u "•= »

flowerJ'k i'nThe moS after the sun has been up three :

mg is a more detailed report^ ^_^ ^ ^ ___^^
or four hours, as the early sunshine stimulates both the i

Plants.
Ire he^nidnrto r^iilTthat there is not much beauty in

discharge ot pollen and the action ot the stigma. Messrs. Cypher and Sons secured the first pnze with "%beginmng W reause t^L .
^^^^^^^ back that

Nanaes of plants.-7>f^«rf<!.-Stenanthium robus- one ot their best efforts, the second prize gomg to Sir G. ™™^^ta°«f™^;,„"fj7fl°wer is looked at from the front,

tZ—C. H. iramer.-Beyond telling you that your H KenrickotBdgbaston (gardener Mr Mc^onaW^^
taVlnarrow fine of colour in the place "here a good wide

Carnation belongs to the section known as white-ground This was a beaut tMly set-up group euectiveiKeoei^^^^
stindard ought to be. The Aldersey and the Unwin

Dlcotee purple edged, we can give you no further infor- made of some well-grown plants of Phalanopsis amaoiiis
.trains are much freer from this defect than Spencers.

Son! ThTmarlinks are not^uffi'ciently distinct . for a »Ple"dW'y in bloom^ The 'h^d pnze was scci^«^ by
, ^^Key^s TortoUeiheU, Sdersey's Amethyst and Bread-

good florist to give it a name, and hundreds similar Mr. Vause ot Leamington, the lourtn group reccivmg ,
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^1^^,

are thrown away. Cuttings stripped off with a heel
|

an extra prize.
, , >k„ n,,t „„a «i.,.ni,d I

now and Inserted in pots of sandy soil, or in a partially In the new class for plants 'be tot and second I ^S^S

^!^'^^:;^^^^ij:^^^i^'i^dz ^^TrSSS^BBk^ ,^:t^:^^^^T^X:^^s>
g^r^cto^^I^y s^ m^u^rat'S .^rffi^S^ml Kst^lSrhernrr '^^l^^'J^h^tlTa^'l^. Sl^kson ot Belfast being second.

lact tnat inis ueeuicaa mutv.i......
.^^ ^^ -^Kii„

varieties la a most unpopular move with the public.

The exhibit of Mr. R. Bolton worthily received a gold

medal. We noticed several vases of new unnamed

seedlings and one ot the new Charles Foster The curious

••shot" and invisibly blended look of this novelty <a

characteristic of several kinds already in commerce, such

as Eosie Adams, but the peculiar pale pinky mauve colour-

ing is new. It Is doubtful, we thmk, if it will be a real s'

popular Pea, although it is certain to be much sought

ifter as it is such a dkinct " break." Mr Hugh Aldersey

had a small collection of his now well-known typc.^.

Moonstone Is certainly a very beautiful Pea-lavend.r,

with a curious very pale dusty brown look in certain light>

remindmg one of some of the cunous shades that we And

in some lot the lavender and mauve Darwin Tulips

Another remark we feel we ought to make is that we are

glad to know that many prominent Sweet Pea people

?L. u.-i_..: .„ .„.iioo th»t. there a not much bcauty in
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In the class for eighteen the positions were reversed,
Mr. Hugh Dickson being first and Messrs. Alexander
Dickson and Sons second.

In the class for a collection of Roses to occupy a space
of 6 feet by 4 feet, the first prize went to Messrs. Gunn and
Sons, Olton. Birmingham ; second, Mr. F. M. Bradley,
Peterborough ; third, Messrs. Stephen Treseder and Son,
Cardiff.

BOUQrETS AND ARRANGEMENT OF COT FLOWERS.
These constituted a wonderful feature of this show. One

class provided for a bridal bouquet and two bridesmaids'
bouquets, the first prize being awarded to Mr. J. Knight
of \A'olverhampton ; second, Mr. \V. Gardner ; third,

The King's Acre Nursery Company. In the class for a
single bride's bouquet Mr. Gardner was first ; second,
Mr. Adshead. For a ballroom or hand bouquet Mr. Adshead
was first ; second, Mr. Gardner ; third, The King's Acre
Nursery Company.

Harpy Cut Flowers.
In reviewing these classes we may say that we were struck

with the general excellence of the exhibits as a whole.
From the point of view of the ^'isiting public it is a great
pity that the committee of management does not insist on
the naming of everything shown. In more than one case
we wished to make a note of what we saw, but were imable
to do so as there was no name ; for example, the most
noteworthy plant among all the hardy herbaceous exhibits
was a grand pink Pentstemon, which was shown in Mrs.
Alderson's twelve. It liad well-formed pale pink flowers

with a white throat, and they were particularly well placed
on the stem. The whole plant looked so elegant and fresh.

comparatively cool treatment. That it does so is con-
firmed by the generally fine condition in which this
Grape is to be found in this sunless and cold
summer.

Florally decorated fruit tables : The first prize in this
grand and important class went to the Duke of West-
minster (gardener, Mr. Barnes), securing 211^ points.
Lord Harrington was second (gardener, Mr. Goodacre)
with 2004 points. The Duke of Portland {gardener, Mr.
Gibson) was third with 193J points ; fourth prize was
taken by J. Drakes, Esq. ; and the fifth by Lady Henry
Somerset of Eastnor Castle (gardener, Mr. Mullins).

In the class for a collection of twelve dishes of fruit

there were seven competitors. This is one of the most
important classes in the show, and always attracts ex-
hibits from our best growers, the prizes offered being
£10. £6, £4 and £3. Each table has to be decorated with
flowers, for which separate prizes are offered. The first

prize went to Mr. S. Barker of Worksop, his Grapes carry-
ing considerable weight, his Madresfield Court and Muscat
Hamburgh being very good. Lord Belper secured the
second prize (gardener, Mr. W. H. Cooke). This collection
ran the first-prize exhibit very close. The third prize
was taken by Lord Biddulph (gardener, Mr. H. Cotton) ;

and fourtli prize was won by Mrs. F. Need, Malvern
(gardener, Mr. J. Jones).

In the class for nine dishes of fruit there were only three
entries. This class is open to the county of Salop alone,
and is not so well patronised as it should be, the prizes
being £5, £4, £3 and £2. Captain Heywood Lonsdale
secured the first prize (gardenr-r, Mr. J. Mills) ; F. Bibby,
Esq.. of Shrewsbury took second (gardener, Mr. W. Taylor)

;

ONE OF THE CHIEF FIRST PRIZE CLASSES AT SHREWSBURY-
FLOWERS.

-FRUIT AND CUT

The summer- fiowering Chrysanthemums were dis-

tinctly good, and it appeared to us that the second-prize
winner should have been placed first. In the premier
collection there were two varieties that certainly were in

bloom in summer, but which by no stretch of the imagina-
tion can really be called summer-flowering—unless, perhaps,
St. Luke's summer is included 1—in which case it might have
been as well to have mentioned it. The flowers were all

disbudded and grown under glass. We noticed as specially
good Lizzie McNeill (nankeen yellow, flushed pink), Touraine
(blush). Golden Glow (pale yellow, particularly lovely),

F6e Parisienne (pinky heliotrope) and Mrs. A. Willis (a
high art shade of copper and yellow).
The Cactus Dahlias were one of the best things in tlie

show. C. E. Wilkins (pale pink) and Lady Godiva (lemon
yellow) were very dainty.
The Carnations were, we were glad to see, shown in a

natural manner. Among the most pleasing varieties we
noted Elizabeth Shiffner (apricot buff), Agnes Sorrel
(deep crimson), Sergerson's Favourite (buff, with narrow
crimson edge), Goldfinch, Daffodil and Jessie Angus (pink
and lavender).
An exceptionally nice lot of Gladioli was put up by Messrs.

Mair and Son of Prestwick. We noted Janet Mair,
Triomphe de Caen, Aurora de Feu, Rajah and Jeanie
Smith.

Frcit.

There were magnificent examples of superbly cultivated
fruits on view, but taldng all the classes together there
was no case of phenomenal excellence, if we except the
example of Madresfield Court Grapes. It is no new
discovery to find that this variety succeeds best under

and 5Irs. Swan of Halston Hall gardener, Mr. Roberts)
won third prize.

Classes for Grapes.

The great class for twelve bunches dominates the whole
here, and much interest and some excitement are always
shown in the winning collections. The conditions are
that twelve bunches must be shown, to include at least

four distinct varieties, and not more than four bunches
of any variety must be shown. Seven competed in this
class, the first prize going to J. Drakes, Esq., of Market
Rasen (gardener, Mr. Barker), a comparatively new ex-
hibitor. The bunches of Muscat here were magnificent,
but not quite ripe. His Madresfield Court Grapes were
also splendid, securing 9i points out of a possible 10.

His other varieties consisted of Muscat of Alexandria,
Gros Maroc and Cannon Hall Muscat, this collection secur-
ing 105 points out of a possible 122. The second prize
was awarded to Lord Belper (gardener, Mr. Cooke). His
best Grapes were Madresfield Court, Muscat of Alexandria
and Gros Maroc. The points secured in this collection
were 101 out of a possible 123. The third prize went to
Lord Harrington (gardener, Mr. Goodacre), his Madresfield
Court and Black Hamburgh securing the full number of

points. This exhibit secured 99^ points out of a possible
124. Lady Henry Somerset won fourth prize (gardener
Mr. Mullins), securing 95i points out of a possible 123,
The fifth prize went to H. St. Maur, Esq., the sixth to Mr.
W. A. Coates, Glan Conway, and an extra prize was
awarded to Mrs. F. Need of Malvern.

Collection of four bunches of Grapes : Lord Harlech
was first here with some excellent Grapes, Muscats especi-

ally, but they were under-ripe. Second went to Mr. J.

Barker of Worksop
; third, E. Bewley, Esq., of Dublin

(gardener, Mr. J. Cave).
In the class for two bunches of Black Hamburgh there

was close competition with seven entries. Lady Henry
Somerset being first ; J. Brunton. Esq., Stourport, second":
and Lord Trevor of Brynkinalt third.

In the class for a single bunch of Black Hamburgh Lady
Somerset was first.

There was a class for Black Muscat varieties, also for
Madresfield Court, Black Alicante, any other black,
Muscat of Alexandria, and for any other white Grape.
There were duplicate classes for the above-named Grapes
open to the county of Salop aione. The exhibits
in these classes were not so numerous nor, as regards
quality, so high as we should have expected to see from our
proud Salopians.
The competition in the single dishes of fruit was spirited

and keen in many cases, the Peaches, Nectarines and
Apples being specially first-class.

Vegetable Section.

There were many classes provided for these, including
the society's class for twelve dishes, with prizes of £10
£7, £4 and £2. This attracted four entries, Mr. Beckett
again repeating his former victories in this class with
superbly grown specimens of Leeks, Tomatoes, Potatoes,
Peas. Turnips, Cucumbers, Carrots, Cauliflowers, Runner
Beans, Parsnips, Onions and Celery. Mr. J. Hudson of
Leicester was second ; third, Sir T. Hesketh, Bart.
As regards the trade classes for vegetables, it is doubtful

if a larger competition or better quality produce was ever
seen than on this occasion, almost suggesting the fact
that the enforced rest which the growers enjoyed last
year had doubled their efforts this year.

In Messrs. Sutton's class for nine dishes there were ten
competitors, undoubtedly a magnificently contested class,,
the first prize going to the Duke of Portland (gardener.
Mr. Gibson) for a splendid collection. Mr. J. Hudson^
Leicester, was second; Captain Heywood Lonsdale
third; and Miss Howell of Birrcew fourth.

For Messrs. Webb and Sons' prizes seven competed.
Mr. Beckett being an easy winner of the first prize. Mr.
Hudson second, Sir T. Hesketh. Bart., third, and Mr.
W. G. Gemum of Wellington fourth.

Messrs. Clibran and Sons' liberal prizes brought three
exhibitors only, the Marquis of Northampton (gardener,
Mr. A. R. Searle) taking the first prize ; second, H. Tatham,
Esq., Kendall Hall (gardener, Mr. Gaiger) ; third, A. E.
Humphreys Owen, Esq. (gardener, Mr. Oakley).
For the prizes of £15 10s. offered by Alcssrs. Robert

Sydenham, Limited, there were five entries, the competi-
tion being keen and good. This class was for a
collection of eight distinct dishes. Mr. William Jones-
of Newtown was a good first. Mr. E. Deakin second, the
Rev. J. Davies third, and Lord Willoughby de Broke,
Compton Vemey, fourth.
For Messrs. James Carter and Sons' handsome prizes

of £17 lOs. only two competed, the first prize going to
H. Tatham, Esq. ; second, Mr. E. Deakin, Hale Hall.

Mr. Murrel's prizes, amounting to £13 IDs. in two classes,
brought excellent competition of high quality vegetables.

HoNORARr Exhibits.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons' stand contained some splendidly
grown examples of their Tomatoes, Melons, Peas and
Potatoes, with promising seedlings of each of the above not
yet in commerce. The example on view of Sutton's Best
of All Runner Beans was simply grand. This variety is-

indispensable for exhibition. For artistic and excellent
arrangement tliis was one of the most admired exhibits
in the show. A small gold meda! was awarded.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons had a large crescent-shaped
group of magnificent stove and greenhouse plants, com-
posed of some of the rarest and most beautiful specimens,
every one superbly grown and arranged with that skilf

and artistic taste always associated with the exhibits ol
this firm. Large gold medal.
The attractive and pleasing way in which Messrs.

Webb and Sons always arrange the splendidly grown
produce of their seeds never fails to secure to it, in a
large measure, the admiration of the public. On this
occasion the exhibits included Melons, Tomatoes, Cucumbers.
Beans, Peas, Potatoes, Caulifiowcrs and Onions, all splen-
didly grown, and evidently from pure and fixed strains
of seed. Small gold medal.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, had a most attractive and
beautiful group of weeping Roses, delightfully disposed
in one of the recesses of the fruit tent. Small gold medal.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons of Edmonton exhibited ao
interesting collection of greenhouse and British Ferns.
Silver medal.

Mr. H. N. Ellison of West Bromwich was a successfujr

exhibitor of Ferns, gaining a silver-gilt medal.
Among fruit trees in pots bearing fruit, both Messrs.

Rivers and Sons of Sawbridgeworth and The King's Acre
Nurseries, Limited, had magnificent collections. These
are not so commonly seen in the Jlidlands as they are in
London, and were a great attraction to the people through-
out the show. Both received large gold medals.

Messrs. Clibrans* display in the vegetable tent con-
sisted of some splendidly grown specimens of their speciali-

ties, such as Tomatoes, Dwarf and Runner Beans,
the Aldenham Pink Celery, Potatoes, Turnips and Marrows.
Small gold medal.

Messrs. Barr and Sons of King Street, Covent Garden,
had a splendid collection of vegetables in sixty dishes.

Silver medal.
Messrs. Baker's (Wolverhampton) exhibit consisted of

a very pretty water garden planted with Water Lilies and
bog plants, also hardy plants and Sweet Peas. Small
gold medal.
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blossoms and others double flowers. The
large-leaved Aralia spinosa, which may be
familiar to some people by the names of

Hercules Club or Angelica Tree, is content

during summer with the effect produced
by its large and handsome leaves ; but in

September it makes a further effort and
produces immense panicles of cream-
coloured flowers. Should September prove
to be a sunny month, the last fortnight

sees the rosy purple flowers of Lespedeza
bicolor, which are very conspicuous when
at their best, while a month earlier the

dwarf Chestnut (^Esculus parviflora) is

one of the most conspicuous flowering

shrubs. The Strawberry Tree (Arbutus
Unedo) blossoms during autumn, as also

do the fragrant Clethra alnifolia and C.

acuminata. In July the rare and beautiful

Stuartias blossom, while about the same
time we find the showy white blooms of

Eucryphia pinnatifolia. In Southern
gardens Veronicas are making a bright

display of white, purple, red or pink, while

few more beautiful shrubs are present

than the evergreen Myrtus Ugnii.

Though those mentioned do not ex-

haust the list, sufficient plants have been
enumerated to show that a goodly set

of late-flowering shrubs are available.

Flowering trees at this period are less in

evidence, and the most useful of all are

the various Catalpas, which during August
are conspicuous by their immense panicles

of bloom. D.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

September 7.—Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society's Exhibition, Waverley Market, Edinburgh

(two days).

September 8.—National Dahlia Society's Exhibi-

tion at the Crystal Palace (two days).

Peaches and Bananas.—The Peaches

illustrated in our issue of August 27 were the

product of Messrs. Furmer Brothers of Erith, Kent,

who are ardent believers in these two varieties

for market piu'poses. The weight of the individual

fruits ranged from looz. to 130Z.

National Hardy Plant Society A
meeting of growers and persons interested in hardy

plants was held at the George Hotel, Shrewsbury,

on the 17th ult., most of the largest exhibitors

being present. On the motion of Mr. John Hark-

ness, seconded by Mr. Frank Bouskell, Mr. A. J.

Macself took the chair, and opened the meeting

by explaining the objects and aims of the society.

Mr. John Harkness followed in an able address

on the advantages from a trade point of view.

Mr. Frank Bouskell followed, dealing chiefly with

the amateur's point of view and the wide field

open to a society from the scientific side. He
mentioned that he had heard from Mr. W. Irving

of Kew, who said, *' I think, however, that it is

quite time such a society was formed in the interests

of hardy plants, and I shall have much pleasure

in supporting your objects and joining the society

when formed." Mr. S. Arnott, Dumfries, had
written him to say that he should be glad to render

the society what assistance he could. He had
been in favour of the formation of such a society

for many years, and wished the movement a success-

ful issue. He (the speaker) had received numerous
other promises of support ; in fact, the replies

were very nearly unanimous on the question.

After J a most interesting discussion, Mr. George

Gibson" moved, Mr. R. Went (Llandafi) seconded,

and it was resolved unanimously :
" That a

NationaiyHardy Plant Society be formed for the

encouragement, the extension and the improve-

ment of hardy plant culture, whether for the

garden, for^decorative purposes, or for exhibition,

and for the improvement of their nomenclature.

And that this meeting pledges itself to use every

endeavour to promote the same." Mr. Frank

Bouskell was appointed secretary ; Mr. Macself,

chairman of the provisional committee ; Mr. J. S.

Brunton, treasurer; and Mr. R. T. Went, vice-

chairman. The following provisional committee

was appointed : Mr. W. Irving, Kew ; Mr. ' S.

Arnott, Dumfries ; Mr. J. Artindale, Sheffield
;

Mr. G. Gibson, Bedale ; Mr. F. Eames, Frome

;

Mr. W. E. Clarke, Whitchurch, Cardiff ; Mr. G. G.

Blackboum, King's Acre Nurseries ; Mr. R. W.
Hosier (Messrs. Bakers), Wolverhampton ; Mr.

G. C. Mudge (Messrs. Barr), Covent Garden
;

Mr. E. G. Quick, Harrow ; Mr. C. E. Osborne,

Hereford ; Mr. D. Roberts (Messrs. Dicksons),

Chester ; Mr. N. Walker, Bedale ; Mr. I. C.

House, Westbury-on-Trim ; Mr. W. J. Robertson,

Worcester ; Mr. A. J. Wommacott (Messrs.

Hewitt), Solihull ; and Mr. J. Harkness, Bedale.

It was decided to hold the next meeting at the

Edinburgh Show on September 7. The meeting

concluded with a vote of thanks to the chairman

and secretary.

The Potato disease.—The Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries desire to remind growers of

Potatoes that it is their duty under the Destructive

Insects and Pests Order of 1910 to report to the

Board all outbreaks of wart disease, otherwise

known as black scab of Potatoes, Cauliflower

disease, fungus, &c., in counties in which no officer

has as yet been appointed by the local authority

to receive reports. The penalty for neglecting to

report disease is £10. The presence of disease

should be again reported this year, notwithstanding

the fact that it may have existed and been reported

last year. A leaflet describing the disease may be

obtained on application to the Secretary, Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place.

Letters so addressed need not be stamped.

New trees and shrubs.—The " Kew
Bulletin," No. 6, contains some most interesting

notes on new trees and shrubs by Mr. W. J. Bean,

Chinese species being dealt with. Illustrations

of a new Larch, Larix Potaninii, and Meliosma

veitehiorum growing in their native country are

given. The Larch is said to grow 60 feet to 70 feet

high, with an erect trunk 2 feet in diameter. Of

the Meliosma, Mr. Bean writes :
" As a foliage tree

this new species, which was discovered for Messrs.

Veitch of Chelsea in South Wushan, Western China,

and introduced in 1900, promises to equal the

finest of the Walnuts, Sumachs and other popular

pinnate-leaved trees in cultivation, and it promises

a considerable beauty of flower also. There are

exceedingly few trees in Europe, but Messrs.

Veitch have kindly presented one to Kew. It

has been planted between No. i (Aroid) house

and the main entrance to the gardens. So far as

can be judged at present it is quite hardy."

Horticultural Trades' Association's

annual meeting. — The gathering which

took place in London from August 22 to 25 was

one of the most successful and the most numerously

attended of the series. Nearly 100 nurserymen

and seedsmen from all parts of Great Britain were

present, several journeying from Scotland in order

to take part in the proceedings. The excursion

on the 23rd was to Woking and Wisley. Woking

is well known as a centre of the nursery industry,

the soil and climate being especially suited to the

culture of conifers and other shrubs and trees.

Messrs. Jackman and Sons and Mr. Charles Slocock,

who kindly entertained the party at lunch and tea,

have between them some 500 acres under nursery,

and the time was all too short to allow of thorough

inspection of the immense stocks of all kinds of

shrubs, trees, Roses, &c., contained. Wisley was
also much enjoyed, and great interest taken in the

trials being carried on. The second day was
devoted to pleasure, some ninety members join-

ing in a trip up the Thames, landing at Cliveden

for lunch (permission having been kindly given by
Mr. Astor), and spending the afternoon amid the

glorious scenery there. Some of the more energetic

members crossed over to Dropmore and inspected

the famous collection of conifers, and felt abund-

antly rewarded for their walk. The evenings were

taken up by the election of officers for the ensuing

year and the discussion of matters of trade interest,

such as land taxation and valuation. Gooseberry

mildew, &c. Mr. Peter Veitch (the head of the

Exeter firm) was elected president for the coming

year.

CORRESPONDENOE.
(The Editui is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Swreet Pea controversy.— It is not

difficult to understand " Statice's " recent sharp

criticism of what he evidently regards as Sweet

Pea booming in the Press. While traders always

have advertising columns open to them, which the

ordinary reader may look at or not, as he likes,

when he turns to his inner pages and seeks for that

horticultural matter in which his soul delights and

finds some one subject, even though it be Sweet

Peas, persistently, perennially and in season or

out of season ever helping to fill them, he is apt

to become somewhat angry. The fault may be

with the Editor, who, kindly of heart, readily

grants his Sweet Pea correspondents all possible

rope, or it may be due to the protester's utter

incapacity to see that the Sweet Pea is the floral

fetish of the day, and he is no worshipper at that

shrine. Perhaps he is a Rosarian, or a Caruationist,

or an Orchidist, or an aquatic or a hardy plant

man, or a Fern-lover, or he may be a pomologist, or

a Cabbage-grower, or, indeed, so far a cosmopolitan

that he is for everything in horticulture, as, indeed,

every true lover of the garden should be. Such

a man cannot narrow the range of his floral love

to any one flower, not even the Rose, much less

to the Sweet Pea. Of course, such an one is an

omnivorous reader, and likes to see everything

that is beautiful in gardens getting its place.

Admittedly, Sweet Peas are possibly more than

any others the people's flowers, just as the Potato

is the people's vegetable ; but no Editor would

care to place columns weekly at the disposal of

the Potato enthusiast, especially if a trade one,

important as that vegetable is. After all, the

Editor, who is nothing if not obliging, likes to

cater for his readers, of whom " Statice " is but

one. Now the question is : Are those of " Statice's
"

way of thinking the most numerous, or are the

Sweet Pea worshippers ?

—

.\. D,

Poterium obtusatum.—This very interest-

ing hardy plant has recently been in flower at Messrs.

Barr and Sons' Long Ditton nursery, and it is to

me absolutely new. Possibly it may be well

known to some readers of The Garden. Mr. W. J.

Barr informed me that it was regarded as out o(

cultivation, although there is a white-flowered

form (Poterium canadense) which grows to over

5 feet in height in commerce. The obtusatum

variety produces broad bases of Geum-Iike leafage.
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and sends up from it numerous dork stems to a

height of 3 feet. Tliese carry on their points

spikes of tiny trunk-like flowers, and are 3 inches

one;. These flowers are a pleasinp; rosy pink in

colour. As presented, the blooms in form, though

not in colour or length of spike, resemfile those of

the Bottle-Brush plant. I regard this plant as

being, whether old or new, adistinct gaintoour hardy

border plants. It furnishes both colour and form

that is uncommon in h.ardy phants. A few other

really beautiful autumn bloomers are Veronica

subsessilis, which has spikes of deep blue colour

6 inches long ; Lythrum virgatum Rose Queen, a

cliarming plant 3 feet in height ; Pentstemon

kelwayensis, a very fine form of barbatum ; and

Coreopsis senifolia, 2i feet high, carrying yellow

tfowers in great profusion.

—

A. D.

Foxgloves from self - sown seed.—
I enclose a photograph which, perhaps, might be

suitable to reproduce in The Garden. The Fox-

gloves are self-sown and make a pretty picture in

all shades of pink and white on the edge of the

plantation.— (Mrs.) T. E. Llovd, Croghan House,

Bnyle, Irclayid,

Ranunculus Lyallii.—Mr. J. E. Davies

(page 399) has introduced a subject which has for

long proved interesting, but I fear

there are few who have much
encouraging to say about this

noble Crowfoot as a plant for our

British gardens. There are a few

records, I believe, of its flowering

in our gardens, but they are few

and far between, and it is doubtful

if anybody is prepared to assert

that they have had it long estab-

lished as a permanent object in

their garden. Just after the death

of the late Mr. Charles Jenner, I

visited his garden at Easter Dud-

dingston Lodge, Edinburgh, and

saw this Ranunculus, which had

just gone out of flower. It was

somewhat encouraging to those

interested in it, of whom I was,

and still am, one, to see it there
;

but I afterwards learned from Mr.

M. Chapman, then gardener there,

and now of Torbrex Nurseries,

Stirling, that the plant died.

Since that time I have both tried

the cultivation of the plant and

have seen it attempted in other

places, but with only poor results. It is difficult

to account for the failures with R. Lyallii here,

as, from what we learn from New Zealanders,

it ought to stand more severe winters than it ex-

periences in many of our gardens. Many packets

of seed have been sown and many young plants

raised, but the net results have been disappointing

in the extreme. I cannot at present lay my hands

on records of comparative successes, but I have

heard of such, but none which could be said to be

more encouraging than those attained at Easter

Duddingston Lodge. Mr. Chapman spoke warmly

in praise of the beauty of R. Lyallii, as he had

grown it, but he has by no means an optimistic

view of its future in Great Britain and Ireland.—S.

Arnott.
Csesalpinia (Poinciana) Gilliesii.

This South American leguminous shrub referred

to by the Earl of Cranbrook in The Garden

for August 6 is also flowering on the front

of the Museum No. 2 at Kew. It has bloomed

there most seasons for the last ten or a dozen years.

The clusters of yellow flowers with their long,

red filaments present an attractive and uncommon

feature.—H. P.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH .\ND SOUTH
MIDL.4NDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

EARLY VINES.—When intended for

forcing early these Vines must be given

every encouragement to thoroughly

ripen their growth. The house con-

taining them must be well ventilated

day and night, and during wet weather

a little warmth in the pipes at night is very bene-

ficial.

Madresficld Court Grapes. — This excellently

flavoured Grape has a great tendency to split, as

it has a very thin skin. To obviate this many
schemes are advised. If the borders are outside

they should be covered with sheets of corru-

gated iron, or something similar, to prevent

them ft-om getting too wet. A dry atmosphere

inside the house is essential. The cutting of a

V-shaped piece out of the shoot a few inches above

the bunch is sometimes effective.

the work of potting is completed the plants may
be plunged in ashes.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—These should be

kept growing freely, and when the pots are well

filled with roots a little stimulant may be given,

but only to those plants that are not required for

stock. It is an understood fact that highly fed

plants do not produce shoots worth using as cut-

tings. A night temperature of 65° Fahr. should

be maintained in the house, and the plants syringed

two or three times daily according to outside con-

ditions of the weather.

Chinese Primulas.—.Abundance of air night and

day is necessary to grow these well. The earliest

batch may now be given a little weak soot-water

occasionally.

Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—.\ piece of ground should

be prepared in readiness for when the layers are

sufficiently rooted to plant. .\n open quarter is

much better than borders under walls or hedges

for growing Carnations. The site selected should

have a good dressing of well-decayed manure,

wood-ashes and soot. If sea sand can be pro-

cured this may also be added to the dressing.

In turning the ground the dressing should be

thoroughly incorporated with the

soil, and this is better accom-

plished by using the fork instead

of the spade for the work. The

soil may be left to lie rough till

required for planting.

Hardy .Annuals.—Seeds sown now
of Cornflowers, Scabious, annual

Poppies, Coreopsis and many
others will produce a crop of

bloom early, which will prove

extremely useful for cutting. The
seeds should be sown thinly in

drills, and severely thin the young

plants as soon as they are large

enough to handle.

E. C. Poolev.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOXGLOVES FROM SELF-SOWN SEED.

Peaches and Nectarines.—As soon as the fruit

is picked full ventilation must be given both night

and day. If the lights can be removed so much
the better. The old fruiting wood should be cut

out and the young wood tied in, affording it every

encoviragement to ripen.

Plants Under Glass.

Pot Roses.—Plants requiring repotting should

receive attention at once. A suitable compost is

made up as follows : Two parts stiff fibrous loam,

one part well-decayed cow-manure, and add to

this Thomson's Manure at the rate of a j-inch

potful to each barrow-load of loam, also a small

sprinkling of soot, thoroughly mixing all the in-

gredients together. In potting, some of the old

soil should be carefully removed from the ball

with a pointed stick, and the plant put back into

the same size pot. In some cases it will be found

necessary to repot them into a smaller size than

the ones they were in before. It is important in

repotting that the soil be made firm. Plants that

are not considered to want repotting should be

top-dressed with cow-manure, first removing some

of the old soil from the top of the pot. When

FOR THE NORTH AND
NORTH MIDLANDS.

Propagating Bedding Plants.

Geraniums. — I have given the

bedding Pelargoniums their popular

name, as very few indeed speak

of them as Pelargoniums. No time must be

lost in securing cuttings of this still useful

bedding plant. It is well to take off these early

in the day, and after having trimmed them to lay

them in the sun for an hour or two before inserting

them in pots or boxes. Stand the boxes in a cold

frame, as it is best to have them where sashes can

be run over them during heavy rains. Of course.

some temporary arrangement may be erected over

the cutting-boxes on which to lay sashes, and these

will do admirably.

Pansies and Violas.—.Although there is no

particular hurry to have cuttings of these very

useful hardy plants inserted, it is often easy to

secure good sturdy young shoots at this season,

which if left for a few weeks longer would be too

leggy to make first-rate cuttings. Pull with the

fingers these young growths, %vhich spring from the

centres of the plants, and if about 3 inches long

they are just right. Insert firmly in light, sandy

soil. Most growers use a bed in a firame, but I

find ordinary cutting-boxes very handy, as when

these are used the propagating can be done during

wet weather, and again in spring, when the frame

is wanted for something else, the boxes are easily
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removed to some sheltered spot outside. They

do equally well in boxes if watering is well attended

to in spring.

Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—Even in the later districts the

fruit will now be over, and the plantation should

receive a little attention. All the old canes must

be cut out, and if the others are at all crowded do

not hesitate to well thin them out, always, of

course, removing the weaker and badly placed canes.

Clear off weeds and other rubbish, and so allow air

and sunshine to reach every part of the border or

break.

Strawberries.—Unless in very favoured localities

it is rather late to make new plantations of this

fruit. It is much better to secure the rooted

runners and lay them in thickly in nursery rows.

Of course, should one be anxious

to plant permanently, a fair amount

of success maybe had if extra care

is taken to lift only the very

strongest runners, and these with a

good ball of earth attached to the

roots. Planted directly they are

lifted the check will be practically

nil, and they will have got a fair

hold of the new soil before growth

finally ceases. Plant on firm, rich

ground, and see that the plants

are well firmed with the fingers.

Set low in the ground, but not so

as to allow the soil to get into the

centres of the plants, or many of

them may go blind.

Gathering Fruit.—This important

matter takes up a considerable

amount of time, as it is work that

should not be rushed. Gather

fruit that has to be stored only

when perfectly dry. Both Apples

and Pears must be handled gently.

All shelves on which fruit has tn

be stored must be scrupulously

clean and dry. All the more
v.aluable varieties should, if pos-

sible, be set out in single layers.

Also, it is important not to mix
varieties, as scarcely two sorts

rook or eat exactly alike. Soft

fruits that are wanted to be held

over for a few days will keep best

if stored in a sweet, dry cellar.

When laid in such a place it is

wonderful how long Plums, Apricots

and even Peaches will remain in

good condition. It is best to pick

these fruits before they are dead
ripe. Melons, too, keep well if

stored in a dry, clean place a day

or two before they are ripe ; in

fact, many excellent judges of

this fruit are of opinion that this

improves the flavour. The storing of Grapes has

so often been fully and accurately described in

The Garden that I need say nothing on that

point except to emphasise the necessity for

absolute cleanliness at all stages of the work.
Where the vinery may be required for the housing
of Chrysanthemums about the last week in Sep-

tember, it is necessary that any ripe Grapes be

cut and bottled. Tomatoes and Cucumbers for

exhibition purposes may sometimes be kept for

several days in a cool cellar, and lose none of

their quality or attractiveness. It is necessary to

do this at times, especially when fruits are ripening

slowly, otherwise sufficient will not be available on
the day of the show. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Scton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN the merits of the various stocks was made from

the Twickenham trial.

The final inspection of the Onions was made by

a large committee on July 19, when the following

awards were made :

.Awards of Three Marks.
Messrs. James Carter and Co., Record ; Messrs.

%^

/$;••

: 1^

NATIONAL VEGETABLE SOCIETY.
Trial of Autumn-sown Onions at Twickenham

j

AND Sutton Green, 1909— 1910.

SEVENTY-TWO stocks were kindly sent I

to the society for trial as autumn-sown
|

Daniels Brothers, Golden Rocca ; Messrs. Dickson,

Onions by nineteen distinct seedsmen, ' Brown and Tait, Excelsior, Giant Rocca and Red

all of whose names were mentioned in
|

Italian ; Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, Premier

the Cabbage Trial Report. The re- I and Giant Tripoli ; Messrs. Pearson and Sons,

spective stocks of seeds were equally
I
Trebons and Red Italian Tripoli ; Messrs. Sutton

divided and sent to the care of Mr. W. Poupart,
]

and Sons, Ai ; Messrs. James Veitch and Sons,

Marsh Farm, Twickenham, and Mr. C. Foster, The Cranston's Excelsior ; Messrs. Webb and Sons,

TJBjfS Experimental Station, Sutton Green, Surrey,
i

Giant White Tripoli; Messrs. Hurst and Sons,

under number only. The instructions given in I Ailsa Craig, Red Italian Tripoli and Giant Rocca
;

each case were for the seeds to be sown in drills I Messrs. Vilmorin - Andrieux et Cie., Vanguard
(very early white) ; and Messrs.

Watkins and Simpson, Wroxton
Globe-

Awards of Two Marks.
Messrs. Daniels, Allan's Reliance;

Messrs. Dickson and Robinson,

Flat Mammoth ; Messrs. Dickson

(Belfast), Wroxton Globe ; Messrs.

Pearson, Ailsa Craig and Giant

Rocca ; Messrs. Sutton and Sons,

Perfection ; Messrs. James Veitch

and Sons, Giant Zittau ; Messrs.

Vilmorin, Snort Pale Red ; Messrs.

Watkins and Simpson, Cranston's

Excelsior ; and Messrs. W. W.
Johnson, Giant Lemon Rocca.

The following, while not so well

bulbed, were regarded as excellent

or true stocks : Messrs. Austin

and McAslan, Trebons and Ex-

celsior ; Messrs. James Carter,

Tennis Ball and Early Wonder ;

Messrs. Daniels, Improved White
Spanish ; Messrs. Yates (Evesham),

Giant White Tripoli ; Messrs.

Watkins and Simpson, Ailsa Craig
;

Messrs. Vilmorin, Blood Red
;

Messrs. Hurst, White Italian Tri-

poli ; Messrs. Webb, Giant Rocca
;

Messrs. James Veitch, Main Crop
;

Messrs. Sutton, Globe and Im-

proved Reading ; Messrs. W. W.
Johnson, Globe ; Messrs. Dickson

(Belfast), Lord Keeper ; Messrs.

Dobbie, Golden Globe, Giant

Rocca, Trebons and White Tripoli

;

and Messrs. Dickson and Robinson,

Paragon.

It is thus seen that the best of

the more globular and keeping

Onions for autumn sowing seem
to be Ailsa Craig, Cranston's

Excelsior, Wroxton Globe, Record

and Trebons ; and of the Italian

or Tripoli section. Giant Rocca,

Lemon or Golden Rocca, and Red and White Italian

Tripoli are the best.

The committee's warmest thanks are due to

Mr. Poupart and to Mr. C. Foster for their great

kindness in providing ground and conducting the

trials so admirably.

AN ANNUAL FOR EDGING : LEPTOSIFHON HVBRIDUS

12 inches apart on August 20, 1909, but in each

case an adjoining drill was to be left, to lift plants

from each stock and to plant into it, to test the

effect of such transplantuig. These instructions

in each case were rigidly adhered to. One con-

tingency, however, could not well be foreseen

;

this was the mild, growing nature of the late

autumn weather, which had the effect of stimulat-

ing unduly rapid growth, which again in the spring

led to much undue bolting off to flower on the part

of the Onions. This feature was more marked,

however, on the warm sand at Sutton Green, especi-

ally in the transplanted plants, than at Twicken-

ham, where the cooler soil and very exposed

position, while keeping the plants robust, were

less conducive to this premature bolting. It is

well to remark here that the primary estimate of

Trial of Early Potatoes Conducted at Sutton
Green, Surrey, under Mr. C. Foster, "The
Times" Experimental Station, 1910.

The tubers for planting were kindly furnished

by numerous seedsmen and merchants, and were

grown solely at this centre. Plantmg was done

on April 20 in rows 30 inches apart, the sets being

18 inches apart in the rows. The soil is of deep

sand, and for this trial was very moderately

manured, the culture being that of the open field.
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The inspection by members of the committee took

place on July 29, several roots at each end of the

respective rows being lifted for examination.

Generally the crops were excellent and clean, but

in few cases were the tubers large. The trial was

an admirable one, and was conducted with all

that care and impartiality which characterises

whatever is undertaken by Mr. Foster.

.\WARDS OF Three Marks.

Messrs. R. Veitch and Sons, Exeter, Lady
Llewelyn ; Messrs. Pennell, Lincoln, Sharpe's

Victor ; Messrs. C. Fidler and Sons, Reading,

Sharpe's Victor ; Mr. J. W. Cross, Wisbech, Sharpe's

Victor ; Messrs. C. Sharpe and Co., Sleaford,

Sharpe's Express ; Mr. J. F. Williamson, Mallow,

Sharpe's Express ; Messrs. Robert Sydenham,

Limited, Birmingham, Sharpe's Express ;
Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, .-Mpha ; Mr. A. Dickson,

Belfast, Mile-Cross Early ; Mr, G. Sharpe, Perth-

shire, Cragie Early ; Messrs. James Veitch and

Sons, Chelsea, New English Beauty ; Messrs.

Webb and Sons, Wordsley, First Crop ; Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, Reading, May Queen ; Mr. A.

Dickson, Belfast, May Queen ; Messrs. James
Caiter and Co., Holborn, Advance ; Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, Midlothian Early
;

Messrs. Scarlett and Co., Edinburgh, Midlothian

Early ; Mr. J. F. Williamson, Mallow, Midlothian

Early ; Mr. Harris, Blackpill, Seedling White

Kidney ; and Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Dublin,

New Coloured Kidney (Hebron type).

Awards of Two Marks.
Messrs. Scarlett and Co., Edinburgh, Eclipse

;

Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Dublin, Seedling

No. 2 and Seedling No. 3, Yellow-fleshed Kidney.

Epicure (Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading),

both from Scotch-grown and own-saved seed

planted in the trial, gave in each case a superb

crop of fine ware tubers.

New English Beauty, of the Ashleaf type, gave

a remarkable crop of tubers, though not large.

First Crop and Lady Llewelyn very closely

resembled each other from seed.

The committee desire to tender to Mr. Foster

their sincere thanks for his admirable conduct

of the trial and finding ground and requisite

labour. Alexander Dean.
(Chairman of the Commitlee.)

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.
Planting Cabbages.—The spring Cabbage bed is

undoubtedly one of the most important quarters

of the vegetable garden, and the sweet, succulent

hearts are always immensely appreciated when they

come in. It was suggested in previous notes that two
sowings should be made with a view to ensuring

stocky, sturdy plants that would stand satisfactorily

through an ordinary winter, and readers are now
reminded that planting will shortly have to be

done. The position assigned to the crop must be

thoroughly prepared ; but it is rarely wise to be

too generous in the use of organic manures, because

these may favour a sappy growth which will

succumb to the variable weather of winter. For

preference take a position that was heavily manured
for the preceding crop and which still retains a

good supply of food, and then rely upon mechanical

working to provide all that is necessary until the

spring, when a little nitrate of soda will quickly

give the plants the fillip that is usually required.

Sowing .Spinach.—No time must now be lost

in sowing Spinach for use in the winter. This is

one of the crops that is somewhat neglected by
amateurs and cottagers; but if they once came to

appreciate the value of the plant as a blood purifier

they would never neglect it again, and would see

to it that there were always some good rows in

the garden. The ground must be good, without

being over-rich, and sowing should be done thinly

to give the seedlings every chance right from the

start. Even then it will be imperative to com-

mence the thinning out very early, and eventually

the plants for winter ought to be 8 inches or

9 inches asunder in lines 12 inches to 15 inches

apart. Unless this space is accorded, the plants

will never stand satisfactorily, and the labour in

connection with them and the cost of the seeds

will be wasted. It is worthy of note that the

round-seeded varieties are quite as hardy as the

prickly-seeded ones, though these latter are often

recommended for winter use.

Gathering and Stopping Tomatoes.—When,
as is now so universally the custom with amateurs

and cottagers, Tomatoes are cultivated in the open

gardens it is necessary to give them close attention

at all stages, and particularly so at this season,

when the sun is perceptibly losing its power.

Immediately the fruits become ripe enough tliey

should be secured for the benefit of those which

are not so far advanced, and it is further wise to

inspection ought to be made as harvesting proceeds,

so that infected tubers may be immediately re-

moved from contact with the sound ones of the

crop, To assume that the trouble only spreads

in the growing plants is an error that has cost many
a grower very dear. H J.

A GOOD SUMMER LETTUCE.
Those whose duty it is to provide Lettuces

during the hot days of summer know only too

well the difficulty that is experienced in main-

taining the supply, owing to the fact that

most varieties run to seed very quickly whenever
a few days' drought is experienced. The variety

illustrated, Sutton's Favourite, is one of the least

troublesome in this respect, as the plants, even

when they have formed large, solid hearts, will

stand for several weeks, even in the hottest weather,

before bolting to seed. In shape it differs from

most Cabbage Lettuces, the somewhat conical-

shaped hearts being very distinct. In addition

LETTUCE SUTTON S FAVOURITE.

Stop the plants by taking out the top when three,

or at most four, trusses are well developed.

Watering and Feeding Celery.—The par-

tiality of Celery for moisture must never be over-

looked by the grower who desires to achieve the

greatest success. Within reason it is impossible to

give the plants too much water, but, obviously, the

quantity must not be so great that the ground

becomes soured. In many instances, too, it is

excellent practice to supplement the pure water

with liquid manure, but the advisability of this

must be governed by the merits of each individual

case.

Potatoes.—The lifting of Potatoes should

proceed as the varieties ripen, but no efforts must
be made to interfere with the late sorts which are

wanted for storing to supply the table through the

winter. It is very desirable that these shall have

an abundance of time for swelling their full crops,

and beyond that a period in which the skins can

harden and the finishing become complete. In

all cases where disease has been present—and it

is not often that we all escape its ravages —close

to its value for spring sowing, this excellent Lettuce

may be sown in the autumn, and will stand the

winter as well as most varieties. H.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A LITTLE-KNOWN ANNUAL.

THE charming little dwarf-growing annual

listed by seedsmen as Leptosiphon

hybridus appears to be but little

known, yet its value for such pur-

poses as edgings, carpeting beds,

or for sunny positions in the rock

garden is by no means inconsiderable. The
illustration on page 436 will give other readers

of The Garden some idea of the beauty of this

little plant. In shape and size the blossoms

closely resemble those of that popular little Sand-

wort, Arenaria balearica, but they embrace a wide

range of colours, the yellow and orange shades

being, perhaps, the most beautiful of all. In

addition, many of the blossoms have a well-defined
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dark zone in the centre. The much-divided green

foliage is produced in whorls at intervals on the

slender, semi-prostrate stems, the height of the

entire plant being about 4 inches. Unfortunately,

the flowers do not open well in dull weather or

when heavily shaded, and for this reason a sunny
position should be chosen and the seeds sown where
the plants are intended to flower. So far as my
experience goes, this Leptosiphon will thrive in

any well-drained soil, but it is well to avoid making
it too rich with manure. There are, I feel sure,

many of the lesser-known annuals which only

need bringing before the flower-loving public to

induce them to grow a few at least of each in their

own gardens. H. W.

BEARDED IKISES BY THE WATER-
SIDE.

1 OFTEN see in gardens a dry, sunny bed at the foot

of large shrubs or trees and more or less overhung

and germanica will give a wealth of blossom un-

approached by any other plant I know. At first

1 tried planting the bed shown with I. florentina

only, but I thought the effect rather washy, and
introduced a few I. germanica, and now 1 find

one clump of these to about six of florentina gives

a very charming effect. The ground can hardly

be too dry for these two, and they stand being

robbed by their neighbours with an equanimity
and forgiving spirit that would be a pattern to

many a Christian.

Once in four or five years they may need re-

planting, and this is best done just as they go out

I

of flower, and they are grateful for an allowance

i
of fresh soil and a little well-decayed manure dug
in. Even when out of flower ihere is a great charm
in a thick mass of their glaucous leaves. I am
trying to get a second season of flowers out of the

bed by planting Galtonia candicans among them,

I but so far it has not proved so patient and con-

tented under the drv and starvation conditions

THE FALSE STARWORT (bOLTONIA ASTEROIDES).

by them, that is more of a trouble than a pleasure

to its owner. Frequently it has been struggled

with and planted with spring-flowering bulbs, and
all may go well till the end of April ; then yellow-

ing leaves of Crocus and Scilla are untidy if left

alone, and yet cannot be cut off if the same bulbs

are to be left and expected to flower next season.

Too often about May such a border gets " filled

up," not planted, with the surplus annuals and
tender bedding plants that have not found happier
homes in the formal beds. These lead a starved

and squalid existence until the first sharp frost

puts them out of their misery.

I should advise treating such a bed somewhat
as I have done that shown in the illustration on
page 439—slightly raise its level towards the

back by placing some good loam over the tree and
shrub roots and plant it thickly with Bearded Irises,

and it will require little further attention and pay
rent in beauty, or at any rate neatness, all the

year round The fresh young leaves appear very

early in the spring, and from the middle to the

etid of May the two common species florentina

as the Irises, but it is so cheap that a few annual

additions may prove worth the planting.

Waltham Cross. E. A. BdwLES.

THE FALSE STARWORT.
(BOLTONIA ASTEROIDES.)

BoLTONiA, or False Starwort, is a small genus of

composite plants not far removed from the Aster

or Starwort, its most useful representative for the

garden being the kind shown in the accompanying
illustration, viz., B. asteroides. So far as the

gardener and the decorative value of the plant are

concerned, the illustration affords such striking proof

that nothing further on that point need be said,

while from the cultural side I have only to add
that the plant requires much the same treatment

as the Michaelmas Daisy ; that is to say, annual or

biennial division and replanting are calculated to

give the best results. The best-known kinds are

B. asteroides and B. glastifolia, the former with

white rays and yellow disc, the latter with pink

rays and yellow disc. Their flowering period is

.\ugust, and height 3 feet. E. H. Jenkins.

THE RO SE G ARDEN.
PLAN OF ROSE GARDEN.

[In Reply to " T."]

WE are charmed by the artistic

and original design of the pro-

posed Rose - beds, and have

much pleasure in giving our

opinion as to the varieties best

calculated to please you. View-
ing the plan from the top left-hand corner, for plot

marked A we would suggest as the centre weeping
standard the variety Hiawatha, with plants of

Perle d'Or beneath. In the side beds of this plot

you could plant six varieties in the order named:
Joseph Hill, Pharisaer, Richmond, Caroline

Testout, Fran Karl Druschki and Mme. Jules

Grolez. For the plot in the right-hand corner

marked B the centre weeping standard should be

White Dorothy, with Maman I.evavasseur beneath,

then the following in the order named : Laurent

Carle, Marie van Houtte, Liberty, Mme. Abel

Chatenay, Lady Battersea, Prince de Bulgarie,

Papa Gontier and Lyon Rose. For plot marked
C, in the lower left-hand corner the central weeper

suggested would be Lady Godiva, with Aschen-

brodel beneath ; and for the four beds General

Macarthur, Mme. Hoste, Ecarlate and Mme.
Ravary. For the plot marked D the central

weeper is Lady Gay, with Eugenie Lamesch
beneath. For the T-shaped beds on each side of

the weeper we suggest two sorts for each, namely,

Hugh Dickson and Mme. Pemet-Ducher, and
Corallina and Queen Mab; for the four corner beds.

La Tosca, Edu Meyer, Ciustav Grunerwald and
Betty. This would give you an excellent assort-

ment of all the good bedding Roses. If you want

more variety, we suggest K. A. Victoria, Mme. A.

Mari, Mrs. T. Roosevelt, G. ' Nabonnand, Dean
Hole, Earl of Warwick, Farbenkonigin, Gustave

Regis, Dr. Grill, Mrs. Aaron Ward, Comtesse du

Cayla and Charlotte Klemm. It would be a pretty

feature if you could arrange for some wichuraiana

Roses to be planted in the grass to droop over the

edges of the canal that runs through this proposed

Rose garden. Now as to the soil. We cannot

promise much success with the black soil of which

you send us a sample. Could you not procure some
broken up turfy loam, the top spit from a meadow,

and add this pretty liberally to the extent of one-

half ? Or perhaps you can obtain some good leaf-

soil, which would give to the soil the humus which

it is lacking. By all means add the clay and cow-

manure liberally, admixing it well as the trenching

proceeds. Let the gravel subsoil be quite cleared

out, and provide a depth of at least 2 feet 6 inches

of the new mixture. As it will be rather hght,

see that it is made firm before planting, and when
planting see that the roots are pressed firmly into

the soil. If you can procure some broken chalk

or lime it will also be advisable to add some, but

by all means procure some loam ; and as you say

you have a good supply of clay, this should be added,

more especially to the lower stratum, s.iy, i foot

in depth of this clay, with manure incorporated,

then the remaining 18 inches with the black soil,

clay, loam, manure and some lime or chalk, all

mixed together before putting it into the beds.

ROSES FOR NEW BEDS.
[In Reply to "Amateur."]

Your list is such a good one that we cannot well

find fault with it. If you exclude certain sorts

because they are addicted to mildew you will need

to leave out some of the best. We should advise

you to plant and diligently spray them, when

you will be able to combat the fmigus. For in-

stance. Lady Ashtown is a bad one for mildew,

but It IS one of the best pmk Roses. Irish Elegance
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is delightful, and is not a bit too strong in growth,

but is addicted to mildew. Marquise de Sinety,

although magnificent in colour, is not a strong

grower, but it may do if planted towards the end

of the bed. Molly Sharman Crawford is splendid

and a good doer. Kiclnnond we should replace

with General iMacarthur, the latter being much

the better garden Rose. With us Joseph Hill

grows well. Sometimes it is inclined to spread

out, but usually a stick or two will put this right,

and it cannot well be left out of any two dozen.

You do not name Mme. Ravary, still one of the

best. Gustav Grunerwaki we should advise

instead of Mrs. D. Jardinc, and Laurent Carle

instead of Fran Lilla Rautenstrauch, which hangs

its head badly. Laurent Carle is not the same

colour, but it is a magnificent

Rose. So also is Mme. Maurice de

Luze ; perhaps more suitable for

you, as you wish to exhibit, than

Countess of Derby. Mme. Constant

Soupert is not at all a good garden

Rose. We recommend instead

Pharisaer or Mrs. Theodore Roose-

velt, or plant both if possible, and

you certainly must include Betty

somehow, also Earl of Warwick.

Some good ramblers are White

Dorothy, Minnehaha, Leontine

Gervais, Tausendschon, Shower of

Gold, Non Plus Ultra, Bagatelle,

Alberic Barbier, Rene .\ndre, Mrs.

F. W. Flight, Goldfinch and Ameri-

can Pillar.

THE GARDEN.
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LATE MELONS.

PI..\NTS
in ordinary frames will need

I'very care and attention to hasten the

fruits along. Thinning the surplus

growth and keeping the foliage clean,

vigorous and healthy are essential at the

present moment. Water the roots very

carefully and endeavour as far as possible to keep the

stems at the base of the plants on the dry side. If

the weather proves warm with plenty of sunshine,

admit air rather freely, but close early in the after-

noon after sprinkling the leaves with tepid clean

water, so that the heat may rise to 85° or 90°.

ROSE MME. PLANTIER.
.\re the present-day Rose-growers

really aware of the beauty of

many of the " old Roses " ? I

mean such grand old sorts as

Mme. Plantier, a Rose that at one

tinie was planted by the hundred

lor hedge-work and other pic-

turesque features in the garden.

What a picture it presented in

June wiicn the huge bushes were

covered with .the. snow white

blooms ! It is such an easy Rose

to grow and attains so quickly to a

large shrub that I marvel it is not

planted more often at the present

day. Some readers may say, " Yes,

it is a beautiful Rose when in full

bloom, but it has such a brief

season of flowering." This is very

true, but I maintain we can well

afford to overlook this defect if a

Rose makes a grand display ut one

time, even though it is a brief

one. Although not possessing the

perpetual-flowering character of WHITE AND
Aimee Vibert, in my opinion it is

superior in effectiveness during the days of

June. If space permitted on the lawn, a good
hole should be opened out for a clump of

Mme. Plantier next autumn, and into this hole

put a cartload or two of good soil. Plant about

three.bushes in it, and support them with Bamboo
canes brought together at the top like a tripod.

If the soil is good, growth will be rapid, as the plants,

being raised from cuttings, need no pruning the

first year or two, and thus a shrub is quickly formed.

Another excellent method of growing it is on

standard Briars, a form in which it will make quite

large heads which droop almost to the ground with

their weight of bloom. I can recommend this

Rose also as a pot plant, especially to market-

growers. It is very charming for conservatory

work. P.

so that the fruits may have a chance of ripening

before the end of October, after which d.ilc good
fruits of high flavour are somewhat rare. Keep the

roots healthy by frequently top-dressing with

suitable loam. About half an inch thick each

week spread all over the surface of the bed and
made firm with a brick will greatly assist the plants

to maintain vigour. This treatment I much prefer

to a heavy mulch with manure at this season of the

year. Three or four fruits will be ample for each

plant to bear, and these should be as uniform in

size as possible, .\ttend well to the stopping,

tying and regulating of the shoots. Some of the

laterals with no fruit, if crowding is likely to occur,

may be removed entirely. Do not overcharge the

house with moisture in dull, sunless weather.' A
close, moist atmosphere induces

soft, sappy wood and leal-stalks,

which nre so very liable to rot,

especially late in the season. Two
of our best-flavoured Melons this

sea?jn have been Earl's Favourite

and a variety, " G. F.," sent me
by Mr. Ryder of Orpington, the

fruits of this variety being solid, of

great depth and exceptionally

sweet to the rind. H. M.\rkmam.
Wrntham Park, Baniet.

BLUE BEARDED IRISES IN MYDDELTON HOUSE GARDENS.

Melons at all times should be grown as rapidly as

possible if good flavour is to be expected. .-Ul

fruits should be raised above the foliage, so that

they may have light and sun ; but as soon as they

begin to change colour, keep the atmosphere drier

and the roots less supplied with moisture. Excel-

lent Melons may be grown in frames with a little

timely attention as regards stopping the growths

and keeping the plants well thinned out. .\ny

neglect in this respect may end in a complete

failure, nothing being more detrimental than over-

crowding followed by a severe thinning. .Another

item in connection with growing good Melons is

not to overcrop the plants, a fair crop of medium-

sized, well-flavom'ed fruits being preferable. Plants

growing in houses with ample means provided for

supplying suitable warmth will need pushing along.

LATE STRAWBERRIES.
Under this title I had the privilege

about this time last year of giving

in the pages of The Garden a

few hints on suitable varieties of

this valuable fruit for districts

naturally late and cold. Judging
from the letters I have received

since, these notes have been of

considerable interest to readers

;

and as I then promised to give

the results of my trials of two
new varieties, I now, with the

Editor's permission, fulfil that

promise. The two varieties I men
tion are not really new sorts, but

are new to me here. Countess is

certainly one of the very finest

dessert Strawberries I have ever

tried. It is of the choicest flavour,

wedge-shaped and brilliant dark
red in colour. The flesh is very

firm and white, and I am certain it

would make an excellent variety

for marketing. The berry has

the great advantage of colouring

evenly, so that when one sees a red

fruit lying on the mulching it may
with all safety be picked without

first turning it over to see if the

other side is ripe. Being so firm in

texture, rain does it but little harm.

This year it is not a heavy crop

;

but as even Laxton's Leader is light in comparison

to other seasons, I will not condemn Countess

in this respect without further trial. Laxton's

Fillbasket, the other new sort, is well named. The
crop is simply immense. Unfortunately, it stands

wet badly. The fruits are large, rather rough

in outline, but of pleasant flavour. I had formed

the opinion that this variety would be most
successfully grown on light, dry soil and am
glad to notice that Mr Wythes endorses that

opinion on page 377. That this has not been a

Strawberry year in Scotland is only too apparent.

Leader has again been our most satisfactory kind,

and even this has had a light crop in comparison to

former years. Duke of Edinburgh has been muoh
better than last year.

Preiton House, Linlithgow. C. Blair.
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gARDE:?ii:JiG for BEGi:NiU^ERS.
HOW TO BLANCH LEEKS AND CELERY.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—At this season

plants and flowers soon begin to present

a neglected appearance if they are not

attended to every day. Even if our

lawns and flower-beds are thoroughly

cleaned one day, the next morning
strong winds may have brought down many leaves

from the trees, and leaves and shoots as well as I

fading flowers will be broken off the plants in the

beds. Thus we see how necessary it is to give

constant attention to the flower garden. Seed-

lings in flower borders must be taken care of, as

they are so useful, and at this season the strong

growth of surrounding established plants will

almost smother them if they are not protected.

A few small stakes fixed in the ground around
the seedlings will prevent the spreading

shoots of larger plants from lying across them.

Some seeds of Sweet Peas may now be sown in

pots to provide plants for putting out in clumps

and rows next spring. Procure some 3i-inch and
5-inch pots, wash them well, especially the insides,

and also the crocks. When dry three-parts fill

the pots with good friable loam and sufficient

sand to keep the soil porous. Place two seeds in

the small, and three in the large, pot, covering

them I inch deep or a little more with similar

soil. Stand the pots on tiles or boards in the open
and keep the soil in an even state of moisture

;

then the seeds will soon germinate and the resultant

plants will be sturdy. Frames must now be got

ready for the Violet plants, and the latter must
also be prepared for lifting.

Vegetable Garden.—Late Peas will require no

further mulching material to be put to them
nor feeding with liquid manures ; but 20z. of

superphosphate per yard run of row may be

applied in showery weather. Growth will be rapid

enough, but the difficulty will be found in getting

. SIMPLE METHOD Ol' BL.\NCHING LEEKS BY
BINDING STIFF BROWN PAPER MODERATELY
TIGHTLY ROUND THE STEMS.

late-formed pods well filled. It is quite different

in the case of Dwarf Beans, as we require tender,

succulent pods, and these should be plentiful on

plants growing on a warm border well mulched

and watered occasionally with liquid manure.

An examination should be made of aU root crops,

and if any crowns of such kinds as Parsnips,

Carrots and Beetroot are damaged, they must be

pulled up and used, else, if left in the ground to

be lifted when the whole crop is harvested, they

will decay, and so not only be quite useless,

but contaminate the sound ones. Roots must

not be forcibly pulled out of the soil, else

they will be scratched by the small stones

and the tap-root is often broken off, causing

bleeding. Gently raise the roots with a garden

fork.

Fruit Garden.—Plum trees on walls generally

become infested with aphides at this season, and

the excrescence from the insects falls on the main

leaves, and then dust collects there too. Healthy,

clean leaves are essential to the well-being of all

fruit trees, and as Plums often get more soiled

from this cause than any other, it behoves one

to pay special attention to them. L'sually the

aphides collect on very young shoots, and as these

are not of much service to the tree so late in the

year, they may be cut off and destroyed, the

aphides along with them. Then thoroughly wash

the foliage with the aid of the garden engine or

syringe. The main leaves must be kept in a health\

condition until they commence to fade and fall oil

naturally.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The h'uchsia is .1

general favourite with nearly all amateur gardener-

and those persons who take up the cultivation

plants usually commence with the h'uchsia. At

the present time large established plants are in

grand flowering condition, but they will not

remain so much longer. Directly the leaves begin

lo turn yellow and fall off less water must be given.

\'oung specimens in frames should have all the air

possible admitted to them to mature the shoots.

I uttings may also be inserted. Tree Carnations

utended for early autumn flowering must be taken

Irom the cool frames to the greenhouse. All

shading must be dispensed with, but air should be

Ireely admitted. Syringing must be carefully

done, as if too much moisture is kept on and around

the plants rust will quickly appear. A. A.

BLANCHING LEEKS AND CELERY.
The period has arrived when both Leeks and
Celery need to be taken in hand if blanching is to

be satisfactorily accomplished ; and as in the past

this has been done by the inexperienced grower in

anything but proper fashion, I hope by the illus-

trations depicted herein, and by the accompany-

ing notes, to make the case a little clearer for the

beginner. The rules that prevailed years ago,

although they still hold good, have been improved

upon, and it is satisfactory to note that the newer

methods find favour and the results are in every

way satisfactory.

I will first deal with the Leeks. These were

planted iu their permanent quarters in the early

summer in most gardens, and where this work was
then carried out the plants have attained very

excellent proportions, and are now in a suitable

condition to be dealt with in practical fashion. It

is the custom for those who grow these plants for

exhibition to commence the bleaching operations

almost as soon as the plants are established in

their permanent quarters, but for ordinary culinary

purposes this is not so necessary. The concern of

the grower is to be able to grow and perfect speci-

mens that will find a ready use in the kitchen, and
to do this and assist the beginner to bring about

this desirablr, result is the aim of the writer of these

notes.

In Fig. I is depicted a row of Leeks that were

planted out in May last in well-prepared soil which

had been enriched by heavy dressings of good

2. THE SOIL DRAWN ROUND THE STEMS AFTER
THE PAPER BANDAGES HA\'E BEEN PROPERLY
ADJUSTED IN POSITION.

lasting manure, and immediately subsequent to the

planting and in dry periods since copious applica-

tions of water have been given when necessary.

As a result of this treatment plants of the descrip-

tion shown in the afore-mentioned illustration

have been brought into effect, and so satisfactory

has been their growth that it has become necessary

to commence blanching operations forthwith.

This is carried into effect by utilising strips of

stout brown paper some 6 inches wide and binding

or bandaging these moderately tightly with two
ties, one at the bottom and one at the top, to keep

the blanching material in position. When the

Leeks are planted on a level surface, the blanching

may be completed in this way ; but far more
satisfactory results are achieved when the plants

have the soil drawn round about them, by which
means the bleaching is more satisfactorily accom-

plished. It will be observed that the specimens

in the illustration denote growth of a robust kind,

and with such plants it is an easy matter to bring

into effect fine specimens representing really satis-

factory cultural skill.

In Fig. 2 just a section of another row of Leeks

that have been blanched as depicted in the first

illustration is shown, but in this case the soil

has been drawn round about them. The strong,

vigorous growth which they show goes to prove
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3. CELERY READY FOR BLANCHING. ALL OFFSETS
OUTER AND DECAYED LEAVES HAVE BEEN
AND THE LEAVES LOOSELY TIED TOGETHER.

that this method of bleaching is one that should

find favour, and I commend it to all beginners

who desire to bring this much-appreciated vege-

table to a satisfactory finish. I am aware that

in many gardens the use of paper or cardboard for

bleaching purposes is dispensed with, many growers

being quite content just to draw the soil round about

the plants ; but the method I have advocated

herein yields such excellent results, sufficient, in

fact, to justify the system being adopted in all

gardens where good results are desired.

Celery.—The treatment of Celery in regard to

blanching is very much the same as that observed

with Leeks ; but in this case the concern of the

grower should be to prevent the soil getting down
into the heart of the plant, as this is a serious

detriment, and not seldom causes the plant to rot

and decay, bringing about results that are most
undesirable. To blanch Celery satisfactorily by
the means advocated in these notes it is neces-

sary that the plants should be in excellent order

before they are taken in hand. They should

be making free growth and be represented in

excellent proportions, both in diameter as well as

in height ; and for the guidance of the beginner in

Fig. 3 a row of plants that are ready to be taken in

hand forthwith is shown . When grown in natural

fashion it is quite common for the plants to extend
their heads in an outward fashion in vigorous

growth, and if the grower were to attempt to mould
up or bleach the plants without some preliminary

operation, the chances are that failure would be

the result. For this reason it is necessary, in the

first instance, to draw the stems close together, so

that the soil cannot work down into the heart of

the plant, and then to secure by means of a tie,

using raffia for the purpose, the whole of the

growths together. They need not be very tightly

tied ; as a matter of fact, moderately tightly will

serve the purpose better. This having been done,

the grower should remove all offsets and decaying
leaves ; in fact, it would be better to do this before

the plants are properly tied up, as first suggested.

The great thing to remember is that each plant

when it is tied should be represented by a clean and
neat specimen, so that in adjusting the brown
paper slips, and when bandaging or binding them
round the plant, this may be done in an even
fashion.

That the beginner may understand and appre-

ciate the character of Celery plants treated in this

manner, in Fig. 4 the method of doing this work
is shown. Here will be observed the stately

character of the plants, and also their even appear-
ance, so that when the paper is bound round

moderately tightly there will still be

room left for the plants to grow and

expand, while at the same time the

bleaching process will be going on.

Bleaching may be carried out on per-

fectlv level ground by these means
;

but I prefer to draw the soil up round

about the plants, as I am of opinion

this assists in the more satisfactory

bleaching of the plants and, conse-

quently, makes the Celery more tooth-

some.

I am aware that certain
vegetable-growers take exception to

this method of bleaching Celery in

gardens where the soil is of heavy

texture, but they are quite content to

admit that it answers exceptionally

well in light, sandy soil. I have tried

it on both, and although the paper

may rot in very wet weather in the

autumn, the result is far more satis-

factory than when the plants are

bleached in the old and orthodox

fashion by simply drawing the soil round about

them as and when they are ready. D. B. Crane.

AND small
removed.

BULBS IN POTS.
Roman Hyacinths and Narcissi.

If a novice wishes to grow bulbs, he cannot select

two kinds that will serve his purpose better than

the above-named. In the first place, they are

naturally early flowering and, consequently, may
be grown by persons who have not command of

artificial heat, they flower before severe frosts

come, and are very free-flowering. All may be

grown in pots or boxes. I advise beginners to

cultivate them in pots. It is quite possible to

grow bulbs solely in leaf-soil, but not at all desirable

to do so, as in the hands of an inexperienced culti-

vator the plants may not attain to a large size and
the flowers would not remain fresh long. The best

compost is one that is made up of rather old

fibrous loam two-thirds, leaf-soil one third, and

plenty of sand to keep all porous. In the matter

of gardening generally, cleanliness is essential, and
it is especially so in relation to bulb-growing.

Brief Hints on General Treatment.—The best

bulbs are those of good size, firnf and well-shaped.

Very large ones that are loose-skinned and not

heavy and firm are worthless, or nearly so. The
flower-pots must be very clean, especially inside,

and dry. The crocks also must be clean and dry.

The compost should be thoroughly mixed and in

a medium state as regards moisture,

neither too wet nor too dry. Having
nearly filled the pots with the new
soil, place four small or three large

Roman Hyacinth bulbs in a C-^-inch

pot and the same number of Narcissus

Paper-White or a variety similar as

to early flowering, and press more
compost around them so that the

crowns only are left above the soil.

Then give all a good watering and

bury the pots under ashes. In order

to get a free growth, place empty
inverted pots on the bulbs before

piling up the ashes. When the new
growths are about 2 inches long, the

pots should be removed to a cold

frame, and very gradually expose the

young shoots to the light and air.

Much and frequent watering will not

be necessary until the pots are well

filled with roots. If a few bulbs are

so potted and treated at intervals of a

month, a continuous display of bloom
can be had. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Dahlias.—These are now making a great show in

the garden, though perhaps in some instances—the

Pffiony-flowcred section, for example—the plants
are too vigorous growing for the ordinary sized

villa garden. However, some owners of small
gardens arrange to plant a few of these bigger

flowers because of their size and attractiveness,

and where a screen of some kind is welcome
they are helpful in this way. Strong stake supports

must always be used, otherwise the wind will

break down the plants. Some degree of thinning

the branches will also l)e necessary, because of the

manner the flowers crowd among the leaves. For
decorative purposes, however, I incline to the

single- flowered varieties, too long ignored by the
gardener, and such as these, if gathered in the early

hours of their opening, last a long time. The
resplendent beauty and distinctive form of the

Cactus-flowered varieties have their admirers the

world over, though they are of greater value when
grown specially for exhibition work. Still, a very
showy variety, and one dwarf in habit, is the old

Glare of the Garden, which provides bushes loaded
with crimson-scarlet flowers. That arch-enemy
of the Dahlia, the earwig, must be trapped at all

hazards, or many flower-buds will be destroyed.

Liquid Manures.—At this season many garden-
ing beginners are anxious—too anxious, perhaps

—

about these things and the " feeding " of their

plants, believing apparently that flowers are pro-

duced upon a plant in much the same way as a

Christmas goose is endowed with fat, viz., by a

system of gorging with food, whether wanted or not.

In the plant world such a system would speedily
be fraught with the most disastrous results, and
should not for a moment be tolerated. The appli-

cation of liquid manures in season and in reason is,

however, helpful to many plants at this time, more
particularly to such as have been well grown from
the start. In other words, neither liquid nor
artificial manures can possibly undo the weeks
of starvation or neglect that may have been per-

mitted earlier in the year. Hence such things
must be regarded in the light of a helpful tonic or

stimulant to a plant that has been working hard all

the season and whose holidays are not yet. Essen-
tial conditions to the free use of liquid manures are

well-rooted plants, and such things as Chrysanthe-
mums in pots quickly benefit thereby. Old plants
of Perpetual-flowering Carnations that are too
good to discard and which promise to flower well

4- another method of blanching celery. the paper
PREVE.NTS soil getting into the " hearts " OF THE
plants and also assists THE BLANCHING. THE EARTH
IS SUBSEQUENTLY DRAWN ROUND THE PLANTS.
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should also be assisted by weak liquid manures
now.

How TO Make Liquid Manures.—Take an
old rain-water cask or galvanised cistern, and place

therein a couple of bushels of decomposed stable

manure and about a peck of soot, or half the amount
of each if more convenient. Place all in an open-

meshed sack, and well work it about after it has

become thoroughly soaked with water. A few hours

later the mixture will be ready Tfor use, and for the

plants I have named may be employed at one-

third strength, i.e., one-third liquid manure and
three-thirds clear water. For Chrysanthemums
this may be applied daily if required, and for the

Carnations twice or thrice each week. A fortnight

later the strength for the first-named may be

increased to one-half.

Autumn Crocuses.—We are reminded of the

early approach of autumn by the receipt of the

preliminary lists of early bulbous things, notably

the autumn Crocuses, Colchicums and the like.

I refer to these things now so that they may be
planted at once and not left, as is too often the case,

to be ordered with other bulbs of later growth.

Of the Crocuses I have more particularly in mind
C. speciosus and C. nudiflorus, both of which,

giving their flowers quite early in September or

sometimes before, are admirably adapted for the

rock garden at a time when few flowering plants

are to be had.

Plants for Old Walls.— I was recently

struck by the wealth of beauty and Fern-like grace

and elegance of Corydalis lutea as seen growing in

the hill districts of the Cotswolds. The plant is

one of the most delightful for old walls and ruins,

and makes a far more agreeable edging to garden

walks than the tiles and boards so frequently

used. E. H. Jenkins.

THE GREENHOUSE.
LACHENALIAS AND THEIR

CULTURE.
CIENALIAS are what may be called

out-of-the-way plants. They are sel-

dom seen at the fortnightly shows at

Vincent Square, and when they are it

is only once or twice in a season that

they are shown in a way to do them

justice. Ten or a dozen spikes all tied together

and put in a vase without any greenery give all

who do not know them a very wrong impression

of their quiet beauty and their usefulness.

Let me sing their praises. First, they are

easily cultivated. Secondly, they are a decided

contrast to other winter and spring flowering bulbs

'that are usually grown in pots. Thirdly, they

last a long time in bloom if they are grown, as they

should be, in a cool house. Fourthly, they are

excellent subjects for bringing into the house,

and if some are kept in a slightly warmer tempera-

ture than the others a long succession of flowers

will be obtained. Fifthly, as most of what I call

for want of a better designation " ordinary

"

varieties increase very quickly from offsets, once

a stock has been bought there is no yearly.expense

to be incurred in purchasing more bulbs, but quite

the reverse, for we will have more bulbs than we
began with of our own raising, and so will be able

either to employ a larger-sized pot or put them in

thicker than we did when we started, which is a

decided gain, for Lachenalias do not look well when

they are thinly planted.

What are Lachenalias like ? Very probably

some readers of The Garden do not know them

by sight. I am sorry to say I have failed to get

a good photograph of a typical pot. They seem

to me to be like certain people who never " take
"

well, so perforce I must try to describe them.

Their popular name of Cape Cowslips gives some
idea of the long tubular shape of the flower. But
there the similarity ends, for the individual blooms

are arranged on fleshy stems from 6 inches to i foot

in height after the manner of a Wood Hyacinth,

and the topmost buds, which are very often highly

coloured, never expand. The leaves, which are

generally only two or three in number, are of a

fleshy substance from half an inch to an inch wide

and in length anything from 3 inches to 9 inches,

seldom more. In manv cases they are beautifully

mottled with pale reddish brown spots.

The cultural requirements of the ordinary varie-

ties are simple. They like a rich, light, porous

soil. Something like this I find suits them very

well : One-third peat, one-third old leaf-mould,

one-third loam, with dried powdered cow-manure

and a fair quantity of sharp silver sand added for

drainage purposes. The bulbs should be potted

in August or as early as possible in September, and

then stood on a damp bottom in a cold frame or

in an unheated greenhouse, and plenty of air

should be given, but cold draughts must be

avoided. As the weather gets colder the plants

must be taken out of the frame and placed where

they may have a temperature of 45° to 50° Fahr.

So treated, pendula will commence to bloom
about Christmas, and they will follow one

another until March if different varieties are

grown. After the flowering period is over they

should be placed in some position where thev can

be occasionally watered, and in early Mav
put them into a frame, where they may be fully

exposed to the sun and water gradually withheld.

Here under glass lights I give them a good baking

until the middle of July, when I shake the bulbs

out and store them in bags ready for planting

again in August. I should say I take the precau-

tion when roasting the bulbs to put an additional

hall-inch covering of sand or soil over them.

.Any si^e pot may be used. Personally, I like

6-inch or 7-inch best, and I always use for those

that I intend to bring into the house the low-

shaped ones. Lachenalias may be planted thickly.

From six to ten bulbs in a 6-inch and from eight

to thirteen or fourteen in a 7-inch pot is a

suitable quantity. I have also seen excellent

results when they have been grown in baskets.

The same soil may be used and the receptacle

lined with moss before planting. As a riile,

the flowers are either all yellow or else they are a

mixture of red, green and yellow, with, in certain

varieties, a deep claret edge to the perianth

segments.

The following are some of the best varieties that

are in commerce. I hope, however, before very

long some of the lo\'ely new ones which have been

raised at Glasnevin by Mr. F. W. Moore will find

their way into the trade lists. Aurea, rich yolk of

egg yellow—unfortunately, not a free bloomer

—

I have been told it should be raised from seed
;

Cawston Gem, greeny yellow, with a narrow edge

of claret ; Cowslip, rich deep yellow, with a wide

claret red edge to the interior segments ; luteola

maculata, yellow, shaded green, with red at the

base of the bells ; Nelsonii, grand golden yellow,

very robust and free
;
pendula, russet orange, very

early; p. gigantea (syn. aureliana), deep rose

pink, with green tips to the segments, very fine
;

quadricolor, red, yellow and green, with broad

crimson lip ; and Ruby, distinguished by the

bright red of the buds, not so vigorous with me as

the other varieties. Of the hybrids raised by Mr.

Moore the following are particularly good: Aspirant,

Brightness, Ruth Lane, Medley, F. D. Moore,

Phyllis Paul, His Reverence, Shiner and John
Geoghegan. Joseph Jacob.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

Th,- Eilitor intends to

malce The Ct.\rden hdpiul to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening mail he. and
with that object will malce a special jeainre of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The G.^rden, 20, Tamstock

Street, C'ovent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Questions from Holland {Mis. H.

Ocwel). — Pasonies will grow very well with a

moderate amount of chalk in the soil, as also will

the majority of the Primulas. The Lilies you
mention will only succeed moderately if the chalk

is in any appreciable quantity, and you would be

wise to try a few before you make extensive planta-

tions. In such a case it is always as well to experi-

ment, as it is difflcult to advise from a distance,

not knowing the exact conditions under which the

garden is situated. You need have no fear about

the shrubs you mention, providing you work the

ground well before planting them. The selection

of Roses you give is a good one for your particular

purpose, though we should prefer other varieties

in one or two cases. Tea Rambler is one of the

prettiest pink varieties; then you have left out

the well-known Crimson Rambler. .A very good

deep red is also to be found in Griiss an Teplitz,

while Climbing White Pet is preferable to The
Garland in many places. .\ good strong-growing,

cream-coloured Rose is Alberic Barbier, and we
think it is more likely to succeed with you than

Bouquet d'Or. By all means have the plants on

their own roots ; then if you give plenty of rich

loamy soil and top-dress once a year with well-

rotted manure, they will grow away strongly. Be
careful not to plant too deeply in the first place.

Gladiolus failing [An Enthusiast).—As you
cannot trace any signs of disease, it is highly

probable that wireworm or some other insect pest

has bored through the stem growth. Such an

attack would cause a sudden collapse of the growth

or the yellowing to which you refer. It may be

due to this or to fungus about the neck of the plant,

and this entering the stem has ruined the tissue.

This, indeed, is the more likely cause, and a repe-

tition of it may be avoided by sprinkling lime on

the surface soil and lightly pricking it in. Pansies

do not die down in the strict sense of the term, but

remain evergreen. When the main flowering is

over, all the flowered shoots or branches may be

removed to within i inch or so of their bases to

allow new shoots to appear. It is only rarely,

however, that the old plants produce such fine

flowers as those raised from seeds and flowering

a first time. Freshly rooted cuttings, however,

make excellent plants and give large, well-formed

blooms.

Gypsophila seedlings (Mrs. P. M. L. C.).—The
seedUnys have been attacked by one of the leaf-mining
maggots, which result from a fly, probably Phytomyza.
depositing its eggs in the tissue of the leaves, the larvse

when hatched working through the leaves just beneath the
epidermis. The only known remedy is by way of prevep-
tion and making the plants distasteful to the fly, which
will not then settle;£upon them. Marguerites, Chrysan-
themums and Celery are among the plants which snffer

most. Syringing with soot-water or paraffin and soft

soap sometimes acts as a deterrent to the By. It is now
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late to sow seeds, though the plants if grown in a cold frame

would make strong ones to go out in the ensumg sprmg.

In the matter of pests you appear very unfortunate.

Some good rock plants are the alpine Phloxes, dwarf

Campanulas, as pumila, pulla. Profvision. Stansfteldn and

garganica in variety, a host of Saxifraaes, I'rnnulas,

\chilleas, Aubrietias and the like. We think, however, you

bad better persevere with the destruction of the pests, and

with these reduced ask us in spring—March—to give you

t list of frce-Bowering subjects.

Ivy diseased (T. L. B ).—The Ivy has been attacked

by red spider. It should be sprayed with potassnim

sulphide at the rate of loz. to two gallons of water.

Sweet Peas (U. .1. Tai/tor).—It is highly probable

that the " stodav " nature of the soil is a predisposmg

cause of the failure, and that a more complete dramage

of it would improve matters. Some of your plants, too,

appear to be atfccted by the stripe disease, for which

there is at present no known remedy. We are not aware

that this latter failing is transmitted through the soil

from year to year, though to some extent' it may be so.

We should not, however, save seed from any of the plants

under the circumstances, but secure supplies from afar.

In winter applv a heavy dressing of soot to the soil and

fork it in. Later, sav. about a mouth prior to planting

out apply one of the soil fumigants now in vogue, forking

It in a few inches deep and reforking it over again a few-

days later, .\void the usi- of manure in the soil for a year

and note results.

Tall herbaceous plants for clay soil (Mrs. Ford).

Amon" the more showv and suitable plants are the her-

baceous Phloxes in variety, any of the taller-growing

Kniphoflas or Red-hot Poker Plants. "Day Lilies. •Anemone
japonica in varictv (which take, however, some time to

establish themselves). Delphiniums in plenty. *Achillea

Eupatorium, Anchusa italica Dropmorc variety, Spiraja

vcnusta, S. Aruncus, Astilbe Pa\1dii. A. riralaris, Cimiei-

fuga racemosa, C. simplex. Campanula pyramidalis, C, p.

alba C laetiflora, Dictamnus caucasicus, Echinops liitro,

E spierocephalus, •Helenium autumnale, H. grandicepha-

lum striatum, 'Pyrethrum serotinum, Heliopsis B. Lad-

hams, and white and red perennial Pea. Those marked

with an asterisk do not object to partial shade. Most

annuals prefer light or well-drained soils, and for these

your better plan would be to dig in plenty of road grit in

the positions where you wish to grow them. For such

plants complete success is very much a question of seasons,

also perseverance and experiment.

DafTodils failing (TT'. Whitcomb).—lt is probable

that the failure to flower has been brought about by over-

crowding before the lifting and replanting, and if this is

so, only the mother or larger bulbs would flower ; that is

to say, only those having the flower germ properly laid

prior to the lifting would flower. The remainder, assuming

they are healthy, would take a year or more, according to the

size and strengt.h of leaf, to reach the flowering stage. In

the DaffodU family certain types crowd around the mother

or breeder bulb constantly, while others shoot oft at a

tangent, so to sav. The former may be likened to those

affectionate children who ever cling to mother and home
for their protection and support, while the latter afford

illustration of those youngsters whose independent natures

cause them early to shift for themselves to make headway

In the world. In vour case all depends upon the health

ol the stock, and as" some of yours appear to be going back,

it is just possible that your light soil is too hot and dry

for some sorts, or, again, that some have a tendency to

breed the bulb mite. Did any of the varieties exhibit

brown-tipped leaves in spring ? If so, there is something

amiss with the bulb. If the foliage is healthy but weak,

you have not much to fear. Can you give us fuller infor-

mation as to this ? so that we may help you if possible.

Gladioli unsuccessful (Bray).—A rather heavy clay

is by no means an ideal soil for Gladioli, however it is worked

and treated. An important item in which it fails to meet

the requirements of the Gladioli is that the bulbs grown

therein do not get ripened in the autumn as they do in

more favourable soils, and. consequently, they deteriorate

the second season. The fact of the bulbs being smaller

the second season than when first planted is to be accounted

for in several wavs. In the first place, where bulbs are

grown for commercial purposes, a spot where the soil and
situation are exactly suited to their culture ia naturally

chosen, and such favourable conditions do not in all proba-

bility prevail in one garden out of fifty wherein they are

planted. Again, these Gladioli are grovvn cither from

small bulbs termed spawn or from seeds. The object is

then not so much the production of blossoms, but to

obtain fine large bulbs that will both sell and Bower well

when planted.' The bulbs being thus, as it were, wound up

to concert pitch, have to bear the strain of a large spike of

flowers, often allowed to remain as long as there is a flower

visible. Then Nature, in the attempt to perpetuate her

kind, forms new bulbs, often more than one. To see these

again at their very best they need to be grown for a couple

of seasons under conditions equally favourable to those

under which the original bulbs developed.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
When to plant Rhododendrons (H . E.).

You may plant Rhododendrons any time during

autumn, winter or spring when the weather is

open : but it is a good plan to avoid December and

January if you can so arrange the worli. Keep

the top roots close to the surface of the ground
;

then next May give a surface dressing of half-

decayed leaves, but let them lie loose on the

groiiiid, do not fork them in. Daphne Mezereura

may be propagated from seeds, which usually

ripen freely. They may be sown as soon as ripe,

either in an open border out of doors or in pots

in a cold frame. We advise you to remove

the turf from your lawn, lightly fork the ground

over, level it, tread it firm and replace the turf.

This will make a much better job of it than adding

soil to the hollows as you suggest. The work may
be done any time from September onwards to

March. We cannot say what is the cause of your

Violas going wrong without it is that the roots are

in contact with fresh manure or that some insects,

wireworms or eelworms perhaps, are at work about

the roots or the bases of the stems. It would be a

good plan to take up a plant and carefully examine

the roots ; this will probably guide you to the

source of the trouble.

Ceanothus for a garden in Bexhill
(L. B. F.).— If you intend to plant one variety of

Ceanothus, decidedly the best is that seedling

from the Mexican Ceanothus azureus known as

Gloire de Versailles. It is a free grower, and the

large panicles of delightful blue flowers are borne

throughout the summer and often well on into the
j

autumn months. A selection of a few of the best

kinds would form a very interesting and attractive

feature. The following are all good : Ceanothus

rigidus, a true species from California whose dark

green leaves are strictly evergreen. The purplish

blue flowers are borne in great profusion in May.

C. thyrsiflorus (Californian Lilac), one of the most

vigorous of the Ceanothuses, with light blue

flowers, at their best, as a rule, in June. Both

these are true species, while those below are hybrids

or garden forms : Gloire de Versailles, above

alluded to ; Indigo, the flowers of which are of the

deepest blue of any ; Ceres, pink ; Gloire de Plan-

tieres, light blue ; Albert Pittet, rose lilac ; and

Marie Simon, rose. The extent to which most i

Ceanothuses retain their leaves during the winter ,

is influenced greatly by the weather and position.
1

ROSE GARDEN.
High colour in Roses {Dr. C. O. /.).—We

have never before seen such a remarkably deep

colour in Rose Mme. Charles Monnier. Probably

there is a liberal amount of iron in your soil that

may account for the extraordinary colour. The
blooms you send are as rich as Instituteur Sirdey.

Of course, you will know whether your plants are

true by their climbing growths, the last-named

variety being of dwarf growth only.

Revising a collection of Roses
(/. H. T.).—As your time and space are limited, we
can fully appreciate your desire to possess only

the best Roses, and shall have much pleasure in

revising your list. As regards your second query,

we certainly think the Briar stock is the best, unless

you could obtain any sorts on their own roots,

which is rather doubtful. Half-standard Roses

are decidedly useful, especially for some of the Tea
Roses

;
you obtain a better quality of bloom,

and the flowers are more protected from damage
by the soil, &c. They should possess good vigorous

growth and roots, or it will be better not to plant

them. Taking the greenhouse varieties first, we
would suggest in place of Nos. 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 18

Joseph Lowe, Molly Sharman Crawford, Prince

de Bulgarie, Mrs. .\aron Ward, Lady Roberts and
Lyon Rose. Mme. H. Leuilliot should be treated

as a climber or pillar Rose and sparsely pruned.

Of the climbing Roses for the garden, instead of

Nos. 2^, 24 and 27 we would advise Hugh Dickson,

Climbing Liberty and Shower of Gold. For the

garden, you should have instead of Nos. 43, 45,

46, 47, 48, 50 and 51 such grand sorts as Mme.
Maurice de Luze, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Mme.
Jules Grolez, Laurent Carle, Mme. Segond-Weber,

Geo. C. Waud and Harry Kirk. If you can add

a few more, you will find Walter Speed, Andr6

Garaon, Entente Cordialc, Mme. Ren^ Collette

(Pernet), White KillarneyXand VVm. R. Smith

very fine sorts.

Rose shoots diseased (Mrs. H. IF ).—The shoots

of the Kose appc.-ir to be sulfering from chlorosis, and we
suggest that the plant should be watered with a solution

of iron sulphate at the rate of .Soz. to one gallon of water.

No insect or fungus is present.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Flowers for a cool house (S. 0. H.).—

In the case ol a small greenhouse without any

artificial heat whatever, it is absolutely necessary

that the plants therein during the winter must be
perfectly hardy. In the autumn the structure

may be enlivened with Chrysanthemums, while

in winter Christmas Roses and the pretty little

Erica carnea will be effective. Bulbous plants

potted in the autumn, such as Narcissi, Tulips,

Hyacinths, Crocus, Scillas, Chionodoxas. &c., will

flower from the new year onwards, and as with

this amount of protection they anticipate by a little

time their flowering season out of doors, their

blossoms are then much appreciated. .Auriculas,

too, and, in fact, most hardy members of the

Primrose family, do well in pots, and will flower

freely in such a structure. Wallflowers, too, may
be potted up for the purpose. Dielytra specta-

bilis, Lily of the Valley and Solomon's Seal also

make a pleasing spring feature. For summer,

bulbs of Lilium auratum, L. longiflorum and L.

speciosum may be potted, and a few summer-

flowering subjects, such as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,

Cannas and tuberous Begonias, which can be

purchased at a very cheap rate late in the spring

when frosts are over, will afford a pleasing variety

of colour till the autumn. The Ferns, too, must

be hardy ones, but of these you have a wide choice.

Many varieties of the Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix-

fcemina) and the Male Fern (Lastrea Filix-mas) are

delightful, especially in the spring when the new

fronds are developing. These, of course, are

deciduous, but some are evergreen, notably the

Hard Fern (Blechnum Spicant), the Polypody

(Polypodium vulgare), the Shield Fern (Poly-

podium angulare) and the Hart's-tongue (Scolo-

pendrium vulgare), all of which are represented by

numerous and beautiful varieties.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Grapes diseased (David Low).—Your Lady

Downe's Grapes are affected by a disease named
" scalding," to which at a certain stage in its growth

this Vine is very subject. This disease invariably

attacks the berries at stoning-time, when they are

about half-grown. It is caused by warm rays of

sunshine striking on the vinery in the early morning

while the Vines and Grapes are moist with the con-

densed dampness of the night and before ample

ventilation has taken place. The only way to

escape its attack is by ventilating freely day and

night while the Grapes are stoning, adding a little

fire-heat to the pipes at night, and in cold weather

during the day as well, so that a free circulation

of air at all times is secured.

Nectarines having split stones [En-

quirer).—The fruit when it came to hand was rotten

and, therefore, of no use ; but we quite understand

from your letter the difficulty you are in with

regard to your Nectarines. The cause of the

trouble, we think, lies in the fact that the stones

of the fruit are decayed, or what is commonly

termed split, which means the same thing. The
best way of steering clear of this difficulty in future

is to take pains to set each flower on your trees

with the pollen.of some other strong variety which

mav be in bloom at the same time. This is easily
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effected by means of a camel-hair pencil, removing

the strong pollen from the anthers of other flowers

and placing it on the stigmas of the varieties produc-

ing spilt stones. It should be done in the middle of

the day while the flowers are dry. The cause of

this splitting we believe to be the imperfect fertili-

sation of the blossom, by reason of the pollen being

weak, insufficient, or by its faulty distribution.

We much appreciate your kind remarks about

The Garden.

Diseased Grapes {H. W. A.).—Your
Madresfteld Court Grapes have the appearance
of being scalded. Still, seeing that you have
Muscat of Alexandria growing under the same
conditions, and that Grape sometimes scalds

freely, it seems strange that this, too, is not affected.

Still, it is a thicker-skinned Grape, and may have
the benefit of denser foliage to protect the bunches
from the sun, or the vinery in which it is growing
may be better ventilated. Scald commonly follows

when a vinery has been shut up close all night, and,

the soil being moist, great humidity is thus created.

This settles as water on the bunches, and if hot

sunshine bursts on them before the vinery is venti-

lated, scald often happens. It is so easy to under-

stand the vinery being full of humidity when you
say the borders were water-logged last winter. If

that were so, the roots must have greatly suffered.

Evidently the borders need draining, and to do that

properly the roots should be lifted in November.
That done, the borders remade and sweetened,
plenty of old lime refuse, soot and some bone-dust
should be added and made firm.

Falling Peaches {Frame).—Your yellow-
fleshed Peach, which is probably Thames Bank, has
certainly a shocking taste ; but that is no doubt
due to some grave defect in the root action. It is

difficult in such a case to advise a remedy where no
information is given as to the conditions under
which the tree is being grown or the nature of the
soil in which it is planted. We should, without
such knowledge, in any case advise that you have
the tree unfastened so soon as the leaves begin to
fall, the top soil removed and the roots lifted. Into
the soil beneath fork in lime rubbish or old mortar,
also add a pint of bone-dust and some soot. Re-
plant the tree, keeping the roots well spread out

;

then cover them with a fresh soil which includes
good decayed turfy loam and the lime rubbish,
soot, bone-dust and some wood-ashes, just covering
a few inches thick. Make the soil very firm

;

then top-dress with a thin coating of long stable
manure. Fasten the tree a month later.

Pear tree diseased (E. W £.).—The Pear is

attacked by the Pear leaf mite (Eriophyes pyri). The
leaves attacked should be removed if only a few are
damaged, but if many are bad the tree should be
sprayed with paraffin emulsioo.

Bark of Apple tree with red spots (J. E.).—
The little red globules are the eggs of a mite which is
quite harmless to fruit trees as a rule. It is known as
Oribata lapidaria, and is often very abundant on the
branches of various trees. The mites themselves are
minute eight-legged creatures, bright or dark red
according to age and condition.

Ants eating Nectarines on garden wall {Red
Rose).—Nicotine compound, the same as is used for fumi-

I

gating plant-houses, has been used successfully to destroy
these destructive and tiresome insects. It" sliould be
sprinkled on pieces of slate, crockery or boards and placed
round the trees as near as possible to "where the ants abound.
Some should also be sprinkled over the wall.

Fruit-stalks of Raspberries eaten ofr(£. Ware).
Miss Ormerod, in her valuable reports on injurious insects
peculiarly destructive to the Raspberry at the present
season, mentions a certain weevil which gnaws the voung
shoots, also the leaf-stalks, usually biting them halfway
tlnough, as in your case, thereby seriously damaging if not
wholly destroying the crop. There is no doubt that the same
weevil is at work in your case. These weevils hide during
the day under any shelter they can reach ; but, as they are
wingless, they cannot go far. or they could not so easily
climb up the trees in the evening. The best way of getting
rid of them has been found to shake the plants well late in

|

the evening, laying tarred newspapers under the trees to
receive them as they fall, and from which they cannot
crawl away. The paper and weevils may then be destroved
by burning

Melon leaf diseased (S. B.).—There is some trace
of red spider on the leaf of the Melon sent, and the dead
spots have upon them a fungus, a species of Altemaria,
which has been recorded in America as causing the death
of Melons ; but wliether it is the first cause of the disease
in the present case appears doubtful. It would be well to
fumigate with sulphur, using a vaporiser; or possibly spray-
ing with a solution of potassium sulphide at the rate of loz.

to three gallons of water would prove beneficial. The
diseased plant should be removed.
Set Apples and Pears missing (F. P. B.).—

The manner in which the fruit has been detached has all

the appearance of having been clean cut off by a bird's

strong beak, or, by what is more likely, the sharp teeth of a
four-footed animal in the shape of a squirrel. We have
seen a whole wall of fruit trees cleared of their fruit in the
course of a few nights by these pretty but mischievous
depredators. Frost has been accountable for the
destruction of a lamentable quantity of young fruit

just set. Had this been the cause of the destruction of
your fruit, it would have been left behind either on
the floor or on the trees. We shall be interested to hear
should you succeed in fixing the responsibility on the right

shoulders.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Potatoes with diseased haulm (/. W.).

So long as there are any green leaves on the haulm
of Potatoes, so long is it advisable to allow the

tubers to remain to help swell and harden. But
if the leafage is over, whether ripe or diseased,

the tops may be removed by gently pulling them,

the worker in so doing standing on the ridge, so

that his feet prevents loosening the soil in pulling

out the haulm. It is doubtful whether any gain

attaches to this course, even if the tops are badly

diseased. Still, in all cases except just lifting

what may be wanted for consumption from day to

day, it is best to allow all tubers to remain in the

soil until the disease has quite exhausted itself, the

spores diffusing it having gone to rest. We have

seen in many cases tubers rushed up while the tops

were full of active spores and the skins of the

tubers still tender. Then, when stored away for

a short time, disease has been found rampant in

them.

Tomato leaves for inspection (Mrs. A. W.C.).—
Something is wrong with the watering, in all probability,

judging from your description of the appearance of the
plants. The leaves arrived so badly packed and smothered
with soil that they could not be properly examined.

Tarragon without flavour (Sojourner).—Dig the
ground deeply, and in doing so incorporate a liberal dress-

ing of leaf-mould and well-decayed manure. Plant in

a fairly shaded position. Perhaps too great an exposure
to the sun has sometliing to do with its flavour being
dissipated with you.

Cabbages and Peas eaten at the roots (E. S.G.).

You enclose none of the maggots which are injuring the
roots. From what you say, we should suppose your soil

is rather sour, and would recommend you to add some
powdered lime to it when digging in the autumn. If

you will send us some of the maggots, we will examine
them and advise you further.

Cucumber roots for inspection (H. Butler).—
The roots have large swellings upon them caused by the
attack of the root eelworm. Nothing can be done to the
plants as they are so badly attacked, and it would be
best to burn them unless tlie fruit is fully formed, .\fter

the plants are cleared out, before Cucumbers, Melons or
Tomatoes are grown in the house again, the whole of the

soil should be removed and the house thoroughly cleansed
before fresh is brought in, or, better still, sterilise the soil

by means of steam.

Tomato leaves diseased (B. Jackson).—The leaves

are attacked by the too well-known fungus, Cladosporium
fulvum. The only thing to be done is to spray them well

and frequently with a solution of loz. of potassium sulphide
in three gallons of water. Do this in the evening, and when-
ever possible give plenty of air. Tomatoes afforded not too

rich a soil, given plenty of air and a dry atmosphere rarely

suffer seriously from fungoid diseases. If the specking of

the fruit continues, please let us see specimens, so tliat we
may be able the better to advise.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Improving heavy clay soil (R. P.).—

As you gave a dressing of basic slag last year, we

think you would be wise to add some quarter-

inch bones, digging them into the soil in Novem-

ber. A good dressing of burnt clay would be

beneficial, forked in at the same time. Should you

have any reason to believe your soil is deficient in

lime, a dressing of broken chalk should be given in

October at the rate of alb. or 3lb. per square

yard, forking it in at the same time. You can

readily ascertain if soil is wanting in lime by taking
a few samples from different parts, mix together,

then put a little in a glass and pour on a wine-

glassful of spirits of salts. If it fizzes and bubbles
freely there is sufficient lime present, but if feebly

lime is required, and it is best applied as chalk,

well broken into small lumps. Most soils require

a dressing of lime now and then, for unless it is

present manures cannot do their work. Horse-
manure may be dug in either in autumn or spring,

but it should be well rotted, not fresh or having
a lot of long straw with it. You will find Wakeley's
Hop Manure an excellent substitute for farmyard
manure, and it may be dug in in spring to the great

advantage of the Roses, and may be used in con-

junction with the materials named above- Rosa
sinica Anemone is fairly hardy, but it would be

better to shield it from north and east. Bardou
Job is quite hardy. As to the Roses you planted

in October failing after they were pruned we are

unable to say, unless the soil was too wet for them.
Many Roses have been lost this last season owing
to newly dug soils becoming saturated with the

heavy rains of last autumn When planting Roses
it is always best to wait until the soil is in a good
condition, especially clay soil, and give each plant a

shovelful of nice compost about its roots.

Soil and slugs {Miss F. B.).—The samples
of your garden soil to hand show a very stiff,

adhesive nature, such as we can well imagine must
be very difficult to work. Some of it, the worst

or wettest, might, we think, be ameliorated by
burning or charring it. This is done by making
a heap fire of wood and coals, then coating it over

9 inches thick with the clay, and as that gets

charred adding more until the heap gets to many
loads. This destroys its adhesive character, also

its fertility for a time. If you could add to

such stiff soils from 4 inches to 6 inches of

road or street sweepings of a gritty nature, this

should do much to help change its character. To
well lime soil your best course is to put down a

bushel of fresh kiln lime to each rod in a small

heap ; then at once cast over each one a few-

inches of soil. In a short time these heaps will

slake to a fine powder, when they raay be evenly

spread about and dug in as fast . they can be.

This should be done, however, February or

March, which is the best time, but not while

the ground is wet. With respect to your pest

of slugs, you should be able to combat these

in the spring when out feeding. It is of little use

to dress soil with anything in the winter, as these

pests bury themselves deep or in quite out-of-

reach places. Either crop the ground in March or

April, as usual, or else sow, to dig in, a thick crop of

Mustard or Rape, and when that is up and slugs

swarm out to prey on it, the 1 at night, when
feeding, that is, after sunset, literally smother the

crop with fresh-slaked lime one evening, and two

evenings later with fresh soot, returning to the slaked

lime again a few days later. That is the time to

destroy slugs. We have done so wholesale, and, by

following up these dustings, in a short time practi-

cally cleared them off. T i best experimental

station in relation to soils i that of Rothamsted,

Harpenden, Herts, the chief of which is Mr. .A. D.

Hall, a famous scientist. We doubt whether any-

one can give you better or more practical advice

than is now furnished.

Dandelions on the slope of a terrace (A. A.)

The best way of getting rid of these persistent weeds is

to cut the roots 5 inches or 6 inches deep underground,
allowing them to wither, and then pull them up. A long-

bladed old kitchen knife is useful to cut them with.

Fungus in tennis lawn (F. B. C).—The material

sent is one of the gelatinous Algse. a species of Nostoc.

It is able to be dried up and to regain its vitality after

wetting, and so maintain itself for years. Try spraying

with Bordeaux mixture or a very dilute solution (about

one part to a million) of copper sulphate
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Every department of horticulture ts represented in THE
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

ieature^ and, tvhen queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All cornmunications must be written clearly on one side

•only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and note^,

but he ivill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he ivill endeavour to return non-accepted

•conlrifnUions.

As regards photographs, if payment he desired, the Editor

<i8ks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright irill be trea ed with.

The Editor mil not be responsible for the return of artistic

</r literary contributions uhich he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

THE VALUE OF HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETIES.

THE proposed formation of a

National Hardy Plant Society,

particulars of which were given
in our issue for last week, has
called forth a certain amount
of criticism from those who,

rightly or wrongly, believe that too many
of what may be termed special horticul-

tural societies already exist. These critics

argue that the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society

and the Royal Horticultural Society of

Ireland, together with the numerous local

societies in existence all over the country,

do all that is necessary for the advancement
of horticulture, and that, therefore, there

is no need for all these special societies,

some of which are devoted to flowers

which no longer appeal to the majority.

Without in the least detracting from the
usefulness of the vast amount of work
done by the Royal societies named, we
do not think the majority of those interested

in gardening will agree with the views of

such critics.

The time when special societies existed

chiefly or solely for the purpose of holding

one or more exhibitions during the year
has passed, and all the more vigorous and
flourishing societies now extend their

range of action far beyond the exhibi-

tion tents. Committees of speciaUsts are

formed, trials and investigations are con-

ducted, and, last but by no means least,

valuable literature is prepared and dis-

tributed among members, so that every-

thing worth knowing concerning the

flowers for which the various societies

exist is brought before those who are

specially interested in such flowers. Those
cognisant of the excellent work done in

this way by the National societies devoted
to the Rose, Sweet Pea, Dahlia and
Chrysanthemum, to mention only a few,

will know full well that such work is out-

side the scope of a Royal society, which
has for its object the advancement of

horticulture in general.

The objection which is taken by some
to these special societies, unjustified as

we think it is, cannot rightly be applied

to the proposed National Hardy Plant

Society, because this, Uke the National

Vegetable Society, has much wider scope

for its work. Not onl)' is one kind of

plant to be looked after, but the whole
legion of hardy plants wiU, as it were, be
included in its aims and objects. The

interest now taken in all kinds of hardy
plants is so extensive that we feel sure

a special society formed for their advance-

ment will find favour with many.

HORTICULTURE AND MENDEL'S
LAW OF HEREDITY.

IT
may interest your readers to know the

results, so far as they have gone, of some

experiments made by my gardener, Mr.

Edward Palmer, at Drumlamford, A>T:shire,

on the crossing of Tomatoes. I do not

profess to have any scientific or technical

knowledge entitling me to write upon the subject

of Mendel's Law of Heredity and Horticulture, but

Mr. Palmer calls my attention to a paper under

that heading in the July number of the Journal of

the Royal Horticultural Society, which leads me
to think that it may be useful to make some of

his results known through your columns.

The following are the three principal groups of

experiments, dating from 1907, which furnish

evidence on the question. In that year crossings

were made thus : A dwarf Tomato with yellow

fruit as male ancestor with three different females

—

(i) Eclipse, of tall habit and red fruit
; (2) Ideal,

medium tall, red fruit ; and (3) Main Crop, medium

tall, red fruit and heavy foliage.

In the first generation (1908) the progeny all

had red fruit and all had the taU habit. There

were no dwarfs. A fruit from selected specimens

(showing good amalgamation) was taken from

each separate crossing for producing further

generations.

In all tluree cases the fruit of the second genera-

tion (1909) was of various colours—red, carmine,

vellovv and whitish, the red predominating ;
and

in case (3) the heavy foliage of the female ancestor

Main Crop was apparent. In this generation

about one in twenty showed the dwarf habit and

something of the male ancestor's foliage.

The third generation (iQio) obtained from fruit,

one of each colour, selected as before, showed the

following results : In all cases the progeny had the

tall habit (with the few exceptions noted below),

and the fruit was of the colour of the fruit firom

which the seed was taken. In case (i) there was

one dwarf out of about fifty plants, and this had

red fruit. In case (2) there was one dwarf out of

about forty plants, and this had pale carmine or

peach-coloured fruit. In case (3) the foliage

showed the habit of the original female ancestor ;

there was one dwarf out of about thirty plants,

and this had yellow firuit. In all the dwarf speci-

mens the foliage followed that of the original male

ancestor. The flavour of the fruit varied, but was

in all cases distinct firom that of either of the original

ancestors. It had characteristics of both, but the

shades of diflerence were not pronounced enough

to lead to definite conclusions.

The following observations on the firuit structure

are also noteworthy. They were made upon the
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crossing called case No. 2, the male parent

being the dwarf Gem, bearing yellow fruit with

three seed-cells, and the female being the Ideal,

with red fruit having two seed-cells.

All progeny of the 1908 generation bore none
but red fruit, and these were all two-celled in the

first horizontal truss of fruit. Some specimens
began to bear three-celled fruit in the second truss,

some in the third or subsequent truss, and all

(with one exception) bore none but three-celled

fruit from the sixth truss onward. In no case did

both two-celled and three-celled fruit occur on the

same truss. When the three-celled once appeared,
the two-celled never appeared again. A two-celled

fruit was used for further progeny.

In the 1909 generation all plants bore none but
three-celled fruit without exception. The fruit

were of all four colours, and a specimen of each was
used for further progeny, the colour being trans-

mitted to the progeny as before stated.

In the 1910 generation all but yellow fruit were
uhree-celled. There were eight plants with yellow
fruit, and of these two only had two-celled fruit,

which persisted in the one case to the fifth truss,

and in the other case to the eighth truss,

when they were replaced by three-celled fruit.

Here, again, there were no instances of the two
kinds of fruit on one truss.

Mr. Palmer considers that these results are

strongly confirmatory of the theory of the*" domi-
nant " character of the tall habit and the " reces-

sive " character of the dwarf habit ; and that the

observations on the fruit indicate that these terms
are more accurate than the terms " present " and
" absent " suggested in the paper mentioned. At any
rate, they seem to furnish data which may be useful

to students of the subject. W. P. Beale.
Druinlamford, Barrhill, S.O., Ayrshire, N.B.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

September 10. — Eddlestone Horticultural

Society's Show.

September 13.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,
Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m. Lecture at 3 p.m.
on " Roses" by Mr. George Paul, jun.

September 15.—National Rose Society's Autumn
Show, Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, West-
minster, S.W.

Royal Horticultural Society's Spring
Bulb Showr.—The president and council have
accepted the offer of the following prizes from Mr,
Robert Sydenham for award by them at the Royal
Horticultural Society's Spring Bulb Show on
March 14 and 15, 1911. Bulbs grown in moss
fibre or similar material (amateurs) ; Six single

Hyacinths in separate vases, not exceeding 6 inches
in diameter, to be selected from any one of
the following varieties : Enchantress, Innocence,
Isabella, Jacques, Johan, King of the Blues,
Koh-i-Nor, Ornament Rose, Princess May, Queen
of the Blues, Roi des Beiges, Rose a Merveille and
Schotel. Prizes 21s., 17s. 6d., 15s., los. 6d. and
7S. 6d. Six vases of Tulips (vases not exceeding

7 inches in diameter) , no restriction as to the number
of bulbs in a vase, to be selected from the following :

Duchesse de Parma, Fabiola, Joost van Vondel,
Keizerskroon, La Reve, Mon Tresor, Prince of
.\ustria. Queen of the Netherlands, Rose Gris de
Lin, Van der Neer, Vermilion Brilliant and
White Joost van Vondel. Prizes as above. Sis

vases of Narcissi (vases not exceeding 7 inches in

diameter), no restriction as to the number of bulbs
in a vase, to be selected from the following : Blood

Orange, Bullfinch, C. J. Backhouse, Dairymaid,
Emperor, Glitter, Horace, Leonie, Lilian, Lulworth,

Mme. de Graaff, Red Flag, Victoria and White
Lady. Prizes as before.

Gardens and poetry.—Messrs. Truslove

and Hanson will shortly add to their well-known
series of anthologies a volume entitled " In Praise

of Gardens," compiled by S. J. Shaylor. The
volume will include most of the poetry of note

upon gardens in the English language, and also a

large quantity of prose. It will be illustrated

with views from famous gardens. As usual, in

this series there will be two charming end plates.

Special awrards at Dunfermline Showr.
At a meeting of the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust,

under whose auspices the recent Rose show was
held at Pittencriefi Park, Dunfermline, a special

gold medal was granted for the handsome exhibit

of Sweet Peas made by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh. A silver medal was also voted to

Mr. James Angus, Penicuik, for his exhibit of

Carnations. These awards are in addition to those

announced at the show.

Bottled fruits and vegetables.— Not
the least interesting feature of the National Vege-

table Society's forthcoming exhibition will be the

classes devoted to bottled vegetables. The Anglo-

Beige Cxlass Association, Limited, are offering

valuable prizes for vegetables bottled in pure water

in their clear glass bottles. Prizes are also being

offered for bottled fruits at the National Dahlia

Society's London show, to be held at the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on the 20th and

2i5t inst. ."^ny effort calculated to increase the

bottling of home-grown vegetables and fruits is

worthy of the warmest support, as in seasons of

plenty there is far too much excellent produce

wasted.

The National Vegetable Society.—At
a committee meeting held on the 30th ult. at the

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,

a staging committee, with Mr. Charles Foster as

head, was appointed for the forthcoming show.

It was decided to award gold, silver-gilt and silver

medals to non-competitive exhibits, providing the

judges consider them of sufftcient merit. Trials

are to be held of early Cauliflowers, early Peas,

round and long-rooted Beetroots, early Carrots

for outdoor sowing and spring Onions. Two
sowings of the Cauliflowers will be made, one this

autumn and the other early next spring. The
spring-sown Onion trial will be held for the purpose

of ascertaining the value of sowing under glass,

and subsequently transplanting the seedlings, as

compared with seeds sown directly in the open.

CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Sweet Pea controversy. — Para-

phrasing a well-worn quotation one might say,
" Of the making of Sweet Peas there is no end "

;

and, indeed, so many are the numbers to-day that

to undertake even to mention their " excellent

differences " is a task the magnitude of which

would appal the most enthusiastic. It is an oppor-

tune time to draw attention to the number of

synonyms now on the market and the necessity

of drastic action on the part of the National Sweet

Pea Society to obviate what must undoubtedly

damage the now very general cultivation of this

indispensable annual. The present situation must
be dealt with firmly, and it is to be hoped that the

National Sweet Pea Society is powerful enough

to meet the situation and give general satisfaction.

No variety should receive the society's approval

unless it is a distinct break awav from those now

in commerce, and, further, the society should be
thoroughly satisfied that the stock is absolutely true.

The Sweet Pea is, without doubt, the most largely

grown flower in our gardens ; it appeals almost
to everyone. The great body of amateur gardeners
grow it largely, and they are also prepared to follow
the newer varieties to a reasonable extent, but the
limit must be drawn somewhere. When an
enthusiast purchases his novelties and finds an
almost indistinguishable likeness to certain old
favourites, or perhaps a row of nondescripts, from
a packet of seed, then the necessity for nomencla-
ture ceases, and your average grower will be quite
content with his packet of Crimson Spencer,
Lavender Spencer, White Spencer and so on, until

he gets a distinct and reliable novelty. We are
at the parting of the ways with the Sweet Pea,,

and the trade must surely have convinced itselt

that this rushing of novelties on the market
will no longer be tolerated by the average grower
with impunity. The truth is, growers are tired

of so-called new kinds, sick to death of untrue
stocks, and appear in many gardens to be now
growing selected colours only. True it is, of

course, that some houses have taken a decided
stand against the present state of things, and
equally certain it is that those firms will come out
on top in the long run. The house that takes care
that it lists no novelties until it is certain that

they supersede old sorts, and which also deals
in true stocks, is the house that will prevail ulti-

mately. For the benefit of all concerned, trade
and growers, it is time that some more rational

methods of checking stocks were adopted, as well

as selecting new kinds. It is to be hoped that
the society will look at both sides of the question

—

not only protecting those who look to it for advice

but protecting also the specialists from themselves.

There is ample room for new sorts in certain colours ;

we are sadly deficient in yellow, blue and scarlet.

Again, there is the question of perfume. Our
newer kinds are poorly scented, and some have no
perfume at all. Odour is surely one of the most
charming features of this flower, and here is an
opening for improvement. It is necessary that

the society should exert its authority, and admit
nothing to its lists that is not distinct and valuable,

and, what is more, true. Every man of experience
knows that all booms must have an end sooner
or later. It is not suggested for a moment that

we will have an end of Sweet Peas in gardens ; but
this is certain—the specialists are fast causing the

vast majority of growers to assume a position of

apathetic indifference. It is time for a halt unless

we wish to see a return of the old days with a row
of reliable mixed Peas in every garden.

—

Othello.

If your correspondents " Statice," " A. D.,"

&c., would run through the columns of The Ct.\rde.m

for the last year and make a comparative table

of the amount of space devoted in its columns to

Sweet Peas and any other popular flower, not to

mention Roses and Carnations, they would probably

find that they had little reason to let indignation

vex them as a thing that is raw. Personally, after

taking The Garden for some years, I regretfully

gave it up for another paper which gave more space

to Sweet Peas. When all is said and done, Sweet

Peas hold the same place among annuals that

Roses do among perennials and Daffodils among
spring bulbs, for you would find these three flowers

in 99 per cent, of the gardens, large and small, of

this country. Of what other annual can tha same
be said ? And if this is the case, surely the garden-

ing papers only reflect public opinion in giving its

votaries a fair hearing.

—

Cherry Ripe.

Nectarine Humboldt I was much in-

terested in the note and illustration of the Nectarine

tree in The Garden of August 13. I would like
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to add my testimony to the value of this variety

f(ir cultivation under glass. There are several

varieties so f;ro\vn that are not equal to this either

ill fruitfnlness or in flavour ; and certainly it must

he included in the very first rank as resards size.

The more experience I have of Nectarine Humboldt

the more I like it, and have every confidence in

recommending it as an excellent one for amateurs

to grow. The growths are clean, the leaves large,

but the flowers are very small ; the fruits set freely

and attain a large size without any artificial feeding

of the tree— K.

A remarkable fungus.—Mr. White, Th<

Orphanage, Aberlour, Strathspey, sends the

following letter from Sir Ford North :
" I gathered

a Boletus edulis yesterday, which, so far as my
experience goes, is a record. You will find the

dimensions on the inside of this sheet. I did not

eat it, as many insects had been at it ; but I ate

two of the same kind, but younger and not so large,

and am quite well this morning." The dimension'.;

are : Circumference of cap, 2 feet 9 inches ;
from

one side of cap to the other, over the top, i foot,

across the tuber, loj inches ; top of cap, from

ground, 9 inches ; thickness of cap, 3 inches
;

length of stalk, 6 inches ; round top of stalk,

9 inches ; round middle of stalk, loi inches

;

weight, 2lb. 9ioz.

Allotment flowers.—It is very gratifyinj

to note the increasing interest taken in flower

culture by allotment-holders. Where the allot-

ments are on a large scale, a wide main road running

down the centres cuts them, roughly, into four

sections, and a small border, some 5 feet or 6 feet

in width, runs on either side of the roads,

portions of the same being held by those whose

vegetable plots adjoin them. .^ very bright anc.

pleasing display is thus provided, the effect as a

whole being heightened by the excellence of in-

dividual things. Bedding plants are not much

in favour, as the holders tell you " they are not

much use for cutting," and this is a special con-

sideration, the pleasure arising from the ability

to pick a nosegay either for the home or a friend

being not the least agreeable result of the labour.

Pinks and Carnations are great favourites, the

former being represented by Mrs. Sinkins and Old

Chelsea. In Carnations it is interesting to note

the Old Crimson and white Cloves doing well, the

foliage remarkably clean and the flowers of large

size. Sweet Williams are special favourites, and,

as a rule, are raised from seed. Where this is

obtained locally plants vary greatly in quality. I

In some districts really excellent strains are found.

Stocks are also great favourites, and are mostly

of the tall Ten-week strain. Magnificent spikes

are often seen at local shows. The Goat's Rue,

both Galega officinalis and the white form, are

very common, and much appreciated for cutting

to lighten the heavier flowers. The old Evening

Primrose is everywhere, and many other forms

of CEnothera are found. I saw macrocarpa doing

splendidly on a moist bank during a recent tour

of inspection. Evidence of fairly close proximity

to a good hardy plant nursery is generally to be

found in the presence of good varieties of well-

known families like Pyrethrum, Phlox, Asters

and Sunflowers. Of annual Asters the Comet

strain, of which a few plants can be purchased

very cheaply, seemed most in favour, and rightly

so, as it certainly is one of the best for cutting.

Few plots are without the sprigs of Mignonette

and a few Sweet Peas, but the l.itter have not been

satisfactory. Plants seemed weak when they

came through, and did not go away in a kindly

manner. Thrips got a firm hold during a short

spell of dry weather, and the foliage was crippled.

Dahlias are great favourites, especially gigantic

flowers of the Dutch type.—.\. G. B.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

Cl'CUMBEKS.—Every encouragement

should be afforded plants that

are intended to produce a supply

during late autumn and winter. A
night temperature of 65° should be

ntaintained, allowing a rise of 10°

with sun-heat during the day. The plants should

be syringed daily, according to the state of the

weather, and the atmosphere in the house must be

kept humid. .A fair amount of growth must be

obtained before allowing the plants to carry fruits,

and at no time must they be heavily cropped.

.Mildew is often troublesome on late Cucumbers,

and where it appears the affected parts of the

foliage should be dusted with flowers of sulphur.

Pot Strawbtrrifs.—By this time these will have

made good growth, and will require more room
to allow a free circulation of air to assist in the

ripening of the crowns. All weeds should be care-

fully removed and the runners cut off. A position

should be afforded them where they can obtain

full benefit from the sun, and the plants must not

be allowed to get too dry.'

Kitchen Garden.

Cabbages.—The earliest-sown batch should by

this time be ready for planting out into their

permanent quarters. It is a very important point

that the ground be firm and not too rich for this

crop, and the quarter that has been cleared of

Onions is one of the most desirable of places.

Cabbages have a greater tendency to bolt in heavily

dressed and broken ground than they have when

grown in moderately rich and firm soil. Drills

should be drawn out 20 inches apart and the

plants put out 18 inches apart, more or less accord-

ing to the variety.

Globe Artichokes.—.All the old stems should be

cut out and the decayed foUage removed. Afford

the plants a good top-dressing of farmyard manure.

Later on protection against severe frosts will be

necessary.

Mushrooms.—Material for forming the beds

inside may be collected and spread out thinly in

an open shed, shaking out the longest of the straw.

It should be frequently turned to keep it sweet

and also to prevent it getting too dry. When
sufficient material is got together, form the bed

into a conical-shaped heap to ferment. This takes

a day or two, when it may be placed in the house.

Beat the bed evenly and firmly, insert a bed

thermometer, and spawn at So° on the fall of the

temperature.
Flower Garden.

Frame Violets.—Prepare frames for the reception

of these and plant without delay. Old leaves

form a suitable material for filling the frames, and

on this the necessary depth of soil may be placed.

The top of the bed when finished should be high

enough to allow the plants to be as near the glass

as possible without touching it. .After planting

afford the bed a thorough soaking, keeping the

plants syringed and fairly close till they become

established, after which the lights may be drawn

off. Suitable varieties are Neapolitan, Mrs. J. J.

Astor, Comte de Brazza, Lady Hume Campbell,

Marie Louise and De Parme, doubles ; and Amiral

.\vellan. Baroness de Rothschild, La l-'rance and

Princess of Wales, singles.

E. C. Poolev.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Cinalon Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Potting Bulbs.

Hyacinths.—The main batch of this old favourite

should now be potted. Where the finer named
sorts are grown it is well to pot the bulbs separately,

but for ordinary greenhouse or room decoration

three bulbs in a 6-inch pot make a fine display ;

5-inch pots are well suited to the culture of single

bulbs. Fairly good compost should be used and

moderately firm potting practised.

Tulips.—These lovely flowers are much more
valuable for room decoration than are the large-

flowered Hyacinths. They have not the heavy,

overpowering odour of the latter, and the lovely

tints harmonise well with almost any kind of

furnishings. Pot up now, as, like many other

bulbous plants, the Tulip dislikes hard forcing,

and so the earlier, in reason, the bulbs are potted

up the more slowly need they be grown and the

better will be the results. A good number of bulbs

should be placed in each pot, as it is a fairly large

mass that is most effective. If required for cutting,

large numbers may very well be planted in boxes

of good soil and treated in the same manner as

the pots.

Polyanthus Narcissus.—Many people object to

this useful plant because of its powerful scent,

while others delight to inhale the odour. It is

one of the easiest of all bulbs to cultivate, and if

potted in quantitv now the pots may be introduced

to a little warmth in batches to suit requirements.

For cut-flower purposes boxes should be used.

All the above-mentioned bulbs must be plunged

in coal-ashes, Cocoanut fibre, sand, or even in light,

sandy soil such as is always plentiful about most

places. If a sheltered corner out of doors can be

given up to the bulbs I always think they do at

least quite as well as when plunged under cover.

Cold Frames.

Propagating Rockets.—It is only by annual pro-

pagation that one is able to keep the beautiful

double Scotch form of this fine plant. If cuttings

can be obtained, now is the time to insert them in

pots or boxes of sandy soil. They are usually

very short, and some care is necessary to firm them
in the soil and yet keep the hearts clear. .Always

try to secure a heel with each cutting. If set in a

frame and well shaded, practically every one ought

to root. .As often as not the growths are much
too short to be made into cuttings, so the only

thing to be done is to lift the plants and with a

knife divide into as many portions as possible.

Single crowns with a few roots attached make
admirable plants. Pot up the pieces separately,

using 3-inch or 4-inch pots according to the size of

the plants. .Any light compost will suit, and see

that it is well shaken in among the roots. Set

or, better still, plunge to the rims in ashes in a cold

frame, and keep close and shaded for a week or

ten days. Afterwards give plenty of air on all

favourable occasions.

Dianthus.—Some of the Mule Pinks are among
our most useful border plants, and it. is well to

propagate a quantity each autumn so as to always

have a number of fresh, young plants to take the

place of the old, worn-out ones. The finest variety

of the lot. Napoleon III., is somewhat like the

Scotch Rocket—very easily lost if annual pro-

pagation is neglected. Insert in sandy soil and

stand in a frame, shading very carefully. Do
not over-water nor yet let the soil get dry. A
good companion to this lovely red Pink is Marie

Pere, a pure white.
C. Blaip.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

I'reston House, Linlithsioiv.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

OLEARIA MACRODONTA.

THIS handsome flowering shrub was
introduced hrom New Zealand in i8S5.

In that country it is linown as O.

dentata, but the true 0. dentata is a

native of Australia and bears large

flowers over i inch across, which are

saucer-shaped and white, tinted with rose ; it is

well grown in the Isles of Scilly. O. macrodonta

bears alternately disposed leaves, which measure

from 3 inches to 4 inches in length and li inches in

width, and bear a strong resemblance to those of

the common Holly. The margins are irregularly

cleft, and appear, at first sight, to be armed with

stout spines, but on touching them they are found

to be very little harder than the remainder of the

leaf. The upper surface of the foliage is of a pale

shining green colour, and the under side is covered

flowers. In the South-West of England it generally

blooms towards the end of May, but in colder

districts does not flower until June or sometimes

July. It is a vigorous grower, and should be

given a position where it is fully exposed to the

sun, in order that the wood may be thoroughly

ripened.

This Olearia is easily propagated from cuttings

of half-ripened wood inserted during the summer
in a close frame, or from fully ripened shoots cut

into 6-inch lengths and placed in the ground in a

sheltered shady spot in the autumn. It is an

extremely profuse flowerer, and is often so covered

with bloom that the branches are borne down by the

weight. When in full flower it is a very beautiful

sight. In New Zealand it is a favourite hedge

plant. Though it has been considered somewhat

tender, it is in hardiness second only to O. Haastii,

if, indeed, it is not equally hardy, as it has with-

stood over 20° of frost without being harmed in the

least, so that no one should fear to attempt its

culture because of its tenderness. It is one of the

OLE.\RI.\ M.\CRODONT.\ AT TREB.\H.

with a silverv tomentum, which is also present t<^ a

lesser extent on the points of the young growths.

These are of a brownish red tint and are roughly

live-angled. The foliage when bruised gives off a

Musk-hke scent. The flowers are borne in axillary

branching clusters, and are flat and some inches

across. The individual blossoms are small and

white, with a reddish eye, and are sweetly scented.

They somewhat resemble a tiny white flower of

Cineraria stellata.

It is a very attractive shrub hi the South-West

of England and in the South of Ireland, some

specimens having attained very large dimensions.

In Lord Barrymore's gardens at Fota, County

Cork, there are a number of fine examples, tlie

largest measuring 15 feet in height and 18 feet in

diameter, and in Devon and Cornwall this size is

often approached. In New Zealand, when fully

grown, it is said to attain the dimensions of a small

tree 20 feet or more in height, with a stem 2I feet in

diameter at the base, the branches being stout and

forming with the leaves around, somewhat flattened

top, which is hidden by the dense heads of white

handsomest of our flowering shrubs, and should be

in every garden. Wv.ndh.^m I-'itzherbert.

HINTS FOR THE PLANTING
SEASON.

The time of year will soon be with us when the

general overhauling of the shrubberies will have

to be undertaken, and no time should be lost in

having a look round to see what alterations and

additions may be made with advantage. More

especially is it necessary to do this with deciduous

subjects, as these appear to have more room after

the leaves have fallen than is actually the case.

It is also much more comfortable to walk round

on a fine, dry day when there is plenty of time to

spare and take note of work that requires attention

than it is to have to do it in a hurry on some

damp, unpleasant day later on.

Where extensive planting is to be done, the

ground should be prepared at once, if it is not

already in order, by trenching it deeply and working

in some good well-rotted manure. Where single

specimens are to be planted, holes 6 feet to 8 feet

in diameter should be made, the depth being from
2 feet to 3 feet, according to the nature of the soil

and the subsoil. It always pays to make the holes

large enough and to see that the ground is well

broken below, especially for those subjects that

attain a considerable size, as they have an oppor-

tunity to grow away freely for a few years before

the roots reach the unbroken ground. The shape
of the holes is immaterial ; the size is the impor-

tant point. It is better not to mix any manure
with the soil when preparing the holes, as they

may be planted with subjects that do not require

manure, and it can always be used at the time of

planting if necessary.

The Time for Planting.—The best time for

planting evergreens is as soon as the young growths
have ripened, which is usually in October. The
ground is then warm, the autumn rains have com-
menced, so that new roots are formed in the course

of a week or two, and the plants are well established

before the cold weather. Failing the early autumn,
they are best left until April or May, as there is

always a certain amount of evaporation from the

leaves of evergreen trees and shrubs, and they
require transplanting at a season when new
roots are quickly formed to counteract the
loss caused by evaporation. Deciduous subjects

can be moved at any time while the leaves are off,

but the best time for these, with two exceptions,

is at the fall of the leaf, usually November. The
exceptions are the deciduous Magnolias and the

Tulip Tree, which should be planted in late April or

May, as they have rather fleshy roots, which are

apt to rot if lying inert in the ground for long.

Planting.—If the ground has been properly
prepared beforehand, the actual planting is com-
paratively simple. Three points to be remembered
are to see that the roots are laid out in a proper

I manner in the holes, that the plant is made as firm
' as possible by treading or other means, and that

I

the finest and best of the soil is nearest the roots.

It is a mistake to spoil the chances of a good tree

by hurried and improper planting, as it only means
a loss of time and labour. Care must be taken to

get the plant at the right level, as deep planting is

as injurious as planting too shallow. Practically

all evergreens move with a ball of soil, which
should be kept as intact as possible. In the

case of large plants that arrive with the ball of

soil wrapped in a mat or sacking, a good plan is

to set the plant in position without disturbing the

ball, and then cut away all the mat that can be got

at around it without troubling about what is directly

underneath. The latter soon rots and will be in

no way injurious to the plant. With subjects like

Rhododendrons and Kalmias, the ball of soil and
roots may sometimes be very hard and it should be
loosened with a pointed stick before planting.

Large deciduous trees sometimes fail after being
transplanted, and this can often be traced to

improper planting. These large trees rarely hold
any soil in their roots, and if a sharp look-out is

j

not kept they will be left hollow in the centre

directly under the stem of the tree. Fine soil

should be worked carefully among the roots, especi-

ally in the centre where they spring from the trunk.

Staking.—All newly planted trees, and perhaps
a few extra large shrubs, must be securely fastened

to a stout stake, which should be driven into the

I

ground close to the stem. The two should then be

I

fastened together with stout string, using a piece

I

of old sacking or such-like material to prevent
rubbing. Extra large trees are best secured by
three stout cords or wires fastened on the stems
about one-third to one-half of their height, and
secured at the other end to three stout wooden
stumps driven into the ground at equal distances.

Bagshot, Surrey. J. Clark.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

A NEW HAKLY POi'AlU.

ANEW rarly Potato that I have tried this

year and been very much pleased with

is Webb's l-'irst Crop, a white kidney

variety of excellent quality and free-

L.
cropping propensity. It is one of

Messrs. E. Webb and Sons' speciali-

ties, and one of the best the firm has ever sent out.

The illustration shows the produce of fifteen roots,

the ware size from these roots amounting to just

half a bushel. Of course, I am fully aware that this

would not be an extra heavy crop for a maincrop

variety, but for a first-early it is

undoubtedly very good. Except

that the tubers w^ere arranged

neatly for photographing, they are

shown as lifted, and it will be

noticed that there are very few

small ones. The habit of this

variety is dwarf and branching, and

it comes in for use about the same

time as the well-known Midlothian

Early, which, excellent though it

is, some object to on account of its

vellow flesh. When cooked First

Crop is very white and floury, and

I consider it to be one of the best

early Potatoes of the future. It

is interesting to note that in the

National Vegetable Society's trials

held at Sutton Green this year this

variety received the maximum
number of three marks, which may
be regarded as equivalent to the

Royal Horticultural Society's award

of merit. Owing to its dwarf,

compact habit, this Potato is an

ideal one for a small garden. H.

SOME GOOD PEAS.
O.VE of our best Peas is Inter-

national, which was sent out a year

or two ago by Messrs. Carter of

Holborn. This season has evidently

well suited it. It is quite distinct

and bears large pods of most

delicious Peas, which are excellent

when cooked. This variety is

appreciated by small growers. 1

have seen some notable examples

in cottage gardens and fine pro-

duce on the exhibition table.

Other Peas that have done well

are Commonwealth, a dwarf variety

well adapted for small growers

;

and Buttercup, a hardy type of

Daisy with large and well-filled pods

that when cooked are of excellent

flavour. Harvestman is a Pea

that has proved a success this

season. It is a cross between Ex-

press and Duke of Albany, and one of the best for

quality and productiveness. It grows about

5 feet 6 inches high, and its constitution is strong.

Dreadnought is a very fine new Pea, and will in

time supersede many that are now on the market.

It bears profusely large pods with very large, bold

Peas, while its disease resistance, even in a season

like igio, is remarkable, as this has not been an

ideal Pea season among gardeners or trade

growers, judging by the high prices that have been

paid. In the early season I was much impressed

with Giant Lightning. It succeeded well, had
quite large pods, was among the earliest and
filled the baskets quickly owing to its enormous
crop. Early Morn came on well and quickly, and

was the first to be cleared off the ground. It was
not the first to pick, but this variety comes in

very rapidly and quite maintains its record as a

first-early marrow. Sutton's Exhibition Marrowfat

has been a great success this season, and is a most
excellent Pea. Best of All is a fine Pea for the

summer, and is a prolific and most exquisitely

flavoured variety, good for table and exhibition, and
I have met with some fine specimens. Prince of

Pea likewise holds its record as a fine type. King
Edward is a wonderful second -early Pea, and
to anyont! who has not grown it I woidd strongly

recommend them to do so. World's Record is a

fine Pea of the early variety
;

just the Pea for a

warm south border for picking and packing for the

THE FLOWER GARDEN
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London season. Pioneer and Reading Wonder
were not quite so good this season w'ith me. They
probably require less rain and more sunshine.

STAG'S-HORN LETTUCE.
This is a new Lettuce from Messrs. Dickson and
Robinson, and is a most beautiful decorative

variety of quite a novel and distinct form, of

most attractive appearance, and is short and crisp.

As a smart-looking Lettuce in a collection there

is nothing to equal it. Many visitors have made
enquiries .about its merits in this way, and, moreover,

it does not readily bolt. Of course, it is in the

Cabbage section, and I would recommend it to

amateurs w-ho exhibit salads. W. A. Cook.

DAI'EODIL NOiES.
EEDLIN(;-RAIS1NG.—Apart altogether

from its value for cut flowers or for

garden or greenhouse decoration in the

first few months of the year, the Daffodil

appeals to certain people because it is

undoubtedly a " florist's " flower, and

they like the pleasurable excitement connected

with an exhibition ; while an ever-widening circle

of seedling-raisers is being formed by those who,

either for the above purpose or for their own
curiosity, have already begun or are about to

liegin to cross-fertilise in the hope
"t obtaining sometliing gc:)od and
new. I suppose the chief reason

wliy a far greater number have
not already done so is the tedious-

ness of the wait between the time

of sowing the seed and the opening

of the first flower. Four to 'six

or even seven years is a long

period in which to possess one's

soul in patience ; but to repeat

once more the rather hackneyed
quotation from old Philip Miller

in his " Gardener's Dictionary,"
" After the first five years are

past, if there be seeds sown every

year there will be annually 'a Suc-

cession of Flowers to shew them-
selves ; which will take off the

tediousness which during the first

five years might be troublesome to

some persons ; and the annual
Production of new P'lowers corre-

sponding to the annual sowing' it

will be as if the Product arose

soon after."

So the fifst thing to do if one

goes in for seedling-raising is to

make up one's mind to have jeeds

to sow every yeai'. To those who
are hesitating about the venture,

I would first of all point out that

the proverbial luck of the beginner

follows the Daffodil-raiser just the

same as anyone else. Mme. dc
Graaff, Bernardino, Seagull and
Albatross, King Cup and Challenger

are all of them the result of early

efforts. Secondly, it cannot be too

widely known that the mating
together of some quite low-priced

pollen and seed parents is capable

of giving excellent flowers. Home-
spun, which is the result of crossing

Golden Spur (price id. a bulb)

with ornatus (price Jd. a bulb), is

one of the most perfect show
blooms that we have, while from

Minnie Hume (id. each) and trian-

drus albus (lid. each) come those exquisite pure

white Fuchsia-looking hybrids which more than

rival the Snowdrop in everything but its earliness.

Or if we take into our reckoning ju^t a little bit more

expensive bulbs, from Weardale Perfection and

Mme. de Graaff as seed parents, with small

Leedsiis like Mrs. Langtry or Minnie Hume as

pollen parents, there has come that new and

magnificent type of giant Leedsii of which White

Queen is the best - known exainple. Seedling-

raising, with a fairly certain prospect of obtaining

something worth having, is open to anyone who
can find a spare guinea in his purse, while for

those who can find more the prospect is still

Ijrighter.
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Bob Short is a wonderful man—a sort of Shake-
speixre in the multiplicity of subjects and things

with which he is familiar, and a sort of " Wandering
Jew " in the way he seems to be endowed with

perpetual life. Raising new Daffodils from seed

has not escaped his attention, and, following his

usual custom, he has compiled a few brief hints for

our guidance. Here are some of them :

( i) Some varieties are better than others both
as pollen parents and as seed parents. Good seed

parents are Apricot, pallidus priecox, Henry Irving,

Golden Spur, Emperor, M. J. Berkeley, P. R. Barr,

obvallaris, Mme. de Graaff, Mrs. Thompson,
Weardale Perfection, Hon. Mrs. Barton, J. B. M.
Camm, Duke of Bedford, Mrs. I.angtrv, Minnie

keep good for two weeks if kept in a dry airy
place

;
(/i) you must walk before you can run

—

that is to say, experience and experiment are the
best teachers. Joseph J.\cob.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
" Statice's " Trouble.

Since " Statice's " letter appeared in The Garde.v
for August 13 I have been much worried about
him, and can only come to the conclusion that he
is either an unsuccessful exhibitor or t'hat he has
not achieved the most gratifying results in his

cultural efforts. I may be wrong in these supposi-
tions, but " Statice " must have undergone some
upsetting and jaundicing circumstance to force

HVDR.\NGEA HORTENSIA IN AN ASCOT GARDEN.

Hum.e, all the Poets, Stella, Frank Miles, Eyebright,
h'irebrand, Beacon, Princess Mary, Lady M.
Boscawen, Cresset, King .Mfred, Lulworth and
Blackwell. Good pollen parents are King Alfred,

Mme. de Graaff, Maximus, Weardale Perfection,

Emperor, all the Poets, triandrus albus and
triandrus calathinus.

(2) Some varieties are shy seeders, therefore

they should be avoided until experience has been
gained ; such are Empress, Maximus, Horsfieldii,

CAory of Leiden, Sir Watkin, Gloria Mundi, Elora
Wilson, Homespun, Crown Prince, Duchess of

Westminster, Stella superba and White Lady.

(3) Be sure to take away the anthers before

they burst.

(4) -^pply the pollen on a dry, warm day, and
repeat the process a second time on the day
tollowing.

(5) Remember (n) a trumpet crossed with a

Poet generally gives a cup (incomparabihs)
;

(ft) a trumpet crossed with a Leedsii produces a

giant Leedsii
;

(c) a Leedsii crossed with triandrus

albus or t. calathinus gives lovely white Fuclisia-

like flowers, generally two or three on a stem
(Bob Short's special recommendation this)

; {d] an
incomparabilis crossed with a Poet produces small
cupped varieties (Burbidgcil ; (i?) Princess Mary
and Poets produce flat-crowned flowers (Engle-

lieartii)
; (.') a Poet crossed with a Tazetta gives a

Poetaz (that is, a plant which has from two to six

Ji*u- sized blooms on on« stem) ; {g) pollen will

him to compare the Sweet Pea popularity with the
Potato boom of old. He fears that there will be
too many varieties. This is stale news, since every
expert has willingly acknowledged that there have
been too many for some years, and no efforts have
been spared by many to cut them down. But
the constant accession of new and improved sorts

naturally augments the list, and " Statice " must
bear in mind that there are still many hundreds,
probably thousands, of people who insist on having
the old ones, notwithstanding the fact that both
for garden decoration and for exhibition they have
been long superseded. Thus the seller is bound
to maintain a stock of the obsolete varieties at the

same time as the number of new ones increases,

and we have, as a consequence, growing lists.

Whether the Editor devotes too much space in

The Garden to Sweet Peas is obviously a matter
for his judgment as guided and influenced by the

desires of the bulk of his readers ; but I do know
that there are many of the latter who would not

grumble in the least if a column were given over

to the plants each week instead of each alternate

issue as at present, and few of these would term
themselves speciaUsts in any sense of the word.
They are interested in what is indisputably the

garden flower of the day, and the proud position

to which it has attained it will retain when "Statice"

and 1 have passed to the great majority and our

successors are adorning by their cultural effortE

the gardens of Englaud. If " Statice " desires

to achieve the doubtful honour of engineering

the deposition of any plant from its place of honour
in the minds and hearts of gardening Britons, he
will have to turn 'his attention to one that is less

generally useful than the Sweet Pea, and even then
the probabilities are that he will most hopelessly

fail of his object.

September Sowing.—Time was when the

redoubtable .Mr. .\lexander Malcolm produced
superb flowers on his Sweet Peas by commencing
the important work of seed-sowing in September,
and it is more than probable that he continues in

the practice which he found to answer so well.

The trouble with most of us is that, much as we
would like to experiment with the system, we are

prejudiced from the start because we cannot secure
new seeds. We have to rely upon those of the
previous season, and^when it^was such as that of

last harvest-time, the prospects of success are

not of the brightest. Nor is this the only dis-

advantage. One also has to face the ravages
of slugs, which appear to have an even better

appetite for the sweet, young plants in the autumn
than they have in spring, and this is saying much.
However, no matter what the disadvantages and
troubles, present and prospective, may be, seeds
will be sown in districts where the soil is naturally

extremely heavy and cold, and where, as a conse-

quence, germination is more or less uncertain and
the subsequent progress of the plants is necessarily

slow. In view of the fact that there is a danger
of many seeds rotting, it is wise not tc sow as

deeply as one would do in a more congenial medium,
and to have plenty of sharp sand in the soil imme-
diately surrounding the seeds. Plants from seeds

sown this month will make magnificent roots, and
these will favour the development of superb
flowers in the following season. Another method
which is well worth a trial is to sow in 6-inch pots

in the usual manner, and to put the resultant plants

out into their permanent positions in November
;

but the risk from devastation by slugs will probably

be even greater in this case than in the other, while

there is ever present the further danger of losses

from mice securing admission to the frame and
thence to the seeds. If the possible troubles can

be circumvented, then September sowing, either

out of doors or under glass, is thoroughly well

worth trying, since it is more than probable that

excellent results will accrue. Spencer.

INTERESTING PLANTS IN AN
ASCOT GARDEN.

I AM sending photographs of Gunnera raanicata

and Hydrangea Hortensia, as my employer,

P. G. B. Westmacott, Esq., thinks you may like

to use them in The Garden. The Gunnera is

70 feet in circumference and 10 feet in height, its

individual leaves being 8 feet in diameter. I make
a point of cutting out the flower-spikes each spring,

pointing in some bone-meal and giving it a

good dressing of well-rotted manure just as the

growth commences. The only protection the

plant receives in winter is its own foliage laid over

the crown. Hydrangea Hortensia is grown in

tubs for use as dot plants on the lawns. The
photograph shows a specimen plant 21 feet in

circumference and bearing over 170 bunches of

bloom. I am standing by the plant to show its

size. As we grow a dozen of these plants, I find

storing them in a frost-proof stable very convenient,

and in spring I give them a good dressing of bone-

meal and prune to good buds each year. Then 1

stand them out in a sheltered place, taking care to

give protection from frost with light tiffany until

the weather is suitable for outdoor culture.

George Gumerell (Head-gardener).

Rose Mount Gardens, Ascot, Berks.
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COLOU RED PLATE
PLATE 1408.

C I. A K 1< I A S AS GREENHOUSE
PLANTS.

THE Clarkia family, botanically, is a

small one, the beautiful varieties

which we know and grow to-day

h.vving been evolved chiefly, if not

entirely, from the two species C.

elegans and C. pulchella. They arc

of annual duration only and natives of California

and Western North America, their habitats serving

to show the likes or preferences of the plants so

far as these can be determined by this alone. In

tliis particular instance the native environment

of the subjects is indicative of their warmth-

loving nature, and is at once a guide to the student

of such things and to the gardener also. On the

other hand, the amateur who is also a beginner

may seriously err in the early attempts to grow

the plants to perfection, because of an imperfcet

knowledge of the essentials which go to make

success complete. For example, to plant the

Clarkias in any out-of-the-way corner because

they are annuals easilv raised from seeds, and,

therefore, adapted for filling up any vacant spot in

the flower border or shrubbery in sun or shade, is

not the way to make the most of these delightful

plants nor to see their sun and warmth-loving

flowers to perfection. Hence at the outset a

knowledge of their essential requirements is of

some importance.

In all but wet and clayey soils the Clarkias are

among the hardiest of what are known as hardy

annuals, serviceable alike for autumn and spring

sowing. Like most annuals of free growth, the

plants delight in good and deep, yet not excessively

rich, soils, which would result in a rank growth

and, possibly, an indifferent flowering. For open-

air cultivation the seeds may be sown in September

or early in .\pril, or the plants may be grown in

pots, in certain instances, for planting out in the

open so as to afford an earlier flowering. In beds

alone the Clarkias, where given a free hand, are

ijuite unique because of their elegance. In the

salmon and pink, as also the flaked varieties, it

is impossible adequately to describe the beauty

of their flowers or the long and graceful sprays

on which they are produced.

Apart, however, from their merit in the open

air, they possess a value of their own when grown
in pots, a fact amply demonstrated at the Temple
Show in May last, when Messrs. Sutton and Sons

of Reading arranged a perfectly unique bank of

these in pots, that most brilliantly flowered scarlet-

crimson variety, Sutton's Firefly, being one of the

most conspicuous. Firefly belongs to the C.

elegans class, distinguished by the undivided

petals of the flowers as compared to the deeply

cut petals of those of the C. pulchella set ; and I

are not urging the merits of the first-named set

inordinately when I say that no garden should

be without the best varieties procurable. As a

highly coloured variety Firefly is probably the most
brilliant Clarkia obtainable at present.

In the exhibit to which I have already directed

attention Messrs. Sutton demonstrated that as

pot plants the Clarkias are of the highest possible

value, the plants endowed with a refined beauty
and charm unknown in the garden. The exhibit,

indeed, was a revelation, and because of it the

popularity of the Clarkia is destined to be increased

a hundredfold. To those who know these things

as garden annuals of i8 inches or 24 inches high,

it will come as a surprise to know that by means
of pot cultivation the plants may be grown to fully

twice lluit height and of a similar size across.

Hence for cool conservatory decoration the plants

will be a great gain.

As companion plant? to Firefly there are double

salmon-coloured varieties and others of delicate

pink, all of the elegans variety. In the pulchella

class there are rose and white and other shades,

while the compacta or dwarf set, known also as

Tom Thumb, contains quite a variety of shades.

For pot culture the seeds of Clarkia should be

sown early in September, the young plants to have

the point removed when about 3 inches high, and

again wlu'U about 10 inches or 12 inches liigh.

Most important ot all, perhaps, is that the plants

be grown hardily and slowly throughout, since,

while appreciating cold house protection, they are

singularly sensitive to, and impatient of, artificial

heat, which should only be applied in case of ex-

cessive or long-continued frosts. The coloiu-ed

plate presented with this issue has been prepared

from a colour photograph. E. H. Jenkins.

Rose, grand as shown, ami in a hot season it must be

great stayer. Colour ivory

pink, with reflexed petals,

a feature that is too often

excellent new Roses during

THE ROSE GARDEN.
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

{Continued from pace 426.)

JUDGING by letters received, my notes o;:

these new Roses are of considerable interesl

to readers. Next week I hope to give a

long instalment, so that the particulars may
be of service to intending planters.

magnificent and

white, tinted blush

It is very fragrant,

absent in otherwise

recent years.

Airs. Amy Hammond, a Hybrid Tea shown by
Messrs. S. McGredy and Son. Colour ivory

white, shaded pink and apricot, somewhat of

La France form, with similar reflexed edges to

the petals. It has a deliciously sweet fragrance,

and may be regarded as a very fine addition tu

this section.

Mrs. Arthur E. E. Cnxhead, a Hybrid Tea shown
by Messrs. S. McGredy and Son. These raisers

are particularly fortunate in their rich-coloured

novelties, and have evidently a fine strain, of whieii

His Majesty, Edward Mawley, Leslie Holland and

Mrs. Arthur E. E. Coxhead are good examples.

In this latter Rose we have some resemblance in

colour to a bright young flower of Marquise Litta,

but the brightness remains instead of changing to

a magenta tint. The bloom is full, very long and

pointed, with great depth and substance of petal.

A great feature of this Rose is that every flower is

borne erect, making it not only a grand Rose for

the exhibitior, but for the garden also. I think

the time will soon arrive when all Roses that are

fit for exhibition only will be banished, for raisers

are proving that it is possible to produce varieties

as fit both for the show bench as for the garden,

GUNNERA MANICATA IN ROSE MOUNT GARDENS, ASCOT.

.\t the Salisbury Show the tour following varieties

also received gold medals

:

Mabel Drew, a Hybrid Tea shown by Messrs. A.

Dickson and Sons. This is a splendid Rose, which,

when I saw it at the Temple Show, I thought

favoured an old variety, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,

but on this occasion there was quite a primrose

yellow shade. It is a fine flower of lovely form,

and will be invaluable to the exhibitor, and

doubtless for decoration.

Mrs. Cornwallis West, a Hybrid Tea shown by
Messrs. .\. Dickson and Sons. This is a very double

and if. as in this Rose, they possess rich fragrance,

they will be all the more valuable. P.

(To be continued.)

ROSE MME. RENE COLLETTE.
This is a charming new Rose, something in the

way of Clara Watson, but with a delightful shade

ot delicate pink. The growth is vigorous and the

flowers are borne in profusion. There is not nmcli

form about the Rose, but its colouring and outer

petals, pointed as in Clara Watson, will make it a

favourite when better i.nown. 1'.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO PRUNE THE LOGANBERRY.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK. ' planted as soon as possible. Wlierc convenient,

F-^

LOWER GARDEN.—Violets are always
,

arrange to plant so that the rows will be direct

Kreatly appreciated during the winter ' north and south. When so planted the sun's

4 and spring months. If the plants are left 1 rays reach both sides of the row and, consequently,

growing in the open borders, the culti-
i the ripening fruits become dry on both sides early

vator cannot rely upon having flowers in the day, so that when gathered there is not much
regularly, as severe frosts check the

growth of the buds. In frames the cultivator has
more control of the plants, and he can shield them

risk of damp fruits being mixed with dry ones in

the basket. The rows should be about 2 feet

apart and the plants in them 16 inches. Do not
from bad weather at will. Although the Violet is

j

bury the crowns, but make the soil firm around
a hardy plant, frame culture is certainly advisable

|
the roots, and then put on a nice mulch of half-

troni September to .April. The present is

time to plant the clumps in the frames,

plants that have had all runners cut off

from time to time are the best, as their

crowns are firm and plump, and such

will produce many flower-buds. If there

are old hot-beds in the frames, they
may be left (not doing anything to [hem
except making the surface level) and
some good compost about i foot deep
placed on. If new hot-beds are built

up, make the material very firm and
quite as high as the glass lights, as it

will sink down very much. The surface

of the soil when settled should be
about 15 inches from the glass. Lift

the clumps of Violets carefully, and
plant them 15 inches and 12 inches

apart respectively in the case of large

and small leaved varieties. Make the

soil firm around the roots, give water,

put on the lights, almost closing them,
and shade lightly for a few days

;

then gradually admit more air and
light, finally exposing the plants fully

on fine days. Transplant seedlings of

herbaceous and spring-flow-ering plants

in boxes and nursery beds. If large

blooms are required on border Chrysan-
themum plants, do some disbudding
every day. Continue to pick off fading

leaves from all outdoor plants at this

season.

Vegetable Garden. — The harvesting

of Onions will be important work
during this month. The best bulbs,

many of which will split if left too long

in the ground while the weatlier is

unsettled, must be gathered first. Choose
a dry day, and with the aid of a garden
fork gently loosen the roots in the soil

by carefully lifting both bulbs and soil

along the rows ; then take a firm hold of the bulbs

—

not the tops—and pull them up. Lay them in

shallow baskets or boxes and straightway convey
them to mats spread out in open sheds. When
they have been duly turned over several times and
properly dried, the bulbs will be fit to store for the
winter. Keep the roots of Tomato plants dry at

this season—the plants have had sufficient mois-

a good ' rotted manure. Wasps are now getting very

Those ' troublesome, and choice fruits must be netted
;

to the full light,

very acceptable.

The earliest batches will be

A. A.

ture—spread out littery material on the soil over
the roots, and cut awav a portion of the large ^"^^ sometimes used for the growing of Tomatoes.

leaves if the latter are numerous, also pinch '

'^'"^'^^ "^"^ '^"'='' .^"''^ Se"ing exhausted, clear them

HOW TO PRUNE THE LOGANBERRY.
This fruit, though of comparatively recent intro-

duction, has become so popular that it is now found
in many gardens throughout the country. It is

essentially a fruit for the amateur or beginner,

because it will thrive in almost any locality and in

nearly all situations, and as it is such a free cropper,

a large quantity of fruit can be obtained from a

small area. From the plant, a portion of which
is illustrated, the writer this year gathered at least

three qu.arts of fruit. This, though not

of first-class quality, is excellent for

tarts and also for preserving as jam,
the flavour when used for either purpose
\'ery much resembling that of our native

Blackberry, though it is more acid.

For dessert it is too sour for most tastes,

though this is usually put down as

characteristic of the Loganberry owing
to the fruits being gathered when
bright red. At that stage they are not
ready for dessert ; they should be left

until they change to a blackish purple
hue somewhat resembling the Mulberry,
when much of their acidity will have
departed. .'\s a rapid-growing climber
for clothing arches or for training to

trellis fences the Loganberry is very
useful indeed. It is true that it loses

its leaves during the winter, but it is

one of the first hard-wooded plants to

produce new ones in spring, and they

are quickly followed by myriads of

pretty white, star-like flowers, which,

unfortunately, are very fugacious.

Concerning the actual culture of this

hardy fruit there is not a lot to be said.

It has already been noted that it is not
at all particular regarding soil or situa-

tion, but it is a gross feeder, and for

that reason should be given rich soil

and be fed at moderately frequent

intervals with weak liquid manure dur-

ing the growing season, the object being

to obtain sturdy new rods as well as to

assist the plant to perfect its crop of

fruit. The chief object of this article,

however, is to give instruction regarding

the pruning of this climber, work that

if not already done should be attended
to without further delay. The Logan-

but directly the fruits are gathered, all netting berry, like its near ally the Raspberry, produces

and other material must be removed so as not to its fruit entirely on the long stems formed
obstruct light and air. ' during the preceding year ; thus the crop of

fruit next summer wiU be found on those shoots
Greenhouse and Frames.-A cool frame is the ,..^,„^ ^,„„ ^^^^ j^^^ ^^^^ j,^^^ ^^ ^j^^

In Fig. I examples of old and
young shoots are illustrated. On the left we see

spared, place the young plants on sunny shelves close tj,,g ^^.^^^ ^j^^^^^ ^j^;^^ j^ ^j^^pj^. ^,^^j^^j ^^^^
to the roof glass in the greenhouse. Greenhouses

! ]^^^.^^_ ^„^ ^ ^^-^ ^^ ^^^^^. ^^^„- ^^^^^ -^ ^-^^^^

I. THK SHOOT ON THE LEFT IS A PORTIO.M OF A ROD MADE THIS
VEAU, AND OUGHT TO BE RE^TAINED. THAT ON THE RIGHT
REPRESENTS PART OF AN OLD SHOOT THAT BORE FRUIT THIS
YEAR, AND ALL WOOD OF THIS DESCRIPTION SHOULD BE CUT
AWAV.

which have emanated
best place for rooted cuttings of bedding Zonal

[.^^^j jj^j^ season.
Pelargoniums ; but if such a structure cannot be

out all side shoots while they are quite small.

Tie up late Lettuces while the central leaves are

perfectly dry, and transplant young Cabbages and
lettuces. '

I'niil Garden.—The cultivator wlio lias deeply
dug or trenched ground in readiness for the plant-

ing of Strawberries must now get the rooted runners

away and bring in Zonal Pelargoniums for winter

flowering. Old specimens may be cut back, well

feeding after the new shoots commence to grow.

Top-dress and feed Liliums in pots; then the later

flowers will open more kindly. Gladiolus The
Bride, Freesias and Roman Hyacinths must be

placed in the cold frame when first removed
from the bed of ashes and very gradually exposed

considerably from the old shoot on the right. This
latter has small lateral branches, and remains of

the fruit crop are plainly visible.

Now, to secure sturdy young shoots is not in

itself sufficient to warrant a good crop of fruit next

year ; it is of considerable importance that such

shoots become well ripened, and for this reason it

is advisable to cut out all the old growths as early as

possible after the fruit has been gathered. They
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should be cut out as close to the ground as

possible. After this the young shoots ought to be

loosely tied up, so that they are not damaged by
wind ; but it is not necessary or altogether desirable

to tie them tightly in where they are intended to

remain and ft"uit next simimer. If tied in tightly,

sun and air cannot so easily reach the stems on all

sides, and though this maybe an unimportant detail

ill Hue, warm autunuis, it means a lot in such weather

as was experienced last year. In Fig. 2 a portion

of a plant is shown after all the old wood has been

rut away and the young growths loosely tied in as

advised. It will be noticed that each has plenty

of room and is fully exposed. Any shortening of

the young shoots that may be necessary to keep

them within bounds should be done in spring just

before the buds burst. The newer Lowberry and
Phenomenal should both be treated in the same
w,iv. H. W.

SALVIAS.
TuESE are useful plants for the greenhouse and
ronservatory in the autumn and winter months.
.•\s the flowers develop they are apt to fall off

wholesale if the plants are subjected to draughts

or suddenly changed from a warm to a cool tempera-

ture. It is well to have a late batch of plants for

use where these are employed as decorative

subjects in the dwelling-house and in cool conserva-

tories. Comparati\'ely small but bushy specimens

at this season are valuable, and all such should

he finally potted. It is not necessary to transfer

them to \'erv large pots; those i^ inches to

:: inches larger than the ones the plants are now-

growing in will be quite suitable. The soil must
not be too heavy and retentive of moisture nor too

light—fibrous loam two parts, leaf-soil one part,

rotted cow-manure, old mortar rubble and sand
one part. ]'"irm potting is advisable if the soil is

really of a light nature, and not very firm if

it is heavy. If the potting is well done and
the plants judiciously fed in due course afterwards,

they will grow into fine specimens. Immediately

the nights become chilly the plants must be re-

moved from the frames to the warm greenhouse

and rarefullv ventilated.

GRAPES.
Berries Scalding.

The berries of Grapes are scalded through the

sun shining on them while they are covered with

moisture. Grapes in cool houses are late this

year, and during bright bursts of sunny weather

many berries will be scalded, I am afraid, unless due

precautions arc taken. AItho\igh strong sunshine

scalds the berries, fewer are damaged in this way
during a bright, sunny summer than a compara-

tively dull one. I will explain. When the nights

are cold and the days somewhat sunless, owing to

the cool atmosphere the moisture condenses on the

berries during the night, and also in the daytime if

the ventilators are not opened. If the sun should

suddenly shine upon them while in the condition

described, the moisture is heated before it is dis-

persed, and then the berries most exposed are

scalded. When the summer is a warm one

—

warm at night and sunny in the daytime—less

scalding takes place, because there is not as much
condensation of moisture on the berries ; the

skins are harder and less liable to be damaged.
The best course to take now is to open the top

ventilators i inch at ten o'clock each night, and to

open them a little wider before the sun shines on
them the next niorning. In this way all moisture

that may have settled on the berries will be dis-

persed before the sun reaches them, and so thev

are practically safe from damage. It would be a

great mistake to shut up the house at night and not

ventilate the following morning until, say, eight

o'clock. When the berries commence to colour

tliey arc practically safe from scalding, but venti-

lation then is equally essential. Some varieties,

of course, scald more readily than others, namely.
Lady Downe's, Madrestield Court, Muscat of Alex-

andria and (Iros Maroc. Avon.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.
Perhaps some inexperienced cultivators may tlii[d<

that any reference to these plants, from a cultural

point, now is quite unseasonable. Well, we will

see. In the first place, I would say that it is owing
to neglect of the plants at this time that many of

them fail to produce good flowers in due season.

The plants are now commencing to harden their

stems and leaves, and the flower-buds are forming,

so we should give them help in the form of a nice

surface mulch of well-rotted manure and doses of

weak liquid manure. So treated the flower-buds

will be strengthened, and also the roots. Then in

So why should the old canes be left to adversely
affect those that are retained to bear fruits next
year ? The best fruit is obtained from well-

ripened wood and buds ; and in order to secure
such desirable wood it must be much exposed to

air, light and sunshine. It will be easily realised

by readers how wrong it is to allow the old

surplus wood—canes—to remain and obstruct the
sun's rays, light and air at the present time.

Immediately the fruit is gathered we ought to

begin to cut out the old canes and the weaklv
young ones. Do this work carefully, so as not to

tear off the leaves from the canes left to bear the
next crop of Raspberries. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Madonna Lii.v.—The hardy plant garden
in July contains nothing more precious than

-PART OF A LOGANBERRY PLANT AFTER PRUNING HAS BEEN DONE.
RODS ARE LOOSELY TIED IN POSITION.

NOTE THAT THE YOUNG

due time some temporary protection should be
afforded the plants if frames cannot be spared, so

as to preserve the blossoms from frosts, insect pests

and discoloration. Of course, the material used
for protection must only be got ready at this season,

so that it can be fixed quickly the moment it is

required. While the weather is open the plants,

being hardy, must be fully exposed.

THINNING-OUT RASPBERRY CANES.
I WONDER how many inexperienced cultivators feel

that they would be doing right by cutting out
Raspberry canes while the latter were fully clothed
with fairly green, fresh leaves. Not only beginners,

but others of much experience, defer the thinning

out of the surplus canes until the winter—often the

spring—time. .All the canes or plants grow
separately above the soil surface, so that the re-

moval of one does not adversely affect the other,

but, on the contrary, is beneficial to tlie one left.

Lilium candidum, so well-known and popularised

as the Madonna Lily, and a seasonable reminder
that it should now be planted, if this is not already

done, will not be out of place. Neglect of plant-

ing at the right time is often responsible for

many failures that might be avoided, hence the

importance of the operation is once more emphasised.

The plant is cheap by the dozen or hundred, and
a garden is poor indeed which does not contain

a few bold masses of a subject so unique. The
amateur or beginner in gardening, seeing that the

plant is available in nearly all bulb shops to the

end of the year and even later, might not un-

natiu-ally enquire as to the need for planting it

in .August or September. The answer is that the

Madonna Lily is by nature virtually an evergreen,

and such plants cannot be long kept out of the

earth with impunity. In the case of this species

the deterioration that follows a long season of

enforced rest is evidenced bv loss of stature and
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fewer flowers; it may be, indeed, entirely re-

sponsible for the non-flowering of the plants.

Fall.\cies CoNCERNiNr, BuLBS.

—

A fallacy

concerning bulbous plants that should have been

broken down years ago—indeed, it never should

have existed—is that so long as the bulbs remain

apparently sound so long may they be planted

with impunity. In gardening no greater mistake

could be made. To reduce a bulbous plant to

the lowest vitality, and expect that it will perform

its ordinary functions of growth and flowering as

though nothing had happened, is to expect that

which is impossible, .^n Emperor Daffodil, for

example, planted early in August may reward

its owner with a flower-scape or stem of 2 feet or

more in height, while a December-planted bulb

of equal size and weight in the first-named month

may have to struggle hard to produce a flower-

scape of a third the height I have named. Need

one say more than this ? Unfortunately, for the

success of certain things the amateur is not wholly

to blame, and upon occasion gardeners of repute

have erred equally in these matters. A score or

m.ore years ago an extensive Daffodil farmer-

cultivator and the writer were convci'sing upon the

favourite flowers, when, among others. Narcissus

poeticus ornatus was mentioned. " As to ornatus,"

said the farmer-cultivator, " I consider that five

minutes out of the ground is about four minutes

too long," which was but another way of saying

that it should never be lifted at all.

Necessary Evils.—Yet we see this popular

variety of Narcissus lifted and dried each year by

the million, someone may say. Exactly ; lifting

and the subsequent drying of Daffodils for com-

mercial purposes is one of the necessary evils to

which we have become accustomed. At the same

time, neither the lifting nor the drying, much less

an ad Hhitum extension or expansion of the same,

should be interpreted as beneficial to the subject,

but the reverse. If, therefore, amateurs would

regard the dry bulb state as a necessary evil, a

sort of convenience or go-between the seller and

purchaser, and consider it an essential to obtain

supplies early and plant them at once, not half

the failijres that arc now recorded would ever be

heard of. In short, the whole subject of planting

should be considered horn the rational standpoint,

and, provided the bulbs be sound and good, all

will be well.

Propagation of Beddinc. Plants.—The in-

gathering days of earliest autumn will serve as a

reminder to many that the work of propagating

stock for next year's bedding should not now be

longer delayed. In certain instances the work

has already been started ; in others, where a later

flowering of the subjects is appreciated, there is

ample time. Cuttings of the Zonal Pelargoniums

may be inserted in sandy soil in boxes or pots,

free drainage being given in each case. Lobelia

plants, if pruned close back at once, will break

afresh in a week or two, and may then be lifted,

pulled to pieces and inserted in shallow boxes,

placing the latter in a cold frame to give them a

start. E- H. Jenkins.

of interest for the Editor's Table—Bog Pimpernel

and the Lesser Dodder, which is parasitic on Gorse,

Heather, &c."

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

Wild Flowers from the New Forest.

Mrs. E. P. Mack, Cranmore House, Lyndhurst,

Hants, sends us flowers from the New Forest of

the Bog Pimpernel (Anagallis tenella) and the

Lesser Dodder (Cuscuta Epithynum), one of the

lew British parasitic plants the slender sterns of

which are not very conspicuous when devoid of the

small flowers. Mrs. Mack writes :
" I am sending

some flowers from the New Forest which may be

A Good Crop of Plums.

Mr. R. J. G. Read, Ealing, sends a fruiting branch

of Plums which in this year of scarcity is pleasant

to behold. The variety is evidently a seedling of

no special merit except that it crops well, an

important point in years such as this. Mr. Read
writes :

" I send for your table a spray of a Plum
tree showing the abundance of fruit produced this

season. The tree was covered like this, but about

half had to be picked off to prevent the boughs

breaking. It is a common Plum, but is good for

cooking and makes excellent jam, and comes in

very useful when one has a large family to provide

for. I have several trees, which were merely suckers

dug up in the garden and replanted, but they bear

heavily every year whether the season is good or

bad, and when many of the tender high-class varieties

produce scarcely any fruits. I may say that I have

had very good crops of Plums this season—Rivers'

Earlv Prolific, Old Orleans, Jefferson, Diamond,

and Farleigh Damson ; in fact, the crop is more

satisfactory than last year, when the trees were

broken down with the load of fruit."

Scented-leaved Pelargonium from Salisbury.

From the Rev. W. F. Short, Donhead St. Mary,

Salisbury, we have received sprays of a scented-

leaved Pelargonium with very pretty bright-

coloured blossoms. It is sent to combat an idea!

that scented leaves and effective flowers do not go

together. The specimen sent is very much like,

if not actually identical with, one grown. at Kew
as Pelargonium altum. The flowers are not large,

but abundantly borne, their colour being rich

scarlet, veined in the upper segments with blackish

crimson. Just now at Kew two members of the

Unique group, with scented leaves, are very showy.

They are scarlet Unique and Mrs. Kingsbury, with

bright carmine-coloured flowers. .Although scented-

leaved Pelargoniums are at the present day more

often met with in old-fashioned gardens than in

any others, we venture to think that if taken seriously

in hand by some of our nurserymen they would

again experience an era of popularity. This is

partially substantiated by the interest shown in a

fine collection that was exhibited from Aldenham

Gardens at the last Holland Park Show. One

caution to be observed by would-be purchasers of

these pretty plants is that the nomenclature is in

a very confused state; hence the best advice is to

select the plants yourself.

NEW PLANTS.

Royal Horticultural Society.—August 30.

Cattleya Rhoda Fairlawn variety (C. Iris ;<

C. hardyana).— This handsome variety has the

sepals of a brick red colour, the petals being of a

dull rosy purple. The widely spreading lip is of

maroon-crimson shade near the margin, paler as

the centre is approached, the throat being pencilled

or faintly lined with gold. Exhibited by H. S.

Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney. First-class

certificate.

Cattleya Adula Vale Bridge variety.—In this

variety the sepals and petals are of rosy hue, the

lip being of a rich crimson-carmine shade. Ex-

hibited by Mr. E. V. Low, Haywards Heath.

Cattleya hardyana Holford's variety {C. Warsce-

wiczii X C. aurea).—A showy and beautiful variety

having rich rosy purple sepals, the crimson-maroon

lip lined and veined with yellow, and heavily

tasselled or waved at the margin. Shown by

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O.,

Westonbirt, Gloucester.

Lcelio-CaUleya Golden Oriole var. trigina (L.-C.

Charlesworthii x C. aurea).—Sepals and petals an
orange red shade, the lip marked with crimson

at the margin, and reticulated with gold near the

throat. A distinct and beautiful variety. Ex-
hibited by Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford,

K.C.V.O., Westonbirt, Gloucester.

Biiddleia variabilis gigantea.—The varietal name
is descriptive of one of the finest varieties we have
seen, the handsome spikes of flowers being of large

size. The flowers are of pale and deep heliotrope

shade according to age. Exhibited by the Hon.
Vicary Gibbs, .-Aldenham House, Elstree (gardener,

Mr. E. Beckett).

Gladiolus Safrano. — A pale yellow-flowered

variety, the petals having a waved or trilled margin,

and stained with crimson in the throat. The spike

is good and compact, the flowers moderately large.

From M. Vilmorin, Paris.

Gladiolus Le Luna.—This is one of the nanceanus
hybrids or forms, the flowers of a deep cream tone,

heavily blotched with crimson in the lower petals,

and flushed with rose in the upper petals. From
Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden. These
had been on trial at Wisley, and came before the

committee for the confirmation of the awards made.
Dahlia Leander (Single). —A well-rounded flower,

coloured maroon and crimson in irregular stripes

and flakes. From Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons.

Crawley.

Dahlia Guinevere (Pompon).—A compact and
prettily shaped variety, of rose shade merging

into salmony orange, the bases of the florets

assuming a buff yellow tone.

Dahlia Theresa (Cactus).—The shapely flowers

are of cream white, flushed with delicate lilac or

blush. These two came from Mr. Charles Turner,

Slough.

Dahlia Mrs. Douglas Fleming (Cactus).

—

A
handsome v,-.riety of good exhibition standard,

the long pointed, incurving florets of a creamy

white tone.

Dahlia Crystal (Cactus).—This attractive variety

is of rose pink colouring, the rather long white

tips to the florets rendering a good flower all the

more conspicuous. Both these came from Messrs.

Stredwick and Son, St, Leonards.

Dahlia Garden Yellow (Cactus).—The colour is

a good yellow shade in a variety of much merit.

Exhibited by Mr. H. Shoesmith, Woking.

Lobelia Sam Barlov.—This is one of the most

beautiful of the hybrids which have resulted from

the intercrossing of L. fulgens, L. cardinalis and

their progenv, the stem, leaf-growth and colour

being intermediate between the species named.

The flowers are coloured a rich rose, which is most

attractive. From Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent

Garden.

Phlox Elizabeth Campbell.—A refined and beauti-

ful variety of herbaceous Phlox. The colour is

pale salmon at the edge, the centre of the flower

being flushed and starred with white. It is most

distinct. Exhibited by Messrs. William Wells

and Co., Limited, Merstham.

Rose Daphne.—A distinct and pretty Polyanfha

variety said to flower from June to autumn. .A

card bore the inscription that it is " perpetual-

flowering" and "mildew-proof"—great attributes

these, if fulfilled, in any garden flower. The blossoms

are of a pretty pink and white shade. Exhibited by

the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering- at te- Bower.

Each of the foregoing received an award of merit.

NEW FRUIT.

Melon Golden Beauty.— .\ very thin golden-

skinned, red-fleshed variety of excellent quality,

the fine flesh being eatable close down to the rind.

It is prettily but not heavily netted. Shown by
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Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Cnvent Garden.

.Award of merit.

NEW TOMATOES.

.\t a meeting of the fruit and vegetable committee

held at the Wisley Gardens of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on August ii, certain varieties

of Tomatoes grown in pots under glass were seen,

,iiui three marks were awarded to three of the best,

with the understanding that when named awards

of merit be proposed for them. Fruits of the varie-

ties were shown at the meeting of the committee

at Vincent Square on August i6. They were all

of a fine, handsome, roimd form and of deep red

colour. In growth the plants somewhat differed,

though but slightly. Names were supplied by

the raiser, Mr. Balch, The Nursery, Govan, N.B.,

these being respectively .-Ailsa Craig, Carick and

.Ayrshire. .Awards of merit were then agreed to.

It is very unusual to make three such awards to

one kind of fruit or vegetable at once to the same
person. When the original awards of three marks
were made the committee did not know by whom
the varieties were sent.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Qaestions and Answers.—The Editor intends io

make TUE Garden helpful to all readers who desire ass^ist-

anre, no }natter lehat the braneh of gardening may be, and

with that object ivill make a special Jeature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. AH communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed io the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C. Letters on business

should be sent io tiie Publisher. Tfie name and address

of the sender are required in addition io any designation he

may desire to be ttsed in the paper. When more than one

qurrij is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should he clearly numbered and secureb/

packed in damp grass or moss, not eotton-irool , and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN,
Lilies failing (A'.).—It is difficult without

fulltT details to say just why these particular Lilies

have failed this year. It would seem that they

have had excessive wet this season coupled with

fog, and if in addition to this they have also had

cold nights (as we did in May) and cold, driving

winds, it would in all probability be the start of

the disease. One often finds that Lilies are planted

in situations not at all suitable. They nearly all

do best when treated as woodland plants, in such

half-shady situations screened from wind and hot

sun and also protected when most liable to attack

(in May from late frost) by the surroundings of

trees and shrubs, and planted in a soil composed

in the main of leaf-soil, peat and sand, with ample

drainage below. In such positions as these Lilies

increase and multiply ; for instance, at Wisley and

in Sir. H. Graves's garden at HiUingdon, Uxbridge.

L. chaledonicum certainly does better in dry

seasons than wet ones, enjoying as a rule similar

situations to candidum and croceum. Without more
particulars we cannot say just why they have failed.

It seems a general failing all round, and therefore

one would think the soil or situation had something

to do with it as well as climate. As regards the

bulbs, we expect on examination they will be found
to have decreased in size, as the foliage going off

before the flower had expanded means that the

growing season is shortened, and therefore next

year's bulbs must be small. If the garden is

naturally a wet, foggy one, it would be as well to

see in the future that mi)re than the normal
amount of drainage be given.

Carnation naming (//. O. P.).—In colour the
srcilliii;* is iMit iiiilikr Mi's. Urynolds Hole, but it is not
that variety, llioutjh it may possibly be a sfi'dling from It.

In point of si/.c it Is far below the standard of present-day
Carnations. tliDiiiili for home use and deeoration it might
he nf niori' \;ilii'' tlisin some of the newer sorts.

Mallows dying [E. A. //.).—The plants have been
nttaeked Ijy a fungus at the base, and the tissues are quite
dead at this point. A dusting of air-slaked lime about the
soil, first priekinu it over lightly, may assist to modify the
attacks or. rather, keep the fungvis at bay, as once a plant
is smitten its tissues are ruined beyond all hope of reeovery.
You should burn all the affected plants, not put them in
the rubbish-hi'iip.

Romneya leaves diseased (//.).—The leaves and
How'ris of your Uoiiineya are attaekrd by one of the several
leaf spot funtii, whieh play havoc with several classes of
plants. It is a moot point whether the fungus attacks
perfectly healthy foliage or whether some injury, such as
bruises from hailstones, enables the spores of the fungus
to enter into the tissue of the leaves. The worst leaves
should be picked otF and burnt and the plants sprayed with
one of the several fungicides now in use, such as the Bor-
deaux mixture.

Carnations going off (J. C. Harvey).—The plant
.sent had been bored right up the central part of the
stem by a grub, which, liowever, was not present : hence
its sudden collapse. It is possible the soil is grub or wire-
worm infested, and a dressing of soot and lime in winter
may be of assistance. The wireworra is of a pale brown
colour and about 1 inch long. The boring In the plant
sent, however, was too large for this pest. At the same
time it would be well to ascertain whether there are wire-
worms preseiit in the soil or not, as this is, without doubt,
the worst of the insect pests from which the Carnation
suffers.

Gentiana verna from seed (M. L. W. Whitehead).
Sow the seeds at once in a mixture of sandy loam and
peat, first rendering the soil quite fine by rubbing it through
a sieve having a (luarter-ineli mesh or even less. The soil

for coviriii;^ should be as fine as possible. You should
emplo\' \\ rll-iiraiiied pans or pots, make the soil moderately
firm and kvi I. and fill the receptacle to within three-
quarters of an inch of the rim. At this level coat the soil

with fine sand, and on this sand surface thinly sow the
seeds. The latter should be covered not deeper than one
eighth of an inch with fine soil, finally placing a sheet of

glass over the pot or pan, which should be placed in a posi-

tion of shelter not mucli exposed to the sun. Seeds of
good quality will vegetate in the spring of 1911, the seed-
lings freely grown taking about three years to reach the
tlowering stage. If you prepare the seed-pan in advance
and give the soil a thorough watering a day or so before
sowing the seeds, it will prove helpful.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Aucubas in ill-health [E. c. Wells).—

There is little doubt that the cause of the ill-health

of your Aucubas is the fact that they have been

starved by the roots of the trees in your plantation.

At the same time, Aucubas, in common with many
other evergreens, lose a considerable number of

their old leaves at this season of the year.

We advise you, if possible, to take out a trench

between the trees of the plantation and the Aucubas.
In doing this all roots of the trees that arc robbing

the Aucubas may be cut off and the soil again

returned. If you do not wish to cut a trench, the

plants will be greatly benefited by lightly breaking

up the surface of the ground with a fork and top-

dressing with manure. This must be well watered
in and care taken to give the roots a good soaking

about once a fortnight during the summer. . If this

advice is followed, we feel sure that you will quickly

find a great improvement in the health of your
Aucubas. Some two or three years since we were
consulted in a parallel case to yours, and as the

use of manvire was objectionable as a top-dressing,

an occasional application of guano was given and
the shrubs watered freely. This soon effected a

change for the better, and the same treatment

having been followed each summer, the plants are

now in robust health.

Treatment of a Wistaria (K.). — All

that you can do for your Wistaria is to fork the

ground up lightly round about, so that air can enter

the soil, and give it a thorough good watering, for

in the position you describe it is probably suffering

from drought. Stop giving liquid manure or other

stinmlants ; the plant is not in a suitable condition

for extra food, and manure at this stage will act as
a poison. The same thing applies to your Clematis

;

it is probably suffering from drought. A little

lime next spring will probably do the Clematis

good. If you gave good loam and well worked the

ground at planting-time, no forcing manure will be
necessary for some years to come.

Information about Japanese Maples (C. E. •/.)•

It is possible fo obtain tidod plants of any of Mic Japanese
Maples from thi- le;nlinK nurserymen. .Messrs. Cripps and
Co., Tunbridi^e Wells, make a speciality of them, while
Messrs. Vi-iteh of Chelsea. Messrs, Fisher, Son and Sibray
of Handsworth, ShelfieUl, and other people liold good
stocks. Tin- best tinu- of year to cut back Guelder Kosc
and Lilac bushes is early May, or, if you wish to obtain
what flowers are possible, defer the cutting back until the
Howers are over. Thin out any weak wood at the time of
pruning.

Pruning Jessamine (G. M. Sundaes).—Your white
Jessamine ought to be pruned in early spring, say, .March.
Thin the branches out well and cut the reniainder mode-
rately well back. As a rule, this plant blooms more freely

the older it gets, and comparatively young plants some-
times fail to produce a satisfactory display of bloom.
Where plenty of room can be allowed, say, on an old rough
wall or over a bush, it may be left quite unpruned. when a
greater amount of blossom is often obtained. It is,

however, usually out of the question to allow a plant to
grofV unpruned on a house.

ROSE GARDEN.
Treatment of Rose Carmine Pillar

{L. Giles).—The two fine plants by your front door

need no pruning this season. Just allow theni to

grow as they will, and about the end of the month
pinch out the points of any young shoots to assist

them to harden. In March you can shorten back the

lateral growths to within 3 inches to 6 inches of

their base, but the long growths, if they pass

through the winter all right, need no shortening

beyond a few inches of their extreme ends. Some-
times the old growths of this Rose suffer badly in

winter and turn quite a coffee colour. When
this is so, they should be cut clean out in March.

Strangely, the young rods escape uninjured. The
pegged-down growths of your J. B. Clark should

be reduced in number by cutting one or two away
next spring, and the lateral growths of those re-

tained cut back hard. Any basal growths that

appear should be pegged as soon as long enough,

but any that are soft and pithy in March should

be cut away.

Pruning Penzance Briars {H. H.). — It

would not be wise to give the hedge a severe prun-

ing now, for you would encourage a soft growth

from the base, which would fare badly during the

winter. The best plan would be to cut away
some of the growths right to their base in February,

and then tie over the remaining growths, some to

the right and some to the left, bringing them tc*

about 2 feet from the ground. When the basal

eyes are well advanced into growth the tied-over

branches may be released if desired, although we
would advise their retention in this position.

The Dawson Rose should have some of the old

wood and only the well ripened of the young
growths preserved. Cut out in autumn any soft,

sappy growths. In spring cut back hard any
laterals on the old wood. In September pinch

out the points of any young growths. We do not

think your Dorothy Perkins arc exhausted ; rather

is it a case of unripened wood following last year's

sunless summer.

Mildew on Roses fKtfuf Anitlin).—This has boen very
previihiit latch'. WC tin not irnioiiibcr seeiue it worse for

man.v >Tars. .Spniyinii with Ji'> es's Cyllin Soft Soap is an
exccilent remedy, only it should he applied as soon as a
few spots are seen and continued throiieh the srowinc
season. Use it at the rate of lo^. tfl a tiallon of water and
apply with a tine sprayer about twice a week. The worst
parts should be cut off and burnt at once. Keniove in

November surface soil for about half an inch and burn it,

then give ashes to the soil again. Your soil may be too
light.

' Try treading it well about the plants in October,
and another summer mulch the surface with very rotten
manure. Kamblers often have mildew owing to the want of
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a good watering now and then. When applied it should be
a good Boaliing, and then mulch the soil afterwards, or,

better still, mulch before watering.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Information about Phyllocacti (F. if. iW.).

The Phyllocacti of the class you mention will do
well in a greenhouse in London provided they are

quite safe from frost during the winter. One
essential point to remember is that they are sun-

loving plants, and in order to flower them well

they must, especially during the latter part of the

summer and in early a\itumn, have all the sunshine

and air possible. If the plants need repotting,

this should be done directly the flowering season

is over, a suitable compost being made up of one-

half loam and the other half leaf-mould, sand
and broken brick rubble in equal portions. In

this the plants will root freely, and annual repotting

is by no means necessary. When the plants are

not repotted, an occasional dose of some stimulant

during the growing season will be helpful. Through-
out the summer these Cacti may be watered pretty
freely, but the supply must be lessened towards
the autumn, and during the depth of winter they
may be kept almost dry, but not parched. As
spring advances more water may be given, increas-

ing the supply as the buds develop. During the
flowering period the blossoms last longer if the
plants are shaded entirely from the sun.

Azalea flowering in August (C. F. E.).—The
fact that the flowering of your Azalea has been delayed
till thus late in the season would suggest that it has ex-
perienced some decided check. We think that very
possibly the roots are not in a healthy state, and this is

partially borne out by your opinion that the leaves are
poorer than they have hitherto been. A good plan will
be to pick off all the old flowers, and seed-vessels if any,
and turn the plant out of the pot in order to determine the
condition of the roots. If carefully done it will not be
necessary to interfere with the drainage, and, consequently,
if you find the roots healthy, the plant may be replaced
in the pot without any check. Should your examination,
however, reveal the fact that the roots are in a poor state
<and this we expect will be the case), the best thing you
can do is to repot the plant. When the loose portions of
the ball of earth are removed, it is quite possible that the
plant may be put into the same pot without difficulty.
However, before using the old pot it should be thoroughly
washed both inside and out and allowed to become quite
dry. The Azalea must then be potted in a mixture of
peat and silver sand, taking especial care that the soil is

pressed down firmly and evenly. After this the plant
should, if possible, be stood in a shaded part of the green-
house and watered regularly. An occasional syringing
or sprinkling overhead will be beneficial. Do not expose
it to full sunshine till the roots have recovered from their
removal.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Climbing Roses for cool greenhouse (Mrs. L.).

Two good varieties, avoiding Niphetos and MarSchal Niel,
would be Climbing Caroline Testout and Francois Crousse.
It wfll be best for you to procure extra-sized plants grown
in 8-inch pots, and if planted in September in the outside
border they would be all the better for it.

Cooking Kohl Rabi (Fori-).—Our experience of this
vegetable is that only selected small early bulbing sorts,
such as Earliest White or Earliest Purple, varieties specially
selected and recommended for garden culture, should be
grown for cooking. Then the bulbs should be cooked while
comparatively young, as if allowed to fully mature they
become hard and stringy. We have found about an hour's
boiling to suffice, the bulbs when cooked having their
coats removed before being served to table. They have a
flavour dissimilar to that of the ordinary white Turnip ; the
flesh is more solid, and when properly presented is pleasant
eating. Sow in shallow drills 12 inches apart in April.
Transplant when the plants are strong enough into rows
2 feet apart in good soil, taking care not to bury the plant
stems.

Aralia Sieboldii and Box edgings (Constant
Reader).—The present is a very good time to take in hand
a plant of Aralia Sieboldii that has grown too tall, and which
you desire to form roots from the stem and thus obtain a
shorter plant. The stem should be treated as for a Carna-
tion layer, only instead of one cut about halfway through
the stem, the better plan will be to make two cuts opposite
each other, but leaving, of course, on cither side a good
strip of bark untouched. A small piece of broken crock
must be inserted in each of the cuts, in order to prevent
them closing up. Then the stem must be surrounded with
sphagnum moss, or a flower-pot broken in two and wired
in such a position that the pot may be filled with a mixture
of sphagnum moss, peat and sand. In doing this the stem
will, of course, pass through the hole in the bottom of the
pot. The plant is not likely to be sufficiently rooted to be
separated from the parent till the spring. In any case, it

must not be cut off till the roots can be plainly seen taking
possession of the new soil. Aralia Sieboldii forms such a
handsome shrub in the Southern part of England that if

you were not so far North we should advise you to plant
it outside and obtain a fresh one in its place. 2. Box
edgings may be trimmed in May when spring frosts are
over, and the best time to transplant is early in April,
though the month of October is also a good time.

Names of fruit.— W. de H. Birch.—36, Hambledon
deux Ans ; 37, .\lfriston ; 54, Gold Medal ; 55, Maltster

;

58, Irish Peach. A. L. P.—Downton Pippin. M.
Martineau, Warwickshire.—Apple Mr. Gladstone.
Names of plants.—J. R.—Dendrobium fimbriatum

var. oculatuni. Dum Eerl.—Cichorium Intybus ; 1,

Morus nigra (Mulberry) ; 2, please send when in flower.
G. B. C.—1, Campanula latiloba ; 2, C. earpatica

var. alba ; 3, C. persicifolia plena ; 4, C. rapunculoides
;

5, C. latjfolia : 6, Veronica virginica ; 7, Astrantia major
;

8, Alstrcemaria hfemantha ; 9. Sphfea Filipendula flore-

pleno. H. Down.—1, Epilobium angustifolium album;
2, Origanum Dictamnus ; 3, Medicago orbicularis ; 4,

Helxine Solierolii. Mrs. C. Boles.—Lathvrus sativus.
R. T. B.—Cestrum elegans. M. A.—Salvia

Horminum.

SOCIET IES.
DUNDEE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This society hold its annual three days' show on August 25,
26 and 27 on the Magdalen Green, Dundee It was, so
far as the number oi entries and the quality of the exhibits
vere concerned, worthy of the preat reputation this show
has acquired as one at which plants, cut tlowers, vegetables
and fruit are to be seen at their best in Scotland. In
some points it surpasses the Edinburgh sliows, and on this
occasion the quality was equal to that of former shows
here.

As usual, a great feature of the show was the competition
for the challenge cups offered by the To\vn Council of
Dundee for groups of plants. That for gardeners is given
for a group of plants on a space 15 feet by 12 feet, and the
competition in this class is always very close. This year
the great tussle lay between Mr. James Beatts, Binrock,
and Mr. James Bethel, The Grange, Monifleth. The
struggle was a close one. each competitor having some
points superior to the other, but finally the cup was awarded
to Mr Beatts, his group being characterised by the greater
finish and taste of ttie arrangement. Mr. Bethel had also
a very fine group, with finer plants, and he is to be con-
gratulated on the excellence of his exhibit. Mr. G. Scott,
Seathwood. was third with a good exhibit. In the class
for table of greenhouse plants, arranged for effect, Mr. G.
lleid, Invertay, was first, and Mr. Bethel second. For
six stove or greenliouse plants. Mr. J. Kinnear, Fernbrae,
came first. Mr. G. Reid was first for six plants in pots not
over fl inches. Other winners in this class were Mr. T. C.
Rrown. Mr. G. Scott, Mr. J. Beatts, Mr. R. W. Saunders,
Mr. G. Reid, Mr. J. Bethel, Mr. W. Grieve and Mr. R. Birse.
The cut-flower classes were excellent, and the display

was exceptionally good for such a season. In the open
competition for bouquets, Ac, Mr. J. Beatts. Mr. G. Scott.
Mr. J. Bethel. Miss M. Pennycook and Mr. G. lleid, Down-
field, were first in the respective classes with most tastefully
arranged exhibits.

Mr. James Beatts was first for the display of cut flowers
in vases. Sweet Peas were splendidly shown, Mr. G. Reid,
who has won many prizes, again proving invincible with a
fine exhibit of twelve vases. Mr. G. Hendry was second.
For twelve trusses of stove or greenhouse plants the winner
was Mr. R W Saunders. Roses were very fine, the leading
winners iu the gardening classes for these being Mr. \V.
Grieve and Mr. D. Keillor. Mr. D. Halley was first for
Carnations, and Mr. G. Scott for herbaceous flowers.
Other winners in this section were Mr. G. Scott, Mr. C.
Shaw, Mr. J. S. Summers. Mr. J. Beisant, Mr. H. Ruther-
ford. IMr. W. Cook, Mr. G. Reid and Mr. G, Scott. Two
classes for Roses, open to nurserymen and florists, brought
out beautiful flowers, the prize for twenty-four Hybrid
Perpetuals or Hybrid Teas being won by Messrs. D. and
W. Croll, and that for the same number of Teas or Noisettes
went to the same exhibitors.
The fruit classes, which were very numerous, were well

contested, the prize for a collection of six bunches of
Grapes going to Mr. James Dixon, Rowallan, Ayrshire.
Mr W. Green, Myluefleld. was second. BIr. G. Scott won
for the collection of Apples grown in the open. Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Scott, Mr. W. Balfour, Mr. J. Beatts, Mr.
R. Kirkwood, Mr. W. Ben\'ie, Mr. T. Butchart, Mr. W.
Goodall. Mr. D. A. Milne and a number of others also won
first prizes in this section.

Vegetables were a splendid section, Mr. C. Shaw, Boquhan,
winning for the collection. Other leading prize-takers
were Mr. W. Harper, Mr. W. Cook, Mr. James Beatts,
Mr. J. Joss, Mr. \V. Ben\ie. Mr. W. Morrice and Sir. J.

Gilmour.
The amateurs' classes were, as a whole, very fine, and

the competition keen. In the competition for the Corpora-
j

tion Challenge Cup for sLx stove and greenhouse plants, \

&Ir. W. Robertson took the trophy with a group of excellent
plants, well exhibited. The other pot plant classes were

\

excellent, and the same may be said of those for cut flowers,

where Sweet Peas were well shown. Mr. D. M. Kerr winning
in this division for these favourite flowers. Mr. \V.

Goodall was first for five dishes of fruits grown in the open
air, and Mr. A. Drummond, Fowlis Wester, was first for

the collection of vegetables, 3 feet by 4 feet.

Nurserymen showed well, and a separate tent was
occupied with their extiibits. Among these was a splendid
exhibit from Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, this being
practically a replica of the gold medal one at Shrewsbury

Show. Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, showed a
fine exhibit of fruit trees in pots laden with fruit, together
with flowering plants and cut fiowers of their specialities
Messrs. W. P. Laird and Sinclair. Dundee, sent a fine
exhibit of plants, cut flowers and florists* work ; and Messrs.
G. Paton and Son, Dundee, had cut flowers of border and
other plants.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

This society held its annual show in the St. Andrews Halls,
Glasgow, on August 31 and September 1. The nature of
the display was such as to show that the love of horti-
culture so prevalent in the district has not abated, and the
addition of about 100 to the number of entries is a witness
that the society retains the confidence of exhibitors. The
show was of very high quality, and it was wonderful to
observe how little the inclement weather of the past month
affected the exhibits, although, as may be anticipated,
the cut flowers showed it more than any other section.
The ver>' fact that they were so good redounds to the
credit of the successful exhibitors.
Among the best features of the show were the herbaceous

plants, always a strong department of the Glasgow Show,
and never more so than on this occasion. For the twelve
bunches in the open class a very flue display was made,
and Mr. J. Miller, Castlemilk, Rutherglen, who won the
first prize, is to be congratulated on the excellence of his
stand. Grapes were extremely fine, and Mr. J. Dixon,
Rowallan, who won three firsts for these, is worthy of high

I

praise for his wins. The collections of fruit were also very

j

good indeed. Floral decorations constituted a prominent
feature of the show, the dinner-table decorations being
very tasteful, the first in this class falling to Mr. W. P.
Bell, Bothwell Castle. The show was opened on the first

day by Lady Inverclyde.
Pot plants were largely and well shown, and Mr. A.

Kelly, Dinnieddwg, worthily won the first prize for the table,
Mr. J. Muir coming in a good second. Table and house
plants were very well shown, and Ferns made a very good
show indeed. The leading winners with the pot plants
were Mr. J. Templeton, Mr, D. Allan, Mr. T. Nelson, Mr.
D. Baxter, Mr. A. Davidson, Mr. A. D. Hughes. Mr. W.
M'Kee, Mr. P. M'Farquhar, Mr, J. Swan. Mr. A. Aitchison,
Mr. T. Muir, Mr. W. Jenkins, Mr. W. M'Lean. Mr. R. L.
Lindsay. Mr. R. M'Lelland and Mr. James Sliller.

In the cut-flower department a leading class was that
for a bank of flowers arrauged for effect, and here Mr.
James Muir, Crosbie Tower, Troon, came in first with a
brilliant and tasteful display. Mr. R. M'Lelland, Dun-
cryve, Alexandria, was second ; and Mr. J, Miller, Castle-
milk, Rutherglen, third. Dahlias were also very good,
and leading florists competed. For twenty-four blooms
Mr. J. Smellie was first. Mr. W. Jenkins taking a similar
place with twelve. Mr. Smellie was also first for nine
vases of Cactus Dahlias. Early Chrysanthemums are
always well done here. Mr. J. Smellie came in first for
twelve vases and Mr. W. Jenkins for six. Mr. Smellie
was first for early single Chrysanthemums with good fiowers.
Sweet Peas were a strong feature, and Mr. Smellie staged
a fine collection of well-grown fiowers for the first prize, and
he won in the class for twelve vases. Mr. D. M'Millan was
first for six vases. Mr. J. Nicol was first for twelve vases
of Carnations or Picotees with nice fiowers well staged.
The leading winners in this section, besides those already
named, were Messrs. R. Robertson, P. M'Cowan, J. Molloy,
R. L. Lindsay. J. Miller, J. G. Williamson, A. M'Millan.
A. Gray, A. Livingstone, R. Hunter, M. Henderson, J,
Campbell, J. S. Ritchie, J. Richardson, G. Mair and Son
(who showed magnificent Gladioli), J. B. Wilson. A. Ollar,
U. Watson and A. Dunlop. The Rose classes brought
out keen competition and very fine blooms for the season.
Messrs. James Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, were first for
thirty-six blooms, Mr. W. Ferguson, Dunfermline, being
second. Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited, Belfast, were
first for twenty-four blooms. First-prize winners with
other Rose classes were Messrs. Cocker, Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Mr. W. Ferguson, Mr. P. Kenyon and Mrs.
Russell. As already indicated, the classes for dinner-
tables, baskets, bouquets, &c., were very good indeed, and
the prizes went to a considerable number of exhibitors.

As previously mentioned, Mr. Bell, gardener to the Earl
of Home, Bothwell Castle, was first for the dinner-table
decoration. There were no fewer than fifteen individual
exhibitors who won first prizes in this section out of twenty
classes, Mr. H. M'Skimming and Miss Grace Bryan being
the only competitors who had more than one first to their
credit.

Fruit was a strong section. That noted gardener, Mr.
James Brown, Houston, was first for a collection of twelve
dishes of fruit mth first-class produce. Mr. R. Greenlaw
being second. For six dishes Mr. J. Finnic. Summerhill,
Shandon, was second. Other leading winners with fruit

were Messrs. J. Dixon, H. M'Skimming, D. Halliday,
Mr. J. Campbell, Mr. J. Ferrier, Mr. R. Greenlaw, Mr. P.
Anderson, Mr. P. M'Farquhar and Mr. F. Macrae.

Vegetables were very fine, Mr. James Brown leading
in the collection, Mr. J. Gray coming in first with the
smaller one.
The non-competitive exhibits were of very high quality,

and Messrs. Austin and M*Asian, Messrs. Malcolm Camp-
bell, Limited, Messrs. Smith and Simons, all of Glasgow ;

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading ; and Messra. E. Webb
and Sons, Stourbridge, all set up very fine exhibits of their

specialities, a gold medal being awarded to each. First-

class certificates were given to Messrs. M. Campbell and
Son. Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Messrs. James Cocker and
Son, Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon and the Killermount
Nursery Company ; and certificates of merit to Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Messrs. Williamson, Gemmell and Co. and
Messrs. A. Cross and Sons, Limited.
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EDITORIAL, NOTICES.
Evenj (ti'fititiment of horticulture is represenied in THE

Garden, and the Editor incites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-
petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents *' columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

trill kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

<tnly of the paper, ami addressed to the Editor of The
Oardes, acrumpanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

*hI he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, koivever, will be taken, and where stamps

<ire enclosed, he will e?ideavour to rettirn non-accepted

contributions.

As ret/ards photograpfis, if payment be desired, the Editor

vsks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he nunf not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

he, recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANNUALS FOR AUTUMN
SOWING.

TO
what extent annuals in general

will submit to autumn sowing
and provide beautiful drifts of

colour in spring when the

ordinary seedlings sown at that

period are but a few inches high

is very much a question of soil, of season

and of experiment. Altitude, too, plays

a by no means unimportant part, though in

lesser degree perhaps than the all-impor-

tant question of soil, warmth and perfect

drainage. These, indeed, are the essentials

to success, and in all those instances

where chalkv or sand}' soils obtain cannot

be made too much of. For example, the

heat of an ordinarv summer is frequentlv

found too much for annuals on a thin soil

of chalk or much sand, and spring sowings

of the seeds in such are calculated to pro-

vide but a poor as well as a short-lived

display of flowers. All this is disappoint-

ing in the extreme. On the other hand,

it is possible by the sowing of the seeds in

autumn to provide in the same soil area

a feast of colour impossible of description,

apart from the advantages of a spring

display weeks in advance of scheduled
time. To the garden thus located this is

a great gain, and, of course, the amateur,

from his point of view, will appreciate it

likewise.

Let me say at once, however, that it is

next to useless to attempt the sowing of

the seeds of annuals in autumn on soils

that are continuously cold and wet, for

here one needs to be just as emphatic in

forbic ing operations as, conversely, one
woulr urge that the most be made of soils

suitably warm and well drained. It may
be, of course—indeed, is—that failures will

be frequent even in these latter soils, for I

the gardener in all work of this kind must

:

ever take his chances of seasons, of frosts
i

and insect pests, which occasionally play
their part in the annihilation of the crop
of seedlings from which so much had been
expected. Such failures, however, are

never to be regarded in any very serious

light—they are disappointing, naturally

—

for seeds are so cheap and the conveniences
for raising fresh batches are so abundant
that it is quite an easy matter to repeat
the sowings of any that fail either m the
open or in pots. That there are failures

other than those which arise from soils

and inclement weather none having expert
knowledge of the subject will gainsay,

one of the chief causes probably being

'

that the seeds are too deeply buried. In
such a case the cause of the failure may
not be apparent at the moment. It mav,
indeed, be, and I think it often is, attri.

buted to a too cold condition of the soil,

to the indifferent quality' of the seeds and
to other causes that may not be exactly

true.

Rarely, however, does the operator realise

i that over-deep sowing is the chief cause
i
of failure. Rather does he take the mis-
guided view occasionally that a deeper
sowing of the seeds at such a time is a sort

of necessary protection to the crop. In
this, however, he is wrong. Instances,

indeed, are known where the seeds have
quickly vegetated and perished as promptly
in their over-deep setting. Hence I urge,

with some emphasis, that even for autumn
sowing there is no need for any deeper soil

covering than at any other period. The
merest covering of soil then is sufi&cient,

remembering always the lesson of the self-

sown seedling, of its sturdy growth and
freedom of flowering, of the power to care
for itself, so to speak, and of the often
overlooked fact that it falls into crack or
crevice and vegetates there with practi-

cally no covering at all.

These remarks upon shallow sowing of

the seeds apply to all annuals except
Sweet Peas, which may be sown somewhat
deeper than smaller-seeded subjects, or,

in other words, the same as in spring.

With perhaps no other flower is there so

great a gain as with the autumn-sown Sweet
Pea, the plants, in those districts and soils

where such sowings can be relied upon,
springing up and forming hedges of colour,

bright, pleasing and effective, and com-
parable to no other flower. It so happens,
too, that the " people's flower "—if one
may coin a phrase, seeing that it is

the flower of the million rather than of

the few—admits of being transplanted,
which many annuals do not, admits also

of being raised in bo.xes or pots, and in

this way transferred to its permanent
place at a later date. Hence the Sweet
Pea is possessed of many advantages, of

which the most should be made. But it

must be borne in mind that the best and
earliest flowers are always the product of

open-air sowings, that is, the sowings that

have been made in the trenches where
the plants are intended to flower, provided,
of course, that they pass the trying ordeal
of winter.

The best time for making these sowings
is the month of September, while the soil

is still warm and capable of being worked
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to advantage, the Sweet Peas requiring
a more liberal fare than the majority of

the subjects I shall presently name.
Indeed, in not a few instances—the annual
Chrysanthemums and the Eschscholtzias,
for example—a rather poor soil is prefer-

able, the former group in particular making
leaf growth at the e.xper.se of flowers when
growing in soils that are too rich. Such
things, howei'er, are rather for the obser-

vant worker to decide, and it ahoiild be
quite an easy matter to make note of those
plants in any locality that appear to be
given to grossness, and in future adopt
measures, such as quite firm and poor soils,

to prevent its repetition.

The following are some of the most
suitable subjects for autumn sowing, and
there mav be others, for the list is not
'intended to be an exhaustive one :

Godetias in varietv, Sweet Peas of many
shades, Clarkias, Nemophila insignis,

Larkspurs, l.imnanthes Donglasii, Esch-
scholtzias of sorts. Candytuft, Silene

pendula, X'irginian Stock, Bartonia aurea,

Poppies, and Cornflowers, than which few
things are more delightful, the blues,

violets and pink-flowered sorts being those
mostly fa\'oured. Then there is the valu-

able Star race of Chrysanthemums, which
Messrs. Sutton have done so much to

popularise. Morning Star, Evening Star,

Eastern Star and Northern Star constitut-

ing a quartet as beautiful and desirable

as they are distinct. To these doubtless

may be added others, for the gardener
should never tire of experimenting with
those as yet untried, nor should he take
for granted that a failure in one garden or

season may be repeated in the next.

Indeed, there may be many surprises in

store— surprises that come not to him
who waits, but to him who seeks to

find. E. H. Ienkins.

NOTES OF THE WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

September 17.—Elstree Horticultural Society's

Show.
September 20.—National Dahlia Society's Metro-

politan Exhibition at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park. N.W. (two days).

Departure of a Scottish gardener.—
We understand that Mr Clark, wlio has been gar-

dener to Mrs. Callender at Preston Hal], Midlothian,

is leaving to go to the United States. Mr. Clark

has done good work at Preston Hall, and a gar-

dener of his abilities is certain to attain a good
position in his new sphere of labour.

Honours at the Japan-British Exhibi-
tion.—Messrs. Kelway and Son, Langport, Somer-
set, inform us that the Superior Jury of the Japan-
British Exhibition, in consultation with the head-

gardeners of the exhibition, have awarded the firm

the Grand Prize for the hardy plants which have
been planted by Messrs. Kelway in the grounds
at Shepherd's Bush.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-
stitution.—The King has been graciously pleased

to become Patron of the Gardeners' Royal Benevo-
lent Institution, of which His Majesty, as Prince

'of Wales, was formerly President. Queen Mary
has also been graciously pleased to continue her

patronage which, as Duchess of York and Princess

of Wales. Her .Majesty accorded to the institution.

Increasing soil fertility.— .\n announce-

ment of more than usual interest to those whose
duty it is to till the soil and to take crops therefrom

was made by Dr. E. J. Russell in the agricultural

section of the British Association's meeting at

Sheffield early last week. Describing the results

of investigations made by himself and Dr. H. B.

Hutchinson at the Rothamsted Experimental

Farm, Dr. Russell said that they found that

partial sterilisation of the soil by heat or treatment

with volatile antiseptics such as toluidine led to a

notable increase in the productiveness of such soil

shortly after the treatment had ceased. ."^s all

students of soil and plant foods are aware, the

majority of foods are rendered suitable for use by
plants by the agency of bacteria present in the soil,

and the theory advanced to account for the in-

creased productiveness of soil after partial sterili-

sation was that soil under ordinary conditions

contained organisms that were probably harmful

to, or checked the increase of, these food-preparing

bacteria. It was supposed that the partial sterili-

sation or treatment with poisonous organic vapour

destroyed such organisms without injuring the

bacteria. Gardeners have, of course, long recog-

nised that by burning soil its fertility was subse-

quently increased, though for a short time after

burning its fertility was very considerabh-

diminished, if not altogether destroyed. If the

theory put forward by Drs. Russell and Hutchinson

can be substantiated, the value of the discovery

can scarceiv be over-estimated.

GORRESPONDENOE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Sweet Pea controversy— It was in

1887 that I purchased my first copy of The Garden.
The price was 4d., and it contained much valuable

information, written by gardeners for gardeners,

that is to say, professional gardeners. It seems

now a very long time ago since that first copy came
into my hands. I was just of age, and in training

for the horticultural profession myself ; but, like

many young men, I was not true to my first love,

and abandoned the " calling of gentlemen " for

another, which doomed me to spend many years of

the intervening time in cities and towns. It has

oidy been during the last three years that I have been
able to find leisure once more to turn my thoughts

back to gardening. I find, however, a great change

has come over the horticultural world. This is the

day of the specialist. The new Hybrid Tea Roses
are a great advance in every way on the Perpetuals

of twenty-five years ago ; the beautiful race of

Cactus Dahlias are, again, a huge advance on the

old show and fancies ; and when I came to look at

the average villa garden I found that the amateur
specialist had arrived in strong force. Unfortu-

nately, many of these amateur specialists, who
profess to know all about certain flowers, can seldom
show good results in their gardens. These remarks
apply equally to the Dahlia grower, to the her-

baceous border man, to he of the bulb cult, and,

lastly, to the Emperor of them all, the Sweet Pea
coddler. I use this word as it seems to me to be
the only one to fit the case. Twenty-five years

ago all the above interesting types were not known
;

they have evolved in that time, and with it ray

Garden is now one penny only, but I must say

the quality of its information is even better. Now>
what I want to ask is this : If this is an age of

specialists—not gardeners, mark you—how is anv
Editor to please them all ? If you please " Statice,"

who is doubtless a specialist in something or other.

you will upset the Sweet Pea coddlers ; and if you
try to please the rosarians. you will get on the

nerves of the Dahlia growers. Adhere, Mr. Editor,

to your present lines, treat us all as gardeners
generally, not specialists, and our turn will come
round just at the right time ; at least, this is what
I invariably find.

—

John W. Hicks, Sutton Coldfield.

I think most of your correspondents who dis-

agree with the remarks of "Statice" regarding Sweet
Peas have missed the point. That " Statice " is a:

lover of Sweet Peas is proved by the fact that he-

grows 300 pots, and probably he would be pre-

pared to admit all that your correspondents claiin

for them in range of coloiir, grace, sweetness and
other features. His point was, I think, that too-

many horticultural adjectives have been imported

by contributors in their articles about this flower.

Most gardeners are dreadful " gushers " about

their favourite flowers, but the worst of all are the

journalistic descriptive writers who have in recent

years turned their attention to Sweet Peas. For

instance, it was not many years agO' that Coccinea

was introduced to the public with all the appro-

priate adjectives so dear to the descriptive writer ;

but I see in a recent issne your able con-

tributor, " Spencer," says " we grew it, not because

it was speciaBy meritorious." Sec. Now, either

the gush which heralded the advent of Coccinea

was misplaced or the statement that it was not

specially meritorious is incorrect. Having had

my say about Sweet Peas may I say how much I

enjoy reading the " Daffodil Notes," by the Rev.

Joseph Jacob ? This week I have had a right

royal time in growing Firetail, IVfichael and a few

other millionaire bulbs. In my imagination I

have been watching a pot of Narcissi which cost

me £60. How I rubbed my hands and chuckled

when I reflected that I alone (or perhaps one or

two others, including Mr. Jacob) out of all your

readers could afford to- grow them. It was, how-

ever, nothing but a dream. I awoke full of sorrow,

for, alas ! I am a poor man, and not even his

little list of newer Narcissi which he recommends
for early forcing, with prices ranging from is. to

£5 a pot, is within the capacity of my pocket.

Nevertheless, I do hope Mr. Jacob will not recom-

mend Mrs. Langtry, Victoria, Empress and such-

like plebeian bulbs, for, hke " the man in the street,"

I enjoy the romantic side of gardening.—H. J.

Crawford, New Barnet.

1 think that "Statice's" contention is right

in the main. Too much fuss is being made with the

Sweet Pea ; there are far too many named varieties

which vary only in name. Exquisitely beautiful as

is the Sweet Pea, it is only as a cut flower that it

really excels. The entire plant, whether grown in

columns or rows, falls short of perfect beauty.

Surely this is one of the reasons why it is mainly

grown in our kitchen gardens. In small flower

gardens it is ahnost impossible, so vast are its claims

on air and soil space. Plant Sweet Peas largely in

your flower garden and you must forego much of the

beauty of the Delphiniums, Phloxes and Asters.

—

H. M. [This discussion must now cease.

—

Ed.]

Hollyhocks at Shrewsbury—In your
otherwise excellent report of the great show at

Shrewsbury you omitted to mention the splendid

exhibit of Hollyhocks " entirely free from disease"

made by Messrs. Webb and Brand of this town. I

think great credit is due to them for their persever-

ance in face of the terrible disease that has affected!

Hollyhocks for so many years. The fact of their

being able to exhibit them in full leaf with no trace

of disease on them proves the progress that has

been made in the management of them by this

firm.

—

Ernest Robinson, Saffron Waldcn.

Forcing Narcissi In his rather late—or

shall I say " retarded " ?— reply to a little criti-

cism of mine on the above subject appearing iii
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The r.ARDKN of April z last, the Rev. J, laroli

would appear to have somewhat modified his views

during the past six months. In The Gakden of

1-eliriiary 26 your eorrespoiident stated that

c ultivators had to be " content with obvallaris,

Henry Irving, Golden Spur, princeps and the old

double vellow " if they desired to have " Daffodils

in the earlv weeks of the year." Mr. Jacob further

opined that " before long we shall be able to add

some different types to our old standard forcing

varieties." It was these sentences to which I took

exception, pointing out that these " different

types " had awaited the apathetic amateur for

years, and I promptly gave the names of four,

viz., I.eedsii, incomparabilis single and double,

odorus and Barri conspicuus, together with the

white-flowered trumpet Daffodil albicans, &c. Now,

Mr. Jacob complains that these are not " up-to-

date varieties." They are certainly not—Mr.

Jacob did not even hint at such—though at least

they are as much so as the " old standard market

sorts," for which we are still most thankful and

to which your correspondent apparently desired

additions. Had Mr. Jacob requested " up-to-

date " varieties, I certainly should not have cited

maximus, Leedsii and pallidus pracox as good for

mid-January, three very beautiful, dissimilar and

valuable kinds for the period named, though, of

course, very old acquaintances. I fear, however,

that Mr. Jacob would have a diflicnlty in matching

them for distinctness or amenability to the forcing

department, which in my mind was a vital point. I

do not say that the trio I have named have anything

in them from the commercial point of view, but for

home work and because of the variety they afford

at a time when flowers are scarce they possess a

value of their own. In early January the old

double yellow— I have repeatedly started picking

this before the first week was gone—has a value all

its own; but who wants it at all in April ? Curiously

enough, Mr. Jacob, referring to Leedsii, enquires,

" Where, by the way, will he (should I) find this

nowadays ? " as though this dainty kind was lost

and forgotten. In two lists at my elbow Leedsii

is quoted at quite a cheap rate per thousand, and I

imagine there would be little difficulty in getting

a few tons of it if required. Hence Mr. Jacob need

have no niisgivings. Here is the description given

of it in one of the lists referred to :
" Leedsii,

type, sih-ery white, starry, sweet-scented "—cer-

tainly not a bad set of attributes in a variety that

may be forced into bloom in mid-January. But

because the colour is not favoured in our markets

—

yellow being all the go—this dainty thing as a

forcer is unknown to those who delight in chaste

and beautiful flowers early in the year. Us forcing

value is even unknown to Mr. Jacob. Finally,

let me assure your correspondent that Barri con-

spicuus did not " flow from ray pen without my
knowledge," and that I gathered it in flower in

January of the present year and before the indis-

pensable ornatus. I admit it is " anything but a

good forcer " generally, but, like ornatus, it is open

to a little humouring, and it comes—when you

have learnt .all about it.—E. H. Jenkiss.

Arctotis grandiflora in an Irish gar-
den,— I enclose a photograph [reproduced on

page 459] showing Arctotis grandiflora in my garden

here
;
possibly it may be of interest to others.

I brought cuttings from Tresco (Scilly Isles)

twelve years ago, and have grown it ever since,

propagating it by cuttings taken in August, as it

will not stand our winters here. It is a grand plant

for a sunny site when it is grown down over a bank

or rockwork, and keeps in flower from June until

the first frosts. It grows very rapidly ; the plants

shown were from two cuttings planted out in .•\pril,

and the photograph was taken in August.—E. L. B.,

County Antrim.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

SCHIZANTHUS.—The earliest-sown batch

will now be ready for potting. Use

3-inch pots for the work. The potting

compost should consist of one part

loam, half leaf-soil and half well-decayed

manure, with a good sprinkling of sand

added, also a small quantity of soot. After potting

the plants should be grown on in a cold frame,

keeping them close and shaded till they have re-

covered from the shift. Schizanthus like cool

treatment, therefore the plants shovdd be allowed

to remain in the frame as late as possible, when

they may be removed to a cool, airy greenhouse

and placed as close to the glass as they can be.

Careful watering is necessary, otherwise, if kept

too wet, the plants are liable to damp off.

Hyacinths.—These are very useful for conserva-

tory decoration, and the bulbs should be obtained

and potted without delay. A good, porous soil

suits them, and they may be grown four or five in

fi-inch pots, according to the size of the bulbs-

.•\fter potting they should be plunged in ashes.

Primulas.—These should be taken out of the

frames and placed in the greenhouse without

delay. Afford them plenty of ventilation both

day and night. No fire-heat will be required for

a week, or possibly a fortnight, according to the

state of the weather.

Flower Garden.
Border Carnations.—The rooted layers should

be planted in their permanent quarters without

delay. The ground that has been roughly pre-

pared, ought to be made firm by treading. Make
it level, and draw out drills 18 inches apart. Sever

the layers from the old plants carefully, and take

them up with a good ball of soil attached. Plant

firmly 18 inches apart and, if dry weather prevails,

afford them a good watering. Well-rooted layers,

carefully handled, soon recover from the shift

and become thoroughly established before winter.

In very wet, cold gardens it is often necessary to

pot some plants for reserve.

Delphiniums.—The present is an excellent time

for planting. Give the ground a good dressing

beforehand. Bold groups are most effective, and

the various shades ought to be planted separately.

Wall Gardening.

To those who intend to try wall gardening, the

best advice is to commence now. By carrying

out the operation early in the autumn the plants

become established before winter. The advantage

of autumn planting lies in the fact that the atmo-

sphere is more humid and plants take root more

quickly than they do if the operation is delayed

till late February or March. Then the drying

winds are so penetrating that many subjects get

shrivelled up before they have the chance to grow.

Of course, the choice subjects, such as Androsace,

Edraianthus and Onosma, which have such a

dislike to the wet of winter, may be held over til

spring. In forming a dry wall the joints between

the stones should run into each other. This plan

allows better facilities for the water to penetrate

through the whole of the soil, and the planting

should go on as the building proceeds. Plants of a

tufted habit must not be placed directly under

those of a hanging or creeping habit ; thus, Erinus

planted under Aubrietia would in time become

smothered by the latter as it grows.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-g;'rdener to C. Bew'es, E'sq.)

Itnainn Hull, Plvmoiith.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.
P R O P a G A T I N ('. .

Antirrhinums.—Seedlings invariably give the

finest flowers, but it sometimes happens that an

extra fine variety has occurred, and to ensure its

retention a number of cuttings should now be

taken and inserted in a cold frame. Side shoots

without flower-buds in the points make the best

cuttings ; but it is not always easy to secure suffi-

cient of these, so recourse must be had to the

sturdiest, short-jointed growths that are showing

for flower. If the points are pinched out, the

cuttings will be very little inferior to those from

better shoots. Shade well for several weeks.

Pentstemons.—The wonderful improvement that

has been made in this fine plant during the last

decade has raised it again in public favour. Like

the Antirrhinum, it is quite easy to raise from

seed ; but, of course, all named sorts must be

increased by cuttings. Sturdy side shoots should

now be plentiful, and if inserted in a bed of light

soil in a cold frame seldom fail to root.

Protecting Plants from Frost.

Chrysanthemums.—Often at this season we
experience a sharp frost for one or two nights.

This is usually followed by two or three weeks of

fine weather, and if a little protection can be afforded

such plants as Dahlias and early Chrysanthemums,

a fine autumn display well repays the trouble.

Where sashes are plentiful, a temporary framework

should be formed over the beds of Chrysanthemums
and the lights laid on these. This protects the

blooms not only from sudden frosts, but also from

the heavy autumn rains. Of course, it may be

necessary to throw a few mats over the sashes

when a sharp frost is expected. Where no sashes

are available, mats, tiffany or such-like substitutes

must be used. Dahlias are much more difficult

to cover up from frost, but some little protection

should be given if possible.

Kitchen Garden.
Kidney Beans.—If a light frame or two can be

placed over the late sowing of this useful vegetable,

a few good dishes may be saved, which will be much
appreciated later on. If no frames are available,

mats can be used with fair success. Where the

pods are likely to get old before they can be used,

it is a good plan to lay them in salt for future use.

Pick when dry and lay in a glazed earthenware

dish, spreading a good layer of comnron salt between

the layers of Beans. Cover the dish with a clean

cloth and set in a cool, dry cellar.

Cauliflowers.—If the supply of this vegetable is

in firont of the demand, it is well- to pull up some

of the plants showing good heads and hang them

in a cool, rather moist place. They will keep

good for a week at least if so treated. When asked

for, cut in the usual way and lay in cold water for

an hour. Treated thus they will be very little

inferior to heads cut outside.

Onions.—Should these be inclined to be rather

thick in the neck and to remain green, a good

method is to take a digging fork and thrust it in

close to the offending bulbs. Partially lift the

Onions by this means, severing the roots somewhat.

By this simple plan the crop gets a check and

ripening usually sets in more rapidly.

Under Glass.

Cleaning.—Before housing the Chrysanthemums

and other plants that have stood outside during

the summer, it is well to wash down all glass and

woodwork and to remove all rubbish that may

have collected under stages, &c. Wash pots, clear

off weeds and dead leaves, making all sweet and

clean for the winter. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Unlilh^o:f.
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SWEET PEAS AT KELVE-
DON.

IT
was a pleasure recently to visit the seed-

growing farms of Mr.William Deal, Kelvedon,

Essex, for the purpose of inspecting the

Sweet Peas and other open-air flowers and

crops, which are there grown literally by

the acre for the sole purpose of seed pro-

duction. As a county Essex is perhaps unequalled

in this respect, and Mr. Deal finds himself practi-

cally in the centre of an industry whose magnitude

we will not attempt to gauge and whose import-

ance it would be difficult to over-estimate. Our

present visit was confined to the home or

" Brooklands " portion of Mr. Deal's farms, where

a chief item just now, as for weeks past, is the

wealth and variety of Sweet Peas, of which flower

alone some six acres are grown, all on sticks, for

the purpose we have named. That is to say,

Mr. Deal, not being an exhibitor of Sweet Peas,

concentrates largely his energies, and not a

little of his enthusiasm—Mr. Deal is nothing if

not an enthusiast in that direction—upon that

particular flower. Hence we were not treated

to, or enamoured of, those, cultural excesses which

result in plants many feet high, or that excess of

this end mucli time and labour are bestowed, and

a " rogue " has to be endowed with more than

ordinary cuiming to escape the ever-alert eye of

the detective on duty here. Hence what we saw

is the outcome of high-class field culture—those

rational, up-to-date methods which long ago

deleted from their systems those grosser notions

of cultivation which but rob the plant of its charac-

ter and that productiveness or seed yield from

which the grower looks for his returns.

Needless to say, a large number of varieties are

grown in quantity, the great rows of the more

popular sorts extending to some 260 yards in

length, and several abreast, as it were, forming a

sumptuous feast of the flowers. To attempt to

deal with even a fractional part of the whole is

not our intention, and we incline rather to

deal with some of the most conspicuous of the

novelties raised at Brooklands. Of primary im-

portance is Giant Waved Cream, of decidedly

rich, heavy cream tone, the buds and opening

flowers assuming almost the longed-for yellow

shade. Even here, rationally and naturally grown

and unforced, this is a giant indeed, one, more-

over, that is bound to tower well above its fellows

in the same colour class for some time to come.

It is in every way a great gain, the size of the

rose mauve colouring, is both good and distinct.

Last, though not least, among the novelties noted

—the list must not be taken as exhaustive or com-
plete of those raised by Mr. Deal—is Scarlet

Monarch, a waved variety of the highest excellence,

whose brilliance defies description. It is in every

way a magnificent variety, purely self-coloured

and without an equal here. Mrs. Routzahn, re-

markable for its delicate charm, is here in strong

force, and is regarded as indispensable. Constance

Oliver, Evelyn Hemus, St. George, Mrs. Henry
Bell, Improved Edrom Beauty, Zarina (a lovely

thing), the brilliant if not sunproof Earl Spencer,

Marbled Blue, Miriam Beaver (salmony pink), Etta

Dyke, King Edward Spencer, Flora Norton, Mrs.

Hardcastle Sykes, Countess Spencer and John
Ingman are a few among the many that assisted

to cover the broad acres at Brooklands. But

these were not all. In a place apart, a sort of

" Holy of Holies," we had the privilege of seeing

a most interesting series—not yet ripe for dis-

tribution—whose flowers in pink and white,

intense blue and other shades were marked like

watered silk, and for which we predict presently

no small amount of popularity.

Other crops filling considerable stretches ot

land were Godetias, Helichrysums, Sweet William

flowers, as'well as their great substance, impressing pjnk Beauty, Brilliant Scarlet and others, Machet

Mignonette (a grand lot). Rose Carmine Candy-

tuft and a pure white Candytuft named Snow-

j
flake, whose crimped or crested flowers on giant

i spikes render it highly distinct and decorative.

We regard it as a valuable addition to its class. A
new green-seeded Broad Bean named Brooklands

Prize is both handsome in pod and exceedingly

! prolific, and for which a large demand is expected

I if we may judge from the extensive area now covered

by the nearly ripe seed crop.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

T

Sdobbie's improved winningstadt cabbage.

inches of stem in which the exhibitor of such things

takes keen delight. Rather were we distinctly

impressed by the naturalness of the crop as a whole,

the normal beauty and charm of the flower in its

many and varying aspects, and the abundant

promise of a good seed harvest, despite a summer
that has been remarkable for much absence of

sunlight and warmth, and, therefore, not a littk-

of that genialness of temperature so much desired

bv the seed-growing farmer and gardener alike.

Trueness of stocks was equally marked, and

must have been a source of much satisfaction to

the proprietor, seeing its importance to the seeds-

man, the gardener and the exhibitor. To secure

one distinctly. Winsome, described by the raiser

as of heliotrope pink shade, is a truly delightful

flower, and handsome withal. Colleen, the most

attractive bicolor we have seen, and which stood

out so prominently at the National Sweet Pea

Exhibition of a week or two ago, is quite one of

the most fascinating of these flowers ;
while

Queenie, in coloiu: between Evelyn Hemus and

Paradise Ivory, is as delicate and fair as its name

so well suggests. In habit, however, it is

possessed of a vigour of its own. Winifred

Deal, briefly described, is an improved Elsie

Herbert, and merits much praise. Bertrand

Deal, a particularly fine waved variety of pale

THE WINNINGSTADT CABBAGE.
HERE are few of the numerous varieties

of Cabbages in commerce or grown here

that have more distinguishing charac-

teristics than has the Winningstadt.

The illustration we give of it will

serve to indicate that to those not

familiar with it, but those who do know it may
pick it out from all others readily. The leafage

is of a deep glaucous green, the hearts singularly

firm and solid, the leafage being folded over to

enfold the heart in the tightest possible grip.

We know of no Cabbage which gives such solid

hearts when well grown as does this variety. The

top or point of each heart has invariably a little

rosette or curl, which is never absent in the true

stock. The Cabbage illustrated was one of several

exhibited at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on August 2 by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

seedsmen, of Edinburgh, and was grown by them

at their seed farm, Mark's Tey, Essex. The variety

as presented by this firm received an avjard of

merit ftrom the Royal Horticultural Society. It is

but right to say that this form represents the

firm's Improved Winningstadt, as by constant

selection they have not only materially dwarfed

it, but have also in other respects improved it.

The heads then shown were from an October

sowing in a cold frame last year, the plants being

put out in the spring on to ordinary farm land.

Could this variety but be as widely known by cotta-

gers and allotment workers in the South as it is

in the North, it would be found, as a summer

Cabbage, a winning variety at every show in the

kingdom. As a cooked Cabbage it is tender and
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delicious. In the " Vegetable Garden," M. Vil-

luorin has botli well illustrated and described this

Cabbage, which is evidently of (".ernian or Pome-

ranian origin. He writes of it in high terms as of

a " middling early kind, exceedingly productive,

and cannot be too highly spoken of." Under the

practised eyes of the Scottish firm who have secured

so excellent a name in horticulture, the Winning-

stadt Cabbage is now far better than in M. Vilmorin's

time.

RADISHES FOR THE WINTER.
The Radish is not grown for use in winter nearly

as much as it deserves, as it is a valuable addition

to the salad-bowl if the roots are fresh and tender.

For a winter supply there are not many varieties

in this country, but on the Continent they are very

numerous, and nearly all colours are represented

by some very large roots. The two best are Black

Spanish and China Rose. The first-named is a

roundish root with black skin, and of this there

are two forms, one called the Long Black Spanish.

China Rose is oblong or oval at times, having a

bright rose colour, and both are excellent for

sowing in September for a winter supply. There is

also a scarlet variety of the last-named called the

Turnip-shaped China, an excellent winter variety,

and one that remains soUd for months when full

grown if stored in soil in a place just frost-proof.

It has fine white flesh and a mild, agreeable flavour.

The winter varieties in a well-drained soil will

stand in ths open, b\'.t in a stiff, heavy soil I havf

found it best to lift in December and store as

advised. G. Wythes.

THE ROSE GARDEN
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

{Continiit'd from page 451.)

THE following six varieties obtained the

silver-gilt medal of the National Rose

Society this year :

Earl of Gosford (H.T., S. McGredy
and Son).—A grand colour, somewhat
resembling Leslie Holland, but pro-

bably a more suitable variety for the garden.

Evtlyn Dauntsey (H.T., S. McGredy and Son).

—

This is a pretty Rose, blush colour on inside of

petals and rich rose on outside. There are several

of this type now, and it struck me we could very

well do without this variety.

St. Helena (H.T., B. R. Cant and Sons).—

A

delightful Rose destined to becunie a favourite.

It has the fine conical form of Pharisaer, but of a

colouring more of the style of Melanie Soupert.

Mrs. Foley Hobbs (T., .A. Dickson and Sons).

—

This is a splendid Tea Rose, of ideal form, remind-

ing one of the novelties in Teas we used to get

years ago. Whether it will prove sufficiently

distinct from W. R. Smith I am unable to say

until I have tested the former outdoors ; but,

judging from the blooms I saw at Holland House,

the variety is quite distinct and, I should say,

capable of being produced of a larger size than

W. R. Smith, although this grand variety can be
had quite of middle-row style.

Mrs. G. Shawyer (H.T., Lowe and Shawyer).

—

.\s seen at Regent's Park this gave me the

impression of being too much like Joseph Lowe. I

cannot see the advantage of adding to the already

overburdened collection of pink Roses, for they

dominate everything, and. unless of exceptional

merit, it would be better if they were not named.
Frank Thorpe (H.T., H. Dickson).— I should

not be surprised if this Rose does not supersede

,1. B. Clark. It is of much the same shade of colour,

and I am told its growth is not so tall, a very welcome

feature. Its form is conical and the petals are

beautifully rcflexed.

Cards of commeiuiation were awarded this

season also to the following :

Colcestria (H.T., B. R. Cant and Sons).—Pro-

bably this Rose appears better on the plant than

it does when cut ; otherwise it did not impress me
as being of any special merit. The colour is a

dainty shade of pink..
]

Lucy H. Williams (T., S. McGredy and Son).

—

In a cool season like the present this variety will

be fine. Its form is beautifully conical and the

flowers clear ivory white.

Mrs. Gordon Sloan (H.T., .\. Dickson and
Sons). — .\ delightful blending of salmon and!
flesh pink shades, and the form is exquisite. It !

is a most promising variety. '

the variety merited the proud distinction. It is a

proof of what may be accomplished by the simple

crossing of a Hybrid Perpetual with such a marvel-

lous Rose as Soleil d'Or. .\lready this latter has

made for itself a great reputation as the pollen

parent of many lovely varieties, either directly

or indirectly, from its seedlings, and to it we owe
such fine sorts as Lyon Rose, .A.rthur R. Goodwin,
Beaute de Lyon, Entente Cordiale, &c., but I

think Juliet is the most wonderful. The flower

is of good form, globular and large, the petals on
the inside a rich carmine-scarlet, and on the out-

side old gold. When the petals reflex slightly at

the edges in the half-open flower the contrast of

the colours is marvellously beautiful, and it must
be seen to be believed. Its growth is very vigorous,

so much so that the Rose may well be grown as

^A^. '

ARCTOTIS GRANDIFLORA IN A.V IRISH GARDEN. (6Ve paje 459.)

Mrs. W. T. Massey (H.T., S. Bide and Sons).—

In the mass this too much resembles Irish Elegance,

although doubtless quite distinct. We must have

really distinct Roses if they are to live in our

collections. A Rose such as Mrs. Arthur R.

Waddell is so absolutely distinct that, although

in many respects rivalling Irish Elegance,

there is room for them both.

Rescue (Mr. Mattock, Headington, Oxon).

—

A single, huge-petalled Rose of bright cerise

colouring, shading to creamy white. The mass

of golden stamens and reflexed edges of petals

add much to the beauty of this useful novelty.

Roses honoured by the Royal Horticultural

Society this season have not been numerous.

.At the Temple Show two varieties were honoured

by receiving awards of merit. These were:

Duchess of Westminster (H.T., A. Dickson and

Sons).—A superb flower of large size, and of a

beautiful glistening pink colour resembling Dr. J.

Campbell Hall.

Excelsa (Wichuraiana, Walsh).—.A nearly double

crimson Dorothy Perkins. It has no relation to

that Rose, apparently, but more probably to

Hiawatha, .^.s shown from under glass it was a

very brilliant colour, but with me outdoors it has

not proved quite so bright ; nevertheless, it

is a most useful addition to the ramblers.

.\t Holland House the Royal Horticultural

Society gave the unusual award of a first-class cer-

tificate to Messrs. William Paul and Son's striking

novelty Juliet, and it was agreed on all hamls that

an isolated bush, or as a pillar, or even as a hedge,

and its fragrance is delicious.

At Holland House an award of merit was given

to Mrs. Foley Hobbs, previously described, and

also to

Mary Countess of Ilchester (H.T., A. Dickson

and Sons).—A large-flowered variety of a warm
crimson-carmine colour. It is so very free

in blooming that it will be used largelv for

bedding purposes where a high-class flower is

preferred.

Earlier in the year Messrs. Paul and Son re-

ceived an award of merit for

Freda (H.T.).—A rather uncommon colour,

rose, with shades of violet. The flower is of elegant

form and fairly full. On July 19 an award of

merit was given to Mr. Charles Turner for

Flame, a variety of the multiflora type, whose

semi-double, rosy crimson blooms, with whitish

centres, are produced in huge trusses that will

make this a useful rambler.

The foregoing are, I believe, all the Roses that

have been honoured this year in this country.

It may be interesting to some readers if I give next

week a list with brief descriptions of som^good novel-

ties of this year and last, and for convenience sake

I will name them alphabetically. P.

{To be continued.)

[Since the above n.otes were written the Kev. J. 11.

Pemberton has received an award of merit lor

Daphne, a pink Polyantha that was described on

page 454 of our issue for last week.

—

Ed.]
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
NARCISSUS FIRETAIL.

I

AM glad to know that our Editor is publish-

ing in this issue the illustration of Firetail,

which he kindly sent me a few weeks since,

and which I commented upon in my notes

in the issue of August 27. In that large

and beautiful class of flowers which are

almost Poets it ranks very high indeed. Its size

(3I inches across the perianth and three-quarters

of an inch across the eye), its perfectly formed

perianth of the palest primrose,

its deep scarlet eye, overlaid, as

it were, all over with bright

crimson, and the solidity of its

texture, all combine to make it,

as Miss Currey says, " a magni-

ficent flower." It was raised by

Mr. E. M. Crosfteld, who is

rapidly qualifying (if he has not

already done so) to be looked

upon as a sort of W. G. Grace in

the Daffodil world. I often say

to myself, Would they ever

have got him out if he had had

the modern billiard-tables on

which to bat. And who would

beat " E. M." if he had the

ideal climate of Cornwall in

which to grow and prepare his

flowers for show ? Not that he

is a showman only ; he is also

in the very front rank of our

seedling-raisers. A man whose

name is qualified to appear

in brackets after such flowers

as Empire, Countess of Stam-

ford, Challenger, Majestic, Mrs.

E. M. Crosfield, Faction, Snow
King and Firetail has every

reason to be proud of what

he has done, and may justly be

considered to have got pretty

high up in the tree. This mag-

nificent flower received an

award of merit at Birmingham
this spring, and it has this

autumn the distinguished

honour of appearing on the

title-page of Miss F. W. Currey's

list ot Daffodils.

Joseph J.\cob.

well-decayed cow or bullock's manure may be

added to the soil round the roots, and where the

plants have to be fixed in old baskets or other

receptacles to be sunk in position this should be

well mixed with the soil placed in the baskets, and
the latter then sunk by means of stones. If the

manure is thoroughly decayed, the water may be

slightly discoloured, but no offensive effluvium

will be given off.

Where the plants have been established for

some time and are showing loss of vigour, which

occasionally occurs in some ponds, the application

of some clear manure-water will be useful 'and

MANURING WATER
PLANTS.

Although there are some dis-

ad vantages attending the

manuring of aquatics, yet it is

fairly well proved that it serves

a good purpose by encouraging

greater vigour of foliage and
assisting both the numbers and
the size of the flowers. This is

no slight gain, and ^its attain-

ment without making the water offensive to the
senses of sight and smell is well worth considering,

although it is difficult to secure it in all positions, such
as in the case of tanks or ornamental ponds close

to a dwelling, or in prominent places. The simplest
and least offensive way is by the application of the
manure when planting is first performed ; but, of

course, the effect becomes exhausted in thecourseof
lime, and some other iiietliuil may require to be
adopted.

In first planting the aquatics, either Nympha;as
or other khids, a liberal addu.j.i ol thoroughly

Water Lily, Nymphaja alba, by the addition of

manure, and remarked that the flowers and leaves

were of twice the natural size. Mr. Amos Perry

has just introduced a new Water Lily manure,
which promises to meet a long-felt want. It is

in the form of small, square cakes, and the method
of application is exceedingly simple. This is to

break a cake in two and to sink a half near each
I plant. It is claimed for this manure that it will

;
be of great value and will assist the plants greatly,

especially where they cease flo\vering prematurely

from want of vigour. From the analysis of the

manure there is no doubt that it will be extremely

useful, and being in such a

portable and convenient form it

will be of great assistance. Mr.

Perry has found that it is ad-

visable to soak the cake of

manure for a few hours before

application should it be very dry

when received. S. Arnott.

THE NEW NARCISSUS FIRETAIL. ^Natural size.)

practicable in a small tank during the winter, but

it must be as inoffensive to the smell as possible.

I have seen guano used, but some employ artificial

fertilisers. Of course, this is practically impossible

in a large pond, and there it is more desirable to

drain off the water and again apply some solid

manure. One cannot, however, recommend the

addition of manure where gold-fish are kept in

the ponds, and adding too much will cause too

rank growth and too much vigour. The late Mr.

F. W. Burbidge in one of his works pointed out

A SILVERY-LEAVED
SAXIFRAGE.

(Sa.xifkaga paradoxa.)
Troubles of nomenclature are

so numerous among many
flowers, and especially among
the Saxifrages or Rockfoils, that

it is somewhat appalling to

have to write of any special

Saxifrage of certain types by a

distinct name. This is the case

with that shown in the illus-

tration on page 463, and known
in gardens as Saxifraga para

doxa, but which we are told

should really be called Saxifraga

Aizooii paradoxa. Its claim

to be considered a form of

Aizoon is not beyond suspicion,

and we find such an eminent
authority on these Silvery Saxi-

frages as Mr. Reginald F'arrer

saying that it " is a parado\

indeed. I am fairly catholic, 1

hope, but I cannot see by what
right this plant dares to call

itself an Aizoon at all." How-
ever, we must take things as

they are, but it simplifies

matters for the garden if we
drop the Aizoon and call it

I'lain and unadorned S. para-

doxa.

As a rock plant the charms
of this Rockfoil lie mainly in

its foliage. It is one of the

Saxifrages which is, to tell the

truth, rather deficient in floral

beauty. Not that its flowers

are not as beautiful in form

and in growth as those of its

compeers of the same section,

but they are duller in colour

than most of its class, being

a kind of greenish yellow. So much for its short-

comings, and now for its virtues. As a fohage plant

it is simply exquisite, and we have few if any

of its class which are so much admired when

out of bloom. It forms a lovely little cushion of

long, silver-braided leaves in rosettes. The general

colour of the leaf is a kind of blue-grey, but the

margins are exquisitely marked with silver, and

no one who loves a Silvery Saxifrage should be

without it. Whether on the level terrace of the

rock garden or planted in a crevice or on a rocky

the remarkable effect produced upon our native - wall this Saxifrage is worthy of our admiration
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Its iviltiiri' pri-si'iils un difficulty, luit 1 tliiiik

it prefers a good loam, freely mixed with s;rit and

sand. 1 usually add some <->ld mortar rubbish or

pieces of limestone when plantiu}; the Silvery

Saxifrages, and the plant here illustrated is treated

to such a compost. It is all the better for having

.1 lew stones laid round the necks of the rosettes

when first planted, and it should receive at least

annual top-dressings of similar compost to that

used in planting, working this well among the

rosettes, and watering it in should dry weather

continue after the top-dressing. It increases with

fair rapidity, althoiigli not so speedily as some others,

and is quite hardy. The plant shown in the illus-

tration is growing in a western exposure, but

this Saxifrage seems to flourish in almost any

aspect.

Dumfries. S. Ar.nott.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

the persistent formation of long, strong wood. It

frequently occurs that trees planted in the autumn
grow too grossly in the succeeding season, and when
this is the case the lifting and replanting will often

give the required check and obviate the necessity

for proper root-pruning at a later date. With
established trees which make such luxuriant wood
that they do not give flowers, it will be necessary

to cut a trench round the bole, roughly 3 feet away
from it and about 2! feet deep. If the work is

done with a sharp spade the coarser roots will be

severed, but it is imperative that each one shall

be cut smoothly over from beneath upwards with

a sharp knife before the trench is again firmly

filled in with soimd loam. In those instances

where the presence of a strong tap root is suspected,

a cross-trench must be cut directly to the trunk

and the root severed. It has been said that the

trench should go completely round the tree, but

if this is one of considerable age and size, it will be

\viscr to operate on one half the first year and

of buds at the time the trees are starting into

growth is due to a considerable extent to dryness

of the soil, coupled with hot sun and a parching

atmosphere, at the time the buds are ripening. At
one time it was thought that bud-dropping was
due to unripened wood; but I think just the opposite:

the wood gets too ripe and the buds too forward.

We make it a rule to examine our borders weekly,

and if found dry, water is freely supplied, supple-

mented with liquid manure at intervals till the soil

is made thoroughly moist thronghovit the whole

of the borders.

Sometimes the surface of the borders becomes
somewhat hard and cracks appear. Should this

occur, these cracks must be well tilled with fine

soil and the surface slightly pricked up so as to

allow the water to more eveidy soak into the soil,

after which a light mulching with manure will

prove helpful in preserving the moisture. Pruning

and thinning of the shoots I usually leave till later

in the season, sav, about the second week in

FRUIT NOTES.

HAKXKSTING CROPS.— It is much to

be feared that the task of harvesthig

the crops of fruit in the vast majority

of British gardens this season will

not involve nearly as much labour

as the owners of the trees would

desire, simply because the burdens are light from

one end of the country to the other. This being

the case, it is imperative that the full value of what

crops there are shall be ensured to their growers,

and to this end no efforts must be spared to secure

them at just the right time and to handle them
with so much care that it is impossible for the

slightest damage that might impair their keeping

or other qualities to be done. Each specimen

should be tested by lifting carefully upwards

towards the spur, and unless it parts freely it should

be allowed to remain a little longer. With heavy

crops this cannot be managed, and the average of

ripeness must necessarily be taken ; but in this

year of scarcity it ought always to be had recourse

to by amateurs. In storing, a place with an equable

temperature should be requisitioned, and the

fruits ought to be put in single layers and be

frequently examined.

.\uTUMN Strawberries.—These do not, unfortu-

nately, develop a really good flavour in most ol

our gardens, but it is possible to assist matters in

this direction to a material degree by placing old

frame-lights over the plants. To facilitate this

the plants of St. Antoine de Padoue, or other

approved variety, should always tave a position

on a warm border, where they will naturally secure

the benefit of as much sun as possible and where

it will not be difficult to arrange to put the sug-

gested lights in place. The glass will ensure the

utmost benefit from the sun ; it is to this that

we owe the excellent quality which our best summer
Strawberries possess, and it has the same, though

not perhaps to an equal degree, effect on the

autumn fruiters.

Root-pruning.—This is a task of which the

average amateur fights exceedingly shy, fearing

that he will do more harm than good by interfering

with those parts of the plant that are below the

surface of the soil ; and yet it is commonly an
imperative operation if the trees are to fulfil the

object of their culture—to produce fruit. In many
instances the operation may be reduced to the

simple expedient of lifting and at once replanting
;

but this can only be adopted with young, recently

planted trees, and can scarcely be correctly termed

root-pruuing, notwithstanding the fact that it

gives the check w^hich is essential to direct the

energies of the plant towards fruition instead of to

A SILVERY-LEAVED ROCKFOIL : SAXIFRAGA PARADOXA,

leave the other portion to be dealt with the

following autumn, in case the shock should be too

severe for the tree to withstand it. The operation

of root-pruning can be carried out at any time

during the autumn, but it is, generally speaking,

preferable to finish it before the leaves have fallen

from the branches, and it is always absolutely

necessary that it shall be accompanied or imme-

diately followed by intelligent branch-pruning
;

but to this aspect of the case attention will be

directed in a later issue. Fruit-gkowek.

THE AUTUMN TREATMENT OF
PEACH AND NECTARINE TREES.

Trees which have been cleared of their fruit will

require every attention for some time it good

crops arc to be obtained another season. I know

of nothing so detrimental to Peach and Nectarine

trees as dryness at the roots after the crops have

been gathered. In ray opinion, based upon many
years' experience and close observation, the loss

October, w'hen the sun has less power, and I have

no reason to complain of the results.

Soil and tools should be got ready for trans-

planting large fruiting trees, as the work must
be done early if the trees are to bear good fruits

next year. I have lifted trees very successfully

in October from the open walls and planted theiu

under glass, kept the foliage w-cll syringed, the trees

shaded in bright weather, and the house rather

close for about ten days to a fortnight, with excellent

results. Great care should be taken when lifting

large trees to see that the roots arc thoroughly

moist before commencing to disturb thein, and not

to damage any more than can be helped during

the operation, this applying especially to those

fibrous roots which we all so much desire to find.

kny large roots that are damaged should have

the injured portions cut away with a sharp knife.

It is marvellous how readily Peach trees respond

to removal providing the work is judiciously

carried out. H. M.\rkham.

Wrutham Park Gardens, liarnel.
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gARDEJ^i:JiG FOR BEGI^^NiERS.
POT CULTURE OF FREESIAS. GRAPE HYACINTHS AND FRITILLARIES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BV WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—There have not

been many brown lawns seen during

the past summer, only a few patches

where the ground has dried up
owing to its very sandy nature and

where the soil was shallow on sunny

slopes. It has been necessary to make constant

use of the mowing-machine, and the roller attached

(. —FREESIAS FOR CONSERVATORY DECORATION
SHOULD BE GROWN IN 5-INCH POTS, ARRANG-
ING FIVE OR MORE GOOD BULBS 2 INCHES
APART AND I INCH DEEP, AS REPRESENTED
ABOVE.

lias kept down uneven surfaces. Now, however,

it will be advisable to use the lawn roller at least

once each week both on lawns and paths. If the

lawns are rolled in one direction one week, they

must be rolled in an opposite direction the ne.xt.

By adopting this plan the surface is kept even

and not waved, as would be the case if all the

rolling was done one way. Budded Roses must

be very carefully examined. We have lately

experienced some rough, windy weather, and the

consequences may be that some branches have

been partially broken off. It is no use retaining

such branches ; they nmst be cut off entirely and

others duly supported by a few neat stakes. The
Gladioli have been extremely attractive this year,

and no time should be lost in correcting names
where the latter are wrongly placed, so that varie-

ties replanted next season may be true to name.

It is advisable to stake the flower-spikes, as

they are weighty and easily displaced by strong

winds. Michaelmas Daisies should also be supported

and notes made of any alterations that may be

deemed necessary in the replanting of the clumps.

The stock plants of Lobelias, Verbenas and similar

kinds should now be lifted and potted, and for a

short time kept in a comparatively cool frame.

Vegetable Garden.—No one can grow fine vege-

tables in a poor, shallow soil, but the latter, if

well trenched and enric hed with manure, may be

vastly improved in a single year and made to yield

very good crops. I feel quite sure that many
beginners have had to deal with poor soils during

the present year and have experienced some

disappointment. Owing to failure success may
come, and will come if the ground is trenched at

once. Those who have failed may wonder what

they can do to reap better results next year. I do

not hesitate to say, trench, trench, trench. Com-

mence at once and go down quite 30 inches, loosen-

ing the lowest 12 inches of soil, thoroughly breaking

it up, but leaving it below. Directly any crops

such as Peas, Beans, Onions, Carrots and Beet ai

cleared from the ground, the latter should be

trenched if there is no other special use for it.

Indeed, it would be much the wisest plan to do

the trenching and not attempt to cultivate any

other crops on it first. It is well to trench soil of

Kood quality also. Thin out winter Spinach early

and also late-sown Turnips.

Fnitl Garden.—The time will very soon come

when the fruit-grower will be busy planting young

tniit trees. In the meantime the soil must be dealt

with, and a beginning should be made this week.

Too often fruit trees are planted in unprepared

ground. I know of one very special case where this

was done, and the trees are poor ones now, after

the lapse of many years. The soil was good, but

not trenched. In another instance where the soil

was trenched the fruit trees have, in only a few

\ears, done remarkably well. The soil was

very poor, too. Owners of small gardens do not

grow as many cordon fruit trees as they ought to.

During the next few days notes should be made of

spare wall spaces and buttresses, so that cordons

of Pears, Plums and a few choice Apples may be

planted in due course. Bury burnt soil and rubbish

in the ground when engaged in trenching the

latter for fruit trees.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Specimen plants in

pots growing on lawns and in flower-beds must now

be brought in and placed in the greenhouse. Now,

if the specimens in question are well taken care of,

they will look really well in greenhouses during the

winter months. They are worth taking care of,

as many years must pass before large plants can

be grown. At first on all fine days admit air to

them freely. When putting Azaleas in green-

houses be quite sure that the leaves are clean—free

from red spider and thrips. Rather less water

will now be required by greenhouse plants generally.

The demand upon frame space at this season is very

great, so avoid undue crowding of plants and

ventilate freely. Place Solanums (S. Capsicas-

trum) in the frames now ; then the berries will be

very highly coloured. Remove Libonias from the

frames to the greenhouse. A. A.

POT CULTURE OF THE FREESIA,
MUSCARI AND FRITILLARIA.

The three subjects mentioned above can be grown

in pots or boxes quite easily, and for this reason

they may appeal to the beginner who in the past

may have been content to grow only Hyacinths

and Tulips wherewith to make his greenhouse or

conservatory gay in the early months of the year.

Freesia refiracta and F. refracta alba, the former

having white and orange flowers, and the latter,

as the name suggests, white flowers, are among the

most easily grown of spring-flowering bulbs.

Too frequently the potting up (jf the bulbs is

done too late in the season, and this invariably

detracts from their flowering satisfactorily. There

is no better period than August and September,

and those who liave grown this subject in previous

years, and who have allowed their bulbs to ripen

in the pots in which they flowered last spring,

may now shake them out of their pots and repot

the bulbs in fresh soil and in other pots or boxes.

Other readers who have no such supplies to draw

upon should make the necessary purchase from

the bulb dealers forthwith. The bulbs can be

purchased quite cheaply. For conservatory

decoration pots either 5 inches or 6 inches

in diameter should be utilised, and they should

always be washed quite clean before use.

Carefully crock the pots with potsherds, arranging

the latter so that they form an excellent drainage

of the soil 'a be placed in the pots subsequently.

A suitable compost for this subject is made up of

three parts good loam, one part leaf-mould, one

part dried cow-manure and one part coarse silver

sand or clean road-grit. Should it be difiicult to

procure the much-valued cow-manure, use any

well-decayed manure that is available. Mix the

foregoing thoroughly, and pass the ingredients

through a coarse sieve before mixing them. Eight

or ten bulbs in a pot 6 inches in diameter will

make a beautiful display, and five in a 5-inch pot

will answer equally well, as represented in Fig. i.

A larger number of smaller bulbs would, of course,

be necessary. Arrange the bulbs about 2 inches

apart and at least an inch deep. Cover these with

the prepared compost, and if this be fairly moist

when used, no water will be required until it becomes

dry.

Readers who desire to grow the {'"reesias for

cutting—and they are much appreciated in late

winter and early spring—should use boxes or pans.

In Fig. 2 a number of F'reesia bulbs, arranged in

alternate fashion in a somewhat narrow box a

few inches deep, are shown. Culture in these boxes

is a very simple affair. Plant and cover with soil

as advised for those in pots, and place both pots

and boxes in a cold frame, where they should remain

as long as the weather permits or until growth
commences. Very little water will be required

-EOU CUI FLOWERS FREESIAS .\1AV BE GROWN
IN BO.XES. ARRANGE THE BULBS IN

ROWS, ALTERNATING THEM IN SUCCESSIVE
ROWS, AS ILLUSTRATED.
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^j..

3. THE FEATHER HYACINTH (MUSCARI PLUMOSUM) MAY
BE GROWN IN PANS, AND THE BULBS SHOULD BE
PLANTED AS SHOWN IN THE ILLUSTRATION.

until growth is in evidence, and from this point

nntil they iiave ceased to flower they should be
watered freely, subsequent to which gradually

withhold water. Introduce successive batches

of Freesias into the greenhouse where the

temperature can be maintained at from 45°

to 55°.

The Muscari or Grape Hyacinths are more often

grown outdoors in masses, and in this way they

.are beautiful and most effective. Although quite

hardy, they are well adapted for pot culture.

They may be grown successfully in 5-inch or

b-inch pots or in boxes in similar fashion to the

Freesias, but they are never more effective than
when grown in pans of good dimensions. In

Fig. 3 a dozen bulbs arranged in proper order in

a pan 10 inches to 11 inches in diameter are shown,

and from such an arrangement a really dainty

and beautiful effect may be obtained. Half-a-

dozen bulbs in a 5-inch pot may be used with equal

success. Soil for this subject should comprise

two parts sandy loam, one part leaf-mould or well-

decayed cow-manure, and sufficient coarse silver

sand to make the compost porous. Mix well

before using.

There are a number of pretty species, of

which M. botryoides, bhie ; M. b. album, white
;

M. conicum (Heavenly Blue), blue ; M. comosum
(Tassel Hyacinth), deep blue ; and M. plumosum
(Feather Hyacinth), blue, of curious form, are

well known. The latter is figured in the last-

mentioned illustration, and the bulbs are larger

than some of the other species. In all cases where
the bulbs are smaller a larger number should be
placed in the pots or pans. After potting place

the pans, &c., under a layer of sifted cinders,

Cocoanut fibre refuse or clean sand till growth
commences ; then arrange in a cold frame, subse-

quently removing to a cool greenhouse or window
during the flowering period. Dry off after flower-

ing in a sunny spot outdoors.

The Snake's-head Fritillary (Fritillaria Melea-
gris).—This is one of the commonest of the Fritil-

larias, and is a native plant of Great Britain. I

have grown this Fritillary in pots and pans and
flowered it in a cold greenhouse, giving the plants
similar treatment to that accorded the Muscari.
In Fig. 4 a few bulbs of this subject arranged in

a 6-inch pot are shown. A sufficient depth has
been observed for the bulbs to be covered satis-

factorily. There are many other species of the
Fritillary, each of which has a beauty peculiarly
its own, and some, such as the Crown Imperials,
are very stately and effective when grouped in

masses in the hardy border. P. B. C.

\V.\TERINr, PLANTS IN HOUSES
AND FRAMES.

The well-being of a plant depends, to

a great extent, upon the way the watering

is done. Fine specimens are soon ruined

through injudicious watering. I lately

saw some plants that had been partially

spoiled through careless watering. The

plants in question were growing in pots in

the open air quite exposed to the rains,

and sh<^wers were frequent ; but notwith-

standing all this, water was poured into

the pots daily. Result : the roots were

crippled and starved, the soil soured,

and all owing to the atmosphere being

moist, evaporation from the leaves being

low and, consequently, the water artifi-

cially applied could not be absorbed.

The effect was to stop free growth and to

turn the leaves yellow. Plants growing

in pots in the open air should not be

watered in the evening in autumn

;

the morning is the best time, then there is

not as much danger of over-watering, because the

winds and sunshine in the day-time dry up exces-

sive moisture and the roots remain warmer at night.

In the autumn, winter and early part of spring

water should be given to pot plants under glass during

the morning, from nine to ten o'clock being a very

suitable hour. Then there is the question as to the

right quantity of water to give to each plant.

This can only be settled by the condition the plant

is in. If it is a I'uchsia, tuberous Begonia or

similar kind of plant that will shortly lose its

leaves naturally, watering must take place less

frequently : but when it is needed, sufficient must

be applied to thoroughly soak the soil in the

pot down to the drainage. Zonal Pelargoniums,

Cyclamen and similar plants which live and grow

throughout the winter, and especially those of a

fine fibrous-rooted nature, such as Primulas and

Calceolarias, must be most carefully watered,

never until the soil is getting rather dry, but

always applying sufficient to go right through the

pot. Avon.

know by long experience ; they are also acquainted
with the ripening periods of many of the fruits.

Not so the amateur, who, seeing the crop falling

to the ground, decides that it is time to gather.
Here, however, is a simple test. Cut open a fruit

and e.tamine the pips. If these are of a white
colour or just assuming a brown tone they are not
ripe for gathering; but if the pips are of a dark
brown colour they have arrived at the mature
stage, and may be gathered at any time. Even
then, however, there need be no undue haste in

the matter, for the fruits will continue to swell for

some time yet. Late-keeping varieties of Apples,
such as Bismarck and Lane's Prince Albert should
not be gathered till well into the month of October.
The Penalty of Early Gathering.—This

might be summed up in a few words, viz., im-
mature and flavourless fruits. Such fruits usually
are doomed to shrivelling or early decay, and thus
is the round of disappointment completed. This
is, of course, but the penalty of inexperience in

these matters, and those interested in them can-

not do better than consult a good book, such as

"The Fruit Garden," by Messrs. Owen Thomas
and George Bunyard.
Storing the Fruits.—Of an importance not

surpassed by the above is the storing of the fruits

when gathered. The ideal fruit-storing room is

a heavily thatched building of wood and reeds,

with possibly a straw or heather roof. In such a
place uniformly cool and moist conditions prevail,

and which are absolutely essential to success.
The other extremes of great dryness and change-
ableness of atmosphere are fatal to the successful

keeping of fruits. So, too, are closeness and warmth.
Fruits may be well kept in cool, moderately moist
sheds or cellars where the above conditions prevail
and where darkness is secured.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Gathering Fruit: A Warning.—Not infrequently

in town or suburban gardens a few fruit trees are

to be found, and all being well the plants should

now be groaning with the weight of the fruits.

There is, however, more than a passing sign of a

plenitude of maggot this year, and all fruits affected

will sooner or later fall to the ground, the sooner,

perhaps, in the event of a severe wind-storm. .Ml

this is but the outcome of the maggot-infested
crop, andsuch fruitsareonlyof service for immediate
use. It so happens, however, that the uninitiated,

seeing that a few fruits are brought to earth by
the wind, concludes that the time is ripe for gather-

ing the crop, and acts without further ado. Now,
there is no more fertile cause of failure than the

gathering of fruit before it is fully matured, and
it is this undue haste in such matters that I desire

to warn my readers against. Nor can it be too

widely known that many varieties of Apples swell

more perceptibly during the month of September
than at any other period. Hence, not merely
for the sake of maturity in the fruits, but equally
also because of the added size and weight such
maturity affords, should the crop be left a suffi-

ciently long time upon the trees.

The Test of Maturity.—" How am I to know
when the fruits are ready?" asks the amateur, and
the enquiry is a reasonable and natural one. The
professional gardener and the expert fruit-grower

.. THE snake's-head FRITILLARY IS A NATIVE
BULBOUS PLANT THAT MAY BE GROWN
QUITE SUCCESSFULLY IN POTS IF PLANTED
AS SHOWN ABOVE.

Auriculas.—Pot-grown examples of these, and
the choice show and alpine varieties in particular,

should now be protected from much rain, though
the advantages of a refreshing occasional shower
for the last-named section are often manifest.
Those with mealy foliage are likely to lose much
of their characteristic beauty when exposed to

rains, though, as a rule, it is replaced in time. At
the most the only protection needed is overhead,
and the plants love the coolness of the autuinn
days and nights. E. H. Jenkins.
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THE GREENHOUSE.
LATE-FLOWERING LILIES IN THE

GREENHOUSE.

WITH the practice that now pre-

vails of retarding the bulbs of

many Lilies, it is quite possible

to obtain flowers of such kinds

as L. auratum, L. longifiorum,

L. speciosum and L. tigrinum

Fortunei nearly throughout the year. In order to

retard the buibs expensive appliances are neces-

sary ; therefore the better plan is to obtain them

in a dormant state from the dealers—that is, just

as they have been taken ft-om the refrigerating

chamber—or they may be bought later on fully

established in pots just as the buds are developing.

While this last-named plan gives less trouble to the

purchaser, it is the most expensive, both as to the

price paid and the cost of carriage. Of the Lilies

above enumerated L. auratum is, as might be

expected from its erratic behaviour out of doors,

the least to be depended upon when retarded ;
but it

is such a striking species when at its best that it

cannot on any account be passed over. So universal

has the retarding process become that at many of the

large sales of Japanese bulbs held in London during

the autumn and winter months the greater portion

are bought in a wholesale manner for treating in

this wav.
Besides these Lilies that, at least in the case of

some, owe their late-flowering qualities to the

treatment they receive, though L. speciosum and

L. tigrinum Fortunei will often bloom till the ft-ost,

there are at least three others that are naturally

late-flowering, namely, L. nepalense, L. neilgher-

rense and L. sulphureum. The oldest and now the

rarest of the three is L. neilgherrense. whose long,

primrose-tinted trumpets 1 have often had in good

condition in the greenhouse during the months of

October and November. Twenty-five years ago

bulbs of this Lily used to be sent here in con-

siderable numbers. It, however, never proved

amenable to cultivation after the first season or

two, and as the native supply would seem to have

become gradually exhausted, it appears to have

almost died out. This is a pity, as it is a delightful

Lily, possessing among its other features an aromatic

fragrance essentially its own.

Lilium nepalense, the next to mention, has,

unlike the preceding, been imported in increased

numbers within the last few years. It is such a

distinct Lily that there is not the remotest danger

of confounding it with any other species. The

flower-stem, which attains to a height of 3 feet to

6 feet, is dark in colour and of a particularly firm

texture towards the base. In contour the flowers

somewhat suggest those of L. szovitzianum, though

with rather a more pronounced tube. In colour

they are yellow or greenish yellow, with a chocolate

purple centre. The shade of yellow varies con-

siderably, as also does the space that the purplish

portion occupies on the segments. Except in

favoured parts it must be regarded essentially

as a greenhouse Lily ; but it forms such a beautiful

autumn featmre in that structure, and can when

dormant be purchased at such a comparatively cheap

rate, that it merits extended cultivation.

Lilium sulphureum is a native of much the same

district in Burmah, and though the plants are as

distinct as they well can be, the bulbs, singularly

enough, greatly resemble each other. Of the two

L. sulphureum is the more robust, and has proved

to be a very satisfactory plant out of doors in some

districts. Where conveniences exist for planting it

out in the greenhouse it does well. When treated in

this way it will attain a height of 6 feet to jo feet

;

but if grown in pots and kept out of doors till the

flowers are developing, its stature will be less.

When first introduced this Lily was known as L.

wallichianum superbum. The flowers of L.

sulphureum are very large, trumpet-shaped and

highly fragrant. They are of a creamy tint, tinged

with red on the exterior, and inside are heavily

suffused with vellow. H. P.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—The Editor intends to

make THr; G-\RriEN helpful to nil leaders who denire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

imth that object tcill make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The G.iRDEN, 20, Tavistock

.street. Coeent Garden, London. W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the PUDLISHKK. The name and address

of the sender are required in additiml to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should he on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clcarli/ numbered and securely

packed in damp yrass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER (iARDEN.
Sowing Gentian seed (/. 7". S.).—The seed

should be sown in early October after it has become

well matured. The usual recommendation to

•' sow as soon as ripe " all classes of perennial seeds

has its drawback in the fact that they lie in the

soil, for some unaccountable reason, much longer

than other seeds of the same batch kept for a few

weeks. A mixture of good loam, leaf-soil and sand

in equal parts rubbed through a sieve of quarter-

inch mesh will do quite well. The seeds should be

lightly covered, given a gentle watering, the pan

to be placed in a uniformly cool place on ashes

where the worms cannot enter it, and after giving

a watering to settle the soil, cover it with darkened

glass to stay evaporation. Thus placed, no water

will be required for weeks to come.

Floiwer-bed on lawrn {P. M. Armstrong).—
We are afraid the si^e of the bed, 9 feet by 18 feet,

precludes the possibility of a continuous display

for the greater part of the year, as you desire, unless

you could grow a number of plants in pots or

otherwise to form a succession, bedding them out

as others fail or complete their flowering. A simple

bed of a free-flowering Rose such as Richmond
might for sprmg effect have Tulips or Daffodils,

and white Lilies and white Violas for later effects.

Or, again, the bed might be wholly occupied in

spring by either Tulips or Daffodils and covered

with scarlet, white, pink or other coloured Begonias

for the summer and autumn. Of perennials,

Pyrethrums, Irises, Lilies. Aster bessarabicus, A.

.\mellus. Campanula persicifolia, C. iVIoerheimii,

hybrid Pentstemons, Phloxes and the like would

each provide its quota of colour, and, preceded by

Tulips and Daffodils, might be succeeded by Asters,

Stocks, Godetias, Clarkias, Nemesias, Zinnias and

other things. The weak point of so much in so

small a space would be the lack of effect, there

being no room for free masses of things at any time.

Lilies failing (.F. B. M.).—The present season has

been a most trying one for Lilies in general, and we could

not assign a dVfliiite reason without fuller knowledge of

the circumstances. Not infrequently those of the auratum
and speciosum groups fail because no basal roots are formed
after the bulbs are received in this country from Japan, the

first season's growth being almost wholly dependent upon
the stem roots formed above the bulb. In the plight your
Lilies are the better plan will be to lift and examine them.

In all probability you will find them rootless and practically

in a state of collapse, and if so you had better discard them

without more ado. The failm-e of L. chalcedonicum might
be due to other causes than those stated, and in any case
it requires a long time to re-establish itself. Lilies, when
in good health, are not benefited by lifting each year.

Eremupus seeds (S. P. Lackey).—Sow the seeds at
once in prepared soil in a frame, arranging them in drills

2 inches asunder and planting the seeds so that there will
be room for developing. If you sow the seeds also 2 inches
apart, the seedlings may remain a couple of seasons without
disturbance. Yon do not say which of the Eremuri you
have, and there is some difference as to their powers of
retaining vitality. The majority are best sown soon after
ripening and usually vegetate the ensuing spring. Cover
the seeds 1 inch deep.

ROSE GARDEN.
Roses for pergola (H. H.). — We should

have preferred to have dug the borders 3 feet deep,

as these rambling Roses require a deep root-run

if they are to be a great success. By adding basic

slag to the lower soil you also provide the roots

with some good, lasting nourishment. You can

certainly plant the charming dwarf Cluster or

Polyantha Roses in the same borders. Pot-

grown plants, if of extra size, would certainly

enable you to cover the pergola more quickly, but

they sometimes appear very thin and lanky, and
do not fill up so well as ground plants. A good
plan is to plant one of each to each station, the pot

plant to cover the top and the ground plant to be

cut down to the ground, the subsequent growths

furnishing the base.

Rose foliage blighted yAmatear). — The leaves

you send arc affected with black spot, a fungus that causes
the foliage to drop prematurely. Try spraying with
potassium sulphide, loz. to ten gallons of water. Pick
up all fallen leaver and burn them.

Rose Iiady Astatown {Miss M. E. V.).—Your
plants have evidently sported, because the wood is

exactly like Lady Ashtown. It is a worthless sort, and
we should send some blooms to the inirseryman who
supplied the plants and ask him to replace with the true
kind.

Rosa bracteata (.1. P.. M.V.O.).—We believe the
variety you liavc is R. bracteata var. alba odorata, and
not the true Maria Lconida, which has leaves much smaller
than those you send. We think you would obtain the
true variety of Maria Leonida in a pot from Messrs. William
Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, and you could then compare
them.

mrhlte Banksian Rose not floweplng(£. M.ij.).

The Banksian l!n-i nciuiro \ery little pruning, as it

flowers on the gr(^\\tll^ matle tin- previous year. Perhaps
the roots are too dry and the foliage is suffering from mildew,
which frequently attacks it. Give your tree a good soaking
of water, and fork a little lime and bone-meal into the
border, covering it afterwards with manure to the depth
of 3 inches.

Rose White Dorothy Perkins {Mrs. J. B.).^
This beautiful sport has not yet become qmte fixed. We
have seen it this season producing blooms half pink and
half white, as those you send, and probably we shall

always lind this occurring more or less. The type itself,

namely, I>orothy Perkins, Is extremely sportive, as already
it has produced Lady Godiva. Christian Curie and Dorothy
Dennison. Perhaps someone will be able to fix the varie-

gated form : if so, it will be very pretty.

Rose Marechal Niel in a pot (Derby).—.\s your
plant exhibits no signs of breaking into new growth, we
think you would do well to plant it out into a border in

tlie greenhouse, or, failing that, repot it into the next size

pot. Probably the roots are so bound that they fail

to be active. When you turn the plant out, prod the ball

with a pointed stick to release the roots somewhat ; then
place the ball in a bucket of water for a few seconds. Re-
plant or repot at once, pressing the soil firmly about the
roots, and afterwards water the soil. Do not prune the
plant in any way at present. Probably your Tomatoes
are kept too wet at the root. Mulch the plants with tlie

manure, but refrain from applying quite so much moisture
as you have been doing.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Fumigating with cyanide of potassium

(.4. Davis).—Cyanide of potassium, or, rather, the

hydrocyanic gas which is given off when the

potassium is mixed with sulphuric acid, is so deadly

that excessive care must be taken in its manipu-

lation. A single inhalation of the fumes would

most probably have fatal results. Such being the

case, we do not advise its use in a structure

near a dwelling-house nor in a stove which is not

in a sufficiently good condition as to be thoroughly

air-tight, so that the fumes cannot escape until

they have lost their poisonous character. The
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operation is carried out by placing a certain

<]uantity of water in a i^hallow earthenware pan.

I'o this must be added the requisite amount of

sulphuric acid. The cyanide of potassium must
be so arranged over the vessel containing the

dilute acid that by pulling a string from the outside

of the house the cyanide will drop into the acid

and the de.idly fumes will be at once given off. It

is best done in the evening, and after the plants

have been exposed to the gas for an hour the venti-

lators should be opened from the outside, Every
precaution must be taken to make sure the atmo-

sphere is quite pure before any attempt is made to

enter the house. In cyaniding, the temperature

must not be more than 55° and the plants dry.

riie sulphuric acid is of so corrosive a nature that

the utmost care must be taken in handling it. The
proportions used are loi fluid ounces of water to

3 5 fluid ounces of sulphuric acid and iloz. of

sodium cyanide for each 1,000 feet of the cubic

contents of the house. Sodium cyanide is the

strongest form of potassium cyanide, .^s this is

such a dangerous operation, we should much prefer

to clean the climbing plant with one of the many
well-known insecticides, such as a mixture of soft

soap and paraffin, or any of the different prepara-

tions sold for the purpose.

Professor Johnstone's chemical manure
((j. H, Jones).—We rt'jiret that wo do not know Profoi^sor

Johnstone's formula for a chemical manure suitable for pot
plants, but there are now a great number of valuable
manures of this class. .\s the majority of firms have their
own particular manure, it is obvious that we should not be
doing justice to the advertisers in THE fJ.VKDEN if we
recommended one manure in preference to another.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cropping greenhouses in vninter {Tomato,

A'oUs).—If you have prepared no successional

crops to follow the Tomatoes, your only choice in

the matter is to let the houses remain idle or incur

considerable expense in purchasing suitable things.

A good batch of Chrysanthemums, either pot-

grown or lifted from the open ground, would have
filled the gap between October and the end of the

year quite well ; or you might have arranged to

grow a winter crop of Mushrooms, having the

materials ready by the time the Tomatoes had
finished. You might, of course, fill the houses
with bulbous plants for forcing ; but unless you
have a moderate amount of capital at command,
as well as some experience in bulb-forcing, we
should advise you to let this crop alone. Much,
naturally, depends upon ways and means, and in

the whole of the circumstances, so far as we know
them, we think you cannot do better than sow
Tomato seed at once, and grow a crop in pots in

advance of those you would plant out in summer.
Rhubarb, Seakale and other things may be forced

if you possess the necessary experience to do this

with success.

Tomatoes turning yellow and refusing to
se'- iDevomhire).—Wc can find no fault with the soil
used for potting or with th? tcmprrature in which you had
the plants growing. Have you examined the base of the
stems of the plants and the roots ? The damage we
suspect has been caused by wireworm or some other
destructive weevil in the soil.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Peach fruit falling {II , p.)._The cause

of your Peaches falling from the trees after they
have set is most probably due to their being too
" flourishing." The wood made is most likely

too gross, green and sappy, and such wood never
does carry good, healthy fruit. The shoots made
are better for fruit production if much less gross
and thoroughly hardened. Most likely your soil,

being an old Vine border, is too light and porous,
•A Peach tree border, while of good, sweet, loamy
soil, and including plenty of lime rubble and some
finely crushed bone and soot, should, all the same.

be made very firm, as solidity encourages the

formation of fibrous rather than of coarse, thong-

like roots. We strongly advise that in October,

so soon as the leaves begin to fall, you have the

top soil removed from the roots, the trees un-

fastened and carefully lifted, the border made
much more solid, then the trees at once replanted,

more shallow than before, adding on the surface

a coat of long stable manure to ward off frost.

The results next year should be greatly to the

trees' benefit.

Nectarine leaves diseased (7'. P. R.).—The
Kcctariuc is attacked liy the Peach scale (Locanium
pcrsi('iP), Tills pi'st docs (jrcat ilani.'i«e to Peaches and
Nectarines, ft is bc^:t attacked in the winter, when the
trees may be sprayed with caustic wash (2lb, caustic soda.
Jib. treacle and 10 t^ailons of water). Tin; scales (m the
leaves do damage, and some might possibly be killed by
fumigation.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Yucca leaves diseased (IF. .1.).—The Yucca leaves

are attacked by the fungus Coniothyrium conce-ntricum,
which also attacks .\gaves and some allied plants. It
spreads rapidly, and it would be best to remove all the
alfccted leaves and bum them ; meanwhile spray with
Bordeaux mixture as you have been doing, or with potas-
sium at the rate of half an ounce to the gallon of water.
Wfatercress going to seed (J. Wornham).—Water-

cress should not be allowed to go to seed, as it weakens the
plants to no purpose. As your plants were only put in
last .March they should not be disturbed ; Isut let the seed
stctii^ he cut off as soon as possible, and the plants (if in
a healthy condition) should soon give you another crop.

Carnation leaf diseased {Miss M. D.).—Judging
by the leaf sent, your Carnations are so badly attacked by
spot and also red spider that it will be useless to attempt
to restore them to health. The only thing you can do is

to bum the plants and start, anew with a clean stock. It
would have been better had you sought advice long ago;
that is to say. before your plants got into such a state.

Violets for profit IB, W. Stuckei/).— Whether
the situation would prove too hi^h for the successful
cultivation of the Violet on profitable lines can be best
determined by experiment, as much would depend
upon environment, and shelter or cxposiu-e in particular.
As you know nothing of the cultural requirements
of the plants, your better plan would be to pay a fee
to some good, practical man to \'iew the spot and advise
you in the matter. The nature of the soil, so far as we
are able to judge from your letter, presents no insuperable
difficulty, and, indeed, may be made agreeable to the
plants if not of too heavy a nature, " .Sweet Violets and
Pansies," to be had from this office, would help you.
Systems of drainage (Ilalj-ucrc).—Some of your

questions arc scarcely those of a gardening nature, and
would be best answered, we think, by a duly qualified
sanitary engineer or inspector. Satisfactory .answers to
Questions 1 and 3 could only be given by a knowledge of
the size of the receptacle in each case, its cubic contents
and the number of your household using it ; while in the
case of the cesspool it would also be important to know
whether bath water and rain water would enter into it.

Similarly wolUd these also affect the value of the cesspool
contents as manure. Usually the contents of a cesspool
are t^ood for nearly all kitchen garden crops. They are of
a mo.st offensive order, though lime and fine soil quickly
applied have a deodorising etteet. There should be no
disagreeable smell from a properly constructed cesspool,
which of necessity should be in the nature of a well or tank
resting on a cemented base over strong concrete, the sides
internally to be well coated with cement, and the outsides
well puddled with tempered clay. The top should be
domed, or, finally, covered (vith heavy deals or stone
capping, and over this a foot of soil. A strong pump
should be inserted for clearing it.

Names of fruit.—A. C. S.—The Apple is a very
poor specimen, but we believe it is Mank's Codlin.
Camphire.—Pear Doyenne Boussoch. Bam Rocks.—
1, .Apple Mr. Gladstone ; 2, Pear BeurrS Giftard ; 3,
Pitmaston Duchess ; 4, Guthrie's Gage ; 5. Cox's
Emperor ; (i. Foster's Seedling ; 7, West St, Peter's.

Names of plants—K. R. /maje,—Probably Albuca
species, .^fter they have made full growth and have
ripened off do not give water till the flower-spike shows,

!i. J.— 1. Senecio tanguticus ; 2, Veronica longifolia
;

3, Chelone obliqua. Rhoda.—Physostegia virginiana
\

speciosa. J . Philcox.— 1. Ceanothus Gloire de Ver-
sailles ; 2, Trachelium cffiruieum ; 3, Lantana salvifolia

; !

4, Malva moscliata alba ; 5, Verbascum Chaixii ; the
Statice is S, sinuata. T. L. E. Edge.—Potentilla recta
variety. Colonel Fetherstonhaugh.—Crataegus coccinea

;

1. R.—Trachelium cseruleum. S. Reeves.—The
Rose is Mme, Hector Leiulliot, a very pretty semi-climber.

J. E. Lord.— 1, Hibiscus Syriacus Bleu Celeste; 2,
H. S. rubro-pleno ; 3. .Mimulus glutinosus ; 4, Ilose Revo
d'Or ; 5, Ruse Lamarque. T. E. Woodhouse.—Lobelia
tenuior and Rose IJorothy Dennison. R. Ford.—The
Rose had fallen to pieces. It is probably Cloth of Gold.
The Michaelmas Daisy is Aster acris. The Kniphofla
(Tritoma) is a good form of K. aloides (syn. T. Uvaria).

IF. Butler.— Statice sinuata. Pelargonium flowers
received without letter or rwte.—1, Petals dropped, impossible
to name ; 2, Mme. Sallcroi ; 3, Ivy-leaved Beauty of
Castle Hill ; 4, I\T-leaved His .Majesty The Kinu,

SO CIET IES.
HOVAL CALKUONI.VX HOUnCULTUllAL

SOCIETY.
This society hold its annual autumn show, opened by the
Marcliioness of Tweeddale, in the Waverley Market,
KdhiburKti, on September 7 and 8. There was a reduction
in the number of entries, these numbering al)out 1,350
aKuinst about 1,500 last year. This was mainly due to
the unfavourable fruit season, the falling olf bring princi-
pally in the Apple classes, but there was an improvement
in the cut-llower and vegetable departments. Nureery-
mon's exhibits were more numerous than for some time,
and the spacious area of the Waverlev ^larkct was well
filled.

In the competitive classes one of the most important was-
that for a table of dessert, fruit, for which prizes wi^ni given
by the Corporation of Edinburgh. The tablc>f. were to be
lU feet by 4 feet inches, decorati-d with plants in pots not
exceeding 5 inches (and) (or) cut liowei-s. Orchids excluded,
and not more than sixteen di.shcs of fruit, selected from a
list giveu. Prizes were .in two classes, the first being for
fruit alone and tlie secoud class for decnnilive arrange-
ments irrespective of the quality of tJie fruit. The first

prize for the fruit went to Mr. J. Gibson. Welbeck. with
101 points, tlie quality beuig very high ; second. .Mr. J. H.
Goodacre, Elvaston. with 97^ ; third, Mr. \V. McKinlay,
Wrest Park, with 80J. For decoration .Mr. (ioodaere._
who used Montbretias. was first with 23 points ; second,
Mr. J. Gibson, witli Slj ; thini, Mr. McKinlay. with 17.
For a collection of twelve dislics of fruit Mr. J. Gibson

was first and Mr. Goodacre second. For twelve dishes
grown ill an onhard-house Mr. Gibson was again first,

with Mr. (i l;»err seeund.
Srottish C>ui!/>.'ii</r Tiophi/.—This class, for eight bunches

of Grapes, not more tlian two of each variety, is one in
which the keenest interest is taken. This time it was no
less keen, although only three collections were staged.
These were very fine all over, but no surprise was felt by
the greater number of those interested when it was learned
that the coveted challenge cup, valued at fifty guineas.
vfiih a sum of money and a gold badge, had been awarded
to Mr. James Dixon, gardener to Air. Ciiinrn.fi-Curbett,
M.P., Rowallan, Ayrshire, for eight splenditl hunchi-s. for
which 64 out of a possible 74 points were given. As the
pointing shows, these were very fine ; but many competent
critics were of opinion that his No. 4 bunch, one of lilack
Hamburgh, was so fine that the full 9 instead of 8 should
have been credited. It was a superb one indeed. The
Madresfields were also very fine, and the two bunches
secured 8J each out of a possible 9. Mr. Goodacre came
second with a very fine lot. for which 52 out of a possible
73 points were awarded. Mr. T. Ireland, Newstead Abbey,
was third with 44i out of a possible 72. Mr. Dixon is

rapidly coming to the front as a Grape-grower, and is to
be congratulated on this his greatest win since he entered
the lists.

Mr. D. Kidd, Carberry Tower, was first for four bunches,
for which competitors in the challenge class could not
compete. Mr. J. Highgate, Yester, was second.

In the other Grape classes, which were, as a whole,

-

exceptionally good, the winners of first prizes were : Sir.
W. G. Buchanan, Alloa Park ; Mr. T. Lunt, Keir ; Mr.
Dixon ; Mr. \V. Smith, Newtonairds, Dumfries ; Mr. T.
McPhail. Archerficld ; Mr. Gibson ; and Mr. J. E. Davis,.
Ballathie.

Mr. W. Scott, Drumpark. was first for Melons, green or
white; Mr. P. K, Hills, Kinloch Castle. Isle of Rhum,.
first for collection of dessert Plums ; and Mr. G. Mackinlay
for culinary Plums. Mr. Ness, Oxenfoord, was first for
Peaches, and Jlr. Lunt for Nectarines.

In the other classes for the smaller fruits Mr. J. H.
Bolton, Powderhall Castle ; Mr. Hills : Mr. Gibson ;

,

Mr. J. Dutf. Threave ; Mr. Mackinlay ; Mr. Knox, Brew-
lands ; Mr. D. Pitt. Eccies ; Mr. A. Brydon, Tweedbauk

;

Mr. A. Aitken, Kirknewton ; and Sir. P. McAndrew,
Coldstream, won first prizes. Excellent fruit was shown in
these.

The very numerous Apple classes were not so well filled

as usual owing to the season, but there could be no com-
plaint as to the quality, which was very high. For the
collection of twelve varieties Mr. E. F. Caddick, Ross,
was first, Mr. J. DutT occupying the same -position for the
collection grown in Scotland. For six varieties Mr. J.
Lee was first. Mr. Caddick was the leading winner through-
out most of the Apple classes.

Pears were a fine show. Mr. Gibson taking the chief
honours hi the collection, and Mr. C. Traill. Auchentorlie,
those for Scottish Pears. Mr. C. K. Hills was first for
four dishes of pot or orchard-house grown Pears.

Plants were not so numerously shown as they have been at
this exJiibition, and the absence of the groups was a distinct
loss. The plants shown were, as a rule, of high quality.
Mr. D. Mackay, Viewbank, was first for stove or greenhouse
plants, for four Orchids (distinct) and one Orchid. Mr.
A. Findlay was first for Cypripediums. Begonias were very
flue, and here Mr. R. Brown. Dalkeith, led for six, Mr.
G. D. Kerr, Langton. taking a good position in the other
classes for these popular fiowers. Mr. A. McMillan, Douglas-
Castle, led for six foliage plants, and ilr. J. Thorn for table
plants.

Old Flowers.—These were, as usual, very largely shown,
and, despite the bad season, were wonderfully fresh and
clean. It was remarkable, indeed, how little the signs
of damage by bad weather were apparent. In so many
classes it was ditficult to select a few for notice, but it may be
said that (iladioli. Cactus Dahlias, Sweet Peas, Roses,
Carnations, Chrysanthemums. Iianly fiowers and bouquets-
were notably good. With twelve i.'rand spikes of Gladioli.
Mr. A. lirydon carried olf the honour^ over such a capable
grower as Mr. J. C. Forday. For six Mr. A. Bennett led-
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Mr. C. Shaw, Kippen, was first for twelve and six Cactus
Dahlias and six bunches of singles. Mr. A. Jenkins was first

for Pompons. Mr. Brydon was the leading winner with
hardy flowers.

Siveet Peas.—These were wonderfully good and the
competition excellent, although the marks of bad weather
were observable in some cases. For the twelve bunches
Mr. G. D. Kerr, Langton, Duns, won with a very fine

exhibit of flowers. These were Dusky Monarch, Clara
Curtis, Syeira Lee, Evelyn Hemus, Earl Spencer, New
White Spencer, Audrey Crier, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes,
King Alfonso, Elsie Herbert, Masterpiece and John Ingman.
Mr. J. A. Fletcher was second with very good flowers.

Mr. Kerr also led for six. Mr. J. A. Grigor won for the
new Sweet Pea not in commerce with a good scarlet

<Seedling No. 3).

Roses.—The leading class in the gardeners* and amateurs'
-section was that for the Hugh Dickson Memorial Prize,

and some beautiful blooms were shown. The trophy was
well won by Mr. \V. Parlane, Koselea, Row, with a splendid

lot, these being Her Majesty (2), Heinrich Schultheis,

iFrau Karl Druschki (2), Dean Hole, Hugh Dickson (4),

Mrs. E. Mawley, J. B. Clark, Maman Cochet, Earl of

Warwick, Joseph Hill, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mme. Kavary,
Alfred Colomb, Comitess Wagram de Turenne (2), C. J.

'Grahame, Anna Olivier, llichmond and Mrs. J. Laing.

Mr. Parlane also carried off the prizes for twelve Hybrid
Teas, twelve Teas, six vases, six scarlet or crimson, and
•six white. Mi-. W. J. Staward and Mr. Brydon won in

'the other Rose classes in this section.

The gold medal for border Carnations went to Mr. J.

Stewart, jun., Alloa ; and the silver one to Mr. D. Halley,

Broughty Ferry. Mr. P. Douglas had the best Tree
•Carnations. Winners with Chrysanthemums were Mr. J.

Tliohardson, and Mr. R. Sutherland, Kirkintilloch.

Open Classes.

Gladioli were superb here, and Messrs. G. Mair and Son,

Prestwick, excelled their previous exhibits with twenty-
four magnificent spikes ; Mr. J. C. Fordy made a good
second. Messrs. M. Campbell and Son, Blantyre, re-

ceived the award for a collection of Dahlias ; Mr. J. Paul,

Killeam, for twenty-four bunches of Cactus; Mr. J.

Smellie for six vases of Cactus and six vases of Pompon
Dahlias.

Roses. — There was very good competition among
-several of the leading Rose-growere, and in the class for

thirty-six distinct varieties Messrs. J. Cocker and Son,
Aberdeen, won with a clean, fresh lot of very fine blooms.
The varieties were Alfred Colomb, Caroline Testout, Rev.
A. Cheales, Frau Karl Druschki, Liberty, Oscar Cordel,

Betty, Mrs. D. McKee, Captain Hayward, Mrs. R. G.
Sharman Crawford, C. J. Grahame, Danmark, Mme.
Wagram, Helen Keller, Dean Hole, A. K. Williams, La
Tosca, Earl of Dutferin, Lord Sheflield, Hugh Dickson,
.Lyon Rose, Marquise Litta, Dr. O'Done! Brown, S. M.
R^docanachi, Konigin Carola, Gladys Harkness, Mrs.
John Laing, Duke of Edinburgh, Auguste Rigotard,

Joseph Lowe, Countess of Gosford, Pharisaer, La France
ide '89, Gustav Grunerwald and Dr. Andry. Messrs.

Hugh Dickson, Limited, Belfast, were second with ex-

cellent blooms also.

Messrs. H. Dickson were first for eighteen Hybrid Teas ;

.and winners in other classes were Messrs. Cocker, Dickson,
D. and W. Croll (Dundee), W. Ferguson (Dunfermline),

J. Smellie and Perkins and Son. Messrs. Cocker had also

the best collection of Roses.
Mr. J. Smellie had the best eighteen bunches of early

Chrysanthemums. Messrs. Campbell and Son were first

for Carnations. Messrs. Perkins and Sons, Coventry,
-were the leading winners for bouquets, &c.

Vegetables.—These were again a grand display, and only
conditions of space prevent a more detailed notice. Mr.
J. Gibson repeated his long record of successes with his fine

collection of vegetables, Mr. J. E. Davis, Ballathie, being
second. Mr. W. Galloway, Gosford, was first for the collec-

tion grown in Scotland, Mr. F. M. Urquhart being second.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Mr. D. M. Omish, Crieff, sent hardy fiowers in variety,
including good Phloxes, Pentstemons, &c. (sUver-gUt
.medal). Messrs. Tillie, Whyte and Co., Edinburgh, ex-
Jiibited splendid vegetables (silver medal). Messrs. T.
Methven and Co., Edinburgh, set up a fine group of plants,

including excellent Liliums, &c. (silver medal). From
Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Brorawich, was sent a table of
Ferns (silver medal), and a similar medal was given to
-Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, for Chrysanthemums.
Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, had tables of ex-
cellent fruit in pots, &c., and examples of their choice
strains of Streptocarpi, Excelsior Poppies, Ax. (silver-

gilt medal). Mr. John Downie, Edinburgh, set up a good
group of plants (silver medal). Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,
Edinburgh, exhibited superb tables of their specialities

in Dahlias, Sweet Peas, Marigolds and many other fiowers
(gold medal). Dr. J. McWatt, Duns, showed Delpliiniums,
Primulas, Violas, Ac. (bronze medal). A stand of many
varieties of hardy fiowers, &c., came from Messrs. Cunning-
.ham, Fraser and Co., Edinburgh (silver-gilt medal).
Messrs. M. Campbell and Son, Blantyre, exhibited Carna-
tions, &c. (bronze medal). Messrs. Webb and Brand,
Saffron Walden, sent grand Hollyhocks. Mr. C. Engel-
manu, Saffron Walden, sent Carnations (silver medal).
Mr. A. Thomson, Dean, received a bronze medal for new

: Chrysanthemums. Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited, 1902,
had a superb display of Begonias (gold medal). Jlessrs.

R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, staged many fine Mont-
bretias, Liliums, Gladioli, Ac. (silver-gilt medal). The
King's Acre Nurseries, Limited, Hereford, exhibited grand
examples of fruit in pots (gold medal), and Messrs. John
Forbes, Limited, Hawick, sent choice florists* flowers, Ac.
(silver-gilt medal). Messrs. A. Young and Co., Hatherley,
-Cheltenham, sent Carnations (silver medal). Messrs.
William Cutbush and Son, London, set up one of their

magnificent exhibits of hardy flowers. Carnations, Ac,
with Water Lilies in water (gold medal), and Messrs,
Sutton and Sons, Reading, exhibited their superb strains
of Asters and other flowers and vegetables in great variety
(silver-gilt medal). Messrs. J. Fairley and Son, Rose-
growers, Caimey HUl, Fife, showed Roses, Ac. (silver
medal), and Messrs. Young and Co., Elgin, received a
bronze medal for Sweet Peas, Ac, as also did Mr. J. Proctor,
Portobello, for a group of Ferns, Ac. Mr. M. Cuthbertson,
Rothesay, had a group of Montbretias (bronze medal),
and Messrs. Cocker and Son, Aberdeen, one of herbaceous
plants (silver medal). A gold medal was given to Messrs.
E. Webb and Sons, Stourbridge, for grand vegetables,
Ac, and a similar award went to Mr. R. Bolton, Carnforth,
for a magnificent group of his new and other Sweet Peas,
also to Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, for Tree Ivies,

Clematises, Ac. Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone,
sent fruit trees in pots, for which a silver-gilt medal was
awarded, a similar medal going to Messrs. G. Fairbaim
and Sons, Carlisle, for Dahlias. Messrs. Gunn and Sons,
Olton, received a silver medal for one of their fine tables
of Phloxes and Violas, one going also to Mr. A. L. Gwillim,
New Eltham. for Begonias, and to Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co., Enfield, for Orchids, Ac, these being very fine.

Mr. R. Ferguson, Dunfermline, sent Roses (bronze medal),
and Messrs. Mason and Co., Jamestown, Chrysanthemums,
Carnations, Ac. (bronze medal).

Special Exhibit.

An exhibit which attracted much interest and was of
much value was that of a large number of Grapes from the
gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, Wisley. This
included a number of varieties not generally cultivated, and
a special award was made by the council.

New Plants.

The society gave first-class certificates to the following :

Montbretia Comet.—A seedling from Prometheus. This
is a very large tiower of deep orange yellow, with dark
markings at the base, and it promises to be one of the best
of the new Montbretias. From Mr. G. D. Davison, West-
wick Gardens, Norwich.

Lathyrus latifolius magnificus.—A deep red variety of
L. latifolius, with very large and handsome fiowers in

clusters, as in the type, but the blooms much larger. Also
from Mr. Davison.
Rose Mrs. Chas. E. Allen.—A lovely delicate salmon

pink Hybrid Tea Rose, apparently of much value. From
Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Limited, Belfast.

Rose Mrs. F. Workman.—This lovely Hybrid Tea came
from the same growers. The colour is a deep pink or rose,

and the flowers are of fine form and substance.
Rose J. Ferguson.—A sport from Hybrid Tea Caroline

Testout. From Mr. W. Ferguson, Dunfermline. Our
correspondent was unable to find this Rose to describe it.

NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.
The first exhibition this year of the above society was held

on Thursday and Friday, September 8 and 9, at the Crystal
Palace. It was held in the Central Transept, and formed a
brilliant display of colour. The weather was bright and
sunny, and the competition in many classes was exception-
ally keen, in one class as many as twenty exhibits being
noticed. The arrangements of the show were conducted
in a very satisfactory manner by Mr. G. L. Caselton and
his staff, and there was a good attendance.

Nurserymen.
In the premier class for show Dahlias, forty-eight blooms,

distinct, Mr. John Walker, Thame, secured first place,

having some well - finished blooms of Purple Prince,

Marietta, J. Walker, J. Cocker, W. Powell, Dante, Victor,

Standard and others. Mr. S. Mortimer. Famham, came
second, and Mr. W. Treseder of Cardiff third. (Three
entries.)

For twenty-four blooms of show Dahlias, distinct,

M. V. Seale, Sevenoaks, took the lead, and was closely

followed by Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co. of Salisbury.
(Two entries.)

For eighteen blooms of fancy Dahlias, distinct, Mr.
John Walker succeeded again as first, among which the
Rev. J. B. M. Camm, T. W. Girdieston, W. Campbell, J.

Forbes, Wm. Saunders and other good blooms were
noticed, Mr. W. Treseder and Mr. S. Mortimer following

as second and third respectively. (Tluee entries.)

For twelve fancy Dahlias, distinct. Messrs. Keynes,
Williams and Co. were easily first, followed by M. V.
Scale. (Two entries.)

In the class for twelve blooms of show and fancy Dahlias,

intermixed, distinct, Messrs J. Cheal and Sons of Crawley
took first with good examples of Chieftain, Duchess of

York, Tom Jones, Warrior, Mabel, T. W. Girdlestone,

Ac, Messrs. W. Pemberton and Son, Walsall, being
second. (Two entries.)

In the class for eighteen bunches of Cactus Dahlias,

six blooms in a bunch, for which a silver challenge cup was
offered, Messrs. J. Stredwick and Sons secured the coveted
award with superb fiowers. among which were to be seen the
following varieties : Tokio, Arrow, Dr. Roy Appleton, Irre-

sistible, Wm. Marshall, Indomitable, Mrs. Douglas Fleming,
Golden Eagle, Viscount, Albatross and Crystal. Messrs.

J. Burrell and Co. of Cambridge secured second, and
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons were third. (Three entries.)

For twelve varieties of Cactus Dahlias in bunches of six

blooms, air. John Walker obtained first, M. V. Seale

second, and Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co. third.

(Three entries.)

For forty-eight blooms of Cactus Dahlias, distinct,

shown on boards, Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son again
secured first honours with a well-finished, clean set of

blooms, and were closely followed by Messrs. J. Burrell

and Co. second, and Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co.

third. (Three entries.)

For twenty-four Cactus blooms, distinct, Mr. W. Treseder
of Cardiff obtained the leading award, prominent among
whose fiowers were to be found Harold Peerman, W. H.
Treseder, Rev. A. Bridge, Sunbeam, Clincher, Stormer, Ac.
Mr. John Walker was second, also with good blooms, and
Messrs. W. Pemberton and Sons third. (Five entries.)

In the class for decorative or garden Cactus Dahlias,
twelve varieties, distinct, six in a vase, arranged with any
suitable hardy foliage or Grasses, M. V. Seale was a
good first with a most effectively arranged set, followed by
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons second. (Two entries.)

For Pompons, twenty-four varieties, in bunches of
twelve blooms each, Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, obtained
first place, staging Bacchus, Adelaide, Cyril, Ideal. Marietta,
Nerissa, Jessica and Montague Wootten in good form.
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons and M. V. Seale were second and
third in order of merit. (Three entries.)

For twelve varieties of Pompons in bunches of ten blooms,
Messrs. J. Burrell and Co. secured first place with Nellie
Broomliead, Annie Doncaster, Lassie and Phyllis, well
staged, followed by Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co. and
Mr. John Walker respectively. (Three entries.)

For twenty-four bunches of single Dahlias in tens,
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons obtained first with Sunray, Kitty.
Snowdrop. Hector, Leslie Seale, Brilliant and Lady Bounti-
ful in good form. M. V. Seale was second. (Two entries.)

For twelve varieties of single Dahlias, in tens, Mr. John
Walker was the only entrant, and was awarded first prize.

Pseony-flowered Dahlias were more to the fore than on
past occasions, there being five entries. Mr. Charles
Turner was a good first with fine vases of Geisha, Rosina.
Bella Donna and Bayard. Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons were
second, and Mr. John Walker third.

Amateurs.
In the leading class for show and fancy Dahlias, twenty-

four blooms, distinct, Mr. S. H. Cooper, The Hamlet.
Chippenham, secured the challenge cup which was oftered
in addition to a money prize. Mr. G. Densley, Bristol,
was second, and Mr. G. Boothroyde third. (Seven entries.)

For twelve show Dahlias, distinct, Mr. S. H. Cooper was
again first ; Mr. A. Robbins, Keynsham, second ; and Mr.
William JIarks, Rownham, Southampton, third. (Ten
entries.)

For six blooms )f show Dahlias, distinct, Mr. Charles
Luckin, Apsley, wu,a first. Mr. John Cousens second, and
Mr. A. P. Ironsides, Chippenham, third. (Three entries.)

For twelve blooms of fancy Dahlias, distinct, Mr. S. H.
Cooper secured first with some nice clean blooms. The
second prize was not awarded, Mr. G. Buss taking third.
(Two entries.)

For six fancy Dahlias, distinct, Mr. John Cousens took
first, Mr. G. Densley second, and Mr. A. Robbins third.

(Six entries.)

For six vases of garden Cactus Dahlias, distinct, six

blooms in each vase, arranged with hardy foliage, Grasses,
Ac, the Rev. Arthur Bridge obtained the Crystal Palace
Silver Challenge Cup and first prize, Mr. E. E. Barton of
Brand Street, Greenwich, taking third. (Two entries.)

The silver challenge cup offered for nine varieties of
Cactus Dahlias, in bunches of three blooms, was also
obtained by the Rev. Arthur Bridge, followed by Mr. F.
Grinsted and Mr. C. Luckin as second and third respectively.
(Ten entries.)

Mr. W. E. Peters was awarded the President's Silver
Medal for Satisfaction, the best bunch of any one variety
shown in the nine and si,x bloom classes.

In the class for six varieties of Cactus, in threes, Mr.
F. H. Curry, Palmer's Green, obtained first, Mr. Edward
Mawley second, and the Rev. G. Twentyman (gardener,
Mr. W. Lockyer), third. (Seven entries.)

For twenty-four blooms. Cactus, distinct, Mr. H. Peerman
secured first prize and the Crystal Palace Silver Medal
with a clean, well-grown set of blooms, including Mrs. F.
Grinsted, Ivernia, Advance, Johannesburg and Thomas
Parker. Mr. M. W. Dance, Abbotts Ann, was second,
and Mr. J. Bryant, Salisbury, third. (Ten entries.)

Messrs. Dobbie's Gold Badge for twelve varieties of

Pompon Dahlias, in sixes, was secured by Mr. A, P. Iron-
sides of Chippenham. (Four entries.)

Mr. Edward Mawley secured the gold medal offered

by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons for four varieties of single

Dahlias, distinct, twelve blooms in a vase, arranged for

effect with hardy foliage. The varieties shown were
Columbine, Amy, Rosebank Scarlet and Winona.

Open.

The open class for six blooms of Cactus Dahlias, one
variety, shown on boards, produced a record entry for the
society, there' being twenty competitors, including both
trade and amateur growers. Mr. S. Mortimer secured
fijst with C. E. Wilkins ; Mr. F. H. Curry, second, with
Harold Peerman ; and Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co.,

third, with Gwendoline Tucker.
Other classes in this section included Pompon, Cactus,

singles, fancies, also baskets, vases and bouquets, which
were well contested.

Trade Displays.
The following awards were made to non-competitive

exhibits : Large gold medal to Hobbies, Limited, Dereham,
for Dahlias and Roses ; and Mr. H. Cannell and Sons, for

Dahlias. Gold medals to Messrs. T. S. Ware (1902),

Limited, for Dahlias ; and Mr, J. T. West, Brentwood, for

Dahlias. Silver-gilt medals to Mr. Charles Turner. Slough,
for Pffiony-fiowered Dahlias ; Mr. Frank Brazier, for

hardy plants ; and Mr. J. B. Knight, Wolverhampton,
for Dahlias. First-class certificates were awarded to

Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son for Cactus Dahlias Dr. Roy
Appleton, New York and Onward, also for garden Cactus
Sweetbriar ; to Mr. Charles Turner for garden Cactus
Dahlia Minerva ; to Messrs. J. Cheal and Son for single

Dahlias Cardinal and Mrs. Joynson Hicks, also for Pompon
Dahlia Glow.
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THE AUTUMN ROSE
SHOW.

THE exhibition of autumn Roses
held in the Horticultural Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster,

on Thursday of last week under
the auspices of the National

Rose Society demonstrated in

a remarkable manner the wonderful

development that has taken place among
the Queen of Flowers during the past ten

or fifteen years. The magnificent bank of

blooms staged in Class 1 1 by our leading

Rose specialists was a rare testimonial to

the value of the Rose in autumn, and the

vast array of flowers, occupying as it did

the entire length of the large hall, created

a floral picture that was as interesting as

it was fair. Although it is not many
years since the term " autumn-flowering "

began to be freely used by growers of

Roses, it is now scarcely comprehensive

enough for such varieties as General

Macarthur, for they give us their first

blooms in June, and well-grown bushes

are seldom without flowers from then

onwards until severe frosts put a stop to

their floriferousness.

The value of this what may well be

termed new race of Roses can scarcely be

over-estimated, and it is a wise pohcy from

several standpoints for the National Rose
Societv to hold an exhibition in the autumn.
The display this year was, we think, the

best that has ever been seen at an autumn
show, and, coming as it did just previous

to planting-time, enabled visitors to select

those varieties which most appealed to

them for almost immediate planting. It

is true that such selections had to be made
with a certain amount of caution, because,

in a few instances, flowers that had been
opened under glass were shown, and these

of varieties that are practically useless for

flowering under natural conditions in the

autumn. Such blooms, no doubt, added
much to the beauty of the exhibition, and
no reasonable objection could be raised

against their inclusion providing it was
made quite clear to the pubhc that they

had been grown under artificial conditions.

Taken as a whole, the quality of the

flowers was high, though mildew was rather

too conspicuous in a few mstances. The
class for Rose fruits might have been better

filled, as this is a phase of Rose culture that

has hitherto been somewhat neglected. Even
when the latest flowers have departed, the

brilhant heps of some of the rugosas and
other species give a touch of colour to the

garden, and add interest to the landscape
when naked stems and bare soil are all too

prevalent.

Some excellent new seedlings were
shown, one that appealed to us chiefly on
account of its fragrance and even contour
being Mrs. Herbert Stevens, a creamy
white Tea variety that will no doubt take

the place of White Maman Cochet. As a
full report of the exhibition is given on
another page, it is not necessary to refer

to it more fully here except to congratulate

the committee on getting together a very

beautiful, well-arranged and interesting

display of flowers.

WOODLAND FLOWERS IN
AUTUMN.

NARCISSI and other bulbous olauts, grown

naturally in the woodland and shrub-

bery, have done much to popularise

outdoor gardening, for these plants

create the raaximum amount of beauty at the

minimum of cost, and many an otherwise

uninteresting area of ground has been turned

into a fairyland by the inclusion of the commoner
bulbs. All this, however, applies to sprmg, and we
naturally desire to produce some inexpensive method

of dealing with the same kinds of situation during

autumn so as to obtain as much beauty as possible

from the wilder parts of the garden and woodland

before the cheerless days of winter appear. True,

we may turn to the late-flowering shrubs for assist-

ance, and for large, informal masses we have nothing

to beat the various kinds of Heather, Ling and

Gorse, while the showy fruits of many trees and

shrubs add considerable interest to the scene.

Furthermore, we have brilliant-coloured foliage on

every hand, but, with the exception of the fruits,

we may say that we had all the others in spring,

previous to the wholesale planting of bulbs, for

there are infinitely more shrubs in blossom during

spring than during autumn, while the beautiful,

tender tints of the young leaves are quite as beautiful

as the more gaudy colouring of autumn.

The question arises, then, as to what we are to

use, for we have not our hosts of bulbous plants to

fall back on, and the answer must be, the commoner

herbaceous plants. It would not, however, do to

select these plants indiscriminately, for many would

be decidedly out of place. Those only will do which

are naturally adapted to woodland scenery on the

one hand, and that are capable of resisting the im-

poverishing effect of tree roots, to some extent, on

the other. Florists' flowers are not to be en-

couraged for woodland planting orlfor positions

near a natural-looking piece of water, and plants

of the Dahlia class would look absurd in such places.

It is, however, possible to include such plants as

groups in shrubberies, though even then examples

of the Michaelmas Daisies or perennial Asters look
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more in place, and Dahlias, Pentstemons and the

like ought not to be overdone. Planted in large

masses in open woods the various kinds of Aster

have much to commend them, while the Solidagos,

Helianthuses and Chrysanthemum maximum are

all excellent.

Anything like a formal arrangement of the plants

must be avoided, and the more natural the masses

can be made to appear the better. Staking is not

necessary, and some of the most effective groups

are seen when the stems of Asters and Sunflowers

have fallen to the ground, and the side shoots laden

with flowers rise at varying heights throughout the

masses. In damp places the Chinese Senecio

Clivorum might well be introduced, while it is

specially well-suited for the margins of a lake.

Lythrum Salicaria, the Purple Loosestrife, is another

showy subject for use near the margin of a pond or

for a swampy place in an open position elsewhere.

In a position more nearly approaching the

highly cultivated parts of the garden the brilliant-

coloured Kniphofias may well find a home, not so

much in the form of groups of two or three plants,

but as large expanses where the flower-heads will

number hundreds instead of tens. Anemone

japonica and its white form are fitting plants for

woodland, lakeside or shrubbery, and blossom well

for a considerable period, but to be seen at their

best they must be grouped with an unstinting hand.

For groups in the shrubbery, numbers of suitable

subjects will suggest themselves ; some of the later-

flowering Veronicas, Senecios, Asters, Salvias and

what not may all be requisitioned.

Annuals need not be excluded, and very effective

groups of the Chinese Callistephus hortensis have

occasionally been noted. This planting of autumn-

flowering herbaceous plants gives more trouble

than the cultivation of bulbs in grassland or shrub-

bery, for to keep them in good health it is necessary

to lift them at least every second year, divide them

and manure the ground, else, between the crowd-

ing of the growths and the impoverishment of the

ground through the combination of their own roots

and the roots of surro\mding trees, they will not

give really good results for more than two years in

succession. D.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

September 27.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,

Westminster, i p.m. to 6 p.m. Lecture^at 3 p.m.

on " South America in its Relation to Horticulture,"

by Mr. A. W. Hill. Wood Green Dahlia Show.

September 28.—National Vegetable Society's

Exhibition of Vegetables, Horticultural Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster, i p.m. to 8 p.m.

The National Vegetable Society's

exhibition.- As will be seen by an announce-

ment in our advertisement pages, this society will

hold its first annual exhibition of vegetables in

the Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, West-
minster, on Wednesday next, the 28th inst., from

I p.m. to 8 p.m. This exhibition promises to be

one of the most comprehensive and interesting

displays of vegetables ever seen in this country.

The entries received are very numerous indeed, and
the committee expect the large hall to be well filled.

In addition to ordinary kinds of vegetables, there

will be many rare and little-known kinds on view.

Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society will be
admitted free on showing their tickets.

The British Pteridological Society.—
The result of publishing a quarterly journal dealing

with matters of interest to lovers of British Ferns

has been most satisfactory, the membership having

been quintupled since the first number appeared,

and at present there are 130 members. The

journal, The British Fern Gazette, has met with

great appreciation, not merely here, but also in

Europe, the United States and British Columbia,

and the British Pteridological Society therefore,

as now constituted, occupies a worthy position

among horticultural and botanical societies gene-

rally. At the last annual meeting, owing to the

resignation of Mr. G. Whitwell, who had been the

hon. secretary from the outset, Mr. Druery under-

took the secretaryship, as well as the editorship

of the Gazette, and in that capacity is prepared to

send a specimen number to any lady or gentleman

desirous of joining the society. His address is

II, Shaa Road, Acton, London, W. The sub-

scription, as hitherto, is 5s. per annum, entitling

to membership and four issues of the Gazette in

question.

Messrs. W. J. Unwin and Horace

J. Wright We learn, on good authority,

that Mr. 'W. J. Unwin, Histon, Cambs, has pur-

chased the Sweet Pea business established by Mr,

Horace J. Wright. The latter's duties as sub-

editor of the Agricultural Economist and Horti-

cultural Review have become more onerous, and the

volume of work in connection with the Bureau

of Information, estabhshed under Mr. Wright's

management, has increased so much that proper

attention could not be given to the business ; hence,

we understand, the change that has been made.

United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society. — The usual monthly

meeting of this society was held at the Royal

Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on Monday,

September 12, Mr. Thomas Winter in the chair.

Six new members were elected. The amount of

sick pay since the last meeting was £29 14s. The

whole amount paid this year is considerably less

than last year up to the same date. The annual

dinner will be held on October 6 at the Waldorf

Hotel, Aldwych, W.C. Edward Sherwood, Esq.,

has kindly consented to preside on this occasion,

and it is hoped that many members and friends

will attend.

North British Railway station
gardens.—The North British Railway directors

have issued the awards made by the judges for the

best-kept stations and gardens on their system.

They are divided into four classes, there being a

large number of prizes in each, those in the first

class receiving £4 each, those in the second £3, the

third £2, and the fourth £1. We give the names

of the stations and agents in the first class. Many
of the North British Railway stations are carefully

kept, and the gardens have been admirably managed

during the season, their brightness having been

recognised by many of those who have had occasion

to travel by the railway. The first class consists

of ; .\lva, Mr. Blackwood ; Armadale, Mr. Nairn
;

Barrasford, Mr. Milligan ; Burgh, Mr. Ferguson
;

Cauldcote, Mr. Napier ; Chimside, Mr. Turnbull
;

Cupar, Mr. Stewart ; Duns, Mr. Bell ; Edrom,

Mr. Brydon ; Helensbm-gh, Mr. Stevenson
;

Hillfoot, Mr. Grant ; Kinross Junction, Mr. Hand
;

Marchmont, Mr. Scott ; Middleton, Mr. Armstrong
;

Row, Mr. Spiers ; St. Monans, Mr. Renton
;

Slamman, Mr. Wann ; Strathblane, Mr. Cuthbert-

son ; Sunmierston, Mr. Murdoch ; and Winton,

Mr. Waterston.

The Countess of Wemyss on sweet-
scented Roses.—At the opening of the show

of the East Lothian Horticultural Society in

the Corn Exchange, Haddington, on September 9,

an interesting speech was made by the Countess of

Wemyss, who opened the exhibition. Her ladyship

offers a prize annually for the sweetest-scented

Rose, and she referred to this in the course of her

speech. She said that she understood that some
people laughed at her for giving a prize for the

sweetest-scented Rose, thinking that it would be

difficult to distinguish the best among so many
sweet-scented Roses. Shakespeare's saying was
that " A Rose by any other name would smell

as sweet," but he had not the advantage of living

in these days. Frau Karl Druschki had no scent,

and therefore the Rose of this particular name did

not smell as sweet. She thought the scent of a

Rose was certainly three-parts of the flower. A
Rose was nothing to her if it had not a perfume.

Lady Wemyss's remarks were received with evident

approval by the audience, and were heartily

applauded.

National Hardy Plant Society.—
During the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Show at •

Edinburgh a meeting of persons mterested in

hardy plants was held. Mr. Macself presided, and

the secretary and the treasurer of the society were

also present. The meeting was well attended, and

a number of apologies were read from persons

who were unable to attend, promising their support.

The chairman explained the objects of the society,

and invited the meeting to express an opinion as

to the desirability of including annuals within the

scope of the society. After a most interesting

discussion the meeting decided that it was not

desirable to include annuals. A discussion then

took place as to the amount of the annual subscrip-

tion. The chairman thanked the meeting for their

expressions of opinion, which, he stated, would be

of great assistance to the provisional committee

in framing the constitution of the society. Mr.

Bouskell and Mr. Brunton also addressed the

meeting. The following were elected members of

the provisional committee to represent Scotland :

Mr. M. Todd, Mr. Brydon, Dr. McWatt and Mr.

Kidd. The meeting terminated with a vote of

thanks to the chairman.

International Conference on Genetics.
In pursuance of the decision taken by the confer-

ence held in London in iqo6, the next International

Conference on Genetics will be held in Paris from

September 18 to 23. 191 1, under the auspices and

in the rooms of the Societe Nationale d' Horticulture

de France, and under the patronage of an nifluential

committee. The programme of this conference

includes not only all the problems connected with

Mendelian heredity, but also all the questions of

variation, mutation and, in general, everything

pertaining to the transmission of characters in

living beings. The secretary is M. Philippe L.

de Vilmorin, 66, Rue Boissiere, Paris.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The present year and gardening.—
Having read " Fircroft's " letter in The Garden for

August 27 (page 423) about this season, I am
sending you a few remarks about a garden in

Hampshire. This garden lies high, but I have no
cause to complain. Irises did very well, also

Gladioli. Violas and Pansies have been a lovely

sight. The Sweet Peas (from Sydenham's) have

been the admiration and envy of my neighbours ;

they have been up to 13 feet or 14 feet high, and

have lasted for many weeks in bloom. -Asters and

Roses have done well ; the ramblers have been

very beautiful not only in my garden, but all

around. Pinks and Carnations have been good,

and Hydrangea paniculata is lovely. Tulips did

not do very well in the spring, but Hyacinths were

most successful. The bedding Geraniums are

splendid, though rather late.—L. Strong.
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New Roses of the year. — Now that

the planting season is dravviuR near, might I

appeal to amateurs who do not grow for showing
to give their experiences of the newer Roses,

and so. while saving waste of money, help us in

making our autumn selections. In my little

garden Lady Ursula, (>. C. Waiul, Mmc. S. Weber,
Souv. S. Gray, Lyon Rose, Laurent Carle, F. E.

Coulthwaite and Molly S. Crawford all do well
;

but the following, from different causes, are not

satisfactory : Lady H. Vincent, Mrs. H. Brockle-

bank and Mrs. Dudley Cross. The flowers of

Lady Hillingdon are thin. Instead of Joseph
Lowe, when all is taken into account I prefer to

grow Mme. .\bel Chatenay. I am thinking of

adding this autumn Mrs. A. Tate, White Killarney,

Juliet, Theresa, His Majesty, Mrs. Foley Hobbs
and Lady Pirrie, and should be glad to hear of any
opinions for or against them.

—

West Worthing.
Nepeta Mussinii.— I was particularly in-

terested in the note from E. M. Whitehead, Aber-

gavenny, which appeared in The Garden for

.\ugust 20 respecting that pretty Cat-mint, Nepeta

.Vlussinii, one of my favourite plants, as I cannot

induce it to grow here at all. I have purchased
good clumps of it both in spring and autumn, and
tried it in different borders. Of six plants put in

last autumn not one survived the winter. Three
put in a group during the spring of 1909 did well

that summer, and were beautiful. I thought they
were doing well this year, but the foliage looked

peculiar : a huge clump formed, and when this

liloomed it proved to be the common wild Speed-

well luxuriating in a rich border. This is a mild
climate ; for instance, the Scented Verbena (.'Moysia

citriodora) grows in the open and makes large
1

bushes. The Cat-mint was all put in sunny borders. I

Plants akin to it dowell—Red Bergamot is rampant,
annual Salvia Bluebeard grows like a weed, and
Salvia patens lives year after year without atten-

tion. Can anyone advise me as to Nepeta Mussinii ?

1 have no rock garden.— 1". Robinson, Hauls.

Campanula Vidalii Readers who are
j

interested in this distinct Bellflower will thank the
(

Editor fc)r the illustration of Campanula Vidalii,

with the admirable note upon it from Mr. E. H.

Jenkins. It is all the more valuable, as occasion-

ally the unwary are tempted to purchase a plant

in the belief that they may consider it hardy. As
Mr. Jenkins says definitely, it " has no pretensions

to complete hardiness," yet we are inclined to

test this for ourselves from time to time in the

hope that some special climatic conditions may be i

favourable to this truly ornamental plant in our

gardens. Years ago I tried it outdoors in a garden

by the sea in a district unusually favourable to

tender flowers, and the result may be of interest

as supplementing and confirming the note of your
contributor. .\ small specimen was planted in a

sheltered, sunny place in the garden, protected

from all cold winds and in a sandy soil, the whole
conditions being as favourable as possible. It

was planted in spring, and throve well during the

summer, giving some of its unique flowers. The
following winter was an unusually mild one, and
in consequence the plant withstood its tempered
severity and flowered the following summer. The
next winter, however, which may be called an
average one, it succumbed to a spell of hard

January weather. From one's previous knowledge of

C. Vidalii the loss was quite anticipated, yet it

came with regret, such a handsome plant being

worthy of growth in the garden if hardy. It is

very distinct in all its aspects, but it is unnecessary

to detail these as Mr. Jenkins has done so clearly.

.\s a summer bedder or specimen plant it is hand-
some in the garden, while in the greenhouse it

is universally admired by those who come across

it there. n—S. Arnott, Sunnymcad, Dumfries.

QARDENINQ OF
WEEK.

FOR

THE

THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.—In
houses where hard forcing is carried
on it often becomes necessary to

replace the older trees with young
ones, and the end of this month is an
excellent time to do the work. It is

always the best practice to replant with the foliage

on the trees. In many gardens the system of
growing outside a certain number of trees especially

I

for this purpose is adopted. The work of lifting

I
and replanting must be carefully accomplished if

I

good results are to be obtained. The trees should be
thoroughly soaked three or four days before lifting,

and must be taken up with a good ball of soil

I

attached. The hole that is to receive the tree
should be taken out large enough to allow a good
quantity of fresh soil to be added. This may
consist of good fibrous loam, with old mortar
rubble added, and should be well worked round
the ball. The small fibrous roots that have been
retained outside the ball must be carefully laid

out flat in the new soil. After planting a good
watering will be required, and the tree must be
frequently syringed. Shade with a sheet of tiffany.

Hardy Fruits.

Strawberries.—Newly made beds should have the
surface frequently stirred with the hoe and all

runners removed from the plants as soon as they
appear. Older plants may have all decayed foliage

and runners trimmed off and the soil between
slightly broken with the fork.

Apples and Pears.—Care must be exercised in

the gathering and storing of the above if a good
supply of sound, first-class fruit is to be maintained.
Pears are easily bruised, and when this happens
they are useless. Beurre Bachelier, for instance
has especially tender skin, and requires special

care. In many cases it is necessary to gather part
of the fruit on one tree earlier than the other. No
hard-and-fast rule can be laid down as to when
each variety is to be gathered. However, if by
giving the fruit a gentle pull in an upward direc-

tion it parts readily from the spur, then it is time
to gather it.

Peaches and Nectarines.—These are best gathered
slightly under-ripe, when they are not quite so

susceptible to bruising. Trees that have been
cleared of fruit should have all the loose shoots

tied in, cutting out some of the old fruiting wood
to allow the young plenty of room to ripen. If the

borders are at all dry, afford them a thorough soak-

ing. Where trees are dirty, a few syringings with
some approved insecticide will usually clean them.

Kitchen Garden.
Cauliflowers.—Seed sown as advised last month

will, by this time, have produced plants large

enough to transplant either into frames or to shel-

tered borders. When planted in frames they

must not be coddled in any way, but allowed full

exposure on every possible occasion. Those on
borders should be put out in such a way as will

allow hand-lights to be placed over them.
Beetroots.—Large, coarse roots should be avoided,

and as soon as they attain a fair size lift and store

in ashes in a dry shed. Cheltenham Green Top,
one of the best for flavour, is liable to make very

large roots when left too long in the ground. Dell's

Crimson and similar varieties may remain till later.

E. C. POOLEV.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.
Housing Chrysanthemums.—.\s a general rule

it is safest now to have the bulk of these housed-
Even if frosts hold off there is always the chance
of serious damage by rough gales. Of course,

some of the plants intended for late work may still

be kept outside, but a watchful eye should be kept
on them to ensure that they receive no damage
from wind or frost. Before housing remove all

dead leaves from the plants, and weeds and suckers
from the pots, also thoroughly scrub each pot
before carrying it under cover. If at all possible,

the house the plants are to occupy should be washed
down before housing starts. Give the plants as

much room as can be spared, for crowding is sure

to cause loss of foliage and attack by mildew.
Throw all ventilators and doors wide open, and
leave them so night and day during the next few

weeks, unless hard frosts or heavy gales are feared.

Syringe the plants lightly every evening for the

first fortnight and do not over-water at the roots.

Leave off all stimulants for ten days after housing.

Housing Other Plants.—Many of the plants

growing in frames, such as Cyclamen, Cinerarias

and Primulas, will now be far better in their winter

quarters. Give no fire-heat for a few days, but
an abundance of air, and if sunny afford shade, or

the plants may receive a serious check. If not

already done, the other greenhouse plants stood

outside during summer should also be taken

indoors. Wash pots of these also, and syringe each

afternoon for a time so as to gradually inure the

plants to the drier atmosphere of a glass house.

Cold Frames.
Calceolarias.—While there is no particular hurr\'

to have the cuttings of bedding Calceolarias taken,

it is best to be prepared, as frost sufficiently hard

to damage the tender points may come on us at

any time now. It is usual to insert cuttings ot

this plant in beds of light soil made up in a frame.

Those with limited accommodation may with

advantage use boxes of convenient size and 4 inches

deep. When this is done much time is often saved,

as the cuttings can be got in during bad weather.

and again in spring the boxes can easilv be moved
to make room for less hardy plants. Whichever
method is followed, the careful shading of the

cuttings is imperative.

Roman Hyacinths.—The earliest batches of these

will now be ready for removal from the plunge.

Set in a frame and keep close and shaded tor a few

days. Afterwards admit all light possible and give

a little air on fine days. In due course they will

be in fine order for forcing in earnest, their sojourn

in the frame being a great aid to sturdy, healthy

growth.

Border Carnations.—Layers will now be well

rooted, and should be lifted and potted, or planted

in a frame. This is the safest plan with these

plants in our Northern gardens. Potting up into

3-inch or 4-inch pots, using a fairly good coippost

and making very firm is the most satisfactory

method in the end. Plunge the pots to the rims

in coal- ashes in a frame, and only run on the sashes

when it rains.

Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes.—Even the latest garden Potatoes

should now be ready for digging and storing.

Select a dry day for the work, as tubers lifted very

wet are always of inferior table quality. Select

fine-shaped, medium-sized tubers for seed, and

lay out in shallow boxes to " green " before

storing in a frost-proof shed or cellar.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow,
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ALLAMANDA GRANDIFLORA.
PROMINENT among a varied collection

of plants shown by a well-known firm

at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on August 30 was a

delightful group of well-fiowered ex-

amples of this charming and distinct

AUamanda. To those accustomed only to the

strong-growing kinds, such as AUamanda Schottii

and A. Hendersonii, this species would be scarcely

recognised as a member of the same genus. Com-

pared with these A. gi-andiflora is of a dwarf,

of many indoor subjects is on the wane. Gene-

rally speaking, Bouvardias, in many gardens at

least, have their merits overlooked, one probable

reason being the present-day tendency for very

large blossoms of all kinds. In this respect Bouvar-

dias cannot, of course, compete with most of their

associates, but for quiet, refined beauty they are

unsurpassed. In some cases, too, they are spoken of

as difficult subjects to cultivate, but in reality this

is not so, for cuttings of the young growing shoots

root in early spring as readily as those of a Fuchsia,

and, given much the same treatment, the plants

will grow away freely. In the days gone by,

when large flowers for the button-hole such as

may be seen at the present time were rarely met

must not be passed over. This is characterised

by clusters of very long-tubed, pure white flowers,

of a most delicious fragrance. It can be obtained

in flower earlier than the others, and is often bedded

out during the summer. H. P.

AN .ANNUAL FOR CUTTING: CHRYSANTHEMUM INODORUM BRIDAL ROBE. (Nci" ;«i./,' 47:1.)

compact habit, the slender shoots being clothed

with small, thin leaves, while the flowers, only a

little less in size than A. Hendersonii, are of a soft

lemon yellow. At Kew this AUamanda is grown

as a rafter plant in the intermediate portion of the

T range, and is there an object of beauty through-

out the greater part of the summer and well on

into the autumn. At one time this AUamanda
was generally propagated by grafting on to one

of the stronger-growing forms ; but the plants

mentioned above were all on their own roots, as

in this way dwarfer examples can be obtained.

In any selection, however rigid, of warm-house

flowering plants this AUamanda must have a place,

as it is so beautiful and continuous flowering. It

is by no means a novelty, for it was first discovered

in Brazil by the collector Gardener, who sent seeds

of it to the Comely Bank Nursery in Edinburgh

in 1836, and it was afterwards distributed there-

from. In the days of large specimen plants this

was often grown, but twenty years or so ago it

became exceedingly scarce. Of late, however, I

have met with it more frequently.

BOUVARDIAS IN THE GREEN-
HOUSE.

The Bouvardias form a very beautiful class of

plants for the embellishment of the greenhouse

in late summer and early autumn, when the beauty

with, Bouvardias were very popular for the pur-

pose, and I must confess even now, perhaps for

old association sake, to a pronounced leaning that

way.

Those who regard Bouvardias as somewhat
difficult to cultivate would be agreeably surprised

to see the enormous quantity in Messrs. Veitch's

nursery at Feltham, for the whole of the plants

are in robust health. A selection therefrom was

shown at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on August 30, and attracted a considerable

amount of attention. Conspicuous among those

shown were President Cleveland, vivid scarlet,

the best of its colour ; Mrs. Robert Green, light

salmon pink, a sport from President Cleveland,

of which, except in coloiu:, it is a counterpart

;

Pride of Brooklyn, pure white ; The Bride, slightly

tinged with blush
;

Jasminiflora paniculata, large,

pure white, sweet-scented flowers ; King of

Scarlets, a large flower, scarlet, with a white tube
;

Roi des Roses, deep pink ; Maiden's Blush, soft

{

pink ; and Vreelandii, white.

It is strange that the hmited few mentioned

above should have originated under cultivation

in widely different parts of the world, for President

Cleveland, Pride of Brooklyn, The Bride and

Vreelandii came from the United States of America,

King of Scarlets was raised in Australia, and some

at least of the others were obtained in this country.

In any note on Bouvardias Humboldtii corymbiflora

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
GROSS GROWTH IN HARDY FRUIT

TREES.

I

HAVE never noticed such strong growths

on bush fruit trees, the Apple especially,

as there is this season, and the trained trees

of Pears and Plums on walls are also making
a lot of useless wood that it will be necessary

to remove and so admit sunlight to the wood
that is to bear fruit next season. In many parts

of the country, though the rainfall has not been
excessive, there has been frequent showers and

less sunshine than usual, and the result is luxuriant

growth. To a great extent this has been aided by
a thin crop of fruit. Much may be done at this

season to assist the trees by thinning out weak,
useless wood, and I would also thin out freely the

centres of the trees. By so doing the spurs and
fruit-buds are enabled to ripen for the ensuing

season's work.

I am aware in many gardens, where the trees are

trained in various forms and often planted some-
what close together, there is what may be termed
severe summer pruning each year. This system I

do not at all agree with. I know that often the

cultivator has no other course open ; the trees

must only occupy a certain space and they must
be kept trim and presentable. The result is that

they are often more ornamental than profitable.

This is not the sort of pruning I advocate, but
thinning out crowded branches, opening out the

centres of the trees and admitting light. I do not

believe in shortening back growths all over the

trees, as is frequently done, as this promotes a

mass of non-fruiting wood. I admit my advice
as regards cutting out useless wood when followed
does not always commend itself to those who
study mere shape and appearance, but even when
a tree is properly thinned it is by no means unpre-
sentable. To get really good fruit there must be
a certain amount of freedom, and crowding must
be avoided. For many years I have proved the

value of thinning out bush Apples, Pears, Plums
and other hardy fruits. Of course, even branch-
thinning in many cases will not suffice, and root-

pruning may be necessary.

As most who cultivate hardy fruits know, the

various kinds of Apples and Pears differ consider-

ably in their habit and growth. With some of the

strong growers, such as bush trees of Blenheim
Orange, root-pruning is an absolute necessity, and
this also applies to others of a similar nature which
are, in a young state, inclined to make much wood
and give few fruits. By early root-pruning the

trees quickly form fruit-spurs, and in such cases

my advice as concerns thinning out would not

suffice. It is the same with bush fruits that are

required to be kept shapely in borders near walks
in kitchen gardens.

Wall trees require more attention in this respect

than others this season, especially Plums, and some
of the best varieties, such as Oullin's Golden Gage,

Transparent Gage and Bryanston, have made
much wood. In such cases I would advise root-

pruning in October, andyoung trees only just filling

in the wall space that have made gross terminals I

would lift and replant, doing this work just before

the leaves fall, and when replanting place a liberal

quantity of burnt refuse or fine mortar rubble

under and over the roots. G. Wvphes.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

M'

THE PEACOCK IRIS.

OR.4i.\ or Iris Pavonia is an extremely

lovely flower, but not much like an

ordinary Iris in form, as the broad

petals stand out almost horizontally.

The colour of the petals is white

suffused with a suspicion of faint

blue, but the chief beauty of the flower is the rich

blotch of sky blue at the base of each broad petal,

which, in contrast to the white ground, is very

charming. The Peacock Iris luxuriates in the

open air in Guernsey, and in the South of England

it will often do well in the open in free, sandy soil

and in a good position in a sunny rock garden. It

is quite a gem among the smaller Irids, and a

colony in full bloom presents a remarkably beautiful

picture.

My experience with it has been somewhat remark-

able, as it has succeeded where many other Irises

have failed. I have a raised border facing south-

west and backed by a wall, which protects it

entirely from the north and east. This border is

composed of peat, loam and leaf-mould mixed with

a large proportion of rough grit and powdered

mortar. I imagined it an ideal spot for bulbous

Irises, and obtained a dozen bulbs of several

species, such as I. persica, I. Histrio, I. histrioides,

I. reticulata, I. rosenbachiana, I. Tauri, I. warley-

ensis and others, and planted them carefully,

surrounding each bulb with silver sand. They at

once began to deteriorate, and now, instead

of the 200 plants that ought to be there, only

about half-a-dozen are left. I. Pavonia, however,

throve from the first, so I increased the number of

bulbs to 100, and they bloom freely every year.

The flower lasts three days, but there is a succes-

sion of three or more on every stem, so that the

plant remains in bloom for some time. It is a native

ol South .\frica, whence it was introduced into this

country in r776. The leaves of the Peacock Iris

are long and narrow, and they appear in the winter.

In the colder districts it must be grown under

glass, and, planted along with and treated the same

as Ixias and similar Cape bulbous plants, it never

fails to grow and flower freely. The only difficulty

is in keeping the bulbs when they are dorma nt

If the pots containing them are placed in a dry.

sunny frame as soon as the leaves begin to fade

and are kept quite dry, so that the bulbs may be

well baked, they are not likely to perish. They

usually push up new growth in January, when they

should be examined, top-dressed if they require it,

and watered moderately. A position where they

will get all the direct sunlight possible, plenty of

fresh, drv air and a greenhouse temperature will be

found most suitable for them. Six full-sized

bulbs are enough for a 6-inch pot. A potful of

plants of the Peacock Iris when in flower in May
or June is one of the most charming pictures it is

possible to imagine. There are several varieties

of Moraea Pavonia, two of which are villosa, which

has bright purple falls and a rich peacock blue spot

at the base of each, and lutea, with golden yellow

falls. Wyndham Fitzhereert.

in the illustration on page 472), many of

which measure from 2 inches to 2J inches in

diameter. For cutting it is excellent, as the

flowers last well in water, and from a few plants one

may get a continuous supply for a long period.

They are still throwing up buds, and will no doubt
continue to bloonr until severe frost puts an end
to their existence. John Bland.

Welland Bank, Market Harborougk.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
SoMii More Novelties.—The number of compara-
tively new and quite new varieties appears to be

endless, and it is impossible for the whole of

them to be specially named in this column
even if it would serve any good purpose to do so,

which I much doubt. The fact is that many of

them are so close to others that one might safely

ascribe the only differences to soil and climate

;

they may be left for taste and time to decide their

several fates. There are, however, a few others to

which it is desirable that attention shall be

briefly drawn, and, this task fulfilled, I will leave

varieties entirely until the seedsmen send us their

lists and I can direct my readers' notice to those

that are offered for sale in the present autumn and
next spring. There will be an abundance from which
to make a selection, even if the seeding of many of

the plants is not as heavy as one could wish

considering the immense demand for seeds of

novelties at the present time. It is scarcely likely

else that can approach to it. Mr. Unwiu's Edna
Unwin is a real beauty in this favourite colour, and
it is no different from the many others which this

keen cultivator has sent us from time to time in

reliable excellence. The respective merits of Earl

Spencer and Nancy Pcrkin have been discussed

almost to death, and it is now only intended to

assert again that they are distinct and that the

former may be safely regarded as the better of the

two. In regard to Earl Spencer, it should be

particularly noted that there are at least three,

and probably more, stocks, and that care should

be taken to procure the seeds from a source of the

first repute. Two magnificent scarlets or reds (I

am not yet satisfied thit we have a pure scarlet

any more than we have a pure yellow or a royal blue)

are Red Star, which we owe to Mr. Malcolm, and
Scarlet Monarch, from Mr. W. Deal ; and, personally,

I should be inclined to give the preference to the

latter had I to choose between them. Both are

distinct from George Stark. As a crimson Mrs.

Duncan will have to come within The King and

King Edward Spencer group, which is nearly an

endless one as far as names are concerned. There

can be little doubt that Mr. Breadmore's Iris will

become a power in the land, for its shade of salmon

pink is at once distinct and exquisite, .•^s a flower

there is nothing at which one can grumble. There

are few' people in or out of the Sweet Pea world

who do not know Mr. R. F. Felton. His boisterous

geniality and assertive eloquence have brought him

THE PEACOCK IRIS (I. P.WONIA) IN A SOUTH DEVON GARDEN.

A BEAUTIFUL ANNUAL FOK
CUTTING.

'Chrysanthemum inodorlm.)

I HAVE grown the new variety of this plant, known
as Bridal Robe, this season very successfully, and

find it a great improvement on the old type. The
seed was sown in March last in a cool greenhouse,

and the plants were placed in their flowering

quarters in May. They are now simply crowded

with pure white blossoms (as may be noticed

that any grower will have forgotten Earl Cromer,

which came from Eckford a few years back. It is

true that it did not attain to any material degree

of popularity, on account of its peculiar colour, but

it is one of those shades which one never forgets.

It will, therefore, be an understandable description

to say that Messrs. Bide have a Spencer of precisely

the same hue, and those who prefer what may be

termed out-of-the-way shades will not do amiss

in giving it a trial, .'\nother from the same source

which is well worth growing is Orange King. It is

not to be classed among the exhibition giants, but

for brilliance of orange there is scarcely anything

to the fore, and to think of a Sweet Pea bearing his

name is immediately to picture in one's mind a

flower of bold bearing and great size ; and such it

actually is. The colour is lavender, with a beautiful

suffusion of rosy mauve ; at least, this is the best

description that the writer is capable of manufactur-

ing at the moment. As a mauve Helio Paradise

is an acquisition, but there are now so many ol

kindred or practically identical colour that it is

becoming increasingly difficult to decide which i5

really the pick of the whole lot, especially when ii

is borne in mind how materially they differ in various

soils and situations.
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Ordering Supplies.—There is no doubt that

several hundreds of orders have already been placed,

and those who have not yet forwarded them are

urged to do so with all despatch. It is, of course,

true that all the lists are not yet issued, but there

are many varieties which will have to be bought

no matter what the price may be, and it is worth

remembering that the first comers have the best

chance of securing what they desire when stocks avi

short. It is folly to wait for the lowest prices. 7 he

reputable dealers who advertise in The Garlkv

always give a fair packet at a reasonable market

price, and exceptional lowness of cost by n,.

means necessarily spells cheapness

;

on the contrary, it is often the

reverse. Spencer.

therefrom and do our best to preserve what is left

to us of this fine plant. Where we can, let us plant

it in near pro.ximity to a dark-leaved Holly or other

shrub, where not only the dryness of environment

beloved of this Lily will be secured, but where those

finer attributes of the plant will be reflected as in a

mirror. E. H. Jenkins.

THE ALPINE FLAX.
The greater number of the perennial Flaxes, or

Linums, are very beautiful, and their flowers are

usually accompanied with graceful habit and

charming' foliage. Their fragility is only apparent.

THE MADONNA LILY.

Throughout the month of July

the flower garden contains nothing

more chaste or precious than the

lovely Madonna Lily (L. candi-

dum), of which, however, there are

several forms. Some of these, it is

stated, because of their greater

robustness and vigour, are less

prone to disease than the rest,

though, unfortunately, that has

not been so in my experience.

The disease, however, appears to

vary with the season, and during

the present year, when the intense

heat and closeness which usually

precede a thunder-storm in this

country have been less experi-

enced, the disease has in many
directions been less virulent. But

despite an infliction which sadly

mars the beauty of this fine plant,

we prize it as much as, or perhaps

more than, in days of yore, when,

as one of the commonplaces of the

garden that required neither atten-

tion nor care, we regarded our

treasure all too lightly. To-day

we do our best to cultivate it,

endeavouring by all the means in

our power to retain even the frag-

ments of a flower which afforded

its wealth of unsullied purity in

the past and to which we paid such

little heed.

Now, however, a good clump in

the flower border such as that

illustrated is valued at its fullest

worth, anxious enquiries being

made as to the method of culttu-e

adopted. The best " method "

of cultivation is so full of nega-

tives that there is Uttle cultivation

needed, and may be summed up in the following

few phrases : Do not plant in December or

January a bulb that should have been planted

in August or September. Do not plant it in

richly manured soil. Avoid burying this sun-

loving subject deeply in the soil, and, finally,

refrain from planting it in the shade and drip of

trees. Conversely, give it the poorest and warmest

of soils and a warm position, and keep the bulbs

near the surface at planting-time. In the cottage

garden, the soil of which is not infrequently largely

composed of cinder and coal ashes, this precious

plant usually thrives best, and where this is so

the bulbs are usually packed together in masses,

the soil around being firm and uncultivated, as such

conditions appear to suit the requirements of the

plant. Let us who are supposed to know some-

tliing of the cultivation of such things take a lesson

fragile stalks and narrow leaves of that valuable

species.

In stature it varies considerably with its position.

The writer has had it growing on a dry rockery and

not more than 3 inches or 4 inches in height, but

the plant shown is about 9 inches high this

season. But it has the advantage of having

considerably more moisture, as, although it is in

a well-drained soil of loam, sand and grit, with

stones intermixed, it receives the drainage from

the upper terraces of the rockery, which forms a

portion of the rock garden. Hence it never suffers

from drought, and it thus thrives wonderfully and

flowers for a more lengthened

period than if planted in a dry

position. With the writer it is

perfectly hardy, and the plant

figured has been growing in the

same place for fully five years, all

the attention it has received during

that time being a shght top-dressing

occasionally, the compost used

being the same as that in which it

is planted, already described. For

several months in summer and
autumn it affords a wealth of

lovely little blue flowers, which,

owing to their being poised on

slender steins, sway to and fro with

each breath of wind.

This Alpine Flax is easily raised

from seeds sown in pots when ripe

or in spring, or it can be increased

by the division of established

plants. It is easily obtained from
dealers in hardy flowers, and should

be planted either early in autumn
or in spring.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

COLOURED
PLATE.
PLATE 1409.

T

THE MADONNA LIIjY (lILIUM CANDIDUM) AND ROSES

as many of them will stand unharmed the storms

which cause them to sway to and fro as if they

would be torn to pieces, and they remain unhurt

when more sturdy flowers are wrecked by the

storms. To the virtues of beauty of foliage and

habit, together with prettily formed blooms, there

SOME NEW NARCISSI.
HREE of the four
flowers shown in the

accompanying coloured

plate are blue-blooded

Poets, inasmuch as their

ancestors have been
Poets on both sides. These re-

present in varying degrees the

rounded, smooth, maj-min peri-

anthed flower (to use an expres-

sive word coined out of major
and minor by the great " Poet-

maker " himself to denote perianth segments ol

equal size).

It is a " Poet's " autumn. We find them all

along the high-water mark, which, being translated,

means that there is hardly a 1910 Daffodil list

worth the name in which there are not one or

is added to many the additional attraction of having
,

more real good novelties. Bath's has Laureate,

blue-coloured flowers. This is no slight gain, this

colour never being too plentiful in the garden, and

it is possessed by the Flax shown in the illustration

on page 475, which is a plant of Linum alpinum,

the Alpine Flax.

This little plant, w-hich is a native of several

ranges of the mountains of Europe, is a charming

flower for the rock garden or even for the front of

the border. In appearance it may best be likened

to a miniature edition of Linum perenne, having

the same soft shade of blue flowers with the

one of the many claimed as the finest of all Engle-

heart's productions, and Marian, a round, rim-

eyed flower. Chapman's has Kiugsley, which

runs Tennyson hard for being the most refined

and charming "of all the Poets I know ; Kestrel,

a fine, all-red-eyed variety with a round perianth

of immense substance ; and Sonata, which looks

very much as if it had a touch of recurvus.

Wilson's has Snow King (Crosfield), a tall, robust,

late-flowering plant of much merit with a round

and symmetrically shaped perianth, and a sharply
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defined rim of red round the rather yellow-looking

centre ; Bret Harte, a pretty, well-formed flower
;

and Tennyson, which is truly described as the

best rim-eyed Poeticvis in commerce—one that

has that peculiar look about it which in humans
we would call " gentlemanly," so unobtrusive in

all its parts and yet so distinguished-looking in

its lout ensemble. Miss Currey's has Snow King,

too, and Oracle, a new all-red, and several quite

cheap ones like Vanity and White Standard.

Cartwright and Goodwin's has Hildegarde, Bard

of Avon and Matthew .-Vrnold, a grand exhibition

flower of the ornatus pattern, notable as being

the only Poet that was honoured with an award
of merit from the Royal Horticultural Society

this last spring. Lissadell's has Muriel and .\cme,

which one is glad to welcome into commerce ; I

remember so well the sensation it occasioned when
it was first shown at Birmingham. We were not

so much used to the brilliant all-red eyes then,

nor had we got anything before with such a well-

shaped perianth. Bourne's (Christopher Bourne,

son of the man whom every Daffodilist will always

delight to honour) has Lullaby, which is said to be

something like Tennyson, and Walt Whitman,
unusual because of the green in its eye. Wallace's

has Kingsley and Ruskin, a flower of fine appear-

ance, the large, all-scarlet eye being surrounded

with pure white overlapping perianth segments.

Hogg and Robertson's has Acme, Kmgsley and

Kestrel. Pearson's has Ruskin. Barr's has the three

flowers in the coloured plate ; Socrates, remarkable

because of the deepness of the red edge of the eye

and the wonderful lasting property and size of the

flower ; Dresden, an attractive variety, with all-

red centre ; Messina (P. D. Williams), another

still more all-red, with a look of poetarum in its

huge, snow white perianth ; and several others,

such as Timon, a rimmed flower. Ibis, Tennyson,

Snow King and many of lesser value, in all

thirty-one, old and new. The Editor informs me
that the coloured plate was prepared from flowers

kindly supplied by Messrs. Barr and Sons.

I am very much afraid that the multiplication

of varieties so much .dike is getting rather bewilder-

ing, especially when we have to make a selection

and say which are the best. On the other hand,

the purchasing public benefits, inasmuch as it gives

them so many more really good sorts, which, if

they are somewhat similar to one another, are

distinct advances in size and quality on the older

kinds. Eros, the fourth flower in the plate, is

one of the small - cupped section that approach

very near to the " Poets" in their general look.

Of course, when the perianth is not pure white

there is little doubt where to place the flower ; but

when, as in Eyebright and Harold Finn, it is pure

white the line is not so easy to draw, and if the

parentage is unknown there is often a difference

of opinion as to what they really are. One of the

best flowers of this class is Cossack.

I feel I ought, in conclusion, to give a word of

caution to those who read glowing descriptions

of these bright and beautiful blooms in dealers'

lists, or see them staged in the perfection of

condition at shows, but who have not had much
practical experience in growing them. Beware

of these glowing red eyes ! To have them as you

see or read of them they must be gathered before

they have seen the sun, or else they must be

shaded where they are growing by some sort of

calico or canvas covering : otherwise you will find

to greet you not what you expect, but something

more like the burnt end of a cigar than anything

else. Notwithstanding this fault, however, perfect

flowers, when they are secured, are so beautiful that

they fully repay any extra trouble that is taken

with thorn. Joseph Jacob.

THE ROSE GARDEN.
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

{Continued from page 461.)

THE following are good novelties in alpha-

betical order of last year and this

:

Alberto N. Calamet (H.T., Soupert et

Notting, 1909).—A Rose of the Mrs.

E. 'j. Hill type, but larger, and the

blooms arc more full and shapely.

Alexander Hill Gray (T., A. Dickson and Sons).

This splendid yellow Rose is not yet in commerce,

but when it is I should say there will be a

l.irge demand for it. Messrs. A. Dickson and

Sons are tackling a very difficult phase of Rose-

raising—that is, the true golden yellows of the

Marechal Niel type, only dwarf in growth, and we
as Rose-growers can but wish them every success.

In this Rose we have a sort of glorified Perle des

Jardins, but I know nothing of its, growth. The

suited this Rose, but I have been disappointed with
it. When Messrs. Cannell exhibited it at the Temple
last year I thought it was glorious. Perhaps on estab-

lished plants it will show up better. The foliage

is delightful, but the large carmine-coloured flowers

somewhat change colour and have not the glowing

effect they have when grown under glass. Un-
doubtedly it will be a grand sort for pot-work, and
especially as a bush, for it will bloom right down to

) the base. Outdoors its flowering season commences
about the end of June.

Andre Gamon (H.T., Pernet-Ducher, 1909).

—

Another fine novelty from this successful Rose-

grower. It is after the style of Mme. Maurice de
Luze ; colour deep rose, shaded cochineal. A
valuable addition.

Archibald Gray (H.T., H. Dickson). — A fine

colour after the style of Hugh Dickson ; but

there are three or four novelties, all of similar

siiade, and the question will be as to which

are the most distinct.
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same firm have sent out this year a really beautiful

yellow named Miss Alice Rothschild, which will be

noted in its order.

Alexandra Zarifi (T., Paul and Son, 1910).—

A

single-flowered variety of much charm, after the

style of. but distinct from, Irish Elegance. The
buds are vivid terra-cotta, changing to buff as they

expand, .\warded card of commendation, 1909.

Alice Cory Wright (H.T., William Paul and Son,

1910).—Deep pink, in the way of Caroline Testout,

but larger and of more perfect form. Should be

a valuable addition both to exhibition and to

garden Roses.

Alsterufer (H.T., P. Lambert, 1909).—Planters

of bedding Roses will value this, for it is a dwarf

Griiss an Teplitz. Flowers of medium size and of

brilliant crimson-scarlet colour.

Althea (H.T., William Paul and Son, 1909).

—

Opaque salmon pink, with orange base to petals.

The flowers are freely produced and are of large

size, making it highly decorative.

American Pillar (Hybrid Rambler, Dingee and
Conard Company).—Perhaps the season has not

Ariel (Rambler, Paul and Son, 1910).

—

A
delightful rambler that is a most valuable addition,

only the question is. Where can we plant all these

lovely Roses ? for their growth is so prodigious,

and to do them justice one needs a palatial garden.

Ariel has single flowers of the tints of Tea Rambler,

with similar lovely foliage, the coppery shade

running through the whole plant—stems, leaves

and flowers.

Arthur R. Goodwin (Pernetiana, Pernet-Ducher,

1909).

—

\ glorious colour, coppery orange red,

passing to salmon pink. The formidable spines

proclaim its Soleil d'Or relationship. We shall soon

possess quite a number of this class, and a most

delightful group it will be. Probably when Soleil

d'Or is blended with some of the crimson Hybrid

Teas and others, most marvellous results will follow.

Bagatelle (Multiflora, Soupert et Notting, 1909).

One of the prettiest of the new ramblers and quite

distinct, its dainty blush blooms, which are double,

making a lovely contrast to Crimson Rambler and

other late-flowering crimson sorts. P,

(To be continued.)
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO PROPAGATE THE PENTSTEMONS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Every lover of a

flower garden takes much pride in

keeping it in the best condition possible.

From the present time onwards to

Christmas there will be a litter of fallen

leaves in many gardens, but this fact

should not distress the cultivator of choice plants

and bulbs. It is a natural state where there are

deciduous trees and shrubs growing, and if the owner
i)f the garden sweeps up the fallen leaves very
often, and especially while the ground is soaked
with water, he will make the lawn look muddy and
leave scratches on the gravel paths. When tie

weather is calm and the ground fairly dry, advan-
tage should be taken of such conditions to do all

the sweeping possible. As the month of September
is now drawing to a close, frosts may be expected.

1 have noticed for many years past that the first

frosts (in the Midlands and South) come during
the last week in September and the first in October,
and then we are comparatively free from them
lor two or three weeks. It is advisable, therefore, to

lake every precaution to guard our precious plants

Irom damage from such a source by either taking
Ihem to houses or suitable structures or cover-

ing them with mats, tiffany, or even old herring-

nets spread out on light framework. We do not
get day frosts at this season ; they are night ones,

so that the protection will only need be afforded

the plants during the night. Dahlias, especially

the single-flowered and the Pompons, must receive

-n.OWER-STEM OF \ HYBRID PENTSTEMON
SHOWING BLOSSOMS AND NUMEROUS YOUNG
GROWTHS SUITABLE FOR MAKING INTO
CUTTINGS. CUTTINGS ARE ALSO PROCURED
I'ROM THE CROWN OF THE PLANT.

attention in this matter on account of their decora-

tive value in a cut state. As the beds are cleared

of their summer-flowering occupants prepare the

soil for bulbs and spring-flowering subjects.

Vcgiiabli- Garden.—The early Carrot-beds may
now be cleared entirely. From time to time roots

have been pulled up for immediate use, and so the

beds have now a patchy appearance ; but it is

quite time to lift and store the remainder. Ease
up the roots by driving in a garden prong ; then
there will be no violent pulling up of a single

specimen and, consequently, no bruising. Twist
off the tops near the crowns and store the roots in

sand or even ordinary soil, but sand for preference.

Directly the beds are cleared deeply dig or trench

the soil. Spring Cabbages and Cottagers' Kale
may be planted "u the vacant plots. Make
the soil very firm around the roots of all such

plants put in. The Parslev crop is a valu-

able one throughout the winter-time. No doubt

readers may have some grand old specimen plants

in their gardens ; these plants will have exhausted

the best part of the nutriment in the soil, and,

consequently, be making very short-stemmed

leaves, but withal very finely curled ones. Plants

of this kind withstand severe weather better than

young ones, and so it is good policy to retain a bed

of them. Destroy all Potato. Pea and Bean
haulm ; if left on the ground it harbours slugs and

earwigs. It must be burned and the ashes returned

to the soil. A\] decaying leaves of Winter Greens

and similar plants must be collected.

Fruit Cardcn.—."Apples and Pears are very

precious this year, and every care should be

bestowed on the proper storing of the fruits. W\
had, grub-eaten specimens must be kept separate

from the sound ones. Grub-eaten fruits can be

readily picked out. They are generally the

highest coloured, and if closely examined a small,

dark-coloured hole will be found near the eye.

(irease-banding of fruit trees should be done

very soon. Next week I will tell readers how
to put on the bands. In the meantime some
long strips of cloth—old clf>th or pieces of sacking

—and cart-grease shcjuld be procured. Straw-

berries in pots must ha\'e their crowns well

ripened ; ti^ this cud place the pots on boards or

ashes in the most sunny spot in the garden. See

that the soil in the pots is kept quite free from
weeds ; if these are allowed to grow they will

use up food that ought to go to the .Straw-

berries.

Greenhousf and Frames.—As the night tempera-

ture is now getting rather low, it is unwise to put
off the lighting of fires any longer. The pipes

should be slightly warmed by seven o'clock each

evening and the fire banked while very bright at

ten o'clock. It does not matter if the pipes cool

by seven o'clock the following morning, as the

warmth from them throughout the night prevents

undue condensation of moisture and constant chills

to the plants. Newly lifted and potted plants placed

in the frames and greenhouses must be lightly

shaded from bright sunshine for about a week
afterwards, and occasional syringings will be
much more beneficial than too frequent watering
of the soil. Material for hot-bed building and for

covering frames must now be prepared. Pot
Roman Hyacinths, named Hyacinths, Tulips and
Narcissi for early forcing. A. A.

INCREASING THE PENTSTEMONS.
The race of beautiful Pentstemons that are now
met with in a well-ordered garden, and those we
are accustomed to see so charmingly represented
at the leading shows throughout the country, are
hybrids, and they may be grown with the greatest

:1-Ni^^^

::. THE SHOOT ON THE LEFT IS JUST AS IT WAi
CUT FROM THE PLANT. ON THE RIGHT A
PREPARED CUTTING IS SHOWN.

ease. When grouped or massed in distinct colours

or varieties some really beautiful effects may be

created, and those who desire to make the most
of their plants will be well advised to adopt this

method "f planting. The new hybrid Pentstemons
may be increased by twti methods—by seed sown
in heat in March and April, and the seedlings grown
on with all speed, pricked oft" and handled twfj or

three times, and subsequently hardened off before

planting them i>utdoors in their flowering quarters,

and by cuttings.

.\n early sowing of Pentstemon seed should ensure

a bright display from the resulting seedlings in

the succeeding .August. They may, therefore, be

treated as annuals quite successfully, and for this

reason may commend theinsel\-es to man)* readers.

We are not now dependent on seed sa\ed indis-

criminately from indifferent \'arieties, and need
not wait until we have a collection of good hybrids

of our ftwn. for there are firms who make the

Pentstemon a speciality, and who offer seed saved

from the finest strains for is. and 2S. 6d. a packet.

Raising, or. rather, increasing, the Pentstemons
by cuttings, however, is a matter for our immediate

concern. Those who have raised beautiful seed-

lings that they may desire to increase and
perpetuate can only do so either by cuttings taken

at the present time or by division of the old plants

in the spring, and this applies also to named
varieties. No time should be lost in commencing
operations, as it is now full late for the work.

Young shoots that are suitable for cuttings iu-

variably develop at the base or crown of the old

plants, and, where there is a scarcity of this materia],

the side growths that evolve in the axils of the

leaves on the lower portion of the flower-stems

will provide a welcome supply of shoots that will

make excellent cuttings just now.
For the benefit of the inexperienced grower a

typical growth of the Pentstemon, showing the

flowers with the young growths freely developed
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on the lower portion of the stem, is shown in Fig. i.

Hy cutting away the flower-spike a number of

young shoots are always encouraged to develop,

and these invariably root quite satisfactorily.

That the beginner may better understand the

character of such growths, I have given an illustra-

tion of such material in Fig. ;:, the shoot on the

left being just as it was cut from the plant.

The preparation of the cuttings next requires to

be dealt with, and this is a most simple matter. The

cuttings when properly prepared should be about

3 inches in length, as shown on the right of Fig. 2.

The lower leaves are trimmed off close to the stem

with a sharp knife, and the stem of the cutting cut

through immediately below a joint, the latter

being formed bv the jvmction of the leaf-stalk with

the stem of the cutting itself.

Cuttings may be rooted in a variety of ways

—

a cold frame may be requisitioned, a bed of sandy

soil prepared, and the cuttings inserted in this

where a large number of plants are desired. Where

the demands are less, boxes, pots or pans may be

utilised for the same purpose quite successfully.

In Fig. 3 a number of cuttings are shown inserted

ui a seed-pan of good dimensions. \ suitable

compost for propagation purposes should comprise

loam, leaf-mould and coarse silver sand or clean

road grit in equal proportions, and be well mixed.

Insert the cuttings carefully, pressing the soil

firmly to the base of each one. Water in, and after

leaving to drain for a while cover with a bell-glass

or hand-light, and arrange jn the cold frame. Keep

the cuttings close for a time till rooted, then admit

air. During the rooting process shade from bright

sunshine. Wet and frost are the greatest enemies

of these plants in the winter ; therefore avoid wet

conditions and protect the plants during spells

of severe frosts. O. B. Cranf.

.\ Z .\ L E .\ S.

HousiNr, THE Plants.

loR the embellishment of the greenhouse am'.

I onservatory during the latter part of the winter anri

the spring months there are few kinds of plant;

that are more useful and effective than .\zaleas

(Indian or Chinese) grown as small and medium-

sized specimens. Inexperienced cultivators, how-

ever, very often err in their initial treatment

of the plants. For instance, the latter are

often placed in strong heat directly they are

housed with the idea of forcing out the flowers

quickly. This is a great mistake to make.

These plants, if required to be useful year after

year (and they are naturally long-lived plants)

must not be hard forced except at the time the

flower-buds commence to open. .-Vt other periods,

after the new shoots have grown, the proper

treatment is a cool one. For example, in the sum-

mer and early days of autumn they may with

advantage be grown in the coolest position in the

open air ; and if the leaves have been kept clean

and healthy the plants will now bear some plump
flower-buds. Owing to mismanagement after

housing I have seen many fine plants nearly ruined.

The plants should be placed under glass before

frosts come or receive slight protection. It is

not absolutely necessary to put the Azaleas in a

greenhouse or conservatory ; if a frame deep

enough is available, it would be quite suitable for

the plants. In any case, it is well to admit plenty

of air to the interior of the structure and to avoid a

high temperature and close, dry atmosphere. A
shingle bed on a stage or a bed of ashes in a frame

form suitable bases, as there is generally an even

amount of moisture there. Failing such bases for

the plants, occasionally sjTinging wooden stages

and the pots is beneficial. Do not feed, and keep

the ball of soil in an even state of moisture, .\vo.n.

ARUM LILIES.

TnuR Trkatmf.nt in Auti'mn.

Tut .-Krum Lily is a noble plant for the green-

house, glass porch or conservatory in winter and

spring. .Although the plants will do very well in a

cool house from which frost is excluded, the best

cannot be obtained from them in that way ; neither

is it advisable to subject them to a very high tem-

perature for any considerable period. A medium
temperature is, therefore, the ideal one. On no

account must the plants be left outside until frost

comes. They niust be lifted in September and

potted, and if rightly treated they will quickly

become established in their new quarters. Where
it is possible to do so, divide any large roots and
pot them separately ; they are the most service-

able. Overpotting, too, must be avoided, as the

cultivator should remember that the plants will

soon be required for the greenhouse; and, unless

the pots are fairly well filled with roots, neither

forcing nor feeding can be quite successfully

carried out. II the root^ .uul .i small qii.uitity of

-^

3. CUTTI.NOS MAY BE ROOTED QUITE EASILY IN

COLD FR.\MES, BO.XES, POTS OR LARGE SEED-
PAN'S. THE LATTER METHOD IS SHOWN IN

THE ABO\'F II.Lt'STRATION.

new compost can be accommodated in the pot,

the plant will soon be established therein. Poor

soil will not do for our purpose. The compost

should be of good quality. Fibrous loam, leaf-

soil, rotted manure and sand or road scrapings will

do nicely. Press down the soil moderately firmly,

but do not damage the large, fleshy roots, and
place the plants in a cool frame or house for two or

three weeks, (iive water directly the plants are

potted, but afterwards frequent or daily syringings

will supply the necessary moisture until the new
roots commence to grow freely. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Christmas Roses.—My sole reason for referring

to the Christmas Roses at what might appear an

unseasonable moment is to urge upon m\' readers

the necessity of making plantings of them at this

time, that is if they would play their part in making

them a success. In the majority of gardens, large

or small, they are anything but this ; and the reason

of the non-success is that they arc planted at a

wrong season in very large degree. The peculiari-

ties of their rooting, or, rather, their root production,

are such that immediate success could only be

assured by planting them during the early autumn
months. No flower is more greatly prized in

winter, none more deserving of greater care or atten-

tion, none more hardy, and certainly none more
precious. Then why not give it the treatment it

requires ? The wretched examples one sees from

time to time belie the fact that this is an easily

grown subject. We are told it is impatient of

disturbance. It is if disturbed at a wrong time.

The right time, however, is now. The best varieties

! to plant, for there are several, are maxiraus,

November flowering ; major, December flowering
;

and angustifolius, January flowering. Any or all

'if these are obtainable from the hardy plant

nurserymen who advertise in our columns.

Bedding PELARCiONU'MS.—Where the cuttings

of these were inserted in pots or boxes as recom-

mended a short time ago and stood in the open to

root, it will be prudent to remove them to the cold

greenhouse or to a frame where ample air is per-

mitted. All dead leaves should be removed, and

to maintain a sturdy habit of growth little

water should be afforded the freshly rooted plants.

The young stock of Lobelia intended for propaga-

tion in the coming year should not be allowed to

exhaust itself by flowering at this time. Any that

display this tendency should be clipped over with

scissors, cutting the plants low down to make
them produce genuine growth and not flowering

shoots.

Japanese Anemones. — I haye been much
impressed of late by the value of the white and

pink flowered varieties of these in several town

gardens, and, seeing that they are unique among the

hosts of good garden flowers just now, I would like

to draw particular attention to them. The white-

flowered form possesses the purity and chasteness

of the Eucharis, and above its ample leafv setting

is an ideal plant indeed. It does not mind a corner

in partial shade, but appears to detest heavy tree

shade ovexhead. .An even greater purity of this

peerless flower is revealed when planted near

to sombre-toned shrubs—Holly and Yew. for

example—the value of the whole being much

1
enhanced by the association.

An Amateur's Pleasure. — Little things are

said to please little minds. Be that as it may,

it is certain that a very small amateur in gardening

affairs has been intensely pleased by some of his

earliest efforts whereby a concrete yard has been

broken up and freely bordered with Nasturtiums.

It is all the garden at his command, but it afforded

him pleasure and not a little exercise early

in the year. If " Great things from small begin-

nings come," surely there is something in store

for our friend. .Anyway, he is not a little proud

of having scored a success in the circumstances

briefly described.

Some Good .Autumn Flowers.—Just as in

spring-time and in summer there are good border

flowers that stand out well from their fellows

and command attention, so, too, now at this season

is there a similar thing experienced. For example,

what can equal the .Anemones to which I have

already drawn attention, or what compare with

such myriad-flowered .Asters as acris or .Amellus.

or the brilliancy of the tall-growing herbaceous

Lobelias which are now in such perfection ? Then

there is that valuable subject for harv'est festival

time, Pyrethrum uliginosum, which, \vith its

sheaves of white blossoms, is in direct contrast

to the warm reddish glow that renders Helenium

Riverton Gem so good and so decidedly autumnal

in effect. E. H. Jenkins.
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"HOLLAND IN IRELAND '

FOR
a very long time indeed Holland and

Flanders supplied pretty well all the

bulbous roots that were cultivated in

British gardens, and not a few of the

vegetable and flowering plants that

were raised annually from seeds. I

can only suppose the reason why this went on for

so long was because we had got so accustomed to

getting our supplies from abroad that we came to

look upon it a? second nature, and in consequence

never tried what we could do for ourselves. I am i

unable to say what it was that first prompted our

fellow-countrymen to try their hand at bulb-

growing, that is to say, at growing the plants for

the sake of the bulbs and not for the cut flowers,

as was the case in the Scilly Isles. 1 believe, but

I am open to correction, that the Spalding district

of Lincolnshire was about the earliest centre where

this culture was practised, and that my friend,

Mr. J. T. White of Spalding, was one of the first

of the pioneers. At any rate, it is getting on for

twenty vears now since I had my first talk with

liim aboat his Daffodil farm, and he was not quite

and Narcissi. There are, however, large stretches

of Gladioli, Ixias, Anemones, English, Spanish and

German Irises, and other miscellaneous bulbs, such

as Muscari and Montbrctias. Owing to the compara-
tively mild winters and the genial springs which are

experienced on the East Coast of Ireland, it has

been found that all the above classes of bulbs do

remarkably well.

I have visited " Holland in Ireland " twice, and
on both occasions it was when the Daffodils were

in bloom. It is impossible to enumerate all that

I would like to talk about. There was a fine

healthy lot of Brigadier, which may be called a

small, pointed edition of Lady Margaret Boscawen
;

several beds smothered in bloom of Lady Gore-

Booth, which reminded me of the old James Bate-

man ; a nice little lot of that excellent pure ivory

white Ajax Mrs. H. D. Betteridge, which I know
from practical experience to be an excellent

" doer "
; a fine mass of that glorious bicolor

Duke of Bedford ; thousands of blooms of a pretty

cheap little Leedsii called Nora, which had a sort

of Citron look about it ; a fine bed of the pretty and

highly decorative Mrs. C. R. Hamilton ; and an

immense stock of my little pot favourite, W. P.

by this home industry they are employing so much
extra labour beyond what ordinary farm work
would have done on the same amount of land,

but also to know that the bulbs which they

produce are all of them sound and healthy, and

are able to hold their own in the markets of the

world. Joseph Jacob.

SOME OF THE TULIPS AT HOLLAND IN IRELAND.

a beginner then. One thing I so well remember

him telling me was that he had had an order for a

million double Van Sions from America !

Since then the world has gone on and we have

learnt more about bulb- farming. Many " Hollands "

in the " British Isles" have come into existence,

but nowhere is the title more appropriately be-

stowed than upon those flat, sandy fields round

about the little town of Rush, which is situated

on the sea-coast about fifteen miles as the crow

flies to the north of Dublin, and almost opposite

the island of Lambay. Here in 1895 the present

Mr. James Robertson, who had three or four

years before succeeded his father as head of

the firm (Hogg and Robertson), began to grow

bulbs. His aim was then, as it still is, to make it

an exact reflection of a representative Dutch bulb

farm. .\11 kinds of bulbs are grown in quantity

for commercial purposes with the exception of

Hyacinths, and the area which is now under culti-

vation extends to over forty acres. .Mmost half of

the whole is occupied by Tulips, some of which are

shown in the accomp.^nying illustration, while a

great part of the remaintter is given up to Daffodils

Milner. I see Messrs. Hogg and Robertson list it

at 5s. 6d. per hundred or lod. per dozen. No
Daffodil in the world is more dainty or more beauti-

ful when it is grown in shallow pots and slowly

forced

.

The Tulips, with the exception of some of the

early flowering ones, were not in bloom, but I saw

the green leaves of thousands of Darwin and Cottage

varieties. The former may be called the firm's great

bulb speciality. Two years ago I saw the labels

which marked no fewer than 450 varieties. It was a

great " trial " to find out the best. Hence their

collection of fifty, which appears on page 29 of their

i()io list, may be relied upon to be all cream and

nothing but cream. It is a wonderful sight, I am
told, when all these late-flowering Tulips are in

bloom, and if it were not that one would miss the

broad ditches and the curious gaunt piles of Reeds

that have served as a winter covering for the beds,

and which look like colossal haystacks, and that

in their place we would see wind-breaks of Privet

and Elder and high turf banks, we might very well

imagine we were in Holland. It must be a source

of much satisfaction to the firm not only to feel that

NEW PLANTS.
Gladiolus Rathline.—.\ well-formed flower of

rich cream tone, the central lower petal yellow

and the base of the tube crimson. The spike is

full and well formed. From Mr. Bull, Ramsgate.

Dahlia Cardinal (Single).—Rich reddish scarlet

colour and a perfectly circular flower.

Dahlia Mrs. Joynson Hicks (Single).—A good

and shapely flower of orange buff tone, with crimson

centre.

Dahlia Mrs. Landale.—A garden Cactus variety,

the yellow ground being suffused with rosy pink.

Dahlia The Hnn. Mrs.Grt'villc.—A garden Cactus

variety of orange vellow tone, suffused' with salmon.

This set of four varieties were exhibited by

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,

Crawley.

Dahlia Princess Juliana.

A pure white variety of the

.;^. . -
^

Pa?ony - flowered section.

"^ Shown by Messrs. Whitelegg

and Page, Chislehurst.

Dahlia Sweet Briar (Garden

Cactus variety),— .\ rose-

coloured self of much merit.

Dahlia H. L. Brousson

(Cactus). — A well-formed

variety of rich rose colour-

ing and light centre. These

two varieties were exhibited

by Messrs. J. Stredwick and

Sons, St. Leonards.

Dahlia Ouida (Single).

—

Salmon rose, with crimson

centre.

Dahlia Loveliness [Single).

Rose, with crimson base

to the florets ; a pretty and

well- formed flower. These

were shown by Mr. M. \'.

Seale, Sevenoaks.

Dahlia Minerva (Garden

Cactus)- — Yellow ground,

heavily shaded rosy pink,

tips of petals tinted gold ;
flowering on long, erect

stems, well above the foliage.

Dahlia Loveliness (Garden Cactus).—Bright pink,

veined with white ; a lovely decorative variety,

very free flowering, showing its blooms well above

the foliage. These two were shown by Mr. C.

Turner, Slough.

Chrysanthemum Hullicot i'i7/ott'.—The colour is of

glistening buttercup yellow shade, florets slightly

drooping. A refined and handsome-looking variety.

Chrysanthemum Holiicot White.—A pure white

of exceptional merit, the well-formed flower-heads

produced on stiff stems. These were shown by

Mr. W. Roots, Cranford, Middlesex.

Each of the foregoing received an award of merit

from the floral committee.

Cattleya Iris King Edward VII.—The sepals and

petals are of greenish yellow tone, shading to

bronze, and the handsome lip is of a rich purplish

crimson colour. Exhibited by H. S. Goodson,

Esq., Fairla%vn, Putney. First-class certificate.

Lalio-Cattleya Berths Fournier magnifica.—

A

first-class certificate was also granted to this excel-

lent varietv.
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Cattleya Adida (C. bicolor x C. hardyana).

—

The sepals and petals are of rosy hue, the lip

crimson. Shown by R. G. Thwaites, Ksq.,

Streatham. Award of merit.

Odontioda Cecilia (Cochlioda noetzliana x

Odonto^lossum wiganianum).—The sepals and
petals of this pretty hybrid, and indeed the entire

flower, is chequered with reddish crimson and
yellow. The lip is slightly fringed and deeper

yellow in colour. Exhibited by R. G. Thwaites,

Esq. Award of merit.

Cypripedium Angela (C. niveum x C. fairie-

anura).—Briefly, this pretty hybrid may be likened

to a whitened C. fairieanum, the pouch, perhaps,

presenting the greater evidence of the other parent

save from the point of view of colour. The delicate

lining renders the variety distinctly pleasing.

I-rom Mrs. Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam-
on-Tyne. Award of merit.

All the foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 13th inst., when the

awards were made.

NEW FRUITS.
.Apple Rev. W. Wilks.—A large, rounded, very

liandsome culinary variety with pale yellow skin;

\ery heavy and precocious cropper. Of equal

value for market, for home use and for exhibition.

The result of crossing Peasgood's Nonsuch with

Ribston Pippin. The award of merit given a few

\'ears ago was increased to a first-class certificate.

Shown by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited,

Chelsea.

Apple Red Victoria.—The fruits of this are

conical, angular, of an intense red colour and much
resemble Gascoyne's Seedling, but earlier. The
colour permeates the flesh of the Apple, which

cooks well, but is rather acid. It is an enormous

cropper, and no doubt will become popular for

market sale. It received an award of merit two

years ago, and has now been granted a first-class

certificate. Shown bv Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech.

NEW VEGETABLES.
PonTO Prima Donna.—A white variety grown
at Wisley and tested for its cooking quality,

l-'rom Mr. H. Chambers, Tunbridge Wells, .\ward

of merit.

Potato Dalmeny Early.—A well-known early,

flatfish, round tuber of good table quality and a

good cropper. Grown at Wisley. From Messrs.

Barr and Sons. Award of merit.

Culinary Pea Seedling 223.—A taU, heavy cropper

carrying long, pointed, very green, well-filled pods,

and which proved to be the best of all the tall

Peas grown at Wisley. From Messrs. James
Carter and Co., High Holborn. Award of merit.

Three marks were given to very handsome
Parsnips grown at Wisley and placed before the

coraraittee. These were Student, Improved Hollow
Crown and New White Marrow. The roots were
not long, but very fleshv. From Messrs. Barr and
Sons, Covent (i.uili n

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

Seedling Dahlias from Oxgar.
Mr. W. Hasler, The Gardens, Blake Hall, Ongar,

sends a collection of single seedling Dahlias, among
which there are some very attractive colours.

Such flowers are worth growing for cutting, and
also for the bright display they make in the border
at this season. Compared with named varieties,

however, they lack form and substance, and are
not worth naming. Mr. Hasler writes :

" I am
sending a few single Dahlias for your table. The

pink one I am very pleased with. Do you think
it ought to be named ? These are from seed sown
this year, and they are glorious plants for beds or

borders."

Interesting Flowers from Ireland.

The Rev. W. W. Flemying, Goolfin, Portlaw, County
Waterford, sends a most interesting collection of

flowers with the following note :
*'

I have much
pleasure in sending blooms of the following shrubs

and flowers for the Editor's Table. They were
all gathered on September i. Abelia triflora,

.\triplex Halimus (grown for its fine glaucous

foliage), Buddleia variabilis veitchiana, Ceanothus
Gloire de Versailles and C. Perle des Roses, Clero-

dendron trichotomum, Cytisus nigricans Carlierii,

Eucryphia pinnatifolia (now nearly out of bloom).

Erica vagans alba, Hypericum patulum, Mains

John Downie (in fruit), Spirsa Menziesii trium-

phans, five varieties of Cactus Dahlias, Crinum
Powellii and C. Powellii album, Lilium Henryii

with t\venty-ft\'e flowers, and Antholyza paniculata."

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—The Editor intends to

itmke The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with iJiai object loill make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

cXearltj and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, TavistocJ:

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should he sent to the POBLISHFR. 3'Ae name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each sfiould be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Anchusa italica Dropmore variety {M.

Uland).—This plant is best increased by means
of root-cuttings inserted in sandy soil from Decem-
ber to February in slight heat. The cuttings should

be about an inch long. The process has already

been described in The Garden, but we shall

refer to it again at a more seasonable moment.
We cannot advise you to lift the plant after the
manner of a Dahlia, as it produces no tubers to

therein store its vitality. The plant is certainly

perennially inclined, though not persistently so,

and frequently after a heavy flowering succumbs.
Seeds are produced, but the seedlings do not usually

come true ; hence, as the plant is not easy to

increase by dividing, the greater value of root-

cutting propagation. If your plant is disturbed

for increasing now or a little later, the possibility

of a good flowering another year will be greatly

diminished.

Bulbous plants for western border (Muddled),
For the wall any of the forms of Clematis Jackraanii would
be quite suitable. Among the Lilies a good selection for
a succession should include L. dauricum, L. croceum, L.
candidum, L. pyrenaicum, L. pardalinum, L. Henryii,
L. speciosum. L. auratum, L. tigrinum var. Fortuuei and
L. longirtorum. Any of the Uatfodils would tlourish there,
and in addition one could have Solomon's Seal (Polygo-
natum officinale), Anthericum Liliago, Colchicum autum-
nale, C. speciosum, Chionodoxa Lucilise or C. sardensis
(Glory of the Snow), Snowdrops (Galanthus Elwcsii and
G. nivalis) and the Spanish Bluebell (Scilla campanulata)
in various colours of rose, blue and white. These would
fill a good-sized border and supply a long succession of
bloom. It is evident that the Jasmines do not get sun
enough to ripen the wood sufficiently for it to form Bowers.
But it is diflicult to give a reason for non-flowering without
seeing the plants and their surrounding conditions. It is

possible that as they get older and better established they
will llower.

ROSE GARDEN.
Roses with evergreen foliage (i'.ilf. Wild).

There are no true evergreen Roses, but some
varieties retain their foliage in a mild winter or in

a sheltered garden well into the dull months of the

year. A few of the best are *Aimee Vibert, 'Jersey

Beauty, •Evergreen Gem, Reine Olga de Wurtem-
burg, Longworth Rambler, Aglaia, .M. Desir,

*Edmond Proust, Mrae. Alfred Carriere and F61icit6

Perpetue. Those marked {with an asterisk are

the best, and you would Jdo well to plant several

of these.

Rose tollage blighted (/(. iV.).—The foliage of
the variety Mignonette which you enclosed lias no disease

so far as we can see. The dark bruised appearance ia the
result of cold winds and probably a slight frost.

Rose leaves curled (J. K.).—The Rose leaves
were attacked by the Rose loaf-rolling sawily (Blenno-
cainpa pusilla). The rolled leaves will be found to contain

the larva), which hide here during the day. Hand-picking
is the best remedy, or the plants may be sprayed with a
very [Ine spray made by mixing loz. of Hellebore powder
with a gallon "of water, keeping the whole well stirred.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Vine leaves diseased {William Ware).—

The oidy effectual way of ridding your Vines of

the grub or Vine weevil is by carefuUy picking them

off. We also notice that the leaves are infested

with red spider. The best way to get rid of this

is by heating the hot-water pipes to boiling point

and then paint over with sulphur made to the

consistency of paint by mixing with water. Do
this on two successive evenings, and you should

get rid of the spider, and possibly some of the

weevils as well. Of course, the vinery must be

closely shut up, so that the sulphur vapour from

the hot pipes cannot easily escape. It should be

carried out while the outside air is calm.

Apricot tree cankering and gumming
(.Apricot).—Our correspondent says: "Can you
kindly inform me in your valuable paper what is

the cause of my Apricot tree gumming and canker-

ing ? It is growing on a wall, south-west position."

This same question has been asked by generations

of questioners before ; but no definite and reliable

answer has ever been given to the question. There

is no doubt the Apricot is more predisposed

to this disease than any other fruit tree, and it is

also well known that there is no absolute

cure for it. At the same time, trees suffering

from the disease wiU go on bearing good crops of

fruit for very many years, especially if the pre-

caution is taken of thoroughly "cleaning out the

wounds (caused by gumming) at winter pruning-

time.

Melons failing (L. 31.).—It is now too late to begin
again this season the culture of Melons, as, although the
writer of this note has had four crops of Melons in the same
pit or heated house in one season, to get a late crop you
would require to have strong plants ready to plant out
early in August, so that, you see, the season is gone. In
your case you certainly require more advice how to prevent
failures than at this late season to make a fresh attempt.
All the flowers should be set as near as possible at the
same time ; at least, only a few days should elapse between
the time the whole crop on each plant is set ; and to do
this it may be necessary to remove the first one or two
stray blossoms and secure, say, three or more that show
a little later on at times, if the lateral growths are
stopped early, it is an easy matter to get four to six female
flowers open on each plant and set with the male blossoms,
and then later on it is necessary to remove those not
required for ripening. If one fruit swells away in advance
of the others, this robs the later fruits of the sap, and the
result is that they grow, like your fruits did, to a certain
point, turn yellow and drop off. Then, again, the top
gro\vth of the plant may be too gross, there may be too
much wood, and as the lateral or side gro\vths form the
main shoot it is necessary to cut out weak growth and
have the fruiting ones from 12 inches to 15 inches apart,
these trained in to the trellis, and if in frames arranged so
that light and sun can circulate freely. We have also seen
whole crops of Melons at this stage go off similar to youis
by stroug manures being applied just as the plants are
llowering, also by keeping the house too close and moist.
A common cause of failure with Melons is planting in a
rich root-run ; they do best in a good loamy or even strong
soil, making the roots quite firm at planting. In frames,
the plants, if on a bed of manure for heating purposes,
should have the soil placed in a raised heap to keep them
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from rooting down deeply and the foliage kept thin ;

indeed, with frame culture and a tendency to gross growth
it is at times necessary to take a spade and cut deep down
any gross roots entering too deeply into the manure.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of fruit.—E Morris.—Apple Irish Peach-

Mrs. Standring.—1, Warner's King ; 2, I-ady Henni-
ker ; 3, Lord Grosvenor. T. R.—1, Round Winter
Nonsuch ; 2, Beauty of Bath. Constant Reader.—
I. Lane*? Prince Albert ; 2, Worcester Poarmain ; 3,

Newton Wonder ; 4, Schoolmaster ; 5. Brabant Bellefleur
;

6, Warner's King ; 7, Reinette du Canada ; 8. Yorkshire
Beauty ; 9. King of the Pippins ; 10. same as No. 6 ;

II. Cos's Pomona ; 12, Duchess of Gloucester.
Merrurjj.—1 and 3. Keswick Codlin ; 2. Stamford Pippin

;

4, Northern Greening ; 5 and 7. Devonshire Quarrenden
;

6 and 15, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 8, Brabant Bellolieur
;

9, Blenheim Orange : in, Withington Fillbasket ; 12,

Stirling Castle ; 16, Lemon Pippin; 18. Lane's Prince
Albert. Other numbers had become detached. Plums :

3, Lantana Camara var. ; 4, Callirhoe lineariloba ; 5.

(P-nothera speciosa. T. E. Johnson.— 1, Rose Fran
Alfn^d Mauthner ; 2, Rose Old Crimson or sanguinea ;

3, Hypericum hookerianura (syn. with H. oblongifolium).

New Castle.—Aster Amellus variety. H. J. W.—
1, Gnidia carinatum ; 2. Aster macrophyllus ; 3. Veronica
spicata ; 4. Physostegia virginiana ; 5. Thymus Serpyllum
lanuginosus ; 6. Acsena Nov^e-Zelandise ; 7. Heuchera
species, please send in flower. Mrs. Sartorhts.—We
regret we cannot recognise the Broom from pieces sent.

I Please send again when in flower and pack in damp moss.
I F. P. P.— 1. 2 and 10. Phlox, garden seedlings ; 3.

Iris species, cannot name from leaves only ; 4, Veronica
' longifolia ; 5. Pulmonaria saccharata ; 6. Veronica

I

gentianoides ; 7, Heuchera species, see No. 3 ; 8. Aster

I

acris ; 9, please send in flower ; 11, Erigeron strigosus ;

12, Melissa officinalis variegata. 6. H. A.—1, Fraxinus
I excelsior heterophylla ; 2, Hibiscus syriacus ; 3, Rudbeckia
subtomcntosa. H. M. Tate.—Aster amelloides.

i
G. Press.—Ruellia Portellte. G. L.--1, Deutzia species,

please send in flower ; 2, Diervilla hybrida ; 3. not found ;

' 4. Rubus species, plnasn prnd flower'* nnd fruit ; 5. plea^jc

Nurserymen.
General Section.—For thirty-six blooms, distinct, there

were seven competitors, the flowers, despite their excel-
lence in some stands, generally falling below the quality
of last year. The first prize was awarded to Messrs.
James Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, whose Hugh Dickson,
Lyon Rose. Pharisaer, Prince Arthur. A. K. Williams.
Helen Keller and Betty were magnificent blooms. Second
prize went to Messrs. Adam and Craigmilc. Fernielea
Nurseries, Rubislow. Aberdeen, whose blooms of Mrs.
Peter Blair. Captain Hayward. Lyon Rose. C. J. Grahame.
Betty. Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau and Mildred Grant
were all of exceptional merit. Mr. W. Ferguson, The Nur-
series, Dunfermline, was third, the best bloom being Lyon
Rose. Earl of Warwick and J. Stuart Mill were also good.
In Class 2, for thirty-six varieties, not fewer than three

trusses of each, there were only two competitors. Mr. John
JLittock. New Headington. Oxford, taking the leadingplace
with a magnificent lot of blooms, of which Lyon Rose.
Marie van Houtte, Hugh Dickson, White Maman Cochet.
Earl of Warwick, Lady Roberts, Mme. Melanie Soupert.,
Caroline Testout and LTlrich Brunner were the chief.

THE GOLD MEDAL GROUP SHOWN BY MR. G. PRINCE AT THE AUTUMN ROSE SHOW.

13, Belgian Purple ; 14, Shropsliire Prune. ./. A.—
Apples : 1, Yorkshire Beauty ; 2, James Grieve. Pears :

1, Doyenne du Comice ; 2, Beurr6 Diel ; 3, Beurri5 d'Amaii-
lis ; 4, Gansei's Bergamotte ; 5, Duchesse d'Angoulenit.'.
Plums: 3, smashed; 2, Late Prolific. H. E.—Apple
Lord Derby.
Names of plants. — Mrs. Mar/on.—Helichrysum

humile (Apk-xis macrantha). Espero.—1, Cotoneaster
frigida ; 2, Pyrus floribunda (?) ; 3, Hippophae rhara-
noides ; 4, Cratsegus Crus-galli. F. Lurani.—Poly-
gonum orientale. Walter Rolfe.—XheUa chinensis.
M. I.—1, Polygonum cuspidatum ; 2. Hibiscus syriacus
var. r. Z.— 1. Hypericum calycinum ; 2. Veronica
gentianoides variegata ; 3, Rubus rosseflorus ; 4, Hibiscus
syriacus ; 5. Chelone obliqua ; 6, Phlox species, please
send in flower ; 7, Euonymus japonicns variegatus ; 8,
Cupressus pisifera var. squarrosa. F. J. .S'.—Silene
Armeria. Mrs. Hallowes.—Clematis Viticella (blue)

;

C. orientalis (yellow). Miss T. D. Deane.—Cardiosper-
mum Halicacabum. T. T.— 1, Buddleia variabilis

;

2, Jacobinia pauciflora (Libonia floribunda). ./. Good-
fellow.—1, Clerodendron foetidum ; 2, Eucomis hicolor

;

send leaves and flowers ; 6, Spiraea discolor ; 7. Hypericum
elatum ; 8, Veronica speciosa var. ; 9, please send in

flower; 10, Comus albus Spsethii ; 11, Forsythiasuspensa ;

12, Coriaria japonica. It is not possible in many instances
to identify growing shoots of trees and shruijs without
flowers.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S AUTUMN SHOW.
The autumn show of this society, held in the Royal Horti-
cultural Hall on the 15th inst., can but be regarded as a
pronounced success, many of the blooms, if not of the
higii standard seen at some former shows, closely approach-
ing the hall-mark of excellence. A noteworthy fact was
that Messrs. Cocker and Sons of Aberdeen took the first

prize for thirty-six distinct varieties for the sixth year in
succession. The Roses in Class 11 constituted an exhibition
alone, and were greatly admired.

Medea, C. J. Grahame, W. R. Smith and M. Joseph Hill

were also excellent, while the nearly mildew-proof Mme.
AntoiTie Marl, of peach and white colour, was very charming.
Second hononrs went to Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.,

Colchester, whose smaller masses of flowers made a less

effective whole. Some excellent vases were staged, how-
ever, and of these Lyon Rose. Frau Karl Druschki, La
Tosca, AVhite Maman Cochet, Lady Ashtown, Harry Kirk
and Marie Antoine Mari were in good form.

Exhibition Roses in Vases.—Foi twelve distinct varie-

ties, seven blooms of each, space not to exceed 6 feet by
3 feet, Messrs. James Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen, were
first with a superb lot, Mme. M. Sonpert., Lyon Rose (a

magnificent vase). Captain Hayward, Alfred Colomb, Mrs.
D. McKee, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mrs. J. Laing and Hugh
Dickson being the best in a really fine display. Second
honours went to fllr. Hugh Dickson, Royal Nurseries,

Belfast, whose vases of Harry Kirk, Hugh Dickson. Leslie

Holland, Frau Karl Druschki, Countess of Shaftesbury and
Mrs. Stewart Clark were all fine. Mr. W. Ferguson,
Dunfermline, who had capital vases of Lyon Rose and
.(. Stuart Mill, was third.
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SOME NEW NARCISSI
Top right-hand flowers, DRESDEN; left, SOCRATES

Cream flower, EROS; Lower right-hand flower, MESSINA
(Barr & Sons)

Hudson & Kcurns, Ltd.. London.
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BDITORIAIi NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in gitestions

relating t" matters upon ivhich they ufish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Anstvers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

ii?dl kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, a^com,panied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welrj)mes photographs, articles and Tiotes,

hut fie will not be responsible for tfieir safe return. All

reasonable care, however, wiU be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

ccntributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

usks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual pfioto-

tjrnpher or owner of the copyright will he treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be aJiyle to use, and

the receipt of a p^roof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Pnhlicati.on in The GARDEN iviU alone

he recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C

THE MODERN DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE DAHLIA.

Two years ago, when the amale;a-

mation of the National Dahha
Society and the London Dahha
Union was effected, many lovers

of the flower felt that a new
era had dawned for the Dahlia.

That their predictions were correct has
been proved conclusively by the two
excellent exhibitions which have been held

this year, the most recent one at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on the

2oth ult., a report of which appears on
another page. Previous to the amalga-
mation referred to, there were many who
considered, and not without a certain

amount of justification, that those varieties

specially adapted for garden decoration

were not receiving the full measure of

support from the National society that

they deserved ; but, happily, all this is

changed, and we now find the society

taking a very broad view of the flower for

the advancement of which it exists.

Just how far the change in pubhc taste

is responsible for this broadening of the

policy of the society it is difficult to say, but
there is no doubt that at present there

is a greater demand for those varieties

which are useful aUke for the garden,

house decoration, or exhibition tables.

We may reasonably take it as indicative

of the change that has been effected

when we find in the society's " Annual
Supplement and Conference Report " for

this ^-ear lists of four distinct types of

Dahlias given for the first time, viz.,

garden Cactus or decorative, giant deco-

rative. Collarette and Paeony - flowered.

Although an annual supplement to the

official catalogue has been pubhshed each
year since 1904, neither of the types men-
tioned above has previously been included,

so that, as far as official recognition is

concerned, these types may be regarded

as quite new developments, though, of

course, they have been known to growers

for some time, and the giant decoratives

include some that mav be regarded as old

varieties.

Of these new types none will be more
welcomed by those who appreciate beautiful

flowers outdoors than the garden Cactus
varieties. There must be many who have
paid dearly for their experience of Cactus
Dahlias in the past. The novice visiting

an exhibition and seeing there the glorious

flowers of this section would certainly be
induced to buy some, at least, of those

which appealed to him, in blissful igno-

rance of the bitter disappointment that

awaited him when his precious, newly
acquired Dahlias were due to flower the

following autumn, and when they proved

to be so shy that they effectually hid their

weak and short-stemmed flowers in a mass
of foliage. With the advent of the garden

Cactus type all this has changed, and
we now have a good Ust of varieties with

long, stout stems that elevate the flowers

well above the foliage, and so create a

beautiful effect in the garden as well as

rendering the flowers suitable for cutting.

It is true that the flowers of these varie-

ties as yet are rather smaller and perhaps

shghtly less refined than the older Cactus

sorts ; but who will say that the National

Dahha Society is not doing the right thing

in encouraging this class of flowers by
offering certificates for new varieties and
arranging classes and giving prizes for

those already in existence ?

In the Collarette section we get a most
effective type of flower, similar in form to

the singles, but having around the base

of disc, within the petals, abortive growths

of a distinct colour, these forming the

collar. For creating a bright and
effective display in the garden they are

of service, the varieties generally being

free-flowering. When the Paeony-flowered

varieties were first shown a few years ago,

many Dahlia experts freely expressed an
opinion that they were doomed to a speedy

demise ; but, contrary to the most san-

guine hopes, they have met with a warm
reception from the general public, and have
evidently come to stay. It is true that

already they have been considerably

improved, and the latest varieties give us

flowers of much better form and more
pronounced and distinct colours than were

to be found in the sorts first introduced.

The stems, too, have been improved, so

that the flowers have lost much of that

floppiness that detracted from the earlier

varieties. For creating bold masses of

colour in the garden or on the outskirts

of the woodland, the Paeony-flowered

Dahhas are well adapted, their vigorous

growth and freedom of blossoming requir-

ing a broad scheme of planting to show
them to the best advantage.

It will be seen, then, that the present

policy of the National Dahlia Society

is to centre its energies on those sec-

tions which have been neglected in the

past and which are specially adapted for

decorative purposes, and the steady influx

of new members indicates that the right
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course is being taken. Any floral society,

to be of real value, must progress with

the times and encouiage afl sections of the

flower to which it is devoted, and not, as

was at one time the case with several

societies, .devote its whole energies to the

exhibition tents. In Mr. E. F. Hawes
of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park, the National Dahlia Society has a

most energetic hon. secretary, and he will

be pleased to furnish any prospective

members with full particulars concerning

the work of the society.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
October 3.—National Fruit Growers' Federation

Meeting at 2 p.m.

October 5.—National Chrysanthemum Society's

Early Autumn Exhibition at the Crystal Palace

(two days). The floral committee will meet at the

Crystal Palace on the first day of the show.

Our Special Rose Number.—As the

planting season is just about to commence, we
shall devote the greater part of our next issue to

Roses. In addition to numerous articles and

photographic illustrations dealing with various

phases of Rose culture, including the commoner

pests of the plants, a coloured plate of that

wonderful Rose Juliet will be given.

The National Vegetable Society's

exhibition.— At the time of going to press the

first exhibition of vegetables in connection with

the above society is being held in the Horticultural

Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster. It is pleasing

to note that practically all classes are well filled,

and that the rarer or little-known vegetables have

received proper attention from growers. Next

week we hope to publish a full report of the show,

with illustrations of some of the most interesting

exhibits.

Leaflets on horticulture.—The Board of

.\griculture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place,

London, S.W., has just published leaflets on

Celery leaf-spot (Phyllosticta apii), a disease that

is very prevalent this year ; leaf-shedding in conifers

due to Botrytis cinerea ; Cucumber and Tomato

canker ; Strawberry cultivation ; and the winter

washing of fruit trees and the treatment of

neglected orchards. Copies of these leaflets can

be obtained, post free, from the above address,

and letters of application so addressed need not

be stamped.

French Horticultural Society of

London.—The annual bulletin of the above

society has just come to h,->nd, and, as usual, is full

of interest for those of its members who are, from

various causes, dispersed all over the world. The
record of the past year's work is satisfactory in the

highest degree, and progress is still being made.
Numerically and financially the society has

increased, and in the 172 printed pages of

matter before us there is ample evidence of

the high appreciation, both at home and abroad,

of the work accomplished. An excellent portrait

of Sir Albert Rollit forms the frontispiece, with an

appreciative biographical notice. There are reports

of the various monthly meetings, and a rather full

one of the annual dinner, held at the Cafe Royal
in January last under the presidency of M.
Lalande, the French Consul-General. The society

has been established over twenty-one years, and
has done much to improve the relations between

English and Continental horticulturists. Among
its patrons are men of the highest status on both

sides of the Channel. English gardeners who wish

to find places abroad, or French-speaking gardeners

who require situations in England, find the society

an invaluable medium. The president, Mr. George

Schneider, is deserving of the greatest praise for

the successful way in which he has for so long

directed the operations of the society.

"Australian Plants." — Under this title

Messrs. Whitcombe and Tombs, Limited, Mel-

bourne, Australia, are publishing a book by Mr.

W. R. Guilfoyle, late Director of the Melbourne

Botanic Gardens. The work will apparently

include an alphabetical list of .Australian plants,

with their common names, as well as the natural

order to which each belongs. We also note that

other sections will be devoted to the treatment of

.Australian plants in gardens and parks, directions

for sowing and raising .Australian seeds, and a list

of Eucalypti showing the confusion of common
names that exists in this family. The volume is

to be well illustrated from photographs. British

and foreign orders received before November i will

be supplied at 12s. 6d. net, the price subsequently

being 15s.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Roses for table decoration. — While

the dinner-table decorations with Roses at the

recent exhibition of the National Rose Society

were generally charming, vet it was evident that for

grace, lightness and pleasing arrangement the

single Roses were best. This is, at least, mv
individual opinion. T would suggest that another

year the schedule shall be so worded that it is made

quite clear that either all single or all double

flowers are to be used in the respective classes,

so that decorators might all work on the same

lines and not be contingent on the tastes, of

judges for any particular colour or Rose. We
have now such a wealth of single Roses that

it would be much more interesting, both to com-

petitors and to visitors, were, for once at least,

the Roses used severely restricted to singles. It

becomes then far more a test of tastehil arrange-

ment than is now the case, when some favourite

varietv mav, rather than arrangement, dominate

the award.

—

A.

Late Strawrberries.— I was interested in

the note on late Strawberries by Mr. C. Blair

(page 430V Mr. Blair, however, advances the

claims of two varieties that in so many gardens

have been discarded or reduced to small space,

namely. Countess and Fillbasket. Neither is

new, and the first has left us so long that its period

of popularitv cannot be safelv given. That it is

a beautiful berrv I am prepared to admit, and its

flavour remains its most outstanding feature. But

its crop was so small that we were constrained to

discontinue its culture. Fillbasket. on the other

hand, was over-productive, to such an extent that

quality, colour and softness of flesh each became

a serious fault. As a market Strawberry in this

locality it was resolutely refused by the purchasing

public ; its colour was unattractive, and the fruits

i
became so soft that they could be neither handled

nor eaten. Leader, another variety named bv

I

Mr. Blair, had a successful career for a time, but

deterioration in constitution and fruit quality was

made an excuse for its removal. The introduction

of Kentish Favourite brought it again into tempo-

rary prominence, for it was early recognised as

Leader under a new guise, and as such was again

discarded by many who had adopted it. We have,

however, not done so entirely, but reserve it for a

modified system of annual cultivation. .A bed of

from 300 to 400 plants is now planted each year,

the site given being a south border, from which early

and fine berries come in fairly large quantities.

These are ready a little before Royal Sovereign.

Once the crop is cleared, steps are taken to layer

advancing runners, so that new beds can be planted

in August, a course that is both profitable and
pleasing in early Strawberry-time. Directly this

planting of new beds is complete, the parent bed
is destroyed and another winter crop succeeds it.

—

W. Strugnell, Rood Ashton, Wilts.

Crab - Apple John Downie. — If the
qualities of this little fruit were well known I feel

sure it would be much more grown than it is at

present. Our trees here are loaded with the

cherry-coloured .Apples, which are about the size

and shape of a pigeon's egg, and they are of very
pleasant acid flavour. We are gathering them to

be made into jelly, which is most delicious. I

often wonder if any hybridist has ever tried cross-

ing the above with a dessert .Apple, such as Cox's

Orange Pippin. One would expect to be rewarded
with hybrids of fine colour and flavour from such

a cross.—F. Herbert Chapman, Rye.

The season in County Kilkenny The
past season has been one of the coldest and most
sunless on record. The rainfall has been much
above the average, and since May i the barometer
has never reached 30 'o. Rain fell on twenty-

seven days during August, the total for the month
being 7 '31 inches, the highest for any month
during the past twenty-five years at least. The
fruit crop is in better condition than one would
expect considering such an adverse season ; but
a fine sunny autumn is necessary, or the wood will

not ripen satisfactorily. Fortunately, the weather
is now showing marked improvement, no rain

having fallen during the first nine days of Sep-

tember.

—

Charles W. Bennett, Castle Gardens,

Kilkenny.

Saxifraga paradoxa.—May I pomt out to

my friend Mr. Arnott anent the above that,

accepting the evidence afforded by the illustration

on page 463, there would stiU appear to be abun-
dant room for confusion, even though " we drop
the Aizoon and call it plain and imadomed S.

paradoxa," inasmuch as there is a species known by
the latter name regarded as synonymous with

S. pygmaea. This plant is well figured in the
" Dictionary of Gardening," its very narrow,

linear, much pitted and gracefully recurving leaves

rendering it distinct from all at sight. Unfortu-

nately, it is by no means common, and possibly is

less vigorous than some, while it is remarkable

rather for the great beauty of its silvery foliage

than for its flowers. So far as one may judge from

the picture in The Garden, the illustrated example

would appear to be as distinct from any S. .Aizoon

form as from that which I have in mind. .As Mr.

Arnott rightly observes, the troubles of nomencla-

ture in this genus are very considerable, and are

rendered greater by an entire absence of uniformity

in the trade collections of these things. The readi-

ness, too, with which these Saxifrages intercross

in the wild state only renders the subject more
complex and difficult. At one of the spring meet-

ings this year at the Royal Horticultural Hall I

noticed a plant bearing the name of S. paradoxa,

and dfrected the owner's attention to it as incorrect.

I gave a description of the true plant, which was

quite unknown to him. Obviously Mr. .Arnott's

plant has a pronounced decorative value, and for

that reason alone merits the prominence it has

received.—E. H. Jenkins.
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Thinning - out Raspberry canes. —
Several years ago a veteran gardener raised the

question in relation to flower border herbaceous

plant"; as to whether it was wise to cut hard down
the old stems that had carried flowers so long as

tliey were green and had green leafage. His con-

tention was that, having accomplished their work

of carrving flowers, their sap nutriment, so long

as in leaf, returned to the roots to help form stouter

and stronger crowns for the following year's pro-

duction of bloom. I have not seen that at any

time experiment has been made with any such

plants. So far as the cutting hard down of flower-

stems the moment bloom is over in the one case,

and leaving them to ripen leaves and wood in due

course. Delphiniums, which bloom fairly early,

would be excellent plants to employ for a trial of

this description. All the same, it would be unwise

to allow the flower-spikes to remain a day after

the bloom is over, as the production of a large

spike of seed-vessels is exhausting. The heads

should be at once cut off just above the leafage.

Reading " Shamrock's " note on the cutting down

of old Raspberry canes recalled this suggestion

of the old gardener, and it may be that very many

Raspberry- growers who do not cut out their o'. 1

canes so soon as the fruiting is over leave them in

the belief that their existence, so long as having

green leaves on them, helps to feed the roots, and

in that way also the suckers then being produced

to form the following year's fruiting canes. Very

often more light and air are excluded from these

newly forming suckers, which, being the strongest,

it is desired to retain and ripen because nests of

small suckers are allowed to grow up round them.

Where not wanted for the making of new planta-

tions, these small suckers should be removed early.

Still, there is room for a testing of the result of

early or late cutting down of old Raspberry canes,

as is suggested for Delphiniums.—A. D.

Strawberries Countess and Fillbasket.

I think Mr. Blair's article on the above is rather

misleading. Here, in the North-East of Scotland,

they ripen with Sir Joseph Paxton. I grow a

small breadth of Countess for its flavour alone, as

it is a poor cropper always, and unless it does

better in other places it could not be profitably

grown as a market crop. Colour, or, rather, the

want of it, is against Fillbasket and its new and

improved variety The Cropper ; they are also

quite useless in wet weather. The best late

Strawberry is Givon's Prolific ; it never fails to

produce a very heavy crop of fine-looking and good-

flavoured fruit. The crop is so heavy that the plants

must be well watered in dry seasons. Progress is

also a good late variety ; it is the strongest-growing

Strawberry I know, and must have plenty of

room. It is pale in colour, but, unlike Fillbasket, it

colours and ripens rapidly, so that, though it is

a soft fruit, I gathered a heavy crop this year,

although rain fell almost daily while it was ripening.

It has less juice in it than other Strawberries and

eats like a Banana. Laxton's Latest (if I have

got it true) is not a taking variety ; its first fruits

are large, dark-coloured and rough-looking. I am
giving it another trial. I think very few of the

new varieties will hold their ground long. George

Monro, sent out last year, will become a favourite,

and I have secured and planted every runner.

Profit and Reliance I am giving another trial.

They have not done well this year. Reward, which

is much thought of in some quarters, grows very

indifferently with me, and did not fruit at all. The

sorts I mainly rely upon are Royal Sovereign,

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Leader, Sir Joseph

Paxton, President, Progress and Givon's Late

Prolific. President sometimes fails me in wet

seasons, but it is a fine fruit. I have grown fifty

or sixty other sorts and found them wanting.—M.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

I'lants Under Glass.

CAL.ADIUMS.—Water may be gradu-

ally withheld from these and stopped
altogether as soon as the foliage dies

down. The tubers may be shaken
out of the old soil and stored in dry

sand in a warm temperature.

Euphorbia pulcherrima.—Plants that have been
growing in cold pits will now require a warmer
temperature. A house that is kept at 60° to 65°

at night will suffice, but keep the plants well syringed.

A little stimulant may be given if the pots are well

filled with roots.

Bougainvillcas.—These plants will be better now
if less water is afforded them, whether growing
in pots or planted out. To ensure a good supply
of bracts next season the wood must be thoroughly

ripened and the plants given a rest.

Cabbages.—Plants from the second sowing will

now be ready for planting out. This planting is

an important one, and a good-sized portion of

ground should be filled. The same advice that was
given for the earlier plants also applies to these.

Parsley.—A frame should be planted with young
seedlings. This will ensure a suppiv during hard
weather.

.Isparagus.—Where the growths are thoroughly

ripe they may be cut off .and the beds cleared of

weeds. .Afford them a top-dressing of good manure.

Rock Garden.

This department will now require a thorough
overhauling to get everything into order for the

coming winter. With a little care and attention

at this season many of the most fastidious alpines

will pass through the winter unharmed. Androsace
lanuginosa, A. sarmentosa, A. Chumbyii and others

must be protected from the rains by having a sheet

of glass fixed over them. This can usually be

managed with the aid of Bamboo canes and stiff wire.

The same advice also applies to Onosmas, Edraian-

thus, Eritrichium nanum, Opuntias and .Antir-

rhinum glutinosum. Any choice and tender

subjects that one has doubts as to their hardiness

may be lifted and wintered under glass. The
hardy and early spring-flowering plants may be

put out now, and there is no better time for plant-

ing Alyssum, Aubrietias, .\rabis, Cheiranthus,

Lithospermum, Erinus, Phlox, Heliaiithemum'=

and a host of others too numerous to mention here.

In the bogi garden plant Primulas pulverulenta.

japonica, rosea and denticjilata. In planting thi'

two first-named a liberal quantitv of decayed

cow-manure should be mixed with the soil. They
are very partial to a rich soil, and readilv respond

to generous treatment.

E. C. PooLiiV.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes. I'sq.)

Gnaiun Hall, Plymouth.

APPLE ATTACKED BY SCAB DISEASE,
FUSICLADIUM DENTRITICUM.

(See page 484.)

Cyclamen.—The earliest batch of these should

be housed without delay, keeping them on the

shady side of the house. If the roots are well

round the sides of the pots, a little liquid cow-
manure may be given occasionally, alternating it

with soot-water.

Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes.—The lifting should be proceeded with

at every opportunity, selecting dry weather, if

possible, for the operation. Allow the tubers to

lie on the ground for a few hours to dry, when they

may be picked up and placed in a heap on the open
ground. Where disease abounds, careful picking

is necessary to sort out all tubers that are affected,

and all haulm should be burned. When the crop

is all lifted and heaped in the respective varieties,

the Potatoes should be covered with dry straw and
protected from the rains by tarpaulins, which may
be taken off on dry days and replaced at night.

Allowing the tubers to remain in these heaps for a

week or ten days before storing greatly assists in

the ripening. After this time they may be sorted

and stored in the approved way. Some prefer to

cover them with straw and earth in the open, while

others keep them in a dry, dark shed.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Kitchen Garden.
Harvesting Crops.—Onions should by now be

quite ripe, and the sooner they are got under cover

the better. After gathering spread them out on

a hard bottom to dry thoroughly. If possible,

lay them in a frame facing the sun, for by so doing

the bulbs can be kept dry during wet weather,

which is of importance, as the Onion very soon

begins to make roots if left long in a wet state.

Carrots can now be dug up and stored for the

winter. Probably the best place for them is in a

cool cellar from which frost can be excluded. Lav
out in layers with plenty of dry sand under and

over the roots. They can be stacked to any con-

venient height. It is rather early yet to get up
Beetroots, and Parsnips as a rule are best left in

the ground until wanted. Salsify and Scorzonera

may also be lifted and stored, although many leave

these in the ground until wanted.

Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—.\s I have already pointed out

in t^jis column, the planting of this valuable fruit

in late autumn is sure to lead to disappointment.

Very good results are to be had, however, by lifting

the runners now and laying them in in nursery

lines on a sheltered border, or, better still, in an

old frame. Bv the middle of March these plants

will be in fine order for setting out in their fruiting

quarters. No fruit must be taken from them the

first season. Much diversity of opinion exists

regarding the cleaning of Strawberry-beds. Some
hold rigidly to the belief that Strawberries are

ruined by digging witli a spade between the rows;
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others, quite as successful, clear off runners and

weeds immediately the fruit is gathered, and in

late autumn mulch with manure. Another school

notch down each side of the row with a sharp

spade, and after having spread some rotten manure
between the lines, dig in manure and runners,

leaving the surface rough. Which plan is the

best ? I say that they are all right and all wrong.

What I mean is that anyone practising either

method on all kinds of soil would sometimes be

right and sometimes be wrong. The no-digging

method is the proper one for light, dry soils, while

the digging between tlie rows is the only satisfac-

tory plan on very stiff land. The middle plan

works well on good medium loams. I have culti-

vated Strawberries on all three kinds of soil, and

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE APPLE SCAB DISEASE AND

ITS TREATMENT.

PROBABLY no disease of fruit in this

country has attracted more attention

than Apple scab or black spot, which
causes the formation of rusty or black,

scurfy, round spots on Apple fruits,

and in certain varieties, especially,

perhaps, in the premier dessert Apple Cox's Orange
Pippin, deep cracks. The appearance of the fruit

is spoiled, even in the mildest cases, and in the

worst the fruit is deformed and probably rendered

altogether unfit for use. Further, such scabby

THE, ROSE GARDEN IN CHALKWELL PARK, VVESTCLIFFE-ON-SEA.

with excellent results. I have also studied the

methods of other gardeners and noted results.

The late Mr. L. Dow, than whom I have never

known a better hardy fruit grower, was the first

gardener 1 ever knew to dig 'deeply between rows
of Strawberries. Having been trained in a garden
where the digging, or, rather, shallow pointing, was
done in spring, I at first thought that Mr. Dow's
method was sure to end disastrously. On the

contrary, I never saw finer crops than were annually

picked in Newbyth Gardens. Another gardener

of my acquaintance, who has a very stiff, clayey

soil, never digs between his Strawberries, and
has not had a crop these last ten years.

Flower Garden.

Cuttings.—There is yet time to secure more
stock of several useful bedding plants should there

be any scarcity. Indeed, the later, in reason, the

Calceolarias are left, the better will they succeed.

It is sometimes difficult to secure these at an earlier

date, as side shoots are often very short. By now
they will be in good order, and, being firm and short-

jointed, are almost certain to root. Pansies and
Violas may also yet be got in. Some good growers

believe in October cuttings, and certainly, if

given fair treatment, they make plants equal to

those inserted a month earlier. Pentstemons may
also be propagated yet with everv chance of success.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.

fruit does not keep well, for other fungi find a

ready entrance on the scabby spots and cause the

rapid decay of the fruit. The fruit illustrated on

page 483 was sent by a reader, and the spots

and large, deep cracks can easily be seen.

The cause of the spotting and cracking is the

attack upon the fruit of the fungus Fusicladium

dentriticum. Unfortunately, in the majority of

cases the presence of the fungus is not noticed

until it attacks the fruit. Then, there are com-

paratively few gardens in which it cannot be all

too easily seen, while the markets are full of

diseased fruits. The knowledge that it is present,

though at that stage it is too late to do anything

to remedy the state of affairs, may, however, be

some gain, for it may lead to the adoption of

measures of prevention in the succeeding year.

But it must be recognised that the fungus attacks

not only the fruit, but the shoots and the leaves

as well. It may often be found on shoots up to

four years old, causing a characteristic cracking

of the bark (not to be confounded with that due to

canker) often attributed to the action of frost. It

is largely from the fungus in these shoots that the

disease starts the next spring, and it is obvious

that anything that can be done to remove this

source of infection should have attention. There-

fore, the first recommendation is to prune away all

dead and dying shoots and burn them. To the

same end it is well to gather up and destroy all

diseased fruit and foliage. Drenching the tree

while it is dormant with copper sulphate at the

rate of ilb. to 25 gallons of water will do some
good, but it often fails to reach the mycelium of

the fungus secreted in the tissues of the shoots.

The spring and summer treatment ii to spray
with Bordeaux mixture at half the strength used
for spraying Potatoes. The first spraying should
be given just before the buds open and another
when the petals have fallen, again three or four

weeks after, and perhaps again, this depending
on the virulence of the attack and the chance of

infection from one's neighbours' trees. It is

obviously important to spray all trees, whether they
are fruiting or not, since this will tend to reduce
the amount of fungus on the shoots. Scientist.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

ROOT CROPS. — The vegetables which
are comprised in this most important
section, including as the chief Beet,
Carrots and Parsnips, demand atten-

k tion at this season of the year, and
the cultivator who neglects to accord

it will inevitably lose seriously, since he will not
have the use of the palatable and nutritive roots
during the winter when they are so much esteemed.
It is necessary that the lifting of the crops, if it

is not already in hand, shall be commenced at

once.

Of the three principal kinds named Beet is

the most tender and liable to injury from frosts

;

but, at the same time, it is wise to let the tops
become frozen before the harvesting is started.
Upon reaching this stage get the roots out of the
ground as quickly as possible; and it is surely
superfluous to remind even the veriest tyro that
infinite care is imperative, as bruising or cutting
the skins spells bleeding, loss of colour and the
practical worthlessness of the crop. Still keeping
the bleeding in mind, the worker must screw off

the tops at least 2 inches above the crown, and not
trim hard down to it as is commonly done. The
actual storage is usually done, it is much to be
feared, in a haphazard sort of manner, which
results in shrivelling and decided loss of qualitv.

.'^ny place where the temperature is equable will

suit, but the roots should always be put in square
or oblong piles alternately with sand or fine, drv
soil with a view to keeping them plump and fresh

for as long a period as possible. Following the

Beet will come the Carrots, which should also be
handled with proper care, although there is not,

with them, the risk of such disastrous results as

in the case of Beet. The method of storing should

be that already suggested. With Parsnips it is

most undesirable to lift for storage. The roots

are perfectly hardy, and it is a matter for regret

that, no matter how carefully the thing is managed,
they invariably lose in flavour immediately they

are out of the ground. If it is within the bounds
of possibility, the beds should be covered with some
protective material, not with the idea of keeping

out frost because it might injure the roots, but

because the soil may get so hard that lifting, for

use when required may be out of the question.

If this can be arranged, the rule might well be to

lift each week-end a sufficient number of roots for

the succeeding seven days, in which time the loss

of quality will be scarcely perceptible. If there

are sound reasonswhy this course cannot be adopted,

then the roots must be harvested and stored as

already advised, carrying out the work before

hard ftrosts set in in October or November. In

the case of both Carrots and Parsnips the tops may
he severed practically on the crown.
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'" Spring Cabbages.—The planting of these will

proceed apace from the present time onwards to

the end of the month, and it is imperative that

thoroughly cultivated sites shall be prepared

where the soil is in good heart ; but the excessive

use of organic manures is to be deprecated, for the

simple reason that they are apt to encourage a

gross growth that will not withstand the varied

weather of the winter. Weeds must be kept down
in beds already planted ; and should it be thought

that the earliest are advancing too fast, go over

the whole and tread the soil rather firmly up to

the stems with a view to giving a slight check to

progress. This crop is so extremely valuable that

no effort must be spared that will help to ensure a

perfect bed. Those who, perforce of circumstances,

have to purchase their supplies of young plants

should do their utmost to procure a true stock of

Flower of Spring ; it stands wonderfully well, is

not prone to bolt, antl '.he quality is splendid.

M.\Nt'RE FOR Mushrooms.—Those who cultivate

Mushrooms—and there are few amateurs who do
not try their hands at the task nowadays—must

see to the collection and preparation of suitable

manure, so that as soon as a sufficient bulk is ready

beds may be made up in suitable places for crop-

ping in the winter. The best straw manure should

be procured for the purpose, and the long stuff

must be shaken out of it and put aside for use as

covering to the beds after the spawning has been

done. Care must be taken to see that the manure
does not burn itself out when in the heap, or it will

be useless. H. J.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

M'

ROSE G.^RDEN BY THE SEA.
.\NV visitors to Westclii^e-on-Sea

were surprised last June by an

announcement in the local papers

that the Rose garden at Chalkwell

Park would be thrown open to the

public. Even some of the old

inhabitants of this seaside resort were unaware

that a Rose garden was in course of formation.

It was planted in the early spring of 1908, and is

an example of commendable reticence on the part

cif the authorities, who desired the Roses to become
established before opening the garden to the public.

Those who know Westcliffe-on-Sea must have

noticed the marvellous display of Roses to be met

with in many gardens along the front overlooking

the sea, and' also in gardens in some of the more

fashionable avenues of the town, and the residents

have not been slow to take advantage of the splendid

Rose soil that seems to abound on every hand.

Doubtless before long this place will be noted for

its Roses all over the country, for it contains

among its large population so many City men who
are ardent devotees of Queen Rosa.

Chalkwell Park and House, which belong to the

Borough of Southend-on-Sea, and which were

formerly private property, form a most beautiful

spot, abounding in grand deciduous trees and

some very fine conifers. The grounds are well

laid out and the beds planted with all the best

up-to-date bedding plants. In one of the accom-

panying illustrations we have a view of one of the

borders, with splendid bushes of Hybrid Perpetual

Roses in the background and Verbenas and Ne-
niesias in the front, these being edged with that

charming Viola Maggie Mott. At the end of the

path is the entrance to the new Rose garden.

Visitors coming unawares into this delightful

spot cannot fail to be charmed with the prospect

before them. A large plot of land some three-

fourths of an acre in extent, and overlooking the

sea, has been skilfully laid out by the borough
engineer, Mr. E. J. Elford, who is a keen horti-

culturist and a very successful exhibitor at the

local shows. In this Rose garden there is an entire

absence of overcrowding, which so often mars the

modern rosary. Pillars of ramblers are well located,

and at the time of our visit were very effective, that

showy rambler Rubin being much in evidence.

The pillar in the centre of the circular bed seen in

the illustration is Francois Guillot, a most beautiful

lemon white wichuraiana variety that should be
grown more than it is. The beds contained fine

bold masses of such Roses as Mrs. Sharman Craw-
ford, Captain Hayward, IJlrich Brunner, Hugh
Dickson, La France, General Jacqueminot, Clio,

Tom Wood, Griiss an Teplitr, Armosa and Caroline

Testout, splendid half-standards of Frau Karl
Druschki, Killarney and Dean Hole being suitably

interspersed.

At the west end a fine mass of Rugosa Blanc
Double de Coubert and Rugosa alba showed how
they appreciated the soil. We missed the beautiful

apricot and yellowish Hybrid Teas, of which there

are now so many ; but we understand that Mr.
Elford intends to add many of these during the

coming planting season. Hedges of Roses are also

contemplated, so that when finished this Rose garden
will be one of the best near London. Magnificent

border Carnations were a special feature also, and
did great credit to the skill of the able head-
gardener. Mr. G. Little, whose experience as

Claudius (H.T., B. R. Cant and Sons).—This is

one of those Roses that seem to belong to the
Hybrid Perpetual class rather than to the Hybrid
Tea. It is a splendid variety, with full, globular
flowers of a glowing rose colour, and specially

sweet-scented. Will doubtless prove a very useful

sort.

Climbing Lady AsUown (H.T., Bradley, 1910).

—

A grand acquisition, and one that will be very
useful for specimen pillar plants in pots or for

standards, walls or pillars in the open. Flowers
identical with original sort— if anything superior

;

at least, that has been my experience of several of

these climbing sports.

Climbing Lady Moyra Beauclerc (H.T., Paul
and Son, 1909). — A valuable addition to the
wall and pillar Roses. These climbing sports

frequently revert to a dwarfer form, but this

dwarf form is often more vigorous than the
original, so that by working from them we obtain
a more vigorous strain, as in the case of Mrs. W. J.
Grant.

Colonel LccUrc (H.T., Fernet - Ducher, 1909).—
A good addition to the red Hybrid Teas. It has
the good qualities of Caroline Testout, its seed
parent, and has inherited some of the colour of

Horace Vernet, its pollen parent.

Coquina (Wichuraiana, Walsh, 1908).

—

A. very
pretty rambler that might be termed a pale pink
Hiawatha, blooming at the same time, and with
flowers just as durable. The only fault about it

I^Sk,..-..^
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Daniel Lesueur (Hybrid Rugosa, Cochet-Cochet,

1908).—Quite a hybrid, resembling the climbing

Teas more than the Rugosas. Flowers are nankeen
yellow, tinted with salmon. Will make a fine

pillar of vigorous growth.

Deutschland (Hybrid, Kiese and Co.).—This

Rose was well shown at Liegnitz recently, and is

another proof of what may be accomphshed by
using Soleil d'Or as pollen parent, in this case with

Frau Karl Druschki as seed parent. The colour

is coppery orange, with rosy cream ground colour,

and the foliage is bright mahogany, which contrasts

splendidly with the flower.

Diabolo (Wichuraiana, Fauque et fils, 1908).

—

A grand colour, vivid scarlet red, shaded black.

Semi-double, sometimes single. Not specially

profuse in flowering, but very attractive. Growth
vigorous, but not rampant. Makes

a fine, free bush, with growths pro-

cvimbent on the ground or on roots.

Duchess of Wellington (H.T., A.

Dickson and Sons, 1909).—One of

the triumphs of Newtownards. A
glorious colour, unequalled among

all the Hybrid Teas. A sort ot

saffron yellow Killarney, with

crimson stains when in bud. Most

charming. Fancy a Rose of this

colour with larger and more sub-

s.tantial petals than Killarney.

Edward VII. (Dwarf Polyantha,

Schultheis Brothers, 1910). — A
Rose named by the gracious per-

mission of our late beloved King.

Will surely find a place in every

garden. It is a seedling of Mme.
Norbert Levavasseur, which it

resembles in growth, but is more
shapely, and in colour a beautiful

pink.

Eisenach (Wichuraiana, Kiese and

Co.).—After the style of Leucht-

stern in bloom, but more intense.

Elizabeth (H.P., B. R. Cant and

Son).— May be termed a pink

Druschki. F'ine, but, like its parent,

scentless. If raisers would employ
fragrant sorts as pollen parents,

they would more frequently ensure

fragrance. I have raised seedlings

irom Druschki that have been

exceedingly sweet - scented by
adopting this plan.

Elsie (Hybrid Wichuraiana,

William Paul and Son, 1910).

—

I'lesh-coloured pink, with deeper

centre ; large ; first-class.

Entente Cordiale (H.T., Pernet-

Ducher, 1909).—A grand flower ot

the type of Duchess of Portland, and deliciously

sweet. It possesses Chatenay growth, so should be
a fine addition to our garden Roses. P.

[To be continued.)

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SEASONABLE NOTES ON CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS.

WITH the advent of cooler weather

we are reminded of the near

approach of the Chrysanthe-

mum season, and in a little

while there will be a plethora

of richly coloured blossoms

available for all who value these flowers for indoor

decorations. For weeks past the new single-

flowered Chrysanthemums that are grown in the

open border have been making quite a remarkable

displav. Old plants that were left in the border

throughout last winter have blossomed profusely

NEW ROSE MRS. HERBERT
STEVENS.

.•\mong the new varieties that received special

honour at the National Rose Society's autumn
show this year none was more pleasing than the

one illustrated. In Rose Mrs. Herbert Stevens we
liave a beautiful white flower of the Tea section

which is as fragrant as it is fair, a great con-

sideration in these days of scentless Roses. As

will be seen in the accompanying illustration, the

flowers are beautifully pointed, and the plants are

said to possess great vigour and to be very free-

flowering. This variety was shown by Messrs.

S. McGredy and Sons, Portadown, and received the

highest possible award, viz., a gold medal.

THE_NEW TEA ROSE MRS. HERBERT STEVENS

on and off since the later days of May, and during

August and September the plants have been all that

one could well desire. These early-flowering single

Chrysanthemums are extremely hardy, and on this

account should be welcomed in the gardens of all.

Under the auspices of the floral committee of

the National Chrysanthemum Society a trial of i

early single Chrysanthemums has been proceeding

at Merstham, Surrey, in the nursery of Messrs.

W. Wells and Co., Limited. Quite recently the

committee inspected the plants to determine

varieties that were too much alike and to make
selections of the better varieties of the different

tones of colour. Marie Corelli and China, both

yellow varieties ; Esther and Charming, pink
;

and Phyllis Cowley and Florence Gillham, white,

in their respective colours were considered to

be too much alike, and the first-mentioned in

each case was considered the better variety.

Generally speaking, the double-flowered Japanese

kinds, with which readers are probably more
familiar, are not flowering quite so early as usual.

There are exceptions, but these are few. Those
that are already fully opened appear to possess

quite remarkable colour, the cooler weather of the

past summer evidently being responsible for this.

The boisterous weather of late has imposed a duty
on growers of carefully staking and tying the ample
growths of these outdoor varieties. In many
gardens the plants appear to be bunched up tightly,

so that their pleasing contour is lost entirely. To
obtain the most from these plants they should have
two or three stakes or Bamboo canes inserted

among the growths equidistant, and the branches

should be lightly, though securely, looped to the

stakes. This allows a little play when the winds are

boisterous and serves to keep them secure, and at

the same time preserves the beauty

of the plants.

Early flowering and later-flower-

ing decorative Chrysanthemums
should be flowered on terminal

buds. These latter buds differ in

their character very considerably.

In some cases they develop in

dense clusters, and in such instances

they should be thinned out suffi-

ciently to enable the blooms to

evolve in proper form without being

crowded. Those who prefer large

flowers should retain the largest and
best-shaped bud in each series or

cluster of buds ; but where really

beautiful sprays of good quality

decorative blossoms are desired,

about three terminal buds should

be retained on each spray, and
these should be as nearly
as possible equidistant. These
sprays, later on, may be cut from
the plant, with long and useful

stems, and their arrangement in

the various receptacles of the house

then becomes a very simple matter.

In anticipation of housing the

midseason and late-flowering varie-

ties in the near future, growers

should lose no time in getting the

glass structure in order. Any cool

house wherein provision is made to

exclude frosts may be used for

housing the Chrysanthemums. The
hot-water apparatus should be in

proper working order, the ventila-

tors overlooked and, most im-

portant of all, broken or cracked

glass in the roof should be renewed,

so that the roof may be drip-

proof. Cleanse walls, benches, &c.,

in readiness for the reception of the plants, and as

a protection against the sun the plants should be

shaded by a blind either inside or outside. All

plants that have buds showing colour ought to be

housed at once. D. B. Crane.

PINKS ON A DRY WALL.
Two years ago last spring the Pinks shown in the

illustration were part of a threepenny packet of

seeds, and the dry wall over which they hang was

being built. Last summer they were good, but the

photograph taken in June this year shows them at

their best. They vary in colour. Some are all

white, some all pink, others white with a rich

crimson centre, or pink with a dark maroon ring

;

single and double, plain and fringed, all are repre-

sented along this 30 yards of wall. The cool grey of

the foliage with the warmer grey of the old stones

form an ideal background to the brilliant tints

of their clumps, which hang downwards in heavy
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festoons. The Pinks were put out from the seed-

box when only a few indies high. Not only was

the top of the wall planted, but tiny seedhngs were

inserted among the stones, so as to break what

might have been a formal top-line. A good batch

of cuttings are rooted in .August, for one never

knows what the winter may claim, and in the spring

gaps can be filled up from this surplus stock.

Linda Vista, Abergavenny. E. M. Whitehead.

THE GREENHOUSE
NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
Some Useful Epidkndrums.

IN
the Epidendrums we find many species,

which vary considerably both in size and

habit. Some are small with Cattleya-like

pseudo-bulbs, others have thin stems not

more than i foot high, while the most showy

section are more or less climbmg in habit,

attaining a height of 5 feet or 6 feet, and may be

utilised m various positions. It is to this last-named

group that I would call attention, for they are well

adapted for covering an empty wall at the end or

back of a greenhouse where the temperature does

not fall below 50° Fahr., on pillars and other vacant

places where they can be planted in a narrow bo>

and trained to wire supports. Some growers use

them as specimens; but whichever method is chosen,

thev must be kept well sprayed during hot and dry

weather to encourage healthy growth and to keep

down insect pests, of which thrip is the most

troublesome.

.\mong the best for such a purpose are Epiden-

drum erectum, the brilliant orange scarlet radicans,

o'brienianum, the yellow xanthinum, Wallisii

kewensis and Boundii, an almost perpetual blooraei

raised in the collection of Sir J. Colman, Bart. Il

will be noticed by the observant cultivator thai

numerous top growths are produced, which ir

time emit roots, and to keep up a thriving stoc!-,

that will produce a wealth of bloom these mus^

he taken off and several potted up to form a com-

pact specimen to replace others that have become

weak through old age or over-flowering. Epiden-

drums are not fastidious regarding soil providing

it is kept in a sweet condition ; but for beginners I

would suggest a mi.xture of Osmunda fibre, peal

and chopped sphagnum moss in equal parts, which

ought to be pressed moderately firm about the base,

while the boxes or pots should be filled one-third

of their depth with drainage.

Two Epidendrums largely cultivated are E.

vitellinum, a cool-house subject having glaucous

foliage and cinnabar red flowers, and E. prismato-

carpura, which requires a few degrees more warmth
than the former. For those who desire sweet-

scented plants, radiatum, AUemanii and fragrans

are recommended. Among the dwarf-growing

section are the rare Endresii, Endresio-Wallisii, and

.\rmstrongii, a most beautiful and easily cultivated

hybrid of uncertain parentage.

The cultural details are few, and no difficulties

will be experienced if the temperature is not allowed

to go above 60° with fire-heat, the rooting medium
kept in good condition by top-dressing or repotting

when a fresh batch of roots appear, and the plants

never permitted to get dry, although water is

required in less quantity when the bulbs are

matured and during the winter months in the case

of E. radicans and others of similar habit.

Epiphronitis Veitckii.—A few bigeneric hybrids

have been raised bv different nurserymen, but the

one just quoted was produced by intercrossing

the scarlet Sophronitis grandiflora and Epidendrum
radicans. It is dwarf, and the individual flowers

are similar to the last-named parent, but slightlv

larger and deeper crimson in colour. Frequent

propagation of the side shoots is necessary to be

successful with this pretty Orchid, and these are

best taken off after the flowering period. Either

pots or pans without side holes may be used, and
a light position on the stage of the Cattleya house

will prove most suitable, for a stuffy atmosphere

must be guarded against, or the black spot will soon

appear on the small leaves, and once it gets a foot-

hold it is difficult for the plants to regain their

former immunity from this disease. Sentinel.

TREES AND SHRUBS
PLANTING CLIFFS BY THE SEA.
^ 1 ^ HE question of cliff planting in this

country is becoming a very important

one. The primary object in view is,

of course, to prevent the gradual

shrinkage and crumbling away that

goes on regularly in some parts and
mtermittently in others. The second object in

view is to beautify the face of the cliffs, which in

nearly all parts is exposed to strong winds and, at

from time to time the earth falls, carrying with it

both trees and shrubs. The cliff may remain
intact for several years ; then, when we experience

a very rainy period, the land water, not the

sea, causes the first breaking away of the face of

the cliff. Of course, in some parts the sea en-

croaches and undermines the cliff. In such
instances breakwaters and sea walls are the princi-

pal remedies, and must be carried out before any
work on the cliff itself is attempted.

No doubt many readers have observed water
trickling down cliffs in different places, but always
just above a layer of clay or other adhesive sub-

stance. This is the water that, in time, works a

lot of mischief. It percolates through the more
open soil hrom the surface of the land above down
to the firmer or more clayey layers of soil, and then
runs to the nearest outlet on the bed of clay, and
that outlet is, of course, the cliff face. In time,

and when in greater volume, this land water causes

huge cliff falls. I have seen many square roods
and, frequently, many square rods of grass land ,

with portions of division fences, fall to the sands
below, to be gradually but surely sucked up by
the higher tides. This land water must be arrested

in its flow towards the face of the cliff. A deep

SEEDLING PINKS ON A DRY WALL IN WALES

times, to showers of salt spray. Now, it would
be very unwise to put in any plants too

tender for such positions ; the selection must be a

good one, so that the plants will withstand the

severe treatment they will inevitably receive.

Not only must the shrubs and trees be wisely

selected, but equally carefully planted with a view
to their being beautiful as well as useful.

I have had considerableexperience of cliff planting

during the past twenty-five years, and have noted

many successes and a few failures. A very high

but gradually sloping cliff was planted about

twenty years back, and now it forms quite a

pleasure resort ; there are steep, level and nicely

undulating paths, which are now well sheltered

and make delightful walks. The trees and shrubs

give to the cliff the appearance of a beautifully

wooded hill, viewed either from the top or the shore

below. The face of the cliff is also firmly held in

the grip of the multitudes of roots.

There is a land drain at the top of this cliff, and
I very much doubt whether the planting would
have proved the success it has if the drain had not

been laid. Inexperienced persons may give all

their attention to endeavouring to stop the crumb-
ling of the cliff by treating its surface only ; but

drain, resting on the firm bed of clay or other
adhesive material, must be laid at a distance of

about 15 feet from the cliff edge. At intervals

of about 50 yards outlet drains must be laid to

connect with the main drain to conduct the col-

lected land water through the face of the cliff.

The main drain must be filled up with material

through which water will readily pass. Clay

should not be used. By such a system of draining

the face of the cliff will be kept dry and remain firm

.

The following are suitable trees and shrubs for

planting on cliffs ; Sea Buckthorn, the Evergreen
and Turkey Oak, Tamarisk, Willows, Wych Elm,
the common, broad-leaved and variegated Hollies,

Pinus insignis, P. Laricio, P. maritima and P.

austriaca, Cupressus lutea and macrocarpa, Escal-

lonias, Laurustinuses, Thujopsis dolobrata. Thorns,
Sweet Briars, Sweet Bay, Sycamore, Lombardy
Poplars, .Aucuba japonica. Beech, Berberis, Broom,
Buddleia globosa, double Gorse, Hydrangeas,
Deutzias, Mountain Ash, Privet, Pernettyas,

Maple, Bambusa, Choisya ternata and Olearia

Haastii. The two latter are dense-growing and
free-flowering. The Tamarisk should be largely

planted at the foot of the cliff, as it will grow under
tidal portions of the foreshore. Avon.
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QARDE^MJ^NiG FOR BEGIJi^^J^ERS.
GREASE-BANDING FRUIT TREES.

G.-\RDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Spring flower gar-

dens without Wallflowers seem to be

lacking in one of their essential attrac-

tions. A wealth of Wallflower blossom

may be had at a comparatively small

cost, as in cases where it is not possible

to grow the plants at home they are not expensive

to buy. Being hardy, there is little loss of among

I. A GREASE-BAND IN COURSE OF PREPARATION.
THESE BANDS SHOULD BE MADE OF STRONG
GREASE - PROOF PAPER OR CANVAS ABOUT
6 INCHES WIDE.

them through severe weather. I have seen a grand

display made by these plants in a cold, north-west

aspect, where the sun's rays rarely reached them
at any stage of their growth. This only shows
how very valuable the plants are. Perhaps it is

chiefly on account of the ease with which the plants

can be grown that one sees so many puny specimens

every spring. The inexperienced cultivator thinks

it quite unnecessary to pay much attention to the

plants, with the result that a poor show of flowers

is seen. One nice bushy plant is worth more
than three thin ones. To obtain the best, duly

transplant the young seedlings in the autumn
directly there is any vacant space. In some
instances it is absolutely necessary that spring

planting be done, but it should be avoided where

possible. Autumn-planted Wallflowers get estab-

lished before really bad weather comes, and

then they are sure to give a good account of

themselves in due course. Put in the plants

hrmly in moderately moist soil and avoid over-

crowding. Polyanthuses and Primroses must

now be planted in cool borders as soon as the soil

can be cleared of other kinds of plants and be pre-

pared for them. It is advisable to plant early in

cool quarters, so as to give the plants a cliance to

get established before real winter weather sets in
;

then better results follow in spring.

Vegetable Garden.—Brussels Sprouts are among
the first in the list of general winter green vege-

tables, and if a little attention is now bestowed

upon the plants, the latter will bear finer sprouts.

It is essential to success that every plant be well

advanced before Christmas. The earliest will

afford good basal sprouts early in November, and

this is as early as is desirable. A very firm rooting

medium should be the rule. Plants now growing

freely must be examined, and if the soil is found to

be loose, tread it down thoroughly ; but do this

work while the ground is fairly dry, not when it

is wet and the soil adheres to the feet. The latest-

planted winter greens of all kinds should be earthed

up as high as possible ; the stems are liable to be

frozen just underneath the basal leaves, and if

protected early by soil they will be comparatively

safe, and the disturbance of soil between the rows

now will not result in any damage to the roots.

On open borders, but sufficiently protected from

east and north-east winds, sow seeds thinly of

winter Radishes. The soil must have been well

manured for previous crops; then it will be ideal

for the Radishes if deeply dug. Fresh manure
must not be used. Lift Endive and replant in

frames for blanching.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Poinsettias, with their

lovely crimson bracts, are very welcome and cheer-

ful-looking during the winter months. If they are

carefully treated when taken from the frames, the

plants will do very well in a warm greenhouse.

They must not be left in cool frames after this

week. When placed in the greenhouse see that

the ventilation is ample, and also give water with

much care, else the lower leaves will be sacrificed.

Weak stimulants may be applied to assist in the

development of the bracts, but they must not be

given for about ten days after housing the plants.

Rearrange the Primulas, Cinerarias, Calceolarias

and Cyclamen in the frames, removing a few to the

greenhouse for early flowering, so as to afford those in

the frames more space in which to grow. A. A.

have lallen as possible. These fallen fruits should

be picked up promptly, because the grubs leave

the Apples very soon after they fall. Instinctively

they make for the trunks or stems of trees, climbing

until thev find cracks or crevices in the bark, where

they secrete themselves and, within a covering of

fine white web, become chrysalides. The moths
appear in the early summer, and lay th;ir eggs

individually on the young Apples when the latter

are about i inch in diameter, depositing the egg in

each case near to the eye or calyx. In about ten

days the caterpillar is an accomplished fact, when
it forthwith proceeds to eat into the fruit. Subse-

quently the fruit falls to the ground. If the Apple

has not fallen when the caterpillar is ready to leave

the fruit, it lowers itself by a silk-like thread,

ultimately secreting itself in a crack or crevice, in

the stem of the tree. The caterpillar or grub is

about half an inch in length when fully grown,

and varies from yellowish white to a flesh colour.

The winter moth is another of the serious pests

that the fruit-grower has to contend with. This moth
derives its name from the fact that it does not

emerge from the chrysalis state until the early winter

days, say, from early November until January. The
female is wingless. Its habits are somewhat similar to

those of the codlin moth. In the caterpillar stage

they are rather more than half an inch long, of a pale

green colour, faintly striped along the upper part

of the body. By early June they let themselves

down to the ground by silken threads and secrete

themselves under the surface, where they change

GREASE-BANDS AS PROTECTION AGAINST
CODLIN AND WINTER MOTHS.

Growers of Apples are often much concerned

because of the havoc caused by either or both the

codlin and winter moths. The codlin moth larva

is familiar enough to most persons, no matter

whether they are or are not growers of Apples.

They may have become acquainted with this pest \

through having become possessed at one time or

another with a grub-eaten Apple. At this season

there is usually a most prolific crop of the grub

of the codlin moth, and this may be attributed

to the windfalls, with which almost every reader

is intimately acquainted. It is a very difficult

pest to deal with, because the fruit on the trees

cannot be sprayed with any solution without there

being a risk of rendering it distasteful. The moths

secrete themselves during the day and are difficult

to catch on the wing in the evening.

Later in the season a large number of the grubs

may be destroyed, however, by picking up and

destroying the windfalls as soon after they

2. THE GREASE-BAND READY FOR USE. CART-.

GREASE MAY BE REQUISITIONED, OR SPECI-
.

ALLY PREPARED GREASE MAY BE OBT.UNED''

FROM HORTICULTURAL SUNDRIESMEN.
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-A TRAP FOR THF. CATERPILLARS AS SOON AS
THF. APPLES BEGIN TO FALL. IT IS MADE
WITH FOLDED SACKING SECURED TO THE
TRUNK OF THE TREE 12 INCHES TO
l8 INCHES FROM THE GROUND, WITH THE
FOLDED PART UPPERMOST.

into chrysalides, and remain thus until October,

when the moths appear. A careful cultivator

should anticipate the attacks of these grubs and
moths, and take every possible means to protect

his fruit trees against their ravages. In the

immediate future, as I have endeavoured to show
by describing the habits of these pests, the grower
may safely anticipate trouble from these two
sources, and this behoves hira to make provision

to provide means of trapping either the grubs or

the moths of both subjects.

What are known as grease-bands have been
found very excellent in preventing these pests

climbing the trees. They are very simple con-

trivances, and any beginner who cares to take the

trouble may easily do the whole of the work him-

self. Grease-bands should be about 6 inches in

width, and may be made of strong grease-proof

paper. Whatever is used, it must be durable.

These bands should be securely adjusted in position

about i8 inches to 2 feet from the ground. In

Fig. T this preparatory work is shown. It is of the

highest importance that the edges of the bands
be tightly secured, otherwise it will be an easy

matter for the pests to pass up the trunks of the

trees underneath them. By placing grease-bands

round the trunks of the trees in this fashion, the

insects, of which there are usually a goodly number,
are thwarted in their purpose ; therefore, they fail

to pass over and often die in the attempt. Fig. 2

aptly portrays a grease-band in working order.

Cart-grease may be used for the purpose, or pre-

pared material may be obtained from the nursery-

man or horticultural sundriesman. The grease

should not be allowed to come into contact with

the bark of the trees.

To destroy the grubs of the codlin moth as well

as the winter moth itself, a practice familiar to

me is that of using pieces of old sacking some

9 inches wide and of sufficient length to racircle
the stem of the tree. It is customary to fold this
in half, then to make another fold rather less

than half, and then to secure this with wire or
stout twine i foot to 18 inches from the base of the
tree, taking care, however, to leave the folded edge
uppermost. The method of doing this is clearly
shown in Fig. 3. Bands of this description should
be examined frequently, say, once every week
or rather oftener, and almost invariably quite a
number of grubs will he found hiding in the folds

of the sacking.

A very old-fashioned method is that of securing
hay-bands round the trunks of the trees. This is

an excellent trap for these pests, and is one that
the merest novice may adjust very easily. These
hay-bands should be wrapped round the stems
of the trees about 18 inches to 3 feet from the
ground, and in the early spring they should be
removed and be burnt before the insects emerge
from their chrysalis stage. Those who have
adequate supplies of hay-bands may remove
them as and when required, 'replacing them with
new bands. Fig. 4 depicts a tree treated in this

n'anner. D, B. Crane.

GIANT ROCCA ONIONS.
Transplanting.

These are general favourites with many cultiva-
tors, who sow the seeds in the autumn with the
idea of obtaining large bulbs the following summer.
It is not good management, however, to leave the
young plants in the seed-beds until the following
spring before they are transplanted. Many young
plants so treated form thick necks or run to seed

;

then they are useless. When the Onions are
about 6 inches high they should be transplanted,
and there is no better time for this work than
during the early part of October. It should be
remembered that the Onions are to mature in the
bed where they are now planted, and, consequently,
the soil must be duly prepared. If very poor, put
in soot at the rate of one peck to a square rod of
ground and a good dressing of well-rotted manure.
All added ingredients should be thoroughly mixed
with the soil, and not be dug in carelessly or left

near the surface. These plants are deep-rooting,
and they will soon find the food in the soil. It is

not necessary to tread down the soil at this season,
as it will become firm enough during the winter.
Put out the young plants with the aid of
a trowel and try to preserve all the roots. The
rows must be i foot apart and the plants in them
10 inches asunder. Shamrock.

THE PROPER SOIL FOR POT PLANTS.
How much depends upon the rooting medium,
especially as regards pot plants, only those who
are experienced cultivators realise. I have been
called in to examine plants in conservatories, where
the owners have done the work of potting them
selves, to give advice. In some instances when I

have turned out the plant from the pot the whol.

of the soil has fallen to the floor, leaving a few

stunted, decaying roots. The soil used had beei

taken from the vegetable borders, and was devoid
of fibre and very sour. Roots could not live in

such soil ; in fact, it was as poison to them. Not
only must we provide a good compost for our I

pot plants, but we should do so at the right time.

There is no better season than the present one for

this work, as some considerable time must pass

before the newly cut turves will be in a fit condition

to use. The question may be asked. When are

the turves in a fit state to use ? the answer to

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Lifting Tuberous Begonias.—At the time of
writing, the weather so far during September
has been practically ideal, i.e., dry and warm, with
a good deal of sunshine, conditions which have been
eminently suitable for the flowering of these
Begonias. There are, however, signs of rain, and
probably before these notes appear a spell of
autunm rains may have begun. It is in circum-
stances such as these that the Begonia, both of
leaf and flower, soon becomes disfigured, no longer
possessing a beauty to be desired. At the same
time, too, the places these things occupy are fre-

quently required for bulbous plants for spring-
flowering; hence the not unnatural question arir,cs,

" What is to be done ? " In ordinary garden
parlance the Begonia should be left alone till cut
down by early autumn frosts, though some of us
may wonder what beneficial effect so sudden, and
often quite unexpected, a check may have upon the
plants. Indeed, it has none.

As a Useful Reminder to the sometimes slow,
apathetic worker it is, however, of value, inasmuch
as it decides unmistakably that the end of the flower-
ing season with such things has arrived. Those,
however, who require the beds at a date prior to
frosts appearing will find that no appreciable
harm will be done to these plants if they are lifted
with a ball of earth and temporarily laid in else-
where. As a matter of fact, the tuberous Begonia
is in these respects a most accommodating plant.

Tj«ty

will be no fresh growth from the

the majority of pot plants turves

three months will be quite suitable.

roots. For

stacked for

B.

iN UKIJINAKV HAV-EAMi IIXIU ABOLl
18 INCHES FROM THE BASE OF AN APPLF
TREE. THIS FORMS A GOOD HIDING-PLACE
FOR THE LARV.E.

Moreover, it has been built up through theseason.and
has not to mature woody stems or shoots like many

. „, plants
; hence the sudden appearance of frosts

.'^;!l! v..'^'_ Z" u _fM^ ^^^
'^^.f'

*° "''" "If^ """''^ ^^^ P''^'^ ^^ fl'^^hy '^"d green constitutes a
"^ check far more severe than any lifting a day or

two prior could possibly do. There is, of course,
a real danger in the early lifting of the plants in
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their green state and drying them off straight

away. What is now recommended is moderation
;

the other is ridiculous excess.

Rose Cuttings.—If there is one thing more
than another that the intelligent amateur should

take seriously to heart it is the raising of Roses
from cuttings, so that presently he may become
possessed of a garden full of plants of these,

and with the strong recommendation that they
are upon *' their own roots." It is not that by
so doing the amateur is enabled to refer to

the plants as the result of his own handiwork
so much as the obvious and great advantages of

longevity, the perennially increasing vigour of the

plants, and the entire absence of the shoots of alien

stocks about the base. The great majority of

small amateur gardeners are unable to discriminate

between the growth of the Rose and that of the

stock upon which it is worked, and over and over

again I have seen the shoots from the Briar and
Manetti being fostered and encouraged to the

detriment of all else. Such growths unchecked
presently encompass the ruin of the plant, and
prior to that not infrequent happening there have
been disappointments galore.

The Best Cuttings for the purpose in mind
are those that occur on the early flowering shoots

of the plants—a secondary growth placed a few

inches below where the blossoms appeared. Such
as these shoot off at a tangent, so to speak, from

the stem, and by inserting a sharp knife into the

latter at the base of such a growth the cutting is

detachable by what is known as. a " heel," i.e., the

basal shield or growth formed when the lateral

bud forced its way from the stem. .\n essential

condition of a good cutting of a Rose is that the wood
be moderately firm, apart from which the length

of the cutting—while those of about 6 inches or

8 inches are advised—is unimportant. The vigour

of growth in the Rose and the variableness of the

varieties are such as to preclude laying down any
hard-and-fast rule as to length. Cuttings of Roses

may be rooted in pots of sandy soil or under a

hand-light or cloche. Cold frame treatment is

best at this season owing to the slow process of

root formation. Those readers of The Garden
who have neither time nor the facilities to root

their Roses should apply to leading growers for

such without delay. E. H. Jenkins.

TRIALS OF GARDEN
DECORATIVE DAHLIAS.

HAVING in previous years had trials at

Wisley and at Slough of both Cactus

and Pompon sections to test their

merits for garden decoration, the

committee of the National Dahlia

Society this year accepted an offer

from Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons of Lowfield Niu--

series, Crawley, to have on their grounds a large

trial of single Dahlias for the same object. A
considerable number of members of the com-

mittee and others journeyed to Horley Station on

the i2th ult., and were there met by vehicles

kindly provided by Messrs. Cheal, and enjoyed a

dehghtful ride to Charlwood, where they were

cordially welcomed. Thence they at once proceeded

to view the huge breadth of single Dahlias planted in

a fully open, exposed position, the plants, very strong

and evidently unthinned, having been treated

as for garden culture. Many of them were from

3 feet to 4 feet through, and literally covered with

beautiful flowers. With so many to select from

it became needful to exercise considerable care in

granting awards, especially having in mind pri-

marily garden beauty, but also quality or form,

as well as distinctness in the flowers. In all so

rigid WIS the judgment that only twenty-three were
finally honoured by the committee with three

marks. These were Butterfly, Snowdrop (both

whites), Lady Bountiful, Ensign, Amy, Winona,
Rosemary Bridge, Owen Thomas (probably the

most beautiful of all), Kitty, Fugi San, Columbine,
Letty Scale, Miss Morland, Miss Roberts, Royal
Sovereign, Peggy, Rosebank Scarlet, Vesuvius,

Cardinal, Mrs. Joynson Hicks, Rosy Gem, Mrs. W.
Hood and Morning Glow. The raisers or senders

of these diverse varieties included Messrs. Cheal,

Scale, Dobbie, Mawley, Girdlestone, and Dickson

and Robinson. A few days earlier than this

visit we found among others very beautiful and
effective Serita, Mikado, Hector, Glencoe and
Elaine. The interposition of a white frost had at

the time of the committee's visit caused the flowers

on these and some other varieties to be unduly
thinned. Readers who may wish to know these

varieties and colours should obtain a catalogue

from the firm. Of Cactus forms, so few of which
are at all garden decorative, the following six

were the very best out of a huge collection : Mrs.

Paton (scarlet), Mrs. Landale (pink on gold).

Snowdon (pure white), Mrs. J. Husmar (coppery

orange, suffused pink), the Hon. Mrs. Greville

(orange yellow, flushed salmon) and Buttercup

fyellow). Of Pompons for garden beauty and
variety, out of scores the best were Daisy,

Elsa, Minnie, Mars, Nerissa, Virginia, Zerlina,

Tommy Keith, Mignon, Crusse, Girlie, Adelaide,

Florence, and Annie Hilton. Messrs. Cheal gene-

rously entertained the party to lunch and tea, and
were warmly thanked for all their great kindness

on behalf of the society by the president, Mr.

Edward Mawley. A. D.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

WE invite our readers to send us

anything of special beauty and
interest for our table, as by
this means many rare and
interesting plants become more
widely known. We hope, too,

that a short cultural note will accompany the

flower, so as to make a notice of it more instructive

to those who may wish to grow it. We welcome
.Tuything from the garden, whether fruit, tree,

shrub. Orchid, or hardy flower, and they should be

addressed to the Editor, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.

perfected, a proof that it will flower in a position

where it gets but little sunshine. The flowers are
very fine, being fully 6 inches in length, while the
open mouth is 5 inches across. At first they are

pale yellowish white, but they soon deepen in colour
and eventually become rich orange, while they
have the additional recommendation of being
deliciously scented. In the warmer localities

i
it may well be grown on a south wall, for, although

1
the plant on the north-west wall has flowered
satisfactorily, a sunnier site is doubtless to be
preferred. In the colder districts it is valuable
for the greenhouse, where its perfumed flower-

clusters should render it an acquisition. Its

foliage is large and handsome, and adds to the
attractions of this desirable plant. Some writers

have asserted that it is ' more hardy than is gene-

rally supposed, even in inland districts
'

; but a few

i
winters ago a plant in Messrs. Robert Veitch's

I
nursery at Exeter, which was grown in an imheated
house, was so badly cut that it lost every leaf

and had to be cut back hard the following spring.

Plants in a noted garden near Penzance were badly
cut four winters ago and lost every leaf, though
I believe they subsequently recovered. Three
summers ago I revisited the late Rev. Henry
Ewbank's garden at Ryde and found that Lonicera
hildebrandiana had greatly decreased in size since

I had last seen it, though it was showing healthy
growth."

Lonicera hildebrandiana from South Devon.

Mr. W. Fitzherbert, Kingswear, South Devon,
sends flowers of this handsome and fragrant

Honeysuckle with the following note :
" I am

sending you some flowers of Lonicera hildebrandi-

ana which is blooming profusely with me. This,

the giant among the Honeysuckles, is a native of

Burmah. and must, therefore, over the greater

portion uf this country be considered a greenhouse

plant. In the South-West, however, it has been

found to succeed well on an open wall. Some years

ago, the late Rev. Henry Ewbank, in writing of it,

said that, having regard to its habitat, it required

to be exposed to every beam of the sun from its

rising to its setting. He flowered it well in his

garden at Ryde, and was the first to bloom it in

the open in England. The only wall at my dis-

posal faced north-west, and receives only about

three hours of sunshine in the day, so in planting

this Lonicera and remembering Mr. Ewbank's
remark I had little hope of flowering it. However,

after it had been in position for about eighteen

months, it produced a single flower-cluster, and
the succeeding year bore over twenty, while this

season fully a hundred bloom-clusters have been

Leonotis Leonurus.
Mr. Fitzherbert also sends a spike of this

interesting plant with the following note :
"

I

am sending you the first flower-spike of the

Lion's Tail (Leonotis Leonurus). It is from a

bush growing against a south - west wall, and
in a short time it will be a glorious sight, as

there are over sixty flowering stems, and when
the blossoms are all expanded the shrub will be a

blaze of orange scarlet. The plant in question is

6 feet in height and the same across. It was only

planted in its present site last November, having
before been grown in the open garden with no wall

near it. Here, in the severe winter experienced

four years ago, it was very badly injured—in fact,

so much so that it was thought to be dead ; but
about June it began to put out fresh shoots and
recovered, though it did not bloom until November.
However, the autumn being very mild and open,

it perfected its flower-spikes well. The tubular

flowers, 2 inches in length, are produced in whorls

I

at the axils of the leaves on the upper portions of

;

the shoots, six whorls being sometimes carried on
the same shoot, as in the specimen forwarded.

The colour of the blooms is rich orange scarlet,

and they open pure scarlet. They are clothed

with short hairs on the exterior. On this plant

there will probably be over 200 whorls open
in a fortnight. Some of the whorls measure
as much as 14. inches in circumference and carry

over 100 flowers. The leaves are 4i inches in

length and three-quarters of an inch in breadth,

light green in colour and deeply veined. The
Leonotis was introduced into this country in 1712,

but was subsequently lost to cultivation and was
reintroduced about twenty years ago. It is but

little known, though it is to be met with in a few

gardens in the South-West, where it usually flowers

in September and October, but, being a native of

the Cape of Good Hope, it will not succeed in the^

open air under less-favoured climatic conditions

than are experienced in the moist atmosphere of

the shores along which the slow tide of the warm
Gulf Stream flows. Some writers have asserted

that it is here of herbaceous growth, but in Devon

and Cornwall it forms a hard-wooded shrub. Many
years ago a variegated form of this species was

grown, and there is said to be a whttd-flfiwered.
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\ iriety of it in South Africa. L. intermedia,

mother species, occurs from Algoa Bay to Natal,

.111(1 at Constantinople, where it is largely grown,

I is known as the Minaret Flower. It is dis-

inisuished from L. Leonurus by its greater height,

liv the very long joints of the stem, by the cordate

base of the leaves, by the velvety down of the

caly.x, and by the lighter pale orange colour of the

flowers. L. nepeticfolia is a coarse annual that has

been in cultivation. The genus includes twelve

species, all natives of South Africa, but the majority

of tliem are not very ornamental."

obtained in New Zealand, Surely in some of the forests,

where leaves have fallen for atics, leaf-mould in some form
or other must be obtainable. In this country peat is often

iLscd instead, and if you can get a supply of this it will take
the place of leaf-mould. For potting purposes peat from
upland regions is much preferable to that obtained from
boggy spots.

Delphiniums from Scotland,

Dr, McWatt of Morelands, Duns, N.B., sends us

flowers of seedling Delphiniums, which for the time

of year are exceedingly good. In addition to rich

and varying shades of blue, the spikes are large,

and many of them branching freely. Dr. McWatt
also encloses some Polyanthus flowers of more

than usual merit.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.^77/(' Kditor intends to

nutke The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object U'ill make a special feature of the "Ansivers

to Correspondents " columns. All cominxtnicuiums should be

clearly and concisely vmtten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Corent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Pdblisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

'packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shoots, wfieri' possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Making a small rockery (L. 0. F.).—

The construction of a rockery or rock garden,

large or small, has most frequently to submit to

circumstances, and set in a small corner would be

better without any prearranged plan. In the

first place, a mound of earth is required—this

need not be more than i foot or i8 inches high

—

and some stones half buried in the sloping sides.

The object in view is to grow plants and show
them to advantage, the simpler ways usually

giving the best results. The late Mr. Meyer's

book on rock garden - making, which may be

obtained of the Publisher from this office, price

6s. 5d., post free, tells all that is needful. The
book also contain? lists of plants for the purpose.

Asteps in New Zealand diseased {W. J. B.,
Wellington, Neio Zealand).—The disease which has killed
your Asters often gives a great deal of trouble m this
couiitrj'. It is known by the different names of black leg,

stem rot and the Aster disease. It is of fungoid origin,
the spores of the fungus lying dormant in the soil during
winter, and with the return of spring they become active
and attack the plants, as a rule just above the siu^ace of
the soil. All diseased plants should be gathered up and
burnt, and the ground given a liberal dressing of quick-
lime, which must be dug in. Then in spring sprinkle the
surface of the soil with sulphate of iron powder, using about
half an ounce to the square yard, and if this is done you
will probably not be troubled with the disease again.
Dead plants thro\vn on the rubbish-heap are a fruitful
source of infection. 2. It is, of course, impossible for us
to even suggest a reason why your plants of Cyclamen
do not flower, as the conditions with you are so different
to those experienced in this country. Even had we ex-
perience of plant cultivation in New Zealand, you do not
give us any idea how the plants are grown and the treat-
ment they have received. 3. Spent Hops would certainly
not he suitable for mixing with pottnig compost, hence it

will be necessary to use some otlier substance. Cocoanut
fibre refuse is a very good material to take the place of
leaf-mould, while even better is granulated peat, an Irish
product. We do not know whether either of these can be

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Pruning Rhododendrons {M.B, 1^.).—The

correct time to prune Rhododendrons is as soon

as the flowers have fallen, that is if the bushes

simply require shaping or slightly reducing in size.

Should you, however, wish to prune them severely

and cut them back into the old wood, it is better

to sacrifice the flowers and do the pruning about

the middle of April. If you do the pruning at

that time the pruned branches do not bear a dis-

figured look for a very long period, as new shoots

appear almost at once. By giving a severe pruning

in autumn, however, the bushes look bad until

the return of the growing season. As a rule, slight

pruning is all that Rhododendrons require, and

this should be done by cutting a certain number
of the branches clean out, not giving a general

cutting back. A regular clipping back induces

a dense, formal appearance, which ought by no

means to be encouraged, unless it is in the case

of the common R. ponticum when it is used for

a covering for a bank, and has of necessity to be

kept low. When pruning operations are in pro-

gress all wounds ought to be dressed with coal tar.

Araucaria in bad health {Subscriber).—When a
specimen of Araucaria imbricata has fallen into such a
bad state as yours, it is practically impossible to revive
it. The branches that are dead or dying cannot be renewed,
and, consequently, should the specimen be suffering from
lack of nourishment and this is so far made good as to
restore the upper part of the tree, the lower portion will

always remain bare. The top-dressing of manure given
by you last year should have done some good, providing
that the want of a stimulus caused the trouble. As the
matter now stands we cannot advise you better than to do
away with the old specimen, and if you still desire an
Araucaria put a young thriving plant in its place. At the
same time, there are many beautiful trees not given to
shedding their lower branches as does the Araucaria.
Though handsome specimens of this last may be met with
in many parts, there are. on the other hand, districts

where it becomes gaunt and bare, however it may be treated.

In 6xY soils, or where cut off at all from light, air and
sunshine, as well as if the roots get into an uncongenial
subsoil, the Araucaria loses its lowermost branches. On
the western slopes of the Chilian Andes, its native home,
the rainfall is far more copious than in England, and,
consequently, in this country it as a rule thrives best where
the fall of rain is greatest and the soil porous enough to
carry off the water freely, as stagnant moisture is very
harmful.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Earwigs destroying fruits of Peaches

and Nectarines (Berks).—At that stage of the

fruit's growth no poisonous liquid dressing can be

applied to the trees strong enough to drive away
the earwigs without rendering the fruit quite

useless for dessert. There is no more effective

way of trapping them than the old way you have

adopted, namely, using pieces of Bean-stalks about

6 inches long, placing them among the branches near

the fruit, and emptying them every morning early

into boiling water so that they may be destroyed.

Pots partly filled with hay, suspended to thebranches

of the tree, make good traps. The success of this

method depends entirely on the number of traps

set and on perseverance in looking keenly after

them in the way of frequent emptying and resetting.

Apple trees cankered (Scott).—Canker in

fruit trees is caused by the fungus Nectria ditissima,

which gains an entrance into wounds made by hail,

insects (especially .\merican blight) and so on.

Care should be taken to keep the trees free from

insect pests, and small cankered branches should

be altogether removed. If large branches are

cankered, the cankered spot should be cut out

and the wound painted with .Stockholm tar. All

wounds of any size made in pruning, &c., should

be protected by paintmg with Stockholm tar.

The brown spots on the Apples are probably due
to the attack of the fungus Fusicladium dentriti-

cum, but you should always send specimens when
referring to diseases such as this. The fungus
attacks the wood as well as the leaves and fruit,

and often causes the death of young twigs. All

dead and dying branches should be removed
and the trees sprayed with Bordeaux mixture
at half the strength used for spraying Potatoes

just before the buds burst, again after the

petals fall, and a third time after an interval of

three or four weeks.
Peach leaves for inspection (Germany).—This

is one of tlic worst cases of attack by scale insects we have
seen on Peaches. Fumigate at once, and again, if neces-
sary, with XL or Abol or some similar fnmigator. No
doubt the blackening you speak of on the fruit is due to
the growth of a fungus on the honey-dew produced by, and
the excreta of, the insects.

A Peach-house 18 feet by 15 feet (r.).—We
presume that the two trees mentioned fill the liouse and
that our correspondent wislies to know how many fruits
each of his trees should be allowed to grow to maturity.
Tliis will depend on the size and vigour of tiie trees. A
safe guide in this matter is to allow rather more than one
fruit to every square foot of space the trees may cover.

Peach BarringCon dropping itslfruits when
on the point of ripeness {./. P., Oxon).—It is very
seldom we hear of this variety casting its fruit. On exa-
mination we found the stone had split, but was not diseased,
as is generally the case with split stones. We think this
premature dropping of the fruit must be due to this defect
in the stone. Sometimes if trees in this condition are
subjected to heavy rain or an over-copious watering, this
result will follow. To prevent a recurrence next year
artificial fertilisation should be resorted to while the tree
is in bloom, using the pollen from another variety if

possible.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
How to grow Seakale (F. E. E.).—Seakale

is propagated by root cuttings planted towards
the end of March in rows 15 inches apart, the cut-

tings in the row being placed 10 inches apart. The
ground in which it is to be planted should be
trenched the autumn or winter before, a liberal

quantity of rotten manure being worked into the

I
soil while trenching is going on—four good barrow-

loads to the rod. The whole subject of the growth
of this vegetable will receive special attention

before planting-time arrives. It is too large to

;

press into the compass of a reply. In the mean-
i
time you can prepare the land when it is vacant

I

at leisure. The subject will not be lost sight of.

I

Tomatoes unsatisfactory (Anxious).—The plants
! have been attacked by red spider and aphis, and fumiga-

i

tion appears to be called for. We think, however, that the
I
greater part of the injury to the foliage shown by the

I specimens sent must be due to fumes given off from the
! manure used as a top-dressing. The leaves appear to
j

have been scalded.

Celery diseased (A. B.).—The Celery is attacked by
the fungus Phyllosticta petroselini apii. This fungus has
recently proved very destructive to Celery plants, and it is

advisable to carefully clear away and burn all refuse from
attacked plants, and to grow the Celery and Celeriac next
year as far away from the place where it was grown this
year as possible. Seed should not, of course, be saved from
diseased plants. Those that are worst should be destroyed
by Are, and the remainder sprayed with Bordeaux mixture.

Peas and flower to name (O. J. P.).—The flower
is Linaria bipartita. We are sorry we cannot undertake
to name varieties of Peas. The varietal difference in the
many hundreds of varieties in commerce being in many
cases so inflnitesimally small, and so many being synony-
mous (only under different names), it Is quite impos-
sible for anyone to name them with any degree of exacti-
tude. Yours, although not large-podded varieties, arc
well filled, and, we should say, are economical sorts to
grow, as there is very little waste in the pods.

Diseased Potato leafage (E. R.).—The Potato
leaf sent shows a very uncommon form of disease which
differs materially from that generally known as the Potato
disease, Phytophthora infestans. The disease, of which
a sample is sent, is more closely allied to rust, or what is

known as leaf-curl, which is also a fungus, but is invariably
due to severe weakening of the stamina of the crop affected,
because the tubers used for sets have been grown
on the same soil previously. We advise you to carefully
pick off or pull all the haulm that is thus affected and
bum it. Do not save any of the tubers of that stock to
plant again, but obtain fresh seed next spring from a
distance. Also, do not plant on the same soil on which
these diseased tubers are now growing, but follow with
Cabbage or some very diverse crop. Use lime freely where
you grow Potatoes next year ; but the chief object is to
get entirely fresh seed from elsewhere.
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Question about Salsify (G. D.).—We are obligeci I

for the roots of Salsify sent and your further information.
|

The roots are very good samples for the season. Therf i

is DO disease, and your culture has been quite correct.
,

We do not think that the subsoil being of a chalky nature
can have in any way caused the damage. After a close

inspection of the foliage we find it badly infested mth
:

mildew, so that we advise you to spray as advised '

earlier if the pest still spreads. You will soon arrest its
j

progress, and the plants being strong will perfect good
j

roots for winter use.

Small oval Turnip (J. P.). — The varieties of
Turnips in commerce are so numerous, and a great number
of them are so much alike, that it is most difficult to say
what any variety may be from a description given of it.

The nearest we can think of are Carter's Swan's Egg and
Sutton's White Gem. The question of culture has' much
to do with the fine ivory-like appearance of the skin of a
Turnip, as it undoubtedly has with its delicacy of flavour.
A sample grown rapidly in rich, moist soil is far and away
better in every respect than is that grown indifferently in
poor and not pvermoist soil.

Asparagus-beds and agricultural seilt {Regular
Reader).^ThQ reason that salt is supposed to be a specially
good manure to apply to Asparagus is txicause the plant
is a native of the seashore, being found growing wild on
sandbanks near the sea. The best time to apply salt to
Asparagus-beds is in spring, just as the grass is beginning
to grow, say, the last week in March in the South and the
first weelc in April in the North. The proper quantity
to use is two ordinary handfuls to the square yard, scatter-
ing it evenly over the bed. It should never be applied as
brine in a liquid state. We would not advise you to apply
salt to any other vegetable crop.

Cucumbers and their tresctment (Reyular Reader).
It is the same with the Cucumbers as with the Marrows.
If they are cut regularly as soon as they are large enough
for use or market, and before seeds are formed, then " Let
them all come " excepting any which may be deformed,
feeding the plants generously and giving them plenty of
heat. When you want perfect specimens for exhibition,
then you must thin out to, say, four or five on a plant for

the time the fruit you want is growing. Better specimens
are grown when a glass tube is provided to place them in.

They come much straighter, and the bloom on the fruit

and the flower at its apex are better preserved in this way.
Onions diseased (Lieiiienant-Colnnd Dent). —- The

grubs attacking the bulbs are those of the Onion fly (Phorbia
cepetorum). This pest, of which there are several broods
during the year, is often very destructive to Onions. The
grubs become pupae in the groimd, and hatch out into
flies about the size of the common house-fly, which lay
their eggs in the earth near the plants, and the eggs soon
hatch into grubs. It is best not to grow Onions on
the same ground for a 5'ear when the previous crop has
been infested, and they may be to some extent protected
by dusting sand, with which a little paraffin has been
mixed, along the rows while the plants are growing, begin-
ning in April. Kainit may also be sprinkled on the surface
and hoed in lightly with advantage. Care should be taken
to remove and burn all the infected bulbs.

"

Melons and Cucumbers gone w?rong {T. F. U.).
The Melon plant is badly cankered, consequent probably
upon being grown in too rich a material, and also through
the air of the house being kept too moist. If the stems
are not too badly decayed you may patch them up by
dusting Roman cement thickly over their stems when they
are wet. This will then get hard, and often help crippled
plants to finish a crop. If too far gone there is nothing
for it but to pull them up. The Cucumber foliage sent
shows unmistakable signs of an attack of the Cucumber
spot fungus. The disease cannot be cured, but by keeping
the air of the house or frame fairly dry and warm and
not over-watering the plants it is possible to keep them
in such health as will enable them to swell and finish their

first crop of fruit.

about where the ants are." Boiling water poured into the

nests is also efficacious. Messrs. Alex. Cross and Sons.

Limited, 19. Hr.p,- Street, Glasgow, sell a special prepara-

tion for destrnying aiit^ which we have found effective.

Names of plants.—W. H(//-rfy.—Xepeta Glechoma
and Beconia manicata. The Geranium cannot be named
without (lowers,

—

—A. C. H.— Loiseleuria procumbens.
——J. £.^Seedliug forms of Veronica speciosa. M. G.
— Statice Limonium (Sea Lavender). X>. Mc.— 1,

Eupatorium ageratoides ; 2, Solidago latifolia ; 3. S.

lanceolata ; 4, S. Virgauiea. Helmsdale.—Potentilla

fruticosa and Juniperus chinensis. T. E. Woodhouse.—
1, Verbena venosa : 2, Tritonia crocosmaeflora (?) ; 3, Rud-
beckia speciosa : 4. Clematis Viticelia var. ; 5, Phlox
(garden seedling) ; 6, Aster Thomsonii. Mrs. J. KeUh.
—Accena mic.ophylla.

Names of fruit.—J. M.—1. King Harry ; 2, Tower of

Glarais ; Pear Williams's Bon Chr6tien. W. Hardy.—
Apples : 1, Lord Grosvenor ; 2, Lord Derby ; 3. Nelson's

Codlin ; 4, Lamb Abbey Pearmain ; 5. New Hawthornden;
6. Rosemary Russet : 7, Mank's Codlin ; 8. Beauty of

Kent ; 9, Lord Burghley ; 10, Adam's Pearmain. Pears :

1, Comte de Lamy : 2, Caillot Rosat ; 3. Josephine de
Malines; 4, Beurr^ Diel ; 5, Old Bergamotte. See also
" Names of Plants.'" A.James.—1, Duchess of Glouces-

ter ; 2. Feam's Pippin ; 3, Wyken Pippin ; 4, CeUini

Pippin; 5, Warner's King; 6, Cox's Orange Pippin; 7,

Cox's Pomona ; 8, Lord Derby ; 9, Emperor Alexander ;

10. King of the Pippins; 11. Ribston Pippin.

MISCELLANEOUS,
Plants for identification (G. M. B.).—The speci-

men sent for determination is the Caper Spurge (Euphorbia
Lathyris). We have not heard of the fruits being used
for pickling, and think tbey would be dangerous subjects
to use for the purpose, as the whole Spurge family is

characterised by its poisonous qualities.

Long thread-worm in a scent bottle {No
Letter).—The long worm about tlie thickness and ap-
pearance of a piece of white cotton thread is not in any
way injurious to plants or to human beings. It passes
part of its life in the intestines of an insect, probably, in
this case, one of the ground beetles.

White flies in greenhouse {Miss F. North).—You
have no other available means of clearing your greenhouse
of the white fly except by fumigation. This may
easily be accomplished by calculating the cubic area of
the structure and by using XL All Fumigating Compound
according to the instructions on the bottle. It will probably
be necessary to fumigate the house several times before it

is thoroughly clear.

Destroying ants {J. M. P. M.).—To destroy ants
the following methods are recommended by Mr. F. Pilking-
ton Sargent in his work on " Horticultural Preparations "

:

" A solution of Phenol containing 1"25 per cent, will repel
if not kill them." *' A crude and dangerous remedy may
be made as follows : Liquid Arsenical Ant Destroyer.

—

Arsenious oxide, 5*00 ; sugar, 40*00
; liquid glucose,

20"00 ; water to lOO'OO. ^Mix the arsenious oxide in

very fine powder with the other ingredients." *' You
may also try injecting bisulphide of carbon into the lawn

SOCIETIES
NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY.

The second exhibition of the above society was held in

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on Tuesday
and Wednesday, September 20 and 21. The weather was
fine and bright, and a goodly number of visitors attended

the show, in addition to the exhibition there was a good
display of fruit preserved in pure water only, without

sugar or any chemical preservative, which attracted a

good deal of attention owing to the simplicity of the

process. The Giant Water Lily (Victoria regia) was in

splendid condition, which, together with other tropical

plants and the general beauties of the gardens, well repaid

all who availed themselves of this opportunity to visit the

show.
An interesting function which followed the luncheon on

the first dav of the show was the presentation of cups and
medals which were offered by the society both at the

Crystal Palace and the present exhibition, Mr. Edward
Mawley. V.M.H., president of the society, being in the

chair. Great credit is due to the hard-working lion,

secretary, Mr. E. F. Hawes, for the excellent arrangements

that were made.
Nurserymen.

In the class for three vases of Cactus Dahlias, distinct

varieties, put into commerce for the first time during

1908-9 and shown in sixes with hardy foliage, Mr. John
Walker of Thame obtained first prize with a splendid

arrangement, showing Echo, Mercia and Mrs. A. Dyer.

He was closely followed by M. V. Scale, Sevenoaks,

and Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co., Salisbury, in order

of merit.
For twelve varieties of Cactus Dahlias, shown in bunches

of six blooms, Messrs. J. Stredwick and Sons, St. Leonards,

seemed the leading award, staging some good flowers of

Wm. Marshall. Indomitable. Red Admiral. Dr. Roy
Appleton. The Eari, .Mrs. Douglas Flemmg, H. H. Thomas,
C. E. Wilkins, Golden Eagle, Satisfaction, H. L. Brousson

and Jupiter. Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, came
second with a nice clean set ; and Messrs. J. Burreli and
Co., Cambridge, were third.

In the class for twenty-four blooms of Cactus Dahlias,

distinct, shown on boards, Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son
again led with some well-finished flowers, and were

followed by Messrs. Keynes. Williams and Co. and Messrs.

J. Burreli and Co. as second and third respectively.

For three vases of Cactus Dahlias, containing nine

blooms each, arranged with any kind of foliage, Mr. John
Walker took the first place with vases of mixed varieties,

making quite a splendid display. Mr. Charles Turner,

Slouqh, being second, and M. V. Scale third.

Pompon Cactus Dahlias were represented by a class for

twelve bunches in not fewer than six varieties and shown
with their own foliage. Messrs. J. Burreli and Co. gaining

first honours with a splendid distinct set of twelve varie-,

ties—Coronation. Titus, Mrs. Marshall, Alwyn, Nora,

AUnima, Lena. Martha. Argus, Nam. Cheerful and Sweet.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons were second, and M. V. Seaic

third.
Show and fancy Dahlias, twenty-four blooms, distinct,

on boards, were well staged by Mr. John Walker, who had
some fine specimens of Wm. Powell. James Cocker. Flo

Tranter, Standard, D. Cornish. Portia. Mrs. Gladstone and
Duchess of Albany. Mr. S. Mortimer of Farnham was
second, and Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co. third.

For twelve blooms, show and fancy, distinct, Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons came first. Mr. S. H. Cooper second, and
M. V. Scale third.

In the class for six blooms of any one variety, show or

fancy seedling, Mr. S. Mortimer secured first prize with a
new fancy, William Pemberton.
Pompon Dahlias, twelve varieties, distinct, shown in

bunches of ten blooms, were quite a feature, and the first-

prize stand from Mr. Charles Turner was much admired, the

varieties being Bacchus, Ideal, Phyllis. Adelaide, Marietta,

Nerissa, Mignon, Ganvmede, Queen of Whites, Darkest of

All. Mary and Cyril.' Messrs. J. Burreli and Co. came
second, and Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons third.

For twelve varieties of single Dahlias in bunches of ten
blooms, the leading honours, which included a gold Dean
Memorial Medal, were secured by Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons, who showed Leslie Scale, Owen Thomas, Stromboli.
Cardinal. Flora, Miss Morland. Miss Roberts, Lady Bounti-
ful. Rosemary Bridge. Snowdrop, Kitty and Mrs. Joynson
Hicks in excellent form. M. V, Scale and Mr. John Walker
came next in order of merit.

Paeony-flowercd varieties, shown in vases, six varieties,

six blooms each, with any suitable hardy foliage, were
well set up by Mr. Charles Turner, who also secured the
leading award for giant decorative Dahlias shown in a
similar manner.

Amateurs.

For show and fancy Dahlias, sliown on boards, twelve
blooms, distinct, Mr. S. H. Cooper, Chippenham, secured
first place, with Mr. A. Robbins, Keynsham, second.
For a similar class of six varieties, distinct, the first

prize was obtained by Mr. Charles Luckin, Apsley. followed
by Mr. A. P. Ironsides, Cliippenham, and the Rev. L. C.
Chalmers-Hunt, Hitchin, in order of merit.
The gold Dean Memorial Medal was secured in the class

for six varieties of single Dahlias, staged in bunches of
six blooms, by Mr. Edward Mawley, president of the
society. The Rev. Art.hur Bridge, Worth Rectory, was
second, and the Rev. S. S. Pearce, Combe, Woodstock.
Oxon. third.

For a vase of single Dahlias, arranged with any foliage.

Mr. E. Mawley was again first, the Rev. A. Bridge second,
and Mr. W. C. Pagram, Weybridge, third.

In the principal class for Cactus Dahlias, which were
staged in bunches of three blooms, nine varieties, distinct,

the Rev. A. Bridge took leading honours with a clean set,

includhig Harold Peerman, Satisfaction, lolanthe, W.
Marshall, H. H. Thomas, C. E. Wilkins, Red Admiral.
Snowdon and Rev. T. W. Jamieson. Mr. F. Grinsted ot

Battle was a very close second, followed by Mr. W. E.
Peters, gardener to Sir John Kennedy, K.C.B., Baldslow.
third. The competition in this class was very keen,
other notable exhibits being set up by Mr. F. W. Fellowes
and Mr. Charles Luckin.

For the best vase of any variety, white or pink Cactus
Dahlia, the Rev. Arthur Bridge again secured the leading
award, followed by Mr. Charles Luckin and Mr. E. E".

Barton. Greenwich, in order of merit.

In the class for six varieties of Cactus Dahlias, shown
in bunches of threes. Mr. E. Mawley obtained first, the Rev.
A. Bridge second, and Mr. G. Stevenson, Chadworth
Cottage, Esher, third.

For four varieties. Cactus, three blooms of each, shown on
boards, Mi'. F. H. Curry, Osborne Road, Palmer's Green,
obtained first place, followed by Mr. Charles Luckin and
Mr. R. C. Willis, Palmer's Green, in order of merit.

Twelve varieties, ('actus, distinct, were well staged by
Mr. John Hicks of Thornton Heath. Mr. G. Davidson
was second, and the Rev. A. Bridge third.

For Pompon Dahlias, six varieties, shown in bunches
of six blooms, Mr. G. Davidson. Thornton Heath, secured
first. Mr. \. P. Irousides second, and Mr. S. H. Cooper
third.

Bottled Fruit Competition.

In the classes for bottled fruit, for which prizes were
oflered by the Anglo-Beige Glass Association, Limited,
competition was keen, the first prize for twelve bottles of

various fruits being awarded to Mrs. V. Banks, Park Street.

Grosvenor Square ; second, JMrs. L. Birldnshaw, Botham-
sall, Retford; third, Mrs.E.Toothill, Branton, Doncaster ;

fourth, Mrs. H. Helliwell, South Anston, Sheffield.

For six bottles of various fruits, Mrs. E. J, Beckett of

Aldenham House Gardens, Elstree, secured first prize.

Mrs. V. Banks second, Mrs. L. Birkinshaw third, and
Mrs. A. Pulham, Elsenham, fourth.

For three bottles of fruit, various, Mrs. V. Banks. Mrs.

E. Toothill, Mrs. L. Birkinshaw and Mi-s. E. J. Beckett
secured awards in their respective order of merit.

Non-competitive ExHiniTS.

Some excellent groups of Dahlias, hardy fiowers aud
fruits were staged in this section, and the following medals
were awarded : Large gold medals to Hobbies, Limited,
for Dahlias and Roses ; Messrs. T. S. Ware C'02). Limited,
for Dahlias ; Bakers*, Wolverhampton, for Dahlias ; and
JVIr. J. T. West, Brentwood, for Dahlias. Gold medals to

Mr. J. E. Knight, Wolverhampton, for Dahlias ; and
Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons. Hounslow, for hardy fruit.

Silver-gilt medals to Mr. Charles Turner. Slough, for

Pseony-flowered Dahlias ; and Messrs. Whitelegg and
Page for Dahlias. Silver medal to Mr. J. B. Riding for

Collarette Dahlias.
First-class certificates of merit were awarded to :

Cactus Dahlia American (Keynes. Williams and Co.), a

good bold flower, white ground, splashed and striped

crimson.
Cactus Dahlia Mrs. Douglas Fleming (Stredwick), a

white flower having a greenish centre.

Cactus Dahlia H L. Brousson (Stredwick), a delicate

shade of rosv mauve with a lighter centre.

Garden Cactus Dahlia White Ensign (Stredwick), a

pure white flower borne well above the foliage.

Garden Cactus Dahlia Flagstaff (Stredwick), a bold

flower, with stift' stems, of rosy salmon colour.

Garden Cactus Dahlia Mary Furrier (J. T. West), an
effective flower of bright crimson colour and good decora-

tive habit.
Fancv Dahlia William Pemberton (Mortimer), a good

flower 'with a yellowish ground splashed and striped

crimson.
Show Dahlia Model (Mortimer), a medium-sized flower

having a wliite base and tipped rosy purple.

Pompon Dahlia Pink Beauty (J. Cheal and Sons), a

eharming flower of a pleasing shade of pale pink.
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NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

ON Mondny i-vcning, tin- 19th ult., the executive com-

iT.ittce of this socictv held its first meeting of the season

at Carr's Restaurant. Strand, when Mr. 'J'liomas Uevan

presided. Tlie question of oft'ering prizes at tlie great

International llortienltliral Show of 1912 was discussed,

and it was agreed that the National Chrysantheninm

Society should do as other speeiul lloii.ultund s.iei.ti.s

had done. A report, was made of the r.-eeiit \ jMt to M.'^sr^.

Wells' nursery at Mersthanl, where a trial of single^ is

heinn made, and which will be supplemented by later

\isits elsewhere, Messrs. Cannell and H. J. Jones having

also undertaken trials for the society. It was announced

that the cont. niphiled exhibit of Chrysanthemums by the

National Chrvsantli.nuini Society at the Brussels Kxhi-

liition would not now be made in consequence of the lire,

the building r.'serveil for the flower show being now
recinired for othi'r purposes. The International Chry-

santliemum Show and Congress to be held in Pans on

November 4, 5 and 8 will probably be visited hy a party

from, the National Chrysanthemum Society. Sir Albert

Rollit and Mr. Harnmn Payne have been elected members

of the jury, and anyone wishing to attend the giitleinni,

which promises to be a very attractive one, can obtiiiii \ar-

tieulars from the latter-named gentleman. Tlie National

Chrysanthemum Society's Conference has been Hxed for

December 5. Two sessions will be held, one in tlie after-

noon and the other in the evening. At 3 p.m. Mr. Norman
Davis will deal with the culture of Japanese Chrysanthe-

mums for exliibition. At 4 p.m. Mr. \V. Higgs will dis-

course on incurves for the same purpose. An interval for

tea from 5 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. will then be allowed, after

which Sir. H. J. Jones will discuss methods of exhibiting,

and Mr. R. F. Felton the use of large blooms in floral

decoration. At 7.30 p.m. Mr. Stevenson will read a paper

on late-struck Japanese Chrysanthemums for exhibition.

It was announced that Jlr. 1). B. Crane was re-elected

chairman of the floral committee for the season. A
resolution was passed that the aimual dinner be held, as

usual at the Holborn Restaurant about November 28 or 29.

.\fter the election of judges for the October and November
shows at the Crystal Paface and the election of new mem-
bers, the meeting, which was rather a busy one, closed.

EAST 4NGUAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THKUE was a good attendance at the September meeting

of this society. Mi. 1.. Smith. Shotesham Park (jardens,

was in the chair. After some preliminary matters had

been disposed of, Mr. H. Goude, Lecturer to the Norfolk

County Council, gave a most interesting discourse upon

pruning. He dealt mainly with the Apple, but Pears,

Plums Peaches and Vines were included in the scope of

Ills remarks. In his travels he found that the subject

in its proper application was very little understood. He
clearly defined how best to m.ake a tree of any trained

sSvle from a baby plant. In cuttmg large branches off

tiees thev should be made quite close to the main trunk,

and tarred over to prevent fungus germs entering. Root-

pnming outside a private establishment was hardly

ever carried out. When trees were flourishing luxuriantly

but bearing no fruit, it was wonderful the effect root-

priining had upon such trees. The main principles were

;

Always keep the branches well open to admit air and sun-

light to ripen the wood and promote fruit buds, always

leave the leading growth at the summer pruning, and

whenever a tree is growing too well without fruiting,

judiciously prune the roots. Mr. L. Smith, Mr J. Forder,

Mr, 3. Powley and others added some useful remarks

duriig the discussion which followed. The society de-

cided to again enter for the fruit competition at the Royal

Hortfcultural Society's Show, which is open to affiliated

societ.es. Mr. F. Williams, gardener to Louis Tillett, Esq.,

exhibted a nice Cvpripedium in the monthly competition

classes, which throughout were keenly contested and very

interesting.

were Mr. J, A. Renton, Crawfordjohn ; Mr. D. Wliitelaw,

Locharbriggs ; Mr. T. Dickson, Uain-roft ; Jlr. J. Drown,
Wanlockhead ; and Mr, R. Port.eous.

Mr. R. A. Origor was the lending winner in the fruit

classes, being first for lilack Hamburgh (irapes, black

Crapes other than Ifanibnrah, white (irapes, baking and
dessert \pples, Peaches and Green Gages, .Mr. .). Henderson

had the llnest-llavoured Grapes, and .Mr. L. Kraser those

with finest bloom. .Mr, W, Murray, Newton, won for

Peai-s in both classes and Green Gages ; Mr. li. I'orteoiis

for Plums, except yellow Plums, for which .Mr. .M'.Mouies

was first. .Mr. R. A. Grigor had the best collection of

vegetables. In the amateurs' classes there was an excel-

lent competition, and some very fine exhibits appeared.

Considemtions of space prevent detail, but .Mr. J. I'cmplc-

ton won fiM- the collection of vegetables.

aOFFAT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The anuual show of this society was held at that popular

waterin;-place on September 18. The number of entries

showed t slight falling off, but the show, as a ^vhole, was up
to those previously held. In the non-competitive section

excellent exhibits were made by several nurserymen, these

includinga fine display of Dahlias, Roses, Ac, from Messrs.

Dobbio aid Co., Edinburgh ; a grand display of herbaceous

plants and early Chrysanthemums, d'c., from Messrs.

T. Kenuedt- and Co., Dumfries ; a splendid show of Dahlias,

Phloxes aid other flowers from Messrs. E. F. Fairbairn

and Sons, Edeiitown, Carlisle ; and very fine Roses from
Messrs. J. ?almer and Son, Annan, and from Messrs. T.

Smith and tons, Stranraer.

In the competitive classes flowers were of great excel-

lence, and tit vegetable classes were of high quality, while

Grapes were wnsidered among the best things in the fruit

section.
Mr. J. M'Kiv, Craigiebum, was first for stove or green-

house plants, ind Mr. L. Eraser, Craigielands, for foliage

plants. Mr. ,1. Hamilton, Haywood, won for Fuchsias,

and Mr. J. Henderson, Elmbank, Dumfries, was first

for early Chr;-,anthemums in two classes. Mr. R. A.

Grigor, balswiu-.on, led for stove or greenhouse Ferns and
for exotic Ferns in pots; Mr. E. Cameron, Ericstane, led

for hardy Ferns ind Lyeopods ; and the other first prizes

in the open classw for pot plants were won by Mr. R. A.

Grigor, -Mr. J. Rarliel, Langshawbush, Mr. R. A. Grigor,

Mr. J. M'lCay and .tr. J. HamUton.
In cut flowers hirdy plants were well shown, Mr. E.

Cameron taking the (rst prize'.for these. Sir. L. Fraser won
for Gladioli, .\ntirrhi»ums, Roses and button-holes. -Mr. J.

Henderson was flrst for Dahlias and Pompon Dahlias.

Jlr. R. A. Grigor led vith Cactus Dahlias, Other winners

W.VItGMAVB AND DISTRICT GAP, DENERS'___

ASSOCIATION.
"

TllK winter session commenced on Wedin;sday evening,

September 14. when .Mr. T. Tunbridge of the Three Elms
(lardcii-i. Remenham, read a practical paper on " Annuals,"

limit iiig his remarks to those most useful for cutting and
Riiiaiiiing a long time in bloom. In cultivating these

charming" plants he advocated the gardener studying the

beauty, type and habit of each kiud, so as to obtain the

best possible results. Cultural directions as to soil and
its preparation, seed-sowing, &c., were given respecting

most of the subjects mentioned. .4inong these were

Sweet Peas, Zinnias, Salpiglossis, Clarkia, Gaillardia,

Scabious, Godetia, Sehizanthus, Jlignonette, Aster, Stocks,

Lobelia, Plilox Druuimondii. Petunias, .Nicotiana and
several Grasses. The lecture was illustrated by a number
of vases of cut blooms of many of the above. A good

discussion was opened bv the chairman and carried on by
Jlessrs. Colebv (secretary). Shipley. Stantou, Hall, Pope,

Scott and Tiiubridge. \ vote of thanks was accorded

Mr. Tunbridge for his useful paper. Jlr. J. Shipley of the

Old Vicarage Gardens, Shiplake, exhibited a group of

Asters (Webb's Strain), for which he,was awarded a cultural

certificate by the judges (Messrs. Stanton and Scott). Two
new members were elected.

ABERDEEN DISTRICT FLOWER SHOWS.
In some of the larger Scottish cities there are small horti-

cultural societies as well as the large one covering the

whole city and open to adjoining counties and elsewhere.

These principally appeal to the amateur in the suburbs,

and do a large amount of good work. There are several

in Aberdeen, and three of these held exhibitions recently.

It is somewhat remarkable that there is a general con-

sensus of opinion that the late shows were the most success-

ful the societies have ever held.

The Suunyside District Amateur Horticultural Associa-

tion held its show in Suunyside Skating Rink, and the

pot-plant classes were very good. The leading winners

were .Mr. J. Coutts, Jlr. J. Booth, Jlr. A. Webster, Jlr. W.
M'Coss Mr. A. R. Smith and Mr. J. Wilson, In the cut-

flower classes Mr. J. JI'Donald, Mr. A. Webster, Mr. J.

Bisset and Mr. J. Cromar were the leading prize-takers.

Jlessrs. W. Smith and Sons, Bmnside Nurseries, exhibited

Roses in great variety.
.

The Woodside and District Horticultural Society held

its show in the Woodside Skating Rink, and made a good

display, the openiug ceremony being performed by Lord

Provost Wilson. Mr. A. D. Finnic, Jlr. A. Straclian,

Mrs. Laing, Jlr. J. Benzie, Jlr. J. Wood, Jlr. A. Kemp
and Mr. R. Gordon were among the leading winners with

pot plants. For cut flowers the following carried off

prizes : Jlr. X. Kemp, Mr. J. Wood, Jlr. R. Gordon, Mr,

J. Benzie, Mr. W. Jaffray and others. Mr. Benzie led for

fruit, and Jlessrs. J. and D. M'Kenzie, Jlr. A. S. Park,

Jlr. A. Kemp and Jlr. D. S. Fraser, jun., led for vegetables.

The Union Grove and District had a phenomenally

good show for the society, the increase in the entries being

very large indeed. Prizes for the best-kept gardens went

to Messrs. Strachan, Skene, Stevenson, Fowler and Smith.

Winners with pot plants were Jlessrs. A. Fullerton, W. W,
Brooks, J. Milne, G. Smith and R. M. Watt. For cut

flowers the leaders were .Mr. G. JIavor, Mr. A. Fullerton,

Mr G, Souter, Mr. W. Jlearns, Mr. G. Skene, Jlr. G. B.

Stevenson, Jlr. W. Fowler and Mr. P. Youngson. The
most successful competitor at the show w.as Mr. A. Fuller-

ton, Union Grove, Aberdeen.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

.At the fortnightly meeting held at Vincent Square on the

2711i ult. there was a remarkable display of flowers, fruit

and vegetables, the large hall and both annexes being

filled. Vegetables in particular were largely shown,

and this may be taken as indicative of the increased

interest that ' is being shown in these by the general

public. Ji 1 J
Orchid Cojisiitiee. 1 '

\
Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (chairman), Sir

Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Messrs. James O'Brien, Harry J.

I

Veitch, U. Little, R. Thwaites, Stuart H. Low, F. Sander,

F. J. Hanimry, A. N. A. McBean, C. H. Curtis, W. Cobb,

J. Charlesworth, J. Cypher, W. H. Hatcher, W. P. Bound,
H. G. Alexander. Arthur Dye, H. Ballantine, J. Wilson

Potter, Gurney Wilson, William Bolton, J. Leemau and
dc B. Crawshay.

Messrs. Stanley and Co., Southgate, staged a very pretty

little group of Cattleyas and Lselio-Cattleyas, these for the

most part being forms of 0, iridescensjand L.-C. gottiana.

From Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, came a splendid bank of well-grown plants, the

whole being in full flower and perfectthcalth. Among
those that called for special mention wereJa flue plant of

Vanda kiniballiana, Laelio-Cattleya bletchleyense, Zygo-

petalum Ouutierii and a large specimen of Cceliu luacro-

stachya. silver Flora medal.
Messrs. .Vlansell and Hatcher, Limited, Rawdoii, York-

shire, staged a good collection of plants, among which we
noticed Vanda kiniballiana, Cattleya Iris, Cypripedium
Chapmanii, Urasso-Cattleya Mine. J. Leenian, Anguloa
eburnea and Cattleya gaskelliana albens. Silver Banksian
medal

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Reigale (gar-

dener, Mr. Collier), exhibited a small but interesting grouji

of Dendrobium Phalajnopsis varieties, these showing a

great diversity of colour, some of them approaching closely

to wliite, Gatton Park variety in particular being pure and
good. Silver P.anksian medal.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had a small but

inteiesting bank of plants staged with .Maidenhair Ferns,

so as to show oil their beauty to the best advantage,
stailhopea oculata, Laslio-Cattleya Walter Gott, L.-C.

lierthe Fournier, Brasso-Cattleya Rowcna. R.-C. .Mrs. ,1.

Leenian, B.-(i. Cordelia and Ccclia macrostachya were a

few of the best and most interesting plants noticed. Silvi'r

Flora medal.
The group from Jlessrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's

Heath, was, as usual, a very b'-aiitiful our. the wlioji. of

the plants shown being in good health .-uid flowering fnTly.

Odontoglossum ardentissimum, Lielio-Ciiltleya eallisto-

glossa, Jliltonia Harwoodii (a beautiful little plant with

cerise flowers), Zygopetalum rteblingianum, Bras^j-

Cattleya l.chmanniae and Odontoglossum IllustrlssimnTii

were a few of exceptional merit. Silver Flora medal.

Jlessrs. \V, Bull and Sons, Chelsea, staged a large bank
of well-grown plants, among these being quite a numbiT
of Cattleyas and LiKlio-Cattleyas. We also noticed a

fine plant of Odoiitioda Chariesworthii, Cypripedinin

tautzianum and a Jlnc specimen of Cattleya Greavesia'.

Silver Banksian medal.
A small but well-grown lot of plants came from R. G.

Thwaites, Esq.. Streatham (gardener, Jlr, J. W. Black).

Among these were several good Odontiodas, together

with Cattleyas, Lselio-Cattleyas and similar kinds. Silver

Banksian medal.
A few good plants of Cypripedium were staged by H. S.

Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gardener, .Mr. G. E.

Day), the variety H. S. Goodson bc-ing particularly fine

and well flowered.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : George Bunvard, Esq. (chairman), Messrs.

J. Clieal, W. H. Divers, W. Bates, William Pope, A. !'..

Allan, H. Parr, diaries Foster. G. Reynolds, P. C. Jl.

Veitch, G. Wythcs, G. Keif, J. Davis, G. Woodward,
J. Harrison, Owen Thomas, Alex. Dean, A, Somers Rivi-rs.

F. Perkins and A. H. Pearson.

An extensive collection of Potatoes was shown by Jlessrs.

Dobbie and Co., JIark's Tey, Essex, consisting of forty

varieties. The colours of the individual varieties ranged

from purple, through shades of crimson, to white. The
following selection is considered of special merit, Fii-st

early varieties : Sharpe's Victor, Midlothian Early and
Russet Queen. Second early : Sir John Llewelyn, .Main-

crop, The .Admiral (a new late round). The Chapman (a

late kidney) and The Factor. Of colom-ed varieties

Debbie's Exhibition Red Kidney is a striking sort,

Mr. Bresse and King Edward VII. are two good coloured

kidneys, and Climax and Dobbie's Russet two good main-

crop round varieties. Silver-gUt Knightian medal.

.A.jlarge collection of fruit growing in pots was shown by

the King's Acre Nursery Company, Hereford, consisting

of well-fruited specimens of Alicante Vines, Peaches

Thomas Rivers. JIarquis of Downsllire and Late Devonian,

Plum Coe's Golden Drop, and a good selection of .\pple3,

Pears and Figs. The most notable varieties of Apples were

Bismarck, Gascoyne's Scariet, Emperor Alexander, King

of Tompkin's County and Neivton Wonder. Pears were

well represented by the varieties JIagnate, Beurr6 Itauee,

Doyenne du Comice and Pitmaston Duchess, Of Figs

Osborn's Prolific, Ronde Nohr, Brown Turkey and White

JIarseilles were in good form. Silver-gilt Knightian medal.

Jlessrs. Sutton and Sons, Royal Seed Establishment,

Reading, put up a very flne group of vegetables, this bcmg
a most comprehensive and interesting display. The rarer

and little-known kinds of vegetables, such as Chinese

Artichokes, garden forms of Kohl Rabi, winter Radishes.

Scorzonera, Sugar Corn, Chives, Fmocchio or Fennel,

Capsicums, .Aubergines. Globe Artichokes. Garlic, Witloof,

Spinach, Beet and Tarragon were among many other kinds.

The whole group was we'll staged, and created a considi'r-

ablc amount of interest, Jlessrs. Sutton also had another

exhibit of Runner Beans, between twenty and thirty

varieties being shown. Sutton's Best of All, Prizewinner.

Scariet and .\1 were all long-podded varieties of much
merit. Silver-gUt Knightian medal.

.ijlarge exhibit of vegetables was also staged by Jlessrs.

George JIassey and Sons, Spalding, large Onions, Leeks,

Cabbages of various types. Sugar Corn. Parsnips, Turnips.

Aiibcri'lnes, Carrots, Potatoes, Ccleriac and many other

kinds adding their ciuota of mterest to the group. Silver

Banksian medal.
A superb collection of .Marrows and Gourds was shown

by E. Jlocatta, Esq, Woburn Place, Addlestone (gar-

dener, .Mr. T. Stevenson). These included a great variety

and were of exceptional interest. The Gourds (in particu-

lar were very pretty, and the photographs showing the

plants growing lent additional interest to the group. VVe

hope to publish an illustration of the growing'plants shortly-,

to"ether with cultural notes. Silver-gilt Knightian medjvl,

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons. Limited, Chelsea, put up a

large collection of vegetables, this includiug a great many
kinds and in the leading varieties. [Irumhead Colewort,

sown in Jlay last, was very fine ; and other notable thing>

were Runner Bean Hackwood Park Success, Kohl llabi.

Parsnip Hollow Crown. Onion Main Crop, Tomato J eiteli s
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Invicta and Pea Autocrat. Messrs. Veitch also had sorae
fine fruits of their new Apples the Rev. W. Wilks and
St. Everard, the former being a large culinary variety and
the latter a firm-tteshed dessert Apple. Silver-cilt Knightian
medal.

Mr. W. E. Sands, Hillsborough, Ireland, staged a collec-

tion of Potatoes, these being of moderately good quality.

Such sorts as Epicure. Emerald Green (a new white pebble-
shaped variety), Erin's Best. Irish Queen and Table Talk
were all well shown. Silver Banksian medal.

His Koyal Highness the Prince of Reuss, Gera, Germany,
exhibited a number of large Cucumbers such as are used
on the Continent for preserving purposes. Silver Banksian
medal.

Floral Committee.
Present: W. Marshall, Esq. (chairman), Messrs. H. B.

May. James Walker, E. A. Bowles, A. Kingsmill, J. Green,
J. Hudson, T. W. Turner, W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe, C. R.
Fielder, W. G. Baker, W. J. James, Charles E. Pearson,
A. Turner. J. Jennings. C. Blick, R. W. Wallace, H. J.

Cutbush. J. T. Bennett-Poe, J. Douglas, H. J. Jones,
W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins. G. Paul, Edward Mawley,
William Howe, R. Hooper Pearson, William Cuthbeitson
and the Rev. F. Page-Roberts,

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Higligate, N.,
arranged an extensive bank of Michaelmas Daisies, and
displayed the same to perfection. Among the more
distinct were Desire (a novelty of the ericoides set), Lustre
(rosy red), Climax (fine blue), Cottage Maid, cordifolius
albidus, c. profusus. c. Ideal and others. There were
also many good varieties of the Amellus group, and with
Phloxes, Pentstemon Pink Newbur>' Gem. Senecio pulcher
and other tilings an excellent group was formed. Silver

Banksian medal.
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, brought an ex-

cellent lot of single, Cactus, Pompon and Pseony-flowered
Dahlias, each in many excellent varieties. Mrs. Bates
(true pink), Flambeau *;scarlet and white). Flora (orange,
with crimson ring), Leander (maroon, with scarlet margin).
Snowdrop (fine white), Columbine (pink, shaded orange,
distinct), Almira (dark maroon) and Winona (also maroon)
are all single-flowered sorts of the highest merit.

Messrs. S.McGredy and Sons. Fortadown. Ireland, brought
some excellent Roses, of which Dorothy Ratcliffe (new pink,
with reflexing petals), Mrs. Herbert Stevens (the gold
medal Tea of the recent National Rose Show), Mrs. Alfred
Tate (a lovely lot), Mrs. Amy Hammond (a delightful
flower), and Mrs. E. J. Holland (rose colour) were among
the best. Silver-gilt Flora medal.

Mr. A. LI. Gwillira, New Eltham, Kent, had a fine lot

of seedling Begonias, stiu-dy plants lifted from the open,
in pink, crimson and orange shades. The unsupported
flowers were of large size and fine quality.

Messrs. Stuart, Low and Co., Enfield, brought a nice
group of Perpetual-flowering Carnations in many of the
best-known varieties of these welcome flowers. Silver

Banksian medal.
Mr. F. Lilley, Guenisey, brought a showy lot of

Belladonna Lilies, witii Nerine Bowdenii, N. Fothergillii

in variety and others. Bronze Flora medal.
Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea, had

a particularly well-arranged table of Bouvardias, Strepto-
carpi and other greenhouse flowering plants. Of the
first-named Mrs. Robert Green (pink), Dazzler (scarlet).

Maiden's Blush (pink), Elegans (scarlet), Humboldti
corymbiflora. Pride of Brooklyn (white), Vieelandi (white)

and Hogarth H.-pl. were noted in a very fine lot. Silver-

gilt Knightian medal.
Messrs. William Wells and Co., Limited, Merstham, had

an extensive table arrangement of early flowering Chry-
santhemums, Pentstemons and Phloxes, the former
including the fine yellow Leslie, Normandie (pink), Polly,

Dolly Reeves (deep pink), J. Bannister (bronze) and R<)i

des Blancs among many good sorts. Tonkin, a fine deep
bronze, was also noteworthy, and there were many single-

flowered varieties of merit. Silver Banksian medal.
Messrs. William Crisp and Sons, Colchester, staged a

small collection of excellent Roses.
Mr. James Box. Lindfleld, Sussex, arranged an admirable

group of hardy things, Phloxes, Montbretias, Poppies.
Larkspurs, Gladioli, Pentstemons and other sorts. Gladio-
lus America was very fine. Silver-gilt Flora medal.

Messrs. William Paul and Sons, Waltham Cross, had a
very fine table of cut Roses, the finest of its kind
recently seen. White Maman Cochet, Grace Molyneux,
Mme. Leon Pain, Lyon Rose, Hugh Dickson, Lady Roberts.
Dean Hole, Hugo Roller {a lovely flower in peach and
cream), Mme. Abel Chatenay, Le Progres andfAschen-
brodel (pale pink Polyantha) were among the best in a

grand lot. SUver-gilt Flora medal.
Mr. M. Prichard, Christehurch, Hants, staged a fine lot

of hardy flowers, Crinum Powellii, Lysimachia Fortunei
(flowers white, with richly coloured foliage), Scabiosa
caucasica, Kniphoflas, Aster Amellus (ultramarine),

Cimicifuga simplex (with plumes of white), together with
Michaelmfis Daisies in great variety and man> other inter-

esting or showy plants. Bronze Banksian medal.
Mr. Amoa Perry. Enfield, staged many of the bolder

hardy flowers, such as Larkspurs, Helenium Riverton Gem,
Rudbeckia Herbstone, herbaceous Lobelias, Polygonimi
aflinis, with Sarracenias, Darlingtonias and other moisture-
loving subjects.

Bakers*. Wolverhampton, brought a large gathering of

eav\y flowering Chrysanthemums, in which Holmes's
Wliite, Mrs. W. Sydenham (maroon), Nina Blick, Ralph
Curtis, Elstob Yellow, Goacher's Crimson and Garonne
(pink and bronze) were good.

Messrs. R. H. Bath and Co., Limited, had a showy group
of Michaelmas Daisies and Chrysanthemums, the latter

including Golden Glow, Lillie, Normandie (pink), Orange
Pet, Ernest Baltet (reddish crimson), Esperance (white).

Leslie (rich yellow) Mme. C. Desgrange (white), Roi des

Blancs, and James Bannister (light bronze). Bronze Flora
medal.

H. J. Jones, Limited, Lewisham, S.E., had an extensive
table of Michaelmas Daisies, Rose McDonald, Climax, Giant
Blue, Mrs. H. J. Jones (rosy mauve). Beauty of Colwall
(double), Mrs. H. Morris (pink, a very good variety) and
Snowdrift (a dwarf-growing pnre white variety). Silver-

gilt Flora medal.
Mr. L. R. Russell, PJehmond, had a particularly fine

,

table of Clematises and hardy Fuchsias, which made quite
a gay display, the first-named including Mrs. G. Jaekman

|

(fine white). Beauty of Worcester (clear bluo). intriirifoUa

bnrandii, Lady NorthclitTe (the finest of all blur tlnwiii-d
j

varieties), Snow White Jackmauu and Vititilla all)a.

Silver-gilt Flora medal,
Messrs. Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,

occupied a full table length with cut flowering shrubs and
trees, such as Euonymus europfeus latifolius, Pyrus Sorbus,
Tamarix odessana, Paulownia imperialis, Hydrangea
arborescens grandiflora. Spiraea assurgens with richly

coloured foliage, Rhus typhina laciniata, Ailanthus vil-

moriniana, Catalpa Kcehnii, Pyrus nigra with well- coloured
foliage, and Hydrangea panicnlata grandiflora. Silver

Banksian medal.
Messrs. Carter Page and Co.. London Wall, contributed

an extensive table of Dahlias in the several sections of the
flower. Cactus, single, Pompon and pEeony-flowered being
well represented. We have seldom seen these flowers
shown in better condition. Silver-gilt Flora medal.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperto"n-on-Thames, liad a

compact exhibit of hardy plants, in which Campanulas,
Pyrethrums, Sunflowers and a variety of Michaelmas
Daisies were well represented.
Lady Ardilaun sent from St. Anne's, Clontarf, Dublin,

a fine herbaceous Lobelia named Gloire de St. Anne's,

which was gre.itly admired.
Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, had a full

table of Michaelmas Daisies. Gladioli, Pyrethrums and
other hardy flowers. The Michaelmas Daisies were a
splendid lot, Norah Peters. Climax, Amellus in variety,

ericoides, Clio, acris and Amellus Beaute Parfaite being

among the best. Silver Banksian medal.
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, staged a very

fine lot of shrubby Veronicas in standard and bush plants

with Ferns in variety. Of the Veronicas, V. angustifolia,

V. mauvena. V. splendens, V. Pearl. V. Valerie, v. Eveline

and V. Admiration were fine, the last-named being a very
free-flowering sort. Silver Banksian medal.

Mr. Frank Brazier, Catprham, had a capital exhibit of

Michaelmas Daisies, Phloxes, early flowering Chrysan-
themimis, Vitis henryana, Pentstemons and other plants.

Silver Banksian medal.
Messrs. F. Cant and Co., Colchester, showed some very

fine Roses, Hugh Dickson, Irish Elegance, Lyon Rose,

Le Progres, Fran Karl Drnschki and Duchess of Wellnigton

being prominent.
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Limited. Feltham, had an extensive

arrangement of hardy plants in season. Phloxes. Asters,

Scabious and other kinds were well shown, while the

firm's strains of named Begonias, equal to those seen at

the Temple Show, made a very fine display. Silver-gilt

Flora medal.
Mr. J. T. West. Brentwood, exhibited the Paeony-

flowered Dahlias in splendid condition and in many shades

of colour. Silver Banksian medal.
Jlr. J. B. Riding, Chingford, Essex, also displayed

Dahlias of many varieties and several sections, the flowers

all being of extra good quality.

Messrs. G. and A. Clark. Limited, Dover, had a good

display of cut flowers well arranged, among which we
noticed Leonotis lieonurus. Asters in variety, including the

new Beauty of Colwall, the beautiful Lilium nepalense,

Helenium gVandiflorum striatum and Geum Mrs. Bradshaw,
a large crimson-flowered variety. Silver Banksian medal.

Early flowering Chrysanthemums were shown in great

variety by Mr. H. F. Hobson, Ham, Surrey, Goacher's

Crimson. Diana, Horace Martin and Mme. Marie Mass6
calling for special mention. Bronze Banksian medal.

The Roses shown by air. G. Prince of Oxford were

really a wonderful lot, their fragrance and beauty creating

a mild sensation, such sorts as Irish Elegance, Maman
Cochet, Frau Karl Druschki, Dean Hole, La/Iosca, Lyon,
Mme. Jean Dupuy and Mildred Blackbume (a new pink
dwarf-growing variety possessing a delightful fragrance)

calling for special mention. Sflver Banksian medal.

great attraction to members, for in addition to a

silver challenge bowl offered by the society there

are further prizes given by the president, Mr.

C. J. Cuthbertson. The secretary's address is:

Mr. W. J. Druett, Vauvert Villa, Dale Grove,

North Finchley, N.
" Country Life *' for October i contains,

among other articles, an illustrated account of
" The Royal Hospital, Chelsea '*

;
" Tale of Country-

Life: The Great Black Bird,** by Hilda L. Dawson ;

" In the Garden *' (illustrated) ;

*' The London
Salon of Photography" (illustrated), by Ward
Muir; "A Rare Animal" ;

" A Kentish Manor
House," by Lady Margaret Sackville.

OBITUARY.
Mr. GEORGE STARK.

We regret to record the death, at Great Ryburgh,

Norfolk, on Friday, the 23rd ult., of Mr. George
Stark. The name of Mr. Stark has become famed
among those who grow Sweet Peas, mainly on
account of the admirable work of his son, Mr.

Arthur G. Stark ; but the deceased was for many
years a gardener, and attained to an excellent

position in the profession that he loved. Mr.

Stark suffered for twelve months, and was sixty-five

years of age. He was beloved of his relations and

intimate friends and respected by all.

TRADE NOTES.

Two Interesting Bulb CiTALOonKS.
Messrs. B.\er and Sons, the well-known bulb specialists

of KiBg Street, Covent Garden, London, send us their

excellent bulb catalogues for 1910. As usual, one of the^e
is entirely devoted to Daffodils, and in it we find listed a
large number of excellent novelties, as well as all tho
older and best standard sorts. In the general catalogue
Tulips naturally hold a prominent position, as Messrs.
Barr have for long made a speciality of these flowers. In
addition to the Tulips, such kinds as Crocuses, Anemones.
Hyacinths, Lilies, Muscari and Gladioli are all listed. Or
pages 7 and 9 a special list of novelties is given, and on
page 10 we find a most useful list of hardy plants suitable

for associating with spring-flowering bulf»8, and partlcu-

larlyifor carpeting beds containing the small early flowering

kinds. Messrs. Barr and Sons nill be pleased to send
i copies of these catalogues post free to any of our readers
who care to apply for them.

A WELL-IILUSTRATED CATALOOCE.
Messrs. Penneil and Sons of Lincoln send us a cop.^ of
their autumn catalogue for the present year, and, as usual,

we^flnd it well arranged and very fully and beautL'ully

illustrated. Bulbs of all kinds for various purposes,

hardy border and rock plants, and plants suitable for forcing

are all described witlun its pages, and such a cataogue
should prove useful to all who grow these kinds of p.ants.

Awards at the Brussels Exhibition.—
English and American visitors will be interested to

learn that the beautiful lawns have been in a large

degree brought to their present condition by sowing

grass seeds supplied by Messrs. Sutton and Sons of

Reading, England, and for which the celebrated

Reading firm have been awarded a gold medal by

the jury. It will be remembered that Messrs.

Sutton were the recipients of a Grand Prix at the

Franco-British Exhibition in 1908 for the delightful

lawns there produced from their seeds.

Finchley Chrysanthemum Society.

We have received a copy of this season's schedule

from the above society. This contains a list of

no fewer than seventy competitive classes, and a good

show is anticipated for November 8 and 9 in the

Redbourne Hall. There is a class for four vases of

specimen Japanese blooms, which should prove a

MAn.iziNES Received.

Three Good Magazines.—Now that the longer evenings

are with us, there are many who will be looking for reading

matter of.an interesting and varied character. These who
appreciate tales of sport should read Frp*B Magczine, a
sixpenny publication crammed with stories by tae best

authors. It will suffice if we say that the October number
is quite up to the usual high standard. Many desire to

travel, but are unable for various reasons to do 80{andjthe
next best thing is to read stories of happenings h '(Various

parts of the world, a feature for wlUch the WHe World
Magazine, price 6d., is noted. In the Octobc-Jnumber
a most exciting encounter with one of the hu^^condors
of the Andes is vividly described, and there are a number
of equally interesting articles. A magazine for ^he gentler

sex is the Woman at Home (price 4Jd.), the October issue

of which contains a number of excellent article as well as

numerous household and other flints so use'ul to those

who control the home. All these magazines are published

by Messrs. George Newnes, Limited. Soutbanpton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.

CATALOatTES RECEIVED.

Messrs. William Samson and Co., 8 and 10, Portland Street,

Kilmarnock : Flower Roots.
Messrs. John K. King and Sens, Royal Seed Growers,

Coggeshall, Essex ; Bulbs, Roses, Plantf, Seeds, Garden
Sundries, Ac.

EERATtJM.
In our issue of September 10 we referred to new Tomatoes
shown by Mr. Alan Balch, The Nursfry, Oirvan, N.B.

The address was then wrongly given as Govan.

•,* The Yearly Subscription to TaEGk-RD^V is: Inland,

6«. 6(i. ; Foreign. .'«. 9rf.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every dejmrtnu'M nf hoiliruUun- is /yiiirufnted in THE

Garden, and the Editor imntes readers to send in questions

relatintj to matters npon which they wish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he ifis?ies to make

the "Ansivers to Correspondents " columns a conspicitoiis

feature, and, vhen queries are printed, he hopes readers

iriU kindlj/ (jive enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All connniinications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

rcnsoiutble care, however, loill be taken, and ivhere stamps

are enclosed, fie will endeavour to return nov-accepted-

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright ivilt be treated irith.

The Editor ivill not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary emitribut ions whicli he may not he able to use, and

tfie receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden loill alone

be recognised as acceptance.

ffiees : 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

THE QUEEN OF FLOWERS.

FOLLOWING our usual custom at

the commencement of the plant-

ing season, we are devoting this

issue chiefly to the Rose, which
has long held, by general consent,

the proud position of Queen of

Flowers. There is something about the

fragrance and even contour of a well-

grown Rose that appeals to the heart of

every member of the English-speaking

race, and the cultivation of the flower

has long been regarded as one of the

most fascinating pursuits in small and
large gardens alike. As in every other

branch of horticulture, wonderful im-

provements have been made during recent

years in the Rose, improvements which
have been so well described by writers in

our pages that it is not necessary to refer

to them in detail now. The advent of

the Hybrid Teas opened up a new era in

Rose culture, and our gardens are now
resplendent with blooms from early June
until well into October, thanks mainly to

a race wherein we get the hardiness of a

Hybrid Perpetual added to the prodigal

flowering capacity of our best Teas. Then,
again, the Japanese or wichuraiana Roses
have played a most important part in the

developments that have been brought about
with such rapidity. It is true that before

the possibilities of these were realised we
had the old multifloras, which even now
must not be despised ; but the most ardent
rosarian of the old school cannot but admit
that there is a grace and beauty in such
sorts as Dorothy Perkins that was missing

in the older types. Nor must we forget

the pernetiana hybrids, among which we
get such glorious flowers as that shown in

the coloured plate presented with this issue.

Llnfortunately, modern developments
have been attended with a few evils, the

chief of which, we think, lies in fragrance

being sacrificed for form and substance.

Many of the otherwise excellent new varie-

ties that we see gaining high honours
to-day are practically devoid of scent,

which, after all, is the very life of a Rose.

In Frau Karl Druschki, for instance, we
have a Rose that may well be likened to

a beautiful piece of statuary ; correct pose
and outline, with purity of substance, are

there, but the life of the flower as exem-
plified by fragrance is missing. When
we get a scented Frau Karl Druschki we
shall have a perfect white Rose.

Mention of the improvement of the Rose
brings at once to our mind the excellent

work that has been and is being done by
the National Rose Society, a society that

can boast the largest membership of any
special floricultural society in this country.

Not only have the committee brought

before the public the best varieties of the

Rose by holding three exhibitions annually,

but literature of a most useful and in-

teresting character, dealing with various

phases of culture and giving selections

of varieties for different purposes, as well

as a list of pests of the Rose and the best

methods of exterminating them, has

been prepared and distributed among the

members. All this and much more has been

done in a quiet, unobtrusive manner, and
has helped greatly to advance the cultiva-

tion of the Rose. On page 498 we have

much pleasure in publishing a portrait of

the Rev. F. Page-Roberts, the genial presi-

dent of the society for the current year

He has done yeoman service in the inte-

rests of the C)ueen of Flowers.

THE NATIONAL VEGETABLE
SOCIETY.

In the spring of last year we published

a letter <;igned " A Lover of Good
Vegetables," the writer of which made
out a good case for the formation

of a National Vegetable Society. Happily,

this caught the eye of that enthusiastic

horticulturist, Mr ,\lex. Dean, who
promptly took the matter up, and in

the course of a few weeks such a society

was an accomplished fact. As with ever\-

other newly formed society, criticisms

came fast and furious, but the infant

withstood the shock well, and during the

present summer useful trials of Cabbages,

Onions and Peas have been conducted

in various parts of the country under the

direction of the committee.
When it was suggested early this >-ear

I
that an exhibition of vegetables should be

held in the autumn, critics were even

more busy, and gloomy indeed were the

predictions that the committee had freely

placed at their disposal. Happily, these,

as predictions so often do, proved false,

and thanks to the generous support

afforded by the leading seed firms in the

country, and amateur and professional

growers, the exhibition held on Wednesday
of last week was a pronounced success.

Indeed, it exceeded the expectations of

even the most sanguine members of the

committee, and exploded, let us hope

beyond reconstruction, the old and often
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expressed idea that an exhibition of
vegetables must of necessity be dull and
uninteresting.

The culture of vegetables in this country
has too long been under a cloud, and too
much attention has in the past been devoted
to size at the expense of quality ; indeed,
even now at the best shops in London and
other big cities, as well as in smaller towns
and even in country districts, it is almost
impossible to obtain vegetables of any-
thing hke the quality rightly demanded
from the private gardener by his employer;
and the variety, too, though much larger
than it was a decade ago, is still in many
kinds badly in need of extension. Happily,
the quality of most of the exhibits staged
at the exhibition last week was excellent,
thus proving that the private grower and
our leading seed firms are fuUy ahve to the
necessity of putting quahty before size.
We believe that the National Vegetable

Society has already done, and is capable
of doing, a vast amount of good work, a
belief that is shared by Mr. George Monro,
who presided at the judges' luncheon held
on the day of the show. Considering the
important position Mr. Monro holds in
the vegetable and fruit markets at Covent
Garden, his opinion cannot lightly be
disregarded by those who have the best
interests of horticulture in all its branches
at heart. The time may come when we as
a nation will have to rely more on the
products of our own soil than is at present
necessary, and the importance of a good
supply of high-class vegetables under
such circumstances can scarcely be over-
estimated. To induce the public to grow
more and better vegetables, and to con-
sume them in larger quantities, is one of
the chief aims of the society, and, if this
can be fully accompUshed, something at
least will have been done towards solving
some of the social problems that confront
us to-day.

NOTES OF THE WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

October ii.—Royal Horticultural.Society. Exhi-
bition of Flowers, Fruits, &c., i p.m. to 6 p.m.
Lecture at 3 p.m. by Mr. B. T. P. Barker, M..A..,
on " Cider and Perry Fruits." Admission 2s. 6d!
Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, West-
minster.

October 13.—Royal Horticultural Society.
Autumn Show of British-grown Fruits, r p.m. to
6 p.m. Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,
Westminster (two days).

Vegetables for a Liondon hospital.—
At the close of the recent exhibition of the National
Vegetable Society, Mr. A. Dean, the chau-man, was
enabled, through the generosity of many exhibi-
tors, whose kindness he wishes to acknowledge,
to send to St. Thomas's Hospital a large quantity
of vegetables, which the hospital authorities
duly fetched away and have since acknow-
ledged by letter. This is an act which might be
largely imitated, as few things seem to be more
acceptable to hospital patients than are the various
products of the garden.

A national Rose garden.— I have seen
it advocated that the Crystal Palace should be
secured by the nation as a memorial to our late

beloved King. The idea is an excellent one,
which I trust will be taken up heartily. I should
like to make an additional suggestion—that a
national Rose gardenj be established in tliese

beautiful grounds, and I am sure the suggestion
would be heartily endorsed by Her Most Gracious
Majesty Queen Alexandra, who is patroness of the

!

National Rose Society of England, and is a keen
lover of our national flower. Although as a nation
we plant Roses most extensively, yet we are far

'<

from demonstrating to the world that the Rose
is our national flower, and I maintain if such a

garden could be adopted and planned on the most
up-to-date hues, it would be not only educational,
but also a great delight to the teeming millions of
toilersi who know not what can be accomplished

[

with the Rose as a decorative plant for the garden,
and it would serve as a reference by the many ardent
rosarians of the land who cannot possibly grow the
almost countless numbers of varieties now in

commerce.—W. Easlea, in the Daily Chronicle.

Perpetual FloweringCarnation Society
The following British-raised seedlings of Perpetual-

{

flowering Carnations have been registered by the
!

society this year : Raised by Mr. C. F. Waters,
''

Balcombe, Sussex : Albert E. Manders, orange,
with red stripes ; and Edith Waters, cerise.

Raised by Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey : Aurora, buff,

marked with pink ; Bridesmaid, deep salmon
pink ; Countess of March, salmon pink

; Daphne,
deep pink ; Fortuna, yellow, inclined to buff

;

Marmion, cherry red, picoteed with white margin
;

Mikado, deep hehotrope at its best ; Mrs. W. B.
Clode, reddish salmon ; Mrs. W. J. Hunter,
cherry ; Mrs. Tatton, white, overlaid with pink
and margined white ; Orpheus, bright yellow
ground, marked with pink and white ; R. F.

Felton, pink ; Snowball, white, inclined to blush
in centre on openidg ; Snow Queen, white

;

and Vulcan, buff, heavily marked scarlet. Raised
by Messrs. Young and Co., Cheltenham : Duchess
of Devonshire, bright crimson, after President

colour ; andj Lady Henderson, bright flesh pink.

Raised by Mr. A. Smith, Enfield Highway : Empire
;

Day, pale salmon pink. Raised by Mr. W. H.
'

Lancashire, Guernsey : Emperor, white ground, i

striped carmine. Raised by Mr. C. Engelmann, I

Saffron Walden : Harlequin, yellow ground, heavily

striped red. Raised by Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co., Bush Hill Park: Lady Dainty, white, overlaid

purple ; and Rival, coral red. Raised by J.
Wormald, Esq., Harrogate: Pride of Wharfedale,
mauve ground, marked pink ; and The Socialist,

|

scarlet. Raised by Mr. Hayward Mathias, Med-
i

stead : Etna, bright orange scarlet ; Mascot,

salmon pink ; O.K., blood red ; and Pink Pearl,

rose. The society's winter show will be held in the

Royal Horticultural Hall, London, on December 13.

Schedules and particulars may be obtained from
Mr. Hayward Mathias, Lucerne, Stubbington,

Fareham, Hants.

Cryptogamic Society of Scotland.—The
thirty-fifth annual conference of this society was
held at Crieff, the meetings opening on the 27th ult.

There was a good attendance of those interested in

the Scottish fungi, and an interesting time was
spent in visiting various forests, for which per-

mission to visit had been generously given by the
j

respective proprietors. The district is rich in I

fungus, and the visits to the woods were appre-
1

ciated and were productive of good results. On >

the evening of the 28th ult. the business meeting

was held under the chairmanship of Dr. A. W.
Borthwick, Edinburgh. The office bearers for

the year were elected as follows : President, Mr.

R. B. Johnstone, the secretary of the Andersonian

Institute, Glasgow ; hon. secretary, Rev. Dr.

Paul, Edinburgh ; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. C.

Crawford, Edinburgh. Members of council were
also appointed. Next year's conference is to be
held in September at Moffat, Dumfriesshire.

CORRESPONDENOE.
{The Editor is not lesponsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Altai Rose in autumn—The lovely
single Rose generally known as Rosa altaica, but
which is recognised to be a form of R. spinosissima

,

has again been flowering this autumn after giving
its usual wealth of lovely creamy flowers in early
summer, and those who appreciate these single
Roses should note the value of this fine plant.
It differs much from R. spinosissima as represented
by the Scotch or Burnet Rose, being much more
vigorous and in having larger flowers and foliage.
It makes a fine plant for a large rock garden, and
is very handsome in the shrubbery or wild garden.
It is seldom seen as a wall Rose, but a plant I have
here on a 6-feet wall always commands admiration
when in bloom in summer. Spread out on the wall
it shows its beautiful flowers to even greater advan-
tage than in bush form, and it is growing so well
that it tops^the wall by i foot or 2 feet, yet in bush
form it is exceedingly ornamental, its habit being
graceful. Its fine flowers are appreciated in

autumn, and towards the end of September this
plant on the wall gave a considerable number of
flowers.—S. .^rnott, Dumfries.

Selections of Roses. — it is a good idea
of " West Worthing " that amateurs should com-
pare notes in The Garden as to the best Roses.
It wiU bemore helpful than a visit to Rose shows,
as the writers will give their experience as practical
growers

; it will be useful to purchasers of new
varieties, as there will be no undue praising ; and
it will be interesting to compare experiences,
failures and successes. Of the new Roses I have in

my garden, Laurent Carle, a beautiful red Rose ;

Lohengrin, brilliant pink and of perfect shape, also
a good grower

; Mme. Segond Weber, another good
pink and of perfect form ; and, last but not least

,

both in size and substance, Mrs. A. M. Kirker, have
all been fine, and helped me to win a first prize at
our local show. Lady Ursula, Mrs. Harold Brockle-
bank, Mrs. G. W. Kershaw and M. Joseph Hill, it

is only fair to say, have given some splendid
blooms. Colonel R. S. Williamson I do not care for •_

in fact, I have too many of these washed-out'
whites, and want Roses of more distinctive colours.

My last year's order was sent to the nursery as
" vendor's selection," and though they were good
plants, they were all light colours. To remedy this

I am adding Avoca, Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau,
Chateau de Clos Vougeot and Marquis Litta. I do
not care for the fading colour of His Majesty and
the flat form of General Macarthur.

—

Alvaston,
Derby.

Soil productiveness.—Probablv the verv
highest forms of soil production as shown in

crops may be seen in good class gardens or, indeed,
in cottage gardens or on allotments where the
ground is deeply worked, and manuring, even if

applied without any scientific knowledge, is vet freely

adopted. .\\\ this result, and it is indeed wonder-
ful result as compared with what is seen on shallow
worked and poorly manured ground, is the product
not in the least of what is called scientific instruc-

tion, but of practical experience, the product of

the knowledge of generations of workers of the
soil, gardeners especially. When, therefore, we
read of certain remarkable developments seen in

soil productiveness under scientific treatment, we
are tempted to ask, first, whether these results.
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alter all, excel what is now obtained by ordinary

garden treatment and culture ; secondly, whether the

scientific treatment has sucli permanent productive

results ; and, further, if such good results follow,

if the latter treatment can then be obtained at

less cost than the former ? It is all verv' well to

write or lecture on these scientific discoveries, but

somehow so far we do not find that they have yet

played any important part in land culture, crop

production, or in general gardening as conducted

by practical men.—D. A.

A good bunch of Black Hamburgh
Grapes.—Mr. Isaac Read Brundall has just

cut a single bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes

scaling 5jlb. Every berry except one were per-

fectlv coloured. How many of your readers can

beat this ?—H. Perry.

Arctotis grandiflora.— Having read in your

issue of the 17th ult., on page 459, the letter

of your correspondent " E. L. B." on Arctotis

grandiflora, may I inform him that the plant he

got from Tresco is not A. grandiflora at all, but

evidently A. arborescens. The true A. grandiflora,

figured by Jacquin on Plate 378 of Vol. III. of

" Hortus Schonbrunnensis," is a tall, upright-

growing species with very large flowers of a bright

orange colour, and is now, I am sorry to say, no

longer in cultivation, nor are we likely to see it till

some collector sends seeds of it from its home in

Namaqualand, South Africa.—W. E. Gumbleton.

Planting north and south. — The
general reason given for planting or sowing crops

of all descriptions north and south is that when
the sun is at its meridian it plays equally along

each side of the rows, and thus the side which

gets most of the shade during the morning secures

its quota of light in the afternoon. In the para-

graph on the " Fruit Garden" page 452, "A. A."

advises planting Strawberries in rows north and

south, because the sun's rays then reach both

sides of the plants early and the fruits are soon

dried. Evidently he had in his mind rows running

east and west, seeing that rows running north

and south have their west sides in shade until mid-

day. But in relation to Strawberries it is rather

an advantage to have rows of plant? partially

shading the soil beside them when the sun is at

its hottest, and especially is fruit thus gathered

on the north sides of the rows cooler. So far as

relates to general crops, even in such a season as

the passing one, in a couple of large blocks of school

gardens the crops running east and west have been

much better than those running north and south.

—

A. D.

Fungus-proof Hollyhocks. — When Mr.

E. Robinson informs readers of The Garden
that the Hollyhocks exhibited at Shrewsbury by

Messrs. Webb and Brand were entirely free from

disease, he necessarily makes the mouths of all

Hollyhock growers water with desire to learn

how the Saffron Walden plants were rendered so

immune from such disease. I did not see the

Hollyhocks referred to, presumably long spikes.

But was there no fungus on the leaves near

the ground ? as it is on these in all cases the

attack first presents itself. If Mr. Robinson can

assure us that when these same spikes were cut

there was no evidence of fungus on the bottom

leaves, then I trust he will go further and tell us

what dressings or sprayings were applied to the

plants to render them thus immune from injury
;

or, if none were applied, will he say that the firm

in question has now an absolutely disease-proof

strain ? Whichever may be the case, either infor-

mation will be most welcome, as there are myriads

who have gardens who would be only too delighted

to be able to grow Hollyhocks clean and healthy

as used to be the case many years ago.—D.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.
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FOR
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THE SOUTH AND SOUTH

MIDLANDS.
Fruits U.\der Glass.

ELONS.—A night temperature of 70°

must be maintained to advance the

ripening of late fruits, and a little

ventilation ought to be given on
bright days when the fruits begin

to change colour.

Cucumbers.—As soon as the roots appear on the

surface of the mounds a slight top-dressing should

be given. A mixture of half horse-manure and

half loam forms an excellent compost for the pur-

pose. Syringe the plants twice daily on bright

days, and keep the temperature at 70° at night.

Fruit Trees in Pots.—Any repotting that is

necessary should now be attended to. The potting

compost ought to consist of good fibrous loam,

with a small quantity of bone-meal and old mortar

added. Reduce the size of the ball by removing

some of the old soil with a pointed stick, and put

the tree back into the same sized pot. It is impor-

tant that the soil be rammed firm. Trees that do

not requfre repotting may have some of the old

surface soil removed and fresh added.

Flower Garden.
All specimen plants, such as Heliotropes, Ivy-

leaved Geraniums and Fuchsias, should now be

lifted, potted and placed under glass. All beds con-

taining plants that have finished flowering may be

cleared and got in readiness for the spring bedders.

In preparing the beds for Wallflowers and Polyan-

thuses a liberal dressing of well-decayed manure
should be forked in. Where bulbs are to be used for

a spring display, the surface of the bed should be

carpeted with dwarf-growing subjects, such as

Violas, Arabis, Aubrietias and Myosotis. A bed

of a good yellow Tulip carpeted with Viola gracilis

makes an excellent display. Mme. de Graaff

Daffodil looks well showing above a carpet of

Aubrietia Dr. Mules, as also does Frank Miles, with

the pretty little Viola cornuta purpurea. Poly-

anthuses should take a prominent part in spring

bedding, as they are easily grown.

Lawns.—Frequent sweepings and rollings are

necessary now in addition to the mowing. Where
Plantain abounds, no time must be lost in removing

it. The plants can be taken out with the aid of a

small digger, and if bare places are made, a little

fine soil and a few grass seeds will put them right.

Hardy Fru:ts.

Where root-pruning is necessary, the work may
be commenced. It often occurs, especially with

young trees, that too much rank growth is being

made and no fruiting spurs. To remedy this evil

the usual plan is to prune the roots. A trench should

be taken out round the tree 3 feet or 4 feet from

the stem, according to the size of the tree.

In taking out the soil all the small fibrous

roots must be preserved, and the large coarse roots

cut through and the wounds finished off with

a sharp knife. The tree, if growing in the open,

must be turned on its side to allow all the roots

dfrectly under it to be cut, and great care must be

exercised so that the ball is not broken. In filling

up the trench after the pruning operations are

completed, fresh soil should be added for the

encouragement of fibrous roots. In dealing with

Apricots and Cherries, one side should be operated

on one year and the other the next. This also

applies to large trees of the other fruits.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THi: NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Rose Garden.
Climbing Roses.—Even the latest of these will be

almost past flowering, although a few, such as

Griiss an Teplitz and Gloire de Dijon, may yield an

occasional bloom or two. Now is a good time to

cut away tlie old worn-out wood and to secure as

many strong young shoots as possible for flowering

next year. With some varieties it is only the young
growths that are worth retaining, but that popular

variety Dorothy Perkins gives a fine lot of flower-

trusses on old wood as well. There is no gain,

therefore, in cutting too much wood out of this

fine variety ; rather try to spread out the growths

so as to ensure thorough ripening. Crimson

Rambler and Leuchtstern do httle good unless

vigorous young wood is available to take the place

' of that which has flowered. To be able to properly

prune these newer climbers one has to study each

separately and treat it according to requirements.

Bush Plants.—It is necessary to give some
attention to the beds and borders of dwarf plants.

I f left their full length many of the most vigorous

shoots would get twisted and broken by the winter

gales, so it is well to shorten them back to about

half thefr length. If this method is objected to, a

strong Bamboo cane should be pushed into the

ground close to each of these strong growths and the

shoots securely tied to it.

Flower Garden.
Planting Biennials.—In most cases the beds in

which the Wallflowers, Myosotis and other biennials

are to bloom will now be vacant, and the sooner the

planting of these is completed the better. Select

dry weather, if possible, for this work, as treading

on freshly dug ground while in a wet, sticky con-

dition does a great deal of harm. Most of the

Wallflowers look well edged with blue Forget-me-

not, so that with these two species there need be

no clashing or undesirable combinations.

Canterbury Bells.—These are also best planted

in autumn, although early spring will give good

results. This is a true biennial, and few plants

make a finer display in thefr season. They do admir-

ably on a north border, and in this position their

season of blooming is prolonged considerably.

Planting Bulbs.—This work can now be pushed

I

forward as opportunity offers. The ground should

be deeply dug some time previous to the actual

planting and some well-rotted manure worked in the

bottom, so that the bulbs do not come in actual

contact with it. It must be borne in mind that

none of the Daffodils requires farmyard manure,

and many of the varieties refuse to grow at all

if their roots come in contact with it. It is

well, therefore, to fight shy of manure when pre-

paring the ground for the Daffodils. Bone-meal,

however, is very beneficial, and may be used freely.

Basic slag is also a safe dressing for ground intended

for these fine flowers. If not yet planted, no time

must now be lost in having all the Daffodils put in.

Herbaceous Border.
Current Work.—Many of the plants will now

have ripened their foliage, and the work of cutting

over should be proceeded with, so as to keep things

tidy. Some little knowledge of the various plants

is necessary, so that no mistakes are made in the

method of cutting over. For instance, plants of a

shrubby nature must not be cut right back to the

ground as one would a Delphinium. Then the

foliage of some kinds, like the Montbretias, is best

left on the plants for protection. .All weeds, as

well as any loose rubbish,- should be removed and

the whole border run over with the Dutch hoe.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
GARDEN CROCUSES.

CULTIVATED plants are, many of them,

in one way something like cultivated

humans, inasmuch as they seem to

have a fondness for a change of

dress, and break out into styles and

colours unknown to them in their

primitive state or, perhaps I should rather say,

into shapes and hues which are more uncommon
and unusual in their native haunts ; for the Crocus

King—as Mr. E. A. Bowles is often called by his

more intimate friends—we may remember, has told

us in the pages of The Gardex last March and April

how many of the specific forms have been found to

vary long before they became denizens of our

gardens. He dwelt long and lovingly on the

delicate beauty of form and marking and colour

of his wilding subjects. He showed us how they

fascinated him ; but, mirabilc dictu, we found he

did not turn an altogether blind eye to the new
charms that his watchful eye so often found among
their children, although we noticed that the descen-

dants of aureus vernus and versicolor were given

the cold shoulder a little. Possibly he thinks of

them as the proud sisters who would attract all

the Prince's attention to themselves.

Not so, however. Their gorgeous colouring is

not intended to cast a slur on their quieter-toned

brothers and sisters. Nor does it for one moment
suggest that they should be treated like poor

Cinderella and that their intrinsic merits should be

ignored. No ; it only takes us back to a past of

long ago, when saffron was the royal colour and

when Homer described the morn as saffron-robed^

and when fable made Zeus and Hero recline on

a couch of Crocus flowers. The brilliant yellow

and the rich purples of the garden Crocus

of to-day are surely never intended to make us

despise the less showy " species." They are

designed rather to satisfy our longing for brightness

and splendour in the early months of the year,

and while doing this, at the same time to remind

us of the honoured place the Crocus once held in

the human world.

I was present at Haarlem at the opening of the

first and second special shows of the Great Jubilee

Exhibition. On one occasion the bedding in the

great parterre was done with Crocuses, and on the

other with Hyacinths. Nothing will ever efface

from my mind the memory of the quiet rich

beauty of the former, when purples and mauves
and whites were blended in perfect harmony in

the centre beds, leaving the glowing yellow to form
a frame to the whole. Bedding with Crocuses is

hazardous in our uncertain climate, but I think

the risk is sometimes worth taking ; a good result

is so pleasing when it is secured.

And now for a list of some of the new forms :

Distinction, an early soft reddish mauve. The
flowers are not very large, but it is a most distinct

variety. It is something like Unique. Dorothea,

—I see Messrs. R. H. Bath describe this as of a

Parma Violet shade. It is an excellent descrip-

tion to give one an idea of what this sterling

novelty is like ; free bloomer ; very beautiful.

Hero, a rich glossy purple ; elegant-shaped

flower ; very large. May, pure white round
flowers of great substance ; rather on the small
side, but on this account stands rough weather very
well

;
a real gem. Raphael, interior of flower

white, outside pale purple, tipped and striped

white ; large. Beauty, pale lilac, inside segments
pale purple ; distinct. Pearl, light lilac striped

;

very pretty. Eantasy, outside striped blue on
light ground, inside blue ; large flower. Shake-
speare (Polman-Mooy), pale blue-purple, with a

white tip. Columbia, dark reddish purple ; long-

shaped flower. Van Dyck, a large, free-flowering

purple. President (van der School), a grand
striped flower ; white ground, heavily marked and
splashed purple ; large bloom ; the best striped

Crocus. King of the Whites, a magnificent large

white ; very free. John Bright, a very early round
goblet-shaped purple. The foregoing are some varie-

ties that I have either grown or seen last spring,

and I can recommend them all. Joseph Jacob.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Indoor Autumn Sowing. — The popularity of

sowing the seeds of Sweet Peas in pots in the

autumn is steadily growing, and there is little doubt

that it will continue to do so as the decided benefits

which accrue upon the practice become better and
more widely appreciated. That there are disadvan-

tages none will dispute for one moment, but these

occur at whatever time the seeds are sown and
under whatever conditions they have to be managed.
And does not a little extra trouble add to the

interest and increase the pleasure and gratification

when splendid success is achieved ? The Sweet
Pea is emphatically a plant which wants to make
roots, and this tendency the wise cultivator encour-

ages by every reasonable means that may lie within

his power, and one of the readiest aids is indisput-

ably autumn sowing in pots. Correctly managed,

the plants, although they may not—probably will

not—make any substantial top growth, produce

wonderful roots, and thus lay the foundation for

an immense capacity to feed without the least

danger of imbibing too hastily and too coarsely,

and thus getting away to the floppiness and lack

of grace and elegance to which attention has

previously been drawn in this column. During

the autumn, winter and early spring the yoimg
plants are quietly but incessantly making roots,

with the result that when they have to be placed

in their permanent positions they are magnificently

furnished and cannot fail to bring satisfaction,

provided, of course, that the soil and all other

circumstances are favourable. The actual time

of sowing will necessarily vary slightly, but,

generally speaking, between October 8 and 20 is

the best period.

Small v. Large Pots.—Having in view the

fact that Sweet Peas have a decided partiality for

sending their roots downwards rather than extend-

ing them laterally, and fully believing that in the

vast majority of instances it is wise in plant culti-

vation to follow a road to which Nature emphati-

cally points, I have no hesitation in recommending
6-inch pots. It is beyond doubt that splendid

results will follow the utilisation of small pots ;

but it is almost always imperative after autumn
sowing to repot, and it is not all growers who can

find the time for this or enjoy the skill to carry it

out without giving a more or less severe check to

progress, and this is never desirable. Obviously,

the final decision upon such a detail as this must
rest with each cultivator who is governed by his

circumstances and conveniences ; but whenever
it can be managed, the 6-inch pot should be chosen

rather than the 3-inch.

Soil and Crocks.—In considering the soil

mixture it is wise to bear in mind that the roots

have to ramify in it for a considerable length of

time, and the importance of providing something

of excellent quality and maintaining it in perfect

condition will at once be seen. Nothing inferior

to the finest fibrous loam should be accepted as the

basis, and the remainder may be of refuse manure
and sharp sand in the proportions of three of the

first, one of the second, and an eighth or a tenth of

the third, all thoroughly mixed a few days prior

to actual use, when the mass must be pleasantly

moist. The particular object of the coarse sand
is to keep the compost porous, but it must be aided
in this by efficient crocking at the bottom of the
pot. Excessive drainage is by no means desirable,

since it will spell the loss of valuable food ; but it

is equally imperative that there shall be no stagna-
tion which will lead on to sourness and failure, and
this is inevitable unless the crocks are sufficiently

numerous and properly placed. Spend a little

time not only in choosing suitable pieces, but in

placing them correctly, as this is one of the many
little things that is thoroughly worth doing well.

It is not, I feel sure, necessary to say that both
pots and potsherds should be quite clean.

Setting the Seeds.—The word setting is used
in preference to sowing, for the simple reason that
each seed should be put in a definite position. A
6-inch pot will accommodate five seeds, and these

should be placed at equal distances asunder about
three-quarters of an inch from the edge of the pot.

In most instances a depth of from half to three-

quarters of an inch answers admirably, and the top
covering may be of fine soil ; but all white or pale-

coloured seeds should be set a quarter of an inch

deep only, always on sand and also covered with
sand. The same rule holds good with varieties

having mauve in the blossoms, all of which throw
rather ugly, spotted, wrinkled seeds. Spencer.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE APRICOT AND ITS CULTURE.

A
CORRESPONDENT reminds the Editor

of a promise given in early summer to

revert to the growth of this fruit in

the autvunn when planting-time had
L arrived, as well as the time when new

soil should be applied to the roots of

trees which have proved unsatisfactory. The
promise is now being redeemed; but instead of

replying in the form of an answer to a single query,

a wider view is taken and a brief sketch given of

how to successfully grow this tree from the time

it leaves the nursery as a three year old trained

tree until it is fully established as a fruiting speci-

men on the wall. The first important point to

consider is the quality and nature of

The Soil.—It goes without saying, must be

well drained. It should consist of a deep,

rather heavy loam at least from 20 inches to

24 inches deep, resting on a basis of gravel for

preference ; but, if the land is well drained, this

does not matter so much. Where the soil happens

to be of a light, poor and shallow nature, it is hope-

less to expect the .Apricot to do any good. But it

is a tree of such value that no garden of importance

can afford to be without it. It well repays, when
properly grown, any labour or expense entailed

in forming a proper border for it to grow in.

A.'!l>ccl.—In the Home Counties and the .South

of England it will succeed very well planted against

a wall facing west, but a south or south-west aspect

would be preferred even in those cases, and would

be imperative in the Midlands or further North

(where it succeeds).

The Preparation of the Soil.—Where the soil

consists naturallv of the quality and depth

described, no other soil need be added, but this

natur.al soil must be trenched to a depth of at

least 2\ feet and to the extent of 4 feet square of

area to each tree. In trenching the following

ingredients and quantities should be added to,

and thoroughly mixed with, the soil for each tree

as it is being trenched—half a bushel of old mortar

rubble broken fairly small, half a peck of quick-

lime, a gallon of soot and the same of bone-dust.

This should be done, if possible, some few weeks

before planting takes place.
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SrU-cling Trcca In Plniil.—These should be thrpp

year nld fan-trainod trees. See that they are

well balaiired as regards having the same niimher

of branches on both sides of the tree. If tliere are

many more on one side than the other, no nne ran

make a well-balanced tree of s'.ich a specimen

afterwards. Also take particular notice that the

liranches of the trees are not too gross and over-

viijorons. These conditions often prove fatal to

the subsequent success of the trees.

The PUinlini of the Trees.— About the second

week in November is a good time to plant, although

planting mav be successf'illy c;irried out any time

between that date and the end of January, but not

much later than that, as the tree is usually in

blossom ill I'ebruary. The prepared stations, or

spaces for planting the trees, should be pressed

down fairly firm at the time of trenching, so

that the gnmnd will not afterwards

sink materially. Dig out with a

fork a square liole in the prepared

soil larger all round by d inches

than the extreme points of the

roots when tliey have been pruned

will reach to. The depth of the

hole (measuring from the surface-

level), should not be more than

6 inches. Deep planting must be

avoided. The larger roots of the

tree should be cut back by one-

third their length, using a sharp

knife for the purpose, the cut

being slightly slantwise and the

cut side uppermost. The ends

of the smaller roots should also

be shortened. The young tree

should now be placed in position

against the wall and the soil care-

fully placed over and roimd the

roots by hand, covering the lower

layer of roots first, pressing the soil

firmly, serving the second and last

layer of roots the same, and then

treading down the surface firynly.

.\ dry period should be chosen for

planting, and give a good watering

after the work is completed, as this

helps to settle the soil firmly round

the roots at once.

Pruni»ii.—The .Apricot bears its

fruit chiefly on spurs, and when
the tree is once well established

and bearing fruit freely very little

pruning is necessary, heavy crops

of fruit being the best pruner, if

the term may be used. As far as

the young tree in question is c<in-

cerned, the pruning will consist

of cutting back all the leading

shoots of the previous year's

growth in winter by half their

length, with the object of inducing

them in the following spring to produce more shoots

from the lower buds of the growths cut back, in

order to supply the required branches for the for-

mation of the l)ody or the frame of the tree. The
same process will ha\'e to be repeated each year as

far as the leading branches are concerned until the

time arrive? when the tree has filled its allotted

space on the wall, after which the leading shoots

will have to be spurred back to two or three buds
of their bases. The other requisite priming is the

cutting back of the fore right side shoots (which

does the Peach, and sometimes it is necessary to

lay in a few of these branches to fill vacant spaces

in the body of the tree where such exist.

Owen Thomas, V.M.H.
{To he continued.)

APPLE ROUND WINTER NONSUCH.
While there are in this district a goodly number of

trees of the different varieties bearing very scanty

crops of fruit, this variety is quite the reverse.

We have a large tree, growing in a rather e.xposed

position, bearing a heavy crop of very nice clean

fruit, .and the same may be said of other trees of

this varietv with which I have come in contact in

the neighbourhood. The frviits are of a reddish

bronzy colour and keep splendidly, being good for

culinary purposes, and well deserve attention

\ NEW YELLOW MULTIFLORA HYBRID RO.SE

from those intending to plant on a large scale for

market purposes.

Wrotham Park Gardens. H Markham.

ROSE DANAE.
In the rush to see those new varieties staged for

medals or cards of commendation at the National

Rose Society's recent autumn exhibition, many of

the public failed to find several new sorts of merit

that were included in other exhibits in various parts

of the hall. One of the most interesting of these
grow out of the main shoots) in summer (middle ' was the yellow-flowered variety Danae. It was
of July) to within four leaves of the base of the

j

raised by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, and the vase
shoot, cutting further back the same shoot in

|

of flowers illustrated was shown by him in the class
winter to within two buds of its base. The .Apricot for twelve distinct varieties. It has probably come
will also bear fruit freely on the young shoots of from Trier crossed with Alister Stella Gray or
t lie previous year's growth in the same way as I Htoile d'Or, and is said to be perpetual flowering.

SOME RANDOM ROSF, NOTES
FROM .AMERICA.

IT
would seem that we have had almost enough
lately regarding wichuraiana hybrids, multi-

flora hybrids, rugosa hybrids and species ;

nevertheless, I begin these notes with two
wichuraiana hybrids if onlv r)ut of co\u-ti-sv

to Dame Fashion.

Doctor W. Van Fleet (raised by Dr. W. Van
Fleet and sent out by Peter Henderson and Co..

New York) is said to be a cross between wichuraiana
and Souv. du President Carnot. The flowers very
closely resemble the latter Rose and come singly

on long stalks. The growth is very vigorous and
the foliage handsome, both being distinctive of the
wichuraiana group, though one would take the

flower, if seen by itself, to be a Hybrid Tea or Tea.

If this Rose proves to be as good
a bloomer as is claimed for it—

a

point on which I can give no
information, as my plants were
cut hard back, leaving only one
cane long enough to produce a few
flowers—it will certainly be a most
distinct and valuable acquisition.

Said to bloom again in the autumn.
Silver medal. Horticultural Society

of New York, igo8.

Silver Moon (wichuraiana x Rosa
sinica, sent out by Peter Henderson
and Co., raised by Dr. W. Van
1-Teet) if a free bloomer—it is

described as being " very flori-

ferous, the plants literally covering

themselves with great Clematis-

like flowers "— I know of no Rose
that will surpass it for decorative

purposes. The flowers are easily

4 inches in diameter, and verv
much resemble a thin Frau Karl
Druschki. with bright yellow sta-

mens. The above-quoted descrip-

tion—" Clematis-like "—would, I

imagine, exactly describe its general

appearance from a short distance.

The growth is very vigorous, the

foliage is large for this class, and
the flowers are very beautiful.

Silver medal. Horticultural Society
jof New York, 1908. The foliage

jof both of these Roses is said to

be disease-proof, and none of my
.plants had shown any disease at the

;time of writing (August 26).

The only other Rose of iqio of

which I have seen enough to

venture an opinion is Claudius
(Benjamin R. Cant and Sons), and
so far as my experience goes, with
but one plant to judge by, I feel sure

it will prove to be a most reliable

variety forbothjexhibition and the garden. During
its first blooming period the weather for three or four

days was very rainy, entirely spoiling most of the
Roses in my garden, but Claudius opened in splendid
form, the guard petals alone being slightly soiled

;

and while this Rose was making wood and buds
for another period of flowering, the weather was
quite the reverse, the thermometer being in the
nineties a good portion of each dav and no rain
for three weeks or more (here I am tempted to

preach about the advantages of keeping the top
soil well cultivated, but it would be too much of a
digression). Nevertheless, the flowers, with one
exception, kept their shape and were nearly as

large as the earlier ones. Claudius is very fragrant,

its scent being that whicli is called by some the
" true Rose perfume."
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Of the Roses of 1909 which have found a place

in my collection, I shall only mention one. There

were a dozen or more other varieties that started

outwell, but then came the very hot, rainlessweather

—such weather as the happy rosarian of the British

Isles need never fear—and only the following

Rose bloomed well enough to allow of any opinion

being formed that would be at all reliable

:

Lady Alice Stanley (McGredy) has proven to be,

with me, one of the very best and freest-flowering

Roses sent out for some years, and not only is it

free-blooming, but the flowers were almost as good

during our trying hot and dry weather as they

were earlier, and on August 26 I cut a bloom of the

largest size and of perfect form and colour. The
colour scheme is not unlike that of Souv. de Maria

Zozaya or William Notting, " out-

side of petals coral rose, inside pale

flesh." Nevertheless, Lady Alice

Stanley is perfectly distinct (it is

strange how the colour of two
varieties of Roses may be described

with the same words and yet be

totally unlike), and altogether a

Rose that should be in every

garden, for any Rose planted this

past spring and subjected to the

hot and dry season we haVe had
this year, and, notwithstanding

these drawbacks, is still able to

make growth and bloom con-

tinuously is certainly worthy of a

prominent place in any collection.

To go backward year by year

and write of all the beautiful

Roses introduced in the last half-

dozen years, though perhaps a

labour of love to the writer, would
probably not be so enthusiasti-

cally received by other readers of

The Garden, yet I would like to

take just one glance back to the

year 1904 and say a few words
regarding Konigin Carola (Turk),

a Rose which, though always well

spoken of, does not seem to have
acquired the prominence it de-

serves, though I am pleased to

see it more frequently mentioned
in the reports of the various Rose
shows this year than formerlv.

The reason for the lack of appre-

ciation of this Rose is, I think,

not far to seek, and lies in the fact

that it is generally described as

being almost identical with Caroline
Testout

; consequently, as almost
everyone grows the latter Rose,
there must be very many who
would not care to add, to their

collection a variety supposedly so
similar. It was for this reason
that I did not grow Konigin Carola
until I had seen it growing in the Old Rose Gardens
of Messrs. Benjamin R. Cant and Sons during the
summer of 1907, and remember well how surprised
I was that it did not more closely resemble Caroline
Testout, and mentioned the fact to the gardener
with whom I was talking. He agreed with me that
they were perfectly distinct from each other, and
further remarked that he considered the former
variety—Konigin Carola—the better Rose It
would be difficult to describe the difference in
appearance of the flowers of these two Roses, and
I shall not attempt to do so beyond saying that,
in my opinion, Konigin Carola is of more refined
(orm

Wllih- Plains, New Yorh, A- L. Squire.

ROSE HEDGES.
The Best Varieties to Grow.

WH,\T an adjunct to the garden is

a really good Rose hedge, and

yet how seldom is it utihsed.

I venture to think that there

are few gardens where one

might not properly and bene-

ficially find room for this useful ornament. One
invariably sees the kitchen garden shut off, as it

should be, by a screen, usually of Privet. The
difference in cost is trifling ; the difference from the

garden point of view immense. I have long rooted

up all Privet as an unprofitable investment, an ex-

penditure of capital that produces a very inadequate

THE REV. F. PAGE ROBERTS, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIO
SOCIETY. THE ROSE IS TAUSENDSCHON

return, and that eats up the surrounding soil

out of all proportion to its legitimate requirements.

Greedy, unkind, unpleasant in all its ways is Privet,

yet it is to be found in most gardens, and is more
universally planted than any other shrub in the

British Isles.

But I set out to WTite about Rose hedges, and, hav-

ing consigned the Privet to the fire, I will make a few

suggestions as to which Roses should take its place.

It will be necessary to bear in mind the situation,

aspect, purpose for which it is required, height and

other matters ; but it may be broadly stated that

a suitable Rose can be found for any situation and

aspect, and I shall be quite willing to advise any

reader of The Gabpen who may have doubts as to

the best Rose to use in his or her own case.

There are certain things that appertain to a good
hedge. It must be easily kept m order, it should

be dense and solid, a real screen all the time and
not during the summer only—in a word, should be
ornamental as well as useful. Now, is there any
Rose that can answer to all these requirements ?

I admit there are not many that reasonably

fulfil the whole, but there are a great many (in fact,

the choice is so great that everyone's own particular

fancy may be satisfied) that fulfil more of them
than does Privet, and therefore I ask you to at

once consign the Privet to the fire.

The Rose par excellence for a hedge can be found

among the many varieties of the wichuraianas.

They are free enough growers to make an impene-

trable thicket in a few years. Some
of them retain their foliage right

through the winter ; they can be
trained easily to grow in any
position ; an established hedge
may count its blooms by the

thousand and will provide foliage

for the whole season. And what
foUage is more beautiful ? Their
flowers bloom in clusters of thirty

to twenty and fewer blooms down
to the fives and threes and even
single flowers on stems. They pro-

\'ide button-holes, fill vases, are

most useful for house and table

decoration, and, in addition, when
in full flower are one of the most
beautiful sights that the eye can

rest on in the garden.

Any of the following varieties

make handsome hedges ; The best

yellow, shading to white, is still,

I think. Gardenia, with beautiful

vellow buds and its three to five

flowers borne on long shoots. It

lasts in flower a solid six weeks.

The best white is, I think, Schnee-

ball for blooms produced more or

less singly, and White Dorothy for

flowers in clusters. The most
beautiful of all the many shades

of pink is Lady Godiva or Dorothy
Dennison. It is not easy to

separate them ; both flower in

clusters. Of those producing flowers

of three to five in a group or singly,

I think Joseph Lamy, white with

a pink flush, and Florence Jouran-

ville the two best. The latter 1

can strongly recommend as a Rose

that should be in every garden.

Then for reds we are confined to

Hiawatha, a single crimson ram-

hlcr, and Joseph BiUard ; but beau-

NAL ROSE '''"' ^^ ^'^ ^^^ large single flowers

•11 this latter variety, they are too

fli eting, and the petals drop directly

the Rose is fully expanded. The combination of

bright carmine and orange yellow is very striking.

Of Excelsa it is too =oon to speak definitely. Those

who like single Roies can grow Evangeline and

Jersey Beauty with every confidence. The latter

retains its foliage uitil the new leaves push off

the old ones, a very desirable feature if a thick

screen is wanted. To produce the finest effect

one variety only should be used, and if I was limited

to one wichuraiana I should vote for Gardenia.

On the other hand, a judiciously mixed hedge very

much prolongs the flowering period, and may
appeal to some tastes more than a hedge of one

variety only. H. E. Molyneux.
{To be continued.)
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NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.
[Continued from page 486.)

ENTENTE CORDIALE (Pernetiana, Guil-

lot, 1909).—A lovely garden Rose with

Juliet-like bleudings of colour, but the

flower is scarcely more than semi-

double. It seems to be fairly perpetual.

The clusters of bloom, numbering some-

times as many as fifteen, are very showy.

This Rose received high honours at the Bagatelle

trials this season.

Erna (Polyantha, Teschendorff).—.A sport of

Mme. N. Levavasseur, but of a brilliant dark,

crimson colour. Probably the best of its colour.

Ethel Malcolm (H.T., S. McGredy and Son,

1910).—This Rose was the greatest novelty last

year at I.uton. This year it was beaten by Walter

Speed. It is a grand flower and may be seen

better, although I confess I was not impressed by
it this year. It is of tine growth, and a flower of

the type of Mrs. W. J. Grant, only ivory white in

colour.

Etoile du Portugal (Hybrid oi Rosa gigantea,

Cayeau.\, 1909).—The first of a new race. What
will it produce for us ? Here we have R. gigantea,

which few have ever seen in bloom, suddenly

giving us a seedling by crossing with Reine Marie

Henriette. The colour is shrimp pink, shaded

salmon, with yellow base. Very showy, and bud
of perfect form. Climbing habit.

Eugene Boullet (H.T., Pernet-Ducher, 1910).

—

A grand flower of Laurent Carle type. Colour

crimson, shaded carmine lake. Extremely free-

flowering, and consequently a fine addition to

bedding Roses.

Fairy Rambler (William Paul and Son, igog).

—

.\ pretty perpetual-flowering Rose resembling in

blossom R. wichuraiana (the type).

Firminio Huet (H.T., Soupert et Notting, 1909).

A splendid flower of large size, colour bright

deep carmine. The blooms are very full. A
seedling from American Beauty crossed with

Richmond.
Fragezeichen (Hybrid Wichuraiana, Bottner).

—

A cross between Marie Baumann and Dorothy

Perkins, and may be described as a gigantic-

flowered Tausendschon. Surely some of our older

ramblers will have to drop out when we have these

large-flowered novelties coming along.

Frau Oberburgermeister Piscq (H.T., Jacobs).

—

This was well shown at Liegnitz E.xhibition

and attracted much attention. It is an enormous

flower, the inner side of the petals ochre and

outside sulphur yellow, of ideal form and long-

shaped buds.

Gaston Cazalis (T., Dubreuil, 1909).—Deep
purplish crimson, shaded carmine, of irregular

form, somewhat resembling a Cactus Dahlia. A
fine decorative Rose.

George C. Waud (H.T.. .\. Dickson and Sons,

Limited, 1908).—One of the grandest-coloured

Roses yet introduced— glowing orange vermilion

that does not fade. Flowers large, full, of perfect

form and high-centred, well deserving the gold

medal awarded in 1908.

Georges Cain (Gravereaux).—This variety re-

ceived a gold medal at the Bagatelle trials this

year, but I have no information as to its class or

merits. It must, however, be a good variety to

obtain such a distinction.

George Reitners (H.T., Soupert et Notting, 1909).

A grand addition to our rapidly increasing numbers
of bright-coloured Hybrid Teas. It is a splendid

bedding sort ; flowers large, very full and of excel-

lent form, colour brilliant fiery red, buds long

and elegant.

Grafin Stephanie IVedel (H.T., Lambert, iguy).

—

Robust, erect growth, flowers very large and full,

colour creamy white, passing to yellow. A cross

between Dr. Grill and Caroline Testout.

Graf Zeppelin (Hybrid Multiflora, Boehm, lyio).

This is said to be a very excellent rambler of a

distinct bright coral red colour. The raiser, in a

letter bef )re me, says it is a cross between Dorothy
Perkins and Crimson Rambler ; while in a trans-

lated report of the Rose show at Liegnitz, where
this Rose gained a large silver medal this year, it

is announced as a bright red sport of Non Plus

Ultra. P.

[To be continued.)

AN EXTRAORDINARY STANDARD
ROSE.

Imagine a standard Rose 9 feet high and 12 feet

in diameter. Such is the size of a specimen of

Innocente Pirola on the lawn of C. E. Gabain, Esq.,

of Bushey, Herts, and the bush looks as healthy as 1

possible. The gardener in charge said it was planted

twelve years ago. The accompanying illustration

conveys only a poor idea of the magnificent

dimensions of this wonderful Rose. In these

grown than tlie Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas, for

they are everyone's plants. Anyone with a tiny

garden may grow one or more against his fence or

bit of trellis and have quite as effective a specimen
as the owner of a large domain. The wealth of

material now at hand of this particular class is

extensive and the number of varieties legion, while

hosts of new ones are appearing annually.

The reason for their rapid rise to popularity is

possibly due to their adaptable nature, for they may
be utilised for a great variety of positions and rarely

look out of place. Pergolas have multiplied

exceedingly since the appearance of the Rambler
Roses, and a pergola certainly forms an ideal

position for the numerous varieties, for a judicious

mixture of white, pink, red and yellow flowered

varieties with their flowers falling in festoons from
supports and cross-bars is a most effective feature.

.\s a covering for a summer-house or arbour, climb-

ing Roses are again a great success, while informal

hedges have much to commend them. Planted

against rough Oak posts to form pillars is another

effective means of culture, as also is the weeping

ROSE INNOCENTE PIROL.\ IN h BUSHEV GARDEN.

grounds is also a very line Cork Oak, quite the

hu'gest I have seen ; it is over 4 feet in diameter.

Leonardslee. W. .\.. Cook.

VARIOUS TYPES OF RAM-
BLING ROSES.

T
^ HH advent of Crimson Rambler Rose

some eighteen or twenty years ago

opened up a new era in Ihe history of

the Rose, for previous to that time,

though a number of showy climbing

varieties were known, they were

grown in a more or less desultory manner, and no

systematic attempt was made to form a distinctive

garden feature by their aid. Crimson Rambler
was, however, the courier of numerous new varie-

ties which have revolutionised the Rose garden,

for rambling or climbing Roses are now as much a

necessity to an up-to-date garden as any of the

special groups which have for so many years held

prominent places in the garden. It is, moreover,

possible that these new kinds are more widely

method when the most elegant kinds are budded
on tall standards, their branches falling over a

wide crinoline of wire in luxuriant confusion.

Three species which have played an important
part in the production of this particular group are

Rosa multiflora, R. wichuraiana and R. rubiginosa.

The lormer is the old Polyantha Rose, a native of

China and Japan, distinguished from other species

by its large heads of fragrant white flowers. This
species is one of the parents of many of the earlier

kinds, the other parent being some form of culti-

vated garden Rose, many of which liave been
used. Early raisers used General Jacqueminot to

some considerable extent as a parent, and that

beautiful pink known as the Dawson Rose is a

hybrid between that variety and multiflora. It is

unnecessary to give a long list of varieties of each
particular type, but the following selection will be

sufficient to define the multiflora liybrids : Ulusli

Rambler, Crimson Rambler, Dawson Rose, Electra,

Helene, Mrs. F. W. Flight, Psyche and VValiliani

Rambler. The wichuraiana Roses liave been raiseil

by crossing the Japanese R. wichuraiana with various

garden Ruses, principally ol the Tea group
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They are characterised by the long, slender branches

which sometimes attain a length of between

13 feet and 20 feet in a single season, and by their

glossy sub-evergreen leaves. Some varieties re-

semble the Teas by producing flowers throughout

the greater part of the summer, while others, which

contain blood of the multifiora varieties, produce

all their flowers at one time, after the manner of

Crimson Rambler. The species is ^vhite-flowered,

and an excellent subject for growing on banks. All

the varieties grow rapidly, and may be used for

all kinds of purposes. The well-known variety

Dorothy Perkins is one of the most popular Roses

of the day, and justly so, for its free-flowering

qualities and delicate colouring tit it for many kinds

of work. The accompanying illustration shows it

hanging down over a wall to meet the water of the

large pond at Kew, the effect of the wall of pink

and the reflection in the water being charming.

In some gardens it is used extensively for hedges.

the dehghtful perfume which renders the Sweet
Briar so popular. This particular group is well

adapted for planting as hedges, while it also gives

good results when the different varieties are planted

in large groups. Should the plants become over-

grown, they may be cut hard back without fear of

killing them, the only loss which is likely to be

sustained being that of one season's bloom. Notable

varieties are Anne of Geierstein, Amy Robsart,

Catherine Seyton, Lady Penzance, Lord Penzance,

Lucy Bertranr and Meg Merrilees. This group

fruits freely, the heps ripening during autumn.

In addition to the kinds already noted, there are

numerous varieties belonging to the Noisette and

Tea groups which make excellent additions to the

list of climbing Roses, while the Musk Rose (Rosa

moschata) should be included where a strong,

rampant-growing, free-flowering kind is required.

It is possible that in the near future other develop-

ments will take place among rambling Roses, for

for the lover of flowers in general, the possessor of

a small garden, for the grower of a few Roses, what
was it that impelled them to spend an hour waiting

their turn to enter the tent, while in the main part

of the exhibition there were to be seen Roses of

sterling worth which doubtless had no place in

their gardens ? Were they of the Athenians and
strangers who " spent their time in nothing else,

but either to tell or hear of some new thing " ?

This craze for new Roses, to what is it leading ?

Are we to discard old favourites to make room for

new-comers ? We seem to be inundated with new
Roses. Never before has there been so many
novelties on the market. How many of them will

last ? And surely our gardens will suffer. Space
in the garden is limited. If there is to be an influx

of novelties, there must be a corresponding exodus
of old sorts. It is true we must discard many old

friends ; we do it with a pang. General Jacque-
minot, Beauty of Waltham, Mme. Victor Verdier

and others, one by one we have to part with them,
for they are not really perpetual. But there are

others which should remain.

With the introduction of the c\'er-incrcasing

wichuraianas and multifloras the old favourite

pillars are disappearing. Take the Ayrshires, for

instance. How seldom we see, except in old gar-

i dens, such sorts as Felicite Perpetue, with its huge
bunches of creamy rosette-shaped flowers, Leo-

poldine d'Orleans (white, tipped with pink) and
Mme. D'Arblay, all three excellent pillars, hardy
evergreen growers that will flourish under the

shade of trees ! Can we afford to lose them ? And
Blairii, blush rose, with crimson centre, so suitable

for covering a wall or front of a house or cottage.

And as for perfume, what novelty surpasses the

old York and Lancaster—the Damask I mean, not

Rosa Mundii ? Maiden's Blush is another. Yes, T

hear you say, these are only summer-flowering
varieties. Well, so are Dorothy Perkins and Crimson
Rambler and the wichuraianas.

But take the Perpetuals. There are some
grand sorts equally neglected in these days—Aimee
Vibert, Souvenir de la Malmaison and Gloirc dc
Dijon, prime favourites thirty years ago, and they
deserve to and would be now if we did not fill

our gardens with untried novelties. If we were
to content ourselves with two or three of the best

wichuraianas, the best multifloras and such-like,

we should be able to retain many old and valuable

favourites. Joskph H. Pi;mberto.\.

A FRINGE OF BE.\UTV ; ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS AT, KEW.

and a hedge 100 yards long and 8 feet high and

quite as much in width, when covered with flowers,

is a sight not readily forgotten. This particular

type of Rose is one of the easiest possible to propa-

gate, for cuttings inserted in summer root with the

greatest freedom. The chief difficulty in dealing

with the wichuraiana group is in the pruning, for in

certain places it is necessary to keep them from

becoming too dense, and the old growths have

to be removed after the flowers are over in the same
way as is done with the multiflora group. Their

rampant growth and spiny character make this a

business which is peculiarly trying to both patience

and temper. Representative varieties are .Alberic

Barbier, Auguste Barbier, Debutante, Dorothy
Perkins, Edmoud Proust, Elise Robichon. Hiawatha,

Lady Gay, Minnehaha and Paul Transon.

The members of the rubiginosa group are better

known as Penzance Briars, the name being given

on account of the hybrids having been raised by
Lord Penzance, who crossed the Sweet Briar

(Rosa rubiginosa) with various garden Roses. The
numerous varieties have very bright-coloured

flowers and blossom Ireely, while the loLag"! retains

there are other decorative species which may well

be used for breeding purposes, D.

A PLEA FOR OLD FRIENDS.
1STOCID on the lawn of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Regent's Park, on July S last and

wondered. It was the day of the National

Rose Society's exhibition, and before me
was a queue of people two abreast, a queue

some 25 yards long, extending to the entrance

of a small tent. It differed from the queue one

sees outside a popular theatre formed and con-

trolled by the police. With such it is only a

question of time, and the people disappear inside.

But this queue at Regent's Park was self-formed,

sell regulated, and it lasted. One by one people

entered the tent, one by one others took up their

places behind. It was there at noon, it was there

at four o'clock, and I am told it was there until

closing- time. This tent contained the new seedling

Roses staged with the hope of gaining a gold medal,

and I wondered. For the expert, the specialist, the

trade grower, a new Rose was an attraction. But

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1410.

ROSE JULIET.

HAD one suggested, a few years ago,

before the science of hybridising had
reached the stage it has to-day, that

it were possible to raise such a Rose
as this, it would have been considered

a fantastic dream. It is almost as

wonderful as a blue Rose would be, and I am sure

far more acceptable. As may be seen in the

coloured plate, the flowers are a lovely scarlet car-

mine in the inside of the petals, the outer side being

old gold, and when the petals reflex at the edges the

combination of such distinct tints is very striking

and unique. Unfortunately the old gold colouring

is not too well shown in the coloured plate, which

has been prepared from a colour photograph. This

blending in a Rose, as one writer has said, must be

seen to be believed. Messrs. William Paul and Son

of Waltham Cross are to be congratulated upon
raising this fine novelty, which adds yet one more
to the many excellent productions of the firm.

This beautiful Rose is not merely unique in

colour, but it possesses a vigour of growjh even
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rivalling its pollen parent, Soleil d'Or. Maiden or

\ rarling plants, if nnchecked, will attain to a height

"I 7 feet to 8 feet, the ({rowths being as thick as

"lie's finger and of almost a mahogany eolour, the

h'liage being very pale grass green. The leaves

li.ivc a peculiar fruity fragrance, but the flower has

the delicious sceut of the Hybrid I'erpetuals.

What a Rose this will he to plant as an isolated

bush, for bold bedding, for hedge-work or for

pillars ! And as a standard it cannot fail to be a

great success if carefully pruned to outward-looking

eyes. I think the best method of planting Juliet

in large gardens will be

among distinctive flowering

shrubs and herbaceous
plants, such as Hydrangeas,

Weigelas, Spiraeas, Delphini-

ums ami Chrysanthemtun
m.ixinunn ; then its won-
derful colouring will be seen

to better advantage than if

planted in the Rose garden,

.ilthough. of course, even

lliere, by surrounding it with

pale cream and white varie-

ties, it will lose none of its

striking individuality. Juliet

is not merely a good summer
Rose, but it also flowers

freely in autumn, and I

should say is one of the

hardiest Roses we possess.

1 would commend the Rose
also for pot culture, not for

winter flowering exactly, but

for March and .\pril.

of extensive adoption, such grand varieties as Mrs.

F. W. Flight, Rubin, Griiss an Zabern, Helene

and Psyche making a glorious display. Blush

Randiler is one of the very best and most effective

varieties for pot culture, many thousands of this

Rose finding their way into the great market
centres every spring-time. A formidable rival to

this variety will be Bagatelle, the immense clusters

of bloom being of a more delicate blush shade than

even Blush Rambler. Other commendable sorts

are Bordeaux (with handsome claret red clusters),

Flower of Fairfield, the perpetual-flowering Crimson

ROSE BLUSH
KAMBLhR.

WI;RE I .isked

to name a

good com-
panion to

C r i m s o n

Rambler,
I could n^>t suggest a more
suitable variety than the

subject of this note, a showy
member of the mulliflora

tribe. Introduced as far back

as 1903 by Messrs. B. R. Cant

and Sons, it speedily made
for itself a name, and was
accorded the high honour of

the gold medal of the National

Rose Society, an honour

rarely bestowed upon Ram-
bler Roses. It is exceedingly

vigorous, and quickly clothes

pillars and arches with its

long shoots, which are covered

from base to summit with

luige clusters of beautiful soft

blush-coloured flowers much
resembling .•Kpple iilossom. and
lasting for a great length of

lime both on the plant and
when cut. While it is

peculiarly suitable for clothing poles and arches.

It may be grown with much success as a free bush,
a form of growth I would strongly commend to all

who have large gardens. One of the finest sights

1 had seen for a long time was some dozen or so
free bushes of this variety growing in the Rose garden
,it Hatfield House some few years ago, every growth
being covered with bloom. This mode of utilising

some of the best of the multiflora Roses is worthy

A PILLAR CLOTHED WITH ROSE BLUSH R.'\MBLE

Rambler, Non Plus Ultra (a dark maroon Crimson

Rambler) and Veilchenblau, the blue rambler,

which should be grown only outdoors, and is then

a very distinct novelty, producing fine clusters of

reddish lilac flowers when opening, which change

to amethyst and steel blue, reminding one of

March Violets. .\U of these Roses make grand,

free - headed standards, but should be well

isolated. P.

A CHAT ABOUT ROSES.

IH.\U
been trying hard to think of something

worth saying about Roses for The Garden
that has not been said before, and had
almost written to ask the Editor to let me
off until a more convenient season ; but just

as I was going to beg to be excused, I re-

membered that 1 had been asked several times this

summer by neighbours why their trees of Griiss an

Teplitz had lost all their leaves after blooming

(probably some readers have had a similar experi-

ence). And as my trees did

the same last year and the

year before and have not done
so this, 1 advised them to do
what 1 did, viz., to lift the

trees carefully at the end of

October, to deeply trench

the ground, to put a good
supply of manure about i foot

below the surface of the bed,

to ease this slightly wdth fresh

loam, and on this to spread
out the roots, filling up with
fresh soil which has had a

sprinkling of bone-meal mixed
with it. Then stake and tread

firmly, and 1 think the proba-

bility is that the trees will

not suffer so badly, if at all,

next summer Irom black spot.

-Vl^ trees.^^havg^not had this

^
disease this ' year and are

making good growth. It is

advisable, also, to collect the

>,^' fallen leaves and burn them.
Strong - growing varieties

;'i^ soon exhaust the Rose food

in the soil and, if they are

.-^k , •-..Trtfc; • not fed, say, with liquid
** " " manure, are sure to succumb

more or less to some enemy
of the Rose. Let me also say
that it is possible, though not

advisable indess quite neces-

sary, to transplant Rose trees

in the middle of summer suc-

cessfully. Well, we know that,

says some wise one ; but it

is not everyone who does
know it, or ought to know it.

I did it without knowing it

last June, and this is how it

came about. I had an old plant

of William Allen Richardson
which would not grow, and

;, as the position was a promi-
nent one and 1 had received

a plant of Messrs. Paul
and Sons' beautiful Ariel, I

dragged up the bush of

William .•\llen Richardson,

mtending to throw it on the

rubbish-heap to be cremated
later on ; but as there was
an unoccupied corner of a

wall at which Marechal Niel

K. refused to live, I stuck it in.

I expect some readers will

object to the words "dragged" and "stuck" when
applied to operations on the Queen of Flowers, but

that is what was done to this plant, and it is now
growing better than the variety has done since it

was introduced to my garden,. I believe that many
plants can be removed at any time in the growing
season with success, but it must be done properly

and carefully; and, lastly, do not follow my example.

Stratfieldsaye Rectory. V. Page- Roberts.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
SOME COMMON ENEMIES OF THE ROSE.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Calceolarias are

very showy in our flower gardens and
are easily stored during the winter

months. Amateurs who only possess

very moderate conveniences for the

safe keeping of bedding-out plants

through the winter cannot do better than make up
their minds to cultivate Calceolarias somewhat

I. ROSE LE.\F BADLY ATTACK BY MILDEW.

extensively. It is now quite time to finish the

work of inserting cuttings, though in special circum-

stances some may be put in nearer the end of this

month. If put in too early the cuttings do not

form nice bushy plants, but run up spindly and
flower prematurely. Usually the cuttings are

inserted in cool frames facing north or east. Cer-

tainly they will thrive in such situations, but there

need be no hesitation to use frames facing

due south. It will be necessary to shade the

cuttings from bright sunshine at first until they

will stand erect. In spring the young plants will

be exceptionally strong if grown in south frames.

The soil must be made very firm, the surface coated

thickly with coarse sand, and the cuttings inserted

3 inches apart each way. Close the lights, water

to settle the soil at first, and syringe occasionally

afterwards. .\ny borders that are now empty in

the flower garden should be dug, and well-rotted

manure put in if it is intended to plant spring-

flowering plants and bulbs. If it is not convenient

to put in plants and bulbs until several weeks

later, no time must be lost in getting in the manure
and thoroughly preparing the beds. During this

week faded stems of plants must be cut and cleared

from the herbaceous borders.

Vegetable Garden.—Since the middle of September

the night temperature in many parts of the country

has gone very low, in some cases below freezing

point. At the present time we may have rather

severe night frosts, such that will disfigure all

exposed Cauliflowers. Some cultivators remove the

soil from the north side of forward plants, then tilt

over the latter, and place the soil removed on the

stems and disturbed roots on the south side. This

precaution, however, is only necessary in the case

of Broccoli later in the season, when frosts are

really severe and likely to be prolonged. The
bending down of several large leaves, so that they

will cover the Cauliflowers, is quite sufficient now.

Continue to put out spring Cabbages while the

weather is favourable. These are gross-feeding

plants and must be grown in moderately rich soil.

In very poor ground the plants grow hardily

enough, but they are really too stunted to be

profitable in spring. Fairly rich soil made very

firm is the best. The firmness of the soil prevents

the plants making sappy growth before spring,

and when the ground is rich enough the spring

growth of the plants is very free and the hearts

are firm but tender.

Fruit Garden.—The work of thinning-out old

Raspberry canes and those of young ones that are

either too gross and sappy or too small to be useful

must be done without any fruther delay now in

cases where it has not already been attended to.

.\ir, light and sunshine should have free access to

all the canes retained for next year's cropping
;

then both canes and buds will mature. If the

canes are overcrowded they cannot ripen, so that

even good ones must be cut out in some instances.

When the plants are grown in rows and trained to

wires, each cane should be at least 6 inches from

its neighbour. When grown in clumps, about

five canes are sufficient to retain in each. Cordon
fruit trees should be more extensively grown in

small gardens than they are, as a greater variety

can be cultivated. Prepare the soil for planting

such in suitable quarters.

Greenhouse and Frames.—September has been a

grand month for inserted cuttings of Zonal Pelar-

goniums and others of a succulent nature. There

has been little loss among such in frames owing to

damping. We may, however, reasonably expect

fogs and a moister atmosphere generally to come

now ; and when there are many faded leaves on the

cuttings they retain moisture and then contami-

nate sound leaves and stems. Thoroughly examine

and remove all faded leaves; doing this without

loosening the cuttings in the soil. Ventilate freely

whenever the weather is bright and dry. In many
instances Chrysanthemums will occupy all avail-

able spaces in the greenhouses now, and these

structures must be both well ventilated and heated

judiciously in order to prevent a stagnant atmo-

sphere, which would be bad for the Chrysanthe-

mum blooms and the reg.ular occupants of such

houses. A. A.

SOME COMMON ENEMIES OF THE ROSE.

The beginner in Rose-growing may at times become

somewhat discouraged by the many insect and

fungoid pests that he has to contend with ; but,

thanks to the painstaking researches of experts,

remedies are now to be obtained that will enable us

to bring these foes into subjection. Perhaps one

of the worst enemies is

Mildew, which is known to most individuals, but

not to all. It appears upon the foliage and the

wood or shoots in the form of a whitish powdery

looking substance, and is especially prominent
towards the ends of the growths. .Apart from its

unsightly appearance, it is injurious to the Rose,

inasmuch as it prevents a healthy action of the

leaves, which are the lungs of the plant. The
reason why mildew is so prevalent in some seasons

more than others is that the plant produces foliage

during a warm, damp season which is " soft," and
when in that condition it is susceptible to mildew.
It may have been noticed by the novice that some
varieties take mildew more readily than others,

Crimson Rambler, Mrs. Sharman Crawford and
Killarney being notable sorts ; whereas such Roses
as Mrae. .-^ntoine Mari, G. Nabonnand and Peace arc

unaffected. This is because the latter produce foliage

which is " hard." .A leaf attacked by this whitish-

looking, mould-like disease is shown in Fig. i.

Without going into the life-history of mildew, it

will be sufficient to say that it may be cured by
spraying the foliage early with a good fungicide.

One of the best remedies is Cyllin Soft Soap, loz.

to a gallon of water. .Another excellent article

used by many noted amateurs is Cooper's V2 K
Fluid, sold by Messrs. Cooper and Nephews,
Berkhamsted. Many users of this have been
highly gratified with it this season. It is necessary

to apply the remedy with a fine sprayer, the finer

the better, and let the spraying be done early m
the season, as. soon as a spot or two of mildew is

seen un the foliage or the wood. Continue to spray

2.—BLACK SPOT DISEASE ON ROSE LEAF.

at intervals of a week or ten days. We not only

spray to kill the mildew present, but also to coat

the leaf with a preparation that will prevent the

spores of the mildew taking root on the leaf. As
new foliage appears this should also be sprayed.

The same remedies may be used upon Roses grown

under glass.

Black Spot is a very troublesome fungus, and has

been especially prevalent this year. It does not
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appear to do any serious injury to the Roses,

excepting tliat it causes the foliage to fall prema-

turely, which, of course, cannot but be detrimental

to them. As a rule it is not much in evidence

before midsummer. It appears upon the leaves

in the form of large black or purplish spots, varying

in size and colour according to the texture of the

leaf, an attacked specimen being shown in Fig. 2.

A good remedy for this disease is Woburn Bordeaux

Paste, applied with a sprayer. Commence in

spring as soon as the Roses are pruned, spraying

llip wood and soil round about the bushes, and con-

tinue to spray at intervals of about two weeks.

At this season of the year badly diseased leaves

should be removed, and pick up all that lie on the

ground, taking care to burn them. Where the disease

has been very bad, skim off the surface soil and

burn it. Black spot will appear upon indoor Roses

when the atmosphere is too moist. To counteract

tliis there should be just a chink of air left on the

lop ventilators at night.

Orangf Fungus, or. Red Rust.—This will attack

liiilh the foliage and the stems or shoots, pieces of

affected stems being shown in Fig. 3. It is a

disease very prevalent upon hedgerow Briars, and

it will attack our Roses more during some seasons

than others, and more violently in some districts

than others. It is very partial to Hybrid Per-

petuals, so that when these are grown (and one

cannot yet do without this fragrant tribe) they

should, as far as possible, be grown by themselves.

The rust on the leaves is usually in small patches,

but on the wood the clusters are often large, extend-

ing to I inch in length, and often cause that part of

the growth to become distorted. It is very neces-

sary to collect all attacked leaves as they fall and

burn them, and the surface soil should also be burnt,

that is, within a circle of, say, 2 feet diameter

around each plant. This should be done during

the winter months. A good preventive is to

treat with Woburn Bordeaux Paste, as recommended
for black spot. Where the red rust occurs on the

wood, paint with a solution of sulphide of

potassium.

The Ma'ion nt l'ph"lslerer Bee.—Often we may
find a plant or two with foliage cut about in a most
mvsterious manner. Large circular and semi-

ORANGE KUST FUNGUS ON STFM OF BRIAR.

4. THE WORK OF THE MASON BEE.

circular portions have been removed as with a knife

or scissors, as shown in Fig. +. If on a fine day in

May or June one w'ould stand bv such bushes, they

would see a pretty, small, wasp-like insert hovering

over the plants something like a hawk will over its

prey. It will then make a dart to the leaf and

commence sawing a large piece out of it, with which

it will fiy off to line its nest, this usually being

situated underground, either in a pathway or some
spot where the soil is hard enough for the purpose.

The best method of dealing with this pest is to trace

it to its nest, where a batch of young brood may also

be destroyed ; or, if a syringe is kept in readiness,

the culprit may be brought to the ground and

despatched.

Foliage Attacked by Thrips.—The foliage of

Roses, especially of those growing against walls, may
often be found mottled or marbled a dirty white,

as shown in Fig. 5. This is caused by thrips and

Rose leaf-hoppers. The former are small insects

only one-twelfth of an inch long. The body of the

adult is black and the legs pale. The female lays

its eggs in the leaves, arid the adults and larva'

feed upon the surface. The best treatment for

both thrips and Rose leaf-hoppers (which are of a

whitish colour) is to spray with Tobacco wash, made
as follows: Tobacco, ilb.

; soft soap, ilb. ; and
soft water, 12 gallons. Steep the Tobacco in water

for some days, and then allow it to simmer over a

fire for an hour. Pour off the liquid, well crush,

and proceed again as before, adding the second

extract to the first. This extract may then be

mixed with the dissolved soft soap.

Green Fly, or Aphis.—This is prevalent in everv

garden more or less ; but if the Rose plants are

kept in a healthy, free-growing condition, green fly

will not be very troublesome. It is a good plan

to start spraying the plants quite early in the year,

as soon as the new shoots have developed i inch or

2 inches in length. A good remedy for green fly

is the Cyllin Soft Soap solution recommended for

mildew ; therefore, by using this article we have thr

double satisfaction of keeping in abeyance both

pests. Copious syringing with plain water would
be advisable where green fly has got a strong hold

;

then follow this next day with a spraying of Cyllin

Soft Soap,

Rose Mag^iits are best exterminated by the thumb
and finger. This, however, cannot always be done,

and it is necessary to use some kind of wash. A very

excellent remedy is Carlton Arsenate of Lead Paste.

Use at the rate &f Mb. of paste to 25 gallons of

water. Commence to spray in April, and continue

at intervals of about two weeks until the end of

June. The foliage is coated with a poisonous

substance, which on being eaten by the maggots
quickly despatches them. It requires to be used

with great caution, but is an effectual remedy for

those who are unable to attend to the hand-picking

of the maggots. Rosarian.

THE TOWN GARDEN
Planting Herbaceous Phloxes.—The remark
that it has been a good Phlox year has been fre-

quently heard during the past weeks, and has,

moreover, been abundantly emphasised at all the

leading exhibitions, whether in London or in the

provinces. That the Phlox is a moisture-loving

subject none will deny ; but whether all of those

to whom this good object-lesson has this year been
revealed will remember the fact in times of drought
is quite another matter. In any case those who
would set about planting them at this seasonable

time might bear it in mind, and, bv arranging the

surface of the bed below the ordinary level around,
ensure that any supplies of moisture afforded the

plants may be utilised for their benefit. Not only
for good herbaceous plants, but for many others
besides, the highly cushioned flower-bed is a delu-

sion and a snare, a thing to be discouraged in the
majority of circumstances. In the case of the

Phloxes and other moisture-loving plants, the ideal

bed should have its surface depressed or slightly

sunken, so that the occasional waterings may be
given to almost saturation point. The Phlox
possesses a voracious appetite, and will ever repay
for being well done.

A Good Culinary Pea.—Mildew has been so
very rife, even among the best cuhnary Peas, this

season that it becomes a sort of duty as well as a

5. ROSE LEAF DAMAGED BY THRIPS. THE
WHITISH MARKINGS ON THE LEAVES ARE
CAUSED BY THESE PESTS.
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pleasure to make note of any variety that has come
through this trying ordeal untouched. The variety

I have in mind, and whirh gave splendid dishes

into the third week of September—a final gathering

was made on the 20th of that month—is Sutton's

Peerless, a well-named variety of the highest merit.

Peerless received a first-class certificate a few years

ago, and it is first class all round.

CoLCHicrM sPECiosuM ALBUM, SO finely exhibited

by Messrs. Backhouse and Son recently, should,

now that it is fairly cheap and plentiful, be finding

its way into all those good gardens where the best

hardy plants are grown. Its purity as well as its

vigorous stature render it unique, the bold flower

standing well above the ground, making a good

display in the rock garden or in the herbaceous

border. There are coloured forms, too, of this

fine plant, the typical kind and its variety purpurea

being the best for planting in near association.

The autumn-flowering Crocuses and Cyclamen

hedera"folium album are likewise good companions

lor the above, and the whole of them are very much
at home among Ferns in cool and shady places.

Planting Snowdrops and Chionodoxas.—In

the interests of my readers and gardening in general

it becomes a duty to urge the planting of all bulbous

subjects, and those in particular whose vitality is

quickly reduced, at the earliest possible moment.

Those named, among others, very quickly lose vital

force, and if kept out of the soil too long not

infrequently perish outright when placed in contact

with it. Snowdrops are such treasures in our

gardens and of such easy cultivation, if taken in

time, that one cannot but deplore their infrequency

in many town gardens. Muscari conicum, also

known as Heavenly Blue, is another plant to be

early dealt with, more perhaps because of its in-

clination to be evergreen. It may not be strictly

so, though its out-of-sight out-of-mind period

when permanently planted is certainly not a long

one. In spring its spires of rich deep blue are more

than welcome, while its old-time fragrance, remind-

ing one of Lad's Love and Wallflowers in mixture,

is delightful in the extreme. It is a plant of great

merit and charm, of greater value to the thousands

who " garden " on a small scale because of a cheap-

ness and a genialness that cannot be surpassed.

Spanish Irises.—Because of their indescribable

delicacy and charm. Irises have been called the

" Poor Man's Orchids"; and whether the phrase is

apt or otherwise, there is in some of them a lustrous

beauty which renders them quite unique. More-

over, they are easily grown and cheap. What

more can the amateur in gardening desire ? The

section now referred to is of a bulbous nature, and

the plants flower in June in the open garden.

There are many shades of colour—blue, porcelain,

white, yellow and bronze, all delightful in the

garden or for cutting. Plant now in light, sandy

soils. E. H. Jenkins.

WINTER ROSES FOR
MARKET AND HOME USE.

IT
goes without saying, I think, that for

market purposes the Rose is practically

unique, though of recent years it may be

said to have had a formidable rival, in

point of utiUty at least, in the Perpetual-

flowering Carnation, To some, of course,

there would be no comparison, and, as a matter

of fact, a Carnation has never displaced a Rose,

and never could do. Hence the position is very

much one of " as you were," the Rose remaining

unique among the cut flowers of the year. It

is not of the good attributes of the Rose as a flower,

however, that I wish to speak, so much as its value

as a cut flower during the winter season and those

earlier months of the year when the conspicuous

beauty and charm of the flowers make them the

admired of all beholders.

In the intelligently forced Rose it is not merely

the colour beauty which tells or a pronounced

fragrance that attracts : there is ever present

that indescribable something in the fresh, tender

green of its leaves, or the enhanced beauty of the

bronzy colouring with which some of the choicest

Teas or Hybrid Teas are endowed, and which, in

conjunction with a popular shade of colour or

attractive form, place the Rose upon a pedestal

of its own, a pedestal which year by year would

appear to be in the ascendant, if we may judge of

its popularity by an ever-increasing demand and

by the eagerness of those best qualified to judge

of the merits of any really meritorious addition

to the ranks of good forcing Roses. To take a

case in point, we have the pretty and useful Lady
Hillingdon, which has created quite a furore

during the present season. Not only is this a good

addition to forcing Roses ; it is also distinct in

colour, of that apricot and buff yellow tone which,

as yet, is perhaps unequalled. Then, of course,

it is of the tapered bud class, a set which always

finds admirers at a glance.

Here, perhaps, the question might reasonably

be asked, " What are the essential properties of

a good forcing Rose ? " And the answer is not

far to seek, seeing that probably not one in a

hundred of those introduced can lay any sort of

claim thereto. To force easy and well, a variety

must be of a quickly responsive nature, answering

promptly and well to artificial heat. The flower

should be of a tapering character, thin and con-

taining but few petals, the shorter-petalled, over-

crowded flower, or that like La France, in which

the great mass of petals overlap each other and go

to form a conical-shaped bud, being quite un-

suited to early forcing by artificial means. In

short, it is the flower that in summer-time quickly

flies open which makes a good forcer, the same

having at times to take a back seat later in the

year because of a trait which renders it valuable

at other times. Mrs. W. J. Grant is a case in point

of this, forcing well and selling w( 11 among the

earliest varieties, but of little value later in the

spring when the larger sorts begin to make their

appearance. It is just possible, too, that a similar

fate may await the new Lady Hillingdon. unless,

indeed, it is spared this because of a colour shade

which is by no means plentiful among Roses as

yet. In the bud state or when slightly expanded

Lady Hillingdon is a gem. In the fully opened

flower its rounded petals rob it of all artistic merit,

giving it a saucer-like rotundity of outline devoid

of all charm.

Another good property of the forcing Rose

concerns its long stem, and not less that excellent

accompaniment of a short, stiff footstalk or

peduncle. Liberty, Richnrond and Mrs. John
Laing all have self-supporting peduncles, which

hold their flowers erect without support. La
France, on the other hand, has not, and its long

and thin footstalk is not equal to bearing the

weight of its rather heavy flowers without support-

ing wires, which mar the good effect. Under
the strain of forcing these long stems are unduly

extended, and the weakness thereby occasioned,

coupled with the leaflessness of the part, only-

increases the trouble. Then, of course, there is

ever the question of colour, pink, white, yellow,

crimson and scarlet being those most favoured.

There are others certainly, as Mme. Abel Chatenay,

of rosy peach and cream, and which, in conjunction

with an artistic bearing, is practically unique.

This fine variety, too, like those of true pink shades,

has an enhanced value under artificial light, an

item of considerable importance to the florist-

decorator. Hence it will be seen that a good market
Rose might be possessed of many attributes, and,

needless to say, but few reach the hall-mark of

excellence, much less is any variety endowed with

all the possible attributes it might possess. In

other words, the perfect flower or variety is not

yet, hence the work of cross-breeding must go on.

There are, naturally, other phases of importance

in the forcing Rose, such as freedom of flowering,

some varieties, while ideal in other ways, being

anything but this. Then for the cross-breeder there

is work to be done in the raising of improved types

of some of those already existing, as, e.^., an im-

proved Niphetos, which would be a great gain, a

Niphetos, I mean, endowed with better shape and
a more glistening purity, and a stouter, more
vigorous footstalk. .\t the present time Niphetos,

as for years past, holds a unique place ; indeed,

it is a Rose of great value, and grown probably

by the million for the purpose we have in mind.

It is, too, of a class which is endowed with much
freedom and continuity of flowering, and any so-

called improvements on it must not be lacking

so valuable an asset. There is even greater room
for improvement in the reds, especially among the

Hybrid Perpetuals, but the improvements do not

occur by leaps and bounds.

If we turn briefly to the cultural side of the

question, we find that the older and more estab-

lished examples in all classes are much the best

for forcing, responding most quickly to artificial

heat and giving the best-shaped blooms ; that

is to say, the amateur cannot pot up in the autumn
ground plants of these Roses and expect to favour-

ably compete with the specialist with his numbers

of well-established plants. But he may, by pur-

chasing pot-grown examples already established,

do much in the direction indicated if he be an

intelligent and studious cultivator of plants in

general. Now and again we read of Rose plants

becoming too old for forcing; but it will surprise

some to know that the better and more refined

blooms in nearly all classes are the product of

quite old plants, plants that for a score of years

have been grown for this particular purpose.

Hence there is much to say for cultivation, and

much more, perhaps, for the rational treatment

at the back of it all.

To force a red Rose well the early treatment

must be slow up to the breaking point and

the forming of the bud, the opposite of

this being doubtless responsible for much of

the inferior colour and poor quality seen in our

markets. Excess of stimulants, and indeed

strong manures of all classes, is a great destroyer

of colour, and a red Rose—a General Jacqueminot,

for example—devoid of its characteristically rich

intense colouring loses all its charm. In other

words, it quickly descends to second or even third

class quality.

In the winter forcing of Roses in England the

operator is contesting against long odds, such as

short and sunless days, for which no artificial heat-

ing can compensate. Hence he must go slowly, and

for the time being possess his soul in patience.

Teas and Hybrid Teas are quite safe in a tempera-

ture not exceeding 55°, the Hybrid Perpetual

class being safer in a temperature 10° less. It

is not safe, however, to lay down rule-of-thumb

methods as to this, the state of the plants and

the weather requiring consideration, while the

behaviour of his plants in past years will ever

afford the best guide to the worker.

The following are some of the best varieties for

early forcing and winter work, though their more

or less representative character will always depend

upon the intelligence of the man at the wheel :

Niphetos, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Liberty, Rich- I

mond, Lady Hillingdon, Joseph Lowe, General 1
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Jacqueminot, Captain Hayward, Mrs. W. J.

Grant, Mrs. J. Laing, The Bride and Bridesmaid.

Quite recently I noted Kislier Holmes recommended

in a contemporary for this very purpose. It is

one of the most unsuitable, a short-petallcd, over-

full, sluggish, unresponsive variety, minus freedom,

that all who delight to have a good, shapely Rose

in winter-time should studiouslv avoid. E. j. H.

NEW PLANTS.
CvPRiPEDU'M Shoc.un.—The parentage of this fine

variety is unknown. The dorsal petal is of fine

broad proportions, having a green-yellow ground

coloured heavily blotched maroon and broadly

margined with white. The slightly undulated

sepals are of bronzy green tone in the main. Ex-

hibited by Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O., Weston-

birt. First-class certificate.

Lalia De Gustcaita Thompsonii (L. jongheana x

L. flava).—The sepals and petals of this distinct

novelty are milk white, the waved lip of a

rich golden yellow colour constituting a fine con-

trast. .\ small plant only was shown, but this

was handsome and striking in appearance. Ex-

hibited by W. Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange,

Stone. Award of merit.

Catth-ya Ducc magnifica (C. Vulcan x C. gigas).

A very handsome variety with clear rosy sepals

and petals, the heavily tasselled lip being of crimson-

purple shade, b'rom Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O.,

Westonbirt. Award of merit.

Cattleya Leiigiz (C. Enid x C. dowiana Rosita).

—

An extra fine variety in which the sepals are of

rosy pink shade, the waved lip being coloured

crimson-purple in the lower half, with veinings and

reticulations of yellow in the tube. The column is

nearly pure white, and in fine contrast with the rest

of tlie flower. From Messrs. Charlesworth and

Co.. Hayward's Heath. Award of merit.

Phaiiis Cooperi.—A strangely beautiful and

picturesque—we had almost written grotesque

—

species, and a novelty whose mahogany crimson

upturned sepals render it very distinct. The

fluted lip is white with a suffusion of rose and

yellow. From Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

Award of merit.

Vibiinium Henryii.—A new, handsome, distinct

and perfectly hardy species from China that

promises to become quite an acquisition. The

exhibited tub-grown example was about 4i feet

high—the species in Nature reaches the dimensions

of a small tree some 15 feet to 20 feet high—of

densely bushy growth and crowded with its huge

corymb-like clusters of scarlet and black fruits,

and bids fair to create a new feature in the

English landscape. The leaves in youth are

inclined to be fleshy and slightly channelled

;

the older leaves are flat, 1 inch broad, 6 inches or

more in length, firm in texture, and almost

spiny at their margins. The growth is free and

good, of a lustrous green in youth that occasionally

assumes a slight bronzy tint. Exhibited by Messrs.

James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea. First-

class certificate.

The following each received an award of merit

:

Lobelia cavdinalis Glnire de St. Anne's.—A tall-

growing, brilliantly flowered variety, the result of

crossing Firefly and Lord Ardilaun. The green

leaves are long and lanceolate, the stems covered

with a soft down-like toraentum. From Lady

Ardilaun, Clontarf, County Dublin.

Dahlia Flagstaff tCactus).—The groundwork is

yellow, the florets pinkish with mauve tips. From
Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son, St. Leonards.

Carnation Lady Alinglon.—A very handsome

variety of the Perpetual-flowering class. The

flowers are full, of good shape, and coloured a

warm pink. It is one of the most deliciously

fragrant we have met. From Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co., Enfield.

Phlnx Ellen Willmott.—Quite a novelty among
the coloured Phloxes, the pale mauve or French

grey tone being almost uniform throughout the

flower. It is a most effective variety. From
Messrs. Gunn and Son, Olton, near Birmingham.

Aster Peggy Ballard.—We might almost describe

this as a free-growing, miniature-flowered form of

Be.iuty of Colwall, the more densely formed bushes

being laden with violet-mauvc flowers. From
Mr. Ernest Ballard, Colwall.

Rose Mrs. Herbert Stevens (T.).—A most elegantly

formed variety, having long, shapelv flnwers of

nearly pure white colour.

Rose Dorothy Ratcliffe (H.T.).—Similar to a pale-

coloured Lyon Rose, though there is a suspicion

of pink colour also. The well-eupped flower is very

handsome.
Rose Ethel Malcolm (H.T.).—A fine blush pink

variety of exceptional size and good form. This

set of new Roses came from Messrs. S. McGredy

and Son, Portadown, Ireland.

Chrysanthemum Hollicot Pearl White.—.\ hand-

some flow^er with incurving florets.

Chrysanthemum Hollicot Golden.—A richly

coloured flower of golden yellow.

Chrysanthemum Betty Spark.— The colour is

pink, the flower of good symmetry and size. These

were exhibited by Mr. W. Roots, Cranford.

Solidago spectabilis.—A variety of merit growing

not more than 2i feet high and having dull golden-

coloured flowers in erect pyramidal panicles. From

Messrs. George Paul and Sons, Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt.

All the foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 27th ult., when the

awards were made. The committee of the National

Dahlia Society also met on the same date and granted

first-class certificates to the following : Pompon

Dahlia The Moor, rich maroon, from Mr. Mortimer,

Farnham ; Decorative Cactus Dahlia Loveliness,

from Mr. Turner, already described in our columns
;

Cactus Dahlia Kingfisher, deep mauve ; and

Cactus Dahlia Golden Eagle, fawn and yellow, from

Messrs. J. Stredwick and Sons.

and yield little or no seed, the apetaltjus flowers

which appear later being most prolific. If, in

your case—the plants being grown for their flowers

and not for seed—the above order is reversed, you
wmU have to remove the apetalous flowers by hand-

picking or with a pair of scissors. The process of

production is, however, a perfectly natural one,

and need cause you no anxiety unless for some
unknown reason the small-petalled flowers are

greatly in excess of the others.

Lifting Begonias (.1. din).—You will do no harm
to the Itcuniiiin liy lifting them early in October if you at
once tirrl tiioin in tlu' soil so that their niatnring is ren-

dorcil more gradual. To lift and dry them olf at once
wlicn in the fulness of leaf-growth and sap would he highly
detrimental to them. For destroying weeds on the lawn
you might use Lawn .Sand, as advertised, and for encourag-
ing the growth of the grass, nitrate of soda, very finely

pulverised, would be best. Seeds may be sown now or
in March and .\pril. and If good grass seeds, obtainable
front a reliable source, growth would soon follow. The
nitrate would be better if mixed with twice or thriee it

bulk of fine soil before sowing it thinly on the lawn. V'ou

might also give a further dressing of this in spring. We
do not remember anything liavini.' crruniy llowers suitable

for your purpose, though Hi-ltniunt puniilum is a good
yellow-flowered plant and \tiy iirofu-i-. Is it possible

that a pale yellow l<:Mlis.-lii)lt/.i.i would be suitable ? This
and primrose yellow Antinliinunis would, however, have
to be in their positions rnnntli^ ahead of the time you
have in mind. The Helenium, too. is of a permanent
character.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.— Tlie Edituf intends to

make The O.vrdfn' helpful to all reuilerg icho desire assist-

tince, no mailer irhal the branch of gardening may be, and

U'ith that object irill make a special tealure of lite ".Insieers

to Correspiindents " columns. All communicMums sliould lie

clearly and concisely trrWen on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EnrroK of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the l>trELISHEK. The name and mistress

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plaids for naming should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

slioots, where possible, should be sent. It is UMless to send

smalt scraps that are not characteristic of the plarU.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Violet Princess of Wales {.\Iiss M. C.

Moore).—The small-petalled or apetalous flowers are

common to all the forms of \'iola odorata. They

are known to science as cleistogamous, and are

really the great seed producers of their race.

Usually, the large-petalled flowers—those we gather

and use for personal adornment—are first produced

ROSE GARDEN.
Dark red Roses for beds (Miss A. C).

There is not at present a large choice of Roses

of dark red colour suitable for bedding, especially

when a stipulation is that they should possess

large blooms. You should certainly include

General Macarthur for one, and you cannot well

omit Liberty, although it is not quite so vigorous

as one would like. Chateau de Clos Vougeot is

excellent, especially if its somewhat spreading

shoots are tied upright ; and in Laurent Carle we
have a fine, brilliant carmine Rose that yields

splendid, large flowers. When the new Roses

Leslie Holland, H. V. Machin and Edward Mawley

are on the market we shall have some excellent

deep-coloured Hybrid Teas that will be extremely

useful as bedding kinds. One cannot well recom-

mend Hybrid Perpetuals for bedding, for they are

not free enough in their blooming in the autumn

;

otherwise we could name several fine dark Roses.

Perhaps Louis van Houtte and Victor Hugo are

exceptions to this, for they are both splendid dark-

coloured sorts and fairly free in autumn. A good

pale lemon-coloured Rose would be Mme. Hoste

or Marie van Houtte, but you should not miss an

opportunity for planting Melanie Soupert, one of

the loveliest Roses of recent years, with huge

blooms of a salmon yellow shade.

Spraying for red rust and black spot (Diz).—
We would not advise ycpu to spray the recently budded
stocks, but you could paint over the red rust where it has
attacked the branches of tin: Briars with equal quantities

of methylated spirit and water. It is advisable to remove
the folLage where badly affected with black spot and burn it.

and also the fallen leaves should be destroyed. The soil

about the trees should be skimmed oti in winter and also

burnt, as it contains the winter spores. These latter an-

not formed on the wood. .Another season commence to

spray early in the spring with Woburn Bordeaux Paste,

and continue this during the summer and autumn. You
might also spray the bushes now. It will be beneficial in

arresting some of the disease.

Pruning Roses Dorothy Perkins and Lady
Cay iUathoiore).—These wiehuraiaiia Uo.~e^. vnilike the

Crimson Itanibler or nmltilloia tribe, do not require the

old wood to be removed every year, providing the plants

are not too much crowded. When this is the case, then a

long growth or two may be removed now. The old growths

of these Uoses continue in a healthy state for a much longer

period, and are good for at least three or four years. Spread

out these main shoots all vou can. and in .Alarch cut back

hard the lateral or side growths, even to within 1 inch or

2 inches of their base. This will induce the plants to flower

if anything will. You might remove about 1 inch of the

point's of the side shoots at once. This would tend to

harden them for llowering better next year. The thick

ehoots coming up from the base may have to be cut back,

as they cannot ripen this season now ; but do not do this

until spring.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
Plants for large lawn bed (/. V. A/.).

—

We do not advise you to plant either Clematis or

Virginia Creeper in companionship with Roses in

the bed you describe. Tliis would look much
better planted with Roses alone. If you plant

rampant - growing sorts like the wichuraiana,

Dorothy Perkins, Hiawatha, Alberic Barbier,

Edmond Proust, &c., you will find that they

will quickly cover all the space at your dis-

posal. Should you wish for a mixture of plants,

we advise you to plant Wistaria multijuga
and W. multijuga alba to cover the connecting

ties at the top, and multifiora Roses of the Crimson
Rambler, Helene, Tea Rambler, Electra and
Philadelphia Rambler types to clothe the posts.

The following Hybrid Tea Roses will be likely to

thrive with you : Caroline Testout, Grace Darling,

Bessie Brown, Albert Stopford, Clara Watson,
Countess of Derby, Dean Hole, Dorothy, Earl of

Warwick, E. T. Cook, Gustave Regis, Griiss an
Teplitz, La France, J. B. Clark, Lady Ashtown,
Lady Battersea, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Liberty,

whereas, if they are planted now, they will not be
in a very good condition to face a sudden sharp

in the same way. The constitution of this Black
Muscat is fairly vigorous, and yiere is no cause for

of the soil and spread them out nicely in the hole,

for if planted straight from the pot without dis-

entangling, the roots do not support the trees against

wind so well. A very good Red Ciu-rant is to be
found in the variety Comet. Rene AndrS and
Robert Craig are good yellow wichuraiana Roses.

We have not had sufficient experience of Aviateur

frost. When you plant them shake the roots free
j

complaint from this standpoint ; but the great
X, -_-.

, . . ., , . trouble with it is that it does not always set well,

and that it shanks badly and will not keep for

any length of time. We should expect the Black
Hamburghs to be improved in richness of flavour
by the change of stock.

Peach and Nectarine fruit diseased

Bleriot as yet to be able to sav how it is likely to i

*'^- '^~^'^
l^^'""."

'*'*' '''*' '^'"^^"'^ ^^^ '=^^"

turn out
'

'

caused, m the first mstance, by a puncture of the
skin by a blow-fly or some other insect, followed
by corruption of the flesh of the fruit roimd the
part so injured. We have never known a fungus
to attack the fruit of the Peach in this way, but we
have often seen the same result follow from the
attack of this fly, a wasp, or by injury to the skin

from some other cause.

The origin of the Peach and Nectarine
{Ig>wrami4S).—The Peach and Nectarine are said to

have been introduced and first cultivated in this

THE FIRST ANT3 SECOND PKIZE EXHIBITS IN THE PREMIER CLASS FOR TWELVE KINDS

VEGETABLES. (See page 507.)

Mme. Ravary, Marquise de Salisbury and not be sprayed until the fruit is gathered. Collect

Viscoimtess Folkestone. all the leaves as they fall and burn. Wash again

Climbers for north -wall [H.). — The
following climbers would all grow satisfactorily on
a north wall : Hydrangea petiolaris, self-clinging

;

Ampelopsis Veitchii, self-clinging; Clematis Viti-

cella ; and C. Jackmanii. We advise you to

try the first-mentioned plant. Your Clematis
montana may be pruned fairly hard back in June
as soon as the flowers have fallen. To get it to

break evenly from the bottom, some of the lower
branches ouglit to be trained horizontally. There
is, however, always a tendency for it to become
bare at the bottom, and it is very rarely that one
meets with a specimen which is as well clothed
with branches at the bottom as it is at the top, or

that blossoms as well about the lower as it does
about the upper parts.

with the same mixtiure in November, and again in

spring just as the buds are starting into growth,

and we hope you will effectually get rid of it.. In

addition to this you should take away the surface

soil over the roots as far as they extend to the

depth of 3 inches, and substitute for it a top-

dressing of loam, adding to a barrow-load of the

loam a gallon of bone-dust and a couple of pecks

of rotten maniu'e, pressing it down hard when
applied. This should be done as soon as the

leaves have fallen.

Grafting Black Hamburgh Grape on
Muscat Hamburgh stock (G. H.).—It is well

known among Grape-growers that the Muscat Ham-
burgh Grape succeeds best when grown on the Black

Hamburgh stock, and some nurserymen provide
Treatment of Eucalyptus seedlings

;
themselves with youjig canes of this variety

{L. B. W.).—Eucalyptus resinifera is likely to be , worked in this way. Perhaps your Vines
as hardy as the majority of the species. It would
be advisable to keep the plants in a cold frame for

the winter and plant them out next spring. They
will then have a good opportunity of becoming
well established before another winter sets in

:

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple foliage and branches diseased

(Herbert Goodchild).—Your tree is suffering from
what is commonly known as scab or black spot

fungus (Fusicladium dentriticum). If there is no
fruit on the tree, spray it all over carefully with

the Bordeaux liquid mixtm'e, which can be had
j

from all seed merchants or garden sundriesmen
I

advertising with us, with directions as to its use.
j

country about the middle of the sixteenth century.
If there is anv fruit of value on the tree, it must ! The Peach is generally supposed to be a native

of Persia, but De CandoUe in his
" L'Origine des Plantes Cultivees "

considers it to be a native of China.
Like produces like, and the stone (or

seed) of a Peach will produce a

Peach, but not necessarily the same
variety as the parent.

Grapes diseased (ly. Dawson).

Your Grapes are affected by a malady
known as scalding. This variety of

Grape (Lady Downe's) is specially

subject to attacks by it. The attack

is usually caused by bright sunshine

striking on the vinery in the early

morning before any, or adequate,
ventilation has taken place while the

atmosphere of the vinery, the leaves

and Grapes of the Vine are heavily

saturated with the condensed mois-

ture of the night. The mischief

always happens during the stoning

period and about the time the

Grapes are colouring. The way to

prevent an attack is to slightly

increase the warmth of the hot-water

pipes during this period. This will

admit of a free circulation of air

(a little at night as well) without the

temperature of the vinery being

lowered too much, and will do away
effectually with the condensed moisture spoken of
above. The disease will not affect next year's crop
if the above precautions are observed.

Peach to name (Tf. H. K. B.).—On unpacking
we arc sorry to say that the fruit was quite unrecognisable
by reason of its squashy and decayed condition. Please
send another sample, but not so ripe, and we shall be
pleased to name it for you.

Crapes gone nvrong (Amateur, Wimbledon).—The
Grapes are rotting because they are too thick and close
together^in the bunch. Thin out all the bad ones by cut-
ting them away with a pair of Grape scissors, and some of
the smallest of the healthy ones as well, until there is at
least a quarter of an inch distance between berry and berry
all over the^bunch.

Nectarine stone splitting (W. P.).—We think
from the fruits sent that the injury is caused by imperfect
setting, and not so much by the roots being in any way at
fault. We would, as the trees are old, advise you at the
flowering period next season to give those that are affected
in this way more ventilation, and, it possible, during the
setting use the pollen from another variety that is quite
free Irom the evil referred to.

Peach foliage damaged (Mrs. C. Smith).—Your
Peach tree is suffering from an attack of a fungus com-
monly called the shot hole fungus. It usually confines
its depredations to the Peach and the Plum. Your best
plan to get rid of it now will be to dredge your tree thickly
over with flowers of sulphur early in the morning when
saturated with dew. The sulphur will then cling to the
tree. It may be syringed off after the lapse of three
or four days, but will not hurt the tree if allowed to
stay on longer.

have been similarly worked ; if so, the stock,

of course, will be all right. But, supposing the

Vines in question are on their own roots, we should

not hesitate to work the Black Hamburgh on to

the stock of Muscat Hamburgh were one situated
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Currant leaves diseased (H. B.).—The Currant

i> iittm-'ked by the destnietive fungus Glocoaporium ribis.

I he leaves alleeteil usually fall, and should be raked up
iiid burned, as it is on the fallen leaves that the fungus
passes the winter. The bushes should be sprayed with a

dilution of potassium sulphide at the rate of loz. to

lliree gallons of water, or with diluti! Bordeaux Mixture.

\iiothiT year it would be well to start spraying before

I Im> liisrase makes its appearance and as soou as the berries

are pirl.ed.

Peach Alexandra splitting (F. W. D.).—The
-l.litting is the result of a disease in the stone. On examin-
ing split Peaehes you will find that the stones are always
inure or less decayed, and the variety Alexandra suiters

I mm this complaint to perhaps a greater extent than any
1 .1 her sort.. We think it is caused by imperfect fertilisation

(if the blossom, either through the absence of sufficient

pollen or in consequence of its weak condition. The best

«ay of preventing its recurrencclis by artiBcially fertilising

I he flowers with the pollen of another variety which may
I..- in bloom at the same time, or, in the absence of this, by
Its own pollen.

Information about Strawberry plants (J. S.).

Hie best thing for you to do, we think, will be to trench and
manure liberally a plot of fresh ground (the size you wish

\our bed to be) as soon as possible and plant it with the

i.rst rooted young runners vou can find round the old plants.

I hese would give you a few fine fruits next year and a

heavy crop during the two following

years. As regards the old plants, get a
large-bladed knife and cut away every

runner from each plant and also many
iif the old, rusty, bottom leaves. Clear

I hem all away and burn them. Then have
the rows between the plants thoroughly
hoed over with a draw hoe, destroying

all weeds or any other growth there may
be on the ground, raking and wheeling

it away. Afterwards place a dressing,

:i inches deep, of good farmyard manure
between the rows, covering the whole of

tlie ground, and you should have good
results next year.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Neglected Asparagus-bed

{K. M.).—.\n you can do to your

bed at present is to keep it clear

of weeds, and if there are any bare

spaces without roots in the bed,

place a stake in each one, so that a

new two year old root may be

planted in each bare space at the

end of March next year. The roots

should be about 15 inches apart

in the bed. This will give you a

good idea whether there are many
bare spaces without roots or not.

The grass should be cut oB as soon

as it is dead, and a covering of

well-decayed manure laid over the

surface of the bed 3 inches deep.

The goodness of this will be washed

down to the roots by rain during

wintf-r.

Box edging in kitchen garden
(D. Y. H.).—In common with all live

(Agings, the Box offers a certain harbour
for slugs, but it is not in other respects

attractive to them. A dusting of quick-

lime in the neighbourhood of the Box
edging, but not thereon, or of wood-
ashes all over, will tend to keep the

slugs at bay. Besides these there are

many articles sold for the destruction of slugs which do
their work effectually. We never knew Box edging to

harbour mice, as these little pests seek a safer shelter. As
a substitute for Box in the kitchen garden the white Pink
and the common Thrift are often tised. These serve as a

shelter to slugs quite as much, if not more, than the Box.

used in the growth of fruit and vegetables. Vege-
table refuse such as Broccoli, Cabbage and other

decaying leafage may be dug into the ground in

a green stage at any time of the year with advan-
tage, so long as it is buried deep enough, say,

2 feet at the bottom of a trench. It soon rots and
becomes incorporated with the soil, adding in time

much useful humus. Powdered stone has no
manurial value, and is chiefly valuable in increasing

the porosity of heavy and badly drained soil.

Horticultural Instruction for ladies {A. S.).
You liad better write to the superintendent of the Ladies*
Horticultural College, Studley Castle, Redditch, for infor-
mation as to the conditions on which students in gardening
there are received. Whether examinations are compulsory
or not we do not know, but in most of these institutions
examinations are held, as constituting the chief test of a
student's knowledge. There are some fifty female students
there now, and it is purposed to largely increase them.
Vou can also, if you prefer, write to the Principal of Univer-
sity College, Reading, where there are many lady students
in gardening ; also to Miss Wilkinson, Principal of the
Ladies' Horticultural College, Swanley, Kent. There are,
we believe, other gardening schools for ladies, but not

successful culture Indian .\zaleas require tlic temperature
of a greenhouse, though they may with advantage be stood
out of doors in the sumnu-r months. A dry atmosphere
is very unfavourable to Azaleas and greatly encourages
the production of insect pests. Apart from other matters,
we should say your plants have been kept too dry, especially
atmospherically ; but as you give us no idea of tlic treatment
they have received, we can say nothing further.

MISCELLANEOUS.
To improve sandy soil (F. M.).—To one

barrow-load of leaf-soil add a peck of the powdered
chalk and half a peck of wood-ashes, mix together,

and spread over the ground half an inch deep,

and dig into it i foot deep. Notwithstanding

Mr. Morgan's advice to the contrary, we would
strongly advise you to dig into your poor sandy
soil in winter a liberal quantity of fairly rotten

farmyard manure. This contains in well-balanced

quantities all the fertilising agents required for

the food of plants, .^s regards the use of fertilisers

such as superphosphates, nitrates and potash, it

is difficult to over-rate their value when judiciously

THE FIRST-PRIZE EXHIBIT IN COUNTRY LIFE CLASS
OR LITTLE-KNOWN VEGETABLES.

ail are known, still less their conditions as to fees or
examinations.

Diseased Mallow plant (D. Thomas).— The
Mallow (Lavatera) is attacked by a fungvis. All diseased
plants should be removed, and the remainder sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture so as to prevent the spread of the
trouble. Can you send us examples of the Mignonette
and Pansies which you say are failing ? The soil you
send appears to be fairly good fibrous loam, which should
grow most kinds of plants, though probably the addition
of some basic slag in the autumn would improve it. It is

not sour now, but if there is no lime in the soil, the addition
of some would be an advantage.

Azalea shoots for inspection (C.F.K.).—Judging
from the enclosed shoots, the plants of Azalea are not
dying, but absolutely dead. They have been attacked
with red spider and thrips, sufficient, in fact, to kill them,
while their death may have been hastened by the attempt
to destroy these pests. It is, however, quite probable
that the prunary cause of all the trouble is the plants being
allowed to fall into ill-health, and when in this state
parasites quickly attack them and increase more rapidly
than in the case of healthy subjects. We should be quite
prepared to find the roots of your plants in such a bad
state that the only thing to do is to throw away the plants.
Once they fall into ill-health Azaleas are extremely dilBcult
subjects to restore to their normal condition, and we fear
that yours are much too far gone to revive. For their

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL VEGETABLE SOCIETY.

The llrst exhibition of this nowly formed society was held
in the Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on the
28th ult., and whether viewed from the standpoint of
quality or extent, cannot but be pronounced an unqualified
success. It is in these circumstances that the promoters
have every reason tobesatisfled—if not, indeed, proud—of
their venture, which, even in these days when special
societies are numerous, clearly demonstrates that a
need for such a society existed, and that its coming ha*
supplied that need. That the exhibition created a wide-
spread interest the detailed report which we give to-dav
will, we imagine, make abundantly clear.

In the premier class, for twelve kinds of vegetables,
open to all. the first prize was won by His Grace the Duke

of Portland, Welbeck Abbey, Worksop
(gardener, Mr. J. Gibson), who exhibited
superb Cauliflower Autumn Mammoth,
Tender and True Parsnips, Pea Duke
of Albany, Brussels Sprouts Sutton's
Dwarf Gem, Superlative Potato, Prize-
taker Leek, Perfection Tomato, New
Red Intermediate Carrot, Ailsa Craig
Onion, Best of All Runner Beans and
Superb Pink Celery ; second, Mr. J.
Hudson. Gimson Iload, Leicester, who
had Satisfaction Potato, Ailsa Craig
Onion, Al Tomato, Autumn Mammoth
Cauliflower, Prizetaker Leek, Gladstone
Pea and Prizewinner Bean in a fine lot (see
illustration on page 506); third, Mi".

W. G. Lobjoit, Heston Farm, Hounslow,
with produce not of high excellence.
There were four competitors in this class.

In Class 2, open only to those
working small holdings not exceeding
-0 acres in extent or less than 2 acres,
for the best six kinds of vegetables
packed in peck baskets for market, the
first prize went to Mr. T. King, New
Road, Bromham, Chippenham, who had
Potatoes, Onions, Carrots, Turnips,
Runner Beans and Cauliflowers of much
merit ; second, Mr. A. E. Forth, market
gardener, Bishopsthorpe, who staged
Runner Beans, Carrots, Potatoes, Tur-
nips and Peas.

In a similar class, for the best six
kinds of vegetables or salads packed in
small crates or baskets for market, Mr.
T. King was again first, his Potatoes.
Carrots, Turnips and Onions being of
good quality; second, Mr. H. G. Mar-
shall, High Street, Market Deeping.
Generally speaking, there was ample
room in this class for improvement in the
methods adopted for packing, the latter
being somewhat conspicuously absent.
For nine dishes of vegetables, distinct,

open to all who were not competing in
Class 1, H. J. Tatham, Es,|., Kendall
Hall, Elstree (gardener. Mr. Gaiger).
was first, staging superb examples of
Thick-fieshed Tomato, Ailsa Craig Onion,
Pea Gladstone, New Intermediate Carrot,
Prizetaker Leek, Autumn Mammoth
Cauliflower, Solid Pink Celery, Best of

FOR RARE AH Runner Bean and Up-to-date Potato;
second, Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to Earl
Spencer, Althorp Park, Northampton,
who had unnamed examples of

Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, Leeks, Cauliflowers,
Potatoes and Tomatoes of much excellence ; third, Mr.
T. Avery, gardener to J. Kerr, Esq., Loudwater, Rick-
mansworth, whose Moneymaker Tomato, Exhibition
Runner Bean, Premier Onion and Cauliflowers were very
fine. There were six competitors.

In' the Country i/i7e class (prizes offered by the Proprie-
tors of Country Life and The Gakden), for a collection of
eight dishes of vegetables, distinct, to be selected from a
given list of rare or little-known vegetables, the Hon.
VicarylGibbs, Aldenbam House, Elstree (gardener, Mj.
E. Beckett), was first, the 6-feet long Cardoon Large Solid
being a centre of attraction. Turnip-rooted Celer>',

Maize or SugarJCom, Golden Ball Turnip, Portugal Cab-
bage, Giant Salsify and Seakale Beet were all notably
good in tiiis lot. (See illustration.) The second prize was
won by Mr. W. Folkes, Amptliill. Bedfordshire, whose
examples of Golden Ball Turnip and Celeriac were very
good ; third, Mr. W. G. Lobjoit, Heston Farm, Hounslow,
who staged very good produce. There were six competi-
tors.

For a collection of six dishes of Tomatoes, distinct, open
to all, His Grace the Duke of Wellington, Strathfleldsaye,
Mortimer (gardener, Mr. A. G. Nichols), was a good first,

having fine dishes of Princess of Wales, Satisfaction.
Eclipse, Al, Magnum Bonum and Winter Beauty ; second,
Mr. J. Hudson, Gimson Road, Leicester, bis Hillside
Comet, Kenilworth Castle, Moneymaker, Al, Sunrise and
Just the Thing being extra good ; third, the Hon. Vicary
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Gibbs. Aldenham House, Elstree (gardener. Mr. Beckett).
The prizes in this class were offered by Mr. G. Monro.
There were four competitors.

In Class T, for six dislies of Potatoes, distinct, nine tubers
of each, open to all. His Grace the Duke of Portland,
Welbeck Abbey. Worksop (gardener, Mr. J. Gibson),
was first, the dishes of Superlative, Supreme, Ideal, King
Edward VII,, Windsor Castle and White City being superb';
second, Mr. J. Hudson. Leicester, with King Edward VII..
Satisfaction, Provost. The Factor, Britisli Queen and
Duchess of Cornwall ; third, Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to
Earl Spencer, Althorp Park, Northampton, who had very
fine though unnamed produce. There were sixteen
competitors in this class, the exhibits being of much
excellence throughout. Prizes in this class were offered
by Messrs. Clay and Sons.
For a collection of vegetables, any kinds or varieties,

to fill a table space 15 feet by 5 feet, and to be grown with
the aid of Messrs. Wood and Son's various manures, in
private gardens, the first prize of 10 guineas was won by
the Hon. Vicary Gibbs (gardener, Mr. E. Beckett), whose
collection contained some seven or eight dozen dishes,
a group which for high cultural excellence and good taste
in arrangement it would be difficult t^o surpass. It is

impossible in a collection of this magnitude to give the
dishes in detail ; suffice to say they were of Mr. Beckett's
usual standard of quality throughout.
For six dishes of vegetables, exhibited by the com-

petitor where then* are not more than six gardeners
engaged, including the liead-gardener, prizes also offered
by Messrs. Wood. Mr. G. Hobday, Havering Road, Rom-
ford, was first, wliosr unnamed Potatoes. Onions, Carrots
and Celery were of high quality ; s('ci)nil. tlif Uiglit Hon.
T.F. Halsey, Gaddesden Place, Hemi'l Hcniiistcad (giird.-ner.
Mr. H. Folkes), whose Potatoes. Oiiinns and CauliHowers
were of much merit ; third, Miss Langworthy, Holyport,
Maidenhead (gardener. Mr. T. J. Brown).
In the chairman's class, open only to cottage garden

societies in the County of Surny which havr their gardens
and allotmt iits jndgrd by tlu- county horticultural experts,
for si.x dishrs uf vcgi-tablcs, distinct kinds, quantities to
be as customary in th<' Inral txliibitions. the South Park
and Sidlow Cottage Ganltii Smirty were the champions,
their contribution of Brans, INitatoes, Peas, Onions and
Cauliflowers being very good ; sccotuI. Hctidington.
Carshalton and Wallington Ibntiiultiiral Soiirty. with
very good produce; third. Aslitrad llnitiiultuial Society,
whose Runner Beans and CauliHowns wiir rxirllcnt there
were five collections staged in thi^ intin-^tm^ <t)niii<tition.

In Class H, for twelve distniet kimls uf vegetables,
first went to Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to Earl Spencer.
Althorp Park, Northampton, whose splendid lot contained
Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Hollow Crown Parsnips,
Ailsa Craig Onions. Intermediate Carrots. Wroxton Sprouts
and Clayworth Prize Celery ; second, the Rev. O. Turner,
Woburn Park, Weybridge (gardener. Mr. A. Basile),
whose Gladstone Peas, Ne Plus Ultra Runner Beans,
Autumn Giant Cauliflower and Perfection Tomato were
very good ; third. Mr. W. Folkes. Ampthill. Beds, whose
Duke of Albany Peas were probably the finest in the show

;

fourth. Mr. R. H. Sing, The Braes. Berkhamsted
(gardener. Mr. D. W. Bedford).

For six distinct kinds of vegetables, Mr. T.Jones, Ruabon.
was first, staging excellent Celery, Carrots. Onions, Beans
and Potatoes ; second, Mr. E. Deakin. Hay Hall, King's
Road. Birmingham, Potato The Factor being one of the
best items. The prizes in the two foregoing classes were
offered by Robert Svdenham. Limited. Tenby Street.
Birmingham.
For two dishes of Potatoes, eight tubers in each dish,

selected from the following—Dobbie's Favourite. The
Factor, Talisman. The Chapman. The Admiral and The
Provost—Mr. J. Hudson, Leicester, was first with The
Provost (white round) and The Admiral (white round),
both being exceptionally good ; second. Mr. H. Wells.
Mount Street. Lincoln, who staged The Factor and The
Provost; third, Mi-s. Dennison, Little Gaddesden. with
The Factor and The Provost. This was a splendid class
throughout, flfty-one competitors bringing of their best.

For six Dobbie's International Prize Leeks, first prize
went to .Mr. Thomas Hctherington, Fourstones, Northumber-
land, with magniflcriit i-roducp; second, Mr. R. W. David-
son, The Portico. Morpeth: third. Mr. Jonathan Lowe,
Fourstones, Northumberland. There were forty-two
competitors, most of whom brought excellent material.

For six Dobbie's Nl-w Purple Heet, Mrs Dennison, Little
Gaddesden. Berkhamsted (gardener. Mr A. G. Gentle)
was first: second. Mr. R H. Thompson. Little Havwood.
Staffs: third, Mr. M. Bastard, Southsea ; fourth. C. F.
Raphael, Esq . siwnlev

Six DobbiiV (Jojdrn Globe Onion : First, Mrs. Dennison,
Little Gaddtsilrn : Mcond, Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon ; third,
Mr. R. G. Liu'htfunt. Little Haywood, near Stafford. The
produce was rxrrllrnt.

Six Dobbii's Sckrted Parsnip : First, Mrs. Deiinison,
Little Gaddesden (gardener, Mr. Gentle) ; second, the
Right Hon. Lord Curzon. Hackwood Park, Basingstoke

;

third, C. F. Raphael, Esq., Shenley ; fourth, Mr. T. White,
Bampton, Oxon. There were thirty-nine competitors,
some of whom brought 3-feet long examples of this useful
vegetable.

Six Dobbie's Golden Ball Tuniip : First, Mr. T. Anthony,
Lea Rig, Broxburn ; second. Mr. E. Mosley, (Crossbills,
near Keighley, Yorks ; third, Mr. T. Anderson, DarveK
Ayr; fourth, Mr. R. Thomson, Stonehouse, Lanark.
There were nearly fifty competitors.

Six Dobbie's Jlodel White Turnip : First. Mr. T. Anthony
Lea Rig, Broxburn ; second, Mr. W. Coleman, i. Hunter
Koad, Buckingham ; third, Mr. R. G. Lightfoot, Little
Haywood, near Stafford. There were fifty-one com-
petitors. The prizes in the foregoing classes were offered
by Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh.

Two bunches of Dickson and Robinson's Monevniaker
Tomato ; First, Mr. T. Abbott, The Gardens, The Holme,
Ri'gnif s Park ; second. His Grace the Duke of Newcastle.
CliitiilnT. Worksop.

Six Onions. Dickson and Robinson's Premier: First,
the Right Hon. Lord Curzon ; second. Mr. T. Jones,
Ruabon ; third, Mr. A. Searlc. Castle Ashby, Northampton.
For a dish of Dickson and Robinson's Hercules Pea.

thirt-y pods. C. F. Rapha.l. K^ij., was first ; second, R. H.
Comvns. Esq.. H^atli farm House, Watford ; third, M.
Glyn. Esq.. Albury Hall, fiadluun.

Six Leeks, Dickson and Robinson's Exhibition :

First, C. F. Raphael. Esq.. Shenlev ; second, the Right
Hon. T. J. Halsey, Henu-l Hempstead ; third, Mr. A.
Searle. Castle Ashby, Northampton.

Six Carrots. Dickson and Robinson's Scarlet Perfection
or Matchless : First, His Grace the Duke of Newcastle.
Chinibir, Worksop ; second. Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to
Earl SpnuMT. Althorp Park, Northampton ; third, Mr.
W. Folkes. Ampthill, Beds.

Six heads of Celery, Dickson and Robinson's Prize Pink :

First, Mr. A. Searle, Castle Ashby, Northampton ; second.
C. F. Raphael. Esq.. Shenley ; third, Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon.
There were six competitors, the exhibits being of good
quality.

Six Beet, Dickson and Robinson's Market Favourite ;

First. R. H. Comyns. Esq.. Heath Farm House. Watford ;

second. Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon ; third, Mr. W. Folkes,
Ampthill. Beds.

Six Lettuce. Dickson and Robinson's Staghorn : First.
Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon ; second, John Kerr. Esq., Loud-
water. Rickmansworth ; third, M. Glynn, Esq., Albury
Hall. Hadham.
Three Caulitlower, Dickson and Robinson's Snowdon :

First, C. F. Raphael, Esq., Porter's Park. Shenley : second.
Mr. A. Scarie. Castle Ashbv, Xorthunipton third. Sir
C. T. Fermor-Hesketh, Bart"., Eastmi .\e>ton. Towe.ster.
There were many good curds exhibited, the leading prize-
winners having superb examples.

Six Turnips, Dickson and Robinson's Manchester Market:
First. R. H. Comyns, Esq., Heath Farm House, Watford

;

second, Mr. G. Scourfield. Ty-Gwyn House, near Meath,
Glamorganshire ; third, the Right Hon. T. F. Halsey.
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead. There were fifteen
entries.

Six Cabbages, Dickson and Robinson's Selected Sugar
Loaf : First, Mr. W. Folkes, Ampthill. Beds ; second,
Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to Earl Spencer. Althorp.

Six Parsnips, Dickson and Robinson's Selected : First,
the Right Hon. Lord Curzon, Hackwood Park. Basing-
stoke ; second, Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to Earl Spencer.
Althorp Park ; third, Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon. The prizes
in the foregoing classes were offered by Messrs. Dickson
and Robinson, Manchester.

For a collection of one dish each of seven vegetables, to
be selected from a given list, prizes offered by Messrs.
Barr and Sons, H. J. Tatham, Esq., Kendall Hall. Elstree
(gardener. Mr. Gaiger), was first. Carrots, Caulifiowers, Red
Globe Beet and Onion Crimson Globe being the best

;

second, Mr. G. Hobday, Havering Road, Romford, whose
Carrots were very fine. Beet and Caulifiowers were also
good. In the opinion of many the order of the prizes in
this class should have been reversed.

For a collection of eight varieties of vegetables grown
from seed supplied by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Mr. G.
Hobday, Romford, was first, Celery, Leeks, Cauliflowers,
Runner Beans, Potatoes, Tomatoes, Onions. Carrots and
all being pxcellpnt : second, Mrs. Von Hartman, Wimble-
hurst, Dorshani (gardener. Mr. T. Sparke) ; third, Allan
Scott. E>>q.. Hnlbn.nk I'ark, Horsham.
For the best tliree Clibrau's Pink Celery, seed to be

procured direct from Messrs. Clibran, who offered the
prizes. Mr. A. Searle, The Gardens, Castle Ashby, North-
ampton, was first ; second, Mr. Silas Cole, gardener to
Earl Spencer, Althorp ; third, H. J. Tatham, Esq., Kendall
Hall, Elstree (gardener, Mr. W. Gaiger).

For nine Potatoes, Massey's Universal, Mrs. Dennison,
Little Gaddesden (gardener, Mr. A. Gentle) wasfirst ; second,
Mr. T. King. New Road, Bronham, Wilts ; third, Mr. G.
Scourfield, Ty-Gwyn House, near Meath. Glamorganshire.
For nine Onions, Massey's Selected Ailsa Craig. Mr. G.

Scourfield, Ty-Gwyn House, near Meath, Glamorganshire,
was first ; second, Mr. T. King, Bronham, Wilts.
For nine Beet, Massey's Improved Black, open to gentle-

men's gardeners, amateurs and cottagers, airs. Dennison,
Little Gaddesden, was first ; second, Mr, G. Scourfield

;

third, Mr. T. King, Bronham, Wilts. The prizes in these
classes were offered by Messrs. G. Massey and Sons.
Spalding.
In Class A, open, for six half-gallon bottles of various

vegetables, other than Peas and Bea,ns, bottled in pure
water, first went to Mrs. Beckett, Elstree, with Carrot,
Turnip (2), Tomato, Celery and Leek, in fine condition

;

second, Mr. V. Banks, 102. Park Street, Grosvenor Square.
W., with Marrow, Asparagus, Brussels Sprouts, Carrots
and Tomatoes ; third, i\Ir. G. Hobday, Romford.

In Class 41 B. open, six one-pint bottles of Peas and
Beans, Mrs. V. Banks was first with Broad Beans, Peas,
Runner Beans and Butter Beans in fine form ; second,
Miss C. Banks, 487, Fulham Palace Road, S.W., with
similar produce. These A and B classes of bottled vege-
tables and fruits were both interesting and instructive.
The prizes in each were offered by the Auglo-Belgc Glass
Association, Limited.

The Society's Classes.

Open to Amateurs and Cottaqers Only.—For six kinds of
vegetables first went to Mr. H. Keep, Alderraaston, near
Reading, Onions, Celery, Cauliflowers, Leeks, Runner
Beans and Potatoes being all of exceptional quality

;

second, Mr. W. Coleman. 4, Hunter Street, Buckingham,
whose Runner Beans, Peas and Potatoes were of excellent

quality
; third, Mr. C. F Jenden, 62. Spencer Road,

Horsham. There were eleven competitors.
For three kinds of vegetables first was won by Mr T

Jones. Ruabon. with Ailsa Craig Onions. Cauliflowers and
Potato Seedling

; second. Mr. W. G. Worth, 2ft. Stratfleld
Road. Summerstown, Oxford ; third, Mr. James Smith
29. Northolt Road, Harrow. The ten competitors in this
class showed excellent produce.
For three dishes of Potatoes, distinct, first went to

Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, whose King Edward VIL, The
Provost (white round) and Windsor Castle were of superb
quality ; second, Mr. W. Coleman. 4, Hunter Street, Buck-
ingham, who staged Supreme. Snowball and The Factor
third. Mr. J. T. Hall, Rose Cottage School, Little .Marton*
Blackpool, with Duke of York, Up to Date and King
Edward VII. There were twelve competitors.

For two dishes of Potatoes, white and coloured, first
went to Mr. J. T. Hall, Little Marton, Blackpool, with
King Edward VII. and Dalmeny Hero IJ. ; second, Mr.
T. Jones, Ruabon. with Admiral (white round) and King
Edward VII.

; third, Mr. W. Coleman, 4, Hunter Street.
Buckingham. Eleven competed.
For six Onions, first was won by Mr. T. Jones ; second.

Mr. T. Walker, Mason's Arms, Talgarth, Brecon ; third^
Mr. J. Hall, Little JIarton, Blackpool. There were
twenty-flve competitors.
For six Carrots first went to Mr. W. Musson, 17, Alford

Street, Grantham, with Dobbie's Intermediate ; second,
Mr. J. Sysee, Rest Cottage. Ampthill, Beds. Eighteen
competed.
For six Beets first went to Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, who

had Dobbie's Purple ; second. Mr. H. Keep, Aldermaston,
near Reading ; third, Mr. W. Humphreys, 3, Woodland
Cottage, near Elstree. There were twenty-nine con-
testants.

For six Parsnips first was won by Mr. J. Brown Robinson,
Great Barford. St. Neots, with Dobbie's Selected ; second,
Mr. W. Coleman, 4, Hunter Strept. Buckingham ; third,
Mr. C. Child. Keeper's Cottage. Deilwrnth (ireen. Windsor!

Six Turnips: First, .Mr. J. Mel all. Kk. Willoughby Street,
Maithill, Perth, with Dobbie's Golden Ball ; second, Mr.
H. Keep, Aldermaston, near Reading.

Twenty-four Runner Beans : First, Mr. G. Gash, 57,
Alford Street. Grantham, who staged Best of All ; second.
:Mr. W Musson, 17. Alford Street. Grantham ; third.
-Mr H. Keep. Aldermaston, near Reading. There were
nineteen excellent dishes staged.

Three Cauliflowers : First, .Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon
;

second, Mr. J. Fossev. :J1a, Pollard Road. Hendon ; third,
Mr. J. T. Hall. Rose Cottage. Little Marton, Blackpool,
There were twenty competitors.

Six Leeks : First. Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, who staged
Dobbie's International Prize ; second. Mr. H. Keep,
Aldermaston, near Reading, with Webb's Champion

;

third, Mr. W. Coleman, 4, Hunter Street, Buckingham.
There were twenty-two contestant's.

Twenty-four pods of Peas : First. Mr. H. Keep, Alder-
maston, near Reading ; second, Mr, C. Peacock. 39,
Richmond Grove. Surbiton Hill ; second. Mr. C. F. Jenden,
62, Spencer Road, Horsham. There were fourteen com-
petitors in this useful class, some of the leading prize-
winners affixing no name to their produce.

"Two Marrows : There were sixteen competitors in this
class, the two extremes in the size of the produce shown
being little short of a revelation. First, Mr. W. H. Witsow,
The Dairy. South Lukp Street. Twyford ; second. Mr. T.
King, New Road. Bronham ; third, Mr. H. Chapman, All
Souls Cottage. Oxford.

Nine Tomatoes : First, Mr. J. T. Hall, Little Marton,
Blackpool, with Supreme ; second, Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon,
who had Sunrise ; third, Mr. J. Smith, 29, Northolt Road,
Harrow, with The Marvel.
Twenty-four Shallots : First, Mr. C. Abbott, Lucy

Cottage, School Walk, Sunbury ; second. Mr. J. T. Hail,
Little Marton ; third. Mr. C. F. Jenden, 62. Spencer Road,
Horsham. Sixteen dishes were staged.
Four bunches of herbs, distinct, shown in water ; First,

Mr. C. F. Jenden, 62. Spencer Road. Horsham ; second.
Mr. H. Cox, Thurlock Road, Waltham St. Lawrence,
Twyford.

NON-COMPETITIVE GUOtrp.S.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh and Rothesay,
displayed in baskets a splendid collection of Potatoes,
superb examples evidencing the highest cultivation. Of
the more noteworthy were The Factor, .\dmiral (a new
round maincrop variety of much promise), Midlothian
Early, Sharpe's Victor. Purple Eyes, Climax (a fine-

coloured round). Exhibition Kidney and Selected
Russet. Gold medal. Perfect examples of Dobbie's
Exhibition Parsley in pots were also much in evidence.
This would appear almost the last word in Moss Curled
Parsleys.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading, had a particularly
interesting and instructive exhibit of little-grown vege-
tables and salads in conjunction with French and other
Beans, useful and ornamental, and produce of the highest
excellence. In this way Capsicums, Garlic, mixed orna-
mental Gourds, Blackstone and Chirk Castle Turnips, Sugar
Corn or Maize, Early Dwarf Chilian Beet, Chili Long Red,
Chinese Artichoke, white and purple Egg Plant or Auber-
gine, The Sutton Shallot (grown from seed). Mushrooms,
Kohl Rabi. superb Broccoli and much else of interest or
merit was shown. Gold medal.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, displayed an
excellent collection of vegetable produce. Runner Bean
The Czar, French Bean Dwarf Prolific, Potato King Edward,
Cauliflower Autumn Mammoth, Pea Autocrat, Custard
and Long White Marrows. Beet Dwarf Crimson (a particu-
larly fine-coloured variety), Golden Nugget Turnip and
Crimson Globe Onion being of excellent quality. Gold
medal.
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EDITORIAL. NOTICES.
Every department ol horticulture is represented in THE

G.ARDEN. and the Editor ini'ites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-
petent authoritieJt. With thai object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents " rxylumns a conspicuous

feature, and, w/ien queries are printed, fie hopes readers

tviU kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of ifie paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of THE
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

Tfie Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but fie will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he unU endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards pftotographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
\

asks that tfie price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
|

II must be distinctly understood that only tfie actual photo-

grapher or ou'7irr of tfie copyright will be treated with.

Tfie Editor iciU not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions wfiich fie may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as endence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden uill alone

he recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. Tavistoclc Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

HERBACEOUS PEONIES.

THE Paeonia is the hardy border
flower of May and June, stretch-

ing away, it may be, in Northern
gardens and districts from the
last-named month into that of

July, and filling our gardens
with a gaiety and a fragrance supreme and
unique. The feast of colour beauty and
charm which it provides is incomparable
among the flowers of the year, and whether
we view them from the standpoint of

gorgeousness or spectacular display, or
I endeavour to take measure of that greater
' art beauty with which the majority of

I

singles and semi-double flowered varie-

ties are endowed, the result is very much
the same. They are unique, occupying
a place apart, after the manner of the
Rose. The colour range to be found in

the numerous varieties is alone remark-
able. But seeing that theirs is such an
unparalleled beauty, the question naturally
arises. Why are not these flowers, with
all their floral wealth and extended dis-

play, more frequently seen in good gar-

dens ? Why do we not, indeed, in those
places where gardening in all its aspects
and phases is carried on, more frequently
find the Pasonia garden just as we find

the ^Rose, Iris or other group playing its

part, centraUsing to itself, as it were, that
attention and flower worship, comparison
and delight, impossible in any other way ?

A Paeony garden in deed and in truth,

where the whole range of European,
Chinese, Japanese and Moutan forms may
be gathered together to demonstrate
unmistakably of their charms, their sur-

passing grandeur or their fragrance should
certainly be worth while. Such a garden
should be picturesquely, not formally,

arranged, and the Paeonies may well have
for their associates early-flowering Daffo-
dils or late-flowering Lilies, something of

a bulbous-rooted character before and
after their coming, something to act in

conjunction with, rather than be opposed
to, these noblest of garden flowers, thus
making their abiding - place a greater

attraction than it would otherwise be. In
no case, however, should such accompani-
ments be overdone—much less should there

: be any attempt at indiscriminate mix-
tures, as the planting of the bolder her-

I baceous subjects, which, whi'e being out
!
of place, might also be expected to make
serious demands upon the soil, to say

j

nothing of destroying or detracting from
1 the value of the Paeony leafage, which

amid the best surroundings is long re-

tained.

I make these remarks to emphasise the

impotent worth of jumble planting as

opposed to good grouping and the discreet

choice of subjects for associations of this

kind, and labour the point rather because
I have somewhere read advice about the

planting of Larkspurs with these flowers,

as though the twain were destined to

fight for the supremacy or to do their

best to crowd each other out.

In the Paeony in its early days we see a
colour beauty of stem and leaf, now pink

or red, or anon of richest crimson, that is

quite striking in its effect in the garden,

and if presently eclipsed by richness and
variety in the heyday of flowering, there

is still a return of it—modified though it

be, yet pleasant withal—in the ruddy tints

which pervade these things in the early

autumn days.

Ol course, it might well be urged that

a comprehensive Paeony garden is only
possible in gardens of the larger class,

and this, indeed, may be true. At the

same time, there is room in most gardens
for Paeony beds or borders wherein the

showier members of the race may well

find place. The effect, indeed, may be
assured by the use of the commonest sorts,

and nothing could certainly surpass the

brilliancy of the old double crimson when
the plants had become estabhshed and
furnished with a dozen or two of its

gorgeously coloured flowers. A border of

this one, say, of a hundred yards long,

untied and unsupported and sweeping the

verge beside the carriage-way, by reason of

its load of blossoms would be something
to remember, something to admire, so

great would be the feast of colour if sup-

ported by a suitable background. But
these Paeonies may also be planted in or

near the woodland, or, again, in grass,

preferably always in soil of good quality

and fair depth. Fringes of the old crimson
Paeony or its pink-flowered counterpart

might also appear to borders or beds of

the bolder-growing shrubs, and, rightlv

employed, the effect would be very fine.

The Culture of the Plants.—Viewing the

Paeony from this standpoint, we find it a

lover of the deepest soil, sending its long

tap roots down to a depth of 3 feet or more
where suitable soil exists. A lover of rich

food, possibly not a little voracious, it

also delights in free supphes of moisture

during the growing season. Then there

is the question of planting and transplant-

ing, matters of the greatest importance
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to the uninitiated. Paeonies are reputedly

impatient of removal, and they will

remain this so long as the majority

of catalogues and text - books on gar

dening urge that the Paeony may be

planted from September right away to

April. Let me in direct answer to a

dictum so false and so misleading say

at once that a Paeony planted in Septem-

ber would stand an ideal chance and

would speedily recover, while an April-

planted one would hardly be worth the

time spent upon it, and would resent the

operation in the only possible way, viz.,

by a weak growth for the next two or

three years. Herbaceous Paeonies pro-

duce but two sets of roots each year—the

basal or main roots in early autumn
and the fibrous roots which appear in

spring. To preserve both sets intact is

of the highest importance ; to sacrifice

them by late division and replanting is

calculated to bring about the ruin of

the plants or greatly weaken them. To
put it shortly, August, September and

October are the three months of the year

wherein these Pceonies may be planted with

impunity, and this term can only be ex-

tended when the plants, having been early

lifted, have received a check to their root-

producing proclivities for the time being.

Paeonies should never be transplanted in

large examples intact ; it is as fatal to

their well-being as that of planting them
in April when a few inches of new growth

has been made. The importance of this

early autumn Ufting and its retarding

influence upon root action is now recog-

nised by some of the large growers

who export Paeonies on an extensive

scale.

In planting the Paeonia the crowns should

be buried about 2 inches below the surface ;

deep planting is inimical to their well-

being. Water in plenty and hquid manure
occasionally are very desirable in early

summer-time, and in the case of very

light soils I have more than once deluged

their quarters with the latter in winter-

time, with the best results. Paeonies well

planted may remain for years undisturbed,

the plants forming huge specimens, and

in the best conditions make a splendid

display.

The following are a select few that will

not disappoint those who grow them well,

though where hundreds of varieties exist

it is difficult to make a selection. Happily,

there are Paeonies within reach of the

cottager and beginner, and others better

suited to the pockets of the wealthy, and
happily, too, many of the cheaper sorts are

as good as the best. Varieties.—Duchesse
de Nemours, Festiva maxima, Marie

I.emoine and Mme. Calot are of white or

creamy white tone. Canarie has a sulphur

tint in the white and is a lovely flower.

Philomele is satin rose, with an Anemone-
formed sulphur yellow centre. Her Grace
is peach pink Delachei is deep crimson

and a noble flower, .'\dmiral Togo (crimson,

yellow centre). Marshal Oyama (rose, with

yellow centre) and Vestal are semi-double

Japanese varieties difficult to surpass or

even equal. E. H. Jenkins.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
October 20.—Fruit CougtPss at Hexham (three

days)

.

October 21.—Tenbury and District Horticultural

Society's Show, Corn Exchange, Tenbury.

Awards at the Brussels Exhibition.—

At the Brussels International Exhibition, Messrs.

John K. King and Sons of Coggeshall, Essex, have

been awarded a prize medal for an exhibit of their

seed corn and farm seeds, and an exposition of

their system of selection of seeds. The competi-

tion was open to the world.

Wisley Students' Diploma Examina-
tion, 1910.—The Wisley Diploma Exanrinations

III 1910 were held in March and July for those

students whose two years' courses of instruction

terminated in these two months respectively. Mr.

John Eraser, F.L.S., acted as external co-examiner

with the Laboratory Director on each occasion in

both Principles and Practice of Horticulture. The

sets of questions given in March and July, though

different, were of equal difficulty. In addition to

this examination, the merits of an essay oa a

horticultural subject and of botanical and entomo-

logical collections made, together with the powers

of intelligent observations shown, are adjudicated

upon in awarding the diploma. The collated results

show the following order of merit, those taking the

examination in March being distinguished by an

asterisk: i, H. F. Clough ; 2, J. W. McCaig ; 3,

R. McK. Robson ; 4, W. Cartwright ; 5, L. C.

Dyer; 6, *R. L. Brazier; 7, *A. F. Leverett,

8, *E. Krumbholtz ; 9, H. Lane. Two other

students who failed to satisfy the examiners have

not had the diploma awarded to them. The

following recognitions have also been given : The

Student Demonstratorship mentioned in the syllabus

has been otJered to Mr. Clough ; the Sutton Prize

has been awarded to Messrs. J. W. McCaig, R. McK.

Robson and W. Cartwright ; the Nicholson Prize

of £2 2S. has been awarded to Mr. J. W. McCaig for

observations. The £5 offered by Mrs. G. F. Wilson

for collections has been awarded as follows : i, H. F.

Clough ; 2, R. McK. Robson ; 3, L. C. Dyer
; 4,

a special prize for a collection of fungi, to Mr. J. W.

McCaig.—W. WiLKS, Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society.

Scottish Horticultural Association.—

The monthly meeting of this association was held

at Edinburgh on the evening of October 4. Mr.

James Whytock, president, occupied the chair, and

there was a large attendance. A number of

exhibits of considerable excellence were on view,

and two certificates of merit were awarded, one to

Mr. A. Thomson. Dean Gardens, Edinbiu-gh, for

a single Chrysanthemum, and one to Mr. J. G.

White, Aberlour, for a sweet-scented double

Beeonia. Mr. Ihomson also exhibited other single

and also double Chrysanthemums, and others were

sent by Mr. J. Smeliie, Busby. Mr. A. Johnstone,

Hay Lodge Gardens, sent Justicia carnea, and

some other exhibits of interest were shown. The

lecture was by Dr. A. W. Borthwick of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, who gave an admir-

able address on " Diseases of Fruit Trees." This

is a subject on which Dr. Borthwick is an expert,

the questions regarding plant diseases having been

thoroughly studied by him, and the lecture cannot

fail to be productive of much benefit to his audience.

Dr. Borthwick gave much interesting information

relating to the diseases of economic plants as a

whole ; the ravages these commit, as shown by

the estimated annual losses ; and spoke of the

efforts being made to reduce their virulence. He

then discussed the diseases of the various fruit

trees and the remedies employed, together with

the desirability of the introduction of varie-

ties of greater disease-resisting powers, which he

strongly advocated. Dr. Borthwick was warmly

thanked for his lecture.

Fruit congress at Hexham.—A large

exhibition of fruit and also a fruit congress are to

be held at Hexham from, the 20th to the 22nd inst.,

when matters of considerable importance to fruit-

growers in this country will be discussed. Both

exhibition and congress promise to be exception-

ally interesting, and we understand that deputa-

tions from the Royal Horticultural Society, the

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society and the

Scottish Horticultural Society will attend.

A horticultural society for Yorkshire.
It has long been felt by horticulturists in the North

of England that they labour under a disadvantage

compared with those who live in the South, inas-

much as they are unable to attend or exhibit at

the London shows of the Royal Horticultural

Society without entailing great expense. A meet-

ing to consider the advisability of the formation

of a Yorkshire horticultural society was held at

the Grand Central Hotel, Leeds, on the 30th ult.,

when Mr. P. Clapham of Calverley presided over

a good representative audience. After consider-

able discussion, Mr. J. Donoghue proposed and

Mr. T. H. Gaut seconded that a temporary com-

mittee be appointed, with Mr. A. J. AUsop as chair-

man and Mr, Clapham as secretary. The scheme

is to be submitted to a representative meeting, to

be held, if possible, at the Grand Central Hotel.

Leeds, on the 22nd inst.

Wargrave and District Gardeners
Association.—A fortnightly meeting of this

association took place on Wednesday evening,

September 28, in the Parish Room, when a good

number of members listened to a lecture

by the hon. secretary (Mr. H. Coleby) on
" Plant Hairs." The structure of these marvels

of Nature, minute as most of them are, was care-

fully described, and diagrams were shown to

make the explanations clearer. The theories

held by the leading botanists as to the origin of

plant hairs were stated and the various functions

they perform in the plant economy were described,

such as protection from unwelcome insect visitors,

protection from heat, cold and rain, prevention ol

too rapid evaporation, assistance in dispersion of

fruit and seeds, assistance in climbing or clinging,

alYording footholds for insects, the secretion

of various fluids, pleasant and otherwise, and the

provision of plant food. Each member of the

audience was strongly advised to become the

possessor of a small pocket magnifying-glass, for

many of the wonders described could be seen quite

clearly with such an instrum.cnt.

OORRESPONDENOE.
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Saxifraga paradoxa.—One is always glad

to elicit a note from Mr. E. H. Jenkins on the

subject of the Saxifrages, a genus about which he

knows so much, and his long knowledge of which

gives special weight to his remarks. The plant

figured on page 463 of The Garden for the

r7th ult. is undoubtedly that illustrated in

the " Dictionary of Gardening " as S. pygmjea,

and is the same as that referred to by Mr.

Reginald Farrer in the quotation I made from

one of his books. I purposely worded the note as

I did to avoid any deep discussion of the question

of nomenclature, as a considerable acquaintance
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with readers of The Garden has driven me to the

conclusion that such questions are a great annoy-

ance to them, and that they hinder the popularity

of even a good flower. But I may mention that

neither S. parartoxa nor S. pygmaea finds a place in

the " Kew Hand List," and that the " Index
Kewensis " refers S. pygmn?a to S. muscoides,

which is a Mossy and not a Silvery Saxifrage, as

those interested in the Saxifrages know. The
" Index." however, gives S. paradoxa as a distinct

species. I think much of the confusion in the

name of this plant has arisen from the " Dictionarv

of Gardening." The plant in the photograph
reproduced in The Garden is one which has been
allowed to grow undivided for some time, so that the

rosettes are not so large in proportion as the

illustration in the " Dictionary of Gardening

"

shows, but a specimen of this size is more orna-

mental in the rock garden than a small one. There
is no reason why this Saxifrage should not be quite

common, as it is no more difficult to cultivate

than almost any of the other Silvery Saxifrages.

—

S. Aknott, Dumfries.

Rose Caroline Testout as a standard.
It would be difficult to imagine a more suitable

Rose to grow as a standard or as a half-standard

than this variety. The growth is quite vigorous,

yet compact, flowers are freely produced in huge
clusters, and, as the peduncle of each is stiff, the

blooms are readily seen. From mildew this Rose
is immune, and seldom is it attacked by aphis. I

lately saw two huge beds filled with this variety

only, and towering above the dwarf plants were

half-standards about 6 feet apart. The effect was
really good, as the otherwise flat surface was re-

lieved by these plants and an additional mass of

flowers was obtained at the same time.

Roses for table decoration.—I think there

is much in what " A." suggests on page 482 anent
this subject. In the case of double Roses—The Lyon
or Richmond, for example—it is much more a

qliestion of colour effect than taste in arrangement,

and, as " .\." points out, it is the individual taste

of judges that may be led away by the gorgeous
colour effect that is produced by either of these

varieties. My experience of judges of both sexes

leads me to say that ladies especially are too

often carried away by a colour impression of the

whole, so that they are blind to defects of arrange-

ment of individual receptacles, whether they are

too thinly disposed or the reverse, more often the

latter. Then, again, there are high tables versus

low. It is true there are not many who favour the

former in these days ; still, there are some who
cling to the old-fashioned method of arrangement,

although in my opinion there is no comparison
between the two styles of arrangement. Rustic
stands are quite unsuited for Roses, except it be
for the small-flowered sorts of doubles or singles,

and then low bowls and dwarf vases are much more
effective. I know quite well that were it not a

question of ways and means, too often prizes would
be offered separately for a table of single-flowered

varieties and another for double flowers. Now
that we have such a wealth of Roses with small
flowers as well as so many single-flowered sorts, I

am sure that Roses will be much more used in the
future in table decoration classes, even where the

flowers are not confined to Roses only. In the
society for which I have the honour to act as hon.

secretary, and where we annually offer £10 in prizes

for table decoration, I find a growing tendency to

use Roses much more freely than formerly. This
is not to be wondered at when we consider the

growing popularity of the Rose. This is a suitable

time to ventilate this subject, as many societies

will shortly be considering their arrangements for

next year.—E. M.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR

M
THE SOUTH AND SOUTH

MIDLANDS.
Plants Under Glass.

\1. MAISON CARNATIONS.—The
layers that were recently potted

into 3-inch pots will by this tin^e

be nicely established. I-'rom now
onward through the winter especial

tare must be taken in watering.

They will keep in a much healthier condition

on the dry side than if allowed to get too

wet. They should be grown on shelves as near

the glass as possible in an airy greenhouse with a

night temperature of 50" Fahr. Give an abund-

ance of air by day, and a little by night when
possible. On no account must the atmosphere in

the house be allowed to remain in a humid state.

Any plants that are considered to be rooted enough
to repot should be attended to at once, using 5-inch

or 6-inch pots for the work.

Perpclual-floivcrine, Carnations.—These will de-

mand attention with regard to tying and disbud-

ding. The flowering stems should be loosely tied

to a stake in the centre of the plant. One
flower only should be allowed to each stem. All

side buds should be removed as soon as they are

large enough to handle.

Kitchen Garden.
Late Broccoli.—These should now be slightly

moulded up—that is, soil pulled up to the stems to

afford them protection against severe frosts, also

to prevent the strong winds from loosening them.

Cauliflowers.—Where the heads are turning in

quicker than the demand, they may be somewhat
retarded by lifting and storing. If they are taken

up carefully with a ball of soil attached and stacked

closely together in a dry, airy shed, they will keep

fit for use for a fortnight.

Seakale.—Exposing the crowns by removing all

decaying foliage will greatly assist in the ripening,

and a well-matured crown forces more readily

than one not matured. This same advice applies

to Rhubarb.
Flower Garden.

Beautiful effects are obtained by naturalising

bulbs in grass and woodland. Previous to planting

it is advisable to have the grass cut close, when it

will not require cutting again till the early bulbs

have finished flowering, and it also allows better

facilities for the planting. Undoubtedly Daffodils

create the finest effect, and should be grown in

large, irregular breaks or clumps in numbers ranging

from fifty to one hundred or over, according to

taste. Some of the best varieties for the grass are

Emperor, Empress, grandis, Sir Watkin, Barrii

conspicuus, Golden Spur, Leedsii Frank Miles, Mrs.

Langtry, odorus, Poeticus ornatus, P. praecox

grandiflorus, HenrJ' Irving, maximus and others.

The handiest tool for planting Daffodils is Barr's

Bulb Planter. The work can be got over very

rapidly, also cleanly, and the disturbance of the

turf is not noticed. The only thing against bulb-

growing in grass is the fact that the clumps give a

rather untidy appearance till the foliage ripens.

If the foliage is cut down when in a green state with

the first grass mowing, the bulbs weaken and soon

leave off flowering. However, there is always

some rough grass where the practice may be carried

out. Under trees, where grass is never very

coarse, Winter Aconites, Ornithogaluras and Musk
Hyacinths may be planted.

E. C. Pooley.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Flower Garden.
Begonias.—As soon as frost cuts down the tops,

the tubers must be dug up and placed where no
frost can reach them. They should be spread out

in the sun to dry, care being taken not to pull

away the stems, or much harm may be done to

the tubers. The stems will drop off in the course

of a few days, and should then be cleared away,
as they create damp and prevent the roots drying.

.\fter they are thoroughly dry, any earth attached
should be rubbed off and also most of the roots.

Then place in layers in boxes with plenty of dry
sand between. Lay them hollow side down and
store in a dry, cool place quite safe from frost.

If the place chosen for storing Begonia tubers is

too warm, growth will start away almost imme-
diately and they will be ruined.

Dahlias.—Cut down the stems cif these to 9 inches

from the ground and dig up the tubers without

damaging them. Remove all the soil with a

pointed stick and stand in the sun for a few hours

to dry. Store in a dry, cool cellar, standing the

roots upside down. This prevents, to a great

extent, premature starting into growth.

Rose Garden.
Plantini^ Roses.—It is, of course, too soon yet

to think of planting, but the earlier the ground is

got ready the better. Where new beds or borders

are to be planted this autumn, now is the time to

trench the ground. .As every gardener knows, the

Rose must be well nourished if it is to succeed

properly, so in preparing the site for a Rose-bed

fairly deep working and heavy manuring are essen-

tial. If some fresh turfy loam of rather a heavy,

greasy nature is available to add to the garden

soil, so much the better. .\ good plan is to remove
the second spit entirely and make up with fresh

loam and manure, that is, of course, if the sub-

soil is poor or unsuitable. Usually the top spit

of a garden is in excellent order for the Roses to

start in, unless, indeed, it be light and sandy.

Whatever is done in the way of preparation for a

Rose plantation should be well done, as only good

culture will give satisfactory returns. When the

soil is got ready several weeks in advance of

planting it gets settled down, and is, consequently,

in a better state to receive the plants. When the

first favourable opportunity for planting occurs it

can be taken prompt advantage of, an important

point where a lot of work has to be done.

Kitchen Garden.
Celery.—The final earthing of this vegetable

should be seen to on a dry day. The soil should

be beaten smooth and firm, so as to keep oft" rain as

much as possible. Some thick Spruce branches

should be got ready for placing over the trenches

when hard frost threatens. This is almost as good

as straw, and is much tidier and easier to manage.

Beetroots.—If not already lifted, no time should

now be lost in securing these valuable roots. Lift

and store with great care, as careless or rough

handling will ruin the crop.

Globe .-irtichokes.—This fine vegetable is sadly

neglected in some establishments, and often the

plants perish during winter. It is damp more than

frost that does the mischief. The best way to

mulch them is to first heap up a good quantity of

dry leaves all round each plant, and then cover

well with long, dry litter from the stable. This

wards off most of the rain and snow and keeps the

crowns comfortable all the winter. If birds scratch

off the mulching, lay a few Pea stakes over it.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Setou Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
CORN SALAD IN WINTER.

» MATEURS are frequently very short ol

/\ good green salad materials in the

/ % winter season, i.e.^ from October to

/ % March, and they require something

1 * to take the place of the Lettuce and
Endive, but which must be quite

hardy and not readily influenced by severe weather.

1 do not advise Corn Salad in the summer, as then

there are better kinds to be had ; but for use in

winter a good variety of Corn Salad, or, as it is

often known, Lamb's Lettuce, is most useful.

There are not many varieties, and the Broad-

leaved Italian is probably the best.

Recently, at the Royal Horticultural Society's

gardens at Wisley, I noticed a very fine Continental

form which was much superior, both in size and

colour, to the ordinary type. This was grown

with a large number of other salads of all kinds,

and it was of considerable interest, showing the

great variety we have of things rarely seen or

grown in this country. When the amateur can

grow such salads for a wmter supply without the

aid of glass there is a great gain.

There should be two sowings for an early autumn

and winter supply ; the one for the first-named

should be made in August, and that for winter a

month or six weeks later. In the northern part of

the country I would advise sowing early in Sep-

tember to get a strong plant, as, though this salad

is a remarkably quick-growing plant, it is also very

hardy, and to get good results should be given plenty

of room in the seed-bed. For awintersupply the land

should be well tilled, and as the plant is a surface-

rooter it should be well manured
;

poor, barren

soil means a poor, small leaf, whereas the reverse

gives large, succulent leaves in abundance. Seed

should be sown thinly in drills 12 inches apart,

and the plants thinned in the rows to at least

4 inches to 6 inches apart. The old form frequently

seen in our gardens has a much smaller leaf and

is often sown broadcast, but 1 would advise sowing

in drills for a winter supply, as it is nmch easier

to gather the produce and to keep the plants free

of weeds. The crop is taken by gathering the

large leaves, and this should be done frequently,

as the plants quickly produce more, and the leaves

lOT.VlOKb THE PROVOST AND ADMIRAL. SHOWN BY MR. J. HUDSON OF LEICESTER
AT THE NATIONAL VEGETABLE SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

in a young state are of superior flavour. Its value

is when mixed with other salads. In a severe

winter to protect the leafage I have found it advis-

able to cover the plants with long, dry litter or

Bracken. G. Wythes.

SOME WONDERFUL POTATOES.
.Among the many excellent dishes of Potatoes

staged at the National Vegetable Society's recent

exhibition, the two illustrated were regarded by

many as the best. These were shown in Class 13 by

Mr. J. Hudson, Gimson Road, Leicester, the prizes

for these being offered b)' Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

No fewer than fifty-one exhibits were staged in this

class, and Mr. Hudson is to be congratulated on

winning first prize in such strong conrpetition. The

varietv on the left is The Provost and that on

the right Admiral, both white-fleshed, pebble-

shaped Potatoes of the main-crop section.

A UNIQUE TABLE DECORATION.
The ancient town of Woodbridge, Suffolk, pictur-

esquely situated on the western bank of the River

Deben, proudly boasts, and not without reason,

of having the finest show in East Anglia, and this

summer it mav trulv be said that it beat the record.

I must, however, leave to other pens to discant

on its various exhibits, and confine myself to the

table decorations, or, rather, to one table which

carried first honours {with twelve entries), all

good ; but the unique and artistic Japanese table

decoration illustrated below was superb. From
this class Roses were excluded, and the wording

of the schedule ran " to consist of any other

flowers, foliage and Grasses." The lady who
arranged the premier table was Miss A. M. Minter,

and she employed Irises, white Water Lilies,

Liliums and Bamboo foliage. The Lilies were the

same shade of red as the Japanese receptacles.

The Water Lilies nestled among their own leaves

in the water and the white Irises towered above

them in artistic harmony, the red Lilies giving a

warm note in the midst of the white flowers, and

the Bamboo foliage, springing as it did from the

water, maintained the character of this novel and

carefully worked out table decoration.

Hahtcad. Henrietta J. Puilbrick.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

G

A TABLE DECORATED WITH WATER LILIES AND JAPANESL IKIbES

FRUIT NOTES.
REASE B.ANDS.—Although there are

still some people who profess to

believe that grease-banding is a

waste of time and money, the most

intelligent cultivators have long

since proved that the process is

invalualile in checking the ravages of the dreaded

.vinter moth caterpillar. It is almost beyond doubt

that those who are sceptical as to the advantages

of the practice have only done it in a perfunctory

manner, probably putting the bands on too late

in the autumn, and then neglecting to give the

attention that is subsequently imperative to the

best results. There cannot be the slightest doubt

that all bands should be in position during the

present month, and the earlier the better. Whether

any special form is utilised or stout brown paper

smeared with cart-grease is relied upon is im-

material—the object is the same, and the results

will be gratifying provided that the full stickiness

of the stull is maiutahied right through the winter.

This necessitates occasional examination of the

bands, but the time thus involved is well spent,

since it will mean that thousands of female moths

will be arrested in their upward march.

Lifting and Replanting.— It conmiouly occurs

that trees which have been planted in their per-

manent positions for one season make excessive

growth, and, unless steps are taken to check the

exuberance, the time will assuredly come when root
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pnmiiis will be necessary to induce the trees tn

form friiit-lnids. When the soil is not well firmed

about the roots at planting, or if it is only sliRhtly

on tlie rich side, the growths will be far stronger

than is desirable, and the readiest n\cthod of stop-

ping them is to lift and at once replant the trees.

This process sounds so simple that the inexperi-

enced might assume that it could not possit)ly do

the smallest amount of gi5od ; but experience has

proved to the point of demonstration that it

admirably achieves its object. It is, of course,

well within the bounds of possibility that some

coarse roots will be found when the work is in hand,

and these should be severed, exercising care to

cut smoothly the ends from beneath

upwards. Tt is desirable, but not

imperative, that this should be

done by the end of this month.

Ordering Trees. — The fruit

nurserymen who advertise their

trees in the pages of The G.\rden

are anticipating a busy season

;

they have magnificent stocks of all

the finest varieties in cultivation.

There are favourable indications

that the trees will move splendidly

d\iring the coming six to ten

weeks, and there is no doubt as to

tlie desirability of planting in the

autumn in the vast majority of

soils. It was not, however, to

the actual operation that I in-

tended to make particular allusion

in this paragraph, but to the im-

portance of sending the orders for

trees as earlv as possible. Those

who have to plant considerable

numbers usually make a special

journev to the selected nnrserv

and choose their own trees ; but

the amateur who only wants a few-

sends the order by post, and the

earlier he can place it, the better

are his chances of securing good

trees. The grower who has post

orders exercises special care in

most instances to pick the right

stuff, for the simple reason that,

did he not do so, his reputation

would rapidlv suffer ; but he can-

not send the finest when they have

been ?old, hence the necessity for

ordering early.

Stored Kruit.—It is a matter

for regret that few of us have any
bulk of fruit, either in or to be

taken into our storerooms this

season. From one end of the

country to the other the reports

are of light crops, and it is, there-

fore, more than ever necessary to

devote the utmost care and atten-

tion to the gathering and the sub-

sequent storing, with a view to

securing the full advantage of

what there is. In a year of

plenty it is inexcusable to throw good Apples
and Pears about as though they were so many
stones, but in a lean season such as this it is

nothing short of criminal. Each specimen ought
to be gathered when it is in the best con-

dition, but, of course, the latest sorts should be
permitted to hang as long as possible to ensure

perfect ripeness and the full development of the

keeping properties. Storage must be in single

layers on the shelves, and every opportunity
ought to be seized to go over the stock to

remove any that show the slightest signs of decay
or disease. Fruit-grower.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A LITTLE-KNOWN HARDY PLANT.

(SrK.NANTHIUM ROIiUSTUM.)

BHl.ONGINC. to the Lily family, the

Steiianthiums are closely related to

the Veratrums, but instead of broad,

massive foliage, they have long, grassy

leaves. There are only three or four

species belonging to the genus, and

they are all North .American nati\'es, although one

is also found in North-Eastern Asia. The best of

all is the plant illustrated, S. robustum. It is

established. The inflorescence occupies the upper

half of the stem, and as the buds begin to unfold in

early August they are quite upright and of a light

green tinge, gradually becoming whiter until the

whole assumes the appearance of a fleecy plume,

which is the reason why it has been given the

popular name of Mountain Feather Fleece. As
the flowers fade they take on tinges of purple,

while seed is freely produced. Like the Vera-

trums, the Stcnanthiums do not care for trans-

planting, and take some time to recover. They
sliould lie planted in deep and rich loamy soil in

a half-shady situation. S. robustum was intro-

duced to cultivation a few years ago by Harlan P.

Kelsey of Highlands Nursery in

the Carolina Mountains. There is

another species in cultivation, S.

angustifoliinn, of smaller habit and

with narrower foliage. W. I.

A RARE HARDY PI ANT : STENANTHIUM ROBUSTUM.

a remarkably hardy perennial and one of the best

introductions of late years, worthy to be classed

with the showiest of all herbaceous plants. In its

native habitat in the Carolina Mountains it is

said to attain to a height of from 5 feet to 8 feet

when well established. There it grows in strong

loamy soil on the fringes of woods and thickets,

where it gets a certain amount of shade and pro-

tection. The illustration shows a plant about

3 feet high growing among F'erns in a somewhat
open situation. As, however, it has not been

planted long, it will probably assume something

nearer to the proportions given above when better

ORNAMENTAL GOURDS
IN THE GARDEN.

The cultivation of Gourds for

the decoration of the garden is a

subject that might with advantage

be given more attention, as where

a good collection is grown they are

imdoubtedlv interesting and beau-

tiful and attract much attention

during the summer months. To
see them in their full beauty they

should be trained up good strong

Larch poles which have not been

trimmed too closely, or over a

pergola in the kitchen garden, or

even in any other part of the

garden where a pergola would mot

be out of keeping with the general

arrangement.

The pergola illustrated on page 514

covers the central path of the kitchen

garden here, and is about 9 feet

high by about 13 feet wide, these

distances allowing the plants a fair

amount of space, which I have

never known them fail to cover,

even during the worst season.

The past summer has not been an

ideal one for them, the temperature

remaining too low ; nevertheless,

they grew and fruitedfreely, carry-

ing from a ton to jocwt. of fruit,

which is about the average. Of
course, this weight might be etior-

mously increased if only the larger

varieties were grown ; but as these

are not quite so decorative as the

smaller ones, only some six or

eight plants of large sorts are

grown, just to give variety.

The cultivatiim is very simple,

but if good results are desired

the ground in which they are to

be planted must be well trenched,

adding a fair dressing of manure
or vegetable refuse. Seeds should

be sown early in April and treated much the same

as those of Vegetable Marrows, planting out

the seedlings as soon as the weather is favour-

able, but giving protection from cold winds or

frosts. .As soon as the plants begin to run freely

they must be kept tied in position, or they will be

very easily damaged by winds. Good soft string

is the best material for the purpose, m.itting not

being strong enough to hold the shoots when well

set with fruit. Water freely with liquid manure
during the growing season, and with some of the

varieties it will be quite interesting to note how
rapidly the fruit swells. There are very many
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varieties of Gourds, and collections of them

may be bought from the leading seedsmen. Some

of the larger varieties are as useful as they are

ornamental, being much in demand for jam and

soup-making. Thomas Stevenson.

Wohurn Place Gardens, Addlestone.

[Visitors to the Royal Horticultural Hall on

the 27th and 28th ult. will no doubt remember the

remarkable exhibit of Gourds staged by Mr.

Stevenson. The accompanying illustration depicts

these same Gourds growing.

—

Ed.]

GREENHOUSE.
FIBRE.

THE
INBULB-GROWING

BULB-GROWING in fibre or any similar

I medium has been so much to the front

the last year or two that I rather

I
imagine there are some who have

come to the conclusion that it is

simplicity itself. Get some fibre.

Get some bulbs. Put the bulbs in the fibre in

the bowl and then flowers are certain to come.

are some of the main points that deserve atten-

tion:

The Receptacles.—Practically any fancy flower-

pot or bowl may be used. In my opinion, by far

the best for the purpose are those that are self-

coloured, as a pattern of any kind in colours seems

to me to mar the effect and invite attention to

a part of the whole which would be better un-

noticed. The two best shades are green and

brown. Personally I favour the latter, and con-

sider that a dark base is a great gain, as it serves to

set off both foliage and flower and clashes with

neither. With regard to the shape of the receptacle,

my only advice is that on the whole most bulbs

look better in low bowls than in tall ones. In

Mrs. Earle's " Pot-pourri from a Surrey Garden "

there is an illustration of a Japanese cut-flower

decoration on page 355, where we get the same

idea of a flat, low bowl, out of which springs a

large spray of Rosa rugosa,

Rooting Medium.—Every dealer has his own

special mixture, and I should say all are equally

"ood. One most essential factor in whatever is

employed is that it should be broken up as much

A LARCH PERGOLA CLOTHED WITH GOURDS.

It sounds so delightfully simple that it is really

too bad of the bulbs to want any further attention.

It is a great mistake to think that it is the easiest

thing in the world to grow bulbs in fibre. It is

not very difficult, it is true, but it requires care

and constant watchfulness. The main thing is

to have the medium in a moist but not a soaked

condition to begin with, and then to see that it

never gets too dry nor, on the other hand, too wet.

.\ny shape or sized bowl or vase may be used and

filled with appropriate bulbs. Speaking in general

terms, the larger the receptacle the larger the bulb

that mav be put into it. It is, however, quite

easy, with a little practice, to grow Emperor

Daffodils and ordinary first and second sized

Hyacinths in bowls about 4i inches deep and

as possible, the finer the better within reason.

I myself use peat-moss, such as is used for packing

Tomatoes, which is passed through a fine garden

riddle. This, with a few lumps of charcoal, I

find equal to any fibre that I have bought, and it

is less expensive. Even more inexpensive still

is ordinary light garden soil. I have seen in a

neighbour's house, and in my own, the very best

results from this simple method. I suppose the

truth is that the medium used does not very much

matter. Pebbles, fibre, peat, soil and sand are all

good if the same care is exercised in each case.

I have grown with oyster-shell and without, and

have been unable to see any difference between

the two.

Planting and Culture.—The medium must be

possible to squeeze water out of it if it is pressed

in a closed hand. At the bottom it is well to put

three or four small lumps of charcoal, and on this

the medium must be placed and very slightly

pressed down. Then when the requisite depth

is attained the bulbs should be planted, just placed

where they are wanted and not pressed down.

Lastly, the bowl or vase should be filled to

within half an inch of the top. It is not necessary

to cover the tops of the bulbs if there is any dark,

airy cellar or cold frame outside, which can be

darkened, in which to stand them. It is a mistake

to plant too early unless one has the convenience

of a greenhouse. When everything has to be done

in the dwelling-house, the end of October is about

the best time, as then the bulbs will not be inclined

to flower in the dull days of January, when results

are apt to be disappointing. The whole of the

cultural instructions may be summed up very

shortly. Never let the medium get dry, never

allow it to remain in a sodden condition, turn

the bowl on its side carefully, and allow any super-

fluous water to drain away if there is any suspicion

of there being any. Give all the light and air

possible. To do this keep the bowls

near a window, turning them round

every day, and on every possible

occasion open it so as to admit
air, but on no account allow the

plants to stand in a draught.

What to Grow.—Pretty well any-

thing in the way of a spring-

flowering bulb may be used. It

is curious to see people advocating

certain new varieties, say, of Daf-

fodils or something else, as being

peculiarly suitable for this culture,

when one is almost certain that

they have never been tried. They
probably will do well, b>it it only

lends point to my remark that

almost anything can be grown in

this wav. Roman Hyacinths ; Dutch

Hyacinths, especially the miniature

size ; early flowering Daffodils, such

as Henry Irving, Golden Spur and

obvallaris ; Polyanthus Narcissus

and Poetaz, especially .-Alsace and

Aspasia ; Tulips, such as Vermilion

Brilliant, Prince of Austria, Yellow

Prince and Scarlet Due van Thol

;

Lily of the Valley (retarded crowns)
;

Crocuses— I fancy May and Distinc-

tion would be tip-top, but I have

not tried them yet— I am planting

some now ; Freesias and Scillas are

some of those bulbs that should be

tried. The varieties may be enor-

mously increased, for what will do

in pots will do in bowls, only they

must be carefully looked after.

The illustration on p.age 515 shows

Narcissus King Edward VII. grown in a papier-

mache bowL J- Jacob.

inches or 10 inches in diameter. The following i moist—not wet and sOdden. It should not be

CRINUM PURPURASCENS.
In The Garden for March 5 of the present year,

page 112, there is an illustration of this Crinum,

which, shown just previously by SirTrevor Lawrence,

had been given an a>'ard of merit by the floral com-

mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society. Its

colour is whitish with a staining of red, and

the long, prominent stamens are also red. My
object in referring to this Crinum is not to recom-

mend it for everyday culture, but to point out

that it was again shown by Sir Trevor Lawrence on

September 13, with the information that it was

the third time this particular plant h.id flowered

during the present year. H. P.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE HEDGES.

[Continued front page 498.)

HAVING decided that some variety or

other of Rosa wichuraiana probably

provides for us the most suitable

Rose for a hedge, using the term in

the ordinary sense, namely, some-

thing 6 feet or 7 feet high and as

much through—a dense, impenetrable thicket, a

counterpart of the Quickset hedge of the most

robust type—it is necessary to discuss other varie-

ties of hedges. Possibly, one has

not the space at command, or a

variety is wanted that will pro-

duce Roses of a larger type more
or less continuously throughout the

Rose season, sweet-scented, useful

for table decoration as well as a

garden ornament.

I will presume, as before, an ex-

posed position (and I should men-
tion that a Rose hedge will give

better results if planted on a line

facing east or west rather than

north or south) ; this precludes at

once all Teas. A hedge is one of

those things that you cannot afford

to have cut down by frost. Another
matter that is deserving of more
consideration than it generally re-

ceives is that the Rose chosen

should not be too robustly armed
with thorns. Such a Rose, for in-

stance, as Conrad F. Meyer in an

exposed position simply commits
suicide; flowers, leaves and
branches are speedily rendered un-

sightly unless every single growth
is rigorously tied in, which means
a lattice or fence. If the latter is

available and the necessary trouble

would be taken, the Rose in ques-

tion would stand high on the list

:

as it is, I must discard it from mv
" hedge " Roses.

.\ Rose that answers all require-

ments and is satisfactory from all

points of view (especially if care-

fully looked after at pruning-time,

the vital period in all successful

Rose culture), whose praises I am
always singing, and that certainly

should be in every garden, although

ten years ago it had practically

gone out of cultivation in this

country, owing its fresh lease of

life to the National Rose Society,

is that best of all the Bourbon
hybrids, Zephyrine Drouhin, given

us by Bizot as long ago as 1873.

A " Rose without a thorn," almost,

one might add, without a fault
;

deliciously sweet-scented ; a par- NARCISSUS
ticularly clean, bright shade of pink
in its flowers, with beautiful foliage, that blooms
from June to Christmas (weather permitting)

;

almost mildew-proof ; a strong grower ; flowers

in the young stage of perfect shape and just the

right size for a button-hole ; and, if one seldom
sees it used, it is first-rate as a table decoration,

the shade of pink being delightful under artificial

light. It should be planted about 2 feet 6 inches

to 3 feet apart in a double row, pruned hard the

first season to get shapely plants, and afterwards

the two year old wood should be cut out, last year'«

wood flowering freely on laterals. It is quite a good

autumnal Rose ; its only fault is that its growth
is rather too pliant and apt to sprawl, an occasional

support being necessary. With me it grows 6 feet

high.

.\nothcr species that has the accommodating
feature that one can grow it to any size desired, re-

stricting it to 3 feet or letting it go up to 6 feet or

more, is the rugosa. The best varieties for the

purpose I have found to be the single white, alba, and
its double form, Blanc Double de Coubert. An excel-

lent effect can be obtained by using both forms,

planting tliem alternately ; then in the autumn
the glorious heps of the single variety form a con-

trast to the pure white flowers of the latter. How

should be cut out. Few Roses grow quicker, and
there is a look of robust health about the new
wood and foliage that does one good to look at

.

Sturdy, hardy, capable of growing and taking care
of itself in any situation, and very useful is Rosa
rugosa. Another variety that makes an excellent

hedge, easily kept within bounds, whose flowers

are small and borne in long clusters, " elegantly
arranged," as the catalogues have it, is Trier.

It is quite satisfactory, though it loses its foliage in

the winter. Its raiser, Herr Peter Lambert, added
another item to the debt that all rosarians owe him
when he gave us Trier, and as he promises us a

further series of these perpetual-flowering climbers

of similar habit but varying colours,

it is clear that we owe him much.
Some of the best of the Pompons
as an edging, Frau Karl Druschki
in the centre, with Trier between
the two, make a nosegay that any
raiser might be proud of.

H, E. MOLVNEIJ.X.

KING EDWARD VII. GROWN IN FIBRE WITHOUT DRAINAGE

pure white they are can be found by placing a

bloom of Frau Karl Druschki in the same vase
; \

the result will astonish those who have not tried

the experiment, and will quickly prove that the

latter is not the whitest Rose by a very long way.

Another feature of these rugosas is the effect

(unfortunately, lasting for a week or so only)

obtained just before the foliage falls. The leaves

turn a glorious golden colour that rivals the autumn
tints of our forest trees. I think—nay, I am sure

—

the best results are obtained by real hard pruning,

and all wood not of the previous year's growth

NEW ROSES OF THE
YEAR.

(Conlinued from page 499.)
Grace Thomson (Multiflora,

William Paul and Son, 1910).

—

Habit of Crimson Rambler, flowers

variegated red and white. When
forced under glass the golden sta-

mens are most conspicuous and give

a very quaint appearance to the

blooms.

Grossherzogin Von Weimar (H.T.,

Kiese and Co.).—A cross between
Frau Karl Druschki and Kaiserin
Augusta Victoria. A promising
novelty.

Herzogin Marie Antoiiidllc (H.T.,

Welter). — A fine novelty, well

shown at Liegnitz. It is an intense

yellow colour, and should prove
most useful.

Helenc Wattine (H.T., Soupert
et Notting, 1909).

—

.\ grand exhi-

bition variety, with large, full,

beautifully formed flowers, colour

white, with lemon centre. A cross

between Kaiserin Augusta Victoria

and Le Progres.

Henri Descours (H.T., Gamon,
1909). — Salmon rose, shaded
copper, base of petals golden yellow,

flowers large and fairlv full. A
cross between Eugenie Boullet and
I.uciole.

Herzog Karl Edward (H.T.,

Welter, 1909).—Bright cherry red,

with deeper centre, large, full and
fragrant ; lovely deep buds, opening
well

; growth erect and vigorous.

A cross between Caroline Testout
and Farbenkonigin.

His Mnjcsly (H.T., S. McGredy
and Son, 1909).—With me there is

a tendency towards a magenta
tint that somewhat mars this otherwise superb
Rose. The form and substance are all that one
could desire, and the growth good, but I have never

seen a bloom of the colour of Duchess of Bedford,

such as the raiser states it will sometimes appear.

However, it is a first-rate Rose, and should be in

every collection.

H. V. Machin (H.T., \. Dickson and Sons).—
From what I saw of this Rose at Regent's Park I-

should say it would eclipse Hugh Dickson, for it

appeared to possess a freer-blooming habit. P.

{To be continued.)
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gARDE3^I3KG FOR BEGi:NiS^ERS.
LIFTING AND STORING BEETROOTS AND CARROTS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Unlike many kinds

of plants, bulbs do not greatly interfere

with the roots of the permanent

occupants of the borders, as their own
roots do not ramble more than a few

inches away. The greatest danger to

shrubs and trees lies in the work of preparing the

soil for the reception of the bulbs. If, however,

ordinary care be taken, there need be no

damage done to either shrub or tree roots. Many
amateurs put in bulbs of the Golden - rayed

Lily of Japan, Lilium auratum, as early as

they can ; but such early bulbs are rarely well

ripened, and consequently they perish, or many
of them do, and those that grow fail to bear

good spikes of blossoms. These bulbs may be

left out of the list now. If planted early in the

new year they will succeed better, especially if

medium-sized, heavy bulbs are put in. Where
the natural soil is clayey, some sandy peat or,

failing peat, leaf-soil and sand must be mixed

with the natural loam. For every clump of

Narcissi, where seven bulbs are used in a clump,

one gallon of the prepared compost should be

added. There ought to be no formal arrange-

ment of the bulbs, whether they be Hyacinths,

Narcissi, Jonquils, Tulips, Crocuses or Snowdrops.

In some parts of the country the frosts have

already seriously damaged the leaves and tender

stems of the Dahlias. All plants on which the

flowers are faded must be lifted carefully, and then

retained for a short time in a cool shed for the soil

to dry on the tubers and the skin of the latter to

harden. Dahlias, especially single-flowered ones,

should be covered every evening with scrim to

guard the flowers against injury by frost if there

are nice buds still developing.

Vegetable Garden.—The work of lifting and

storing root crops must now be seriously attended

to. If Beetroot, for instance, is left in the ground

until rather severe frosts come, the crop will be

much damaged. Careless lifting and storing will also

result in injury to the tender roots. Do not forcibly

-TO LIFT BEETROOTS AND CARROTS A FORK
OR SPADE SHOULD BE USED, THRUSTING
THIS IN A FEW INCHES FROM THE ROOT.

pull up the roots, but loosen the soil first with the

aid of a strong garden fork or spade. If the skin

of the roots is scratched by forcibly pulling them

up through the soil, they will bleed and not keep

well. Twist off the tops ; do not cut them off.

Store in sand or dry soil in cool sheds or pits on

high ground in the open air. Treat Carrots in a

similar manner. Take out tubers of seed size

from Potatoes and Jerusalem Artichokes and store

both separately, the former in light, airy positions,

the latter in heaps under straw and soil. Do not

lift Parsnips. Endive soon decays if much moisture

lodges in the hearts of the plants. Before any

tiles or boards are put on to induce blanching, see

that the plants are quite dry. Winter Spinach

must be finally thinned ; then those plants retained

will grow strongly and withstand severe weather

well.

Fruit Garden.—Many readers will be anxiously

trying to make a good selection of fruit trees

where new gardens are being dealt with and collec-

tions added to. The following list will prove

helpful. Apples: Dessert.—Mr. Gladstone, Beauty

of Bath, Devonshire Quarrenden, Worcester

Pearmain, Blenheim Orange, King of the Pippins,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Fearn's Pippin, Nonpareil,

Adam's Pearmain and Lord Burghley. Kitchen.

—

New Hawthornden, Nonsuch, Ecklinville, Lord

Grosvenor, Stirling Castle, Cellini, Worcester

Pearmain, Golden Spire, Warner's King. Lord

Derby, Bismarck, Lane's Prince Albert and

Dumelow's Seedling. Pears: Dessert.—Citron des

Carmes, Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Marie Louise, Passe Colmar, Dnrondeau,

Emile d'Heyst, Beurre Diel, Winter Nelis, Easter

Beurre and Ne Plus Meuris. Stewing.—Uvedale's

St. Germain, Catillac, Verulam and Vicar of

Winklield. Plums: Dessert.—Golden Esperen, July

Gage, Green Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Kirkc's

and _ Jefferson. Cooking.—Early Orleans, The

Czar, Denbigh, Victoria, Pond's Seedling, Prince

Engelbert and Grand Duke. A select list of

other fruits will be given next week. Hardy

fruits, as they ripen, must be gathered and stored.

Clear away all falling leaves every few days.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Chrysanthemums that

are being grown for the production of large blooms,

whether for exhibition or solely for home use,

will now have their buds well advanced. As the

wood, in some instances, has not ripened very

well this season, over-feeding now would make

matters worse. Keep an even temperature,

water during the forenoon, and shade slightly

where some blooms are well advanced. Salvias

in pots and Solannm capsicaslrum must be

lightly fed if the plants are pot-bound. Give these

plants a light position in greenhouses and heated

frames. A. A.

LIFTING AND STORING BEETROOTS AND
CARROTS.

With the approach of mid-autumn and the pro-

bable experience of frost in the not distant future,

the thoughts of the beginner turn to the question

of lifting and storing the above-mentioned roots.

Many amateurs succeed in growing both Beet and

Carrots quite successfully, but there comes the

time when these roots have to be lifted and stored

for winter use, otherwise the work of the past

seasons may be rendered of little value. In the

case of Beetroots they should be lifted as soon as

the leaves are touched with frost, and this may be

an accomplished fact at any date after the early

days of October, although it may not be necessary

to lift the roots until the end of this month. No
time should be lost in preparing the necessary

storing accommodation, so that the roots may
have protection when required.

There are many places where Beetroots

and Carrots may be stored quite successfully.

.A cool shed will answer the purpose admirably.

Cellars are better, however, or, failing these, any
outhouse where with a slight covering the Beet-

roots in particular may be protected against

frosts. Those who have no such accommodation,

however, may very easily make a clamp wherein

these roots may have the necessary protection,

and whence the grower . may draw his supplies

throughout the winter and succeeding spring.

On no account should the roots be pulled out

of the ground, particularly where the soil is

heavy and retentive in character. Beetroots

2. METHOD OF ARRANGING BEETROOTS IN A
COOL SHED, CELLAR OR OUTDOORS.

are very tender, and unless they are lifted intact

the tap root may be broken or bruised. Bleeding

will be the result, and as a consequence the deep
colouring, which is an essential part of the Beet-

r.iot, will be spoilt. The smallest root should, if

possible, be saved from damage, otherwise the

sap will ooze out and leave the flesh pale. There
Tie diflerent met!iods of lifting Beetroots. In

;ome gardens the practice prev^ails of first digging

)ut the soil on one side of the row, and then, by
thrusting down a spade perpendicularly on the

other side, lifting each individual root in succession.

Preference should be given to the use of a spade,

as a fork may slip or break through the soil and

pierce or damage the roots. In small gardens it

is a good plan to deal with each successive root

in the manner portrayed in Fig. i. Here it will

be observed the spade is inserted a few inches

from the root, and the former is easily controlled

with one hand. With the other .hand the leaf-

stalks are grasped firmly, and then with a gentle

upward pressure of the spade and careful lifting

with the other hand the roots invariably lift quite

satisfactorily.

Carrots of the Stump-rooted and Intermediate

types may be pulled up with little or no trouble,

but the long-rooted kinds are lifted more satis-

factorily when a spade is used. Beetroots after

lifting should have their leaves twisted off a few

inches above the crown. On no account should

the leaf-stalks be cut through, as this causes bleed-

ing, and the roots lose their colour in consequence.

In the case of Carrots cut off the tops close to the

crown.
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3.—A SMALL CLAMI- OF BF-tl ROOTS ARRANOED
RliADY FOR COVERINr, UITIl STRAW AND

It the roots are stored in a shed, cellar or out-

house, first place a layer of sand on the floor, and

then arrange them with their crowns facing out-

wards. Cover each successive layer with a layer

of sand, and continue in this fashion until all the

roots have been properly dealt with. If the roots

are stored against the walls, arrange them as

just described ; but when they are placed in

other positions, arrange them in the manner
depicted in Fig. 2. Here it will be noticed the

roots are arranged alternately, the crowns point-

ing outwards in each case. Just cover them with

sand, and continue to arrange roots and sand

alternately until completed.

When making a clamp outdoors—which is a

most convenient method of storing most roots

—

place them in a circular heap, still observing

the rule of keeping the crowns pointing outwards.

In many gardens the roots are also arranged in

the centre of the mound or clamp, so as to store

a greater quantity of them. A clamp of Beet-

roots outdoors when ready for the final covering

is shown in Fig. 3. Their crowns are clearly

visible on the outside of the clamp, and the

reader can quickly appreciate the unlikelihood of

damage to the roots under such conditions.

Tliey are stored in layers, as advised for storing

indoors or under cover, alternately placing sand

or soil and roots in even manner until the arrange-

ment is completed. Finally, cover the clamp or

mound with straw, Bracken, or any other material

that will answer the purpose of preserving the

roots against frost, and complete the operation

by digging a trench round the clamp about i foot

or 18 inches in diameter. Utilise the soil thus

removed to cover the clamp, and in this way render

it frost-proof. By these means the roots will be

maintained high and dry above the ground-level.

Six inches to 9 inches covering of soil suffices to

exclude frost in most localities, and if the soil is

made firm by using the back of a spade, rain is

carried off quite successfully. D. B. Crane.

Vesuvius (rich scarlet). West Brighton Gem, Queen

of the Whites, Mrs. Pollock Improved and Flower

of Spring, which should all be stocked for next

year's display. J. T. Hamilton is a grand double-

flowering variety for both pots and beds ; it is a

cross between a Zonal and an Ivy-leaved, the

colour being brilliant red, and it flowers freely.

Raspail, a well-known double scarlet, often grown

as a pot plant for winter flowering, should also be

used as a bedder ; and King of Denmark, a semi-

double, salmon-coloured variety with remarkably

.mdsome leaves, makes a grand display in the

llouer-beds during a dry summer. If the beginner

will so arrange his plants throughout the winter

mouths that they will be close to the glass but

quite safe from frost, he may rely upon having a

very nice, useful stock in hand when spring-time

comes. If he has artificial heat at connnaud then

for propagating purposes, the tops of the tallest

specunens should be inserted as cuttings, thus

increasing the stock and making the older plants

more sturdy. Avon.

HOW TO KEEP SPECIMEN FUCHSIAS
THROUGH THE WINTER.

Specimen Fuchsias not only look very charming

as dot plants in the flower garden, but also in

greenhouses and conservatories. It takes a period

of several years to grow the plants before they

can be termed fine specimens, whether trained in

the form of bushes, pyramids or standards ; and

it is very disappointing to lose them, or even to

cripple the growth during the winter season. Too

often Fuchsias are thrown under the stages in

plant-houses and left there unnoticed until the

following spring. Many plants so treated com-

mence to grow while they are under the stages,

and such premature growth is unhealthy and use-

less for the foundation of the summer growth.

As the plants are near (too near) the hot-water

pipes and are subject to the drip from the plants

on stages, the young shoots must appear very

early—earlier than is desirable. The best place to

keep the plants during the winter months is in a

corner of a greenhouse where the temperature will

remain even and never very high. Plants may,

after being properly dried off, be wintered safely

in a shed or store from which frost can be excluded.

New growth must not be induced to appear before

the month of F'ehruary. B.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS IN WINTER.
The following hints will prove serviceable to begin-

ners who have not had an opportunity to test

various sorts as yet iu their gardens. During the

past few years some very fine new varieties have

been introduced which tend to make our gardens

brighter each season. That grand variety Paul

Crampel has blossomed splendidly this year,

notwithstanding the dull, cold and wet summer.

The stems are always inclined to be soft and sappy,

so that care must be taken to winter the plants

in a nice dry house which can be freely ventilated.

Do not overcrowd either cuttings or old plants,

and make the soil very firm around the roots.

Other varieties that make a brilliant show are

Henry Jacoby (a lovely crimson-flowered plant).

a deeply buried bulb will have both a graduated

body and a long, often attenuated, neck.

What Best to Do.—In the circumstances the

amateur will be pleased to learn that the planting

of bulbs to certain depths is not a matter of supreme

importance, the smallest of bulbs finding their

way to the surface from very considerable depths.

This, however, I do not advise. If, on the other

hand, the amateur is desirous of securing a working

basis as a general guide, he may take it that all

small-rooted bulbs—Crocus, Snowdrop, Scilla and

Chionodoxa—will be quite safe if planted 3 inches

deep, while Tulips generally, Daffodils, Crown

Imperials and other large-rooted kinds might be

planted between .{ inches and 6 inches deep. These

depths nmst always be accepted to mean the ground-

level on which the base of the bulb rests. Even

with the kinds I have named circumstances some-

times arise which render a modification of these

planting depths a necessity, such as very light

or quite heavy soils, when an increased depth in

the case of the former and a diminished depth

in the case of the latter will be found to work well.

Bulbs in Pots.—Having said so much, the more

enquiring of amateurs may want to know why
pot-grown bulbs are planted so near to the surface.

Such an enquiry would be most reasonable. Pot-

grown bulbs deeply buried remain long uninfluenced

by artificial heat and surroundings, while all early

forced bulbs, such as Due Van Thol Tulips, Roman
Hyacinths and others that are driven into flower far

in advance of their season, lose not a little of their

stature. Hence the need for shallow planting to

preserve all the stem possible, which, in con-

junction with plunging in pots in fibre or in ashes,

promotes the attenuated stem growth in these

which is so nmch to be desired, and which also

greatly adds to their decorative value.

Bulbs in Bowls.—The fashion of growing

bulbous plants in bowls has attracted a large

number, and those who have seen the well-grown

collections of these plants at the spring meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society have been

fascinated by their charms and by the success

attained. It does not follow, however, that

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Planting Bulbs.—One of the most frequent

enquiries of the amateur concerning bulbous plant

is, "What is the correct depth for planting?";

and for some years now there has been a rule-ol-

thumb method going around which advises the

planting of all bulbous things at twice or thrice

their own depth. The beginner in gardening,

however, is not slow to pick out the weak points

in such a piece of advice, and more than once of

late have I been asked if such advice was sound

and good, and generally applicable to plants of

a bulbous-rooted character. Still more frequently

is one asked in a naive sort of way, that carries

its own significance, whether the recommended

planting depth refers to the top of the bulb or

its base. To some extent the enquiry is a natural

one, and the outcome of a method based on rule-

of-thumb lines. It would fix the matter more

definitely were it stated that the bulb should be

covered by so many inches of soil, inasmuch as

there is great variableness in the length of the neck

of a bulb, which would render measurements

very uncertain. For example, a shallow-grown

bulb of a Daffodil will be seen to have a very short

neck wedded to a decanter-shaped body, while

4.

—

a small clamp of beetroots completed
for the winter.

there have been no failures, and there are pitfalls

for both the amateur and the professional. The
former most frequently errs because of undue haste,

and more particularly by planting the bulbs and
introducing them forthwith into the sitting-room,

where the deleterious effects of fire, gas and the

arid conditions generally are opposed to success.

In the cultivation of bulbs in bowls, a period of

preparation equivalent to that of plunging when

the bulbs are pot-grown is essential, and is best

secured, perhaps, by placing them for a few

weeks in a cool, dark cellar or shed, where the

naturally moist, uniform conditions will be much
more to their liking. E. H. Jenkins.
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CLASSIFICATION OF SWEET PEAS.
The following is an up-to-date selection of varieties

in commerce, drawn up by the floral committee of
the National Sweet Pea Society. Except where
otherwise stated, the three first varieties are in

order of merit. * Indicates a grandiflora variety;
all the others are waved.

Bicolor.—Arthur Unwin, Mrs. Andrew Ireland and
Colleen.

Blue.—Flora Norton Spencer, Mrs. G. Charles and 'Lord
Nelson.

Blush.—Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes and Princess Victoria.
Cerise.—Cherry KIpe, Chrissie Unwin and •Coccinea.
Cream, Buff and Ivory.—Clara Curtis, Paradise Ivory

and *James Grieve.
Cream Pink.—Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Gladys Burt and

Constance Oliver.
Crimson.—King Edward Spencer and King Edward VII,
/'rtnf?/.— *Sybil Eckford.
i/«?r«(/t'r.^Masterpiece, Asta Olm, Frank Dolby and

*J,ady Grisel Hamilton.
Lilar ."^/lades.— IVtrs. Jl. H. Carrad.
Magenta.—Menie Christie.
Marbled.—Helen Pierce.
Maroon.—Nubian, Othello Spencer, Torn Bolton and

•Hannah Dale.
Mauie.—Tennant Spencer, Helio-Paradise and *Mrs.

Walter Wright.
Orange Pink.—Helen Lewis and *Miss Willmott.
Orange Scarlei.—Dazzler, Edna Unwin and St. George.
Picotee Edged (Cream Ground).—Mrs. C. W. Breadmore

and Evelyn Hemus.
Picotee Edged {White Ground).—Elsie Herbert, Mrs.

Townsond and *Dainty
Pink and Salmon Pink.—Countess Spencer, Zarina and

•Prima Donna.
Rose and Carmine.—John Ingman, Marie Corelli and

•Prince of Wales.
Salmon Shades.—Earl Spencer, Nancy Pcrkin and

•Henry Eckford.
Scarlet.—Doris Burt, George Stark {1908 medal stock)

and *tiueen Alexandra.
Striped and Flaked {Purple and Blue).—Suffragette and

•Prince Olaf.
Striped and Flaked {Red and Rose).—America Spencer,

Aurora Spencer and *.Tessie Cuthbertson.
}yhite.—Etta Dyke, Nora Unwin and •Dorothy Eckford.

White.—'Etta. Dyke, Freda, Moneymaker, Nora Unwin.
Paradise Wliite, Purity, Snowflake, AVhite Spencer and
White Waved.

Yelloir and Buff (Grnndiffora).~Vr\ro\(\ James Grieve,
Mrs. Collier, Mrs. A. Malcolm, Safrano and Yellow Hammer

VeUoiv and Buff (WarPd).—C\iiTa Curtis. Giant Cream
Waved. Mrs. Miller, Paradise Cream, Primrose Paradise,
Primrose Spencer. Primrose Waved, Princess Juliana and
Waved Cream (Malcohn's).

Too-much-alike Varieties.

The following varieties have been bracketed as

too much alike. " Not more than one of the

bracketed varieties shall be shown on the same
competitive stand at any exhibition of the National

Sweet Pea Society." The names are placed in

alphabetical order.

Blue.—Anglian Blue, Flora Norton Spencer, Kathleen
McGowan, Shawondasee and Zephyr.

Blush.—Bobby K., Countess of Northbrook, Florence
Morse Spencer, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, Princess Victoria.

Blush Spencer, Lady Althorp, Mrs. T. G. Baker, Paradise
Regained and Sankey Spencer.

Cho'olate Flaked.—President, Senator Spencer and
W. R. Beaver.
Cream Pink.—A. B. Bantock. Earl of Plymouth, Hold-

fast Belle, Mrs. Henry Bell, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Mrs.
Routzahn, Queen (Sutton's), Romani Rauni, W T. Hut-
chins.

Constance Oliver and Nell Gwynne.
Cream Pink {Deep).—Anglian Pink, Doris Usher, Miriam

Beaver, Mrs. R. Hallam and Syeira I^ee.

Crimson. — Dodwell F. Browne, G. C. Wand, King
Alfonso, King Edward Spencer, Paradise Crimson, Rosie
Gilbert, Sunproof Crimson, Sunproof King Alfonso and
The King.

Ivory.—Paradise Beauty, Paradise Ivory. Queenie and
Sea Foam.

Lavender.—Asta Ohn, Frank Unwin, Masterpiece, Mrs.
Chas. Foster and Mrs. E. Noakes.
Magenta.—Menie Christie and Mrs. Charles Mander.
Maroon.—Anna Lumley, Black Knight Spencer, Douglas

Unwin, Dusky Monarch, Maroon Paradise, May Gerhold,
Nubian, Othello Spencer, Silas Cole and Tom Bolton.

Maui'e.—Amethyst, Empress, Helio-Paradise, Ida
Townscnd, Mrs. Walter Wright Spencer, Queen of Norway,
Tennant Spencer, The Marquis and Wenvoe Castle.

Orange Pink.—Anglian Orange, Edrom Beauty, Helen
Grosvenor. Helen Lewis and Jlaggie Stark.

Orange Scarlet.—Dazzler. Edna Unwin, Gordon Ankcn-
tell, Ruby (Aldersey), St. George and Thos. Stevenson.

Picotee Edged {Cream Ground).—Evelyn Hcmus and Mrs.
C. W. Breadmore.

Picotee Edged {White Ground).—Dainty Spencer, Dis-

tinction, E. J. Deal, Elsie Herbert, Picotee and Winifred
Deal.

/•iw)!.-.^Countess Spencer, Enchantress, Paradise and
Pink Pearl.
Red Flake.—America Spenrrr. I>izette Lumley, Mrs.

Wilcox, Paradise Red FlaUi. Inclr Sam and Yankee.
Rose and Carmine.—Albert (Gilbert. Lady Farren, Marie

Corelli, Marjorie Willis, E. J. Castle, George Herbert, John
Ingman, Mi-s. W. King, Paradise Carmine and Spencer
Carmine.

Salmon.—Earl Spencer, Nancy Pcrkiu and Stirling Stent.
Salmon Flake.—Magnificent and Mrs. W. J. Unwin.
Scarlet.—Doris Burt, George Stark and Scarlet Monarch. '

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.
Single Dahlias from Esher.

Mrs. Ceorge Bird, The Orchard, Esher, sends
flowers of single Dahlias, among which there are
some very delicate colour shades, although the
form and substance of the flowers leave something
to be desired. The orange- coloured variety is

quite fragrant, the perfume reminding us of

Primroses. Mrs. Bird %vrites :
" I send these

single Dahlias for your table, though, unfortunately,
an early frost has touched them. Those with
dark foliage 1 have grown for some years ; the
orange, sweet-scented variety I raised from seed
this year, also the other single sorts, and they have
been most useful and decorative, both for house
and garden, and are of the easiest possible culture

you will be able to form an idea of what they are
like when at their best."

Pentstemons from Hawick.
From John Forbes Hawick, Limited, we

have received a very handsome box of Pent-
stemons, The spikes of bloom are evidently

cut from well-grown plants ; each spike bears a

profusion of flowers. A very wide range of colour

is provided by the different varieties, and some
of the newer varieties are of most pleasing shades,

from deep maroon to soft rose and white. The
new varieties are certainly a great improvement
on the old strain, from which they have been
selected. There seems to be a great future for

those varieties having clear white throats, and
two of the best of this type from the selection

before us are Garth and Comte Zeppelin, both with
very large flowers, bright vermilion and purple

respectively. A promising novelty named Louis

Paulhan has maroon crimson flowers. One of the

most dainty iu light shades is named Jessie, the

flowers of which are creamy white, with a faint

rose edge ; it is really a picotee. The most remark-

able feature about these flowers is that they are

sent from Scotland so very late in the year, a

point that clearly denotes the hardiness of the

strain.

Sweet Peas from Coldstream.
Mr. James D. Logan, Castle Law Gardens,

Coldstream, sends us under date September 28

a magnificent collection of Sweet Peas. These
flowers were almost equal to the best that we see

during the summer months, possessing great

depth of colour and good substance, with long,

stout stems. The varieties included such as

Miriam Beaver, Tennant Spencer, Tom Bolton,

Clara Curtis, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Marjorie WiUis,

Constance Oliver, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, Evelyn

Hemus and Helen Lewis.

Interesti.vg Flowers from Susse.x.

Mr. J. Comber, Nymans Gardens, Handcross.
Sussex, sends a most interesting collection of
rare or little-known flowers with the following
note :

" Among the flowers sent are the only two
species of Sollya, viz., S. heterophylla (the Austra-
lian Blue Bell Creeper) and S. parviflora. The
latter is the most ornamental. Its peculiar thread-
like stems and minute leaves are studded with
brilliant blue flowers from May to October, and
always attract attention. S. heterophylla has
irregular - shaped foliage and bears drooping
cymes of bell-shaped blue flowers. It has not
proved hardy in Sussex when planted against a
south wall. Both, however, succeed in a cool
house with sufficient fire-heat to exclude frost.

Their twining stems ascend to a height of 9 feet

to 12 feet, and, as they exclude but little light, they
are very suitable for planting against the sides
or ends of a greenhouse. Sollyas should be pro-
vided with good drainage and a compost of peat,
loam and sand. Prune in winter, thinning the
numerous stems and selecting the most vigorous
to tie in. When the plants have fiUed the space
allotted to them, it is necessary to cut back the
shoots at varying heights to ensure new growth
all over the plant. During the summer months
the plants should be syringed once a day. A spray
of Cestrum Smithii is enclosed to show to what
a beautiful pure pink colour the blossoms of this

plant attain. It flowers continually. EscaUonia
organensis is not hardy in Mid-Sussex, though it

might prove so near the coast. It has glossy

leaves, rather soft wood, and the dull rose pink
flowers are borne in terminal clusters."

Interesting Flowers from Scotland.

Dr. McWatt of Morelands, Duns, N.B., sends
a further collection of flowers, which for the time
of the year are of unusual interest. The collec-

tion consists of Primulas in great variety. Some
of them are quite new to us, and are apparently
the result of crossing well-known species and
varieties. Blue Polyanthuses and Primroses are

particularly good. In addition to the Primulas
we have received Delphiniums, Phloxes and
Pentstemons in great variety.

A Beautiful Heliotrope from Norfolk.
Mr. T. Jannoch, Lily Nursery, Dersingham,

Norfolk, sends us flower-trusses of a beautiful

violet blue Heliotrope, these measuring about
6 inches in diameter and possessing very sturdy

stems. Mr. Jannoch writes :
" I enclose a few

blooms of a Heliotrope for your inspection. Its

name is Frau G. von Poschinger. I consider it

one of the best Heliotropes I have seen ; some of

the heads I measured during the summer were

7 inches to 8 inches across. The habit of the

plant is sturdy, dwarf and compact, and massed
in beds the plants are a grand sight. The con-

tinual rains here have spoiled the blooms, but

Sweet Peas from Aberdeen.

The Rev. C. Gordon Mackenzie, Manse of

Methlick, .\berdeen, sends some very beautiful

Sweet Peas with the following note :
"

I am send-

ing you a sample of my Sweet Peas, as they are

now near the end of the season. I grew this year,

for comparison, sixty-four varieties, and had
a fine show. I read with interest the discussion

as to whether the Sweet Pea is now overrated,

which appeared in The Garden a few weeks ago.

Is not there a greater danger in the overrating of

particular varieties of Sweet Peas ? No one need
trouble to show anything now but the biggest

of the big waved varieties. Every other kind is

' cast as rubbish to the void '
; at least, all else

is so much rubbish in the eyes of judges. A variety

like Queen of Spain, for instance, is nowhere,
however perfect of its kind the blooms shown may
be. Colour and arrangement do not matter

;

just the size and the curl ! Exquisitely delicate

they undoubtedly are in their gauzy beauty ; but

why turn a blind eye to the loveliness of their

' forbears,' which are plainer, no doubt, in form,

but richer and deeper in colour and sweeter in

perfume ? Is it not somewhat like a preference

for the modern artificiality seen in ' transformations'

as against the beauty unadorned in the more
natural arrangement of female locks of old ?

"
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.—TAe Editor intends to

mnkf. liiK G.VRDI'.N hHfijul to all readers who deaire assist-

ance, no matter >that the branch of gardening maij be, and

itnth that object will make a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All coj7imunicafion8 should be

^cartt/ and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the I'lDiTOR of The Garden, "20. Tavistock

Street, CovetU Garden, London. W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Purlisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in additioti to any designation he

mail desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be 07i a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naminq should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, uhere possible, should he sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant

FLOWER GARDEN.
Hardy perennials from autumn-sown

seeds {C. M .).—Seeds of the above sown so late

as the present time not infrequently lie dormant
till the ensuing spring ; hence there would be no

possibility of their flowering during the summer of

191 1. To ensure this the seeds should be sown in

the early spring of the preceding year. All large-

seeded kinds may be sown thinly in the open in

drills and transplanted as soon as possible. The
soil should be well prepared and finely broken down,

covering the seeds but lightly. Lupines, Lychnis,

Eryngiums, Campanulas, Gaillardias, Cornflowers,

Achilleas, Heleniums, Coreopsis, Perennial Pea.

Michaelmas Daisies, Heliopsis, Alstrcemeria,

Primula japonica, P. denticulata and Galega are

a few of the many that succeed if sown in the open.

The position should be uniformly cool.

Iris reticulata (J. G. E.).—The bulbs of this lovely

Iris are often attacked by a fungus (Mystrosporiumadustura)
which completely destroys them in the way you mention,
leaving nothing but the husk, and which, with the soii,

should be consumed by Are. Soaking the bulbs for two
hours in a solution of formalin, one part to three hundred
parts of water, is said to destroy the fungus so long as this

is external. If it has penetrated the bulb, there is no cure.

The fungus at first appears as a black mould on the outer
coats of the bulbs.

Treatment of K.oc'hia.s (Atixious).—Kochia scoparia
or tricophila is of annual duration, and must therefore be
raised every year from seeds. These are readily obtained
from dealers, and should be sown in a gentle heat in March
or April, pricking out the youn^ plants when large enough
to handle, and afterwards potting them singly into small
pot-s or planting them in their permanent quarters. The
seed should be sown in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and
sand, and the pots or pans must be effectually drained, as
the seeds are sometimes rather slow in germinating and
stagnant moisture is decidedly injurious to them.

Hardy flowers in July and August (L. G. B. C.)

We are not sure whether by the term " hardy flowers "

you mean perennials only or these and annuals
together. Of perennials in the colours named, Aster
Amellus in variety, Anchusa itallca Dropmore variety,

A. Barrelieri, Erigerou speoiosus, Echinops Ritro,
Eryngium oliverianum, Dracocephalum ruyschianum,
D. japonicum, Delphinium Belladonna, Campanula HostU,
C. pyramidalis, C. carpatica, C. persicifolia, Stokesia cyanea
prsecox, with many Delphiniums, occur in the blue and
allied shades, though many of these could not be regarded
among " bright blue *' flowers. Delpliinium chinensis and
Asters, of course, give good blue shades, but are not
perennial. In Pentstenions, Antirrhinums, Old Clove
Carnations, Gladioli, Phlox Flambeau, P. coccinea and
Helenium Rivcrton Gem you will flud approaches to
crimson, the annual Scabiosa providing shades of this
colour-tone too, wliich, however, is by no means plentiful.

glabra sanderiana, purple, summer and autumn
;

Clematis indivisa, white, spring ; Passiflora

Imperatrice Eugenie, purplish, summer ; Lasiandra

macrantha (syn. Tibouchina semi-decandra), late

summer iuid early autumn, saucer-shaped blooms,

4 inches across, of the richest purple ; and Lantana
salvicefolia, largely grown in parks and gardens as

Lantana delicatissima. This is seldom grown as a

climber in the greenhouse, yet it is one of the most
beautiful of all and must on no account be omitted.

At Kew it forms an annual feature in the green-

house, flowering as it does in great profusion from
early spring to late autumn. Under glass the

flowers are somewhat paler than when exposed to

sun and air in the open ground.

Chrysanthemum shoots for examination
(E. R. H.).—There is no insect or fungus pest on the
plants sent. They have been injured by some other
cause quite apart from these, and the symptoms might
have been produced by such causes as an overdose of
liquid manure, some liquid thrown over them, or even by
a cold draught after a hot day.

Veronicas in large pots {J. E. C).—Your better
plan will be to leave the Veronicas as they are till

early spring and then prune them into shape. At that
season they will quickly push out new growth and soon
rr'cover from the cutting back. If done now, the new
shoots will be of a weakly nature, and even in spring
will not grow so freely as those pioduced by newly cut back
plants.

Begonia shoots for Inspection (A. Houghton).—
We could And no eelworms among the roots sent, though
we cannot be quite sure of their absence, as the mateiial
was in a bad state for examination. From what you say,
however, we should think some other cause is at work,
resulting in the death of the roots. Is the water used
above suspicion, and is there any question about the
drainage supplied, or the openness of the soil, or the nature
of the leaf-soil used in making up the compost ?

Geraniums (C 31.).—These plants, which are,
strictly speaking. Zonal Pelargoniums, and not Geraniums 1

at all, cannot be satisfactorily wintered in a room
where gas is used for lighting. Anunuse.l room excluding
frost would be far better. At all times the old plants
winter badly in such circumstances unless kept very dry,
and a better way would be to root cuttings in August in
pots in the open and endeavour to whiter these. In the
majority of cases both old and young plants of these are
killed by excessive supplies of moisture at a time when
none practically is wanted. Old-established plants in
pots may be wintered quite well if kept moderately dry
at the roots.

Dark Roses for exhibition {W. Kitley).—Avoca
Is a splendid show Rose for a cool season. It has been
grandly exhibited this year. Etoilo do Franco would be
of no use. It is a very erratic Rose, now and then very
fine, but more often worthless as an exhibition variety.

Rev. D R. Williamson is fair. You should add
His Majesty, Commander Jules Gravereaux, Gloire de
Chcdane Gutnoisseau, Commandant Felix Faure, Ilueh
Uick^on, Mrs. Walter Easlea and Victor IIuro. 'I'hcsc

arc all first-rate Roses, some of thera quite new, but really

good.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pears cracking (P. Wilts).—This may be

caused by more than one agency, but one of the

!
most frequent causes of cracking in Pears is due to

a fungoid attack (Fusicladium pyrinum). This

fungus grows on the leaves and young twigs of

;

the tree, and also on parts of the flowers, preventing

the fruit from setting properly, thus crippling their

growth, which renders them practically valueless

by reason of the cracking of the skin. The best

remedy to adopt is to burn all the leaves as they

fall and spray the trees immediately afterwards

.with Bordeaux Mixture, and again in spring just

before the flower-buds burst open. This is, no
doubt, the best of all fungicides, and may be obtained

cheaply, ready mixed, from seed merchants and
garden sundriesmen advertising with us, with

directions how to use.

Raspberries not svtfelling (Bprks).—The Rasp-
berrie3 appear, as yoii say. to have been imperfectly
fertilised ; but without examination of the flowers it would
be impossible to say what the cause of the infertility is.

As you flud other varieties of Raspberry doing well, would
it not be better to discard thLs ? The weed is one of the
MuUeius, Verbascura Thapsus.

Pippin Apoles (J. Beharrel).—Our correspondent
asks, " Are all Pippin Apples dessert Apples ? '* No. not
necessarily. Cellini Pippin, for instance, is a kitchen
Apple, but the following Pippins are all dessert : Allin^on,
Blenheim Orange (dessert or kitchen). Cockle, Cox's
Orange, Ribston. Baddow, King of the Pippins, Langley,
Normau Sturmer, Summer and Venus.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Climbers for conservatory (Handsworth).

The following is a good representative selection of

climbers for the purposes named by you. For
pillars—Plumbago capensis, blue, flowers through-

out the summer ; Habrothamnus aurantiacus,
|

orange, autumn ; H. elegans, red, spring and !

summer ; Hibbertia dentata, yellow, early months
of the year. In addition to the flowers this has

pretty bronzy foliage. For trellis—Bougainvillea

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose diseased (H. B.).—The Rose is attacked

by the fungus .\ctinonema rosae. As far as possible

fallen leaves should be collected and burned, and
the spread of the disease may be checked to some
extent by spraying with Bordeaux mixture. It is

a difficult disease to combat, and it would be well

to start spraying early next season, so as to put off

the commencement of the trouble.

Ne^s Roses for exhibition (F. G. F.).—
Some of the best of the newer Roses that are good
for exhibition, excluding those you possess, would
be Commander Jules Gravereaux, Cynthia Forde,

Dr. O'Donel Browne, George C. Waud, His Majesty,

John Cuff, Margaret, Mrs. Arthur Munt, Mrs.

Walter Easlea, Mrs: E. J. Holland, Walter Speed,

White Killarney, Lady Ursula, Melanie Soupert,

Molly Sharman Crawford, Mrs. Hubert Tavlor,

W. R. Smith, Nita Weldon, Ethel Malcolm, Mrs.

Maynard Sinton, Claudius, Mrs. Foley Hobbs and
Mrs. Arthur E. Coxhead. Some of the older sorts

which you do not mention, but which are first-rate

show varieties, are Hugh Dickson, William Shean,

Dean Hole, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Gustav
Grunerwald, Queen of Spain and Mrs. H. Brockle-

bank.

Mildew on Rose foliage {E. T.).—The foliage you
j

send is badly affected with mildew, owing perhaps to the '

variety, some Roses being much addicted to the fungus, i

but it may be that the roots require water. When Roses
are growing against walls they should be watered twice
a week during the summer, not given a mere sprinlding,
but a good, copious supply. We advise you to do
this now, and if the surface is hard just break it up with
a fork. You can check the mildew by syringing with a
solution of Jeyes's Cyllin Soft Soap at the rate of loz. to
a gallon of water, and repeat the application every three
or four days.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Diseased Potato {H. T. B.).—The Potato

tuber sent shows the black scab disease, as it is

called, in a very bad form. Its specific name is

Clirysophlytis endobiotica, but that does not help

to its cure. The wisest course whenever this

disease is seen in a Potato crop is to most carefully

lift all the tubers, however small, and destroy them
by burning. In no case should Potatoes be planted

in the same ground for several years. Get fresh

seed tubers to plant elsewhere next year from an
' entirely different source. This disease is scheduled

by the Board of Agriculture, and the local inspector

i

or authorities should be made aware of its exist-

ence. If in quite a small way, no harm may be
done if our advice is at once followed. There
seems to be no cure for it, although it is asserted

that seed tubers, if flowers of sulphur is rubbed
into them, may be saved from the disease. Happily
it is not at all common. Soil from which the crop

is lifted should in November be dressed with gas

lime, a bushel per rod, well spread about for a

month, then dug in.

Celerv for inspection (H. F.).—The Celery is

very badly attacked by the fungus Septoria petroselina
apii. Tliis fungus is proving a very serious pest of Celery
all over the country, and care should be taken to remove
all the affected leaves and bum them at once. Also re-

move and burn aH the refuse from the Celery ; do not
throw it on the rubbish-heap. The affected leaves are
easily seen by the little brown spots with black dots upon
thera. To protect the Celery which at present remains
unalTected, spray it with Bordeaux mixture or with potas-
sium sulphide, loz. to two gallons of water, but the former
is the better.

Cucumber plants diseased (/. A. P.).^The
Cucumber plants are attacked by eelworms. which are
destroying the roots and causing the leaves to flag. It
would probably be best to clear out the whole lot. soil

and ail, and burn everything. Kew soil in properly
cleansed pots, clean crocks, a properly disinfected potting-
bench and so on, destroying all the places where the pest
is likely to lurk, and sterilisation of the soil are the only
things which are likely to destroy the pest entirely. You
might persist with a soil fumigant, but tliat is of little use
when the pest has gained an entrance. A good disinfectant
for the purpose named is Clubicide.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Planting bed and border (Novice). —

You might plant the bed with Emperor, Sir

Watkin and Poeticus ornatus Daffodils and some
May-flowering Cottage Tulips, to be followed by
white Madonna Lilies in early summer, and scarlet

and white Phloxes a little later. In the border,

Pentstemons, Violas, Irises of sorts, Larkspurs

(say, a dozen distinct varieties), with Alstrcemerias,

Pyrethrums and Potentillas would give a good
succession of bloom. If room still remained, a

few of the dwarfer Michaelmas Daisies could be

planted. Asters and Stocks, among annuals, should

not be overlooked. A white-flowering plant for the

wall would be Jasmine, and climbing Roses for

the house would be Cheshunt Hybrid and Gloire

de Dijon.

Carnation diseased (O. K.).—The plants are suffer-
ing from a disease known as Bacterium Dianth., the only
known remedy being that of keeping the plants dry over-
head. You should, in addition, collect the diseased
portions of the leaves and bum them. We are pleased
to know that you find The Garden of so much service.

Treatment of Mimulus plants (5. T.).—The
plants of Mimulus are not likely to survive the winter out of
doors in your district ; hence some amount of protection
will be necessary. A very good plan will be to lift them
carefully and lay them in a box of soil, keeping them
throughout the winter in a frame where they will be safe
from frost. A hand-light, as mentioned by you, will

suffice, but it will need to be covered up in the event of
sharp frost, as in such a small space the soil freezes nearly
as readily as it does outside. The plants may be lifted
as soon as the foliage gets shabby.

Keeping a small garden pond clean (Erin).—
The presence of the gold-fish precludes treating the water
with the sulphate of copper solution usually applied to
keep pond weeds in check, and which is also fatal to plant-
life. Hence skimming or raking out and overflowing
the pond, if possible, occasionally to get rid of it are about
the only remedies you can adopt. A canvas net or sieve
will secure moat of the finer particles, while a rake will
usually keep the stronger-growing weeds in check. If
you could empty the pond and clean it out, a gravel bottom
would help in the matter for some time to come.

Flies tor inspection (Mrs. O. C. G.).—Wlien the
caterpillars were alive a little fly, similar to those you send,
laid its eggs in their bodies, and the larvae which hatched
from these eggs fed on the materials inside the caterpillar
without at first touching a vital part. The larvae about
the time the caterpillars should have become chrysalides
finished feeding inside the caterpillars, and then came out
and spun little yellow cocoons for themselves in masses
in the jar. These cocoons form conspicuous objects
near the feeding-places of the Cabbage white butterfly
every year. The pupa of the little flies have now hatched
out, and the numerous flies are ready to attack other
Cabbage white butterfly larvae. The flies are known as
iclmeumon flies, and are nearly related to the bees and
wasps, but are all parasitic upon insects and allied animals,
the particular species you send being called Microgaster
pieridis. These ichneumon fliea are to be regarded as
friends of the gardener, and to them he has to look as the
chief means of keeping in check many of the pests that
affect his plants.

Prices for working ground (C. F. B.).—labour
of the kind you need varies in different districts ; but in your
somewhat suburban locality we think an ordinary labourer
for digging groimd 12 inches deep would expect to earn
48. per day of ten hours* labour. Probably, for good work,
his charge would be 5d. per pole or rod. There are about
280 square feet in a rod, and in digging this a man would have
to use his spade in fully 600 turns ; thus you can sec how
great is the bodily labour involved in properly digging
a rod of ground. Adding the manure dressing, all

taking time, should add 3d. per rod to the cost, and bastard
trenching, with the manuring, would cost Is. 6d. per rod,
while double trenching, witli manuring, should cost 28.

per rod. If the work were done in tlie latter way, ex-
clusive of cost of manure, the labour would cost at least
£16 for the acre ; but, having regard to the immense benefit
that would result to land and crops, that sum should be
amply repaid the first year. You will be wise to have
the ground bastard or half trenched, and also manured,
only at first reserving the deeper working for a few years
later.

Names of fruit.-—Walter de H. B.—B, Lemon Pippin

;

1, Lord Suffield ; 4, Warner's King ; 5, Oslin ; 10, Wor-
cester Pearmain ; 14, Sandringham ; 17, Margil ; 23, Here-
ford Beaufln ; 38, Cornish Gillillower; 41, Lord Raglan

;

50, not recognised, too poor ; 60, Yellow Ingestre ; 62,
Keswick Codlin ; 81, Kelson's Codlln ; 84 and 94, Yorkshire
Beauty ; 85, Duchess of Gloucester ; 87, Lemon Pippin ;

88, Irish Peach ; 100, New Hawthornden ; 138, King
Hatry. A Constant Reader.—1. Newton Wonder ; 2,
Pineapple Russet ; 4, Braddick's Nonpareil; 5, Allington
Pippin ; 6, Lane's Prince Albert ; 7, Cox*s Pomona ; 8
and 9, Adam's Pearmain ; 10 and 12, Beauty of Kent.
H. Edmund Jenkins.—The scarlet-fruited form of the
Siberian Crab (Pyrus baccata). C. Phipps.—A, Ecklin-
ville Seedling; B, Yorkshire Beauty. A. H.—1,

Pea^ood's Nonsuch ; 2B,Worcester Pearmain. W.F.H'—1. Cox's Pomona ; 2. Bismarck ; 3, Wellmgton ; 4, Gold
!

Medai ; 5. Warner's King; 6, Newton Wonder; 7, King
[

of the Pippins; 8, Boston Uussot ; 9, Tyler's Kernel.

M. H. H. Belle de Louvain. Ejected.—1, Golden
Spire; 2, Cox's Pomona ; 4, Satidringham ; 5, Lord Derby;
6, Bramiey's Seedling ; 7, Warner's King ; 8, Clayaate
Pearmain. D.J.Stewart.—1, Lady Sudeley; 2, Oslin.

C. B. E.—Lady Henniker. /. E. ii.—Pear not
recognised.

Names of plants.—Mrs. K. Ford.— Aster amcHoides
(large) and A. dilfusus var. -J Kent.—1, Nephrodium
Filix-mas; 2,ScoiopendriumvuIgare; 3,Cupressus (specimen

too poor to recognise) ; 4, Acer Negundo variegata ; 5,

Lonicera Periclymenum var. ; 6, Campanula isophylla

alba ; 7, Rose, not recognised ; 8, Lychnis coronaria ; 9,

Begonia weltoniensis ; 10, Tritoma Uvaria ; 11, Rudbeckia
speciosa ; 12, Corydalis lutea. E. L. Neimm.—The grey-

leaved plant is Cineraria maritima : the other is Monarda
didyma. Constant Reader.—Solidago canadensis and
Hieracium aurantiacum. ,4. H. Warrington.—A variety

of Salvia splendens. T. Y.—The shrub is Leycesteria

formosa. Roses : Blush. Irene Watts ; red, Ulrich Brunner ;

salmon and white, Visfountess Folkestone. G. B.l'otity.

—Saxifra*;a aizoides (small); others not recognised, send
better specimens. L. M. J. M.—Probably Rhodochiton
volubile. C. T., Devon.—Zonal Pelargonium Beauty.
-

—

Cam.~~l, Cupressus macrocarpa ; 2, Junipenis vir-

giniana; 3 and 4, J. chinenais ; 5, Cupressus leptocladus ;

6, Junipenis species (not recognispd) ; 7, Thuya orientalis
;

8, probably Cupressus sempcrvirens. J. E. R.—l,
Nephrolepifl Piersonii var.; 2, Adiantum graciliimum ; 3

and 4, A. cuneatum vars. ; 5, A. Ca pillus-veneris ; 6,

Pteris semilata cristata ; 7, Manettia bicolor. S. A'.

—

1, Helenium autumnale striatum; 2, common Purple
Loosestrife (Lythnim Salicaria) ; 3, Deciduous Cypress
(Taxodium distichum). T. H. D. P., Okekampto^..— 1,

Hyt'ericum hookerianum (?) ; 2, H. Androsaemum ; 3,

H. elatum ; 4, Cotoneaster microphylla; 5, C. horizontalis;

6, Erigeron multiradiatus. All those sent were so

poor and difficult to identify that the above names are

as near as one can get with such specimens. Fair City.

—Calceolaria mexicana.

SOCIETIES.
REDHILL AND REIGATE GARDENERS'

ASSOCIATION

The first meeting of the winter session of the Redhill,

Reigate and District Gardeners* Mutual Improvement
Association was held in the Penrhyn Hall on the 27th ult.

The chair was taken by Mr T. W. Herbert, supported
by Mr. W. Rose (hon. secretary). A letter was read by
the secretary from Airs. Cooper expressing her thanks to

the members for the sympathy shown her during her sad
bereavement. Eight new members were enrolled. The
first meeting of the season is always made a " hospital

night," an exhibition of fiowers, fruit and vegetables

being held, these afterwards being sent to the hospital.

There was a very good attendance, and the exhibits

were both numerous and fine in quality. The donors
included Lady Henry Somerset, Sir Jeremiah Colinan,

Bart., D.L., J.P., BIrs. Campion, Canon A. H. Barweli,

Messrs. M. Marcus, J. Auerbach, A. Walker, J. Welch,
W. Ereshfield, J. Charlesworth, J. A. Scrimgeour, W.
Wells, W. Phillips, R. Gough, A. L. Lawrence and W.
Dodd. Mr. G. Duncan of Merstham House Gardens
gave a most instructive address on *' Vegetable Culture,"

and said he hoped that tlie time would come when
the exhibition of vegetables would take the place of

Orchids at the large shows. A very keen discussion

followed, in which many members took part. The even-

ing closed with a vote of thanks to Sir. Duncan for his

lecture.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

This society held its exhibition of early flowering Chrysan-
themums at the Crystal Palace on October 5 and 6. The
whole of the south nave of the building was filled

with stands of Chrysanthemunus, including many fine

boards of exhibition blooms, which we were hardly pre-

pared to see at such an early date. Decorative varieties

formed the leading feature of the exhibition, and some
i new varieties of great promise were granted awards.
The single-flowered varieties were, however, very weak,
which is rather surprising when we consider the flne

sorts now to be obtained and the ease with which they

may be grown.
Open Classes.

One of the strongest classes was that for twelve blooms
of Japanese, distinct, shown on boards. The first prize

I was gained by E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Woburn Place, Addle-

I

stone (gardener, Mr. T. Stevenson). The following blooms
I were shown on this stand : Lady Talbot, Captain Mitford,

Mrs. L. Thome, Master James, Mary Farnworth, Mrs.

F. C. Stoop, Mrs. A. T. Miller, C. H. Totty, Francis Johlle,

Blanch de la Clocque, Mr. H. D. Thornton and Henry
Paulton. The second p.ize went to Miss Langworthy,
Gays House, Holyport (gardener. Mr. T. J. Broom) ;

and the third to E. Wormald, Esq., Grass Farm House,
Finchley, N. (gardener, Mr. J. Hickwood). In all three

stands the grand white form of Mrs A T. Miller was very
conspicuous.
The class for six blooms of Japanese, distinct, was won

by Alfred F. Blades, Esq., Reigate (gardener, Mr F.

Cordell). The blooms of Mrs. L. Thome and Mrs. George
Mileham were particularly good. The second prize went
to W. H. Stone, Esq., Sydenham (gardener, Mr. T. W.
Stevens).

Early flowering Pompons were well represented, and
the class for twelve bunches was won by Mr. J Smellie,
Pansy Gardens, Busby, near Glasgow The second place
«as secured by Mr. G. Bowness, also of Busby.
For a floral display of Chrysanthemums and foliage

plants in pots. Lady Tate, Park Hill, Streathani (gardener,
Mr. W. Howe), gained the premier place with a grand lot

of exhibition blooms intermingled with Croton and
Bamboo foliage. The second place was secured by Mr.
Frank Brazier of Caterham.

There were only two entries in the class for three epergnes
of Chrysanthemums. W. H. Stone, Esq., Donnin^on,
Sydenham (gardener, Mr. T. W. Stevens), and Mrs.
Brewster of Canterbury were first and second respectively.

Mr. G. Bowness of Busby gained the first prize for twelve
bimches of Chrysanthemums grown in the open and not
disbudded. The pink variety Hector was shown in

splendid form.
Class 17, for one vase of three Japanese blooms, brought

keen competition. The flrst prize went to Mr. T. Stevenson
for a very flne vase of Master James, closely followed by
Mr. A. Smith, gardener to Mme Stuart, The Convent,
Roehampton, who put up a grand vase of White Queen.

Mr. J. Eraberson, Grove Road Nursery, Walthamstow,
gained first place for six bunches of early fiowering Japanese
or decorative varieties. This class was well contested
The second and third places were secured by Mr. Frank
Brazier and Mr. G. Bowness respectively.

Mr. Bowness was also successful in the class for one
vase of early flowering singles with suitable foliage, with
Mr. Emberson of Walthamstow and Mr Frank Brazier
closely following.
The classes for early flowering singles were not as strong

as might have been expected. For one vase of yellow
or bronze, Mr. G. Bowness, Busby, secured first place, with
Mr. Frank Brazier second. In a similar class for any
colour other than yellow or bronze the positions were
reversed.

Mrs. A. Robinson. Park Hill, Carshalton, arranged
a dinner-table with bronze and white Chrysanthemums
and scarlet Rose heps, trafled with Ampelopsis and
Asparagus plumosus.

Amateuks* Classes.

There were flve entries for one epergne of Chrysanthe-
mums for table decoration, and the first prize was awarded
to Mrs. W. Maslin of Addlestone, Surrey, for a pretty
combination of bronze and white fiowers. Mr C. Fox of

Tunbridge Wells was placed second.
Mr. Fox was successful in the class for one vase of Chry-

santhemums suitable for table decoration, and he also

secured first place for three vases of early flowering varie-

ties with Horace Martin (yellow), Roi des Blancs (white)

and Goacher's Crimson—a splendid trio. J. Chapman,
Esq., Melrose, Sydenham (gardener, Mr. Webb), came
second
The class for a hand-basket of autumn foliage and

berries brought some very artistic work. The first prize

was won by Mis. Brewster, St. Peter's, Canterbury.

NtmSERYMEN.
An exceptionally flne display of Michaelmas Daisies or

perennial Asters was staged by Messrs. H. J. Jones,
Limited, Lewisham. The foreground was occupied by
flowering sprays of early Chrysanthemums. Large gold
medal.
A large gold medal was awarded to Mr. Norman Davis of

Framfleid, Sussex, for a large display of Chrysanthemums
of first-rate quality. The group contained a fine stand of

David Ingamells, a new exhibition yellow.

Messrs. Wells and Co., Merstham, staged a collection

of early Chrysanthemums. The centre of the group was
occupied by large exhibition blooms of White Queen.
The collection was awarded the society's large gold medal.
It included some good single Chrysanthemums and over
60 feet run of herbaceous plants.

Messrs. Hobbies, Limited, gained a large gold medal for

a bank of Pfeony-flowered Dahlias and for a collection of

autumn Roses.
The society's gold medal was awarded to Mr. Frank

Brazier of Caterham for a group, 50 feet in length, of

perennial Asters, Phloxes. Pentstemons and Chrysanthe-
mums, with autumn tints of Ampelopsis in the background.
An up-to-date collection of Dahlias formed the leading

feature of a rectangular display from Messrs. T. S. Ware,
Limited, Feltham. Silver-gilt medal.
A similar award was made to Messrs. Cheal and Sons,

Crawley, for Dahlias.
The society's silver-gilt medal was awarded to Messrs.

Dickson and Robinson, Manchester, for early Chrysan-
themums. The fiowers were all naturally grown and cut

from the open.
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, gained a silver

medal for early flowering Chrysanthemums.

New Varieties.

First-class Certificates.—To Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer,
Uxbridge, for Debutante, a pure white decorative ; also for

Miss Dorothy Ashley, a deep pink with golden centre. To
Mr. Martin Silsbury, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, for Japan, a

new Japanese variety, deep yellow ; also for Mikado, 1910,

rosy crimson, with nankeen reverse. To Messrs. Stredwick
and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea, for a new Japanese, Maud
Williamson, deep rose, silver reverse. To Mr. W. Roots,
Cranford, Middlesex, for Cranfordia, canary yellow ; also

for Betty Spark, silvery pink, and for Mrs. F. Collier,

white ; all three varieties belong to the decorative section.

Commended. — Messrs Lowe and Shawyer for Miss

Elsie Heady, a rich pink decorative variety.
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EDITORIAL, NOTICES.
Every department of ftorticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they wish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All cotnmunicatioHS must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

biU he loill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, ftowever, ivill be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It jmust be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright tvill be treated with.

1 The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, ami

the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Ogices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE BRITISH FRUIT SHOW.

L\ST
year, to the keen regret of those
interested in the cultivation of

fruit in this country, the Royal
Horticultural Society decided not^ to hold their usual exhibition

j

of British - grown fruit, but,

I

happily, this decision was not extended
to the present year, with the result that a
magnificent display of fruit was to be seen
at the exhibition held in the society's hall

^

at Vincent Square on Thursday and
Friday of last week. It is one of the
tricks of Nature that in a season of com-

I

parative scarcity like the present quality
' is generally above the average, to com-
pensate, as it were, growers for the shortage
of their crops. Thanks to a sunny and

j
warm September, and brilliant weather

' early in October, the fruits exhibited this

year were of exceptional quahty, the

i colour of the Apples in particular being

!
exceedingly good. Although home growers
of fruit have in the past been compared
none too favourably with those in our
Colonies, they can, in the matter of arrange-

ment for exhibition, teach those respon-

sible for the uninteresting displays of

Colonial fruit we are wont to see many
valuable lessons.

Grapes were well up to the average, so

far as quality was concerned, but we think

competition has at this show sometimes
been more keen. The two bunches of

Gros Guillaume shown by the Duke of

Newcastle, and illustrated on page 530,
were exceedingly good. Weighing about
lolb. each, these bunches were of excellent

shape and remarkably well finished, large

size and good quality being a combination
that is too rarely seen. Muscat of Alex-

andria was also well finished in many
instances, the two bunches shown by Mr.
L. G. Pike in Class 11 showing unmis-
takable signs of high-class culture.

To many the county classes for Apples
1 and Pears grown entirely in the open were
the most interesting feature of the show.

j

Here the Apples from Kent and the

I
southern and western counties of Surrey,

I

Sussex, Hants, Dorset, Somerset, Devon
1 and Cornwall were brilliantly coloured,

but, strangely enough, some of the best

Pears in the whole exhibition came from
the eastern county of Norfolk. In the

]

single dish classes for dessert and culinary

Apples competition was, as usual, very

)

good, but those for Pears were not so well

filled as usual. This method of showing
1 fruit has much to commend it, as those

interested have an opportunity of seeing

fruits of the same variety, but from widely

different localities, side by side, and are

thus enabled to note the, in many cases

not inconsiderable, differences that are

caused bv local conditions.

SILVER-LEAF DISEASE OF FRUIT
TREES.

The twelfth report of the Woburn Ex-
perimental Fruit Farm, prepared by the

I

Duke of Bedford, K.G., and Mr. Spencer

W. Pickering, is mainly devoted to the

silver-leaf disease of fruit trees, a

disease that is comparatively new to

this country, but which has been known
in New Zealand for some considerable

time. Unfortunately, it is making head-

way in England, and during the past

summer we noticed in the Twickenham
fruit-growing district quite a number of

Victoria Plum trees that were badly

smitten with it. Although more prevalent

in Plum than any other trees, this disease

attacks Apples, Pears, all kinds of stone

fruits, Portugal Laurels and Laburnums.
Affected trees are easily distinguished by
the leaves, which turn a pale, silvery

glistening colour, although some branches

on a tree may be attacked and others

appear perfectly healthy. There is no
doubt that the disease is capable of killing

trees, or portions of them, and a number
that we noticed in the Twickenham
district had succumbed to its ravages.

The Woburn experiments have proved

conclusively that the silvering of the

fohage is due to the action of a fungus

named Stereum purpureum, which, how-
ever, only produces its fruiting or spore-

bearing organs on dead wood. This is

important, because the experiments have
proved fairly conclusively that the main,

if not the only, method of the spread of

the disease is by spores entering wounds
in the bark ; consequently there need be

Uttle fear that if one tree in a plantation

or orchard is attacked, others must neces-

sarily contract the disease, providing that

all dying wood on the affected specimen

is removed and burned before the fungus

has time to produce spores. The fungus

itself hves in the tissues of the wood, and,

so far, no mycelium has been found in the

fohage of affected trees.

According to the report, the view has

generally been held that once a tree is

attacked its fate is sealed, but this opinion

has been proved erroneous, quite a number
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of affected trees under observation having
recovered, though in most cases these

were specimens that had been only slightly

attacked. Judging by the experiments

conducted at Woburn and by reports from
various parts of the country, Victoria

Plum seems to be the most susceptible to

the disease ; but other varieties, notably

Gibson, Prince of Wales, OuUin's Golden
Gage, Rivers' Early Prolific, Flemish,

Czar, Monarch, Orleans and Washington,

as well as several varieties of Damson and
the common Sloe, have also been attacked.

A few varieties have been mentioned by
some growers as being attacked, while

others have reported them as having

escaped the disease in orchards where it

was present.

Unfortunatelv, the Woburn authoi'ities

are not able to formulate a remedy for

the disease at present. The only suggestion

which has been put forward is treatment with

iron sulphate, applying this to the surface

of the soil in which the roots are present.

In New Zealand such treatment has been

considered useful, but experiments with it

at Woburn gave no beneficial results. As
preventive measures it is advised to destroy

by burning all badh' affected trees before

they die, so that there is no chance for the

fungus to produce spores, without which
it cannot spread. In the case of slightly

affected specimens, the removal of the

attacked branches may be tried, but these

should be cut down to a point considerably

below that at which the silvering is seen

in the foliage. This, however, is not

likely to stop the disease from spreading

to other parts of the tree. It is also

advised that all tools used for the removal

of any dead portions of a tree should be

disinfected by dipping them in paraffin or

a solution of carbolic acid before using

them on healthy specimens. Unfortu-

nately, fruit-growers in this country seem

to be' indifferent to the seriousness of this

disease, which, judging from the report

before us, might, with concerted action,

be quickly exterminated without very con-

siderable trouble or expense.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
October 25.—Royal Horticultural Society's Exhi-

bition of Vegetables, Vincent Square, Westminster,

I p.m. to 6 p.m. Lecture at three o'clock on " Lile

—

a Director of Forces in Development—Evolution,"

by the Rev. Professor G. Henslow, V.M.H.

October 26.—Herefordshire Fruit and Chrysan-

themum Society's Show (two days). Croydon

Chrysanthemum Show (two days).

October 29. — Brussels International Show.

Special Exhibition of Flowers (five days).

Trials of Dahlias and Chrysanthe-

mums at Wisley.—.\ sub-committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society visited the Wisley

Gardens on September 15 and recommended awards

of merit, which have been confirmed by the council,

for the following Chrysanthemums and Dahlias :

Chrysanthemums—To Messrs. W. Wells and Co.,

Limited, Merstham. for Elaine ; Messts. Dobbie

and Co., Edinburgh, for .'\bercorn Beauty, Flora,

Miss Balfour Melville, Mr. Selby, Nina Blick

and Leslie. Dahlias — To Messrs. Hobbies,

Limited, Dereham, for Grenadier ; Mr. Pfitzer,

Stuttgart, for Hohenstanfen ; and Messrs. Bakers,

Codsall. for S. T. Wright. A sub-committee

also visited the gardens on September 29
and recommended awards of merit, which were

confirmed by the council on October 12, for the

following Chrysanthemums : Sent by Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh—Diana, Market White,

Mrs. A. Thompson, Polly, Tapis de Neigc, Fee

Japonaise, Perle Chatillonaise and Provence. Sent

by Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Limited, Merstham

—

Diana, Cecil Wells and Gatton.

Royal Horticultural Society's trials

at Wisley, 1911-12.—The Royal Horticultural

Society have arranged for trials of the following

subjects to be made at Wisley in I9ir-r2. Every-

thing sent for trial must be named and the name
and address of the sender attached. Fruit

:

Strawberries and Raspberries, autumn fruiting.

—

These trials will be continued. Flowers : Fuchsias

for bedding and for the conservatory.—Two
plants of each to be sent in early March. Begonias

(fibrous), including summer and winter flowering

and bedding varieties.—Two plants of each to be

sent in March. Delphiniums.—Two plants of

each in February. Dahlias (decorative) introduced

into commerce since January i, 1908.—Two plants

of each- in May. Primulas (hardy) for borders

and rockwork.—Three plants of each in February.

Vegetables : Carrots.—Half an ounce of each early

in February-. Cucumbers.—Six seeds of each in

February. Peas.—Half a pint of each early in

February. Cabbages, Savoy.—One packet of

seed of each in March. Potatoes, midseason and

I late.—Each variety must be labelled as being

: midseason or late. Twenty tubers of each to be

I

sent by February.—W. Wilks, Secrdary, Royal

i
Horticultural Society.

Proposed horticultural society for

: Yorkshire.—The next meeting to consider the

formation of this society will be held in the Lord

,
Mayor's Room, Leeds, on the 25th inst., at 3 p.m.,

' and not at the Grand Central Hotel as previously

!
stated.

Edinburgh Association of Science and
Arts.— Ain<:)ng the awards made by the pri^e

1 committee of this association is one to Mr. W. G.

Smith, B.Sc, Ph.D., lecturer on biology, Edin-

burgh and East of Scotland College of .Agriculture,

for his paper on " The Sense Organs of Plants,"

illustrated with lantern slides, and read on

Jaiuiary 31, 1910.

Dundee Horticultural Association.—
This enterprising association hjs just issued its

syllabus for the new session, together with the

annual report for the last one. The syllabus is

an excellent one, and the meetings are likely to

be as well appreciated as those of the past session.

They are held in the Technical Institute, Dundee,

on the second Tuesday of the month at ^.30 p.m.

The annual report is of a favourable character,

and the treasurer's statement shows a balance to

the credit of the association of (,4 iSs. jd., a few

shillings more than in the previous year. The

first meeting of the new session was held in the

Technical Institute, Dundee, on the evening of

October 13. There was a good attendance, and

the president for the session, Mr. William Christi-

son, Brackenbrae Gardens, West Ferry, gave an

admirable presidential address, whicli was much
appreciated.

National Hardy Plant Society.— A
meetmg of the pr':>visi"iial comnuttee of the

National Hardy Plant Society was held at the

Roval Horticultural Society's __ Hall. Vincent
]

Square, on Thursday, October 13, Mr. Macself in

the chair. Rules and bye-laws were adopted
subject to approval by a general meeting of the
society, which will be held on Thursday, Novem-
ber 3, at 3 p.m., at the Hotel Windsor, Victoria
Street, Westminster, for this purpose and for the
election of officers and council for the ensuing year.

Members and anyone interested in hardy plants
desirous of joining are cordially invited.

OGRRESPONDENOE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Roses Gardenia and Konigin Carola.
I was pleased to see Mr. H. E. Molyneux speak in

such favourable terms of Rose Gardenia in The
Garden for October S. I have a plant growing
over a r?-feet pole, where it has rambled for the
last five years, and when it begins to open its

blooms in June it is never without until well into
November. I do not know any other Rose of
which the same can be said. The deep yellow buds
are so pleasing in a cut state, too, and the fully

expanded pure white blooms also are simply
enchanting upon the tree, contrasted so well as

they are with the deep green of its leaves. Annually
this plant makes sucker-like growths 8 feet long,

which give extremely fire flowers later on. I was
also pleased to see Mr. A. L. Squire, on page 498,
speak so favourably of Konigin Carola. I find it

not at all like Caroline Testout ; the colour is

quite different, containing as it does so much more
rose than Caroline Testout. The form of the
petals, too, is so different, and the freedom with
which Konigin Carola gives its flowers is remark-
able. These are produced in clusters with long
footstilks, thus rendering the blooms so useful
for decoration in a cut state.—E. M.

Late Strawberries.— I was much amused
by the criticism on my article on Strawberries
of Mr. Strugnell and " M." in the issue of The
Garden for October i. Both condemn my re-

mark? on Countess and Fillbasket, and yet both
endorse what I say regarding these varieties.

Had they been more careful in the reading of my
article they would have noticed that I only claimed
these two varieties as new to me. I also stated

that I had had only one season's experience of

them, and so could not form a proper opinion of

their merits. I am still of opinion that Fillbasket

would be quite a good Strawberry on light, dry
land, and have given a number of runners to a

friend for trial on such soil, and hope to be able

in due time to report as to its conduct under
different treatment from my o%vn. As to its

colour, I think it is quite equal to the famous
President in that respect, while with me the

flavour, if not very rich, -ji-as quite pleasant.

Colour is not everything when the fruit is for

private use. but T doubt not the ignorant buyer in

the open market would choose the entirely flavour-

less Noble before Fillbasket. The gardener in

one of the largest places in Scotland tells me that

Fillbasket is their best Strawberry. Soil light and
well drained. How opinions differ ! I am pleased

to have the opinion of your two correspondents on

the poor cropping qualities of Coimtess. I am
glad that I did not plant a large breadth of this

sort. I own to one serious mistake in my article,

which was doubtless misleading. Instead of

heading it " Late Strawberries," it ought to have

been " Strawberries for Late Districts."—C. Btair.

Selections of Roses " Alvaston " will

find Chateau de Clos Vougeot very flat when fully

open, rather reminding one of a frying-pan. Why
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not to' O. C. Waud, which is good in every way ?—
West VVoRXHiNr..

Thinning out Raspberry oanes. — I

entirely af,'roo with " Shamrock " as to the early

cutting out of surplus Raspberry canes. Here in

the North-West of Scotland, where the fruit crop is

over at the latter end of August, I find it is by far

the best plan to cut out all old and weak canes

in September, thereby allowing full sunlight and

air to reach the remaining ones. I have tried

this here as against the old method of leaving until

the winter, and the fruit crop has been greatly

increased, both in quality and quantity and in the

size of berry.—R. B., Invcriuss-shire.

The scent of Roses. — I notice with

great pleasure that Lady Werayss has recently

offered an annual prize for the sweetest-scented

Rose ; further, that she considers the scent of a

Rose to be three-parts of the flower. As I entirely

concur with her ladyship's views, may I be per-

mitted to point out that in omitting fragrance

from the several tests by which Roses are to be

judged, the authorities who organise our Rose

shows undoubtedly overlook the real excellence

and charm of the flower. Surely the odour of the

Rose is its music, and therefore should be deemed

of more importance than either its size or its colour

or even its form. By omitting that characteristic

when judging the real value of a Rose our present-

day rosarians classify it with the common run of

flowers. In doing so they ignore the almost un-

challenged and universally acknowledged fact

that the Rose is the queen of all flowers. Surely

royalty in the vegetable kingdom should be as

immune from contrast as we acknowledge it to

be in the animal ?

" O, how much more doth beauty beauteous seem,

Bv that sweet ornament which truth doth give.

The'Rose looks fair, but fairer we it deem
For that sweet odour which doth in it live."

—G. B. W.
Flowrers in London. — The St. James

Flower and Garden Guild was started this summer

in the parish of St. James, Upper Edmonton, with

the object of brightening what is at the best a

dingy neighbourhood, and, in spite of difficulties,

it was a decided success. Prizes were given for

the best-kept gardens, window-boxes and pot

plants, and the results for a first year were quite

satisfactory. The usual difficulty of raising money

occurred, but the Metropolitan Public Gardens

Association very kindly helped us with prizes for

the window-boxes. The committee collected as

much as they possibly could in small sums, and the

deficits were made up from the Parochial Relief

Funds, which subsequently became exhausted.

We have an offer from several lecturers to give us

lectures on window-boxes and similar subjects

during the winter, provided their travelling ex-

penses are paid, but so far we have been unable

to raise enough money to meet this expense. The

committee are most anxious to continue and

extend their work, which seems very badly needed

in that part of London ; but. they feel that to do

so it is essential that some outside help should be

obtained. I venture to appeal to readers of The

(Iarden ni the hope that some of them may be

sufficiently in sympathy with our efforts to help

us in the work. The guild is undenominational,

and most of the judging was undertaken by Mr.

Collie of the Metropolitan Public Gardens Associa-

tion. 1 might also mention that one of the most

energetic members of the committee is the head-

mistress of the school, who encourages the children

to enter for the four classes provided for them.

The parish consists of artisans and factory hands,

and it is quite impossible to raise much money

locally.—Monica V. Ewbank, Hon. Secretary.

Cobham. Surrey.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass.

EARLY VINES.—To obtain ripe Grapes

in May the Vines must be started in

November. Pot Vines are usually

grown on for this purpose, and when
fruited are thrown away. In some gar-

dens young Vines are planted in narrow

borders, grown on lor one season, fruited the next

and destroyed. .\]\ the pruning that is necessary

is the removal of the lateral growths, leaving the
j

cane about 6 feet long, more or less according to

its strength. The canes may have a washing with

Gishurst Compound, and be bent round to ensure

a regular flow of sap. The house should be

thoroughly cleansed and the walls whitewashed,

and closed the first or second week in November.

If the Vines are growing in borders, some of the old

soil should be taken off the top and fresh added,

and a sprinkling of bone-meal mixed with it.

After top-dressing, the border should be well

watered. Pot Vines may be plunged in leaves

and treated as above. The night temperature

to commence with should be maintained at 50° to

55° Fahr.

Flower Garden.

Lobelia cardinalis.—In many gardens there is

great difficulty in wintering this plant in the open

ground. It has a tendency to rot off from ex-

cessive moisture ; otherwise it is perfectly hardy.

The water gets into the centre when the flower-

stem dies and sets up a general decay. Lifting,

dividing and replanting immediately they finish

flowering is a good plan ; but where this does not

answer, the roots shpnld be taken up, placed in

boxes and wintered in frames. Two excellent

varieties are Firefly and Lord Ardilaun. As a

result of crossing these two a new variety, Gloire

de St. Anne's, has been raised.

Rose Garden.

Where new beds are made, preparations should

commence at once. The ideal soil for Roses is a

good, stiff loam, with a depth of about 3 feet to

4 feet. It is a mistake to dig in a lot of farmyard

manure where the soil is rich loam ; this is best

with only a little bone-meal added. When the

soil is of a light, sandy nature, stiff loam and cow-

manure should be applied. Whatever the soil is,

it should be trenched and got in readiness for

planting the trees immediately they are received

from the nursery. If the roots are dry when
unpacked, they may be placed in a thin mixture of

clay and water, which will revive them. The

most effective display is obtained from the system

of massing one colour in each bed. The list should

be made out and despatched as early as possible,

as orders are usually executed in rotation. The

following are a few excellent kinds for massing :

Lady Battersea, Caroline Testout, Margaret

Dickson, Baroness Rothschild, Richmond, Ben

Cant, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Liberty, Prince C. de

Rohan, La France, Captain Christy, White Maman
Cochet, Mme. Ravary and Cho. For clothing

pergolas and arches we have Lady Gay, Mrs.

Flight, Crimson Rambler, American Pillar, Hia-

watha, Tausendschon, Leuchtstern, Aglaia, Flower

of Fairfield and Euphrosyne. The wichuraiana

class are exceedingly useful for covering old roots

of trees or for rambling over banks.

E. C. POOLEY.
{Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

(iiiaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDL.\NDS.

Flower Garden.
Herbaceoi's Plants.—On light, dry soils autumn
planting is advisable, while those having stiff,

retentive land should defer this work till March.

The ground for these hardyplants should be trenched

2 feet deep, and have a fair amount of old manure
or old vegetable mould mixed with it. If the bed

or border can be left for a week to settle, so much
the better; but if planting must be proceeded with

at once, then tread down the border evenly before

starting—this only, of course, if the soil is fairly dry.

Replanting Old Borders.—The making of a new
herbaceous border is quite a pleasant and easy

matter compared with replanting an old one. The
first thing to do is to lift every plant and lay it

aside in a shady place, as near to the border as

possible. I have seen an attempt made at re-

arranging a border by lifting the plants and re-

planting as the digging proceeded. It can never

be a satisfactory method of procedure, and should

never be attempted. In lifting the plants be sure

to attach the proper label to each, and if all tall

kinds are kept to themselves, very little difficulty

will be experienced when planting in laying the

hand on what is wanted.

Planting Bulbs.—The summer occupants of the

beds having been killed down, no time should be

lost in having the bulbs planted. The ground

should be well broken up with a fork, and the

planting should be done, if possible, in dry weather.

Hyacinths are not nearly so much used as formerly,

and few will regret their absence, as they are so

stiff. Of course, they lend themselves to effective

colour - schemes, and where they are favoured

should be planted now. Plant so that the tops of

the bulbs will be about 4 inches below the surface.

A handful of sharp sand should be placed under

each bulb.

Crocus.—The large yellow is perhaps the showiest

of them all, and when planted in broad lines near

paths, or as an edging to large beds of shrubs, it is

very effective. Plant the bulbs 2 inches apart

and 2i inches deep, and a fine display is assured.

Mice are very fond of the bulbs of yellow Crocuses.

Scillas and Chionodoxas.—Everybody delights

in these early flowers, and as they last in beauty

for a considerable time they should be freely planted

in the fronts of the hardy borders and in the rock

garden. They seem to be most effective in moderate

sized clumps, say, of a dozen to eighteen bulbs.

The Scilla increases rapidly if left alone, but the

Chionodoxa is less likely to multiply in cold districts.

Other Bulbs.—No one ever has too many Snow-

drops, and as they thrive under trees better than

most other plants, large numbers should be planted

whenever possible. Imported bulbs do not always

bloom well the first year, but afterwards succeed

all right. The Dog's-tooth Violet is another

favourite with most people, its finely marbled

foliage and large flowers being very effective.

It looks best in good-sized clumps in the front of

the mixed border or in the rockery. The Sisyrin-

chium, where it succeeds, is one of our daintiest

spring flowers. Good clumps in the rockery or

in the open border are very chaste. The white

form is rather scarce, and, although pretty, is so

shy a bloomer usually that it is less desirable than

the ordinary purple sort. The Spring Snowflake

(Leucojum vernum) is another early bulb that should

not be forgotton. Then there are .\nemones,

Wood Hyacinths (Scilla nutans), Grape Hyacinths

(.Muscari) and many others which should find a

place in every garden.
C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN
THE APRICOT AND ITS CULTURE.

(Continued from page 497.)

CANKER AND GUMMING.—This is

one of those mysterious diseases

which has so far baffled the ingenuitv

of vegetable pathologists to find

out the cause, a disease which is

responsible for such frequent havoc

and loss among these trees. Various theories

have from time to time been advanced as

THE NEW MELON GOLDEN BEAUTY.

to the origin or cause of the disease. I am of

opinion, formed after long and practical experience

in the growth of this fruit, that the mischief is

caused while the trees are yoimg by the too

vigorous and sappy shoots they are frequently

allowed to produce. It is impossible to properly

ripen such shoots during our short autumns, hence
they are an easy prey to severe frosts. It is, in my
opinion, a severe frost which first injures these

soft shoots, causing a wound to appear in the bark
the following season, followed by gumming and
afterwards by canker. These canker wounds may
not prove fatal to the branch for years, or, maybe,
not at all ; but I believe that the root of the

mischief lies in these abnormally large and soft

branches. The question may reasonably be asked
by would-be growers: What, then, can we do to

prevent the growth of such gross shoots ? The
remedy is very simple. Lift the young trees in the

autumn when there is any symptoms of such
growth, root-prune and replant again inutiediately.

The tree will suffer no harm from the lifting, and
the gross growth will be arrested for at least a

couple of years ; but should it reappear at the end
of that time, serve the tree in the same way, and
there is not likely to be further trouble with gross

growth, as the lifting and root-pruning will not
only arrest this, but it will greatly help to induce
the trees to bear heavily, which in itself, as I have
previously stated, is the best corrector of such
growths. Badly cankered trees live and bear
good crops for many years. The best way of treat-

ing such trees is to wash the wounds thoroughly
in winter with a strong solution of soft soap and
warm water, cutting away any dead parts there

may be about the wounds.
The Treatment of Weak and Barren Trees.—If

the trees are moderately young, say, under fifteen

years, and do not cover a wall space of more than

12 feet run with a height of 9 feet or 10 feet, the

best way is to cut a trench in half-circle form round

the tree 18 inches wide and 2\ feet deep at a dis-

tance of 4% feet from the stem of the tree. Wheel

away all the soil from this trench and cut back

each root encountered, using a knife and making

a clean slanting cut on the upper side of the root.

No chopping or hacking of the roots with a spade

should be tolerated. Some young or inexperienced

readers of The Garden will no doubt wonder why
it is recommended that growers should resort to

what appears to be so barbarous a practice as

cutting the roots of a tree to make it grow

better ! The roots of a tree are like its branches.

Cut a branch back, and you will find that four or

five or more young branches will grow out of the

branch below the cut. So it is with the roots.

To each cut root will be added from four to eight

new feeding roots. It is on the number and strength

of these new fibrous and feeding roots that our

hopes for the recovery of our root-pruned trees

depend. Having cleared the trench of soil, pro-

ceed with a five-tined fork to break down the wall

or side of the trench next the tree to the extent

of 10 inches, exposing a still larger number of

roots. After doing this, proceed to fork up the

surface soil over the roots, drawing it down with

a rake into the still open trench until a good body

of top roots is found. This completed, wheel away
all the old surface soil from the trench and fill

it up to the level of the surrounding ground with

the following soil compost, replacing the surface

soil (removed) to the same level with the same

compost. The pruned roots should be laid care-

fully in the new soil, pressing it firmly as the

trench is being filled.

The Compost.—To one barrow-load of good

turfy loam of rather heavy texture cut from an old

pasture add two pecks of old mortar rubble (crushed

into the size of pigeons' eggs), half a gallon of

quicklime, the same of soot and the same of bone-

meal, mixing the whole well together. The turf

should be cut into lumps the size of one's fist,

using also the small soil which always accompanies

the breaking up of turves. Those who wish to grow

.iVpricot trees, but whose soil is naturally poor and

shallow, would be well advised to form a border

for them of the above-mentioned compost. The

treatment above described refers to trees

from fifteen years old downwards.
In Dealing with Older Trees I would omit

cutting a trench, and be satisfied with

removing the surface soil from over the

roots as far as they extend until a good

body is found. .\ny long, straggling roots

barren of fibre I should cut several length-

wise niches in with a knife. From these

cuts a number of young roots will emit

in due time. Place a top-dressing of the

soil compost previously described over the

roots to the depth of 6 inches, treading

it well down. It will be found that

during the following summer a legion

of new healthy roots will have permeated

this new soil, giving vigour and tone to

the trees.

Mulching the Trees.—The mulching of the

surface of the ground over the roots of

the trees, both summer and winter, with

rich, decayed farmyard manure to the

depth of 4 inches is a source of great

benefit to the trees. In winter the virtue

of the manure is washed down into the

soil and made available for the nourish-

ment of the trees in summer. In summer
it is useful in keeping the surface of the

soil cool and moist for the roots bv pre-

venting too rapid evaporation, and it also NEW
encourages the formation of surface- feeding

roots, which help the trees so materially in swelling

and finishing off a good crop of fruit.

Watering.—Although mulching greatly conserves

moisture in the soil, yet in the height of summer the

trees and the crops they bear will be very greatly

benefited by an occasional heavy watering of

manure-water from the stable or cowyard, or, in

the absence of this, a good substitute will be found
in Peruvian Guano, adding a good handful of it

to every two gallons of water.

Owen Thomas, V.M.H.

NEW MELON GOLDEN BEAUTY.
It is a very simple matter to raise a new Melon, but

to raise one that will gain an award of merit from
the fruit and vegetable committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society is quite another thing. The
variety shown in the accompanying illustration

gained this distinction after being grown on trial

in the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens at

Wisley. The main point about a good Melon is.

of course, its flavour, and in this respect Golden
Beauty leaves nothing to be desired. The fruits

are of average size, with deep and scarlet flesh. It

is well netted, having a very nice appearance, and
is reputed to be a very free setter. This variety

gives great promise. It is being sent out by Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, London, who
kindlv sent us the fruit now illustrated.

THE ROSE GARDEN
NEW ROSE MRS. JAMES FERGUSON.
AMONG the new Roses that received

/% recognition from the judges at the

/ % National Rose Society's autumn show
/ % this year, none was more admired

I m than Mrs. James Ferguson, a Hybrid
Tea of rare beauty. As will be seen

by the accompanying illustration, the flower is of

that conical shape with reflexed petals that finds

so much favour at the present time. The colour

is a delicate shade of pink, resembling somewhat
in this respect the well-known La Tosca. It was
shown by Mr, James Ferguson, Dunfermline,

and received a silver-gilt medal.

HYBRID TEA ROSE MRS. JAMES FERGUSON.
{Much reduced.)
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NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.
(Continued from page 515.)

Jacques Vincent (H.T., Soupert et Notting,

1908).—A pretty novelty of the Edu Meyer type,

colour coral red, shaded with pale yellow and

salmon. Will make a good bedder.

James Coey (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons, 1909).

This is a splendid addition to the golden yellows,

and will be a boon to those who admire this colour,

as there are but few really good yellow garden

Roses. James Coey blooms profusely upon erect

growths.

Jessie (Dwarf Polyantha, Merrywcather, 1909).

Bright cherry crimson. Very pretty little flowers,

wliich retain their colour well. They are borne

m large clusters. One of the most beautiful and

brilliant-coloured varieties of the class to which it

belongs, and will be invaluable for massing and

lor pot-work.

Jobannisfeucr (Pernetiana, Turke, 1909).—

A

marvellous coloured Rose, golden yellow, this

changing towards the ends of the petals to brilliant

liery red and gold. Hardy, sweet, with coppery green

loliage on growths having large and small thorns.

Jonkheer J . L. Mock (H.T., Leenders, 1909).

—

Perhaps one of the most distinct novelties of its

vear. It has La I'rance growth and build of

flower, but the colour is so marvellous—the out-

side of petals vivid red, upper side silvery pink, a

remarkable contrast, more intense than Farben-

konigin, the result of a compound cross (Caroline

Testout X Mme. Abel Chatenay x Farbenkonigin),

a form of crossing 1 would commend to hybridists

as likely to give us some distinct novelties.

Kaiser WiUiehn II. (H.T., Welter, 1909).—Fiery

red and crimson, shaded velvety black, buds
elongated, always opening well. Should be a valu-

able addition to high-coloured sorts. A cross between

Kaiserin .\ugusta Victoria and Louis van Houtte.

Lady Alice Stanley (H.T., S. McGredy and Son,

1909).—A Rose to obtain a gold medal of the

National Rose Society in 1908 and a certificate at

the Bagatelle trials this year should be a good

addition to our collection. I thought well of this

Irom the first, the style of bloom and lovely colour-

ing being of that fascinating type we get in Mrs.

K. G. Hill and Grand Due de Luxembourg. It

will be splendid for the garden and a good addition

to show Roses.

Lady de Bathe (H.T., B. R. Cant and Sons).—

A

flower of the .Antoine Rivoire type, with a rich

creamy colouring. Will be a useful sort, especially

for garden decoration.

Lady Coventry (Smith).—If we are to believe the

daily Press, this is the long-looked-for blue Rose,

but it is something like the sea serpent. One
must see it with one's own eyes before taking

m the glowing account given of this marvel.

Lady Greenall (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons).—

A

pretty Rose with apricot shading. May prove a

useful sort, but at present it has not been specially

well shown.

Lady Pirrie (H.T., Hugh Dickson, 1909). —

A

flower of this beauty stands out in my memory as

being one of the loveliest blooms I ever beheld.

The delightful high centre and regular form, with a

colouring that can only be described as a mixture
of Lyon Rose and Mme. -Abel Chatenay, must
render this variety extremely popular. Whether
1 1 is a good lasting sort I cannot say, but certainly as

shown at Regent's Park this year it was superb, and
in my opinion one of the best new Roses of its year.

Leucht/eur (China, Kiese and Co., 1909).—

A

more brilliant colour than even Charlotte Klemm,
which is saying a good deal. For bedding no
better Rose exists of its colour, brilliant blood red,

and, moreover, it is sweetly scented. A cross

between Grllss an Teplitz and Cramoisie Superieure.

Lieutenant Chaure (H.T., Pernet-Ducher, 1910).

This is a most beautiful addition to the crimson

Hybrid Teas, and will probably be grown as

extensively as any Rose of its colour when better

known. A grower near Paris writes : "Lieutenant

Chaure is an ideal beauty." The growth is strong,

and the buds are extra long and pointed, opening

into a large flower of rich crimson-red. From a

letter before me its renowned raiser has a high

opinion of this Rose, and I have pleasure in passing

the information on, which may be useful to

commercial growers of forced Roses and also to

those in private estabhshments who are still looking

out for an ideal crimson. Have we the long-desired

Crimson Mermet in Lieutenant Chaur6 ? I suppose

we must " wait and see," but personally I have

every confidence in its raiser's judgment. Lieu-

tenant Chaur^ was raised from Liberty crossed

with Etoile de France.

Louis Barbier (Pernetiana, Barbicr and Co.,

r909).—Here we have an excellent climber of a

most unique colour, obtained by crossing Mme.
Berard with the Austrian Copper. The colour is

bright copper red, sometimes striated yellow.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A WHITE-FLOWERED MEADOW

SAFFRON.
(COLCHICUM SPECIOSUM ALBUM.)

BY
far the finest of all the white-flowered

I Colchicuras, this plant secured the

admiration of all when introduced a

\ few years ago by Messrs. Backhouse of

' York. Single corms fetched a high

price, but the stock has been rapidly

increased, so that they can be obtained now for

about los. a dozen. Like the purple-flowered

type, it is the possessor of a strong constitution,

and appears to be quite at home in any good garden

soil. Meadow Saffrons are such valuable autumn-
flowering plants that they should be planted much
more freely than they are, seeing that so many
are suitable for the shrubbery, border and grassy

slopes near water. In the latter position the

corms get thoroughly ripened in summer, while at

the same time moisture is within reach of the

roots. They may also be used with advantage to

)^ism

COLCHICUM SPECIOSUM ALBUM IN .\ LAWN BED.

turning to copper rose and bright purple when
fuUy open. Exterior of petals copper yellow,

darker at the base. The flowers are semi-double,

produced in bunches of two to six. It possesses

the vigour of Mme. Berard, with much of the

gorgeous colour of the Austrian Copper, and,

strangely, this latter has affected its season of

flowering, which is early in May. The branches

are covered with flowers as in that lovely old Rose.

May Kenyan Slaney (H.T., A. Dickson and

Sons, 1910).—Colour blush pink on rich cream. The
sea green foliage and bronzy-coloured thorns are

most attractive. The flowers are large, full, and

of exquisite form.

May Miller (H.T., E. G. Hill and Co).—We have

learned to value the introductions of this firm

;

for is not their Mrs. Theodore Robsevelt one of the

best show Roses and General Macarthur one of

the best bedders ? The above-named novelty

has a colouring reminiscent of Lyon Rose, the bud
long and pointed, and the open flowers of imusual

beauty. P.

(To be continued.)

brighten up the rock garden in the autumn, as

many corners may be found for them where their

ample foliage will not interfere with other smaller

plants.

Where a bed has to be made up for the reception

of these plants, the most suitable medium to use

would be rather stiff loam, and with this should

be mixed a good proportion of leaf-mould and

sharp grit. If manure is used, it should be well-

rotted cow-manure that has been thoroughly matured,

and it must be dug well in so that none of it is in

contact with the corms when planted. As Colchi-

cums are bare of leaves at flowering-time, they are

seen imder the best conditions when planted in

turf, where the flowers do not get splashed or

damaged as in a bare border. When the plants

must be grown in a bed splashing may be prevented

by planting some low-growing Sedums or Saxi-

fragas between them to form a carpet, but it

ought not to be allowed to become too dense.

Though the individual flowers do not last very

long, they are produced in great abundance when
established, extending the flowering season over a
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good period of time. The foliage, which is developed

in early spring, bearing with it the seed-vessels,

varies considerably in the different species, the

leaves in some being over i foot long and 4 inches

broad, while in others they are short and narrow.

The stronger-growing species should be lifted every

third year, so that the crowded corms may be

separated and the plantation extended. Although

they do not suffer in thus transplanting, it is not

wise to keep them too long out of the ground. Deep
planting is necessary, especially in lighter soils,

where the corms maybe 6 inches beneath the surface.

The best species for the wild garden, shrubbery

border and similar positions are C. autumnale,

C Bornmlilleri, C. byzantinum, C. giganteum, C.

speciosum and C. variegatum, all being strong

growers and well able to take care of themselves,

hor the border there are the different coloured

forms of C, autumnale, viz., single white, double

white and double purple of various shades, C. specio-

^-um album and C. Sibthorpii among others. The
latter species, which comes from Greece, is rather

tender and needs a well-sheltered position. Among

ripe or kept till the spring and sown in a little heat
to bring them up quickly. The seedlings may
either be pricked out into boxes or singly into pots,

the latter for preference when wanted for planting

out in the wild garden. Although they will grow
in almost any soil, they will pay for good treat-

ment and attain greater proportions in good,

deeply cultivated loamy ground. W. I.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Outdoor Autumn Sowing.—Autumn sowing in

these days of fierce competitions from one end of

the country to the other is invariably mentally
connected with the winning of prizes, and it is

almost always associated with pots in frames

;

but there are still those who do not aspire to

shine as giants in the show arena, and who still

would have excellent flowers in good time in their

gardens. It is further possible that did they wish
to do so, they could not adopt under-glass sowing,
for the simple reason that they have not at com-
mand the conveniences which the system demands.
It is such as these that sow seeds out of doors in

A NOBLE BORDER PLANT : HERACLEUM MANTEGAZZIANUM.

the wmter and spring flowering Colchicums we get

several from Syria—C. Decaisnei, with flesh-coloured

flowers, and C. libanoticum, with white flowers
;

while C. crociflorum is a dainty little plant from

Central Asia with white flowers, striped on the

outside segments with various shades of purple.

HERACLEUM MANTEGAZZIANUM.
The Cow Parsnip family contains some of the

handsomest members of the Umbellifer Order,

which comprises such plants as the giant 'Fennels.

H. giganteum is a well-known plant that is

used so effectively in the wild garden and shrub-

beries, where it seeds itself freely, and perhaps

becomes somewhat of a nuisance in many places.

H, mantegazzianum, which comes from the

Caucasus, is certainly the finest of all the species

of Heracleum in cultivation. The illustration

shows a plant about 9 feet high with umbels of

flowers 2 feet to 3 feet in diameter. The flowers

are larger and of a purer white than in H. gigan-

teum, and the plant makes a very effective subject

when seen from a distance. Seeds are freely pro-

duced, and may either be sown outside as soon as

the autumn and undoubtedly achieve some most

gratifying results. Although the plants do not

make any observable progress above ground

through the winter months, they are incessantly

making roots and building up the constitution

which enables them to yield flowers slightly in

advance of those from spring-sown seeds, and

immensely superior in length of stem and sub-

stance and colour of the blooms. It is a method

of procedure that can be staunchly advocated,

notwithstanding the fact that the losses in seeds

and young plants are generally considerable owing

to contingencies over which the ordinary grower

has no real control ; allowance is naturally made
for these things, and success is the reward.

Preparation of the Soil.—Precisely as it is

imperative to thoroughly prepare the ground for

the reception of seeds or plants in the spring, so

also is it for the seeds which are to be sown directly

in situ now. It is impossible to cultivate it too

deeply, and, within reason, it is not easy to manure

it too generously ; but it is always preferable to

incorporate the manure with the second spit of

soil, and not to put it in solid masses in narrow.

hard-walled trenches. Any manure that goes
into the top spit should be in the form of refuse,

since soil in good heart will contain plenty of

nutrient matters to maintain the plants in active

growth for several weeks. The minimum depth
of worked soil should be 18 inches, and those who
can increase this to 36 inches are bound to derive

benefit from their additional labours.

Sowing the Seeds.—In connection with this

important operation I do not think that there is

a more common error than sowing too deeply and
too thickly ; but, in a sense, the latter is excusable

at this season, because it is taken as a certainty

that the losses will be serious. For the former
mistake there can, of course, be no excuse. To
bury seeds 3 inches, or even more, beneath the

surface, as has been done on scores of occasions,

IS to make it practically sure that rotting will

follow. The utmost depth in the lightest soils

and with the hardiest of seeds should be 2 inches,

and it is seldom wise to go beyond i inch. Again,

for light and ugly, spotted seeds the covering should
be very light, say, a quarter of an inch, and sand
should be used below, and above also, if it can be

made convenient. In all instances the base upon
which the seeds are set should be firm and level,

as germination will be quicker and subsequent
progress superior in all respects in comparison with

those from seeds sown in triangular drills, as is

sometimes seen.

Time of Sowing.—The actual time of putting

the seeds in the ground necessarily varies consider-

ably, since it is governed by the soil and climate ol

the garden and, in some smaller degree, by the time

at which it is particularly desired that the plants

shall be at perfection. In extremely cold, heavy
soils, September sowing is followed by admirable

results in the following July. When these con-

ditions prevail, germination and growth are botli

slow, and it is most important to secure the warmth
of the summer sun to encourage a strong start.

In an ordinary loam any time up to the end of

October answers excellently, the seeds vegetating
well and the young plants making splendid pro-

gress. Then it is well within the bounds of possi-

bility that many readers will be cultivating a warm,
light sandy medium. In this case sowing may
advantageously be carried out at any date up to

the third week of November. In all circum-
stances it is desirable that the seeds shall be thickly

coated with red lead prior to sowing in order to

reduce, as far as possible, losses from the ravages
of mice. It will be imperative, too, to make pro-

vision against the depredations of slugs, and the
fact that birds will eat the young tops must never
be overlooked. Spencer.

NOTES ON TULIPS.
1 WAS driving with a friend the other day in

a " taxi " to the Japanese Exhibition, and in the
course of our conversation on matters pertaining

to gardening and gardening newspapers he said,
" There's no use your writing about plants that are
not in commerce ; the public cannot buy them and
the stockholders will not sell them, and would-be
purchasers give a lot of unnecessary trouble writing

and wanting to get hold of them. Wait till a

thing is out, and then crack it up and write about
it as much as you like." I see this point of view
perfectly, but I can see others just as well.

However, I will give a few straight tips about
Tulips and take my " taxi " friend's advice, and
only praise those that anyone can easily get hold
of, for the simple reason that I have only Hobson's
choice before me. There are so few novelties in

the making that I should have considerable diffi-

culty in writing about them. Some of the greatest

novelties in the Tulip world in recent years have
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been the names, or, rather, the bad system of re-

naming which has been practised, I am sorry to

say, rather widely, to the confusion of many and

in direct contradiction to the spirit of the elders,

who were most particular and punctilious in this

respect.

Now for the tips. For early flowering (grown

in pots).—Prince of Austria, orange red ; Duchess

.)f I'arma, deep orange, with a yellow edge ; Ver-

milion Brilliant, all scarlet
;

Jenny, cherry ; La

Kemarquable, deep claret, citron edge ; Rose

Luisante, deep rose ; Brunhilde, white, with yellow

flames ; Hector, orange red and yellow ; Pink

Beauty, rose pink and white ; White Joost van

\'ondel, all white ; and Prince de Ligny, all yellow.

Early flowering singles for beds.

—Prince of Austria, orange red,

and Coleur Cardinal, crimson and

plum, are undoubtedly my
favourites ; but Dusart, rich crim-

son, is a wonderful stayer, while

an eye should be kept on the old

Artis, scarlet ; Stanley, rose

:

White Hawk, crinkled white : and

tlie somewhat gaudy Kei/.ers-

kroon, red and yellow.

Early flowering doubles for pots.

—Schoonord, pure white—this did

well at Haarlem in the spring, and
will always be in the front rank,
closely followed by Safrano, Rose
Marechal Niel colour ; Rose
il'.Amour, pale rose ; Couronnr
li'Or, orange ; Cochineal, brilliant

scarlet ; and I.ac; van Haarlem,
violet.

Darwins lor pots.— This is,

I omparatively speaking, a new
rlass, and it is difficult to place

all those suitable in their proper
order. The following, however,
may always be relied upon to

give a good account of them-
selves : William Pitt, rich red :

.•\nt. Roozen, rose and blush ;

l,a Candeur, white ; Bleu Celeste,

mauve ; Donders, deep crimson ;

Mississippi, pinky rose ; Pride of

Haarlem, old rose ; Rev. H.
Ewbank, heliotrope grey ; Pro-

fessor Rauwenhoff, cherry rose :

and Leonardo di Vinci, deep glossv

maroon.

Darwins for out of doors.—New
arrivals have swelled the possible

field to very large proportions. I

would, however, select the following

as comprising those of my own
particular fancy, for I am well

aware surprises must always be

e.xpected when the choice is so

.great : Velvet King, rich royal

purple ; Zulu, almost black ;

Zanzibar, deep red maroon ; Prince of the

Netherlands, dark rose ; Mr. Farncombe Sanders,

brightest rose red ; Edmee, rose and blush
;

Yolande, salmon rose ; Flamingo, pink ; Isis,

rich red ; Millet, rich crimson ; Scarlet Beauty,
brilliant scarlet ; Remembrance, lavender and
mauve ; Cupido, pink and flesh ; Erguste,

heliotrope ; Suzon, blush, flamed pale rose

;

Tara, rich ruby red ; Ariadne, crimson scarlet
;

and Viola, rich violet.

I hope to continue these notes next week and to

give a few cultural details which will probably be

of assistance to at least some readers. I fear the

culture of Tulips is not nearly so well understood

as it ought to be, judging by the poor examples
so frequently met with. Joseph Jacob.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1411.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

A NEW DAMSON.

IT

is so very seldom that a new Damson is

put before the public, and even more rare

is it that a new variety is of sufficient

merit to gain an award from the Royal

Horticultural Society. The Damson shown
in our coloured plate was raised by Messrs.

H. Merryweather and Sons of Southwell, Notts
;

and when shown by them before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society three years ago received an award

of merit. In growth this Damson, which is'named

CLEMATIS INDIVISA IN NEW
ZEALAND.

4 .S I noticed in The Garden for June 4 an

/% article on Clematis indivisa, I thought

/ % you might like the photograph 1 took

fc—A last spring, and which may interest other

/ 1L readers. The plants are growing in our

garden. The following extract is copied

from " Plants of New Zealand," by Lang and Black-

well (Whitcombe and Tombs, Limited, Christchurch,

New Zealand) :
" Plants of C. indivisa, with their

festoons of starry white flowers, looped from tree

to tree, light up with delicate beauty

the edges of the dark bush in the

early spring. It is not to be

wondered that the Northern Maoris

gave to this species the name of

Pua-wananga, i.e., the Sacred or

Sanctified Flower. Its feathery

wreaths of seed are almost as

beautiful as the flowers, each seed

in the cluster bearing a long, silky,

silvery plume, which enables the

wind to carry it to a distance.

Pairs of rudimentary leaves are

found beneath each flower-stalk,

and these are believed to remain

undeveloped, so that the flower

may not be shaded or hidden

from the sight of the msects upon
which it depends for pollination.

" The leaf-stems coil themselves

spirally round the branches of

other trees, and so drag the plant

up to the sunshine which is needed

for the expansion of their flowers.

" When young, these leaf-stems

are remarkably sensitive, and, if

gently rubbed, will turn in the

direction from which the friction

comes. They will seize, therefore,

and coil themselves around any
twig or branch against which they

are blown by the wind."

(Miss) M. E. Beckett.
Christchurch, New Zealand.

COLUTEA LONGIALATA.
CoLUTEA ARBORESCENS, the Bladder

Senna, is a well - known garden

shrub, for it is as conspicuous

during autumn, by reason of its

inflated bladder-like fruits, as it is

earlier in the year by its golden

blossoms. C. longialata is not, how-

ever, so well known, possibly on

account of the two plants possess-

ing so much in common that

cultivators have not thought it

necessary to grow the two species.

Merryweather, is as vigorous as a Victoria Plum, It is, however, a good species, and has one

and even in a young state the trees crop heavily.
|

great distinguishing point in the flowers, for,

In size the fruits are much larger than the largest while in the case of the common Bladder Senna

Damson hitherto known, but the true flavour of the the wing petals are very small and extend but half-

Damson is present. The fruits are very fleshy and way along the keel, those of C. longialata exceed the

BRANCHES OF CLEMATIS INDIVISA GROWN IN NEW ZEALAND.

juicy, and undoubtedly this variety has a great future

before it. The Damsons will often thrive and crop

well where Plums are almost a failure, and, now that

the disadvantage of smaU fruits has been success-

fully overcome, we may expect to see them grown in

all gardens. There is something about the flavour

keel in length. The flowers are golden in colour,

and the fruits have the same dry parchment-like

covering which is so familiar in the better-known

plant. The Coluteas as a whole are a useful group

of shrubs, for they thrive under all sorts of con-

ditions and in both good and poor soils, while they

of a Damson that appeals to most tastes, and for rarely fail to give a good account of themselves,

preserving, of course, the fruit is exceUent. The C. arborescens has attained a fair amount of popu-

truiting spray from which the coloured plate was larity for planting on spoil heaps or heaps of colliery

prepared was kindly supplied by Messrs. Merry-
^

refuse. Such conditions are, of course, about as bad

weather. as one could select for shrub-life. D.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO POT HYACINTHS AND TULIPS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Michaelmas Daisies,

though rather tall, have been very

pretty in the borders this year, and,

associated with Chrysanthemums, have

made, and are still making, a

splendid display of blossom. There

are few kinds of plants, though, that give to the

borders a more untidy appearance if staking and

I. POrs BLfURE AND AFTER POTTING HAS
BEEN DONE.

Iviug are neglected. The present is a good time

lor the cultivator to thoroughly examine the plants,

so as to be able to decide which ought to be re-

newed, increased, or removed to other positions so

as to secure a better effect still next year. Some
of the old roots of Chrysanthemums may be worn
out. In such cases cuttings must be put in ; other

roots will be improved if they are lifted, divided

and replanted. The roots of the Michaelmas

Daisies are always strengthened if so treated,

especially when they have attained to a large size.

Seedling grass on new lawns must now be cut

with a well-sharpened scythe. Only the tips of the

grass should be cut off. Do not attempt to cut too

low. Lawns where grass seeds was sown in August
have been much improved by the recent rains, but

the resultant plants must not be cut with a mowing-
machine the same year, a sharp scythe being used

instead. The new lawn must be rolled, however, and
this need not be done during rainy weather. The
best time is while the ground is fairly dry. Carnation

plants in borders must now be well examined and
put in order for the winter months. All weeds
and leaves should be carefully cleared away from

the base of each plant, also shrivelled " grass
"

on the stems of the plants themselves. Their

immediate surroundings being thus made sweet

and clean, less loss from decay of stems will be

experienced during the winter.

Vegetable Garden.—Forced Rhubarb and Seakale

are always much appreciated, and in order to

obtain the best produce the roots must be duly

prepared. It is quite useless to attempt to force

weak crowns. If they are forced, only very small

sticks and heads will grow, and the plants be quite

spoiled for any future use ; whereas, if such speci-

mens are left in the ground or not in any way forced,

they will greatly improve the following year.

Having selected the best clumps of Rhubarb, clear

away all faded leaves and weeds, and continue to

do so until all the leaves have faded. Several

weeks may pass before the crowns are naturally

free of all leaves, but it is important that the work
should be commenced now. The same attention

must be given to Seakale, though the leaves will

adhere for a longer period than those of Rhubarb.

Where proper forcing-houses are provided, there

will be no trouble entailed in getting material

ready ; but where all the forcing is done outside,

it will now be time to commence collecting tree

leaves to be mixed %vith littery manure later on,

and also to see that tubs, boxes or pots are ready

for placing over the crowns when the time comes

for actual forcing.

Fruit Garaen.—In many small gardens bush

fruits can be grown with great success, and they

are very remunerative. The following is a short

list of reliable varieties ; Currants, Black—Black

Naples, Boskoop Giant and Black Champion ;

White—White Dutch ; Red—Raby Castle, Comet

Red and Red Dutch. Gooseberries, dessert

—

Berry's Early Kent. Langley (;reen, Pitmaston

'ireen Gage, Crown Bob, Industry, May Duke, Red

Champagne, Warrington, Whitesmith, Early Sul-

phur and Yellow Champagne ; show varieties

—

Keepsake, Telegraph, Rifleman, Slaughterman,

Careless, Leveller and Trumpeter. Raspberries

—

Superlative, Baumforth's Seedling and Yellow

.Antwerp. In the meantime, before procuring the

bushes, thoroughly prepare the ground.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Table plants are now
being more generally used, and as the short d.iys

are coming and less light, all plants must be kept

reasonably near to the roof glass, especially fine-

foliaged ones, so as to retain the rich colours in

the leaves. Temporary shelves may be erected

for the purpose, and in the warmest and lightest

part of the structure. Chrysanthemums will now
occupy much space in greenhouses, and as it is

necessary to place the pots rather close together,

the lower leaves of the plants will soon turn yellow

and perish. These must be picked off, as if left on

they would not further benefit the plants, but act

as a hiding-place for insects. Violets in frames

must have as much air as possible both day and

night during fine weather. The earliest bulbs

should now be placed in the cool frames and lightly

shaded for three or four days ; then gradually

expose them to the full light. A. A.

POTTING HYACINTHS AND TULIPS.

Just when the display in the outdoor garden in

autumn is at its best, all careful gardeners begin to

realise that it is time for them to look ahead and

make provision for a floral display under glass in the

succeeding spring. All too frequently the work of

potting the bulbs is too long deferred, and then it

is most unreasonable to expect good results to

accrue. There is an advantage in potting up

Hyacinths and Tulips in good time, as this allow^s

a sufficient interval for the flower-spikes to develop

under quite satisfactory conditions.

Bulb catalogues have been issued for some time

past, and their receipt by the grower is a reminder

that his order should be despatched forthwith.

There is little doubt that those who procure their

bulbs in good time obtain better specimens than

those who defer making their purchases until

somewhat later in the season. It does not follow

that the largest bulbs are necessarily the best

;

varieties differ considerably in weight and

character generally. A heavy bulb, in proportion

to its size, is always to be preferred. In every

instance the bulbs should be well ripened and as

free from blemishes as possible.

Soil is, of course, the first consideration, and

this, naturally, needs some preparation. Hyacinths

may be grown in almost any soil, but the best

results are invariably obtained from a compost

that has been carefully mixed. Good fibrous

loam and well-decayed cow-manure should be used

in equal parts, and sand or clean road grit added at

about the rate of a peck to a bushel of the soil.

The heap must be given a proper mixing. The

loam and cow-manure should be passed through

a coarse sieve before mixing the soils together.

This compost will do equally well for Tulips, but

those who do not wish to incur much expense may
utilise old Chrysanthemum soil for the same

piurpose.

Five-inch pots, as well as those 6 inches in diame-

ter, are generally used for Hyacinths and Tulips,

and before placing the soil in them they should be

carefully crocked with potsherds. Cover the

crocks with a piece of turfy loam to prevent the

finer particles of soil working down into the drainage

and clogging it. Proceed to fill the pots with the

prepared compost, but do not press in the soil or

make it firm in any way. Neither press the bulli

into the loose soil to the requisite depth ;
this is

the wrong method. The proper way to pot the

Hvacinth is to make a hole by taking out a suffi-

cient quantity of soil so that the bulb may be ac-

commodated satisfactorily and at a suitable depth.

That the beginner may understand how to proceed

I have portrayed in Fig. i the method in which

the potting of the Hyacinth is done. When the

potting-up is completed, the bulbs of the Hyacinth

should appear just above the surface soil, as shown

m Fig, 2. After potting, water in the bulbs with

clear water from a fine-rosed can and leave them

to drain for a time.

In the case of Tulips the compost and pots

should be prepared in precisely the same manner

as suggested for Hyacinths. Three bulbs should

be placed in a 5-inch pot and five bulbs in a pot

6 inches in diameter. The bulbs should be almost

buried. Fig. 3 represents Tulips treated in the

manner herein described. Each \ariety should

-A SMALL POT IS PLACED OVER) EACH BULB
THIS PROTECTS THE GROWTH AS
DEVELOPS.

IT

be labelled as soon as it is potted up, and this will

avoid confusion later on.

During the rooting process the pots "of bulbs

should be arranged on beds of sifted ashes out-

doors and then covered with spent Hops, Cocoanut

fibre, or any material of a similar nature to protect

them from frost, and also to keep them in the dark.

Successful exhibitors frequently stand the pots

on boards arranged in a cold frame, covering the
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pots with spent Hops or Cocoanut fibre, as in the

case of those arranged outdoors (see Fig. .(). Only

in the case of long-continued rain is it necessary

to place on the frame-light. In about six weeks

growth will have commenced, and in some cases

be sufficiently advanced to justify their removal

3.—HVE OR Sl.X TULIP BULBS MAY BF GROWN
IN A 6-INCH POT AS SHOWN.

indoors. Gradually inure them to light and air by

first removing them from the plunging material, and

then by removing the small pots. D. B. Crane.

STORING HARDY FRUITS.

.\ WELL-FILLED fruit-TOom is 3. vcTV pleasing sight,

and the contents deserve as much careful attention

now as they did while growing on the trees. Apples,

Fears, Medlars, Quinces and Grapes require venti-

lation while they are in the store almost as much as

while growing on the branches of the trees or Vines.

Cool, dry conditions with a rather buoyant atmo-

sphere must obtain. When once hardy fruits

are stored, the less handling they have the better

they will keep ; but it is necessary to handle them

occasionally in order that decaying specimens

may be removed and the sound ones rearranged.

.\\\ choice fruits of Apples and Pears must be

placed on shelves, the floor, or in shallow boxes

one layer in thickness, not more. When the fruit

is first gathered the store-room must be very freely

ventilated. Then, as colder, damper and more
trosty weather comes, the amount of ventilation

should be considerably reduced. The Pears and

Quinces must be stored in the warmest part of the

structure and the Apples in the coolest. Some
niltivators put down straw on which to lay the

Iruit. This need not be done ; in fact, it is better

not to use straw, but to place the fruit on clean,

dry boards. If the shelves are open ones, so much
the better, as air should circulate among the fruits

as freely as possible. After being in the room for

a short time the fruit commences to sweat ; .\pples

do so very much. Inexperienced persons, thinking

that the sweating is harmful, get a cloth and vigor-

ously wipe them. This is a wrong thing to do.

The sticky substance on the skins preserves the

fruits, and it must not be wiped ofl. If fire-heat

is necessary, either from hot-water pipes or stoves,

great care must be taken not to overheat the

structure. Shamrock.

HOW TO USE NITRATE OF SODA.
This manure is a strong stimulant for plants, and,

rightly used, will do much good ; but if improperly

used it will do a great deal of harm. I know in-

•>tances where it has been applied this year with
ilisastrous results; hence this note of w-arning to

beginners. In one case a very promising batch
of Chrysanthemum plants was sadly crippled ; in

another, a young, inexperienced gardener applied

the nitrate in strong and frequent doses to Dahlias,

with the result that he had fine specimens
but no flowers. He wondered why his plants

failed to bloom. I will e?(plain, Nitrate of soda

acts very quickly ; it induces rapid and luxuriant

growth, especially in cases where the plants are

well rooted and in good health. But if flower-buds

are forming just at the time that the nitrate is

given, their formation will be arrested and the

branch bearing them will grow on very quickly, so

that the flowers will be retarded, and when they

do open it is more than likely that they will be

coarse and inferior. When tlie weather is very

bright and dry and plants are not making free

growth, one, or at most two, doses of nitrate of

soda will be beneficial and quite enough for the

purpose, namely, the stimulation of growth. For

pot plants a suitable dose would be loz. to 5 gallons

of water, and for border plants lOZ. dissolved in

3 gallons of water. When the soil is dry, clear

water should be given first. During dull seasons

such as we have experienced this year, nitrate of

soda ought to be used most carefully, and not at

all in the autumn in cases where the plants are to

be grown on throughout the winter. B.

SCHIZANTHUS SEEDLINGS.
Nice specimens of these plants are very accept-

able in the spring-time for the furnishing of green-

houses and conservatories. To obtain such plants

young seedlings must be kept through the winter.

Now, the question arises as to which is the best

way to treat the seedlings during that time. A shelf

about 3 feet from the roof glass, where the plants

will be fully exposed to the maximum amount of

sunshine, is the ideal position. \ rather poor

compost is best at this season. That used in the

new year must be richer, but the plants do better

in a poor soil during the winter innnth^. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Current Work,—\i any moment now severe

frosts may be experienced that will put an end to

the flowering of all tender subjects in the open,

such, for example, as the Dahlia, Gladiolus and

other plants, after which preparations should be

made for lifting them. Indeed, the wind-storms

recently experienced have already sadly marred

such plants, sounding a sort of warning note that

the time is at hand for taking them indoors.

Dahlias, because of their bulk and weight of leafage,

must of necessity be cut down to within a few

inches of the soil prior to lifting them from their

positions. Where named varieties are grown, it

will be found a good plan to secure the label with

fine wire to the stem, so that in anv subsequent

removal there will be no fear of mixing them. A
rather lax way—and which is, unfortunately, too

prevalent—is that of thrusting the label into the

hollow stem or between the tubers, where it is

easily dislodged. Dahlia roots

when lifted should at once be

taken to a shed or other place

where shelter is provided from

wind and frost, surrounding

them with light soil or litter so

that the roots do not dry too

quickly.

Gladioli.—These need not

be cut down at lifting-time
;

indeed, they will be best if

lifted intact, placed in boxes
and carried away to some place

of shelter. There is no need
for drying these at once, and
the corms or roots will be safer

in a little soil in cool quarters.

Later on, when [cleaning is

being done, it will be seen that

there are numerous small frv 4,

—

hvacint

known as spawn, or bulblets, about the base

of the bulb, and these of any good variety

are worth saving for growing on again. These
bulblets take two or three years to give good

flowering roots, and they are certainly worth

looking after.

Montbretias.—We are so accustomed to rule-

of-thumb methods in the cultivation of a plant or

group that radical breaks therefrom come some-

times as a surprise, and I confess to a mild attack

of the same a year or two ago when visiting Mr.

Davison, the noted raiser of the modern race of these

flowers, and finding that annual lifting in October

and .^pril planting were regarded as essential to

the best results. The isolated plant, the well-

developed growth, fine stature and handsome
spikes of flowers left no room for doubt, while the

freedom from disease also bore testimony that the

treatment was right. As a rule, however, they are

left in beds and borders to produce thick, huddled-

up masses and flowerless shoots, small spikes and

flowers, and diseases galore result. Mr. Davison

hangs up his Montbretias by the stems in the

potting-shed, and these rested bulbs at flowering-

time repay him for the shelter they receive from

winter, wet and slugs. As Mr. Davison has no
monopoly of the idea, every reader of The Garden
may imitate his methods as closely as he likes, to

the benefit of his stock.

Some Good Clematises,—Upon more than

one recent occasion some excellent and well-

flowered examples of these have appeared at the

Royal Horticultural Hall, and, among those shown.

Lady Northclifie (a splendid deep blue), Beauty

of Worcester (also blue and very fine) and Mrs.

George Jackman attracted my attention. The
latter is a pure white flower, the most shapely of

its class that I know. The Nellie Moser class

(washed or suffused red) does not appeal to me,

and I see greater beauty in the above or the very

old Lady Caroline Neville of French grey tone,

or the very distinct deep violet-flowered integri-

folia Durandii, whose petals are of a remarkablv

firm texture. Viticella rubra, of claret hue, is

valuable for the warmth of its colouring. It is a

late-flowering sort, too, and mingles well with the

autumn tints around. Such as these may be

planted now.

Hybrid Pentstemons.—Where cuttings of

tliese were rooted in pots a short time ago, they

should now be planted singly in pots of 3 inches

diameter rather than permit them to starve in

the cutting - pots throughout the winter. If

potting them is inconvenient, they should be

transplanted into boxes—anything, indeed, that

will keep them moving for some time to come. The
parent plants will only survive the winter outdoors

in sheltered gardens, consequently it is necessary

to take cuttings at this season. E. H. Jenkins.

iura.*,a>:*#i

HS PLACED IN A COLD FRAME AFTER POTTINO.
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NURSERY NOTES.
[MESSRS. R. VEITCH AND SONS.

THE name of Veitch is so closely asso-

ciated with all that is best and most
interesting in the world of horticulture

and its allied sciences, that no apology

will be needed to the readers of The
Garden for bringing to their notice

some of the most interesting features of the Exeter

nurseries, of which Mr. P. C. M. Veitch is the chief.

As might be expected, especial attention is given

to all plants that have proved hardy in the

Western and South - Western Counties, and as

the nurseries, both at Exwick and Exminster, face

the east—the latter, indeed, is open to the River

lixe—the plants are subject to the fullest test,

lurther, Mr. Veitch is a lover of trees and shrubs,

and from his experience in Australia and New
Zealand it is but natural that plants from those

climates, which can be induced to flourish in the

iJ

of growth are to be seen in all three of the nurseries.

.Among Magnolias I noticed a very fine lot of the

Exmouth variety of M. grandiflora, propagated

from the original plant grown in the Exeter nur-

sery. It does equally well as a standard or against

a wall, and long stretches of it are shown under

both conditions, plants of three to four years old

or from 3 feet to 4 feet high producing fully

developed flowers. Of other species of Magnolia

in greater or less abundance I noticed M.
acuminata, M. Campbellii, M. conspicua, M.
Fraseri, M. hypoleuca, M. Kobus, M. glauca and

other species and varieties. Rhododendrons are

also made a special feature, both the hardy and

greenhouse varieties. Of the former, which are

grown in very large quantities at Exminster, I

noticed sturdy plants of R. Falconeri, R. Auck-

landii, R. Fortunei, R. Hodgsonii and, of course,

the new variety Dr. Stocker. The plants of

this variety grown at this nursery, both large

and small, are entirely out of doors, and have

withstood some severe frosts, setting their buds

'W-
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Mother Country, should receive his attention.

Thus, for instance, on entering the Royal Nurser\

(iue is struck by the numerous fine shrubs and trees

that border the walk on either side. Notospar-

tium CarmichaeliEe is one of these, one of Mr.

Veitch's own introductions from New Zealand,

where it is known as the Pink Broom, from the

rosy pink Pea-shaped flowers with which it is covered

in the summer. At the Exwick nursery I saw

a large stock of these young plants of all ages,

Irom the earliest babyhood onwards. Here also

is a fine specimen of Desfontainea spinosa, an

evergreen shrub bearing bright scarlet, tubular

Hnwers tipped with orange. Though it is said

not to be hardy in all localities, it flourishes in the

I limate and soil of Exeter so satisfactorily that a

large stock of plants are always in hand. This

species flowered for the first time in this country

at Exeter in 1853. Well-grown plants of good size

;u-e also to be found here of that singular genus

CoUetia, both C. cruciata and C. horrida. Mag-

nolias, Rhododendrons and Bamboos receive

special attention, stocks of which in every stage

freely and flowering regularly. It flowers out of

doors in May.
A very interesting plant is Guevina avellana, of

which a few plants only have at present been raised.

It belongs to the interesting Order Proteaceas, the

members of which have their homes in Australia,

New Zealand and the Cape of Good Hope, with a

few outliers in India and South America, to which

continent Guevina belongs. Its leaves are of a

pretty light glaucous green, and the plant bears

bluish fruits about the size of a large marble, the

kernels if which are edible. Many years ago a

large numi er of species of Proteaceae were culti-

vated as ori amental greenhouse plants, such as

the Proteas, Danksias and Dryandras, some of

which might well be restored.

Hypericum patulum var. Henryii is a plant

much valued for its hardy habit and late autumn
flowering. It has carried off an award of merit

from the Royal Horticultural Society, as also has

the new Calceolaria Golden Glory. As seen in masses

in the Veitchian nurseries the latter is a brilliant

sight. Not only as a greenhouse plant, but in the

open, as a hardy herbaceous plant, it promises to

take a high position, both for the brilliancy of its

colouring and for the length of time it continues

in bloom. The fact of its having stood 20° of frost

is one of its strong recommendations, to which must
be added its freedom in seeding. With a plant of

such a sturdy habit to work upon, some further

developments in colour may be expected, and,

indeed, are in progress at the Exeter nursery.

Limitation of space will allow me to speak only

of a very few of the interesting plants at Exwick
and Exminster, notwithstanding their extensive

area and the large stocks of many individual species.

On entering the Exwick nursery one is at once

attracted by some fine lots of young, healthy and
well-grown plants of Eucalyptus viminalis, E.

coccifera and several other species. Close by was a

large bed of the magnificent Californian Tree

Poppy (Romneya Coulteri) in full blossom, a perfect

proof of its free growth and florescence and how
well it becomes established in the West. The
noble New Zealand Forget-me-not (Myosotidium

nobile) is here represented by a very large stock of

strong young plants, as well as Fremontia cali-

fornica, Mutisia decurrens and the red-flowered

M. Clematis, both of which are hardy in the West.

Hardy Fuchsias are here in great variety.

Among others I noticed the following : F. pumila

{a very minute form, suitable for rock gardens)

,

F. macrostemma, F. macrophylla, F. corallina,

F. gracilis and F. exoniensis. Here also are finely

grown plants of .\stilbe Davidii (purple) and A.

grandis (the white-flowered variety). Rhododen-

drons are also to be seen in great quantities and

variety, in addition to those before referred to.

Azaleas also are numerous and varied. Iris

Krempferi grows in abundance and flowers freely,

while Gladioli of all kinds, including Groff's hybrids,

some of the purples and crimsons of which were

remarkable for their brilliancy, make a fine

show.

It remains for me only to say that fruits and

vegetables also are freely represented in the

nurseries, and that at Exwick a very large area is

covered with Peaches, Plums, .\pples and Pears,

all in perfect condition. This is what might be

expected when it is remembered that Mr. P. C. M.

Veiich is a member of the fruit committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and as such is a fruit

specialist. With regard to vegetables, the follow-

ing are some of the introductions of the firm which

have gained first-class certificates or awards of

merit from the Royal Horticultural Society :

Peas—Veitch's Perfection, Exonian, Glory of

Devon, Western Express and Goldfinder ; Beans

—

X'eitch's Climbing French Bean ; Cabbage

—

Earliest of All ; Lettuces—Duke of Cornwall and

Continuity. .'Almost from, the commencement the

firm has held a high reputation in landscape gar-

dening and the formation of rock gardens, especially

in the West of England, the most notable, perhaps,

being at Pystock, near Exmouth, .ind Lilford Hall,

Northamptonshire. John R. Jackson.

NEW PLANTS.
CvPRiPEDiuM King George \'.—This was the

only Orchid to gain a first-class certificate. It

carries a very bold flower with a broad and well-

marked upper sepal. Its parentage is not recorded.

Shown by Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge, Hayward's

Heath.

An award of merit was granted to each of the

following Orchids ;

LcBlio-Cattleya Golden Oriole superba, shown by

Colonel Sir G. Holford, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt,

Tetbury, Gloucestershire. It has bright golden

flowers with crimson veins showing in the lips.
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Lcelio-Cattleya Orirude magni'^ca.—This variety

has mauve-tinted flowers with deep crimson Ups.

Also shown by Colonel Sir G. Holford.

Cattleya basil. — A bright mauve-flowering

varietv with deeper-coloured lip. The petals are

rather short, and, being very broad, overlap one

another, giving the flowers a remarkably good

form. Shown by Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

H.iyward's Heath, Sussex.

Caiasetum fimhriatum aiireum.—Shown by J. G.

Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Woodford. An

interesting Catasetum with orange lip, the flowers

being greenish in colour, covered with small dark

spots. Like other Catasetums, it is of great

botanical interest, but to the horticulturist it

appears more curious than beautiful.

CainaUon Scarlet Glow.—A glorified Britannia

and a siiperb flower in every way. The form is

excellent and the petal substance superb.

Cciniation Shasla.—The deeplv fringed character

of the petals add a novel feature to a pure white

flower. It is certainly most artistic. The above

were shown by Mr. G. I.ange, Hampton, the first-

named coming also from Messrs. Stuart Low and

Co., Enfield.

CarnaUon White House.—A flower of large size,

liasrance and purity ; need we say more ? From

Messrs. William Weils and Co., Limited, Merstham.

Chrysanthemum Cranfordia.—A very handsome

yellow-flowering variety, the stems stiff and long.

Chrysanthemum Miss F. Collier.—A flower

approximating in its whiteness to Elaine, and there

is more than a suspicion to the weak peduncle of the

latter when not well grown. These were exhibited

liv Mr. Roots, Cranford.

desnera Orange King.—An invaluable plant for

the warm greenhouse at this season. The brilliant

fiery orange flowers are produced in pyramidal

panicles above velvety leafage of a bronzy hue.

From Her Grace the Duchess of Bedford, Chenies.

ChiYsanthemum Mary Poulton.—The colour is

pink, the flower-head being of large size. Exhibited

bv Mr. Poulton, Tunbridge Wells.

.ister ericoides Perfection.—That this is a well-

nigh perfected form of the ericoides class should

be recommendation enough. It is, however,

most profuse and of elegant bearing. Exhibited

by the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstree (gardener, Mr.

E. Beckett).

JJgustrum Hcnryii.—-^ new and very distinct

species of Privet from China. It is a neat-looking

and attractive evergreen shrub with small, glossy,

dark green, oppositely placed ovate leaves, which

remind one of a small-growing Myrtle. From

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea.

Symphoricarpus mollis.—The most free-fruited

member of the Snowberry Tree we have seen. The

fruit-clusters are terminal for the most part and

racemose, and because of the great size of the fruits

individually and the freedom with which they

are produced, the newcomer is a great attraction.

An invaluable plant for effective grouping. From

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons. Limited, Chelsea.

Each of the foregoing received an award of merit

on October ii, when exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society.

the centre and mauve reverse to the petals, are

produced throughout the season. Cuttings root

freely when treated similarly to Pentstemons.
Plants obtained in this way flower more freely

than those from seed. Choose a sunny place in

which to plant, and stake as the plants attain

size. D. aurantiaca and D. pluvialis should be
treated as annuals, and both are beautiful free- '

flowering plants for the summer flower border.

The former has starry flowers of golden orange
hue, with a black central ring. The latter, better

known perhaps as Calendula pluvialis, has white t

Viola Blue Bell, \". cornuta purpurea and the like.

These or similar plants should be arranged in groups
of a dozen or more, setting the taller kinds in

the background and working therefrom with plants
of Shorter growth. Aster sinensis in variety would
make a fine display of colour. If you can give us
fuller particulars of what you want, we might be
able to help you further.

Plants for small garden {Mrs. For<l).—lhe
whole of tlic plants luinn-d in your lis^t wovild he worthy
of inclusion in your garden save Lactuca villosa and
Saponaria officinalis (lore plena. Statice supcrba by this
name wc do not know. The Ceanothus would require

THE FIRST PKI/I i| I IXTIOX OF DESSERT FRUIT IN CLASS II. .\T THE BRITISH
FRUIT SHOW. (See page 532.)

flowers very similar to those of D. Ecklonis, except

that the centre is of a bright golden colour."

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS-
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.^T/(? Editor intends to

7nal-e Tm: (iAi:in:N hclpjid to all renders who desire assist-

ance no matter u/tat the branch of gardening may be, and
wit) that object vill make a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. AH communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. Letters on bitsiness

should be ser)t to the PcbI-ISHek. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in dump grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, sfioiUd be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

thf- protection of a 6-fcft-higli wall, and a imicli Iic;hte
soil should be provided for planting. Of the Spirsa
named, Anthony Waterer is the best. If you could send
us a spray of the crimson Spirsea to which you refer, we
may be able to name it. If it belongs to the herbaceous
section it is probably S. palmata. whose flowering, however,
at this time of year would be unusual.

Hollyhocks diseased (C. A. G'.).—We recom-
mend you to remove and bii-» all the leaves that are
withered, and to spray thj plants and the soil about them
at frequent intervals with a rose red solution of potassium
permanganate-

THE EDITOR'S TABLE,

DiMORPHOTHECA ECKLONIS FRO.M SUSSEX.

Mr. J. Comber, Nynams Gardens, Hand-

cross, Sussex, sends us flowers of this beautiful

plant with the following note :
" This handsome

Cape Marigold has been grown here since it was

sent out by Messrs. Barr and Sons in 1906. The

plant is vigorous, covered with dark green foliage,

and about 2 feet to 2i feet in height. Its white.

Marguerite-like flowers, with dark blue disc in

FLOWER GARDEN.
Plants for a blue border {W. Young).—

We presume you do not desire to confine yourself

to the four plants you name, one of which, the

Veronica, could hardly be described as blue. A
border of the extent you name would require a

great variety of plants if it were expected to get

a season's flowering from it. Here are some of

the best things for such a border ; Delphinium
King of Delphiniums, D. formosum, D. Belladonna,

D. chinense (annual), Anchusa italica Dropmore
variety, D. i. Opal, blue Cornflowers, Eryngium
olivierianum, Echinops Ritro, Veronica subsessilis.

Irises of sorts. Campanula grandis, C. persicifolia

(blue shades). C. lactiflora ca^rulea, C. carpatica,

C. c. Isabel, C. c. Riverslea, Aster Amellus, A.

acris, A. Novi-Belgii Ariadne, A. N.-B. densus.

Verbena Lovely Blue, Salvia patens, S. azurea.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Treatment for Rehmannias and Ixias

(N. (r. H.).—As there are so many dwarf plants
available for greenhouse decoration, the tall,

stately habit of Rehmannia angulata is by manv
considered to be a most desirable quality. We
are afraid that you will not meet with any measure
of success in an attempt to render them more
dwarf, for if the shoots are pinched back the flower-

ing portion will be naturally weakened. Of
course, the more they are exposed to light and air

the more sturdy the plants will be. We raav

point out that there is a dwarf-growing Rehmannia
known as R. Henryii, with much lighter-coloured

flowers than those of R. angulata. It is a

decorative subject of quite a dwarf habit. There
is a hybrid between the two (R. Briscoeii) raised

by Messrs. Veitch. We cannot understand the

leaves of your Ixias breaking off in the manner
described, for we have never met with a parallel

case. The only thing we can suggest is that

possibly the frame was kept too close, causing the

tissues of the leaves to w^eaken, and then if thev

happened to get a little too dry at the root the

leaves would topple over and brcik.

Creeper for conservatory wall facing
south (.Vrs. B. G.). — Rhyncospornuini ja.*minoidos
should bo just the thinn for the b.afk w:iU of your green-
house, the flowers being freely produred. and the foliasre

retains its deep, rich colour tlirkni-jtiont the year. Other
subjects that might please are t'leniatis indivisa. white
flowers in spring ;• Cestrum (HabrotJminnus) aurantiacuni.
orange flowers, end of summer; and Hibbertia dentata,
yellow flowers, winter and early spring.
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ROSE GARDEN.
Pink and yellow Roses losing their

colour (C. E. J.).—Vou can materially aid the

Roses to produce heightened colour by giving the

plants waterings with soot-water during the grow-

ing period, and a small quantity of sulphate of
i

iron scattered on the soil will also be beneficial.
I

Some dried blood used as a fertiliser in addition '

to the manure given in autumn is also good.

Although cow-manure is good, there is no great

amount of stamina in it, so that we advise

you to water your Roses with a good stimulant i

such as suggested above, varying the food each

week throughout May and June. Wakeley's Hop
Manure is an excellent article for heightening

colour in Roses. Some of the yellow sorts keep

their colour better if shaded, notably Marquise de

Sinety and Perle des Jardins.

Transplanting Roses (F. A. S.).—It is

quite possible that your Roses will suffer from
being transplanted during the dry weather.

You would have done better to have left the work
until the young shoots were well ripened. It is

not likely that they will suffer permanently,

especially if you give them a good mulch of well-

rotted manure. Water them occasionally, and
syringe the branches two or three times a day
while the dry weather lasts. Had the weather
been moist, you would probably have gained by
early transplanting; as it is, you will most likely

lose a portion of the current year's shoots.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Black Hamburgh Grapes shrivelling

(Blackie).—We suggest that the cause of the Black
Hamburgh Grapes shrivelling is due to their not

being properly ripened or coloured. The reason

for their not colouring properly may be due to

overcropping, defective root - action, red spider

injuring the foliage, or to other causes inimical to

the health of the Vine. We can find no fault with

the soil or the condition in which it is in.

Fruit trees -which are making a too
free growth (Outlook).—Our correspondent's

case is clearly a question of root-pruning. This
is the only satisfactory way to deal with such trees.

By the agency of root-pruning this over-vigorous

growth of wood will be arrested and the growth of

fruiting wood (wood-spurs) encouraged instead.

Once a tree is brought to a full condition^of fertility

there is then no danger of a too free growth of

branches. Undoubtedly fruit trees may be propa-
gated by cuttings, as witness Vines, Gooseberries

and Currants. But in the case of Apples, Pears,

Plums and Cherries, the process would be slow

compared to budding or grafting on strong stocks

already well rooted. The end of this month is a

good time to put the cuttings in.

Grape Alnwick seedling stoneless {Constant
Reader).—It ia not at all uncommon to find this Grape
acting in this way. The only way to ob\1ate the
difficulty is to do as our correspondent has done, namely,
to fertilise the blossoms with pollen from another variety,
If pollen of other varieties is not obtainable while the
Vine is in bloom, then its own pollen must be disbursed
by a camel-liair pencil.

Apple foliage diseased (A. R.).—Your trees are
suffering from an attack of fungus commonly termed
*' rust." It is the same as that from which the Raspberry
and the Bramble so frequently suffer—Phragmidium
Rubi-Idaci. As a rule, it does not do much harm to the
trees, but it is likely to reappear year after year ii not
destroyed, and the best way to do this is by burning the
leaves as tliey fall in the autumn and to spray the trees in
winter with Bordeaux mixture.

Vine foliage diseased (IT. W.).—Your Vines are
very badly infested with red spider. It is quite hopeless
to expect to be able to grow good Grapes while the Vines
are permitted to become so infested with this tiresome pest
as yours are. If most of the leaves on your Vines are in
the same condition as those you sent us, we would not
^ive much for the prospect of success for such Vines for
two or three years to come, even under the best system of

culture. The best thing for you to do now will be to make
the hot-water pipes boiling hot by hard firing on the
evening of a damp, calm day, and then paint the pipes
over with flowers of sulphur made into the consistency
of thick paint by adding water, adding also half an ounce
of Tobacco dust to each gallon of the mixture. Close every
aperture, hole and cranny of the vinery by which the
siilphur fumes could escape while the firing is going on.
Keep up a strong heat for tliree hours. Keep the vinery
close the whole of the next day, shading the Vines if the
sun shines. Repeat the heating of the pipes and painting
with sulphur the two following nights, still keeping the
house close and shaded, and we think and hope you
will find the spider destroyed. You should bum every
leaf that falls. Syringe the Vines every morning and late
in the afternoon in order to try and encourage a little

fresh late growth. Give plenty of air day and night, and
be careful the roots are not dry.

Golden Drop Plum tree dying (P. IF. D.).—It
is difficult to say what has been ttie cause of the injury,
if not the death, of your tree. The silver-leaf disease is

responsible for the death of thousands of Plum trees
annually. It is specially prevalent in the Thames Valley,
and this may have been the cause of injury to your tree.
It is impossible to tell from the shoots and leaves sent, as
they are both quite dead, and the fruit also. If the tree
is injured all over as severely as the branches to hand, the
prospect of its doing any more good is very remote. Of
course, it may be that lightning is responsible, or
that through some cause or other its roots have been
injured. It is an interesting case, and we advise
you to call in, if possible, an expert fruit-grower, who would
be able to throw more light on the matter.

In this way a fak depth of soil would be assured to the
plants without -covering the whole of the tank to the
depth named. The Lilies that have not grown are not
likely to start this season, and a little later should be
examined to see if they are alive. If dead, those in the
tubs could be transferred at any time when the foliage has
died down. In your district the Romneya should require
but little pruning beyond the removal of old flowerless
branches. If the plants are in good health, strong shoots
should appear from the base each year, and tihese. if

allowed to remain, should give an early display of flowers the
following summer. When removing small and flowerless
shoots cut them away practically to the ground-level.
Names of fruit.—Cfcric—Beurr^ Giffard. Robert

Strickland. — 1, Wellington; 2, Dutch Mignonne.
S. Maraton.—The Grape is Black Hamburgh This varitty
varies considerably, and if the Vines are growing at a
cooler end of the house this would account tor the fruits
ripening later.

Names of plants Combe Hill.—The. Rose is neither
Mrs. Aaron Ward nor Mme. Constant Soupert, but Marquise
de Sinety. F. B. M., Guernsey.—Campanula isopbylla.

0. S. Gordon.—Ipomcea versicolor. E. Thonutson.—
The Rose had dropped to pieces when it reached us.
Mrs. Mills, Steventon Manor.—Aistrujmeria species. Plant
on a south bjrder. T. H.. Wellindborough.—In the case
of a sapling so young it is difficult to say with certainty
what it is, but we believe it to be the common Birch
(Betula alba).

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Making a Horse-radish bed (Amateur).

First deeply trench the ground f\illy ^ feet in depth
and work in plenty of well-decayed manure, so

that the soil is rich at the bottom and rather poor
at the top. Then plant the pieces of Horse-radish

root, each about 6 inches long, from 6 inches to

9 inches apart in rows, which should be about
r foot apart. Some make a deep hole for each
with a crowbar and fill up with fine soil. Another
way is to make up beds in the same way as those

made for .\sparagus, and plant the roots, each about

9 inches long, laying them in a horizontal position

just below the surface. These pieces send out
roots into the richer soil below and soon become
of a good size. When ready, which takes about
two years; the horizontal pieces are cut oiif for use,

and the smaller ones which have grown from them
are used for making fresh beds. To keep up a

good supply fresh beds should be made everv- year.

SOCIETIES

MISCELLANEOUS.
Road manure and garden plants {Subscriber).—

We fully realise the harm done to plants in gardens by using
manure collected from tarred roads. It has frequently
been found to be injurious to vegetation. Even on the
high roadsides we have seen the tar dust when falling on
the common Bracken quite burn it up. Many road-
side dwellers complain of the harm done to plants in their
gardens from the dust chiefly, although when the sun
shines hotly no doubt a gaseous atmosphere is created
that is very harmful also.

Lawn weed (6'w«on).—The weed, of which a sample is
sent, is apparently one of the creeping Herniarias, and once
it gets a hold in a la\vn is difficult to eradicate. Practi-
cally there is no better way to keep it in check than by the
constant use on it of a sharp-toothed rake. It is not
so aggressive as the creeping Clover, but it grows so rapidly
that it displaces the grass. Having such small leafage it
is not affected or burnt by lawn sand, as are larger-
leaved weeds. Weed seeds often lie dormant in pastures or
lawns for many years.

Plants for ditch {Constant Reader).—Spirsea AruncuS,
S. venusta. 8. palmata, S. gigantea, Caltha or King-cup,
Saxifraga peltata. Astilbes, Trollius, Osmundas, 8truthio-
pteris and other Ferns, Primula japonica, Lilium parda-
liuum, L. superbum, Rogersias (not in the wettest parts),
Narcissus Emperor. Lythrum, Lysimachia, Iris sibirica,
I. Pscud-acorus and I. laevigata, or I. Kaempferi if given a
place where its root-fibres just reach moisture, are a few
of the bolder subjects delighting in moist places. There
are. of course, a large number of dwarf-growing things
suitable as carpeters to the above, while such plants as
Primula Sieboldii in variety, P. rosea. Anemone robinsoni-
ana and many others which delight in moisture give
beautiful pictures of colour. The coarse-growing grass
in the lawn you had better weed out, sowing some fine
grass seed (which would doubtless improve the lawn as a
whole) to take its place.

Cement tank (/. W. B. Whetham).—lx\ a tank of
the description named it would be more convenient per-
haps to arrange soil compartments or plant the Lilies in
crates of soil. Temporary soil compartments might be
arranged at intervals with heavy stones around that,
while keeping the soil together, would permit of the water
draining away when the tank was emptied for cleaning.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FRUIT
SHOW.

On October 13 and 14 the Royal Horticultural Society
held its sixteenth autumii fruit show in the Horticultural
Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster. In spite of the
unfavourable reports that have been circulated this year
in regard to the fruit crop, this show proved an unqualified
success. Apples in particular, from all parts of the British
Isles, were remarkable for their high quality.

Open to Gardeners and Amateurs.
Fruits Grown Tinder Glass or Othenvise.

Collection of nine dishes of ripe dessert fruit, six kinds
at least, only one Pine, one Melon, one black and one
white Grape allowed, not more than two varieties of any
other kind and no two dishes of the same variety.—The
first prize and silver cup in this class were awarded to C. A.
Cain, Esq., The Node, Welwyn. Herts (gardener, Mr. T.

!

Pateman), whose fine collection included a well-netted

I

Melon Hero of Lockinge, Black Alicante and Muscat of

I

Alexandria Grapes, Plum Coe's Golden Drop, Peach Lady
I

Palmerston, Apples Cox's Orange and Duchess's Favourite,

I

and Pears Pitmaston Duchess and Beurr6 d'Amanlis.

I

The collection was noteworthy rather for its general utility

and uniform size than for anything else. Second, J. A. Nix,
Esq., Tilgate. Crawley, Sussex (gardener, ]\Ir. E. Neal),
who staged Grapes Appley Towers (black) and Muscat of
Alexandria, also Cantaloupe Melon, Nectarine and Prince
of Wales Peaches. Ben's Red and James Grieve Apples,
and Doyenn^ du Comice and Pitmaston Duchess Pears.

Collection of six dishes of ripe dessert fruit, four kinds
at least, only one Melon, one black and one white Grape
allowed, not more than two varieties of any other kind and

i no two dishes of the same variety. Pines excluded.—The
\
first prize and silver cup collection in this class from Lord
Belper, Kingston Hall, Derby (gardener, Mr. W. H. Cooke),
was a really superb lot and splendidly staged. The two
bunches of Gros Colmar Grapes were grand, both in size

of berry and finish; the bunches of Muscat of Alexandria
were equally good ; while the dishes of Cox's Orange
Apples and Gladstone Peach were among the finest we
have seen. Pear Doyenn6 du Cornice and Eminence
Melon completed a very fine lot. This exhibit is illustrated

on page 531. Second, His Grace the Duke of Newcastle,
Clumber, Worksop (gardener, Mr. S. Barker), who showed

j

Madresfield Court and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,
I Pitmaston Duchess Pears, Sutton's Scarlet Melon, and
j
King of Tompkin's Ck)unty Apples. Third (equal), sir

C. E. Hamilton, Bart., Hatley Park, Sandy, Beds (gardener,

Mr. T. W. Birkenshaw), and H. St. Maur, Esq., Newton
Abbot (gardener, Mr. G. Richardson).

Grapes, four varieties, selected from the following :

Madresfield Court, Mrs. Pince, Muscat Hamburgh, Muscat
of Alexandria or Cannon Hall (not both), Mrs. Pearson and
Dr. Hogg, two bunches of each.—There was only one
exhibitor in this class, the first prize not being awarded.

' Second, A. Benson, Esq., Upper Gatton Park, Merstham,

I

Surrey (gardener, Mr. H. Cornish), whose set included
I Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield Court and Mrs. Pince.

I Grapes Black Hamburgh, two bunches ; First, Lord
Hillingdon, Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. J. Shelton) ; second,

I J. A. Nix, Esq., Tilgate, Crawley, Sussex. In each case

j

the bunches were small and of an inferior standard generally.

Grapes Mrs. Pince, two bunches : First, Lord Hilling-

I
don, Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. J. Sheltou), whose bunches

j
of this not easily grown variety were well finished

; second,

H. St. Maur, Esq., Newton Abbot (gardener, Mr. G.

j
Richardson).

i
For two bunches of Grapes Black Alicante, the first

I

prize went to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, Worksop
' (gardener, Mr. S. Barker), with superbly berried, well-

flnisfaed bunches ; second, W. G. Raphael, Esq., Castle

Hill, Englefield Green (gardener, Mr. H. H. Brown) ;

third. Sir Walpole Greenwell, Bart., Warden Park. Surrey

(gardener, Mr. W. Lintott). There were six entries in this

class.
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KDITORIAIi NOTICES.
Every departmeTU of horticulture is represented in THE

Garden, atuf, the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon which they tvish advice from com-
petent authorities. With thai object he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous
feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

ivill kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance,

.ill communications must be written clearly on one side

onlrt of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Gardes, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles aiut notes,

but he wiU not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be tafcen, and where stamps
are enclosed, he unll endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainljt stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated- icith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden uAll alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock .Street, Cnteni Garden, W.C.

THE brilliant tints assumed by the

leaves of a large number of trees

previous to falling, aided by
the no less bright-coloured fruits

of many trees and shrubs, are

responsible for gorgeous effects.

Sometrees are verydisappointinginautumn,
as their leaves fall, a few at a time, over a
considerable period without assuming a

rich colour, while at no time is such an
effect produced as by a tree which retains

its leaves until the majority are coloured.

The common Lime is perhaps one of the

worst offenders in this way, as it fre-

quently commences to lose its leaves in

August. The Beech, on the other hand,

keeps its leaves much later. The leaves

of the Elm, again, usually die off a rich

golden colour, and are frequenth' retained

until the middle of November. The Ash
is erratic in its behaviour, for although we
occasionally see the foliage a rich shade
of yellow, it more frequently succumbs to

a cold night and falls in a few hours while

still green.

The Walnut cannot be considered very
beautiful in its colouring, but the mem-
bers of an alUed family, Carya—or the

Hickories, as the trees are familiarly

spoken of in America—are among the most
beautiful of all exotic trees. .'\I1 the

species are showy, but none can compare
with C. tomentosa for effective colouring.

The leaves of this are of a brilliant golden
hue. Another exotic tree whose leaves

turn to a pretty golden colour is the Honey
Locust (Gleditschia triacanthos). The
foliage in this instance is divided into

numerous tiny leaflets, which have a light

and dainty appearance. As a contrast

to this the curiously truncate leaves of the

Tulip Tree are conspicuous ; the colour

in this instance is golden also. A dis-

appointing tree is met with in the Plane,

for the leaves do not assume a very bright

colour. For a rich brown nothing sur-

passes the Deciduous Cypress, which from
early spring has been conspicuous by its

columnar habit and bright green leaves.

The somewhat rare Parrotia persica,

which is prominent in spring by reason of

its multitude of small, bright red blossoms,

is gorgeous in autumn owing to its

many-hued foliage, for the colour embraces
orange, bright red, deep red, bron/e and
green. Anyone who has seen Waterer's

Scarlet Oak, which goes by the name of

Knap Hill Scarlet, cannot fail to have

been impressed by its glorious colouring,

for the leaves change to a rich shade of

red and remain several weeks in this

condition. The Sumach or Rhus family

provides several showy-fohaged subjects,

and one only needs to instance the orange

and scarlet foliage of R. cntinoides, the

yellow and red of R. typhina, and the rich

scarlet and orange colouring of the

poisonous R. Toxicodendron. Several of

the Thorns provide rich colouring, but all

have to give place to Crataegus prunifolia

for general effect, the foliage being rich

with bronze, red and gold. The leaves of

Amelanchier canadensis sometimes assume
i a scarlet and orange colour, but the tree

cannot be depended on ; some specimens

colour well, others do not. For pure gold the

choice Pseudolarix Kaempferi, or Chinese

Golden Larch, has probably no equal.

Some of the Barberries likewise assume
a rich colour in autumn, Berberis Thun-
bergii being one of the most beautiful.

Though Hamamelis virginica is the poorest

of the Witch Hazels so far as flowering is

concerned, it is the most showy species in

autumn, for the leaves turn to a pretty

golden shade. Clerodendron trichotomum
differs from other shrubs by its leaves

taking on a purplish hue.

The Vines open up a wide field of beauty,

for many of the species colour very finely.

Ampelopsis Veitchii, or Vitis inconstans

as it ought to be called, is gorgeous on
many walls, while V. Coignetiae and the

garden V. Thunbergii both colour well.

The best colour is obtained, however, when
the plants can make unrestricted growth,

as when they are allowed to run wild over

an old tree or pergola. Cotoneaster hori-

zontalis frequently gives a feast of scarlet

and gold. These are but a few of the

many showv-leaved trees and shrubs we
have at our disposal; but we must leave

them and turn to the bright-coloured fruits

which so ably assist in the general landscape

effect.

The various Crabs are always showy,
and it is onlv necessary to instance such

subjects as Pyrus baccata, P. prunifolia.

P. Ringo, John Downie Crab and others

of the same class to direct attention to

their value. P. Aria and its many varie-

ties also provide a feast of colour, the

variety. majestica perhaps having_ most in

its favour. The Mountain .A.sh (P3'rus

Aucuparia) is well known to most people,

and both this and its numerous varieties are

particularly showy. Among the Thorns a

large number of showy kinds arc to be

found, a few which occur to me as being
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particulaxlybeautiful being Crataegus mollis,

C. coccinea, C. punctata and its yellow-

fruited variety xanthocarpa, and C. Crus-
galli. The Cotoneasters also provide a
number of very showy-fruited species.

Some of the brightest are C. frigida, C.

buxifolia, C. microphylla and C. horizon-

talis.

Roses are a host in themselves, for

the majority are showy, from the wild

Rose of our hedges to the Japanese Rosa
rugosa with its large, round, Apple-like

fruits. Berberis vulgaris is a charming
shrub, for its scarlet berries are in such
profusion as to form a festoon of every
branch. A distinct contrast is noticeable

in B. aristata, for in this instance the fruits

are very deep purple, covered with a

glaucous bloom. Pernettya mucronata is

a showy-fruited evergreen, its red, white,

pink or purple berries being very con-

spicuous among the tiny dark green leaves.

The scarlet and golden fruits of the Straw-
berry Tree (Arbutus Unedo) are conspicu-

ous in some years, though in certain dis-

tricts they are not to be relied on. Curious

rather than beautiful are the inflated fruits

of the Staphyleas and Coluteas, while the

same thing may be said about the long,

flat, twisted pods of Gleditschia triacanthos.

Hippophae rhamnoides is conspicuous with
golden fruits, which will hang well into

the winter, and the various Spindle Trees
are responsible for a gay display. W. D.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
November i.—Brishton Chrysanthenium Show

(two days). Bournemouth Horticultural Society's

Show (two days). Hayward's Heath Chrysanthe-

mum Show (two days).

November 2.—National Chrysanthemum Society's

Exhibition at the Crystal Palace (three days).

Kent County Chrysanthemum Show at Blackheath

(two days).

November 3.—Forest Gate and Stratford Chry-

santhemum Show (three davs). Spalding Chrysan-

themum Show.

November 4. — Sidcup Horticultural Society's

Show (two days). Battersea, Clapham and Wands-

worth Show (two days).

Spring show at Huntingdon—The Hun-
tingdonshire Daffodil and Spring Flower Society

is now making preparations for the exhibition

next spring. This will take place at the Corn

Exchange, Huntingdon, on Wednesday, April 19.

Particulars of this show, which is open to all

England, may be had from the hon. secretary,

Miss L. L. Linton. Stirtloe House, Buckden,

Huntingdon.
" Hints on Planting Roses."—From

the hon. secretary of the National Rose Society

we have just received a copy of the 1910 edition

of " Hints on Planting Roses." This little book
arrives at an opportune time. It has been com-
piled by the committee of the society, and from
the preface we learn that it is in no way intended

for experienced rosarians, but has been WTitten

solely for the instruction of that numerous class

who wish to grow Roses, but do not know how to

set about doing so or what varieties it would be

best for them in the first instance to cultivate.

Like other publications that are sent out by this

society, " Hints on Planting Roses " has been
carefully compiled and brought well up to date.
Each member will receive a copy, and it may be
obtained by non-members for seven stamps of

the hon. secretary, Mr. Edward Mawley, Rose-
bank, Berkhamsted, Herts.

High price for an Apple The high
price of 14 guineas was paid in Covent Garden
Market last week for an Apple. This was a large
fruit of Gloria Mundi, which had been grown at

The King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford. The weight
of the fruit was 270Z., and in circumference it

measured i6i inches. It was sold by auction by
Messrs. Garcia, Jacobs and Co., and was bought
by Messrs. G. Adams and Co. of New Bond Street.

We understand that the proceeds of the sale were
given to the Charing Cross Hospital.

Edinburgh public parks. — At a
meeting of the Edinburgh Public Parks Committee
on October 20 several interesting matters were
laid before the meeting by Mr. J. W. M'Hattie,
the city gardener. Among these was a report on
the work done in the public parks during the
year. This showed that much had been taken in

hand and carried through for the extension and
improvement of the parks and open spaces, and
details of the operations and the progress of others
not yet completed were submitted. A statement
of the attendance, receipts and expenditure in

connection with the public bowling-greens was
also submitted by Mr. M'Hattie. It showed a
total revenue of £789 os. gd., compared with
£924 IIS. lojd. in the previous year, a footnote
to the report stating that two of the greens had
been closed after being relaid, that the Prince's
Street one had been closed for six weeks, and that
the whole of the greens had been closed on account
of rain for seven days more than in 1900. Under
these circumstances the statement was considered
satisfactory. The expenditure was £232 os. 4d.
m excess of the income.

" Kew Bulletin." — A recent issue of the

Kew Bulletin contains a very interesting account
of a visit to the Arnold Arboretum, U.S.A., by
Mr. W. J. Bean. The article is illustrated, and it

will be read with great interest by those who appre-

ciate the valuable work in introducing new plants

from China and other countries due to the enter-

prise of Professor Sargent, the Director of the

Arnold .Arboretum. Mr. Bean's wide experience

of trees and shrubs in this country enables him to

make the following comparisons with the woody
vegetation of America :

" Perhaps the most
noticeable difference between the general aspect

of the vegetation of the Arnold Arboretum and that

of English gardens is the absence of our common
evergreens. Neither the Holly, the Yew, the Ivy,

the Aucuba, nor the Box appears to be genuinely

hardy, and only a small proportion of our garden

varieties of Rhododendron succeed well. The
Chilian Berberis Darwinii, the New Zealand
Veronicas, the Bay Laurel, Magnojia grandiflora,

the Arbutuses, are all too tender to be grown in the

open. In the matter of evergreens as a whole
English gardens have much the advantage." The
following observations on the European Dyer's

Greenweed are also of interest :
" Very abundant

in places—for it has thoroughly naturalised itself

—

is the European Dyer's Greenweed (Genista

tinctoria), making a gay display in early July.

Springing up freely every year among this low

growth is a crop of seedling Oaks and Hickories

so numerous that, in view of the needs of the exotic

trees, they have to be mainly treated as weeds.

Professor Sargent finds that this low ground

cover is not only more beautiful and interesting

than meadow, but it is also much more favourable

to tree growth. It keeps the earth shaded and

cooler than a covering of turf, and does not rob
the ground of moisture so much. With the crowds
that visit Kew a general treatment of the ground
in this way would be impossible, but we have found
that for trees rare and difficult to grow a ground
cover of Heath is very advantageous, providing
shade and shelter for the roots and stem without
unduly robbing the soil." The same issue of the

Kew Bulletin contains two contributions from Sir

Joseph Hooker on Impatiens and other features

mainly of botanical interest.

A Colonial fruit exhibition. — The
exhibitions of fruits from British Colonies held

annually by the Royal Horticultural Society have
become renowned in London and the provinces,

as well as abroad. The event is considered to be

one of the most attractive fixtures in the calendar

of the society. Preparations are in full swing for

the show to be held on December i to 3 next, and
the kind consent of the Right Hon. Sir Edward
Grey, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to

open the exhibition has been received. The show
is to be on a larger scale than any preceding, and a

display of fruits amply sufficient to iustify the

pride of English people in the Empire's Colonies

will be presented.

OORRESPONDENOE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Suggestion for a spring bed to be

planted nowr.—Plant all over with Forget-me-

nots, and between these put in, fairly closely,

white Scillas or Bluebells. They make a perfect

combination, last long in bloom and are very

moderate in cost.— E, T. L.

The culture of Nepeta Mussinii.—

A

few weeks ago a correspondent in The Garden
urote asking for information about growing Nepeta

Mussinii (Catmint). No one, I think, has answered

him. I see Mr. Robinson says " it flourishes in

ordinary garden soil." This sounds simple, but does

not appear to be the experience of your correspon-

dent. In my own garden it flourishes in soil

which is by no means ordinary, but very hot sand

and stone. I have always seen it growing well in

very hot situations in full sun and very poor soil.

It seems to be indifferent about the presence or

absence of lime.—C. G. O. B., Ckurt, near Farnham.

Stenanthium robustum.—The excellent

illustration and the accompanying note by " W. I."

in The Garden for October 15 wiU doubtless draw

the notice of many hardy plant-growers to this

fine plant, and probably a little interchange of

experience regarding its requirements or prefer-

ences may be of advantage to those who are think-

ing of adding it to their collections. It deserves

all that is said of it by your contributor, and even

a single plant, such as that in the illustration,

affords much pleasure to those who see it with its

fleecy plumes of bloom. But when seen in a group

it is much more ornamental, and a dozen plants

together make a little picture not readily for-

gotten. I have never seen Stenanthium robustum

finer than in the garden of Mr. Richard Beamish

at Ashbourne, Glenthaune, County Cork, where

a fine group near a little streamlet and in perfect

surroundings was an object-lesson of how such a

plant should be grown. It was in a spot where it

received a good deal of moisture without being in

absolutely wet soil, and there it had a vigour

seldom evident in British gardens. This Mountain

Feather Fleece is undoubtedly one of the best of

all hardy plants which have been introduced

within recent vears.—S. Arnott.
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Winter Roses for market and home
use.—Your rorrrspondent " F. J. H.," in his

excellent .irtirle upon this snhjert in The Gardfn
for October S. ignored altogether those delight fnl

little subjects the dwarf-growing Polyaiitha Roses.

Surely they are among our most precious Roses

for pot culture, to decorate the conservatory or

the room during the dull days of winter and early

spring, and they are so easy of culture that any

amateur could grow them who possessed a heated

greenhouse. One of the prettiest is Jessie, pro-

ducing quantities of its cheerful, bright crimson

blooms upon quite diminutive plants in 4 l-inch

pots. Other lovely little Roses are .^schenbrodel.

Mme. N. Levavas.seur, Orleans Rose, Mrs. Cutbush,

&c., and there are some pretty novelties coming

along that will make this a very important group

for the grower of winter Roses. For table decora-

tion they .are unequalled, and large quantities

are annuallv produced by our commercial florists.

Then there are the beautiful Rambler Roses,

which are not exactly winter varieties, but they

begin to appear in April and throughout May, and

their value is immense. T know of one firm that

grows some thousands of these annually, and thev

can be obtain. 1 in all shapes and forms. " E. J. H."

also suggested 'hat we wanted an improved

Niphetos. Has he i-ied Molly Sharman Crawford ?

I have .in idea this will be an excellent forcing

white Rose. Then there is White Killarney,

which may not surpass Niphetos in freedom or

even blooming qualities, yet it is a valuable Rose,

and is being largelv h.andled bv commercial florists
;

and mavbe Mrs. Herbert Stevens will be a good

novelty. As a red I would commend Lieutenant

Chaure, one of M. Pernet-Ducher's latest novel-

ties. It has wonderful long buds, not too double,

and cannot fail to be a great acquisition. Edward
Mawley, too, is going to be a winner for this purpose.

In strong heat it will come a lovely bright crimson-

scarlet. Although I deprecate discarding old

varieties before they are found to be superseded,

the up-to-date Rose-grower cannot afford to

ignore novelties, and he will do well to try a

plant or two of the kinds named as an experiment,

and then, if proved to be superior, go in for them

largely.—P.

Fungus-proof Hollyhocks.— I had the

pleasure of seeing the Hollvhocks exhibited by

Messrs. Webb and Brand at the Edinburgh Show,

and these, like those mentioned bv Mr. E. Robinson

as seen at Shrewsburv, appeared to be quite free

from disease. I took the opportunity of dis-

cussing the subject of the disease with the firm's

representative, and he assured me that this pest

could be mastered by treating the plants in the

manner referred to in the catalogue of Messrs.

Webb and Brand. The Hollyhocks shown cer-

tainly supported this contention, and it was a

pleasure indeed to an old lover of the Hollyhock

to observe such good spikes, so clean and so healthv,

and carrving such fine flowers as those at Edin-

burgh. But these were very unlike those which are

to be seen in the gardens of the bulk of growers of

the Hollyhock, now sadly reduced in numbers. A
few years ago we were told that the virulence of

the disease appeared to be abating, but there is

no evidence of this in the gardens of the present

time, and it is painful to a lover of this noble

old flower to observe the miserable condition

into which most of the plants now cultivated

have fallen. Messrs. Webb and Brand in their

catalogue detail the way to prevent the disease

from attacking the Hollyhock, and they may
perhaps favour readers by stating what should be

done. Without their permission it would be

improper for me to quote it. Many, I am sure,

would be glad to see this glorious flower once more
taking its place in the garden.—S. Arnott.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOK Till' SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Now that most
of the flowers are opening, care

must be taken that no drip reaches

them, or they will soon decay. The
blooms can be prevented from rub-

bing each other by tying a piece of

stick across the stems about 12 inches below- the

blooms. ; hould the weather be very damp and
foggy, a little warmth may be circulated in the

pipes to -'ry up superfluous moisture.

Bulbs.- -Early potted Roman Hyacinths, Paper-

White Narcissi .and Due Van Thol Tulips should be

examined, and if well rooted may be taken out of

the ashes and placed in cold frames. Here they

may remain till required for forcing.

Cinerarias anil Calceolarias.—These should be

now moved from the frames to a cool greenhouse,

keeping them close to the glass. A sharp look-out

must be maintained for the appearance of green

fly. Prevention is better than cure, and a very

good plan is to fumigate before any fly is seen.

Primulas.—The earliest batch of plants are well

in bloom, and a little fire-heat is necessarv, main-

taining a night temperature of 50° Fahr. Abund-
ance of air must be admitted into the house on

bright days, and also a little at night when occa-

sion permits. A slight top-dressing of Thomson's

Manure will keep the plants going.

Hardy Fruits.

Apple Trees.—The planting season is at hand,

and no time should be lost in getting the trees in

the ground. Care must be exercised in the selec-

tion of varieties, according to the locality in which

they are to be grown. Undoubtedly the bush

form of tree is the most useful for all purposes,

simply because it can be worked without the use

of a ladder. If a plantation is to be made, the

ground should be thoroughly broken and worked
beforehand ; but if only a few are to be planted,

holes about 4 feet across and 2 feet deep may be

prepared. When the soil has been taken out the

necessary depth, the bottom should be broken

about 6 inches or g inches lower ; this assists in

the drainage. Place some of the soil back into

the hole as it came out, allowing the top soil to

be returned to the top when planting. Many
failures occur from planting the trees too deep,

and as a general guide the top roots should not

be more than 4 inches from the surface when the

hole is filled and the tree planted. The necessary

stake to support the tree should be placed in

position before the tree is put in, or the roots will

be damaged bv driving if left till after planting.

Kitchen Garden.
Peas and Broad Beans.—A warm border should

be prepared for the first sowing. The soil may
have a liberal dressing of manure, and a small

quantity of Apterite should be dug in to clean the

soil of all pests.

Salads.—To ensure a good sup'ily now, frames

will have to be called into use, and forcing resorted

to if Dandelion or Chicory is n^ .'ded. Little

Marvel Lettuce should have frames ''laced over

it, when, with careful management, it will keep

in good condition for some time. Endive may be

blanched by placing pots over it, covering the

holes in the pot with a piece of slate. Mustard and

Cress should be sown in boxes and grown in a

warm house. E. C. Poolev.
{Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnalon Hall, Plymouth.

" FOK THK NOHTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Fri'it Garden.
Planting.—The season for m.aking new planta-

tions of the various fruits or making up blanks

in the quarters already devoted to these has

.again arrived, and no time must be lost in pre-

paring the ground. Where it is desired to plant

new trees on the site occupied by old, worn-out

ones, the ground must be generously treated, or

there is little chance of success. After t.aking out

the old trees it is necessary to remove a quantity

of the old soil, and make up with fresh loam from

another quarter of the garden.

Planting .Apple Trees.—It is a mistake to plant

Apple trees in very rich soil, as they only run to

soft, sappv growths that will never produce fruit.

Plant firmly, .and if the plants are of any size stake

each one securely. A little sandv compost sh,aken

among the roots is beneficial, giving the rootlets

a nice start.

Planting Plum Trees.—In most parts of Scot-

land it is hardly worth while planting st.indard

or bush Plums, as the bulk of the varieties that

succeed ripen too late to be depended on. Planted

against west or east walls they give good returns,

and if a south wall can be given up to the finer

sorts so much the better. While not over- fastidious

as to cnil. a eood, sound loam suits them best, and

this must have a fair amount of lime incorporated

with it. A good wav of applying lime is to procure

some plaster rubbish from an old building, pass

through a half-inch sieve, and give a fairlv generous

dressing to the soil where Plums, Cherries, Peaches

and Apricots are to be planted.

Gooseberries.—Any ordinary garden soil will

grow good Gooseberries. It should not be too

rich, or the bushes will make far too strong growth

and give few fruits. While an open, sunny position

gives the finest flavoured berries, the Gooseberrv is

by no means fastidious, and will give fine crops

even on a north border.

Black Currants.—This useful fruit delights in a

cool, moist position, and the soil should be quite

rich. It grows and fruits well on a north border,

and in this position the berries are of large size as

a rule.

Red and White Currants.—These give entire

satisfaction when planted on the north side of a

wall and trained as upright cordons. The site

for Currants should be trenched 2 feet deep some
time previous to planting.

Raspberries.—This is one of the most valuable

of all small ftruits, and is often very poorly grown.

It usually succeeds best on ground of a rather

damp nature, but well-enriched ordinary garden

soil will give favourable results. The ground, in

any case, should be deepiv worked and heavily

manured before planting takes place.

Rock Garden.
,\ny alterations contemplated in this depart-

ment should be seen to as soon as convenient.

If plants have to be lifted, they should be heeled

in properly in the reserve garden, as it is now too

late for permanent planting in our northern districts.

All the finer sorts might even be potted with

advantage and wintered in a cold frame. New
rockeries should also be built now, as there is

always abundance of work in spring without having

to tackle this. Except the very commonest hardy

stuff, none of the planting should be done until

spring. Should new plants be procured now, it is

best to pot them up and plunge them in ashes in

a cold frame, or even out of doors in some sheltered

corner where a little protection can be given in

hard weather. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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NURSERY NOTES.

MESSRS. STUART LOW AND CO.

* T the end of June last we had the pleasure

/\ of spending a day in the extensive

/ % nurseries of Messrs. Stuart Low and

L * Co. at Bush Hill Park, Enfield, a

J \ firm that has a world-wide reputation

for Carnations, fruit trees, Roses,

Orchids and other choice occupants of the garden.

These nurseries are unique in several respects ;

they are easily reached from London, the area

devoted to glass is very large, and practically all

phases of nursery work receive careful attention,

a competent manager being in charge of each

department under the personal supervision of

Mr. Stuart Low.

With a nursery of so large dimensions and of so

comprehensive a character it is, of course, impos-

sible to give particulars of all the interesting plants

seen there. Our visit was chiefly for the purpose of

inspecting the Carnations and Roses, and the house

of Malmaisons that were in full bloom at the time

provided a picture that will linger long and pleasantly

in our memory. This house measured, roughly,

glowing pink, very slightly spotted with tiny dots

of crimson—one of the easiest to grow, and very

free-flowering. In addition we noticed a very

large stock of the old, but stiU excellent, variety

Princess of Wales.

Among the vast array of perpetual-flowering

varieties we noticed the following, which may be

regarded as among the best of the newer ones

that Messrs. Low have in stock : Royal Purple,

a really good purple (lower that is exceedingly

beautiful when seen at a short distance—the plant

has a splendid branching habit, and is very profuse

in its flowering ; Lady Alington, a charming,

glowing salmon pink flower of exquisite form, the

calvx being long and sound, and the plant extra

well branched—we were told that this is a

particularly brilliant and beautiful colour under

artificial light ; I ady Dainty, a very sweetly

perfumed flower, white, lightly flaked purple
;

Roseate Dawn, large flowers of glowing shell pink

colour ; and Rival, an exceptionally profuse-

flowering plant, the well-formed, full flowers being

rich coral red in colour. We noticed splendid

batches of young plants of the perpetual section,

and by now these must be in grand condition for

! flowering.

Jardine is a Rose that should be in every garden.
We were particularly pleased with it at Bush Hill

Park, every shoot bearing blooms of large size and
perfect form, the colour being bright rosv pink,

shading in the outer petals to salmon pink.

So we might go on enumerating choice varieties

did space permit, but we must content ourselves

with mentioning that practically every variety

that is worth growing is to be found in

these nurseries. The large stock of all kinds of

fruit trees and bushes, including the famous
Lowberry, was in flourishing condition, and the

trees should now be just right for successful trans-

planting.

A PORTION OF THE MALMAISON CARNATION HOUSE AT BUSH HILL PARK.

72 feet by 20 feet, and was entirely filled with the

different varieties of the Queen of Carnations.

Strong, healthy plants were throwing up their large

and fragrant blossoms in luxuriant profusion,

and the variation in the colour and size of the

flowers was quite a revelation. The accompanying

illustration of a small portion of the house and a

few of the plants will give at least a faint idea of

the scene. The following varieties specially

appealed to us, and all may be taken as rehable

sorts for general purposes : Ambassador, a good

orange scarlet that was most effective ;
Lois

Sturt, a salmon buff flower that was very pretty,

its only drawback being its rather small size
;

Princess Juliana, a wonderful variety, with bright

orange flame self flowers—it is really a perpetual-

flowerijig Malmaison, each shoot producing a

flower, a feature that should commend it strongly

to growers ; Mercia, a cherry red flower of ex-

quisite shape ; Nautilus, a pretty shade of shell

pink, but just a little too small ; Amber, primrose

and buff, very sturdy habit ; The Colonel, a good

scarlet Malmaison that seldom splits its calyx,

the well-shaped flowers being borne on long, sturdy

stems ; Ritt Meister, salmon buff, very pretty,

not one of the largest, but of very sturdy habit
;

and Irene, a splendid shaped large flower of rich

Naturally, at the end of June the Roses were

just at their best, and a glorious sight they made.

Fragrance and beauty were lavished abroad with

no unstinting hand, and new and old varieties

alike seemed serenely happy under the good cultural

conditions that existed. A variety that the firm

thinks a lot of is Mme. Segond Weber, and certainly

it is a grand Rose. The colour has been aptly

described as shrimp pink, and the long buds are

beautifully pointed .and veined salmon yellow.

It is, we kn.ow, very free-flowering, and one of the

best for all purposes. In the rush for Lyon Rose

this variety has been rather overlooked, but its

sterling merits are certain to command attention

soon.

.Another beautiful Rose that we saw doing

well was Duchess of Wellington, somewhat after

the stvle of Marquise de Sinetv, but with long,

pointed buds that find so much favour for button-

holes. Then there was Excelsa, the new wichurai-

ana variety that created such a sensation at

the Temple Show this year. In the opinion of

some Rose experts this variety is destined to oust

Crimson Rambler from its high pedestal, but we

prefer to "wait and see." In any case it is.

a

grand addition to the Japanese hybrids, its bright

red flowers being most effective. Mrs. David

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

RHUBARB PLANTATIONS. — There
are large numbers of amateurs and
cottagers who are apparently con-

vinced, if one may judge by the

state of affairs in their gardens, that

when once Rhubarb has been planted

it does not demand any further cultural attention.

This is a serious error which results in small crops

of produce that is inferior in quality. Not only
shoidd the site be perfectly prepared as far as

working and manuring are concerned, but annually

the beds ought to be cleaned of weeds, loosened

with a fork and heavily dressed with some natural

manure. These are details which should be put

in hand immediately a favourable opportunity

occurs, and growers may rest assured that the

time, labour and money spent will be most
generously repaid next season.

Vacant Ground.—There will necessarily be

areas of vacant ground in the vegetable garden at

this season of the year, and it is imperative that

it shall have any attention that may be required

to keep it or bring it into a satisfactory condition.

Positions that have carried a crop of funguf-

infested plants should be heavily limed or gas-

limed, the latter for preference if it is possible to

procure the stuff fresh. Quarters which have
contained cankered Parsnips, mildewed Onions or

diseased Potatoes should be dressed with anything

from lib. to sib. to the square yard, leaving it on

the surface for about ten days and then forking it

in. Fresh gas-lime applied thus will destroy every

spore with which it comes in contact, and at the

same time it will substantially improve the mechani-

cal condition of heavy soil. Ordinarv lime is also

peculi.arly advantageous in the same directions
;

a thorough whitening of the entire surface, with

pricking over at the end of a week, will do immense

good. In autumn digging and manuring the

previous and succeeding crops must have close

consideration, and in all instances the surface spit

should be left very rough, so that the full benefit

of weathering shall be secured. The free admission

of water and fresh air, followed by the disin-

tegrating influences of frost, improves physical

conditions .as well as increases fertility.

Asparagus Beds.—-The " grass " will soon be

all brown, dnd the earlier after that stage is reached

it can all be cut away, the better for the plants

and the crop in the following year. Immediately

it is possible to do so, all weeds should be pulled

out and the bed finished off for the winter. It is

common with many people to use a considerable

amount of salt on the surface, both in the autumn

and the spring ; but the wisdom of the system is

often open to serious doubt, especially in autumn

applications. Salt makes the ground closer and

wetter, and therefore colder, and with soils that

are on the strong side this is by no means desirable
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for a warmth-loving plant such as this. Remove
the woeds by hand, and then spread on a generous

dressing ol manure, or a mixture of manure and

leaves, or, as a third resource, leaves alone, and it

is certain that nothing but good can accrue. The

weeds pulled out can beneficially be dug into the

soil in the alleys between the beds.

Seed Potatofs.—It is the common practice in

many gardens to purchase Scottish seed Potatoes

in one year and save seed at home for the next

season, and there can be no doubt that with the

majoritv of varieties the system is a thoroughly

good one. In many instances new seed from

Scotland or Ireland throws rather more vigorous

plants than one desires in the garden, and coarse

tubers are more numerous than one wishes
;
but

some of this excessive vigour will have toned down

in our soil and climate, and the

following season the probabilities

are that the crop will be as nearh-

perfect as we can expect it to be.

It is, howe\'er, necessary that the

seed tubers shall be most carefully

selected and that they shall be

chosen early. To many people the

method of securing the seed sets

at lifting-time does not commend
itself owing to different circum-

stances, but it is a task that

ixiay be done when the weather

is unfavourable for outdoor opera-

tions. Always take tubers which

are perfect in shape, according to

the variety, shallow in the eye,

showing no signs of scab or BfcV
disease, and store them in some
convenient position where they can

have tlie full benefit of light and
air without any risk of injurv from

host. H. J.

Hop Manure in the early part of the season keeps

them going so far as flower is concerned for the

whole season through. They are excellent for

table decoration if cut in the three stages of bud,

half-open flower and fully expanded, are just light

enough for the purpose, and both varieties named
are excellent under artificial light, Mme. Eugene
Resal being splendid.

Another family of the Rose world may also be
utilised for this purpose of a dwarf hedge. A
small Rose garden I know is completely surrounded
in this way by the stronger-growing of the Dw.irf

Polyanthas or Pompons. I say *' stronger-growing*'

advisedly, as some of the best of the Pompons are

not tall enough for the purpose of a hedge, such

varieties as Kleiner Alfred, those of similar habit

rarely growing more than iS inches high. These

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE HEDGES.

{Continued from page 515.)

HAVING dealt with the

Rose hedge from
the point of view

of a screen of con-

tinuous-flowering
plants from 5 feet to

8 feet high, there remains the

dwarfer hedge or dividing - line,

which is sometimes wanted, to be

considered—say, from 3 feet to

.\ feet high—stiU keeping in view

the continuity of flower as essential,

but waiving a point as to e.\treme

hardiness ; in other words, pre-

suming a favourable site that is

not likely to be exposed to ASTEK D.

extreme temperatures. 1 have

used with great success the China

Roses to form a low hedge, say, 3 feet high.

The three best varieties for this purpose in order

of merit are Mme. Eugene Resal, Laurette Jlessimy

and the common China or Monthly Rose. An
excellent hedge was formed of the first two by

planting the Roses alternately 18 inches apart

each way in two rows. An additional row, making

three altogether, was afterwards added to give

it more solidity, if one may use the expression.

The Chinas require no support and very little

pruning—simply cutting out the dead wood when-

ever it appears is sufficient ; they appreciate a

light soil with plenty of leaf-mould and sand, .and

I do not recommend heavy manuring. A mulch

of that excellent Rose manure known as Wakeley's

B. CRANE, A PALE BLUE-FLOWEREU VARIETY,
IN MERCURY GARDENS, ROMFORD.

are best suited to edge other beds with, b\it varie-

ties like Eugene Lamesch (1 think the best of all),

Leonie Lamesch, Perle d'Or, Cecile Brunner,

Phillipine Lambert, Aennchen Miiller and Petite

Constant could all be employed satisfactorily,

["or Pompons they are strong growers, especially

the first three named. They have all the character-

istics of the family, always in flower, perfect Roses

in miniature, and if left alone, unpruned (except

the cutting out of the flowering ra':eme or head),

grow iuto sturdy, thick bushes 3 feet or more high.

Planted close, say, 18 inches apart, a compact

hedge is soon formed, two or three rows being ample
to produce the effect aimed at. They retain their

foliage well into the winter, and I have found them

quite hardy ; they came through the zero frost

of last season in my garden without the loss of a

plant. Of course, there was rather more dead

wood than usual, but that was the extent of the

damage done.

There are, of course, a few of the more compact-
growing Hybrid Teas that would make hedges

—

Viscountess Eolkestone, for instance, Caroline

Testout and, with me, Mme. Ravary could all

be used. Frau Karl Druschki also makes a some-
what taller hedge, but mildews rather badly

which is against it.

I have seen Grliss an Teplitz recommended,
but it does not retain its foliage down to the base,

and the plant is apt to look leggy in consequence.

Then one frequently sees the Penzance Briars

reconnnended for a hedge, but they are best grown
in bush form ; they are too scraggy

for an ideal hedge, drop their foliage

very early, and only flower once,

although I would not condemn a

Rose on that score alone.

The most beautiful hedge in my
garden, and the one that has
always given me the greatest

pleasure, is not the wichuraiana
hedge, nor the Zephyrine Drouhin,
nor the rugosa, nor the China
and not the Dwarf Polyantha,
beautiful and desirable though
they all are, but a hedge that is

composed of a Rose that practically

only flowers once, though one can
always gather a flower or two in the

autumn. But " what a once !

"

The picture lasts though the Roses
fall. I look forward, or have looked
forward for many springs now, to

the flowering of my hedge of Rosa
altaica. It generally is at its best

towards the middle and end of

May, when its shoots are wreathed
in blooms, each beautiful beyond
compare, the contrast with the

delicate foliage perfect, and the
whole a picture that, once seen, is

never forgotten. It lasts as a

remembrance of the most beautiful

picture that the garden can give.

Dorothy Perkins, Crimson Ram-
bler, Bessie Brown and Mildred

Grant (the finest show Rose that

was ever staged)—you may have
them all. They do not appeal to

me like the hedge of Rosa altaica

in " its highest phase of possible

beauty." Its highest phase has

not, to my way of thinking, yet

been beaten in the Rose world.

I was pleased to see a note by
Mr. S. Arnott in The Garden for

GROWING October 8 commending this Rose.

It may be fine on a wall, but it

seems cruel to put it there and to

nail up its slender shoots. Gi^e it its freedom, and
let it grow as it listcth ; it will not encroach too

much, and it wiU amply repay you. Its foliage at

this time of the year takes on a beautiful brown tint

that contrasts admirably with autumn flowers.

Altogether it is a most desirable Rose. Bien aivic.

It sliall be my last word on Rose hedges. Rosa
altaica ! Herhert E. Moly.n'eux.

NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.
(Continued from page 525.)

Mayflower (Tea-scented, E. G. Hill and Co.).

—

An improved Devoniensis, a vigorous grower, and
is apparently a real good thing, the result of many
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years' effort for an improved Devoniensis, so that

all who can remember this old Rose in its prime

will want the newcomer, especially as the petals

are edged with lavender pink.

Margaret (H.T., William Paul and Son, 1909).

—

A fine deep flower of soft pink colouring. One of

the best exhibition Roses of recent years, and is

also a splendid garden variety.

Margaret Molyncux {H.T., A. Dickson and Sons,

1909).—A lovely semi-double Rose, with saffron

yellow buds, shaded peach, and opening to canary

yellow.

Mary Countess of Ilchcster (H.T., A. Dickson

and Sons).—I admired this Rose at Holland House

this season ever so much more than 1 did last year,

which is a proof, if any were needed, that we must

not be too hasty in our judgment of a Rose when
first put up, and it is also another reason why the

judges of new Roses should see them growing, if

possible, or a good, unbiassed judge be sent round to

report. The colour is clear carmine pink, a beauti-

ful shade, and the blooms are of grand form, pro-

duced with a profusion truly remarkable.

Mama Looymans (H.T., Leenders, 1909).

—

Bright reddish salmon, of medium size, semi-double,

bloom expands. The flowers are very large, full

and of perfect form, with high-pointed centre.

For pot culture it is superb, and for garden or

for exhibition truly splendid.

Miss Cynthia Fordc (H.T., Hugh Dickson, 1909).

Another pink Rose, but a beauty nevertheless,

and one that is sure to make its way. The raisers

predict it will be one of the most popular of bedding

Roses. This is difficult to say, for novelties come
nowadays in shoals, but certainly it promises well,

and is distinct although a pink.

Miss G. Mesman (Polyantha, Mesman, 1910).

—

A climbing sport of Mme. Norbert Levavasseur,

making growths 10 feet in height in a season and

flowering like the original from June till October.

Although one cannot admire the colour, it is most

useful by reason of its perpetual-flowering habit,

and will be welcomed by those who are in search

of such Roses for pillars and pergolas, blending

well with Trier, Alister Stella Gray, Aimee Vibert

and Griiss an Teplitz.

Miss Muriel Jamison (T., Hugh Dickson, igio).

An exquisite single Rose of a deep orange cadmium
colour. Will be a formidable rival to Irish Elegance,

the open flowers being even more beautiful.

ASTER PERFECTION, A NEW VARIETY, IN THE GARDENS AT ALDENHAM HOUSE.

habit dwarf, and marvellously free and continuous

in bloom. \ seedUng of Griiss an Teplitz.

Marie Delesalle (H.T., Soupert et Notting, 1909).

Bright cherry red, large and fairly full. A
very free bloomer. From Etoile de France,

crossed with Richmond.
Marchioness of Waterfonl (H.T., Hugh Dickson,

1910).—Colour brilliant salmon pink on outside

of petals, inside silvery blush. The flowers are

generally produced singly on stout, erect stems,

and the form is very perfect. Will be a good all-

round Rose.

Marquise de Gany (H.T., Guillot, 1909).—

A

cross between Liberty and La France. Its blooms

are of silvery rose colour, of sweet fragrance, and

as free as La France, but the growth is erect, like

Liberty.

Miss Alice de Rothschild (T., A. Dickson and

Sons, 1910).—A Rose with a future. The raisers

say up to the present this is their best production.

What a commendation to give a Rose when we
remember the superb novelties from Newtownards !

It is the bedding Marechal Niel, surely. The colour

is deep citron yellow, which becomes deeper as the

Molly Sharman Crawford (H.T., A. Dickson and

Sons, 1908).—A superb Rose of such a pure eau de

Nil white as to be perfectly dazzling. The flowers

are large and full, and are borne erect upon good

stiff growths, which render them far more useful

in the garden than such old sorts as Niphetos or

Innocente Pirola. One is not surprised this Rose re-

ceived high honours at the Bagatelle trials this year.

Mile, de la Valette (China, Schwartz, 1909).

—

The buds of this pretty novelty are red, opening

to red, shaded yellow gold, reverse of petals ruby
red. Very refined and sweet. A cross between

Mme. E. Resal and Aurore.

Mlle.'M. Mascurand (H.T., Bernaix, 1909).

—

This fine Rose was one of those honoured this

year at the Bagatelle trials. The buds are long,

produced on rigid stalks, flowers very large and
full, cup form, colour white, lined and shaded

salmon yellow.

Mme. Albert Marone (H.T., Ketten, 1909).

—

This is an excellent sort having long buds, colour

light orange yellow, shaded with saffron at edges,

outside sometimes suffused pink. A cross between

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria and Lady Roberts.

Mme. A. Tupinier (H.T., Perdriolle, 1909).— \

cross between Antoine Rivoire and Joseph ilill.

Flowers large and double, colour rosy salmon,

shaded yellow, outside tender rose, shaded copper.

A very free and perpetual bloomer.

Mme. Andre Porcher (H.T., Guillot, 1909).

—

Brilliant deep carmine, very large, full and globular,

of vigorous growth. Seedling from Mrs. W. J.

Grant.

Mme. C. David (H.P., Boutigny, 1909).—We
expect a good Rose from the raiser of Commandant
Felix F'aure and Louis Ricard, and I imagine we
have one in this variety. It is of the growth of

Ulrich Brunner, with rich velvety crimson flowers,

illumined with vermilion. I am glad to find there

are one or two raisers who do not ignore the Hybrid
Perpetuals, and in this variety and the novelty

of Mr. Charles Turner's (Mrs. G. Henslow) we have

evidently two good things, which goes to show the

Hybrid Perpetuals are not played out. P.

{To be continued.)

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
MICHAELMAS DAISIES AND THEIR

CULTURE.

THE perennial Asters, or Starworts as

these are generally called, must rank
among the most popular and accommo-
dating plants of the present time.

Generally speaking, these are at their

best when the majority of the summer
and autumn flowering plants are finished. The
present season is almost an exception, for at the

time of writing (October ifi) the most tender of

the summer bedding plants are giving us a wealth

of blossom, and are certainly better than they have

been at any time during the past summer. Fortu-

nately, Michaelmas Daisies may be grown on almost

any soil and under any conditions, even in the

smallest garden of a thickly populated town or in

a cottage garden in any locality, and well repay

the attention which one might bestow on them
'to bring out their best qualities.

A few years ago this plant was looked upon as

little less than a weed, but during the last quarter

of a century, and especially diuring the past few

years, enormous strides have been made in improv-

mg not only the colours, but the elegance of growth
;

and I am convinced that, good as they arc at the

present moment, there is room for much greater

accomplishments than have yet been achieved.

Patience and care are alone required to ensure this.

For many ye.ars it was assumed th.at it v/as quite

impossible to hybridise and cross- fertilise the

various species ; but, fortunately, the difficulty

has been overcome and some very fine results have

been obtained. Where a well-prepared border of

a considerable width and length is judiciously

arranged and properly cultivated, nothing that I

am acquainted with gives more pleasure, and the

visitors who call in increasing numbers each year

to inspect the Aldenham collection alone testifies

to this. The pleasure and interest in watching

the development of a batch of seedlings, the flowers

opening at various intervals from the beginning

of September to the end of October, more than

repays any trouble incurred.

With the wealth of varieties now in commerce
one need only cultivate the very best, and in

making a selection one should endeavour to pro-

cure those only which have been acknowledged

to be an improvement on the older varieties. Not
only are these of much value for brightening our

gardens during the closing days of summer and

autumn, but they are alike equally invaluable for

the embellishment of the rooms as well as making
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ASTER MESA GRANDIFLORA, A DWARF VARIETY WITH
. LARGE PURPLE FLOWERS.

delightful table decorations when associated and
arranged with suitable autumnal or coloured foliape.

Unquestionably tlie best way to see them is to

devote a border entirely to the plants, and the

greater the width within reason that can be allowed

the more pleasing and effective will he the display.

The position and aspect is almost immaterial, but

whenever possible it should be sheltered from the

west and south-west winds. The position we have
assigned for them here is almost due east, and we
have cultivated them on the same spot for the

past twenty years, taking the plants up, dividing

and rearranging them each spring. Early in

March the ground should be thoroughly trenched,

heavily manured, and a good surface-dressing of

chalk lime applied. The ground should be made
thoroughly firm and a plan made of the colours and
the heights before planting. Quite small pieces

ought to be selected for planting, allowing a distance

of 4i feet between the plants and 4 feet between the

rows. Frequently slugs are very troublesome, and
will, unless preventive measures are taken, do a con-

siderable amount of damage to the young growths.

To check these pests finely sifted cinder ashes

should be liberally placed round each plant. Each
should be correctly labelled and the surface raked

down finely.

Staking is another important item to be con-

sidered in their culture, and much depends upon
this as to the display at tlowering-time. The
system so often seen of placing a single stick to

each plant and then looping up the growths to-

gether, making the whole plant represent a besom,

is not to be commended. As soon after planting

as possible, when the growths begin to lengthen,

we place four or five stout sticks to each pl.int,

insertmg them as near to the crown as possible

without unduly injuring the roots and slant them
outwards. If the growths are too numerous, thin

these out, but leave one or two to each stick. At
varying intervals as growth proceeds loop up with

a piece of raffia. Under these conditions each

shoot is able to grow away unchecked, and instead

of a mass of bloom bunched together at the top,

as with the first-mentioned method, the sub-

shoots are allowed to develop, and the result is a

perfectly flowered specimen from top

to bottom.

Stopping the growth is sometimes

practised with the idea of forming

denser and more bushy plants.

Tliis, if done, should be carried out

fairly early, and then only the

stroEigest growths ought to be so

treated. During the growing season

the jground should be frequently

aerated with the Dutch hoe. This

not oiUy exterminates weeds, but

does much to stinmlate growth and

conserve the moisture in the ground.

This is of great importance, especially

during a ilry season, the loose soil

acting as a mulch. Frequent appli-

cations of water in dry weather will

be found beneficial, and in showery

weather ;, a dressing of artificial

maiuire sprinkled round the base of

the plant will stimulate the growth,

as will syringings with clean water

in the early morning or evening

when the weather is very hot.

Mildew is one of the worst pests

these plants are subject to, and

means must be taken to cope with

this should its presence be detected,

or the appearance of the plants will

soon be spoilt. Syringings with a good

fungicide, recommended and used as

advised, is the best method of treat-

1

ing it. The foregoing remarks apply to those ol

' the larger-growing sections, whether in a border

de\oted to their culture, or in the nii.Ked herba-

ceous border, shrubbery or elsewhere.

! The Amellus section is composed of a delightful race

of free-flowering dwarf plants, producing an abund-

!
ance of showy blooms varying in colour from palest

rose pink to deepest purple. During recent years

the strains of these have been

considerably improved, both in

colour and also the size of

flower. These are invaluable

for cutting, and make a pleas-

ing mass of colour when given

a position to themselves. They
are also extremely useful for the

Iront of the herbaceous border.

Species and varieties, especi-

ally the latter, are now numer-

ous, and of the former a few

worthy of cultivation in all

gardens are : Aster acris, an

early flowering plant producing

a quantity of deep blue flowers.

There is a dwarf form known
as A. acris' nanus. A. Thom-
sonii is also an early flowering

species from the Himalayas,

flowering even earlier than the

last-named ; it is a beautiful

plant and worthy of extended

culture. A. turbinellus and its

wliite form are worth a place

in every collection, as is also

the late-flowering A. Trades-

cantii. A. diffusus horizontalis,

A. Fendlerii, -A. grandiflorus,

A. ptarmicoides and A. salici-

folia Tresserve are others of

much use and interest.

Of the bold-flowering varieties

of the Novi-Belgii and Nova;-

Anglix sections there are many,
' and these are especially useful

for planting as a background

to others of the cordifolius and

ericoides section, ne well as being invaluable for

cut-(lowcr purposes. Climax, a splendid variety

of recent introduction raised in these gardens

secured an award of merit from the Koyal Horti-

cultural Society, and few .Asters have become more
popular. From this variety we have many
prominent seedlings. Lustre, another new variety

which similarly secured an award ol merit, is a

splendid semi-double with rose pink coloured

flowers. Others of this section which might be
included are Jessie Crum, Top .Sawyer, Perry's

Pink, W. Marshall and Theodora. Of the Novae-

.Angliir- section Mrs. F". W. Raynor is a splendid

variety, and for colour difficult to surpass ; it

ought to be included in every collection. Wm.
Bowman, rubra and Ryecroft Pink are other

desirable varieties of this section. The cordi-

folius section embrace a host of named varieties,

and, generallyspeaking, are great favourites—Edwin
Beckitt, darl\ blue, a seedling from cordifolius

elegans ; Diana and White Diana, each beautiful

;

Ideal, blue ; cordifolius and profusus ; Paragon, of

newer introduction ; and Sweet Lavender. In

the ericoides section we have such as the Hon.
Edith Gibbs, a seedling almost too well known to

need description, flowers pale blue, graceful habit,

height 5 feet ; Bianca, an award of merit variety

with pure white flowers and similar in habit to

the preceding ; Ophir, pink, with a distinct golden

disc ; Enchantress, Sensation, Thora, Finchley

White ; Perfection, illustrated on page 538, flowers

pure white, of perfect growth and habit, the

blossoms being freely produced to the ground-
level—it received an award of merit from the Royal
Horticultural Society on October 11 this year;
Delight, Ring Dove, Simplicity, Maidenhood,
Gaiety, Chastity, Star Shower, Coquette, Symphony
(early flowering) and Daydream. The foregoing

list is of a few taken at random, and is by no
means exhaustive. F. Beckett.
Aldenham House Gardens, Ehlree.

ASTER DELIGHT IN ALDENHAM HOUSE GARDENS.
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gARDE:Hj:j^G for begi^j^ers.
HOW TO PLANT BUSH AND CLIMBING ROSES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK,

F'^

LOWER GARDEN.—Evergreen shrubs

must be carefully examined at this

4 season, and if any appear to be ragged

or straggling in growth, then pruning

should be done forthwith. Even the

smallest evergreen shrubs can be trimm ed

and kept within bounds, as it were, without any resort

to the close, formal clipping that one often sees.

If all the ends of the shoots are cut off evenly with

a pair of shears, many large leaves will also be

severed, and specimens so treated always look

unsightly. Instead of using shears, do the pruning

with the aid of a strong, sharp knife, and cut away

any branches that protrude beyond the majority.

If one side of a shrub is much thinner and weaker

than the other, severe pruning on the weak side

will result in its soon becoming stronger in every

way. Evergreen hedges must be trimmed in a

similar way. No further pruning will be necessary

until next summer. There arc few kinds of plants

I. BUSH ROSE BEFORE PLANTING. THE LINE
INDICATES THE POINT.. WHERE BUDDING
TOOK PLACE.

that make more roots than the double and single

flowered Pyrethrums, and the plants quickly

exhaust the nourishment in the soil. This being so,

it will be advisable to lift and divide all large

specimens, and then replant them in new ground

which has been trenched and well manured.

Vegetable Gaerf™.—Manuring and digging vacant

plots of ground must now be undertaken when

time can be spared for the work. How often one

sees heaps of good manure tipped in gardens and

there allowed to remain for many days, running

into weeks in some instances ! Rains come and

wash away the best of the manure. Keep all

stable manure under cover, and if it is necessary

to cart any to the vegetable garden some time

before it can be dug in, see that the heaps are duly

covered in the meantime. Now, the manuring of

very light, sandy soils should not be carried out

before the early part of spring, for the following

reason : Being so porous, the rains would, during

the winter months, wash down all the goodness the

manure contained through the soil ; the plants

put in next year would then receive no assist-

ance from the manure. Being retentive, stiff soils

may be manured in the autumn, as clayey soils do

retain the manurial properties.

Fruit Gardfn.—Medlars and Quinces still on the

trees must be gathered without any further delay,

as they will soon begin to rot if left longer ;
they

fall to the ground and get badly bruised where

there is not a nice carpet of leaves. The Medlars

should be stored in a cool and well-ventilated

store-room ; if the atmosphere remains close and

moist the ftruits will decay. If placed—as they

should be—in single layers on a very shallow bed

of wood-wool on open-work shelves in the store,

they will remain quite fresh. The work of remov-

ing suckers from fruit trees should now be taken

in hand seriously. Do the work thoroughly—that

is, remove every piece of sucker growth right down

to the roots, and not merely cut them off at the

soil level.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The back walls of

i some greenhouses are tastefully covered with

Ferns, Begonias and other suitable plants. The

I

light, peaty soil in which the plants are usually

grown must not be kept as moist from this date

onward through the winter, because the growth of

the plants is not very active. All faded leaves and

moss must also be carefully removed, and the wall

plants made clean and their surroundings sweet for

the winter. Cut out all weak, unripe shoots grow-

ing in Rose trees trained on walls, pillars or trellises,

as such weaklings will not bear blooms, and they

obstruct light, air and sunshine from the better

ones during the winter-time. The heated frame

I

will be found very useful at the present time.

Winter-flowering Begonias and forward Primulas

should be kept in such frames, as excessive moisture

is readily removed. A. A.

PLANTING BUSH AND CLIMBING ROSES.

Those who propose planting Roses this autumn

should lose no time in getting the quarters ready

for them, so that they may be planted before hard,

frosty weather is experienced. From the closing

days of October until the end of November may be

considered the best period in which to plant Roses ;

but where it is desired to leave the planting until

2. lUL SAME BUSH AFTER PLANTING.

the early days of spring, February and March may
be selected for this purpose. Much has been said

about the best soil for Roses, and the opinion

generally prevails among the inexperienced that

clay is best. There is no doubt whatever that

fairly heavy loam, or what some growers describe

as a clayey loam, is distinctly the best for most

Roses. A clayey subsoil no doubt suits the Rose

very well, but this should be well broken up.

Drainage, too, is a matter of considerable import-

ance. Where the situation is low-lying, it may be

necessary to drain this part of the garden. There

may be gardens where the water is disposed to

collect owing to clayey subsoil. In these cases

broken bricks should be placed in the bottom of the

trench for drainage purposes. Light soils may be

improved by the hberal addition of cow-manure, or

by a quantity of good loam that may be acquired at

a fairly reasonable rate ft-om most local contractors.

As most of the Rambler Roses are vigorous-rooting

plants, and in consequence make enormous growth

in the course of a season or two, special provision

should be made for them. The roots of the ram-

blers need an abundant supply of plant food to

draw upon. For this reason specially prepare the

soil for them, and allow about 3 feet root-run lor

each specimen.

A beginner in Rose culture will probably

derive greater pleasure from the Hybrid Tea Roses

than from those of any other section. Most of

these Roses are plants of easy culture. As a rule,

established plants come into flower in June, and

thev flower more or less continuously until the frost
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3. RAMBLKR ROSE ON ITS OWN ROOTS.

mars their display and their leaves fall. A good,

open position suits these Roses admirably, and those

readers whose gardens are of a circumscribed area

should endeavour to plant where the Roses are

able to obtain the great advantage of sunshine as

long as possible each day.

Mistakes in planting are common enough to

beginners. Sometimes they plant too deep and

in others not deep enough. Frequently, too, a

sufficient distance is not allowed between the

plants. Bush Roses should be planted from

18 inches to 2 feet apart, and a far better effect is

obtained in the garden when a few bush Roses of

a sort are planted together. Climbing Roses

should be planted 4 feet to 6 feet apart. Where
space permits, I would allow fully 10 feet

between the more vigorous and fast-growing kinds
;

it is astonishing what an amount of space these

Roses will ramble over in the course of a season.

They should be planted to cover arches, pergolas,

pillars, stumps of old trees, arbours, fences and

walls, and they make very beautiful hedges besides

covering up unsightly corners of the garden.

Fig. I shows an ordinary young bush Rose such

as the beginner may acquire at this season. When
planting a Rose of this description the jagged ends

of the wounded roots should be trimmed off with

a sharp knife, cutting them from underneath, and

a hole should be dug out sufficiently wide for the

roots to be spread out in proper order. As a rule,

a bole 18 inches square answers admirably. The
young bush Rose should be planted sufficiently

deep for the junction of stock and scion to be

buried about i inch below the surface. That the

beginner nuiy understand at what depth to plant

these bush Roses, a line is shown in the illustration.

In the process of planting, the roots, after being

spread out as suggested, should be covered with

fine soil free from manure. With one hand hold the

plant, and with the other fill in the prepared soil,

gently shakiiig the plant to settle the compost

round about the roots. Tread in firmly, and

finish off as represented in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 3 is seen a young specimen of Blush

Rambler that has developed into an excellent plant

from a rooted cutting of the previous year. Ram-
blers on their own roots, when once they begin to

make growth, go ahead at a marvellous rate.

Roses of this description should be cut back one-

third of their length previous to planting, and they

should have the support of a stout stake. Roses

on their own roots are usually planted about

6 inches deep. Each plant should appear similar

to that seen in Fig 4. In order to get the

illustrations prepared in time, the plants shown
were lifted before the leaves had fallen. Generally

speaking it is not wise to do this.

A small selection of Hybrid Tea Roses for a

beginner might well include Mme. Abel Chatenay,

Caroline Testout, IVIrs. W. J. Grant, Prince de

Bulgarie, Antoine Rivoire, Joseph Hill, La France,

Liberty, Mme. Ravary, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria,

Lady Ashtown and Dean Hole. Good climbers

should include Dorothy Perkins, Hiawatha, Crimson

Rambler, Blush Rambler, Climbing Caroline

Testout and Alister Stella Gray. D. B. C.

WINTER TREATMENT OF LOBELIA
CARDINALIS.

The brilliant display made by the flowers of this

plant is seen during the latter part of summer. It

forms a very effective object as a dot plant over

smaller-growing subjects, and also in ribbon borders

and as clumps in herbaceous borders. Inex-

perienced gardeners may think that it is necessary

to store the plants in warm houses in the same way
that the ordinary blue Lobelia is stored during

the winter months. Such is not the case. They
are nearly hardy ; in fact, they may be kept safely

enough in the Southern Counties if packed close

together on a dry, sheltered border, with some light,

sandy compost placed between and around the

clumps. In times of severe frost mats should

be laid on them. In colder counties the clumps

should be lifted and kept in a cool frame, where

additional protection can be afforded if there is

occasion for it. B.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Town Gardens are obviously what their owners

elect to make of them. They may be models of

neatness and order, an attraction and an object-

lesson of some worth to the passer-by, or they

may descend to the other extreme of neglect and

become an eyesore to all. Happily, in my ex-

perience the town gardens that are wholly neglected

are few indeed ; rather do I find not only the

gardens, but window-boxes, well filled with plants

of a varying character, that go a long way to prove

what the tastes and the desires of their owners

really are. That there is much enthusiasm dis-

played in the laying out of these little plots I

have not the smallest doubt. Now and again,

however, the amateur's enthusiasm carries him

beyond the limits of necessity or even good taste.

As the present time is one for change and re-

adjustment, some of the more frequent errors into

which beginners fall may be pointed out.

What to Avoid.—Not a few front gardens in

suburban districts are made up of a plot of grass

and a flower-bed ; but does it not savour of waste-

ful and ridiculous excess when, instead of the

flower-bed joining the lawn, as it were, it is parted

from it by an edging of Box, boards, tiles or even
shells ? Moreover, such things as these, while

being in the truest possible sense incongruous, are

an impediment to good work. A flower-bed,

indeed, should, in such circumstances, spring out

of the grass plot, as it were, unhindered and un-
encumbered. Hence I suggest to any who may
have erred in this direction to remove the obstacles

referred to, and to endeavour to cultivate the
natural rather than the artificial idea, even within

the limits of a front garden plot.

Why the Obstacle E.xisted.—The impedi-
ments to which I have referred only came into

being " because the soil used to wash down on to

the grass," and, of course, the obvious reason of

4.

—

rambler rose after planting.

it all was that the soil, usually of a fine character,

had been piled up far too high at the centre of the
bed. In cases coming under my personal observa-
tion, I unhesitatingly advise the lowering of the
soil of the bed, pointing out the advantages of

a flower-bed whose surface is flat or approximating
thereto. Watering in such a case is then much more
easily and effectively done, the moisture remaining
about the roots of the plants, to their great benefit.

Privet.—I could wish that this meaningless
shrub and soil-robber was far less frequent in small
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gardens than is the case at the present time, and

I certainly know of no shrub of a more voracious

character, or one that will send its root-fibres to

such distances in so short a time. Where the

occupier of a garden has not the right to remove
it altogether, I may at least suggest that it be

reduced as much as possible, and that its rooting

area be also greatly restricted.

Bedding Plants.—Cuttings of bedding Calceo-

larias may still be inserted in boxes of sandy soil,

or in a similar mixture, of about 3 inches deep,

placed in a cold frame. So nearly hardy are these

that they greatly prefer cold-frame treatment to

those drier, warmer conditions of the greenhouse,

where, in addition to weak growth, the plants soon

become infested with insect - life. Plants of

Echeveria should now be in their winter quarters,

and they ask for nothing more than dryness and
comparative freedom from frost. Some gardeners,,

indeed, just arrange the plants vertically in a

sheltered, sunny position in the open, preferably

against a greenhouse wall, keeping them in position

by strips of wood at the sides, and throwing off

the wet from above in a similar way. They are

safer thus than in a heap or in boxes beneath the

greenhouse stage, where drip and the exclusion of

light play havoc with them before the winter is

half gone. E. H. Jenkins.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SEASONABLE NOTES.

NOTWITHSTANDING the abnormal
weather of the past summer, the

early flowering Chrysanthemums have

done exceedingly well. True, there

has been some irregularity in their

order of flowering that has puzzled

many growers, who. possibly, have not been very

observant. Quite a number of good and proved

sorts were flowering freely in August. Much to

the surprise of many people, the Mme. Marie Masse

type of early flowering border Chrysanthemums
have this year proved their undoubted value in

the garden when other sorts have not been so

dependable. Growers should remember that with

the advent of Mme. Marie Masse in the early

nineties the whole aspect of the early flowering

Chrysanthemums changed. Within a few years

this much-valued border variety gave us a large

number of sports, representing quite an interesting

series of colours, and the plants in each instance

were ideal for displays in the outdoor garden or

or providing an abundant display of cut flowers

or indoor decorations. These same varieties were
used for making crosses with older and, in numerous
instances, less interesting and later-flowering kinds,

and the progeny of these crosses are largely re-

sponsible for the better varieties to be seen in our
gardens to-day. It is not in the least difficult to

trace the parentage of many of the popular kinds

of to-day to the variety to which reference has been
made, and which, by the way, is of French origin,

as the name suggests. It has been a Mme. Marie
Masse year, as those who have grown so many of

the original and its sports know only too well.

Exhibitions have been held in different parts

of the country, and almost without exception the
results have been very satisfactory. Competition

at the Crystal Palace was good in some classes and
poor in others, but the exhibition as a whole was
a most attractive one. In the Midlands and the
North capital exhibitions have taken place, and proof
is not wanting that the cultivation of the outdoor
Chrysanthemums is increasing in no mean degree.

From careful observation it may be safely stated
that by far the best results are obtained in gardens
where deep culture has been practised, and where

the soil has not been unduly enriched with heavy
dressings of animal manures. In most cases

where manure has been freely incorporated in the

soil, the growth of the plants has been of a too

vigorous character, and this has sometimes pro-

moted growth to such a degree as to represent the

plants quite out of character, and the flowering

has also been less satisfactorv.

and Thomas Figg, a pale terra-cotta Japanese

'

bloom, with buff reverse and twisting and curling

florets, suitable for exhibition. D. B. C.

NOTES ON TULIPS.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The following novelties were recently granted

awards by the floral committee of the National

Chrysanthemum Society :

Maude Williamson.—A large Japanese exhibi-

tion variety, having very long, drooping florets

that build a most desirable flower of high quality.

Colour, deep rose, with silvery reverse to the florets.

First-class certificate awarded to Messrs. James
Stredwick and Son, Silverhill Park, St. Leonards-

on-Sea.

Mikado (1910).—A large and attractive Japanese

variety, having fairly long, broad florets of sub-

stance that make an excellent bloom for exhibition.

Colour, rosy crimson, with nankeen reverse. First-

class certificate to Mr. Martin Silsbury, Shanklin,

Isle of Wight.

Japan.—In this instance the bloom is one of

undoubted promise, having long, very broad

florets of good substance that curl and incurve in

a pleasing way and build an exhibition bloom of

splendid quality. Colour, deep crimson, .vith

slight suffusion of crimson on the inside of the

florets. First-class certificate also to Mr. Silsbury.

Miss F. Collier.—Pure white market Chrysan-

themums are usually welcome. In this case the

bloom is of even, Japanese reflexed form, and is

very chaste in appearance. First-class certificate

as a market or decorative variety to Mr. W. Roots,

Holly Cottage, Cranford, Middlesex.

Debutante.—This is another excellent pure white

market variety, and as such is a capital representa-

tive of the type. It has a Japanese incurved

bloom of good substance, and the florets are fairly

broad. First-class certificate as a market variety

to Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

Miss Dorothy Ashley.—As a representative of

the free-flowering border varieties this should

become popular. It is charming when grown in

free-blooming sprays, and the colour is deep mauve

pink, with golden-tinted centre. First-class certi-

ficate also to Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer.

Crantordia.—This is a very attractive canary

yellow Japanese flower of good quality, having

florets of medium width and good length, slightly

curhng and incurving at the ends. This variety

is specially adapted for market culture, and each

plant should yield a fair number of beautiful

blooms when disbudding is practised. First-class

certificate to Mr. W. Roots.

Betty Spark.—Because of its particularly pleasing

tone of silvery pink colour, and also because the

plant does well in either disbudded or undisbudded

form, this variety is sure to become popular.

First-class certificate to Mr. Roots.

Miss Elsie Heady.—Another market variety of

most attractive appearance. The blooms are of

medium size, having fairly long florets that build

a specimen of pleasing form. Colour, a distinct

tone of rich pink. Commended. From Messrs.

Lowe and Shawyer-

A few good novelties, some of which the com-

mittee wished to see again, were the following :

Elegans, a large Japanese of drooping form, colour

deep yellow, tinted bronze ; HoUicot Primrose, a

pretty golden yellow market variety, having

broad, pointed florets ;
Captain Mitford, a huge

exhibition Japanese variety, having florets of extra-

ordinary length, bright rose, with silvery reverse

;

M
(Continued from page 527.)

AY - FLOWERING OR COTTAGE
TULIPS.—The following have long

stems and graceful flowers, and are

suitable for cutting : Retroflexa,

pale yellow, is, as yet, unbeaten.

Its slender stems and its beautiful

reflexed flowers always stand it in good stead.

.Among those which generally press it the hardest

are Didieri alba, small-pointed and pure white

flowers ; Mrs. W. O. Wolseley, rich crimson
;

Inglescqmbe Scarlet, bright scarlet with black

base ; elegans, cerise crimson, with yellow centre
;

Picotee, white, with rose edge ; MarjoUetti, pale

primrose, with crimson blotches at base of outer

petals ; La Merveille, an indescribable blend of

salmon and coral red ; Doris, rosy lilac ; and
The President, silvery pink.

May-flowering or Cottage in red shades for the

garden.—It is difficult to make a selection and to

single out any particular one, or even two, as
" top dogs.'* Probably Scarlet Emperor, magni-

ficent large scarlet, has occupied the place of

honour as often as any other, and there are none

so likely to catch the judge's eve ; but La Merveille
;

gesneriana spatulata, large crimson red, with rich

blue base ; and mauriana, rich scarlet, with pure

yellow base, are always dangerous competitors ; and

Flame, glowing red ; Couranti fulgens, rose ; and

Goldfinder, orange scarlet, often wrongly called

Cyclops, sometimes assert themselves.

May-flowering or Cottage reds for beds or massing.

—Nothing can rival in brilliance and magnificence

Scarlet Mammoth. It is a sort of early bird that

alwavs gets my eve, and all through the season

the remembrance of its glorious colouring haunts

me. A serious rival is to be found in Pompadour,

from Ireland. Thpre is a richness and distinction

in the shade of its crimson that I cannot recall in

any other variety, and on this account it is often

placed first. Glare of the Garden, a brighter

shade ; and Cdedonia, fiery red, are always worth

remembering.

M.ay-flowering or Cottage, yellow shades, pointed

flowers.—The pale vellow .Solfatare, a newcomer,

with fulgens blood, should be placed first ; then,

1 think, Ellen Willmott, lovelT pale lemon; and

Golden Spire, large deep rich yellow. Mrs.

Moon is often much admired.

Mav-flowering or Cottage, yellow, globular

flowers.—Gesneriana lutea, rich yellow, an old,

well-tried and reliable variety ; and Inglescombe

Yellow, pale yellow, cannot well be beaten.

Mav-flowering, orange shades.—It is generally

a walk-over for Orange King, glowing orange.

May-flowering, olive and bronzy browns and

yellows.—Clio, lovely biscuit brown ; Toison d'Or,

rich browny yellow ; and Goudvinck, rosy apricot

and yellow, will take a great deal of beating, and

.are the three to which I pin my faith.

May-flowering, art shades.—Fairy Queen, rosy

heliotrope and amber; John Ruskin, rosv. with

apricot and yellow shading; and Mrs. Kerrill, rose

and amber shaded, are three very excellent Tuhps

that always merit a high place on account of their

effective and unique colouring.

This section of May-flowering Tulips might be

still further sub-divided, but for the present the

above must suffice. They comprise, for the most

part, oldish but, at the same time, reliable

varieties, and taken altogether are a fine lot

.
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A Few Cultural Details.

Tulips are not at all particular about soil. Per-

haps they do best in one which is not too stiff and

which is not too rich. The old florists always

considered Lord Mayor's Day an ideal time at

which to plant. If we extend the period to, say,

a week on either side of it, we get a fixed space of

time in which we should try to get our bulbs undcr-

a;round. I have, however, planted as late as

mid-December, and have had excellent results.

riarwin Tulips are rapidly growing in favour

for pots. They should be started soon now and

grown as " cool " as possible. I should not advise

anyone to try to get them before the middle or

end of March, unless they have had very consider-

able experience. Blue Celeste, White Queen,

William Pitt, Erguste, Professor i^auwenhoff and

Psyche are some that I have found to do well.

As a contrast I would advise a few pots of Jaune

d'CEuf and Clio or Bronze Queen.

I strongly advise everyone to take up all their

Tulips every ye.ar, unless they have a very light

soil. The time to do this is when the leaves have

turned yellow and before they have quite withered

up ; they then retain their outer skins when they

are dried off. If this short period is missed, the

bulbs never look so bright and nice, and soon lose

their skins.

.'Uways try to put Tulips in positions where

they will not get much wind in the cold spring

months. Nothing seems more fatal to them than

this, and " fire " is almost always very prevalent

in such situations. Joseph Jacob.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Ansinrers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and
vnth thai object will make a special feature of the "Ansioers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

smalt scraps thai are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Lifting bulbs (C. Af .). — We cannot lay

down hard-and-fast rules for the lifting of

Dafiodils or other bulbs ; everything depends on
circumstances, and the continued good health

and free-flowering of the plants in particular.

Daffodils that require attention should not be
lifted in spring, but in early July, and should then
be divided and replanted again within a short

period. Snowdrops, Winter Aconites, Chiono-

doxas. Cyclamen Coum, Snowflakes, Crocuses,

Anemone blanda, A. robinsoniana and many
bulbous Irises and Fritillarias all flower in advance
of the main body of Daffodils ; those earliest

mentioned usually take the lead in this respect.

Plants for shady border (C. M.).—The
following are good for the position, but as you
give no idea of the size of the border we are unable
to more definitely assist you. Mossy Saxifrages,

any of the Campanulas, Megaseas, alpine and
setacea Phloxes, Inula glandulosa, Saxifraga

granulata plena, Hepaticas, Christmas and Lenten
Roses, Iris pumila, Primulas in great variety

—

more particularly Sieboldii, japonica, rosea, Munroi,

denticulata, &c.—Anemone sylvestris, A. japonica

in variety, and many more. Just what plants

will succeed depends upon the amount and the

density of the shade.

Canterbury Bells (Q. R. S.).—These may be trans-

planted now, hut you will gain nothing by any attempt to

divide the plants. Carefully transplanted they would
hardly fool the moving. The plants frequently behave
as you describe, and it may result from a too late sowing
of the seeds, the season, or the precociousncss of some seed-

lings over others. Exhibition blooms of Sweet Peas of the
highest quality are usually the product of isolated plants
or very thhily planted groups of such. The wire support
would not affect the matter in the least, provided the plants

were liberally treated and so thinly planted that abund-
ance of light and air were admitted on all sides.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Treatment for Wellingtonia {A . F. N.)—

The Wellingtonia, or, giving it its correct name.

Sequoia gigantea, succeeds best in a sheltered

position in rich, moist, but moderately well-drained

ground. It dislikes dry, sandy ground, and also

heavy clay, which in wet weather is liable to be-

come water-logged, and in dry weather cracks.

Soil rich in humus, and also that of a peaty charac-

ter, suit it admirably, and it is often seen at its

best in a moist valley where the atmosphere is

moisture-laden. The South-West of England and

the West of Scotland offer ideal conditions ; but

very good specimens may be noted in many parts

of the country, except in exposed positions or in

very poor ground.

Sprays of Romneya for inspection (Thorpe).

The pest attacking the Romneya could not be found, but if it

is a caterpillar—and the appearance of the damage points

to that—it would be well to dust it next season as soon as

any damage is evident with Hellebore powder.

Treatment for Clematis (P. A. S.). — The
white Clematis is a form of C. lanuginosa, but the exact
variety cannot be given as the flower is a very small one
and not typical. The plant should be pruned in February.
Cut back this year's wood to within about six buds of the
base. The purple Clematis is C. Jackmanii. Cut back
this year's wood next February to within two or three
buds of the base.

Alder trees In iwater (.V. Stratford-Collins).—It

is more than probable that your Alder trees will suffer

badly, if they do not die, if, as you say, they will have to
stand perpetually in water, for though Alders thrive in

damp places, they do not like to stand right in water. A
great deal depends, however, on the depth of the water
and on the character of the soil in wtiich the trees are
growing.

Leaves of Pinus Pinaster turning brown
(Persona).—It is impossible to say without examining the
trees what is the reason of the branches of your trees of

Pinus Pinaster going brown. They ought, at fifty years

of age, to be in the best of health and keep on growing for

many years to come. It may be that the browning is but
temporary, and that you will see an improvement when
new growth appears next year. We advise you to get

some local expert to examine the trees and give his advice.

Akeblagrowingover Rhododendrons (/!.£../.).

Your plant of Akebia quinata which is growing over your
Rhododendrons is certainly likely to injure them if allowed
to grow unchecked. A north aspect is not a good one
for this climber, and we advise you to transfer it to
the sunnieat position possible. When you remove it, a
good plan would be to cut away some of the branches in

order that root disturbance may be to some extent counter-
balanced. It would also be a good plan to try and root

a potful of cuttings, in case the specimen does not trans-

plant well. The work ought to be done as soon as damp
weather sets in or be left until next spring. A bad time
is between the middle of November and the end of January.

Preparing neiv garden for Roses
{A. C. A.),—-You must be careful you do not give

the Roses too much manure. The manures you
mention are very powerful fertilisers, and, seeing

that the soil is part of an old meadow, we should
advise you to be cautious. If you added some
basic slag to the lower spit and some crushed bones
to the upper soil as you trench, you could dispense

with other manure this year. Next summer, when
the plants show bloom-buds, give them some
Wakeley's Hop Manure, an excellent substitute

for farmyard manure. It will be best to plant

this autunm.

Roses planted last autumn (J. n. W.).—Wc
should not advise you to do much pruning before the
spring, but such growths that sway about in the wind
would be just as well shortened back a little, unless they
are climbing and pillar Roses, in which case do not shorten
them at all.

Perpetual-flowering climbing Roses (E. B.,
Bawhworth).—Most of the climbing Tea. Noisette and
Hybrid Tea Roses are perpetual-flowering, two fine sorts
being Climbing Caroline Testout and Mme. Alfred Carriere.
Trier is a very beautiful sort, much better than Perpetual
Thalia, and Alister Stella Gray is also excellent, Theae
two would not grow quite so strong as the first two.

Roses for wall of lean - to greenhouse
(K. E. J.).—In a length of 19 feet you could plant about
six Roses to train on the wall, and you could in a bed 3 feet
wide plant a row in front of sorts not so strong in growth.
For this front row you could plant about nine plants. For
the wall Niphetos, Pharisaer and Anna Olivier would do
well, and three other good kinds would be Richmond,
Lyon Rose and Molly Sharman Crawford. For the front
row Le Progres, Mrs. Aaron Ward, Paul Lede, Mrs. A.
Westmacott, George C. Waud. Mi«. D. Jardine, Mis.
Peter Blair, Rhea Reid and Liberty.

ROSE GARDEN.
Roses for garden decoration (.4. W. F.).

Of your list we should name the following

twelve as being the best for garden decoration :

General Macarthm-, Prince de Bulgaria, Mrs. T.

Roosevelt, Betty, Lady Ashtown, Ecarlate, Mrs.

E. G. Hill, Harry Kirk, Lyon Rose, Earl of Warwick
Mrs. Joseph Hill and Mme. C. de Luze. A dozen

others of our selection would be Gustav Gruner-

wald, Laurent Carle, Mme. Leon Pain, Mme.
Antoine Marl, Pharisaer, Mme. Abel Chatenay,

Frau Karl Druschki, Edu Meyer, Lady Roberts,

Richmond, Mme. Ravary and Kronprinzessin

Cecilie.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Palms failing [Canada).—So many causes

may have led to the death of your Palms. They
may have been allowed to get too dry or too
wet, this last being a frequent cause of Palms falling

into ill-health. These plants need plenty of water,

but, at the same time, thorough drainage is essential,

so that water must never be allowed to stand in

the saucers or jardinieres in which the plants are

placed. If this is done it sets up a sour condition
of the soil and the roots perish. Another frequent
reason that Palms often fail indoors is that, for

purposes of sale and in order to obtain effective

plants quickly, they are grown in a warm, moist
atmosphere, and consequently the change is too
great for them. We do not know what the winter

temperature of your cool room in Canada is, but
in order to keep the plants in health the thermo-
meter at night should not fall below 45°. As the

window is the coolest part of the room, indoor plants

may often be saved during cold weather by re-

moving them to the centre of the room and covering

them with newspapers. The best Palms for rooms
are Kentia belmoreana, K. forsteriana, Rhapis
flabelliformis, Latania borbonica, Corypha australis

and Phoenix canariensis. Palms grown for decora-

tive purposes do not require a rich soil, but rather

that of a good holding nature. Fibrous loam with

a sprinkling of sand, lightened, if necessary, by a

little leaf-mould, wiU suit them well. When the

pots are full of roots, an occasional stimulant in

the shape of one of the many concentrated manures
now so popular will be of great benefit.

Plants for heated greenhouse (.7. B. R).—
For the small greenhouse which is unheated, and, at the
same time, partially shaded, it will be useless to think of
flowers except during the summer months. It ran, how-
ever, be, as you suggest, beautified, and we think that,

considering its somewhat shady position, you could not
do better than grow a collection of hardy Ferns therein.

Many of these are deciduous, but, on the other hand, a
good percentage of evergreen ones might be selected, and
even those that die down during the winter are so addition-
ally attractive just as the young fronds are pushing up
as to fully compensate for their bare appearance when
dormant. A great many of the finest hardy Ferns are
of easy culture, though, of course, some are more dithcult

to do well, but these at present can be left severely alone,

though in time you might be inclined to tr>' some of them.
In the case of the larger greenhouse, from which frost is just
excluded, you will find it difficult to maintain a display

in winter. In autiunn Chr>'santhemums are exceedingly
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valuable, and sucb things as the scarlet Salvia splendens
and the blue Salvia azurea grandiflora or Pitcherii attord
a variety of colour. Then lloman Hyacinths and Paper-
White Narcissi will, if potted at once, bloom soon after

Christmas, while Primulas also make a show. The scarlet
berries of Solanum Capsicastrum are also very bright at
that season, and last fresh a long time. Bulbs of various
kinds, potted in the autumn, stood out of doors and covered
with ashes till well rooted, and after that taken into the
greenhouse, will flower earlier than the outside ones, and
are then consequently much appreciated. Other late
winter and spring flowering subjects are Spiifieas, Lily of
the Valley, Dielytra spectabilis and Solomon's Seal, all

of which can be obtained at a comparatively cheap rate.

Indian Azaleas, too, should give satisfaction, and small
bushes of the hardy kintis. as well as Lilacs, Prunus triloba
and other things will anticipate their usual period of
blooming out of doors, and yield a good display. For
summer the choice of flowering plants is an extensive one.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Melons and table plants (Milo). —

The only variety of Melon grown in this country

for dessert is a tender and exotic plant supposed
to be a native of the hotter parts of Asia. One of

the handsomest and most fruitful of these, we think,

is Royal Sovereign. These highly prized and
delicious fruits can be successfully grown in cold

frames on a hot-bed in summer and autumn, but

they cannot be successfully grown in the open air.

The Cantaloupe and the Couloramier are grown
out of doors on the Continent, the latter being the

hardier of the two, succeeding very well out of

doors without shelter in parts of Normandy. Re
table plants, we do not know whether you want to

grow the plants for exhibition or for home use.

If for the former, 5-inch diameter pots are the limit

;

nothing larger than this is permitted. If for home
decoration, the vase, or whatever the plant has
to be placed in, has, more often than not, to de-

termine the size of the pot the plant is in. As
to what kinds of plants are most suitable, this

again depends on whether your plants are to be
grown in heat or in a cold greenhouse, and whether
you prefer foliage or flowering plants. Among
the latter there are no plants more useful,

beautiful, or more easily grown for late winter,

spring and early summer than Hyacinths, Tulips
and Narcissi, and, later on, the Amaryllis and
the Vallota. Of foliage plants there are many
suitable to choose from, including the richly

coloured, fine-leaved and graceful Crotons. Palms
in great variety may also be used for this purpose,
including Kentia belmoreana and K. forsteriana,

Cocos weddelliana and C. plumosa, Phmnix rupi-

cola, Areca lutescens and the golden variegated
Pine (Ananassa sativa). Pandanus Veitchii also

makes a handsome plant for this purpose, and so
do many of the fragile-looking and beautiful

Aralias.

Moving Pear and Plum trees to plant
against a wail (C. C. B.).—The young trees could be
moved and replanted with safety if the work is carefully
carried out and they are planted in suitable soil against
the wall. We are presuming that the trees are less" than
twelve years old. If older than this, it would require the
services of an expert to move them safely.

Treatment of Vines at rest (Vine, Guernsey).
(a) Yes

;
give it a good soaking of manure-water. It will

help the Vines to recoup after the stress of fruit-bearing.
(b) No ; cover over with dry leaves of the present year's
growth 9 inches to 12 inches deep, and cover over with a
light thatch of straw to prevent the leaves blowing about.
This will prevent the border from becoming too wet in
winter and protect it from severe frost. The covering
should be placed on the first week in November and taken
oti the first week in May. If the border wants top-dressing
with new soil, it should be done before the leaves are laid
on. (c) Regarding the best thing to use for cleaning the
rods, this depends on whether the Vines are clean or are
infested with fungus or insect pests. If the Vines are
fairly clean, it will be enough if you rub the canes well
and hard with the hands while they are dry. This will
remove all the loose surface bark and dust, <tc., and then
wash your Vines with a preparation of Gishurst Com-
pomid. This can behad, with directions as to its use, from
all seed merchants and garden sundriesraen advertising
with us.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Soil for analysis (£. /;.).—We are unable to

undertake analysis of soil for our readers, but Fellows of
the Royal Horticultural Society are able to obtain analyses

from the Consulting Chemist at a reduced fee. The use
of lime and thorough cultivation, judging from the appear-
ance of your soil, are urgpntly called for, and will be of
great assistance in ridding the soil of pests. The bronze
beetles you refer to are friends of the gardener, not foes.

Carrots for inspection (H. G. J5.).—The Carrots
are very badly attacked by the larva of the Carrot fly.

Late sowing sometimes avoids the attack of this pest, but
perhaps the best thing to do is to put along the roots a
little sand which has been damped with paraffin, com-
mencing as soon as the Carrots are ready for thinning and
renewing if necessary. Take care in the thinning to
disturb the ground as little as possible, so as to prevent
the fly from getting near the root to lay its eggs.

Lawn grass dying {J. W. G.).—From what you
say of your lawn dying off in rings it is very evident
that a fungoid disease is at work. These rings are com-
monly called fairy rings, and at this season of the year
it often happens that numerous small Toadstools are
to be seen springing from the rings. The fungus always
grows outwardly, so that, whatever is done, a few inches
round the outer sides of the circles must be treated like-

wise. Watering with a sulphate of iron mixture has been
recommended as a remedy ; but after trying it we have
found that the best method to adopt is to remove the soil

a foot deep from all the alTected areas and make up with
new soil. The soil removed, it must be remembered, is

full of mycelium ; therefore it ought not to be spread on
other grass. No amount of manuring is likely to cure it.

Improving light soil (E. C. G.).—You can im-
prove your light ground and make it suitable for the growth
of trees and shrubs by mixing half-decayed leaves and
cow-manure together, allowing it to rot for a few weeks, and
trenching it into the ground. The ground ought to be
trenched IJ feet deep, and a layer of manure dug into the
bottom of each trench. More manure may be incorporated
as the work proceeds. The soil would be in better con-
dition for shrub growth if a crop of strong-growing annuals
were allowed to grow on the ground next year, then the
whole ground forked deeply over before planting shrubs
next autumn. Should this not be possible, yon might
plant a few strong-growing subjects to take off the bareness
of the ground, and sow the remainder with annuals in

preparation for choicer shrubs next autumn. Shoidd you
be able to procure any heavier soil in the neighbourhood,
an addition of that would be advisable. Seaweed may be
used, but it ought to lie buried a year before shrubs are
planted in the ground. A crop of annuals could, however,
be taken from the ground. It would be advisable to look
round the neighbourhood and see what particular shrubs
are growing well. That will bo a guide to the best kinds
to obtain for your position. Tamarix, Veronicas, Hydran-
geas, Sea Buckthorn, Olearia Haastii, Euonymus,
Viburnums, Diervillas, Brooms, Spirspas and Cotoneasters
are all likely to thrive.

Names of fruit.

—

K. Henderson.—1, St. Luke
;

2, Old Bergamotte ; 3, Catillac ; 4, Tyler's Kernel
;

5, Newton Wonder ; 6, Pitmaston Duchess. Mercvry.—
Apples : 2, Lane's Prince Albert ; 19, Ribston Pippin

;

20 and 22, Warner's King ; 21, Sugarloaf ; 23, Withing-
ton Fillbasket ; 24, Leathercoat Russet ; 25. Lemon
Pippin ; 32, Blenheim Orange. Pears : 26, Brown Beurr^

;

27. Marie Louise ; 30, St. Luke ; 31, Duchesse de Angou-
leme ; 33, Catillac. Mr. Savery.—Beurr6 Superfln.
Scholastic.—A, Northern Greening ; B, Beauty of Hants.

W. Ingram.— 1 , Royal Nonsuch ; 2, Yorkshire
Beauty. G. Tyler.—Apples : 1, Striped Beaufin

;

2, Annie Elizabeth ; 3, Stirling Castle ; 4. Rosemary
Russet ; 5, Nelson's Codlin ; 6, Reinette Grise ; 7, Beauty
of Kent; 8. Boston Russet. Pears: 1. Thompson's;
2, Winter Nelis. lAevtenant- Colonel B. F. Dent.—King
of the Pippins, a dessert, variety. L. Y.—1, Kerry
Pippin; 2, King of the Pippins. /. E. R.—1, King of
the Pippins; 2, Blenheim Orange; 3, Beauty of Hants;
4. Rosemary Russet; 5, Welling^n; 6, Schoolmaster ; 7,
Hereford Beaufin ; 8. Sandringham ; 9, Lamb Abbey
Pearmain ; 10, Nelson's Codlin.

Names of plants.

—

G. S. S.—Phytolacca decandra.
The roots of this plant are poisonous, and probably the
fruit is also.—

—

J. Goodfrllow.—1, Cestrum aurantiacum ;

2, Calceolaria species, please send better specimen ; 3,

Polygonum vaccinifolium ; 4, Coronilla coronata.
Mrs. Andreiv Smith.—Osmanthus Aquifolium. Miss
A. Hulse.—Tunica Saxifraga. -4. B. T., Cleredon.—
The Salvia appears to be a pale-flowered form of S. azurea,
a plant which with age may attain to several feet in height.

It is not hardy, and would require to be wintered in a
greenhouse secure from frost. G. E. B., Stockwell.—
We regret that the Dahlia blooms were not in a condition
to name. The yellow Chrysanthemum is Horace Martin ;

the white, Mme. C. Desgrange ; the mauve. Mme. Marie
Mass6 ; and the other two bronzy-coloured flowers are
those of Crimson Marie Mass6 in different stages of
development. E. E.—The Rose is Elizabeth Barnes.

Mrs. F. Lieberf.— 1, Aster multiflorus ; 2, A. cordi-

folius ; 3, A. patens ; 4. A. Amellus variety ; 5, A.
acris ; 6, A. Novfe-AngllEe ruber; 7. A. ericoides ; 8, A.
Tradescantii ; 9, A. salicifolius. Miss Clark Cowper,—
1, Aster diffusus horizontalis ; 2, A. amethystinus ; 3,

A. cordifolius ; 4, A. ericoides ; 5, A. Linosyris ; 6, A.
Novfe-Angliae pulchellus ; 7, A. Novi-Belgii : 8, A. Novae-
AngUa; roseus ; 9, A. cordifolius ; 10 and 11, too small to

name ; 12, A. Novae-Angliae ruber ; 13, too small ; 14,

15 and 24, A. acris ; 17, too small ; 18. A. patens ; 19,

A. Amellus ; 20 and 21, too small ; 22 and 23, A. ericoides

variety ; 25, A. polyphyllus ; 26 and 27. too small
;

28, Erigeron philadelphicus ; 29, Aster Tradescantii. —
H. O. N.—Cuphea ignea and Nsegelia cinnabarina.-
Mrs. E. A. Bailey.— Sternbergia "lutea. J. W. B.
Wheihain.—Chironia ixifera

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly exhibition was held at the Horti-
cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on Tuesday,
October 25. Vegetables formed the chief feature of this
exhibition, and hardy flowers were also well represented.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : W. Poupart, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. J,
Cheal, J. Jaques, T. Coomber, W. Crump, H. S. Rivers
A. Dean, G. Wythes, J. Vert, G. Reynolds, J. Lyne, C. O.
Walter, C. Hobday, H. Parr, A. R. Allan, W. Fyfe, W.
Pope, J. Gibson, J. Harrison, E. Beckett, W. Bates, Owen
Thomas and J. Davis,
A very good exhibit, consisting of twenty-four varieties

of Apples, grown in Aghem Ponna, County Cork, was
shown by C. B. Broad, Esq., Frume, West Hill, Putney,
S.W. Among the collection were splendid dishes of Baron
Wolseley, Newton Wonder. Coronation, Charles Ross and
Gascoyne's Scarlet. The dessert varieties were remark-
able for their good colour. Silver Bauksian medal.
From Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, came a repre-

sentative collection of Tomatoes, both yellow and red. All
of them had been grown in the open air. The variety
Golden Nugget appears to give the most satisfaction of
the yellow varieties when grown in the open, and among
the best of the reds were Eclipse, Open Air and Winter
Beauty. From the same firm came a wonderful display
of vegetables, occupying a staging of 250 feet. The Onions,
Leeks and Carrots were remarkable for their clean
and well-finished appearance. The collection included
lesser-known vegetables, such as Couve Tronchuda or
Portugal Cabbage, Perpetual Spinach Beet, Chinese or
Japanese Artichoke (Stachys tuberifera). Kohl Rabi, New
Zealand Spinach and Globe Artichokes. Gold medal.
A silver-gilt Knightian medal was awarded to Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea, for a first-rate
collection of vegetables, including Parsnips Hollow Crown
and Elcombe's Improved, Brussels Sprouts Paragon and
Solidity, Beetroots Cheltenham Green-top and Pragnell's
Exhibition (the latter remarkably fine) and Onions Ailsa
Craig and Main Crop. Other features of this collection
were to be seen in Cabbage Winningstadt, Coleworts,
Savoys and Exhibition Kale.
A collection of eighty varieties of Potatoes was staged

in baskets by Mr. R. W. Green, Wisbech. The varieties
shown were examples of this firm's Potatoes as grown for

seed. Silver Knigbtian medal.
A silver-gilt Banksian medal was awarded to Mrs. G.

Banks. 102. Park street, Loudon, for a collection of home-
made preserves. The preserved fruits had retained their
colour admirably.
The committee awarded a vote of thanks to Mr. Sheppard,

Sangley Farm, Catford, for average specimens of Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers, cut from a seven-acre field on which
Cauliflowers had been grown for thirteen successive years
(with the exception of one season under Beet a year ago).
The heads were above the average size and of good quality.

A similar award was made to Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh, for two baskets of Potatoes Dobbie's Favourite
and The Factor, also for a collection of Parsley.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Harry J. Veitch, Esq. (chairman), and Messi-s.

James O'Brien. Stuart Low, F. Sander. R. G. Thwaites,
F. Menteith Ogil vie. A. A -McBean, W. Cobb, J. Charlesworth,
T. Cypher, C. H Curtis. W. H. Hatcher, H. G. Alexander.
A. Dye, W. H. White, d. Ballantine, Gumey Wilson,
C. J. Lucas, C. Cookson, F. J. Hanbury and Sir Jeremiah
Colman.

Messrs Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, gained
a silver Flora medal for a fine show of Orchids, including
Vanda caerulea, Oncidium tigrinum and many Cattleya
hybrids.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, gained a similar

award for an interesting collection, in which we noted such
curious forms as Bulbophyllum Dearei, Cycnoches
ehlorochilon, Lycaste macrophylla and a fine group of

Cypripedium insigne Sanderae.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Limited, Rawdon, York-
shire, had a group of Orchids, in which we noted Cattleya

Fabia, Brasso-Cattleya -Mendelii-digbyano, Laelio-Cattleya

luminosa and the graceful Cypripediuin Penelope. Silver

Banksian medal.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. staged a good collection of

Cattleyas and Odontoglossums overhung with branchmg
sprays of Oncidium varicosum. SUver Flora medal.

Mr. E. V. Low. Hayward's Heath, sent some good forms
of Cattleya labiata. The following were very good

:

Vale Bridge variety, eximea and Empress. Silver Banksian
medal.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, gained a silver

Banksian medal for a small group of Cattleyas and a good
variety of Miltonia vexiliaria.

A similar award was gained by Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown, Tunbrldge Wells, for Cypripediums and Cattleyas.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., sent a small but choice

collection of Cirrhopetalums, Odontioda Bradshawis and
Calanthe densiflora. The last-named gained an award of

merit, and will be described in our next issue.

Messrs. Stanley and Co., Southgate, staged the following

Cattleyas : C. Fabla, C. labiata, C. Minucia and some
hybrids.

**• Owing to the demand on our space, we are compelled

to hold over the report of the Floral Committee exhibits and
the competitive exhibits of vegetables until next week.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Ei:eiy department of horticulture Is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor ini'ites readers to send in questions

reltU.ing to matters upon which they wish advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes to make

the "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

fetUure, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for tlieir safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

arc enclosed, he unit endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photi^grapfts, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual plwto-

graphcr or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

9r literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and

the raceipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN will alone

be recognised us acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock .Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

THE INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION.

WE are now in a position to

give our readers some par-

ticulars concerning the
proposed International
horticultural exhibition to

be held in 191 2 from
May 22 to May 30 inclusive, a date to
which we shall have occasion to refer

later.- Under the chairmanship of

J. Gurnev Fowler, Esq., a meeting of the
general committee, numbering one hundred
and fifty, was held at the Hotel Windsor,

I
Victoria Street, Westminster, on Tuesdav,

i the 25th ult. This meeting of the general
committee was called for the purpose of

I placing before the members a definite

1 scheme which had been drawn up h\ the

1
executive committee, and which was
subsequently unanimously adopted. It

is rare indeed that we are privileged to

see such a gathering of horticulturists as

were present on this occasion, and if the

exhibition can only be made as thoroughlv
representative of British and Irish horti-

culture as is the personnel of the general

committee, its success is assured. The
chairman announced that Their Majesties
the King and Queen, as well as most of

the members of the Royal Familv, had
consented to become patrons of the exhi-

bition, and most of the influential people
interested in horticulture were willing to

beconre vice-presidents.

For the purposes of conducting the

exhibition on a business basis, a company
with a nominal capital of ;/^i,ooo has been
formed. The shareholders will derive no
benefit whatever from the company, and
any profits that are made will be devoted to

the several gardening charities or kindred

societies. Several sub-committees, to deal

respectively with the schedule, receptions

and other matters, have been formed,

and we are promised a rough draft of the

schedule in about a week's time, so that

growers who intend to show ma\ have
plenty of time to prepare their exhibits, a

wise movement that augurs well for the

show. Local committees are to be formed
all over the United Kingdom, and the

official representatives of our Colonies

have all consented to serve on a committee
which, the chairman remarked, ought to be
known as the Colonial list of honour.

Regarding the International aspect of the

exhibition, all invitations that have been

sent to foreigners have been cordially

accepted.

When we come to the financial aspect
of the exhibition, it is with pleasure that
we learn that Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

has consented to act as hon. treasurer.

The finances of the companv will thus be
in thoroughlv capable hands, .-\11 those

' who are in any \va.y interested in the
, exhibition are invited to become guaran-
! tors or to subscribe, and each guarantor

j

and subscriber will receive tickets of

I

admission exceeding in value the amount
subscribed. The Royal Horticultural

Society- has offered the executive com-
mittee

;f
1,000 for preliminary e.xpenses, and

will guarantee a further /^4,ooo if a similar

amount is guaranteed from other sources.

The site chosen for the exhibition is the

Chelsea Hospital garden, where i6i acres

of open space are available, and in addition

there are about 3^ acres of trees and shrubs
which the committee anticipate will form
suitable backgrounds for the various out-

door exhibits. The Chelsea Hospital garden
is easily reached from the Sloane Square
Station of the Underground Raifway.

Sir Albert Rollit, in moving the adop-
tion of the report, raised the important
question of holding a conference during'

the exhibition on how best to promote
horticultural and agricultural education

in this country. Such a conference, if

conducted in a proper manner, would be
of immense value to the various county'

councils of the kingdom, and also to their

horticultural instructors, who would of

necessity have to be the chief speakers

at such a conference. To be of any real

ivalue the papers and discussions dealt,

with would have to be subsequently

published in pamphlet form, a point that

-should not be lost sight of. Mr. P.

.\nderson Graham, Editor of Coimtry Life,

in seconding the adoption of the report,

very wisely drew attention to the import-

ance of having a section of the educational

department devoted to the various insects

that prey upon plants and the best

methods of combating them. We would go

further and include fungoid diseases. Any
such section must, however, be of a

thoroughlv practical character if it is to

be of any real use to gardeners ; the usual

museum sort of display is of very little

value to growers.

Generallv speaking, the discussion was
disappointing. Doubtless most of those

present felt that everything that could

possibly be done had been well carried

out by the executive committee, who must
have worked hard to advance matters to

their present stage in the comparatively
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short period that has elapsed since the
exhibition was first decided upon. The
question of a suitable date is always one
of the most difficult points that a committee
has to decide. It is, of course, essential

for the success of any exhibition, and
particularly one of an International
character, to induce the public to attend
and to select a date that will be most
convenient to the greatest number ; but
it is also necessary to get the exhibits there

for the public to see. Unfortunately,
owing to the early date decided upon, all

sections of British horticulture cannot
be thoroughly represented, the fruit and
vegetable departments naturally suffering

most in this respect. Of forced vegetables
and fruits there will, no doubt, be some,
but many more cultivators of these would
have been enabled to exhibit, and thus
have made the show more representative,

had the date been a month later. The
Royal Horticultural Society, in addition
to assisting the company financially, have
decided not to hold their spring (Temple)
show in 1Q12. The hon. secretary of the
exhibition is Mr. E. White, 7, Victoria

Chambers, Victoria Street, Westminster.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

November 8.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,

Westminster ; Lecture at three o'clock on " Obser-

vations on the Blossoming of our Hardy Cultivated

Fruits," by Mr. C. H. Hooper. Southampton Royal
Horticultural Society's Chrysanthemum and
Autumn Show (two days). Birmingham Chrysan-
themum and Fruit Show (three days).

November g.—Liverpool Horticultural Associa-

tion's Chrysanthemum Show (two days). North-

ampton Show (two days).

November lo.—Hitchin Chrysanthemum Show.
Putney, Wandsworth and District Chrysanthemum
Society's Show (two days).

November ii.—Bradford Show (two days).

Sheffield Chrysanthemum Show (two days). Hud-
dersfield Chrysanthemum Show (two days).

November rz.— Burton-on-Trent Chrysanthe-

mum Show.

Trial of Peas—At a meeting of the

council of the Royal Horticultural Society on
October 25 a letter was read from one of the leading

seed firms pointing out that it was not quite fair

in the trial of Peas at Wisley to compare, and to

adjudicate on the merits of, varieties sown on
difierent.i dates ; and urging that all Peas sent for

trial ought to be sown on one and the same
day. The council saw the point, but felt, on the

other hand, that it would not be quite fair on an
admittedly late Pea to sow it on the same day as

an admittedly early one. After consideration, it

was decided for 1911 and in future to ask for one
pint (instead of half a pint) of seed Peas and divide

it into three parts, and make sowings of all varieties

on three different dates suiting early, raidseason

and late Peas, as in this way only could the two
difiSculties mentioned be overcome. It is desired,

therefore, to correct the list of trials which appeared
in these columns a fortnight ago, by substituting

one pint for half a pint of Pea seed required to be

sent to Wisley.

Trials of fruits and flowers at Wisley.
A special sub-committee of the fruit committee

of the Royal Horticultural 1 Society visited Wisley
on October 13 and recommended awards of merit

to the following, which were confirmed by the

council at its meeting on Tuesday, October 25 :

.Apple Hoimslow Wonder, from Messrs. Spooner,

Hounslow ; and Peach Salway, from the Duke
of Richmond, Goodwood. A special sub-com-
mittee of the floral committee visited Wisley on
October 18, when awards of merit were recom-
mended to the following, and which were confirmed

by the council at its meeting on the 25th ult. :

Chrysanthemums Crimson Queen, October Gold,

Bouquet Rose and Eden, from Messrs. Dobbie and
Co., Edinburgh ; Chrysanthemums Freedom,
Wells* Scarlet, Mrs. Tom White and Snowstorm,
from Messrs. Wells, Merstham. Wells' Scarlet was
also sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.—W. Wilks,
Sfcrftary, Royal Horticultural Society.

New Principal for the Essex County
Laboratories. — Mr. James Guthrie
Stewart, M.A., B.Sc, has been appointed Principal

of the Essex County Laboratories, Chelmsford, at

a salary of £500 per annum. This is one of the

most important appointments in the country, both

from an agricultural and horticultural standpoint.

Since March, 1908, Mr. Stewart has been lecturer

on agriculture, mensuration, land surveying and
dairying at the Edinburgh and East of Scotland

College of Agriculture, and previous to that he

had been connected with the Leeds University and
the Aberdeen University. Various bulletins and
leaflets written by Mr. Stewart have appeared

from time to time from the Leeds University, and
one on " Potato-growing in Yorkshire " has been

published by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Horticultural Society for Yorkshire.
The Lord Mayor of Leeds presided over a

large gathering of interested people on the

26th ult. for the purpose of forming a horti-

cultural society for Yorkshire. The following

resolutions were adopted : That a horticultural

society, to be affiliated, if possible, with the Royal

Horticultural Society, be formed, v/ith its head-

quarters in Leeds. That the society be called the

Yorkshire Horticultural Society. That the

minimum aimual subscriptions be : For honorary

members i guinea, and for amateurs and pro-

fessional gardeners 5s. A provisional committee

was elected, and the rules will be drawn up by this

committee in due course.

Gooseberry mildeis.—In consequence of

the spread of American Gooseberry mildew during

the summer, the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

recommend all purchasers of Gooseberry bushes,

from whatever source they are obtained, to examine
their purchases very carefully on delivery, to

cleanse the plants thoroughly from all earth, and to

remove and bum the tips of the shoots before

planting. If any trace of disease is found, the

purchaser should communicate with the Board
and supply full information as to the source from

which the consignments were obtained, in order

that the matter may be investigated.

CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is ntit responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Grape Gros Guillaume.—The illustration

of this Grape on page 530 well displays the variety

at its best. I do not remember having seen bunches
so large and shapely or furnished with such large

berries as those illustrated when shown at the

recent fruit show. As examples of cultural skill

they were much to be commended ; but when we
think about their eating properties one has to

confess that therein lies a weakness. Apart from

appearance, one might easily be forgiven for asking.

Of what use are such huge bimches of ill-flavoured

berries ? Fortunately, this variety and several
other huge-bunched sorts, hke Trebbiano, are
being le.ss cultivated than formerly. Much better
occupy the space with varieties hke Black Ham-
burgh and Madresfield Court, which are ideal

varieties for flavour and sorts that no one can
take exception to. When Gros Guillaume is

grown in such a manner that the bunches weigh
about 4lb. each, with uniform large berries that
usually colour well, it may easily be passed off as
Black Hamburgh. This has been done on more
than one occasion by adding the prefix Pennington
Hall. The late. Mr. Barron in his book on Vines
declared they were synonymous. Dr. Hogg says
this Grape was introduced by Sir John Mordaunt
about the year 1840, and is, no doubt, a seedling.

Rose General Macarthur.— I note on
pag^ 494 " Alvaston " does not care for this Rose
HcT/ strange are the tastes of mdividuals ! I am
acquainted with those who look upon this as being
one of the most useful of all Roses for freedom of
flowering, stiffness of flower-stems, rich colour
and, what is important, its sweet fragrance.
General Macarthur was sent out by Messrs. E. G.
Hill and Co. in 1905, consequently it is of American
origin, and has made much progress in this country
since it was introduced. From mildew it is immune
with me, and that is another point in its favour.

Pea Goldfinder—I note Mr. Jackson's refer-

ence to this Pea in his remarks about the Exeter
nurseries of Messrs. Robert Veitch and Sons. I

have grown this Pea yearly for the last twenty
years, and I wish more would do so, as it cannot
be beaten for crop, hardiness, immunity from
mildew in any season, and, what is of even more
importance, flavour. In height it grows 6 feet, and
has short pods after the style of Ne Plus Ultra,
each of which is tightly packed with nine large,

deep green Peas. There is such a craze at the
present moment for huge pods that small-podded
varieties have little chance of recognition.—E. M.

Herbaceous Paeonies.—In the interesting

article on herbaceous Paeonies in The Garden tor

October 15 I see the writer recommends the planting
of Narcissi among Pieonies. I have also seen this

urged in many books on gardening of the more
intelligent kind, and yet my own experience of

the preferences of Daffodils and P2Bonies makes
such a combination impossible. Paeonies, as the
writer of the article truly points out, are voracious
feeders, while Daffodils abhor manure of any kind,
as I have proved times out of number ; therefore,

how can they be grown together ? Are there

varieties that will bear manure ? If so, what
are they ? Perhaps some of your readers would
tell me. The idea of yellow and white Narcissi

among the early red Paeony shoots is, I admit, a

beautiful one, but the practice seems fraught with
impossibilities. Early Tulips and Hyacinths, no
doubt, would flourish in a Paony-bed, and, of

course, some of the Lilies later on ; but surely not
Daffodils. If I am wrong, I should be most grateful

for correction, having several large P»ony-beds
which in early spring days are somewhat bare and
unsightly.—S. Prendergast, Isle of Wight.

Culinary Peas.^A gardening friend has

furnished me with a record of the gathering of his

crops of Peas, which is of more than usual interest.

He has picked all the Peas himself and, moreover,

counted and recorded them in a book daily. From
three rows of Gradus, each 35 feet long, number of

pods gathered, 3,000 ; one row of mixed, Gradus,

Magnum Bonum and Stratagem, 38 feet long,

1,292 pods. The Stratagem practically failed.

One row of Magnum Bonum, 38 feet long, number

of pods 2,267 ; one row of Autocrat, 36 feet long.

J
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930 pods ; one row of Gladstone, 38 feet long,

6ro pods ; total number of pods, 8,099 » average
number of Peas in a pod, 75. He relates also

that the following I'eas have done badly in his

garden : Pilot, Veitch's Perfection, Stratagem
and Gladstone. The following did remarkably
well : Gradus, Magnum Bonum and Autocrat.
He found no advantage in sowing before the middle
of March or after the first week in June. He
hopes to sow next season at intervals of a week
from Lady Day to the beginning of June. He
has ordered all his Peas for 191 1. His first picking
this year was on julv 2, and the last on October 15.—\V. A. Cook.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR

Next year's fruit prospects It may be
yet a far cry to next summer, but the few inter-

vening months will soon pass, and then the year
and all its promises and anticipations will be here.

Even now, while the Royal Horticultural Society's

great fruit show of the year is yet an immediate
remembrance, the minds of all who grow fruit, and
they are legion, are concerned with the possible or

probable crop of fruit next year will bring forth.

It is interesting, as it is also pleasant, to find how
acceptable to all these has been the delightful dry,
maturing weather experienced through September
and partly into October. Perfect unanimity
exists as to the great value of such weather and of

its exceedingly beneficial influence on trees and
bushes in thoroughly hardening or ripening wood,
maturing buds, and creating in those buds the
germs of that florescence which is far more likely

to be fertile in fruit production than was the case

with the wondrous garland of weak and unpro-
ductive bloom the unfavourable weather of the
preceding autumn furnished to our trees last

spring. In the autumn so sappy was much of

the later wood growth on trees that leaves fell late,

and the wood failed to harden or mature. No
such conditions now prevail ; indeed, rarely have
trees and bushes given greater promise of real

cropping capacities than this glorious autumn
has furnished to us. If anything could serve to

compensate for the present season's scarcity, it

should be found in the excellent prospects for the
coming year. But, delightful as were those autumn
days up to the nth ult., no one interested in

fruit culture could do otherwise than rejoice over
the heavy falls of rain which just then occurred,

rainfalls that did much to deeply moisten soils

that had become very dry, and which came speci-

ally as a joy and deliverance to all fruit tree traders,

who so far had found in the very dry condition of

the ground grave difficulties as to lifting or sending
o\it trees to purchasers. In a few hours, how-
ever, all was changed. Good old Dame Nature,
a veritable fairy, waved her wand and the dryness
of air and soil disappeared, the fertilising waters
lell freely and immense good resulted. Both the

prospects of the future and the present facilities

the moist soil now offers as to lifting and planting

trees should give to fruit culture a great impetus

.

We have so much room for that expansion. While
in our nurseries there are scores of thousands of

trees and bushes ready to lilt and replant wherever
room can be found, so are there many thousands
of acres of land in the kingdom which could be far

more profitably occupied than it now is in pro-

ducing fruit, and in so doing give employment
to an army of men and women in occupations
that would be at once healthful and remunerative.

The recent fruit show was a good one for the season,

which has not been good in its way ; but we
look, not so long hence, to see fruit exhibitions of our

own productions such as shall far exceed and
o\itshine that. We have a vast body of fruit

consumers to satisfy. They clamo\ir for more:
It is for us to see that such a supply is provided as

shall suffice for all requirements.—A. D.

v
THE SOUTH AND SOUTH

MIDLANDS.
Fruits Under Glass.

INES.—Those which are to be started

in December will now require pruning
and cleaning. The growths should
be cut back to two buds and the rods

thoroughly cleaned and washed. Extra
attention must be given to the work

if mealy bug abounds, and all loose bark cleaned off

the rod. Soft soap dissolved in boiling water
with a little petroleum added makes an excellent
wash for the wood and the iron work of the house,
and Gishurst Compound for the Vines. The
surface soil should be taken off the border and a

top-dressing given. Good loam, with bone-meal
mixed with it, makes an excellent top-dressing.

Early Peach-house.—Providing the trees received
the pruning advised in earlier calendars, there will

not be much to cut away now. The fact must be
borne in mind that, although it is a great mistake
to have the wood too thick, yet the shoots in the
early house should be tied in a little closer than in

later ones. The house and trees must be thoroughly
cleansed and the walls whitewashed. The young
wood requires careful handling when the washing
operations are being done, so as to avoid injuring

the buds. The borders should be slightly pricked

up with a fork and the loose soil taken away. The
top-dressing ought to consist of loam, with bone-
meal and old mortar rubble mixed with it. After

top-dressing a thorough soaking should be afforded,

and the house will be in readiness for closing when
required.

Forced Vegetables.

Asparagus.—A commencement may now be
made with the forcing of the above vegetable. A
heated pit is an excellent place providing it will

allow 3 feet in depth for a bed of leaves. No
stable litter will be required with the leaves, as

they alone will create ample heat that will be
lasting and steady. The roots should be placed
thickly together directly on the leaves and covered
with I inch or 2 inches of fine soil. When the soil

has been put on, a good watering must be given.

Asparagus may also be forced in frames on hot-

beds or in the Mushroom-house.

Rhubarb.—A few well-ripened roots of an early

variety should be lifted and exposed for a few
days before attempting to force them. It is an
understood fact that exposure is of great assist-

ance in the forcing. The roots may be placed in

the Mushroom-house or boxed and brought on in

a warm house. In any case a high temperature
must be avoided.

Seakale.—Like Rhubarb, this forces better after

exposure. The usual method is to fill 9-inch pots

with the roots, working some fine soil in with them.

Stand the pots in a warm house and place an
inverted pot over the crowns to keep them dark.

Hardy Fruits.

Pears.—Although the Pear does not take such

a prominent place in the kitchen as the Apple, it

is more sought after for dessert. Those who intend

planting should get the trees in the ground without

delay. It is partial to a warm position and well-

drained soil. The following are a few excellent

varieties in the order of ripening : Doyenne d'Ete.

Jargonelle, Souvenir du Congres, Williams's Bon
Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Durondeau,
Pitmaston Duchess, Beurrc Hardy, Doyenne du
Cornice, Nouvelle Fulvic and Beurre Ranee, all

dessert varieties. E; C. PobLEv.
(Head-gaidener to C. Bewes, Esq )

(jttaton Hall, Plymnuth.

FOR NORTHTHE NORTH AND
MIDLANDS.

Rose Garden.
Planting.—There are few gardens which do not
require some additions or alterations to the Rose-
beds each autumn, and now is the best time of
the whole year for this work. Select a good dry
day for the planting, as a propitious start is of the
greatest importance to the plants. To place the
roots of Roses in wet, pasty soil is to court disaster,

as firm planting is imperative, and to tread down
wet earth over the roots will certainly sour it and
make it useless for the plants. It is a good plan
to have at hand some fine, dry, sandy material, such
as is used for inserting cuttings in, and to give a
good shovelful to each plant before filling up with
the ordinary soil. This compost will be easily

shaken in among the roots and prove more con-
genial than ordinary garden loam. Having well
firmed the soil round the roots and levelled the
bed properly, the next consideration must be the
mulching of the plants. While many growers
object to this mulching, I must say that I have
always considered it to be beneficial and practise

it every autumn. Rough stable manure is best,

as it is comparatively dry, and so admits warmth
to the soil. Besides this mulching of manure, it

is well to stick in a few Spruce branches round the
more tender varieties. Any little protection of
this sort often means the difference between success
and failure.

Plants Under Glass.
Early Bulbs.—The earliest batch will by now be

ready for removal firom the plunging material.

Set in a cold frame and well mat the lights for a
week or ten days. Afterwards gradually admit
light and air, and remove to a greenhouse tempera-
ture in batches according to the demands. It is

always best to bring on all bulbs quite slowly at

first. If there is any necessity for hurrying them
into flower, it must be in the later stages that real

forcing is carried out. The Roman Hyacinth
can stand a good deal of heat ; but, naturally,

strong forcing causes the blooms to fade

rapidly. Daffodils very quickly resent a high

temperature.

Cinerarias.—Keep these near the glass in a

house or pit from which frost is just excluded-

If the pots are well filled with roots, gentle feeding

should be given about twice a week. Soot-water
and ordinary liquid manure used in a weak state

are admirable, while for a change a tablespoonful

of Ichthemic Guano in a gallon of water is excellent.

Schizatithus.—Keep these quite close to the

glass, as they are inclined to grow weak and thin.

Keep quite cool, but free from frost. A constant

watch must be kept to see that slugs and snails

are checked, as they are fond of the young
plants and very soon destroy them seeing they

are so soft. Some growei;s spoil their Schizanthus

by leaving too many plants in a pot. If properly

managed one is quite sufficient. The only secret

is to keep pinching out the points of the plants so

as to induce a sturdy, bushy habit.

Kitchen Garden.
Globe Artichokes.—^This valuable vegetable must

now be carefully mulched tor the winter, if not

already done. It is damp rather than frost that

harms it, so something of a light, rather open nature

should be used. Dry leaves are as good as anything,

and a quantity should be heaped up round

each plant. The foliage of the Artichokes should

not be covered. As the wind would soon displace

the leaves, it is necessary to thatch them over

with long stable litter.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Scion Tliomson. Esq.)

I'rcsinn House, LinUUf-ow.
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NURSERY NOTES.

MESSRS. G. BUNYARD AND CO.

ONE of the most extensive nurseries

in South - Eastern England, and
the best kept, devoted princi-

pally to the rearing of fruit trees

is that of Messrs. G. Bunyard and
Co., Limited, of Maidstone. The

chief area is at Harming, and it consists of light

loamy soil of considerable depth, lying on a gentle

elevation above the town of Maidstone—a sort of

table-land. As is well known, a light loam favours

the formation of abundant roots. The timely

ripening of the summer's growth this year,

notwithstanding the unfavourable character of

the weather as a whole, is splendid in all sorts of

hardy fruit trees. These were standing about
in immense battalions ready for lifting as

orders come in. We noted some quarters -f

pyramidal Pears on thf Quince stock, capital trees

tour to five years old, idea) for the amateur's
garden as also for commercial orchard planting.

Adjacent were quarters of standard and half-

standard trees three to four years old, numbering
20,000 in each quarter. It should be mentioned
that the quarters when quite cleared are put
under Clover, with an addition of London stable

manure in large quantity, which is then turned in

by the plough the next winter. We observed a

fine lot of the Christmas Pearmain (Bunyard's,

1905), a fruit with scarlet cheek and russet mark-
ings, a great cropper and free from canker, good as

ail orchard standard and for planting in town
gardens ; it is a table variety, coming into use in

December.

Other Apples were Golden Spire, Lane's
Prince Albert, Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Early Victoria (a Codlin of medium size,

one of the best for early use, growing with vigour

and bearing abundantly—its synonym is Emneth's
Early), Worcester Pearmain and King Edward VIL
(the coming kitchen Apple). Ben's Red (Bun-

yai"d, 1890) IS a table fruit of middle size and good
appearance, the growth sturdy and compact. It is

a more regular bearer than Quarrenden, which it

resembles, and is highly recommended for market
purposes.

A quarter planted with 50,000 trees of market
Apples was pointed out to us. They were two
years old. Another quarter under Apples con-

sisted of 12,000 trees. Fine breaks of Pears on the

Quince, and of that fine dark purple Plum Monarch,
two years old, were observed, likewise a quarter

of bush .\pple trees sixteen years old, which ftSnish

much of the fine fruit the firm sends to exhibition^'.-

The Spice Apple of Essex was still hanging on the

trees. We learned that the Apple Royal Jubilee

(Bunyard), owing to its late flowering, escapes

spring frosts, and as it puts forth leaves late in

the spring, it also escapes the attacks of the Codlin

moth. The wood also ripens early.

Trained Peaches and Nectarines were splendid,

but they were not too strong, and the current

year's shoots were well matured and of that ruddy
tint so much liked by the cultivator. Morello
Cherries were excellent as trained trees, as were
also May Duke, and all stone fruits were noted
in prodigious numbers.
The following were among the ornamental trees

and shrubs, of which a large collection of new and
old species and varieties exists in the nursery :

Conifers, Hollies, hardy Ericas, Azaleas, Rhodo-
dendrons, Yucca angustilolia and double-flowering

Peach, a plant better than the Almond, being later

in flowering ; in consequence it does not get spoiled

bv bad weather.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

COUVE TRONCHUDA, OR PORTUGAL
CABBAGE

SOME of the heads of this vegetable recently

exhibited at the great showof the National
Vegetable Society were different to

what one could desire ; at least, in

some cases the exhibits sta.ged were too

small to show the habit of growth and
its value as a vegetable. There were numerous
enquiries as to its value, how grown and how cooked,

A WELL-GROWN CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS
ALBA.

and it IS to these points my note refers. In many
gardens, I fear, Couve Tronchuda will not become
a standard vegetable ; but it is well worth growing
and very distinct in well-cultivated soil. It requires

much space, as the plant has a great spread,
and when the leaves are large and succulent

the midribs are thick, white and tender, and if

served like Seakale, cooked in the same manner

—

I mean the midribs tied in small bundles and
cooked— it is delicious and a really good vegetable

;

but, of course, when only the small top of the

plant is cut, it is quite a different vegetable. At
the same time, the tops are excellent, but I would
advise growing the plants a good size, using the

midribs of the large lower leaves as described and
the tops last. There are several ways of cooking

which I will not now dwell upon, as I have before

stated the best is when cooked like Seakale. The
plant is of simple culture. Sow seeds in February and
March or April, and if given good ground and ample
space there will be a good return for several months
in the autumn and winter.

BOILED CELERY AS A VEGETABLE.
The value of Celery as an autumn and winter
vegetable is often overlooked, but in my opinion
it is superior to Seakale, and though I do not
know if its medicinal qualities are as great as is

stated by those who should understand this point,
I am well aware that in a boiled state it is nutri-
tious and excellent, and may be taken by an invalid.
It would be out of the question to boil such splendid
material as that recently exhibited at the National
Vegetable Society's show, but it is not necessary
to spend so much labour as would be entailed on
such produce. For many years I procured what
we termed our vegetable Celery by growing a
dwarf white form, such as Sutton's White Gem,
Dwarf White, or the older Sandringham White.
.A trench was made sufficiently wide to plant six
rows abreast, and earthing or moulding up was not
attempted till growth was well advanced in the
late summer or early autumn. Grown thus -the

labour is not great, and as the plant is not blanched
till full grown, it is better able to stand hard weather.
The culture is simple, and in dry weather the
trench can be flooded. I should also add that the
flavour of this vegetable is much improved by
occasional dressings of salt when growth is vigorous.
Soot also is valuable in building up good leaf-

growth. G. WVTIIES

A WELL-GROWN WHITE CHIMNEY
BELLFLOWER.

The Campanula shown in the accompanying
illustration was grown in the gardens at Wormstall,
Newbury, Berks. The photograph was kindly
sent to us by Mrs. Eric Charrington. It is the
white-flowered variety of the Chimney Bellflower
(Campanula pyramidalis), and the plant is 8 J feet

high. Considering its height and the fact that
flowers are freely produced from base to summit,
this plant reflects great credit on Mrs. Charring-
ton's gardener, who, we understand, has been
responsible for its culture.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEA CHAT.
Autumn Soil Preparation.

THERE are thousands of enthusiastic
growers of Sweet Peas who have not
yet fallen into line with those who sow
their seeds in the autumn, and probably
they never will do so because they have
always achieved such excellent results by

commencing in the spring, either in pots or in the
old-fashioned way out of doors in the position

where it is desired that the plants which form the

row or clump shall flower. One can scarcely

blame them for adhering closely to a system that
has proved so satisfactory and with the details

of which they have made themselves so com-
pletely familiar. By following it they are practi-

cally certain of excellent results, whereas if a

departure were made there would be a real prospect

of partial failure.

In these notes, however, it is not intended to

argue for or against any particular method of

procedure, but to urge the desirability of preparing

this month the situations chosen for the Sweet
Peas next season. The argument of many people

is that the plant is such a gross feeder that it is

quite immaterial when the ground is prepared or

whether the manure used be fresh or rotted; and
while one may admit that there is a decided

element of truth in this, one is ready to assert

that to plant in recently manured soil, especially
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when the manure is fresh, is to court trouble with

tlic plants in the earliest stages, to favour the

dropping of buds which has become worse in any

circumstances of late years, and in the production

of those coarse flowers that have already robbed

the Sweet Pea of some of its artistic grace and

beauty, and which will, if carried very much further,

spoil the flower completely- All these things may
come after autumn work ; but, provided that

proper care is taken in all matters of preliminary

detail, the probabilities that snch will be the c*5e

are reduced to the minimum.
Acknowledging immediately that the plants

will demand a heavy dressmg of manure, we are

met with the problem as to whether it should be

distributed as evenly as possible throughout the

area or if it should be placed in masses at

the bottom of deep trenches. With the latter

svstem I have no sympathy whatever when the

THE ROCK GARDEN IN AUTUMN.
TuF. following plants are among the more showy
inhabitants of the rock garden during September
and October :

PolvKomim affinf.—This is a very showy and
decorative plant during September and October.

It grows over the ground like a carpet and pro-

duces dense spikes of bright rosy flowers, which
last a considerable time. It should be grown by
the side of a large boulder, when it looks perfect.

This plant can be propagated by means of layers

or cuttings, and if planted in a clump soon becomes
effective. Take care that it is kept free of other

plants ; if crowded it loses its charm.

Polygonum vaccinifolium.—This is another trail-

ing specie?, which flowers generally from July
to October. It is by no means so large as the

former, but, at the same tirne, is quite distinct,

working is done in the spring, and very little when The flowers are in upright spikes and are rose

it is done in the autumn. Generally speaking, coloured. The plant may be easily propagated

it is much preferable to incorporate all manure by layers. To layer the shoots place a little fresh

that is on the fresh side into the second spit, and soil under the longest, cut a little notch on the

if the material is thoroughly good—as, of course, under side of each shoot, and peg down and cover

it must lie to ensure the finest results—the nutrient
I
with soil. Keep well watered for a few weeks,

properties contained in it will have widely and when new plants will soon be available. The
evenly distributed throughout the soil, and the ', plants grow best when placed on the north-west

plants will immediately derive full benefit when side of the rock garden,

they have roots and top growth

capable of assimilating them. Mucli

of the ordinary manure that i^

employed is low in plant foo.l

value, and if it is possible to adil

to each ton or load prior to thi

application 281b. of good guano, it

will be immensely improved. Thi-

manure should be spread out in

a thin layer and the guano scat-

tered over the surface, afterwards

turning the material two or three

times to ensure perfect mixing.

In the spring, when the surface

is being broken down to secure

the required friable tilth, a little

superphosphate and sulphate ot

potash can be added with consider

able advantage, as also may an\

other approved fertiliser.

As far as the working itself is con-

cerned, one cannot err in the depth

of moving. Ordinary digging that

will turn lo inches or 12 inches is

good, but bastard trenching to

about double those depths is de-

cidedly better, while growers who
are in the happy position of having

3 feet of workable soil should

never be satisfied until the whole

of it has been thoroughly moved.

In some instances full trenching,

in which the subsoil comes up and

the surface soil goes down, can be

done ; but generally it is safer to

maintain the original positions and

rely upon opening up both layers.

In all circumstances the surface

must be left as rough and lumpy as

possible, since that condition favours the admis-
1

Polygala Chamcebuxus.—This is a dwarf ever-

sion of rain and frost, and the physical texture of
!
green shrub which is in flower nearly all the late

the ground is at once improved by natural agencies, summer, autumn and winter, and is a grand plant

In some instances, and still with precisely the same for the rock garden. The flowers are sulphur-

object in view, it is sound practice to throw up
\

coloured, tipped with purple, and are exceedingly

growing not more than 9 inches to i foot in height.

.\nother species, P. C. lutea, from America, has

yellow flowers, and these open during late summer,
autinnn and early winter ; in fact, I think I have
found flowers on these plants for quite six months.
All these may be perpetuated by cuttings or layers

Leonardslee Gardens. W. A. Cook.

mm&i
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CONVOLVULUS MAURITANICUS.
This pale blue Bindweed from the shores of the

Mediterranean is never so happy in our damp
climate as on a dry wall. The plant in the

illustration grows where one wall joins another
at the foot of a flight of stone steps. There
is a depth of 2 feet of good soil between the walls.

This plant, a rooted cutting of the spring, would
in a warm summer have been twice its size by the

middle of October. I have tried the Convolvulus
in different situations, and though on a bank of

deep rich soil it flourishes and blooms amazingly,
it will not winter ; but given a dry perch on the
top of a wall or well-drained stony and south slope,

such as Onosma tauricum and Antirrhinum
glutinosum love, and it will be with you many
years, and each year a greater favourite. It is

strange that this beautiful Convolvulus is not more
grown, for it is of easy culture and its wonderful

Periwinkle blue flowers are pro-

duced with increased vigour in the

autunm when we are apt to describe

our rock gardens as having nothing
in them. Cuttings taken in the

autumn root in a cold frame as

easily as Violas or Pentstemons.

E. M. Whitehead.
Limia Vi^ta, Abergavenny.

CONVOLVULUS MAUKITANICUS !.\ .\ ROCK GARDEN IN WALES.

the soil in ridges ; but whichever course is

pursued, the weather will have so affected the

lumps that it will be comparatively easy in the

early months of the year to break down the

surface and secure a beautiful tilth. Deep culti-

vation is the secret of success in growing Sweet

Peas. Spencer.

pretty. This plant does best on the cool north-

west side of the garden, and if planted near large

stones obtains plenty of moistiure, which it likes,

though it must be on an elevation and with well-

drained soil. There is another variety, P. C. pur-

purea, which is very similar to the above, but it

has purple flowers. Both are pretty and compact,

A RARE EARLY
FLOWERING STOKESIA.
Stokes's Aster (Stokesia cyanea)
is an old inhabitant of our gardens,

but has the great disadvantage
that it is so late in blooming, in

some seasons not opening its flowers

at all. In the variety pr.icox we
have an early flowering form that

comes into full flower in .-Vugust.

It is a very handsome plant of freely

branching habit, about i foot high,

while the large purple blue flower?

measure 3 inches to 3 J inches in

diameter. As may be seen by the

illustration on page 550, they very

much resemble the Chinese Aster,

but the solitary flower-heads are

surrounded by a leafy involucre

that is somewhat spiny. The early

flowering form has been in culti-

vation before, but apparently died

out, as it was only reintroduced

about five years ago. Although it

is an extremely rare plant in its

native habitat (South Carolina,

&C.1, where it grows in moist, low
ground, it appears to be somewhat

variable, as there is a beautiful white variety also in

gardens. They are all of easy cultivation, enjoying a

rather sunny position in light, rich soil where there

is plenty of moisture. Seeds do not ripen freely,

seldom at all, but the plants may be increased by
division in the spring. Cuttings may also be taken
of! when the plant commences to grow in spring, and
these will strike readily if placed in sandy soil and
put into a close frame that is heated. Quite hardy
and perennial, the early flowering form and the white
variety are both first-rate and very attractive plants,

well worth a place in the border. W. I.
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THE ROSE GARDEN
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

{Conliniied lynm pm-f 538.)

MME.
F. DUBRIEUL (H.T., Dubrieul,

1909).—Avery free-flowering variety,

buds bright carmine, opening to fine

China rose colour.

Mine. G. Serrnrier (T., Soupert

et Netting, 1909).—Flowers creamy

white, tinted with rose, of Camellia form. A
lovely bedding Rose. From G. Nabonnand, crossed

with Mrs. W. J. Grant.

Mme. L. Simon (H.T., Lambert, 1909).

—

Colour dark rose, with yellow centre, reverse of

petals crimson. A very free bloomer, of vigorous,

erect growth. A cross between Marie van Houtte

and Caroline Testout.

Mrs. A. Muni (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons).—

Ivory white, shaded buff, of good, erect growth,

of perfect form and fragrant. I always thought

this Rose deserved a gold medal.

reverse side. Very sweet, the petals massive, and

the flower large and full,

Mrs. Charles E. Allan (H.T., Hugh Dickson).—

One of those lovely sorts that possess the Lyon

Rose tints ; a Rose that will, I fancy, become

popular when introduced.

Mrs. E. J. Holland (H.T., S. McGredy and Son,

1909).—This is a flower of the Kaiserin Augusta

type, of a rich salmon rose colour, shaded lighter

towards edges. The perfect form will make it a

valuable exhibition variety, and its freedom of

growth and floriferousness will commend it to all

who plant for garden decoration. Well worthy of

the gold medal awarded last year.

Mrs. Fred SIraker (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons,

1910),—Another Newtownards novelty that well

maintains the reputation of these raisers, and when

they say it is the most delightful Rose they have

raised, surely such a judgment should be sufficient

recommendation, seeing that we owe the greater

part of our best modern Roses to Messrs. A. Dickson

and Sons. I am of opinion that this Rose will

eventually displace Mme. Abel Chatenay. Its

long and elegant buds, its marvellous colouring.

--liir »s: ^
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STOKESIA CYANEA PR^ECOX AT KEW. {See page 549.)

Mrs. A. R. Waddell (H.T., Pernet-Ducher, 1908).

What a marvellous colour are the buds of this

lovely Rose ! There is absolutely no variety of

such a deep apricot shade, reminding one of an

old Rose Perle de Feu. It is a grand bedder,

growth as vigorous as Marie van Houtte. It

must surely become very popular as a decorative

Rose, although one could wish its expanded

flowers were of the rich colour also.

Mrs. A. Tate (H.T., S. McGredy and Son, 1909).

This beautiful decorative Rose received a gold

medal at the Bagatelle trials this year, and one is

not surprised it was thus honoured. The colour

is coppery red, shaded fawn, with ochre shading at

base of petals. The blooms are extra long, and

in a cool season superb, standing up well on stiff

footstalks. It is also very sweet.

Mrs. Charles Custis Harrison (H.T., A. Dickson

and Sons, 1910).—.•\nother fine, erect grower, a

feature that lends such a distinct value to any

Rose. The colour is deep crimson pink in front

of petals, crayoned deep crimson-carmine on the

orange crimson in the young flower, silvery fawn and

orange pink as the bloom develops, is a combina-

tion of tints found in no other Rose. It is free in

blooming, in growth it is perfect, and altogether a

really first-rate decorative variety.

Mrs. George Preston (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons,

1910).—A Rose of enormous size, full and globular,

colour silvery rose pink ; sometimes in autumn a

delicate orange tint prevails in the flowers.

Mrs. G. Henslow (H.P., Turner).—As shown at

Holland House this was the grand colour of

Xavier Olibo, but with growth, I am told,

equal to Ulrich Brunner. We want some good rich-

coloured varieties that are vigorous, such as this,

for many of those we possess are of very moderate

growth.

Mrs. Hubert Taylor (T., A. Dickson and Sons,

igo9).—This is, I believe, a sport of Mme. Cusin,

but of more vigorous growth, and the blooms are

larger. The colour is shell pink, edges of petals

ivory white. Splendid for exhibition and pot

culture.

Mrs. H. Stevens (T., S. McGredy and Son, 1910).

A Rose of rare beauty, long and even more pointed

than Maman Cochet. The colour is white, shaded

fawn and peach. A free bloomer, yet withal

producing flowers of exhibition standard.

Mrs. James White (H.T., Hugh Dickson, 1910).

A Camellia-shaped Rose of a lovely colouring

—

crushed strawberry of a deep tint. It is a most

useful garden Rose, growth vigorous.

Mrs. Leonard Petrie (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons,

1910).—Colour honey yellow, with claret shading

on back of outer petals, changing to sulphur yellow

as the bloom develops. A large, smooth flower of

sweet fragrance.

Mrs. Maynard Sinton (H.T., S. McGredy and

Son, 1910).—A Rose of enormous size. Many of

these very large-flowered exhibition Roses possess

the somewhat dwarfish growth of the White Lady

tribe, which may be admissible for exhibitors, but

is a type we do not want in our gardens. However,

I cannot say until tested whether this grand Rose

is superior in growth to the Rose named ; if it is,

then it will be welcome, for without a doubt its

bloom is magnificent, of a silvery white shade, with

a pink suffusion towards edges of petals. These

latter are of great depth and ivory-like substance,

and, what is very unusual in these very large Roses,

it possesses a most wonderful perfume.

Mrs. P. H. Coats (H.T., Hugh Dickson, 1909).—

An excellent novelty for massing, probably sur-

passing Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. The flowers

are delicate milky white, and are produced most

abundantly and continuously.

Mrs. Philip Le Cornu (H.T., Le Cornu, igio).—
A deeper-coloured Mrs. W. J. Grant. Somehow

the public did not take to this Rose. There is a

certain heaviness about its colour, and unless of

special merit we do not want any more Roses of

the Mrs. W. J. Grant habit of growth.

Mrs. Walter Easlea (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons,

1910).—I should not be surprised if this charming

variety does not prove to be one of the best dozen

novelties of this year. The raisers had a magnifi-

cent bloom in their box of new Roses at the National

Rose Show and at Holland House, and also at

Liverpool they were showing it in grand form.

The blooms are large, full and most freely produced,

the petals very massive, smooth and circular. The

colour is a glowing crimson-carmine, which as the

flower expands deepens to intense orange crimson.

The back of petals is an intense satiny crimson.

To those who force Roses in quantity this variety

will be a boon, for it possesses the freedom of

Killarney and is of similar erect growth. American

florists are, I am told, very keen on this Rose,

believing it to be just the variety for their

trade.

Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons,

igio),—A Rose of La France type, and should be

a splendid forcer, as its colour, a very intense rose

pink, does not fade. The flowers are large, full

and globular, with pretty reflexed petals.

Mrs. Wakefield Christie Miller (H.T., S. McGredy

and Son, 1909).—A blending of colouring in one

flower reminiscent of Grand Due de Luxembourg

and Joseph Lowe, and the blooms, being of

enormous size and quite full, will make it a splendid

decorative sort, especially as the flowers are borne

erect, an invaluable feature in any garden Rose.

Mrs. Taft (Polyantha, Levavasseur, 1909).—

A

very much superior Rose to Mme. Norbert Leva-

vasseur, of a rosy crimson colour, more nearly

resembling Crimson Rambler, its pollen parent, the

seed parent being Mme. N. Levavasseur.

My Maryland (H.T., Cook, 1908).— A grand

colour of a lovely pink shade. Splendid for

forcing.
"•

(To be continued.)
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COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1412.

ROSE MRS. HOLLAND.EDWARD J

(Hybrid Tea.)

ONE could not desire a more perfectly

k formed Rose than the exquisite

I novelty represented in the coloured

I plate. We have all learned to

value the type of flower repre-

sented by Kaiserin .•\ugusta Victoria,

with the delightful circular arrangement of the

centre pet.Js, the somewhat high centre and the

partly reflexed outer petals, and in Mrs. E. J.

Holland this beauty of form is considerably im-

proved upon. Without a doubt this variety will

be largely sought after by exhibitors. In colour it

is absolutely different to any Rose in our collection.

It is surprising that with the number of pinks,

salmon rose and similar shades

already in existence there could be

a novelty raised that was perfectly

distinct, but it is so with Mrs. E. J.

Holland. As a garden Rose it will

be a most valuable addition, for it

has upright and uniform growth,

foliage that is mildew-proof, a sweet

fragrance in its blossoms and a most

perpetual - flowering habit. The

National Rose Society awarded this

variety their gold medal last year.

The raisers are Messrs. S. McGredv

and Son, Woodside Nurseries,

Portadown, Ireland, who kindly

supplied the flowers from which the

coloured plate was prepared.

THE GIAliDEN.

I have planted as a companion the white-

flowered form, and, though it has made good growth,

as yet it has not flowered very satisfactorily.

This year it was covered with flower-buds, but

most of them dropped before colouring. I believe

it gets too dry at the root in its position rather

higher up the bank, and hope to try some means

of remedying this another season. The ordinary

mauve and also the white form of W. chinensis

have been added to this group, but have not grown

to anything like the size of the Japanese forms as yet,

though promising so well that I feel justified in advis-

ing others to plant them all as specimen standards

on lawns wherever room can be found for them.

Waltliain Cross. E. .Augustus Bowi.es.

>.31

EUCALYPTUS PULVERULENTA.
The value of the common Blue Gum (Eucalyptus

globulus) is well known, both as a conservatory

THE FRUIT GARDEN
THE

I

TREgS & SHRUBS
WISTARIA MULTIJUGA.

THE individual flowers of

this Wistaria are not

so large or so highly

coloured as those of

the older and better-

known W. chinensis

;

but the racemes of flowers in multi-

juga are so much longer, reachirig

to abjut a yard in length when
the latest flowers have opened, that

a plant in full bloom is a fine sight.

Many times have I heard com-

plaints of its shyness of flowering
;

but a glance at the accompanying

illustration will show that it need

not be condemned on this account

if treated rightly. I have come
to the conclusion that so long as

it can find room to spread and

cling and get support, so long it

will give the whole of its mind to

so doing, and, like the Ivy, until

it has reached its limit of support

it will not produce flowering

buds. When stout, woody growth standing out free

of any support can be formed it will flower freely.

The shortening in of the long, slender growths to a

foot or even less in late July will be found useful.

The tree illustrated has been planted ten years

on a sloping bank of a lawn, and is now about

9 feet in height. It flowered rather sparingly

for the first year or two, but in the last four seasons

has been one of the most beautiful things in the

garden for a fortnight or more in June, and even

after flowering it has a peculiar grace and beauty of

its own, due to the distinct yellow-green shade of its

leaves. Some seasons it has produced a few of the

curious pods, rather like French Beans, but the seeds

failed to ripen before the frost destroyed them.

WISTARIA MULTIJUGA IN THE GARDENS OF MVDDELTON HOUSE,
VVALTHAM CROSS.

plant and for sub-tropical gardening. For the

former purpose especially, I think, however,

that E. pulverulenta—also known as cordata

—is superior. It is a much dwarfer plant,

and, as it does not require any pinching, it

makes a more graceful specimen. The leaves are

smaller and rounder than those of the Blue Gum,

and remind one of the foliage of Sedum Siebokiii.

It has the attractive glaucous hue of the Blue

Gum and is equally easy of cultivation. Like

GATHERING AND KEEPING
OF LATE APPLES.

N gathering and stormg .Apples for late

keeping much depends on the condition

of the fruits when they are taken from

the trees. Early varieties may be gathered

at intervals according to the quantity

required during the month of September,

but late-keeping sorts should be left hanging on

the trees till very late in the season, so that they

may get fully matured, otherwise they will not

keep sound and plump. The general rule is

to gather when the fruit-stalk parts easily from

the spur on the fruit being lifted slightly upwards
;

but this does not apply in all cases with very late-

keepiug varieties, so that e-xtra care and judgment
on the part of the cultivator is re-

quired if the fruits are wanted to

keep till March and April. Some
adhere to the rule, especially with

Appies, of gathering them when
the seeds have turned to a brown
colour, which certainly indicates

the approach of maturity, and

such fruits may be safely gathered

and stored when perfectly dry.

.After the fruits are gathered, the

storing is by no means uniform,

each cultivator usually having his

own method. Where properly built

structures are provided, the diffi-

culty of keeping the fruits during

the winter and early spring months
fresh is practically nil compared
with those much less fortunate and

who have to make the best of the

available accommodation. What
is required is a well-ventilated

structure of uniform temperature,

the atmosphere being sweet and

dry, but not so dry as to cause the

fruits to shrivel. I would strongly

advise amateurs to avoid the use

of hay or anything that has a

tendency to become musty, as

nothing imparts bad flavour to

.Apples more than a damp, ill-

ventilated, musty atmosphere in

which the fruits are stored. I have

kept Apples firm and crisp till late

in the season by storing them in

two or three thicknesses in boxes

placed in a loft out of the way of

frost, and also laid on the flooring

and in severe weather protected

with a little dry Wheat straw, and

in pots or tubs placed in a dark

room.

The fruits should be gathered

when perfectly dry, and any found

bruised or damaged must be kept

apart from the sound ones and made use of before

they go bad. The good ones should then be very

carefully placed where they are intended to be kept,

and at intervals looked over, and any fruit which

shows signs of decay should be instantly removed

to prevent others from going the same way. .\mong

oiu: best-keeping cuhnary .Apples are Bramley's

Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert, Wellington, Nor-

thern Greening and Newton Wonder. Some good

dessert Apples for keeping are Cox's Orange Pippm,

E. globulus, it will give better results if the seeds
|

AUington Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, Lord Hindlip

are so%vn in autumn than if the operation is
i
and Duke of Devonshire. There are many others

delayed till spring. With very few exceptions,
|

to select from,

all^of the species of Eucalyptus are natives of

Australia. Caledonia.

but where

sidered these will suffice.

Wrothatn Park Guldens.

room is to be con-

H. Makkham.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO PLANT FRUIT TREES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Nearly the whole
of October rainy, dull, cold weather,

with strong winds, prevailed, and the

flower gardener had much difficulty in

keeping lawns, paths and flower-borders

clean and tidy. In some parts of
the coutxtry frosts have already marred the

beauty of unprotected Dahlias. Directly the

I. BUSH APPLE TREE READY FOR PLANTING.

leaves are slightly blackened by frost, no time should
be lost in getting the tubers lifted and prepared

for storing. Cut off the stems about i foot above
the son, then very carefully remove the soil from
the tubers so that the latter can be hfted without
being damaged. Do not remove any portion of

the soil that may adhere to the tubers, but place

them in a cool, dry shed where they v^ill be safe

from frost for a few days. Directly the tubers

are dried and the skin hardened, store them in

sand, dry soil or Cocoanut fibre in a shed where
frost will not reach them. The roots of Cannas
and the tubers of Begonias must also be carefully

stored away as soon as possible now. Rose cuttings

may now be inserted. Select well-ripened shoots

made during the current year and cut off the
unripe ends, sever the cutting below a joint with
a sharp knife, and insert the prepared cuttings in

trenches made 4 inches deep on the north side of

a wall or fence. Some coarse sand should be
placed in the bottom of each trench for the base
of the cutting to rest on. The soil must be made
very firm around the cuttings, the average length

of each being 9 inches. The immature ends of

Rose branches may be cut of? now, as if left un-
pruned until the spring the branches get much
blown about by the winds, and the removal of

the unripe ends of the shoots tends to a neater
appearance.

Vegetable Garden.—Jerusalem Artichokes must
be lifted and stored. The largest tubers should

be stored separately from those of medium size,

as the latter are the best for planting out in spring.

A cold store just safe from frost is the best place.

The tubers must be kept fresh and sound and in

darkness ; if unduly exposed the skins will shrivel

somewhat. Every care must be taken to pick out

all tubers, large and small, and then the ground

should be deeply trenched. Mushroom-beds in

the open air may be made up at once. Collect

manure and tree leaves in the same way that they

are collected and treated for beds in buildings.

Any position may be chosen for the beds, but the

ground should be naturally dry and not under the

branches of trees. Ridge-shaped beds are the

best ; they are made, as a rule, 4 feet wide at the

base and 3 feet high. Endive, nicely blanched, is

much appreciated at this season. In order to

keep up the supply, more plants should be lifted

and packed fairly close together in cool frames.

Keep the leaves free from slugs, do not over-

water, and guard against excessive moisture.

Fruit Garden.—Probably many readers of The
'lARDEN are now thinking of planting Raspberries,

Blackberry and Japanese Wineberry plants. If

these are to be grown in rows, the latter should, if

possible, run north and south, so that both sides

will receive the maximum amount of sunshine. I

.im referring here to Raspberries and the Japanese

Wineberry, as the Blackberry plants should be

^rown near walls, if possible, and in positions

facing south and south-west. Plant Raspberries

in rows 6 feet apart and i foot from plant to plant

in the rows, as young canes also require space to

grow in. The Wineberry plants must have a

space of 7 feet between the rows, as they grow tall.

Take the opportunity to plant some Black Currants

near walls facing the north, as such plants will

afford a nice late crop of fruit.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The double and single

flowers of the Bouvardia are now proving very

useful, as they are so suitable for sprays and button-

holes, also for the furnishing of warm greenhouses.

Mealy bug and brown scale infest these plants,

and every effort should be made to keep the branches
\

free from such pests. Bouvardias must have

ample ventilation whenever the weather is fine
;

it is a mistake to force the growth at this season.

Isolepis gracilis and other greenhouse Grasses

must be cleared of all faded foliage at this season ;

then the plants will do much better during the

winter - time. Put fresh ashes in frames, and

take away any that have become green or badly

soiled. Protect frames containing Callas and other

tender plants every night. .\. A.

PLANTING FRUIT TREES.

Almost every beginner in gardening aspires to

grow at least a few fruit trees, but in how many
instances do they succeed in carrying out the

initial work in a satisfactory manner ? Now that

the autumn is well advanced it is time for the work
of planting to be taken in hand. It is of the

highest importance to secure the best varieties of

the different subjects. All too frequently begin-

ners come into the possession of fruit trees which,

on being submitted to a fruit specialist, would be

described as only second-rate in quality. It is

far better to procure the necessary trees from a

nurseryman of good repute.

The planting of bush fruit trees, such as Goose-
berries and Currants, is usually done from lata

October onwards, when the weather is free from
frost and the soil in a workable condition. Early
November is the best time to plant Plum trees,

and mid-November for Apples and Pears. Gene-
rally speaking, however, planting may be done from
November until the succeeding April providing
the land is in good condition ; but it is better to

complete this work before the end of the year.

During the autumn the soil is comparatively warm
and the circulation of the sap has fallen to its

lowest activity
; moreover, damaged roots, which

seem inevitable, no matter how carefully the trees

are lifted, heal so much quicker where early plant-

ing is done.

Fig. I represents a bush Apple tree just as it

was lifted from its position in the nursery. For
the purpose of illustration the trees were lifted

earlier than would otherwise have been the case

;

consequently the leaves had not commenced to

fall. It is a good plan to carefully look over the

roots before planting. Any that are damaged
or unduly spreading should be cut back, using a

sharp knife for the purpose and cutting them from
below. Roots that grow directly downwards are

of the nature of tap-roots. These should be
shortened to within 6 inches of their base. It is

possible, when the fruit trees are sent from a dis-

tance, that they have lost most of the soil about

their roots, and the latter have become dry and
shrivelled in consequence. In such cases immerse
the roots in water for a short time before planting.

The beginner should understand that the site

should be neither in a high and wind-swept situa-

tion nor yet in a low and overmoist position. A
gentle slope in a south, south-east or south-west

aspect is most suitable. Where the would-be
grower has no such choice, he must make the most
of the circumstances. Low and moist situations

2. THE SAME TREE ADJUSTED IN POSITION
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3. STANDARD PEAR-TREE, SHOWING METHOD
OF STAKING.

must be drained, and in cold and bleak ones

an effort should be made to obtain the shelter of

other trees, walls or buildings. It is a distinct

advantage to trench or bastard trench before

planting. The mistake made by most beginners

is that they seldom take out front the holes suffi-

cient soil to accommodate the roots satisfactorily.

To do the trees justice the holes should be made
3 feet wide and i8 inches deep. In the case of

larger trees the dimensions must be increased

correspondingly.

Fig. 2 aptly portrays a bush .\pple tree adjusted

in position. The reader will see at a glance how
easy it is to fill in the soil round about the roots.

Experts in fruit culture when placing their young
trees make a point of maintaining the soil mark
on the stem about 3 inches above the ground level,

to allow for sinking. The soil mark shows the

depth to which the tree was formerly planted. It

may be well here to refer to the planting of

standard fruit trees. In Fig. 3 a standard Pear tree

is depicted. Precisely the same rule should be

observed in taking out the soil, trimming the

damaged roots of the tree and adjusting the same
in position, with the addition, however, of inserting

a stout and reliable stake for its support. The
stake should be of a suitable length and just

long enough to reach that portion of the tree

where it branches into growth. Insert the stake

in the ground between the roots a few inches re-

moved from the stem, but refrain from making
the necessary ties until the soil has been filled in

the hole. Cover the roots with some fine soil,

shaking the tree stem to assist in settling the finer

particles of soil between them. The upper fibrous

roots should be lifted and more soil added. This

will have the effect of bringing them nearer the

surface, which is much to be desired. Proceed

to fill in the hole to within about 3 inches of the

g.arden level, making this quite firm by careful

treading. Secure the tree to the stake by placing

straw between them and tying this with tarred

twine. A cleaner and neater method is that of

utilising pieces of old hose-piping in the form of a

collar or band ; failing this, pieces of thick cloth

will answer the purpose very well. The method

of securing these bands in position is shown in

Fig. 3. The operation is completed by filling

in the remaining space with soil, treading this

in carefully, and still leaving the earth mark
on the stem for righting itself ultimately by the

settlement of the soil. Fig. \ shows the operation

of planting completed, with the necessary ties

clearly depicted for the guidance of the beginner.

It is unnecessary to stake bush or pyramid fruit

trees. We are indebted to Messrs. William Cutbush

and Sons of Barnet, Herts, for the opportunity of

illustrating this article. D. B. Crane.

.\PPLE BRAMLEY'S SEEDLING.
In many districts, where the Apple crop has this

season been scarce, the above variety, unlike most

others, has borne well. It is doubtful whether any

varietv is so constant and reliable, and for this

reason it is now being extensively planted by

market growers. C.

ROOT-PRUNING FRUIT TREES.

If there was more cutting of roots and less of

branches of certain fruit trees which annually

make vigorous shoots, there would be more fruits

borne on them. More time and expense are en-

tailed in the branch-pruning of fruit trees every

year than is advisable or necessary. When this

is repeated year after year we soon obtain very

large trees composed of thick, long-jointed branches.

In this country such branches will not ripen

properly or bear much fruit blossom, and it is

only when the trees are getting old and do not

take up as much nourishment from the soil

—

because it is not available for them—that they

begin to bear very medium crops on the outside

parts of the branches.

We, in these days, want our young trees to be

profitable, and judicious root-pruning will be a

great aid in the matter. When young trees are

purchased from the nurseryman they often bear

fruit the next season. Why ? Chiefly because

they have been transplanted, perhaps, several

times previously, possess plenty of fibrous roots,

and the wood is ripe and studded with flower-

buds. When such trees are planted in a loose,

rich soil they soon make many roots and much

top growth, and gradually become less fruitful.

The young shoots may be cut back severely every

autumn, but stronger ones will take their place

the following summer. The cultivator must aim

at growing small, but fruitful, trees. Plants grow-

ing in pots are always under proper control. The

fruit-grower should also know exactly where his

fruit tree roots are and their condition.

The best time for root-pruning is early in the

autumn, but it may be successfully done any time

during the winter months. The work should be

done as follows : Take out a trench 3 feet from

the stem of a tree, if the stem is 5 inches in diameter.

I foot from the ground-level, and 5 feet distant

if the trunk measures 8 inches across or thereabouts.

Smaller trees may be root-pruned in the same way,

but I prefer to entirely lift and replant them,

cutting back the roots when needed. All large

roots crossing the open, circular trench must be

cut off, but the fibrous ones should not be cut. On
one side the trench should be wider than on the

other, so as to permit of the workman undermining

the roots and severing them, includmg the tap-

root. When all the roots have been cut off, fill in

the trench again, making the soil very firm. Some

old mortar rubble should be mixed with the

original soil when dealing with stone fruit trees.

The trees that mostly require root-pruning are those

of Apples, Pears, Apricots, Plums, Peaches and

Nectarines. Avon.

THE TOWN GARDEN
Spring Bedding .Arrangements.—The plants

usvially employed for this purpose are, happily,

of the cheapest kinds, albeit they are also capable

of being arranged with pretty and oftentimes

telling effects by those who know how to make
much of little things. Some of the subjects which
occur at once to the mind are Daisies of all colours,

Forget-me-nots, Silene pendula compacta, Aubrie-

tias, .'\rabis, Alyssum and the like, one and all of

which produce fine colour masses for very con-

siderable periods. Then there are, of course, the

earlier-flowering varieties of Viola or Tufted
Pansy, whose sheets of blossoms can hardly be

confined to a spring display. In such extensive

gardens as are to be found at Belvoir Castle spring

gardening may be said to have reached the highest

perfection years ago, having done much to add
lustre and fame to a garden which is ideal if not

unique. There is, indeed, but one Belvoir.

The Town (jardener has not, however, to

consider plants for the purpose in mind by hundreds
of thousands, but by dozens or, occasionally, by
hundreds. In this particular sphere, too, the

amateur need not rely wholly on the subjects I

have named, but, by using them in conjunction with

bulbous or tuberous-rooted plants, may create for

himself pretty effects which afford pleasure over

a considerable period of time. For example, beds

of white Tulips may be freely carpeted with double

red Daisies, while, conversely, beds of scarlet

Tulips might be clothed with white Daisies. In

work of this kind the chief points to keep in mind
are strong contrasts or pleasing Iiarinonies of

colours, the association of near akin shades in

Hyacinths often proving singularly effective. An
object-lesson of some worth in this direction, and
commented on in The Garden at the time, was
the outcome of an exhibit of Hyacinths by Messrs

Sutton in March last before the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. Some of the finer effects were
produced by the association of pale blue and cream,

pink and pale blue, two shades of mauve, imperial

red, white and blue, and pale yellow and dark
blue. By keeping this idea in mind the amateur

the planting operation complfted.
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would be assisted in his endeavours to create

pretty effects, to the discouragement of those in-

discriminate mixtures which rarely, if ever, please.

Polyanthuses.—These old-time flowers are

favourites still, probably by reason of their

cheapness, their hardiness, or profuse flower-

ing. Moreover, they are so easily raised from

seeds, and the older plants so readily respond to

division that they are little or no trouble to their

owners. Seedlings invariably possess the greater

vigour, and generally are the most reliable. The

plants of these may now be put out m beds or

borders, where they will provide a rich harvest of

blossoms if generously treated.

Wallflowers.—No mention of spring gardening

plants would be complete without these fragrant

subjects, delightf\il in beds alone in yellow or

crimson shades, in the shrubbery or border, or in

conjunction with other plants. Near the house,

too, where their fragrance will assuredly be appre-

ciated, a few plants should always be found, more

particularly, perhaps, in those instances where a

dry. narrow border exists and where so few plants

thrive. In such a place the dryness of the situa-

tion is much to their liking, while the protection

afforded will in all probability be responsible for

an early display of blossoms. Occasionally in

open beds the plants suffer from frost—more,

perhaps, because of the alternating changes of

frost and wet—hence they should be accorded as

much shelter as circumstances permit.

Anemones and Ranunculus.—Each of these

in turn provides a rich harvest of flowers in spring-

time, while the first-named group is calculated to

fill the amateur with delight. The tuberous-

rooted Anemones exemplified in A. coronaria and

A. hortensis, with their hosts of varieties, are un-

equalled for display work in their day, and by reason

of their cheapness are worthy of being grown by

all. In each case a word of warning may be needed.

The tubers are small. But because of this they

should not be thickly planted ; 4 inches to

6 inches asunder will not be too much.

E. H. Jenkins.

B OOK S.

"Root and Stem Vegetables."* —

This is the third book of the " Present-Day Garden-

ing " series that is being published by Messrs.

Tack, and, as the author is so well known in the

vegetable world, it should prove of considerable

value to those who grow vegetables under what

may be termed ordinary conditions. We are

pleased to note that the author has not indulged

in those high flights of rhetoric that present-day

writers of gardening books seem to think so essential,

but has tried to impart sound cultural information

in a plain, business-like manner. In a book of

this size Peas, Beans and other vegetables that

cannot fairly be classed as coming under the

category of roots or stems have been wisely

omitted, and the author is thus enabled to give

comparatively full—though by no means so full, in

some instafLCes, as we should have liked to have

seen—information about the many kinds dealt

with. The sub-chapters dealing with Carrots,

Onions and Potatoes, and the chapter on Mush-

rooms are about the best of a good whole, though

in dealing with Potatoes we are surprised that Mr.

Dean has not mentioned the desirability of pro-

curing sets from a different locality, and preferably

changing them from a northern to a more southern

part of the country. Possibly the author, who

has strong views of his own, does not place much
^ • " l!,oot~and Stem' Vegetables," by Alcxauder Dean,

VM.U. Price li. lid. net. Messrs. T. C. and h. C.

JaeU 16, HenrictU Street, London, W C, and Edinburgh,

faith in this phase of culture, but its value is gene-

rally recognised by Potato-growers. In writing

about Chinese Artichokes the author wisely gives

brief instructions for cooking, an important point

if this delicious vegetable is to make the headway
in our gardens that it deserves to do. We have

heard so much during recent years about the

extraordinary distances to which Onions ought

to be thinned that the author's sensible remarks

on this point are quite a pleasure to read. Make
up your mind for what purpose the bulbs are re-

quired and thin accordingly is his motto ; for

large bulbs Mr. Dean considers 6 inches apart

sufficient, and for those of smaller size 2 inches to

4 inches apart is ample. As indicative of the

advance that has been made during recent years

among vegetables, we quote the following sentence :

" Fifty years ago Onions seldom exceeded 6oz.

in weight, but now we see specimens of Ailsa Craig,

Record and others which weigh 3lb. each, being

handsome, well-matured bulbs." The book con-

tains eight coloured plates, which have been pre-

pared from colour photographs. With the excep-

tion of that portraying Parsnips and Beetroots

these are good, though it would have been better

to have used fresh Carrots and Onions instead of

those which had apparently been lifted for some

time.

" Daffodils."t—This is the title of No. 4

of the " Present-Day Gardening " series of books

now being issued by Messrs. Jack under the editor-

ship of Mr. R. Hooper Pearson, and into which

the author has crowded a mass of useful and in-

structive information. Indeed, the book teems

with interest throughout, though more particularly

those chapters which treat of the " History,"

"Botany and Physiologj'," "The Daffodil in

Books," " Raising New Varieties by Cross-

breeding " and the like, the whole of these being

treated in that masterly and attractive style

which Mr. Jacob has made his own. In no instance

is the reader likely to be wearied with unimportant

matters, or those " dry-as-dust " details or techni-

calities which, while not assisting, only serve to

burden and confuse the lay mind. Indeed, the

reverend gentleman, revelling as he does in the

history of this and other bulbous-rooted flowers,

might have been pardoned had his " discourse "

on either of the above exceeded the popular fifteen

minutes' limit ; but instead of this he prefers to

leave off at a point where his readers will, we
imagine, be found to be " hungering and thirsting

"

after more. We are pleased to note the well-

merited tributes paid by the author in his intro-

ductory remarks to the late Peter Barr, who " in

no figurative sense," it is stated, has " made the

Daffodil," " travelled for it, worked for it, classified

it, advertised it "
; and to " George Herbert

Engleheart," who is styled the " Father of the

Modern Daffodil." Such names as these, indeed,

are inseparable from the subject. From the

practical standpoint, in the writer's opinion

Chapter VII., which deals so fully, as well as so

admirably, with the " Raising of New Varieties

by Cross-breeding," is the most valuable the book

contains, the concluding lists of " good seed-

bearers," " shy-seeders " and " potent pollen-

bearers " constituting, in conjunction with the

list of high-class novelties given with their

parentage on page 46, an invaluable guide to the

student or beginner. I would fain, however, have

found mucii more concerning the cultural side of

the question, both indoors and out, and venture

the hope, should a further edition be called for,

that a chapter devoted to " Forcing the Daffodil
"

t " Dalfotlils," by the Rev. J. Jarobi wltU a prefaecrjiy the '

Rev. W. Wilks, M.A. Price Is. 6d. net. Messrs. T. C. a'lila

E. C. Jack, 16, Henrietta Street, London, W.C., and
Edinburgh.

will be included. This, indeed, is a phase of the

subject upon which reliable information is really

desired, while its connection with " Present-Day

Gardening "—to quote the dominating title of the

series—cannot'be gainsaid. I do not quite see " eye

to eye " with the expressed opinions concerning
" yellow stripe " as given on page 54, the reference

to " weakening by over-division " more par-

ticularly. Were this a predisposing cause, the

remedy is at hand at once, and Punch's advice of
" Don't " may be kept in mind. That something

might be said in favour of the " cold " theory I

admit ; indeed, I will go a step further—seeing that
" yellow stripe " does not, in the writer's experi-

ence, occur in the forcing-house, where full supplies

of moisture and warmth are afforded—and say

that the rupture of sap-vessels by frost is the more
likely cause, i.e., if it be climatic at all. I would
like to have added a word or two concerning
" Basal Rot," page 53—of which the author

admits his inability to say the cause—but a re-

viewer has not unlimited space. I congratulate

the author upon the way he touches upon so many
phases of this fascinating subject, and to which
the copious index bears good testimony. The
plates throughout the book, except one, are ex-

cellent, the exception being Plate VI., where, in

addition to an obvious error, the artist has un-

naturally posed the flowers. " The last shall be

first, and the first last " ; hence I refer now to the

valuable preface by the Rev. W. Wilks, whose

well-reasoned views—the outcome of a ripe ex-

perience—I cordially share.—E. H. Jenkins.

NEW PLANTS.
Cypripedium Princess May. — A handsome
variety shown by Messrs. Sander and Sons, St.

Albans. It is the result of a cross between the

species C. niveum and the variety Helen II. The
perianth has a groundwork of white, densely

spotted pink. The flowers are rather large for a

niveum cross.

Odontioda Bradshawice Westonbiri variety.—
Shown by Lieut.-Col. Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O.,

Tetbury. This bigeneric hybrid is the result of a

cross between Odontoglossum crispum var. Britannia

and Cochlioda noezliana. It resembles the type

Bradshawi.-B, but shows a lighter colour in the

perianth and appears to send up a stronger spike.

Both of the above received first-class certificates.

An award of merit was given to each of the

following :

Cyf>ripcdii4m Reginald Young.—Shown by H.

Bromilow, Esq., Rainhill, Lanes. This is the

result of a cross between C. elmireanum and C.

Harefield Hall. It has a broad dorsal sepal

heavily blotched with chocolate ; the lip and

petals are of a not unpleasing shade of brown.

Cypripedium Britannia.—Shown by Messrs.

Sander and Sons. This variety has an excep-

tionally broad, overarching dorsal sepal The
groundwork of green is heavily blotched chocolate,

and the outer half-inch margin is white. The lip

is of a pale greenish brown.

Odontoglossum Circe.—Shown by Messrs. Charles-

worth and Co., Hayward's Heath. This is a hybrid

from O. Cervantesii and O. Pescatorei. It is one

of the very few, if not the only, Cervantesii cross

yet shown, and only one plant has been raised.

A very pretty and interesting hybrid, but apparently

rather weak in constitution. It resembles the

former parent, but is obviously a hybrid.

Calanthc densiflora.—Shown by Sir Jeremiah

Colman, Gatton Park, Surrey. The flowers are

of a soft sulphur yellow of a very pleasing Shade,

and, as its' name implies, the flowers are borne in

a dense duster upon the spike.
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Crolon Golden King Lynwooil variety.—Best

described, perhaps, as an improved highly coloured

Golden Ring, whose inch-wide, spirally twisted

leaves render the plant most attractive. In the

sma'l sire as shown—the plants were from 15 inches

to 18 inches in height—the variety should prove

of much value for table decoration. Exhibited

by Mr. .\. E. Bainbridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Nerins elegantissima ManseWs Seedling.—The

predominating colour is rose, with that suggestion

of cerise which renders such combinations so

effective under artificial light. From Mr. F.

Lilley, Guernsey.

Carnation Retina.—A further addition to the

pink-flowered class, though from our point of

view the thin petal text\ire of the variety will not

prove a recommendation. The colour is pleasing.

From Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. G. C. Kelley.—An exhi-

bition variety of enormous proportions ; colour

Tosy amaranth, with silvery reverse to the

petals.

Chrysanthemum J. H. Greswolde Williams.—

A

very handsome single-flowered variety of rich

buttercup yellow colour.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Sam Nash.—We have

here what we regard as the ideal single-flowered

Chrysanthemum, and which, in addition to its

pleasing pink shade of colour, also embraces the

form of the well-known Mary Anderson. This set of

three came from Messrs. William Wells and Co.,

Limited, Merstham, Surrey.

Chrysanthemum Miss Mary Pope.—A charm-

ingly free, gracef\d and pretty single pink-flowered

variety excellent in every way.

Aster Novelty.—One of the A. ericoides -class,

the petals coloured a lilac shade and most effective.

In common with all its tribe it is very graceful.

This pair of novelties was shown by Mr. Frank

Brazier, Caterbam, Surrey.

Chrysanthemum Joan Edwards.— .'X. single-

flowered variety of reddish carmine hue, of that

particular shade which is more frequent in the

single-flowered Pyrethrum than in the section

-under notice. From Mr. P. Ladds, Swanley.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Tresham Gilbey.—This,

in our opinion, is one of the handsomest of the

single yellow-flowered class yet raised. The

colour is rich golden and very attractive. From
Mr. T. Ward, Bishop's Stortford.

Chrysanthemum Hilda Bliek.— .\ pure white

decorative variety whose singular purity and

beauty are wedded to considerable artistic merit.

It is of medium size and graceful. From Mr. C.

Blick, Hayes, Kent.

Nepenthes nobilis (N. sanguinea x N. Ciu-tisii

superba).—This splendid addition to a remarkable

race produces pitchers varying from 12 inches to

15 inches in length, and embraces the chief charac-

teristics of its parents, though the pitchers are less

intensely colotired than in N. sanguinea. For the

most part the handsome pitchers are green, flecked

with red ; internally they are more heavily blotched

with the same colour. The lid is ovate and well

laised ; the finely ribbed collar, or peristome, at first

nearly horizontal, is Anally strongly recurved, of

imusual breadth, and coloured crimson and greenish

yellow. Bearing the impress of great freedom,

the hybrid is destined, we think, to rank among
the finest of its class. From Messrs. James Veitch

and Sons, Limited, Chelsea.

The foregoing awards were made respectively by
the Orchid and the Floral Committees at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting held on

October 25.

First-class certificates were awarded to the

following Chrysanthemums when shown before the

•floral committee of the National Chrysanthemum
Society at the Essex Hall, Strand, on the 24th ult. :

Evangeline.—Large white Japanese, with cream
centre and long, broad, reflexed petals. Shown
by Mr. W. A. Thorp, Worthing.

I'ramjieli Bronze.—.A pretty bronze reflexcd

decorative variety. Shown by Mr. N. Davis,

Framfield.

Henry Poullon.— .\ long-petalled bright crimson

Japanese, with buff reverse. Shown by Mr. N.

Davis.

Joan Edwards. — A charming single variety,

specially recommended for decorative purposes.

From Mr. P. Ladds, Swanley.

Marie Loones.—A large rosy crimson Japanese

variety, with buff reverse to the petals. Shown
by Messrs. W. Wells and Co.

Mary Poulton.—A large silvery pink Japanese,

the petals curling prettily at the tips. From Mr.

N. Davis.

Mrs. F. C. Stoop.—A Japanese variety, cream,

heavily suffused rose. Shown by Mr. N. Davis.

Mrs. Geo. Hartmann.—A large chestnut red

Jap.anese, with bright buff reverse to the petals.

Shown by Mr. W. Jinks.

Mrs. G. C. Kelley.—Large incurved Japanese

of rosy amaranth colom"ing, the petals having a

silvery reverse. From Messrs. W. Wells and Co.

Mrs. Tresham Gilbey.—A rich yellow sport from

Bronze Pagram, of which it is a counterpart

except m colour. Shown by Mr. T. Ward, Bishop's

Stortford.

Mrs. W. G. Patching.—A bright golden bronze

flower somewhat resembling Bronze Pagram.

Shown by Messrs. Cragg, Harrison and Cragg,

Heston, Hounslow.

Red Chief.—Chestnut red Japanese, with buff

reverse, the flowers being deep and of good sub-

stance. From Mr. M. Silsbury, Shanklin.

Wells' White.—Large pure white Japanese, with

long, narrow, recurving petals. From Messrs. W.
Wells and Co.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.
A Single Dahlia from Italy.

Comte F. Lurani, Cemnsco, Lombardone, Como,
Italy, sends us flowers of a single white Dahlia

which, although too flimsy for exhibition purposes,

would no doubt be a useful variety for the garden.

In an accompanying letter Comte Lurani mentions

that it is a very charming Dahlia for indoor decora-

tions.

Primulas from Scotland.

From Dr. McWattjMorelands, Duns, N.B.,wehave
received a box of well-grown Primulas in full flower.

We do not remember ever having seen Primula

japonica with flower-stems so robust as these.

The inflorescences are noteworthy not only for

their vigorous growth, but for the diversity of

colour shown in the flowers. One variety we note

has flowers resembling in colour the well-known

Duchess of the sinensis type ; others are in

varying shades of soft pink and bright carmine red.

Dahlia Merckii from Highclere.
Miss M. Birch-Reynardson, Pitt House, High-

clere, sends flowers- of this dainty single Dahlia,

which is sometimes called D. glabrata. Most of

the blossoms sent are deep lilac in colour, but they

vary at times to almost white. Miss Birch-

Reynardson writes :
" I am sending a few blossoms

of Dahlia glabrata for the Editor's Table. As few

people seem to know the plant, it may be of interest.

If sown in January or February it flowers in

August or September. The blossoms last well in

water and are very freely produced. Two small

blossoms of Bidens atrosanguineum, or the so-

called Black Dahlia, are also sent."

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS-

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.— T/ic Editor intetuis to

make The Oari>v:n helpful to all readers who desirt assist'

ance, no yruUter what the branch of gardeiung may be, and
with that object toill make a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All c^ymmunications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only*

and addressed to the Editor of The Oardkn, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to (he Tublishkr. The name and address

of the sender arc r'^qnired in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in (he paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and ftowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps (hat are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Perennials for summer flowering

[Melscttcr, Orkney).—As you appear to prefer

crimson and blue more particularly, we think you
cannot do better than plant freely <A single and
double flowered Pyrethrums in crimson, red and
scarlet shades, Paeonies of like tone, Pentstemon
Crimson Gem, P. barbatus coccinea, Papaver
orientale of brilliant colours, Lilium chalcedonicum

(scarlet), Helenium Riverton Gem. and a set of

the new crimson-flowered Saxifrages, as, e.g.

Red Admiral, Bakeri, H. S. Stokes and R. w!
Hosier. The above are all of red or bright colours,

and should assist matters materially if planted in

free groups. For blue-flowered plants you cannot

do better than select such as Anchusa italira

Dropmore variety, A. i. Opal, Delphinium King
of Delphiniums and many others, blue-flowering

Squills, Aster acris, A. Amellus in variety, A.
Ariadne, A. Novi-Belgii densus, A. Robert Parker
and A. Climax, all of which are in shades of blue

or violet. Aconitum Wilsonii and A. Fischeri are

both of deep violet-blue colour, while excellent

shades of violet and allied colours -are seen in the

Phloxes Lord Rayleigh, Le Mahdi, Iris and Eugene
Danzanvilliers, the same group also supplying in

Etna, Coquelicot, Flambeau and others some of

the richest of scarlet shades, always the more
effective when planted a dozen or more of a sort.

Plants for border {J. B. RoweU).~ThG follow-
ing plants will be most suitable for the border, and we
would suggest that if three of each subject to form a
CTOup were planted, a better effect would be secured. The
front may be of Campanula pumila, C. muralis. C. tur-
binata, Aubrietias in variety, Gentiana acaulis, Iris pumila,
Phlox Nelsonii. P. atropurpurea, Achillea tomentosa,
Ilepaticas of sorts. Iberis sempervirens. I. corrfflfolia,

I. superba. Amebia cchioides. Pinks, Campanula Hillside
Gem, C. Hendersonii and others. Those named are under
12 inches high. In the second line of groups Gaillardias.
Campanula glomcrata speciosa, C. Moerheimii, Achillea
alpina. Lychnis Viscaria fl.-pl.. Aster subcEDruleuB, Oeum
montanum. Armcria Cephalotes, Old Clove Carnations,
Pentstemon Newbury Gem, Megasea cordifolia purpurpa,
M. ligulata speciosa. Zauschneria, Helenium purailum,
Geum coccineum tl.-pl.. single and double flowered Pyre-
thnims. Psponia officinalis fl.-pl.. Thalictrum adiantifolium,
Rudbeckla Newmanii, Spiraea FUipendula plena, Sedum
spectabile atropurpureum. Aster lajvigatus. Primula
cashmeriana. P. japonica, TrolUua, hybrid Columbines,
Monarda didyma. Flag Irises of sorts, Heuchera sanguinea
and others should be found, the back line of the group being
composed of Lupines, herbaceous Phloxes, Lilium candidum^
white perennial Pea, Campanula persicifoliaand C. grandis,
Pseonias of sorts, Pentstemon barbatus. Iris aurna, 1.

ochroleuca. I. Monnieri, perennial Sunflowers, Delphiniums
of sorts. Echinacea purpurea, Eryngiuras and other showy
plants. We think you had better let some hardy plant
nurseryman see the rockery when completed, as uix)n its

formation much will depend. Any selection of plants
we now give might be of little use. Suitable plants
for the bank that lie close to the soil are Aubrietias,
Others of service are .\ntennaria Candida, Veronica
prostrata, alpine Phloxes in variety, Achillea tomentosa.
Thymus lanuginosa and T. Serpyllum coccinenm.
There are numbers of other plants of a few inches high.
Some Roses with large and full Howers are Carolin©
Te-stout. Mrs. .T. Laing. Frau Karl Druschki, Horace Vemet.
Hugh Pickson, Captain Ilayward and La France. The
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fence mislit be covered with Ivy, Climbing Rose
Vibert' or Ceanothus.

Plants for urindswept seaside garden
(AmnleuT).—From your letter the plants which succeed

orcTmarily in seaside gardens would be of little use,

unless by any chance the plantiut; of protective

evergreen shrubs frequently throughout the border would
assist. Of shrubs that would do duty and be of good
service in such a case are the Hydrangeas, Euonymus,
Choisya ternata and 'Weigela. while the CoUetia, provided

room existed for it, would form an almost impeuetrable

bush capable of withstanding any strong wind. If with

some of these vou could form sheltering bays on the wind-

ward side, yoil might, by planting the intervening spaces

with groups of plants, enjoy many things which are now
laid low or bare of their leafage. Shelters somewhat on
the lipcs we have described appear almost an essential

in the case. Unfortunately, you do not state the size either

of the garden or of the border, and we aie at a loss to

know what room really exists for the kind of planting we
suggest. The Myrtle is a good flowering shrub suitable

for seaside gardens, and used in the way we suggest would
play the double part of protector and flowering shrub,

while Holly, Yew and many conifers. Junipers in par-

ticular, would be equally helpful. Another excellent

plant would be Rosa rugosa, this plant also eombiuing
ornamental qualities with density and vigour capable of

much endurance. Some good perennials, however, are

Pseonia tenuifolia, I>, oflicinalis in variety. P. lobata. Iris

pumila. I. germanica of sorts, Inula glaudulysa, I. hirta.

Campanula sfojuerata speciosa, C. persjcifolia plena,

C. Moerheimii, .Monarda didyma, Arnebia echioides, Aster

Amellus, Megasea cordifolia purpurea, M. ligulata speciosa

(two very fine plants indeed), fientiana acaulis, Crinum
Poweliii, Colchicum speciosum. Belladonna Lilies, Anemone
blanda, A, b. sythinica, Achillea The Pearl, Kudbeekia
Newmanii, Campanula muralis. Cineraria maritima.
Armepas of sorts and others, Aubrietias, Achillea

Clavenna^, A, umbellata and other dwarf kinds would alsc

prov.e of service. Of annuals, I,inum coccineum, Esch-

scholtzias. Dimorphotheca aurantiaca. Chrysanthemum
COrbnarium in variety. Godetias and Snapdragon should

be tried.

Aimee
I
flowered Gorse, Heliantheraums in variety, Ulex Gallii,

Saxifrages and the hardier Cistuses, such as C, laurifolius

and C. recognitus. On both sides dwarf-growing Rhododen-
drons might be planted with advantage, while spring

subjects, such as Aubrietias and Iberia sempervirens, may
be planted in little pockets here and there, and their

branches will grow downwards and hang iu long festoons

about the rocks.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
To burn out the stump of a tree

(7". B.l.—Tree hutts may be Imnit out by borins

holes I inch in diameter rifrht to the centre and

filling them with saltpetre and paraffin, after-

wards corking them up and leaving them to soak

for three or four months ; then removing the corkst

filling the holes with paraffin and applying a light.

They burn, however, very slowly, and the method

is not .altogether a satisfactory one. It is really

much better to grub out the stumps, dry them well

and burn with ordinary garden refuse, prunings,

&c. The extracted butts may often be put to

good use in the garden, how'ever. Placed in a

shady position and covered with Ivy they are

effective, while several formed into a kind of

terrace-make a nice position for a group of rambling

Roses.

Is Ampelopsis injurious to buildings?
(£. M. M.).—.\mpelopsis species are nut likely

to do any harm to the walls of yoirr house,

th'af; is, the self-clinging kinds ; harm, how-

ever, occurs when the branches are allowed

to ascend beyond the gutters, for then they get

under the slates, and in time do serious injury

to the roof. This can be prevented by going over

thg plants twice during the summer and cutting

the shoots back well below the gutter, A certain

amount of harm is done by the use of kinds which

do not cling naturally, and have to be supported

by nails driven into the stonework. It is a mistake

to let climbers become too rampant on a fine

building, as the stonework should b# exposed to

view in iiiaiiv places.

Planting a deep dell (HirjManiler).—Tbe shady
side of your dell may be planted with autumn-flowering
Gorse, lllex C.allii, Hypericum calycinum, H. Androsfc-

mum, red, white and purple forms of Erica cinerea, E.

maweana, Dab(rcia polifolia, and various white and red

lorms of Calluna vulgaris. Here and there, among crevices

of stone, conifers such as Douglas Fir, Abies noMlis, Cedrus
atlantica glauca, Ac, could be introduced. A tew bright

fruiting shrubs, such as Cotoneaster Simonsii, C horizon-

talis, C. microphylla, C, buxifolia and C, rotundifolia,

with Penzance Briars, Rosa mgosa, E, canina, Euonymus
europrens. Viburnum Lantana, V, Opulus and other similar

subjects might be introduced with advantage. In the

moist places near the water, Ferns in variety, Senecio

Clivorum, S, vcitchianum, Astilbe chinensis var, Henryii,

Salix vitellina (red and yellow stemmed forms), Coriius

alba, Lythrum Salicaria and Primula japonica would
thrivCi For the opposite side you could rely on double

THE GREENHOUSE.
Name and information about Abutilon

(Young Gardener).—The name of the specimen

sent is Abutilon vexillarium variegatum. As

you wish to know a few facts concerning it, we

may say that the green-leaved form, Abutilon

vexillarium, itself is a native of Brazil, and was

first introduced into this country in 1864. In

its early days it was grown as a stove plant, but

it was eventually found that this Abutilon did

much better under cooler treatment. Then it

was, and still is, often used as a climber in the

greenhouse, and ultimately at Kew it was tried I

against a hot-house wall out of doors, where it

flourished exceedingly and gained many admirers,

A coloured plate of it, prepared from the plant
.

growing at Kew, was given in The Garden as

long ago as 1890. It is only in the milder parts

of England that it will succeed out of doors.

Within the last few years Abutilon vexillarium, .

or, rather, its variegated variety, which is of
1

garden origin, has been employed for bedding-out

during the summer. It is for this purpose often

grown as standards, and in the large beds of

miscellaneous subjects, which are now so popular,

well-flowered examples make a goodly show. It

is also known as Abutilon megapotamicum. Cut-

tings are not at all difficult to strike if formed of

young shoots of medium vigour, taken in the

spring or early summer, put into pots of sandy

soil and placed in a close frame afterwards ; indeed,

thev should be given much the same treatment

as Fuchsia cuttings.

Oncidium with large flower-spike (J. U.S.).

The fact th.-<-t your plant of Oncidium leucochiluni has

pushed up a spike to a height of 8 feet 6 inches is by no
me.aris uncommon, but the number of blooms on the one

;

spike is decidedly unusual. That such results were

obtained from a plant in a 5-inch pot conclusively shows
;

that the requirements of this Orchid have been thoroughly

understood. It is, indeed, a result of which you may well

feel more than satisfied.

Treatment for Asparagus plumosus (H, A. H.).

In order to have the Asparagus plants sufficiently large

for decorative pmposes next year they should be at once

potted off in a mixture of loam, peat or leaf-mould and
sand, and grown throughout the winter in a structure

kept at a temperature of 50' to 60°. As you have no
heated house, the only thing that you can do is to allow

them to remain in boxes till the spring and then pot them
off singly. They must in the winter be kept quite safe

from frost, and given enough water to keep the sofl fairly

moist.

Names of and information about plants
(Sussei).— 1. Perilla nankineusis.—This is increased by
means of seeds, which can be obtained at a cheap r.ite. They
should be sown in gentle heat in March, potted singly when
large enough, and thoroughly hardened olf before iMidding-

out. 2. Gesnera (Naegelia) zebrina.—This is a native of

Brazil, and consequently requires the temperature of a

stove or intermediate house. The usual season of flowering

is during the autumn months, at which time it forms a

very bright and attractive feature. Some time after

flowering the plant goes to rest, and when this happens
water must be gradually diminished ; when quite dormant
the soil should be kept fairly dry, but not absolutely

parched up. Then, in spring the rhizomes should be

shaken clear of the old soil and repotted, using for the

purpose a compost rich in vegetable matter. .\ mixture

of one-half to two-thirds good leaf-mould and the remam-
ing portion loam will, with the addition of a liberal sprink-

ling of sand, form a very suitable compost. It must not

iu "potting bt.' pressed down too firmly, A good plan is

to use fairlv small pots at first, shifting the plants as they

grow into lar'.:iT ones. They must then be placed in the

stove or iiiteruieiiiate liouse. giving them at first but little

water, As the plants grow, the water, of course, must

be increased. When growing freely they need a liberal

amount, combined with good drainage. Throughout
the summer the plants should be shaded from the sun,

and care must be taken in syringing to use only the clearest

of water, otherwise tlic handsome foliage may be dis-

coloured. 3. Cineraria maritima candidissima,—Good
plants for bedding can be obtained from seed sown in

August, and grown 011 cool and safe from frost till the

followiug spring. It is not even now too late to sow.

Besides this, cuttings of the sturdy, short-jointed shoots

will strike if potted firmly into sandy soil and placed in &
cold frame. Good cuttings are, however, not readily
obtainable. Seed may also be sown in gentle heat la
early spring, but the plants so obtained are not equal
to the August-sown ones at bedding-out-time, though
they soon grow away afterwards,

Lilium longiflorum (Duhlin).—In the situation
and circumstances to which you refer, the bulbs may be
left out all the winter, affording them a mulch of light
litter. Whether the bulbs will ever reach a size again .

suitable for forcing will depend upon many things. In
certain circumstances there is a great tendency to per-
petual growth, and particularly so in the case of the
variety eximium among others, and the new growth
being cut down by frost weakens the bulbs and prevents
their flowering. If yours is the typical form, the growth
is less perpetual, which is in its favour. Those which did
not flower may have been d iseascd, and such as these will
most likely perish outright.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Asparagus beds not doing well

(L. C. A. H.).—The best time to plant ."Ksparagus

beds is about the end of March. Trench the ground

2i feet to 3 feet deep. The bed should be 5 feet

wide. This will hold three rows, one in the middle
and one on either side 15 inches distant from the

middle row. The plants in the row should also

be 15 inches apart. In trenching the land for

such beds you should add at least a barrow-load

of rich, well-rotted manure to each yard run of

bed. Plant the roots in the bed on the surface

level, well pressing them into the soil, and cover

over with 4 inches of soil from the side of the

bed, first breaking up the soil into a friable con-

dition before applying over the roots. The soil

taken from the side of the bed will leave an alley

8 inches deep on either side ; this will help to drain

the beds and keep the roots healthier during the

winter.

Carrots splitting {E L. B.).—Carrots often split

when they have been allowed to remain in the soil after

their growth is flnished and rain comes and causes the
suddeii absorption of water beyond what they can keep
pace with in growth. Early Carrots should not be left in

the ground too long.

Tomatoes going wfrong"(6'. S. TT.).—We do not
find any disease on the Tomatoes sent; but they .appear to
have been fed rather too liberally and to lack potash

.

This may be applied with the water used about once a
week at tlie rate of Ijoz. sulphate of potash to one
gallon of water.

Potatoes for inspection {C H. J/.).—The pest
attacking the Potato is the millipede JlUus pulchellus,

often a very serious pest of vegetable crops. Thorough
cultivation is perhaps the best means of checking them.
Trapping with pieces of Mangold may be tried with
advantage, or baits of Cabbage leaves soaked with Paris
green placed here and there in the garden will lessen their

numbers.

Celery and Celeriac diseased (G. E.).—The
Celery and Celeriac are both attacked by a fungus, which is

causing the brown spots to appear upon the foliage. The
fungus is a species of Phyllisticta. and the best thing to do
will be to spray the plants with Bordeaux mixture, com-
mencing at once, so as to check the spread of the fungus
as far as possible. It may be necessary to spray them
again after an interval.

Swredes attacked by insects (ff. G. B.).—The
little white insects are springtails. It is doubtful whether
they arc the flrsfc cause of the trouble with the Swedes,
but they may be kept in check by the addition of lime and
soot to the soil. The Swedes are attacked by club-root,

and this is probably the most important cause of the trouble.

This disease has been referred to in these " Answers to

Correspondents " frequently recently.

Carrots for inspection (Dahlia).— The Carrot*

are attacked bv the Carrot-fly. This may be practically
i exterminated from a garden if all the plants which show a
premature colouring of the foliage are pulled up and burnt

at once all through a season, though this will not prevent
the flies from coming from other gardens near. Burying
the surface soil in which the Carrot fly pupates during the
winter is a useful measure also. Some sand which has

been damped with paraffin at the rate of about four quarts

to Icwt.. sprinkled along the rows, especially imme-
diately after thinning, aids in keeping the flies from laying

their eggs.

Carrots diseased (F. A. B.).—The Carrots have
been attacked by the Carrot fly. You will find the grubs

inside the affected roots. It would be well to give the

soil a dressing of lime. Dust some sand which has been
moistened with paraffin along the rows. This should

keep the flv awav. Take cafe that holes are not left

when thinning, and plant on soil as far away from where
the damaged Carrots liave been as possible. Onions are

subject to the attack of a somewhat similar pest—the

Onion fiy. Autumn-sown Onions usually suffer least, .^nd

dusting with soot and lime is of some assistance in keeping
awav the fly.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Emery dt/uiitiiu-tU o/ korticultuie is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

ri'liUinfj to matters upon ivfiich they ivish advice from com-

f'<-t^-iU authorities. With that obiect he wishes to make
Uic "Ansiccrg to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

fenlure, and, when queries arc printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications must be wriP.en clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor nelcomes photographs, articles and notes,

httt he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

rt'asnnable care, however, will be taken, and ivhere stamps

arc enclosed, hi- irill endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As re'jards plioiographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

a^ks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

i/rfipher or owner of the copyright will be treated unth.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

.', literary contributions which he mug not be able to u^e, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

}>• recognise'! as acceptance.

Officrs : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C

THE QUEEN OF AUTUMN
NOTWITHSTANDING the fact

that the list of flowers available

for greenhouse and indoor de-

coration generally has been
considerably augmented durmg
recent years, the Chrysanthe-

mum can still lay fair claim to the title of

Autumn Queen. Without the many beau-
tiful types and varieties that are now so

extensively cultivated by both private and
market growers, our gardens and indoor

departments would be comparatively bare
of floral beautv during those dull weeks
which so unmistakably herald the approach
of winter, and even well into the New
Year we are glad to supplement the

Begonias, Roman Hyacinths and Pajier-

white Narcissi with the later varieties of

the Chrysanthemum,
As in manv other branches of floriculture,

a great change has occurred in the public

taste for Chrysanthemums during recent

years. There is no disguising the fact

that the large specimen blooms of both
Japanese and incurved types have for

some time been in disfavour, but signs

are not wanting that they are likely to

regain some, at least, of their erstwhile

popularity. In the past growers were
prone to sacrifice everything for mere size,

and this, together with the paucity of

what may be termed really good colours,

were, no doubt, the chief factors in bring-

ing the large blooms into disfavour.

Happily, raisers have set themselves the

task of bringing into being flowers of re-

finement and good, clear colours, bright

crimson and yellow in particular having
received attention. The result is that many
of the large flowers which have been shown
in various parts of the country during the

last week or two, and particularly at the

National Chrysanthemum Society's ex-

hibition at the Crystal Palace last week,

have been rich-coloured examples of con-

siderable refinement.

We have become quite accustomed to

the remark that these large blooms are

practically useless except for the show-
board, and, to some extent, this is, of

course, correct. For small schemes of

indoor decoration they are much too heavy ;

but where the decorations are on a large

scale and a bold effect is desired, the

arranging of a number of these big

flowers of one colour in a large art vase

provides a picture that is artistic enough
for the most fastidious tastes. We do not

think that the large flowers arc ever likely

to oust the smaller decorative varieties

from the high position they rightly occupy

in our gardens ; but it may be taken as a

sign of the times that the large bloom
classes at the " National " show were better

contested this year than they have been

for some years past, and this has also been

the general rule at most of the big local

shows.
Unfortunately, the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society, which h,is been established

over sixty vears, has for some time past

been under a shadow; but, thanks to the

energetic manner in which the executive

committee faced the situation, it is once

more on the up grade, news that will be

welcome to all who appreciate the Chrysan-

themum in its many aspects. By broaden-

ing its policy and encouraging the develop-

ment of all sections of the flower in whose

interest it exists, the society, whose secre-

tary is Mr. R. A. Witty, 72, Savernake

Road, Gospel Oak, London, N.W., has

done a wise thing, and no matter whether

a new variety belongs to the tiny Pompon,
market single, Anemone or large-flowered

sections, it receives the same considera-

tion from the floral committee, who meet

at regular intervals from September till

late in December, and whose difficult task

it is to decide whether a new variety is

really an advance, from one or more stand-

points, on others of its class which are

already in existence. By arranging classes

for all sections, and thus bringing the

Chrysanthemum in all its variations before

the public, the society is doing good work,

and should be supported by all who appre-

ciate the Queen of Autumn.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
PARKs.

For the second time in the course of about

twelve months the horticultural profession

has received a severe blow by the appoint-

ment of a military officer to the important

post of Chief of the Parks under the control

of the London County Council. We use

the word " important " in the sense that

it applies to the gardening side of the

question, for, beautiful as many of the

parks in question undoubtedly are, there

are many of them which might be very

considerably improved at little or no

expense to the ratepayers, providing a

capable man were placed at the head of

affairs. The argument put forward by
some of the Councillors who supported the

appointment, that a head of a department
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and not a gardener was required, is

absurd in the extreme. If this were so,

we should expect to find the many large
and beautiful private gardens in the
country, where large staffs are kept, under
the control of a military officer who did
not profess to know anything about horti-

culture. Discipline is all very well in a
way, but we cannot imagine any large
business firm appointing as head of the
whole business a man who knew nothing
whatever about it. Such an action would
soon result in bankruptcy. The rate-

payers of London are now called upon to
pay ;£70o a year to an officer who, on the
admission of those who supported his

appointment, knows practically nothing
about gardening.

Gardeners as a whole are hard-working,
intelligent, and many of them well-educated
men, and it is exceedinglv discouraging ,to

them to find that when so important a
post has to be filled their work is entirely
ignored and an outsider is placed in com-
mand. Happily, other large cities, such
as Edinburgh. Glasgow and Birmingham,
are represented by Councillors who believe
that a man who holds the important
position of head of their parks shall have
that thorough knowledge of gardening
which will enable him to advise and assist

those under him, instead of, as must
necessarily be the case in London, the
Chief having to rely on his assistants for

information and guidance on the manj'
important gardening tasks that will from
time to time require attention. Such a
position must be humiliating to the Chief,

and will not conduce to that discipline that
is evidently so dear to the hearts of the
majority of the members of the Council.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

November 15.—Lincoln .Autumn Show (two

days). York Chrysanthemum Show (three days).

West of England Chrysanthemum Show (two days).

November 16.—Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion's Chrysanthemum Show (four days).

November 17.—Windsor Chrysanthemum Show.
Barnsley Chrysanthemimv Show. Aylesbury Show.
November 18.—Bolton Horticulturaf Society's

Show (two days). Rochdale Chrysanthemum Show
(two days).

November 19. — Morley and District Paxton
.Society's Show.

Accident to Mr. E. H. Wilson. - We regret
to hear that this well-known plant-collector met
with an accident while on an expedition in Western
China. Mr. Wilson was returning from a very
successful trip to Sung P'an, and while travelling
down a highway was snddenh- overtaken by a
landslip and struck by a falling boulder. The
accident, which resulted in a broken leg, occurred
three days' journey from Chentu, where medical
aid was obtained. We are glad to note that Mr.
Wilson is making satisfactory progress towards
recovery. This is by no means the first visit he
has made to China, and the plants collected by him
during his travels there are only foo well known to
horticulturists in this country. The unfortunate
accident affords a further instance of the perils of
the plant-collector.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution.—Mr. C. J. Ingram, secretary of

this institution, informs us that the offices

have been removed to 92, Victoria Street, London,
S.W. All communications should in future be sent
there.

National Fruit and Cider Institute.—
Sir Edward Strachey, Parliamentary Secretary to

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, has been
placed on the managing committee of the National
Fruit and Cider Institute.

National Hardy Plant Society The
first general meeting of this society was held at

the Hotel Windsor on Thursday, -November 3,

Mr. A. J. Macself in the chair. The chairman
presented the report of the provisional committee
appointed at Shrewsbury, which dealt with the

Edinburgh meeting, and submitted draft rules

and bye-laws which the secretary had prepared

and which were recommended by the committee
for adoption. After several minor amendments,
on the motion of Mr. CoUingridge, seconded by
Mr. Went, the rules and bye-laws were adopted.

The following officers were then elected : Chairman
of council, Mr A. J. Macself ; vice-chairman,

Mr, Went ; treasurer. Mr. Brunton ; secretary,

Mr. F. Bouskell. A representative council of

forty-eight was then elected. An invitation was
received from Sir Frank Crisp for the society to

visit F'riar Court during ne.xt summer. The invita-

tion was accepted, and a hearty vote of thanks

accorded to Sir Frank Crisp for his kindness. The
secretary announced that the Earl of Onslow,

K.C.M.G., and Mr. CoUingridge had accepted

office as vice-presidents. It was desired that

members should bring the objects of the society

before their friends. The secretary's address is

Market Bosworth, Nuneaton. It was resolved that

a vote of thanks be accorded to the officers and
provisional committee for their preliminary work
in connection with the formation of the society.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-
cultural Society. — The annual general

meeting of this society was held in the Religious

Association Rooms, Glasgow, on the evening of

Noveinber 2. In the absence of the president.

Colonel R. E. S. Harington-Stuart of Torrance.
Mr. Thomas Dagg, of Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan,
nurserymen and seedsmen, occupied the chair.

The annual report was submitted by Mr. Mackie,
C.A., the secretary and treasurer, and was of a

most satisfactory nature, the financial results

being the best realised for a long time. The report

was approved of and office-bearers elected. The
show for 191 1 was fixed to take place on the first

Wednesday and Thursday of September.

An East London Chrysanthemum
show.— Notwithstanding the many natural dis-

advantages under which it has to carry out its work,
the Forest Gate and Stratford Chrysanthemum and
Horticviltural Society got together an excellent

exhibition last week in the Town Hall, Stratford.

In the absence of the Marchioness of Blandford the

show was opened by Her Grace the Duchess of

Marlborough. The quality of the flowers through-

out was exceptionally good, most of the centres

being well filled and the blossoms clear and bright.

The silver up offered by the Duchess of Marl-

borough w: s won by Mr. W. J. Stride, Forest Gate,

who staged a beautiful group of plants. The
Barrie and Brown Cup was won by Mr. T. Smith,

Leytonstono, who also had the best Japanese
bloom in the amateurs' section, this being a remark-

ably deep and well-finished flower of Lady Talbot.

The best incurved flower in this section was the

old C. H. Curtis, shown by Mr. J. Tyler of Forest

Gate. It was not a large bloom, but was of perfect

shape, refined and well coloured. In the novices'

section the best incurved was Romance, shown by
Mr. W. Everitt, Stratford ; and Mr. S. T. Fenn
of Forest Gate had the best Japanese, this being a
flower of the old white favourite Miss -•Mice Byron.
An excellent group of plants was shown by the
West Ham Corporation under the supervision of

Mr. J. Sheppard. The balance in hand each year is

sent to the West Ham Hospital, and since the
society started it has contributed no less than

/.252 45. 2d. to the funds of that institution.

CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor is nnt responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Raising up the soil of flower-beds.—
The articles on " The Town Garden " which appear
week by week in The Garijen might with advan-
tage be read by others than amateurs or dwellers

in towns. In the issue for October 29 Mr. Jenkins
points out the evil effects of raising the soil of

flower-beds far above the surrounding ground,

which not only causes the soil to wash down on
to the grass or walk, but absolutely starves the

plants. This practice seems to me greatly on the

increase, not only in the case of the owners of small

gardens, but even in our public parks and large

establishments. Last spiring in a well-known London
park I carefully observed a large bed of Wall-

flowers, W'hich when planted were good, sturdy

specimens that promised a fine display of bloom.

The soil was so heaped up that the lowermost roots

of the plants, at least towards the centre and
highest portion of the bed, were above the level

of the surrounding grass. The result was starva-

tion and a most unsatisfactory display of bloom.

Again, late in the summer in a provincial park I

saw a border of shrubs which had been planted in

the spring, and were at the time of my visit in a

poor plight. The border sloped greatly from the

back to the front, where there was a drop of 6 inches

to the path, which thus acted as an open drain

and carried off every drop of water, for the want of

which the plants were absolutely perishing, and

that despite the fact that artificial watering was

fre<"ly resorted to. .Again, an instance came under

my notice of that beautiful and moisture-loving

conifer, Sciadopitys verticillata, which had been

purchased at a good price and planted as described.

It quickly fell into ill-health, whereas, if it had been

planted in a saucer-shaped depression instead of

on the top of a mound, in all probabihty it would

have continued to flourish. From the numerous

instances that have come under my notice it seems

to me that the advice of Mr. Jenkins might be well

extended to cover all classes.—H. P.

Nepeta Mussinii.— I see there are queries

m The G.^rden about Nepeta Mussinii. My
experience with it here is that it will flourish almost

anywhere except in shade, and it will not stand

damp or overcrow Jing. In such situations it

develops into a straggling and uninteresting

plant. It is of little value in a herbaceous

border. In such a place I lose all admiration for

it ; but give it room and plenty of sunshine, then

no words of praise are too high. Spring-divided

plants I find do the best. Some of these were

used as an undergrowth to a border of Rose

Zepherine Drouhin—in a deep loam—and by June
they had covered the ground. They have bloomed

all the summer, and Nepeta means yet to say

farewell to the Roses. Other plants are doing well

on a sandy bank with a southern aspect, and others,

again, thrive on the top of a wall at an exposed and

windy corner. No especial soil is given to this

Catmint, but our light and limeless loam on a

gravelly subsoil suits it admirably.—E. M. White-

head, Abergavenny.
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Autumn colour in the garden Of the
numerous trees and sliruhs named by your corre-

spondent " W. D." in your issue of October 20, I

find no mention made of T.iquidambar styrarirtna.

This I consider one of the most beautiful-coloured

foliage trees ; certainly the best we have here.

Perhaps the cause of it not being more often met
with is its failure to colour properly. Position has,

I think, something to do with this. We have
several trees in different positions, soil much the
same, medium loam, but only one that colours

perfectly. This is about 20 feet high, is planted
on the side of a bank (rather a dry position) facing

south to south-east and well sheltered on the north
and west, and forms a very striking tree in the
autumn of every year. In the spring also, when
the leaves are unfolding after a shower, the air

near by is very refreshing owing to the odour
given off. I am sending you a few small branches
with leaves.

—

A. J- H.\wki-s, HaH Place Gardens,

Tonbridgf, Ker.t.

Silver-leaf in fruit trees.— I have read
with interest your article on the silver-leaf disease

of Plums and stone fruit. For some time I have
had experience of this in Peaches. When first

the trees became affected the diseased parts were
cut away, and although the

,
following year the

trees developed and matured their leaves in an
apparently healthy state, they soon began to curl

at the edges and became whitish and silvery,

afterwards ha\ing a decayed, withered look, and
the branches became dry and sapless. I am
satisfied the cause is not in the roots, as, in order

to trace the cause of the disease, the trees destroyed

were split down from the top to the roots, and the

disease was in all cases found to be in the upper
part of the main stem, working downwards. One
tree affected certainly affects the adjoining ones.

1 have had three sets of two trees adjoining grown
in ditferent parts of my Peach-house all affected,

and had to be destroyed in consequence of their

closeness. My house is a good one, well ventilated,

of south aspect, and the soil is sweet and good.

—

Tnos. P. Richards, Maes-yr-Haf.

Autumn in the Western Highlands.—
I read with great interest the article in The Garden
for October 29 on " Autumn Colour in the Garden."

I think, nevertheless, that no garden scene, however
beautiful, can compare with the natural, savage,

awe-inspiring scenery of our Scottish Highlands
during the past week. Climbing Duntorvil this

afternoon (October 31) I was enchanted with the

surpassing grandeur of the scene before me when
I reached the summit. At my feet lay Loch Fyne
as calm as a mill-pond, bounded on both sides by
hills towering upwards until they appeared to

touch the sky. As far as the eye scanned was to

be seen Nature clothed in her autumn garb of rosy

hues and golden tints. Mountain and loch, river

and valley, and the golden sun setting on an autumn
evening all went to make a scene the like of which

I had never seen before, and having once seen can

never forget. The season has been one of extreme

mildness for this part of the country, and conse-

quently the leaves have held on the trees much
longer than usual, and have attained to a much
better golden colour. Wild flowers are still bloom-

ing in great profusion, and during my walk I

found several Primroses in full bloom on the open

moor, also several blooms of Parnassia palustris,

which is generally out of bloom by the end of

September at the latest. Bell Heather was bloom-

ing in great abundance, the flowers as large and
fresh as those to be seen in the month of August.

Other flowers which I noticed still in bloom
were Lychnis diuma, L. Flos-cuculi, Geranium
dissectum, Ajuga reptans. Ranunculus acris and
Scabiosa succisa.

—

Hugh McMullan, Caslle Gar-

dens, Inveraray, N.B.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR SOUTH

F

THE SOUTH AND
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

LOWERS FOR CHRISTMAS.—There
is always a great demand for flowers
for decorative purposes at Christmas,
white being the most sought after.

Among Chrysanthemums a few of the
best are Mrs. J. Thompson, Niveus,

Queen of the Exe, Winter Queen, Winter Cheer,
Yellow Thompson, Tuxedo. Princess Victoria,
lYamfield Pink and A. ,T. Balfour. Cyclamen,'
Primulas, Begonia Gloire de Lorraine and Carna-
tions are also available. Apart from all these we
have the Roman Hyacinths, Paper-white Nar-
cissi and Due Van Thol Tulips, all of which should
now be introduced into a warmer temperature.
Retarded Lilac and Lily of the Valley should be
procured and potted at once. These may be had
in flower in four weeks from the commencement
of forcing. Retarded Liliums which were potted
in September may now be placed in a warm green-
house, and if necessary a higher temperature may
be given after a week or ten days.

Sweet Peas.—These are very useful for con-
servatory decoration when grown in pots, and to
provide an early batch seeds should be sown now.
.\bout four seeds may be sown in a 3-inch pot and
placed in a cool greenhouse to germinate. As soon
as the seedlings appear place them on a shelf as
near the glass as possible, and keep them growing
steadily. When sufficiently rooted they may be
potted on into g-inch pots, in which they are to

flower. The shoots will require supporting till the
permanent sticks are placed in position.

Fruits Under Glass.
Pol Strawberries.—Sufficient plants should be

placed in cold frames to provide the first two
batches for early forcing, and the remainder will

be best plunged. In plunging the best material
to use is ashes, well working it in between the pots
and covering the rims. ' If the tops of the pots are

left exposed, the frost will crack them. In forcing

Strawberries a low temperature must be main-
tained at the commencement, 45° to 50° Fahr.
being ample for the first two or three weeks.

Cucumbers.—These will require very careful

attention at this season to keep them in a healthy
condition. The syringing, damping and watering
must be, to a great extent, governed by the con-

ditions of the weather outside. Top-dressing,

whenever necessary, should be afforded and a night

temperature of 70° l-'ahr. maintained.

Trees and Shrubs.
Planting should proceed without delay. All

deciduous trees and flowering shrubs are best

planted before Christmas, The advantage of

autumn planting over that of spring lies in the

fact that the trees start rooting and become to

some extent established before the drying winds
of March appear, thus preventing a great deal of

labour in watering. In making new shrubbery
borders the ground should be thoroughly trenched
beforehand. When planting specimen trees or

groups of flowering shrubs in lawns, the holes should
be taken out large enough to allow the roots plenty

of broken soil in which to make a start. Liriodendron

tulipifera. Copper Beech, I^iquidambar, Quercus
coccinea, Q. Mirbeckii, Q. rubra, Q. nigra, Q.
pannonica, Juglans nigra, Celtis occidentalis,

Ailantus glandulosa and various Acers are all good
for specimens. E. C. Poole y.

(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnatnn Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Fruits Under Glass,
Vines.—This is a good time to overhaul borders
that may be in an exhausted state. Some growers
expect their Vines to remain healthy and carry
heavy crops of fruit with no attention to the border
beyond an annual top-dressing of farmyard manure.
This is very poor management, and the crop must
eventually suffer.

Renewing the Border.—By this I do not mean
the removal of the entire border. What I recom-
mend is the removal of about o inches from the
surface of the entire border, and then making it

up with fresh fibrous loam, bone-meal and such
otiier materials as are likely to benefit the Vines.
By taking it in sections none of the roots will be
left long exposed to the air. After finding the
roots, examine closely to see that all are in a healthy
condition. Healthy roots are of a bright brown
colour, so are easily distinguished. Any that are
black and dead should be cut away with a
sharp knife. It is also a good plan, where fibrous
roots are not abundant, to make a little incision
with a knife every 9 inches or so on the large roots.

This will induce them to throw out numbers of
fibrous rootlets that will nourish the Vine in future
years.

The New Soil.—After one section has been cleared
out from the back to the front of the border, the
new material should be brought in and spread over
and among the roots. This compost should be
chopped ready for use, and may be mixed before-
hand or have bone-meal, old mortar rubble,
charcoal and Thomson's Vine Manure added to it

as the work of filling in goes on. Spread in 3 inches
ol loam first, then sprinkle the other ingredients

over. Add another 3 inches of loam and then
more of the lime rubble. Finish off with the loam
and tread down evenly and very firmly. Inside
borders must be well v/atered before the Vines are
started.

Mulching Outside Borders:— Piversity of opinion
exists as to mulching outside Vine borders during
winter. Some hold that this prevents the sun's
rays from warming the soil, while others are of

opinion that a good layer of fresh stable litter, as

rough as it can be got, conserves warmth in the
border and helps materially to throw off heavy
rains and snowfalls. Personally, I favour the
latter idea.

Peaches. — Peach-borders are greatly benefited

by being top-dressed in the same way as recom-
mended for Vines. Pruning and tying can be
undertaken very soon after the leaves fall, and
advantage should be taken during stormy weather
to thoroughly wash down all wood and glass and
to make every corner of the Peach-house sweet
and clean. The trees themselves should be well

syringed with some approved insecticide, and if

red spider has 'l^ccii troublesome it may even pay
to apply an extra strong dose with a brush. At
this season the insecticide may be used very much
stronger than wou!d be safe when the trees are in

leaf. Many good growers fumigate with sulphur

at the time of cleaning, and this certainly will kill

all kinds of vermin lurking in cracks in the walls.

It is quite safe when the trees are dormant.

Airing Fruit-houses.—.All fruit-houses wlierc the

trees are resting should have abundauce of air

both night and day, unless very severe weather

sets in. Of course, in many places the vineries

and Peach-houses are Daeked full of bedding and
greenhouse plants, and so a certain amount of fire-

heat is necessary to keep out frost. Otherwise apply

no fire-heat at all. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT NOTES.

CORDON GOOSEBERRIES.—
In practically all small gardens there

is a north wall or fence from which
the amateur fails to secure a profit-

able return ; he does not find many
climbers that will thrive satisfac-

torily in such a position, and the consequence is

that in the majority of instances the space is occu-

pied by a plant that is neither really beautiful

nor substantially useful. It is for such an aspect

as this that cordon Gooseberries can be most
strongly recommended, since it is certain that,

given intelligent management, they will carrv

splendid crops of fruit later than can be ensured

from the bushes growing in the open, and as

they are from a previously unprofitable situation

they should be specially welcome. Two year old

plants ought to be procured from one of the reliable

fruit nurserymen advertising in The Garden, and

planting should be done as quickly as possible.

Prepare the soil by deep and thorough digging,

ncorporate some rotted manure in the second

,
^ •'*<.

Planting Raspberries.—October is without
doubt the ideal time foi planting new Raspberry
plantations, but it is comparatively seldom that it

is possible, in the pressure of much work in that

month, to accomplish the task, and it must, there-

fore, be done as soon afterwards as can be made
convenient. It is impossible to cultivate the soil

too deeply or thoroughly, and in its preparation,

if a mixture of half-rotted leaves and manure in

equal proportions can be provided, it will prove
more advantageous than manure alone. Imme-
diately after the canes are in position the stems
should be cut down to within 6 inches or 8 inches

of the ground, with a view to allowing the plants

to become perfectly established at the roots before

they are called upon to bear the strain of cropping ;

this precludes the possibilit\' of am' fruit in the

first season, but it pays admirably iii tiie lung

run.

Trimming Strawberries.—If the beds have
not yet been put in order for the winter, there

should be no further delay. Seize the first favour-

able opportunity that arises to remove all runners,

dead and dying leaves from the plants and weeds
from the soil carrying out the latter by hoeing and

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

,< .A

A LITTTE - KNOWN POTATO
DISEASE.

(Rhizoctonia Solani.)

I

AM forwarding some specimens of Rhizoc-
tonia on Potato tubers, but regret that the
specimens are rather poor ones. We have
had comparatively little of this fungus here

this season. The fungus is said to occasion

considerable damage in the United States

of America by causing " misses" in planted sets.

' In Germany also it has been stated by Frank to

cause a " wet rot " of the tuber. I have, in Ireland,

: occasionally found it killing off the young sprouts

of planted sets, but have never seen it producing

j

a wet rot of the tuber. Here it appears to live,

apparently, chiefly as a saprophyte in the soil,

developing its sclerotia on the surface of the tubers.

I

I have been studying its fructification, which

I
appears as a whitish mould on the Potato stalks

close to the ground-level. This stage has been
, called Corticium vagum variety Solani by American
authors, but this name is not correct. The fungus

is certainly not a Corticium. The fructification

is what Prillieux and Delacroix have named
Hypochnus Solani, and Massee calls it, I think,

the " collar fungus." I have very clearly observed

the connection between this collar fungus and
Rhizoctonia Solani this summer, the hyphse from

the fructification being clearly traced down to

the sclerotia below ground. We have another

Rhizoctonia (R. violacea) which also attacks the

Potato in Ireland. Locally it is known as " moss
burning," and in England I think they call it

" coppery web " in some parts. Its effect on the

tuber is quite different from that of R. Solani, and
although some authors regard the two as one and

the same fungus, I believe Kiihn was quite right

in regarding them as distinct.

George H. Pethybridge.
Clifden, County Galway.

POTATOES AFFECTED BY RHIZOCTONIA SOL.\NI.

spit, and it will not be long before a return for the

small outlay is being reaped. If the wall is of

brick, the grower must be most particularly

observant that the soil about the roots never

becomes as dry as dust.

Digging Among Roots.—To suggest this wUl

sound like heresy in the ears of many cultivators,

who fear that to damage a single root on any of

their Apples or Pears will mean instant death.

But is this really so ? Most assuredly it is not.

Provided that proper care is taken and the blade

of the spade or the tines of the fork are not driven

in so deeply as to do serious injury to the roots,

nothing other than good will result from the

practice. Not only are water and air encouraged

to enter more freely, but the weeds that are almost

sure to be present can be easily and efficiently

buried, and in rotting down they will yield a pro-

portion of available food, of which the trees will

have the advantage. It is far better, in my
opinion, to dig above the roots, even though a few

dozens may be broken, than to allow the weeds

to remain and the surface to become so hard that

it is impervious alike to air and water.

by hand, according to the position in which the

robbers are growing. Carefully loosen the whole

of the surface by lightly forking over, and finish the

operation with a mulching of long manure con-

taining plenty of droppings.

Wall Trees.—It is steadily becoming more
general to find a few trees on the walls of small

gardens, for the simple reason that amateurs have
learned that with a little care not only can the wall

be attractively furnished with fruit trees, but that

these will bear a welcome burden practically every

season. At this juncture the grower must concern

himself with the roots as well as with the pruning

of the branches. As soon as this latter work is

done, the soil above the roots should be loosened

with a fork and have a good covering of manure.
As it is quite probable that the soil at the foot of

the wall will be dry, it is always wise to make
certain on the point before manuring and to apply

two or three soakings of clear water if necessary;

and if the trees are on the old and weak side it will

be further exceedingly beneficial to supplement

the water with heavy applications of liquid

manure. Fruit grower.

PRESERVED VEGETABLES.
The class for the above at the recent exhibition

of the National Vegetable Society demonstrated

that in the future there is a wide opening

for this new departure in vegetable culture, and

the splendid exhibit staged by Mrs. Beckett

proved that preserved vegetables can be equal in

quality to the best summer vegetables. To many
growers this will be an enormous boon, as when
there is a quantity of choice things requiring

immediate use, the value of preserving for a

winter supplv will be considerable. I had not

; time on September 28 to examine, as fully as I

wished, all the exhibits staged, but in those

I saw the results were splendid, and I noted

that the bottled vegetables were remarkable

for their splendid colour and appearance. The
Peas and Beans looked most appetising, and

they should appeal to those who like variety, as at

certain periods of the year these bottled vegetables

will be most useful. Again, the bottling process is

very simple when the proper jars are used for

the work. The vegetables should be bottled in

pure water and cooked sufficiently long according to

the variety. There is no great labour, and if the

vegetables are gathered in a young state they are

equal in quality to those freshly gathered.

When they are home grown and bottled they

are most valuable for winter use. Since preserved

vegetables are of such great value, it is reasonably

to be expected that the class specially devoted to

them at theNationatVegetableSociety's show will be

even better contested in the future. G. Wythes.
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THE GREENHOUSE,
WINTER-FLOWERING BEGONIAS

AND THEIR CULTURE.

RANKING with the innumerable forms

of Streptocarpus now in our gardens

as one of the grandest creations of

the last quarter of a century are the

various members of that section of

Begonias which flmver during the

late autunm and early winter months. The

starting-point of these, as well as of the ever-popular

(lloirc de Lorraine, was Begonia socotrana, dis-

covered by Professor Balfour during a natural

history expedition to the little-known Island of

Socotra in the year 1879. It first flowered at

Kew in December, 1880, and soon passed into the

hands of Messrs. Veitch, who obtained a first-class

certificate for it in 1881 and put it into commerce

in 188::.

.'^s might be e.\pected, this Begonia was not

long in Messrs. Veitch's possession before it was

taken in hand by Mr. John Heal and attempts

made to obtain hybrids therefrom. The first

success resulted from the fertilising of B. socotrana

with the pollen of B. Viscountess Doneraile. This

was a member of the tuberous - rooted section

raised at Chelsea by Seden, and its flowers

were of a bright vermilion colour. From this

happy marriage the result in numbers was not

great, but proved to be very far-reaching. Only

one seedling w'as raised, namely, the variety John
Heal, which first flowered in 1883 and was sent

out in 1885. All the plants distributed—and they ,

were a great many—were propagated as cuttings

from this one individual. The variety is still

grown to a considerable extent, though in some
respects left behind by the more recent forms.

;

The flowers, which are borne in great profusion,
j

are rose carmine in colour. Adonis, which was i

the next variety, was sent out in 1887, but is not !

now catalogued by Messrs. Veitch. Jt was obtained

from an orange-coloured tuberous-rooted variety

fertilised with the pollen of John Heal, and has

carmine-red flowers. Winter Gem, the result of

crossing B. socotrana with the pollen of a very

dark crimson tuberous-rooted variety, more nearly

approaches the species than the two previously

mentioned. It has crimson flowers, and though

raised about twenty years ago is still a scarce

variety and a comparatively expensive one.

Up to this time the Begonias of this section

bore single flowers, but by using a semi-double

rose-coloured tuberous-rooted variety as the seed

parent, it, in conjunction with B. socotrana.

yielded four distinct

varieties, namely, En-

sign, Ideala, Success

and Winter Per-
fection. Of these

Ensign has carmine-

scarlet flowers ; Suc-

cess, rosy crimson ; and

Winter Perfection,

bright rose pink ; while

Ideala is characterised

by its dwarf, compact
habit and compara-
tively large, brilliant,

rose-coloured blossoms.

In the above four the

flowers are se m i-

double.

Other varieties are

Mrs. Heal, one of the

best of all, with large,

freely borne and grace-

fully disposed single

blossoms of a brilliant

carmine tinged with

scarlet
;
Julius, flowers

more nearly approach-

ing double and of a

kind of salmon pink

colour ; Elatior, a rose

carmine semi - double

flower of great merit
;

and Winter Cheer, in

leafage much suggesting the typical B. socotrana,

but with handsome, semi-double, rich carmine

flowers.

A pretty and interesting variety of Veitchian

origin is Agatha. Its parents were B. socotrana

and a very old hybrid known as Moonlight, raised

by the late Major Trevor Clarke between B.

Pearcei and B. Dregei. The variety Agatha

greatly resembles Gloire de Lorraine, itself a cross

between B. socotrana and B. Dregei. The variety

.Agatha compacta is altogether of a dwarfer and

more compact growth than .Agatha itself.

Flowering plants obtained now should be placed

in a structure where the temperature range? from

50° to 60°, and with this treatment they will remain

in condition for a considerable time, .\fter the

flowers are over the plants go partially to rest,

when they must be kept fairly dry, but not parched

up, as they do not form- solid tubers like those of

the ordinary tuberous-rooted varieties. As spring

advances they commence to grow, when, if needed,

the young shoots may be taken off as cuttings.

The spring-struck cuttings if grown on will form

neat flowering examples in pots from 4 inches to

THE SOFT SHIELD FERN (aSPIDIUM ANGULARE PROLIFERUM).

5 inches in diameter, according to their vigour.

They thrive best in a good open compost, such as

equal parts of loam and leaf-mould with a liberal

amount of silver sand. H. P.

A SINGLE PLANT OF ROSE DOROIUV tLRKINb IN A iURKLV GARDi-.N'. lo« page 562.)

A GOOD WINDOW FERN.
Among the many British Ferns there are few that

give us more variations than the Soft Shield Fern

(Aspidium or Polystichum angulare;, and the

plant illustrated is the variety known as pro-

liferum. In diameter this particular plant as

grown is 4^ feet each way, but if the fronds were

fully extended it would measure nearly, if not

quite, 6 feet across. This beautiful specimen is

owned by Mrs. G. Hobday of Havering Road,

Romford, and is about seven years old. It was

originally potted in a soil mixture composed, of

equal parts of loam, leaf-soil and sand, and beyond

receiving an annu,d top-dressing of a similar mix-

ture each spring it gets no special attention. It

has, since the days of its youth, been grown entirely

in a large window of the dwelling-house, and has

been greatly admired by the many gardening

friends who visit Mr. Hobday. Standing as it

does on a tail pedestal, the fronds are enabled to

hang over in a singularly graceful manner, and

winter and summer alike it is an object of rare

beauty. Those who have hitherto experienced

a difficulty in growing Ferns indoors might with

advantage try this variety, which is almost, if not

quite, hardy.

There are, of course, many other hardy I-'erns

that might with advantage be grown as window
plants, notable among thtin being the Hart-tongue

F'erns. Of these there are very many beautiful

forms, some with crested and tasselled fronds and

others in which the fronds are prettily divided.

The plainer forms, in particular, are easily cul-

tivated, and will thrive in positions that suit the

Aspidistra. Soil composed of loam, leaf-soil or

peat and sand in equal proportions suits tliera

very well indeed, and if care is taken not to over-

water them during the winter months, they will

give little tro"uble and remain in good cbnditiOn

fur years.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

(Continued from page 550.)

NATALIE BOTTNER (H.T., Bottner,

1910).—This will be a fine Rose for

those who force for cut bloom. It

is stronger in the stem than Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria, as one might ex-

pect from a seedling of Frau Karl
Druschki crossed with Goldelse. Frau Karl
Druschki seems to be a favourite seed parent with
many hybridists, and it is possible to obtain re-

markable results from a careful blending. They
need not be scentless Roses either, as, providing the

poUen parent be a fragrant one, the latter quahty
is often imparted.

Nita Weldon (T., A. Dickson and Sons, 1909).

—

A very charming Ruse of abundant flowering pro-

pensity, yet producing flowers of splendid quality.

very well boomed as the 3,000 mark variety.
Certainly the coSour is better than Caroline Testout,
but it has not the fulness of either this Rose or
La France, and it was supposed to surpass both.
As for fragrance it is not in it with La France.
However, it is unsafe to judge a new Rose too
hastily.

Panama (H.T., E. G. Hill and Co.).—This will

be a fine bedder, 1 should imagine. It is a strong
grower, with long growths carrying immense
double blooms, which open perfectly. The colour
is creamy white, with centre of Aurora pink. It

scored nine points out of a possible ten at the
Bagatelle trials in June, 1900, and will be sent out
in 1911 by the above-named raisers of Richmond,
U.S..A. It is a cross between Pernet-Ducher's
Mme. Phihppe Rivoire and Paul Neyron.

Penelope (T., Williams, 1910).—A splendid
novelty from Australia of the Maman Cochet type,

j

the outer petals at times quite blood red, shading
paler towards the centre, which is primrose yellow.

ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS.
The Dorothy Perkins Rose illustrated on page 561
has been in its present position for the last

three years, and is said to be by many who
have seen it the finest specimen in the county of

Surrey. The flowers were immense, in great pro-
fusion and perfect in colour. A. Rides.

Sloneleigh Parade, Worcester Park.

A ROSE PERGOLA_IN THE REV- F. PAGE-ROBERTs' GARDEN".

Each of the ivory white petals is edged with the
faintest blush, giving the bloom a most distinct

beauty.

Orleans Rose (Polyautha, Levavasseur, 1909).

—

Messrs. Levavasseur and Sons have given us many
excellent novelties of the Dwarf Polyantha type

;

in fact, they may be said to have created the Baby
Rambler Roses, the first being Mme. Norbert
Levavasseur, a cross between Crimson Rambler
and Gloire des Polyantha. Then followed Maman
Levavasseur, known as Baby Dorothy ; and now
we have Orleans Rose, a cross between Mme. N.
Levavasseur and an unnamed seedling. This
variety is splendid, one that will be grown in

huge quantities as a pot plant and also for bedding.
It is the best of all, somewhat after the same style

as Mrs. W. H. Cutbush, flowering in immense
trusses. The colour is vivid rosy crimson, centre
slightly white, outside of petals rarrnine.

Otto Von Bismarck (H.T., Kiese and Co.).—

I

have been rather disappointed with this Rose, so

Flowers large and very full. This is a Rose for

exhibitors to look after.

Portia (H.T., W. Paul and Son, 1910).—Flowers
pale rose, base of petals and centre of flower
shaded with apricot. The blooms are very large

and full. p.
[To he continued.)

THE ROSE PERGOLA AT STRAT-
FIELDSAYE RECTORY.

The pergola in the accompanying illustration

leads from the rectory to the church at Strat-

fieldsaye. As a few years ago this was only a

field, it gives some idea of the comparatively short

time that is needed to beautify a garden. The
illustration shows four years' growth of the Roc-es.

The Rose in the foreground is Jersey Beauty ; the
others include Marie Lavallee, Mme. Alfred Carriere,

Alberic Barbier, Helene, Rene Andre and the

Longworth Rambler, (Miss) D. Page-Roberts.
Stratftcldsaye Rectory.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A RARE BELLFLOWER.

(Campanula lanata.)

1"^ HIS rare Campanula, although it has
been in cultivation from time to time
for many years, has never become
common in gardens, and is seldom

seen in good condition. It is one of those
species like C. tomentosa which requires a well-

drained rocky ledge or cleft in the
full sun. Under the name of C. velu-

tina it has.been distributed during the
last few years by means of seeds from
Bulgaria.

The plant shown in the illustration

on page 563 was raised from seed
received under that name, and was
pl.inted out in a sunny position in

the rock garden. Here it survived
during last winter and flowered freely

during July and August. The stem
was li feet high, erect, and freely

branched from the base. The l)ranches

were horizontal or drooping and leafy,

and each bore several flowers, while
the long-stalked leaves were covered
on the upper surface with a grey silky

down, giving the whole plant a silvery

appearance.

The flowers are large and very
pale yellow or nearly white, and are

produced in succession for a long

time. In its native habitats, Bulgaria
and Servia, where it grows in the

fissures of rocks, C. lanata is a

perennial; but in this country, owing
to various causes, it frequently dies

after flowering, which has been the

fate of the plant illustrated. It is

best to treat it as a biennial and
grow young plants on from seed,

making a fresh planting every year.

Abundant drainage should be pro-

vided, and the soil must also contain

plenty of grit ; but the best position

would be a vertical wall where it

could be planted between the layers of stones in.

full sunshine. VV. 1.

A LITTLE-KNOWN ROCK PLANT.
(Cv.iN.VNTHUS LOBATUS.)

One of the alpines which has been much sought

after, and which has fascinated the greater number
of those who have had the pleasure of seeing it, is

Cyananthus lobatus, a charming flower in every

sense of the term. That it is not more plentiful

is, however, evidence that it is not one which

can be grown everywhere, and it has its own ways,

which, unfortunately, are not always easy to learn,

with the result that it is still a scarce garden flower,

even in places where rock plants receive a full

share of consideration.

It is not easy to describe the beauty of this

Cyananthus, which has pretty, small, dark green

leaves on trailing stems, and in the flowering

season has handsome, deep purple-blue, Vinca-

Mke blossoms with white centres. There must be
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Irw alpinists who do not covet it wlion tliey once

have an opportunity of studying it in bloom,

rspecially in gardens where it thrives. .Such

gardens there are, and the writer recollects coming

across it in one of these some twenty-five years

or more ago, and finding there a little carpet of

trailing branches and leaves adorned with these

exquisite flowers. It was on a terraced rockery

facing west, and in sandy soil with some leaf-soil

and peat among it. The owner of the garden,

one of the most devoted admirers of alpines I have

ever known and a good cultivator, used to give

the Cyananthus frequent waterings in spring and

sununer, and from one's own experience the same

treatment seems to suit it in most

jilaces where it has a chance of

living and flourishing.

But it wants some consideration

in winter, and the alpine-lover to

whom I refer always took the pre-

caution of covering it in winter

to throw ofif the rains which

trouble so many plants in our

climate at that season. This was

done by a sheet of glass or a piece

of board held about 6 inches

above the plants, so that the rain

might be thrown off them without

lundering the free access of air or

luirbouring slugs under the board,

\vhere this was used. I believe

it likes this roof over its home, and

that with plenty of drainage, the

soil spoken of and a moderate

amount of sun, together with mois-

ture in summer alone, this lovely

plant will give satisfaction and

delight. It came to our country

from the Himalayas more than

sixty years ago, but is yet too

scarce for such a good plant.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

loamy or sandv soil, jjrovidiiig lime is not present,

suits them admirably. The only pruning that

is required is the removal of the flower-heads

as soon as the flowers fade, so that the strength

which would have been expended on seed produc-

tion may go to the building up of the young shoots

for next year's flowers.

Though the Azaleas usually grown are the

hybrids and garden varieties of a few American

and one Japanese species, there are other kinds

less frequently met with that are well worth atten-

tion, and one of the prettiest is the delightful

species Vaseyii, a shrub which has been introduced

from the mountainous regions of Carolina. The

TREES & SHRUBS
HARDY AZALE.\S FOR
PRESENT PLANTING.

TH
E gorgeous colours

assumed by the leaves

of many of the hardy

Azaleas previous to

falling call our atten-

tion to a group of

plants which delighted us earlier

m the year by their showy flowers.

The genus Azalea is not recognised

by botanists ; it is now placed in

the large genus Rhododendron.

Garden enthusiasts, however, prefer

to reserve the name of Rhodo-

dendron for the evergreen species,

and retain .\zalea for the deciduous

kinds. The name signifies very

little, and does not affect the use-

fulness of the shrubs. Azaleas are

useful for many purposes ; they are equally

delightful when planted in beds on a lawn,

as at Kew, with all sorts of shades of colour

intermixed in dazzling bewilderment, yet no
two shades clashing

;
planted in groups in

shrubberies, as is often apparent in our parks ; or

grouped by the acre in a semi-wild state in thin

woodland, as is practised by Sir Edmond Loder
at Leonardslee and by other owners of large

estates.

Providmg the soil is right, .Azaleas give little
j

uneasiness regarding culture, but they detest lime

or a. .sour condition of the ground. Peaty,}

THE RARE CAMPANULA LANATA IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT KEW

flowers are white, slightly flushed with pink,
though there are forms with pink and white
flowers. Two rare purple-flowered species are
found in the Japanese rhombicum and dilatatum,
both of which blossom early in May. The purple-
flowered Rhododendron Rhodora may be classed

with the Azalea group— it is exceedingly floriferous

and showy; while a quaint Japanese shrub with
tiny leaves and rosy purple flowers is found in

R. serpyllifoUum. R. Schlippenbachii is a hand-
some-flowered plant from Manchuria and Japan,
but, unfortunately, like other Manchurian shrubs,

it cominences to grow very early in spring, therefore

it frequently falls a victim to late spring frosts
;

hence its suitabihty for the milder parts of the

country only. The hardier forms of the Indian

.Azalea, particularly those of the anioenum class,

arc very suitable for gardens in the South of

England and Ireland, while the variety Kxmpferii,

which is found in the luouutainous regions of

Japan, is equally desirable and showy.

Turning to the kinds which are more frequently

met with, we find that the chief species represented

arc arborescens, calendulaceum, nudiflorura, occi-

dcntale and viscosum from North .America, sinense

from China and Japan, and flavum from the

Caucasus. Of this number sinense is most easily

obtainable in the typical state, for

the others have been crossed so

frequently that hybrids are far

more common than the types.

Rhododendron sinense is well

known to many people as Azalea
mollis, and during early spring it

is a familiar plant in almost every
garden and market, for it is one
of the most extensively cultivated

of all shrubs for forcing, while its

rich-coloured flowers make it a
popular subject for room decora-
tion. Grown out of doors it comes
into flower rather earlier than the
.American kinds, and is often in

full flower early in May. This
sometimes leads to its undoing, for

a late frost may injure its flowers.

The blossoms are various shades
of yellow, orange and red. It has
been crossed with .American kinds
with good results. The flowers
of this species have not the
delicious fragrance of the American
kinds. The flowers of R. viscosum
are extremely sticky and power-
fully fragrant. From this reason
and the fact of its growing in
swampy ground it has acquired
the name of Swamp Honeysuckle.
The Caucasian species. R. flavum,
is a yellow-flowered kind which
bears strongly scented flowers in

May. The blossoms are yellow
and larger than those of the
.American species. Crossed with
calendulaceum some fine orange-
coloured varieties with large
flowers have been raised. Under
the name of .Azalea rustica a
immber of varieties with double
flowers have appeared, all of
which are showy. Named varie-

ties innumerable may be obtained,
which collectively are spoken of
as Ghent .Azaleas, from the fact

that Ghent is a great centre of
-Azalea culture and a great many
kinds have been raised there.

Ghent or .American .Azaleas are

extremely popular, and are adapted
for growing in large beds in the open. If an upright

growth is being made, it is advisable to shorten the

leading shoots, this will induce the plants to break

from the base and so form well-branched and dwarf
specimens.

Those who know the Azaleas only from their

flowers would do well to pay a visit to some
large collection during September or early

October, when the leaves show almost as great

a variety of colour as the flowers do earlier in the

year. At such a time one is apt to say that the

.Azaleas are worth growing for the sike of their

autumn colour alone. W. D,
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gARDE:Hj:HJ} for BEGIOi^U^ERS.
HOW TO PLANT EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—In low-lying dis-

tricts where the soil is of a retentive

nature late layers of very choice

Carnations must be lifted and planted

in a cool frame. Border Carnations

do not thrive quite satisfactorily in

very damp ground, and it is much safer to keep

the late-rooted layers in a frame in preference to

planting them in a cold outside border at this

season. In April the plants wintered in a frame

will be sturdy and in good condition for planting

out. The soil in the frame must not be very rich
;

good open loam in which a small quantity of old

mortar rubble has been mixed will do better than

anything else. The continuous wet weather

during a part of October made the herbaceous

borders look rather untidy, and advantage should

be taken of the better weather to finally put such

borders straight for the winter months. Of course,

these borders will need constant attention in the

winter, but no stems of plants should now be

allowed to remain if they are ripe enough to cut

off, and all supporting stakes, too, must be tied

into bundles and stored away in a dry place.

Double Arabis and scarlet Tulips may be planted

in narrow borders at the bottom of rockeries, as

the effect is very striking in spring. The Arabis

might be employed as an edging and the Tulips

planted behind, or they may be mixed, the Arabis

forming a groundwork for the Tulips ; this plan

has the best effect. Lilium bulbs lifted recently

from the borders must be stored in cold frames
;

it will only be necessary to keep the frost out.

and if the bulbs are lightly covered with soil or

Cocoanut fibre a little frost will not injure them.

Vegetable Garden.—The recent heavy rains have

considerably loosened the gravel paths in many
gardens, and where it will be necessary to do a

great deal of wheeling of manure and soil on such

paths, boards ought to be laid down. If this

cannot be done, avoid wheeling always exactly

in the same rut near the centre of the path. After

the wheeling is done scatter some shingle on the

path and then well roll it. Pick up all decaying

vegetable leaves and destroy them. If left on the

soil between the rows of plants they soon become
offensive and harbour slugs and other pests.

Pea and Bean sticks must be gathered up and
stored without further delay, Where new sticks

can be procured every year, the old ones may be

burned as firewood ; but if new sticks are scarce,

the old ones can be again used with them. Old

sticks should be stored where they will not be

subjected to rain. A length or two of corrugated

iron placed over them will keep off rain, and the

protection will mean sounder sticks next spring.

Fruit Garden.—In a very short time now fruit

trees trained on walls will need close attention in

the matter of pruning and nailing. In the mean-
time get all the old nails out of the walls if they are

not supporting any branches. First give the nail

a gentle tap with the hammer to drive it straight

in a little more ; this action loosens the nail in

the wall, and then it can easily be withdrawn. If

the old nails are placed on a shovel and well baked
over a fire they will be freed from much rust and
foreign matter. The holes may be made in readi-

ness for planting Peaches and Nectarines. The
best aspects are those facing south, south-west and
west.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The bedding-out cut-

tings now rooting in frames must be carefully

examined once every week and all decaying leaves

removed. One bad leaf will cause a whole plant to

damp off, and one decaying plant, if left, may
mean the loss of several more. Ventilate all

frames freely during fine days if they contain such

bedding plants as Zonal Pelargoniums. The glass

lights on Calceolarias must be kept closed except

for a few hours occasionally. Old Chrysanthemum
plants must be cut down immediately the flowers

have faded or are used, and the pot containing the

suckers should be placed in a cool frame. If any
' of the old roots are shy in producing cuttings, put

;
the pots on a stage near the glass in a greenhouse.

Double-flowered Primulas must now be kept in

the warmest part of the greenhouse, and watering

must be a matter for close attention, as over-

watering would cause the plants to decay at the

collar. A. A.

'%.—EVERGREEN SHRUB (rETIN OSPORA) READY
FOR DESPATCH.

PLANTING EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
There is a slight difference of opinion as to the

months when evergreen shrubs should be planted.

Some authorities recommend August and September
as the two best months, and those who have adopted
this course have seldom had cause to be dissatisfied

with the results. Others follow the practice of

planting during October and the earlier half of

November, and failure has seldom been recorded

from observing this rule. If the choice of period

were left to the writer he would select the latter.

The advantage of planting in the early autumn
is that the roots make new growth and the plants

derive considerable support in this way before

the wintry weather sets in.

The preparation of the soil in which evergreen

shrubs are to be planted deserves more attention

than it usually receives. The soil must be dealt

with in a thorough manner. If a bed or border or a

2. METHOD OF PLANTING.

fairly large area is to be planted, the quarters

should be trenched at least two spits deep ; just

ordinary digging over of the soil is quite inadequate.

Poor soil should be enriched with a moderate

dressing of well-decayed manure or leaf-mould.

These materials should be incorporated at the time

the ground is being trenched. Conifers revel in

soil of a sandy or gravelly nature. Box and Yews
give excellent results when planted in ground of

a chalky nature, and for forming hedges quickly

these two subjects are invaluable. Heavy soils

suit the requirements of Laurels.

If it be possible, select a time for planting when
the soil is in a good workable condition. The
beginner should remember the importance of firm

planting, and this can only be done satisfactorily

when tlie soil is not sticky or pasty. The soil

must be made firm about the roots, and friable

soil makes this a matter of comparative ease.

When the planting is done at this season, the

ground is usually fairly warm and moist without

being too wet, but the later this work is deferred

the less satisfactory become the conditions for

planting.

Orders for evergreen shrubs should be given in

good time, otherwise there may be some difficulty

in obtaining delivery of the plants at a sufficiently
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habit can be provided. In Fig. 4 a promising

young specimen planted in an isolated situation

is shown. A plant of such dimensions it is quite

unnecessary to stake, but a larger example would

probably need a stout stake for its support and

additional security in the form of wires strained

to pegs to keep it in position until able to take care

of itself. It is a good plan to mulch the surface

soil after planting is done. D. B. Crane.

3. AFTER PL.\NTING.

early date. The selection also is usually better

when the plants are delivered early in the planting

season. Everything should be in readiness for

planting when the trees arrive from the nurseryman,
and each specimen should be delivered with the

roots carefidly matted. Fig. i shows a small

specimen of Retinospora plumosa aurea just as it

was received by the writer. On arrival the roots

should be uncovered and examined, and if dry they
should be immersed in water in order to get them
thoroughly moist before planting. Injured roots

should be removed with a sharp knife, cutting

from underneath.

A very common mistake in planting is to make
the holes for the reception of the plants much too

small. The hole in each case should be large

enough to accommodate the whole of the roots

when spread out evenly, and the hole should be
sufficiently deep for the fleshy or tap roots to be
embedded to their full length. Never attempt to

crowd the roots of a shrub or tree into a hole too

small to take them comfortably. Fig. 2 serves to

illustrate the method of adjusting a shrub in posi-

tion. This is the same specimen as is represented

in Fig. I. In this instance the roots are spread

out evenly and the stems of the plant placed deep

enough to be embedded about i inch lower than

the original soil-mark, which is always clearly

indicated on the trees. Work into and cover the

roots with some of the finer soil ;• it is a good plan

to prepare a heap of friable soil for this purpose.

An occasional shaking of the tree or bush will

cause the soil to settle round the roots, and as the

latter are covered and the hole filled in the soil

should be trodden in firmJy.

In Fig. 3 is seen the Retinospora after the plant-

ing is completed. These bush shrubs require no
staking, but standard trees should be planted and
staked, as explained and represented by illustra-

tions in last week's issue. There are few ever-

green shrubs to surpass in beauty a well-placed

specimen of Cedrus Deodara. For an isolated

position on a lawn and in other positions where
the elegant and beautiful character of this Cedar
can be properly represented this subject has few

equals. It does remarkably well in suburban gar-

dens where ample accommodation for its branchiag

THE USE OF SAND.

Sand forms a very important part of nearly all

composts used in the growing of plants in pots,

j

boxes and borders, but more especially is it an
I important ingredient in potting soils. It keeps the

soil open .md porous, and thus prevents it l)e('f)m-

ing sour and unlit for t!ie roots of plants to live in.

.Although sand, when exposed to winds and sun-

sliine, soon appears to get very dry, nearly every

grain really contains a little moisture, and when
a number of grains are surrounding the roots of

plants or the lower portion of a stem of a recently

inserted cutting they tend to conserve moisture

in an even state ; surplus water passes through

the grains of sand, but each grain retains a certain

I

amount which greatly benefits the plant.

I Beginners will thus see how very important it

]

is to have a nice stock of sand in store. It should

be washed and dried before it is used for cuttings

and plants of a tender nature. It is really wonder-

ful how much soil matter can be washed from one

peck of apparently clean sand. As much of the

latter will be used during the next few months,

inexperienced cultivators are advised to wash and

dry it first. If scattered on the surface of the soil

in pots it prevents moss growing there. Avon.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Damp or Shady Corners.—A not infrequent

enquiry from the amateur is, " What can I plant

in a damp or wet spot which gets little or no sun ?
"

Doubtless in thickly populated districts there are

many such corners, which become more or less

an eyesore because the ordinary run of plants

only are used there instead of obtaining suitable

subjects for the position. That the damp or

shade may be of more than one kind there is not

the smallest doubt, and, in those instances where

light and air are practically excluded by high

buildings, not many plants, even those of well-

known shade-loving proclivities, will long endure

so extreme a test. In such a place the Peach-

leaved Campanulas, C. persicifolia in variety.

Anemone japonica, a variety of Irises, many Ferns,

the Butcher's Broom, London Pride, variegated

Aucuba and St. John's Wort are some of the plants

that appear more than ordinarily content with

their lot. I have even seen Christmas Roses

planted in these and similar places, though their

behaviour under the circumstances afforded no

sign, much less any guarantee, that all was well

with them. Such enclosed places suffer mostly

because of the sunless conditions, and usually they

are only a breeding-ground for pests of all descrip-

tions.

The Shaded Aerated Corner.—Damp, or

even wet, with its not infrequent accompaniment

of clay soil, is another place altogether, and may,

more often than not, be converted into an ideal

spot—one to which every path in the garden will

presently lead, instead of a place to shun as hereto-

fore. There is a welcome coolness here in summer-

time, and a freshness of vegetation enhanced in

beauty by the shimmering light through the trees

that is not usually found elsewhere in the garden ;

and, moreover, its owner has the satisfaction of

having constructed this ideal spot out of a rubbish-
heap, or, at least, a very untidy corner. If the
shade be of a rather dense character, some good
things will be found in Filix-mas Ferns, Athyriums,
Blechnums and Scolopendriums, in conjunction
with Lenten Roses, London Pride and Primroses;
while the Purple Loosestrife and Foxgloves among
taller plants, when they put forth their flower
beauty, provide one of the prettiest of woodland
scenes, even though the more extended vistas
which the natural landscape provides are non-
existing. Another type of the shady corners I

have in mind are those of a low-lying character.

The Naturally Wet or Damp Spot, for ex-
ample, and which, given the right material, may
always be turned to good account. The owner of
so good a garden asset has more than one opti.ni

here. He may, indeed, dig or trench the ground,
add leaf-mould or manure, and plant it freely with
Spiraaa venusta, S. gigantea, S. .\runcus. Emperor
and Sir Watkin Daffodils, together with Narcissus
poeticus flore-pleno, Leucojum a^stivum, Saxifraga
peltata and S. granulata flore-pleno, adding, if

the area be large, the Royal Fern (Osmunda
regalis), Senecio Clivorum and other plants of bold
outline

; or he may convert it into a veritable bog
garden in miniature by first excavating some of
the soil, and, having added peat and leaf-mould,
plant Trilliums, Primula Sieboldii in variety, P.

rosea and P. Munroi in company with Lilium cana-
dense, L. pardalinum, Iris Ka>mpferii and Rodgersia
podophylla, carpeting the ground, if need be, with
" Blue-eyed Mary " (Omphalodes verna). Wood
Anemones and other useful plants. To what
extent success may be achieved in such places wil

4.—A promising young cedar in an isolated
position.

depend not a little upon the enthusiasm of the

owner, though it should be stated that so great is

the variety of available subjects that suitable

plants may be found for the plot of only a few
square yards across just as readily as for that of

an acre or more in extent.

The Lesson i.n View.—For those who take up
seriously the embellishing of the out-of-the-way

corners I have in mind, there is much more than the
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mere satisfaction that they have made the most of

the room at their disposal. There is, indeed, that

greater satisfaction arising out of providing the

plants with suitable soil conditions and environ-

ments, of witnessing their greater vigour and
enhanced beauty of flowering, of seeing them grow
and flourish amid natural surroundings rather

than languish as heretofore, and, finally, of creating

pictures within garden walls, even if only on a

miniature scale, where no such pictures existed

before. E. H. Jenkins.

NURSERY NOTES.
MESSRS. PENNELL AND SONS.
A BOUT three miles from the ancient city

/\ of Lincoln and situated in the midst

/ % of the rural scenery of Bracebridge

/ % are the famous nurseries of Messrs.

i K Pennell and Sons. The head-offices

in connection with the firm are in the

High Street of Lincoln, and from the nursery may
be had a grand view of the City cathedral, standing

high above all else in the neighbourhood. It

was our privilege to .visit these nurseries

towards the end of last month, and, even allowing

that October is not the most favourable time to

visit a nursery, yet on this occasion there was much
to be seen of horticultural interest. The nurseries

cover an area of loo acres, devoted to herbaceous

and rock plants, ornamental trees and shrubs,

fruit trees, Roses and greenhouse plants. Each

department is under the control of a specialist in

his subject, an important point in the successful

management of a nursery. It would, perhaps, be

appropriate to commence by referring to the

hardy flowers, for leading from the nursery gates

is a straight drive about loo yards long, with a deep

border of flowering plants each side. The borders

are well planted with bold clumps, and among

other plants seen in flower were groups of Anemone
Queen Charlotte, with its pale pink flowers, side

by side with a patch of the brilliantly coloured

Pentstemon Newbury Gem, and in the background

a handsome clump of the Pampas Grass, with its

light plumes waving in the autumn breeze. No
fewer than loo varieties of Phloxes find a home in

these nurseries. Of this multitude three which

show great promise and flower over a long period

are : General van Heutz, bearing immense trusses

of salmon red flowers ; G. A. Strohlein, a grand

new variety with enormous orange scarlet flowers
;

and another having the misfortune to be named
Gruppenkonigin. The flowers of this variety are

very effective, being of a beautiful flesh colour

with a deeper eye. Two of the most charming

Asters, or Michaelmas Daisies, were the small white-

flowering variety Delight, with sprays drooping

almost to the ground, and that magnificent large

blue appropriately named Chmax. The graceful

Cimicifuga simplex was still carrying its erect

spikes of white flowers, giving ample proof of

its autumn-flowering qualities. Very extensive

stocks of the general run of herbaceous plants

were noted, and much space is given to Pyrethrums,

single and double, Heucheras, Anchusa italica Opal

{similar to the Dropmore variety, but of a lighter

shade), Paeonies and Irises. Montbretias are kept

to themselves in large rectangular beds. Mention

should be made of the new varieties Prometheus,

deep orange, tinted crimson ; carminea, a variety

well named ; and Drap d'Or, which attains a

lovely apricot shade. Some bulbs of Lilium

giganteum had flowered but scantily, and my guide

informed me that it does flower there occasionally,

but it requires a lot of persuasion.

A very charming pond for water and bog plants,

surrounded by high rocks for alpines, is now being

constructed within the nursery grounds. This

cool retreat, enclosed by a hedge of Yews, will be

approached by walks covered with arches of Roses

and Clematis. The pond is not cemented, but is

made upon the natural clay, and the water is

supplied by a reservoir, which in turn is fed by the

River Witham. This new feature of the nursery

has been admirably designed by Messrs. Pennell

and Sons. A very large portion of the nursery

is devoted to ornamental trees and shrubs, and so

comprehensive is the collection that it would be

hard, if not impossible, to name a garden tree or

shrub that does not find a home there. That the

collection is quite up to date is shown by the fact

that newly introduced plants from China are being

propagated in great numbers. A handsome

specimen of Young's Weeping Birch looks well

among a host of hardy shrubs. It was interesting

to observe how the drooping tips of growth were

being inarched upon stocks of the common Birch.

The stocks were in their fourth year and about

5 feet in height. For the purpose of inarching

they are planted around the parent tree about

6 feet from the main stem. The inarching is done

in March, and the scions are severed from the

parent tree in the following autumn. Some splen-

did examples of this Birch were afterwards seen

planted out in the grounds, making ideal specimens

for the shrubbery or for planting in little groups on

the lawn.

Rhododendrons, Hollies and conifers of all

descriptions are cultivated in thousands and tens

of thousands. A large batch of Cedrus Deodara

raised from seed five years ago, now 5 feet high and

well furnished with good fibrous roots, may be

cited as an example, of which there are many
others. There is one Cupressus which, forming a

perfect pyramid of deep green, stands out from

the rest. It was raised in this nursery, hence its

name C. Pennellii.

Forest trees suitable for planting on large estates

are to be seen in endless numbers. The Wheatley

or Cornish Elm is worthy of special note, since it

retains its deep green foliage later than any other,

even until Christmas ; it therefore makes a splendid

screen or shelter. Planted in large quantities

were such trees as the Canadian Elm, Norway

Maple, Horse Chestnut, Robinia, Lime, Beech,

Poplar, Birch and Oak, all suitable for planting

ds park or avenue trees for immediate effect.

Space will not allow us to do justice to the

magnificent stock of Roses grown in these nur-

series. It is little wonder that they do so well, for

at the time of our visit the ground was being

bastard trenched and enriched with decayed farm-

yard manure in preparation for Rose-planting.

Passing on to the fruit trees, which form one of

the most important departments, we see the best

varieties of Apples, Plums, Pears and all other

hardy fruit trees trained in every conceivable

manner. One thing most apparent among the

fruit trees is their healthy and happy appearance

—

not too vigorous in growth, but just in that good

and fruitful condition that reflects the highest

credit upon the cultivation.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.

Violets from Christchurch.

Mr. G. Brown, The Gardens, Harrow Lodge,

Christchurch, sends flowers of the double Violets

Marie Louise and Mrs. J. Astor, which at this

season are particularly welcome on account of their

charming fragrance. The seedling referred to by

Mr, Brown much resembles in colour the French

Parma Violets. Mr. Brown writes :
"1 am sending

you a few Violets for your table. They include

Marie Louise and Mrs. J. Astor and a few of a

paler-coloured one which is a seedling. It has

never been named or sent out. All my Violets

are very good this season. You will see that the

new one has good, long flower-stalks, which enable

it to carry its flowers well above the foliage. This

is a good point in Violets, but I do not like the

colour so well as I do the old Marie Louise."

A New Violet.

Mr. J. H. Stevens, Woolbrook, Sidmouth, sends

us flowers of a very beautiful single Violet named
Askania. This is a very large variety of deep,

rich blue colour, the blossoms being borne on
long, stout stems. Unfortunately, the flowers

sent are not very strongly perfumed ; but, not-

with^.tanding this, it is evidently an excellent

novelty. Mr. Stevens writes :
" I am sending

you two bunches of the new Violet Askania, and

should be glad of your opinion of the same. It is

flowering very freely at present, and does equally

as well outside as under glass. It is a strong

grower and very free from disease."

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Ansiwers.—The Editor intends to

make The G.\rden helpjul to all readers who desire assist-

ance, tm matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

udth that object tirill make a special feature of the "Amwers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

dearl'/ ami roncischj a^riticn on one side of the paper oidy,

and addressed to the EiiiTOU of THE Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the PUBLISHER. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

mag desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or nwss, not cotton-wool, and. flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Treatment of Ageratum {Betty).—This

useful bedding plant may b^ raised from seeds or

rooted from cuttings of the v..iii.i!r shoots at any

time. Seeds, assuming the plants t"i I » required

for bedding purposes, should be sown in J inuary

or February in a warm greenhouse, and grown

on briskly till the sei.so.i arrives for planting out.

Transplanting would be nscessai-y on two or three

occasions to ensure sturdy plants, and after the

end of March the plants would be safe in a slightly

heated frame. Young cuttings, i.e., those of

unflowered wood, root readily in sand and water in

a warm greenhouse or in very sandy soil in pots,

but require to be potted on so soon as rooted to

enable them to develop tush-like plants. Pinching

back the plants to cause them to break freely is also

a necessary item. Cutting-raised plants furnish

the most regular-sized ones, being all true to one

stock ;
while seedling-raised plants are variable

and require selecting.

Chrysanthemums failing (Edith H. L.

Lydall).—It is highly probable the failure is due

partly to your not having early flowering varieties,

and partly also to your stiff soil, in which many
plants are longer in taking root. The plants should

have been in position early in April, and should

also have been assisted by watering and by a

little artificial manure. In future better results

will be secured by taking cuttings in February,

rooting them and growing them on till April for

planting out. Plants that are starved when put

out rarely, if ever, recover, and for stiff soil the

best display is made when good-sized plants are
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usL'il. Ciiuld you not send us a list of the varie-

tii'S you possess ? Wc could then see if you have

thi- uiost useful sorts for the purpose.

Phlox going wrongiPliloi).—Thi- Phlox is att:iok«l

l.\ .•iKmiMi ill lliistiiii-. liuniall thi-allirtodrnrts.iimltho

liimil-. t,Hi, if llu'V tan br -paml. In any case proiraRali-

(ililv Cioiu pi'id'ctiv lualtliy shoots, ami treat thi> soil witli

sulfihatf of iiotasli nt'xt spring or with kainit tins

lUltUUUl,

Pansies diseased (.1/r. A. C.).—'Jhe Violas arc

alhctcil with (jnrii Hv ; but those you call brown llu's

an' ri-ally Kroen oiu- which have hccn attackcil by a little

parasilic fly. If \ on exainhie the bromi bodies you will

Ihid a small hole through which the parasite has escaped.

\'es; vou ninv luniiKatc without danger, or spray with a

iii<'otiii"e preparation. Please send a specimen of the

alfeeted plants.

Lilac leaves diseased (A. M. r;.).—The Lilac is

attacked hv a diMasc due to a bacterimn, which spreads

lluoujh tlie tis-ue> and kills the cells. The disease has no

connection whatever with the Hollyhock. It would lie

well to remove the dead leaves as completely as possible

from under the hushes and burn them, so as to check the

spread of the trouble as far as possible. If the leaves

clirti after the others have fallen, cut out and burn these

shoofs.

Single Pseonies and Day Lilies <L. M. ./. M.).

'lie I'a-onies are iiroilueiii^ all the evidences of weakness

fi.mi some cause of wliieli we liave no information. Feebly

Hinted or transplanted at a wrouR time arc some of the

predisposiiiK causes, and the resultiuK crowns, being weak,

are unable to develop the flower-buds. I'leonies take

some time to become established, and you do not say how
long the plants have been in position. The nou-HowerinR

of the l)av failles is a much greater surprise, unless the soil

is excecdi'nglv poor. Day Lilies delight in deep and rich

soils, and are'onlv brought into a condition of non-Howering

liv soil poverty, such as the near proximity of trees would
bi' rcsptmsible for. and by long-continued overcrowding

<if the crowns. In each case the remedy is obvious, and
the necessary work of reinvigorating the plants may be

started at once. If you can tell us more of the Pieonies

We might help you further.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Walnut leaves for leaf-mould {H. R. P.).

\\ .limit leaves niav lie mixed with other kinds of

leaves for leaf-mould if the latter is to be used for

top-dressing purposes or for digging into ground

iiut of doors. We do not, however, advise you
til include thera in a heap which is intended for

potting purposes. The best kind of leaf-mould for

this is made from the leaves of Beech and Oak,

and is always greatly superior to that made from a

general mi.xture of leaves. Pine needles ought

never to be included in a heap of leaves for leaf-

mould, as they are poisoirous to other plants. We
have not heard that Walnut leaves act as a poison

to plants, though it may be so in some cases,

especially if they are in the greater proportion in

the mould.

Untidy Lilac bushes {Cashmere Bouquet).

\\i- .itlvise volt to lilt down your Lilacs which

have become leggy. This may be safely done

any time during the winter. All the cuts

ought to be tarred over as soon as the work

is done. During next summer numerous young

branches will be formed from the old wood.

It is probable that a quantity of suckers will

also appear from the root-stock. Should this

be the case, we advise their removal, or, at any

rate, the greater part of them. It may also be

necessary to remove some of the shoots from the

main stems if they appear to be too crowded.

When the young shoots are 2 inches or so long a

gotid surface-dressing of well-rotted manure may
be placed round the roots with advantage. The
pruning of the yellow Broom is, however, a very

•different matter, for by cutting that back into old

wood you will be almost certain to kill the plant,

and it will certainly never break away again to

form a well-furnished specimen. Brooms are short-

lived shrubs as a rule, and when they become

leggy the best plan is to burn them and start again

with yormg stock. This may be easily done, for

all produce an abundance of seeds which germinate

well.

Beech bark for inspection iEtin-itritWftralpii).—
'J'lie Meecli hark forwarilcd for examination was affected

by Cryptoeoecns f.igi, the Iteecli louse or I'lceeli eoecns.

\Vc advise you lo cut down and ri-niove the tree wliieli

appears to be dying, and dress the otiiei trees with soft,

soap and paralllu. It is not probable that tile disi'asc

will get niucli worse with you, and it is not often that this
pest alone destroys a tree ; there is usually some other
agency at work.

History of the Walnut tree 1//. /'. /'.). -Ihere
is really no iiasi.n v.liy tie W.ilriiil should be called
' frencli Nut." for it is not e\eii known that it was infro-

iluced from I'"ranee, and is consiiliTcd as a probable in-

troduction of the Homans. The fact that the tree is

cultivated extensively in some parts of Kranec for the
sake of its nuts. wlii(d:. in aililition to their edible value,
are of great use on account of the oil they contain,
may have accounted for the name. A variety given as
Frencli Walnut is noticed in some old books. This bore
nuts twice as lar-ie as those of the type, and probably
correspond, with the one which is now known as .luglans

regia var. maxima. Tfjc timber usually bi-ars the name of

the country in which it is grown, such as l-Inglish W'almil,

French Walnut and Italian Walnut, all being from the
same tree, viz., J. regia.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Flowers, fruits or vegetables for

cold greenhouse (A'. /.),— \'.iu dn not say

whether your greenhouse is a lean-to or a span-

roofed structure. If a lean-to you might grow some
Peaches on the back wall, for though no fire-heat

is used, yet the structure will serve to protect the

blossoms during a critical time. Again, fruit

trees may be grown in a satisfactory manner in

pots, a style in which they have been well shown of

late at the meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society. Tomatoes, of course, may be grown there,

while such a structure is also available for the

smaller class of saladings, which can be sown in

shallow boxes, and of which you may get an
earlier crop than from the open ground. French
Beans, too, grown in boxes will give you a few

early pickings. Some cultivators regard Chry-

santhemums as a crop to follow Tomatoes

;

that is to say, the Chrysanthemums are during"

the summer planted out in the open ground, and,

when the Tomatoes .are removed, the Chrysanthe-

mums are carefully lifted and planted in the green-

house. If done with care and the plants are not

overcrowded, they will give a good supply of

flowers.

Nertera depressa not flovrering (7. K. if'.).—
There is no dmil.t that the absence of berries on your
Nerteras is owing tn the fact ttiat the plant.s grew so freely

and did not flower. The flowers, borne in the summer,
are small and inconspicuous, being of a greenish tint.

They are produced in the axils of the leaves, .\nother
matter that plays an important part in the production of
berries is the weather experienced during the blooming
jjeriod. In a greenhouse the atmospfiere may at that
time be kept fairly dry in order to enable the flowers to
discharge their pollen, but out of doors heavy rains may.
in some cases at least, hinder the setting of the berries.

FRUIT GARDEN.
How to make a new border for Vines

[H. /.).—Clear out the whole of the soil from the

inside of your vinery to make room for the new
borders. Make sure that the drainage is efficient

before the new borders are made. You do not say

how wide your vinery is, Make new borders

—

one on either side—3^ feet wide and 2.\ feet deep,

building a turf wall in front of each to keep the

soil in position. The soil should be composed of

the following mixture, as near as you can approach

to it : To one cartload of good maiden turfy loam,

cut from an old pasture field, add half a hundred-

weight of quarter-inch bones, a quarter of a hundred-

weight of bone-meal, three barrow-loads of old

mortar or lime rubble, one barrow-load of brick-

ends, broken smail (the size of pigeons' eggs) and

one bushel of quicklime. Mix all well together,

and make up the soil of the border very firm when
it is being formed. Planting may take p'ace any

time between now and Christmas; but November,

we think, is the best time. Begonias should be

taken up and placed in their winter quarters

willmut further delay, or they may be destroyed

by Irtist.

Pears cracking CV. TC. Price).—The rracklim of the
ri'iirs is line to the attack upon them of the funf»us Fus*!-

<'lailiutii piriiiiitu. A similar fundus attacks and cau-*<-'s

sr'ahhy spots upon thcni. U\ both cases not only is the
fniit art:u'ki'd, though it i^: most noticM-abU; upon thiw, but
also till- leaves and the shoots. U is upon the latter that
thf funsuf* ovrrwintL-rs. It may be kipt hi check by
roniovinu: the dead or dying shoots and i*purs thoroughly
and burnin;4 theta, and by sprayini; the trees, once before
the buds burst and twice later at iiitcrvals of about three
or four weeks, with Bordeaux mixture at half the usual
strength used for Potatoes.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of fruit.— .1. B.—1, King of the Pippins

;

'1. MiUiiil ; '), Stamford Pippin. IT. <h H. Birch.—
Aiipl. s ; 20. Kedleston Pippin ; 13, Yorkshire Peauty ;

If., Jolly Pegtjar ; 27, Lady Henniker ; 32. Stamford
Pippin ; 44, Golden llarvey ; 18, Keswick Codlin ; ."Vti.

Uib.stiui Pippin ; 48. Koss Nonpareil ; fi8. Nelson's Codlin ;

fi7 and 72, King of the Pippins ; 74, Hawthornden ; Ah,

Cox's Orange PiiJiiin ; (i(i, Duteh Mignoune. Pears :

16 and 68. Ueurr6 Clnirgeau ; 52, Beurr6 Superfln ; 77.
Mari'Thal de la four ; HO. buchcsse d'Angouleme.-—

—

D. P., Clomjheii.—A, Warner's King ; B, Worcester Poar-
main ; C. iniprov<;d Keswick Codlin ; D, Lane's Prinei*

Albert.- Nninr and address missing.—Both fruits are
Apple (.'ox's Pomona.
Names of plants.—U. W. Stevens.—Lindcra glauca.

M. //.^Linaria alpina. C. D.—Primula vulgaris

lilacina ; Potent ilia Tonguei ; 3, Veronica pingulfolia
;

4, V. carnosula. H. Porter.—Aster LinosyrLs.

Shelley.-—^1, Lychnis coronaria ; 2, Chrysanthemum
uliginosum , 3, Sid?,lcea Candida; 4, Saxifraga rnissi-

folia ; 5, Sedum spectabile variegatnm ; 6, Phlox stellana

liliieina ; 7, Sedum spectabile ; 8, Puimonaria officinalis
;

9, Kuphorbia Cyparissias ; 10, Chrysanthemum maximum
;

11, Juniperus chiuensis ; 12. Melissa officinalis variegata.

E. B.—Sparmannia africana. Requires cool green-

house treatment. ^i. Clarke.—1 and 2, forms of i)en-

drobium nobile ; 3, Lycaste leucantha. W. A. P.—
1, Cupressus sempervircns ; 2, Tsuga canadensis ; 3,

'I'huya piieata ; 4, Cedrus atlantica ; 5 and 6, C. Dcodara.
H. Ilua'ke.—Correa alba.

SOCIETIES.
NATI0N.4.L CHKY.SAXTnEMU.M SOCIETY.

Tins society opened its great floral festival on Wednesday,
November 2, at tlie Crystal Palace. This is the society's

principal exhibition, lasting for three days. Large and
well-arranged groups of Chrysanthemums from icadiriK

growers were remarkable for their quality, and have never

been surpassed for effect, and the large blooms exhibited

on the show-boards were once again quite up to exhibition

standard.
Competitive Cusses,

Floral display of Chrysanthemums and suitable foliage

plants arvun'.;c(l on the" floor in a circular space of 200
supcrlii ial flit : This class was won by Lady T,ate, Park
Hill. Strcatham Common (gardener. Mr. Howe); second,

J. C. Kno. Esq., Wood Hall. Uulv.ich, S,E„ (gardener,

Mr. U. 1». Leech). In both instances these circular groups

were composed of single and exhibition Chrysanthemums
in pots, interspersed with appropriate foliage plants.

Twelve vases of specimen blooms of Japanese Chrysan-
themums, distinct. This is known as the great vase

class : The first, prize was won b.v Mr. W, Igguldcn, Locks
Hill Nurseries, Froine, with the following varieties : Jlrs.

W. Iggulden, Reginald Vallis, Mme. O. Rivol. Mrs. P. H .

Marshanc. Francis JollifTe, F. S. Vallis. Mme. P. Kadaelli.

White (Jucen. Lady Talbot. >Lister James. Hon. .Mrs,

fjopes and .\lgernoii l>avis. The second prize was won
bv A. ('. Haramersley. Esq., Abney House. Bourne End
(gardener. .Mr. T. Waller), with an admirable lot. This
class was well contested, the blooms throughout being

quite up to exhibition standard.
National eonipctition of affiliated Chrysantlicmum and

horticultural societies : The ehallciige trophy and first

prize were won by the Uulwich Chrysanfheinum and
Horticultural Society with a splendid table of vases and
cpergncsof Cbrvsanthemuins ; second, licisatcand IJistrict

Chrysanthemum Hociety with a beautiful table worthy
of special note for its harmonious blending of colour.

Thirty-six incurved blooms. The first prize carried with

it a challenge cup. This class for incurved blooms always

attracts a deal of attention in spite of f heir waning popu-

laritv. The well-known grower. .Mr. W. Mease, gardener

to A. Tate. Esq., Downside, f.catherhead. once again

secured the fli^t prize ; and the second was gained by
Panlia Italli, Esq., Ashtead Park. Epsom (gardener, .^tr.

li. J. Hunt).
Challenge cup class for forty-eight Japanese blooms,

distinct. This proved to be one of the best-contested

classes, and all of the stands retlcetcd the highest credit

upon the exhibitors : First. E. Stoeatta, Esq., Wobum
Place. Addlestonc (gardener. Mr. T. Stevenson). On tliis

stand «! noticed exceptionally line blooms of F. S. Vallis,

.Mme. i;. Kivol. Master .Tames .and Hon. Mrs. Lopes.

The second prize was awarded to A. C. Hainmersley. Esq.,

.\bney House, Bourne End (gardener. .Mr. T. Waller).

This stand contained a well-coloured, but i-ather small,

bloom of Pockett's Criutson.
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Twelve vases of incurved blooms : First. J. B.
Hankey, Esq., Fetcham Park, Leatheihead {gardener,
Mr. W. Higgs). This noted exhibitor still maintains his
reputation as a grower of incurved sorts. His best blooms
were Norbury Pink. Mrs. B. Hankey, Buttercup and J.

Higgs. Ail the flowers were beautifuUy fini^^hed and quite
free from any trace of ragged petals. Second, A. Tate,
Esq., Downside, Leatherhead (gardener, IVtr. Mease).
Twenty-four blooms of Japanese, distinct : The first prize,

a silver cup given by Sir Albert Bollit, LL.D.. D.C.L.,
president of the society, was won by E. Mocatta, Esq.,
and tlie second place by Mme. Stuart, Convent Gardens,
Roehampton, S.W. (gardener. Mr. A. Smith), for a capital
stand of fresh-lookins blooms.
Twelve Japanese blooms, distinct : Tins was unques-

tionably one of the features of the show. The first prize
was gained by E. Mocatta, Esq., the finest blooms being
F. S. Vallis. Mme. G. Rivol and Lady Talbot ; second,
Mrs. George Clark, Farnham (gardener, Mr. C. Moore),
with an almost equally fine lot, includiug Mrs. C. Penford,
J. Lock and Hon. Mrs. Lopes.

Vase of five Japanese blooms, white, one variety only :

First, Mrs. George Clark, Frensham Place, Farnham
(gardener, Mr. C. Moore) ; second, Mrs. McDowel Nathan.
Little Heath Wood, Potti-r's Bar fgardenpr. Mr. \V.
Newton). In both cases the variety Mrs. A. T. Miller was:
shown, and from the grand flowers exhibited in this class
there seems little doubt tliat this is the best white in
cultivation.

A similar class for a > ellow variety only was won by
Mrs. George Clark with grand blooms of Hon. Mrs. Lopes.
Mr. Iggulden was second with the same variety, but the
blooms were unmistakably inferior to those shown by the
former.
A similar class for any one colour other than yellow or

white v/as won by Mr. W. Iggulden with a magnificent
vase of Mme, P. Uadaelli ; seeoud, P... II. B. .Alarsham,
Esq.. Bifrons. r'antcibiiry (gardener, Mr. ]_'. H. Fair-
weather), with five lovely blooms of Mrs. C. H. Totty.
Mr. Fairweathir has raised a number of
promising si'cd lings, some of which were
shown on this occasion.

Six incurved blooms, one variety : First,
Miss Langworthy, Gays House. Holyport
(gardener, Mr. T. J. Broom). 1'he variety
shown was Romance, yellow. The blooms
were well dressed and of good depth.

Special prizes of a silver Rose bow! by
C. E. Shea. Esq., and second and third prizes
by J. H. Witty, Esq., were oficred for a
table of singles, to be arranged for eft'ect.

First, Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield. Sassex ;

second, E. Mocatta, Esq. This class
brought good competition, clearly showing
the decorative value of this section, which
is now becoming more and more popular.

Fifty plants of (Chrysanthemums as grown
for market : First, Messrs. Butler Brothers,
Burr Farm Nurseries. Bextey Heath, who
showed decorative Chrysanthemums less

than 2 feet in height grown in 5-inch pots
and producing a profusion of flowers. This
system of cultivation is likely to meet with
favour among those who require small
plants for conservatory or greenhouse
decoration. The committee showed its

appreciation of this group by awarding it

the Dean Memorial gold medal. ,._:_. __.(^

Decou.\ted Tables.
Floral decoration of Chrysanthemums for

a dinner-table, yellow and bronze blooms
only (special prize given by Mr. R, F.
Felton) : This class brought splendid com-
petition, and the judges fomid it no easy
task to make their awards. The first prize
went to W. H. Stone, Esq.. l->onnington,
Laurie Park, Sydenham (gardener, ^itr. T. W. Stevens).
Mrs. A. R. Robinson, Park Hill. Carshalton. was second.
Iji most of the tables the autumn tints of Ampelopsis
were used with good effect.

In a similar class for a Chrysanthemum table, other than
yellow or bronze, the order was reversed. Jn this class

Mrs. Robinson secured the first place with single and
Japanese blooms, all in one shade of pink ; and W. H.
Stone, Esq., was second with bronze and white flowers,

interspersed with light Grasses. Altogether the decorated
tables presented a most pleasing feature.

Decorative display of Chrysanthemums with suitable
foliage : The silver cup in this class was won by Mr. W.
Gooding, Four Elms, Edenbridge, Kent, with a pretty
combination of small yellow, bronze and white flowers.

Amateurs* Classes.

Six Japanese, distinct: First, the Rev. A. E. Cooper,
Marsdin, Bickley (gardener. Mr. W. Rigby). The board
contained a fine bloom of Mrs. G. Mileham. The same
exhibitor gained first prize in a class for twelve Japanese
blooms, distinct.

Six Japanese, one variety : First, T. Wickhara Jones,
Esq., Frocester Lodge, South Norwood (gardener, Mr.
L. Gooch), with a good board of F. S. Vallis.

Six Japanese, distinct : First, Mr. W. M. Heath. Fir
Tree House, Woodford.

Six incurved, one variety : First, C. Todd. Esq.. Hack-
bridge Lodge, Carshalton (gardener, Mr. H. W. Edwards).
The variety Clara Wells was shown.

Large GRorps
Rarely indeed do we see Chrysanthemums of such good

quality as those grouped on this occasion by Mr. Norman
Davis, Framfield, Sussex. From a groundwork of Maiden-
hair Fern, Crotons and other foliage plants, interspersed

with cut blooms of Chrysanthemums, were bold stands
of the following well-known varieties : George Hemming, I

Henry Poulton and J. Lock. In the background were
tall Palms and Bamboos arranged with imposing effect.

This wonderfid display received a large gold medal, awarded
by Messrs. Clay and Son, Stratford, for the best miscel-
laneous exhibit in the show. An illustration of this group
appears below.

In the centre of the Palace, and immediately in front of
the orchestra gallery, was a magnificent display of exhibi-
tion and sinj'le blooms arranged by Messrs. H. T. Jones's
Nurseries, Limited, Lewisham. The groundwork was
composed of cut blooms, interspersed with Crotons,
Pandauuses, Dracsenas and various Ferns, and edged with
Asparagus plumosus. Among this charming ground-
work bold stajids and massive vases of (-hrysanthemums
were placed. These were filled with blooms of exquisite
form and perfect quality, and the flowers were nicely set
off by the liberal use of cut foliage from Oaks. Beeches,
Maples and Rhus cotinoides. Large gold medal.
The society's large gold medal was won by Mr. Philip

Ladds. nurseryman, Swanley Junction, with a capital group
of exhibition and single varieties. Among the singles
was a new clear pink variety, Joan Edwards, which gained
a first-class certificate.

Messrs. Wells and Co., Merstham. Surrey, staged about
80 feet with cut blooms and pot plants. The single-
flowered varieties were shown to perfection, while the
exhibition blooms were among the best in the show. A
large gold medal was deservedly awarded for this group.
From Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, Kent,

came an admirable collection of Apples, about sixty dishes
in all. This contained good samples of the foliowinsr

:

Dessert—Worcester Pearmain, Queen Caroline and King
of the Pippins. Among the cooking varieties were noted
handsome fr'iits of Bramley's Seedling, Bedfordshire Found-
ling and Lord Derby. From the same firm came a stand
of single Chrysanthemums and a brilliant collection of
Pelargoniums. Large gold medal.

The floral committee had fully 100 noveltiles to deal
with. A. high standard of quality was set up, and each
of the following varieties gained a flrst-class certiflcatft :

Cedi/ Mason.—A very attractive single of large size aiul
good form ; colour, bright chestnut red, with golden centre

I

or disc.

I

Mrs. Richard A. WUtf/.—A very handsome exhibition
Japanese bloom of retlexed form, having broad petals
incurving at the tips ; colour, chestnut red, with bulf
reverse. Both the above were showu by Messrs. W.

j

Wells and Co., Merstham.
j

Snowflake.—This is a beautiful single of large size and
I good form, and, as the name suggests, is pure wliitc with a
yellow disc. Shown by Mr. P. Ladds. Swanley. Kent.

Mrs. Greening.—A useful addition to the. sports from
Caprice du Printeraps. In this instance the colour is a

1 pretty soft tone of pink, tipped gold. A market variety.
: Butler's Caprice.—Still another sport from Caprice du
I

Printemps. In this instance the colour is old rose, tipped

I

gold. Both the above were showu by iMessrs. Butler
> Brothers. Bexley Heath.

Mrs. l^'. Roots.—This is a medium-sized market variety
of Japanese form and of the purest white. Shown by

I

Mr. W. Roots, Cranford, Middlesex.
D. B. Crane.—One of the best Japanese novelties of the

season. The blooms are very large and refined, with long.

i

curling and drooping petals, building a superb flower

;

j

coloiu:, rich gold, tinted bronze. Shown by Mr. Martin

I

Silsbury, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

I

Ethel Thorp.—A very large incurved bloom of good,

I

even form, having florets of medium width ; colour,

I

silvery pink. Shown by Mr. H. W. Thorp, Dmrington,
Worthing.

Fruit Clas^^es.

Three bunches of Blaek Grapes : First, Sir WaljMile
Greenweli. Bart.. Marden Park, Caterham (gardenei.
Mt. W. Lintott). who showed three handsome bunches of
Black Alicante ; second. Lady Tate, Park Hill. Streathan*
Common (gardener, Mr. W. Howe), also with Blaek Alicant'.-.

THE BEST NON-COMPETIT]\'K GROUP AT THE CRVMAI. I'AEACE (SHOWN BY MR. XORMAN DAVIS

Mr. Frank Brazier. Caterham. gained a large silver

medal for a pretty coUecftion of perennial Astenj. backed
with evergreen and ornamental shrubs and flowering
spikes of the Pampas Grass.
A large silver-gilt medal was awarded to Mr. H. W.

Thorp, Durrington, Worthing, for a group of fine exhi-
bition blooms arranged rather formally.
For a collection of winter-fiowering Begonias of the

Gloire de Lorraine type, Mr. G. L. Caselton of the Crystal
Palace Company gained a silver-gilt medal.
A collection of ornamental shrubs from Messrs. David

Russell and Son, Brentwood, gained a large silver medal.
Mr. W.J. Godfrey, Exeter, was represented by a collec-

tion of single and exhibition Chrysanthenmms and a briglit

display of Pelargoniums.
Messrs. Cheal and Son, Crawley, staged a representative

collection of Dahlias, which won the society's large silver

medal.
Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood, gained a

large gold medal for a meritorious collection of Apples,
both cooking and dessert, also for a first-rate display of cut
blooms of Chrysanthemums arranged in a circular manner.
A silver-gilt medal was awarded to Messrs. Hobbies,

Limited, Dereham, for a collection of Dahlias and Roses.
The PEeony-flowered Dahlias were greatly admired.

Messrs. Walter Voss and Co., Limited, Millwall. had a
display of horticultural sundries, includiug Alpha spraying-
machines, their No. 1 Winter sprav Fluid for cleaning fruit

trees, Naptho Nicotyl (a i^oi! iiiinigant) and their famous
Carlton Excelsior Chrysanthemum Fertiliser.

A silver-gilt medal was awarded to the Government of

British Columbia for an attractive display of Apples.
Messrs. H. Scott and Sons gained a silver-gilt medal for

a display of horticultural smidries, iu which rustic-work
formed the chief feature.

Three bunches of white Grapes : First, Sir Walpole
Greenwell, Bart., with well-finished bunches of Muscat of
.Mexandria.

Three bunches of Gros Colmar Grapes : First, T. L.
Boyd, Esq., North Frith. Tonbridgc (gardener, Mr. A. C.

Horton) ; second. Sir Walpole Greenwell, Bart.
Six dishes of culinary Apples ; First, the Rev. O. Turner,

Weybridge (gardener, Mr. A Basile), with Warner*e King
and Emperor Alexander; second, T. L. Boyd. Esq.,

Tonbridge.
Six dishes of dessert Pears and six dishes of dessert

Apples were both won by the Rev. O. Turner.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this association was
held at 5. St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on the evening
of November 1. when there was a large attendance. The
exhibits on this occasion were numerous and of considemble
interest, one in particular showing the mild character of

the season in the Edinburgh district. This was an exhibit

of upwards of 200 varieties of Chrysanthemums cut from
the open border that day and shown by Mr. A. Thomson.
Dean Gardens, Edinburgh, a noted cultivator of these
flowers. Other Chrysanthemums shown were a bronze
seedling named Hon. Mrs. Davcy, exhibited by Mr. W.
Robertson, Pilrig House. Edinburgh, for which the

exhibitor received a certificate of merit ; a yellow one
named Mrs. Robertson, sent by the same gentlemaa ; a

white seedling, exhibited by Mr. J. Macgregor, gardener
to Mr. W. Younger, M.P., Auchen Castle, Moffat ; and
one called Katie Glen, from Mr. J. Craig, nurseryman.
Stirling. Messrs. J. Grieve and Son, Edinburgh, exhibited

a fine plant of I-ycaste Skinneri and thirteen varieties of

Cypripediums. Other exhibits came from Mr. John
Downie and Mrs. Algie.
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EDITORIAL. NOTICES.
Ei^erif department of horticulture is represented in THE

Garden, and the Editor invites readers lo send in questions

relating to matters upon which Viey unsh advice from com-

petent authorities. With that object he wishes (o make

tlie "Answers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

/eaiure, arul, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

zcill kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All cojnmunications must be written ciearhj on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the EDITOR of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks thai the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It mufif. be distinctly understood thut onlij the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated ivith.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and

Ute receipt of a proof 7nust not be taken as evidence that an

article is accepted. Publication in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

OF
the many phases of open-air

^ gardening, none, perliaps, is

I fraught with greater possibili-
'

ties, and none, certainly, pos-

sessed of greater charms, than

the bog garden if well and
rightly conceived. It is in this type of

garden that we see plants grow, flourish

and blossom that too frequently are met
languishing for the moisture they love in

the open border. Indeed, one of the great

I charms of bog gardening is that the plants

thrive and grow apace, and that nothing

droops or dies, simply because the sub-

;

jects are rightly placed and constantly pro-

i vided with the moisture so essential to

their well-being. But in the bog garden,

as in all else, there is just the possibility of

I

the strong crowding out the weak—just

j

the possibility that by one false step,

I

made unwittingly, a plant may be intro-

I

duced that may prove a nuisance for years.

: Hence, at the outset, there is the same need

for discretion and for that close, intimate

knowledge of the subjects chosen for the

work, of their slow or quick growth as
' well as their ultimate development, as

I

there is in any other phase of gardening

work.

j
The host of plants benefiting by constant

supplies of moisture during a hot season may
tempt some to introduce those that intrude

their presence in all directions, or that

quickly choke or overrun others whose finer

attributes render them far more desirable for

such a place. Of such as the former many
examples might be given, though one, the

Epilobiums, will suffice for all purposes.

Here we have a small group of rapidly

increasing plants that appear to grow all

the year round, sending out such vigorous

stolons or underground shoots or stems

which, springing up some distance from the

original, soon make their presence felt in

their new homes. For such as these, then,

welcome as they are in the wild garden,

there is no room—there should certainly

be no place—in the bog garden we have
'

in mind, and no quarter should be given

to the smallest seedling which might
appear. Thus it will be seen that, in our

I opinion, a bog garden should not be a sort

[
of dumping-ground for any and every

moisture-loving plant ; rather should it

I be a spot—an adjunct to the garden proper

j

if you will—to be enriched and beautified

I
with the choicer subjects of other climes

as well as those of our own land, subjects

which, revelling in moisture, know no
happier place than the natural bog.

But some may say, \'cry few gardens are

possessed of or include a naturally boggy
spot, hence, if we would grow such things

as delight therein, an artificial substitute

must be arranged. In connection with
this not infrequent question arises the

all-important point as to whether the

abode for such plants must be made water-

tight. The correct answer depends not a
little on the available supply of water and
equally on the nature of the subsoil.

Where a retentive, plastic clay soil exists,

a veritable driblet or trickle of water will

maintain the soil in a state of semi-satura-

tion, sufficient, indeed, for all purposes.

i On the other hand, where the subsoil is

of sand or gravel, a slight exca\-ation of
' this will be required to admit of the intro-

duction of well-tempered clay, than which
nothing is so good or so natural. A lower-

ing, too, of the ultimate surface soil is

desirable in those instances where a light

soil obtains, to admit of the water from the

rainfall finding its way into the bed.

In all large gardens in hilly districts, the

forming of an artificial bog garden or bed is

quite an easy matter. The ideal condition

for such is, when a fountain basin exists

on the terrace lawn, with the overflow

tumbling into a rock garden pool a few
feet below, and in turn trickling awa^- into

the woodland lower down, where it can be

used to advantage for the purpose we have
in mind. In just these happy circum-

stances, many years ago I spent much time
in adding beauty to a phase of gardening

not then common, and where the founder
of the garden delighted on occasion to

roam. An opening in the wood gave all

that was desirable, and with sun and
warmth and varying degrees of moisture

a large area was furnished with the plants

varying from such carpeting subjectsas Ana-
gallis tenella, Sibthorpia europaea, Linnaea

borealis and Pratia angulata to the giant

Royal Fern, Osmunda regalis, of several

feet high and through.
There are also peat-loving and loam-

loving plants, handsome Lilies as parda-

linum and superbum that reflect their

greatest beauty in the woodland bog
garden, while dozens of others, Primulas,

Trilliums, Sarracenias, Parnassias, Dode-
catheons, Cypripediums in variety, Saxi-

fraga Hirculus, Marsh Marigolds, Orchises,

Pinguiculas, Droseras and the like may
all be grown to perfection in a few square

feet of bog. There are. of course. Primulas

such as P. japonica and Saxifragas such as
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peltata that are not quite suited to the
smallest of these bog-beds, unless, indeed,

they be given place at the outer margins
where the chief supply of moisture enters.

Just what is suited to any and everj' case

will, of course, depend entirely upon cir-

cumstances. Happily there are plant
giants like the Gunnera, Osmunda and
Spiraea, together with the miniatures
I have already named, that make bog
gardening possible in large and small

gardens alike, and where the plants of

our own marshes and woods may, with
others from the higher mountains of

Europe and elsewhere, jointly play their

part in making this aspect of garden-
ing one of the most fascinating of the

year. E. H. Jenkins.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
November 21. — National Chrysanthemum

Society : Meeting of the Floral Committee at

Essex Hall.

November 23.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Fruit, Vincent Square,

Westminster ; Lecture at three o'clock on " Plants

in Congenial Positions," by Mr. James Hudson,

V.M.H.
November 23. — Darlington Horticultural

Society's Autumn Show.
November 25.—Aberdeen Chrysanthemum Show

(two days).

Bagatelle Rose Trials for 1911.—
Mr. Forestier informs us that trials of new
Roses will be held at Bagatelle during 1911 and

1912. Raisers in the United Kingdom desiring to

send their novelties for trial may do so. Not fewer

than five plants of each variety should be sent, and
these, if possible, ought to be in pots. They must

reach the Rosery at Bagatelle before April 15,

1911, and must be accompanied by particulars of

their parentage. All packages must be addressed

to M. le Conservateur des Promenades, Roseraie

de Bagatelle, Bois de Boulogne, par Neuilly-sur-

Seine, en Gare de Neuilly, Port Mallot, France.

Horticultural Club meeting.—The next

house dinner of the club will take place on Tuesday,

November 22, at 6 p.m., at the Hotel Windsor.

Mr. W. W. Pettigrew (Superintendent of the Cardiff

Public Parks Department) has promised to taik

about "The Aim and Scope of a Public Parks

Department." The lecture will be illustrated with

lantern slides. Owing to the nearness to Christmas

there will be no house dinner in December.

Paris International Horticultural
Show.—At the opening ceremony of the

Paris Autumn International Show on Novem-
ber 4 last, our old correspondent, Mr. Harman
Payne, was formally presented to M. Fallieres,

President of the French Republic, by M. Viger,

chairman of the National Horticultiu'al Society

of France. Five year? ago Mr. Harman Payne

had the honour of being presented to President

Loubet.

The National Vegetable Society.

A committee meeting of the above society was

held on Tuesday, the 8th inst., for the purpose of

dealing with the financial and other business

relating to the exhibition held in September last,

and to make arrangements for next year. After

meeting all liabilities the society will have a sub-

stantial balance in hand, and the report of the

committee, together with the balance-sheet, will

be placed before the members for adoption at the

annual general meeting to be held on December 6.

Owing to the Royal Horticulttural Society having

fixed its exhibition of vegetables for Septem-
ber 26 next year, a date that the vegetable society

found so successful this year, it was decided to

arrange for the exhibition of igii to be held on
Wednesday, August 30. Ofifers of prizes for this

show have already been received by the committee,

and others will be gladly accepted.

Civic honour for Mr. Frank Cant.
The many friends of Mr. Frank Cant, and
Rose-growers in particular, will be pleased to

learn that he has been elected Mayor of the his-

toric and important town of Colchester for the

ensuing year. At the Braiswick Rose Gardens
Mr. Frank Cant has raised many new Roses, and
his name is a familiar one wherever Roses are grown.

He is a native of Colchester, and has for many years

taken an active part in the public affairs of the

borough.

The Scottish fruit season.—The com-
parative prices obtained by the Perthshire

fruit-growers last year and this will be realised by
the returns paid the other day to the members
of the Blairgowrie and Rattray Fruit-Growers'

Association by their secretary, Mr. J. Strain, jun.

It will be observed that the prices were much

OORRESPONDENOE.
(The Editor :s not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

MR. FRANK CANT.

higher this year than last, but the crop marketed
was, of course, different. The average prices

were : Raspberries, £t.z Ss. gd. per ton, compared
with ^7 los. gd. last year ; Strawberries, £28 2S. 6d..

against £14 last year ; and Black Currants.

(37 6s. 8d., the same price as in 1909. The returns

are, on the whole, considered satisfactory, and

show the advantages of a well-managed associa-

tion for the sale of the crops of fruit.

"The Botanical Journal."—Under this

title the official organ of the Royal Botanical

Society of London makes its appearance. The
journal will be issued quarterly, and from the

number before us it appears to be starting on an

interesting career. The number in question con-

tains several fine art plates in colour, some of- them
being reproduced from paintings and the others

from photographs in colours taken direct from the

specimens. The former are very effective, but

the latter still leave much to be desired. The
leading features dealt with in the October issue

are the work of the Royal Botanical Society since

i83g, the date of the Royal Charter; "The Flora

of Victoria," by Alfred J. Ewart, D.Sc; and an

article which should appeal to both gardener and

botanist, on " Our Native Lawns." This journal

is published by Messrs. Page and Pratt (1907) of

London, and the price is is.

London County Council Parks
appointment.—That gardeners throughout the
world, whatever their station, will be in complete
agreement with the emphatic protest raised in The
Garden on page 557 against the appointment of
a military officer as Chief of the L.C.C. parks I have
not the smallest doubt. But what are the gar-
deners doing to help themselves ? Surely the
matter should not be allowed to rest where it is

in the behef that the protests of the gardening
Press, prompt, valuable and to the point as they
are, are all-sulBcient. One wonders almost that
the British Gardeners' Association had not, at so
critical a moment, taken the bull by the horns and
got together a meeting to publicly and openly
protest against an appointment which is nothing
short of the ludicrous. Failing this, every gar-
deners' mutual association in the United Kingdom
has it in its power to pass a resolution condemning
the action of a majority of the London County
Council, and to forward a copy of such resolution
to the chairman of that body. In doing so British

gardeners will make it plain that they are not con-
tent to take such insults " lying down." More
than this, such resolutions, couched as they should
be in the forcible language the case demands, will

not merely direct public attention to the injustice

afresh, but will strengthen the hands of those mem-
bers of the Council who so reasonably and ably
championed the gardeners' cause in their absence.
As president of the Kingston and District Gar-
deners' Mutual Association, I intend, at our forth-

coming meeting, to do what I have suggested above,
and if fifty or one hundred other associations will

do likewise, some good might be done. In his

opening remarks, the chairman of the L.C.C. Parks
Committee said they were asked to appoint " not
a chief gardener, but the chief of a department,"
quite ignoring the important fact that the " depart-
ment " in question was made up of a vast series of

gardens and open spaces that call for and demand
the practical skill, judgment, foresight and intel-

ligence of the best-trained gardeners in the land.

To have placed in charge of such a department a

military officer who is ignorant of gardening on so

vast a scale jeopardises the efficient working of
the department, and brings into ridicule the body
that has been responsible for so hideous a blunder.
—E. H. Jenkins, Hampton Hill.

Staking fruit trees.—.is a rule I agree

with the various methods of Mr. D. B. Crane as

shown in his photographs which appear almost
weekly in The Garden ; but in the matter of

staking fruit trees 1 cannot agree with the system
advised. The stake, especially at the top, is much
too near the tree. The objection is this : As time
goes on, rain, sun and wind will all affect the tar

twine and straw with which he makes the tree fast,

rendering the whole slack, and eventually the bark
becomes torn by constant rubbing agamst the top

of the stake. Mr. Crane will doubtless say the

trees that show signs of removal from the support
should be attended to. That is all very well for

the amateur with one or two trees in his garden

;

but in an orchard of several acres the circumstance
is different. My plan is to place the stake not

nearer than 6 inches to the tree, and this in itself is

security from rubbing. To secure the tree to the

stake I make use of a Hazel withe twisted into a loop

at one end, which is secured round the wisp of

straw which encircles the tree stem From the tree

the withe is twisted around the stake, then around
the tree again, securing it by a knot in the centre

between the tree and the stake. This will be found
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quite secure, and if the straw or the withe should
fall from the tree by any means, the distance the

stake is from the tree prevents injury to the liark.

Faihng any sort of withe, thin galvanised wire will

answer well, and is, in fact, more easily managed
than withes. The extent of the injurv caused to

irros of all kinds is too serious a matter to allow to

|iass unnoticed, hence mv drawing attention to it.

The plan I adopt and advocate necessitates but
one support instead of three.—E. Moi.vneux.
Grape Gros Guillaume. Referring to the

note III yi'iii la-i( issue on (.aos tluillaume drape
(which is perhaps better known, even if incor-

rectly, as Barharossa), your correspondent speaks

rather disparagingly of this variety on the score of

flavour. May T say that this is almost entirely a

matter of cultivation. When half-ripened this

Grape is absolutely nasty, but if given about the

same treatment as the Muscats it develops a flavour

equal to any other late Grape (except, perhaps,

Mrs. Pince, which has a definite Muscat flavour),

and far superior to Alicante, Colman and several

other varieties which might be named. When
strongly grown it produces immense bunches, which
is, perhaps, rather a detriment with those who do
not wish to exhibit, but only grow for dessert pur-

poses, as ordinary sized bunches, and more of theni.

are more suitable for general purposes. Still, when
well done it is one of the best late <;rapes,

—

Ciiari.ks

1'-. Pe.\rson, F.L.S., Loivdham Xiirst'nc'^.

Raspberries and Blackberries for

bottling.—In a note on page ^22 " A. A." advises

planting the Japanese Wineberry presumably for

its fruit. I shoidd never dream of recommending
planting it for other than ornamental purposes,

but, all the same, would readily be disillusioned if

it can be shown that the fruits of this Rubus have

any special edible value for dessert or preserving

purposes, and whether they can be grown so as to

form a profitable commodity. There is just now a

great demand for Raspberries and Blackberries for

bottling, as that form of fruit-preserving is becoming
very popular, especially for exportation. Probably

very few growers of fruit know how huge is

the demand being made on home preservers in

that one direction. A neighbour of mine who pre-

serves largely purchased from one Surrey Rasp-

berry-grower this year over 35,000 ilb. pun-

nets of pulled fruits for bottling, as only in that

way will the fruits come in whole and unbruised.

.\s a result of this demand not only are larger

breadths being planted, but higher culture is being

given to old plantations, not merely in harder thin-

ning, but in more liberal feeding, as it is the finest

fruits which fetch the best prices. With the de-

mand for the Raspberry as a bottled fruit is grow-

ing up one for cultivated Blackberries, and for that

purpose the Parsley-leaved variety is in great re-

quest. I have had visits from two extensive Surrey

growers to enquire where plants can be obtained

and how to train and treat them, and I fully expect

to learn soon that some thousands, if obtainable,

have been purchased and planted. These will be

found to do best in a position fully exposed to light

and air, and generally are best when trained to

wire trellises from 5 feet to 6 feet in height. The
common wild Blackberry, however good it may be

in some seasons, fruits rather too late and is not of

sufficiently good quality for bottling as is the fruit

of Rubus laciniatus when well grown. One grower
who has a breadth of the Loganberry mentioned
that he found that Bramble susceptible to insect

attacks. It will be interesting to learn next year

how far the new Lowberry compares with the

Loganberry in that respect. But no opinion on the

merits of the Lowberry is of value until it is the

result of outdoor fruiting. If all it is said to be,

then in a commercial sense it will not lack ample
encouragement.—A. D.

QARDENINQ OF
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FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

I

I'Ri'iTS Under Glass.

RIPK GRAPES. — Frequent inspection

will be necessary to remove any
decaying berries, and slight fire-heat

required to maintain a good flavour

in (lie berries. Where possible. Ilie

liiMuhes should be cut and bottled,

as too much fire-heat, used to assist in the keeping
of Grapes on the Vines, is harmful. In cutting the
bunches for the purpose of bottling, sufficient wood
must be retained to allow it to reach the water.

Pot Figs.—Providing the trees have been
thoroughly cleaned they may be started. A
house that will accommodate a bed of leaves for

plunging is the most suitable The pots should be
raised on brick pedestals and the leaves filled in

round them. A steady, moderate bottom-heat of

about 60° Fahr. is sufficient to commence with, and
thenight temperature of the house '^5° Fahr. Syring-

ing the trees on bright days must be attended to.

Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—A sowing may be made on a warm border

that has been previously prepared. The Peas
should be well dressed with red lead as a safe-

guard against mice. Fairly shallow drills are

advisable for this sowing. Chelsea Gem, Little

Marvel and Daisy are good varieties for the purpose.

Clobe Artichokes.—In these gardens Globe Arti-

chokes do not require any covering, yet in many
districts they will not pass through the winter

without protection. Some light, dry material

is most suitable, well worked round the growths.

Bracken is perhaps the best thing, as it lies loose

and yet wards off a great deal of frost.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—More flavour is main-
tained in these by leaving them in the ground and
taking the roots as required for use. As a safe-

guard against a spell of hard weather, a small

quantity should be dug up and buried in soil under
Laurels. Here they will be ready to hand when the

open ground is too frost-bound to allow of digging.

Sroccnii.—These will pass through the winter in

greater safety if laid over with the tops of the plants

facing north. The simplest way is to take out a

hole on the north side of the roots, insert the spade
in the opposite side, and turn the plant over. As
the soil is removed from the plants in the next row
it may be used to fill up those ahready turned.

Flower Garden.
Gladioli.—The corms of all the late-flowering

varieties should now be lifted, and, providing the

stems are not too much decayed, they may be tied

up in bunches to dry. If the corms will not hang
on the stems, they may be placed on shelves, thinly,

carefully naming each variety to prevent mixing.

In districts where the early types do not pass

through the winter very well, protection must be
given. Bracken laid over the beds very lightly will

keep a considerable amount of frost away from the

young growths.

Roses,—This is an excellent time for propagating

by cuttings. The present season's growth makes the

most suitable cutting, providing it is taken from the

plant with a heel of the older wood attached. The
top of the growth may be cut off, leaving the cutting

about 9 inches to 12 inches long. A shady, moist

border is the best place in which to root the cuttings,

and they should belaid in in rows i foot apart and
about f) inches apart in the rows.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Head-gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

(limton Hall, Plymouth.

THE NORTH AND
MIDLANDS.

NORTH

Kitchen Garden.
Broccoli.—In many districts this very useful

vegetable is difficult to keep over the winter. It has
a tendency to make soft growth in a fine autumn
like the present one, with the likelihood of suffering

considerably from frost when it sets in. To counter-

act this softness in the plants it is a good plan to

lay them over rm their sides with the heads pointing

north.

Digginf;.—The sooner all vacant quarters in the

kitchen garden are manured and dug the better.

Especially is this necessary on heavy land. Dig
deeply and leave the surface as rough as possible.

Some prefer to ridge the ground, but if the soil is

very stiff, and should the winter prove to be rather

mild, there may be a difficulty in forking down the

ridges in spring, as only the ontsides are pulverised

by the weather.

Double Digging.—This is one of the verv best

methods of preparing ground for vegetables. It

takes less time than real trenching, and with sof]

of only moderate depth is preferable. It is also

an excellent method of breaking in a bad subsoil

and making it fit for trenching at some future

time. By this method of digging the subsoil is

not brought to the surface, but is well broken up
and mixed with rough manure, leaves or garden
refuse. This has a very beneficial effect on all

poor, shallow soils. Should the subsoil be of good
quality, it can, of course, be brought to the surface.

Trenching.—It is unwise to deeply trench all

kinds of soil, as the bringing to the surface of dead,
inert subsoil is to court disaster. I once visited

a large, new garden that had been trenched, and
which failed afterwards to grow anything, and yet it

was known that the soil formerly grew excellent

agricultural crops. The reason for the failure, of

course, was that the good soil was buried away
out of the reach of the roots. The only remedy
was to re-trench the whole garden. This was done
the following winter, .and finer crops the next
season no one could have wished for. If. instead

of trenching 3 feet deep, the land had been bastard-

trenched and a heavy coating of rich manure
worked into the subsoil, a year's failure would have
been avoided. Trenching, therefore, should be

carried out intelligently, and not according to any
hard-and-fast rule.

Flower Garden.

Lifting Chrysanthemums.—.After the first severe

frost it is well to lift stock roots of all the early

flowering Chrysanthemums. Even the hardy
Masse family are safest in a frame during winter,

as it is only when so protected that strong early

cuttings are available. ,A good method of winter-

ing the roots is to plant them in ordinary cutting-

boxes, which can be placed in a frame until the

end of January. If placed in a moderately heated

pit or greenhouse at that time, abundance of nice

sturdy cuttings soon appear.

Rose Planting.—I would remind readers that the

earlier now this work is finished the better chance

is there of success. Do not plant in wet, sticky

soil, however, as that is bad for the plants.

Good Bedding Roses.—In our Northern gardens

it is not every bedding variety that is worth grow-

ing. The following short list has given the greatest

satisfaction for several years past : Lady Ashtown,

Caroline Testout, Hugh Dickson, Liberty, M. Paul

Lede, Mme. Ravary, Le Progres, Captain Hayward.
Viscountess Folkestone. Mrs. John Laing, Killarney

and Mrs. David McKee.
C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN
ORTHE AMERICAN BLIGHT

WOOLLY APHIS.

THE appearance of this pest iSchizonera

lanigera) is too familiar to those possess-

ing Apple orchards to need description
;

but for the benefit of those who are

about to commence the cultivation

of Apples it is as well that a brief

description of an enemv so deadly in its effects

should be given, so that it may be known at sight

and remedies for its destruction applied before it

has had time to establish itself on the trees while

they are young, as this is the time its eradication

is comparatively easy.

Nicholson, in his " Dictionary of Gardening,"
very tersely describes it as follows :

" This while

cottony looking matter, which is so commonly
found upon the bark of the Apple
and other trees of a similar nature,

belongs to a species of insect shaped
somewhat similar to the green fly of the

garden, but having much shorter legs,

the females being wingless, while the

males are winged ; the latter appear in

July and .\ugust. ."According to Dr.

Leach it is not a true aphis, and he

has included it in his genus ' Eriosma.'

The latter differ from the aphis proper

in being destitute of the tnbercules uf.w

the end of the bodv, which in true aphides

secrete honevdew."
r/;c Rt'^tilt of Jnfcsintinn.—The pest

attacks not only the branches, but thi-

roots as well, thus making it doubly
difficult to get rid of. At first sight, in

spring and early summer, it appears as

a fine, white, cottony substance round

the iunction of leaf and branch, as

shown m the illustration, and in the

crevices of the bark of the trees.

The inserts are, with the exception

of the head, entirely covered witii

these cottony filaments, .and are fur-

nished with a strong proboscis, by mean-;

of which they wound the bark and imbibe

the life sap of the trees. Not only does

this white substance succeed in concealing

their deadly work, but it also protect'

the insects, more or less, from the effect^

of any insecticides which may be applied

against them. It will be found that

wherever they have made a lodgment,

and are left undisturbed for any length

of time, ugly scars are formed on the

bark, and if the pest is not destroyed

the whole tree becomes affected with those

loathsome scars, and is then fit only for the

fire. By the intervention of those interested

in our h.ardy fruit-growing industry, the Govern-

ment has passed a law making it compulsory

to notify the presence of the Gooseberrv mildew

wherever it may be found, in order that this

homely but important fruit should be protected

from its deadly elfect. l-'ew, if any, will complain

of this wise precaution; but, surely, if such effectual

measures of safety are necessary to safeguard the

Gooseberry from the ravages of mildew, it is a

thousand times more necessary to protect the

Apple from the more insidious, but not less fatal,

effects of the American blight.

How to Dcitrov the Pest.—Until some measure

of compulsion is authoritatively enforced to deal

with this pest it is hopeless to look for its

eradication. For instance. A, by determined labour

,ind expense, may succeed in clearing his trees of its

presence; but of what avail is this if his neighbour

B's orchard is infested ? No use whatever, as it

is well known that dirty trees, even at considerable

distances away from clean ones, soon communicate
the blight to those which are clean.

Owen Thom.\s, V.M.H.
(To be continued.)

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1413.

THE GREENHOUSE,

D
APPLE REV. W. WILKS.

AT each fortnightly meeting of the Royal

/\ Horticultural .Society a number of new

/ \ flowers are granted awards of merit or

first-class certificates, but it is seldom

that a new Apple gains this distinction. The many
varieties of Apple now in existence comprise some

of very high quality, hence a new-comer must possess

very considerable merits before it can secure the

YOLWG AlU'Lt SHOOTS ATTACKLU liV A.MliKlCA-N BLIGHT

coveted award. The variety Rev. W.Wilks, of which

a coloured plate is presented with this issue, has the

distinction of having gained from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society an award of merit several years

ago, and the higher award of a first-class certificate

on September 13 of this year. It is a large culinary

variety of remarkable cropping powers, and a

maiden tree carrying five large fruits was illus-

trated in our issue for October 16, igot). It was

raised by Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Limited, of

King's Road, Chelsea, its parents being Peasgood's

Nonsuch and Ribston Pippin. In shape, appear-

ance and cropping qualities it more closely resembles

the first-named, while Ribston Pippin has imparted

some of its crispness and delicate flavour to the

offspring. Last year we saw many young trees

of this new Apple growing in the firm's Langley

nursery, and their vigour and free-cropping pro-

pensities were almost unique. We are indebted

to Messrs. Veitch for the fruits from which our

coloured plate was prepared.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.
The Disas.

ISAS are represented by a small genus

of showy Orchids which have more
or less tuberous roots and green,

lanceolate leaves arranged in a

rosette-like form, and it is from the

centre of these that the erect spikes

arc produced. The principal species is the vivid

scarlet D. grandiflora, which is annually exhibited

in such superb condition at the Horticultural Hall

by Mrs. Bischoffsheim of Warren House, Stanmore.

The spikes are from 18 inches to 30 inches high,

and carry from three to seven large flowers, the

lower sepals of which are scarlet, the upper portion

being lighter and veined with crimson. It has

been described as the " Pride of Table Mountain,"

and Bolus says it is " the queen of

terrestrial Orchids in the Southern Hemi-

sphere." Two others, viz., D. racemosa

and D. tripetaloides, are also natives of

South Africa. From the three just quoted

several desirable hybrids have been

raised, such as kewensis. Premier, the

bright Veitchii, and Luna, a plant that

is more frequently noted at the Royal

.?( H<irticultnral Society's meetings and

other shows.

The flowering season is now past, and

the time has arrived when any repotting

should be done if the plants have filled

their receptacles with roots. Healthy

specimens will not require much dis-

turbance beyond placing them in another

pot two sizes larger, but any that are

showing signs of retrogression must be

thoroughly overhauled, taking away the

old soil and dead roots, when a smaller

pot will, no doubt, be necessary, while

an inch or so of additional drainage may
be given, and .more care with water

should be exercised until they recuperate.

The rooting medium for Disas is rather

different from that employed for the

majority of Orchids, consisting of the

best fibrous loam, one-half
;

peat, one-

fourth ; and the remainder made up of

broken Oak leaves, chopped sphagnum
moss and finely crushed crocks. The
pots are filled rather less than one-third

of their depth with drainage, over which

is laid a thin portion of loam, while the

mixture is pressed moderately firm and

brought to the level of the rim. A good

watering is then given, or sufficient to

wet the whole of the compost, when no more
will be needed for several days, and perhaps

longer if the weather is dull.

A suitable growing position is the coolest end of

the Odontoglossum division, where the surround-

ings are l<ept moist and ample fresh air is allowed

whenever the elements warrant the opening of

the ventilators ; in fact, 2 inches or 3 inches on

the top may be left on throughout the night.

During the winter months progress will be slow,

but with the lengthening days growth will advance,

when a slight dew overhead will be of great assist-

ance, not only in promoting healthy foliage, but

in keeping down insect pests. If thrip or red spider

appear, the plants may be dipped in a weak solution

of nicotine insecticide or carefully sponged over,

not forgetting the under surface of the leaves, where

these foes usually congregate.

The late Dr. Smee of Carshalton, a keen orchidist

of his day, usually stood his Disas and other cool-

house subjects on stages, over running brooks, and
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under the shade of trees for the summer months

;

luit while not an advocate of such treatment, they

might be placed in a frame with a north aspect.

Wherever they are arranged it is essential that strong,

direct snnlight d.ies not reach them. Skntinfl.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
SWEET PEA CHAT.

Varieties Catalogued.

U R 1NG the course of ever)' twelve months

the enthusiastic Sweet Pea lover has

many things to irritate him ; butD

is always popular ; it is a variety of considerable

promise, and ought to be given a trial.

Mr. William Deal will supply, throiigli the retail

trade, his superb Scarlet Monarch. This is a

magnificent Spencer that has a great future before

it if its present promises are maintained, for it is

all that one could desire as a Sweet Pea, and up to

now has come perfectly true. We have seen

Bertrand Deal on more than one occasion, and it

has been previously catalogued, but distribu-

tion will commence this year for the first time.

Those who admire size must have it, as it is one

of the biggest blooms in cultivation ; apart from

that it is of excellent form, and the lilac rose

shade is really delightful. Empress is another

nothing seems to get upon his nerves ' waved variety which may fairly lay claim to

to the same degree as reading glowing possessing size, form and substance, but the

descriptions of this or that novelty colour, with its suspicions of rose, purple and red.

is not easily described, and is not a favourite with

all the world.

Hallams content themselves with offering the

outstanding novelties of other raisers, and they

classify the fnur varieties honoured witli awards

the petals are very thick and fleshy, but they

do not last long in perfection, quickly turning to

white on the edges and falling off the plant.

It does not care to be disturlied when established,

although it can be propagated by means of division

when the stems have died down. The best plan

is to cut small pieces off the old plant with some
roots attached, and pot them up for a time till the

roots begin to move and the stems begin to push

up, when they may be planted out again. A
shady portion r)f the rock garden or border is the

best place for it, in rich soil with plenty of leaf-

soil and sand mixed in. Seeds are sparingly pro-

duced, and raising plants from seeds has proved a

somewhat tedious process, the greater portion

damping off after germinating if they are not

carefully looked alter. W. I.

only to find when the order is forwarded that the

stock is not to be distributed for still another

season ; to him then the names of writers and

Sweet Pea specialists become anathema. Some-

times, I scarcely dare say often, the fault does not

lie either with the maligned scribe or distributor,

but with the grower himself, since he delays order-

ing until late in the season when the whole of the

available seeds have been sold ; nevertheless,

he still blames someone other than himself, as it

is not in gardening human nature to accept the

responsibility of a mistake if it can possibly be

put on other shoulders.

In previous years it has been the custom of The
(".ARDEN to defer the consideration of novelties

until all the spring catalogues were issued, but on

the present occasion an earlier start is being made,

the Editor having specially written to all the

leading specialists with a view to securing abso-

lutely reliable information as to what varieties

will be ready for disposal from now onwards until

the stock has been sold out in the spring. If it

were feasible, which it is not, lor the Editor to

allow nie three or four whole pages for the dis-

cussion of novelties on sale, they could be disposed

of in one issue ; as, however, the limit is one

column in each alternate issue, my task must

necessarily extend over several weeks, but, in

order to facilitate it as much as possible, nothing

in the way of lengthy descriptions will be furnished,

and for these readers are referred to the excellent

catalogues issued by the respective firms ; in these

pictorial, as well as verbal, descriptions are given.

Nine varieties are listed as 191 1 novelties by

Mr. W. J. Unwin, whose reputation is so good that

growers can rely upon his recommendation that

all are worth growing. In regard to the supremely

beautiful Mrs. W. J. Unwin, it is stipulated that'

only purchasers of seeds to a definite money value

wili be able to procure a supply, as the stock is so

limited owing to the wretched seeding capacities

of the variety ; as this is indisputably the most

refined of all the rose or red flakes, no reasonable

effort ought to be spared to secure seeds. Eric

Harvey, too, is of outstanding merit and entitled
' A RARE HARDY PLANT,

to inclusion in all collections, whether the primary (Kirevgkshoma palmata.)

object of culture is exhibition or the adornment of : This remarkable plant is a native of Japan, and

the garden ; Nettie Jenkins is a waved Lady Grisel ' is evidently somewhat rare in that country, as it

Hamilton and is one of the beauties of this was not discovered till the year 1888. Then it

attractive group ; Mrs. H. D. Tigwell, rose flake on was found in shady woods on Mount Ishizuchi in

a primrose ground, is one of the charming waved , the province of lyo at an elevation of 5,000 feet

varieties that are deserving of attention ; while
I above sea-level. From the first packet of seed

May Earquhar, deep blue ; Freda Unwin, light I sent to Kew in 1891 only one plant was raised,

blue ; Mrs. R. Hallam, pale salmon ; Madge 1 After the first stages this grew away quickly and

Ridgard, white, suffused heliotrope ; and Mrs. formed a good-sized plant, but did not flower freely

H. Chivers, primrose, suffused pink, complete the '

till it was about six or eight years old. K. palmata

IBERIS AND SEMPERVIVUMS IN

THE ROCK GARDEN.
Thk illustration on page 574 represents an

outlying spi:r of my rock garden. It forms the

A RARE HARDY PLANT : KIRENGESHO.MA I'ALMATA.

of merit from the National Sweet Pea Society this

season as well as Stirling Stent, the silver medal

variety. It is unnecessary to allude further to the

latter, while the names alone of the others need only

be mentioned to bring them clearly to mind ; they

are Arthur (Ireen, Cherry Ripe, Masterpiece and

Mrs. Hugh Dickson. Spencer.

set, which is a goodly one.

Mr. F. J. Bell does not publish a special autumn
catalogue, but he will be distributing Rosa Bell

this season. It is a large Spencer, and the colour

—

rose pink with cream at the base of the standard—

is a hardy perennial, and makes a bush-like plant

3 feet to 4 feet high, with purple-spotted stems.

The leaves are large and palmately lobed, while

the rich yellow flowers are borne on terminal

pani<-les. These flowers are remarkable in that

westward wall 01 a little bay given up to various

species of Cyclamen. It is built up of several

blocks of stone, which form, as it were, two sides

of a box, the main slope of the rock garden forming

the back, and a more gradually sloping bank at the

left, the other side. The portion of this enclosure

filled in with soil forms a home for a group of

Iberis sempervirens, and its variety Little Gem,

the one to the left, in front. If these .are clipped

over annually just after flowering they need no

other care, and the plants seen have been in their

present positions for fifteen years at least. The

evergreen leaves are beautiful at all times, and

nothing makes such a dazzling mass of white on

the rock garden as their annual flower show. They

do not appear to be at all p.articular regarding the

soil in which they are planted, and arc certainly

very easy plants to manage.

The large block of stone in front has for long

been covered by a fine clump of the Cobweb House-

leek (Sempervivum arachnoideum), but of late

years all the wicked creatures that despoil gardens

have been in 'eague to destroy it. .-K mole tunnelled

through it first, and must have been surprised

when he found himself in dayhght .and at the edge
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of a precipice, I packed up the tunnel with good
soil, and all seemed well until birds tore out lumps
of my precious fnrey rosettes to hunt for insects

living in that good soil; at least, I suppose that
would be a bird's line of defence if caught in the
act. But I cannot believe so many edible insects

could find a home in so small a space as would be
needful to justify the many eruptions the poor
plant has suffered in the last five years. Now I

am obliged to cover it over with wires and other
ugly objects that suggest traps to a bird's

eye, and even then they appear to get used to

them after a time, for quite lately, since the
photograph was taken, an evil bird has routed
out the crown of the clump from between the
wires.

This trouble with birds is the jjreat drawback
in growing the smaller Houseleeks. As soon as
they have made a really good clump, birds in dry
weather pull them to pieces. I cannot as yet hit

upon any satisfactory way of preventing it. I

expect it is only an individual bird or two that

TREES AND SHRUBS
UNUSUAL, METHODS OF GROWING

WISTARIAS.

THESE plants are usually seen treated as
wall plants and as climbers on trellises,

but there are other positions which they
beautify considerably, and 1 would
recommend them for the embellishment
of pillars, pergolas and division fences

in the garden. I recently saw an uncommon arrange-
ment for growing these plants. A number of
tall, strong posts were fixed firmly in the ground at
a distance of about 9 feet apart to form an octagon.
From the top of each post chains were suspended
from one end and joined to a central post at the
other. The side posts were about 12 feet high
and the central one 18 feet high. All were painted
white. One specimen, a distinct variety, was
planted near each post, and the branches were
ahready growing rapidly and being trained up the

IBJJRIS AND THE COBWEB HOUSHLEEK (SEMPERVIVUM ARACHNOIDEUM)
ROCK GARDEN AT MYDDELTON HOUSE.

visits all the Sempervivmns. One that once
obtains a particularly tasty or juicy worm by
this means does not scruple to scatter a choice
clump H] the hope of finding another. It is hard to
trap the right offender, and one does not hke to
find a robin, wren or hedge-sparrow in a trap in-

tended for an unmannerly ruffian of a blackbird.
Otherwise few things are better suited for a flat-

topped stone or dry chink.

The typical Sempervivum arachnoideum, with
its white cobwebs and bright red flowers, is as
beautiful as any. The larger rosetted form
known as Laggeri never makes so close and hard
a cushion, and so is even more easily destroyed
by birds. The closely allied S. doellianum is a
good form, flowering very freely, and the flowers
are of a brilliant red, but the rosettes have less

cobwebhing than those of S. arachnoideum. All,

when well grown, add a rather distinct appear-
ance to the rock garden, particularly at those
seasons when flowers are none too plentiful.

E. Augustus Bowles.
Myddelton House, Wallham Cross.

pillars. Some of the flower-clusters were more than
I foot long, and one could well imagine what a grand
feature the -rection would present in the course of a
few years when the branches had clothed the posts
and chains and met at the top of the central pillar.

The white-painted pillars formed an excellent back-
ground to the delicate purple violet and light blue
flowers.

The present time is a very good one for the work
of preparing the ground and putting in posts and
plants. There are many positions in gardens where
a number of varieties may be planted, and even one
specimen well cared for looks charming.
The Wistaria thrives best in rich, sandy soil. If

the soil is naturally clayey it is advisable to take a
little trouble and put in some of a fighter or more
porous nature, as then the plants will prove more
satisfactory in every way. When first planted do
not fasten the shoots to the permanent pillars, as,

owing to the natural sinking of both soil and roots,

the branches would be " hung up." At first make
the branches secure to temporary stakes, and then,
when the soil has settled down, tie them to the

pillars, posts or other permanent supports. The
following are very beautiful varieties : Wistaria
sinensis, purple

;
W. brachybotrys, violet purple

;

W. japonica, white
; W. frutescens alba ; W. multi-

juga, lilac purple
; W. sinensis flore-pleno, double-

flowered
;
and W. macrobotrys, white and bluish

purple.
jj

BERBERIS CONCINNA.
This is an interesting and showy Barberry from the
Himalaya suitable for planting in a position where
a tall-gi-owing shrub would be out of place, for it

grows slowly and takes many years to attain a
height of 2 feet. It is of compact habit and branches
freely, the branches being liberally clothed with
more or less oval leaves half to three-quarters of an
inch long, the upper half being armed with short
spines along each margin. The chief peculiarity
of the leaves lies in their glaucous under surface,
which is effective when the foliage is stirred by the
wind. The flowers are yellow and borne from the
leaf-axils in May. They are followed by large red
fruits, each of which terminates a slender, pendu-
lous stalk an inch or more in length. Like the
majority of the Barberries, no special culture is

required for this plant, for, given ordinary good
garden soil, it renders a good account of itself. Seeds
germinate freely and form the best means of in-

crease. As a rule, seedlings have to be kept in

nursery quarters for from two to three years before
they arc large enough to take care of themselves in

an ordinary shrubbery.

A LITTLE-KNOWN JAPANESE
SHRUB.

(DlSANTUUS CERCIDIFOI.I.V.)

There are few rarer hardy shrubs than this inter-

esting Japanese member of the Order Hamame-
hdaceae, for it is only occasionally that a plant is met
with in private collections, and one never finds it

represented by more than a few examples in nur-
sery gardens

;
yet it is a plant which is well worth

attention from those whose gardens are situated
in the Southern Counties. It has been known for

less than twenty years, for though Maximowicz,
during his explorations m Japan, had brought it to
the notice of botanists as long ago as i856, it was
not until Professor Sargent succeeded in intro-

ducing it to the Arnold Arboretum about 1892 that
its merits became known to cultivators of trees and
shrubs. In 1893 a figure and description occurred
in the " Garden and Forest " on page 214. In

Japan it is said to form a bush 8 feet or 10 feet in

height, with slender branches. The flowers appear
in autumn from buds on the current year's growth

.

They are purplish in colour and Hamamehs-like in

character. Its chief ornamental feature, how
ever, lies in the rounded leaves, which turn to a

lovely claret or reddish hue in autumn previous tu

faUing. Sargent, in his " Forest Flora of Japan,"
page 42, describes it as one of the most beautiful

shrubs he saw in Japan, and the thickets he de-

scribes as covering the steep hillsides must be

wonderfully effective in autumn when the leaves

have taken on their most brilliant colour. It

appears to grow most satisfactorily in light, well-

drained soil. D.

KERRIA JAPONICA.
(Jew's Mallow.)

For many years this plant was represented in

gardens by its double-flowered form only, and
even after the introduction of the single type a

further considerable period elapsed before its

value as a flowering shrub was recognised. Now,
however, it is met with fairly frequently, and is

sometimes represented by groups or beds. It is
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a Chinese shrub, and was originally described

from the double-flowered form which Thunberg

called Corchorus japonicus. On the discovery of

the single- flowered plant, however, it was re-

named and placed in its present family. It is a

native of China, and forms a bush 3 feet to 4 feet,

high, of denser habit and a weaker and more spread-

mg character of the branches than the double-

flowered form. The tendency to run about and

increase itself by means of suckers is, however,

not so apparent as in the double variety. The

leaves are ovate and acuminate, with deeply

serrated margins, while the golden flowers, whicli

appear in April, are about i inch across. It is

one of the easiest possible shrubs to propagate

from cuttings, for young shoots

4 inches or 5 inches long inserted

in sandy soil in a close frame root

freely if taken during June and

July. One item in its cultivation

which is worth considering is the

thinning out of the branches each

year, taking care to remove the

oldest right to the base. This

keeps the plants thin, and a better

supply of flowers and looser habit

are the consequence. A variety

with silver variegated leaves may
also be planted, but it is of less

value than the type. Some differ-

ence in the size of blooms is

noticeable on different plants of

the double form, and one with

exceptionally large flowers used to

grow in the gardens of the Royal

Horticultural Society when
Chiswick. D. K

would do well to be very cautious of all Roses

shown from forced plants. Outdoors they arc

often totally different.

Rose Queen (H.T., K. ('.. Hill ,uid Co.).—These

raisers predict that this Rose will displace Killarney

as a forcing variety. The colour is an intense rose

pink, with yellow shading at the base of the petals.

In form and si?e it is magnificent, the bud very

long and shapely. It will be sent out in. hebruary,

tgii.

Rose du Barn (H.I'., K. R. Cant and Sons).—

.\ semi-double Rose of exquisite olour, which

gives the variety its distinctive name. 1 should say

it will be a line companion to Maharajah that

was raised by the same firm.

at

ROSE GAR DEN.
NEW ROSES OF THE

YEAR.
(Cunliinifd from page 562.)

PRINCE E. C. D'AREN-
BERG (H.T., Soupert

ct Nottmg, 1009). —
Colour bright scarlet,

shaded maroon ; flowers

very large, full and of

perfect form ; vigorous growth. A
cross between Etoile de France and

Richmond.
Principal A. H. Pine (H.T.,

Bernaix, 1909).—A free-flowering

Rose, with large, full blooms of a

silvery pink colour, salmon and

cochineal centre. The blooms are

carried on erect footstalks, which

will make it an invaluable decora-

tive Rose.

Princesse Marie Louise (H.T., Welter, lyo'j).

—

Delicate China rose, with deeper centre. Large,

fairly full and fragrant, very free and vigorous.

A cross between two grand Roses, Mme. Mk\
Chatenay and Johanna Sebus.

Reliance (H.T., E. G. Hill and Co, 1908).

—

Lovely glowing pink flowers, base of petals creamy
white. The outer petals are extra large and shell-

like in shape, giving the 'half-open flowers a most
attractive appearance.

Rlwa Reid (H.T., E. G. Hill and Co.).—This is

the only Rose of these raisers I am disappointed

with. Its crooked neck condemns it as a garden

Rose, and the colour is not at all what we like,

although at times during a spell of bright sunshine

it comes good. In a hot country it would be

useful, for it possesses immense substance, but I

do not think we want it in England. Amateurs

A WEEPING TREE OF ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS.

Rosoinane Narcisse Thomas (T., Bernaix, 1908).

—

A lowly Tea Rose ; colour scarlet, shaded crimson

and suffused apricot, very novel and distinct

blending
;
growth vigorous, buds long and pointed,

flowers large and full.

Scnaieur Mascurand (H.T., Pernet-Ducher,

igog).—Another of this raiser's wonderful yellowish

Roses. Some may say we are having quite enough

of them. Certainly they should be distinct. In

I
this case the colour is sea amber yellow, with yolk

j

of egg yellow in the centre, toning to light sulphur

yellow. A very free-flowering variety excellent

for garden culture.

Sheilagh Wilson (H.T., Dr. Campbell Hall,

1910).—A perpetual-flowering Carmine Pillar,

minus the extraordinary vigour. The flowers are

single, of huge proportions, and are carried

upon upright growths. It is hardy and free, and

will be an excellent pillar Rose. In autunm it

carries numerous heps.

Shower ol Gold (Wichuraiana, Pa\d and Son,

1910).—Without a doubt this is the most lovely

yellow rambler yet raised. The flowers are double,

rosette-shaped, and of medium size for the class to

winch it belongs. It is almost of the colour of

William Allen Richardson, not quite so nuich

orange, a sort of blending of this Rose and Alister

Stella Gray. As the Rose retains its rich colour

to a great extent, the golden effect of a well-

grown specimen is very marked. The delightful

foliage, almost as large as W. A. Richardson

and as glossy as Alberic Barbier, is a valuable

feature that must not be overlooked.

. 'Sodenia (Wichuraiana, Weigand,
1910).—I am not sure that this

Rose will not surpass Excelsa. It

is a flower of the Dorothy Perkins

type, but of a bright carmine
colour. As shown as Holland
House it was very pretty, but to

judge of its value over Excelsa one
must grow them together.

Souvenir de Gustav Prat {H.T.,

Pernet-Ducher, igog).—Another of

the yellowish Roses. Colour sul-

phur yellow, splendid buds, and of

true garden vigour, which will

make it a useful novelty.

Simplicity (H.T., Hugh Dickson,

igog).—This is an almost single

Rose, with immense, pure white

blooms, which before they expand
remind one of a huge Water Lily.

Growth very vigorous, erect, with

splendid deep green foliage. A
grand Rose for massing in beds.

Soleil d* Angers (Pcrnetiana,

Detriche, igog). — A sport from

Soleil d'Or and known as the Red
Soleil d'Or. The colour is deep

ochre yellow, edged vermilion. It

possesses all the excellent attri-

butes of fragrance and vigour

which are peculiar to its parent.

Souvenir of Portland (H.T., Hugh
Dickson).— It is quite fitting that

the Rose city of America should

have a Rose named in its honour,

and it is a worthy sort, the form

and size of William Shean, but of

the colour seen in Exquisite. I

should say it will prove a useful

variety.

Souvenir de M. Hcnnion (H.T.,

Gamon, igog).—Carmine, shaded

with satin rose ; very free and

sweet. .\ cross between Camoens

and iVIarie Baumann.
Symmetry (H.P., Paul and Son)

—A seedling of Mrs. John Laing, with flowers deep

carmine-crimson in colour. Its blooms, which are ol

fair size, are very shapely. It is an exhibitor's Rose,

yet at the same time a good garden sort. P.

(To be continued.)

ROSE DOROTHY PERKINS AS A
WEEPING STANDARD.

.•Although many new varieties of Rosa wichuraiana

have been introduced since Dorothy Perkins was

first seen, it still holds a foremost place in our Rose

gardens, and in no form is its beauty seen to better

advantage than when grown as a weeping standard.

The illustration is of a remarkably good specimen,

ibout g feet high, in the gardens of T. Fenwick

Harrison, Esq., King's Walden Bury, Hitchin
;

the gardener, Mr. Hartless, is standing beside it

to show its height.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO PLANT BOX EDGING.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER G.\RDEN.—There is no time

better than the present for the renova-

tion of old lawns. New lawns do not

require special feeding until the lapse

of several years from the time they

are formed. Old ones do, but very

few owners realise the necessity for feeding.

During tlie summer-time the grass is cut from

I. BOX EDGING BEFORE DIVISION. THE PLANT
ON THE LEFT IS OVERGROWN.

them regularly ; this work exposes the roots

of the grasses to the burning sun's rays, and
in the absence of showers during a rather long

period at that season the plants suffer a con-

siderable check. Such exposure does some good

where lawns are mossy, because the greater part ol

the moss is well checked, if not killed outright.

In order to maintain a lawn in first-rate condition

there must be some return for the constant cutting

of the grass. A generous top-dressing must be put

on now. By generous I do not mean a great quan-

tity of material, but high quality, as a too thick

top-dressing would tend to the destruction of the

grasses. When the weather is calm, sprinkle evenl)

a peck of soot on a square rod of lawn, and on the

same space 31b. of bone-meal ; then give a dressing

of a peck of well-rotted manure and two pecks ol

finely sifted rich loam. After the first rains have

washed in the top-dressing material, roll the lawn

every week, and when next summer commences
the lawn will present a beautiful green carpet of

grass. Liliums lifted from flower borders must

receive attention now. Although frost will not

kill the bulbs if the latter are exposed at this season,

it is well to avoid sucli exposure. Place the bulbs

in a cool frame, nicely burying them with fine leaf-

soil or Cocoanut fibre. A light covering on the

glass will be sufficient in frosty weather and verv

little water will be needed.

Vciiclabic (larden.—lu light, sandy soils. Peas

and Broad Beans may be sown at once ; but on

heavy soils it would be better to wait until next

I'ebruarv to make the first sowing. Rats and mice

attack the sown seeds in some districts, and so it

w^ll be advisable to roll the seeds in red lead before

sowing them. Deep drills must not be made ; but

it is advisable to cover the seeds with dust-dry soil

to a depth of at least i inch, and then add some of

the original soil. Seeds so covered rarely rot in the

ground. Select a very sheltered, warm border and,

for preference, one on which the soil is raised.

Autumn Giant Cauliflowers must be protected from

frosts. Not onlv should the plants be turned to-

wards the north, but several leaves must be broken

down over each flower. Early Cauliflower plants

now growing in cold frames must be fully exposed

when the weather is favourable. Only replace the

glass lights and give other protection when frosts

come.

Fruit Garden.—The storing of Nuts for the winter

must not be put o0 any longer. Cobnuts, Filberts

and ^Valnuts can all be kept quite sound and fresh

if they are stored in earthenware pots, the latter

being buried in the soil in a naturally dry place in

the open air. The Nuts must not be dried too much,
else there will be some shrivelling. If they have

been spread out on a shelf, or the floor even, in 3.

shed or cool room for one or two weeks, they w'ill be

in good condition for storing now. Tlie earthen-

ware vessels must be well corked. The planting of

fruit trees should be attended to whenever the

weather is suitable. Never plant while the soil

is sodden with water, but wait a few days for it to

get drier. Make the holes larger than the spread of

the roots ; do not plant too deeply, and place a

stake to bush and standard trees before covering

the roots with soil.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Table plants now grow-

ing in warm greenhouses will require verv careful

watering. If well grown the pots will be full of

healthy roots, and in order to maintain them in

such condition the soil must never be saturated

with water nor be allowed to become dust-dry.

No further shading need be given, but full

exposure to the light is desirable. Berried Solanums

should be kept away from hot-water pipes, as the

latter would cause the berries to shrivel. Plants

required for use at Christmas must be lightly fed

with weak doses of clear soot-water. .•Ml portable

frames now facing the north must be turned to the

south, as light and sunshine are necessary to all

frame plants at this season. Keep the soil free

from weeds and moss on the surface in Violet fram.es,

and be careful not to tread on the soil, as it is detri-

mental to the growth of the plants. Remove ever>-

decaying leaf. A. .\.

PLANTING BOX EDGINGS.

Bo.\ edgings are not so popular as they were twenty

to thirty years ago, and it is a matter for regret

that, more particularly in the suburbs of large

towns, these live edgings to beds and borders are

not adopted in preference to garden tiles. Dwarf
Dutch Box should be used for edgings, although

other forms of this plant are utihsed for edging

purpcjses when the other and better one is not

available. The mistake is so often made of allow-

ing the edging to grow on unrestricted, in which

case the result' is far less pleasing than it would be

were proper methods oi culture observed. Regular

and systematic clipping of Box edgings invariably

brings into effect growth of a dense, compact

kind, and this must be considered most satis-

factory.

Box edging will not succeed under the drip and

shade of trees, neither will it do well in soil of a

poor character or one that is unduly heavy in

texture. Fortunately, both soils may, with proper

treatment, be made to answer the requirements

very well. Poor, thin soils may be enriched with

good soil of a lasting nature; and that of a very

heavy and retentive character may be lightened

and made friable by the incorporation of leaf-soil

and burnt garden refuse.

Box is a chalk-loving plant, so that heavy or

light soils may be made more suitable by incorporat-

ing powdered chalk at the time of digging. Lifting

and replanting may be done in the late autumn
with every prospect of success, although the work
of planting Box edgings may be done quite satis-

factorily at any time between October and March.
When new garden paths or walks are being formed,

the " laying " of the Box, as it is usually termed,

should be done before the gravel is placed on the

paths. In the case of established paths the old

gravel should be drawn away from the sides, so as

to allow ample space for the necessary trench to

be taken out, and this prevents soil and gravel

from being mixed in the process.

Fig. I illustrates two distinct plants of Box
lifted from old edging that needed replanting.

The plant on the left very fairly represents the

character of growth of Box edging when allowed

to grow without the usual periodical clipping. In

such a condition the live edging is most unsatis-

factory; moreover, it is distinctly harmful to many
of the smaller flowering subjects growing within

the beds and borders. On the right of the picture

is shown a sturdy plant that has developed a dense

mass of small alrowths and foliage as the result of

being clipped from time to time. It is usual in

preparatory work, after lifting the old plants, to

shake the soil from the roots, and then to break
up the plant into rather small sprays, taking care

in so doing to retain as many roots on each spray
as possible. When dealing with plants of a mixed
character it is a good plan to sort out the sprays

to two or three lengths, planting those of

approximately the same length together. To do
this satisfactorily it will be necessary to make the

trench of suffic'ent depth to take each batch, so

2. .4FTER DIVISION. THE SPRAVS ON THE RIGHT
MAKE THE BEST MATERIAL FOR EDGING.

that the whole of the Box may be of a uniform
appearance above the soil. The sturdy plant on
the right of Fig. i should divide up into several

very excellent pieces, and with such material there

is little doubt that good results would accrue.

Fig. 2 shows divided sprays of the old plants

depicted in Fig. i. Note the long, unsatisfactory

sprays on the left of the picture, and compare
these with the two more promising sprays on the

right of the same illustration. When dividing the

old plants, quite a number of sprays without roots

may be found. These pieces may be planted

when material is scarce, and the results are some-
times unexpectedly good.
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3. OHKN TRKNCIl RliADV FOK "LAYING IN " BOX EDC.INO.

Tlie srouiid where the trench is taken out should

be perfectly level, and to assist in this matter a

garden line should be used. The surface also should

be made quite firm before commencmp operations :

this enables the operator to take out the trench

to an even depth to suit tlie pieces that are to be
" laid " or planted. Long, woody roots should be

shortened back, so that the plants may be laid in

with as little inconvenience as possible. Cut the

trench in a \'ertical manner from 4 inches to 8 inches

in depth, then proceed to arrange the divided

pieces against the side of the trench, as represented

m Fig. 5. When adjusting these divided sprays

in position, they sh'juld be arranged so that they

just touch one another and are evenly disposed

some 2 inches to
:i
inches above the surface soil, .•^s

the sprays are laid in position, sufificient soil should

be filled in to keep them in their place, and in this

way the work should proceed throughout. .As

soon as the edging is completed, fill in the soil,

treading this in firmly, and finishing off neatly, as

shown in I'"ig. 4. Here and there it may be neces-

sary to use the shears to nip off any shoots that

mav interfere with an even finish of the sprays.

The trimming of Box edgings should be done either

in .\ugust or during .April. Bo.x edging may be

purchased from any nurseryman at about sixpence

per lineal yard, and each yard purchased in this

way should suffice to plant three lineal yards.

D. B. Cra.se.

WINTKR - rr.OWKRING
BEGONIA.S.

Tiiiisr Begonias arc becoming
more popular every year. The
pl.ants are very free-flowering

.md their leaves arc handsome.
Kvcn a few plants placed on

the stage in a greenhouse

or conservatory brighten up
the structure considerably. The
Ciloire de Lorraine type is the

most popular, and as the plants

remain in flower for a long time
when c:u"cfullv attended to.

their value cannot be over-

estimated. At the present time

nearly all the most forward

plants are in full flower, and
great care must be taken as

regards watering, ventilating

and feeding. Too much water

must not be given, of course,

and it is equally important that the soil be
kept sufificiently moist ; if it gets almost dust

dry the flowering period of the plants will be con-

siderably shortened. When the soil is becoming
dry, give suflicient water to thoroughly saturate

the whole of the soil in the pot, and if stimulants

are applied, let them be given a few hours after a

watering with clear water. .Always give weak
manure-water. Keep the plants near the glass and
ventilate freelv without c.uising a rlranght directly

upon them. B.

CUCUMBERS IN WINTER.
.\ SM-M-L glass structure, well heated, is an ideal

place in which to grow Cucumbers during the winter

months. If plenty of artifi.cial heat cannot be

obtained, it would be unwise to attempt to grow

these plants through the winter. Cold air chills

the plants, and then their leaves quickly assume

a yellow appearance ; the young fruits also turn

yellow and drop off. The day temperature must
not fall below 63*^ and may rise considerably

from sun-heat. At night the temperature should

never be lower than 60^. Seventy degrees by day
and fi5^ by night would be more satisfactory. There

will be no need to open the ventilators during

the period between November and March. No
syringing of plants must be done either ; the

necessary moisture can be obtained by damping the

floor in the forenoon of a bright sunny day. More

space must be left between the shoots than is usual

in summer-time. Feeding must be very carefully

done, also watering. When water is required,

apply it in the morning, not at night
;

give very

weak doses of liquid manure. I prefer to put on a

light top-dressing once or twice during the winter

season, using rich soil, leaf-soil and well-rotted

manure in equal quantities. Avon.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Window-boxes. — In not a few instances the

window-boxes in town gardens receive almost the

same attention in winter as in summer. At the

present time the soil which has done good service

through the summer should be renewed or enriched

by manure, paying some attention also to the con-

dition of the drainage. By turning the soil out

entirely and thoroughly cleansing the boxes the

operator is doing all that is in his power to secure

healthy surroundings for the plants. The drainage

sh<iuld consist of oyster shells, broken pots, or well-

washed clinkers or cinders, anything, in fact, of

that nature which permits of a ready passage of

superfluous moisture. The bottom board of the

tiox should have several holes in it to allow the

water to escape, and with this in readiness the well-

mixed soil should be returned.

What to Plant.—The selection of suitable

plants for a town garden window-box is often a

matter of some concern to the

owner, particularly in winter-

time, and the names of a few

likely to succeed may be of

service. The following are of

a shrubby nature : Retinospora

plumosa, R. p. aurea, R. squar-

rosa, Cupressus erecta viridis,

silver and golden Enonymus,
and Aucuba japonica, which,

with its mottled green and
golden leaves, is one of the

hardiest and best of town garden

plants, be the purpose what it

may. .Any of these are avail-

able in small plants, i.i\, bushes

of a foot or rather more in

height, and, if obtained from a

tree or shrub nursery a few

miles from London, clean, fresh- 3fc.

looking examples may be ob-

tained that will for may weeks ^, after ri,

brighten the forefront of the

cottage or villa as much as flowering plants
in their season. A few bits of the Creeping Jenny,
or Lvsimachia Nummularia, may be planted for

trailing over the sides, and thus add a little to

the array of greenery available and suitable in

the circumstances, a point that is too often

overlooked.

Alpine Plants in Windovv-boxes.—Very few,
perhaps, have ever given a thought to utilising the
hardiest of alpine plants for the purpose under
consideration. All that is needed in such a case
is a soil more gritty and less rich than for shrubs

or other plants, together with a few bits of lime-

stone, sandstone, or, indeed, any other rock
suitable for the work. As a last and final resource
a few bits of weathered clinkers might be used, and,
much as I dislike such things, they are vastly
superior in effect to shells of any description. By
thrusting a few bits of either of the two first-named
into the soil within the box so that only the rugged
margins are revealed, a more picturesque result
when the plants take on a little growth, will be
secured. A point of importance in planting alpines
in this way is the tight wedging of the examples
into their pl.ices. any loose planting being highlv
detrimental to their welfare. Here are some of
the most attractive of these plants for the object
in view : Saxifraga burseriana major, S. cochlearis,
.S. valdensis, S. longifolia, S. oppositifolia pyrenaica,
S. apiculata, S. Boydii alba, S. cristata, S. lanto-
scana superba and S. Aizoon rosea. .Silene acaulis
S. maritima fl.-pl.. Phlox Nelsonii, .Antennaria
Candida, C,entiana acaulis, Saxifraga densa, S.

Guildford Seedling. S. sancta, with Campanula
muralis and C. pulla, are also valuable because
of their free carpeting character and usually
abundant flowering.

Plants for Dry Positions.— It sometimes
happens that window-boxes occupy positions of
much dryness, hence a few plants specially suited
to such places may also be of service : Semper-
vivum arachnoideum, S. Laggeri, .S. Regin;e
Amebic, S. calcaratum, Antennaria tomentosa,
.Achillea Clavenna?, Lychnis Lagasca?, Iris cristata,

Opuntia rafinesquiana, O. humilis, O. vulgaris,

Umbilicus chrysanthus, Erinus alpinus, Linaria
pilosa and .Asplenium Trichomanes. In employing
the above selection stones need not be utilised

provided the soil mixture is made up of not less

than one-third of old plaster or mortar taken from
old buildings. In such a mixture these plants
delight, for there is less risk of the plants becoming
too damp at the root, and it must be borne in

mind that a waterlogged soil would be verv
detrimental to plants which are natives of dry and
desert regions. E. H. Jenkins.

ANTING THE TRENCH IS FILLED IX AND WELL
TRODDEN DOWN.
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NURSERY NOTES.
MESSRS. LAXTON BROTHERS.

THE name of Laxton is known throughout

the civihsed world in connection with

Strawberries, and the firm can claim

to have done more, at least in recent

years, than any other in the raising

of high-class new varieties of this

luscious fruit. We have on previous occasions given

particulars of this branch of the firm's work, and

do not propose to refer In it in detail now, but

rather to draw attention to the excellent work

that is being done in other directions.

Situated in the ancient town of Bedford, the

nurseries cover an area of over seventy acres, the

soil consisting for the most part of good alhivial

loam some 3 feet deep, and which is excellent for

the formation of the fibrous roots and sturdy

wood so much desired in young fruit trees, of

which Messrs. I.axton have a very extensive and

healthy stock. Many thousands are grown as

cordons, pyramids, bushes and standards, all

the leading varieties of Apples, Pears, Plums and

Cherries being included. At the time of our

visit we were greatly interested in the large

numbers of bush Apples, ranging in age

from two to four years, that had been worked on

the Paradise stock, over 30,000 of these teing

in prime condition for sale. Such popidar

varieties as Newton Wonder, Allington Pippin,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Bramley's Seedling, Wor-

cester Pearmain and Lane's Prince Albert are

grown by the thousand. Cordons of both

Apples and Pears were to be seen in large quan-

tities, and the firm finds that there is an increas-

ing demand for these where extra fine fruits are

required, and, of course, they are excellent for

clothing pergolas in the fruit or kitchen garden.

We were also pleased with the large stock of

trained Peaches that we saw at these nurseries,

many of them measuring 10 feet across. Goose-

berries, Currants and Raspberries are grown by

the acre, and the plants are certainly a fine and

healthy lot. The two first named ;ue now being

grown extensively in cordon form by Messrs.

Laxton, as growers are beginning to realise that

larger and better fruit can be obtained from this

style of tree, and in the case of Gooseberries the

fruit can be gathered without scratching the hands,

and all is easily protected from birds.

A number of excellent new fruits have been

raised during recent years, and it may be interest-

ing to give particulars of a few of the best. One

that specially appealed to us when we saw it

fruiting was Raspberry Laxton's Bountiful. It

is a strong grower and crops very heavily. The

hruit is larger even than that of the well-known

Superlative, and the flavour is good and sweet.

In colour it is bright crimson, and as the flesh is

firm the fruit travels well. A Strawberry that the

firm is sending out this autumn for the first time

is Laxton's Maincrop. This is claimed to be a good,

all-round maincrop variety, and Messrs. Laxton

believe it will take the same prominent position as

a maincrop variety that Royal Sovereign has as an

early. Apple Beauty of Bedford is a new second-

earlv variety that had for its parents Lady

Sudeley and Beauty of Bath. It is a medium-

sized fruit with a red skin, freely streaked with

yellow, and is in season during September. The

fruits are nearly as large as those of Lady Sudeley,

and possess the firmness of flesh found in the other

parent.

Red Currant Laxton's Perfection we saw fruit-

ing two years ago when the firm had but a small

stock of it, but n.iw it has a large quantity of

sturdy bushes. It certainly is a most praise-

worthy variety from every standpoint, the large,

brilliant deep crimson fruits frequently being

borne in clusters of seventeen to twenty fruits.

It is a good dessert variety, as well as being valuable

for other purposes. In Plums Prosperity and
Utility we have two new varieties of much merit.

The first-named is a round purple fruit obtained

by crossing Grand Duke with Czar, while the

latter had for its parents Jefferson and Peach
Plum. It ic an oval fruit with a red skin, and as<

an early dessert variety should be much appreciated.

Prosperity is an earlv culinary variety, coming

in for use some ten days in advance of Victoria.

Peach Laxton's Advance is a good early variety,

obtained bv crossing Early Rivers' Nectarine

with Hale's Early Peach. It has an excellent

flavour, a well-coloured skin, and ripens at the-

same time as Hale's Early, the fruits, however,'

being much larger. There were many more
good novelties well worth mentioning if greater

space were available.

We also noticed an admirable lot of Roses,

including The Lyon and many other excellent

new sorts, the bushes being a clean and short-

jointed lot that should make good and rapid head-

way when transferred to their permanent quarters.

The whole of the nurseries ?re \mder the personal

supervision of Messrs. laxton, and visitors are

cordially invited.

Apple. In general appearance and size it closelv
resembles Rosemary Russet, but it is vastly
superior in flavour. The flesh is firm and crisp,

and although not highly coloured it is an attractive

fruit. Shown by Messrs. Baylor Hartland and
Sons, Ardcairn, Cork. Award of merit.

All of the foregoing novelties were shown before
the Royal Horticultural Society on November R,

when the awards were made.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

NEW PLANTS.
SopHRO-C.\TTLEVA DoRis, Cobb's v.\rietv.—This

very choice Orchid was shown by Walter Cobb, Esq.,

Normanhurst, Sussex (gardener, Mr. E. J. Salter).

The plant shown bore a solitary flower about

5 inches across, of good substance and of a brilliant

orange scarlet. No Orchid in the show received

so much attention. It was awarded a first-class

certificate.

Awards of merit were made to the two following

Orchids :

Lcelio-Cattleva Olivia.—This is a bigeneric hybrid

between I.a;lia jongheana and Cattleya Schrceder*.

It is of a delicate mauve shade, with a beautiful

deep golden lip. Shown by Lieutenant-Colonel

Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt.Tetbury,

G louces tershire

.

Calanthc Cooksoniis giganteum.—A pure wliite

flowering hybrid obtained by crossing C.

vestita rubro-oculata gigantea with C. Harrisii.

The plant, hke most albinos, was by no means

robust in growth. It carried one spike only with

five flowers, of which four were expanded. Shown

by Mrs. Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam
(gardener, Mr. H. Chapman).

Awards of merit were also granted to the

following :

Carnation Mrs. C. W. Ward.—A very handsome

v.ariety of the pink-flowered section, the colour

somewhat approaching that of the old.Floriana,

which for effect under artificial light was excel-

lent. The flowers are of large size, with little or

no suspicion of calyx-bursting. We think highly

of the new^-comer. Exhibited by Mr. G. Lange,

Hampton.
Chrysanthemum Victorian.—A Japanese variety

of bronzy salmon hue, the florets drooping in a

graceful manner. From Messrs. Stredwick and

Sons, St. Leonards.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Frank Hill.—A single-

flowered variety, the florets, which are coloured a

bright pink, having a clear white base. From

Messrs. Williams, Cardiff.

NEW FRUIT.
.4 /)/-/<• Arcl Cairn Russet.—This varietv will prove

a valuable acquisition as a late-keeping dessert

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.— Tlie Editor intends to

mate 'I'HE Garden lielpiiil to nil readers who desire assist-

ance, vo matter what the branch of gardening mat/ be, and
with that object will make a special teaiure of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor o/,The Garden. 20, Taristoek
Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. Letters on business
should be sent to the Prm.isHER. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
i/uery is sent, each should lie on a separate piece 0/ paper.

Plants for namimj should he clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, nut cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Herbaceous borders (C. H. D.).—Seeing

that you wish to avoid blanks or flowerless spaces,

or, at least, to reduce these to a minimum, the idea

of a colour scheme had better give place to free

grouping throughout. You might, for example,
start with some of the better trumpet and other

Daffodils and May and Darwin Tulips, associating

these with Pseonies of the early and late sorts,

preferably always in contrasting or harmonising
colours with the bulbous plants named, with such
Liliums as candidum, speciosum and tigrinum in

the same groups to afford a succession. The
Delphiniums might be associated with Hollyhocks
or Miss Mellish Sunflower. Single and double
flowered Pyrethrums might play their part in a

spot where presently Lobelia cardinalis would be

seen ; Anemone japonica in variety might be

bounded round about with Alstroemerias, and ' so

forth. Meagre-habited plants like the Lobelia

cardinalis, and Lilium candidum, which you suggest,

would provide a good display provided the area

allotted to them was virtually carpeted by the

plants, while, conversely, Paeonies and hardy
Fuchsias, both of spreading habit of growth,

would hardly agree. Such things as Michaelmas
Daisies, Kniphofias, Montbretias, Sunflowers in

general, white and blue Scabiosa, Spir;eas, Astilbe

Davidii, and other late-flowering and effective

subjects should be placed near to early flowering

plants. Flag Irises and Aster .Amellus, A. acris

or A. ericoides in variety might be nearly asso-

ciated, and in such a way that a succession of

flowers is practically assured. For example,

a blue or mauve Flag Iris may stretch across one
of the beds, with the two Asters named on either

side. In another instance Flag Irises and Helenium
pumilum might be ilsed, or, again, bringing the

Irises to the sides, make a big centre of Scabiosa

caucasica, and so on. The Spanish Irises would
be best as adjuncts to other plants, occupying sub-

ordinate positions in groups because of their meagre

habit of growth. Such work requires considerable

thought, and, above all, a working plan as a basis

of operations.
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Plants for rock garden in early
'autumn (A'.).— In the colours you uaiuc, or

approximating thereto, such plants as Zausch-

neria cahfornica, Z. splendens, Polygonum
Brunonis, P. vaccinifolium, Acajna Novse-Zelandia;,

Stachys coccinca, Pentstemon Mcnziesii, Saponaria

ocymoides, Sedum spurium coccineum, Cyclamen

repandum, C. hfdera?folium, Sedum spectabilc

atropurpurea and S. rupestris would all be useful.

In addition there are Colchicums, hardy Heaths

and Gaultheria procumbens, with scarlet fruits, all

affording touches of colour at the same time.

Campanula Profusion, a neat hybrid with blue

flowers, is valuable at the same period. With
respect to the Roses, we think Electra and White
Dorothy Perkins would be most likely to meet

y(.)nr requirements.

Plants for beds (Regular Reader). — We
really think you possess too great a variety

of plants already, seeing that self-coloured masses

or beds of one kind of plant make the best display.

One of the two circular beds might be filled with

Pentstemon Newbury Gem, the other with Lobelia

fulgens, both having a groimdwork of white

Violas. The centre bed might be wholly of

Heliotrope, at first stopped, pegged down, and then

allowed to grow and flower freely ; or, as an
alternative, the Heliotrope and Ivy-leaved Pelar-

goniums might fill the two end beds as above
suggested, making the central one a mixed arrange-

ment of Calceolaria amplexicaulis for the chief

centre portion, with a broad band of scarlet Pelar-

gonium next, and a margin of silver-leaved Pelar-

gonium on the outside. Vou might also— for it

is a matter of individual taste in the main—curtail

the use of the subjects suggested for the end beds,

and employ broad bands of mauve and blue Violas

at the margin.

Plants for pergola under trees {M. IF.).

—

You might uso some ol tlie many oriuimental vines. They
would, doubtlt'ss, grow satiftCactorily, but would not be
so likely to colour well in autilmr as plants growiug in

more open positions. Vitis Coip uap. V. Labrusca and
v. quinquefolia are likely kin.^. Should you prefer
flowering plants, we would advise Lonicera japonica var.
halleana. Clematis grata and C. Vitalba. .\n ornamental
foliage climber which would also suit is Aristolochia Sipho.
Should any position be very dark and shut in, we advise
you to plant an Ivy.

Caterpillars eating Geraniums (A. 4.).

—

We tliink you would derive the greatest benefit from
thoroughly dusting the plants with Hellebore powder. It
should be applied when the foliage is damp, in order that
it may adhere thereto. This will uot injure the foliage,

whereas by using paraffin emulsion, which has been re-

comraeiHled to us for the purpose, there is always a certain
amount of risk. A solution of quassia is also worthy of
consideration, particularly if the plants are syringed with
it before the eggs arc deposited. It is, of course, too late

this season to do anything in the matter ; but we should
advise you another year to try the solution of quassia on
a small scale, though we attach the most importance to
the Hellebore powder.

Impoverished lavvn [C. H. H.).—It is evident your
lawn is greatly starved and poor, and would benefit if you
could obtaiTi sulficient short well-decayed manure to give
it a good dressing, putting it on now. It will get washed
in during the winter, and also pulverised by frost,

and, later, may be more evenly distributed by moving it

about with a coarse rake. Failing this dressing, then
the next best thing is to obtain Native Guano and give the
lawn that at the rate of a bag of one hundredweight to
two rods area, letting that well wash in dining the winter.
You would find great benefit result from that. Heavy
dressings of soot would do good also. So would
dressings of very finely crushed sulphate of ammonia
strewn over the grass next April at the rate of 31b. per
rod, repeating the dose in June. If you resolve to get
Native Guano, the address of the Native Guano Company
is 29, New Bridge Street. Blackfriars, London.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Rust in Gloxinias (.4 Lover of Gloxinias).—

This is caused by a tiny, almost microscopic,
insect, which attacks the leaves when quite
young, and as they develop the mischief becomes
apparent. It is very nearly related to, if not the
same as, the Begonia mite, which often gives a

good deal of trouble. A dry atmosphere is par-
ticularly favourable to the development of this

pest, so tlrat care should be taken to maintain a

reasonable amount of moisture. Unless very

closely examined a good deal of mischief is caused

before the presence of these insects is svispected.

They may be destroyed by vaporising with the

XL All Vaporising Compound, which not only

kills the living insects, but leaves a deposit of

nicotine on the foliage that for a time renders it

proof against further attacks. Dipping in a

solution of nicotine and soft soap will also kill

them, but this leaves an tmdesirable deposit on
the foliage. The tubers are not injured by the

mite, but next spring, as soon as the young heaves

push up, the structure should be occasionally

vaporised in order to at once destroy any that

may be just hatched and ready to embark on their

course of mischief.

About Eupatoriums (Ignoramus). — As
there are mure than 400 species of Eupatorium it

is evident that from considerations of space we
can only name a small percentage of them. Many
of them are hardy, but presumably your question

refers to the greenhouse kinds, of which, however,
there are a great many distinct species. Those
most generally cultivated for their flowers are

:

E. atrorubens, an .-^geratum-like plant, with large,

heart-shaped leaves and heads of purplish lilac

flowers borne in early spring ; E. ianthinum, a

good deal like the last, but the leaves are not so

velvety, while the flowers are of a paler tint
;

E. odoratum, a strong, upright-growing kind,

with white flowers borne in autumn and winter
;

E. petiolare syn. E. Purpusii, one of the best of

all, the heads of flowers being borne in great pro-

fusion—they are white, tinged with pink in the

earUer stages; E. riparium, a loose-growing shrub,

whose heads of white flowers are borne in autumn

—

from its loose habit it is sometimes grown in hang-

ing baskets ; E. trapezoideum, which forms a

bold, bushy plant 5 feet to 6 feet in height, the

flattened clusters of white flowers being borne in

winter and early spring ; and E. vernale, of dwarf
growth, reaching only a height of about 18 inches

—

the flowers, borne in large, flattened, terminal

clusters, are white, and are at their best during the

early months of the year. All the Eupatoriums
are readily propagated by cuttings of the young
growing shoots taken during the spring months
and given the same treatment as a Fuchsia. The
autumn and wunter flowering kinds can be stood

out of doors during the summer months.
Crotons going wrong (£. II. B.).—The trouble

with your Urotons must, we think, be caused by some
local influence, for though there are traces of fungus on
some of the spots, they are apparently attendant on, not
the cause of, the decay. The appearance of the leaves

are consistent with sudden changes of temperature, some-
times too low, and with the sun shining on the young
leaves while they are still wet with moisture accumulated
during the night. A low temperature, however, cannot
be the cause of your trouble if, as you say, fire-heat is

applied every night. One thing we noticed is that the
leaves sent are unusually soft and succulent in character,
which leads us to suggest that very possibly you would
experience a greater measure of success if the plants were
less coddled, as the young growth would he firmer and,
therefore, less liable to injury from slight causes. Some
of the varieties named by you arc among the most delicate

of Crotons.

Flowering Ismenes in pots (A. B. H.).—The
easiest of the Ismenes to grow in pots is Ismene calatbina,

which flowers about midsummer. When in bloom the
deep green, strap-shaped leuves are well overtopped by
the fiowcr-scape, which reaehi'S a height of " feet t<i :i feet.

The liower, which is powerfully scented, is formed of a
funnel-shaped tube, divided at the mouth into six narrow
segments. In the centre if a large cup or corona over
3 niches across, which consists of six Inbes, each lobe being
notched in the centre and fringed along the margin, 'f'he

colour is white, shaded inside with green. The treatment
needed, commencing with the winter, when dormant, is

this : jV good bulb will require a G-inch pot, which must
be clean and elfeetuaily drained. .\ suitable compost
may be made up of t\\o parts good yellow loam to one
part of leaf-mould, and a sprinkling of silver sand. 'J"he

bulb must be potted at such a depth that the upper part
is just below the surface of the soil. If this is done in

February the plant should be stood in the greenhouse
and given hut little water till the new leases are pushed
up. \\fter ttiis an increased supply \vill be necessary, and

when the pot is well furnished with roots water may be
freely given. .\n occasional dose of liquid manure" will
be beneficial, but do not give any after the (lowers show
until they arc past. When this stage is reached the plant
should be cncomaged to make its growth for another
season's display. It must he given a good position in
the greenhouse, and occasional doses of liquid manure will
be helpful. Towards autumn it will show signs of going
to rest, when water must be lessi ned, and rluring thi' winter
it may be kept quite dry. In February it should be r»-
pottcd. Other species arc I. andreanu and I. Amancoin.
but, though they need thi; same treatment, thr^y do not. .is

a rule, flower as freely as I. calatbina.

ROSE GARDEN.
Dark red Rose for bedding (A/ iss .4. M.).—

.Marquise de Salisbury is n.jt a favourite with
everyone who plants Koses in masses, although it

is, without doubt, a most valuable sort. Princesse
de Sagan is a glorious colour, but its branching,
sprawling habit is against it. A splendid sort
would be Chateau de CIos Vougeot, perhaps the
very best dark bedder we at present possess,
although it has not the ideal erect habit. Still,

it is a splendid colour and richly fragrant, and its

spreading growths could be tied upright without
much trouble. Friedrichsruh is another beautiful
sort bearing plenty of blooms of a dark blood red
colour. If possible, you should plant General
Macarthur. It is not a very deep colour, but it

is verj' bright, and altogether a splendid bedder.

Manure for Roses (G. S.).—It is well to
blend the manure with the soil, but it is not essen-
tial that the roots should be near the surface,
providing there is a good larder of food below

;

in fact, those who grow their Roses on the seedling
Briar can always rely upon having a grand autumnal
display when the Briar rutting plants are shedding
their leaves and ripening off. If the manure be well
decomposed, as it should be. no harm can be done
to the roots if they come in contact with it.

Most of our leading amateur growers believe in

deep cultivation, and if they desired the roots

to be near the surface, why trench the soil deeply ?

Roots of Roses will run a great depth for food, a

fact which many of us have had cause to be thankful
for in hot seasons.

Roses that carry their blooms erect
(Lieutenani-Colonel H. S. D.).—We can well under-
stand your desire to obtain such Roses, as un-
doubtedly, from a decorative point of view, a Rose
loses much of its charm when the flowers droop in

the same manner as do Maman Cochet and Mrs.
E. Mawley. Unfortvmately, the Lyon Rose has
this bad habit, but we do not see how you can
omit such a Rose from your collection. The
others of yomr list all carry their blooms erect

and are splendid Roses, but Mildred Grant is

rather a poor grower. Of the newer Roses, the

following can be recommended for your purpose

:

Earl of Warwick, Countess of Derby, Dr. O'Donel
Browne, Elizabeth Barnes, Entente Cordiale

(Pemet), Florence Edith Coulthwaite, George C.

Waud, His Majesty, Jacques Vincent, Joseph
Lowe, Kronprinzessin Cecilie, Laurent Carle,

Mme. Maurice de Luze, Mme. Melanie Soupert,

Mme. Segond Weber, Margaret, Mrs. Aaron Ward,
Mrs. E. G. Hill, Mrs. Peter Blair, Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Souv. du Rosierister L. Rose Vilin,

White KiUamey, Walter Speed and Molly Sharman
Crawford.

Rose Dorothy Perkins shedding its

buds (Reader). — Usually dryness at the

root is the cause of this trouble. These Rambler

Roses, especially when planted near walls or

trellises, are apt to become very dry at the roots,

and in the growing season they need a lot of water,

not a mere sprinkling, but a good soaking about

once a week if the weather is dry. This should

be done before the bloom-buds are seen, as some-

times if left too late the mischief is done. Probably
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it would improve vour plants if you had a trench

dug out around them and filled in again with some

good soil and manure. It is quite a mistake to

-cut out all the old wood of these wichuraiana Roses.

" Some of the healthiest should be retained ; then in

spring the lateral growths on such old wood, if cut

back hard, will produce grand trails of bloom.

. Whereas very often some of the young wood is

soft and unripe and would be best if discarded,

the first produced of the young growths should be

the best and. of course, these must be retained.

Rose foliage blighted {G. D.).—The foliage sent

1^ affected witli the funcu^ known as black spot. It is very
prev.ileiit this year, owing doubtless to the wet season this

\ear and last.' It i^ almost too late to hope to cure the
disease this season, but you niight have all fallen leaves

gathered up and biinit. and then spray the plants with a
solution made of Wobuni Bordeaux Paste, which is sold by
Messrs. W. Voss and Co.. Millwall. In the winter have
the surface soil for about 1 inch in depth hurnt and the
"ashes retunied to the beds. Soon after pruning roiuuieuce to

spray with thi^ above, and continue at intervals tbrouchout
the season. Vou will thus keep this pest in check, also red
rust, another very nasty fungoid disease.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Information about Orange trees

(F. E. S.).—There is little doubt that your Orange

trees, having been so long in the same pots, need

a stimulant of some kind. This may be given in

the shape of weak liquid manure, but being im-

pleasant to use it is for indoor purposes generally

superseded by one of the many concentrated

manures that have of late years become so popular.

We advise you to top-dress your plants instead

of repotting them. U} the first place, as much of

the old surface-soil as can be taken off without

injury to the roots should be removed. Then, on

the surface of the soil give a sprinkling of Clay's

Fertilizer or any concentrated manure that you

may have at hand. After this the top-dressing

may be applied, taking care to press it down
moderately firm and level, and leave sufficient

Space for the plant to be properly watered. A
suitable top-dressing may be made of a mixtvire

of two parts loam to one part of leaf-mould or

peat and nearly half a part of sand, the whole

being well incorporated. It must not be sifted,

but be well broken up and turned over with

the hand. The manure may, if preferred, be

mixed with the top-dressing ; but apphed as above

advised no smell whatever emanates therefrom.
j

Treatment of the Lowberry (A. B. //.). \

The Lowberry, which l^ a hybrid between the

Loganberry and a Blackberry, may be described
,

as a gigantic, elongated Blackberry, jet black when
ripe. It is well worth growing, and is perfectly

hardy. Being of exceedingly vigorous growth it
;

needs plenty of head room. It may be trained to

horizontal wires, but in providing space for it you
must remember that wlien established it will push

out shoots that attain a length of 12 feet to iS feet

in one season. A favourite situation for it is over

a large arch in the garden, where it will form an

ornamental and, at the same time, useful feature.

Any fairly good garden soil will suit it, but its

especial delight is a deeply worked, moderately

rich loam of not too light a nature. After the

fruits are gathered the shoots that have borne them
should be cut right out from the base, the best of

the young ones being tied in to take their place for

bearing fruit the next year. The Lowberry can

be obtained from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

Bush Hill Park, Enfield, who were given an award

of merit for it by the fruit committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society.

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat and other Grapes
(G. Allen).—yii'r^. Piucu's Bluck Muscat Grape is excellent:

as far as flavour is concerned, but it is a difficult Grape to
grow well. It is seldom seen well grown even under the
care of t'ne best growers, and we are afraid you would be
disappointed with it. Alnwick Seediinc is handsome to
look at. but of wretched quality, and Muscat Champion
has now been practically di-cardcd by good giowei-s as

unsatisfactory. It can only be well grown by experts,
and will not keep for any length of time when ripe. Madres-
field Court, has a rich Muscat ilavour and succeeds well
without too much heat. We tliink our correspondent
would be pleased with it. The Frontignans are the most
delieious-tlavoured of all Grapes, and to grow them

\

properly they ought to have a vinery to themselves. They I

succeed best when grown in shallow, well-drained borders
and in rather poor soil. The reason, we think, yours I

split is because the soil is too rich, and possibly too wet also I

for this \ariety.

Plum trees not fruiting ^F. Douglas Jones).—
,

Both the Peat and Plum branches you sent appear healthy
1

and of vigorous growth. The fruit on the Pear shoots 1

appears to us as produced by abnormally late blooms.
|

Wliether this is so or not. we would advise you tn root-
prune both yom: Pear and Plum trees and to withhold
feeding them with cesspool water or anytliinii ri-c until

they bear a cropof fruit, wlien they may bi- fed \\ithadvaji-
[

tage. In the summer, on light soil like yoiU's they should 1

have a mulch of farmyard manure laid on thp surface of
;

the soil as fai' as the roots extend to the depth of 4 inches.
;

This will prevent evaporation from the soil and keep the
roots moist. A good time to root-prune is early in Xovem-
ber. Prune half the roots this year and half the next.

The way to do tins is to cut a trench 15 inches wide and
2^ feet deep halfway round the tree, the near side of

the trench to be 2J"feet from the tree. All roots which
are come in contact with in cutting this trench should !»<

cut back with a sharp knife. The trench should be tiUid

up again as soon as the pruning is over, treading down
firmly and adding a little new fibrous loam to the point
of each root cut back as the filling in goes on. T'he cut-

back roots will soon emit a mass of new ones into this

soil, and when both sides are done in the same way (in

the second year) you will find that your trees will he con-
verted from barren into fertile ones.

Miniature fruit trees and skylight (£,'. TT. Z/.).

We do not suggest that it would be possible to make a
commercial success of fruit grown in windows or sky-
lights, but it is quite possible to make a fair success with
sucli appliances when the most that can be made Is made
of them. Slorcover. it is possible to extract from such
efforts an immense amount of pleasure and relaxation in

the exereisc of the hobby. We would advise our corre-

spondent to start on a small scale first, say, two Apple
trees, one Cox's Orange and one Jsinies Grieve, worked on
the Paradise stock ; two Pears, om- Marie f.nuise and om-
Doycnn^ du Cornice, worked on the (^uuiee stock ; two
Plums and two Cherries. Now is a good thne to pot

tlicse trees. When potted they should be plunged in

ashes (after they have had a good watering) deep enough
to cover the pots :J inches. They should remain out of

doors where plunged until just hefore they eome into

bloom in spring, when they should be placed under the

skylight to protect from frost and to set their fruit. A
faiV amount of air must be given on all occasions when the

weather is at all favourable while the trees are in bloom.
They would do better if lifted out on the roof of the iiouse

in the daytime when fine and taken indooi-s at night. In

verv hard weather it would be necessary to have a little-

fire" in the grate. The best soil to pot the fruit trees in

is, say. one peck of best fibrous loam, half a gallon of old

mortar 011 lime rubble, half a pint of soot, and the same of

bone-meal and the same of lime. Mix well together.

Tin- above are the propoi-fions. You can mix as much
soil as you may want, but the proportions should be
adhered to. Use as small pots as you can get the roots

into comfortably. Your Strawberries would be better in

a size larger pot. They would be better left out of doors

in ashes until just before they come hito bloom. Sow
Tomato seeds at the end of February and grow on in pots

through the snmniei-. It is too late for this year nnw.

var. apil. The disease due to this fungus Ls very prevalent
this year. Femove affected leaves as far as possible and
badly attacked plants and burn them. Spray the remainder-
with Bordeaux mixture. Take care to destroy by fire

all the remains of the plants. Let none be dug* in or
put on the rubbish-heap. Grow Celery as far f!om this
spot as possible next year.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Seakale and Asparagus beds which

have been neglected {Bcginiu-i). — Cover the

Aspara^u^ ln-^d o\'lt nuw with a covering of half-

rotted farmyard lutnare 3 inches deep. The
bed will not require any more done to it

until the middle of March, when the manure
(the essence of which has been washed to the

roots by winter rains) should be raked off into

the path. Then give the bed a dressing of nitrate

of soda lit is better than salt) at the rate of two
handfuls to the square yard, and cover the bed

over again to the depth of 5 inches with the manure
taken off mixed with some soil from the path or

alley by the side of the bed. This will keep the

surface of the bed from drying up, and will partly

bleach the " grass " at the same time. If the Seakale

roots are poor, the best way will be to make the

best of them for next year where they are, and in

the meantime plant a new bed from root-cuttings

ne.\t March, from which a good crop can be had

the following year. The crowns of the plants

should be covered up 9 inches deep with soil early

in March to bleach the growth and make it white.

Celery leaves for inspection (H. L., Olney).—
The Celery is attacked by the fungus Septoria petro.^elini

MISCELLANEOUS.
Seaweed as manure i Pipkin).—Seaweed is rich

in potash and ^oda compounds, and is specially useful in
the growth of Potatoes and Turnips, or any other plants
which contain much water in their tissues. We have no
doubt it would he suitable also for the crops you mention,
but as this manure is poor in phosphates it would be im-
proved for your purjiose by the addition of a light sprinkling
of bone-dust at the time it is applied to the land.

Curious fly for examination (L. W.). — The
fly sent is a specimen of the wood wasp (Sirex juvencus).
This insect comes from a larva which lives for several
years in the wood of Larches and Pines, feeding upon and
tunnelling in the tree, or even ui tlie wood after it has been
cut and made up. It may probably have come from the
wood of which tlie frame is made if that is not many yeai-s

old. They are not sufficiently nmnerous to be regarded
as pests in this country, though more common abroad.
Their appearance is decidedly startling, but they do no
harm to iiian.

Information about basic slag (Oftler).— Itasic

slag should be applied ui the autumn at the rate of
from -lewt. to Sewt. to the acre (l^oz. to 3oz. to the square
yard). It answers best on clayey soil or on moist lands,
and is very useful wherever phosphatic manures are desired
on such soils. Clovers are, however, encouraged to grow
by it. and if these arc not desired in the lawn it would be
best to avoid its use there. The elfect of the dressing is

seen in the succeeding year, and. perhaps, more still in
the year after, and is not lost for several years. Perhaps
verj finely ground bone-mea! would be better to use on
the lawn, but without knowing further particulars it is

not possible to definitely advise.

Duckweed on pond aai shrubs for border
{fi. ('.).—Th( onh way in which you can clear your pond
of Unekwet'tl and A/.nll:i eaiolituana is to keep skimming
otf the weeds. A goud plan is to fasten a canv:is-co\erea
ring of wire to the end of a long pole and skim with that.

If you can empty the pond in winter and let fujst act on
the soil for a day or two, that would assist in killing the
weed. If this is done, a little hay should be placed round
important plants white the pond is empty. We shoiUd
not advise you to plant Magnolia Lenfi6ion a north bonier,
but the other plants you mention may be expected to
thrive. The RIagnolia would do well on a lawn. In
addition to the shrubs you enumerate, the following may
also be planted : Viburnum Opulus var. sterile, Cytisus
piieeox. C. albus, C. andreamis. Spiraea arguta, S. japonica
A'ltliony AVaterer. Ito^^i rngosa, Hypericum cabcinum,
.\ui-nha" j:iin'[iiea tur d,i. places and lUervilla Horida.

Storing tuberous Begonias {.U. J. U .).^
Begonia tubers require during the winter to be kept ciry

and safe from frost. If they are growing in the open
ground, a good plan is to lift them when they show signs

of going to rest, and lay them out in a shed or on the stage
of a greenhouse to allow them to become dry. In two or
three days the stems will, in all probability, have dropped
clear of the tubers, and any soil may be then carefully

removed therefrom. After this take some dry soil and
pass it through a moderately fine sieve. Then take some
shallow boxes, place a layer of fine soil in the bottom, and
on it arrange the tubei-s in a natural position, so close that
they touch each other. Then cover with the flue soil,

putting on sufficient to ensure that there is a slight layer
of soil above the tuber. The box or boxes may then' be
stood on a shelf or stage hi the greenhouse, or in any shed
while they are quite safe from frost and not too damp. Some
plac- them under the greenhoase stage, but the drip there-

trom is apt to kill some of the tubers. If in pots, the tubers
may be allowed to remain therein till quite dormant,
when they can be turned out of the soil and treated as
above recommended. With regard to the latter part of

your letter, we may point out that after a time (say,

four to five years) some individual tubers are apt to show
signs of decay. This generally commences in the shape
of brown spots, and the decay gradually eats into the
tuber. The best varieties, behig in many cases the more
delicate, are more prone tto be attaelced than the coarser

kinds.

Names of fruit.—E. Ballard.—The Pear is Jamiuette.
Colonel F. W. B.—Louise Bonne of Jersey.

0. B. S., Exeter.—1, Doyenn6 du Cornice ; 2, St. Luke ;

3, Pineapple Russet. J. C. Rugman.— 1, Gascoyne's
Scarlet ; 2, Early Ited Calville ; 3, Egremont llusset

;

Pear Uurondeau. />. E. Lane.^l, Round Winter Non-
such ; 2, Warner's King ; 3. King of the Pippins ; i,

Lord Derl)y ; 5. Beurr^ Perran.

Names of plants.—H. B.-^l, Aster aniethystinns ;

2, Aster trinervius.^

—

Hobden.—Pliytolacca acinosa.

J . Lurm, Uureu.—Ligustrum lucidum. Miss Stewart.—
Lithospermum purpureo-CTruleum. It has blue flowei-s,

and will grow almost anywhere. L. Lunn.— 1, Adiantum
cuneatum Pacottii ; 2. Selaginella Braunii ; 3, Adiantum
gracillimum ; 4. Nephrolepis Piersonii ; 5, N. exaltata

;

6, Adiantum cuneatum variety ; 7, A. c. grandiceps.

E. Key.— 1, Gesnerk cardinalis ; 2, Pieris japonica. These
numbers were fixed to specimens. Ilex.— 1, Leycesteria

forinosa ; 2, Quercus pedunculata variety fllicifolia ;

3, Hippophae rhanmoides ; 4, Tamarix tetrandra.

C. H. Warwiel\—Quercus Ilex. A. R.—1, Cupressus-
sempervirens ; 2,-Picea canadensis; 3, Thuya plicata

;

4, Cedrus atlantiea.
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SOCIETIES
llOVAL UOKIKT I>Tl UAL SOCIETY.

I Mi: usual fortnightly exhibition of tin- Royal Hortifiil-
I iral Sncit'ty lu'lil oil Nttvemhor 7 was in no way so briiiht
I- those held (iuriiiu tlir past month or so, owing, of ronrsi',

I > till' paucity of hardy tlowcring plants ut this dull time
• I ilic year. Howrvrr, thcrt- wa>' <niiti' a good dis])lay of
ji'-rihouse plants. sui'Ii :is Chrysantlu-nmnis and wintt-r-
' w.'rinR Cejionia*

Fl.OKAI. CoMMlTTKr.

I'rost'nt : W. Mai-shall. ICsq. (chairman), and Messrs.
II B. May. C. T. Mruery, E. A. Howlrs, J. Wulkrr, J.

I
:
IV, 11,. I, iJoiiL'tas X. Turner.fi. Ueuthe. J. Jennings, K. (.',

\.>iriitr.r. lUi.k. J. Hudson, J. ¥. McU-od, G. Cranfleld.
II .). Cuthu^h. C. Dixon. J. T. Beniiftt-Poe. Charles E.
Sluji, Charles E. Pearson, W. V. Thomson, E. H. Jenknis,
\V. .1. .Fames, G. Paul, K. Hooper Pearson. H. Reginald
^'evillr. A. Cranlleld and the Rev. F Paj;e-Koberts.

Mes-^i-;, J, Hill and Sons. Fern speoisilists, Lower Edmon-
ton, di^jilayed at the western end of the hall a reniarUalile
eollfetion of i:reenhouse Ferns, which iiiehuled several
line exjunples of Tree Ferns. Of thi' more itnposin;: of
these latter were Hemitelia Smithii. Dieksonia siinarinsi.
Cibofinm Sehiedei (having; a spread of fronds cxlendin^'
I0 14 feet). Lontaria attennata (with a riMuarkuhle stem
prolitication), Bleclumni brasi iejise and liicksonia untarc-
tiea. a Hne set indeed, cvideneini; the hichest culture.
Apart from the above were many yold and silver Ferns,
Nephrolepis in variety. Davallia fijiensis in ma^Miifieent
speeiniens, Pterises of sorts, Polypodiuin ramo-eristatum
and a beautiful lot of Adiantums. These, with Ly^odium
pinnatitldum. Polypodiuin major and P, aiganteum were
anion*: the finest in a grand lot. Gold medal.

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons. We-^t Norwood, S.E., displayed
sn excellent group of Chrysanthemums, singles and doubles
being grouped advantageously and well. Some of the
<-xliibition blooms were of large size, but as none was
named, we are iirecluded from referring to them in detail.
Silver Lanksian medal.

-Mr. L. R. Russell. Richmond, had a full table of season-
silile e^ergreens and shrubs, which included gold and silver
Ivies, Eurya latifolia variegata. Veronica Andersonii in

many shades of colour, delightful bushes of Pernettyas in
splendid fruit and Aucuba japonica \'era. also well fruitud.
even to the smallest examples. Elseagnusaurea marginata
Av.a.-; also finely shown in groups. Silver Rank-^ian nudal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, staged an interesting
table of plants, which included l.>aphne indiea rubra and
1). alba. Correa cardinalis. a^ well-tlowercd lot of Cyclamen
persicum, and many delightful vases of Pcrpctual-tlowcring
Carnations, these last including many of the best com-
mercial sorts— RIack Chief, Lady Alington (pink). Mar-
ehioness of Linlithgow (white, very free) and Royal Purple,
wiiieh was in excellent form.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Limited, Chelsea, filled

:i (louble-sizetl table with flowering plants, the one side being
t-ntirely made up of Begonias of the winter-llowering
<iettoii. such as Mrs. Heal, Julius, (semi-double) Elatior,
.\gat!m. Ensign and Ideala. all of which are perfect-habited
plants possessing great freedom of flowering ; while the
other was composed of single and double flowered Cliry-
santhemums in great variety and beauty. Of the Chry-
santhenmms, some of the more conspicuous of the singles
were l^adysmith (pink). Gaiety (bronze), E. Xottell (yellow).
Miss Mary Pope (blush pink). J. H. G. Williams (deep
yellow) and Sylvia Sladi' (amaranth, with white centre).

Of the market doublis, Hutehings's Pink.Felton's Favourite
(white), Soleil d'Oetnbre and M. J. Valat (pure white) were
all good. John Slirimpton (crimson), an old variety, was
also excellent. Silver-gilt Flora medal.

Messrs. William Wells arid Co., Limited, Mersthara,
Surrey, had a variety of single and double flowered Chry-
santhemums, filling an extensive table with them. .Airs.

W. Wincott (pink), Mrs. G. C. Kelly (rose crimson, silvery
reverse), Ada Vincent (miniature Pompon), Miss B. Bryant
<white), Crimson Pride. Sylvia Slade (amaranth, with white
centre). Richard Williams (eriinson) and White Pagram
were excellent among single-flowered sorts.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons. Edmonton, staged a remark-
ably fine table of the hardy Polypodiums, the forms of
P. "vulgare more particularly, of which the evergreen
character and freshness were important features. The
more noticeable were P. v. cambricum Prestonii. P. v.
grandieeps Forsteri, P. v. cambricvim Barrowii, P. v.
trichomanoides and P. v. elegantissimum. Begonias of
the Gloire de Lorraine section were also freely shown.
Silver-gilt Banksian medal.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons. Highgate, X.. filled

one long table with flowering and other plants, many of
the former having been grown from retarded specimens.
Daphnis. Lilies. Oranges in fruit, Dracaena Bruantii
variegata. Aralia elegant issima, Skimmias and Erica
gracilis nivalis were among many useful subjects. Another
-table filled by this firm contained a great variety of Car-
nation"^, of winch Lady Elpbinst(uie (pink). Lady Coventry
(rich scarlet). The President (eriniLTon) Lord Rothschild
(crimson), Mrs. Forteseue (ceri.se). May Day (pink). Victory
(scarlet) and Edna (heliotrope, of large size) were the
best, .\mong hardy things the firm included Euonymus
europa-us, well fruited, Veronica pinguia-folia. Iris
alata. L Vartanii, Peniettyas. Tussilago fragrans and
<'yclanun cilicium. Silver Flora medal.

Messr--. Price and Fyfe. Grove Park Nursery, Lee, S.E.,
had ;i -uiall '.^rnup of single Chrysanthemums.

Ml. li Uenthe, Keston. Kent, had an interesting lot
of hardy things, including Campanula garganica (a very
dark variety). C. g. alba. Ranunculus Enysii, "Inula Candida.
Senecio Pcrsoonii (with white foliage).' Parochstus com-
munis, together with a variety of Nerines and other pretty
jilants.

Kent, showed the new decorative
Hilda Blick. which is remarkable

Mr. C. liliek. Hayes,
white (lirvsunthemum
for its purity of torn-.

.Mr. )i. Laiiiie. Hampt<m. sliow({l Carnations Scarh-t
Glow. .May Day. Admiration (pink). Sliasta (white) and
Mrs. C. W. Ward (soft cerise ]tink, a full and easy ojjener).

Messi-s. H. Canncll and Sons, Swaidey, Keiit, had a
group of Pelargonium Salmon Paul Crampel, uliieli with
its flue truss and colour is destined to make its mark in
the near future.

.Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall, E.C., had a
fine table of Chrysanthemums, Salvias and the like, the
former including single, exhibition and decorative varie-
ties in abundance. The Hrni also exhibited ornamental
bowls for bulb-growiim in great variety of colour and
pattern. Silver Flora medal.

Bakers', Wolverhampton, were also large exhibitors of
bowls in many beautiful designs and hi great variety of
colour.
CoCdrum. 11. Sloane Street, S.W., displayed a large

exhibit of British-made potterv and bowls, the latter
perhaps of ton shallow a depth in the main for the culti-
vation of any but the smillrr bulbs.

Mi. Frank (ialswmthy. Chertsey, had a large number
t>f water-colour drawin-js of Mowers, the majority of them
faithful re])rescntations of their kind. The exhibit
attracted much attention. Silver Banksian nu-dal.

Orchip Comvittkf.
Present; J. G. Fowler, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs,

James O'Rrien. Harry J Veitch. H. Little, Richard G.
Thwaites, F. J. Hanbury. V. Menteitli Ogilvie, c. H,
Curtis, Walter Cobb, F. Sander, J. Charlesworth. J. Cyplier,
W. H. Hatcher. H. G. Alexander. W. H White, H Ballan-
tine, Gurney Wilson, J. Wilson Potter, R, B. White, W.
Bolton, C. J. Lucas and dc B. Crawsliay

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.. Hayward's Heath, were
once again represented by a very nice group of Orchids,
for which a silver Flora medal was awarded. Cattleyas
and Cypripi'diums were overhung with brandling sprays
of Odontoglussum Lindenii* O, l*escatorei, Oncidium
priPtextum and other species. The Cattleyas included
a few good plants of C. Venus and the white C. labiata
alba. This group contained many uncommon Oreliids,
and among them we would especially mention an unnamed
species of Burlingtonia introduced from Peni.

.Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex,
gained a similar award for a very fine collection of Orchids,
comprising many species and varieties of Oncidium, and
some good plants of Cattleya aurea, also Cy]>ripediums
in variety.

.Messrs, Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, staged a really
fine lot of Ciypripediums in full flower. Among them we
noticed the singular variety C. insigne Oddity, in which
the two wing petals are converted into lips, one over-
lapping the other. This curious form is quite fixed and
constant. Other varieties worthy of special note were
C. insigne Sanderae, C Maudiae and C. insigne Harcfield
Hall variety. A silver Banksian medal was awarded to
this exhibit.

A silver Banksian modal was awarded to R. G. Thwaites,
Esq.. 2Z, Christchurch Road, Streatham Hill, for a small
but very choice group of Orchids, including Sojpliro-
Cattleya R. 1 Measures and three plants each, in full
tiower, of La;lio-Cattlcya rubens and Odontioda Brad-
sbawiic.

A choice group of Odontoglossum hvbrids was sent
over from Belgium by M. .Maurice Meitens, Mont St.
Aniand, Ghent.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, lunbridge Wells, sent
a most intcrestiim iziniiji of Orchids, for which a silver
Flora medal was awarded. Among them we noted Den-
drobium Ca'logvne. Cirriiopetalum appendiculatum and
some cf til ' eurious Jiulbojihx Hums.

Very beautiful were the Cattleyas and La*lio-Cattle\%s
sent by E. R. Ashtou, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge
Well^ (gardener, Mr, A. Young). Among the best of them
were C. Luegtp Broadlands variety, L.-C. Mrs. Temple and
L.-C. Phccbus. Silver Banksian "medal.
Some singular Orchids, mainly of botanical interest,

such as Dendrobium CEelogyne. Trichosma suavis and
Bulbophyllum Ericsonii, were'si-nt by Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gattou Park, Surrey (gardener, Mr. J. Collier).

Messrs. W. B. Hartland and Sons. Ardcairn, BaUin-
temple. County Cork, staged an admirable collection of
Orchids, in which Cattleyas, Odontoglossums and Cypri-
pediums were well represented. The plants were in full
flower, and looked none the worse for their journey from
Ireland. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Stanley and Co., Southgate, N., staged a number
of Cattleyas, mainly of the labiata section.
The blue-flowering Vanda c;erulea lent a pleasing and

somewhat uncommon tone of colour to the group of
Orchids shown by Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.
This group, wliich received a silver Flora medal, contain(;d
a good number of Cattleyas. such as C. Fabia and C. Black
Prince, al^o Odontoglossums and Oncidiums in great
variety.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tonbridge, Kent, also
securetl :i silver Flora medal for a representative group of
Orchids, 'the group was well arranged, and attracted a
good deal of attention.

Messrs. .Tames and A. A. McBean. Conksbridge. Sussex,
staged a few good Cypripediums and a handsome idant
of Cattleya Portia superba carrying fourtei-n very fine
flowers.

FliniT AND Veoetaht.e Committke.
Present : G. Bunyard, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs

J. Ch-'al. C. G. A. Nix, W. Bates, A. Dean. E. Beckett. J.
Davis, H. .Markham, J. Vert, G. Ueynol.ls. G. Wvthes.
J. Harrison, W. Poupart, A. R. Allan and P. D. Tu'ckett.
On this occasion there was very little work for the fruit

and vegetable committee to do. The onlv exhibits placetl

before them were a few new .\pples. One variety, Ard-
cairn Russet, shown by .Messrs. Baylor Hartland and Sons,
Ardcairn. Cork, gaim-d an award of merit.
A silver Knightian medal was awarded to .Mrs. Miller,

Moyleen. Marlow. for preserved fruits, ji-||ies, chutneys
and jams. The award was made on the report submitted
by Mr. S. T. Wright, Superintendent of the Koval Horti-
cultural Society's gardens, Wisley.

ROMFORD CHRVSANTHKMUM SOCIETY.
VuK annual exhibition of (lowers, fruits and vegetable*
held in connection with this society was opened by Lady
liethel in the Corn Exchange, Romford, on the loth inst.
Though the entries were not .so numerous as in former vears,
the (inulity was of a higher standard, and the new arrange-
ment of the classes added much to the beauty of the display.
M'. -T A. Cox Havering, wa? the Icadiii? winner w'th
(irnpc, staging two beaufifullv flnished bunches of ISlaek
Alicante and two good bunclu-s of Muscat of Alexandria.
Mr. F WinmUl of Romford Lodge had three good dishes
of dessert Apples, King of the Pippins being well coloured.
Mr S. A. Little had the best three dishes of culinary Apples,
Peasgood's .Nonsuch being exceptionally fine. .V'splcndid
dish of Pear Pitmaston Duchess was shown bv Mr. H.
Humphreys, llav-Tiug. Mr P. W. Dutton was the leading
amateur for a eolleetion of vegetables, and Mr. J. A. Cox
led in a similar class for cardt-ners. Mr J. Page f)f Romford
was the leading winner for a group of decorative Chrysan-
themums in pots, and JMr F. Sewell of Brentwood came
flrst in a similar class for large-flowered sprennens, Mr. F.
Bradley of Brentwood being the leading winner for cut
Japanese blooms. An attractive non-com pet it ive group
of Chrysanthemums, Ericas, fruiting (Jranges, Ferns. .

Palms and other plants was staged by Mr W. H. Young of
Mercury Gardens, Romford, and added not a little to the
beauty of the whole display.

LIVERPOOL H0RTICI:LTURAL ASSOCIATION.
After the satisfactory results of the Sweet Pea show, the
executive arranged for the autumn show to be held on
November 9 and 10 in the Corn Exchange. The entries
were about the average, although the leviathans in
the shape of Palms, Ferns, Ac, were replaced bv smaller
plants.

Cut flowers, as usual, were the first and foremost, in
which again Mr. G. Haigh, gardener to Sir W. H. Tate,
Bart., stood pre-eminent, this being the fourth time in
succession he has hehl this coveted position, thus winning
outright the two handsome silver challenge vases; his
bloonn this time wfre possibly the best he has yet staged,
Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Master Janu'S. Master Daniels (Japanese),
and Buttercup, Lady Isabel and Romance (incurved)
being extra fine. The other prizemen in this class were
Mr. J. Stoney, gardener to Lieutenant-Colonel Gaskell,
J, P., Mr. C. Goves, gardener to Su: (iilbert Greenall, Bart..
and Mr. H. Osborne, gardener to Miss Heap.

For eighteen incurved, distinct, .Mr. J. Nisbet, gardener
to Miss Robinson, scored with a good stand ; and for the
twelve Mr. J. Clark, gardener to T. Clarke, Esq., led.

For eighteen Japanese Mr. J. George, gardener to T.
Henshaw, Esq.. led the way with a good lot, Mr. Clark
having the best twelve.

Six vases of singles, not more than twelve in each vase,
brought out a strong competition, Mr. J. Williams, gardener
to C. J. Procter, Ei^q., winning with a good set. Mr. L.
Thompson led for three vases. The leading awards in
other classes went to Messrs. J. Findlay, J. Tavlor, E.
Whari;on, A. Wallacey and W. Aindow.

PJ.ANT.«.

Chrysanthemums: Mr. T. Hitchman, gardeuer to A.
Earle, Esq., was a giant in the fray, taking five firsts out
of a possible seven : his trained plants were well done and
greatly admired, his staked plants fresh and well flowered.
Mr. J. H. Kefford, gardener to Joseph Smith. Esq., had
the best trained Pompon, and Mr. E. R. Finch, gardener
to W. J. Lockett, scored with his six staked plants. For
the group Mr. J. H. Kefford led the way, utilising bright-
coloured singles.

I'be followinii awards were made to trade groups.

—

Gold medals : Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher for a well-
arrangril table of Orchids ; Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield,
for ClirysantliL-mums : Mr. J. Lei-, Bebington, for Apples
and Pears; Messrs. CUbrans, Altrineham, for vegetables;
Mr. W'ells, Merstham, for Chrysanthennuns ; and Messrs.
R. P. Ker and Sous for excellent Cyelamen.

Silver medals : Messrs, Thomas Davies and Co. for
Potatoes : Mr. H. .Middlehurst for Chrysanthemums and
Potatoes : Mr. W. Rowlands for Palms and Begonias ;

Messrs Dicksons for Carnations. Clirysanthemnins, itc.

;

and th' British Columbia Government for Apples.
Certificates of merit : Mr. T. Hitchman for Chrysan-

themum Mis^ Lilian Earle ; and Mr. C. Clover for Chrysan-
themum Ladysmith.

SOUTHA.MPTON HORTICCLTLRAL SOCIETY.
The autumn exhibition of Chrysanthemums, fruit and
vegetables held in the Drill Hall on November 8 and 9
was a really fine one in every respect. The arrangements
nride by the courteous secretary. Mr. Fuidge, were perfect,
as usual. Undoubtedly tlie exhibition was superior to
any held for many years past.

Groups akd Pl.\xts.

In Class 1. for a group of decorative single and other
Chrysanthemums arranged with Palms, Ferns and other
foliage plants in a space 12 feet wide and 8 feet deep, Mr.
Hall, gardener to Lord Swaythling. was the wiimer. Second
and third honours fell to Messrs. F. G. Bealing and C
Dymott, Southampton, in the order mentioned.
Mr Hosey, gardener to G. C. D'Esterre, Esq., had the

best si-'C specimen plants with not fewer than live blooms
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on a plant. The same exhibitor was successful in the
class for four bush plants, distinct varieties.

Mr. Moore had the best three plants suitable for con-
servatory decoration.

CiTT Blooms in Vases and on Boards.
All the flowers staged in these classes wore of high

quahty.
Mr. Baxter, gardener to Captain F. C. Dalgety, Lockerby

Hall, Romsey, put up weishty, well-coloured blooms in
the class for twelve varieties in vases, three blooms in a
vase, and won premier honours. His varieties were as
follows : Edith Smith, Mme. Rivol, W. A. Etherington,
Lady Talbot, Willie Rawlins, Purity, Master James,
Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Reginald Vallis, Mme. P. Iladaelli,

Mrs. N. Davis and F. S. Vallis. Mr. T. Stevenson, gardener
to E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Addlestone, Surrey, was a close

second with big, well-fiuished blooms, the following being
noteworthy : Walter Jinks, Duchess of Sutherland, James
Lock, Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Reginald VaDis, F. S. Vallis and
Valerie Greenham. Third prize went to Mr. F. Chandler.

Mr. Chandler had the best two vases of blooms, white,
two varieties, three blooms in a vase. He staged Annie
Nichol and Purity. Mr. Hall, gardener to Major Chichester,
Romsey, was second with Mrs. Norman Davis and Annie
Hamilton. Mr. Usher, gardener to Sir R. Baker, Bart.,
was third with Mrs. H. B. Marsham and E. Poulton.
Once more Mr. Chandler scored in the vase classes with

F. S. Vallis and I. Payne. Mr. Baxter was second with
F. S. Vallis and Master James ; and Mr. Hall third with
Lady Talbot and Jumbo. . This class provided for any
varieties except white.
The singles made a grand display. Mr. T. Stevenson

was the le;uier in tlic class for six vases of blooms, dis-

budded and dislinct, Metta, Mensa. Bronze Pagram,
Forbes's Pink, ridor and Framfleld Beauty were the
varieties stagrd. Mr, Dymott won second honours, and
was flrst in the class for six vases, undisbudded.

Mr. Baxter was the winner in the class for twenty-four
blooms, Japanese, not fewer than sixteen varieties nor
more than two of one varietv. He had F. S. VaUis (2),

W. Mease (-Z), Master James (2), W. A. Etherington (2),

Edith Smith, W. Rawhns (2), Lady Talbot, Frances
JoUiffe, Shanklin, Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Mme. P. Radaelli (2),

Mary IngUs, Mrs. G. Hemming, J. H. SUsbury, Bessie
Godfrey and Purity. Mr. T. Stevenson was a close

second ; W. Mease, F. S. Vallis, Lady Talbot, Superba,
Hon. Mrs. Lopes and Rose Poekett were grand blooms.
Third honours fell to Mr. A. J. Marsh, gardener to M.
Hodgson, Esq., Kingsworthy.

Mr. Marsh won first place in the class for eighteen
incurved blooms, not fewer than twelve varieties nor more
thau two of anv one variety. He staged Clara Wt-lls (2),

W. Higgs (2), Mrs. G. Denyer (2), Romaiicr (2). Mr. J.

Wynne (2), EnibUnne Poitevine, G. W. Parkin, Mme.
Ferlat. Frank Trestion (2), Marjorie Shield, Eclipse and
E. Tharp. Mr. W. Mease, gardener to A. Tate, Esq.,
Downside, Leatherhead, was an exceedingly close second,
the judges being a long time in deciding their award.
Clara Wells, Romance, Pantia Ralli, Mrs. B. Hankey.
Mrs. J. Wynne and C. H. Curtis were very fine blooms.
The variety Clara Wells, a beauty, was adjudged premier
bloom in this stand in this class.

'

Fruit and Vegetables.
Mr. Hall had the three best bunches of Grapes, staging

Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Piuce and Appley Towers.
Mr. W. Hail staged the best two bunches of black Grapes,
Appley Towers. Mr. J. Hughes scored in the class for

two bunches of Alicante. Mr. Baxter was equally success-
ful in the classes for two bunches of white and a single
bunch, staging in each case fine Muscats. Mr. Stevenson
scored with beautiful Apples in the class for four dishes of
dessert varieties. Mr. Edwards, gardener to W. Garton,
Esq., won iu tlie class for four dishes of coolcing Apples,
and Mr. W. Hall had the best four dishes of Pears.

Vegetables were very fine indeed. Mr. Ellwood,
gardener to W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore Park, was first

in both Messrs. Toogootl's and Messrs. Sutton and Sons'
classes for six distinct kinds. Mr. Usher won the society's
first prize for a collection of six distinct kinds.

Trade Exhii^its.

Gold medals were awarded to Messrs. E. Wills for fioral

designs; the British Columbia Government, Apples: and
Messrs. Oakley and Watling. fioral designs. Messrs.
Toogood and Sons received a silver-gilt medal for vegetables,
and Messrs. E, Ladhams, Limited, and Mr. F, Longster,
silver medals for miscellaneous plants.

SANDHURST. YATELEY AND DISTRICT
GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

There was a good attendance of members at the meothig
held early in November. It is always a popiihir iii;j;ht

when vegetables are up for discussion. On thiy uc*;isioii

the discussion on " The Vegetable Garden " was led by
Mr. W. Austin of The Gardens, St. Helens, Sandhurst,
who gave a few brief notes on all the most useful of the
vegetables, and a most interesting and animated controversy
was maiiitiiJTiiil l)y Messrs. Moyes, Evans, Benham,
Townsend, M. (ludiiard, C. W. Goddard, A. Collins, Chap-
man, Sharinan, Dupond and Leversuch. There was a
splendid lot of vegetables staged by members, the room
having quite a show-like appearance. Mr. Evans, The
Gardens, Snaprails, exhibited Onions and Leeks ; Mr.
Townsend, Sandhurst Lodge Gardens, Celery, Coleworts.
Cabbage, Beet, Brussels Sprouts, Turnips and garden
Swedes ; Mr. M. Goddard, The Gardens, Ambarrow,
Tomatoes, Turnips, Parsnips, Carrots, Onions, Leeks and
a large Vegetable Marrow weighing 251b. ; Mr. W. Chap-
man, The Gardens, Hilfleld, Celeriac, Cauliflowers, Carrots,
Leeks, Parsnips and Scakale Beet ; Mr D. Moyes, The

Gartkms, Firgrove, Ouious, Savoys and Brussels Sprouts

;

Mr. W Austin, The Gardens, St Helens, Seakale Beet and
Turnips ; Mr. W. Jeans, The Gardens, The Uplands,
Onions : Mr. H. Ruddle, Little Sandhurst, Brussels
Sprouts ; and Mr. L. Dupond, Crowthorne Nurseries, pot
plants of Erica hyemalis and E. nivalis.

PARIS INTERNATIONAL SHOW.
The International autumn show held at Paris under
the auspices of the National Horticultural Society of

France took place in a huge temporary building about
400 yards long on the Cours-la-Reine. It was formally
opened on November 4 by M. Fallieres, President of the
French Republic. An International jury judged the
numerous classes of Chrysanthemums, fruit, vegetables,

itc, the Englisii rr]>nsrutiitivi's on the jury being Colonel
Prain, Sir Albert Rullit. .Mi. iJarman Payne, Mr. Thomas
Bevan and Mr. George Schneider.

Messrs. VUmorin-Andrieux and Co. were awarded the
grand prix d'honneur for an immense exhibit of trained
specimen and bush plants of Chrysanthemums in great

variety, occupying a superficial area of about 8,000 square :

feet. The second grand prix d'honneur was awarded to

Messrs. Croux et fils for fruit and fruit trees. Other
prizes of honour wej-e awarded to Messrs. Salomon, for

Grapes ; M. Pinon, for trained Chrysanthemum plants ;

Mme. Calvat, for new seedling Chrysanthemums ; M.
Billard. for tuberous Begonias ; M. Ribet, for fruit

;

M. Paul Labb6, for cut blooms ; the Ecole horticole du
Plessis-Piquet, for Chrysanthemums ; and M. Nomblot-
Bruneau, for fruit and fruit trees. In addition, there

were several hundred other exhibitors who received works
of art and medals of the society for their exhibits.

New seedlings were judged by the floral committee, and
a large number of first-class certificates were awarded.
Mme. Calvat obtained the special prize of lOOfr. for

the best novelty. It was named Petite Helene de Tiaret,

a pretty rose-coloured fiower of the Japanese section.

In the Chrysanthemum classes Messrs. Nonin, Durand,
C16ment, Charvet, Paul Labb6, Crepin and many others

had some fine exhibits. M. George Truffaut exhibited

a monument built up of yellow Chrysanthemum blooms.
a most imposing object, chiefly constructed of the variety

F. S. VaUis.
Trained plants in every fantastic shape and form were

to be seen, the mere enumeration of which is impossible

in the limited space at our command, but the names of

Messrs. Crepiu and Pinon are specially worthy of mention
in this respect.

There were three English exhibitors—Messrs. W. Wells,

who showed Carnation Whitehouse ; Mr. Engelmann,
who had a grand stand of Carnations iu many varieties ;

and Messrs. G. and A. Clark of Dover. The English Car-

nations were in every way far superior to those sent by
the French.

Floral decorations were set up in fine style by M.
Lachaume and M. Ed. Debrii ; Clematis by M. G. Boucher ;

and Begonias (a most dazzling feature) by Messrs. Valleraud
and Billard. Many other flower exhibits came from wed-
kuown specialists.

Fruit was also largely displayed, the Grapes mostly in

ornamental plate-glass cases. Some of the finest were
those staged by Messrs. Cordonnier, Dupont-Barbier,
Whir, Salomon, Mercier, Tessier, Ac. Apples and Pears
in great quantities were staged by Messrs. Opoix, Croux.
Nomblot-Bruneau. Pinguet-Guindon, H. Lequen (a grand
display of Pears 42 feet long) and others.

There were some large collections of vegetables from
Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co.. " A la Pensee," Messrs.

Rigault Angel et fils, and Compoint.
Fruit trees and decorative shrubs hued the promenade

leading to the show, and in the trrounds there were large

numbers of exhibits of hurtirultiir;d ^iiiiiiiics. greenhouses,

boilers, garden pottery, statins, tools aii^l the like.

A lunch to the jury was given at the Restaurant Ledoyen.
M. Viger presided over the proce(!dings, which were most
enthusiastic. The chairman welcomed the foreign visitors

from England. Japan, Belgium. Germany, Italy, &c.,

and speeches were made by Sir Albert RoUit, M. Ch.

Bosschere, Baron Von Solemache, M. Maeda {the Japauese
representative), Mr. Harman Payne and others amid
great enthusiasm.
A congress of Chrysanthemum growers was subse-

quently held in the society's hall and an evening soirre

and reception, at which a large number of visitors were
most cordially entertained.

On Sunday a party was formed and visits paid to some
of the most famous gardens in the neighbourhood of Paris.

Lunch was taken at the Palais d'Orsay under the chair-

manship of M. Viger. The three days' festivities were
most enjoyable for the visitors, and the show was a great

success, for we learnt that on the first Sunday there were
35,000 visitors present duriUii the day.

For twelve Japanese, distinct, Mr. Harry West, Broad-
water, was flrst with a nice collection, including flue speci-
mens of A. T. Miller, Mrs. L. Thorn, Master David. Pockett's
Crimson and Mrs. C. Penford ; second, H. S. Joimson, Esq.

Six Japanese, distinct : First, Mr. W. Parsons ; second,
H. S. Johnson, Esq. ; thurd, E. S. Mond, Esq.

Six incurved, distinct: H. S. Johnson, Esq.. first, with
well-developed blooms of Embleme Poitevine, C. Blick,
Mrs. H. J. Jones and Mrs J. Wyse.

Six Japan**se, one variety : Dr. Rouse, Worthing, first,

using Mrs. W. Knox; H.'S. Johnson, Esq., second, with
Mrs. Geo. Mileham.
Four vases of singles : H. S. Johnson, Esq., was an easy

first with magnificent blooms of Eureka, Sandown Radi-
ance, Bronze Pagram and Edith Pagram; second. Mr.
W. G. PcUey.

Non-competitive ExHfBiTs.

Mr. H. W. Thorp, Durringt^n, Worthing, made a grand
display with cut blooms, showing culture of the highest
excellence. Particularly noticeable were Pockett's Crimson,
Evangeline (of splendid purity), Ethel Thorp, Geo. Mile-

ham *08, Mrs. J. W. Cole. Splendour and Maritana (new),
an incurved of lovely creamy yellow colour. Silver medal.

Mr. Robert Piper, Worthing.—Group of Chrysanthe-
mums, including most of the newer varieties, displaying
excellent culture. Certificate of excellence.
The Barnham Nurseries, Limited.—Table of fruit. A

very fine display. Certificate of excellence.
Messrs. Barnwell Brothers.—An attractive display of

Begonias, Ferns and other ornamental plants. Certificate.

WORTHING HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The annual exhibition of Chry--aiittii*iiiiiiiis was laid on
November 8 and U in the St. J;inir>'s Ihill. Ilie imildinu.

though of good proportions, failrd To a(C()nmiodate the

exhibits in a satisfactory ntanner while allowing space

for the public. TIk- iitt-mlance was good, congestion

being frequent, while tin- iiu;ility and excellence left nothing

to be desired.
Competitive Exhibits.

In this section the offer of a handsome silver challenge

cup, to be won three times in succession or five times in

the aggregate, for the best group of Chrysanthemums
attracted keen rivalry, four competitors entering and
staging groups of great excellence. The honour of scoring

the first point fell to H. S. Johnson, Esq., SeldenvUle,

Worthing, who was followed by Mr. G. Pilgrim and Mr.

W. Parsons respectively.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES
CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.

The jubilee exhibition, to celebrate the fiftieth great

annual show, held on November 8, 9 and 10 proved to

be one of the best held in the annals of the society. The
exhibition was befittingly opened by the president.

Alderman W. H. Bowater, the Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
The great Bingley Hall presented a grand spectacular

effect, which, in combination with ideal show weather
and an immense concourse of visitors, afforded great

I gratification, especially to the committee and their capable
( secretary, Mr. Alfred Noakes.

I

A notable feature was the splendid array of cut Perpetual-

I

flowering Carnations for the silver challenge shield

provided by the society. There were three contestants.

! Last year it was won by Mr C. F. W'aters, Balcorabe,

Sussex, who on the present occasion had to succumb to

Mr. W. H. Lancashire, Guernsey, Mr. Waters annexing
the second prize and ftlr. S. Mortimer, Farnham, the third

position, the trio having splendid exhibits.

Chrysanthemum great vase class : Pride of place shoiUd

undoubtedly be given to this section, which has never

been excelled by any previous exhibit. In the class for

six vases of Japanese Chrysanthemums in eighteen distinct

varieties, one bloom each of three distinct varieties iu each
vase, there was a keen contest, and resulted in the first

honours being annexed by Mr. E. J. Brooks, gardener

to Lieuteiiiuit-Colonel Beech, Brandon Hall. Coventry,
with the splriidid hloom of F. S. Vallis, both in size and
quality, and unquestionably the finest of this notable

variety ever staged in Bingley Hall. Mr. W. Iggnlden.

Frorae, was a very close second, with Mr. J. R. Pt)oUy,

gardener to Hugh Andrews, Esq., Toddington Manor.
Winehcombe, in near association.

The class for four vases, in four varieties, three blooms of

one variety only, wa^ keenly contested. Mr. E. J. Brooks
scored with very fine examples of John Peed, Hon. Mrs.

Lopes, F. S. Vallis and President Viger; second, Mr.
W. H. Westburv. gardener to J. W. Wheatley, Esq..

BerksweU Hail, Covrntrv.
Aiiothrr outstandui!^ f.'uture of the show were the groups

of Cluvsaiitlu-iiiunis arranged for effect.

For "a group to be arranged as grown in a space 20 feet

wide at back and front and 12 feet deep (first prize £10 and
the William Butler Memorial SUver Cup, presented by

W. Watei-s Butler, Esq.), Mr. Alfred Cryer, gardener

to J. A. Kenrick, Esq., Berrow Court. Edgbaston,
won the cup for the third time, aud it now becomes
his absolute property. Mr. Cryer surpassed himself

with a bold and well-balanced arrangement of Japanese
varieties and incurves chiefly, interspersed with elegant

Palms and other ornamental foliage plants. The second

honours were assigned to Mr. J. Victor Macdonald. gar-

dener to Sir George H. Kenrick, Whetstone, Edgbaston,
for an effective arrangement of garden or decorative

Chrysanthemums. Mr. Macdonald was for several years

a leading exhibitor in the foregoing class at Bingley Hall.

Specimen Chrysanthemum plants have ever been an

important feature at the Birmingham Show, but for several

years past have been, strange to say, confined chiefly to

growers who almost invariably have equallv shared the

honours, the longest exponent being Mr. Oliver Brasier.

gardener to E. Martineau, Esq., Edgbaston, and hi«.

confiirr, Mr. A. Cryer. Both had exceedingly well grown
and ilnwiTcd Japanese and single varieties.

i;oui|uets were very well staged by Messrs. Perkins

and Son. Coventry, and Captain Starkey.
Decorated dinner-tables were in strong force. Tlie

successful contestants were Mr. G. W. Macdonald, Messrs.

E. A. Davies, Pershore, and Mr. H. S. Foster.

The prizes given by Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich,
for six exotic Ferns eUcited only one exhibitor, Mr. A.

Cryer. with very good specimens.

Fruit.

For a collection of British-growm fruit Mr. J. H Good-
acre, Elvaston Castle Gardens, Derbyshire, was th-^ snUtary

exponeut with a large collection of Pineappk-^. Melons

Grapes, Figs, Apples, Pears, Ac. It was a richly coloured

display, and deserved the first priz. .
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devoid of scent, but this it is difficult to

believe. In any case, given two flowers

of equal merit, except that one is fragrant

and the other is not, we feel sure the

fragrant one would be selected in preference

to the other. The fragrance of the Old
Clove Carnation has endeared this flower

to the hearts of many, and given it a

period of life that it certainly would not

have enjoyed had it been so devoid of

scent as are many of the otherwise excellent

new perpetual flowering Carnations. The
society holds its first exhibition of this

season in the Royal Horticultural Hall

on December 13 next, and we hope
that in judging new varieties fragrance

will not only be recognised, but will be

demanded.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

December i. — Royal Horticultural Society's

Colonial Fruit and Vegetable Exhibition (three

days)

.

December 3.—Societe Francaise d' Horticulture

de Londres Meeting.

"The Garden" Calendar, 1911 We
shall shortly be preparing for press The Garden
Calendar lor 19 11. We shall be glad if secretaries

of horticultural societies will kindly send us the

dates of their shows and meetings, so that they

can be included in the calendar.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—
The annual dinner of this society will be held at

the Holborn Restaurant, London, on Tuesday,

November 29. The president. Sir Albert RoUit,

D.C.L., I.L.D., will preside, and the function is

fixed at 6.15 for 6.45 p.ni.

The Kippen Yine.—At the annual show of

the Stirling Chrysanthemum Association, held

on November 10 and 11, a basket of Grapes was
shown from the famous Kippen Vine and exhibited

by the Kippen Vineries Company. This Vine has

produced no fewer than 600 bunches this season.

It covers an area of 2,240 feet on the roof, and the

longest branch is 170 feet long and 22 inches in

circumference. The fruit shown was excellent.

Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land. — The horticultural exhibition for 191

1

will be held at Norwich. A four days' show has

been arranged, commencing on June 27. The
society will be glad to receive non-competitive

exhibits, but as the space will be necessarily

limited, intending exhibitors are requested to make
early application to the secretary, Mr. T. McRow,
i5, Bedford Square, London, W.C, for the amount
of space required. The schedule is now prepared,

and handsome prizes are offered in the competitive

classes.

United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society. — The usual monthly
meeting of this society was held at the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,

on Monday, November 14, Mr. C. H. Curtis in the

chair. Seven new members were elected and one
nominated. The death certificate of Mr. A. Miles

was produced, and the amount standing to the

late member's credit, viz., £8 13s. 3d., was granted

to his nominee. The sick list has been heavy, the

sum of £66 5s. having been paid for sickness since

the last meeting. Three thousand circulars

setting forth the benefits and usefulness of the

society have been posted to most head-gardeners
in the Home Counties, and the committee hope
that many young gardeners will join without delay.

The "British Fern Gazette." — The

quarterly number of this publication for December

contains much that should be of interest to lovers

of Ferns. The Rev. E. H. Hawkins contributes

an article on British F'erhs in Gloucestershire,

and Mr. C. T. Druery gives some most interesting

particulars about spore-sowing.

Grants to Scottish societies.—After

setthng all accounts, the sum of over £11,000

remained from the Scottish National Exhibition

held last year, and this surplus has now been allo-

cated among a number of institutions. Of these

a small sum only has gone to institutions connected

with horticulture and forestry
;

£100 has been

granted to the Edinburgh and East of Scotland

College of Agriculture, and £150 to the Royal

Scottish .^rboricultural Society.

CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Disease in Hollyhocks.—In your issues of

tlie 22nd and 29th ult. our exhibits of Hollyhocks

at the great shows of Shrewsbury and Edinburgh

are referred to as being quite free from disease.

" D." asks if the strain is immune from the attacks

of this pest. We emphatically say that if treated

as ours are treated they are rendered so, as our

recent exhibits testify. We have no desire to

keep the remedy a secret, but rather to proclaim

it. To begin with, we would say that those for

the Shrewsbury exhibit were planted the previous

October, while those for the later show in Edinburgh

were planted about the end of April. These in both

cases we planted in similar soil, well trenched

and dressed with a liberal supply of well-decayed

manure. A portion of the manure was placed

beneath them at planting-time, also a good sprink-

ling of ashes which came from the burning of

refuse. They also had a good top-dressing of the

latter, with a further top-dressing of potash and

superphosphate, a tablespoonful per plant, well

chopped in with a hoe. As growth progressed

they were thoroughly dressed over with our

disease mixture, which we have now used for

several years, but never so persistently as this

year, and we have never had them so free from

disease ; hence we are safe in advising all growers

of the Hollyhock to thoroughly powder them all

over until just before they show the colour of the

bloom. We find tlie early part of the day the best

time to apply the powder, when the dew is still on

them. The mixture for dressing them is made as

toflows : Slake one bushel of lime, and when cool

add one bushel of soot, 4lb. of fiowers of sulphur

and 20Z. of sulphate of copper (finely powdered).

Pass the mixture through a fine sieve and dust the

plants well over with it three or four times during

the growing season. We have no hesitation in

saying that if persevered with as directed, anyone

will be able to grow the Hollyhock and be rewarded

for their pains with spikes of 4 feet, and some

varieties 5 feet, of flower length.

—

Webb a.nd

Brand, Saffron Waldcn.

New single Chrysanthemums.—If some

of the many readers of The Garde.v would give their

experience of some of the newer single Chrysanthe-

mums, mvich good would be done by this inter-

change of opinions. In the hope that they may
do so I give below my own experience. Sandown

Radiance, mahogany red, is by general consent

my best colour, and lias done very well, making

beautiful sprays. Nell Riding is quite a unique

colour, reddish salmon, and has beautiful sprays,

is fairly dwarf and a good grower. Roupell

Beautv, though not so new as the others, is a

beautiful colour, but with me is rather weak.

Merstham Jewel is very late, and was not showing
colour on November 14. Florrie King is a good
variety, and has done well with me and is a beauti-

ful soft shade of pink. Mensa has grown very

well ; in fact, it is over 5 feet high, but the flowers

are not very promising, being small and of a greenish

%vhite. I am greatly disappointed with this plant,

as it was heralded with so much vigour and pomp
as being a nonesuch.—E. G., Lytham, Lanes.

Peas Autocrat and Gladstone—Recently

there appeared an article m The Garden recom-

mending the above two v.arieties of Peas for late

crops. I read that article with particular satis-

faction, in view of the fact that I had already

formed the same opinion of them. Now, most

of \is like to have our opinions verified, and my
experience with them this season again tends in

that direction. One row of each variety was
sown on June 7, gathering from them being

discontinued on November i, that being a record

for lateness in my case. Even then there was a

fair crop of flowers and unfilled pods on the plants.

I would suggest that readers remember these two

varieties when ordering their seed for the approach-

ing season,—T. H,

Chrysanthemum plant groups.—So far

as 1 have seen in scores of exhibitions, no amount of

effort on the part of exhibitors has ever enabled

them to create any artistic or pleasing effect

with a group of large-flowered Chrysanthemums.
No matter how fine and fresh the flowers, stiU the

group is at the best a heavy, stiff, formal group,

and adds no charm or beauty to an exhibition.

It is high time these useless groups were swept
away, and their places taken bv plant groups of

late-struck dwarf plants in small pots, including

Pompons and singles. The group so very effec-

tively arranged at the Crystal Palace Show of

dwarf plants in 5-inch pots which carried off the

Dean Memorial Medal commanded far more admira-

tion than any ordinary large-flowered group

secures or merits. Gardeners or amateurs, instead

of putting in fifty plants, might well stage thirty,

and, should they require to intermix them with

Ferns or dwarf foliage plants, there is such a

profusion of beautiful varieties now that are

specially fitted for pot culture and greenhouse

decoration that at the same time would have no
chance in a large-flowered group that they merit

all encouragement. Let us hope committees will

soon provide it.—A. D.

Raising up the soil of flower-beds.—
Permit me to join with " H. P." in endorsing the

remarks by Mr. Jenkins with regard to the undue
elevation of flower-beds which is so common
in many gardens. This appears to me to be based

on the idea that the flowers will have a greater

effect when thus raised than when nearer the level

of the adjoining ground. This is so far correct,

but in many cases the elevation is too great for

a pleasing appearance, as well as decidedly in-

jurious to the plants cultivated in the beds. I

have in view some beds thus raised which always

fail to give satisfaction, and it is useless to point

out to the owners the cause of the failures which

annually occur. In some of these Roses are

planted, and the result is that they are always too

dry, and by their foliage and the poor flowers the>-

give it is evident that they are unhappy. Such

bad practice is especially injurious on light soil.

I have seen beds of the lightest possible sandy

earth which were much too high, and nothing but

real drought-lovers could hope to thrive in these.

The sound teaching of Mr. Jenkins on this and

other subjects ought to be carefully studied by
readers other than those who own a town garden.

—S. A.
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Rose Mme. Kdmee Metz as a standard.
This beautiful Hybrid Tea does well with us in

this district as a standard, yet I do not remember
noticing any comments upon it in the various Rose

notes which appear from time to time in The
Garden. A note in my pocket-book tells me that

one day in the first week in September a specimen

was carrying twenty-eight flower-heads, of which

seven were fully developed. This, of course, would

be its second crop, and I thought it quite worthy

of mention. Whether it does equally well as a

dwarf I do not know
;

perhaps some grower of

it can say. A great point in its favour is that

it is absolutely mildew-proof, even in this cold

locality.—C. T., Highsate.

Late flowers in Wales It may in-

terest other readers to know that on November 3

I picked in a garden in North Wales, 600 feet

above the sea, the following flowers : Roses

—

Frau Karl Druschki. .liberie Barbier, Dorothy
Perkins, Hiawatha, Souvenir de la IWalmaison,

rugosa and China ; Dahlias, Carnations, Martagon

Lily, Sweet Peas, Mignonette, Fuchsias, Verbenas,

Lupines, Coreopsis, Poppies, Sweet William,

Nasturtiums, Hollyhocks, Larkspurs, Canterbury

Bells, Cornflowers, Veronica, Scabious, Sunflowers,

Daisies, Polyanthus, Starworts, Violas, Mont-

bretia, Bergamot, double Primroses and Gladiolus.

The above list, I think, establishes a record in

late blooms.—S. Lloyd, Merionethshire. North

Wales.

Fragrant Roses Cannot the National Rose

Society be induced to arrange special classes for the

best-perfumed Roses, both double and single, for

seedlings ? Rosarians know pretty well which of

the old varieties give the richest perfume, and might

well use one or more of those as a standard by which

to judge of the scent-giving properties of new
varieties. Nothing should receive an award that

did not give perfume equal to that of the standard

variety. Certainly there is now such an enormous
number of Roses, both dwarf and climbing, double

and single, which produce large or brilliant-

coloured flowers that, in aiming to raise others

which differ from so many now in commerce only

by the tenth part of a shade of colour, very little

is tu be gained. A new strain of richly perfumed
flowers would indeed be welcome, flowers that

would enrich the atmosphere with their scent, and
not show it in so limited a form that it is needful

to inhale hard before the perfume becomes per-

ceptible. It only needs a strong demand from those

who love Roses as much for their perfume as for

their beauty to ensure the desired supply.—D.

Improving herbaceous plants.—
Some time ago Mr. Amos Perry pointed out the

possiblities for improvement in many of our

herbaceous plants. There is one, I think, that

has been overlooked. Manv have admired the

beauty of Gerbera Jamesonii, but it is not hardy,

except in a few favoured localities like the green-

house borders at Kew and Cambridge. The
P>Tethrum, on the other hand, is perfectly hardy
everywhere, and many fine varieties have been

raised by Messrs. Kebvay, Lemoine and others.

There is a yellow-flowered species with whitish

leaves (P. argenteum) in cultivation. Would it

not be possible to cross this with, say, James
Kelway or any of the scarlet-flowered varieties

of P. roseum ? With careful re-selection of the

resultant seedlings it ought to be possible to get

flowers combining the brilliant colour and the

foliage of Gerbera Jamesonii without the difficulties

attending its culture. I have long wished to

experiment in this direction, but have had no
opportunity to do so. I hope, however, that some
other readers may be interested enough to make
experiments in this direction.—W. H. Brown.

GARDENING OF THE
WFEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants L'nder Glass.

SCHIZA.NTrHUS. — The earliest batch of

plants will now be sufficiently rooted to

allow of repotting into 6-inch pots. The
old method was to grow three plants in

a pot ; but there is no doubt that the

finest specimens are obtained by growing

them singly. A fairly rich, light soil suits them,

and the potting should not be too hard. Great

care must be exercised in watering ; if the soil be-

comes too wet, damping off verv often occurs.

Place one stake to the centre of the plant and loop

the side growths to this as required.

Perpetual Carnations.—.\ commencement may be

made with propagating. Strong side growths, about

4 inches or ^ inches long, should be selected, removing

them from the plant by a downward pull. All the

preparation necessarv is to trim off the ragged ends

with a sharp knife. These growths should be inserted

in sand in a propagating-case. Failing the case, the

cuttings root easily in pots filled with sand and
placed in the Cucumber-house. The cuttings must
be procured from clean, healthy stock, otherwise

it is merely a case of propagating disease. Plants

rooted now will make good specimens for flowering

next autumn.
Chrysanthemums.—A start may now be made

with the propagating. Where large specimen plants

are required, the cuttings should be taken at once.

.A. close frame is a suitable place for rooting the cut-

tings, plunging the pots in ashes as near the glass

as possible.

Hardy Fruits.

Pruning.—An excellent plan to follow is to have

all pruning completed before the New Year. With
the exception of Peaches and Nectarines, wall

trees are usually the first to receive attention. Sweet

Cherries, Plums and Apricots fruit on the spurs, so,

therefore, must be pruned accordingly. Morello

Cherries fruit on the previous season's growth, and,

providing the summer pruning received the neces-

sary attention, the trees should not require much
now. Some of the older wood may be judiciously

removed to make room for the younger. All growths

should be regulated to form a well-balanced, even

tree. With regard to standard and half-standard

.\pple trees, providing there is plenty of room for

extension, all that is necessary is the regulation of

the branches, keeping the tops of the trees well

open to allow sun and air to have free access. When
one branch crosses another, the one inclined to take

a sideways direction must be removed. Pyramid
or bush trees of Apples and Pears should be kept

fairly open in the middle, and all growths not re-

quired for extension cut back to two or three buds.

In pruning, the cut should be made just beyond
an outward pointing bud. By following out this

practice the trees will have a natural tendency to

keep the centres open. The extension or leading

growths should be left a few inches long, accord-

ing to space. The object in view should be a profit-

able and at the same time shapely tree.

Herbaceous Borders.
The coarser-growing subjects, such as Michaelmas

Daisies, Helianthus and Heleniums, become over-

crowded after remaining in the same spot for a

year or two. They should divided every two years,

and, providing the weather is open, this is an

excellent time to proceed with the work.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THK NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Cold h' r a m f s .

Bulbs.—Most of the bnlb= will now be readv to

b" taken from the plunge and set in frames. Keep
close and well matted for the first ten days, and
then gr.idually admit light and air. Should hard
frost set in. mat sccurclv; not that the bulbs are

likely to he damaged, but the pots .are apt to be
broken ; and if the frames have been kept shut, the

points of the growths will be tender and might
suffer. The advantage of growing the bulbs with
abundance of air is that the growths are firm and
no kind of weather can do them harm. All the

earlier b.atches will now be ready for the green-

house.

Cold Frames.—Several of the plants wintered in

frames very quickly resent being closely shut up
for any length of time. Carnations, Calceolarias,

double Rockets, Violas and all cuttings of hardy
plants soon suffer from damp. To keep them
healthy, admit air every day unless it be frosty.

Even during heavy rain-storms the sashes should

be tilted a little at the back. In mild weather this

chink of air should be left on even during the night.

Violets.—These require special attention in the

way of airing and removing of dead foliage. Stir

the soil between the plants occasionally with a hand-
fork, as this assists materially the well-being of the

plants. If the weather is mild, there should now
be plenty of flowers. It is well to pick them as they

are ready, for the blooms List much longer in water
when gathered just as they open. Slugs are often

very troublesome, and a close watch must be kept

for these little pests.

Herbaceous Borders.

Cutting Over.—Continue to cut over such plants

as have ripened their stems. Remove all weeds
also and make the borders trim and neat.

Tender Subjects.—Some of our very finest her-

baceous plants are not quite hardy in the North,

especially if the soil is of a heavy nature. It is

well, therefore, to lift and pot any that are likelv

to be killed during the winter.

.4nchusa italica Dropmore variety is one that

should always be potted up at this season, as too

often it is lost if left to take care of itself. A good
covering of coal-ashes is sometimes sufficient to

keep it alive, but the protection of a cold frame is

preferable.

Montbretias.—All the fine new varieties are rather

delicate on heavy soil, so must be lifted and potted

or planted in boxes, which can be wintered in a

frame. Even the older kinds are sometimes killed

if the foliage is cut away in autumn.
Lychnis vespertina fl.-pl.—This is one of the

gems of the hardy border, but, unfortunately, it is

often killed during winter. If possible, it should

be potted up like the .\nchusa, or else covered over

with ashes and a hand-light to shed off the rain.

It is damp rather than frost that kills plants of this

kind.

Incarvillea Delavayii.—This fine plant, which is

perfectly hardy on light, well-drained soil, dies

away each winter on heavy loams. Lifting seems
to be the only really safe way with it, and if there

are a number of plants this is rather a serious under-
taking, as quite large pots are necessary after a

year or two years' growth. .\ large hand-light

placed over each is sometimes effectual in protecting

this plant.

MimiUus.—This is another plant that often

succumbs on wet, cold soils. To lift and box is

about the easiest and most satisfactory way to

preserve it. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston Houre, Linlithgow.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN
NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

WINTER SPINACFI.—There is no
doubt that this is one of the

most important and valuable of

all winter vegetables ; but it is,

unfortunately, difficult to per-

suade amateurs and cottagers

of the fart, and the result is that it is com-
monly omitted, even from otherwise admirably

cropped gardens, or grown in such a wretched

manner that the leaves are worthless. It ought to

be remembered that there is no winter vegetable

which acts so beneficially in cleansing the blood,

and for this reason it should be properly grown.

To ensure the finest leaves the lines must be

15 inches asunder, and the plants

in them should stand 9 inches

apart to allow of perfect develop-

ment in full light and air. This

system, also encourages a sturdy,

vigorous habit that is not likely

seriously to suffer from the vagaries

of the weather. In gathering, the

object should be to cover as wide

an area as possible, so that only

one or two leaves will be taken

from each plant—the fewer the

better.

Early Khubare. — Although

there are numbers of people who
cannot, or do not care to, consume
Rhubarb tHat has come from the

ordinary plantation, there are

few who do not appreciate the

sweet sticks that can be so easily

produced in the winter by those

who already possess an established

bed in good health, and who
have a dark place with an equable

temperature in which to place the

clumps. The method of procedure

is simplicity itself. The plants

which it is purposed to utilise for

forcing should be lifted, and from

one corner of each a small por-

tion carrying two or three healthy

buds ought to be cut for replant-

ing ; then leave the clump in the

most exposed convenient position

in the hope that it will be
frozen hard. Immediately this has

occurred —- before, if absolutely

necessary to maintain the supply

—put it in the forcing place

with some soil, and, provided that

there is moisture, sticks will be
quickly produced ; stools that

have been frozen will grow etu-lier

and give a better crop than those

that have not had the complete rest thus accorded.
The warmer the place chosen for the forcing,

the quicker will the sticks develop ; but amateurs
should not hesitate because they have not an
ideal position, since satisfactory results come in

an ordinary cellar.

Mint in Bo.xes.—The powers that be of the
kitchen department of the home are always demand-
ing fresh Mint, and the man who desires to live in

perfect peace and happiness should spare no efforts

to provide a regular supply. It is, of course,

impossible to ensure this in ordinary gardens out
of doors ; but those who have a greenhouse will

find the task an extremely simple one, since it is

only necessary to lift healthy pieces from the
general bed, put them in boxes ol light, sweet soil,

and keep the whole pleasantly moist to encourage

a constant succession of splendid youn.g shoots.

Sooner or later the roots wil! commence to fail, and
new divisions must then be pl.aced in other boxes
to maintain an unbroken supply.

Parsley in Winter.—Useful as Mint is in the
home, it is in no more incessant demand than Parsley,

and it, therefore behoves the grower to produce
this regularly as well. In some gardens, in the
majority of seasons, small pickings can be had
throughout the winter ; but in order to put matters
on a perfectly safe basis it is well to have some
plants in cold frames. Practically any rough
structure will answer the purpose, and it is only

necessary to admit air on all favourable occasions

to ensure gratifying returns.

Forcing Seakale.—It is too expensive for

many amateurs to force Seakale if they have to

purchase crowns for the purpose ; but those who

THE
THE

FRUIT GARDEN.

(
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It is
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THE NEW SOPHRO-CATTLEYA DORIS, COBB's VARIETY
{Mush reduced. See page 585.)

have a supply should always make up a few bo.xes.

These must be of sufficient depth to allow the

crowns to stand upright, and a little fine soil

should be worked down between them ; then stand
the box in a suitable dark place, and growths will

not be long before they commence to push up. Of
course, when a warm place is at command the

returns will be quicker ; but the utmost care must
be taken to secure not too high a temperature,

or the results will be the reverse of satisfactory.

After having been grown in this rather unnatural
manner in boxes, the crowns should be thrown
away, as they will have been so much exhausted
that they are not worth the trouble of saving for

planting again. Seakale is increased by means of

root-cuttings, and these are best when selected from
plants that have not been unduly forced. H. J.

AMERICAN BLIGHT OR
WOOLLY APHIS.

(Continued from page 572.)

AUSTIC ALKALI WASH.—This is a

non-fungicidal winter wash which
IS very effective in destroying the
blight where it comes in contact

with it. It also destroys moss
or lichen growths on the trees,

good plan to spray the trees with
soon after the leaves have fallen as

convenient, and again in March, in the meantime
b'irning all the leaves and prunings which fall

from the trees. This wash is of a burning nature
;

therefore, when using it the hands and clothes

should be protected. It is made
as follows : Caustic soda (98 per

cent.), ajlb. ; water, 10 gallons,

adding fib. of treacle. Another
wash, called the Woburn Winter
Wash, is said to be more effective

even than the above. This is

made as follows : Soft soap, Jib.
;

paraffin, 5 pints ; caustic soda,

alb. ; water, 9i gallons. Dissolve

the soap in warm waiter, churn the

paraffin into the soap and water,

and then shake in the caustic

soda. It should be applied in the

same way as the other. But the

most effective winter wash of all

for ridding fruit trees of lichen

growth and insect pests is, I

believe, the following : .Arsenate

of soda (crystalline), 3*02. ; acetate

of lead, 70Z. ; water, 10 gallons.

Dissolve both together in water,

and then add lib. of treacle.

These preparations were recom-
mended by the conference on the

spraying of fruit trees held under
the auspices of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in the autumn of 1908,

and will be found in Vol. XX.YIV,,
Part 3, of the Journal of the

society. .As I mentioned before,

any of these washes will kill the

blight on contact ; but whoever
concludes from this that he has

seen the last of the enemy will

not have long to wait before he is

disillusioned, because as sure as

the spring and early summer come
round, so sure is this pest to

reappear also from the crevices of

the bark or other shelter in which
it has been concealed during winter.

The only way to get irid of it is

by following up the winter treat-

ment with a spring application of soft soap and
paraffin, made as follows : To a gallon of water add
40Z. of soft soap and one pint of paraffin ; rub this

well into the cottony white stuff' with a small brush
(made of bristles) wherever and whenever found on
the trees. 1 say rub well because, if laid gently on,

it will discolour the filament only and leave the

insect unaffected ; therefore rub hard, so as to

crush and destroy it, taking care, of course, not
to hurt the bark or the foliage of the trees. It is

possible by persevering in this winter and summer
treatment for a couple of years, combined with
clearing away a couple of inches in depth of the

surface soil from round the tree as far as the

roots extend, to exterminate the pest. But if

your neighbour's trees are affected it is of little

use. Owen Thomas, V.M.H.
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AN OLD IRISH APFLK.

On page 523 of THii Garim.n for October 2j,

1909, we published a note from Mr. W, B. Hartland

rif .\rd-Cairn, t'urk, wherein he gave some interest-

ing particulars about some old .Apples which he

liad been collecting for some years and which had

.ilmost been lost to cultivation. One of these w.-is

named Ard Cairn Russet, fruits of which, together

with three other varieties, w^ere also sent to us by

Mr. Hartland. M the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting held on the 8th inst. this variety was

exhibited and gained an award of merit. The

fruits are of the Pearmain type, russet and golden

in colour, with very tirni, sweet and juicy yellow

flesh. We have no knowledge of the cropping

powers of this -Apple, but if it can be induced to

bear well it is destined to till a useful place in the

supply of dessert Apples during November. Of

other .Apples sent to us last year by Mr. Hartland,

one named Ciibbon's Russet or Cherry Brandy

.Apple was excellent, the flesh being solid, crisp

and sweet. No doubt there are many old local

.Apples in the United Kingdom that are well worth

extended cultivation could they be found and

placed before the fruit and vegetable committee of

the Koyal Horticultural Society. Our illustration

is of fruits shown at the Royal Horticultural Hall

on the date named.

pared it with the colour in the " wings " of Sweet

fea Henry Eckford, and found the two almost

identical ; a narrow ring of bluish purple, as in most

Tacsonias, encircles the throat. !t is difficult to

say too much in praise of this plant. We have it

planted out in a large house where the night

temperature is rarely above 35' in severe weather.

Under these conditions it continued to grow

throughout last winter, and is app.arently so nearly
j

hardy that wc have propagated it, with a view of

testing it, on a south wall in the open air. If it suc-

ceeds it should make a good wall plant, as its flowers !

stand out horizontally rather than hang downwards.

T. moUissima gi-ows freely and flowers abun-

dantly. The leaves are thrce-lobed and deeply

divided, each lobe being rather narrow, long and

pointed. The pink flowers are about 3S inches

across, but have a tube from 4 inches to 5 inches

long. Both stems and leaves are slightly downy.

T. mixta is sometimes disappointing, for

although it appears the hardiest of all and grows

rampantly, it refuses to open its flowers in a satis-

factory manner. Nor when they open do they

remain so for any length of time. Again, they

are of the same colour as those of T. mollissima,

and much smaller and inferior in every way.

THE GREENHOUSE.

tacsonias for the cool
grp:enhouse.

FOR
training over the wires under the

roots of greenhouses or conservatories

these fine climbers are especially suit-

able. They cover space rapidly

and bear thinnuig freely in summer.

As winter approaches they can be

pruned back to a few leading branches, which cause

little obstruction to light, an advantage when plants

have to be grown on the stages below. The com-

oarative hardiness of several species is a great point

in their favour ; indeed, young plants will often

continue to grow in winter in houses from which

frost is excluded. The flowers are produced in the

axils of the leaves and hang by long, thread-like

stalks, and are thus seen at their best from below.

Tacsonias ran be grown in large pots, but succeed

far better when planted in a border. A compost of

two-thirds loam and one-third peat, sand and well-

rotted manure is the best. They are not very par-

ticular as to soil ; ordinary kitchen garden soil has

been used with excellent results. Propagation is

easily effected by means of seeds or cuttings made

from the weak, short-jointed side shoots. Insert them

in pots of sandy soil and place under a bell-glass in a

temperature of £'' or in a frame on a mild hot-bed.

New seeds under similar conditions germinate

freely in about three weeks, and if potted on as

they require it, soon make fine plants and flower in

the following summer.

Taesonia Van Volxemii is well known, and

although not so hardy as some others, it is quite

satisfied with an ordinary greenhouse temperature.

The tube of its large, rich crimson flower is com-

paratively short, only il inches; the pistil and

stamens, however, protrude quite ; inches beyond

the corolla, adding much to its charm.

T. smytheana was raised by Mr. Smythe

ot Basing Park Gardens from a cross between

T. mollissima and T. manicata. The three-lobed,

dark green leaves form a striking contrast to the

delicate pale green of the long tube and outside of

the flower. The petals and inside of the sepals

are of a beautiful salmon pink. Recently I com-

THE ROSE GARDEN.
NEW ROSES OF THE YEAR.

ICitnliniti'd from pa^e 575.)

THELMA (Wichuraiana, Spooner, 1909).

—

.As I saw it shown I thought it too

much like Ariel, but it may probably

be sufficiently distinct to warrant its

introduction. The single flowers are

bright rose, with yellow shading.

A cross between Dorothy Perkins and Mme. E.

Resal. I wish the latter had imparted its

perpetual-flowering habit .is well as its lovely

colouring.

Theresa (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons).—A lovely

semi-double sort of most enchanting colours. In

the bud it is deep orange apricot, passing to madder

pink with carmine splashes. .As the flower expands

it becomes ecru, veined flesh pink, passing to

silvery pink. A free grower. It will certainly be a

favourite for garden decoration..

Vanity (T., Halstead, 1909).—A great improve-

ment on Gustave Regis. This beautiful Rose is

another of .Australia's contributions, and a most

worthvsort from the accounts 1 have rorcived of it.

A RECENTLY

except that around the throat is a ring of numerous

purplish blue filaments. The stamens are often

petaloid.

.Vi'.'HflHS (laidens, Hanicrosi. ]. Comber.

A NEW ORCHID.
Tun new .Sophro-Cattleya shown in the illus-

tration on page 584 was recently brought before

the Orchid committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, when it created quite a sensation among
leading Orchid-growers. Its full name is Sophro-

Cattleya Doris, Cobb's variety. It is a hybrid

between Cattleya dowiana and Sophronitis grandi-

flora. This particular variety is the largest flower-

ing and unmistakably the best form of the

hybrid _that has yet been raised. The plant

illustrated bears a solitary flower about .5 inches

across of good substance and of a brilliant orange

scarlet, which is very much intensified when seen

under bright sunshine. It was shown by Walter

Cobb, Esq., Normanhurst, Sussex (gardener, Mr.

C. J. Salter), when it secured the higli award of

a first-class certificate. This novelty ranks high

among the many beautiful hybrids that have

recently been exhibited before the Orchid com-

mittee.

DISCOVERED DESSERT APPLE, ARD-CAIKN RUSSET.
{About two-thirds natural size.)

Vduwezoom (H.T., Lourens, 190S).—A seedling

of Caroline Testout crossed with Soleil d'Or. The

colour is deep carmine rose, centre shaded golden

yellow ; large and full. .A promising novelty.

Veilchenblau (Multiflora, Schmidt, 1908).—The

S(j-called Blue Rambler. .As a novelty it is interest-

ing, and although it was given a bad name by the

miserable colour as seen in forced plants exhibited,

it is, when grown under natural conditions, a very

distinct variety. It is a far cry from the Delphinium

blue to the colour of this Rose, yet it is no

doubt nearing this shade of colour, and probably

hybridists will evolve from it a really worthy sort.

Viscountess Enfield (Pcrnetiana, Pernet-Ducher,

1909).—.A seedling of an unnaine<l Rose crossed

with Soleil d'Or. A most delightful sort with

fine long buds, opening to full flowers of coppery

rose colour, shaded vellow. The inner petals are

deeply tinted with carmine, while those in the

centre are sometimes striped yellow. We are

getting now quite a nice collection ol these pcrneti-

ana Roses, and if they possess the free-flowering

and perpetual habit of .Arthur R. Goodwin, they

will be very vaJuable.

Viscount Carlow (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons).—

A

very distinct sort with a lovely blending in colour
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of warm carmine pink stained on deep cream '.

the stiff petals as they develop are distinctly edged

with carmine. A decorative Rose of the highest

value, as it is not only mildew-proof, but is

constantly m bloom, each plant makmg quite an

effective show. A grand bedding Rose.

Walter Speed (H.T., A. Dickson and Sons).— It

was no mean achievement for this superb Rose to

beat not only Lyon Rose, but also one of last

year's gold medal sorts, Ethel Malcolm, also Leslie

Holland, not yet in commerce. This was done at

the National Rose Show at Regent's Park in the

class for twelve blooms of any new Rose. It

proved the great merit of the variety. It is without

doubt one of the best of the Kewtownards novel-

ties, and is a great improvement on our old esteemed

friend Antoine Rivoire, and this is saying a deal in

its favour.

Warlbiirg (Multillora, Kiese and Co.K—This was
well exhibited at Liegnitz. It has fine bold trusses

of peach red blooms, quite distinct, and is likely to

prove a good addition to our large-flowered ramblers.

U kite KiUarney (H.T., Waban Conservatory

Company).—This will pro\'e a useful Rose, for,

like its parent, it presents a bold appearance in
,

the mass, the blooms being held so erect. It will '

be a great boon to all who force Roses, and for

exhibitors very useful.

Herr Peter Lambert has introduced about a

dozen beautiful novelties in the Dwarf Polyantha
section which should add considerably to this

group colours that have hitherto been wanting.

I have not proved them yet, but if they are as good
as his Eugenie Lamesch, K. Zeimet or Little

Alfred, they will be esteemed. One variety, Gustel

Mayer, is said to have Liberty-coloured blooms,

and the others have most attractive descriptions.

Their names are: Backfisch, Bettelstudent,

Cineraria, Frau Alex. Weiss, Irau Oberhofgartiier

Schulze, Frau Ottilie Luntzel, Lustige Wittwe,
Mieze, Trierisch Kind and Unser Peti. I know
from experience what delightful novelties may be
raised by crossing these charming Roses, and it

would appear from the above that there is a

wealth of novelty in store for us from this successful

hybridist, who has given us some of our best

varieties in other classes, such as L'rau Karl

Druschki and Gustav Grunerwald.

Messrs. Paul and Sons' charming little Pompon
Roses, which they have designated the " Cheshunt

race," are really dwarf perpetual - flowering

wichuraiana Teas, and doubtless other varieties

will be coming along in due course. To all who
can appreciate these little charmers I would advise

them to procure the five varieties introduced,

namely. Agate, Amber, Iceberg, Sea Shell and
Topaz.

A few interesting botanical novelties have been

introduced during the last two years or so. One
from Herr Lambert and shown at Liegnitz this

year was named Rosa Myriacantha, a cross between

a Polyantha and a Moss Rose. The flower is

reminiscent of a Polyantha, semi-double, carmine

red in colour, and the stalk, not the calyx, is thickly

mossed, which consists of small rough prickles.

Rosa Mojesii (Paul and Son, 1910), a new species

from China, has single flowers 3 inches across;

colour rich deep red with a brown shading. It

received an award of merit from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, .June, 190?.

R. macrophylla Fargesi.—From M. Vilraorin;

exhibited by Messrs. Paul and Son. Colour brighter

crimson than the above, with lighter centre.

R. ii'ebhiana irandiflora.—.An interesting novelty

with small Rose du Barri pink single flowers and
graceful foliage.

Doubtless M. Jules Gravereaux could tell us of

other gems among these botanical novelties ; but

it is only when one possesses a garden such as this

great rosarian owns at L'Hay that one's desire

to grow all the novelties that annually appear

could be made an accomplished fact.

Although this list has been an extensive one, I

have been obliged to omit quite a number, and

probably— I might almost say certainly—some
tirst-rate sort has been overlooked ; but of this I

have always been assured ; if a Rose possesses real

merit it will forge its way to the top whoever may
be its raiser. P.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE

w
AUTUMN GARDEN AT
GLAMIS CASTLE.

ITHIN the past three years a

most interesting addition has

been made to the already

extensive gardens and pleasure

grounds attached to this fine

old historic residence by the

formation of a flower garden designed chiefly for

autumn effect. A portion of the shrubbery, in

much closer proximity to the castle than where the

older gardens are situated, was selected for this

purpose, and, notwithstanding the fact that the

soil is of a poor, sandy nature overlying gravel,

the luxurious growth now seen on all sides clearly

LILIUM TIGRINUM FORTUNEI 6 FEET HIGH IN THE AUTUMN GARDEN.
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lieiuonstrates that suitable compost and liberal

ina[iuiiiig have been employed to bring about

these results. The garden is in the form of a

rectangle, about two acres in extent, and enclosed

by a Vew liedge, which, planted in 1907, has

already made vigorous growth.

.A well-stocked herbaceous border runs from end

to end on one side, while at the other side a raised

terrace has been constructed, from which a fine

view of the main features of the garden can be

obtained. The retaining wall of this terrace has

been utilised for the purpose of introducing one of

the most interesting and absorbing branches of

gardening, with gratifying results.

The building of this wall has not followed the

prescribed method of giving a certain amount of

slope to ensure moisture easily reaching the roots

of the plants, but has been built quite plumb, with

a hewii coping projecting over the wall. As the

accompanying illustration shows, the occupants

do not seem to have suffered from lack

uf moisture. 0' course, it may be

.idded that this wall is facing north,

which not only favours the plants in

liiit weather, but also induces a later

flowering season. As the majority of

rock plants flower in spring or early

summer, this retarding is worthy of

notice. The wall is, however, kept

gay all through the autumn by

numerous annuals and perennials,

many of them being now self-sown.

Before leaving this wall with its

lovely alpine subjects, we may briefly

refer to the beautiful stone vases,

carved in bold relief, with which the

terrac; walls are ornamented. At

cither end of the terrace is a summer-

house, and in the centre a large stone

dais overlooking the main flight of

steps and central walk, 36 feet in

width, which leads up to an orna-

mental stone basin, with fountain

and blue mosaic interior.

hollowing their invariable custom,

I he Earl and Countess of Strathmore

liave throughout the operations in-

sisted that none but local craftsmen

should be employed, and both take

special pride in letting it be known
that on their own estate are to be found

workmen who can execute not only

the beautiful stonework already re-

ferred to, but the magnificent wrought-

iron gates which are placed at the

m iin entrances and the curious, old-

fashioned yet comfortable, carved Oak
seats which are freely distributed

throughout the garden.

As the ancient castle of Glamis is formal and
j

stately, a garden to suit it must necessarily partake
of the same character, and this has been successfully

[

accomplished by the introduction of numerous
intricate patterned flower-beds, edged with Box-
wood and filled with a selection of the most
brilliant and sweet-scented flowers. Owing to the

prevalence of late spring and early autumn frosts,

the more tender of the usual bedding plants have
been eliminated and preference given to such

subjects as Antirrhinums, Pentstemons, Phloxes,

Chrysanthemums, Larkspurs, LiUums and Violas,

while selections from hardy herbaceous plants

have been included with pleasing results.

.\mong the many tine effects to be found here are

beds studded with standards of Hydrangea panicu-

lata and having an undergrowth of Gypsophila

|)aniculata, the former, each carrying from twenty-

five to thu-ty large beads of flower reaching to a

height of almost 6 feet, being most efiective. Lilium

ligrmum Fortunei, planted two years ago in clumps

containing five bulbs each, is now thoroughly

established and, measuring 6 feet high and the same

in diameter, in company with .\ntirrhinum Orange

King, forms a striking picture, a handsome group

being shown in the illustraticm. In the same series

of beds are to be found some pleasing combinations,

such as pink Phloxes with Antirrhinums, tall-

!
growing Michaelmas Daisies with Aster shiensis,

Aconltums autumnale and Wilsonii with the low-

growing A. chinense, Lilium auratum witli white

Phloxes and Mignonette, and sentinel-like groups

of Hollyhocks towering to loj feet in height, the

picture of health and vigour. In another series

of beds some of tlie prominent features to be seen

are Stock-flowered Larkspurs, the varieties Rosy

Scarlet and llauve attaining a height of 61 feet.

Close to these that gem of dwarf Michaelmas

Daisies, Aster Thomsonii, is seen smothered witli

its pale mauve star - like blossoms. Early-

fiowcring Clirvsanlhemums in llie choicest

Unlike many of the present - day methods of

intensive flower gardening, where ,the occupants

of the flower-beds are renewed periodically through-

out the summer from a large stock kept in reserve,

this garden is entirely dependent on its permanent

plants and an annual rearrangement of hardy

and half-hardy annua's to keep up a continuous dis-

play all through the summer and autumn months.

The Countess of Strathmore, who is devoted to

gardening in all its branches, and possesses ttot

only a cultured taste for decorative eifect, but also

a thorough, practical knowledge of the require-

ments of all hardy plants, personally directs every

detail in the layingout of the garden, regarding

which much more might be said did space

permit ; but we cannot close without reference to a

j
beautifully sculptured stone bearing the monograms

and arms of the noble owners, and recording on

I a neat tablet underneath the names of Mr. Wilson.

• the liead-gardcncr, and the othor craftsmen who

TERRACE ANU RETAINING WALL IN THE AUTUMN GARDEN AT GLAMIS CASTLE.

varieties also contribute largely to the floral display.

Two other portions of this interesting garden are

devoted to China Roses, in beds associated with

Boxwood patterns of an elaborate design. Weeping

Roses on tall stems are freely used, and numbers

of Yews and Boxwood trees are also being prepared

for topiary work.

The herbaceous border already referred to is

about 10 feet wide, and contains a careful selection

of the most brilliant of these hardy flowering

plants arranged in groups. Liliums of various

kinds are also liberally planted throughout the

border, and seem to thrive admirably when planted

among the roots of other plants. The LiUum
auratura seen in the illustration measures almost

7 feet in height. One of the most successful

colour-schemes in this border has been secured by

the addition of some large plants of Azalea pontica

planted in huge ornamented pots raised well

above the adjacent plants, the richness of the autumn
tints in this plant being well known.

assisted hnn in the malang of the garden. The

photographs from which our illustrations have been

prepared were kindly sent to us by the Countess of

Strathmore.

LILIUM PHILADELPHICUM.
A Lily we do not often meet with in gardens is

Lilium philidelphicum, a plaat with extremely

pretty cup-shaped flowers, from two to five on a

stem. The base of the segments is yellow, spotted

with maroon, and with scarlet at the tips. It is a

Lily of moderate height. o:dy growing about

li feet high, and is thus suited to the small garden.

It is one of the Lilies which like shade and moisture,

such as it can receive m many gardens. .-V peaty

soil, moist at the bottom, is good for L. phila-

delphicum, and it must bi noted that it is one of

those which emit roots at the base of the stem,

and consequently requires top-dressing, The leaves

of this Philadelphian Lily are arranged in whorls,

like many of the North American species. S. A.
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gARDE:MJJ^G FOR BEGI^J^ERS.
HOW TO INCREASE HARDY PERENNIALS BY DIVISION.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BV WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Where there are

shrubberies, much attention will be

required in order to keep them clean at

this season, on account of leaves collect-

ing there from deciduous trees and

shrubs. Indeed, one can find many
leaves of evergreens that have turned yellow and

fallen off during the latter part of the summer.

Very few persons can really spare the time to rake

out leaves every week, and in such instances the

collection becomes very great by the time autumn
arrives. Choose a fine, calm day and commence
at the highest part of the bank or bed covered with

the shrubs, and then rake down all loose leaves,

rick out all leaves lodged round the stems of the

shrubs, as if left these leaves will dry in time and,

getting detached a few at a time, will be blown

about and so give to the whole lawn a littered appear-

ance. Some persons prefer to leave the fallen

leaves and to dig them under the soil during the

winter months. The best plan is, however, to

cover the leaves with some soil brought from the

garden borders where it can be spared, or to make use

of old potting soil for the purpose. The roots of

the shrubs will soon permeate both the leaves and

the covering soil, and greatly benefit thereby. Now
that the lawn has been cut for the last time this

year, the mowing-machine must be thoroughly

cleaned, all bearings well oiled, blades and cylinders

rubbed well with oiled cloths, and then stored for

the winter months. Dry sheds are the best places

for mowing-machines, and if the floor is paved or

cemented or bare earth, place some boards under

the machine. The latter is .sometimes left out

under a bush all through the winter. 1 need scarcely

sav that the iron parts rust considerably, and more
harm is done to the implement than in a whole sum-

mer's mowing of the lawn. After the first frosts

make the soil firm again round Pansies, Aubrietias

and similar spring-flowering plants.

Vcs.elable Garden. —IXk first forcing of Kluibarb

must now take place. It is usually done by lift-

ing the roots and placing them in warm sheds or

forcing-houses, or under boxes covered with a

hot-bed composed of leaves and stable litter. I

all

I.- -A CLUMl' OF ERIGERON IN ILXCELtENT CONDITION FOR DIVISION

advise the lifting of the roots

where there is convenience for

forcing in sheds or houses.

The later batches may then

be forced under the hot-beds.

Select a few strong roots, care-

fully lift them, and leave them
fully exposed on the ground
for about a week prior to tak-

ing them to the forcing-house.

The exposure for a time will

induce the crowns to rest, and
the growth when forced will

m consequence be more freely

produced. Finish lifting and
storing Carrots without delay

;

it left in the soil any longer

young roots will commence to

grow from them, and this mars
the flavour. Parsnips, though
left in the beds in which they
have grown, nuist be examined
and all bad leaves removed
forthwith. In doing this avoid

damaging the crowns of the

plants, else they will quickly decay. Make
Potatoes and Onions quite safe from frosts.

Fruit Garden.—Fruit trees must be planted while
the weather is fine and the soil rather dry ; the
latter can then be nicely worked in among the roots
)f the trees and made moderately firm. To firm
soil round the roots of the trees while it is wet

\

md sticky would be bad for the trees, as new roots
in soil so treated would be slow in fbrming. The
loUowing are the right distances apart to plant
ruit trees : Bushes and pyramids of Apples and
Pears, 7 feet ; standards, 20 feet ; Cherries and
f'lums^iS feet ; dwarf horizontal-trained .\pples

md Pears for walls and espaliers, 15 feet to 20 feet,

\pples on the Crab stock at the latter distance,

md Pears on the Pear stock. Apples on the
Paradise stock and Pears on the Quince at the
former distance. Upright cordons may be planted

18 inches apart. When planted, the first tying of

the trees must only be temporary.

Greenhouse and Frames.—The earliest bulbs must
low be placed in cool frames and kept in semi-

darkness for nearly a week.
They must also be kept safe

from frosts. When sufficiently

hardened in the frame, remove
the plants to the greenhouse
and place them on side stages

or shelves ; but during hot

sunshine shade the plants with

white tissue paper, or even
newspaper. Give clear water
only until the pots are well

filled with roots and the flowers

are showing. The pipes in the

warm greenhouse must be

vs'armed earlier in the afternoon

now than during the past few

weeks. Ventilators must also

be closed in good time and all

watering done in the fore-

noon. A little later, when
the bulbous plants become pot-

bound, weak doses of liquid

cow-manure alternated with

Clay's Fertilizer should be given

DIVIDED PIECES READY FOR PLANTING. THE LARGEST PORTION
WOULD MAKE A BOLD PLANT IN THE FIRST SEASON.

about twice a week. This will enable the plants to

throw up much stronger flower-spikes, A. A.

INCREASING HARDY PERENNIALS BY
DIVISION.

One of the charms of the hardy flower garden is

the fact that the grower can, by a wise system of

planting, be assured of a display of beautiful

flowers throughout the spring, summer and autumn,

and even in the winter there are subjects that

never fail to please those who can find accom-

modation for them. By observing due care in

planting the dift'frent subjects, disposing them in

sui.h a manner that in tlieir grouping a succession of

flowers shall be assured, the hardy flower garden

may become a source of the greatest possible

pleasure for many months, and life be made less

trying to the busy worker.

An important point in connection with the

planting of hardy perennials, and one to which

prominence should be given, is the fact that the

first cost is practically the only one. These sub-

jects increase and multiply, some of the vigorous

and robust plants attaining unduly large pro-

portions in a couple of years. In many gardens

it is the practice to renew the hardy border every

third year. Thus the quarters devoted to them

can be trenched, and heavy dressings of manure

—

so important to the well-being of many of the

stronger-growing subjects—dug in for the future

good of the plants.

At the present period, when most of the plants

have ceased to flower and the late-flowering kinds

liave been cut down by recent frosts, an excellent

opportunity is afforded of dealing with them forth-

with. Many of the better hardy perennials divide

most successfully in the autumn and in the spring.

The advantage of an autumn division of the old

roots is that the divided pieces invariably become

well established by the succeeding spring, and are

consequently better able to give a good account

of themselves in the flowering season that follows.

In the present instance my remarks are confined

to the Fleabane (Erigeron), a subject which provides

an abundant supply of decorative material for a

considerable time in the summer, and is most
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attractive wlit'ii properly grouped in the outdoor

garden.

It may be well to mention a few of the

more important hardy perennials that may be

divided at the present time, as this will assist the

beginner in dealing with some of the old and im-

poverished plants that have rendered a good account

of tliemselves in the past, .\mong the more

popular subjects are the Michaelmas Daisies, also

known by the name of Starworts or perennial

Asters ; the Japanese Windflower (.•'inemone

japonica), .\lkanet (Anchusa), Sea Holly (Eryn-

gium), Globe Thistle (Echinops), I.eopard's-1 ane

(Doronicum), Shellflower (Clielonc), Bellflower

(Campanula), Cinquefoil (I'oteutilla), Bergauiot

(Monarda), Creeping Jenny and Loosestrife

(Lysimachia), Campion (Lycluiis), Torcli Lily or

Red-liot Poker (Kniphofia or Tritoma), Sunflower

(Helianthus), Crane's-bill (Geranium), Globe

Flower (TroUius), Meadow-sweet (Spirrea), Golden

Rod (Solidago), Cone Flower (Rudbeckia)) and a

host of otlier equally useful and attractive subjects.
I

Quite a large number of hardy perennials should

be divided in tlie spring, and a few of the better

things are the perennial Larkspurs (Delphiniums),

Scabious (Scabiosa), Feverfew (Pyrethrum), hardy

herbaceous Plilox and other subjects of a i

similar nature. From the list of subjects men- i

tioned above it will be seen that the late autumn
affords an e.xcellent opportunity for increasing by

division of the old roots quite a large number of

invaluable hardy flowers.

The grouping of the different subjects, however,

is a matter of the highest importance if the

ultimate results are to be all that the grower

desires. They should be disposed so that one

group of flowers succeeds another in close proximity

thereto, and the colour effects must always claim

proper consideration. Failure to observe these

simple rules may otherwise create some inhar-

monious associations of colours and, very possibly,

something most incongruous. In grouping the

respective subjects full consideration should be

given to their character of growth, and ample

space should be allowed for each plant to dis

play its real beauty in association with other

plants.

The size of the border has an important bearing

on the grouping of the subjects. In large borders

each group sliould be proportionately large, but

for ordinary purposes three to six plants in a group,

according to the character of the respective subjects,

may be a useful rule to follow. Three plants

arranged in triangular form succeed very well

:

but wliere a larger number of plants are employed,

a somewhat irregular arrangement generally

answers better.

When lifting hardy perennials for division it

is well to lift them so as to prevent damage being

done to the roots as far as possible. The fork or

spade, or whatever tool is used, should be got

down well under the p'ant, so that the latter may
be lifted intact. Where the o!d plants are very

large, it may be necessary to insert the tool at

intervals round the plant to ease the roots, and

tliereby ensure less damage being done. Fig. i

represents the Fleabane (Erigeron), which

has many interesting varieties. This subject is

fairly representative of most of the hardy perennials,

and serves to illustrate the character of plants

that divide quite easily. The old plant gives every

indication of making quite a large number of

useful pieces witli which to perpetuate its kind.

The outer portions of the old plants are the pieces

that should be replanted, these being the youngest

and, therefore, the most vigorous for the purpose.

Fig. 2 serves to illustrate the character of the

divided pieces of the old plants. All the outer

pieces with roots adhering should be retained.

and the inner portion of the old plant, which is

invariably exhausted and of little use, should be

thrown on the rubbish lieap. Tliose who desire

speedy results should plant the larger of the

divided pieces ; these should flower very satis-

factorily in tlie following summer. Smaller pieces

may be used for ordinary purposes. TIic very

smallest pieces should be planted in prepared soil

in a cold frame, and transplanted in the spring.

It is astonishing what a large number of plants

may be obtained from one old specimen by these

means. D. B. Crane.

now TO TREAT THE HERBACEOUS
BORDER NOW.

WiiK N well managed, herbaceous borders are always

extremely intcrestiug, but those that arc neglected

do not add to the general neat appearance of the

garden. It is an undoubted fact that at this season

—the early part of winter—these borders do get

neglected. It is the only time really when much
useful work can be done in connection with them,

and certainly every endeavour must be made to

maintain them in a tidy, neat condition.

Bulbs in the Borders.—Every bulb, or clump of

bulbs, should be duly labelled, so that there will

be no risk of damaging the growths just before

they come through the soil. Very long labels

look unsightly when the border is almost denuded

of foliage ; those of medium height are the best.

The fading stems of such kinds of plants as Phlox

and Michaelmas Daisies must be cut down to

within 2 inches of the soil. Do not attempt to

violently pull up such stems, as there would be the

risk of also pulling away the crowns of the plants

too. In due time the shortened stems will get

loose, and may then be removed. Of course, it is

never wise to dig the soil deeply round the roots

of herbaceous plants, as the work cannot be done

without destroying many small valuable roots.

Well-rotted manure may be lightly forked in just

imder the surface, and it may be necessary to

add some loam in certain places on the border to

fill up hollows. Very often round the clumps of

Phlox, Michaelmas Daisies and similar plants the

soil has worn away, as it were, and a nice surface-

dressing of old loam will not only fill up the hollows,

but greatly benefit the plants. Round the roots

of Hollyhocks, Delphiniums and similar plants

some sifted ashes must be placed, as they keep out

frost and also prevent slugs eating the young

crowns. Avon.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

TOM.ATO FRUITS IN SPRING.

DuRiNT, the early stages of growth the plants will

not take up much space in a warm house. The

best position for them is one near the hot-

water pipes, providing that it is light, as these

plants, unlike many other kinds, do not sutler from

attacks of red spider when grown in a dry. hot

place. White fly might appear in the springtime
;

but by vaporising the pest can be easily kept down.

When the young plants are placed in their fruiting

quarters, whether in pots, boxes or borders, only

allow them a layer of compost about 5 inches desp

in which to commence growth. The soil must be

good fibrous loam resting on a small quantity of

rotted manure. To a bushel of loam add a 7-inch

potful of sweet leaf-soil and a j-inch potful of old

mortar rubble. Make the compost very firm round

the roots of the plants, and, after giving one

thorough watering to settle down the soil, only

water afterwards when it is really getting dry.

Air without draughts must be admitted when

the weather is very fine. Do not attempt to

feed until two trusses of fruits are swelling. Top-

dressings, made firm, are essentia] when roots

appear plentifully on the soil. Shamrock.

Bulbs in Bot\'LS.—If one might judge of the

popularity of any particular phase or aspect of

gardening by the attention bestowed upon it by
the tr.ide, then assuredly one might reasonably

say of b>ilb-growing in ornamental pottery bowls

that it has met a want and is come to stay. At
a recent exhibition of the Royal Horticultural

Society there were several exhibits of these bowls

from leading nurserymen and others, the majority

of the receptacles being of a useful size and either

elegant in design or quite plain. The great thing

for the amateur to bear in mind in making a first

attempt to grow bulbs in this way is that a period

of preparation in a dark cellar, or something akin,

is a sort of necessity, and where uniformly

cool conditions—the essentials to a good start

—

are usually found. By also committing to memory
the important fact that Hyacinths and i")affodils

are decidedly moisture-loving subjects, and that

Tulips of all kinds, Crocuses and Snowdrops are

almost the reverse of this, particularly in the early

stages of growth, the amateur or beginner will

have learnt a lesson of much value, one, indeed,

that will prove an almost infallible guide for all

time.

What to Avoid.—The thing to avoid at this

time is the introduction of the bulb-bowls into the

dry-air conditions of the sitting-room before

the bulbs are sufficiently well rooted. Success

—

that is, ultimate success—depends not a little upon
a full complement of roots being made under the

most natural conditions possible, and impatience

or the rushing of these things into dry, hot rooms
at too early a d.tte will presently receive its due
reward.

.^LiEN Conditions.—From every point of view
the plant in the sitting-room—be it bulb or shrub,

or what you will— is existing under conditions

foreign to its nature, and often enough to its well-

being ; hence the cultivator should not—indeed,

must not—inflict upon it a burden it cannot bear.

On the other hand, by the exercise of patience

and those intelligent and rational methods of

cultivation inculcated through the pages of The
Garden from time to time, it is possible for the

amateur to experience quite a large measure of

success in these and similar matters. In the open
ground a bulbous plant of necessity makes a great

mass of root fibres without any corresponding

display of top growth, and in his dealings with

bulbs in bowls the amateur will not greatly err

by following this teaching.

Van Thol Tulips.—The Van Thol Tulip is

chiefly characterised by dwarfness, and is known
to all because of its " first early " forcing attributes.

From early November onward the miniature cups

of blossoms may be seen in the window of almost

every fiorist, the flowers, or very often the entire

plant, being employed with a free hand at this

season of the year. For the amateur, however,
a greater value will attach to these miniatures of

a great race if he can have them in flower for the

festive season of the year. This he can do by
putting boxes of bulbs in deeper boxes, and placing

the whole over the hot-water pipes in the green-

house forthwith. A covering sheet of glass or

boards, with a sack to retain the heat and ensure

darkness, is all that is required to produce a suc-

cessful result. At this stage moisture should be

supplied twice daily with a syringe. The dark
conditions should be maintained till the plant has

; made its fullest growth.

Roman Hyacinths.—For early work the treat-

ment for these indispensable flowers differs in no
material particular from the above, the plants in

each case, if well established, bearing artificial
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heat with comparative impunity. Roman
Hyacinths grown in pots require considerable

head room when being forced, also abundant

supplies of moisture at the roots of the plants.

Watering or syringing overhead should be dis-

continued as soon as the flowers begin to expand.

At much the same period the plants, after having

been for a day or two gradually inured to fuller

light, should be removed to the greenhouse stage

for flowering. Not only for their chaste purity

apart from all this excessive grandmotherliness

in requiring mechanical thought and work, is also

creating for local education authorities costs or

expenses that are absolutely needless and fast

becoming unbearable. The forms in this book

include monthly records of work and of observa-

tions, even including a record of weather variations,

and these records cover the winter months, when

school gardening is not in operation, although lessons

on Nature studv may be given in the classroom.

and elegant bearing are these Hyacinths delightful i How much of valuable school time must of neces-

at the Christmas season, but equally so because
|

sity be occupied in filling up these forms. The list

of a fragrance well-nigh unique at that time.

E, H. Jenkins.

BOOKS.
Orchids.—This is Vol. V. of the " Present-

Day Gardening Series," and is written by Mr. James

have this list, and until such time as there is a real

living National Daffodil Society to look after all

things connected with this most English flower, I

venture to express a hope that it will be the adopted

standard of all our societies. In conclusion, as

I know so well the importance of this subject to so

many and the divergence of view with which it

will be regarded, I would ask the Editor if he could

open the columns of his paper for a few weeks to

those who wish to express their opinions. [Certainly.

—Ed.]. It will be interesting and instructive to

have them,

—

Joseph Jacob.

The Charm of Gardens.*— It was not

without a certain amount of trepidation that we
'of common garden pests or diseases, with reme-

dies, is excellent for a gardener ; but how can chil-

dren apply the burning alkali solution or paraffin I picked up this book. So much trash has been

emulsion, or spray with Paris green ? Such things
,
written about the charm and poetry of gardens during

could not be used by them in any school garden.

Then there are monthly reminders of work to

be done or things to be observed. Thus,

under January we are told to lime-white or

O'Brien, V.M.H. In the first chapters the author i spray trees coated with moss or lichens. But it

deals briefly vnth the historical side of orchidology

followed by a description of Orchid flowers. How

to construct an Orchid-house is fully discussed, and

full details are given regarding staging, method of

heating, temperatures and shading, while a note is

devoted to the single Orchid-house, which sliould

prove of immense value to the amateur. Potting

and basketing are referred to, and we are pleased to

note that the \vriter says, in regard to staking,

" that the fewer sticks used the better," for we have

often seen specimens rendered unsightly by the

numerous sticks employed, which must also injure

manv of the roots. The removal of useless pseudo-

bulbs is rightlv dealt with, a phase of Orchid

culture which does not receive sufficient attention

from the majoritv of srowers. A useful chapter will

be found in " Orchids as Cut Flowers," where it is

ould have been far more valuable information to

have told how to avoid the moss and lichen coating

product of roots having got into sour soil. Of

American blight we are advised to brush it off,

then syringe with paraffin emulsion ; but the brush-

ing off would only give the insects new life and

quarters. Elsewhere it is advised to lay Straw-

berry plants in pots for the winter on their sides

—

very bad advice, but, still, amusing in relation to

school gardens.

The Svreet Pea Note-book.—There is

no flower that can claim so many new books to its

credit as the Sweet Pea, and among the latest addi-

tions is the " Sweet Pea Note-book," by Walter P.

Wright. This is the author's second Sweet Pea

book, and no one will deny but what it is compiled

by one who is quite conversant with the modern

stated that " they should not be cut until they are
j

development of the Sweet Pea. As is seen by the

fuUv matured" It also "adds greatlv to their
|

title-page, this Uttle book is devoted to varieties

durability if they are placed head downward,
|

only ;
there are no cultural details given. The

thoroughly immersed in clean rain water, and kept i

" Sweet Pea Note-book " is concise and well com-

so immersed until an hour or so before they are set
;

piled. Among other features, it contains a descrip-

up, gently shaking the water from them, and placing

them on a cloth or some dry cool surface until

wanted." Seed-sowing and treatment of seedlings,

diseases and insect pests, the enumeration of the

principal genera and species in cultivation, import-

ing Orchids, propagation and manures for Orchids

are dealt with, and an interesting chapter is

five list of varieties and a directory of Sweet Pea

experts. It is thoroughly up to date, and will be

of particular interest to the exhibitor. It is issued

in paper covers and published by the author, the

price being sixpence.

Royal Horticultural Society's Classi-

fied List of Daffodil Names, 1910.-

devoted to " Odours of Orchids "—in fact, every The publication of this long-expected booklet is an

cultural requirement will be found in this well-,

written book, and it is one we can confidently

recommend, especially to the beginner and those

who only cultivate a few plants, while the pro-

fessional will also find much useful information.

The work is illustrated with eight coloured plates,

which include Cypripedium insigne Sander.'e,

Odontoglossum crispum and Miltonia vexillaria.

The Code School Garden and Nature
Note-book.'—In endeavouring to eatisfy the

too often absurd and wooden requirements of the

Education Department in relation to elementary

school work, the compiler and publishers of this

new school book find ample justification. It fur-

nishes to children now being taught school garden-

ing an opportunity to record everything they can

think of in connection with their work, and a good

deal more, to be in use during the year; then, we

fear, like so many similar diaries, to be thrown aside

and forgotten. What terrible mechanical creatures

do all these forms and books tend to make our chil-

dren when everything is done by rote or to order,

and there is no room for the exercise of the child's

event of the first importance to Daffodil societies

and to all who are interested in Daffodil shows,

whether they are the general public who frequent

them, or the competitors and judges whose efforts,

it may be truthfully said, create them. Every-

body has wished for a standard classification for

a good many years, and the Classified List of igio

is the second attempt that the Royal Hcrti-

cultural Society, through a sub-committee of its

Narcissus Committee, has made to meet the want.

As one who took an active part in compiling

that of 1908, I have heard many opinions expressed

as to what sort of grouping would be the simplest

and best. My own personal view is that it does

not very much matter so long as each variety is

pigeon-holed. This new list is a big attempt at

doing this, and I feel sure everyone is very

grateful to both Mr. Rudolf Barr and to Mr. C. H.

Curtis for all they have done in connection with it.

They probably know far better than anyone can

tell them that the work is not perfect, and that there

are hiatuses and clerical errors in assigning each

variety its proper place. These things are in-

originality or individuality ! But the cause hes with ' separable from a first edition of anything of this

theredtapeism of the Education Department, which, kind; but if those of us who are interested will pull

I

together, most, if not all, of these little deficiencies

• '• The Code School Garden and Nature Note-book,"
| ^ rectified and all necessary additions

by G. WilyBi Lewis; price 9d. Messrs. Horace Mar fiall '
. t. • * .i,- t„

and Sons, London. I

made as often as requisite. It is a great thing to

recent years that we, having no knowledge of the

author, dreaded a long drawn-out repetition of this

mock sentiment. But we are disillusioned and hail

the author as a true lover of all that is best and
most beautiful in our gardens of England, using

the term gardens in the same broad sense as the

author, who takes the whole country-side for his

garden and, after pointing out to us with a master
hand the rare beauties of Nature, leads us along

unconsciously to the gardens crea*ed by man.
" The Charm of Gardens " is not a book dealing with
culture ; its aim is to remind us of beauties that

exist on every hand and which an unobservant
spirit might pass by without notice. The first

part of the book is devoted to the country-side, and
therein the author takes us away from the fogs and
cold of November and transfers us to country lanes

and woods, at one time in spring and another in

summer, reminding us of scenes that have passed

but which we hope may be repeated, and which
certainly will never be forgotten while we have
this book at hand. Part II. is devoted to gardens

and history, opening with a chapter on the Roman
garden in England, considerable space being devoted
to Evelyn's Sylva. It is in this part alone that we
find fault with the author. His idea of the

modern gardener as set forth on page 100 is an
erroneous one ; there may be a few whose sole aim
in life is to grow large and shapely plant specimens,

but these cannot be taken as characteristic of the

whole race. The modern gardener generally

is fully alive to the necessity for creating beautiful

pictures in the garden. In Part III. we find

Evelyn's " Kalendarium Hortense, or the Gardener's

.\lraanac," given, while the conclud ng portion

is devoted to " garden words." The volume is

beautifully bound and printed, and well illustrated

with thirty-two excellent coloured plates. For

the first part of it alone we shall long keep a warm
corner in our hearts for the author, who has the

soul of a true lover of Nature.

Alpine Flowers and Rock Gardens.t
The author of this sumptuous volume may fairly

be regarded as one of the most versatile writers on

gardening matters of the present day. No matter

whether it is fruits, flowers, vegetables, trees or

shrubs, all alike come as grist to his literary mill,

and even the most fastidious consumer of gardening

literature can find but little fault with the milling.

In this book we have a vast amount of interesting

information placed before us in tempting dis-

play, and arranged in that methodical manner so

characteristic of the author. It is divided into

four parts, each of which has its use. In Part I.

the author describes in lucid language the character-

istics and habitats of alpines ; in Part II. we get

some delightful chapters on alpines at home, these

having been written by Mr. William Graveson
;

» ' The Charm of Gardens," by Dion Clayton Calthrop

;

price 7s. 6d. net. Messrs. A. and C. Black, Soho Square,
London. W.C.
f Alpine and Rock Gardens," by Walter P. Wright;

price 12s. 6d. net. Messrs. Headley Brothers, Bishops-

gate Street Without, London, E C.
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Part III. ushers us into the practical portion of the

bool\, wlicre we find valuable hints on the formation

of rockeries, plantins and propagating alpines, and

other phases of their culture. Part IV. is divided

into two sections, the first of which is devoted to

special chapters on the most important rock plants,

while the second gives brief descriptions of the best

alpines in alphabetical order, with selections for

various purposes, as well as dealing with shrubs for

the rock garden. A great feature of this volume

is the profuse manner in which it is illustrated. No
fewer than forty-four coloured plates, each mounted
on a stiff, dark brown background, are given, and

many of these are exceptionally well done, thougli

the colours in some are, perhaps, a little o\"erdone.

Some of them seem familiar to us, and call to

mind fleeting visions of e.xtra well-printed post-

cards. In addition to these are fifteen beautiful

illustrations in black and white, excellent binding

and good letterpress, so th-at the \'olume may well

claim to be a sumptuous one.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Ans'WQrs,— The Editor intends to

tnake The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist.

a?ice, no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object will mak'c a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All commu7iications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only^

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

•Street, Covent Garden, London, TF.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used i7i the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp gra^s or moss, not cotton-wool, and flotvering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Suitable plants for a rustic fence

(Ireland).—We advise you to plant the following

subjects against yoiur rustic fence : Jasminhm
nudifiorum bears yellow flowers from the

middle of December to the end of January.

Forsythia suspensa bears yellow flowers from
mid-March to the end of April. Both require

6 feet of space to do themselves justice. Clematis

alpina is a mauve-flowered plant which blooms
in April ; it may be kept to a space of 4 feet.

Ceanothus veitchianus blossoms for three weeks
during May ; its flowers are blue, and it should

be given a space of 6 feet. Clematis montana
(white) and C. montana rubens (red) both flower

during the month of May. They require a con-

siderable space to do themselves justice. Roses

such as Tea Rambler, Hiawatha, Dorothy Perkins,

Blush Rambler, Philadelphia Rambler, Gloire

de Dijon and Alberic Barbier will bloom from June
onwards for at least two months. They must be

given a good space each, say, 12 feet. Lonicera

Heckrottii and L. sempervirens are two good red-

flowered Honeysuckles which blossom for a long

period during summer. Clematis Jackmanii and
any of its varieties are suitable for autumn, and
flower from August until October. Wistaria

chinensis may be used to cover a space of 20 feet

or 30 feet ; its fragrant, mauve flowers are con-

spicuous for three weeks during May and June.

A scarlet-flowered plant of great beauty is found

in Tecoma radicans ; it blooms in autumn.
Eccremocarpus scaber is another showy plant,

which bears scarlet flowers for the greater part

of the vear ; it is of herbaceous habit.

Treatment of outdoor Chrysanthemums
(Margiiprilf).—Ttii: c-irly llnwircil <'liiv-<uiitliriiiiiiiis inuy
he left in till' ^'Kiunil. uiiil if tin- to|js nrc- alluwid to ninuin
oil they will help to prott-ct the youiiK slioots in the winter.
With the return of spring the plants may be cut down, or
if this ia done after flowering for t!ie sake of neatness, some
slight proteefion in severe weather w;n t)e beneficial.

Plants for damp situation (C L.). — The
position affords an excellent openinw for the planting of
sueh thiuiis as Calthas (King-cups), herbaceous Spiraeas,
as gigantea, vi'nusta, Aruneus. Ulniaria in variety and the
showy hybrid forms, of wbieli Mr. Amos Perry makes a
speciality. Trilliunis or Wood I-ilies, Saxifraga peltata,
Gunncras, Lilium superbum. L. canadense, L. pardalinum.
Primula japoniea, P. rosea, P. pulverulenta, Senecio
Clivorum, S. taugutiea, S. japoniea, many of the Novi-
lieleii and Novte-Aniiliie forms of the Mieliaelmas Daisy,
Narcissus Emperor. N. Sir Watkin, N. poeticns fi.-pi.,

I.eucojum sestivunt. Caraassia esclllenta, Kodyersias and
many otfu'rs would revel in such a place, as would also
certain of the Bamboos, as li. palmata. li. Veitcliii, Pliyllo-
staehys nigra and others, while Bog Bean. Butomus and
Lobelia sypliilitica would be quite at home also in tlie

wetter parts. Chrysanthenium uligiuosum, Scarlet Dog-
wood and Sea Buckthorn would also be of service, and by
their beauty and variety provide agreeable pictures if

rightly arranged.

THE GREENFIOUSE.
Bulbous Irises in bowls (P., Wilts).—

Of those you name, I. persica, I. reticulata and
I. histrioides are the best, while to these may be
added I. Tauri and I. Heldreichii, all of which
are beautiful. I. alata usually flowers in November
and December when thus grown, and it is for this

one a little late to make the start. From the
cultural point of view a greenhouse is not essential,

though a dark place, such as a cellar, is a decided
advantage. The buibs require to be just covered
by the prepared fibre mixture, and should be made
moderately firtn by pressing, and given a light

watering to settle the material about them. Or,

if you will, the mixture might be damped a day
in advance of using it, and in this way dispense

with water at planting time and for a week subse-

quently. Bulbous Irises require but moderate
supplies of moisture at atiy season, save when the

flower-spike is being pushed forth, and in this

respect differ materially from Daffodils, which
at all times require ample supplies. The bowls
should be allowed to remain in a darkened place

till growth is sotnewhat advanced, when they may
be brought into the room, placing them near the
light. Only the strongest bulbs are likely to give

satisfaction.

Treatment for Melaleuca, hyperjcifolia
(Salistfuii/).—There is no douljt that you will have to
forego the flowering of your -^ielaleuea'fu^ one season if

you cut it back hard. As a rule it breaks out readUy
if cut back, but we should advise you not to carry out the
operation till the month of March, when the young shoots
wiU jtush out with but little delay. It would be useless
to try and winfer it out of doors.

Gardenia foliage injured (B. If).—.Judging by
the enclosed shoots, there is no doubt that tlie roots of
yom- Gardenias are in an unhealthy state. \Ve cannot
give the cause thereof ; but as you say you have been using
soot-water and liquid manure, it is very probable that an
excess of stimulants has set up a sour condition of the
soil and thus reniiri<d liealthy growth impossible. The
one plant in a guMil rMnditmn may be owing to the fact
that it has been L'i\rri I.^- -tiuuilants, perhaps owing to
its being more cxfi nsiwly drained. It is not at present
a good time to disturb the roots ; therefore we sliould advise
you to discontinue feeding the plants and water them
carefully tdl l-'ebruary, when they may be repotted. In
repotting, as much of the old soil as possible should be taken
away aud any decaying roots cut off. The compost cm-
ployed must be such as will assist the formation of roots,
say, two parts good loam to one part peat or leaf-mould
and a liberal sprinkling of sand. Ovcrpotting must be
guarded against, the one object being to get the pots well
furnished with healthy roots, after which they may have
a larger shift when necessary. It is worse than useless
to give plants stimulants unless the roots are in a perfectly
healthy state and thereby enabled to assimilate the food
supplied to them.

ROSE GARDEN.
Roses from cuttings (.-1. C. W.).—We

should say you will get a t;ood number of the

cuttings to form roots. Probably just now the
growth they have made is from the sap ifi the

cuttings; but as you have provided them with a

getitle bottom-heat, they should callus all right,

and if they do tliis they will be safe. It will be
best to keep the light off on all fine days, but cover

the cuttings at flight. It would do no harm to the

cuttings to cut back the new growths, but rather

would be beneficial, as by this means the little

shoots become hardened ready for another year.

You have certainly put the cuttings in too thickly,

afid you may possibly lose many from this cause.

If frosty weather threatens, cover the cuttings

with sofne dry Bracken Vera or dry leaves. One
of the greatest enemies to stnall cuttings in winter

is datnp, so therefore give air on every suitable

occasion. Mme. Rene de St. Marceaif is a very

lovely Rose, and probably ifi France it would
surpass Souvenir de Catherine GuiUot ; but this

Rose is not generally successful with us in this

coufitrv.

Roses for winter bloom (J.J.M.).—Twelve of the
best, varieties for planting out under glass to supply winter
flowers would be Richmond, Mme. Abel Cllatcnay, labcrty,
Joseph Lowe, Lady Uoberts, Bridesmaid. Niphetos, Pcrle
dcs Jardins, Mme. H()ste, Lyon Itose, Jlrs, Aaron Ward
and Molly Sharman Crawford.

Moss Roses on pergola (.R. S.).—Providing you
do not give strong doses of manure at any one time, we
do not consider it would be injurious to the TropBeolum,
and you can readily remove any growths and tubers of the
latter when they encroach too much upon the .Moss Iloses.

Doubtless you can plant the tubers betweefi the Moss
tlose plants and not immediately behind them.

Forcing Roses (./. G. M.).)—We think it would be
best to put a ro^v of pipes along each side of the pathway
rather tlian under the soil of the beds. There are severa'l

objections to this latter course ; one would be your inability

to repair any leakage at any time without danger of disturb-

ing the roots of the Roses. ' Plant the Iloses out in the beds
by all means. They are much more successfully grown in

this way, providing you have really good borders prepared
for the plants. It would, perhaps, be advisable to plant out
established plants from pots, in which case you need not
prune such plants very much this season. See to it tllat

the ball of soil is thoroughly wetted throughout before you
put out the plants, and be careful to make the soil llrm

about the ball. It is advisable to give the side roots a
little release by prodding with a pointed stick. They then
go to work more readily in the borders.

Spraying for red rust on Roses (A'. L.).—
The Woburn Bordeaux Paste can be used in conjunction

with the arsenate of lead paste and the Woburn Tobacco
Extract when it is desirable to spray for red rust and other
fungoid diseases, caterpillar and aphis Mix the Woburn
Bordeaux Paste with its own bulk of water, then add about
12 gallons of water to lib. of the paste so mixed. The
arsenate of lead paste is prepared by taking lib. and thin-

ning it by rubbing it up with a little water and then poming
off into 25 gallons of water, repeating this, if necessary,

so that the lead arsenate may be evenly dilTused. The
Wobiu-n Tobacco Extract is used at the rate of lib. to

10 gallons of water. Having prepared the articles

separately as above, the three may be blended together in

equal qiumtitiea and the plants sprayed with the mixture.

Of course, at this season of the year you will not
require to mix the three articles, as aphides and cater-

pillars have for the most part, disappeared ; but for another
season you could adopt the plan of mixing. For mildew
and aphis we have found .feyes* Cylliu Soft Soap an excel-

lent article used at the rate of loz. to a gallon of water.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Planting under trees Qliss .1. C.).—The plant

sent is Senecio tangutica. a very desirable subject for

the wild garden. The very dark position under the

trees would be dilBcult to All with a good flowering

plant for summer or autumn when the trees are in full

leaf, hence we think you would do well to plant the
stronger-growing Ferns, such as Lastrea Filix-mas or some
of the Athyriiuns, which would follow the .Anemones in

springtime. You might also plant freely of Colchicnms

,

Crocus speeiosns and Cyclaujen hedersefoliimi and C. album
for an autumn display, and such as these mingling witli

the Ferns would be more in keeping with what you have
already in position.

Names of plants.—.!/. E. W., Glenbrook.—l, Hedy-
sarum coronarium ; 2. Veronica Tcucrium dubia.

A". A'.—1, Sequoia sempervirens; 2, Thuya orientalis ; 3,

Cupressus sempervirens : 4, Cryptomcria elegans ; 5, Ccdrus
Deodara ; 6, Pinus Strobus ; 7, Cupressus lawsoniana.

R. D.— 1, Euonynms enropa^us ; '.', .\calypha wilkesiana : 3,

Alloplectus Lyiichii ; 4, Scrophularia aquatiea variegata.

.1. ir.—Cleone puugens.

Names of fruit. — J. O. B., Iticlimond.—Conical
Apple. King of the Pippins ; flat Apjile, JIaltster.

J. K. H — 1, Beurre Clairgeau ; 2. Bcrgamottc Esperen :

3, Beurre Hardv I'or/-.— 1, Old Hawthornden ; 2,

Kcdlc'.ston Pippin ; 3, Stamford Pippin : 4, Emperor
Alexander ; 8, not recognised ; 9 and 10, Lord Sudicld ;

11, Sugarloaf : 7, Cellini Pippin; 5, Black Pear of

Worcester ; 0, Easter Beurr6. .S. E. D. 7'., Bridnnitrlh.

— 1, .Allen's Everlasting ; 2, Keswick Codlin Improved.
Cobmrl llulhrk.—Vi'e think the Apple is a seedling from
Duchess of Gloucester
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SOCIETIES.
READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting held in the Abbey Hall on November 7
Mr. Alderman Paifitt presided over the largest attendance
of the present session. Instead of the usual lecture, the
committee had arranged competitions of an educational
value to the gardener, all the work being done in the room
and in view of the assembled audience. The first com-
petition for the best lady's spray and gentleman's button-
hole was confined to head-gardeners and foremen. Eight
entries were secured for the three prizes offered, and the
judges' awards were: First, Mr. H. Wynn ; second,
Mr. H. Goodger ; third, Mr. A. Abraham. The next
event was open to all except head-gardeners and foremen,
and was for five small vases arranged for effect. This
contest attracted eleven entries, and it w;is drei'led to
award a fourth prize if the work was of suttniint merit to
admit of it. The judges' decision was : First, Mr. A. i'rancis;
second, Mi'. A. H. Casey ; third, 'Mr. A. E. Bolton ; fourth,
Mr. S. G. Chambers. Twenty minutes was the time
allotted for work in both competitions. The judges

—

Messrs. T. Tunbridge, W. Butler and W. G. Pigg—accom-
plished their somewhat difficult task to the entire satis-
faction of all concerned, and complimented the prize-
winners on the admirable work executed by them. The
character of the work having been criticised by several
speakers, the president presented the pri'.es, all the winners
being loudly ehrcred. On the business side of the meeting
the prr-.iilrnt urged the members to do their utmost to
malcc the lortheoming exhibition on November 23 an even
greater success than it was last year, and as evidence of
the extraordinary vitality of the association no fewer
than ten new members were elected. Messrs. Tunbridge,
Powell, Wilson. Maih-v, Judd, F. Townsend, Loader,
W. J Town--i ihI, H. Goodger, G. Durrant and A. Webb
kindly brought bunclies of flowers, which next morning
were forwarded by the hon. secretary to the Royal Berk-
shire Hospital. The meeting closed with votes of thanks
to the judges for officiating, and to Mr. J. Phillips and
Messrs. Watson and Son for Idndly loaning the tables and
the vases used for the competition's.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
The annual Chrysanthemum show of this association was
held in the W^averley Market, Edinburgh, on November 16,
17 and 18, and, as usual, was one of great merit. So far
as regards quality, the association has reason to congratu-
late itself upon its excellence. In all sections this was very
high. The season in Scotland appears to have been mo-^t
suitable for the Chrysanthemum, and both cut blooms
and plants were very fine indeed. In other plant classes
there wore many subjects of the highest merit, and fruit
and vegetables continue to maintain the standard of
quality we see at this show annually.
The keenest interest is always excited by the competi-

tion for the Queen Victoria Memorial Prizes, the first

prize being the City of Edinburgh Cup, with £12 in money,
for fifteen vases of Japanese in fifteen varieties, three
blooms of each. Here, after a very keen competition,
the fact of there being only one point between his exhibit
and the second, Mr. David Nicoll, Rossie, Forgandenny,
was awarded the coveted trophy, the runner-up being
anothtr iiot'd grower, Mr. Thomas Lunt, Keir. Mr.
Nicoll i^niiifd \:'.s points out of a possible ISO. His best
blooms Wire Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Pmity, Edith Jameson and
Mrs. F. W. Vallis, for each of Avhich 10 out of a possible
12 points were awarded. Next in quality were Lady
Talbot, Mme. G. Rivol and Mrs. A. T. Miller, for which
9} points were given. Others showu were Lady Conyers,
Airs Thorne, Mme. P. Kadaelli. Bessie Godfrey, J. H.
Silsbxury, Mrs. C. Beckett and F. S. Vallis ; a grand stand
of fiowers of high quality and finish. Mr. Lunt's best
flowers were E. J. Brooks and White Queen, and the fact
that so little separated the two lots showed the general
excellence of both exhibits. Mr. A. Morton. Cullen House,
Culleu, was third with 119 points against the VS9k he
gained the prize with last year Mr. J. E. Davis, Ballathie,
Stanley, was fourth.
The other leading class for cut blooms was that for the

Scottish Challenge Cup, for which competitors in the
first class could not compete. Here Mr. W. Young,
Falkland Palace, Fife, was first with (U out of a possible
90 points. Mr. D. M'Lean, Raith, Kirkcaldy, was second
with 58^ points ; and Mr. J. Finnic, who was first last
year, was third this time with 57* points. The blooms
here were generally good, but none received so many
marks as some in the Queen Victoria class.

For six vases of Japanese in six varieties, confined to
private gardeners and amateurs, Mr. R. Honeyman, Bow-
land, Stow, led with excellent blooms, Mr. H. M'Skimming
being second, Mr. J. Boucher thu-d, and Mr. J. Clark
fourth. For Mr. M'Hattie's prize for twelve blooms of
Japanese in twelve varieties, shown on boards, Mr. D.
Nicoll was first with fine flowers ; second, Mr. A. >Iorton ;

third, Messrs. G. Williams and Sons, Cardiff. The other
first-prize winners in the bloom classes included Mr A.
Campbell, Mr. A. Morton, Mr. J. Waldie, Mr. J A. Sword,
Mr. G. Scott, and Mr. A. M'Millan. With singles Mr. W.
Galloway was first for six vases ; second, fllr. J. Bruce

;

third, Sir. R. Honeyman. For three vases of singles in
two separate classes Mr. A. M'Millan and Mr. J. Galloway
won first prizes. Mr. Bruce was first in the class for market-
growers, and Messrs. Todd and Co were second.
Chrysanthemum plants were not so numerous as

usual, but were, as a whole, good. In the principal
classes Mr. W. Michie, Borrowfleld, and ^\r. W. Pulman,
Colinton Road, were the leading winners. Other plants
were excellent, and a large number of prizes fell to the
lot of Mr. A. M'Millan, Douglas Castle, who won in all

the Palm classes and in those for Dracaenas and
Ferns for table, besides second and third prizes in others.
Mr. G. Kerr led for Primula sinensis and P. obconica

;

Mr. J. Palmer for table plants ; Mr. J. Turnbull for dwarf
hardy Ferns ; Mr. A. Knight for eight decorative foliage
plants ; and Mr. J. M'Gregor for four decorative foliage
plants.
Bouquets and fioral designs were a fine section of the

show, and were, generally speaking, of outstanding merit.
For the decorative table the first prize fell to Mr. J. Hood,
Dalmore, Helensburgh, for a pretty table principally
decorated with Roses and Lily of tlie Valley : second,
Mr. F. G. Small ; third, Mr. James Beats. Miss Todd.
Mr. J. Beats. Mr. A. Knight, Mrs. Newlands, Mr. F. U.
Urquhart, Mr. D. M'Kay and Mr. A. Cameron were the
other winners of fir.st prizes in this section. The ladies'
classes were not so good as usual, and no first prizes were
awarded.
The award for the best bloora in the show was made to

Mr. T. Lunt, Keir, for White Queen in his exhibit which
gained the second prize in the competition for the Queen
Victoria Memorial Prize.
The fruit classes were excellent, although a little thinner

than in some former years. For eight dishes of fruit in
eight kinds, .Mr. W. Galloway, Gosford, led with a fine
collection, among which we noted as very fine the Pears
Durondeau and Duchesse d'Angoulemc and the Apples
Charles Ross and Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling. Grapes
were, as usual here, very fine, and Mr. W. G. Pirie, Dal-
hoiisie Castle, carried off the first prizes for four bunches,
distinct; two bunches, one black and one white ; and two
bunches of Muscat of Alexandria. Other winners with
Grapes were Mr. W. Scott, Mr. J. Shiells, Mr. D. Kidd
and Mr. J. M'Neill. For eighteen varieties of Apples,
grown in Scotland, Mr. James Duff, Threave, was first

with good examples ; but for eighteen unconfined, English
fruit as usual led, Mr. C. W. Tadiliek, Ross, being first.

For Scottish-growii Pears .Mr. ilallouay was first, but in
the open class Mr. G. JIackiiilay, Wrest Park, led. Mr.
Caddick was first for six varieties of culinary Apples, but
the first for six dessert Apples went all the way to British
Columbia, Mr. T. A. Brydon being the enterprising exhibi-
tor. Mr. Caddick was first in the market gardeners'
class for three baskets of dessert Apples and also for three
baskets of culinary Apples. For twelve bottles of pre-
served fruits .Mr. \V Poupart, Twickenham, led.

Vigitablc-^ wi're I'xcellent, and the first prize for the
collrctinii (It nine distinct kinds was won by Mr. R. Stuart.
Thirlestane Castle, who was well ahead of the second and
third prize exhibits, shown re>;j" etivelv by Mr. D. M'JIichan,
Hillfoot. and Mr. W. P. Bell. iinthwellCastle. The other
vegetable prizes were well divided.

Trade exhibits were not sn plentiful as usual, but those
which were sent were valuable and interesting to horti-
culturists. Messrs. Dobbie aiul Co.. Edinburgh, exhibited
a fine variety of ChrysaiitheuHinis. a \ariety ol' Potatoes.
(fee. A silver-gilt medal was awarded. .Messrs. W. Wills
and Co., Merstham, sent a large exhibit of about 100
varieties of Chrysanthemums, including a number of
novelties. Gold medal. Messrs. 'W. Brown and Co.,
Edinbupjli, showed fruit in a fine exhibit. Gold medal.
Messrs. Vi.uiig and Co., Cheltenham, exhibited Carnations,
which deseL\edly received a gold medal. Mi'. W. Poupart.
sent a collection of bottled fruits, for which a gold medal
was given. Mr. John Forbes, Limited, Hawick, set up a
good exhibit of Carnations and other flowers. Silver
medal. Mr. J. W. Scarlett. Inveresk. showed vegetables,
for which a silver medal was given, and a similar award was
made to another collection of vegetables from Messrs. Tillie,

Whyteand Co., Edinburgh. Silver-gilt medals were awarded
to Mr. H. N. Ellison, West I'.iiuiiwieh. for a fine dis-

play of Ferns ; to Messrs. G. Williams and Sons, Cardiff
;

and to Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, N.B., for
one of their fine exhibits of fruit trees in pots, fruits and
plants. Mr. Buchanan, the Kippen Vineries, exhibited
Grapes from the celebrated Kippen Vine Cultural
certificate. Notable exhibits were sent by the British
Columbia Government, consisting of fruit ; and Mr. J.
Whjiiock, Dalkeith Palace, staged an excellent group
of Apples, Pears and Grapes, showing not only the resources
of the Duke of Buccleuch's gardens at Dalkeith, but also
the skill of Mr. Whytock and his staff. Gold medals were
given to both of these exhibits.

The show was opened in a graceful manner by Her
Grace the Duchess of Montrose. Mr. A. D Richardson,
the secretary of the association, and the managing com-
mittees deserve high credit for the excellent arrangements.

COLCHESTER ROSE AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual autumn show was held by the above society
on the 10th inst. at the Corn Exchange, and proved most
successful. The fruit classes alone were very fine, over
600 dishes of Apples being staged. There were some very
fine exhibits in the cut-flower classes, and some beautiful
tables were arranged by ladies, no fewer than eleven being
first-rate, and the bowls of autumn foliage and the Chrysan-
themums were very beautifully arranged. Violets at
this show are always exceptionally fine, and the bowls of
single Violets from the Right Hon. J. Round and Mrs.
O. G. Orpcn were beautiful, also the doubles from Mrs.
Hitchcock. Single Chrysanthemums are becoming great
favourites, and they are of much better habit for vase-
work than the huge fiowers so often seen.
The National Chrysanthemum Society's silver medal

was awarded to T. Hetherington, Esq., Berechurch Hall,
(gardener, Mr. G. Peach), who also took the National
Clirysanthemum Society's certificate for the best bloom.
Messrs. Hetherington and Norman were the winners in
the large Japanese class, having fine material. There was
only one award in the incurved class, this going to Mr. W. E.
Eyre. For singles Mrs. H. de Larpent was first, Messre.

Arnold and Hetherington being second and third. For
vases Messi-s. Hetherington, C. K. Norman and Mrs.
de Larpent won in the order named.

Groups were remarkable for their taste and eiTective
arrangement. Mrs. de Larpent {gardener. Mr. W. Richard-
son) was a splendid first in the large group class, Mr. W.
Diaper, Colchester, second ; and Mr. E. J. Sanders third.
In the smaller class Messrs. Beard and Bridges were the
leading exhibitors For trained plants Messrs. Weatherall,
Diaper, Beard and Mrs. de Larpent won in the Japanese
classes in the order named ; and for three plants, trained,
Mr. Diaper and Mrs. de Larpent were the leading exhibitors.

Fruit was a large feature of the exhibition Prizes
are awarded largely for flavour, there being distinct classes.
In the dessert class. Grapes from the Hon. W. Lowther
(gardener, Mr. Andrews) were very fine, tlii-^ exhibit or
leading in aU the classes. For six dishes of des^, n Apples
Miss K. M. Courtauld was first with very beautitu! trult^,
having fine Cos's Orange. O. G. Orpen, Esq.. HUlside,
West Bergholt, was a close second ; indeed, in this lot
was the best dish of dessert Apples in the show, a grand
lot of King of Tompkin's County. Mr. N. R. Page was
a good third. For three dishes Messrs. Lowther, Everett
and Moy were successful. Miss Courtauld had the best
Cox's Orange, Mr. Page being second. The best Ribstons
came from Mme. de Neckare, Miss Courtauld being second.
Pears were good, but less numerous. The Hon, W.
Lowther, Mr, Page and the Rev. R. W. Chilton were the
loading exhibitors. Messrs. Bunting and Sons had the
best in the small class. The best dishes of Doyenn6 du
Cornice came from Mrs. de Larpent, and the best stewing
Pears, Uvedale's St. Germain, came from the East Anglian
Sanatorium.

Vegetables were staged in quantity, and mostly of good
quality. In the large class the Hon. W. Lowther led
eas.ly, the Right Hon. J. Round being a good second and
.Mr. E. J. Sanders third. In the smaller collections Messrs.
Harwood and Strowlger won in the order named Mr.
Lowther had the best white Celery in a large class, and
Mrs. de Larpent the best red.

WEST OF ENGLAND CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

On November 15 this society held its annua! exhibition
of flowers, fruit and vegetables in the Guildhall, Plymouth.
The show was somewhat smafler than in previous years,
but the staging was excellently arranged, and at every
point there was much to interest the student of horti-
culture. In former years the competition in the open
classes for cut blooms was exceedingly keen, and as many as
twelve exhibitors have entered for t he premier class ;

but the craze for big blooms is evidently dying out, at all

events in this part of the country, and but little interest
is now taken in this section. One of the most attractive
features in the exhibition was a table of salads shown by
Mrs. Bainbridge, which was deservedly awarded the first

prize, and was very bright and pretty with crimson and
golden Tomatoes of the large and Currant varieties,
scarlet and yellow Capsicums 'and Chillies, variegated
Chicory with crimson and yellow leaves, red and white
Radishes, pillars of Cress. Chervil, Endives, Borage and
Corn Salad. In this exhibit there were forty-two varie-
ties of salad, and it was of such excellence that it would
doubtless have won even in London. The first prize for

a group of stove and greenhouse plants included liilium
Harrisii, Cyclamen. Chrysanthemums, Cumations, Palius.
Crotons, Asparagus and Ferns ; and the fl st-prize group
of Orchids was composed of graceful specimens of Cypri-
pediums, Lycastes, Cattleyas, Odontoglossums and other
species The groups of single Chrysanthemums were very
graceful in effect and good in colour. This class was open
only to residents within fifteen miles of Plymouth, and
the first prize was won by Mr. C. Bewes ; but the second-
prize stand was generally considered superior. In the
first-prize stand for forty-eight Japanese blooms, Florence
Denford, Lady Talboc, General Hutton, F. S. Vallis,

J. H. Silsbury and Hon. Mrs. Lopes were very fine. The
first prize for twenty-four dishes of truit was won by
Mr. F. R. llodd with superb specimens, the Grapes being
magnificent. The Earl of Morley won fii-st prize for twenty
dishes of Apples, also for six Zonal Pelargoniums.

Prize List.

Forty-eight Japanese : First, the Rev. T. Sheepshanks.
Twelve Japanese : First, the Rev. T. Sheepshanks.
Twelve Japanese incurved : First, the Rev. T. Sheep-
shanks. Eighteen Japanese in vases : First, the Rev. T.
Sheepshanks. Twelve vases of single Chrysanthemums r

First, Jfessrs. J. Webber and Sons. Group of Orchids :

First, ilessrs. J. Webber and Sons. Group of stove and
greeidiouse plants: First. Messrs. J. Webber and Sons.
There were also classes open to residents within fifteen
miles of Plymouth, which were well fill'^l with high-class
exhibits. There were also classes confined to amateui-s
and to cottagers and artizans.
The nurserymen's stands were one of the features of

the show. Messrs. Sutton and Sons exhibited a magnifi-
cent collection of vegetables, for which they were awarded
the society's gold medal and a certificate of merit. Messrs.
R. Veitch and Sou, Exeter (silver medal and certificate
of merit), had an attractive stand with many pretty
Chrysanthemums, among which were the new singles
Richmond Glory (crimson). Councillor H. S. Bevins
(maroon red) and Caledonia (pink), a fine selection of
Carnations, including Vinca. Aurora, Beacon, Rose Dor6,
Rival, Victory. Mikado, Mrs. H. Herbert, Britannia,
Sarah A. Hill, Carola, White Perfection. Mrs. H. Burnett,
Miy Day, Enchantress and Mrs. Charles Knopf. The
Devon Rosery, Torquay, had a flnc show of Apples, Peas-
good's Nonsuch being superb. Mr. W. J. Godficy,
Exmouth, showed hybrid Gerberas in various colours,
Zonal Pelargoniums and Chrysanthemums.
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house to a cooler structure as the flowers
begin to open, or the flowering period will

be a very short one. Flowers which fall

quickly, such as Azaleas, may be made
to remain on the plants for a fairly long
period by fixing them with floral gum,
which may be obtained from any seedsman
or horticultural sundriesman.

It is only necessary to mention a few of

the many shrubs suitable for forcing

—

others will readily suggest themselves to

the minds of those who wish to force a
larger collection : Spiraea arguta, S. van
Houttei, S, confusa, S. prunifolia fiore-pleno,

Deutzia gracilis, D. parviflora. D. Lemoinei
and all the gracilis varieties and hybrids,
Forsythia suspensa, Prunus persica flore-

pleno, P. serrulata, P. triloba, P. Pseudo-
cerasiis, P. japonica flore-pleno, Pyrus
floribunda, P. Scheideckeri, Wistaria sinen-

sis, Neviusia alabamensis, Japanese Maples,
Weigela or Dicrvilla Eva Rathke and other
kinds, Viburnum Opulus sterile, V. tomen-
tosum plicatum, Robmia hispida inermis
and Rhododendrons, deciduous and ever-
green. All are, however, not suitable. Of
deciduous ones R. sinensis and its numerous
varieties and forms of R. flavum and R.
calendulaceum are the best, while the
earlier-flowering e\'ergreen kinds answer
more satisfactorily than the later ones. In
addition to these there are many other
kinds, such as Magnolias, Hydrangeas
and Kerrias, which may be pressed into
service. W.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
December 6.—Royal Horticultural Society's

E.\hibition of Bottled Fruits at the Royal Horti-

cultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster.

Lecture at 3 o'clock by Mr. C. Herman Senn on
" The Cooking of Vegetables."

December 6.—Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion's Meeting. British Gardeners' Association

Executive Council's Meeting.

December 8.—British Gardeners' Association's

(London Branch) Meeting.

THE GARDEN.

fourth time in succession., and it is now the property
of Messrs. Dickson. The society is now making
arrangements for a lorj-guinea trophy, and this

will either be offered in the class for seventy-two
or forty-eight blooms, distinct. The exhibition

next year is fixed for Tuesday, July 11. when the

committee hope to have a record show. The hon.

secretary is Mr. E. Wright. Rosedene, The Glen,

Saltaire.

National Rose Society's exhibitions
during 1911. — The nietropohtan show in

connection with the above society is to be held

in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park,
on I'Yiday, July 7 ; the provincial show at Ulverston
on Wednesday, July 19 ; and the autumn show at

the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster, on Thursday. September 14.

Arbor Day at Sandgate The executive
committee of the S.uidt;ate society met at Castle

Glen on the ig;h ult,, Mr. Mark W. Judge in the

chair, to consider the further arrangements for

celebrating the institution of an Arbor Day for

Sandgate. Letters were read from Sir Edward
Sassoon, M.P., the Poet Laureate, Sir Alexander
Cockburn, Sir W. Hart-Dyke, Sir Martin Conway,
Mr. Hennlker Heaton, M.P., Mr. T. C. Horsfail,

the Rev. Canon Rawnsley, Mr. Richardson Evans,
and Mr. E. D. Till of Eynsford. Sir Edward
Sassoon and others were only able to give a con-

ditional promise to be present. Canon Rawnsley
wrote :

" I believe that nothing but good can result

from this attempt to interest young England in

the material world of birds and trees and flowers.

We as edu:ationalists must help by getting our

people to take an interest in the sights and sounds
around them. If we could get the working-man.
in town and country alike, to know what joy is

added to life by being able to share the companion-
ship of the changing seasons, to make real friends

with bird and tree life, I am sure they would feel

it to be their duty to press forward the Arbor Day
movement." The Sandgate society is meeting
with every encouragement, and has already

obtained from the Folkestone Corporation, the

Manor Estate, and Mr. Brockman ther approval o;

the proposed planting of trees at Castle Green.

[Decembfr 3. 1910.

Dr. D. H. Scott, F.B.S. — This well-

known botanist, famous for his researches in

paleontology, especially in connection with the
fossil flora of the coal measures, has been elected
a corresponding member of the Munich .Academv
of Sciences. A. similar honour has been conferred
upon Dr. L. Fletcher, the Director of the Natural
History Museum, South Kensington.

Mr. T. E. Henwood._It has been pro-
posed to present Mr. T. E. Henwood with a suitable
testimonial at the joint annual meeting of the
National Carnation and Auricula focieties. Mr.
Henwood has now reached his twentieth year
of office as hon. secretary and treasurer of these
societies. Subscriptions may be forwarded to Mr
James Douglas, jun.. Great Bookham, Surrey.

Saltaire, Shipley and District Rose
Society—We have just recei\ed the balance-
sheet of the above society for the year ending
November, 1910, and note with pleasure that
the society has made a net profit during the
year of £58 iis. jd. The 50-guinea trophy, pre-
sented by G. C. Waud, Esq., a past president of
the society, was won at the last show by Messrs.
Alex. Dickson and Sons, Limited, this being the

OORRESPONDENQE.
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The cooking of vegetables.—Very rare is

the occasion on which reference to vegetables and
their culture is made that some remarks relating

to the cooking of vegetables, sometimes serious

and sometimes sarcastic, are not offered. Too
largely the proper cooking and presentation to table

of vpgjtables for consumption as good, healthful,

wholesome food is neglected, yet all the skill of the

grower is sheer waste unless his products are prepared
in such a way that they shall be food in the very
best acceptance of the term. It seems harsh
criticism, but we often see various roots or other

vegetables prepared for the feeding of cattle, and
especially for fattening them, with as much care as are

vegetables (o- human food, and sometimes with even
more. In preparing vegetables for consumption
it is essential that there be preserved their natural

flavours, and the flesh or boae forming element
also be so presented as to be of easy digestion or

assimilation. For these reasons, therefore, it is

specially interesting to learn that a well-known
amateur gastronomist, Mr. C. Herman Senn, will

lecture on this topic before the Fellows of the

Royal Horticultural Society on Tuesday afternoon

next, and no doubt a considerable body of persons,

ladies especially, will be interested listeners. It

would be well also if some of the instructors of

cookery attached to our elementary and secoudarv
schools could attend, as. in spite of their profes-
sional knowledge, many of them seem to have
much to learn in relation to \-egetabIe c.ookery.

Especially should this lecture create much interest
in the minds of the members of the National
Vegetable Society, as that body is very fully

cognisant of the importance in relation to the
proper presentation of vegetables to the table of

good, clean cooking. It will be well if the general
meeting of members of the National Vegetable
Society called for an hour earlier than the lecture

hour can be concluded in time ta liberate all who
may wish to hear Mr. Senn. It is greatly to be
regretted that the most excellent little book
entitled " The Art of Preparing Ve.getables for the

Table." published by the eminent firm of M>ssrs.

Sutton and So.js, Reading, in 1888. should
now be out of print. Were it to be had,
such a book should, now that vegetable culture is

getting a new awakening, be sought for and read
by many thousands of persons.—.A. D.

London County Council's parks
appointment— Is there not something to be
said in favour of this ? Each park has, I suppose,
its head-gardener, who is left a fairly free hand
and can e.xercise his ingenuity and taste in affording

fresh and beautiful effects. Now, if a professional

gardener was in command of the whole department,
would there not be a danger of his imposing his

own ideas too much on all, and thereby, to a large

extent, paralysing efforts for originality ? Surely

that which is much to besought after is that each

park should be noted for some special effects, and
the last thing that it should be possible to say
about them from a gardener's point of view would
be that " having seen one we have seen all." I

can, therefore, quite understand that it was the
wisest course to appoint someone who would have
no temptation to interfere in the actual work of

design and planting, but would occupv himself in

organising supplies and general superintendence.

—

J. Alexander, Orpington. [We publish the above
note so that both sides of this important questio.i

can be brought before the public. Needless to say,

we do not agree with our correspondent's state-

ments.

—

Ed.]
" The London County Council invites

applications for the appointment of chief officer

of its parks department, who will be required to

give his whole time and energies to the duties of

his office. Members of the staff of the Council
are not precluded from making application for the

position. . . . The parks, &c., are 114 in

number, and are about 5,100 acres. . . . The
average number of staff is 1,000, including men
well qualified as specialists in their separate

departments. ... A knowledge of surveying,

landscape gardening, forestry and horticulture is

desirable. . .
." The above is an extract from

an advertisement which appeared in The' Garden
in July last, and our " business " Council have
appointed a retired military officer, whose sole

claim to the post seems to be that he supervised

the construction of a cricket lawn at Aldershot.

I believe it is usual in all business houses to advance
men as vacancies occur, and it would be interesting

to know if any applications were received from
among the staff of i,o30 men employed by the

Council. It is a great shame that these lucrative

appointments should be given to outsiders, who
have no claim whatever and can know nothing

of the duties that have to be performed. It is a

great shame (I had almost written scandal) that a

salary of £700 a year should be given to a man
who is already probably drawing a substantial

income from the public purse in the shape of a

pension or retired pay. I have no doubt the

Council could have got a better man for half th"
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salary, and they could have utilised the other half

in giving the gardeners another shilling a week. T

am not a gardener by profession ; I am only one of

the unfortunate people who have to live in the

London County Council area, and as a ratepayer I

protest against this appointment. No one be-

grudges the money spent on our parks and the

men who do the work. The gardeners should

certainly take some action, and great credit should

be given to Mr. Jenkins in taking the initiative, and
whose advice seems to me excellent. Is there

not also some chance of the Royal Horticultural

Society taking action in the matter ? There are

among its members gentlemen of position and
influence, most of whom are readers of your excel-

lent journal, T have no doubt. There are possibly

some Members of Parliament who could raise the

question in the House of Commons ; and is there

no society in London that could convene a public

meeting in London and call the ratepayers' atten-

tion to it ? Also the members of the Council who
voted against this appointment should be asked

to raise the question again. For the credit of

the Council itself the matter should not be allowed

to drop, though this is the second time it has

occurred. Whatever action is taken, I believe that

the ratepayers of London will give their support

and condemn this appointment, which seems to

me to be entirely against their interests. Of
course, it may be, and probably is, only an orna-

mental post ; but whatever it is, this present

appointment is certainly a great waste of the

ratepayers' money. I sincerely hope that gar-

deners throughout the country will take some
action.—Rus in Urbe.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

FOR SOUTH

E

May I crave a small space in your valuable

paper to make a few remarks in reference to the

above subject. Mr. Jenkins, in The Garden for

November 19, wonders why the British Gardeners*

Association has not taken the matter up. May I

remind him that, when the position became vacant

some time ago and the late Major Enthoven
was appointed, the British Gardeners' Associa-

tion, through its executive council, passed a

resolution and forwarded the same to the chairman

of the London County Council protesting strongly

against a military man being appointed to the

position of chief gardener to the London County
Council. Not only that, but several of the socie-

ties connected with the gardening profession

protested strongly against it. And what has been

the result ? The same thing has happened again,

and the profession has been insulted by having a

military officer placed in one of its best positions.

I wish your correspondent every success in his

laudable effort to bring the matter more before the

public eye ; but at the same time I fail to see what
good any resolutions will do from mutual improve-

ment associations. Now, I do not say a word
against mutual improvement societies ; they are

excellent institutions for disseminating knowledge,

and no doubt do a deal of good ; but I do protest

against a society styling itself a gardeners' society

and consisting at the same time of a mixed member-
ship of gardeners, ex-policemen, ex-soldiers and
others. A protest made by such a mixed body of

men would, I think, only bring upon itself ridicule.

The remedy against a recurrence of such appoint-

ments as these is in the hands of the gardeners

themselves. Let them combine together into one
powerful organisation and compel respect by
insisting on their rights. The British Gardeners'

Association is successfully struggling on, and when
the tide of prejudice has turned and the member-
ship amounts to 20,000 instead of 2,000, we shall

|

is a good variety for the purpose,
then be able to work out our own salvation, remem-

I E. C. Pooley.
bering that " Union is Strength."—J. Wood,

[

(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)
Si. John's Lodge, Regent's Park. I Gnatnn Hall, Plymouth.

THE SOUTH AND
MIDLANDS.

I'ruits Under Glass.

\RLY VINES.—It is not advisable to

use too much fire-heat in forcing at

this season, and those Vines which were
started early in November should be
kept going quietly. Until actual
growth is perceptible in the buds a

night temperature of 55" to 60° Fahr. is ample.
If the Vines are growing in pots and plunged in

leaves, the warmth of the bed should be maintained
by adding fresh leaves. If the rods were bent
round at starting, they should be tied up in their
proper positions as soon as the buds break into
growth.

Peaches.—A house containing Hale's Early,
Alexander and similar varieties may now be closed.
If the border was not watered when top-dressed
at the completion of the cleaning operations, a
thorough soaking should now be given. Peaches
strongly resent hard forcing, and it . often causes
the buds to drop. The trees may be s>T-inged at

midday on bright days.

Flower Garden.
Violets in Frames.—Free ventilation must be

afforded at every opportunity, and the lights

pulled quite off when the weather permits. In
some of the damp, foggy districts it is most difficult

to grow Violets under any method of cultivation,
and, where they grow freely, no coddling beyond
protection against frost must be allowed. The
plants derive great benefit if the soil is ft-equently

stirred with a hand- fork. An occasional dressing
of some approved fertiliser should be given and
all runners kept closely picked off.

Border Carnations.—During dry, open weather
the beds should be frequently stirred with the hoe
and an occasional dusting of soot afforded the
plants.

Ivy Beds.—The bare, unsightly places which
often occur under specimen trees growing on lawns
may be easily remedied and made to look well by
planting Ivy. The work should be taken in hand
at once, breaking the ground up a spit deep and
putting in cuttings thickly, that is, about 9 inches
to 12 inches apart. These soon root, and in a
year's time a good Ivy bed is the result. Pretty
effects are obtained by planting Daffodils among
the cuttings.

Kitchen Garden.
Lettuces.—A small sowing of either Golden Ball

or Golden Queen should be made in pans or boxes
and placed in gentle warmth to germinate. As
soon as the seedlings show above the soil they should
be put on a shelf as near the glass as possible to
promote sturdy growth. They may be transplanted
into boxes when large enough to handle, and when
ready planted in a frame on a bed of leaves, which
will give a nice, gentle bottom-heat suited to them.
With careful attention the salad will be ready
early in the New Year.

Carrots.—A mild hot-bed will shortly be required
;

therefore the material must be collected. Half
stable litter and half leaves, well mixed together
and turned two or three times, provides an excellent
bed. When the ft-ame has been placed in position,
a few inches of fine soil should be put in, and it

will then be in readiness for sowing. Early Nantes

THE! ^°^ "^^^ NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Chrysanthemums.
Cuttings. — Many of the finest varieties are
very shy to throw cuttings ; in consequence every
one that shows should be secured. It is of no use
waiting until a good number appear, as those
ready now will gradually grow too long and
soft to make good stock. As. every gardener
knows, root suckers invariably make the finest

plants, and eventually give the best blooms.
When, as sometimes happens, no root cuttings are
available, recourse must be had to stout, short-
jointed shoots that spring from the stems. If

only for conservatory decoration, several cuttings
may be placed round the edges of 3-inch pots. Set
in a house or pit from which frost is excluded.

Fruit-houses.
Vineries.—.A.11 Vines, save the very latest, will

by now have ripened their wood, and should be
pruned. All loose bark should be removed from
the rods, and if mealy bug or other pests have
been troublesome, extra care should be taken in

applying a suitable dressing. Most gardeners
have their own pet mixtures for this. A very
effective method is to first paint the rods, eyes and
all, with a thin solution of Gishurst Compound. If

used slightly warm it will run into all cracks and
holes on old Vines and destroy most of the pests
lurking in these places. After it has dried, go over
the Vines with a piece of the pure Gishurst Com-
pound and " putty " up every hole or crack.

Another dressing of the compound in solution will

finish the work on the Vines. Before doing this

it is well to thoroughly scrub every bit of wood and
glass in the vinery with strong soap-suds, white-
wash walls and remove every particle of rubbish
that is likely to harbour vermin of any kind.
Top-dress the borders with fresh turf\' loam
after first removing i inch or 2 inches of the old
soil.

Peach-houses.—Somewhat similar treatment to

that recommended above for Vines should be
afforded the dormant Peach trees. If no pests
have had a footing during the past season, the trees
need not be painted with insecticide, but will be
all the better for being well syringed with some
approved liquid insecticide, as it is always much
easier to keep clean than to make clean. Peach
buds are much more easily damaged than are Vine
eyes, so if " painting " is necessary, great care
must be used not to rub them off.

Pruning Hardv Fruits.
Gooseberries.—Much diversity of opinion exists

as to the proper method of pruning this popular
fruit. Some advocate no pruning at all, others
spur the bushes like they do the Red Currants,
while some have a liking for a medium course. I

think that soil and locality have a good deal to

do with this matter of pruning. Long ago I

remember that spur-pruning of Gooseberries was
universal in the Dumfries district, and finer crops
I have never seen. In this district this method
will not answer. I have tried all the ways, and
obtam most satisfactory results by well thinning out
the bushes and shortening back the young wood
to about half its length. Leaving the shoots full

length gives a good crop of smaller fruits, but the

bushes get very straggling and much lashed about
with rough winds. Whichever method suits the
locality should be adopted, and, no matter what
this method is, the bushes should always be well

thinned out so as to admit sunshine and air to

every part. When thinning always cut away
the older branches. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE SUN ROSES.

(Helianthemums.)

IT
is a curious fact in one's garden life how a

certain flower or a certain group or family of

plants suddenly assumes a position of pro-

minence out of all proportion to that which

it previously held in our individual estima-

tion. Sometimes this seems to happen for no

particular reason, and we are unable to account for

the strange new fascination which it has aroused in

us. Sometimes it may be the sight of the old familiar

friend amid new surroundings which brings into

prominence unnoticed beauties; while in other

cases it may be that the plants have, as it were,

donned new garments, and the

change of raiment strikes us as

suiting them far better than the

old. Something of this kind has

happened to me with regard to

Sun Roses. I have known them

in gardens for many years, and I

must own I have always had a

sort of sneaking admiration for

them. But now, ever since I saw

the magnificent display that these

heretofore almost unnoticed plants

made in the early days of last

June in my friend Mr. E. P. Thomp-

son's garden at Tauls Moss, Whit-

church, my feelings have under-

gone a strange transformation, and

I wonder how it is that I had not

appreciated them before as I do

now. Nine-tenths of the reason is

that I saw them at just the right

time in the morning of an ideally

sunny day, and the fine new hybrids

and seedlings which represent the

patient and painstaking selection

of the gardener, Mr. W. Webster,

during a period of from ten to

twelve years, were to be seen at

their very best. The illustration

entitled " New and Old Forms of

Helianthemums" shows very gra-

phically the great improvement in U^ ^^
size of bloom that he has brought "l^^
about. I measured a good many
flowers on both old and new varie-

ties. Those on the former averaged

an inch, or just under an inch, in

diameter, while on the latter they

were i % inches across. Not only in

size, but in colour was the change

pronounced ; many new shades f>f

salmon pink and orange and orange

red were mixed with the older

tones of burnt sienna, vermilion

and yellow, and formed a striking

colour-picture. I wonder why this hardy section of

the Cistinea; (Helianthemum) has never been taken

up by hybridists and developed. In some' correspon-

dence which 1 have had with Mr. W. Dallimore about

these Pauls Moss Sun Roses, he incidentally told me
that, as far as he knew, very few people grew really

good collections, and when, some years ago, he

wished to increase the Kew collection, " he had to

obtain a few kinds from one place and a few from

another, as nobody appeared to grow many." I

saw the Kew collection this smnmer, and I can

honestly say they were not a patch on those of my
friend.

The first quarter of last century was a time when
many new species and varieties were introduced

from North .America and Southern Europe, and I

think we may safely assume, from the publication

of such an expensive work as Robert Sweet's " Cis-

tineffi," which contains ri2 beautifully-coloured

figures of some of the most striking of the family,

and which was finally issued in one octavo volume
in 1830 at a cost of no less than four guineas, that

both Rock Roses and Sun Roses were then popular

plants with the garden-loving public. From that

time up to the present I am unable to trace any-

period or periods when Sun Roses were particu-

larly in vogue. It seems, comparatively speaking,

an almost virgin field in which to experiment. Mr.

Webster has shown us what can be accomplished

by selection and possibly by cross-fertilisation
;

but surely there must be a possibility of hybridising

some of the many varieties of Helianthemum with

some of the Cistus family, and so creating new types

of beauty ! It maybe that this has been attempted.

picture depicts a rather flat rockery facing due
south, with some fine young plants full of bloom
and looking remarkably happy. The soil in

this part of the garden at Pauls Moss is dry and
sandy, and as these seem to be just the conditions
that Sun Roses like, he has made no attempt to do
anything to it, but very wisely has left well alone.
The next important factor is to ensure a regular
succession of young plants. Mr. Webster sows
seed as soon as it is ripe in .August, and winters the
young plants in a Peach-house or other similar
structure where they can be kept free from ft-ost.

By this means he almost always gets one or two
blooms from the young seedlings their first summer,
and so is able to discard at once any varieties' that
do not come up to his standard. Propagation is

also effected by cuttings. He has found the best

time to take them is in early Sep-

tember, from well-ripened young
wood with a heel of older. Five
of these are inserted in a 3)-inch
pot, and then all the pots are put
in a cold frame and buried up to

their rims in fine ashes. Here they
remain during the winter. Mr.
Webster considers the plants (both

those raised from seeds as well as

those from cuttings) are at their

best when three or four years old,

and he seldom keeps any after they
liave passed this age. Certainly

his treatment suits them. Every
clump looks the picture of health,

and the whole collection forms a

mass of brilliant colour which has
to be seen to be realised.

Who is prepared to join in the

exploration of this rather unknown
corner of the great world of

flowers ? Joseph Jacob.

.\PPLE CHELMSFORD
WONDER.w

NEW AND OLD FORMS OF HELIANTHEMUMS.

but, if so, I am ignorant of it, and am unable to

chronicle the result.

Helianthemum vulgarc is a native of Britain,

and is a most variable plant. It has given rise to

a few double and a good., many single varieties

of the latter
;
probably the best-known is Ball of

Fire. The nomenclature is, however, anything

but fixed, and so I refrain from giving a list of varie-

ties. .\ selection with which to start a collec-

tion may probably be obtained from Dicksons of

Chester, Smith of NewTy, Smith of Darley Dale,

Amos Perry of Enfield, or Wallace of Colchester.

Cultivation.—In order to help anyone who wishes

to take up the culture of these very interesting

plants, I cannot do better than outline the practice

of Mr. Webster, whose success in this direction is

very great (see illustration on page 597). The

E have a culinary

.\pple of handsome
appearance and of

superior flavour in

this variety. Indeed, it is a first-

rate sort, worthy of far greater

attention than is usuallv bestowed
upon it by fruit-growers in general.

It is well adapted for training as a

pyramidal tree on the Paradise

stock, an example of which is shown
in the illustration on page 599.
Unlike most Apples, it appears to

fruit better as a pyramid than

wlien grown as a bush, and owing

to its rather free manner of growth

the trees should be planted about

10 feet apart. In colour the fruit is a deep

yellow, shaded to a brilliant carmine on the

side exposed to the sun, and marked with

irregular streaks of a deeper crimson. It

comes into use in the early winter, and may be

kept in good condition until the spring. Not only

are the fruits very attractive in appearance, but

they also possess a delicate aroma, and these

qualities, combined with its full flavour and yellow

flesh, serve to recommend it as a dessert as well as

a culinary fruit. Some time ago the fruit com-

mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society conferred

upon it an award of merit, and so highly was the

variety esteemed that it afterwards received a

first-class certificate. This variety is a sure

cropper, a point to be borne in mind now that we
are in the midst of the planting season.
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COLOURED
PLATE] 1414.

PLATE.

SWEET PEA PARADISE APPI E
BLOSSOM.

WE have from time to time received

complaints from readers about

the naming of new varieties of

Sweet Peas, it usually being

argued, and not without some
cause, that the name gives no

idea of the colour of the flower. This cannot be

said of the variety Paradise Apple Blossom, of

which a coloured plate is given with this issue. A
bunch of well-grown flowers resembles very much
indeed gathered sprays of .\pple blossom, and this

is saying a great deal. It was raised by Miss Hemus,

Holdfast Hall, Upton-on-Severn, and when shown

by her before the floral committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society on June 8 last year received

an award of merit. It belongs to what is known as

the fancy section, and should prove particularly

useful for decorative purposes. We are indebted

to Miss Hemus for the flowers from which our

coloured illustration was prepared

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEA CHAT.
Varieties Catalogued.

THliKE is not the shghtest doubt that

in some respects we owe an imiuense

debt of gratitude to Miss Hemus for the

introduction of what she is pleased to

term her Paradise Sweet Peas. It is

true that these varieties have not been

particularly favourably received by the National

Sweet Pea Society ; but that may easily be due

to the flowers not having been placed before the

powers that be in perfect form, and must not be

accepted as ruling them out of the foremost rank.

There arc those who do not hesitate to assert that,

because blooms have been exhibited in magnificent

form at other exhibitions, the committee of the

parent society should give awards without demur
;

but this is not an altogether satisfactory line to

take, and although it may appear to bring occa-

sional injustice, the proper principle is to judge the

flowers as they are shown, and not as they have

been staged in the past and may be again in the

dim and distant future. Examples of varieties from

Miss Hemus which would receive universal votes

were a plebiscite taken are Helio Paradise and

Evelyn Hemus, and yet neither has had, if my
memory serves me aright, the first-class certificate

of the National Sweet Pea Society. Thus we see

that, although a particular Sweet Pea may, for

some inexplicable reason, miss the highest honours,

if it possesses conspicuous merit it will soon find

its way into the hearts and gardens of growers

throughout the length and breadth of this and

other countries.

.\.cknowledgiug forthwith, then, that beauties

have come from Upton-on-Severn in the past, it is

necessary to consider what we may expect thence

in the immediate future. In each instance the

description is that of the raiser, and none of those

named is yet in actual commerce, but all have been

seen at various exhibitions during igio. I have

no doubt that others, like myself, have made copious

notes of the majority of them ; but it is, neverthe-

less, deemed preferable to adhere to Miss Hemus's

own opinions as to colours. Personally I should

join issue with her in more than one idea of colour
;

but as a mere man I would not dare to assert that

my description is better than a lady's.

In order to save repetition, it may be generally

observed in reference to this group that it is charac-

terised by the size, substance and waviuess of the
flowers, and that in very few instances are there

traces of that excessive vigour whicli is apt to give

blooms an ungainly, floppy appearance
;

growers
who go too far in feeding and other directions may
develop it, but it is not an inherent fault of the

varieties. Among those which clearly describe

themselves are Lavender, Apple Blossom, Peach
Blossom, Scarlet, Cerise, Purple, Orange, and Blue,

and all alike have either the hall-mark " Para-
dise " before or after the distuictive colour appella-

tion. Eor Paradise Pearl it is claimed that it

is the largest pure white in commerce for exhibition,

and, while not entirely endorsing these views, I

have no hesitation in saying that it is of decided
merit. Paradise Moonstone is a pale opal which
is at once attractive, distinct and charming. Para-
dise Brilliant differs from Cerise in having a bronze
suffusion through the standard ; it is a handsome
flower.

When Miss Hemus departs from Paradise—as

far as Sweet Peas are concerned, of course, only is

Orange, which talk about themselves, with Essex
Beauty (very pale blue) and Queen Mary (pink
on a cream ground). Needless to say, these all

belong to the waved section and produce large

flowers. Spencer.

AN INTERESTING AUTUMN
FLOWER.

(Antholvza paniculata major.)
The best of all the Antholyzas for the open air is

A. paniculata, which is decidedly ornamental with
its handsome plaited. Gladiolus-like leas'es and its

panicles of scarlet and yellow flowers. When well

grown a good clump of this plant is almost unique
in the garden in autumn, and its very singular

appearance, distinct from anything else—even
from the allied Montbretias—assures it of notice

from visitors. This is a good and free-flowering

plant, and hardy well north of the Tweed if planted

6 inches deep in well-drained soil and given a slight

protection with litter or ashes for the first winter.

But it is well in cold districts to allow the

old foliage to remain /n-er the pkui't until spring.
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HELIANTHEMUMS IN THE ROCKERY .\T PAULS MOSS, WHITCHURCH, SALOP.

meant—she goes to the family name, and with an

apparently' inexhaustible supply of relations, the

varieties with " Hemus " in them are becoming
more numerous year by year. This seed-sowing

season will see no fewer than four added, and each

is worthy of close consideration when the orders are

in course of preparation. Some resemble others

raised by different people ; but growers must rely

upon their own judgment in compiling lists. Guy
Hemus is a clear, pale blue, while Linda Hemus is a

silvery mid-blue, and both are shades with which

we can very well do, even in these days of innumer-

able sorts. Elizabeth Hemus is a soft pink of

exquisite shade, while Mrs. Herbert Hemus is waved
magenta, which is not a colour that appeals to all

tastes.

Messrs. E. W. King and Co. are probably far

better known as seed-growers to the trade than as

raisers of Sweet Peas ; but they have given us

one or two splendid varieties in the past, and it is

likely that they will give us others in the future.

For lyii they offer, through the retail trade,

.\iiglian Lavender, Anglian Pink and Anglian

I would, however, warn readers against purchas-

ing what should be a finer plant, in the shape of

one sold as A. paniculata major. So far as its

foliage is concerned, this is a superior plant for

effect in the garden, the leaves being taller, reaching

to 4 feet or more in height, while the flowers are

still more elevated and are borne in good-sized

panicles. They are not so bright in their colour,

the scarlet being somewhat duller and the yellow

more tawny than in the typical A., paniculata. A
more serious defect is the late period at which

this form comes into bloom, and for a number of

years only a spike or two opened in an unusually

early season in my garden. Last year it flowered

a little better, and this season, much to my surprise,

the first flowers opened on August 14—earlier

than I have ever seen them, so far as my
memory serves me. In most instances, however,

it comes too late for the flowers to be of

assistance in the autumn display, save in warm
and favoured gardens. It is quite as hardy as the

type.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.
ROSA PIMPINELLIFOLIA OR SPINO-

SISSIMA.

CULTIVATORS of the Rose species

know well that they vary considerably,

and that plants grouped together

by botanists present considerable

differences in gardens, entitling many
of them to a special name. That

figured in the accompanying illustration was
sent to me as pimpinellifolia, and differs from
R. spinosissima, the Burnet or Scotch Rose, as the

fruit is not black, but a dull brown, and is longer

than that of the Burnet Rose. The flowers are

also purer, the plant is more erect, and it has a ten-

dency to flower twice a year. As a Rose for the

wild garden or the larger rock garden this is excel-

lent, and in the position shown in the illustration it

looks very well indeed for a considerable portion

of the year. It is planted beside a tree trunk well

up on a rockwork bank, and as it spreads freely at

the roots, it has formed a nice clump round the base

in the late winter and early spring. When our
large growers of forced Roses bring up quanti-
ties of Richmond we think surely nothing will

ever surpass these. Now we have a variety that
is even more brilliant than Richmond, named

Georg Reimers, a cross between Richmond and
Etoile de France. This cannot fail to be a popular
Rose, for it possesses a fine long bud and is very
fragrant.

Edward Mawtey will undoubtedly eclipse all

Roses of its colour when its raisers put it on the
market, which wiU be, I believe, next spring.

Messrs. McGredy inform me that the Rose was
not seen at the National Rose Show in anything
like its natural colour, and those of us who saw it

there were simply astounded at its beauty and
grandeur. I am told that when forced Edward
Mawley is of the colour of a young bloom of Duke
of Edinburgh, and one great quality about it is

that it never burns, no matter how hot the weather.
Mr. E. G. Hill, who is one of the best judges of
Roses in this country or America, says :

" It is

the best dark crimson Rose, or Rose of any kind
or colour I have ever seen. There is nothing to

ROSA PIMPINELLIFOLIA IN A SCOTTISH GARDEN.

of the tree. Here in June, and generally again in

late September or October, it affords us a number of

its pretty single white flowers, which look so well

against the dull green foliage.

This Rose came to me from a friend in Gloucester-

shire, and it has given me no trouble during the many
years I have had it, with the exception of digging

out some of its suckers when it showed a desire to

spread beyond the space I had allotted to it. Being
on its own roots, it suckers freely, yet not in a

troublesome way. It grows about 3 feet high, and
has proved perfectly hardy over a long series of

years. S. Arnott.

NEW ROSES FOR FORCING.
There was a time when the public were content
with a very small collection of Roses for this

purpose. If one could grow a good pink, white,

yellow and crimson, this was sufficient. But
the case is different now. The remarkable strides

made in Rose-raising has whetted the appetite

of buyers of forced flowers so much that if

a novelty has been well exhibited at the

summer shows it is frequently enquired after

approach it either in America, France or England
among all the Roses I have seen, new or old, both
as regards shape, form, habit of growth, colour,

freedom of blooming and every point that goes to

make an ideal Rose. It stands supreme, throwing
up its perpetual habit of growth so freely from the

base, carrying every bloom perfectly rigid." This
opinion is endorsed by Mr. Wallace of Dunstable,

both gentlemen having seen the Rose in its home.
I shall be much surprised if

Jonkheer J . L. Mock (H.T.) does not prove to

be another winner. It is a Rose after the style

of Farbenkonigin, only that the colour is more
intense, a wonderful commendation when it is

remembered what a glorious colour this Rose is

under glass. Mr. Peter Lambert, the raiser of

Frau Karl Druschki, says ;
" It will become a

world - wide Rose like Testout, Kaiserin and
Druschki." It has in its blood Caroline Testout,

Abel Chatenay and Farbenkonigin, being a com-
pound cross of all three. In the North of England
this Rose has been a great success outdoors this

season, and there is every reason that it should

prove useful for forcing.

Mrs. Walter Easlea (H.T.) is a variety of excep-
tional merit for forcing, the colour under glass being
a very intense crimson-carmine, surpassing Roses
of the Marquise Litta type, while in growth it

is splendid. Being so deliciouslyi perfumed, it

cannot fail to become a popular Rose both for

indoor and outdoor culture. American growers
have formed a very high opinion of this variety
as a forcer, and it is seldom they make a
mistake. Other high-coloured varieties I have
formed a good opinion of are

Lieutenant Chaure (H.T.), one of M. Pernet-
Ducher's excellent productions, having Liberty
and Etoile de France for its parents. The other is

Prince E. C. d'Arenberg (H.T.), having Etoile de
France and Richmond as parents. The colour is

bright scarlet with a purplish shading.

Lady Hillingdon has now established itself a

name, thanks to the bold style it has been exhibited,

and the low price for a first-class novelty should
secure for it a large and wide distribution.

Entente Cordiale may in time eclipse Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria, a Rose with which it has
much resemblance save colour, which is more
creamy yeUow. Possessing as it does Mme. A.

Chatenay habit and delicious fragrance, it cannot
fail to be a beauty.

White Killarncy will also be a valuable addition

to white Roses, and is already handled in large

numbers in the States.

Souvenir de Gustave Prat (H.T.) is another of

Pernet-Ducher's novelties, having pure sulphur

white blossoms, the buds specially long and
beautiful.

My Maryland (H.T.) is a splendid pink variety,

one that may displace Bridesmaid and Killarney.

It is brighter in colour and stronger in growth than
the latter, and the flowers are very full ; of .\merican

origin.

Molly Sharman Craw/ord (Tea) is an exquisite

Rose, very pure white, large and full, produced
on erect growths resembling the Hybrid Teas.

Mrs. Herbert Stevens will also make a splendid

forcer, I feel sure, for it possesses that excellent

pointed bloom so much loved by florists. One of

the best of the Rambler section is

Excelsa, a Rose that may displace Crimson
Rambler, for it possesses a more graceful growth

;

it belongs to the wichuraiana class.

Orleans Rose is, without a doubt, the best of

the Dwarf Polyantha varieties. The pyramidal
trusses of bloom are of immense size, making a

highly decorative pot plant. P.

1

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS FOR WINTER

AND SPRING.

G-ARDEXERS, either professional or

amateur, it is almost needless to

remark, attach great importance to

Brussels Sprouts, and give extra

care and attention, both to their

cultivation and the selection of the

best and most approved varieties, to meet the

demand during the autumn and spring months.

Some gardeners go to the trouble of sowing the

seed in .August in well-prepared beds made
moderately firm, and when the seedlings are large

enough prick thejn off 4 inches or 6 inches apart

in cold frames or some kind of sheltered position

where, in very severe weather, protection can easily

be afforded. This method may in the colder

climes have much to recommend it, but in the

more favourable parts I do not think it necessary

to sow the seed at that time, spring being quite

early enough to raise the plants for most purposes.
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I am well satisfied with our crops, annually

produced from plants that are raised from seed

sown in the open on a sheltered border in March,

pricked off in nursery beds when large enough,

and finally put out on deeply trenched land

the first week in June. These invariably yield

enormous crops of firm, medium-sized Sprouts

from October to March, and sometimes April,

according to the lateness of the season. The varieties

I grow, and which prove the most useful, arc Exhi-

bition, Paragon, Wroxton, Covent Garden Market

and Sutton's Dwarf Gem. The latter, it I were

limited to one variety, would be given the pre-

ference.
,

For many years I grew May's Northam Prize,

and when I obtained the stock true 1 liad no other

variety to equal it for supplying

solid Sprouts late in the season.

For this crop I always like, if the

land is at liberty, to trench it up

early, so that by the time the

plants are fit to put out the soil

may have settled somewhat firmly.

Brussels Sprouts thrive best in a

rather firm soil, well enriched

with manure which is thoroughly

decayed, and ample space for the

full development of the plants is,

of course, necessary.

H. Markham.
l\'rolluim Park, Barnei.

Hundred-fold, a variety only introduced last

year, is likewise a remarkable cropper and only

z feet in height. This I grew last year for the

early crop, and it exceeded my expectations both

as regards earliness and quality. It is by no
means a small pod, each one on an average having

no fewer than nine Peas ; the pods are a very dark

green, also the foliage.

Reading Wonder is a different type of Pea, as here

is what one may terra a distinct forcing variety.

This does grandly in frames, as grown tlius it rarely

exceeds 12 inches in height. It is a wonderful

advance on the old American Wonder Pea. The
pods are large. This variety is one of the earliest

Peas I have grown. By growing in cold frames

at the]start, pods may be gathored_at theend of May.

SOME NEW VARIETIES
OF EARLY PEAS.

At this date much may be done

to forward an early crop of Peas.

01 course, my note mostly applies

to the first crop. At the same time,

by this I do not advise much
artificial heat, and with this in

view to point out reliable varieties

is an important detail in culture.

The old method of sowing in the

open ground in November, or

even earlier, is now very little

practised, and as my note now
more concerns the newer varieties,

1 shall be very brief as regards

cultural details. I have in the

past pointed out the value of

sowing m pots in cold frames in

November or December for early

spring planting out, and this work

IS now so much more simple with

the very fine additions we have

had of late years. What a differ-

ence now from the Peas so much
grown in the sixties. Then every-

one mostly relied upon Sangster'^

No. I, and a little later the

American Wonder had a great

run ; but nowadays the early

small white and green round Peas

are not worth growing when classed with the

nitroductions of the past few years. Here we have

pods double and treble the size, and remarkable

tor their earliness, cropping, and good qu2dity.

New Varieties.

Pioneer.—This is one of the newer Peas that

everyone who has given it a trial thinks most highly

of for its earliness, cropping and what may be termed
,
years from the Chelsea firm was the well-known

its robust growth. As regards its height it is an ' Chelsea Gem, a variety even now grown in great

ideal Pea, only 2 feet, and is certainly one of the 1
quantities, but now superseded by the one named

very best of the new dwarf Peas yet introduced.
!
above, and this is really a very fine break, as we

Sent out in 1907, it has proved a most reliable 1 have the good qualities of Chelsea Gem with more
Pea for early work and is most valuable in gardens ' size. Gradus was the other parent, and it is doubt-

where room is none too plentiful. ful if two better Peas than Chelsea Gem and Gradus

A PYRAMID TREE OF APPLE CHELMSFORD WONDER. (See page 696.)

t'irsl of All, another of the newer forms, may
be termed an improved May Queen. This last-

named for years with us was a great favourite.

It is of taller growth, but of fine quality, and a

very early variety which will become a great

favourite. It is even larger than that old variety

Early Giant.

Langley Gem.—The standard early Pea for many

had been raised when they were introduced.

Laugley Gem is more robust than Chelsea Gem,
more branching, remarkably early and of splendid
quality, an enormous cropper, dwarf and hardy.

Laxlonian.—Doubtless one of the earliest Peas
grown, and, after many trials with other well-

known kinds, Laxtonian is the leader in this

respect. This was introduced by the same firm
which gave us the excellent Gradus, and, like the
last-named, the great merits of both these varie-

ties are their splendid marrow qualities. The new
variety claims Gradus as one of its parents.
The pods are large and tightly packed with
Peas of a large size. The plant is dwarf, rarely
exceeding 2 feet, often less, and it can be sown
early, as it is a vigorous grower.

Carter's Giant Lightning.—This
new Pea must not be confounded
with the older one under this

name, without the prefix of Giant.
The new form is remarkable for

its size of pod, strong haulm and
its earliness. It may be sown in

advance of most kinds owing to

its hardy nature, and, though not
a wrinkled marrow, it is most
\aluable in a cold, wet or heavy
soil, where marrows are not suit-

able. It is of medium height, 3 feet

to 4 feet high, and a very heavy
cropper.

Giant E.<;press may be classed as
almost identical with the Giant
Lightning, but bears darker-
coloured pods. Both are equally
early.

.idvanccmenl.—.A new Pea that
is well named, very dwarf, but
giving a pod almost the size of
the older but well-known Daisy.
The well-known Early Morn is

still a great favourite with growers,
who do not take kindly to new
introductions, and it is still un-
doubtedly one of the very best
Peas of late years. I have but
briefly referred to forcing Peas, and
for this work there is a fine selec-

tion, none better than Carter's

Eight Weeks. This is a marrow
Pea only 15 inches high, but the
quality equal to a summer marrow-
fat

; a splendid variety for pots,

boxes or frames. .Another of the
same type and remarkably early is

Carter's Forcing Pea, also a

marrow, and an ideal Pea for glass

culture, not more than 12 inches

high and a very good cropper.

There are others well worth in-

cluding in this list, but the above
1 have grown and know their ex-

cellent qualities. The small growers

named last may be termed the

amateur's Peas, as no sticks are required, they

take up little room, do not occupy the laud very

long, and give an excellent return. G. Wvthes.

PROTECTING AUTUMN-SOWN
CARROTS.

Where Carrots were sown during August for the

purpose of securing a crop of tender young roots

during the winter months, they will now be in good

condition for using, and precautions must be taken

to keep them free from injury by severe frosts.

Though the Carrot is quite hardy, the crowns of the

young roots are sometimes badly damaged, but this

can be prevented by covering the bed during severe

weather with Bracken or rough straw.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO TREAT STOCK PLANTS OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS AFTER FLOWERING.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—Although there is

not a great deal of important work
caUing for attention in connection with

the flower-beds at the present time,

there is work to be done in the shrub-

beries and in keeping the garden in a

neat condition generally. Where comparatively

young shrubs seem to be getting overcrowded, it is

I. THREE TYPICAL PLANTS AFTER FLOWERIMG.

advisable to lift and transplant some of them. By
a judicious thinning-out of young shrubs, those left

soon improve in appearance ; they fill out rapidly,

and entirely alter the general aspect of that part

of the garden, and those specimens removed also

fill up vacancies in other parts of the garden. It

is quite the right thing to plant fairly thickly at

first, that is, when new shrubberies are formed
;

but timely thinning-out is very rarely done, and
the result is that, through overcrowding, the

shrubs are partially spoiled. People now thinking

of making new shrubberies ought to profit by these

few hints. All main specimens—those that are

intended to remain permanently—must first be

planted after careful thought as to the best posi-

tion for each one ; then the work of planting others

to till up must be the rule. It is the surplus bush
that I now recommend should be taken up and

transplanted elsewhere before the permanent speci-

men is at all damaged. Where the soil is naturally

poor, well-rotted manure must be added to it, and
the opportunity to do this must not be lost. Per-

manent shrubs are rarely assisted by the applica-

tion of stimulants ; they should be fed by placing

rich top-dressings of loam and rotted manure
around the stems, so as to cover the portion of

ground occupied by the roots. One good specimen

shrub has a better effect than six poor ones.

Vegetable Garden.—The mulching of Asparagus-

beds is a very important matter. Some culti-

vators put on a very thick coating of rather straw-

less maniure, and where the soil is naturally light

no great harm may result ; but in clayey soils the

Asparagus roots under such a covering must

remain in a very cold medium, and some of them
decay. The object of a mulch in winter-time is to

keep the roots as warm as possible by simply pre-

venting frost penetrating. Therefore, the culti-

vator should, now that frosts are likely to come
frequently, put on a covering of nice littery manure
about 4 inches deep. The material must be spread

over the edges of the beds, so that the roots of the

outside rows of plants receive due protection. No
time must be lost in getting any stiff, clayey soil

thrown up in ridges. No attempt must be made
to break up the lumps at this season ; leave them
exposed to the weather. When the end of the

winter comes, all such lumps of clayey matter will

be well pulverised, and such soil so treated and

judiciously manured will bear fine crops of vege-

tables afterwards. Onions stored in cool sheds

must not be left there to get frozen. The stored

bulbs must now be carefully examined.

Fruit Garden.—The work of pruning Goose-

berries is generally deferred until the latter part

of spring, when the buds are bursting freely. This

late pruning is practised chiefly owing to the fact

that birds eat the buds left and so ruin the prospects

of a crop of berries. In some districts birds do

destroy the buds ; but where they are not so

troublesome, or where adequate protection can be

Riven, early or winter pruning is best, as the buds

are stronger and the resultant crop of berries larger.

Red and White Currants should be planted

I. feet apart in rows of equal distance. Goose-

berries must be r foot closer. Black Cursants

ought to be planted 6 feet apart ; Raspberries

I foot asunder in rows, the latter being 5 feet apart.

Greenhouse and Frames.—There is really no time

better than the present for the sponging and general

cleaning of greenhouse plants. Both the leaves and

the stems are harder, and will withstand insecti-

cides better than in the summer-time. Care must

be taken, however, to avoid injuring any buds

present in the axils of leaves being sponged. In

the warm greenhouse the .Allamanda must be

pruned back and the ?.M kept rather dry. Place

named Coleuses and similar tender plants that are

required for stock purposes in the warmest corner

of the house. See that drip from the stages does

not fall upon any roots or plants stored under-

neath. If a few strong stakes are driven into the

ground about 6 inches from the sides of a frame and

straw is packed in, many severe frosts can be thus

kept out if suitable covering is put on the glass.

Keep all plants in frames quite free from decaying

leaves. -^- A.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Treatment of Stock Plants After Flowering.

Much valuable time is often lost through want of

knowledge regarding the requirements of stock

plants of Chrysanthemums. The period imme-

diately subsequent to the closing of the flowering

season and the commencement of another year's

work is often covered by an interval of several

weeks, and plants left practically unattended

during this time must deteriorate and become

unfit for producing cuttings. This want of attention

is not confined to beginners alone ; there are many
growers who unduly neglect their plants at this

season. Many of the better Chrysanthemums of

the past have the more speedily gone out of

cultivation because growers have failed to take

proper measures to provide themselves with healthy

stock for perpetuating them. It must be perfectly

obvious that a healthy stock cannot be maintained

when the old plants have been neglected during a

most crucial period of their history. While the

buds are developing and the flowers unfolding their

florets it is the invariable practice in most gardens
to feed the Chrysanthemum plants, using manure-
water that varies in its character, and usually in

doses much too strong. During this developing

period the plants are often crowded in the glass

structure, and in consequence of this system of

arrangement the bases of the plants and the new
growths that continue to evolve are kept at a con-

siderable distance from light and air. Interest

ceases for a time when the flowering season comes
to an end, and during this important interval the

soil in the pots gets dry and the newly developed
basal shoots become limp and unsatisfactory. To
add to the discomfiture of the old plants, they fall

a ready prey to the attacks of green fly and other

undesirable pests. Each plant must be nursed
back to health again before cuttings can be taken.

For the guidance and instruction of the inexperienced

grower three typical plants are illustrated in Fig.i.

On the extreme left is a plant that has been placed

in a pot much too large, and in which 3 inches,

more or less, is left between the surface soil and
the rim of the pot. Hardly sufficient space for

watering has been allowed to the plant in the centre

of the group. The plant on the extreme right was
flowered in a pot rather too small in size to do the

variety justice, and it also belongs to what may be

termed a plant of a " shy " character, i.e., it fails to

produce basal shoots as freely as most other speci-

mens ; this fact should be borne in mind by growers

when they proceed to cut down their plants after

the flowering period has come to a close. Plants

shy in developing growths should have a good

length of the old stem retained, as it is quite possible

that cuttings may have to be procured from off the

stems when no basal shoots are available. Plants

like those on the left of the illustration should be

cut down to within 3 inches or 3 inches of their

base. Weak and attenuated basal growths should

be cut out and the ball of soil and roots of each

plant be treated in somewhat drastic manner. By
removing st.iddeu or overdry soil from the roots.

_: 2. PLANTS CUT DOWN TO ENSURE GOOD
CUTTINGS.

and also soil that has become soured through the

excessive use of manure-water, it is possible to give

the old plants a new lease of life. These old plants

are usually called stools after the stems are cut

down. When reducing, the grower should have in

mind two objects—first, if the old plants are to be

repotted in 6-inch or smaller pots, the roots should

be reduced sufficiently to accomplish this. If it is

intended to plant the reduced old stools in boxes,

or in beds of soil made up on the greenhouse bench

,
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the shaking out of the soured soil from the roots

may be even more drastic. The writer has known

instances where soured soil has been washed from

tlie roots and the old plants embedded in soil as

suggested, with wonderfully good results.

fig. 2 serves to illustrate the method of dealing

with tlie old plants. Note how they have been cut

commence to grow, the straw or hay covering

should be removed and large sheets of brown

paper put on in its place. This plan can only be

adopted, however, where beds are made in cellars,

in sheds quite enclosed and kept darkened, or in

proper Mushroom-houses.

There is nearly sure to be some stain from straw

or hay, although they, as covering materials, are

kept quite dry. The Mushrooms grown beneath

brown p.iper sheets are generally beautifully white

and clean ; and insect pests do not lodge there the

same as they do >mder straw and hay. All cold

draughts must be guarded against, so that it will be

necessary to make good all ill-fitting doors and

windows. SH.MHROCK.

THE TOWN GARDEN.

J. OLD PL.WTS REPOTTED TO ENCOURAGE NEW
GROWTHS.

down and the ball of soil and roots reduced in each

instance. A plant or two of each variety in a

Clirysanthemum grower's collection when treated

in this manner must appreciably diminish the space

occupied by the old stools, and all the while the

grower has the satisfaction of knowing that good,

healthy stock is being developed. In this pro-

gressive work it is well that the beginner should be

taken through each successive operation, and for

this reason I have depicted in Fig. 3 the same

series of plants repotted in 6-inch and 5-inch pots.

A careful observation of the repotted plants cannot

fail to impress the reader with their brighter possi-

bilities, and there is little doubt that within a week

or two such plants should bristle with numerous

fresh growths that have evolved in consequence of

the treatment accorded them.

Those who may find it rather inconvenient or

troublesome to repot in the manner I have

suggested may possibly prefer to make up a bed

of soil on the greenhouse bench, or else fill a box of

fair depth with soil and plunge or embed the

old stools. Both serve the purpose very well.

Drainage of some sort must be provided—old

crocks placed in the bottom and covered with

some of the rougher portions of the soil, follow-

ing in turn with specially prepared compost,

which should be levelled off. Embed the reduced

old stools a few inches a'part in rows, and to

avoid confusion in names secure the label to the

stump. Fig. 4 illustrates a number of plants

treated in this manner. It is a good plan to put the

compost for repotting through a coarse sieve, and

in its preparation to use equal parts of loam and

leaf-mould and a plentiful addition of clean road

grit or coarse silver sand.

By following the lines laid down herein, healthy

stock is brought into being for perpetuating the

different kinds and varieties, and by these means

many of the best examples of the " Autumn

Queen" may be grown on without the constitution

becoming impaired. !' B. Crane.

HOW TO GROW CLEAN MUSHROOMS.

Of course, Mushrooms are peeled before they are

cooked, and so any earth adhering or discolora-

tion is removed with the fleshy skin. By un-

clean Mushrooms I do not mean simply those that

are soiled or discoloured, but also those specimens

that are eaten by woodlice, cockroaches or slugs.

When a Mushroom-bed is first made, it is advisable

to cover it with sweet, clean straw or hay, prefer-

ablv the former ; but directly the Mushrooms

Winter Flowers.—Despite the fact that the

frosts have done their worst for the great majority

of the plants we know as " hardy perennials " or

" hardy border flowers," there still remain to those

who garden chiefly in the open air those true

flowers of winter whose presence we value not so

much because of great attractiveness of colour or

aught else as that perfectly hardy nature of theirs

which, taking but little heed of frost and cold, makes

their coming possible when all else is indulging

in a long winter's sleep. It is at such a time that

we assess at its fullest worth the dainty twig or spray

of the yellow-flowered Winter Jasmine (Jasminum

nudiflorum), or, anon, the even more welcome

spicily fragrant pieces of the Winter Sweet

(Chimonanthus fragrans), whose almost colourless

flowers are rendered precious because of a fragrance

which is its greatest charm. These twain are of

shrubby growth and valuable alike for planting

in warm situations, where in winter-time their

flowering will be not merely assured, but, save in

the most severe weather, continuous. It is not,

of course, suggested that all the plants should

occupy the positions named, but that a proportion

b: planted in favoured spots for the reason given.

The Winter Sweet is simply delightful when

planted against a low wall beneath a sitting-room

window, so that in its season the spicy fragrance

can be wafted in and enjoyed at will. In Southern

gardens and away from the home of smoke and fog

the plant is happy as a bush, but for the moment

our gardens are not there. Valuable, too, in its

way is the Winter Heliotrope, Petasites or Tussilago

fragrans, a plant we should not in the ordinary

way tolerate in gardens. Yet we prize this plant

of coarse leaf and weedy root-growth because of

its winter flowering and its fragrance. In admit-

ting it into the garden afford it a corner near the

shrubbery border, where it will make for itself

a home and arrest attention because of a sweetness

which cannot be ignored. For those who have

a cool greenhouse, or even a frame, the plant is

well suited, and just now its flowering crowns

may be lifted and potted for transference to the

greenhouse or sitting-room later on.

Helleborus NIGER MAXIMUS.—.\t the moment

of writing this sturdy winter flower is giving freely

of its ruddy-tinted blossoms, whose hooded form

in the early stages of development, as well as the

warmth of the external colouring, give it character

as well as charm. The true variety—alas ! not

always supplied when asked for—is a fine plant

for November and early December flowering, and

certainly one of the most vigorcms of its race,

particularly good, too, in loamy soils of a somewhat

holding nature if given a place free from cold

north and easterly winds. Such shelter is best

supplied not by walls or buildings, but by shrub

groups or belts of the same.

Protecting Christmas Roses.—The Bath or

major variety of Helleborus niger is the true

Christmas Rose, and as such the one above all

others whose flowering is practically a certainty

at the festive period Just now the flower-buds

are pushing away fast, and those who desire to

retain them pure and free from stain should afford

overhead protection by means of haiid-hghts,

cloches or the like. In some gardens the handsome,

nearly foot-high leaf-tufts form admirable pro-

tection, and little else is needed ; but in the majority

of town gardens this is certainly not the case.

Hence it is necessary to afford protection as

suggested, for even a midwinter flower arouses

no enthusiasm if weather-beaten or soot-begrimed.

The l.rRKiNr, Slug.—Prior to covering these

Christmas Roses with hand-lights the crowns should

l)e cleared of leaves that may have blown thither,

and, indeed, anything that will permit of the smaller

of the slug tribe secreting therein. Slugs generally

are great destroyers of the flower-buds of these

plants, and unless attention be early directed

thereto and the pest hunted to the death, a large

number of flowers will be ruined. A band of soot

formed around the plants or soot-water syringed

into the crowns will make their place of abode

highly disagreeable, which, from the gardener's

point of view, is much to be desired.

]\. H. Ifnkins.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S NEW CLASSIFICA-

TION OF DAFFODILS.

RVTHER more than two years ago the

Koval Horticultural Society brought

mt a " Classified List of Daffodil

Names, igoS," for garden and show

purposes, printed in a convenient form.

After it became known it was sub-

jected to a certain amount of criticism in the

gardening Press, and a few defects—not for the

most part of a very serious character—were pointed

out. This scheme has been adopted at Birming-

ham, and I believe at another local show, and has

met with a fair measure of success. Exhibitors

have certainly found it a great comfort to find

put down in black and white the exact class in

which a particular variety is to be staged. Now, a

classification of this sort, being a mere collection

of garden hybrids, is of no value for botanica

4.

—

the stools may be planted In boxes.

purposes, and is of little use in the garden, and it

is on its value for show purposes that it must

ultimately stand or fall. The prudent course

would have been to have watched the classes at

the shows at which the classification was used, and

to have gradually introduced modifications as

experience suggested. In this way a really practi-

cal classification for show purposes might have
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evolved. Unfortunately, a different course has

been pursued. From the notice in The Garden
of November 26, 1910, it appears that the Royal
Horticultural Society is issuing a brand new
classification, which, to judge from the catalogue

of Messrs. Barr, who set it out, seems in some
respects quite unsuited for show purposes.

The new classification makes no fewer than
eleven classes: (i) Trumpets; (2) incompara-

bilis ; (3) Barri, including Burbidgei
; (4) Leedsii';

(5) triandrus hybrids
; (6) cyclamineus hybrids ;

(7) Jonquilla hybrids
; (8) Tazetta and its hybrids

;

(9) Poeticus
; (10) doubles; and (11) various.

To the first three of these divisions little exception

can be taken, though it may be a question of taste

whether the Burbidgei and most of the Engle-

heartii are best shown in the Barri section. The
separation of the fourth group, Leedsii, I am in-

clined to welcome, for these beautiful fairy forms

never look so well as when grouped together, a

fact Miss Linton has discovered at Huntingdon,

where a taste for Leedsii varieties seems specially

to flourish ; but I somewhat regret the definition

adopted, viz., " white perianth and cup white

cream or citron." This relegates the yellow, red-

stained or red cups to the incomparabilis or Barri

sections, and requires the removal from the Leedsii

class of such well-known Leedsiis as Peach and

Salmonetta, and perhaps Duchess of Westminster,

where the cup when first opened is quite yellow.

Divisions 5, 6 and 7, however, for hybrids of

triandrus, cyclamineus and Jonquilla, seem to be

quite indefensible at present as separate divisions

for show purposes. To begin with, it is somewhat
absurd to find these varieties, triandrus, cyclamineus

and Jonquilla, relegated to the " various " section,

while their hybrids are to form separate divisions.

Next, let us see what we have left, and for this

purpose I will take Messrs. Barr's list as being one

of the most representative catalogues published

by a single tradesman. For Division 5, after the

removal of triandrus itself and, I presume, its

varieties calathinus and concolor, we have Queen

of Spain (now very generally grown, though not

so much as it deserves), three varieties ranging in

price from 7s. 6d. to 17s. 6d. and seven priced from

one to seven guineas, while seven others are men-

tioned as not yet in commerce. It may be premised

with some certainty that none of these is suffi-

ciently largely grown to make a respectable class

at a show.

Division 6, for cyclamineus hybrids, is rather

amusing, for here we find no single variety men-

tioned by Messrs. Barr, and perhaps they explain

this by the statement that the progeny of cycla-

mineus are not generally long-lived.

Division 7 is little better, for besides Buttercup,

which is of the prohibitive price of ten guineas, we
have only the four varieties of odorus (Campanella,

heminahs, rugulosus and r. maximus), which,

beautiful and distinct though they may be, are too

limited and too much alike to form a good show
class.

In Division 8, Tazetta and its hybrids, exception

must be taken to the inclusion of the Tridymus
varieties, such as S. A. de Graaff, which are quite

out of character with the bunch-flowered section.

Divisions 9 and 10, Poeticus and doubles, are

as they should be; but Division 11 would have
been better if it had been retained for miniature

Daffodils, such as minimus and the Hoop Petti-

coats. A new class for miniature Daffodils would
have been delightful, and if well filled would, I am
sure, prove most attractive. At present they are

almost excluded from the shows, being elbowed
out by their more robust sisters.

I ought to add that the first three of these

divisions are again subdivided according to colour,

an arrangement that is clearly convenient.

One feels some curiosity to know with what
object the divisions to which I have taken excep-

tion have been introduced into the new scheme.

One may surmise that it is an attempt by hybri-

disers to forecast the probable development of the

flower in the future. If so, it is to be deplored.

Legislation for the future is generally useless, if

not actually harmful, and it is to be feared that

this scheme will not give us what we want, viz., a

scheme adapted for present-day show's.

It remains to be seen what course the large

Daffodil societies, such as the Midland, will take

in the matter. I could hope that they might
retain the scheme on which they are now working,

incorporating, perhaps, some useful amendments
suggested by the new scheme and issuing tvjom

time to time a classified list revised and readjusted

to their requirements ; but the indications are

that they rather fear to undertake so bold a policy,

and look for a lead elsewhere. Should this be so,

it seems to emphasise the need for a National

Daffodil Society, which, with a single eye to the

interests of its members, might do for the Daffodil

something of what the National Rose Society has

done for the Rose.

Pollers Bar. H. R. Darlingto.«i.

NEW PLANTS.
CyPRiPEDiuM Minotaur.—A handsome and large-

flowering hybrid between C. Euryades and C.

Minnie. This variety has a very broad dorsal

sepal, well marked with chocolate blotches on an

almost white background. The lip and petals are

of a pleasing tone of brown, tipped with green.

It is interesting to note that both of the parents

of this new form are hybrids from C. Leeanum,
which in its turn is descended from C. insigne and
C. spicerianum. The variety under notice w'as

raised from seed sown in January, 1907, and pollina-

tion took place in December, 1905. Thus a clear

five years have elapsed since this cross was first

made. It was exhibited by Lieutenant- Colonel

Sir George Holford, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt, Tetbury,

Gloucestershire, and was awarded a first-class

certificate.

Vanda cccrulca Sandem.—This is a new variety

of the ever-popular blue-flowering Vanda. The
new-comer, however, is not blue, but is of a soft

rosy pink, quite distinct from the type and very

beautiful.

Cypripedium Charlesworthii variely Temeraire.—
The aim of the specialist is to produce Cypripediums

with flowers as large and bold as possible, and in

this new variety we have one that is remarkable

for its size. It has a very broad dorsal sepal of

a pinkish hue, and beautifully veined. The new
variety resembles the type Charlesworthii very

much enlarged. The two last-named novelties

were shown by Messrs. Sander and Sons, St.

Albans, each receiving a first-class certificate.

Each of the following received an award of

merit :

Sophro-LiElio-Catllfya Allhea.—A charming form,

moderate in size, and bearing flowers of a soft tone

of orange pink. The petals are well developed,

and the frilled lip is deep crimson, with gold mark-
ings at the base. Parentage, C. percivaliana x

Sophro-Laelia Gratrixiae. Shown by H. S. Goodson,

Esq., Fairlawn, Putney.

Cattleya Lticida.—This is a very free-flowering

hybrid between C. bowringiana and C. schil-

leriana. It may be described as a dwarf form of

the first or seed parent. The inflorescences are

inclined to be bunched. The colour is rosy purple.

Shown by Samuel Larkin, Esq., Haslemere.

Cypripedium lolanthe.—A splendid new variety

that attracted a good deal of attention from Orchid

specialists. In many respects it resembles the

novelty Minotaur previously described, but the

flower is smaller and not quite so good in form
and substance. Parentage, C. insigne Sanderae x

C. Euryades. It possesses a very large dorsal sepal,

well marked with chocolate spots, with a broad,

white margin and a greenish tint at the base. iThe

wings and lip are of a reddish brown. It was shown
by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Chelsea.

Chrysanlhcmum D. B. Crane (Japanese).—The
predominating colour is pale bronze, with a slight

infusion of yellow in the drooping, strap-like

florets. From Mr. Silsburv, Shanklin, Isle of

Wight.

Chrysanthemum Ernest G. Mocatta.—A grand
exhibition Japanese of deep golden yellow colour

and fine finish. .A sport from Edith Jameson, and
possessed of all the good attributes of that fine

variety. Exhibited by Mr. T. Stevenson, Woburn
Place Gardens, .Addlestone.

Chrysanthemum Strawberry (Single).—The colour

is dark reddish bronze, and effectiv'e. We have no
sympathy with so inappropriate a name. From
Mr. Frank Lilley, Guernsey.

Chrysanthemums William Turner, Sandown
Radiance and Crimson Jewel came from Messrs.

William Wells and Co., Limited, Merstham, and are

described below.

Chrysanthemum Ethel Thorp.—Self pink ; a

finely built Japanese incurved variety. The
colour lacks brightness, however. From Mr. Thorp,
Worthing.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Foot (Single).—Tlie colour

is amaranth red ; the flower-heads, which are of

good form, are produced freely in sprays.

Chrysanthemum Peter Plant (Single).—Clear

bright pink, of excellent colour and form. These
were exhibited by Mr. Lawrence, Shoreham, Kent.

Chrysanthemum Brightness (Single).

—

A well-

named variety of good size. Colour, orang'^

scarlet, the disc encompassed by a circle of gold.

Exhibited by Messrs. Williams and Sons, Cardiff.

.\11 of the foregoing were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on November 22, when the

awards were made.
The floral committee of the National Chrysan-

themum Society met at Essex Hall, Strand, W.C,
on the 2ist ult., Mr. D. B. Crane in the chair.

There were numerous novelties of good quality

set up on this occasion, and the following varieties

each received a first-class certificate :

Sandown Radiance.—A large and attractive

single of good form. Colour, crimson-scarlet, with

yellow disc.

William Turner.—This is a large, massive-

looking, pure white Japanese incurved of good
form and deep build, having broad petals.

Colonel E. C. Converse.—.A promising Japanese
bloom of exhibition quality, having broad petals,

incurving at the ends. Colour, rosy red inside,

with nankeen reverse. These three came from
Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, Surrey.

Thorp's Beauty.—.An immense Japanese bloom,

less refined than we like to see in exhibition Chrysan-

themums. Colour, rosy red, with nankeen reverse.

Broad, flat petals.

Mrs. W. Powell.—.\s a type of Japanese market
Chrysanthemum this is almost ideal. The blooms
are large and full, prettily reflexing, and the petals

are of medium width. Colour, yellow. Both
came from Mr. H. W. Thorp, Durrington, Worthing.

Mrs. W. Higgs.—A large disbudded single, with

several rows of petals that should pack and travel

well for market use. Colour, pleasing pale rosy

lilac.

Ivy Gay.—For market purposes this new sort

should be in demand. The flowers are of Japanese
incurved form, of medium size, and the colour is

silvery pink. Both came from Mr. Philip Ladds,

Swanley.
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Qtici-ii Chandler.—This is a lit'aiitilul exhibition

Japanese reflexcd bloom of great retinenicnt and

•of charming drooping; form, having very long

petals. Colour, primrose.

Fred Green.—One of the most attractive Japanese

tlowers of its class. Petals long and prettily

recurving, and forming a large bloom of splendid

quality. Colour, rich amaranth, with siU-ery reverse.

Both came from Mr. Martin Silsbury. Sh.uiklin,

Isle of Wight.

Pink Delight.—A very pretty medium-sized

single of good form ; very free-flowering. Colour,

bright pink, with neat white zone round a yellow

disc, l-'rom Mr. L. Lawrence, Shoreham, Sevenoaks.

Crimson Jewel.—This variety was certificated as

a semi-double decorative Chrysanthemum. The
bloom has several rows of petals, debarring the

variety from being classified as a true single It

is highly decorative. Colour, chestnut, with golden

tips. From Messrs. W. Wells and Co.

Several \ariptics were commended.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers. —The Editor intends to

tiifde Thk li \iti>KN helpful to a,'/ n-tutfrs who desire assi'st-

finrc. no matte' tvhot the hninc/i of "nrdrnimj mai/ be, and

fi ith that obiert wi'l make a spfvial feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " cofumns. All communications should be

dearly and conciseli/ irritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of THE GARDEN. 20. Taristor.

.Street, Coient (larden. London, 11'. C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Prni,i<HKR. The mime and address

of the sender arc required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should he on a separate piece of pape.r.

Plants for naming sftould be clearly numbered and securely

paeK-ed in damp grass or nios.'i, nt>t cottim-wooJ. and flouering

fihoot^, where possible, 'ihould be i^ent. It is useless to send

^mall scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Protecting a large Palm during winter

{Laiiv I.iikin'i.— Tlu' l>cst \v,iy tij prott'i t your

Palm would be to erect four pieces of quartering

wide euoui^h apart to surround the leaves, with

bands of battening round about i^ feet apart.

Wrap the trunk with hay-bands and leave the

foliage loose. On the approach of severe frost

place two or three thicknesses of mats round and

over the posts, or, better still, two mats with hay
bctwocn round the sides, and two mats and a piece

'>f rooting felt over the top ; or, as an alternative,

two piats and a light boarded top.- After frost has

gone remove the covering from the sides, and re-

place it at night when frost appears likely to occur.

The top mav be left on until danger of frost is over.

Bulblets of Lilium tigrinum {G. W.).— -

U you possess but a small number, the better plan

would be to prepare some boxes by nearly filling

thcni with sandy soil, and, having placed the bulbils

1 inch or so apart, cover with about i inch deep of

similar soil. The boxes or pans should be first

well drained
;
the soil should be moderately light

and made rather firm. Prior to placing the

bulbils in position, a sowing of sand might be given

for them to rest upon. Tf you possess a consider-

able quantity, a simpler plan would be to make up
a soil mixture in a frame and plant as above
directed. These bulbils always make the most
rapid progress if placed in the greenhouse for a year,

during the whole of which time the plants continue

to develop leaf-growth and bulb. In the second
year the stem-growth appears, when replanting

with more room will be necessary. The planting

or transplanting should in all cases he- done during
tlie autunui scisoii.

Seedling perennials during winter (./. W. li.).

They will iimkr Intti-r plants and uivc »u narlirr illspluy
if they i-aii ri'ccivr thi- protrction of a cold frame <iurin"g

winter, sivinii thrru plenty of air at all tiincni. exi'epthig
in hard. frust>' weatlier and when it is very wet.

Cr«*eper for a we-t wall H'uczled).—The (luirkest,
wav to eu\ir youi wall Is to plant it with Ampelop&is
Veitehii, This. liow<'ver, i;> not an evert'reen, and if you
reqiiiic uu evergreen you liad better plant Ivy or Crata'KU&
Pyraeantha. 'I'lie latter is the more sliowy.for it llowers
well in .May ami tlie llowers are followed hy fruits, which
are oiiini^e sraiiel in eolonr when ripe in autumn.
Diseased Violets (C. //. «.).—The Violets are

attaekfd by the fundus Ovalaria hutea (also called Uamu-
laria lactea). Vou will tlnd that the allntiii s|ints drop
out, and so the soil itself becomes a source of nifeetion
of the ])lants. It would bo best to remove all the alfected
lea\fs and (h^stroy them by fire. Spray tlie plants,
nsin^i a very fine, mist-Iikr spray, not syringe them, with
potassium sulphitle. made by dissolving loz.of the sulphide
in three gallons of water.

Hardy plants (Betty).—The plants you name,
Veronica virginiea. Sidalcca Listeri Uosy Gem and the
Salvia, are all true perennials, the two former quite hardy,
the latter tender, requiring greenhouse protection in
winter-time The hardy iierennials would be readily
obtained from any of the liardy plant specialists through-
out the country, and the .Salvia from the majority of
nurserymen who grow such plants. Messrs. James Veitch
and Sons. Limited, Chelsea, for example, or Messrs. Cannell,
Swanley.

Lily of the Valley under Weeping Willow
{<.'. /j'mW./ ).—This tree i^ di ip rather than superficial in
its rooting, and as it is not a great robber of the soil it is

not unlikely, if you can command a good depth of the soil,
t hat Lily of the Valley might prove a success. This plant
delights in rich soils, shade and abundant moisture, and
where these are forthcoming it may be grown almost
anywhere with success. October is the best month for
transplanting, and if the plants are from an old bed only,
tlie strongest of the single crowns

—

7iot clumps—should
be bedded out. To secure these you would have to break
up the clumps or wash them out. so tliat division and
selection would be rendered more easy.

Reversion in variegated Ivv (A. J. B.).—
It is not unusual for branches of variegated Ivies to pro-
duce green leaves, and it is simply a reversion to the type.
All variegated Ivies are abnormally developed branches
of green-leaved kinds, which are commonly called " sports."
These pieces are selected and propagated. Some of them
keep fairly true for many years, while others are continually
reverting. As a rule, those with the variegation confined
to the margins of tlie leaves, with green centres, keep
truer than the kinds which have variegated centres and
green margins. It is improbable that the shoot you
describe will produce variegated leaves again, and the
usual practice is to remove such green-leaved shoots in
onler to enable tlie plant to retain its variegated character.

Soil for rockery (S. D. P.).—Had you mixed
some good turfy loam and leaf-soil with the road scrapings,
you would have formed a very suitable compost for many
rockwork plants, but the road scrapings alone would only
do for plants not suited to the position. If you could add
loam to about one-third of the bulk, this would tlo quite
well. Plants preferring shade are IMininla rosea and P.
Sieboldii in variety, s.ixitni^'a Cuildford Seedling. S.
Wallacci. S. Arkwiightii, s. Chbranii, S. granulatii II. -pi.,

Ramondias, Hepatieas in red. wliite and blue shades.
Snowdrops. Seillas, Veronica rupestris. V. repens. Armerias,
Viola comuta purpurea. Phlox amcena, P. NeLsonii. P.
Vivid and othcs. In the free soil mixture we have indi-
cated ((uite a large number of plants would succeed, as
Aubrietias, Megaseas, Campanula muralis. ('. pninila,
C. p. alba and the like.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Shrubs for a sandy river bank (C. L. C).

Vou will find the following subjects suitable tor

the position you mention on your sandy river

bank : Hippophae rhamnoides (the Sea Buckthorn),
Cornus alba (with showy red bark), Saiix alba

var. vitellina (yellow and red barked varieties)

Myrica Gale, Golden-leaved Elder. Dier villa

hybrida, Philadelphus roronarius, Arundinaria
japonica, A. Kumasasa (or Bambusa palmata, as it

is often called), Tamarix gallica, 'T, pentandra,
Salix babylonica, Rosa rugosa, Berberis Aqui-
folium, B. stenophylla, Rubus ulmifolius flore-

pleno. Taxodiuni distichuni and any of the Alders.

Trees and shrubs for planting on an
island (/. F. li.) — Without kimwui^ mure ot your

local conditions it is difficult to say which are the

most suitable trees and shrubs for planting on your
island at Dunecht. h'or instance, if the island is in

a sheltered position, subjects would grow which
would be a failure in a very exposed place ; then,

i the ground is very wet, the range of plants is again

limited. With the supposition that the island is

moderately well situated with regard to shelter.

and that the ground is in a suitable condition for

planting, we should advise the following subjects :

About the margins and within reach of the water,
red and yellow stemmed forms of Salix vitellina. the
white-stemmed S. daphnoides, and the red-stemmed
Cornus alba and its varieties, with trees of Salix

babylonica, S. alba and .Alnus gJutinosa var. lacini-

ata. A little further from the water conspicuous
groups might be formed of the golden-leaved Kider.

purple-leaved Nut and Rosa rugosa, while the follow-

ing trees and shrubs may also be expected to thrive ;

Pinus Laricio, Thuya gigantea. Cupressus law-
son iana. Laburnum alpinum. Double Scarlet
Thorn, Berberis vulgaris. B. .^(luilfilium, Vibur-
num Opulus. V. Lantana, Cytisus scoparius and
varieties sulphureus and andreanus, Spiraea arguta,

S. salicifolia, S. Menziesii, Potentilla frnticosa.

Daphne Mezareum, Tamarix gallica, Euonymus
europaius, double-fiowered Gorse, Erica cinerea
and varieties. E. carnea, common Holly, Lilac and
Hypericum calycinuni.

Almond and other trees {Young Gardener).—
The best Altnr.nd for you to plant is the common Almoml
(I'ruinis Anivi^dahis), and it may be planted at any time
lietween tlic [U'Miit date and the middle of .\hirch. The
most suitable .soil is that of a loumy rharacter, li^ht rather
than heavy. East, west or M>uth :i-]i..-is are all suitable,
and there is really little to chn,,-, hrtwim them. We arc
interested to hear of your suce..>> uith the Myrtle and
Camellia out of doors. In Anglesey, however, you have
a very equable climate, and will probably be able to grow
many things out of doors which are cultivated under glass
in mo.st parts of the country. You will find it very in-
teresting to experiment with semi-tender subjects.

Injury to an Araucarla (Mrs. Wigram). —
It is impossible to account for the crack in the stem of
your Arauearia without seeing the tree. Similar cracks
with frothy matter running from thera have been noted
on several occasions, and they have usually been found
to be associated with a fungoid disease within the bark
or wo{>d. Those trees which are badly affected usually
die sooner or later. In the case of your tree it may be
merely an ordinary crack, and we should advise you to
scrapie the place well, paint it over with a carbolic solution,
and tlu'ii give it a coat of tar. This is all that you can do
to it in either case, for if the wound arises from a funyoid
disease it is in such a position that you can do nothing to
check it.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Culinary Apples for exhibition

iB. /-}.— Bauni;nm's Red Keinette is good. The
fruits ot this should be well thinned. Blenheim
Orange should be included. This can be shown as

dessert or kitchen. Gascoyne's Scarlet may be
shown as dessert or kitchen. It is about the hand-
somest of all .Apples when well coloured. King of

Tompkin's County is excellent. Lord Derby is

also excellent, but is not dessert. Newton Wonder
is indispensable. Peasgood's Nonsuch is fine, but
is rather shy-bearing. Vou obtain the finest fruit

from bush trees growing on the Paradise stock.

To prune Peach trees {Hal).—The best,

and indeed the proper time for cutting back the

wood of Peach and Nectarine trees is as soon as

the fruit has been gathered, for the reason that

the thinning out of the wood at this time admits

of more light and air among the remaining leaves

and branches. This will greatly help the better

ripening of the wood, which condition is an abso-

lute necessity for the production of good crops the

following year. If the thinning out of the wood
is carefully and properly carried out at this time,

there will virtually be no winter pruning to do. In

your ease no time should now be lost in cutting out

all barren wood, such as that which has borne fruit.

At the same time, you must be careful to leave plenty

of young shoots of this year*s growth in every part

of your trees, as it is on these shoots that next year's

crop will bf produred.

Peaches under glass (/. W. S.).—This

is too large a subject to answer within the compass

of the space allowed ; but we may say that
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the soil recommended for the growth of the Apricot

will answer perfectly for the Peach. As regards

the number of 4-inch hot-water pipes required

for heating such a house, all depends on the time

you wish your fruit to be ripe. If you wish to have

fruit ripe in May, you must ha% e command of good

heat, say, four flow pipes and two returns ; if a

month later, half the number of pipes will be

enough ; and if a month later still, a single flow and

return pipe will suffice. As long as the trees are

free from the attacks of fungoid or insect pests, no

wash of any kind is necessary. As an evergreen

and permanent blind you cannot have anything

better than the Irish Ivy.

Insects on bark of Peach tree^ (Colonel

F. W. B.).—The insocts sent are examples of the Peach
scale (Leeanium persicse). It is a close ally of the mussel
scale, and may be cured by sponging with a solntion of

soft soap, using about -(5Z. of soft soap to a pail of water.

Bark split on Pear trees (W. W. i.).—Leave
the separated bark on, and no doubt the wound will heal

along its edge-s and eventually cover the surface exposed.

The width of the split seems excessive. We suppose
there is no doubt that it is onlv a split. Sometimes the
hark splits when the wood groM-th is in excess of the grow-th

of the bark, or when tlie bark has become hard, as after

growth ill poor soil.

Amprican blight on Apple trees (S. Q. U.).—
There is no better remedy than tliat which is known as

the Woburn Wash. It sliould be applied with a garden
engine or syringe anytime between November and February.
Every part of the' tree must be well saturated. This

wash thoroughly cleanses the tree from all insects and
lichen growth. It is made as follows : Soft soap, ilb.

;

paraffin, 5 pints ; caustic soda, 2lb. ; water, 91 gallons.

Dissolve the soap in warm water, churn the paraffin into

it, and then shake in the caustic soda.

Stakes to trees (Derby).—It is difficult to say
whether half-standard .\pple trees planted on a slope

exposed to rough west winds in 1906 still require tlie support
of stakes. You sav they have all done well. This being

so, we think it would be safe to let them go without stakes

as soon as those by which they are supported now are

decayed. It is contended by many good growers that the

swaying about of a young fruit tree by the wind to a mode-
rate" extent helps the roots to take a better hold of the

soil. It may be that some ma\- still require the support
of stakes and others not, all depending on the robustness

of their respective growth and strength.

Muscat Grapes not setting (F. T. P.).—It
is strange that the bunch on the first spur of the Vine
should refuse to set every year when the otlicr bunches
set freely and all receive the same treatment. Can it be

that front air is admitted while the Grapes are in bloom, or

does steam arise from syringing ? as the lower bunches
are usually over the hot-water pipes, and as a rule these

set the best when the atmosphere is kept dry, the extra

heat favo\iring perfect setting. We can only suggest

tlHsr i;iii^i >. and would further suggest that the pollen of

sniiii Miiin (iKipe which may be in bloom at the time may
be it^i'il iii>tiad of the Muscat next year. Also, do not
have any front air on the vinery while the Grapes are in

bloom (ventilate from the top only), and keep the air dry
and warm.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Treatment of Agapanthuses {M. E. A.)

You give uo idea of thu size ot your Agapanthuses,

whether they are grown in pots or tubs or planted

out. No mention is made either of the treatment

given them. The compost most suitable for

Agapanthuses is a good turfy loam, lightened, if

necessary, by a little leaf-mould, well-decayed

manure and sand. Repotting, when needed, should

be done in the spring before the plants start into

growth. They should then be assigned a good,

light position in the greenhouse, under which con-

ditions they will make good, sturdy growth. Then,

when all danger from frosts is over, say, the first

week m June, the plants can be stood out of doors

in an open, sunny spot, where they will throw up
their flower-spikes. It is quite correct that large,

established plants flower more freely when pot-

bound than if they are frequently disturbed at

the roots. These are, in the case of the Agapanthus,

of a thick, fleshy nature and very numerous, so

that after being in a pot or tub for two or three

years there is often little more than a densely

packed mass of roots. When this is the case an

occasional dose of liquid manure during the grow-

ing season will be beneficial. So treated, plants

will stand for years in the same pot or tub and
flower annually. During the winter the plants

will need but little water. At that season they

must be kept quite safe from frost.

Pelargoniums for examination (E. L. H.).^
We tliink thu cold nights are to blame for the damage to
the Pelargoniums. We can find no fungus or insect to

account for it, and think that when growth occurs in more
congenial circumstances the plants will not show further

damage. The great amount of moisture, together with
cold nights, has caused Dahhas and Salvias to suffer in a
similar way.

Potting large Palms {J. il/.).—Unless your Palms
are very badly in need of potting, we advise you
to wait until next Marcli, Most Palms, including all

thosi' '^luwu for general drc(nati\f purposrs, need a eom-
p'tst niaiiilv consisting of libnms Inaui with a litt.li' sand,
liL;lit..-rnd. if necessary, with tli-- addition ot a small amnunt
of leaf-mould. Palms of all kinds resent very much being

unduly disturbed at the roots, and if the bottom portions
of the'roots are cut off it wUl most likely kill them. Owing
to this, many use tubs instead of pots, as they can be made
deeper than pots usually arc,

Bignonia not flowering {G. P.).—The name of

the enclosed specimen is Bignonia Cherere. In order to

flower it successfully it needs a warm greenhouse tempera-
ture, that is to .say, a structure in which the thermometer
during the winter ranges from 50" to 60^ or thereabouts.
If planted out in a prepared border it does not need
unlimited root room, otherwise strong arowth rather than
flowers will be the result. Plmtv of liuht. a free circu-

lation of air, especially duriiii; tin- surnmer, and a good
amount of sunshine all tend towards tin- production of

blossoms. Once the plant has reached a flowering con-

dition, it will, with reasonable treatment, bloom year after

year.

ROSE GARDEN.
Replanting Roses (Rosa).—We think you

could grow the chmbers on the north fence, but

instead of having all their growths on the fence,

bend out one or two of each tree almost horizon-

tally and about i foot from the ground. You will

then get blooms from these growths next year.

Some canes can be inserted in the ground to support

the growths. Plant the Roses in the following

order, commencing near the shed : Mme. Berard,

Reine M. Henriette, Reve d'Or, M. Desir, Mme.
Jules Gravereaux, Gioire de Dijon, Frau Karl

Druschki and W. A. Richardson. The standards

would look best dispersed all over the bed at about

equal distances apart. Plant Griiss an Teplitz,

Homer and Hugh Dickson towards the centre of

the others, according to taste. The bushes can

also be distributed all over the bed, putting the

following towards the fence, as they are the strongest

growers : Prince C. de Rohan, Gustavo Regis,

Mme. A. Chatenay. Grace Darling and Frau Karl

Druschki. The following should be planted

towards the front edge : Mme. Cusin, Antoine

Rivoire and Richmond. Do not plant any

Roses in the very shady position. The Cotoneaster

would be much the better plant for this. Before

planting any tree you could set up tall sticks for

standards and shorter ones for bushes. You would

then have them at regular distances apart.

Preparing bed for Roses (C. H. S.).—You
should have the soil dug two spades deep, that is to say,

about 2 feet in depth. Do not allow the bottom layer of

soil to be brought up to the top, but you c^n improve it by
mixing with it some basic slag at the rate of 6oz. or Soz.

per square yard, and also some well-decayed manure. It

is not wise to mulch the soil during the winter. In
preparing new beds manure should most certainly be
added, but do not allow it to come immediately near the

roots when planting. It is a good plan to give each bush
a shovelful or two of good loam with a little rotted manure,
well mixed ; in fact, such compost as one would use in the
potting-shed. In planting be careful to make the soil

firm about the roots.

Before repotting, as much of the old soU as possible shovdd
be removed from the ball of earth, and if any roots are

decayed they must be cut away. Should you wish to

divide any of the plants, it will then be a good time to do
so. A suitable soil for Aspidistras is two-thirds loam to

one-thii'd peat or leaf-mould and a liberal sprinkling of

silver sand.
The burning of clay soils (M. Prior, jD.Z).).—The

only way in which soil can be burnt is by lighting a large hea]»

of wood or coal, and placing the turves of soil on the fire

all over the heap, leaving them there until the fire has
permeated through the whole turf and has sterilised it

of aU living inserts and scfds. It should not be left on
the fire a moment longrr than is necessary to accompli di

this purpose. You will find that the soU after this ordeal

will crumble down and be far easier to deal with than
before, ('harcoal-burners, if there are any in your district,

would carry out the work satisfactorily and cheaply.
Plants " for Switzerland (VUlars).—This is a

matter requiring experience on the spot, or, if this is non-
available, a series of experiments should be conducted
with that end in view. Cannot you give us some definite

data as to the reading of the thermometer at the altitude

you name, the extent of the winter season and the amount
of snow experienced ? Many races of hardy plants would
doubtless do quite well, and "with the snow covering many
Uost's that succumb in England to frost would probably
be quite safe. Upon hearing again from you we will do
our best to supplv you with a list of suitable things.

Plants for garden nea.r tti6 sea. {Arthur Pullman).
The following plants ought to thrive in your garden near
th^ sea : For a wind-break, Pinus insignis, Austrian Pine
and Cupressus macrocarpa ; shrubs and flowering trees,

Euonymus japonicus, Tamarix in variety, Sea Buckthorn
(Hippophae rhamnoides), Olearia Haastii, Veronica speciosa

ani^ varieties, V. Traversii. Fuchsia Riceartonii, Escallonia

macrantha. Laburnums, double-flowered Thorns, Forsythia

suspensa, Viburnum Lantana, double-flowered Gorse.

Hydrangea Hortenaia and the various Brooms ; her-

baceousplants, such as Statice. any species, Arraeria, any
species, Sa.xifrages, Snapdragons, Wallflowers, Crambc
orientale, Lavateras, Hollyhocks and many of the commoni-r
border flowers. It is difficidt to advise you about edibb-

plants, but the majority of vegetables ought to thrive with

you, providing you plant a belt of trees to give your gardiii

a certain amount of shelter. With regard to fruits, you
cannot do better than pay visits to a few gardens in the

vicinity and observe which particular kinds are giving the

most satisfactory results. It is very difficult to give

satisfactory information in a case like yours, as we do not

know the exact conditions under which the garden is

placed. We would advise that you should consult a

local expert before going to any serious expense.

SOCIETIES.
SANDHURST, YATELEY AND DISTRICT

GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting held on Tuesday. November 1?, the subject

for discussion was " Rocli Plants." This was introduced

by Mr. F. Crosby, The Gardens. Crosby Hill, Camberley,

in a most lucid manner. The lecturer spolie of the interest

now being taken in tills class of plants. He said that to deal

with the whole host of rock plants would take up too nmeli

time, so he would confine himself to those that he had
found would do well in the district, and which would make
an attractive and beautiful collection and were all fairly easy

to grow. Some of the kinds mentioned were Aubrietias,

Dianthus, Campanulas, Androsaces, Gentians, Phloxes,

Ramondias. Onosmas. Veronicas and Saxifragas. The
most suitable places to plant the same were described. A
most interesting discussion followed, in which several of

the members took part. A hearty vote of thanks was
accorded Mr. Crosby for so excellent a paper. Mr. SI.

Goddard, The Gardens, Ambarrow, Sandhurst, staged pot

plants and cut flowers of seedling single Chrysanthemums,
which were splendidly grown.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Aspidistras turning brown (E. J. T.).—There

are se\-(-r;il n:i.^nns that may account for your Aspidistras

doini^ It.ulh. :iiiil as yon say nothing about the treatment
tliey li.ivr ircrui-d Or where they are kept, it is, of course,

impossible lor us to state definitely tire cause of faUure.

In the first place, the soil may ha\e been kept too wet, a
frequent cause of trouble being the allowing of water to

stand in the saucers or other receptacles in which the
plants are placed. Again, they may have been kept too

dry, or too much exposed to the sun during the hot weather
in early autumn, or in too dark a spot. At all events, it

is most probable that the roots are in a bad state, iu which
case the only thing you can do is to repot the plants.

The present is the very worst time of the year for doing
this, and we should advise you to allow them to remain
undisturbed till next AprU, when they may be repotted.

< WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'

I

SHOW.
I The ninth annual show of flowers, fruit and vegetables
' organised by the Wargrave and District Gardeners' Associa-

tion in aid of the gardening charities, took place on Thurs-
'

day, November 17. in the Woodclylle Hall, Wargrave.

In spite of the severe frost there was a magnificent display

of Chrysanthemums, Begonia Gioire de Lorraine, Orchids,

Palms, Ferns, &c., besides some excellent fruit and vegi'-

tables. There was a good attendance of visitors throughout

the day, instrumental and vocal music being provided to

j
enliven the proceedings. The committee are to be con-

gratulated on the success of their efforts, members of the

association and their employers entering heartily into the

undertaking The net proceeds will be given to the Royal

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution this year. This in-

stitution and the Gardeners' Orphan Fund have beaeflteil

to the amount of over £65 from the shows held by the

society, thus showing what can be done when all mem-
bers put their shoulders to the wheel. The following

ladies and gentlemen kindly exhibited, the names in

parentheses being the head-gardeners in each case

:

C. S. Henry. Esq., M.P. (Mr. Doe) ; S. Davis, Esq. (Mr.

Tunbridge) ; Mrs. Groves (.Mr. Mackenzie) ; the Rev.

H. M. Wells (Mr. G. Howe) ; Godfrey Boulton, Esq. (.Mr.

T Butcher) ; C. J. D. Eveleigh, Esq. (Mr. J. Blencowe)

;

E. C. Hannen, Esq. (Mr. Attlesey) ; G. T. S. (iill, Esq.

(Mr. F Gray); F. W. Nicholson, Esq. (Mr. J. Shipley):

the Rev. A. H. Austen Leigh (Mr. B. Robbins) ;
Captain

Coleridge (Mr. W. H. Scott) ; A. E. Hoggins, Esq. (Mr.

D. Turner) ; G. Stanton, Esq. ; A. B. Gill, Esq (.Mr. W.
Pope) ; and W. Bazcley, Esq.
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years before the flowering stage is reached,

and the half-grown bulbs three years or

four years from the time of planting. Once
these youngsters have become established,

the plants at flowering-time produce offsets

to perpetuate their'~kind, and those who
really love open - air gardening will not

grudge the first wait for so good a
prize. E. H. Jenkins.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

December Z2.—United Horticultural Benefit

and Provident Society's Committee Meeting.

December 13.—Perpetual Flowering Carnation

Society's Show at the Royal Horticultural Hall,

Westminster.

National Sweet Pea Society The

annual general meeting of members of the National

Sweet Pea Society will be held in the North Room,
Hotel Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster,

S.W., at 3 p.m., on December 15. A presenta-

tion of silver plate will be made to Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Foster on this occasion. A Sweet Pea

conference will also be held at the Hotel Windsor

on the above date, commencing at 7 p.m., when

the following papers will be read :
" Judging Sweet

Peas," by Mr. Walter P. Wright, and " Cultiva-

tion of Sweet Peas," by Mr. George Herbert. For

the convenience of members dinner will be pro-

vided at the Hotel Windsor at 5.30 p.m. on the

above date. Tickets "is. each (exclusive of wine).

Carnation and Picotee Society for

Ayrshire.—The number of cultivators of the

Carnation and Picotee in Ayrshire is very large,

and an effort is being made to establish a strong

special society in the shire to encourage the culti-

vation of these flowers and to form a common
ground on which the lovers of the flower can meet.

A meeting for this purpose was held in Kilmarnock

on the evening of November 26. It was convened

by advertisement, signed by Mr. J. Henderson,

Cloverlea, Cumnock, and Mr. David Walker,

Kilmarnock, occupied the chair. The response

was favourable, and it is expected that the

proposed society will have a strong membership.

In Mr. Walker the society has a valuable asset,

that gentleman being a noted grower of the Carna-

tion and Picotee and a well-known prize-taker.

Sale of poisonous insecticide.— The

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain brought

a claim against Mr. C. W. Breadmore, seedsman,

of High Street, Winchester, for the recovery of

£5, the amount of a fine imposed upon him by

the society for the alleged non-compliance with

the Pharmacy Act of 1908 for not affixing his

name to a bottle of poison. Mr. George Waldock,

acting on the instructions of the society, paid a

visit to the defendant's shop and asked to be

supplied with a bottle of XL All Insecticide. Mr.

Waldock was served by an assistant, and gave his

name as " Mr. Wilson of Shawford," and that

name was duly entered in the poisons register

kept by defendant. His Honour pointed out the

negligence on the part of the society in allowing

their agent to purchase a poison under a false

name, and further pointed out that the society

through their agent were doing that which was the

one thing above all others calculated to defeat

the ends of justice. Anything more lax, casual

and unbusinesslike on the part of a public authority

His Honour had never heard. He viewed it as a

bad case, as it was not becoming that a public

body should permit their agents to do what really

was fraud. His Honour found as a fact, and on

the fvidgnpe he was satisfied, that this boftle \vas

sold with the label, and that the plaintiffs had failed

to prove their case.

Sweet Pea trials for 1911—The com-
mittee of the National Sweet Pea Society will hold

its annual series of trials at T/if Timt's Experi-

mental Station, Sutton Green, near Guildford,

in 191 1, and will test novelties and grant awards
and certificates according to merit. No awards

or certificates will be granted to Sweet Peas unless

they are sent for trial at Guildford. For these

trials the varieties will be accepted only from the

raiser or introducer. A charge of 2s. 6d. for each

variety will be made. Orange and salmon coloured

varieties will be shaded in these trials if the raiser

or introducer expresses a wish that they should be

so treated. Varieties placed at the head of each

colour class in the classification list for i9ri will

be grown at the trials as standards of comparison.

At the request of numerous seedsmen the committee

will conduct a further and distinct trial solely for

the purpose of testing correctness and purity of

stocks of Sweet Peas. A charge of los. per variety

or stock sent for this trial will be made. Sweet

Peas for these trials must reach Mr. Charles Foster,

The Time: Experimental Station. Sutton Green,

near Guildford, not later than January r4, 1911,

and in every instance the colour class to which

the varietv belongs should be stated. For the

novelty trials not less than fifteen seeds should be

sent, and for the purity trials not less than two

dozen seeds of each variety or stock. At the same

time a list of the varieties, together with the amount

due for trial charges, must be sent to the hon.

secretary, Mr. C. H. Curtis, Adelaide Road,

Brentford, Middlesex. The proceedings of the

floral committee will be printed in the autumn of

191 1, and a copy will be sent to every person or firm

sending seeds to either or both of the sets of trials.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The F.iUior is nnt responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Royal Horticultural Society's Classi-

fication List of Daffodils In your issue for

November 26 you invite a little correspondence

and comment upon this classification. Personally,

I am very pleased indeed to see the Royal Horti-

cultural Society have published this new revised

list, dividing it into ten classes, for I think now

we have a classification that will, or should, suit

the most fastidious grower or exhibitor. I had

very great hopes that this classification list would

have been published much earlier, so that the

different societies might have adopted it for their

spring exhibitions of 1911. I had a note of this

classification, and in my book " All About Daffo-

dils " the types and varieties were all arranged

after this classification. I tried to induce the

committee of the Midland Daffodil Society to

adopt it, but so many were opposed to adopting

any classification until such a list was finally pub-

lished that we fell back upon the old one for the

time being ; but I do hope in the future all

societies wiU give this new classification a fair

and whole-hearted trial, feeling sure that when it

is once adopted it will give universal satisfaction.

—Robert Sydenham.

The Perpetual-flowering Carnation.
I read with considerable interest your most excel-

lent leading article on Perpetual-flowering Carna-

tions in The Garden for November 26. You
touched upon several points which are only too

true. How fully the market-grower realises the

value of the Perpetual Carnation is evident by

the miles of glass devoted to its culture ; but it

is equally true that one-half of the amateur and

private gardeners have not, as yet, woke up to

the fact that in the Perpetual Carnation we have
one of the greatest flowers of all time, and one
which stands omnipotent with the Orchid and the

Rose. It is essentially a flower for the amateur
and private gardener, because, as you say, " their

culture is not difficult," providing the fundamental
principles, such as a cool temperature, good light

and air, are adhered to. You mention the vital

importance of raisers of Perpetual Carnations

working to improve and strengthen the scent in

the flower rather than working with the sole object

of improving its size and colour. The Perpetual

Carnation has not become great owing to any one
single charm, but because of its all-round good
qualities. Scent is most certainly one of the

greatest of them, and at the expense of being

thought egotistical I may say that we have raised

some of the most strongly perfumed Perpetual

Carnations now in existence. We have proved
perfectly to our own satisfaction that the Men-
delian law in the matter of scent in raising Perpetual

Carnations can be practised with unerring accuracy.

It behoves the Carnation societies to give more
points for scent in the awards for new varieties,

and so encourage the raisers to work and increase

this great charm in this type of Carnation. At
present the percentage of novelties in Perpetual

Carnations is one in 3,000 seedlings. If scent is

more rigidly demanded, it may be one in 4,000.

But what matter ? The fewer novelties there

are the more they are worth, and too many novel-

ties, such as we see in Roses and Sweet Peas, are

detrimental to any flower. It is not quantity,

but quality we should strive for. The National

Carnation and Picotee Society certainly failed to

appreciate the possibilities in the early varieties

of Perpetual-flowering Carnations, and it now
looks as if the new-comer must eventually swamp
or engulf them, for its wonderful productiveness

under glass during the winter, or, as you point

out, in the open garden during the summer, makes
it pre-eminent in the Dianthus family. I also

think that the variety of forms of the flower is an

additional charm, for while the florist may imagine

that the smooth-edged, more artificiallv formed

flower is the more beautiful, does the public, who,

after all, are the final judges, think so ? No. Let

us have our Carnations in all the varying forms as

Nature presents them to us. — Montagu C,

Allwood, Bush Hill Park, N.

New single Chrysanthemums. — The
letters of " E. G." and " A. D." in your issue of

November 26 ask for the more frequent cultiva-

tion of the single as opposed to the large flowered

Chrysanthemums. We are all tired of the large-

flowered varieties, chiefly because they are inar-

tistic. In Japan, I believe, they are grown 2 feet

in diameter, but I cannot see any advantage in

this great size. One constantly hears it said,

" Oh, a Chrysanthemum show ; I am not going to

look at these ugly things," and it has been found

advisable to accentuate the fact that our Bourne-

mouth autumn show is not entirely a Chrysanthe-

mum show. It is not so with the pretty single

Chrysanthemums ; and while I \vrite I am looking

at the flowering plants of Elsie Neville (red terra-

cotta), Innovation (best by electric light), Mrs. F.

Clark (like large Marguerites) and Mrs. Filkins

(small feathery yellow), all of which, if your corre''

' spondent " E. G." does not already know, he will

find worth cultivating.—G. G. H.

Blackberries for bottling.—In reading

the note by " A. D." in The Garden for Novem-
ber 19, one is pleased to see his appreciative remarks

regarding the Cut-leaved Bramble or Blackberry

(Rubus laciniatus). It is by far the best and most

reliable of the Blackberries, at least for the colder

parts of the country. Those who embarked

largely on'^^the^cultivation of some of the newer
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American Blackberries introthicecl some years

ago may have had occasion to regret doing so

but growers of R. laciniatus whom I have met
never do, I liave grown several of these newer

Blackberries and have seen them tested in many
gardens, but none of them has come up to R.

laciniatus in fruit-bearing and ripening qualities.

Such varieties as the much-boomed Wilson Junior

proved a comparative failure in the colder parts

of the country.—S. A.. Dumfries.

A rare hardy plant.—I have read with

interest the note cm Kirengeshoma palmata in

The Garden for November 19, and think the

writer would have done well to have referred your

readers to its coloured portrait in the one hundred

and thirtieth volume of the Bntanical Magazine.

plate 7944. I think it is much to be regretted

that so absurd and inappropriate a name should

have been given to this interesting and beautiful

hardy plant by the Japanese botanists. The

name is compounded, according to the account in

the Botanical Magazinf,of two Japanese words, "ki,"

yellow, and " ringeshoma," the Japanese name

for the plant known to us as Anemonopsis macro-

phylla, figured on plate 6413, Vol. CV. of the

Bntanical Magazine. So far as I can see, the

flowers of these two plants in nowise resemble one

•another in shape or form, and why this interesting

new plant should be sent to Europe as the yellow

Anemonopsis, T should say, was only known to its

namers, the Japanese botanists. The number of

The Garden referred to contains much interest-

ing matter.—W. E. Gumbleton, Bclgrove, Q\ieens-

town, Ireland.

Planting Box edgings.—In the article on

the above subject which appeared in The Garden

for November 19 it is mentioned that when pieces

of Box with roots are scarce sprays without roots

may be used, " and the results are sometimes

unexpectedly good." May I describe a method

of renewing Box edging taught me by an old-

fashioned gardener, and which I have always

found produce the close, even, narrow edging

desired in a few months' time. When the trenches

are prepared as your writer describes, only 9 inches

in depth, have a line stretched tight the height

one wishes the edging to be. Get a block of wood

and a sharp hatchet, cut a thick stick about

10 inches long to act as a measure, and then take

your old Box edging—or, if you have bushes of

Box, boughs of it—and, holding clumps of it in

your left hand across the block of wood, chop the

whole of it into lengths, guiding yourself by the

measuring stick, so that the shoots will be practi-

cally all about the same length. Jvist see that as

they fall they all lie the same way, and in a few

minutes you will have piles of pieces, thick and

thin mixed, all about 10 inches long and most of

them without roots. Take them up in handfuls

and place them thickly against the side of the

trench with their tops even with the line—it should

be about 3 inches above the path side of the trench.

Tread the earth really tight against the Box

and every piece will root. If two men are at work

and have a big barrow-load of chopped Box, one

placing and holding the pieces in position and the

other earthing and treading it in, yards of it can

be done in a few minutes, and it leaves it looking

compact and neat, and the moment it starts new-

leaves in the spring it cannot be distinguished from

old-established edging. The secret of success is

to put the Box in thickly and at least 7 inches in

the ground, so that frost will not damage its rooting,

and to tread it really firmly. The advantage is

that any pieces of Box can be used and, being all

the same length, they can be laid quickly and

evenly. The Box can be chopped up any rainy

day in the sheds if it is stored in a damp place.

—M. E. DoBBS.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

THE

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

POT
ROSES.—A few well-established

plants may now be placed in a cool

greenhouse to start. Prune and
thoroughly cleanse the plants before

putting them inside. A night tempera-

ture of 50° to 55° Fahr. is ample to

commence with, and wlien growth is apparent a

higher temperature may be afforded. Slight dis-

budding will be necessary when good blooms are

required, and this may be done before the buds
burst into leaf.

Chrysanthemums.—As these pass out of flower

and are cut down, those required for stock should

be placed in cold frames, covering them at night

to prevent frost getting in. The work of propagat-

ing must proceed as cuttings are available.

Rock Garden.

Where it is intended to make any additions to

this department, the work should be proceeded

with so that it may get settled ready for planting

in the spring. In carrying out the operation

the various plants intended for the different

places must be borne in mind, and soils used
that are most suited to the plants. Thus,

peat will be required for Lithospermum pros-

tratum ; loam, leaf-soil and mortar rubble for the

majority of the Dianthi ; a shady, damp position

with peat for Ourisia coccinea, and so on. There-

fore it is a great mistake to make any part of a

rock garden without exercising care all through
the work. In fact, the positions must be made
for the various subjects. Of course, the Aubrie-

tias, Alyssums and similar plants are not so particu-

lar as to soil or position ; but, again, the choice

Androsaces and Edraianthuses are most fastidious.

.\ rich soil must be avoided in any case, for it is

the chief cause of many losses during the winter.

When put in rich soil the plants make gross growth
during the summer, and become so tender that at

the least touch of damp and frost they die.

Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—It is an excellent practice to sow a good

batch now in pots for planting out. Three-inch

pots are most suitable, and six or eight Peas may be

sown in each. The pots do not require crocks in

the bottoms
;

just a little old Mushroom-bed
materia! will suffice, and the soil may be put on
this. After sowing, the pots should be stood in a

cold frame, and here the seed will quickly germinate.

The plants must be grown as hardily as possible,

exposing them on every possible occasion by
removing the lights. Before sowing the Peas
should be dressed with red lead : and in spite of this

a sharp watch must be maintained, or mice will

have them. Chelsea Gem and Little Marvel are

both good varieties for the purpose.

French Beans.—To provide a succession fort-

nightly sowings are necessary. Great care must
be exercised regarding watering and syringing,

as excessive moisture causes wholesale damping
off at the stems, especially at this dull season.

Mint and Tarragon.—A few seed-boxes should

be filled with roots and soil worked in with them,

when they will be in readiness for forcing as required.

If propagation by cuttings was attended to as

advised earlier, lifting will not now be necessary,

and it will be found that the young roots force

better than the old.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Pruning Fruit Trees.

Red Currants.—As these produce the bulk of

their fruits on spurs, close pruning is necessary

except in the case of young bushes, which must,

of course, be rather lightly pruned, so as to allow

them to rapidly gain size. The pruning of old

bushes is a simple matter. Cut back all young

growths to within 2 inches or so of their bases.

The leaders may be allowed a length of about

6 inches. If from any cause the branches have

become crowded, remove some of the oldest and

worst-placed, and so admit light and air to every

part of the bush. Any suckers that are present

must be pulled clean out. White Currants demand

exactly the same treatment.

Black Currants.—.\tt the finest fruits are borne

on the previous year's wood, so that pruning, in

the ordinary sense of the word, is unnecessary.

All that is necessarv is to cut out entirely a part of

the old wood, so as to open up the bushes. Always

select for removal the oldest and most worn-out

branches, and cut back as low as possible. By
doing this room is made for strong suckers to push

up during the summer.

Raspberries.—If the old canes were cut away

soon after the last of the fruit was picked, the only

thing to be done now is to remove some ot the new

canes where there is crowding. Tie in all the

necessary canes to their supports, but do not cut

off the points until March.

Apples.—Some little knowledge of the varieties

is necessary before one is able to properly prune a

collection of Apples. Some well-known varieties,

such as Mr. Gladstone, Irish Peach, Lady Sudeley

and a few others, produce the flower-buds on the

ends of the shoots. To prune these kinds in the

ordinary way would mean very light crops indeed.

A judicious thinning is all that must be attempted

with these. Some sorts give very strong, upright

growths, and if hard pruning is given, very vigorous

wood will result. Others, again, are of a rather

weak, pendent form of growth, and may, in most

cases, be spurred in fairly close.

Pears.—The bulk of these in our Northern gar-

dens must have the protection of walls, so that

spurring is the usual method of pruning. If

summer pruning was properly attended to, all that

is now necessary is to shorten back the shoots to

two or three eyes.

Plums. .Apricots and Cherries.—Somewhat similar

treatment to that advised for Pears will suit these :

but as a rule they should not be so closely spurred

back. Morello Cherries firuit on the young wood,

so that pruning consists in thinning out where too

crowded and laying in as many of the strong

young shoots as there is room for.

Training Wall Trees.

Nailing.—^This is one of the most disagreeable

winter tasks in connection with gardening. Fortu-

nately, in a great many gardens nowadays the

walls are properly wired, and this is indeed a boon

to the gardener. When nailing is still the method

of fixing the trees, it is a comparatively easy matter

if the walls are built of, or faced with, brick. In

this locality the majority are of whinstone, and it

is almost impossible to properly train a young tree

on these. However, no matter what the walls

are like, it is important to get all nailing and tying

finished at as early a date as possible. Much
better progress will be made with this work in

fairly mild weather, and it pays to send the staff

for a few hours 'during the warmest part of the

day to attend tn the fruit trees on walls.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN
FRUIT NOTES.

WASHING AND SPR.AYING.—

^

Although it has been proved;

to the point of demonstration

that the efficient washing and

spraying of fruit trees during

their period of winter rest are'

advantageous, there are still many growers who will

not take the trouble to practise them, If this only

redounded to their own disadvantage it would not

matter a scrap, but it should be borne in mind that

careless or ignorant cultivators propagate pests

for others, since the enemies spread from the dirty

to the clean cultures. No efforts ought, therefore,

to be spared to persuade everyone who goes in

for fruit to adopt the best measures of repressing

the many insects by which the plants are attacked.

When the trees are at rest it is easy to thoroughly

scrub the bark to the full accessible height and to

spray the remaining portion of the tree with a

caustic soda wash ; and if this is followed up for two

Stakes.—^When the weather is dry and frosty

during the winter, and it is not possible to push

on the pruning or to do any land cultivation, a

spare hour should be found to test all the stakes

that are supporting the trees planted last autumn.

Of course, sound, strong supports would have be=n

utilised at the outset, and probably the ends

tarred or soaked in paraffin to preserve them,

but some will always go, and the more quickly

they can be removed and new ones put in the better.

When the old stake is out, the fresh one should be

driven down into the original hole so as to avoid

injury to the roots, and, immediately it is in position,

securely attach the stem to it.

Planting.—This important work will be practi-

cally at a standstill from the present time onwards

to the end of January, not because it cannot be

successfully accomplished at this season, provided

that the weather is favourable, but because the

weather is so uncertain that it is risky to put

such tasks in hand. It is always possible on any

day that a long spell of frost will set in, and it is

most undesirable to have a lot of trees waiting to be

planted ; therefore it is usually wise to leave

PINE-APPLE SMOOTH CAYENNE, THIS FRUIT WEIGHED NINE POUNDS.

or three seasons the effect in the appearance of the

bark will be remarkable; and not only that, but

the tree will be in far superior health, and conse-

quently infinitely more capable of bringing crops

to perfection. The solution ought to be well

brushed into all nooks and crannies of the rough

bark and into the forks with a view to ensuring

the death of lurking insects and, if possible, the

destruction of any eggs that may have been de-

posited therein, but the latter is not readily

achieved. Whether a caustic wash is being used

through a sprayer or with the aid of a brush, the

operator must guard the hands with gloves, wear

old clothes and a soft, wide-brimmed hat, which

will tend to reduce the probability of the burning

spray blowing back into the face. If it is deemed

imperative that the younger shoots carrying ex-

cellent buds shall be scrubbed, the worker must

exercise particular care to proceed in the same

direction as the buds point, or many will be dis-

lodged, and thus the remedy will become as bad as

the disease. Properly carried out, this winterwashing

is most beneficial, but to be fully effectual it should

be done by all, and not by the few as at present.

the matter severely alone during the period men-

tioned, the trees meanwhile being heeled in where

the roots will remain plump and moist. With

the advent of February better climatic con-

ditions are likely to prevail, and the trees can

soon be properly placed in their permanent

quarters.

Pruning.—-As long as the weather remains open,

and during intervals between hard spells or wet,

the pruning should be advanced with all speed.

I would urge the desirability, when once the

foundation of the trees has been properly formed,

of limiting the use of the knife to the removal of

crossing or badly placed branches and the reduc-

tion of unripe tips of the growths. This means,

of course, that the tree will quickly assume its

natural habit, and this is precisely what favours

the finest crops. The severely restricted shape

that has to be adopted in many gardens is by no

means conducive to the finest results, and the

operations connected with it take up valuable

time which might well be more profitably used

in other operations in the garden. Obviously

these remarks are not applicable to trained trees,

but only to those grown as bushes or as standards

in the open quarters. Fruit-grower,

THE PINE-APPLE.
Not many years ago the cultivation ot the Pine- apple

was looked upon as a test of the gardener's skill. To-

day things are quite changed, for Pines are not to

be seen in one good garden in a hundred. We could

name many famous gardens, commencing with

the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, where, owing to

the fall in popularity, Pine pits have either been

pulled down or put to other purposes. The com-

paratively low prices commanded by imported

Pines may, to some degree, be accountable for

this complete change ; but when we consider the

superiority in flavour of the home-grown fruit we
me compelled to seek another reason for the decline.

Tlie real cause lies in the fact*that the Pine-apple

is no longer " fashionable " as a dessert fruit. In

those gardens, however, where Pines are still

grown it is interesting to observe that they can be

produced with the same degree of success as in

years gone by.

At a recent exhibition of the Royal Horticultural

Society two handsome specimens of Smooth Cayenne

Pines were shown by Mr. T. Coomber, gardener

to Lord Llangattock, The Hendre, iVlonmouth.

The larger of the two fruits weighed gib., and is

shown in the accompanying illustration. The
fruits were of grand colour, fine perfume, beauti-

fully finished and with small crowns. A silver

Kniglitian medal was deservedly awarded to this

choice e.Khibit.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
HOW TO PREPARE NEW ASPARAGUS

BEDS.
* LTHOUGH with good attention and

/\ management Asparagus will continue

/ % to produce a good crop for many years,

f \ it is advisable to make fresh plantings

X a at intervals to meet the demand and

before the old plants become too

exhausted. Undoubtedly the best time to plant

is about the first week in April, just when the new-

growth begins; but the beds should be thoroughly

prepared some time previous, so as to allow of

the soil settling. At one time it was thought, and

is probably at the present time with some, that

the more manure employed when preparing new

beds the better would be the results ; but I am more

than satisfied that too much manure is detrimental

to the roots of Asparagus, and in many instances

better results would accrue if just a moderate

supply was employed.

This should be thoroughly decomposed and

mixed in with the soil as the trenching proceeds.

The nature of the soil is one of the most important

items to be ascertained and considered. Some

vegetable gardens contain an equal depth of good,

fertile soil, and others are just the reverse. The

latter naturally require a great deal of extra care

and preparation to render them suitable for growing

the different vegetables called for almost daily

throughout the whole year.

When about to make new plantations of

Asparagus, the best course to adopt is to select

a suitable position and set out the bed the width

required—about 4 feet will be found a fair size ;

then drive strong stakes well into the ground at

the corners of the beds and trench deeply, adding

as the work proceeds plenty of well-decayed maniu-e,

wood-ashes and other suitable material. Drainage

is of the first importance, nothing being more harm-

ful and injurious to the fleshy roots of Asparagus

than a cold, stagnant subsoil. In some gardens
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the land is naturally well drained, and needs but

little further attention in that respect, while in

others just the reverse is the case. I prefer to

make the beds in autumn, if possible, and during

the month of February or March, according to the

state of the weather, trench back the soil so that

the manure and other materials added may
become thoroughly incorporated with the whole.

I depend on one or two year old plants raised

from a good strain of seed, and finally planted

15 inches to i8 inches apart, so that each may have

ample space for development. In the absence

of plants, seed may be sown in rows or dibbled in

wlicre they are to remain in patches at the distance

apart mentioned. I have also raised young plants

in a moderate warmth, sowing the seed 2 inches or

3 inches apart in shallow boxes

tilled firmly with good soil, duly

hardened them, and then planted

them out in favourable weather,

with CNcellent results.

H. Markhah.
Wrolham Pafk Gardens.

freely borne. Of tender subjects the last to

mention is Callicarpa purpurea, with a profusion

of small purple fruits, which are at their best

during the present season.

Of hardy shrubs available for greenhouse

decoration there is now a considerable choice,

prominent among them being Pernettya mucro-

nata, of which little bushes may be obtained

absolutely laden with berries. There is a great

variety in colour to be found among them, as they

range from milk white to a deep purple, almost

black. In growing Pernettyas it should be borne
in mind that they succeed best in a moist, peaty

soil such as .\zaleas and Rhododendrons delight

in. Skimmias, too, are valuable for their berry-

bearing qualities. The neatest is that long grown

GREENHOUSE.
BEKKIED PLANT^ IN
THE GREENHOUSE.

PERHAPS we hardl\-

appreciate to the full

the value of berried

plants for the em-

bell'.shment ot the

greenhouse during the

winter months. This applies not

only to the tender subjects, which

may be regarded solely as green-

house plants, but also to some of

our hardy shrubs with fruits of an

ornamental character. Of these

small examples laden with berries

are very useful at this time in the

greenhouse or for other decorative

purposes. The value of some of

them in this respect has been well

shown of late at the meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society,

for there berried shrubs have
loomed largely.

Of tender subjects the most
extensively grown is Solanum
Capsicastrum, sometimes called the

Winter Cherry. The forms of this

now commonly grown are much
superior to those which were at

one time obtainable, and model
little bushes laden with fruits may
often be seen on costermongers'

barrows in the streets of London.
They are largely cultivated by
market- growers and disposed of at

a cheap rate. The various kinds of

Capsicum have also bright-coloured fruits of

different size and shape, many of them being very
ornamental, though scarcely so often seen as one
might expect. Rivina humilis, which needs the

warmest part of the greenhouse, or even an inter-

mediate structure, is exceedingly pretty with its

clusters of Red Currant-like berries. Of this there

is also a form with yellow fruits. The scarlet-

berried Ardisia crenata is an old and well-known
occupant of our greenhouses, being at all times

an ornamental evergreen shrub, and when laden

with its bright-coloured fruits it is, of course,

additionally attractive. The berries, too, remain
fresh and bright for a considerable time. There
is a form with white berries, but they are less

eSective than the red ones and, as a rule, not so

plants. Such being the case, the different sexes

must be associated together or artificial fertilisa-

tion resorted to. This last is the best plan when
small plants well furnished with berries are needed
for indoor decoration. A popular variety for this

purpose is that known as A. japonica vera, of a

dwarf habit, with bright green leaves and a profusion

of rich scarlet berries. It is in every way valuable

for indoor decoration, its hardy nature standing

it in good stead in positions where more tender

plants would suffer. H. P.

CYPRIPEDIUM lOLANTHE.
Quite a number of new Cypripediums have been
raised during the past few years, but of them few-

possess so many good points as the new \ariety

lolanthe. As may be readily seen

in the accompanying illustration,

the plant carries a flower remark-
able for its good form, having a

broad dorsal sepal, whidh is dis-

tinctly spotted. Like most novel-

ties among Cypripediums, it was
obtained by cross-fertilisation, its

parentage being the well-known
varieties C. insigne Sanderaj and
C. Euryades. It was recently

shown before the Orchid com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural

Society by Messrs. James Veilch

and Sons, Chelsea, when it was
granted an award of merit.

I

THE NEW CYPRtPEDIUM lOLANTHE. (Mudi reduced.)

in gardens as Skimmia japonica, but this has now
been altered to Skimmia Fortunei. This is a

compact plant, with deep red berries. A notable

feature is that the flowers are self-fertilising,

whereas in the other kinds the male and female

flowers are borne on the same plant. That very

showy, bold-growing Skimmia known as Fore-

mannii is strictly a female, the male being that

usually grown as Skimmia fragrans.

Crataegus Pyracantha, particularly the variety

Lalandi, is a very ornamental pot plant when
laden with berries, but it is seen at its best when
from 3 feet to 6 feet in height. Aucubas are

justly valued for their bright-coloured berries, but

in their case it is very essential to remember that

the male and female flowers are borne on separate

ROSE GAR DEN.
ROSE-GROWING IN THE

WEST INDIES.

r may perhaps interest other

readers of The Garden to

know something of our efforts

liere. Rose-growing in green-

houses does not exist, nor do

we grow them in pots. We
succeed fairly well with some Roses

in tubs, i.e., halves of a large beer-

cask, and notably La France, which

is perhaps our only Rose that

really does better in a tub than

in the ground. It is well to

remark here that our Roses planted

out have often to stand a tempera-

ture of 120'' on our hottest days,

and it is really wonderful that we
get such fine blooms. The stock

we use for budding would seem

to be entirely different from any
mentioned in the various Rose

books. To begin with, it never

bears a Rose of any sort, and if

well nourished will often throw

shoots 6 feet long. On these I

have often put ten buds at a

distance of 6 inches apart and, when the stock

has matured enough, cut oS the shoot and

divided it up into plants, of which I get a

large percentage to grow, leaving a couple of

eyes of stock to ensure rooting, destroying these

by cutting them out as soon as I am sure of my
cutting growing. If this is done carefully, I seldom

see " wild wood " afterwards. I have a fairly large

garden, containing about sixty different varieties,

and most of them do well. 1 would, however, like

to import some good climbing Roses to cover my
walls around the garden. These are partially

shaded by trees, and I w-ould be obliged to grow

the Roses in tubs, as the trees have entirely filled

the soil with roots. They have been cut off from

the Rose garden proper. I would be very much
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obliged if you would advise me as to what you con-

sider suitable, both from a leafage and a flowering

point of view. I may mention, for example, that

Crimson Rambler will not bear here. I have

Marechal Niel, Prince de Bulgarie and Belle

Lyonnaise. The walls I would particularly like to

work on are north-easterly and southern ; but I

really do not think the aspect matters so

much here. Both Captain Christy and Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria do well, and very likely the

climbers would, too ; but I would like to get

a strong yellow, ,'pink, . and crimson. All
[
the

STRONG V. WEAK ROSE PLANTS.

Now that the time for purchasing Roses has arrived,

it may be well to warn readers against the practice

of demanding strong plants, or perhaps I should

call them coarse and overfed. It stands to reason

that a much overfed plant cannot produce the

same kind of well-matured wood that is found
upon one of medium strength. Different varieties

have distinct habits of growth, so that we cannot

well expect to get a plant of La France or Mme.
Ravary so strong as a naturally grown maiden of

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

A DRY WALL IN NOVEMBER, I9O9. IN I90S THE SITE WAS A BANK OF THISTLES.

very double Roses do well ; in fact, some do quite

as well as in England. For instance, Earl of

Dufferin bears splendid blooms, often four and
five on a stem ; but those with only a few petals

do not stand our hot sun so well.

Barbados, West Indies. Martin Doorlv.
[We thank our correspondent for the above inter-

esting note. Undoubtedly the double Roses are

best for such a climate as the West Indies, and
especially those having a Tea-scented strain in

them. We should say some of the ordinary non-

climbing Roses would be a success, such, for in-

stance, as Souvenir de Pierre Notting, Etoile de

France and Perle des Jardins. Here in England,

under glass, such Roses will grow and flower more
freely than the ordinary fast-growing climbers. A
good strong yellow would be climbing Perle des

Jardins, and Duchesse dWuerstadt is first-rate in

leafage, but a rather shy bloomer. Bouquet d'Ur

would be good, and Gloire de Libourne is a beauti-

ful clear yellow. Mme. Hector Leuilliot and

Mme. Charles Monnier are also grand orange

yellows. C.ood pink Roses would be Climbing Cap-

tain Christy, Climbing Mme. de Watteville and

Climbing Caroline Testout ; and for crimson, Climb-

ing Liberty, Frangois Crousse, Hugh Dickson

and His Majesty. You should certainly try the

Lyon Rose. It is a glorious colour and would do

well on one of the walls ; Climbing Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria would be almost certain to suc-

ceed. A glorious carmine-coloured Rose with big

double flowers is Mme. Joseph Metral, a variety

that certainly ought to be planted.

—

Ed.]

Mrs. John Laing, Fisher Holmes or Grliss an
Teplitz. No wood that has grown succulent and
pithy will pass through the ordeal of transplanting

and the frosts of winter so well as that of medium
growth but well ripened.

I have frequently heard the amateur complain

about the smallness of some plants in his con-

signment, when really they were the plants I

would have chosen ; and a healthy, ripened plant,

however small, will give the best satisfaction in

the end, for all of the wood will survive the winter

and transplanting. With the newer race of

ramblers, such as the wichuraianas and their

hybrids, there is far too much attention given to

getting plants with long shoots of the present

season's growth. Now, in the ordinary course

of events a great deal of this wood will be immature
at the ends, and quite half of it could not possibly

be saved through an ordniary winter sound enough
to flower the foUowmg spring. It applies not

only to the Rose, but to other subjects also,

notably fruit trees, that the more vigorous the

growth made by the bush or tree the less inchned

is that plant to produce either flowers or fruit. The
cropping propensities benig in inverse ratio to the

rampant growth. It is the healthy plant of moderate

growth that gives the best result. It is better to let

the plant make the required growth in its permanent
quarters. Then, again, it is the usual, and correct,

thing to advise hard pruning for Roses the first season

after planting; and where is the utility of long

growths then ? I hope this note will prevent some
few from demanding extra strong plants. \. P.

DRY WALLS IN WINTER.

THE two illustrations of the same place are

from photographs taken in November,
one in rgog and the other in rgro. In

1908 the wall was unbuilt, and this

bank was considered beyond garden

cultivation and was famous for its

Thistles. Books were read and plans of dry-waUing

studied, but they gave little help, for in them the

stones were always right in shape and size ; only

reahty could teach one what a handicap the only

procurable stones of the neighbourhood might be.

It is a true test of workmanship and perseverance to

turn poor material into good work. The material we
used was either dug up in this garden or brouglit

here as rubbish to fill in a new drive ; so each stone

had first to be sorted out of dozens and then to be

shaped with mallet and chisel.

Experience was a fine teacher to t!ie amateur
builder of this wall. The chief points he learned

were these : Have a firm andlevel foundation trench,

with the foundation at least 6 inches below ground-

level. Place the stones in layers, and keep them
in a straight, horizontal line. As in brick-laying,

let one stone lock another, that is, one joint come
under the centre of the stone above. The face of

the wall must incline inwards, so as to lean against

the bank it supports. This wall might be called

serpentine- fronted. The first illustration shows
how it bows forward in the centre, about one-

third of the length being shown. The seedling

Pinks, Dianthus phnnarius annulatus hybrids,

were planted as the building progressed, and were

each encouraged by a handful of good loam. The
second illustration shows the result. Another

thing to remember is to ram and pack the soil

tightly behind and between the stones. Just

above the Pinks is Convolvulus althsoides. All

through the summer its soft pink flowers have

shimmered and glowed on this warm, sandy bank,

and at this dull season of the year one is thankful

for its beautiful silvery grey leaves, shaped like those

of the Passion Flower. One word of warning. This

graceful Bindweed wants plenty of room—one

realises this if the illustrations are compared

—

for it has now pushed its way through the stones,

has invaded the Cistuses, and is fast taking posses-

sion of the Nepeta Mussinii above it ; but it re-

quires a well-drained soil and a southern aspect

to make it such a ramper.

The Cerastiuni pennsylvanicum is just arriving

at its winter's best, for all this young growth has

been made since July, when it was cut down to the

ground. This bank, which a few years ago was
an uncultivated waste, is now, thanks to its wall

and its clothing of motley grey foliage, the brightest

spot in a November garden.

Abergavenny. (Miss) E. M. Whitehead.

A GORGEOUS SUMMER-HOUSE.
Those who wish for an effective arrangement of

creepers to cover a small building or summer-

house might do worse than copy that seen in a

cottage garden last autumn. The building was

just a simple wigwam with thatched roof and

sides, closely covered with wire-netting. Clematis

jackmanii, Lonicera aurea reticulata and

Tropsolum speciosum trained up the sides and

massed together at the top combined to make a

splendid display, one that lasted for many weeks

during August and September. An excellent posi-

tion had been chosen for each plant. On the

north and north-west the TropiEOlum rose from a

border formed by taking out a trench and wheeling

in some tlioroughly decayed vegetable mould.
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The Clematis was planted on the south-west, and

obtained in consequence the greatest share of the

rainfall. On the east the Lonicera had the driest

position, but this only seemed to intensify the

golden colour of its foliage, l-'or both of these

no preparation had been made, the rich soil of the

garden being ample. The wire-netting on the top

not only kept the thatch in order, but also afforded

a ready means of securing the creepers. The best

time to plant the Trop;colum is in March or April,

just before it connnences to grow.

Nymans Gardens, Haiidcross. J. Comber.

THE ROCK GARDEN
DVV.\RF TREES AND SHRUBS FOR

THE ROCK GARDEN.

THE miniature trees that are sent from

China and Japan are very suitable for

planting in the alpine garden. Abies

excelsa variety inverta is an e.\ceed-

ingly good plant, as it is low-growing.

A. pygnuTa and A. clanbrassiana are

interesting ; Azalea rosicflora is excellent, and a

batch of six or twelve should be massed according

to the amount of room at disposal. A. amcena

and' its varieties Brilliant, Hexe, Hinodegerii,

carminata, coccinea, splendens and narcissiflora

are all charming and showy. Rhododendron

ciliatum, R. racemosum, R. .\nthopogon, R. intri-

catum, R. ferrugineum, R. f. album, R. hirsutum,

R. h. album, R. Wilsonii and R. myrtifolium may
be planted as dot plants in the interstices of rocks,

where they arc exceedingly beautiful and add

much enjoyment to the alpines surrounding.

Plants of this character and nature require some

suitable soil in which to become established, such

as peat and leaf-soil with some sand and loam,

and they must be made very firm in the soil so

that they are not shaken by the wind. Berberis

actinacantha, B. Wilsonii, B. defiexa, B. acuminata

and B. Thunbergii are all useful and beautiful.

The same may be said of Cistus in variety, Cotone-

aster horizontalis, C. microphylla, Cupressus

lawsoniana compacta, C. nana compacta and

Cytisus in variety. Clematis coccinea is charming

when allowed to fall over the rocks carelessly.

Daphne Mezereum, D. Cneorum major, D. blagay-

ana. Erica lusitanica (codonodes), E. carnea, E. c.

alba and many other varieties and species must

not be overlooked. Fabiana imbricata (a beautiful

Erica-like flower), Gaultheria nummularioides,

C.enista ephedrioides, G. Ferox, G. hispanica,

G. horrida, G. procumbens, G. triquetra, Sedum
palustre, Menziesia polifolia and alba, Nandina

domestica, Juniperus communis aurea, J. Sabina,

J. S. variegata, Retinospora ericoides, R. obtusa,

R. nana aurea and Thuiopsis borealis nana com-

pacta all are suitable. Veronica cupressoides is

admired both in summer and winter. V. Hectori

is another good evergreen, and as a dot plant has

scarcely any equal. V. Armstrongii is also very

fine. Pinus montana, P. monophylla, P. Mughus
and Taxus fastigiata aurea compacta are all useful.

Korokea Cotoneaster makes an admirable dot

plant, and is always interesting, especially when
in flower ; it bears myriads of little stellate yellow

flowers, and when not in flower its tiny leaves

with a white tomentose covering are extremely

pretty. A good clump of Chamsrops nanus looks

very handsome, and should be planted in the

warmest position as high up as possible, with some

tall shrubs at the back to break the wind. Crino-

dendron (Tricuspidaria) hookerianum is very

charming, and should be put in a snug position

'in well-drained soil in which some peat and grit

have been mixed.

Desfontainea spinosa is a very fascinating plant

when in bloom, and an interesting evergreen.

This should be planted high up and in well-drained

soil, which should also be very firm. It sometimes

grows in partial shade placed on the cold side.

We have plants that arc doing well in both sunny
and shady positions. Kscallonia langleyensis

does well, but should be pruned after flowering to

keep it small. Mitraria coccinea is a lovely plant

when carrying its bright scarlet flowers in contrast

to its pretty, bright, shining, green leaves. This

requires partial shade and moist ground in

which some peat has been worked. All these dot

plants must be secured firmly in the soil, and for

the first year water must be given with discretion,

especially those planted on shallow, well-drained

soil, as in warm nooks and bays they would become
baked if not watered most carefully. Plants in

such positions are difficult to water thoroughly

if allowed to become dust dry, as the water runs

away before getting to the roots. It is a good

plan to lay stones over the roots, and this very

much conserves the water and shades the roots

in exposed places from the hot sunshine.

In pools in the alpine garden which are exposed
to the sun, clumps of Sarracenias are very interesting

in the winter, as on the edges these plants flourish

amazingly, and in midwinter are at their best in

colour. The more hardy variety, S. purpurea,

is about the best. These plants grow well in a

compost of peat and sphagnum moss. All the

plants enumerated can be grown in the Southern

Counties, and all are grown here.

not spoil the view of its neighbour, and suitable

places should be chosen for shrubs, having regard
to exposure to winds or droughts. Very hardy
plants should be allotted exposed positions, and
those of a more tender character given the warmer
situations. Many shrubs can be propagated by easy

methods, so that, having got a stock, one need never
be without small plants to replace those specimens
which have become too large for their positions.

Old, worn-out borders are very much improved
by good mulchings of manure when they cannot
be re-arranged. Lilacs and most other shrubs

are quite rejuvenated by a good manurial
dressing, and this also assists the bulbs which
are usually planted in shrubberies. Cow-manure
has proved to be far the best, and if it can be given

twice a year so much the better.

LconttrdsU'-e Gardens. W. A. Cook.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CURRENT WORK IN THE

SHRUBBERY.

SHRUBS that are planted on new ground

in many cases grow away too freely'

and soon become a jungle of bad plants.

As a general rule, the most common
kinds grow the strongest, and will in

all probability ruin the less vigorous

choicer species and varieties. Tall or rapid-

growing shrubs should be lifted occpsionally or

pruned back intoshape, so that one plant does

COTONE.\STER ROTUNDIFOLIA.
This species possesses an advantage over the

majority of sorts insomuch that its fruits are re-

tained for a much longer period. As a rule, birds

are very fond of the fruits of Cotoneasters, and they

are taken soon after they ripen ; but for some reason

or other they fight shy of the berries of the species

under notice, and it not infrequently happens
that the fruits are carried until February or March.
It is one of the Himalayan kinds, and forms a

rather loose, spreading bush 4 feet high. Its

leaves are rounded and Box-like, and are carried

well on into the winter. The flowers are white

and moderately conspicuous, but the great attrac-

tion lies in the rich red berries, which are borne

with great freedom all over the plants. Being of

easy culture, it might well be used for extensive

breaks in a park or on the border of a plantation,

in addition to being valuable for the garden proper.

Seeds germinate freely, but plants propagated

from cuttings commence fruiting more quickly.

Cuttings should be taken during July or August
and inserted in pots or m a bed of sandy soil in

a propagating-house. They root quickly, and after

two years in nursery quarters form plants large

enough for permanent planting. Branches of C.

rotundifolia are excellent for house decoration. D.

fz-fk^'

THE SAME WALL IN NOVEMBER, 19IO.
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gARDE:NJU^G FOR BEGi:j^:NiERS.

HOW TO PLANT WALL TREES AND HARDY CLLMBERS.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.—Herbaceous
Pceonies are very charming in the

flower garden. They thrive best in

partial shade and in a naturally moist

soil. In many gardens there are

borders suitable for these plants. The
border which is partially shaded from bright sun-

shine at midsummer is just the one in which to

I. A POT-GROWN CLIMBER READY FOR PLANTING
OUT.

grow these P^eouies. Make the rooting medium a

substantial one ; that is, deeply trench the soil, and
if it is poor in quality add rotted manure freely.

Put in strong but young plants, and be prepared
to wait a year or two before they produce an abund-
ance of flowers ; but even the season after planting,

if the specimens are good ones, they will bear a
few nice blooms. When well established a bed of

P^ony plants will look extremely well and form
a striking feature in the garden. They may be
liad in colours varying from white, salmon and
flesh colour to yellow. Paeonies may be planted at

once if the soil is in good condition and the weather
open. Climbers must also be planted, when the

weather permits, in beds near fences, walls, arbours
and arches, and to train on pergolas. In north
aspects Ivies, Honeysuckles and Bridgesia are

sure to thrive. Pyracantha Lalandi (the Fire

Thorn) is also a fine plant for walls and low fences.

Clematises, Jasminums, Passifiora ca?rulea, Big-

nonias and the favourite Ampelopsis should also

be planted. Too often we find that chmbing plants

fail to make satisfactory progress after they are

planted
;
good specimens may be put in, but they

do not thrive. This unsatisfactory state of the

plants is generally the result of bad preparation
of the soil in the first place. Treat the plants
generously and they will grow freely.

Vegetable Garden.—The winter greens must be
kept quite clean ; weeds will not give much trouble

at the present time, but decaying vegetable leaves

will. Immediately after a frost the yellow, decay-
ing leaves will begin to smell offensively, and if

left on the ground until another frost comes,
matters in this respect will become worse. Gather
up the leaves and either bury them deeply or

smother with other rubbish and burn them in

a garden. Early Broccoli must be protected from
frosts ; even the bending down of two or three

leaves over the opening flowers wiU prevent frosts

seriously injuring them. Celery, too, must be
protected. The Celery crop is in hand for a long

time, and after so much labour has been expended
it is a pity to allow frost to spoil the produce.

When rain, snow or sleet falls on the bare plants

their inner stalks get very wet, and if frost follows

immediately nmch damage is done. The chief

point is to cover the tops with straw or boards,

duly fixed.

Fruil Garden.—Recently planted Strawberries

must be carefully examined now and a mulch of

short littery manure put on. If the plants are at

all loose in the soil, tread the latter down around
them before the manure mulch is put on. Straw-
berries in pots for forcing purposes should be
placed in their winter quarters without delay.

Frost will not seriously injure them if the pots are

well packed in dry leaves or in ashes and the

crowns covered with a few mats or some dry litter

or Fern when the weather is very severe.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Arum Lilies are very
useful plants at this season ; but it is advisable to

grow them in the warmest part of the greenhouse
in order to get the flowers well open and pure white
in colour. A very low greenhouse temperature
would cause many leaves to turn yellow and the

flowers to be short in stem and not freely developed.
Forced Lily of the Valley should be carefully treated

when first brought out of the forcing-frame. The
exposure must be gradual both to full light and air.

Cold draughts would cause both flowers and leaves

to droop, so that it will be wise to confine the

plants to a cosy corner of the house for a time.

Avoid also sudden exposure to sunshine. Seedlings

in frames nmst be closely watched ; do not give

any more water than is absolutely necessary.

Seedlings of hardy plants must be exposed to the

air freely in fine weather. A. A.

PLANTING WALL SHRUBS AND HARDY
CLIMBERS.

When a new house and garden are acquired, or

when a plain and uninteresting house and garden
need beautifying, the value of climbing shrubs

becomes apparent. It is then that bare wall^

and fences are beautified and the en\'ironment of

the home made as attractive as possible by the

living adornments. What more dehghtful subjects

can one find than the Vitis or Vine and the beautiful

.\mpelopsis or Virginian Creeper in \'ariety

during the autumn months ? These two subjects

are managed and controlled with the greatest ease.

Many growers may have wondered why they did

not succeed with the climbing plants they took in

hand. Good subjects mav have been planted ; but

the preparation of the soil and the aspect in which

they are planted have a very considerable bear-

ing on the ultimate result. When planting wall

shrubs and climbers near to a recently constructed

building, how prone some persons are to get the

planting done quickly. As a rule, the builder

leaves little soil round about the house that is of

any use, so that when a small hole is made within

a few inches of the brickwork and the roots of the

plant arc crammed into this, the hole refilled and
the soil (!) filled in and made firm, what chance

has such a specimen of doing well ? I do not say

this is the practice observed by all, but there is

a considerable element of truth in it, especially

among those who wish to get the work done quickly

and the surroundings of the house and garden to

look tidy. The soil in which these subjects are to

be planted must be properly prepared. Where
there is a paucity of really good soil, additional

supplies must be acquired, and the beds and borders

where individual specimens are to be planted

should be trenched, incorporating at the same time
a liberal quantity of well-rotted animal manure.
In gardens where the soil is of a normal kind

—

neither too light nor too heavy—well-rotted horse-

manure may be added with advantage. Should
the garden soil be of a light and dry nature, incor-

porate a heavy dressing of cow-manure. Observing
the same rule, soils of a heavy and retentive

character should have leaf-mould, peat and horse-

manure applied to lighten them. Generally

speaking, most of the hardy wall shrubs and
climbers may be planted successfully between
November and March. Planting is best done
when the soil is not overmoist. A fairly friable

condition of the soil makes the work of planting

easier and much more satisfactory than when it

is sticky and pasty. It may be news to some
readers that these plants are often sent out in pots

by the nurseryman, although, of course, there are

many instances where this practice is ignored.

Climbers delivered in pots may be planted at

almost any season when the soil is suitable. They
have the great advantage also of keeping the roots

intact. Any roots that may be damaged in the

2.—METHOD OF PLANTING A CLIMBER AGAINST
A WALL OR FENCE.
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process of lifting from the nursery bed, or that set

injured in course of transit to the purchaser, should

be carefully cut with a sharp knife, removing the

injured portions. I'or the guidance of the ine.\-

perienced, in Fig. i a specimen deciduous climbing

plant, an Anipelopsis, just as it is delivered by the

nurseryman, is shown. Such a plant is capable of

covering a considerable wall space if it is planted

carefully and receives, soon after it has settled down,

the support of a few shreds and nails until the shoots

begin to grow in the late spring or early summer.

Sometimes the pot is rather difficult to remove

from the ball of soil and roots which it contains

;

hut rather than risk damaging the roots in an

endeavour to remove it from any plant, it is better

to break the pot, which may be easily done by a

somewhat sharp tap with a trowel or hammer. In

anticipation of the planting, holes should be pre-

pared for the reception of the plants, so that the

roots may be spread out so soon as the plant is

adjusted in position. It is a fatal mistake to have

the roots cribbed and confined in small holes, as

the plants cannot possibly do themselves or the

grower justice.

¥i^. 2 represents the method of planting the

Japanese Quince, known to so many gardeners

under the name of Pyrus or Cydonia

japnnica. It is a well-known species,

of which there are several very beauti-

ful varieties. It is a hardy deciduous

plant, and succeeds in many positions

on walls and in isolated spots in the

garden. A careful scrutiny of the illus-

tr.ation reveals the fact that a good

hole has been made for its reception

and the roots spread out so that they

may begin to draw upon the resources

of the soil forthwith. When planting

see that the earlier soil-mark is just

slightly embedded. Such a specimen

cannot fail to give the reader a good

idea of the possibilities of these plants

when properly adjusted in position.

The plant illustrated in Fig. 2 is

p<^rtrayed in Fig. 3 with the operation

of planting completed. Note the soil

filled in the hole, which has been

trodden in to make it quite firm, and

the surface soil neatly finished off as

a finale. A word of caution is neces-

sary here. Many persons proceed to

secure their plants with shreds and nails so

soon as the planting is completed. This is

quite a mistake. A few days at least should

intervene between the planting and the securing

and adjustment of the branching growths. Time
for the soil to settle round about the roots must be

allowed. When the soil has settled and the shoots

are adjusted, secure them in the manner indicated

in Fig. 3. In this picture the method of nailing

wall plants is very clearly depicted. The illus-

tration represents a portion of the Japanese Quince

shown in F'ig. 2.

Climbers for house walls are many and varied.

Roses such as Gloire de Dijon, Reine Marie Henriette

and Cheshunt Hybrid do very well. Clematis

montana is a lovely plant for a red-brick building,

its creamy white blossoms being most effective in

the spring. Later on the beautiful lavender blue

of Clematis lanuginosa var. Lady Caroline Nex-ille

is charming in a similar situation.

Other subjects that may be recommended for

beginners are the beautiful Fire Thorn (Crata-gns

Pyracautha), Ivies in variety, Cotoneasters, Pyrus

(Cydonia), Wistaria, Passion Flower, Philadel-

phuses, Ribes, Vibunuuns, Magnolias, Berberises,

Cistuses, Jasminums, Smilax. the Vitis and Loni-

ceras. Thanks are due to Messrs. William Cut-

bush and Sons, Highgate and Bamet, for the

opportunity of photographing the subjects herein

described D. B. Crane.

ASPARACUS IN CLAYEY BEDS.

Unuouhtedly it is more difficult to manage
Asparagus plants in a clayey rooting medium than
in one more open and porous, and which conse-

quently dries up sooner. The prevailing idea of

the inexperienced cultivator is to load each bed
with a very heavy coating of strong, almost straw-

less manure in the early part of the winter when the

first frosts come. Now, if the plants are growing
in a clayey soil, such treatment would assuredU-

chill the roots. Sunshine cannot have much
effect at this season through a thick coating of

manure. So by putting on such a layer of manure
the roots are kept in a cold medium, and one that

rarely gets dry before the month of March arrives.

The best plan is to take out the soil from the alleys

and to spread it evenly over the surface of the bed,

not breaking it up too finely. The deepening of

the alley will ensure more drainage of the beds on
each side, and this is a point in favour. Then
all that is required is a rather thin layer of very
littery manure, not pressedjdownjtoo firmly,'.but

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The .Amateur's Greenhouse.—Of many of these
the well-worn theatrical phrase " crowded houses
nightly"—and, of course, "daily"—might be
written, for in unending v.ariety most amateurs
who possess a greenhouse find infinite pleasure.

The one half of the latter is vested in the giving
to, the other half in receiving from, friends, gifts,

cuttings or plants, suitable and unsuitable. It

all depends on whether the proffered cutting is

something " he hasn't got " or the reverse. That,
indeed, is the oidy condition to the bargain,

exchange, or whatever it be. Whether the plant

is of a tropical nature or nearly or quite hardy
matters but little ; our friend will make room for

it somewhere, provided he can only open the door
and first get inside himself. "

I can get plenty
of heat !

" he often exclaims—he boasts of the
number of degrees he registers after occasions of

severe frost as he proceeds to business in the
morning train—wholly ignoring in the enthusiasm
of his inexperience tha^t this stewing of plants in

their own juices, so to speak, is entirely wrong,
something to avoid, something to be discouraged

by every means in his power.

The Hygienic Side.—That this con-

cerns the vegetable as well as the
animal kingdom none will deny, and as

a result the crowded plant in a stuffy,

warm, ill-ventilated greenhouse is as com-
pletely exposed to all the ills that be as

the man who is constantly moving in a
vitiated atmosphere. The plant becomes
weak, drawn, assumes a sickly pallor

—

the pallor of the consumptive— for, in-

deed, that plant is already in a deathly
" decline." Hence these notes are not
written to deny the amateur with a

greenhouse the infinite pleasure arising

out of the interchange of plants with his

friends : but to show him that crowding
or overcrowding is wrong, a source of

common danger, the precursor of many
of the ills to which plants as well as

human beings are heir. The stuffy and
warm, ill-ventilated house will quickly
give you green fly galore ; the parched,-

overheated structure will provide you
with teeming thousands of red spider,

spread evenly all over the surface of the beds, a blood-sucking pest revelling in arid places. Over

AFTER PLANTING THE WOOD IS SECURED^TO JtHE WALL BY
MEANS OF SHREDS AND NAILS.

The sun's rays will penetrate or warm the covering,

and the plants under it will benefit. B.

VIOLETS IN FRAMES.
Leaf-spot is very troublesome in some districts,

and if it be neglected the whole of the plants will

be ruined. Every leaf affected must be gathered

and burned forthwith. The remainder of the ', fore of things, the question naturally arises, Whv

and against this insidious foe of the gardener might
well be written the word " unclean," since plenty of
clean cold water is fatal to its existence. Indeed,
it may almost be blotted out with this alone, pro-
vided always, of course, that the conditions giving
rise thereto have been abandoned.
Why Encourage Overcrowding ?—Having

thus given in plain terms the why and the where-

plants should be syringed with the following

solution : Dissolve loz. of sulphide of potassium

in 2 J gallons of rain-water, and when thoroughly

dissolved, as the rock sulphur will be in two hours'

time, syringe on the liquid in a fine spray, taking

care to thoroughly moisten all parts of the leaves.

If the pure sulphide of potassium is procured, it

will not injure the youngest Violet leaf if applied

at the strength recommended. Leaf-spot is chiefly

caused by excessive atmospheric moisture or fogs.

To avoid the leaf-spot the cultivator must keep

the inside of the frame dry, but he must also admit
air in abundance w'hen the weather is fine. Only
close the lights in foggy, frosty or rainy weather

encourage overcrowding at all in greenhouses ?

Why not rather indulge in fewer plants and grow
these to perfection, or as near as possible thereto ?

To do this the amateur must steel his heart, and
possibly also his inclinations, against that mis-
cellaneous host of plants beloved of so inanv
amateurs. He must, in short, become a specialist,

if only in a very small way ; ot, instead of this,

he might adopt the alternative plan of fewer
plants, that greatly reduced number whose require-

ments are less, and which, because of the healthy,
congenial conditions prevailing—greater air space
being one—provide a more liberal floral display in

return. Such a greenhouse might be given over
Give necessary water early in the day, and keep to Carnations of the perpetual class, to Tea Roses,
the surface soil open and clean. No time must to Zonal Pelargoniums, or indeed to all three, for

be lost in dealing with the leaf-spot should it make these are certainly manageable all under one roof,

its appearance. Shamrock.
I
In a three-crop arrangement hke this the plants
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should take " sides," i.e., they should not be mixed

together indiscriminately. Here, then, is the error

and the remedy.

The Better Wav.—To tell an amateur that he

must clear out two-thirds of the contents of his

greenhouse to permit him to grow and see to advan-

tage the remaining third may fill him at once with

alarm ; for is not there a httle history attaching to

many of his plants, and did not old friend so-and-so

give him this or that ? That the plant has never

flowered and is not understood, that it is dying of

cold or something else, is not thought of for a

moment. But with the sentiment brushed aside

and the work begun as suggested, such a greenhouse

becomes a sort of household word in the district

and its owner ranks high among his fellows.

E. H. Jenkins.

TRIALS OF RUNNER BEANS.

THE immense value of this section of

edible vegetables has never, to me,

been more fully demonstrated than

was the case wlien, on Messrs. Sutton

and Sons' seed farm at Reading just

recently, I saw their season's trial

of practically every known variety in commerce,

all growing on tall stakes and treated quite equally

so far as their sowing and soil culture were con-

cerned. While varieties seemed to be innumerable,

the total length of these staked rows could hardly

have been less than a mile. There was, in looking

through this collection, the great advantage of

having all varieties in the special trial grouped,

so that Scarlet Runners, White Runners, Painted

Lady Runners, smooth ones and even decorative

Runners had their own sections. Beyond this

trial there were elsewhere huge blocks of various

specially fine varieties, the same as many seen in

the proper trial, but chiefly of the scarlet-flowered

section, these being much the more in demand

and most widely grown. In the general trial of

183 separate rows the firm's own selections were

Best of All, Prizewinner and Ai. These have

very long, straight pods ranging from lo inches

to 12 inches in length, some even exceeding that,

while they remain tender and crisp even then.

These, too, are really wonderful croppers, the pods

hanging all over the bines in handfuls. Sutton's

Scarlet is a selection that for length of pod comes

intermediate between Best of All and the old

Scarlet Runner, and is, indeed, a wonderful cropper.

It is a first-class market variety.

Then, of other well-known selections are Scarlet

Emperor, Hackvvood's Success, Webb's or Bun-

yard's Exhibition and Eckford's Mammoth, all

fine stocks; while the old Ne Plus Ultra shows how

much the more recent selections have out-distanced

what was once a premier variety. Both the old

Scarlet and the old Painted Lady show this wonder-

ful advance all the more. Of this latter form,

by crossing a white-flowered variety with a scarlet

a bicolor-flowered variety has been obtained, which

is a great improvement on the Painted Lady of

earlier days. Because Runner Beans are now

so much in evidence at summer and autumn

vegetable exhibitions, the demand for the more

improved long-podded varieties is very great, and

can hardly be kept pace with. Apart from their

value in competitions, they are so wonderfully

productive, the pods remaining tender to the fullest

lengths, so that for ordinary uses these varieties

are by far the most profitable, .\mong others of

the white-flowerod section the new White Emperor

was seen, but it does not seem yet to have been

sufficiently selected. These pod-bearing plants

take several years of constant oversight before

they are fit for commerce.

The smooth-podded section, including Tender

and True, Princess of Wales, Epicure, the string-

less Earliest of All and several others, were giving

surprising crops. The firm, however, want to

develop the stringless section much more, and to

that end are making crosses and selections in these

in anticipation of securing a stringless strain

ultimately which shall displace all others of this

race. That such is to be their aim affords evidence

that in these Runner Beans there is yet no finahty.

Those who specially like the smooth-fleshed Kidney

Beans, allied to the particular flavour found in

them, should grow some of Tender and True,

Princess of Wales and Epicure. When the pods

of the two latter are gathered very young and

cooked whole they form a most delectable dish.

The best of the Butter Beans is certainly the

golden Moi»t d'Or, the pods of which would be

widely consumed were their value when cooked

better known. A particularly pretty effect in

a decorative sense is obtained by growing inter-

mingled this golden Mont d'Or, the Scarlet-flaked

and the Purple-podded forms ; and for floral beauty

as an annual chmber charming effects are obtained

from the Dolichos purple-flowered species, as it is a

most profuse bloomer all the summer and autumn.

Its proper place is in the garden. A. D.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.—The Editor itUende to

make THE G.iRDEN helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch ol gardening may he, and

urith that object wilt make a special leature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All cnmmunicatiom shovld be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street. Parent Garden. London, IV.C. Letters on business

should le sent to the PUBLISHER. The name and address

of the sender are reqidred in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for rmming should be dearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and. flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Pampas Grass [Hayward's Heatit). — The

scarcity and smallness of the spikes is without

doubt due to the unfavourable weather conditions

of the past two seasons. It is rather late for

cutting the spikes to preserve .all their freshness and

beauty for decorative work, so you had better do

so without delay. ,\void unduly drying them at

first ; rather let this be done gradually. Burn-

ing the old stools of these is not to be recommended

generally, though it is on occasion resorted to

when the plants have become full of rubbish.

The saw-edged character of the leaf margins cut

like a knife if the plants are not handled with

gloves, hence burning is an easy way to avoid this.

When done, March is a good time, so that the foliage

acts as a good protection during the winter. Dig

a trench about the plants in spring and add good

and fairly rich soil to improve the conditions of the

plants.

Fragrant plants {Le Ja'rdin).—A very con-

siderable number of plants are possessed of either

fragrant flowers or leaves. Some are shrubs, some

of a bulbous-rooted character, and so forth. For

example, the Sweet Peas, Mignonette, Sweet

Sultans, Wallflowers and Sweet Scabious are good

among plants of annual duration only ; while Mock

Orange, Brooms and Thorns, Honeysuckle and

Sweet Briar, Gorse, Lilac, Lavender, Southern-

wood, Rosemary, Daphnes and Tree Lupine are

notable among shrubs. Of herbaceous subjects,

Monarda didyma. Rockets, .\uriculas. Musk,
Cowslips, Thyme, Phlox, Hyacinth, Muscaris,

Tulips. Paponies, Violets, a large number of Lihes,

Lily of the Valley and Meadow-sweet, among
many, all possess fragrance of a more or less

distinct or pronounced type. Then there is the

aromatic fragrance of such things as Wormwood.
Tansy and Camomile, apart from which such

Roses as General Jacqueminot, La France and
Gloire de Dijon and many Teas are worthy of

inclusion in any garden where fragrant flowers are

desired. Sweet-scented or Lemon Verbena and
many of the Cape Pelargoniums have scented

foliage, though these are not hardy.

Treatment for Statice (Constant Reader).—The
Statices are of annual duration only, and if au early
flowering 13 desired the seeds may be sown iu pots or
boxes in February and transplanted in April, or they may
be sown iu the open ground in March.

Caterpillar to name (Miss C. B.).—The caterpillar

is that of the small moth called the " garden carpet,"
known scientifically as Larentia fluctuata. It feeds on
Nasturtium. Cabbage and other garden plants, and there
are two broods in a year, the moths appearing in April
and again in August. It is rarely sufficiently abundant to

be accounted a pest, though, of couree, it does some damage.

Flower to name and treatment of same
(A. G. N .).—The flower is Hcliptenim roseum, but is also

Icnown as .\croclinium and Rhodanthe, and by the latter

name is most frequently found in seedsmen's lists. The
plaut is grown freely in^'pots for market, and is of annual
duration only. October is a good time for sowing the seeds,

and for the winter the plants may be crown in a cold frame.
It is nearly hardy. The plants require but little moisture
in the young state, and should be given plenty of air. In
spring seeds may be sown in warm spots in the open.

Treatment for croquet lawn (A. H. Rydon).—
We suspect that your croquet lawn is made on poor soil.

Probably, as you suggest, in the levelling which took place

the good soil was buried and the poor brouaht to the

surface. Wq should advise you to take up all the turf

and give a dressing of well-rotted manure and good
soil to the ground beneath. Fork it in, tread it flrmly and
relay the turf as far as it will go, making up tlie deficiency

with good new turf. Instead of dressing with chemical
manure in future, give a good dressing of well-decayed

manure in winter and a dressing of sea sand, if procurable,

in spring. Should the grass keep mossy, give a good
dressing of soil instead of manure in the winter of 1911-12.
In dry weather you may water the grass well once or

twice "a week, or inore frequently if you so wish.

Small liilv bulbs for oolnlon (77. A. H.).—
The enclosed Lily bulbs are small offsets of Lilium longi-

florum, which will need to be grown on carefully for three

years before they attain flowering size They may be
planted out in some sandy soil in an open border, or, if

you prefer it, ttiey can be grown in pots. A mi.\ture of

loam, peat and sand will suit them, and seven or eight

bulbs may be put into a pot 6 inches in diameter. The
pots must be well drained and the bulbs planted at such a

depth that there is half an inch of soil above the extreme
top of the bulb. During the winter these must be kept
in a eold frame, giving enough water to keep the soil moist,

for at no time should Lily bulbs be parched up. As good
flowering bulbs of L. longiflorum can be purchased at a
cheap rate, you will scarcely find such poor ones worth the

trouble of growing on.

Tropaeolum tuberosum failing (A. Tf .).—This

is a somewhat exacting plant from Peru, and should

be grown in light rich soil in the most southerly position

at your command. If you are trying the plant as a perma-
nent subject in the open, it should be taken up when frost

comes, the tubers dried and replanted in March. It

might also assist if you started some of them a little

time in advance. The soil should be leaf-mould, peat and
loam in equal parts, adding about one-sixth part of well-

decayed manure and some old mortar rubbish if available.

In very rich soils the plant grows too rampant to flower,

hence we advise that you avoid this. This sunless season

has been quite opposed to its flowering. If you have a

greenhouse wall facing south where much heat would be

reflected, to the benefit of the subject, plant it there or in

the warmest position you can command.

BoS garden (.T. Y. Z.).—The chief thing to bear in

mind is that the water—in your ease the overflow from a
pond—should enter at the liigbest point of the proposed

bog garden. The sketch you submit shows the water

entering .at an apparently lower level, though it may not

be so in point of fact. In addition to this, saturation or

semi-saturation of the whole area is important, with a soil

provision suitable to the plants. .4s you have given us

practically no particulars as to the area of the site or the

character of the subsoil, its water-holding capacity or

otherwise, we think you had better write us again on these

points. Please also give some idea as to the nature of the

surroundings. A rock garden only removed from the

bog garden by a pathway of ordinary width is a little un-

usual, and, unless the bog-bed is intended for dwarf plants,

might prove not a little incongruous also.
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ROSE GARDEN.
Lime for sour soil (F. S. L.).—

Yps ; vou would find the fine refuse from the

local limestone quarries very beneficial fo^ your

soil if applied in winter. A dressing of about Soz.

per square yard would suffice for one application,

and this should obviate the necessity of any further

liming this year. The Roses you name would do

well as standards in a cold district, exceptinfj,

perhaps, Mme. Abel Chatenay. We have found

that this Rose rather suffers from winter frosts.

Some good semi-climbing Roses of similar habit

to Griiss an Teplit/, would be Fellenberg, Sarah

Bernhardt, Trier, Alister Stella Gray, Longworth

Rambler, Aimt^e Vibert. Lina Schmidt Michel,

Johanna Sebiis, Lady Waterlow. Mme. Wagram
and Rosette de la Legion d'Honneur.

About Roses (A. C. W.).—We can endorse

all you say in praise of Blairi No. 2. This grand old

varietv, introduced more than sixty years ago, is not

even knewn by many present-day Rose-growers.

If this were more often planted as an arch or wall

Rose, instead of some of the small-flowered ramblers,

it would give far more satisfaction. Mme. Chauvry

is, indeed, a most beautiful climbing Rose, and we
prefer it even to such a Rose as Mme. Moreau, as

it is not so much addicted to mildew, but we should

not say it is more constant than Gloire de Dijon,

for, take it altogether, there are few' Roses better

than our old friend " the Gloire.'* Climbing

Liberty is likely to prove a most useful addition

to our rich-coloured climbers. Although it will

never be so effective as Griiss an Teplitz. Sarah

Bernhardt is really splendid, with huge, broad

petals of the richest scarlet-crimson colour, and the

best of it is that it does not burn. Then there is

Gloire de Margottin. another vivid colour ; also Lina

Schmidt Michel, with Mme. Abel Chatenay-like,

semi-double blooms of wondrous beauty. We
agree with you that the better quality chmbers

are far superior to some of the ramblers, and, even

though they are not so rampant in growth, they

give a more continuous supply of their lovely

flowers.

Gafs-lime for Ros^s (B. S. J).—This would be
benpficial to establishpil Hoses if it happens to be old.

Fresh gas-lime needs to be used very cautiously, and we
should not advise it for Roses. If it has laid out for about
twelve month'', then you could give your Roses a dressing

in December at the rate of 2oz. to 4oz. per square yard.
Ba'^ic <:lac would be more valuable to you. Give the beds
a dressing of this now at the rate of 6oz. to a square yard
and well hoe it in the soil.

Hybrid Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas for
exhibition (B. TT. .4.).—Avoiding the sorts you have,
we can recommend the following : A. K. Williams, C.

Testout, Dean Hole. Florence Pemberton. .T. B. Clark,
Killamey, Lady Ashtown. Lvon Rose, Melanie Soupert,
Mrs. Sharman Crawford. Mrs. T. Roosevelt, Suzanne
M. Rodocanachi. Dr. O'Donel Browne. Earl of Warwick,
G. C. Waud. Gladys Harkness. Mrs Wakefield Christie
Miller, Helen Keller, Joseph Hill, Konigin Carola, Lady
Ursula. Ladv Alice Stanlev, Laurent Carle. Lohengrin,
Margaret, M. H. Walsh, Mrs. E. J. Holland, Mrs. J. Bate-
man, Princesse M. Mertchersky and Richmond. Six
good climbers for north and east walls would be Conrad
F. Meyer. Ards Rover, Bouquet d*Or, Mme. Alfred Carriere,

Ruby Queen and Climbing Caroline Testout.

Rose Le Pro^res (Nov). — This beautiful Rose
is a Hybrid Tea, and it is so classed by its raisers, Messrs.
Pemet-Ducher. Strictly speaking, the Lyon Rose i8'*a

pemetiana Rose. This name was given to the tribe, of
which Soleil d'Or was the first variety, by its raiser, M.
Pemet-Ducher, and was so called because it is a distinct

break ' in" Roses, emanating' from a^'Hybrid"* Perpetual
crossed with the old-fashioned Briar Rose Persian Yellow.
The Lyon Rose was raised by crossing the Hybrid Tea
Melanie Soupert with Soleil d'Or, and as it shows a deal
of the latter Rose in its constitution, the raiser has classed
it with his pemetiana Roses. Other sorts of this tribe are
Rayon d'Or, Beaut6 de Lyon, Viscountess Enfield, Arthur
R. Goodwin, Entente Cordiale, Les Rosati, Louis Barbier,
Mme. Ruan and Rodophile Gravcreaux. all of them very
beautiful varieties. Gottfried Keller is quite a different
Rose. It is really a Hybrid Briar, with a perpetual-
flowering habit

Transplanting Roses (H. A. F.).—We are pleased
to know you have been so successful with your Roses this
season, and that you have foimd The Garden helpful to
you. Your proposed method of treating the soil is very
good. If with the second spit you incorporate some
basic slag at the rate of 6oz. to a square yjird in addition

to the manure, we think you will have reason to be glad
vou did so. Do not allow the crrassy part, of the tiirfv

loam to rntne near the roots Rather put this in the lower
soil. ,Tu^t make up a nice compost as suggested, and sivo

each plant a good shovelful when planting. After tiiving

t!ie soil a cond treading about tlie roots, and hefore vou
finally fill up the holes, cive each tree a small handful of

hone-meal or quarter-inch bon("i. Vou are wise in coing
in for those sorts that do well with vou. and nil the kinds
vou name are grand. You should iuld Laurent Carle,

Maurice de Luze, Pharisaer. Prince de Mnlgarie, General
MarArthur. Joseph Hill. Mrs. K G. Hill. Mme. Leon
Pain, Edu Meyer and Karl of Warwick.

FRUTT GARDEN.
Training Currant trees {Constant Reader).

Iho Currant is froquently grown on the cordon

system, though it is doubtful if in a small way it

would prove as profitable as bush-grown examples.

The trees, of course, may be wall-trained without

rigidlv adhering to the cordon system, and in this

way fewer trees would be required. We think

this latter the better way for you in the circum-

stances. A wall of the height and aspect named
would, we think, be more suited to Morello Cherries.

Currants of all kinds and Gooseberries should be

obtained, properly prepared, from the nurseries,

otherwise sucker growth will most probably bo

prevalent and troublesome.

Fruit for profit {B. W. A.).—Damson trees

planted fairly close together form a useful and

efficient wind shelter. If vou prefer an evergreen

shelter. Thuva Lobbii will answer the purpose if

planted fairly close together. The Gooseberry

vou mention, is as good as any to grow for profit.

The same remarks applv to Raspberries, lo
Strawberries you might add Laxton's Cropper.

It is the heaviest cropping variety wc know. The
following are good Apples to plant for profit :

Worcester Pearmain, James Grieve, Ben's Red.

King of the Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, Christ-

mas Pearmain, Newton Wonder, Grenadier, Lord

Derby, Bramlcy's Seedling. Lane's Prince Albert

and Blenheim Orange. The Loganberry is now
largely grown for sale, and is said to be very profit-

able; so also are many of the Brambles or Black-

berries. Two good sorts of the latter are Rubus
laciniatus and Wilson Junior.

Grapes gone wrong (Constant Reader).—

.\mateurs engaged in Grape-growing must bear

in mind that it is quite impossible to grow good

Grapes unless the Vine has strong and healthy

foliage from the time it commences to grow in

spring until the Grapes are ripe in autumn, and it

is almost as impossible to fail to grow Grapes
satisfactorily when these conditions are fulfilled.

The cause of your Grapes going wrong is an attack

of shanking, and this is brought about by the

shrivelled up and almost dead condition of the

Vine foliage. The cause of the foliage being in

this pitiable condition is due. we think, to poor and
weak root action in the Vines and to too little

ventilation. We cannot find traces of red spider.

Give the Vine a new border this autumn and

ventilate more freely next summer, and we have

no doubt that better results will follow after. If

you do not know how to go about making a new
border, we will help you if you will give us full

particulars of the size and situation of the present

border.

Grape Black Prince (Mrs. AUen).—This variety
of Grape uaed to be fairly common thirty or forty years
ago ; but what with the long core, thick skin, large seeds
and small berries there is little left to be consumed, and
the variety has in consequence long been discarded.

Melon seeds growing into leaf Inside the
fruit (W. E. Cee, Hampshire).—Your experience in

the above is rather uncommon, but not at all unique.
We liave had the same experience ourselves, and the same
has also been noted in our columns before. It is difficult

to account for the phenomenon. We think it is due to the
earlier ripening of some of the seeds, this causing them to

start prematurely into growth encouraged by tlie heat of

the house in which the fruit is growing. It is well known
that growth cannot take place in the absence of air, there-
fore air by some means must have penetratecl into the

fruit, posgjblv through a crack there may have been in the
skin or through absorption in soni'* other wav. Perhaps
Home reader of TiiK 0\?tDi'N can throw further light on
the subject. It is an interestinc; one.

Ra<?pbftrrv The D«voTiC/?»7?//rM.^Thisisa variety
little known, and quoted onh' tn ii liinitcd extent in ratii-

lo^ue;^. We have not trrown it, and therefore caT)n(>t
express an opinion on its merits. Those of our readers
who have, and who mav notice this enquirv. will obliKe
the I'Mitor hv giving their estimate of it. Superlative is

by far tlie finest Raspberry of the present day, according
to our experience.

Vartetle<i of Peaches and Nectarines to <row
on a «out.h wall (C. C).—Nectarines: Lord Napier,
early, one of tlie best ill every wav : Pitie.ipple, midseason,
perhaps thf richest-ilavoured of all Ncetarinr's : Pitrnaston
Orange, a very handsome varietv. of delicious flavour ;

Humboldt, one of the richest-coloured and good-flavoured
sorts ; and Rlruge. one of the oldest and best, indispensable.
The above Nectarines succeed as well out of doors as they
do under glass. Peaches : .\msden June, one of the
earliest to ripen, very sweet-flavoured ; Duchess of Torn-
wall, excellent for forcing early, docs well out of doors
also ; Peregrine, one of the best of all Peaches, indis-
pensable ; Bellegarde. splendid grower and cropper,
flavour excellent ; and Royal George, still one of the best
in all respects. The above are suitable for culture on wallg
outside or under glass.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Stnn*^ for border (E. Stedman).—Anv moderately

soft stone, such as the varying types of sandstone or lime-
stone, would do quite well for the purpose, and we imagine
one or other of these would be available within a few miles
of you. We do not know your requirements in this matter,
or we misht help you further! If only a small quantitv
is required, you might applv to Messrs. Robert Veitch and
Son. Exctrr, who would doubtless supply you with what
you want. The old white .Vneraone is X. japnnica alba,
sometimes called Honorine Jouberi. It is a single-flowered
variety. There are several semi-double whites, however,
such as Whirlwind, Silver Cup, T^ord Ardilaun, Lady
Ardilaun and CoUarette. the last-named beinti one of the
finest of the lot. We still retain a great fondness for the
original, and well established in rich and deep loamy soil

it is a fine plant indeed.

Usin^ carbon bisulphide (BramhalC).—Carbon
bisulphide may be used at the rate of a quarter of an ounce
to the square yard with good effect, or this amount may
be exceeded without harmful effect to the root'^ of plants
so long as the liquid is not brought into actual contact
with the roots. The vapour is very destructive to the
animal life in the soil, but has little effect upon plant life

at the strength mentioned. It may be used at any time,
but most effectively when the animals it is desired to kill

are active. Its effect passes off rather quicklv. and
nothing grown in the treated soil will be flavoured ; indeed,
it may. indirectly, have a good effect in stimulating growth.
The hole made should be covered as soon as possible after
the material is poured in. It must be remembered that
carbon bisulphide is very poisonous and verv inflammable

:

it is even dangerous to smoke when using it. though, on
account of its evil odour, the temptation to do so is very
great.

Roses and other flowers at exhibitions
(Q. E. D.).—As regards the R^ses, if there is no rule or
instructions barring the inclusion of Ro'^es grown under
glass in the schedule of the show, an exhibitor is perfectly
justified in including them in a collection. Roses at the
time of Rose shows are of far better quality, as a rule,

when growTi out of doors than tliey are when grown under
glass. As regards perennial flowers at exhibitions, there
exists a great deal of uncertainty as to the plants which
may properly come under this category and which may
not. The fault is more often due to the vague and non-
specific framing of the schedule than to any other cause.
The words in this class should specify hardu perennial
plants. This would at once disqualify all plants which
require protection from frost in winter. All plants which
live for several years are termed perennials, but if the term
" hardy " is added, as it should be in all these classes, the
matter would be greatly simplified.

Cropping three acre? of land (T. H. 5.).—
We fear you are far too santniine in assuming that you
will obtain all the vegetable-* you need, even under the
best culture, from three acres of land Ten tons to
12 tons per acre is a heavy crop of Potatoes, and as
you want, in old and new iPotatoes, practically 10 tons
annually, you would find pretty well all your ground
absorbed by Potatoes alone. So far as relates to new
Potatoes, by which you mean presumably very earlv ones,
such as May Queen. Duke of York, Express, Early Puritan
or Beauty of Hebron, the highest probable crop from any
of those dug before fully grown would be 3 tons to the
acre, hence the 4 tons of those needed would utilise fully

half an acre of ground. Of course, tlioie might ho cl*'ared

by the end of .Tuly, and if the ground had been well manured
you could follow those with white Turnips, Coleworts.
Savoys. Spinach, Lettuces and Sprim^ Cabbages. But. so

far as the 25 tons of oil or maincrop Potatoes were con-
cerned, Up to Date. Factor, Table Talk and others, those
could not be got up for storage thronijh the winter safelv

until the end of September or into October, when it would
be too late to follow with some other crop the same season.
The rent of three acres, £20, seems excessive. Wo should
have thought £151 ample. But your estimate for mannn-
is far too low. Really you would need quite 25 tons pi-r

acre to give a fair vegef^able dressing, and at the low cost

of 53. per ton that would amount to £18 15s., without
adding anything for chemical manures. JJeetl Potat'Oeu
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wnuld co-it vou from £7 to £8. and oU other speOs wovild

swallow up' more than the estimated £20. You allow

nothing tor deep working or practically half-trenching

the virgin soil to fit it to carrv vegetable crops, especially

such as vou name, and the labour estimate is too low.

Were the ground well prepared, mamu-ed and cropped,

no doubt vou would in a year or two get from it a fine

return but your estimates of cost and of crops mu.st be

materially increased in the one case and lessened m tlie

other. Bo not think of French gardening.

Veifptable Marrow leaves dieeas'd (N. S. R.).

The Marrows are attacked by a very common mildew,

which attacks various plants, but not Roses, You need

not fear the one passing to the other plant.

Potat-ps in a Vine-hoii-se (Ouernm).—Yes in

lar^e portable boxes about 9 inches deep. They can be

moved out to ripen in spring when the vinery becomes too

hot and shadv with foliage. Sutton's Harhinger is a suitable

variety Plant at the end of January. The seed should be

snrouted first The best manure to use is leaf-mould and

rotten farmyard manure in equal quantities, say, a peck

of each to ' a heaped-up barrow-load of good ordinary

garden soil.
,

Cleaning weedv lawn (W. .S.).—Assuming that

vonr lawn is not so utterly foul with weeds that it will

nav vou to employ someone to extract all the larger or

coarser ones, then it must be very had. and you seem to

have no course left but to fork over all the lawn, clean

out al weeds and burn them, then have the ground wel

levelled and raked over, then sown thickly next April

with fine lawn grass seed, well rolling it in. If you have

most of the large weeds puUed out first, then give a dressing

of lawn sand to kiU the rest of the weeds. After that

E veTdres^ing of fine sifted soil to flU the holes made by

extracting the large weeds, and with it plenty of soot or

Native Guano. Failing those, then give m April a dressing

of finely crushed sulphate of ammonia. Dressings o

this nature will greatly stimulate the grass, and thus fill

up the spaces before occupied by the weeds.

How to establish Bracken (Olmmona).--T\K

best plan to establish the Bracken is to obtain plants,

when dormant in the winter, from a heath or common

where it grows thickly. A good mass of soil containing

the roots must be dug up without breaking it. and this

mass planted in a hole made for it and partly filled with

reatv soil. It will then start growth in the spring and

travel by means of its ninning roots m aU directions. A

spot should be chosen where it grows with comparatively

smaU and stunted fronds, near the edge of a path for

instance, since it cannot be lifted effectively in tlie clump

form where it grows' large, as the long, bnttle root-

stocks are then probably several feet deep. Where it is

checked the roots are near the surface and a mass of the

soil U feet at least square and a foot deep is fairly sure

to contain a number of buds on the roots and sufficient

root to give them a start, next season, but the mass of soil

mvst be kept intact. Pot plants can be obtained from

nurserymen and be turned out into holes m the grass land

fiUed with a compost of peaty soil, as stated These would

be quite safe to grow if obtained and planted out now.

Making a pond (M. M. X.).—It vou intend to make

a pond with concrete sides and bottom the size you mention

vou ought to put the work into the hands of a professional

builder for some considerable strength will be necessary

to hold the body of water you propose, and if yoil once get

a leakage it will probably be an endless sonrce of expense

You will require from 9 inches to 1 foot of concrete all

over the bottom and sides, made with rough stones and

best cement : then that will have to be faced with best

cement and finely washed sand. You can, however, make

a very good pond by puddling tlie bottom and sides with

clay This ought to be 9 inches thick, and it should be

worked into a regular puddle to make sure that all is

properly worked together and no an- spaces left. After

the clay has been weU trodden it should be smoothed

over with water and the back of a shovel, and the pond

filled with water as soon as the clay appears to be set and

before it becomes drv enough to crack. Large ponds are

frequently more satisfactory treated in this way than

cemented ; for small ones, however, cement is, perhaps

better but the work ought not to be done by inexperienced

people or it will'probably turn out very unsatisfactory.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

THE last of the fortnightly meetings for the year 1910

was held on Tuesday. December 6. Greenhouse fiowers

such as Begonias and late Chrysanthemums, were well

represented, and Cypripediums were ver>- numerous

among the exhibits of Orchids. There was very little

work, however, for the fruit and vegetable committee.

Flokal Committee.

Present ' H E. May, Esq. (chairmanl. and Messrs.

C T Druery. E. A. Bowles, J. Walker. W. B. Cranflcld,

J Douglas, T, W, Turner, J. Green. J. W. Barr. W. J.

Bean O. Beuthe. R. C. Notcutt. C. Blick, C. B. Fielder,

J F McLeod, W, Bain, W, Howe, J. Jennings. H. J.

Jones H. J. Cutbush, C. Dixon. J. Hudson. J. T. Bennett-

Poe Charles E. Shea, W. P. Thomson. E. H. Jenkins,

W. J. James, Charles E. Pearson, W. A. Bilncy and R. W.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons. Eiehcate. N., staged

a capital assortment of plants and flowers, the latter

including many excellent vases of Carnations, of which

Peacon (scarlet), Frank Galsworthy (puce), Mra Burnett,

Lady Elphinstone fa fine salmon pink). Glendale fstriped),

May Day. White Perfection. Edna (of a dark heliotrope

shade) and Lady Miller were among the more imposing
and beautiful. Lady C. Waring, a yellow-ground striped

variety, was also charming. Plants of a decorative
character in pots from the same firm included Dra'^sena

Bruantii variegata. a splendid plant for rooms; Phoenix
Ka^belinii. a most graceful plant : Erica gracilis, delightful

in its warm tints at this season ; Citrus sinensis (Otaheite

Orange), in well-fruited examples ; Erica gracilis nivalis :

and well-fruited Skimmia japonica. These were among
the best in an excellent exhibit. Silver Banksian medal.

Mr. L. R. Russell. Richmond, staged a table full of the
hardiest of shrubs and evergreens, I\ies, Box. Aucuba
vera. Elaeagnus Simonii variegata, E. aurea marginata,
Eurya latifolia variegata. Azara microphylla and Cupressus
macrocarpa lutea being among the best. Hedera mader-
cnsis variegata and H. dentata variegata, both excellent

in their way. were in fine condition. Silver Banksian
medal.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons. Edmonton, filled a table

with flowering examples of Primula obconica, Begonia
Gloire de Lorraine in its white and pink flowered varieties,

white and scarlet Poinseltias, together with a choice
assortment of Ferns. Palms and Crotons. making up a

welcome group. Silver Flora medal.
Messrs. James Veitch and Sons. Limited, Chelsea,

displayed a showy avenue of flowering plants, a couple
of tables loaded with well-grown examples conforming
to this in effect. On the one hand appeared a host of the
winter-flowering Begonias. Julius (salmon), Mrs. Heal,

socotrana (a pink-flowered species and a parent of many),
Ensign (scarlet) and Winter Cheer (a ^'i\^d and attractive

shade of colour) being among the best. B. Mrs. Bedford
and B. Agatha, botli small-flowered types, were also shown
in excellent form, as also was Jacobinia chrysostephana,
whose flowers are of rich orange yellow tone. On the
opposite table were arranged groups of Bouvardias with
single and double flowered Chrysanthemums, the former
of these including Mrs. W. Buckingham, pink, of good
form ; Swinboume, pure white, excellent ; Cannell's

Crimson ; and Elusive, carmine, all being good. Of
doubles. Golden Age is of a supremely rich golden hue, an
intense shade compelling admiration, a splendid late

variety ; Moneymaker, white ; and White Bouquet were
likewise notable. A group of Citrus japonica in variety,

the plants being well fruited, was also shown. Silver

Flora medal.
Mr. Frank Lilley. Guernsey, brought an interesting lot

of single, thread and spidery flowered Chrysanthemums,
the first-named group including Strawberry, a good bronze ;

Mensa, pure white : and Arctnrus, crimson, with golden
base to florets, which were among the best.

Messrs. William Wells and Clo., Limited, Merstham,
displayed a nice lot of Chrysanthemums in single, show
and exhibition sorts, the first-named including Pink
Felicity. CannelFs Crimson, Miss May Thome (pink).

Crimson Jewel (not a true single). Sandown Radiance and
Caledonia. Mrs. Gilbert Drabble (white) and J. Cumber-
land were excellent among show varieties. Silver Banksian
medal.

Messrs. T. Rochford and Sons, Broxboume. brought
many fine baskets of Begonias of the Gloire de Lorraine

tvpe, also Lily of the Valley and a capita! collection of

Crotons. In each case the examples were finely grown,
the Crotons also being superbly coloured. Silver Flora

medal.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, had a

collection of alpine plants in boxes, chiefly Saxifragas

and Sedums.
Messrs. Aston W. Gardener and Co.. Holbom, showed

a few Cacti from Jamaica.

Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Gumey Fowler, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

James O'Brien. H. Little. W. Thompson, F. J. Hanbury,
A. A. McBean. C. H. Curtis. W. Cobb, J Charlesworth,

J. Cypher. W. H. Hatcher, W. P. Bound. H. G. Alexander,

A. Dye. W. H. White. Gurnev Wilson, J. Wilson Potter.

W Bolton. C. Cookson, C. J. Lucas. H. J. Veitch and
Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart.

Undoubtedly the finest display of Orchids on this occa-

sion was staged by Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hay-
ward's Heath. The centre of this group was made up
of the blue-flowering Vanda cserulea, intermingled with

creamy white spikes of Odontoglossums. The harmony
of this colour-scheme was greatly admired. Some very
choice Odontoglossums were shown by the same exhibi-

tors, notably ardentissimum and Solon. Silver-gilt Flora

medal.
A group of Zvgopetalum Mackayii was staged by Mr.

A. R. Allan, gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Hillingdon,

Hillingdon Court. ITxbridge. Over thirty plants were
shown, each one carrying one or more strong and well-

flowered spikes. Silver Banksian medal.
A choice group of Orchids was sent by S. Larkin, Esq.

Ridgeways. Haslemere (gardener, Mr. H. Hall).
^
The

group was composed mainly of fine forms of Cypripediums.
Silver Banksian medal.
A similar award was made to Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge Wells, who staged an admirable lot

of Cypripediums. This collection consisted of hybrids of

a most promising type.
Messrs. Sander and'^Sons, St. Albans, had a group of

Orchids remarkable for their quality. Among the Cypri-

pediums we noticed the well-known variety Harefield

Hall in very pood form. A beautiful spike of Odonto-
glossum harryano-crispum was shown in this group, also

a good plant "of L«lio-Cattleya haroldiana. which is one of

the best of the L. tenebrosa hybrids. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher. Limited. Rawdon, York-

shire, had a unique collection of Cypripediums. We were

very much taken with C. leeanum giganteupi G, S. Ball's

varietv. A soft toue of colour was imparted by the varie-
ties C. insigne Sander* and C. insigne sanderianum.
Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park Nurseries,
Middlesex, had a miscellaneous collection of Orchids,
including Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Dendrobiums. Cypripe-
diums and a number of species of botanical rather than
horticultural interest. Silver Banksian medal.
A first-rate collection of Cypripediums was staged by

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham. Among the
best of them were C. leeanum Corona (a very fine form),
C. Vandvke magnificum and the popular C. insigne Hare-
field Hall variety. Silver Banksian medal.

Messrs. .Lames and A. A. McBean put up a small group
comprising Dendrobiums and Cypripediums. Among
the latter we noticed the long-lost species fairrieanum,
which was reintroduced a few years ago.

Messrs. W. B. Hartland and Sons. Ard-Cairn. Ballin-
temple. County Cork, sent five good Cypripediums, in-

cluding the variety Minos Youngii. which has a broad
and well-defined dorsal sepal.

In a small collection of Orchids Messrs. Stanley and Co.,
Southgate, K.. showed a fine plant of Cypripedium leeanum
giganteum carrying a dozen handsome flowers.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : G. Bunyard. Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
J Cheat, A. Dean. E. Beckett. G. Woodward. J. Willard,
H. Parr. A. R. Allan, H. Markham. J. Vert. P. D. Tuckett,
G. Reynolds, .T. Jaques. Owen Thomas. J. Davis and
W. Poupart. No awards were made.
The tremendous exhibit of Apples from British Columbia,

staged for the Colonial-grown fruit exhibition, and described
in tiiese pages, was on show, and inspired general admira-
tion.

THE SYDNEY DAFFODIL SHOW.
The Dafi'odi! show of the Horticultural Society of New
South Wales wa" held in the Congregational Hall. Pitt
Street. Sydney. .on August 22. on which occasion, in spite
of the somewhat dry season, a very creditable display
was made Practically the whole of thf» Dafi'odils were
set up in glass vases, and these, together with some fine

exhibits of winter-flowering Sweet Peas. Orchids and other
seasonable fiowers. were effectively set off by a magnifi-
cent collection of rare Palms fron the Botanic Gardens.
Quite a feature of the show was the magnificent exhibit
of mountain-grown Daffodil seedlings raised by Mr. R. M.
Pitt, and largely consisting of red-cups. The series, which
was quite an extensive one, comprised the result of crosses

between Emperor and Empress as seed parents with Poeticus
omatus and Poetarum, and, as a number of spikes of each
variety were shown, the whole effect was most telling. For
this exhibit a well-deserved cultural certiflcate was awarded,
Mr. Arthur Yates of Exeter, as usual, had a grand non-
competitive display of many of the choicer varieties, and
in addition set up an interesting series of seedlings with
particulars of parentage. Seedlings were also shown by
Messrs. H. H. B. Bradley and H. Selkirk. The Narcissus
committee awarded three first-class certificates (the only
ones for the season) for Australian-raised seedlings of

special excellence, three spikes of each submitted, viz.,

to Mr. H. Selkirk for three flowered Medii named Killara ;

to Mr. R. M. Pitt for red-cupped Medii of Nclsonii type
named H. H. B. Bradley, and for a Medii named G. S.

Titheradge. The champion Magni bloom was Empress
and the champion Medii Killara, both shown by Mr. H
Selkirk.

READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

Notwithstanding the counter attractions pro\ided by
the prospect of a great political contest in Reading, there

was again a very large attendance at the Abbey Hall on
Monday evening, November 28. The chairman, Mr. T.

Judd. presided, and Mr. T. Tunbridge. The Gardens,
Three Elms. Henley-on-Thames, was the lecturer for the
evening, his subject being " Winter and Summer Pruning."
Apart from being one of the oldest members of the society,

Mr. Tunbridge is the " bard " of the association , and, as might
be expected, his remarks were punctuated by numerous
poetic effusions. The lecturer announced that he had no
wish to force his opinions on the experienced gardeners
among the audience, and his paper would rather be directed

to the younger members and to stimulate a healthy dis-

cussion at the close of his remarks. Mr. Tunbridge proved
himself a thorough master of his subject, and was listened

to with profound attention. He certainly had no reason

to be disappointed with the discussion which followed the

paper, for it provoked one of the best debates which has
ever taken place in connection with the society's meetings,

and went far to prove that, on the question of pruning, the
" doctors " were largely at variance. Mr. Tunbridge was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks at the close of the meeting
On the occasion of the recent exhibition Mr. George

Stanton of Park Place, the great enthusiast in this inter-

esting subject, again filled one end of the hall with a
marvellous collection of dried flowers, Grasses (wild and
cultivated), wild fruits and seed vessels, which he aptly

named " A Winter Reminder of Summer Beauty." Mr.

Stanton's indefatigable zeal in bringing home to the mind
the possibilities of preserving for winter decoration

hundreds of garden growths and of the wild adornments
of the hedgerow, the upland and the river-side was again

fully to the front. It is impossible to measure the educa-

tive value of this Io\ing application of his wide botanical

knowledge and research, which has led not only to the

brightening of many a home in the dull days, but also to

the practical training of the young in a work which greatly

widens the intelligence. j .^
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BDITORIALi NOTICES.
Ereiy (t*:pa it til flit •>/ /i'.niiriU(ure ts a'prt'settti'il in THE

(Garden, and the Editor invites readers to send in questions

relaiiny to matters upon ukieti they ivish advice from com-

petent atUhorities. With that object he wishes to make
the " Ansivers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printetl, fie hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All rommunicalions must be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to tfte Editor of The
Gardicn, accomfianicd by name and address of tfie sender.

The Editor tvelcornes photographs, articles and notes,

hut he will not be responsible for tfieir safe return All

reasonable care, iwwevcr, will be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

cofU.ributions.

As regards pfiotoyrapfts. if payment he desired, t/ie Editoi

asks thai the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapfier or oumer of the copyrigfit ivill be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions w/iich he may not be able to use. and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence thai an
ihtiele is accepted. Publication in The Garden will aUme
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. T'lvistock Street. Vovent Garden. W.C.

THE INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION.

WI" have before us a copy
of the first provisional

schedule of this exhibition,

which our readers will no
doubt remember is to be
held in London in 1912

from May 22 to Mav 30 inclusive. In
addition to particulars of the various
classes, the rules and regulations for the

exhibition are included, and these appear
to be concise, yet comprehensive enough
to embrace the manv jioints that are sure

to be raised.

The schedule itself is divided into

twelve divisions, five of which are devoted
to stove and greenhouse plants, including
Orchids ; one onlv to hardv plants, includ-

ing shrubs : one to fruit, one to vegetables,

one to Ro.ses, one to Carnations and Pinks,

one to new and rare plants, and one to

miscellaneous exhibits. Out of a total

number of 431 classes, 189 are devoted to

various kinds of stove and greenhouse
plants, which, naturally, so early in the

year must form the bulk of the exhi-

bition. The division for new plants should
prove one of the most interesting features

of the exhibition, as the numbers of each
kind in each class are stipulated. In

addition to the classes for new plants,

medals or certificates will be awarded to
|

any sufficiently meritorious new or rare

plants, cut flowers, fruits and vegetables
entered for the purpose.

.\lthough only one division is allocated

to fruit, there are a good number of classes,

some of which, we fear, will not be filled.

Vegetables also have a fair number of

classes devoted to them, and these will,

no doubt, suffice so early in the year. For
Roses there are only twenty-six classes,

and these, we think, might well have
been extended. This show is to take the

place of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Temple Show, and, as most of our readers
are av\-are, Roses form one of the most
interesting and beautiful features of that
exhibition, forced though thev are. Hardy
pfants and flowers, too, seem to have been
cut down rather severely

; but we presume,
should circumstances demand it, that this

provisional schedule will be revised, where
possible, to meet all reasonable demands of

exhibitors.

,\ notice that appears on the last page
of the schedule states that the^executive
committee is anxious to add classes for

other objects, but it is impossible to do so

until it is satisfied that the space at

its disposal will admit of it. It is also

particularly desired to organise a horti-

cultural education exhibition, and to hold
a conference in connection therewith,
drawing attention to (a) the wonderful
improvements which have been effected in

plants in recent years, and (6) the different

ways and methods by which those improve-
ments have been attained, drawing atten-
tion also to (c) the different methods of
training young horticulturists in this

country and on the Continent of Europe
and in America, and (d) the excellent work
being done by horticultural instructors
working under the different county coun-
cils. This should prove one of the most
interesting and instructive features of the
exhibition, and it is to be hoped that room
will be found for displays of insect and
fungoid pests in various stages of develop-
ment, and that demonstrations on the best
methods of destroying them will be given.
Copies of this provisional schedule, in

which the prizes are not given, can, we
believe, be obtained from the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. E. White, 7. \'ictoria Street,

Westminster, S.W.

THE NATIOXAl, ROSE SOCIETY.

THE annual report and balance-
sheet presented to the members
of the above society at the
annual general meeting held in

London on Thursday of last

week, unimportant-looking docu-
ments though they are, exemplify in an
unmistakable manner the extraordinary
and rapid growth of the society during
recent years and the excellent work that
it is doing in creating a love for Rose-
growing, more particularly among the
amateur section of the community. Boast-
ing a membership of 4,584, the .society is

the strongest and most influential of the
special horticultural societies in the United
Kingdom, and it is gratifying to learn

that during the past 3'ear over 1,000 new-

members had joined, which, after allowing
for losses by death and other causes, means
a net gain in membership of 787.

In presenting his balance-sheet, the hon.
treasurer, Mr. G. W. Cook, drew attention

to several interesting and important
features connected w-ith the work of the
society. During the past year the three
exhibitions had cost ;^96i, and of this

amount £689 12s. was offered in prizes of

various kinds, these numbering 573. These
prizes had been won l)y 163 members out
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of the vast number that constituted the
society, so that it is evident the majority
of the members do not join for the sake
of exhibiting at the exhibitions. The
pubhcations issued by the society during
the past year cost ;£58o, and these

undoubtedly represent one of the most
important features of the excellent work
that the society is doing. During six

years the amount received in annual
subscriptions has risen from /|goo to over
;^2,ooo, a fact that may well be left to

speak for iiself. In addition to having a
balance at the bank of £^b^ 12s. lod., the
society has a reserve fund of approximately
^1,000, and the proposal of Mr. H. E.
Molyneux that the surplus on the year's

working should in future be spent in for-

warding the interests of the flower for

which the society exists needs, and will

doubtless receive at the hands of the
council, careful consideration. Judging
by the discussion on this proposal, the
members present appeared to be in sym-
pathy with Mr. Molyneux's proposition.

However, in dealing with surplus funds,

the suggestion of Mr. E. J. Holland, that
any money available should be equalh'
divided between the society's exhibitions

and publications, ought not to be over-
looked. Both are important features of

the society's work.
The president for the ensuing vear is

the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, an amateur
rosarian who has for many years devoted
a great deal of time to the society and who
has given us a number of new Roses of

considerable merit, as well as a book on
Roses that deservedly occupies a high
position in modern publications devoted to

the Rose. The many friends of the Rev.
F. R. Burnside will learn with pleasure

that he has once more been added to the
list of vice - presidents. All the other
officers were re-elected.

The Dean Memorial Medal, awarded
annually by the society to the member
who, in the opinion of the coimci!, has done
the best work for the society, was awarded
to the energetic and respected hon. secre-

tary, Mr. E. Mawley. His work is so
well known to those interested in Roses
that it is almost superfluous for us to add
that this, the highest honour the society

can confer, has been well earned, and it is

gratifying to know that the valuable
services rendered by Mr. Mawley are fully

recognised by the council and members.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

December 19.—National Chrysanthemum Society.

Meeting of Flora] Committee at Essex Hall.

The Victoria Medal of Honour.—
The president and council of the Ko\al Horti-

cultural Society have been pleased to bestow the

Victoria Medal of Honour upon the following

gentlemen, viz., Mr. John Cypher of Queen's

Road Nursery, Cheltenham ; Mr. Thomas Coomber,
The Hendre Gardens, Monmouth ; Mr. C. R.

Fielder, The (iardens. North Mymms Park ; Mr.

H. B. May, a member of the Royal Horticultural

Society's council ; and Mr. A. H. Pearson of

[nwdbani, Notts —W. Wii.ks.

Chrysanthemum Pink Delight.—At a
meeting .if the floral committee of the National
Chrysanthemum Society held on December 5, it

was agreed that the name of the single variety
which received a first-class certificate on Novem-
ber 21 as Pink Delight should be altered to

Shoreham Pink.

The National Vegetable Society The
annual general meeting cit the URiuliers of this

society was held in the Royal Horticultural Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster, on Tuesday, the

6tli inst., Mr. A. Dean, V.M.H., presiding. The
report of the committee, together with the balance-

sheet for the year ending September 30 last,

were taken as read, copies having previously been
sent to each member of the society. The results

of the trials of autumn-sown Cabbages, autumn-
sown Onions and early Potatoes which were held

last year are embodied in the report, and it was
decided that this report should be included in the

schedule to be issued for next year. The finances

of the society are exceedingly satisfactory, there

being a balance in hand of £28 5s. 5 id. after all

accounts had been settled. The report and balance-

THE REV. J. H. PEJIBERTON.

The Neiv Prcsidpiit of the National Rose Society.

sheet were unanimously adopted. The members
of the committee were all re-elected, Mr. H. J.

Wright lieing elected in place of the late Mr. J.

Mclndoe. Mr. A. Grubb and Mr. Gentle were

also added to the committee. Mr. A. Dean was
re-elected chairman ; Mr. Owen Thomas, vice-

chairman ; Mr. G. Wythes, hon. treasurer ; Mr.

E. G. Quick, hon. secretary ; and Mr. Pinches

and Mr. W. R. Wilson, auditors. The secretary

announced that he had received offers of prizes

from a number of seedsmen, and it was decided to

liold a committee meeting for the purpose of

arranging the schedule on Tuesday, January j

next. Offers of prizes from other seedsmen will

be welcomed previous to that date, when the

committee hope to get the schedule well in hand.

The total number of members, including vice-

presidents, on September 30 last was 166, and a

few have joined since. We appeal to all our readers

to strengthen the hands of the committee by
joining this society, the annual subscription being

5s. The hon. secretary's address is Kelmscott

,

Harrow View, Wealdstone, Harrow.

Potato and root crops of Great Britain.
The preliminary statement showing the estimated
total produce and yield per acre of the Potato
and root crops in Great Britain for this year is

now being issued by the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries.- The returns show that the yield per

acre of Potatoes was sHghtly larger than in 1909
and well above the average for the past ten years.

Owing, however, to the reduction of acreage, the

total crop is smaller by 200,000 tons than last year,

and nearly half a million tons less than in 1908.

The yield per acre of Turnips and Swedes is the
highest on record, and the total production larger

than in any year since 1897. Mangolds have a

higher yield per acre than in any year except 1902,

while the total production of this crop is only a

little below that of last year, which was the highest

on record.

Edinburgh Seed Trade Assistants'
Dinner.—Tlie annual dinner was held in the

Royal British Hotel, Edinburgh, on the evening

of December 3, when there was a large company,
numbering upwards of 120. Mr. J. W. M'Hattie,

the City Gardener, tilled the chair in his usual

admirable manner. The toast of the evening, the
" Edinburgh Seed Trade Assistants," was proposed

in a genial and able speech by the chairman, who
referred to the service effected to the country by
the trade and to the prominence of many of the

men in the trade in Edinburgh in public affairs.

The duty of replying to the toast fell to Mr. J. W.
Thomson, who fulfilled it in a highly capable

manner. The other leading toast was that of the
" Seed and Nursery Trade," which was proposed

by Mr. J. W. Forbes and responded to by Mr. James
Welsh of Messrs. Dicksons and Co., nurserymen

and seedsmen. Other toasts followed, and the

function was one of the most successful and pleasant

of the series of annual dinners held by the members
of the trade.

International Agricultural Congress,
Madrid, 1911.—The BoarJ uf AKriculture and
Fisiierie? is info'-"med that the ninth Inte'national

Agricultural Congress will be held at Madrid from

May I to 6, 191 1, under the distinguished patronage

of His Majesty the King of Spain. In accord-

ance with the decision of the last Congress, held

at Vienna in 1907, the Congress at Madrid will

be divided into eight sections, and the subjects to

be discussed will include the organisation of co-

operation and agricultural credit, reafforestation,

diseases of fruit trees, animal nutrition and the

application of new manures. Societies or private

persons can participate in the Congress, the sub-

scription for each person or representative being

20 pesetas (or, approximately, i6s.). Applications

for admission, which must be made before March 15

next, should be addressed to the secretaries of the

Organising Committee of the Congress at the

offices of the Society of Spanish Agriculturists,

12, Campoamor, Madrid.

OORRESPONDENOE.
{Tilt' Editor is not responsibU for the opinions

ixpnssfd by correspondents.)

Cyananthus lobatus.— I was rather sur-

prised to read Mr. S. .Arnott's remarks about the

above plant. He seems to describe it as a plant

that requires a deal of care. I have grown it here

on a fairly dry place on the rockery facing south-

east, and have never had the shghtest trouble

with it during the eight years I have grown it.

It comes up year after year and flowers profusely,

and this is one of the coldest counties in England.

I never even attempt to grow any plant that

is the least inclined to be " Tuiffw"—(Sir) C. M.

^VoLSELEv, Stafford.
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Chrysanthemum names.— Is it not time

to raise a mild protest against the adoption of snrh

meaningless, incongruous and misleading names
as Strawberry and Crimson Jewel as applied to

Chrysanthemums, when the selection of snch names
is not relleeted in the flt)wer ? Anyone purchasing

the last-named from its title alone would hardly

expect to see at flowering-time those red and
yellow shades more frequently seen in the ( laillardia,

yet tliese are much nearer tlie real thing. In like

manner Strawberry—tlie micnished article, of

course—suggests nothing so much as its own
inappropriateness. Surely with a little more
thought from raiser or introducer such names
might be avoided, or. failing this, the societies

granting the awards should penalise the variety

until a more siiifaV)le name be found.

—

Observant.

New single Chrysanthemums. — For

the information of " E. G." I give the names
with a brief description of new and desirable

kinds. I am surprised to hear what is said

about Mensa ; here in the South we think this is

far and away the finest white-flowered variety

ev"r raised. The blooms are i inches in diameter,

the floi-ets broad, slightly recurving at the tips,

gi\'ing the flower an elegant appearance. Pictor,

pale blush pink, free, either disbudded or other-

wise ; Caledonia, an extra large variety, rosy

lilac, with a distinct white ring round the disc
;

Peter Pan, fawn colour, flowering in sprays

;

Mrs. W. Buckingham, clear pink, a most shapely

flower ; Mrs. T. Hazelhurst, golden terra-cotta
;

Sylvia Slade, quite the best of bright attractive

colours, rosy purple, with a band of pure white

around the disc ; Altrincham Crimson, very fine

crimson ; Lady Furness. salmon terra-cotta

;

Miss Lillian Bullivant, pale primrose ; Mrs. R. C.

Pulling, white centre, tipped pink ; Sir Walter
Scott, rich orange yellow ; The King, rich flowers

of a rosy crimson ; Lyra, white, edged rose pink
;

Charles Dickens, rich orange yellow ; Florence

Nightingale, creamy white, delicately edged pink
;

Charles Kingsley, rich buttercup yellow ; and

Mrs. Treshara Gilbey, which is a pure yellow sport

from White Pagram.—E. M., Swanmore Park,

Hunts.

The Royal Horticultural Society's
new classification of Daffodils.—When
Mr. Jacob told me lie had written to Thk Garden
on this subject, I felt curious, knowing his weakness

for new classifications, to see what he had to say.

His letter reads very much like an apologj- for

this second attempt on the part of the sub-com-

mittee of the Narcissus committee to solve a

difficulty which, I think, was only half a difficulty,

after all. There certainly was trouble at the

shows, but this arose chiefly because the show
committees neglected to state what they took as

their authority. The old classification by Mr.

Baker was, to my mind, quite good enough as far

as it went, and it would not have been difficult to

introduce new subsections to meet the new flowers

as occasion arose ; but to create an entirely new.

order seems to me most unnecessary, and can but

cause trouble. Mr. Jacob thinks it does not much
matter so long as each variety is pigeon-holed. I

myself think it does very much matter. The
failure of the first attempt might have been taken

as a sufficient hint that a change was not wanted.

We cannot have one method of classification for

shows (if that is its sole object) and another for

other purposes without some confusion. I do

not grudge the sub-committee all due credit for

the immense labour they must have bestowed

upon the list. What a list ! It is not the hst I

object to ; it may have its uses. What I contend

is that it would have been just as useful to judges

and exhibitors if the old well-known system of

classification had been adhered to.—W. A. Watts.

GARDENING OF THE
WEEK.

FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under (Ilass.

Bi;c,ONIA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE.—
I As the plants pass out of flower they

should be cut down to within a few

I
inches of the top of the pot, and placed

on shelves in an intermediate house
to rest. During their resting period

water must be carefully given, only a sufficient

quantity to keep the plants alive ; if allowed to get

too wet they will rot.

Cnlcus thyrsnidcus.—Plants intended to flower

early in the spring may be afforded a little stimulant

occasionally. A night temperature of ."ij" Fahr.

is ample at this season. Clreat care must be exer-

cised in watering, as this Coleus has a tendency to

drop its foliage when too wet or too dry.

Mignondle.—The late August sowing has by
this time produced plants showing their flower-

heads, and the pots are well filled with roots.

Liquid manure must be given to keep the

plants growing in a healthy condition, and a

position as near the glass as possible afforded them.

Chrysaiilht'miims.—The cuttings will require

constant attention, removing all damp or decaying

foliage. It is advisable to wipe the moisture off the

inside of the light in the mornings ; this will keep
the atmosphere inside the frame drier.

Flower Garden.
Sweet Peas.—Preparations should now be made

with regard to getting the ground in order for next

season's sowing or planting. Various schemes are

adopted, but one thing is quite essential, namely,

deep tillage. The ground shoidd either be trenched

or bastard trenched, acco'ding to the soil conditions.

If the second spit is good, then trenching may be

done ; but if of a wet, clayey nature, bastard trench-

ing is most suitable. A good dressing of manure
sliould be incorporated with the soil.

Spring Bedding.—In many places the Polyanthus

beds will need protection from birds to ensure a

good supply of bloom for the spring. Small birds

especially are very destructive, and will pick

out the buds as fast as they appear.

Flower-bed'^.—Where flower-beds remain empty
during the winter it is advisable to have them dug
up at the earliest opportunity, and allow the soil

to lie rough so that the frosts may get well into it.

Manure must be afforded the various beds, accord-

ing to the plan of next season's bedding.

Fruits Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Plants in bearing should be given a

free circulation of au: and watered sparingly.

.\nything in the way of superfluous moisture about

the house must be avoided, and a dry, buoyant
atmosphere maintained. If mildew appears, dust

the affected parts with flowers of sulphur.

Cucumbers.—A night temperature of 70° Fahr.

should be maintained to keep these growing. A
small portion of the old growths may be cut out to

induce new. Heavy cropping must by all means be

avoided at this season, and frequent top-dressings

will prove beneficial. The evaporating troughs

should be kept filled with weak liquid manure, and
frequent damping resorted to.

Strawberries.—It is usual to start these in the

fruit-houses where there is no house specially for

them. In any case fire-heat must, be avoided at the

start. When a vinery or Peach- house is closed, a

batch should be brought in.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Giiatoii Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Improvements.
In the majority of gardens there is annually some
scheme of improvement to be carried out, and now
is the time to see to such work. During frosty

weather the removal of soil is a much less laborious

business than when tlie ground is wet and soft.

The cutting down and grubbing out of trees and
bushes that are in the way or that have to be
removed in order to make room for newer kinds

can also be carried out in comparative comfort

during hard weather. All rubbish, too, is easily

burned in clear frosty weather. There is no
lack of work for all hands, even if the groimd is

too hard for ordinary garden work.

Walk-making.—Nothing is more depressing

during winter than sloppy paths in the g.irdcn.

Even when beds and borders are bare, if the walks
are dry and firm under foot, there is always a

certain amount of pleasure to be had in walking

round a garden. When making a walk, therefore,

it is necessary to do it in a thorough maimer.

Begin by throwing out the soil to a depth of about

I foot, making it deepest in the centre. In wet

localities it is a good plan to run a drain down the

centre of each walk, providing a good outlet can

be had. A garden with a porous subsoil will not

require the drain. .After the soil is thrown out to

the required depth, the next step is to provide a

sufficient quantity of rough stones, about the size

of half-bricks, for the very bottom. Any kind of

stone is suitable, also old bricks, clinkers and

mason's " shivers." This latter is our Scottish

term for the refuse made by the masons in dressing

freestone for building purposes. Nothing better

for walk-making can be used, and it is often quite

easily obtained. After the very roughest of the
" bottoming " is put in, a further layer of finer

material should be spread on. This should be

passed through a i-inch sieve. This layer must
be spread on quite level and well rolled in. A
quantity of ashes or other fine material is then

given and also thoroughly rolled down, and the

walk is ready for the gravel. .A properly made
walk should always be sjightly raised in the centre.

The Shrubbery.—In too many places the shrub-

bery, after being once planted, receives but scant

attention, with the result that the whole thing gets

into a thicket in the course of a few years, all the

finer varieties being either killed out entirely or

so much choked by the coarser kinds that they

give but a poor show. If taken in time, the work
of regulating a shrubbery is not at all heavy.

The removal of a plant here, the shifting backward
or forward of another there, will often make all

the difference between a thicket and a really

beautiful and interesting collection of fine shrubs.

Now is a good time to thin out and regulate those

shrubberies that require such attention. It is so

easy to transplant bushes of even a fair size when
one has them on the ground, for with a little care

in lifting there is but small chance of failure. It

is different when specimens are bought from a

nursery, for even with the best of attention it too

oft-en happens that the baU of earth gets broken in

transit and the roots get dried with cutting winds,

or some other mishap befals them before planting

can be accomplished. While I do not recommend
the transplanting of Hollies or hybrid Rhododen-

drons at this season (.\pril is the best season

for these), still, if done with extra care, there

is no reason why even these may not be moved.

In any case, have the holes ready before proceeding

to lift the plants, and thus avoid delay.

C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
SOME GOOD LATE PEAS.

*S the time for preparing tlie seed list for

/\ 191 1 is close at hand, it is well to

/ % ascertain, if possible, which varieties of

•"—* vegetables are the best and most suit-

/ B able to grow. For a late supply I have

tried several varieties, and among the

best of these Gladstone takes a premier position. It

produces very large, well-filled pods till late in the

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
LAWNS.FRUIT TREES ON

THE practice of planting various edible

fruit-bearing forms of Pyrus, as repre-

sented by the Apple, Crab, Pear,

Quince and Medlar families, on lawns is

much to be commended, as if the grass

area is comparatively small they are

better adapted for the purpose than forest trees of

large growth, whether evergreen or deciduous, for

into a very symmetrical tree. I have seen equally
large trees of other sorts, notably Scarlet Nonpareil,
Bess Pool and Hambledon deux Ans, but there
are few that combine the qualifications of size

and symmetry of tree and quality of fruit.

A very handsome tree is the Siberian Crab, whose
merits for jelly-making are so highly appreciated.
The difference in habit between the Pear and
Apple, so far as standard trees are concerned, is

almost as marked as that between the Poplar and
Beech, nearly all the Pears planted as orchard trees

assuming a perpendicular as opposed to a spread-
ing habit, but the majority of Pears suitable to use
for the purpose are not very profitable ; they are

either, if eatable, of a very transitory nature, or

only of use for stewing. A good half-dozen would
be Autumn Bergamot, Aston Tovm, Louise Bonne
of Jersey and Beiur^ Diel for eating, and
Catillac and Vicar of Winkfield for stewing. Some
of these grow to a very large size in our Southern
orchards, and in favourable seasons bear enormous
crops, and all are of sufficiently good quality and
keeping properties to warrant the gathering and
storing of a certain quantity of the best of the
fruit.

Both the Quince and the Medlar are of slow
growth, and the planter of young trees wiU have to

wait a long time before they attain fairly large dimen-
sions. Given a favourable soil, they are not long

coming into bearing, although for some seasons

the supply is rather limited. Planters should
secure trees from reliable sources, as there are

varieties in commerce which are practically worth-
less. Nottingham in Medlars and Borgeant in

Quinces are good sorts. A. G. B.

THE SINGLE ROCK CRESS (ARABIS ALBIPa) TN THE. ROCK GARDEN, (f^ee paqe G21.)

season. I have grown it now for some years, and
each season the crop has been heavy and the plants

very free from mildew. Autocrat is another

excellent Pea for midsummer and late use if not

sown too thickly and allowed ample space between
the rows. Our last sowing of this variety is

generally about June 20, but this date might
prove too late for the colder parts of the country.

Late Queen is another very dependable variety

for the production of delicious Peas late in the

season. Its growth is exceptionally strong and
robust, and is, therefore, less liable to be attacked

by mildew than weaker sorts. I have had splendid

crops of Eureka and Ne Plus Ultra when sown at

intervals during the summer, and these two have
yielded very heavy crops for several weeks. Both
are of the best quality for table use.

Varieties of late Peas are far too numerous to

allow one to give each of them a trial, but a few fresh

sorts should be added each year and notes taken of

their behavioiu'. I have of late years greatly

reduced our list, and now depend on fewer varie-

ties, growing more of each, and so continue to

maintain an even and lengthened supply through-

out the season with less trouble. Our land is

somewhat shallow and light, resting on sand and
gravel, which necessitates extra attention when
preparing it for the coming crops. Deep culti-

vation is practised annually, with ample decayed
manure well incorporated with the soil as the

trenching proceeds, or else, should the season
prove dry and hot, failure would certainly result.

Wrotham Park Gardens. H. Markham.

they are handsome when in flower and fruit, and the

majority grow into shapely trees. Touching this

latter point, however, considerable discrimination

must be shown, as there is a great difference in the

habit of growth in varieties of Apples, the Medlar is

very dense, and the Quince assumes with age a

gnarled, ragged aspect, which renders it unsuitable

for prominent situations.

In the case of free-cropping kinds, the tendency

to luxuriant growth is always held in check by the

annual crop ; but the trees will probably require

attention for a few seasons to remove occasional

cross pieces and drooping branches that are likely

to get in the way. In this latter direction, if a

fruit-bearing tree is required to form at some par-

ticular spot a natural arbour after the mauner of

the Weeping Willow, it is best to plant Apple

Yorkshire Greening. This, called also Yorkshire

Goose Sauce from its special qualifications for

sauce-making, has a very drooping habit ; in fact,

its tendency is altogether in that direction. It

is always advisable to plant this variety where

it is not likely to interfere with anything beneath

it, and so the corner of a lawn where it can at

once form a screen and an arbour is an admirable

position for it. Mr. Gladstone, King of the Pippins

and Adam's Pearmain are three capital Apples

for small lawns ; they are not strong growers,

and are early and very prolific croppers. Taking
it all round, there is not a much better Apple for

the larger lawn than Blenheim Orange, and a

little early attention in the way of pruning will

give the foundation of what will ultimately develop

TREES AND SHRUBS.
A VETERAN ROSEMARY.

THE beauty of the Rosemary has been
so warmly championed by Miss (',

.

Jekyll that those who feel with me
the truth of her praise will be pleased

to see the grand old plant illustrated

opposite. I first made its acquaintance
twenty-eight years ago, when perhaps it was in

respectable middle age, for it was a large plant

even then. It stands on a bank in rather poor,

well-drained soil. Plants undoubtedly last longer

in such places than when grown more quickly in

soil of better quality.

It would add to the charm of many gardens it

more respect was paid—when alterations are in

progress—to old trees and shrubs which, although
not specimens of good culture, have a picturesque
value. This is essentially a point on which the

opinion of the owner should be loyally supported
by the gardener, for, much as the latter may
prize any talent he possesses, the former probably
has the better-trained perception, and, in travelling

further, has seen more examples of artistic garden-

ing. When it has been decided to retain trees or

shrubs of the description referred to, a little assist-

ance in the way of supports or top-dressing will

often help them to sustain their character for many
more years.

. J. Comber.
Nymans Gardens, Handcross, Crawley.

HYPERICUM PAT[.'LUM.
This is an interesting and pretty plant, doubly
valuable because of its late-flowering habit. It is a

small, bushy shrub 2 feet to 3 feet in height, with

bright golden yellow flowers i^ inches in diameter.

The best blooms are obtained from young plants

or those that have been cut back in spring. It is a

good plan to cut this Hypericum down to within

one or two eyes of the base of the younger wood
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just as growtU commences in spring, as the period

cif flowering is advanced from July to the middle

"1 August, luntinuiug thence until October.

Plants that arc not cut back come into bloom

earlier, but the flowers arc smaller, and after a few

years the plants get into a hard, twiggy condition

that is not conducive tofloriferousness. It is a little

tender ; but though I have seen it badly damaged

by frost, I have never known it to be killed outright.

Did plants can be taken up and pulled to pieces,

or young stock can be raised from cuttings of ripened

wood inserted outdoors in a sheltered spot in

autumn. It is a native of Northern India and parts

of China.

Bagshol, Sitrrey. .1. Ci akk.

A LITTLK-KNOWN WILLOW.
(Salix annularis.)

.\ VARIETY of S. babylonica and also known and

figured under the name of S. babylonica crispa,

this ornamental-leaved Willow has been intro-

duced to English gardens for many years. Its

common name is the Ringlet or Ring-leaved

Willow, but it does not seem to have become

largely known. For planting beside streams or

round the margins of ornamental water it is a

capital plant, making good growth when trained

as a bush specimen or as a standard tree. We
have several here trained in the latter form ; they

are of strikingly ornamental appearance, and the

curiously twisted formation of the leaves usually

evokes much interefi. E. Beckett.

Mdcnkam House Gardens, Ehlree.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET P E .\ CHAT.

Varieties Catalogued.

A .MdNG the firms which have been brought

/\ into still greater prominence and

/ % repute by the rise in popularity of

/ ^ the Queen of Annuals is that of Messrs.

J, \. Dobbie and Co. For

several years, under the

clever guidance of Mr. Cuthbertson,

Dobbie's had been forging ahead and

gathering loyal adherents from all

quarters of the United Kingdom ;
but

with the institution and rapidly sound

establishment of^the National Sweet

Pea Society a new era of prosperity

was entered upon.

Season after season there have been

novelties, and without wishing in the

remotest degree to disparage them, it

must be conlesseJ that they have

come under a lucky star which has

always shone brilliantly when the

Uobbie novelties were on view. Take
the current year as an example. The
number of varieties specially honoured

by the floral committee of the National

Sweet I'ea Society was five—Stirling

Stent, Cherry Ripe, Arthur Green,

Masterpiece and Mrs. Hugh Dickson,

and ol these the three last-named

came from the renowned Scottish

house. All things considered, I am ol

the opinion that the award of merit

to Arthur Green was particularly for-

tunate, as varieties of the same or

closely kindred shades are now
numerous and have not the same
general appreciation that is accorded

to other colour groups ; but we will

live in hopes that the carefully con-

sidered decision ot the floral committee

will be fully justified. Masterpiece is an cxijui-

sitely beautiful lavender, and Mrs. Hugh Dickson a

lovely cream pink.

The firm will also distribute their Sunproof

Crimson, which is indisputably one of the finest

of this splendid colour. The flowers are very large

and of wonderful substance, while burning or

scorching in the sun is an unknown quantity.

Edrom Beauty, of which, with the one previously

mentioned, the crop failed in igog, will have to

fight hard if it is to oust the superb stocks of Helen

Lewis, which are now procurable from different

sources. It is similar in all respects to that variety,

which degenerated badly and has only been resusci-

tated by the most strenuous endeavours in selec-

tion each year. Ivanhoe is heliotrope, with some
rose in and through the standard ; while Isobel

Malcolm is described as a pale cream or ivory

white. It is a variety of decided vigour, but it

will not be regarded as sufiiciently distinct by many
enthusiastic growers.

Mr. Robert Sydenham does not, I think, lay

claim to the dignity of being a raiser of new Sweet

Peas, but he is always willing to purchase the

stock of anything that is of outstanding merit
;

the only trouble that one has with " Uncle Robert "

is that he wants so much. Where reasonable

people would be quite satisfied with a pound or

two, he insists on having a stone or two, and then

grumbles because the supply is not big enough to

meet the incessant demands of his many customers.

We can only offer him our sympathy in having

such an extensive business, and this, we may rest

assured, he does not want. He is keen on popular

prices, and deplores the practice, which was
observable a few years ago and is now again coining

to the front, of charging high prices for extremely

small packets ; but he must secure the unanimous
co-operation of the trade before he can stop it,

and, clever as he is in getting his own way in most
directions, I much doubt if he will succeed in this.

Mr. Sydenham hopes to have enough stock to

distribute Maud Holmes This, as is well known,

was raised b^' Mr. R. Holmes, and is one of the

Sunproof Crimson group. It is a grand variety,

as well as regards size as substance, and it is certain

to attain to a position of great importance. The
plant grows freely and healthily, and the numerous
flowers do not suffer in the slightest degree from

the sun. To mention the name of Thomas Steven-

son is to call to mind a champion grower who has

also had conspicuous success as a raiser, and
therefore one would expect that a Sweet Pea

bearing his name would be of more than ordinary

quality. This is exactly the real state of the case.

Thomas Stevenson, of which Mr. Sydenham holds

the entire stock, is a glorious orange bicolor which

will go a long way towards reaching the supreme
position in this now magnificent group. Spencer.

AKABIS ALBIDA IN THE ROCK
GARDEN.

During recent years there has been a growing

tendency to cultivate only the choicest of the many
plants suitable for the rock garden, and although

this in itself is a laudable desire, it is apt, if carried

too far, to reduce, if not to altogether exclude,

the best of what may be termed the commoner
kinds. Among these we have the single-flowered

Rock Cress (Arabis albida), a plant that has been

almost enturely ousted from its erstwhile proud
position by its larger double-flowered variety,

which, however, is more suitable for edgings than
for the rockery. Of course, in a small rockery even

the single-flowered form would scarcely be worthy
of inclusion ; yet in looking at the illustration on the

previous page we cannot but admit that it is capable

of producing a charming effect when studded
freely with its milk white blossoms in early spring.

It is one of the hardiest and most easily accommo-
dated plants that we have in our gardens, and for

clothing rough rockwork or unsightly banks has

its value. But it must be grown in bold masses
if the best effect is to be obtained : a small cluster

is too insignificant to attract that attention which

all the more common plants must do if they are

to retain their popularity.

'..VCf^SiT'V

A VETERAN ROSEMARY IN A SUSSE.X GARDEN,
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AN INTERESTING HERBACEOUS
PLANT.

(Adenostyles albida.)

Among collections of herbaceous plants very little

is known about the species of Adenostyles, although

eight of them are natives of Central and Southern
Europe. In their relationship to other composites

they stand between Eupatoriuni and Liatris (to

mention two famihar genera), but are quite distinct

from either in general effect. A. albida was collected

in Switzerland by Mr. R. J. G. Read of Ealing
when on a mountaineering expedition, and planted
in his garden in a slightly shaded situation. There
it gradually became established, and flowered

better this year than in 1909. The flower-stems,

about 2 feet high, are surmounted by level-headed

trusses of bright rosy purple flowers that open in

succession and keep up a display for some weeks.
The individual heads are so small, or, rather,

narrow, that close inspection is necessary to de-

termine the family to which tliey belong. These
heads are so numerous that the branching truss

terminating each stem presents quite an elegant

among the almost hardy vegetation from the
Himalayan regions. Here it flowers rather earlier

than it would in an open situation. The individual

flowers are rather singular, owing to the petals

being very unequal, one or more of them elongated.

The flowers are white and freely dispersed in erect

panicles. Saxifraga Fortunei is an admirable
subject for a cool conservatory providing that one
is unable to find a place for it sufficiently sheltered

in the rock garden.

COLOURED PLATE
PLATE 1415.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA MIKADO.
A LTHOUGH the Eschscholtzias are re-

/\ garded by many as perennials, they

/ % are usually cultivated as annuals,

/ % and as such rightly occupy a promi-

X & nent position among our summer and
autumn flowers. Until comparatively

recent years only those with yellow flowers, or shades
of that colour, were known in this country ; but

S.\XIFRAGA FORTUNEI IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT KEW.

appearance, and would be novel and pleasing in

the cut state either by themselves or mixed with
other hardy flowers in vases of water. Many less

handsome plants find their way into herbaceous
borders, where this would prove neater and both
distinctive and attractive. A rather moist situa-

tion would suit it best, and enable the plant to

retain its large, roundly heart-shaped leaves

through the heat of summer. J. Eraser.

S.\XIFRAGA FORTUNEI.
ItJs a matter for regret that this beautiful Saxi-

frage from Japan just, and only just, fails to attain

the good quality of being hardy in this country.

If given a sheltered position and light protection

from severe frosts it will prove a success in the

rock garden. The little ^ cluster shown in the

illustration was taken from "the rock garden at

Kew quite late in the autumn. On the approach

of frosty nights the plants were carefully protected

by means of a piece of tiffany propped up with a

few sticks. The same species may be seen growing

in the cool end of the Temperate House at Kew

during the last fifteen years several varieties with
flowers of varying shades of red have been raised.

In 1897 that excellent variety Mandarin was
introduced by Messrs. J. Carter and Co., the

blossoms of this being of a gorgeous orange crimson
hue, and this was followed in igo6 by Carmine
King, the colour of which is aptly described by
its name. The crossing of these two varieties

resulted in Mikado, which is aptly portrayed in the

coloured plate presented with this issue. Needless

to say, a cluster of plants of this Eschscholtzia in

the foreground of the herbaceous border would
lend a touch of colour to the whole that would be

unique and beautiful. When shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society in 1908 Mikado
received an award of merit. This variety is being

sent out by Messrs. J. Carter and Co., Raynes
Park, London, S.W., to whom we are indebted

for the flowers from which the coloured plate was
prepared. Given a sunny position, these showy
plants are of easy culture in ordinary garden soil.

Seeds may be sown either in autumn or spring in

places where they are to flower.

THE RO SE G ARDEN.
SOME FRAGRANT NEW ROSES.

THE inestimable quality of fragrance in a

Rose was never more insisted upon than
It is to-day, and the reason, I think, is

not far to seek. I can almost trace

the cause of so many of the earlier

Hybrid Teas being scentless to the fact

that a large number have sprung indirectly from
Mr. Henry Bennett's splendid production. Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam. Many readers will remember that

this Rose originated from Victor Verdier on the

paternal side. As the seed parent was Devoniensis,

it seems very remarkable that the scentless pollen

parent should have bestowed its scentless nature

upon the offspring. But in most cases where
Victor Verdier has been used as seed or pollen

parent we seem to have had scentless Roses spring-

ing from it. I do not say this is absolutely so, for

Mme. Abel Chatenay came from a cross between
Dr. Grill and Victor Verdier, and we well know how
delightfully sweet it is. But I really think that, if

raisers would try and use fragrant Roses both as

seed and pollen parents just for a few years, we
should in time establish a sweet-scented group of

Hybrid Teas. We want to get back to the deliglit-

ful fragrance of the crimson Hybrid Perpetuals

—

that powerful attar of Rose scent that we all love

so mucli.

To those who are planting novelties this season

I can commend tlie following as really excellent

varieties possessing this special attribute of fra-

grance, and, of course, they have also other qualities

of no mean order. There may be others—in fact, it

is certain there are—and if any reader has detected

a special rich fragrance in any novelty not mentioned
here, lie would confer a boon upon those wlio love

fragrance in a Rose to mention it. All the following

have a decidedly rich fragrance : Ards Rambler,
Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Claudius, Commander
Jules Gravereaux, Dr. O'Donel Browne, Duchess of

Wellington, Elizabeth Barnes, Entente Cordiale,

Fran Anna Hinner, Fran Rose Benary, His Majesty,

Hector Mackenzie, Juliet, Jonckheer J. L. Mock,
Lady A. Stanley, Lyon Rose, Mme. Maurice de
Luze, Mme. P. Euler, Miss Cynthia Forde, Mrs.

Arthur E. Coxhead, Mrs. C. Custis Harrison, Mrs.

L. Petrie, Mrs. Maynard Sinton, Mrs. Walter
Easlea, Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd, My Maryland, Nova
Zembla, Rhea Reid, W. E. Lippiatt and White
Killarney. P.

ROSES AS POT PLANTS.
The time is once more with us when considerable

work will be necessary among our pot Roses. One
has to consider whether a quantity of flowers for

cutting or a number of plants for effect is the main
object, as a great deal depends upon a judicious

selection of varieties. As plants for decorative

effect very few can surpass the Polyanthas, both
dwarf and climbing ; but we cannot say these are

so effective for cut flowers as the larger and stouter

blooms found among other sections. Few plants

are so showy and pleasing during winter and early

spring as the Dwarf Polyantlias, which grow
compact, have immense trusses that last a long

time, and are the most certain bloomers. Nor is

there any lack of choice in respect to colours. A
few of the best are Mrs. W. H. Cutbush, Phyllis,

Jessie, Orleans Rose, Schneewittchen, Katherine

Zeimet, Leonie Lamesch, Ma Paguerette, White
Pet and .Anna Marie de Montravel, the respective

colours of which can be found in almost any Rose
list. Personally, I do not think enough use is

made of this section for pot culture, and they

are as easy to flower early in the spring as tlie

fancy Pelargoniums. But when we come to larger
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(lowers we need to select from the Hybrid Perpetuals

,iiid Teas, also the true Teas and Noisettes. Some

.>f the very best of these arc, naturally, foiuid in

any UKirket list, as no grower of quantities would

risk untried varieties, and if they will do for com-

mercial purposes they nmst perforce be among the

most prolific and certain bloomers. The varie-

ties most frequently quoted are Richmond, Liberty

and (General Jacqueminot from the dark reds ;

Tlic Bride, Niphetos and I'rau Karl Druschki,

whites ; Perle des Jardins and Lady Hilliugdon,

yellows ; Mme. Abel Chatenay, Caroline Testout,

Catherine Mermel and Bridesmaid, piid^s ; with

Sunset and Sunrise, buff and apricot reds. Mrs.

John Laing and Ulrich Brunner are also frequently

mentioned ; the first is a clear rosy pink and the

last a deep cherry red. These are noted for long

stems, whicli greatly help the

decorative .effect and fewer flowers

are needed.

To grow Roses in pots one needs

to commence early and steadily,

never forcing them until tlie flower-

buds are formed. Steady treat-

ment and care not to let insect

pests get so much the upper hand

as to need strong measures in

eradicating tliem are the main

points towards success. Plenty of

liquid stimulants may be given,

but it is mucli better for these to

be weak and applied frequently.

We often find a great deal of care

expended upon winter-flowering

plants with far less satisfactory

results than if the same was

afforded to Roses. Start steadily

and keep them clean from the very

first. This, with care as regards

sudden fluctuations of temperature,

will generally secure good results.

Much has been written from time

to time upon pot Roses, and from

some of the articles one might

almost despair of succeeding in fol-

lowing the directions, but they need

no especial care and skill. A. P.

petals being golden salmon at the base. It is a big

bloom and very attractive in the mass, and appa-

rently perpetual flowering. Can anyone do anythuig

but admire the very large-flowered Simplicity, in

appearance reminding one of an exaggerated

Narcissus ? This refers more to the huge expanded

flowers, whicli are fully 6 inches across. The petals

arc of thick texture, slightly cupped, and before they

expand the bloom more nearly resemliles a white

Water Lily than a Rose. Being such a splendid

grower and constant bloomer. Simplicity will be

in much demand as a small shrub Rose, being

associated, maybe, with some of the delightful

flowering shrubs with which our gardens may now
be enriched.

Miss Muriel Jamison is"a very lovely Tea novelty

something after the style of Irish Klegance, but the

THE GREENHOUSE.

SINGLE AND SEMI-
DOUBLE ROSES.

Will anyone ever make an attempt

to form a Rose garden of single and

semi - double varieties? Perhaps

that is too much to expect, and

yet it would be a very lovely

garden, as there are many varieties

now available. I loiow a difficulty

would arise from the very outset

as to what is a semi-double Rose,

as so many of our modern Roses

are but semi-doubles, t'.g., Betty

and Dorothy Page-Roberts. We seem to want a

term to describe such Roses as Bardou Job and
Gottfried Keller, for one cannot say they are

single, although there are but 'two or three rows of

petals. But for practical purposes they are single,

and it is to novelties of this class and the true

singles that I would draw attention.

At the Autumn Rose Show was there anything

more delightful than Gottfried Keller ? Its apricot

and golden blossoms were exceedingly beautiful.

This is a Hybrid Briar with wood and foliage very

like a Briar, yet showing unmistakably its Tea
parentage on the paternal side, which has given it its

perpetual-flowering habit. Entente Cordiale is

another lovely Rose. In the bud it is strangely

reminiscent of Juliet ; the large flowers are pro-

duced in big clusters, and the colour is Nasturtium
red on a golden yellow ground, the back of the

.\ r.\reTgreenhouse plant : mont.\noa mollissim.\

open flowers are richer in colour, althougli in the bud

I do not think it is equal to it. There is, however,

sufficient distinctness to warrant the planting of

' both, and surely no Roses could surpass them for

decorating dinner-tables. Theresa, a Hybrid Tea,

is a delightful semi-double sort, having flowers of

marvellous colouring, deep orange apricot, passing

I

to madder pink with carmine splashes. It is a

garden Rose of great beauty and attractiveness.

Sheilagh Wilson, another Hybrid Tea, will be a

charming addition to the single Roses. It was
raised by the well-known Irish rosarian. Dr.

Campbell Hall. Alexandra Zarifi is a single-flowered

variety of the type of Irish Elegance, but quite

distinct. Among ramblers no one who loves

!
single Roses should omit to plant Paradise,

Delight, Diabolo, Coquina and Ariel, all really

charming. P.

\ K.\K1-: GREENHOUSE PLANT.
(MO.NTANOA MOLLISSIMA.)

THIS interesting Composite, shown in tlie

accompanying illustration, affords a

useful decorative plant for the green-

iKjuse or conservatory during the late

autumn and winter months. The
plant forms an erect, much-branched

shrub from 4 feet to 6 feet high. The white
flowers, about 2 inches in diameter, are borne
freely in terminal corymbose panicles ; the leaves

are lanceolate, 5 inches to 6 inches long, i J inches

to 2 inches broad, deep green above, silvery

beneath. M. mollissima is quite an easy plant to

manage, and may be increased

either by seeds or cuttings, whicli

root readily if inserted in sandy
soil in early spring. The plants
thrive in a loamy compost, and
succeed best under cool greenhouse
treatment. They may be grown out-

side during the summer months
;

this will induce the plants to

flower freely. .Although introduced
into cultivation so long ago as

1S4J from Mexico, it is a rare plant
in this country

; but in gardens of

Southern Europe, where it thrives

in the open air, it forms a very
ornamental shrub. Another name
for this plant is Montagnea grandi-
flora. W. T.

CALLICARPA PUR-
PUREA.

.\ M o N the difterent plants
whose ornamental fruits serve to

embellish the greenhouse at this

season must be included this

Callicarpa, which, apart from its

ornamental qualities, is in general

appearance totally distinct from
any of its associates. It is a

member of the Verbena family, but
the flowers are not very con-

spicuous. This Callicarpa is of a

shrubby character, producing long,

Willow-like shoots, clothed wilh
ovate, hairy leaves. The tiny

greenish flowers are borne in

flattened clusters from the axils

of the leaves for a considerable

distance along the shoots. The
berries, which ripen in the autumn,
are, when full-grown, about the

size of small Peas, and of a rich

purple colour when ripe. They
remain fresli and bright for a

considerable time, during which period the Calli-

carpa is very useful for decorative purposes. It is

an old plant in gardens, having, according to the
" Dictionary of Gardening," been introduced from

India in i?2a. This Callicarpa is a plant of easy

propagation and culture, for cuttings root in the

spring as readily as those of a Fuchsia, and grow

away just as freely afterwards. During theu- earlier

stages the young plants should be stopped two or

three times in order to lay the foundation of a bushy

habit, after which the shoots had better be allowed

to develop, as the finest display of berries are borne

on those of a long wand-like character. Although

not particular as to soil, it will thrive, best in a com-

post of equal parts loam and peat, to which should

be added a small quantity of broken charcoal and

river sand. Larger specimens, grown as standards,

are very useful for grouping purposes. H. P.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
VENTILATING FRAMES AND GREENHOUSES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—In years gone by
gardeners used to protect their Rose
trees more thoroughly than they do at

the present time. It was a usual

practice to lift Teas, Hybrid Teas and
some of the standard Hybrid Perpetuals

and " heel " them in behind a sheltering wall, so

that a good covering might be easily put on when

I. COLD IK.\Mi \ I^ 1 iL.\ I I II Willi

STEP BLOCK.
IHt LHREE-

severe frosts came. It is necessary to afford some
protection to Rose trees in these days, but it is

not advisable to lift them. A neat surface

mulch of rather httery manure should be put on

to a depth of 4 inches or 6 inches. The branches

of the Teas and Hybrid Teas may be loosely gathered

and tied, and then wrapped around with a small

quantity of clean straw or Fern. It is really

wonderful how very effective such a covering is

against frosts. The unripe ends of the shoots may
be blackened by frost, but in any case such shoots

are useless for next year's crop of flowers, and when
the severe weather has passed the blackened portions

can be cut away. How rarely do we feed hedge

plants
;

yet it is a wise thing to do. Plants which

form hedges grow very close together, and they rob

the soil of its good qucilities in a short time. We
do not want gross-growing hedge plants, but those

that are strong and robust. Judicious feeding

with rotted manure at this season helps the growth

and tends to keep the roots active.

Vegetable Garden.—No doubt many cultivators

have already fixed upon the plots of ground on

which they intend to grow root crops next summer
;

if there are some who have not done so, they

ought not to lose any more time in the matter.

Deeply trench every square foot of ground selected
;

it does not matter whether the soil be clayey or

sandy, deep trenching is advisable for root crops

and absolutely essential to success in the case of

clay soils. In sandy soils the nutriment contained

in manure would be washed down deeply if put in

now ; but this is not the case with clayey soils. It

is important that all clayey soils be thoroughly

broken up now below the surface, but the top

portion should be left in a lumpy condition.

Frtiit Garden.—The branches and buds should

be well examined ; they may be found quite safe

from the attacks of insect pests at the present time,

but they will not be safe from them next spring

and summer. Many insects lurk in the old nail

holes in walls and similar places. Mix some
cement and sand together in equal quantities and

brmly plug up all boles in walls with the material
;

but first well brush out the hole with a suitable

brush dipped in paraffin oil. The pests are thus
destroyed and their hiding-places closed against
others.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Christmas Roses that
have flowers very forward may be lifted and placed
in boxes or pots in the greenhouse. Lift the plants
with plenty of soil adhering to the roots. Some
of the clumps may be placed in cool frames ; blooms
so protected are always quite clean. Late Libonias
may also receive special attention. Give the plants
a warm position and be very careful not to over-
water, else the leaves will drop off in showers.
Gardenias in pots will also be the better for having
a warm corner in the structure devoted to them.
Chrysanthemum suckers in frames must be watched
closely and kept ft-ee from the attacks of slugs.

Top-dress those plants that are not showing cuttings
freely. A. A.

VENTILATING FRAMES AND GREEN-
HOUSES.

Considerable want of knowledge exists with
beginners regarding the matter of ventilating
frames and greenhouses. During the winter
season very little ventilation of the glass structures
is really necessary. As the season advances,
however, and the days begin to lengthen towards
the end of January and the advent of spring is

announced by experiences of sunshine, the value
of knowledge of what to do in such circumstances
cannot well be over-estimated.

In heated pit frames and greenhouses the greatest

care is necessary to prevent the temperature rising

too rapidly when brighter days come along. The
combined heat of the .sun and the hot-water pipes
on a fine day in early spring will quickly cause the
temperature to rise too high ; such a state of affairs

must be guarded against and the ventilators

opened with due care, so that a normal temperature
under glass may be maintained. No hard-and-fast
rules can be laid down, the degree to which the

glass structure should be ventilated depending
almost entirely on the weather and the position
in which the greenhouse is situated. When the
temperature rises too higli, means must be taken
to allow the warm air to pass out, observing the

greatest care at all times to prevent a draught.
A draught of cold air in a greenhouse where the

temperature has been too high has a most detri-

mental effect upon the plants. It is in the spring
that so much risk to the plants is incurred. Cold
and cutting winds in March and .\pril are always
a source of anxiety to those who grow a number
of tender plants and seedlings under glass. In-

judicious opening of tlie side lights of the green-
house at this period may result in many plants
suffering severely

; and in April and sometimes
early May the weather is very treacherous. Begin-
ners may be led into the error of opening the top
ventilators on very bright, sunny days in the

spring, and of being caught unawares by cutting

easterly winds and cold, icy hail-storms
; the ill-

effects of such an experience will not easily be
removed. Cold draughts cause the tender leaves

to shrivel, and in such a condition the plants fall

a ready prey to fungoid cUseases and insect troubles.

A span-roofed greenhouse has this advantage

:

that the ventilators can be opened on the opposite
side to that whence the wind is blowing ; conse-

quently ventilating in such cases is made quite

simple. If the glass house be of a lean-to descrip-
tion, such as is depicted in Fig. 3, slightly different
rules should be observed. During the winter and
the earliest days of spring the top ventilators should
only be opened slightly. In warm weather, how-
ever, the top ventilators should be opened wider.
The side lights may also be opened in varying
degrees where flowering plants are growing, and
less wide where young plants and tender seedlings
are making progress. The amount of air to be
given to a glass house is governed by the character
of the subjects grown therein and the season of the
year. When young and tender plants are growing
away freely in the early and late spring they need
a moist or humid condition of the atmosphere

;

this is a point that must be considered when
affording ventilation to the greenhouse. In the
ventilation of frames, cold or otherwise, there are
simple contrivances that do much to make the
work easy. I have seen bricks and pots of

various sizes utilised for raising the frame-lights

to the desired height. It is much better, however,
to have a number of wooden blocks of various sizes

at hand, so that ventilation may be the more
satisfactorily afforded. By the use of these simple
blocks the frame-lights may be raised slightly,

which will give a moderate supply of air, while the

second step will afford a larger supply, and by
placing the frame-light on the top step a full and
free supply of air may be ensured. These step-

blocks are often secured to the frames by a small

chain, so that they are not lost and are always on
the spot when required. Fig. i represents an
ordinary cold frame with the step-block in use.

The step-block is preferable to all other con-
trivances, no matter how simple they maybe. In

Fig. 2 there is depicted a series of frame-lights

covering a long, open, cold frame. For the pur-

pose of illustration two frame-lights are shown
tilted on their sides and maintained in position by
the support given by a 5-inch pot. A large

wooden block for this purpose would be much more
satisfactory. Frame-lights are often arranged in

this manner, opened in a contrary direction to that

wiience the wind is blowing ; and this method

2.—SERIES Oh I'Rame-hghts raised in two
METHODS.

of ventilation is observed at a time when it is

desired to harden off plants previous to standing

them in the open. The frame-lights in the back-

ground of Fig. 2 are raised alternately in a moderate
degree. This is a system that may well be practised

in the dull months of the year, also in the mornings
of winter days when there is an absence of frost.
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Careful ventilation of the cold frame in the manner

indicated may save many cuttings and young

plants from damping off during the dark days of

winter. It may he necessary sometimes, owing to

the direction from which the wind is blowing, to

raise the bottom end of the frame-light instead of

the top end, as is customary in many gardens.

Early morning ventilation is very important. This

work should not be left over until later in the day,

and the amount of air to be admitted should largely

depend upon the temperature prevailing both inside

and outside the frame or greenhouse. D. B. C.

HOW SEEDLINGS ARE LOST THROUGH
FROST.

Every autumn there are thousands of young plants

put out either in nursery beds in readiness for

transplanting to their flowering quarters next

spring or in their permanent quarters now. Quite

healthy young specimens they are when first they

,ire planted, but in a very short time there is a

change—many possess yellow leaves and others

seem to lessen in size rather than increase. What
is the cause of this change ? The answer is : Frosts

cause the mischief. The soil, being lately dug up

for the putting in of the plants, has not settled

down, and when a frost comes the young plants are

loosened and raised up very considerably in the

soil. If they are left in this condition after the

frost has gone they begin to fade, and the next

frost damages them still more. Watch all such

valuable young seedlings, and directly a frost has

well gone out of the ground (not before) make the

soil once more firm around the roots of the plants.

In this way those precious young white, thread-

like roots will be preserved and, coming into contact

again with the soil, continue to grow ; but if left in

loose, frost-bitten ground they will perish.

FRUIT TREES.
Wood ;•. Fruit Buds.

When an inexperienced gardener is engaged in

the winter pruning of Apple, Pear and Plum trees,

he mav do, unintentionally, a lot ot damage. Fruit

buds take a long time to form, but they may,

through ignorance, be cut away in a second. .A

fruit or flower bud is rounder and shorter than a

wood bud.. They may be termed fat and lean buds.

The fat buds contain the flowers and the embryo

fruits ; the lean buds only contain leaves and the

embryo shoot. Fruit buds are mostly found on

the " spurs," the short, stocky growths generally

well studded with buds ; all, however, are not

fruit buds. When cutting back a branch which

grows from one of these spurs, the workman must

leave about two buds at its base. It will be the

safest plan for an inexperienced person in gardening

matters to leave all buds found growing on the

spurs, and then to disbud them when they are a

few inches long. The fruit buds will then have

opened, and the removal of all shoots will prevent

undue overcrowding. The new wood or shoots

will come from the buds left at the base of the

pruned branch, and one of these only should be

left to grow. B.

CLEANING VINE RODS.
The hard peeling of a Vine rod seems to have a

fascination for the inexperienced cultivator ; why
I do not quite know, but I do know it is a fact.

This, however, is likely to have an injurious

effect. It is unnatural to peel off the bark so

violently. Some persons do it so that they may
get rid of insect pests. Where Vines are badly

infested with mealy bug, all loose bark should be

removed, but even then the peeling of firm bark

is a wrong thing to do. Sometimes the garden

labourers are brought in to peel the Vines ; in the

majority of cases they are quite inexperienced and

may do harm. Only those men who have had

much practice at this work should be allowed to

touch the Vines, Having peeled off the bark, a

thick mixture of clay and some other ingredients

is put on, and this tends to close the pores of the

rods. My advice to the inexperienced grower is to

remove very carefully the loose bark only ; then,

with equal care, thoroughly wash the rods with

water heated to 120°. Finish the cleansing by
giving a dressing of some insecticide advertised

in The Garden, and so really clean the Vines.

Avoid touching the buds. Avon.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
Border Carnations.—Doubtless many of my
readers will have invested in a few of the high-class

novelties which have been exhibited during the

past summer, and which so much attract by their

improved forms as compared with the older types

of these flowers. Those who purchased their

supplies early in the season, and in this way secured

plants which when re-established would pass the

winter with comparative safety, will have but

little cause for fear ; while those who deferred

giving their orders in due season will find it to their

advantage to give the plants frame protection till

the worst of the winter weather is past and gone.

The Carnation plant, albeit reputedly hardy, is

not proof against frost, rain and thaw, and these

again in reverse order, probably during a succession

of days, the more so when exposed to the evil

considerately ventilated as that for a human being

if health is to be preserved. This, of course, to

the professional ' gardener is but simple logic;

to the amateur or beginner it might also mean
the purest science.

How TO Admit Air.—The best of all ways to

do this is by the overhead system, the most perfect

that I know being by means of a small block or

strip of wood so screwed to the frame at each of its

corners as to be raised or lowered at will. When
raised the light rests thereon instead of on the frame

itself. These ventilation strips should be about

6 inches in length, which, allowing for fixing,

would give an opening of nearly 4 inches. Many
frames are ventilated by simply placing a block of

wood under the back of the light, the weak point

of which is that the lowest and dampest end of the

frame is hardly catered for at all. By the simple

method described, a free passage of air is admitted

over the entire area of the frame, and this is highly

desirable.

Arranging the Plants.—In conjunction with

the free admission of air to the plants, the arranging

of them in near proximity to the glass is also of

importance. For example, a deeply built frame

with the plants arranged at or near ground-level

would not be good, the conserved damp at such a

level quickly giving rise to " spot " or other

diseases ; hence the need for a shallow frame or for

raising the plants to the position already indicated.

This may be accomplished by a bed of coal-ashes,

which, while warm and congenial to the plants, is

likewise opposed to the ingress of worms and the

encouragement of slugs. Further, if the plants,

which at this season would be supplied in pots,

were plunged to the rims of the receptacles,

little or no water would be required for weeks
together. E. H. Jenkins.
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method of ventilating a greenhouse.

influences of fog, smoke and the many other impuri-

ties incidental to town-dwellers. Hence, if we
would seek to give it its chance in life, it must not

be relegated to the drudgery of garden surround-

ings, but rather provided with that meed of protec-

tion which the circumstances demand.
The Cold Frame.—In the circumstances in

mind the cold frame treatment is much the best,

and to the plants a decided gain on the " cold-

shoulder " principle of outdoor gardening at such

a time, and which savours so v'ery much of neglect.

The " cold frame," should the orthodox article be

non-existent, may be quite a simple affair—a few

boards and an odd light, for example—whose sole

object is to protect the plants from those extreme

alternations of weather so characteristic of the

British Isles. The orthodox article—the cold

frame proper—is, of course, superior to makeshifts

or conveniences, and in any and every garden

should not merely be regarded as a valuable

asset, but also as an essential adjunct to the

greenhouse where such exists. Into such a frame
those Carnations we have now in mind would pass

the winter well, provided that free ventilation is

given to the occupants at all times. To place the

plants therein, to limit their air-space, and to box
them up so that a change of air is an almost im-

possible thing, is virtually to subject these things

to conditions akin to slow poisoning, and the

habitation or dwelling-place of a plant must be as

Shamrock Pea from South Devon.

From Mr. Wyndham Fitzherbert, Kingswear,

j
South Devon, we have received a box of flowers

of this low-growing and charming plant, which is

so seldom seen. Its many good points are clearly

given in the following note which accompanied
the flowers :

" I send you herewitn a gathering

of the Shamrock Pea (Parochetus communis). It

is charming at this season of the year, when scarcely

anything is in bloom in the open garden. It

commenced to flower in the first week of October,

and by the middle of the month the plants, which

cover more than a square yard of ground, were

covered with blossom. At the present time it is

certainly the loveliest object in the garden, and
continues to bloom until well on in December.
The pretty, porcelain blue flowers are borne singly

or in pairs, and are very attractive poised above

the dark-zoned leaves. It appears to do best in

a partially shaded spot in porous soil composed
chiefly of leaf-mould. The creeping stems are

much aided in flowering if in the summer they

are lightly top-dressed with wood-ashes and leaf-

mould mixed, which screens them beneficially

from the hot sunshine and feeds the young roots.

As it is a native of the Himalayas, it cannot be

considered absolutely hardy, but it is, I think, rarely

injured by the winter in the South-West. Last

year I lost my plants, but this I attribute to their

being placed in a very sunny position, where they

became dried up. This spring I obtained some
more plants from Mr. Walton of Mount Usher,

where it grows like a weed, and after a week or

two they grew away well and have now spread far

and wide over the border. It is a charming plant,

and all who delight in beautiful flowers in October

and November should grow it."
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NEW PLANTS.
Chrysanthemum .Mrs. Gilbert Drabble.—A large

nearly pure white Japanese variety of e.\hibition

standard ; the huge flower-heads were said to

possess a circumference of 2 feet 3 inches. It

is unmistakably destined to figure as a tine top-

row flower, or would present an imposing feature

freely displayed in big vases.

CJrysanll t'niutn Lady Fmui'us.—A single variety

of merit and distinction, the rose bronze shade,

which renders it so pleasing, being, so far as we
remember, a quite novel one in this section of the

flower. These two Chrysanthemums were ex-

hibited by Messrs. William Wells and Co., Limited,

Merstham, Surrey.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine Roc'ifordii.—This

is a rich or deep red coloured variety of the typical

kind, identical in every other respect save that of

colour. The flowers on the exhibited e.\amples

do not appear to expand so fully or freely as the

original. Shown by Messrs. Thomas Rochford

and Son, Bro.\bourne, Herts.

Odontoglossum Rouge Dragon.—This is a grand
Odontoglossum with heavily blotched flowers,

that are now so much sought after by the specialist.

The flowers are of good symmetrical form, Ijoth

blotched and spotted with maroon crimson on
a pale background. It is the result of a cross

between O. Phoebe and O. ardentissimum.

Odonloglossum Ceres Plumpton Hall variety.—
This rather delicate-looking variety was obtained

by crossing O. Rossii and O. Rolfa;. The perianth

is covered with well-defined chocolate spots over

a white groundwork. The lip is unusually large

and of a pleasing pinkish hue, which in no way
harmonises with the rest of the flower. These
two Odontoglossums were shown by W. R. Lee,

Esq., Heywood, Lancashire.

Vanda ccrrulea Blue Beard.—This remarkable
variety of the popular blue-flowering Orchid
created quite a sensation among Orchid enthusiasts.

The flowers are notable for their rich colour, wliich

is almost an indigo blue, chequered with lighter

veins. The plant shown bore a strong spike with

a dozen very large flowers. Shown by Colonel Sir

George Holford, K.C.V.O., Tetbury, Gloucester-

shire.

Cypripediuni Waterloo.—A remarkable Cypri-

pedium of good form, but by no means handsome.
It possesses a very large, over-arching dorsal sepal of

a brownish magenta hue with a greenish base, and
edged with a broad white margin. The petals

incurving are also of a brownish hue, tipped with

green. The lip or pouch is bordering on crimson.

It was raised from C. Mrs. W. Mostyn x C.

Ranjitsinhji, and was shown by Mr. E. V. Low,
Vale Bridge, Hayward's Heath.

All of the above novelties were shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society on December 6, when
each received an award of merit.

In connection with the conference held under the

auspices of the National Chrysanthemum Society

at Essex Hall, Strand, W.C, on the 5th inst., the

floral committee met for the purpose of adjudicat-

ing on new varieties placed before them on that

occasion. There were several good novelties of

a decorative character that were the recipients of

either a first-class certificate or a commendation.
The two varieties described above, Mrs. Gilbert

Drabble and Lady Furness, each received a first-

class certificate, the first-named being shown by
Mr. John Bryant, Gothland Lodge, Sandown,
Isle of Wight, and the other by Messrs. W. Wells

and Co., Limited, Merstham, Surrey.

The committee classified Pink Felicity and Mrs.

Chamberlain (singles) as too much alike. Clibran's

Crimson and Elsie Neville were provisionally

classified as too much alike, to be confirmed by
certain growers at the next meeting.

BOOKS.
Garden Planning.*—To those about to

lay out new gardens or desirous of altering exist-

ing ones we heartily commend this book. It has
been said, and not without some truth, that no
one plan is likely to prove suitable for any plot

of ground that has to be laid out ; but by giving
a number of plans and offering numerous and
lucid suggestions, many of which bear the stamp
of originality, the author has endeavoured, and
succeeded, to compile a book that will, we think,
prove of great assistance to those named above.
Practically every phase of garden planning is

dealt with, and the chapters devoted to walks and
edgings are particularly useful. Sloping gardens,
rock gardens. Rose gardens, water in the garden,
the vegetable garden, and fences and hedges all

receive due consideration, and we are pleased to
note that the author draws special attention to

garden accessories, i.e.. summer-houses, vases, &c.,

which are frequently very greatly misused. The
laving out of tennis and croquet courts and flower-

beds is also fully dealt with, so that the book may
be regarded as an up-to-date vade mecum.
Orchids for Everyone.t — This book

may be briefly described as a dictionary of the
more popular and lesser-known Orchids, freely

illustrated with coloured plates and half-tone
blocks. Realising fully the difficulty that besets
an author in dealing with a subject of such magni-
tude, we must still confess to a feeling of disappoint-
ment that cultural details are not gone into more
fully. By cutting down the lists ot species and
varieties to one-half, this might easily have been
done without adding to the size or cost of the
volume. The arrangement of the . contents is

excellent, and a full index renders reference quite
easy. The chapter on hybridisation, seeds and
seedlings, together with the monthly reminders,
we look upon as the most valuable parts of the
whole book. In the first-named chapter attention
is rightly given to the hybridisation or crossing of
the flowers, raising and subsequent treatment,
and if a few illustrations depicting this important
work could have been included, they would have
added very considerably to its value, especially

for those who are novices at the work, and for

whom the book is apparently most intended. The
section devoted to " The Most Useful Orchids " is

a very large one, and as all the kinds are arranged
alphabetically, it is an easy matter to find any
particular genus that is required. Then comes a
section on " Orchids of Lesser Value," and, finally,

hardy Orchids are dealt with, so that on the score
of completeness even the most fastidious cannot
find fault. But when we come to the illustra-

tions there is a different tale to be told. All
the black-and-white pictures are beautifully re-

produced, and add very considerably to the beauty
of the volume. We would, however, have liked

more such as that facing page 129, where a young
Odontoglossum plant with new growth is depicted.
Such illustrations would have been of more value
to the cultivator than those showing flowers alone.

No fewei- than fifty-three coloured plates, prepared
from colour photographs, are included, and
although some of these are done very well indeed,

many are poor and not true representations of
the flowers they are supposed to depict. No
doubt reproduction fi-om colour photographs is,

as yet, in its very early stages, but in a book of

this description it should have been possible to

get better results than those before us. Mr. Curtis

writes in a pleasant, methodical manner, and
those who are about to take up Orchid culture,
as well as those experienced in the work, will find
much valuable information presented in a readable
and easily understandable manner. In concluding,
we would draw attention to an obvious error that
has crept into the title-page. There the author
is described as " formerly keeper of the Orchid
collection at Kew." Is it not a fact that no such
position exists or has ever existed at Kew ? We
believe that Mr. Curtis was at one time a sub-
foreman in the Orchid department there, a post
that has been held by scores of young men.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
Questions and Answers.— r/i,- Eiiilor intends to

malie The G-\rden lirliiliiJ to nil readers uhn desire assist-

ance, no n%atter what the branch of gardening may be, and
with thiU object mil make a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the -paper only,
and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street. Coeent Garden. London, W.C. Letters on bu^ness
shoidd be sent to the Publisher. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desi;e to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, shoidd be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

• ' Garden riaiming," by W. S. Rogers
; price 10s. net.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, Adelphi Twrace. London.
t
• Orchids for Everyonu," by Charles H Curtis, with

colourpd illustrations by T. Eniest Waltham; price £1 Is.
iiPt. .Al.-ssrs. .T, ,M. Dent ami Sons, Limited, London ; and
E. P. Jjutton and Co., New York.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Crocus speciosus dwindling (T. E. S.).—

In our experience Crocus speciosus frequently
dwindles in size in stiff soil, and there, instead of
producing corms of flowering size, only forms
small ones which do not bloom. In light soil it

does much better, as in your instance. In loose
grass it does well enough, but in firm turf it is

quite unsatisfactory, forming only the little corms
it produces in the stiff soil. In such it is one of

the most unsatisfactory of our Crocus species.

Of course, the time when the grass is cut is

an important factor in the question. It should
not be cut until the leaves have become yellow

;

but as you say that C. zonatus does well there,

you probably take care that the grass is not mown
too early. Cannot you devote a place where the
soil is looser and more open to this fine Crocus ? I
Early - flowering Chrysanthemums *

(Glandore).—In favoured localities these plants
endure the winter with impunity ; in many others
they simply perish outright if left in the soil, and
as a result have to be propagated each year afresh.

The last-named method gives almost invariably
the best results. Take the clumps up now, and
give them frame protection or a slight covering
of fine soil or ashes in a sheltered place against a
south wall. In March numerous shoots should
appear if all is well, and these are often enough
available with root-fibres attached when 3 inches
or so long. .At that time they may be detached
and transplanted in rich, light earth in a nursery
bed or frame, planting them out in their permanent
places at the end of April, attending to their re-

quirements in the way of watering and other things.

These well-rooted pieces do exceedingly well and
make vigorous plants. Firm planting is necessary,
and a deep and well-enriched soil is desirable if

the best results are to be obtained. We are pleased
at all times to render any assistance in our power,
and gratified to know that The Garden ha? nroved
so helpful to you.
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IrlsAR and Montbretlas unhealthv (/•;. H'.).—
It is iiuitr usual fni 111.- liJM's In fall in Ili< way you (Ii'snribr.

1111(1, Ml far as our rxptririici- (iocs, no appn'ciablo lianu i«

(ioiif to tin- plants, nor is their IIowrrinKatfoctcd for iiiiotlicr

year. Many of tin" Klan Irisos are not wliolly of an f\( r-

ixro'u niiturc. and tin- failing i»r prrniatun- ripcnini: otf is

frequriitly inllurnrrd by tin- srasoii. Diwtiiiij; thrm up.

ilividiiit; anil n-iilantiiiu tlu'm in March nrxt would assist

matti IS. more piirlicularly if tin- bed was ri-mado. If you
It-avc tlir work till their flowcrinp is past, a season will

probalily br lost, aiul it is ficttiny late for doiiiK tlic work
now. Vou will Ilnd some useful hints on tlie Montbretias
in " riie Towni (Jardeti " notes in our issue for Oetobei 22.

aiul we siit,'iiest that you follow tlie ad\ ii-e there liiven.

HerbaceouR PaBonie^ in partial f^hade
{ihmhl). I'ic.vided the soil is deep :md laillv rieh. tlie

I'H'onies would (III ijiiite well iti IIm' pusilioii to whieh you
refer, 'Their llowcrinv; would naturally be sonn-wbat later

than in a fully exjiosetl situation, thoujih in the event of

lute si»rint: frosts tlie plants would siilfer much less.

I'a'onies do not lonu sueeeed in heavy shade or drip result-

in-: from trees overhead, or where the [•round is much
robbed by tree roots. Just what plants wnuld do well

for the same situation in autumn depf-tuls not a little upon
circunistanrcs. and we incline to the opinion that such
l-ilifs as speciosum and tisrinum in variety are amoni; the

most suitable things to associate with them. I'leasi' see

the leadini! articli- on IV'onies in our issue for Oetober 15.

Vou do not say what space you desire to fill, and in certain

positions the Japanese Anemones would be helpful for an
autumn display. At other tinu^s Daffodils, Hepaticas.
Lenten and Christmas Roses and hardy Cyclamen would
he charminti.

A list of Yuccas (If. H. C).— Yuccas- are an
extremely variable race, and botanists differ greatly in

their estimation of the cliaractei-s necessary to found a
distinct species thereon. The " Kew Hand List " gives,

of liardy kinds. Yucca angustifolia. Y. a. stricta. Y. flla-

mentosa. Y. f. flaccida. V. f. variegata. V. glauca,

V. gloriosa, Y. g. Ellacombei, Y. g. variegata, Y. orchioides,

Y. o. major, Y. recurvifolia. Y. r. variegata and V. rupi-

cola. The tender kinds in the " Kew Hand List " are as

follow : Yucca aloifolia. Y. a. Dracomis. Y. a. serrulata,

Y. a. tricolor. Y. a. variegata. Y. angustifolia, Y. a. stricta.

V. baccata {syn. Y. circinata), Y. b. australis, Y. brevi-

folia, Y. desmetiana. Y. clata. Y. e. albo marginata. Y.
filamentosa. Y. f. variegata, Y. filifera, Y. flexilis (syn.

V. falcata and Y. semicylindrica), Y. f. falcata,

Y. glauca. Y. guatemalensis {syn. Y. ensifolia), Y. macro-
earpa, Y. Peacockii. Y. treculiana (syn. Y. canaliculata).

and Y. Whipplei (syn. Y. Engelmannii). Some are in

both lists ; this is to be accounted for by the fact that
the climate of the British Isles varies considerably, and no
hard-and-fast line can be drawn as to what is absolutely
hardy or tender.

Beds on terraces garden (Ilex).—The Italian garden
would look very well planted with the sniallei i^n-wing

Tree Ivies, such as Silver (^ueen and Hedera Helix foliis

aureis, Euonymus radicans (gold and silver \'ariegated),

dwarf Boxes (gold and silver variegated) and Cotton
Lavender. As an alternative you might plant some of

the beds with dwarf Heaths, sucli as Erica einerea and
its varieties, E. carnea. E. mediterranea hybrida and
E. mawiana. Iberis senipervirens might also be used as

a dwarf evergreen flowering plant. Each kind ought to

be planted as a snigle bed to look at its best. You will

tlnd that plants such as these will look well during the
whole of the year, and be infinitely less trouble than
herbaceous plants. By gi\ing an annual pruning during
late April these subjects may be kept quite dwarf. Sliould

you, however, still wish for herbaceous plants, we would
ad\isc you to plant Sedum Telephiura, S. reflexum. S.

acre, Saxifraga niuscoides. S. Geum, S. tenella, S. tricuspi-

data, any of the hardy Semper\ivums. Aubrietia deltoidea

and its numerous varieties, and Arabis albida. The
following ornamental Cherries would thrive in your garden :

Pmnus Avium flore-pleno and P. Pseudo-cerasus Jas. H.
Veitch.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Situation for Quercus macrophylla

{Nil).— V')ur yiiiiiiK Oaks juglit to be i>laiiti<l in

good, deep, loamy soil, where they will be sheltered

somewhat. Scots Pines or some similar subject

ought to be planted among them to act as nurses

for a time. A west or north-westerly aspect would

probably be most satisfactory. For Black .American

Walnut try Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle :

Messrs. Dicksons, Limited, Chester ; and Messrs.

Clibrans, .\ltrincham, Manchester.

Evergreen shrubs for rocky bank (Nil).

The following evergreen shrubs are likely to suit your

soil and locality facing south • Viburnum Tinus,

Bcrberis stenophylla, B. Darwinii, B. .Aquifolium,

Phillyraja decora, P. media, P. latifolia, Ligustrum

lucidum, L. japonicum, Cotoneaster buxifolia and

Buxus sempervirens. For a north aspect you

may use .'^ucuba japonica, Berberis .Aquifolium,

the Phillyrjeas above mentioned, Euonymus
japonicus, E. radicans and Buxus sempervirens.

Tree Ivies may also be used with success in both

positions, while for a very dry, simny place the

double-flowered Ciorse, Cist us laurifolius. and C.

reco^nitus ui.l\' be u-.c<l-

Cuttings of Hollies, Willows and
Elders {Nit).—Cuttings of Willows and Elders

mav be made at once. They ought to be taken

from well-ripened wood of tlie current season's

growlli and made about i foot in length. These

ought then to be planted in a border, in rows, in a

slanting trench, about 3 inches or .( inches of each

cutting bc'ng left above ground. Make them

(piite lirm by treading, and U!^e light soil in prefer-

ence to heavy soil. Willows may also be inserted

in the places wliere they are to remain jxTmanently.

and growths three or four years old and several

feet long may be used if necessary Holly cuttings

ought to be taken during July and .August. They

may be from 3 inches to 4 inches long, and should

be made from half-ripened wood. Insert them

hrmlv in sandy soil under a hand-hght out of doors

in a cold frame, or in pots. Tn the latter case

the pots may either be plunged in a slightly heated

propagating-case or placed in a cold frame for the

winter and be transferred to a warm propagating-

case in February. Those placed under hand-lights

or in beds of soil in cold frames ought to remain

undisturbed for twelve months.

Trimming a Yew hedge (.1. fl.).— .4. Yew hedge

mav 111- triuuucd at oiirc or left until April, whichever
yoii prefer. Thi^ time for cutting is more or less a matter
of conveiiii'nce, tliough it is usually done during late spring

before growth commences or in late summer when the

year's sirowth !; coiiiiilctcd. .A, young hedge may be

clipprd twrlv.- iiioMtli.- after it has been planted pro-

vidin;,' it appruis to \>i- w-ll established.

Dark spots on Laurel leaves (Jaixin). — The
spotting of the foliage is not piitirely due to the attack of

a fungus, and is perhaps not. in tlie first place, the result

of that, but is. at least in part, due to the attack of the large

numbers of scale insects on the back of the leaves. The
leaves should be washed and the scale removed with a

blunt stick, and spraying with a nicotine preparation

when the young scale insects are about on the trees will

be useful. The scales will be found along the midribs of

the leaves ui numbers.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose Gloire de Dijon from cuttings

(H. /.).—Vou could put in cuttings now, although

rather late. Select well-ripened growths springing

irom other growths. Pull these off so that you have

a " heel " or portion of the older growth attached

to the younger. Cut this " heel " over smoothly

and leave the younger growth about 8 inches long.

Plant these cuttings in a border on the sunny side

of a wall or fence, if possible, putting some sandy

soil about the cuttings, and burying them in the

soil so that only about 4 inches or 5 inches pro-

trude. Tread the soil very firmly about the base

of the cuttings. If during the winter you find the

frost has lifted the plants, push them down again

when the frost has gone. Should these fail, which

is not very likely, you can put in cuttings in a

warm greenhouse in March or April ;
but the

cuttings then should be taken from a plant growing

under glass. Cut them up into lengths of 4 inches

or 3 inches and insert in sandy soil around the

edge of a 5-inch pot. By keeping them sprinkled

with water frequently and supplying a nice

warmth about the pots such cuttings should root

readily. If you had a small frame inside the

greenhouse, the cuttings would root more readily

if placed in it, especially if the frame was placed

over the hot-water pipes. If this could be done

and ashes or fibre placed on slates over the pipes,

you would have a nice little propagating-frame

both for Rose and other cuttings.

About a Rose hedge (Mrs. M.. Reading).—There
arc two distinct kinds nf Roses, either of which could
ad\'auta{;i'ousIy b'- usr-ii in the position referred to by our
correspondent. The main difficulty is the height ; other-

wise the choice would he very nuicli wider. If the position

is fairly sheltered. th(' best Rose t() use would be onu of

the Chinas, aiul of these, if one kind only is to be used

(and we think the effect is much hi-tter when only one colour

is predominant), then Mme. Eugene Uesal planted 18 inches

apart hi two rows .•«•»*• this fashion
would si>eodily nuike a flno hcdse. the rows to be 2 feet

apart ami 1 foot from the edRC of the bod. This hedge would
have the advantatie of beinti continuously in llower from
June till the frosts (Mune. If more varieties and different

colours ari^ desired, then Mine. Laiirettc Messimy could
he planted alternati'ly. The growth and habit of the
plants are similar and their flowers form a good contrast.
The common Monthly Rose, too, makes quite a gooci hedge.
If tlu^ tianlen suffers at all from late spring frosts, however,
we sliould not advise the Chinas, and in order to net con-
tinuous llowering and a growth not exceeding '.i feet, one
must go to the Dwarf Polyantlias or Pompons. The«c
make a deliu'litful hedge rather more than :i fret ;

but perhaps that would he an advantage. If restricted to
one kind only, we should choose Eug6nie Lamescli. a goofi

grower, of good bushy habit and very free-ilowering. Plant
18 inches apart in rows 2 feet apart. If a mixed hedge is

preferred, say, of four kinds, then plant Kug6nie l^mesch
alternately with Leonie Lamesch in the back row. ami
Cccile Rrunner and Perle d'Or in the front row. It is

advisable in order to get good plants to order at once, and
a good nurseryman should be chosen, say, either of the
Cants of Colchester or the Pauls of Che^shunt or Waltham
f'ross. On the whole, we think that Euyi'iiie Larnesch by
itself will give the best satisfaction. The beii will take fifty

plants altogether, twenty-flve in ea(;h row. Xo support
of any kind is necessary or desirable ; certainly not wire.

The Pompons or Dwarf Polyanthas will require no training

and very little pruning, only the flowering wood or head
of the previous year being cut out each spring. The
Chinas require moderate pniniim onlv. shoots shortened
and dead wood cut out. The Hybrid Teas, if properly
pruned, make in some cases a good hedge, hut it is diflieult.

to get it close-growing enough, and the effect is mon' that

of a bed than a hedge in the ordinary acceptation of the

term. Both Viscountess Folkestone and Mme, Itavary

are used for this purpose. 'L'hey nnist be plante<l very
close, however, say, 12 inches apart.

FRUIT GARDEN.
What is a Paradise stock ? iliiU-rcslcd).—

The Paradise stock is a selected seedling .Apple

stock grown specially for grafting l:)ush and dwarf

.Apple trees on with a view to a moderate restric-

tion of the'r growth, and also to bring the bushes

into bearing earlier. What is called the free

stock, and which is generally used for grafting

standard orchard trees on, is raised from the Crab

Apple. This stock favours freer growth and a

longer life to the tree. The Quince stock does the

same thing for the Pear tree as the Paradise does

for the Apple. This stock is usually grown from

layers. The free stock, as regards the Pear, is

the Pear stock. There is no reason why your

voung Pear trees grafted on a seedling stock should

not succeed very well. We would certainly give

them a trial Now is ,i gnnd time for planting.

Vines planted in small border (SIralford).

No doul)t the bulk of tlie \'ine roots have extended

beyond the limits of the small border mentioned,

and also beyond the gravel w'alk. If it is possible

to divert the walk away from the border, we should

particularly advise that this be done. Having

cleared the gravel away, take all the top soil away
from the narrow border, and also from the space

covered by the walk, until a good number of

roots have been exposed, then fill in with

the following soil compost, to the depth of

=i inches, treading it down firmly : To one barrow-

load of turfy loam add a peck of old mortar rubble,

a gallon of lime, two quarts of quarter-inch bones

and a quart of bone-meal. Mix well together and

place on the border in fairly dry weather, if possible.

Cover the border over with dry leaves or strawy

litter to the depth of i foot, and take off early in

May to prevent its becoming too wet in winter-

As regards your Peaches and Nectarines, no doubt

their roots have also extended beyond the border

and the walk, and as you say they are doing fairly

well, we must assume tliat their roots have found

a congenial soil to grow in. We think you might

leave well alone for the present. It is nothing

unusual for the best of trees to miss a crop after

bearing an o\er-hca\'y crop the previous year.

Canker In Apple tree (J. (J.).—Xo ground dress-

ing is likely to hiivc much elicct on the canker, but atten-

tion should be paid t<t thorough drainage and clean
cultivation. Cut out all the dead and disejised parts, and
paint over all wounds of any size with Stockholm tar or
lead paint. See that woolly aphi» is kept down with a

strong hand, for t hut insect carries the pest very frequently.
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Shoots of Gooseberry bush for inspection
(Anxious).—Thp only fungus present, forminfi small black
fruits on the skin, is one that is practically harmless. The
European Gooseherry mildew has slightly attacked the
leaves.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
How to grovr Mushrooms at home

(F. v.).—Collect all the fresh horse-manure avail-

able {from corn-fed horses), adding an equal

quantity of the short, littery straw which is usually

mixed with it. Form a heap of the two together,

allowing it to ferment for a week, and then open
out to let the rank steam escape. Put the heap
up again for the same length of time, opening it

at the end of a week, and then putting it up
again. At the end of another week the manure
will be ready to form the bed. The bed should

be II inches deep. Its width and length will

depend on the quantity of manure you may have

at disposal. The manure forming the bed should

be rammed as tight as possible. After the bed
has been made about eight days it is usually ready

for spawning ; but before spawning you must
satisfy yourself that the heat of the bed is not over

75°, and that it is slightly on the decline. Pieces

of spawn the size of a duck's egg should be in-

serted in the bed (all over it) at distances apart

of g inches. In the course of another week's time

the bed will be ready for covering with soil. It

should be covered over half an inch deep, and
beaten down hard with the back of a spade. Mush-

rooms should appear in the course of from six to

eight weeks after spawning.

Florence Fennel running to seed {A'. Muit).—
The Fennel easily bolts, and the bolted shoots should be
cut down as soon as indications of bolting are apparent.
We should let the present plants remain, as you might not
secure a better result by sowing again next year.

Cabbage going to seed (Cfl&ftof/e).—We strongly
advise you not to save seed, if ever so favourable, from
Cabbage plants 1h;it have already flowered and formed
seed-pods. Any Cihlinur wliich would dothatso unseason-
ably will probably In- worthless It would be better to

destroy such plants now. trusting for seed to those plants
which did previously carry good hearts, and next spring
will throw flowering shoots and produce seed in proper
order. But, after all, is the game worth the candle ?

You n>ay save Cabbage seed, but what giiarantfc have you
that others near may not have other Cabbages. Savoys,
Kales or Broccolis flowering at the same time ? And if

that be so, your Cabbage stock would certainly be nmch
intercrossed, and possibly he quite spoiled. Cabbage
seed costs so little, and seed-growrrs takr such extraordinary
trouble to keep it true to varif't\', tlint it ia far wiser to
purchase seed which can be trusted than ta save and sow
seed which may produce all sorts of things. Proper
Cabbages are presumably sufficiently hardy to need little

or no winter protection.

Haricot Beans (J. D.).—Certainly Butter Beans,
both in the runner and dwarf forms, are frequently
grown here, but most generally it is the climbing or runner
form known as the Merit d'Or which is most favoured.
The Butter Bean is also known as the Waxpod. The pods
are, as a rule, cooked whole, being stringless. the stem and
points being cut off first. The pods should be gathered
when first yellow, and not be allowed to get old or stale.

The section "does not include any that are very free croppers ;

but, all the same, the produce of a row of, say, 20 feet in

length sown on good, deeply worked, well-nianurcd soil and
staked to a height of 7 feet is really excellent. The Beans
should be sown in the rows from 6 inches to 8 inches apart.

The French term all dwarf Kidney Beans Haricots, but
the Haricots of commerce arc white, and few varieties

are better than the one known as \Vonder of France.
When many pods are formed on a plant the leaves fall.

The plants'should then be pulled and hung up to dry to

ripen the seeds, or Beans may then be cleared from out of

the pods. These Haricot Beans should be sown on warm
borders. You should be able to obtain seeds from any
good seedsman.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Names of fruit.— 7'Aomas Robinson.—lied Apple,

Hall Door
;

pale Apple, James Grieve. A. J. S.. >^hei-

horne.—Apple Hoary Morning.

Names of plants.— Marian.— Probably Senecio
mikanoides (German Ivy), but cannot be certain without
seeing flowers. It is a South African plant and flowers in

winter. .4. ^'.—Eucalyptus Gunnii. J. W, Wuitt,—
l.Lomaria Spicant ; 2, Aspidiumaculcatum ; 3, Aspleniuni
Ceterach ; 4, Polypodiuni Phegopteris : 5, Cerastium
species ; 6, Sedum acre (probably) ; 7. S. rupestre.

ir. H. J. Sqwre.—The white flower is Enpatorium wein-
mannianum, and the grey-foliaged plant is the Cotton
T-a vender (Santolina Chaina?i ypafi^sus).

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL CHKYSANTHEMl'.M SOCIETY'S

CONFERENCE.
A CONFKKKNCE in connection witli the National Chrysan-
themum Society was held in the Essex Hall, Essex Street.

Strand. I.nndon, W.C, on Monday evening, the 5th inst..

Sir Albert Rollit, LL.D., D.C.L., in the chair, when
papers were read by Mr. Norman Davis. Mr. W. Higgs,
Mr. H. J. Jones, Mr. R. F. Felton and Mr. T. Stevenson.
The former gave a most exhaustive paper on Japanese
Chrysanthemums for exhibition, dealing fully with all

plia^es (if their culture. The following were the most salient

points in .Mr. Davis's paper :

' It may be well to call attention to what, in my mind,
is the most important factor in cultivating these plants,

namely, to ensure perfect maturity, without which it is

impossible to build up huge blooms. In this matter we
have to consider how far we can create a luxurious growth
and yet mature it in proper time, so that when the period
of bud formation comes round the plants are ready to go
on with the function of flower-building. In the first place
wc have to create tlie plant, and then mature it ; and it

is on this little word ' mature ' that the whole of our
ultimate success depends. The function of the plant's

life is twofold : (1) To build up its stems and branches,
and (2.) to develop its flowers ; and it can only perform to

the full this seeotid fimction after it has completed the
first. [Maturity does not altogether mean the ripening

of the growth, but rather the completion of its active root

growth, for when that has been secured the ripening process
naturally follows. Thus, in the treatment of our plants,

we have to consider all our points in relation one with
another. At the commencement you determine which
bud you wisli to secure and the date you expect it to form,
and in relation thereto you must ensure that the plant is

then ready to go on with its development.
" As I have to deal mainly with this one particular

section, viz., the Japanese, there will be no need for mc
to" do more than glance at the general details of cultivation.

Our first thought is, naturally, soil, and I think we treat

this too much from the point of view of its being simply
a medium for feeding the plant, whereas the first use of

the soil is to hold fast the plant. With a light soil, however
rich in plant food, we cannot expect a steady, even growth.

Such a soil requires an undue quantity of water, as it has
no holding power, therefore a good, stilf holding soil is

essential, independent of its feeding properties. Providing
it is rendered thoroughly porous, the nearer to clay a
soil is, the better Chrysanthemums like it. Many growers
are far too elaborate in the matter of drainage, in my
mind, greatly to the detriment of the plant. Of what
earthly use some 2 inches of crocks are is a puzzle. 1

never "use more than four pieces of crock to the largest-

sized pot, and in the early stages none at all beyond a
piece of dry manure. There is" then no breaking of roots

to get the crocks away. I think that the bottom of the

pot is just where the plant seeks nourishment. If, instead

of using a lot of fine silver sand, you kept the soil open with
ordinary ashes from the ash-bin or stokehole you would
have little troubU; about drainage. I use nothing else

except what I put in as food, and I rarely have a pot

clogged for want of drainage.
' yf»'r(?iH(/.—Japanese varieties will take more food,

generally, than any other section, being of a grosser

growth." Wc feed gently in the early stage, increasing it

during active growth, and gradually reduce again after

the main growth is completed. To get full advantage of

the food we give, the soil should be in proper condition

and of the right texture as already explained. There are

the points. We divide our nourishment. Some we put
into the soil, and we complete the process in the form of

liquids. For mixing with the soil I recommend to each
barrow-loadofsoil: Bone-flour, 1 quart ; buint refuse about
1 gallon ;

Peruvian Guano, ^Ib. ; soot. 1 quart. The guano
best for our purpose is a low grade, having only a moderate
amount of nitrogen, but rich in phosphates and various

salts. In potting, except for the very small stage, I do
not sec why the soil should not be of the same texture,

and supplied with the same food all tlinnigh. Many who
write upon this subject seem to think that it is only for

the final potting that properly prepared soil is required,

for it is only at this stage that they give details for com-
posts. Bvit wc want to get luxuriance into our plants

from the commencement." For later feeding proceed in

the same way : a little in the early stage, increasing as

growth goes on. I am reluctant to recommend any
particular compounds, of which there arc many excellent

preparations on the market, especially as I rarely use any
preparations of which I do not know the complete nature.
Personally I have used for many years little else than
Peruvian Guano.

*' In giving liquid manure we must take uito considera-

tion the fact of what we have already put into the soil,

so that after each potting it is best to stay liquid food for

a week or so. Gnauo, as a general food, sliould be used

at the rate of loz. to the gallon for tlie earlier stages,

increasing it to 2oz. when in the 5-ineh or 6-inch pots, and
in the finals til! bud formation, then reduci' again to lox..

which continue to the finish. This, however, is not a

complete course of food, as during active growth, that is,

after the small stage until we stofi growth, the plants re-

quire a hiruer ^upitly uf iiitio'^eu tliaii we lind in the guano.
This can veiy well be supplied l>y tlie liquid from fresh

horse maiuire and soot, eitlier given separately or the
guano added to it. In the latter case the guano is given

in h^ss (piantity. Failing this, sulphate of ammonia or

nitrate of soda" at tlie rate of half an ounce to the gallon,

given in proportion once to twice of guano, one or the other
twice a week. .After the blooms show colour discontinue

the -.tiinulanls, nnly givint; tlie iiiianci, e\ccpl fur an

occasional dose of those special chemicals referred to when
treating upon colour.

" Bxid Se'ection.—We see in our gardening papers
numberless questions as to taking the buds of different
varieties, and tlie answers invariably given are the ' hard
and fast' uniiualifie.i .idvire of some guide book. How
can the same treatment apply to the expert's advanced
plants and to the novice's, which are probably only in

their infancy? Even to the expert dates for stopping
must be largely a matter of district and seasons. A much
better guide to place before the amateur i-^ the tiM system
of stopping between the shift-;. If you advice stopping.', siy.

for second crown, the plants should Ik- so far adxaniMd as tu

be establishing tliemselves in their 3.V-inch or 4-inch pots.

If for first crown, in which we only just want to anticipate
the bud of some rather late variety, then the time to stop
is in the next shift—the 5-inch or 6-inch pot. This would
be more understandable, but even then the strong plant
of the expert and the weaker one of the novice cannot be
expected to give the same result. Far better for the
novice if he relied upon crown buds throughout, without
any stopping. He would certainly have stronger plants
and a far larger number of blooms at a given date than In-

would from any system he does not thoroughly understand .

Nor is this all. Under the best of cultivation stopping
in the early stages of growth must be detrimental to the
plant's well-being. It is a check jvist at the time we want
vigorous growth, and should only be practised when vrv-

cannot obtain the same results in some other way, princi-

pally by earlier or later striking of the cuttings. Stopping
the plants, too, must, under the best conditions, be largely

a matter of speculation. We may or may not obtain the
results we seek for ; when we do not, we blame the season.

" Dnmpitig.—This is an evil that few growers escape
from, losing some of their earlier blooms through scalding.

We have it more or less every season, and we cannot shut
our e\'es to the fact that it is mainly caused through im-
mature wood and over-pottiug. Some growers call the
evil ' sun scorching.* which is liardly correct. Certainly
the rise and fall of temperature on sudden sunny days
is the time they damp most, although they will do so just

the same on dull. warm, dose days when it is dittieult to

move the air.
" The sun does not directly scorch arni flower. What

really happens is that the house goes up to a sudden liigh

temperature, and all those plants ha\ing an amount of

unripened growth get overcharged with sap, which is

forced up to the bloom ; then with the sudden lowering

of temperature when the sun goes in this sap has no escape,

and as it is chemically heated from feeding the blooms
scald from inwardly, the sap bursting through the florets.

How are we to stay or even modify this evil ? T think
the first thing ttiat erossi's inn mind is to shade and keep
the house eool wlieii we get these sudden glimpses of sun.

iilthougli. excepting for this ilaniping or scalding, we can
generally do with all the sun we can get at this particular

season. But the continual putting on of shading and taking

it oil again is not always possible.
" The next thing I suggest is to prevent the sudden drop

of temperature on these occasions by having the pipes in

the house heated at least an hour before the sun goes in.

and also, when it does go in. partially lower the ventilators

for a time. Thus the more gradual drop of the tempera-
ture will save many blooms that might be swaying in tlie

balance. I think at the early part of the season the houses

should be kept cool at night. It is far better to have a
little cool damp than to fire up and create steam.

" Colour.—In dealing with colour in connection with
general feeding I find from long experience and trials with
various compounds that nothing enhances colour to a greater

degree than those salts so freely found in the lower grades

of common guano. This guano is the manure from great

sea birds which feed entirely upon ftsh, and their deposits

contain these various salts, which, whatever may be their

value as plant food, undoubtedly act, as I have said,

directly upon the colour sap of the plant.
" Honsinq.—We now come to the last important point,

till' proper housing of our plants. Failure to observe
Nature's requirements in this direction is often the undoing
of all our previous work. Plants when placed under glass

require just as much light and air as they did when out of

doors. It is sometimes painful to see plants so huddled
together that all the lower parts of the plants have neither

light nor air. and it is impossible for them to perform
their functions properly. The leaves from want of light

soon begin to droop an<l fad>-. mildew becomes rampant
and much of the plants \italit\ i- g(Hn.\ The result is we
see blooms when two-thirds developed unable to get further.

CHELMSFORD AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Thk ninth of the weekly meetings of the above society

was lield at the County Laboratories, Chelmsford, on
December 2. Mr. C. Simpson presided, and the attendance
of the members was small owing to the bad weather.

\ paper was read by Mr. W. Messenger of Wolverton Park,
Ipswich, on " The Cultivation of the Vine." At the

commencement of the paper Mr Messenger said he did

not intend to take up any time with the history of the Vine,

but preferred to devote the evenuig to the actual cultiva-

tion. The first part of the paper dealt with the kind of

house best suited for early forcing and for late work.
Boilers also were spoken of. the tubular type being specially

recommended. Mr. Messenger spoke of the Grape-growing
soil, which some of the best exhibitors were, happily,

situated upon. The distance at which the rods sliould

be from tlie roof wa> nirnti,,iiid in the paper, Mr Messenger
stating that the majoiily nt ^^towers were apt to have the

rods too near ; he preteried a distance of 20 inches. The
subject of temperatures was also dealt with ; hard-and-

fast or set temperatures were condemned as had for the

Vine growth.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every dejmriment of horticulture is represented in The

GjIRDEN. ar4 ike Editor invites readers to send in questions

relating to matters upon irhich they wish (tdvice from com-

petent author iti"^. I* ilk that object he wishes to make

the "ATUtwers to Correspondents " columns a conspicuoiis

feature, and, when queries arc printed, he hopes readers

vMl kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications inuM be written clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The

Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and rwtcs,

bill he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, however, v.ill be taken, and where stamps

are enclosed, he will endeaifour to return non-accepted

coTUribiUions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly wnderstood that only the actual photo-

grapher or oumer of the copyright will be treats with.

The Editor ivill not be respormble for tlie return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and

the receipt of a proof must not he taken as evidence that an

artide is accepted. Publication in THE Garden ivill alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE NATIONAL SWEET PEA
SOCIETY.

THE annual general meeting of the

members of the above society,

held at the Hotel Windsor,
Victoria Street, Westminster,

on Thursday of last week, unlike

those of previous years, was
the occasion of a debate on highly con-

troversial matters, the points raised being

of considerable importance to the work-
ing of the whole society. Judging by the

discussion which took place anent the

composition of the floral committee, i.e.,

the committee which judges the varieties

grown in the society's trials, their decisions

in the past have not given satisfaction to

some members. Whether the dissatisfaction

that undoubtedly exists among a section

of the members is justified or not does not

concern us here ; but such dissatisfaction

cannot be other than harmful to the society,

and for that reason the discussion which
took place was opportune, and has, we
hope, done something towards clearing

away what may possibly have been only

misunderstanding.
The proposal, made in a most influential

speech by Mr. W. P. Wright, to increase

the number of members of the floral com-
mittee from twelve to eighteen, with an
amateur chairman, half to be amateurs
and half to be traders, with the proviso

that heads of firms should be ehgible

for election, was a wise one, and when
properly grasped by those present met
with general approval. Hitherto there

has, apparently, been an unwritten

rule that heads of firms should not be

elected to this committee, and the decision

to now admit these is a step in the right

direction. In the past the exercising of

this rule has deprived the society of the

services of some of the best Sweet Pea
growers and raisers in the country', and
that in itself is sufficient justification for

its obliteration. The suggestion which
has been put forward that the floral com-
mittee should consist of amateurs only may
appear at first sight to be a sound one, but

the proposers of such a scheme have

evidently overlooked the fact that it would
be well-nigh impossible to procure a suffi-

cient number of competent amateurs who
have the time, or would feel disposed, to

visit the trials when necessary. In these

days of unfixed stocks and too-much-alike

varieties, it is of the greatest importance

that those responsible for giving awards
to new varieties should be experts of the

first water. Then, again, it is only fair

that the seedsmen who support the society

so loyally, both in actual work and finance,

should be represented on the committee.

New varieties must of necessity be viewed
from a commercial as well as from an
amateur's standpoint, and for this reason

we think that it is necessary and desirable

to have members of the trade on the floral

committee.
Of a far greater controversial nature was

the proposal—eventually carried by a

majority of five—that any amateur who
sold Sweet Peas should not be eligible for

election to the floral committee. This is

undoubtedlj' a very important point,but one
that we do not think is workable. As soon

as an amateur possesses that expert know-
ledge which will justify his election to the

floral committee he will be trying his hand
at raising new varieties, and we must not

forget that some of the best Sweet Peas

that we have to-day have been raised by
amateurs, i.e., those who do not grow the

flowers or seeds for a living. Naturally,

when an amateur does raise a novelty of

exceptional merit, he does not feel disposed

to give it away, and is quite justified in

disposing of the stock in toto to a trader

without himself becoming a trade grower.

Yet the motion that was passed means that

an amateur who has done this must not

act on the floral committee. It remains

to be seen whether the general committee
will give their sanction to this proposal or

not. If they do, the floral committee will

be deprived of the services of the best

amateur growers in the country', and as the

work of this committee constitutes the

most important feature of the society's

efforts, its seriousness cannot be over-

estimated.
The other business of the meeting passed

off pleasantly enough. Lady Northclifie

was elected president for the ensuing year,

and is the first lady president the societj^

has had. Several new members were

added to the general committee in place

of those removed under the rule which
demands that a member of the committee
shall attend at least two meetings during

the year, and Mr. G. W. Leak was elected

chairman of committee. The most pleas-

ing feature of the meeting, yet one tinged

with a certain amount of sadness, was the

presentation to Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Foster of a canteen of silver, subscribed

for by the members as a slight acknow-
ledgment of the valuable services rendered

by them to the societj' in the past. The
sad note was the absence of Mr. Foster
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through illness, but we are glad to learn

he is now on the high road to complete
recovery. The valuable services of the

hon. secretary, Mr. C. H. Curtis, who was
unanimously re-elected, were recognised,

on the proposal of Mr. W. Cuthbertson, by
an honorarium of sixty guineas, Mr.
Edward Sherwood being re-elected hon.

treasurer.

The annual report does not present any
very striking features, the most important
one being that themembership has increased

but slightly during the year. Although
the exact number of members is not stated,

we note that the accession of 166 new
members has been heavily discounted by
the losses. With so popular a flower this

ought not to be. In these days it is

impossible to stand still, and every member
should do all that is possible to induce

others to join the society. Happily, the

financial position is a sound one, there

being a substantial balance in hand after

£^0 has been placed on deposit. Following
the general meeting a dinner and confer-

ence was held, excellent papers on " Judg-
ing Sweet Peas" and " Sweet Pea Culti-

vation" being given at the conference by
Mr. W. P. Wright and Mr. George Herbert
respectively.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

January 3, 1911.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Plants at the Royal

Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,

S. W., from I to 5 p.m.

Peter Barr Memorial Fund.—Bearing in

mind the considerable sum of money that would

have to be invested for the purpose of providing a

gold Peter Barr Memorial Medal annually to be

awarded in connection with work among Daffodils,

the executive committee of the above fund recently

resolved to obtain a Peter Barr Memorial Cup to

take the place of the proposed medal, to be held

for one year by the person honoured. This will

still carry out the principle of the original idea, it

will obviate the necessity of forming a memorial

trust, and will permit of a larger sum being handed
over to the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. The
Barr Memorial Fund will not be closed imme-

diately ; therefore those who have not done so are

invited to send their subscription to the treasurer,

Mr. H. B. May, V.M.H., Chingford, Essex.

NeiH glass - houses for Pittencrieff

Park, Dunfermline.—A vast improvement is

about to be effected in the Pittencrieff Park,

Dunfermline, as the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust

have decided to erect a new and extensive range

of houses there to replace those at present existing,

which are of an antiquated and out-of-date charac-

ter and quite unsuitable for the needs of a pubhc

park such as Pittencrieff. The houses will be about

200 feet in length in all, and a corridor of about

20 feet wide will extend along the north end and

wiU give access to the houses. A large central

Palm-house is a feature of the plans. The con-

struction will be of the most modern kind, and the

buildings when completed will be an ornament

to the park. Xhe contract, which involves a sum
ot about £4,000, has been entrusted to Messrs.

Mackenzie and Moncur, Limited, Edinburgh.

Proposed heating of the Waverley
Market, Edinburgh. — Frequenters of the

great flower shows held in Edinburgh in spring and

winter will learn with gratification that the Markets

Committee of the Corporation of Edinburgh have

under consideration the heating and better venti-

lating of the Waverley Market. Both are sadly

deficient, and at the Chrysanthemum shows of the

Scottish Horticultural Association plants occasion-

ally suffer considerably from the low temperature.

Pear-leaf blister mite.—Leaflet No. 239

just issued by the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries, n, Whitehall Place, London, S.W., is

devoted to the Pear-leaf blister mite (F.riophyes

pyris) , its life-history, together with the best methods

of combating the pest, being given. Leaflet

No. 232 deals with the corky scab disease

(Spongospora scabies) of Potatoes. Copies of these

and other leaflets can be obtained by applying to

the Secretary at the above address, and such letters

need not be stamped.

Reading Gardeners' Association. —
Notwithstanding the deplorable weather on Novem-
ber 23, the exhibition promoted by the association

yielded a net profit of £14 4s., which sum has been

equally divided between the Gardeners' Royal

Bene%olent Institution and the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editor Is not responsthle for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 1908.—
On Wednesday, the 14th inst., a doubtful point

in connection with the above Act was settled by
the judges in the Divisional Court. Their decision

was as follows : Under the Act of 1868 only a

qualified pharmacist could sell poisons, and not

an unqualified assistant ; it therefore followed

that under the amended Act of 1908 only a person

licensed by the local authorities could sell poisonous

compounds for horticulture and agriculture.

Managers and assistants were not entitled to sell

unless they held a separate licenre. It is to be

hoped that nurserymen and seedsmen holding

licences under this .^ct will now take special warn-

ing from this decision, and not allow pharma-
ceutical spies to trap their assistants in the way
they have been doing. It is quite clear that all

the pharmaceutical spies who have been able to

make purchases were strangers to the employes

who sold, and if only known persons had been

supplied, none of these vexatious and ridiculous

prosecutions would have arisen. I am sorry to

say that only within the last ten days several

agents have been threatened with penalties for

not affixing their name and address on the bottles,

and here again the purchasers were strangers, and

certainly should not have been supplied for this

reason. The Traders in Poisons Society are now
going to approach His Majesty's Privy Council,

asking for greater faculties for obtaining licences

and at less expense, so that assistants can obtain

licences to sell (under the head licensee) at a very

nominal charge.—G. H. Richards.

An infallible cure for canker and
woolly aphis.—At this time, when everyone is

thinking ot preparing for their next year's fruit crop,

and when much advice and many recipes are being

given for the various pests we have to fight against,

I should like to draw attention to a method I

have found from experience to be most efficacious

against woolly aphis and canker in Apple trees,

and, not having seen it mentioned elsewhere, I

believe it is my own idea. It is simple, clean,

quickly done and cheap, therefore valuable to the

amateur. My method is to sear the parts affected

by either disease with a blow-lamp such as painters

or plumbers use. I treated thus some of the

Apple trees in our garden (which were so badly

affected by canker that the growths were enormous)

,

with excellent results. The searing chars the

diseased bark, and shortly after one can knock oS

the charred nodules with a blunt knife or other

implement. No wound is left such as a sharp

knife (which I have seen advocated for canker)

makes. For aphis a less severe application of the

flame is necessary, only enough to penetrate the

cracks where the insects lodge, and anyone can

understand that the blight for that season, at any

rate, is quite dead.—C. M. B.

Rose Mme. Edmee Metz as a standard.
I can endorse " C. T.'s " appreciation of this Rose

in this form which appeared in The Garden for

November 26. My standards as first-year cut-

backs were very floriferous, blooming well both

early and late. The last bloom was gathered a

few days ago. I found the Rose not at all at its

best as a maiden or when grown as a dwarf. I

think it would gain greater popularity if the blooms,

when grown strongly enough for exhibition, did

not lose colour and display a washed-out shade of

pink, with a suspicion of yellow tints also in certain

stages. Scent not unlike that of the Cowslip is a

feature in this Rose.—D., Southampton.

New single Chrysanthemums. — It

is pleasing to notice in the pages of The
Garden the appreciative notes on these popular

flowers. Their value as decorative subjects is

now recognised, and the cultivation very largely

on the increase. The magnificent displays made
at the autumn exhibitions of the National Chrysan-

themum Society and leading horticultural societies

are always a source of interest, and prove attrac-

tive to all classes of visitors. At the recent

Southampton Show classes were provided tor both

natural sprays and disbudded flowers ; over 100

vases were staged in almost as many varieties.

Those interested had ample opportunity to select

kinds suited to their individual tastes and require-

ments. The thread-petalled varieties have also

been mentioned. This section contains some
charming flowers ; they are free-flowering, and

usually at their best from the middle of November
to the second week in December. Among the

most showy are J. M. Cole (canary yellow). Crimson

Tangle, Cannell's Favourite (the white Mrs.

Filkins) and Bertie Bindon. The last-named is

very dwarf, and makes useful decorative plants

in 6-inch and 7-inch pots. As cut flowers they are

always admired. A vase of Crimson Tangle

arranged with suitable foliage is very conspicuous ;

the colour and form of the flowers invariably

attract attention. If not required for a given

date, very little is necessary in the way of stopping

and timing for decorative Chrysanthemums. To
ensure bushy plants the points of the shoots should

be pinched out twice during the growing season.

.\11 Chrysanthemums pay for good cultivation

and respond to generous treatment after the buds

are formed. Good flowers of the best type are

only produced on well-grown plants.—H. N.,

Bournemouth.

In reply to " E. G.," who enquires about new
single Chrysanthemums, I give the following varie-

ties. Although some would not be called new, I

can thoroughly recommend them all, especially for

outdoor culture. Alice White, rosy pink, com-
mences to flower the end of August, lasting a very

longtime in flower if disbudded, height 2 J feet;

Majestic, bright fiery red, turning to rosy red

with age, commences to flower the end of August,

lasting till the latter end of October if treated the

same as the one just mentioned, height 3 feet ;

and Ruby, a beautiful ruby crimson, height

2 J feet. I should like to draw readers' attention

to the th'-ee mentioned if only for one reason, and
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that is, they throw out from the base about the

third week in August, if properly treated, a number
of strong shoots, from whicii the later flowers

develop. A few more good varieties are Path-

liuder, golden salmon, height 2 feet ; Mrs. Earle^

pure white, with a rather large eye, height a feet
;

and, last but not least, Marguerite, l.irge starry

white flowers very freely produced on stiff stems,

one of the best, if not the best, for table tlcc>iratioiis

Us one fault is that, if not well grown, instead of

being pure white, the flowers come greenish white.

Its height is catalogued as 2i feet, but with me last

year it attained the height of ^J feet. This year

it has gone one better, and reached the height of

4 feet. Other good varieties are Dean Swift,

bronzy yellow, and Eclipse, rich amaranth,

rather large, but very pretty. All the above

should be stopped for crown buds.—W. Langhorn.
There is a part of the note by " G. G. H.,"

page 606, in the issue for December 10 that I

cannot agree with. I do heartily agree that the

single-flowered varieties should be provided for

in our show schedules as much as possible. Com-
mittees of Chrysanthemum shows recognise the

importance of this and do provide for such classes

in their schedules. The committee of the Bourne-

mouth Society is a progressive committee, and does

its best to cater for the tastes of all p.arties, including

the children. I exhifnted at the first Bournemouth
Chrysanthemum show held twenty-four years ago,

and ever since I have been in close contact with the

society, and I know well that fruits and vegetables,

as well as other kinds of flowers, have always been
well provided for ; but large-flowered Chrysan-

themums form the chief attraction of the show
now, as they always have done. All Chrysanthe-

mum shows are much alike. If narrow-minded-
ness ruled, all such societies would quickly come to

an end, and rightly so. I do not hesitate to affirm

that large-flowered varieties are more popular

now than they were five years ago. Exaggeration
never advanced any good cause and never will.

" G. G. H." says :
" In Japan I believe they are

grown 2 feet in diameter, but I cannot see any
advantage in this great size." Individual blooms
are referred to, I presume. Well, the late Dr.

MacDonald of Stornoway took one of the books I

wrote on Chrysanthemums twice round the world,

and then kindly sent me the copy, which I much
value. Dr. MacDonald wrote in the book the

following words : " . . Finally, we crossed

the Rockies, and from Vancouver sailed across

the Pacific to the original home of the ' Kikii

'

(the Chrysanthemum's name in Japan). In the

Imperial gardens at Tokio we saw the Kikii grown
in many fantastic shapes, but nowhere did we see

such monstrous blooms as at home. After wander-
ing over Japan for seven weeks we crossed the

Yellow Sea to North China and Korea. In this

latter country we noticed a depraved variety

from which we suspect the ingenuity of the Jap
evolved the 'Mum as it was on its introduction to

Europe." This journey took place in recent

years, and the information respecting the Chry-

santhemum is obtained at first hand, and is

absolutely reliable.

—

George Garner.
Good Rose plants.—In view of the import-

ance of good plants, I have often wondered why
the National Rose Society have not added a class

at their autumn show for " the best plant." Such
an exhibition would educate the public and induce

nurserymen to give attention to the roots as well

as to the (show) blooms, which appear to have
rather monopolised their aims. To the rosarian who
has to buy his plants, ripened wood is more than
champion prizes, and fibrous roots more than silver

medals. I hope " those in high places " will give

this essential point their best attention.—J. Mqrgan
Evans.

GARDENING OF
WEEK.

FOR

THE

THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

V LOWER Garden.

BiiKDER CARNATIONS.—During dry,

open weather these will greatly benefit

if the surface soil between the plants

is lightly broken up with the hoc.

While proceeding with the hoeing it

is advisable to examine each plant,

and if found to be in any way loose it should be
made firm again with the hand. Occasional dust-

ings with soot will be found helpful to keep down
slugs, and it also acts as a preventive against the

depredations of birds. If there is any possibilitv

of hares or rabbits getting at the beds, the safest

plan is to enclose them with wire-netting. Plants
that are being wintered in frames will require an
occasional examination, and, should disease appear,
dusting with flowers of sulphur will stop it spreading.

Violets.—Strict attention must be given to these

when growing in frames, both with regard to venti-

lating and watering. During bright, warm days
the lights should be taken off, and at no time must
the plants be coddled. The fact that the plants
become dry at the roots is often overlooked at

this season; therefore the soil should be examined
now and again. All side shoots must be rigorously

taken off and the surface soil stured with a hand-
fork. Before watering, a slight dressing of some
approved artificial manure will prove beneficial.

It is advisable to select a mild day for watering,
and the morning is the most suitable time to do it.

Hardv Fruits.

Wilder Spraying.—This is a very important
item in fruit culture, and every grower is, or ought
to be, aware of the benefits obtained by the prac-
tice. For cleansing .Apples, Pears and Plums of

all Hchens and insert pests, caustic alkali is highly

recommended. Care must be taken to see that
every part of the tree is operated on, and rubber
gloves should be worn to prevent the alkali from
coming into contact with the hands. For Peaches,
Nectarines and Apricots, petroleum emulsion will

be found useful for a winter wash, going over the
trees two or three times at intervals of a week.

Pruning.—This should be proceeded with at

every available opportunity, and efforts should
be made to accomplish the work before the end of

the year. This advice, of course, does not include
Peaches and Nectarines, which must be left till

later. The smaller growths of these should be
taken off the wall and tied up loosely to the
main growths, which must remain fastened, other-

wise the winds will break them down.
Gooseberries.—Where these are grown in a netted

enclosure, the parts of the framework which were
removed when the fruit was all gathered to let the
birds in must now be replaced to keep the birds

out. Various methods are adopted as protection

on open bushes, such as dusting with dry lime and
tying them up with hay-bands.

Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes.—A few pots may be planted with aa

early variety to give a first supply, also a slight

hot-bed should be prepared to accommodate a

frame for planting at the beginning of the New Year.
The sets should be kept in a position where they
can obtain plenty of light to ensure strong and
sturdy shoots. Potatoes in store will require

looking over occasionally, and if they are being
kept in a shed it is work for wet days.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Work Under Glass.

Cleansing Glass Houses.—After the bulk of the

Chrysanthemums are over is about the best time

of the whole year for giving the interiors of all

glass houses a thorough clean. There is at this

season more space at command for moving plants

from one house to another, or at least from one end
of a house to the other. This should be done at

first, so that the work of scrubbing down all glass

and woodwork may be easily and quickly accom-
plished.

How lo Proceed.—There is nothing like a little

method in all kinds of work, and the cleaning of

glass houses is no exception. Always begin by
sponging any plants that may require it. Then
wash all pots and remove them to another house if

possible. This is a far better plan than leaving the

pot-washing till the finish. If newly washed pots

are set down on a clean stage they mark it badly ;

if the pots are scrubbed in advance they are clean

and dry when the final arranging comes on. With
soap and water thoroughly scrub all the wood-
work and glass, and then before it dries syringe

down with clean water.

Climbing Plants.—Where there are numbers of

climbers on the roofs, much time must necessarilv

be spent in rentoving them from the wires to admit
of the washing being properly done. If tied loosely

in bunches and looped to the wires, there is less

chance of any of the shoots being damaged. When
retying remove any old, worn-out portions or weak
growths, and arrange all the shoots retained in a

neat and even manner. Should scale, bug or other

pests be in evidence, drastic measures must be
employed to thoroughly eradicate them.

Tomatoes.—A steady heat must be maintained
where winter cropping is carried on. Care in

watering is very necessary, and no overcrowding
must be permitted. During winter artificial polli-

nation is imperative, and with a camel-hair pencil

this should be systematically attended to everv

bright day. If there should happen to be a good
set, it is well to thin out a little,' as every encourage-

ment must be given the remaining fruits to induce

them to swell to a decent size. Where a supply

of fruit has to be ripe by the end of May, and no
special facilities are at hand for rapid forcing, it is

well to make a start about this time. Unless,

however, a steady temperature of 60° to 63° can

be maintained during the next three months, it is

hardly worth while to try so early a start. Sow in

light, sandy compost, using well-drained, clean

4-inch pots. From twelve to fifteen seeds should

be scattered evenly in each. Cover lightly and

water with tepid water, setting the pots in a propa-

gating-case for a few days.

Kitchen Garden.

Forcing.—Get in full supplies of Rhubarb and

Seakale so as to keep up a steady supply, according

to requirements. Chicory roots should also be

introduced to a gentle warmth. The best way to

force this useful winter salad is to plant it in a deep

box with a close-fitting lid, as it is imperative to

keep it in total darkness, or the leaves will be spoiled.

The whiter the leaves the more delicate the flavour.

Mustard and Cress, if sown in shallow boxes of

light, rich soil and stood on a shelf in the stove, will

soon grow, even at this time of year.

Lifting Vegetables.—During mild weather lift a

quantity of Leeks, Celery, .Artichokes and Parsnips

and store in leaf-mould in a cool shed, so that there

need be no trouble during hzird frost in keeping up

supplies.
C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House, Linlithgow.
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WORKERS AMONG THE FLOWERS.
Mr. p. C. M. Veitch.

PROMINENT among those who have

devoted their lives to horticulture is

Mr. P. C. M. Veitch, head of the well-

known nursery firm of Messrs. R.

Veitch and Son of Exeter. Since quite

an early age he has lived, as it were,

among plant-life, and relates with pleasure his

recollections of plants growing in his grandfather's

Exeter nursery at the time of the latter's death

in 1863. One of these was a fine plant of Clianthus

Dampierii, which was growing outdoors against a

wall, and the other, Mutisia decurrens, that was

against an old building in the Rhododendron

dell. Early in his career it was decided that

Mr. Veitch should be trained for the seed trade,

and with this end in view he worked for some time

in the seed warehouses of Messrs. Jacob Wrench

and Sons and Messrs. James Veitch and Sons of

Chelsea, and subsequently spent some time in seed-

growing establishments in Germany and France.

During the summers of some of these years Mr.

Veitch spent a good deal of time in the new plant

department at Chelsea under George Taylor and

at Coombe Wood under Ramsay, and it was at

the latter place that his fondness for hardy shrubs

was developed, a partiality that I;as been retained

ever since.

From 1875 to 1878 Mr. P. C. M. Veitch, chiefly

on account of health, travelled in .Australia, the

Fiji and South Sea Islands, Borneo and the neigh-

bouring islands, and collected . many plants. In

the first year he spent some months in visiting the

islands of the Fiji group, and the whole collection

of plants made by him was afterwards destroyed

in a gale. He subsequently collected in the South

Sea Islands, and the plants so obtained arrived

safely in this country in 1877. In the early part

of that year he proceeded to New Zealand, making

a special journey to Mount Cook, where he collected

seeds of the beautiful Ranunculus Lyallii, known

in New Zealand as the Mountain Lily or Rookwood

Lily. Plants from these were raised and flowered.

From other parts of New Zealand several species

of Celmisia, Veronica and the beautiful Noto-

spartium Carmichaelice were obtained, all of which

now find a place in many private gardens. In

1877, as Mr. Veitch was making his way to New
Guinea, he was shipwrecked off the north coast

of Australia, and his journey was then diverted to

Borneo, where he joined F. W. Burbidge, and made
with him a journey up the great Bornean mountain

Kina Balu. and shared the honour of sending

home to Messrs. James Veitch and Sons of Chelsea

the giant Nepenthes and other fine plants of that

region. He afterwards visited Penang, Sumatra

and Singapore. In 1880 he returned to Exeter

and entered into partnership with his father, and

at the latter's death became the sole proprietor.

With such an experience, it is not surprising that

he has a real love for, and perfect knowledge of,

the habits and characteristics of so many of the

species now growing in his nurseries.

During the time Mr. Veitch has been head of the firm

he has himself raised or introduced to commerce

many new and excellent plants, notable among them
being Rhododendron Dr. Stocker, the new hardy

hybrid Calceolaria Golden Glory— a promising

new Calceolaria with bronze red flowers, which makes

a large bush and produces its flowers freely from June

to October, is now being tested ; Hydrangea Mariesii

Veitchii, Erica Veitchii, Escallonia exoniensis,

Veronica F. W. Meyer and V. Veitchii (a very intense

blue-flowered species). In addition to herbaceous

plants and shrubs, vegetables also receive much
attention from Mr. Veitch, and we need only men-

tion that those excellent Peas Exonian, Express

and Glory of Devon emanated from his nursery,

and among fruits that fine Peach Late Devonian,

to show what is being done in these directions.

A hobby of Mr. Veitch at the present time is

the propagating or raising from seed of such out-of-

the-way plants as Mutisia decurrens, Dendromecon
rigidum, Dracaena indivisa vera, Myosotidium

nobile, Fremontia californica, .Abies bracteata and

other conifers. During his career Mr. Veitch has

made many friends, all of whom, we are sure, will

join with us in wishing him many years of con-

tinued happiness in work that is to him a labour

of love.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
SE.^SONABLE PLANTS AND

FLOWERS.

TO
those who in thought can look back

upon the decades of the past—to the

time, indeed, when midwinter flowers

were ever at a premium, when a

solitary button-hole flower of a double

white Camellia would easily realise

half-a-crown, and frequently quite double

that sum, ' and when much heat was required

MR. P. C. M. VEITCH.

to get the early white Azalea into bloom for the

festive season of the year—and retiffn as by a

bound to the present and see the rich harvests of

fruits and flowers with which our chief markets

are daily supplied, the change must appear remark-

able indeed. Such a change, however, has not

come about in a year, or even in a decade ; rather

has it been the growth of years, that steady,

upward and onward movement which marks

progress and which also marks the expansion and

development of every industry. The home growth

and expansion of the fruit, flower and plant trades

of these islands have increased presimiably only

in proportion to the requirements of the times,

accelerated in all probability by education with

all its elevating and refining influences, and not a

little also by a steadily increasing fondness for the

natiu'al and the beautiful as opposed to the

artificial.

Time was, of course, as I have already hinted,

when the latter—the paper garlands and the

rosettes—dangled chiefly from cottage wall or

oaken beam, and, accompanied by Mistletoe and
Holly, ever reminiscent of the festive period,

played their part uncommonly well. They served,

indeed, to mark a special time, and brought

pleasure and delight into many homes. To-day
in large degree we look to the more natural beauties

of plant or flower life, we see the faces of living

things, we note their graces and their charms,

we feel the breath of their fragrance around, and
are impressed with a real, if undefinable, pleasure

which makes the joy of being doubly great.

In like manner our pleasures of to-day are in-

creased because of the variety which abounds, and
which, while sufficiently large in good things to

suit even the more fastidious of flower-lovers, is

vast enough to permit of many a choice bit finding

its way into the more unpretentious of English

homes. To some extent this is, of course, not

due to home supplies ; rather is it the result of

flower-farming on a large scale in Southern France

and other favoured places, where the supplies of

such things as Paper-White Narcissus, Anemones,
Violets and Freesias are not only much in advance

of our own, but in advance also of those crops

which follow at a somewhat later date from the

Channel Islands and from the earlier districts of

England. And if these vast supplies from foreign

sources are not to be regarded in the light of an

unmixed blessing so far as the home grower is

concerned, yet, viewing the matter in its wider sense,

such flowers do unmistakably in many an English

home account for much pleasure and afford not a

little brightness where otherwise these things would

not be found, .-^nd it is just possible—indeed, highly

probable—that the very presence of this wealth

of cheaper flowers in our markets at this season

may create a following of its own, causing some
who have never gardened before to make a begin-

ning the end of which it is not easy to see.

Roses, too, we get from foreign sources, and

these, like the Freesias and other flowers already

noted, are cherished because of their fragrance,

if not for their unsullied beauty. For, after all,

the foreign supplies do not—cannot—equal those

grown at home, the crude packing of the former

—

" cramming " would be a more descriptive word—of

so many dozens of freshly gathered flowers into

Rush or other baskets leaving no alternative but the

crushing and partial spoliation of quite a large

number. Hence the best flowers of the English

grower are seen to greater advantage, for not only

does their superior culture stand revealed, but the

perfect packing of such things must be an object-

lesson to all. The high excellence that has been

reached in this direction is perhaps only known

—

best known, certainly—to those handling large con-

signments daily, the goods appearing as they did

at the moment of leaving the factory.

My object at the moment, however, is not so

much to discuss the producing side of the subject

as to suggest what is possible of accomplishment

with the available material of the present time.

Take the popular Perpetual-flowering Carnation,

for example, of which a splendid exhibition has been

held during the past week. Here were to be

seen the results of revolutionary work indeed, the

flower having been raised from its former " button-

hole " insignificance to a popularity which promises

to extend to all temperate regions. It shares with

the Orchid the latter's high place in aristocratic

circles, while surpassing and eclipsing it in its

boldness, its variety of colour, its " lighting-up
"

attributes, fragrance, charm and general utility.

The former meagre-sized blossoms have given

place to a handsomeness commanding attention

and admiration from all, to a length and boldness

of stem—not unmixed with elegance or grace

—

fitting them for associations of the best, while the
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rnhantcti bc.iuly iil their ciilours as seen under

artifirial light place them on a pedestal of their

own. Moreover, in the informal character of their

flowers tliere is artistic merit alone ; that something
which enables the artist floral decorator to make
much of, that something, too, which is precluded

from other flowers of the same tribe whose machine-

cut rotundity and regularity of outline know not

change nor variety. These, then, are the Carnation

flowers for which we plead, flowers suited to big

vases in sitting or dining room, the flowered plants

meanwhile, in scarlet, white, pink of many shades

and cerise—the two last-named notable for their

colour-warmth and briglitncss—playing their part

in the not far removed greenhouse or conservatory.

Next in importance—one might have given it

an " equal first " but for the objections raised to

such in some quarters—is the Chrysanthcminn, a

flower which, if greatly revolutionised in the past, is

still in some respects in the evolutionary stage.

Time was when the " big bloom " was a craze
;

time is when flower-heads of smaller size and infi-

nitely more " decorative "—this from two points

of view—are quite the order of the day. Singles,

too, are gaining favour and, varying from purest

white to brightest crimson, afford enough choice

for all. In other directions there are whites,

bronzes, pinks—Chrysanthemum, not Carnation,

pink—and richest yellow galore. These are excel-

lent in the cut state, valuable to the purchaser

because of their long endurance.

In Lilies we have quite a modern line, and now
their handsome, imposing and fragrant flowers may,
as the result of a far-seeing horticultural skill, be

had at all seasons of the year. Nothing more
chaste, beautiful or artistic than these could

possibly be desired, and during the weeks imme-
diately preceding the Christmas festival nothing

is greater in demand. In each case their value is

enhanced by boldness of stem, while the accompani-

ment of good leafage is ever a valued attribute.

The ubiquitous Lily of the Valley, more popular

than ever before, perhaps, knows no special season,

and may be had practically throughout the year.

Scarlet Raspail Pelargonium is an indispensable

flower. An unusual subject, seen more frequently

in the large private garden than the market, is

Euphorbia fulgens, whose gracefully arching stems,

studded with axillary clusters of scarlet bracts,

wrongly styled flowers, render it unique.

Of Orchids the hybrid Cypripediums are the

most popular and durable, and are disposed of in

their thousands and tens of thousands, the chief

growers sending them direct to their destinations.

Then there are pot plants, Roman Hyacinths,

Van Thol Tulips, and Lily of the Valley among
forced flowering plants, together with soft-wooded

Heaths, Skimmias, .^ucubas, Ferns and Palms in

variety, and many more. E. H. Jenkins.

.AN IN ii':i<i;sT!N(; .vrsiK \ii \.\

PL.WT.
(ACTINOTUS Heluntmie.)

I AM sending you a few pressed flowers of a well-

known plant about here, which, lo the best of my
belief, is but little known in England. The plant

is .\ctinotus llelianthii, popularly known as the

Flannel Daisy, and is fairly conmion near Sydney
;

j

but its limits of habitat in the wilds are surely

becoming restricted, probably for the reason that,

as it is a showy and long-lasting flower, and large

quantities are collected each season and sold cheaply

in the streets, the jilant, not being amenable to

cultivation, is neglected, while bunches of flowers

can be bought or gathered so easily. Elower-

gatherers are a careless lot, and wherever they
make regular excursions the Actinotus gradually

disappears.

It is a tomentose shrubby plant, erect and slender,

but sometimes spreading, resembling a Chrysan-
themum somewhat. The leaves are greyish on

j

the upper side, whitish underneath. The flowers

are Daisy-like, from 2 inches to 4 inches across,

affected by frost, as it is rare here. The climate

of Sydney is rather milder than .\lgiers, or

l)^" P'ahr. mean annual, with 48 inches of rain

yearly, yet subject to dry, hot spells. This may
help a grower of Australian plants ; but as .\cti-

notus Helianthii is a native of the South as well as

the North, it should be hardy in the .South of

England, and would prove a choice subject.

Boronia serrulata is another interesting plant, a

bright pink, sweetly scented species making
showy bunches, its chief shortcoming being that

it is sii'kly and delicate, slender and dwarf generally,

but it is much stronger when found growing on re-

tentive soils or clays partly sheltered by scrub on
bleak flat portions of the country. It is very
local, being found only between the Hunter on the

North and the Clyde on the South. It is difficult

to establish by transplanting, and the filower-

gatherers are gradually exterminating it by tearing

the plants up by the roots! It is choice not only

by reason of its distinct perfume, showy colour

and local nature, but also on account of its doubtful

future, more doubtful than that of the Waratah
(Telopea spcciosissim.n). Seeds of m.iny of these

SPANISH IRIS IN A HIGHGATE
GARDEN.

The above beautiful flower has very aptly been

termed the " Orchid of the Garden." Truly it

is amazing what huge spikes and gorgeous flowers

emerge from such tiny bulbs. The culture of

this Iris is so well known that nothing' need be

mentioned upon it here. The pretty little vista

shown in the accompanying illustration was
obtained by standing on the croquet lawn—along-

side of which the border runs — and looking

through the Rose pergola towards the orchard.

Happily, the Tea Rambler Roses were in full bloom,

thus enhancing the background effect of the picture.

To the writer the rarity of the presence of this

plant in gardens is puzzling. Can it be that its

cheapness and simplicity of management are not

realised by the general public ?

Highgate. C. T.

A BORDER OF SP.\N1SH IRISES.

but more generally 3 inches, with eight to twelve

petals and a round, projecting, woolly disc. The
seed ripens very often, but germinates rather sparely

unless fresh. The pressed flowers may change

colour, but the fresh flowers are snowy white and
of a texture like flannel. The plant is never a

strong rooter, and the roots are few, woody and

susceptible to being disturbed.

The specimens I send were collected from sloping

sandy ground lightly shaded, of which nearly an

acre was ablaze with them—a sea of tall branching

stems bearing the large white flowers 4 feet or

5 feet high, and some higher. It was the only

occasion on which I saw them in quantity, and this

because they were on private land fenced around,

and so protected. They grow only in loose sand

and leaf-mould or sand mulched by a deposit oj

woody debris in a light or half-shaded position

rather moist than not, but do not thrive in a dry

or wet extreme. They never grow on stiff loams :

always sand and mould. Only small plants or

seedlings can be transplanted successfully, and it

appears to do best near the coast. It is, however,

not susceptible to heat, and I cannot say if it is

plants are procurable in Sydney very cheaply, and I

am willing to assist any of your readers with regard

to the Australian native flora, which is deserving

of more consideration from plant-lovers.

Sydney, S.S.W., Awlralia. W. G. Boyle.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SEASONABLE WORK AMONG
FLOWERS AND SHRUBS.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS. — Newly

made borders, or borders containing

plants recently divided and replanted,

will require little attention beyond
affording light protection to the most

tender subjects dm-ing very severe

frosts. These borders may with advantage be

given a light surface stirring with the Dutch hoe,

should a tew fine days occur after a spell of wet

weather. Borders containing established plants

may be forked over, taking care not to damage

any roots or bulbs in the process. Where a mulch
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the beginner this problem often proves

of manure has been applied, this will be turned

under the surface and the borders made clean and

tidy. If from any reason a mulch was not given,

and it is desired to afford food for the plants,

some short manure may be forked into the borders

at this time. Every attempt should be made

during the dull days to render the garden as attrac-

tive as possible.

The borders containing shrubs may also be

forked over, but previous to this any necessary

pruning or thinning of the branches should be

carried out. It is imperative that all pruning

of shrubs be carefully done. Use a saw for large

branches, afterwards paring over

the cut surface with a sharp

knife or chisel. Shrubs recently

planted, especially choice or rare

subjects, should have a mulch of

manure left around them until

all fear of damage being done by

frost is past ; the same applies to

protection which is afforded to

the branches of the same plants.

When forking over borders con-

taining choice conifers, remember

that their fibrous roots are very

near the surface, and avoid dis-

turbing them. Some established

varieties of the conifers may need

a certain amount of pruning to

preserve a symmetrical outline of

growth. Do not cut away more

than is necessary to produce the

desired result.

Shrubs may still be planted

;

but some, such as Hollies, should

be more generally planted in

April, when better results follow

than when planted at an earlier

date. When planting large shrubs,

which are liable to be blown

about by the wind, provide stout

stakes and secure them from

damage. When replanting large

specimens which have lost a

number of roots in the process

of removal, cut out a propor-

tionate number of branches so as

to secure an equal balance between

root and top ; this is a material

aid to the successful establishment

of the subjects, and when carefully

done the plants may often be un-

proved in shape by this process.

Suckers growing from the roots

of all grafted plants should be

removed. Clear away the soil

where necessary, and cut these

back as hard as possible to the

stock. Rhododendrons are some-

times ruined by suckers being

allowed to grow to such an extent

that little but a mass of them

exist where originally a number

of the best varieties were planted.

To prevent this state of affairs an

annual inspection (at which all

shoots springing from the base of

grafted plants are cut away)

should be rigidly carried out.

Intending planters of shrubs, both evergreen , through the advertisements of The Garden I

and deciduous, should ascertain what varieties notice the names of several firms who can be relied

succeed best in their neighbourhood. There is upon to send the best material, which is all-im-

abundance of material to select from, and portant when attempting to cultivate any member

a visit to a good nursery is both interesting of the great Orchid family. It is a far cry since

and instructive. Most firms welcome visitors ' this interesting branch of horticulture was taken up,

who are really interested in the plants, and I when tan beds were used, followed by teak-wood

know of no better way of selecting plants and baskets and sphagnum moss at the suggestion of the

shrubs. Coi.iN Ruse, i late Dr. Lindley. Peat was eventually introduced,

also leaf-soil, both of which were successful to a cer-

tain extent, till now we have different fibres at com-
mand that are employed by all the leading growers.

Sphagnum Moss.—This should be procured in

a fresh state and all sticks and weeds removed,
afterwards giving it a wash in clean water to take

a perplexing one, and it is in reply to
|
away slugs and small snails, which are often brought

several amateiu"s who have remarked
i

into the houses through this agency, and do a great

to the writer at various times that, amount of injury to tender flower-spikes and young,

although the chief cultural items are succulent roots.

given regarding Orchid - growing, the Peat.—At one time this could be bought more
actual preparation of the compost is usually omitted, cheaply and of better quality than now ; and

that the present article is written. In glancing till the introduction of Osmunda and Polypodium
fibres the demand, so far as good
peat was concerned, exceeded the

supply. The best for Orchids is

that containing the most fibre,

which is pulled into pieces about

the size of a large Walnut and all

the rhizomes and fine particles

sifted out, when it is ready to be in-

corporated with other constituents.

The rhizomes are often selected

for drainage purposes in place of

potsherds; but if this method is

adopted, care must be taken to see

that they are thoroughly dried

before being used.

Osmunda Fibre.—Peat has been

largely superseded by this excellent

rooting medium ; in fact, with the

majority of Orchids, particularly

epiphytes, it forms the bulk of

the compost, while some successful

growers use Osmunda fibre only

for the strong - rooting Caltleyas

and allied genera. It is essential

that a good grade be secured, and

it must be stored in a dry and well-

ventilated shed till it is required

for use, or a white fungus appears

a few weeks after the plant has

been potted ; but even this ought

not to cause any anxiety, because

it gradually dies out and no harm
accrues. Osmunda fibre will be

received in lumps, and it will de-

pend upon the size of the plants to

be potted whether it must be cut

up fine or left in larger pieces.

Whichever is necessary, there will

be practically no waste, and in this

respect it differs considerably from

peat. The growth made in this

fibre is firm and soUd if the plants

are not excessively shaded ; but it

must be pointed out that soil is

not the only item to be considered

if success is desired, as watering,

ventilation and atmospheric mois-

ture, must all receive careful

attention from the cultivator.

Loam.—For terrestrial Orchids,

such as Cypripediums, Calanthes,

Cymbidiums and others, a little

loam may be mixed with the com-

post, but only the best should be

chosen, and this must contain a

large amount of fibre not too much
decayed. Oak or Beech leaves are

sometimes advised for Odontoglossums, Miltonias

and Oncidiums, but only in a small proportion to

the other ingredients. These are collected in the

autumn and stored till required, when they are

rubbed through a half-inch sieve, and the dust

sifted out. To keep the soil open and in a porous

state silver sand will be needed, also some finely

broken crocks, which are prepared in a similar way
to the leaves. Sentinel.

AN INTERESTING NEW ZEALAND PLANT
(See page 633.)

ACTINOTUS HELIANTHII
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THE ROSE GARDEN. 1 THE KITCHEN GARDEN
NABONNAND'S ROSES.

HAVING frequently noticed comments
upon General Schablikine and other

Sood Koses sent out by M. Nabonnand,

I thought I would look up some ot

the best of this raisers introduc-

tions, more especially because they

are all purely decorative varieties and good garden

Roses. I find a list of sixteen that are almost

indispensable, and propose noting them as they

were sent out.

The first is Comtesse de Panisse (1S77), a bright

flesh with a tinge of copper. Franciska Kruger

(1879) is another coppery yellow with peach

shadings, one of the most perfectly formed Roses

we have. Papillon (1882) makes a good pillar

Rose when well established, and is a semi-climber.

The flowers of this vary between pink, white and

copper, and are carried in large, spreading trusses
;

it is not much more than semi-double and a grand

variety to cut from. Papa Gontier (1883) is a

generril favourite with its long, pointed buds of

rosy crimson, making an ideal coat-flower. Georges

Nabonnand (1887) is superb; a good doer, with

handsome foliage ; long buds of pale salmon

yellow borne throughout the whole season, and

especially good late in the autumn
;

quite one of

the best garden Roses grown. This was followed

by General Schablikine (1897), another grand

garden Rose of coppery red colourings and a

capital grower. Lucy Carnegie (1898) is pale

carmine rose with yellow centre, long buds and

very free. General Gallieni (1899), a deep crimson

tinted with blood red, is a very unique flower and

a hardy grower. Comtesse Festetics Hamilton

is a bright carmine with coppery centre, deeper

on the edges of its petals. Noella Nabonnand

(1900) is almost a climber, certainly a strong

pillar Rose. This is intense velvety crimson, only

semi-double, but has very large flowers and petals,

beautiful in the bud. The following are also

climbing and pillar Roses : Bardou Job (1887),

almost single, a bright glowing crimson with very

large petals, sometimes flushed with purplish

maroon
;

quite unlike any other Rose grown.

L'Ideale (1887), yellow and metallic red, streaked

and splashed with golden yellow ; beautiful in

the bud and very sweet-scented. Lady Waterlow

(1902), clear salmon pink with carmine edges.

large and free, almost evergreen. The last on my
list is Reine Olga de Wurtemburg {1881), a vivid

red, semi-double flower, and one of the best for

arches and pillars. So we see all of this raiser's

Roses are decorative ; not a so-called show variety

among them. A. P.

ROSE MRS. A. R. WADDELL (H.T.)

1-'kom a colour point of view, nothing attracted so

much attention during tlie summer as this Rose.

Of course, the Lyon Rose would naturally be singled

out, for it possesses not only exquisite colouring,

but beauty of form also. But there is in Mrs. A. R.

Waddell that intensity of apricot colouring almost

undeftnable that is very striking in the loose-

petalled flowers, which unfold much more slowly in

the cooler temperature of autumn. The growth is so

good, as vigorous as that of Mme. Ravary; in fact,

it is almost a semi-climber. The young shoots are of a

lovely purple shade, and the stems also have a ruddy
hue, which still further adds to the beauty of colour.

.•\s an autumn variety it is superb, and will be grown
in large numbers as a bedding Rose of great excel-

lence. The fruity fragrance would suggest a rela-

tionship to Soleil d'Or ; but there is no resemblance
whatever in growth, foliage or bloom. It is one
of the most mzirvellous colours that M. Pernet-

Ducher has yet given us. P.

NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

SEED POTATOES.—We shall not, of

course, be planting our Potatoes for many
weeks to come ; but it is, nevertheless,

cNcellent practice to select and com-

mence the preparation of the tubers

required for the purpose. When the

weather is too bad for outdoor operations and tasks

indoors do not press unduly, the opportunity should

be seized to pick out the seed sets. These should

be the finest that can be found in the store. This

does not mean that they must be the largest, but

that they shall be perfect in shape according to

the variety, shallow in the eye and free from all

traces of disease or scab. As a general rule, a set

weighing 30Z. will give the finest returns ; but it

is immaterial whether they are a shade lighter or

heavier. To prepare them for planting, they should

be up-ended in shallow boxes and placed in the

lightest available position, where they can have the

done, turning over the deepest possible amount of

top spit in small portions, and always loosening the

lower soil with a fork or pickaxe, as may be the more

convenient. The surface ought to be left in the

roughest, lumpiest state with a view to encouraging

the admission of rain, to be followed by the sweeten-

ing and ameliorating frost ; with plenty of the

latter the effect will be so advantageous that,

when the time comes in the early months of the

year for breaking down for seeding or planting, it

will be a simple matter to secm'c the fine tilth which

is desirable and so conducive to success. In the

event of the winter proving wet instead of frosty,

the benefits will not be so marked—possibly the

reverse ; but this occurs so rarely that the risk will

always be taken by the best cultivators. It is well,

too, when the winter working is in hand to incor-

porate the manure in the second spit if it can be

managed, and if not, in between the upper and

lower strata of soil.

The Seed Order.—Unless festivities absolutely

occupy the whole of Christmas Day, an hour or

.•\ WINTER SCENE AT KEW : CHRISTMAS ROSES AND HARDY FERNS IN THE
WOODLAND. (See page 637.)

benefit of unlimited supplies of fresh air and unob-

structed hghl without the danger of frost.

Protecting Celery.—It is always a wise pre-

caution with this most important winter salad to

have at hand material with which the plants can

be efficiently protected when severe frosts are

imminent. Hay, straw, Bracken—in fact, any-

thing that will answer the purpose—should be

in some convenient spot, since the plant is indis-

I

putably tender, and if the frost once finds its way

I

into the tops there will be small prospect of pre-

j

venting complete loss. It is well, too, in cold,

heavy soils and wet districts to lay the leaves over

a little on the tops of the ridges, to prevent in some
degree, if not entirely, rain rushing down into the

hearts of the plants, as this will most assuredly

conduce to rotting.

Digging and Trenching.—When the soil is

frozen as hard as a macadamised road, it is

obviously impossible to proceed with any form of

land-working, and the same state of affairs ac-

companies excessive wetness ; but whenever the

weather is favourable and the state of the ground

will permit, digging and trenching should be pushed

forward with all speed. Let the work be thoroughly

two might well be spent in preparing the seed order

for immediate despatch. It is, of course, quite

clear that most of the seeds will not be actually

required for another three months ; but if the order

is placed early the seeds will come to hand in good

time, and will, therefore, be ready for sowing imme-

diately the correct moment arrives. It is the rule

of all such reputable seed houses as wisely advertise

their wares in the columns of The Garden to

execute the orders in rotation, according to date ot

receipt, and the first-comers are, therefore, the ones

who are served earliest. Unfortunately, many
people wait until the day before the seeds should be

sown before sending their orders, and then, because

they do not receive the parcel, they promptly abuse

the seed merchant, which is manifestly unfair, as

it is impossible for him to keep abreast of the rush

of business at that season of the year. If the order

is posted for delivery on the last day of the year,

it is by no means certain that the seeds will come
within a fortnight or even three weeks ; but the

fact that it has been sent thus early will ensure

everything being in hand when required. Upon
receipt the goods ought to be carefully checked

with the invoice. H. J.
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gARDE:Nj:N^G FOR BEGI3^3^ERS.
HOW TO GROW MARGUERITES.

GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER G.'\.RDEN.—It is a common
practice to decorate the dwelling-

rooms with evergreens at Christmas-

time, and those persons who possess

gardens in which there are evergreen

trees and bushes growing will, no
doubt, cut off branches and use them for the

embellishment of their rooms. In carrying out

this work it is a very easy matter to spoil the general

appearance of a choice specimen shrub : but if

thoughtful care is exercised, a straggling plant may
be considerably improved, especially by the removal
of shoots that overhang paths, lawns or flower-

beds. On no account must the leading shoots of

slirubs and trees be cut off. The work of planting

new hedges may be attended to when the weather
is favourable. Some persons are very fond of

raising up banks on which to plant the Thorns,

Hollies, Privets and Laurels, but this must not

be done without due consideration. Where the

soil islnaturally light or sandy, it must be deeply

dug or trenched prior to the planting of the

Quicks, and some rotted manure wll mixed with

the soil will do a lot of good. For division hedges
especially banks are not needed. Put in the young
plants on the level ground ; then the result in

years to come will be satisfactory. Of course,

where the soil is of a clayey nature, a slightly raised

bank will be necessary, and it will be advisable to

have a fairly broad bank quite 3 feet wide at the

top. Narrow banks are not serviceable, as the

sides crumble away in due course, the roots of

the plants get exposed, and continuous patching is

necessary. For inner division fences one kind of

plant should be used, such as fMvet, Hollv or

Laurel ; but in the case of outer boundary fences

strong protection is required, and double rows of

Thorns and Privet mixed, or Privet and Myrobalan
Plum, or the latter and Thorns, form satisfactorv

hedges. All rockeries must be now cleaned before
the New Year comes, as their neat appearance adds
much to the general nice condition of the garden.

Vepclable Gavifn.—Owing to the constant rains

during the past two months, the soil, especially in

low-lying and clayey districts, has remained in a
very wet condition. Probably many Peas and
Broad Bean seeds have rotted in the ground ; and
if this is the case and the cultivators are anxious
to have very early produce, no time should be lost

in sowing more seeds both in the open border and
in small pots or turves in cool frames. Where
the seeds are sown in the open border at tliis season,
it is a wise policy to cover them with a good layer of
dust-dry soil before the ordinary garden loam is

replaced. Young plants now appearing above
the soil must be partially covered with sifted

ashes to prevent loss through slugs eating off the
tops, and also as a protection from frosts. The
ashes must not be new ones, but those that have
been exposed to the air for several weeks. Admit
air to Endive in frames and clear away any decaying
leaves, else the whole of the plant may be lost.

All straw and litter used for the covering of vege-
tables and frames must be kept as dry as possible

;

then it will keep out more frost. Mushrooms in
frames must be well covered at this season. Lift
another batch of Rhubarb clumps, and expose them
to the weather tor a week or so before placing them
in the forcing-house.

Fruit Garden.—Young fruit trees planted about
six weeks ago should be carefully examined at
once. When newly shifted soil is exposed to rains
for a long period it quickly settles down again
somewhat tirmly. The roots of the young trees
naturally settle with the soil, too, and it may be
that many of the stems of the trees will be far from
being upright. In such a case no time must be
lost in putting them straight again, as young trees
growing much to one side look very bad indeed.
Put them right when the soil is fairly dry and do
not unduly tread it down, else the roots will not
permeate it freely. If any old specimens are removed
and young ones are put in to take their place, be
quite sure that all the old roots are taken out, and
at least put in some quite new loam in place of
some of the old removed. In the case of stone
fruits, a good sprinkhng of lime on the soil as it is

being turned over will be beneficial.

Greenhouse and Frames.—Ai this season the
greenhouse should be maintained in as bright a
state as possible. The earliest bulbs should be
brought in from the frames and grouped on the
stage or mixed with Ferns and similar decorative
plants at the front. Zonal Pelargoniums grown
in the driest part of the structure will add
brightness to the appearance, as also will the
scarlet bracts of Poinsettias and the briUiantly
coloured berries of Solanum Capsicastrum. In
order to maintain the supply of bulbous flowers,

the batches of plants in the frames
must have the benefit of more light.

Acacias in pots must be very care-
fully watered and kept away from
open ventilators; then tlie flowers
will last longer. A. \.

CUTTINGS BEFORE AND AFTKR ROOTING.

CULTURE OF THE MAR-
GUERITE.

The Marguerite is a member of the
Clirysanthemum family and is re-

garded by many as the shrubby
Chrysanthemum. There are several
varieties now in general cultivation.
The original of the type is known
by the name of Chrysanthemum
irutescens, and this plant bears the
well-known white flowers with a
yellow disc or centre. A popular
member of the same family is a
^"riety known as Branching Etoile

2. YOUNG PLANT PINCHED BACK TO ENCOURAGE
BUSHY GROWTH.

d'Or. It flowers more or less continuously
for nine months. There is an ordinary variety
named Etoile d'Or that is quite as free-flowering

as the branching form. Both have yellow flowers
of a pleasing tone of colour. A newer sort distri-

buted a few years ago by Messrs. Sander and Sons
of St. Albans is a distinct acquisition, and under
good culture is an exceedingly chaste and beautiful

plant. This new variety is known by the name of

Queen .\lexandra, and is said to have originated

in South Africa. The flowers in most instances
differ from the ordinary Marguerite, having a

crown-like or Anemone-formed centre that adds
very materially to their attractiveness.

The Marguerites are frequently described as Paris

Daisies. While these plants are regarded with favour
for embellishing the greenhouse and conservatory,

they also make capital window plants. Market-
growers know the value of this subject, as there is

always a ready sale for well-grown plants at a

figure that usually gives them a fair margin of

profit. Tliey are grown very extensively in many
of the better market nurseries, and plants of large

size and beautiful form are developed with com-
parative ease. Most text-books tell the reader
that cuttings should be inserted in July and August.
Others advise the propagation being done in early

autumn, saying, further, that mid-September is

quite early enough to begin this operation. It will

thus be seen that opinions differ. Providing the
necessary stock of cuttings can be procured, propa-
gation may be done at almost any period, for the
Marguerite is a most accommodating plant. During
the development of these young plants the tem-
perature of the glass structure should be maintained
at from 35° to 40° by night and 45" by day. An
unduly warm temperature is undesirable. So
soon as these young plants have well filled tlieir

pots with roots, they should be repotted into 5-inch
pots, and afterwards returned to shelves near to
the glass or stood on pots on the side benches of

the greenliouse as near to the glass as convenient.
Watering must be carefully observed

; the plants
do not need the soil to be saturated, but enough
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water should be given to moisten the soil through-

out. Not until these plants are well rooted should

manure-water be applied, and then only in weak
doses at first. It is a good idea to vary the

manure-water from time to time, and to apply

this in rather weak doses.

Readers who have a few old plants tliat

may be used for stock purposes may begin

operations at the present time. Cut back the

old growths, and in a few weeks these should

bristle with desirable new growths. Harly in the

New Year an ample supply of these young shoots

should be procurable from old plants that have

been wintered in tiie greenhouse. These should be

detached when 2 inches to 3 inches in length and
be made into cuttings. Fig. i represents on the

left a shoot of recent development that has been

removed from an old plant, and on the right of the

same picture is a cutting nicely rooted that has

been properly prepared, cut through just below a

joint and the lower leaves trimmed off. These
cuttings may be inserted in sandy soil in boxes

if a large number of plants are required, or in small

pots if only a few plants ;ure needed. Water in

and keep close until rooted. Rooted cuttings

should be potted up singly in ^-inch pots, using a

compost made up of two parts turfy loam and one
part well-decayed horse or cow manure and a

small proportion of sand, all well mixed together.

To ensure the development of plants of a bushy
character, it is a good plan to pinch out the points

of the young plants so soon as they are establisher!

in these small pots, say, ten days to a fortnight

subsequent to the repotting. The young shoots

that make growth 3 inches or so in length should

in turn be stopped. When ready for the next repot-

ting—and this is determined by the pots being well

filled with roots—place the plants in pots 5 inches

in diameter, using similar compost to that previously

recommended. Pot with tolerable firmness, other-

wise the result will not be satisfactory. If larger

plants than usual be desired, those of the

character portrayed in Fig. 3 may well be repotted

into 8-inch pots with considerable advantage. The
bushy character of the last-mentioned plants is

due entirely to the pinching of the shoots being

observed as advocated herein. Guard against

insect pests by a timely fumigation of the house at

intervals, and in the event of the larvs of the

Marguerite fly attacking some of the leaves, directly

the maggots are discernible crush them with the

finger and thumb, or liberate them with a penknife

and destroy them. Badly infected leaves should be

picked off and burned. D. B. C.

INSECT PESTS ON PLANTS .'^ND TREES.
Nearly all kinds of insect pests increase in numbers
rapidly during the summer months, and although

they can be killed then by the use of fumigating

and vaporising materials, there is no time better

than the winter for getting the branches thoroughly

cleansed. In the winter the wood and the leaves

are harder than in the summer-time, and stronger

doses of insecticides can be used. I will briefly

describe some of the insects that should be dealt

with now, and give a few hints as to the best way to

get rid of them.

Mealy Bue.— This is a very repulsive insect, and
one that is extremely difficult to clear from plants

when once it attacks them. These insects are

white and generally surrounded by a woolly sub-

stance. They lodge themselves in cracks and under

loose bark, in the axils of leaves and in the opening

Bower-trusses. If one insect is left on a plant it

will breed rapidly in spring and soon overrun a

large plant. Fir Tree Oil and other insecticides

advertised in The Garden, if used according to

the instructions given, will kill the pests. One
wineglassful of paraffin thoroughly mixed in three

quarts of water and put on with a sponge or small

brush will also kill them. If paraffin is used, the

liquid must be kept off the tender young leaves

and shoots.

Brown Scale.—As its name implies, this insect

is brown in colour and clings to tlie branches of the

plants and trees. The insects are generally found

on Peaches, Nectarines. Apricots, Plums, Clierrics,

on climbing stove .and greonliouse plants, on

Crotons, Dracaenas and similar plants. The same
kinds of insecticides may be used as recommended
in the case of mealy bug ; but it is really necessary

to use a somewhat hard bristle brush, so as to

thoroughly free the branches of the pests, and also

to syringe the branches with clean water to make
sure of washing away all traces of scale from

them.

Thrips.—These insects are pale yellow in colour

in a young state and turn to a dark brown, or

almost black, when fully developed. They usually

cluster together on the under sides of the leaves.

Every leaf badly affected falls off. Fuchsias are

very subject to attack by thrips, and I advise all

inexperienced gardeners to be sure that all faded

leaves on stored plants .are gathered carefully and
burned. Stove and greenhouse plants should be

sponged if thrips are found on them. Two ounces

3. A WELL - DEVELOPED PLANT. NOTE HOW
NUMEROUS ARE THE SHOOTS IN CONSE-
QUENCE OF PINCHING OUT THE GROWING
POINTS.

of soft soap dissolved in two quarts of hot water

will prove useful for our purpose. .AH plants so

treated must be syringed afterwards with clean

warm water.

Red Spider.—These insects are very small and

numerous. They infest the leaves of fruit

trees and plants of many kinds. Where possible,

clear away and burn affected leaves, and use the

soft soap solution, with 2oz. of flowers of sulphur

added, for sponging purposes. Also, as spring

comes, prevent a too dry atmosphere in plant-

houses by judicious damping, and so prevent any

serious spreading of the pests. Shamrock.

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Christmas Rose.—Speaking to a lady ac-

quaintance some years ago of the value of the

Christmas Rose at the festive season of the year,

enquiry was made as to whether the plant really

flowered at the time stated, and, the answer being

in the affirmative, she decided to have some, and

requested that I should obtain supplies. I did so,

had them well and carefully planted, and when a

year later the plants gave promise of a good flower-

ing I saw them and remarked upon their success.

My lady friend was, however, all disappointment
;

she had, indeed, expected a Rose with thorns, and
knew nothing of the plant so highly popular under
the foregoing name. " But why is it called a ' Rose

'

when it is not a Rose?" she enquired, and " Could not

a better name—one less misleading—be given it ?
"

My answer that the name was an old-standing one,

by which the plant was known far and wide, did

not appear to afford comfort toone whostiU insisted

that it was wrong to call it a Rose when it was not.

I subsequently learnt that much time had been
spent in touring a small garden in quest of a Rose
that was expected in bush form and to be quite

prompt and punctual in its flowering on Christmas
Day.

A Seasonable Flower.—Not many of my
readers will, I think, be in the same confused state

of mind in' regard to the above popular and season-

able flower as the lady friend to whom I have
referred, and whose seriousness and disappointment
were remarkable. The plant is one of great value
for the hardy garden, worthy of all care and con-

sideration, an old-time favourite, and one whose
ruddy-tinted buds and blossoms awaken thoughts
of the great festival so near at hand. A bowl of its

blossoms and leaves—the latter always sparingly

cut because of the injury their loss inflicts upon the

plant—never fails to attract in the sitting-room,

and those who are fortunate possessors of clumps
that yield them by the score have reason to be
proud of such in a twofold way at this season. I

have previously urged their protection by hand-
lights, so that an unimpaired purity may be theirs,

a system far better than the not infrequent advice
of lifting and potting, with all its attendant injuries

and poor results. There is both character and
charm about this .midwinter flower which artists

love to portray, and those who know the plant,

know of its established beauty, its freedom of

flowering and its hardihood can never appraise it

too highly or accord this flower of distinction a

welcome greater than its merits justify.

Its Popular Name.—In my experience, so far

as I remember, the instance I have referred to as

taking exception to the popular English name of

the plant is quite singular, a large proportion

of those who indulge in open-air gardening agreeing

as to its appropriateness. Popular names are not,

of course, wholly above criticism, though in this

case we have one suggestive of the season of its

flowering, and not inapt if we consider the ruddy
tints of the blossoms at certain stages. Moreover,

the name appeals to all because of its simplicity,

and we desire nothing better. We cling to it. too,

for old time's sake, mindful of the pinafore and belt

days when we knew it by no other, and when the

more cumbrous, less euphonious title of Helleborus

niger might have been disputed by us had it been
thrust upon our notice. In short, if all the so-called

English popular names of plants were half so

appropriate or sentimental as this one. one would
find no fault and would refrain from a word of

criticism.

Where to Grow It.—Christmas-time is not the

best time to plant the Christmas Rose—the time

of flowering, or bud formation, or development is

certainly not the best time to transplant any subject,

and our favourite is no exception. Vet calendar

writers almost without fail recommend the hfting

of the plants at this particular season. The whole

thing is a mistake, wTong in principle, unmistakably

so in practice. August and September are the

months for planting, and there are none to equal

them. As to " where to grow it," the plant

delights in hilly districts and rather holding lime-

stone soils, and partial, not absolute, shade. The
illustration on page 635 gives a good idea of the

value of these flowers in the woodland during the

winter months. R. H. Jenkins.
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NURSERY NOTES.

M
MESSr^S. KER AND SONS, LIMITED.

OST of the large nursery firms of this

country, while devoting a consider-

able amount of their energy to the

raising of general nursery stock,

also specialise in one or two par-

ticular lines, and the old-established

firm of Messrs. R. P. Ker and Sons, Aigburth

Nursery, Liverpool, is no exception to this rule.

Their speciality is Hippeastrums, or hybrid

Amaryllises as we were wont to call them, and

there are comparatively few of our readers who at

some time or another have not seen the magnificent

flowers exhibited by the firm during the winter

and spring months.

Having a few hours to spare when visiting the

agricultural show at Liverpool in June last, we

decided to have a look at the nurseries, and thus

see for ourselves what is being done for the advance-

ment of horticulture. Naturally, most of the

Hippeastrums were at rest, but a few plants were

still flowering, and we saw one that must surely

create a record. It was a crimson-flowered seed-

ling, and although the bulb was only in a 6-inch

pot, it had four stout stems, each surmounted with

four large blossoms, so that this plant could boast

a total of sixteen fully developed flowers at one

time. We saw a vast quantity of seedlings that

were still growing vigorously, these being planted

out on raised platforms, five houses 50 feet long

and 20 feet wide being devoted to them. It is the

proud boast of Mr. Ranger, the chief manager of

the nursery, that every Hippeastrura is quite free

from mealy bug, a pest that -most of us know is

particularly partial to these plants and exceedingly

difficult to eradicate once it gains a foothold. Many
of these seedling Hippeastrums are sold before they

flower, and as the seeds are selected from the very

best named varieties only, customers stand a fair

chance of obtaining something specially good.

Gloxinias, Cyclamen and Calceolarias are other

indoor plants that Messrs. Ker specialise in. At

the time of our visit the Gloxinias were superb,

and a beautiful crimson type named Aigburth

Scarlet was particularly attractive. Calceolarias

for seed purposes were past their best, but we could

see sufficient flowers to justify us in recommending

the strain, the plants being well branched and of a

decidedly good type. Palms are also grown in

large quantities, and we noticed a few particularly

good examples of that rare kind Cyrtostachys

Renda duvivierianum, the scarlet leaf-stems of

which are most effective. Phosnix Roebelinii

was also there in abundance, and the gracefulness

of this Palm has already rendered it a great favourite

for decorative purposes, notwithstanding the fact

that it is a comparative new-comer. Dracaenas,

Clivias. Anthuriums, Pandanuses, Alocasias and

other kinds of stove plants the firm is able to

supply in almost unlimited quantities, and among

the occupants of the cooler houses we noticed a

fine stock of Lapagerias, both white and red forms,

and also the blush pink Marguerite Queen Alexandra.

In addition to a large area of glass, Messrs. Ker

have an extensive outdoor department devoted

chiefly to trees and shrubs and herbaceous plants.

Of Hollies we saw an excellent stock. Ilex Hodginsii

thriving remarkably well. This the firm considers

to be one of the best for planting in cities and

large towns where the atmosphere is none too

favourable for plant growth. Lime trees of all

kinds, shapes and sizes were in flourishing con-

dition, and the Blackley variety of the Black

Italian Poplar, a very robust, spreading variety

that is largely grown in the district, was in fine

form. This variety is said to have originated near

Manchester, and is one of the best trees for con-

gested districts. Golden Yews in bush and stan-

dard form. Ivies of various sorts in large quanti-

ties, including the beautiful Hedera dentata

variegata, a large stock of a particularly good type

of golden Privet and a fine lot of bush and climbing

Roses were other shrubs that called for special

mention. Among a good general collection of

herbaceous plants the Delphiniums were very good,

some beautiful flowers being among those that we
saw. Evidently Messrs. Ker spare no pains in

growing the best of everything that they trade in,

and for Hippeastrums alone they have a reputation

that they are justly proud of.

NEW PLANTS.
The following awards were made by the Perpetual

Flowering Carnation Society on December 13 :

Carnation Lady Alington.—This variety has

already been granted an award of merit from the

Royal Horticultural Society. In colour it is a

delightful shade of bright salmon pink, which looks

remarkably well under artificial light. The flowers

are of good size and full in the centre, and they are

very sweet-scented. It was awarded a first-class

certificate. Shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

Bush Hill Park Nurseries, Middlesex.

Carnation R. F. Felton.—This variety also secured

a first-class certificate. It was raised and shown

by Mr. H. Burnett. St. Margaret's, Guernsey. The

flowers are similar in colour to Mrs. H. Burnett,

rosy pink. It is Clove-scented, and the individual

blooms are from 3 inches to 4 inches across. .\

vigorous grower and perpetual flowering.

Carnation Mrs. Crook.—This is by no means an

easy colour to define. It is described by the raisers.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., as " a distinct and

beautiful fancy variety, having a ground colour of

pale crimson heavily veiled with a profusion of

rich crimson." It is a very free-flowering variety

and sweet-scented. Award of merit.

Carnation Rex.—A good pink variety, with

fimbriated petals. The flowers are of average size

and of good substance. There are, however, many
varieties of a similar colour already in cultivation.

Shown by Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden.

First-class certificates were granted to the follow-

ing American Carnations, all of which are already

in commerce : Mrs. C. W. Ward, Pink Delight,

Scarlet Glow, Niagara and White House.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and AnsinreFS.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire assist-

ancey no matter what the branch of gardening may be, and

with that object uHll make a special feature of Ike "Answers

to Correspondents " columns, AU communications should be

clearly and concisely mritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Publisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or inoss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Plants for border {Edith H. L. Lydall).—

The difficulty rests chiefly with the Lime trees,

which, apart from their shade-giving proclivities,

are great robbers of the soil, and send their root-

fibres to considerable distances. Seeing that a

double line of the trees are in existence, we
fear that anything we might recommend would
become leggy, as the Violas have done. At the

sunny end, if this is not encumbered by tree shade

and roots, you might grow the hybrid Columbines

in variety, many forms of border Campanula,
including Canterbury Bells, Gaillardias, Corn-

flowers, Coreopsis, Rudbeckia, Scabiosa in mauve
and white, red and white Valerian, Kniphofiias,

Lychnis chalcedonica, Poppies of many kinds,

Agrostemmas, Michaelmas Daisies, Globe Flower,

Foxgloves, Jacob's Ladder, Goat's Rue and a

great variety of things, those named being easily

raised from seeds. For the remainder you had
better try some of those we have named, in addition

to the planting of Galtonias, Lilium croceum.

L. umbellatum and others that, while not objecting

to shade, are not so fastidious concerning poor

soils.

Lobelia gone wrong (X. M. D,).—We are unable
to divine the cause of the failure, which must be due to
some local influence of which we have no information.
There was no fungus present at the collar of the plant,

which was also well rooted. If the plants have not
had strong manures, we should incline to the opinion that
they had been frequently visited by some domestic animal.

Plants for rockery (5. W.).—It is doubtful
whether you will get anything to thrive on your rockery
if the plants you enumerate will not grow. Why not
endeavour to make it more productive by removing some
of the poor soil, and filling up between the stones to a good
depth with good soil ? You may. however, try double-
flowered Gorse, Genista hispanica, Cistus villosus, C.

ladaniferus, C. recognitus, C. laurifolius, Sedum acria,

Saxifraga cordifo'ia. IberJs sempervirens. Red Va'erian,

Saxifraga oppositifolia and various Yuccas for the back-
ground. Many thanks for the report on your Prunus
Pjssardii.

Plants for border (Britannia). — If we rightly

understand your requirements, Helenium Riverton Gein,

with crimson and yellow flowers, and Pyrethrum uligi-

nosum, white, the latter behind the former, would look

well Both are rather vigorous and tall. Lilium tigrinum
speciosum and L. speciosum cruentum would also look '

well. Any success depends nuich upon the exact nature
of the border, and you appear to have many shrubs near.

Then, again, some Sunflowers, as well as Michaelmas
Daisies, are weedy ; others are striking and good. If you
will tell us the width of the border, the quality of the soil

and the space the required plants are desired to fill, we will

consider the whole question again.

Delphinium nudicaule (Miss W. T.).—This is a
tuberous-rooted species of about 18 inches or so in height,

and has the reputation of being a poor doer. For garden work
the plant is best regarded as a biennial—though it is not
strictly so—raising the plants from seeds and growing the
seedlings quickly to the time of flowering. Slugs are
particularly fond of its roots when the plant is at rest,

and, eating away the crown shoots, practically ruin it.

By sowing the seeds in early summer thinly in boxes of soil

or pans, and carrying the seedlings over the winter, a good
flowering should follow in the ensuing June. By sowing
early in the year the plant inclines to flower in November
or later. The plant prefers a light soil and a warm, sunny
spot.

THE GREENHOUSE.
Oleanders not flowering {H. }. S.).—

The Oleander needs fairly liberal treatment in

order to develop its blossoms, for, though appa-

rently in good health and the flowers form, a little

extra stimulus is often needed to induce them to

expand. If the plants are out of doors during the

summer, a spell of cold weather will sometimes so

arrest the development of the blossoms that they

make no further headway. On the other hand,

they will often open perfectly out of doors. We
advise you early next spring, if in your opinion

the plants need shifting into larger pots, to repot

them. A mixture of good fibrous loam, leaf-

mould and sand will suit them well. The roots, if

healthy, will soon take possession of the new
compost, so that in all probability before the

flowers expand it will be as well to give them an

occasional dose of weak liquid manure. If the

plants are in your opinion in sufficiently large pots,

the necessary additional stimulus may be applied

either in the shape of liquid manure or one of the

many concentrated manures that are now so

popular. We have been several times consulted

as to the non-flowering of Oleanders, and our
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advice to treat more liberally has in nearly all

cases given satisfaction. As the Oleander is a

native of the sunny districts bordering on the

Mediterranean, it must not at any time be too

much shaded.

Repotting Agaves {A. r.).—The best

time of the year to repot Agaves, both green and

variegated, is in the spring. The most suitable

compost for them consists mainly of loam, lightened

to the necessary extent with leaf-mould and sand.

Agaves may be kept in small pots for a long time

without injury, but, on the other hand, if they are

shifted into larger ones they grow quicker. When
repotting in the spring, any new shoots should be

removed from the parent plant and be potted

singly. These will make pretty little plants the

ftrst season. The term " cool conservatory

"

may be taken to indicate a structure absolutely

without fire-heat even during the winter months,

in which case Agaves would not be suitable plants

to recommend, as they must be kept safe from
frost during the winter. At that season the soil

in the pots will need to be kept fairly dry.

Chrysanthemums falling (Q. S).—We do not
find any eolwonns in the Chrysanthemum roots, but they
appear to be quite dead. Have they had an overdose of
liquid manure or been too heavily watered at some time ?

About Nlgella and Primula Forbesii
(No Nn?ne). — The Nigella appears to be N. damas-
cena, though extra large for that kind. The fragrant-
leaved plant, No. 2, is Melissa officinalis variegata. The
flowers of Primula Forbesii are of their usual size, the
species being noteworthy because of its profuse flowering
during autumn and winter than for anything else. It should
be given the protection of a cool greenhouse.

Curious Carnation flomrers (W, B.). — The
malformation is due to the repeated production of the
bracts, which normally occur in pairs just beneath the
iower. It is known as the Wheat-ear Carnation, and
similar growths are fairly often met with in other species
of Dianthus, the Sweet William, for instance. When a
plant once produces these growths it rarely forms flowers
of the normal kind, though these are occasionally produced.
About Chrysanthemums (B. M.),—The plants

should have been disbudded last August. AH you can do
now is to remove any small weak buds and throw the
vigour into the stronger ones. A temperature of 55° by
night is too warm for Chrysanthemums, 5° less being quite
sufficient. A free circidation of air is very necessary in
order to keep flowers and foliage in good condition. We
do not know what you mean by black spider ; but if you
refer to the black aphis or fly, this can be destroyed by
vaporising with the XL All Vaporiser. You may use
this once a week tUl the pest is destroyed, but we
have used it for years and always found one application
sufficient to destroy green fly. Thrips and mealy bug
need more.

Aralia with small leaves (A. S*.). — Aralia
Sieboldii (Fatsia japonica) is very liable to produce
the small deformed leaves such as those sent when it is

about to flower. There is little doubt that this is the cause
of yours doing so, especially as it naturally blooms in the
autumn. We have one planted out which is behaving in
a similar manner You ask if it would be better to keep
Aralias out of doors during the summer, and we say
decidedly, yes, provided they are well supplied with water.
What is more, they are hardy in London, and where con-
veniences exist for planting them out, this may be done
when they get too large for indoor decoration. You may
see numerous thriving examples of Aralia Sieboldii that
have stood out for several winters very near your address,
namely, at Battersea Park.

Chrysanthemums falling (Mums).—We have
carefully looked through the stems and leaves of the
Chrysanthemum you were good enough to send for our
inspection, and we are of the opinion that the cause of
failure must be attributed to the very heavy character
of the loam that you have used in your compost. The
sample of the latter that you included was extremely
hard and uncongenial, and this, together with the cold and
moist season of the past summer, is largely responsible
for the condition of your plants to-day. Under no cir-

cumstances should you pot your plants as firmly as most
growers do, otherwise you may be courting failure. We
note that you have potted "harder"; this is quite a
mistake. Can you not obtain loam from another neigh-
bourhood ? We fear you will never do much with the
soil of which you sent us a sample.

When to pot Vallotas (W. W.).~Ii you are
enabled to give the plants a good light position in the green-
house during the winter, the best time to repot them is

as soon as they have done flowering. If, on the other
hand, the accommodation is not so good, the better way
will be to leave the potting till the end of February or in
March. At the same time, one essential point to bear in
mind in the culture of Vallotas is that they much resent
being dL^iturbed at the roots, on which account they should
itot be repotted unless it is absolutely necessary, Pro\ided
the roots are hea,lthy they will stand for years in the same
pot, even when the original bulb has formed several off-

sets and they in turn have reached flowering size. When

in thlB stage an occacilonardosc oflhquidrmanure during
the growing season will be beneficial. As may be under-
stood, in the case of plants that will probably remain a
long time in the same soil it is very essential that the
compost be of a lasting nature—that is to say. such aa will
retain its sweetness and porosity for years. Good, fibrous
loam of a fairly holding nature, such as is generally termed
yellow loam, should form the major portion of the compost.
This may be lightened to the necessary degree (which
depends upon the consistency of the loam) bv well-decayed
leaf-mould and sand.

ROSE GARDEN.
Rose hedges (Winjart).—Rose hedges are

generally of two classes : (i) The moderately high
hedge growing, say, to a height of 4 feet to 5 feet,

and (2) the taller hedge. For the first-namod

no support is necessary. Have the soil trenched
a yard in width, and work in manure liberally.

Plant the Roses in two rows, thus— * , * , •

—

the rows being about 15 inches apart and the

plants 2* feet apart from each other in the

rows. The first season it is best to cut the plants

back to about 3 feet from their base, and sub-

sequently, when they become at all bare at the base,

cut one or two growths quite down to the ground-
level. China or Monthly Roses make a fine hedge.
Austrian Briars, too, are very beautiful, especially

the single yellow and copper. Then the rugosa
or J apanese Roses are frequently used. For larger

hedges and screens the ground should be prepared
the same, but stout poles or iron uprights with
feet must be placed at intervals of about 9 feet, and
should stand about 6 feet or 7 feet out of the ground.
To these should be attached four rows of strong
galvanised wire. Only one row of plants is neces-

sary, and these can be planted 4 feet to 3 feet apart.

If you desire a perpetual-flowering hedge, you could
not do better than plant Griiss an Teplitz, or, if

you preferred to mix a white Rose with it, then
Mme. Alfred Carriere would be a good one. Trier

would make a beautiful hedge of about 5 feet to

6 feet in height. But perhaps the best Roses for

a real nice screen are the wichuraianas, such as

Alberic Barbier, Leontine Gervais, Dorothy
Perkins, White Dorothy, Hiawatha, Minnehaha
and Gardenia. They are prodigious growers, and

j

would easily make a screen 20 feet high if necessary.

Then there are the beautiful multiflora or rambler
Roses, of which Blush Rambler, Crimson Rambler,
Tausendschon and Goldfinch are excellent ; and
the sempervirens and Ayrshire Roses, of which
Flora, Bennett's Seedling and Felicite Perpetue
are the best. Last but not least are the Penzance
Briars, Roses that make grand hedges either

dwarf or tall. They often have a tendency to

become bare at the base, but this can be remedied
by cutting down each year one or two of the oldest

growths.

Twenty-five best exhibition Roses
(Komani).—We are glad to know you find The
Garden so helpful to you in South Africa. Doubt-
less many Roses we should call good exhibition
Roses here would be too thin for your cUmate.
but we have pleasure in naming twenty-five good
reliable sorts, including some of the latest novelties.

Bessie Brown (H.T.), creamy white, very double
;

Mildred Grant (H.T.), ivory white, tinted peach
;

Dean Hole (H.T.), silvery rose, very fine ; Frau
Karl Druschki (H.P.), pure white

; Caroline

Testout (H.T.), bright pink ; Mrs. J. Laing (H.P.),

rosy pink ; White Maman Cochet (T.), creamy
white ; Mrs. W. J. Grant (H.T.), rose ; Cardinal

(H.T.), rosy crimson ; WilUam R. Smith (T.),

ivory white and cream ; Florence Pemberton
(H.T.), creamy white ; Medea (T.), pale yellow

;

Mme. Constant Soupert (T.), coppery yellow and
pink ; Lyon Rose (H.T.), apricot and salmon pink

;

J. B. Clark (H.T.), scarlet-crimson ; William Shean
(H.T.), pink

; Queen of Spain (H.T.), pale flesh
;

Mrs. Maynard Sinton (H.T.), silvery white, very

large; Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt (H.T.), bright

flesh
;
Mrs. Walter Easlea (H.T.), crimson-earmine

;

Mrs. Herbert Stevens (H.T.), nearly pure white
;

Melanie Soupert (H.T.), pale yellow ; Mrs. A. E.
Coxhead (H.T.), crimson ; Molly Sharman Crawford
(T.), pure white : and Mrs. E. J. Holland (H.T.).
salmon rose.

Roses for south wall (Rose). — Four kkoiI
varictios that would yield bi-autiful llowera for cutliiiK
would be Climbing Caroline 'I'estout, Franeois CroU'isc
Climbing Kaiaerin .'iuKUSta Victoria and William Alleii
Richardson. Four good varieties to grow in tuba would
be Alberic Barbier, Dorothy Perkins, Lady Oodiva anil
Hiawatha.

Pruning Roses upon walls (F. ./. Slaptes).

-

It IS a good plan to cut out some of the old wood
during September ; tlien the enttiiig back of the laterals
is bc'.st deferred until March. Box ediiing should
be regularly clipped each year, the spring being the best
time. Stretch a line the whole length of the edging
fixing the line the desired height, and then clip both sides
and top very neatly.

Roses planted against Ouprant bushes
(Anxiom).—We advise you to move the trees further awav
from the Currant buslies. Probably a good dressing o'f

one of the remedies now so plentiful for destroying insects
would suffice, but if the trees had more room we think they
would be a greater success. You should take the pre-
caution to spray the Roses next season with acetate of
lead paste, a poisonous article very effectual in the de-
struction of maggot.
Lavender hedge and Roses (K. Jf.).—Two year

old Lavender plants are thc> best to buv. To form a good
row in a short, time they should be planted 1 foot apart.
A pretty, small, rosy pink Rose to plant in front of it
would be the Dwarf Polyantha Rose Phyllis. The follow-
ing are among the best climbing Roses for planting at the
back of the Monthly Roses : .ilister Stella Gray. Blush
Rambler, Crimson Rambler. Dorothy Perkins, Electra
Hiawatha, Mrs. F. W. Flight and Paradise.

Rose Jersey Beauty failing (Pi/Zn^v).—Probably
there is canker at the junction where the |ilant was grafted.
It appears as though it was a pot-grown sjieeimen, and these
have a tendency to canker ; or perhaps the ball of earth
is dry and the plant is suffering from drought. There was
no signs of tumour in the portion of growth sent us. Try
a good soaking of water, and afterwards mulch the soil.
If it does not improve, prune back hard next spring, and
probably the new growths will be all right.

Rose leaves blighted (Hussar). — The foliage
sent appeared to have been attacked mainly by the
Rose slugworm. It is the larvse of one of the sawllies,
and it devours the upper epidermis and tissues of the Rose
foliage, leaving intact the lower epidermis. We do not think
spraying with soft soap solution would have any injurious
effect either on the foliage or the soil, but we think you
would find Hellebore wash a very effectual remedy " for
the pest. Take loz. of freshly ground Hellebore, 2oz. of
flour and .3 gallons of water. The Hellebore and llour are
mixed together with a little water, and then mixed with
the rest of the three gallons. It must be con.stantly stirred,
and applied with a tine sprayer.

The Seven Sisters Rose {Brighton).—There is a
deal of confusion regarding this Rose. We do not think
the variety you describe as " ha\ing small, green, jagged
leaves, very dark, almost thornless wood, and growing
very bushy, with flowers white to blush rose." can be the
Seven Sisters Rose ; neither can we imagine what it can be,
unless it is one of the old-fashioned varieties of Rosa alba.
Perhaps you could obtain a piece of its growth from your
friends in Norway ; we might then be able to help you
to get its correct name. The Seven Sisters Rose, or one
most nearly like it, is known as Rosa multiflora Dc la
Grifferaie. This has very dark leaves, but its growth is

strong, almost rambling, and the flowers are more pink
than white.
Pruning Monthly Roses (.Burton).—U you refer

to the common pink Monthly we do not advise much
pruning. Just top the shoots, and one or two of the strong
growt,hs may be cut down within .5 inches or 6 inches of
the base each year. This produces a more bushy growth
from the base. Other Monthly Roses of the hardier type,
such as Old Crimson. Fellenberg and Armosa, are practi-
cally treated like the common pink, but the kinds known
as China Teas, such as Comtesse du Cayla. Laurette
.Messimy. Queen Mab, Aurorc, Mme. E. Resal, *c.. are
best treated as Tea Roses, leaving one or two of the ripest
growths as long as possible if uninjured by frost, and the
others cut back fairly hard. Of course, you would not
prune until the latter part of March and early April.

Selection of Roses for Rose garden (J. O. .V.).~
We have much pleasure in submitting a list of suitable
bedding Roses for your new Rose garden. No. 1 bed
(white and blush) • La Tosca, .Mme. Antoine Sfari.
Pharisaer, edged with Polyaiithas Katherina Zeimet and
Mignonette. No. 2_ bed (red and crimson) : General
Macarthur, Liberty, " Richmond. Papa Oontier, Hugh
Dickson, Lady Battersea. Laurent Carle. Chateau de Clos
V'ougeot, edged with Polyanthas Perle des Rouges and
.Mme. N. Levavasseur. No. :i bed (apricot and yellow) ;

Betty. Mrs. Aaron Ward, .Marie van Houtte. .Mine. Kavary,
Melanie Soupert. Mme. Hoste. Lyon Rose, Lady I{obert:s.
.Joseph Hill. Le Progres. edged with Polyanthas Kugenie
Lameseh and Perle d'Or. -Vo. 4 bed (pink) : Caroline
Testout. .Mme.' Abel Chatenay, .Mme. Jules Grolez. I,.ady
.\shtown. Killarney. Gustav Grunerwald. Dc-an Hole,
Mme. Lambard. La France and Earl of Warwick, edged
with Polyanthas. Some very showy wichuraiana Roses
for pegging down would be Hiawatha, Lady Gay, Dorothy
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Perkins,White Dorothy, Elise Robichon and Alberic Barbier,

and standards of wichuraianas could rise above those
pegged down, or you could have standards of Hybrid Teas
and Teas, which would, perhaps, be more suitable.

Fungoid gromrths on roots of Rose trees
(D.. Sovthnmpton).—The fungoid growth would probably
arise from the decaying rootstock. When the Briars are cut
from the hedgerows it is usual to leave rather a large

portion of the old rootstock attached to the Briar. It

frequently happens that part of this rootstock is in a
decaying state, and unless this is cut away and only live

root "retained the decay would spread and cause the bad
odour you complain of. The marks upon the roots were
probably there when the trees were planted. Unless great

care is exercised in digging up a standard Rose, its roots

are apt to receive injuries which would not show imme-
diately, but after being planted some time the lacerations

would become more manifest. We think that, after the

dressing of lime which you have given, insects would not
be the cause. It is just probable that rats might search

for bone soon after it had been applied, but even then they
would not go deep enough to get at the roots. ^Vhen

replanting the Koses it will be a wise plan to dress the soil

with some good insect destroyer, of which you will see

particulars in our advertising columns.

Trellis of Roses by lawn tennis courts
(^4. iV.}.—We think you could not do better than have
yoimg Larch poles with the spurs left in for the uprights.

A height of 9 feet out of the ground would be about right

and 3 feet in the soil. If the ends of the poles are placed

inside a drain-pipe and the crevices filled with cement they

last much longer. Spanish Chestnut poles are really more
durable than Larch. A distance of about 9 feet between
the poles would, we think, be about right, and you could

have two cross pieces in between each two in order to steady

the wire-netting. If the latter were bevelled somewhat
the appearance would be better than a straight line, and
some stout wire or rope could be looped between each

pair of posts on which to tie the growths of the Koses if

necessary. Where the drop comes between the lawn
tennis and croquet ground could be rectified by having

these poles 11 feet out of the ground instead of 9 feet,

riant strong-growing Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon and
Hybrid Tea Roses, such as Hugh Dickson, Frau Karl

Druschki, Ulrich Brunner. Mrs. Paul. Mme. Isaac Pereire

and some of the strong-growing Monthly Roses, such as

the common pink, Laurette Messimy and Fellenberg. A
good selection of fast-growing climbers and ramblers for

the poles would be as follows : Dorothy Perkins, Alberic

Bathier, Reine Olga de Wurtemburg. Paul Transon,

Mme. A. Carricre. Gardenia, Lady Godiva, Hiawatha,
White Dorothy Perkins, American Pillar. Electra. Climbing

Testout, Rubin. F61icit6 Perpetue, Carmine Pillar, Lady
Gay, Gloire de Dijon, Longworth Rambler, Jersey Beauty

and Perpetual Crimson Rambler.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Grapes on lower shoot of Muscat Vine

not setting [P. T. P.).—The case you bring

before us is an interesting one, and, on the face of

it, difficult to solve. Possibly your surmise is

right, namely, that stock influence ma}' be the

cause. The cap or sheath which covers the

pollen on the anthers of the flowers in some varie-

ties of Grapes is more of a sticky or glutinous

nature than others, thereby preventing the pollen

from distributing itself so early and so freely as

it otherwise would. This, if the sheath is not

removed artificially, would affect prejudicially

the setting ot those Grapes.

Apples Blenheim Orange and Ribston
Pippin doing badly {A. N. S.).—Your land

being very rich and light may have had something

to do with your Blenheims and Ribstons cankering

and doing so badly, but we suspect that the

American blight had a big share in causing the

trouble. This hateful pest, wherever it lodges

and is left undisturbed for a considerable time,

inflicts wounds on the bark of the tree, leaving the

branches af ected an easy prey to canker and ugly

scars. So you must declare war against it and

rid your garden of its presence, or your Apple

trees will never be a success. In planting your

next trees, plant them, if possible, in turfy loam,

without any manure except a quart of bone-

dust to mix with the loam for each tree, also the

same quantity of lime. Be careful not to plant

too deep in such soil. Of Apples, as pyramid

trees we recommend the following : Dessert

—

William Crump, Ellison's Orange, Worcester

Pearmain, James Grieve, Charles Ross, Barnack
Beauty and Duke of Devonshire. Cooking Apples

—

Potts' Seedling, Stirling Castle, Grenadier, Lord

Derby, Golden Noble, Lane's Prince Albert,

Newton Wonder and Bramley's Seedling. The
following is the best wash you can use to spray

your Apple trees with : Arsenate of soda (pure

or crystalline), 3J0Z. ; acetate of lead, 70Z. ; water.

10 gallons. Dissolve in water and add lib. of

treacle. Wash the trees now, and again a few days
before the flower-buds burst open.

Will squirrels eat Apples and Pears ?
{Mrs. he C).—We have no reroliection of suffering damage
from squirrels eating the above fruits, but we have often
in the case of Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots. We are
far from saying that they will not eat these fruits, but we
have not taiown them to do so. Will any readers give
their experience in this matter ?

Six eating Apples suitable for a bracing
climate (T. B. B.).—Mr. Gladstone, ripe in July
and August ; James Grieve. September and October

;

King of the Pippins. October and November ; Cox*s
Orange Pippin. October, November and December;
Baumann's Keinette, December and January ; Lord
Hindlip. February to May. The trees should be on the
English Paradise stock.

Grapes unsatisfactory {Mildew). — The proper
growth and ripening of the Grapes on a Vine depend almost
entirely on the strength and the healthy condition of
the foliage. If this is diseased or affected with insect
pests, that is quite a suflBcient reason to account for
the unsatisfactory ripening of your Grapes. To kill

the mildew your best way will be to bum all the leaves
of the Vine as they fall, and as soon as the Grapes are cut
and the Vines pruned paint them over with flowers of
sulphur, made into the consistency of paint by mixing
with water.

Melon roots clubbing (E. B.).—This arises from the
same cause as clubbing in Cabbages—a tiny weevil. Lime-
water is the best remedy to apply when the plants are
first affected. Soak two quarts of quicklime in three gallons
of water, and water next day (when the lime has settled
at the bottom of the vessel) with the clear water only.
This will generally arrest any further mischief. But the
best way is to bum the turf or soil used for planting, so
that you are sure all living organisms are destroyed. We
do not mean that you are to burn the soil to a cinder, but
simply heat it to such a temperature that will be fata! to
any insect germs with which it may be infested.

Apple trees infested (Fife).—This is one of the
worst examples of woolly aplus attack of the very many
we have seen. It should be seriously considered whether it

would not be best to destroy the trees so affected completely,
start afresh and attack the pest as soon as it reappears.
A thorough spraying of the stems and branches, so
that they are completely drenched with the wash made of
21b. of caustic soda, fib. of common treacle and 10 gallons
of water, applied while the trees are dormant, is the best
thing to do in the winter, but it is very doubtful whether
it would do much good to trees in such a condition as this.

In summer painting the affected places with methylated
spirit is best.

Green Grapes rotting on the bunch (J. F. B.).
The Grapes on your Vine are suffering from a disease
called scalding, so named because the berries when
attacked bear a resemblance to having been parboiled.
Some varieties are more subject to the disease than others.
and it always makes its attack between the time the
Grapes commence stoning and when they begin colouring.
The only means known of preventing an attack is to venti-
late freely while the weather is fine both day and night, and
on wet or cold days to apply flre-heat to the pipes so that
free ventilation may still take place, and that without
lowering the temperature too much. The vinery during
the stage of the Vine's growth above mentioned should
never be quite closed up either day or night.

Mildew on Vines (C. 5.).—After your Vines are
pnmed, rub off the loose surface bark by hard rubbing
with the hands. Afterwards wash the canes".with warm
water and soft soap, using a brush which is not too hard.
Then paint your Vines over with the following mixture

:

Copper sulphate. 6oz. ; lime-water, 4 gallons ; clear water,
1 gallon. Mix with clay until it becomes of the consistency
of paint. The greatest care must, of course, be taken not
to injure the fruit-buds on the spurs of the Vine. All
should be painted over, though. Yes ; bad and careless
ventilation in spring will cause mildew. Do not open
your front ventilators until the end of April. The tempera-
ture up to that time may be regulated by the use of the
back ventilators only. The object of keeping the front
ventilators closed during the cold days of early spring is

to prevent cold draughts entering the vinery.

Grapes diseased (T. Christian).—In the first place,
the fact that the shoot or spur of the Vine on which the
bunch sent is borne has not been properly ripened or
hardened would partly account for the Grapes not com-
pleting the ripening process as they should do. -..The

cause of this unripeness usually is the?overcrowding of
the shoots and foliage of the Vine during its season of
growth, making it difficult, if not impossible, for the wood
to properly ripen. The cause of the splitting of the Grapes
has, no doubt, been the wet and cold weather we have
had for so long. Had youjapplied a little flre-heat to the
pipes of your vinery, this would not have happened, as
the extra moisture in the air^would have been expelled
and its circulation improved. If our surmises as above
are right, the way to prevent a recurrence of the trouble
next year will be to pay timely attention to the stopping
of the Vine laterals at the second |leaf»of every new side
shoot it makes throughout the season. This will effectually

prevent overcrowding, and at the same time permit plenty
of light and air to penetrate among the branches and so
ripen them.
Old Nut tree to cut down {Miss M. E. S.

Hi/i)-—Rather than cut the old tree down you would do
better to thin it well out by cutting away all the weaker
and more barren branches. From the cut branches would
grow young shoots. These should be pruned back in
winter by one-third their length. This will cause side
shoots to issue from these cut-back young shoots. The
side shoots in turn the following winter should be shortened
back to within three buds of their base, leaving one male
catkin on the small portion of the shoot left. These side
shoots will then form fruit-spurs, on which the fruit will
be borne. The catkins appear early in April, and should
not be disturbed at least until after the tiny crimson
flowers which appear later on the spurs have done flowering,
as the catkins help to fertilise the flowers.

American blight on Apple trees (W. B. Robins).
We know of nothing better than the following wash
if carefully applied to every part of the tree by
spraying. It is terribly difficult to get rid of this pest
effectually, and almost impossible by one single winter
dressing. It is always necessary to keep a look-out for
it the next spring and summer, as indications of its presence
in small quantities are sure to be apparent. A strong
solution of soft soap and water, if applied the moment it

is seen, will destroy it. If you will persevere in doing this
throughout the summer you will get rid of it Arsenate
of soda, 3ioz. ; acetate of lead. 7oz. ; water. 10 gallons.
Dissolve both together in water and well stir, and then add
21b. of treacle to make it stick better to the bark of the
trees. This is an arsenical poison. Apply at once,
and again when the trees are bursting into bud in spring.

Black Hamburgh Grapes not keeping(C.y. £:.).

We think that the chief cause of your Grapes rotting off
is because the strong growth your Vines made last year
was not well enough ripened. To prevent this happening
again next year, we would advise you to have a little heat
in the hot-water pipes during wet and cold days in Septem-
ber, with plenty of air. of course, day and night. This
will help the wood to harden and the buds to ripen. We
would also semi-prune your Vines towards the end of
September ; that is to say, shorten the spurs by one-third
of their length. This will let more light and air among
the branches, and it will also have the effect of helping to
plump up the lower or fruiting buds. The soil is too close,
heavy and cloggy. More broken brick ends (broken
the size of an egg) should have been mixed with it.

Cover your border with dry leaves 1 foot thick this winter
(using no manure), keeping them on until the first week in

May. If you give less manure-water next year and keep a
little heat in while the Grapes are growing during early
summer, we do not think you will suffer a repetition
of the trouble. The great thing is to get the wood of your
Vines perfectly ripened this autumn.
Muscat Grapes doing badly (Af. S.).— We

think you are acting wisely in doing away with the Vines
which appear to be worn out and overrun with that loath-
some pest, mealy bug. You would be well advised to grow
some other crop in the vinery for one year, in order to give
you a chance to get rid of this pest. Let the Vines and their
leaves be burnt, and all the surface soil of the vinery taken
away to the depth of 4 inches, and be burnt also, if possible,
or buried deeply. Then bum flowers of sulphur on red-hot
bricks in the vinery. It will take half-a-dozen at least.

This should be done on a calm day, and care must be taken
to close all ventilators to prevent the escape of fumes.
If the house is well filled with these fumes, most, if not all,

of the mealy bug will be killed. No plants must be left in

the house while this is going on, or they would be killed ;

neither must anyone enter until the fumes have evaporated.
The vinery may be occupied, if desired, by plants in winter,
but it should be understood that they are quite free from
mealy bug. About the middle of next April, if there has
been any insects left alive, they will then reappear, when
the vinery should be again sulphured as before. After this

a crop of Tomatoes. Melons or Cucumbers may be grown in

the house during summer and autumn, and if any further
traces of the bug is present, sulphur again, and its eradica-
tion should be complete.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Books on kitchen gardening (Enquirer) — One

of the best, most recent and up-to-date is that issued by
Country Life, Limited, and forms part of " The Country
Life Library." Another excellent work is by Messrs.
Sutton and Sons, Reading. Another, by Edwin Beckett,
a very successful grower of vegetables, is to be had of
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent and Co., London

;

price f>s.

Small French Bean for bottling (C. W.).—1\\q
old varieties of French Bean, the Sion House and Fulmer's
Forcing, are among the smallest and best quality French
Beans we know. They are both of dwarf growth, and bear
an abundance of Beans considering the smallness of their
tops as compared with many newer sorts of more robust
growth ; but the smallness of the Bean may, of course, be
determined by picking as soon as it has attained to the size

desired.

Disease in Celery {F. S.).—The Celery is attacked
by the fungus Septoria petroselini apii, a fungus
which has caused much disease in Celery this season.
When the trouble is first noticed, diseased leaves should
be removed and the plants sprayed with Bordeaux mixture
to prevent its further spread. Care should be taken to
burn all the refuse ^frora the plants and to choose another
spot in which to grow them another year. Seed should
not be saved from diseased plants.
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About Rid^e Cucumbers {U. C. Leakij). -These
an' nut liiirdy ;iiiit sluml*.! not l>(_- plnntcd in the open ground
licforc the end of May. and even then s loiiid be protected by
hand-glasses, era night's severe frost may kill tin- phmts.
.Some of the varieties of Kidge Cucumbers are long if grown
on warm, sunny and sheltered ridges with iilmty of •,'iind

manure under them. As a rule they are not so Unv^ as tlni<i-

grown under glass, but are (juito as heavy, 'i'hey ussunic a

tliicker form of growth. Carter's Out-of-door Cucumber
is one of the longest. When well grown the flavour of
these Cucumbers is excellent. The (Jhorkin is the smalle.st

of these varieties, h.'jng used only for pickling. The
reason that bettn samples are not seen is generally because
the necessary tronblr and labour in preparing the ground
for planting are seldom provided, 'fhc weather is some-
times responsible. They do badly in cold summers such
as the last.

Pea pods with thin skins {Walaall).—We under-
stand you tu mean by thin-skinned pods of Peas those
which set close to the Peas and open freely when shelled.

You shoidd try for a selection Sutton's World's Record,
Webb's Senator, Oradus, Centenary, fJladstone (which
you like) and Autocrat. Tliis is'a really flrst-rate selection
of the class of Pea you seem to want. Rearguard is a
fine Pea, but we have not found it superior to well-grown
Gladstone ; indeed, no Pea we have ever seen has
excelled the latter in producing Peas in a pod when it is

well grown It is also unrivallet' as an exhibition Pea ;

but we cannot guarantee that any variety found to be
specially good southwards may do so well in your colder
district. You will do well to test not only those named,
ln;t a few others of medium height. Pioneer, May Queen,
Duke of York. Prizewinner, S oiksliirr Hero and Late
Queen constitute also an excellent s<Iretion. Try a row
of several varieties in addition to those you rtly upon for
mainrrops, and yon may find in that way something you
specially prefer.

Spinach refusing to grow {J. F. B., ftitching-

ham).—-Yours is a curious and uncommon experience
with this most easily grown vegetable. The surface crust
of the soil evidently suits the plant all right ; the difficulty

comes when the roots commence penetrating the lower
soil. We cannot discover that the roots have been injured
by disease or insect pests, and are therefore driven to the
conclusion that the soil must be sour, or that the pan or
surface of the soil a few inches below must be too hard for

the young roots to penetrate into. Our advice to you is

to trench as much land as you may require for this crop
during next year 2J feet deep, liberally manm"ing the
trenches as the work proceeds, adding fresh lime freely
also. Leave the surface of the soil after trenching as rough
as possible, and let it remain so until sowing-time eomes
round (the first week in February). If you will do this, we
shall be much surprised to hear that you have any further
trouble in the matter. We take it for granted your land
is well drained.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Destroying slugs {Hampton Hill).—You may

set some quite fresh soot and heavily dress your
slug-infested ground with it at once, then fork it

in. But just now probably these pests are not out

feeding as they will be later. Then on a damp
spring evening, or, rather, when it has been damp
during the day, and slugs are out feeding on
vegetation, a heavy smother of fresh soot is a

powerful destructive. Failing soot, then use fresh

slaked lime. Really, to be effective it is needful

to follow up dressings of this nature at intervals

of three or four days, applying them after dusk
when the slugs are feeding. If they are known
to harbour at the foot of a wall or fence, strong

salt water may be poured in if not near tree roots.

Salt may be sprinkled thickly beneath hedgerows

or where the pests harbour. Boiling water also

poured into their haunts kills many.

Weedy lawns (C. //. B. C. U". W.,J. C\ and Black
Wrct/) —Each lawn is infested with the common Sell-heal
(l*ruuella viflgaris). It is usually most prominent in wet,
badly drained ground. The only chance of getting rid

of it is to drain the ground, remove the turf, dig the
ground over and resow. If the same turf is used again,
it is quite probable that the weed will always be more or
less troublesome. We do not know of anything with
which to dress the lawns that would prove a certain cure.

Weed in a laurn {M. P.).—The weed in your lawn
Is tin- ]\hiuse-car C'hickweed (Cerastium quart ernellum),
and its presence denotes that the ground is rather poor.

A good surface dressing of rich soil with a little limn -irual

will do good applied now and raked in well during \\itittr.

Next May apply a light dressing of soot and spent Hops
during showery weather, or. if applied in dry weather, be
careful to give a good watering at once. It is almost
impos^iibh' to e*"t rid of the weed by hand weeding. Seeds
are pnidueeil very (tuiekiy after the flowers fade, so mowing
inu>t be (lone freciuentlv and always with a collecting-box
on tin: machine untU the weed has disappeared.

Mussel scale (E. K.).—The following wash is

rerommended for destroying the mussel scale (Mytilaspis
poniorum) on Apple and Pear trees ; Paraffin. 2 gallons

;

soft soap. Ulb. ; caustic soda, 61b.; water, 28 gallons.

The soft soap should be dissolved in a gallon of boiling

water ; the paratlln should then he added and the mixture
churnetl thoroughly until a ereani-like mass results. The
caustic soda should then be dissolved in the remaining
27 gallons of water and then poured into the puraflin emul-
sion. The whole should be well mixed and used imme-
diately. Winter is the best time. In bad cases a spray
of the panifllu emulsion should be applied about the middle
of June.

800JETIE8.
I'KRPEl'UAL FL()WKUI.V(; I'AJt N A'lIO.V SOCIETY.

Tins society held its ninth show in the lioyal Horticultural
Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday. December 13. The large
hall, although by no means overcrowded, jjresentcd a very
briglit appearance for the middle of December. All of the
groups were of very fine quality, and thf classes for

single vases were remarkably good.

Competitive Classks.

For the three best vases of British novelties distributed
since January I, 1908, twelve blooms of each, Mr. C.
Engelmann. Saffron Walden, Essex, gained the premier
place. The varieties shown were Harlequin, crimson and
apricot ; Rex. a new pink ; and Carola. deep crimson,
immense flowers. First prize, challenge cup presented
by Mr. J. S. Brunton. Second, Mr. W. H. Lancashire,
Guernsey, who showed the varieties Emperor, Rose Dor6
and Carola. A silver-gilt medal was awarded to this
exhibit.

In a similar class for American novelties, the first prize—

a

challenge cup presented by the American Carnation Society
—was won by Mr. W- E. Wallace, Eaton Bray, Beds, who
showed a capital trio comprising May Day, Dorothy
Gordon and Pink Delight ; the second prize and silver-gilt

medal were won by Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden.
Two varieties of market Carnations, sixty blooms of each

variety, to bt shown in two vases of thirty-six blooms each
and two boxes of twenty-four each, packed for market,
each variety separate. This proved to be one of the most
interesting classes of the whole exhibition. The flowers
by Mr. W. E. Wallace, who gained the premier place,
including the Covent Garden Bowl and a siKei-^'ilt medal,
were splendidly packed, and the vases accunipunyin^ were
very fine indeed. The varieties shown by Mr. Wallace
were Delight and White Perfection. The second, a silver

medal, was won by Mr. C. Engelmann. The packing
in this instance was very neat and rigid.

Twenty-flve blooms, any one variety. Enchantress,
Melodv. Fair Maid. Mrs. Chas. Knopf and similar colours :

Mr. Wallace gained another first in this class, showing the
variety Enchantress ; second, Mr. G. Lange. Hampton.
Middlesex, who also showed the variety Enchantress.

Twenty-flve blooms, any one variety, Mrs. H. Burnett,
Pink Delight, May Day and similar colours : Once more
Mr. Wallace gained the first prize with twenty-flve blooms
of Delight. He also secured a similar honour in the follow-
ing Class 7 with an excellent vase of Rose Pink Enchantress,
Mr. G. Lange being a good second with the same variety.

Twenty-five blooms, any one variety, Lawson, After-
glow. Alvina, Aristocrat and similar colours : First. Mr.
Lange with that charming pink variety Mrs. C. W. Ward.
Mr. Engelmann was second with the deeper-coloured
variety Rosa.

Twenty-flve blooms, any one variety, white. This
proved a very good class ; there were five good competi-
tors. Mr. Lange secured the coveted place with a remark-
ably flue vase of W'hite Perfection, and Mr. Wallace was
second with White Enchantress.

Twenty-flve blooms, any one variety, scarlet. The
scarlets were very bold and bright. Mr. Wallace came
first with Britannia, and Mr. Lancashire second with
Beacon. Scarlet Glow was also well shown in this class.

Twtnty-five blooms, any one variety, crimson or Clove
colour : Mr. Engelmann gained first with his famous
variety Carola, but we were sorry to note that the foliage

was by no means free from " rust."

Twenty-five blooms, any other self : First, Mr. Lanca-
shire with the popular variety Mikado.

Twenty-five blooms, any fancy : Mr. Eng^mann was
first with the variety Harlequin, and Mr, Lancashire second
with Emperor.
Twelve blooms, any variety not in commerce (special

prizes presented by Fred Blake, Esq.. of Lee-on-the-Solent,
Hants) : Mr. Burnett, Guernsey, gained the first place with
the new pink variety R. F. Felton.

Tweivtj blooms of J. Whitcomb Riley (special prizes by
E. G. Hill Co., Richmond. Ind., U.S. A ), to be competed
for at December show only • Mi-. Wallace was first with
the fine yellow, and the second and third places were
divided between Messrs. Lange and Engelmann.
Twelve blooms of Scarlet Glow (special prizes by Messrs.

F. Dormer and Sons, La Fayette, Ind., U.S.A.) ; Mr.
Lancashire succeeded in defeating Messrs. Lange and
W'allace for this fine scarlet variety.

The dinner-tables of Carnations were all beautifully
decorated. First, Mrs. Alex. Robinson, Park Hill, Car-
shalton. This successful exhibitor arranged soft pink
flowers with Asparagus plumosus and ornamental foliage

in an artistic manner. Second, Mr. F. G. Bealing, Bassett.
One bouquet of Carnations : First, Messrs. R. F. Felton

and Sons, Hanover Square, W. ; second, Mrs. Hammond,
Sloane Square, S.W. In both instances the bouciuets were
composed of pink Carnations, with a soft shade of pink
ribbon to blend in colour.

Collection of cut Carnations on table 6 feet by a feet :

First, Sir Randolf L. Baker, Bart., M.P. (gardener. Mr. A. E.
Usher), Blandford, Dorset, with a very charming exhibit
tlmt well deserved the society's gold medal which was
awarded to it.

One vase, thirty-six blooms (either one variety or any
number of varieties), arranged for decorative efject. any
foliage allowed. Anv or all of the bluoms in this elass may
be wired up if artiflcial support is necessary. {Special
first prize by .Messrs. Felton and .Sons, Hanover Square
London, a piece of plate) ; First. Mr. Wallace, with May
Day and Carola

; second. Mr. H. J. Dudnoy. Erith, Kent.
Group of Perpetual-flowering Carnation plants, Ui be

arranged on a semi-circular space to occupy 25 square feet.
Small Ferns or other plants mav bc^ used "frjr groundivork
The first prize, including Lord Howard de Walden's sllver-
u'iM Challeime Vase, to be held by the winner until again
e.MMiteic.l fi,r, was won by Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart.. Hyland
Park. Chelmsford (gardener, Mr P. Wilkinson).

Lahoe Gkoups.
A gold medal was awarded to Mr. H. Burn<*tt. the (tarna-

tion specialist of Guernsey, who ha<l a remarkably good
exhibit of all the best varieties. Among them we noted
Mrs. W. C. Ward. Enchantress, Mikado, R. F. Felton. May
Day and Biitannia.
A gold medal was also awarde<l to Mr. C. Engelmann.

Saffron Walden. for an extensive collection, comprising
all, or most of. the varieties in cultivation.

Mr. G. Lange, Hampton, gained a silver medal for a
collection of cut blooms. The "collection included handsome
vases of Winsor, Fair Maid, White Perfection, Beacon and
Harlowarden.

Messrs. Hugh Low and Co,, Bush Hill Park Nurseries,
Enfield, had a repres.utative eollection of Perpetual-
flowering Carnations, inehiding many novelties sent out
by this firm. The group, which was well arranged, received
the award of a gold medal.
A group of exceptional merit was sent by Cecil F.

Raphael. Esq., Porter's Park, Shenley. Herts (gardener,
Mr. A. Grubb). The group was semi-circular in form, and
contained the varieties Rose Pink Enchantress. Britannia,
Enchantress and others. Gold medal.

ANNtTAL Dinner.
This was held" at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street. E.G.

on Tuesday. December 13. .Mr. J. S. Brunton presiding*
and nearly thirty members and friends were present. Asm all gatherings of a horticultural nature, the usual loyal
toasts of " His Majesty the King " and other members
of the Royal Family were first on the list. In proposing
" Success to the Perpetual Flowering Carnation Society "
Mr. M. Todd of Edinburgh stated that the rapid increase
of British-raised seedlings and their |improvement, both
in form and colour, were, in his opinion, a permanent and
lasting token of the popularity this charming flower has
achieved. .Mr. J. S. Brunton, in reply, briefly outlined the
work of the society, and appealed to all present to use
their utmost endeavours to secure new members. Mr
E. F. Hawes next proposed " The Judges and Exhibitors "

in an able manner, which was replied^tolby Mr. W. K.
Wallace, who as an exhibitor had literallv " swept the
board " of challenge cups in the trade classes. " The
Donors of Special Prizes " and " The Officers and Com-
mittee " were dealt with in turn, and a vote of thanks
to the chairman closed the proceedings.
At the close of the dinner, in place of the usual musical

programme, the annual geueral meeting was held. The
arrangement proved most satisfactory, as it enabled several
members from a distance to attend the exhibition, dinner
and annual meeting during one visit to town. The minutes
having been formally signed, the hon. secretary, Mr.
Hayward Mathias, was called upon to read the annual
report. This was taken in paragraphs, and afterwards
the balance-sheet was explained by Mr. L. J. Cook, the
hon. treasurer, and on the motion of the chairman, seconded
by Mr. S. Mortimer, was carried unanimously. A special
vote of thanks was accorded Mr A. F. Dutton of Iver for
his generosity in bearing the expense of engraving all the
medals presented by the society. A alight alteration in
the wording of Ruie 3 was carried, inserting the words
"or secretaries" after "hon. secretary." which enabled
joint hon. secretaries to be elected. The rule relating
to extraordinary general meetings, was also amended by
adding the words " and seven davs' notice given." Mr
T. Plowright moved that the best thanks of the society
should be given to the retiring officers and committee
which was seconded by Mr. E. T. Willis, and carried with
acclamation. On the motion of Messrs. E. F, Hawea
and L. J. Cook, Lord Howard de Walden was again elected
president for the ensuing year. The retiring vice-presi-
dents, with the addition of Messrs. T. S. Turnbull, Dr.
Moewes. Lady Derby and Baroness M. de Brienen. 'were
elected for the coming year, and the committee were given
power to add to this number. The following olflcera were
re-elected : Mr. J. S. Brunton, chairman ; .Mr. S. Mortimer
vice-chairman ; Mr. L. J. Cook, hon. treasurer ; .Messrs'.
H. Mathias and E. F. Hawes, joint hon. secretaries ; and
Messrs. C. H. Curtis and R. Pinches, hon. auditors. The
result of a ballot for six members of committee was the
election of Massrs. A. F. Duttou, C. Engelmann F W
Harvey, .\. Smith, F. Fitch and J. Vert. The question
of awarding medals to provincial societies was discu-ssed
and referred to the general committee for consideration.

CHELMSFORD AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

At the weekly meeting held on Friday. December 6, at the
County Laboratories, Mr. C. H. Willis presiding. Mr. A,
Turner. Assistant-Instructor in Horticulture to the Essex
County Council, gave an instructive lecture on " The
Alpine Garden." Numerous dried momited specimens of
alpine plants were handed to the audience and were much
appreciated. Mr. Turner, having recently practised at
Kew, alluded to the alpine garden, there as well as to others,
describing the most desirable and elfective of this higWy
interesting and numerous class of plants.
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BEADING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
The fttial meeting of the autumn session took place in

the Abbey Hall on Monday, December 12, when the vice-

president, Mr. Leonard Sutton, J.P., occupied the chair,

and notwithstanding a very stormy evening a large gather-

ing of members was present. After the minutes of the
last meeting had been read, the nomination of officers for

the forthcoming year was proceeded with in view of election

at the annual general meeting to be held early in January.
One of the oldest and most respected members of the
association. Mr. W. J. Townsend, The Gardens, Sandhurst
Lodge, was to have lectured to the members on this occa-

sion, but owing to the sudden and serious illness of Sir

William Farrer, a generous supporter of the society,

Mr. Townsend was unable to come to Reading. Great
disappointment was evinced at his enforced absence, but
the hon. secretary was requested to convey the sympathy
of the members to Mr. Townsend at the illness of his

venerable employer. Although unable to be present in

person, Mr. Townsend may well be congratulated in being

able to hand his paper on to his son, Mr. F. Townsend,
head-gardener to the vice-president, who gave the lecture

on *' Flowering Trees and Shrubs " in his usual lucid and
painstaking style. The Reading Gardeners' Association

has on several occasions enjoyed the hospitality of Sir

W. Farrer at Sandhm-st Lodge, where the beautiful collec-

tions of flowering shrubs, in combination with bxiJbs and
other charming spring flowers, always prove such a de-

lightful feature in the early months of the year. The
lecture was illustrated by a flue selection of lantern

slides prepared by Mr Townsend himself, and many of

the pictures shown on the screen were recognised by the

members and received with much applause. A hearty

vote of thanks was accorded to both Mr. W. J. Townsend
and his son, sincere wishes for the restoration to health

of Sir W. Farrer being also expressed. Three high-class

exhibits were staged on this occasion, the association's

certificate for cultural skill being awarded in each instance

to Mr. H. C. Loader, head-gardener to M. H. F. Sutton,

Esq.. for a lovely group of seedling Cyclamen ; to Mr. H.

Goodger, head-gardener to Mre. Collins, for six fine

Solanums ; and to Mr. F. Townsend, head-gardener to

the vice-president, for a splendid exhibit of Apples, all

of one variety. Golden Noble.

BRITISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION
(LONDON BRANCH).

Thf monthly meeting of this branch took place at Carr's

Restaurant on Thursday, December 8, Mr. W. H. North

in the chair. The chairman of the concert sub-committee

announced that the social held on Saturday, November 26,

had proved a most successful one. The usual formal

business of the meeting having been dealt with, the secretary

gave a short address upon the subject of starting a small

holding as a market garden. The following is a summary
of the chief points dealt with :

The amount of capital required varies according to the

amount of land taken and the nature of the business to be

developed. From £250 to £1,000 will be found necessary

to work up a market garden of from five to ten acres.

Anyone starting with less than this amount will find the

stru'Jgle a very hard one, and financial difficulties will

prob'ably soon make their appearance. The question of

capital is a very important one ; many have failed for the

want of a little spare capital to tide them over a bad season.

It must also be borne in mind that there will be only small

returns lor the first two years.

Ten acres of land will not be too much if one has the

capital to develop it. Five acres of this can be used to

form a fruit plantation, and the remainder to keep up a

supply of summer and winter vegetables, cut flowers,

Ac. Some glass should be erected if possible, and plenty

of cold frames provided, as these are indispensable for the

production of early salads and the raising of seedlings.

It will be advisable to procure land as near as possible to

a "ood market and railway station. The ground should

slope "ently towards the south-east or south-west, as this

favours natural drainage and early maturity. The soil

should for preference, be a good, heavy loam. Even

when on a subsoil of clay a heavy soil is to be preferred

to a light one. as it is more capable of supporting heavy

crops, retains manures and withstands periods of drought

better than a light soil.
, ., . , j • k, .

Before signing any agreement it is always advisable to

consult a solicitor, who will see that everything is in order,

that there are no unjust conditions imposed and that the

land is being taken under the Market Garden and Small

Holdings Acts. The kind of crops to grow upon the land

will depend largely upon local demands and the kind of

trade to be done. As a rule the small holder will be well

advised to work up a local retail trade and dispose of

surplus stock at the market. A good shop round is another

means of disposing of the produce of a market garden,

but only those paying ready money should be dealt with.

The small holder cannot alford to send his produce to the

long-distance markets and compete with the large growers.

Pigs, poultry and bees can also be made to contribute

towards the success of a market garden.

The would-be market gardener must be prepared to

face many hardships and difficulties and disappointments.

For the fl'rst few years he will probably have to work from

daylight to dark for 365 days in the year, as competition

is "desperately keen. He must, however, keep up his

enthusiasm, and be determined to succeed and never be

discouraged. The man who looks upon the dark side of

things and is apt to worry over trifles had better keep his

monev in the savings bank, as also had the man who

thinks he can make a market garden pay without having

gained the necessary amount of business experience m
commercial gardening. ^ v
The discussion which followed was taken part in by

Messrs Friend, Andrews, Roberts, Barnes and Hawes,

and many interesting points for debate were raised. "The

secretary was accused of taking a rather melancholy view

of the subject. This was probably due to members

having read such glowing accounts of England a golden

soil
" in the lay Press, and were therefore unprepared to

accept the hard facts of actual experience.

SANDHURST, YATELEY AND DISTRICT
GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

Thk last meeting of the session of this association was
held in the Church Schools, Sandhurst, on December 13,

when Mr. J. Evans presided over a fair attendance of

members. The subject for discussion was " Table Plants

and Plants for Room Decoration "
; this was introduced by

Mr. C. Townsend of Reading in a very lengthy and
interesting paper. The lecturer dealt fully with foliage

and flowermg plants, and named numerous kinds, giving

full notes as to the best composts for growing the

same. A most useful discussion followed. In which
Messrs. Evans, Dupard, M. Goddard, C. W. Goddard and
Kemp took part. A hearty vote of thanks was passed to

Mr. Townsend for his paper.

REDHILL AND . REIGATE GARDENERS'
SOCIETY.

On Tuesday, December 6, the above society held their

fortnightly meeting at the Penrhyn Hall, a good number
of members being present, largely due to the fact that one
of the members was giving the lecture. The chair was
taken by Mr. W. P. Bound, supported by Mr. W. Rose.
The minutes being duly read and signed, the chairman
called upon Mr. Phillips of Craigendowie Gardens, Rcigate,

to give his lecture on " Chrysanthemums." Mr. Phillips

said he would deal with Chrysanthemums for exhibition

and decoration entirely as grown by himself, but would
leave those present to say if he adopted the proper way.
Personally, he did not think that his method of culture
was very wrong, as those who visited the recent local

exhibition would have seen. Taking the exhibition

flowers, he said that the present time was the most suitable

for striking the cuttings, though no hard-and-fast rule

could be adhered to, as perhaps some varieties had not
thrown up any young gro^vths, but the sooner one could
get the cuttings in after December 1 the better. He
particularly emphasised the necessity of having everything
in readiness for the reception of the cuttings before making
a start of taking them, as many failures had resulted

through taking the cuttings and letting them lie about
and wither before they were put in, which, naturally, must
result in a great loss of their vitality. Strict attention
must be paid to them during the whole of the growing
period, as it was most essential that they should not have the
slightest check in any way if a perfect result was desired.

Having dealt with the above from the cutting to the show-
board, Mr. Phillips went on with the decorative class in

the same comprehensive manner, giving the best time for

taking the cuttings so as to have a good lot of dwarf
plants in full bloom by November. A most enthusiastic
discussion followed, many members taking part. A hearty
vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. Duncan, seconded by
Mr. Blackwood, was accorded Mr. Phillips for his most
instructive lecture. Mr. Phillips, in reply, said he was
pleased to help all he possibly could, especially young
gardeners, in their gardening career. The exhibits of the
evening proved to be the best of the session, the exhibitors
being Mr. Blackwood with Begonia Gloire de Lorraine,
Calaiithe \Vm. Murray and Adiantum farleyense ; Mr.
Prouting with Chrysanthemums, Poinsettias and Apples ;

Mr. Dodd with Begonia Gloire de Lorraine ; and Mr. Cutter
with vegetables.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
Mk. Feedekick G. Westcott. who has for the last two
years and a-half been gardener to .Mrs. Chard of Pathe,
Whimple, Devon, has been appointed gardener to Miss
Lillian Hickman of Blue-hayes, Broadclyst, Devon.

United Horticultural ' Benefit and
Provident Society.—The monthly committer-

meeting of this society was held at the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,
on Monday evening, December 13. Mr. Charles H.
Curtis presided. Three new members were elected,

making a total of seventy for the year. Various
cheques vreve passed for members entitled bv age

to draw from their account. The committee hope
that many young gardeners will join the society

in the New Year.

Catalogues iKanted.— Mr. E. Eddas, the

secretary of the Whitworth Vale Floral and Horti-

cultural Society, will be glad to receive catalogues

from anv seedsman, nurserymair or florist for the

benefit of the society's members, and also gardeners

in districts around. His address is 641, Lodge

Terrace, Whitworth, near Rochdale.

"Country Life" for December 24 contains,

among other articles, an illustrated account of

" Wych Cross Place, Forest Row, Sussex " ;

" Tales of Coimtry Life : The Prince who was

Harassed with Dreams," by Lady Margaret Sack-

ville ;
" In the Garden " (illustrated) ;

" The
Winter Alps" (illustrated), by Algernon Black-

wood :
" Wild Country Life," by H. A. Bryden ;

" The Flight of Birds.—II." (illustrated), by

Bentley Beetham.

Cataloodes Received.
Messrs. Chilvers and Son, Hunstanton : Hardy Conifers

and Evergreen Slirubs.

Messrs. Fisher, Son and Sibray, Limited, Handsworth,
Sheffield.

Messrs. H. Lane and Sons, Great Berkhamsted, Hertford-
shire ; Hardy Trees and Shrubs, Rhododendrons, &c.,

also Roses and Fruit Trees.

Messrs. James Stredwick and Son. Silverhill Park, St.

Leonards-on-Sea • New Cactus Dahlias.
MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie, 4, Quai de la Migisserie,

Paris ; Graines d'arbres et d'arbustes.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, King Street, Covent Garden :

Lists of Hardy Perennials and Spring-flowering Bulbs
for Annual Clearance Sale.

Messrs. George Jackman and Son, Woking, Surrey : Plants.

Mr. F. H. Dipnall, Shelley, near Hadleigh. Suffolk : Sweet
Peas.

POBLIOATIONS RECEIVED.
" British Journal Photographic Almanac, 1911," edited
by George B. Brown, F.I.C. (London : Henry Green-
wood and Co. ; Is. net and Is. 6d. net.)

" Kew Bulletin," containing lists of seeds, hardy her-
baceous plants, and trees and shrubs ;

price Id.

*.• The Yearly Subscription to THE GARDES i« .' Inland
«». 6d. :, Foreign, 8s. M.

FORGING HOUSES
Specially designed
and constructed for
the production of
Early Flowers,
Strawberries, etc.

SEND for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE A'y. 175

ESTIMATES FREE ON APFLICATION FOR

CONSERVATORIES, PEACH HOUSES, VINERIES,
CARNATION HOUSES, ORCHID HOUSES, ETC.

installed in Country Houses,
Churcties and Horticultural Buildings.HEATING APPARATUS

GARDEN F RAMES k^enr^rSr "^Alfi' L\rt''^1.iirst/a*t°e'=d'^:

No. 77. Violet Frame (as illustrated)—

6 ft. by 4 ft., £1 15 O. 9 ft. by 4 ft., £2 7 6,

Glazed with 21 oz. glass, painted three coats

REED MATS per doz. 20/-

FRUIT TRAYS, per doz„ can. paid, 15/-

CARRL4GE PAWon ORDERSofiOl- VALUE to MOST GOODS STA TIONS in ENGLAND &- WALES

BOUlfON U PAUlTLtdT Manufacturers, NORWICH
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulttire is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor invitee readers to send iii questions

relating to matters upon which Utey wish adrice front com-

petent avXhorUies With that obiect he wishes to make
the "Answers to Correspondents" columns a conspicuous

feature, and, when queries are printed, he hopes readers

will kindly give enquirers the benefit of their assistance.

All communications mtist be ivritten clearly on one side

only of the paper, and addressed to the Editor of The
Garden, accompanied by name and address of the sender.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles a?id notes,

but he will not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, hoivever, will be takeji, and uhere stamps

are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted

contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated uHtft.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and

Vie receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence Uiat an

article is accepted. Publication in THE 0ari?en will alone

he recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Coveni Garden, iV.C.

HORTICULTURE IN 1910.

IN
most business establishments it is

the custom to take stock at the end
of the year, and so ascertain what
has been accomphshed in the past

and to base thereon plans for the

future. It has been said, and not

without a certain amount of truth, that

those who love their gardens know no
seasons except those represented by the

flowers ; yet the close of a year by the

calendar ought not to pass without some
thoughts of the past and the lessons to

be learned by the failure or success of

our cultural efforts.

Regarded in its broadest sense, the year

now closing has been a moderately good
one for our gardens. It is true that the

spring and early part of the summer were
characterised by sullen skies, heavy rains

and cold, biting winds that tried their

hardest to wreck the more tender occupants
of our gardens ; but a gloriously fine autumn,
extended to a considerably later date than
usual, filled us with hope for the fruit crop
next year, when the well-ripened wood
and buds should give a good account of

themselves and so compensate us for the

shortness of the crop during the past year,

a scarcity for which the late spring frosts

were largely responsible.

Notwithstanding the apparently un-

favourable summer, the various large

exhibitions held throughout the country
have been well up to the average, both as

regards quality and quantity. The Royal
Horticultural Sij|^ety's Temple and Holland
House shows swill linger long in the

memories of those privileged to see them,
and it will be with a deep pang of regret

that those who have been accustomed to

visit the latter show will remember that the

one held this summer was the last that the

society will be able to hold in those charm-
ing grounds. The show of British-grown

fruit held in October was an exceedingly

good one, though not quite so representa-

tive as some that we have seen. The
ordinary fortnightly exhibitions held by
the society have been of an even higher

standard than usual, and that these are

appreciated by the Fellows is evidenced by
the large attendances that have been
made. An outstanding feature of these

exhibitions has been the exhibits of new
hardy plants from China which have been
staged from time to time. The value of

these plants has not yet been fully realised.

Not only are they in themselves interesting,

and in manv instances beautiful, additions

to our gardens, but they vnll prove of con-

siderable value to the hybridist, and we
look forward to many beautiful new hardy
plants arising from these new-comers.
The Midland Daffodil show, the York

and Shrewsbury exhibitions, the Sweet
Pea show. Rose shows. National Vegetable

Society's show, as well as the White City,

Haarlem and Brussels exhibitions, have
all been characterised by magnificent

displays of flowers, fruits or vegetables of

the highest quality ; and it is a pleasure to

note that most of the various special

societies that exist in this country are in a
flourishing condition. During the year

arrangements have been well advanced
for the holding of the International Horti-

cultural Exhibition in 1912, and already

this promises to be the largest and best

exhibition ever held in Europe. A new
society, the National Hardy Plant Society,

has been established, and, although it has

met with a certain amount of criticism,

we cannot but think that it will make
headway and do much useful work in the

interests of hardy flowers of all kinds.

One of the most pleasing features of the

year was the presentation of portraits

of Mr. Harry J. Veitch to the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society and to Mrs.

Veitch. In these days of commercial
and other strife it is gratifying to

find horticulturists of all classes uniting

in paying such a tribute to one who has

devoted his whole Ufe to the interests of

horticulture in its broadest sense.

Even a brief review of horticulture for

the year would be incomplete without

mention of the magnificent work of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

and the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund,
both of which are deserving of the strongest

support from all who love their gardens.

The one, by granting pensions and tempo-
rary relief to aged and infirm gardeners

or their widows, holds out a helping hand
to those who have in the past done some-
thing at least to make our gardens brighter

;

while the other has under its care a large

number of orphans of gardeners, children

who, through no fault of their own, would
otherwise be left unloved and uncared for.

Unfortunately, the hand of Death has

been busy among those who occupied

prominent positions in the horticultural

world or who took a great and personal

interest in horticulture. Those dark days

of early May, when we learned of .the

demise of King Edward VII., cast a gloom
over the whole country', and in ms section

of the community was the loss felt more
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severely than in that devoted to gardening.
Professor Hillhouse, J. Mclndoe, William
Denning, G. S. Saunders, Baron Schroder,
Ernest Calvat, William Boxall, Max
Leichtlin, George Stark and Robert
Mawson are others who have departed
from us, but whose merits will long be
cherished in our memories.
Having briefly reviewed the past, we

must now look towards the year about to
dawn. It is pregnant with possibilities,

and if each one endeavours to make his or
her garden even better than it has been
in the past, success will be assured. In
our individual gardens there have been
many failures and some successes, and
lessons have been learned from both,
lessons that will not readily be forgotten,
for, after all, there is no teacher like

experience. To our readers and con-
tributors who have so freely and willingly

assisted us in the past year we tender our
best thanks, and commend to them"' for
191 1 the following lines by Tennyson :

And I must work thro' months of toil,

.4nd years of cultivation,
Upon my proper patch of soil.

To grow my own plantation.
I'll take the showers as they fall,

I will not vex my bosom :

Enough if at the end of all

A little garden blossom.

NOTES OF THE WEEK
FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

January 3, 1911.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition of Flowers and Plants at the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,

S.W., from I p.m. to 5 p.m.

Royal Horticultural Society's
Journal.—The November issue of this publi-

cation is, as usual, a compendium of much useful

and interesting matter relating to horticulture.

Many excellent papers which have been read before

the Fellows of the society are included, " Fifty

Years Among Pansies and Violas," " The Origin

and History of Our Garden Vegetables " and " The
Effects of the Frosts of 1908-9 on Vegetation"
bsing of more than usual interest.

La Societe Francaise ({'Horticulture
de Londres.— On Saturday, January 21, 1911,

this society will hold its annual dinner, as usual,

at the Cafe Royal, 68, Regent Street. M. Philippe

de Vilmorin, who on the last occasion was
prevented by the Paris floods from occupying the

chair, will preside. All enquiries to be addressed

to Mr. G. Schneider, 17, Ifield Road, Fulham
Road, S.W.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—
On Monday, evening, the 19th inst., there was a

meeting of the executive committee held at Carr's

Restaurant, Strand, when Mr. Thomas Bevan
occupied the chair. After disposing of the usual

routine matter, the secretary, Mr. Witty, presented

an interim financial statement, by which it appeared
that the balance in hand up to date was £95 odd.

The chairman of the floral committee, Mr. D. B.

Crane, reported on the visit to Messrs. Cannell

of Swanley, one of the three firms that had under-
taken the trial of single-flowered varieties. An
informal visit was also paid by the committee to

the adjoining establishment of Mr. Ladds. In
both cases the committee highly appreciated the

hospitality extended. It . was resolved that the

thanks ot the society be. conveyed to those firms

—

Messrs. W. Wells, H. J. Jones and Cannell and
Sons—for their kindness and interest in making the
trials, a full report of which will be issued at a

later date by the National Chrysanthemum Society.

Concerning text matter for the new schedule,

it was proposed that the audit of all cut flowers

staged at the Crystal Palace Show should be
incorporated in the schedule for 191 1. Further
discussion ensued on the advisability of the con-

ference proceedings and papers being also included.

Provisionally, the dates of the executive and floral

committee meetings were fixed. It was arranged
that the annual dinner of the floral committee
and friends should take place at Carr's Restaurant
on February 20 at y.-i,o p.m., following the meeting
of the executive committee.

The National Sweet Pea Society of
New Zealand Fired with the success

attained by the National Sweet Pea Society in

this country, lovers of the flower in New Zealand
have banded together and formed a national

society. A copy of the schedule of the exhibi-

tion arranged tor December 7 and 8, has
just reached us, and we find that quite a number
of classes were arranged on lines similar to those

of the society at home. The hon. secretary of

the New Zealand society is Mr. E. A. Osmond,
Box 18, Stratford, New Zealand.

OGRRESPGNDENOE.
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The National Sweet Pea Society's
floral committee.— I have read with much
interest your thoughtful leader upon the annual
general meeting of this society, in the course of

which you draw attention to the fact that the

members passed a resolution to the effect that no
one who had raised and sold a Sweet Pea should be

eligible for election as an amateur member of the

floral committee. 'You rightly point out that

this excludes some of our most capable growers.

Proceeding, we read, " It remains to be seen

whether the general committee will give their

sanction to this proposal or not." There is now
no question of futurity, for the committee ignored

the resolution, which was passed to them in the

form of an instruction from the members of the

society assembled in general meeting. What I

should like to know is, whether the committee of

a society can legally ignore a definite instruction

given by the body of the members ? When the

election of the floral committee came forward, Mr.

Walter P. Wright nominated eighteen men of

repute, and included as amateurs men who had
raised and sold Sweet Peas. Mr. Horace J.

Wright, who, as is generally acknowledged, has

done as much as any individual to ensure the firm

establishment and continued prosperity of the

society, and who probably knows as much about
its working as even the present secretary, ques-

tioned the power of the committee to directly

negative an instruction from the general meeting.

If Mr. Horace Wright is correct in his view, the

floral committee is illegally constituted, and their

awards could not, therefore, stand. With the

merits of the resolution I have nothing to do at

this moment, but I shoifld much like to read the

opinions of the readers of The Garden upon the

legal aspect of a position which is, to say the least,

an extraorcUnary one and of vital importance to

the society.—No Lawyer.
It is much to be regretted that any kind of

complaint or jealousy should find expression in rela-

tion to the awards of the society's floral committee,

especially as, while so young, it is, all the same,
so^flourishing and generally so well conducted.

Whether the increasing of the floral committee
from twelve to eighteen members, the amateur
and trade element being equally divided, with a
non-voting chairman, will create more confidence
in the awards or not, it may be accepted as abso-
lutely certain that the awards of the larger number
will be made on precisely the same lines and the
same merits as would be the awards of the smaller
number. As every variety presented to the com-
mittee at the trials, which all must admit are most
ably and most impartially conducted, are seen
under numbers only, it does seem impossible that
any knowledge can be possessed by a member
of the committee as to the sender of any new variety.

It is just possible that some raiser may recognise
his own child by the flowers ; but even were that
so, while any effort on his part to press its merits
on the committee would at once arouse suspicion,

yet his standing back would at once make clear who
was the sender, and not the least evidence of that
should be in any way manifest. Even if two
representatives of a firm, raiser, or sender were
on the committee, their votes would avail little

against some ten or fifteen others. Were there

impartial members to vote an award to that variety,

it would be only because it was exceptionally good.
It may be all very well to lay down scales of points,

but, after all, these would be Uttle regarded.

Growers and experts such as should form the

floral committee should be able to know at a

glance, so wide should be their knowledge of varie-

ties, whether any new one was a really good
and quite distinct novelty. No doubt, so remarkable
has been the advance made in Sweet Peas,

any distinctive and good novelty will be harder to

find each year. Even then, unless of fairly robust

constitution, it should be passed over. If the

committee could, apart from ordinary merit,

establish a section for perfume only, what a gain

to Sweet Peas might result.—A Member.

Rosa pernetiana.—AX the annual meeting
of the National Rose Society, the newly elected

president, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, made some
very felicitous remarks relative to the Rose, that

in reference to the claim of M. Pernet-Ducher to

give the name of R. pernetiana to the tribe he had
practically created being. I thought, very opportune.

There can be no question but that this group will be

largely increased, so much so that I look forward

to it being a very important one before another

decade is out. Rosarians are, as a body, the most
congenial beings, and I am certain the majority

of individuals who are really cognisant of the great

work achieved by the " Wizard of Lyons," if I may
so term him, will not only recognise cheerfully his

right to name the group " pernetiana," but will

also be anxious for our National Rose Society to

bestow some signal mark of its approval upon his

extraordinary successes. I could not but remark
to the president that if we withdrew the varieties

from our gardens that M. Pernet-Ducher had
produced, what a loss we should sustain. Fancy a

Rose garden without Mme. Abel Chatenay, Caroline

Testout, Joseph Hill, Mrs. Aaron Ward, Mme.
Melanie Soupert, .Antoine Rivoire, Arthur R.

Goodwin, Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Laurent Carle,

Lyon Rose, Le Progres, Mme. Ravary, Mme. Jenny
Guillemot, Mme. Pernet-Ducher, Marquise de

Sinety, Marquise Litta, M. Paul Lede, Mrs. A. R.

Waddell, Prince de Bulgarie, Rene Wilmart Urban,

Senateur Mascurand and Entente Cordiale ! In

my professional capacity I handle thousands of

Roses annually, and I can truly say these varieties

are the most popular, and it would afford much
pleasure to numbers of rosarians who, like myself,

can testify to the popularity of M. Pernet-Ducher's

Roses if our National Rose Society could in some
way honour this gifted raiser.—W. Easlea,
Eastwood, Essex,
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Rose General MacArthur.—The writer

oi the note on the above Rose says he cannot

understand why I do not care for it, and adds,

" there is no accounting for individual tastes."

Surely it is good to have individual taste, or there

would be fewer varieties of Roses, or, indeed, of

other species of flowers, and there are many Rose-

growers besides myself who are hoping lor better

reds in the Hybrid Tea section than General

MacArthur. Personally, I think Avoca much the

better Rose ; but are there any reds as good as

the Hvbrid Perpetuals such as Horace Vemet,

Ulrich Krunner, A. K. Williams, Hugh Dickson,

Victor Hugo and a host of others ? In " New
Roses of the Year," " P." has only mentioned

two reds at all likely to become popular, and there

is again a preponderance of so-called whites, creams

and pinks. As one having an individual taste, I

prefer distinctive colours such as Laurent Carle,

Marquise Litta and G. C. Waud, which also possess

good form and fragrance, two qualities as essential

as colour to my individual taste.

—

Alvaston.

Some plants for autumn—On reading

the excellent article on the " Autumn Garden at

Glamis Castle " I was prompted to write about a

few brilliant plants easily raised from seeds sown

either outside or under glass and suitable for filling

herbaceous borders on the same system as at

Glamis. There are a great many mansions in the

North of Scotland which are only occupied during

the late summer and autumn months ; hence my
notes. It is disappointing both to the gardener

and his employer when too many tender bedding

plants are grown, as these may be ruined by one

night's frost about the first week of September,

especially so when the employer has only arrived

a few weeks before for August 12. I only mean to

add a little to what was mentioned about Glami s

Castle, and other readers may be prompted to add

more of the hardy and half-hardy annuals which,

after a cold snap, come out smiling with the sun.

.Annual Chrysanthemum Morning Star and Calen-

dula Orange King and Yellow show well in the

late afternoon sun ; Dianthus, single varieties
;

Godetias, sown early outside and transplanted

when small ; Lavatera rosea splendens, fine colour

and good for the back of wide borders ; NigeUa

Miss Jekyll, a much-admired blue flower ; Poppy

Sutton's Chamois Rose Double (a magnificent

colour), Poppy The Shirley and one or two of the

brilliant scarlet Poppies ; Salvia Blue Beard, very

hardy ; Scabious in distinct colours ; and a good

strain of East Lothian Stocks.—J. S., Beaitly.

Rosa Moyesii.—Your correspondent " P."

on page 586 has made a mistake in reference to

this Rose, "first with regard to the introducer or

distributor, and, secondly, as to the year in which

it was sent out. As a matter of fact, it was found

by Mr. E. H. Wilson on the mountainous districts

of Szechuan, China, when travelling in those

regions on behalf of Messrs. Veitch, and was by
him sent to the Chelsea firm. It was shown by
Messrs. Veitch in 1898, when an award of merit

was given it, and was by them distributed in the

autumn of the same year. It is included in the

list of novelties for the autumn of 1908. Con-

temporaneous with it were also distributed such

valuable ornamental subjects as Buddleia varia-

bilis superba. Clematis repens, Cotoneaster appla-

nata, C. rugosa Henryii, Ilex Pernyii, Rhododen-

dron intricatum and Vitis repens. That the

flowers are not alone the ornamental features of

this Rose was shown at one of the autumn meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society during the

present year, when Messrs. Veitch exhibited a

delightful group of Chinese shrubs. Prominent in

this group was a large bush of Rosa Moyesii, some
6 feet or 7 feet in height, freely laden with its long,

bottle-shaped fruits of a rich scarlet colour.—H. P.
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FOR THE SOUTH AND SOUTH
MIDLANDS.

Plants Under Glass.

BOUV.-\RDIAS. — When these cease

flowering, water should be gradually

withheld and the plants given a rest

till February, when they are pruned

.ind started again.

Chrysanthemums.—The propagation

must proceed as the cuttings are produced. Some

varieties are rather backward in making growths

suitable for cuttings. These may be assisted by

putting the roots in a warm greenhouse. When
the earlier cuttings are rooted they should be

removed from the propagating- frame and placed

in one where air can be given.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations.—.As soon as the

cuttings are sufficiently rooted they must be potted.

Loam, leaf-soil and sand in equal parts, thoroughly

mixed, provide an excellent compost for the

first potting, using 2i-inch pots for the work.

When potted, the young plants may remain in

the same temperature till established, when a

cooler house will be more suitable. Plants rooted

at this season should be grown on quietly : any

attempt at forcing after they are potted into 3-inch

pots will result in weakly growth.

Propagation.—Cuttings of Panicum, Trades-

cantia and Fittonias should be put in to maintain

a supply of plants for the stage edging. Three-

inch pots are most suitable for the work, dibbling

several cuttings into each pot. Crotons, Ficus,

Pandanus and similar plants root readily at this

season, and should be propagated.

Kitchen Garden.
Carrots and Radishes.—Providing a frame has

been prepared as advised earlier, the seed may
now be sown. Drills should be made about

5 inches apart, sowing them alternately. Thus,

when the Radishes are cleared out, the Carrots will

be left to grow with 10 inches between the rows.

Lettuces.—A mild hot-bed should be made with

fresh leaves to place in a frame which is to be

planted with the first batch of Lettuces. The

plants intended for this purpose must be kept

growing in a warm house as near the glass as

possible, to promote sturdy growth.

Seakale.—As the roots are taken up for forcing,

the best of the trimmings may be prepared for sets.

These when ready should be tied into bundles

and laid in the ground. In making the sets the

top should be cut level and the bottom slantwise;

then no mistake is made in planting.

Cabbages.—The beds should be looked through,

and if any plants are found loose at the stem they

must be made firm. If the late-planted bed has

not been moulded up, no time must be lost in

accomplishing the work. When dry, open weather

occurs, the surface soil between the plants may be

slightly stirred with a hoe.

Testing Seeds.

The coming of the New Year brings along the

seed catalogues, and one should know what
there is remaining of the old stock of seeds.

These should be carefully examined and tested.

Those kinds which are found to be soimd should

be dated and put in a box by themselves to avoid

mixing them with the new stock. The work of

testing can be easily accompUshed by counting a

few seeds and placing them in a pot filled with

soil in the Cucumber-house.

E. C. POOLEY.
(Gardener to C. Bewes, Esq.)

Gnaton Hall, Plymouth.

FOR THE NORTH AND NORTH
MIDLANDS.

Work During Bad Weather.

Box-making.—In many places it is necessary for

the' staff to make the cutting or seed boxes, and
very suitable work it is during a spell of bad
weather. There is usually one at least of the men
who is handy with tools, and this work should be

given to such an one, as it is just as well to have

neat, well-made boxes as coarse, clumsy ones.

It is always well to have a standard size, as one
can then calculate at a glance the number of plants

or cuttings of any kind that may be in stock. .\

box made with sides 26 inches long and ends

13 inches long will hold about sixty seedlings or

cuttings of bedding plants. The boxes should be

3j inches or 4 inches deep. For seed-sowing

purposes boxes about half the size of the above
are very handy.

Birch Brooms.—-These are always best when
made at home. It is a good plan to make the

brooms immediately the Birch is cut, as it is then

so much easier to cut the pieces into the required

sizes. .\tieT the Birch is properly trimmed, tie

into bunches of the required size and lay aside until

they are properly dried. The final tying with

strong cord should be seen to after the brooms are

quite seasoned.

Tallies.—Wooden tallies are to be had so good
and cheap that it is hardly worth while spending

time making them at home unless there is a short-

ness of work for the staff in winter. Good yellow

Pine makes the best tallies, and a good plane is

the best tool to use in making them. A sharp

chisel or strong knife is necessary for point-

ing the labels. It is a mistake to paint labels

until just before they are to be written on. If

the paint is dry, the writing is more difficult and
it soon wears off.

Stakes.—-Like tallies, these are to be had quite

cheaply, but for fine work, like staking Schizanthus,

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine and other slender

plants, the bought stakes are much too clumsy.

It is a good plan to remake these strong stakes

so as to adapt them to the purposes named. With
a good sharp knife it is quite an easy matter to

whittle them down into nicely tapered, light rods

that have a tidy appearance when put to these

slender plants. It is a great improvement also

to give the stakes a couple of coats of light green

paint.

Lawn-mowers.—.\ny handy man can take these

machines to pieces and put them together again,

so a thorough overhaul should be given to each

one in turn. All dirt should first of all be scraped

off the different parts. Then with a piece of rag,

or waste, scrub effectually with paraffin oil. .After-

wards oil every working part with good sweet oil,

and set away in a dry, clean place.

Miscellaneous.
Stoking.—During winter the heating of the

various glass structures is a very important part

of the routine work. Almost anyone can " fire

up," but the proper regulating of the heat under
varying climatic conditions is not quite so simple.

A close study of the capacity of the furnace and
boiler is of the first importance, as scarcely two
of these work exactly alike. Fuel also varies so

much that one has to study this for a time before

one can just exactly gauge its usefulness for the

work it has to perform. Unless in stoves, early

vineries and forcing-houses, there is no need for

much fire-heat at this time of year. Any plants

that are at all active are those of a fairly hardy
nature, which give the best results in a very moderate
temperature. C. Blair.

(Gardener to Seton Thomson, Esq.)

Preston House. Linlithgow.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN
DAFFODIL NOTES FROM NEW

SOUTH WALES.

THE grower of Daffodils in tlie toast

district of New South Wales, tliougli

obtaining fairly satisfactory results,

especially from the early blooming

varieties, is quite taken out of conceit

with himself when brought face to

face with flowers grown in the mountain districts

where climatic conditions are more favourable.

Still, there is a place for both, and as the mountain-

grown flowers come in much later than those

grown in the milder climate of the coast, they do

not come into competition to any great extent.

During the early part of September I had the

opportunity of repeating the pleasant experience

of several past years by spending

a charming week-end with Mr.

Arthur Yates at his picturesque

bulb farm at Exeter, where T was

fortunate enough to catch many of

the newer Daffodils at their best.

When I say "newer" varieties it

must, of course, be imderstood

that imported bulbs, taking as

they do from two to three seasons

to acclimatise, are classed here as

novelties long after they have

ceased to be so looked upon in

England.

Exeter is a rural district some

ninety miles south of Sydney on

the main Southern Railway, and

with its elevation of a,ooo feet

above sea-level, bracing climate

and volcanic soil, offers ideal con-

ditions for Daffodil culture, dis-

counted somewhat by an uncertain

rainfall and by its exposed situa-

tion, being the highest point on

the Great Southern Railway. Mr.

Yates is a large grower, and at

present has about twelve acres

under Daffodils, holdmg large

stocks of the standard varieties

together with a good and ever-

increasing collection of the choicer

kinds, comprising in all not fewer

than 400 varieties, besides a large

series of seedlmgs in all stages of

growth. The Exeter property,

comprising 400 acres of basaltic

country, generally of undulating

character, has been developed

under the most approved modern

methods into a thriving model

farm, of which the nursery grounds

comprise but a small portion of

the whole. In addition to Daffo-

dils, attention is devoted to Tulips, Pajonies, Iris

in large variety, ornamental trees and shrubs, while

a portion of the grounds is specially reserved for seed-

testing. Passing through great breadths of princeps

numbered by the hundred thousand, extensive

beds of Emperor and Empress (still bravely holding

theu: own). Sir Watkin and other standard varie-

ties, rows upon rows of Poeticus—omatus, pr.-ecox,

Poetarum, Almira and grandiflorus—I found

myself suddenly brought up almost with a gasp, for

before me, rank upon rank, were many of the " blue

bloods " of the Daffodil world, veritable aristo-

crats hitherto known only from catalogue descrip-

tions and associated with prices altogether beyond
the resources of a slender purse.

Space will not permit me to do more than briefly

criticise the varieties which most appealed to me.

I
and of these there were so many that 1 can well

afford to pass over the items in which I was dis-

appointed. Of yellow trumpets King Alfred all

round held pride of place for size combined with
balance and extreme refinement, Van Waveren's
Giant and Olympia, huge and striking, but some-
what coarse by contrast ; Monarch and Lord
Roberts, of great beauty and refinement ; Fred
Moore, Golden Nugget, Shakespeare, Glory of

Leiden (rarely good near the coast), Golden Bell,

.Admural Togo and Mona (a Victorian seedling), all

in good form ; while Emperor Constantine, a
gigantic Emperor of great refinement and fine

constitution, was one that specially impressed me.
This variety, imported as an unnamed seedling,

will unquestionably make a name for itself when
' better known.

As against the giants, the Johnstonii varieties
Queen of Spain and J. Bennett-Poe were much in

A N'EW AUSTRALIAN DAFFODIL : KILLARA.

evidence, their damty beauty having quite a restful

effect and affording an excellent foil to the grandeur
of their majestic brethren. Of bicolor trumpets
Weardale Perfection, seen in considerable quantity,

was voted the first place of honour, with Duke of

Bedford a close second. Mrs. Moreland Crosfield

(by no means a novelty) was large and showy and
of very pure colouring— this variety ran T. A.

Dorrien Smith very closely ; while Coronet, with

its splendid frilled trumpet, was not to be lightly

passed over. Mme. de Graaff was in plenty and in

splendid condition, as was Mrs. J. B. M. Camm ;

but the earlier whites, a number of which are

about to be discarded, were, as a whole, past their

best.

Among the Leedsii varieties I was specially

fascinated with Diana and her grand cup, beside

which that of Ariadne is lost. White Queen was
magnificent and well worthy of all her champion-
ships, while White Lady, Maggie May and Elaine
made a trio of cliarming ladies-in-waiting.

Of the incomparabilis I consider that Homespun
stands alone as a model of balance and refinement

;

but Lemon Queen, seen for the first time, was
perhaps the most noticeable

; while Noble, Solfa-
tare, Orangeman, Lucifer (with its splendid red
cup), Lulworth and Lady Margaret Boscawen al
had their individual attractions. Albatross, with
its more satisfactory twin sister Seagull, and the
two reputed sports from Barri conspicuus (Lady
Godiva and Branston) were at their best ; the last-
named, which had not previously had an oppor-
tunity of seeing, is certainly very lovely. A propos
of the tendency of Barri conspicuus to sport, it

may be mentioned that it nas given at least one
sport in Sydney, which very closely resembles

Lady Godiva. In the Parvi section
the glowing cups of Firebrand,
ilrestes and Berenice rendered
them very prominent. Zenith
champion Parvi at Melbourne this
season) was much in evidence,
while the exquisite purity of old
i.ivourites such as Ellen Barr and
I'alsfaff, as seen in the mass, still

hold a good position in spite of tlie

many new acquisitions. In the
lingleheartii section Incognita re-

minded me somewhat of Queen
Sophia, while the sight of Circlet
assured me that I had made no
error in ordering it. Astradente,
too, with its brilliantly edged flat

cup,! is a very striking variety.
Triumph, Jaune 4 Merveille, Elvira
and others, judging by the brave
show they made, indicate that the
Poetaz varieties revel under Austra-
lian conditions, and for decorative
purposes should prove invaluable.
While the older Poeticus forms

are grown in large quantities at

Exeter, many of the later creation?,

such as Homer, Horace, Chaucer
and Dante, are now making a show
and proving worthy representatives
of a section which, m my opinion,
embraces the gems of the Narcissus
family.

A series of seedlings, most of

them blooming for the first or

second time, were to me of special

interest ; but as they represent the
results of crosses made chiefly from
the commoner varieties, great
results cannot be looked for. Still,

it was encouragmg to find here and
there seedlings of great promise,
including an exquisite pure white

Parvi somewhat of the type of Ethereal, which will

certainly be a prize if it develops well. As Mr.
Yates has of recent years been working exclusively
from the better varieties, his many thousands of

seedlings, now in all stages of development, should
help largely in the future to provide a race of local

varieties better adapted to Australian climatic

conditions than are many of the imported kinds.

Sydney, New S"uth Wales. H. Selkirk.

SWEET PEA CHAT.
Varieties Catalogued.

.Among modern raisers none has been more
consistently successful than Mr. C. W. Bread-
more. Season after season, since the first year
that he descended upon this earth as a bril-

liant star carrying all the glory before it, he
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CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS ALBA WITH
FOURTEEN SPIKES.

has been to the front as an exhibitor as well as an

introducer of novelties of outstanding merit. It is

true that many of these have not been as true to

character as is Mr. Breadmore himself, but all have
been so good that small sins of this nature are soon

forgiven by the members of the Sweet Pea cult.

vVho has forgotten, who can afford to forget,

one might justifiably say, the supreme Etta Dyke
and the fickle, though exceedingly beautiful,

Audrey Crier ? The former always came practically

true to character, while the latter has never done
so, and apparently never will, but still it is a variety

that sells and will sell, for the reason that when the

real Simon Pure is secured it is one of the most
delightful Sweet Peas in cultivation, even in these

days of wondrous varieties from home and abroad.

This season Mr. Breadmore will give out
to the world eight novelties, but Iris, the

exquisite salmon waved variety, will not be
ready until the autumn of igii. Freda is

an artistically waved pure white, for which
it has been claimed that it will prove superior

to Etta Dyke for purposes of exhibition, but
this will have to be proved by time. A. N.

Dickson, a violet and purple waved variety, is of

immense sire, and will have a vogue for the show-
Iraard, even though the colour is not too attractive.

Charles Irving is a deep salmon Spencer, which, hke
all the others in this much-to-be-desired shade,

bums in the sun, and must, therefore, be carefully

and efficiently shaded if it is to come of the finest

quality. Mollie Clegg, lavender mauve Spencer,

is, like almost all of the Winchester varieties, of

exceptionally large sire, and will have a welcome.
I must have a small growl at Mr. Breadmore

for the names of the other three. They are cata-

logued respectively as Breadmore's Coccinea
Spencer, Breadmore's Bicolor and Breadmore's
French Grey. Descriptive names such as these

may be simple, but they are none the less confusing,

and one would have thought that something far

more pleasing could have been manufactured at

Winchester.

.\lthough Mr. W. Atlee Burpee is domiciled in

.\racrica, we Sweet Pea lovers regard him as an

Englishman, and always give him the heartiest

of welcomes when be finds the time to come among
us. We welcome, too, the Sweet Peas that he

sends to us, but we invariably discount in some
slight degree the glowing descriptions of his circulars,

and question whether the varieties so freely and
artistically lauded will come up to the promise or

be anything like true to character. Many that i

Mr. Burpee has given us in the past have come
considerably mixed, but almost always there have
been excellent varieties among them.

The Philadelphian novelties for igii are Ethel

Roosevelt, a real Spencer, and the colour is described

as blush crimson flakes on a pale cream ground
;

we can do with this if it is right. Florence Nightin-

gale is referred to as the " largest and best lavender

Spencer yet introduced," and if this statement be

true we can'do with this also. Rose du Barri belongs

to the grandiflora group, but will, nevertheless, be

highly appreciated. Mr. Ireland, who grew plants

at Mark's Tey, describes it as " unique and distinct,

a charming flower of deep rose coloxir, overlaid

with a lovely sheen of terra-cotta," which sounds
peculiarly attractive.

During.the past few years Messrs. Stark and Son
have given us some fine varieties, but it was
not until they secured the silver medal of the

National Sweet Pea Society for George Stark

that growers quite appreciated the splendid strains

the firm was growing. Unfortunately, George

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, are very extensive

seed-growers, and,^on many occasions they have
arranged beautiful groups of Sweet Peas at leading

exhibitions. Beyond these things they have sent

out one or two beautiful novelties, and this season

they hope to have ample stocks of Peidita ; it

is a sister, as far as style of coloration at least is

concerned, of Helen Pierce, only the markings oi the

veins are in rose instead of blue. It is safe to affirm

that this will become an extremely popular variety.

The second from this source will be Fairy Queen,
which belongs to the Spencer section, and is a

white, flushed with pink ; it is refined and graceful.

With such redoubtable growers and exhibitors

within its boundaries as Messrs. Stevenson and
Hopkins, this home county is well to the fore in

the Sweet Pea world, but it will gain in glory from
the fact that the old-established Farnham firm of

Bide and Son has taken up Sweet Peas with great

enthusiasm, and is already oflering excellent

novelties. In 191 1 they promise three, including

Blue Belle, which belongs to the grandiflora group
and is accurately described by its name ; Mrs. R.

Massey, also a grandiflora, which approximates

to the well-known Agnes Johnston in colour ; and
Mrs. Stewart Champion, cream pink, waved.
And now I have to bid farewell to readers of

The G.\rden. For two years the Editor has

allowed me to talk to my friends about the flower

we all love so much. Now he thinks that the time

has.come for a change, and I cannot but obey. The
regret with which I do so is softened by the

allowed quite as much space as I have had, and
that he is a real good man. Spenxer.

Stark did not live up to the promise of its early assurance of the Editor that my successor will be
days, but degenerated, and we had to have the

beautifully waved glowing scarlet under the name
of George Stark Improved last season ; but this

mishap must not prejudice growers against that

or any other variety of distinct merit. For igri

three novelties are offered, including Lord North-

cliffe, a very rich cerise Spencer of fine shape,

substance and size ; Hercules, a pale rose Spencer

of immense size ; and Fair Maid, pale cream.

A WELL -GROWN CAMPANUL.A.
PYRAMIDALIS.

I AM enclosing a photograph of a plant of Cam.
panula pyramidalis alba grown in these gardens.

It was in an 8-inch pot, was about 7 feet 6 inches

overlaid with flesh, and belonging to the Spencer ,

'" ^leight, and had fourteen spikes. I am taken

section.
i

"''^ '' '° show the height. A. W. Allcorn.

Stirling Stent of first-class certificate and silver
!

^^ Gardens, Gore Court, Otham. Maidstone.

medal renown, will, of course, be distributed by
'

Mr. J. Agate, and it is ahready currently reported
'

IRIS AL.-\TA.
that he is booked up with orders to the last seed. The Scorpion Iris belongs to the bulbous section
Let us hope that it will sustain its reputation or Xiphions, and is a native of Spain and Algeria.

Lincolnshire may
justly be said to be

more celebrated for

its Potatoes than for

its Sweet Peas ; but

Messrs. Gilbert and
Son made a great

reputation for the

county of fens and

flat lands with Ane
mones a short time

ago, and are now
adding to its laurels,

and incidentally to

their own at the

same time, by intro-

ducing some splendid

Sweet Peas. For
rgii this firm has

Lady Florence Wil-

loughby, an exquisite

cream pink which it

is within the bounds
of possibiUty will
not find its way into

our gardens imtil

the autumn of the

year; and Hyacinth,
which is described

as wine colour. a GOOD KITCHEN APPLE: LANE's PRIXCE ALBERT. iSee page 6i6.)
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Its value for flowering in December in a cold frame

or unhealed house is well shown by a batch now .

in flower at the Lowfield Heath Nurseries of Messrs.

J. Chea] and' Sons. The plants are about g inches

in height ; the large, handsome flowers are borne '

well above the shining grass green foliage and vary
,

considerably in colour, from bright lilac purple to

bluish mauve. Some are distinctly marked with

a band of bright yellow, others scarcely at all.

The bulbs can be purchased cheaply, and should

THE GR EEN HOUSE
TWO

halves of the blade. The hairs are jointed at the
base, in order that they may fold downwards when

T
INTERESTING C.\RNIVOROUS the leaf is closed. In this position it will be observed

PLANTS.
:

that the teeth cross one another, and the insect
HERE is something particularly fasci- causing the movement is thus captured unless it is

nating about a small group of plants small enough to escape between the teeth, as is

known as insectivorous or carnivorous,
,

sometimes the case. The leaf continues to close

which seem to perform the work of in until the two halves squeeze together, after
animals by catching insects or by ' which the work of the digestive glands is brought

No to play upon the soluble parts of the captive.consuming pieces of raw meat. No to play upon the soluble parts of the captive. In

be potted in September and plunged in ashes or
[

one. for instance, could for the first time look upon due time the leaves open again and are ready for

placed at once in a cold frame. For room
,
Venus's Fly-trap as it closes its toothed leaf upon further prey for the maintenance of the captor.

In the case of the Pitcher Plantdecoration three or foiu- bulbs

may be planted together in

a fancy bowl, but it must be

fairly capacious, as the '^bulbs are

equal in size to the largest Narcissi.

When grown outside it needs a

sheltered place on the rockery or

near a wall, and the flowers sh'iuld

have the protection of a sheet of

glass. J. C.

FRUIT GARDEN.

APPLE LANE'S PRINCE
ALBERT.

FEW Apples are so deserv-

edly popular as Lane's

Prince Albert. It is a

favourite among the

Kentish fruit-growers,

and it never fails to give

satisfaction in small or suburban

gardens. That it should be so

general a favourite is not surprising

when we consider its many good
qualities. In the first place, it is

a good grower of strong constitu-

tion. It is not in the least par-

ticular as to foil, although it attains

a much better colour when grown
over a chalky subsoil.' ,The fruits

are produced in clusters that

usually require a little thinning, for

it is by repute a free bearer.

Moreover, the fruits are well

shaped and will keep until March
and April. For kitchen use i% is

one of the most valuable of Apples,

and, being of good flavour, is

preferable^ for _ dessert to' many of

the more [attractive and showy
varieties.

a garden in

and attained

APPLE MERE DU
MENAGE.

There seems to be no record

of the origin of this culinary

Apple. I have known it for

forty years. As" an espalier in

Cheshire it was largely grown
huge size. It is not generally grown in gardens,

although one [comes across fine trees of it

occasionally. In Major Petre's garden in Norfolk
as an espalier it does splendidly, the fruits coloiuring

exceptionally well and attaining full size. I have
this year seen specimens of it that remind one of

those particularly dark-coloiured Apples from
British Columbia. When trees are allowed to

grow away freely at first they are not long in

coming into bearing, and when there are Apples
at all of any sort there is generally a crop found
upon trees of this variety. Its generally accredited

shyness of bearing has, no doubt, been the cause of

the scarcity with which it has been planted. E. M.

(Nepenthes) there are no motile-
organs or trigger hairs. Insects
are attracted by the highly
coloured and inviting pitchers.

Alighting upon the pitcher the
insect is readily conducted by a
groove to the entrance or mouth.
It so happens that the species
shown in the illustration does
not possess the guiding lines ; in

this peculiarity it is very excep-
tional. Once inside the pitcher

the insect finds it a difficult matter
to return, owing to the slippery

nature of a part of the interior

and to fine hairs, which all point

downwards. The unfortunate
insect, finding it an easy matter
to go deeper, is ultimately drowned
in the Uquid which the pitcher

contains. This hquid teems with
bacteria, which quickly decompose
the fleshy parts of the insect, and
thus once again the plant triumphs
over animal-life.

Nepenthes are quite as orna-
mental as they are interesting,

but unlike Venus's Fly-trap,

which grows best in a cool green-
house, the Pitcher Plant requires
a stove temperature. It is common
to all insectivorous plants—and
there are a few British species

—

that they should abound in

places where there is httle nutri-

ment in the soil; hence their

somewhat degraded taste as car-

nivorous feeders.

AN INTERESTING INSECTIVOROUS PLANT : VENUS S FLY-TRAP
(DION.ffiA MUSCIPULA).

its prey, or upon the'wonderful Pitcher'Plant as it

entraps some unfortunate insect, without being

truly surprised at the presence of such extra-

ordinary characters in plant-life.

Venus's Fly-trap (Diona-a muscipula) is the most
remarkable of all insectivorous plants. It possesses

rosettes of leaves which lie close to the ground.

Each leaf is divided into an upper and lower blade,

and the margins on each half have teeth-like

projections. On the inner surface of these leaves

may be seen a number of small reddish dots
;

these are digestive glands. Among these glands
are a few small hairs, usually three on each half

of the leaf; these are known as trigger hairs, so

named from the fact that the least touch given to

one of them causes an immediate closing of the two

RAISING FREESIAS
FROM SEED.

The usual method of obtaining
these beautiful flowers is to

purchase bulbs and pot them up
in August and September. But
may I give my experience in

raising them from seed for the

benefit of other readers of The
Garden. This year I purchased
from Messrs. Sutton and Son some

seed, put about ten seeds in a 6-inch pot, and stood

these on a shelf in • a vinery which had just been

started, shading them;to assist germination. Every

seed grew, and later on, when fit to handle, the seed-

lings were transferred five to a 6-inch pot, put in

frames and given free ventilation, throughout the

whole of their career. In late August they

commenced to show flower-spikes, when they

were again removed to a shelf in the house and

given a weak stimulant. InTSeptember we were

able to cut several fine spikes of^blooms, which,

I think, is unusual. I am[Jioping to have another

crop of flowers in the early spring, the plants

now being kept quite cool and not over-

watered, which [I find is absolutely essential to

success. W. G.
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THE ROSE GARDEN,
ROSKS UNDER GLASS.

THE early part of the year is a very busy

time ainong Roses under glass, and

much of the future success is at stake

now. The earliest batches should be

in full growth, and will quickly re-

spond to the wonderful influence of

lengthening days and sun power. It is at this time

that insects and mildew are most troublesome,

unless one takes early precautions to check and

prevent their increase.

It is not my intention to praise one insecticide

more than another ; all of those on the market

are good and perfectly reliable if the directions upon

t he bottles or tins are carefully followed. I feel certain

I would not attempt too many of widely different

growths. Do not ventilate more than can be

avoided. I do not like the least draught in the

Rose -house except when the plants are being

ripened, and would only afford air when the

a photograph next year. My favourite of all

Roses is Lady Roberts. To my mind no other

Rose can touch it. The memory of it and the

anticipation of it are a joy for ever. For perfection

of petals, colouring and lasting quality Mrs. Paul

atmosphere is overcharged with moisture or the
|

is my second favourite, and every bloom it bears

fog following a rather cool night. At all times
' _ -

„

avoid cold draughts otherwise mildew will makr

its appcarani.c on the foliage .\. I'.

AN AMATEUR'S ROSES IN
IRELAND.

I SEE in " Rose Growing Made Easy " mention is

made of mildew in connection with the Rose

Killarney, and I have heard the same from others.

As correspondence is invited from amateurs, I

venture to give my experience. If anyone had

show one. For Lyon Rose, with its crude

colouring, I care not at all, and the most un-

interesting Rose in the whole world, I consider,

is Frau Karl Druschki

!

Tanllan, Dolgelley. C. L. Cox.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

that most, if not all, of the mistakes and injuries asksd me, I should have unhesitatingly told them

arise from lack of care in following the directions,

the majority of failures being from using the solu-

tions too strong. I cannot too forcibly impress upon
readers the folly of this. It is far better to syringe

twice than to overdo it and ruin the ^-oung

growth. Besides,r;raore frequent

SNTingings of a weaker solution are

a great help in washing and

cleansing the fohage. By fumiga-

tion and syringing combined the

war is carried on more effectually

than with one method alone, and,

if the plants are fumigated over-

night and syringed early in the

morning it does 'not need sucli

strong measures in either case.

Experience has [given me great

faith in this combination; but,

liowever clean we may get our

plants for a time, it will not last

unless we are prompt to attack

once more directly the enemy
appears. Not only are they easier

to combat at first, but there can

be no good in allowing them to

increase, which all insects do with

almost incredible swiftness. This

frequent syTinging, more especially

if a little extra flowers of sulphur

be added to the solution, is also

a great check to mildew — cer-

tainly one of the best I am
aware of.

Careful attention to ventilation,

changes of temperature, and the

water supply wiU avoid mildew,

which is a most insidious disease

and very difficult to eradicate after

it has once got a sound footing.

When a plant has an attack of

mildew it has certainly received

a check in some way, and this

afiects the whole system of the

plant in a very different manner
to that caused by the presence

of insects. It may be from chill,

too great atmospheric fluctuations,

and, more often than is generally

recognised, it is caused Iby

the roots being checked by being

too dry or sodden, or the use of

liquid manure strong enough to injure the feeding
points of young and tender rootlets. From first

to last extremes should be carefully avoided, and
it this is done Roses are not more dif&cult to have
in beauty and health during the first two months
of the year than the majority of other flowering

subjects.

Selections of suitable varieties have frequently
been given and need not be mentioned again, but

that Killarney was mildew-proof. Mildew does

not touch it with me. Next year I am going to

try Mildred Grant, which is supposed to be a

" martyr to mildew." To return to Killarney.

It is a marvellouslv lovely Rose in size, shape,

F

ONE OF THE PITCHER PLANTS : NEPENTHES VENTRICOSA

foliage, colouring and scent, and the scent carries

for yards when the tree is in bloom. With stalks

cut from 10 inches to 15 inches long for dinner-

table or drawing-room decoration it is simply

perfection, and puts every other Rose that comes

near it in the shade. I have it in standard form on

Briar and on rugosa (I like it better on the former),

and people who see it in bloom are literally struck

dumb with admiration. I will try to send you

BATAVIAN AND OTHER ENDIVE.
OR autumn and winter suppUes we depend

entirely on Fraser's Broad-leaved and
the Round-leaved, both of which are

excellent varieties and indispensable

for producing nice tender hearts and
leaves for salaJing. The Batavian is

much hardier and less liable to be injured by
damp than the curled varieties, and blanches

readily with very little trouble

and attention. Where portable

frames are available, a quantity of

the more tender varieties may be
raised and, at the right time, trans-

ferred to them. If lifted and
planted rather close together when
perfectly dry, the plants will furnish

a good supply of hearts for several

weeks. In this case the plants

should be lifted before the tips of

the leaves get damaged by frosts,

for, no matter how sUghtly they

are injured, early decay is certain

to follow.

The Batavian Endive, being

more hardy and less liable to be

injured by damp and fogs, can be

had in good condition for many
weeks if lifted carefully and trans-

planted rather closely together at

tlie foot of a south waU or forc-

ing-houses ; and in this way I

usually manage to keep a capital

lot of plants for some weeks, the

only attention needed being a

little protection in frosty weather.

In this position they are blanched

as required. For earlier use we
usually plant on a nice warm
border, and tie up the leaves like

Lettuce at intervals when perfectly

dry and in sufficient quantity t»

meet the demand. Endive will

not keep long after it becomes
well bleached, so that only a given

number should be tied up at a

time.

For autumn and winter use the

seed is best sown in the month of

July ; we generally make three

sowings at intervals of ten days,

and from each of these sowings

two plai.tmgs, which, as a rule,

suffice. When the plants are raised

early, should we experience a spell

of d' V weather, they frequently bolt to seed, and it

sown late do not heart sufficiently for the purpose

for which they are required.

A good Endive to precede the Batavian, and a

variety I have grown and greatly depended on for

many years, is Digswell Prize. With good cultiva-

tion this grows to a large size, and remains in good

condition longer than some others do.

lI>o/;'a»i Park Gardens, Barnet. H. Markhau.
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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
HOW TO REPOT A CYPRIPEDIUM.

•GARDEN WORK WEEK BY WEEK.

FLOWER GARDEN.—A beautiful lawn is

not the result entirely of work done to it

S
in the summer-time. It may be kept

very neat and trim during the summer
months and watered when dry weather

comes, but the enriching of the turf must
be done mainly in the winter. Some people cannot

bear to see a few worm-casts on a lawn ; they

I. A CYPRIPEDIUM RE.\I>Y TO BE DIVIDED.

immediately make an effort to destroy the worms,

and also brush away the little mounds of earth.

Of course, if a lawn is very badly infested by worms,

the destruction of quite two-thirds of them will be

beneficial ; but on clayey soils a number of earth-

worms will help to drain and purify it. The worm-
casts must be brushed to and fro on the grass, and
then the latter should be rolled thoroughly. The
loose earth will act as a top-dressing, and in spring

the young grass will show signs of improvement.

A few wood-ashes, and also a line dressing of soot,

will help to materially improve the lawn if both are

scattered on in damp weather and when frosts are

not prevalent. Any trees that are not required,

owing to their bad condition both as regards health

and form, should be sawn or cut off several feet

above the soil and removed carefully from the

shrubberies, then the stumps will be available as

a lever when the work of grubbing out the roots is

undertaken. Old shrubs may be treated in a

similar manner. Many trees in the pleasure

grounds may be improved if the top branches are

cut back fairly hard ; this action will greatly

strengthen them, as the young shoots and leaves

will show when they commence to grow again in

the spring. Old shrubs that have become rather

stragghng may be headed back severely. At first

they will present a bare appearance, but by mid-

summer they will look like young bushy shrubs.

Vegetabk Garden.—Hot-bedfe for forcing pur-

poses must now be made up. Where plenty of

tree leaves are available, they must be freely used

in the construction of the beds, as they create a

steady and lasting heat, and are, moreover, very

clean. Littery manure from the stables and leaves

in equal proportions make the best hot-beds for

all ordinary purposes. The manure must be
turned over several times during the week to allow

most of the rank steam to escape ; then the material

will not overheat and burn. The leaves must be

slightly damped as they are mixed with the manure,
when a better heat will be secured. In building up

the bed it should be i8 inches wider each way than

the frame that is to be placed on it. If used for

covering tubs, pots or boxes for the forcing of

Seakale or Rhubarb in the open borders, the bed
must be quite i8 inches wider than the outside pots.

The heat from the bed warms the roots and causes

early growth. Care must always be taken to allow

the rank steam to escape from pots, boxes or frames

by leaving small openings at the top. Parsnips

growing in a heavy soil in low parts of the garden

should be lifted and stored in sand. Continue to

deeply dig all heavy soils and to put in rotted

manure.

Fruit Garden.—Cuttings of Red, White and Black
Currants and Gooseberries should be examined
ivery week from now until next April, and if any of

them appear to be loose in the soil, tread down the

latter so as to make it quite firm again round the

base of the cutting. If the base of the cutting

does not fit closely and firmly on the bed of soil,

the lower portion of the stem will gradually decay

instead of callus and, in due time, roots forming-

Complete the winter pruning of Pear, Apple,

.\pricot, Plum, Peach and Nectarine trees.

When it is completed, fill up holes in walls with

mortar or cement, and paint the wires with paraffin.

Greenhouse and Frames.— Where Plumbagoes,

Bougainvilleas and Heliotropes are grown and
trained to single or double rods under the roof

glass like Vines, the final pruning must now be

done. All the side shoots should be cut hard back
to the main rods. In February, or very early in

March, new shoots will grow freely enough, and
some thinning out will be necessary. The borders

must have one good watering now, and again in

February. Keep Tree Carnations in as light a

position as possible now in the greenhouse, and be

very sparing with the watering ; that is, do not

water too often, but give sufficient, to thoroughly

soak the whole of the soil in the pot when water is

applied. Examine all stored roots and bulbs, and
see that decaying specimens are removed forthwith.

Put in a good stock of fibrous turves for potting

purposes, and also procure rotted manure and store

it under cover for the same purpose. Lay a clean

bed of ashes for plants in frames, but use those

ashes only that have been exposed to the weather
for at least a month. A. A.

HOW TO REPOT A CYPRIPEDIUM.
The first figure shows a Cypripedium which was
in flower a few weeks ago, and with the advent of

tlie New Year it should be repotted,

for it is at this season wlien Orchid-

growers turn their attention to the

many beautiful forms and hybrids

of C. insigne and C. spicerianum.

It should be clearly understood that

Cypripediums are as easily grown as

other greenhouse subjects. Having
selected a plant that requires addi-

tional root space, we must decide

whether it is desirable to divide it

into several parts or to grow it on as

a large specimen. Now, if the variety

is not a rare one, and only a few of

one land are needed, I suggest the

latter method, for it is the large

plants producing six or more flowers

that are mostly admired. They are 2.

—

the

potted on with very little disturbance at the base,
but it will be necessary to sever the rootstock
with a sharp knife in about three places, which
has a twofold advantage— first, it prevents the
centre from becoming full of old flowered shoots, and,
secondly, it causes extra growing points to form,
which in due time increases the flowering capacitv
of the plant. It may happen that the variety is

a choice one, or perhaps it is extremely rare. In

such a case we must try and propagate it as fast

as possible ; but this ought not to be overdone,
or the constitution of the plant may be ruined and
the whole stock be lost. With these Orchids one of

the chief methods of propagation is by division, a?

illustrated in Fig. 2. After taking it out of the

old flower-pot, all the soil is picked out witli a

pointed stick or " bedder " (shown in Fig. 3) and
the dead roots carefully cut away, when the plant
is divided into several pieces and repotted.

One-half of the compost should consist of the best
fibrous loam with the fine particles sifted out, and
the remaining half may be made up of Osmunda
fibre, peat (which must be fresh and not too

decomposed) and chopped sphagnum moss in

equal proportion, adding a sprinkling of silver

sand or finely broken crocks to keep the mixture
in a sweet and porous condition. For Cypri-

pediums it is advisable to pass th» whole of the

soil (after thoroughly mixing the ingredients

together) through an inch sieve, and it ought to

be prepared a week or so before being used ; while

as a precaution against the roots taking a chill it

should be placed on the hot-water pipes till it

becomes warm to the hand. The pots are filled

one-third of their depth with drainage, over which
is arranged a thin layer of loam or moss to ensure
a free passage for water, and with divided specimens
they must be sufficiently large to comfortably
take the roots, but overpotting should be guarded
against, for it is an easy matter to provide them
with a bigger receptacle directly they become
established. Having put the plant into position,

the mixture is worked between the roots, pressing

it moderately firm as the operation proceeds till

the pot is nearly full. Cypripediums enjoy plenty
of moisture throughout the year, hence the reason
for finishing just below the rim ; but although
dryness at the base cannot be tolerated, the other
extreme must not be indulged in, for constant
saturation means decayed roots, and when any
plant gets in such a state no good results can be
expected. When the repotting is completed the

surface is neatly trimmed over with a pair of

scissors, which gives a workmanlike appearance

S.\ME PL.\NT DIVIDED INTO THREE PIECES.
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to the plant, as seen in Fig. ;?. This is the same

specimen as photographed in the first illustration.

It is immediately after being disturbed at the root

that Orcliids require the most careful handling so

far as the water-pot is concerned. If any doubt

exists as to whether water is needed, let it wait

till the following day ; but as growth advances

and root action becomes more vigorous the supply

can safely be increased, while the surroundings

must be kept moist by occasionally syringing

between the pots. An average temperature of

60° Fahr. is recommended, and protection will be

necessary from the direct rays of the sun. During

hot and dry weather a gentle spray overhead will

prove beneficial, and for such work I confidently

recommend the Abol syringe. Thrips are some-

times troublesome, especially if the houses are

situated near a lot of hardy plants ; but these can
|

be held in check by vaporising the division with

XL All directly thrip is seen. This will be needed

less frequently if the inmates are sprayed over about

once a fortnight with some reliable insecticide, but

on no account must the directions as given on the

bottle be exceeded, but rather use the solution

weaker. Sentinel.

EARLY LETTUCES.
In every small garden where there is a heated

greenhouse or pit some early Lettuces may be

grown TOthout any great difficulty. Early Cabbage
varieties, such as Tom Thumb, are the most
suitable, as they form nice plump hearts

early and do not take up much space. .

The seeds must be sown very thinly in

boxes filled with a fairly rich compost, and ^'
in due course the resultant seedlings must
be transplanted in a firm bed of rich soil

in a frame. If a mild hot-bed can be made
lip, the progress of the Lettuces will be
very rapid : but care should be taken to

allow any excessive moisture to escape,

otherwise the leaves will damp off badly.

Tlie bed of soil need be only 5 inches deep if

a small quantity of well-rotted manure is

placed on the surface of the hot-bed prior

to the placing of the soil there. Put
the young plants in rows 7 inches apart and
the same distance asunder in the rows. If

a few seeds are sown monthly, a regular

supply of tender Lettuces may be secured

up to the time when those planted in the

open air will be available. Mustard and Cress

may also be grown in boxes placed on the warm
bed, or in the soil of the bed itself, as only about
I square foot at a time will be required for the

purpose. B.

lightly with dry Bracken, wliich should have been

cut and dried and stacked in the autumn, or, faL'ing

this, branches of Heather or connnon Laurel. These

latter, of course, are too heavy to rest on tender

plants, so the points should be stuck into the ground

and the branches placed over the shrub or plant.

In the case of such Palms as Chamsrops excelsa,

a dry whisk of Bracken placed around the collar

to prevent the snow and wet getting down into the

heart of the plant will be found sufficient, and this

can be left on till about the third week in March.

Plants growing on walls should also have the

roots protected, and in severe frost mats or

Frigidomo placed over them while hard frost lasts.

Immediately the frost has quite gone, uncover

the top at once, but the covering over the roots

should not be moved till March. I have noticed

that specimens of that beautiful plant Fabian.

1

imbricata have done better and stood better witliout

covering than did those that were covered, but the

roots were protected. Camellias with us rarely

require any covering. Fremontia cahfornica has

a few branches put over it in very sharp weather.

This class of plant is always better when not covered

up too much, but more protection should be given if

the weather intensifies in severity. I do not believe in

wholly covering up plants, as the supposed remedy
is worse -than the weather. In exposed positions

the more tender Hydrangeas should have the roots

protected, and in very sharp frost the tops slightly

3--

PROTECTING PLANTS FROM
FROST.

Various are the measures taken for protection,

and T venture to say that more plants are ruined

and killed by these means than by letting them,

to a certain extent, rough it. The system of cover-

ing up plants completely does not commend itself

to practical people ; indeed, when a plant is covered

up entirely with whatever material is used, and this

material is allowed to remain it is most weakening.
The growths become, if the weather is wet, almost a

putrid mass, and through keeping them dark and
warm, young growths are hastened, only to get

severely cut by cold winds when uncovered.

Plants that are considered tender should, in the

first place, have the roots thoroughly protected ;

and the best way to do this is to place ashes or

dry fine peat over them in sufficient quantity to

exclude all ordinary frosts. This will be found
enough protection till we get over 15". Wlien a

lower temperature is recorded, cover tender plants

.FTER POTTING, THE SURFACE OF THE COMPOST IS NE
TRIMMED WITH A PAIR OF SCISSORS.

protected. The material must be laid on lightly

SO that tlie weight does not crush them. Large

branches of unripened Beechwood, which holds

its foliage, is a capital protection, and in frost can

easily be let into the ground with a crowbar.

Fatsia, or .\ralia, can and should be protected in

the same manner. We have .Abutilon vexillarium

on a wall now most beautiful, and it has not as yet

]

been covered this season. This beautiful plant is

far more hardy than most people believe, the plant

in question having been planted out three years

and remained unharmed. Daphne japonica is also

unharmed and flowers beautifully, and is quite

equal to D. indica rubra, which is grown indoors.

Susset. C. K. W

THE TOWN GARDEN.
The Closing Chapters.—We are told that there

is an end to all things, and we imagine also that

there must be an end to " The Town Garden "

column of any year, though this need not—could

not—extend to the town garden itself, seeing that

it is so frequently encompassed by circuitous walks

and paths which, while leading one and all to the

house, may yet lead out again by quite a different

way. To-day, however, we are confronted by a

final effort, so to speak—a sort of farewell sermon,
if my readers will—and which, having in the past
weeks and months referred—figuratively it may be,

and perhaps all unconsciously—to the " first,"
" secondly," " thirdly " and " fourthly " of such
sermons, must of necessity introduce all the other
heads or sections till the " finally," " lastly " and
those few words " in conclusion " are reached in a
quite orthodox fashion. " The Town Garden

"

column is more of a necessity than ever before,
and city workers, realising in greater degree Lord
Bacon's testimony that " gardening is the purest
of all human pleasures," revel in a recreation which
is at once refreshing, health-giving and elevating.
A Well-kept Garden.—By " well-kept "

I do
not suggest elaborateness, but rather those details
of neatness and trimness we are so pleased to note
among our fellow-men. .A garden, be it large or
small, may be as much an index to the mind and
the home of its owner as the clothes we select for
our personal wear is to our tastes and preferences in
such matters, each in its way being but a reflection
of the mind on matter. Hence the garish-looking
garden is never the outcome of quiet, sober tastes,
since the latter will be content to aim at the per-
fecting of harmonies rather than to dream of satis-
faction in flaring masses of colour whicli, while
inflaming the vision, but render it unfit for a more
complete enjoyment of those greater beauties of
plant-life—form and the lil»e—whose greatest of

all charms is simplicity.

Throughout the Year, indeed, the one
object I have had in mind in penning these
notes has been simplicity, coupled with a
desire to raise the town garden to a higher
level than before, to endeavour to bring its

owner out of the commonplaces of things,
to show him that there should be a time
when he must cease from wTiting to
copy-book patterns and endeavour to
form a hand of his own. That, in other
words, he might well be, if only an amateur
gardener, an original one to boot, one
whose clear vision will carry him beyond
the limits of the moment and reveal
all the possible or probable effects of
any colour scheme or combination he
may have conceived. To those who
can enter into gardening on such lines

as these a garden must prove a source
of unbounded interest throughout the

year, an interest as deep in December or January
as in June or July, since the creations to
which the first -named months gave birth
will in the latter be repaying with interest
a thousandfold the timely thought and intelligence
bestowed so long before. From such gardening
as this might well be expected much of that

'

' .Art

which doth mend Nature," as Shakespeare has it ;

and if on these lines I have assisted any of the
many readers of The Garden to think as well as
work,' then my task will not have been undertaken
in vain.

A Greater Measure of Success might, in all

probability, have attended my efforts to interest
my readers had the latter much more frequently
made known their wants, since by laying
bare their likes and dislikes, by stepping on the
first rung of the ladder leading to success, an
interest is aroused which is nothing if not infec-

tious, nothing if it does not lead to those deeper
interests which, creative of enthusiasm, bind all

gardeners together, amateur and professional
alike, as by one common yoke. That such garden-
ing has in the past existed and will continue in the
future must be regarded as my few words " in

conclusion," to which I need scarcely add the
pleasures of such gardening in the years to
come. E. H. Jenkins.
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NEW PLANTS.
Odontoglossum Ceres magnificum (O. Rossii

majus X O. Rolfeae).—^This remarkable and beauti-

ful hybrid attracted a good deal of attention,

albeit the exhibited plant was a small one, in the

early years of its flowering. The two oppositely

disposed inner petals are heavily blotched with

browWsh crimson and margined with white, the

outer sepals being almost wholly chocolate coloured.

The elongated lip is white with a sufiusion of rose.

A handsome and distinct plant of great merit.

Exhibited by Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

Hayward's Heath. First-class certificate.

Miltonia Warscewiczii leucochila.—Presumably

a geographical form of the typical species, having

its origin in an importation from Columbia. It

is, as indicated by its varietal name, a white-lipped

form of the type, the waved sepals being decidedly

narrower and more reflexing, broadening some-

what at the tips, where they are touched with white.

The long, broad lip is heavily bordered with

white, and is rendered conspicuous by the big

purplish blotch, into which is also infused shades

of rose and yellow. From Messrs. Charlesworth

and Co., Hayward's Heath. Award of merit.

Cypripedium Dante rotimdiflorum.—The varietal

name is descriptive of a very handsome and beauti-

ful variety having its origin in C. Hero Euryades
X C. Charlesworthii. From Lieutenant-Colonel

Sir George Holford,* K.C.V.O., Tetbury. Award
of merit.

Lcelio-Caltleya Pauline (L.-C. Ophir superba x

C. labiata alba).—In this pretty and fascinating

variety the dominating tone is chrome yellow

or palest orange highly rectified, a lighter shade

pervading the lip, which in its lower parts is rather

strikingly veined with purple. From Lieutenant-

Colonel Su: George Holford, K.C.V.O. Award of

merit.

Cypripedium Gaston Bultel (C. Mme. Coffinet '''

C. fairieanum).—The bold, imposing dorsal sepal

of this variety commands attention at once, the

ground colour being of brownish mahogany and

bordered with white. The petals, which are slightly

waved at the upper margin, are coloured a brownish

hue in the upper half and yellowish green below.

The lip is of brown colour. Exhibited by Mr. E. V.

Low, Hayward's Heath. Award of merit.

Several varieties of Dandelions were brought

up from the society's gardens at Wisley, Early

Improved, from Messrs. James Veitch and Sons,

receiving three marks ; and Improved Broad-

leaved, from Messrs. Barr and Sons, receiving two

marks. All the above were shown before the

committees of the Royal Horticultural Society on

the 2ist inst., when the awards were made.

ROOT-PRUNING FRUIT TREES.

T

^> HE root-pruning of fruit trees is a matter

that requires very careful considera-

tion. It is not advisable to root-

prune every tree simply because it

has made a lot of strong growth

and borne no fruit, unless such

specimens are growing in very good soil. If a

young tree planted in a comparatively poor soil

has made strong, free growth, it would be unwise

to root-prune it at once. During the first two or

three years such trees are using up the nutriment

contained in the soil, and the time will soon come

when specimens of this kind will require much
feeding in order to keep up their strength for

fruit-bearing. In the meantime the chief work of

the cultivator will be to prune the branches in

a judicious manner, so that there will be a good

foundation laid and a strong tree built up, open

in the centre, with sturdy side branches which

will in due season be well studded with fruit-buds,

flowers and fruit.

To straightway root-prune a young tree of this

description would be to stunt it, to dwarf it too

much, and then a lot of valuable time would be

wasted in trying to build it up into a good average-

sized spe:;imen. The tree, however, growing

luxuriantly in a rich, deep, strong loam requires

root-pruning without a doubt. While visiting a

gardening friend one day I remarked on the extra

strong growth his young fruit trees had made,
and added that he would have to set to work and
root-prune them. " Why," he replied, " I have
been root-pruning all of them nearly every year

since they were planted, and it seems I shall be

obliged to continue it for some years to come."

The soil in which the trees were growing was a

I very deep, rich yellow loam, and the annual shoots

; made were as thick as an ordinary walking-stick.

The ground had not been manured. In such

instances root-pruning is the only way to restrict

the annual growth and to bring the trees into a

fruitful state. When once they do bear a crop

—

one considered a good average crop—the annual

growth of branches is not so strong.

Root-pruning may be done any time between

the middle of October and the end of February

while the weather is open and not frosty, but

during a dry spell in the autumn is the best time.

Not only is it ranch more pleasant to work in the

soil while the latter is dry than when it is wet,

but the trees also do better afterwards. Root-

pruning means taking out a trench deep enough

to expose the lowest roots and the cutting back of

the strongest fibreless roots, then filling up the

trench with soil again and making the material

firm. A tree with a stem 2 inches in diameter

about I foot above the soil may have its roots

pruned by opening a trench 18 inches distant from

the stem. If the stem of a fruit tree is 5 inches in

diameter, the trench should be about 3 feet 6 inches

away. It is better to open a wide trench than a

narrow one ; then the workman can do the neces-

sary operations more easily. On one side the

trench may be made deeper than on the other, so

that the tap-root can be got at and removed.

Extra strong-growing trees may be root-pruned

all round at one time ; others pruned on one side

one autumn and on the other side the next.

Every tree root-pruned must be well staked

at the time. Avon.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS.
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions and Answers.

—

The Editor intends to

make The Garden helpfvl to all readers who desire assist-

ance, no matter what the branch of gardening may he, and

with that object wiU make a specini feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications ahoiUd be

clearly and concisely written om one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Coverit Garden, London, W.C. Letters on business

should be sent to the Poblisher. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. Wh^n mors than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be dearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Herbaceous plants {Mrs. Ford).—It would

be most unwise to attempt the planting now with

such a soil as you describe and the heavy daily

rains which are bei,ng experienced. By all means

lay the plants in in sand, leaf-mould, coal-ashes

or what you will, and if, in addition, you can afford

them the protection of a wall, no harm will ensue.

As it is not improbable in the case of your heavy,
clay soil that the plants wiU have to remain for

a couple of months, the heeling or laying in should

be done with discretion ; that is to say, wet bandages
of paper, straw or other decaying matter, if such
exist, should be removed from about the roots of

the plants, which would then be free to form new
fibres when the weather improved. It would not

be advisable to plant in such a soil before February
or March.

Top-dressing a lawn (G. /. B.).—You
may safely give your lawn a dressing of manure
and leaf-mould mixed, and the work may be
done at any time now ; the sooner the better,

however. If you could give another dressing

next May—of fine sand in this case, though
—so much the better. Sand helps to form
a firm surface and encourages a dense growth of

the finer grasses. Loose or poor turf has frequently

been improved by alternate dressings of manure
and sand. The putting greens on some golf

courses are dressed with sea-sand in order to en-

courage a dense growth of fine grass.

Decorative Chrysanthemums and
other queries [L. B. W.).—The following are

all good for the purpose you have in mind : Source

d'Or and Lizzie Adcock, bronze and gold respec-

tively, October ; Freda Bedford, orange, bronze

and apricot, October and November ; Felton's

Favourite, white, and R. F. Felton, rich yellow,

October and November ; Ivory, white, November
;

Caprice du Printemps, cerise, October and Novem-
ber ; Moneymaker, white, November ; Franpois

Pillon, rich yellow, December ; and Baldock's

Crimson, December. The question of carrying

a large number of serviceable blooms is very much
in the hands of the grower, his knowledge of Chry-

santhemum cultivation and of the varieties in

hand in particular. An early start is, however,

an essential item. The Black Currants need not

be shortened unless there is an inclination to blow

about ; then it may be done to about one-third

of their length. AU the forms of Pyrus Mains are

delightful for the purpose you name. You cannot

make a mistake by planting any or all of them.

Carpet bedding {Ray Mead).—Among dwarf-

growing plants suitable for carpet bedding may be

specially mentioned Alternanthera amabilis, green,

rose, red and yellow ; A. amoena, orange, red and

purple ; A. paronychioides major, bronze, tipped

with orange ; A. p. m. aurea, golden ; and A.

versicolor grandis, pink, crimson and bronzy green

.

The description of these Altemantheras must only

be taken as approximate, as the colouring depends

so much upon position, weather and other particu-

lars. Of silver-leaved plants, one of the most

effective for carpet bedding is Antennaria tomen-

tosa, another being Cerastium tomentosum. The

best yellows are Spergula pilifera aurea, Lysimachia

Nummularia aurea and Pyrethrum Golden Feather.

Others that may be mentioned are Sedum glaucum,

of a distinct bluish tint ; and Mesembryanthemum

cordifolium variegatum, a well-known and popular

plant for bedding purposes. Of green-leaved

carpet plants, the best are Hemiaria glabra

(dark green), Mentha Pulegium gibraltaricum and

Veronica repens. For the edging of a formal bed

there is nothing better than Echeveria secunda

glauca.

Physarla dldymooarpa {CoUapit).—This plant is

» member of the Crncifer famUy, tloaely »IUed to the

genas Vesicaria. It is a native of North-Western America,

wkere it is said to grow in deep sand on the Kocky

Mountains. Tie plants grow about 6 mches high, and

kare a basal rosette of greyish canescent, obOTate, spatu-

late leaves, from which ia produced tha branching stems

and corymbs of yellow dowers. It requires a well-dramed

position ia sandy soil in full sun.
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Galtha monstrosa flore - pleno {Strntford).—
This is 11 donble form of tho ordinary Marsh Marigold, a
British plant and perfectly hardy. As It is growing in a
tub, the roots may be luoro exposed to the vicissitudes of

the weathej during winter than if growing in tlie ground

;

therefore it would perhaps be well to bank some leaves or
htter round the tub for protection against drying cold
winds as much as from frost.

Violets (Robert).—For purposes of flowering it is well

to remove all the runners as they appear, as these cannot
be present without poaching on thi^ energies or resources
of the plant. The runners you retained might well serve
for cuttings another year, and if tlie stem portion is

shortened, the crowns may be dibbled in boxes of sandy
soil or under any spare frame-light you may possess.
Plants raised in this way are vastly superior to spring
cuttings, because of their size, and make clumps fully twice
as large.

Lilies and Anemones (L. R. S.).—The whole of
the bulbs may be planted at any time now. the Lilies being
the more important. In your light soil plant these about
6 inches deep, enriching it below the depth named
with manure of a very short description. Both uf the Lilies

named by you are great stem-rooters, hence may receive
ricli soil above as well as below the bulb. The Anemones
should be planted 3 inches deep and 5 inches or ti inches
apart. The soil should be well dug in each case and only
moderately enriched for the Anemones.
Making a bog garden (F. S.).—Whether it is

necessary to puddle an artificial bog or water garden with
clay depends wholly upon the nature of the subsoil and
the supply of water available. In all sandy or gravelly
subsoils it is an absolute necessity, and requires to be done
in no half-hearted manner. In all such no less a thickness
than inches, and better if 9 inches, of tempered clay,
would sutRce for the sides and bottom of a water garden,
and rather less for a bog garden. In clay soils the mere
tightening of the present soil would suffice. For fuller

particulars please refer to an article on the subject in

our issue of November 19.

Dahlia Glare of the Garden (Non).—The most
probable cause for the change in your Dahlias that, in the
absence of fuller particulars, we can assign is deterioration
from lack of proper cultivation. Had you sent us blossoms
in their day of flowering we could have given a more
definite reply. What we should now like to know is

whether the clumps have been replanted intact or divided
occasionally before planting. All Dahlias arc best increased
by means of cuttings each year, and from these, or what
arc kno^\'n as pot roots, i.e., late-rooted cuttings which
have been all along confined to their pots and not planted
out, the best flowers are produced. We shall be rather
surprised, when you have resorted to these methods of culti-

vation and given the plants a somewhat generous fare,

to learn that they are no better, unless, indeed, it is a case
of wholesale sporting. We suggest you try the above
and, failing any improvement, send us flowers another
season.
Carnations (T. W. A' (?.).~If the Carnations referred

to are the border kind, those raised from cuttings would
assume a distinct growth from the layered stock, and,
raised so late in the year as November, would not tlower

—

or. if so. but sparsely—during the folloiving year. Such
plants have really been making themselves, and should
flower well in the early summer of 1911. We most cer-
tainly advise you to leave them alone, as, the plants being
large and healthy, they should give a good account of them-
selves another season. To ensure plants strong enough
for flowering of the border kinds only, the best of the
season's growth should be put down as layers, while the
work of layering should be done as early as possible, say,
about mid-July. Done at this time, the shoots root in
about a month, and by mid-September are ready for detach-
ing and replanting elsewhere. The secret of success in
these matters is doing the work in good time and securing
only the strongest shoots available.

Gladiolus (Anxious, Hinckley).— There must have
been something radically wrong either with the bulbs or
your treatment of them for you to lose one-half, but
the cause of it we cannot now determine. All Gladioli
prefer a rather rich loamy soil, and the ground should be
prepared in autumn or winter by trenching and by affording
a heavy dressing of manure as the work proceeds. Manure
that has been stacked for a year is best, and of such as this,

dug deeply into the soil three months before the planting-
time arrives, a heavy dressing might be given. As you !

say nothing to the contrary, we presume that tho bulbs
|

were sound and good when received. Are you sure you I

kept them free from frost ? Occasionally a corm will rot
at the crown, and then no growth is made ; but such a I

defect is easily traceable at planting-time. As you em-
ployed no manure this year, you should give "a much i

heavier dressing when digging is done. The corms should '

be planted in March and be buried not less than 4 inches
deep. After the winter digging give a dressing of lime to
the surface, and later fork it in.

them, but it is probable that Messrs. Sander and
Sons of St. Albans would be able to supply them
through their Continental house. You would do
well to delay the planting until next May, unless

the plants can be procured established in tubs.

Clematis falling (Beginner). — Tho cause of
your Clematis not flowering satisfactorily during the past
autumn was probably due to the cold and wet summer.
Mildew appeared on account of bad weather, and that
affected the flowers. We should say that your plant will

grow again satisfactorily next year, and advise forking
a little well-rotted manure into the soil round about
the plant. The ground evidently contains Rutflcient lime
already. The pruning you mention is quite right.

A large Wistaria (Hants).—You may go over
your Wistaria at once and remove any branches which
are interfering \vith your windows. \VhiIe the work is

being done you may be able to lay a few young branches
in against the wall to take the place of the old ones which
are badly placed. Any young shoots which are not reqmred
for such a purpose ought to be spurred back to within
two or three buds of the base, for the more short spur
growths that can be obtained the more flowers will appear.
Next year the branches may be cut back in July, which
will give the flower-buds a better chance of forming and of
becoming well ripened.

Camellia buds dropping (J. P.).—The reason
for the buds of your Camellia dropping may be traced to a
variety of causes. An unlicalthy condition of the roots
would cause the trouble, whether resulting from bad
drainage, sour soil, too much water, or little water. A too
heavy crop of buds is also likely to cause bud-dropping.
This, however, is easily remedied by thinning the buds
A shortness of food material results in this trouble, wliile.

curiously enough, too high feeding causes a similar loss of
buds. We should suggest that there is some root trouble,
and advise you to make an examination of the roots.
If the drainage is bad and the soil poor, replace them
by good drainage and good soil.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
To obtain tall standards of JBvergreen

Oaks (L. /.).—It is improbable that you would
do any good by planting stocks of the common
Oak and grafting pieces of the Evergreen Oak on
to them after they were established. It would
be far better to try and procure specimens similar

to those you require ready for planting. We do
not know where you would^,be likely to obtain

THE GREENHOUSE.
Palm declining (.4. B. C.).—Your Palm is

undoubtedly in a very bad state, and we are afraid

that it will be beyond your power to save it. The
fact that it does not absorb moisture in a proper

manner at once suggests that the drainage is at

fault, and this, combined with the check of being

removed from a warmer atmosphere, has in all

probability affected the roots and led to the leaves

dying off. Once a Palm falls into ill-health in

this way it is exceedingly difficult to revive, the

general and most successful practice followed

being to plunge it into a bottom-heat in a warm
house and syringe frequently, taking care at the

same time that the soil does not get too wet. Any
fertiliser or stimulant would be worse than useless

till the roots have recovered their normal healthy

state, and are thereby in a condition to absorb

the nourishment.

Chpysanthemums failing [E. J. A'.).—It

is not at all surprising that your Chrysanthemums
have failed if they are potted in a compost made up
solely of road scrapings and leaf-mould, even if

both were of good quality. For Chrysanthemums
the staple portion of the compost should consist

of good fibrous loam, lightened when necessary

by a little leaf-mould, well-decayed manure and
rough sand to which a few crushed bones have been

added. When the pots are full of roots the neces-

sary stimulus is supplied by means of liquid manure.
Your leaf-mould, too, is of very poor quality,

the best being made from Beech and Oak leaves,

though those of the Elm are not so bad as the

others named by you. Those of Plane, Walnut,
Chestnut and Sycamore are not at all desirable for

the formation of leaf-mould. Again, road scrapings

must nowadays be used with very great caution,

for various chemicals are often employed to keep

down dust, to disinfect the road or for other

purposes, while the great number of motor-driven

vehicles render the scrapings of the roads very

different from what they used to be. If the

material comes from roads on wliich there is nothing

but horse traffic, it is very useful for mixing with

the potting soil rtr for various purposes out of

doors, but, as above mentioned, when mechanically

driven vehicles use the road the scrapings there-

from must be regarded with a considerable amount
of suspicion.

" Picture" Plants (F. Richardson).—By " Picture "
Plants wo promimc yi>u mean Pitclier Plants, that Ls. the
diiriTciit mi'mbers of the genus Nepenthes. These seldom
nower under cultivation, and even if you obtained flowers
they wonid not serve your purpose in any way. as it is not the
flowers but the pitcher-like appcndaaes at tho ends ot the
loaves which entrap insects. Any of the species (not
varieties, for which you ask) will serve to illustrate your
paper. Two o( the cheapest kinds are Nepenthes phyllam-
phora and N. Sedenii.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Grapes not colouring (/-, /. si—Seeing

that your Vines are perfectly healthy, and that the
bunches and berries have swelled to a good size
it is evident the roots of your Vines are in good
order

; therefore the cause of the non-colouring of
your Grapes must be looked for somewhere else
than the roots. Do you think the wood of the
previous year's growth was well ripened ? If not,
start yoiu- Vines a little earlier and give them a
longer season to mature next year. This is some-
times the cause. Have you cropped your Vines too
heavily ? Even with a heavy crop Vines will often
swell their fruits to a fine size ; but we have never
known -an overcropped Vine to colour its Grapes
well. Have you given plenty of air while the
Vines were colouring, with a little heat in the
pipes as well to prevent the temperature falling
too low ? Do you think there is sufficient lime
in the soil of your border ? Apply more this
winter or spring ; it cannot do any harm.

Four best varieties of Grapes for
siiowing purposes {Constant Reader). —
Considered only from the point of view of exhibit-
ing, we do not think you can improve upon the
varieties you mention when limited to four varie-
ties, the only difficulty we can see in the inclusion
in the same vinery of Muscat of .Alexandria and
Madresfield Court being that the latter succeeds
better under moderately cool treatment and the
former under a higher temperature. The Madresfield
Court, we think, would succeed better with the Maroc
and Hamburgh, and as the Maroc is of poor quality
for dessert, you would not be likely to plant many
of it. Why, then, not plant these three together and
devote one vinery entirely to Muscat of .Alexandria ?

If you decide to include the Madresfield Court with
the Muscat, it should be planted in the cool end of
the vinery. Why not leave a rod o*two of Muscat
Hamburgh in the Muscat house ? It does very
well with many when worked on the Black Ham-
burgh, and, as is well known, it tells heavily on
the exhibition table when well done. There is

more than one so-called variety of it. Mr.
Goodacre's variety is a good one.

Black Currant trees overcrowded (S. c.)
You should, in the first place, bear in mind that next year's
crop of fruit is borne on the young branches, and there-
fore be careful in prunm? to leave enough of these on each
bush. After saying this, we would advise vou to cut out
many of the oldest and weakest of the branches right
back to the base from which they spring, and so let some
light and air into your bushes.

Red Currants {S. C.).—These may be thinned out
in the same way, but the pruning is rather different. The
young wood of the lied Currant should be cut back tlie
side shoots (which grow out of the main branches) to within
three buds of their base, and the shoot at the top of the
main branches shortened by one-third its length. White
Currants should be treated in the same way. Gooseberry
bushes should be pruned and thinned m the same way as
Red and White Currants.

Plum trees dying off (S. C.).—Try the efifects ol
a dressing of bone-meal, say, lialf a gallon to a tree. In the
first place, clear away any grass, weeds, or anything
which may be growing over the roots of the trees. Dress
the ground over with the boni'-mcal as far as the roots of
the trees extend, and then fork the gromul about 4 inches
deep, and so mix the manure with the soil. When this is
done, place a layer 4 inches deep of well-decayed farmyard
manure over the ground forked over If your tree-s have
notlRono too far, this treatment will help" to bring them
back to good health.
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Gooseberry savirfly (O. T. WX—The winter treat-

ment for tiie Gooseberry sawfly lies in the removal of the
surface 3 inches or 4 inehes from about the bushes and
burning It. This will destroy chrysalides. If there is

any difficulty in burning the earth, it may be buried
deeply in a hole some distance from the bushes and replaced
by fresh. Quicklime placed under the bushes and deeply
due in in autumn may be of some benefit.

Gooseberry trees to train up the sides of a
tool shed (C. E. F. M.).—Yes ; no doubt the bushes
could be repruned so as to make them adaptable for growing
as fan-shapt'd trained trees against the wall. Select as
many of the long shoots of the bushes for training as is

necessary (they should be 10 inches or 1 foot apart), and
then cut in the front part of the bush severely to bring into

a flat shape. The Champagne variety is not so free-growing
as many, but we have no doubt it will Boon cover its allotted
space. Whitesmith will soon do so.

Pear Beurre Hardy not setting its fruit
(H. J..).—We think the cause must be that the flowers are
weak and devoid of pollen. Take the precaution of shaking
the branches of the tree well while it is in bloom. This will

help to distribute the pollen and to set the flowers. We
suppose your tree cannot be dry at the roots. Take the
opportunity this winter, if you can, of giving your tree a
thorough good soaking of manure-water from the cow or
stable yard two or three times over. It will enrich the
soil and do the tree a lot of good next year. Never mind
whether you think the tree is wet enough or not, give it

the soaking all the same. The way to prune your tree is

to cut back all the young shoots of this year's growth
which grow out of the side of the branches to within two
buds of their base and to shorten the leading young shoots
(at the end of each main branch) by one-third their length.

Apple shoots for examination (Belinda and
B. F.).—The Apple stems are very badly attacked by the
mussel scale. The scales on the stems are formed by the
female insect to cover her eggs, and precautions should
be taken to destroy all of them before the eggs hatch in

the spring. The tree should be thoroughly sprayed with
an alkali wash made by dissolving 21b. of caustic soda
(98 per cent.) in 10 gallons of water to which is added
fib. of common treacle. This should be done about the
end of February. We fear there is also some American
blight ; this should be fought by spraying vigorously
now, and in the summer painting all the wounds with
methylated spirit. Tlie Pear shoots appear to have been
very badly attacked by the Pear scab fungus (Fusicladium
pirinum). All such shoots should be removed and burnt,
and the tree sprayed next spring and summer with half-
strength Bordeaux mixture, as advocated several times
lately in our columns.

To prune a Pear tree (W. J.).—We presume our
correspondent is alluding to side growths which have been
summer pruned. These should be further cut back to within
two buds of their base at the winter's pruning, but the
leading shoots of this year's growth at the end of the main
branches should only be shortened by one-third of their
length. It would be possible to cut the shoots back to
^vithin two eyes as stated above. The best way is to
prune to five eyes at the end of July (not Jime) and then
to two eyes in December. We think that Clay's Fertilizer
would be better for the pot plants. It is a splendid manure,
and very little of it goes a long way. To prune Peach
trees at this time of the year, thin out the weakest growths
when there are too many shoots on the tree. You must
bear in mind that the crop of next summer is borne on the
young shoots of last summer's growth, and therefore you
must leave plenty of these on to secure a crop. The
Peach requires little pruning in winter when the summer
pruning of the tree has been properly seen to.

ROSE GARDEN.
Preparations for planting Roses (5/m/-

ford-on- Avon).—It is sound practice to replace

manure at the bottom of the trench when dealing

with a gravel subsoil, because the manure acts as a

preservative of water, and by the time the manure
is well decayed the roots will find it out, and soon
show by the healthy growth that they appreciate

it. By so doing does not preclude one from
admixing well-decayed manure with the soil. If

such manure is well rotted, as that from a spent

hot-bed, it can do no harm if some of it comes in

contact with the roots. When we pot up Roses
we mix manure with soil, and they do not take

harm thereby. After covering the roots with soil

at the time of planting, and jUst before the top soil is

filled in, give each plant a small handful of bone-

meal. This is an excellent and lasting food for

Roses. We do not advocate covering the soil

with manure after planting. This keeps the roots

cold and wet. Leave the soil as rough as possible.

Any extra feeding required can be afforded in

May and June when the Roses are in active growth
and when their roots can absorb the nutriment.

Rose roots go down deep if there is good food

for them, and by encouraging this we reap the

benefit in a hot, dry season, as the roots are well

away from the dry surface.

Roses in cold greenhouse {West Sussex).—
You do not inform us as to the size of the pot the

Roses are in, or whether the plants have been

repotted or not. Supposing they have not been

repotted, it will be well to top-dress the plants

now. Remove about i inch to 2 inches of old

soil and replace this with good compost consisting

of equal parts each of fine loam, well-decayed

manure or Hop Manure, and about half a part each

of sharp sand and bone-meal. Mix all well together,

then give about the same quantity of compost as

that removed, and ram it lightly with a rounded
stick. The crocks should also be examined to see

if they are clogged or not. If they are. then clear

or give new crocks. Allow the plants to remain in

the cold house and prune them in February,

cutting back the growths to within 3 inches or

4 inches of their base. Some of the weaker shoots

cut back to two or three eyes.

KITCHEN GARDEN,
Celery diseased (P H. J.).—It is very seldom

that the Celery is attacked by a fungoid disease such as
your plants are suffering from so badly. We can only
call to mind (from a long experience in the growth of
Celery) two similar instances, and both happened during
the continuance of a long spell of wet weather such as we
have recently experienced, and to which we attributed the
attack. Nothing can now be done to clear your plants of

the fungus, but it would be well to bum or bury deeply
the affected leaves.

Celery said to be unsatisfactory (R.S.O.
York's).—The Celery has not bolted, and we can find no
fault with it, excepting that some of the leaves bear marks
of having been slug-eaten, which occasional dusting with
soot and lime would prevent. If crisp, juicy Celery of
the best quality must be had, abundance of manure will

have to be provided for the crop. The ground for other
crops afterwards need not be manured for a couple of
years. The flavour of yours we do not consider over-
good, and would advise you to grow the old varieties

Major Clarke and Sandringham White. They are sweeter
and better than the showier larger sorts.

Damage to Carrots and Potato (J. T.).—The
greater part of the damage to the Carrots appears to be
the result of a check to the growth followed by the intake
of a great amount of water, causing them to split. Early
Carrots often suffer in this way. There was in one of them
the caterpillar of the swift moth. Tiiis white grub should
be destroyed whenever found in digging. It feeds on the
roots of many kinds of plants. The Potato is affected by
one of the many forms of scab, probably in this case due
to some grubs attacking it in the early stages of grovrth.
The soil would probably be improved by a dressing ot lime
and rendered thereby distasteful to the insects.

Garden soil (A. T. U.).—Garden soil that has had
nothing upon it " but weeds for three years " will require
a lot of preparing before exhibition vegetables of a high
quality will be forthcoming. Uence you should proceed
at once to trench the entire area two spits deep, using
weil-decayed farmyard or stable manure, digging tliis in
12 inches deep. With the digging completed, give a
dressing of lime, one bushel to each rod of ground, first

placing it in bushel heaps and covering it with soil. In a
few hours it will have slaked thoroughly, and then may be
thinly spread and at once forked in. Artificial manures
would be of little use in the circumstances.

MISCELLANEOaS.
Destroying weeds {R. A.).—Bistort naturally grows

in a rather damp and somewhat acid soil. Drainage and
the application ot lime will cause it to disappear. Constant
cutting off of the leaves as soon as they appear above the
ground will kill out Garlic ; but if it is desired to thoroughly
exterminate it and quickly, iiothmg short of digging it up
bodily will answer.

Various questions {Enquirer).—The specimen you
send for name is Selaginella kraussiana, a native of South
Africa, &c. It is not a Fern, but is closely allied to the
Ferns. The conifers you enquire about. Cupre-ssus
lawsoniana and Thuya plicata. may be pruned at once

;

but do not do any more pruning to them than is absolutely
necessary, for it is a mistake to regularly prune such trees.
Pruning is apt to impart a stiff, formal appearance, which
is quite out of character with such things.

Killing weeds In ponds (William Gunston).—It
is possible to kill some of the low forms of pond weeds by
adding copper sulphate to the water at the rate of 2Joz. to
every 10,000 gallons of water. The bulk of water must
be calculated ; then tlie proper amomit of copper sulphate
taken and either dissolved in water and syringed evenly
over the surface, or be tied in a canvas bag and be dragged
backwards and forwards through the water until all is

dissolved. As the copper sulphate is poisonous, care
must, be taken b^ the user not to let it come in contact
with broken skin or the liands. arms or otber parts of the
body.

The " Movements and Habits of Climbing
Plants," by Charles Darwin (F. Richardson).—
This is published by John Murray, Albemarie Street,
London. W.. price 6s. Other publications by the same
author likely to prove of great service to you are " Insecti-
vorous Plants," price 9s., and " The Different Forms of
Flowers on Plants of the Same Species." price 7s. 6d.

Cactus fruit {A. B. C.).~The enclosed is a fruit
of the Cactus plant, though vour communication some-
what puzzles us. We think that the reason of the plant
fruiting may be explained in this way : In cutting off the
old flowers you removed only the one-time showv portion
thereof and allowed the fertilised ovary to remain. This
has in time developed into a fruit such as that sent.

Weeds from pond (C. H. C.).~The weeds in your
pond are (1) Potamogeton nutans. (2) Elodea canadensis
and (3) Lemna minor. Your only chance to get rid of
these weeds is to thoroughly clean out the pond this
muter ; then, as new growth appears next spring, clear it

off once a week as well as you can. A few ducks would
probably assist in keeping it clean. Unless you thoroughly
clean out all the mud, however, you can have no possible
chance of keeping the weeds under.

Clover in a lamrn {M. P.).—We are afraid that
there is no easy way of getting rid of Clover from among
the grass of a lawn. Try mowing twice a week nest year,
so that there is no possibility of any seeds being formed,
and give a good dressing of fine sand, sea sand for prefer-
ence, with a dressing of spent Hops and soot 'next spring.
This ought to encourage the grass to grow stronger and
assist it 1^0 oust the Clover. In many places people encour-
age the Clover to grow, especially where the lawns are
much used.

Moth for name and description (G. C. 0.).—
The moth is one of the Tineae, the smallest of the Lepido-
ptera. It is called Cemiostoma spartifoliella, and, as the
name implies, the larvie feed on the leaves, Ac, of the
Broom. You might try the effect of spraying with a
nicotine wash in the spring when the eggs hatch, but it

must be done quite early in the season, or the grubs will
escape. If you find them feeding outside the buds or
leaves, spraying with weak Paris green at the rate of
loz. to 25 gallons of water would probably do some good.

Tomatoes for inspection {Rev. C. S. H.).—The
Tomatoes are attacked by the fungus Sclerotinia The
spores of this fungus are produced in all sorts of decaying
vegetable matter, and the attack has apparently com-
menced where the stigma falls away from the fruit. The
house is possibly kept too damp or close. Tomatoes are
never so healthy as when in a warm, dry, well-ventilated
position. Avoid manure, or at least over-manuring, keep
all dead vegetable matter away from houses, and remove
and bum decaying fruit. The fungus is at times a very
troublesome pest of plants, both indoors and outdoors.

Screen for a garden (Bonnie Brae). — A Rose
hedge in the position you describe would be very suitable,
and would form the desired screen during next summer if

strong-growing kinds are used. Poles of the required
height should be inserted 6 feet apart, and wires 1 foot
apart should be strained between them. A plant must
be placed at the foot of each pole and its main branches
carried along the wires. Suitable sorts are Crimson
Rambler. Philadelphia Rambler. Tea Rambler, Dorothy
Perkins, Hiawatha, Alberic Barbier. Edouard Proust.
Elise Robichon. Una and Aim^e Vibert. If you so wish
it, a plant or two of the Loganberry and Cut-leaved Bramble
(Rubus laciniatus) might be planted as well for the sake of
their fruit. Pro\ide good soil at the time of planting.

Gas-lime as a preventive against mrire-
worm (Conittant Reader).—Gas-lime varies very greatly
in composition, even when it leaves the gasworks,
and if it has been allowed to remain unused exposed
to the air for any length of time, much of its efficacy

is lost. The fresh material may be used at the rate of
two tons to the acre (lib. to the square yard) if a very bad
insect infestation is to be fought, but this will probably
be too strong for the plants to grow well next year. It
may be dug in now. It is probable that as much good
would be done by putting quick or unslaked lime on the
soil in heaps at the rate of half a bushel to the square rod,
allowing it to remain thus covered with a little earth until

it crumbles up. then spreading it and digging it in. The
cost of the lime might be a little greater, but the crops
would not be prevented from growing in the succeeding
year.

About Roses, Apples and Raspberries.—
(F. B.).—The long stems of the Rose, instead of pegging
them, should be secured to strong stakes driven flnnly into
the ground, tying the branches to them securely at the
height desired. They could not then be blown about by the
roughest winds. The Apple is unripe and undersized,
and we cannot be certain of the variety ; but if you will send
us a good-sized fruit when ripe, there is no doubt we shall

be able to name it. The fruit, especially the small one, is

suffering from a bad attack of the Apple scab fungus.
You should have your trees washed with Bordeaux mixture
now and again just before the buds break into growth in

spring. This mixture may be had from any seed merchant
advertising with us, with directions how to apply. Re
Raspberry canes, allow the tops to remain unshortened
until the canes are pruned, say. in February. You have
done quite right in cutting out the old, exhausted canes.

Name of fruit.—Belinda.—The Apple is Bi»marek.
and it was picked at the prop«r time. 16 will keep till

March.
Names of plants. —-7. X., Bwu-nviHe.— 1, Chlwe-

phj-tum elatum variegatum ; 2. Helxine SoiioiaH^.
W. Prosscr.~'\, Sedum Sieboldii ; 2, Fuchsia Kirtai.

Herbert Jones.—The Begonia is Buisson Rose.
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